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Bruins look fof a fourtlustraiglit bowl victory

HYUNGWON KANG/IMIV Bn*)

Eric Smith (98) and Mark Walen (95) didn't give their opponents much
ground, holding them to a mere 70.3 yards per game rushing.

/

HYUNGWON KANG/Oaily Bruin

David Norrie has proven himself to be among the best signal callers the

Bruins have had in recent years, leading the Pac-10 in passing eficiency.

i

i..
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Nio. 1 rushing defense in the

land led the way to Pasadena
By Rick Alexander

Every football team wants to get

^o the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. It

doesn't matter how they get there,

just as long as they get to be on the

field when New Year's Day rolls

around.

But to get to the Rose Bowl,
you've got to be successful when
you don't have the ball, as well as

when you are on the offensive.

Without a doubt, one of the ma-
jor reasons for the Bruins' success

this year has been the defense's abil-

ity to keep opponents out of the end
zone. This feat was accomplished

tionally strong offenses like BYU,
Stanford and Tennessee.

In no area was the UCLA
defense more awesome than against

the run.

Throughout the year, the Bruins

battled Oklahoma for the right to

claim the best defense against the

run in the country. At the end of

the season, UCLA was the top team

with an average of just 70.3 yards

allowed per game on the ground.

While UCLA coach Terry
Donahue tried to place very little

en^phasis on that fi^re throughout
the year by saying the Bruins didn't

face any great running teams, the

record shows that some pretty pow-
erful runners were on tap against

UCLA. ^
During the course of th^ year,

UCLA faced the likes of Tony
Robinson, the scrambling Tennessee

quarterback, Cal freshman sensa-

tion Marc Hicks, the tandem of

Washington State's Rueben Mayes
and Kerry Porter, and a contingent

from use that included Ryan
Knight and Kennedy Pola. While
none of these people will make
anyone forget Bo Jackson, they

aren't exacdy plodders either.^ - _, _

PerU9[>s the 5iiain reasdik.JthA.

Bruins have been so successful

against the run has been the
domination of the defensive line.

Led by second team All-America
Mark Walen, the defensive line has

been a strength for UCLA the

whole season.

Playing beside Walen is

sophomore nose guard Terry
Tumey and defensive end Frank
Batchkoff. Both Tumey and Walen
were among the Pac-10 leaders in

quarterback sacks this season while

Continued on Page 15

UGLA attempts to continue
dynamic bowl offense show -...i^

By Rick Schwartz ^

^ssittani Editor

College football fans traditionally

think of BYU, Miami and
Oklahoma when recalling the most

potent offenses in the game. Biit for

the last two years on Bowl Day,
UCLA has displayed the most
dynamic offense in the nation.

Two years ago, the Bruins
destroyed favored Illinois by
reaching almost the half-century

mark in their 45-9 win. Couple that

with last year's 39-point production

in the Fiesta Bowl victory over_^

Miami, and you get an offense that

is averaging 42 points-per-game on

-—thebiggp^t^dwy^of the seasoa^by Car

and away better than any other

major bowl team around. In other

words, give UCLA offensive coor-

dinator Homer Smith some extra

time, and the opposition had better

be on their toes.

' But looking back, the Illini and
the Hurricanes were predominantly

offense-oriented. This year's Iowa
Hawkeyes have a fantastic offense,

too, but their defense is the mallot

that keeps order in the coi^rt. To
paraphrase a line from the movie

"Diner," Iowa hits guys so hard it

can kill their whole family.

"Iowa's defense is nothing like

any we have faced all year," said

Smith. "We have had three times
the amount of time that we normal-
ly have to prepare. I don't know
what I would have done if I only
had one week to prepare for Iowa."
What makes the Hawkeyes such

a challenge for the UCLA offense?

"They are big like most Big-10
defenses, but they are a lot faster,"

Smith said. "Unquestionably, they

are the best defense we will have
faced all year.

^ "Iowa is more talented than
Washington or USC," he continued,

,., 1^,'i^y „,,..„,§y^.r.,«i^-0iJM^-'' .

.sQiBi» ii,,iiaiiii iiii.iiiiiiifti »

most talented young athletes in the

country and have built a fabulous

team with them."

UCLA standout wide receiver

Mike Sherrard says, "Iowa likes to

guess where the play is going to go.

Sometimes the linebackers will

guess inside, and sometimes out-

side." It's hit or miss, he said.

"They also play unorthodox
styles. Their comers shade to the

outside, and (their safeties) play ex-

tra deep. We've been having our
r* Continued on Page 14
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Profiles of the Iowa offense

and defense. Page 3^

1966'Remembering the
UCLA Rose Bowl
team. ^ Page 5

Rosters and statistics for

both teams. Page 1 2-1
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The Hair Salon

*> Women & Mer

INTRODaCTORY OFFER
^ fA Men $20

/ V ^r Reg- for women $25

.X:UT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
(new clients with ad only)

Highlights $25.00 and up
Body Wave $35.00 OP*" Evenings

Manicure $6 Call: 208-1468
1 007 Broxton Ave. (above Mario's Restaurant) Westwood Village

EdKor's note

J
jPContart Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 20iB-5702 for student discount
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Welcome to the 1986 Daily Bruin Rose Bowl Issue!
The Rose Bowl matchup between UCLA and Iowa

promises to be an exciting event. To add to all the
festivities of college football's most prestigous bowl
game, the UCLA Daily Bruin sports team brines you
this special Rose Bowl Issue. /

In our second Rose Bowl issue there are stories onmany facets of the grand 71-year-old tradition. Rick
Alexander, the Daily Bruin sports editor who is at the
helm of the special issue, recounts the history of the
Bruins in the Rose Bowl and explains why the RoseBow might now be called the UCIA Invitational. The'
Hawkeyes, on the other hand, want to start their own
Rose Bowl history, which, as Mike Preston tells us in
his story, has been short and lacking.
And who will win in the end? Vice President

George Bush and Kareem Abdul-jabbar could not say
but Los Angeles' Mayor Tom Bradley and Iowa's Gov-
ernor Terry Branstad had a lot to say and gave theirown biased predictions Jto the Assistant Editor Rick
Schwartz.

There is much more in the special issue, including a
feature on Caltech and their students' annual pranks
in the Rose Bowl as well as a look at the Rose Bowl
stadium and the Tournament of Roses' parade.
We hope you enjoy the issue and find it to be In-

formative, too.

Happy New Yearl...and GO BRUINS!
Peter Pae

Editor-in-Chief

TaBle^o? contents
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• Holiday Theme Parties •Pianists
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Parties •Photographers

• Special Occasions •Party Favors

Come in and sample our artisan quality
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cakes and you will see howwe can make your party a hiti
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Balanced offense makes Hawkeyes a threatto Bruiri^

Long and Harmon lead Iowa attack
*

V

By Steve KaufhoM
Senior Staff Writer

It is difficult to know where
to begin an analysis of an of-

fense as accomplished as that
of the Big- 10 Champion Iowa
Hawkeyes.
They averaged 464.2 yards

per game last season— most of
the yardage through the air

via the strong right arm of
Heisman Trophy runner-up
Chuck Long.
While the backfield has

provided explosive running
and the offense has no visible

weaknesses— the focal point
of the 1985 Hawkeyes has to
be Ail-American quarterback
Long.

The quarterback
~~

After he coordinated a 59-0
rout of Mike White's Illinois

team, the Illini coach said,

"There's no question he'd get

my vote for the Heisman
Trophy. The award is based
on a player's value to his

I:

team, and without a doubt
Chuch Long makes the
Hawkeyes go."

From the start of the '85

campaign. Long and the
Hawkeye offense have been on
-the go. > Starting with con-
secutive victories over Drake/
Northern Illinois, and Iowa
State^ they averaged over 50
"l^^eirttsa game a^nearly 350
yards an outing with the pass.

The potent team from Iowa
City won seven of eight Big- 10
matchups, tallying an average
of just over 31 points a game.
Against tough Big- 10 defenses,

the Iowa signal caller
distinguished himself in dif-

ficult situations and became

m

» /
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known particularly for his
ability to call audibles at the
line of scrimmage.

Long, a native of Wheaton,
Illinois, finished the year as a
consensus All-America selec-

tion and the most prolific

quarterback, in terms of pass-

ing efficiency, ever to play
east of Provo, Utah. He
finished his regular season
career in the all-time third-

place position, trailing only
former BYU stars Jim
McMahon and Steve Young.

Despite the presence of
former Purdue star Mark Her-
rmann and current conference
standouts Jack Trudeau of Il-

linois and Purdue's Jim
Everett, Wisconsin coach
Dave McClain called Long,
"The best quarterback I've

seen in my eight years in the
Big-10." -^

Ronnie Harmon
In these times of versatile

players, Iowa tailback Ronnie
Harmon can truly do it all.

During the '85 season Harmon
ran for 1,111 yards and ac-

counted for another 597 yards
on 49 receptions out of the
backfield.

UCLA co-defensive coor-
dinator Tom Hayes noted
Harmon's early college career

as a wid^ receiver and called

him "a multi-talented
athlete." ^^ ^ ^ T
When Big-10 rivals trited to

shut down Long and the pass-

ing attack, they opened the

game to Harmon's explosive

running. He ran for 191 yards

in the victory over Illinois and
for another 175 against
Wisconsin. Proving his all-

around ability, Harmon ends

his career as the all-time
leading Hawkeye receiver
both in catches and yardage.
Hayes believes Harmon

made the Hawkeyes a threat,

running and passing, in 1985.
"He's really the catalyst that

balances the team," Hayes,
said. "He does everything.

"The combination of Long
and Harmon on film is

awesome to watch," Hayes ex-

claimed.

In the last few games of the
season David Hudson emerged
at the starting fullback for the
Hawkeyes. In limited action,

he averaged more than 4.8
yards a carry. After watching
films of Hudson, Hayes said,

"He really concerns me."
The receivers

While Long is tossing his

record-breaking passes, his

receiving corps does quite a
jobXof coming up with the big

catches. Hayes said, "The
wide-outs catch the ball so

well, and in all kinds of
weathesr. His (Long) statistics

would not be nearly so im-
pressive if his receivers Wferen't

so sticky fingered."

Both wide receivers Scott

Helverson and Bill Happel
pulled in over 50 passes and
junior Robert Smith was one
of the most explosive of the
group as he made 17 recep-

tions for an average of 21
yards each. Harmon added 49
catches to the Iowa passing at-

tack.

The offensive line

^"Providing the protection for

Long, and clearing the way
for Harmon, are a big group
of offensive linemen. Across

Continued on Page 18
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HYUNGWON KANG/Drtly Bruin

Two-ilme All-America linebacker Larry Station (tackling a Texas ball carrier) leads an Iowa

defense that is rar^ked fifth nationally against the i'un.

"- -

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

Iowa quarterback Chuck Long was the runner-up in the

Heisman voting winning an unprecedented numt)er of votes

for second place.

Larry hopes UCLA backs
can't get out of Station
By Steve Kaufhold

Setiior Staff Writer

During their march to the

Rose Bowl, the Iowa
Hawkeyes held their oppo-
nents to 10 points or less on six

occasions.

The defensive performance
was impressive because four of

the team's All-Big- 10 defensive

players graduated last year.

Larry Station

However, their best player,

linebacker Larry Station,
returned to lead the team with
a career-high 87 solo tackles,

along with 37 assisted tackles.

He made 15 tackles behind the

line of scrimmage that cost his

opponents a total of 164
yards. a

lTr"1984,^^atiOn was a con-

sensus All-America selection

the way the coaches use Sta-

tion. "They are very skillful at

making him hard to block,"

Smith said. ~
^

~

The defensive line

Of course. Station and the
rest of the linebacking corps
only get to hit opponents who
break through the fowa line.

Smith described the defensive

line as, "really rock-solid

guys,"

Senior left tackle Jeff Dorst
is both the biggest and the

best of the group. The 286-

pound Dorst has been a key to

the Hawkeye success at stopp-

ing the run.

Limiting opponents to just

101.5 yards a game, the Iowa
defense ranked fifth in the na-

tion against the rush. Only
Michigan State and Ohf^T
State, with top running backs

and led the Hawkeyes with^--Lorenzo White and Keith
lOTi.-j.-ix—1.1—

Byars, were able to rush for137 total tackles

It has been another great

year for^ Station and the Iowa
defense.

Not surprisingly. Station is

turning up on just about ever-

body's All-America team.
Iowa coach Hayden Fry said,

"Larry is the top linebacker in

the United States. He knows
the game and works extremely
hard to add to that knowl-
edge. His instincts on the field

can't be taught."

Station is also team captain

and a two-time Academic
All-American.
UCLA offensive coordinator

Homer Smith said the
Hawkeyes are a very well-

coached team, particularly in

over 200 yards against the
stingy Hawkeyes.

Smith cited Iowa's tendency
to force teams away from
their game plans, "They have
the capability of totally
cancelling a play," he said. '

,

The secondary
Iowa is also strong in the

defensive secondary where
Devon Mitchell and Jay
Norvell have made life tough
for pass-happy foes.

Mitchell finished the year

with five interceptions to br-

ing his career total to 18. His

record ties him with the all-

time Iowa record set by
former Heisman aware}. win-

Continued oil ^agc 21
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r Caltech pranks are becoming a Rose Bowl tradition
By Rick Schwara ^u.

Assistant Editpr >
" ,

"Whatever deceives seems to produce

a maaical en^.iantment.
"

— Plato
J? ','.»*«• r V -'

remained

Plato was

One of the wisest men in tKe history
|

of the world was Plato, who lived

sometime arounel 400 B.C. Perhaps

one aspect of his writings that makes

him seem so brilliant to present society

is how his words have

timeless.

In the above quotation,

talking about trickery, takwig advan-

tage. But imagine, for a moment, ap-

plying it to the world of modern-day

athletics. The observation is a rather

keen description of the sports-spectator

psyche.

When a team is a heavy underdog,

like the University of Texks El Paso

(UTEP) was to Brigham roidng Uni-

versity (BXU) this fall, and beats the

•favorite, there is indeed something

majestic about it to the fans. Upset

victories render that instant gratifica-'

tion. How many people do you know
who say, "I always root for the

underdog"? Could it be i>ecause peo-

ple like that yearn for tnose majesti^

moments? You bet 'cha. '/^^

And you know what. Those are a

special kind of people. Not too many
of us can sav our lives are filled with

surprises. . .

Now over the years there have been

plenty uf- upsets in the ^ose Be

UCLA thrashed a supposedly superior

Ohio State team in 1976, and did fhe

same again to highly-ranked Illinois in

1984. But perhaps the biggest Rose
Bowl upsets have been provided by
the California Institute of Technology,

better known as Caltech, who soundly
defeated Rose Bowl security in 1984,

and whipped the University of

Washington Spirit group in 1961.

Both years, if there wasn't enough

enchantment with the game itself,

Beaver students from Caltech added to

it. In '84, a group of Caltech students

tapped into the Rose Bowl scoreboard

via two microprocessor units, one they

had planted at the stadium and one

they stationecl about two miles away.

Late in the contest, with the Bruins

leading the lUini 38-9, the students.

who were to get class credit for the

prank, took over. No longer did the

scoreboard read UCLA 38, ILLINOIS
9.

It read Caltech 38, MIT 9.

Success! And to add to the gag,

Caltech ran graphics of their mascoty

the Beaver, on the small message sec-

tion of the scoreboard.

The Rose Bowl people did not have

time to regain control of the board.

because they would have had to ^t^a
somebody up to it. With four minut^remaming m the game, the committ^

orSethir ^"^" ^'^ -^^»^<
Back in 1961 when the Washington

Huskies were down for a date wifK
Minnesota, Caltech struck its first m
jor Rose Bowl job. It began with oneof the pranksters posing as a local
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A group of students from Caltech succeeded In changing the scoreboard during the 1984 UCLA-Illinois Rose Bowl
game. The arrow at the bottom of the board is pointing to two beavers, the Caltech mascot.
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1966 Rose Bowl team remembers game 20 years ago
Underdog role helped team to
overcome Insurmountable odds
By Kick Alexander

Editor -.

For years the UCLA foot-

ball team has been known as
the "gutty little Bruins."

It's not sure just when or
where that name first popped
up, but the tag has endured

ir^-"th rough t\\e years as a
reminder of ^he many com-
ebacks the Bruins staged in

their grid iron history.

But perhaps the team that
was the "guttiest" of all the
UCLA football squads was the
team that went to the 1966
Rose Bowl— and won, 14-12.

Back in 1966, the Bruins
were considered a poor team.
Everyone that was considered
an expert picked them for the
lower half of the AAWU con-
ference. They were young, in-

-rr

experienced and small and
had a new coach named
Tommy Prothro coming into

-the system.

By contrast, the Big Ten
representative to that Rose
Bowl was a powerhouse.
Mi c h i g a u Slate was^

undefeated and proclaimed as

the top team in the country.

JThe line was that the much
larger Spartans would humble
UCLA by at least 14 points.

"That was a classic story of

a rags to riches football
team," said Jerry Long, an
assistant coach at the time and
now an athletic director for

UCLA. "We only had about
two great players and a bunch
of guys that really played like

hell to win."
A lot of those players have

been forgotten by most peo-
ple. Not many remember Mo
Freedman, the starting center.

Freedman spent the day op-
posing Harold Lucas, the
Michigan State middle guard.

Of course, not many people
could see Freedman at 5-11

and 201 pounds compared to

Lucas' 6-3, 286-pound frame.

"Mo always referred to

himself as an ankle biter,"

said Long. "He was so small

compared to Lucas that Mo
always said he would dive at

his feet and hope Lucas fell

down."
"The whole offensive line

called ourselves ankle biters,

countered Freedman. "I mean
I was the biggest player on the
line. The other guys were
about 190 pounds, like Barry
Leventhal
"We tried to get at people's

legs and tie their shoe laces

together. We had to scramble
at them to block them."
Former UCLA quarterback

and Heisman Trophy winner
Gary Beban recalls the dif-

ference in size quite well.
"Some people who were wat-
ching the game on television

told me thai when they in-

troduced the Michigan State
team the field tilted," said
Beban. "But what our offen-
sive line did was fantastic. We
were able to move the ball

pretty good against their
defense."

.

But it wasn't just the line

that blocked well for the
UCLA runners. The win was
evident throughout the lineup.

"Paul Horgan, the fullback,

had to run blocking on all of
the sweeps we ran," said John
Richardson. "He was a smalF
guy and he had to guard Bub-
ba Smith all day. When the
game was over, Paul looked
like his face had been rear-

ranged, but he did a terrific

job on Smith."
It was Beban who ac-

counted for the majority of

the Bruins' scoring with his

two touchdowns, both on
quarterback sneaks.

Beban said that both scores

stand out in his mind, twenty
years later, but the play that

he most remembers most hap-
pened in the "third or fourth

quarter," long after the Bruins
had finished scoring.

.

^"^

"I started on a sweep and
when I went around the end
there wasn't a green jersey in

sight for 29 yards," said
Beban, now senior vice presi-

dent of Coldwell Bankers Co.
"It was a.jSjure touchdown and
probably would have put the

game on ice. But for some
reason, I dropped the ball. It

just came out of my hands."
But for most of the players,

the most memorable play
came late in the game with
the Bruins holding a slim 14-

1966Rose Bowl MVP Bob Stiles (being helped to his feet) stopped Michigan State's two-
point conversion attempt for a tie at the end of the game. The Spartan back outweighed
Stiles by 40 pounds and knocked the gutty Bruin unconscious.

12 lead. The Spartans were at-

tempting a two point conver-

sion, a successful try would
mean a tie.

Despite being much smaller

than the Michigan State
fullback who ran the ball

towards the goal line, defen-

sive back Bob Stiles and host

of other Bruins stopped the

play. Stiles was knocked un-

conscious on the play and also

was awarded the Rose Bowl's

Most Valuable Player, a thing

he commemorates with his

"RB MVP" license plates.

"The most thrilling part for

me was that I was on the field

when we stopped the two-
point play," said Steve Buder,
now the head football coach
at West Los Angeles junior

college. "Bobby Stiles and
Jimmy Colletto and the other

UCLA Heisman Trophy winner Gary Beban (16) scored both

Michigan State.

touchdowns in the Bruins' 14-12 Rose Bowl victory over

guys that collaborated on that

play stopped them cold. -~

"As usual, I was chasing the

play from behind. But after

that play, we knew that we
had won the game and at that

point the elation was an all-

time high."

"The heroics of the day was
the defensive performance,"
concurred Beban.

As one-sided as the game
appeared before the kick-off,

most of the players said that

they felt good about what was
to come.

"I remember the confidence
that everyone felt just before

the game," said Jim Miller.

"In the tunnel, there was an
AUbttome^ eerie feeling that we
couldn't lose the game."
"The chemistry was right

for an upset," said UCLA
coach Terry Donahue, a star-

ting defensive tackle. "There
was a motivation for the team
to play the best game of the
year."

Part of that motivation was
the actions of the Michigan
State players prior to the Rose
Bowl game.
-^•"Before thigame, both team.,

^otild come out onto the field

and walk up and down,*" said

Kurt Altenberg. "It was at the

same time that Cassius Clay
was doing his taunting thing.

I remember that they were'
huge and they kept pointing,

at us as though they were say-

.

ing 'we're going to get you.'

"I thou^t it looked kind of

Continued on Page 5
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Hawkeyes bring 2-1

record into
By Mike Preston

StaffWriter

When thinking of the Big

Ten representative to the Rose
Bowl, chances are Michigan
or Ohio State will come to

mind. But for the second time
in four years a relatively

unknown team, on the West;
coast that is, will be in

Pasadena for the New Years
Day classic.

One word would seem par-

ticularly appropriate to
describe the Rose Bowl history

of the Iowa Hawkeyes

—

unusual. For one thing, it is

simply unusual to have Iowa
visiting on New Year's Day.
This marks only their fourth

appearance at the "Grand-
daddy of them all."

In 1957, Iowa made its first

appearance when an honors
student in engineering led the

Hawks' to a victory over
Oregon State. With an "eg-

ghead" named Ken Ploen at

the helm, Iowa rolled up 35
points to OSU's 19.

The Beavers were led by a
quarterback nicknamed the
'^Hawaiian Hustler" and a
running back named Nub
Beamer. They may have
sounded mean, but OSU was
no .rtatch for Ploen and his

Hawkeyes. _
Despite being carried off

the field with a knee injury in

the first half^ the egghead
from Iowa came back to finish

off the Hustler, Nub. and the

rest of the Beavers.

Running his specialty, the

Pasadena
run-pass option play, Ploen

passed for 83 yards, com-
pleting nine out of 10 passes

with one TP and rushed for

59 yards including^ a 49-yard

dash early in the first quarter.

The Hawkeye defense was
anchored by a strong line in-

cluding a young All-America

tackle named Alex Karras.

"We were ready for *em this

time," said Karras. "They had
some bad breaks, but we beat
the hell out of 'em."
Who would have guessed

that this eloquent defensive-

tackle would someday be a
surrogate father to Emmanuel
Lewis?
Again in 1959, the

Hawkeyes made an unusual
appearance in the Rose Bowl
against the Gal Bears. That
year Iowa put on a superb of-

fensive display setting four
records and tying another
while beating the Bears 38-12.

Bob Jeter anchored the
Hawks* running attack with
194 yards~rushing including an
81-yard scamper, both Rose
Bowl records.

The Iowa running attack

was so strong that a 68-yard
scoring drive early in the
game did not contain a single

pass. The Hawkeyes 429 yards
rushing broke the mark of 320
set by Illinois against UGLA
in 1947.

Iowa's offense racked up
516 yards of total offense
breaking the record of 491
yards set by Michigan against

USG in 1948. Its 24 first

Gontinued on Page 21

Bruins play in tenth Rose Bowl
Recent history gives UCLA winning tradition

By Kick Alexander

Editor ,

Well, gang, it's time for

the UGLA Invitational once

again. That's right, January
first is *upon us and that

means the Rose Bowl.
Why call the "Granddad-

dy" of the bowl games the

UGLA Invitational? What
else would you call it with

the Bruins making their third

appearance in the game in

the last four years?

But times weren't always
so great for the Bruins in the

Rose Bowl. In the 71 years

that the game has been
played, the Bruins have
managed just nine prior ap-

pearances, and until 1966
they were winless in
Pasadena.
UGLA made its first New

Year's Day appearance in

1943 against the University

of Georgia. Although the

Bulldogs were favored to win
the game, most Los Angeles

writers believed that the
Bruins would > pull out the

victory because they had a

distinct size advantage.
Also in the Bruins' favor

was the fact that Georgia's

All-America halfback
Frankie Sinkwich was
sidelined with two bad
ankles. Even if Sinkwich
could get into th^ game, he
wouldn't be very effective.

For three quarters, the
teams played solid football.

each denying the other access

to the end zone. After 45

minutes of play, the
scoreboard had yet to light

up. It was a 0-0 tie.

The Bulldogs drew first

blood when R«i Boyd block-

ed a Bob Waterfield punt

deep in UGLA territory. The
ball skittered out pf the end

zone. Georgia had a safety,

and a 2-0 lead.
,

Georgia's lead went to 9-0

when Sinkwich crashed over

the goal line from one yard

out and Leo Gosta made the

conversion. Meanwhile, the

Bulldogs' defense held the

Bruins and the final score

read Georgia 9, UGLA 0.

It w)B& the first time that a

team had been so dominating

in t^e Rose Bowl, and
Georgia was just that; The
Bulldogs recorded 24 first

downs to the Bruins' five,

while the Southern school

racked up 373 yards rushing;

UGLA could only manage
159 yards on the ground.

Things went from bad to

worse four years later. With
the 1947 game came the first

exclusive Pacific conference
— Big Nine match-up. From
that point on, the two co

ference winners would face

off in the Rose Bowl each
year, leaving out the
Alabamas, Notre Dames and
Oklahomas of the collegiate

football world. And it

couldn't have come at

worse time.

a

UGLA went into the game
with a perfect 10-0 record
and a national ranking of
No. 2. The top team that
year was Army and the West
Goast football fans bemoan-
ed the fact that the greatest

matchup in football history

was going to be avoided
because of the Rose Bowl's
pact with the two con-
ferences.

After the game, UGLA
probably wished it had
played Army instead. It cer-

tainly could not have done
any worse against the Gadets
than they did against the
Fighting Illini.

The high and mighty
Bruins were humbled 45-14
by Illinois, Army won the
national championship and
the Big Nine started a Rose
Bowl domination that would
last 15 years.

Illinois scored first in the

game on a one-yard plunge
by Julie Rykovich, but the

conversion failed and the Il-

lini had to settle for a 6-0

lead. It didn't last for very

long.

UGLA southpaw quarter-

back Ernie Gase sneaked
From the one-and- a-

half-yard line and Gase kick-

ed the extra point to give

UGLA a 7-6 first quarter

lead. It was the only time

UGLA would get within
smelling distance of the win.

The Illini ripped off 19

X^ontinued on Page 17
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UCLA 'Run for the Roses'
Depth gives the Bruin backfield its versatility

By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

The 1986 Rose Bowl may
literally be a 'Run for th^
Roses* if the firm of Ball,

Farr, Green, Greenwood and
Primus have anything to say

about it.

These five UCLA running
backs may be the finest group
in the nation.

Of the five, Gaston Green
ranks well above the rest.

Some of his admirers say he is

one of the most explosive

sprinters ever to don shoulder

pads.

The sophomore tailback led

the Bruins in rushing with 666

yards although he missed four

full games, and most of a fifth

game, with stretched liga-

ments in his left knee.

Green was at his best in

UCLA's 26-26 tie at Ten-
nessee. He rushed for 194

yards on 24 attempts for an

"^
11 I

[^ , JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

Fullback Marcus Greenwood (45) had the best yards-per-

carry average (5.3) of the five regular UCLA running backs.

average of 8. 1 yards per carry.

He believes the Rose Bowl
will give the Bruins an oppor-

tunity to prove themselves. "I

feel we're getting a chance to

kind of redeem ourselves from
the 'SC game," Green said. In

that game UCLA fumbled
four times, with Green, Ball

and Farr accounting for three

of them. The team lost 17-13.

"We're really stressing in this

Rose Bowl not to make any
fumbles and really hold onto

the ball."

Iowa's All-America
Linebacker Larry Station will

be the major obstacle for the

Bruin runners. -
'^

"I'll be looking out for him
to make sure he doesn't get a
straight shot on me," Green
said. "Hopefully the line will

be moving him out of the way
so we'll be able to go up the

middle without Jiaving to
worry about him." ,,^ .

UCLA will be looking foir
Green to have a big daf^Hike
he had last season when he
gained 144 yairds and scored
two touchdowns in the Bruins'

Fiesta Bowl victory over
Miami. ^ ' -

-'-^-'^^^.

•! tKink I'll be able to live

up to what they expect me to

do because what they expect
me to do is what I expect to

do," Green said. "The line

will be rocking, so 1 think I'll

be able to produce. I think we
should come out with a vic-

tory."

If Green is unable to do the
job, the Bruins have a slasher

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

Sophomore tailback Gaston Gteen broke loose for a 72-yard

touchdown run at Tennessee earlier this year.

in James Primus and a very
strong runner and powerful
jumper in Eric Ball, who
combined with Primus for 944
yards this season. The tailback

trio averaged 14^ yards a

game this season.

"Eric combined with James
gave us a very talented duo at

the tailback position after the

injury to Gaston Green," said

UCLA Coach Terry Donahue.
"Eric works very hard in prac-

tice and in the weight room.
It was nice to see him
associated with our play
where the tailback, leaps over
the line for short yardage."

Last year the Bruins rushed
for only 11 touchdowns in 12

games. This year they rushed
for 21 touchdowns in 11
games.
"We all compliment each

other," Ball said, "so we play

well together. When Gaston
needs a break both of us will

be prepared to go in and
play."

If you add the fullback

tandem of Marcus Greenwood
ABd Mel Farr, the ^ruins^

running corps averaged 217
yards a game. They were se-

cond only to Washington State

iri the Pac-10. ;

Greepwood and Farr com-
bined for an average of 54

yards per game. Greenwood
Continued on Page 23
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Annual Rose Parade
Pasadena's big event
By Mike Preston

Staff Writer

During the early morning
on New Year's Day, while
most of America sleeps,
Pasadena is teeming with ac-
tion as throngs of people line
the streets waiting for the
Rose Parade to begin.

Many have been here
through thfe night and some
for two nights in order to get
the best seats for this annual
festival.

The Rose Parade has long
been a part of the New Year's
festivities in Pasadena and the
parade has undergone many
changes.

Although the number of
floats has remained constant
at around 60, the sizes, shapes
fand ingredients of the floats

have changed dramatically,
according to Lathrop
Leishman, who was President
of the Tournament of Roses in

1939 and Grand Marshall of
the parade in 1979.

During the early days,
floats were shaped more like

boxes because they were built

_around trucks. In order tCL.

"create floats that were low in"

the front and high in the
back, many trucks were

jjriven backwards dowq the

parade route.

Today the float bodies are
designed specifically for the
float with outriggers and ex-

tensions gomg in every direc-
tion. Also, the floats are much
taller today. Relying on JiiDgfe"'
and counterweights, the taller
floats must be lowered to fit

under a freeway overpass
along the parade route.

Smilax was one of the major
ingredients to the early floats,

according to Leishman. "We
would go into the local com-
munity and pick as much as
we could," said Leishman.

Today, however, the floats

are much more extravagant as
flowers are flown in from all

over the world. There is even
a special glue used to attach
the flowers that keeps them
moist for a couple of days.

The biggest change, accor-
ding to Leishman, took place
with the advent of color tele-

vision. A community parade
was turned into an interna-

tional spectacle.

This year, for instance,
there is a Canadian float

which will be advertising for

the International Expo '86

next year.

International coverage has
brought people to decorate
floats from all over the world^

According to Leishman, the

Tournament of Roses member-
ship has grown from approx-

imately 100 njembers in .the

early days to 800 today, with
32 committees overseeing the

many aspects of the Tourna-
ment.

College football's showcase
>•'>• r'^''^

game has an incredible origin
By Kevin Lynch

Staff Writer

It is the heart and soul of

America's most treasured
sport. If one had to narrow
the thousands of football

games in America down to

just one game, this would be
it. It is the Rose Bowl.

Certainly, there are other

big games that perhaps catch

the fancy of more Americans
in terms of a greater veiwing
audience and bigger dollar

attractions. Professional
football's perennial Super
Bowl contest immediately
comes to mind.
However the pto's game

pales in comparison when
one considers the lore and
tradition of the "Grandaddy
of them all." Many Super
Bowl viewers are more con-

cerned about how many
bucks one minute of advertis-

ing will rake in, than the

score of the game itself.

Of course the Rose Bowl
has its share of commer-
cialism, but the tradition of

:^the game saenn;—to ovur^ :

shadow the monetary aspect.

One might wonder how the

yearly battle for the roses

came to occupy such a

special place in the hearts

and minds of girdiron fans.

It all started when Dr.
Charles F. Holder, a zoology
professor in New York, was
banished to California,
because of his failing health,

in 1885. The warm shores of

Southern California did
wonders for his condition.

With his renewed vigor he
took' up hunting. In 1888
Holder and his weekly hun-
ting cronies formed a club
named the Valley Hunt
Club. The club quickly
climbed to the top of
Pasadena's social echelons.

At a club meeting Holder
suggested that the club
should start an annual festi-

val that celebrates and pro-

motes the newly discovered

Southern Californian
lifestyle.

It was determined the gala

was to be called the Tour-
nament of Roses. The grand
event commenced on January
1, 1891. Festivities included

races of all sorts, even some
between animals. But, the

Tournament was failing to

get the nation wide acclaim
Holder and 1^ mates wei
seeking.

What was needed was a

prestigious sporting event
that would capture the inter-

est of the entire country.

That is when Holder and his

club thought of matching the

West's best college football

team against the East's top
college team, "-r—

*

The Tournament's first

game took place in 1902, and
drew Stanford from the West
to take on an unbeaten and
unscored upon Michigan
squad from the East. T^e
result was quite literally a
smashing success.

The tournament sponsors

expected a crowd of about
2,000 in the newly built

Tournament Park (now
Caltech's athletic field). The
crowd, however, swelled to

over 8,000, which in its im-
patience stormed the gates.

The result: Michigan 49,
Stanford 0.

Between the years of 1903
and 1912 the festival's spec-
tacle was replaced by chariot

races. The races were soon
abandoned when they prov-

ed too costly to the human
body, not to mention the

pocket book. Each chariot

employed eight top-of-the-

line thoroughbreds.

result, the color, pag-
eantry, and spirit of the col-

lege game came back in

1913, and has stayed to the

present day. In those early

years, the Tournament
Continued on Page 15

W BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE iKF^AP* QO
(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION
NOiilDDEN CHARGES INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
l.TuM-up 4.0aCharMiruM-up 4. (JU Uianoi 8. diadi Baltaiy Water
2. Valve Ad|. 5. Brake Ad. 9. liMpKt Front End
3. Lube 6. Chilch Ad. 10. Compreaiion Teat

7. Service Air Oaaner II. (PreaaurcTcat CooMng Syaleni)
Parte A Labor (Gaa ft Air FOter stra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA) ^
[H1©(M0^ TOYOTA DATSUN
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• THIS IS AW HOWEgT OARAGE •

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 • 829-7012
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While Pondering The Bruin
We Ask You To Attune
To Any Other Hair Saloon
Advertising

Most Common No Doubt
Without Any Clout They
Assume The Old Mode Of
Hairstyling

Aside From No- new Know
How For Better Design
They Align Fool Tools Of The
Trade

Spliced Shears And Bright Razors We Need Not Be
labor The Outcome Of Your New Ha-Ha-Hair Do,

T -^

Oh Its Not All Their Fault Cause It's Just Out Of Our
Vault, The New __

Sassoon Sassopn
Pakt Pending Haircutting

.^sJSWf'

With Angles Galore Your Hair's Never Experienced

Before, Please Experience This Breakthrough In

Haircutting

Happy Hair Hour® Haircuts From $ 1Z«^

All Perms, Highlights. Streaks, and Cellophancs%/ ^

Haircut From $25*
w/Coupon

^
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/

17th Year At 925 Broxton
(few doors north of the Village theatre)

208-7277 208-4247
All Rights Reserved
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Halftime shows let students perform in Rose Bowl
Long hours are put into

band and card stunts

.-^y^sv^^ /- ^* ^1 «. •• - I

By Shannon Stryker

Staff Writer

Do you ever stop to wonder
^what it would j^e like tft.play

in the Rose Bowl?
Do you sometimes fantasize

about how it would be to

have thousands of screaming

fans all around you?
If you are like most die-

hard Bruin fans, you probably

do imagine such things at one
time or another.

But you probably never

thought of this, though. The
football players aren't the only

ones who experience such feel-

ings. Members of the UCLA
band and the UCLA rally

committee can tell you what it

feels like to perform in the

Rose Bowl.
If it weren't for the band

and the rally committee,
halftime for the fans would be
quite a bit more dull.

UCLA's rally committee is

in charge of putting together

COUPON

the card stunt shown at

halftime, and there is much
preparation which goes into

it.

While most Rose Bowl
bound fans are sleeping in on
the day of the big game, the

rally committee is up bright

and early to load their
trucks— six-and-a-half hours
before the game even starts.

Once they get to the game,
the committee members have
to make sure that all 3,176
seats in the student section

have the properly numbered
key-cards attached.

,

When the^ stunts begin at

halftime, two scaffolds must
be rolled into the tunnels of

the student section so that no
open space can be seen in the

pictures.

Speaking of pictures, draw-
ing up the ideas for the stunts

is the main job of the rally

committee. Long before we
see the outcome of these

Continued on Page 20
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Hard work by the band and its director nnakes halftime a little more enjoyable for the foot-|

bail fans. .
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TACOS AL CARBON

II"The free sa/sa bar /s ihe best weVe seen In LA.

"

' v» -OGrity Bruin, Re$tcKjrant Guide

fREE FOUNTAIN DRINK
IVITH ANY PURCHASE OF $2.50 Exp. 1/30/86

AT OLYMPIC & SEPULVEDA • W. LOS ANGELES • 473-6322

UCLA SPECIAL!
HAIRCUT by professional

from only $7.99!

PERM or BODY WAVE $60 and up
- 50% OFF!

(plus style and cut free!)

HIGHLIGHT or STREAKS $65 and
up -50% OFF!

(and haircut free!)

FULL LEG WAXING only $201
(with this ad)

>f r^f^ \rr\rr\r4^

CkLC

11 628 Santa Monica Bl. #2
Los Angeles. 90025

207-1714 207-1407

y-

'-Js;z: '^1,-j.

NEW YEAR OFF RIGHT WITH

20oz FOUNTAIN COKE
(Regular, Diet, or New Cherry) while discovering the Village's
most convenient foodstore offering:

"'''"'"^' a»amfcA.fa},.A,Sffiaia.Kajg«M^;;ir,:jj«^aM)M^

Sodas
Mllk/lce Cream

• Frozen Foods
• and much more

Must present this ad for free offer; one per customer; offer good thru 1 -3-86

Park free in Shell station while shopping in Expressmart

xpressmart
i I A/ways Open at the corner of Gayley & Led

''X^~'"^'K0'AkKUkt

Gayley & LeConte
I

LcCont*

s

The DeparirDtnt of
Cultural and Recrea-.
tior)al Affairs provides

the students, faculty and

staff of the University of

California, Los Angeles
on outstanding intramu-

ral sports progran}.

To provide for the
needs of the UCLA
community, activities for

men, women and coed
groups have been orga-

nized.

li^iiii i«

IH Photos by
Bill Sandke
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iEAUCHAMP ^
DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY
1911 S. SANTA FE
eOMPTON, CA
(213) 639-5320

COURTESY / . . -»^— jC 'Mmu

LITE BEER
Miller Brands supports

the responsik^le use o/

our products.

CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN CHEVAUER
(213) 639-5320
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We Better Get
Him to a Dentist

Quick!

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
• TOOTH BONDING >t7Q_A1^1
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas *l/l>-UJOJ
• Stereo Headphone (bring your own tape)
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome.
• Please mention this ad

>

tarry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate^
1441 Westwbod Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

«-^

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURM^JPf PIZZA':

1 -T- Ours is a dining'expeh^nce where you clan feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness../'

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

Tir^=^— and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGE OFOUR DELIVERY SERVICE!
470-2499

I A

«.j*A

1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santa Monica)
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

RENT SKIS, BOOTS & POLES
Per Day Including

I
(after second day) Boot Carrier

• tmm. ,Tj»> r» .» ItmM rt^iM'fcuirMrjRIulltmj

Complete Clothing Rental Dept.

Tire Chain Rentals

Car Rack Rentals

Complete Tune-Up Centers

G.L.
Ski Rentals

WHY RENT AT G.L.M. SKI RENTALS?

• *^->--

6"

PRICE
Save up to 50% atG. LM. (vs. the resort). No charge the day skis are

picked up or returned.

TIME ---

It takes 1 hour or longer to rent ana return ski equipment at the

yeso'r^srf^av^'ymrWjmffrfmti'lvhh yairmfdtf^ffHt^'^uJki^m/hhfif'

atelyl
j

.

( PROPER SIZE & FIT

Why take the chance on the resort rental shop mnning out of your

size boot or the size ski recommended for your ability. We have thfi

largest rental inventory in Southern California. ^ ,

PERFORMANCE
^Every ski at 6. L.M. is tuned and waxed to insure maximum perform-

ance. -

I*
'*W'" " ^W'

G.L.M. LQfCATIONiS TO SERVE YOU
Los Angeles ^-v-^ . .1254S. La Cienega Blvd. .V" ! . (213)652 4030

Pasadena . . . :T. . . 324 N. Allen Ave. ,.;, , ..... (818) 449-6544

Covina. . 1024 N. Citrus Ave. .\>. (818) 331-4678

Van Nuys. 1^762 Victory Blvd (818) 785 0611

CanogaPark 21 105 Sherman Way ...... (818) 346-8527

Torrance/Gardena . . 2308 Redondo Beach Blvd. . . (213) 327-9567

Long Beach 4026 E. 7th St (213)439-2006

STORE HOURS:
12 NOON TO 9 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

2. Oarryl H0iii^

3.Jame9

6. DefinteM3»
7.€hance4Qlin«>n
8. Kwi DoHiW

to. Gjfford irvln0

11 . Matt Sio^MM
1Z Brandaii McCrackon
14. Kkk M9xm$m

t7. MNke Fair

1a Harold B«ri(«to

19. 08vid CKnfion

20. Bob

aiifricBaN
22* IM0i Faff^ «lf«

23. Jamiaa l%iiflus

24. IMarctii Tiffinar

2$»,Johnljee
26. Paco Craig

27. Alan Dial

2d. JoeGaafer
29. Randy Bliv^rly'

30. Craig Rutledge

31. Carnall Uke
32. Joah Shinnk:k

33. Greg Francoia

^jpyRi^fc ~~^
16. TedHandaraon
m?, Chiickia MiNar

P9. Kalton Alaxandar
40. Tarry Tumay

41. Kan Norton, Jr.

4Z Tommy Taytor

43. DaveFranay

OUB

OB
R
QB

LCB
n
FL
F

S&H
SE

TB
F8
TB

RCB
PK
Ft

ss
LCB
SS

OtB
FS
FB

LCB
LCB
HG

ILB

ILB

PK
44. Gaaton Giaan TB
46. l/tarcua Graanwood fFB

46. iaff Damron FS
4a Doug Kfina \iB

49. T<viy PNaips OIB
50. Ron Evans DLT

51 . Tom Whitanight ORG
52. Tarry Thaodora (L8

53. David Simpson , ILB

54. Reuben Thropay OLB
56. Tory Pankopf OC
56. Mark Schmidt OLG
58. Jeff Giassar DRT
59. Matvin Jackaon OLB
60. Mitch Johnson OC

61.EncRodgar8 OLT
63. Mike Hartmeiar OLG
64. Ray Villak>bo8 OC
65. Dave Hailstrom ORG
66. Jim Wahler NG
67. Bobby Menifiaid OC
68. Frank Comish OLG
69. Joe Goebel OC-G
70. John Kidder ORT

71. BkM( Mayer ORT
72. Robert Cox OLT
73. Jim ALexander OLG
74. Russ Wamk:k ORT
75. Doug Wassel DLT
76. Bill Paige ORT
77. Jim McCulbugh ORG
7a Stave Mehr ORT
79. Onno ZwanaveKi OG-C
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81 . Derek Tennell

82. Mike Shenrard

83. Willie Anderson
86. Kirk Maggk)
86. Skip Pavlik

87. Scott Franklin

88. Al Wilson
89. Jeff Nowinski
90. Jim Masters
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Predictions hard to come by from ceiei>s
By Kick Schwartz
kaistant Editor

Who is going to vKn the

1986 Rose Bowl? WiU it be
the fourth-ranked Iowa
Hawkeyes, behind the arm of

Chuck Long, or will it be the

Pac-lO's UCLA Bruins, behind
the recent tradition of beating

the Big out of Big 10?

Trying to get some famous
people to pick a team seemed
almost impossible last week.

Answers ranged from
overzealous enthusiasm to no
comment— mostly, no com-
ment. That was probably
because many were unsure if

they could pick a team, with

UCLA and Iowa being so

evenly matched. Well, that

was at least one excuse. Really

it was mostly a political thing,

as you will see below a bit .
'". •i:

.

First, here is^^n example of

honesty, even though it sounds
like avoiding the subject.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
UCLA alumnus, Los Angeles*

Laker captain, and the Na-
tional Basketball Association's

all-time leading scorer, said

"(UCLA) has been too erratic

for me to try to predict this

one." Now at least Kareem is

telling the truth. That answer
tells you that the Bruins have
h^d some ups and downs in

wish both the Bruins and
Hawkeyes good luck." Who
would go out on such a limb?
Well, 49 states voted for this

man for Vice-President, so
George Bush doesn't want to
play any favorites and hurt his
chances in 1988.

Maybe we should call him
Georgie "The Sleek" Bush.
Here is more politics, but

from a different jurisdiction.

Have you heard of Terry
Branstad? He is another
politician, but you won't get
that kind of a 'please
everybody' response from him.

"Oddsmakers are favoring
Iowa by 2, but I hope it's not
that close," said Iowa's gov-
ernor,

Now there is a definitive

heart-felt answer. Doesn't tell

you much about the offen-

^ive-defensive matchups,

though.

A couple of California's

leaders played it up even
more.

Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley: "The Bruins are
tough. The Bruins are hot.

And on January first in the

Rose Bowl, the Bruins will

defeat the Iowa Hawkeyes.
Our sunshine and good
weather will put the
Hawkeyes in a lull. And by
January first, when they hit

the field in Pasadena, my
alma mater will come out
smoking, and Iowa won't
know what hit them."

Exuberant? Sounds like the
Mayor sleeps in his old cap
and gown.

Califomia governor George
Deukmejian relayed a message
to his press people, who in

turn told the Bruin: "The gov-

•857

Now how about this for a
politician's contribution.

"I enjoy watching the Rose
Bowl each year, but I have no
preference as to who will win.
I hope it's a good game, and

HYUNGWON KANG/DaMy Bruin

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley predicts a UCLA win In

the 1986 Rose Bowl,

emor is certainly rooting for
UCLA and hopes that the
Bruins come back with a win
on January 1st. In the three
years of the Deukmejian ad-
ministration, UCLA has been
in three New Year's Bowl
games (this being the third),
the 45-9 win over Illinois, and
the win over Miami in the Fi-
esta Bowl last year. And the
Governor is confident that the
Bruins will make it three wins
in a row."
Not quite g& bdld as Mayor

Tom, but at least it isn't one
of those classic President
Reagan (and I guess now we
can call them *'Bush")
remarks.

UCLA's most famous coach
was the Wizard of Westwood,
basketball mentor John
Wooden. The man who led
the Bruins to 10 NCAA cham-
pionships in 12 years said this

about the football team.
"UCLA's record is very good
in (recent) Bowl games. I see
no reason why it should
change."
What about some non-

sports figures like Johnny Car-
son and David Letterman?
Well, their press people say
that they just don't answer
questions like "who is going to
win the big game." In fact,

when toki that even George
Bush took the time to tele-

phone his reply, Peter SpiveyT
one of Letterman's press rela-

tions hounds, said via tele-

phone, "Now, what tl« hell

does the Vice-President do,
anywayI"

Television helps Rose Bowl gross $14.7 million
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Editor ^

There is so much money in-

volved in this game that if the
Rose Bowl committee took
$100 bills and laid one out on
each of the 102,000 plus seats

in the stadium, there still

would be some cash left over.

Here are some of the basic

facts and figures regarding the

dollars and cents of the big

production.

Most of the money comes

from television. NBC televises

the Rose Bowl live and ESPN,
the all-sports cable network,

televises it on a delayed basis.

All told, about $11,000,000

are poured into the game by

TV. ——

—

One hundred thousand of

the seats cost $35 a shot, while

some 2,000 or so with an

obstructed view carry a $25

price tag. That brings in

about another 3Vt million

dollars.

Other income comes from
the concessionaires, the pro-
gram sales, and even from in-

terest income on tickets pur-
chased. Combined with the
television and live gate
dollars, this yields a gross in-

come of approximately
$14,734,500.

After expenses for the
ushers, the police departn ent,
and the Rose Bowl committee,
another $150,000 is taken out

for stadium improvement. The
committee spends $45,000
more on publicity for the
game.

Finally, a net income of

about $14,164,500 is expected
to be shared three ways. The
committee gets a little over $2
million, while the Pacific-10
and the Big- 10 split the re-

maining $12 million, each get-

ting half.

Of the $6 million, all ten

conference schools receive
equal shares, or $600,000.

UCLA
Stats

Rushing
Player TCB YDS
Green 145 666
Ball 100 476
Primus 105 468
Greenwood 56 297
Farr 63 295

AVE.
4.6

4.8

4.5

5.3

4.7

TD
6
7

3
2
1

SI.GregBolin ILB

92. Frank Batchkoff DLT
93. Joe Pickert TE
94. Mike Lodish DLT
95. Mark Walen ORT
96. Eari Smith TE
97. Marcus Hudspeth DRT
98. Eric Smith - OLB
99. Steve Jarecki ILB

Game at a glance

Saturday's game: UCt^ vs. University of Iowa at

the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. Kickoff is 2:00 p.m.

Favorite: Iowa by 2!4 points (Harrah's Reno).
— Expected crowd: 105,000.

Television: National Broadcast Company, local

channel 4 with Dick Enberg and Merlin Olsen. Telecast

to follow broadcast of the Fiesta Bowl.

Radio: KMPC 710 AM with Joel Meyers and Bob
Steinbrink; KLA 83 AM on campus, 99.9 FM on cable

with Andrew Holt and Mark Nassief. Air time is 1:30
*

ference). Iowa— 10-1 (8-1 in Big Ten conference).

Rose Bowl records: UCLA— 4-5, with four game
winning streak, towa— 2-1, with one ^ame losing

streak.
{

Series: UCLA leads in series 6-2. /
Last meeting: The Hawkeyes defeated the Bruins

20-7 in Iowa City, Iowa in 1981.

Type of pfffense: UCLA— multiple set; Iowa-
multiple set.

Receiving

Player NO
Dorrell 36
Sherrard 31

Tennell 21

Anderson 19
Wilson 12

YDS
506
465
222
431

166

AVE.
14.1

15.0

10.6

22.7

13.8

TD
1

2

4
2

Type of defense: UCLA—
multiple set.

multiple set; Iqwa-

Iowa
Stats

Rushing
Player TCB
R. Harmon 209
Hudson 64
K. Harmon 36
Bayless 28
Goodman 15

YDS
1111

309
180
123
113

AVE.
5.3

4.8

5.0

4.4

7.5

TD
9
6
3
2
1

U «*J-]^ «ft - 1 < IP-M

Iowa
Boater

1

.

Quinn Eariy

2. Robert Smith
3. Kerry Burt

4. Uoyd Kiniber

5. Mike Burke

. 6. George Murphy
7. Rob Houghtlin
8. Chuck Harttieb

9. Ken Sims
10. Anthony Wright

11. Rk:k Schmidt,
12. Mark Vlask:

13. Rk:k Bayless

14. Tom Poholsky
15. Jay Hess
16. Chuck Long
17. Tim Sennott
18. Kyle Crowe
1 9. Carl Jackso
20. David Hudson

21. Devon Mitchell

22. Gram Goodman
23. Richard Bass
25. Marshall Cotton
26. Peter Marciano
27. Gary Kostrubala

28. Kevin harmon
29. Nate Creer

30. John Rudolph

31 . Ronnie Harmon
32. J.J. Puk
33. Kevin Ringed

WR
WR
DB
DB
DE
K
K

QB
DB
OB

DB
QB
RB
QB
QB
QB
FB
OB

nDB
FB

DB
RB
FB
RB
WR

P
RB

-DR.
FB

RB
LB

34. Vernon Little DE-FB
35. Fred Bush — FB
36. Larry Station LB
37. George Davis LB
38. Shawon Respress LB
39. Tyrone Taytor LB
40. Bill Happel ' WR
41 . Mark Stoops DB
42. Tork Hook DB
43. Jeff Blake LB
44. Keaton Smiley DB
45. Jay Norvell DB
46. Dan Wirth LB
47. Jim Mauro WR
49. Craig Clark TE
50. Hap Peterson DL

51 . Bill Weires DL
52. Bill Anderson OL
53. Mark Spranger OL
54. Eric Higgins DL
55. Dave Alexander OL
56. Mark Sindlinger _0L
57. Jon Vrieze

—^DL
58. Greg Divis OL
59. John Lyng OL
60. Bob Schmitt ~~0L

61 . Dave Croston OL
63. Jeff Croston. OL
64. Dave Height

65. Tom Humphrey
66. Kelly O'Brien

67. Jim Poynton
68. Tim Anderson
69. Mike Bennett

70. Bob Kratch

DL
OL
OL
OL
DL
OL
OL

KOB»i.«.'&,ifc....ii;»k»*«i*""""'*

•^

Receiving

Player NO
Helverson 53
Happel 50
R. Harmon 49
Flagg 25
Smith 17

YDS
686
812
597
190
357

AVE.
12.9

16.2

12.2

7.6

21.0

TD
5
7

1

5

7
/.^ ;^ F /»Hi /-/

Y

5

«

Passing

Player

Norrie

Stevens

,

PA PC INT YDS per. TD
214 136 10 1819 .636 10

41 22 3 290 .537 1

Passing

Player

Long
Vlasic .

PA
351

31

PC
231

16

INT
15

YDS PCT.
2978 .658

314 .516

TD
26
3

71 . Chuck Waggoner OL
72. Joe Schuster - DL
73. Herb Wester OL
74. Chris Gambol OL
75. Kevin Angel , OL
76. Jeff Drost DL

^"Sitji^MjI^tJ^^^ DL
78 Malcolm Christie OL
79. Mike Haight OL
80. Steve Green WR
81 . Derrius Loveless WR
82. Pat Cbpinger WR
83. Mike Ertz DE
84. Marv Cook TE
86. John Palmer TE
86. Mike Flagg TE
87. Scott Helverson WR
88. Tom Ward TE
89. Dave Murphy TE
90. Doug Burrell DE

91 . Sean Ridley DE
92. Jeff Beard DE
,3 4. Bruce GearDE
96. Robert Grafton DE
97. Joe Mott DE
98. George Millett DE
99. Richard Pryor DE

vs,
—

--k.

i^,

-^-i- T^J^
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£
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INTERNATIONAL
SUNROOFS

For All Your Automotive & Truck Accessory Needs
-Quality Products-

Sales-Service & Repair of All Sunroof Brands

-Upholstery Repair- _
" " " 20% OFF RETAIL PRICE-""1

\ UCLA STUDENTS & FACULTY j

1 8 1 1 Santa Monica Blvd. ^_:_ o^a ^^Ar
— ,,— , ,,jI Santa Monica. CA

-.1- ^u:^

^Td kUl for a word processor
I could rent by the hour/'

If you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super
mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro- —
vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll

save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide axe the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letier quaUty printer.

We even provide access to a copier so you can duplicate
your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-Ut, and there's
parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to
find out more about our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with
ID.).

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

11645 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779 :-

TANNING <& TONING CENTER

Electronic Muscle Toning

(Covered By Most Health Plans)

Manicurist

Sauna

TANNING AMPLIFIER
with purchase)

Massage Therapist

Showers

Juice Bar

Special Mid-day rates

30'^n OFF ALL PACKAGES TO UCLA blUDENTS & FACULTY

FREE SUN FACIAL FREE PASSIVE EXERCISE WORKOJl
1934 SAN VICENTE BOULEVARD • BHENTWOOD
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Eric Ball tied a UCLA record when he scored four
touchdowns against San Diego State earlier this year*^ Ball's
contribution made him an integral part of the offense. ',; >

UCLA offense
Continued from Page 1

scout team emulate that type
of alignment in practice, and I

don't think it's the best kind of
defense."

Sherrard, who holds almost
all of the Bruin receiving
records and is an especially

talented route-runner with
deceptive sp)eed, will be cat-

ching passes from fifth-year

senior David Norrie (136/214,
.636). _

If anyone had suggested
after the first game of the
season that Notrie would lead
the Pac-10 in passing efficien-

cy and take UCLA to the Rose
Bowl, they would have been
accused of getting in the mid-
dle of too many rugby scrums.
But now Norrie plays with the
confidence of a fifth-year
senior who has started for
some time, even though he
hasn't, and he seems excited
about t a king on the
Hawkeyes.

'We've had a lot more time
to prepare so we can get a bit

more specialized," said the
Portland native. "We'll mix
up the run and pass, and show
them a lot of different plays so
they will have to play a lot of
different defenses."

One reason Norrie has been
able to throw so effectively is

that opposing defenses have
had to respect the UCLA run-
ning game so much. It is

possible that this edition of the
Bruin offense has the best
corps of backs ever assembled
at UCLA. In addition to
sophomore Caston Creen,
who carried the ball 145 times
for 666 yards (4.6 avg.) while
missing almost five games in

1985, the Bruins have two
other tailbacks with thesibility

to break loose a long one to-

day.

Freshman Eric Ball^ and
sophomore James Primus
combined for 944 yards while
Creen was injured. Ball has
quickness to go along with his

bulky frame, and he is usually
called upon to go up over the
top on short yardage plays.

Ball average 4.8 yards per
carry.

Primus is a slashing runner
who has broken his share of
long ones by picking his holes
quickly and staying low to the
ground. In a way he can be
described as a quick John
Capalletti, because like the
former Heisman winner from
Penn State, Primus has an in-

credibly low center of gravity
when he runs which makes it

hard to tackle him. Primus
averaged 4.5 yards per at-

tempt in '85.

Sounds iikife UCLA already
has enough in the backfield to

keep t he Rose Bowl
scoreboard constantly chang-
ing. But don't leave out the
Bruins' fantastic fullbacks.'

Junior Marcus Greenwood
(the oldest of all the backs)

pounded defensive lines for

297 yards while only carrying
56 times, a 5.3 average. Most
tackles made on Greenwood
this year were made by
linebackers. Alternating with
Greenwood for most of the
season has been Mel Farr, Jr.,

who also ran well just about
every time he touched the
ball. Farr had an outstanding
4.7 yards per carry. Not only
do these two give UCLA a
one-two punch on short yard-
age plays, but Terry Donahue
likes to use h^s fullbacks on
first down.
None of these backs would

have the chance to demon-
strate their effectiveness
without the hole-opening skills^

of a strong UCLA offensive
line. Led by the offense's
MVP, senior Jeft guard Mike
^artmeier (6-5, 265), the
trenchmen have consistently

Continued on Page 16
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Budweiser
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Frort rim Lin«j with
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tor protectioo vrtoor leather for
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luxury and comfon

T«wo foottMd iwidlhs

AdjustaMa tooa to fit
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and the
1985 UCLA Football PdcHO

Let your feet make a
place for themselves*

The Origiriai World
Famous

Birkenstock

Champions

* 10910 L£ CONTI AVE., WESTVOOD VILLAGE it

(BY UCLA MAIN EN7TUNCE)208.73O7

14447 Ventura Blvd., (at Van Nuys Blvd.)

Sherman Oaks 788-8443 '

8629 Melrose Ave.,West Hollywood
855-0744

1111 Prospect, La jolla, CA 92037

(619) 454-7577 -

"Talm Springs at 275 S. Palm Canyon Dr.

(Vineyard Mall) (619) 323-1175

Comfort Shoea and Natural- Fiber Clothing
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The Brum defertse celebrates wtien James Washington (3)
picks off his fifth interception of the year to lead the team in
that category.

UCLA defense
Continued from Page 1

Batchkoff used his ag-
gressiveness to create all sorts

of mayhem along the line and
in the opponent's backfield.

Backing up the three
starters are Jeff Classer and
Doug Wassel at the ends and
Jim Wahler in the middle.
Wahler was also in the top ten
in the Pac-10 rankings for

quarterback sacks.

"We can't let them get their

Tunning game going," said

Tom Hayes, UCLA's co-defen-
sive coordinator. '*Ronnie
Harmon (Iowa's 1,000-yard
tailback) *bertainly ranks
among the best we've seen this

year, if not the best."

Xhe only way to describe
the iinebacking corps is

diverse. UCLA counts on the
experience of its two starting

inside linebackers to comple-
ment the youth of the pair on
the outside.

Seniors Tommy Taylor and
Steve Jarecki start at the in-

side spots while sophomores
Melvin Jackson and Eric
Smith are the outside backers.

The main relief for the star-

ting four will come from Ken
Norton, Jr. on the inside and
Chance Johnson and Camell,
Lake on the outside.

"We have a philosophy of

trying to play a number of

athletes in the game," said

Hayes. "We're not afraid to

u^ Chance or Carnell (both
freshmen) in any situation."

Part of the responsibility of

the linebackers will be to

guard Harmon on pass pat-

terns. More than with most
running backs, this is especial-

ly dangerous because Harmon
used to be a wide receiver at

Iowa and snagged 49 passes

this year. Saddled with the
chore of watching Harmon for

most of the game will be Nor-
ton.

Perhaps the part of the
UCLA defense that has come
under the most fire this year

has been the secondary. It was
a concern of Doanhue's before
the season started, not because
the group lacked talent, but
because they lacked experi-
enoer-*

In essence, what UCLA us-
ed to counter the passing at-

tack of BYU and Robbie Bosco
earlier this year was a group
of freshmen and sophomores
with two juniors and a senior
thrown in for good measure.

Without a doubt the leaders
of the pack in the secondary
are Honorable Mention All-

Americas James Washington
and Craig Rutledge, the star-

ting safeties. ^ ...^;,....

The starting comerbacks are
Chuckie Miller and Dennis
Price. If all four start, it may
be a miracle. Both Rutledge
and Price missed the USC
game because of injuries. Price
is probable for the Rose Bowl
game while Rudedge is listed

as questionable.

The main backups for this

group are Joe Casser, the pro-
bable starter if Rutledge is

unable to answer the bell, and
Darryl Henley and Marcus
Turner. Henley has also been
hurt recendy, sidelined with a
kidney injury for the last week
of the season.
-^ "Henley and Price are prac-

ticing right now so they
should be O.K.," said Hayes.
"But Rutledge hasn't practiced

yet. He'll have; some rust to

get rid of if he gets to play.

"The only concern we have
with Henley and Price is if

they'll last the full game. —r—

"Our defensive backs Will

have to keep in front of their

wide outs," said Hayes. "We
have to stay away from the

big play. That's what we've
done all year, prevented the

other team from getting the

big play."

With Iowa quarterback
Chuck Long and Harmon on
the field at the same time,

preventing the big play may
be easier said than done.

Game
Continued from Pace 9
would simply pick what it

deemed to be the best football

powers from each regiol:
'^

. That was all changed in

1935. In that year, what was
^ to become the Pac-10 con-

ference was formed and the

conference leaders would
chose the representatives for

the Rose Bowl game. One
team would be the conference

champion, and the d'ther

would be from the Eastern

section of the nation.

Soon other bowl games
cropped up and ate away at

the Rose Bowl's virtual
monopoly on Eastern football

powers. Consquently, the
Pac-10 made overtures to

what was then the Big 9.

In a 7-2 vote the Big 9

agreed to an exclusive contract

pitting the ehampiofr of the

Pacific conference with the

Big 9 Winner in the New

Year's Day game.
Illinois and Minnesota were

the only schools opposed to

the contract.

-Coincidentally, it was Il-

linois that participated In Tfif*?

first post contract Rose Bowl,

4 beating UCLA 45-14. It was a

game that no one wanted the

Illini to participate in, having

come from a weak conference,

and playing the No. 2 team in

the country, the Bruins.

Since then, national cham-
pionships have been decided

on New Year's Day in

Pasadena, during a game that

was started by a bunch of

hunters that wanted to pro-

mote the Southern California

lifestyle. <

Even today, the thousands

of tailgating fans present at

each Rqse Bowl remind sports

historians of the gamef's hum-
ble beginnings— from chariot

races to the "Grandaddy of

them all."
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Includes:

round trip airfare, accommodations, and lift tickets
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(818)881-8000TRAVEL .SERVICE

7255 RESEDA BOULEVARD
RESEDA. CALIFORNIA 91336

Prices Slightly Higher Af^er ! 2/20/85

477-0997 1 1 900 W. Pico Blvd
West LA

Cycle Produces West
"Quality Parts & Service at a Fair Pnce*'~

~

'.>».vr The Shop of the 80*s

WINTER—

^

Service Special

FREE Pick-Up"Sr

Delivery for

Service or Repairs

within 5 miles of

UCLA

Owner's
Service

FREE Installation

of any Tire, Chain

or^Battery we sell

while u wait"
« <

Specials valid with presentation of UCLAID

Parts =
Specials

Kryptonite #4

Locks $38"
Padded, Lined Winter
Street Gloves. Zipper
Gauntlets, ^a^^^.
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Start Your Mew Year Off With a Smile!
see w."' "^***

RICI^ARD S. PHILLIPS, D^D.S
General

deduced Fees/fjctended Hours
CLEANING & EXAMINATION $18.00 reg:$60
Located in Westwood Village at the Medical Plaza

10921 WILSHIRE BLVD "^1007
208-3560

TJ MALONEY

I

UManes
FLEECEWEAR

THE QUALITY
YOU CAN TRUST

SWEATSHIRTS

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex c^/\
PermalensS v /.M
Bausch & Lomb ' -Yi
30 Day Extended ^^!i^
Additional Pair $^0
up to 2 weeks

Soft

$65
Wear ^^^
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM.
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

V

Regular $ 16>50

PANTS $10.95
Regular $ 19.50

1947 WESTWOOD BLVD, (213)470-3385
2 Blocks 8outh of Santa Monica Blvd.

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1500 operations to date
Radio KeratQlomy /'

In Hospital or Office Patient

$tOOO/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

V N . 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim, 414 StateCollege Bl (714) 774-4510

Downey. 8711 Firestone Bl V213i 862 076b'

L.A. 1482 S Robenson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-789e
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Mike Sherrard missed several games with a broken clavicle,

but the big play split end is 100% healthy for the Rose
Bowl.

FREE
ti <«

name m ice cream

UCLA offense
Continued from Page 14
moved defenses off the line of
scrimmage, and onto their
heels.

Hartmefer's buddy, senior
right guard Jim McCullough
(6-5, 282), played outstanding
football for the Bruins and
received various post-season
awards. But McCullough
played all season long with a
pinched nerve that -has gotten
progressively worse, and it

seems to finally be catching up
with him. If McCullough
comes off the field during the

game he will likely be holding-

CREAM
Now you don't have to leave your home for delicious STEVE'S Ice Cream We
will deliver to your door FREE! JUST CALL BETWEEN 6-10-30 d m M-ThANYWHERE ON THE UCLA CAMPUS ^.....u. ... p..J) ^

"

^
Call NOW to find out what delicious flavors are waiting for you!!!

Open Sunday-Thursday noon-lip.

m

' ^ Friday & Saturday noon- lam '

Ice Cream by any other name just couldn't be STEVE'S!
—~ 10918 LeConte Ave (across from the Main Entrance to UCLA) __— ^ 208^1309
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his right arm, where he is

most affected by the nerve.
The other senior on the line

is also 6-5. He is the 258-
pound left tackle, Robert Cox.
UCLA also likes to run behind
Cox..

Rounding out the line is

sophomore right tackle Russ
Warnick (6-5 »/4, 255). War-
nick and McCullough team
well in leading the Bruins
around the right side, which is

where Caston Green runs
best.

With the cannons in front
of him and the ammo- right

behind him, it is easy to see
why Norrie can afford to set

up the pass with the run.
When Norrie does look to

throw, he will see junior
flanker Karl Dorrell downfield
as well as Sherrard. When
Sherrard went down with a
broken clavicle in mid-season,
Dorrell responded by showing
the most improvement of any
Bruin receiver. Dorrell led the
team in catches with 36, <^nd

in yards gained with 506, a
14.1 average per catch. Sher-
rard broke both school career
records earlier in the season.

Willie Anderson had the job
of filling Sherrard's shoes
while Mike was injured, and
Anderson answered the
challenge by averaging 22.7
yards per catch, highest on the
team. Anderson became the
team's big deep threat with
Sherrard out,' and the
freshman responded with four
touchdown receptions.

Senior Al Wilson, who
made the biggest catch of his

career at Tennessee which put
^CLA—in—

p

osition to iia ^̂thfc:

game, is also dangerous and
will help out at wide receiver.

One more sure-handed
pass-catcher is junior tight end
Derek Tennell. Bruin tight

ends have a history of playing
key roles in big games, so keep
an eye on Tennell today.

*"

That is an explosive offense,

one that averaged over 30
points a game. But wait, you
haven't even seen the leading

scorer's name yet.

He is All-America kicker

John Lee. Lee is the NCAA
record holder in most career

field goals (79), best career

accuracy percentage (86%),
and many other categories.

This season he was 21/24 on
field goal attempt?, the only
three misses all coming the
same day after his holder had
been injured during the week. '

If it is a close ballgame to-

day, Lee could provide the
fireworks.

And sd^ihould the Bruin of-

fense. After all, it's becoming
a UCLA bowl game tradition.

lih ' '
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Pranks
Continued from Page 4
school reporter. He went
down to the Long Beach hotel
where the Huskies were stay-
ing.

This 'reporter' told the spirit

squad that he wanted to do a
b^ig story on how the
Washington card stunt work-
ed. "My god, some attention,"
the group thought. Caltech

But once again, the fans in the
stadium as well as the televi-

sion audience got something
different. In huge letters, the
Husky fans were holding up a
beautiful CALTECH. The
deception was purely magical.
Washington lialted its show,

baffled by the bedazzling
brilliance of the Beavers.
Other Caltech jokes have

failed, such as the time they
planted a balloon device in

'y

offering a broad selection of ^xvfi traditional clothing

^ ^and ^porl5\v(zar for racn^,^)/o^K^nand boys

< i

M-

now knew how it worked, so the turf and were going to

ment stunts, affecting over
2,000 of the cards.

The night before the game,
while the spirit group was at
Disneyland, the Tech people
snuck in artd exchanged their
stunts with two off the

Sffi

1001 wz5twoodblvdw(islwcxDd village 215/208-5275
V"

•Ti<z\x/porl b(2>ach-

t4 jaehionisLaiidi

nicwporlbzad-i

71V6HH-b070

^ wcsLyoodviUac^-
]C01.i^vMDcxi blvd
wstwctod vil laOc

21^208-3273

•pesadG^ifl' '
-;

52b south laWzaw
'

pasddcna
818/ 30ti- 9333_

store hours
mon thrufn lOam to9piTv

Saturday 10am toGprri
and Sunday noon to bpnv

master.

At halftime, the card sfiow
began just as expected, no
problems. But when the
Husky mascot was supp^^ed to
appear, the fans across the
stadium got a different pic-
ture— an oversized Beaver.
The Beaver wasn't picture

perfect, and the Washington
people were not sure what
^they were seeing. So they
quickly proceeded to the next
stunt, the word *Washington.'

ytr- "wr

Of course, the balloon had
Caltech written on it. But the
prank never got off the
ground, as the students got
caught checking it out a few
days before the game.

This year, according to the
Pasadena Police Department,
there has been 'round the
clock security at the Rose
Bowl, though the fence
around j^he .stadiujri makes it

an easily accessible stadium
from all sides, r^

Who knows what might be
in store.

Mary Pettibone Poole once
said that "He who laughs,
lasts." From the looks 6f
things, Caltech will be around i

for a long tiipp.
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UCLA history
*i\ *>\».i',m\ttContinued from Page 6

unanswered points in the se-

cond quarter to take a com
manding lead they would
never relinquish.

About the only good thing
that happened to the Bruins in

that second quarter was what
is known as "The Return." Al
Hoisch, the Bruins No. 1 run-
ning back, was at his own
goal line to receive Ddn
Maechtle's kickoff

.

Hoisch received the ball

three yards deep in the end
zone and started out. Using
his blockers brilliantly, Hoisch
ran the ball 103 yards for a
touchdown. The return still

stands as a Rose Bowl record.

Case kicked the extra point

Trliling by a touchdown,
the Bruins' Doug Peters dove
over the goal line from one
yard out. The game was tied.
Michigan State won the

contest when Dave Kaiser
kicked a 41-yard field goal.

Six years passed before
UCLA got into the Rose Bowl
again. The Pacific Coast Con-
ference had become the
Athletic Association of
Western Universities. And the
Bruins kept a tradition alive-
losing in the Rose Bowl.

This time Minnesota was
the team that beat UCLA,
and beat them they did. The
final score of 21-3 doesn't in-
dicate how dominating the
Gophers were. UCLA, as was
the case in most of their Rose
Bowl adventures, scored fjjrst.

to close the gap on the Illini, :^ 3ut after Bobby Smith's
but the 25-14 score was as

close as UCLA would get.

No one scored in the ihird
quarter and the Bruins failed

to put anything on the board
in the fourth. Illinois was a

different story however.
After the scoreless third

period, the Illini scored three

times for 20 points. The most
dramatic upset in Rose Bowl
history, to. that point, was
complete.

UCLA's next two Rose Bowl
games were against the same
opponent, Michigan State.

Both schools were dominating,
not only in their respective

conferences, but on the na-
tional scene as well.

In the first clash, the
Bruins, under coach Red
Sanders, lost 28-20. That was
in 1954.

UCLA took a 14-0 lead
after a little more than a
quarter on the strength of
quarterback Paul Cameron.
Cameron threw 13 yards for a
score to Bob Stilts in the first

period, then scored himself
from two yards out in the se-

cond.

Cameron also had a hand in

the Spartans' first touchdown,
or rather a foot. Ellis Duckett
blocked Cameron's punt and
returned it six yards for a
score. Michigan State scored
two more touchdowns before
Cameron could untrack the

Bruins again.

When UCLA did score, it

was on a 28-yard touchdown
pass from Cameron to Rom-
mie Loudd, which narrowed
the gap \o 21-20 Spartans.

But Michigan State nailed
the door shut when they
returned one of Cameron's
punts 62 yards for a
touchdown late in the fourth

quarter.

UCLA won the Pacific con-
ference title again in the fall

of 1954, but was not allowed
to go to the Rost; Bowl. At
that time, the Rose Bowl
committee had a rule that a
team could not play in two
consecutive Rose Bowls, and

28-yard field goal, it was all

Minnesota urttilthe final guni.
Four years later, UCLA

found itself in the Rose Bowl
for the sixth time, and the op-
ponent was Michigan State,
the third time the schools had
met in the game.
Going into the game,

UCLA was a heavy underdog.
Most AAWU football
observers had tabbed UCLA
as the worst team in its con-
ference, not the best.

Michigan State was the best
team in the country at the
time. Seven players on that
teain went on to be first round
draft choices in the National
Football League, including
Bubba Smith.
The game was supposed to

be so lopsided that syndicated
columnist Jim Murray wrote
in the Los Angeles Times "If

you have a weak heart, don't
go to the Rose Bowl. It will be
like feeding the Christians to
the Lions."

The Eastern writers said
that UCLA was too laid back,
too "Hollywood" to beat the
powerhouse from the East.

Apparendy the boys from
Hollywood wrote* a script with
a surprise ending, one in

which the Christians got their

evens on the Lions.

Sophomore quarterback
Gary Beban scored twice on
one-yard sneaks to give UCLA
a 14-0 lead that they held
through the fourth quarter. It

was then that the physically

superior Spartans started to

use their size advantage.

Michigan State scored two
touchdowns in the fourth
period, but failed conversions

on both. UCLA had finally

won the Rose Bowl, 14-12.

Since that upset, one of the

greatest in collegiate football

history, the Pacific teams have
started to even out the once
lopsided Rose Bowl standings,

and UCLA has had their share

of wins in the last 20 years.

Perhaps the most memora-
ble was the 1976 game against

Ohio State. As was the case in

1966, 'UCLA, was a heavy
underdog. The Bruins were

because members of the

games, the Bruins stayed
home on New Year's Day,
1955.

The result was UCLA's only
national championship ,in

football.

But the 1956 game was a

different story. Agiain the Rose
Elowl 'featured UCLA and
Michigan State. And again,

the Spartans won, this time by
a 17-14 score.

UCLA took a 7-0 lead on
Bob Davenport's touchdowrt
run, but watched helplessly as

Michigan State scored 14

points, seven in the second
quarter and seven in the
fourth.

opposed to the experienced

Woody Hayes of Ohio State.
'

It all added up to a bi^

Ohio State blowout.

But the predictors didn't

count on the TD factor.

Nine years earlier when the

Bruins beat Michigan State,

Terry Donahue was the star-

ting defensive tackle for

UCLA. In 1975, he wa^ one of

Dick Vermeil's assistants.

Donahue kept his winning

ways in the Rose Bowl intact

on the strength of two John

Sciarra to Wally Henry
touchdown passes and a 54-

yard scoring jaunt by Wendell

Continued from Page 22
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Athletic Footwear & Apparel

ROSE
SPECIAL!

i>3 OFF ANY RECaULARLY-PRICED SHOE
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Co,

(With this ad)
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and more!

«i

$5
7753 Melrose Ave.

(across from Fairfax H.S.)

(213)-651-t553

In addition,UCLA
Students, Staff, and

Alumni always receive a
special discount!

Open 7 Days!
Mon-Sat 10AM-7P^4-
Sun12Noon-6PM

J'
Expires 1/31

_ (NOTVAUD
-» WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER)
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c>^ BEAT THE HAWKEYES

GO UCLA!

Bring A GIANT Sepi's Submarine
Sandwicti To Tfie Game-Piled High

With The WORKS!
~^ r--' -x

Across From Lot 1
Call Early For Your Orders!

Open 7 am -

1

2 am I

1 0968 Le Conte
(213)208-7171

SEPI'S MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Small Submarine Sandwich

and Small Soft Drink:

$2.50 with Coupon
10968 Le Conte 208-71 71
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500 DISCOUNT
on any GIANT

Sepi's Submarine
Sandwich (with Coupon)

10968 LeConte
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Sunglasses 'Lab on Premises • Contacts Polished While You Wait
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Mel Farr, Sr. was UCLA's leading rusher in 1965. His son,

Mel Jr., currency wears the same #22 for the Bruins.

1966 team
Continued from Page 5

classless and silly."
^

Freedman and ' Russ Ban-

ducci also remember the taun-

ting they took from the Spar-

tans.

"Before the game even
started, the papers were writ-

ing about the Hollywood im-

age of UCLA," said Banducci

whose father, the late Bruno
Banducci, played in the Rose

Bowl 25 years before him. "I

think that because of that,

Michigan State took us lightly.

They catcalled from across the

field before the game started."

**They called us
Hollywood,"* remembers
Freedman. **They said the

game would be like a trip to

Disneyland." .

Perhaps one of the most

stirring tributes the players

gave was to Prothro and his

staff. Almost all the players

said that it was the extensive

preparation done by the
coaching staff that really won

the game for UCLA.
"We had diagnosed them so

well from the films," said

Miller. "When ever they ran a

play, we were there before the

ball got there, before they had
time to form their blocks

"We knew exactly what
they were going to do. The
coaches showed us how pre-

dictable they were.

Dallas Crider felt that one

of the greatest moments of the

game had to do with Prothro

and his play calling.

"It took a lot of courage for

Cbach Prothro to call an on-

side kick so early in the game
with us being in front," said

Grider. "It was an outstan-

ding kick and a great play. It

really caught them off guard."

Grider played an important

role in that play by recovering

the onside kick to return

possession of the ball to

UCLA.
"Coach Prothro told us be-

fore the game that we couldn't

lose," skid Beban. "He said

that all we could do was play

77
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our hearts out. If we lost the
game we really wouldn't lose

because we were expected to

lose. He told us to just play
with everything we had.

"However, what helped me
the most throughout my life

was what Prothro told us all

during the season, really three

seasons for me because I

played for him for three years.

He taught discipline and the

importance of focussing on a
committment."

Several other players con-

curred that their football ex-

periences at UCLA have been
helpful to them later in life.

"It really was a fantastic

character building experi-

ence," said Banducci^"It has
helped me to work better with
other people."

"It taught me that just

because a team isn't supposed
to do well, and we weren't
supposed to do Very well that

year, doesn't mean that you
can't be a winner," said
Leventhal, now a counselor

with a Ph.D. in theology.

"But what it also did was help

me devote my life to Jesus.

"I had dedicated my life to

football for three years and
when that was over, I realized

that my life was missing
something. Four months after

the Rose Bowl I became a

christian."

THere are certain
similarities between the 1966"

Rose Bowl team and the 1986
version of the Bruins. Both
teams are underdogs going in-

to the game, going up against

an opponent, Iowa, that is

thought to be almost unstop-

pable. .,1^^^: :—

;

Another similarity is that

both teams had a fullback that

wore No. 22 and went by the

name of Mel Farr.

"It's a very special game for

me to see my two sons playing

in the Rose BOwl twenty
years after I did," said the

senior Farr whose son Mike is

a flanker for UCLA. "I'm sure

that there will be some old

timers that are watching the

game that will remember No.
22 from 20 years ago. I'm sure

it will take them back to that

great game against Michigan
State."

Any old timers that are
taken back to the glory days
of Beban, Farr and Richard-
son will probably hope that

the new Farr and his stable of

teammates can also duplicate

the magic that was in
Pasadena 20 years ago.

Iowa offense
Continued from Page 3
the front the Hawkeyes
average 6-4, 265 pounds.
Many teams have tried to blitz

the Hawkeyes to keep Long
off balance, but many times
that has failed because the line

kept the rush away and allow-

ed Long to adjust and find the
single coverage.

As Long and the |Iawkeyes
piled up yardage this season,

it has become obvious that

nobody stops Iowa — they
just contain them, temporari-
ly. In order for the UCLA
defense to contain the ex-

plosive Hawkeyes, , Hayes said
the Bruins will need, "fo be
sound and fundamentally
strong.

"

POSTER SHOPS.

Classified

ORIGIIMAL ROCK COIMCERT POSTERS
-!i:!i"''' Large Selection of Promotional—"^

Posters of the 60s, 70s & 80s Bands

We've got

BRUCE!
Huge Seleaion of Posters.

Photos, Piaure Drscs and Oits.

Grateful Dead, Stones, Doors, Pink
Floyd, Bowie, Zeppelin, Hendrix, Who,
Joplin, Presley, Ax/alon Ballroom &
Fillmore. Original artwork by
Rick Griffin. Mouse, Kelly, Naqel.
MOVIE POSTERS.

Rock T-shias

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

L'Imagerie
(Sherman Oaks
Plaza] M: r S,^: : ' 00 b 00

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

995-8488 1 5030 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks

SALONS 21-B

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

.(mm

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE .WESTWOOD VILLAGE

TUTORING OFFERED.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic through
calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS.
Engineering. Reading, Gram-
fTKir. Study Skills. Work with a
tutor wtK> knows the subject
well, 'ond can patiently pres-
ent ttie material in a variety of
ways. You will also learn the
proper way to study to
achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-
6463.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING100-I

WORD PROCESSING
TOO WATT SnVKB -^

it taum i, Af^icaBom 4i

SWbdcil <> Tipes <^ EdMr^ M
iCOMFUTBISPBUiGOCac ^
UCLA i>it CUMirm OBCOLmm ^

LONDON $579
r ARIw ••••••••SOW
FRANKFURT.i499

AUSTRALIA..|799
TOKYO...........$579

* Some Restiictkxis Apply

Eurolposses
"
issued on the spot

FURNITURE 126 K

HELP WANTED.

PART-TIME
EVENT MANAGEMENT

[mcSI? -Sporting Events
'^"'versal Amph.

^S^Luor. 'Movie Premiers T^^'^J'^P^'-
Ticl<et-tal<ers .^j^ -Irvine Meadows
•Concerts •Forum
-18yrs.old/responsible/well-groomedAransportation
^—*""^

—

Call Mon. & Weds. 10-4

(213)594-6954-

Ask for Buck

'wo c«n lit* chttp*' Ihan on»

•Al cSents xnened w/photos

^ ^ and nis since '71

•Dtify comfjutemed i^xktes

•Ustings throughout Southern CaUomia

•20^,OHw/adtostuden(5istaH

9701WPiooBd CenturyCity

3402 PacHic Ave U&ina

TRAVEL 105-J

HONOLULU...$229 R/T
LON0ON.„$449 R/T

NEW YORK-.$99 on*-wor-
Europ«, Mexico. Australia

also. Special student

discounts ovallabl*.

Call 800/Alr-D«al or

4l5/64l-a043. —
Ask for tonnlo

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER 1

SEEKS NEW MODELS
Male/Female Pro/Non-pro

for upcoming sesskxis
Fashion. Commefckal. Ttieatrical

Call for Appointment
(618)508-8680

01>ay
Eaiployaicat Ag«ncy

Administrative Assistants

Secretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215; after hrs. 393-6865

INSURANCE

ACyrO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 ...Ask for Ken

LEGAL ADVICE,

v'^Ki'A^tj'^^r-in-i^ ^

cKliaPEKSONNhL St HVICtS
Has immediate openings for College Students with

Clerical/Secretarial skills. If you have one or more
days a week available, why not spend it making
money with us. Call for immediate interview.

adia Personnel Services

10680 W. Pico Blvd. Suite #340

LA, CA 90064

E.O.E.-NOFEE - ': *.

Go Bruins I!

Perhaps there is not life

after death . . • just Los

Angeles.
— Rich Anderson

ARTS. FOR RENT. .49-F

WLA
New Luxury Units

2-bedroom/2-bath/ or

2/>tX3th.High ceilings.

sundecks. fireplaces,

built-ins, walk-In

cbsets, security.

$1050-$1350 monthly.

277-8258 or 47O-1O70

Specializing in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• permonent visas
• temporary visas

• naturalization

• asylum/refugee
• vlas extensions
• latxx certification
• employment

auttx>rfzGrtlons

for appointment
Call

507-1021
Si Hat>la Esponol
109 E. Harvard

Glendale. CA. 91205

SUPER DISCOUNT
TICKETS

•TOKYO $499

•HONG KONG ..$595

•BANGKOK $785

•AMSTERDAM $489

•RIO $719

•SAO PAULO $719

•LONDON $449

CHINA FREE TOUR $777

Individual Travel

All fM Trip Fares/One Way Avaiiabie

Crf MS (AMERICA) (213II1MM3

2441/2L1itStmLA,CAM12

TOOfO raUSTI HQK KOKQMS

iFi^^iQO^u [nm^::

Fumitun, Ughting and
acc9»ori9M from Italy to

fou. Aiiordable ljnport9d

fumJfur* D9MkM. tablea,

wall UMdta, ••ctlonaJ

sofcu, and more... From.
Italy to Youl

PLEASE ASK FOR JOHN-

7320 IMrMt Ave. LA. CA 90046

- T^ Teitphofie 936-1944/1945

if^i^MAnRESSESt^T^
Al n«w hottH Mts guoront—

d

TWInt«t $SO mrfit«t $M
•»«••« «^ $•• Klfigtot $9S
New 5 plec« b«droO(¥i<wr. $ii«

New ful *» or queen rt»6per_„Hlf
New soTo and love ieaf_ $i9f
Oc* finish co<fee tat)les $7
Ind ToblM $18 Loinp^Z__47

TNfWAMNOUM
3f7-90SO

ft
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LIMO SERVICES

I I
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ROYAL CARRIAGE
LIMOUSINES.

24^<80Q)548-4422
HOURS (213)208-1005
Cadillac, Lincoln, ft Classic
Stretch Limo stocked wittil

bar, TV, casette player,
sun-roof ft VCR

10% STUDENT DISCOUN
(credit cards welcome)

(also: see ad in UCLA Student Directory)
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AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

rOP INSURER offers special
..(lilege student program to

sharply lower your present
rates Faculty and others may
also benefit Call us m
Westwood: 208-3548

1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

Men & Women's '

halrstyting

l^yer Cutting * Ptrtns

Student Discounts

f/^»
*
r^^?«^'
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SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
' Speed Reading
' Photographic Memory
• Improved Test Taking Ability

• Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount
Free Demonstrations Thursday, 7:30 P.M.

Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director, (818)989-2923

14 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS

f

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

rt*i^Mftiiite ^•^^^m ^^^k^ ^M*^i^B*i*Mi

Westwood Vl]lag«
Jtt«( Wett of Wli«fefa«uac llc««H»

For Appt 308-6207

Permaflex ' ^^"211
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb * _^,
30 Day Extended J^^
Additional Pair oRll
up to 2 weeks WW
Soft
Daily
Wear

.Total i

ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM.
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1 500 operations to dale
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
$1000/Cye-Credil Program Arranged

L.B 2168 Pacific, (213)591-1594
V.N,, 7232 Van Nuys (818) 786-5892

Anaheim 414 StateCollege Bl. (714) 774-4510
Downey, 8711 Firestone 81, ''2l3i 862 0766
LA 1482 S, Robertson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTF J

i

\

Family Plaimins
Associates

Medical Gwi(p

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa Momca Bl . ^112

(213)820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

^GRAND OPENING^
HOLIDAY SPECIAL FROM $620

• • •

^INGSLEY APARTMENTS
MOST LUXURIOUS BUILDING

IN f\4ID WILSHIRe
• Executive Suites. 1 & 2 Bedrooms
• Firerplace- Private Balcony
• Pool/Spa Sauna/ Rec. Room
• All Built-in Appliances

OPEN 10-6 DAILY

333 S. Kingsiey Dr. (nr. 3rd)
(213)384-2727

*^^P

^alhttiBtatt idtttuiUHtne

Special Rates

SERVICE ANYWHERE
24 HOUR SERVICE-^
SPECIAL EVENTS^

New Presidential Stretch

Limousines For All Occasions

CONCERTS • PROMS
PARTIES • VIP SERVICE

• FULLY STOCKED BAR
• SUN ROOF COLOR TV
• TELEPHONE-VIDEO

Our best and special offer!
"

'

• Complementary one drink per person

in L.A. night club or restaurant!
* Book the limousine 15 hours, get

2 nights free in Las Vegas!

(818) 904-0516

AY'S TAN
KLAFSUN^

UV-A SUNTANNING
SALON

TRIAL TAN
GET STARTED NOW ON
THE GREATEST TAN OF

YOUR LIFE!

3 SESSIONS ONLY
$9.00

(Regularly $36.00)

STUDENTS/FACULTY
SA)^Eii27.00 with this ad & UCLA ID

TODAY'S TAN
1964 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, Ca. 90025
(213)475-0334

(Ne)(t to Matrix One Fitness Complex)
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Halftime
Continued from Page 10

stunts, many hours must be
put into creating the depic-
tions themselves. '

While any UCkA student
can offer a picture for a stunt,

it is up to the rally committee
to approve each one and see to
it that everything is color-
coordinated for the seats.

All in all, 26 stunts must be
accounted for. That means
that 3,176 cards must be set

up for each stunt. And that
means loads of work.

The work is not delegated

equally among committee
members, however. While
there may be as many as 120
people who work for the
committee off and on
throughout the year, there are
only 20 to 30 core members in

charge of most of the work.

Chairman of the committee,

Richard Brisaqher, is one of

those people.

"There are probably six to

eight members who put in

over 100 hours (yearly) here,"

said Brisacher. And the work
doesn't just begin when school

starts, either.

"We start working on card
shows in the summer," com-
mented Brisacher. "There are
eight officers who cover all

the hours in our office (6-10b
p.m.) and we're around a lot

feeiUifing diirfng the summer,
too."

For the Rose Bowl, there

are anywhere from 60 to 80 _
people working at the game.
And it's a long day for_
everyone.

While the rally committee is

busy putting the card stunts

together, UCLA's band
members have a hectic
schedule of their own to deal

with^ Beginning on the even-

ing of December 27th, they

will be getting geared up with
their first Rose Bowl practice.

And from then on, until the

actual game, it's work, work,
work.

"From right after the SC
game until the Rose Bowl, -

we're constantly busy," said

Cordon Henderson, UCLA^
band director.

The bus leaves at 5 a.m. on
the day of the big game, but
the band must make their first

appearance at the Rose
Parade. After marching an
exhausting five miles, the en-
tire organization is taken
directly to the game, giving
them little time to eat before
the pre-game show where they
perform the fight song and na-

~

tional anthem.

Halftime is the big showing
though, and because it is

televised, Henderson looks for

nothing short of perfection
from his group.

"We really work hard to

make sure our formations
come off good;" said Hender-
son. "We look at them from ~ -

all different angles, from the
viewpoint of anybody in the
T.V. audience, or the seated
audience."

So if you ever wonder again
what it's like to be smack in

the middle of Rose Bowl, per^^^
forming with *^housands of
wild fans surrounding you^
just ask a member of the
UCLA band or rally commit-
tee.

Sure, there's a lot of work
that gops into it, but I'll bet
they will tell you^iWit, in the
end, it was all worthwhile. .

-^-^

Iowa history
Continued from Page 6
downs tied the record set by
Georgia against UCLA in
1943.

On the other side of the
field, All-America Joe Kapp
racked up 126 yards on 8 of
17 passing with one TD for
the Bears, but his offense
couldn't keep up with the
Hawkeye machine.

After a long drought, Iowa
made it back to Pasadena in
1982. In the first shutout since
1953, the Hawkeyes took a
beating at the hands of the
Washington Huskies, 28-0.

'

"Ladies and gentlemen, you
just witnessed an old-fashion-

ed rump-kicking. Washington
put it on us real good, startin'

with the coaches and right on
down," said Iowa coach
Hayden Fry after the loss.

The Huskies won with a
freshman tailback named Jac-
que Robinson who for most of
the season had been relegated
to the scout team. Robinson
rushed for 142 yards on 20
carries.

Fry used a myriad of trick

plays and draws to get his

team moving but nothing
worked. The most exciting
thing about Iowa's offense was
the superhuman punting of
Reggie Roby, who sent the
ball into the stratosphere.

This year the Hawkeyes
come to the Rose Bowl with a
highly-touted team ranked
fourth in the nation^ A¥ith a
win, maybe people will stop
thinking of just Michigan and
Ohio State when they think of
the Rose Bowl. Then, when
Iowa makes its next trip out to
Pasadena, people will think it

a little less unusual.

Iowa defense
Continued from Page 3
ner Nile Kinnick. Last season
Mitchell was a first-team All-

Big- 10 selection and in '85 he
made the second team.

Norvell led the Hawkeyes
with seven interceptions this

year. For his efforts, he won
All-Big- 10 acclaim. ^-

_ Though they played well
"throughout the "year, the pass

defense did a real number on
Illinois and their highly-touted
quarterback Jack Trudeau.
Not only did the Illini get shut
out, but Trudeau threw 23 in-

complete passes and was in-

tercepted five times.

So complete was Iowa's
domination of the Illini that
after viewing films of the
game. Smith called the
defense, "terrifying."^ Jim Everett and the Purdue
offense gained more than 300
yards through the air against
Iowa. However, by concen-
trating so heavily on the pass,

the Boilermakers managed on-
ly 36 yards on the ground and
lost 27-24.

Perhaps the most important
defensive statistics for this

year's Iowa team are points

Against and turnovers.
Hawkeye opponents have only
scored an average of 12.9
points a game and the defense
has forced 31 turnovers.

; \
Justice is the end of gov*
eminent^ it is the end of
civil society. It has ever
been and ever will be
pursued, until it either

will be obtained or until

liberty be lost in the pur-
suit.

— Alexis de Tocqueville
II
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HO'S ^^'^'''^^ SHJlMGHJli
CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SIZZLINGLY HOT"
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

^^_ OPEN 7 DAYS
^^^,i^J!*^ • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 :30.4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

Delivery
208-1722

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food In Westwood Village

114 Gayley (located behind National Theatre) 208-92 1

4

Est 1928
EO KOLPIN. SR . PROP

"WILSHIRC SHOP ONLV
^ IN SANTA MONICA

M-F 9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 1 1-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX'- Swhch
toapip0"

A IriM pipe imok«r
do«8 not inhale

Come in ((x our tree
instruction

brochure

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
^\ ,

828-4511 • 828-4512 *^
^>

MARSHALL J. KEYES,M.D. MEDICAL
SURGICALEYE

CENTER
A MEDICAL GROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Opthalmologists specializing in Soft Contact Lenses and RADIAL KERA TOTOH/IY (H/lyopia surgery).

NEARSIGHTED?
Look no further

Here's the answer^rrTHE KEYESMYOPIA PLAN:

^CONTACT LENSES
<t 1 7O* EXTENDED WEAR^l^y "SLEEPW LENSES (B&.LO3-0,)

$89* BAUSCH & LOMB DAILY WEAR
(May upgrade to COOPERTHIN DAILY WEAR $ 1 09)

(Soft Spin)

$179* EXTENDED WEAR COLOR LENSES (O4

)

(COLORS: BLUE • AQUA • GREEN • BROWN)

DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR & SUNGLASSES "^^^t:^^

* Price includes: FREE EXAM, Glaucoma Test, CARE
KIT, Eye Health Evaluation, FITTING, & Training,

SAMEDAY SERVICE
(Price of Contact Lenses,may be applied toR.K, Surgery)

(In mdst cases)

MYOPLV SURGERY
Radial Keratotomy gives many people excellent vision without contacts or glasses. The 20 minute

painless micro-surgical procedure consists of placing tiny spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These in-

cisions help the eye to focus and result in improved vision. To learn if you are a candidate for this

exciting, new procedure call the Marshall Keyes office for an appointment.^ '^,

MARSHALL L KEYES. M.D.

AsIc for:

DR. LEUNG
optometrist

(213)2644544
4928 Whittier Blvd.

.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90022

(213)395-6111
1304 15th Street

Suite 218

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

/
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TAN YOUR BRUINS
THE MOST LUXURIOUS TANNING SALON IN CALIFORNIA

BODYTAN
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

3 SESSIONS ONLY $ 1

2

Students/Faculty Special With This Ad and UCLA ID Expires 1/30/86

• UCLA's Favorite Tanning Salon
• Walking Distance From Campus
• 1 2 Luxurious Rooms
• Everyday Student Discount Prices

-WE FEATURE THE WOLFF SYSTEM"

'GREAT TAIM = GREAT LOOKS"

"The safest, most advanced equipment in the world."

'
' Open Late- 7 Days

824-2826
1 1 07 Gayley Ave
(1 block north of Wllshire)

Westwood Village

®

\.

uic cul hair for your ego not owr
ujHAT 15 fl jrupercul ?

A ^VpCrCUl y Cu/tom De/igned

A yVpCrCUl i/Preci/lonCut

A yUpCrCUt i/ Q Pini/hcd Product

A yUpCrCUC i/ for men,UJomenft Children

A yUpCrCUt i/BeouUfui ,., |
ond. . Q^UpCfCUl 1/ olujoy/

Ho flppointment/

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1558
(Between Santa Monica Blvd. & Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5
Sh.Tmpoo and blowary are available at addifioi ^ »979(Rev 1982) EMRA Corporation

-. li millf!t(kt^»
'^^•tH'W^

^^

UCLA history
Continued from Page 17
Tyler. The final score sho-^

a 23-10 UCLA advantage and
a second consecutive Rose
Bowl win.

The Bruins went through
some lean years, including a
losing record in Donahue's
fourth year at the UCLA
helm. But when it came time
for 'the Bruins to get into
another Rose Bowl, this one in

1983 against Michigan, the
TD factor took over.

Earlier in the season, UCLA
had rallied from a 21-0 deficit

at Ann Arbor to win 31-27 in

the most memorable com-
eback ever staged by an oppo-
nent at Michigan. The
Wolverines, still thought to be
the stronger team, would be
looking for revenge in the
Rose Bowl.
Tom Ramsey scored first for

UCLA on a quarterback sneak
and John Lee followed with a
field goal and a 10-0 lead.

Michigan came back with a
touchdown of its own, but
UCLA quickly countered with
two more seven point scoring
drives to preserve the win.
Donahue did what had

never been done in UCLA
football history before during
the next campaign. He guided
the Bruins into their second
consecutive Rose Bowl.

Illinois was the opponent
and the Illini were flying high
with a ^eat record and a
strong offense that could score
at will. To try and help give
his teain an edge, Illinois

coach Mike White even
brought alohg the team
psychologist to get rid of any
negative thoughts the team
.might have going into the
game.

White's strategy didn't work
and the Bruins, 14-point
underdogs with a mediocre
6-4-1 record, won the game in

a blow out 45-9.

Rick Neuheisel threw four
touchdown passes to tie a Rose
Bowl record. Lee kicked a
field goal and Kevin Nelson
and Bryan Wiley each ran for

a touchdown to complete the
UCLA scoring. . /^ ..

This year, the Bruins are
playing in their 10th Rose
Bowl game with an all-time
record of 4-5. But what is im-
portant is that UCLA has won
the last four games and the
one man that has been
associated with the team for
those four games, Donahue, is

still the head coach in
Westwood.

So, maybe it's not so
ridiculous to call the 71st Rose
Bowl game the UCLA Invita-
tional. After all, it's not
beyond the realm of possibility
that Donahue could go 5-0 as
a Rose Bowl participant by
simply beating the favored
Iowa Hawkeyes.

Pop-Top Sunroof

with removable glass

$200. Installed

one day installation-

favorable warranty

Electronic

Entertainment Inc.

1056 South
La Cienaga-L.A.

(213)855-1977
U-,.^imited Offer

T

Running backs
Continued from Page 8
averaged 5.3 yards per carry
during the season.

With the tailback trio and
two powerful fullbacks, the
Bruins' running corps looks
strong, but Iowa has a very
sound rushing defense that
gives up only 101 yards a
game on the average.

"We're going to double that
in the Rose Bowl," Green-
wood said. "Cause if we can't

top it, I don't think we can
win. They're just another
defense. We've just got to fig-

ure out their structure and
hopefully get the right plays
against the right defenses and
break a couple of long runs.

"I think we will have to
utilize the fullback position
because of the strong defense.

We need to establish an inside

attack with the fullbacks so
we should see a lot of action."
One thing noticeable about

the Bruin running corps is

their positive attitude.

"There's no jealousy," Farr
stiid. "We'Te all happy
together and for each other.
Everything that Gaston ac-
complished, we all feel that
we helped him accomplish.
We make him better and he
makes us better. We're all like

brothers and learn from each
other."

This \si a very big game in

the minds of many and it

could give UCLA its fourth
New Year's Day victory and a
top ten ranking for the season.

However, the Bruin backs
have their own perspective
about the game.

"It's just the Rose Bowl,"
Farr said. "It's just another
game with a big tide on it and
a lot more people watching
us. We're going to practice the
same way as if we were play-
ing any other team."

i

The man who doesn't
read good books has no
advantage over the man
who can't read them.

— Marfc Twain

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic Sch<H)l iiou a\ UCLA or

WpstwcKxJ C lasses every week-Sat
Sun. Weeknighfs Inexpensive.
Stimiildtiny & Fun 1.«k alions also at

Beverlv Hills S M ( ulver Cily and
South Bay

CALL FOR RLSKRVATIONS
(213)478-7099

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Total

Permaflex ^-9^\
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' J7,
30 Day Extended^ ^P»2m
Additional Pair $Rn
upto2«veeks W
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1 500 operations 1o dale
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or OHice Patient

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

L B :166 P.iofic (213)591-1594

V U 7232 Van Nuys (8181766-5892

Ananeim 414 StateCoHege Bi |7i4) 774-451C

Downey 8711 Ftrcsfone Bl >^'l3i 8b? 07bb

LA '462 5 Robertson ;2i3i 276-1744

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans (213) 644-789^

Pt FT oprOMETHST WANTIJ

rr——- T->
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CHASE
IS^THE
PLACE !!

CHASE
i^izzz ' Deli

2 For 1
on all

Deli Sandwiches
Exp. Jan. 10. 1986 M - T - W Only

1051 Gayley Ave • 824-1310

1 CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner for 2
(includes carafe of red or white wine)

$13,99
on all pasta, chicken, or

eggplant dishes

_ M - T - W Only

1049 Gayley Ave • 824-1310

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

2 For 1
on any

Large Pizza
— '

Exp. Jan. 10. 1986 M - T - W Only

1051 Gayley Ave • 824-1310

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

2 For 1

on all

Deii Sandwiches
Exp. Jan. 10. 1986 M - T - W Only

1051 Gayley Ave • 824-1310

CHASE
Restaurant

2 For 1

Lunches
on all pasta, chicken,

or eggplant dishes

M-T-WOnly

1049 Gayley Ave • 824-1310

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

2For 1
on any

Large or Gourmet
Pizza

Exp. Jan. 10. 1986 M - T W Only

1051 Gayley Ave •824-1310
^Ob J

CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner for 2
(includes carafe of red or white wine)

$13,99
on all pasta, chicken, or

eggplant dishes

M T WOnfy

104? Gayley Ave • 824-1310

Free Delivery

824-1310
1049 Gayley Ave.

\
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ALI HAIR SALON
UCLA Student Special

Rcfse Bowl Special: 2 for 1 on All Hair Services
(with this coupon) or $16 Cut and Blow...

1093 Broxton Ave. 9^0 A'SAA
Westwood Village aS"0"03W (Above Wherehouse Records)

in

mi EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All

at an affordable price. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.

HONDA,^m

*
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'
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^^
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*M.M'/'ii«fM i%\Mi . .!/>.#. »t\ .<.h* ^H^l''^i^

MOTOBSCOOTER
• ^MJEZ AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

•JUSTMINUTESAWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
-^-^818-788-2251
14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

T
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DAILY BRUIIV
ADVERTISnVG STAFF

Businesi Manager
^ Marcy Levy

Operations Manager
Paula Baker

Classified Display Manager
Ron Blum

Promotions Director
Steve Ramirez

Sales Manager
Ladd Richland

Classified Line Manager
t Mark Kingdon

Creative Director
Mike Lau

.-r^

Msplay
Accout Execnti¥e§
^ Erica Buchner

Jim Prawley
Karl Greissinger

Natalie Hale

-Tom Hunnicutt
Erik Jackson
Jordan Kitaen
Eric Lastition

_i Erin OToole
Kathleen Thompson

Linda Seo
Athar Siddiqee

Inteniil Displty Stiff

Erin Brady
Maria Gooze

Tiffany Heitzenradar
Mark Karlin

Karen Kehela .

.

ButhKeidel
Corrine Kohlmeyer

Allison Miller .

Alice Striegel

Kaethy Stutes

Janice Tom

difliified Display

Exectdves
Cynthia CassinelH

Stephanie Choy
Cindy Crofut
Mike Yanez
Janet Zaslaw

*-v-

aiMihed Stiff

David Barry ' ^

R. Evans Curtice
' Rebecca Farley

Karri Hendrix
Laura C. Lemmo

Felicia Reed
Cathy Schwartz
Steve Sokoloff

.

Julie Tabata
Susan P. Wheeler
Anne Young
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Review: Bruin recaps
the year's top albums
and readers will get their

chance to respond.
See page 26.

^ .11 ' iV ^ f - V*'

Sports: Eric Ball rolls

over Iowa as the Bruin's

win their fourth straight

tx>wl game. .

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Increasing clouds.

High: 71, low: 53.

(Dept of Atmospheric
Sciences forecast)

tiniversity of California Los Angeles

«ij:t ^^-'^ia,-
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Bowling 'Em Over

">

\
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ASUCLA salutes a champion: the 1985 Bruin

football team, winner of the Pacific'tO

conference, fanuary 1 marks the Bruins*fourth

consecutive appearance in a New Year's Day

bowl, their third Rose Bowl berth infour years,

Terry Donahue and his Bruins make it look easy.

But it never is. Think back to September, and

remember the preseason favorite: it wasn't

UCLA, use was coming offa Rose Bowl victory,

Washington a win in the Orange Bowl. The—^

—

Trojans and the Huskies had more experience at

quarterback, people said. Conventional wisdom

said UCLA couldn 7 beat USC and Washington,

Conventional wisdom wasn 7 entirely mistaken.

The Bruins lost the conference opener to the

Huskies, the closing game to the Trojans, But

those were the only UCLA losses. The Bruins upset

BYU, played Tennessee to a tie. They battled

tough teamsfrom Washington State, Arizona,

and Arizona State, upset-minded teamsfrom San

Diego State, Stanford, Cat, and Oregon State,

They played every game to win. It's no trick to

get "up" against a nationally-ranked team, to

play the big game, the televised game^ with

intensity. But it takes a special kind ofteam to

bring concentration and consistency to the

big games and all the games in between: a

championship team. The 1985football Bruins.

A\
»i

Congratulationsfrom ASUCLA, the Associated Students.

We 're proud to have you represent us in the Rose Bowl.
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RICHARD MURPHY/Daly Bruin

UCLA cheerleaders wave to an enthusiastic crowd in anticipation of an upcoming
Bruin Rose Bowl victory.

,

Duke slates more money
for UC in '8&«7 budget
JBy Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Gov. George Deukmejian proposed a
$36.7 billion 1986-87 state budget on Friday that provides more
money to the University of California and calls for no increases
in student fees.

The governor's spending plan would provide $3.5 billion in

rftate money to UC. UC's operations budget would total $1.8
billion in state funds, an increase of 8.8 percent from this cur-
rent fiscal year, according to UC officials. An additional $141.1
million would be set aside for capital outlay improvements.
The 1986-87 fiscal year has been called the third year of a

three-year plan implemented by the university to increase state

funds to help rebuild the university's fiscal health.

Included in the budget is a proposal for no student fee in-

creases for the third straight year.

,

• "*'

The governor has decided to provide $12 million from the
general fund to offset the 7.5 percent increase that the (Board.

Df) Regents hudgftt proposed," UC spokeswoman Valerie

False alarms trouble dormitory
residents, campus fire officials
By Michael Ashcraft

At 6:13 p.m., the loud,
rapidly pulsing buzz of a fire

alarm echoed through Sproul
Hall, interrupting studies the
night before finals week.

At 2:12 a.m. that morning,
the alarm went off again.

Most students were sleeping,

and many had Monday finals.

Both alarms were false ones.

"To be quite honest, I was
outraged," said Rob Kasof, a
UCLA freshman and Sproul
Hall resident. "There was no
reason for it to happen. It was
two in the morning and very
cold. That was one of the
things that led to my getting

sick — not funny."
The dormitories and suites

had 20 fire alarms last
quarter, six of which were
false. Eight alarms were
system malfunctions and five

had known causes, according
to Jack Gibbons, associate
director of the Office of Resi-

dential Life.

The malfunctions. Gibbons
said, usually come from the

smoke detectors, where moths,
humidity and dust particles

can trigger alarms.

Although the university is

not charged for false alarms or

system malfunctions. Gibbons
said there are "hidden costs."

A UCLA facilities person must
reset the alarm system , and
residence staff members must
fulfill other duties during dur-

ing alarms.

With Sproul Hall alarms on
the rise and other dorms
plagued with frequent fire

calls, some UCLA fire officials

are troubled.

"There's always the chance
that someone will get hurt in

the evacuation," said Campus
Fire Marshall Jon Reichen-

bach. "There's a very real

chance that a: fireman may be
injured when the fire truck is

responding to the alarm. And,
there's the chance that people

will not bother to pay atten-

tion to fire alarms."

Gary Svider, a public in-

Please see ALARMS, Page 14

UCLAbI • • •

"Sullivan said.

The fee increase proposed by the regents was based on a
long-term fee policy, developed by the Legislature last year,
aimed at eliminating the sharp increases in student fees.

"This is the second major fee victory for students this year
along with the long-term fee policy," said UC Student Associa-

tion President Dan Greening.
"We were hopeful the governor would make this decision,-

fulfilling the promise to ease the fee burden after the unprece-
dented increases in the early 1980s," said Greening, who is also

UCLA's graduate vice president of external affairs.

Between 1980 and 1984 fees jumped almost 80 percent.

The governor's plan also includes a 5 percent faculty increase

to help the university maintain its competitive edge over faculty

salaries from comparable academic institutions.

Altogether, Deukmejian's proposal for higher education,
which includes $2.04 billion for the California State University

System, takes up 15.7 percent of the budget.

Please see BUDGET, Page 16

bank faces shortage

caused^ by holiday, AIDS fears
By Anthony Aarons
City Editor

Supplies of blood dropping to their lowest

levels in over a year have prompted the UCLA
Blood Donor Center to launch an appeal to

avert possible cancellations of surgeries at the

medical center.

"We are working on a day-to-day basis,"

said David Glassey, UCLA Blood Donor
Center director. "If we can draw 50-60 units

of blood a day we can have surgery tomorrow.
If we don't, we will cancel surgery — and we
have."

' Currently, a liver transplant operation that

would require 100 pints of blood to perform is

being postponed because there is not enough
blood for the patient's post-operation treat-

ment.
"O positive," the most common blood type,

is currently in the shortest supply. In order to

maintain proper care, the blood bank requires

95 units of O positive blood in reserve, but

had only 38 units as of Thursday.
The reasons for the shortage, Glassey said,

include a traditional drop off of donors during

the holiday season and public fear of contrac-

ting diseases, particularly Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).

"A nationwide poll showed that 95 percent

of the public had heard of AIDS and 25 per-

cent of that group thought the disease could

be caught while giving blood/' he said.

Highlighting this public misperception are

several calls the donor center has received.;

Please see BLOOD, Page 12

Student hurt in guest house III:

By BiH Bowmer
Staff Writer

VI I?.-/

-j5.-

Robbers escaped with a safe holding $2,800 in cash and
travelers checks after attacking and seriously wounding a stu-

dent employee of the Universitv Guest House Dec. 27.

The guest house's JFront desk attendant, a 21 -year-old female

UCLA senior, was found semi-conscious shortly after 5:30 a.m.

by guest house patrons complaining they had not received a

wake-up call.

Police estimated that the victini, whose name was not releas-

ed, had been attacked a half-hour before by assailants who car-

ried off the safe weighing more than 200 pounds.

Her throat was lacerated, and the robbers apparently strangl-

ed her with an electrical cord. She was taken to UCLA Medical

Center for treatment and has since been released.

Police say they have no suspects in the crime, but are in-

vestigating several leads.

While we were ei||oy-

ing our break from
school. Opus and the
Bloom Comity crew
were not vacationing.
So catch up this week
on the adventures
that you missed.
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JuniorsirSeiiiors&Grads^

GIVEYQURSBf
SOME CREDIT!

'«

• Just bring a copy of

your school 1.0.

• ilo cosigneriequired

APPLYNOWON CAMPUS!
Date: Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Time: 9:00 am - AMom.
Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

825-1211

CmBANKOi
C l'D«n>lSOU>A0*llOUI NA MSTtO*! FO<C

COIMGRAT'S, BRUIMS, OM YOUR FINE
ROSEBOWL WIM!!

Retail S290

$i4i

I a /Retail S I 750

$875

Solitaire Diamonds
I 1/2 a /Retail SI200-SI800

$ 380- S 600

I c: /Retail S 2000- S 5000

$650-52000

Retail S360

$175

VICTORY
SPECIAL
15% OFFII

1/13 - 1/20 (Hurry!)

USIjQSM
a bruin

Diamond Stud Earrings

$ 1 9 and up

Retail S500

$250
Retail SI 250

$600
Retail S 700

$350

UCLA'S MOST POPULAR JEWELRY STORE
• w.iicri rcfjf^ir

• jr\A,rlry repair

• ovfr 1000 styles

of v\,irrfies

rTiens ,-i( cessories

^

K ct jewelry f L%
jem t n 3116PICS J

silver LO.WCSl
• rTiens ,-i( cessories i^/ro . a »•/1065 Broxton Ave., Westwood

W. Los Angeles •(213) 208-8404

^ Crc^k^yg Available

Amor Credit Cards v^i dated Park ng Mon.-Thun. lOrJO^.-OO • Frl. Sat. -10:30-10:30 • Sun. 1 2.'0a«.'00

«

Jan. 13 through Jan. 19

MONDAY
Exhibition of folio drawings by Frank Lloyd Wright and

Karl Schinkel in the Architecture Building Monday through

Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. through March 28.

English Conversation, American Style, sponsored by In.

ternational Office of Students and Scholars. 10 a.m. -noon.

Today, Wednesday and Thursday in Ackerman 2410 and

Tuesday and Friday in Campbell 1101-K (enter through

room 1201).

Chinese Students' Art Show, sponsored by Cultural Af-

fairs. Today through Jan. 17. Kerckhoff Student Art Gallery.

Free.

TUESDAY
Campus Crusade for Christ sponsors music, skits, prayer

ad biblical input. 7 p.m. Westwood Hills Church, corner of

Hilgard and Le Conte. Chuck 395-4532 or Kathy 393-2285.

Art show opening featuriqg work of four UCLA graduate

students. 7-9 p.m. International Students* Center, 1023

Hilgard Ave. Runs until Feb. 7. '

Noon concert. Tower of Power. Westwood Plaza stage.

Free. Sponsored by Cultural Affairs and Campus Events.

Meeting of the International Association of Students in

Economics and Business, 6:30 p.m. Check office in Expo
Center for meeting location. Greg Wendt 825-335L

WEDNESDAY
Israeli dance class at 7:30 p.m. Free to UCLA students

with I.D. Streisand Center, 900 Hilgard. Sponsored by Hillel

and JSU. Debbie 208-3081.—l^tfan "bifenF^creen." 8 p.m.-Ackerman 3517 ."Free. Spon-
sored by Students for Life.

Vigil and teach-in to protest views of Professor John Hut-
chinson. 6:30 p.m. GSM 2319. Sponsored by PSA.

Photojournalism speepji by Mike Edwards from the Los
Angeles Times. 4-6 p.m. Ackerman 3564. Free. Sponsored by
the UCLA Photo Club. Jim Lepinski 826-3002.

7*-•r

Ackerman
THURSDAY

Israel Action Coalition, first meeting. 2 p.m.
3520 . Alex Schenfield 208-408 1

.

Undergraduate Student Accounting Society general
meeting. Welcomes new members. 11 a.m. Ackerman 3517.
Speech on information Workers and information

technology: adaptation and conflict. Sponsored hy the
Graduate School of Library and Information Science. 3-5

p.m. Powell 300F.
University planetarium show. 1 p.m. in front of

Schoenberg Hall. Sponsored by the UCLA Visitors Center.
206-8147.

Leigh Steinberg, sports attorney speaks at 7 p.m. in Rolfe
1200. Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Society.

"

Ivor Noel Hume will speak on ceramics as history: an
archaeological perspective. 8 p.m. 400A Math Sciences.
Helle Girey 206-8934.

Bible study in I Corinthians. Noon.' Ackerman 3517.
Speaker: Tim Geftakys. Free. Sponsored by the Bible
Studies in the New & Old Testament. Ren Almanzor 477-
6106.

FRIDAY
Waltz and swing lesson. 2-4 p.m. in the Wooden Center

Gold Room. Sponsored by the UCLA Ballroom Dance Club.
Philip 666-5477.

Jack White demonstrates pool at the Bruin Bowl and
Game Center. 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Improv Comedy Show starring No Prior Convictions. 8

p.m. Kerckhoff Coffee House. Sponsored by the Improvlsa-
tional Comedy Workshop.

Masters thesis dance concert. 8 p.m. tonight and Satur-
day. Dance Building, theatre lab, roo, 208. Tickets $3 stu-

Qo^^nri
^^"^'^^ available only .« Central: Ticket Office.

SUNDAY
Ninth annual National Juried Printmaking Exhibition of

^u ui..^^*^'
Printmaking Society. Grunwald Gallery.

Through Feb. 23.

^Undergraduate Student Exhibition/Art, through Feb. 2.
Wight Art Gallery. Eree. ^
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\ news Lauren BUu. News Editor

With every

Registration Week
marks the beginning
of tired feet and long
lines for many UCLA
students waiting to

re-arrange their class

schedules. Freshmen
Tom Bouras (middle

left), Michaelann
Cassody and .

Mercedes Kin) (mid-
dle right) study the
schedule of classed
while waiting to ^et
into the computer
room in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom.

»i« > I ty^

Photos by
HYUNGWON

KANG/Daily Bruin
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New director appointed to head

UC's Los Alamos weapons lab

UCLA researchers clone
cholesterol transport gene
By Kuei Li

In a breakthrough for the study of heart attacks and strokes,

UCLA scientists have cloned the gene for a protein which plays
a major role in the transport of cholesterol -^(rom the
bloodstream to the cells, according to one of the reseatfchers. , ;••

"Atherosclerosis is caased by fatty depositions on the walls of
arteries. The result is a narrowing of the arteries, which in turn
makes an individual susceptible to a heart attack or stroke,"
said Dr. Verne Schumaker, a professor of chemistry and bio-

chemistry. A high cholesterol level is the most important factor
in developing atherosclerosis.

More than one-half of all deaths in America are related to

blood vessel-diseases, Schumaker added.
The cloned gene for the protein, apo B, is involved in

cholesterol transport. It will enable scientists to understand the
underlying genetic factors of atherosclerosis, he said.

Scientists believe that heredity plays a role in the develop-
ment of atherosclerosis, Schumaker said. "Some individuals live

well into their 80s despite high dietary intakes of cholesterol.
Conversely, there are some who die in their 50s despite low-
cholesterol diets. Genetic factors are involved in such cases."

^~"

^ In some rare cases, atherosclerosis is completely inherited,
Schumaker said.

"However, in most cases, it is the result of a combination of
heredity and lifestyle. The apo B protein will provide a good
tool to look at the important heredity factors."

There is no doubt, though, that one's diet is at least as impor-
tant as heredity, Schumaker said. -^ •

•'—^—=

—

^-—^^-

"The problem is that it isn't easy to reduce the cholesterol

level in the foods readily available to us," Schumaker explained.
"We like high-cholesterol foods such as eggs and saturated fats

Please see CHOLESTEROL, Page 12

By Hugh Brooks

Staff Writer

Siegfried Hecker, a Los Alamos National

Laboratory research scientist, will become
the University of California-managed labo-

ratory's new director Jan. 15, UC President

David Gardner announced last month.
Hecker, who has worked on the Los

Alamos staff since 1973, will "give the labo-

ratory able, energetic aii'd scientific leader-

ship at an important point in its develop-

ment," Gardner said.

"This appointment brings to a successful

conclusion an exhaustive nationwide search

for a new director," Gardner said.

"Siegfried Hecker is a highly respected

scientist who 'also knows the Los Alamo§
Laboratory well."

The government-funded laboratory is

responsible for the design of two-thirds of
' the United States' current stockpile of

weapons, including the Trident I and
Minuteman III nuclear warheads, and is

conducting research and testing for Presi-

dent Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative,

commonly referred to as "Star Watrs." "The
laboratory also conducts research on alter-

native energy resources.

"I bring total personal commitment" to

the position of director, Hecker said of his

new role as chief administrator over a staff

of 7,900 people — a number which makes
the laboratory the largest employer in nor-

thern New Mexico.

"I have never been more fully aware of

the labdratory's vital mission, or of the re-

sponsibility of directing such an enormous
undertaking, especially in relationship to

the defense of our nation," said Hecker,
who will become the laboratory's fifth

director since 1979. -..._ ,_

The laboratory's former director^ Donald
Kerr, resigned Oct. 1, 1985 to take a posi-

tion in private industry.

Hecker became chairman of the Los
Alamos facility's Center for Materials
Science in July 1985 and has received three

awards for his work, the most recent of

which was last year's Lawrence Award for

Distinguished Contributions in Plutonium
Metallurgy and Mechanical Properties.

The 42 year-old scientist said he possesses

"a sure knowledge that the support and
dedication of the laboratory community,
the university and the Department of

Energy will make it possible for me to

assume this role with confidence."

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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The Student Skills Building Committee

PRESENTS:

STRATEGIES FOR
EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
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When: SaturdayJanuary2S -—
Where: Ackerman 2hd Floor Lounge
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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DON'TMISS

REBATEPROGRAM
ASUCLA's Textbook Rebate Program means you can get back a

percentage of every dollar you spend on textbooks. ASUCLA doesn't

make any money on textbooks, but overall, our Students' Store,

Food Service, Travel Service, and other ASUCLA operations are

thriving. Because we*re the Associated Students, we want every

UCLA student to share in our success. Our student-majority board

of directors, the Board of Control, came up with the Textbook
Rebate to accomplish just that. And the Board set aside $428,000 to_

make this new program the biggest ASUCLA rebate ever.

HERE'S HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THE REBATE PROGRAM

:

1. Make all of your textbook purchases for the Winter Quarter

between Monday, January 6 and Sunday, January 26.

2. Save your cash register receipts. During the eligibility

•period, we'll use color-coded register tapes, so your receipts

will be easy to identify.

3. Pick up a Textbook Rebate Envelope (available

February 3) and use it to turn in your receipts.

Textbook Rebate collection boxes will be in all

three Students' Store locations from February

3 through March 2.

We can't predict how big your rebate

will be — it depends on the amount
you spend on books, and on how many

people participate in the Rebate Pro-

gram. You can expect to get your share

early in June, when we'll mail you one rebate

^* for all the eligible purchases you make this year.

Remember, eligible purchases include general

books and Lecture Notes as well as textbooks. There's

more complete information about the Textbook Rebate

printed on the Rebate Envelope; guidelines are available

on Truest at the Students' Store manager's office.

Improving the quality of student life is ASUCLA's job, and the

Textbook Rebate Program is one example of how seriously we
take that job. We try to bring you all the services you want and
need for a successful UCLA, experience, especially academic sup-

port materials like textbooks, at prices you can afford.

/
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ASUCLA h
By Mark Talavera

I

Attempting to combat
Ackerman Union's pigeon
problem, ASUCLA has im-
ported inflatable owls to ward
off birds roosting above union
entrances and loading docks.

"-"The pigeons sit up on the
lights and drainpipes, and
firstly, they're messy, aiid

secondly, they're over the en-
trances to the building," said

Mark Panatier, ASUCLA's
student union director. "It's

distracting to look overhead as

you're leaving the Students'

Store."

Panatier said eight to 10
-^blow-up owls will be installed

in favorite roosting areas. "A
lot of people heard of them
(owls), 'and they seem to work
very well, so we're going to

give them a try."

During past years, other
methods employed to evict

roosting pigeons included rub-

ber snakes, a garland resembl-
ing barbed wire with long,

needle-like, metal strips called

"nixalite," and a wire lathe.

However, these techniques

• • s inflatable owls will scare away pigeons
met with varied success.

"We installed a wire lathe,

which does not allow horizon-

tal roosting," Panatier said.

"But the pigeons seem smarter
than the nixalite. They drop
leaves and twigs on the nix-

alite to build nests, and I've

seem them roost on the stuff

without any nests."

According to a Dec. 16

ASUCLA Project Status
Report, "inflatable owls have
been used successfully in a

number of locations across the

countiy, and considering the

price, we (ASUCLA) cannot
afford not to try this as a

possible solution."

Michael Cornish, a gradu-

ate student currently studying

birds of prey, said there is

some merit in using blow-up
owls to scare off pigeons.

-»i*The owl is a predator, and
pigeons definitely have a

search image for predators,"

he said. "Although there has

been no study done, it seems
logical (the pigeons) would be
more intimidated by a

daytime predatory model, like

a falcon."

HYUNGWON KANG/D«lv Bnjn

BOO WHO?— Problem pigeons will now be greeted, but hopefully scared off, by new in-

flatable owls in front of the Students' Store.

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

Free Lottery Ticket

1007BroxtonAve.
(aix>ve Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new clients with od only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/8/85

THE NAIL GARDEN
~'

"over 12 years of quality service"^

w

NAIL GARDEN
"-"""^^o^^^

47W)5oo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

^T-:^-

L—'-'^'^"^^ ^ .^.....^ ^.,.,.r.
^ ^^3^ 5^^ Vicente Boulevard, Brentwood

This luxurious tanning and toning center, located in Brentwood, California, features International Solarium Manufacturers. Inc. tanning
beds. These beds are the only 1S x 78 tube Ruva Sunbeds in America. Tanning costs as little as $4 per visit. You can also use Body
Bronzer s modern electronic toning equipment to help shape your body. After toning and tanning, you can get a therapeutic massage at

the salon, administered by a licensed massage therapist. For those who wish to be pampered just a little bit more. Body Bronzer offers a

chauflered limousine service to your next destination. Muscle And Fitness Feb 1986
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Plaque honoring namesake pTaced in Lu Vaiie coffee
V

• •

by Mark Talavera
f

To honor UCLA alumnus James E.
Lu Valle, UCLA officials dedicated a
plaque in his name Jan. 10 at the Lu
Valle Commons coffee shop.
Lu Valle, the first president of

UCLA's Graduate Students Association
and an Olympic bronze medal win-
ner, accepted the plaque from
:^ASUCLA Executive Director Jason
Reed and Graduate President Deborah
Howard.

"This plaque is to immortalize this

building and this person for his ac-

complishments as a student of
UCLA," said Reed, who also gave Lu
Valle a 1986 Rose Bowl championship
sweatshirt and pin.

The informal ceremony, following
up the March 3 Lu Valle Commons
dedication, was attended by William
Ackerman, ASCULA's first executive
director, as well as Lu Valle Com-
mons employees and staff.

"I asked that the people who work-

ed here be present at Jimmy's (coffee

shop for the dedication)," Lu Valle

said. "I hope thdt Jimmy's and James
E. Lu Valle Commons will be places

for graduate students to meet."

Lu Valle, who entered GSA politics

in 1936, said GSA was "just a fledgl-

ing organization in those days."

"We felt there had to be some way
for graduate students to get ac-

quainted," Lu Valle said. "There had
to be an organization to do something
for the graduate students, to let them
meet other students outside their

departments."

Lu Valle graduated UCLA with a

4.0 average in chemistry and was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He won his

bronze medal in the 400 meter run at

the 1936 Olympics in Berlin.

* After teaching and working in

private industry, Lu Valle directed the

chemistry laboratories at Stanford

University until retiring in 1982.

Th^ plaque, which sits above the^

coffee shop fireplace, summarizes Lu
Valle's accomplishments and depicts

him .in a hat he wore to the Des
Moines track meet, where his relay

team broke an 11-year-old record.

"We were all leaving for Des
Moines, and we all had overcoats and

hats when we were photographed,"

Lu Valle said. "We just used the same
pose in the yearbook."

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

PLAQUE DEDICATED — ASUCLA Executive Director Jason Reed and

James E. Lu Valle stand next to the new plaque dedicated last Friday in the

Lu Valle Commons coffee shop.
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IS now accepting applications for

Account Representatives

inquire at I I 2 Kerckhoff Hall 1 0-3 M-F

Call 825-2 161 for more information, ask for Ladd

Application cleacilinc extended to Fn Jan 1 7 1986
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Santa Monica's Big Blue Bus goes to

UCLA 300 times a day!

From Venice, take the **! SANTA
MONICA BLVD** or the Blue -Bus

marked **2 WILSKniE BLVD^' to

UCLA. .

Here's To UCLil
Live In Brentwood or Marina del Rey? Prom Beverlywood or Palms, it's route

Take the * *3 UNOOLN BLVD/ **]£ ROBERTSON BLVD/PALMS**

MONTANA'* Blue Bus to UCLA. via Westwood Blvd. to UCLA.

The Ocean Park, Westdale, Rancho For the easy way to UCLA, Just look

Park-to-UCLA route is **8 OCEAN for Santa Monica's Big Blue Bus stop

PARKBLVD/CARLYLE.** slgn^

Call us about /our schedule today.

4S1-8444.

8AHTA MOHICA'S

BIO BLUB BUS.

rrs TOURS.

USER.
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UC attorney commits
suicide over depression
By Hugh Brooks

Staff Writer

Donald Reidhaar, Uni-

^
• vers^ty of California general

counsel, died Dec. 10 after

jumping off the Golden
> Gate Bri/lge in San Fran-

cisco. '- '

"

Reidnaar, who served as

DoniridlMdhMV

chief legal advisor to the

UC Board of Regents since

1973. left a note in which
he expressed love for his

wife and daughter and ex-

plained that he was no
longer "able to cope" with

his depression.

*'I have simply reached

the point of despair — my
mind refuses to think clear-

ly . . .1 love you both (his

wife, to whom the note was
addressed, and his daugh-
ter) more than life itself,"

the note said.

UC President David
Gardner said R.eidhaar
"was a loyal and committed
member of the UC com-

Please see REIDHAAR,
Page 19

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTS
GRADUATING THIS ACADEMIC YEAR!!

Interested In Interviewing with employers for

entry-level CAREER POSITIONS In;

• Engineering/Physical Sciences OR
• Management, Marketing/Sales or Accounting?

' Register NOW for the 1985-86 —

^

CAMPUS INTERVIEW PROGRAM
Registration Form (REQUIRED for career interviews) and further

information avaiiable at the

MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER,
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

A LANDMARK DECISION
The decision to pursue a legal career at Gonzaga

University can impact a lifetinne. Our School of Law

is ABA/AALS accredited with both full-time and

part-time programs. Please write or call for our

catalog.

v''^p7
1-800 572-9656 Ext ^734

_ Washington State Only

I 800-523-9712 Ext 3734

Continental US outside

Washington

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
I SCHOOL OF LAW

Office of the Registrar PO Boy' 3S28 Spokane. Washington Q9220-3S28

CrockerBankwon't keetryou

Anxiety is waiting for your bank to.approve

and process your student loan application

At Crocker Bank, we know how crucial it is

•to get your money quickly That's why we do
everything we can to help. Our streamlined pa)-

cessing and professional customer service make
getting a student loan fast and simple. In most

cases you'll have your money in one week.

For more information about how you can

qualify for a student loan, see your financial aid

counselor today And ther^, send your completed

student loan application to: Crocker Student

Loans, PO. Box 38021, San Francisco, California

94138. Or if you prefer, call Crocker toll-free

at 800-874-6989, ext. 200.
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STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
WINTER GROUPS 1986

/I P"!

The Student Psychological Services provide individual and group counseling through offices in two loca-

tions on campus. Services are confidential and free to regularly enrolled students. The service is staffed

by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists who are familiar with the needs and interests of

university students. _

SPS/Mid Campus is located at 4223 Math-Sciences Building, and consists of two divisions; the Counsel-

ing Division, 825-0768, and the Behavioral Division, 825-4207. SPS/South Campus is located at A3-062

Center for Health Sciences, 825-7985. For questions or appointments call any of the above numbers.

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES/SOUTH CAMPUS

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUPS: An opportunity to share concerns in a group setting which emphasizes

understanding yourself and others, and exploring important issues in personal relationships. Members will

be encouraged to examine their interactions with each other as well as those occuring outside the group..

Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m. (call for intake appointment)

A.M.A.C.(Adults Molested as Children) Group: A support group for adults who have been molested as

children. A chance to explore issues and feelings related to current relationships and self-esteem. An in-

take interview is required prior to admission into the group. Tuesdays, 1'*:00-1 :30 p.m.

WOMEN'S GROUP: A safe and supportive place in which to explore issues women share in common.

'

•sponsored by the Women's Resource Centec^Thunsdays . 3:30-5:00 pjn^ (call toyntake appointment)

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES/MID CAMPUS

STRESS MANAGEMENT AND BIOFEEDBACK: A group for students who feel they are overly stressed,

mentally or physically, and would like to increase their effectiveness in responding to external pressure.

Biofeedback will be used as one of a variety of approaches to handling stress and reducing excessive ten-

sion. Two separate sections will be offered: Tuesdays, 1-2:30 p.m. or Mondays, 11-12 noon, (call for in-

take appointment)
""

GAY MEN'S RAP/SUPPORT GROUP: An informal supportive gorup for gay males who wish to explore

issues and feelings related to gay lifestyle. Facilitated by a psychologist, the group is offered in conjunc-

tion with the Gay and Lesbian Association and will meet in Room 3525 Ackerman Union. No appointment

is necessary - just drop in. Mondays, 7-8:30 p.m.

LETTING GO - WHEN A RELATIONSHIP ENDS: A group for men and women who are having difficulty

letting go of a relationship which has ended. The group provides support and techniques to help with

loneliness, depression, anger, and jealousy. We will also explordf self-defeating behaviors which may in-

terfere with starting new relationships. Thursdays, 10-11:30 a.m. (call for intake appointment)

PERSONAL EXPLORATION GROUP: An opportunity to share concerns in a group setting which em-

phasizes understanding yourself and others, and exploring important issues in personal relationships.

Members will be encouraged to examine their interactions with each other as well as those outside the

group. Tuesdays, 3-4:30 p.m. (call for intake appointment)

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING: An opportunity to develop assertive skills to express preferences and feel-

ings comfortably, and to respond more directly to the preferences of others. Tuesdays, 10a.m. - 12 noon.

EATING MANAGEMENT GROUP: A variety of techniques designed to control excessive eating will be in-

troduced in a supportive setting. Members will receive weekly assignments and be encouraged to explore

motives underlying excessive eating. Wednesdays, 1 1-12noon (call for intake appointment)
,_- •

AIDS: WELL, BUT WORRIED: A seven-week personal exploration group for gay and bisexual men who

are physically healthy but worried about developing AIDS. The group will provide facts and peerfeupport

so that members can replace fear and panic with realistic decision making about how to live and love in

the midst of an epidemic. An intake interview is necessary prior to admission into the group. l\|ondays,

2-3:30 p.m. . ' v- —

^

RETURNING STUDENTS GROUP: You are invited to join a group of students over 25 who have! returned

to continue their education. This is an opportunity to share experiences with others whose nves are

especially complicated by time pressures, single parenthood, role adjustments or academic pressi^es. Br-

ing a lunch if you wish. Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center. Wednesdays, 1-2 p.m.Ulo ap-

pointment is necessary - just drop in.
^

FOR AFTER HOURS TALK, PEER TO PEER, CALL UCLA'S HELPLINE: A STUDENT CRiSll

INTERVENTION SERVICE 825-HELP -
,

SUNDAY - THURSDAY, 8:00P.M. TO MIDNIGHT ^>
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 8:00P.M. TO 1 :00 A.M.
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Deukmejian cites progress made under his administration
By James Bozajian

Administration Editor

Taking credit for improving
California's economy. Gov.
George Deukmejian conducted
a statewide fundraising drive

last fall which grossed more
than $1.5 million for his ex-

pected re-election campaign
this year.

A $I35-per plate dinner
held in Los Angeles Dec. 16

capped a series of eight fund-
raising banquets held from
.October through December
for the Republican governor in

Fresno, Sacramento, Orange
County, San Jose, San Diego,
Monterey and Palm Springs.

Deukmejian's well-received

speech, delivered to 2,600
supporters who attended the

Los Angeles dinner at the

Bonaventure Hotel, covered a

wide range of issues.

In his address, Deukmejian
said California's economy has

improved significantly under
his administration, noting that

when he entered office in 1983
the state had a $1.5 billion

budget deficit and a "misguid-
ed sense of priorities which
emphasized welfare,
bureaucracy and tax increases

at the expense of education,
job creation, public safety and
common sense."

"With your support," he
said, "we have paid off that

deficit and we have balanced

that budget three times in a

row without raising taxes on

the people or businesses of

California."

Deukmejian said education

has remained his "highest

BLOOM COUNTY

budget priority," and that

budgets he has approved have

added $10 billion in new
money for schools.

He also credited his ad-

ministration with creating

new economic incentives to at-

tract a larger share of the na-
tion's business community to
the state.

"California is now the
Please see DUKE, Page 18

by Berke Breathed
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WINTERWEAR SALE
V ^

2§54j
AND MORE
DUR ALREADY LOW PRICES

Get extra savings on winter fashions including casual

pants and long and short sleeve spertshirts. Also save

on 100% cotton flannel shirts - only $13.99 (were

$19.00) and sweaters and sweatervests as low as

$11.99 - 32.99 (regularly $16.00 - 46.50). And to top off

the savings see the special selection of ties and belts at

25"/o off or more! Sale ends Saturday, January 18.

ASUCIA STUDENTS' STORE
Menswear / B level Ackerman Union / 825-7711 / M Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10^5 Sun 12 5
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The Daily Bruin needs experienced
photographers. Every quarter, interested
students an tfered opportunities to try*

out for*~eentributing photographers' posi*

tions. The deadline for winter applica^

tions is Wednesday, January 15, 1986.
For more information, see Hyungwon
Kang in Kerckhoff 1 12*

BLOOM COUNTY
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by Berke Breathed
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WE LCXDK GREAT OM PAPER

and ewen better in person
On paper, you probably Know us best for the prod-

ucts bearing our famous tradennarKs. hUQQIC5.*
KLEEhE;^.^* hl-DRI.^^ To nanne a few.

But our business is nnore than that. Our business is

people. Changing and innproving, whenever we see
a better way to use our resources and talent. And
fanning; so -

the people who are looking at theF
futures with us, will have the opportunity to pursue

thenn.

Meet us in person, and find out how our opportuni-

ties can enable you to make nneaningful career

choices and develop nnore fully in the directions you
choose. Whether it's within your specialty, or into

nnanagennent. You'll find we're a warm, people-

engineered company that puts a premium on your

Ideas, and your total prnjert inv/nlv/ement —

Well be on campus
February 7

to discuss

Chemical and Mechanical

Engin^ring opportunities

Kimberly-ClarK. It's a name that looKs great on pa-

per. But once you get to Know us — in person — it

looKs even better. -

Included with your career opportunities at our mod-
ern Mill In Fullerton, and at our other locations

throughout the country, you'll find generous com-,
pensation, a valuable range of benefits, and stocK

purchase plans — at all levels. Kimberly-ClarK

Corporation, 2001 E. Orangethorpe Ave., Eullerton,

CA 92634. An equal opportunity employer m/f.

KimberlyClark Corporation
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Start Your New Year Off With a Smile!
see

RICHARD S. PHILLIPS, D.D.S
General Dentistry

Reduced Fees/Extended Hours ^

CLEANING & EXAMINATION $18.00*regv$60
Located in Westwood Village at the Medical Plaza

10921 WIL8HIRE BLVD ^1007
•New aCLA Students G Faculty 20o-4T99

TICKET?
Traffu S< hool now at I ICLA or

Wfstwood. Classes every week Sal

Sun. Weeknighls. Inexpensive.

Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S M .
Culver City and

South Bay

CALL FOR REStRVATIONS
(213)478-7099

W

u c A

STUDENT RESEARCH PROQRA

iTin
Today & Tomorrow at Noon

SRP Inlormation Meeting
North Campus Center Room 22

Winter Quarter Undergraduate Research
" Opportunities in 21 Departments ~

—

'

For further information contact:

The SRP Office
A316 Murphy flail

825-6443

THE BESTMEXICAN
FASTFOOD IN THE WEST!!

^
./

€^
\̂^

Presents:

ALL YOU CAN EAT!!
MONDAY/SOFTTACO NITE $5.99

Z _ 99< Beer& Margaritas!!

Attention Fraternities and Sororities:
Corona with us after meetingll

BRENTWOOD
11740San Vicente, Brentwood. CA 90049

BOC ends lengthy review,

OKs Comm Board budget
By Mark Talavera

After a two-month review

period and possible violation

of a 10-year-old agreement,

the ASUCLA Board of Control

approved the Communications

Board budget at its Dec. 16

meeting.

However, BOC members,

who voted 5-2-2 in favor of

the budget, still voiced con-

j cern about their existing

agreement with Comm Board,

and as part of the adopted

budget proposal, directed

BOC's budget and personnel

committees to review the con-

tract.

The Communications Bpai^
operates radio station

and publishes the Daily Bruin,
six special interest papers and
the Bruin Life yearbook.

"I have reservations about
the existing (1974) agreement
because it's out of date and
does not reflect the current
relationship between Comm
Board and BOC,*' said
Deborah Howard, graduate
president and BOC's acting

chairwoman.
The 1974 Statement of

Ikiderstaliding defines BOC's
i gtiditing power over the
^Gomm %aixi budget.

Jif - H o^# *C>a m p b e 1 1 , an
'undergraduate BOC men^ber,
qiiestioned^ & motion to ap-

He^tie^sce COMM BOARD,
Page 19

SHAUN aSULLtVAN

SPARSE SHELVES - Low blood supplies at UCLA's
Blood Donor Center have delayed surgeries at the medical
center.

BLOOD: UCLA Donor Center shortage

AcT088/l blk. east of Mom's on San Vicente Blvd. •^"-^" '
^

> w i

Continued from Page 1

Callers asked if needles are
re-used, which they are not,

and other sanitation questions.

Generally, the blood bank
does not make appeals for

donors at this time in order
not to interfere with the
quarterly Red Cross Blood
Drive. "At times like this,

however, we have no choice
but to go on appeal," Glassey

said. "We have already ex-

hausted our usual source of

donors. **^^

People wishing to give

blood should contact the

UCLA Blood Donor Center,

located at A2-260 of the medi-

cal center, at 825-0888 be-

tween 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.

Monday through Friday, ex-

cept Tu^day when the center

opens at 9 a.m.
—

, j
.

:

CHOLESTEROL Transport gene
Continued from Page 4
like red meat. Western civilization can't do without ham-
burgers." '

. "
,

'

' -^ —

—

Conversely, Third World countries consume vety little satu-
rated fats such as red meat, Sqhumaker said. Hence, the people
living in those countries have very low cholesterol levels com-
pared to those living in the developed nations.

"People with low levels of cholesterol do not acquire
atherosclerosis," Schymaker said. "Although the body can also
make cholesterol, excessive concentrations of cholesterol in the
body is the result of one's diet."
To help prevent atherosclerosis, Schumaker recommended

diets which include fish, fowl, vegetables, fruits and hi^ com-
plex carbohydrates such as cereals and grains.
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ASUCLA saintes a champion: the Bruin Jooibaii team, winner of
both the Paciflc-10 conference and the Rose Bowl. January 1 was

the Bruins* third Rose Bowi championship infouryears, their

fourth consecutive victory in a New Year's Day bowl game,

Terry Donahue and his Bruins make i( look easy. But it never is.

The rosesJust don 7 tumhle^firom the s^ // takes all season to

earn them.

In the Pail the team can't think about the Rose Bowl, They have

to think about BYU and Tennesee, both nationaUy-ranked,

About San Diego State, hungryfor an upset. Then came the

\Conference games.

The PaC'IO teams come in two varieties. Thefirst variety has its

own sights set on the Rose Bowl: Washington, Washington State,

Arizona, Arizona State, The second variety considers a victory

over UCLA almost as good as a bowl game: Stanford, Cat,

Oregon State, use, ^^'y

When the season 's over, UCLA *s record stands at an impressive

9'2'1. But there's a lot ofpress abottL^sjback door" champion-
ships. Most ofthe experts give theJtoselBowl nod to lowi,

\

\ »i If

The Bruins and their coach don't predict a victory, neyJlon't
discuss the advisability of running up the score, or what a win
will dofor their national ranking. They practice andprepare.
Then they go out and play thefinest game they're capable of:

UCLA 45, Iowa 28. It was a thrillJust to watch.

^
Congratulationsfrom ASUCLAl^e Associated Students.
' We'reproud to salute the 1986 Rose Bowl Champions.

\
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CLEARLYTHEPEST
A

25 in
MONlTORmECaVEB

Reg. $125U

$899Built-in stereo 'P^^'^ireless
built-in stereo d«od|dy. Three

^^^P^ $649

$175

PrntoA 740jterggcgse^

THisy?L^E»g^5rNs
SUPEB SPECIAL

ONLY

JBL L-86 3-way speaker

ea.

AD EXPIRES 1/^8'8^

l025West«oodmjJ.
'SneBtockSou^ofUOA.

HEY-UNDERGRADS
get your picture taken

for the yearbook--EREE!

THIS WEEK WE'LL BE ON THE 1st FLOOR OF KERCKHOFF

FROM 10AM-3PM

Don't forget-BUY YOUR YEARBOOK NOW AND SAVE!

\
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TV, film and computers

aid education, prof says
By Laureen Lazarovici

.

Using multimedia tech-

niques in the classroom can

enhance students* education,

according to a UCLA
psychology professor.

"Students today are very vi-

sually literate. We have to

start putting those skills to

use," said Dr. Patricia Green-

field, who urges instructors to

use multimedia techniques in

their classes.

Each medium — television,

film, computers and print —
is good for transmitting cer-

tain types of information,

Greenfield said, but there has

been a strong prejudice in

education in favor of print.

*'SchootY^Q,rigtnally
developed to teach literacy, so

being educated meant being

literate," she said. "People

have developed skills for

reading and writing, but they

haven't developed other kinds

of skills so they are not com-

fortable with other media."
Integrating multimedia

techniques in classrooms
should begin with teaching
young children to view televi-

sion critically, both in terms
of content and as an art form,
Greenfield said.

"Viewing television in a
classroom should not be used^

as a time out," she said. "It

must be planned, integrated

and discussed. Often I have
had to break the iazy set' in

my classes, so befbre showing
a film I tell my students 'this

material will be on the test.'
"

Greenfield uses films in her
developmental psychology
class "to show behavior that

no one could imagine" like a
human birth or ''different

socio-economic environments"
like an Israeli kibbutz, and
then complements the films

with discussion and readings.

"Images are sometimes more
Please see MULTIMEDIA,

Page 19

ALARMS: Trouble dorm residents

^k^^^^^Ca

Continued from Page 1

formation officer with the Los
Angeles Fire Department, said
false fire alarms endanger
equipment and citizens when
the department is rushing to

an alarm and may prevent
firefighters from responding to

other calls.

To reduce the number of
alarms. Gibbons said metal
boxes and plates of glass were
installed over alarm activators
three years ago. The plates,

protect the activators, im-
peding casual attempts to set

them off.

After the two Sproul Hall
alarms, residents volunteered
to monitor pulls in the
building to prevent further
trouble.

Officials have also discussed
moving or removing the first-

floor activator on the east side
of Dykstra Hall because it is

often tampered with.
Reichenbach said it would

be unfortunate if the pull
alarm had to be removed. "In
the event of a fire, someone
may have to go further than
they ordinarily would to alert
the fire department."
To combat such problems,

Boston University ad-
ministrators have installed ink
jets on their alarms. Students
pulling the alarms get blue ink

1
'•'

.

on their hands, which helps

officials track them down.
Those caught setting off

alarms in California are sub-

ject to several forms of
punishment.

If the culprit is a dormitory
or suite resident, they are

removed from the dormitory.
In addition, the student is

referred to the dean of stu-

dents, and, depending upon
the nature of the false alarm,

may face prosecution. Gib-

bons said.

If convicted, alarm-pullers
could receive a $50 to $200
fine and/or 30-180 days im-

prisonment, said Reichenbach.
If someone is injured during

j

the alarm evacuation or

department response, th<

crime becomes a felony.

But Vick Thakur, a Sproi

Hall junior is dissatisfied wil

current penalties.

"Whoever did it should
shot," he quipped. "Thei
they should be dragged
horses down Bruin Walk an<

left in Meyerhoff Park on^

display."

Sproul resident Karen
Robinson summed up the feel-

ings of many dorm residents

about those who start false

alarms: "Don't get caught
because there are lot of people

getting really, really upset." .

mam

1
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Within seven days after

Educaid receives your

correctly completed
application, your GSL check

will be on its way to you.

See your FAG and ask for

Educaid. Or call us and

we'll send you an application.

BONUS!
GSL's from Educaid are not

only a lot faster, but a little

bigger. Educaid's insurance

„*'^"^

•-• »-*>-» V^^yk *-. ^**,»-^ >-% *-t >(*t A-^ .*

premium is less (0.75%)
than that charged by most
other California lenders

(I %). You get more money
for your education.

PLEASE NOTE:

I . Educaid processing time is 7 days. School

processing time may take longer.

2 Be patient with your financial aid officers.

They are ov^worked.
3 Students with prior loans are advised not to

cross-borrow.

4. Federal regulations prohib4t lenders from

releasing GSL checks earlier than 30 days prior to

the start of the loan period.

BY TRANS WORLD INSURANCE COMPANY

^^ 2 1 3 1 L Street. Sacramento. CA 958 16 (916) 446- 1 626

From Orange County /S. Calif.: (714) 541-8101

From the Bay Area: (415) 982-7667
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Be part of an exciting summer tradition. Consider
being a ...

UCLA __
Orientation

m

Interested Undergraduates MUST attend one of

tliese Information Meetings:

•Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2 pm
North Campus Room 22

•Thursday, Jan. 23, 3 pm
North Campus Room 22

•Thursday, Jan. 23, 7 pm
Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge

•Monday, Jan. 27,'Noon
Ackerman Union Second Floor Lounge

Applicants must be currently enrolled, have at least .

:Sop/>o/nore standing, and a minimum 2.75 G.P.Ai=

Questions? A-316 Murphy Hall/206-6685

«

The Students' Store:
LowPricesT'

Convenient Location

••yt©.*

Always the largest

assortment of soft drinks

groceries • snacks
gifts • greeting cards

stuffed animals and
sundry items

on campus

'^^^^'SS^Vf^

Coufftry Store / B-level Ackerman i}f^kon 1 825-7711

M'Th 7:46-7:30; F 7:46S^ Sat IM; Sun 12-6
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BUDGET: Moremoney to UC
Continued from Page 1 _ ^ , . , .^

UC President David Gardner characterized the governor's

proposal as "supporting the university in many ways."

"The budget provides funds for projected enrollment growth

and for needed construction and renovation of facilities," Card-

Deukmejians budget would provide $147 million for enroll,

ment growth, projected to increased by 2,900 students during

the next fiscal year.

The governor's budget plan also sets aside $1.1 million for

UC's affirmative action programs to help increase the ethnic

minority representation among UC students and faculty.

But the university, with its bad track record of improving its

representation of ethnic minorities, requested $6 million for the

implementation o7 these programs, said Adrienne Graham,
associate director of the UC Student Lobby.

"The university needs ... to. enhance its affirmative action

program, and the UC Student Lobby is in strong support of

these programs," Graham said.

The UC Student Lobby will work with the university and

Legislature to ensure that UC's request for affirmative action

program money will be left intact, Graham said.

Ae governor provided $1.5 million for research projects on

issues having an impact on the state's social and economic

health, including $1 million for studies on the Superconducting

Super Collider. If it is built, the SSC would be the world's

largest atom smasher.

Last year, the governor and Legislature allocated $500

million to UC, Stanford and Cal Tech to seek a California fight

for the SSC in order to keep the state in the running for the

$4-6 billion project.

Although 20 states are competing for the prized jewel of

high-energy physics. Department of Energy sources say the pro-

ject may never be built because its costs are so high.

The governor's budget proposes to increase funds for pro-

grams that will expand the state's link to Pacific Rim countries.

One such program would be the establishment of a new Gradu-
^te School iif International Relations and Pacific Studies at UG=
San Diego.

Under the proposed budget, $5.7 million would be set aside

for instructional computing, which includes $2.7 million from
lottery money for the purchase of computers and associated

operating costs.

There has been much controversy over substituting state

funds with lottery proceeds, Graham said.
~ 'The student lobby is firmly opposed to using lottery money
for UC's operating expenses," Graham said, because it sets a

precedent for replacing state funds with an unreliable source for

funds.

The lottery is expected to bring in $10.2 million for the uni-

versity in 1986. The governor has been a leading opponent of

the state lottery.

Deukmejian has proposed an additional $7.2 million for Ac-
quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) research. During
his state of the state speech Thursday, Deukmejian said he was
going "to fully fund the fight against the ruthless kiUer."
The governor has asked UC and the Department of Health

Services to report back to him this spring on what is needed for
AIDS programs. ''

f. :.i^ ? ^
" T"''"

Deukmejian's capital outlay budget 'is $47 Wiillioli less than
what UC requested. Capital improvements include new instruc-
tional facilities at Berkeley, Irvine, San Diego, Santa Barbara
and Santa Cruz. ' * -^. -

Also, the governor proposes funding UC's. request for the cor-
rection of seismic deficiencies io many UC buUdinjp, including
Softth Hall at Berkeley and Powell Library at UCLA,
The governor also called for an 8 percent increase in state fi-

nancial aid, including increasing the family income ceiling to

$48,000 from $46,000 for Cal Grant A recipients and $1,000
new Gal Grant B awards,

Currently, Assembly Speaker Willie Brown (D-San Francisco)

Please see BUDGET, Page 21
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Tastes better than
icecream

AU. NATURAL WOZB^ YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHHSTOH'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires January 27, 1986 • limit one per customer
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GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon

(^Vi^r Shampoo. Condition,

Cut&Blow $11
Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.
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StatQ senator switches
party, gets Democrat post
By Mariko Taka/asu
Capital Correspoodent

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

SACRAMENTO — Con-
sidered by many as the most
liberal Republican in the state

Legislature for nearily two de-
cades. Sen. Milton Marks (R-
San Francisco) re-registered as
a Democrat and was named
chairman for the Senate dem-
ocratic caucus Jan. 8.

Marks, a member of the
Senate Education Subcommit-
tee which oversees the Univer-
sity of California's annual '

budget, said his move to
switch parties was a very dif-

ficult decision and was the
result of his dissatisfaction

with the Republican Party.

"The decision was not an
easy one, but it was the cor-

rect decision," Marks said in

the press conference packed
with television cameras and
reporters.

**rve been increasingly
dissatisfied with the direction

the Republican Party has
taken in many years. That
direction has moved the party

too far to the right," Marks
said. "I believe the Republican
Jarty-ng-jonger -represents the

philosophy that I still believe."

The 65-year-old ex-
Republican senator has been

at odds with fellow Senate

Republicans for being the only

GOP member to vote for

democratic-related issues, in-

cluding increasing workers
compensation benefits, in-

creasing the emergency loan

program for elderly and
dissabled persons and financ-

ing the construction of hew
homes with interest loans.

"Fm proud of my record as

a senator — it's a record of

independence . . , and a

promoter of progressive
legislation," Marks said. "It's a

hard thing . . . when the

(Republican) party has not

kept pace with me. I felt it

was time I should do what I

thought was correct."

The five-term senator, who
will replace Sen. Paul
Carpenter (D-Cypress) as the

caucus chairman, will be in

charge of raising funds for the

Senate Democrats who face

re-election this year.

Marks' move will give the

Democrats in the Senate a

26-14 over the house
Republicans, which will put

the Democrats within a one-

vote of the 2/3 majority need-

ed to override the governor's

vetoes and pass urgency
legislation and money bills.

" The senator has been a big

supporter of higher education.

He is presently on a three-

member education subcom-
mitttee, now made up of three

democrats, which hears UC-
related legislation, including

the UC budget.

There is some speculation as

to whether the Bay Area

legislator will keep his position

on the committee or will step

down.
In a phone interview with

Marks, he said he hoped to

stay on the committee because

"there's nothing more Impor-

tant than education."

\ "The University of Califor-

nia should be fully supported

in its endeavors this year,"

Marks said. "There is not a

higher quality education

^system around and the people

of California are fully aware

of that." -N

• MM .jat , rr-

Senate President Pro-tem
David Roberti (D-Los Angeles)

said during the press con-

ference that for many years he

had tried to persuade Marks to

change parties.

"As long as I've been in this

house," Roberti said, "I've

respected his vote, his

philosophy and his commit-
ment to the beliefs a^nd to the

tradition (of this piity)."

Marks represents a district

Vvhich is slightly over 17 per-

cent Republican, which some
say is unprecedented for a

Republican office holder in

California's political history.

In the 1980 election "Marks

won the nomination of both

major parties.

"As a Democrat I intend to

continue to put forward pro-

gressive legislation," Marks
said.

He served eight years in the

Assembly from 1958 to 1966,

.when he was appointed by
former Gov. Edmund G.
Brown as a municipal court

judge. He has been re-elected

to the state Senate five times.
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DUKE: Fundraising speech
Continued from Page 10

number one destination in the

nation for major business ex-

pansions and locations." he

said. "We also have the best

small business climate^; in the

entire nation." — \
^^

'
. -^—

^

The governor said thift

while California's unemploy-

ment rate was 11 percent

Student Committee for the Arts the Arts
$4 SCA TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Emerson Quartet •
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra w/ Janos Starker
Sabicas /

liana Vered
Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo
Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo

~———-

—

'~

Pro Musicis: Christopher O'Reily SCA/SOLD OUT
St. Paul Chamber Orchestra SCA/SOLD OUT
Cesare SiepI

The Games ' - Ping Chong & Meredith Monk
SCA/SOLD OUT

Marcel Marceau CANCELLED
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra w/ Elmar Oliveros
Colorado Quartet

SUN
SUN
FRI

SAT
FRI

SAT"
SAT
SAT
SUN
WED

A.

1/12

1/12

1/17

1/18

1/24

1/25

1/25

2/1

2/2

2/5

SUN
SUN

2/9

2/9

4 pm
8 pm
8 pm
8 pm
8 pm
8 pm^
8 pm
8 pm
8 pm
8 pm

8 pm
4 pm

Wads.
Royce
Royce

Royce
Royce
Royce
Schoen
Royce
Royce

Royce

Royce
Wads.

ON SALE JAN. 20
Actors from the Royal Shakespeare Company
Trfsha Brown Dance Company
Trisha Brown Dance Company
The Chieftains ^

THURS
FRI

SAT
SUN

2/13

9/ 1

4

2/15

2/16

8 pm
8 pm
8 pm
8 pm

Royce
Wads.
Wads.
Royce

Ticket Information: 825-926 1 or 825-3253
Current Reg. Card and Photo I.D. Required at time of purchase and at the Door the
Night of the Performance (2 Tickets per I.D.) ^---—
Available at the Central Ticket Office (the trailer) - Opens 8:30 am on Mondays for SCA
Ticketslll . •

- ^-^^ ^ _
Made possible by Student Committee for the Arts.

three ye.i/ a>^o, today it is less

than 7 jorcent — which
means that 950,000 more
Californians are working.

"I just thought it was about
time tha^. y<Mi had a governor
who treiil^ businesses an^
farmers -lii:^ friends and the

Medfl
^
pests, rather than

the otij way around," he
said.

Several limes during his

speech, Dfukmejian attacked

Lqs Aiii'.;K.,s Mayor Tmrr

V

Bradley, a possible Democrat-
ic oppon "Hi in the guber-
natorial race. Because of the

mayor's frequent absences
from Los An;:];eles, Deukmejian
labeled Bradley a "rare
visitor" t 'l.e city.

"I think it's fair to sav that

the mayor has seen more
foreign airports than a lost

suitcaM," he quipped.
Deukr'i*'jian said he has

emphaviy '; a "common sense"

approcK ' ) fighting crime as

governor and has appointed

judges who "are as concerned
about th*^' ^i<4hts of victims of

First in in ongoing series

about ')e people and :

issues involved in the

1986 elections

crime as they are about pro-

tectingjttbe rights of the accus-

ed." He added that he has in-

creased the number of state

law enforcM rnent officers by 35

percent.

Deukmejian criticized the

state Supreme Court for not

implementing the state's capi-

tal punishment law, which he

authored nine years ago as a

state senator. Although juries

have imposed this verdict over

200 times since then, he said

"not one murderer has paid

the ultimate price.*'

"Vigorously enforcing"
tough anti-pollution laws,

cleaning up over 120 toxic

waste sites, launching thou-

sands of inspections and levy-

ing millions of dollars in fines

represent his commitment to

maintaining a safe, clean en-

vironment, Deukmejian said.

Throwing another barb at

Bradley, the governor pointed

out that Los Angeles recently,

received a $180,000 fine for

allowing raw sewage to be

dumped into Santa Monica
Bay.

In addition, Deukmejian
said his establishment of a

governor's Task Force on Tox-

ics, Waste and Technology has

devised new approaches to

waste disposal. "California's

technological leadership and

creativity will be called forth

before we literally drown in

waste and garbage."
S"

\' im ' 4 »•
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Reidhaar
Continued from Page 8

munity" whose death "leaves
an acutely felt personal and
professional void in the lives

of all those who were privileg-

ed to know him."
"The university has suffered

a great loss," Regents' Chair-
woman Vilma Martinez said

of Reidhaar's death.

Regent Frank Clark Jr. said
Reidhaar was "one of the tru-

ly great lawyers in the state of

California and the entire
country."

Before coming to work as

assistant counsel to the regents

in 1962, Reidhaar was an
associate with a San Fran-
cisco-based law firm and serv-

ed as a law clerk for Kenneth

f. O'Connell, associate justice

of the Oregon Supreme Court.
Reidhaar, 52 at the time of

his death, was a member of

five bar associations, including

the Bar of the United States

Supreme Court and the state

Bars of California and
Oregon. He formerly served as

president and vice president of

the National Association of

College and University At-

torneys and was a fellow of

the American Bar Foundation.

"Don Reidhaar was a man
of quiet warmth and great in-

tegrity whose practice of the

law was both sensitive and
skilled," said Ira Heyman,
chancellor at UC Berkeley, the

school at which Reidhaar
earned his law degree and was
named a Major Walter
Dinkelspiel Scholar in Law in

1960. -^

Comm Board
Continued from Page 12

prove the budget given board

members' reservations. But

Howard reasoned that adop-

ting it would "impel action so

that the agreement could be

evaluated,"

She said problems with

Comm Board and its contract

stem from two issues: long-

term funding and the special

interest papers.

"Comm Board failed to ad-

dress issues in a cogent man-

Continued on Page 21

Mulitmedia
Continued from Page 4

accurate, specific and power-

ful than me telling you about

something."
Video ganies also have

educational value, Greenfield

said. Realizing research shows

that the often violent themes

of video games do increase ag-

gressive behavior, Greenfield

said, "It is a shame that the

positive effects of video games

like cognitive and spatial

perception development are

placed in a context of vio-

lence."

However, she stressed a

unique educational aspect of

video games: players are

often not given instructions

and must figure out the rules

of the games for themselves.

In an experiment with UCLA
students, Greenfield found

that novice players who prac-

ticed at a video game for two

and a half hours were better

at making other discoveries.

Greenfield also stressed that

"technology is just tools. It is

not a substitute for teachers or

interaction. There is a need

for unmediated media, too.

Students need to make
discoveries for themselves.

"

•^MMi
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TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1 433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 31 5

Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

PANHELLENIC WINTER
RUSH

Interested in soropties?

Call or stbp by Panhellenic for more
informatioiv

I 18 Men's Gym. 206-1285.
*

1

TROY TICKET SERVICE
TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS

SPORTS • THEATRE • IN CONCERT
KENNY ROGERS

WILLIE NELSON • RUSH • PAT BENATAR
KISS • AEROSMITH
LAKERS • KINGS

SUPER BOWL - JAN 26

COilffJVC- R€>LLiNG STaNES

VILLAGE
SALON
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

AND HOTTEST HAIR SALON

January Specials
1st visit Tu,W,Th

$12...Men
$15 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114

Grand Opening
GANOGA PARK

\i

FREE FRAMES
w/purchasc of lensc& liitai

FREE WAYFARER
w/purchasc of contact lenses

complete liairs w/fittings, care kit, follow-up visits

WEST HOLLYWOOD HERNOSA BEACH WESTWOOD
1082 Glendon Ave.

208-3570
8001 Santa Monid^Bh

650-0988

1046 Hennosa Ave.

376-8919

CANOGA PARK

6901 Topanga Cyn. Blvd.

(818)884-EYES
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GROUP SCOOP
JEWISH STUDENT UNION (JSU) CALL MITCH. HOWARD AND MIRIAM. 825-

8533 WED.. JAN 22 5:30-7:00 PM JSU MTG- BOARD ROOM - LUVALLE COM-

MONS
ISRAEL ACTION COMMITTEE (lAC) CALL ERIKA, 208-9326; OR LEAVE

MESSAGE FOR ALEX, 208-3081 MEETJf^GS EVERY THURS.. 2-4 PM. AU 3520

JAN. 16 ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
UNITED JEWISH FUND (UJF) CALL BARB. 479-4316, OR SYLVIA. OR DEBBY

208-3081

STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR SOVIET JEWRY (SSSJ) CALL SUZANNE. 478-

7521; LISA, 818/886-4638; DEBBY. 208-3081

STUDENT ACTION FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT (SAND) CALL SCOTT.

204-3912: OR PATTY. 208-3081 -- -

JEWISH WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION (JWO) CALL PATTY. 208-3081

£EBSlA!llilLLEL CALL SHERVIN, 208-3083

JEWISH GRAD. STUDENTS ASSOCtATION (JGSA) CALL PATTY. 208-3081

DORM CHAVURAH CALL AVI, 208-3081

PROGRESSIVE ZIONIST CAUCUS (PZC) CALL RAFI. 818/704^215

JEWISH BUSINESS STUDENT ASSOCUTION (JBSA^ CALL DEBBY. 208-3081

JEWISH MEDICAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (JMSA^ CALL PATTY. 208-3081

JEWISH LAW STUDENTS ASSOOATION (JLSA^ CALL CHAIM. 208<B081

STUDENTS FOR AIPAC CALL CINDY, 473-6300; MARCY,479431 6; OR DEB-

BY. 208-3081

MEETINGS ON WEDS, 5:00 PM. AU 3525

JAN. 15 MURRAY WOOD. Executive Director of AIPAC office In L^.

'PROSPECTS FOR 1986 - UPCOMING ELECTIONS" -.^. . ^.

KESHER/YAVNE YERUSHALAYIM CALL JORDAN. 818/347-1265; OR MAH,
557-9723

INSTITUTE OF STUDENTS AND FACULTY ON ISRAEL (ISFI^ CALL SHAI,

936-2797 OR 208-3081

THE MiTZVAH PROJECT CALL MARCI FOX. 208-6639 (LA HILLEL COUNCIL)
^ SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS CALL DAVID. 208-2813; OR DEB87:^08-3081
HiilR $Tl^P€NTMINYAN SATS.. 9:30 AM -1, ^
STREISAND CENTER FOR JEWISH CULTURAL ARTS AT UCU HILLEL

CALL AVI. 208^3081 —7

SHABBATOT
J

cx/cov cPinAY NIGHT OF THE QUARTER THERE ARE SERVICES AND

^mTp ri hVlEL sStIMES we join together FOR AN ONEG

sSt ACELEbISSf SHABBAT - AND SOMETIMES WE HEAR

PROVOCATIVE SPEAKERS
,o«r,». w.u

All Shabbatot begin at 6:30 PM, with dinner at 7:30 PM, and the pro-

gram following at 8:45 PM.

IAM 17 CHABBAT WITH NORMAN COUSINS. Prof, of Medical Humanities
JAN. 17 SHABBAT^j^^^

^^ ^^^^^q..

JAN. 24 MARGOLIN , a play by NORMA PRATT, historian and playwright.

Discussion to follow. ^

IAM -^1 qHABBAT WITH CATHY ENGEL-MARDERJAN. 31 SHABBAJ VVM M u
^p ^^^^^ ^^g ^^^^^ ^

REDISCOVW^^ OF SPAIN'S OLDEST SCHOOL OF KABBAUH"

7 SHABBAT WITH HOWARD MILLER. Pres. of LA. Chapter of the .

American Jewish Committee; member, Black Jewish Coalition.

•Jews and Blacks: Past, Present and Future"

Cost: $4.50 for Hillel nfiembers $6.00 for non-members

Please call early - by Thursday - for reservations, 208-3081

_ BEIT MIDRASH CLASSES
CLASSES BEGIN MON , JAN. 20, AND RUN FOR 8 WEEKS. FEES LISTED

^MEMBERS FEE. NON-MEMBERS' FEE IS AN AOPITIGNAL $5.00 FOR

EACH COURSE.

INTRODUCTION TO JUDAISM MONS.. g:45 • 7:45 PM. HILLEL. $25 .

BEGINNING HEBREW . MONS.. 7:30-9:00 PM. HILLEL, $20

CONVERSATIONAL HEBREW MONS.. 5:45-7:15 PM. HILLEL, $20

TOUR WHO ENTERED FAROES . MONS., 7:30-9:00 PM. H»LL£L.«2ft

A WEEKLY JOURNEY THROUGH THE TORAH . WEDS., 12 NOON. AU 3630 FREE

TOWARDS THE CREATION OF A FEyiNiST HAGGADAH . WEDS.. 7:30-9:00 PM. $20

JUDAISM FOR THE BEUEVING SKEPTIC . THURS., 12 NOON, AU 3530 FREE

V.-':A\

^. 1

"^^n .-rj
HILLEL D^n PTD

THURS.. JAN. 16'^^
8:00 PM
STREISAND AUDITIORIUM

,...

CHARLES E. SILBERMAN, author of the best selling works: A Csrtain People:
American Jews and Their Lives Today: Crisis in Black and White: Crisis in the
Classroom

• A CERTAIN PEOPLE: JEWS AND JUDAISM IN AN OPEN SOCIETY?"
Tickets: $3 Students $10 Reserved

S5 UCLA Faculty $25 Sponsor
57 General Admission — ^- \

Tickets are available at UCLA Hillel - 213/208-3081

FRI..JAN. 17

12 NOON
AU2408

PROF. STEVE KATZ, Prof, of Jewish Philosophy at Cornell University; author of

Mysticism and Philosophical Analysis and Post-Holocaust n/^/<?g(/pff

"MYSTICISM AND ETHICS"

WED.. JAN. 22
12 NOON

RABBI DR. ABNER WEISS, Rabbi at Beth Jacob Synagogue; former Prof, of
Philosophy. Yeshiva University; former head of Dept. of Hebrew and Jewish
Studies, University of Natal, Durban, South Africa

"ISRAEL AND SOUTH AFRICA" "*

FRI-MON.,

FEB. 14-17
-ifc^

J''

^

KALLAH - a gathering of college and university students from the far-flung
reaches of the wild west to celebrate their Jewish selves, to explore their Jewish
hentage to examine Jewish approaches to social justice, spirituality, personal
Identity. Israel, the Arts, and other issues of contemporary life Camo Ramah,

S^?'^«i-
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE -applications limiled. C^tact oXy,^

2O0-0U0I . ,

'-

SAT.. FEB.22
9:00 PM
HILLEL
STREISAND AUDITORIUM

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!! Come join us at a 50's dance ^'ock hoc the night
away...eat..,drink...party! If you liked the Black and Wh^p AS^ !

|'^y;;;r>yi!^>!l°fKLT
"'^

Cover Charge: $2.00
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Comm Board
Continued from Page 19
ner, but there is a real at-

tempt to address these issues
now," Howard said.
"Everyone should realize how
fortunate UCLA is to have the
SIPs, and their role and func-
tion needs to be clarified one
way or another for Comm
Board's health."

However, Comm Board
Chairman Ed Singer asserted
that BOC was responsible for

poor budgeting performance
under the existing agreement.

"If it takes halfway through
a fiscal year to approve a
budget, it*s reiOly pathetic,"

Singer said. "In my eyes, BOC
failed to do their job, but we
held up ours."

The Comm Board budget
was first submitted Oct. 25,
but was returned to Comm
Board because graduate
Comm Board member Louis
Armmand expressed doubts
about its fiscal soundness.
BOC members also sought
more information about
specific budget items.

In returning the budget.
Singer claimed that BOC vio-

lated its agreement with
Comm Board because some
publishers and BOC members

=&elieved the budget was fiscat=

ly sound.

"This wasted a lot of Comm
Board time that could have

been used to solve SIP pro-

blems," Singer said. "Review-

ing the budget again just tied

us in accomplishing the goals

with which they (BOC) think

Comm Board should deal."

Budget
Continued from Page 16

has a cal grant financial aid

reform biU awaiting action in

the Senate Finance Commit-
tee. If Brown's measure is im-

plemented, three major
changes would be made in the

state's financial aid program.

First, it would increase the

number of Cal Grant A pro-

gram awards from 16,400 to a

minimum of 17,900 for each

fiscal year.

Second, it would change the

way awards are distributed

and would give applicants

with a minimum GPA thresh-

old and greatest financial need

top priority. Currently,
awartu are distributed to ap-

plicants who have some finan-

cial need and who are excep-

tional students.

The third provision would

eliminate the Family Income

Ceiling aiid would make the

applicants' need be based on

the parental contribution. The

bill must be acted on by Jan.

31 or it will die in committee.

Gardner said the governor's

spending plan did not provide

$21 million for increa^ costs

of utilities, library materials

and instructional supplies.

Gardner intends to work

with the governor in the next

several months during the

budget process "in an effort to

resolve this problem/'^ ^^

' -^
'

'- r

The budget hearing process

will begin in March. A final

draft of the state budget will

be submitted to the governor

for approval by June 30, the

last day of the fiscal year.
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HELPLINE TRAINING
Join Us For Orientation:

WEDNESDAY Jan. 22 6:30-9:00pm
HV '\

Ackerman3530

Open to all UCLA students, staff, & faculty.

For morejnfo. call 825-4207 or 825-HELP

DELnfER^^ffliff

WINNINGTHEWEST
r

WELLS^kRGOSTUDENTLOANS

l«^«^c^c !•»;**»; ("A-

.

Speedy Processing: At Wells Fargo, we're

committed to rapid turnaround. Our state-of-the-

art student loan system enables us to give your

loan request prompt attention and swift handling.

We Make It Simple: No additional bank forms

are requir/ed, and you don't need to have a credit

history or account relationship in order to qualify

Courteous Customer Service: Our service

representatives are ready to answer your ques-

tions.We appreciate your business, and we're

anxious to make your dealings with Wells Fargo

Bank pleasant and hassle-free.

Choose Wells Fargo: if a student loan is part

of your plans for financing your education, then

tell your financial aid office that you want to go

through Wells Fargo Bank. Soon after you mail

us your application, you'll begin to see why
Wells Fargo was the smart choice.

If you need more information, we'd be happy

to help . . . phone or write us today!

Call (800) 641-0473 Toll-Free

Weekdays 8 AM-5:30 PM '

'

'
'

'

'"'

Wells Fargo Bank
Student Loan Center

RO. Box 9368

Walnut Creek, CA 94598
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THE Sixth Annual

Cambridge/UCLA
PROGRAM
Summer i986

ARN COLLEGE CREDITS

WHILE EXPERIENCING
THE CAMBRIDGE

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT.

Live the academic life in a comnnunity

with a 700-year tradition— learning

through lectures, lively small group

discussions, and field-trips.

Your residence is T/^^N/TV HALL,

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY; located at

the center of the historic colteges and

the ancient City of Cambridge. A
countryside of medieval market towns

and villages surrounds it, and LondoD

is only 60 miles away.

COURSES PLANNED:
Shakespeare's Plays • British ;

Intelligence Operations • English

Country Houses • The English Village

• The Romantics: Art and Literature •

The Bloomsbury Group • Darwin and

His Influence • Archaeology of Britain

• Landscapes and Gardens • British

Economics and Politics • Architecture

of "Errglond • Tudor England • Dickens

• Churchill • Postwar Britain:

Changing Society, Changing Values •

Shakespeare's World • British Fine

and Decorative Arts • Roundheads

and Cavaliers.

Two three-week sessions are

scheduled:

July 6-July 26 and

July 27-August 16, 1986.

Enroifment is also open for the entire

six-week period.

FOR A DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE,

write or call:

Cambridge/UCLA Program,

Department UCDB,
P.O. Box 24901,

Los Angeles, CA 90024;

(213) 825-2085.

Sales Associates^

Sales Engineering Associates:
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It's more than just talk. As a field associate for ROLM, you

become the voice of ROLM. Representing top-of-the-line

systems to a diverse client base that includes most of the

fortune 500. Establishing communication links with

customers that let them know ROLM is always listening to their

needs, and responding with professionalism and technical

sophistication.
At ROLM, you'll actively participate in the evolution of a

company that is standing on the threshold of the most
exciting years in the history of telecommunications, bringing

full-feature desktop voice and data systems — complete with

PC capabilities, digital memory and more — to a market
intense with competitive challenge.

To respond to the challenge, you'll need to be a real achiever,

capable of commanding respect, and a strong communicator
who can meet ROLM customers with confidence. As part of the

team, you will be a key contributor. As a Sales Associate, you'll

be given yoUr own territory (and earnings potential) to develop.

As a Sales Engineering Associate, you will provide critical

technical strength to the sales team.
After the hard work you've put into preparing for your career,

ROLM wouldn't think of offering you any less.

On-Campus
Interviews
February 4

We'll be on campus interviewing Engineering
and Marketing majors who have an interest in

Technical Sales or Sales Engineering. '^^

Come talk about the opportunities
at ROLM. See your Placement Office for mor^
details^about on-campus interviews, or send
your resume and letter of interest to: Magda
Schoenhals, University Relations Coordinator
ROLM Corporation, 4900 Old Ironsides Drive,

M/S 572, Santa Clara, CA 95054. Equal Oppor-
tunity Employer.

c.
*

«
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an IBM company
A great place to put your mind tq work.
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Probably not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

grad school exams. So ifyou
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh put of college,

xali. Why take a chance
with your career?

KAPLAN
SIANIEYH KAPIANEDUCATIONAI CENTER ITD

The worfds IcaHing

test prep organization.
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Editorial

Increase security
Violence has claimed yet another victim on the

UCLA campus.—A^ 21-year-old female senior, who was working

ART
IIAlTrtTES

I

SaieTy

as the front desk attendant at the UCLA
guesthouse was found semi-conscious shortly after

5:30 a.m. on Friday, December 27.

She had been strangled with an electrical cord,
but fortunately, was still alive.

We, wish her a full and speedy recovery.

Now, to prevent a similar occurrence, a security

gate has been installed at the guesthouse.
It is unfortunate that only after a tragedy such

as this are necessary precautions taken.

This is a grim lesson for all of us. Before the

UCLA community buries itself in the upcoming
quarter and relaxes its sense of security, everyone
must do whatever they can to secure their places of

work and residence.

There is little that we can do to prevent an at-

tacker from seeking another target, but we can
make it more difficult for that person to succeed.
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How to sleep: from apnea to zzzz

Did you know that?:

Some people can't sleep and breathe at

the same time? Sufferers of sleep apnea stop

breathing as soon as they fall asleep, only to

be awakened gasping for air.

Some people who complain that they

can't fall asleep aren't insomniacs at all.

These unfortunate individuals merely

dream that they are lying in bed all night

unable to fall asleep 1

Fortunately, these serious sleep disorders

are relatively rare. Still, somewhere be-

tween 20 and 30 percent of the population

has suffered periods of common insomnia,

not getting enough sleep.

How do I know if I have insomnia?

How much sleep you need is an entirely

individual matter. Some people feel fine

with five hours each ni^t while others

need more than ten (a seventy-year-old

woman studied in a sleep clinic needed only

one hour's sleep per night and complained

that most people waste much time in bedl).

Insomnia may take on one of several dif-

ferent patterns. You may have problems

falling asleep, waking up continually durmg

the night, or not being able to stay asleep

long enough.

In general, you aren't suffering from in-

somnia unless a lack of sleep is making you

fatigued during your waking hours.

Why can *t I get enough sleep?
- Insomnia may be caused by either

physiological or psychological factors:

Physiological Causes. Very often, a drug

may be disrupting your sleep. Caffeine in

coffee, tea, soft drinks, chocalate, or diet

pills may be the culprit. Also, some over-

the-counter cold medecines may prevent

you from falling asleep.

Using sleeping pills or alcohol to over-

come insomnia can create an especially

vicious brand of insomnia of its own.

While these drugs and other sedatives in-

duce sleep, insomnia usually rebounds when

the drug is discontinued. Additionally,

chronic use of these drugs to induce sleep

suppresses "D sleep" (where rapid eye

movement and much dreaming occurs),

which may cause irritability, anxiety, and

fatigue.

Too much exercise near bedtime can also

cause insomnia. WhUe strenuous exercise

can make you feel tired, it also keeps your

metabolic level high, and that may keep

you awake. Finally, those rarer disorders

such as sleep apnea or chronic muscle twit-

ches may be the cause of insomnia.

Psychological Causes. Too much stress

often causes insomnia. Yet contrary to pop-

ular belief, insomnia is less common in the

"workaholic " or "type A" individual than in

very inactive ind^jfiduals.

It seems that not enough activity during

the day may alter the body's biological

Continued on Page 25

Cniinterpoint

Changing policy
By Michael Rowley _

There are many reasons why Affirmative Action Programs

are needed.
Children raised in lower-class neighborhoods often do not get

educational support from their parents, they attend jfioorly

equipped schools and their friends aren't trying to qualify for

college.

In other words, unlike most middle class children, they don't

grow up in a college-oriented environment.

Because of this, qualifying for college is much more difficult

than it is for middle or upper class students, so they lose their

chance for a good education, and never get out of the slums.

It seems natural that in order to break this cycle programs

have to be implemented at all levels of education.

Emphasis should be put on programs geared toward elemen-

tary and high school students, but colleges and universities can

also play a part.

By giving preferential admission to students from deprived

backgrounds, then supporting them once they're in, students

who otherwise would be stuck in the cycle of poverty can break

free.

Notice that none of the reasons for such a program depend on

the race of the student it helps. It should be designed to help

any student who has had to prepare for college in a far from

ideal environment.

Probably the best way to determine whether a student is

underprivileged is to look at the financial status of their family.

I don't think anyone would claim that being a minority is a

good indication of having a deprived background.

If AAP (Academic Advancement Program) based acceptance

by financial status, it wouldn't discriminate against poor whites

and Asians, so it would take heat off the program for being
iA:—__-^,, Continued on Page 24
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Unsigned editorials represip a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other col-

umns, letters and artwork represent the opinions

of their authors. They do not reflect the views of

the Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's policy prohibiting the

publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory

cultural or ethnic stereotypes.
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Policy

Continued from Page 23
racist.

Yet, since most poor people are minorities, the minorities

would continue to be helped.

The only argument for basing acceptance on race is that

blacks have been horribly discriminated against in past genera-

tions.

But why should underprivileged whites have to suffer in

order to repay blacks who never had to go through the extreme

discrimination that their parents did.

Besides, if this is the reasoning for using race as a factor for

acceptance, there should be no preference for hispanics, since

they were never heavily discriminated against:

Also, by this reasoning, Asians should also get preference,

since they had to suffer through extreme discrimination during

World War II.

When the administration divides the students into groups in

order to find out which group is underrepresented, it should

look at what happens when social class is used to group stu-

dents.

They would find out that the silent minority, the group

without the money or the organization to form a special interest

group would be by far the most underrepresented group at the

school.

Rowley is a senior majoring in Math/Computer Science.

f GUESS lU BE
/ LOOKING FOR^ ANOTHERXe
V SOON...

Letters Policy

Letters should be submit-

ted to the Daily Bruin office

at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Letters mailed should be

sent to the UCLA Daily

Bruin, 308 Westwood Plaza,

112 Kerckhoff Hall, Los

Angeles, CA 90024, Attn.

Viewpoint Editor.

Submissions .should be

typed, double spaced and

include the author's name,

class, standing or campus^
"aTflliation, major, and~a"
phone number where the

person can be reached.

Letters should argue
specific points. Rebuttals

should counter the
previous argument rather

than attack the author.

Libelous letters will not be

printed-!

. Submissions become the

be printed under any cir-

cumstances.

prope rty of the Datfy bru in

and as such the Bruin

reserves the right to edit

any submission.

Any signed submission

solely reflects the opinion

of its author. Letters, sub*

mitted with pseudonyms or

without a signature will not

Cartoon^ that appear
within the Viewpoint pages

are the opinions of the car-

toonists and not the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board.

The unsigned editorial

reflects the opinion of the

Daily Bruin Editorial Board.
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ROMANCE LANGUAGt

By Peter Pamell

West Coast Premiere

Directed by Sheldon Larry

January 12 -March 9. 1986
-- A co-production with San Diego's Old Globe

Theatre.

"The creation of a bold writer with an abun-

dant i;JS/On." (Frank Rich. The New York Times]

PLAY

\_1 r

WGHT MOTHER
.4'

By Marsha Norman
Directed by Tbm Moore
March 16-May 11, 1986

Winner of the 1983 Pulitzer Prize.

"If there is such a thing as a benign explosion,

this play is it. It detonates with startling quietness.

showering us with truth, compassion and uncompro

mising honesty." (]2iCk KroU. Newsweek]

eNSIVE KIND
'HAY.

THE 1986 REP FESTIVAL
ArTHEDOOUTTLE

April 2-June 15. 1986

You get 1 of the 2 Festival plays.

HEARTBREAK HOUSE
By George Bernard ^haw

"Exactly the right Shaw play to revive at this

moment!" (]3icV. Kion. Newsweek]

THEAUTUMNGARDEN
By Lillian Hellman

"An extraordinarily perceptive play." (Walter Kerr)

mmm par
4

SPRING AWAKENUIG
By Ftank Wedekind

Directed by Robert E\

May 18-July 13, 198/

For years banned in Germany, Spring

Awakening is a shockingly neglected master-

work that emerges as a celebration of victory

over society's oppression. ^
-^
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FOR MORE IMPO: (213) 972-7373

MARK TAPER fORUHII
Gordon David sot). Artistic Director I'rciducer ^>"fe Center Theala Group
William P WinKdtie: Executive ManapnK Director *,#T>f)S Anreles Musk CrCenter
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Gorky's Cafe _

Promenade Restaurant ^

Webster's Bar & GrilU

Itchey Foot Ristorante
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Sleep

Continued from Page 23
clock, signaling the brain to become more active at night.

Nevertheless, an excess of stress and an inability to control
the body's physical responses to stress (muscle tension,

headaches, indigestion) can cause insomnia.
Finally, irre^lar sleeping habits, which also alter one's

biological clock, have recently been recognized as a major
cause of insomnia. One of the most effective means to

sleeping well is to establish a regular sleep cycle.

Here are some suggestions for establishing good sleeping

habits:

Avoid: r- -*--i 'n'lii'M

• Stimulants such as coffee, tea, or caffeinated soft

drinks several hours before bedtime.
• Heavy, spicy, and high-fat bedtime snacks.

• Strenuous exercise later in the evening.
• Using sleeping pills or other sedatives.

• Taking naps if you are fatigued by insomnia. Naps on-

ly disrupt your sleep cycle more.

Do:
• Try to establish a regular sleep schedule. Waking up at

the same time every day is more important than going to

bed at the same time. If you get to sleep very late, get

yourself up as close as possible yo your normal waking

time. Then catch up on your sleep by going to bed early.

• Try relaxation techniques for physical stress symptoms.

The Peer Health Counselors offer stress management
counseling. To make an appointment call 825-8462. -

• Remember that insomnia is not a cause but a symptom
of several possible problems: sleeping habits, activity level,

interfering drugs, stress, or personal difficulties. If no med-

ical causes are found and behavioral changes specific to in-

somnia don't help, there is a good chance that your body
is trying to tell you something. Perhaps it's the right time

to take a careful look at those aspects of your life th^t

"ooiild be causing dissatisfaction or anxiety.
"

•
-.,•

•

**For the Health of It../* appears as a service of the

Health Education Unit of Student Health. This article was

reseached and written by Andy Young.
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Viewpoint Question

What do you think?

Another winter quarter has converged
upon UCLA students. And although many
things are new, much is regretfully the

same.
Several areas of the campus remain

poorly lit and that along with the, ever^

present danger of attack leave students
either victimized or in constant fear«._^^

'^ In the fall quarter of 1985, out of

12,835 parking applicants only 5,807
students received regular parking per-

mits. Another 1,105 students were able to

secure carpool parking permits, night

permits and IDEP permits which cost $15
initially and $1 each day and offer

unguaranteed Lot 32 parking before 4:30

and parking in any lot after 4:30 p.m. for

$ 1 per day. =

Yearly, student body hopefuls promise

to aid in the eradication of these and
other problems such as a lack of dor-

mitory space which are unique to student

populations. But little is done.
Can the student body look to its gov-

ernment to diligently work on these pro-

blems or must the student body wait upon
administrators to address these issues?

Write a viewpoint letter on this or any

otber issue and send it to Daily Bruin

Viewpoint, 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Include your name, class standing,

registration number and a phone number
' where you can be reached. The letter

should be typ^d and double spaced^

^-rs^

liWiKK^'...
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CLASS RINGS

January 13-17, ASUCLA Bearwear , Students' Store

Deposit Required |IS< \Ml lIM.tl il.«K.ilk.

/»',"^•.^ HAIRCUT & MANICURE

Bring a friend

.^

Justice is the end of government, it is the

end of civU society. It has ever been and

ever will be pursued, until it either wUI

be obtained or untU Uberty be lost in the

pursuit. - A\&x\s d£Toaiu&vi\k

Sa\on

k«MW'M

/Sr^A T R i )

FITNESS COMPLEX

at:

/V E

Introductory Offer

(First time clients only)
1964 Westwood BTivd., 213«474-8298 validated parking

« VI4L»
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AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
..allege student program to

sharply lower your present
rates Faculty and others may
also benefit Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

^^u in/m.,x:t

r

**How Not To
Have To
Guarantee A
Great Haircut-''

Get One At ®

Sassoon S. Sassoon
Happy Hair Hour- Cuts From $12
Our 1 7th year at 925 Broxton
"Kirkland. for black hair care and hair weaving" '

(few doors north of village theatre) .

208-7277 Now open 208-4247
Sunday 11-5 I

DISCOVER THE ARTS ...

•Acting & Improvisation

•CaUigTaphy Workshop

•Chinese Wok Cooking
ij

•Figure Drawing

•Popular Guitar •
•

•

•V

•Photography/Camera Techniques

Watercolor Painting

NO experience necesscory

Enroll: lanuary 15, 12 Noon
Gate 12, Pauley Pavilion
(Doors open at 9 am)

PLUS! AQUATICS * BOATING & SAILING *

DANCE * OUTDOOR STUDIES * SPORTS *

FITNESS

For more informatipn call

825-3701 ^

m^
UCLA CuHurmI and Recreational Affairs

fiecreation Instructional Program

review Bob Remstein. Review Editor

Kent Andrade. Associate Review Editor

Jenny Bleier, Assistant Review Editor
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1985: The year in pop music:
From Live Aid on to Sun City
By Bob Remstein, Revieiv Editor

In popular music, 1985 will be remembered as the year of the

"aid"s. - '

When Bob Geldof, lead singer of The Boomtown Rats, and

Midge Ure, lead singer of Ultravox, wrote "Do They Know It's

Christmas" late in 1984 with the idea of using the proceeds to

put a small dent in the hunger problem in East Africa, little did

they realize what effect their action would have.

It spawned a year full of charitable gestures, sprinkled

liberally with bumptious personal egotism, beginning with the

all-star recording session for#"We Are The World." This mega-

single, written by Michael Jackson and Lionel Richie and pro-

duced by Quincy Jones, stormed the airwaves — and will most

likely swamp the Grammy awards next month.

To some, the success of "We Are The World" and the money
it brought in signalled the dawn of a new era of popular con-

sciousness and international goodwill. Certainly, last summer's

Live-Aid concert spectacular — staged simultaneously on two
continents — was a tremendous financial success. Also, an

onstage remark by Live-Aid performer Bob Dylan about the

need to help farmers in our own country prompted Willie

Nelson and Jqhn Cougar Mellencamp, among others, ' to orga-

nize September's Farm-Aid concert.

At the same time, though, an equally important record, the

Sun City single and album, strong attacks against apartheid in

South Africa, were shunned by most radio stations. If the single

^|i(4n't been catchy or if it hadn't been exciting, radio woiSd
have been perfectly justified in not playing the song. However,
"Sun City," with its anthemic funk/rock feel Jand singalong
chorus, not to mention its musically diverse all-star vocal crew,
is a great radio single. Radio stations, afraid of the song's con-
troversial topic, stalled, waiting for fan response before giving

the song airplay. By the time fans began to call in requests in

significant numbers, it was too late. "Sun City" peaked at #38
on Billboard's singles chart. Radio won, and we lost.

For radio, 1985 was a year of creeping dullness. In Los
Angeles, especially, our once varied selection of FM stations

became more and more similar. Due in part to the amazing
dominance of KIIS in local radio ratings, many other stations

tried to emulate their success by copying their format and song
selection. Album-rock powerhouses of the past KLOS and
KMET went soft, adding songs by Chicago, Survivor, and Hall
and Gates to their playlists, and most other Top 40 outlets

either followed KIIS's lead or gave up entirely, some switching
to an Easy/Oldies/All Gold format.

As 1986 begins, an even worse sign, the switchover of KNAG
from an '80s progressive format to "Pure Rock" indicates that

our choices have become that much more limited. At least KXr
LU, if you can get it, still offers varied and offbeat programm-
ing.

Willie Nelson and Bruce Springsteen take a break during the

recording session for USA For Africans "We Are The World.
"

the bright side, while the British new wave has lost mocfr
of its edge, American roots-rock has made slow but steady ad-

vances. Now that major labels have signed such rough-edged
bands as The Replacements, Hiisker Dii, and The Long
Ryders, it remains to be seen whether their marketing muscle
can give these groups greater exposure without dulling their

creativity.

Another trend which has not received as much publicity is

the internationalization of pop/rock music. Afro-Caribbean reg-

gae and ska styles have already made a considerable impact on
our own popular music. Now other cultural hybrids are making
their presence known. Los Lobos and The Cruzados reflect an
American rock/Mexican music mixture; 10,000 Maniacs com-
bines American folk with Caribbean and Italian influences;

Ruben Blades combines Latin American salsa with American
jazz and pop; and 17 Pygmies mix psychedelic rock with
African, Middle Eastern, and Irish folk sounds.

The "Sun City" single, in fact, is perhaps the best example of

this internationalization. The talents of rappers Afrika Bam-
bataa and Run-DMC, rockers Bruce Springsteen and Lou Reed,
pop/soul singers Bobby Womack and Daryl Hall, African artists

Sonny Okosuns and Malopbets, and Panamanian Ruben Blades

combine here in a most invigorating way. The music is being—

:

_ — -
..

'

.
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•* —^ Continued on Page 31
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Steve Van Zandt: mastermind behind the Sun City project

REM: American pop visionaries.

This year, just for fun, we have come up with an
overall tally of the seven reviewers* top choices. Ten points

were awarded to each first choice, nine points for each se-

cond choice, and so forth. In the case of an alphabetical

listing, each choice received an even SVt points. Here are

the top twenty votegetters:

1. Talking Heads: Little Creatures; Sire/WB.

(35 V2) ^
.

2. REM: Fables of the Reconstruction; I.R.S.

(24)

3. Artists United Against Apartheid: Sun City;

Manhattan. (23)

4. Lone Justice: Lone Justice; Geffen. (22)

5. Meat Puppets: Up On the Sun; SST. (19)

5. Kate Bush: Hounds of Love; EMI America.

(19)

7. The Knitters: Poor Little Critter On the

Road; Slash/WB. (17)

8. Sting: Dream of the Blue Turtles; A&M.
(16^2)

9. The Replacements: Tim; Sire/WB. (15)

10. Bryan Ferry: Boys and Girls; E.G. /Warner
Brothers. (13^2)

11. Prefab Sprout: Two Wheels Good; Epic.

(12'/,)_ ________ _. .

12. X: Ain't Love T^rand; Warner FrotTiers.

(11^2) - "

13. John Cougar Mellencamp: Scarecrow;
Polygram. (11)

14. The Colour Field: Virgins and Philistines;

Chrysalis. (lO^/i) ,

15. The Armoury Show: Waiting For the

Floods; EMI America. (10)

16. Suzanne Vega: Suzanne Vega; A&M. (9V2)

17. Jean Michel-Jarre: Zoolook; Disques
Dreyfus/CBS. (9)

18. Hiisker Du: Flip Your Wig; SST. (8)

18. The Smiths: Meat Is Murder; Sire/WB. (8)

18. John Fogerty: Centerfield; Warner Brothers.

(8)
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One writer views a year and a Minuteman
By Peter Henne, Sus^i V^rittr

*•

1. The Replacements: Tim; Sire/WB.
2. Meat Puppets: Up On the Sun; SST.
2. Talking Heads: Little Creatures;

Sire/WB.

4. REM: Fables of the Reconstruction;

I.R.S.

5. Hiisker Dii: i^ip Four H^/gi SST.

6. The Knitters: Poor LiYt/e Critter on
the Eoad; Slash/WB.
7. Artists United Against Apartheid-
Sun City; Manhattan.
8. Minuteman: 3-Way Tie (For Last);

SST.

9. Prince and the Revolution: Around
the World in a Day; Paisley Park/WB.
10. Lone Justice: Lone Justice; Geffen.

This^ was my list as of December 26, 1985
— the day before the tragic news of
Minutemen guitarist D. Boon's death spread to
L.A. In view of the mettle and excellence of
the Minutemens last LP and importance it

will hold for the future of rock, and despite

the possible appearance of sentimental praise

on i^iy part, 1 see no reason to amend my list

after this loss". Minutemen records haVe made
my ten-best listing (published or not), every
year, since 1981; 3-Way Tie (For Last) meets
the excitement and quality of those records;
placing it for 1985 comments on the excellence
the group sustained through its career and
allows me to pay one small tribute to one of
rock's greatest bands.

.

^ven without the MinutemBn, rock TntBlC"
looks to be. an enterprise still worth continu'
ing, based on the cream production of 1985.
The membership of the above list is so good,
it's downright exclusive; the first four albums
could have taken number one handily in less

competitive years. For overall quality, there's

never been a better year ;or records in the
post- 1977 period.

Musicians that belong to this period,
however varied in their backgrounds, can
'claim the year's successes all to themselves. Of
the '80s superstars. Madonna is a public em-
barrassment and Springsteen has hyped
himself out of purpose. But the fat-cat record
companies' ploy to trot out once-great goats
(Dylan, Jagger, Fogerty, Turner) to justify

their rosters of contemporary pablum proved
futile again and again. Dylan sounded fine on
Empire Burlesque, but his lyrics and his music
frighteningly mimicked the vacuousness and
dispensability of today's commercial radio.
The '80s can do without legends kissing up to
corporate-designed twaddle.

^The greater part of these ten represent
still-unknown artists waiting to smash the hit

parade palace. These groups aren't working on
a unified front — the concept of an American
Rock Renaissance is useless — but they do
share traits in conmion. Too nationally-rooted
to be called "cult" bands but too serious, in-
flamed, and uncompromising to make popular
inroads in big strides, these bands all hang
somewhere in-between underground and
recognized status. Some are more familiar
than others. REM has met with moderate
popular success, but bands with a harder ex-
perimental edge (and "flakier" name) like the
Meat Puppets remain practically unheard of.

Landing on a major label does not guarantee a
surge in sales, either — but we can wish the
best of luck to Husker Du on their new

^career with Warner Brothers.

The Sun City project was the most
respected musical happening of the year. Sun
City fosters a good cause, the vinyl features

consistently amazing music and eruptively

proves that big-time popsters can demt)nstrate
a political conscience — but I would have lik-

ed the record even more if Paul Westerberg,
Maria McKee, John Doe and Exene Cervenka
had been invited to play. They and other in-

dependent artists are the true movers of rock.
The future of the music individually hangs on
their output. • The Meat Puppets
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Information Meetings

:

COURSES
FOR

WINTER
[ I « '86

Anthr 151

Anthr M163

CED129

CED177—

Engl M107

.4 *•-

JAPAN

FRANCE

BRAZIL, MEXICO, PERU

ITALY

SPAIN

ISRAEL

AUSTRIA, GERMANY

NORWAY, SWEDEN

Jan. 13

Jan. 14

Jan. 15

Jan. 16

Jan. 17

Jan. 21

Jan. 22

Ackerman 3530

Ackerman 2408

Ackerman 3530

Ackerman 3517

Ackerman 3517

Ackerman 3520

Ackerman 2410

3:00-4:30PM

3:00-4:30PM

3:00-4:30PM

3:00-4:30PM

3:00-4:30PM

3:00-4:30PM

3:00-4:30PM

Engl 180X

Eng l 100

MARRIAGE. FAMILY & KINSHIP MWF 1-2 Levine
Arch 1102 '

WOMEN IN CULTURE & SOCIETY W9-12 Joe
Haines 312 "

WOMEN AND HEALTH W 2-5 Abel
Royce 160

MEXICAN WOMEN IN HISTORICAL
Pt:MSPbCTIVE GSM3343B

WOMEN IN LITERATtJRF MW 12-2 Rowe
Bunche 2150 —..^.-^-.

SEMINAR. WOMEN & CREATIVITY T3^
Bunche 2160 ~

T 6-10pm Soto

Rowe

Jan. 23 Ackerman 3525 3:00-4:30PM

Cancelled

Hist 1560 -

Hist t97R

PolSci 197A

^Port 140

Psych M165

SocM102A

Soc 102B

WS100

WS170

WS 199

L ITERATUnC & 60C ICTV: LCCD IAN L IT.

IN THE am CCNTUnV nayfe tOg
MW laa Lordo—
Cancelled due to illness

^^^^A^aC^W05«?L MWF9.V0. Greenberg

SEMINAR: GBIOER IN EURQP.
HISTORY GSM 4357B

SEMINAR IN POLITICAL THEORY:
FEMINIST MORV bunche 3161

WOMEN ANO BRAZILIAN LITERATURE
Rolfe 3131 "

PSYCHOLOGY OF GENDER-
Franz 1178

TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY: SEX RQLE§
Haines 220 (plus disc, section)

^'9!-QgY,y SEXUAL DIVISION OF
LAfiOB GSM 2^r
INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S STIiniFS
Haines 's<a (plus disc, section)

JURISPRUD OF SEXUAL EQUALITY
Law 1310

jFgePENDEWT STUDiCS - Inquire at the
Program office •

o^

T 1-4' *r- Perry

TTh 1-2 Diamond

MWF 10-11 Marting

Hh 2-3:15 Peplau

Hh 11-12^15^ Lever

TTh 3:30-5 Walby

MWF 12-1 Henley

MWl-3 Littleton
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By Bill U'Ken. Staff Writer

It was at least forty degrees

up in San Francisco during
X-mas vacation (pronounce it

as an *x') and now, paler than

Theresa Russell's inner thigh, I

have returned to begin what
the editors have labeled as

"the newlook On Campus"
amidst a blazing sun and
eighty-five degree weather. As

a palm tree vs. pine tree
debate goes on back in the
review cubicle, it is time to

confess that this newlook ad-
jective is nothing more than
that. However, seeing as my

status as a staff writer is pro-
bably in question (as a result

of my choices for the top ten),

this is all I can reveal to you.
"Hmph," you say in disgust as

you put down the paper and
begin to pursue your two-
flavored frozen yogurt. At this

point, the Late Night Band
goes into a version of "You
Can't Always Get What You
Want," as Dave leans over his

desk and calmly states,"Let*s

get to it, shall we."
Slowly, a reluctant William

"Refrigerator" Perry ambles
onto the stage with a large
chalkboard. As Steve Jordan
drops into a quiet drumroll.
Perry begins to write (in large

letters) the trivia question: In
the film Mad Max: Beyond
ThunderdomCy one of the
characters states, "Remember,
no matter where you go, there
you are." Now, for ten points
and a try at the Jackie Rogers
Jr. $100,000 Jackpot Wad,
what cult movie did the
writers of this recent Mad
Max vehicle steal it from?

Paul Shaffer jumps and
yelps a "Yeah!" Wherein Dave
smiles and adds a voiceover,
"Of course, someone will be
answering the review phone,
825-2538, after 12:45
afternoon, ' now please, don't

FILM
Thursday and Friday,

January 16 and 17, Campus
Events presents screenings of
Prizzi's Honor at 7:00 and
9:30 pm. Each screening is $1.

MUSIC
Tuesday, January 14,

Cultural Affairs and Campus
Events present the noontime
concert with Tower of Power
at the Westwood Plaza Stage,
beginning, of course, at 12:00.

Admission is free.

Wednesday, January 15, ah
upcoming event at UCLA will

be at Madame Wong's West in

the form of Bold Montgomery.
This is a chance to see these
guys before their tentative ap-
pearance mid-quarter.

Friday, January 17, beginn-
ing at 8:00 pm, flamenco
guitar genius Sabicas will per-
form a selection of Spanish
songs at Royce Hall. Tickets
are priced at $20, 17, 14, and
a special student price of $5
with I.

D

ART
Monday, January 13, ll»86

Cultural Affairs presents ' he
Students

'—Art Show

Tower of Power, bringing its brand of Oakland Rb^B to campus Tuesday at noon.
call earlier and remember, no
wagering

opening at Kerckhoff Student,

Art Gallery and appearing
there until January 17.

(PARI SALON HAIRSTYLING BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE)

UCLASpeclal
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reo.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/BodyWave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Hlgtiligtif

$30.00 (reg. $60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd

4421 Sepulveda BlvdAO%6?^
Culver City 391-6217 "^Io-p^

.<^\e<', "^^oP^^*V*^^^^-

.^*:

473-0066 479-9325
(with this ad)

Full Leg Waxing
Open Sunddv $16.00 J

If you ARE what you eat...

then HOW WELL are
you eating?!

HERE ARE 3 SERIOUS QUESTIONS TO THINK ASOUT!
1

)

Which nutrients are lackina In your diet?
2) Is your diet dorYoerousty hloh in sodium,
ctK>lesterol. soturcfted fat or ottier substances?
3) Stxxjld you be conslderlr)o food supplements
with your diet or are you pa^r>g for them
needlessly?

• •

Qulddy and acxxjrately you can find out the ansma to questions sucti as
these by joMng ttie Nutri. Data diet anatysii progiam. Ttiit ipeckil pr^^
>K^ set up by a qualMed sdenttst wfth a PhD. tKXkground in t^loc^^
have your diet analyzed by computer and be cocrpared with the Reconv
mended Dietary Alowonce (RDA) guidelnes for catoriei. carbohydrate, pro-
tein, fiber, saturated ft unsaturated fat. choieiterol. 11 minerals, and 13
vitamins ft cotoctoa For more Information about this helpful program, please
fl out the order form below.

MONDAY MADNESS
$8.50 buys a large

pepperoni pizza and
2 ice cold Pepsi's

Fast, Free Delivery
1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

•/» I

Pleose rush me mofe info about the Nutrt-Oota diet orKilysis
progrann at honDel

Nanne:

Address:

pty. state. Zip:

Send to: NutrtlDota Co.. 11466 Cutvec Porte Dr.. CuW^ City. CA 90230

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary
Not good with any
other offer.

IT'S MADNESS!

m
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MUTER STUDENTS!
SETA PARKING SPACE? TIRED OF

TIMES THAT CONFLICT WITH YOUR
CLASS SCHEDULE? DONT PANIC! THE
ANSWER TO YOUR TRANSPORTATION
PROBLEMS IS THE NEWAND IMPROVE
TRANSIT SERVICETO UCLA OFFERED 1

„>.'«y*'<

Route Map

6 SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD

~^-

,.-•5

UL'S^ER

• Low Fares ~ 50<: Cash Fare
• SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

(Full Time College Students under
the age of 23 may purchase a 10
ride ticket for $3.50thandling at
UCLA's Central Ticket Office
DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
ARE TIMED TO COINCIDE
WITH CLASS SCHEDULES
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more Top 10 lists
Continued from Page 27

made — but when will radio play it?

So here they are — in order — our choices for the best pop
albums of 1985:

By Bob Remstein, Review Editor

1

.

REM : Fables of the Reconstruction; I .R .S

.

2. Artists United Against Apartheid: Sun City;

Manhattan.
3. Talking Heads: Little Creatures; Sire/WB.
4. Prefab Sprout: Two Wheels Good; Epic.

5. The Blue Nile: A Walk Across The Rooftops;
A&M.
6. The Replacements: Tim; Sire/WB.
7. Meat Puppets: Up On the Sun; SST.
8., Danny and Dusty: The Lost Weekend; A&M.

t
-^

Bcadcfs: Iff th« sight off aU these top ten Usta has act
yowr afaida affhittor, iaod iff yo« have an arga to write a
list off yoar own, today ia yowr Inclqf day! Beginning to-

day, and ending thia Friday at noon, the Daily Brain
Beview aection will be collecting top ten Uata ffrom yonl
Yea, ifa the fffarat-ever Brain Beadera' PolL Iff yon'd like

to make yonr opiniona known and affffect the conrae off

hiatory, drop hy the Brain offffice (Kerckhoffff 112) thia

week and drop offff a top ten liat. Pleaae type or print
yonr choicea clearly and pat yonr name at the top off

the aheet off paper. Alao ffeel ffree to indnde any com-
aienta yon might like to make abont any off yonr choicea
— or abont any off <Nur choicea. We wUl ffeed the reanlta
into the Brain compnter and come np with an overall
Beadera' top ten. Don't delay.

9. The Knitters: Poor Little Critter On the Road;
Slash/WB.
10. The Style Council: Internationalists; Geffen.

By Jenny Bleier, Assistant Review Editor

1. Talking Heads: Little Creatures; Sire/WB.
2. Kate Bush: Hounds Of Love; EMI America.
3. The Smiths: Meat Is Murder, Sire/WB.
4. REM: Fables Of The Reconstruction; I.R.S.

5. Meat Puppets: Up On The Sun; SST.
6. Artists United Against Apartheid: Sun City;

Manhattan .

7. Suzanne Vega: Suzanne Vega; A&M.
8. Marshall Crenshaw: Downtown; Warner

Brothers.
9.' Lone Justice: Lone Justice; Geffen.

10. The Knitters: Poor Little Critter On The Road;
Slash/WB.

Continued on Page 32

Mdiffissey and his hand The Smiths barely squeaked into the top
20inihii^yeat'8poU*\.
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Things are brewin'
In advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

-^dus^ioftjs

i:utrstyii{ig

Layer Cutting * Perms

Student Discounts

STUDENTS FOR CHRIST
presents:

Facing The Issues

'VChristianity in today's world! -

Does it work?"

* rfl^^c-Qtijllr^. \k
cr "cr

We^txvood Village

rw Appt ao«*«207

<i n >iii>i>iiiim*ifcA,fcfc^^aai>aa*a*a***^^^^t-

Today at 12 noon
Ackerman 3517

Bring your lunch or a friend!

Students for Christ Non Denominational
Restoring and upholding the principles of the eariy Christians.

For more info, call John 820-6924#

too priceless to
leta thing =
like money
get inyovatway.
af you need money for college, we can help. Just give us a

call. We'll tell you about our low-interest, long-term loans.

And they're easy to get. You don't need an account with
us. No minimum GPA or academic requirements either.

You're eligible to apply if you're a California resident

going to school in or out of the state. Or, if you're not a
resident, but attend school here in California.

We also lend to half-time students. And of course, to

graduate students. ,

And from application to funding usually takes

only 14 days.

nvest 20<: in your future. Call
Us about a student loan today:

a
3
a

n Northern Calilomia (415) 521-0352

n SouthernCalilomia (818) 500-2805

nSanlMego (619) 259-3355
Or can your local Glendale IMoral office.

^/^
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GLEISCMLE FEDER^iM • littl* OUadai* f«iiKk yoo^ goiiHI to b« all Hghlt

^ , 1983 Glendale Federal Savings and Loan Asiiociation Equal credit opportunity kj^er
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David Byrne y leader of the Talking Heads, winner of the Bruin Critics' Poll.

TVIake things happen
Engineers-- and scientists

at Northrop Corporation
know how to make things

happen with advanced
technok)gy. Applying their

own curiosity and the most
sophisticated systems and
equipment available, our
technical professionals are

given the creative freedom
to challenge conventional
assumptions, lb find new
techniques and systems to

integrate diverse techno-
logies, lb shape the future

development of new and
emerging technologies.

Northrop is a world leader

in aerospace and electron-

ics. Many oC jmr recent

college graduates are in-

volved with some of the
most critical technologies:

artificial intelligence;

avionics; guidance and
navigation; sensors and
signal processing; remotely

piloted aircraft; data pro-

cessing; integrated flight

control and propulsion.

And hundreds of other
advanced programs and
products.

As our business grows,

we're finding more places

for young professionals

who want to make things

happen. If your back-
ground is engineering,
computer science, physics

or math, we'd like to learn

about you. Find out when
our representative will be
on your campus by visiting

the placement office. Or
write us directly. ^____

Northrop Corporation,
College Relations, Dept.
CN S-86, 1840 Century
REU-k East, Los Angeles,
CA 90067.

PROOF OF U.S. CITI-
ZENSHIP REQUIRED.
Northrop is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
M/F/H/V.
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Lists
Continued from Page 31

By Bill U'Ken. ZtOfi Wnter

1. The Armoury Show:
Waiting For The Moods;
EMI America.

2. Jean-Michel Jarre:

Zoolook; Disques
Dreyfus/CBS.

3. Bryan Ferry: Boys
and Girls; EG/Warner
Bros. ^
4. Mick Jagger: She's

The Boss; Columbia.
5. Stewart Copeland:
The Rhythmatist, A&M.
6. Peter Murphy: Final

Solution; Beggars Ban-
quet.

7. Branford Marsalis
and Sting: Dream of the

Blue Turtles; A&M.
8. Wire Train: Between
Two Words; 4 15/
Columbia.
9. Wynton and Bran-
ford Marsalis: Black
Codes F r o m the
Underground; Columbia.
10. Steve Jansen and
Richard Barbieri: Worl<b^
in a Small Room; RCA/
JVC. , .

By Tony Aarons

1. Lone Justice: Lone
Justice; Geffen;

2. John Cougar Mellen-
camp: Scarecrow;
Polygram.

3. The Knitters: Poor)

Little Critter In The
Road; Slash/WB.
4. Fishbone: Fishbone;
Columbia.
5. Sam Cooke: Liv& At
The Harlem Square,
1963; RCA.
6. The Colour Field:-

Virgins and Philistines;

Chrysalis.

7. Talking Heads: Little

Creatures; Sire/WB.
8. The Cure: The Head
on the Door, Sire/WB.
9. Husker Dix: Flip^
Your Wig; SST^ ;
10. Th^ Un^ucfiables:
Wild Child; StiH/MCA.

Continued on Page 33

•J^r

Suzanne Vega, whose folky
debut found its way on to sev-

eral top ten lists.

T"
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Lists
Continued from Page 32

By B.Y.Randalt

1. Kate Bush: Hounds
of Love; EMI America.
2. Lone Justice: Lone

Justice; Geffen.

3 . John Fogerty :

Centerfield; Warner
Brothers.

4. Sting: Dreani oTlWe
Blue Turtles; A&M.
5. X: Ain't Love Grand;

Slash/WB.
6. Artists United

Against Apartheid: Sun
City, Manhattan.
7. Tom Waits: Rain

Dogs; Island.

8 . Rosanne Cash :

Rhythm and Romance;
Columbia.
9. John Cougar Mellen-

camp: Scarecrow;
Polygram.
10. Bob Dylan: Empire
Burlesque; Columbia.

(The following list is in
:xdphabetical order and is

ranked according to prefer
ence.)

oa^QsttAlly bruin monday, January 13, 1986 MNd^ 33
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By Timothy Sales

1. The Colour Field:

Virgins and Philistines;

Chrysalis.

2. Brian Eno: Thursday
Afternoon; Editions E.G.
(CD only).

3. Bryan Ferry: Boys
and Girls; E.G./Warner
Brothers.

4. Midnight Oil: Red
Sails in the Sunset; Col-

umbia. '

5. Gary Numan: The
Fury; Numa (Import).

6. Prefab Sprout: Two
Whieels Good; Epic.

7. Sting: Dream of the

Blue Turtles; A&M.
8. Talking Heads: Little

Creatures; Sire/WB.
9. Suzanne Vega:
Suzanne Vega; A&M.
10. X: Ain*t Love Grand;
Warner Brothers.
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STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut&Bla^(Men)3,QOQ

(Women)

Body Perm $26.00
(wtth mis coupon ft UCLA LD.)

International
Colffui^es

f4T<> Westwood livd
479-8625 478-^316

Exp. 2/15/86

y

NEW COURSE
Scandinavian 184

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
Life and tales of the great

in translation
author

Tu & Th 11-12:15 Bunche 3157
^ Instructor lb Bondebjerg _.

For further inlormation, please contact the Scandina-
vian Section. Royce Hall 332 Phone 213 825-2432.

UCLA MARDI GRAS ^86

Do you want to work on the nation's largest student
run charity fundraiser?

Applications for the Mardi Gras '86 General Committee are

available in the MARDI GRAS Office. 129 Kerckhoff Hall.

An orientation slide show will be held inl:he Hedrick Hall
Fireside Lounge on Tuesday night January 14 at 7:00 pm for all

interested applicants. —
A

Applications are due no later than 5:00 pm Friday January 17,

1986 at the MARDI GRAS OFFICE.

BRING IN THIS COUPON AND

A DISCOUNT ON OUR D\SC0U^4TS!

i07<
COUPON fixPiRSS 4/1 /6fe r«kt

y!'-.- :<>:

ii -?!? *f J/*^ '^^*^^?. ^jj^^tT^^^^^^^TTl ^

WERE JAWAHD TOnrne RAFTERS W\TH EVER>rrHlN(^ VOU NEEO:

• NEW 4 USED LPs ANO TAPES •

BLVJES* FOLK-\rHT£RNAT\or^AL- OCOIES..]

inZO WESTV^OOD BLVD.
OPEN ^ OAVS HTM-^fcbS
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
1ii|.1lMi«i«lM... .M.n

ifev4fM
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TiM ASUCLA Comnunicalani BcMTd futy supports •«
UntKwHiy o( CriMwnli'i polcy on nofHilKninnaton
ftotmdkm tNa icotft aiimiUmTmntt wNcti pmm
IMnons of aiy orlotn. act. rttgnn. tn. or sexutf

ortwwion In dwrMntag way. or mrply Itn twy «i
»n«M to cwMn poMens, capiMWH. rota, or

sMa m sodMy NMwr Sw (My Brun nor mt
ASUCLA Communcjkra Bo«t) has invwagMd «iy
of »• iwMcM nKwlMd or atMrVMrs r^nawM m
Ms laaus Any parson balavtng Vtal an aitvtrtMfnant
«i •« 8SUS wMas tm Boartl's polcy on norv

mscnmNutton stttod haram shouU communtcals
compUnts In wrtlng to tn Buainaas Mvtagef. (My
Brun. 300 Waalwood Plus. KH 112. Los Angaias. M •

«B4 For atsMma mt» housing «scnn«naBon
proOtama. cH Via UCLA Housing onica si 82M491
or cal »ia WaataUa F* Housing OMc^ at 475-9671

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

IMPROVISATIONAL comedy workshop,
free. Every Friday 5:46. 3rd floor Acker-
man Performing. Kerckfraff Coffee House
8:00 Fridays. Information: 837-2529.

EDUCATION
SERVICES

NEED Help with your French or your
Italian? Contact Sophie (2 1 3) 477-46 11.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

M00MnQk Monday. Ackwmon
2410. 12:10-1:20. WednMdoys,

NeuropcycNotrtclratttut* C6-536.

12:10-1:20. For oicoholcs or irv

dMduali who hove a drinking

pfObtom. S500644 or 4754368

SPORTS
TICKETS.^. 5

WANTED four tickets to Cal v. UCLA
Baskett)all game at Cal January 25-will

pay' (818)986-9790 (213)273-7474. Ask for

Ruman daytime.

GOOD DEALS .....7

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM "(818)88(M407,(818)88(M361

FREE ,8

MODELS needed for haircut. Beverly
Hills. Call Kozo. 277-7045.

MISCELLANEOUSE .,..9

SINGERS needed for "The Hollywood
singing contest" singers seen t>y industry
people. Contact Richie (213)464-6043
(21 3)460-2072.

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes
for winning smiles. Place: University
HJHon. Info- (21 3) 960-2261

.

PERSONAL 10

; Lisa & Chr/stie (£K)
Wishina you many
smiles This quarter
and always for the
many you've given
me. In return, I ask
you to pleose
don't forget thie

YOOURT(I) &
Christie, ttiey really
worry about THAT?
Keep smilln'l Happy
Winter Quarter!

Love.
LA54%TEEZ

P.S. Thanks for Big
Bearl r

\

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL, 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL..,. lo

BONY
Happy BfartMay to asy

favorite mMI I

lovayoa
ao asachi

EUSE

SIGMA KAPPAS
Welcome back!!!

Get set for an
exciting Winter

quarter!

• SUNNEB ORIENTATION ^
1986 COUNSELOR >f

RECRUITING IS ON ^
NOW. FOR INFO CALL

286-6685 }

roB
PLEDGES *

Prepare for

an
unforgettable
Inspo Week...!

Love,
The Actives

HJI RUSHII!!!
MONDAY: COAT AND TIE DINNER 6:00 PM
TUESDAY: STEAK AND LOWENBRAU DINNER

6:00 PM WITH THE REAL PARTY AT
9:00,-D.J., DRINKS AND DANCING

WEDNESDAY: tUNCH 12:W, DINNER 6:00 PM

ATA
WINTER RUSHI
For info. Call
Rush Chairman
Todd IMalynn

208-4105 or 824-1133

AND AT 9:30 GET READY FOR THE
MOST SIZZLING LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT TO EVER HIT
LANDFAIR-GUYS ONLY

THURSDAY: LET'S PARTY UNTIL U.C.P.D. SHUTS
US DOWN OR OUR DECK FALLS
THROUGH
BE THERE 9:00 PHI GAMMA DELTA

FRIDAY: INVITE ONLY ^^^^^^208-9407

. -«s|H''

DEI.TA SIGMA PHI THETA XI WIIVTER RUSH
:«-»:

.**»«^

With Monday night^iiesrspeaker=

Coat and tie required; also UCLA LD.

-EVElVrS:

WALL¥
GEORGE

\ \

'^K^€ UT
kJ «

Wl

1985
IM FOOTBALL CHAMPS

WINTER RUSH___

MONDAY
5:00 Drink with Wally

6:00 Eat with Wally

7:00 Learn from Wally

liberals welcome

NOON
5:00

6:00

9:00

TUES
lunch

happy hour

dinner

Party

WED THURS
lunch lunch

happy hour happy hour

dinner dinner

a?

n'

MONDAY JANUARY 13

5:30 HAPPY HOUR
6:30 COAT AND TIE STEAK DINNER

followed by a slide show
recapping our championship

-season <

"""^

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 15

12:00 LUNCH: start your day off with"

a good meal and a healthy buzz!
HAPPY HOUR

5:00 DINNER
5:30 S.O.B. PARTY
9:00 Prepare yourself for a tpquila

rampage! y

TUESDAY JANUARY 14

12:00 LUNCH
5:00 HAPPY HOUR
5:30 DINNER

_9:00 DANCE PARTY

^9 tc:

BE A REAL.—^AMERICAIV
RUSH THETA X|
" Wally & rush chairman Kevin Conklin

show Russia ivho's the boss

THURSDAY JANUARY 16

12:00 LUNCH
5:00 HAPPY HOUR
5:30 DINNER
9:00 LAST CHANCE TO GET

F.U.B.A.R .

FRIDAY JANUARY 17

END OF RUSH PARTY

DELTA SIGMA \l

-)

ORIGINAL ROW
LANDFAIR
PENALOSA
ICHAIRMAN

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages aixl cultures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara
(818)64(K863e.

LOOKING for an interesting elective? Try

"Women and Brazilian Literature."

MWF10. Portuguese 140. taught in

EngUah. For more information 825-1 036.

Trkingle Fraternity
proudly congratulates and welcomes

our newly Initiated brothers:

Nader Asmar

David Brown

Frank Canillo

Relnaldo Chohfi

Mark Christopulos

-•4.^.-«..»

Greg Dougherty

BradGuIko

Jeff Kyser

Russell Lieu

Mike MortKiime

WINTER RUSH '86!!

RUSH CHAIRMAN
JOEL BALL
For more info:

208-9702 208-2392

NEW relationship? For free information on
oompatitMlity, cbncernir>g emotion ar>d in-

timacy sefKJ SASE to Emphasis 2514!^
Grand Canal Court Venice 90291

.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. : 1

2

ANOREXIC Females needed for interest-

ing dissertation study on personality

development. If interested call Janet (818)
964-1877.

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities w-
oouraged. CaW 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers wt>o have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during ttie

past three months. $20 re<mt}ursen>ent for

medical history and blood specimen. All in-

forn>atk)n confidential Call (213) 386-5614
ext. 231 (Shirley).

NON-SMOKERS earn $5-$12 per hour^
for easy work. Partk:ipate in a researcfi~

protect at UCLA. Call 825-2616 after 5pm.
Leave ntessage.

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years oM and wish to

make $500 t)y participatir>g in a survey
which includes questkXM on alcofx)! and
drug use. call between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM (tonor wanted. FGE Medical
Clink:. 82(M»77.

TRADE IN/SWAP...^.. 14

TRAOE/nK>ney pakl for olympk: country

pins. Call (818)766-1420. 99. Hope to

complete doNection.
-^—

n
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BEAUTY&
HEALTH SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES .:,.. 26 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED.. 30 HELP WANTED, 30

IRANIAN. Indian. Sperm donors n«eded.
AN information oonfidential. Please call

662-4238.

WOULD you stuff 1000 envelopes for

$5007 If so rush self-addressed stamped
cinvelope for details to; VOSSA P.O. Box
4^1457 Los Angeles. CA. 90049.

APPLY now for work next semester earn
money marketing Fortune 500 companies
products on campus. Part-time (flexible)

hours each week call 1 •800-243^679.

AT-EASE Westwood now accepting ap-

plicatkKM for security persortel as well as

stock positk>ns for out annual sale. Please

apply in person. 1001 Westwood Blvd.

ASIA travel/study. 2 months. $1295-41306
covers aH expenses. worfc($6.0a4io.OQ/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL ^ 10 PERSONAL 10 •

I :

r-

r^^^
So*^""
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WINTER RUSH

^j TUESDAY

5:30

Dinner
Introduction to
^^ AGO

WEDNESDAY

slide show
Scavenger

hunt

5:30

Dinner
7:30

^ible Study-

THURSDAY

5:30

BBQ
"Meet at the
Mouse for atl

Miniature Golf events
//

515 Landfair

.208-6351

John Ritchie

j^ush Ghairm
479-7809

Jade Fong

yti'

OxVL^Vyl^O ••••••••••••••••••••••'Ibr'X

JANUARY
•^SaOTsmrrte^

• !•

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FR iDAY

-INFORMAL DINNER
- SLIDE SHOW FOLLOWED
..BY THE CULT FILM
- CLASSIC. >ATO L/FE -

« OPEN HOUSE WITH i

ROSE BQWL RERUN

5:30

6:30

7:30

Electrolysis & Skincare

B?rmanent Hair Removal
,

European Facials • Waxing
Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE

-LUNCH
-DINNER

-"TUNES AND CHAOS"

11:30
5:30

9:30

-LUNCH 11:30

-DINNER 5:30
- ATOS FAMOUS:
ROOM ROULETTE
"TRY YOUR LUCK AT A DIFFERENT
DRINK IN EVERY ROOM" '' 9:30

-LUNCH
-DINNER

„_T THE TRADITION CONTINUES:
ATO DECK DIVING PARTY

' "DANCING & DIVING"

11:30
5:30

9:30

LUNCH ^ 11:30
ATOS INFAMOUS -''

DECADENCE NIGHT LATER,
(INVITE ONLY) MUCH
"DISGUSTING FILTH, - SLIMY, LATER
DECADENT FUN"

HELP WANTED 30

ATHLETEySALESPERSON. LET YOUR
ATHLETIC BACKGROUND HELP YOU
SUCCEED AT RETAIL SALES OF
ATHLETIC SHOES AND CLOTHING
FULL AND PART-TIME. EXPERIENCED
ONLY. VARIABLE HOURS. APPLY IN
PERSON AT FFtoWT RUNNERS.^ 3RD
FLOOR WESTSIDE PAVILLION CORNER
OF PICO AND WESTWOOD.
BABY-SITTER: experience required, w/
one-year old baby, needed 8-15 hours/
week. Kathy82a-7716.

BABYSITTER wanted for 3-year old girl

Wednesday and Friday atternoon near
campus. 824-0950 after 5.

'

'

"

'

BASEBALL coaches and umpires needed
for WLA Little League program. Season
runs mid^an. thru mid-June. Boys and
Girls ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-381 6.

BE a pal to an eight year old boy Satur-
days 12-5 and two weekday afternoons.
Must have car. good salary. Call 275-3925.
Mrs. Lewis.

BRIGHT conversational students wanted
Public relations for non-profit organization.
Flexible work around your schedule $6/hr.
Guaranteed plus bonuses. No experience
Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

515 GAYLEY AVENUE
RUSH CHAIRMAN: DOUG LEWIS -824-1 981

ALPHA TAU OMEGA HOUSE PHONE: 208-9664

CAMPUS safety officer shift 7pm-3am and
9pm-5am. $4.50/hr. (213) 541-7775.

CASHIER needed part-tin>e at Dim Sum
Cafe. Call after 5pm. 47»4774.
•* 'CASHIER wanted^ Panama Reds.
Days. $3.75-$4.25. great fun place to work.
Apply in person, Mark or Otto (213)826-
7337.

CENTURY City law firm seeks part-time¥
ing derk. Preferably 6 d^ys per week, in

the nwrnings. if possible. $5.50/hr. Call
Elizabeth 277-7747.

CHILD care for 15 nionth old 4 mornings/
week. Occasstonal evenings/weekends
optkXMU. 4700609 aftgerapm.

^»*— —• ../-. 't7L.
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Fill la yowr wmmk
wMk rnxbrm $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day. week, or month.
STIVERS

rPMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656

CHINESE Restaurant needs daytime part-

time experienced waiter or waitress. Call
Lois at 204-0441 after 1 lam.

COMPANION preferably psychology,
sociology or pr»-medlcal student. One or
two weekends per month. Excellent salary
and expense accout. Please call Dr. Fine
2066967 M-F. 8-6.

CONSUMER research firm seeks assis-
tants. Flexible hours, will train. WLA.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232.

COOK dinner for . single father and
teenager. Some grocery shopping, walk-
ing distance. $S/hour 271-9236.

DRIVE/ChikJ care Tuesday-Friday 4-5pm.
Responsible person. Car, insurance
needed. References required (213)459-
5363.

DRIVE Ari to achooi. $50/wk. 8:40-9:20am.
2:40-3:20pm. 476-6478.

DRIVER- Part-time. 7:l5anfv Santa Monica
to Beverly Hills. One way. Weekdays.
Non-smoker. $t0^day. Call 479-4488.

DRIVER needed for high school student
to-from school daily. Call Margie 569-9912.

DRIVING Jnstructors- Full/Part-time/
weekends. Clean DMV record. 6-6 yrs.

driving experience, will train. For interview

(818)881-1594.

EARLY morning child care Near campus.
Great pay. Responsible, dependable, pro-
mpt. English a must. Driver preferred.
475-5723.

FLOWER shop in Westwood, needs
energetic person to work 3 days. 24 hrs.

per week, some experience required. Call
Margie 206-4000.

FOOD service job \n graduate dorm.
Located on campus. Schedule around your
dass and exam times.' Work with people.
Understanding English important. Hours:
12-19 per week. Sunday through Saturday.
$5.39/hour. Ask for Mich. 825-7686,
8anfv6pm. Further details available during
interview.

GENERAL offk». heavy phones (in-com-
inig). fulMime, $6/hr . WLA. Call Pat 477-
8474, 2-5pm. .

HELP Wanted Tanning Salon: Must be H^
tractive, tan. organized, and have an out-
going, friendly personality. $4/hour pluf
tannlng privileges. Also need help han-
ding out flyers, etc. CaM for appointment
between 2 and 4pm only 824-2826.

HOUSE Help/en^ands daily 9-3 in Beverly
Hills home. Offer: Room, boewd, pay. pod.
Car and references required. Call Kim
weekdays 10-1

. (213) 273-2433.

HOUSEKEEPER ir\ hotel at edge of cam-
pus. Part-time weekdays. $4/hr. 208-394S.

I need some help to start a magazine.
Assistant-publisher, assistant editor. 874-
9302

INTERNATIONAL studets: Recently
published. g(jWe-4b^ gi^encartf frbrfT F/J/H
Visas. Free details: Immigratkwi Publica-
tions. P.O. Box 515991, DalUb. TX. 75251.

NATIONAL Communicatk>n Company cur-
rently seeking aggressive salespersons for

Telemarketing Dept. Part-time Posltk)ns
Available, salary and commissk>n. Call

(213)30fr606l.

NAUTILUS instructors wanted. 11:30-2,
Mon-Fri, 4:30-9^ Thurs.. 6anr>-9:30am. Wed.
$4-5/hr., experience or Kines. mai. prefer-
red. 553^731

.

NEEDED: Personal exercise Instructor for

oven^veight young woman; Mon, Wed &
Fri.; $5/hr. Time of day negotiable. Call
Bridgette at 471-1926 leave cnessage.

OFFICE clerk $5/hr. 15 hr/wk. Flexible
tnun, ligjtit typing, heavy photo-copying
and general office work. Call Richard
Wong 552-0900.

P/T secretary. Century City, typing, filing,*^

12-15 hrs. mornings. $6.50/hr.. Roddy Of.

Gary 55^4646.

PARALEGAL student or graduate needed
for fulMinw workers' compensatton law
practice. Contact Connie Medina at law of-

fices of Sidney J. Gordon (818) 705-1055
or (213) 87^4768.

PART-TIME bookkeeper. Minimum 4 hrs/
wk. For individual's per«>n«l account. $7/
hr. Experienced. References required.
Must work in-housWmomings. Mary (213)
277-5632.

PART-TIME IBM-PC operation w/light
bookkeeping and gen. office. Knowledge
of PC preferred. Flexible hour»CPA firm

Cutver City. Must have own tranaportalkxi.
Call 821 - 1 025. «0am-4pm for interview.

OX^ifil
mmmt

PERSONAL••••••«••«••••••• 10 PERSONAL. 10 PERSONAL. — "> HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED.. 30

PART-TIME retail beauty supply salesper-
aon experience a plus. Civilan area 475-
1887.

WINTER RUSH 1986
MON
JAN 13

TUES
JAN 14

6:00 DINNER AND VIDEOS

:^fvi

6:00

9:00

WEDS
JAN 15

6:00

9:00

THURS
JAN 16

6:00

9:00

FRI
JAN 17

DINNER N

GO MAD AT JUNGLE JIM'S
MAD TROPICAL SAFARI PARTY

DINNER
INVADE THE ZETA HOUSE DUR-
ING OUR BARBARIAN PARTY

DINNER -^
STEP UP TO THE BAR AT OUR
WILD WEST PARTY
INVITE ONLY ROAD TRIP TO
ENSENADA W/LITTLE^ISTERS_

Restaurant

HOST/HOSTESSES
& CASHIERS

Make the sophisticated
selection!

Choose one of the choosiest res-

taurant chains in the Southland
—Hamburger Hamlet, known for

its great food and classy atmos-
phere. If you like working with the

public— we'd like to talk with you
about some great opportunities in

the Los Angeles, Sherman Oaks,
and Pasadena areas.

Bring references (including phone
numbers) and your enthusiasm,
and apply at our Personnel Office I

j

from 9 - 11 am, Monday - Friday at/ /

fH\ HAMBURGER
Vil/ HAMLET

14156 Magnolia
Sherman Oaks, CA

Between Van Nuys and Hazeltine

Equal Opportunity Employer
Permanent Resident Status Required

MMI

PART-TIME dertoaJ flexible hours, 20 hr«.

per week, miscellaneous oWce duties.

Oood o.oportufiity. please can Oaria 328-
5402.

PART-TIME mdher's helper, drive nursery

school carpool, do shopping, rtih errands.

$6/hr. 4 blocks from campus, car available.

474-2496 (eves A weekends).

PHDs. $36.000460,000 Need PHDs or
eandMates. Liberal arts/phikMophy, an-
thropotogy. history or other. Successful
executive seminar company wants top
presenters, thinkers to grow with us. Ex-
ceptk>nal career opportunity. Resunie. Kar-
rass Seminars. 1633 Stanford St.. Santa
Montea 90404. "

PHONE solk:itatk>n for non-profit organiza-
tions. Flexible schedule around your
dasses. $6/hr. Guaranteed plus txxiuses.

Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

PHYSICAL therapy assistant for busy or-

thopedk: doctor's offk:e In Beverly Hills.

Kinesiotogy ma|or prefered. Call for appt.

S5OO950 ask for Qtoria.

POLITICAL fund raising phoning. Part

time, flexible positions immediately
available. Afternoons, evenirtgs and/or
weekends. Bonuses. No experience nec-
essary. Fox Hills office, on bus line. $4.50
an hour. Call 213-215-3143. 1-5 Monday.
1 -9 Tuesday through Thursday.

}

HAAGEN bAZ9
Hiring managers
assistant managers

CaUBob
at 829-7953

^••••••••••»»#»»»»jr

FOR THE WEEKEND

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL: MATTSPILLANE 824-0551—^ DANHUSTWIT 824-9573

»:.«^ .mU Nl>WMfiN^JB2Arl 168

ZETAPSI
FRATERNITY i

eilGAYUY AVE

.tdid PI KSONNTL SLHVICh-S
Has immediate openings for College Students with
Xlertcal/Secretarial skills, tf you have one or mor<
days a week available, why not spend it making
money with us. Call for immediate interview.

adia Personnel Services
569-4346

10680 W. Pico Blvd. Suite /!^340

: LA. CA 90064
-—, —V-' E.O.E.-NO FEE

Lf-

•->„..'.
[dChI

wtnuuiii^ IIS Ilfll9 SISIW lUtXJI^

l^-ijy^.

PERSON Friday, part-time, salary negotia*

:Me. llexiMe hours. 860-2491

.

WELCOME BACK COCKTAIL PARTY TONIGHT!

(why go to Westwood?)
Drinks will be flowing about 9:30!
V 2nd weekend ski trip to

Mammoth discussed!
DON7MISSIT!

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
The UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation has openings for

research assistants In support of several projects related to student
assessment and evaluation recently funded by the Office of Educa-
tional Research for Improvement. Job requirements will vary according
to the needs of a particular project; successful applicants will have
advanced training and skill In one or more of the following areas:

ft»,s.«<,Jlprn;. S5«i*!r:s

HELP WANTBP ^30 HELP WANTCIX
PART-Tlme help needed for photography
studio in Marina Del Rey. very flexitile

hours, 10-20 hra/wk. SS.OO/hr. 823-3689.

PART-TIME tMbysitter wanted for 9 nnonth
old, Thursday afternoons, just off campus
caltDebra 208-6879.

HELP SECURE YOUR
WINTER JOB NOW!

ASUCLA Lecture Notes is looking for qualified

notetakers. If you are interested in excellent
pay, flexible hours and a 20% discount from the
Students' Store, fill out and mall this form.

NAME:

CURRENT PHONE |:

PHQNE MESSAGE |:_

Major: ..

Year in School:.

GPA:

Measurement and statistics

Learning theory^nd Instruction
Microcomputers

Research Methodology
Data Aggregation and Quality Indicators

Held studies
instructional Program Development

Software development for microcomputers
Organizational theory
Artificial Intelligence

Data analysis using standard packages y
Fortran, Pascal or other programming languages '

Testing policies and practices at the state, local and classroom level
Articulate and good writing skills

Positions are available 25 to 49% time depending on the project. Salary

range starts at $9.49 to $ 10.49 per hour depending on experience.

&r

Classes taken within major:

Mail to Elvira Marrlss. KM 179 or call 825-8016.to blvira Harriss. KM 179 or call 825-8016. ^BSKB^

Lecture Notes^

Please submit application, Including current vita and writing sample,
to:

John Herman. Associate Director
Center for the Study of Evaluation

145 Moore Hall

UCLA
CSE Is an equal opportunity employer and encourages applications
from those In traditionally underrepresented groups.

i
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HELP WANTED 30 JOB JOB JOB JOB

J}

<-7

SUMMEB OUENTATION
19M COUNSELOR
BECRUITING IS ON

NOW. FOB INFO CALL
2«6-66S5

ParHiM PathhHU

TdcMffcdiHAMiftut

_ Eicdkit vorUbs __
coikUtioMh WcftvooiL

l-Spa Nmi^Tkvtday.
$5.N per kow phs

Innms. CaO Nr. Nofic at

'47l-989t

PUT your conscience to^ #OTlr on
CalPIRG's BottMT Bill Campaign. Phone
bank. pA, evenings. $10(Vwk. Dale 473-

8491.
^^_

REAL Estate analyst intern, part-tinf>e. Op-
portunity to learn improved real estate

private placement syndication evaluation.

Will sponsor for NASD SERIES 7 license.

Santa Monica location. Non-smoker
(213)395-3176.

RECEPTIONIST full/part-time for

Westwood acupuncture clinic. 9-5, light

typir>g and book-keeping. Must have plea-

sent phone voice, previous experience in

doctor's office ftetpful bi-lingual personr>e<

welcome. Call Dr. Yeung (213)474-1060 or

628-5963.

RECEPTIONIST w/food-brokers office.

jyiust have excellent sales personality and
"show initiative, positive attitude and 8tror>g

team player. PfK>r>e, filing, data inputing

required. Contact Roland 473-3212.

RECEPTIONIST full-time position in public

relations advertising firm in Westwood.
PfK>nes, typing, general office- duties.

Cheerful, professional appearance. Con-
tact Sarita (2 1 3) 208-6777

RESPONSIBLE person needed for

playground supervision of children in

Pacific Palisades Tuesday and Thursday
pm excellent pay for nr>ore info call 459-

4413

FEMINISTJOBSI
WORK-STUDY ONLYT

Women's Studies

Program seeks grads or

undergrads for clerical

assistance. See Job card

#1726A at Work-Study

Placement or call

Women's Studies at

206-8101

PROFESSIONAL PH0T00RAPHER|
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion, Commercial. Theatrical
Call for Appointment

(818) 608-8680

HASHERS

S(

01>ay
«

Admlniiiteative Assistants

Secretaries ' Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215; after hrs. 393-6865

WANTED: Sarvta Monica Residents.

Part/FulMims. Earn up to $7.5<Vhour.

Make own hours. CM M^. 10-4, ft29-

3721 ask for Unda.
r

.

OPPORTUNITIES 32 OPPORTUNITIES..... 32 OPPORTUNITIES 32 OPPORTUNITJEgT.^^ST
• ,

$$$ FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES AND TRANSFER JUNIORS $$$
HAVE WE GOT A JOB FOR YOU! Get INVOLVED with the campus.

r\ u Gqin EXPERIENCE while you EARN.

Beginning January 13, the DEPARTMENTAL GRANT PROGRAM will

offer part-time on-campus jobs specifically designed for
"^~

n • lower division-and transfer junior students.

If you are Interested in worl<ing during the WINTER and SPRING
quarters in an academically and/or career-related position,

contact the PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER during
the first weel< of instruction, Winter Quarter.

<

Jobs will be listed beginning JANUARY 13, 1986. -

7^^ T

HELP WANTED 30
SMALL ' Santa Monica Publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work. Please call 452-9616.
,,

STUDENTS needed. Love kids? Tram for

exciting and rewarding in-home child care
career. Earn $800-$1000/nK>. Live-in/out 4
week training tuition local references/

drive/non-smoking, call Child Care
Specialists Center at (213) 274-2653

SUMMER & Career jobs available! Resort
hotels, cruise liners & amuseroent parks

are now accepting applications for

empk}yment! To receive an applicatiorv

and information. Write: Tourism Infomia-
tion Services P O. Box 7411 Hilton Head
Island. SC 29928

WANTED. Individual once a week for light

house cleaning. (213) 838-0378.

SALES help wanted. Prefer experience

1 1 lOGayley Ave. in Westwood.

SALESPERSON with style wanted. Earn

extra money. Call Joe 477-5200

SALESPERSON wanted to sell framed pic-

tures in department store in WLA. Call our

office for more information. (818)700-191 1

.

SYSTEMS analyst trainees- User require-

n>ents and software design for small

businesses. $20-$30/hr. on completion of

training. Analysis and/or programming
axperience helpful but nol vital. Call

evenings 6pm-10pm. Sun-Th. (213) 477-

1237. ^^
TENNIS teacher, must be ranked to teach
and/or play with intermediate player in

Westwood or Beverly Hills. 556-0700 ext.

55^

TENNIS teacher, must t>e ranked to teach
and/or play with intermediate player in

Westwood or Beverly Hills. 556^700 ext.

55^

TYPIST (55wpm)/light record keeping flex-

ible part-time hours for apparel company
k>catk>n-Wilshire/San Vicente. Call (213)
651-0894. Immediate opening.

WANTED. Driver to take child to dass.
Brentwood-Santa Monica and ratum 5
days a week. 2 hrs. per day after 3:30pm.
$5/hr plus $0.20^mile. Call Charlaa Kennel
825-4018 days or Deborah Kennel 476-
6804 eveninga. ^
^ )|c 3|e 9|e 9|c 9|e 9|e :|c 3|e )|e )|e :|(9|e He 9|e^
# SUNNEB ORIENTATION ^
2 19M COUNSELOB -if

$ lECBinTING IS ON ^
# NOV. FOB INFO CALL ^
# jfl i<|f #

No use coming to help me now
I've learned my lesson.

^ ^^.^nyhowl
Believe me^ once I get unposted

From all this paper I hav^
wasted,

ril try no other crazy caper,

ril read the Want Ads in

the paper.

And, if I fail to find help there,
^"^

That's still no reason to

despair—
Mom says youve never really tried

Until you've run a Classified!

My dining chain
fooiic to f/i« core)

Wmnn t my sfy/« anymon
rd ordered new onmg

Made of chromo
to nH>dernix^

My changing homo

I hoard a voice say

"Clatsifiod"

(Such fino rosu/ft

Can't b« doniodl)
I $old tho oak

And chrome to fit^

And now I shine each
time I sit. I

PHONE UCLA 222

c
1,

•Mta

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT ......49

APT; for rent. Own bedroom/ bathroom.
Beverly Hills. $100.00 deposit. $400.00/
mo-mo. Contact Peter 276-9606.

UCLA DAILY BRUIN
PHONE UCLA 222

CLASSIFIEDS

GUESTHOUSE- Brentwood, nearby,
mountain view. $395. 3 hrs. weekly work,
older graduate student preferred, foreign

welcome, car. (213)772-5726.

HOUSING- 10 seconds from UCLA $240-
$270/mo'. For more information call Mike
824-0551.

LARGE one bedroom, wood panelir>g.

hard-wood floors. $450. 1930 S. Bedford
St. 477-8968.

NEW. immaculate, studk>-k>ft apartment
with garden entrance. 5 blocks to beach.
^/2 bk>ck to Santa Monica. $450 open Sun-
day 1/10/86 pleaae can for address 399-

S707. ,

•

WESTWOOD prime location furnished
singlas. and 1 -bedrooms. Patk) elevator,

a/c. 10969 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moat and Company.

$4954525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartntents. Partly-fully furniahed.

Redecorated exceptionally dean. Modem
buMding. pool, perking, aecurtty. 1831
WhHley.(213)467.»l31.

m
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ABOUT- i^^n-ey/VG

VALENTINE'^
'um

1
'

I. V ^ » * >

!^[

JOB
QPPORTI JNinPS /t7

V >

END violafwe e^skm womeni T?m
Cgmmlaiion on Aaaaulli AgHrw _ .

oflfra poaWone in oulraech wortt. cm
(213HS1-g>eg.

OnOCERY Clerti Weelride Market. Part-
lime. 1pm-7pni or 6pnwnMnigM. Soma
eapartencia heipM. 477-3816.

NURSE RN (pert^me) for MO oMoe neer
Bmtertf HHi on SataitSay am ovUy. Tw
<elwy93»glli. _^

ARTMENTS
[FURNISHED... 52
ENTWOOO area. 1 bedroom juat aouth

Wilahire includes utilities $675. 1241

Agent Miller & OeSatnik Co. 838-

lOD location. O/ie bedroom in

$775/mo. Singles also. 824-

IIME Brentwood 2-bedroom. spackMJS.

remodeled. New drapes and carpets.

»r of Bundy and Sunset. Heated Pool.

cing and laundry facilities. $1100. (213)
t99

^NTA Monica quiet, 1 bedroom, new
/paint, appliances, parking, yard.

393-7489.

fESTWOOD Village $1300.00. 2
jrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room.

jHt-in kitchen, new decor. BakxMiy with

Heated pod. subterar>ean parking.

M Levering. 206-3647.

jroom/1 bath. Sherman Oaks. 4 stu-

max.Pets. 15-25 min. from campus.
rOO/mo. (818) 783-8379.

or>e tMdroom, spacious, stove, new
>t, drapes, parking. 5 miles-campus,

litable for staff-faculty members. Non-
<er. 652-2699.

up. 2-bedroom/2-bath, 1953 Selby
kve. $1275 townhouae, 2-t)edroom/2-bath.

|0745 La Grartge Ave., ^^/^ miles from
JCLA. Call 475^165.

ADVERTISE
825-2221

SERVICES
OFFERED.

SERVICES SERVICES SERVICES
2§. OFFERED 96 OFFERED 96 OFFERED 96

Study Paks cover more Information for

MAXIMUM EXPOSURE
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS the corresporxUng ASUCLA Problem
SoMng Guide for Ctiemlstry, Economics, orxj Psychology classes.

Available ONLY at the Lecture N6te$ counter located on A-level. Ackerman Union.
Lecture Notes and study GukMs lare copywrlted by ASUCLA

Necessities for Winter Quarter; pens, books, soup and

LECTURE NOTES
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackerman Union. M-Tti. 7:45^:30; FrI. 7:45^; Sot. 10-5; Sun. 12-5
Lecture Notes and Study Guides are copywrlted by ASUCLA

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

CREATIVE diild care for 3 year old girl

plus some efrands. 3 or 4 afterr>oons per

weei( 12:3(M:30. Must have own car. $5/

ttr. Westwood. 472-1686.

a1>artments
furnished 50
BRENTWOOD Area- Fumist)ed t>actMlor.

11967 Rocfiestor Apt.#3 . $425. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1628.

LARGE single $550.00. Large 1-t>edroom,

$725.00. Nice tMjikJing with pool 1 mile to

UCLA. 1235 Fedefai Ave. 477-7237.

TWO extra large 1 -bedrooms with parking

$795 and $825. Walk to campus. 729
Oayley. 206^798.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

QRAD non-smoker-- Your own
t>edroom.bath,fully furnished. $425. In-

cludes utilities. (213) 479-5947 leave

message.

[OUSING
lERVICE— Si

HOUSING
SERVICE,..

HOUSING HOUSE
55 SERVICE 55 FOR RENT ...55

ROOM
EXCHANGE tfELP....63
COMPANIONABLE, non-smoking, semi-
retired person faculty nf>ember preferred.
Help wHh small servk^s In exchange for
private room.bath.view. Car & references
essential. 454-3166.

FEMXlE- room and tx>ard exchange for
housework. Nice private room/bathA.v.
near (JCLA 474-0336.

GUESTHOUSE for rent in Santa Montea.
$450/mo. prin>e area. Wanted, responsible
peraon wtw will bat>y8it SundayH'hursday
afternoons and 1-2 nights per week. Work-
ing hours will be deducted from rent. 394-
6180.

Need Housing For Winter?
The UCLA Community Housing Office has more

listings than any newspaper or agency^
And it's free to students. ~i

Apartments
Houses
Work In Exchange for Room
Hotel/MoteJ Ust
Rooms In Private Homes
Sublets
Neiohbortiood Profiles

LorKHofd/Tenant Legal Information
Off-Oampus Housing Ouldes
Bus Schieclules & Routes
Area Maps
Roommate and Rental Housing Ouldes
Tenant Handbooks
Sample Leases & Rental Agreements

LIVE-IN: Lady needs non-smoker, own car
necessary, hours flexible, private room/
bath. Bel-Air, references 470-5890.

MALE student, car required Must be
available afternoons, light household help.
Ctoae to campus (81 8)784-57 1 8

.

ROOM
FORRENT•«*«••••••••**««««D^

5S!5C!a^

PLUS:Roommate share board available
^ 24 hours a day outside Dodd 78.

Hours: M-F 8:00-4:30, Dodd Hall 78, ^25-4491
Students must hove reg card or letter of admission 8i picture I.D.

$1400 DELUXE 2-bedroom & den
[townhouse. Adjacent bachetor. available

$600. 1 mile UCLA. 826-6907.

3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-

ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $11.50/month

Daytime 473-01 26.

ATTENTION
ON CAMPUS HOUSING APPLICANTS

FOR SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER 1 986-87 WAHING UST STUDENTS
Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing
must reapply to maintain or Improve their waiting list

position for Spring Quarter 1986. Applications are

available from January 2 through January 14 in the On
Campus Housing Assignfnent Office, 270 De Neve
Drive. In order to retain your waiting list position, ap-

plications must be received back to the On Campus
Assignment Office. 270 De Neve Drive, no later than
4:00 p.m. January 14, 1986

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Cam-
pus Housing list may apply for On Campus Housing
after January 14, 1986. However, submission of an
application does not guarantee housing for the Spring

Quarter. Applications are available in the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office, 270 De Neve Drive or the

UCLA Housing Office, 78 Dodd Hall. Please be advised

that a nonrefundable fee is required,

ROOMAND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELR.,,62

3 meals 5 days a week. Females only

tlOO. deposit, $350. per month. 832
Hilgard. 208-6963.

HOUSE
•••••••««58

SUBLET 66

SOMMER 1966 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. CaU Linda Cherry.

(213) 683-9100 for more informatton.

BY Owner near Westside Pavilllon.

Modern 3-bedroom. Central air/heat,

fireplace, all appliances, carpets, drapes,
imrpaculate condition. Principals only.

O0en Sunday 11-4pm. (818)783-1803,
[818)784-8443.
' '

FREE room in private guest house in

ihHIs. City view, fireplace, private deck,
use of pool, hot tub, sauna, very secure, in

exchange for housekeeping, errands,
shopping. Car required. Females prefer-

red. Can 828-7979.
""

PRIVATE studk) apartnient in exchange for

t>aby8itting 8 & 12 yr. Old. Easy bus ac-

::ass to canrHHJS 274-2207.

BEAUTIFUL hillside home, pod. private
room, female student preferred. $325 &
10% utilKies 828-1537.

BEVERLY Hills, furnished, in large houaa.
pool, waaher/dryer, kHchen privileges,
utilities included, need car, graduate stu-
dem preferred. $350. Leave message Ab-
b

^^
y

(818)783-5151.

FEMALE. Private furnished room near
UCLA. Utilities paid. Need light babysitting
$2S(ymo. 475-9041.

FEMALE preferred to rem furnished room
In 4-bedroom home. $350 includes all

house privileges and utilities. $50 deposit
CallSally83fr0571.

_F0R Rent- Sleeping room. Walking
distanca to UCLA. $375. 279-2188.

LARGE room furnished, quiet, private
Breritwopd honte. Professkxial/grad. stu-
dent, non-smoker, referer>ces required.
$550/mo. 472-701 1

.

LARGE newly decorated unfurnished.
Private entrance/bath. EffkHerKy kitchen:
Full security. Back yard. Biking distance
to UCLA. Non-smoker. M/F. Mature.
re8ponsit>le person, references required.
$500/month includes utilities plus $750 sa-
curity. (818)889-3280

OWN room and bath in very dean apart-
ment near UCLA $750 deposit. $450/
month. Call 820-6782 or 855-0567

PRIVATE room. bath, light kitchen
privileges, quiet, graduate or senior prefer-
red. San Vicente Blvd/Santa Monica. Near
beach. $350 mo. 395-21 41 . Call 1 -8PM.

ROOMMATES ^^>,>6S
i3t/^uiir-UL 2 bMr(Som 2 bath, spacious,
Marina Del Rey apartment. Female non-
smoker desired. $475/mo. Mimi 827-7056.

FEMALE share large 1 bedroom apartntent
with 2 girls. Walk UCLA $280. 11069
Sirathmore 824-0879/454-821 1

.

--' - ---
I

-

FEMALE professkxial nort-smoker 25-35
seeks same or grad. studem to share sun-
ny Brentwood 2-badroom/2-bath. $550^mo.
f utilities. Available Feb. Days 206-8470.
evenings 207-01 37. __^^^
NEED female roommate-$273/mo plus 1/3

utilities. Pool. Jacuzzi, security buikjing.

Available 1-1S^. (213)83»4186

NEED Female roommate- $273/mo. plua
1/3 utilities. Pool. Jacuzzi. Security.
buMdIng. Available 1-15^68. (213) 83»4ia6.

ROOMATE wanted: nk» 2 bd. 2 bath apt.

W. Hollywood, available immediately,
female preferred 852-7069.

ROOMMATE wanted. Apartment in

Westwood 3 bkKks from UCLA. Cheep
rent. Call Todd 824-1 627 474-9769.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED ProfesskMiaNy
since 1971 Westvvood, (213)470<3135 or
Sherman Oaks (8ie)7a»«)64.

SHARE luxury 2 bdrm. Own room, bath.
Pool, security, parking, hot tub. $450^
month. Can Lee 410-9182.

^f
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FLYING
PARACHUTING,

LEARN to Ryl SpKM frM intro. Mrious
'students only, pissss. Aircraft rsntal. (818)

—344^)198.

TUTOIUNG
76 OffEREP ^ CMPFERED.^

wesuMis
& •••••«••••<

^

4^-

*,

SAIUNO. »f >—i»—#o

t981 21 -fool McQr»oor sidixMl. Now 7.5

Mercury. Cong Beach sNp avsMsble.
|4.00(Vobo. (213)845-1703.

A^nil^A^tj|Pj>»»yy»>»>>»»#»»>»»>cwF

TENNIS pteyer? Looking for others to play

on evenings and weekends. CaM Bryan
27S0800.

CHILD CARE. 90

CHILOQARE- chNdrsn 8 A 13 home near

campus. Mfm 3«pm. $4.5(yhr. 479-7953.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER

^ DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818)88(M407. (6l8) 88(M361

.

EXECUTIVE Assistam. 20^ hrs/wk. at

$12/hr. 476-1327.

FRENCH lesson $15/hour in Hollywood.
Call Mlchasl 874-9302

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. CaM(213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, rsssarch writing,

sditiag, research sssistance. Ph.D. in

English. Almost^ subjects (818)79»8334.

WMTINO SiRVICi
•AUMiM«ctt
• NothlnQTooMgor
TooSmoH

•W9waiifto'h«lp.
' ShCHon B#Of( MiJ).

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING...., .100

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUOeNT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

ADVICH 92

AA ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type.
transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes wetoome; 'WLA;
Marian; 391-3822. .

A better deal, word processing;
screenplays, manuscripts, student wortc.

Fast/accurate. $1.50-$1.99/page. Disk
storage. Pickups and delivery. 467-4521,
822-1804.

' A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.
Di8sertatk>ns, repetitive ' letters, medk^ai
tran8criptk>n. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu^ lO^pm. $1.5042.25.
Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

^904588.

A1 WORD^ORKS. Word processing.
papers, theses, disserts.," letters, resumes.

rPick upteampus M-W. Sherl 862-0889.

SpecializiT^g in

IMMIGRATION
lAND WAYLAND

Attorney at Law
• pemKinent visas ~

• temporary visas
• naturalization
• asykjm/refugee
• vias extensions •

• labor certification ^
•employment

autlx>rizations

for appointment
Call

S07-102I
Si Habia Espanol
109 E. Harvard

Glendale. CA. 91205

MOVERS 94

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

>COOOOOOOOCOOfl

GUARANTEED
MOVERS X

Cheerful & Cheap §
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

fLEPHANT
\OVIN6
9^6-2009

Apartments. Office!^
Professional Service, for Peanuts

CANT type? Cell me 83^4723 dsytime
snd evenings. Lesve messsge.
Reasonat)le rstes. Darlene.

DO you need typing? Ex-UCLA Grad. will

type your papers, resumes, etc. Call (818)
785- 1810 leave message for Bart)ara. ^^

ELITE Word Processing. Best-rates of-

fered. Professional service terms, disser-

tations, manuscripts, etc. Pick-up delivery
204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, thesis, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing.
$1.99^page Make spelling corrections

1(800)3524343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcriptton. resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PLEASEIII I type 95wpm-will type
anything, anytime-especially scripts-call

Susan 395-2856.

PROFESSIONAL typing, fast, accurage.
reasonable. Call Mrs. Morton 474-9580
days.

^

TYPINQ-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-
sional, k>w rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

TYPING reasonable rates, any size job.

Call evenings or weekerxte. Diane 559-
7835.

.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
FAPERS-RESUMES and other TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE {2^3)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS. ^
WORD PROCESSING. FAST. ACCU-
RATE. REASONABLE. PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. GRAPHICS. EVEN-
INGS. WEEKENDS. JEANNE. 8i28-1635.

ONI DAYTVPMe
iToiMnnai wnrec vmn BA vi

EnQjIrtt wl type and edK fenn
popen, theses, tcf^ts, leMmet,
etc. Or edMng only. Over 25
yean ej^eclenoe. Wettwood

VBooe.M Deloney. \
824-2863 or 824-51 1 1 ^ .^\

A kV/% M »»«» >»< 105

CAUCUS, statistics, precslculus, algebra.

probebmty, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20^. 828-4029, »26-6928.

MOULTON'S TulDdai Seo^ioe. Professional

luionngfeaiiingnwora processing, mi levew,

coiirsee, CBE8T prep., experienced staff.

24hr.>day. 7daysMeek. 201^1 58.

PATIiNT TUTOR
I MATH (arithmetic ttirough

I

calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS.

Engineering. Reading. Gram-
rtKir. Study Skills. Work with a
tutor wtx> knows the subject'

welt, and can patiently pres-

ent the material In a variety of

ways. You will also leam the

proper way to study to
achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

LOOKINQ for tfial perfect Job? We can

write you s resume tttal sM gel H for you.

Can the Resume Connectton. (213)478-

3274. .

SUCCESSFUL resumes 822-4711. Profee-

special New Year's dis6ounliO%, evening

andweefcertdapijolntmems available.

WINNING reeumesi Student special $25.

Free consultattoi). Free copies. One-day

senfk?e. Open weekends (21^ 861 -071 7.

104 AUTOS I<1» 8ALE-inM NftwYaiiy*^ Ha'y

Typlt«/Edltfi«

'Low

MUSIC L]XN^I rs-^-102

QUITAR lessons by professk)nal teacher,

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 47fr41 54. —--

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, ages snd styles. Near

UCLA. (2tf]| 277-701 2.

TRAVEL ^.,. 105

SUPEM VALUt n/TmO« lAX TO:

MMMf tromS 23S
NAITAIf ....tromt 239
LONDON from$4»9
FRANKFURT fromt StS _
PWfUJrWM f InVmM m>fn9 9W
TOKYO fnmt 57»
TAHITI tromS 579
CRWSe. Tdty. fromt 599
SKI eUROPe. Immt

CharHn, Tours, Ctvl»»»

CarSHoMi

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 QLENDON §2025

\

AMSTERDAM..$495
TAHITI $579
NEW Y0RK..il80
RIO $759
LONDON $519
AUSTRALIA..$925

* Some Restrictiortt Apply

Eural passes

issued onihe spot

PERSONAL
SERVICES...

" # *' • .

95

Pliblished author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

V elegantly and economicalty

ivi.

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO\
EVERYWHEREi;
LOS ANGELES tQ.„

Bay Area from $29 • New York from $99
LonMon horn $265
Lima:; ...from $359
Tokyo.rnr:77t7r.ffOm $430
Rio.- ^ from, $,519
Nairobi..'.^ from ^650

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
TOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEC EXPERTS!
_\ YOUR ON-CAMPUS >^

> Aci ir-i a7^ travel service • m-f 830-6. sa| 11-3
, /lOUwl^l^ A-l»v«« Ackefmcxi Un»on

^
Hk.9* fciO«»ci to chong* wHtwul noWf . imwo q»otat»«N )k

Honolulu from $179
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong from $386
Sydney .....from $498
Tel Aviv from $529

FIESTA 78- good running car, nssds body
wod(. Alpins sisrso. $450 nsgollatils. Jon
(213)390-1797.

IS.K^ue you can. buy Jasps for $44
through tha U.S. govammant? QaT tha
facts todayl Call 1-31 2-742-1 142. Ext.

8147

r PORSCHE 914 1972, sxcattant condition,

maintanancs racords. am/fm cassatta
$380(yobo. Muat salt, moving 667-6074.

VW Fastbsck for sala. 1967, whita. In

graat condition. All original body, rabuilt

angina. 559-1069.

1966 MUSTANG, 2nd ownar. axcallant

condition. 6-cylindar, 140,000 mi. Im-

maculata axtarior/intarior $2000.
(213)473-6037.

1971 Marcury Comat. Buckat saats. Runs
fins. $450^obo. Must sail, laava massaga
653-7135.

1971 VOLVO wagon 127,000 milas good
transportation $700/obo 454-7660.

1975 Porscha-914. 1.8 Rad. Claan and
baautiful. Extras. $4495. (213)te8-1214.

1976 Buick Skyhawk. 57.400 milaa. Good
conditton. $1500. Call 66»-35e9.

1976 MAZDA 4-door statton wagon, naw
angina $850/obo. (213)450-7354.
(213)663-2966.

1977 MOB- Rad, runs wall, $1575. CaN
Esthar (21 3)659-2401.

1977 Rabbm. (3ood conditk>n. Naw AM/FM
cassatta starao. Low milaaga. $1500.
472-3916.

1978 Calica GT 5-spaad am/tm/ air.

$2660 axcallant condition and body Alan
Chow (2l3)e27-8777(day). (213)402-3175
(avaninga).

1978 Toyota Corolla 4-spaad, air. starao.
radials. good condition $1700 obo. (213)
395^)570 days (213) 824-0091 avaninga.

1979 Chavetts good condition 2-door Blua
$2300/obo must sail immadiataiy
(818)243-6693.

1979 OkJs Cutlass Supranw. V-8, A/C.
AM/FM radk). automatic transmissk>n.
78,000mi. $2900. 45ft-9367.

1979 Poracha 924- Must sail, good condi^
tlon. 45,000mi. air. sunroof, AM/FM
cassatta. 322-2549.

1979 Vblvo 4KJoor, QL 264. 1 ownar. k>w
milaaga. axtramaly daan. Asking $5400
47fr0791. _^
1980 HONDA Accord 4-door a/c. 5-spaad!
pood conditirtt. $i3.aOO. (213)47^3143.

1980;
Joyota Taroal 5-apaad. air am/fm

cessans. 45m graat car, must sail. $3000
(213)934-3275.1

1981 AUDI 400Q4E rad 4 door air sunroof
am/fm/caasatia 44 M naw barkaa good
conditton 1 owrqar^>$4990 p/p (213)393-
2495 avga^>4cnds (213)3^2-31289 mff days.

1982 VW RabbH- Mint conditkMMOM. A/C,
AM/FM starao. 4-spaad. 1 ownar. Muat
saa. $3750. (213) 826-5253 axt. 2565. M-F,
9-5,aakfbrCAR.

1984 BMW 3181. Suparb condltkan, gray/
baiga doth, alarm, warranty, axtras^-CaU
Erik 54^6266. 552-0822.

1984 CJ7 Jaap, ranxyvaabla hard doors,
and top. Black on Mack. 5-spa«l. fm/^
caaaatta. Extraa. ExcaNant oondttion.
$8600. 459-3284. ^^^
•68 Bug. Shiny black paint. Original ownar,
wall-maintainad. AM/FM cassatta. Must
saa. $1900. 829-39B2.

'73 Ptymouth Roadrunnar 340 angina. 4-

pe«i. tooks graat. $1.40Q/obo. (213)946-
1703.

'81 Saab tufbo> 9^»oot, wMia; amomatk:
AM/FM caaaatta, air-conditlonar
aunrod.grat condWon. 88tO0. 848.4201 .

'

'81 Toyota Co/0lla 5-spaad. a/C
56,000mi., xint. 'condWon. $3600 obo
Diy:4f^l9) 2084680. Eva.(806). 584-6553

tl3) 477-3441

ConvwiianC WlA location

TRAVELTICKETS

AIRFARE WARI TWA DISCOUNT
COUPONS. 25% OFF ROUNOTRIP
COUACH. ECONOMY OR SUPERSAVER
FARE ANYWHERE TWA FUES UNTIL
MARCH 15. 1986. $30.00 EACH.

WESTERN Tlcfcat: Anywhara Continantal

Xi.S. $200 rA raatricttorw 824-2981 Darak.

AUTOS FOR SALE^112

'82 Oalaun 28QZX- S^paad. fuNy k>adad
T-ttp.- AM/FM caaaatta. cnilaa control, ax^
oallant oondlMon. $8300. 8208647.

83 HONDA CIvtc. 1500OX. automata, 9^
caNant condition, naw braka. kapt aH
maintananca fac.orda. $4250/oba
(^13)377-7478.

^

MOTORCYCLES
WJR oAI »fc» 1 14i

KAWASAKI 250 Straat Bika. tow-miiaaga

$800 ph. 272-7179.
'

1977 HONDA CB 380. 4000 mi. good coiv
dittonrkMan only 2 summars. 473-2728.

1979 HONDA 400 Hawk. waM-maintainsd]
runs/kx)ks axoaMant. raNabla transportation

$875(213)839-8820.

1984 Kawaaaki QPZ550 axcallant condi-

tton $1660. 312-8688 (days) 3700403
(avaninga). v

1965 HONDA. 500 intarcaptor, FM, good
coTKlitton. warranty, haltnal. $^00.
(818)346-2889.

'

'81 Honda 200 Supar daan, runs graat,

book rack. alacWcal start. $600 Mika (213)
828-6383.

MOPEDS....'•«!'••••«•••••••••• X • V

SCOOTER Honda Aaro SOCC. graat condi-

tton. Mua $660.00 or Mopad Vasps
Granda $350.00 Loratta (21 3)471 -3563.

1976 Mopad. Good conditton. vary km
milaaga. $l50/obo. WiM halp with tocal

daWvary. (213) 322-7203.

1984 HONDA Aaro 50 Scootar. Rad. good
conditton $250. Will halp with tocal

daltvary. (213) 322-7203.

1985 Honda Elita 6.000 milas $60(yobo
work phona 473-5071 homa phorw 836-

2825 Contact Unh.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality itams never uaad. Sacriftcs

ancyctopadia 1985 set $175. IMattrass A
box spring $150. Brass haadboard $150.

Daak $150. Wall unit $150. Dinatte aet

$150. Radinar $196. Futon ao(a siaapar

$160. Badroom sat $495. Sofa & k>va seat

$495. Dining room sat $895. Carpeting

$5.96/yard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126

EXECUTIVE daak $95. 6 toot double
padaatal. CallJoan 473-6800.

5 piece bedroom set. toaal for students.
Couch and other itema. Muat aaM Charles
874-7750.

5 piece secttonal sofa. Good conditton. 2
small matching coffee tablaa. $l80obo.
47S«>41.

^iVMAnRESSES^ T^
^ rww holal tatt ouoranleed

TWIntol iSO^NdiSot $88
^"'•^S^ $M KhiaSot $88
Naw 5 placa bodroorft »^: $M
Naw Mi daa or quaan daap
NawMtaondtovoMOt |Mlf
Oak IWtft mn>>w^ ft

TIIIWAMNOU$l
_tW-fQIO ^

76 Ford Pinto, tow milaaga, excellent run-
ning conditton 8 appearance. $1500 obo.
daya 2080854. evening 216-1084.

^•79 Firebird automatic A/C, AM/FM
caaaatta. Great conditton. muat aaN. (213)
382^2497.

MISCELLANEOUS.^ 112
I.

BRONICA ETR PROFESSIONAL MULTI-
PLE LENSES. MOTOR DRIVE. FLASH
FINDERS FILM BACK ALUMINUM CASE.
PRISTINE $1400. LEAVE MESSAGE.
6684846.

SPOIlTS
EQUIPMENT 132

SALOMON SX 80 ski boots. 1 year oM-

graol conditton. 316 aiza 8 1/2. CiN Trad
Sarpa82S«809.

COMPUTERSAND
TWEWMlBRSjssrrlll

DISKETTES SSDD 52f. DSDD 62f

Ufattme wirarranty/ beat prtoaa data bureau

Inc. 1633 Weilwood Blvd.. #103. Tela.

(213)4780345. _

MACirfTOSH 800K aatamal drtvas. Ma^or

brand overstock, new ^/warranty. Works

on aN Maca. $270. CaN Rtohard 870-2566

for
.»t — » ta .. .^
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Continued from Page 4*1

field."

In recent years January 1

has become a convenient
showcase for the Bruins to

show off this year's model of
the invincible football team.
Only the names change and
like a well-oiled machine with
interchangeable parts UCLA
just cruises along, ufistop-
pable.

Oh, part No. 9, David Nor-
He, is injured? No problem,
insert part No. 11, Matt
Stevens.

The leading rusher, part
No. 44, Gaston Green, pulled
a hamstring? The offense
won't miss a beat, just take
part No. 21, Eric Ball, off the
shelves and stick him in.

It's all the same.
_llattribute all of our New
Year's success to our offensive
•and defensive game plann-
ing," said Stevens. "I feel that
whenever you give coach
(Homer) Smith four weeks to
prepare for a game he's going
to put something together that
is probably unstoppable and
it's the same way with the
defensive coaches. We were so
well prepared, it happens
every New Year's, hopefully
that will include next year
too."

:fi<^nahue and the Brai
completed this year's showcase
in great fashion, which can
only mean good things for

next year's edition.

And with that, Donahue
packed up his machine and
put it away until next year.
He'll tinker with it a little

over the off season and add
some new parts to replace the
graduated ones.

Basketball

Continued from Page 42

bounds when he touched the
ball.

With four seconds left, Hat-
cher took a Gaines pass and
coolly hit the game winner
from right in front of the
Bruin bench. Wallace was
right in Hatcher's face, yet the
shot hit nothing but net.

Elation from the Bruin
bench followed.

WSU called timeout with
two seconds left. They did get
one last chance, a 17 foot turn
around jumper by Anderson,
which had the length but was
wide left.

UCLA had an 81-80 double
overtime win and a split on a
tough conference road trip.

Continued from Page 46

shots that missed by inches
and had many people wonder-
ing "When will it end?"
The final punch came at the

166th minute when an
overlapping Burke broke
through for the score.

Krumpe was asked to the
describe the championship
goal. -."I saw Dale (Ervine)
matched up and I saw Burke
coming down the wing, so I

tried to play it over Dale's
head and Burke just ran right
onto it and slapped it into tlw
back of net." -"V^ _,..:'

For a few milliseconds^e
entire crowd was silent^ith
disbelief, or maybe relief, that
it was finally over. Then pan-
demonium broke out on the
field.

The UCLA soccer team won
what they set out to capture
from day one- a National
-Championshipi:— ^-^^
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FREE
LOAN
CARS

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points. Pennzoil.
Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes, Adjust Timing.
Check Battery & Front End Alignment

F«EE

VALLEY
1 OWING

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE
BRAKES

From Lube k Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
Most Models

I

Al AUTO

Replace all Shoes and Linings. Pack Front
Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In-

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyl. & Fill System

7957 Van Nuys Blvd.. 2% Mks So. of Rotcoe

$39.95'

$49.^5-

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

$14
with ad only

C|it, conditioner & bloWdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highiigiiting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710

-»i».» .i^*.^
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The Graduate Students Association is accep-
ting applications for the following positions:

Commissioner of Appointments *

Advertises appointments to be made by ap-
pointments board. Compiles and maintains
complete Ifstings of job descriptions and
responsibilities for each available appointment
in the GSA. Encourages maximum participa-

tion of members of the appointments board.

Commissioner of Elections
Has the responsibility, with the GSA Elections
6oard, for setting policy and procedures for the
Spring elections. Calls and chairs the meetings
of the Election Board.

Commissioner of Publications
Oversees the 23 title GSA Publications' pro-

gram with a budget of over $60,000. Makes
recommendations about the allocation of fun-

ding for journals from GSA.

Commissioner of Programs
Oversees GSA programs expenditures with a
budget of over $70,000. Assists and coor-
dinates gradu^e student groups seeking to
fund programs on campus. Makes recommen-
dations about the allocation of funding pro-
grams from GSA.

* Positions contingent on Appointments Committee
recommendation.

• * *Academic Senate and other campus positions

still ayailable-j-please come to the GSA Office for

more information.

* • *
Applications for these positions will be accepted

through Friday. January 17 . Applk^ants must sign

up for the Interviews in the GSA offtee, 3Q1 Ker-
ckhoff Hall, Monday through Fnday 12-5. The Ap-
pointments Board will meet Tuesday, January 21 to

interview applicants. All applicants for stipended
positions must sign-up for an interview when return-

ing applicatk>ns.
''••'-—-^-—-r'T--:^
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}^EW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BESTH

CHASE
RESTAURANT • NEW YORK • PIZZA DELI

CLIP &. SAVE • CLIP & SAVE • CLIP & SAVE

CHASE ^f ' • . Af

Restaurant

2 For I
1-^inner (before 7pm)

On all Pasta, Chicken, or Eggplant dishes
please present coupon

I-
'.1

STTTT

CHASE
Pizza-Deli

i

2 For 1

cxp all Deli Sandwiches
picasf prc^^•nr i.>ni|x>ii

CHASE
Pizza-Deii

'CHASE GIANT COMBO"
Large CHASE Pizza with up to 7 toppings

- Kp^*zfz7 ($15.00 value)

please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza-Deli

2For 1

Any Large Pizza w/ 2 toppings
please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza-Deli

SLICE
75<^

please present coupon

%^ =

pepperoni 99«

CHASE
Pizza-Deli

I

DRAFT
$1.00

please present coupon

22

oz.

CLIP &L SAVE • CLIP & SAVE • CLIP & SAVE

FASTFREE
DELIVERY

($6.00 minimum order)

208 ^729 •824^1 3 HJ
WESTWOO0

1049-105 1'Gayle/Avenue
IT— —r-

^'1 ! 7-^ ••i

-^^T-
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LOW COST
AUTO INSURANCE

FREE QUOTES 1 -800-841 -3636
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

ADVERTISE

I CTVET MEDICALC I IZ SURGICAL

CENTER
-" -—

I

-

OR. MARSHALL KEYES, M.O.

OPTHALMOlOGIST/m SURGEON I

CONTACT LENSES
Staffed by Optometrists/Opthalmologists specializing in Soft Contact lenses and RADIAL
KERATOTOMY (nearsightedness surgery). Price of contact lens may be applied to R.K. Surgery

$129 EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LENSES (B& l 03-04)

89 BAUSCH & LOME
DAILY WEAR (SoftSpm)

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR & SUNGLASSES

(w/purchoie of contact lenses)

DR. DENNIS LEUNG, O.D.

Price includes:^ FREE EXAM, Glaucoma Test. CARE KIT, Eye^
Health Evaluation, FITTING, & Training.

CONTACT LENS SPECIALIST (213)3^5-6111 1304 15th Street Suite #218
Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

h)k.

WE'RE HERE TO LISTEN.

•*^

Sunday - Thursday 8 pm - 12 am
Friday - Saturday 8- 1 am

UCLA

Funded by Reg Fees

it Winter

CED 177
<c

!(;'

1^.

-.4

\l^

Dr. Shirlerie Soto

Tuesdays, 6-10 p.m.

Sponsored by: Women's Unit of Chicano Studies Research Center, Women's Studies, and the Council
.

" on Educational Development. •

•'V

JU LJ . }
|—

'^Km.
^mm^i^Mffm^jftfir

"Mexictm. Women in Historical Perspective"—

Basketball
Continued from Page 52

just beginning to take on a
new meaning.

Saturday afternoon, with
just over two minutes remain-
ing in the second overtime on
Friel Court, UCLA fell behind
80-72 and lost forward Kelvin
Butler to a pulled abdominal
muscle. And strangely enough
this young Bruin squad came
back to pull out the victory
despite blowing two leads of
their own.

End of Regulation
UCLA had led by as much

as six during the second half
but in one stretch were held
scoreless for over five minutes
of play. That brought the
Cougars even with the Bruins.
The teams traded leads 10
times as the clock ran down.
UCLA pulled ahead 61-57

with 35 seconds left, on two
free throws by Miller. But
WSU came back on four free
throws by Chris Winkler in

Jhe last 29 seconds. ^
Prior to Winkler's last twcT

free throws, the Bruins were
leading by a bucket and had
the ball out of bounds "with six

seconds left. But Pooh
Richardson could not hook up
with Miller on the inbounds
pass.

Winkler intercepted and
drove to the hoop when
was fouled by Hatcher.
Winkler's two successful
freebies sent the game into its

first overtime.

First overtime
Once again the Bruins pull-

ed ahead on four free throws,
two each by Richardson and
Milleiu The lead extended to
72-67, with 48 seconds left, on
a three-point play from
Miller.

After trading turnovers, 7-1
Todd Anderson turned on
Haley, put the ball up and
was fouled. The three point
play brought the Cougars to
within two. After Butler miss-
ed a front end of a one-and-
one, Winkler hit the jumper
from the free throw line with
15 seconds left. The Bruins
had one last chance but an off
balance shot by Richardson"
was no good.

Second overtime
This overtime the shoe was

on the other foot.

The Cougars jumped out to
an 80-72 lead with 2:16 re-

maining. Butler was out, car-
ried by stretcher to the locker-
room. But Hazard pulled his
team aside and said three
wordsr "It's not over."
And Hazzard was right.

Two consecutive twisting
lay-ups by Miller brought the
Bruins to within four. Fifty
seconds remained when Keith
Morrison missed. the front end
of a one-and-one, the first of
three such crucial misses by
WSU.

Miller followed with one
free throw to close withih
three. Jqe Wallace missed i his
one attempt from the line, \
leading to the first o^ Hat

—

Cher's 25 footers with 26 se-

conds left.

UCLA was within one and
everybody on the Bruin bench
was ecstatic. Then came the
key play of the game. After a
Hazzard timeout, to fluster
freshman Brian Wright on his

one-and-one attempt, the re-
-

bound off the rim bounced
towards the side line. Both
Wright and Corey Gaines
gave chase.

Wright dove for the ball
and knocked it off Gaines*
foot, but Wright was out-of-

Contintied on Page 41

,^1-
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Women's basketball
Continued from Page 52
team, but they're not our cali-

ber," Dora Dome said "We
made them look very good
tonight. I'm not taking
anything away from them,
but we played poorly."
To get to the championship

game, UCLA defeated
Norhtern Arizona 68-54.
While the Gauchos held off a
stubborn New Mexico team
65-62 in what was described
as a "barn burner" by onlook-
ers.

UCLA entered Saturday's
game with hopes of starting
anew with a record of 7-7,
but if Saturday's performance
was any indication of what's
to follow, the road may be a
long and hard one.

The Bruins opened up the
first half agaist UCSB with
Dean, who was named the
MVP of the tournament, and
Dome leading the way to an
eight point lead with barely
five minutes expired and if not
for some sloppy play could
have had a larger lead.

The Gauchos clawed their

way back to within three
pointSr-13-10, with some nice
inside passes, but both teams
went cold from that point.

UCLA could only muster up
a 34% field goal average in

the first half, but UCSB only
hit on a third of their shots

and was down by seven at

halftime 27-20.

At halftime UCLA basket-
ball coach Billie Moore must
have given a good tongue
lashing to her girls, for the
Bruins came out and extended
their lead by i3 points 33-20,
but did it ugly.

The Bruins came out and
shot a little better than the
first half, 44%, but had to
scrap for every piint.

Both teams at one point
couldn't have hit the side of a
barn for and UCLA outside
shots appeared to be falling a
little short. Later Moore was
heard to say that the girls

were a little fatigued from
Friday's contest against NAU.
The Bruins were relying on

their outside game while their
inside game was half asleep
and in need of some help.

"We have very good outside
shooters," Dome said. "I think
the problem is that we get too
impatient. We force it

sometimes. There's alot of
times we could easily get the
ball inside and we don't *cause
we're impatient and are ready
to shoot. Our outside game is

very good so we have to play
to our strengths."

UCLA built their lead to as

much as 21 points late in the
game, but were definitely not
proud with the effort.

With a few seconds left on
the clock Dome picked up her
fifth and final foul and was
escorted to the bench to pon-
der over her game.

"It seems Dome was born
Miith a foul," Moore said id

one reporter.

Dome had other thoughts
about her foul-proneness.

"To me it doesn't seem like

I'm fouling, but I guess since
the refs called it, it's a foul,"
she replied. "We're not play-
ing to our- potential right now
and can get it out of our
system. Hopefully when con-
ference starts we can start

playing like we have been the
last six or seven games."

In the consolatioiv game.
Northern Arizona nip^>ed New
Mexico 41-37 for third place.
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1926
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''WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

M-F 9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6— SUN. 11-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX - -SwHch
toaplpt"

A tru« p«p« smokar
do«9 rKX ln^•i•

Com* in for our tr«« <"

instruction

tKOChur*

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

''""^'^^"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 •828-4512 ^

WHY PAY ^JKge^^ PRICES?
a'o^'o'

""How Not To Have
To Guarantee A
Great Body Perm-
Cellophanes
-or Hi Lites®...''Get

One At Sassoon Sf«

Sassoon-Happy
Hair Hour Specials
From $25.

Our i 7th year at 925 Broxton
(Sew doors north of the village theatre) Kirkiand. for Black Hair

,

208-7277 208-4277 ^'«»"<*1«»' leaving

Now open Sunday 11-5

SONY.

WM-11
• Stereo cassene playback
• Automatic shut-off

• Ultralight Stereo headphone

$2599
Retail 49.99

Exp. 1/31/86

TRUE TOUCH TONE
TELEPHONE
• MCI/Sprint compatible

• FCC Registered

• MFG Warranty

Exp. 1/31/86

Limit 1 per customer

INTERNVTONkL

DISCilNI Mill

PRAXIS 20
PORTABlf ElECTRONK TYPEWRITER

• Automatic correction memory
• Interchangeable daisy wheel & ribbon

• 2 keyboards for special characters &
foreign languages

• Carrying case & cover

Retail 249.99

SPECIAL

$149»»
Exp. 1/31/86

FliXIBU ARM UMP

799
Retail $29.00

• UL approved lOOw.

• Asst. cotors

Q-2512 Exp. 1/31/86

Jb
fnCMMllKllD

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREOrr CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMPT I^USTOMCR

ttmtkml

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. LM AiioalM, CAMM 390-4477 NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON -SAT 11 - 7 PM • SUN 1 2 • 5 PM

LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY
SERVICES

New Equipment/New Prices

As of 13 January 1986, the UCLA Library will offer a debit card service (a service similar to the

Bruin Gold Card) on its photocopy nnachines as a convenient alternative to coin copying. Xerox
1045 machines in all campus libraries will be equipped to use debit cards. Libraries which pres-

ently do not have Xerox 1045 machines will be equipped with them by 13 January so that debit

cards can be used at all library photocopy locations. The Xerox 1045 machines, as well as all

Xerox 4000 photocopiers, will continue to be equipped with coin boxes so that users will have the

choice of coin or debit card copying.

Debit cards will be available in minimum denominations of $5.00 and will be sold in vending
machines located in the Biomedical, College, Engineering & Mathematical Sciences, Law,
Management and University Research Libraries. In addition. Library Photographic Services

(LPS), located in 34 Powell Library, will sell debit cards over the counter, Monday through Friday,

8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. LPS also will sell cards in denominations higher than $5.00 and will re-encode

cards which have zero balances. (Debit cards will cost 25(P. This charge is included in the cost of

the card. The camjs are reusable and users may have their cards re-encoded in the minimum
denomination of $5.00 - or in higher amounts - rather than pay for a new card.)

For the first time in over fifteen years the Library has found it necessary to raise photocopy
prices. Effective 13 January debit card copying will cost 7V20 per print and coin copying.will

cost 10$ per print. This increase will enable the Library Photographic Services to meet current

operating costs, which have risen substantially over the past years, as well as provide for the con-

tinued upgrading of equipment and the addition of new features such as the debit card system.

Also effective 13 January the charge for copying on microform reader-printers will be increased to

25<P per print. Again, this increase is necessary to meet LPS' costs and to replace outdated

equipment. In the future the Library will endeavor to offer a debit card system for reader-printers

to provide a convenient option to coin copying on these machines.

The Library regrets having to increase prices for photocopy services, but because the Library

Photographic Services Department is a self-supporting unit and must recover its costs without

subsidy froni the Library or the University, these Increases are unavoidable. The maintenance of

a network of 86 photocopy machines disbursed over 19 campus libraries and 22 reader-printers in

11 libraries has become an increasingly expensive proposition. We believe that the debit cards

will provide more convenient service for all library users and at the same time mitigate the effect

of the price increase. Our goal is to upgrade all photocopy equipment so that library users will

receive the best quality copy service for the lowest price. ^ cr
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SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1105GayleyAve,Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

Bruins plant Cornhuskers
with 75-38 swim victory

SPECIALS
---- coupon --—

-

FREE
20x28 COLOR PRINT

($25 value)

from your negative, with
minimum purchase.

Not valid w/ any other offer.
Exp. 2-28-86

{« « « • coupon. ....
1 HOUR DEVELOPING

& PRINTING

36 exp..r.. $6 OFF
24 exp $4 OFF
12 exp $2 OFF
120format ...... .;^... $3 OFF
220format ........:... $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer.

,
Exp. 2-28-86

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM

PURCHASE.CD

— Ui
KINi:?OSS AVE CD

8

I
WILSHIRE BL g

. _ . . .coupon. . _ _ _i

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20x28 $24.95
20x24 $22.95
16x20 : $18 95
11x14 $12.95
8x10 $4.95
8x12 $5.95

^Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-86

. • . «. coupon ....
FREE

ROLL OF FILM

with every roll developed
and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offe£«

Exp. 2-28-86

_•• coupon. •• •

SLIDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURS!

$10EE
w/ COUPON

Computer Generated
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-86
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let s skip some school, ploy some pool,

act real cool, stay out all night, it'll

feel alright..."

Posaiifa (Como Out Tonight)

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
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By Rick Alexander i

Sports Editor

January just has not been a

kind month to the corn-
producing states of the
Midwest.

First Iowa comes to the Los
Angeles area for a football

game called the Rose Bowl
and soundly gets thumped by
UCLA 45-28.

Just seven days later, the

Nebraska swim team had a

similar fate in store for them.
The Cornhuskers were certain-

ly over their heads when they

swam against the Bruins, en-

ding up on the down side of a
75-38 decision. It wasn't that

jclose.

To prevent the score from
being any more lopsided,
UCLA coach Ron Ballatore

had His swimmers listed as

"exhibition performers" for the
last two races. This qualifica-

tion automatically gave the

maximum number of points to

Nebraska.

"There was no point in

running up the score any
more," said Ballatore when
asked about the move that

cost the Brains an extra 12-
points. "You don't need to

beat a dead horse."

UCLA swept the top three
places in four of the 13 scoring
events and bagged the top two
spots in two other races.

The Bruins started fast,

winning the 400 yard medley
relay in a time of 3:26.07. The
time would have been faster if

Ballatore had used his top
swimmers in the race. Instead,
he split up the unit that took a
third place at last year's
NCAA finals by using
American record holder Tom
Jager as the backstroker for

the *B* team.
Swimming with the *A'

team was backstroker Elias
Malamas, breaststroker
Giovanni Minervini, but-
terflier Brian Jones and

sprinter John Sauerland. The
last three were members of
the Bruins^CAA squad.
The win in the relay gave

UCLA a 7-0 lead, and the
rout was on. The seven point
deficit was the lowest
Nebraska would be faced
with. From that point it only
got worse for the 'Huskers.

John-Henry Escalas and
freshman standout Craig Op-
pel went one-two in the 1,000
yard free while Steve Martz,
Jones and Franz Mortensen
swept Nebraska in the 200
yard free, the third race. After
three events the scoreboard
showed the Bruins having a
23-2 lead. For all intents and
purposes, the meet was over.

In the two events that
Ballatore tabbed exhibition for

his swimmers, the last two of
the day, UCLA once again
had the top swimmers.

In the 200 yard breast,

Minervini took first place in

2:08.49, almost three seconds
ahead of Nebraska's Tony
Poleo. Pat Errett took third

for the Bruins, but Nebraska
took the points.

In the feiftl ^vem, the 400 =:

free relay, UCLA, again split-

ting their top swimmers into

several groups, took the top
two places with the first place
team of Jager, Jones, Paul
Payette and Matt Mitchell
beating the team of
Sauerland, Oppel, Martz and
Ron Kemp by just .05 seconds. *

Nebraska finished more
than three seconds slower than
the second place team.
"We needed the race, that's

why we scheduled them," said

Ballatore. "We have to take a
look at our young swimmers,
to see if we plugged the holes

we showed at Nationals last

year." \

As far as Nebraska is con-
cerned, the -holes are plugged:
and the ship is sailing along ^

smoothly. •

Still o great borgo n'

$1.50 hour (por table)

CATCH THE EXCITING

JACK WHITE
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APPEARING THIS FRIDAY, JANU/\RY 17.

IN THE GAME ROOM.
He will demonstrate his Billiard arfistry and
trick shot finesse for you.
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Over 85 Video Cannes.
Pinball Games.
Fogs Ball,

8c Air Hockey

Meet vour frier^ds at Bruir

Bowl 8c Gaine Center

Ton years n)j;o. \vc open-

Si

FOR A GOOD TIME, CALL 2060829

txl our l^rst Fcstaurnnt in the
SouthlnnJ. AndW havej
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SUN MON TUE WED THV FRI SAT

1

8

12 13

19
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American Youth
Symphony

(Royce, 8pm)

Kerkhoff Student
Art Gallery-

Cultural Affairs

Presents
"The Chinese

Students' Show"-
Jan. 13-17

14

2

15

10

ft

11

20

NOON CONCERT:
Tower of Power
(Westwood Plaza

Stage)

21

M2uiin Luther King
Day Observed

26 27

Kerckhoff Student
Art Gallery
Opening:

Cultural Affairs Sl

the Daily Bruin
Present "The Best Of
UCtA" Jan 21-31

Sign-ups for

Recreation Cleisses

28

Les Ballets

Trockadero de
Monte Carlo
(Royce, 8pm)

NOON CCWCERT
featuring folk group

"La Botine

Souriante" .

(A-levl patio)

Cultural Affairs

presents: Tuesday
'^ Night Cottedy
(Cooperage,9pm)

22
Kerckhoff Jazz

Series Featuring: ,,

Tony Bray
(coffee house,8pm)
Mad Max (6pm)

Road Warrior (8pm)
Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome
(10pm) AGB

Bii(h«,xisei

16

Men's Basketball
vs. Arizona St.

(Pauley,8pm)
MOVIE: Clan Of
The Cave Bear

(7pm)
Prizzi's Honor
(9:30.AGB)

23

17

Armchair Adventures
(Wadsworth,8pm)

Sabicas
(guitar)(Royce,8pm)
Women's Basketball

vs. Arizona St.

(Pauley,7:30 pm)
MOVIE:

Prizzi's Honor
(7pm 6f 9:30 pm-AGB)

-rr-!=!B9-^r"

18

liana Vered (piano)

(Royce,8pm)
Women's Basketball

vs.

Arizona
(Pauley, 5:15pm)

(,^r-A,i''»-'

29

Mad Max (6pm)
Road Warrior

(Spin)

Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome
(10pm) AGB

BuducistT

Kerckhoff Jazz
Series featuring:

Feldspar

30

CONCERT:
The Meat Puppets
& Fetchin' Bones
(Cooperage, 9pm)
Men's Basketball vs.

use (Pauley,8pm)

T . 24
Last day to return text

books for full refund,

for registration in per-
son (fee), to add/cUop

classes w/o fee.

Les Ballets Trockadero
de Monte Carlo (Royce,
Spb) Mad Max (6pm)
Road Warrior (8pm)
Mad Max Beyond

Thunderdome flOpm)

25

31

Les Ballets

Trockadero de Monte
Carlo (Royce,8pm0
Christopher O'Reilly
(piano) (Schoenberg
8pm) Men's Gym-

nastics vs. Airizona,

Stanford

(Wooden, 7:30pm)

a

"Welconie^ack, Brains
and remember...

•

&.
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^m^wm^^

..^^.7?^^ «. (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE) $595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

P

1. TunrHD
1 ValveX|
S. Lube

BtAlWTENANCE SERVICE" 1 $59
!!Ll P«itaAUbor(GM*/l

$89.

4.oiaMiMi

6.ClMlcliA4.
7. Sowlot Air ClMmr

8. Qmk BMIny WMh
9. ImpKtFrontEad
10. CompraMlon Tmi
ll.(PwMMwT«tCoo»inSvfB)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 2602, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

95

Air Filter itttii

UOMBIh TOYOTA DATSUN
95

min
USED CAM DIAGNOSIS - $S«.««

* THIS IS AN HONEST OAm^JQE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829-761 . -—

^

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi'Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only 9W9
£.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0632

JANUARY 22

JANUARY 27

UCLA DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

Noon Concerts
WINTER QUARTER 1986

BARBARA HANCOCK, SOPRANa
BONNIE STALLINGS. ACCOMPANIST

rPnopA'^niPc^K^^ ^^^ PIANOS. PERCUSSION. AND FLUTEGLORIA CHENG. PIANO
DELORES STEVENS, PIANO
LEON MILO AND DAVE JOHNSON, PERCUSSION=^ LYNN SCHUBERT. FLUTE —

JANUARY 29

JANUARY 31

FEBRUARYS
FEBRUARY 5

-fEBRUARY-r^

RICHARD JENSEN. LUTE
(Organ Studio, 1655-A Schoenberg Hall)

NOON ORGAN RECITAL
DR. ROBERT GLASGOW, PROFESSOR OF ORGAN
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR
PETER KRAUS. GUITAR

CHAMBER MUSIC PERFORMED BY MFA's

FEBRUARY 12

FEBRUARY 19

FEBRUARY 21

FEBRUARY 24

FEBRUARY 26

MARCH 3

MARCH 5

MARCH 10

MARCH 12

EXCEPT AS

^JOSEPH MITCHELL. PERCUSSION (MFA)""

SERGIO RODRIGUEZ. PIANO (MFA)

NICOLE BAKER. SOPRANO (MFA)

NANCY SARTAIN. HARPSICHORD (MFA)
(Jan Popper Theater)

ROD BENNETT. PERCUSSION (MFA)

UCLA MEN'S GLEE CLUB
DON WEISS, DIRECTOR

RITA HOVANESIAN. PIANO (MFA)

JAMIE LAMB, VIOLIN (MFA)

UCLA WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB
WILLIAM HATCHER, DIRECTOR

UPLA UNIVERSITY CHORUS
DQNN WEISS, DIRECTOR

NOTED, ALL CONCERTS TAKE PLACE IN SCHOENBERG
HALL AUDITORIUM. ADMISSION IS FREE.— Please Clip for Future Reference —

MECHANICAL AEROSPACE AMD
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

ANNGGNCEMENT OF A COURSE IN THE
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING PROGRAM

FOR THE WINTER QUARTER 1986

MANE 163 L
ROBOTICS LABORATORY
COURSE CONTENT: __-^ :

Operating the GCA 300 V, IBM 7535 and 7565 Robots
Operating the IRI Vision System
AML/E CIMpLER and RAPID Languages
Offline Robot Programming
Realtime FORTH Proaramming
Advanced Project with Sensors, Artificial
Vision, and Artificial Intelligence

Enrollment linnited to 12 students.

INSTRUCfTOR:
' — PREREQUISITE:

COURSE ID*:

TIME:

CREDIT:

Dr. J.F. Watteau

MANE 163A, Fundamentals of Robotics or consent
of instructor

31408

First meeting Tuesday January 14, at 10AM In
3771NBoelterHalI
Lab Hours are flexible and will be establfshed at the
first meeting.

4 units of Laboratory

For further information please contact:

Dr. J.F. Watteau - Manufacturing Engineering Program Office: Engineering I, Room
3066, tel. 206-8525 or Laboratory: Boelter Hall, Room 3771, tel. 825-4398

Rose Bowl
Continued from Page 48

he went just about untouched,
winding through Grand Can-
yon-sized holes created by the

brilliant offensive line.

Another fantastic story was
UCLA's backup for David
Norrie.

Junior Matt Stevens was
called on to start when Nor-
rie's injured thigh muscle
rendered him immobile. The
surprise starter, who finished

the day a fine 16 of 26 for 189
yards and one interception,

came into the battle with ner-

vous excitement.
, .

On the second UCLA series,

Stevens threw one pass that

Hawkeye defensive back Nate
Greer almost intercepted.
Then Stevens tried him again,
and Greer got it this time, giv-

ing Iowa the ball on the Bruin
29.

That turnover, one of three
in the first half by UGLA, led
to the first touchdown of the
game. v

Stevens walked over to the
sideline, and heard a voice
from above. It was offensive

coordinator Homer Smith,
calling via telephone from the
press box. "I asked him if he
was nervous," said Smith. "He
said *yes.* So I told him that it

was only one pass, and that

*.ji-.

we had a long afternoon of
football ahead of us. And he
agreed."

Stevens must have calmed
down, because from there on
out, he hit his receivers,
primarily Mike Sherrard, Karl
Dorrell and Derek Tennell,
right on the numbers.
For Norri«y-it was a day of

mixed emotions.

All day long he supported
Stevens. But Norrie was a
dedicated Bruin for five years,
and he finally got his chance
in 1985. He led the team to
the Rose Bowl, and then had
to watch, as he did the four
other bowl games that UGLA
participated in while he was
on the team. Once again,
Norrie was on a winner, but
Dave felt he could win it, and
he desperately wanted the
chance.

Stevens was quick to point
out that he felt badly for Nor-
rie, but he said it was a dream
come true for himself. And
then he credited the offensive
and defensive coaches for their
game plans which have given
the Bruins four straight New
Year's Day successes.

Though Iowa's Ghuck Long
completed 29 of 37 and was
outstanding in defeat, the
UGLA defense generally kept
the Hawkeye offense off
balance throughout the' day.
Shining brightest was
sophomore inside linebacker
Ken Norton, Jr., who had 11
tackles. Even more
remarkably, he forcced two
fumbles and recovered one.

There were many fantastic
stories indeed— Eric Ball,
Matt Stevens, Ken Norton,
etc. And even though Ball's

performance was most evi-

dent, there was one even
greater. Sure it sounds cliche,

but it is really what most
great sporting achievements

_
are all about. That's team-
work, and UGLA had it from
Donahue and his great,
hardTWorking coaches, to the
players, to the team
managers.

"This year there is really a
cohesiveness," said inside
linebacker Steve Jarecki earlier

in the season. "There really -,

isn't just one star who is look-
ing put for himself. It's just

more of a team than in the
past, and everybody is here
for the team."

Gliche or not, Jarecki hit

that on the nose just as hard
as he hit six Hawkeye ball car-
riers. Even

,
the scout team, -

which emulated Iowa's
defense in practice, deserves
some credit.

And so another fall of ups
and downs ends on an up note
for UGLA's football team. The
four straight on New Year's
Day ties the Bruins with
Alabama's 1978-81 streak, and
leaves them only one win
behind Nebraska's 1971-1975
five game streak.

And with this new Ball con
trol offense that UGLA pulled
out from under the Matt, it is

easy to dream that the Bruins
are only a year away.

Continued from Page 51
it was not meant to be.
Linesman Pete^ Gurlach made
a controversisj offsides call

that was shown to be correct
on replays.

By the end of that overtime
it was appearant that the
Eagles were holding on with

only their hearts and just pro-
longed the inevitable.

The Bruins had several
more chances in the fourth
thru sixth overtimes, but it

was in the seventh overtime
that it was evcident the
knockout blow was coming.
Getchell had two excellent

*' Continued on Page 41

Fastest Tan In Townl
"... TtUs experience ia a must.

**

-LA Weekly

A OiMfitiiHi Lmmp in
Tafiiilfig T^cimofogyi
•FAST - Visible results now jrtjust

one session. Qi^^r^rr^rg^;!^
•SAFE - New process filters out
harmful rays so you tan 6afk:-t--M-:
without burning

•#? SYSTEM IN ejlO*^-
AVAILABUE ONLY AT FLASHTAN

SO% OFF UCL
Discount

bt 6 sessions S2S

mmtt*k

• Electronic

muscle toning
• Aerobics

• showers
, •Jacuzzr

Beverly Hills—^ , >^^^ ^j^ _

nashtan.

277-7569
9877 |Lnie| SdnM Mon<<j B/vfl All Credit CardJ

479-1663
JI05S (B»gj S*if^ Monica ftvrt

New Year's Day
Gontiniied from Page 48
there was no indication that
they would play this good,"
continued Fry.* **If they
played every game like they
did tonight they'd be the na-

tional champs, there is no
question in my mind. They
were far superior to anything
we saw. You know, we
played Michigan (which
finished the season ranked

QociOgi daily bruin monday, January 13, 1986

No. 2 in the nation) and they
couldn't hold a light to this

bunch."
There is a clear pattern that

has developed. During the
regular season UGLA goes
through its ups and downs just

like any other team and on
any given Saturday it is quite
possible that the Bruins could
go down in defeat, although
they rarely do.

But, give Terry Donahue
and the rest of his coaching

staff five weeks to prepare
their troops for a New Year's
Day appearance and any team
in the nation suddenly
becomes putty in the hands of
Donahue and his crew.
Each of UGLA's opponents

on the previous four New
Year's Days have entered the
respective contests with lofty

rankings, big reputations, and
inflated egos from believing
all the nice things the media
and oddsmakers have been

writing about their chances of
overwhelming the underdog
Bruins.

But each time UGLA has
waited and done their talking
on the field, treating their ap-
parently superior opponents
with little respect while plow-
ing through defensive
schemes, rubbing faces in the
dirt, and making those odds
makers and writers wonder if

they are perhaps in the wrong
profession.

"Obviously, we have some
very intelligent coaches and
they do their job real well,"
said Mark Walen, the Pac-lO's
defensive player of the year.
"Anytime you give smart men
extra time to prepare, they are
going to come up with some
good things and we did that.
**Our coaches really

prepared us well, they showed
us what we needed to do and
we executed it out on the

Continued on Page 41

Choosingdlongdistance
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Living together with someone for the first

time can be an "educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company
isn't any dififerent. Because some companies
may not give you all the services youVe used to

getting from AT&T
For instance, with some companies you have

Jto spend a certain amount before you qualify for-

their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality trouble-free.service you're

used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. *

Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate—so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long dis^
tance company choose AT&T. Because whether
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Reach out and touch someone? '

©1985 ATaT Communications
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Bruins prove to be New Year's champs again
By Scott Alberu *

Staff Writer

,> -

As Iowa coach Hayden Fry
stood alone facing the media,
after seeing his tearti be
dismantled in the Rose Bowl,
one had to wonder what was
really going through Fry's
mind behind the crazed look
in his eyes.

You couldn'^ blame Fry for
—whatever he was feeling. He
had just been blindsided and
thrown for a loss' that
couldn't be measured in
yards, but was aptly describ-
ed by the blank looks on the
faces of the thousands who
made the trek out from Iowa
to see their beloved Hawkeyes
fall prey to the undisputed
national champs of New
Year's Day Bowl games, the
UCLA Bruins.

Fry was victimized just like

Miami's coach Jimmy Johnson
-was last year in the Fiesta
Bowl and Fry's Big-10
counterparts Mike White and
Bo Schembechler in their last

tvyo Rose Bowl defeats.

Each coach, however, was
fighting against odds that
were unknowingly insur-
mountable. Little did they
know, the deck was stacked
against them and there was
nothing they could do about
it. ^
When it comes to New

Year's Day, UCLA simply
steps into the nearest phone
booth and emerges as the
Supeirman of college football.

Unstoppable'.

"Well you just witnessed
the complete annihilation of
the Iowa football team," said
a distraught Fry. "UCLA did
as good a job of blocking us,

tackling us, and moving the
ball against our defense as

any team in the nation. In
fact that was the finest group
of athletes we've played
against or seen— by far.

.UCLA was obviously the
superior football team and I

can't tell you why. I can't tell

you .why they won only eight
games prior to this one either.

"Looking at their films.

Continued on Page 47

Rose Bowl
Continued from Pa^e 52
best performance by a runner
in the 72 Rose Bowls to date.
"We had planned to split

time between Caston Green
and Eric Ball, but Gaston
pulled a hamstring muscle and
just couldn't play anymore,"
said UCLA coach Terry
Donahue. "The great thing
from our standpoint was that
Eric Ball was a player that
was extremely distraught after
the final regular season game,
and he was just so happy to
play. We're pleased and proud
of him, he played terrific." -^—
One Iowa reporter asked

Donahue if he was down on
Ball after the 'SC game.
Donahue's retort: "Eric Ball
weighs 220 pounds, the darn
if I'm goqna get down on
him."

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Eric Ball 121 ) and Matt Stevens (1 1 ) proved to be able
replacements when UCLA' sr starters were beset with in-

juries for the 1986 Rose Bowl game.

Ball did most of the gettin'

down in the Rose Bowl. His
four touchdowns came from
30, 40, six, and 32 yards out,
the six-yarder perhaps being
the most spectacular of the
four as he shrugged off
tacklers and fought hard for

each yard.

On the other three bursts.

Continued on Page 4^
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Special Summer Programs

PARIS
WEST AFRICA

ITALY
LAKE PLACID

JAPAN
NEW YORK
GREECE

International programs offer courses including painting, drawing,
printmaking, fashion, graphic design, photography, decorative arts,

architectural history, art history, archaeology, ceramics, fibers,

metals, surface design and papermaking. Undergraduate and
graduate credit is available to qualified students. For more
information, mail the coupon below or call the Office of Special
Programs: (212) ^1-8975 ,,.,-. /V' >

Whether you have a small, delicious flavors. From Dutch

T^^^. ""^^"^
'^i^^"^ ^y' Chocolate to Banana. And you

f^ll^^
^"^'"' ^\^^^'^ior can top it off with anything

a small, medium or large From berries to Butterfin^rs.

r ^K,

Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs,

66 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 1001

1

Please send me a brDchune on Plirsons Special Summer PTDgramsT^
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^ ADVERTISEMENT

UCLA Culturaland Recreational Affairs

CRA starts a brand new season
IMportant Winter dates
AcnvrrY manager's meeting begins

Men's
Basketball . . . .January 13 or 14, 4 pjn. January 21

Soccer . . .-r. .January 15, 4 p.m. .... January 21

Rao rugby^r . . .January 21, 6 p.m. .... January 27

Women's
Basketball . . . .January 22, 4 p.m. .... January 27

Flag football . . .January 22, 5 p.m. . , . . January 27

Coed—— :

Women's flag iootbaJA is one of the many activites offered this quarter Pf'o^o^byBiiisandke/intramuraia

Intramurals has sports for both men and women
Intramurals has something Wooden Center. A women's

While nfiost students and
faculty have been on vaca-

tion, the Intramural staff has

been preparing a diversified

winter sports program for

both men and wonfien.

It will be difficult to top

last quarter's success, but

by offering such sports as

basketball and soccer, and
four different toumaments.

URA offers
The URA continues to

grow with 33 member
organizatk)ns active this Fall

Quarter. These organizations

are composed of over 1000
Bruins who organize, fund,

promote and compete for

their respective club.

Are you missing out?

The URA provkles the op-

portunities for students,
faculty and staff who desire

a nfiore in depth or different

sports experience than is

provkled in the Intramural of

open recreation programs.
Its primary purpose is to

conduct a comprehensive
program of sports and
special interest clubs in

whk:h opportunities exist for

extramural and inter-
collegiate competition in-

structkm and socialization.

The URA athletes are stu-

to appeal to the entire UCLA
community.

Basketball will be offered

in two separate divisions:

men's and women's.
Manager's meetings for

men's basketball are planned

for January 13 or 14 at 4
p.m. in The Blue Room on
the second floor of the John

dents first and athletes se-

cond. The emphasis is on

student participation and the

most successful clubs are

those with outstanding stu-

dent leaders.

The URA Coordinator, Bob
Henry and the Assistant

Coordinator, Rich Clakeley

administrate this program,

providing encouragement,
guidance, resources and
supervision although in the

final analysis each club sur-

vives and thrives only be

means of active student in-

volvement and participation.

Born a Bruin? Why stay

on the sidelines? Join over

1000 other UCLA Bruins

who aren't missing out in

the URA. Contact a club to-

day by going to the CRA of-

fice on the second floor of

The John Wooden Center.

basketball manager's
meeting will be held on
January 22 at 4 p.m. in the

Games Lounge. Play begins
on January 21 for the men
and January 27 for the

women.
Other sports which will be

offered to men include soc-
cer and flag rugby. ,—

Softball ..... .January 23, 4 p.m. .... January 27
Soccer January 23, 5 p.m January 27

Official's meetings
Basketball . .\ .Jan. 16 and .16, 6 p.m. . . January 21

Open toumaments (sign ups anytime)
Golf, weightlifting, handball (singles) and squash.

Note: All manager's meetings held in the Blue Room on
the second floor of the John Wooden Center.

In brief

approach
Club listing

CLUB PRESIDENT
Aikido Ian Robertson
Badminton L. Reisnian
Men's bowling . .Scott Jocoby
Cycling David Hatstead
Chess Steve Hughes
Cricket Peter Lomax
Dance Philip Hamroy
Fencing John Morris
Fishing Joe Rosa
Go : . .Sidney Yuan
Ice Hockey . . . .M. Wolfson
Judo Ryan Oba
Jujitsu ...... .D. Shoemaker
Karate (ISKF) . .R. Gougalof
Karate (AKF) . . .R. Dianysian
Kenpo ..Larry Perra
Lacrosse Dave Fazio
Men's rugby . . .Andy Warner
Women's rugby .D. Cantrell
Photography . . .J. Lapinski
Radio Pat Kudo
Running Brian Helstein
Sailing Don Stroebel
Sailing team . : .T. Bloomfield
Scuba R. Schulussel
Snow ski Gory Kliman
Snow ski team . .D. Whitehouse
Surf team Bob Trapnell
'Table Tennis . . Kent Troung
Tae Kwon Do . . .John Leach
Water ski team. Jackie Horton
Women's soccer.Afchin Ghotbi

Volleyball, tennis, a 7 a.m.

aerobic workout, cross coun-
try and downhill skiing,

Chinese wok cooking and
jazz dance are some of the

recreation classes that are

offered this quarter. Pick up
a copy of the recreation ac-

tivity schedule for informa-

tion on enrollment (January

15 and 16) and all aquatics,

dance, fine arts, outdoor
studies, fitness, sports,

boating and sailing classes.

Call 825-3701 for more in-

formation.

D D a

The John Wooden Center
offers a vast array of recrea-

tional facilities including rac-

quetball, handball, and
squash courts; gymnastics
and weight training rooms;

multi-purpose activity areas

capable of accomodating
basketball, badminton and
volleyball enthusiasts; and a
games lounge.

You maice the call

Intramural sports needs of-

ficials to referee competi-

tion, such as basketball.

Mandatory official's meet-
ings wiO be held January

15 and 16 at 5 p.m. in the

Blue Room of the John
Wooden Center. Atten-

dance both days is re-

.

quired. Topics to be dis-

cussed will include a clinic

on the rules and mechan-
ics of basketball and cor-

rect positioning.

"7^
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Pacific ends spiicers' • • of ianother championship
By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Venter r

KALAMAZOO, Mi.— After
dr6pping two games to Pacific

in the NCAA semi-finals at

Kalamazoo, Michigan on
December 20th, the UCLA
women's Volleyball team stag-

ed an impressive comeback on-
ly to end up on the short end
of a 15-11, 15-7, 9-15, 17-15
score.

As the four Calfornia teams,
UCLA, Pacific, Stanford, and
use traveled to the Midwest
for the NCAA*s, many
observers felt that the Pacific

Despite fielding a team with four seniors, UCLA could not
get past the semi-finals of the NCAA women's volleyball

championship losing to a young Pacific team.

team was too inej^perienced to

comf)ete for the title.

However, the youngsters,

led by rookie coach John
Dunning and freshman middle
blocker Elaina Oden, took
early control of the match.

Pacific exploited Bruin ser-

vice errors to sqeak out a 15-

11 victory.

In the second game, the

Tigers broke to a commanding
13-3 lead with strong serving
and hitting. UCLA hever
challenged and UOP finished

off the Bruins 15-7.

Just two games into the
match, UOP had recorded
seven service aces, played
solidly and dispelled any ques-
tions of maturity.

"UOP won with a simple
game of serving and passing,"
said Briiin coach Andy
Banachowski.
UCLA, on the other hand,

lost because of their inabiliCy

to pass the ball and attack ef^

fectively.

"A lot of our kids were try-

ing to make the perfect shot
when it wasn't necessary,"
said Banachowski.
Facing elimination, the

Bruins played inspired
volleyball and cut the UOP
lead to a single game. With
UCLA leading 13-9 and UOP
mounting a comeback, Liz
Masakayan showed why she is

on everyone's All-America list.

Three consecutive times
UCLA set the ball to the
senior hitter from Santa
Monica. Each time. Tiger de-

' fenders playing deep in the

back of the court came up
with the dig. On her fourth

attempt during the rally,

Masakayan gently dinked the

ball past a UOP tandem block
and to the floor. She finished

with 28 kills and a .321 hit-

ting percentage.

The fourth game proved to

be a see-saw affair in which
'^neither team could grab con-
trol. Fianlly, with the game
tied at 10-10, Pacific reeled

off four points to seemingly
finish UCLA.

Lori Zeno provided the
Bruins with an ace and Katie
McCarrey and Michelle
Boyette put away kills to br-

ing UCLA to within a single

point. The teams traded eight

side-outs before another
McCarrey shot tied the game
14-14.

Masakayan added a stunn-

ing back-row spike and sud-

denly it was UCLA >yith a
^ame point.

Before the Bruins ever had
time to enjoy their lead.

Pacific tied the game at 15-15,

then took a one point lead and
won on a cross-court kill by

UOFs Julie Maginot.
'*It's the whole match that

counts not just one play,"
Masakayan said of her kill

that had seemingly capped the
UCLA comeback.
Banachowski pointed out

that the comeback from 14-10

had taken a lot out of the

UCLA team. Once the Bruins
were ahead, "I really wanted
to end it quickly," said
Banachowski. • • ^

NCAA Notes: Pacific went on to

capture the National title with a 15-

17, 15-7, 15-12. 15-13 victory over
Stanford. It was the first time Pacific

had ever defeated Stanford in NCAA
play as the Cardinal had eliminated
UOP the past three years. Pacific

finished the year 36-3 ... It was
another dlsapiminting year for Player

of the Year Kim Oden and the Stan-

ford Cardinal. Defeated in the final.s

for the second straight year, Stanford

also blew an 11-2 lead for the second
time. As UCLA did last year, UOP
rallied down 9 points to win the

game, match, and National title . . .

In the third place game USC defeated
UCLA' in five games as Andy
Banachowski played freshmen Ann
Beyer, Sharyi Bilas, and Jenny
Crocker extensively. While
Banachowski opted to spread the play-

ing time, Trojan coach Chuck Erbe
played his seniors throughout the

match to capture third place.

ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
Kim Oden-Stanford
Elaina Oden-Pacific

Uz Masakayan- UCLA
'cndi Rusii- Stanford

Ten McCrath- Pacific

Kim Riiddins- USC
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MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY
GOOD ONLY IN WESmOOD STORE • UMIT 3 PER ADDRESS.

NO OTHER COUPONS ALLOWED

GRIN AND
SHARE IT

ADVERTISE

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY
• Nitrous Oxide
• Tooth Bonding
• Stereo Headphones

(bring your own tape)

• Please Mention This Ad
• Credit Cards, Checks
and hisurance Welcomt;

Larry Friedman, D.D.S.

(UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd.

(between Wilshire &.

Santa Moncia)

For Appointment:
478-0363

$2^0
a month
High Value Checking Account
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Now \()ii can write all the checks
you want, for as httle as $2.50 a
month. *>

And \()u can use our automated^
teller machines as often as \\m want,
for no charge at all.

just come into our ofiice and ask
for the latest of Crocker's inmnations
in financial products: our new \ ligh
\tilue Checking Account.

'"*

Or, if you have trouble remem-
bering the name, just ask for oix* of
those new checking accounts where
you don't have to pa\' an arm and a
leg for writing checks and using the
ATM.

Unlimited ch^ckwriting. Like-
wise for the ATM. Open your Crcxrker
High Value Checking Account today.

^Crocker Bank
West^\xK )d|Vi I lage Office
10925 Kilros.s Avenue
U)s Angelfcs, CA 90024

(213)108-4268
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Kickers claim first title witli 1-€ win over American
By Nye Hospedales

Stuff y^riter

SEATTLE— History didn't

repeat itself in the 1985 NCAA
Division 1 Championship
match that .was billed as

"David (American University)

vs. Goliath (UCLA)" even
though it took Goliath eight

overtimes to put David out of

his misery 1-0.

With a disapix)inting crowd
of 5,986 looking on, UCLA
reserve defender, Andy Burke,

a giant in his own ri^t, fired

a left footed shot off a feed

from fellow defender Paul
Krumpe that put an end to

the 166 minute match. The

longest NCAA Soccer Final in

history.

•This is unbelievable," said

Burke, whose winning goal

was also his first of the season.

**I saw Krumpe taking the ball

down about 35 yards out and
I was wide open, so I raised

my hand up in the air and he
swung it and the rest is histo-

With one swing of his leg,

Burke put himself in the histo-

ry books and brought UCLA
it's 54th National Champion-
ship and UCLA soccer coach
Sigi Schmid his first.

"It's nice to get the gold in-

stead of the silver," said
Schmid, who lost in the Finals

in the early 70's to St. Louis

twice as a player and found^ their play in the first half.

the third time to be a charm.
"I think the UCLA team
worked too hard over the past

two years not to have one of

them. American is a great

team, but they came out of
nowhere to get there."

'*'

The Eagles may have come
out of nowhere to get to the

Finals, but certainly played as

though they belonged there.

In what could aptly be
described as the worst first

half of soccer for the Bruins,

UCLA was lucky to come out

of the fir^t half with a 0-6

deadlock.

The Bruins were described

by one spectator as "really

stinking up the joint" with

Krumpe almost became the
goat within the first minute of

play when he booted the ball

to American's All-America
forward Michael Brady who
fired off a shot from 25 yards
out that was barely kicked out
by UCLA's goalie David
Vanole.

""^

"Paul (Krumpe) is a senior

too," Vanole said with a
championship grin, "I can't

make him look bad. Everyone
was nervous."

Both teams had to have
some butterflies in their
stomachs, but UCLA's almost
cost them them the match.
The Bruins were out-shot 10-2

in the first half.

"They were all over us in

the first half," commented
forward Mike Getchell. "I'm
surprised they didn't score.

They're a very good team."

Probably one of the reasons

for the Bruins' poor first-half

play was the artificial surface

in the Seattle Kingdome. After

playing all season outside on
natural surface, the NCAA
decided ,to play the most im-
portant match of the year in-

doors.

us that first half to get into

it."

. The Bruins came out in the

second half after being blasted

by Schmid about effort, ac-

cording to Getchell, for their

first-half play and went to

work.
The score remained

deadlocked through the
second-half, but both the
Bruins and Eagles had their

chances to end it in regula-

tion.

Fitness started to come into

play. Many players went
down with cramps and mass
substitution was in order.

"They're definitely not as fit

as we are," Getchell said.

"That's what gave us the t 'ge

anlong with that red card that

they gotj; __^

Getchell was refering to the
red card for a head butt that

American's Serge Torre les

recieved when he retali. ed
after being kicked by U' LA
All-America Dale Ervine, /ho
was moved back to midfif ' in

the second half for defensive

purpose, Americaa was forced
to go the rest of the way th

ten players to UCLA's ele\ i.

"Whenever a team lo5 a
Fhe Bruins pro!)abIy were pla3!rer, the best thing to^

NORM SCHINDLER

From left. Dale Ervine, Paul Krumpe and Paul Caligiuri celebrate UCLA's first NCAA soccer

title.

not used to the turf and had
to readjust their game. All

season they were used to play-

ing the "space" and now had
to play the ball, which has a

tendency to move much
quicker on artificial turf.

"
It took us a while to get

used to playing on the turf,"

Krumpe said. "We were lucky
not to give up a goal. It -took

Tor
an opposing team is to pish
the the ball around on 'he

ground and make the im
work even harder chasin< he
ball," Ervine said.

With 22 seconds left ii the

third overtime, Tom S /as

headed the then appe: mt
winning goal by Amerit m's

goalkeeper Stephen Pfeil. But

Continued on Pa^e 46

Nominations now accepted for

1986
OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARDS AND

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS"^
These prestigious awards will be presented by the UCLA Alumni Association
to honor general achievement, creativity, and service contributions.

GENERAL CRITERIA:
-Scholastic excellence

-Creative academic contributions above and beyond sciiolastic excellence
-Community/public service

. L^

SENIORS
Eligibility-

Nomination
Forms:

One must expect to receive a
bachelor degree in Fall, 1985;
Winter, 1986; or Spring 1986

Available upon request at the
James E. West Center, Center for

Student Programming (KH 161),

and USAC Office (KH 304)

A

GRADiUATE STUDENTS:
Eligibility- \\ One must expect to be awarded a

^^ \ Igraduate degree or professional
* ildesignation in the Fall, 1985;

I I
Winter, 1 986; or Spring, 1986

Nominatibn available upon request at the

Forms* t
James E. West Center, GSA Office

(^H 301) or Graduate Division Of-

fices at 1 225 and 1 228 Murphy Hall

All candidates may be self-nominated, nominated by peers, faculty, or community members.

Deadline for all nominations is: January 31 , 1 986
If you have any questions, please contact Diane Dealey, Director of the Alqmni Awards Program, or Bob.

Williamson, Assistant Director of the Alumni Awards Program, James E. Wedt Center, Campus, at 825-3901
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Iowa can't hang on to the Ball

«,T

I. *i.

Long wait ends with
disharmony for Chuck
By Rjck Schwartz

{ Senior Staff Writer *^

Ea.rly last year Iowa
quarterback Chuck Long,
whose, class would graduate in
June, decided to remain in
school and vowed to lead hi*
Hawkeyes to the 1986 Rose
Bowl.

Long could have turned to
the National Football League
to make his next deposit in the
bank, but he didn't. He had
tasted the Rose Bowl as a
freshman, but played only a
couple downs and the NCAA
granted him an extra year of
eligibility.

In 1985, Long made first

team All-America on five sep-
arate lists. He was runner-up
in the closest Heisman Trophy
balloting ever. He completed
231 of 351 passes (65.8%)
while throwing for 2,978
yards and 26 touclidoWns, all

school records.

Long led the Hawkeyes to
game-winning fourth quarter
drivt^ three times. He scored
the winnijig touchdown with
=27 seconds left to beat"^
Michigan State, and drove the
length of the field to set up
game-winning field goals that
beat Michigan and Purdue.'
And thatis all just this season.

Long did more than his part
in the Rose Bowl, too. He
-completed 29 of 37 passes for
319 yards. He threw for a TD
and ran for one as wfell.

So what happened? Those
numbers were better than Mae
West's.

for his description of loose
footballs. Would have had a
field day in the first half.

"Long and the Hawkeyes,
first down on the UCLA five.

It's Ronnie Harmon, he's hit
in the backfield, and it's' a
fummmmm-ble!
"Iowa moving with two

consecutive first and tens, now
on their own 44. Long gives it

Harmon sweeping left, he's hit
and it's a fummmmm-blel
"UCLA ahead 10-7, Iowa

on their own 30. Long back to
pass, he looks over the middle
and dumps it off to Harmon,
he's hit by Washington and
it's a fummmmm-ble!

"The Hawks moving now,
they're in UCLA territory at
the 49. Chuck Long back to
pass, he finds Harmon, and
it's a fummmmm-ble!"

Ronnie Harmon's four first

half fumbles and a dropped
touchdown pass in the second
half is what happened. Har-
mon was personally responsi-
ve for keeping Chuck Long
from fulfilling his goal.

A.-cofding to fawg <?oa€h—

HYUNGWON KANG/Dai»v Bruin

Hawkeyes spending much of
Iowa quarterback Chuck Long ended his fifth year with the
his time in the grasp of UCLA defenders like Terry Tumey (40).

Freshman leads way to 45-28 win

Well, it's too bad that ABC
didn't have the rights to the
game. Keith Jackson, famous

Hayden Fry, Harmon had
taken good care of the football
all season, fumbling only
once. But that cozy relation-
ship ended in a harsh breakup
in the Rose Bowl, thanks
mostly to UCLA's Ken Nor-
ton, Jr., who twice ripped the
ball out of Harmon's hands.

One reporter asked Harmon
after the game if he felt as
though he had lost the game
for Iowa. Harmon, wearing
his dark wrap-around sun
glasses replied, "What do you
think?" Not one of the 200 or
so reporters had to answer.

By Rick Schwartz
Senior Staff Writer

There were mflnv 4ftftt»^»i^

stories of accomplishment
following the 45-28 "complete
annihilation of the Iowa foot-
ball team," as Hawkeye coach
Hayden Fry put it. But one
stood out far above the rest.

Back in October, UCLA's
living legend, basketball's
John Wooden, spoke to the in-

coming class of all freshmen
athletes. He told them they
would have to face adversity
throughout their competitive
careers, and how they handled
it would help determine suc-
cess.

"You must fail to learn to
become stronger," said

Wooden.
With UCLA leading 13-10

against USC in November, the
£fuiQS were on the one-foot
line, a touchdown away from
locking up four straight vic-
tories against the Trojans, and
more importantly (to some), a
Rose Bowl berth.

UCLA went to its bread
and butter man in these situa-
tions, freshman Eric Ball.

Up and over the top went
one Ball, but the other ball,
the one you spike, did not.
Without being hit, the Bruin
coughed it up, right into the
hands of USC's Marcus Cot-
ton. The rest, a 17-13 Trojan
win, is history.

"The seniors, I can't believe
it... the seniors," mumbled the

distraught freshman in the
post-game locker room, his
eyes glazed with sadness, his^

shoulders slumped near htS'
navel.

But sometime between that
gray November day and
January 1st, the water in Eric
Ball's eyes turned to fire, and
his shoulders became broader
than ever. Most of all, he had
more than avenged his own
failure, and, 'Wooden't* you
know it, the adversity had
made a man of Ball. -

Iowa's defense will tell you
that, and' so will anyone else
who saw this powerful
tailback, the Ypsilanti Kid,
run wild for 227 yards, four
touchdowns, and the overall

Continued on Page 48
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Bruins need two overtimes
at WSU to earn a road split

ces positive hoop results UCLA

By Rick Schwartz
Senior Staff Writer

I

PULLMAN, Wa.— A split

on the road in the Pac-10 this

year will be an accomplish-
ment for any team, and that's

exactly what the UCLA
basketball team got this past
weekend in Washington.

The Bruins got beaten badly
by the Huskies Thursday, GO-
BS, so the pressure was on
Saturday against the

-Washington State Cougars.
And UCLA came through
with a clutch 81-80 come-
from -ahead,- A^^-^chi nd-
double-overtime victory. One
of the most exciting games the
JBruins have played in years
was also the most unpredic-
table. ^

Waking up tb a blue sky
Saturday morning In Pullman
gave an indication that
something was in the air. 'X
Forward Reggie ^Miller

poured in a career^liigh

points, which was tot i

unusual. But he was not na

ed the game's most valuable
player. Neither was Montel

-Hatcher, who hit for 24 in-

cluding two straight 25-foot
jump shots to win th^ game.
Out of the ordinary was the

fact that UCLA, which sup-
' posedly did not have a center,
did on Saturday. Jack Haley
hit only two of eight field goal
attempts, but was still named
the Chevrolet MVP, which
tells how effective he was in
the place the Bruins have been
hurting worst— rebounding.
.
Haley's seven offensive

boards and 17 total rebounds,
both career highs, kept the
Bruins in the game in the first

h/alf. Haley's emergence wasn't
all that was strange about the
weekend in Washington.

Just 24 hours before, the
team flight from Seattle to
Spokane was cancelled due to
inclement weather in Eastern
Washington. That left the
Bruins with a seven hour bus
ride to Pullman.

TJie phrase "road trip" was

Y ^Continued on Page 42

D . o- . . irs^x .
RICHARD HARTOG/Ortv Bfum

Pooh Richardson (24), shown here against Oregon State
helped Washington State force two ovdrtimes with an errant
pass at the end of regulation.

Lady cagers beat

UCSB, 58^38, to

take title game
By Nye Hospedates

Staff Writer

The UCLA women's
basketball team did what was
expected of them over the
weekend in their own tour-
nament— win the champion-
ship game.
They did that alright, but it

was not a pretty sight.

In what could aptly be call-
ed "winning ugly," the Bruins
put away the UC Santa Bar-
bara Cauchos 58-38 before a
crowd 824 in Saturday's cha-'
pionship game. .^-*^

The vicory raised the Brtiins
season record to 8-7 and all-

time recorcf against UCSB to"^

9-0, including two victories
this season.

"We needed the win," said
UCLA forward Anne Dean.
"Going into conference play
we needed to get some more
victories under our belts."

"Santa Barbara is a goodT"

Continiied on Page 43
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News: Opus' adven-
tures continue as the
Bruin catches up on
Bloom County.
See page 4.-__^ ^

Viewpoint!^ Chemical
abortion pills should not
be made available to the
public, a reader says.
See page 11.

Review: A retrospec-
tive look at the media in

1985, from television to
music to film.

See page 15. —

-

Sports: The Bruin
rounds up men's and
women's basketball after

winter break.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Considerable
cloudiness.
High: 75, low: 55.
(Dept. of Atmospheric
Sciences forecBSt)

University of California Los Angeles Tuesday, January 14, 1986

Committee selects '86-'87

UC student regent finalists

By William Diepenbrock
Daily Nexus
News Editor—

- SANTA BARBARA — Three undergraduate students,
one from UCLA and two from UC Berkeley, were chosen
as final candidates for the position of 1986-87 Student
Regent by the University of California Student Association
here Saturday.
The students, UCLA sophomore David Hoffman,

Berkeley senior Diane Hirshberg and Berkeley junior Gary
Brickman, will now go before a UC Regents* special com-
mittee in San Francisco Friday for final approval.
The committee's decision will be pa^ed to the fuU

board for consideration at its February meeting. The
eleventh student regent will serve as a regent designate for
four months, taking office,in July for a one-year term.

Nine students were interviewed Saturday in the third
and final screening of student regent candidates. Accor-
ading to UCSA President Dan Greening, It was tough to=
choose the final three. "We deliberated for quite awhile,
three and a half, four hours, on these candidates.

"In the end it was basically a unanimous decision," said
Greening, who also serves as UCLA's graduate vice presi-
dent of external affairs. "It was not unanimous, but it was
done by voice (vote). The three candidates were chosen as
a group. There were very minor objections, but I can't
discuss those."

Most of the candidates were extremely well qualified.
Greening said. "At the end it was a very difficult decision
to make."
The board. Greening said, "looked for the ability to

analyze issues in detail, the ability to essentially serve as a
negotiator with the regents and the ability to work with
issues, to make sure that they are passed or that the very
best efforts are made to do that.

"We weren't particularly concerned that they represent
the views of the UCSA as much as we were concerned that
they keep in contact with the UCSA in whatever they are
doing," he said.

"They are essentially a people's regent, and once they
are appointed, that's the way they are supposed to act,"_ ^ Please see STUDENT REGENT, Page 10
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BOBBY BIBLE — Brother Bobby spoke out against communism and encouraged students
to read the Bible Monday in Meyerhoff Park.

Evangelists speak out against
communism and college 'liberals'

~~

By Mark Talavera

Staff Writer

Bearing placards proclaim-
ing "Read the Bible" and "Re-
pent or perish," evangelists
spoke out against communism
and college "liberals" while
drawing up to 60 people to

Meyerhoff Park Monday
afternoon.

Reverend Jed Smock, who
was a college professor at the
University of Wisconsin and

work-Study
%]%K passed by state Senate panel

M ^ ln ijm .
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By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — More than 1,500 new
work-study jobs would be created for the
state's university students under legislation

passed Monday by the Senate Appropriations
Committee.
A bill, authored by Sen. Gary Hart (D-

Santa Barbara) would establish the state's first

work-study program where students from
public and private colleges and universities

would receive both financial assistance and
work experience with public, private or non-
profit corporations.

The program "would help reduce the col-

lege students' reliance on loans, link students'

employment through their educational and
career goals, and stretch taxpayer's dollars by
enlisting the support of private industry in

providing student financial aid," said Hart,
chairman of the Senate Education Committee.

This bill would establish a program on a

pilot basis, and if it is successful, move the

state in the direction of trying to get students

involved morie in contributing to their educa-
tion, Hart said.

Approximately 33 percent of California's

full-time undergraduate students receive some
form of financial aid.

Under the program, the state would pay
60-70 percent of students' salary and the

employer would pick up the difference.

During tne hearing, a number of witnesses,

to HartV- surprise, testified about their con-

• /.

cerns with the potential abuse of funds under
federal work-study programs.
"The University of California has a very

shoddy record of auditing its work-study pro-
grams," said Randy McCosker, legislative

assistant to Sen. H.L. Richardson (R-Los
Angeles)

.

McCosker brought two witnesses from the
Bay Area to testify on an incident which oc-
curred three years ago when a woman from
the UC Berkeley campus embezzled $10,000
from the federal work-study program.

"Problems that occurred in work-study pro-
grams at the university level were because of
the lack of auditing . . .," said Steve Nye, in-

vestigator for the UC Berkeley Police.

Currently, California participates in a fed-
eral work-study program, which receives $50
million for the 1984-85 academic year.
The witnesses asked that an auditing provi-

sion be added into the bill. They also asked
for those outside agencies which will hire stu-

dents for the program to "possibly be bonded
and acCDUtitable for their acts of submitting
payroll documents to that particular agency,"
Nye said.

lived in a North African hip-
pie commune in the 1960s, at-

tracted the largest crowd of
the four preachers.

"I had gotten about as low
as a man could get," Smock
said, giving an account of his

life before becoming "born
again."

"It was Christmas Eve, and
we were on the beach and
there was lots of lewd dancing
and lewd women. Then a
man came and planted a cross
on the beach and began to
preach about Jesus."

After this incident. Smock
said he started to read the Bi-
ble and became a Christian.

Smock also spoke out
against various social groups
and stressed their ne^ for

conversion.

"I've known God to make
normal people out of punk
rockers," he said.

Preaching annually at
UCLA for the last 10 years.
Smock, who is associated with
Campus Ministries, said he
has evangelized at 500 cam-
puses nationwide.

Smock expressed his views
of UCLA. "I think UCLA is a
very wicked campus, it ex-
changes the truth of God for
the lies of secular humanism
— knowledge that is man-
centered."

"We have to gain students
attention," he said about his

preaching style. "Sometimes
we have to use theatrics to get
people to listen."

Smock said he~plans fo"
return to UCLA today.

After Smock's presentation,
another group identifying
themselves as Brothers Bobby
Bible, Benjamin and Baruch,
delivered a sermon more
political in nature.

"America is a great coun-
try," Brother Bible said. "God
supports capitalism, and capi-
talism is what's happening."

The brothers also accused
South African opposition
leader Nelson Mandela of be-
ing communist, denounced
"liberals" for their protest ef-

forts and praised Ronald
Reagan.

enforce I iM licensing

ByRonBeN
Staff Writer

The committee voted 5-1 in support of
Hart's bill, which included the auditing provi-

sion.

Fifteen states have implemented similar

programs, including Washington where it

began 10 years ago.

Under Hart's bill, private college students

would be allowed to participate in the pro-

Please see WORK-STUDY, Page 8

Owners of motor-driven
cycles must obtain proper
lioensinff and Insurance for
their vdiides or face heavy
fines from campus Jpolice
this quarter.

"University police will
ttte all persons found in vi«

datlon of these sections/*
said UC Police Sgt. James
Alexander. ''We're also
watching for students
doubling up and
overloadiiig tlwlr cydes^^
^t dangerous, illegal and a

threat to other motorists."
To avoid the fines, Alex-

ander said students must
obtain a two-wheel en-
dorsement from the
I>epartniient of Motor Vehi-
cles. This entails passing a
written motoicyde test and
driving test on the cycle.

''Motl sludmita don't have
the projper license and don't
know they need insurance,**

Ale9:ander said. "So, there
will be no Unt for unlicens-
ed or un^isured drivers as
long as Ihey obtain them. A
150-1100 fine will be levied
for riding double.**
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Domestic, military programs

slated for Mar. 1 budget cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government wiU over-
shcx)t this year's deficit target by some $47 billion, forcing
cuts^f 4.3 percent in domestic programs and 4.9 percent
for the military on March 1, Keagan administration of-

ficials said Monday.
The cuts woula have been far lareer had Congress not

limited them under a new budget-bmancing law to $11.7
billion for the remainder of fiscal 1986, which began last

Oct. 1.

Still, they were expected to produce major disruptions
throu^out the federal bureaucracy.
White House spokesman Larry Speakes said the Office

of Management and Budget haa notified federal agencies
of the cuts necessary to carry out the new Gramm-Rud-
man budget-balancing law.
The law, whose constitutionality is being challenged in

federal court by a dozen members of Congress and by a
federal employees union; seeks to reduce the annual defi*-

cit to zero oy 1991 through a series of steps — beginning
with a reduction to $172 billion in 1986.

Under the act, the $11.7 billion in cuts are to be trig-

gered if the estimated deficit for fiscal 1986 — as
calculated by the OMB and the Congressional Budget Of-
fice — exceeds the 1986 target by $20 oillion or more.
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South African divestment ordinance

frjcus of battle in San Francis^hl
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — An ordinance forcing ^an Fran-
cisco to divest South African investments faced a city super-
visors' vote Monday amid a battle over an amendment that
would weaken the measure.
The ordinance would prohibit the city from contracting with

or investing money in businesses that have ties to South Africa
to protest that nation's policy of enforced segregation, called
apartheid.

A controversial amendment that also would prohibit the city
from buying goods produced by companies with ties to South
Africa was adopted on a 6-5 vote two weeks ago.

But several sup)ervisors decided to reconsider approval of the
amendment after staff members said it would place a burden on
the Purchasing Department, forcing it to locate goods and ser-
vices from companies with no ties to the African nation.

"This goes far beyond what is appropriate," Supervisor Carol
Ruth Silver said. "The effect on our efforts to bring justice to
South Africa would be minimal."

Last week. Supervisor Willie Kennedy, who authored the
amendment, agreed to alter it to allow purchases from South
Africa-connected businesses if an alternative product would cost
more. But the board delayed a vote on that version until Mon-
day because three members were absent.

^

New research links heart attacks

III fat
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to blood clots caused by
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - A layer of fat surrounding the

heart may cause heart attacks by producing chemicals that
P">™P* ^e growth of leaky new blood vessels in the walls of
the heart's arteries, and the discovery could lead to new ways of
preventing heart disease, researchers said.

R«earchers have found indirect evidence that these tiny,
fragile blood vessels lead to the formation of blood clots that are
often the cause of heart attacks, which kill more than 500,000
Americans each year.

Their finding could help explain one way that aspirin and
other drugs prevent heart attacks as well as provide another
>^^n why a high-fat diet is bad for the heart.
The research, being conducted at ChUdren's Hospital and

Harvard Medical School in Boston, was presented Monday at a
science wnters forum sponsored by the American Heart Associa-
tion.

The formation of new blood vessels, a process called
angiogenesis, has been a subject of intense study in recent years.
1 his process has been implicated in a variety of diseases, in-
cluding cancer, blindness and rheumatoid arthritis.

Doctors have identified a variety of so-caUed angiogenic fac-
tors that induce the body to make th«e new blood vessels.
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FROM SKI TO
SHINING SEA -
Southern Califomians
enjoyed the best of
both worlds over the
holiday break. UCLA
senior Benjamin Tong
slides down the
slopes at Deer Valley,
Utah (above), while
the surfer at right
preferred challenging
the slopes of the
Pacific Ocean.

Photos by
RICHARD
MURPHY/
Didfy Bruin

UCLA forecast sees healthy 1986 economy for state, nation
By Charles Lee

Another healthy year for the
American economy lies ahead in 1986,
and California should outpace the rest

of the nation in growth, according to

predictions made by economists at the
34th annual UCLA Business
Forecasting Conference held in
December.
A panel of experts from the UCLA

Graduate School of Management,
government, and {Private industry
gathered to discuss the economic
outlook for 1986, focusing on various
indicators rangihs from interest rates

to retail automobue sales.

Larry J. Kimbell, director of the
UCLA Business Forecasting Project,

said the current economic bw>m which
began in 1982 should persist through
the year,

*'Both the Reagan Administration
and tlie Federal Reserve Board favor
economic policies that emphasize con-
tinued growth and de-emphasize
holding ctown inflation," Kimbell said.

The forecasters noted that the Fed's
accomodative monetary policy, which
helps maintain low interest rates, will

continue to stimulate business invest-

ment and home constructions.

Using an "econometric model"
developed at UCLA — a mathemati-
cal economic analysis of statistical

data -from the previous year — they
expect the growth in real gross na-

tional product to increase from 2.7

percent in 1985 to 3.2 percent in 1986,

while consumer prices should rise by
only 3.6 percent in 1986.

Both the unemployment level and
interest rates are also expected to im-
prove. The 1985 unemployment rate,

which stood at 7.2 percent, should
decline to 7 percent in 1986, while the

forecasters predicted that the prime
interest rate will average 9 percent in

1986 compared to 9.9 percent in 1985.

Other forecasts included an increase

in corporate after-tax profits by 10.3

peroent, a rise in average stock prices

(as measured by the Standard and

Poor 500 Index) by 10 percent and a
Jump in housing starts from 1.76
million in 1985 to 1.91 million in
1986.

The trade deficit is expected to
decrease by $8 billion, from $34
baiion in 1985 to $26 billion in 1986,
while retail automobile sales should
drop by 400,000.

Robert Williams, the founder of the
UCLA Business Forecasting Project,
said he feels that even the federal
budget deficit, considered by many
economists to be the most serious
obstacle to continued economic
growth, will be controllable in 1986.
The panel predicted that the year's

deficit will decrease by $34 billion to
$159 billion in 1986, with further
substantial drops expected through

Williams attributed this trend to
present growth coupled with lower in-
terest rates. He added that federal
spending cuts and ; some form of tax
increase will also be necessary to
maintaining a healthy economy.

II

At the state level, California's
economy is expected to grow faster
than the national economy for the
next three years.

The state's unemployment rate will

be below the national average and the
growth rate of personal incomes in

California will exceed that of rest of
the nation in 1986, according to the
forecasters.

t - ^—

^

Williams said the robust aerospace
industry and the strong housing
market, spurred by the continuous in-

flux of people into California, will be
two key elements contributing to the
state's rosy economic picture.

Participants in the conference in-
cluded Daniel J.B. Mitchell, director
of the UCLA Institute of Industrial
Relations; Kevin Villani, vice presi-

dent and chief financial officer of Im-
perial Corporation of America;
Charles E. McLure Jr., senior fellow
at the Hoover Institution and a former
deputy assistant Secretary of the
Treasury; and other noted economists.
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Electronic University:
No hassle education via computer

..zjr.

I

/

By Julie Amparano
Axociated Press Writer

r

campus. Enroll in Telel P«rnir!!r c *
sf^^mg foot on a college

"den of Telt^r-"'*'''!:''""^'^ ^- G°'don. founder and presi-S ?roltm tha"'"in„^*r«%'H
^^.^'^'t-"*' telecoml^a.

an instructor
*" ' '*"*^^"*' P*^^"^ computer with

two-year-oldSfZnL^v ^ ' «''^^" ^''^ to $295. The
two Lhelor-sXrL?tirgaS^^^^^ XT.^"^
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sity-s director of public rektins-^A.^o' "°*'"u
"^^ ""'^«'-
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a XtL^Sc^Va^rr/^"'" '!:,^
leading expert at Yale.
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DOUBLE TROUBLE - Sophomores Trisha
scoot to winter quarter's first day of classes,
overloading the motor-driven cycle.

Brownell (driver) and Sandy Simmons
but they could face UCPD fines for

BLOOM COUNTY

=OHfrthi„g, extracurricuk^ act Wt ^ ar7a^b»';ir*^
"^^

fraternities or sororities, dormt!^ orf:,ttl "gan.1'"'
"" "°

gram because of the restraints of ItflnH^ ^ '' ^ "^^^ree pro-
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Cordon says the San Francisco-based educational netwoTk-
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_ Please see ELECTRONIC, Page 8
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Study says freshmen turning
away from computers, cash

By Roger GiNott

Associate^/ Press

LOS ANGELES - Fewer coUege freshmen plan careers incomputers or engineering than a year ago, and the number who

ShJ^^HJIT J?P«rtant to make a lot of money decreased forthe hKt time in 15 years, a new study says.
And while business remained the most popular major stu-

dents are slowly returning to careers in education as a nation-wide baby booml^ creates a teacher shortage - a turnabout

^1:1 ^. ^^^®'' '^***" ^^^ ^^'^ more teachers than jobsandfew people were entering the field, the study found.
The study also found that while the majority of the freshmen

K ^"?.?' ^^Ilf'^^ middle-of-the-road politically, they
have traditionally hberal views on such issues as disarmament,
miUtary spending, taxes, pollution and abortion.
The 164-page report released Monday was compiled by the

Cooperative Institutional Research Program. It was sponsored
by the Amencan Council on Education and the UCLA graduate
school of education. 6 «i»^

The study was based on surveys of 192,453 students, or a lit-

f^a^""
1 percent of the fall 1985 freshman class of 1.66 million

at 365 colleges and universities. ^

One of the most surprising discoveries was the drop in inter-
est in computer and engineering fields.

••pis declining interest in technological careers stands in
stark contrast to the growing national concern for increased
technological training and technological capacity in the
American workforce," the report said.
Only 4.4 percent of the freshmen indicated they intend to

pursue careers as computer programmers or analysts, down
from 6.1 percent in 1984 and a high of 8.8 percent in 1982.

-—In engineering, the drop was less severe, declining to 10 pef^
cent in 1985 from 10.4 percent the previous year and a peak of
12 percent in 1982.
Freshmen interest in the biological and physical sciences also

waned slightly, while the humanities gained. Business remained
the most popular major with 24.8 percent, up from 24 percent

Please see FRESHMEN, Page 8
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•PIZZA

License

Save
FREE DELIVERY

$4 OS LARGE^*f.y3 PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

EXCEPT FRI.. SAT i SUN

DELIVERY ONLY

AMY LARGE PIZZA

MON

DELIVERY ONLY

GOOD TILL 1/21/86

208-8671
Offer good only with
this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.

GOOD TILL 1/21/86

208-8671
Offer good only with
this coupon, one
coupon oer pizza

'i^if 3 per aadress

SIX-PACK
COKE OR DIET COKE
WITH A LARGE PIZZA

DELIVERY ONLY

GOOD TILL 1/21/86

208-8671
Offer good only with
this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.

DELIVERY HOURS 4:00 to 11:00
LARGE 17 INCH

8 SLICES
CHEESE
1 TOPPING
2 TOPPINGS
3 TOPPINGS
4 TOPPINGS

MEDIUM 12 INCH
6 SLICES

8.10 5.25

9.10 5.95

10.10 6.50

11.50 6 95
12.75 8.00

SICILIAN (DEEP DISH) 12.75

TOPPINGS INCLUDL PEPPERONI SAUSAGE.
MUSHROOMS GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS AND OLIVES

CAN SODAS 60C - 6-pack S3. 50

GOOD ONLY IN WESTWOOD STORE

PI EASE MENTION THE ADS WHEN YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS (ind. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (reg.»30)

PERMS (indsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad^35 (rcg.»70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.
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Today at Noon

Information Mee
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Winter Quarter Undergraduate Research
Opportunities in 21 Departments
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The SRP Office
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Calcium is crucial for good posture, healthy
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your.joints flexible.
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fantasy Yogurt makes it easy for you to get
the calcium you need. Three cups of Fantasy
Yogurt or a serving of Fantasy Protein Shake will
give you 100% of the calcium* you need in a day
to keep your bones in beautiful shape. Plus 59%
of your daily protein, 100% of your riboflavin,
and 93% of your BJ2 according to Recommend-
ed Dietary Allowances. All this, for only 15%
to 27% of your daily calories.

Of course. Fantasy Yogurt tastes so good you
might not want to stop eating it. So go ahead and
live It up. You'll be doing yourself a beautiftil
favor. 1—
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} 1007BroxtonAve.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

WEStWOOD VILLAGE

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

Free Lottery Ticket

CUT &
BLOWDRY

(new clients witti ad only)

Call: 208-1468
' -— exp. 2/8/85

9MP

A first name in ice cream.™

WITH THE PURCHASE OF 2 OR MORE MIXINS—_ -AND UCLA ID.

DON'T FORGET: ^^^ delivery to ucla
CAMPUS M-Th 6:30' 10:30P.M.

A

ICE CREAM BY ANY OTHER NAME JUST WDULDNT BE STEVE'S.

10918 LECONTE AVE. WESTWOOD 208-1309
(across from UCLA 's main entrance)

/
TV

Be part of an exciting summer tradition. Consider
beino a ...

UCLA —
Orientation
Counseior 'W ""J

Interested Undergraduates MUST attend one of
these Information Meetings:

•Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2 pm
North Campus Room 22 —

•Thursday, Jan. 23, 3 pm
North Campus Room 22

•Thursday, Jan. 23, 7 pm
Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge

^IVIonday, Jan. 27, Noon
Acicerman Union Second Floor Lounge

Applicants must be currently enrolled, have at least

Sop/iomore standing, and a minimum 2.75 G.P.A.

Questions? A-31 6 Murphy Hall/206-6685

-. V

I IsWORK-STUDY: Bff would create

Continued from Page 1
'""

^

gram as long as the institutioh was not the employer, but acted

as the administrator of its program, said Greg Gollihur, Student
Aid Commission spokesman. 'a^*' ^tar---—

Eligibility requirements include that the stud^t be a
California resideait, be enrolled in school at least half-time,

make satisfactory grades and demonstrate financial need.

Any post-secondary institution currently eligible to participate

in state or federal financial aid programs would be eligible to

participate in the program.
Under state law, private college students are prohibited from

taking on-campus, state-sponsored, work-study positions.

The rising cost of education, including the rapid increase in

student fees sparked this legislation, Gollihur said.

"Also, the reduction in the availability of federal financial

aid, and increased eligibility restrictions for financial aid has in-

creased the state's awareness to^ reassess its own financial aid

program," Gollihur said. ;

About $300,000 would be set aside for start-up costs and the
additional $1.2 million would be used for student aid and ad-
ministrative costs. In the next few weeks, the bill will move to

the Senate floor for a vote.

ELECTRONIC: No hassle univereity

Continued from Page 4 -

primarily caters to the disabled, those living in remote areas
and people who are too involved in their career to take time out
to go back to school.

To take a course, students must own an IBM, Commodore
64, or Apple II home computer and a modem which allows
them to connect to the college instructor's computer..

Instructors relay assignments through the computer, where it-

is placed into an "electronic mailbox," allowing students to
retrieve lessons at their convenience.
"One student might like to work early in the morning

"whereas another might work late into the night," Gordon said.

"It offers great flexibility."

Questions on the material are entered into the computer and
answered by the instructor within 24 hours. For "live" conver-
sations by computer, instructors can be reached during office
hours, Rowen said.

After preparing with TeleLearning courses, students qualify
for degrees by passing non-computerized tests prepared by
faculty members. All exams are proctored and administered by
authorities at a local college or library.

The Electronic University, which currently serves about
14,000 students, has drawn praise from Reagan administration
officials, including Vice President George Bush and former
Education Secretary T.H. Bell.

"I think at last, we've discovered the true purpose of the
home computer," Gordon said. "Education doesn't have to end
when work begins. I think we've developed an idea that allows
one to keep on learning.

"

FRESHMEN: Turning away from computers

Continued from Page 5
a year earlier and 21.3 percent in 1980.

—
'

The survey found 6.2 percent planned on teaching careers,
compared to 5.5 percent in 1984 and an all-time low of 4.7 per-
cent in 1982. The highest level was 23.5 percent in 1968.
The number of students indicating it was essential or very

important to be financially well off declined slightly to 70.9
percent, reversing 15 years of increases.

In 1984, the percentage was 71.2 percent. But the new rate
still remained far above the record 1970 low of about 39 per-
cent. ...

On other issues, the study found:
• 56.7 percent of the students consider themselves political
middle-of-the-roaders, down from 57.4 percent in 1984 and a
peak of 60.3 percent in 1983.
• 28.6 percent favor more defense spending, compared to 32.5
percent a year earlier and 38.8 percent in 1982.
• Two-thirds feel the government should do more to promote
disarmament)
• 73.3 percent believe the wealthy should pay more taxes, up
from 69.7 percent in 1984 and reversing a decline that began in
1976. • *

• 78 percent feel the government isn't doing enough to control
pollution, up slightly from previous years. *.

• 54.9 percent support legalize^ abortion, an increase of about
1 percent from the previous year.

TIRED OF TWEEZING. BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off int. Visit Across from GCLA 475-4135

asr WBT' ?!B!
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BICYCLE, MOPED AND MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE

RIDERS
THE WARNING PERIOD FOR ILLEGALLY PARKED VEHICLES IS THE FIRST

^,r.r-|r:—U—,..^

WEEKS
OF THE QUARTER

EFFECT, ANDREMEMBER, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE IN
WILL BEGIN

JANUARY 27th THIS QUARTER...

1

.

All bicycles/motor-driven cycles/motorized bicycles (mopeds) on the UCLA Campus must be
licensed and registered with the state of California. -

2. Bicycles m«y b^ pgt^^^nte
3. Motor-driveQ

___ space withiri-

4. Illegally park
c ited, and/or

ed parking

ounded,

5. If impounded or towed, a bicycle/motor-driven cycle/motorized bicycle (mopeds) will not be
released until it is licensed in accordance with stated UCLA Codes and only after proof of
ownership is shown and appropriate fees are paid.

tI^J^^'SghOUT^HE^QiIIIS^TER^'
®^''^'^' °" TRAFFIC HAZARD WILL BE IMPOUNDED, CITED Ark)/OR TOWED WITHOUT WAHRING

^

North Campus:
URL(S) ..^

Architecture (N)

RoyceHall(N)
RoyceHall(E)
DoddHall(S)
Law School (W)
Schoenberg (NE)
Schoenberg (NW)
Schoenberg (SE)
Powell Library (E)

Dance BIdg. (E)

Melnitz (W)
Dickson Art Center (S)

West Medical Campus
LotV32

Designated Bicycle Parking Areas
South Campus:

Math Sciences
Bomb Shelter
Franz Hall

Knudsen Hall

Career Placement Center
Boelter Courtyard
Life pftt^nces
Youi

Strul

Designated

.\

\

North Campus:
MacGowan Hall (E)

URL (meters)

Structure 5 (levels 1 ,3,4,6)

RoyceHall(NW) ~.

Women's Gym (W)
Law School (E)

Wooden Center (E)

Structure'4 (levels 1 ,2)

•Schoenberg (SE)

C.H.S.

School of Public Health (NW)
Dentistry

Out-Patient Drop-off •

Hospital "B" Level Entrance
N.P.I.

Dorms: —

^

— "> —'-^

— •<

Dykstra (Circle Dr.)

Dykstra (E)

Sproul(SubE)
Sproul(E, 1st Floor)

ul-Rieber (stairs)

feber (N)

edrick (E)

Hedrick (W)
Southern Suites
Northern Suites
Mira Hershey

«

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

ycTe/Motorcycle

South Campus:
Lot 9a
Lot 9 Additional

Structure 9 (level !)•

Structure 8 (level 2)
Young Hall (E)

Franz Hall (E)

Ackerman (S)

Cn.S.:

Structure 14 (level 2)
"TOtt
C.H.S. Structure (Plaza level)

Tiverton (meters)
LotC

Dorms:

Sproul (Sub E)
Dykstra (NE)
Dykstra (N)

Rieber (E)

Hedrick (HH Lot)

Hedlick (S)

Lot ^V. _

.

Lot 13

>
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Continued from Page 1

he added. "Because of their
background, they have a specud^inter-
est in the students."
A sophomore political science and

economics major, Hoffman said he has
been involved mostly in academic
areas. "I think my expertise lies in the
areas of academics."

"This year the Master Plan is one of
the most important issues," said Hof-
fman, a member of UCLA's Academic
Affairs Commission.

**I don't think the student regent
can afford to have one focusi" he said.
"This year, the revision of the Master
Plan is a special area which needs at-

tention." '-

Brickman, a junior political
economy major, said his experience
lies in a combination of campus,
community and federal areas. After
serving as president of the Disabled
Students Union at Berkeley, he travel-

ed to Washington, D.C. to work for
the United States Students Association
as a national field organizer.
Brickman also acted as national stu-

dent coordinator for the 1984 Mon-
dal6-Ferraro campaign. In addition to
serving as an associate director for the
Associated Students at UC Berkeley
National Lobby, he had an internship
with the American Council on Educa-
tion and sat on the AFL/CIO Com-

selects finalists
mittee on Political Education.
He said he thought he was chosen

because of his "experience working,
with education issues and having held
positions of student leadership."
The student regent "can't go in

there with just one issue, you have to
be able to reidly cover the whole
range of issues," Brickman said. "I
think one (issue) that's really impor-
tant this year is the revision of the
Master Plan for Higher Education."
He said he can "understand how

large bureaucracies work having
worked in several. I think I'll be able
to work well with the regents."

Neither Brickman nor Hoffman
have attended any meetings of the UC-
Board of Regents.

Hirshberg outlined the methods us-

ed by the UCSA board. "This last in-

terview was less on issues and more on
our ability to present ourselves and
issues and our ability to articulate our
concerns. We had to present a pro-
posal ... as though we were on the
Board of Regents," she said.

The senior peace and conflict
studies and Slavic languages and liter-

ature major said her experience in the
job is mostly state oriented. - •-^-^

"I have unique experience," she
said. "I worked as an intern in an
Assembly office. I know how the state
operates and I know its relationship to

the University of California system.

"I am very interested in education

and education reform. I am par-

ticularly interested in the political ma-
jor of education," Hirshberg said.

"I've been around the political side

of this state for many years and I hope
I can put my experience with" state

politics together with my experience

organizing on campus," the former
ASUC Berkeley senator said.

In her interviews, Hirshberg said

she stressed the importance of the cur-

rent review of the Master Plan for

Higher Education. "I've been involved

in many campus activities with stu-

dent groups and student issues."

,_,„ "During my sophomore year I first

began working on issues such as the

budget, student fees and the relation-

ship between the three levels of higher
education, particularly the students'

networking.
"I feel that I'm articulate and I'm

well-versed on the issues," said Hir-

shberg, who has attended a couple of
regents meetings the last three years.

If selected, **I would need to,

establish myself as a person they (the
regents) could respect and deal with. I

may disagree on issues with some of
the regents, but I will not be an-
tagonistic, and I hope to develop a
working relationship with some of the
regents," she said.

I AT UCLA?
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Ifyou do, then you should know the following:

• All bicycles on campus must be currently registered with the state of California,..

• Your bicycle should be well secured when unattended.

^ You should park only in designated bicycle parking areas. -

'

'

•

!

The Community Service Officer Programs and Transportation Services

Administration provide FREE bicycle registration.

Location: Bruin Walk
Time: 10:30-2:30 Monday-Thursday

Information re^^rding bicycle riding and maps of bicycle parking areas
can also be obtained by calling the CSO Programs at 825-9800.

>•

jf

\.

.

Bicycle Patrol is operated by the p^partment of Community Safety and sponsored by Transportation Services.

In other business, the executive
board instructed Greening to draft a
letter to Senate President Pro-Tem
David Roberti (D-Los Angeles) analyz-
ing the process used by the governor
to select regents.

The governor has just appointed
two additional regents, Leo Kollidian
and Tirso del Junco. The meniji>ers
began their tenure in NoveniTber, but
still await approval from the Senate.
If approved they will serve until
March 1, 1997.

The students' concern lies in the
process used to select these men, a
process which apparently has a loop-
hole that allows Gov. George
Deukmejian to bypass the selection
committee designed to assist him in his
decision.

According to UCSA Vice President
Rich Laine, from UCSB, the governor
has also failed to consult students be-
fore making his final appointments.

Students are upset over these pro-
blems in the process, which allowed
del Junco, a general surgeon who was
involved in the Bay of Pigs, and
Kolligian to be appointed. In the let-

ter, the UCSA will ask that the process
for these appointments be re-opened.
The UCSA will also begin to direct
UC Lobby efforts toward conducting
an evaluation of these two and any
future board candidates.

DO YOU RIDEA BICYCLE
m©Da
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Supply and demand
By Richard Riley
A couple of years ago the Nobel prize for economics

went to a man who described a model of Adam Smith's
Invisible Hand," the mysterious force that governs the

price of things. It was long and not too interesting, so as a
public service I will present the short version.

People want. And usually, they don't get.
This imbalance can come about in a number of dif-

ferent ways. It could be, for instance, that the desired
thing does not exist at all, like a luxury car that gets high
gas mileage or a drink that gets you blitzed without giving
you a hangover. Some are simply beyond the current
technology, some violate nature's most basic law: There
ain't no such thing as a free lunch.
Sometimes a thing is in short supply only when com-

pared to demand. Lite parking spaces. Or Corvettes. Or
bottles of Dom Perignom. There is a lot out there but
never quite enough.
And once in a great while, a thing is in seemingly un-

limited supply, but people can't take as much as they
want to. Like skiing. The number of runs available is

almost infinite, and the phrase "too many good runs" is

ridiculous. But a dedicated skier will take a good slope till

he drops, and pray for more the next day.
Recently a problem came to my attention that falls into

none of these catagories. The supply and demand are ex-
actly equal but neither are satisfied. The market has fail-

ed, and too many of us are alone on a Saturday night.

_ The oddity of the situation is clear if one thiiScs of
"problem in terms of some other commodity, like gas tanlT
filler caps. Suppose we found Pep Boys had a huge supply
of filler caps, or are they gouging the public with
outrageous prices? The Santa Monica City Council would
form a new agency and announce that they were' setting
up price controls to assure fair distribution.
There is something very wrong here. Why is the de-

mand not satisfied? Why is the constant demand for the
companionship of the opposite sex so rarely paired with
the abundance of opposite sexes?

If we apply the concepts of the free market system we
find that the basic problem is one of marketing. Demand
thinks that supply is (oh please God) out there somewhere
and supply is sure that it's generally in demand but there
is little information about the specifics. The best you can
do is rely on heresay ("Don't bother, I hear she's going out
with...) and rule out those who cling to their opposites in
public as if fearing a sudden repeal of gravitation.
The problem starts with social conventions. For exam-

ple, advertizing is not allowed. I mean, when was the last

time you saw someone in a T-shirt that read "I'm in-
telligent, attractive, painfully alone and I drive a conver-
tible. Call..."? Silly? What do you do if you have too
many filler caps and you're already giving them away?
The situation is aggravated by a tradition that frowns

on direct inquiry. How would you take a question like
**Excuse me, I'm looking for a medium to long-term rela-

tionship, are you interested?" That tactic has been known
to work for one nirfit stands, but even then "would you
care to dance?" is the norm. Its like not being allowed to
ask the clerk for filler caps and being forced to wander
around looking for the automotive department.
The worst problem is false advertizing. Not only is it

improper to aisk directlyit is also customary to reply un-

Continued on Page 13

Viewpoint

Prevent abortion by RU486 pills
By Michael Ditmars
A terrible'new drug has been developed. Its

effect: death. Unless something is done now, it

may be approved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration for use by the general public in
the near future. The deadly drug is currently
known as RU486. The pill kills the unborn
child in the womb of his or her mother. It is a

• chemical abortion that allows a woman to kill

her unborn child in the privacy of her own
home.
The pill is an anti-progesterone drug. Pro-

gesterone stimulates glanc£ in the wall of the
uterus to secrete a fluid rich in nutrients. This
fluid nourishes the early embryo when it

enters the uterus. Progesterone is also respon-
sible for completing the preparation of the
wan of the uterus (begun by estrogen) and

maintaining it for pregnancy. The net effect of
the drug is that the implantation of the em-
bryo on the wall of the uterus is prevented,
and the embryo dies.

However, doctors say the drug can be used
at any time up to eight weeks into the
pregnancy. In this case, the embryo is already
implanted, and the drug causes an atrificial

miscarriage. Again, the result is the unborn
child is killed. At eight weeks the unborn child
has eyes, ears, a brain, and a beating heart.

Many important medical questions about
this drug remain. No one knows how deform-
ed the child would be at birth were the drug
to fail to kill. And no one can guarantee that
the pill will not be used after eight weeks.

Continued on Page 13

Letters

Safety at UCL\
Editor: —
You may or may not have

already heard that a UCLA
student was attacked during
the course of a robbery while
working on campus over vaca-

HOW TO MAKE ARAFAT
LOOK LIKEA MODERATE

tion.

This alarms me, not just

because crime seems to be ap-

proaching record levels at our
campus, but because our stu-

dent leaders have ignored the
problem so far.

During the same period
when two students were ab-
ducted right off Gayley
Avertue late last year, our
student council members
focused the greatest part of
their , attention on boycotting
Coke and adopting politicid

refugees. C'mon guys. That's
not what the students of Editor: A.

'

UCLA need mart right now. "Divestment" is a method of
I dont really understand correcting social Uls by strik-

how It can be that Ron Taylor i^g them where it hurts the
and the Undergraduate Stu- ^^ jhe pocket book. From
dents Association Council are ^he boycott of the Mon-
completely insensitive to the tgomery Alabama bus system
reality that many students are j^ ^he 1960's, to present
afraid to go onto campus pressures to remove U.S.

an hour, that alon^ comes to
400 hours of service.

I believe that this year's
Council members, with only
one full quarter to go, could
really say that they achieved
something if they tried to
work on this problem before
they retire.

For my money, peace ol

mind is worth something.

Ron Zollman
Junioi

Economics

Money talks

l<^U^PAtrr9>O0$iU/fm9ir^OA)tr&>RfiWIQif^

alone at night, afraid to go to
the library to study.

Last quarter $4,000 was
allocated by USAC to "Coke
education." Now I would like

to urge the Student Cou/icil to

investigate what mi^ht be
^done to improve security in

the UCLA area. Just/think, if

we invested that /$4,000 in

hiring additional /Campus Se-
curity Officers « ten dollars

dollars from South Africa, the
key is: "money talks." People
are selfish.

Unfortunately, it is the rare

soul who will give up an ad-
vantageous position or a
favorite pastime, solely for the
satisfaction of knowing that
they have done the right
thing.

I know, for example, of a

Continued on Page 12
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More letters

Ccmtiniied from Page 11

group on campus who does
not drink Coke because of

Coke's South African holdings.

They point to the newspapers
that tell of the horrors and in-

justices there, and explain that

Coke's presence in this countiy
seemingly condones these. I

think they may be right.

But I opened the paper one
day only to find that 43 Mex-
ican narcotics agents were
ambushed and executed while
trying to stop Marijuana traf-

fic. I hear of a plane, filled

with fourteen souls, crashing

because of sugar mixed in its

fuel, sabotaged over a failed

cocaine deal. I watch **Miamii

Vice."

>To me, what I see and hear
tells me that drug dealing is as

unjust and horrible as South
Africa's system of apartheid.

So let's divest and boycott the

cocaine and marijuana com-
panies!

Innocent people are being

killed. Lives are being
destroyed. People of certain

areas have to live in fear. All

so that we can get high.

Nothing would solve the drug
problem faster then if all of us

coUege students stopped mak-
ing drug dealing so damn pro-

fitable by buying so much of

it. Money talksl

Now I don't want to make a
moral judgement- on drugs. If

someone wants to get high
and does so without hurting

themselves nor anyone else, I

say "fine." I iust get angry
when I see that same group
that won't drink Coke, smok-

ing a joing. Don't they realize

that someone could have been
killed trying to get that joint
to his lips. Shouldn't that be
important?

Apartheid is in vo]gue,
Ethiopia is the hot spot,
Reagan's policy in South
America is a great target for
discussion over coffee; and
even though / agree these all

are tragedies in need desperate
attention, they are not solved
by getting high at a live aid
concert. Unless our {personal

divestments are as strong as
our convictions, we hin the
risk of having a lot of good
causes sound as trendy as the

hoola-hoop.
>»

• i 4J • -Craig Garfinkle

. ,
Junior
Music

Unfair seating
Editor:

I have recently written
Chancellor Young and Presi-

dent Zumberge of USC pro-
* testing the changed, new
seating arrangement for the

USC/UCLA football games
the arrangement where

the students and bands of the

visiting schools (USC at the

Rose Bowl, UCLA at the Col-

iseum) are relegated to the

end zone while the seats in the

middle field area are occupied
by "paying" spectators.

I pointed out to them that

the games are or should be, of

and for the students and that

additional revenue was no ex-

cuse for taking the games
away from them.
The Chancellor anci die"

President and their senior staff

people are meeting in January
where the matter of the con-

tinuation of the changed
policy is likely to come up.

I do believe that this in-

justice is one as to which the

students of the University as

individuals as well as the for-

mal Associated Students
association might want to

make their voices heard and
protest against the continua-

tion of the practice.

It is, in my view, an
outrage.

Fred Okrand
Alumnus

Class of 1937

Namecalling
Editor:

I am alarmed at the high
rate of namecalling going on
at this campus. Especially the
name "racist".

Just because someone is

white does not mean that per-

son hates minorities. Even the
word minority is actually con-
strued as a lowering remark.

Just because there are fewer
of a certain race at UCLA
does not mean that they are
less capable.

I am a white, Santa
Monica-born woman and I

have great friends from
Guatemala and Puerto Rico,

and also many friends who are
Negro, not to mention friends

from many different nations
of this world.

I have fought my grandfa-
ther's racial prejudices all of
my life. Now I see something
worse happening on our cam-
pus.

We may have differing
cultural backgrounds because
M'e were brought up differentr:

ly, but labels are starting to be
thrown around because of
those differences.

It is not fair to label many
because of a few. I am afraid

that what we are heading in-

to, if we are not careful, is a
division just because we look

Continued on Page 13

IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE

Resident Assistant Selection ^86

MANDATORY

^

Informational Meeting
Wed.Jan. 15

Thars.Jan. 16

Mon.Jan. 20

Tues.Jan. 21

Tues.Jan. 21

Wed.Jan. 22

Wed.Jan 22

Thurs.Jan. 23

Remember, you

Applications avairable in office of Residential Life*

'

Applications due by noon on Jan. 27.

Sproul TV Lounge
Dykstra Fireside Lounge
Rieber Fireside Lounge
Ackerman #2408
iHedrick Fireside Lounge
LuValle Court Room
Ackerman #3517
Hershey Main Lounge

must attend one of the above

7pm
7pm,
9pm
noon
7pm
2pm
4pm
7pm

meetings.

PART TIME OPPORTUNITIES:
Established Newspaper Supplements Publisher has afternoon
or early evening positions for:

COMPUTER OPERATOR/TYPESt;TTl':R
^.

Requires intelligent, aggressive self starter to learn

computer operations and typesetting. Must type 70 wpm.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT/BUSINESS STUDENT
Requires good typing skills, bookkeeping knowledge to
trial balance and ability to interface in computerized
environment.

Both positions provide excellent opportunities, salary and
benefits commensurate with experience and ability.

For appointment contact Steve Solomon (818) 992-1500 --

Read ^11 about it!

Call Daily Brain
Advertising now
. 825-2161

^ Pilot makes
writiiig so exctting.

Pilot Precise
r<dliiiglianpea-
<lie smooth)
sleek way
togetitoninper.

It's thepen that writes as fine as it looks. A ^

tiny ball held by a needle-like collar is the
secret to the comfort and smoothness you'll

experience. And because of r-

its ball, the Precise will write L»*^Or
crisply through carbons. r\fryr^\Qry
Try either the fine or extra L-/I >Ov^^lOx^
finepoint. Only $1.19 each I

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every week-Sat
Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun Ligations also at

Beverly Hills S.M.. Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

HONDA.
Present student l.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Ellte"^

Arrive In Style

TM

Co on a Spree'

BILL ROBERTSON t^S INC

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

fir:

-Ty--y

-,-i-
5* mmmmimmami^m "•ir^ mmst^

, i
* * ^ '

iti

GGc^O^ dally bruin tuesctey, /anuary 14, ^9&6 13

Economics
Continiied from Page 11

truthfully, no matter what the answer really is. One
doesn't say "No, Fm involved with someone a lot more
desireable than you right now,"' one says "I'm sorry, I

have a party to go to that night." A positive response is

often a coy "let me check and see" rather than "yes."
The problem is that the consumer is never sure whether

an excuse ("I'll be in Mainland China that weekend")
should be taken as factual or as a rejection. You can only
find out about the filler caps (which are now locked in a
back room) with weeks of patient inquiry, while the
salesman repeatedly tells you that thete are none on the
shelves. •

As you might have guessed, economics, no matter how
dismal the science, does offer some hope. Whenever social

convention interferes with the free market some hearty in-

dividuals, more concerned with their own personal gain
than the restraints of society, flout the rules and form a
black market. It's a simple question: which do you-value
more, the game or the prize?

"'"^
-"u,.,.

Like the man says, sometimes you've got to say "what
the hell."

RUey is a first-year student at the Graduate School of
Management.

Abortion
.*

!

Continued from Page 11

Although the drug would most
likely be available only by
prescription, abuses could still

occur as they have with other
prescription drugs.

:3'he effects of the drug if

used after eight weeks are cur-

rently unknown. Long term
effects to the woman are also

unknown. Despite all of these

unanswered questions, France
has already approved RU4S6.'

The decision to have an
abortion is difficult even for

women who favor legal abor-

tions. This drug, however,
allows a woman to avoid
struggling with the moral

aspects of abortion. A woman
can use RU486 as a "morning
after" pill and never know
whether a child was ever con-
ceived. A teenage girl who
misses her period can steal a
few pills from her mother and
never see a doctor. She is

never exposed to the informa-
tion necessary to make an in-

telligent decision

.

RU486 is an extremely dan-
gerous escalation of the war
against the unborn. This evil

drug is a merciless killer, and
it must never be approved for'

use in this country.

Ditmars is a freshman ma-
joring in biochemistry.

More lexers
Continued from Page 12

different.

This division exists even
now for a few people, but
soon we may all get dragged
into it.

Watch out for anybody who
wants to divide us into ma-
jority-whites versus a
minority-non-whites because
then only anger and hatred
will reside on this campus.
The only solution is for all

of us to look at something
greater than our skin-color.

Try thinking of each person as

a human being who has a
valuable contribution to not
only UCLA, but also to the
world.

When I look around me all

I see are my brothers and
sisters, and only by making a

family, a world family of

harmony, will we ever achieve
true peace.

Chana Fulkerson

Freshman
English

Justice is the end of government, it is the

end of civil society* It has ever been and
ever will be pursued, until it either will

be obtained or until liberty be lost in the

pursuit* — Alexis de Tocqueville

Something's
always
cooking

Bruin Advertising
825^2161

-r-r
t >o

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service'

NAIL GARDEN
'"^•'°""

."tT*
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 104 •present UCLA l.D.

RasMsn
thnmng, V>ning B'Aewbic Centres

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverly HHIs 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor Il^L

Keyboard

^-'Only 9oW
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0632

\ ' n \-

^A.9S^*
LIGHT CHINESE -
•

'
"" ! : ..

' ,

Lunch. Dfnner

or Late Nights

From $1.75

WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 1091 BROXTON»L.A./21 3-824-7869

I
I

I

X

INTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special

$18 CUT & BLOW + rm^i'o
VALID ONLY

SUN, MOM, and WED
Muit show UCLA student

l.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Expires March 20. 1986

fi

We reserve the r^ht to refuse serukx to

any client whose hsdr condition is unsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264
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/^RJQIRVED^ CLASS RINGS

January 13-17, ASUCLA Bearwear, Students' Store
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SUPPORT WOMEN
IN MATH

Interested UCLA female volunteers are needed
this quarter to tutor students in neightx>nng higlv

schools. These afternoon workshops provide

occupational information ^nd assistance in math

and problem solving to high school students,

especially female students, to develop their in-

terest in the math-science fields.

Volunteers will gain experience in leading small

group adtfvities as well as help high school stu-

dents in making choices about career options.

Friendliness and Enthusiasm are all the

qualifications needed. Transportation is provid-

ed.

For more information, please call the SWIM pro-

ject at 825-5969 or come by the Community
Programs Office, 61 Dodd Hall from 11:00-12:00

Mondays and Wednesdays and 12:00-1:00

Tuesdays and Thursdays. We will be planning

a "tutoring-teaching" workshop for volunteers to

answer any questions and get acquainted. Pro-

ject Directors: Lindy Bruce and Cindy Kakalik.

GET THE FACTS
SAVE$$$

MOPED REPAIR CLINIC

• Pieventive Maintenance
• Basic Repairs

February 1 , 9 am - 1 2 noon

John Wooden Center

ENROLL: January 15, 12Noon
Gate 12,

-Pauley Pavilion

SPONSORED BY:.HONDA SANTA MONICA/
Cultural & Recreational Affairs

For additional Information on
recreation classes offered

Winter Quarter, please see a
Recreation Release or call

825-3701

m/
UCLA CulturmI mnd Recrmmtlonml Affmin

Recreation Instructional Program

L? review Bob Remstein. Redrew Editor

Kent Andrade. Associate Review Editor

Jenny Bleier, Av *an* Review Editor

BOOKS /
v^

t

Causes and effects of^ocaine
Use in pre-revolutionary Russia

By Melina Watts

Novel With Cocaine, By M.
Ageyev, Harper ^ Row,
Copyright 1984, 204 pp.
A new trend in publishing

— digging up the obscure, the

censored, the scandalous and
reprinting these' works of
earlier eras with artsy covers
— has made its presence
known in literary circles.

Witness the success of "the

Virago Classics."

Novel with Cocaine by M.
Ageyev is such a book. It was
published about 50 years ago
in Paris under a pseudonym.
Of the author we know
nothing but that the manu-
script was originally forward-
ed by him from Istanbul — a

Russian man who disappeared
off the face of the earth,

—-nothing new.

of a Muscovite addict should

appeal to us. So it does, but

not because it is an expos^ of

pre-revolutionary decadence
or post-revolutionary despair.

(Indeed, the revolution is

noticed much as a person ad-

miring a sunset might
recognize a volcanic eruption

— inadvertently.) The revolu-

tion is outside, this book is

about Vadim, inside. It is a

tale of non-transition to

adulthood.

The hero is very intelligent,

apathetically immoral. He has

occasional outbursts of brav-

ery or love. Th^se are
outweighed by his cruelties,

his dull self-knowledge and
gradual seduction by cocaine.

This description might be ap-

plied to more than several

UCLA students, as could the

mg #ith ftiends who bore
him, whom he does not truly

admire, whose wealth he
ungracefully envies, he goes to

school, graduates, goes to uni-

versity. His life has no pur-

pose, his studies no import, he
is just going through the mo-
tions. He has all sorts of

distasteful sexual encounters
and a love affair that grows
ugly through his uglinesses.

He is a scrape.

But he does think. His
thoughts on hypocrisy, on the

soul, on women, his comments
on school and inertia are

eminently suitable for
plagiarism. He is undeluded,
honest. He has moments of

clarity when he recognizes

other human beings or loves a

little, or pauses before his next

destructive act . . . but all

Given the American pen-
chant for Russia-bashing and
the Californian furtive fasci-

nation with cocaine, this tale

FILMS

-pages telling his life. Living -the same, when an acquain-

with his mother whom he tance from the university calls

hates, despises, humiliates, to invite him to a cafe to. in-

(yet all the same respects for dulge in cocaine, he goes,

her frugality, her love) play- Why not?

He completely gives in to

his new discovery. Days '6f

joy, and days and days of

morbidity, odd dreams and
fears. Then, just sickness and
despair. But the story is so

written, Vadim speaks so well,'^-

that all his thoughts lead to

the next page and the chapters

fall away quickly. The
description of cocAine's feel, of

his feelings are extraordinary.

Follow the loss of innocence

with his first snorts, then
nothing, then casual coolness,

pleasure, then euphoria,
rigidity and see the beginning

of his lust for the white dust.

After the askew ending, one
looks back to think — if only

he could just pull himself

together. But he couldn't or

didn't. Perhaps the author
grew up better.

This story is unnerving
because one can exchange
Stein's carriage for a B>iW
and the frost for smog and it

Continued on Page 17

*Jewel~oT the Nile': flawed follow-up
By Julia Houston

Romancing the Stone was a great

movie. Unfortunately, that's the best

thing you can say for its sequel, Jewel of

the Nile — that is. Romancing was a

great film.

This continuation of the relationship

-between Kathleen Turner and Michael

Douglas which sparked so well before

has lost much of its magic in Jewel, both

for the characters and for the audience.

Their troubled romance breaks them up,

involves them in truly unbelievable in-

trigue and shows us some bland travel

shots of Africa.

Jewel is not so much a bad film as a

disappointing one. We expect something
from sequels as a matter of course, and
when they fail to deliver the entertain-

we feelment of their predecessors,

cheated.

The unevenly and unsuspenseful plot

centers around a mysterious a holy man
named Jewel (Avner Eisenberg), who
despite being incredibly wimpy, is the

rightful ruler to some undefined part of

Egypt. This however, doesn't sit well

with bad guy Omar (Spiros Focas) who
intends to rule over this land himself.

After Omar hires Turner to write his bi-

ography, it isn't long before she meets

the holy man (currently residing in the

bad guy's prison). She pledges to help

free him and lead his people from the

domination of the evil Omar.
In the meantime, Douglas is recruited

by the Jewel's people to help free their

kidnapped leader along with Danny
DeVito, who's also back from the origi-

Tumer and Douglas in pseudo-Egyptian garb (plus Swatch)

Michael Dou^as and Kathleen Turner

neXRomancinalilm,
With this stily start, the plot gets more

and more ridiculous until it finally lapses

into chase scenes, fights, and lot of ac-

tion that goes nowhere.

While some of the idiocy is made
bearable by the romantic interplay be-

tween Turner and Douglas, it's sad to

say that the thing this movie does best is

remind us how good the first film was.

COMMENTARY

The media year
in review: Sly,

Madonna, et al
By Ernest Hardy

•

Man of the Year: Bob Geldof, for organizing Live-Aid
and for inspiring USA for Africa, Farm-Aid, Fashion-Aid,
and numerous other rock/ientertainment-based charity
events. The energy, time, and talent that the recording
industry lent to these events helped silence (at least tem-
porarily) cynics and critics who smugly suggested that
pop/rock music no longer had a conscience and could no
longer be a powerful force in shaping the thoughts and ac-
tions of society in a positive, productive way . . .

Jerk of the Year: Bob Geldof, for his holier-than-thou,
self-righteous finger-pointing at all artists who did not
bow to his wish to have them perform in Liv^Aid/USA
for Africa. His labeling of these entertainers as selfish was
not only immature but inaccurate. He put his foot even
deeper in it when he fielded questions about the lack of
black performers invited to perform at Live-Aid. His
response: "Who would you rather see, The Who or Chaka
Khan?" . .» . '

IRONIES: Only days after Playboy and Penthouse hil^

le stands with their Madonna issues her record company^
issued the fourth single from her Like A Virgin album.
The sin^e was appropriately titled "Dress You Up" . . .

Rick James finally won his years-long battle to be played
on MTV. Unfortunately, it was by way of Eddie Murphy's
insipid "Party All the Time" video . . . Bob Geldof, only
months after pulling off the enormously successful Live-
Aid concert, filed for bankruptcy, claiming that his efforts

to organize the event had left him broke. By the end of

the year Geldof and his band, the Boomtown Rats, found
themselves dropped from their record company due to

poor sales ...
Understatement of the Year: Sly Stallone in Interview

magazine, "Some people have skeletons in their closets but
I have a graveyard." Only a few months later Playgirl ran
stills from a porno film made early in his career. Strangely

enough, this new icon of American pride suffered little of

the hoopla or media swipes that Madonna did when the

same thing happened to her — even though his attempts
to be the new John Wayne clash hard with a porno film in

his past (unlike Madonna, whose Material Girl image is

quite consistent with her past.) I am not judging Sly

Stallone, but the different reactions evoked by revelations

of his and Madonna's pasts only serve as a reminder of the

hyp)ocrisy that still exists in what is considered acceptable

for men and for women ...
The News Media: The news media over-hyped,

everything from AIDS hysteria to itself (often combining
the two) and became an obnoxious, intrusive presence in

the face of the news it was covering. An example of the

preposterousness that is becoming inherent in (and can be
generated by) media coverage occurred in Michigan when
an AIDS victim, during a peak in media-generated
hysteria, was arrested for attempted murder when he spat

at a policeman. As he was being taken to court he was
subjected to a circus atmosphere as newsmen hounded him
to get their stories. Finally, out of anger and frustration,

he turned to them and gave the appearance that he was
about to spit. With cameras still running, newsmen scat-

tered in all directions, stepping over each other to get

away and, by their actions, fueling the fear and panic

already present in their audience ... Similarly, the

newsmen covering the Beirut news conference of Muslim
Shiites who hijacked a plane en route from Athens to

Rome embarrassed themselves and their viewers with their

pushing, shoving, and yelling to get their stories. Several

top journalists in both the print and television mfedia

blasted these reporters for the spectacle they created. It is

already deplorable that newscasters have achieved such

celebrity that they are more important than what they are

reporting, but when even the process of news gathering

overshadows and intrudes upon the actual news, then
what is presented before the audience is little more than a

farce ...
FILMt We look back at movies from the '40s and '50s

and laiitfh at such rules as husbands and wives sleeping in

twin hea$ of always keeping one foot on the floor, and we
wofidbr about the mentality that could demand, produce,

and accept such absurd requirements. There will be no
doubt for future generations when they consider the

American paranoia that in one year produced Rocky /V,

Rambo, Invasion USA, and Commando^ and then turned

them all into top-grossing hits . . . Steven Spielberg, who
. has managed to make some of Hollywood's bigg'est movies

Continued on Page 17
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WESTWOOD

lOOeSS Lindbrook

206-4366

VMM
T2:3M:0O-5;3M oflOM

961 Broxton

206-5576
1:1S-3:30-S:4M;00-lO:ll

948 Broxton

206-6B96

»MLIaUi(Pa
5:3M:0O-l6:20

Ffi^t urn Show 12 30

lOSOGaytay
206-7664

11 :15-2:0(M:45-7 30-10:9

WESTWOOOM
lOSOGiytey
206-7664

12:00-2:45-5:3M;15-10^

WEtlWOOOM
1060Gay«ey
206-7664

161 Ottmm iH (B>

11 30-1 30^:30-5:15-7.00-9 00
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PUZA
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SANTA MONICA
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MUSKHAU
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SANTA MONICA
i

1332 2nd St.
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Mon^fl 6:45-9:25

Sat-Sun 1:2S4 0S«:45-9 25

V
1332 2nd 81.

3644741
Miy 6 3IK6 45

Sat-Sun 2 0(M li«:3M:45

1332 2nd St
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Sat-Sun 12:45-2:504:55-7:00-9:06
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1332 2nd St.

3B4-9741
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I
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2:004:006008:15-10loS
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RESTAURANTS

<^hutneys Indian food:

More than just a delhi
By Bob Remstein

Review Editor

In th^ last 20 years, fast food res-

taurants have completely changed
the way Americans think about
eating out. Convenience and low
prices come first; quality and am-
bience come second — or perhaps
not at all. Recently, the world of

fast food has become diversified,

with an emphasis on interna-

tionalization. In the general
Westwood/West LA area, one can
find all sorts of fast food places —
Chinese, Japanese, Mwican, and
now even Indian.

*
And quality, not low prices, is

becoming an increasingly important
ingredient in the success of many of

these restaurants.

Chutney's Indian Fast Food,
located on the comer of Pico and
Barrington in West Los Angeles, is

a perfect example of the newest

trend in fast food eateries. It is

small and rather bare, but don't let

the plainness of the decor fool you
— the food is prepared to excite the

palate, not merely to fill the
stomaCTTT

A first-time visitor to Chutney's
should fir^ try either the Samosas
(vegetable-$.75, with meat-$1.00),

triangular pastries stuffed with
various vegetables (they are
prepared fresh daily and the par-

ticular vegetables vary from day to

day, depending on what's in

season), or the Pakoras (vegetable-

$1.75, Pah^r-$2.15), smaller tem-

pura-like treats filled with either

vegetables or vegetables and Paneer
cheese (bland and light, like Farm-
er's cheese). ""7"""^

""^"T
Next, one should definitely try

the Naan, Indian bread that resem-

bles the Middle Eastern Pita bread
only in shape — otherwise, it is

moister and butterier, and at $.75

per order it is a great value. ^
For a main course, choices range

from Kababs (plates run from $3.25

to $4.45), marinated pieces of beef,

chicken or lamb> to the^ Dahi
chicken (a half chicken plate is

$4.25), marinated in a yogurt and
spice sauce, to the Kabab rolls

(vegetable at $2.75 is the least ex-

pensive, lamb at $4.45 is the most
expensive), pungent foil-wrapped
delicacies.

About halfway through a meal at

Chutney's, one may find one's pal-

ate getting a bit too excited. Maoy
of the main dishes are spicy, and
though the Indian spiced tea is en-

ticing, it is not thirst-quenching.

Also, the chutneys, various sweet

"and/or sour sauces from which the

restaurant derives its name, tend

toward the hot side. There are sev-

eral to choose from, and I would
recommend sampling each to see

what suits your individual taste.

For dessert, don't miss the Gulab-
jamun, a sort of Yorkshire pudding

Continued on Page 18

CONCERTS

Too Midge Clre for us
By Timothy Sales ^

When Midge Ure is carefully mixed

with odier artists, he is almost always

briUiant. His work with Ultravox has

deepened their sound and texture and

his coUaboration with Bob Geldof on

the original Band Aid single produced

one of this decade's most important

musical-social statements.

But when there's no screen to sift

his moody talents through, things can

become predictable and a bit trite. His

December 10th solo appearance at the

Palace left the audience drenched with

Continued on Page 18

Midge Ure

Toa Coold Be Qualified For An loteinship

In

LONDON, BONN, PABIS OB MADBID
If pk lift tht liigugi OMnej, tko

ri|^ SPI pill i pMiiift attitidt foo

onUMtkrHDDnSOFTHE
HOnn OF COMMONS.mmBTK
NATIOIIU JISSEMBLT or OOITB

Why not go this Spring quarter

(April 14-June 29)

Programs each Semester also

In addition there are places in Law, Medical

Research, Business, Museums, Town

Planning, The Axis and Conununications.

J on Campus.

RITZ CLEANERS
DRYCLEANING SPECIAL FOR UCIA STUDENTSI

Pants ~ $2 Each, But Bring In 3 -

only $4.50!

j
COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED WITH INCOMING ORDER Ejtpiresjm 31

1074 Gayley Ave. 208-64 1

7

(near Baxter's) REAR PARKING AVAILABLE

FULL DETAILS FROM EPA.
MARYMOUNT COLLEGE. TARRYTOWN.
NY. 10591 Phone (914) 631-3200

or the INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OFFICE

ASIAN HAIR SPECIALIST

Laura Lew
student discounts &

evening appointments

OAKLEY'S
208-9681 208-6559

1061 Gayl«y Ave. Westwood Vlllaoe

i-^

ADVERTISE
IN THE
BRUIN

825-2161

UCLA
campus events «
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Media year 1985
GontJnued from Pace 15 >;«

in recent years wimout casting blacks in any significant

roles, helped bring Alice Walker's prize-winning The Col-

or Purple to the big screen with the help of an impressive

black cast. Hopefully, Spielberg, amohg others, will con-

tinue to mine the sorely undervalued black talent that he
and others have virtually ignored for so many years. Given
Hollywood's past, however, (i.e., the way die black casts

of many excellent films such as Sounder and even The
Cotton Club were not given the opportunity to follow

through with their successes in these films) it is not too
promising ... < .\»r

TELEVISION: Saturday Ni^t (barely) Live, back for

its eleventh season was less than a caricature of its former
self, providing virtually no laughs and forcing the show's

regulars to suffer the embarrassment of being upstaged
weekly by musical and comedic guests . . . Steven
Spielberg's "Amazing Stories" were not . . . ''Dallas" and
"Dynasty" strkyed from pure camp to pure silliness while
the relatively young "Miami Vice" saw its hype outgrow
its content and quickly grew stale . . . NBC's Thunday
night line-up continued to be the best night of television .

MUSIC: Bored political wives in Washington D.C.
decided that rock music (not country, which only deals

with adultery, desertion, and drunkenness) has gone too
far and should be labeled to warn of its offensiveness. The
record industry rolled over, played dead, and woke up
branded. It would be easy to point to the joke that movie
ratings have become and not take record-rating seriously.

However, since many radio stations across the country
have vowed not to play records labeled offensive and a
few store chains have already stated that they will not
carry 'labeled' records, there is a great potential danger of

_out and out censorship. Almost worse than that is the

iiews that the moral matrons are going to keep an eye on
the recording industry for the next year and if 'they' are

not satisfied with the way things are handled then it is

back to square one — with them holding the reins ...
Many new and bom again patriots adopted Bruce Springs-

teen's "Bom in the USA" as their anthem without fuUy
comprehending the lyrics. Anyone taking the time to really

listen to the song realizes that it is far more than simple-

minded droning about national pride, but is an indictment
of the U.S. for its failure to realize its promise to many of

its citizens. In this context, the song is not so much a

chant of pride as a cry of frustration and desperation

Avoiding the sugar-coated, trite lyrics of other relief

records, "Sun City" emerged as the best of any of the

pop-charity records. Raw, intense energy coupled with ar-

tists assembled for their talent and commitment as oppos-

ed to their celebrity, produced one of the best records of

the year . . . The second British invasion turned out to

be a mere visit as many once top-selling acts saw their

sales dwindle. America realized that it was getting back its

own music recycled — everything from generic disco

(Dead or Alive) to plagiarism from the vaults of Motown
(anything done by Wham) — and turned to its own
backyard for its music . . . Farm-Aid raised only ten of

the hoped for fifty million dollars, disproving the old say-

ing that charity begins at home ...
PARTING SHOTS AT: Sheila E. who was swallowed

whole by the Prince camp. Not a trace of originality or

individuality has been seen since . . . Chaka Khan who,
ten years ago, could pull off the sexy image but now looks

like one of The Fat Boys in drag . . . Sylvester Stallone

who admitted that in his opinion, "the most perfect

screenplay ever written will consist of one word." After

months of writing and rewriting he has finally polished off

the script, "Duh" . . . And finally to all the other Bruin
Review writers who composed their top albums of '85 lists

and not one listed Sade's impressive debut album Diamond
Life or the even better follow-up Promise. Where have
you guys been? ...

"Novel w/cocaine*
Continued from Page 15

suddenly becomes topical.

Vadim explain^, "What if, as I

was convinced, a tiny speck of

cocaine could provide my or-

ganism with instantaneous
happiness on a scale I had
never dreamed of before?

Then the need for any event

whatever disappeared and,

with it, the neeil for expen-

ding great amounts of work,

time jand ^ergy to bring it

aboui
lerein lay- the power of

cocf^ine — irt 'its ability to

produce a feeling of physical

happiness psychically in-'

dependent of all external

even^ even wh^n the reflec-

tion <n the events in my con-

sciousness would have produc-

ed feelings of grief, depression

and despair. And it was that

property of the drug that ex-

erted so terribly strong an at-

traction on me that I neither

could nor would oppose or

resist it. The only way I could
have done so was if the feeling

of happiness had come less

from bringing about the ex-

ternal event than from the

work, the effort, the energy
"invested in bringing it about.

But that was a kind of hap-

piness I had never known,"
Another translation of the

title is "Romance with Co-
caine." A sad pun. This love

story is an affair between
Vadim and cocaine and there

is nothing to come of it but

loneliness.

477-0997
1 1900 W.Pico 81vd

West LA

Cycle Products West
"Quality Parts & Service at a Fair Price"

The Shop ofthe 80*s

WINTER
Service Special

FREE Pick-Up or

Delivery for

Service or Repairs

within 5 miles of

UCLA t--

Owner's
Service

FREE Installation

of any Tire, Chain

or Batter-y we sell

*

'while u wait
!>.-»•

Specials valid with presentation of UCLA ID

Parts
Specials

Kryptonite #4

Locks 538
Padded, Lined Winter
Street Gloves. Zipper
Gauntlets, ^m^^^^^
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Rise to the top.

^to'rc a iiucicar-i rained ^^

^rficcT. It giK's hcvoiid special-

It's elite' And V(uir siatus^^

reflects a job thai demands
your best. Proving your

_skillsal the heart ot today's

niielear-povvered Navy.

Over halt t»l America's

nticlear reactors are in the

Navy. That adds up to more

vears ot ex{X'nence with

reaclt'rs than any companv

in the \\otid, and n means

workanj,' with the most

sophi .f.'.ated iraming and

eqiupnicnt anywhere.

'I'heie\ no boot camp.

College graduates gel Olficer

(Candidate School leadership

training, and a year ot

gniduate-level training m the

Navv Nuclear Power SchcH)!.

The rew.irds are K^pnotch,

t(H). (ienerous bonuses u|X)n

cnnimissioning and also upi>n

completion ot nuclear trainmg.

Sign up while still in college

and vou could be earning

$1,(K)() a month right now.-

Be one ot the most acc()ili-_

plished protessionalsTn a
^="

challenging tield. Lead the ^^^^

adveiuure as an ott'ice r in

the S^iiclear Nav\'. (Contact ^^
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California _
Graduate Institute
C7<7\ M»\ be)iin January 6 and end April 11

1986 Winter Class Schedule
T'"

"7»*-

11:00

11:00

2:00-5

2:00-5
2:00-5

3:00-5
4:00-6
5:00-8

5:00-8
5:00-8

6:00-8
8:00-1

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm

1 :00 pm

P-3I

C-152
C-152
BI03
323
414
C-I2I
321

811

606
C-I2J
861

A .Y

8:00-1 1 :00 pm C-I9I-3

1 1:00- 2 :00 pm
11:00- 2 :00 pm
11:00-2 :00 pm
1:00-3 :00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pn
5.00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
8:00-IO:OOpm
8 00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8 t)0-HhOOpm

8:00-1 1:00 pm
.8:00-11 00 pm

2:pO

2 00
2:00

2 00
5:00

5:00

5:00

5:00
-5:00-

5 :00

8:00

8:00

8:00

5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7;00pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8iW]Tm^-"

8:00 pm
-llOOpm

I I 00 pm
I 1 00 pm
I

l

OOpm

c-i3r
C-131
B-lOO
414
B-104
B-104
822
C-181-3
S-P32

B-102
407
Ctl82-3
OI42
T-2

P-2

E-2

L-2

604
401

C-163
408
C-142
C-161
414
802
344
B-IOI

C-I8f ~

C-151
C-192
C-193
B-103
1^4=

M O N D
Ego's Defense
PsychQiogical Assessment I

Psychological Assessment II

Physiological Psychology
Advanced Obj Rel. Theory
(iroup Supervision (Praclicum) (OC)
Group Process & Technique (OC)
Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders
Psychosynthesis
Group Process & Technique (OC)
Advanced Healing TechniguesA.
Psychosynlhesis 1I7I~TZ
Clinical Praclicum (OC)~

AY

pv. 3

3

3

3

3

3

3

t

=-0 Clifford; MD
Staff

Staff

T Oleson. PhD
D Clifford. MD
D Primac. PhD
E. Jacobson. PhD
D. Clifford, MD
L. Singer, PhD

, T Oleson. PhD
l-K. Phillips. PhD
X Oleson. PhD

T IJ E S D
' Ethfcs and Laws
Ethics and Laws (OC)
Statistics (OC)
Group Supervision (Praclicum)
Learning and Cogrtition

Learning and Cognition (OC)
Advanced Clinical Hypnosis
Proposal Research I. II. Ill (OC)
Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psychology
Psychopalhology & Family Dyn
Proposal Research II. Ill

Psychopalhology I (OC)
Psychoanalytic Theory Pt. 2

Psychopalhology 2

Child Psychoanalysis

Current Literature

New Bodv Psycholherapies

rheoriesofMI-CC -

WEDNESDAY
Human Sexuality

Cross-Cullural Mores &. Values
Psychopalhology I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
Ciroup Supervision (Praclicum) (OC)
Functional Human Anatomy
Writings ofMelanie Klein I

Hisiorv and Systems of Psychology

Psychological Assessment I (OC)
Clinical Praclicum II

Clinical Praclicum III

,-MOloitical PsYcholoitv (Opt

^OO-I
^ .10-1

U) M)-

I 1 :00-

2:00-5

2:00-5
2(K)-i
5:00-8

5:00-8

5:(M)-8

5:00-8

2:00 n

1:30 am
12 30 pm
2:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:0() pm
:00 pm
:(M>pm

OO pm

5:00-8:00 pm
8:00-11 00 pm

8:00-10:00^
8:00-10 ()(^)pm

8:00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
« 00-1 I 00 pm

II 00-2:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:OO^pm

1 0:00- 1 :00 pm
I 00-3:00 pm

C-191-3
414
414
403
713
B-IOI

B-lOO
B-105
•>I7

C-I9|^

-X:.I6I -

408
841

P-1

T-6

C-2
C-5
314

403
C-I7I

E-112

508

C-I2I

jtht/lug icj l C liAau ei & I I I Wieiaiu ie

THURSDAY
Clinical Praclicum I. II. Ill (OC)
(irj)up Supervision

(iroup Supervision

Applied Techniques of MFCC
Psychology & Contemporary Society

History and Systems (OC)
Statistics

•

Research Methods
Inlroduclion lo Ego Psychology •

Clinical Praclicum I

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Cross-Culiural Mores & Values (OC)
Psychopharmacology (OC)

Psychopalhology I

Psychoanalytic Theory Pi. 6
-Clmical Case C rmference —
Clinical Case Cimference
Narcissistic Disorders

3 R Phillips. PhD

3 M. Karlovac. PhD
3 J. Gillespie. PhD
3 R Hunter, PhD
2 A Alvarez. PhD
3 M. Karlovac. PhD
3 J. Gillespie. PhD
3 T Moss. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 A Alvare/, PhD
3 M Karlovac, PhD
3 M Gerson/PhD
3. L. Weishender. PhD
3 F McGuire, PhD
2 J. Van Buren, PhD
2 R Caper. MD
2 V. Hansen. PhD
2 R Alexander.

MD, PhD
3 S /ajsman, PhD
3 M Gerson. PhD

3 A Brovar. MD
3 L Peiecs. PhD
3 A. Panajian. PhD
3 Staff

2 D. Primac. PhD
3 A Brovar. MD
3 A Panajian. PhD
3 L Peters. PhD
73^ H. Hunter. PhD
3 WR Johnson. PhD
3 A P.inajian. PhD
3 R (iruener, MD
J WR Johnson PhD

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I.

SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/thls ad.

SINCE 1929
WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR

1061 GOYlOy across from Baxters

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

Tinted (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFTDJIILT CONTACTS
$79

'/•v

Written Money Back
Guarantee on aU lenses.

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
, 3021 Scmta Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica

. (213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.Wed. 10-6, Tkun. 10-7. Fii. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With this ad, expires 1/31/86

O. tJ ro !.s. rtiP

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3."

3

2

2

^
2

3

R Phillips. PhD
RE. Johnson, Phi)
J Packer. PhD
A Alvai-e/. PhD
J. Gibhons. PhD
L Peters. PhD
R Hunier. PhD
R Hunier. PhD
SlafT

L. Weisbend«r, PhD
G. Bloch. MDand
R Benite/. DSW
L. Peters. PhD
D DeFrancisco,

MD. PhD
Staff

J Gooch.MD. PhD
R Gruener, MD
D Marcus. MD
J. Van Buren. PhD

FRIDAY
Applied Techniques of MFCC (OC)
Social Bases of Behavior
Comprehensive Review-

SATUROAV
Diagnosis A Direction (OC)
Group Process ^ Technique (OC)

3 S. Hendlin. PhD
3 B Weiss. PhD

Staff

3 E. Jacobson. PhD
3 E. Jacobson. PhD

Professional Seminars
Most seminars qualify for continuing education for Nurses and Social Workers. They are also approved
for veterans benefits for those who qualify under VA regulations. All professionals are welcome
to attend.

CGI is approved by the American Psychological Association to offer Continuing Education Seminars.
Some are scheduled each trimester. Please call the CGI office for details.

9:00-5 :(Kr|)m

9:00- 1 :00 pm
Sat l/l«

Sun 1/19

Fram UndcnlaBdiat fnmA to

Undentaiidlag PsyckMMlysi*
I Staff

9:00-S:0e pm
9:00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3.00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm

Sal 1/18

Sun 1/19

Sat. 2/1

&in;/2
^t2/l5

Social ^cs df Beliav>r40C)
.J-. . i-

3 B. Weiss. PhD

9:00-3:00 pm Sun 2/16

6:00-10:00 pifi

9:00-5:00 pm
Fri 1/24

Sal 1/25

Art Tkcfapy: Tbcary %td Praclkt D. Sharon. PhD
» < • .

-

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Tkc Psyckoloflcal lapHcatteM •t

Wortiac Willi Cancer PatleaU
T Moss. PhD

9:00-5.00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sal 2/8

Sun 2/9

Desire a Passiaa ia iIm T^taMM af

Severely DIstarted Palieals

A. Paniuion. l*hD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

Sat 2/15
Sun 2/16

The Thcrapeatic PraccM with Banlefllac

aad Narcissistic Disaiien
R. Alexander,
MD. PhD*
J. Van Buren. PhD

6:00-10:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm

Fri 2/28
Sun 3/2

Tircataicat of DaaMstk Ylateaec M. Gerson, Php

-A

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 3/1

9:00- 1 :00 pm Sun 3/2

Psychosynthesis (OC) 1 T Oleson. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 3/15 Frtai Object Retetleas to SeiT
\

9:00- 1 :00 pm Sun 3/16 Psychelosy (OC)
I R.E.Johnson. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 3/22 Screcnini for Psychoacarolofical

9:00- 1 :00 pm Sun 3/23 Inpairmeal (OC)

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 .00 pm

Sal 4/5

Sun 4/6
Analytical Applications of Clinical

Hypnosis (OC)

I L. Ponnoff. PhD

I S Ferrera. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm Sal 4/12 Career Crises aaioaf Yoaths. Middle Aged
9:00-1 :00 pm Sun 4/13 aad Retaraini Womea

I R. Goltra, PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC).

Group Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location.

Individual and Group Supervised Training, Didactic Therapy, Dissertation Study, and Internships are

available by arrangement.

The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

State of California, Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and
an MA in MFCC
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
MFCC licenses in the State of California.

Non-Prol'il, federal and state tax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel.

for addiiional information or a caialogue. please conidci:

California Graduate Institute
V School 0/ Professional Pncholof^y

Celebrating IX years of continuous education as the first independent

graduate school of psychology in the nation.

1100 Glendon AvenueJ 1th Floor

West Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208-4240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Orance County -f

And Domino's Pizza is

here to help you make
the grade.

.
. We're here to see you

through these late nights
and long hours spent
cooped up in your room
studying.

-— . __— We're open late every "

night and ready to deliver

a hot pizza with your
choice of delicious top-

pings and only 100% real

dairy cheese. All within

30 minutes after your call

When you burn the mid-
night oil, rememk)er you*re

not alone. Call Dominoes
Pizza We'll keep you
fueled with fast, free

delivery in 30 minutes or
less.

Fast, free delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000
\ Drivers carry under $20.

Limited delivery area
^ ©1982 Domino's Pizza. Inc

$2.00 off any large 2 item pizza. One
coupon per pizza.

Exp. Jan. 20, 1986

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

•
OMINO'S

IZZA•
• OQ. ®
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Food
Continued from Page 17

made of flour and milk
powder which is deep-fried

in butter and then covered
in a sweet, rose-flavored

sauce. Yum I

Owners Neela Paniz and
Farzana Faniqi only open-
ed Chutney's at the beginn-

ing of August, so it is still a
new restaurant which has
yet to find its niche. It is,

however, a place where you
can eat some fascinating,

albeit spicy, dishes, quickly

and inexpensively.

Chutney 's Indian Fast
Food is located at 2406
South Barrington Ave. at

Pico in West Los Angeles.

It is open seven days a
week: M-Th, from 11 am
'til 9:30 pm, F-Sa, 11 am
'til 10 pm, and Sun, 4 pm
'til 9 pm. CaU 477-6263 for

info.

Ure
Continued from Page 16
damp, dreary sentiments and
wondering what became of
this man's musical focus.— The haze that enveloped the
show came not only from the
habitual use of several fog
machines, but also from th€P

state of the songs performed
from Ure's upcoming solo
album. If one can imagine an
entire collection of songs
reminiscent of Ultravox's
depressing '^Vienna" or
mysterious "Mr. X," then
some idea of Ure's new mate-
rial can be gathered. Though
such introspection and
preaching was once in vogue,
times have changed.
Only when Ure and the

band switched into a more
upbeat mood did the show
begin to come around. Per-
forming both "Visage" and
"Fade To Grey" from his col-

laboration with Steve
Strange's Visage, Ure pres-
ented one of the brightest
periods in his career. Along
with the bouncy "After A
Fashion" and his wonderfully
engaging new single "If I

Was," Ure was able to put on
a smile and end the show with
a convincing cadence.
Opening was the folky

10,000 Maniacs, on their first

swing through L.A. They pro-
ved that New Yorkers can play
folk music without pretention
and sound absolutely ri^t on.

The Daily Bruin needs
experienced
photographers. Every
quarter, interested stU'

dents are offered op*

portunities to try-out

for contributing
photographers' posi'

tions. The deadline for

winter applications is

Wednesday, January
15, 1986. For more in-

formation, see
Hyungwon Kang in
Kerckhoff 112.
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UCLA Honing OMn H $Zi4«1.
Wr Hawing Onr« 01 4754871

.

A-Lovel, Ackerman Union, MTh. 7:45^:30; Fri. 7:4M; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5
Lecture Not9$ and Probtem SoMng Guidet are copyrt^hted byASUCLA.

NO T E S

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS••••••••••4«

IMPROVISATIGNAL oofiMdy workshop.
rrt#. Evtry Friday 5:46. 3rd lloor Adwr-
rmn Pftormlng. Karcfchoff CoffM Houm
8X» Friday. Intointrtion: 637-2529.

EDUCATION!
SERVICES.

NEED Hdp wWi your Fnndh or your
Haton? Contact Sophto (21 3) 477-4611.

SPORTS
TICKETS,

WANTED fbur tlck«l» to Cal v. UCLA
niMttiM gamo at Cai January 2SwW
payl (816)666^700 (213)273-7474. Ask for

Ruwan daytima.

GOOD DEALS... 7

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. RECXiESTT "BRUIN PRO-
ORAM " (61f)66CM407. (616)66(M361.

SPECIAL km coat auto insuranoa tor fanji^

ly and sludanta. Good Qradas diaoounts.

(616)7160224. -

FREE. .8

MOOCLS naadad tor haircut

H«i. CiMKooo. 277.7046.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

8INQERS naadad tor

^1^4604072.

Tha HoNywood
•an by industry

RIcMa (213)464«>43

WANTED baauly oontostants. Qrsat prizas
for winning smilaa. Plaoa: Univarsity
Hilton. Into- (213) 966-2261

.

PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businassman axchangas
•anguagaa and cultursa with nathw English
apaakar tor fun. friandship. Uahara
(616)640«36.

lOOtQNQ tor an inlaraating alactlva? Try
"Woman and Brazilian Litaratura."
MWF10. Portuguasa 140. taught in

Englhh. For mora intormatton 625-1036.

NEW ralattonahlp? For fraa infonnatton'on
oompaHbiWy. oonoaming amotton and in-

tfcnacy sand BASE to Emphasis 2514V«
QnolCanal Court Vantoa 90291

.
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One Stop

Printing

=^wsletters, invitations, flyers — whatever
your printing needs, our equipment prints
your job quickly and efficiently. Quality
printing on campus, for a low price.

Copying
Quick Copies can give you virtually any
number of copies while you wait, even on
legal-sized, colored or textured papers. Now
we've got self-serve copying machines on
Ackerman A-level and at Lu Valle ComnfK)ns.

Typesetting

Resumes: Typeset

Because The First

Impression Counts^
Preparation

Your flyers, brochures and resumes look
more professional when" they're typeset.
Select from a wide range of typestyles. Ask
about our low, competitive prices.

c
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hail

Room 150
Open M-F d-6.

Sat 10-3

206-0694

Kerckhoff Hall

(a S U C L A

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu VaHe Commons
Do¥ynstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Sat 10^,
Sun 12^,
625-7568

3

Preparing your resume is a k>t Hke dressing for a
job interview: in both cases the first impresston
counts! A resume that's typeset — not just
dashed off on a typewriter — can help make your
first impression a good one.

The Professional Look—

^

A typeset resume is neat, clean, easy to read and
shows that you're well-organized. You can
choose from seventy different typestyles.

^^— Our Low Prices —
A typeset resume looks expensive — but at
ASUCLA Graphic Services, your investment is

modest. Your typesetting is just $24 for a one-
page resume and you can have copies made for
a small additional charge on fine quality paper.

[

-___ First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6,

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

(a s uc l a)

SERVICES
Lu Vaile Comjnons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Sat 10-5.

Sun 12-5,

625-7566 '

TKE
WINTER
RUSH
'86

CLUB*$IX-TWENTy^lX

FOURTH WALL
followed by Time Warp DJ

Lunch 11:30
Dinner 6:00
Party 9:00
208-9299
626 Landfair

EAM
PRE-RUSH/NEW YEAR KICK-OFF!!!

^9:00 TONIGHT
COME RECONSIDER YOUR
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
AT OUR NEWLY REMODELED

S22 Landfair HOUSE!... 824-1951

•<<

^^

_ TTils \ast year has
^ been filled with so

many woondmrful
mem€fHmm and it was
you who added the

'wonderfuV to my
tnmntoHemt
HAPPY

ANNtVERSARY!
All my love.

Your Mouse

TRADE IN/SWAP 14

TRAOE/money paid for Olympic country

pint. C«i (818)766-1420. PP. Hope to

comptets collection.

•I,
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WINTER RUSH^ 1986

J • ./-.

UCLA's NEWEST
THE NATION'STINEST

Mas 14 Wmtt, lu IS ; TROBtfir; Ilk 16

Dinnar ...5:30 Koiw 5:30 'Steak Diimer...,„.....5:9d

Fireside Brandy..7:00 PeHed the Long Island Keg Tester

Rush Party 9:00 Iced Tea Party.........7:00 Cocktail Party 7:00

Boston Tea Pwty 9:00 Rush Party 9:00

FRIDAY, Jan 17

Sig Ep preference Road Trip to Mammoth
We leave Friday and Ski Saturday and Simday ^

.'• A raging time is guaranteed for all w -

For more info: Contact Joel Ball, Rush Chaiiman

208-2392
555 Gayley Avenue

208-9702
^^* 'g.^'g.^' -^-'^^'^^^^'^"^^^'^ iiwTi^iwiiaiiwi'^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'Li.i^*^'
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JANUARY 13-17

*

TUESDAY

*

WEDNESDAY

-LUNCH
-DINNER

-"TUNES AND CHAOS"

11:30
5:30

9:30

^

THURSDAY

*

FRIDAY

-LUNCH ^ _^ 11:30
-DINNER ^-^'^^ - 5:30
-ATO'S FAMOUS: ^^-

ROOM ROULETTE
"TRY YOUR LUCK AT A DIFFERENT
DRINK IN EVERY ROOM" 9:30

-LUNCH '

-DINNER
- THE TRADITION CONTINUES:
^ATO DECK DIVING PARTY
"DANCING & DIVING"

11:30
5:30

9:30

-LUNCH
-ATO'S INFAMOUS
DECADENCE NIGHT

11:30

LATER,
(INVITE ONLY) MUCH
"DISGUSTING FILTH, - SLIMY, LATER
DECADENT FUN"

$15 GAYLEY AVENUE
RUSH CHAIRMAN: DOUG LEWIS -824-1 981

i ALPHA TAU OMEGA HOUSE PHONE: 208-9664

ADVERTISE
81^-lltl

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

i'

7:.

HELP WANTED 30

BABY-SITTER: experience required, w/
one-year oM t>aby. needed 8-15 hours/
wee»f Kathv 828-7716.

APPLY now fof work next semester earn

money nwrketing Fortune 500 companies
products on campus. Part-time (flexit>le)

hours each week call 1 -800-243-6679.

ASIA travel/study. 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ATHLETOSALESPERSON. LET YOUR
ATHLETIC BACKGROUND HELP YOU
SUCCEED AT RETAIL SALES OF
ATHLETIC SHOES AND CLOTHING
FULL AND PART-TIME. EXPERIENCED
ONLY. VARIABLE HOURS APPLY IN
PERSON AT FRONT RUNNERS, 3RD
FLOOR WESTSIDE PAVILLION CORNER
OF PICO AND WESTWOOD

HELP WANTED ..30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED. .30

FIJI RUSH
Tonight

6:00 Steak and Lowenbrau Dinner

9:00Parfy!![^

Gamma Delta 533 Landfair

PANHELLENIC
WINTER RUSH

Interested in Sororities? Call or
stop by the Panhellenic Office

for more information.
^=^ 1 18 Men*s Gym

206-1285

Tonight's the night!

- Get Psyched!

LAimA PNI EFtllM
Umi Simil MIN

Jan 1 4 and 1

6

t ready to party out-

like never before, then

on Thursday night its

off to Malibu to do
some more!

For more info contact:

Andy 837-9048

John 459-5662

'ALPHA PHI
PLEDGES

The Challenge
cjwalts you-
Inspo week '86.

Enjoy!

LLove and AEO,
The Active

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
The UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation has openings for
research assistants In support of several projects related to student
assessment and evaluation recently funded by the Office of Educa-
tional Research for Improvement. Job requirements will vary according
to the needs of a particular project; successful applicants will have
advanced training and skill in one or more of the following areas:

Measurement and statistics

.

learning tiieory and instruction
Microcomputers

Research Mctiiodology
Data Aggregation and Quality indicators

J

Fi^ld studies
~^ Instructional Program Development

Software development for microcomputers
Organizational theory
Artificial Intelligence

Data analysis using standard packages
Fortran, Pascal or other programming languages

—lasting policies and practices at the state, local and classroom level

_ Articulate and good writing skills

Positions are available 25 to 49% time depending on the project. Salary

range starts at $9.49 to $10.49 per hour depending on experience.

Please submit application, Including current vita and writing sample,
to:

John Herman, Associate Director

Center-for the Study of Evaluation
145 Moore Hall

UCLA
*

est Is an equal opportunity employcir and encourages applications
from those in traditionally underrepresented groups. ____ili:rrr

DIANE CROWLY

HAPPY 21st
BIRTHDAY

Love^
the Tree People

FEMINIST JOBS!
WORK-STUDY ONLY!

Women's Studies

Program seeks grads or

undergrads for clerical

assistance. See Job card

#1726A at Work-Study

Placement or call

Women's Studies at

20^8101

SPERM DONORS 19

^ ^U ^U ^^ ^^ ^U ^U ^L ^U ^U^U ^U ^U sl^ %l^ ^l# *•-
•Jv ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ •^ *fc ^^ ^K^^K ^k ^K ^K ^w #^

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
benk. Up to $100/«veek. MirK>rmes erv

oouraged. Call 553-3270 for aooointment.

IRANIAN. Indian. Sperm donors needed!
All information confidential. Please call

652-4238. I

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. 12

ANOREXIC Females needed for interert^
irtg dissertation study on personality
development. If interested call Janet (818)
984-1877. ^__'
FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not uesd a spermk^idsl
product or birth control piNs during ths
past three ntonths. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and blood specimen. AN in-

fbrmatkm confidential. CaN (213) 386^614
sxt. 231 (Shiriey).

QENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Inftettous
Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

HIVES at least three times pw week, for

six weeks or more? You will be paM
$31500 to participate in an 8 week trial of
a niw medk»tk>n. Call (213)8208020 ask
forKathy.

NON-SMOKERS earn $5412 per hour
for easy worit. PartkHpate in a resesrch
project at UCLA. Call 825-2616 after 5pm.
Laave messags.

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.
If ydu are 13 to 17 years okl and wish to
maks $5.00 by partk:ipating in a survey
whk:h includes questk>ns on alcohol and
drug use. call between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FOE Medical
Cllnte. 8200377.

•X-

ANDREA
KAUSHER
rjfu. IBxadUxs of

Zeta !Bcta ^au wisk

you in£ best in ig86.

iZ;eC7 is fixouA to

luuTc a XiklU <Sl±Ux

UJt£. you ana. we. Look

foxu/axa to seeing ^^^

soon.
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HEALTH
^**'*\ V IwH^ •••.«>..»..»»»« 22

AMAZING Cemitin- Dietary ProducU. Dick

Qregory's Bahamian Diet. Poilitabs sport

supplement of champions. Swsdish
PoNenk^ue skin care. Write to: Nekte
PauMing-15336 Roeooe/ Vsn Nuys. CA..

91 402. Enctoss:SAE for delivery.

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473O708.

BE a pal to an eight year oM boy Satur-

days 12-6 and two weekday afterrwons.

Must have car. good salary. CaN 275-3925.
Mrs. Lewis.

BRK3HT oonversatk)nai students wanted.
PiMk: relattons for norvprofit organizatkxi.

Flexit)le work around your schedule. $6/hr.

Guaranteed plus bonuses. No experier>ce.

Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

CAMPUS safety offk»r shift 7pm-3am and
9pm-6am.$4.50^r. (213) 541-7775.

"'CASHIER wanted. Panama Reds.
Days. $3.75^.25, great hjn place to work.

Apply in person. Marie or Otto (213)826-

7337.

CASHIER/waitera/waitresses needed part-

time at Dim Sum Cafe. Call47»4774.

CENTURY City law firni seeks part-time fil-

ing dark. Preferably 5 days per week, in

the mornings, if possible. $5.50/hr. Calf

Elizabeth 277-7747.

CHILD cars for 15 nrK>nth oM 4 ntornings/

week. Oocassk>nal svenings/weekends
opttonal. 47CH)809anger6pm.

CHINESE Restaurant needs daytime part-

time experienced waiter or waitress. Call

Lois at 204-0441 after 1 1am.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

COMPANION preferably psychology,
soctotogy or pre-nf>edk:al student. One or

two weekerxto per morrth. Excellent salary

and sxpenss acoout. Please call Dr. Rne
206^987 M-F. 8-5.

CONSUMER research Ann seeks assis-

tants. Flexible hours. Will train. WLA.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232.

COOK dinner for single father and
teenager. Some grocery shopping, walk-

ing distance. $5/hour 271 -9236.

DRIVE/ChikJ care Tuesday-Friday 4-5pm.
Responsible person. Csr, insurance
needed. References required (213)459-

5363.

DRIVE Ari to school. $SON*k 8:40-9:20am
2:4O3:20pm. 476-8478.

^***3iC5!C*****5!c**3iC5|C^

HELP WANTED 30

Break the Cycle
of

Pain • Burning • Itching

Commonly Associated With

Herpes Simplex Virus I & II

Cold Sores
Fever Blisters &

Other Skin Irritations

Three years of clinical research yields
NEW effective non-prescription ointment.

ImmuVir

BABYSPTTER wanted for 3-year oW giri

Wedneeday and Friday afternoon near
campus. 824-0960 after 5.

BASEBALL coaches and umpires needed
for WLA Little League program. Season
runs mkl-Jan. thru mkkiune. Boys and
Girts ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-3816.

AT-EASE Wsetwood now accepting ap-
plkMk)ns for security personel as weM as
stock positk>ns for out snnual sale. F>tease
•pply in person. 1001 Westwood Blvd.

If) the SpecTaTTy FormulaTed„Base

Intervir-A^*^

See your local pharmacist or call

1-800-237-8400#22

A Product of

Biopharmaceutlcals Corporation
10220 S.W. Greenburg Rd., #220

Portland, Oregon 97223

DRIVER needed to drive student from
WLA to school on Beverty Qlen/Sunset
mornings from 7:304:00 afternoon pk:k up
2:50 Fridays st 1 :45. Can be split between
2 people. Salary negotiable. (213)772-2000
days (213)836-6030 evenings.

DRIVER- Part-time. 7:1 5am- Santa Monica
to Beverty Hills. One way. Weekdays.
Non-smoker. $lO/day Call 47»448e.

DRIVER needed for high school student
to-from school daily. Call Margie 559-9912.

Driver/helper. 15-20 hours/week. Errands.
mari(eting. carpool driving. Car/sestbelts
required. Beveriy Glenn Canyon. Hours
flexible. $S/hr. 279-1447.

DRIVER needed. 2 aflemoons/wk. (Total 2
hrs.). School pk:k-up for teen giris. Need
car. $6/hr. Eves. 472-9453.

DRIVING Instructors- Full/Psrt-tims/
N^eekends. Clean DMV record. 64 yrs.

driving experience, will train. For interview

[818)881-1594.

EARLY morning chiM.care. Near campus.
3reat pay. Responsible, dependable, pro-
iipt. English a must. Driver preferred.
475-5723.

EXPERIENCED technician wanted for

3usy animal hospital. 55»4770.

EXPERIENCED shoe salesperson; oppor-
tunity for advancement. San RenK> Shoea.
10S5Broxton. (213)20^4848.

FXST. accurate, punctual part-tinie help
rteeded for pediatricians offte^478-2000.

•FOOD servk^e Job in graduate donri.

Located on campus. Scfiedule around your
daas and exam times. Wori( with people.
Understanding English important. Hours:
12-19 per week. Sunday through Saturday
$5.39/hour. Ask for Mich. 825-7686.
8am-8pm. Furtt>er details svsilabie during
interview.

GENERAL offl6e, heavy phones (in-com-
ing), full-time. $6/hr.. WLA. Call Pat 477-
8474. 2-5pm.

HASHERS needed for sorority. Good pay.
good meals. Call Mrs. Rohlfs at 206-3281

.

HOUSEKEEPER in hotel st edge of cam-
pus. Psrt-time weekdsys. $4/hr. 2064945.

IMMEDIATE opening for a full-time activi-

ties dirsctor with good potential to become
assistant manager of large Westside board
and care facility. Excellent personality,

outgoing, patier>oe, cftaracter and groom-
ing a must. $1000/nfK> to start. Csll Mr.
Hirsch 870-7053.

^«aM ^ Hpai •\mni-,n iimiilii i^MMap iU. 3^" ^imm r7Ai^^ I ll i i
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' EARN EXTRA MONEY
*

Working
part-time for

Woodsy Owi
Cail 295-7774

asic for Mr. Seaal

WbodMO«»(My«
lorClMnAlrMdsaBJto

Give a hoot'
Dont pollute.'

Foiac Service; USJDlA.a

RETAIL STOCK
POSITION

We need ambitious person

for part-time work in a

retail record store.

•Approximately 25 hn/wfc

M-F4-9PM
•Record cleaning and

general stock work

OfftkeBecoffd

Santa Monkra

CaU 829-7379

ALFNJi PHI
SOR^IIITYe Cal

PART or full-time clerical poeitk)n tor a
seW-nwtivsted person; Constructton Com-
pany in Weetwood 4704300.

PART-TIME bookkeeper. Minimum 4 hrs/
wk. For indivkJual's personal account. $7/
hr. Experienced. References required.
Must wori( in-house/momings. Mary (213)
2774632.

PART-TIME IBM-PC operation w/light
bookkeeping and gen. offtee. Knowledge
of PC preferred. Flexible hours^PA Ami
Culver City. Must havs own trsnsportatk>n.
Call 821-1025. 10anv4pm for interview. -*

PART-Tlme help needed for photography
studk) in Marina Del Rey. very flexibis

hours. 10-20 hrs/wk. $5.00/hr. 8234589.

PART-TIME babysitter wanted for 9 montfi
oM. Thursdsy sfterrKX)ns. just off campui
call Debra 206-5879.

PART-TIME mother's helper, drive nursery
school carpool, do shopping, run errsnds
$6/hr. 4 bkx^ks from campus, car available
474-2498 (eves A weekends).

PART-TIME retail beauty supply salesper-
son sxperience s plus. Civilan area 475-
1887.

PART-TIME clerical flexible hours. 20 hrs.

per week, miscellaneous offk:e duties,

good opportunity, pieaae call Daria 328-
5402.

PART-TIME sales- weekdays. Isdies
shoes. Westwood/Beveriy Hills Center
$4.50-$5.50/hour sales experience prefer-
red. Roz or Debbie 657-5183. *

PERSON Friday, part-time, salary negotia-
ble, flexible hours. 859-2491

.

Fill In yo«r w««li
wHh extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists.

word processors, & all

office skiUs. Work by the
day, week, or month.

STIVER8
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

Call for appointment
in Westwood 208-5656

:

THE WURST
IS HIRINO

MALE student: drive, garden, personal
assistance: sHemate weekends $6.00/hour
may become permanent live-in situatkM)
4764747 after 3pm. ^

MEDIAL front offtee. Light bookkeeping
phor>es snd scheduling. Approx. 15 hrs7
week. Call Amy 828-5525.

MODELS for life drawing class Male and
female. $8/hr. Must be reliable. MAW
eves, snd/or Sat. mornings. Call Robbie
475^834

NATIONAL Communicatk>n Company cur-
rently seeking aggressive salespersons for

Telemsriteting Dept. Part-tinie Positk>ns
Available, salary and commisskxi. Call
(213)306«)61.

NAUTILUS instructors wsnted. 11:30-2.
Mon-Fri. 4:30-9 Thurs., 6am-9:30am Wed!
$4-5/hr., experience or Kines. nug. prefer-
red.553073l.

NEEDED: Personal exercise Instructor for

oveowight young woman; Mon, Wed &
Fri.; $5/hr. Time of day negotiable. Call
Bridgette at 471-1926 leave message.

OFFICE cleric $5/hr. 15 hr/wk. Flexible
hours, light typing, heavy photo-copying
and general offk:e work. Call Rk:hard
Wong 552-0900.

P/T Drivers needed. Dependable w/ good
driving record. Flexible hours. Company
car $5/hr Call 276-9656 Chaparel Ftorist.

PfT secretary. Century Crty, typing, filing,

12-15 hrs mornings, $6.50/hr.. Roddy or
Gary 553-4646.

$$$PAID for completing brief research
QuestkHiaire. Urgently need first time ex-
pectant fathers for graduate student study,
call Dan 818-796-9174 days. 818-761-
9503. evenings.

PARALEGAL studem or grsduate needed
for full-time workers' compensatk>n law
practk^ Contact Connie Medina at law of-

ftees of Sklney J. Gordon (818) 705-1055
or (213) 873-4768.

Speckalty Hot Dog Shop
In Westwood needs p/t

CQUfitof help. ContoctBfcxi
^"824-9597

PHDs, S3(»,uuu-$60.000. Need PHDs or
candklatss. Uberal arta/phikMophy, an-
Ihropotogy, history or other. Successful
sxscutive seminar company wants top
presenters, thinkers to grow with us. Ex-
cepttonal career opportunity. Reeume. Kar-
rass Seminars, 1633 Stanford St., Santa
Montea 90404.

PHONE solkHtatk>n for non-profH organlza-
tk>ns. Flexible schedule around your
classes. $6/hr. Guaranteed plus bonuses.
Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

PHYSICAL tfwrapy aasistant for busy or-
thopedk: doctor's offk:e in Beverly Hills.

Kinesk>k)gy maior prefered. Call for appt
S50O950 ask for Gtoria.

TOLITKJAL furKJ raising phoning. Part
time, flexibis positions fmmedistely
sv8ilat>le. Afternoons, evenings and/or
weekends. Bonuses. No sxperience nec-
essary. Fox Hills offk:e. on bus line $4 50
sn hour. Call 213-215-3143. 1-5 Monday.
1-9 Tuesday through Thursday.

PUT your conscisncs to work on
CalPIRG'8 Bottle Bill Campaign Phone
bank. pA. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491.

-

REAL Estate analyst intern, part-time. Op-
portunity to learn improved real estate
private placement syr>dicstk>n evaluatk>n.
Will sponsor for NASD SERIES 7 license.
Santa Monica location. Non-smoker
(213)395-3176.

RECEPTIONIST full/psrt-time for
Westwood scupuncture clink:. 9-5. light

typing and book-keeping. Must hsve plea-
sent phone voice. prevk>u8 experience in

doctor's office helpful bi-lingual personnel
wekx)me Call Dr Yeung (213)474-1060 or
628-5963.

RECEPTIONIST w/foodbrokers office.
Must have excellent sales personality and
show initistive, positive sttitude and strong
team player. Phone. fMing. data inputing
required. Contact Roland 473-3212.

RECEPTIONIST full-time positk>n in puMk:
relatk>ns sdvertising firm in Westwood.
Phones, typing, general offtee duties.
Cheerful, professk)nal appearance. Con-
tact Sarita (21 3) 20^6777.

RECEPTIONIST. Part-time, 8:00-1:00.
Starting ASAP. $5.50/hour. Must have Law
offtee experience Call Kim 652-5015.

SALES help wanted. Prefer experience.
1110 Gayley Ave, in Weetwood.

SALESPERSON with style wanted. Earn
sxtra money. Call Joe 477-5200.

SALESPERSON wanted to sell franf>ed pte-
tures in department store in WLA. Call our
bfftee for more informatton. (818)700-191 1

.

SALESPERSONS needed immediately;
outstanding opportunity. Cellular car
phonee and other products. Earn high
dollars. (213)275-0407.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing firm
needs pert-time students to do clerical
work. Please call 452-9616.

STUDENTS needed. Love kkJs? Train for
exciting and rewarding in-home chlkJ care
career. Earn $80041 OOO/nw. Uve-in/out 4
week training tultton k)cal references/
drive/non-smoking, call Child Care
Specialists Center at (213) 274-2653 .

SUMMER & Career iobe availablet Reeort
hotels, cruise liners 8 amuaentem parks
are now accepting applications for
empk>yn>entl To receive an applteatkx)
and informatton. Write: Tourism Informa-
tton Servtees P. O. Box 7411 Hilton Head
Island. SC 29928 ?
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HELP WANTED 30

SYSTEMS analyM tn^nM*. Umt rw|uir«.
»»»*nl» tntf toflwar* dMign for wnaN
hnalntMM. tBO^acVhr. on compMlon of
training. Analyst VKyor programming
•xm riwwn <M»M but not vftal. C^
•^'•'^Hl* Hp»i-10pm. Sun-Th. (21^ 477-
1237.

i^TENNIS tta^ti. must b« ranked to teach
•nd^ piar with intefmodiirtt playar in
Waelwood or Baverly HHis. 556^700 Mt.
So.

TENNIS iMetier, must be ranked to leach
•ndterpliif ;-wHh intemiediate player in
Weelwoud or Beverty Hilis. 556-0700 ext.
56.

TYPIST (SO^^ipmyiight record keeping flex-
lUe pert4ima houra for apparel company
tocatk)n.Wlehiia/San Vteente. CaN (213)
66l-oe>4. Immediate opening.

WANTED. Driver to take chikJ to class.
^'•"•"'ood-Sama Monica and return 5
days a weak. 2 hra. per day after 3:30pm.
tSfhr plus |p.20^mite. Call Charles Kennel
825-«01i days or Deborah Kennel 476-
0004, .

—

APARTMENTS HOUSE
'-~^

FOR RENT dQ FOR SALE ..........56

GUESTHOUSE- Brentwood, nearby
nwimaln view. $386. 3 hra. weekly work,
older graduate student preferred, foraign
w>atoottie. car. (213)772-6726.

GUESTHOUSE- Brentwood, nearby,
rnountakr view. $386. 3 hrs. weekly work.
oWer grackiats student preferred, foreign
wkx)me. car. (213)472-6726. ••

HOUSIfllQ- 10 eeconds from UCLA $240>
t270fvno. For mora informatk>n caN Mike
8240661.

BY Owner near Westside Pavillion.

Modern 3-bedroom. Central air<t)eat.

LA«QE one bedroom.
^M^dwood lloora. $450.
St.

wood paneling.

1830 8. Bedford

WANTED: IndMdual once a week tor light
house cleaning. (213) 8360378.

''^'

WANTED: Santa Menkes Reeklents.
Part/FuN-tkne. Earn up to $7.50^hour.
Make own houra. CaN M-F, i(M. 829-
3721 ask for Linda.

WANTED: Qirt Friday, errand running and
occasstonal driving of chikJren, car riecee-
•ary, references required, pay $6.00^hour
(Xus gas. Available late afternoons, guar-
rantee 5 houra^week. CouW be mora. Call
•venings 383-1802.

NEW. immaculate, studto^ofl apartment
with garden entrance. 5 bk)cks to beach
Vk btock to Santa Monk«. $450 open Sun^

J5[
1/1W86 pleaee caN for eddrass 38»-

5707.

WESTWOOO prime tocatton furnished
singlee end 1-bedrooms. Petto elevator
•/c. 10868 Rocheeler. 479-7465. Managed
by Moee andCompany.

1606 Bentley three bedroom/bath, town
house, rafrigerator. wet-bar. fireplace.

$1650/month 27S-1298.

2-6ED/l-bath. unfurnished, flreplaoe very
ntey quiet unit. $800. Ctoee to UCLA-
days 450-7546.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-
bedroom apartments. ParHy-fuNy furnished
f'^l^orated exoepttonally dean. Modem
buikJing. pod. parking, security. 1631
Whitley. (213) 467-9431

immaculate oonditton. Principals only.

Open Sunday 11-4pm. (816)763-1803.
(8l8)784-6443.

FREE room in private guest house in

hhlNs. City view, Ikeplaoe, privele deck,
use of pod. hd tub. sauna, very secura. in

exchange for housekeeping, errands,
•hopptog. Car required. Females prefer-

fed. Call 826-7878.

PftlVATE studto apartment in exchange tor

babysitting 8 & 12 yr. dd. Easy bus ac-

to campus 274-2207.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELR>>.62

3 meels 5 days a week Females only.

$100. depoelt. $360. per month. 832
Hilgard. 20^6863.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

FOR Rent- Sleeping room. Walking

distance to UCLA. $375. 27^2188.

LARGE room furnished, quiet, private

Brentwood home. Professional/'grad. stu-

dent, rtorvemoksr. references required.

$66fl/mo. 472-7011.

LARGE newly decorated unfurnished,

rfivaie enirancsrDam. cmciency luicnen.

Ful security. Back yard. Bikkig distance

to UCLA. Norvsmoker. M/F. Matura.

resoonsilils nefion references reouired

$50Q/nN>nth indudee utWtiee ptos $750 se-

curity. (818)e69-3280.

LIVE in a UCLA sorority tor 280/mo. (in-

dudes 10 meels/wk). Call Ola 206-8044.

OWN room and bath in very dean apart-

ment near UCLA $750 depodt. $450/
month. Call 8206782 or 8660667.

PRIVATE room, bath, light kitchen
privileges, quiet, graduate or sentor prefer-

red., San Vk:eme Blvd/Santa Montoa. Near
beach. $3S0mo. 386-2141. Call 1-6PM.

ROOMMATES 65

INSURANCE *•***•*••««9

1

INSURANCE WARI WE'lT Beat
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS^ REQUEST "BRUIN pS.
GRAM." (818)660^4407. (616^ 86(Maai

4U70 IMSURA$iCe
Mo^toicfch In9unnc9 Rthj9ed?

...Too High?
CanceHed?r

Low MontNy Payments
STUOeNT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS ...................^^94

JERRY'S moving & ddivery. The Careful
Movers, Free Estimalee. experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)381-6667.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELR...63

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES ,..>, 32

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED SO

END vk)lence against vvomeni The LA
Commledon on Assaults Against Women
offers poeMons in outreach work. Call
(213)651-8962.

GROCERY Cledc Westside Market. Part-
tlme. lpm-7pm or apnfwnklnight. Some
axperienoe helpful. 477-3216.

NURSE RN (pen-time) for MD office near
Beverly HiUs on Saturday am only. Too
salary 938-21 11.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at cpiebnty public relations
firm No puv Out great opportunity to

learn and gam experience
Call Soma at (213) 276-6400

BACHELOR apartment. Furnished.
Veteran nnv WMshire, exceilent tocatkm

'

»55(ymonth (213)275-1427 or 37»6670.
BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachetoT
11967 Rocheetor Apl.#3 $425. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 638-1626.

LARGE single $550.00. Large 1-t)edroom
$725.00. Nk» buikJing with pod 1 mMe to
UCLA. 12fe Federal Ave. 477-7237.

TWO extri large 1-bedrooms with parking
$795 and $625. Walk to campus 729
Qayley. 2066796. "^

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE S4

CHILD CARE
WANTED, 35

FEMALE, undergraduate roommate need-
ed to share a 1 bedroom apartmem
(290.00<mo) on Landfair. call Sabrina
206-1326. ' -
GRAD non-smoker-- Your own
bedroom.bath.fuliy furnished. $425. Irv
eludes utilities. (213) 479-5947 leave

COMPANIONABLE, nonsmoking, semi-
retired person faculty member preferred.
Help with smelf servicee in exchange for

prtv«le room,beth.vlew. Car & references
ssasntlal. 454-3166.

FEMALE- room and board exchange tor

housework. Ntee private room/bathA.v.
- mer UCLA. 474^)336.

GRADUATE student/eng. preferred. «.

Private entrance, room. bath. Car)
rnotorcyde required. $60/month toward
utmtiee. 6 hrs. of work s week. Good
reterences required 271 -9649 7-9am only.

GUESTHOUSE for rent in Santa Monks,
$450/mo. prime aree. Warted. responsible
person who win bebysit Sundaymtursdsy
afternoons and 1-2 nights per week. Work-
ing hours win be deducted from rent. 394-

?1»^ y i

MALE studem. car required.) Must be
•vailable afternoons, light housishoW help.
Ctoee to campus (616)784-5716.

MALE student: drive, garden, personal
••^•tence. Brentwood home, private en-
trance Share room; light cooking fadH-
tiee. salary 47»5747 after 3pm.

ROOM and exchange for night-time
lechntoian in busy anknal hospital 559-
3770.

<WOOM snd board exchange babysitting.
Prtvtte room, beautiful home, own car
female preferred. (616)706-5991.

BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom 2 bath, spactous,
Marina Dei Rey apartment. Female ryxt-

nwker deeired. $475/mo. Mkni 627-7066.

FEMALE shars large 1 bedroom apartment
with 2 girls. Walk UCLA $260. 11069
Strathmore 824-0679/454-621 1

.

FEMALE professtonai non-smoker 25-35
Meks same or grad. student to share sun-
rty Brentwood 2-bedroom/2-bath. $550/mo.
' utilities. Avaiiabto Feb. Days 20M470,
gvenings 207-0137.

"

FEMALE roommate to share bedroom.
1300/mo. ' security. 2-bdmi«-beth, 5 min.
to campus. Sec. bidng., carpeting.
t>eicony, skylite. dishwaaher. 624<4666 or
B24-5669.

MALE student wntd. to share 2-bed. 2-toath
•pi. in WLA. Muet fill space immed.t SERVICE*
237/mo. $200 dep. 206-9868 after 5 PM.
Ask Mike Kibort.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Sefvlce. for Peanuts

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

OFFERED,,••••••*••••••••••• 70

ROOM
FOR RENT : 64

NEED female roommate-$273/mo. plus 1/3
utNltiee. Pod. Jacuzzi, security buiklir>g.
Available M5^. (213)8394166.

NEED Female roommate- $273Mk). plus
1/3 utilities. Pool. Jacuzzi. Security.
buikling. Available 1-15-66. (213)839-41 66.

ONE or two roommatee needed to «here
furnished two bedroomAwo bath apt
Beautiful, must see. Parklrig. Jacuzzi
ceble. Own room for $750mo. pkie 1/2
utilities or share room tor $375/mo olus
1/3 utilities. 206-2944.

ROOMATE wanted: nk:e 2 bd. 2 bath apt

j^.
Hollywood. avaHable immediately

wmale preferred 852-7069.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professkxtally
Jnce 1971 Westwood. (213H70^136 or
Shemwi Oaks (81 6)7896064.

SHARE luxury 2 bdrm. Own room, bath
f^»l. security, parking, hot tub. $450/
nwnth. Call Lee 410-9182.

EXECUTIVE Aaaistam. 20^
$12/hr. 476-1327.

FRUSTRATED devek>ping/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumee? Profseetonel help from publish-
ed author with KMjmallam maiten. Ok^i -
306-4363.

LIFE drawing issslons in Ventee. MAW
evee. 7-9:30 PM. Sat. morning 9:30-12.
$lQ/sssiion. Supervleed by Stanford MFA.
exhibiting artiet. Limited enroNment. CaN...
Robbie 47S6e34.

STATISTICAL and computer ooneuMng tor^
theeis students and the proleeaiuiial. Rate
"•gotiefale. GUI (213)474-0313.

TERM pepers. reports, reeeerch writing,
MMing. reeeerch aseiatenos. Ph.D. in

English. Aknoet all subjecH (6ie)79»6334.

CREATIVE chikl care for 3 yeer oM girl

plus some errands. 3 or 4 sftemoons per
week 12:304:30. Must have own car. $6/
hr. Westwood. 472-1686.

PART-TIME Monday, Wednesday evening^
tor young chiM; car, insurance needed;
471-7654/625-1601 (Ms. Parrish)

WANTED: Femsle to share bedroom in a
2 bedroom speckxis apartment. Available
now $300/month Call Tim or Toni 470-
7931.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD aree. TKiiJfQom just south
of WHshire includes utilities $675. 1241
Pundy. Agem MHIer & DeSatnik Co. 838-
1826.

QOOD location. One bedroom in
Weehwood. $775/mo. Singlee aleo 824-
9925.

PACIFIC Palisades, beeutiful 4-bedroom
home. 2-beth. Large living/dining comblna-
tton. Lg. kitchen plus den. St. Matthew
vteinity. $235fl^mo. Call (818)354-2819.

$1400 DELUXE 2-bedroom 6 den
townhQuee. Adjaceht bechetor available
$600. 1 mile UCLA. 826-6907.

3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-
ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $ll.50^month
Daytime 473-0126.

BEAUTIFUL hillsMe home. pool, private
room, ftomele student preferred. $325 A
10% utiiitiee 826-1537.

BEVERLY Hills, furnished, in large houee
300I. washer/dryer, kitchen privileges
Jtilities Included, need car. graduate stu^
^em preferred. $350. Leave messege Ab-
^ y
:816)783-5151.

^

BWIQHT. spactous room for rem. Fumish-
»d, private bath and entrance and parking
Non-wnoker preferred. $385. Phone: 761-
6642.

FEMALE preferred to rent furnished room
in 44)edroom home. $350 includes all
^touse privileges and utilities. $50 deoosit
C«IISally8360571.

^^

*^*^^^^T
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•All clients screened w/photos
I

and rets since '71
t

•Daily computerized updates 9
•Listings throughout Southern California u
•200/0 Off w/ad4o students and staff *

J^gPaonc ^wB Uahna 8225549 *
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HOUSING
SERVICE ; 55

SUBLET f.f.

PRIME Brentwood 2-bedroom, spactous.
Just remodeled. New drapes and carpets.
Comer of Bundy and Sunset. Heated Pod.
perking and laundry facilities. $1100. (213)
393^)499. ^ '

SANTA Monk:a quiet. 1 bedroom, new
carpet/paint, appliances, parking, yard.
$725. 393-7469.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Batoony with
view. Heeted pod. subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 206^647.

2-bedroom/1 bath. Shennan Oaks, 4 stu-
dents max.Pets. 15-25 min. from campus
$700/nx). (816) 783-6379.

2 bedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near
WMshire, across from park. Excellent toce-
tton (21 3)275- 1 427 or 379-6670.

$960 up. 2-bedroom/2-bath, 1953 Selby
Ave. $1275 townhouse. 2-bedroom/2-beth,
10745 U Orange Ave., 1V4 mitoe from
UCLA.Call47S«105

ATTENTION
ON CAMPUS HOUSING APPLICANTS

FOR SPRING QUARTER
WINTER QUARTER 1986-87 WAITING UST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing
must reapply to maintain or improve their waiting list
position for Spring Quarter 1986. Applications are
available from January 2 through January 14 In the OnCampus Housing Assignment Office, 270 De Neve
Dr^ve. In order to retain your waiting list position, ap-
plications must be received back to the On Campus
Assignment Office. 270 De Neve Drive, no later than
4:00 p.m. January 14, 1986

SUMMER 1966 Sublets needed. Uw stu-
clente working in LA seed apartments tor
•ubiet during sumnf>er. Call Linda Cherrv
(213) 663-9100 for more infonnttnn

"'

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

L£ARN to fTyl Special free imro. serious

JJjJente only, pieaae. Aircraft rental. (616)

SAILING 78

JSl ^'*°? McGregor sailboat. New 7.5

t?J22Lh°"« ^'^^^ '"P •valleble.
M.OOQ/o^. (213)946-1703.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, specious. Yosemlte houee
suntMjnded by pinee. FuHy equipped,
reeeonabis ratee. doee to everything. (616)

NEWAPPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Cam-
pus Housing list may apply for On Campus Housina
after January 14. 1986. However, submission of an
application does not guarantee housing for the Sprlna
Quarter. Applications are available In the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office. 270 De Neve Drive or theUCLA Housing Office. 78 Dodd Hall. Please be advised
that a nonrefundable fee Is required.

on evenkos and
27SO609

lENTJIS. „ftn

TENNIS p ayer-/ Looking Ibr others to play

CALCUS. statistics, precalculua. algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
»Vhr. 6264020. 62^6626.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professlonel
Moring/editlng^word prooeeelng. AN levels.
»ursee. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr7day. 7daya^^>ee^c. 291-3156.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic through
calculus) CHEIVIISTRY. PHYSICS.

Engineering, Reading, Gram-
I

mar. Study Skills. Worl< with a
tutor wfK) Icnows the' subject

»

well, and can patiently pres-

ent ttie material in a variety of

ways. You will also learn tt>e

proper way to study to
achieve confidence orKl self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORiy^A-
TION CALL Jm MADIA 383-
6463.

qAre.
/

.90

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING, 100

children 6 6 13 home r^em
•»6pm.$4.5Qffy. 476-7963.

A-A ACCURATE 6AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
Iranacribe, 6 word proceea pepera,
•"Mumea. etc.; niahea weiooma; WLA;

Go©Da dally bruin tuesday, January 14, 1986 23

.S.-i'

SERVICES SERVICES
OFFERED 96 OFFERED. 96

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112 BARGAIN BOX.......125
•Su-«.. )

KYxiCanBe
InOurChib.
No secret oaths. No initiation

rites. No purchase neces-
sary. Just come in and ask
for your FREE ASUCLA
PHOTO CLUB CARP whlch^
entitles you to discounts on
film and other specials.The
nfK>re you use it, the more
specials you're entitled to.

L

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $6S0/obo. (213)460-7354.
(213)66»2066.

1976 TOYOTA GoroNa. slicfc shift. 50.000
mies, new tiree. no acddenla. perfect
oondHion $1600 (213)479-1937.

1977 Oetaun 28QZ. melalic blue, air oondl-
Uomng. am-(m cassette, excellent oondl-
Bon $3995 (616)786-3614.

1977 MOB- Red. njns weN. $1575. CeN
Esther (21 3)669-2401.

1977 Rabt)ltt. Qood oonditton. New AM^
cMee^ stereo. Ldml mHaags. $1S00.
472-3916. -r-— ...

dSUCid

c/MPus PHOTOsnoo
First Floor Kercithoff Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8^, Sat 10-3 • 206-8433A

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

Guidance
• Typing/Editinf
• Low-cost • Proven results

* Free coneultition
Call aiiSia (213) 477.364I
Convenient WLA location

A better deal, word processing:
•"—«y«»y». manuecrlpta. atudeni work.
Fast/accurate. $1.5041 .M/page. Disk
Morage. PkAupe and delivery. 467-4621.
622-1604.

A-PLUS word prooeeelng Xerox 660.
CHaaertatlons. repetitive letters, medicel
tranecriptton. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

^ APPLE and I word prooeeelng. MWThF
4%m; Si8u 1&6pm. $1.6062.25.
Thete*. term. etc. Dissertatton diec.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word prooeeelng.

Pick upfcampus M-W. Sheri 662-0669.

CANT typt? CaN ine 6394723 daytime
and evenings.' Leave message.

"» ratee. Oerlene.

00 you need typkig? Ex-UCLA Qrad. wIN
type your pepers. reeumee. etc. CaN (616)
766-1610 leave massage for Bafbera.

ELITE Word Prooeeelng. Best-ratee of

tmona. munuecrlpts. stc. Pick-up dsHvery
204<274. '

PyERT typlng/proiesetonel edWng: term

Help wUhwrWng. Virginia 27»0366.

FAST dependable typkigNwrd prooeeskig.
$l.99^kM«e. Make speMng correcttona
1(600)362-4343. (213)614«46.

IBM PC Word pro ceesing/HP Laeer Print-

er. Tranecrlptton. reeumee. UCLA diseerta-
tton term«. Rush Jobe weteome. $2.0(y
pegeandup.NearU<XA.473-2S60.

Pl£A8Em I type 95wpm^BM Selectric wNI
type anything. anytfme-eepecMy acrlpte-

PR0FE8SI0NAL typing, fast, aocurage.
CaN Mrs. Hodon 474-9660

TYPtNCJ-Term pepers. etc. Fast, profee-
•tonal. tow raisa. high queNty. Lelgh4«
Typing Servtoe (21 3)663-3600.

TYPING reaaonable raiaa. any aize iob.
CaN evsnkigs or weekende. Diene 559-

WORD PROCES8INQ-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE {^'^Ji^XIb-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
WORD PROCESSING. FAST. ACCU-
RATE, REASONABLE. PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. GRAPHICS. EVEN-
INGS. WEEKENDS. JEANNE. 826-1636.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GUITAR leeeons by profeesionai teecher.
nev UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
vNeble, Jeen 4764154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 36 yeere
iMching sN levels, ^jee and stylee. Near
UCLA. (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES .. 104

WINNING
Free

1 —
. «i

. 'f » I » I f

•V« ki>«.^.

I Student special $25.

Free oopiss. One<lay
(213)661-0717.

1978 CeHca GT 5«peed amAhn/ air.

$2660 exceNsnt oonditton and body Alan
(>ww (2l3)627-6777(day). (213)402-3175
(eventoga).

1978 Toyota CoroNa 4-epeed. air. stereo,
radials. good oonditton $1700 obo. (213)
396^70 days (21 3) 6240091 evenings.

1979 Chevette good oonditton 2-door Blue
$2300/obo must sell immediately
(618)24»6693.

1979 Muetang. Blue. 6«ylinder. auto. air.

•tereo cassstte. and new brakes. $2800/
obo. 825-6167 before 4:30

TRAVEL >,....>, 105 TRAVEL 105

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!
LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area .from $2^
Honolulu from $179
^Frankfurt frxDm $320
Hong Kong...from $386
Sy6ne^. from $498
Tel Aviv from $529

iffi

IMM I

New York from $99
London from $265
Lima from $359
Tokyo from $430
Rio... from $519
Nairobi from $650

r _ - :-^7- ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
r^^OOR OISKAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI
C J YOUR ON-CAMPUS

>4SUri>l/I'^AVEL SERVICE • m-f ¥30-6. sat n-3

mcM HjDiaci 10 Chang* ««moui noHca tirm.a <r*<»acm^

RESUMES 104 AUTOS FOR SALE...1 12

LCXXINQ for that perfect Job? We can
write you a reeume that will get H for yog.
Cal the Reeume Connection. (213)476-
3274.

I

SUCCESSFUL reeumee 822-4711. Profo»
•foneNy prepered reeumee that get reeulta.

Spedai New Year'a dieoounti Dey. evening
end wealtand appoinfaneiita available.

TRAVEL TICKETS
FOR SALE 106

AIRFARE WARI TWA DISCOUNT
COUPONS. 26H OFF ROUNDTRIP
COUACH. ECONOMY OR SUPERSAVER
FARE ANYWHERE TWA FLIES UNTIL
MARCH 16. 1966. $30.00 EACH.

WESTERN Ticket: Anywhere Continental
U.S. $200m reetrfotlone 624-2961 Derek.

1979 Okie Cutleae Supreme. V-6. A/C,
AM/FM redk). automatk: tranemiaekM).
78.00bmi. $2900. 46fr6357.

1979 Poreche 924- Muat aeN. good oondi-
tton. 45.000ml. air, aunroof. AM/FM
caintte. 322-2549.

1979 Volvo 4Kkx>r. QL 264. 1 owner, tow
mUeege. extremely deen. Aaking $6400
476-0791.

1960. Ford Fieeta; deen. good condWon,
perfect for etudent. $ll00/obo caH
nytlme (21 3)936-5396. leeve meaaage.

1960 HONDA Accord 4-door a/c. &epeed.
good oondMon. $3.200. (213)473^143.

1960 RenauH La Cer. Sherp, excellent
oondltfon. tow mHaime. Muet aeN. Under
$1,750. Dey (213) 836-0673. Evening or

1(213);

AUTOS FOR SALE,..112

FIESTA 76- good nmning car. needa body
work. Alpine alareo. $460 negotiable. Jon
(213)390-1797.

IS II tnie you can buy Jeepe for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
tada todayl CiP 1-312-742-1142. Ext.
6147.

•
'

PORSCHE 914 1972. exoeNent oondWon.
maintenance reoorda. am/hn caaaette
$3600tobo. Muat ee«. moving 667-6074.

VW Fealbeck for aato. 1967. whHe. In

great oonditton. AN original body. rebuHl
engine. 569-1069.

1966 MUSTANG. 2nd owner, excellent

oonditton. 6<:ylinder. 140,000 mi. im-

maculate exterior/interior $2000.
(213)47^6037;

,

1971 Mercury Comet. Bucket eeeta. Rune
fine. $450^obo. Muet aeN. toeve
653-71 36. ___^
1971 TOYOTA CoroMa. 35mpg reg.,

12,096. brand new porache daaeto red.

New. Needa . brakee. tiree. 454-3541.

1971 VOLVO wagon 127.000 mMea good
tranaportatton $700/obo 454-7660.

1971 VW bug. attok. 27M, rebuilt engine,

atereo. excellent runner, extremely
reMabto. $1200/obo, celt 474-5691

.

1975 Poreche-914. 1.8 Red. Ctoan and
beeutiful. Extrea. $4496> (213)626-1214.

1975 VW Rabbit $950/obo Foreign etudent

toeving. Muet aeN. CaN Maaaki (213)209-

0067.

1976 Buto^ Skyhawk. 57.400 mNee. (3ood

oonditton. $1500. CaN 666-3589.

1976 QMC van akiing, camping, beech.

Real €keet%, njna great $2600. 62^646
deya (816)092-7516 evae. BM. - -

. . /.

1960 Toyota Teroel &epeed. air am/fm
ceaaetle. 46m great oar. muat aeN, $3000
(213)934-2275.

'

1961 AUDI 4000 4E red 4 door air sunroof
em/Hn^caaeette 44 M new ^arkee good
oonditton 1 owner $4990 p/p (213)393-
2496 evgaAeknda (213)312-31269 nVfdaya.

1961 Ponllac Phoenix U.. Air. AM/FM
caaaette, aunroof. immaculale. $3300.
(213)822-4072.

1962. Ford EXP. 49.000 mNee. air. stereo.

excellent oonditton. $3000. 993-1 561

.

1962 VW Rabbit- Mint oondltton-40M. A/C.
AM/FM alareo. 4-apeed. 1 owner Muat
eee. $3780. (213) 826-6253 ext. 2565. M-F.
»6.aakterCAR.

1964 BMW 3l8i. Superb oonditton. grey/
beige da«h. alann. warranty, extras. CaH
Ertk54»6266. 552-0622.

1964 CJ7 Jeep, removeebto hard doors
end top. Black on Week. 5-epeed. fm/
ceseette. Extras. ExoeNent oonditton.
$6600. 45»^264.

'

'66 Bug. Shiny bleck peint. Original owner,
weN-maintained. AM/FM ceseette. Must
eee. $1900. 62»3962.

'69 2002 BMW. Sunfroof, Mtoheiine tires.

Runs great. Needs reer body work. $1200
obo. 824-7773.

'73 Plymouth Roedrunner. 340 engine, 4-

peed. tooks great. $l,400/obo. (213)945-
1703.

'76 Ford Pinto, tow mileage. exoeNent run-
ning condition A appeerence. $1200. days
206-0654. evening 216-1064.

'79 Firebird automatic MC. AM/FM
caaeette. Greet oonditton. must sell. (213)
392-2497.

'61 Saab Turbo- 3-door. whHe; autonrtatto.

AM/FM cassette, air-conditioner.
eunroof.greet oonditton. $6100. 54^4201

.

'61 Toyota Corolla 5-speed. A/C.
56.000mL. xint. oonditton. $3600 obo.
Dey:(213) 2066660. Eve:(806) 564-6553.

'62 Detsun 260ZX- 5-speed. fuNy toe^.
T-top, AM/FM cassette , cruise contrd. ex-
ceNent oonditton. $6300. 8206547. ^-

,

63 HKJlNOA Civto. 1500DX. automatto. eic^

ceMent oonditton, new brake, kept iM
maintenance records. $4250/obo
(213)377-7476.

FRIDGE - smeN, 34 to. high, brown. Seers.
Uwks greet. Meel tor apwtment or room.

'

$80.6266160.

BICYCLES
FOR SALE , .1 13

HIGH queNty iteme ne^er ueed. Secrlftoe
•ncyctopedle 1965 aet $175. Mattreea 6
box apring $150. Braaa headboard $150.
Oeek $150. WaN unit $150. Dinette eel
$150. RecNner $196. Futon sofa stoeper
$160. Bedroom set $496. Sofa & tove eeet
$495. Dining ropm set $895. Carpeting
$5.96/yerd. 393-2336.

MOTOBECANE grend jubilee. fuN race. 20
inch frame. $350 must sell. 825-9770.. aak
forRk:hanJ.

FURNITURE 126

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 1 14

EXECUTIVE desk $96. 6 fool doubto
P»deetai. CaiiJoan 473-6600.

QUEEN size sofa-bed w/matohing rediner;
5-pc. dining. ooffe»4abto w/matohing end-
tobto. Good oonditton. 825-2404. 453-
3721.

KAWASAKI 250 Street Bike, towwnitoege.
$600 ph. 272-7179.

1977 HONDA CB 360, 4000 mi, good con-
ditton rtoden only 2 sumnwrs. 473-2726.

1979 HONDA 400 Hawk, well-maintained,
runa/tooks excellent, reliabto tranaportatton
$675(213)639-6620.

1964 Kawasaki GPZ550 exceNent cond^
tton $1660. 312-6566 (days) 3700403
(evjsnings).

1965 flONDA. 500 interceptor. FM. good
oonditton, warranty, helmet. $2300.
(818)345-2689.

5 piece bedroom aet. kleel for students.
Couch and other Heme. Muet sell Charlee
674-7750.

1965 YAMAHAr Rive 125 exint. cndtn.
$950.00 cell Roeemary days 825-0831 . caN
Juan eves 204-2604.

'81 Honda 200 Super dean, runs greet,
book rack, eiedricel start. $500 Mike (213)
626-5363.

*-

•85 Honda Rebel, new. red. 100
250CC, $1950. (213)824-0677.

Al new hotel aels guaranteed

TWIn$«t $80 'Mitel $66
•"•^•^ $•• Klfio$«t $96
New 5 piece bedroom set.^ $n$
New Mitn or queen deeper_..$l3f
New tofa and tove leat $1^9
Oak finish coftoe Hibtos. „ $7
ind Tables iWUn^s.....^?

TNIWAimOUtI
397-6010

COWE
MOPEDS 1 19

SCOOTER Honda Aero 50CC. great oondi-
tton, blue $550.00 or Moped Veepe
Grande $350.00 Loretta (213)471-3563.

SCOOTER-Yaniaha Riva 180z. ExceNent
oonditton. tow mMeege. extrasi! Must see.
Greet buy. Ken 206-1995.

1976 Moped. Good oondKton, very tow
mileege. $l50/obo. WIN help with tocal
deiivery. (213) 322-7203.

1964 HONDA Aero 50 Scooter. Red. good
oonditton $250. Will help with tocel
delivery. (213) 322-7203.

1965 Honda Spree. 650 mitos. ExceNent
oonditton with tock. $450 obo. CeN Dan
Barrett. 206-2478/206-9664.

RAS/CALLV

.A GOOD IDEA
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS. 134

MISCELLANEOUS...128

BRONICA ETR PROFESSK)NAL MULTI-
PLE LENSES, MOTOR DRIVE. FLASH
FINDERS FILM BACK ALUMINUM CASE.
PRISTINE. $1400. LEAVE MESSAGE.
559-6946.

DISKETTES SSDD 52t. DSDD 62f
Lifetime werranty/ beet prices deta bureeu
Inc. 1633 Weetwood Blvd., #103. Teto.
(213)47»0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Ma^or
brand overstock, new w/warranty. Worka
on aN Macs. $270. CaN Rtohard 876-2556
fordemo.

MODEM for seto. Hayer internal 1200b. 1

yeer dd still under werranty. Perfect oondi-
tton $250 obo. (616)993^1 33.

Why let people fish around?

Let them know what you've got!

• r .

/

»«\tll
^^

Daily Bruin Classifieds

"Catch" us at 825-2221

fm^ .i.1^
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THE Sixth Annual

Cambridge/UCLA
>*^ '•*', u^. ..,

PROGRAM
Summer i986

EARN COLLEGE CREDITS
WHILE EXPERIENCING

1 THE CAMBRIDGE
"LEARNING ENVIRONMENT.
Live the academic life in a community
with a 700-year tradition— learning
through lectures, lively small group
discussions, and field trips.

. Vbur residence is TRINITY HALL.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSfTY/located at

the center of the historic colleges and
the ancient City of Cambridge. A
countryside of medieval market towns
and villages surrounds it, and London
is only 60 miles away.

V

COURSES PLANNED:
Shakespeare's Plays • British

Intelligence Operations • English

Country Houses • The English Village
• The Romantics: Art and Literature •

The Bloomsbury Group • Darwin and
His Influence • Archaeology of Britain

• Landscapes and Gardens • British

Economics and Politics • Architecture

-ef^ngland • Tudorfngfarrd"*i>ic1<ens~
• Churchrll • Postwar Britain:

Changing Society; Changing Values •

Shakespeare's World • British Fine •

and Decorative Arts • Roundheads -'

and Cavaliers.

Two three-week sessions are

scheduled:

July 6~July 26 and
July 27-Augu$t 16, 1986.

Enrollment is o/so open for the entire

six-week period.

FOR A DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE,
write or call:

Cambridge/tfCLAfrogram, .' —
Department UCDB,
P.O. Box 24901,

bs Angeles, CA 90024; t

(213) 825-2085.

UCLA MARDl GRAS ^86
Do you want to work on the nation^s largest student
-^-T^—"^^— run charity fundraiser^" ^~

Applications for the Mardi Gras '86 General Committee are
available in the MARDI GRAS Office. 129 Kerckhofif HalT

An orientation slide show will be held in the Hedrick Hall
Fireside Lounge on Tuesday night January 14 at 7:00 pm for all

interested applicants.

Applications are due no later than 5:00 pm Friday January 17,

1986 at the MARDI GRAS OFFICE.

.<--

W.

TAN YOUR BRUINS rr

THE MOST LUXURIOUS TANNING SALON IN CALIFORNIA

BODYTAN
SPECIAL IIMTRODUCTORY OFFERI

3 SESSIONS ONLY $ 1

2

Students/Facurty Special With This Ad and UCLA ID. Expires 1/2 1/86

UCLA's Favorite Tanning Salon
Walking Distance From Campus
1 2 Luxurious Rooms
Everyday Student Discount Prices

'GREAT TAN = GREAT LOOKS'

'-WE FEATURE THE WOLFF SYSTEM'
"The safest, most advanced equipment in the world.''

Open Late- 7 Days

824-2826

1 1 07 Gayley Ave
(1 block north of Wilshire)

Westwood Village

McMahon protests

fine by weeiing

"Rozele" I-; I I

By Nicholas K. Gennios
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Bears quarterback Jim
McMahon — who does just

about everything his own way— says the National Football
League was "nit-picking"
when it fined him for wearing
an Adidas headband.
"We gotta worry about

nit-picking stuff like labels?"

McMahon complained after
the Chicago Bears defeated
the Los Angeles Rams on Sun-
day in the National FootbalL
Conference championship
game.
During the game,

McMahon wore a white head-
band with the word
"ROZELLE" written on the
front. The move was a swipe
at National Football League
commissioner Pete Rozelle,
who fined the Bears $5,000
last week because McMahon
wore an Adidas headband in a
game.
NFL rules require players to

cover up company-Jogos an
"their clothing.

"Why do they worry about
this chicken stuff?" McMahon
said after the game. "They're
trying to take all the fun ouL
of the game.

"I've been with Adidas for
years," McMahon said. "And
I'd worn their headband all

season. I'd been warned about
it, but what the heck.

"I guess the networks don't
like us giving publicity to
these companies," added
McMahon.. "So, the league
hits me for five grand, and I

figure, ril give Pete s^me pub.
Maybe he needs it."

Rozelle, who was in the
Soldier Field press box Sun-
day, called McMahon's stunt
"a great gag."

"It broke me up," said the
commissioner. "I'm just upset

'

that I wasn't able to get a
shoe model out in time."
The commissioner's office

said he had nothing further to
say on the subject Monday.
Running back Walter

Payton had McMahon make
up a similar headband.
"He asked me to make him

one, too, so we both wore
them," McMahon said.
"What's the big deal? We all

wear different shoes, different
gloves."

McMahon and some of the
players said they plan to fight
the fine.

"We'U take this all the way
to the Supreme Court if neces-
sary," said defensive back
Dave Duerson. "I hate to say
the NFL has a grudge against
us, but that's the feeling we
have."

The two headbands were
part of a protest by several
Bears over the rule. Several
players taped logos to their
shoes for Sunday's game. The
players included McMahon,
Payton, Mike Singletary,
William "The Refrigerator"
Perry and Gary Fencik.

Women's basketbal
Continued from Page 28
However Dome took Dean's
position as leading scorer in
the Lousiana Tech battle with
17 points. The sophomore also
took top rebottndinff honors
with 10.

t

nm^
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Inside UCLA
Continued from Page 26
forget. Haley will never forget
his for the right reasons (that's

the strange part). He even
made 6 of 7 free throws and
now has connected on 15 of 21
this season, 71 % . Miller had
^ career-high 35 points and
the first five of a nine-point
comeback to win it.

Hatcher, or "Money" if you
so prefer, hit for 24 points,
one short of his career high
and drilled two 25-foot
jumpers in the clutch for
UCLA's last four points.
Nothing so strange about that
so far, right? Well, except that
the Bruins blew two
"refrigerator"-type leads down
the stretch and then, after be-
ing outscored 13-0 to drop
behind by eight with just over
two minutes remaining in the
second overtime, they turn
around and score the last

nine. That's strange.

And it's even stranger when
a basketball team's bench
players are outscored 29-0 and
it still wins. That may have
been the first time in UCLA
history to not get any points
from the subs and come out
on top.

Other^ straifige things hap-
pened on the trip. One oc-
cured Friday^moming at Seat-
tle airport. The team was
notified that their flight to
Eastern Washington for a
game with WSU was cancell-

ed due to heavy fog. One man
in the airport said he had
talked with his wife by tele-

phone and she could not see
out the back window of their
house in Spokane.

So the Bruins bused it to
Pullman, seven hours that ac-
tually gave the guys a good
chance to have some fun (they
had not had much up to this

point). Halfway to Pullman at
a McDonald's pit stop, a wild
10-minute snowball fight
broke out. Most everybody hit

their free throws in this one.
Jerald Jones would have

been called for traveling when
he took a not-so-eraceful slide

across a sheet of ice. Sports
medicine man Tony Spino was
last seen running away from
Haley, who was in hot pursuit
with two snowballs in hand.
When the Huskies and

Cougars come down to
Westwood February 6th and
9th, they had better watch out
for a hungry Bruin team. The
Washington student newspa-
per called UCLA's team the
Wimps of Westwood. And the
Cougar fans showed absolute-
ly no class when they threw

cups of ice and beer at the
Bruins as they left the court
Saturday. UCLA has suffered
some narrow losses in Pauley
before, but have not respond-^ in such a childish way.
Has anybody noticed that

the nets on the Pauley
Pavilion baskets have been
loosened this year to help the
Bruins' running game? For
years they were so tight that a
fan had time to get a hot dog
and garnish it with mustard
and onions before the ball
would drop through the hoop.

Last year a Brad Wright
slam dunk actually popped
back over the rim before settl-

ing in again.

On the women's side of
basketball. Sue Mead is doing
adequate work at center
replacing the departed An-
nette Keur, who left for home
in Holland over the summer
and didn't come back. Mead is

averaging about 4 points and
7 rebounds a game, but has
grabbed 10.4 boards over the
last five contests.

,

Anne Dean, who can hit
her jumper from north cam-
pus, had a career-high 30-
point game recently.

What else? Well, Januarv
19-21 the men's golf team win
host the UCLA-Bill Bryant
Memorial Tournament at the
Eisenhower Golf Coursa in
Industry Hills.

The baseball team, which
by looking at their record the
past few years is obviously in
enough trouble, may be in for
more. It is rumored that one
of the better players might be
declared academically ineligi-

ble to play in 1986.
University of Pacific won

the NCAA women's volleyball
title in Michigan back in
December and they knocked
off defending champion
UCLA in the semifinals. Many
people thought that the Bruins
were the best team coming in.

Watch for Liz Masakayan
and Michelle Boyette to
possibly join the USA National
team soon. The money and
excitement of pro volleyball
tempts both as well as Katie
McGarrey to travel abroad
and see Europe for free next
year. It is a possibility that
one, two or all three will go.
Each has incredible talent at.

their positions and will help
anybody they end up with.
A few of this week's birth-

days: Katie McGarrey,
volleyball, 23 today; Jeff
Dunlap, basketball, 22 today;
Marcus Turner, football, 20
yesterday.

That's a look at sports, now
back to your professor.

» n.,

Athletic department looking

for new student trainers
The 1986 UCLA sport-

smedicine training staff is

seeking applicants for student
trainers. Applicants should be
of sophomore standing or
below and have an above
average GPA in kinesiology or
a related major.
A student trainer's duties

include assisting the staff
trainers in the prevention and
,care of athletic injuries and
working towards his/her goal
of becoming a certified
trainer.

The sportsmedicine staff is

directly responsible for all in-

tercollegiate athletes at UCLA
and a trainer or student
trainer attends nearly all sp>or-

ting events, home and away.
Some of the more

prestigious events covered in

the past include more than 15

NCAA championship games or

matches, several Rose Bowl
games and the 1984 Olympics.

Interested applicants should

contact Tom Dufresne, Direc-

tor of Students, at Mac D
training room, men's training

room.

WHY PAY WESTWOOD noir^o savevvni TMT VILLAGE r nH.,Lb .''

30.700,0

Deals are

blossoming

in the
*--*" •

Drum

SONY
WM-11

• Stereo cassette playt)ack

• Automatic shut-off

^ j^ Ultralight Stereo headphone

$25"
RetaiJ 49.99

Exp. 1/31/86

TRUE TOUCH TONE
TELEPHONE
• MCI/Sprint compatit)le

• FCC Registered

• MFC Warranty

Exp. 1/31/86

Limit 1 per customer

IMTERNkTiONkL

HSCIINI IIII

PRAXIS 20
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

• Automatic correction memory
• Interchangeable daisy wheel & ribtxm

• 2 kcytxwrds for special characters Sr
foreign languages

• Carrying case & coveij

Retail 249 99

SPECIAL

$14999

'/I

Exp. 1/31/86

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP

799
• UL approved IOCKm

• Asst. colors

G-2512 Exp. 1/31/86

<K \,tt§i^mM mmx liMclMl

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD ft

CHECK PRICES 2 9<V* HIGHER LIMPT 1ACUSTOMER pc;
12220 VINICE BLVD.

w. Lm Angiln. CAMm 3t0-4477

V

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MONSATl1-7PM*SUNl2-5PM

AnENTION UCLA STUDENTS
tORADUATING THIS ACAC>EMI&¥EAR|M

Interested in interviewing with employers for
entry-level CAREER POSITIONS in:

• Engineering/Physical Sciences OR
ii>i »i«*i

—

Management, Marketing/Sales or Accounting?

Register NOW for ttie 1986-86

—OiUMPUsInterview PROGRAM
Registration Form (REQUIRED for career interviews) and further

information available at ttie

- MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER.
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

Mortar Board Presents
'

COLLEGE BOWL
*86

* - * • .

Competition begins Jan. 28
Applications and Information Available in the

Dean off Students Office 2224 Murphy Hall

Tom Fears, a Los Angeles, Ram wide receiver, set an
NFL record for most receptions in one game with 18

against Green Bay in 1950.

Applications aire due. TUESDAY. JAN. 21

by^-.OOpm

"IT'SANYTHING BUT TRIVIAL...

"

3,

Funded by the CPC of the PAB
•:>^?^

1?- -- —3 »— * ' ' »i^
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Tastes better than
^ ice cream

ALLNARJRALFROZB4YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy orie^and get one of equivalent value free

JOHHSTOH'S YOGURT PALACE
I 1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

ExpiresJanuary 27. 1 986 • limit one per customer
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I

I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

LSAT
GMAT

TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 315
Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

ATTENTIO:
DANCERS

, ;'

c-fl

i**^

r-<-"-"-^:

NEW!
Workshop

*Jazz ChoreogiL.^
*Brazilian Dance
*Airican Dance

*BaUet
*BdUioom
*Jazz Dance

Dance

tocial Dance

-I

No experience necessary for most classes

PLUS AQUAnCS * BOATING ft SAILING * FINE
ARTS* OUTDOOR STUDIES * SPORTS * FITNESS

For enrollment information on classes,
please call 825-3701

0CL4 CuhurmI mndneeremtlonmlJkffmkM
Recreation InttrucUontl Program

Continued from Page 28

there. Jerald Jones put the
finishing touches on the vic-

tory, scoring the final points
of the contest on a left handed
coup de grace slam dunk that
brought down the house.

In addition to his reboun-
ding, Butler finished with a
career high 12 points and
Hatcher sank 14 for the
Bruins. Morion Wiley finished
the game as Long Beach
States high s^rer with 16
points.

ST. JOHN'S at UCLA,
December 14 — UCLA set out
to avenge last season's embar-
rasing 88-69 loss in New York,
but emerged with a 69-65
defeat and a moral victory. St.

John's was paced by junior
center Walter Berry who
dumped in 23 points and
muscled down 12 rebounds.
The Redmen burst out of

the gates to a 16-2 lead before
the

,,
Bruins knew what hit

them. Hazzard called a
timeout to regroup his troops
at the 13:10 mark and UCLA
returned to the floor with a
renewed fire. A Richardson
steal and assist produced a
Jones layin and the Bruins'
first points in over four
minutes.

The rest of the half was
spent trading baskets aitd^
when St Johns Ron Rowan
saiik a 10-foot baseline jumper
from the right side with one
tick left on the clock the
Redmen had a 37-27 halftime
lead.

St. John's began the second
half on fire and nearly put the
game out of reach, jumping
out to it's biggest lead at 46-
31. But the Bruins fought back
behind Richardson's playmak-
tegv Jones* aggressive inside
play and Hatcher's outside
sharpshooting.

Jones hit an 18-foot bank
shot from the right side that
brought UCLA within seven
with 6:56 remaining. The
teams traded baskets until
Richardson was fouled while
driving the left lane. He made
the shot and the free throw to
pull the Bruins within five.

Jones had a chance to cut it

to three, but missed the se-
cond end of a one and one
situation, and with that the
clock ran out on UCLA's com-
eback.

LOYOLA-MARYMOUNT
at UCLA, December 20 — In
Richardson's first start as a
Bruin regular he responded
with 15 points, nine assists
and sev^ rebounds. Couple
that with Reggie Miller's then
career high 32 points and it all
spells out an 85-79 victory
over the Lions.

LMU jumped out to a 16-9
lead over the slow starting
Bruins who couldn't catch up
until Hatcher sank a 20-footer
from the left comer to make it

27-26 UCLA with 6:47 re-
maining. ^

Over the final minutes of
the half UCLA outscored the
Lions 22-8, Miller and Hat-

cher scoring eight apiece, and

the Bruins led at the half 49-

34.

LMU never led in the se-

cond half but managed to

make the game interesting and

cut the Bruin lead to just four

with only three seconds left.

^MIAMI at UCLA,
December 21 — After strug-

gling through the first half

UCLA let loose in the|;pcond

and the result was a 109-64

laugher over the Hurricanes.

Hatcher encored his 16 point

performance from the. .night

before with a career high 25
against Miami. Miller was
next with 21 and Cory Caines
added 15 for the Bruins. Jack
Haley led UCLA in reboun-
ding with eight in 16 minutes.

After jumping out to an ear-

ly 24-12 lead the Bruins let

Miami, in the first year of its

basketball program, stay close

instead of burying them. At
the half, UCLA was up by
just 41-31.

Finding what Hazzard
referred to as the "killer in-

stinct," the Bruins put
everything together in the se-

cond period. In just that 20
minutes, UCLA scored 68
points, shot 63 percent from
the field, made 10 of 12
freethrows, grabbed 29 re-

bounds and held the Hur-
ricanes to just 33 percent
shooting from the fieId:~The -

Bruins finished the game with
44 rebounds compared to 30
for Miami and the game lasted
just 1 hour 46 minutes.

OREGON at UCLA,
January 2 — The effects of a
10-day period without a game
showed as the Bruins gladly
escaped with a 71-65 triumph
in the conference opener for
both teams.

and took advantase of
UCLA's lack of heigVt ?o
break a modest three game
win streak and hand UCLA its
first conference loss as the
Beavers licked the Bruins in a
tight one, 54-49.

*

Coaching was the key ia
this contest, according to Haz
rard, who felt he'd been out'
done by the oldest coach in

!?1 il w??;*'
^'^^^'^ S*»*e's

Ralph Miller. .

The Beavers kept the tempo
slow, kept tiie ball out of
Miller and Hatcher's hands
and kept dishing it to Uieir 6^
10 center Jose Ortiz who col-
lected 22 points and 10 re-
bounds.

m the first half, but managed
to hit -the locker room with
the lead when Miller con-
verted a three point play with
just :01 left in the half, giving
the Bruins a slim 19-18 advan-
tage. Of those 19, Miller sank
11 himself.

The Bruins came out hot in
the second half and establish-
ed a 30-27 lead before Ortiz
and crew took over. With 3:53
left and the Beavers on top
39-36, Gaines collected his
first foul, but UCLA's seventh.
Down the homestretch Oregon
State scored eight points from
the free throw line as the
Bruins collected seven more
^ouls and 22 fouls all together?

Inside UCLA
Continued from Page 27
which means that if they
guessed wrong, UCLA would
run up the yardage. Guess
what? Iowa guessed wrong.
The old Wizard of

Westwood, basketball mentor
John Wooden, was a teacher
of the bank shot. The new
Wizard, offensive coordinator
Homer Smith, hat a bimk shot

"But after all," Hazzard
pointed out after. the game
while explaining his team's
mental lapses, "this is a foot-
ball school now. Right?"
Richardson scored 12 first

half points and Miller added 9
as UCLA jumped out to a
comfortable 32-20 lead and
seemed to be weU in control.

But the Ducks livened up
behind Jerry Adams and hi^
14 first half points, and
outscored the Bruins 14-7
down the stretch to go to the
locker room trailing just 41-
34.

The second period picked
up where the first left off as
Oregon kept fighting to stay in^e game. However, UCLA
never relinquished its lead and
while looking lackadaisical at

o^SeScl^"^*^"^ *^ ^•-

Miller finished the game
witii 22 points and eight re-
bounds while Richardson had
a career high 19 mixed in with
some errant passes that
resulted in six turnovers.
J^^^^n "nished the game
with nine rebounds for the
Bruins. Adams led Oregon's
attack witii 16 points and 11
rebounds.

..^REGON STATE at
UCLA, January 4 — Oregon
State came to Pauley Pavilion

<rf sorts as well- with all of
the impressive New Year's of-
fensive shows, UCLA football
fans can bank on a slew of
newly-interested recruits

ha??*?K n®"''
*"^ women's

basketball are not exactly
Where tiie coaches would like

2;^„^,J;f/*^^«e of the

ing with age. The'^eTh^X

weekend in Washington. In

Miller finished the game
with 26 points and Jackson
had 10 rebounds for the
Bruins.

UCLA at WASHINGTON
January 9 — In UCLA's se-
cond road game of the year it

suffered its second worst
defeat of the year and its

worst ever to the Huskies,
90-65.

The Bruins started Haley at
the forward slot to try and
combat Washington's height
inside but the ploy didn't
work. Haley finished the game
with two points and one re-
bound and Jackson collected
nothing in either category as
the Huskies dominated the in-
side gamC^
Husky center Chris Welp

managed 28 points and seven'
rebounds while forward Paul
Fortier added 24 and eight
respectively.

The contest was close for
much of the first half until the
Huskies broke an 8-8 tie and
eyentuaUy built a 21-14 lead.
From there the teams traded
points tiie PBBt of the first half -

«id Washington led 42-34 at
the half.

UCLA made a game of it

early in the second half and
closed the gap to 44-43 on a
Butier three point play.

But tile Huskies scored nine
s^aight points and outscored
the Bruins 27-4 over the next
eight minutes to put the game
on ice.

*

Last Saturday, UCLA
outlasted two overtimes to
hold off Washington State
81-80 as reported in the Daily
Bruin yesterday. The win left
Hazzard's Bruins with an
overall mark of 7-4 and 2-2 in
conference play.

Seattie, the team cut a 12-
point Husky lead to one at
44-43 and had all of the
njomentum going their way.
Then Washington reeled off a
.run of 27-4, and all of a sud-
den it was 71-47. So much for
momentum.
At Washington Sute, three

Bruins, Haley, Reggie MiUer
and Montel Hatoher, had
games they will not soon

CoBtfamed on P«fB 85
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Schwartz takes look
inside UCLA sports
By Rick Schwartz
Senior Staff Writer

The men's soccer team won
the NCAA Championship for
the first time ever in an
eight-overtime game against
American University. The
winning goal was struck by
reserve Andy Burke. Burke did
not enter the game until just a
few minutes before the goal.

It seems that the unknown
guy comes through in the big-
gest games. As did Burke, Eric
Ball replaced Gaston Green in
the Rose Bowl and was
another Bruin who came off
the bench to provide the
spark.

Even Jack Haley had 17 re-

bounds and 10 points against
Washington State in a must-
win game to keep the young
basketball-Bruins in the con-
ference race. Haley was nam-
ed the Chevrolet Most
Valuable Player of the game.
Really. The same Jack Haley
who. . .

The football team won the
Rose Bowl after most of the

ional media had written
them off, saying that they
wouldn't be able to score

*

against those huge boys from
Iowa who have nothing else to
do but eat. But as usual, on
New Year's Day UCLA ripped
an opposing ddFense. Over the
last three bowl games, the
Bruins are averaging 43
points. That's hard to beat.

It is possible that Iowa
coach Hayden Fry should not
have been so rigid in avoiding
the activities surrounding the
Rose Bowl. Then his team
might haye gotten all the goof-
ing around out of their svstem
beforehand instead of cluring
the game.
One group that was official-

ly impartial but really rooting
for UCLA was the publicity
agency that handles all of the
fun events for Rose Bowl par-
ticipants, like the Lawry's
Beef Bowl, etc. If the
Hawkeyes had beaten the
Bruins, then every Big Ten
team for the next five years
would have probably run a
^ght ship out here.

Wide receiver Mike Sher-
rard hit the nail on the head
when he told me two weeks
before the game tiiat Iowa
likes to guess a lot on defense.

Continued on Page 26

Editor's Note
Editor's Note: The Daily Bruin's weekly Tuesday

feature, "Athletes of the Week" will resume next week
in this space.

RICHARD HARTOG/Daily Brutn

Jerald Jones (22) led some rowdy Bruins in a raging snowball fight between Seattle and
Pullman at a McDonald's on Friday.

Things are brewin'
In advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•SmoMng Control

•Facial ReluvenaUon

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain •Acne
•PMS •Arthritis

•Stress

FREE COHSULTAWN
Dr. Yeung

2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
'"'"S^io.oo
Body Perm $25.00

_(wmi thh coupon ft UCLA I.D.> I

I

I

CoHhires I

1419 Westwood Blvd. !

International

LOW COST
AUTO INSURANCE

FREE QUOTES 1 -800-841 -3636
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

479-9625 478-9316 I

I

Exp. 2/15/86 I

SOFT CONTACTS
'.^ELiirA: GROUP rOR EVFS

Permaflex ^-'J?
PermalensA v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' ;*^
30 Day Extended ^ ^•jT

Additional Pair 35Qupto2wMk0

Soft
Daily
Wear

$6?
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT A FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operalk>nt to dale
Radio Keratotomy
in Hospiiat or Office Fallen)

ijOOg/EjWiCfdrt PrpQram Arranged

B ^•.: ": JS-

APIM JSUMCAFE

^^l^^^kho
i- *l

If you ARE what you eat...

•f'

UGHT CHINESE -
-- - -

l^nch), Dinner

or Lxate Nights

From $175

WESTWOOD VILLAGE»1091 BROXt6(N>L.A./213'824-7869

then HOW WELL are
you eating?! .

NEMAM 3 SERIOUS aUESTIONS TO THINK AiOUTI
1) Which nutrients are lackina in your diet?
2) Is your diet danaerousiy rvgh in sodium,
cholesterol, saturated fat or ottier substances?
3) Should you be corisldering food supplements
with your cNet or are you paylno for ttiem
needlessly?

Quiddy and occuraitaly you can And out ttw aniwwi to queitloni luch ai
ttWM by KiMno ttw Nutri- Data dM anqly* piogranri 1?* ipsc^
wai tst 14) by a quoMsd tdentw wmi a PtiD. background In blo^
tKn^ yotf dM anolynd by compute and be cornparsd wim tr» Rscom-
mendsd Distant AloiiKTOe (RDA) guidelnai fcx colorist. cofbo^v^
tela itMr. KrtuRited S umaturated fat. cholMlwol, 11 nUnMoli. andU
vttamira S cofoctoa For nvm infomKitlon about thb twIpM program,p^^M out ttw Older (bim below.

Please rush me more InTo about the Nutri-Dota diet analysis
program at homel

Nan>e:

Address:

City. State.

Send to: Nutrt-Doto Gel 1465 CUlvarPdrtc Dr.. CulverCty.CA90230
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Christmas break
t •

5-3 mark a turnaround

of last year's December
By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer-—
While most of us .were at

home taking it easy over the

winter break, the UCLA
basketball team had no such

luck. Instead, the Bruins were
busy playing eight games since

the Daily Bruin was last

published (except yesterday's

issue of course), compiling a

record of 5-3 including 2-2 in

the Pac-10 conference.

The following is a brief

rundown of the highlights for

each of those games.
LONG BEACH STATE al

UCLA, December 7 — UCLA
turned a slight four point
halftime advantage into a roiit

as they subdued the 49ers 84-

64 before 7,735 at Pauley
Pavilion.

The Bruins were led by
Reggie Miller's 28 points and
Xelvin ButlerV 15 rebounds as

UCLA defeated Long Beach

Jot the fifth time against no
^defeats.

-The Bruins struggled to pull
away through much of ^ the
first period, but seemed to
have the upperhand in the
game when Craig Jackson
slammed home a . Jerome
"Pooh" Richardson misfire to
put UCLA up 18-13 midway
through the half.

UCLA gradually increased
the lead behind Miller's 18
first half points and when
Montel Hatcher buried an 18-
foot jumper from the left
baseline the Bruins had built a
39-26 lead with just 3:23 re-'
maining in the half.

However the 49ers scored
nine straight points, with the
help of four UCLA fouls and
went into the locker room
trailing just 39-35.
UCLA opened the second

half with a 14-6 scoring spurt-
and never lost control from

Continued on Page 26

Series announcement

^U^. i ^ m # • ^ WCHARO HARTOG/Oailv Bruin

Beginning with tomor-
row's paper, the Daily
Bruin sports staff will br-
ing you a weekly series

entitled "Greatest Bruins
Ever," featuring some of
the best athletes in
UCLA history.

The series, to be
published each Wednes-
day, starts with a profile

of UCLA's and the Na-
tional Basketball Associa-
tion's all-time leading
scorer Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar. The series is also

scheduled to showcase
women's basketball stan-

dout Ann Meyers and
Heisman Trophy winner
Gary Beban, among
others.

• I • • comeUdy h
Anne Dean continues scoring as
UCLA stavs above .500 nn v^ar

.

vacation

.•«.•,,».—•

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA's women's basketball team
finished off a winter break series with
two straight wins, evening out their
vacation record to 4-4.

From December 7 to January 4
when the Bruins were busy
establishing this .500 mark, there
wasn't much to brag about. Then last

weekend Anne Dean gave everybody
something to be proud of.

Dean has scored 215 points this
season and has jumped two notches in
the all-time UCLA scoring list with
1178 total points. The senior sharp-
shooter bumped former teammate
Jackie Joyner (1167) out of sixth posi-
tion as Dean scored 46 points in the
UG^.A-MacGregor Basketball Tour-
nament.
Another bright spot for UCLA is

that despite losing four games since
December 15, the Bruins have manag-
ed to maintain a winning mark in the
pre-season, holding their own at 8-7.

The Bruins first success occurred on
December 7 as the Bruins took to the
road and blew out the Gauchos of UC
Santa Barbara, 78-51. Shari Biggs led
the scoring with 16 points while
freshman Dana Childs rebounded for
a team high 7.

But a winter chill hit the young
team as the Bruins lyst their pext two^

first to Tennessee, 68-64 and then to
Northwestern, 81-59. Biggs, who
didn't start earlier in the season, was
again the leading scorer (24) against
Tennessee while Jaime Brown chalked
up 14 against Northwestern.
UCLA claimed only one win to its

two losses but the team evened out
again as Notre Dame fell in a 73-67
decision which saw Brown again
leading the scoring drive with 16
while the aggressive Dora Dome pull-
ed down nine rebounds.

The victory over Notre Dame was
followed by a one-point loss to Illinois
before a small Pauley Pavilion crowd
of 426. Dean hit for 23 points with
Biggs trailing close behind with 17.
UCLA regrouped after the loss and

took two straight against North
Carolina (82-71) and New Orleans
(79-59) before closing out the vacation
series with a loss to Louisiana Tech
59-73.

Dean registered 19 points against
the Tar Heels to lead the Bruins while
center Sue Mead grabbed an im-
pressive 11 rebounds. Mead repeated
her performance against New Orleans
with another 11 rebounds and is cur-
rently boasting an average of 10.5 re-
bounds per game.
Dean also had a good game against

New Orleans as she scored 30 points.

-i J,, Continued on Page 24

Senior Anne Dean (43) recentiv \nmr.^M ^
_HvuNowoNKANG«*-^Bcdo
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News: Proposed
-'Happy Hour" bill
defeated in State Senate
committee.
See page 4.

-.•'(.•«.-.»^-.---.*.
'^^>•^^^•«^,.

Viewpoint: Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., and his
work, is remembered.
See page 12.

Review: A retrospec-
tive look at the films of
1985, including the
Bruins' top ten list.

See page 14.
v>.

Sports: The Bruin
starts its series,
"Greatest Bruins Ever"
with a look at the life of
Kareem Abdul-Jabbarr^
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Clearing. j\
High: 71, low: 56. \^
(Dept. of Atmospheric
Sciences forecast)

University of California Los Angeles
^Wednesday, January 15, 1986

Sullivan Principles

Bowing to UC pressure,

Ixbmpanies sign guidelines
By Hugh Brooks

Staff Writer

Responding to pressure from the University of California
and other investors, two corporations that do business in
South Africa recently announced that they had signed the
Sullivan Principles. _^______
^^Z PfjJ^^»P^^' '^^^ose signatorieslh£le3^f5"governme-

nt and UC recognize as demonstrating "good corporate cit-
izenship," require companies to provide equal working
conditio!^ and opportunities for advancement to blacks in
South Africa despite that country's apartheid system of
racial separation.

Baker International Corp. and Dunn and Bradstreet
C^. p. signed the Sullivan Principles in late November^but
the information was not made public until January.
"The correspondence from the University of California

certainly played a part in the decision-making process " a
spokesnian for Baker International said in reference to a
letter the university sent in early November stating UC

Please see PRINCIPLES, Page 7

Activities to tionor
Martin Lutiier King Jr.

St?nn l?^^^^^^
""^"^ PARKING - Bulldozers have begun tearing up thTnorthem

section of Lot 32 in preparation for tfie construction of a new multi-level parking structure.

New multi-level parking
to add 500 extra spaces

r*—

By Steve Gibson
~^

Excavation has begun for a new multi-level
parking structure on the northern section of
Lot 32 in Westwood.

Five hundred additional parking spaces will
be available by the fall of 1986.

To compensate for the loss of parking space
during construction, stack parking has been
temporarily implemented. There will be "no
significant net loss of parking spaces. We are
within 50 spaces of the previous capacity,"
said Transportation Services Administrator
Mark Stocki.

"Monday marked the official start of stack
parking in Lot 32," Stocki said. "Hopefully it

will not be needed during the summer."~ Stocki said the new Lot 32 structure is "one
of the fastest parking service projects to get off
the ground," noting that the entire process,
from planning stages to completion, will take
about one and a half years. The project will
be financed completely by parking service rev-
enues.

There could also be an increase of parking
spaces in the Veteran's Administration (VA)

,--^ufkiing parking lot, an off-campus site that

,
currency provijies UCLA with 500 spaces.

"We are very close in the negotiation of
doubling the space capacity in the VA lot,"
Stocki said, adding that he hopes the addi-
tional parking area will be ready by next fall.

Stocki also said that the number of parking
spaces on Lot 1 could increase by 1,500 if a
400,000-square foot ambulatory-care complex,
including clinical faculty offices is built adja-
cent to the lot, which is located northwest of
the university entrance at Westwood Plaza
and Le Conte Avenue in Westwood.
The proposal for this medical facility will be

submitted to the University of California
Board of Regents for approval in the spring
with construction scheduled to begin in mid-
1986.

According to Mary Hook, Campus Parking
Service manager, only 5,807 students out of a
total of 12,835 applicants deceived regular
parking permits for the fall 1985 quarter.
Another 1,105 students obtained carpool park-
ing permits, night permits and Identification
Day and Evening Permits (IDEP).
IDEP permits cost $15 initially and $1 per

entry. Permit holders may park in Lot 32 be-
fore 4:30 p.m. and in any numbered lot after
4:30 p.m.
Hook said statistics for winter quarter

results are not available yet.

Martin Luther King

leaves behind legacy

of non-violence

By Bill Bowmer
Stafi Wrftar

When Martin Luther
King Jr. was murdered on
April 4, 1968, he left
behind a legacy of non-
violent reform which
changed hearts, minds and
politics throughout the
United States.

Even now, 18 years after
his death, many people look
to this Southern Baptist
preacher and exponent of
jflon-violent protest for
hope, guidance and inspira*
tion.

He would have been 57
years old today.
Bom in Atlanta, Ceorg^

in 1929, King grew up in a
family steeped in religion.
His father and his mouier s
father were Southern Bap-
tist preachers, a path he too
would tread.

Please see HISTORY, Page 7

By Michael Ashcraft

A candleli^rht march ending in a rallv in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom, will wrap-up today's activities celebrating Martin
Luther King Jr. 's birthday.
The procession will begin at Le Conte Avenue and Westwood

Boulevard at 6 p.m. and end in front of Ackerman Union.
"We want to see wide participation. We don't want it to be a_

A?'^
™rd-World activity," said Brian Williams, president oL.

Alpha Phi Alpha, the fraternity that organized the march. "I
think that all those who attend will learn a lot and benefit from
the experience."

Mayor Tom Bradley is scheduled to attend the rally which

-

will include a speech by Harry Edwards, a Berkeley sociologist
who, according to Williams,
has assisted athletes through
his speeches. Councilman
Robert Farrell will be pres-
ented with a community ser-

vice award.
A barbecue from 10 a.m. to

4 p.m. on Bruin Walk, spon-
sored by the Black Student
Alliance, will also serve to
commemorate King. BSA
members will speak in
Meyerhoff Park at noon to
honor the civil rights activist.

The Center for Afro-
Americali Studies will be
showing the movies Mon-
tgomery to Memphis at 9:30
a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 3:30^

p.m., and Legacy of a Dream
at 11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
in 1232 Campbell Hall.

"We feel that it is impor-
tant to show students^ Avith
the coming of Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday into pro-
minence, the events in detail
of his life," said Arvli Ward,
assistant editor for the center.
"The films lay out Ithe history
in a visual way."
The activities will continue

on Sunday, with another free
showing of Montgomery to
Memphis. A reception and
dance will follow in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom starting at 6
p.m.
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The Armenian Students Association aruTThe International
Students Associations invite you to the

* -4—

.

. .1

Armenian Cultural
Evening

f

M.^

1'

•*:

'

F

Come and sample tasty Armenian food
and have the opportunity; to dance to

Armenian music
•«•»•

; January 17th; 1986
:00-ll:00ii.in.

International ^llider^s Center
1023 Hilgard Avenue

Admission Free

Funded by: ISC's Council on Programming and Student Committee for the Arts

The Students' Store:
Low Prices,

Convenient Location
S<:H0()L iV ylllT SUPPLIliS :
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> / School/Art Supplies / B-ievet Ackerman Union / 825-7711
M Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5: Sun 12-6
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FAA says it will inspect

military charter airlines

WASHINGTON — The Federal Aviation Administration,

responding to last month's crash of a military charter plane that

killed 248 soldiers, on Tuesday announced in-depth inspections

of two dozen airlinas that have Pentagon contracts.

The airlines range from charter operators such as Rich Inter-

national and Arrow Air, which was involved in the Dec. 12

fatal military crash at Gander, Newfoundland, to major carriers

such as American Airlines, Delta Airlines and Northwest

Airlines.

Transportation the new inspections, said that while the cause

of the Gander crash has yet to be determined, "we want to

assure ourselves and the public beyond a shadow of a doubt

that these carriers are operating with the highest standards of

safety." >.

Meanwhile, Pentagon spokesman Bob Sims said military

authorities also intend to increase their surveillance of the

airlines with which they do business. They will increase the

number of spot checks on -civilian jetliners serving military

basis, put more "check riders" on board military charter flights,

and conduct informal reviews of the iairlines' performance once

a year instead of every two years, he said.

Since the crash of the Arrow Air DC-8, which was carrying

U.S. peacekeeping troops home from the Middle East for the

Christmas holidays, there has been heightened concern about
the safety record of small airlines used as military charters.

Potentially explosive chemical

ipill closes Ortega H|phway=
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, Calif. - A dangerous combina-

tion of chemicals was dumped near a major mountain highway
connecting Riverside and Orange counties, and hazardous mate-
rials specialists and a bomb squad were called to the scene.

"It's -a potentially explosive situation," said Pat Antrim, an
Orange County Fire Department spokesman. "To tell you the
truth, I don't know what they're going to do about it."

More than a dozen dangerous types of chemicals, including
acids, corrosives, Juel propellants and oxidizers were dumped
near the Ortega Highway, a main commuter route for workers
driving between the two Southern California counties, Antrim
said.

^ -

"We think it was an illegal dumping," Antrim said. "It's a
good thing it happened in a remote, mountainous area or else
there certainly would have been evacuations."
The spill was reported about 6 p.m. by a passmg motorist

who smelled it about a mile west of the line dividing Orange
and Riverside counties, he said.
County fire officials dispatched hazardous materials teams, a

bomb squad and about 20 firefighters to the scene 60 miles
southeast of downtown Los Angeles. All were wearing
breathing devices, he said.

The road, which is heavily traveled during daylight hours,
was expected to remain closed through the Tuesday morning
rush hours, Antrim said.

%

Spare body muscle may be used

to build new heart chambers
SARASOTA, Fla. - Spare muscle from elsewhere in the

l>ody may soon be used to build new blood pumps for victims of
severe congestive heart failure, sparing them from heart
transplants or artificial hearts, a researcher said Tuesday.
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Board of Education struggles with

problem of overcrowded schools

By Susie Kim

Staff Writer
-r-v

Students may be taking their summer vacations in January if

a group of proposals designed to stop overcrowding in Los
Angeles City Schools is formally adopted by the Los Angeles
Unified School District.

The Los Angelas Board of Education voted Jan. 6 to accept
10 of 15 priority housing options, including year-round school
terms, to be considered for developinent of plans designed to
solve the overcrowding problem.

Projections of overcrowding by 82,000 students by the year
1991 in the LAUSD has made priontyLhousing^program option^
a main concern in the district. :

—

_

Even plans to build new schools and increase the size of ex-
isting schools do not solve the problem of overcrowding, said
Eva Hain, director of public information at the LAUSD.
"Within the time frame of five years, we could not possibly
build all the schools that are needed."
The Board also adopted guidelines to be followed and im-

plemented in the development of any plan or plans relating to
the solution of overcrowding. Another vote will be taken at the
end of February on priority housing plans to be implemented
based on the 10 options.

Over the past several years, some sections of the district

recorded decreased enrollment, while others experienced a large
increase. Results of elementary school growth pattern projec-
tioris" indicate that by 1991 there- wUl be 82,000 students
without seats.

The options the board decided would best accommodate the
students who will be entering the district in the next five years
include a year-round school term, staggered school days and
changing the integration formula from 60 jjercent minority and
40 percent white to 70:30 to allow additional space for minority
student enrollment. Opening closed schools and adding or
removing grade levels are also bein^ considered.

All plans will be determined by guidelines with provisions
giving priority to maintaining the quality of the instructional

program, installing air conditioning iii schools prior to adopting
the year-round term, and coordinating calendars for family and

Please see SCHOOLS, Page 8

- HYUfSJGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

Over 300 students listened to 'Tower of Power/' the first noon concert of winter
quarter sponsored by UCLA Campus Events and Cultural Affairs.

PHC
Peer Health counselors WELCOME BACK BRUINS

EVERYTHING'S COMING UP ROSES

DQ
The Peer Health Counselors want to help you make this year happy and healthy.

SUICIDE
PREVENTIONPeer Heoith Counselor Office ..^.w—,--^--

Peec counseling, controceptive counseling, literature, heoltti InTorrTxatlon, and referrals are avoHatJle through Sul^lH*' Pr*v*nfiAn
the PHC Office. Sale of nonprescription contraceptives at low cost availat>le to registered UCLA students.

•"«*^»«« rrwwnin^n
M-F 9-5 p.m. 401 Kerckhoff Hall.

/.

A presentation discussion designed to teach preventive methods to identify and assist a suicidal
individual.

Cold Clinic
Rnd out how to take care of your coW through a simple self examinatkxt Free non-prescriptkxi medteatkxi
ovaikJtDle. No waitirxj.

M-F 9-5pm 401 Kerckhoff Hall.

6

?

I

F.I.T.

Fitness Inventory Testing Clinic (F.I.T.)

Fitness specialists provide Information on how to start and maintain a balanced exercise pyo-
gram. Emphasis is placed on improving cardiovascular fitness, rmiscle strengtt^ening arxj irv

nexltjIltty.AauidetoUaA"

Women's Health Service
Full aynecok)gk:al examinatkxis are offered pkjs exams concerning infectbns. Pre

control counseling are avalk3t)le. Call 82S-0654 for nrKxe InfomrKitkxi or an appoir
M-F 8-5 A-level. Student Health Service.

f#l
NUTRITION
Nutrition Clinic and Weight Management Series
Learn to Lose Now. Sign up now for Weigtit Management Series. Starts 2nd wk Tues. 12:30-2:00 at AU 3516
and 3rd wk Wed. 3:30-5:00 AU 3564.

creasing flexit>ility. A guide > fitness resources is Included. ENROLL NOW.

W
^M ^--

tlypertension Screening
Hove your t>lood pressure measured arxj ieam atxxjt factors contrltxjting to elevated tAood
pressure. AU 1st fl. M-F 10-l.NoC.T,W.Th 11-2, SoCT,F10-l.

,

9 r
Information Table / Healtti Risk Appraisals
Take a Health Risk Appraisal to find out how healthy you really are. Obtain updated information regar-

xjlng the most current health concerns.

STRESS MANAGEMENT
Stress Management Clinic
Methods for dealing with personal, social, academic, and family pressures are provided in stress

management.'
* IndMdual counseling In the PHC Office. CaN for appointment

CaAaR.E.
Contraceptive Awareness, Referrals, and Education (CJk.R.E.)
Current Info for both men arxJ women on birth control methods and ttieir effectiveness.

rji

_i5LS.O.U.R.C.E. ^!__:^_
S.O.U.R.C.E.

^"^
'

The S.O.U.R.C.E. program focuses on erx^ouraglng students to create and maintain a heatttiy life

balance. S.O.U.R.Ci. stands for Sut)stance Overuse and Use, Referrals, Counseling, and
Education.

* -I Watch For Recruitement 3rd & 4th week.

For more Information, contact Peer Health Counselor Offtee at 825-8462 or stop by 401 Kerckhoff Hall.
Sponsored by SHS andSWC/USAC
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TIRED OF TWEEZING. BLEACHING
S WAXING ONWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from GCLA 475-4135

Copy ".^^lEry

Complete Copying, Printing A
Bind«r>g AveHable

Queltty Xerox 9900

^ _ _ NO MINIMUM

For Students

and Faculty

I

'.vith I D

IT'S? Wi'sh re 16J6 VVesuvood Bivd

'ne of the best kned imm,^ all time
becomes an exciting motkM picture.
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TICKETS AVAILABLE TOMORROW AT 8:00 a.m AT CTO
PRIZZI'S HONOR WILL ONLY BE SHOWN AT 9:30.
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Bill banning 'happy hour'

defeated in committee
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO - A bill which would ban "happy hours' at

bars and restaurants was defeated in committee on Tuesday

because of suspicions about the claim that such practices foster

over-consumption of alcoholic beverages..

Sen. Newton Russell (R-Los Angeles) carried the bill pro-

hibiting public restaurants and bars from selling alcoholic bev-

erages at discounted prices, including offering two for one

drinks, which was defeated 5-1 in the Senate Governmental
Organization Committee.

Supporters of the bill, including Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers, believe that happy hours promote fast, irresponsible

drinking, and contribute to the. number of intoxicated drivers

on the highways.

"Let's face it, driving under the influence is a result of the

over-consumption of alcoholic beverages," Russell said. "Happy
hours are designed to sell drinks.

"Since they are discounted, a bar owner . . . (would) have to

increase his sales during this time period to make a profit." —, >-

Studies show that alcohol is price-sensitive, especially as it

relates to younger people, so people drink more if the price is

less, Russell said.

Supporters contend that the bill does not ban price competi-
tion between bars and restaurants. On-sale establishments can
set their ow n prices in an effort to compete with each other and
can offer free food or entertainment.

According to a study conducted last year, over 90,000 drunk
driving cases occur in the Los Angeles County each year. "We
did a random sample, of those cases and determined that about
65 percent of those cases involved people coming from licensed
(drinking) establishments," testified John Lovell, special counsel
for the Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office,

But the sur\ey did not focus on whether the drunk drivers
were coming from establishments promoting happy hours,
Lovell said.

Opponents including the California Hotel and Motel Associa-
tion say they support programs to combat drunk driving.
However, there is no evidence that clearly establishes the con-
nection between price discounts and overcjonsumption.
—"I haven't heard a direct relationship between happv hours
and drunk driving arrests," said Sen. Robert Beveriv (R-Los
Angeles) who voted against the bill. "I believe that' most of
them (arrests) occur considerably after happy hours."

Currently, 18 states regulate happy hours, including
Massachusells^-JA^ashington, Rhode Island and Indiana.
California is among 15 states considering similar legislation.

Since the bill has been shelved for this session, Russell has
decided to introduce a resolution in the next few weeks which
would direct the Alcohol and Beverage Control Board to im-
plement regulations to ban happy hour promotions.

Program lets students
take part in research
By Kyndall Wilson

Imagine traveling to
foreign lands to participate
in a research project where
no previous experience is

required. Impossible? Not
through the University
Research Expeditions Pro-
gram.

One could call this a

fmS.'JJ
opportunity, but the

UKEP makes this dream a
reality. UREP offers stu-
dents the chance to take
part in the challenge of
scientific research and
discovery, working with
University of California
scholars in need of assis-
tants for research expedi-
tions around the worid.
The program was design-

ed to "offer people from all
walks of life the opportuni-
ty to go into the field and^ what it (a research ex-
pedition) IS all about," said
Becky Simori, UREP public
information officer. Stu-
dents can work, not as a

rather as an integral part of
a research team composed
of people drawn from avanety of professions.

I^rom Argentina to Tan-zama, participants are ac-
ively involved in such pro-

jects as archaeological digs

botanical studies and
marine exploration.

J There is an initial' con-

tribution of $200 to par-

ticipate in the program.
The $200 is tax deductable

because those participating

in the program donate
funds and services toward
research sponsored by UC,
a tax exempt organization.

Furthermore, depending on

a participant's research

location, it can cost an ad-

ditional $485-$l,600.
UREP was formed 10

years ago by Jean G. Col-

vin, a UCLA alumnus,
with the two-fold purpose

of "providing funding for

UC field research" after

government funds began

"drying up" and "encourag-

ing people from the public

to get involved in field pro-

jects," Simon explained.

Simon also feels the pro-

gram is one of a kind

because "it's different from

a tour guidp situation." It is

a "safe" way to get involv-

ed with a new culture

because you are with a

group of people rather than

with just one tour guide,

Simon said.

Although knowledge of a

foreign language is helpful.

Please see PROGRAM,
Page 8
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Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc

Presents

— . \-^

Today, Wednesday, 15 January 1986
s^'

What: Candle Light March 6:00.gm

&

Rally and Celebration Program
' —'" 6:20 pm
beginning at the corners ofLe Conte and
-Westivood Blvds on the UCLA campus.

Keynote Speaker:

Dr. Harry Edwards, renowned
Sociologist from the University
of Californ ia, Berkeley.

Present Also:

^ .

w

»

.

(

J

Mayor Tom Bradley _
Councilman Robert Farrell

-^

r

Tomorrow, Thursday, 16 January 1986

What: Seminar conducted by Dr. Harry Edwards

When: 12-4 pm Ackerman Union 3564

^ Legacy Continues
1 N
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GLOW FOR IT!
Start the New Year, with a new you!

FREE* * Color Analysis

I

• Personalized Beauty Break
• European Gay Facial

CaU Beverly at 477-6150
(no purchase necessary)

^^ ^M ^B ^M ^B ^B ^B

FJashtan
Tknning, Jbning&Aerobic Centres

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverly HiHs 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

A four-week workshop for women who have
terminated a pregnancy(les) and are ex-
periencing any emotional concerns.

Facilitated by: Amy Goldner, M.S., M.F.C.C.
Student Healthi Service Counselor

Date:

Time:

Location:

A series of four Wednesdays
beginning January 29, 1986

3:30 PM

Student Health) Service

Participation is limited. Please call 826-4076
for more Information.

Sponsored by UOA student Health Service
A2-130 Center for Heottti Sciences

dinners for ?l
.jnf^

DINE BY CANDLELIGHT, MOONLIGHT, FLASHLIGHf,...

Enjoy the company of fellow students, faculty, and alumni while par-
ticipating in the seventeenth annual DIMMERS FOR 12 STRANGERS!
DIMMERS, a program sponsored by the UCLA Student Alumni Association,
was initiated as a means of bringing together the three unifying bodies of the
(JCLA community - students, faculty, and alumni - in a comfortable, "at-
home" atmosphere.

Besides satisfying their intellects with stimulating conversation, participants
will satisfy their tastebuds with a FREE home cooked meal!

So what are you waiting for?! Pick up an application at the James West Center
info^esk now, return it by Wednesday, January 22nd, and mark your calendar
for either Sunday, February 23 or Sunday, March 9th. It's easy as that!

V/"

yr
-^i /•» #*••» Bon appetit

!

< v

For more Info on the Dinners program call 206*0547
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Honor society recognizes

grades, school involvement

By- Douglas K. Glantz <

Staff Writer

In many ways, Karen Cogan, 22, led the life of a typical col-

lege student during her four years at UCLA.
She graduated in 1985 with a degree in psychology, and she

was even in the Chi Omega sorority for two years.

Cogan is also a Phi Beta Kappa. --—p

Upon graduation, she became part ot a small and elite group

of UCLA students who are inducted annually into Phi Beta

Kappa, the "oldest and most distinguished honor society in the

the United States."

Of the 4,719 degrees which were conferred upon seniors by
UCLA in 1985* 237 students, or 5 percent of this group were
members of Phi Beta Kappa.
"Membership in this society is one of the highest honors that

UCLA can give to its students. It is an honor which is interna-

tionally ^known," said Roxanne O'Neal, UCLA Phi Beta Kappa
program coordinator.

This honor is J>esto\yed principally upon graduating seniors

and on juntdrsliTrare cases, O'Neal said. "Usually, the students

who receive Phi Beta Kappa recognition are those who are real-

ly involved in the university in one way or another, but they

also find time to keep their academic standards up."

Admission into the society is determined strictly on a nomina-
tion, and not an application basis, she said.

"In the nomination process, we basically start off with a

grade point cutoff of 3.65 if the student has taken a minimum
of 140 University of California credits. If the senior has less

than this number of credits, the GPA cutoff point increases to a

higher number," said O'Neal, a 1984 UCLA graduate majoring
in history.

A grade of "pass" in a course is roughly considered to count
as a B plus, O'Neal said.

Tbe second step m the selection pn^oo'Vi
^
p']SJ#*l 9^\i^ » t|iat

-

the students with the acceptable GPA have their transcripts ex-

amined by the Phi Beta Kappa Council, which is composed of

eight faculty members.
In 1985, 310 students met the GPA requirement and went on

to have their transcripts inspected by the council. Of these stu-

dents, 237 were eventually elected into the society.

"The major criteria that the members of the council look for

is whether or not the prospective member has demonstrated an
emphasis in liberal arts in the courses he has completed during
the past four years," O'Neal said.

"This usually effects engineering and fine arts students
because the technical and vocational emphasis hurts them.
Many of their courses are also graded stricty on performanoe^
which is more difficult," she add^.
Each council member evaluates several different applications.

Thus they can be examined closely by an individual faculty
member, and discussed by the council as a whole, O'Neal said.

"The council will review the types of courses that the pro-
spective member has been taking to see if they are challenging
and outside the student's normal field of study. Once this final

step has been completed, then the final selection is made,"
O'Neal said.

An induction and initiation of new members is held just be-
fore graduation in June.

"At graduation, you would normally associate membership in

this group with latin honors like cum laude and magna cum
laude," O'Neal said.

"When a student graduates Phi Beta Kappa, the student may
not be active in the honor society per se, but it helps in terms of
bolstering a graduate school application, or in a field of
employment. It shows a student's dedication to his work,
whether it be at school or on the job," she added.
-Phi Beta Kappa also gives an honorary membership annually

to a distinguished faculty member who is not already in the
society, said physics professor Robert A. Satten,- Phi Beta Kappa
secretary and member of the council. Many of these faculty
members receive the honor because there was no chapter at the
colleges they attended.
The UCLA branch of Phi Beta Kappa has been in existence

smce 1930. The first chapter of the honor society was founded
on Dec. 5, 1776 at the College of William and Mary in
Virginia.

"Most people know what Phi Beta Kappa is, and they realize
the significance of membership in this scholastic fraternity. It

has come to symbolize that a person has done very well during
his four years at college," Satten said.

"It's not an exaggeration to say that if someone wants to refer
to a very smart person, he might say that he's a 'Phi Bet,'

" Sat-
ten added. It s just that sort of thing

"

The Daily Bruin needs experienced
photographers. Every quarter, interested
students are offered opportunities to try
out for contributing photographers' posi'

tions. The deadline for winter appUca*
tions is Wednesday, January 15, 1986.
For more information, see Hyungwon
Kang in Kerckhoff 1 1 2.^ ^^
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PRINCIPLES: UC pressure tojign
Continued from Page 1
would consider divesting its funds frdm Baker if it did not dem-
onstrate compliance with the principles.

Baker spokesman Ronald Turner said signing the Sullivan
Principles would not result in the company's changing its

business practices in South Africa. "Our company has always
run its business in such a way that we felt was in compliance
with the (Sullivan Principles) themselves."
The company's primary motivation, according to Turner, was

to conform to increasing pressure from investors to provide con-
crete evidence indicating that its treatment of black employees
represents good corporate citizenship.

"It became apparent in the last six months that form was just
as important in the minds of the university's investment review
committee (created by the Regents last June to examine UC's
holdings) as substance,'' Turner said. "Thafc^is, if you're not in
the same ball park as such corporate leaders as Exxon apd IBM,
then you cannot be credited with doing as good a job^ — there
is no quality of evaluation except by virtue of being a signatory
of the Sullivan Principles."

UC does not, in practice, mandate that companies in which
it invests sign the Sullivan Principles but does require that they
"adhere to an equivalent standard of good citizenship" in South
Africa.

Turner said Baker International considers the university's
policy "even-handed and fair. We give the university an ex-
traordinarily high degree of praise for having their responsibili-
ty as a fiduciary balanced with their need for good corporate
conduct."

UC's letters to Baker and Dun and Bradstreet came less than
a month prior to both companies' signing of the Sullivan Princi-
ples. "It was quite in the consciousness of management that the
university was interested in our company's position" during its

final deliberations on whether to sign. Turner said.

The letters were part of a case-by-case examination of com-
panies included in UC's $6.3 billion investment portfolio being
conducted by the Regent-appointed University Advisory Com-
JSiiUee on Investor Responsibility.

Last November, the UC Board of Regents followed the advice
of the committee to not purchase any more stock shares in

Nalco Chemical Co. — a company in which UC now has a $37
million investment — until it comes under review next fall.

During a closed^s^ion of a meeting held at UCLA last Fri-

day, the UACIR discussed several companies, one of which the

committee's undergraduate representative, Frances Hasso, feels

the university should divest its funds from.

"If it was up to me, we would have divested yesterday,"

Hasso said. Aside from Hasso and a graduate student repre-

sentative, two faculty members, two administrators and a UC
alumnus serve on the committee. UCLA Chancellor Charles E.

Young is UACIR chairman^
Hasso said she is not satisfied with the university's acceptance

of the Sullivan Principles as an answer to the philosophical

question of whether it should invest in companies doing business

in a country whose government endorses racial separation.

"While they are good, they do not test the system of apar-

theid," she said. "There is something inherently wrong with a

system that needs the Sullivan Principles. You can't change
apartheid — you have to get rid of it."

HISTORY: King's life story
Continued from Page 1

A gifted student, he entered

Morehouse College when he
was only 15 years old. Before

he graduated in 1948, he had
decided to enter the ministry.

During his graduate semi-

nary studies he was introduced

to Mohandas Gandhi's
philosophy of satyagraha, or

non-violence, which was later

to become the foundation of

his protests.

Upon completing his gradu-
ate studies. King became
pastor of the Dexter Avenue
Baptist Church in Mon-
tgomery, Alabama. Soon
afterward Rosa Parks, a black
Montgomery housewife, was
arrested for not yielding her
seat on a city bus to a white
passenger.

In response. King was
chosen to head the Mon-
tgomery Improvement
Association, a group of black

activists which organized a

boycott of the city's buses.

Within a few weeks, the buses

were desegregated.
. „_

Following the success of the

Montgomery boycott, King
organized the Southern Chris-

tian Leadership Conference to

provide a nationwide platform

from which to address civil

rights issues.

In 1960, he joined his father

as co-pastor of Atlanta's

Ebenezer Baptist Church.
That October he was among

33 people arrested for pro-
testing segregation at an
Atlanta department store's

lunch counter.

During the next few years
such protests continued,
culminating in August 1963
when during his historic
March on Washington D.C.
he spoke at the Lincoln Me-
morial before a crowd of near-

ly 200,000 people, delivering
his famous "I have a dream .

speecn

.

Throughout fiis activities.

King encountered opposition
both from those who con-
sidered his actions too radical

and from others who con-
sidered them too conservative.

White segregationists opposed
him, as did radical blacks such
as Malcolm X and the Nation
of Islam.

Yet most acknowledged
King as the foremost leader of

the civil rights movement, and
his influence helped pass the

Civil Rights Act of 1964, the

Voting Rights Act of 1965 and
other landmark civil rights

legislation.

On April 4, 1968, King was/

in Memphis, Tennessee su]

porting striking sanitatioi

workers. While standing on /a

motel balcony, he was snot

and killed. James Earl ^ay
/pleaded guilty to the mui

and was sentenced to 99 y^

in prison.

f
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic Sthool now at UCLA or
Westwood Classes evtry wft-k SaJ
Sun. Wct>knights. Inexpensive'.
Stimulating & Fun LcKations also at
Beverly Hills S M . Culver C ity nnd
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

HOMDtA.
Present Student l.D. For

t;~sPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite'"

Arrive In Style

AERO'""

Co on a Spree"**

TM

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

4 The
a Resume

i.

Package
Looking Like A Pro

A resume that's typeset — not just dashed
off on a typewriter — makes a good first

impression. It's neat, clean, easy to read
and shows that you're well-organized. But
you look even more impressive when your
resume, cover letter and envelope are all

on matching paper stock. >-t-

3

Our Package Deal

Now, when you place an order to have
your tesume typeset at Graphic Services
for $24 ($17 if your resume is aJn&ady on
file) get matching letterhead and envelopes
typeset for just $6.50 more (regularly

$12,50).

c
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6,

., , Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR^fHjC
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SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Sat 10-5.

Sun 12-5.

825-7568

HEY~UNDERGRADS
get your picture taken
for ttie yearbook~FREEI
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LITTLE SYSTEM, BIG SOUND,
SMALL PRICE.

TEAC MIIMI COMPACT COMPOIMEIMT STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM.
• 30 watts per channel in

tegrated amplifier

• Digital AM/FM Tuner
• Linear Turntable
• 2-way Bookshelf
Speakers

• Double Cassette Deck

A

I Inventory clearance sale. EVERYTHING MUST GDI Many iterns to choose from.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 1 10 Gayley Ave. (1 BIk. N. of Wilshlre Blvd.) 208-6996 „o4j„. ,j^ ^^ ^^ ^ , ,^
SOUTH BAY 18234 Hawthorne Blvd. (next to the "Big 5") 370-7877 Tues., Thurs. 11-7, Sun. 1-7

— MuMi-Voltage Specialists a.i Mc3|or C.-eait Cares A
HURRY' WHILE SUPPLIES LAST • MAIL ORDERS AVAILABLE • CHECKS WELCOME

eptec

Dress for success.
ITs a look ot pride. Pride tliat

comes Ironi leadership as a

Navy oi fleer. Ii'salsoa feeling

ol aeeomplishineni in a

world where hitzh leeh meets

high challenge. ^"Iiere
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around the ui^rid. beneath

the sc. spa».e

There's no boot eamp.

Naw otfieers gel leadership

training at Officer (Candidate

School, (iradn.ile level

training that develops new
skills and talents. VoiTll work

with the best and brightest

in vniir field and get u\.l

resp(Misibilitv and de».isi(i:i

making authontv

V

The challenge, satisfaction

and rewards add up lo

personal and professional

growth noother job can match
When voii lead the

adventure, vou start with a

lob that's a perfect lit lor big

ambitions. ( .(Mil.iLt vour

Naw Otlkcr Recruiter or

.all 1 soo ^:7 NA\^•.

NAVY *i' OFFICER.
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Guest house assault: $10^
reward offered for information

UCLA Chancellor Charles fe" Young and the family of the

victim of the recent UCLA Guest House attack are offering a

$10,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and con-

viction, of the person or persons responsible for the crime.

The Dec. 27 early morning attack left the victim, a 21 -year-

old female UCLA senior who was working as the guest house's

front desk, seriously injured with lacerations to the neck.

A safe containing $2,800 in cash and travelers checks was

stolen during the assault.

Anyone with information is asked to call the UC Police

Department's Detective Division, at 825-9371.

— Bill Bowmer

SCHOOLS: Problem of overcrowding

ConUnued from Page 3 .

employee convenience.

The year-round school term has received a great deal of at-

tention, but it is not popular with staff, parents and students,

said Jack Moscowitz, principal of University High School.

^*Some feel it is one of the most logical solutions, but the impact
on family vacation schedules and athletic and co-curricular pro-

grams does not make it popular."

The board is considering the program that includes two
schedules, a five-term year and a four-term year, in which stu-

dents would be separated into different blocks following one of

the five or four terms. One group of students would be on vaca-

tion each term, allowing more students overall tp be enrolled.

At University High School, which currently has an enrollment
of 2,700 students, Moscowitz said, 20 to 25 percent more stu-

dents could be enrolled under the year-rouncl term, depending
on the typ)e of schedule implemented.
The school district's staff is currently doing research to

termlne the effect^of year-round school terms on the instruc-

tional program. There are five high schools in the district —
Bell, Belmont, Huntington Park, Southgate and Lock — that
are already on the year-round system. According to Hain, it hair
not adversely affected their academic programs.
Hain emphasized, however, that just one option will not

solve the overcrowding problem. "It's going to take a combina-
tion of factors. Year-round is only one of those."

Dr. Rae Lee Siporin,'^d1i'fectoi' of admissions at UCLA, said
she does not anticipate any changes at UCLA because of high
schools following the year-round calendar.

"It depends on the timing of graduating students," Siporin
said. "If a student graduates in winter and is ready to start (at

UCLA) in the spring, we might take' a few students. Buf
generally, we don't want to have freshmen start at any time
other than in the fall."

The LAUSD, the largest school district in the state, has 49
high schools within its border which includes all of San Fernan-
do Valley, the City of Los Angeles and extends from the ocean
to parts of East. Los Angeles.

PROGRAM: Students learn abroad
Continued from Page 4
no previous experience,
foreign language courses or
special degrees are re-
quired.

,
:._

People accepted into the
program receive an exten-
sive briefing packet which
explains what to expect on
the expedition and suggests
some reading in preparation
for the expedition.

Limited numbers of
scholarships are available.

For more information and a

free Catalog contact the

University of California

Research Expeditions Pro-

gram. University of
California, Desk E-12,
Berkeley, CA, 04720.

Individuals must apply at

least two months before

their preferred expedition is

to begin, and the deadline

for scholarship applications

is March 15.

• • •
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WITH THIS COUPON
10 oz. CUP OF COCA COLA 1500 Wcstwood

THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
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JAN. '86 tf
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Ackerman Union 3516

RABBI BARUCH KAPLAN
Rosh Yeshivat Ohr Ha Shamron

aThe Baal Teshuvah
Phenomenon''

Sponsored by Kesher/Hillel
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BICYCLE, MOPED AND MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE

RIDERS
THE WARNING PERIOD FOR ILLEGALLY PARKED VEHICLES IS TJHE FIRST

WEEKS
OF THE QUARTER

J

REMEMBER, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE IN EFFECT AND
CITATIONS/IMPOUNDMENT WILL BEGIN MONDAY

JANUARY 27th THIS QUARTER...

1
.

All bicycles/motor-driven cycles/motorized bicycles (mopeds) on the UCLA Campus must be
^

licensed and registered with the state of California.
^ h"*

£ Bicycles may be p^d15i%atSliiignated bicycle rack.

^'
™*?r^w" ^yf'®? ^"^

rnotorized bicycles (mopeds) rw^^&p^jsa^onif^^ a marl<ed par|<ing
space withm a desi||nated motorcycle parking area. ^^ ^^*m^ t v t^ y

4. Illegally pirked bicycles/motor-driven cycles/motorized bicycles (mopeds) will bi impounded
=Gited, and^towedfitths owner's <wRAn«r v „_^ k

,
iii,^

»i,w i iiK ^|.' .
l.

. ^
i ^

.

»»ii>»m.iii ' ". I I
' .,

,

' (H ' I
.

5. If impounded or towed, a bicycle/motor-driven cycle/motorized bicycle (mopeds) will not be
released until it is licensed in accordance with stated UCLA Codes and only after proof of
ownership is shown and appropriate fees are paid.

THioukHOUT rl^p'^r^lVA^o^^i?^'
SAFETY, OR TRAFFIC HAZARD WILL BE IMPOUNDED, CITED AND/OR TOWED WITHOUT WARNINGTHROUGHOUT THE QUARTER

Designated Bicycle Parking Areas
North Campus:
URL(S)
Architecture (N)

Royce Hall (N)

RoyceHall(E)
Dodd Hall (S)

Law School (W)
Schoenberg (NE)^
Schoenberg (NWJ
Schoenberg (SE)
Powell Library (E)

Dance BIdg. (E)

Melnitz (W)
Dickson Art Center (S)

West Medical Campus:
Lot V32

South Campus: *

Math Sciences
Bomb Shelter
Franz Hall

Knudsen Hall

Career Placement Center
Boelter Courtyard
Life Sciences '

.^

YoungH|Hp /^\.

C.H.S.

School of Public Health (NW)
Dentistry

Out-Patient Drop-off
Hospital "B" Level Entrance
N.P.I.

Dorms:—'

.

———^-

Bruin

Men!

Ii^&%?,^ŵm
Dykstra (Circle Dr.)

-Dykstra(E) -

mmmmA

Designated

North Campus:
MacGowan Hall (E)

URL (meters)

Structure 5 (levels 1 ,3,4,6)

Royce Hall (NW)
Women's Gym (W)
Law School (E)

Wooden Center (E)

Structure 4 (levels 1 ,2)

Schoenberg (SE)

\,

South Campuj
Lot 9a
Lot 9 Additional

Structure 9 (level 1

)

Structure 8 (level 2)
Young Hall (E)

Franz Hall (E) ^^^_
Ackerman {^ ~.

C.H.S.:

Structure 14 (level 2)
Lot1
C.H.S. Structure (Plaza level)
Tiverton (meters)
LotC

Sproul (Sub E) v
Sproul(E, 1st Floor)

Sproul-Rieber (stairs)

::«eber(N)
1ck(E)

fdrick (W)
>outhern Suites
Northern Suites
Mira Hershey
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

/Motorcycle

Dorms:
Sproul (Sub E)

.

Dykstra (NE)
Dykstra (N)

Rieber (E)

Hedrick (HH Lot)

Hedrick (S)

Lot 11

Lot 13

'u^

%

\,

, \

^^. A
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OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm Special

. Perm, Cut, Style $45

Cut Special
Cut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary & Gloria

1061 Gaylcy 208-9681

THK DAILY BRUIN
WANTS YOU

TO ADVIIITISI
825-2161

*

^L

f

THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR...

UCLA MASTERS/CREDENTIAL PROGRAM

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education Is pleased to

announce a program to be offered during 1986-87 In which students may simultaneously
eam a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential In four quarters of study.

For ttTose students wtx) wish to eam a teaching credential only, the application period for

ttiel986-87Teacher Credential Program Is also now open. '
^

Fellowships are available for both programs.

.interested senior and graduate students are Invited to submit applications for elthier th»e -

Masters/Credential Program or the Teact^r Credential Program before the February 15fh

deadline.

For mi£>re information and to receive an appiication form piease contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 Moore Holi • (213) 825-8326
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'^^'^l^^ Clutch, Ad)ust Brakes. AdiusrTJming S^V VSLUbt & OIL Check Battery & Front Ehd Alignment yWT.T%/
RELINE
BRAKES

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quclitv at Lowest Prices"

(818) 785-4112 (213) 275-2865
7957 Von Nuys Blvd

.
2V, BIks So of Roscoe * MOSt MOdolS

lignment

Replace all Shoes and Linings. Pack Front
Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyl. & Fill System
$49.95*

Al AUTO

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service"

NAIL GARDEN '-""'*®'^ ^^^^ 475:0500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

The Daily Bruin needs
experienced
photographers. Every
quarter, interested stu-

dents are offered op-

portunities to try-out

for contributing
photographers' posi-

tions. The deadline for

winter applications is

Wednesday, January
15, 1986. For more in-

formationy-see
Hyungwon Kang in

Kerckhoff 112.
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KIBBUTZ CONFERENCE
WHEN: Sunday Januaiy 26, 1986, lO am. - 4 p.m.

Breakfast & Lunch included. $5 donation requested.
WHO: Open to ail jDeople interested in exploring Kibbutz

WHERE: Temple Isaiati 10346 West Pico Blvd. LA.
(opposite Rancho Parl()

_^__ PROGRAM: Speakers, workstiops, movies. ,j_i

\
GUEST SPEAKERS:

Professor Amia LleblIcK,

Chair ofPsychology Dept, Hebrew Urilversify, World-Famous Author of
^ Kibbutz Makom "Kibbutz:A Story of Continuous Change"

Professor Zy\ Ga\, Archaeology Dept.
Haifa University "Biblical Communities: The Forerunners of Kibbutz?"

\

KIBBUU

? . -i ]

for more Information

KIBBUTZ AUYAH DESK
6505 Witshire Blvd. Suite 516

Los Angeles, CA 90048

Tel: (213) 655-7881.
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DO YOU RIDEA BICYCLE
AT UCLA? —x

'^^^L^
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Ifyou do, then you should know the following:

• All bicycles on campus must be currently registered with the state ot Qalifornia.

• Your bicycle stiould be well secured when unattended. /.

• You should park only in designated bicycle parking areas.

The Community Service Officer Programs and Transportation Services^

Administration provide FREE bicycle registration. .

""
^^

Location: Bruin Walk
Time: 10:30-2:30 Monday-Thursday

Information regarding bicycle riding and maps of bicycle parking areas

can.also be obtained by calling the CSO Programs at 825-9800.

\:

"

Picycle Patrol is operated by jhe Department of Community Safety and sponsored by Transportation Services.
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Letter from the Editor

Continue in the quest for freedom
Nearly 18 years have passed since Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated in

Memphis, Tennessee on April 4, 1968.

As ,a, multi-faceted man, he undertook
many roles — father, minister, Nobel
laureate and freedom fighter to name a
few. -. : ^TTT

Much has been said of Dr. King and his

dream that there would one day be equality

in the world where his four daughters
would grow up. Since the Civil Rights era,

the world has changed a great deal in many
aspects.

Blacks afe no longer confined to the
backs of busses. They no longer have to eat

at seperate meal counters or use seperate

bathrooms and drinking fountains. They
are free to live, work and educate
themselves where they choose.

But, there are exceptions.

Blacks are no longer confined to seperate

and unequal facilities unless they live in

South Africa whpre 25 million blacks —
and that number decreases a| the hand of

violence daily -:- are left at the mercy of

the dominant white class, much as

American blacks were until the 1960's.

Blacks are free to live where they choose
_i^n America, unless they happen to choose

"Philadelphia where white neighbor^r
responding to the fear of decreased property

value, literally forced a black couple from

their home. An interracial couple remains
only with guards from the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple. (The NAACP is the same organization

that President Reagan told us had outlived

its usefulness last year.)

- Blacks can work and live where they

choose, unless they are South African and
wish to be a citizen anywhere in their own
country outside of wasteland Bantu.stan

areas where there is no work and there are

no real homes.
Yes, I believe that Dr. King would find

many of his dreams realized. But, he would
undoubtedly find much more work to do
upon confronting the white neighborhood
in Philadelphia, '^"k city renowned for

brotherly love, and the South African
Pretoria government, where the only
Africans that count are not black.

This year, as we begin a new era by
celebrating the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. as a national holiday, let us search

within us and find his strength and his

ideals.

With them, we can make this world, this

country, and this campus the kind of place

that he would see .from the mountaintop
_and say, "Thank God, Almighty, we are

"free at last."** :

-(
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Viewpoint

Racism at home
By Jeff Dillman

^The conflict in South Africa has focused world attention on
the racist policies of that government. But as most people know,
you don't have to travel thousands of miles to find racism.

Viewpoint

Remembering the dream
By Bailey Greene

This Wednesday, January 15, 1986 is one of

the most important days in the history of our
nation; not only because it marks the birthday
of one of the greatest civil rights leaders, the

honorable Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., but
also because this year marks the first time that

his birthday will be honored as a national

holiday.

He was an inspiration to all; not just to

black Americans and black Africans, but to
people of all ethnicities for he believed that we
can all live together in peace.

King had a dream that someday the evil

thing called racism would be a thing of the

past and that his people would reach the pro-

mised land. When he died, the dream died in

some people's hearts and that's why I think

that the theme of this year's celebration should

be "Remembering the Dream."
' In this tradition, a number^ of groups on
campus such as Alpha Phi Alpha, the fraterni-

ty that Dr. King was a member of, tjie Black

Student Alliance, Delta Sigma Theta, and the

African Student Alliance will be sponsoring a

number of events to commemorate our first

national holiday for the greatest leader in the

civil rights movement.

A noon rally sponsored by BSA in Meyerhoff
Park will kick off the festivities. In it, a
number of speakers will talk about the ambi-
tions and ideals that Reverend King had and
how we can keep those dreams alive today..

On Wednesday night. Alpha Phi Alpha will

remember Dr. King with a candle light march
from Le Conte and Westwood onto the cam-
pus.

Thursday afternoon, there will be a seminar
in Ackerman 3564 featuring renowned black
sociologist Dr. Harry Edwards on the plight of
the black man in society.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. is sponsor-
ing a dance in Ackerman Union on Saturday
night to commemorate Dr. King's birthday

Finally, the ASA, BSA, Alpha Phi Alpha,
*and USAC will be jointly sponsoring the .show-
ing of the documentary "From Here To Mem-
phis", featuring Dr: King's famed "I have a
dream speech", and a dance afterwards.
Remember, the dream that Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. fought for is still alive but it's-

up to us to carry out his legacy. A llita con-
tinua (the struggle continues).

In fact, you only have to talk with Professor John Hutchinson
of the Craduate School of Management to find views very
similar to those of a racist South African.
On September 18, 1985, Professor Hutchinson attended a

seminar in Johannesburg where he advised that the South
African government eliminate televiJiQii coverage of violence in

that country.

He stated that the pictures of police whipping blacks was
eroding support for South Africa here in the U.S. The seminar
Professor Hutchinson attended was sponsored by the Human
Science Research Council, a group that receives most, if not all,

of its funding from the South African governmt nt and that paid
for Professor Hutchinson's travel expenses.
Now, the professor claims that his comment was an "aside"

or an "afterthought". He says that his remarks were distorted
and that what he really meant was that the South African gov-
ernment should stop whipping blacks.

But apparently the South African government also
misunderstood him.

According to high officials in South Africa's ruling Nationalist
Party and other government officials. Professor Hutchinson was
very influential in the South African government's decision to
censor television coverage of violence in that country.

Professor Hutchinson further reveals his beliefs in an article
he wrote published in the National Review, (Nov. 1). Much of
what he wrote is hard to distinguish from the rhetoric of South
African President P. W. Botha.

For example, Hutchinson wrote that South Africa, "is hardly
a nation, but rather a gathering of tribes."
He continues, "One of the most facile and dangerous assump-

tions about South Africa is that there is a natural majority of
blacks. The blacks are united only by pigment and in some of
their political aspiratiqns."

According to a statement on academic freedom adopted by
the Academic Senate, academic freedom consists of "freedom
from duress or sanction aimed at supressing the intellectual in-

dependence, free investigation and unfettered communication
by the academic community — faculty, librarians, students and
guests of such institutions."-

Thus, while Professor Hutchinson's academic freedom gives,

him the right to voice his views, no matter how racist or abhor-,

rent, our academic fi;eedom -gives lis the right to protest these

views and present an alternativef provided wt^^ not seek to

supress his.

On Wednesday, January 15, students, faculty, staff and

community members offended by the racist views of Profes.sor

Hutchinson will hold a vigil and teach-in outside of his class at

GSM 2319 starting at 6:30 p.m.
If you are offended by these racist views please join us.

Greene is a junior majoring in poliiical
science.

•-' 1
.. \

Dillman 1$ a senior majoring in communication studies and
psychology.
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Letters

RU486
Editor:

Michael Ditmars st'atesethat
the abortion pill RU486 will
allow "a woman to avoid
struggling with the moral
aspects of abortion." (Bruin

I vehemently disagree. -

The vast majority of women
who need the drug will have
to get it through a physician.
The decision is never easy.

Until religious zealots like
Ditmars can transplant un-
wanted embryos (not babies!)
into recipient female zealots,
the choice of abortion should
be left up to the individual.
The method chosen should

be the safest and most conve-
nient.

Brenda Guthrie
Craduate Student

Biological Chemistry

Before Robinson
Editor:

In his article on notable
UCLA alumni, James Bozajian
perpetuates the misconception
that Jackie Robinson was the-

first black major league
i>aseball player (Bruin, Defe:

t_-.>

some games in which racial

antagonism between white
and black players and be-
tween black players and fans
was not that big a deal.

Cap Anson, the premier
ballplayer of his day, was a

virulent bigot, and by
organizing such actions as
refusing to take the field
against teams with black
players, got the league to stop
signing them. *•

By the late 1880's, there

were no black major leaguers
still playing.

"^

Jackie Robinson's achieve-
ments stand on their own
merit; there is no need to
distort history to brighten his

star.

The Rose Bowl Comet
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Moses Fleetwood Walker,
who played in the 1880's for

Toledo, was the first. His
brother was the second, and
there were a few others.

Surprisingly, they played in

W

%y\

David Smallberg
Graduate

Computer Science

AAP
Editor:

/

In his counterpoint "Chang-
ing Policy" , Michael Rowley
makes a number of statements
that I would contest (Bruin
Jan. 13). I will respond to
two.

It is simply not true that the
Academic Advancement Pro-
gram (AAP) discriminates
against poor whites and Asians
or any other lower income
people by not basing accep-
tance on financial status.

Eligibility to AAP is deter-
mined by either ones iden-
tification with an ethnic
minority under-represented at
the university or ones's income
level. Lower income people of
any ethnicity are eligible for
the program.

Second, Mr. Rowley claims
"...there should be no prefer-
ence for hispanics, since they
were never heavily
discriminated against."

This statement does not
seem to me to accord with
either history or present con-

iditions.r=i=:5Uggest that M¥=
Rowley converse with
members of the Chicano and
Latino community and test his

perception of reality.

Gregory Falter

Falter is an
with AAP.

English tutor

"$2.50"^
a month
High Value Checking Account ,—-r

^«<< tf^ "C*^'

X^^tlCc/'T,

X<^V^ '^-'<^^* ''<^-'^«^- ^-vO<'^^
'^d°^^e<^^4421 Sepulveda Blvd.vo<V

U^O^'lCu'ver City 391-6217 ^^o<^ ^ ^- <, ^ .

Now you can write all the checks
you want, for as little as $2.50 a.

month.
And \x)u can use our automated

teller machines as often as you want,
for no charge at all.

Just come into our office and ask

for the latest of Crocker's innovations

in financial products: our new High
Value Ciiecking Account.

"^^

Or, if \'ou have trouble remem-
bering the name, just ask for one of

those new checking accounts where
you don't have to pa\' an arm and a

leg for writing checks and using the

ATM.

K '• "i$
WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SERIES:

"""—Unlimited checkwritir^. i.ike-

wise for the ATM. Open \x)ur Crocker

High Value Checking Account today

©Crocker Bank
Westwood Village Office

1092S Kinross A\enue
Los Angeles, CA 90024

1 (213)208-4268

When the Going Gets Tough:
Women and Conflict Resolution
A workshop designed to help women learn effective conflict resolution
skUls. Facilitated by Pat Katsky, Visiting Lecturer, Graduate School of
Management.

I WED., JAN. 22
Noon- 1 pm

?DODDHALL
Sponsored by the Student SkUls Building Program and the Women's Resource Center
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WHY PAY WESTWOOD prices'? ^'^^^
vvni TMT VILLAGE rniV/COr 30-70<!o

?

..o«'
SONY
WM-11

• Stereo cassette playback
• Automatic shut-off

• Ultraligfit Stereo headphone

$2599
Retail 49 99 • ;^

- Exp. 1/31/86
'

TRUETOUCHTONE
TELEPHONE
• MCI/Sprint compatible

• FCC Registered

• MF6 Warranty

PRAXIS 20
PORTABLE EliCTRONIC TYPEWRITER
Automatic correct)on memory
Interchangeable daisy wheel & ribbon .

2 keyboards tor special characters &
foreign languages

Carrying case & coverj

I Retail 249 99

> SPECIAL

I
$149"

Exp 1/31/86 ^

' 'FLlxiifE ARM lamp"

%
V

Exp. 1/31/86

Limit 1 per customer

INTERNkTIONkL

BISCIIII III!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

799
UL approved 100w.

Asst cotors

G-2512 Exp. 1/31/86

review Bdb Remstein. Review Uiior
Kent Andrade. K%%o^\Qit Review Utior
Jenny Bleier. kK\%\ani Review Editor

Film round-up for *85

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD &

CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
•fM^noJL cA .ooil 390-4477 -- '^vv open 7 days
W. Lm AngMM, CAmw mv ^#

» monsatii 7PM.SUni2 spm
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By BY. Randall

Now that the 1985 film

season has ended and been

summarily dismissed as a

weak one, an inventory of the

past year's product is in order.

For the record, there wefe 13

sequels (Police Academy 2,

Death Wish 3, Rocky IV...),

three remakes (The Bride,

Brewster's Millions, The Man
With One Red Shoe), and
well over two dozen films

aimed at an audience 16 years

of age and under (Hot Moves,

tinued to defy critics while

capturing the public's atten-

tion and pocketbooks. By the

time all the receipts have been

tallied, Stallone's Rocky IV
and Rambo will have ac-

counted for ticket sales in ex-

cess of one-quarter of a billion

dollars. All this from a man
who says the ideal script

would contain just one word.

Of course, that kind of profit

is merely pocket change to

Spielberg, who can gross that

much by holding a garage

sale. From his Amblin' Enter-

Originality, that rarest of
Hollywood commodities,
made its presence felt in
Brazil, The Purpl, Rose Of
Cairo, and Insignificance,
while Pee Wee's Big Adven-
ture, love it or hate it, secured
a 4>lace in the curio hall of
fame.

The homage was well repre-
sented by the stunning debut
film Blood Simple, and Clint
Eastwood rode the Western
back in high style with his

Pale Rider.

To dispel all the crude and
inane teenage comedies, Rob
Reiner gave us the wonderful
The Sure Thing, making one
almost want to be a teenager
again. Smooth Talk and The
Breakfast Club provided an
intelligent and darker side to

youth.

Once again, foreign direc-

tors made a stirring impact,
giving a needed dose of visual

panache combined with social

insights. The Aussies were
prominent with Fred
Schepisi's Plenty, and Peter

Weir's much loved Witness,

-whtlfr^raziliaa Hector Babeff

Jonathan Price's career takes a flyin fj,
leap with 'Brazil'

SAILING
CATAMARAN
VmiDSURFING

• CONOEING & KAYAKING
• KEELBOAT CREW

No experience necessary for most classes

Enroll: January 16, 12 Noon
Gate 12, Pauley Pavilion
(Doors open at 9 am)

For more Information on BOATING & SAILING

PLUS AQUATICS • DANCE • HNE ARTS •

OUTDOOR STUDIES • SPORTS • FITNESS

Call 825- 3701M -^.

JCLA CulturmI and Recreational Affairs

Recreation Instructional Program

Hot Resort, Weird Science,

My Science Project...). There
was the emergence of the
mucho macho man (Com-
mando, Rambo, Remo), and
the return of the leotard
(Perfeet,A Chorus Line, Fast
Forward, Heavenly Bodies).

The Brat Pack came out in

full force (The Breakfast Club,
St. Elmo's Fire), while some
major stars took a dive (Revo-
lution, Stick, King Davtd,
Target, Grace Quigley). Box
office receipts were sharply
down, while home video
skyrocketed. Small wonder. If

this year's product bears any
reseffiblance to last year's,

books might even make a

comeback.
Like it or not, the year was

dominated by two men, both
with the same initials.
Together, Sylvester Stallone

and Steven Spielberg con-

tainment factory in 1985 came
excellent films (Young
Sherlock Holmes, The Color
Purple), marginally entertain-

ing films (Back To The
Future), and downright an-

tipathies (The Goonies, Fan-
dango) . Together, these two
men owned Hollywoo<L.

As heavy as the accent was
on the negative with much of

the product spewed out during
'85, to dwell on it would only
compound the problem. There
were enough sterling examples
from filmmakers who still qare
to use the medium as an art

form. Literacy shone through
the deluge of drivel in such
works as Out Of Africa, The
Shooting Party, and Mishima,
while decidedly bent comedies
like Prizzi's Honor, After
Hours, and Into The Night,
proved that the sophisticated
laugh is still alive and well.

Kathleen Turner and Jack Nicholson pull in rave reviews for
Prizzi s Honor' .

CO won numerous raves for his

Kiss Of The Spider Woman.
The most' promising of all was
Russian emigre Andrei Kon-
chalovsky, who with his

cinematic thunderbolt
Runaway-^ Train, and the
somewhat more somber
Maria's Lovers, made himself

a name to be reckoned with in

the future.

So what does 1986 hold in

store for the moviegoer? News-
has it that there will be no less

than 10 movies involving
robots as main characters,

(Robots Rule, Robocop,
Killbots, Go-Bots, Short Cir-

cuit, Hands Of Steel). In addi-

tion, count on Karate Kid 2.

Police Academy 3, and Star

Trek 4. In other words, expect

more of the same old crap.

In the meantime, here are

ten good reasons to savor the

cream of the 1985 crop. The
following is the consensus of

the Bruin film reviewers as to

the top ten films of 1985.

Numbers in parentheses repre-

sent the final vote total.

1. Brazil — The one film

without peer. A more in-

novative, imaginative, and

consistently brilliant work one

is not likely to find. Terry

Gilliam's nightmarish satire on

a bureaucratic society will

rank as one of the all-time

classics. (60)

2. After Hours — Martin

Scorsese's pitch black comic

nightmare of one man's worst

night out is a triumph of style

and wit. SoHo Village never

has looked so intriguing and

menacing at the same time.

Griffin Dunne, Rosanna Ar-

quette, and Teri Garr make

this perverted twist on The

Wizard Of Oz delightful. (59)

3. Out Of Africa — Sydney

Pollack's crowning achieve-

ment in his career was also the

class act of 1985. Rapturous

photography and the glorious

Meryl Streep helped make for

a glorious love story and a

fascinating exploration of the

Dark Continent. (42)

4. Plenty — Meryl Streep,

once agajl^, gave but one of

the numerous great perfor-

mances in this biting and

acidic look at pne woman s

failed idealism amidst the

almost tangible crumbling of

the British Empire. Great
support from Tracey Ullman,

John Gielgud, and Charles

Dance; (28)

5. The Purple Rose Of
Cairo — Weody Allen re-

mains the undisputed master

of American directors, as this

wonderful ode to the movies

proved. Mia Farrow, as the

wallflower whose dream man
steps right off the screen, was
charming and heartbreaking,

while Jeff Daniels showed a

real flaiWMFor light cpmedy.

(27)

6. Kiss Of The Spider
Woman — Two of the year's

best performances, by William
Hurt and Raul Julia, were to

be found in this challenging

political drama about
cellmates in a Latin American
jail. Homosexual Hurt .and

political dissident Julia played

off each other beautifully,

while Sonia Braga was intrigu-

ing as the ipysterious title

woman. (26)

7. Prizzi's Honor — Direc-

tor John . Huston's finest film

in years also gave Jack
Nicholson the chance to create

of his most memorable

Streep and Redford in a carnal embrace

one
characters, L>harley PartartnaT

The story of a hit man who
falls in love with a hit

woman, proved the old adage
that the family that slays

together, stays together.
Oscar-winning support from
Anjelica Huston and William
Hickey. (22)

8. Witness — Peter Weir's
subtle, understated drama of

an Amish woman and her son
caught up in a murder afford-

ed Harrison Ford his best ac-

ting opportunity to date.
Ford, playing a big city cop,

and Kelly McGiilis -provided a
nice counterpoint in this clash

of cultures. (20)

9. Back To The Future —

The year's most popular film
was a clever diversion that
benefited greatly from the
charm of Michael J. Fox. Ac-
cidentally going back in time,
his efforts to make sure his

parents meet so that he can be
born were greatly aided by
Christopher Lloyd, as a crack-
ed inventor. Not exactly high
art, but it gave the audience
what they wanted. (19)

10. (Tie) Dreamchil^— The
story of the woman who was-
the real inspiration for Alice

In Wonderland, combined
Continued on Page 17

Syrup a la Spielberg
Oavid Wisehart

Recipe for Oscar pie:

Stai^ with one Pulitzer
prize-winning noyel, whip-
ped up lightly; add 1 lb.

sugar (or comparable
sweeti^ner) to remove the
bitter aftertaste; mix in a
generous handful of some of
the most talented actors
working today, stirring
slowly; let set for two and a
half hours and watch them
rise to the occasion. Add ar-

tificial flavoririg and color-

ing as desired — make it

The Color Purple and you
can't be beat.

~*

If your chef is Steven
Spielberg, all the better.

He's been serving up this

sort of light pastry dish for

some time now, and knows
whereof he cooks.

Less filling.

Tastes great.

But if you'd rather have
a home-cooked meal, read
the book. Alice Walker's
black feminist novel, on
which the movie is largely
based, tells the story of
Celie, a young black girl

growing up in the rural
South during the early part
ofour century. As a
teenager, she is repeatedly"
raped by her stepfather and
bears him two children who
are quickly given up for
adoption. She i^ marrifed off

to "Mr.", a lazy, ham-
fisted, belligerent man who
works her hard and loves
her little. i)

And then into their TiVes

walks Shug Avery, a
beautiful, bawdy blues
singer who teaches Mr.
about respect and teaches
Celie about love.

Director Spielberg, with
help from screenwriter
Menno Meyjes, has toned

Whoopi Goldberg in *The Color Purple'

down Walker's novel con-

siderably, burying its cen-

tral themes of feminism and
lesbianism under a wash of

pastoral imagery and
cinematic calisthenics. He's

traded in the hard bite of

reality for the soft gloss of

modern fable. . Gone is

much of the brutish vio-

lence; gone, too, is Celie's

budding sexuality; gone is

anything that might offend.

Or challenge.

By sapping the strength

of Celie's story, Spielberg

acknowledges his refusal to

attack the status quo. It is

his homeland, his comfort

zone. The quiet truths of

Walker's novel are lost in

translation, and there is lit-

tle left to learn from this

celluloid pageant play. The
result is art-as-cotton-can-

dy: delicious as ever, but

void of substance.

One can still revel is

some marvelous perfor-

mances, however. Whoopi
Goldberg seems born to

play Celie. She'll steal your

heart, and probably an
Oscar as well. Danny
Glover, as Mr., is too large

to play the characte Walker
intended, but his typically

finep)erformance cannot be

^^ Continued outage 16
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Mwflnr'a Wiwaan (PG-1S
12 45-3 00-5 15-7 45-1046

AVCOCMEMAM
Wilsh at Westwd
4754711

Emmv MHm (PO-ia
12J0.3 00-5 304 06^ 10:30

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

LANDMARK
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS

ROYAL Rm
11523 S M Blvd Mon-Fh 12:30-3 45-7 00-10 15

477-5581

MMICHALi
9036 Wilshire

2744669

'WMRT '

11272 SM Blvd

4784379

aup
620-9:00

WESTWOOD
Trtplil

Mon-Fh 5:404:00-10: 10

Sat-Sun 1:004 30-5 404 00-1010

Sun 11:00

10800 Pico Blvd.

4754408
12:45-3:15-5:30-7:45-1010

I

130-730

ONE ARTS
8S56Wilshtrt
662-1330

MorvFfi 5:454:00-10 15

Sat-Sun 1 154:30-5:454:00-10 15
PMtN

100-700

SANTA MONICA
I

1332 2nd St.

304-9741

2;0(M Oa6:0(M)MJ: 15-1036

Mon-Fri 6:45-9 25

Sat-Sun 1:2M:064:45-9:25

1332 2nd St.

3B4-9741

Daily 6 306:45
Sat-Sun 2 00-4:1^306:45

M
1332 2nd St

3B4-9741

Mon-Fri 7:004 06
Sil-Sun 12 45-2 504:56-7:000:06

MBLNITZ
MOVIES

1332 2nd St.

394-9741

TIm Qs^ MmI m Cran
Mon-Fri 7 30 9:46

Sat-Sun 1 003:10 5:20 7:30 9:40

PLITT
THEATRES

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL

For Intormation CaM 825-2345

Remembanng Ingnd Bergman

T0OAY(8:00^ee) Om U|M(1944)

CAMPUS
EVENTS

WEST L.A.

CBfTURYPUZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

SS34291

0^ 1 454:15-7 609:36
FrI-Sat Lata Stiow 12:00

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 625-1070

J«i 16 OMtflWCMO

it

CamMY PLAZA

the Stan

osSnaCentury City Starrkio Sttna

2040 Ave of tfw StWS [m 2 0O4:45-7:3O10:lS

5634290 Hi-Sat Uta Show 12:46

7:00

9:30
r -
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'Spies Like Us': for few lauglis only
By Julia Houston

Chevy Chase and Dan Ackroyd are
talented comedians. John Landis is a
talented comedic director. Spies and
secret government installations are
perfect subjects for satire. So why Isn't

Spies Like Us funny?
Reason number one. The plot is ter-

rifically unfunny. In an attempt to

ear|i better government jobs^ Chase
and Ackroyd take (and cheat on) a
series of physical tests. When .they're

caught, rather than be fired, they are
hired to serve as decoys in a top-secret

mission.

Okay, it's not a great premise, but
it's not awful, either. I mean, there's

some potential here. Unfortunately,
the filmmakers then neglected to

create sympathetic characters. The

Chevy with a headache •i««i.«.. ,vj

*Howdy, we're capitalistsl*

government officials come off as nasty
jerks for setting up the heroes, while
Chase and Ackroyd are just plain

morons for falling for the assignment.
Gee, who are we going to side with?

Soon enough, the. hapless pair pass

through a dizzy, death-defying train-

ing session and are shipped to
Pakistan, where they meet Donna
Dixon, the beautiful blonde who turns

Chase's head and eventually turns out
to be a spy.

From here, things go on in a plod-

ding kind of way, punctuated with
stiff one-liners and a lot of fake-look-

ing affection between Chase and
Ackroyd.

There are nic6 thoughts every so

en (things like Big Bad Russians^ ai^
just like you and me) and a few
statements about partitotism and
heroism, but you kren't- always sure

what's being laughed at.

Overall, Spies Like Us is a film that

should have been funny and certainly

thinks it's funny, but really only
makes you laugh maybe four times in

two hours. Avoid it.

Purple
Continued from Page 15

faulted. Also excellent are Opra
Whinfrey, Margaret Avery, Rae
Dawn Chorr^, Willard Pugh,
Akosua Busia, and Adolph Caesar.

The Color Purple certainly sports

the finest ensemble of black talent

to reach the big screen in years.

|

Spielberg deserves credit for

directing such heart-felt per for-

rhances. His camera movements
and staging are also effective, if

none too subtle; Here again, he

proves to be the master
manipulator of our day. We laugh.

We cry. We fear. We rejoice. Our
emotions are bounced off every

wall in the theater. Of cpurse we're

rribVed. *But we leave^ qmpty-hand-
ed, and more's the pity. '

Though it's encouraging to see

Spielberg tackle such weighty mat-
ters, his much-heralded "coming-
of-age" now seems much ado about
nothing. He isn't even willing to

meet his subject matter halfway.

His foray into the world of mature
drama owes as much td Disney's

Song of the South as it does to

anything Alice Walker ever wrote.

The Great American Novel has fi-

nally met the Zippidee-do-da
School of Filmmaking..

It's true, it's actual, everything is

satisfactual. There is, indeed, a

bluebird on Mr. Spielberg's
shuuldcTs. and he's whistled up a

pleasant eaough tune.

But are you listening, Oscar?

Aykroyd in sheep's clothing

A "hot walker" in horse
racing is a person who leads
a horse around shed row
after a race or workout.

•.High interest IRA'S' .

• Modern Disability Income plans

• Universal Life Insurance --^'
.

'• Savings plans for graduate school and post graduation

• Career opportunities in financial services and sales

.^•T

New York Life
Attn: Barry Massoudi
5957 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 900
L.A. CA 90036

for a consultation

call Barry Massoudi
former CJCLA graduate student

Bus: (213) 930-3037
Home: (213) 836-8350

FREE
TANNING
SESSION
— 30 minute session -^

—

——;— "- •

'—__

$9.00 Value

with hairstyle

MEN'S HAIRSTYLE $18^ ^^i^;^

WOMEN'S HAIRSTYLE $24w <^^;;

'January & February-

10916 LeConte Ave (downstairs)

Please caU for appt. 208-5863 w/Uua coupon only

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTS
GRADUATING THIS ACADEMIC YEAR!!

Interested in interviewing wltti employers for

entry-level CAREER POSITIONS in:

» Engineering/Physical Sciences OR
» Management, Marketing/Sales or Accounting?

Register NOW for ttie 1985-86

CAMPUS INTERVIEW PROGRAM
Registration Form (REQUIRED for career Interviews) and further

Information available at ttie \i 1

v" -^

MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER,
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

THE COUNCIL ON
EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
^ (CED)

^which funds experimental and inter-
disciplinary courses in a wide variety of
topics, will be entertaining Course Pro-
posals for the academic year 1986-87.
These courses can be offered both by
members of the University community
(except currently enrolled UCLA students)
as well as by the community at large. For
further information, please contact Elaine
Miner, Academic Senate Office, Extension
53851

. Deadline for receipt of Course
Proposals is February 28, 1986

'^—4'
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More films of '85
Continued from Page 15 ^
both fantasy and bitter reality

into a flawless blend. Coral
Browne, as the elder Alice,

gave the year's best perfor-

mance. (15)
- 10. (Tie) Ran — Kurosawa's
^pic adaptation of King Lear
affirms Akira, "the Emperor"
as one of film's great directors.

'

Visual splendor, powerful
parables, and martial drama
saturate the screen, making
Ran an unforgettable film ex-

perience. (15)

The individual lists:

MARC WEINBERG, Staff
Writer '

1. After Hours
2. Brazil

3. The Purple Rose Of
Cairo

4. Frizzi's Honor
5. OutOfAfnca

~^~

6. Back To The Future
7. The Falcon And The
showman .

-

S. Plenty

9. Blood Simple
10,Lost In America

7. Brazil

8. Sesame Street's Follow
That Bird
9. Desperately Sleeking
Susan

10.101 Dalmatians

Alex Demyanenko

1. Ran
2. OutOfAfnca
3. Brazil

4. Kiss Of The Spider
Woman *

5. The Color Purple
6. After Hours
7. Blood Simple
8. When Father Was
Away On Business
9. Witness
lO.The Purple Rose of
Cairo ~~^

Peter Henne

\

JENNIFER BOYNTON-

L After Hours
2. Return of the Living
Dead
3. Dreamchild .^ .

4. Seventeen
•

•

5. Henry IV
6. Doctor and the Devils

1. Plenty

2. Insignificance

3. The Hit
4. Day of the Dead
^T-Kiss Of The
Woman
6. Ran
7. After Hours
8. Mishima
9. Witness

10 , A Company Of
Wolves

Continued on Page 18

AUTO INSURANCE
" (and Motorcycle)

Griffin Dunne and papier mache pal in *After Hours'

AN INTERNSHIP IN LONDON
COULD HELP YOUR CAREER PROSPECTS

Why not go this Spring quarter (April 14-June 29)

or Summer (June 2 Aug 10)

i
' Programs each Semester also

Fees from $1,780. (Board & lodging included

Credit & travel extra).

Places available in: Politics, Museums, Business,

Law, Research Labs., Social Services,

Town Planning, Health Care

IHL
pSTfurther details and credit ''•««•"'•"*»

^*^°"^";;V^^..
EPA USA Office. The Study Abroad Off.ce

Marymount College,

Tarrytown. NY 1059|L u-^— -

(914)6313200 '' '^"- '

-^

on Campus

Wednesday, January 15

ISRAELI PANGING WITH

DAVID DASSA!
Every Wednesday night, 7:30 -11:00 pm

Tonight is free of charge!

>''

yop INSURER offers special
•uiiege student program to

sfiarpfy lower your present
fMes Faculty and others may
<dso benefit Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

S^!i^SSgii!^?!i?^i^Si$iS!^

HILLEL HIGHLIGHTS

^ .-,

Instruction: 7:3()-8:30pm
Requests: 8:30-1 1 :0Opni

Shabbat
FRIDAY JANUARY 17

with

NORMAN COUSINS
Professor of Medical Humanities; author of Anatomy of An

Illness; and former editor of Saturday Review'

'NEW DIMENSIONS IN HEALING"
service 6:30 dinner 7:30 prQgran?6:45
PLEASE CALL EARLY - BY THURSDAY - TO MAKE

YOUR RESERVATIONS
COST: $4.50 Hillel menibers $6.00 Non-members

208'3081
SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT O^J^OLITICAL SCIENCE
Changes to the Schedule of Classes

Winter 1986

ADDS
P.S. 10 Introduction to Political Theory adds 3 moYe disc sections:

disc. Is Monday 10 in Bunche 3161
disc. It Tuesday 9 in Bunche 3165
disc. 1u Thursday 9 in Bunche 3165

P.S. 120
sections:

Foreign Relations of the United States adds five more discussion

disc. 1 g Friday 1 1 in GSM 1 246
disc. 1h Monday 12 in GSM 2214
disc. 1i Thursday 1 in GSM 3343B

. disc. 1j Wednesday 2 in GSM 2284
disc. Ik Thursday 8 in Bunche 4269

NOTE: SECTIONS F,J,K WILL BE PART OF A SPECIAL DEBATE PROGRAM.
GET MORE INFORMATION IN CLASS.
P.S. 235 Selected Topics in Comparative Government. Subtitled: Domestic
Roots in Soviet Foreign Policy with Professor Azrael meets Thursday 3-6pm in

Haines 210.

P.S. 253 Seminar in International Relations: Subt. Soviet Policy Toward
Western Europe with Professor Adomeit meets Tuesday 10-1pm in Bunche 4355.

P.S. 179A is crosslisted with LAW 278 Survey Course on Basic Institutions in

Public Law with Professor Valentini meets Tuesday 2-4 in Law 2143 instructor

consent required.

P.S. 252 is crosslisted with Law 519 Seminar on Basic Institutions in Public Law
with Professor Valentini meets Wednesday 4-6pm in Law 2143 instructor consent
reouired

DELETIONS

P.S. 133 International Relations in Sub-Saharan Africa with Staff

P.S. 139B Special Studies in International Relations: Subt. More I.R. Theory
with Professor Stein Thursday 3-6.

CHANGES
P.S. 40 Introduction to Politics disc, section In T1 1 meets in MS 7608..

P.S. 139A Special Studies in International Relations: Subt. U.S. Soviet Arms
Control Simulation with Professor Potter Meets Tuesday and Thursday 2-4pm in

Bunche 3153 instead of in the Dance building.

P.S. 152 British Government with Professor Freedman meets Monday and
Wednesday 1-3pm in GSM 2214 .

•"

P.S. 170 Anglo-American Legal System disc, section la F12 meets in GSM
2214. .

•
* -'"'"

__i
.

.P.S. 204B Statistical Analysis with Professor Geddes meeting Friday from 1-4

in Bunche 3165 instead of M 2-5.

P.S. C23iyCl97B Politics and Strategies of Modern War with Professor

Kolkowicz meets Tuesday 10-1 in Bunche 4269 instructor consent required.

P.S. C222/C197A Selected Topics in Political Theory: Subt. Feminist Theory
with Professor Diamond will meet on Thursday 10-1pm in Bunche 3161 instead

of TBA instructor consent required.

P.S. 250E Seminar in Mrican Studies with Professor McHenry Jr. Meets
Thursday 3-6 in Bunche .^65 instead of Staff.

CHECK TH£ POLITICAL SCIENCE BULLETIN BOARD
~FOR FURTHER CHANGES TO THE SCHEDULE
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PHC
Peer Health Counselors

.rU'-.-J

Don't Weight
Learn to Lose
The last Peer Health Counselor
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SERIES

begins Tuesday, January 21

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^—

^

Permalens& vTCl
Bausch & Lomb ' ^^
30 Day Extendeid ^ '"Jt

Additional Pair SRQ
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily
Wear

^65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

-'¥^.-;r-
'^•

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over tSOO operations lo date
Radio Keratolomy
In Hospital or Office Patient •

SlOOO/LyeCredit Program Arranged
LB 2158 Pacific (213) 59M59-!

V N 7232 Van Nuys (818)786-5892
Ananeim 414 StateCoiiege Bl (714) 774-4510

Downey 871 1 Firestone Bl '213)862 076^
LA 1482 S Robedson (213)278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

1-'

Any and all UCLA students are invited to at-

tend the six-week program designed to teach
you how to control your weight through the use
of self-monitoring and behavior modification
techniques.

Date: Tuesday, January 21,
Wednesday, January 29

Time: 12:30-2:60, 3:30-5:00

.Canyou
afford togamble

with the LSAX GMAT,
GREprMCAP

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-
lion students prepare for their
^rad school exams. So if you

Place: Ackerman Union 3516,
AU3564

For reservations and more info
contact PHC office at 825-8462
or come to 401 Kerclihoff Hall ~

need a refresher class, or even if

youre fresh out of college,
call. Why take a chance ^n^r-
with your career? ilS^

KAPLAN
SIANUYH KAPlANtDUCAIIONAl ( [NIERITD

1
Watch for Recruitment 3rd and 4th week

Sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC

The worid's leading
test prep organization.

ENROLUNG NOW! Visti us jt ou' center
IIIKtd W' JShii ir Jtni 1 Rlvrl ( ulVf^r City C.A
v»v' V <->» cull us d«ivs evet<iiicjs or AeeV

~?srn:r!f ^Juf phone nurriber (213>
202-1924.

YOUR FUTURE IS AS INFINITE
AS OUR TECHNOLOGY

A

•^^

As the pioneering leaders of the

'/4-inch streaming cartridge tape drive

industry, we are particularly pleased

with the achievements that have posi-

tioned Archive Corporation for con-

tinued success Our technology provides

the back-up for the ever-expanding

high capacity Winchester disk drives

for minicomputer and microcomputer

systems.

Recognizing that continued achievement

IS only possible through the exceptional

efforts of our most important asset—

the people at Archive—we are prepared

to offer career opportunities in a

chaWenging, growth-oriented environ-

ment. Clearly, your future with Archive

is as infinite as our technology.

Archive offers college graduates an

in-house professional development pro-

gram, through which you will be exposed

to various areas of the company to

enhance your personal effectiveness.

We currently have opportunities in the

following disciplines:

• Engineering
• Accounting/Finance
• Materials Management
• lEINIB
• IMariceting
• Operations
• Administration

Learn more about Archive's infinite

technology, and your infinite opportun-
ities for a challenging and rewarding
future

Campus interviews will be held
on February 7 A IMarch 12

To arrange for an interview,, please
"'*~"

contact your Placement Office. Archive
Corporation, Attn: College
Relations Department, 1650
Sunflower Avenue, Costa Mesa,
CA 92626. An equal opportunity
employer. J

K:

Archive
CORPORATION ^

&SC—-_au—£1:
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More year in film
Continued from Page 17

Julia Houston

i. Witness

2. Mad Max: Beyond
Thunderdome
3. Wetherby
4. Brazil ^

5. The Hit

6. White Nights
7. Back to the Futur^
8. Mishima
9. My New Partner

lO.Outof^riq^ I.-.*

Greg Poirier

1. The Purple Rose Of
Cairo

2. Back To The Future
3. After Hours
4. Prizzi's Honor
.5. Brazil

6. Witness

7. Dim Sum
5. Always t '

9. Creator^ j ,

10. Kiss 0r (The Spide
Woman

Bill Raskin

%

ider

10.Blood Simple

David Wisehart

1. After Hours ——^-—

—

2. Brazil

3. Prizzi's Honor
4. Out of Africa

5. Kiss of the Spider
Wqmsm
6u.Real Genius
7. White Nights

8. Cocoon
9. Streetwise

10. Witness

Of course, no year
would be complete
without acknowledging
the ten worst films. The
ones that stuck in the
viewer's craw and
wouldn't let go, no mat-
ter how hard one tried.

The Bruin's consensus
Top Ten Losers: ^.r

>»*"

^

1. Out OfAfrid
2. Plenty

3. After Hours
4. Brazil
5.^ Kiss Of The Spider
Woman
6. The Purple Rose Of
Cairo

7. Murphy's Romance
8. Blood Simple
9. To Live And Die In
L.A.
lO.Back To The Future

B.Y.Randall

1. Brazil

2. Out Of Africa

3. Murphy's Romance
4. Dreamchild —^^— ^-^^

5. Plenty

6. Agnes Of God
7. After Hours
8. The Purple Rose Of
Cairo

9. The Trip To Bountiful

Rocky IV — Please God,
no morel

^. St. Elmo's Fire-The^
reason why they have juvenile
detention centers.

3. Rambo — With his one-
two punch of Rocky and
Rambo, Sylvester Stallone
could put an end to civiliza-

tion as we know it.
^

'

"

4. The G oon ie s—*
Spielberg at his deepest and
most meaningful.
5. The Emerald Forest —
The year's most hilarious com-
edy. Unintentional. Dadeeell
6. Red Sonja — Starring
Mrs. Sylvester Stallone. Need
more be said?

7. The Legend Of Billie

Jean — First, Helen Slater
starred in Supergirl, then this

lamentable loser. Nice career
moves, Helen.
8. National Lampoon's
European Vacation -:^_
Too bad the Griswalds didn't
meet up with some nice Li-
byans.

9. Once Bitten — To say
this vampire movie^^utsked,
would be to state^fte^obvious.

10. Clue — Who cares who
did it?

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

^ GSg)

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control

•Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur/MediCal & Health Plans

W^ Los Angeles

12304 Sania Monica Bl. 0112

(213)820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente BM.
(San Vicente Hospital)

(2a) 937-1390
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
JI.Y1

lylrala.

Thi ASUOA CoflvnuntcMons Board My supports the

Uniy«rjrty of CaMorma s policy on non^iscnmmation

No madwrn shal acc«pi a(tv«nis«fTi«(its wtoch pres«nt

persons of ^y ongvi. act. reHgton sex. or sexuaf

orientabon m a d«mean«ig way, or impty mat tfiey are

kmrted lo certain positnns. capaMbes roles, or

sums m society NeMher the Daily Brwn ttor Ow
ASUCLA CommurNcaOons Board has nvesbgatad wy
of the services advertised or advertisers represented in

ttus oiue Any pef»n belKving that an advertisement

m this Bsue vwlales ttie Board's polKy on non

diKnmmalion suted herein should corTMnunicale

complainis m wnling to the Business Manager Oa«y

Brun. 308 Westwood Plaza. KH 112. Los Angeles. CA
90024 For assistance with housing discnrrwiabon

proOlemc. cal the UCLA Housing Office at 626-4491

or cal the Weslaide Fav Housing OfAr al47S-9671

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 , PERSONAL........ 10 PERSONAL, 10

Necessities for Winter Quarter; pens, boolcs, soup and

LECTURE NOTES
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
ALevel. Ackerman Union. MTh. 7:45^:30; FrI. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-5: Sun. 12-5

Lecture Not^s onp Prqblem Solving Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

¥-

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(8l8)840-e638.

NEW relationship? For fr^ information on
compatibility, concerning emotion and in-

timacy send SASE to Emphasis 251 4'/i

Grand Canal Court Venice 90291

.

,itkifififififHifititHifitititit^

SUMMER ORIENTATION
^ 1986 COUNSELOR
RECRUmNG IS ON

NOW. FOR INFO CALL
206-66S5

lififirifirkififififitifHifirkit^^

ROBERTA STREIFER
(AEO)

To my cjwesome little sls-

^ Happy Birthdayn
Hove a great dayL

UVIL YBS. Kathy

ALPHA DELTA PI
It's oood to see you all

back. Get excited for a
great quartern

PATA

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

TKE NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
IMPROVISATIONAL comedy workshop,

free. Every Friday 5:45, 3rd floor Acker;

man Performing., Kerckhoft Coffee Houstt

8:00 Fridays. Information: 837-2529.

EDUCATION
SERVICES 4

WINTER Break and
RUSH^ "^remake all your resolutions

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Moettngi- Monday, Ackerman

2410, 12:10-1:20. Wednmdays,
NauropcychiatTic Imtttute ce-538,

12:10-1:20. For olcoholcs or m-

dMduali who have a drMdno
problem. 8500644 or 475-6368

Lunch 11:30
Dinner 6:00
Party 9:00

208-9299
626 Landfair

SPORTS
TICKETS, ,.5

BABYSIT two year old; warm, resonsi-

ble.experienced. English-Mandarin speak-
ing preferred. Susan 478-5209 Leave
message.

WANTED four tickets to Cal v UCtA
Basketball game at Cal January 25-will

payl (818)986-9790 (213)273-7474 Ask for

Ruman daytime.

GOOD DEALS 7
INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818)880-4407. (818)880-4361

FREE 8
MODELS needed for haircut. Beverly

Hills. Call Kozo. 277-7045.

MISCELLANEOUS 9
ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

WANTED t>eauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261

.

PERSONAL 10

Welcome bock
AO's Bourdeaux
Reaux and ivy

Court. We missed
all of you! Psych
up for many wild

times ahead!
We love you!

Your A<D
- Admirers

SIGMA ALPHA MU

QUINN (AAH)
Happy 21st!

It's finally here...

you're finally legal!

Hop>e your day is as
beautiful as you are!

remember tiow

special you are

tome!
Love,

Pamela
P.S. Let's go tiave

a drink!

rroGA
A PMTY. e 90Qm

tlvis>r (xl

SAMs

sis-
522^

<^ if^ if if if if if, )f)f if i$. if if if if if if ifA

ADRIAN OLAUlfRMAN:
Happy Birttxjayl

We wish you ttie best

20th In the world.

We love you
Rochoel and Julie

INFORMATIONAL
MEETING
TONIGHT

on
PANHELLENIC

INFORMAL RUSH
HEDRICKHALL
7:00 P.M.

FIRESIDE LOUNGE
ALL UCLA WOMEN

WELCOME
if if if if if if^ if if if if if if if if if if

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Hey Joshephina, ,

How was ybur vacation? You know I ha(J

1 extra week of vacation to eat fruit cake

ancj See's candy. An(d wow, you can tell!

Tm going to get back into shape by going

to the PHC WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SERIES

starting 2n(d week Tues. 1/21, 12:30-2:00

A.U. 3516, and 3rd week Weds. 1/29,

3:30-5:00 A.U. 3564. Plus I'm going to sign

up for a FIT Clinic Appt now!

It's free for all us Bruins.

Do it for the health of it.

rr-^- '

-

y——-r? - —' ^—Later, Joe Bruin

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
WINTER RUSH

1986
UCLA's NEWEST

THE NATION'S FINEST
VEDMESDIT, lu 15

Dinner... ..5:30

Periect the Long Island

Iced Tea Party 7:00

Boston Tea Party 9:00

THUBSDAjir, lai 16

Steak Dinner.... S:30

Keg Tester

Cocktail Party 7:00

Rush Party 9:00

rBDiT,Iail7

Si) Ep preference Road Trip to Mammoth w/Iittle sisters

We leave Friday and Ski Saturday and Sunday

A raging time is guaranteed for all

For more info: Coflfoct /oel Ball, Aush Chairman

555 Gayley Avenue
208-2392 208-97<

I' » ; •
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 . PERSONAL 10

TO: ALLZBT
LITTLE SISTERS

^"^

We missed you so much over winter
break and we can't wait to see you
at our "Welcome Back for Wild

Winter Quarter Party." Be there this

Thursday at 10:00 PM

DELTA SIGMAPHI
620LANDFAIR

1986 WINTER RUSH CONTINVES
^12:00 Lunch

5:30 Party
9:00 Dinner

-^ Ll

:>w<-:«*:*sv-'«v«S':?ws*NSSsssrWrK'X«'X'C%>>;<»j«'«'?^^

B0n
"NO RUSH PARTY"

BETA will be kicking off the^

new quarter by not rushing

Thursday; 9 PM
Spring rushees welcome

Dancing and Kegs

zzssssssssszzs^^^^cs^ms^^sss^Saas^asz^^Bzsasszzzzszzzs
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WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

LUNCH
DINNER
ATO'S "At/IOUS:
ROOM RCL LEITE

11.30
5:30

"TRY YOUR LUCK AT A DIFFERENT
DRINK IN EVERY ROOM 9:30

LUNCH
DINNER
THE TRADITION CONTINUES:
A 70 DECK DIVING PARTY
"DANCING & DIVING"

1 1 : 30
5:30

9:30

FRIDAY

LUNCH
ATO'S INFAMOUS
DECADENCE NIGHZ.
(INVITE ONLY)
"DISGUSTING FILTH, - SLIMY,
DECADENT FUN"

11:30

LATER,
MUCH
LATER

515 GAYLEY AVENUE
RUSH CHAIRMAN: DOUG LEWIS -824-1 981

ALPHA TAU OMEGA HOUSE PHONE: 208-9664

A >

'i.i' '

«.l

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. 12
ANOREXIC Females needed fof interest-

ing dissertation study on personality

developn>ertt. If interested call Janet (818)
964-1877. _^
FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of apermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Fujiiiele vo^'

unteers who have not used a sperffiiddal

product or t)irth control pMs during tfw

past three monttts. $20 reimbursement for

medical history artd blood specimen. All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 366-5614

ext. 231 (Shirley).

QENITAL herpes-study beir>g conducted
through tfte University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursenrtent. (213)206-6723.

HIVES at least three tin>e8 p9r week, for

six weeks or more? You will be paid

$315.00 to partk^ipate in an. 8 week trial of

a new medk:atk>n. Call (21^)620^20 ask
torKathy.

NON-SMOKERS earn $5412 per hour
for easy work. Participate in a research
pro^ at UCLA. Call 825-2616 after 5pm.
Leave mesiaga.
PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years oM-and wish to

make $6.00 by partk:ipating in a survey
wfNch iTKrkides questtorts on akx>hot artd

drug use, caN between 9:00am arid

SrOOpm at 826^061 tor an lypolwtnwH.

TRADE IN/SWAP 14 HELP WANTED 30
TRADE/nxKtey paM for Olympic country

pins CaN (818)766-1420. PP. Hope to

oompieie collection.

SPERM DONORS 19
DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. MinorKies en-

couraged. CaN 553-3270 for appointment.

BEAUTY &
HEALTH SERVICES

IRANIAN, IrKlian. Sperm dorK>rs needed.
All informatton conftoential. Please call

652-4236.

OPPORTUNITIES 26
WOULD you stuff 1000 envetopes for

$5007 If so rush self-addressed stamped
envetope for details to: VOSSA P.O. Box
491457 Los Angeles. CA. 90049. —

SPERM donor wanted.
Qinic. 82(M)377.

FOE Medical

1

^^... >

% ^

HELP WANTED 30
CULVER City Bruin seeking reliable

aflerschool daycare. Mon. Wed. Thur., Sat.

Two great kkls. 96.00thr. S6a-6048.

DRIVE/Chikl care Tueeday^rtoay 4-5pm.

Responsible person. Car. insurance

needed, nefarencas required (213)459-

S363.

DRIVE Ari to school. $50/wk. 8:40-9:20am.

2.4O-3:20pm. 47e-a478.

.x..^

APPLY now for work next semester earn
money marketkig Fortune 500 companies
products on campus. Part-time (flexible)

hours each week call 1-800-243-6679.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $129541395
covers aN expenses. work($6.00-$l0.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

AT-EASE Wealwood now accepting ap-
plk»tk>ns for security personel as welt as
stock posittons for out annual sale. Please
•ppiy in pereon. 1001 Westwood Blvd.

ATHLETE/SALESPERSON. LET YOUR
ATHLETIC BACKGROUND HELP YOU
SUCCEED AT RETAIL SALES OF
ATHLETIC SHOES AND CLOTHING.
FULL AND PART-TIME. EXPERIENCED
ONLY. VARIABLE HOURS APPLY IN
PERSON AT FRONT RUNNERS. 3RD
FLOOR WESTSIDE PAVILLION CORNER
OF PICOAND WESTWOOD
COMPANION preferably psychology,
soctotogy or pre-mA»cal student. One or
two weekends per month. Excellent salary
and expense accout. Please call Dr. Fine
2064967 M-F. 8-5.

CONSUMER research firm seeks assis-
tants. Flexible hours, will train. WLA.
Mrs. Root (21 3)391 -7232.

COOK dinner for single father and
^99f^Q9r. Some grocery shopping, walk-
ing distance. tSfhour 271-9236.

CLERK/TYPIST for downtown law finn.

7am-lpm.M-F. light typing. $6/hr. parking
provide, please call Sue 668- 1 1 98.

\.

l»l

ABOUT ^

KAPPAF$r=^
WINTER PARTY
TONICHT AT 9PH

PANHELLENIC
.
^^WINTER RUSH

Interested in Sororities? Call or
stop by the Panhellenic Office

for more information.

^j- 1 1 8 Men*s Gym
206-1285

HEALTH
SERVICES 22
AMAZING Cernitin- Dietary Products. Dick
Gregory's Bahamian Diet. Pollitabs sport

supplement of chanipions. Swedish
Pollenique skin care. Write to; Nekla
PauWing-15336 Roscoe/ Van Nuys. CA..
91402. EnctoseSAE for delivery.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE to LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

HELP WANTED 30
BABY-SITTER: experience required, w/
one-year okJ baby, needed 6-15 hours/
week. Kathy 828-7716.

BABYSITTER wanted for 3-year oM girl

Wednesday and Fnday afternoon near
campus. 824-0950 after 5.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

Break the Cycle
of

Pain • Burning • Itching

^Commonly Associated With -

Herpes Simplex Virus I & II

Cold Sores
Fever Blisters &

Other Skin irritations

Three years of clinical research yields
NEW effective non-prescription ointment.

ImmuVir
In the Specially Fornnulated Base

IntervIrA^**

See your local pharrrtacist or call

1-800-237.8400#22
A Product of

Biopharmaceuticals Corporation
10220 S.W. Greenburg Rd., #220

Portland, Oregon 97223

HELP WANTED 30
BASEBALL coaches and umpires needed
for WLA Little League program Season
runs mid-Jan. thru mid-June Boys and
Girls apes 6-1 5. Call Paul 470-3816

BE a pal to an eight year old boy Satur-
days 12-5 and two weekday afternoons
Must have car, good salary Call 275-3925
Mrs. Lewis.

BEVERLY Hills personal injury attorney
needs part-time law derk, upperclassman
preferred. 855-1861.

Bilingual (Spanish/English) part-time
research assistant. Typing and library

skills necessary. Female upper-division
8ihd/or work-study student preferred. Con-
tact Jean Gilbert. 825-6886.

BRIGHT conversational students wanted.
Public relatk>n8 for rK>n-profit organization.

Flexit>le work around your schedule. $6/hr.
Guaranteed plus bonuses. No experience
Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

CAMPUS safety officer shift 7pm-3am and
9pm-5am. $4.50/hr. (213) 541 7775.

•••CASHIER wanted. Panama Reds.
Days. $3.75-$4.25, great fun place to ¥vork!

Apply in person. Mark or Otto (213)826^
7337.

CASHIER/waiters/waitresses needed pirt-

time at Dim Sum Cafe. Call 479-4774 .

CENTURY City law firm seeks part-time fil-

ing derk. Preferably 5 days per week, in

the mornings, if possible. $5 50/hr Call

Elizabeth 277-7747.

CHILD care for 15 nwnth old 4 mornings/
week. Occassional evenings/weekends
optional. 470-0809 aftger 6pm.

CHINESE Restaurant needs daytime part-

tin>e experienced waiter or waitress. Call

Lois at 204-0441 after 1 lam.

DRIVER needed to drive student from
WLA to school on Beverly Glen/Sunset
mornings from 7:30-8:00 afternoon pick up
2:50 Fridays at 1:45 Can be split between
2 people Salary negotiat>le. (213)772-2000
days (213)836-6030 evenings

DRIVER- Part-time 7:1 5am- Santa Monica
—to Beverly Hiffs. One way. Weekdays.-
Non-smoker. $lO/day. Call 479-4488.

DRiyER needed for high school student
to-from school daily. Call Margie 559-99 12.

Driver/helper. 15-20 hours/week. Errands,
marketing, carpool driving. Car/seatbelts

required. Beverly Glenn Canyon. Hours
flexible. $S/hr 279-1447.

DRIVER needed. 2 afternoons/wk (Total 2
hrs). School pick-up for teen girls. Need
fcar$6/hr. Eves. 472-9453.

DRIVER or moped rider with valid Califor-

nia driver's liscense and insurarice, knowl-
edge of LA and Valley area FT/PT . call

(213)855-1600. ask for Randy or Eric

-DRIVING Instructors- Full/Part-time/
weekends. Clean DMV record. 6-8 yrs

driving experience, will train. For interview

(818)881-1594.

EARLY morning child care. Near campus
Great pay Responsible, dependable, pro-

mpt. English a must. Driver preferred.
475-5723

EXPERIENCED technician wanted for

busy animal hospital. 559-3770

EXPERIENCED shoe salesperson; oppor-
tunity for advancement San Remo Shoes.
1055Broxton (213)208-4848

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed
for exciting PR firm in Century City 15-20
hrs/wk. negotiable $8/hr 551-1 130.

FAST, accurate, punctual part-time help
needed for pediatncians office 478-2000

FOOD service job in graduate dorm
Located on campus. Schedule around your
class and exam times Work with people
Understanding English important. Hours
12-19 per week. Sunday through Saturday
$539/hour. Ask for Mich. 825-7686,
8am-6pm. Further details available during
interview.

GENERAL office, heavy phones (in-com-
•ng). full-time. $6/hr.. WLA. Call Pat 477-
8474. 2-5pm.

GOVERNMENT jobs $16.040-$59.230/
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000.
ext. R-10105 for current federal list.

HALLMARK store needs stock/receiving
clerk National sepulveda shopping center
Call UKt 473-6048.

HASHERS needed tor sorority Good pay.
good meals Call Mrs Rohtfs at 208-3281

.

HOUSEKEEPER in hotel at edge of cam-
pus Part-time weekdays. $4/hr. 208-3945

NASHERS

i

FEMINIST JOBS!
WORK-STUDY 0NLY1

Women's Studies

Program seeks grads or

undergrads for clerical

assistance. See Job card

#1726A at WorlcStudy

Placement or call

Women's Studies at

206-8101

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30
NAUTILUS instructors wanted 11:30-2.
Mon-Fri. 4:30-9 Thurs.. 6am-9:30am Wed!
$4-5/hr

. experience or Kines. maj. prefer-
red 553-0731

NEEDED: Personal exercise Instructor for
oven«reight young ¥voman; Mon. Wed &
Fri.; $5/hr. Time of day negotiable Call
Bridgette at 47 1 • 1 926 leave message
OFFICE clerk $5/hr. 15 hr/wk Flexible
hours, light typing, heavy photo<x)pying
and general office work. Call Richard
Wong 552-0900

P/T Drivers needed Dependable w/ good
driving record Flexible hours. Company
car $S/hr. Call 276-9656 Chaparel Florist

PfJ secretary. Century City, typing, filing.

12-15 hrs. mornings. $6.50/hr.. Roddy or
Gary SS3«4646.

l$$PAID for completing brief research
questk>naire. Urgently need first time ex-
pectant fathers for graduate student study
call Dan 818-795-91 74.days. 818-761-
9503. evenings.

PARALEGAL student or graduate needed
tor full-time workers' compensatk>n law
practice. Contact Connie Medina at law of-
fices of Sidney J. Gordon (818) 705-1055
or (21 3) 873^768.

PART or full-tinra clerical position for a
self-motivated person; Constructk>n Com-
pany in Westwood 470-6300.

PART-TIME bookkeeper. Minimum 4 hrs/
wk. For individual's personal account. $7/
hr. Experienced References required.
Must work in-house/nfKKBirKjs. Mary (213)
277-5632.

'

PART-TIME IBM-PC Operation w/llght
bookkeeping and aen,"©^ Knowledge
Of PC preferred. FlMble hours-CPA firm

Culver City. Musf4)ave own transportation
Call 821-1025. 10am-4pm for interview

PART-Tlnw help needed for photography
studio in Marina Del Rey very flexible

hours. 10-20 hrs/wk $5.00/hr 823-3589.
f,

1

—

_
PART-TIME babysitter wanted for 9 month
old. Thursday afternoons, just off campus

-eaU Debra 208-587^.
^^^

PART-TIME mother's helper, drive nursery
school carpool. do shopping, run errands
$6/hr. 4 bkxks from campus, car available
474-2498 (eves & weekends).

PART-TIME retail beauty supply salesper-
son experience a plus. Civilan area 475-
1887

PART-TIME clerical flexible hours. 20 hrs
per week, miscellaneous office duties,

good opportunity, please call Dana 328-
5402.

CASHIER/SALES
BIG 5 -—

SPORTING
GOODS
PART-TIME

• • Great Working
Conditions

• Merctiondise
Discount

• Competitive Salary
• Merit Increases
• Flexible Hours

Applicants must be at

least 18 years of age
arxj have previous
retail experierxie.

Krx>wledge of sporting

goods/equipment
tielpful.

^Apply Doily of

the following location:

6601 Wllshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills

IMMEDIATE opening for a full-time activi-

ties director with good potential to become
assistant manager of large Westside board
and care facility. Excellent personality,
outgoing patience, character and groom-
ing a must. $lOOO/mo to start. Call Mr.
Hirsch 870-7053

MALE student: drive, garden, personal
assistance; alternate weekends $6.00/hour
may beoonlie permanent live-in situation

476-5747 after 3pm.

MEDICAL front office. Light bookkeeping
pf>ones and scheduling. Approx. 15 hrs./

week. Call Amy 828-5525.

MINING ENGINEERS, deep shaft, extend-
ed galleries Full or part-time. U.S. sites.

Student inquiries welcome. Send resume
including other interests to: E.G.
Vandergrifti' 11759 San Vicente Blvd.
LA.CA. 90049.

MODELS for life drawing dass. Male and
female. $8/hr Must be reliable. M & W
eves, and/or Sat. mornings. Call Robbie
475-8834

NATIONAL Communication Company cur-
rently seeking aggressive salespersons tor

Telemarketing Dept. Part-tin>e Positk)ns
Available, salary and commission. Call

(213)306-6061.

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at celebrity putjtic relations

firm No pay but great opportunity to

l^;arn and gam experience.

Call Soma at (213) 276-6400

J^ Fill in your week •
• with extra $$$ {
2 Immediate openings for ^
• secretarial skills, typists, #
S clerks, receptionists. J
2 word processors. & all •

—% office sliills. Work by the {
2 day. week, or month. J
• STIVERS S
2 TEMPORARY PERSONNEL {
• Call for appointment •
2 in Westwood 208-5656 !

THE WURST
IS HIRING

Specialty Hot Ooq Shop
in Westwood needs p/t

counter tieip. Contact Brad
824-9697

PART-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies
shoes. Westwood/Beveriy Hills Center
$4 50-$5 50/hour sales experience prefer-
red Roz or Det)bie 657-5183.

PART-TIME work: responsible, organized
person to assist psychologist with ac-

counts. typing, etc 459-6794.

PERMNENT Part-time reservationist need-
ed for French Restaurant M-F 1-5pm
Pleasant phone voice, light typing and
general office work. Call Edwin or

Josephine after 1 :00pm 652-9770.

PERSON Friday, part-time, salary negotia-

ble. flexible hours, 859-2491

.

PERSON to pass out flyers for jewelry

store. $5.00/hour, hours flexible
(213)206-8728 11am.-5pm.

PHDs, $36,000-$60.000 Need PHDs or

candidates Lit>eral arts/philosophy, an-

thropology, history or other. Successful
executive seminar company wants top

presenters, thinkers to grow with us Ex-

ceptional career opp>onunity. Resume, Kar-

rass Seminars, 1633 Stanford St., Santa
Monica 90404.

PHONE solicitation for non-profit organiza-

tions. Flexible schedule around your

classes. $6/hr. Guaranteed plus tranuses

Call Brad (213) 464-3686~ HELP SECURE YOUR"
WINTER JQB NOW!

ASUCLA Lecture Notes is looking for qualified

notetakers. If you are interested in excellent

pay, flexible hours and a 20% discount from the

Students* Store, fill out and mail this form.

NAME:

CURRENT PHONE #:

PHONE MESSAGE #:

Major:

Year in School:

GPA: — "—

Classes taken within major:

Mail to Elvira Harriss. KM 179 or call 825-8016.

Lecture Notes

-H-T-

PART-Time file clerk ifor "'Beverly Hills

surgeon Good pay Call 271-2177, Cathy

PHYSICAL therapy assistant for busy or-

thopedic doctor's office in Beverly Hills

Kinesiology major prefered. Call for appt
550-0950 ask for Gloria.

POLITICAL fund raising phorring. Part
time., flexible positions immediately
available. Afternoons, evenings and/or
weekends Bonuses. No experience nec-
essary Fox Hills office, on bus line. $4.50
an hour Call 213-215-3143. 1-5 Monday.
1 -a Tuesday through Thursday.

PRESTIGIOUS night club need public rela-

tions. fun job 854-4691

.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank. p/t. evenings $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491.

REAL Estate analyst intern, part-time. Op-
portunity to learn improved real estate
private placement syndication evaluation.
Will sponsor for NASD SERIES 7 license.
Santa Monica location. Non-smoker
(213)395-3176.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Be involved in every aspect of

state-of-the-art apartment house brokerage
business. Clerical skills, computer literacy

& knowledge of real estate helpful. 395-
0570.

RECEPTIONIST full/part-time for
Westwood acupuncture clinic. 9-5. light

typing and book-keeping. Must have plea-

sent phone voice, previous experience in

doctor's office helpful bi-lingual personnel
welcome. Call Dr. Yeung (213)474-1060 or
628-5963

RECEPTIONIST w/food-brokers office.

Must have excellent sales personality and
show initiative, positive attitude and strong
team player. Phone, filing, data inputing
required. Contact Roland 473-3212.

RECEPTIONIST full-time position in public
relations advertising firm in Westwood.
Phones, typing, general office duties,

vn^wfiff, fN'Of999tooftT s^^posrsnco . Con-
tact Sarita (21 3) 208-6777

RECEPTIONIST. Part-time. 8:00-1:00
Starting ASAP. $5.50/hour Must have Law
office experience. Call Kim 652-5015.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT: to work on
design and implementation of innovative
field research project, computer data
analysis and library support work. Up to 19
hours/week at approximately $9.50/hour
depending on qualifications. Experience
with research at advanced undergraduate
or graduate level necessary. Send resume
to Louis Medvene. California Self-Help
Center. 2349 Franz Hall, UCLA.

Part-tiae Positioii:

Tdeaarketing Assistant

Eicellent working

conditions in Westwood.

4-8pni Nonday-Thnrsday.

$5.00 per honr pins

bonns. Call Mr. Movie at

470-9896

RETAIL STOCK
POSITION

We need ambitious person

for part-time work in a

retail record store.

•Approximately 25 hrs/wk

M-F 4-9PM

•Record cleaning and

general stock work

Off the Record

Santa Monica

CaU 829-7379

SUMMER OUEBTTATJON
1986 COUNSELOB
RECBUmNG IS ON

NOW. FOB *NFO CAU
206-6S85

SALESPERSON with style wanted Earn
extra n^oney. Call Joe 477-5200.

SALESPERSONS needed immediately;
outstanding opportunity. Cellular car
phones and other products Earn high
dollars (2t 3)275-0407

SMALL Santa Monica Putilishing firm

naeds part-time students to do clerical

work "^lease call 452-96 1 6.

STUDENTS needed Love kids? Train for

excitir>g and awarding in-home chikJ care
career. Earn $BpO-$tOOO/mo. Live-ln/out 4
week trainir)g tuition k)cal references/

drive/non-smoking, call Child Care
Specialiata Center at (2t3) 274-26S3.

SYSTEMS analyst traineea- User require-

ments and software design for small

txjsinesses $20-$30/hr. on completion of

training Analysis and/or programming
experience helpful but not vital. Call

evenings 6pm- 10pm, Sun-Th (213) 477-

1237

SALES help wanted. Prefer experience.

1 1 10 Gayley Ave in Westwood

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more Flexit>ie hrs-easy

sale Call Mike at 393-81 53.

SALES positions available in classic

women's sportswear store committed to

customer service possible management
trainee apply jn pei'son. Phelans's 110
Santa Monica Place.

TEACHER, assistants. Palisades todler
program 9-1 1 30 am M-F schedule can
be split $S/hr call 459-5054

TYPIST (55wpm)/light record keeping flex-

ible part-time hours for apparel company
location-Wilshire/San Vicente Call (213)
651-0694 Immediate opening.

WAITERS wanted for Monday night dinner
at sorority. Please call 208-6265.

WANTED. Driver to take chiW to class,

Brentwood-Santa Monica and return 5
days a week, 2 hrs. per day after 3:30pm.
$5/hr. plus $0.20/mile. Call Charies Kennel
625-4016 days or Deborah Kennel 476-
6604 evenings.

WANTED: Individual once a week for light

house cleaning. (213) 638-0378

WANTED: Santa Monica Residents.
Part/Full-time. Earn up to $7.50/hour.
Make own hours. Call M-F. 10-4. 629-
3721 ask for Linda.

WANTED: Girl Friday, errand running and
occassional driving of children, car neces-
sary, references required pay $6.00/hour
plus gas. Available late afternoons, guar-
rantee 5 hours/week Could be more, Call
evenings 393-1802.

XEROX Operator, full/part-time, salary ne-
gotiable. Call 477-1540 or apply 11717 W
Pico Blvd. WLA.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32
END violence against womeni The LA_
Commission on Assaults Against Women
offers positions in outreach ¥wrk. Call
(21 3)651 5962.

GROCERY Clerk Westside Market Part-
time. 1pm-7pm or 6pm-midnight. Some
experience helpful. 477-3216.

NURSE RN (part-time) for MD office near
Beverly Hills on Saturday am only. Top
salary 939-2111.

SUMMEB OBIENTATION
1986 COUNSELOB
BECBUmNG IS ON

NOW. FOB INFO CAU
206-6685

CHILD CAKt
WANTED .35
CREATIVE child care for 3 year old girl

plus some errands. 3 or 4 afternoons per
week 12:30-4:30. Must have own car $5/
hr. Westwood. 472-1666

HELP wanted: parents with baby need dai-
ly help aroun d the huse. ideal for student
wanting to earn extra dollars, must love
babies! phone (213)650-9664 speak to
Nick or Camilla.

OUTGOING, energetic, experienced
babysitter lor 16 month old boy Mon
Wed. Fri. 11-2. some nights, some
weekends, own transportation, must love
children, call Joanna Hall 652-6955

.

PART-TIME Monday, Wednesday evenings
fo^ young child; car. insurance needed;
471-7654/825-1801 (Ms. Parrish)

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49
GUESTHOUSE- Brentwood, nearby,
mountain view. $395. 3 hrs weekly work,
older graduate student preferred, foreign
welcome, car. (213)472-5726

t-ARQE one bedroom, wood paneling,
hard-wood floors $450. 1930 S Bedford
St 477-6968

NEW. immaculate, studio-loft apartment
with garden entrance. 5 blocks to beach.
V2 block to Santa Monica, $4;S0 open Sun^
day 1/19/66 please call for address 399-
5707

WESTWOOD prime, location furnished
singles and 1-bedrobms. Patio elevator,
a/c, 10969 Rochester. 479-7465 Managed
by Moss and Company.
1608 Bentley three bedroom/bath, town
house, refrigerator, wet-bar. fireplace,

microwave, air-cond., back yard, alamn.
$16S0/month 276-1299.

2-6ED/1-bath. unfurnished, fireplace, very
ntey quiet unit. $900. Ck>se to UCLA
days 450-7546.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom a^rtments. Partly-fully furnished.
Redwxxated exceplkinaNy clean Modem
building, pod. parking, security. 1831
Whitley. (213) 467-9431.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50
$950 up 2-bedroom/2-bath, 1953 Selby
Ave $1275 townhouse. 2-bedroom/2-bath,
10745 La Grange Ave.. 1'/i miles from
UCLA. Call 475-6165.

X.
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APARTMENTS
J FURNISHED .50

.~X^r ^

: f p..

I'l

BACHELOR apartment. Furnished.
Veteran near Wilshire, excellent location.

$SSO/month (2 13)275-1427 or 379-6570

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor
11967 Rochester Apt.#3 $425 Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

LARGE single $550.00. Large 1 -bedroom,
$725.00. Nice buildir>g with pool 1 mile to

UCLA. 1235 Federal Ave. 477-7237

TWO extra large 1-t>edrooms with parking

$795 and $825. Walk to campus, 729
Gayley. 208^798.

^ ^^

WALKING distance to campus. Private

sundeck. one t)edroom, furnished. $365.00
Call Katie. 208-1828.

$565 near Marina attractive 1 bedroom,
pool, parking, laundry. 4132 Grandview
313-1818/391-9888.

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $775/rTN>. Singles also. 824-
9925.

PRIME Brentwood 2-bedroom, spacious
Just remodeled. New drapes and carpets.

Corner of Bundy and Sunset. Heated Pool,

parking and laundry facilities. $1100. (213)
393-0499

SANTA Monica quiet, 1 t>edroom. new
carpet/paint, appliances, parking, yard,

$725. 393-7489. '.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. 2
bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Balcony with

view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.

691 Levering. 208-3647.

2-t)edroom/l bath. Sherman Oaks. 4 stu-

dents max Pets. 15-25 min. from campus.
$700/mo (818) 783-8379.

2 bedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near
Wilshire. across from park. Excellent k^a-
tion (2 1 3)275- 1 427 or 379-6570.

$875 WLA owners unit (like condo) bright,

spacious. 2 plus 2 upper, large patio,

private entrance, appliances, no pets.

Dagmar. 478-0694.

APARTMENTS

UNFURNISHED,>»....52
BRENTWOOD area. 1 bedroom just south

of Wilshire includes utilities $675. 1241

Bundy. Agent Miller & DeSatnik Co. 838-

1828

VACATION
RENTALS...

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58
BY Owner near Westside Pavillion.

Modern 3-bedroom. Central air/heat,

fireplace, all appliances, carpets, grapes,
immaculate condition. Principals only.

Open Sunday 11 -4pm. (818)783-1803.
(818)784-8443.

$12,000 down private home near Santa
Monica business park. 1 -bedroom, prime
neighborhbod. $1 19.500. Wynn 477-7001

.

W » ' ! I -I — -II

FREE room in private guest house in

hhills. City view, fireplace, private deck,

use of pool, hq| tub, sauna, very secure, in

exchange for housekeeping, errands,
shopping. Car required. Females prefer-

red. Call 828-7979.

ROOM AND BOARD ^

EXCHANGE HELP....62
3 meals 5 days a week. Females only.

$100. deposit. $350. per month. 832
Hilgard. 208-6963.

ROOM
~

EXCHANGE HELP....63
COMPANIONABLE, non-smoking, semi-
retired person faculty member preferred.
Help with small services in exchange for

private room,bath,view. Car & references -

essential. 454-3166.

FEMALE- room and board exchange for

housework. Nice private roorh/bath/t.v.

near UCLA. 474-0336.
•

GRADUATE student/eng. preferred.
Private entrance, room. bath. Car'
motorcycle required. $60/month toward
utilities. 6 hrs. of work a week. Good
references required 271 -9849. 7-9am only.

MALE student, car required. Must be
available afternoons, light household help.

Ctose to campus (818)784-5718.

MALE student: drive, garden, personal
assistance. Brentwood home, private en-
trance. Share room; light cooking facili-

ties, salary 476-5747 after 3pm.

^OOM and exchange for oight-tinrte

technician in busy animal hospital 559-
3770.

53

n

BEAUTIFUL, spack>us, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ck>se to everything. (818)

785-9865

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE ; 54^™'~'^—~~ « I I

FEMALE, undergraduate roommate need-
ed to share a 1 bedroom apartment
(290.00/mo) on Landfair. call Sabrina
208-1326.

FEMALE share 2-bedroom, 2^/^ bath, fur-

nished. Pool, laundry, near buses/freeway
WLA, etc. $450/mo includes utilities. Gus
479-5166 (eves & weekends) 479-5166
(days).

GRAD non-smoker-- Your own
bedroom, bath,fully furnished. $425. In-

cludes utilities. (213) 479-5947 leave

message.

WANTED: Female to share bedroom in a
2 bedroom spack)us apartment. Available

now $300/month Call Tim or Toni 470-

7931.

ROOM and board exchange babysitting.

Private room, beautiful home, own car,

female preferred . (8 1 8)705-599

1

ROOM
FOR RENT ...64

BEAUTIFUL hillside home, pool, private

room, female student preferred. $325 &
10% utilities 826-1 537.

BRIGHT, spacious room for rent. Furnish-

ed, private t>ath and entrance and parking.

Non-snrK>ker preferred. $385. Phone: 761-

6542. •

HOUSE
FOR RENT. .55
PACIFIC Palisades, beautiful 4-t>edroorTi

home. 2-bath. Large living/dining combina-
tion. Lg. kitchen plus den. St. Matthew
vicinity. $2350/mo. Call (818)354-2819.

$1400 DELUXE 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent t>achek>r available

$600. 1 mile UCLA. 826-6907. _-,*r}k

FURNISHED room. Pacific Paliades home.
Walk to beach. $300/mo Bus to campus.
454-7711.

HOUSING- 10 seconds from UCLA $225-

$270/mo. For more informatk)n call Mike
824-0551.

LARGE room furnished, quiet, private

Brentwood home. Professk)nal/grad. stu-

dent, r>on-smoker, references required.

$550/mo. 472-701 1

.

^

LARGE newly decorated unfurnished

Private entrance/t>ath. Efficiency kitchen.

Full security. Back yard. Biking distance

to UCLA. Non-sPDOker. M/F. Mature,
responsible person, references required.

$500/month includes utilities plus $750 se-

curity. (818)889-3280

FEMALE preferred to rent furnished room
in 4-bedroom home. $350 includes all

house privileges and utilities. $50 deposit.

Call SailV 836-0571.

LIVE in a UCLA sorority for 290/mo. (in-

cludes 10 meala/wk). Call Ola 208-9044.

HOUSE '

FOR RENT... 55
3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-
ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/month
Daytime 473-01 26.

ATTENTION
ON CAMPUS HOUSING APPLICANTS

FOR SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER f 986-87 WAITING UST STUDENTS
Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing
must reapply to maintain or improve their waiting list

position for Spring Quarter 1986. Applications are

available from January 2 through January 14 in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office, 270 De Neve
Drive. In order to retain your vyalting list position, ap-

plications must be r^cetv^d back tb the On Campus
Assignment Office, 270 De Neve Drive, no later than

4:00 p.m. January 14, 1986

^ NEWAPPUCANTS —

—

'^

Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Cam-
pus Housing list may apply for On Campus Housing

after January 14. 1986. However, submission of an

application does not guarantee housing for the Spring

Quarter. Applications arc available In the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office, 270 De Neve Drive or^he

UCLA Housing Office, 78 Dodd Hall. Please be advised

that a nonrefundable fee Is required.

(^[]^ dally bruin

ROOM
FOR RENT«..> 64
FOR Rent- Sleeping room. Wnlking
distance to UCLA. $375 . 279-21 88

OWN room and tMth in very clean apart-

ment near UCLA $750 deposit. $450/

month. Call 82(^6782 or 855-0567.

PRIVATE room, bath, light kitchen

privileges, quiet, graduate or senior prefer-

red. San Vicente Bivd/Santa Monica. Near

beach. $350 mo. 395-2141 Call 1-8PM.

ROOMMATES..,>, 65
BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom 2 bath, spacious,

Marina Del Rey apartment. Female rH>n-

soKJker desired. $475/nr>o. Mimi 827-7056.

FEMALE share large 1 t>edroom apartment
with 2 girls. Walk UCLA $280. 11089
Strathnrwre 824-0879/454-821 1

.

FEMALE professional non-smoker 25-35

seeks same or grad. student to share sun-

ny Brentwood 2-bedroom/2-bath. $550/mo.
^ utilities. Available Feb Days 206-8470,
evenings 207-0137.

1 —
FEMALE roommate to share bedroom.
$300/mo. ' security. 2-bdrm/2-bath, 5 min.

to campus. Sec. bidng., carpeting,
balcony, skylite, dishwasher. 824-4886 or

824-5869.

FEMALE share large 4-l)edroom apartment
with 1 giri. Walk to UCLA . $286. Call

Kathy 824-5283.

NEED female roommate-$273/mo. plus 1/3

utilitiee. Pool, Jacuzzi, security building.

Available 1-15-86. (213) 83»4186.

NEED Female roommate- $273/mo plus

1/3 utilities. Pool, Jacuzzi. Security.

building. Available 1-15-66. (213)839-4186.

ONE or two roommates needed to share
furnished two bedroom/two bath apt.

Beautiful, must see. Parking, Jacuzzi,

cable. Own room for $750mo. plus 1/2

utilities or share room for $375/mo. plus

1/3 utilities. 208-2944.

ROOMATE wanted: nice 2 bd. 2 bath apt

yv. Hollywood, available immediately,

female preferred 852-7069.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

SHARE luxury 2 bdrm. Own room, bath.

Pool, security, paricing, hot tub. $450/
month. Call Lee 410-9182.

SINGLE female seeks same. Responsible
non-smoker. Large 2-bed/2-bath apt. Half

Tent- $325 plus utilities. Encino. Call Vicky
8-5pm. 825-0644.

ZTA Dorm Room and Board nowl $290/
nw call Linda 209-5473.

SUBLET 66
SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information

FLYING
PARACHUTING ...,.., 76
LEARN to Ryl Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

SAILING..,., 78
1981 21 -foot McGregor sailboat. New 7.5

Mercury. Long Beach slip available.

$4,000/obo. (213)945-1703.

TENNIS 80
TENNIS player? Looking for others to play

on evenings and weekends. Call Bryan
275-0609.

CHILD CARE 90
CHILDCARE- children 8 a 13 home near

campus. MWF 3-6pm . $4.50/hr. 479-7953.

INSURANCE 91
INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS, REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818) 88(M407, (818) 8804361

.

tiDlO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Aak for Ken

SERVICES

EXECUTIVE Aaaistam. 20-30 hra/wk. at

$12/hf. 476-1327.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
returnee? Profes8ior>al help from publish-

ed author rfiM\ journalism masters. Dick

20e-43S3.

UFE drawing sessions in Venice. MAW
evee. 7-0:30 PM. Sat. morning 9:30-12.

$1(yteeslon. Supervised by Stanford MFA.
exhitMting artist. Limited enrollment. Call

Robbie 475-6834. ^
STATISTICAL and computer consulting tor

theels students and the protoeaional. Ratp
n§90d«ble. Can (213)474-0313. ^

MOVERS 94
JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable Jerry (213)391 -5657

OOOOOOOqCOOOGOOOOCO
GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete «

397-8597 Anytime
ICOO

TYPlf^GAVORD
PROCESSING 100

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

SERVICES
Or r*fc>l\ilL/ »«>«>«*••*••••••••*•^O
TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)796-8334.

SERVICES —-^ —
OFFERED 96

SCRATCHED, DIRJY
CONTACT LENSES

We polish & cleon your hard, semi-soft
and soft contact lenses w-hiie you wait.

Return your contacts to "like new" corv
ditiort Feel and see better.

Df. Vogel. 1132 Westwood Bd 208- 3011.
VaMdoTed Parklng-2C% Oft With This Ad.

Editing ft Typing
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically

213-396-0193

^SbmedayY^ur
PrintsWillCome.
How 'bout

"~~

Tomorrow?
Professional quality prints at a low,

low price, overnight. If you drop off

your film to us before 4PM, you'll

get prints back by 11AM the next

working day . . . and live happily

ever after.

k C/WPUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor KerckhoH Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8-6. Sat 10-3 • 206-8433J

3

Need Copies Now?
Check Out

These locations:

Quick Copies
First Floor Kerckboff Hall

For orders on 8V2XII or different
sized paper; on white or colored paper
Located in the hallway just to the right of the
Graphic Services main lobby. (KH 162. Look
for the Quick Copies Sign).

Ackerman A-Level
& Lu Valle Commons

When you're on the run, use the self-service
copiers In Ackerman (A-Level, near the
elevators) and at Lu Valle Commons (In front
of the Students' Store entrance), still only 5^.
Also look for our new locations opening soon
at the Bombshelter and at North Campus.

"First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6.

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

ORPHIC
u c

rl

BMCES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu vatie Commoni
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6
F 7:30-5:30

Sat 10-5,

Sun 12-5, '

825-7568

-• i' rf

••<* ^ W^ I |l
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*
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TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,
prolMibiNty. tutoring by arKl nsar UCLA.
$2<yhr . 92IM029. e2e«>2e. —r" 7

IMOULTON'S Tutorial Service ProfessiormI

tutoring/editing^word processing. /Ml levels,

courses, CBEST prep.. experierKed staff.

24lw7day, /days/week. 291-3158.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic through
calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.

Engineering. Reading. Gram-
xr\Q\, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows the subject i

well, ond can patiently p£^.;
ent the material In a variety of

ways. You will also jeam the
proper way to study' to
achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL^ JIM MADIA. 383^

6463.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A better deal, word processing;
screenplays, manuscripts, student work.

Fast/accurate. $1.50-$1.99/page. Disk
storage. Pk:fcups and delivery. 467-4521.

8^-1804

A4>LUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

-wooo-6o«»»^

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu ia8pm. $1.50^.25.
Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

39(M588

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, ttteees. disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlerw.

DO you need typing^ Ex-UCLA Grad. will

type your papers, resuntes, etc Call (818)
785-1810 leave message for Bartjara.

ELITE Word Processing. Best-rates of-

fered. Professional service terms, disser-

tatk>ne, munuscripts. etc. Pick-up delivery-

204-5274

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers. tf>eees. dissertations. Iar>guages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependat)4e typing/word processing.

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)3S2-4343. (213)514-9245

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcriptmn. resunnes. UCLA disserta-

tk>n format. Rush iobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PLEASEIII I type 95wpm-lBM Seiectric will

type anything, anytime-especially scripts-

Susan 395-2856.

PROFESSIONAL typing, fast, accurage.
reasonable. Call Mrs. Norton 474-9580
days.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-
sional. k>w rates, high quality Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (2 1 3)653-3600.

TYPING reasonat>le rates, any size job.

Call evenings or weekends Diane 559-
7835.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
WORD PROCESSING. FAST. ACCU-
RATE. REASONABLE PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. GRAPHICS EVEN-
INQS. WEEKENDS JEANNE. 828-1635.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

QINQER Adam Studio of Piano New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, aN levels. Experienc«J
taacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

QUITAR laaaona by profeaalonal teacher,
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 47»41 54.

VOCE.

\
gocbOs dally bruin

^TRAVEL 105 T'RAVEL,

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!
LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area from $29
Honolulu from $179
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong, from $386
Sydney from $498
Tel Aviv from $529

'¥n,

.|^,_^ '..'

New York from $99
London. from $265
Lima from $359
Tokyo from $430
Rio I from $519
Nairobi from $650

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
TOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI
) YOUR ON-CAMPUS

A^\ in iiT^T'^AVEL SERVICE • M-f 830-6. sat ii-3
f\>J\J\m^\^jf A level Ackerman Union

•"ncwi lutxac) to crxyxi* wimout noiic* Mmtao avaMOMty

From

AMSTEftDAM..$495

TAHITI ..........,.$579

^WM YOin(...$180

^^/ •••.............d/9y
LONDON $519
AUSTRALIA„$925

' Some Restrictions Appty

Euroil passes

issued on trie spot

supEM VAnx an from lah lo.
WCW VOAK tmmt 236
CHICAQO J,....trom$ 198
MAM: ....frornS 238
HAWAII lr6mS239
LONDON fromS 499
FaANKFUar .% tromS 5«9
PAaiS/AMSTEaOAM fmmt 599
TOKYO fromS 579
TAHITI fromt 579
Cauise, 7d0y* fromS 599
SKI EUaOPE .fromS 999

Charfn. Toun, Crul»0»
aullpm—M, Car A HoM ff«t.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON 1^2025

Quttar. 35 yean
tMchkig aN Imnta. ttylm Nmt UCLA.
MichMl Bondon (21 3) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfMt (ob? We can
^^'rita you a raauma that will get it for you.
Call the Raauma Cor>nactiOf). (213)478-
3274

SUCCESSFUL raaumas 822-471 1 Profea-
>*on«lty prepared reaumee that get results.

Sp«:i«l New Yalv's diacount! Day. evening
•nd waakeod appotntmants availabla.

WINNING raaumeat Student special $25.
^r— oonauNhMon. ftm copies. One^iay
yvtoa.Opanwaattanda (213) 851-071 7.

TRAVEL TICKETS
FOR SALE 106

AIRFARE WARI TWA DISCOUNT
COUPONS. 25% OFF ROUNDTRIP
COUACH. ECONOMY OR SUPERSAVER
FARE ANYWHERE TWA FLIES UNTIL
MARCH 15. 1986 $3000 EACH.

WESTERN Ticket: Anywhere Continental

U.S. $200 rA raatrictions 824-2981 Derek.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

FIESTA 78- good runnihg car, needs tXMJy

work. Alpine stereo. $450 negotiable, Jon

(213)390-1797.

IS it true you can t>uy Jeeps for $44

through the U.S. govemnient? Get the

facts todayr Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext

8147.

PONTIAC Ventura 1975 lmn»aculate out-

side and inskie. runs well. $1200 obo. Call

Pam 208-2912 or 665-2477.

PORSCHE 914 1972. excellent condition,

maintenance records, am/fm cassette

$3800/obo. Must sell, moving 657-6074

VW Fastback for sale 1967. white, in

great conditk>n All originai body, rebuilt

engine. 559-1069

1966 MUSTANG. 2nd owner, excellent

condition. 6-cylinder. 140.000 mi im-

maculate extefior/mtarior $2000.

(213)473-5037. .

/,.--_

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

1967 Cadillac Sedan DeVille Looks and
runs great. Must sell $600.

1967 Dodge Dart. 6-cylinder. 4-door. ter-

rific transportatk>n. rebuilt engine and
transmission, brakes relined. new front

end bushings- always runsi $750
(213)275-5802.

1968 VW Bug; $1,800.00. very good condi-
tion; (714) 621-2784. after 6:00 pm
1970 red. VW BUG. great condition $2000
obo. (21 3) 454-5869

1971 Mercury Comet. Bucket seats Runs
$4Sfll/nhn MuBt baU i~~.-~ mrt««« fi^

"653-7135

1971 TOYOTA Corolla. 35mpg reg..

12,095, brand new porsche classic red.
New. Needs, brakes, tires. 454-3541.*

1971 VOLVO wagon 127.000 miles good
transportatk)n $700/obo 454-7660.

1971 VW bug. stick. 27M^ rebuilt engine,
stereo, excellent runner, extremely
reliable. $1 200/otx). call 474-5691 .

—

—

—
1974 2602 silver/black interior am/fm
cassette a/c. great shape $2600. obo
(213)471-0546 (days) (818) 881-1526
(eves.).

1975 Porsche-914. 1.8 Red. Clean and
beautiful. Extras. $4495. (213)828-1214

1976 Buick Skyhawk 57,400 miles. Good^
condition. $1500. Call 659-3589.

1976 GMC van skiing, camping, beach.
Real clean, runs great $2600. 825-4546
days (818)892-7518 eves. Bill.

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo. (213)450-7354.
(213)653-2966.

1976 TOYOTA Corolla, stick shift. 50.000
miles, new tires, no accidents, perfect
condition $1600(213)479-1937.

1977 Datsun 280Z. metallic blue, air condi-
tk^ning. am-fm cassette, excellent condi-
tk>n $3995 (818)788-3514.

1977 MGB- Red. runs well. $1575. Call

Esther (2 1 3)659-2401.

1977 Rabbin Good condition New AM/FM
cassette stereo. Low mileage. $1500-
472-3916.

1977 TOYOTA Celica GT liftback. metalic
brown paint. 5-speed. AM/FM cassette,

wire ' wheels.louvers, superb condition

$2800.(213)821-7818.

1978 Celica GT 5-speed am/fm/ air.

$2660 excellent condition and body Alan
Chow (2l3)827-8777(day), (213)402-3175
(evenings).

1978 PINTO, low milage, new tires, clean.

4-speed. $1160 Nancy days 825-0488.
evenings (21 3)558-8288.

1978 Toyota Corolla 4-speed, air, stereo,

radials. good condition $1700 otx>. (213)
395-0570 days (213) 824-0091 evenings.

1979 Chevette good condition 2-door Blue
$2300/obo must sell Immediately
(818)243-6693.

1979 Mustang. Blue, 8<ylinder. auto. air.

stereo cassette, and new brakes. $2800/
obo 825-6167 before 4:30

1979 Olds Cutlass Supreme V-8. A/C.
AM/FM radio, automatic transmission,
78.000mi. $2900. 456-9357.

1979 Porsche 924- Must sell, good condi-
tion. 45,000mi. air, sunroof, AM/FM
casaette. 322-2549.

1979 Volvo 4-door, GL 264. 1 owner. k>w
mileage, extremely clean. Askirig $5400
476^791.

1980. Ford Fiesta, clean, good condHkm.
perfect for student. $1100/obo call

anytime (213)936-5396. leave nwssage.

1980 HONDA Accord 4-door a/c. 5-speed.
good conditk)n. $3.200. (213)473-3143

1980 Renault Le Car. Sharp, excellent

conditk>n. k>w mileage Must sell Under
$1,750 Day (213) 838-0573. Evening or
weekend (213) 399-0694

1980 Toyota Tercel 5-speed. air am/fm
cassette. 45m great car. must sell $3000
(213)934-2275.

1980 Toyota Corolla. Auto. A/C. AM/FM
cassette $2800 (213)478-5460. Call even-

'•'V"' .
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AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

1981 AUDI 4000 4E rod 4 doi^ air sunroof
am/fm/cassette 44 M new barkes good
conditk>n 1 owner $4990 p/p (213)393-
2495 evga/wknda (21 3)31 2-3l

'>89 m/f days.

1981 Pontiac Phoenix LJ.. ^'. AM/FM
cassette, sunroof, immaculate. $3300
(213)822-4072.

1982. Ford EXP. 49.000 miles, air* stereo.
excellent conditk)n. $3000. 993-1581

.

1982 VW Rabbit- Mint condltk)n-40M. A/C,
AM/FM stereo, 4-speed, 1 owner. Must
see. $3750. (213) 826-5253 ext. 2565. M-F.
9-5. ask for CAR.

1984 BMW 318i Superb conditkMi. grey/
beige cloth, alarm, warranty, extras. Call
Erik 546-6266, 552-0822.

1984 CJ7 Jeep, renioveable hard doors
and top. Black on black, 5-speed, fm/
cassette. Extras. Excellent conditk>n.
$8500. 459-3264.

'68 Bug. Sl^iny black paint. Original owner,
well-maintained. AM/FM cassette Must
see $1900 829-3982.

•69 2002 BMW Sunfroof, Micheline tires.

Rur\s great. Needs rear body work. $1200
obo. 824-7773. :

'73 Plymouth Roadrunner. 340 engine, 4-

speed. looks great. $1.400/obo. (213)945-
1703.

'74 Superbeetle AM/FM stereo, new
upholstry. excellent condition. $1950
(213)641-9371.

'76 Ford Pinto, low mileage, excellent run-
ning condition & appearance. $1200. days
206-0854. evening 216-1084.

'79 Firebird autonfatjc A/C. AM/FM
cassette. Great conditk>n. must sell. (213)
392-2497.

'81 Sekab Turbo- 3-doort white; automatic.
AM/FM cassette, air-conditioner.
sunroof.great conditk)n. $6100 546-4201

.

'81 Toyota Corolla 5-speed, A/C.
56.000mi.. xint. conditk>n $3500 obo
Oay:(2l3) 206-8680. Eve:(805) 584-6553.
Maruw.

'82 Datsun 280ZX- 5-speed. fully loaded.
T-top. AM/FM cassette, cruise control, ex-
cellent conditipn. $8300 820-8547.

83 HONDA Civic. 1500DX. automatic, ex-
cellent conditk>n. new brake, kept all

maintenance records. $4250/obo
(213)377-7476.

'84 Mustang GT 5.0 convertibte, ^ STD.
metallic grey, loaded. FM/casette. PS/air/
tilt, 3 yr. warryt., great condtion $11,375
obo. (213)550-0547.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE... 1 14

KAWASAKI 250 Street Bike, low-mileage.
$800 ph. 272-71 79.

1977 HONDA CB 360. 4000 mi. good con-
dition ridden only 2 summers. 473-2728.

1979 HONDA 400 Hawk, well-maintained,
runs/looks excellent. reliat>le transportation

$675 (2 13)839-6820

1983 Kaw. Gpz 550. mint cond. two years
left on warranty. $1650. 372-cOOO eves

1984 Kawasaki GPZ550 excellent condi-
tion $1650 312-6566 (days) 370-0403
(evenings).

1985 HONDA. 500 interceptor. FM. good
condition, warranty, helmet. $2300.
(818)345-2889

1985 YAMAHA- Riva 125 exint. cndtn.
$950 00 call Rosemary days 825-0831. call

Juan eves 204-2804.

'81 Honda 200 Super clean, runs great,

book rack, electrical start. $500 Mike (213)
828-5383.

'85 Honda Rebel, new, red. 100 miles.

250CC. $1250. (213)824-0877.

MOPEDS 119

FOR sale: 1985 Honda towa Spree- Mack-
as new- 400 miles $425.00 with rear
basket incl. Kendall - 824-2677.

HONDA Spree $300 305-9104.

SCOOTER Honda Aero 50CC. great condi-
tion, blue $550.00 or Moped Vespa
Grande $35000 Loretta (213)471-3563.

SCOOTER-Yamaha Riva I8O2. Excellent
oonditk>n. k>w mileage, extraalf Must see.
Great buy. Ken 208-1995. ^^
1976 Moped. Good conditk>n. very k)w
mileage. $l50/obo Will help with k)cal

delivery. (213) 322-7203.

1984 HONDA Aero 50 Scooter. Red. good
condition $250. Will help with k>cal

delivery. (213) 322-7203.

1985 Honda Spree. 850 miles. Excellent
conditk>n with lock. $450 obo. Call Dan
Barrett 208-2478/208-9664.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175 Mattress &
box spring $150 Brass headtward $150
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150 Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160 Bedroom set $495 Sofa & k>ve seat

$495 Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.99/yard 393-2338r: •——

—

BICYCLES
FOR SALE .........113

MOTOBECANE grand jubilee, full race. 20
inch fran>e. $350 must sell. 825-9770 . ask
for Richard.

OFF-CAMPUS
PARKING 120

PARKING in private garage.

M-F. Call Jenny after 7pm
$35.00/month.

at 824-5845.Veteran/Ga y 1 e y .

1 L

FURNITURE 126

EXECUTIVE desk $95. 6 foot double
pedestal. Call Joan 473-6600

NEW double ..bed. Must sell. $300 obo.

(213K50^794.

QUEEN size sofa-t>ed w/matching recliner;

5-pc. dining, coffee-table w/matching end-
table. Good condition. 825-2404. 453-
3721.

WALL unit w/ attached desk. 3 drawers. 4
shelves: fine quality, great condition, price
open 276-5333 call eariy mornings or late

evenings.

5 piece bedroom set. Ideal for students.
Couch and other items. Must sell Charles
874-7750.

r
ir i! MATTRESSES i: i!

AM new hotel sett guaranteed

Twin $et $SO irM Set $6t
«iieen$et $M King $et $9$
New 5 piece bedroom set $11$

New full size or qu«en sleeper $139

New sola and love seat $169

uoK nrasn conee luueA ^r

End ToMet $15 Lamps $7

TNI WABENOU$E
397-5030

*i

MISCELLANEOUS... 1 1

2

BRONICA ETR PROFESSIONAL MULTI-
PLE LENSES. MOTOR DRIVE. • FLASH
FINDERS FILM BACK ALUMINUM CASE.
PRISTINE. $1400. LEAVE MESSAGE
559-6946.

stereos/TV's
electronics 131

SUPER 8 sound/no sound camera and
tripod. Leave message for Jamie 871-
8054.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52« DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ oest prices data bureau
Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103. Tele.

(213)479-0345. ^_^ \

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major
brand overstock, new w/warranty. Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

MODEM for sale. Hayer internal 1200b. 1

year old still under warranty. Perfect condi-
tion $250 obo. (818)993-3133.

ADVERTISE
815-1111
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My dining chain
(oak lo the core)

Werent my gtyle anymyre
td ordered new ones

Made o9 chrome
To modernize

My '.hanging home.
,

I heard a voice say

"Clattiiityf"'

(Such tine rasufli

Con'f be deniedl)

I wold the oak
sittd chrome to fit

And 7*ow 5 shinu/ ••nli
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Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL
I

A

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burfoank

15745 Roscoe Blvd.Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd.,Van Nuys

Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd., Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E Whittier Blvd., Pico Rivera

5|C 5JC 5fC 5jC 5JC 5jC 5jC 5JC 5JC 5|C 5|C 5j^5JC 3JC /(s^ 5JC 5JC 5|C 3JC 5JC 5JC 5JC 5JC 5|C 5|C 3(5 3|C 3|C 3JC 3|C 5JC

LOOKIKCfra AMENTURE.i^
-• -*t

;»>

^^^v

"W"

f:

\
\

•XCOUNTRYSKUNG
• DOWNHILL SKIING
• HOflSEBACIC fliDING
• WHALE WATCHING

* • WINTER CAMPING &
X COUNTRY SKI TRIP

No experience necessary for most classes

ENROLL TODAY
January 15, 12 Noon ^ -

Gate 12, Pauley Pavilion

PLUS AQUATICS • 30ATING & SAILING • DANCE*
FINE ARTS • HTNESS • SPORTS ;

'"'"
T

For more information call 825-3701

m/
UCLA Cultural and Recreational Affairs

Recreation Instructional Program

^

mmmmmmmmmmm m ^Htmmmmm

TROY TICKET SERVICE
TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS

SPORTS • THEATRE • IN CONCERT
}' KENNY ROGERS

WILLIE NELSON • RUSH • PAT BENATAR
KISS • AEROSMITH
LAKERS • KINGS

CaMMNG: RaLLMNG STONES

CLOSEST SUPERMARKET
TO UCLA CAMPUS

Better than having a refrigerator on campus.
5 Blocks south of Wilshire on Westwood Boulevard.

Complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments.
Open 6 a.m.- 7 Days a Week

COHAGE CHEESE
Knudsen

$1.09
Pint

Carton

12 oz.

cons

PEPSI cou
Regular or Diet

pack 9I.89

ARTICHOKE HEARTS

Cara Mia

6-oz.jar 09v

YOGURT
Weight Watchers

Fruit Fkivors

8-ozv 1 i^ 53«
WW

PAPERTOWELS
Coronet

Big Roll

TOILET TISSUE

Colortex

79*Assorted M
Colors *# Rolls

luestiuard hoi
Prices effective January 15 through January 19

WESTWOOD BRENTWOOD SHERMAN OAKS
1515 Westwood Blvd 11737 San Vicente Blvd 4520 Scpulveda BJvd

Open6AM Open 6 AM Open 7 A M to Midnigtit

to2AM Daily to2A.M Datty SundaySA.M toMidnigtit

COLONIAL CORNERS
11666 National BMJ

Open? AM
to Midnight

Themost esating
fewhours

you'll Spend allweek
LEADERSHIP LAB 3-5pm THURS
ACADEMICS 7-9pm THURS
ONE WEEKEND FIELD EXERCISE

- PER SEMESTER
ASK ABOUT NO OBLIGATION
SUMMER TRAINING OPPOR-
TUNITIES! (213) 825-7381/84

A'^\ \\ REsf:R\ I OFHCERs JIvMNIN^T QTrPS"

-am

u.««t".1>
,

Steinberg
"^^

Continued from Page 27

tive life.
'

r:

" "The athlete has a responsi-

bility to put something back

into the community and these

.programs do that , .

**When Tom Niedenfuer
gives a check to his charity it's

helpful, but the effect of star-

ting a program that large cor-

porate sponsors can contribute *

to, that helps fund raising in a
major way."

Steinberg will be speaking

at UCLA Thursday night at 7

p.m. in Rolfe 1200. .

Abdul-Jabbar
Continued from Page 25

was going to shoot that hook,

and he would just stuff it,

BOOM," said UCLA volun-

teer assistant coach Sidney
Wicks.

The hook shot that Kareem
had first attempted in the
fourth grade would have to

become a bit more polished as

well, but it was all for the

best. "When they made the

dunk shot illegal, it definitely

helped my career," said Ab-
dul-Jabbar.

UCLA's pride has been on
four NBA Champlonstrtp"
teams, once with the
Milwaukee Bucks and three

times with the Lakers. His

most memorable moments?

"Winning the first NCAA in

1967, beaMng the University

of Houston in 1968. All three

NCAA's at UCLA, and then
last year beating the Celtics

the way we did."

Kareem owns the all-time

scoring NBA scoring record,

with over 34,000 points, but
his fondest memories of
basketball are all team-
oriented.

Perhaps the best part of the

Abdul-Jabbar story is that

some of the memories are yet

to be created.

YOUR SMILE
INCREASES
YOUR FACE
VALUE

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DhNTlSTRY

• Nitri>us Oxide
• T(K)th B(>ndinj^

• Stereo Hendphones

(brinj^ your own tape)

• Plense Mention This Ad
• Credit Cards, Checks and

Insurance F('>rms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S.

(UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd.

(between Wilshire &
Santa Monica)

For Appointment:
__478-0363_^

mc^Os daily bruin

Abdul-Jabbar
Continued from Page 26
over for them. The academic
challenge helped me because
that was something I had to

do for myself— nobody could
do that for me. That made a
difference down the road. ~

"When you're an adolescent

and trying to go into
adulthood . . . it's good to

be in an environment with
people who are doing the
same types of things with their

lives, but that's not the real

world. A lot of people com-
plain about how tough the

college atmosphere is, but
when they step out into the

real world they, see that that

wasn't really the tase."

As his social confidence
grew, Kareem started hanging
out on campus more. Where
were his favorite spots?

**AH^ geez,^ the Coop, aiid"

the Gypsy Wagon (a ham-
burger stand). But the Gypsy
Wagon is gone. It was up by
the north quad."
Both were aptly-named

hangouts for Abdul-Jabbar to

frequent.

As for the Coop, he hid
'

himself from opening up to

most people, especially if they

were amongst the white popu-
lation. Kareem did not know
whom to trust. Sure, he had
some white friends, but not
many.
And as for the Gypsy

Wagon, well, Kareem did not

get along particularly well

with his parents, Cora and
Ferdinand, prior to coming to

college, so migrating all the

way out to California was his

chance to escape from the
thrust of his frustrations at

home.
Kareem got into drugs a

bit;. He smoked pot with Wilt
Chamberlain and dropped
acid with another friend.
Once on a road trip Kareem
and Lucius Allen, his friend

and roommate, got a letter

from a stranger in St. Louis
that read This is for you,
hope you enjoy it.' "Inside

was a fat old joint," he said in
his autobiography, "andwe
smoked it down." - •

But by his junior year he
stopped the acid trips and get-

ting high just wasn't necessary
like it was when he first tried

it here.

Another facet of Abdul-
Jabbar's life left him during
his junior year. The NCAA's
removal of the dunk shot

made Kareem search for other
ways to score.

"He used to turn like he
Continued on Page 24
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING TONIGHT

'

1 I . ' I

ON

PANHELLENIC
INFORMAL RUSH

HEDRICK HALL 7:00 PM
FIRESIDE LOUNGE

ALL UCLA WOMEN INVITED

LOW COST
AUTO INSURANCE

FREE QUOTES 1 -800-841-3636
EASY MONTHLY PA YMENTS

SOLIDARITY PROGRAM

Speakers: FMLN-FDR and AFRICAN NATIONAL
CONGRESS *

Music: MARIO & MARTIN.
Poetry: JULIA STEIN, NAOMI QUmONEZ.

"Cen- troamerica Libre" by SHOCK BATTALION-— Sat. Ian 25. 7:30 p.m.—

—

PARK PLAZA HOTEL, Los Angeles.
$5. Tickets af-Sisterhood Boo^iJore, 1351 Westwood Blvd.
Or call 469-^9f8?: Emerg^^ncy National Conference Against U.S.
Intervention In Central America/Caribbean, Jan. 24-2fi.

Men 5t Women's
halrstyiing

Layer Cutting * Perms
:

.-.: *

Student Discounts

7 49(0'

L cr^'' 5|-/%
10911 Kinross Asftnue

tJN-INSURED?

It could be

A NASTY WINTER BREAiCt
»xt

V.
/

t

\

UCLA STUDENT SUPPLEMENTAL HEALTH INSURANCE
_-_ i__ $110 PER QUARTER $165 PER SEMESTER

ON SALE...12/9/86THROUGH 1/24/86
Dependent coverage also available
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r;y>;^ bug engine rebuildW COMPLETE.
$595/0(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATIONNO HIDDEN CHARGES

MAINTENANCE SERVJCE
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

I
. Tune-up

2 Valve Ad)
3 Lube

4 OM Ownoe g Qmck Battery Water
5 Brake Acfi 9. InsfMci Front End
6 Outch Adj 10 ComprcMion let
7. Service Air Cleaner 1 1 . (PrcMure Teal Coohng Syttcm)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

Partt A Labor (Gaa « Air Filler Klra)

li[l(Q)f^llLm TOYOTA ^ATSUN $S9.95

m^ USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $S«.«0
* THIS IS AW HONEST GARAGE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MOf.lCA. CA

453-4652 • 829-7012

BN COMPATIBLE CONPUTSB

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only 9o99
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0632

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
The Division of Honors invites all artists
and performers to audition for Arts Night,
Marclt 1 1„1986. This annual event is your
opportunity to display your talents in the
visual or performing arts. All UCLA
students are welcome.

Exhibit: art, sculpture, photos,
graphics.

T»

Perform: music, dance,
theatre, comedy.

Auditions will be held
Tuesday and Wednes-
day of the 4th and 5th^

j^nA^eeks of Winter Quarter
from 4 to 6 p.m. (location

A' ;^-H^iriQ be announced).

"m-- -Ts-r-hri^-

~~ For more information
and applications contact
the Honors Commons,
372 Kinsey, 825-8607

i«T*-
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A FILM COMMEMORATIVE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1986

)MERY TO MEMPHIS 9:30, 12:30 & 3:30 LEGACY OF A DREAM 11:30&2:30

CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES LIBRARY 1232 CAMPBELL HALL

Abdul-Jabbar
' Continued from Page 28
down at the end of the court,

and had to play games at San-
ta Monica City College or at

the Sports Arena in a

doubleheader with USC, I

don't think : he would have
come here."

People iti Los Angeles
thought that Abdul-Jabbar
would only be interested in

UCLA'5 basketball program,
having frequented Harlem
playgrounds during his youth.
But there was more to Kareem
than muse, weather, and
sports. '

"Kareem is one of the most
highly educated men you will

ever meet," said Chick Hearn,
the voice of the Los Angeles
Lakers. "He's well versed in

music, literature, the arts and
so forth."

Kareem 's desire to learn
when he was young brought
him to that point. He felt that

knowledge was a necessity in

life. --^
"It's just the fact that you're

prepared to do more than one
thing," remarked Abdul-Jab-
bar about his quest for in-

telligence. "Ypu're qualified to

do things with your mind and >

not just your body. Education
was always a goal of mine.
"My _iamily and I 'had \

decided when I was still in

"grade school that I would ^f
a complete education."

But first, number 33 would
have to get acclimated to
Southern California and its

lifestyle.

. "It was serious culture
shock," said Kareem. "I was
raised in Manhattan which is

radically different than
Southern California.

"As far as basketball is con-
cerned it was great because
fre,shman year was like a year
off. (At the time freshmen had
their own team because they
were ineligible for varsity

town. And then the real
freshman team took the rest of
the town as well.

"We were undefeated
against the junior colleges. We
beat the varsity and everyone
else we played. In fact, it was
kind of interesting. One paper
said *UCLA varsity number
one in nation, number two on.
campusT*"" " '

" '

Kareem laughed with
delight at that memory.
Beating the defending national
champions by 15 points is

some accomplishment. But
even more importantly, the-
recognition Kareem received
around campus afterwards
helped him establish respect-

ability.
^

<- __^^__^
The new headline-maker

began to make friends.

Kareem started making
some other good impressions
as soon as he hit the varsity
squad his sophonwre year. His
impact on the team was ins-

tant.

"He just listened without
asking why," reflected
Wooden. "When a superstar is

unselfish, it's hard for anyone
else to be selfish."

That kind of attitude was
somewhat of a surprise to
people who did not know
him. Wouldn't Kareem want
the ball headed his way all of
the time? Wouldn't Wooden's

_^system limit his development?
"No. I was one-nundred

percent 'for that (Wooden's
system)," said the three-time
All-America. "I thought that.,
that was the way to play.
Through high school and
grade school I had seen the
Celtics play when they were
at their best and it was a team
game. I understood that from
day one."

Kareem 's impressions of his

coach were fascinating,
because his remembrances of
Wooden were not strictly
basketball-oriented.

"I thought that he
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Steinberg's drive gives liim 'superagent' status at 35
By Rick Alexander i»^v^^^ i„_ Air^
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Abduklabbar's marks
'?>**

UCLA records include:

•Career Scoring— No. 1;

2325.

•Most Career Field
Goals- No. 1;943.
•Most Career Free Throws
Scored- No. 1; 439
•Most Career Free Throws
Attennpted— No. 1; 699
•Season Scoring Leader

-

1967, 870;

•Single Season Field Goal
Percentage Leader- 1967,
.667;

•Most Single Season Field

Goals Scored- 1967, 346;

•Most Srngle Season Free

Throws Attempted— 1967,
274.

NBA aINime records:

•Career Scoring— over
34,000

•Blocked shots— over
2,800

•Field goals attennpted—
over 25,000

Abdul-Jabbar'$care€fr
marks rank in the top five

of at least five different

categories.

a^ntftHlt

ball.)

"I think that was a good
environment to start college in

'cause you don't have to jump
immediately into the high
pressure competitio^n of inter-

collegiate sports and to adjast
to the university life. I think
that was a very important
thing."

Abdul-Jabbar made the
transition to Southern Califor-
nia slowly but surely. At first

people weren't sure what to
think of him and most looked
at him as some kind of freak
of nature. His new teammates
surely did not think of him
that way, not from the first

day he walked onto the court
with three other freshmen and
challenged four varsity players
to a pick-u*p game.
The freshmen took 'em to

very competent coach. When I

was working for him I gained
a lot of respect for him. He
knew what he was doing and
his n^ethocj^ always made
sense.

"I liked what his emphases
were," continued Kareem.
"He expected everybody to
complete their education. He
said they recruited people who
they felt coiild finish, and that
was very important to me.
"Every direction he sent me

in was in my best interests."
Those best interests wefe^

obviously academics and
basketball. But social growth
was an end from those means.

I don't think that athletes
have a good opportunity to
grow socially because most of
the potholes are smoothed

^ ContinMed on Page 25
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By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

People hear of the contracts
''^that he negotiates, but few— sports fans know the face
-behind the figures. And oh,
what figures they are.

Leigh Steinberg, at the age
of 35 has become a "super-
agent" in the sports world,
particularly in professional

=^ football.

Steinberg was the master-
mind behind the controversial
$40 million contract that lured
Brigham Young University's
Steve Young to the United

-States Football League and
the Los Angeles Express. The
contract i^^the lar-gest in pro-
fessional sports history.

Steinberg also negotiated
Warren Moon's five-year, $6
million pact with the Houston
Oilers, the largest contract for
a National Football League
quarterback, not to mention
the contracts for defensive
lineman Mark Castineau and
defensive back Kenny Easley.
Both Easley and Castineau are

,

the highest paid players at

their positions, as well.

In his ten years in the
bustfvess, Steinberg has

.-" b roil prht his clients in the—
"""^

lieighborhood of $100 million
dollars.

"I don't have any choice but
to negotiate as aggressively as

possible," said Steinberg. "No
one gets angry when Bruce
Springsteen or Michael

Jackson makes $100 million
fori a concert tour, or when
Sylvester Stallone makes $15
million for being in 'Rocky
IV',. but jhey,^are critical
about the money that athletes
make. ' '

"People target sports
because they see it as a game,
and they feel that grown men
shouldn't be paid to play a
game. But when you consider
that Steve Bartkowski has just
a small piece of cartilege in
one knee and no cartilege in
the other, or that Theotis
Brown had a heart attack, no
doubt brought on by the
rigiors of training as a profes-
sional football player, well,
then it ceases to be a game
anymore."
A graduate of Alexander

Hamilton High School in Los
Angeles, Steinberg entered the
same college, UCLA, that
both of his parents had at-

tended. After a year in
Westwood, it i^'as on to Cal
where a 4,Pj.,grade point
average a^ ^[^p title of s^-
dent body,^ pijlyident helped
him get into the Boalt School
of Law in Berkeley.

*'WhenI was an
undergraduate at UCLA, it

w as oQmmon to transfer:

tacts that would propel him
into the sports agentry world.
While he was in law school,

Steinberg was a dorm
coMnselor in the athletes' resi-

dence hall. In that hall were
futur^ NFL players Rob Swen-
son and Bartkowski. ^-—

"Basically, my job that year
was to 'make sure that the
athletes left at least one wall
starfding," recalls Steinberg. "I
really had no intention of tur-
ning to sports law. I was
thinking more towards
criminal justice or corporate
law.

"When I graduated from
law school, I travelled around
the world quite a bit until I

became very sick. When I got
back in early 1975 Bartkowski
had just been the first player

within the UC system for a
year," said Steinberg. "When
I left UCLA, I intended to
come back, but I got involved
at Berkeley and stayed."

It was while a law student
that Steinberg made the con-

picked in the NFL draft.

"There I was just brimming
with legal experience and Bar-
tkowski asked me to represent
him in negotiations with the
Atlanta Falcons."
The climate for contract

negotiations in 1975 was quite
good for rookies coming out of
college. The World Football
League was in operation and
driving up the athletes'
salaries. It was in this climate
that Steinberg brought the
Falcons and Bartkowski
together on a figure that made
the No. 1 draft choice the
richest rookie in NFL history
up to that point.

But it wasn't the amount of
the contract that Bartkowski
signed that set Steinberg apart
from other agents, it was
what the contract entailed.

Steinberg and Bartkowski
announced that the quarter-
back would lower his demands
if the Falcons agreed not to
raise ticket prices. The an-
.ijpuncement would start a
ttend with Steinberg clients
that has helped raise millions
of dollars for charity.

"When Steve and I flew
back to Atlanta to sign the
contract we Icnew right away head
that w e were n t in Luy^^^isbeh

news to ^how an on-the-spot
interview with Steve. There
was a lot of idol worship.

"That high profile, as I saw
it, gave an opportunity to
serve the community as a role
model. It gave an athlete a
chance to establish programs
in the city he played in. to
enhance the quality of life

there."

One of the charities that
Steinberg's clients are involved
in is Kenny's Kadets, a pro-
gram by Easley that supplies
tickets to games for under-
privileged children in the
Seattle area. Rolf Benirschke
has developed "Kicks for Crit-
ters" which provides funds to
the San Diego Zoo in an effort
to prevent endangered species
from becoming extinct.

The list goes on. Each one
of Steinberg's athletes are in-

volved in at least one charity,
that's one of the requirements
when you're represented by
Steinberg.

Steinberg sees his clients'

programs as a counterbalance
to all the negative publicity
that has accompanied athletics
today.

"Newspapers are full of
headlines of athletic

Leigh Steinberg

Angeles or San Francisco
anymore," said Steinberg. "I
remember when we landed at
the airport tTier^ were a
number of people waiting for

us and there was a news crew
there that interrupted the

avior. If that werenT
the case then there wouldn't
be a need for counterbalance,"
said Steinberg. "The publicity
will be there, but will it en-
courage the youngs people that
read it to lead a more produc-

Continued on Page 24

STUDENTS FOR iUPAC

AU3525
5:00 pm

MURRAYWOOD, Executive Direct<
of the AIPAC office in Los Angeles

TWO LENS KIT

~"PROSPECTS FOR '86

UPCOMING ELECTIONS'
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SUPPORT WOMEN
IN MATH '- *

Interested UCLA female volunteers are needed
this quarter to tutor students in neightx)ring high

schools. These afternoon workshops provide

occupational information and assistance in math
and problem solving to high school students,

especially female students, to develop Ijheir in-

terest in the math-science fields.

Volunteers will gain experience in leading sfffSH

group activities as well as help high school stu-

dents in making choices about career options.

Friendliness and enthusiasm are all the

qualifications needed. Transportation is provid-

ed.

For more information, please call the SWIM pro-

ject at 825-5969 or come by the Community
Programs Office, 51 Dodd Hall from 11:00-12:00

Mondays and Wednesdays and 12:00-1:00

Tuesdays and Thursdays. We will be planning

a "tutorlng-teaching" workshop for volunteers to

answer any questions and get acquainted. Pro-

ject Directors: Lindy Bruce and Cindy Kakalik.

80-200mm f4.5
MACRO ZOOM LENS

$99
28mm f2.8
WIDE ANGLE

BOTH
$129

$49
BONUS 2X TELECONVERTER

Doubles your lens, $9Q 05
with case^

'
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BELAM^
1025 Westwood Blvd.

One Block South of UCLA
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

(213)208-5150

AD EXPIRES: ian. 18, 1986

TT .l^a^^H at Allie</& Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase. Prices listed are cash

aoS in",? afe t'ublec, to char,|e. Quantities limited to stock on hand .
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UCLA^s Lew becomes Kareem of NBA cr • •

Education was important in

Jabbar's decision to come West
By Rick Schwartz

Senior Staff Writer

The following excerpt of a Bud
Furillo article was seen in one local

newspaper the day that the Empire
State lost one of its treasured
skyscrapers.

"In the gymnasium of Power Me-
morial High School at noon today 7-

foot 1-inch basketball star Lewis
Alcindor floored New York City when
he announced he will go west and
enter UCLA in September.

"The highest scoring prep player in

New York City history ended a lonp

silence and months of speculation on
the college of his choice.

"After sitting through legitimate
scholarship offers from 50 universities

and colleges Alcindor narrowed his

decision between UCLA and St. John's
of New York. It was widely predicted
that the only son of a New York City
transit patrolman would matriculate
at St. Johns.

Apparently a visit to the Akin^SF

terest in UCLA."
In fact it was Wooden's policy not

to contact out of state players unless

they contacted him first. But after

Kareem ^ot in touch, it was the.
Wizard's ballgame.

"I asked him if UCLA could be the

last of the five schools that he would
visit. He said nobody else had made
that request and that, it could be
worked out."

Alumni came at Abdul-Jabbar from
ail angles, none of which Wooden had
anything to do with.

Dr. Ralph Bunche, who was an
Under-Secretary-General of the United
Nations at the time, had sent him d!

letter explainin^^ the benefits of a
UCLA education.

UU.

Willie Naulls, who was playing for
the Knicks, spoke to him at Power
High when they were practicing there.

All di this, contributed to Kareem's
decision.

Wooden revealed how he tried to

take every possible advantage of his

NORM SCHINDLER/ASUCLA Photography

.
Lew Alcindor, who later became Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, slams through two
of his all-time UCLA leading 2,325 points in a game against the Stanford
Cardinal. Looking on is teammate Lynn Shackelford (53). . .„

home over the weekend by UCLA's
great coach John Wooden changed all

that."

Furillo did not know quite the
whole truth. Alcindor, now known as

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, knew when he
walked out of Wooden's office at the
end of his recruiting trip to Westwood
that he had found his new home for

the next four vears.

^•Before he left UCLA on The
recruiting trip he said that he was
coming," remembered Wooden.

Interestingly, Wooden was not the
initiator of contact between the young
star and UCLA. "After his junior year
in high school his coach called me and
said he had noticed that I would be
speaking at a coaching clinic in Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania," Wooden said.

"He said Kareem had expressed an in--

-own resources: '

"A couple of weeks after his trip he
called and asked me to come meet his

parents. Knowing that they were
Catholic I took my assistant, Jerry

Norman, who is Catholic, along with
me. Nothing ever came up about
religion, but I just wanted to cover

that base.

"We met them at midnight because
his father was working the 4-12 shift,

I think as a supervisor on the subway.
We had dinner al^eir house at one"
in the morning.

"I think the two main reasons he
came here were, number one, we had
just won the 1964 and '65 champion-
ships. And number two, for his first

year, we would have Pauley Pavilion
ready," continued Wooden. "If we
still had to practice on the third floor

of the Men's Gym with gvmnastics
"

I

"—Continued on Page 26

UCLA's Joyner named
Broderick Cup winner
She may have run out

of athletic eligibility but

Jackie Joyner is still mak-
ing news at UCLA.

Bruin fans should
remember thlat JToyner

earned a silver medal in

the Heptathlon at the

1984 Olympics in the

midst of juggling a four-

year basketball and track

and field career at UCLA.
What Bruin fans may not

know is that the 1985

graduate was recently

named recipient of the

ninth annual Broderick

Cup, an honor that has

been compared with the

men s Heisman Trophy.

Joyner was presented

the Broderick Cup by
Secretary of Transporta-

tion Elizabeth Dole in a

banquet at the Royal
Orleans Hotel in New
Orleans in connection
with the NCAA Conven-

tion that is also occurring

there. ,

The 23-year old Joyner
from East St. Louis, Il-

linois, beat out an all-star

field for the Broderick
Cup.

Joyner was a four-year

basketball starter for
UCLA and finished
among the all-time leaders

in scoring, rebounding
and assists. In track she
helped UCLA to two
NCAA titles and holds col-

legiate records in the hep-
tathlon and long jump.
She qualified for the 1984
Olympics in each of these

events. Joyner will gradu-
ate in March with a

degree in History and has

been on the UCLA
Scholar-Athlete list on
three separate occasions.

She is currently training

for the 1988 Olympics in

Seoul, Korea in both the

heptathlon and long jump.

Volleyball team opens 1986 campaign

against impressive Bruin alumni squad
By Bob Brunwin

UCLA's volleyball coach Al
Scates will prasent his 1986
volleyball squad in ^ game
against a powerful alumni
team tonight in Pauley
Pavilionat 7:30 p.m.

Karch Kiraly, Steve Salm-
ons and Dave Saunders, three
gold medalists from the 1984
Olympic team are slated to

play for the alumni squad.
Current national team
members Ricci Luties and
Doug Partie, as well as Dan
Vrebalovich from last year's

team, are also expected to be
on hand.

The alumni team doesn't
have much experience playing
together, but they have a
great deal of individual talent.

Scates admitted that in order
to win tonight the varsity will
have to rely on its ability to
play together as a team.

•^ > .. * • •-

Traditionally, the at-
mosphere on the alumni's side
of the net is very relaxed but
nevertheless, competitive.

The varsity is usually more

cautious, a lot more serious

and in better shape. Scates
said that every time they go
out on the court they are
"playing to win" and only
judging from warm-ups, you'd
think that they're getting
ready for the final four.

Don Dendinger, Andy
Klussmann, Matt Whitaker,
Jeff Williams, Asbjorn
Volstad, and Reed Sunahara
are expected to start for the
Bruins but, according to coach
Scates, this could change at

any time.

After red-shirting last season
due to a broken leg, Sunahara
has been playing in practice

and although his once
frightening thirty-eight' inch
vertical leap is down ten in-

ches, he could play in
tonight's match.

iVolstad sprained his ankle
last Sunday, but he is expected
to start also. Jeff Campbell,
who spent some time in the

Bruins' starting lineup last

year, is no longer on the roster

having transferred to Pierce

College after suffering a knee

injury. Dendinger will start at

quick hitter.

Coach Scates is coming off

a bad year, meaning that he
didn't win the national cham-
pionship. In iact, teh Bruins
didn't even n(iake it out of the

Regional playoffs last year,

losing to use in the finals of

the West Regional.

use went on to play Pep-
perdine in the NCAA Cham-
pionships with the Waves
beating the Trojans for the ti-

tle.

Scates career winning
percentage is .884 and he has
brought eleven NCAA titles to

UCLA in the sixteen-year his-

tory of NCAA volleyball.

This year Scates will be
assisted by Harlen Cohen,
formerly of Pepperdine,
UCLA veteran Greg
Giovanazzi and former Santa
Monica College coach Mike
Normand. Both coaches and
players are optimistic about
the season.

As assistant coach
Giovanazzi said, "We're look-

ing for No. 1. That's the way
our program is structured."
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News: A proposed
Assembly bill would
crack down on open
meetings violations.

See page 6. ^^

Viewpoint: A reader
questions what action
the U.S. should take
against Libya, _
Seepage 15.

RevTow
stage:

'

Heart'* sk
beats.

Seepage 18.

AIDS on
e Normal
s a few

Sports: NCAA schools
approve drug-testing, but
defeat an on-campus
recruiting ban.
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Morning clouds. /^:'=^
High: 73, low: 56. ^ /^

(Dept. of Atmospheric
Sciences forecast)
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Candlelight vigil draws 200 in honor of King's birthday
W'^B^
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By Michael Ashcraft ,

and Glenn Adams

[olding candles and singing gospel songs, over 200 students
mardied from Westwood Village to Ackerman Union Wednes-
day evening to commemorate Martin Luther King Jr.'s birth-
day.

Speakers cited civil rights advances that they credited to
King's work. But the main focus of the rally, organized by
.Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, was on the continuing struggle for
n-eater equality.

UC Berkeley professor Harry Edwards spoke of the responsi-
bility of blacks, especially black males, to actively strive to bet-
ter their own conditions.

*We cannot expect white society to move and help blacks,"
Edwards said. "White society only moves when it helps white
society. King put pressure on white society and achieved things.
We must also pressure white society.**

Because blacks are under-represented in high status profes-
sions, many are plagued by problems such as drug abuse,
pregnancy out of wedlock and a high crime rate, Edwards said.

Society has "systematically, induced social alienation and
frustration," pressuring black males tO "wage war" against

CHRISTINE ROTHMAN
CANDLES UGHT THE WAY FOR A PEACEFUL MARCH - In commemoration of Mar
tin Luther King Jr.'s birthday, over 200 students turned out for a march down Westwood
Boulevard and a rally at Ackerman Wednesday evening.

"^ -^ ^ -*«?;.

F-=wage war
society and each other, the professor said.

He spoke primarily about the "crisis" he said black males are
facing. Many have turned to crime to achieve a sense of mascu-
linity not found in the social, economic and professional worlds.

Others, finding a sense of masculinity in sports, are directing
their efforts toward athletics instead of academics, he said.

Black athletes are being "ripped off* of an education by put-
ting their hopes in sports, Edwards said, citing that 70 percent

Please see RALLY, Page 12
mi

Veto override on pension
fund investments fails

By Mariko Takayasu
Capital Corresporxhnt

SACRAMENTO — Legislators opposed to South
Africa's apartheid policies fidled Monday to override Gov.
George Peukmejian's veto of legislation that would ban
new state pension fund investments for companies doing
business in that country.

Assemblywoman Maxine Waters (D-Los Angeles), along
with Assembly E)emocrats, failed to override Deukmejian's
veto by a 41-33 vote, 13 votes short of the two-thirds
margin necessary.

After the vote. Waters, one of the leaders of a seven-
year batde to divest state pension fund monies and state
monies from companies doing business in South Africa,
amended her anti-apartheid measure into another bill.

The new legislation went to the Assembly Public In-

vestments, Finance and Bonded Indebtedness Committee,
where it was approved 7-5.

The new measure, exactly like the vetoed bill, would af-

fect pension funds for the University of California, state

and local government employees, teachers and lawmakers.
It would prohibit those pension funds from making new
investments in companies operating in South Africa coun-
try.

Supporters of the bill contend that the situation in South
Africa is growing more serious every day. More than 1,000
people lost their lives in racial violence last year, Waters
said.

"This bill would place California squarely on record de-

nouncing the actions of a repressive regime that would
deny even the simplest of rights to its citizens," Waters
said.

Opponents, including the California Chamber of Com-
merce and the California Manufacturers Association,

believe that legislation passed in the state would not

change current practices in South Africa and would cost

taxpayers nearly $50 million.

Deukmejian vetoed Waters* bill lasf year because he felt

it went too far in forcing limits on state retirement funds.

Currently, the state's pension funds have more than

$10.2 billion invested in companies operating in South

Africa. UC has $2.4 billion invested in such funds.

The legislator said she would consider another attempt

to link the anti-apartheid language to a measure changing

California's unitary taxation of multinational corporations,

legislation the governor wants.

Please see VETO, Page 10

iProf's alleged views on apartheid

draws criticism from protesters
By Hugh Brooks

StaffWriter

About 75 people gathered outside John Hut-
chinson's classroom in the Graduate School of
Management Wednesday night, protesting the
professor's alleged stance on apartheid.
"We are here for one purpose — to demon-

strate against Professor Hutchinson for going
to South Africa," Abner Mariri, a ^Duth
African student, said to the crowd.
The protesters, many of them members of

the Progressive Student Alliance, Black Stu-'

dent Alliance and the South African Student
Committee, gathered in the hall outside Hut-
chinson's class to express their opposition to
remarks the industrial relations professor made
at a seminar in South Africa and in an article

he wrote for "National Review" magazine.
Specifically, a packet passed out to pro-

testers by a Progressive Student Alliance repre-

sentative as they gathered in the hallway prior
to Hutchinson's 7 p.m. class included a copy
of a Dec. 12 Los Angeles Times article in

which he is quoted as saying at the seminar,^
"Get those riot (whips) off the television"

screen" — a remark which' the article said was
part of a series of statements he made that
played a role in the South African
government's decision to place restrictions on
news media.
Bob Marley's "Redemption Song" echoed

softly through GSM's second floor hallway as

several protesters waited for Prof. John Hut-
chinson to finish his lecture.

Please see PROF, Page 13

JOEL CONARD/Daily Bfiin

Angry students chanting "Professor Hutchinson, you can't hide, you support apartheid/'

gathered outside the professor's classroom to protest his recent trip to. South Africa.
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GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $1 I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

TRAFHC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classy every w«€k-Sat

Sun. Weeknighls. Inexpensive.

Stimulating & Fun. Locations also at

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

643 Westwood Blvd BIk. N. of Santa Monica B

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
WINTER GROUPS 1986

The Student Psychological Services provide individual and group counseling through of-

fices in two locations on campus. Services are confidential and free to regularly enrolled

students. The service is staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists

"Who arerlami liar with the needs and interests of university students.

SPS/Mid Campus is located at 4223' Math-Sciences Building, and consists of two divi-

sions; the Counseling Division, 825-0768, and the Behavioral Division, 825-4207. SPS/
South Campus is located at A3^62 Center for Health Sciences, 825-7985. For questions

or appointments call any of the above, numbers.

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES/SOUTH CAMPUS

-PSYCHOTHERAPY GR0UPS^-^Ac^oppp^tunUy-4oihaf« concerns-ia-a^youp setting whjch
emphasizes understanding yourself and others, and exploring important issues in personal

relationships. Members will be encouraged to examine their interactions with each other

as well as those occuring outside the group. Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m. (call for intake ap-

pointment)

A.M.A.C.(Adults Molested as Children) Group: A support group for adults who have
been molested as children. A chance to explore issues and feelings related to current

relationships and self-esteem. An intake interview is required prior to admission into the

group. Tuesdays, 12:00-1:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S GROUP: A safe and supportive place in which to explore issues women share
in common. Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center. Thursdays, 3:30-5:00 p.m.

(call for intake appointrpent)
-y-

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES/MID CAMPUS

STRESS MANAGEMENT AND BIOFEEDBACK: A group for students who feel they are

overly stressed, mentally or physically, and would like to increase their effectiveness in

responding to external pressure. Biofeedback will be used as one of a variety of ap-

proaches to handling stress and reducing excessive tension. TPo separate sections will

be offered: Tuesdays, 1-2:30 p.m. or Mondays, 11-12 noon, (call for intake appointment)

GAY MEN'S RAP/SUPPORT GROUP: An informal supportive gorup for gay males who
wish to explore issues and feelings related to gay lifestyle. Facilitated by a psychologist,

the group is offered in conjunction with the Gay and Lesbian Association and will meet in

Room 3525 Ackerman Union. No appointment is necessary - just drop in. Mondays, 7-

8:30 p.m.

LETTING GO - WHEN A RELATIONSHIP ENDS: A group for men and women who are

having difficulty letting go of a relationship which has ended. The group provides support

and techniques to help with loneliness, depression, anger, and jealousy. We will also ex-

plore self-defeating behaviors which may interfere with starting new relationships. Thurs-

days, 10-1 1:30 a.m. (call for intake appointment)

PERSONAL EXPLORATION GROUP: An opportunity to share concerns in a group set-

ting which emphasizes understanding yourself and others, and exploring important issues

in personal relationships. Members will be encouraged to examine their interactions with

each other as well as those outside the group. Tuesdays, 3-4:30 p.m. (call for intake ap-

pointment)

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING: An opportunity to develop assertive skills to express pref-

erences and feelings comfortably, and to respond more directly to the preferences of

others. Tuesdays, 10a.m. - 12 noon.

EATING MANAGEMENT GROUP: A variety of techniques designed to control excessive
eating will be introduced in a supportive setting. Members will receive weekly assign-

ments and be encouraged to explore motives underlying excessive eating. Wednesdays,
11-12noon (call for intake appointment)

AIDS: WELL, BUT WORRIED:'^ A seven-week personal exploration group for gay and
bisexual men who are physically healthy but worried about developing AIDS. The group
will provide facts and peer support so that members can replace fear and panic with

realistic decision making about how to live and love in the midst of an epidemic. An in-

take interview is necessary prior to admission into the group. Mondays, 2-3:30 p.m.

RETURNING STUDENTS GROUP: You are invited to join a group of students over 25
who have returned to continue their education. This is an opportunity to share experi-

ences with others whose lives are especially complicated by time pressures, single paren-

thood, role adjustments or academic pressures. Bring a lunch if you wish. Co-sponsored

by the Women's Resource Center. Wednesdays, 1-2 p.m. No appointment is necessary -

just drop in.

FOR AFTER HOURS TALK, PEER TO PEER. CALL UCLA'S HELPLINE: A STUDENT
CIRSIS INTERVENTION SERVICE 825-HELP
SUNDAY - THURSDAY, 8:00P.M. TO MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 8:00P.M. TO 1:00 A.M.
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U.S. must 'fight back'

against terrorists, Shultz says

WASHINGTON — The United States risks having "a policy,,

of paralysis" unless it is willing to take both open and covert

military action against nations that support terrorism. Secretary

of State George P. Shultz said Wednesday.

"We cannot let the ambiguities of the terrorist threat reduce

us to total impotence," Shultz said in ^ speech dotted with

references to Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy. The United

States must have "the stomach," even when results are slow, to

keep up the pressure against state-sponsored terrorism, he said.

Otherwise, "it would amount to an admission that, with all

our weaponry and power, we are helpless to defend our citi-

zens, our ijiterests, and our values; this I simply do not accept,"

he said.

Shultz, one of the Reagan administration's strongest advocates

of using military power against terrorism, made the remarks in

a speech to the Pentagon-sponsored "Conference on Low-Inten-

sity Warfare," at which Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger

spoke Tuesday night.

Weinberger has stressed the importance of waiting for an ab-

solutely clear terrorist target and approaching military steps

with caution — notably against well-armed nations like Libya.

But Shultz said, "it must be clearly and unequivocally the

policy of the United States to fight back." The United States

should not always withhold such action until situations develop

"with certainty and clarity," he said.

Shultz words were aimed not jonly at Libya, but at

Nicaragua, where rebels aided by the Reagan administration

jire trying to overthrow the Sandinista government^
.

Politicians, doctors argue

over birtli defects case
WASHINGTON — The Reagan Administration urged the

Supreme Court on Wednesday to let the federal government in-

vestigate and help regulate health care for babies with severe

birth defects.

But lawyers for the nation's medical establishment argued

that federal regulators have no role to play in such so-called

Baby Doe cases. '' ~ " ~T ~

At issue is the scope of a 1973 law banning discrimination

against handicapped people.

Justice Department lawyer Charles J. Cooper told the justices

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 gives federal regulators the

power to make sure no hospital receiving federal money denies

nourishment or medical treatment to a child "solely because of

its handicap."
Lawyers for the American Hospital Association and the

American Medical Association, however, said Congress never in-

tended the law to grant federal authority in an area traditional-

ly regulated by states. Lower courts agreed.

Calling the disputed law "majestic in its sweep," Cooper said

the Administration is concerned about how hospitals handle
those cases in which parents decide against life-saving or other-

wise "medically beneficial" treatment for their children.

But Richard L. Epstein of Chicago, representing the hospital

association, contended that the government is grasping at the

1973 law.

Aerojet would pay second largest

settlement of 'Superfund' program

WASHINGTON — Aerojet General Corp. would pay up to

$82 million to clean up soil and groundwater contamination at

one of the company's plants near Sacramento, Calif, in a pro-

posed settlement of state and federal lawsuits, the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency said Wednesday.

It was the second largest settlement of the "Superfund" toxic

waste dump cleanup program, exceeded only by a settlement
with Westinghouse Inc. to pay up to $100 million for a cleanup
at Bloomington, Ind. It was the first in which a company has

agreed to clean up the entire site, including groundwater, and
also to pay the state and federal governments for their in-

vestigative and oversight costs, EPA said.
The state sued Aerojet and a subsidiary, Cordova Chemical

Co., in 1979 after finding extensive contamination at the-com-
pany's Rancho Cordova plant. The site was one of the first piit

on the national Superfund priority cleanup list in 1982.
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Students remember King as a 'man with a dream'
\
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Students nriarch' along Westwood Boulevard carrying candles in commemoration of Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday, (above) UC Berkeley professor Harry Edwards was the

keynote speaker at a tribute presentation following the rally, (right)

Photos by Hyungwon Kang,
Todd Cheney and Raymond Marrero
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resigns, cites 'personal reasons'
Laura Orvananos resigned

her position Tuesday as
undergraduate financial sup-
ports commissioiier, citing
unspecified "personal reasons."

"She didn't even tell us
what it was about," said
Brandon Smith, Orvananos'
assistant financial supports
commissioner, adding that he
was unsure of her reasons for

leaving.

— I

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Ooily Bruin

Laura Orvananos
Orvananos was unavailable

for comment. '

In her resignation letter,

Orvananos recommended that

Smith be appointed in her

place. —
. .

_ -"

"We're sorry to see her
leave — she was fun to work
with, enthusiastic and wanted
to help students a great deal,"

Smith said. He said he expects

the commission's current staff

to remain, regardless of who is

appointed to the post.

Article III, section F.3 of
' the -Undergraduate Students

Association Constitution states

that if "a vacancy occurs after

the midpoint of the term in

office, said vacancy shall be
filled after open interviews, by
appointment of a majority of

the present and voting
members of the Council, upon
nomination of the President of

the Association, not later than
21 days after the Council has

been notified that the vacancy
exists."

Had the vacancy been an-

nounced before the midpoint
of Orvananos* term, a special

election would have been nec-

essary, according to the
Association's constitution.

Undergraduate President
Ron Taylor ^ill interview ap-

plicants for the position. He
will bring a recommendation
before the council "as soon as

possible", after an advertise-

ment has been p^aced in the

Daily Bruin and applications
^ave

—

been received and
evaluated, said Sintelle Am-
mons, Taylor's chief of staff.

Bill Bbwmer

Regents to interview students,

considernew meeting schedule
By James Bozajian

Administration Editor

Interviewing finalists" for 'the 1^86-87

University of Califariiia student regent and

a proposed change in the focOs of its future

meetings are among the major agenda items

scheduled for the UC Board of Regents'

meeting today and Friday in San Francisco.

The board's Special Committee on Selec-

tion of a Student Regent will interview the

three finalists for student regent on Friday.

UCLA sophomore David Hoffman, one of

the finalists, said he is looking forward to

being interviewed by the committee.

"I'm very pleased about being a finalist,

and whatever happens, I've certainly learn-

ed a lot from the selection process," he said.

"I hope the committee and I will impress

each other."

Hoffman is a political science and
economics major from Woodland Hills.

The Committee on Selection of a Student
Regent will recommend one of the finalists

to the full board at the regents' February
meeting. The student regent serves a one-

year term as a voting member on the

board.

Today, the Special Committee on
Regents' Procedures wilF consider several

alternative formats for regents' meetings.

Since 1971 the regents have conducted nine

two-day business meetings annually, and
since 1982 these meetings have been held at

alternating UC campuses.

An advisory committee appointed by UC
President David Gardner to examine several

options will recommend to the Committee
on Regents' Procedures that the regents hold

only six two-day business meetings at two
fixed sites .every other month in the 1986-87

school year, according to UC spokesman
Mike Lassiter.

In addition, the proposed changes call for

the board to hold three one-day meetings

annually at alternating campuses which
would focus on specific, long-range educa-
tional issues.

Friday, the board will consider an
amendment to the regents' policies and pro-

cedures concerning proxies for stockholder

resolutions.

UC spokeswoman Valerie Sullivan said

the amendment, if passed, will "change the

way (the regents) vote on proxies on issues

Please see REGENTS, Page 14
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AV4 AUEN SfACLCKAfT
>^ISITS THE eAKTH.
TW/S IS THtiR SXOKX.

Earl Campbell, then with the Houston Oilers, had four

|[^es in the 1980 NFL season in which he gained 200
yaHM Or more. It was an NFL record^

THm JOURNtT' HAS 5E£N
LONG AHD peRlLOU&.
BUT m A MOWKNT IT

WILL ALL HAVE. BEEN
WOJtTH IT.

by Don Polcino

catnous events
presents

TONITE
ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

s^

f r^. t ir

c

Meanwhile. ..back in Iowa "But your honor, we told her we were graduating
seniors...what would you have done?"

CAi^
7:00 pm

PRIZZI'S
HONOR

9:30 om
TICKETS FOR THE FREE SCREENING WILL BE AVAILABLE TODAY AT 8:00 AM AT CTO

? I
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Panel holds discussions on housing, funding for homeless
By Doug Nathan

Staff Writer

In response to the growinj^
ranks, of homeless people, the
Los Angeles Countywide
Coalition on the Homeless
(LACH) held a panel discus-

sion ort model housing pro-
grams and funding Tuesday at

the United Way Building in

Los Angeles.

Panelists from several agen-
cies concerned with bettering

the plight of the more than
90,000 homeless in Los
Angeles County shared ac-

complishments and insights in-

to providing housing for fami-
lies, individuals and the
physically infirm.

A significant source of
monetary aid is the the City
Redevelopment Agency
(CRA), an arm of the Los
Angeles City Council, which
has allocated $37 million to

organizations assisting in the

redevelopment of the Central

City East area of downtown
Los Angeles, The Los Angeles

Family Housing Corporation

(LAFHC) has used CRA funds
to develop 20 units outside

downtown.
"Homelessness is growing,

the (numbers of) poor are

growing, a change is possi-

ble," said. Tanya Tull, execu-

tive director of LAFHC. "But
we dan't have an effect on the

problem without decent, af-

fordable housing.*'

LACH has identified a

three-tier process by which the

homeless obtain shelter, Tull

said. By providing short-term

emergency services such as

food kitchens, showers and
medical care, social service

agencies prepare the homeless

to enter transitional shelters.

From there they can begin to

save maney and' ready
themselves to enter permanent
housing.

Providing permanent hous-

ing for families is the aim of

the LAFHC. Created three

years ago, LAFHC set out "in

search of decent and affor-

dable housing, which led them
to try building new, low-co.st

housing," Tull said.

Families began moving into

the LAFHC-built 8-unit Casa
Familia HI apartments on
Adams Boulevard and San
Pedro Street Nov. 3. As well

as providing sound housing,

LAFHC provides a support
system to help residents.

By arranging child care,

family day care centers and
economic counseling, the
LAFHC hopes to improve the

self-esteem and feelings of

empowerment of the new res-

idents.

In addition, LAFHC assists

other organizations in locating

BLOOM COUNTY

housing for low-income and
homeless families by fur-

nishing services such as site

acquisition, construction coor-

dination and support system
development.
CRA funds also l^ave helped

the Single Room OccTifpincy

Housing Corporation (SRO), a
non-profit public organiza-
tion, acquire and renovate
seven hoti^ls in. the Skid Row
area of downtown, providing

786 units for transitional hous-

ing, said Andy Raubeson,
SRO director and Vice Presi-

dent of the National Coalition
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of the Homeless. \

Of the seven hotels, three
are open, providing 550 units.

The rents are subsidized by
the CRA and cost inhabitants

$143 a month.
CRA funds will also help

complete a one-third acre park
between two hotels located
near Fifth Street and San
Julian Avenue, an area known
as "thieves cornter.** Such
neighborhood *^clean-ups" are
important because "we can't

have tenants keep rooms clean

Please see HOMELESS, Page
10

by Berke Breathed
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And Domino's Pizza is

here to help you make
the grade. -

Beit Midrasli=€lasse»
$25

Hillel Belt MIdrash classes are open to all Hlllel members. Classes begin Mon., Jan. 20,

and run for 8 weeks. Unless otherwise noted, classes are held at Hlllel, 900 Hllgard,

208-3081.
The fees listed are members' fee. Non-members' fee Is an additional $5.00 for each course.

BEGINNING HEBREW S 20 FOUR WHO ENTEREDINTRODUCTION TO
JUDAISM $25.

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

Rabbi Patricia Karlin-Neumann
5:45 -7. 1 5 PM, Mondays

1.^5. Zahava Brooks

7 30 - 9 00 PM, Mondays

CONVERSATIONAL
HEBREW $20

PARDES: A STUDY OF RAB-
BINIC SPIRITUALITY $20

Rabbi C Seidler-FeHer

Mens., 7:30 -9:00 PM ,

A WEEKLY JOURNEY
THROUGH THE TORAH-
PARSHAT HASHAVUOT

Free
Rabbi P. Karlin-Neumann
Weds., 1 2 Noon
AU Rm. 3530

Ms. Zahava Brooks

5:45 -7: 1 5 PM, Mondays

JUDAISM FOR THE
BELIEVING SKEPTIC Free

Rabbi C. Seidler-Feller

Thurs., 12 Noon
AU Rm. 3530

TOWARD THE CREATION
OF A FEMINIST HAGGAD-

DAH $20

Rabbi P Karlin-Neumann
Weds,, 7:30 -9:00 PM

USAC

We're here to see you
through these late nights

and long hours spent

cooped up in your room
studying.

We're open late every

night and ready to deliver

^ a hot pizza with your

choice of delicious top-

pings and only 100% real

dairy cneese. All within

30 minutes after your call.

When you burn the mid-

night oil, remember you're

not alone. Call Domino's

Pizza We'll keep you

fueled with fast, free

delivery in 30 minutes or

less.

Fast, free delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000
Drivers carry under $20.

Limited delivery area
01982 Domino's Pizza Inc.
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OMINO'S
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$2.00 off any large 2 item pizza. One

I coupon per pizza.

I
Exp. Jan. 20, 1986

1371 Westwood Blvd.

'824-5000
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CLASS RINGS

Jandary 13-17. ASUCLA Bearwear. Students' Store
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would alow

to court far
By Mariko Takayasu
Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Citizens wou'd be
allowed to take local govemmentaJ bodies
to court if the> are in violation a state open
meeting act under a neu bill introduced on
Wednesday.
Assemblymen Lloyd Connelly (D-

Sacramento) and Ross Johnson (R-Fuller-
ton) have introduced a bilJ which would
amend the Brown Act The act requires
that meetings of local bodies, including city
councils and boards of supervisors, to be
open to the public.

In the bill, two provisions will be includ-
ed into the Brown Act requiring local en-
tities to post specific agendas for their

to take government

meetings violations

Rand/UCLA Center ^-m:

to study ways to avert

meetings so that citizeiLs can kiiov\ 30 du>s

prior to the meeting what business v^ ill Ix'

conducted.

The bill would also allow citizeiuv to go

to court to have actioiLs taken in violation

of the Brown Act declared 'Hull and viud."-

- withiii 30 days of that action

Currently^ there is 'no lav\ re<jinring

specific agendas or anything {lerniitt nig tlu-

invalidation of illegal actions, Connelly

said.
^

"Right now under the act it states vou

must obey it, but if you dont, there's no
real recourse,'^ Connelly said. "This Ls an
important bill because it puts a sharp en

forcement teeth into the act Right now,
the act is toothless."

Please see BROWN ACT, Page 10
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By Dou^ K Glana

Staff Writer

till order to study ways of

averting nuclear war, a $1

million grant has been award-

ed^y the Carnegie Corpora^

tion to the Rand/UCLA
(Jenter for^ the Study of Soviet

Internationaf Behavior.

The award wiU ^uppo>rt the

first two years oT^a proposed
four-year project, in which
researchers will attempt to

reconcile and integrate two
divergent approaches to

preventing nuclear war, said

Arnold Horelick, UCLA pro-

lessor of political science and

director of the center.
We are seeking to im

understanding of tbe^Lzi
J>y wliich nations iikJ^
peace to crisis, and fcZ !?
towa^indudinghowesS;
tiOD from conventional !?*
nuclear war miaht r^H
Horehcksaid. ^ "^l
The first aDnroank .

undemanding II ",^\
war process, said ^'
focuses on crisis mamigZl
to avoid an "inadvert^
accidental war. The other u^proach. based on deten^
theory emphasizes r^Z
capabdities and demonsb^l

Please see GRANT, p^,

THE U^LA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS SOCIETY
proudly presents

AMERICA'S #1 SPORTS AnORNEY
The ''Maker of Millionaires''

>

As the country's leading sports attorney,
Leigh Steinberg is right where the action
IS. He IS the man behind the scenes,
negotiating deals that make his clients
overnight millionaires. Altogether, he-
has negotiated over $100 million in con--
tracts for the 70 professional athletes and
30 radio and T.V. broadcasters he
represents.

Mr Steinberg will present his views on
the economics of professional sports
.negotiation strategies and constructing
contracts

•athletes as role models
• unethical practices by sports agents
-and other Issues

The UCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS snriPw
America's top professionals - so that you may de>^inn'Th

'^ ^.^'"^ ^<^ introduce you to
Come hear Mr. Steinberg! ^ ^^ develop the insight necessary to succeed.
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Pioneer the future.

Join us in creating the next

generation of technological wonders.

Our representatives will be on campus
to discuss job opportunities in Southern
California if you have a degree in:

Electrical Engineering

Material Science
Mathematics
Aerospace Engineering

-. Interviews must be scheduled on

Computer Science or Engineering

Engineering Physics

Mechanical Engineering

'

Information & Interview Sign-Up Day.

Please see your Placement Office for

more complete details.

Proof of U.S. citizenship required.

Equal opportunity employer.

Creativity Americajdepends

Information & Inteiview

Sign-Up Day

Tuesday, January 21
Sam to 3pm

Boelter Hall, The Penthouse

One day only. Sign-up for your February 6

Placement Office interview. Please bring 6
~ copies of your resume.

V.

»««'!l

HUGHES
AIRCRAFT COMPANY

CORPORATE COLLEGE RELATIONS
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By Mariko Takayasu
Capital Correspondent

.SACRAMENTO ^itizefw wotijd

allow citizens to take govemmerr

court for ooen meetings violations

Rand/UCLA Center receives

to study ways to avert nuclear

allowed to take locaT governmental bodies
to court; if they are in violation a state open
meeting act under a new bill introduced on
Wednesday.
Assemblymen Lloyd Connelly (D-

Sacramento) and Ross Johnson (R-Fuller-
ton) have introduced a bill which would
^amend the Brown Act. The act requires
that meetings of local bodies, including city
councils and boards of supervisors, to be
open to the public.

In the bill, two provisions will be includ-
ed into the Brown Act requiring local en-
tities to post specific agendas for their

meetings so that citizens can know 30 days

prior to the meeting what business will Be

conducted.

—The i)ith wolild ' afet) aHow citizens to~ga-

to court to have actions taken in violation

of the Brown Act declared "null and void,"

within 30 days of that action.

Currently, there is no law requiring

specific agendas or anything permitting the

invalidation of illegal actions, Connelly

said

"Right now under the act ft states you
must obey it, but if you don't, there's no
real recourse," Connelly said. "This is an
important bill because it puts a sharp en-

forcement teeth into the act. Right now,
the act is toothless."

Please see BROWN ACT, Page 10

By Douglas K. Glana

Staff Writer

In order to study ways of

averting nuclear war, a fF
million grant has been award-

ed by the Carnegie Corpora-

tion to the Rand/UCLA
Center for the Study of Soviet

International Behavior. i

The award will support the

first two years of a proposed

four-year project, in which
researchers will attempt to

reconcile and integrate two
divergent approaches to
preventing nuclear war, said

Arnold Horelick, . UCLA pro-

fessor of political science and

dirwtor of the center.
We are seeking to im 1

understanding of ZvHM which nationsZ^
peace to crisis, and fZ ^1
to war. includi„g1,;r^
tion from conventional Wtnuclear war mioht ^1 "^

Horelick said. ^ ' '^'

The first approach ,„understanding the pZS
war process, said Kj
to avoid an madvertenf

„,accidental w,ar. The other Cproach. based on deterred

;

theory emphasizes muZ
capabilities and demomS

Please see GRANT. p,p, a

THE UCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS SOCIETY
proudly presents

—^——^ I 'il ii

AMERICA'S #1 SPORTS ATTORNEY
..m^,. The ''Maker of Millionaires''

. , __ ;
1

LEIGH STErNBERC
As the country's leading sports attorney,
Leigh Steinberg is right where the action
IS. He IS the man behind the scenes,
negotiating deals that make his clients
overnight millionaires. Altogether, he
has negotiated over $100 million in con-
tracts for the 70 professional athletes and
30 radio and T.V. broadcasters he
represents.

)

Mr Steinberg will present his views on
the economics of professional sports

comracts^"
strategies and constructing

• athletes as role models

'"l!.*'?'^f '
practices by sports agents

...and other issues

The UCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS <;nricTv
America's top professionals - so that you mfy deJIlon'T^

^.^""d ^ i

Come hear Mr. Steinberg! ^ aevelop the msight nece<
- ntroduceyou to

necessary to succeed.

tonight; 7 PM^ROLFri200
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Pioneer the future.

Join us^jnjcreating the next
generation of technological wonders.

Our representatives will be on campus
to discuss job opportunities in Southern

California if you have a degree hl^-

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science or Engineering

Engineering Physics

Mechanical Engineering

Material Science

Mathematics
Aerospace Engineering

• Inten/iews musTbe scheduled bri

Information & Interview Sign-Up Day.

Please see your Placement Office for

more complete details.

Proof of U.S. citizenship required.

Equal opportunity employer.

Creativity America .depends on.,.

Information & Interview

Sign-Up Day

Tuesday, January 21
Sam to 3pm

Boeiter Hall, The Penthouse

One day only. Sign-up for your February 6
Placement Office interview. Please bring 6

'

copies of your resume.

I
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AIRCRAFT COMPANY

CORPORATE COLLEGE RELATIONS
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BVTRODUCTIOIV
TO JUDAISM
Rabbi Chaim Seidler-FeUer

Rabbi Patricia Karlin-Neumann
«

5:45 - 7:15 PM^ Mondays

In this section of the three-part Introduction
to Judaism class, we will discuss basic con-
cepts of Jewish theology and prayer as weU
as survey Jew^ish history and literature.

FREE
TANNING
SESSION

30 minute session
$9.00 Value

with hairstyle

MEN'S HAIRSTYLE $18«o ^^'^^

'l^MEN'S HAIRSTYtfl245o ^"^^^^f

'January & February-

10916 LeConte Ave (downstairs)

Please call for appt. 208-5863 w/thu coupon only

BAUSCH & LOMB

SLEEP-IN
LENSES~
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

XANXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-Df LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DJULT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES FimNG,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types oi contacts fitted

ETE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd.* Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mod. -Wed. 10-6, Thun. 10-7. Fh. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With thi« ad, expires 1/31/86

\ "ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

-IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

''Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness...

_ Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

,and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGE OE OI IR DELIVERY SERVICE!

47G-2499

1776 Wetiiwood Blvd. (corner of Sar.ti Monica)

2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)

Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772
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Discount catds to offer
special deals to students
By Laure«n Lazarovici

J^^^J^}^^^ VJO^nding a variety of deals to UCLA students
will be distributed beginning nfext Tuesday.
The cards, sponsored by the Undergraduate General Repre-

sentative's Office, offer discounts from 14 Westwood Village
merchants.

''Merchants in Westwood do derive a lot of their money from
students," said General Representative Mark Feldman. "It
would be nice if we could get a little of it back." z
The 35,000 discount cards wUl be valid until September 1986

and will be distributed at the Undergraduate Students Associa-
tion Council table on Bruin Walk, Ackerman information desk,
and dorm front desks.

Restaurants offering discounts include Kentucky Fried
Chicken, the Nutcracker, the Yogurt Place, Steve's Ice Cream,
Josephina's, Santo Pietros, Acapulco Mexican Restuarant and'
Cantina and Arby's.

"We're hoping to stimulate business by 2 to 5 percent and get
people to try our ice cream," said Wayne Fabricant, manager
of Steve's Ice Cream. He estimated that 40 percent of the shop's
business comes from UCLA students.

Other merchants offering discounts are Body Tan, Campus
Shoes and Repair, Leather Unlimited, Hot Hair salon, System
One photofinishing and Something Unique Jewelers.
"UCLA students are pretty price-conscious. We just expect

some exposure from the discount cards," said Hon Foong,
owner of System One. *

To cover the cost of manufacturing the cards, Feldman said
each merchant paid $360 to be included in the discount offer.

Feldman estimated that all cards will be distributed within
three weeks and added that merchants may ask to see students'

UCLA IDs when making purchases.

GRANT: Study nuclear war
Continued from Page 6
tions of resolve to deter
premeditated use of nuclear

weapons. —-^

The study will explore
measures to inhibit escalation

of tensions or improve pro-

spects that escalation, once
begun, can be controlled or

reversed in ways that
minimize the risk of nuclear

conflict while protecting other

national interests.

During the first year of the

study, Horelick said, the
center will compare how U.S.

and Soviet leaders weigh the

impact of nuclear weapons on
issues of war and peace and
how those perceptions might
affect decision-making during

a crisis.

"The people at Rand will be
analyzing the affect of the

United States* attitudes toward
the use of nuclear weaponry,
and we will be handling the

Soviet end of the spectrum,"

Horelick said.

"In the final phase of the

project, we will integrate the

research and findings of each

side in preparation for the

final phase of the program,"

he said.

This part of the project will

involve some experimental use

of political-military gaming,
he said. The hypotheses
developed from the research

will be explored in the gaming
process.

^

*The final results of the

gaming process wiU be made
available to the political and
academic communities in the

form of briefings," Horelick

said. "Later, we may even in-

volve members of the gov-

ernment as players in the gam-
ing process."

The researchers believe it

would be useful for members
of new presidential ad-
ministrations or people newly
involved in government ser-

vice to have access to their

findings. "That way, they
won't be constantly re-inven-

ting the wheel and coming up
surprised," Horelick said.

The grant is part of a

Carnegie Corporation pro-

gram of support to institu-

tional centers — an effort,

said David A. Hamburg,
president of the foundation,

"to mobilize the best intellec-

tual, technical and moral
resources over a wide range of

knowledge and perspectives

and to address them to the

threat of nuclear war."

THE 80's ARE IN

AND WE HAVE THE
LOOK

$50 FREE
Hair Care Products

w/ purchase of

$50 of service

475-4586 OPEN 7 DAYS &

Y
'^

EVENINGS
SSiASTIANProducts^ S^^tundjf^l

NEW CLIENTS ONLY
10877 W. Pico Blvd.
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CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™m.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

i

UCLA

*

I
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Jon D . Vog el , O.D.

1 132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

FREE TO YOUR DORM,
NO MINIMUM.
208-8671-

good only in Westwood store

^2 OFF I
^1 OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DEUVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
QTHER ORDER.

fs

(Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

• -
1

Become Acquainted with
Tax Laws

Receive 15 hours of training from IRS/State Tax Board

Professionals; Volunteer 3 hrs/week at various sights in the

t.A. area (including an ON-CAMPUS SITE!) ^

/>

\

•Train and work with professionals

•Help and advise a variety of taxpayers

•Enhance your resume
.

^

JOIN V.I.T.A. AND JOIN AN ORGANIZATION
THAT WORKS NOT ONLY FOR THE STUDENTS,
BUT ALSO FOR THE COMMUNITY!!

GET INVOLVED!!!
Sponsored by USAC
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
The Division of Honors invites all artists
and performers to audition for Arts Night,
March 1 1 , 1 986. This annual event is your-
opportunity to display your talents in the
visual or performing arts. All UCLA
students are welcome.

Exhibit: art, sculpture, photos,
graphics.

Perform: music, dance,
theatre, comedy.

Auditions will be held
Tuesday and Wednes-
day of the 4th and 5th

weeks of Winter Quarter
from 4 to 6 p.m. (location

Jto be announced).

For more information
and applications contact
_Jhe Honors Commons,

372 Kinsey, 825-8607

y/.
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VETO: Override'fails
Continued from Page 1

Last year. Waters attempted to link an anti-apartheid provi-

sion to a heavily lobbied bill to i-eVise the State's unitary taxa-

tion system, effectively killing it.

Instead of signing Waters' bill, the governor issued an execu-

tive order asking state pension funds to adopt UC's annual
case-by-case review of corporate conduct in South Africa.

Jq d^te^ yC has halted its purchase of stock in one company
and has warned two others that it will take similar a^Jtion

against them if they do not change their business relationship

with the South Africap government. __
According to the UC Board of Regents, the three companies

targeted for action have been advised that they must adhere to

the Sullivan Principles or to an equivalent standard of conducts

The Sullivan Principles have been UC's primary standards in

reviewing stockholdings. They call for equal treatment of blacks

in the workplace and for support of efforts to improve the

overall quality of life for South African blacks.

Upcoming legislation includes two other anti-apartheid bills

authored by Assemblywoman Gwen Moore (D-Los Angeles).

Continued on Page 14

HOMELESS: Housing possibilities

Continued from Page 5

if they see filth all around out-

side them," Raubeson said.

Responding to the varying

needs of specific groups, SRO
has designated one h^tel to

house only veterans, who are

* an increasing percentage of

the homeless downtown.

Another segment of the
homeless and low-income
leople discussed at the

ting was the elderly . **We
are working to help them re-

main as independent as possi-

ble so they have a sense that

their apartment is home," said
Don Jarman, director of
resource development for
Angelus Plaza on downtown's
Bqnker Hill, the nation's
largest federally subsidized
housing project for senior citi-

zens.

**To bring that (in-
dependence) about is a hard
nut," Jarman 'said. Aside
from maintaining services nec-

^ essary for frailer residents, the
changing ethnic composition
of the residents also creates
economic ancU^social barriers'

to contend witn.

BROWN ACT: Possible changes

Continued from Page 6
The bill is similar to legisla-

tion passed last year which
imposed the same provisions
to state agencies and depart-
ments. '±.^^

The measure is in response
to an incident which occurred
at a Los Angeles City Council
meeting where members in-

creased their own salaries, but
did not inform the public
prior to the meeting that this

ordinance would be on the
agenda.

According to court docu-
ments, members did not iden-
tify the increase in pay during
the discussion period. "The
pay raise was only referred to

as Items 63 and no description
of the motion was given,"
Johnson said.

However, the judge ruled
tht the council's act was not in

violation of the Brown Act,

but had violated the spirit of

the law.— "Why shouldn't people have
some form of minimal notice
of the meetings of their local

government?" Connelly asked.
"Why shouldn't the people
have some opportunity to in-

validate the illegal actions of
their government?"
Some opposition to the bill

is expected, including the
California Lcjague of Cities,

and "we're going to be duck<
ing for cover," Johnson said.

The measure has been refer-

red to the Assembly Local
Government Committee and
will be acted on in the next
several weeks.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT I

|l SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTACT LENSES

$39/pair*
8&L, W-J

CHANGE THE COLOf? Of YOUR
EYES SOFT LEN^S

$89lpair*

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES I
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A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION
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I
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By Bob Brunwin

Harvard University. The
name evokes images of ancient
grandeur and intellectual
elitism. During my three-week
stay there, I found Harvard
tangibly older than UCLA, in
some ways grander, and in
other ways more4imited than
our university.

_^
There is a feeling of history

at Harvard that is quite
awesome. It was established in
1636. The campus itself is like
a living museum.
The oldest building was

built in 1720 arid there are
several others that were built
in the in the mid-1700s. At
UCLA, our oldest buildings,
Royce, Haines, and Kinsey,
were all built in 1929. I really
sensed this age difference.

Wandering among the
buildings, I wondered about
the historic events and famous
alumni of the past 350 years.
It's difficult not to focus on
the past in a place as old as
Harvard.^,

Still, just like anywhere
else, the present exists at Har-
vard. It just gets hidden
behind all the old things. For
me, the present became more
=and more important as I slow-
ly discovered that there wasn't
anywhere to get something to
on campus, or so I thought.

After wandering around for
a while, I was directed to a
small cafeteria on the outskirts
of the university where the
short menu had me dreaming
of Cooperage burgers. I found
out later that there is a cafete-
ria on campus where they
even serve alcoholic beverages,
but you'd be more likely to
run into a museum on campus
than a place to eat.

In fact. Harvard has three
major museums on campus
that have impressive displays
of art, geology and zoology.
Also prominent on the campus
are statues of famous historical

figures including Abraham
Lincoln, Charles Sumner and
John Harvard, who establish-

ed the university by donating
half his estate and library of
four hundred books. There is

even a large, white-steepled
church in Harvard Yard,
which is the center of campus.

Generally, Harvard's cam-
pus is much more spread out
than UCLA's. There are
public streets that run through
campus, and small homes can
be found among the buildings

certain sections. Harvardm
has 450 acres for about 16,000
students where UCLA has 411
acres for the 34,503 students

that were registered last fall.

Because it is so spread out.

Harvard is very integrated

with the surrounding com-
munity. For example, the

Harvard Coop, which is the

equivalent of Ackerman
Union, is off campus in Cam-
bridge's business district.

The 'Coop is a nice place,

but you can't bowl, play video

games or even get something

to eat there. It is a four-level

department store with
everything you might expect

to find in a J.C. Penney or

May Company, and every

Harvard student has a perma-

nent credit account there. The
Coop even has a branch at

M.I.T., which is just down
the river.

The Westwood Village of

Harvard is called Harvard
Squafe, and like most places

in Cambridge, it seems to be
surrounded by the university.
Harvard Square doesn't have
all the flashy stores and neon-
lit theaters that make
Westwood exciting. Nor does
it have the image-seekers in
new convertibles that seem to
populate Westwood.
Both the area and the

crowd of Harvard Square are
older and more sedate^
Because the temperature is in
the 20s with a bad >yind chill

factor at this time of year, the
usual amount of window-
shoppers aren't around.

As in Westwood, there are a
lot of ice cream stores, but
there are not quite as many
cookie stores. In all. Harvard
Square is smaller, older,
calmer and a lot less fun than
Westwood.
The Harvard student body

is made up of approximately
16,000 students (they couldn't
tell me the exact number) and

impressive and boring
only 6,597 of them are
undergraduates (they could
tell me this number). At
UCLA, 22,842 students are
undergrads. So, Harvard has a
slightly older and a much
smaller student body. Harvard
admits exactly 17 percent of
undergraduate applicants
where UCLA admitted 49.6
percent last fall.

Tuition costs $9,800 per
year for Harvard and an extra
$4,300 for room and hoard.
All freshmen and most other
students live on campus. It

costs $1,293 per year for
undergraduates and $4,857 for
nonresident students to attend
UCLA.

So, you've got to have some
money to go to Harvard too.
When I spoke with students
about the student body, the
word elitism was used a lot. I

had the same preconception
floating around in my head
when I came to Harvard and

so when I was told Harvard
students are snobs, I was eager
to find some of them.

I thought it would be easy,
but try as I might, I couldn't
find anyone who fit the
stereotype. All the students
that I met were quite friendly
and interested in talking to
me. Maybe they were covering
up just to sound good.

I started listening to people
talking around campus, but I

didn't hear anyone bragging
about their money, cars or
position^ and nobody snubbed
me. Maybe all the elitist snobs
hid in their rooms for three
weeks while I was there, but I

don't think so.

Harvard students may be
very smart and have money,
but I found that they aren't
much different than other col-

lege students. They like to
have parties even though there
aren't any frats or sororities on
campus, they like to watch

sports though Harvard sports
aren't much to watch, and
they worry about school,
perhaps more than the
average student.

Classes at Harvard are not
radically different from those
at UCLA. Harvard's school
year consists of two 15-week
semesters and the add/drop
deadline is the Monday of the
fifth week.

They have a core cur-
riculum that is similar to ouf*
general education require-
ments. The classes that I at-
tended ranged from a small
language class of five to a
200-person biology lecture.
Because the student body is

fairly small, the students get
more individual assistance in
sections and from tutors.

Harvard University is

beautiful and prestigious, but,
personally, I like the weather
in Los Angeles.

?^

YOU TOO CAN WRITE FOR NEWS

KODAK PAPER, CHEMICALS
TECHNOLOGY EXCLUSIVELY

CLUB CARD
Bring Your Film to

ASUCLA For Fast,

Friendly Service!

36 EXP. ROLL
On roll developing of standard size prints from 110, 126,

Disc or 35mm color print film (C-41 process only).

Ask About Our
Photo aub
Membership

• Free Processing
• Film Discounts
• FREE Album Pages

ASUCLA GIVES YOU MORE MEMORY FOR YOUR MONEY
Pick up a Photo Club Card when you drop off your next roll of film

for processing . . . We'll punch your card, for film developing at

a savings!

LIMITED TIME ONLY • Offer expires June 30, 1986.
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KniiiUi nlm On roll developing of standard size prints
from 110, 126, Disc or 35mm color print film
(C-41 process only) Excludes ma|or holidays.
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Back By Noon
Tomorrow!
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STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men)

(Women)
SIO.OO

C>pen7Days

Body Perm $25.00
(wtth mu coupon & UCXA I.D.)

Inferndftonal
Coiffures

1419WestwoddBlvcl.
479-8625 476-9316

Exp. 2/15/86

Camera & Hi-Fi

RENT
Bel Air Camera & Hi-Fi lias one of the Largest Selections

of Rental Merchandise on the West Side of Town

'«>

• STILL CAMERAS • MOVIE CAMERAS • LENSES
• MOVIE PROJECTORS • SLIDE PROJECTORS

• VIDEO EQUIPMENT • DARKROOM EQUIPMENT
• STROBE (PRO) LIGHTING • LARGE FORMAT (4x5)

• MEDIUM FORMAT • MOVIE(VIDEO) LIGHTING • ECT

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6p.m.
, Sat. 10 a.m.-6p.m.
^

(21 3) 208-5 1 50
Parking validated at Allied & Villaoe lot with $7.50 minimum purchase

*iiU*

PHC
Peer Health Counselors
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Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL ,
'<§-

•W4hJ««wl ««w>^

Rally
^•.•.^,-

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1 682

Continued from Page 1

of black athletes are not good
enough to play professionally.

He spoke of the danger of
**puttUig playbooks in front of
textbooks." —

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burt)ank

15745 Roscoe Btvd..Sepulveda

1717 West (k)lorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foottiill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd.,Van Nuys
Warner and Maanolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd.. Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd., Pfco Rivera
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Presents

COLLEGE
BOWL '86

Competition Begins Jan 28
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"WeVe got to get serious
about education," he said.
"The probieras, for the most
•part, need to bcf solved in the
family and society, not sports.

,

You've got to get an education
the old fashioned way. You'
have to earn it."

City Councilman Robert
Farrell, who received an
award for "excellence of ser
vice to his community" fr6m
Alpha Phi Alpha, commented
on Edward's speech. "I think
Dr. Edward's speech and
presentation was magnificent.
I only regret that most of the
audience seemed to be black
students. I think the message
he has is a message that all

Americans should hear."

Gene Hayes, president of
Omega Psi Phi, alsp spoke
about following King's dream.
"Martin Luther King Jr. had a
dream," he said. "But you
must live the reality. The
reality is: we have a long
nSMnylo go.

"
.

~;^^

Applications due Jan. 21
Funded by CPC of the PAB

Tanya Fitzgerald, Black
Student Alliance vice chair-
woman, said she believed the
work King did for civil rights

needs to be continued at
UCLA. "If we are serious
about Dr. King's legacy, we
must apply his lessons to the

oppression here at UCLA."

- Brian Williams, Alpha Pht
Alpha president, commented
on the what he felt tfie

general feeling of the rally tp

be. "If you don't stand for

something, you'll fall for
anything," he said. "And cer-

tainly everyone here is stan-
ding for something, the dream
of King."

The activities will continue
Saturday with a dance from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in Acker-
man Grand Ballroom in honor
of King. Sunday will feature
the showing of Montgomery to

Memphis and a dance in
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
starting at 6 p.m.

Dllm(3i if@[r?
,

,«
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Everyone's doing it!

Everyone's getting FIT ^^^
FIT is the way to be il I

4

The Peer Health Counselors are offering supervised fitness tests to measure strenqth
flexibili^ cardiovascular fitness and percentage of body fat by underwater weighing.

'

Fit Info TiETle at Wooden Center any Tues-Thurs 1 1 am-3 pm. *
'^

Totally free to UCLA students ' " - -

Call right NOW 825-8462 for an appointment
For more info, contact PHC Office at 825-8462 or come tolbl Kerckhoff Hall

Sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC \

'^

WRITE
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Continued from Page 1

"You are here b^ause of a
proper concern about South
Africa," Hutchinson said as he
entered the hallway and found
himself at the center of a
silent half-circle of protesters.
"You are also here on a
mistaken assumption."

-V- "I did not at any time ad-
vocate television censorship in
South Africa, what I did ad-
vocated was the stopping of
whipping of protesters, " he
said, adding that he felt the
allegations made in the 'Times
article were "wrong."
The protester's silence con-

^^ tinued as the professor ex-
plained his conviction that a
"•unitary state" in South Africa
is not currently available.
While in the country, he met
with "young whites and young
blacks" — college students
who conveyed to him their
readiness to "live together in a
unitary state."

"Those are the people we
should listen to — no one
else," he said.

Following his remarks,
Ziba Jiyane, a 26-year-old
South African student living in
the United States in exile, said
to Hutchinson, "If Hitler lived
today and gave you a ticket to
go to Germany and discuss
with him how to peacefully
resolve the question of the

. Jew;s, would you accept that
ticket?"

Hutchinson responded that

he would not, but that he
lyould accept a ticket to the
Soviet Union provided no one

^interfered with what he had
to say. n had a number of

things to say that were not
popular with the South—African government but those^

A DIM SUM CAFE

9 pi* .«ftfO««

LIGHT CHINESE -
II I

I . Ill I

Lunch, Dinner

or Lxate Nights

From $1.76

WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 1091 BROXTON • L. A. /21 3-824-7869

things unfortunately did not
hit the press."

Hutchinson said "the hour is

awfully late" to permit a

peaceful transition to a system
of racial equality. "Tempers
are growing in part because of

the agitation of the people

outside who have no par-

ticular interest in a peaceful

solution and who will pay no
price if there is a violent solu-

tion. You will pay the price."
^ Jiyane did not agree with
Hutchinson's remarks. "I'm
telling you millions of people

have died, are in jail and
many, are in exile frqm South
Africa. Yet, even the most
non-violent Bishop Desmond
Tutu says that the only way
(to invoke change) is to apply

economi^c pressure. This can
only be done from outside

South Africa because inside it

is a crime."

"I must submit to you, sir,"

-the student continued, "that

PHC
Peer Health Counselors

d^ ; .a
' r^L..^.

\

5 •.
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sounds to me like saying to a

government like Hitler's that

the only way is through
peaceful means. Where there

is genocide, how can pcjaceful

resistence take place?" ^

Jiyane said he felt Hutchin-

son was implying that "vio-

lence was coming from both

sides," yet, "blacks in South

Africa have been the most

non-violent people in that

country for decades. It is in-

sulting to me to hear a person

, :say that my side is starting vi-

olence when I am here outside

my country after being kicked

out violently."

The protesters murmured a

few supportive remarks and

again became silent, following

closely behind the professor as

two University of California

police officers escorted him to

a waiting patrol car.

DECISIONS, DECISIONS
If you want to make the right decision to maintain

or att€un your ideal weight, come to the

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SERIES.

Sign up Now
It starts Tues., Jan. 21, 12:30 - 2:00

[Ackerman Union 3516,

and Wed., Jan. 29 3:30 -5:00 AU 3564

This^six week series will teach you to use self

monitonng and behavior modification techniques.

#!•WT WEIGHT!
For more info contact the PHC Qft'ce at

825-8462, or come to Kerckhoff 401

.

Watch for PHC Recruitment 3rd and 4th week.

Sponaq^ by SHS and SWCAJSAC

Hengums l<Aie to

trawl in pairs. So m
<«prinK Un the fir^.^

and wr'll treat )-m
to the second. Small.

L

mt-dium or large But
to keep hTiKuin's from
bet-ominK an fndanRered
species, only one coupon
per customer.

vtinr I0WGUOME HKSBi voGunr
133 N. Westwood Blvd. Bank of America Bid. 213-208-3338
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NEED TO TALK?
WE'RE HERE TO LISTEN.

- Ui—»-—

•
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Sunday - Thursday 8 pm - 12 am
t

Friday - Saturday 8-1 am

UCLA

Funded by Reg Fees

4=

}

STUDEIMT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
PRESENTS

U-,

A CELEBRATIOIM OF THE SPOKEN WORD
i-itrrr

- DANNY SUGERMAN
- AUTHOR OF THE JIM MORRISON BIOGRAPHY
"NO ONE HERE GETS OUT ALIVE"

- LINDA ALBERTANO
/

- A SPECIALIST IN MULTI-MEDIA PERFORMANCES OF ^

POETRY & MUSICAL COMPOSITION

1 -30 WAlMOA COLEMAN

KURTKIRKWOOD
(LEAD S/NGER OF THE MEAT PUPPETS)

2-13 JELLOBIAFRA
(LEAD SINGER OF THE DEAD KENNEDYS)

MICHELLE CLINTON

2-27 IVAN ROTH/
JILL ERASER

STUART GOLDMAN

3-13 EXENECONVENKA
(LEAD SINGER OF X AND THE KNITTERS)

MICHAEL C. FORD

KERCKHOFF COFFEE HOUSE
tHURSDAYS AT 8 PM
FREE ADMISSION

IN ASSOC WITH FREEWAY RECORDS

r

Regents
Continued from Page 4

of social or moral concern."
The proposal calls for the

newly-created University Ad-
visory Committee on Investor
Responsibility to provide in-

formation and recommenda-
tions to the regents involving
possible social considerations
over stockholder resolutions. .

Also, William Baker, UC
vice president of budget and
university relations, will give a'
report to the board Friday on
the status of UC's 1986-87
budget requests.

Last week. Gov. George
Deukmejian announced his
proposal for a $1.8 billion

operating budget for the uni-
versity, an amount which rep-
resents an 8.8 percent or
$147.5 million increase over
UC's 1985-86 requests. The
wovemor's budget recommen-
dations also included a $141.1
million allocation for capital
outlays.

Veto
^~^

Continued from Page 10

The proposals, which failed
last session, will be redrafted
and introduced in the next
few months.
One of Moore's bills, AB

1022, would have pi

California-based utility com-
panies from furnishing any
service to South Africa, or to
any firm doing business with
the gbvemment. It also pro-
hibits these utility companies
from importing uranium for
nuclear power plants from
South Africa.

Both the Senate and
Assembly passed the bill, but
it was vetoed by the governor. .

The other biU, AB 1023,
would prohibit California-
based utility companies from
investing their pension funds
in companies that do business
in South Africa. The bill

technically died in committee.

But sources from Moore's
office say that they will draft
a number of resolutions for
this legislative session, in-
cluding asking Congress and
the president not to send aid
to "South African-backed
rebels in Angola," referring to
the UNITA guerrillas fitting
the leftist Angolan govern-
ment.

NOMA
Kesfacrranf

15-SEAT

SUSHI BAR
CATERING

FOOD-TO-GO

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • TeriyakI
Vakitori • Sukiyaki
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

Op«n7days
Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dlnn«r

Mon.-Thur. S-10:30p.m.
Fri. ASat. S-llp.m.

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wiishire Blvd.

Santa Monica

453^1848
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Viewpoint

Ensure a future
By James Crawford
A human being is a part of the whole called by us universe/

a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his
thoughts and feelings as something separated from the rest — a
kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a
kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and
to affection for a few persons nearest to us. Our task must be to

free ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of com-
passion to embrace all living creatures and the whole nature in

its beauty. — Albert Einstein.

Deep in the human spirit lies the capacity to reach far
beyond ourselves—to accomplish the "impossible." In one such
triumph, we walked the surface of the moon and watched our
earth rise over silent craters like a jewel in the blackness of
space.

When we look at our earth from that perspective, a powerful
new vision is planted in our minds; we have but one earth,

shared by one humanity. This tiny blue globe is home to all—all
people, all humanity. And tragically, now home to enough nu-
clear weapons to destroy it all in a matter of minutes. If

something can destroy millions of people, is it merely a
"weapon"? If a brief nuclear exchange can destroy the entire
life-support system of the planet, is it merely a "war"? No, nu-
clear war is "omnicidal," it not only kills people, it destroys life

and the organisms where life begins.

Albert Einstein forsaw our current crisis and challenge in

J946 when he declared "The unleashed power of the atom has
Changed everything save our modes of thinking and we thus
"drift toward unparalleled catastrophe." Nuclear weapons have
changed our environment totally and forever. For forty years,

we have amassed more and more deadly weapons, thinking we
were increasing our security. This outmoded thinking has
created an environment which threatens our very existence. It is

difficult for the human mind to grasp the idea that in our new
environment, nuclear war is no longer a viable option. -"^- -

Hiram Maxim, the inventor of the machine gun, thou^t he
had invented the weapon to end war: "Only a general who was
a barbarian would send his men to certain death against the
concentrated power of my new gun." But send them they did.

In World War I, tens of thousands of men were killed in one
day by the weapon that was supposed to end all war.

'

Orville Wri^t said, "When my brother and I built and flew
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Viewpoint

Standing alone against Libya
By Kimberly Lance

^

Although President Reagan has done virtuai-

ly everything possible to sever all diplomatic
and economic ties with Libya and its leader.

Col. Moammar Kadafi, it is doubtful that any
of the measures taken by the U.S. so far will

have any real effect in combating terrorism—

especially when our Western European allies

refuse to impose similar economic sanctions.

On the other hand, taking any military ac-

tions in the future could have other serious

consequences for the U.S.

In terms of applying "economic" pressure,

there is not much more for President Reagan
to do. He has already frozen Libyan govemm-"
ent assets in the U.S. which, according to a

senior administration official,involve "hun-the first man-carrying flying machine, we thought we were in

troducing into the world an invention that would make further ,
dreds of millions of dollars.

wars practically impossible." He was wrong also. Far from en-
_ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ding war, airplanes increased the ability to maim and kill. In

firebombing raids on London, Hamburg, and Tokyo, the I f^ff^TC
airplane wrought previosly unimaginable levels of destruction. *-wttC^IO
In a single ni^t. May 9, 1945, twenty-five percent of Tokyo
was destroyed, 80,000 people were killed, and over 1,000,000
were left homeless—again by a weapon that was supposed to

end war.
History shows the folly of hoping that each new, more

destructive weapon will end war, and yet we dare to hope that

this time it will be different. Nuclear weapons are so much
more destructive, the consequences of their use are so much
greater than anything before, that we cannot believe they really

will be used. We cannot imagine the end of the world.

y^^hen you go around it(earth) in an hour and a half, you

Continued on Page 16

_ Furthermore, the estimated 1,500
"Americans living in Libya have already been
ordered to leave by February 1, at which time

it will become illegal for any U.S. airline to

sell transportation to and from Libya.

Unfortunately, however, without the aid of

other Western European countries in applying

economic sanctions on Libya, the actions of

the U.S. until now will have little effect in

pressuring Libya to abandon its terrorist tac-

tics. Nevertheless, resorting to military actions

is not necessarily the answer either.

A military attack by the U.S. on Libya

could have serious reprecussions. The lives of

those Americans remaining behind in Libya
would be instantaneously endangered.

Furthermore, what assurances would we
Continued on Page 17

Get it right ..
:'-',

Editor:

Ron Zollman accused USAC
of allocating $4,000 to "Coke
education" and also accused

USAC of not doing anything
to prevent crime at UCLA in

his viewppint (Bruin, Jan. 14).

It is really amazing and
disheartening to observe that

• i I* 1
jmf< 'f^

1
1
J a

Ron Zollman, who is currently
working in a student gov-
ernment office and is current-

ly receiving stipends from that

office, knows very little about
the functions and the everyday
activities of the council!

First, the $4,000 allocated

to "Coke education" was not
allocated by the USAC but by
BOG.-—

^

Secondly, it is not "Coke
education" but "Social and
Corporation Responsibility
Education," and has very little

to do with boycotting Coke.
Thirdly, On Jan. 13, at the

breakfast meeting with Vice
Chancellor Winston Doby's
office, the question of security

and safety was the first issue

that was brought up by the
council members.

Fourth, from the beginning
of the year. Facilities Com-
mission and the President's

Office have been working and
lobbying to the Administration
for obtaining mor^ lighting for

UCLA with promising results

that lead to more lighting on
campus.

Fifth, the Metro lobby and
other lobbies have also been
working from the beginning of

the year to obtain more
money and resources from the
state and local governments to

support law enforcement on
campus.

Finally, I would suggest to

Ron Zollman that before writ-

ing such misinformed view-

points to please check with
and ask the coiincilmembers

for correct information. If

problems still exist, use the

resources available and do
something about the problem
instead of trying to embarass
the council because Zollman is

embarrassing himself.

Wonkoo Chang
Undergraduate

General Representative

Heartless
Editor:

How far will bureaucracy
of tfie Campus Parking Service
go? On Friday, Dec. 13, 1985
(some of you will recognize
this as the last day of the fall

quarter finals), I decided to
drive to campus rather than
take the RTD as I usually do.
Since I do not have a parking
permit, I arrived at UCLA at

7:30 a.m. in order to secure a
parking space with plenty of
time to spare in order to get to
my finals which started at 8
a.m.

Little did I know the inflex-

ible bureaucracy of our Park-
ing Service. When I arrived at
the information booth in front
of Lot 2 and asked for parking
either in Lot 2 or Dickson
Plaza, I was firmly told,
"Parking is only available

after 8 a.m." I reminded the
attendant that after all this

day was part of finals week
with finals starting at 8 a.m.
promptly, a shrug of the
shoulders was the only reply. I,

drove to another booth and
Continiied on Page 16
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Nuclear war
Continued from Page 15
begin to recognize that your identity is with that whole thing.
And that makes a change.

You look down there, and you can't imagine how many
borders and boundaries you cross, again and again and again,
and you don't even see them. There you are-hundreds of peo-
ple killing each other over some imaginary line that you're not
even aware of, that you can't see. From where you see it, the
thing is a whole, and it's so beautiful. You wish you could take
one person in each hand and say, 'Look at it from this perspec-
tive. What's important?'

-•—06

You realize that on that small spot, that little blue and white
thing, is everything that means anything to you. All of history
and music and poetry and art and birth and love; tears, joy,
games. All of it on that little spot out there that you can cover
with your thumb. Russell Schweikert
X^e view of our earth from space has given us new meaning

of "one." We live on one planet, with one life support system;
the survival of all humanity, all life, is totally interdependent.
New discoveries in the sciences validate the knowledge that we ^mm^m^^mm^t^tmmmm
are one, that everything is interrelated in one unified system. - - .
This "unity principle" is manifested in every aspect of our ex- MOTG iGtiGTS

In modem physics, matter exists as a network of relation-
ships, more like a wave than a particle. If any part moves, it

sends a wave all around the circle, back even to the part that
started the movement. Lift your finger and the stars move-ever
so slightly, but they move. From that viewpoint, everything is

inextricably related to everything else. Similarly, no one and no
nation can exist in isolation. The actor is always acted upon: we
are part of one unified whole.

Ecology has given us an understanding of the unity and in-
terconnectedness of all life. If we disrupt the ecosphere in one
place, it creates unpredictable and usually undesirable effects in

_^nother. On the island of North Borneo, prior to 1955, malaria
[Infected 90% of the people. A pesticide similar to DDT was
sprayed to kill the malaria-carrying mosquitoes. It eliminated
the mosquitoes and in an unforeseen side effect, killed the flies
that infested the houses. Initially this was welcomed as an ex-
tra benefit but eventually Ijzards began to die from eating
pesticide-laden flies. Next, cats died from eating the lizards.
With the cats gone, a large rat population emerged from the
jungle, teeming with typhus-carrying fleas, and overran the
village. While this situation was resolved without an epidemic
of typhus, the lesson is universal. If, in our attempt to solve a
problem, we neglect the "unity principle" we create a new and^ Continued on Page 17

Continued from Page 15
received the sanie standard
reply with as little compassion
as from the previous one.

I am fully aware that it is

impossible to accommodate all

students with parking permits
"during the quarter, but those

without permits should at

least be given the opportunity
to park during the finals week
before 8 a.m. The last thing
students should have to worry
about during this time is park-
ing. ,

:y Annette Benatar

,
Sophomore

German

Soviet minds

debating team that visited

UCLA, "All mistakes (on the

part of the Soviets) have been
made under the reign of the

czars."

To some, this statement
may be as false as can be. Yet,

I can understand why the

Soviet Union has not been
wrong since the czars were no
more, and I am sure tht^t

of the will of the people, an
"act of comradery" had taken
place. When the U.S. >Vent
into Nicaragua and the
Dominican Republic doing
something very similar, an
"act of interventionist Im-
perialism" had been
perpetrated and a "puppet"
governn>ent had been in-

.^tituted.

anybody could see things in When th^ Soviet Union in-

Editor:

According to one of the

members of the Soviet
^?^ .

this way if they had the right

frame of mind. Of course I

am speaking about the Soviet

frame of mind.
When the USSR suppressed

an uprising in Czechoslovakia
by marching in with tanks
that obliterated everything in

their path, insuring that a
shaky pro-Kremlin governme-
nt stayed in power regardless

vades Afghanistan and cruelly^

suppresses the people who are
supposed to be Soviet lovers,

the Soviet Union's "Interna-
tionalist Duty" has been per-

formed. When the U.S. goes
into South East Asia and does
something similar, (although it

may be argued that what the
U.S. did does not even come

Continued on Page 17
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Nuclear war
Continued from Page 16
often more serious problem. One can look at life in the
perspective that it is one organism, with all the species and or-
ganisms constituting the various organs and cells.

Biology has repealed that "survival of the fittest" has new
meaning. No longer is the evolution of life seen solely as a battle
between competing species where the fit are the biggest,
strongest, and most agressive species. Rather, the most fit are
now seen as those which contribute to the well-being of the
whole system.

Psychology supports the "unity principle" by enabling us to

better understand the projection of our "shadow side" upon an
enemy. We now know that it is natural for us, as humans, to

claim positive qualities such as kindness, honesty, and loyalty.

Conversly, we tend to deny in ourselves and project onto "out-

siders" negative qualities such as treachery, cruelty and hostili-

ty.

Our inability to accept our own negative qualities, our
"shadow side," causes us to hate others in whom we see them,
almost as if doing so then allows us to deny the negative

qualities in ourselves. When done unconsciously this projection

could lead to separation and war. But, when brought to con-

sciousness, it allows us to see our unity—that a part of ourselves

that we mistakenly hate in others.

The solution lies in changing our modes of thinking. We must
shift from an old mode of thinking which justifies war as neces-

sary for survival to a new mode of thinking which recognizes

war as the ultimate threat to our survival.

In the same way, preventing nuclear catastrophe requires a

simple but total shift in our perception of the world. To ensure

a future for our children and for generations to come, we must
see that the world is a single, fragile life-support system. The
future of the world depends on enough people perceiving that

we live on one earth and that our choice today is between

global life and global death. In a world that can be destroyed

-many times over, there are only those two possibiliticK

With the development of nuclear weapons, we can ho longer

fight a war without risking annihilation of all life, ourselves in;

eluded. War has become obsolete. Today, war is "omnicidal."

Crawford is a senior majoring in psychobiology.

Libya

Continued from Page 15

have that the U.S.S.R.
wouldn't retaliate in some
way? Afterall, they currently

support Libya and have
already voiced their strong

disapproval of the economic

-sanctions by the U.S. And
how would the Western
European countries react?

Up until now, they have

been very careful not to take

any actions that might an-

tagonize Kadafi, which is cer-

tainly understandable con-

sidering that they are much
more dependent on Libya
economically than the U.S. is.

Iney nave also experienced

more terrorist acts than the

U.S. has which might easily

make them more fearful of do-

ing anything that might pro-

voke Kadafi. So where does

this leave us?

Only one thing is for cer-

tain; economic sanctions by
the U.S. won't be enough to

stop terrorism, and although

the U.S. has at least voiced its

disapproval, we may find

ourselves in a precarious situa-

tion if we insist on a -more
direct form of reprisal.

Lance is a sophomore ma-
joring in political science.

More lettets
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close to the atrocities that the

USSR is committing in

Afghanistan) we have observ-

ed "the direct result of Capi-

talist Imperialist Tyranny."

It is all extremely simple.

The Soviet Union has done

nothing wrong and it never

will. All one has to do to see

this is to believe their

ideology.

Let's face it. If we do not

think their thoughts and walk

their path, we are going to

inevitably be wrong. The
USSR's spotless record speaks

for itself. Anybody who has

the audacity to disagree with

such a holy nation will

automatically be wrong.
Eduardo Suastegui

Freshman
ElfiiCtrical engineering

THE NAIL GARDEN
''over 12 years of quality service"

- ^.*^^iP-B.i Limited Offer Aycnann
NAIL GARDEN 475-0500

1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7|sun 10-4 • present UCLA ID.

Compl«t« Copying. Printing &
Binding Avall«b««

Quality X«fox 9900

_ _ _ .NO MINIMUM

For Students

nnd Faculty

,
'vitli I D

11752 Wilsh:tf 1646 Westwood Blvd

Wb nJI 4/U477H
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CHASE

DRAFT

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

:hase giant
COMBO"

Large CHASE Pizza w/up
to 7 toppings

$9.99 ,s 15 value)

1049 GavleV 824-1310 1049 GavieV 824-1310

~t:r:
—

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex As-^
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ^^
30 Day Extended

'°J^
Additional Pair SRQ
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily
Wear

^ _ Total

$65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1500 operations to dale
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Otfice Patient

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged
LB 2168 Pacific (213)591-1594

VN 7232 Van Nuys (818)786-5892

Anaheim. 414 StateCo'lege Bl (714) 774-4510

Downey. 8711 Firestone Bl V2l3i 862 076^
L A 1482 S Robertson (213) 278-1744

Hawt^iorne. 3200 W. Rosecrans 1213) 644 789t

Fastest Tan In Town!
"

... rtiis experiencB ia a mu9t.!^;.<^

-lAWlcty

A QiMifitvM L«l^ in
Taiiiilng TMhitpkHDf*
•FAST - Visible results now Injust

one session, guaranteed.
•SAFE - New process filters out
harmful rays so you tan dark

without burning
•#I SYSTEM IN EUROPE

-

AVAILABLE ONLY AT FLASHTAN

SO% OFF U<
Discount

1st 6 sessions S
• Electronic 4 y V • sauna

muscle toning Oj^M^h^^n * showers
• Aerobics ilCOMiLCtlI. •jacuzzr

'Ibnning, Ibning&Aerobic Cvntrvs— Beverly Hills—
-,

1 West L.A.

277-7569 479-1663
9877 [Lirrie) ^nU Monica Bfv<I AMCiwiw CaiUi -tt055 fftgt S.yit? Momca 6>vn

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

CICLA Student Special

$16 CUT & BLOW
MUST SHOWSJCLj\ STUDEhT

i.D. WITH coupon
>

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986.

We reserve the right to refuse service to any
client whose hair cor^ditior} is unsuilitble.

WESTWOOD :

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd

479-0014 475-3264

THE GCLA STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION presents

FOOD
at

H 1n Tiers for ^W, strangers
SIGN UP TODAY FOR A NIGHT OF FINE DINING AND
GOOD COMPANY AT THE HOME OF A DISTINGUISH-
ED ALUMNUS

Applications available NOW at the

James E. West Center information Desk.
Dinner Dates:

• Sun, Feb 23rd ^ ,,, j , oo j
• Sun, March 9th Due Wed, Jan. 22nd

For more info, call 206-0547

Sponsored by The GCLA Alumni Association
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Yesterdays fad,

today^s lifestyle*

Ton years ago, wc opened

our first restaurant in the S)uth-

lanJ. And v\e based it on a very

simple idea, that healthy ftxxJ

can also be delicious.

Today, other a'staurants arc

ci>ming an>und to t)ur way of

thinking.

But no one can match our

healthy menu, with entrees like

MannarVIRo -IT V' I .i«..ln HInJ uMi >«:: 'A>«<

V^luooJ Annr» I.K>~ \Xi-%hurn Am I.'I d -W 14-»l

Encino i;.'i: \twur.. I«\J i.tlHt >*yv***'

our tender Chicken Piccata. Or
our delcx table filets of justought

fish, served fivsh each day.

So the next time you're

kxiking for a restaurantf forget

the fads. Come to the Good
Earth, and siivor a classic.

Qood earth
^/ Restaurant and Bakery

•kMaena '^7 N K.».nHMU Olni til S4Wi

Wi«dUnJ Hilli ; MvJ- N,lulh..lbi>J 1> IHISI «(Hli<.KX>

Northrijgv N^ili' N..rjh..« Si

J.

ENROLL TODAY!

XV-

•SAILING

•CATAMARAN
^^^•WINDSURFING

•CANOEING & KAYAKING

•KEELBOAT CREW

No experience necesscny for

most classes

12 Noon, Pauley Pavilion/
Gate 12

(Doors open at 9am)

For more information call 825-3701

UCLA CulturmI and Recreationml Affair*

Recreation Instructional Program

review Bob Remstein. Review Editor

Kent Andrade, Associate Review Editor

Jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

iStCONCERTa

The Long Ryders
are an American
band to cherish
By Bob Remstein, Review Editor

y

Los Angeles' The Long Ryders started out as an un-

pretentious little band that wanted nothing more than to

bring back good ol* country-influenced rock music. They

didn't expect to sell millions pf albums, nor did they .try

to.

ANNAMARIA Dl SANTO

The Long Ryders* Sid Griffin

This year, though, with their signing to Island Records,

home of such well-known bands as U2, and with the

release of their Second full album. State of Our Union\

their status in the musical world has begun to change.

Recently, they have been receiving a great deal of critical

attention in Britain, and are being championed as leaders

of the. new American roots-rock movement.
Most bands would give in under the pressure and

develop an irritating sense of inflated self-importance. Not
The Long Ryders, though. In their December 19 concert

at the Roxy, they remained true to their true-blue image,
offering no-nonsense rock-and-roll with smiling faces.

They perform with energy and with a certain amount of

"aw, shucksl" charm.
Their only limitation involves a lack of variety in their

songwriting. Though songs like their new single, "Looking
For Lewis and Clark" have a Kinks-like pop/rock intensi-

ty, other songs tend to wander a bit. Their cover of Grand
Funk's "We're an American Band" closed the show on an
up note, demonstrating that a well-meaning group of
musicians can turn schlock into good fun.

The Long Ryders can proudly use the title of that song
as their theme, and they do it without getting vain about
it. America could use a few more groups like The Long
Ryders representing us.

By Sean O'DonneN

The Time was always on Morris Day's side until he
decided to break up that first-rate funk-rock outfit after

his enormou; success in 1984 's "Pi^rple Rain." However,
judging from his decidedly uninspired solo performance at

Continued on'Page 22
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The Normal HeaFt*:AIDS-related
drama doesn't tiuite hold together
By Jennifer Kim

Yes, The Normal Heart's

objective is to make us more
aware, author Larry Kramer
makes that clearly understood,

but^how much teaching and
demystifying does the overex-

posed audience really need
about AIDS?

As an "agitplay" for the

disease, it stuffs an incredible

amount of medical informa-

tion down our ears we'd do
well without. It's not as if

we've never heard of the

disease before, and certainly

not as if AIDS hasn't made
history. As a play for the con-

temporary audience and for

posterity, perhaps even for

agitproppping the world about

the disease. The Normal Heart
is guilty of shortcircuiting its

own potential for greater

depth in dialogue as well as

for iocusing the plot on one
subject at one time.

The good news about this

play arrives in the form of

Richard Dreyfuss, in the starr-

ing role as the agitated jour-

nalist Ned Weeks. Dreyfuss

does his best to hold our inter-

est by taking a very dry role,

that of an activist who spends

too much time as Krazy Glue
for the stringy plot, and mak-
ing him tangible, personable,

imperfect, and unpredictable.

Ned is the one who must start

the campaign for greater
public awareness for AipS,
who gets the date with the

handsome, blond, AIDS-fated
Fj&lix^ (Bruce Davison), and

Continued on Page 21 Richard Dreyfuss and Ben Murphy in a scene from 'The Normal Heart*

JAZZ
,

Wynton Marsalis' accessible new Ip

Wynton Marsalis

By Bill U'Ren. Staff Writer

Wynton Marsalis: BlatJi Codes
From the Underground; Col-

umbia. In the past, the usual

listening encounter with a

Wynton Marsalis LP has most-

ly been an experience describ-

ed as impressive but without

any real enjoyment — as if he

was playing to you instead of

for you. Often, the Marsalis

Quintet would string together

endless jazz climaxes without

any subtlety, so that each

piece was a collage of high-

points without a/iything down
as a foundation. The "" main
problem with the group, as

far as pure listening enjoy-

ment is concerned, was that

they were technically un-

touchable but lacked the

finesse p)ossessed by many of

the jazz greats — from Duke
Ellington to Miles Davis.

Black Codes, however, il-

lustrates that the experience

the group has gained since the

Think^ of One LP has proved

to be a positive force in

reshaping the Quintet's acces-

sibility. Recorded last

January, Blacl^ Codes is a

perfect example df the power

the jazz medium can possess

when left in the hands of a

young master like Grammy
winner Wynton Marsalis. The
album has fire, taste, and
most of all, variety. Truly, it

is both his most impressive

and enjoyable work to date.

An exstension of the Hot
House Flowers and Think of

One styles is intermeshed so

that Black Codes expands on

both bebop and traditional

jazz styles without sacrificing

the Marsalis technique.

Unfortunately, along with

this success came the preten-

tiousness of being a jazz

master. From the Armani suitr

to the complicated album
liner notes, Marsalis seems in-

clined towards appealing to an

audience that finds it cool to

like something that they
believe to be elaborate and
difficult to understand.
Despite the smoothness of

Black Codes, the Marsalis live

sets thai followed were little

more than the usual osten-

tatious display of talent that

goes along with its pretense.

Mostly, his recorded jazz is

great but his politics/attitude

leaves a lot to be desired.

The key to understanding

Continued on Page 24
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New Alarm LP downplays their 'Strengtfi*s
By Sean O'Donnell

—The Alarnii Strength; IRS,
One hates to lambast a band
as sincere and well-meaning as

these jDilitant rockers from
^^^ales, but on their new

album Strength The Alarm
clutters up the heartfelt
political and social concerns of
their songs with maudlin lyrics

and hackneyed musicianship.
Though shorn of his finger-

in-the-light socket hair-do.
Alarm vocalist and lyricist

Mike Peters has unfortunately
left his grating and over-bear
ing lyrical style intact. Peters,

as shown in the Alarm's debut
-:^,.album, is an apprentice from

the Bono Hewson/Paul VVeller

School of Socially Conscious
Songwriting. Although he
blatantly emulates these ar-

tists, Peters lacks Bono's abili-

ty to weave emotionally stirr-

ing imagery or Weller's skill at

jpenning biting political in-

^sights and commentary. In-

deed, on songs like "Knifedge"
and "Absolute Reality" Peters

shDws but marginal
songwriting originality and
talent, and this glarirtg f^uU

^^ coupled—wrth^- tire- ban cp5
uninspired musical backup
makes Strength a very unsatis-

fying album.
Peters' bleeding-heart lyrics,

like those of his colleagues in

U2 and The Style Council,
deal mainly with spiritual

salvation through intimate
love and the formation of a

Continued on Page 23
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The Alarm: Eddie MacDonald^ Dave Sharp, Mike Peters, and Nigel Twist.
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!

1
I

I

I

I Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get Vi order of Dim Sum free! * |

I . \ ^v**'**c4<r (with coupon) I

I

I

i
I

I •DIM SUM &< SALADS
j^*SOUPS, NOODLES,
i &. RICE

VALID UNTIL |AN 31, 1986

I

I

I

I

I VISA and
I MASTERCARD
I

Accepted

yileHVfeH

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
1 l-9pm CHINESE CUISINE

1 1907 Olympic Blvd.,
W.L. A. (Olympic @ Bundy in Westslde Plaza)

479-4774

Free

Parking

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

$14
with ad only

cut. conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710

CHECK OUT OUR NEW JUICE BAR

f
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

SPECIAL OFFER:
SMOOTHIES

2 FORI
Expires: 1/22/86

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

.1

WHY PAY -^fj^g"? PRICES? 3^„«'„^..
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1^®

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9
Fri.-Sat. 10-11
Sunday 11-6

10912 Le Conte
Westwood Village
(213) 824-7764

Free 'A-hr. parking w/
$7 purchase atAmp Co
parking lot on Le Conte
'Ave.

SONY
WM-11

• Stereo cassette playback
• Automatic shut-off

• Ultralight Stereo headphone

$25^
Retail 49.99

Exp. 1/31/86

PRAXIS 20
PORTMlf ELECTRONIC TYPEVnUTER

• Automatic correction memory
• Interchangeable daisy wheel & ribbon

• 2 Keyboards for special characters &
foreign languages

• Carrying case & cover

Retail 249.99

SPECIAL

$149"
Ex0. 1/31/86

TRUE TOUCH TONE
TELEPHONE
• MCI/Sprint compatible

• FCC Registered

• MF6 Warranty

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP
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Richard Dreyfuss stars in 'The Normal Heart'
Continued from Page 18
who eventually becomes
dramatically ousted from his

own campaign.
^""During one of the play's

wittier moments, Ned tells his

especially paranoid closet gay
roommate, **You've been
parading these Calvin Klein
numbers under his (the door-
man's) nose, what do you
think, that there's a poker
game going on up there?"
Dreyfuss transmits the humor
in these lines with great sensi-

tivity to comic timing.

Unfortunately, this kind of
humoFy ^r even warmth is not
sustained through the play's

key moments, where sudden
revelations and/or facts are
thrown out at us faster than
we can humanly comprehend.
Too much, much too soon.

Just about every character in

the play receives a moment for

a personal testimony so delib-

erately, that time stretches to
excessive and yawning lengths.

By the play's end, too much
information has been
disseminated and not enough
of the characters are fully

realized enough to satisfy us.

Continued on Page 23

^.^.

Dreyfuss, Murphy, Vincent CarisH, and Kathy Bates tend to Christopher Bradley in 'The Normal Heart*

EXPO CENTER

\scO

Your Law Career Is Closer Than You Dreamed

SUMNER
INTERNSHIPS!
For information on how you can
serve an INTERNSHIP, attend
an information meeting in the
EXPO Center, in A-213
Ackerman.

Information Meeting Times:

Tuesdays at 4 p.m.

Wednesdays at 12 p.m.

Thursdays at 3 p.m.

Friday at 12 pm
DEADLINE:

- RegardUess of your age, current

occupation or income level, it's

never too late to begin a career in

law.

The San Fernando Valley Col-

lege of Law in Sepulveda. an affil-

iate of the University of La Verne,

has helped thousands of people

realize a legal career in its 22 year^.

Graduates have entered a variety

of law-related fields—with private

firms, with government agencies,

in business and industry—or have

used their new knowledge to open
doors and advance in their chosen
fields.

'

—-The San Fernando Valley Col-

lege of Law offers modern facilities,

a 69,000-volume law library and
other amenities often available only

at larger schools. A full-time day

program or day or evening classes

in the part-time program are

available.

The San Fernando Valley College of Law
University of La Verne

8353 Sepulveda Boulevard • Sepulveda, California 91343 • (818) 894-5711 ^^
Apply today and make your dream a reality!

SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 1 05 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767 r

SPECIALS
---- coupon --—

-

FREE
20x28 COLOR PRINT

($25 value)

from your negative, with
mininnum purchase.

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
„ PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE ^L ui

^

Friday, January 24, 1986

The EXPO Center is a service of Student Affairs

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-86

!• - - - coupon- - . • .

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp $6 OFF
24 exp $4 OFF
12 exp $2 OFF
120format $3 OFF
220fornfiat ...$6 0FF

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2.28-86

I

. - . . .coupon. _ _ _ _i

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20x28 $24.95
20x24 $22.95
16x20 $18.95
11x14 $12.95
8x10 $4.95
8x12 $5.95

Not valid w/ any other offer. .

Exp. 2-28.86

. - • . coupon . - - -

FREE
ROLL OF FILM
with every roll developed

and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-86

.... coupon. • • •
SLIDE PROCESSING

IN 2 HOURS!

$10FF
w/ COUPON

Computer Generated
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-2aM

1S^
Klie ^._—::v<..
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Begins Jan. 16

Free
JUDAISM FOR THE
BELIEVING SKEPTIC

Rabbi C. Seidler-Feller

Thur's., 12 Noon
AURm.3530

Was the world created? Is there a God? What is the
Messiah? These and other questions will be addressed by
a believing skeptic In an open questioning atmosphere.
Bring your lunch and ideas.

Things are brewin'
In advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

Ccmtact lenses, prescription

eyewear, fashion sunglasses

1082 Glendon Ave.
208-3570

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

Free Lottery Ticket

.

1007BroxtonAve.
(above Morto's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAOr

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

£gSk20B.]A6B-
•xp. 2/8/85

.--"-^ *..

n HILLEL HIGHLIGHTS
'c'
-•"^%

t

ISRAEL ACTION COALITION
' The lAC seeks to raise awareness

of Israel & Zionism.

-informs and promotes Israel and her issues to UCLA.
-Provides information and resources for students in-

terested in visiting Israel.

-Provides Israel activists with a support group.

MEETINGS: THURSDAYS 2-4 PM
ACKERMAN UNION 3520

For information call Debby or leave

message for Alex at 208-3081

SPONSORED BY ISRAEL ACTION COALR-ION

Shabbat
FRIDAY JAN. 17

with NORMAN COUSINS
Professor of Medical Humanities; author of Anatomy of

An Illness; and former editor of Saturday Review.

"NEW DIMENSIONS IN HEAUNG"
service 6.30

cost: $4.50 Hlllel members
dinner 7:30

program 8:45 $6.00 Non-members

PLEASE CALL EARLY - BY THURSDAY -

TO MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS

208-3081
SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

. **. t

3

....r-v-

Rhinocerous Sportswear
OVER 40% OFF

on all end of season men's & women's cotton casuals

10956V2 Weyburn Ave. (b/t Gelares & Mario s)

Westwood Village 208-2687

'. 1

'I" I
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Ratt gets caught
Continued from Pasre 18
the Universal Amphitheatre on December 6th, his hilari-

ously unconventional dance ipoves and tongue-in-chic

playboy persona may be growing old quickly.

Those in the near-capacity crowd who came for an

evening of Day's trademark freon-cool charm didn't go

home disappointed, as the clown Prince of funk deftly jok-

ed and shimmied his way through his hour and 15 minute

set. Yet, like a comedian who tries to get as much mileage

out of a single long-running gag, ol* Morris* chic schtick

wore thin as the evening progressed. Compounding the

problem was an almost complete lack of musical verve.

Day and his more than competent backing outfit got the

crowd to its feet on ^a couple of occasions with energetic,

strategically placed versions of "Ju'^g^^ Love" and "The
Bird," But aside from these moments (and they were all

too few), the show consisted mainly of going-through-

the-motion renditions of tunes from Day's new alburn^

The Color of Success, which failed to ignite any real ex-

citement.

It remains to be seen whether or not Morris Day can
capitalize on the newfound stardom he gained with his

appeai;ance in "Purple Rain." As shown in that movie,

and during a few rare moments during his show at the

Universal, Day is a truly electrifying performer with an
abundance of stage presence. Yet without the backing of

The Time, Morris might have lost some of that electricity

. . . and the clock's running.

By Annamaria Di Santo

Ratt, the hottest heavy metal L.A. based band since

Motley Crue, showed the crowd atlhe Forum, December
27, that they were not ready to perform outside of a small
club. One might have expected a better performance from
a band that has had tremendous album sales and several

hit songs.

Perhaps their lackluster performance was because the
L.A. show was the end of a long tour. There was no
power or excitement to be found in the show whatsoever,
unless of course you like long-drawn-out raps about sex,

drugs, and rock 'n' roll, with particular foul words^ blasted
through an echo machine.

Stephen Pearcy sang with his unpleasant gritty voice,
but spent most of his time and effort on stage flexing his

muscles for^ the females in the^ audience, who were quick

He may look human, hut he's part of Ratt

ANNAMARIA DI SANTO

to respond to it. Rhythm section members Juan Croucier
and Bobby Blotzer, who are apparently the most talented
musicians in the band added some needed musical skill,

though they dragged out the show unnecessarily by doing
a jazz duet which was more appropriate for a studio
rehearsal than a concert. To fill up more time during the
show, Pearcy and Blotzer brought out David Lee Roth
and the three spent a few self-indulgent minutes guzzling
booze. . ,

If Ratt wants to continue down the long road to success,
they had better tighten up their act and become more con-
sistent. Their earlier material such as "You Think You're
Tough" and "Round and Round" was much stronger than
anything from Invasion of Your Privacy their latest LP.
Once again, the opening band stole the show. Bon Jovi,

New Jersey's heavy metal contestants, proved they were
more than ready to be a top-flight band. The guys in the
band are youthful, ..visually attractive, and extremely
energetic. Their forty-lWe minute set was non-stop move-
ment, excitement, and\ force. They were exceptionally
tight and sounded grejt^pn Bon Jovi, front man and lead
vocalist, created a strong rind personal relationship with
the audience. The entire band kept the crowd responsive
with^songs like "Runaway." At this rate, it won-t be long
before they become headliners and Ratt becomes
sideliners.

T
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Alarm
Continued from Page 20
new social conscioasnes in the
face of today's repressive
political dimate. This is all

fine and noble and wonderful-
ly refreshing, but something is

lost in the translation, as
shown in Strength's opening
cut, "Knifeedge." On this
track, Peters wails, ''Iluits

why Fm looldng for you/ For
someone to whom I can pro-
ve/ That Tin not througli, no,
no, no ,no/ Tm alive and I

need love too/ Fm alive and
that's the truth."

O.K. O.K., pity poor ililoe.

After all, it's an ilg|y world
we live in; he can't get laid;

and being from Wales he pro-
bably hasn't heard of the
Recyder's new singles section.

But that's still no excuse for
simplistic lyrics that repeated-
ly hammer the same sentimen-
tal themes and messages over
the listener's head, song after

song with little or no change
in phrasing or style.

Though he's the main
culprit, Peters is by no means
solely responsible for
Streagtb's numy shortoomingt.
The band's first album
boasted a unique combination
_of acoustic guitars and m.
machine-gun rhythm section,
giving such anthemic, no-
nonsense tunes like "The

. Stand" and "Marehing On" an
MRiginal and provocative bite.

However, on Strength the
Alarm has junked their
trademark sound in favor of a
lusher, -bombastic, syn-
thesizer-enhanced production,"
which glaringly contributes to
the mawkish tone of many of
the songi. Tunes such as ''On-
ly die Thunder" and ''Spirit of
*76" borrow heavily from the
sounds of such bands as The
Who and U2, and only serve
to further clutter up Peten'
awkward vocals.

Though one could never tell

from such a mediocre effort as
Strength, The Alarm is a band
capable of passionate and
rabble-rousing music, as
anyone who has seen tfiem
live will testify. But until fheyt
cut back on their excessive
lyrics and stylistic bonowingi
The Alarm will continue to
wallow in their role as the
Crosby, Stills, anc^Nash of to-

day's burgeoning social rock
scene.

Normal
Heart
Continoed from Page 21
The play suffers from a latk of
clarity where the plot is con-
cerned because it attempts to

cover too much.

The Nffnnml Hemrt is worth
a look, though, because its ac-

tors put out some camcJient

performances: n6tably
Dreyfuss, William Deacutis
(as the gay den mother Tom-
my), and David Spielberg (as

the troubled-brother/straight-

businessman figure Ben
Weeks). Even the lobby waDs
are pressed into service,
covered with AIDS-related
and gay subculture grafitti.

The Nonnml Hemtt plays at

the Las Palmas Theatre
located 1642 N. Las Pklmas In

HoUywood thru Januaiy 26th.

For tickets and info caU (213)
466-1767 or 480-3232.

^^^
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HELPLINE TRAINING
Join Us For Orientation:

WEDNESDAY
Ackerman 3530

J--V..

--- "

UCLA

For more info, call 825-4207 or 825-HELP

.*
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INCORPORATED

A Premiere Investment Banking Firm

has positions available in the
I ,mJ-. i

Controllers' Department
Managernent Training Program V t':'

.%_*.»w—

4

•

for c^ualified candidates who are fluent in Japanese and willing to

commit themselves to working in our Tokyo office for several

years. Candidates will initially be members of the Controllers'

Department in the New York office, engaged in a rigorous..

program of instruction and hands-on experience to develop
finance, accountancy, and managerial skills. Any major is

acceptable and experience in accounting is not required.

This program offers the following attractive benefits:

A chance to begin a career at one of Wall Street's leading
investment banking firms.

Guaranteed artd rii^ career progression in a challenging,

fast-paced environment

Interaction with innovative and exceptionally talented securities

industry professionals.

An outstanding compensation program for those who meet
the challenge.

For further information, we cordially invite you to attend a
presentation on our program:

MONDAY, FEBRUARYS, 1986
^ 3:00 RM.

—PLACEMENTAND CAREER PLANNING CENTER -^

«

If interested, please write and enclose resume by January 27 to:

Charles Snow, Director

Controllers' Training-38th floor or caii judy siiberberg

Morgan Stanley & Co. : (212)974-7383

:>

1251 Avenue of the Americas, New^^rk, NY 10020 -^^^
for more information

TTT
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MARSHALL J. KEYES.M.D. NEARSIGHTED?7
^^^^•«>-^ * » "^

Look no further,
-^ THEKfeYES

. Here's the answer...

MYOPIA PLAN. _^^=:z=

ElVCr MEDICAL
L. T C SURGICAk

CENTER
A MCCXCAL GROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
thalmoiogist specializing in contact
lenses & radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J, KEYES, M,D,
Opthalmologist/Eyc Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optometrist/ C.L. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

PLAN#1

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

$129 it EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LENSES(B& 103-04)

$89
L» i i" ' i>

it BAOSCH 6l LOMB
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR (•ofi.pin)

t r% 0/ DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
1U / EYEWEAR & SUNGLASSES

(I in m k r I

* Price includett FREE EXAM, Gbucoma Test,

CARE KlT, fitting, training & 2 moncht foUow-up.

PLAN #2

MYOPIA SURGERY
(Price of contact lenses may be applied to RK. Surgrrv

' Radial Keratotomy gives many people excellent vi

sion without contacts or glasses. The 20 minute

painless micro-surgical procedure consists of placing

tiny spoke-Hke incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved vi-

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this exciting,

new procedure call the Marshall Keyes office for an

appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

MlicrccoflTputer Peripherals ?/ So-Ftwa

for UCLA Students, Faculty Zk Sta-f

-^^AftWAffi- £flET«ARE

itea List

" — —•-*—fc-r.

Price

^. »

IBfl & CoBpatibies ha rd disks —boot froi hard disk, use DOS

utilties; one year warranty

internal, 10 legabyle 995.00 579.95

Internal. 22 Megabyte '. 1195.00 679.95

External, 22 aegabyte 1295.00 ^939.95

EazyCard, 20 legabyte hard disk on

a plug-in card 1095.00 859.95

^C tape backup, uses r loppy controller 995.00 695.95*^

Other sizes, coibinations available, including Bernoulli box;

Macintosh hard disks available, ask for pricing.

«

Printers :

Citizen MSP, series: Epson FX I IBM Graphics coapatible, 18

onth warranty, serial or parallel

MSP-lOP, 160 cps 399.0 275.95

MSP-20P, 200 cps 499.00' 349.95

MSP-25P, 200 cps, 15" carriage 749.00 519.95

"Juki foried character printers—solid, reliable, Diablo 630

CGnpatible, serial or parallel

6000P, 10 cps 295.00 199.95

6100P, 18- cps 599.00 389.95

6300P, 'iO cps, full Diablo ^oipat. 995.00 749.95

Toshiba 13^0, superb print quality 799.95 «t459.95««

Ali Toshiba, Texas Instruaents, Diablo, Olyipia, Panasonic,

Gkidata also available; call for latest pricing.

Word Processing ;

WordStar

WordStar Propak

WordStar 2000*

Hicrosoft WORD, PC/MS-DOS

Hicrosoft WORD with aouse, PC/MS-DOS

Microsoft WORD, Macintosh

WordPerfect 4.1--the very best, ideal

students k faculty

Footnote

The Word Plus, spelling checker

Punctuation k Style

Spreadsheets. Planners :

SuperCalc 3

Multipian

Lotus 1-2-3

Lotus Syiphony

FraieWork 1!
^'

Harvard Project Manager

OZ

Thinktank, PC/MS-DOS

for

Modeas, Boards ;

Anchor Signalaan Express external 1200

baud, fully Hayes coapatible 499.00

D. C. Hayes 2400 baud external 899.00

Keytronic 5151 keyboard with cursor pad 275.00

MGA^ Hercules equivalent, printer port 299.95

i«249.95ii

699.95

199.95

199.95

For other iteas, please inquire; lost IBM and Macintosh

peripherals are available.

Prices of peripherals and software are always changing,

generally downward—call for latest prices.

Payaent by check, aoney order, or university purchase order

only.

^Please add 6.51 Calif, sales tax plus shipping charges of $3.50

per software package, $7.00 per hardware itea. Installation and

training are available on request.

ComputejT^xpJana t Jons
2438 La Condesa Dr.

^Los Ang#les, . CA 90049
C213) 472-5244

Thinktank, Macintosh 512K

Utilities. Misc. ;

SideKick, non-protected

Turbo Lightning--NEW^ resident dynaiic

speller, thesaurus for all software

FastBack— backup 10 aegabytes in 8 ainutes

Norton Utilities, v. 3

SaartKey II Plus, PC/MS-DOS (others also)

ProKey

Abstat, PC/MS-DOS, CP/M statistics

Database aanageaent ; ;, ~

PFS File, PC/MS-DOS

PFS File, Macintosh

dBASE III

Borland's Reflex (originally $500)

DB Master, Macintosh

DB Master, Apple II

Advanced DB Master, PC/MS-DOS

CoMuni cat ions :

Crosstalk

Lync, super when both co«puters run it

ASCII Express

Graphics :

Microsoft Chart, IBM

Microsoft Chart, Macintosh

PC PaintBrush with PC Mouse

350.00

495.00

595.00

375.00

475.00

195.00

495.00

99.00

150.00

125.00

395.00

195.00

^99.00

69^.00

695.0(1

395.^>

495.00

195.00

245.00

229.95

349.95

359.95

269.95

359.95

139.95

••229.95«»

69.95

99.95

79.95

239.95

139.95

349.95

489.95

439.95

249.95

299.95

139.95

159.95

84.00 1144. 95it

99.00 64.95

179.00 109.95

100.00 64.95

90.00 59.95

130.00 84.95

395.00 249.95

140.00 94.95

125.00 69.95

695.00 409.95

99.00 69.95

195.00 99.95

295.00 159.95

495.00 259.95

195.00

195.00

129.00

250.00

125.00

199.95

109.95

129.95

94.95

179.95

89.95

119.95

Most other PC, Apple, CP/H, Nacintpsh softva^e also avallablt.

PLEASE CALL.

• ' r -1-—
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'Codes'
Continiied from Page 19

the work of an artist (especial-

ly in jazz where there usually

aren't any lyrics to give away
a "musician's character) in-_
volves not only an assessment

'of the end result but also the

motives behind the work.
Wynton explains the new LP:

**Black codes mean a lot of

things. Anything that reduces

potential, that pushes your

taste down to an obvious,

animal level. Anything that

makes you think less
significance is more enjoyable.

Anything that keeps you on
the surface." However, amidst

a comparison of himself to

jazz moguls like Ellington,

Parker, Monk, and Coltrane

in the liner notes, it is stated

that the pressure of commer-
cialism is another form of

black codes, one that reduces

all willing musicians to highly

paid but low-grade plantation

entertainers, regardless of race

or idiom. Obviously, black

codes for Marsalis mean a per-

sonal test of integrity —
which is fine.

Ironically, this integrity

which Wynton embraces so

dearly may cause an end to

his brand of jazz before it

fulfills its potential. On Black
~Codes, the usual Marsalis~
Quintet players — Tain Watts
on drums, Kenny Kirkland on
piano, and brother Branford -

Marsalis on saxophones — are

joined by 17-year-old
Chamett Moffett on bass, to

create the strongest quintet in

modern jazz since Herbie
l^ancock's VSOP group (of

which Wynton was a
member) near the opening of

this decade. However, when_
Kirkland and Branford went
to join Omar Haldm, Daryl
Jones, and Sting for The
Dream of the Blue Turtles LP
and subsequent tour, Wynton
reportedly dismissed the two

'

from the quintet.
^

Of course, this makes Black
Codes that much more,
valuable of an LP, seeing that

the quintet, in its best forma

—

tion, may not record together
again. It is difficult, even
ludicrous, to assume that the

Marsalis brothers won't ever
work together again.

The immediate problem is

that the quintet, which had
been growing both as in-

dividuals and as a unit, will

lose that rapport and timing
that comes with simultaneous
maturation. Wynton's reaction
to the Sting effort has cut that
maturing process short. It

seems that, at the expense of
keeping up the pretentious,

uncompromising image, he
has, in turn, sold himself off.

If he truly possessed this
"great amount of integrity,"
then why does he fed the
need to proclaim such a fact
all over his album sleeve?
Humility may not be a part of
being « great musician, but it

should be a part of being a
great artist.

Women's Studies

Feminist Books

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Lot Angeles, CA 9CX)24
(213) 477-7300

naDOD Classified
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The ASUCLA Convnunlcatlons Board tuly wpports •»

Umvemty ot CaWomu's pokey on noTHltacnminaaon

No mMUum thtf accept Klvanisemants wtitcti prMtnt

pareont of any ongm. race rakgnn, sax. or aaxual

ortantaMon m a demeanmo way. or impty «iat ttwy art

ImMad to Mrlaln poaMlons, capabMat. roiw. or

MU in aociaty. NaNhtr th« Mty Bnjin nor ttia

ASUCLA CommuntcaMona Board has nvacfloatod any

of fta aarvfiiaa aiM(«a8d<ior advwttsars rapraaanied m

Ma iaaue. Any parvon tNlllavtnoM an advaniaamant

in Ma laaua vWatoa tw Board's polcy on rran-

dlaciimination statad harain HMwId comnMnlcata

oonvWnii in «nWr«o to •* Bualnaaa Managar. Daily

Bn*i. 306 WaatiMMd Plan. KH 112 Loa Angalaa. CA

90024 For aaaMance with housing dtacrimkiatton

proMams. erf ttw UCLA Housino Office at 82S-4491.

or cal toaWasWda ffk Houalng Offlr at 47V9671

SPORTS
TICKETS.

if you missed the

party on Tuesday
don't miss tonight!

LAHBDA PNI EPSILON
(AOE)

LITTLE SISTER RUSH
Wine & Cheese in Malibu

tonite.

For more info A ride call

Andy 837-9048

John 4S9-5662

<a

Erie II«tii«Ms (axa)
Congrats on surviving a
week on the "lagged

eogv •

Love. TTie big city girl

* v:

i

BABYSIT two year oW; warm, resonsl-

ble.experienced. English-Mandarin speak-

ing preferred. Susan 478-5209. Leave

message.

WANTED four tickets to Cal v. UCLA
Basketball game at Cal January 25-will

payl (818)966-9790 (213)273-7474. Ask for

Ruman daytime. _^^

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM "(ei8)880-4407,(818)880-4361.

SPECIAL k>w cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.

CallJamesBoord. (818)7160224.

'Jl £\J&Cr ••••••••••••••••••••••••A•.8

MODELS needed for fiaircut. Beveriy

Hills. Call Kozo. 277-7045.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSV/ERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261 .

PERSONAL 10

ATTENTION PSI CHI 'WANNA BE's'

MEETING THIS FRIDAY IN THE
UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY
LOUNGE 3:00PM.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara

(818)840-8638.

NEW relationship? For free informatton on

compatibility, concerning emotk>n and in-

timacy send SASE to Emphasis 2514V^

Grand Canal Court Venk:e 90291

.

Jenny Doller

KKT wouW like to wdcome

you CO Gamma Xi and a big

welcome back to all other

transfers

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS>,. 12

OUMTALWAIftf
Study l>#lfKI coiv
ducted through
th# Mniv^fsity

cantor for Infoc*

tUOUl dISOQiOS.
Trootmont Is froo.

Rocolvo $100
roimburMmoni
(213)20M723

\
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663 Gayley

„ - 9:00-?
Thursday Jan. 1

6

SPRING PRE
RUSH PARTY

All little sisters and
interested rushees are
welcome to attend a

your birthday is sp«dal.

A Aoa>e,

Mapvi

fall-blown

CIN-DER-DOOt
Happy 23rd Birthday to

the most wonderful best

friend in the land! I love

you always.

Haggard Mae

'

I t

dancing and
_ guaranteed fun
Any questions please coll Bruce Walton 824-0096

Rush Chairmen _ Dgvid Kutrosky. 824r3342

>'

I
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ZBT LITTLE SISTERS
TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT TO GET WILDI
AND CRAZY THOUGH WE'RE BACK IN
SCHOOL IT'S NO EXCUSE TO BE LAZY.|

SO TONIGHT AT TEN LErS START
THE QUARTER OFF RIGHT WITH

GAMES AND DRINKS THAT WILL LAST1
ALL NIGHT

o

^^^^*-^' ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l**'-^*^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'

FLAPPERS &
GANGSTERS

OF

1

AXil
AXA

Get ready for the
X-TRAVAGANZA!!
See you at Sigma Chi, 9pm

Prohibition ends— TONIGHTI

*

^^^^^^^^^^ C^^ iH.S.^^^^^ 'l^^ ^^^l-l^^Ll^^l^^^ '̂ l^l^l^^^l^^^^ 't^^^^ '

One Stop
Shopping

Printing

Newsletters, invitations, flyers — whatever
your printing needs, our equipment prints

your job quickly and efficiently. Quality

printing on campus, for a low price.

Copying

Quick Copies can give you virtually any
number of copies while you wait, even on
legal-sized, colored or textured papers. Now
we've got self-serve copying machines on
Ackerman A-level and at Lu Valle Commons.

|t

.J, - ^ »i>?w^ri

Typesetting

Your flyers, brochures and resumes look

more professional when they're typeset.

Select from a wide range of typestyles. Ask
about our low, competitive prices.

First Floor

erclchoff Hall

Room 150

Open M-F S-6,

Sat 10-3

206O894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR/>fHIC
G S U C L D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Sat 10-5,

Sun 12-5.

825-7568
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TKE
WINTER
RUSH

TKE DEEP FREEZE

A Winter Celebration

Come get blizzarded

Lunch 11:30

Dinner 6:00

Party 9:00

208-9299
626 Landfair

r

CONTINUES
TODAY:

LUNCH 11:30
DINNER 5:30

ATO DECK
DIVING PARTY 9:30

DANCING AND DIVING'

FRIDAY:
LUNCH 11:30

DECADENCE PARTY
(INVITE ONLY)

QUESTIONS? 208-9664

•1

SIONA
"Let's start Winter Quarter Right"

PARTY
All little and prospective

little sisters invited.

Festivities begin

at 9:00 tonight

7,
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RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,, 12

ANOREXIC Females needed for Interest-

ing dissertation study on personality

development. If interested call Janet (818)

984-1877.

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm

bank. Up to $1(XVweek. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on

liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three nwnths. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and blood specimen. All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 386-5614

ext. 231 (Shirley).

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for lnfectk>us

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100

reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

HIVES at least three times per week, for

six weeks or n>ore? You will be paid

$315.00 to participate in an 8 week trial of

a new medication. Call (213)820-8020 ask

for Kathy.

NON-SMOKERS earn $5-$l2 per hour

for easy work. Participate in a research

project at UCLA. Call 825-2616 after 5pm.

Leave message.

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

make $5.00 by participating in a survey

which includes questions on alcohol and

drug use, call between 9;00am and

5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical

Clinic 820-0377.

TRADE IN/SWAP 14
TRADE/PDoney paid tor Olympic country

pins. Call (818)766-1420. PP. Hope to

complete collection.

SPERM DONORS 19

SIONA PHI EPSILOM
WINTER RWSH
THURSDAY

Steak Dinner 5:30'

Keg Tester

Cocktail Party 7:00

Rush Parts 9:30

FRIDAY
Sig Ep Preference trip to Manfimoth! We leave

Friday, ski Saturday & Sunday. A raging time

guaranteed for all
,

HCLA*S MEWEST- «•• Matlon's Wnest

208-2392 555 Gayley 208-9702

IRANIAN, Indian. Sperm donors needed.

All informatk)n confidential. Please call

652-4238.

PREGNANCY 20

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE cArvE rrvEE testing
COUNSELING & nESOUr?CES

AVAILABLE
lA/ESTSlOE PrtEGNANCy
COUNSELING CENTEf?
2021 PICO BLVD SIVI

CALL 4SO 5222
FOn APPOINTMENT CALL

JQS

SALONS....-..-. 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

.mm

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Vlaniciire • Pedicure

208-8193
1U15 GAYLEY AVE , WESrW( H)UVILLA(iE

BUSINESS
PROPERTIES 25

SMALL two-room office front on Westwood

Blvd. Day 478-2201 . evening 474-4988.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

AMAZING Cernitin- Dietary Products. Dick

Gregory's Bahamian Diet. Pollitabs sport

supplement of champions. Swedish
Pollenique skin care. Write to: Nelda
Paulding- 15336 Roscoe/ Van Nuys, CA.,

91402. Enclose:SAE for delivery.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

WOULD you stuff 1000 envelopes for

$500? If so rush self-addressed stamped

envelope for details to; VOSSA P.O. Box

491457 Los Angeles. CA. 90049.
^
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HELP WANTED 30

ALPHA Chi Omega hashers needed. Call

Mrs. Ransone 208-5030. ^__
ASIA travel/study. 2 nwnths. $1295-$1396

covers all expenses. work($6.00-S10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day

evening.

AT-EASE Westwood now accepting ap-

plicatiojiS^ for security personel as well as

stock positions for our annual sale Please

apply in person. 1001 Westwood Blvd.

ATHLETE/SALESPERSON. LET YOUR
ATHLETIC BACKGROUND HELP YOU
SUCCEED AT RETAIL SALES OF
ATHLETIC SHOES AND CLOTHING.
FULL AND PART-TIME. EXPERIENCED
ONLY. VARIABLE HOURS APPLY IN

PERSON AT FRONT RUNNERS. 3RD
FLOOR WESTSIDE PAVILLION CORNER
OF PICO AND WESTWOOD.
BABY-SITTER: experience required, w/

one-year old baby, needed 8-15 hours/

week. Kathy 828-7716.

BASEBALL coaches and umpires needed

for WLA Little League program. Season

runs mid-Jan. thru mid-June. Boys arid

Girls ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-381 6.

BE a pal to an eight year old boy Satur-

days 12-5 and two weekday afterr>oons.

Must have car. good salary. Call 275-3925.

Mrs. Lewis.

BEVERLY Hills personal injury attorney

needs part-time law clerk, upperclassman

preferred. 855-1861.

Bilingual (Spanish/English) part-time

research assistant. Typing arxl library

skills necessary. Female upper-division

and/or work-study student preferred. Con-

tact Jean Gilbert. 825-8886.

BRIGHT conversational students wanted.

Public relations for non-profit organization.

Flexible work around your schedule. $6/hr.

Guaranteed plus bonuses. No experier>ce.

Call Byad (213) 464-3686.

CAMPUS safety officer shift 7pm-3am and
9pm-Sam. $4.50/hr. (213) 541-7775.

'* 'CASHIER wanted. Panama Reds.

Days. $3.7&-$4.25, great fun place to work.

Apply in person, Mark or Otto (213)826-

7337

CASHIER/waiters/waitresses needed part-

tiffw at Dim Sum Cafe. Call 47^^774.

CENTURY City law firm seeks part-tinf>e fil-

ing clerk. Preferal>ly 5 days per week, in

the nx>rnings. if possible. $5.50/hr. Call

Elizabeth 277-7747.

CHILD care for 15 nrwnth old 4 mornings/

week. Occassional evenings/weekends
optional. 470-0809 aftger 6pm.

CHINESE Restaurant needs daytime part-

tinf>e experienced waiter or waitress. Call

Lois at 204-0441 after 1 lam.

CLERK/TYPIST for downtown law firm.

7am-1pm.M-F. light typing. $6/hr. parking

provide, please call Sue 688-1 1 98.

COMPANION preferably psychology.
sociok>gy or pre-medical student. One or

two weekends per month. Excellent salary

and expense accout. Please call Dr. Fine

206-6987 M-F, 8-5.

COMPUTER knowledge: Need help w/2-

Star programming on Compaq Desk pro.

Contact Lyie Laverty. 472-5137.

CONSUMER research firm seeks assis-

tants. Flexible hours, will train. WLA.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232.

COOK dinner for single father and
teenager. Some grocery shopping, walk'

ing distance. $5/hour 271-9236.

CULVER City Bruin seeking reliable

afterschool daycare. Mon. Wed. Thur.. Sat.

Two great kids. $5.00/hr. 558-8048.

DRIVE/Child care Tuesday-Friday 4-5pm.
Responsible person. Car. insurance
needed. References required (213)459-

5363

i:^

CASHIER/SALES
Mas

SPORTINO
GOODS
PART-TIME

'A,

• Great Wortdng
Conditions

• MerctKindlse
Discount

• Competitive Salary

• Merit Increases
• Flexible Hours

Applicants must be at

least T8 years of age
and tKive previous

retail experience.

Knowledge of sporting

goods/equipment
helpful.

Apply Dally at

ttie following location:

6601 Wllstilre Blvd.

Eeverly Hills

-f-

DRIVE An to school. $50/wk. 8:40.9:20amr
*

2:40-3:20pm. 476-6478.

DRIVER needed to drive student from

WLA to school on Beverly Glen/Sunset

mornings from 7:30-8:00 afternoon pick up

2:50 Fridays at 1:45. Can be split between

2 people Salary negotiable. (
213)772-2000

days (2 1 3)836-«O0 evenings. —
DRIVER- Pan-tin>e. 7:15am- Santa Monica

to Beverly Hills. One way. Weekdays.

Non-smoker. SlO/day. Call 479-4488.

DRIVER needed for high school student

to-from school daily Call Margie 559-99 12. ^
Driver/helper. 15-20 hours/week. Errands,

marketing, carpooi driving. Car/seatt)elts

required. Beverly Glenn Canyon. Hours

flexible. $5A<r. 279-1447. "

DRIVER needed. 2 afternoons/wk. (Total 2

hrs). School pick-up for teen girls. Need

car. $6/hr. Eves. 472-9453.

DRIVER or moped rider with valid Califor-

nia driver's liscense and insurarKe, knowl-

edge of LA and Valley area. FT/PT ,
call -

(213)855-1600, ask for Randy or Eric.

DRIVING Instructors- Full/Part-time/

weekends Clean DMV record. 6-8 yrs.

driving experier)ce, will train. For interview

(818)881-1594.

EARLY rTKKning child care. Near campus.

Great pay. Responsible, dependable, pro-

mpt. English a must. Driver preferred.

475-5723.

EXPERIENCED technician wanted for

busy animal hospital 559-3770.

EXPERIENCED shoe salesperson: oppor-

tunity for advancenf>ent. San Regto Shoes,'*

10S5Broxton (213)208-4848.

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed

for exciting PR firm in Century City. 15-20

hra/wk. negotiable $8/hr 551-1 130.

FAST, accurate, punctual parl-tlme help

needed for pediatricians office 478-2000.

FOOD service job in graduate dorm.

Located on campus. Schedule around your

• class and exam times. Work with people.

Understanding EngTish important. Hours:

12-19 per week. Sunday through Saturday.

$5.39/hour. Ask for Mich. 82&-7686.

8am-8pm. Further details available during

interview.

GENERAL office, heavy phortes (In-com*

ing). full-time. S6A)r.. WLA. CaM Pat 477-

8474. 2-5pm.

GENERAL office/property mgmt. Busy

iack-of-alMrades needs help with cor-

respondence, keeping self-organized,

computerizing the tMisiness. Be in office

15-20/hr8./week but always Mortday after-

noons. Flexibility a must. PC experience a

plus. S5.50^.25/hr. Call 829-7953.

GOVERNMENT jobs. S16,040-$59.230/
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000.

ext. R-1010S for currem federal list.

HALLMARK store needs stock/receiving

derk. National sepulveda shoppirig center.

Call UKI 473«)48.

HASHERS needed for sorority Good pay.

good noeals. Call Mrs. Rohlfs at 206-3281

.

HOUSEKEEPER in hotel at edge of cam-

Dus. Part-time weekdays. $4/hr. 208-3945.

FEMINIST JOBSl
WORK-STUDY 0NLY1

Women's Studies

Program seeks grads or

undergrads for clerical

assistance. See Job card

#1726A at Work-Study

Placement or call

Women's Studies at

206^101

wmmmmammmm

HELP WANTED.

Fill In yowr w««k
witli «xtra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial sicills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. W^ by the

day, week, or month.
8TIVER8 -

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westtvood 208-5656

Part-tee PotMoa:

TcfeMfketfaifAMiftait

Eicdkit vofUaf

coadttioMfaiWettvood*

4-8pa Noaday-Tlimday.

$5.H per kov phu

boMt. CiD Nr. Novk it

IMMEDIATE opening for a full-time activi-

ties director with good potential to become
assistant manager of large Westside board

and care facility. Excellent personality,

outgoing, patience, cfiaracter bi\6 groom-

ing a must. $1000/mo to start. Call Mr.

Hirsch 870-7053. __^_
MALE student: drive, garden, personal

assistance; alternate weekends $6.00/bour

may become permanent live-in situation

476-5747 after 3pm.

MEDICAL front office. Light bookkeeping

phones and scheduling. Approx. 15 hrs./

week. Call Amy 828-5525.

MINING ENGINEERS, deep shaft, extend-

ed galleries. Full or part-time. U.S. sites.

Student inquiries welcome. Send resume
including other interests to: E.G.
Vandergrift, 11759 San Vicente Bh^.
LA,CA. 90049.

MODELS for life drawing dass. Male and
female. $8/hr. Must be rdiable. M & W
eves. ar>d/or Sat. n>ornings. Call Robbie
475-8834.

MODELS!! For MDR restaurant. Must
speak ¥vell. WeekerKls. Bring photo. 1/

16/86, 1-3pm outside Dickson 2160E.

MOTHER'S assistant w/car. Daily pick-up

Tiffany from Westwood scIkx)!. $5/hr. 3-5

daily. 208-8173.

NATIONAL Communication Company cur-

rently seeking aggressive salespersons for

Telemarketing Dept. Part-time Positions

Availat>le, salary and commission. Call

(213)306-6061.

NAUTILUS instructors wanted. 11:30-2.

Mon-Fri, 4:30-9 Thurs., 6am-9:30am. Wed.
$4-5/hr.. experience or Kines. maj. prefer-

red. 553-0731

.

OFFICE clerk $5/hr. 15 hr/wk. RexIMe
hours, light typing, heavy photo-oopying

and general office work. Call Richard

Wong 552-0900.

P/T Drivers needed. Dependat>le w/ good
driving record. Flexit)le hours. Company
car. $5/hr. Call 276-9656. Chaparel Florist.

P/T secretary, Century City, typing, filing,

12-15 hrs. niornings, $6.50/hr., Roddy or

Gary553"4646.

$$$PAID for completing brief research

questionaire. Urgently need first time ex-

pectant fathers for graduate student study,

call Dan 81 8-795-91 74.day8. 818-761-

9503. evenings.

PARALEGAL student or graduate needed
for fulMime workers' compensation law

practice. Contact Connie Medina at law of-

fices of Sidney J. Gordon (818) 705-1055

or (213) 873-4768.

PART or full-time clerical position for a

se(f-n}otivated person; Constructkm Com-
pany in Weatwood 47(V6300.

PART-TIME bookkeeper. Minimum 4 hrs/

wk. For individual's personal account. $7/

hr. Experienced. References required.

Must work in-house/mornings. Mary (213)

277-5632.

PART-TIME IBM-PC operation w/light

bookkeeping and gen. offk». Knowledge
of PC preferred. Flexible hourt^^PA firm

Culver City. Must have own transportatk>n.

Call 821-1025. 10am-4pm for interview.

PART-Time help needed for photography

studk) in Marina Del Rey. very flexible

hours, 10-20 hrs/wk. $5.00/hr. 823-3589.
•^"

PART-TIME babysitter wanted for 9 month
old, Thursday afterrKwns, just off campus
call Debra 208-5879.

PART-TIME mother's helper, drive nursery

school cartxx)l, do shopping, run errands.

$6/hr. 4 bkx:ks from campus, car availat>le.

474-2498 (eves & weekends).

PART-TIME retail beauty supply salesper-

'son experience a plus. Civilan area 475-

1887. -"• '

PART-TIME cierieal flexible hours. 20 hrs

per week, miscellaneoua office duties,

good opportunity, please call Daria 328-

5402.

30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

PART-TIME personnel/recruiting. Flexible

hours. advarKement opportunity. - Call

business hours John McClurg (213)854-

0623 Beverly Hills.

PART-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies

shoes. Westwood/Beverty Hills Center
$4.50^.50/hour sales experience prefer-

red. Roz or Det)bie 657-5 183.

PART-Time file derk for Beverly Hills

surgeon. Good pay. Call 271-2177. Cathy.

PART-TIME work: responsit>le. organized

person to assist psychotogist with ac-

counts. typing, etc. 459-6794.

PART-TIME: Hot dog cart operator. Work
parties, sales, promotions, parks, etc.

Phone (213)553-7466. Leave your name
aiKl phone numt)er wfiere you can t>e

reached day or evening. '

.

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME telemarketers
needed for Art Publisfwr. Good speaking

vok» required. Will train. Salary plus

commissk>n. Call Lindt or April at 930-

2410.
-'^

PART-TIME general accounting work: Ac-

counts payat)le/receivat)le. Accounting ma-
jor preferred. 213/233-3575. L.A.

downtown area.

PART-TIME secretary needed. Japanese/
English bilingual ar>d business major
preferred. Must type 40-50 wpm. Maehara
& Associates. 629-8055.

PERMNENT Part-time reservattonist need-

ed for FrerK:h Restaurant. M-F 1-5pm.

Pleasant phone voice, light typirtg and
general office work. Call Edwin or

Josephine after 1 :00pm 652-9770.

PERSON FrkJay. part-time, salary negotia-

ble. flexible hours. 859-2491

.

PERSON to pass out flyers for jewelry

store. $5.00/hour. hours flexible.

(213)208-8728. 11 am.-5pm.

PHDs. $36.000460.000. Need PHDs or

carKlklates. Liberal arta/phik>sophy. an-

thropotogy. history or ottwr. Successful

executive seminar compar>y wants top

presenters, thinkers to grow with us. Ex-

ceptk>nal career opportunity. Resume. Kar-

raas Seminars. 1633 Stanford St.. Santa
Montoa 90404.

PHONE solicitatkKi for non-profit organiza-

tions. Flexible schedule around your

dasses. $6/hr. Guaranteed plus bonuses.

Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

PHYSICAL therapy assistant for busy or-

tfrapedk: doctor's office in Beverly Hills.

Kinesk)k)gy major prefered. Call for appt.

550-0950 ask for Gk)ria.

POLITICAL fund raising phoning. Part

time, flexible positions immediately
available. Afternoons, evenings and/or

weekerKls. Bonuses. No experience nec-

essary. Fox Hills office, on bus line $4.50

an hour. Call 213-215-3143. 1-5 Monday.
1-9 Tuesday through Thursday.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank. p/t. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

REAL Estate analyst intern, part-time. Op-

portunity to learn improved real estate

private placement syndicatk>n evaluatk>n.

Will sponsor for NASD SERIES 7 license.

Santa Monica location. Non-smoker
(213)395-3176.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Be involved in every aspect of

state-of-ttie-art apartment house brokerage

business. Clerical skills, computer literacy

& knowledge of real estate helpful. 395-

0570.

RECEPTIONIST full/part-time for

Westwood acupuncture dink:. 9-5. light

typing and book-keeping. Must have plea-

sent phone vok:e. prevkHJS experience in

doctor's office helpful bi-lingual personnel

weteome. Call Dr. YaUng (213)474-1060 or

628-5963.

RECEPTIONIST w/food-brokers office.

Must have excellent sales personality and

show initiative, positive attitude and strong

team player. Phor>e. filirtg. data inputing

required. Contad RolarKl 473-3212.

RECEPTIONIST full-time positk>n in public

relattons advertising firm in Westwood.

Pfwnes. typing, gerieral office duties.

Cheerful, professkxial appearance. Con-

tad Sarita (213) 206-6777.

RECEPTIONIST. Part-time. 8:00-1:00.

Starting ASAP. $5.50/hour. Must have Law
offtee experience. Call Kim 652-501 5.

.RESEARCH ASSISTANT: to work on

design and implementatmn of innovative

field research projed. computer data

analysis and library support work. Up to 19

hours/week at approximately $9.50/hour

deperKling on qualificatk>ns. Experience

with research at advanced undergraduate

or graduate level necessary. Send resume

to Louis Medvene. California Self-Help

Center. 2349 Franz Hall. UCLA.

RESPONSIBLE individual for evening

child-care.- preferat)ly Jr.-Sr.-grad. student.

Six days/week. Call 10-5 leave nf>essage.

(213)455-1765.

SALES help wanted. Prefer experience.

1 1 10 Gayley Ave, in Westwood.

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy

sale Call Mike at 393-81 53. •

SALES positions available in classic

women's sportsvirear store committed to

customer servk:e. possible management

trairwe. apply In person. Phelans's 110

Santa Montea Place. .

SALESPERSON with style wanted. Earn

extra money. Call Joe 477-6200.

SALESPERSON wanted to sell framed pk:-

tures in department store in WLA. Call our
office for nrwre informatton. (818)700-19t1

.

SALESPERSONS needed immediately;
outstanding opportunity. Cellular car

phortes and other products. Earn high

dollafS. (213)27SO407.

SMALL Santa Monk:a Publishing firm

needs part-tin>e students to do dencal
work. Please call 452-9616.

STUDENTS needed. Love kkis? Train for

exciting and rewarding in-f>onr>e chikl care
career. Earn $800-$1000/mo. Uve-in/out 4
week training tuitkxi k)cal references/

drive/non-smoking, call Child Care
Specialists Center at (213) 274-2653.

SYSTEMS analyst trainees- User require-

ments and software design for small

businesses. $20-$30/hr. on completion of

training. Analysis aruVor programming
experience helpful but not vital. Call

evenings ' 6pm-tOpm. Sun-Th. (213) 477-

1237. _^
TEACHER, assistants. Palisades todler

program 9-11:30 a.m. M-F schedule can
be split $5/hr. call 459-5054.

TELEPHONE sales. Guaranteed salary,

high commissk)n. well established com-
pany, relaxed atmosphere. Call now.
9:00^:00.271-4566.

TYPIST (55wpm)/light record keeping flex-

ible part-tin>e ftours for apparel company
kKatton-Wilshire/San Vicente. Call (213)

661 -0694. Immediate opening.

WAITERS wanted for Monday night dinner

at sorority. Please call 206-8285.

WANTED. Driver to take chlM to class.

Brentwood-Santa Monica aiuj retum S

days a witok. 2 hrs. per day after 3:30pm.

$S/hr. plus $0.20/mile. Call Charles Kennel
825-4018 days or Deborah Ker\nel 476-

6804 evenings.

WANTED: IndivkJual once a week for light

house cleaning. (213) 838-0378.

WANTED: Santa Monica Resklents.

Part/Full-tinw. Earn up to $7.50/hour.

Make wm hours. CaM M-F. 10-4, 829-

3721 ask for Linda.

WANTED: Girl Friday, errand runnir>g and
occa8Sk>nal driving of children, car neces-

sary, references required, pay $6.00/hour

plus gas. Available late afternoons, guar-

rantee 5 hours/week. Could be more. Call

evenings 393-1802.

XEROX Operator, full/part-time, salary ne-

gotiable. Call 477-1540 or apply 11717 W.
Pico Blvd. WLA.

10 PEOPLE required for leaflet distribu-

tk>ns full or part-tinf>e $4 per hr & bonuses.

Day, evening, weekends. Call now for

immediate work 479-3933 11040 Santa

Monk» Blvd.

THE WURST
IS HIRING

Specialty Hot Dog Shop
in Westwood needs p/t

counter help. Contact Brad

824-9597

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOORAFHERI
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/FerTKrte Pro/Norvpro

for upcoming sessions

Fashion, Commercial. Theatrical

Call for Appointment
(818) 508-8680

HASNERS

ALPNA WHl
SOROIIITYe Call

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

END vk>lence against womdnl The LA

Commis8k>n on Assaults Against Women
offers positions in outreach work. Call

(213)651-5962.

GROCERY Clerk Westskle Market Part-

time. 1pm-7pm or 6pm-midnight. Some
experience helpful. 477-3216.

NURSE RN (part-time) for MD r^ifK» near

Bevedy Hills on Saturday am only. Top

salary 939-21 1 1

.

_^___

SCMNEB 0B1ENTA110N
19M COUNSELOR
RECRUITING IS ON

NOW. FOR INFO CAU

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at ceieDnty public relations

firm No pay Du: great opporturiity to

learn a^ gam experience

Call Sonia at (213) 276-6400

CHILD CARE
WANTED ......35

BABYSITTER needed. Some afternoons,

must delve, 1-year oM girl. 10 minutes
UCLA. Call natalie (818)907-9606.

CREATIVE chikl care for 3 year oM girl

plus some errarKto. 3 or 4 aftenx)ons per

week 12:30-4:30. Must have own car. $5/

hr, Westwood. 472-1686.
. »

HELP wanted: parents with t>aby need dai-

ly help aroun d tfie huse. ideal for student

wanting to earn extra dollars, must k>ve

t>abie9l phone (213)650-9664. speak to

Nick or Camilla.

OUTGOING, energetic, experienced
tMbysitter for 18 month oM boy. Mon.
Wed. Fri. 11-2. some nights, some
weekends, own transportatkm. must tove

chiMren. call Joanna Hall 852-6955.

PART-TIME Monday, Wednesday evenir>g8

for young chikJ; car, insurance needed:
471-7654/825-1801 (Ms. Parrish)

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

GUESTHOUSE- Brentwood, nearby.
nxHintain view. $395. 3 hrs. weekly work.

oMw graduate student preferred, foreign

wekxyne. car. (213)472-5726.

LARGE one t>edroom. wood paneling,

hard-wood fkmrs. $450. 1930 S. Bedford

St. 477-8968.

NEW. immaculate. studk>-ioft apartment

with garden entrance. 5 bkx:ks to beach.

Vi bk>ck to Santa Monk». $450 open Sun-

day 1/19/86 please call for address 399-

5707.

SUNNY beautiful Brentwood 2 bedroom 1

bath apartment. Starting 2/1/86. $875/

nwnth. Call Tami 479-0583.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patk) elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company. ^
WESTWOOD single apartment in duplex.

Stove, refrigerator, utilities included. Ck>se

to UCLA. Open fK>use Saturday, January

18, lOam-noon. 1845-1/2 Midvale. $490
213/462-2164.

1608 Bentley three t>edroonWl>ath, town

house, refrigerator, wet-bar. fireplace,

microwave. air-oor>d.. back yard, alarm.

$l650/month 278-1299.

2-BED/1-bath, unfurnished, fireplace, very

nk:y quiet unit. $900. CkMe to UCLA:
.

days 450-7546.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1

t>edroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
buikJing, pool, parking, security. 1831

Whitley. (213) 467-9431.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED .50

BACHELOR apartment. Furnished
Veteran near Wilshire, excellent locatk>n.

$550/month (21 3)275-1 427 or 37»^70.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bacf>ekK

11967 Rochester /Kpt.#3 . $425. Agem
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom with parkinc

$795. Walk to campus. 729 Gayleiy. 20&
8798.

LARGE single $550.00. Large 1-t>edroom

$725.00. Nice tMjilding with pool 1 mile tc

UCLA. 1235 Federal Ave 477-7237.

$565 near Marina attractive 1 bedroom,

pool, parking, laundry. 4132 Grandview

313-1818/391-9888.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD area. 1 bedroom just south

of Wilshire includes utilities $675. 1241

Bundy. Agent Miller & DeSatnik Co. 838-

1828.

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $775/mo. Singles also. 824-

9925. .,

PRIME Brentwood 2-t>edroom, spackMJS.

Just remodeled. New drapes and carpets.

Corner of Bundy ar>d Sunset. Heated Pool,

parking and laundry facilities. $1100. (213)

393-0499.

SANTA Monk:a quiet. 1 bedroom, new
carpet/paint, appliances, parking, yard,

$725. 393-7489.

VENICE Beach. 1 -bedroom. Charm,
privacy, parking, washer/dryer. $67S/nK).,

lease. Available June 1 . 396-6878.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. 2

tMdrooms. 2 iMthrooms. dining room,

built-in kitchen, new decor. Bakx>ny with

view. Heated pool, subterartean. parking.

691 Levering. 206-3647.

2-bedroom/1 bdith. Sherman Oaks. 4 stu-

dents max.Pets. 15-25 min. from campus.

$700/mo. (818) 783-8379.

2 bedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near

Wilshire, across from park Excellent k>ca-

tk)n (213)275-1427 or 379-6570.

$875 WLA owners unit (like condo) bright,

spacKHJS. 2 plus 2 upper, large patk).

private entrance, appliances, no pets.

Dagmar. 478-0694.

$950 up. 2-bedroom/2-bath, 1953 Selby

Ave. $1275 tovimhouse, 2-bedroom/2-bath,

10745 La Grange Ave... iVi miles from

UCLA. Call 475^165.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL. spackMJS, Yosemite houat

surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates. ckMe to everything. (818)

786-9666.

APART*1ENTS
TO SHARE 54

BEVERLY HILLS christian mon, 8-year oM '

daughter, seeks to rent-out room of 2-

bedroom apt. $300/mo. plus light week-

night chikj care. (213) 557-0163.

FEMALE, ur>dergraduate roommate need-

ed to share a 1 t>edroom apartment

(290.00/mo) on LaiKlfair. call Sat>rina

206-1326.

FEMALE share 2-bedroom, 2^h bath, fur-

nished. Pool, laundry, near tMjaes/freeway

WLA. etc. $450/mo includes utilities. Gus
479-5166 (eves & weekends) 479-5166

(days).

GIRL wanted to share bedroom in 2 bdr.

apt. New bklg. security.* parking, spa.

$300/month. Walk to campus. Call 208-

0268 for nfK)re info.

GRAD non-smoker-- Your own
t>edroom.k>ath.fully furnished. $425. Irv

cludes utilities. (213) 479-5947 leave

message.

NEED female to share beautiful 2 BR
MalitMJ apartnf>ent with t>each view. Call

Lisa: 454-6906.

WALKING distance to campus. Private

sundeck. one bedroom, furnished. $365.00

Call Katie. 208-1828.

W/kNTED: Female to share t>edroom in a
2 tMdroom spackMJS apartment. Ave 'able

now $300/month Call Tim or Toni 470-

7931.

HOUSE __^
FOR RENT.. 55

PACIFIC Palisades, beautiful 4-t)edroom

home. 2-t>ath. Large living/dining comt>ina-

tion. Lg. kitcf)en plus den. St. Mattfiew

vicinity. $2350/mo. Call (818)354-2819.

$1400 DELUXE 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent bact>ek}r availatile

$600. 1 mile UCLA. 826-6907.

3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-

ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/rnonth

Daytime 473-01 26.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

IDEAL for UCLA studentsll Own room in

Westwood townhouse. Rent: $500/month.

LocatkKi: Selby avenue (5 minutes walk to

campus) to share with 3 fenruUe students.

Washer arKl dryer. January's rent is pakl

— 1/2 month freelt To take over lease until

end of April. Call (213)47(^6646^

HOUSE
FOR SALE .58

BY Owner near Westside Pavillion.

Modern 3-bedroom. Central air/heat.

Fireplace, all appliar>ces. carpets, drapes,

immaculate condition. Principals only.

Open Sunday 11-4pm. (818)783-1803.

(818) 784-8443.

$12,000 down, private fK>me near Santa
Monica business park. 1 -bedroom, prime

neighborhood. $1 1 9.500. Wynn 477-7001

.

FREE room in private guest house in

hhills. City view, fireplace, private deck,

use of pool. f>ot tub. sauna, very secure, in

exchange for housekeeping, errands,

shopping. Car required. Females prefer-

red. Call 828-7979.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP,.,.63

COMPANIONABLE, non-smoking, semi-

retired person faculty n>emt)er preferred.

Help with small servk:es in exchange for

private room.tMth.view. Car & references

essential. 454-3166.

FEMALE- room and board exchange for

housework. Nk:e private room/t>atfiA.v.

near UCLA. 474-0336.

UVE-IN - 10 min. from UCLA. 2 kkto 12-

14. Ught housekeeping. Ralph 479-0321
days. 271-3573 evenings. weekeT>ds.

MALE student, car required. Must be
available afternoons, light houeehoM help.

Ctoee to campus (81 8)784-571 8.

MALE student: drive, garden, peraorurf

assistance. Brerrtwood home, private erv

trance. Share room; light oookir>g facili-

tiea. salary 476-5747 after 3pm.

ROOM and exchange for night-time

technk:ian in busy aninwl hospital 550-

3770.

ROOM and tx>ard exchange babysitting.

Private room, beautiful home, own car.

female preferred. (818)705-5991.

_^ .,J
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28 thurtday, January 16. 1966 Goc^Dgi dally bruin

HOUSE HOUSE
FOR RENT 55 FOR RENT 55

TRBmoN
ON CAMPUS HOUSING APPUCANTS

FOR SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER 1 986-87 WAITING UST STUDENTS
Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing

must reapply to maintain or Improve their waiting list

position for Spring Quarter 1986. Applications are

available from January 2 through January 14 In the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office, 270 De Neve

Drive. In order to retain your waiting list position, ap-

plications must be received back to the On Campus
Assignment Office. 270 De Neve Drive, no later than

4:00 p.m. January 14. 1986

NEW APPUCANTS
~

Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Cam-

pus Housing list may apply for On Campus Housing

after January 14. 1986. However, submission of an

application does not guarantee housing for the Spring

Quarter. Applications are available In the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office. 270 De Neve Drive or the

UCLA Housing Office. 78 Dodd Hall. Please be advised

that a nonrefundable fee Is required,

MOVERS 94 TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING

TRAVEL 105

100

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Profosslonal Service, for P«anuts

».^

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP>...62

STUDENT. Room/board for house/gardert

chores. Private room/bath. Ideal for study-

ing. Male preferred. Foreign student o.k.

^Transportation helpful. Mr. MUI«

(2l3)eS2-6e02.

3 meals

$100.

5 days a
deposit, $350

Hilgard. 20»6963.

Females only,

per month. 832

ROOM—
FOR rent;.-..;.-; 64

BEAUTIFUL hUlskle hOme. pool, private

room, female student preferred. $328 &
10% utHttiee 828-1 537.

_BRIQHT. spacious room for rent. Furnish-

ed, private bath and entrar>ce and parking.

Non-snrtoker preferred. $386. Phone: 781-

8642.

FEMALE preferred to rent furnished room

in 4-bedroom home. $350 includes all

house privileges and utilities. $60 deposit.

Call Salty 836-0571.

FOR Rent- Sleeping room. Walking

distance to UCLA. $375. 279-2188.

FURNISHED room. Pacific Paliades hotne.

Walk to beach. $300/mo Bus to campus.

454-771 1

.

ROOMMATES 65
ONE or two roommates needed to share

furnished two . bedroom/two bath apt.

Beautiful, must see. Parking. Jacuzzi,

cable. Own room for $750mo. plus 1/2

utiltties or share room for $375/mo. plus

1/3 utilities. 208-2944.

ROOMATE wanted: nice 2 bd. 2 balH apt.

W. Hollywood, available immediately,

lewMrie preferred 852-7089.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED ProfeealonaHy

since 1971 Weetwood. (213)4703136 or

Sherman Oaks (8l8)789-«)84
.

SHARE luxury 2 bdrm. Own room. bath.

Pod. security, periling, hot tub. $450^

month. Caw Lee 41»9182.

SINGLE female seeks same. Reoponeibte

rwfv^moker. Large 2-bed/2-bath apt. HaN

rent- $325 pHis utilities. Encino. CaN Vicky

»6pm. 82»0844. . -

ZTA Dorm Room and Board nowl $290/

fnoca«Uoda209«473.

COUNSELING for depressk>n. anxiety and

k>w self-esteem. Negotiable fee. Contact

Kerima Reed 828-2953.

EDIT your dissertations, tt>eses. term

papers. $15/hr. guaranteed high quality,

style & gramnwr from a professioruil

editor/writer. Ted Brett 452-5966; eves.

655-5862.

EXECUTIVE Assistant. 2OO0 hrsAMrk. at

$12/hr. 476-1327.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,

resumes? Profe8sk>nal help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

208-4353.

LIFE drawing sessions in Venice. M & W
sves. 7-9:30 PM Sat. morning 9:30-12.

$10/se88k>n. Supervised by Stanford MFA.
exhibiting artist. Umited enrollment. Call

Robbie 475-8834. .

STATISTICAL and computer consuKing for

thesis students ahd the professk>nat. Rate

negotiable. CaM (213)474-0313.

SUCCESSFUL learning nK)del- Quick

mettKtd for high grades devetoped at MSU
tvhere students are consistent 4.0 after

one session, now available. 934-9991

.

TERM papers, reports, editing inetructton.

Phd in English almost all sub^s.
(818)798-6334.

SUBLET 66

SCKATCHID,DIIITY
CONTACT LINSIt

We Ddrti a dean vour hoRl ieml><oft
OTMl soft cor#ocf lentet whie you woN.
Neium vour cornocii lo iMe new^ corv
anon, reei ana tee oener.
Dr. Vooel. 1132 Weshwod Bd. 206- 3011.
Valdabd Parklno-20X Off With IN* Ad.

SUMMER 1968 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more informatton.

HOUSING- 10 seconds from UCLA $225-

$270/mo. For more informatk>n call Mike

824-0551.

LARGE room furnished, quiet, private

Brentwood home. Professional/grad. stu-

dent, non-snrK}ker, . references required.

$550/mo. 472-701 1

.

LARGE newly decorated unfurnished.

Private entrance/t>ath. Efficiency kitchen.

Full security.- Back yard. Biking distance

to UCl-A. Nonrsrrwker. M/F. Mature,

responsible person, references required.

$500/month includes utilities plus $750 se-

curity. (81 8)889-3280

.

LIVE in a UCLA sorority for 290/mo. (in-

cludes 10 meals/wk). Call Ola 208-9044.

OVVN room and bath in very clean apart-

ment near UCLA $750 deposit. $450/

iwenth. Call 820^782 or 855-0567.

PRIVATE room. bath, light kitchen

t. quiet, graduate or senkn prefer-

San Vicente Bh^Santa Monica. Near

beach. $350 mo. 395-2141 . Call 1-8PM.

ROOMMATES 65

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyl Special free intro, serkMJS

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

Tutortng/EdMng
gfUprnmctdPHDEngmPnihaor.

•Engbh Gnmmr/Compoadon

•Thtm/Dmtrttiiom

Can DImif (91im0-79t0

SAILING 78

1981 21 -foot McGregor sailboat. New 7.5

Mercury. Long Beach slip available.

$4,000/Obo. (213)945-1703.

TENNIS 80

TENNIS player? Looking for others to play

on evenings and weekends. Call Bryan

275-0609.

^HILD CARE. .90

BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom 2 bath, spackHJS,

Marina Del Rey apartment. Female non-

smoker desired. $475/mo. Mimi 827-7056.

FEMALE share large 1 bedroom apartment

with 2 giris Walk UCLA $280. 11089

Strathmore 824-0879/454-621 1

.

FEMALE profeeskMial non-snf>oker 25-35

mf^" same or grad. student to share surt-

jntwood 2-bedroom/2-bath. $550/mo.

» utilities. Available Feb. Days 206-6470.

evenings 207-0137.

FEMALE roommate to share bedroom.

$300/nrK>. ^ security. 2-bdrm/2-bath, 5 min.

to campus. Sec. bidng.. carpeting.

bakx>ny. skytHe. diehwashar. 824-4688 or

FEMALE share large 1-badroom apartment

«Nh 1 giri. W^ to UCLA . $286. Cafl

Kaiiy624.6263.

MfeED lamala roomman t273MH>. plusi^

Pod. Jacuzzi, sacurity building.

1-1^66. (213)6a»4166.

NEED Femala roommaie i27a/mo.

t/3 utHltlaa. Pod. Jacuni. Sacurity

buiidlno.Avdiablal-1»i6.(213)iaMlW

CHILD care- for Sundays and/or
weeknights. Must have experi-
er>ce/references. 471-4165.

CHILDCARE- chiMren 8 A 13 home near

campus. MWF 3-6pm. $4.50/hr. 479-7953.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (618) 88(M407. (616) 860-4361

.

AUTOmSUHMKX
kMorcych In$unnc9 f^thami?

...Too High?
CancoMod?

Low Monthty P»ynwnt8

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 A9k tor Kmi

JEnPCrs movino 4 ddlvary. The Caraiui

Mowerat riaa BaMMlaa
Jarfy(2lg>a>1-66B7.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
120/hr. 826-4029, 826-6928.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Sen^ice. Professtonal

(utoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7day«/week. 291-3158.

TUTORING math/physics to first year col-

lege level. Peter 10628 Venkw Blvd. 836-

5927.

PATIINT TUTOR

I

MATH (arithmetic througti

calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

I

Erigir>eerlng, Readlr»o. Gram-
mar, Study Skills. Work vrttt^ a
tutor who knows the subject

I

well, arxj can patiently pres-

ent the material In a variety of

ways. You will also learn the

proper way to study to

ochiieve confidence and self-

reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463. ,

~

TYPINGAVORD
PRCX3ESSING>,.. 100

^A ACCURATE iAM-IOPM. 7 daye Type.
Iranacrlbe. A «<$^tf proeese paper*,
reeumea. etc.; ruihw ivaloofne: WLA;
Mirtan; 361.8622.

ipi"*i

A "better deal. word, processing

screenplays, nuinuecripts, student work.

Fast/accurate. $1.50-$l.99/page. Dish

storage. Pickups and delivefy. 467-4621,

822-1804.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertatiohs. repetitive letters, medk»l

transcription. Linda (213)204.0947. Call

noon-6pm.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu ICWpm. $1.5042.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

39(M588.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers. tt)eees, disserts., letters, resumes.

Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytin^e

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

DO you need typing? Ex-UCLA Orad. will

type your papers, resunoes, etc. CaN (818)

785-1810 leave message for Barbara.

ELITE Word Processing. Best-rates of-

fered. Professional service terms, disser-

tations, munuscripts, etc. Pick-up delivery

20^5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: tenr

papers, theses, dissertattofta. languages

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typingAword processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling correcttona

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245. ^
IBM PC "Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Tranecriptton, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tton format. Rush jobs welcon>e. $2.00<

pege and up Waar UCLA. 473-2550::

PLEASEIII I type 95wpm-IBM Selectric will

type anything. anytime-especiaMy scripts-

Susan 396-2856.

PROFESSIONAL typing, fast, accurage.

reasonable. Call Mrs. Norton 474-9680

<^*y*- •

--"

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profea

slonal. tow rates, high quality. LelglH^

Typing Service (213)86»3800. ;_
TYPING reaaonable ratea. any size Job.

CaN eveninge or weekends . Diane 569-

7836.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD PROCESSING. FAST. ACCU-
RATE, REASONABLE. PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS, GRAPHICS. EVEN-

INGS, WEEKENDS. JEANNE. 828-1635.

WORD processing specialist-thesis,

dissertation $l.50/page and up. CaN Ray

61 »6048(day) (81 5)251 -41 73(evenings).

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GINGER Adam Studk> of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

GUITAR lessons k>y professional teacher,

near UCI^. Any level, any age, Guitars

availat>ie. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES..,. 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connectk>n. (213)478-

3274.

SUCCESSFUL resumes 822-4711. Profes-

sk>naily prepared resumes titat get reeults.

Special New Year's discount! Day, evening

aiKJ weekend appointments avaNat)le.

WINNING resumes! Student special $25.

Free consultatton. Free copies. Or>»^y
servkM. Open weekends (213) 861-0717.

TRAVEL 105

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES

• Tokyo r S545
• HongKong M 4609
• Bangkok \ $785
• Amft«rdam ^ $499
• London \ $499
• Soo Pouio/Rk) \ ^719

CHINA FREE T( 777

^1 Rl^p^^V v^^^^F ^n^^^V

*QeM30MV(N)MnM)\MMl

CMI:MI(IMMJtt(

llMIMft#IIUkCA(

AMSnRDAM
TAHITI^.
NEW YORK
Kl\r •••••••••••••I

LONDON.^
AUSTRALIA

•SomtReiMcttoni Apply

Euro! panel

issued on the spot

•UPfNMIiUill^mOlfLAJtTOr.

N4ir4ill

LOMDOM
mAmnmr
PMim/MMiWHMm
Toirvo ....... . . tnm vn

SKI tuitopf...

7e

CAU 208-4444, M^ 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 QLENDON 1^2025

TRAVEL TICKETS
FOR SALE 106

AIRFARE WARI TWA DISCOUNT
COUPONS. 25% OFF ROUNDTRIP
COUACH. ECONOMY OR SUPERSAVER
FARE ANYWHERE TWA FUES UNTIL
MARCH 15. 1986. $30.00 EACH.

WESTERN Ticket: Anywhere Conllnentai

U.S. $200 r/l restrictk)ns 824-2981 Derek.

AUTOS FOR SALE-.. 112

CAPRI I97a-Like new. ant/fm

new paint and interior. $1700.00.
(213)773^758(213)560-0122.

FIESTA 78- good running oar, needs body
work. Alpine stereo. $450 negotiable. Jon
(213)390-1797.— - -

IS it true you can buy Jeepe for $44
through the U.S. govemntent? Qet the:

facts todayl CaN 1-312-742-1142. Ext.

8147.

PORSCHE 914 1972. excellent oonditton.

ntiintenance records, am/fm cassette

$3800/obo. Must seW. nwving 867-6074.

VW Fastback for sale. 1967. white, in

great conditton. AN original body. rebuW
engine. 559-1089.

1986 MUSTANG. 2nd owner, excellent

conditkm, 6-cylinder. 140.000 ml. Im-

maculate exterior/interior $2000.
(213)473-5037.

1967 Cadillac Sedan DeVHIe Looks and
mna great. Must eeN $800.

1967 Dodge Dart. 8-cyllnder. 4-door. ter-

rifk: transportatfon. rebuIN engine and
transmisskx), brakes relined. new front

end bushings- always runal $750.
(213)275-5802.

1968 VW Bug; $1,800.00. very good oondl-

tk)n: (714)821-2784. aHer 6:00 pm.

1970 red. VW BUG. great condition $2000
obo. (213)464^889.

1971 Mercury Comet. Bucked
fine. $460fote. Must aeN. Imw«
663-7136.

Runi

1971 TOYOTA CoroMa. a5mpg reg.

12.066. brand new poreche daaale
Nfw. Needs. bnfcea.iifa. 46»ee4i.

1971 VOLVO waaon 1

STOOtato
127.000

1971 VW buQ. aiok. 27M, riibuK enohw
stereo, exeellent runner, extremel)
ftiiibo.$iao»oto.cii47»ee$i.

1074 2eaz tH^tHbtmM Iwitrty iiM>r

(2ieH7t.oe4e (days) (tit) eei^teai

:^
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Volleyball
Continued from ?Mg!s 35

a^ociate athletic director for

the women's athletic depart-

ment, was the acting coach of

the alumni team.
The team seems very op-

timistic about the upcoming
season which will begin with

-the USVBA tournament to be
held this Saturday all day in

Pauley Pavilion. And after^ a
close, five-game match with
some of this country's finest

players, they've got a good
reason to feel optimistic.

'.>.• .« %. 'K...

:i

Owen Wilson of the 1912

Pittsburgh Pirates set a ma-
jor-league record with 36
triples. ]oe Jackson and
Sam Crawford share the

one-sea9on American
League mark with 26 each.

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

GSSI

• Pregnancy Tenvination • Birth Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health InsurVMediCal & Health Plana^

A DIM SUM CAFE

Vkst Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica BI . §112

(213)820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

^^^\»!I^JIS^>

UGHT CHINESE -

Lunch. Dinner

or Late Nights

From $1.75

WESTWOOD VILLAGE-1091 BROXTON«L.A./21 3-824-7869

TRA\nEL.., 105 TRAVEL. 105 TRAVEL 105 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 BARGAIN BOX 125

SAIL AlRf.
y^'W^ir^' if <fy K"*^'*'*'*'^'^'^'*'"*" '

""'*

WINTER
*

\^.m^ t* * >i»<«i<i.« .ti»« « *i«>* » « ^>**-

S.S. AZURE SEAS :. from $395

WINDJAMMER SCHCXDNER from $450

MARDI GRAS from S975

CRUISES:'
Mexico
West indies -—
Caribbean

CLUB MED HOLIDAYS:
Guaymas IWexiCO ....from $550 includes Airfare

Eieuthra
""

' Bahamas from $420 _____
Bora Bora Tahiti ....:.....from $735

All prices include all meals, accommodations, entertainment and

aaivities, some airfare... jyOP BY AND SEE US - WE'RE YOUR
OISKAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

. , TRAVEL SERVICE • mf 8 30A sat ii 3

/1SUCM/* , subiect to change I notice. Nrmtecl ova«k3b*tv

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112 AUTOS FOR SALE..112

1975 Porache-014. 1.8 Red. Ctaan anc

beautiful Extras. $4495. (213)828-1214.

1976 Buick Skyhawk. 57.400 miles. Gooc

condltk)n. $1500. Call 66»3S89.

1976 QMC van skiing, camping, beach.

Real dean, runs great $2600. 82&4S4C

days (818)892-7516 eves. ^M.

1976 MAZDA 4-door statkm wagon, new
engine $850/Obo. (213)450-7354.
(213)863-2986.

1976 TOYOTA Corolla, stick shifl. 50.000

miles, new tires, no accidents, perfect

oonditton $1600 (213)479-1937.

1977 Datsun 280Z. metalHc bkie. air condi-

tioning, am-fm cassette, exoelent oondh

tton $3995 (818)78fr3614.

1977 MQB- Red. runs «vell. $1575. Cai

Eather (213)869-2401.

1977 Rabbm. Good oonditton. New AM/FM
cassette stereo. Low masags. $1500.

472-3918.

1977 TOYOTA CeKca QT IHIback. mslaik:

brown paint. 5 speed. AM/FM casaatta.

wire wtteels.touvers. superb conditton.

$2800.(213)821-7818.

1978 CeNca QT S^peed am/fm/ air.

$2880 sxce8ent oondNton and body Alan

Chow (2l3)827-8777(day). (2l3Ha2'3175

(evening^. _^
1978 PINTO, tow milage, new thee. dean.

$1800. Nancy days 82S4>488.

1979 Olds Cutlass Supreme. V-8. A/C.

AM/FM radto. automatic transmission.

78.000mi. $2900. 456-9367.

1979 Porsche 924- Must sei. good condi-

tion. 45.000mi. air. sunroof. AM/FM

1979 Volvo 4-door. GL 284. 1 owner, tow

mieaga. extremely dean. Asking $5400
4760791.

1980. Rwd Fieala. dean, good oonditton.

perfed for student. $1100/olx> call

anytime (213)93^6396. leave message.

1980 HONDA Aooord 4-door a/c. &«peed.

good condMon. $3.200. (213)47^^143.

1980 RenauK La Car. Sharp, excellent

oonditton. taw mteags. Must sei. Under

$1,750. Day (213) 83fr0673. Evening or

1(213);

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112
1964 BMW 318i. Superb condition, grey/

beige doth, alarm, warranty, extras. Call

Erik 546^6266. 552-0622

1964 CJ7 Jeep, removeabie hard doors

and top. Black on Mack. S-speed. fm/

cassette. Extras. Excellent condition.

$8600. 45»^264.

'66 Bug. Shiny Mack paint. Original owner,

wen-maintained. AM/FM cassette. Must

$1900. 62»^982.

'81 Sut>aru 1800DL wagon. 5-speed, 55k

mi, roof rack, am/fm/cass., xint condition,

great for vacations, $2700. (21 3)479-0336.

'81 Toyota Corolla 5-speed, A/C,
56,000mi., xint conditton $3500 Obo.

Day:(213) 206-8680! Eve:(805) 584-6553.

Manos..-,, •

'82 Datsun 280ZX- 5-speed, fully loaded.

T-top, AM/fM cassette, cruise control, ex-'

cellent condition. $8300. 820-8547.

33 HONDA Civic, 1500DX, automatic, ex-

cellent condition, new brake, kept all

nriaintenance records. $4250/obo
1213)377-7476.

84 Mustang GT 5.0 convertible, 5 STD,
'netallic grey, loaded, FM/casette, PS/air/

tilt, 3 yr. warryt., great condtion $11,375

obo. (213)550-0547.

MOTOBECANE grand jubilee, full race, 20
inch frame. $350 must sell. 825-9770., ask

for Richard.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114
KAWASAKI 250 Street Bike, tow-mileage,

$800 ph. 272-71 79.

1977 HONDA CB 360. 4000 mi. good con-

dition ridden only 2 summers. 473-2728.

1979 HONDA 400 Hawk, well-maintained,

runs/tooks excellent, reliaMe transportatton

$675(213)83»6820.

1963 Kaw Gpz 550. mint cond two years

left on warranty $1650. 372-1 OOP eves.

1984 Kawasaki GPZ550 excellent condi-

tton $1650. 312-6566 (days) 3700403
(evenings). _ -

1985 HONDA, 500 interceptor, FM. good

conditton, warranty, helmet. $2300.

(818)345-2889.

1985 YAMAHA- Riva 125 exint. cndtn.

$950.00 call Rosemary days 825-0831 . call

Juan eves 204-2804.

'81 Honda 200 Super clean, runs great,

book rack, eledrical start. $500 Mike (213)

828-5383.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/vard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE..>,.»t>»-« 126
EXECUTIVE desk $95, 6 foot double

pedestal. CallJoan 473-6600.

FOR Sale. 2 large refrigerators $175 and

$100 obo, dbl/queen rattan headtx>ard

$65. Eves. 213/465-2349. "

MOVING must sell. Full bed including

wicker headtx>ard and wicker bedside '

taMe. $250. Millie (213)478-6370.

NEW double bed. Must sell. $300 obo.

(21 3)450-4794.

QUEEN size sofa-t)ed w/matching redinen

5-pc. dining, coffee-table w/matching end-

taMe. Good conditton. 825-2404, 453-

3721.

WALL unit w/ attached de8k,*3 drawers, 4

shelves; fine quality, great condition, price

open 276-5333 call early mornings or late

evenings.

5 piece bedroom set. Ideal for students.

Couch and other items. Must sell Charles

874-7750.

T^iVMAnRESSESiViir
Al new hotel iets guaranteed

Twin $•! $50 '

l^uM Cel $M
Quewi$«l $88 Klag$«t $98

New 5 piece bedroom set $n$

New ful to or qu<«n 8teeper__|Wf

New Ida and love »eat $1M

(X* IWih coffee fablei.. . V
lad Tablet.. <!»»

TMIWABINOU$i
S97-SO$0

1980 Toyota Tercel

casaette. 45m great car,

(2l3)93»g27S.

air anWfm
mual aa8. $3000

1980 Toyota Cofoio. AiHo. A/C. PMIfU
$2800. (213H78«4e0. Gal

1978 Toyota Gorola
rodMs. good condWon $1700 obo. (213)

3Q6OS7Ddaya(213)e2»00>1 ovaningi.

1979 ChevoHa good oondWon 2-dDor Bhie

$2300/obo must sell immodlatoly

(81^243^888.

1980 Vdwo OL 4-door. aulomalic. air.

AM/FM aacsBaK condMon. 67.000 mioa.

$6500.(213»394.190S.

1981 AUDI 4000 4E rod 4 door air auraoof

oondMon 1 ownar $4080 p/t;> l?^\7tfiiai^

24e6awgi^sfcnda (213pi2-312B8m/fday^.

1981 Ponioc Ptwonix U.. Ak,
^

casaaMa. aunroof, inimaculaie.

(2ia»8g2^4072. V

1982. Fted EXP. 40.000

[ condWon. »I00. 983>tjS81

1879 CHEVY Monza. 88K. boiga. 2-dr.
0*jJJ^

Mehbk. 4^. mmHam^ mm n^mtt^ »«. »
-* .«l.Aa.«> tt^KAA .mAkm anaMa ^mM ilMHtarf 7WK.

1082 PLYMOUTH Sapporo
Higor. MltaubWi

now. $4460 oto. 8

llraa. oMch. $1500 obo. must ooi immod.

2ia/»a»8613mao. 1882 VWr RabM- MM oondMlorMOM
1

000. $3780. (2131 8a8«253 ost. 2586. M^.\

»6.MklorCAR.

'60 2002 BMW. Sunfroof, Micheline tires.

Runs great. Needs rear body vvork. $1200

obo. 824-7773. _^_
•73 Plymouth Roadrunner. 340 engine. 4-

speed. k»ks great, $l,400/obo. (213)945-

1703.

'74 Supert>eetle AM/FM stereo, new
upholstry. excellent condition, $1950

(213)841-0371.

•75 Plymouth Valiant. V-8. 318 cu. in., am/

fm cassette. Looks and runs great, $950.

(213)473-7725.

'TO Capri II. 4-apeed. AM/FM cassette,

sunroof, very good oondWon. $1400. Days

8S»S6», weekends 257-221 7.

'7^ Ford Pinto, kyw mileage, excellent run-

ning oonditkKi & appearance. $1200. days

20frO854. evening 216-1084.

'77 Accord hatchback. 5-epeed. Very good

condHion. a/c, am/fm caaaette. New tires.

$1900 obo. (818)980-2103.

'77 Buk:k Regal. /kM/FM. power windows,

runs great, owner moving. Must Sell.

$1360. 83»30e9.

*78 Accord hatchback. 5-speed. Good
condition. A/C. am/fm. $1900 obo.

(818)881-7366.

'79 Rrebird automatic A/C. AM/FM
lassaWa. Greet oondltkxi. must seN. (213)

382-2497.

'79 Mercury Ci«Ki. Blacfc. aJc, sunroof.

LSiiinn. tow mMsags. $3100 Pomela-

202-1621 evea.. 66»4441 days.

'81 Saab Turtx>- 3-door, white; automsMc.

AWfk' casaette. air-conditioner.

auwoof.gr—1 opndWon. $8100. 548-4201

MOPEDS»»»> »«•»>•>•>> 1 19
DELUXE 1964 Honda 125. Metalic red,

digital display, pop up head light, back

carry rack, 1000 miles. $1150 or best offer.

Call Dawn (213)207^727.

FOR sale: 1985 Honda Iowa Spree- black-

as new- 400 miles.$425.00 with rear

basket ind. Kendall- 824-2677.

SCOOTER Honda Aero 50CC, great condi-

tion. blue $550.00 or Moped Vespa

Grande $350.00 Loretta (213)471-3563.

SCOOTER-Yamaha Riva 180z. Excellent

condition. k>w mileage, extrasll Must see.

Great buy. Ken 206-1995.

1976 Moped. Good conditkm, very k)w

mileage. $150/obo. Will he^ with k)cal

detivery. (213) 322-7203.

1981 F»eugeot-I02 Moped. Low milage.

Runs great. $250 obQ. Call Jane after 6

PM at (818)360-3862.

1983 C/kSO red Yamaha scooter. Good
oonditkMi, great campus transportatton.

$550 obo. 836-1 520, must selll

1984 HONDA Aero 50 Scooter, f^ed, good

condttton $250. Will help with tocal

delivery. (213) 322-7203.

1985 Honda Spree. 050 miles. Excellent

cofiditton with took. $450 obo. Call Dan

Barrett. 208-2478/208-9684.

'81 Honda Passport for

CaN 824-0838.

sato. $460/obo.

'83 Honda Passport C70. ExoaNent condi-

iton. Legal for 2 ridars. $650. Lynn 206-

8680 (days) 372-3883. .

MISCELLANEOUS,..! 12

BRONICA ETR PROFESSIONAL MULTI-

PLE LENSES, MOTOR DRIVE, FLASH
FINDERS FILM BACK ALUMINUM CASE.
PRISTINE. $1400. LEAVE MESSAGE.
559-6946.

stereos/TV's
ELECTRONICS 131

SUPER 8 sound/no sour>d camera arnl

tripod. Leave message for Jamto 871-

8054.

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT...,. 133
IBM Sei III. Correcting w/accessories. Like

new, $550. Lv. message. 474-0909.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE lie w/printer 4 19" Cotor TV for

sato. Contact Lyie Laverty. 472-5137.

DISKETTES SSDD 524. DSDD 624
Ufotime vrarranty/ best prices data bureau

Inc. 1633 Weetwood Blvd.. #103. Teto.

(213)4790345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. M^
tbrsTMl overstock, new w/warranly. Works

on aN Maca..$2>0. CtM Rtohard 876-2658

lor demo. /
.

MODEM for sato. Hayor Inlemai 1200b, l

year old sbN undor warranty. Perldcl corKJl-

tton $250 obo (818)993-3133.
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HAIR BOUTIQUE
Haircuts w/ad

cut & style

ZTreg. S26 ^ NOW $12
' ^^*^ For new customers w/aa

."^ Nexus Perms
^.^ # Shampoo, condition

^^,—^reg. $50 NOW $30
Facials & Waxing
Open 7 doys • 1884 Westwood Blvd.

474-8516 • 470-8698

WSm
Free Parking

LOW COST
AUTO INSURANCE

FREE QUOTES 1 -800-841-3636
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

^> BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE

^ ^ (WrrH REBUILDABLE CORp
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION

NO hid6en charges
$595.-
INCLUDESTUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
I. fune-up
2 Valve Kdi.

3 Lube

4.0UChMMC
5. Brake aJ-
6. amdi A4.
7. ScivkcAb

8 Owdi Balicry WaM
9. faMfwd From End
10. CompfCMkNi Tc*t

11. (PrcMyf* Tea Coufci Syifi \ ^^^

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
<24QZ, 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA) ^^

fitioiNiiim TOYOTA lATSUN $89 95

USED CAR DIACNOSIS — >M»^
THIS IS AN HONEST CABACC

1923 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
r>~" 453-4452 • n^-Tll

.J'-TTT

>.*•#*'

i
"^te^'

5^W^^^

^.^"

YAKOV SMIRNOFF
FAMOUS RUSSIAN COMEDIAN

W'^ '^

THERE'S PIBITYI lOVEAMEMCA BE
OF UTE BEER, ANDYOU C

IN RUSSIA,PARlFAEWAYS FHffiSYQU."

"

*

"ffA*

• , -

If-

1

1 .

1

EVERYTHINGYOUALWAYS WANTBIi ^--^
INABEER.AIBIBS.

NCAA
Contintted from Page 36

football coach and athletic

director at the University of

Georgia, said he was -very

pleased and quite surprised

that it passed with such an
overwhelming majority, based

on some of the conversations

I've had with people who
have expressed concern over it

because of constitutional

rights, individual rights ..."

Last year's convention re^

jected a drug-testing proposal

because it did not include

street dru^.
The scandal-wracked

Southwest Conference failed

to push through a motion that

would ban boosters from
recruting on "campus. Some
opponents had suggested that

boosters might enroll in a
one-hour night course to get

around the rule.

''That's foolishness,'* said

Houston faculty representative

Mike Johnson. Johnson, after

hearing his measure attacked

from all sides, suggested that

it be withdrawn.
One of the biggest tur-

narounds of the convention

came on a much-debated pro-

posal to reduce from eight to

six the number of sports a

school must sponsor for both

men and women to qualify for

Ihvision I'A, thfr top footbalL

league.

Narrowly defeated Monday,
it was brou^t up for recon-

sideration Tuesday and
defeated by one vote, 55-54.

But then it was again recon-

sidered when NCAA President

Jack Davis discovered that

delegates in one section of the

room had not been counted.

Given another chance, it pass-

ed 63-51.

Earlier Tuesday, to the^

disappointment of most major
football schools, delegates re-

jected a proposal to raise to

$1,400 the amount of Pell

grant money a scholarship

athlete can receive. Athletes

can now get $900 under the

federal assistance program for

needy students.

"We try and try with this

one and it doesn't seem much
good," said Carl James, the

Big Eight Conference commis-
sioner. "I don't know what
well have to do. It seems un-

fair."

John Henry, who retired

in 1985 as the world's
leading money-winner
among racehorses with ear-

nings of $6,597,497, won
his first start as a two-

year-old in 1977 and his

last as a nine-year-old in

1984.

John Henry won only
$49,380 as a two-year-old
race horse in 1977 but at

nine, old age for a thor-

oughbred, he earned
$2,336,650.

1985 Mitief B^A '^q l.9 v A^jKee .",

'
f ifMvIs rion't let fru s c\\-\\'^

Campieie basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only 9o99
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 85S4I623
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Women's basketball

Continued from Page 33
picture. That's one of the
reasons they are predicted to

finish fourth in the con-
ference.

The Wildcats have brought
in some new blood this year.

First year head coach Wendy
Lary, former assistant at Old
Dominion, brought a winning
atmosphere with her from Old
Dominion and got a Junior
College All-America,
Miroslava gAcosta, to play for

the Cats and she has aready
paid off some nice dividends.

"They were, I thought, one
of the most improved teams
last year in our conference."
Moore said. "And they were a
young team. They return a
good portion of the team they
had last year. They're off to a
good start. I feel that they are
probably going to be a con-
tender and I think that they
are one of the teams we'll

have to beat if we want to

finish in thejtop twa or three
spots."

Stanford— Like the men,
the Cardinal women's basket-

ball team rounds out the bot-

tom of the conference. This
year they have an impressive

pre-season record (10-5) and
may have some new life

pumped into them by 1st year
coach Tara Van Derveer.
-T1fb~ player to w atch,

-ft

without doubt, has to be
Kami Anderson. The 6-0
sophomore forward has only
played in six games since com-
ing off a stress fracture of her
left foot, but still leads the
team in scoring at 13.5 a
game and 11-11 at the line.

At point guard the Cardinal
has probably one of the best

in the conference and perhaps
the country in Virginia
^Sourlis, who has a lot- of
respect from Moore.
"They have one of the fine

,
point guards in the conference

' ih Virginia Sourlis, who's a
senior. I'm pretty sure they
will build a lot of their play
around her."

With the reduction of the
conference to five teams, it is

possible that only the con-
ference champion may get in-

vited to the NCAA's, unless

the second place team has an
outstanding overall record.

The UCLA Daily
Bmin has an ongo-
ing training pro-
gram for new staff,

contributors and
students interested
in reporting or
reviewing for the
newspaper.
The group meets

from 7-9 p.m. Wed-
nesdays in Royce
248.

If you need addi-
tional information,
call Media Adviser
George Taylor at
825-2859 or 825-
2787.
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Don't let arr

Amateur
Do your Teeth

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

• TOOTH BONDING _ .

• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas for Appointment:
• Stereo Headphone (brine your own tape) 478-0363
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms
welcome.

• Please mention this ad

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

""How Not To Have
To Guarantee A
Great Body Perm-
Cellophanes
-or Hi Lites®..."Get

One At Sassoon S.

Sassoon-Happy
Hair Hour Specials

From $25.
Haircuts from $ 1

2

Our 17th year at 925 Broxton
(few doors north of the village theatre)

208-7277 208-4277
Now open Sanday 11-5

THE COUNCIL ON
EDUCATIONAL

- DEVELOPMENT
(CED)

which funds experimental and inter-

disciplinary courses in a wide variety of

topics, will be entertaining Course Pro-

posals for the academic year 1986-87.

These courses can be offered both by

members of the University community

(except currently enrolled UCLA students)

as well as by the community at large. For

further information, please contact Elaine

Miner, Academic Senate Office, Extension

53851. Deadline for receipt of Course

Proposals is February 28, 1986

^Td kill for a word processor

I could rent by the hour/^

If youVe said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call

DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super

mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-

vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll "^ •

save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss

with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print

a paper, document, or letter on our letter quaUty printer.

We even provide access to a copier so you can dupUcate

your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard

in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-Ht, and there's

parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to

find out more about our services and costs. Students

receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with

I.D.).

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

11645 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779
L
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DUE TO MONDAY'S HOLIDAY
THE DAILY BRUIN OEADUNES HAVE CHANGED

DKADLINB FOR TUBSDAY
JANUARY 21st

DISPLAY
12iOO NOON, JANUARY 16

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
4i00 PM, JANUARY 16

CLASS LINK
4i00 PM, JANUARY 1

7

DEADLINE FOR WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 22nd

DISPLAY
12iOO NOON, JANUARY 17

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
4i00 PM, JANUARY 1

7

CLASSIFIED LINE _^ ^

I

I
'r.

I

" «iOO PM, JANUARY 21

PLEASE MAKE A NOTE OF IT

h

Westwood
Village

KEG BEER
AVAILABLE AT LOWEST PRICES

f%*f4*V^^«»

BARTLES & JAYMES
WINE COOLERS

$2:99
That's not all!

ie% DISCOUNT
•NLiaWOR

(with coupon)

FREE, FAST DELIVERY (except on speciab)

Parking Validation at Gayley Center

111! Saytoy Ave.
(next to Caf« CaAw)f'

Open 7 days / 208-6569 Fri. ft Sat. *tii Iam
•c
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JANUARY CLEARANCE
ON ARTIST
MATERIALS

NOW THRU JAN, 31st

40 % TO 50 % OFF
ON MANY ITEMS

MICHAEL'S
1 51 8 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) (21 3) 466-5295 FREE PARKING

EXTENDED HOURS — M-F: 8:30-6:30, SAT: 9-5 — visa, m c and am ex

T.'i:

TELL 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them thmk you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the

sensible reasons. Like

easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * AH
at an affordable pnce. They

don 't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you,

The Elite 80 Practicality

never looked so good.

HONDA.
..../ , .«•,.. (. i.fi' .••' "

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUST MINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYS AND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

»—"j- -*^ ^'•'"^

VOLUNTEER NOW

0)

HELP us HELP THE
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
OF LOS ANGELES

BE AN ECTP VOLUNTEER

COME TO ONE OF OUR
ORIENTATION MEETINGS AT KH 411

ORIENTATION DATES:

JOEL CONARD/Dailv Bfun

Forward Kelvin Butler will be out of the line up tonight

against ASU due to an abdominal nnuscle tear. . ,

»

_

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY,

MONDAY,
TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY 16, 23, 30

JANUARY 17

JANUARY 20, 27

JANUARY 21, 28

JANUARY 22, 29

\
Funded by CAC of PA8

12-1 pm ^
11-12 am
9-11 am, 12 -1pm

9 -10 am
3-4 pm

Basketball
Continued on Page 34

the ball in the basket. That is

what it is going to take, we
can't be outhustled either."

Bruin Notes—Reggie Miller

goes into the game as UCLA's
leading scorer in nine out of

the first 11 contests with an
average of 24.5 points a game.
If the junior forward keeps it

up he'll become only the third

player in school history to

average 24 points for a season.

Can you name the other two?
... In addition. Miller is

shooting .549 from the field,

.888 from the free throw line,

and his 35 points against
Washington State was a career
high. The last Bruin to score
35 points was Rod Foster who
did it against Oregon in 1982.

. . . Jack Haley's 10 points

and 17 rebounds against

Washington State were both

career highs as were Jerome
"Pooh " Richardson's 12 assists.

The 12 assists were also two

shy of the school record held

by three, including . current

assistant coach Andre Mc-
Carter. . . Oregon State and

Arizona (both 3-0) are the on-

ly two Pac-lO teams, still

undefeated in conference play,

followed by Washington (3-1).

The rest of the league alreacjy

has two or more losses, which

gives credence to the predic-

tion by most of the league's

coaches that the Pac-10 champ
would have at least five to six

losses. The only two players to

average 24 points in a season

at UCLA? Lew Alcindor did it

three times while Gail
Goodrich did it once.

-i

HO'S ^^'^''^^^ SHAMGHAi
^^ CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONCY

MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE
MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SIZZLINGLY HOT'

PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND
AROMA BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (11:30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

114 Gayley (located behmd National Theatre) 208-92 1
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Daily Bruin

Women's basketball coach Billie Moore predicted that USC
will be the team to beat ir> the Pac-West conference.

Women's basketball

Continued from Page 36

ing to Texas and Louisiana
Tech, two top ten teams.

"There's no question that

they are the team to beat,"

said Moore. "Cheryl Miller br-

ings a dimension to the USC
l3asketball team that no other

player brings to any other
team in this country."

UCLA— This was definitely

atos^-up that couldVe gone to

ASU, but the Bruins play of

late gave them the edge.

The Bruins have the same
problem that the Men's team
has- no center, but at least for

the women that position has
shown some improvement.
The Bruins do boast a

balanced attack led by senior

Anne Dean's 14.3 points and
4.1 rebounds average, Dora
Dome's 13.7 points and 6.3

rebounds and Shari Biggs' 11.8

points and 4.4 rebounds.
The Bruins have an ex-

cellent perimeter game, but
without the services of An-
nette Keur (6-4) at center,

UCLA has had to rely on their

putside shot more than Moore
would like to.

—

"There's no question the

strength of our team has been
the perimeter game," Moore
said. "I've been pleased with
the progress of Sue Mead in

the last five to six ballgames.

She's become very much a

stabilizing influence for us as

far as her defensive play in-

side. I feel that one of our
strengths is that we've got

some good balance. We're not

a one-dimensional team."
The Bruins are hurting right

now. 6-3 center, Danft Childs

is out four to six weeks with a

stress fracture of the left shin

and Dome has a banged up
back.

"I wish we were healthier,"

Moore said. "It's that time of

the season. That usually hap-
pens after the first round of

conference, but maybe it's

coming early for us. We'up not

where you'd like to be as a

coach going into conference
which is at 100%."

"There's no question this

weekend is a big weekend for

.us 'cause I think if you want
to be in contention in the con-
ference one of the things you
have to do is really work hard
at winning your home games.
The people that you have a
chance to beat and should
beat you have to make sure

you do that at home. I think

the teams that will finish in

the top two or so are the

teams that can pull off some
wins on the road. We felt that

in our last five to six ball

game^ we have played much
better."

The Bruins have a record of
8-7 in non-conference games
so far this year.

Arizona State— This Fridav
should be the true determi-

nant of what kind of teams
both UCLA and ASU have
and who should be ahead of

whom in. the Pac-West race.

The Sun Devil's are going to

surprise quite a few teams this

year and are much better than
their 7-5 record may indicate.

They are led by Sherry
Poole, a legitimate All-

America candidate who is

averaging 14.4 points a game,
53% from the field and 85%
from the line. The 'Devils

spread the wealth around
quite a bit with all five

starters in double figures.

"They started out in the

preseason real well, but lost

two or three ballgames that

they probably shouldn't
have," Moore said. "They
were mostly a sophomore
team last year and now are

mostly a junior team. They
have the experience that

maybe an Arizona doesn't

have or a UCLA doesn't have.

They're a well balanced
team."

ASU, is second in the nation

in free throw percentage at

.768.

Arizona— Arizona may just

be the sleeper of this con-

ference. At present the
Wildcats boast an 11-3 record

which is also the most games

they have ever won-get the

Continued on Ease 31
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DEALING WITH ABORTION:
A four-week workshop for women who have
terminated a pregnancy(ies) and are ex-

periencing any emotional concerns.

Facilitated by: Amy Goldner, M.S., M.F.C.C.

Student Health Service Counselor

Date:

Time:

Location:

A series of four Wednesdays
beginning January 29, 1986

3:30 PM

Student Health Service

Participation is limited. Please call 825-4076
for more information.

SpooKxed by UOA Student Hecjfth Servtee

A2-1 30 Center for Heottti Scierces

'Let's skip some school, ploy some pool,

act real cool, stay out all night it'll

feel alright...'

P c '- a !

1 1 a ( C o r-p o Out t o n i q h f i

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

w.r
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Still a great bargain'

$1.50 hour (per table)

CATCH THE EXCITING

JACK WHITE
APPEARING THIS FRIDAY, JANUARY 17,

IN THE GAME ROOM. ^_
-He will demonstrate his Billiard artistry and
trick shot finesse for you.— Also Available

nno

V)'
w'

cOCl>

Over 85 Video Cannes.
Pinball Games,
Fogs Ball.

& Air Hockey

Meet your friends at Brum

Bowl & Game Center

<^>
•V:

FOR A GOOD TIME, CALL 206-0829

„1,

l?^-^
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Basketball
Continued from P»fie 3^ -

Whether the students show
up in full force for the game
or not, one thing is for sure;

the Sundevil team that shows
up to take on UCLA won't be

at full strength. Instead they'll

be missing forward Chris San-

dle, the team's leading scorer

to date and reserve center Jon
Taylor, .

Sandle was suspended from
the team indefinitely by coach
Steve Patterson last weekend
while Taylor has been drop-

ped for good for being
"detrimental to the team" ac-

cording to the ASU sports in-

formation department.
Sandle was reportedly

suspended for a number, of

reasons including breaking
curfew, missing team
meetings, being late to prac-

tices and incurring academic
problems that need to be
cleared up.

Sandle, a 6-6 sophomore
from Long Beach, was averag-
ing 14.6 points ^n outing and
was second on the team with
a 4.6 rebound average. You
would think when your oppo-
nent loses its best player your
coach might start breathing a
little easier, especially when'
you consider ASU's 0-5 road
record to date. However,
iHazzard isn't even loosening

_ NORM SCHINDLER/ASUCLA photogf^)hv

HJC4J\ Coach Walt Hazzard urges students to attend tonights game against Arizona Stater^

up his tie.

"They

said Ha^zflfcl. "When a team"
loses a player due to injury, or
whatever, it seems that other
players on the team elevate
themselves. We lost a player
too and I hope that will affect
us in the same way."
The player Hazzard "refers

to. is Kelvin Butler who went
down with a partial tear of an
abdominal muscle in the
Washington State contest. The
healing process is on a week to
week basis and it is not known
when Butler will return to ac-
tion.

Patterson is in his first

season at the helm for the
Sundevils and thus far has
guided them to a 7-6 record
overall, including 1-2 in the
Pac-10. UCLA fans may best
remember Patterson as a
player on three National
Championship teams. He was
the center here just after Lew
Alcindor and just before Bill

Walton.
"What worries me the most

is that Steve Patterson is the
coach sitting over on their

bench," said Hazzard. "He
helped put three flags in this

building. I know his team will
be in good condition and t

hey won't be afraid walking in

here to Pauley Pavilion."
"We're going to have to

play good basketball, the kind
of basketball we played the
last 2:04 of the Washington^
State game," said Hazzard.

lost a cauple of *Tough defense and puttings
players which concerns me. Continued on Page 32

MLyoucfiNCtif
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR GROUP wrfH COUPON

JAPANESE
BUFFET

OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Prtce^^—
Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

CRAB LEGS • SHRIMP • OYSTERS • SALMON • CALAMARI •

BEEF & LEMON CHICKEN^* EGG ROLLS • SALAD BAR...AND...

SUSHI. SUSHI. SUSHI. IN SUSHI BAR ^339 wESTWOOD BL
3 biks. so. of Wilshire

473-9378

w

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(with this ad) exp. 6-86

463-2222
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CrockerBankwoift keepyouwaiting*-^

Anxietv' is waiting for \()ur bank to approve
and process your student loan application.

At Crocker Bank, we know how crucial it is

to <»et \'our mone\' quickh: Thats wh\' we do
evtrxthing we can to help. Our streamlined pro-

cessing and professional customer service make
getting a student loan fast and simple. In most
cases you'll have vour monex' in one week.

For more information about how \'ou can ___

>
1

qualify for a student loan, see your financial aid

counsek)r today And then, send your completed
student k)an application to: Crocker Student
Loans, PQ Box 38021, San Francisco, California

S>4138. Or if you prefer, call Crocker toll-free

at 800-874-6989, ext. 200.

StudentLoans

® CrockerBank ^
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Nissan Supershot

gives students

a chance at car
UCLA's Athl«tie >4)epart-'

ment and the Nissan Motor
Company have something to
offer frustrated Bruin students
who missed out on capturing
fame and fortune on the
hardwood floor the first time
around.

Sharpshooters who were
overlooked by the recruiters
may still get a chance to prove
their basketball skill in 'front
of cheering Pauley Pavilion
crowds as they shoot to win a
brand new Nissan 200SX
automobile. ^ :

1^.

The Nissan Supershot con-
test is open exclusively to
fulltime UCLA students, who
purchase tickets, at every
men's home game. Before
every halftime three student
tickets are randomly drawn
and read by the announcer.
The three students are theii

invited to the floor where they
can shoot a layup, freethrow,
top of the key shot and half-

court shot during the halftime
break. If a student makes all

four shots within 25 seconds,
he/she will drive away with a
-new Nissan 200SX. .

Chris Mullin of the
Golden State Warriors
wtears No. 17 for that team,
instead of the No. 20 he
wore for St. John's. The
reason is his admiration for

Hall of Famer John
Havlicek, who also wore
No. 17.

U" '
'iu

Jager, Oppel win at U.S. Open;
Six'women score points for Bruin^ at meet
By Kevin Lyncti

""-"

While most UCLA stu-

dents were recovering from
the effects of final exams
last quarter, some were out
conquering. Especially
UCLA * sw im m e r T o ni

Jager. ,

Jager was one of the
swimmers that travelled
with the men's an^
women's programs to
Austin, Texas for this year's

U.S. Open.
— The meet summoned
some of the world's best

swimmers and teams in-

cluding national teams
from the United States,

Canada and East Germany.
The world's top talent stood
by for a fleeting 22.40 se-

conds, which was the exact
time it took Jager to swim
the 50-meter sprint.

The time shattered
Switzerland swimmer Dano
Halsall's world record mark
of 22.52. Jager emerged
from the pool the world's
fastest swimmer. While set-

ting the record, Jager als^
chalked up points for the

_JJCLA 5wini. team whic
finished second among the

colleges that participated.

Last years top ranked team,
the University of Florida,

won the meet.

Jager was just one,
however, among a cast of

many wtib scored for the'

Bruins and made the strong
finish possible. The Bruins
had six individual per-
formers achieve personal
bests while scoring for the
team as well. The top
scorer for the Bruins was
freshman Craig Oppel.

Oppel was a busy swim-
mer over the three day
event as he notched up
wins in the 200-meter
freestyle and then tied Jager
for the victory in the 100-

meter freestyle and swam
legs in both the winning
relay events.

One of the most amazing
feats that took place during
the meet was the blistering

3:21.1 time the Bruins
turned in for the freestyle

400-meter relay. The time,

which was the responsibili-

ty of Steve Creamer, Craig
Oppel, John Saurland and
Tom Jager was the meet's
best and also the third
fastest time in the world.
Only the Russian and
French national teams had
^better marks.^===
v'The freestyle relay was

to he outdone- hy—the.
400-meter medley relay
squad which clocked a pool
record time of 3:44.9. This
time was also one of the top
five marks ever recorded.

The UCLA women's
team also swam extremely

well "and placed fourth in

the meet. Of the ter^ girls

who went to the meet, six

qualified for the scoring
rounds, which means they
were in the top 16 swim-
mers in that event.

Diane Graner scored
twice with 1:05 flat in the
100-meter backstroke and ia

2:18 in the 200-meter
backstroke which was a
personal best. Kathy Long
also chalked up points with
a 26.9 in the 50-meters and
a 59 seconds flat in the
100-meters.

Sofia Kraft also qualified
with a 4:57.0 in the 400-
individual medley. In the

100-meter fly event Micki
Ward cut the water for a
1:02.7 which also aided the
Bruin cause.

"The team swam very
well and I was very pleas-

ed," women's coach Tom
Jahn said. The new fall

schedule which culminated
in the U.S. Open coincides
with Jahn's philosphy. "My
way of thinking \s that it is

^tter to have a team that
stays in shape year round
_rather than one that takes
six months off and hustles

to stay in shape."
The training and con-

fidence that both teams
gained in the fall long
course season gives the pro-
gram a good head of steam.

Volleyball
Continued from Page 36
ing. He's so far ahead of
where I thought he'd be."

Quicic hitter Scott Swart-
zbaugh made his presence in

the game felt with seven kills

at a percentage of .417.
Swartzbaugh's play was timely
and gave the team some need-
ed boosts.

After a bit of a shaky start,

veteran junior Neil Riddell
came through with eighteen
kills at a rate of .216. Once he
got going, Riddell seemed to
be right at home and he was a
definite stabilizer for the
Bruins.

Generally, Scates was pleaS^
ed with his team's perfor-
mance, but he was "barely
happy with a loss." He con-
tinued, "We were shaky in the
beginning, but we played
steadily. I was taking a look at
all twelve players and I'm
glad to see that we've got a
very flexible bench."

Scates said that the game
"has really given me somthing
to think about." He was
especially pleased with
sophmore Anthony Curci who
had five kills and a hitting

percentage of .200 in last

night's match. Curci has
recently been moved, to out-
side hitter frerotfee^ setting:

position and he seems to have

jnade .the transition smoothly.

Team captain Andy
Klussman, who had eight kills

last night, said that he felt the
team "hasn't really jelled yet
and everyone was a little flat-

footetf tonight."

Michael Sondheimer,
Continued on Page 29

PANHELLENIC WINTER
RUSH

— Interested in sororities?

Call or stop by Panhellenic for more
_ information.

I 18 Men's Gym, 206-1285.^

ALl THE COMfORTS OF HOHE W^k
-^a^ A WIGHT WITH

^/ITHOUTm KEIATIVXS

HEY-UNDERGRADS
get your picture taken
for the yearbook-FREE!

YER HOST-HICH/^TOXHOLrALFARO

T177T SAN VICENTE 8LVD., BRENTWOOD, CA 90049 820-1516

THIS WEEK WE'LL BE ON THE 1st FLOOR OF KERCKHOFF

FR0M10AM-3PM
Don't forget-B^y YOUR YEARBOOK NOW AND SAVE! i^,
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Andrea Tetrick. Assistant Sports Editor
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pAlumni take five game win over_sp|kers
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Sunahara starts cdinebacK
Volstad sees little action
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By Bob Brunwin

The UCLA alum^i
volleyball team defeated
the varsity in five games,
15-13, 10-15, 10-15, 15-10,
and 15-10.

As expected, the alums
looked relaxed and confi-
dent. They started the
game with five formef all-

Americas and as assitant'

coach and alumni starter

Greg Ciovanazzi put it,

"They weren't about to
lose."

In game one, the alumni
quickly jumped out to an
8-3 lead, but the Bruins
made it a squeaker at 15-13
with the strong play coming
from Asbjorn **Ozzie"
Volstad who had a hitting
percentage of .368. Volstad
came out after the second
game due to an^njured
4mkle that liii'suffered a i&
days ago.

Came two was^. looking
4ike a repeat of game one
until the Bruins turned it

around at 8-7 and didn't
look back until they had it

won at 15-10.

The Bruins appeared to

settle down a bit in game
three. They seemed to take
more control of the game as

they won it at 15-10 again.
— Barnes four and five took
on a completely different

tone as there were a lot

more serious faces on the

alumni's side of the net.

Ciovanazzi said "They got
their egos kicked in."

They all seemed to turn
it on a little and there were
a few heavy down-balls
pumped in the Bruin's side
of the court by Dan
Vrebalovich and gold-
medalisT Steve Salmons.
Doug Partie and Ricci
Luyties also did a little

target practice in the Bruin
back court as well as put-
ting the wall up on defense
as the alumni had to work
to finish things up with two
games of 15-10.

The real story of the
game was senior Reed
Sunahara who had twelve
kills and a .308 hitting
percentage. As we all pro-
bably know by now,.
Sunahara is coming off a
near career-ending leg4i^ip=
ry and he red-shirt«l last

season.

—A^f^ ^^^-^^—
-rtr game,

Sunahara said, "I'm not
really in volleyball-shape
right now, but, as a team,
we were able to keep up
with them (the alumni)."
and he admitted to feeling
tired.

When asked about
Sunahara's performance.
Coach Al Scates said
throQgh a tickled-pink
laugh, "Reed's really amaz

Continued on Page 35

Drug-testing gets

resounding 'yes' by

NCAA institutions

By Doug Tucker

AP Sports Writtr

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Bruin spiker Reed Sunahara had 12 kills in Wednesday
night's annual alumni game.

Trojans tabbed as top team
UCLA is No. 2 in Pac-West

NEW ORLEANS (AP) -:

NCAA schools said yes to

drug-testing and no to a ban
on letting boosters recruit on
Campus Tuesday as the
association's 80th annual con-
vention ended one day early.

Tuesday's action, while
sometimes confused, never
was as volatile as on Monday
when Division I institutions

voted to retain standardized
test scores in a far-reaching

new academic requirement for

freshmen. Some black
educators, maintaining the
tests are racially
discriminatory, said Tuesday
they would consider their op-
tions.

"We will discuss legal ac-

tion and we will discuss get-

ting out of the NCAA," said

Joseph Johnson, president' "of

Crambling and the sharpesL.
critic of the standardized tests.~^

The measure on drug-
"Testing was virtually unoppoS-"
ed by the nearly 1,800 dele-

gates. Athletes who test posi-

tive on a long list of "street

drugs," as well as perfor-
mance-enhancing substances,
will lose their eligibility for a
minimum of 90 days. The
tests will be done at football

bowl games and NCAA
championships and could in-

volve penalties for coach^
who have knowledge of drug
use but do not report it.

Vince Dooley,"~*the head
Continued on Page 30

By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

UCLA's women's basketball
team opens up Pac-West con-
ference play this weekend
against both Arizona and
Arizona State at Pauley

-Pavilion in a series that Coach
Billie Moore described as

. "crucial" for the conference
championships.

This year it's going to take a
very short time for the cream
to rise to the top in this con-
ference.

Last year's conference con-
sisted of eight teams from the
West: Arizona, Arizona State,

Stanford, USC, Cal State
Long Beach, CS-Fullerton,
San Diego State and UCLA.
These eight schools made up
the now defunct Western Col-
legiate Athletic Association.

With CSUF, CSLB, and
SDSU all going to the Pacific

Coast Athletic Association, the
Pac-West conference lost three

of its best teams and can no
longer hold to the claim of

best women's basketball con-
ference.

By the time February rolls

around, if not sooner, the
cream of the crop in the
Pac-West should rise to the
top.

The following is how the

IDaily Bruin sees the con-

ference race shaping up, who
to look for and what to ex-
pect. It is in the order of
predicted finish.

use— It's the end of an
era. This is Cheryl Miller's last

go around and there is not
much that can be said that
has not already been said. The
6-3 senior All-America has led
her Trojans to two consecutive
NCAA championships- in '83

and '84 and has hopes of mak-
ing '86 another banner year.
The Trojans are off to a

very impressive but expected
start with a 13-2 record.
Leading the way for the Tro-
jans is, you guessed it, Cheryl
Miller.

She leads her team in both
scoring with 26 points per
game and rebounding at 12.4
and produced a career high 39
points earlier this year against
Oregon State.

But Miller is not the only
facet of this squad. Cynthia
Cooper, a 5-9 guard, is giving
them a nice one-two punch
with a 17.8 average and 6 re-

bounds a game, taking some
of the pressure off of Miller's

shoulders.

The Trojans have to rank as

one of the "powers" in the
country and have already
reeled off three 100+ points per
game outings this season, los-

Continued on Page 33

Devils hope for a day
in the sun vs. Bruins

SHAHE NAJARIAN/DaMv Bruin

Cheryl Miller is expected to

lead USC to the Pac-West
conference title.

By Scott Alberts __

Staff Writer

When the Arizona State
Sundevils take the court at
Pauley Pavilion for tonight's
Pac-10 showdown with
UCLA, tip off is at 7:30,
Bruin coach Walt Hazzard
wants it to be something
they'll remember.
Hazzard wants it to be

one of those memories that
sticks in your mind right up
there with getting your
wisdom teeth pulled or
totalling your best friend's
car. The kind of thing you
don't want to remember,
but you can't seem to
forget.

Plain and simply, Haz-
zard is tired of UCLA
fans— particularly the
students— letting other
teams feel at home in
UCLA territory. That's not
the way it was when he
played here. That's not the
way it is when the Bruins
hit the road. And that's cer-
tainly not the way it is in
the city recently ranked
277th among desirable cit-
ies to live in, Fresno.
Hazzard vividly recalls

when the fresno State
Bulldogs' fans came and.

dominated Pauley with red
shirts and spirited support
of their team last year dur-
ing the NIT Tournament.
He hasn't seen the same

type of support from UCLA
fans and at his weekly press
conference on Tuesday he
mentioned that if things
didn't get better a strip of
the student section could
possibly be taken away and
sold to others with more in-

terest in the games. Yester-
day, Hazzard changed his
story just a little, but the
message was still loud and
clear.

"I don't have the authori-
ty to cut down the student
section," said Hazzard.
"But I expect the students
to come out and support us
and when they come out I

hope that they wear blue. I

want the stands to be filled
with blue and gold.

**When Fresno State
came in here it was em-
barassing to see all those
red shirts in our building.
We should dominate this
place with our colors and
not with empty seats. We
need people sitting in them
with blue or gold shirts on,
preferably blue."
— -Continued on Page 34
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News: Sports attorney
Leigh Steinberg
discusses cleaning up
morals in his field.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: A reader
points out 'divestnnent

fallacies' from South
African-tied companies.
See page 16.

Review: Murphy's
Ronj^ance: An old-
fashioned, enjoyable
film, a reviewer says.

See page 18.

Sports: Bruins lose to

Notre Dame in what may
have been the final

game in a rivalry.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Morning clouds.

High: 72. low: 40. ^ _,
(Associated Press
forecast) i^,-^
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Protesters to be tried

by conduct committee

Friday tiearing set for four arrested

in last spring's Murpiiy Hall sit-in

By Laureen Lazarovici

Demonstrators arrested last spring for participating in anti-

apartheid protests who refused to sign a letter promising not to

repeat their behavior will be tried Friday by a campus commit-
tee.

WHrrE HOUSE INSIDERS — Former White House Chief of Staff and Secretary of

State Alexander Haig (center) nnakes a point to Richard Cheney (right), who served

under President Ford, and former Lyndon B. Johnson Counsel Harry McPherson.

Meeting of presidential advisers

provides view inside Wliite House
By Hugh Brooks

Staff Writer

SAN DIEGO — Chief advisers to Presi-

dents Eisenhower through Reagan,^ in-

cluding H. R. Haldeman and Alexander
Haig, gathered here Saturday to discuss

their experiences in the White House.
"I think (the conference) has the poten-

tial for providing some insight that has

never really been gained into the actions

and operations of the top advisers to the

president," said H. R. Haldeman, a former

chief of staff to Richard M. Nixon, follow-

ing the symposium.
A UCLA graduate, Haldeman was one of

eight participants, six of whom once served

as White House chiefs of staff, responding

to questions such as, "How do you talk a

president out of a damn fool idea?" before

a capacity crowd of more than 450 at Uni-

versity of California San Diego's Mandell
Weiss Theatre. _

NBC News commentator John
Chancellor, acting as moderator, asked that

question to open the day-long discussion

during which the former advisers discussed

historical events and developments they

witnessed from their inner-White House
perspective.

Theodore Sorensen, who served as an
assistant to John F. Kennedy, noted that

Kennedy "was from time to time coming up
with damn fool ideas like going to the

moon." He said he used both a long and
short method of preventing him from mak-
ing foolish decisions.

The long way was to say, "Let's sit down
and think about this." The short method

Please see ADVISERS, Page 4

B/ack student eligibility declines in 1983

The four protesters involved

in the demonstrations against

University of California in-

vestments in South Africa will

be brought before UCLA's
Student Conduct Committee
at 9 a.m. in the Sunset Can-
yon Recreation Center con-

ference room.
^^^ UCLA law school graduate^
Carolyn Fershtman, 1985
UCLA graduate Matthew
Kogan, UCLA senior Ingrid

Landes and UCLA senior

Diego Maldonado are charged
with entering or using univer-

sity property without
authorization, obstructing
university activities and failing

to comply with the directions

of a university official.

"The administration is using

-tis to set an example to intimi-

date other protesters," said

co-defendant Landes. "Stu-

dents protesting anything are

being attacked right now."
"I can't believe they (the

administration) are going
through with this,**
Maldonado said.

Dean of Students Raymond
Goldstone could not be reach-

ed for comment over the
weekend.
sec members, who are ap-

pointed by Chancellor Charles

Young, may recommend
restitution, loss of privileges,

exclusion from activities,

suspension or dismissal for the

defendants.

--Please see HEARING, Page 14

Committee OKs

evidence in case of

apartheid protesters

By Laureen Lazarovici

'ii 14

Tasic force to investigate 'problem/ Gardner says

By James Bozajian

Administration Editor ,
^

SAN FRANCISCOL— Responding to recent findings that only

3.6 percent of the state's black high school graduates were eligi-

ble for admission to the University of California in 1983, UC
President David Gardner announced Friday that he will orga-

nize a special task force to examine factors affecting the aca-

demic preparation of black high school students.

"The University of California, as the primary state agency for

research, is especially well-qualified to take the lead in discover-

ing and ansdyzing the causes of this problem — and I believe

we have an educational responsibility to do so,** Gardner said at

the UC Board of Regents meeting here.

According to a study conducted by the^ CalifQinia^ Postsecoyri-

dary Education Commission, the 1983 black UC eligibility rkte

of 3.6 percent is the lowest of any other racial group and com-

pares unfavorably to the 13.2 percent rate for all California

students. The figure also represents a 1.4 percent drop from

CPEC statistics from 1975, when 5 percent of black high school

students were eligible for UC.
CPEC's data indicates that 26 percent of Asians, 15.5 percent

of whites and 4.9 percent of Hispanics met UC admissions

criteria in 1983.

Despite increases in black enrollment at the university in re-

-^ent years, Gardner expressed conctem that 45 percent of black

freshmen in 1983 were admitted by UC's "special action** pro-

gram. Students admitted under special action do not have to

meet regular UC admissions standards.

"Clearly, it will not be possible to increase black enrollment

significantly over time without basic improvements in their ac-

ademic preparation and, therefore, in their eligibility rate,"

Gardner told the Vegents. As of fall 1984, blacks constituted 4.1

percent of UC students — 4.2 percent of undergraduates and

3.6 percent of graduates.

Gardner stressed that improving college preparation for

blacks is a national, not local, problem. "There is mounting

evidence that UC's increasing enrollment of black students is

running counter to the national trend, which is one of declining

enrollment of black students in our nation's colleges and univer-

sities."

Gardner cited a recent New York Times article which stated

that the proportion of black high school graduates going on to

college declined from 34 percent in 1976 to 27 percent in 1982.

The 'CPEC report showed that the most common reason

blacks were ineligible for university admission was that they do

not take the courses required for admission to UC in as large a

percentage as do high school students generally.

A 1985 study by the College Entrance Examination Board

produced similar results, pointing out that at the high school

level blacks are proportionately less likely than whites to be

enrolled in college-preparatory programs.

"Tliis problem requires explication and action on our part.

Please see DECLINE, Page 12

Evidence which will be
admissible in Friday's hear-

ings for four apartheid pro-

testers was approved Jan.
17 in a closed meeting of

the Student Conduct Com-
mittee.

The decision was made
by sec members and uni-

versity attorney Melvin W.
Beal during the pre-hearing
attended by defense at-

torney Ralph D.H. Fertig

and the defendants.

A UCLA Daily Bruin
reporter was barred from
the pre-hearing, but was
told Friday's hearing would
he open to the press and
public.

The protesters were ar-

rested on April 26, 1985 for

refusing to leave Murphy
Hall during a pro-diyest-

mcQt rally.

In a letter dated Jan. 11,

1986, Fertig requested 15

types of documents from
the university's Campus
Hearing Coordinator Jo
Ann Janes, to use in his

clients' defense.

Beal, -in a reply dated

Jan. 14, stated he would
provide Fertig with five of

the 15 types of requested

documents.
Fertig will get all docu-

ments relating to the arrests

of his clients, information
about the selection and
preparation of members of

the sec, and a list of

witnesses the university was
planning to call.

He was denied access to

documents regarding
"Mandela City" — the en-

campment of protesters in

Schoenberg quadrangle,
other students' alleged vio-

lations of university regula-

tions, the university's in-

vestment policies and
specific information about
individual members of the

sec.
*'We needed that

evidence on the university's

investment policies to
establish our ciefense based
on the First Amendment,"
said attorney and defendant

f Please see PRE-HEARING,
Page 15
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HELP US HELP THE
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
OF LOS ANGELES

BE AN ECTP VOLUNTEER

bruin
Jan 21 through Jan. 26

COME TO ONE OF OUR
ORIENTATION MEETINGS AT KM 411

ORIENTATION DATES:

#

MONDAY^
XUESDAY,

JANUARY 27— JANUARY 21, 28

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 29

THURSDAY. JAMI lAPV 23,30

9-11am, 12j1.pjTi^

9-10iim .

3 - 4 pm ——-_^

12-1 pm -

Funded by CAC of PAB

../

Cut Your Study Time
andEarn

Higher Grades-—

f
..«•

Ml!:;

Introducing HBJ's COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

The most efficient way to study:

• complete course in outline form
• key concepts clearly explained
• extensive drill and problem-solving practice

• full-length practice exams with answers
• textbook correlation table

TUESDAY
Bishop Desmond Tutu's speech from UC Santa Barbara will

be broadcast live at 4 p.m. on.KLA, 53 am, 99.9 cable fm. In

conjunction wth UC Radio Network. 825-9104.

CalPIRG meeting for Bottle Bill Petition Drive. Noon, 404

Kerckhoff Hall. Call 825-1117.

ISA general meeting, Tuesdays 5-7 p.m. Kerckhoff 400. Call

Amy or Bernard- 825-1681.

Cultural Affairs and UCLA Daily Bruin Photography present

"The Best of UCLA" running through Jan. 21-31, free, Ker-

ckhoff Art Gallery.

GALA/Women's Resource Center sponsors a Lesbian

Sisterhood meeting with Carol Reynolds, facilitator. 5-7pm.
Tuesdays, 500 Kerckhoff Hall.

Internship Recruitment. EXPO Center has spring and sum-

mer internships available. Information meetings: Tuesday, 4

p.m.; Wednesday, 12 p.m.; Thurs, 3 p.m. Deadline for ap-

plications: Jan. 24 at EXPO Center, A-213 Ack. Rosemary 5-

0831.

Asian Indian Student's Assoc, general meeting,Ack. 2408,

4:30 — 5:30 pm.
Geography Club meeting. Come to the first meeting and find

out what this club is about, every one welcome. Geography
conference room (behind elevators) Bunche , 12 noon.

.^ Campus Crusade for Christ sponsors primetime, singing,

music, prayer and biblical input. Westwbod Hills Church, cor-

ner -of Hilgard and Le Conte, 7 p.m. Kathy 393-2285 or Chuck
395-4532.

Melnitz Theater presents "American Independent Narrative
Film: 1950-1975. This presentation include the works of John
Cassavetes, Paul Bartel, Curtis Harrington, and Shirley Clarke.
Tickets are $4, and .$2 for student*^

WEDNESDAY
Movies for today: Mad Max,.6 p.m.; Road Warrior, 8 p.m.;

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome, 10 p.m. Grand Ballroom, $1
for each film. Presented bv Campus Events 825-1957 or 825-

1070 . y —- '—

Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences presents Ennio Sanchez, Grad.
Student to speak on "The Source of the Region 1 Currents in

the Earth's Magnetosphere." 4p.m. MS 7124. Call Edward Do-
ty: x54654.

ISA Orientation, 5-6 p.m. Ack. 3530. Call Amv or Jean 825-

m\. 825-1682. _ '

Women's Resource Center~workshop~*AVheri the Coing Gets^

Tough: Women and Conflict Resolution" with Pat Katskv,
PhD. of GSM. Noon, 2 Dodd Hall. Call Donna or Alvce at

825-3945. ' —
Association of Chinese Americans general meeting;^'5 p.m.

Kerckhoff 400. Call Wailmond Ng or Sue-Anne Yee at 479-
4788. •

•. *

Jewish Student Union reorientation meeting, with Debby
Balaban, Hillel advisor. 5:30, Lu Valle Commons boardroom.

Cultural Affairs presents the Kerckhoff Jazz series featuring
Tony Bray. 8 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffeehouse, free.

HBJ COLLEGE OUTLINES JMOW AVAILABLE FOR:

• Analytic Geometry
• Applied Fourier Analysis

• Applied Vector Analysis

-i\ Arithmetic

•- Business Communication
^^ Business Law

• Business Statistics

• Calculus

College Chemistry

Intermediate Accounting

Intermediate Microeconomics

Introduction to BASIC

Introduction to Fortran

Pnnciples of Economics:

Microeconomics

Trigonometry

4':^

. Avmlablcfnmr. ASUCLA BOOkStOfe

k:

;j-

D

\^ Harcourt BraceJovanovich

Asian American Christian Fellowship, 3-5 p.m. Ack. 3530.
Call Joseph Chi 829-9046.

Korean American Christian Fellowship Bible study, 2-4pm.
Ack. 3517. Call John Kim or Ben Shin 208-6351.
UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute and the Gradu-

ate School of Education present Dr. W. Ann Reynolds,
chancellor, California State Universities and Colleges, and Dr.
Joshua L. Smith, chancellor, California Community Colleges to

speak on "The Articulation Issue In California Higher Educa-
tion." 3:30-5 p.m., California Room, UCLA Faculty Center.
PREP (Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program) orien-

tation meeting, 11 a.m.-l p.m., Ack. 3516. Call Cyndi Navarro
825-4592.

^

PREP general potluck, 7 p.m. Ack. 2408. Call Cyndi
Navarro 825-4592.

S3F: London-Los Angeles (for British Sci-Fi/Fantasy en-
thusiasts) meeting 7-11 p.m. Dodd 121. Mark Tanenbaum 209-
5193. -

Women's Resource Center sponsors a "Returning Students
Support Group" with Dr. Susan Bakota, SPS. l-2pm. 4223
Math Sciences. Call Donna or Alyce at 825-3945.
UCLA Photo Club sponsors a slide presentation on photo-

journalism with Mike Edwards, photographer for the LA
Times. 4-6 p.m. Ack. 3564, free. Call Jim Lapinsky 826-3002.

Music Dept. noon concert bv Barbara Hancock, soprano, and
Barbara Stallings, accompanist. Music by Debussv and Barber.
12 noon, Schoenberg Hall, free.

Bruin College Republicans general membership meeting 6
p.m. Ack. 3525.

.. :„^ „ ^ . Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 10
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Apartheid, affirmative action

'priority' goals of student

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Apartheid, affirmative action, stu-

dent wages and toxic substances in UC are "priority" issues

for the University of California Student Lobby this

legislative session, according to its^ newly appointed direc-

tor.

Linda Allen-Chandler replaced former director Jim

Lofgren in November when he resigned "to do great new

thing??," Chandler-Allen said. Currently, Lofgren is in the

process of establishing a higher education foundation on

the Irvine campus in cooperation with the student lobby.

The new director said her main objective for the lobby

is achieving "student empowerment," teaching students

that they have a"ft impact ,on their educational environ-

ment.
, 1. .

"The students would like to know they have a lobby in

Sacramento that can work for them in the Legislature,"

Chandler-Allen said. "The lobby would be more effective

with support of the people we represent — the students."

The 35-year-old director emphasized that from her own

past experiences she has learned legislators do not have a

lot of information on issues or the time to understand the

issues that they have to make decisions on.

"They (legislator^ appreciate input from people," she

said. "It helps them from operating in a vacuum."

Chandler-Allen has worked with legislative committees

dealing with issues including child abuse, corrections and

domestic violence. ^ .

3^is year, the biggest priority issue for the lobby is tox-

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Oailv Bfuin

Leigh Steinberg

ics in university laboratories. The lobby has drafted"

legislation aimed at protecting stydents from exposure to

hazardous substances in lab classes. The bill would repeal

existing law which exempts students in those labs from be-

ing protected under Cal-Osha provisions, which are state

guidelines regulating workplace conditions.

An additional lobby-sponsored bill would establish an

Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) ombudsman for

each campus providing safety information and a confiden-

tial contact point for students.

"The idea (to support this legislation) came from a

number of the UC "campuses," Chandler-Allen said.

"Campus EHS officials thought it would be good to pursue

this kind of program to protect students from dangerous

substances in their lab classes."

The lobby is developing a flyer on the toxics issue to

Please see LOBBY, Page 11

• • agent Steinberg discusses

clients" community contributions
By Lyile Breier

Leading sports attorney
Leigh Steinberg says he is try-

ing to "clean up" the image
and morals of professional

dollar contracts lor celebrity

athletes and then urges them
to put some of that money
back into the community.
He said he advises his

clients to go back to their high

athletes and sports agents. ^ schools, colleges and profes

"I think of myself a^ a

modern day Robin Hood," the

attorney said during his speech

to nearly 300 people in Rolfe

1200 Thursday night. "I en-

courage people who make a

lot of money to do good things

with it."

Steinberg, a former UCLA
student, negotiates million

Counselors gain experience,

aid students" transition to UCUK

sional communities to try to

change the quality of life

there. Thirty-two of the
athletes he has worked with

have established scholarships

at their high schools.

For instance. Ken O'Brien,

the quarterback of the New
York Jets, set up a scholarship

fund at his high school in

Sacramento. Warren Moon,
quarterback for the Houston

Oilers, has a similar program
at Hamilton High in West Los

decided that if I was going to

represent athletes, that I

would only work with those

who saw what that power
could mean and would use

that high profile to serve as

role models."
^

Steinberg, vice president of

the Association of Repre-
sentatives of Professional
Athletes, said he is also con-

cerned about the "especially

tawdry and sleazy world" of

professional sports agents.

By Lynne Redman

Undergraduates interested

in Initiating new students into

the UCLA community while

gaining counseling experience

can have that opportunity in

the summer orientation pro-

gram.
Through group discussions,

workshops and presentations,

counselors facilitate the transi-

tion into the UCLA communi-
ty for new gjtudents. "They

gain a tremendous feeling of

accomplishment that they

helped people adjust to a new
environment," said Bruce
Barbee, director of the orien-

tation program.
Counselors earn a stipend of

of 2.75 and at least sophomore
standing. "The ability to work
well with other .people and to

verbally communicate ideas"

are two important personal

qualifications, Barbee added.

Following a preliminary

$325 while attending a spring training sessioji, the summer
training program. Over the portion of orientation counsel-

summer they receive approx-

imately $2,325 plus room and

board in the residence halls.

Applicants must liave a
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minimum grade pomt average provides other rewards. "The

LouLs Cardinals quarterback,

donates part of his salary to

Portland State University.

"At the professional level, I

challenge each athlete to try

to find something in their own
^experience that they'd like to

tafckle," said Steinberg, citing

Dodgers pitcher Tom Nieden-

fuer, former UCLA and Seat-

tle Seahawks running back

Xheotis Brown and New
England Patriots quarterback

Tony Eason as examples of

athletes who donate money to
proviaes omer rewaras. .ne ^^^^^^i^ programs for
part that was most important ,

^jj^,^^.^ feats they a^mplish.
to me was getting to know ' - -

"Anybody can be an agent,"

he said. "The Hillside
murderer can be an agent if

he can find a client. There are

no qualifications, and there

are so many agents registered

«^ .*«....-vw ^> "With the NFL Players Associa-

Angeies? NeVr Lomax, St., ^
tion^ that, technically, each

t
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ing begins immediately after

spring quarter and concludes

Sept. 13.

Aside from the pay, the job

other counselors, myself and
other people," said Michelle

Martin, an orientation
counselor last summer.

The opportunities for social

interaction are great. Upwards
• of 95 percent of all entering

freshmen and 60 percent of all

transfer students attend one of

the summer orientation ses-

sions, Barbee said.

Applications will be
distributed at four information

meetings, Jan. 22 at 2 p.m.
and Jan. 23 at 3 p.m. in

North Campus Room 22, Jan.

23 at 7 p.m. in Hedrick
fireside lounge and Jan. 27 at

noon in Ackerman Union se-

cond floor lounge. Prospective

counselors must attend one of

these meetings.

For more information, con-

tact the Orientation Program
Office in A-316 Murphy Hall.

"The point is, athletes can

utilize their on-the-field per-

formance to trigger a more
positive quality of life off the

field," Steinberg said.

While attending Boalt Hall

law school at UC Berkeley,

Steinberg counseled in an
undergraduate dormitory that

houseJ^football players. After

graduation, one of his

Berkeley residents, Steve Bar-

tkowski, asked Steinberg to

represent him in the 1975 Na-

tional P'ootball League draft.

That year, Bartkowski became
the highest paid rookie player

in NFL history.

While working with Bar-

tkowski, Steinberg said, he

realized the jjower athletes

have. "They are venerated

and idolized members of

societies all across this country

and therefore have a tremen-

dous opportunity to do good. I

player could have three or

four agents. The field has ex-

panded so much that it's

almost out of hand."
The sports attorney accused

agents of approaching athletes

on college campuses and offer-

ing them "money, cars and
women" in order to convince

them to sign a representation

contract.
^

"This starts the process off

the wrong way because it

makes the athlete think of

himself as a commodity to be

bought and sold," Steinberg

said. "Those same agents

promise the players an enor-

mous amount of money that is

absolutely impossible to ever

get, and in doing so, stimulate

the material drive of the

athletes."

The Association of Repre-

sentatives is made up of 120

agents who are trying to

"clean up" what Steinberg

calls, "the ultimate sleazoid

profession of the 1980s."

One plan he said could

eliminate some of the "dirty

dealings" is to give college

athletes about $200 to $400 a

month for "laundry money."
College athletes cannot

work during school and are

therefore unable to earn
money. Steinberg feels that

the "laundry money" will

make the athletes impervious

to having to take money from

Please see STEINBERG,
Page 12
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Beyond the

Microscope

Researchers find proteins

to help fight infections

By Anne Mulkern

Staff Writer 'V

A set of proteins which help humans fight infection has been
discovered by researchers at the UCLA School of Medicine.
Found in the body's white blood .cells, they have been named

defensins for their role in the defense system

.

"The study of defensins is important because they, and other
proteins like them, are responsible for killing foreign bacteria

which enter the human body," said Dr. Tomas Ganz, professor

of medicine and a member of the research team. "We have
made the protein into a purified form and are currently testing

it against different forms of bacteria."

The UCLA research team, composed of Drs. Robert Leber,
Michael Selsted, Dorothy Szklarek, James Schilling and Ganz,
reported their results in two articles published in the October
issue of the Journal of Clinical Investigation.

"In the laboratory we have already found defensins can kill

the Herpes Simplex virus," Ganz said. "We have also already
successfully tested the defensins against staphylococci, a com-
mon cause of skin infections, E. coli, a leading cause of urinary

> 1

tract infection and Cryptococcus, which causes a serious, poten-
tiaily fatal form of meningitis."

Defensins' formal name is polymorphonucleated neutrophilic
leukocytes, or PMNs. A drop ^f blood contains half a million

microscopic PMN cells, Ganz said. They are attracted to infec-

tion sites where they can engulf, kill and digest whole microbes.
"Defensins were first studied in rabbits," Ganz said. "The

rabbit system presently serves as a model for the human system.

We can test things in the rabbit that we are unable to test in

humans."
Through their present study df defensins, the researchers hope

Please see PROTEINS, Page 12

RAY MARRERO

Former presidential advisers Donald Rumsfeld, Richard Cheney, Theodore Sorensen,

H.R. Haldeman, Jack Watson, Alexander Haig, Harry McPhersbn, and Andrew Good-

paster held a news conference after their symposium Friday at UC San Diego.

ADVISERS: A inside White House
Continued from Page 1

was to say, "That sounds like something

Dick Nixon would have suggested."
^^~ Jack Watson, a former chief of staff io^

Jimmy Garter, felt the most effective

^method was to "make sure the president ts-

fully briefed before he makes a decision."

But, he added, it is sometimes impossible

to prevent a president from making an un-

wise move. He recalled how Garter jeopar-

dized his 1976 election campaign when he

said in an interview with Playboy Magazine
that he "had lust in his heart."

The participants also addressed the ques-

tions of how much White House knowledge

should remain secret from the press and
Gongress, how modern technology affects

Residential decision making and what they

would have done differently if they could

Teturn to their roles as presidential advisers.

Watson called the United States* aborted

attempt to rescue American hostages from
Tehran "a classic illustration of where
secrecy of the most absolute sort is neces-

sary." „

. He called thie rescue attempt a "logistical-

ly and militarily superhuman effort" — any
Please see ADVISERS, Page 8

A PIECE OF THE

ATTENTION ALL UNDERGRADS:
;• \.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSION OF STUDENT
GOVERNMENT PRESENTS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO HELP

MAKE THE DECISIONS THAT AFFECT

YOUR EDUCATION

AS THE REPRESENTATIVE FROM YOUR DEPARTMENT ON THE

DEPARTMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL
YOU WILL VOICE YOUR OPINIONS TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY
ON SUCH CRUCIAL ISSUES AS CLASS SIZE, COURSE CONTENT

ETHNIC STUDIES, AND WHO TEACHES
-V.

i
<- -

TAKE ACTION , CONTACT DAVID HOFFMAN OR EVA EPELBAUM AT THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS mMMiccirMj
311 KERCKHOFF HALL, 825-2759. FIND OUTHOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED
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Ranch Fried Chicken

\.

ampion Style Chili

now being served at

the-Treehouse.— •A.

Mosey on down to the Treehouse and try our new Chicken

and Chili Bar. YouMI find a corral full of your favorite toppings

for a spicy bowl of chili: cheeses, onions, peppers - you name
it. Add a nice hot slice of our Country Cornbread and you

have a meal to write home about. If it's chicken youVe after,

our Combo "platters, complete with potato salad, coleslaw,

mashed potatoes/gravy, C&C Fries, or vegetable, (you choose

two items), will satisfy the heartiest appetites. We can even

rustle up a box of chicken for you to take back to the ranch.

Tell your podnahs about us!

'

1P

Come and
The Treehouse • I st Level Ackerman Union

M-Th: 7am-7:30pm, Fri; 7am-3pm, Sat-Sun; Closed
^
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GSA may revoke appointments,

citing quorum problems last year
I

•

By Bill Bowmer *

Staff Writer

Two graduate appointees may not be able to keep their

posts if the Graduate Students Association Appointments
Board revokes the appointments at its meeting tonight.

Communications Board member Bruce Shih and Stu-

dent Health Advisory Committee member Alex Ross are
alleged by Graduate President Deborah Howard to have
been appointed to f;heir offices by boards which' lacked
quorum, a violation of the GSA Codes.

H Shih said he believes Howard's actions are improper. In
a recent letter, he threatened legal action against her and
GSA if he is removed.

"I will file a complaint with the Los Angeles Superior
Court if you and GSA persist in their actions," Shih wrote
in the letter, adding that he will seek a preliminary in-

junction prohibiting his removal if GSA attempts to

replace him.
Shih said he expects such an, injunction could be granted

"within a couple of weeks," which would keep him on the
Comm Board pending resolution of the dispute.'

Howard and Ross could not be reached for comment.
Comm Board Chairman Ed Singer also wrote Howard a

letter in which he questioned the propriety of her actions

and noted that the agenda packet supplied by GSA includ-

ed no documentation supporting Howard's charges.
"If GSA cannot document their attendance and quorum

history and there remains a disagreement, under what
authority can GSA act?" Singer asked.

Singer also questioned whether the current Appoint-
ments Board should act on an appointment made by last

Please see GSA, Page 12
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THIVIAL PURSUIT by Com Folcino

WAVING LANOeD IK THt bCUlPT-
URE GARDEN, THE ^UtHS
COKT£MPi.A.T£ ART.

-rMAT,MY FWCNPS, »S

A N60- EXPRESSIONIST
flOURE WITH CLAS-
S\CAt FRiNCH \V4-

FLOEHCtS i

OUR THEOlJOGlANS —
WERE W©HrG\BLET|
Wt ARL The! ONLY
INTELUGeMT LIFE

FOICM!

YOU TOO CAN WRITE

FOR NEWS

As we celebrate the birthday of:

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING |R.
»

we renew our commitment tohis vision of justice,
equality and peace. The Jewish Community at UCLA

""affirms that vision and hopes to renew oXITaSsoaarT"
tions with our Blacl< brothers 8< sisters in a common
effort to make this dream a reality.

Sponsored by: Hillel Student Association in cooperation with the )ewisK Student Union

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

DRAFT
$1 .00

22 oz.

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

"CHASE GIANT
COMBO"

Large CHASE Pizza w/up
to 7 toppings

$9.99 ($15 value)

1049 Gaviev • 824-1310 1049GavieV824-1310

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

The Division of Honors invites all artists

and performers to audition for Arts Night,
March 1 1 , 1986. This annual event is your
opportunity to display your talents in the
visual or performing arts. All UCLA
students are welcome.

Exhibit: art, sculpture, photos,
graphics.

Perform: music, dance,
theatre, comedy.

Auditions will be held
Tuesday and Wednes-
day of the 4th and 5th

weeks of Winter Quarter
from 4 to 6 p.m. (location

to be announced).

For more information
and applications contact
the Honors Commons,

_ 372 Kinsey, 825-8607

The
Resume

^^-Fackage —
Looking Like A Pro

A resume that's typeset — not just dashed
off on a typewriter— makes a good first

impression. It's neat, clean, easy to read
and shows that you're well-organized. But
you look even more Impressive when your
resume, cover letter and envelope are all

on matching paper stock.

Our Package Deal
Now, when you place an order to have
your resume typeset at Graphic Sen/ices
for $24, for a one-page resume ($17 If your
resume is already on file) get matching let-

terhead and envelopes typeset for just

$6.50 more (regularly $12.50).

3
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

C
Kerckhoff Hall

GR/N^HI
(as u c D

SERN/ICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568 ^
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Newest UC grad school
to focus on Pacific Rim
By James Bozajian

Admmistration Editor

SAN FRANCISCO — International opportunities for

the University of California system will increase when UC
opens its first school of international relations.

The first in the nation to focus primarily on the Pacific

region, the establishment of the school was approved by
the UC Board of Regents at its meeting here Friday.

The Graduate School of International Relations and
Pacific Studies at UC San Diego will also be the first new
graduate school created by the university since 1967.

"The growing importance of the Pacific Basin poses a

significant challenge for our educational system," said UC
San Diego Chancellor Richard Atkinson. "As part of (UC)
President (David) Gardner's overall plan for international

education, the new school represents an effective response

to that challenge."

Regent Robert Noyce said he feels "Our existence de-

pends on the Pacific Rim" and that Americans possess an
inadequate knowledge of the area.

Gardner has been an outspoken advocate of increasing

UC's focus on the Pacific Rim, especially because countries

within the region contain 43 p)ercent of the world's popu-

lation and generate 47 percent of the world's economy.
"California is ideally situated, to seize the obvious oppor-

tunities this presents in international relations, especially

for cultural, scientific and technological exchange, trade,

finance, education and mutual cooperation," Gardner
said.

Gov. George Deukmejian has incFuded $480,000 in

planning funds for the new school in his proposed 1986-87

UC budget . ^
^Fhe Factfie 4lim runs from 4jattn America northwffi*

across the United States and Canada, and down through

the Soviet Union, Japan, China and other nations of East

and Southeast Asia, including Australia and New Zealand.

Preliminary plans call for the school to begin admitting

a small number of graduate students in 1987. Within five

years, the school is expected to grow to its full strength of

about 400 students and 35 faculty members.
The Graduate School of International Relations and

Pacific Studies will train students for professional careers

in business and industry that operate in the Pacific Basin,

as well as careers in diplomacy, policy analysis and com-
munications.

Community can air disputes

in new forum environment
By Laurecn Lazarovici

To create an environment
for discussing disputes be-

tween members of the com-
munity, UCLA's ombudsman
is providing a conciliation ser-

vice.

According to Ombudsman
Don Hartsock, the service will

provide a forum for UCLA
students, staff and faculty to

Voluntarily express their

disputes to a trained panel of

community members and
resolve their problems without

involving a third party.

"This program is_ an ex-

periment," Hartsock said.

"The panel will give dispu-

tants an environment to talk

with each other so they
understand, not necessarily

agree with, eachother. The
best solution is the one you

work out."

The prototype of this ser-

vice, called the Community
Board, was created 10 years

ago in San Francisco by a

UCLA graduate. It has a 92

percent resolution rate in such

problems as domestic vfolenec',

landlord/tenent disputes,

business disagreements and

prison conflicts.

UCLA is the first major

university to offer this type of

service.

Although the program is not

directly affiliated with UCLA,
the Ombudsman's Office is

.administering the service as

weiras facilitating the training

^ a panel which will include

students, faculty, staff and
community members.
"We need more faculty and

student members to represent

the diversity of this campus,"

Hartsock said. "Anyone inter-

ested in resolving conflicts and
learning to listen non-
judgmentally can be trained."

Training totals approx-
imately 20 hours and focuses

on listening and communica-
tioir skills.

"We're not trained to solve

problems," stressed Lyle
Timmerman, executive officer

of the Student Relations Divi-

sion, who has been trained for

the service."We are simply the

mechanism to get people to

talk to each other and solve

their own problems." :
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SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-QOLOR LAB

1 105 Gayley Ave,Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

SPECIALS
•--- coupon --—

-

FREE
20x28 COLOR PRINT

($25 value)

from your negative, with

minimum purchase.

Not valid w/ any other offer.,

Exp. 2-28-86

• • • • coupon- • • • -

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp $6 OFF
24 exp ....$4 OFF
12 exp.... ^2 OFF
120format I^2K
220format $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-86

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
,. PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE

I

.coupon. «_.•
ENLARGEMENT

SPECIALS
20x28 24.95

20 X 24 22.95

16x20 18.95

12 X 16 14.95

11 x14 12.95

8x 12 5.95

8x10 5^5

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-86

i« . • . coupon . - - - •

FREE
ROLL OF FILM

with every roll developed
and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

,,Exp. 2-28-86

,. • • coupon. • • .

SLIDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURS!

$10FF
w/ COUPON

Computer Generated

Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-86
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WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SAI
Exceptional Offer by Marica

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

"

w/ad^l2 (reg.'SO)

PERMS (indsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
"

' w/ad^35 (reg.»70)
'

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Wcstwood Blvd.

only by appt.

PRESBYTERL\N
FELLOWSHIP

. 6>8 P>M«

AlDVISERS: Inside White House
Continued from Page 4

detail of which, if leaked to the public, would have resulted ia_
'*a high risk operation turning into an impossible operation."

Alexander Haig, former secretary of state under Ronald

Reagan and chief of staff to Nixon in 1973-74, recalled hftv

secrecy was important to Nixon's plan to open trade between

the United States and China.

"Had the president shared the information on his plan with

Congress and the public, opposition on (Capitol) Hill would

have been so big that it would have killed the initiative," Haig

said. •

°
^

Recognizing the increasing influence sophisticated technology

has on presidential decision making, Haig commented that the

administrations he served "began to downgrade human judg-

nient — risk-taking by the greatest computer ever devised, the

human brain — and substituted for that the demand that a fact

is not a fact unless you have a satellite photo of that fact or an ,

electronic intercept of that fact."

Donald Rumsfeld cited an event that took place when he was

okief of staff to Gerald R. Ford as an example of technology's

Influence. The White House had a direct link with a pilot flying

over an American ship that Cambodian military forces had

recently captured and the president ^nd his advisers listened as

the pilot described seeing "Caucasians" on the ship's deck.

"The president eventually had to say to that pilot, Sink

them,' 'Don't sink them,' or 'Are you sure?' I think it's filthy the

way technology can put a president in that position," Rumsfeld

said.

Richard Cheney, who also served as Ford's chief of staff, said

the incident demonstrated how technology "has an impressive

effect upon the initiative of all those people in the administra-

tion between the president and the pilot,"

"You've got four star generals, admirals and others who have

spent their entire lives dealing with these kinds of forces and all

of a sudden nobody can take responsibility for making the deci-

^on except the president," Cheney said. .

Although the president made the right decision (he ordered

the pilot not^to fire and later launched a military strike that

I
successfully recaptured the ship), his chnicfi "turned out tn he

—

.
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SUPPER ^d FELLOWSHIP
as we begin a series of discussions on the subject of friendships at

UCLA and within the Christian arena. Tonight's meeting is titled

,
,^.. Friendship: Aristotle & UCLA

> ' - .

907 Malcolm Ave., 1 block east of Hilgard and Le Conte.

Call 208''5979 or 474-2069 for more information or if you need a ride.

Member of the University Religious Conference
at UCLA ^

,.,.U.,.:

I
dinnerslbr II

I
Join fellow students as alumni and faculty open their doors to you for a
FREE home-cooked dinner and stimulating conversation in a comfor-

table "at-home" atmosphere. Use this application to sign up TODAY!

! dinners. . .student sign-up
^-1

I'd like to attend a dinner on:

(both dates winter quarter)

.Sunday, February 23

.Sunday, March 9

Name
Campus Address.

Day Phone.
City.

Eve Phone_
Zip-

I

Class: Fr So Jr Sr Grad (Circle one)

Sex: M F Age Major

Hobbies/lnterests_
Hometown '.

Can you give someone a ride? YES NO How many?
Have you attended a "Dinners" before? YES NO
Have you applied for a "Dinners" before and not been placed at one? YES NO
Please return your completed application to the James E. West Center
by Wed. Jan. 22fnd.

For more info call 206-0547

UCLA Student Alumni Association 1

dumb luck," Cheney said.

Haldeman, also a former UC regent, recalled the necessity for

secrecy during the Nixon Administration's peace treaty negotia-

tions near the end of the Vietnam War. ^
"I went on a television broadest at the president's orders and

made the statement that members of the Senate who were

criticizing the negotiations were consciously aiding and abetting

the enemy," he said, adding that since the critical congressmen

had access to information on the negotiations, anything they

said was useful to the enemy.
On whether he would have acted differently as chief of staff

of the administration responsible for Watergate, Haldeman said

he would "not have changed the (presidential advisory) system."

"I think we established and put into effect a superb staff and

management system — much of which survives today," he said.

"The supreme irony is . . . that we did not keep the system in-

tact through the greatest crisis that hit us;

- "Had we followed our system from the outset, we would
have resolved that matter (the burglary of Democratic cam-

paign headquarters that led to Watergate and Nixon's resigna-

tion) in a few weeks," he continued. "The fault is not that we
had a bad system, but that we didn't use it when we needed it

the most."

Harry McPherson, who served as assistant to Lyndon B.

Johnson, said in retrospect that he would have advised the

president differently on Vietnam. "I would go. into a phone

booth, take off my suit, come out with my Superman suit on

and go into "those meetings and say, 'Either withdraw the

American advisers as rapidly as possible or invest a very large

military force at once.'
"

McPherson called trying to find a solution to the question of

U.S. involvement in Vietnam a "desperate search" for a way
out of "a tragic situation." ^

"It was very much like Oedipus wishing he never met his fa-

ther along the road/' he said.

Cheney, if given another chance, "would have fired more
people" than he did. Chancellor interrupted Cheney, pointing

out that he was under the impression that the president, not the

chief of staff, is responsible for hiring and firing presidential

staff members.
"That is true," Cheney conceded. "But he does so on our

recommendation. The point is that if there is a dirty deed to be

done, the chief of staff has to do it. The president gets credit for

what works, the chief of staff gets the blame for what doesn't."

If the former chiefs of staff could make recommendations for

the present and future administrations, all the participants

agreed that fewer advisers should have direct access to the

president and that press spokesmen should prevent misinter-

pretation by issuing concise statements.
"Don't try to put anything on television that is too com-

plicated to put on a bumper sticker" is the policy the White
House press corps should follow, Watson said.

The meeting was not disrupted by a group of about 40 pro-

testers chanting and pounding on percussion instruments outside

the Mandell Weiss Theatre. One of the protesters, identifying

herself simply as "Kammar," said her group felt the meeting

was representative of the university's "distorted view of history'

and "ties with the government."

Symposium participant Artdrew Goodpaster, who served as

adviser to Dwight D. Eisenhower, disagreed. "There is a lot

here that is different from the conventional wisdom. WeVe
provided a great deal for scholars and students to dig into."

Among those in the audience were Dr. Jonas Salk, who

disct^Yer^ the polio vaccine, and former f^ahforntatTdV "Pat

Brown. "It was the best meeting of past governmental officials

IVe ever attended," Brown said.
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Converse Announces Permanent Price Reductions!
Effective Now, Converse Drastically Reduces Prices -

As Much As 70% Off.

^ f OFF ALL CONVERSE CLOTHING

Stock-Up Now on Quality
Converse Clothing & Gear!
Bags 99<^ Over Cost. Socks 1/3

Off, and More!

©FP HIND ACTIVE WEAR

-1.

?:«S$SiiW-^*:

:
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The Nation's Top Name in

Lycra Clothing ahtf Ac-
cessories-* Now Permanently

OFF POPULAR^^^i^

We've Slashed the Prices On All Of
Our Most PiMilar Styles And Colors.

tt£ OF THESE HUGE
% t

m^

K««^.

m9m |%#liiMt%rtP
#1%
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$6!fe9SRUNNING SHOES
TENNIS SHOES

$2a99
PLUS A Store full Of Cost Saving Rediictlons On Virtually

Everything In Stock!

CONVERSE SHOE
BOUTIQUE

'^)

COnVERSE
925 WESTWOOD BLVD.WESTWOOD VILLAGE • OPEN SEVEN DAYS 824-2478
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PANHELLENIC WINTER
RUSH

Interested in sororities?

Call or stop by Panhellenic for more
information.

I 18 Men's Gym. 206-1285.

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Tfaffk School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Qa&ses> every week-Sat

Sun, Weeknights. Inexpensive.

Stimulatinq & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S.M . Culver City aixl

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

--'^v-

THE

aCLABAND
PROGRAM

ANNOUNCES OPENINGS IN^

WIND ENSEMBLE (MW 3-5 pm)

~Kmy

SYMPHONIC BAND (T 3-5pm)

IF YOG PLAY AN INSTRGMENT (BRASS, WOODWIND,
PERCGSSION) CONTACT THE GCLA BAND OFFICE FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

2438 SCHOENBERG HALL~^~
825-3835^ ^ "

^TRYIT' YOU'LL LIKE IT!

m
4

AN INTERNSHIP WITH
YOUR FOOTPRINTS IN FRONT

OF GRAUMAN'S?
CANTRESIST THESE
OPPORTUNITIES?

j5

[^

THEN ATTEND THE RALLY
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22,
NOON AT MEYERHOFF PARK
AND EVERYONE WILL ROCK-

ALIKE FOR MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS!

Rock-Alike Applications available at:

• Bruin Walk Table
• Ackerman Information Desk
• KerckhojfInformation Desk

Spommored fry Studetitm Againat Multiple SclerodI*

What's BrUin
Continued from Page 2

DaDa Club sponsors a "Drool-a-Thon". . . come relive those

days in nursery school . . . 12 noon, Bruin Walk. Free! Etlian

1341 Ocean Ave. f326, Santa Monica, CA 90401.

THURSDAY

UCLA Special Olympics training session, 7p.m. Ack. 3517.

Call 206-8025.

Movies: Mad Max fest continues. . . see Wednesdayfor time

schedule.

Business Associates of the International Student Center dinner

meeting, "Telecommunications: Effect on You Now and In the

Future." Stanley J.
Kabala, sales vice president. Western

Region, AT&T, to speak. $12 for community persons; UCLA
students $6.50; ISA/BA members at no charge. Reservations a

must: 208-4587; 825-3384.

San Francisco architect Joseph Esherick to give a public lec-

ture on "Issues and Influences." 8 p.m.. Architecture 1102.

Reception at 7 p.m.

UCLA Visitors Center Discovery Tour of the Franklin D.

Murphy Sculpture Garden with Julie Raskoff, Art Council do-

cent and Visitors Center Guide. Free, 1:30 p.m. meet in the

lobby of Schoenberg Hall. Call 206-8147.

UCLA School of Medicine sponsors a forum "Doctors and the

Threat of Nuclear War: Do We Have Special Respon-

sibilities?" Bernard Towers^ moderator, with panel of Charles

M. Haskell, Timothy J. Haves, James (J. Simfn'ons III. 12 noon,

room 13-105 CHS.
Student Alumni Association general membership meeting,

mandatory for members but everyone is welcome! 7 p.m. James

K. West Ceoter. Call SAA at 206-0524.

PREP- Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program orien-

tation meeting. 11 a.m.-l p.m., Ack. 3516. Call Cyndi Navarro
825-4592.

UCLA Pre-Health Society general meeting. 2-3 p:m. Ack.

3530.

Women's Resource Center workshop "Self-Esteem and Sue-

Ed. Noon, 2 Dodd Hall. Call Donna or Alyce at 825-3945.

Bible studies in the New and Old Testaments, 12 noon, Ack.

3517. Call Ren Almanzor 477-6106.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a free concert; "Sound Prism:

A Spect5;um of New Music" with original works by graduate

students Doug Amster, Dan Castro, Steve Lacoste, and Dan
Kalantarian. 8 p.m. Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall.

Melnitz Theater presents "Glorious Technicolor." 7:30 pTm.

Tickets are $4, $2 for students.

FRIDAY

Movies: Mad Max fest continues. '.
. see Wednesday for

time schedules.
~

'

:

'""
^

~

Chinese Christian Fellowship singspiration and Bible studies.

2:30-4:30 p.m. Ack. 2408. Call Hung Yee 413-2513.
UCLA Dance Club waltz and swing lesson (part 2). 2-4 p.m.

Wooden Center, Gold Room. Call Philip 666-5477.
Engineering Society sponsors an English workshop on

sentence structure with Dr. Strenski. II a.m. -12:30 p.m., 8500
Boelter penthouse. Must sign up in 4801 Boelter — limited
space. Call Susan 825-7597.

ISA volleyball, men's gym, Rm. 200, 9-Ilam. Call Larrv
S2^imh
UCLA Dept. of Music sponsors a junior recital by Kevin

Venable, Trumpet, with David Stahl, accompanist. Works by
Andre Jolivet and Paul Hindemith. 12;noon, Jan Popper The-
ater, Schoenberg Hall, free.

UCLA Music Dept. presents a Faculty Chamber Music
Recital featuring Gary Gray, clarinet; Yukiko Kamei, violin;

Antoinette Krueger-Perry, piano; and Nils Oliver, cello, per-
fo-ming Olivier Messiaen's "Quartet for the End of Time" and
Beethoven's Trio in G-major, Op. 12Ia (the kakdu variations).

8 p.m. Schoenberg Hall, $5 gen. adm., $3 UCLA students and
staff, at the CTO, Music Dept. or at the door.
UCLA Center of the Arts present "Les Ballets Trpcladerp De.

Monte Carlo." Royce Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $22, $18, $15, and
$5 student price with student I.D.

SATURDAY

UCLA Music Dept. Annual 1 2th Night Concert "Music in the

Rotundra" with the UCLA Madrigal Singers, Donn Weiss,
director.8 p.m. College Library Rotunda, Powell Library
Building. Tickets free upon request at the reference desk, 2nd
floor. Call Wendy Nomura 825-4134.
UCLA Dept. of Music sponsors Christopher O'Riley, pianist.

8 p.m. Schoenberg Hall. Pieces include those by Debussy,
Schubert, Scriabin, and Chopin. Tickets are $10, $5 with stu-

dent I.P. ^ X
UCLA Center of the Arts presents "Les Ballets Trockadero De

Monte Carlo." Royce Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $22, $18, $15, and
$5 student price with student I.D.

SUNDAY

UCLA Music Dept. presents a Senior Recital featuring Lynda
Schmidt, flute. Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall at 8
p.m. Admission is free.

UCLA Center of the Arts presents "Les Ballets Trockadero De
Monte Carlo." Royce Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $22, $18, $15, and
$5 student price with student I.D.
The Wadsworth Theater presents Aesop's Falables. 1:30 and

2:30 p.m. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for children.
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LOBBY: 'Priority' issues defined
Continued from Page 3 ,

^

distribute on campuses.
"It basically says *do you know what the existing laws are,

what the current dangers are in labs, that students are not
covered by Cal-Osha provisions and here's what the student
lobby would like to do for you,' " Chandler-Allen said.

Another issue, student employee wages, is currently being
disputed beWeen the UC administration and the student lobby.
The university has drafted a policy which would set student
wages according to wages paid in similar jobs in the local labor
markets.

"The UC Student Lobby is very much opposed to this because
it would reduce student wages on many campuses," Chandler-
Allen said. Currently the lobby is drafting a response to the
university's policy statement which must be submitted to the
university by Feb. 10 for consideration of a different policy.

Also, topping the list of priority issues for the lobby is affir-

mative action. The lobby is negotiating with the systemwide
administration in an effort to create Council on Affirmative Ac-
tion, which would help find solutions to the underrepresenta-
tion of ethnic minorities on the nine campuses.
"The university has suggested that the council is something

which may be worked into the existing university framework . .

. . If we come up with a satisfactory solution together — ter-

rific," she said.

However, the lobby has introduced a spot bill for this session

if a solution is not made. The legislation similar to a bill that
was vetoed by the governor last year calls on the Legislature
and the university to provide funds to help finance such a coun-
cil.

^
Chandler-Allen said another affirmative action problem is in

the governor's proposed budget, released II days ago, which
would appropriate $1 million to UC's long-range affirmative ac-

tion program, $5 million less than UC's request.

"The student lobby will be working to get the total $6 million

back into the final budget," Chandler-Allen said. "We would
Iik6 to concentrate on issues of retention and how to keep stu-

dents in the university through outreach programs. We want to

Joojc at issues that occur every step of the way."
^Hpartheid is the most visible issue of disagreement between

the student lobby and the administration. Chandler-Allen said.

*^The way I understand it President David Gardner's position

is simply that the university is not an institution that should be
making policy decision," Chandler-Allen said.

The lobby has been firmly opposed to the regents' and the

administration's stand on divestment. "We believe that by not

taking a position on an issue, you have taken a position,"

Chandler-Allen said.

Supporters of divestment believe that selling stock in com-
panies doing business in South Africa is an effective way of pro-

testing the country's strict policy of apartheid.

Gardner's recommendations of setting up a committee
overseeing those UC-invested companies doing business in South
Africa are in compliance with the Sullivan Principles. The prin-

ciples call on employers in South Africa to ensure that blacks

are treated fairly in the workplace and to make efforts to im-

prove blacks' quality of life. Divestment proponents contend
that this falls short of the action requested by students and the

student lobby. '

: i

Last week, the first piece of anti-apartheid legislation of the

session, authored Assemblywoman Maxine Waters (D-Los
Angeles) was heard in committee. The bill, which passed the

Assembly Public Investments^/Finance and Bonded Indebtedn^s
Committee would prohibit new state pension fund investments,

in companies doing business in South Africa.

"Apartheid is expected to generate a lot of controversy within

the capital again this year," Water's Legislative Consultant

Tyrone Netters said. Chandler-Allen agrees.

"Divestment will take up a big portion of UC Student Lob-

by's legislative agenda," Chandler-Allen said.

The lobby has taken positions on issues affecting UC students

including student fees, financial aid and rent control since it

was created in 1970.

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special

college student program to

sharply lower your present

rates Faculty and others nr^ay

also benefit Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

Hairpor^ Salon
Shampoo, Condition.

Cut & Blow >ll
Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 47a. 1 97 1 • nnust c^l for appt.

1645 WebU\ood Blvd. • I Bll< N. of Sani.i Mon

IMPORTANT REMIDER:

THE USAC PROGRAMMING
COMMITTEE HEARINGS ARE
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23, 1986
FROM 11:00 - 4:00 IN KH400

THE DEADLINE TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS
- " FOR THIS HEARING IS

TODAY AT 12:00 Ni $1$W
IN THE UNDERGRADUATE PRESIDENT'S

OFFICE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, DROP BY THE
UNDERGRADUATE PRESIDENT'S

The Students' Store:
Low Prices,

Convenient Location

TO 50% OFF!

Selected STERLING
Desk Organizers

(in smoke color only)

January
20-24

Includes stationery caddys,

desk drawer, desk top

organizers, and
stackette trays.

Quantity limited to stock on hand.

/-^

SchooUAn Supplies / B4ov«l AckiMrman Union / 825-7711

IM Th 7:46-7:30: F 7:4S^ Sirt 1041: Sun 1^6
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"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

M-F 9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6— SUN. 11-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX - Switch
toapip*"

A tru* pHM »mok»f
dOM not intytf

Com* m l(x otK tr««

intlruction

tKOChur*

opy

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512

Compl«t« Copying. Printing &

Binding Avatl«bl«

Quality Xarox 9900

UO MINIMUM
' For Students

.inrl Fiicultv

with I D

11752 Wiishire Ib46 Westv.uod Bivd

WaiUI 4/U4//t<
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(Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

Become AGquainted with Tax Laws
Receive 15 hours of training from IRS/State Tax Board Pro-

fessionals; Volunteer 3 hrs/week at various sights in the L.A.

area (including an ON'CAMPUS SITE!)

•Train and work with professionals

•Help and advise-a^variety of taxpayers
•Enhance your resume

JOIN V.I.T.A. AND JOIN AN ORGANIZATION
THAT WORKS NOT ONLY FOR THE STUDENTS,
BUT ALSO FOR THE COMMUNITY!!

MANDATORY MEETING TONIGHT (1-21-86)

6:00 P.M, IN 2250 YOUNG HALL

==STEINBERG: Aiding community

GET INVOLVED!!!
Sponsored by USAC

Be part of an exciting summer tradition. Consider
being a ...

UCLA
Orientation
Counselor
Interested Undergraduates MUST attend one of

these Information Meetings:

•Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2 pm
North Campus Room 22

•Thursday, Jan. 23, 3 pm

,

North Campus Room 22
•Thursday, Jan. 23, 7 pm
Hedrick l-iali Fireside Lounge^

•lyionday, Jan. 27, Noon
Aclterman Union Second Floor Lounge

Applicants must be currently enrolled, have at least

Spp/)omore standing, and a minimum 2.75G.P.A.

Questions? A-316 Murphy Hall/206-6685

PROTEINS: Help fight mfection
Continued from Page 4

both to improve their understanding of how the lx)dy resists in-

fection and to pgssibly discover new forms of treatment.

"Our first aim is to understand what is already occuring in

the body's defense system," Ganz said. "Our second aim is to

understand why some cells make more defensins than others,

and then manipulate certain cells to make more."

Ganz emphasized that the research is only in its preliminary

stages at the present time. "Later we will try to concern

ourselves with the practical applications. We want to locate and

study individuals who have frequent infections because they

lack these proteins."

• I «DECLINE: Black stude^
Continued from Page I

and not resignation or indifference on grounds that this problem

is somehow inherently resistant to corrective measures or arises

from innate considerations rooted in ethnicity," Gardner said.

In addition to researching the reasons behind the low

eligibility rate for blacks, the task force will "assist us in

developing specific plans to achieve the goal that black students

progress through the California educational system at approx-

imately the same rate as do other Califomians," Gardner said.

The president's new task force will be similar in scope to the

Linguistic Minority Project, begun by UC last year, which is at-

tempting to improve the college-going rate for bilingual and

Immigrant families, especially Hispanics.

Gardner said his task force will be composed of several uni-

versity scholaB and begin its efforts within two months. He did

not give a oefinite date for when the results of its research

would be released.

Continued from Page 3
agents.

The attorney, noting popu-

lar criticism of high salaried

professional athletes, said he
believes they are not overpaid.

"People are infuriated that

athletes can make the money
that they make because they

think of it as a game," he
said. "You know, it's not a

game when you carry the

serious risk of physical injury

around with you for your en-

tire career.

"When Theotis Brown has a

heart attack in his late 20s, it's

not so much of a game. When
Steve Bartkowski has no car-

tilage left in one knee, you

know that it's not so much of

a game," he said. "Athletes

are the main attraction. They
put their bodies out on the

line, therefore a good share of

the money should go directly

to them."

GSA:May revoke appointineiits
Continued from Page 6
year's board. The "discrepancy surely should have been

acted upon during the last school year."

Shih admitted he could not provide evidence that

Howard was wrong, but said that without definitive proof

of lack of quorum he believes "you have to go on good

faith," and assume there was quorum.
He said he will not discuss his performance as a Comm

Board member at the Appointments Board meeting, but

will confine his remarks to the issue of the validity of at-

tempts to remove him.

TROY TICKET SERVICE
TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS

SPORTS • THEATRE • IN CONCERT
KENNY ROGERS

WILLIE NELSON • RUSH • PAT BENATAR
KISS • AEROSMITH
LAKERS • KINGS

CaMMNG: RaLLMNG STaNES

TIRED OF TWEEZlNg BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have It removed perinanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 Le Cqnte___
©fflnt.VI»lt—Acro^TromaCLA 475-4135

Pioneer the future.
Join us in creating the next

generation of technological wonders.
Our representatives will be on campus
to discuss job opportunities in Southern
California if you h^ave a degree in:

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science or Engineering
Engineering Physics

Mechanical Engineering

Material Science ..

Mathematics
Aerospace Engineering

Interviews must be scheduled on
Information & Interview Sign-Up Day.
Please see your Placement Office for

more complete details.

Proof of U.S. citizenship required.

Equal opportunity employer.

Creativity America depends on.

ij-»-

Information & InteTView

Sign-Up Day

Tuesday, January 21
Sam to 3pm

^oelter Hall, The Penthouse
One day only. Sign-up for your February 6
Placement Office interview. Please bring 6

copies of your resume.

\-

HUGHES
AIRCRAFT COMPANY

CORPORATE COLLEGE RELATIONS

£: I - i i.;.
^.i^::^
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WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SERIES:

When the Going Gets Tough:
Women and Conflict Resolution
A workshop designed to help women learn effective conflict resolution

skills. Facilitated by Pat Katsky, Visiting Lecturer, Graduate School of

Management.

TOMORROW
Noon- 1 pm
2DODDHALL

Sponsored by the Student Skills Building Program and the Women's Resource Center

Deals are

blossoming

in the

bruin

^

WINNINGTHE WEST
WELLSFARGO STUDENTLOANS

5"

Speedy Processing: At Wells Fari^o. we're

coniniitteci to raj^id tuniaroiind. (^ur state-of-the-

art student loan system enables us to ^ive your

l(^'ui request prompt attention and swift handling.

We Make It Simple: No additional Kink f(^mis

are required, and y m d(MVt need t(^ have a credit

histor\' or account relationship in (uder t(^ qualif\'.

Courteous Customer Service: ( Hir service

representatives are read\' to answer \'our ques-

tions.We appreciate your business. and were

anxious to make vour dealings with Wells Fargo

Bi'mk pleasiHit and hassle-free.

Choose Wells Fargo: If a student loan is part

of your plans for financing ycuir education, then

tell \our financial aid office that you want to go

through Wells Fargo Bank. Soon after you mail

us your application, you'll begin to see why
Wells Fargo was the smart choice.

If you need more information, we'd be happy
to help ... phone or vvrite u§ today!

Call (800) 641-0473 Toll-Free

Weekdavs 8 AM-5:30 PM ^
~=~*"

*

Wells Fargo Bank
Student Loan Center

RO. Box 9368

Walnut Creek, CA 94598
C 'mW'i //f R N a
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Hearing
Continued from Page 1

The four protesters were
among 21 people arrested at

12:15 a.m. on April 26 for

refusing to leave Murphy Hall
after three days of demonstra-
tions there. University officials

had informed the protesters

that they would be allowed to

stay until 9 a.m. on April 25,
Landes said.

After the arrests 19 of the
21 demonstrators were im-
-mediately released.
Maldonado, who refused to

sign a f^eld release, and >

another man who was not a
UCLA student and was not

carrying any indentification

were held.

After spending the night in

the West Hollywood sheriffs

station, Maldonado was
released the next day on $500
bail.

^ The university pressed
trespassing charges against the
protesters, but then-City At-

torney Ira Reiner (now county
District Attorney) dropped
those charges.

I n J u 1 y 19 85, the
demonstrators received letters

from Goldstone informing
them that they had allegedly

violated sections of the student

conduct code and requestiixj^

that they contact the dean's

office. Additionally, Goldstone
wrote, "Failure to make -time-

ly contact with the Dean's of-

fice will result in a hold being
placed oh your records."

According to Landes,
Goldstone met with all the

protester^ indivitlually and
gave thema choice.

'^'

The first option was to sigii

a letter admitting their in-

volvement in the protest, con-
firming the fact that they.

were asked to leave but did

rtot, and promising not* to

engage in similar activites in

the future.

The other choice was to go
before the SCC for a hearing.

"Most people signed the let-

ter without really knowing
what it was all about,"
Landes said, "but the four of

us realized that if we signed

that letter we'd be throwing
away our rights to free
speecn.

Fershtman, who said she

talked with^ 'Goldstone over

the phone, said, "I didn't

want to admit guilt without a

hearing."

Maldonado, Landes and
Kogan hired Ralph D. H. Fer-

tig of the law firm Sayre,

Moreno, Purcell and Boucher
as their attorney, and Fer-

shtman is defending herself

and serving as co-counsel.

The defendants inforiped Jo

Ann Janes, campus hearing

coordinator, of their repre-

sentation in August.

Representing UCLA is

Melvi% W. Beal of the UC
General Counsel's office in

Berkeley.

The defense has questioned

the timing of Friday's hearing.

'This hearing is not prompt
(as the student code states it

must be>," ^crtig said. "I

think the gnivcrsity kept hop-

ing that the concern Would go

away, and then they would be

ablf to. dispose of this matter

quiedy.'^

Allen. Yarndl, assistant vice

chancellor of student relations,

5aid, "the system takes a long

time to operate.

Pre-hearing
Continued from Page 1

Carolyn Fershtman. "The
denial has seriously dam-
aged our case.""

Fertig also questioned the
method of the hearing.
"The judge and jury of this
case are also its coor-
dinators. I've never heard
of anything like that."

SCC undergraduate
member David Staretz said
he was not at liberty to
discuss the issue of evidence
in this specific case.

The UCLA Daily
Bmin has an ongo-
ing training pro-
gram for new staff,

contributors and
students interested
in reporting or
reviewing for the
newspaper.
The group meets

from 7-9 p.m. Wed-
nesdays in Royce
248.

If you need addi-
tional information,
call Media Adviser
George Taylor at=
825-2859 or 825-
2787.
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LSAT GRE
GMAT

TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1 433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 31 5

Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

UCLAMARDI GRAS '86

MANDATORY"":
All Committee Meeting

TOMORROW
(Wednesday Jan 22)

^t 7j30 pm
in the L.A. Tennis Center Clubhouse

THE NAIL GARD0(
"over 12 years of quality service

ft

^Aii ^^ M r^r^m^m^B Limited Offer >,-,c /^r-^^NAIL GARDEN 475 osoo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

Rabbi Dr. Abner Weiss
Rabbi at Beth Jacobs Synagogue:

Fornner head of Department of Hebrew
and Jewish Studies, Uriiversity of

Natal, Durban, South Africa.

'israel and South Africa''

Wed. Jan 22
1 2:00 noon

Ackerman 3564 ^.^

Sponsored by: Hillel, lAC, Students for APAC, Zionist
Action Council

kuunt.-d^uunt.-

MORGAN^TANLE^& Ca
INCORPORATED

A Premiere Investment Banking Firm

has positions available in the

Controllers' Department
Management Training Program

for qualified candidates who are fluent in Japanese and willing to

commit themselves to working in our Tokyo office for several

. years. Candidates will initially be members of the Controllers'

Department in the New York office, engaged in a rigorous

— program of instruction and hands-on experience to develop

finance, accountancy, and managerial skills. Any major is

acceptable and experience in accounting is not required.

This program offers the following attractive benefits:

' A chance to begin a career at ohe of Wall Street's leading

investment kpanKing firms. .

Guaranteed and rapid career progression in a challenging,

fast-paced environment.

I nteraction with innovative and exceptionally talented securities

industry professionals.

An outstanding compensation program for those who meet

the challenge.

For iurther information, we cordially invite you to "attend a

presentation on our program:

MONDAY, FEBRUARYS, 1986
3:00 RM.

PLACEIVIENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER
If.interested, please write and enclose resume by January 27 to:

Charles Snow, Director

Controllers' Training-38th floor _
or caiuudy siiberberg

Morgan Stanley & Co. /

1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020 -.:..•>.,

k

at

(212)974-7383
for more information
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Viewpoint

By Jean Marie Cabillot

Opponents of divestment frequently assert that the

withdrawal of American companies from South Africa will hurt

blacks. Greg Dougherty's letter entitled "Divesting hurts S.

African blacks" is reminiscent of a full-page advertisement plac-

ed by the South African government in the Wall Street Journal

(Bruin, Nov. 26, 1985) " 'Sanctions will hurt my people,' says

South African Black Leader." Similarly, Jerry Falwell appear-

ing recently on ABC's Nightline said that no elected black

leader he had spoken to while he was in South Africa was in

favor of divestment.

A number of points are pertinent in response to these asser-

tions. First, there are no elected black leaders in South Africa.

Black South Africans do not have the right to vote. It is interest-

ing to note that Dougherty, who professes concern that blacks

in South Africa are not ready to "assume the responsibilities of

runnirtg a government."
This is a racist and paternalistic position whtch should be re-

jected by all Americans who cherish the fundamental freedoms

and basic rights upon which America is founded. One should

also be aware that the South African government has always

sought to prevent blacks from being educated to "run the coun-

try." In fact, the government has used "education" to inculate a

sense of inferiority and weakness, to prevent blacks from
becoming politically conscious, and to prevent blacks from
asserting their basic right to vote. The government's education

policy backfired in 1976, when hundreds of black students were
shot while protesting the government's policy. Despite thi.s there-

Letters

Underprivileged DB Blues

are thousands of highly educated blacks, in South Africa and in

exile, who will inevitably form the majority-rule government in

SouCh Africa.

Second, the idea that South African blacks are opposed to

Bodivestment should be closely examined. There can be no doubt

that Bishop Desmond Tutu, who six)ke at UCLA days before

being awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, is in favor of divestment.

Nor can anyone say that Nelson Mandela, the preeminent

leader of black South Africans who has spent the last twenty

years sil^ced in jail, would not immediately call for divestment

were he allowed to speak freely. It is illegal, under South

African law, to advocate divestment. A number of South

Africans have been charged with this very crime, which carries

a minimum sentence of five years imprisonment.

Of course, the South African government is delighted when
black "leaders" such as Gatsha Buthelezi, the "leader" referred

to in the Wall Street Journal ad, and other "homeland" chiefs

oppose divestment. All that need be said is that they are

generally regarded as being compromised because they work
within the official South African government system of "sepa-

rate development," and control the funds allocated by the gov-

ernment to the "homelands."
Third, would divestment really hurt blacks? American com-

panies employ approximately 70 thousand blacks in South

Africa, out of a black population of more than 25 million. This

fraction of a percent of the black South African workforce are

among the most employable people and would have little trou-

ble finding other jobs. Even if South African blacks would be
hurt, it is absurd to be concerned about a drop of blood when a

river of blood is flowing.

The noted South African playwright, Ahtol Fugard; author of

Bloodknot, currently being performed on Broadway, has

pointed out that "the black people in South Africa have no pa-

tience. They will pay any price — and are already paying even
the highest price. So when we talk about disi^estments or

boycotts or sanctions, lets not come on with the Kgument that

we're going to hurt those we want to help. It's all beyond that."

Steve Biko, shortly before his death in detention at the hands of

the South African police, said that "it should be understood in-

Europe and North America that foreign investment supports the

Continued on Page 17

Editor:

Last summer my girlfriend

and I arrived at the opinion
that MIchaef"Bowte7~50~^well,
articulated 4n his affirmative

action article (Changing
Policy, Jan. 1986).

We discussed the pros and
cons of the affirmative action

issue. We favored Affirmative
Action because we felt blacks

are likely to come from
neighborhoods and schools
which are poor and inade-

quate environments in giving

the education needed for

preferable jobs, universities,

etc.

We opposed the principle of

Affirmative Action which
argues for preference because
of our nation's historical in-

justice—it is discrimination in

reverse.

But, as Michael Rowley
pointed out, we realized that

if we favored Affirmative Ac-
tion for this reason, then all

underprivileged people—black,
white, Hispanic--should be
given a chance to enter the

arenas of life that the
privileged have already
entered.

The underprivileged are a
heterogenous class, and,
rather than ignored, should be
helped to enter the happier
areas of life.

Charles Anthony
Senior

Political science

Editor:

Just before winter break the

Bri:un printed a list of the 100

^ mo5t—arttstantifTrg

—

UCLAT
) alumni. I thought that this

would finally be an attempt to

focus attention on academics
instead of athletics. But no.

When I looked for R.B.

Merrifield on the list I instead

found Ann Meyers: the first

something-or-other All
American "in history."

Silly me. Dribbling and
slamming are of course more
important than making ad-

vances in chemistry and winn-
ing a Nobel prize.

Furthermore, it is obviously

easier to recall an amazing bit

of "history" from a number of

years ago than a Nobel prize

awarded just last year to

some-one who received his

B.S. and Ph.D. here at
UCLA. _^^

Please excuse me for expec-
ting anything significant to

appear in the Daily Bruin.

. Claude Andrew Aligne

Junior
Biochemistry
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Ideinism?
Editor:

Of all discriminating
"isms," racism and sexism are
the best known — though
many may disagree — and
ideinism is not known at all.

What is racism? We tersely

answer, ' ''Distinction and
discrimination based on race."
Who is a racist? "Anyone who
differentiates between and
discriminates against people
based on race." Is racism good
or bad? "Qh my goodness, it's

bad, bad, bad."
What is sexism? We

mechanically — if not quite as
firmly reply, "Discrimination
based on sex." Who is a..."my
goodness, it's bad, bad, bad."
What is ideinism? We may

blushingly mutter something
1 i k e t h i s

,

"Mmmm...ehhh.. .Gee, are
you sure that's a real word?"
What would be an example of
ideinism?

Is it ideinist, for instance, to
send hundreds of Guatemalan
and Salvadoran refugees back
home to see their end just
because they do not share our
opinion that their gov-
ernments are fit for them?

Is it ideinist to, in the

meanwhile, greet and quarter

droves of refugees fromViet-

nam, Cambodia and eastern

Europe only because they do
_share our opinion that their

"governments are no good?"^ ~"

Is it ideinist to dilly-dally in

joining the rest of the world to

boycott South Africa, but
hurriedly place an embargo
against Nicaraguan only
because it won't say "Uncle?"

Is it ideinist to finance the

rape, murder and bombing of

the civilians in Nicaragua and
El Salvador just because they

do not share our opinion of

their governments?

t, Now, what is ideinism? We
may respond, "Ehhh...are you
positive this is a real word?"
Who is an ideinist? "Come
on... are you pulling my leg or

something?" Is ideinism good
or bad? "Will you stop it

already?"

Ideinism: (Latin, idein to

see) 1.) prejudiceor
discrimination based on dif-

ference of opinion. 2)

discrimination based ideology

and/or values (e.g. It would
be a blatant practice of

ideinism to call a disagreeing

fellow a communist and then

drop napalm on him.)

Esfandiar Abbassi

Senior

History

Bloom County
Editor:

Whether your're excited by

the beginning of the a new
quarter or depressed by the

prospect of 11 we(^ of classes

and exams to cortie, one thing

is certain: most students will

be pleased to get their daily

fix of Bloom County again.

In fact, the addition of this

comic strip has been one of

the brightest decisions that the

Daily Bruin has made in re-

cent years. For this and other

reasons, I find it particularly

distressing that the Bruin

would not print one of Berke

Breathed's supposedly con-

troversial panels on Dec. 5,

1985.

Tai Lee protested a "slap in

the face" of the Asian race

when it came to Breathed's

treatment of the admittedly

touchy subject of arranged

marriages involving Asian

women. While it is true that

this is a controversial subject,

Continued on Page 17
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Divestment eoveRWMgNTis ImmR
Continued from Page 16
present economic system of injustice... >, .

.

We blacks are perfectly willing to suffer the consequences!

We are quite accustomed to suffering."

Finally, to address the central question of what divestment

seeks to accomplish. As a moral approach, it disassociates

America from the Apartheid system. "Those who invest in

South Africa," said Bijhop Tutu, "should not think they are do-

ing us a favor; they are here for what they get of our cheap and

abundant labor and they should know they are butressing one

of the most vicious systems."

Practically, divestment seeks to pressure the South African

government to reform. It recognizes that the Beagan Ad-

ministration's policy^of "constructive engagement" has been an

abysmal failure:

America should look to the future. Everyone knows that there

will be majority rule in South Africa. The war of liberation in

that country is well underway. America should learn from its

painful lessons of backing the wrong horse, and being viewed as

supporting the oppressor.
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Cabillot is a third year law student.
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of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other col-
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of their authors. They do not reflect the views of

the Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin complies with

the Comiiiunication Board's policy prohibiting the

publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory

cultural or ethnic stereotypes.
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The Bruin. The Communications Board has a
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plaints against any of its publications. For a copy
of the complete procedure, contact the Publica-

tions office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
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Lee misses the point completer!

In the zeal to attack all

things perceived as anti-Asian,

Lee fails to see how Breathed
uses his characters to get

across his message. Steve
Dallas, the designated creep
and chauvinist pig of the strip

represents all things foul and
prejudiced in our society^
-Breathed uses his attitude ?i

actions to point out just how
repugnant the purchase of

mail order brides is. Converse-
ly, Opus (the heart and hero
of Bloom County) usually
stands for all that is good and
upstanding. We find him, as

well as the members of the

**Meadow Morals Squad"

chastising Dallas at their every
opportunity.

Lee, however, does not take
the time to figure out such
things.

Anything that does not por-
tray Asians in a good light is

quickly and thoroughly at-

tacked, whether warranted or
not. The same attitude is

taken here without taking the
time to dissect the indirect,

but almost always amusing
mind of Breathed. Such jour-

nalims smacks of the infamous
^'Jamming of the White

isode M^^^eTtr

Caucasian males were
stereotyped as wolves preying
on poor Asian women
whenever they pursued a

social relationship with the

women. Self-righteousness to

the point of reverse
discrimination is unhealthy."

The request to censor

Breathed's comic strip is 6nly

a small part of a very danger-

ous attitude.

While Asian women on the

UCLA campus are far from
docile (as Lee asserts), the jest

of the student population
should not be so docil as to

remain silent when reverse

discrimination rears its ugly

head. Serious journalism re-

quires research, thought, and
analysis. It does not need
shouting without thought.

"Bloom County" is one of

the best and brightest comic
stria to come along in many-

years. Along w.i t h

"Doonesbury" it is one of the

few topical and intelligently^

written strips available to

young adults today. Let's read

it that way.
Stuart Shigeo Sumida

' • . Graduate student

Biology
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THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE INfTERNATIONALr
STUDENT CENTER

1023 Hilgard ^ '

Westwood

PROUDLY PRESENT THE FIRST IN THE SERIES ON
-T— TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Thursday evening; January Z3f 1986
''TEI.ECOMMVNICATION: ITS EFFECT OIV

. \OVNOWANU INTHE FUTURE''
Stanley J. Kabala - Sales Vice President Western Region - AT&T

SERIES HOSTED BY: AT&T
DINNER MEETING: 6:30 P.M.

ISC/BA STUDENTS - NO CHARGE OTHER UCLA STUDENTS - $6.50

PUBUC- $12.00
»•-«-*.«-

—

MUST HAVE RE8ERVATIOIV8 - PHOIVE 208-4587 or 825-3384

Bring in this coupon with your roll of 35 mm, 110, 126

or disc film for developing and printing. Order one set

of color prints at the reaular price, and you'll get the

second set for free to share with friends.

Offer Good on W^d.. Jan. 22, 1986

ONLY, before 3:30 pm
Offer not valid with any other coupon or discount.

'^ V»V»V",V»v«.V«V»,V»V«{

X t

Camera HI-FI & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.

One Block South of UCLA ^

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 6 pm Sat. 10 am - 6 pm
(213)208-5150-

Parking validated at Allied & Village totwith $7^minimum pu^^ j

ATTENTION UCLA
GRADUATING THIS ACADEMIC YEAR!!

Interested In interviewing with employers for

entry-level CAREER POSITIONS In:

• Engineering/Physical Sciences OR
• Management, Marketing/Sales or Accounting?

-^— Register NO^ for the 1985-86

CAMPUS INTERVIEW PROGRAM
Registration Form (REQUIRED for career Interviews) and further

--.^^ Information available at thie

MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER,
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER
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CURT
FOR BEAUTY

YOU NEED CALCIUM

Calcium is crucial for good posture, healthy

smiles, graceful moves, and active muscles.

Because it works to keep your bones strong and

your joints flexible.

^m

v^antasy Yogurt makes it easy for you to get

the calcium you need. Three cups of Fantasy

Yogurt or a serving of Fantasy Protein Shake will

give you 100% of the calcium* you need in a day

to keep your bones in beautiful shape. Plus 59%
of your daily protein, 100% of your riboflavin,

and 93% of your BJ^ according to Recommend-
ed Dietary Allowances. All this, for only 15%
to 27% of your daily calories.

^—^Of course, Fantasy Yogurt tastes so good you
might not want to stop eating it. So go ahead and

, live it up. You'll be doing yourself a beautiful

.- favor.
*B4.scd upim the RcwHtimendcd D»il> Alk)*»n,.e of WXl mg o( catciuiti iof »ninen I") and older The RDA lor wtimcii

1118 \s 1200 mj F(iur servings of dairy pnxlucb are rck.i>mnicndcd lur leens

'TANTAsizE yOUR TASTE buds''—* 100%Natural —
. . .

*9S% FAT FREE
* A VERAGE 24 CAI.0RIE3 PER OUNCE

"-^^r/3 THE CALORIES OF ICE CREAM
* 1/4 THE CHOLESTEROL OF ICE CREAM
> NATURALLY SWEETED Wh H FRUCTOSE

I

I BuyOne
Oei One

fl

Exp. 1/27/86

One
>H fEUSON^

>T VALID WITH I

OTMIt DISCOUNTS,

TWO DELICIOUS LOCA TIONS
OLD TOWNE PLACE
19800 Hawthorne Blvd.

Torrance, CA
(213)542-7^00

WESTWOOD
1 101 Gayley Ave.

Los Angeles, CA
(213) 824-7707

^
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^Gosh, Sally, the corn is as high as an elephant's eye.
'

FILMS

lott can say that again, lames.
'

*Murphy's Romance' wins
praise for warmth and wit

RFCORDS
ftr-^r.

Flesh for Lulu, Simple
Minds, Heart, Sfarship

By BY. RandaN

In these ultra-chic times,

the word "old fashioned" has
become synonymous with
something archaic and out of

date, and is used usually in a

derogatory sense. Its use im-
mediately lessens one's
sophistication, and invites

scorn from la haute
bourgeoisie. Murphy's
Romance is a great, old fash-

ioned movie. Not since the

days when Li'l Abner chased
Daisy Mae around the fields of
Dogpatch, has courtship been
this enjoyable.

The fil.rp arrives like a

cultural icon, straight out of
Norman Rockwell. With the

exception of a few well-chosen

off-color words, probably just

to prove the film's not totally

square. Murphy's is

Americana, sweet and finely

distilled.

Spunky divorcee Emma
Moriarty (Sally Field), has
moved to a small Arizona
town in hopes of opening a

horse breeding ranch and star-

ting a new life for herself. She
has guts, wile, and a teenaged

son, but little else*

Enter Murphy Jones (James
Gamer), a widower and the

local pharmacist. Murphy is a

practical man, the kind who'd
rather pay parking tickets

than move his vintage

,* -

James Garner and Sally Field

Studebaker. It's a foregone
conclusion that these two are

destincjd for each other.

The beauty of the film is in

the s ly, subtle, and-
sophisticated way they go
about it. Forsaking a tradi-

tional filmic structure, direc-

tor Martin Ritt substitutes

character for plot — in this

case, character is plot. This is

a film that celebrates both the

work and small town ethic.

Whether it as simple as a

friendly game of cards with

matchsticks as the ante, the"

town bingo game, or a night

at the local dance hall, this is

just plain folks. Written by
the team that gave us Norma
Rae, Murphy's Romance
avoids the syrup and cloying

sentimentality tnat can gum
up such enterprises through its

witty and winning dialogue.

The script is never condescen-

ding to its salt-of-the-earth

people, no mean feat in itself.

What ultimately makes the

film a buoyiint and constant

delight, are the performances.

For once, Sally Field relaxes

and stops acting, and winds

up pulling off a charming per-

formance. Gone are the stagey

theatrics that mar so much of

her work.

But what really makes Mur-

phy's magic, is James Garner,

as the affable Murphy. He has

long been America's answer to

Michael Caine, being that he

is incapable of giving a bad

performance. His limited big

screen appearances have kept

one of our best acting
resources underwraps, but

here he is at his zenith. Giving

the performance of his career,

his Murphy is a down home

marvel, exuding sagacity at

will.

While it may appear as just

too simplified for some, Mur-

phy's Romance is a folksy

delight. Let's have half a

dozen more of these.

.

By jack Dutx^wsky

Fl^sh For Lulu: Big Fun
City; Statik. It's refreshing

nowadays to hear an album
recorded with absolutely no
synthesizers. Except when
it's Flesh for Lulu's new
and third LP, Big Fun Ci-

ty, an import on Statik

records.

When Flesh, headed by

lead vocalist Nick Marsh,
played UCLA last year they

presented a strong sound

and image: driving, British,

kind of upbeat "post punk."

But unlike their live per-

formance, this album is

dull. The vocals and music

are both uninspired and
simplistic. The album's
tempo is slow as well, and

songs such as the single

**Baby Hurricane" or
"Golden Handshake Girl"'

might be saved by a

quicker beat. This is Flesh?

Maybe my turntable belt i&

slipping. No, it really is

slow, and the songs drag
and lose energy as a result.

Horns added here and there

are either unnecessary or

weak attemps to spice up
tedious tracks. Female
backup vocals on "Let Go"
are humorously trite.

Perhaps this is more
evidence that Statik signs

only the most tired, unsuc-

cessful, and wannabee oi^\
British bands, like Positive ^

Noise. Perhaps this is but a

minor setback in what will

be Flesh's meteoric rise to

superstardom. Will you buy
their next album, if they

have one, to find out? I

doubt I will.
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Flesh for Lulu in the John

By Bob Remstein

Review Editor v

Simple Minds: Once Upon
a Time; A&M. Once upon
a time, there was a nice,

relatively . unknown artsy

Scottish rock band named
Simple Minds. They had
never had an American hit

single, but they had a con-

siderable following, and
their 1984 album. Sparkle

in The Rain, had received

glowing praise from a

number of music critics.

Fate intervened early in

1985 when the group was
asked to record "Don't You
(Forget About Me)," the

theme song from the film

The Breakfast Club. Writ-

ten by producer Keith

Forsey, the song 'was a

marked departure from the

band's usually through-

Continued on Page 21
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THBATRES

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS

MIVM.
11523 S.M Blvd

477-5581
Daily 12 303:45-7 00-10 15

MUSKHAU.
9036WH5htre
2744866

Triylil

Tues-Fri 5 408 001010
Sat-Sun 1:003 305 408:001010

(inlTooSun

FMEARTS FMllHLm
8666WHshire Tim-frl 5 4S8:0O1O15
662 1330 Sat-Sun 1:15-3 305 4^8:001015

SANTA MONICA
I

1332 2nd St

394-9741

Tues Fn 6 45-9 25

Sat-Sun 1 2S4 05« 45^9 25

i
1332 2nd St

39i^41
Daily 6 308 45

Sat-Sun 2 004 1^:308 45

M
1332 2nd St

384^41
Tues-Fri 7:009 06

Sat-Stm 12:45-2 504 56-7 009:06

IV

1332 2nd St

384^41
Tues-Fri 7 30 9 40

Sat-Sun 1 003:10 5:20 7 30 9:40

PLnr
THIATRBS

WEST L.A.

cammY piAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of tfie Stars

55:M291

I um M-ia
OaNy 1:4M:15-7 509 »
Fri-Sat Lata Show 12 00

CENTWIV flAZA
Century City OiNy 2:00445-7 3010:15
2040 Ave of Ihe Stvs Fri-Sat Lata Show 12:45
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WESTWOOD

474-7886
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HOLLYWOOD

Sunset Nr Vine

466-3401

HOUYWOOO PACIFIC
HHywd 81 Nr Cahuenga
464-4111

N0U.Y\NO0O>ACIRC

if

70mm 6-Track DOLBY STihEO ^
1:004 15-7 301035 ^

Ffecvy s RivMMe Mi ^a^

70mm DOLBY STEREO '^

12:302:304 30«3O8 3010:30 VV
Fri-Sat Late Show 12:30 '^

'it
Eaeaw MIm ffS-ISI ^

12 4^-3:05-5:25-7 45-10 06 '^

Fri-Sat Late Show 12 20 ^
HOUYWOOO PACmC Tr^MP^IJI if

12 402 404:40€ 40-8 4O10 40 ^
Fn-Sat Late Show 12:40
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WESTWOOD

AVCOCMEMAI
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AVCO CINBM N
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47S0711

flllMMK«(P0-11)^
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LANDMARK
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

NUAITT
11272 SM
470«79

Blvd.

1t1

WESTWOOD

10800 Pico Blvd

475^)406

IS UP
1:003 40«:2O9 00

I

1:30730

PirtN
1:007:00

1:15-3:15-515

7:15-9:15

Separate Admission

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Inlormalion C^ 625-2345

Today(8:0Q^.00.t2 SO students)

<1862)

(1906)

^^jYJlYjIKD

(1977)

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070

Jm 22-23-24 1

10:00

(CTO) indicates free screenings for which
admission tickets are required Tickets are
•vailablewith UCLA 10 on the day of the
•crfening only althe CentralTlckat Office
(MIer) at 900AM and at tie MacGoww Box
One* It 10:00
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By 6<7/ U'Ren. Stoff Wnter

"At this point in your life,"

he said with a quick
smile,"you'd think you'd have
some idea of what you v7ant

to do once you get out of

school." He stepped down
from the balcony and out onto
the green where the boys were
already halfway into their

weekly match of cricket.
-Despite the disapproval of his

father, he was glad he was
missing it. "Son, I just don't

understand why you don't
want to come and work with
me at the firm."

The chandelier dropped on-
to the marble ballroom floor

with a piercing crash.
Underneath the rubble, young
Jimmy Harcourt could clearly

see a copy of The Razor's
y.d^e. As visions of the Bill

Murray film version raced
through his imagination, he
Ifaned over to his father and
proclaimed, "Dad, in the
words of the immortal Charlie
SextQjB, The beat's so lonely,

if you let it slip away, it's so

lonely at the top. Ah, so lone-

ly.'" Clearly, the only thing
that mattered to young James
Harcourt was that he got some
free sweats^ from one Howard
Y. Altman, a chemist residing

in London's upper West Side.

Jimmy reached through the

shattered crystal and picked
up the book. It was nice
enough, alright, but the one
thing that puzzled him was
the inscription: "Hello Jimmy.
I have a question for you—
Mick Jagger and David Bowie

Continued on Page 23
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Eleni Boukidis relaxes, knowing that she's this week's ONCAMPUS trivia contest winner
RICHARD MURPHY/Oaily Bruin

L ROSS J. SOMERS, UCLAALUM
Computerized Eye Exam

Overnite Wear Contacts
('O' series or Softmate)

$125*
Change Your Eye Color Daily Wear Soft Contacts
-~

Soft Contacts (B&L) —'
(B&LorA.o.) —

$128* $10*
•Price includes one pair lenses, fitting, training, follow-up, and care kit. Exam with lens purchase only S20 Exam without purchase S35

Same day service for most eyes Mention ad at time of purchase for these fees.

Visa and Mastercard accepted

ROSS J. SOMERS, O.D. 478-0596
1 1 600 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 100 BRENTWOOD (next to V.A.)

MHow Not To—

—

Have To
Guarantee A
Great Haircut-**

Get One At®
Sassoon S, Sassoon
Happy Hair Hour- Cuts From $12
Our 17th year at 925 BroxtOll
"Kirkland, for black hair care and hair weaving"

(few doors north of vilhge theatre)

208-7277 Nowopcn 208-4247Now open
Sunday 11-5

TAN YOUR BRUINS
THE MOST LUXURIOUS TANNING SALON IN CALIFORNIA

BODYTAN
SPECIAL IIMTRODUCTORY OFFER!

3 SESSIONS ONLY S 1

2

. Students/Faculty Special With This Ad^nd UCLA ID Expires 1/30/86

• UCLA's Favorite Tanning Salon
• Walking Distance From Campus
• 1 2 Luxurious Rooms
• Everyday Student Discount Prices

"WE FEATURE THE WOLFF SYSTEM
77*^

"the safest, most advanced equipment in the world."

'GREAT TAN = GREAT LOOKS

'

1 1 07 Gayley Ave
(1 block north of Wilshire)

Westwood Village

*^''^\. Open Late- 7 Days

824-2826

Present Student l.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the EUte"^

Arrive In Style

hTM

Co on a Spree^

BILL ROBENTSON & SONS INC

i![i]jif!iIji!TiV^V\iiij«i

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (215) 466-7191

d nii««ii|)i4i atimmmillmiaimim
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Ne^rHeart-and Starship
"W

Heart looking rococo

Continued from Page 19

composed song style. Instead

of being an ongoing groove
which moved along at the

whim of singer Jim Kerr's

emotional mood, the song was
organized by ordinary verse/

chorus guidelines. It did,

-however, with its singalong^

chorus, fit the bill for
Arherican pop radio; and,
with the assistance of the hit

movie it was the theme for, it

shot straight to #1.

choruses in their songs.

The results are sparkling,

well-composed, sung with
verve — but they lack the
spontaneity and charged feel

of the group's previous effort.

Cuts like "Sanctify Yourself,"

By Ann Mulkern

Heart: Heart; Capitol. Pas-
sionworks and Private Audi-
tion, the last two albums by
Heart, were far from being
commercial successes. But

nk ¥.,^«i 1 J "' J "-r^
their most recent release,

=^. J«n^and. «md Comt^fcart, has made it to the #1a Long Way are fine songs, position ^n Billboard's Top

Once Upon a Time is Sim-
ple Minds' first album since

fate's thunderbolt struck, and
they obviously will never be
the same. The material on this

album lies halfway between
the band's previous style, pro-

gressive doleful New Roman-
ticism with punch, and their

^newfound "Don't You (Forget

About Me)" sound. When they

asked American producers
Jimmy lovine and Bob Clear-

mountain to get a sparklingly

American sound out of the

band. Simple Minds also had
to follow lovine's instruction

to plan out verses and.

produced in a very well-plan-
ned manner. The sense of
urgency present on Sparkle in
the Rains best songs ("Water-
front," "Up On the Catwalk,"
"Speed Your Love to Me") is

present here in a diminished
form. Jim Kerr's singing re-

mains as soulful and pretty as

ever, but within these con-
straining guidelines, he can no
longer really stretchout, and
the album suffers as a result.

Once Upon a Time, despite
its shortcomings, is an en-
joyable record. It's unfortu-
nate that Simple Minds' deci-

sion to Americanize their style

has weakened their artistic vi-

sion.

* * *
'M^i

Albums chart. It includes two
singles that are currently hot
sellers, "Never" and "What
About Love," but the album
as a whole is uneven, sides A
and B differing greatly in

quality.

The A side of Heart is

stylistically diverse, ranging
from the hard rocking cut "If

Looks Could Kill" to the
softer? -more melodic tune,
"These Dreams." Ann Wilson's
voice range is extensive, as

usual, and you'll definitely

find yourself humming seme
of these catchy tunes.

Now for the bad news.
Perhaps Ann and Nancy got
tired after recording side one,

or maybe they were just in a
-""" Continued on Page 22
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Jim Kerr artd other Simple Minds

Mickey Thomas and Grace Slick, with that ubiquitous teeny-bopper, Dick Clark
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STUDENT & FACULTY
J

SPECIAL !

Cut & Blow (Men) *,^ >^Q I

(Women) ' _ ;

Body Perm $25.00
(wim mii coi4>on auciA i.d.)

International
Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
Exp. 2/1/86

"

^

Open7Day$

A DIM SUM CAFE
.-- *•'

^^W.^*^
50^1

LIGHT CHINESE -

- Lunch, Dinner ~

or Late Nights

FrQm $1.75

WESTWOOD VILLAGE«1091 BROXTON»L.A./213-824-7869

SPRING QUARTER EXPO CENTER
OPEN HOUSE

information Meetings

Wed.^Jan. NATIONAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS-

12:00 Spr. Qtr *86 programs in Washingtorr, D.C. &
Sacramento

Deadline: Jan. 24

Summer '86 programs in Washington, D.C.

Sacramento, New York and San Francisco

Deadline: Jan. 24

1 1 ;00 AMERICAN INSTIJUTE FOR FOREIGN STUDY

-Academic year and summer programs abroad. Great

Britain, Austria, Spain, France

2:00 AIESEC - Intemational Association of Students in

Economics and Business Management, Paid

overseas traineeships

1 :00 FELLOWSHIPS: CORO. White House. Califomia

Senate and Assembly Programs.

3:00 INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Study Abroad/Travel Abroad

4:00 ROTARY FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL,
'

SCHOLARSHIPS

Information meeting for 1987 Scholarships.

EXPO CENTER
A-21 3 Ackerman Unioii 825-0831
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Less than 5 minutes from Campus

Tablecloths . . . Napkins . . . W PIZZA tOO!
'^ ~ (RATED BEST BY AM LA (KABC TV>-OTHER PUBLICATtONS)

~—-'^^" "

LUNCH MON.-FRI. — COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DINNER SPECIALS • All 5-Course Dinners Complete (with Sou^ and Salad Beverage & Dessert)

/fa//an Restaurant In a LightHearted Roman Style

WEST L A 10929 W. PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING

SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEDA 787-ANNA.

Something's
always
cooking

Bruin Advertisingf

825-2161

^y©LA

If

COLLEGE
BOWL

Competition Begins Jan 28

Applications dueJODATBY 5:00Pli/l
^

Furtded by CPC of the PAB, "»^- .. ^^'^y^j
\\, ^.* • '• *•

^•N »

We're Not
All Pomp And
Circumstance.

Some companies give recent graduates a fancy title and
not much else.

At Applied Magnetics, we value your ingenuity. We give

business and engineering graduates the opportunity to assume
significant responsibility early in their career by placing them
in a position to make key decisions that affect the way we do
business. i^ / ^

I

If you'd like to find out more about us, just drop by the

Placement Center and read our literature.

If you're interested in discussing the many challenging

career paths we have available, please sign up for an interview.

We'll be on Campus on February 6th.

Lynne Desmond
College Recruiting Manager

Applied Magneticm
Corporation

75 Robin Hill Road; Goleta, CA 93117 (805) 683-5353

More on records
Continued from Page 21

hurry, for the flipside of Heart

is simply not as good as the A
side. All of the cuts on side

two are remakes of one
another. The only thing that

really distinguishes one song

from the next are the grooves

in the album.

The only not&ble exception

to this repetition is a song

called **Nobody's Home"
which is by far the most inter-

esting cut on the album.

Interestingly, both of the

singles already released from

the album can be classified as

more "traditional" Heart, not

simply ballads, but not quite

heavy metal either. Granted,

bands must grow and progress

to avoid death from inertia,

but middle-of-the-road rock

has always been Heart's
specialty. The group that

started with acoustic guitars

can't quite pull off the heavier

cuts on side two of Heart,

If you're not already a

follower of Heart, this album
isn't going to convert you. If

you are already a fan of the

two sisters from Seattle,

however. Heart is defintely

worth a listen. Just don't turn

It ovBr. =

By Denise Dziuba

Starship: Knee Deep io the

Hoopla; RCA. After man^
years, and several personnel

and name changes, Starship

seems to have finally founcL
the right combination for suc-

cess. Their new album Knee
Deep in the Hoopla capitalizes

on this winning formula.

Beginning with the current

hit "W^e Built This City," the

record ^is off to a fast start,

establishing a strong druiti

beat which remains constant

throughout most of the album.

While many of the nine songs

conveniently fit easy-listening

criteria, the use of electronics

and harder-edged guitar work
help songs such as "Tomorrow
Doesn't Matter Tonight" and
"Hearts of the World (Will

Understand)" avoid
monotony.

Another factor which aids

the songs is the vocals. Mickey
Thomas, who sings almost

every song, has a pleasant

voice, but makes a few
mistakes. His high notes dur-

ing "Tomorrow Doesn't Mat-
ter Tonight" should be avoid-

ed and for "Private Room,"
which describes love for sale,

his vocals resemble restrained

shouts'. When combined with

.the background vocals of

Continued on Page 23
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SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/thls ad.

SINCE 1929^^
WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR

?^1061 Gayl©y across from Baxter
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LosAngeles I
}\atrioit HoUU

The Los Angeles Airport Marriott Hotel looks for

qualified individuals who are interested in pro-
viding "excellence in service and hospitability".

We offer full-time hours as well as part-time hours
and flexible shifts depending upon the position.

Marriott offers many excellent benefits including:
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, Parking, Meals,
Vacation & Sick Leave, Profit Sharing, Credit
Union and many others.

If you are interested in exploring job oppor-
tunities, please visit our Employment denter.

To Complete An Application:

^ Mondays-Wednesdays: 9AM-5PM
Thursdays: 9AM-7PM

"•• -- -'
•'

y^ Interviewing Hours:

Mondays: 1PM-3PM .

Tuesdays: 10AM-1PM
Thursdays: 5PM-7PM

LOS AiNGELES
.\IRPORTiMttrriott

5N.SS West ( U;nlurv lioulvMird. I.on An|(ilv«i. C^liformu «NHM.S <2l.^)64l-57lNf

EOE/M/F/HA^
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Oncamp
Continued on Pase 20
have each worked with two
major film directors during
their respective careers, one is

an established master, the
other on his way to
widespread recognition. Who
are they?" Jiftimy laughed.

As Dad began mixing them
some martinis, Renee walked
in with the mail. "This one's

for you" she stated as she

handed Jimmy a white
envelope with no return ad-

dress. He. quickly tore it open
and began reading the
caligraphy jotted on the small

card: "By the way, Jimmy.
Last week Eleni Boukidis won
the trivia contest when she

called and said 'Buckaroo
Banzai.' If you know the new
one, my boy, it would be most
wise to call 825-2538 .after

12:50 this afternoon. " Jimmy
could not help but smile. He
was glad there was something
in his life that challenged him
besides being an ace batsman.

FILM
*-

Tuesday, January 21,
Melnitz presents its American
Independent Film Series with
screenings of Architectural
Millinery(c2i. 1952), Coney
Island at Night(l905),
Manhatta(l92l), The Cit
(1939), N.r.,N.y.(1957),'
Tocatta Manhatta(l949) , and
Block Print. Admission is $4
and $2.50 for students.

Wednesday, January 22,
Melnitz continues with its

REMEMBERING INGRID
BERGMAN -Series with screen-

ings a free screening of For
Whom The Bell Tolls{1943)

beginning at 8:00 pm.
Wednesday, January 22-

Friday, January 24, Campus
Events presents screenings of

the Mad Max Trilogy with
Mad Max at 6:00 pm. The
Road Warrior at 8:00 pm, and
Mad Max Beyond Thunder
dome at 10:00 pm nightly in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.
Thursday, January 23,

Melnitz presents free screen-

ings of Little Caesar{l930)
and The Public Enemy begin-

ning at 7:30 pm.
Friday, January 24, Melnitz

presents a special screening of

Bi?AZ/L(1986) at 7:30 pm,
with director Terry Gilliam
(of Monty Python fame)
speaking in person after the

program. Tickets, free to stu-

dents with ID, are available

at 9:00 am at the CTO Trailer

and at 10:30 at the
,MacGowan Box Office.

MUSIC
Thursday, January 23,

Cultural Affairs Jazz Series

begins with a free perfor-

mance from Tony Bray in

Kerekhoff Coffeehouse from
8-10 pm.

Records
Continued from Page 22

Grace Slick, however, the

singing blends well, sounding
polished and professional.

Slick has the mistortune of

singing the worst song on the

entire album. "Rock Myself to

Sleep" is heavy metal, with

the beginning resembling a

Quiet Riot song (in fact, that

group's lead singer Kevin
Dubrow lends his vocals to th^

song).

'
If Starship can stabilize

itself, the group can't help but

continjue-to soar;

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE
(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO HID6eN CHARGES V^

$595;00
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1 Tunnip 4 OUChaiMf 8. OMck Battery W«l«r

2. VaK«A4|. 5. Brake Adf 9. InapKt Fiont End

3. Lube 6. Ouich Adf. 10. Comprcuion Test

7. Scfvtce /Ur Oaaner 11 (PrcMure TcA CooMng SyMcm)

$59.95

Parts A Labor (Gas * Ah Fllltr wtxmi

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 260Z. 2802 $20.00 XTRA) ^^

(HIOIMOA TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

Ml USED CAR DIAGNOSIS — tSS.SS
• THIS IS AW HONEST OAHAOE *

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 • 829-7«12

Cpari salon
HAIRSTYUNG BY
VIDALSASSOOr^
ACADEMY GRADUATEXJATE^

UCLASpeclal
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Higtilight

$3O.O0 (reg. $60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473*0066 479-932S

(wtmiNtad)
Full Leg Waxing

$16.00

Serve an

INTERNSHIP
Washington DC, Sacramento,

San Francisco, or INtew York City

For more information attend an information

meeting in the EXPO Center, in A-2 1

3

Ackerman.

INFORMATION MEETINGS:

Tuesdays at 4 p.m.
'

Wednesdays at 1 2 p.m. *

Thursdays at 3 p.m. "

DIADUNEi
Frl«tey/J*nMJ|ry 14^ 1986
The EXPO Center is a service of Student Affairs

California
Graduate Institute
( 'la\se\ tieiiin January ft and end April II

1986 Winter

II 00- 2 00 pm
II 00-2 00 pm
2:00-5 no pm
2 00-5:00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
3:00-5 0(1 pm
4 00-6:00 pm
5 00-8 (to pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
6 (IO-«:OOpm
800- 1 1 :00 pm

Class Schedule

8:00- 1 1:00 pm C -191-3

ll:00-2()0pm
11:00- 2 :00 pm
11:00-2 (Uipm
1 00-3:00 pm
200-5:00pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5.00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pYn

5:00^8:00 pm'
5:0()-8,()Opm

8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10 (H)pm'
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm

8:00-11 00 pm
8:00-1 1:00 pm

1'31

C-152
r-i57"
B-103
323
414
C-121
321

KM
606
C-121

861

2:00-

2:00

2:00

2:00

5:(K)

5:00

5:00

5 OO
5:00

5 00
8:00

8:00

8.UU

-jrmr

5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
-11:00 pm
-I lOOpm

1 1 .110 (\m

C-131

C-131
B 100

414
B-104
B-104
822
C-181-3
S-P32

B-102
407 ,

C-182
C-142
T-2

P-2

E-2

L-2

604
401

C-163
408
C-142
C-161
.414

802
344
B-IOl

C-181
CI 51

C-192

C-ltf3

KrUU

M O N D
F.go's Delcnsc
Psychological Asscssmcni I

n*sycho|ogical Assessmenl II

Physiological Psych»)logy

Advanced Obj Ret Theory
Group Supervision (PracticumMOC)
Ciroup Process & lechniguc (()C>

Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Psychosynihesis

Ciroup I'roccss & Technique (OC)
Advanced Mealing lechniques & V:
Psychosynihesis

Clinical Praclicum(OC)

T IJ E S D
Elhicsand Laws
Ethics and Laws (OC)
Statistics (OC)
Ciroup Supervision (Prac(icum)

Learning and C^ignition

Learning and Cognition (OC)
Advanced Clinical Hypnosis
Proposal Research I. H, 111 (OC)
Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psychology

Psychopathology & family Dyn
Proposal Research II. Ill

Psychopathology I (OC)
Psychoanalytic Theory Pi. 2

Psychopathology 2

Child Psychoanalysis

Current Literature

New Body Psychotherapies

Theories olMFCC

Wr.DNE<>DAY
Human Sexuality

Cross-Cultural MorcN iSt Values
Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
Group Supervision (Practicum) (OC)
functional Human Anatomy
Wrilirigs ol Melanie Klein I

History and Systems of Psychology
Proposal Research I

Psychological Assessn>cnt I (OC)
Clinical Practicum II

Clinical Practicum 111

Phvstulottual P)>vchi>U>nv X.K)
-H 0(T pm 7m PathologicaTc haraclcrs in Literature

900:^12 OOn
9:30- N 30 am
10:30-12 30 pm
II 00-2:00 pm
2:00-5:(tOpm

2:(M)-5O0pm
200-5:00 pm
5O0-8:()0,pm
'^OO-SOO pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm

500-8:00 pm
8:00-ll:()()pm

8:00- 10:00 pm
8:()0-IO.OOjjnL

8:00 10:00 pm
8 OO-lOOOpm
8O0-I I OOpm

11:00-2OOpm
5:00-8 OOpm
5:00.8:00 pm

I OOO- 1:00 pm
1:00-3 OOpm

C-191-3
414
414

403
713

B-IOI

B 100

B-105
317

C !9t

C-161

408
841

PI

T H I! R S D A Y
Clinical Practicum I. IL llj (OC)
Group Supervision

Group Supers iMun

Apphcd rcchnigucN o| Ml ( (

Psychology & Contemporary Society

History and Systems (OC)
Slalislics

Research Methods *

Introduction to f-go Psychology

C'lmical Practicum I

Psv choanal VI ic Psychotherapy

C ross-C ultural Mores & Values (OC I

PsycUopharmacology IO{ )

l*svchopatholog> I

JNBJIo-ilblb U>' Theory Ht. 6
C-2 Clinical Case C<»nlerence

C-5. . Clinical Case Conlerence
314 Narcissistic t)isorders

FRIDAY
403 Applied Techniques ol Mf CC (OC)
C-171 StKiijI Bases of Behavior

b-II2 Comprehensive Review

SATIRUAY
s()8 Diagnosis & Direction (OC)
C-121 Group Process & Technique (OC)

Professional Seminars

Most seminars quality (or coniinuing education lor Nurses and S<Kial Workers. They arc also approved

lor veterans henelits for those who qualify underVA regulations Ml professionals arc welcome
lb attend

C (il IS approved by the American Psychological Association to olTer Continuing Fducation Seminars

Some are scheduled each trimester l*1ease call the CCil olTice Tor details.

M Karlovac. PhD
J Ciillespie. PhD
R Hunter. Phf)

A Alvarez, PhD
M Karlovac. PhJ)

J Ciillespie. PhD
T Moss. PhD
R Hunter, PhD
A. Alvarez, PhD
M Karlovac, PhD
M Cierson, Phf)

L Weisbender. Plif)

F McCiuircPhD
J VanBuren, PhD
R Caper, MD
Y ffanscn, PhD • 1

R. Alexander,

Mf). Phf)

S /usman, PhD
M. Cierson, PhD

A Brovar, MD
f. PeTers, PhD
A Panajian, PhD
StafT

D f^rimac, PhD
A Brovar, MD
A Panajian, Phf)

L Peters, PhD
R Hunter, PhD
WR Johnson. Phf)
A Panajian, Phf) '

R Gruener, Mf)
WB lohn^m, Phf)
T7TTross TTiTr

R Phillips. PhD
R L Johnson. PhD
J P.uker. PhD
A Mv.ire/, Phf)

J Ciibbons, Phf)

L Peters, Phf)

R Hunter. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
Stall

L Weisbender. PhD
Ci Bloch,MDand

R Henitez, DSW
t Peters; Php._,
f) Del rancisco.

Ml). PhD
Stall

J (i(MKh. Ml). PhD
-R ttrucncr. MD
f) Marcus, Ml)
J Van Buren, PhD

S ffendlin, Phf)

B Weiss, PhD
SialT

F Jacobson. PhD .

F Jacobson. PhD

900-500 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9()0-5O0pm
9:00-3:00 pm
900-5:00 pm
900-3 00 pm
900-5 OOpm
9:00-3:00 pm

Sal 1/18

Sun 1/19

Sal 1/IK

Sun 1/19

Sal 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sal 2/15

Sun2/16

From I ndi-rslandinK'Frrud In

I nderstandinc Psychoanalysis

Social Bases of Behavior ((>( )

1 StalT

B Weiss. Phf)

6:00-IHJ|)pm Fri 1/24

9O0-S(H)pm Sat 1/25

9 00-5.OOpm
9:«0-l:()0pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 OOpm

9:00- 5 OOpm
900-1 OOpm

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sal 2/8

Sun 2/9

Sal 2/ 1 5

Sun 2/16

6:00-10:00 pm fri 2/28
9:00-5:00 pm Sun 3/2

9 00-5OOpm
9:0(1-1 OOpm

9 1)0- 5 OOpm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-500 |^n\

9:00- 1:00Jim

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 ;00pm

9:00'- 5 OOpm
9:00-1 OO^pm

Sal 3/1

Sun 3/2

Sal 3/15

Sun 3/16

Sat 3/22

Sun 3/23

Sat 4/5

Sun 4/6

Sat4/f2
Sun4/i3

An Fherapf^ Tlieory and Practice

The Psychological Implications of

WorkiiiK *»ilh C ancer Patients

Desire & Passion in the Treatment of

Severely Dislurhed Patients

The Therapeutic Proc«\s with Borderline

and Narcissistic Disorders

Treatment of Domestic Violence

Psychosynihesis (OC)

— .^. _ *- - -

From Object Relatione to Self

PsycholoKy (OC )

Screening for Psychoneurological

Impairment (OC)

Analytical Applications of C linical

Hypnosis <()C)

Career Crises among Youths, Middle Aged

and Reluming Women

f) Sharon, PhD

T Moss. I»ht)

A. Panajian, PhD

R Alexander.

Ml) Phf)&
J VanBuren. Phf)

M Gerson, Phf)

T Olcson, PhD

RF Johnson. PhD

L, Porinon, PhD"^'

S Ferrera. Phf)

R Goltra. PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC)
Ciroup Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at thc.Wcst Los Angeles location.

Individual and Group Supervised Training. I3idactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are

available by arrangement.

The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

Slate of California, Education Code 94310(b) to award M A^ind PhD degrees in Psychology and

an MA in MFCC
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and •

MFCC licenses in the Slate of California

Non-ProTit, fcdefsl and state lax exempt, nun discriminatory in selecting students and personnei.

For additional irtfbrmation or a catalogue, please contact:

California Graduate Institute
/ School 0/ Professional Psychohn

Celebrating 18 years of cbnttnuous education as the first independent
* graduate sch(K>l of psychoiogy in the nation.

flOOt;iendon Avenue, 11 th Floor

West Los Angeles, C alifomia 90024

(213) 208^240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

. (714) 637-5404 Oranse County

\
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F* Houaing (Mr* at 475-9671

EDUCATION
SERVICES

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MMMnQfc Mondoy, AciiMmun
2410. 12:10130. Wdnmctan,

Nturopcychlalrtc Imltluto C8-536,

1210-1:20. For oicoh(3lcs or irv

dMduoii who hcwd a drtnldnQ

probttm 850-0644 or 47S4368

SPORTS
TICKETS,

Eve
THREE

ANIMALS DIE
In American Laboratories

Every day more than 82 thousand

dogs and cats are born homeless.

destined to a life of suffering

•

Every year more than 1 7 million wild animals

are. slaughtered and trapped for their fur

To help end this cruelty and suffering

ATTEND THE
CALIFORNIA

MEETING OF

MOPILIZATION

BABYSIT tvvo y«ar dd: warm, resortsi-

bte.exp«ner>c«d. Engtish-Mandahn speak-

ing prafarrad. Suaan 478-5209. Laava

GOOD DEALS.... .....7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT BRUIN PRO-
QRAM." (8ie)ee<M407. (818)ea<M361

SPECIAL low coat auto insurarKa for facul-

ty and 8tudar>t8. Good grades discounts.

Call Jamaa Boord. (818) 716-0224.

If you cannot attend, but would like to become
involved. Please contaa.

Brenda Forsythe Sappington, California

Coordinator. P O Box 1967, Redondo Beach.

California 90278
or call (2 1 3)2 1 7- 1 304

Where:
Holiday Inn

Westwood Plaza

10740 WilshireBlvd

Los Angeles, CA

When:
Saturday, Jan 25th

1:00 p.m.

FREE 8

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly

Hills, call Kozo. 277-7045.

PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages arKl cultures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship Uehara

(818)840^638.

KAPPA DELTA PLEDGES YOUR WEEK
OF FUN HAS NOW BEGUN! DON'T
TURN YOUR BACK TODAY-OR ELSE!

SEE YOU TONIGHT AT 6: 1

5

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA "INFORMAL RUSH
DINNER " WEDNESDAY JAN. 22ND, ALL
SPRING RUSHEES ENCOURAGED

LAMDA CHI ALPHA "INFORMAL RUSH
DINNER." WEDNESDAY JAN 22ND. ALL
SPRING RUSHEES ENCOURAGED
VALENTINES DAY SPECIAL. SEND A
LOVE SONG. ORDER BY FEBRUARY
1ST. 10% DISCOUNT. WIRE-A-TUNE.

SINGING TELEGRAMS AND MORE!
37(^6855.

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404

EARN over $1000 for writing stoi-ies.

poems or articles. For nfK>re information

call CJ: 64 1-2058

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes

fpr winning smiles Place: University

Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261

.

PERSONAL ....10

UCCCM i

FUiFftMENT

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL, 10

GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER?

to tonight's Ponhellenlc Dinner Exchange

Tk* Bibia has muck io soy
obont vock of tk«sa • and
muck mor« !f

For free, ingenious study mat-

erials, write -

TREASURE PACKAGE
10801 Wilshire Boulevard
Post Office Box 24610
Los Angeles, CA 90024

The pledges of Kappa Alpha Theta
want to ttiank ttieir favorite

"A" Student! She Is

Absolutely An Angel
Amazing
Assuring and
Always Understanding

She's Allycyn O'Hare
We love you very much

,- The Babies

I

t

I

PHI DELTA THETA
WINTER RUSH

Phi Delta Theta is starting a new beginning this year, and we're looking for

dedicated and committed men to be a part of it. We are a group of close friends

and brothers u^ho are very serious about keeping a close-knit brotherhood.

If you're ambitiouS; a leader, and enjoy fun times, check us out!

TUESDAY 1/Zl
9:00 PM informal meeting
(Pizza and Beer of course^

at 542 Glenrock ^18
U!„.^m..^:-

WEDIVESDAY 1/ZZ
9:00 PM PARTY

TVeed we say more!?
at 542 Glenrock *18

THURSDAY l/;23

at 8:30 PM BROOMBALL
Meet at 542 Glenrock ^26

For more info call 208-0176 .........k. •••...... .!. a • • • • »'» .....Greg Land, Rush Chairman

Debbie Jean
You're finally legal.

Happy 21st BirttKlay

Loye^ .

Connie & Terrle

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS... 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm

bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on

liver functk>n tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three nnonths. $20 reimbursement for

medk::al history and bkxxj specimen. All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 386-5614

ext. 231 (Shirley).

FIGHTING the urge to binge-eat and

purge? Discover personal and family pat-

terns which kxk you into this repetitive cy-

cle, participate in study of families of

bulimics. Call Kris Armstrong, day

(818)7964343. evening (818)794-5234.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectkwjs

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100

reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

HIVES at least three times per week, for

six weeks or nK>re? You will be paid

$315.00 to participate in an 8 week trial of

a new medication. Call (213)820-8020 ask

3dr tumy^
PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years ok) and wish to

make $5.00 by participating in a survey

which includes questions on alcohol ar>d

drug use. call between 9.00am and

5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor war>ted.

Clinic. 820-0377.

FOE Medical

EARN $300!
Participate in

alcohol and drug

studies Ages 21-35

Male or Female
Call Susan

(213)390-8483
9am-4pm

LSouthern California

Research Institute

coooococoocosocooo^

W <l\1.^ JL £>JL/. ....••.... .«••••••. XJ

TRADE/mor>ey paid for Olympic country

pins. Call (818)766-1420. PP. Hope to

complete collection.

1 OST -' 17A^V^V,/ X ............................ A f

ANTIQUE gold A amethyst, screw-on earr-

ing lost in Westwood Village 1/11. Reward.
(818)788-3367 after 6.

BEAUTY&
HEALTH SERVICES

IRANIAN, Indian. Sperm donors needed.
All information confidential. Please call

652-4238.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated Call

Victor 273-2463.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

AMAZING Cernitin- Dietary Products.. Dick
Gregory's Bahamian Diet. Pollitabs sport
supplement of chanipions. Swedish
Pollenk^ue skin care. Write to: Nekla
PaukJing-15386 Roscoe/ Van Nuys, CA..
91402. Encto8e:SAE for delivery.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER.
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473^708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26
^ >»

SMALL two-room office front on Westwood
Blvd. Day 478-2201 . evening 474-4968.

mc^Dg) daily bruin tuesday, January 21, 1986

rr*

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL..... 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10
/:

ZTA
Good luck

with Rush.
We'll be

rooting for

you!
Love,
Theta

Lecture Notes Are Your

study Passport
ASUCLA LEC T U R E NOTES
ALevel. Ackerman Union. ^-Th. 7:45^:30; Fri. 7:45^; Sat. lO-S; Sun. 12-5

Lecture Notes and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

f

-

J7
GIVE YOURSELF THE EDGE!
ASUCLA Problem Solving Guides ore especially written to complement and
follow UCLA course outlines for Ctiemistry, Economics, Moth, PIC and
Psyctiology. Available on textbook shielves in ttie ASUCLA Students' Store.

Lecture Notes and Problem SoMr^g Guides are copyrighted byASUCLA.

mw*KKM.^.^.lKK^.^.KKl\x^ SL^S.SL^^S.^S.* ^^^^"-^^^^^^^^

y©L^ m©\fim^ B@m\rd

Presents

COLLEGE

Competition Begins
Jan 28

m ^hB B(BBn ©If

.

M HyirpGi]^ U
Applications due
Today by 5:00 pm

•^^^^^^^^^^^.^^^^i^^c^'t^^s.in.i.^^^^.^ci.t.^^s.^iiirrr
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r^B actives

Thanks so much for an awesome
inspo week! Each of you are very

special to usl We are so PROUD 19
be GAMMA PHI'S. W/LOVE the

pledge class of '85!

SALONS 2 1 SALONS 2

1

FERESHTEH
Master Hair Coiorist

AOMA
SIdn Care Expert

20% OFF
•Coloring

• Highlighting

$49 perm and cut .

in Beverly Hills

(213)273-1063 i (213)271^94

$25 Europian facial

$20 Full Leg Waxing

Student Discount

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victim!

National action against rape offers paid

put)lic outreach posttion. Call Tracey at

(213)394-8050

ALPHA Chi Ortega hashers needed Call

Mrs. Ransone 206-5030.

CLERK/TYPIST for downtown law flm[i.

7am-1pm.M-F light typing $6Air. parking

provkte please cail Sue 688- 11 98

COMPUTER knowledge: Need help w/2-

Star programming on Compaq Desk pro.

Contact Lyie Laverty. 472-5137. f - ^

HELP WANTED........30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30
ASIA travel/study. 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$ 10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

AT-EASE Westwood now accepting ap-

plications for security personnel as well as

stock positk>ns for our annual sale. Please

apply in person 1001 Westwood Blvd.

Bilingual (Spanish/English) part-time

research assistant. Typing and library

skills necessary. Female upper-division

and/or wortt-study student preferred. Con-

tact Jean Gilbert. 825-8886.

CASHIER needed to work nam-2pm or

1 1am-3:30pm M-F for a new Dim Sum cafe

in WI!a. Starting pay $4.00 and up DOE.
Call 47^-4774

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY

•

Looking for extra money?

Work temporary for

«r
TerRporaries, inc

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd , W1.A,
|21B|«77-MM

.^Secretarial, »^ Receptionist,

^Typists, ^ Accounting,

k^ DataAVord Processors,

' and otfier office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

CULVER City Bruin seeking reliable

afterschod daycare Mon. Wed. Thur., Sat.

Two great kids. $5 OQ/hr 5588048.

DIAMONDS are a girl's best friend. Find

out what our secret is. High commission
sales Call Ruth (213)208-3709.

DRIVER needed to drive student from
WLA to scfKX)! on Beverly Glen/Sunset
mornings from 7:30-8:00 afternoon pick up
2:50. Fridays at 1 :45. Can be split between
2 people. Salary negotiable (213)772-2000
days (21 3)836-6030 evenings.

Driver/helper 15-20 hours/week. Errands,

marketing, carpod driving. Car/seatt>elts

required Beverly Glenn Canyon. Hours
flexible $5/hr.27»1 447.

DRIVER needed. 2 afternoons/wk. (Total 2
hrs). School pick-up for teen girts. Need
car. $6/hr. Eves 472-9453.

DRIVER or moped rider with valid Califor-

nia dnver's liscense and insurance, knowl-

edge of LA and Valley area. FT/PT . call

(213)855-1600. ask for Randy or Eric.

DRIVING Instructors- Full/Part-time/

weekends. Clean DMV record. 6-8 yrs.

driving experience, will train. For interview

(818)881-1594

EXPERIENCED technician wanted for

busy animal hospital. 559-3770.

EXPERIENCED shoe salesperson; oppor-

tunity for advancement. San Remo Shoes.

1055Broxton. (213)208-4848.

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed
for exciting PR firm in Century City. 15-20

hrs/wk, negotiable $8/hr 5511 130.

FAST, accurate, punctual part-time help

needed for pediatricians office 478-2000.

FLOWER shop in Westwood. needs
energetic person to work 3 days. 24 hrs.

per week, some experierice required. Call

Margie 20fr4000.

GENERAL" office, heavy pfK>r>es (in-com-

ing), full-time. $8/hr.. WLA. Call. Pat 477-

8474. 2-5pm.

GENERAL office/property mgmt. Busy
jack-of-atl-trades needs help with cor-

respondence, keeping self-organized,

computerizing the business. Be in office

15-20/hrs./week but always Monday after-

noons. Flexibility a must. PC experier>ce a

plus. $5.5a^.2S/hr Call 829-7953

GOVERNMENT jobs. $16,040-$59.230/

year. Now hiring. Call 1-806- 687-6000.

•xt. R-10105 for current federal list.

HALLMARK store needs stock/receiving

clerk. National sepulveda shopping center.

Call UKI 473-6048.

HASHERS needed for sorority. Good pay,

good meals. Call Mrs. Rohlfs at 208-3281

.

IMMEDIATE opening for a full-time activi-

ties director with good potential to t)ecome
assistant manager of large Westside tx>ard

and care facility. Excellent personality.

outgoir>g, patience, character and groom-
ing a must. $1000/nfH) to start. Call Mr.

Hirsch 870-7053

MALE student: drive, garden, personal
assiatdnce; alternate weekends $6.00/hour

may t>ecome F>ermanent live-in situation

476-5747 after 3pm

MEDICAL front office. Light txx>kkeeping

phones and scheduling. Approx. 15 hrs./

week. Call Amy 828-5525.

MINING ENGINEERS, deep shaft, extend-

ed galleries. Full or part-time. U.S. sites

Student inquiries welcome. Send resume
including other interests to: EG.
Vandergrift. 11759 San Vicente Blvd

LA.CA 90049. _^
MODELS for life drawing class. Male and
female. $8/hr Must be reliable. M & W
eves and/or Sat mornings. Call Robbie
475-8834.

MOTHER'S assistant w/car Daily pick-up

Tiffany from Westwood school. $5/hr. 3-5

daily 208-6173.
^]

$$NEED cash? $500/$ 1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope -McManus Enter-

prises. Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477

NEW Thai restaurant needs waiters/

waitresses. Experience preferred. Fill out

application at 1275 Westwood Blvd. 4-

6pm.

P/T Dnvers needed. Dependable w/ good
driving record. Flexit>le hours. Company
car. $5/hr. Call 276-9656. Chaparel Florist.

P/T office clerk willing to work 20 hours/

week. Need 10-key, good aptitude for

details and numbers. Work with health

care billing and computer coding.

(213)273-8480.

$$$PAID for completing brief research

questionaire. Urgently need first time ex-

pectant fathers for graduate student study,

call Dan 81 8-795-91 74.days. 818-761-

9503. evenings.

PART or full-tinf>e clerical position for a

self-motivated person; Construction Com-
pany in Westwood 470-6300.

PART-TIME personnel/recruiting. Flexible

hours, advancement opportunity. Call

business hours John McClurg (213)854-

0523 Beverly Hills.

PART-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies

shoes. Westwood/Beverly Hills Center

$4.50-$5.50/hour sales experience prefer-

red. Roz or Debt>ie 657-5183.

THEWURST
IS HIRING

Speciolty Hot Dog Shop
in Westwood needs p/t

counter help. Contact Brad
82^9597

•
Fill In yo«r week

_^ wHk extra ($$
Immediate openings for

secretarial sltills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, &. all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

PART-TIME work: responsible, organized
person to assist J^ychologist with ac-

counts, typing, etc. 459-6794.

'

PART-TIME: Hot dog cart operator. Work
parlies, sales, promotions, parks, etc.

Phone (213)553-7406. Leave your name
and phone numt>er where you can be
reached day or evening.

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME telemarketers
needed for Art Put>lisher^ Good speaking
voice required. Will train. Salary plus

commission. Can Linda or April at 930-
2410

9
PART-TIME generaiaccountlng work: Ac
counts payable/receivable Accounting ma
jor preferred. 213/233-3575. L.A^
downtown area.—-—

—

'

PART-TIME secretary, needed Japanese/
English bilingual and business major
preferred. Must type 40-50 wpm. Maehara
& Associates. 629-8055.

PART-TIME clerical, attractive position,

Westwood Medical Office. Accurate typist,

phone, aptitude $5.25/hr. to train. 208-

7121.

PERMNENT Part-time reservationist need-
ed for French Restaurant. M-F 1-5pm.
Pleasant phone voice, light typing and
general office work. Call Edwin or
Josephine after 1 OOpm 652-9770.—

' —
POLITICAL fund raising phoning Pa^t

time, flexible positions immediately
available. Afternoons, evenings and/or
weekends Bonuses. No experience nec-
essary. Fox Hills office, on bus line. $4.50
an hour Call 213-215-3143. 1-5 Monday.
1-9 Tuesday through Thursday

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relations person. Fun job. 854-6491

.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRGs Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491. ^*

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Be involved in every aspect of

st^e-of-the-art apartment house brokerage
business Clerical skills, computer literacy

& knowledge of real estate helpful. 395-
0570.

-L...

SUNMEB OBIENTATION
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CASHIER/SALES
BIOS

SPORTING
GOODS
PART-TIME

• Groat Worlclno

Conditions
' Merchandise
Discount

• Competlttve Salary
• Merit Increases
• Flexible Hours

Applk:ants nnust be at
least 18 years of age
and txive prevkxjs
retail experience.

Krx>wledge Of sportlrig

goods/equipment

-"•"iS.*
helpful

Apply Dolly at
the following locotlon:

6601 Wilshire Bhfd.

Beverly Hills
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HELP WANTED 30

RECEPTIONIST. Part-time. 8:00-1:00
StartipQ ASAP, $5.50/hour. Must have Uw
office experience Call Kim 652-5015.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT: to work on
design and irnplementation of innovative
field research project, computer data
analysis and library support work. Up to 19
hours/week at approximately $9 50/hour
depending on qualifications Experience
with research at advanced undergraduate
or graduate level necessary Send resume
to Louis Medvene, California Self-Help
Center. 2349 Franz Hall, UCLA.

RESPONSIBLE individual for evening
child-care, preferat>ly Jr.-Sr.-grad. student.
Six days/week. Call 10-5 leave message
(213)455-1765.

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy
sale Call Mike at 393-8153 .

SALES positions available in classic
women's sportswear store committed to

customer service, possible management
trainee, apply in person. Phelans's 110
Santa Monica Place. '

SALESPERSONS needed Immediately;
outstanding opportunity. Cellular car
phones and other products. Earn high
dollars. (213)275-0407.

SECRETARY/Marketing Representative
needed by a software firm in Van Nuys.
Excellent English, professional disposition.

Type 45 wpm. Car required. Salary 16-

20K/yr. For appointment call (818)895-
2605 .

Sr. recreation leader. Part-lime $6,258-

6.91 3/hr. requires 2 yrs. of college and 1

yr. experience in recreation, community or

social services. Apply immediately. City of

Culver City, Recreation Dept. 4117
Overland Ave. (213)202-5689

TEACHER, assistants. Palisades todler

program 9-11:30 a.m. M-F schedule can
be split $5/hr. call 459-5054

TELEPHONE sales. Guaranteed salary,

h igh commission, wett established com -

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

GUESTHOUSE- Brentwriod."'TTearby,
mountain view, $395. 3 hrs weekly work
older graduate student preferred, foreigr

welcome, car. (213)472-5726.

LARGE* one bedroom, wood paneling
hard-wood floors $450 1930 S. Bedforc
St. 477-8968.

SUNNY beautiful Brentwood 2 t>edroom 1

bath apartment Starting 2/1/86. $875<

month. Call Tami 479-0583.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom. 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,

small, modern building. 11675 Darlington,

open house. 9-4:30. 827-4652. '

1608 Bentley three bedroom/bath, town

house, refrigerator, wet-bar, fireplace,

microwave, air-cond.. back yard, alarm,

$1650/month 278-1299.

2-BED/1-bath, unfurnished, fireplace, very

nicy quiet unit. $900. Close to UCLA:
days 450-7546.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parking, security. 1831

Whitley. (213)467-9431

$950 2 t>edrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c, fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED ...: 50

BACHELOR apartment. Furnished.
Veteran near Wilshire. excellent location.

$550/month (21 3)275-1 427 or 379-6570.

pany, relaxed atmosphere. Gail now.
9 00-6:00,271-4566

TELEPHONE receptionist, light typing,

clear pleasant phone voice, computer in-

pi.'t hrs Sat evenings, Sunday days.

Sandy 459-61 49

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi. Medical
terminology and Farsi typewriter accejss ,/

preferred. Variable hours Salary nego-
t^ble 471-0031

TYPIST(55 plus wpm)/ light record-keep-
ing, flexible part-time hours for apparel
company Location-Wilshire/San Vincente
Call (213)651-0894 Immediate opening.

WAITERS wanted for Monday night dinner

at sorority Please call 208-8285.
~

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished~bachelor
11967 Rochester Apt.#3 . $425 Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co 838-1828

$565 near Marina attractive 1 bedroom,
pool, parking, laundry, 4132 Grandview
313-1818/391-9888.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

GOOD location One bedroom in

Westwood. $775/mo. Singles also. 824-
9925.

WANTED: Girl Friday, errand running and
occassional driving of children, car neces-
sary, references required, pay $6.00/hour

plus gas. Available late afternoons, guar-

rantee 5 hours/week. Could be more. Call

evenings 393-1802.

XEROX Operator, full/part-time, salary ne-

gotiable Call 477-1540 or apply 11717 W.
Pico Blvd. WLA.

10 PEOPLE required for leaflet distribu-

tions full or part-time $4 per hr & bonuses
Day, evening, weekends. Call now for

Immediate work 479-3833 11040 Santa
Monica Blvd

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-21 11

VENICE Beach, 1 -bedroom Charm,
privacy, parking, washer/dryer $675/mo..
lease Available June 1 . 396-6878.

WESTWOOD Village $1300 00. Large 2
bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor Balcony with
view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 208-3647.

2 t>edroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near
Wilshire, across from park. Excellent loca-

tion (213)275-1427 or 379-6570.

$875 WLA owners unit (like condo) bright,

spacious. 2 plus 2 upper, large patio,

private entrance, appliances, no pets.

Dagmar. 478-0694.

$950 up. 2-bedroom/2-bath. 1953 Selby
Ave. $1275 townhouse. 2-bedroom/2-bath.
10745 Xa Grange Ave.. V/2 miles from
UCLA. Call 475-6165.

iT SUMMER ORIENTATION
1986 COUNSELOR

t RECRUITING IS ON
X NOW. FOR INFO CALL
S 206-6685

INTERNSHIPS 34

VACATION
RENTALS .....53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonabte rates, close to everything. (818)
785-9865.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at celebrity public relations

firm No pay but greai opportunity to

learn and gam experience.

Call Soma at (213) 276-6400

CHILD CARE
WANTED... 35

PACIFIC Palisades, beautiful 4-bedroom
home. 2-bath. Large living/dining combina-
tion. Lg. kitchen plus den. St. Matthew
vicinity. $2350/mo. Call (818)354-2819.

$895 Sherman Oaks lovely, contemporary,
clean, 2-bedroom. 20 minutes to UCLA,
ideal for couples. 828-3266 eves.

HOUSE
TO SHARE. .57

'.' K
tJtfcr

•<
»'

.BABYSITTER needed. Some afternoons,

rmust drive, 1-year old girl, 10 minutes

UCLA. Call natalie (818)907-9608.

BABYSIT two year old; warm, resonsi-

ble,experienced. Eriglish-Mandarin speak-

ing preferred. Susan 478-5209. Leave
message.

OUTGOING, energetic, experienced
babysitter for 18 month old boy. Mon.
Wad. Fri. 11-2. some nights, some
weekends, own transportation, must love

children, call »>oanna Hall 852-6956.

PART-TIME Morulay, Wednesday evenir>g8

for your>g child; car. insurance needed;
4-'1-7654/ 825-1801 (Ms. Parrish)

IDEAL for UCLA Studentsll Own room in

Westwood townhouse. Rent: $500/nf>onth.

Locatk}n; Selby avenue (5 minutes walk to

campus) to share with 3 female students.

Washer and dryer. January's rent is paid
— 1/2 month freelt To take over lease until

end of April. Call (213)47(^6646.

HOUSE
FOR SALET. 58

$12,000 down, private home near Santa
Monica business park. 1-t)edroom. prime

nelghbortKxxJ. $1 19,500. Wynn 477-7001.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE .....54

FEMALE, undergraduate roommate need-

ed to share a 1 bedroom apartment

(290.00/mo) on Landfair. call Sabrina

208-1326. ___^_* — -

FEMALE share 2-bedroom, 2'/i? bath, fur-

nished. Pool, laundry, near buses/freeway

WLA. etc. $450/mo includes utilities. Gus

479-5166 (eves & weekends) 479-5166

(days).

GIRL wanted to share bedroom in 2 bdr.

apt. New bidg, security, parking, spa,

$300/month. Walk to campus. Call 208-

0268 for more info.
"

GRAO non-smoker-- Your own
bedroom.bath.fully furnished. $425. In-

cludes utilities. (213) 479-5947 leave

message.

WALKING distance to campus. Private

sundeck. one bedroom, furnished. $365.00

Can Katie, 208-1828.

WANTED: Female to share bedroom in a

2 bedroom spacious apartment. Available

now $300/month Call Tim or Toni 470-

7931.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

ROOM & board in exchange for light

housekeeping in Brentwood area near

Sunset & Barrington. 20-25 hrs/week call

820-5 151.

STUDENT. Room/board for. house/garden
chores. Private room/bath. Ideal for study-

ing. Male preferred. Foreign student o.k.

Transportation helpful. Mr. Miller M-F
(213)852-6802.

JIOOM.
EXCHANGE HELP....63

LIVE-IN: Lady needs non-smoker, own car

necessary, hours flexible, private room/
bath Bel-Air, references 470-5890.

LIVE-IN - 10 min. from UCLA 2 kids 12-

14. Light housekeeping. Ralph 479-0321
days. 271-3573 evenings, weekends.

MALE student: drive, garden, personal
assistance. Brentwood home, private en-
trance Share room; light cooking facili-

ties. salary 476-5747 after 3pm.

ROOM and exchange for night-time
technician in busy animal hospital 559-
3770.

ROOM gind board exchange babysitting.

Private room, beautiful home, own car,

female preferred . (8 1 8)705-599 1

.

ROOM
FOR RENT .....:..64

BRIGHT, spacious room for rent. Furnish-
ed, private bath and entrance and p)arking.

Non-smoker preferred. $385. Phone: 761-
6542. ^

FEMALE furnished guestroom. Walk to

UCLA. Utilities paid Need light babysit-
ting $220. 475-9041

FURNISHED room. Pacific Paliades home.
Walk to beach. $300/mo Bus to campus.
454-771 1

.

LARGE private room furnished walk to

UCLA-prefer male grad student. 5-10 pm
479-6679.

LIVE in a UCLA sorority for 290/m'o. (in-

cludes 10 meals/wk). Call Ola 208-9044 .

MALE grad student preferred, responsible,

non-smoker, light kitchen priviliges. near
buses. $325.00. One month security de-
posit required. Available now. (213)836-
1301.

ROOMMATES .....65

FEMALE roommate to share t>edroom.
$300/mo ' security. 2-txlrm/2-bath. 5 min.
to campus. Sec. bidng.. carpeting,
balcony, skylite. dishwasher. 824-4886 or
824-5869

FEMALE wanted to share apartment next
to campus. $230/mo., utilities paid. Call

Manager Mike Flood-208-2676.

MALE seeks roommate for larpe 1-

bedroom garden apartment. $350/mo., ful-

ly furnished 5 min. to UCLA available Feb.
1 Call Steve evenings (213)473-2478.

NEEDED to share 2 bedroom Apt. across
from shuttle stop. Have own room, quiet,

non-smoker. $640/mo. 208-7245. Leave
message.

''Niaca

•All clients screened w/photos
and refs since '71

•Daily computerized updates ^
•Ustings throughout Southern California

\

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff *

9701 W Ptco Bd CentMy Olf S6i'2752

i^ 3402PKikA¥9
. MMht 822-554S *

ROOMMATES>...:.>:....65 PERSONAL

\ s

ONE or two roommates needed to share

furnished two bedroom/two bath apt.

Beautiful, must see. Parking. Jacuzzi,

cable. Own room for $750mo. plus 1/2

utilities or share room for $375/mo. plus

1/3 utilities. 208-2944.

OUJET. clean, 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,

rwn-smpking female. Share room $300

Anne/Deborah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE, female, share large one
t>edroom apartment w/two giris. Walk

UCLA 11069 Strathmore. 824-0879/454-

8211

ZTA Dorm Room and Board now! $290/

mo call Linda 209-5473.

SUBLET 66

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Uw stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro. serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-01 96.
~" '^ "TT

SERVICES ,. 95
SERVICES SERVICES
OFFERED 96 OFFERED

.

96

CHILD CARE... 90

CHILD care- for Sundays and/or
weeknights. Must have experi-
-ancWraferences. 47t-4tB&. .

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

COUNSELING for depression, anxiety ar>d

low self-esteem. Negotiable fee. Contact
Kerima Reed 828-2953. J-

EDIT your dissertations, theses, term
papers. $15/hr. guaranteed high quality,

style & grammar from a professional

editor/writer. Ted Brett 452-5966; eves.

655-5862.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
208-4353.

LICENSED tax accountant qualified at

UCLA with 7 years experier>ce in leading

tax firms. Will prepare income tax returns.

Computerized service available. Call

(2l3k-452-«603.

LIFE drawing sessions in Venice. M & W
eves. 7-9:30 PM. Sat. morning 9:30-12.

$10/session Supervised by Stanford MFA.
exhibiting artist. Limited enrollment. Call

Robbie 475-8834

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All

levels, all subjects. Foreign students wel-

come\ 11322 Idaho, #206 477-8226 (11-

4PM)

^SomedayY3Ur
PrintsWill Come*
How 'bout
Tomorrow?
Professional quality prints at a low,

low price, overnight. If you drop off

your film to us before 4PM, you'll

get prints back by 1 1AM the next

working day . . . and live happily

ever after.

L
sisucld

C/WPUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor Kerckhoft Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8-6. Sat 10-3 • 206-8433J

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM ." (8 1 8) 880-4407. (8 1 8) 880-4361

.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

~™STATtSTfCAL and computer^ohsunrr^g fsr
thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

SUCCESSFUL learning model- Quick
method for high grades developed at MSU
where students are consistent 4.0 after

one session, now available 934-9991

.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334.

EdMiifl A Typlsfl
Published author/editor

uith IBM/PC
WUl finish y^r thesis

elegantly and economically
213^94^193

MOVERS 94

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experierKed and
reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Tutortng/BdMng
Of mi^mmnCmlmu Cn^Kf mmmif.

•Citffih GmmtfJCompctiiion

•DmmlDmmtmm

CmU Dimne (818mO-7Sm

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

Uar'm EdMug amd
Wrttimg S^nicm
•ALLmti^ecta

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We wdnt to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

One Stop
Shopping

Printing

Newsletters, invitations, flyers — whatever
your printing needs, our equipment prints

your job quickly and efficiently. Quality
printing on campus, for a low price.

——

—

—Copying—
Quick Copies can give you virtually any
number of copies while you wait, even on
legal-sized, colored or textured papers. Now
we've got self-serve copying machines on
Ackerman A-level and at Cu Valle Commons.

Typesetting

Your flyers, brochures and resumes look

more professional when they're typeset.

Select from a wide range^ of typestyles. Ask
about our low, competitive prices.

3

•Resumes*
•Career Guidance*
*Typing/Editing*

• Low-cost • Proven results
* Free Consultation

Call ACCESS
(213)477-3641

Convenient WLA Location

c
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hail

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6,

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR/^HIC
d S U C L D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Sat 10-5,

Sun 12-5,

825-7568

t Methods of Placing a

Classified Ad:

I
\

1
.
By Phone, with your Mastercard or

I
Visa.

I
2. By Mail, with a checl< (specify dates

and classification)

3. In Person, with cash, check or charge.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 82a-4029, 826-6928."

CAN you write clearty and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

pT3)«35-7592.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING.-. 100

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service Professions

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

We arjjn Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA
Campus.

Hours: M-F 9-4

,^,

4
Classified: 825-222

1 , 5125-2222

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic thirough

calcutus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.

Engineering, Reading. Gram-
mar. Study Skills. Work witti a
tutor wtK> krjows th>e subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent the material In a variety of

ways. You will afso learn the

proper way to study to

achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383^

6463.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 10(

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Typ<

transcrtbg . ft word ^ocess papen

resumes, etc; rushes welcome; WU
Marian; 391-3622.

^

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 86'

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medk:

transcriptton. Linda (213)204-0947. Ci

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WOF
PROCESSING SERVICE (213)450^719.

APPLE and I word processing. MWTt

4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc

39(M588.

-~W»«Tfi

GD©D^ daily bruin

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 66^-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Dartene.

K ONf DAY TYUW
V f^Oleutonct wrtter <tAn > BA In

h Englih w« type and edn twm
W popere, them, acrtptt, tetumm.
m etc. Or edMng onty. Over 25

^ yeon experience. Wectwood
W VBooe.M Delonav.

i S24.2S53 or 824-5111

EXPERT typing/professional editing, term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help#ith writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

FULL-TIME clerk/typist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court documents
preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat

Johnson 312-4260.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format Rush jobs welcome. $^.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550

PLEASE!!! I type 95wpm-IBM Selectric will

type anything, anytime-especially scripts-

Susan 395-2856.

THESIS/DISSERTATION typing- revisions

are faster and less expensive if you start

your 1st draft on word processing. Simian
Word Processing Service also specializes

in scripts/novels, .resumes, form letters

Rick, (213)467-2928.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND • OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

FOR RENT 101

Refrioeratof Rentals
For dorm fraternities

sororities and co od
Ootional Sizes

for FREE DELIVERY
call POLAR LEASING
390-8647 anytime

We rent color TV s too

MUSIC LESSONS..... 102

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

CAPRI 1973-Like new. am/fm cassette.
J^w paint and interior. $1700.00.

^213)773-0758(213)560-0122. ^ ''

FORD Granada Ghia 76. 4-doof. Excellent
conditk)n, 1 owner $1500 (213)653-5435.

PORSCHE 91 ISC Targa 1978 - Black,
black leather seats. Alpine stereo with
100W amp, Clifford, bra cover. $19,000/
obo. Call 649-3095.

TRAVEL,

TRAVEL 105

AWAY

GUITAR lessons by professional teacher,

near UCLA. Any level, any age, Guitars

available, Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano,' organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (2 1 3) 277-70 1 2.

1965 VW bug $1300. Runs well. kx>ks
good. AM/FM cassette, new dutch. 394-
7739.
-

1967 Cadillac Sedan DeVille Looks and
runs great. Must sell $600.

TRAVEL .....105

* Discount Airfares
'

Puerto Vcillarta

Acapuico
Mexico City

Guodolojoro
Concun
Mozotlon
Konsos City

Woshlngton D.C $322 f/t

New York $356 r/t

St. Louis $304ryt

$97
$125
$189
$171
$195

$85.50
$304 r/t

TBI 8) 242-7988
(818) 242-7989

SUPER VALUE fVT FROM LAX TO:
Mew YORK fromt 2M
CHICAQO fromt fM
MIAMI trom$ 239
HAWAII from! 239
LONDON fromt 4M
FRANKFURT fromt 5M
PARIS/AMSTEROAM fromt 5M
TOKYO fromt 579
TAHITI fromt 57»
CRUISe. 7dft fromt 599
SKI EUROPE fromt 999

Chffn, Tours, Cnite««

Rallptmtm* . Car A HoM Am. .

C4LL 208-4444, M-F 9-6
-^ ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON ^2025

»«»wiitrrw w ' ^y^

THIS WINTER!
HIT THE SLOPES FOR THESE LOW PRICES:

LAKE TAHOE......-;.$ 204 CANADA .^.7.^...

S

584^

UTAH........^-. $279 EUROPE... S840
COLORADO $329

All trips Include your transportation, some lift tickets,

and accommodations!
HURRY WHILE THE SEASON IS HERE...

WE'RE YOUR OINKAMPUS SKI EXPERTSI

USA i

i

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

\^,,^. ' Ti TRAVEL SERVICE • m.f 830^. sat ii-3
ji CI 1/^ I ilX A-Level Ackerman Union

Pnces subject fo change without rxjtice, limited ovcjilabtlitv

AM$TERDAM„$495
TAHITI $579
NEW Y0RK...$I80
WO ^759 f

LONDON $519
AU$TRALIA..$925

* Some RwWcltons Apply
EunHposm

l»Mclonm»jpot ~

fk ladynamedAlkeMcGuire
Tried fo sell slightly

Used chicken wire.

A classifiedpdi^^
Recouped losses she had

And she even ran

Off with the buyer.k
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AUTOS FOR SALE...112 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 MOPEDS...... 119 FURNITURE 126

1967 Dodge Dart. 6K:ylinder, 4-door, ter-

rific transportation, rebuilt engine and
transmission, brakes retined, new front

end bushings- always runs! $750.
(213)275-5e02.

1968 VW Bug; $1.800 00. very good condi-
tion; (714)621-2784. after 6:00 pm.

1969 COUGAR XR7, original owner Ex-
cellent condition, many extras. $2100. obo.
Call (818)763 -6623.

1970 red. VW BUG great condition $2000
obo. (213) 454-5869.

1971 TOYOTA Corolla. 35mpg reg , auto
trans. $1295 , brand new Porsche classic

red. New heads, brakes, tires 454-3541.

1971 VW bug. stick. 27M, rebuilt engine,
stereo, excellent runner, extremely
reliable. $1200/obo, call 474-5691

.

1971 VW camper. Rebuilt engine: new up-
holstery, and paint. 1 owner. $1100 obo.
(213)614-5076. (213)695-5008.

1972 VW Super Beetle, runs perfectly,

dean, very gobd condition, orange, must
SelHH $2400(213)660-7242. ^^
1974 RED VW new tires, good conditwn
$1600 479-7302.

1974 260Z silver/black interior am/fm
cassette a/c, great shape. $2600. obo.
(213)471-0546 (days) (818) 881-1526
(eves.).

1976 GMC van skiing, camping, beach.
Real dean, runs great $2600 82&-4546
days (818)892-7518 eves Bill ^
1976 TOYOTA Corolla, stick shift. 50,000
miles., new tires, rw accidents, pertect

condition $1600 (213)479-1937.

1977 Datsun 280Z, metallic blue, air condi-

tioning, am-fm cassette, excellent condi-

tion $3995 (81 8)788-351 4.

1977 TOYOTA Celica GT liftback. metalic
brown paint. 5-speed, AM/FM cassette,
wire wheels louvers, superb condition.

$2800(213)821-7816.

1977 TOYOTA Celica $950 cash.
(213)461-4053. .

1978 DODGE Omni. Original owner, am/
fm radio, cassette, air. roof rack, excellent

condition . $3000/obo. (2 1 3)65 1 -5230.

1978 PINTO, low milage, new tires, clean,

4-speed, $1600 Nancy days 82&-0488,
evenings (21 3)558-8288.

1978 VW Rabbit-Hatchback, 60K. am/fm.
excellent condition. $2800/obo 825-8289
(9-5). 476-1612 (evening).

1979 CHEVY Monza. 68K, beige, 2-dr.

htchbk, 4-sp, stereo/cass, new wheels,
tires, dutch $1500 obo. must sell immed.
213/938-6513 msg.

1979 FIAT spider CV. AM-FM cassette,

good conditk}n, runs great, original owner.
$2800 call 939-2632.

1979 Mustang. Blue. 6-cylinder, auto, air.

stereo cassette, and new brakes $2800/
obo 82&-6167 before 4:30

1979 Toyota Celica GT 5-speed 64,000
miles. Kenwood stereo, excellent coruJi-

tion. $3500 obo 453-2109

1980. Ford Fiesta, dean, good conditk>n,

perfect for student, $l100/obo call

anytime (213)936-5396. leave message.

1980 Renault Le Car. Sharp, excellent

condition, k>w mileage. Must sell. Under
$1,750. Day (213) 838-0573.- Evening or

weekend (213) 399-0694. •

1980 Toyota Corolla Auto. A/C. AM/FM
cassette. $2800. (213)478-5460. Call even-
ings.

1980 Volvo DL 4-door, automatic, air.

AM/FM excellent condiiton. 67.000 miles,

$5500.(213)394-1905.

1981 CUTLASS Supreme 2-door. a/c,

Alpine stereo/cassette, new tires, 54K
miles. $4,995. Call Robert (213)207-5705.

1981 Mazda GLC custom-L hatchback. 5-

speed, air conditionir>g, am/fm stereo.

$2500(213)827-7760
.

1981 Pontiac Phoenix U., Air. AM/FM
cassette, sunroof, immaculate. $3300.

(213)822-4072.

1982. Ford EXP, 49,000 miles, air, stereo,

excellent condition, $3000. 993-1581

.

1982 PLYMOUTH Sapporo, same as
Dodge Challenger, Mitsubishi. Auto, air,

k>aded, like new. $4450 obo. 818/709-

7992

1982 RABBIT convertible, 17,000 miles.

5-speed, air, am/fm stereo, excellent con-

dition, $8,000/obo. 681-5567.

1983 Honda Civic Hatchback. 35 mpg. FM
stereo cassette $4995, Call 822-0856

1966 VW Gulf, 1 1 .800 miles. 2-door, stick,

great conditk>n. Must sell; moving to

Hawaii, $7.70000. Call 476-6888.

'69 2002 BMW. Sunfroof, Micheline tires.

Runs great. Needs rear body work. $1200
obo 824-7773.

'74 Superb«etle AM/FM stereo, new
upholstry, excellent condition, $1950
(213)641-9371.

'75 Plymouth Valiant. V-8, 318 cu. in., am/
fm cassette. Looks arKi runs great. $950.

(213)473-7725.

'75 5-speed orange Hortda Civic needs
engine »yQrk. $400. '^
'76 Capri II, 4-dpeed, AM/FM cassette,

sunroof, very good condition. $1400. Days
825-6585, weekends 257-221 7.

*n Accord hatchback. 5-8peed. Very good
condition, a/c, am/fm cassette. New tires.

$1900 obo. (818)980-2103

BLUE/white 1984 Riva-CA-50. $750/obo,

windshield, rear compartment. 1000 miles

Kathi 265-4027 (nights). Mr Park 225-1281

(days)

FOR sale: 1985 Honda Iowa Spree- black-

as new- 400 miles.$425.00 with rear

basket ind. Kendall- 824-2677.

SCOOTER-Yam^a Riva 180z. Excellent

condition, low mileage, extras!! Must see.

Great buy. Ken 208- 1995

1979 BATAVUS moped, must sell to pay

r^nl.' Red. good condition, $150/obo. Ken

208-1344.

1961 Peugeot-102 Moped Low milage.

Runs great. $250 obo. Call Jane after 6

PM at (81 8)360-3862. ^^- > I .1 I
I

.1

1983 CA50 red Yamaha scooter. Good
condition, great campus transportatiorl

$550obo. 836-1520. must sell!

1985 Honda Spree. 850 miles. Excellent

condition with lock. $450 obo. Call Dan
Barrett. 208-2478/208-9664.

1985 HONDA Aero 50 mint condition.

Less than 500 mi. Lock included. Brian

653-5860.

'81 Honda Passport for sale. $450/obo.

Call 824-0838.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126

WALL unit w/ attached desk. 3 drawers, 4
shelves; fine quality, great condition, price

open 276-5333 call earty mornings or late

evenings.

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

NEW frigidaire washer/dryer, game show
price, must sell, retail value. $700. 209-

5399 best offer.

stereos/TV's
ELECTRONICS 131

SUPER 8 sound/no sound camera and
tripod. Leave n>essage for Jamie 871-

8054.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT.;. 132

ROSSIGNOL 185 SM Sklis, w/Tyrolia 380
bindings. Great condition! $185/obo. Call

209-0673.

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT >. 133

IBM Sel III. Correcting w/accessones. Like

new, $550 Lv message. 474-0909.

-y Buick Degai. AM/FM, power windows;:
runs great, owner moving. Must Sell.

$1350.838-3029

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this ye^T for
students to put in

per%onH\ adsE
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovir

(112 Iferckhoff)
for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

In a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!

77 MGB and 84 Honda Accord 4-door LX
both excellent. Eves or weekends
((18)996-2715. ^

"f^ Accord hatchback. 5-speed. Good
condition. A/C. am/fm. $1900 obo.
(81 8)981 -7355. __^
"79 Mercury Capri. Black. a/c< sunroof.
cassette, tow mileage. $3100 Pamela-
202-1521 eves., 553-4441 days.

'81 Subaru 1800DL wagon. 5-speed. 55k
mi. roof rack, am/fm/cass., xint condition,

great for vacattons, $2700. (213)479-0336

82 Black Audi 5000 Turbo 23,0OOM
Pertect conditton. Alarm included. $10,000
obo. Call 936-8415. Evenings.

'84 Mustang GT 5 convertible. 5 STD.
metallic grey, lorfded, FM/casette, PS/air/

tilt, 3 yr. warryt.. great condtkin $11,375
obo. (213)550-0647.

BIKES FOR SALE 113

MOTOBECANE grand jubilee, full race, 20
inch frame. $350 must sell. 825-9770 ask
for Richard.

FOR Sale: 2 large refrigerators $175 and
$100 obo. dbl/queen rattan headix>ard

$65. Eves. 213/465-2349.

GET organized executive desk with type-

writer arm $65. Secretary chair $25. 5
drawer legal filing cabinet $75. /Vsk for

Vicki 473-7900.

MOVING ryrtist sell. Full bed including

wicker headboard and wicker bedside
table. $250. Millie (21 3)478-6370. ^
NEW double bed.

(213)4504794.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

Must sell. $300 obo.

QUEEN size sofa-bed w/matching recliner;

5-pc. dining, coffee-table w/matching end-
table. Good conditton. 825-2404. 453-
3721

r
i>^MAnRESSES^<r

Al new hoM aett ouoront—

d

Twin S«t $K> ' iFul S«l $M
CtafMnt«t $M Kings*! $9t
New 5 piece bedrocrh set: $11t

New fvJ d» or quden sleeper |llf

New sofa and kive seat $1t»9

-47
Oak flnltfi coffee tables.

Ind ToMet $15 Lamps.

TNIWAIiHOUSi
197-90IO

APPLE lie w/printer & 19" Color TV for

sale. Contact Lyie Laverty, 472-5137.

APPLE Imagewriter Printer $250 and 11c
green screen $60. Excellent conditton call

836-2671.

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.
Tele. (213)479-0345

GREAT student typewriter. Smith-Corona
electric $75. ask for Bicki 473-7900

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Special
university price. New w/ warranty. Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

MODEM for sale Hayer internal 1200b. 1

year old still under warranty. Perfect condi-
tton $250 obo. (818)993-3133.

MUST ^1: Apple fIC. excellent condition.

2 drives. Image Writer printer, mouse,
screen, plus software and mw^. Call Bill.

824-1 274 evenings.

SELLING used IBM electric typewriter,
working excellent. $1 10.00. (818)968-2437.

TYPEWRITER: Electronic Olympia
Reporter. l«/i year old, perfect condition-
$250. Call Corine. evenings. 479-7024.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 1 14

YAMAHA Exciter. 185CC. First sold 10/85.

Only 700 miles. Perfect condition Call

after 6 PM . (2 1 3)934-9993.

1980 Suzuki GN400X Krauser bags and
rack. Reliable commuter. Licenced to Nov
$300 837-6205.

1933 Kaw. Gpz 550. mint cond. two years
left on warranty. $1650. 372-1000 eves.

1983 YAMAHA- Vision 550. 2200M Ex-
cellent condition. Helmet and tock. $1500.
Dan 209-6096.

1985 YAMAHA- Riva 125 exint. cndtn.

$950.00 call Rosemary days 825-0831. call

Juan eves 204-2804.

Why let people fish around?

Let them know what you've got!

^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^T

i
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Scooters & Accessories

Some r7cttrictions Apply

•STARTING AS LOW AS $555!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVA1V8
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

J13347
W. Washington Blvd

^ Los Angeles; CA 90066

Liir (a 13)306-7906 TJr

^51
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"Catch" us at 825-2221
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Sunkist
Continued from Pace 36
race, coming in at 7.09, stay-*

ing clear of Foster's meet
record of 6.93 and Nehemiah's
world record of 6.82.

Johnny Gray ran a world
record 1:46.8 in the 880-yard
dash. His closest challenger
was Earl Jones who clocked in

at 1:49.1. '
•

Twenty-two year old
Charlie Simpkins of Aiken,
South Carolina, made himself
known by jumping an indoor
world record 57-5 in the triple

jump, breaking Willie Banks'
mark of 57-1 Vi. For the first

time in his career, Simpkins
outdistanced Mike Conley,
who set the meet record in

1985. Conley placed second at

56-6.

UCLA's Dwayne
Washington competed among
the world class field, jumping
52-4, placing him fourth.
Washington improved his beist

indoor jump by two feet, at-

tributing the improvement to

better training.

"I want to go 55 by the end
of the indoor season," said

Washington, who is also
shooting to be in the NCAA's
top three.

Bruin Gail Devers also
competed against a world
cls^ss field in both the 50 and
:6G-yard dashes. Devers placed
second in the 60 and third in

the 50 after being faced with
yet another of the many false

starts.

"I've never jumped the
gun," said Devers, who claims
she is a late starter. "I usually
have to play catch up. When
someone jumps the gun it

breaks your concentration, but
tonight it wasn't a problem."

Devers wasn't pleased with
her starts, and plans to work
on her first three steps coming
out of the blocks.

Other Bruin competitors
were senior Dwyan Biggers
and freshman Danny Everett
in the 500-yard dash. Biggers
placed fourth at 58.43 se-

conds.
"1 wasn't satisfied with the

race because ? I wasn't ag-
gressive enougK," said Biggers.

"I should have been up in the
first or second spot."

Everett fell after tripping
over Biggers' foot. He compos-
ed himself quickly, got up,
and finished the race.

"This was a learning experi-

ence," said Everett. "I have to

learn how to be more ag-

gressive."

Other first place finishes in-

cluded Valerie Brisco-Hooks*
34.21 in the 300-yard dash,

Jarmila Kratochvilova of
Czechoslovakia's 2:06.08 in

the 880, and Doug Padilla's

8:28.59 in the two mile.

Senator Alan Cranston
finished last in the legends

60-yard dash, despite a 10-

yard lead.

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 34
the better competition will on-
ly help his team in the future.

"The competition was so

good tonight and I think this

will put confidence in them."
The UCLA women are going
to need all the confidence they
can get as next weekend they
go against two tough con-
ference rivals, the University
of Arizona and Stanford.

Getting some more experi-
ence into his team seems to be
the key to Tomlinson's success
this year. And when UCLA
faces the Titans again, they're
hoping for a whole different

ballgame.
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SOFT OAJLY WEAR CONTACT LENSES

«39lpair*
8&L. WJ

CHANGE THE CaO« OF YOUR
EYES SOFT LENSES

189/palr*
8&L. C^H. CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

153
lnc*jd« eyp eium Glass« for disMnce or

I

fC^dmy Clear smgle^viyon standafd si/e glass
Of pldsoc lenses and frames from our special

selection Firadiv scTiandcyl

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

189/pair*
II B&L, W-JCoopef. Hydraufve

COMPLETE ^-i^ EXAM

FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

NEW OPAQUE SOFT-LENSES
FOR BROWN EYES ONLY

Have the Blue of Green eyes you've

always wanted

$2?5/complete

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SAATTA MONICA 452-1039
2605 Lincoln Blvd (at Ocean Park in^ Lucky Shopping Center) ^^^ ^, ^^ ,^^ ^^^^^^

LENS RfPLACfMENTS
WE MAIL AT OUR fVERDAY

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
1421 S Rot>ertson Blvd

('/ibik S of Pico)

'^

I
VIWMASTPRCHARCiE ' ::^W LOW PRICES

'Professonal V,VK« Ext,. "

»•

<^m^
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CALL ENTRIES
ASUCLA Student Commissioned Art Program is looking for student artwork executed in

various media, to be permanently displayed in and around Kerckhoff Hall, Ackerman
Union, North Campus Student Center and Lu Valle Commons. Both existing work and pro-

posals for new work will be considered; and artists will receive a $500 commission. Reim-

bursement will also be awarded to cover the cost of supplies. Applications are available at

the Information Desk on the 1st floor of Ackerman Union, and in the Art Department of-

fice. The deadline is January 31, 1986 at 5pm. For more information, please call Lee

Zeldman at 206-0839. Funded by ASUCLA Board of Control.
^vi
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INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
cut, conditioner & biowdry

Reg. Men $18
Wom^n $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up k

La Cliaise Rouge
?54 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710

DR* F SEZ: YOU TOO CAN HAVE A

PREVENTIVE AND RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY
For Appointment: 478-0363

-i
'

_

• Nitrous Oxide • Tooth Bonding -?-

• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)

• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and hisurance Forms welcome

Larry Fwedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &. Santa Monica)

• A

t

The great beers of the world go by one name: Ixwenbrau. Brewed in Munich,

in England, Sweden, Canada, Japan and here in America for a distinctive world class taste.

V/iSWorldCallsForLoymiom
C) 1985 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee, Wl

Inside UCLA
Continued from Page 36
ing back you complimented
them. And you just could not
help donfling that Chicago
Bears Hat at halftime, could
you?

To top McGuire's perfor-
mance off, he closed the
telecast with, "Next Saturday
we've got some real basket-
ball. Boy, I'm excitedl"

For 30 seconds late in the
game, Al's microphone went
dead. The silence was blue
and golden.

Now don't get me wrong.
Even with his "Tom Hein-
sohn-anti-Lakers-like" calls

Saturday, McGuire provides
great insight into the game
and his analysis is better
than most of the basketball
announcers in the country.

Let's leave UCLA for a
minute and talk about the
NCAA's hopes for new-and-
improved student-athletes.
With the raised scholastic re-

quirements, all athletes will
have to be able to fill out
their own college applica-
tions. (A 700 combined SAT
or a 15 on the ACT is now
required along with a 2.0 in
a core curriculum.) We at
UCLA don't have to worry

—

every athlete has been able
=te read and write since the^
Billy Don Jackson fiasco in
the late seventies.

Not all schools have been
too careful, thckigh. Accor-
ding to a recent Dallas Times
Herald story, 48 Southern
Methodist University football -

players admitted between
188() and 1984 had test scores
below the standards adopted
by the NCAA last week.
That means that those 48
would have had to go to
Division II schools (if they
could get in).

In the November 19 SMU
Daily Campus (the school
newspaper), an article was
written about a competition
with rival Texas Tech. "Un-
fortunately for Tech . . .,

inspiration could account for
only seven points, not quite
enough to pull off an upset,
and SMU emerged with a 9-7
victory." Mayl^ with prac-
tice both teams can get closer
to that elusive 700 score.

Then there was the drug-
testing that was voted in.

More than one athlete said
"Oh shit I" when they heard
about the new "get-to-an-
NCAA-final-have-a-
urinalysis" or something-
like-that rule.

That's a look at sports,

now back to your professor.

Women's swimming
Continued from Page 33
weekend against fourth-rank-
ed Cal Berkeley on Friday and
third-ranked Stanford on
Saturday.

^
Graner and Coach Jahn

concurred that both Cal and
Stanford look better on paper.
The Bears will showcase two
Olympic swimmers in Conny
van Bentum and Mary
Meagher. It will be the Bruins
turn to get psyched against
long time rival Cal. Last year
the Bears ended UCLA's two
year reign, 84-56.

No. 11 UCLA will have no
let up on Saturday when the
Stanford Cardinal invades the
Men's Gym pool. According to

Jahn the Cardinal roster reads
like the "Who's Who in Col-
lege Swimming."

^^V^:i^'
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Basketball
Continued from Page 33
line to put UCLA up, 7-6.

And then the Irish took
over.

In the next 4:15, UCLA was
outscored 14-2 to give Notre
Dame an 11 -point lead with
12 minutes left in the first

half. UCLA took a time out to
try and cool the Irish down
and it seemed to work for a
litde while.

The Bruins fought back to

within seven points at 30-23
but Notre Dame reeled off

seven unanswered points to

open up a fourteen point lead,

their largest of the game. At
the half, it was a 39-27 game.
UCLA's only other lead

came when the Bruins started

off the second half on a hot
streak. The Bruins whittled
the lead down to nine points

and then went on a 9-0 tear

that deadlocked the game at

48-48.

Tim Kempton scored one
point from the free throw line

to put Notre Dame up 49-48.

Richardson gave UCLA
their lead with a shot off the
glass. After that, it was all

Notre Dame. The Irish scored
eight straight points and all

biit the final score had been
decided.

''We didn't quit in the game
and we learned that we are
not an easy team," said Haz-
zard. "And that's the way it's

going to be as long as I'm
coach."

UCLA did play a tough
game, proabably much closer
than the final 10-point margin
indicated. Where the Bruins
got beat the worst, other than
on the boards, was at the free
throw line.

Notre Dame attempted 22
free throws and made 16 of
those. UCLA, on the other
hand, went to the line just

five times and came away
with four charity points.

There was a similar dif-

ference in the fouls that were
called. Only two Notre Dame
players had as many as three
fouls, Kempton and David
Rivers. UCLA had all five

starters with at least three
fouls while Reggie Miller,
Craig Jackson and Jack Haley
all had four.

Hazzard pointed out this

difference.

"I thought it was a physical
game at one end of the court,"
said Hazzard. "But we were
on the road and that's how it

goes. I just wish it was like
that for us sometimes.
"There were several non-

calls in the game by the of-
ficials."*

One foul that was called
against the Irish, and in par-
ticular, against Kempton oc-
curred in the early minutes of
the game. Kempton was
whistled for an intentional
foul against Haley.

Every time we came down
the floor he (Haley) kept stick-
ing his elbows in my neck so I

jet him know that wasn't go-
'ng to happen the whole
Kame," said Kempton. "It
wasn't anything to hurt him,
'^ was just to set the record
straight."

With the loss, UCLA drops
to 8-5 for the season but re-
"lains 3-2 in the Pac-10 while
^otre Dame, after losing to
'Ingham Young last week,
climbed to 10-2.

Montel Hatcher led all
^rers with 22 points while
•kempton and Rivers had 20
«na21, respectively.

Tennis
Continued from Page 34
what they mean is, whatever
Bruin starting lineup is scrat-
ched onto the scorecard, those
names will have amassed an
average of less than one year
varsity playing experience.
Some of the positives? Well,

there's no place better to start
than with sophomore Brad
Pearce.

Last September Pearce ad-
vanced to the round of 16 in
the Volvo/ Los Angeles Tennis
Open, where he met up with
Sweden's Stefan Edberg, the
second coming of Bjorn Borg.
Pearce had the home court
advantage but Edberg had the
No. 9 ranking in the world.
Edberg won 6-3, 6-4, but

that was an accomplishment
for the young Bruin. And oh
yes, Pearce knocked off former
UCLA Ail-American Peter
Fleming in the first round, 6-

4, 6-2. It wasn't even that
close.

Then there's thfe^freshmen
crew. Farrow was No. 2 in
the country in juniors com-
petition last year. Trigueiro
wa^ only ranked 10th, but he
won the U.S. Open Juniors
Singles title this year, so he is

;if"'

T

most definitely a talent.
Nahirny played only in the
rhen's division last year so he

J

does not come in with a rank-
ing, but the year before he
won the National Juniors In-

doors Doubles Championship.

Galbraith, who was No. 9
in the country last year, is not
expected to start this year. At
least not yet. Which leads us

to the problems. The starting
lineup is still not set because
of injuries and some inconsis-
tent play.

"The outlook is good," said
Bassett about his young team,
"but we have a long way to
go. We're talented, but
behind schedule, especially in
doubles."

Bassett has yet to set a star-
ting lineup for today's match
against the ustangs, but if he
goes from the top, you can

expect to see Pearce, Green-
wood, Trigueiro, and Farrow
out there. Kures, Diller and
Smith are all still quastionable
with nagging injuries.

Athletes
Continued from Page 35
his ability to score close to the
hole as well as from far away.

Hatcher has made some of
the most important jumpers of
the season, including the
game-winner against
Washington State one week-
and-a-half ago. The
emergence of Montel has given
opponents one more gun to
worry about.
The duo combined for 101

of UCLA's total of 150 points
in the two contests against
ASU and Notre Dame.

Gail Devers, sophomore, track
and field

('

Gail Devers challenged a
world class field in the Sunkist

Invitational Track Meet at the
Los Angeles Sports Arena Fri-

day night, and showed that
although she is ordy a college
sophomore, there is one more
sprinter around to cause trou-
ble for the established few.
The Bruin finished second

in the 60-yard dash, and third
in the 50. In both races
Devers was in contention to

'

win right up until the very
end. *

A false start by one of the
runners caused a second try at
getting the race off. Devers
has complained that false
starts tend to throw off her
concentration, but she said
that it was not a problem Fri-
day night.

Devers got a good jump in
both races, and is looking
forward to a more-than-suc-
cessful track and field season.

Chris Mullin of the Golden State Warriors wears No. 17
for that team, instead of the No. 20 he wore for St. John's.
The reason is his admiration for Hall of Famer John
Havlicek, who also wore No. 17.
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WE USE KODAK PAPER, CHEMICALS
AND TECHNOLOGY EXCLUSIVELY

Check Out Our

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
on Color Print Film Developing

IOeXP DISCT4.iy

fc4 EXP ROLL%-yy

uDexp ROLi'^/.yy
On roll developing of standard size prints from 110, 126,

Disc or 35mm color print film (C-41 process only).

ASUCLA PHOTO CLUB CARD
Bring Your Film to

ASUCLA For Fast,

Friendly Service!

Ask About Our
Photo Club
Membership

• Free Processing
• Film Discounts
• FREE Album Pages

ASUCLA GIVES YOU MORE MEMORY FOR YOUR MONEY
Pick up a Photo Club Card when you drop off your next roll of film

for processing . . . We'll punch your card, for film developing at

a savings!

LIMITED TIME ONLY • Offer expires June 30, 1986.

flUVI DEVEUInilvK

On roll developing of standard siz^ pr\r^
from 110, 126, Di9C or 35mm color prmt fitm
(C-41 process ooly). Excliidds^owijor holidays

^4n By 4pm Today,

Back By Noon
Tomorrow!

Ask for DetadW
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FREE
TANNING
SESSION

30 minute session
. $9.00 Value

with hsdrstyle

MEN'S HAIRSTYLE $18«o
'^t^;"

WOMEN'S HAIRSTYLE $24^ <^™
'January & February-

10916 LeConte Ave (downstairs)

Please call for appt. 208-5863 w/thi« coupon only

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™oM»

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

c ••*'
V .'^^"^

yeG>- UCLA
-• : : .'!;

X At'S^..

- 1132

<

Lile Me- f'f-' J C L A Aiyrrr. AssoCdliC^ • Sv^L'diiii'-iq ," Cijni^t!

Lensr>. S^c*- '97' • Al. lens Types A, a; able * An Cay,fs Anep'ei]

Regsfd'ess oi O^fficuiry • S»m»" Da, Se'« ce A».ii.abie • ya-oaieij

Pafhirg • Eiceiieni selection ol trie Latesi ^ ( asfiiun Eye*cd' and
Surglasse". 'LaC on Ptein,ses ' Cciniacl^ Poi.sied A^lle Voj Wa^i

'onii, t^nls lor Compole' ViSion PfOblems

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

Fasted Tan In Towni
~L.A. We«k^

fASTEST-Vis^le fesuJcs in

Just one sessjoaQj^

SAFESTtMew process f^fcCR; out

#1 W El^iOFE-New sanitary

and comfort^je design
ava^die only at Ftasntan,

•••••«•*«««••*•«••***«**«••***<

IMbOPPIfCLA
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^^^ •sauna
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INTERNAL
AUDITOR

Great Western Savings, a
leading nnulti-state finan-

cial services organization
Is currently seeking candi-
dates for Internal Auditor
positions.

You will have the oppor-
tunity to conduct audits
and challenging special
assignments in our ex-
panding Audit Depart-
ment.

The qualified candidate
will possess a B.S. in

Accounting, willingness
to- travel up to 60% in-

cluding some overnite
travel, and strong com-
munications skills. Sav-
ings & Loan experience a
plus.

We offer a competitive
salary and an excellent
benefits package. Please
send resume and salary
history to:

EZi.
GREAT WESTERN

SAVINGS

9301 Corbin Ave.
Northridge, CA91328
Attn: David Mcintosh

No phone calls or agents please

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

1007 Broxton Ave.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

Free Letter/ Ticket _
CUT &

BLOWDRY
(new clients with od only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/8/85

JOEL CONARD/Daly Bruin

Senior captain Anne Dean contributed 18 points to the
UCLA cause Saturday night against Arizona, but it wasn't
enough as the Bruins lost, 70-65.

Women's basketball

Continued from Page 36

v/~ f-..

ing well, we were together,
and we were executing. Ob-
viously I was wrong."
The key to this game was

rebounding. The Sun Devils
did (45) and the Bruins didn't

(23), pure and simple. ASU
kept UCLA off the scoreboard
until almost five mijiutes had
elapsed and the Bruins found
themselves down by as much
as 18 points in the first half
trailing 34-20 at intermission

In the second half the
Bruins did come out with
some fire, but were upended
by the same problem as the
first half, rebounding. ASU
had second and third shots to
the Bruins' one. With three
minutes left to play, the Sun
Devils held a commanding
72-50 lead and in the end,
prevailed with an embarrass-
ing 16-point victory over the
Bruins.

After Friday night's dreary
performance, Saturday night's
game against Arizona had to
be better. It was better inten-
sity-wise, but the bottom line
was that the Bruins lost, 70-
65.

In a game that could more
aptly be called the jump ball
derby, the referees allowed
this one to get out of hand,
calling jumpball whenever
there was any doubt on a call.

Moore was asked how she
felt about the referees and
replied "I never comment on
the officials." That speaks for
itself. ^

But this one can't be com-
pletely blamed on the of-'
ficials. The Bruins just could
not put the Wildcats away,
who incidentally, had never
won a game, much less con-
ference game, against the
Bruins.

The Bruins literally threw

this one away. The play was
.sloppy on both ends for both
teams, but Arizona put away
the shots when they had to.

."If I had to pinpoint the
problem this evening, I would
say that at the crucial times of
the ballgame our decision
making seem to hurt us,"
Moore said.

**It seems like we don't
make the right decision as to

getting into the offense. We
turn the ball over at the worst
time. We miss a big rebound
at the worst time. What we
have to do to have any degree
of success is we have to play
hard and have to play smart."

The Bruins did play hard,
but got burned by Lava
Acosta for 24 points. Again
the Bruins appeared a step

slow on defense and were
unable to get a hand in the
Wildcats' face. The lead ex-

changed hands ten times in

the first half, but costly tur-

novers or questionable calls

quelled any momentum.

In the second half the
Bruins took an early lead, l?ut

Arizona roared back to take
the lead with 17 minutes to go
and never looked back.

"This is great," Acosta said.

"Coach said that as long as we
can go home with a 1-1 record
from California, she'd be
happy."
The only bright spots for

the Bruins was the play of
Jaime Brown, who came off
the bench to score 23 points,
and Anne Dean, who pumped
in 16.

The Bruins take on Cal
State Long Beach today at

Long Beach and may have a
bigger hole than they expected
to dig out of, considering the
49ers represent the biggest
threat in the PCAA.

Basketball
Continued from Page 36
to allow for the tournament."

Notre Dame coach Digger
Phelps said he hoped that the

series would continue and
after the way the Irish handl-

ed UCLA, you could see why
he felt that way.
The Irish were dominant

near the basket at both ends
of the court, pulling down 36
rebounds. UCLA was limited

to 22 boards, with just eight

of those coming in the first

half when the Irish had built

a 12-point lead.

The Bruins led only three

times in the game, twice early

in the contest and once with
just eight-and-a-half minutes
left in the game. After the se-

cond early lead and the later

advantage, Notre Dame reeled

off impressive offensive spurts

to keep UCLA from staying in

the game.
The Irish scored the first

four points of the eame on
jump shots from Mark Steven-

son and Ken Barlow. UCLA
responded with a string of

their own, scoring five
unanswered points, three of

those coming from the free

throw line. It would be the
last time UCLA had an ad-

vantage at the line.

Donald Royal put the Irish

)ack on top when he tipped in

a Barlow miss. Pooh Richard-
son, who scored 16 points and
added seven assists, put in a
jumper from the free throw

Continued on Page 31
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RICHARD HARTOG/Dailv Brum

Freshman Pooh Richardson showed a national television au-

dience Saturday why he was one of the most highly-touted
recruits from the class of 1 985.
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SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex t^^X
Permalensft v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' _Y,
30 Day Extended ^^J^
Additional Pair SRll
up to 2 weeks \M\M

Soft O /^ C^"
Dally vfiK
Wear ^^^*
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Lye-Cfedit Program Arranged

LB 2:66 Pacific, i2'3| 59:'b9J
VN 7232 Van Nuys (818)786-5892

Anaheim 414 StateCoHege Bl (714) 774-4510

Downey 8711 Firestone Bl V?i3i 862 076^
LA 1482 S Robenson (213)278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT FT optometri?;t wanted

BAUSCH & LOMB

SLEEP-IN
LUNSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

VmNXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-Df LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monico Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX '^ Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thun. 10-7. Fh. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With thii ad, expirw 1/31/86

WHY PAY ^^^!V2°°• PRICES? t''lVILLAGE 30-70%

Can you |

afford togamble
with the LSAX GMAT,

GREprMCAT?
Probably not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

i^rad school exams. So if you
mped a refresher class, or even if

ynu re fresh out of col letJe,

call. Why take a chance ^^pr-

with your career? ^
KAPLAN
MAtJUYH KAhANfDUC AllONAl CtNTERlTD

The world's leading
test prep organization.

TROLLING NOW! Visit us ot our cenlef

''"UO Wdshdiqtoi. Hivd ' uive' Citv C.A

'^'ir*V 0» coll US d<iys pvenmgs or weev
«^'"Js (Jur phone ourr.ber (213)
202.1924.

TRUE TOUCH TONE
TELEPHONE

MCI/Sprint compatible

FCC Registered

> MFC Warranty

Exp 1/31/86

Limit 1 per customer

5'^
;
$1499

PRAXIS 20
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

• Automatic correction memory
• lnterctiangeat)ie daisy wtieel & rit)t)on

• 2 l(eyt)oards for special characters &
foreign languaoes

• Carrying case & cover

Retail 249.99

SPECIAL

CASIO & LORUS

SEIKO WATCH

/A SALE

WUPTO
500/0 $399

STARTING
AT

Exp. 1/31/86

! AM/FM ALARM CLOCK
RADIO

I

^^^''
' Snooze

LED Display

CASK)
F-14

Exp 1/31/86

Gift wrapped $999^^
Exp 1/31/86
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Swimmers jet past
Color;
By Ketin LyrKh

• • State, 60^
It was a nail-bitter for most

of the afternoon. However,
the UCLA women's swim
team Won the last five events
and scored a resounding 60-35
victory over a Colorado State

team in a swim meet Saturday
at the Men's Gymnasium pool.

Colorado State stayed close

through the first half dozen
events of the 12 event ipeet.

After seven races the meet was
deadlocked at 27 points apiece
but UCLA began to puU away
in the 100-yard freestyle
sprint.

Bruin Tammi Ellis blew
away the competition with a
time of 52.45. Vicki Davedson
aided the home team assault

by picking up a point with a
55.01 clocking and a fourth
place finish.

Then Sofia Kraft took the
stage as the lone UCLA repre-

sentitive in the 200-yard
backstroke against four Col-
orado State opponents. Kraft
cooly cruised to an easy vic-

tory and 2:09.2 time.

In the next event the three

-tf€LA swimmers that entered:

round out the top three.

Suzette Moran and Sofia
Kraft knocked out the visiting

team with a one-two punch in

the 200-yard breaststroke.
Moran won with a 2.25.9
time, and Kraft was right on
her heels with a 2.26.7 clock-
ing.

In the last event UCLA
teamed* up in 200-yard
freestyle relay comp)etition and
dusted Colorado State. Ellis,

Jenny Susser, Kelly Wely and
Maureen New combined for

the winning time of 1:38.1.

UCLA coach Tom Jahn wa.s

pleased with the gutsy per-

formance and welcomed the
sincere competition that Coir
orado State provided. "We
had to gaout and race today.
They didn't lie down for us
and I liked that. They really

helped us."

Other highlights included a

fine showing by Wely in the
200 free. Wely sped to a
1:55.5 time and first place
points to boot. Graner
displayed her versatility in the
200-yard individual medley.

"It was a good practice

the the 500-yard freestyle,

finished one, two and three.

Diane Graner 0-abed" the gold
with a time of 5:01.8. Ulrika
Sandmark and- Tricia Car-
vacho were not far behind to

mcgt for u^. Wb gut to prgg
tice our cheers and work on
our relays." added team cap-
tain Graner. —-— — -

Relays will be the key in the
Bruins upcoming meets this

Continued on Page 30

LAMONICAS Bl License

•PIZZA I

FREE DELIVERY

S4 95 LARGE
^t.y^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

EXCEPT FRI., SAT. & SUN

DELIVERY ONLY

AMY LARGE PIZZA

2for 1
MON TUES ONLY

DELIVERY ONLY

SIX-PACK
COKE OR DIET COKE
WITH A LARGE PIZZA

DELIVERY ONLY ^^'^''on per pizza.

DELIVERY HOURS 4:00 to 11:00
LARGE 17 INCH MEDIUM 12 INCH

8 SLICES 6 SLICES
CHEESE 8.10 5.25

1 TOPPING 9.10 5.95
2 TOPPINGS 10.10 6.50
STOPPINGS 11.50 6 95
4 TOPPINGS 12 75 8 00

SICILIAN (DEEP DISH) 12.75

TOPPINGS INCLUDE PEPPERONI SAUSAGE
MUSHROOMS GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS AND OLIVES

CAN SODAS 60C - 6-pack S3. 50

GOOD ONLY IN WESTWOOD STORE

-Pt EASE MENTION THE ADS WHEN YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER

'200DTILL8/12/8-:

208-8671
Offer good only witfi

this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.

GOOD TILL 1/27/86

208-8671
Offer good only witfi

I
tfiis coupon, one
coupon per pizza.

limit 3 per address

' GOOD TILL 1/27/86

208-8671
Offer good only with
this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.
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UCLA's tennis team

looks for fresh start

against Cai Poly SLO

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports^ Editor

Youth seems to be the name
of the game for UCLA athletic

teams this year. Bruin fans
think the basketball team is

young with only one senior
who. doesn't play much and
four juniors.

Now look at the tennis
team, and an even more inex-

perienced squad is in
evidence.

Of course one of the posi^
tives here is that Bruin coach
Glenn Bassett does not have to
worry about recruiting a
center.

UCLA opens its 1986 season
against Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo at 2 o'clock today on
the Tennis Center courts with
one senior (Mike Kures), one
junior (Brett Greenwood),
four sophomores (Brad Pearce,
Ken Diller, Mark Ferreira and
Otis Smith), and five freshmen
(Tim Trigueiro, Buff Farrow,
Dan Nahirny, Patrick
Galbraith and Jamie Talboty.
The perennially-dominant
UCLA team has only nine

of vai

under its belt,

Even that statistic is in-

flated because four of those
years of "experience" came
from team members who did
not play much singles except
when the weaker teams came
to town. ^-^
Enough numbers, okay, but

Continued on Page 31

Bruin Rob Campbell was only one of the reasons UCLA
came away with a victory over Cal State Fullerton on Friday

night.
-~v^:-

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICA &
AMERICANS ESSAY & SHORT STORY

CONTEST

THREE PRIZES OF
$250, $150, $100

Are you new to the U.S.?
"Do you remember your initial impre?5Ti5fr§?

Have you had a foreign friend share stories of his/her first

experiences here?
What surprises, angers, embarrasses, delights about life

and people here?

WRITEAN ESSA Y OR STORY
ABOUT IT!

Essay length: 2-10 double-spaced typewritten pages
Entry deadline: JANUARY 31, 1986
EJigibility: Any registered UCLA student

THB DAILY BRUIN
WANTS YOU

TO ADVERTISE
82S-2I61

For more information contact:

OISS
Office of International Students and Scholars

695 Circle Drive South 825 1681

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain •Acne
•PMS •Arthritis

^Stress

FREE CONSULTATION
Dr. Yeung

2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060

I CARLTON HAIR .

INTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special

$ 18 CUT & BLOW * rmpoo
• VAUDOMLY

SUN, MOM, and WED
Must show UCLA student

i.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS*
Expires March 20. 1966

We reserve the right to refuse service to

arty client tvhose hair cortdition is unsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264
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Men gymnasts win but

women fall to Fullerton

By Shannon Stryker'

As expected, the UCLA
men's gymnastic team easily

defeated Cal State Fullerton

Friday night at the Titan's

, home gymnasium.
The men took the lead from

the very start with the floor

exercise, and were already

ahead 137.25-128.20 at the

half. The Bruins then went on
to defeat the Titans by a score

of 275.10-262.75.

The overall all-around win-

ner of the meet was UCLA's
Luc Teurlings who finished

the night with a score of 55.2.

Teurlings attributed his con-

sistency throughout the meet
for his winning performance.

"I'm really happy about
everything," said Teurlings. "I

tried to be consistent
throughout all six events. Hit-

ting the high bar where other

j>eople missed helped too."

Fullerton's' Matt Stelling

was the second place finisher

with a score of 54.25 while
Bruin Brian Ginsberg rounded
off the tt)p three with his'

overall fini$h of 54. 1

.

Sophomore PavJd Mofid
went all-around as well, with
a final score of 53. 15.

Needless to say, head coach
Art Shurlock was very pleased

with his team's showing,
especially since the team is so

young this year.

"We have a very, very
young team," said Shurlock.
"I'm real proud of the young

guys. We had some misses but
overall everyone was really go-
ing for it." ^
UCLA's women's gymnastic

team competed against Fuller-
ton simultaneously with the
men, but unfortunately, the
women could not share in the
victory.

Although thfe UCLA women
were defeated by the 6th-
ranked Titans by a score of
182.00-179.05, head coach
Jerry Tomlinson was anything
but dissapointed in his young
team.

,
"We went all or nothing

tonight." said Tomlinson.
"Overall I'm really pleased
with how we performed."
Tomlinson was counting on

his outstanding freshman class

to lead the way Friday night,

and lead the way they did.

UCLA's top three all-around
scorers were freshmen Tanya
Service, Gigi Zosa, and Amy
Lucena.

Service had the second
highest all-around score of the
night (37.10), behind Fuller-

ton's Taunia Rogers who
scored 37.70. Fullerton'jj Tami
Elliot w^K third with a smrp
ot 36.85.

Along with hisnew
freshmen, Tomlinson was also

extremely pleased with junior^

Leslie Goldberg who seems to

be improving all the time.

It was obvious that the
Fullerton women dominated
the meet but Tomlinson felt

Continued on Page 29

$2.50
amonA
High Value Checking Account

Now \()u can w rile all the checks
you want, for as little as $2. SO a
nionth.-

Aiul you can use our automated
teller machines as often as xou want,
for no charge at all.

just come into our olhce and ask
tor the latest of Crocker's innovations
in financial products: our new High
N'alue Checkini; ;\ccount.

'"

Or, if" you have trouble remem-
IxMing the naine, just ask for one of
those new checkini^ accounts where
\()u don't haw to pa\- an arm and a
k\U for writing checks and using the
AIM.

^

V

Unlimited iheckwriiing. Like-
wise for the AFM. Open \c)ur Crocker
I ligh Value Checking Account today.

.

^Crocker Bank
We.stwxKKi Village Oftice
10925 Kinros.s Avenue
Lixs Angeles, CA 90024

f -^ (213)4)8-4268
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UCLA^I male and female Athletes of the Week
MiHer, Hatcher and

Devers grab first

honors for 1986

By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

Reggie Miller and Montel
Hatcher, juniors, basketball

The contributions of these
two outstanding shooters over
the last week have earned
them the first male Athlete of
the Week award of Winter
quarter 1986.

It was practically impossible
to rate the achievements of
one over those of the other, as
both Miller and Montel
averaged over 20 points a
game this past week. Miller
had 35 points against Arizona
State in last Thursday night's
Pac-10 conference battle,
while Hatcher knocked down
27.

During one stretch the
Brains continually went to
Hatcher, who connected on 13
of 16 field goals, almost all of
them from long range.

-MtHeirset a Pauley Pavili

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

UCLA's Gail Devers let the track world know that she can
fly in Friday night's Sunkist Invitational at the LA. Sports
Arena.

record with 17 perfect free

throws against the Sundevils.
Defenses have been coming
out on Miller to prevent his

30-foot jumpshots, so the
junior has started taking the
ball to the hoop, consequently
drawing more fouls.

Miller is also demonstrating
Continued on Page 31

«^>
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Junior guard Montel Hatcher shares Athlete of the Week
honors with, forward Reggie Miller as the duo scored over
% of ^he team's points against Arizona State and Notre
Dancie.

A DIM SUM CAFE

$A.9S

LIGHT CHINESE -

Lunch, Dinner

or Late Nights

From $1.75

H—«"5

.\..y.. ..

WESTWOOD VILLAGE»1091 BROXTON»L.A./213-824-7869

rd kill for a word proKcessor
I could rent by the hour/'

If you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super
mini-computer-based word processing system. Well pro-
vide the training (it won.'t take long to learn.) And we'll

save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letter quality printer.
We even provide access to a copier so you can duplicate
your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-lit, and there's

parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to

find out more 2Lbout our services and costs. Students
receive a 8peoi€d discount on our already-low rates (with
I.D.).

Read all about it!

Call Daily Brain
Advertising now
825-2161

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

11645 Wilshire Boulevcord. Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779

DninuNK
IBM COMPATIBLE
^ COMPUTER.

TT1

S799!!!
• IBM-)(T type mother board • 256K RAM

• 2-360K Floppy Dnves • Keytxwrd
• Heavy duty 135W povyer supply

• Runs IBM software 1 •
• Color or Mono card """i

Epson Lx-80 Piinter<239 *

with IBM cable I

*

IBM Game Adaptor (35 \l

10 Pack DS/DD Disks ]•
from 'S'^ ; •

CABLES. DISKETTES.

SUPPLIES & SOFTWARE-ALL

30% OFF WITH THIS AD

8322 Wilshire, L.A.
(3 Bto E of Li Ciansoa Fm Parteio)

(213) 655-9214 STt',?

REE^^^AYFARER !

!

w/purchase of contact lenses*

*complete pairs w/fittings, care kit, & follow-up visits

if

.v

WgST HOLLYWOOD
8001 Santa Moniea

650-0988

HERMOSA BEACH
1046 Hermosa Ave.

WESTWOOD
Ctdndon Ave. ^^

mttOGA

T*
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rD sports Rick Alexander, sports Editor

Rick ^hwaru. Assistant Sports Editor

^ixJrea Tscrick, Assistant Sports Editor

Phelps, Irish leave UdLA in

the drink after 74-64 victory

^
Sports shorts: the

week inside UCLA

i«^*

By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

SOUTH BEND, Ind.— If

you missed Saturday's 34th
nF>eeting between the=ii£lJt
and Notre Dame basketball
teams, you may have missed
the la^ game of basketball's

greatest rivalry.

After his team lost 74-64,
UCLA coach Walt Hazzard
hinted that Notre Dame may
be the school that is dropped
from the Bruin schedule when
the Pac-10 basketball tourna-
ment starts up next year.

*^It may come to a point
where we don't play Notre
Dame because of the post
season tourney," said Haz-
zard. "I'm not saying that
Notre Dame will be the game
we stop playing, but we do
have to stop one of the series

Continued on Page 33

>^ ^
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Reggie Miller had some trouble with the Notre Dame box-and-one defense, as the Irish held
him to 1 7 points.

Four world records set

in Sunkist Invitational

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

,J(pu\e heard of PAC-Bell;
now UCLA has REG-TEL.
Maybe Reggie Miller and

Montel Hatcher can't con-

nect from long distance but

they can dial downtown just

about anytime Bruin fans

place a two-unit call.

Before being "held" to 17
points by Notre Dame, Reg-
gie hit for 35 in two con-
secutive games last week.
The last UCLA player to do
so was . . .Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar.

Miller has hit 36 of 64
field goals attempts (56%),
and 33 of 36 from the chari-

ty stripe (92%) over the last'

four games.
Hatcher's last four outings

have netted 18, 24, 27 and
22 points, the 27 being his

career high. But even more
impressive has been
"Moneyig^^=accuracy7~tTrthose
four games he has made 43
of 74 field goal attempts
(58%), including the two he
hit from 25 feet to beat
Washington State in double
OT.
Over this four-game

stretch, REG-TEL, Inc., has
shot 57.2% from the field,

and 93% from the line.

Coach Hazzard said last

week that all of REG-TEL's
scoring comes within the
framework of the team. Hey
coach, we know you'rejiot
stupid.

~

Did you watch NBC's tele-

cast, Saturday, of the Notre
Dame game? Color man Al
McGuire not only let out his

old grudge against UCLA for
winning all those national ti-

tles while McGuire had bet-

ter-than-average Marquette
teams, but he showed his af-

finity for going with the
winners. McGuire consistent-

ly rapped whichever team
seemed to be down during
the game, which just hap-
pened to be UCLA most of
the time. Here are a few
samples of biting back at the
hand that bit him:

After announcer Marv
Albert commented on a nice
move -by Jack Haley,
McGuire jumped in with,
"Yeah, very nice move, he
got away with a walk, that's

why it was a nice move."
O.K., maybe that was his

opinion. Fair enough. But
explain this.

As Miller pame down the
far sideline late in the second
half, David Rivers ol the
Irish^hit Miller on the elbow,
the ball went out of bounds,
and the referee gave it to
Notre Dame, no harm no
foul. McGuire said of Rivers

7

"He did catch him (Miller)

on the elbow but it wasn't
that flagrant a foul." Not
just another opinion this

time.

The very next time down,
a Notre Damer was dribbling
the baseline and Reggie
knocked the ball out of
bounds. The ref gave the ball

to the Irish. McGuire kicked
in to high hypocritical gear
with, "Reggie Miller got
away with a foul, he might
have hit him on the Hand."

Got him on the elbow, no
problem. Might have caress-

ed his hand, criminal. Now
that's subconscious bias.

And how about going with
the winners, Al? Of course
when the Bruins were com-

Continiied on Page 30

By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer

The only thing that came
close to equaling the number
of false starts in Friday's
Sunkist Invitational Track
Meet was the number of
w6rld records that were set.

Four world marks were
broken during the meet, three

by previously established
athletes, and one by a virtual

unknown.
Billy Olson broke three pole

vault records, two of which
were his own. His vault of

19-3Vi broke Soviet vaulter

Sergei Bubka's world indoor
record of 19-3. He also broke
his own American record of

19-2^4, and the meet record
of 18^11, also his own.-

Olson missed twice at 18-8

before clearing the height.

"I took too many jumps
tonight," said Olson, "I was
getting a little tired. I need to

be fresh for those big jumps
late in the evening." -

Olson appeared fresh to the
crowd of over 12,000. He was
given a standing ovation when
he broke a world record for

the ninth time in his career.

Former Bruin Greg Foster
also broke three records in one
shot, but only one ^was his

own. The other two belonged
to San Francisco 49er wide
receiver and former U.S.
hurdling champion Renaldo
Nehemiah.

Foster had an outstanding
start for the 50-yard high hur-
dles, and came in at the world
record time of 5.88 seconds.

"The start was better than
good,'" said Foster. "I thought
I had jumped the gun but I

asked the starter if it was a
false start and he said it was
the best start he'd ever seen. I

took it."

Foster was disqualified in

the 60-yard high hurdles for a
similar start. The race had a

total of four false starts, Foster

being disqualified after the

third.

"I was more nervous for the

second race," said Foster. "I

wanted to match what I did

in the first race, that added
more pressure. I wasn't relax-

ed. When lipel tight, I usual-

ly false start.

'

Former USC Trojan Milan
Stewart went on to win the

HVUNGWON KANG/Da»lv Bruin

Pole vaulter Billy Olson soared to new heights with an in-

Contintied on Page 29 door world record of 1 9-3 Vi

.

Women noopsters

drop two games

to Arizona schools

By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

This was a tough weekend
all around for UCLA's basket-

ball programs. The men's
team fell to Notre Dame while
the women's team did them
one better/worse and dropped
two to the schools from
Arizona.

The Bruins, who were pick-

ed to place second in the

Pac-West, came out Friday
night and gave probably their

worst performance to date
against Arizona State 78-62.

The intensity and aggressive

play UCLA showed last week
in their own tournament was
gone against ASU. The Bruins

appeared to be playing on
both ends of the court with
one hand tied behind their

backs and their legs stuck in

molasses.

UCLA's performance
caught coach Billie Moore on
the seat of her pants.

"From my standpoint, I was
unprepared for it," Moore
said. "Totally unexpected. I

thought over our last six or
seven ballgames we were play-

Continued on Page 32
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News: MCI founder
talks about the rise of

his corporation and
replacing Joan Rivers.

See page 3 .

Viewpoint: A reader
expresses a new theory
atx)ut the loss of 10.000
ASUCLA food trays.

See page 16.

Review: Kate Bush's
Hounds of Love tops
the Daily Bruin Readers'
Record Poll.

See page 18.

•-.•

'

Sports: 'Greatest
Bruins Ever' series con-
tinues with a look at

volleyball's Kirk Kilgour.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Hazy sunshine.

High: 72, low: 52.

(Dept. of Atmospheric
Sciences forecast)

O
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Bishop Tutu praises ^^man witli a dream' at speecli
By Doug Nathan

Staff Writer

Bishop Desmond Tutu
credited American civil rights

movement leader Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. as the*
"galvinizing" force for South
African revolution Monday
night at a dinner com-
memorating King's birthday in

the Westin Bonaventure Hotel
in Los Angeles.

During his dinner speech.
Tutu praised King for his idea
of black liberation, and his

faith and courage to pursue
them non-violently. But he
doubted that South African
blacks could find freedom

_ from oppression iKsing dmiUr
' methods.

In a
«
press conference before

the dinner speech. Tutu said
"South Africa is behaving like

a bully dog*' having
destabilized the Lesotho gov-
erninent, which fell to a
military coup Monday morn-
ing.

**Dr*^ King wondered
whether his techniques would
have worked in Nazi Ger- *

many," Tutu said in his din-
ner speech. "I'm a peace
lover, but I think there are
circumstances where violence
is permissible."

Fo^- non-violent resistence to
work, a "minimal moral stan-
dard" is required. Tutu said.

Please see TUTU, Page 12

HYUNGWON KANG/Dailv Bruin

PRAYING FOR PEACE — Nobel Laureate Bishop Desmond Tutu, in closing his speech with a prayer, drew together the
hearts of over 2,300 people at his press conference in Los Angeles Monday night.

UCLA sophomore nominated —
student regent, approval pending
By James Bozajian

Admiriistratior} Editor

UCLA sophomore David
Hoffman has been nominated
for the position of 1986-87

University of California stu-

dent regent and if confirmed
will serve as a voting member
on the UC Board of Regents.

"I am very honored," Hof-
fman said. "I see this as a
wonderful opportunity to im-
prove the quality of education
at our university because my
area of expertise is educational
issues, and this is the year of
the (California) Master Plan
(for Higher Education)
review."

HVUNGWON KANOyCMlY Bruin

Dmrid Hoffman

The regents' Special Com-
mittee on Selection of a Stu-

dent Regent announced Tues-
day that it will recommend to

the full board next month that

Hoffman be appointed student
regent.

"I was impressed with his

qualifications and I think he
will make a good regent," said

Regent Leo Kolligian, a
member of the selection com-
mittee.

Since 1975, the board has

appointed one student annual-
ly to the one-year student
regent position.

"I think that the student
regent has a very special role,"

Hoffman said. "He or she has
all the responsibilities to the

taxpayers of any other regent,

but at the same time must be
in tune with the concerns of

the students and must be will-

ing to look out for those con-
cerns."

Hoffman, a political science

and economics major from
Woodland Hills, Calif., has
served in several capacities in

UCLA's Undergraduate Aca-
demic Affairs Commission.
He has served as chair of

the commission's Departmen-
tal Action Council, director of

Departmental Affairs, member

Please see REGENT, P*f<e 12

ASUCLA suffers $1.6

million drop in sales
By Mark Talavera

Staff Writer

As a result of a $1.6 million drop in overall sales,

ASUCLA has reduced its income forecast by 3 percent to

meet its 1985-86 budget.

ASUCLA, which operates the Students' Store and cam-
pus food service units, as well as student recreational and
service areas in Ackerman Union, has made approximately
$49 million in sales — a drop from the $50,0 million orig-

inally forecast for 1985-1986.

Jason Reed, ASUCLA's executive director, said a part of

this general sales loss can be attributed to an 8.6 percent
decline in food service sales.

ASUCLA "has been experiencing less sales at Lu Valle,"
he said, attributing the loss to no previous budgeting expe-
rience with the facility.

Lu Valle Commons, opened in April 1985, was original-

ly forecast to make $441,143. Now, Lu Valle is budgeted
to make $284,792 — a 35 percent sales decline.

However, this general sales decline will not have a ma-
jor affect on ASUCLA operations. Reed said.

"We will meet our budget — we may be down $1.6
million in sales, but we'll be saving approximately $1
million (in goods ASUCLA is no longer required to buy)
and about $600,000 in operation expenses."

To conserve operation expenses, student workers will
work shifts that have more customer traffic, and vacant
non-student staff positions will not be filled. However, no
association workers will be laid off.

According to Reed, there are two primary reasons,
combined with lower sales, why ASUCLA is earning less

income.

"We have a strong desire to keep prices low, and the
ratio of employee wag6s to sales is increasing — we
employ 2,200 students, and we pay basically high wages."

Please see ASUCLA, Page 15
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Ranch Fried Chicken
and

Champion Style Chili

now being served at

the Treehouse
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The Treehouse • 1st Level Ackerman Union

M-Th: 7am-7:30, Fri: 7am-3pm, Sat-Sun: Closed
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Mareos denies deal with

busbiessman cost nation

neinrs
compiled from thf As$o<<oteJ Press

MANILA, Philippines — President Ferdinand E. Marcos

denied Tuesday a report in the San Francisco Examiner that a

deal with a California businessman may have cost the Philip,

nine government $50 million.

Marcos, asked at a business forum to respond to the newspa-

ner's allegations that he was involved in a secretive deal with

businessman Vicente Chuidian, said,^ "Fifty million dollars?

That's the first time I've heard about it."

In answering the question, Marcos did not address the issue

of his own involvement, but he acknowledged a compromise

had been reached with Chuidian and others who were defen-

dants in a case filed by the Philippine government.

"Rather than continue with the trial, they proposed a com-

promise," Marcos said.
,^ J . , .

The Examiner said Chuidian had bought three California

companies involved in the semiconductor industry with a $25

million U.S. loan guaranteed by the Philippine government.

Chuidian later claimed the Marcoses failed to put promised

money into the companies, and he refused to repay the loan,

the p]xaminer reported.

The newspaper said Marcos personally supervised and ap-

pro\ed efforts to reach a settlement with Chuidian, who it said

allegedly planned to reveal links between Marcos' wife, Imelda,

and others close to the president in his businesses.

White businessmen call for em

apartheid: inflation hits 64-year

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — White South African in-

dustrialists on Tuesday called for an end to apartheid in an ef-

fort to re-establish confidence in the nation's economy as the in-

flation rate hit a 64-year high.

Central Statistical Services, a government information agen-

cy, said the inflation rate jumped to 18.4 percent in December.

That was 1.4 percent more than the previous month and almost

double-the rate of two years ago.

Also Tuesday, police said they found the charred body of a

black man in Kwazekele Township near Port Elizabeth, a riot-

plagued area on the Indian Ocean 600 miles south of Johan-

nesburg. ^ '

About 1 ,000 people, most of them blacks, have been killed in

16 months of violence related to apartheid, the system of

segregation under which 5 million whites dominate 24 million

voteless blacks. Most of the deaths came at the hands of security

forces, but some were cases of blacks killing other blacks

suspected of collaborating with the white government.
The Federated Chamber of Industries, the country's largest

employer alliance, said in a statement that political rights and

freedoms should be extended to all races.

Car, loaded with explosives, kills 22,

wounds 102 in Christian east Beirut

BEIRUT, Lebanon — A car packed with explosives, ga.soline

and oxygen bottles blew up in a huge ball of flame and

shrapnel Tuesday on a busy street of Christian east Beirut, kill-

ing at least 22 people and wounding 102.

It went off 30 yards from "an office of President Amin

Ckemayel's political party, but authorities would not say

whether that was the target. The only damage at the Phalange

Party office was shattered windows.
A dozen passing motorists were killed in their cars by the

fireball that engulfed the street. Witnesses said scores of

pedestrians and shoppers were cut down by shrapnel or turned

into human torches by blazing gasoline that sprayed over a 50-

yard radius. Red Cross squads clawed through the smoldering

wreckage of eight buildings, under a dark cloud of smoke and

ashes that hung over the scene. Officials said they feared the

death toll would climb.
The bombing follows a week of fighting between Gemayel

loyalists and Syrian-backed Christian and Moslem rivals in

which more than 400 people have been killed and 800 wounds
ed.

For the record:

In Tuesday's What's Bruin column, the Bruin College

Republicans general meeting was erroneously listed under Wed-
nesday's activities. The meeting is actually Thursday at 6 p.m.

in 3525 Ackerman Union. ^i—
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UCLA Helpline gears itself to issues
EDITOR'S NOTE — The names of some
Helpline volunteers were changed at their re-

quest. Karen Tyler and Marshall Friedman are
pseudonyms.

By Ron Bell

Staff Writer

Hidden somewhere on campus, staffed by
student volunteers, UCLA Helpline is ready to

talk when you are.

"Although we do crisis intervention, we're
there to discuss anything," said Joel Swendsen,
a former director. "We gear our services

toward the UCLA campus and the issues stu-

dents are facing,"

Most callers suffer internal distress —
loneliness, depression and relationship pro-

blems.

"They are used to certain social, academic
and living conditions," he said. "Adjusting can
be frightening."

That, Swendsen added, is where, Helpline

comes in.

"Statistically, freshmen underuse our ser-

vices. Maybe they're not aware of them, and
maybe they go to peers first. We want stu-

dents to know there are peers at Helpline," the

UCLA juqior said. "We're peer professionals,

not pros. We're people just like them."
Roughly 25 students and a professional ad-

^^vteBT take calls at Helpline daily. Screem
through a quarter-long training period, volun-

teers are all ages and all majors.

"I went through spring training a little over

a year ago," Swendsen said. "It helped me
career-wise, let me know this is something I

want to do. I was really excited when I got on
the line. It's great being surrounded by so

many caring people all the time.**^" ^

~

But warm and outgoing as Swendsen
described them, some Helpline workers said

they found UCLA impersonal at first.

"When I started here, I went through some
rough times," said Karen Tyler, the line's co-

director of advertising. "When I learned about
Helpline, I thought, *If I'd known about this

service, I'd have called.' I want to make the

transition easier for other students."

To that end, Tyler joined the line herself,

working her way through training and super-

vised operator exp)erience. In itself, that makes
her unique. The dropout rate for volunteers is

high, and only seven members of Tyler's class

of 30 chose to remaia with the program.

.

"Mostly, we lose people during the role-

plays," she said. "You have to be able to res-

pond to all sorts of people so the trainers real-

ly test your limits. In one role-play, I had to

deal with a 'racist.' I'm black, so that one real-

ly taxed me, but I learned a lot from it."

Time restrictions, she said, may also limit

participation in Helpline. "You have to

dedicate three hours every Wednesday hight

and commit two Saturdays to the training

program. With an additional six-month com-
mitment to the line, the whole thing takes lots_

of time." —^
. r

But Tyler said that as far as she's concern-

ed, all of it was time well spent. "Even if I

hadn't made it, the skills they give you, show-
ing other people their options, really improves
your communication."

Training emphasizes other areas as well. In

the weekend sessions, UCLA and Santa
Monica area clinicians discuss major topics like

loneliness and depression, incest, child and
drug abuse.

"Some people drop out of training because

they can't deal with an issue," Swendsen said.

"The directors see how you use what you've

learned in role-plays. They also give you a

midway evaluation. After that, much of it's up
to you."

"Basically, they're looking for raw talent,"

Tyler added. "You get to improve on the line.

admit, though, that 2 was pretty scared the -

first time I picked up the phone."
Two experienced hotline workers stayed

with Tyler throughout that first call. And, in

emergency cases like drug overdoses, all volun-

teers use a professional backup.
"If someone says 'I took five green pills and

vodka,' the backup may be able to determine
what they are," Swendsen said. "Consulting a

professional is legally required, and their ad-

vice is definitely helpful."

In a suicide attempt like the one he describ-

ed, Swendsen said a Helpline worker would
try to keep the caller on-line. "There's a high-

risk factor — you want to find out what's go-

ing on. I might say something like, 'I'm not

going to tell you there's a lot to live for. I

don't know, but I do know you've been
through a lot of pain, and I want to talk to

you about it.*
"

Students, however, rarely learn the results

of their efforts. ^

"All our calls are confidential," Swendsen

r- Please see HELPLINE, Pa^e 9

Dorm officials beef up security

following recent • • ctions
By Andrea Liebman

Staff Writer . \ ,

Because of recent violent

abductions near and on cam-
pus, the Security Committee
for Residence Halls has
hastened programs to max-
imize student safety.

Since the first week of

January, doors to all Resi-

dence Halls are locked every

day from midnight to 6 a.m.

All visitors are required to

present identification to an
"entry monitor." They also

must sign their names and

write the name of the person

they wish to visit before enter-

ing the building. ^
"There's the feeling that we

should keep doors locked not

only at night, but also during
the day," said Tom Vani,
associate administr^ator of resi-

dence halls. "On Gayley
(Avenue), two people were
abducted in a public area. It

has to make people aware of

their environment. UCLA has

a good environment. We want
to keep it that way."

Future security plans to be
effected before summer in-

clude installation of tele-

phones, so that entry monitors
may call residents to double-

check the "legitimacy" of a

particular visitor.

Room keys which open en-

try doors will also be
distributed, Vani said. A
system of electronic access is a

possible option as well.

"We want to make it more
like living in a security apart-

ment building rather than a

tent in the street," said
Kathryn Heymann, chair-

woman of the Security Com-
mittee. "Students have a false

sense of security because they

live around their friends."

Please see SECURITY, Page 15

MCI founder dials number
of success In^phone^wars
By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff^Writer
-^^- '\

In 1968, with three employees and few assets, William
McGowan, amid the protests of people who thought he
was "insane" to take on AT&T, the largest corporation in

the world, founded Microwave Communications.

Today, that company, MCI is the second largest com-
munication corporation in the world.

Accounting for 60 percent of international communica-
tion and 15 percent of domestic telephone service, MCI's
1985 revenues topped $2 billion.

"Over the past 18 years, I've had both successes in

business and many profesional experiences as well," said

McGowan, chairman of the board and chief executive of-

ficer of MCI, told an audience of 75 Tuesday in the

UCLA Faculty Center.

"The reason that I took on AT&T was that I felt that,

with size comes a certain vulnerability. Not only do con-

sumers deserve a choice as to who handles their long-^

distance service, but I saw an opportunity to bolster com-
petitiveness in an industry that had become sluggish,"

McGowan said.

When founding MCI, two primary questions had to be
addressed, he said. The first was "What business are we
really in?" and the second, "What goals and tasks are in

front of us?"

"Before we could succeed in the field of telecommunica-
tions, we had to succeed in other areas. First, we had to

raise sufficient venture capital," he said. "The second
business that had to be taken care of was to lobby the

government so that they would allow an alternate to

AT&T to enter the market place."

At this point, McGowan said, he had a sufficient

amount of capital, approximately $115 million on hand,
and he began to lobby the federal government. "Many of

my employees say that MCI stands for 'make changes in-

stantly' and although that isn't true, it stands as an accu-

rate statement of how we had to run the company during
this period."

McGowan said he had two goals to accomplish during

thLs time period: win the court battles so that MCI's
rights to provide telecommunication service would be
completely recognized and, to surviye. . .

"In this industry, success means survival. In 1979, we
were successful In our battle, as the court allowed us com-
plete access to the telecommunication industry."

"Now it was time for a change in course, even though
before I had literally decided to go into the long distance

business," he added.

By 1980, McGowan explained, it was evident that in.

order to succeed in the telecommunication business, MCI
first had to become fully automated in the information

technologies. "When you look back several years to try to

find technological developments that serve as guide points

to the future, information technology is one example of

technology which 'has had a measured effect on each of

us," he said. s-~»-""

McGowan went on to cite seVeral examples of this

technology at work.
"Eight years ago. Citibank was a large bank, but by us-

ing this new technology, it has become, in a very short

Please see MCI, Page 10
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Campus credit unions tailor services to student needs

Your

Business

A

By Paul Vannuki

For years financially resf>on-

sible adults have been unable
"to escape the stigma of the
classification of "students"
when dealing with financial

institutions, thereby being
deprived of the ability to

receive loans, and niost imix>r-

tandy, establish a credit histo-

ry.

Finally, it appears that this

problem is being remedied,
and it took students to do it.

Around the country many
campuses are establishing their

own student-run credit unions
that provide a variety of ser-

vices at competitive rates. •

.The appearance of student
credit unions has arisen out of

sheer necessity. Because of

higher fees, higher minimum
balances, increased difficulty

in getting loans and cold-

shoulder trejttment by banking
institutions in general, alter-

native solutions are especially

attractive.

. Most colleges lack on-cam-
pus banking facilities, so
credit unions often appeal to

students simply as a matter of

convienence. Others join

because of the remarkably
wide array of services provid-

ed.

Most credit unions consider

themselves full-fledged finan-

cial institutions. Among the

services provided are
automated teller machines,
lower minimum balances on
savings accounts and relaxed

loan requirements so that stu-

dents are often able to qualify

for loans on their education,

or other personal expen-
ditures. In addition to these,

some student credit unions of-

fer credit cards, certificates of

deposit, mortgages, and in-

surance plans.

Student credit unions, like

company credit unions,
operate by working only with,
their members, which in this"

case, is limited to students,

faculty, and staff at the par-

ticipating university.

Targeting a specific market
like this is one of the reasons

for the success of the student

credit unions. It creates an.
environment in which students

are compelled to pay back
their loans. The default ratio

on loans has bten extremely

low, as many borrowers feel

that if they default, they

would be taking away from

others like themselves.

In 1975, the first student

credit union was formed at

the University of
Massachusetts, but it wasn't

until the National Credit

Union Association began
organizing a conference for

colleges in 1983 that the stu-

dents credit union boom was

on.

The National Student

Credit Union was born to

serve as an overseer, to issue

charters, and to assist in open-

ing up the new credit unions.

Soon the student credit unions

were popping up on college

campuses across the nation,

including UCLA.
Student credit unions offer

valuable benefits for all in-

volved. The student managers

of these credit unions see them

as an outstanding experience

in their education, especially

if they are thinking about pur-

suing a finance-related career.

Depositors benefit from low
minimum dep<»its and lower
fees. Borrowers receive relaxed
loan requirements for their
education, which is important
in an era when federal loans
and grants are being reduced

UCLA's Westwood Student
Federal Credit Union is open
Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday from 9:00am to 40o
pm, or call 825-1211 for in.
formation.

Applications for "86-87 resident

assistants are now available
By Marian Berelowitz

Free room and meals in one of UCLA's

residence halls, the satisfaction of helping

others and learning more about yourself are

some of the privileges of becoming a resi-

dent assistant in the dorms.

Applications for the position of R.A. are

now available for the 1986-87 academic

year and can be obtained from any resi-

dence hall assistant director or from the Of-

,

floe of. Residential |j^9=¥lie=ferms^

Monday, Jan. 27.

"Leadership, sensitivity, the ability to in-

teract well with other people, enthusiasm

and the ability to enforce policies" are

among the qualities looked for in R.A.s,

said Deb Raupp, assistant director of resi-

dential life.

An R.A. is "an adviser for a floor of be-

tween 60 to 100 college students who is

responsible for counseling, programming.

advising, developing (a sense of) community
on the floor and setting an atmosphere con-

ducive to studying," Raupp explained.

R.A.s earn a stipend of $168 a month
and receive $90 per quarter to cover tele-

phone bills.

Applicants must attend an orientation

meeting, but can choose the time and day
to go. Two meetings will take place today
— one at 2 p.m. in the Lu Valle Commons
Courtroom and another at 4 p.m. in

lan 3517 — and one Thursday at 7

p.m. in Mira Hershey's Main Lounge.

Raupp said the first phase in selecting

R.A.s will be to observe applicants par-

ticipating in three separate group activities.

Groups of eight candidate^ will be observed
by five people.

The five observers will include two pres-

ent R.A.s, a residence hall assistant direc-

Please see RESIDENT, Page 13

Across From Lot 1

10968 LeConte
(bring in this ad)

Come Watch the

Super Bowl this

Sunday at Sepi's

and get:

PURE BEEF HOT

DOGS ONLY $11

• FREE POPCORN!
SMALL SUB & 6-PK. BUD

only $5.45!

»SMALL SUB & PITCHER

OF COKE
only $3.95!

Call Ahead For Your Order

208-7171
.J

\

THE ASIAN EDUCATION PROJECT
YOU CAN HELP ASIAN IMMIGRANT CHILDREN

\

V by helping them with their English skills

by introducing them to culture
and just by being their friend

We tutor on Saturdays from 10:00am-12:00pm at Castelar Elementary School in Chinatown.

M. Orientations: Kerckhoff Hall 400

Wed. Jan. 22

Thurs. Jan. 23

2:00-3:00

3:00-4:30

4:00-5:00

Orformoreinfornriation, call825-2417 (411 Kerckhoff Hall) -.^^i:^

For returning tutors: Rides from Rieber at 9:30 tomorrow. Hope to see you!

Funded by the Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board.
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Student goes rock-alike.
Why

.../cause he ain't got much
money,

but- he 's rich in personality.

RALLY
TODAY, 12 NOON MEYERHOFF PARK
Be a starfor Multiple Sclerosis!

You II never he the same.

Applications available atAckerman Info. Desk, Student

Government Info. Desk, and James E. West Center.

Come to Meyerhoff TODAYATNOONWin an internship with

• Celebrity Guest, Richard Kline of^'Three's Company **. __

_ •FreeCakeU
.

-— . __ . I •

FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY BRUIN WALK TABLE OR CALL 824-1951

• Sponsored by Students Against Multiple Sclerosis •

MUSIC TOfVBION'
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Dorm meal coupons now
valid for up to one week
By Laureen Lazarovici

Dorm meal coupbns will no longer go to waste if residents
forget to redeem them the same day.

,

Beginning Jan. 27, coupons will be valid for up to one week,
said Undergraduate General Reprentative Bill Barley.

Residents may save two coupons per day or a total of 10 be-
tween Monday and Friday. Coupons will bear a stamp in-

dicating the week, rather than the day, they are valid.

•"This way, people who forget to use their coupon one day
can use it the next day instead of letting it go to waste," Barley
said.

'

"Now, some students feel that it's not worth getting the
coupon. But with the changes, ev^n if a student must miss.-A.
meal the coupon can still be used," said Sproul Hall President
Mike Mehan. "I think that this means students will eat more
and better meals."

"We don't think the typical student will miss meals just to
save up coupons," said Residence Halls Administrator Tom
Vani. "I don't anticipate a significant attendance drop (at resi-

dence hall dining rooms)."

Undergraduate student government representatives will be
di5tributing brochures detailing the new coupon poWpy on Bruin
Walk next week. !

' A.

In what Barley called a "very positive process," he, Vani and
Rich Wheeler, ASUCLA food services director, met to discuss
several issues affecting residence hall meal coupons.

They decided that the value of the coupons could not be in-

creased, since a higher value would exceed the halls' raw food
costs. Bedeeming coupons at the ASUCLA Country Store or get-

_ting cash back from the coupons would. Barley said, "turn
"XSUCLA into' a bank'* and create longer lines. '. ^

'

"We^eel that this prograiiL is a. viable alternative that will
HBenefit students," Vani said.

The effect of the new policy wi)l be evaluated by Vani's of-
fice during spring break.

Speaking at Monday's press conference. Bishop Tutu, appearing exhausted from a

busy schedule, said that anti-apartheid rallies in the United States have a definite effect

on the lives of the people in South Africa.

TRIVIAL PUBSUII
THEN, SUDDENLY. 1 THE WWTEJ^ OF TMIS

COMIC STRTP WCX)LP
LIKE TO apologue:
fOR THE IRRELEVANCE
OF THE f^T SEVERAL
STRIPS. I KNOW THERE
ARE SERIOOS CAMRUS

ISSUES TO eE
PEALT WITH. SO,
FROM THIS MOMENT
ON, \ WllL ATTEMPT
TO DO OUST THAT.

}^Horn Polclno

THE DROP DEADUNE ^
\S TOO EARLV

, IHERE'S
NO PARK.ING, CLASSES
ARE. TOO LARGE AND
\MPERSONAl, AND REG
FEES ARE Tr>0

NOTE*. \ DIDN'T SAY
\T WOULD BE FUNNY.

MLyouaiNidf
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR GROUP WITH COUPON

JAPANESE
BUFFET

OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Price -

Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

CRAB LEGS • SHRIMP • OYSTERS • SALMON • CALAMARI •

BEEF & LEMON CHICKEN • EGG ROLLS • SALAD BAR..,AND...

SUSHI, SUSHI, SUSHI. IN SUSHI BAR , ,^^ tA.=o™A^« ».
' 1389 WESTWOODBL

3 biks. so. of Wilshire

473-9378

THIS -1- IS—YOUR i

LAST CHANCE
TO SIGN UP FOR

dinners for ?l

Just fill out the following application - your key to an
evening of fun - and return it to the James E. West ^^"^ ^"^^ *

Alumni Center info desk TODAY by 5 pm ^'^" "^

•••student sign-up
I'd like to attend a dinner on: Sunday, February 23rd

\ui'

Sounds like

a blast!

I

I

I Name.
I

I

Sunday, March 9th

(both dates Winter Quarter)

Campus Address.

City

I Day Phone.

-Zip
Eve Phone.

1^

Class: Fr So Jr Sr Grad
Sex: M F Age
Hobbies/Interests

Hometown

(Circle One)

. Major

Can you give someone a ride? YES NO
How many?^

Have you attended a "Dinners'* before? YES NO
Remember, TODAY is the deadline!!

UCLA Student Alumni Association

I

I

At Cycle Products West
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Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL

\

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burbank
15745 Roscoe Btvd.Sepulveda
1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd.. Tujunga

14601 victory Blvd..Van Nuys
Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd., Rowland Heights
4315 Anaheim St.. Long Beach
9301 E. WhittierBlvd.. Pico Rivera

WESTWOOD DDirCCO SAVE
Vii I A^p * t^niuco. rin-ync30-709^0

TRUE TOUCH TONE
TELEPHONE

• MCI/Sprint compatible

• FCC Registered

• MFG Warranty

PRAXIS 20
PORTABLE EliCTMMIC TYPEWRITER

• Automatic correction memory
• Intercttangeatiie daisy wtieel & nbbon
• 2 keytraards for special characters &

foreign languages
• Carrying case & coverj

Retail 249 99

SPECIAL

Exp. 1/31/86

Limit 1 per customer

CASIO S LORUS

SEIKO WATCH

Exp. 1/31/86

AM/FM ALARM CLOCK
RADIO

STARTING
ATSALE

UP TO

50% $399
OFF

Snooze
LEO Display

Exp. 1/31/86

CASIO
F-14

(aift wrapped

Exp. 1/31/86

IMTERNMONkL

HSClim III!

Ik*ciwi

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD A

CHECK PRICES 2 9^ HIGHER LIMrT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. LM AngalM. CA MOM 390-4477

t'

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON-SAT11 7 PM 'SUN 12- 5 PM

IT'S NOT TOO LATE

COLLEGE
BOWL '86

Application Deadline has been
extended to
5:00 TODAY

Tym m ^©yir ©©inpigtsdl Applfestiomi
t@ th® 0@aini ©U SfiyderBte ©Wm® 2224

Myirpfi]^ Mil

This is your Last Chance to
reserve your team's spot in the

College Bowl '^6 - Don't Miss Out!
Funded by CPC of the PAB
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WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SElilES:

When the Going Gets Tough:
Women and Conflict Resolution
A workshop designed to helji women learn effective conflict resolution
skills. Facilitated by Pat Katsky, Visiting Lecturer, Graduate School of
Management.

TODAY
Noon-lpm —— '—

2DODDHALL
Sponsored by the Student Skills Building Program and the Women's Resource Center

\
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in Ackerman Grand Ballroom
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MAD
MAX

THE ROAD
WARRIOR MAD MAX

/

USAC

6:00 8:00 iO:00

-ALSO SHOWING THURSDAY AND FRIDAY-

UCPD oust voter registrar

from dance honoring King
By Glenn Adams

University police ousted a deputy registrar of voters
from a dance in Ackerman Grand Ballroom Sunday night
after he attempted to register voters.

. -Chuck Levin, a Los Angeles County deputy registrar of
voters, was asked to leave the dance, being held in com-
memoration of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., by Berky
Nelson, director of the Center for Student Programming.

Maintaining that the dance would have been an ap-
propriate place to register voters. Levin said, "He .(King)
devoted his life to struggling for rights, including the right

for people to register to vote."

However, Nelson was not in total agreement. He said he
told Levin, "I admire your cause, but that is not the
issue," and informed Levin that he was free to register

voters outside the building.

Opening Ackerman Union to Levin would have
necessitated letting in anyone who wished to pass out
pamphlets, Nelson said. "Students need to be able to have
their events without any kind of hassle."

"I think it's ironic .
*.

. that they would have that at-

titude," said Levin, who said he felt he was ^fulfilling a
need by trying to obtain voter registrations.

Levin w^ not pressed with charges or arrested, accor-
ding to UCPD. "He was just escorted out of the area

"

said a UCPD police officer, who requested anonymity.
Van Scott, president of the Black Student Alliance,

which sponsored the dance, said he liked the idea of
registering voters, but that it "can be done off the
premises, outside the union door."

Another group had wanted to sell T-shirts and buttons
inside the dance and had offered BSA a percentage of the
profits, but permission had been denied in this case as
:well, because of university regulations, Scott said.

~

Festive rally begins drive
against Multiple Sclerosis
Actor Richard Kline of

"Three's Company" fame and
UCLA quarterback Matt
Stevens will help kick off a
month-long Multiple Sclerosis
drive that begins with a rally
at noon today in Meyerhoff
Park.

The rally will be a "festive

type-atmosphere to learn
about M.S.," said Mike Cohn,
chairman of Students Against
M.S. which is sponsoring the
rally and subsequent "Bust
M.S. Month" in February.

Aside from the presence of
Stevens and Kline, the rally
will feature a cake which will
feed 200 people, Cohn said.
February's events are

highlighted by a lip-sync con-
test featuring students spon-

sored by campus organiza-
tions. The cost per vote will

be$l for M.S.
There will also be a fun-

draising drive on Bruin Walk
during the week of Valentine's

Day that will feature a large

heart for donations, Cohn
said.

"M.S. strikes people be-

tween the ages of 18 and 34,

which includes everyone here
on campus," said Melina
Zrecny, co-chair of the
organization.

Students for Multiple
Sclerosis is affiliated through
the M.S. clinic of the UCLA
Medical Center.

— TeriAnne Carpenter

Rabbi Abner Weiss to speak
on Israeli-S. African relations
By Michael Ashcraft

Attempting to relieve tension between special interest
groups over Israel-South African ties, Rabbi Abner Weiss,
a former South African resident, will speak about the two
countries relations at noon today in Ackerman Union

David Slomovic, chairman of the Zionist Action Com-
mittee, the group that sponsored the speaker, said he feels
tnat anti-apartheid rallies are unfairly singling out Israel
and pointing the finger. One protest, he claimed, ended in
the crowd shouting, "Death to Israel."

its easy and convenient to blame Israel," Slomovic

asrael/''
^*^^ ^ *°* ^^ *"^^*® P^P*^ ^^^^^^ '*

Slomovic, k&tyear^^dttor^ Ha'Am, the Jewish spel'lal
interest newspaper, cited figures compiled by Yosef I.

Abramowitz from the International Monetary Fund that
saia, Israel s trade with South Africa amounts to less than

T'^u ^!
^''''^^ ^^"^^'^ ^o^al trade."

fKo^T . J o^^
exported 8.2 percent of its total exports to

h^ Vt" f^ i?*^^
"^'^ P^""^"* *o Japan and 6.4 percent to

WK.i . t
J^^ngdom in 1983, Abramowitz's study said,

vvnue to Israel, South Africa exported only three quarters

c/.tX
'"^"^ "^ '^ total export to Israel in 1983, the study

trJh!^*^li!^ o""^?*^*y ^*"g^^ o"* among the nations"wh"o

^rli
'^''

^''"^i'
^^"^*' and that is a response of anti-

Israel propaganda," the study stated.

th^H T^f.^y^^^ concern for Jews who oppose apar-
iieia yet tmd minority groups "equating the oppressive

' Please see SPEECH, Page 14
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Protesor says be

barriers between
By Yvette Jenkins

Varying cultural beliefs
-often create barriers between
doctors and patients, accor-
ding to a UCLA School of
Public Health assistant pro-
fessor, who won the 1985
Margaret Mead award in
December.

"As a medical and cultural
anthropologist I study people's
present day beliefs and learn-
ed behavior in relation to
health and illnesses," Scrim-
shaw said.

Public health institutions
are more often concerned with
technology and overlook the
emotional concerns of the in-

dividual. Scrimshaw said.

"There needs to be a link

between the patient*^ cultural

beliefs and the treatitient from
the doctor," she said*- "Doctors
must try to get beyond the
belief that everyone has the
^ame cultural beliefs and
understandings that they
might have."
The tension caused between

doctors and patients makes
treatment difficult to ad-
minister and accept, explained
Scrimshaw, also assistant
director of the Latin American
Center.

"One of the problems we
had at UCLA Medical Center
was that of {^e.gnant, non-
English speaking women who
came into the hospital believ-

ing they were in labor.

"When they were told that

the baby was not going to

come within the next hour
and probably not even within
the next day, they became
panicky," she added. "The
most difficult task for the doc-
tors was not translating the
language but translating the
concept of labor."

Through her studies Scrim-
shaw found drastic differences

in how cultures perceived
pregnancy. Whereas most
Americans think of giving
birth as an event occurring in

stages, many Latinos do not.

**There is no word in
Please see AWARD, Page 14

HELPLINE: Serving students
Continued from Page 3

said. "We don't discuss them in our classes, and sometimes, we
even refer people to other hotlines. We get them through the
crisis of the moment and discourage dependence. There's^ no
follow-up where we contact*the person again. The ball is reiHy
in their court."

Sometimes, dealing with other people's problems bothers even
experienced Helpline workers. Many of those interviewed said

they work off the stress by talking to clos^ friends or other vol-

unteers.

"Once you learn the skills, you become pretty valuable," said

Marshall Friedman, Tyler's co-advertising director, "but it's a
high stress job. Some of my friends know I work on Helpline,

and I go to them when I need to talk. Other Helpline workers
are also really supportive."

Unlike Swendsen, Tyler and Friedman requested to be named
here with pseudonyms and said they maintain a low profile on
campus.
"Some of my friends don't even know I work the line," said

Friedman. "It's for our protection. Potential rapists could get

attracted to a girl's voice, and being anonymous means you
won't alienate people — like someone you know who might
want to eall up the line."

But Clive Kennedy, the hotline's professional adviser, said

practices like anonymity are gradually disappearing as Helpline
works to promote campus awareness of its services.

"With the new advertising program, we're coming more and
more into the public eye," he said. "Eventually, we hope to ex-

pand Helpline in stages into a full-fledged peer-counseling pro-

gram."
The first step in that transition includes the advertising cam-

paign. Through flyers, banners, a film and speeches before in-

troductory classes, Friedman and Tyler hope to draw attention

to their hotline.

"It's not easy, since we have "a pretty small budget," Fried-

m'dn said. "Most of our calls come from the community. It's

cheaper to advertise there. On (radio station) KROQ we can

advertise free. At KLA (UCLA's station), we have to pay, and
the campus media are expensive. It's still too early to judge the

effect of our increased advertising."

Other planned changes to Helpline include an administrative

move from the Office of Student Development to direction

under Student Psychological Services. The hotline is funded by
registration fees.

"Although I work for SPS, I let the directors make major
decisions for the line," Kennedy said. "They're elected by their

co-workers — I just offer my opinions."

"For me, working with the line and these people has been a

rewarding experience," said Cindy Pikus, Helpline's current

director. "It's hard to express how much you learn about

^ursetf and other people.*^
^

Pikus and Helpline will hold a quarterly recruitment meeting

torright at 6:30 in the Center for Health Sciences room 23-105.

"The good Helpline worker is sensitive and committed,"

Swendsen said. "It's not a resume job. Only directors get sti-

pends, and you need to be the kind of person who says, 'This is

what I want to do, and I have the time to do it!'/'

Prior experience is not required, and credit for hodine work

is available through Psychology 193.

"More than likely, you'd be a great asset to the line," Swend-

sen said. "Just remember that hearing someone's problems

doesn't mean you have to take them on yourself. You're just

there as a listener to help the caller themselves come to a deci-

sion, or even just to listen."

Operating at the number 825-HELP, UCLA's Helpline is

available Sunday through Thursday from 8 p.m. to midnight,

and Friday and Saturday from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
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IDC IN IPICTLKES...
Yearbook pictures, to be precise. This is your last year,
your senior year, and your graduation portrait

belongs in BRUIN LIFE 86, \he UCLA Yearbook.

But youVe got to act now. You're going to get busier
arKi busier ttie closer you get to graduation - and
before you know it, you'll have missed your chance.
So call Campus Photo Studio at 206-8433 and make
an appointment today! Or stop by the Studio (in

Kerckhoff Hall ISO) and sign up in person.

As an incentive to early-birds, we're offerinO nine free
wallet-size photos if you order your senior portrait be-
fore February 28, 1986. But don't wait 'til the end of

February - you can't place your order until you see
your proofs, and that usually takes about a week.

It's $TO to get your senior yearbook portrait (a $5 por-

trait isi^ing fee and a $5 yearbook space resen/ation

fee), bbt if you buy your yearbook in advance, we'll

reduce the cost to just $5 total.

So what are ybu waiting for?

ycu ci)45nirA cc in

V

lECUIN LirE*§e
The Yeartxok at UCLA

featuring portraits

by ASUCLA's
Campus Ptioto Studto

Kerckhoff 150
213/206-8433
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THE UCLA PRE LAW
SOCIETY

is pleased to welcome two law

school students from prestigious

Southland Universities speaking on
their Law School experiences:

Find out what law-

school is really like.

Wednesday January 22
4269 Bunche
5:00 P.M.

Membership cards required.

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex o^/>
Permalens & ^ / rj
Bausch & Lomb ^^^
30 Day Extended ^— /^
Additional Pair v^Q
'up to 2 weeks

^ ^^ Total

$65
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to dale

Radio Keratolomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB , 2168 Pacific. (213) Sgi-lbg-l

V N 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StaieCollege Bl (714) 774-4510

Downey 8711 Firestone BlV2l3) 862 076b

L A 1482 S Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

i W
TORRANCE

(MxttottM-BigS")

BEST SELECTION. LOWEST PRICES EVEHi

18234 Hawthorne Blvd.

370-7877

1110 Gayley Ave. ViHE/ , -, - ^ ---^ .^1 Bft. N. of WMrire Blvd.
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SONY "PRO" WM06C
^Scrrr"'"" $288,88

-MEW SONY ANaWCNNO UACHVC
n-AaOO ONLY AT AffOfOABLK

IKMkTAMXB DOC* CVCRTTHMai MCL. PHONK

O-TMB IW STOCIC
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SPEAKEnS
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AS SEEN ON TV— LA S BEST BARGAINS hurryi while supplies last • mail ORDERS AVAILABLE • CHECKS WELCOME

pleAse I^ecause unhealthy

promises can hurt youf

bodv. And kill vour confidence.

Listen, we know what you're going through.

We've been through it ourselves. You're hungry

for a safe diet plan you can trust. And new diets

— anv new diets— are tempting.

We've spent the last 20 years looking for an

iwiswer. We've developed a hospital -proven,

medicallv-supervised program of total health.

The ^eigh To Live System.

It's a* individual as your weight problem and

'

it's deseed to work in co-operation with your

own physician. You can't get any safer than that

Please understand, this is no fad. Just an

uncommon approach to a common problem

And learn why losing
\/Vi9JClh ^^ '

weight begins with ^ ^Cx
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To attend a free orientation session call

Santa Monica
Hospital

Medical Center
(213)395-4177

Name
«

Address
1—' <

—

City
-'^—r-

State

Zip Phone

1
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I

I

I

I

I
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I
j 1225 15th St. Santa Monica. CA 90404 :

gaining knowledge. oyblcl I
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A REAL TELEPHONE OPERATOR - William McGowan,
founder, chairman of the board and chief executive at MCI
speaks of corporate success to an eager audience Tuesday.

II
'

-
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MCI: Founder diala success'
Continued from Page 3

time, one of the foremost banks in the the world. The president

of that bank had the foresight to see that automatic teller

machines were the wave of the future, and Citibank invented

the ATM 10 years before any competitor," he said.

General Motors, McGowan said, recently discovered a fact of

life — that they are a world car n>aker rather than a car maker

whose headquarters just happen to be in Detroit. Now they

realize that they must start acting like an international car

company. Thanks to this new technology, CM knows that it is

as important to automate the information system as it to

automate the assembly line.

United Airlines, in conjunction with American Express, has

begun utilizing a new information technology system, he said.

Because of this development. Delta Airlines, which most in-

dustry insiders consider to be the best managed company in the

business, has written a letter to the Justice Department claiming

that they are now in a ix)sition of disadvantage.
"The point of these examples is that the companies that didn't

have this technology from the start have never caught up to

those who did, and they probably never will."

However, McGowan said, the implication of all this

technology is that many people in middle manangement will no

longer be needed, and that this is a "very dangerous" situation

to occur in any business organization.

"This kind of technology is threatening to senior management
and executive personnel because they have become used to the

slow down and delay of information as it rises up through the

layers of (X)rporate management," he said. "They are uncomfor-
table facing what happened an hour ago, as opposed to what
happened last quarter."

McGowan said that the key in avoiding this kind of job

jeapordy by computer is to become proficient in two skills, ex-

pert in one and literate in another. "For example, a person can

be expert in the technical areas of computer science, but he

should also be informed and knowledgable in the business

aspects of the company he is working for."
McGowan then turned to the growth of his own comapny.
Equal access, McGowan said, has had a significant effect on

the growth in the number of clients that his company is servic-

ing. In 1985, MCI had a market share of 4-5 percent and, in

1986, he anticipates that their market share may be as high as

10-15 percent. Currently, MCI is servicing 407 companies of the

Fortune 500, th^OO largest companies in America.
Finally, McGoWan discussed the different groups who make

up MCI's market, and the effect advertising has on them.

"Generally, the telecommunications market consists of three

groups: those who want to save money, whose who want a

value, and those who want familiarilty. MCI basically has a

lock on the first group, the second group is being fought for at

this moment, and the third group clearly falls into AT&T's cor-

ner," he said. ,

^

Commenting on the third group, above, McGowan said,

After all, you can't get Cliff Robertson in the AT&T ads for

two solid years and not get familiarity."
Those people who liked Joan Rivers in MCI's ads, McGowan

^*^* ^^^^ themselves for a change, as MCI will in-

troduce a new advertising campaign next spring. Last year,

MCI spent $55.60 million on advertising compared to the $400

\i^n
^^"''^ *"*° *^^ television medium by AT&T, he said.

McGowan's appearance was sponsored by the Graduate

UCL^
^^"^g^"ient and the .Associated Student Body of
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The VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION Proudly Presents:

Vietnamese Cultural

Festival
Come and share our lunarNEW YEAR celebration with us!!

^ '>:^ /'
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X

y. « v^
K ^ ml

Thursday, Jan. 23
-Movies (to be announced)

Friday, Jan. 24
-Mini-afternoon time show
-Martial Arts Demonstration
-Free Vietnamese food sample
Meyerhoff Park, 1:00-2:00 p.m.

Saturday, Jan. 25
-Traditional Vietnarnese songs,
dances, skits and opera
adswofth Theater, 4:00-7:00 p.m

funded by CPOPAB, SCA and USAC
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Ihe Community Forum
Is coming- ^^^

FEBRUARY 11th
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7i/fi/ de/ivers speech

to sellout UCSB crowd
Making one of five major speeches in three days. Bishop

Desmond Tutu, joking with his audience, delivered a 40-

minute speech Tuesday afternoon to a sell-out crowd of

5,500 at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
'

"Good afternoon and why don't you say good afternoon

back to me," said Tutu in good spirits, showing no ill ef-

fects from his extensive schedule.

On Monday morning Tutu spoke in Atlanta, Georgia

with other dignitaries at festivities honoring Martin Luther

King, Jr., and Monday night he spoke at another function

at the Westin Bonadventure Hotel in Los Angeles. Tues-

day morning he gave an address at USC and immediately

after the UC Santa Barbara speech he flew to Stanford for

one final address before retiring for the night.

Tutu also covered more serious topics in his speech

Tuesday afternoon including student involvement in the

apartheid protests and his hope for American support in

his people's struggle for freedom in South Africa.

"Students were giving a renewed sense of human kind-

ness by their actions," said Tutu, refering to college stu-

dents' recent protest against apartheid. "They were saying

that there are more important things than degrees and
grades. "-

Tutu further expressed his hopes that all of America
might support his peoples quest for freedom, "When our

nation is free we will remember those who helped us in

our struggle, and we would like to be able to thank
America as well." —

Tutu's speech drew large public support, and he closed

to a standing ovation that lasted nearly five minutes.

— Anthony Aarons

=7UTUi Rememberance of King
Continued from Page 1

Citing the recent death of a

four-year-old South African

black boy stuck by a

policeman's rubber bullet.

Tutu doubted such a standard
exists.

He forsees more violence as

South African blacks oppose
the apartheid policy. "I hope
I'm wrong," Tutu said.

Comparing the "racial op-

pression and injustice" of

apartheid in South Africa to

the black American struggle
for civil rights, Nobel Peace
Prize laureate Tutu said, "The
law was, at least in theory, on
your side. The law of my land
is against us."

Tutu thanked the American
people for their commitment
to peace which has "helped
change the moral climate of
this country dramatically."
Then he returned to the issue
of law in his country calling
apartheid "basic terrorism and
violence."

Apartheid restricts more
than the personal freedoms of
blacks in South Africa, it af-
fects how they perceive
themselves, Tutu said. "The
most blasphemous thing about
apartheid is that it can make a
child of God believe he or she
is not a child of God."

After discussing the ac-
complishments of black
Americans such as Olympians
Jesse Owens and Carl Lewis
and jazz giant Louis Arm-
strong, Tutu asked "When
will we have to stop proving
ourselves?"

^

When the applause of the
estimated 2,300 dinners
3";;^*^^' Tutu continued.
When a black person sue-

ceeds they say 'He's excep-
tional. When he fails, *What

did you expect?'
"

Though King's ideas of

black equality have not been
fully achieved in America,
Tutu said, "The dream is

realizing it."

"We in South Africa are

galvanized by Martin Luther
King," Tutu said. "Because

people of this land spoke,

President (Reagan) had his

hand forced, and he imposed

sanctions against the South

African nation — against his

will."

By opposing apartheid,
Tutu hopes to gain freedom

for blacks in South Africa. He
pointed out, however, that

freedom does not mean allow-

ing individuals to do what

they want, or to permit one

color of people to dominate

the other.

"A person is a person

through other persons," Tutu

said, quoting an old African

saying. "There is not any sec-

tional freedom. Freedom is

indivisible. No one can be

truely free unless we all are

free."

King lived his life commit-

ted to this understanding,

Tutu said.
'

A lack of freedom leads to

destabiliz^tion said Tutu,

refering to race riots in South

Africa, and, earlier in his

press conference, to the inter-

nal military coup of Lesotho.

"It is ironic they (the South

African government) have

now unseated the government

of their own making. But

apartheid is a threat to world

peace and always a cause ot

destabilization in that area."

Tutu predicted that world

powers will eventually in-

tervene as a result of the

destabilizatfbns.

REGENT: New student nominated
Continued from Page 1
of the Committee on Student
Representation and assistant
director of the Peer Group
Learning Program.

,.
"°^f,"^^", has also been a

student delegate to UCLA's

A^mw'' ^i'*'"
Legislative

Assembly and student repre-

sentative to the UCLA Con-

ference on Undergraduate

Education.

Pending official confirma-

tion by the full board at its

February meeting, Hoffman

will assume the title o»

"regent-designate" until July

1, 1986, when his term.begins.
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UCLA senior, committee appointee
to review education programs
By Yvette Jenkins

Reviewing bilingual, handi-
capped and teacher education
programs as well as studying
the role of women and
minorities in academic pro-
grams are among the tasks this
year for a UCLA senior who
has been appointed to serve on
the National Standing Com-
mittee on Instruction and Pro-
fessional Development
(NSCIPD).
"The findings of the com-

mittee will indirectly affect
college students because
everything we discuss will
make a subtle impact on the
educational system," skid
Robert Jurafsky, the first
UCLA student to be sponsored
by the National Education
Association (NEA). "But it

must be remembered that we
only play an advisory role in
policy making."

As the only student on the
10-member committee, Juraf-
sky will provide a new
perspective for the board.
"My responsibility is to rep-

resent the concerns of the
educational community from
-a—student's perspective," he
said. "Often in our society we
have too many people making
decisions who are too far
removed from the situation. I

am needed because I give the
other members an insight of
what is actually going on."

The NSCIPD is made up of
varying professionals from the
educational society including
an elementary school teacher,

a high school teacher, a col-

lege professor, a counselor and
a librarian. As members, they
serve as advisors in policy and
program direction.

"Too much homogeneity on
any committee is horrible
because it will have myopic
vision," Jurafsky said. "By
having a fairly diverse group,
what comes out of the com-
inittee will have more
credibility."

Jurafsky and 45 other stu-

dents applied for the ap-
pointment nationwide. The
standard application included
a mock proposal and an area
tq list previous educational in-

volvements.

"I think a lot of it had to do
with being- in the right place

Resident —
Continued from Page 4
tor, a hall officer and a stu-

dent at large. Thet activities

will involve skills "relevant to

the R.A. position," Raupp
said. '

Raupp estimated that after

this phase the field of can-
didates will be narrowed from
roughly 200 to 100 people.

The second phase involves an
individual interview where
two R.A.s, a residence hall

assistant director and a stu-

dent ask the candidate specific

questions pertaining to the
R.A. position.

The 40 students who pass

the second phase will par-

ticipate in a training course.

Raupp said about 15 returning

R.A.s will be hired, but will

go through a separate inter-

view process.

She said that most R.A.s she

tas met are "very altruistic

.»eople who^ have an honest in-

3rest in helping people and 4
ffering assistance."

at the right time," he said.

Jurafsky, who spent six

months in Washington, D.C.
as an intern working for the
NEA, wrote an 80-page
manuscript on teacher com-
pensation and also became ac-

quainted with much of the
educational system pro-
ceedings.

The charges the committ^
reviews vary from year fo
year. This year the committee
will review teacher education,
textbook and curricular
reform, the underrepresenta-
tion of women and minorities
in academic programs and
federally-funded entitlement
programs such as handicapped
and bilingual education.
As a committee member,

Jurafsky will travel to
Washington, D.C^ a minim.um
of three times during his one
year appointment, the 1985-86
school year. Each trip, paid
for by the NEA, will involve
three to four days of meetings
to handle the charges set be-
fore the committee.

"Because I am a student, I

still had to prove myself,"
Jurafsky said. "There is a lot

of demanding work and time
that has to be given to the
committee.

"Even when I am not in

Washington, I am constantly

reading, reviewing and editing

proposals and different mate-
rials about education. But
even though the work is

demanding, it is also very
challenging and the experience
I receive is invaluable.

"I am very happy to con-
tribute to our educational pro-

cess in a significant way."

Jurafsky, a political science
major, has long term goals to
continue his work as a policy
analyst in the field of ^uca-
tion.

"I consider this appointment
as a stepping stone," Jurafsky
said. "Whether I end up writ-
ing, researching, traveling,
making policy proposals, or
working on committees, I

want to continue to influence
our educational process in a
significant way."

'Dinner for 12 Strangers' works

to bridge student faculty gap
By John Sullaway

Waiting in long registration lines, sitting in a crowded
lecture hall or just wandering through the vastness of
Murphy Hall, students often feel distant from the UCLA
faculty and staff.

The UCLA Alumni Association, however, is offering
students a chance to bridge this gulf through the 16 year
old Dinner for 12 Strangers program.

Held at 75 locations on Feb. 23 and March 9, the pro-
gram will bring together faculty, alumni and students in a
cordial atmosphere of dinner and conversation.

"Last year we had 860 participants," said Kari Miner,
Student Alumni Association president. "Four hundred and
twenty-nine of those were students, 203 were faculty and
228 were alumni. This year we're shooting for more stu-
dents."

Most of the dinners will take place in the l^ouses of
alumni, but faculty members and students mfty also host
or CO-host.

"So far we have 75 dinner locations, the same number
of locations that we had last year," said Keith Brant,
director of student alumni relations. "But we will pro-
bably get more than that by Feb. 23." ,_
Gold Shield and Prytanean, two honorary alumni

groups, will join the Alumni Association in sponsoring the
program. These three organizations send out invitations,
coordinate rides for the students and make sure that a
balanced variety of guests attends each meal.
The dinners will begin at 5 p.m. and end between 8:30

and 10 p.m. Applications for the dinners, which can be
obtained in the James E. West Center, are due today.

i^^^Xi: jrn^ ysts< •!«< ^«^ >3k.: >3fi<: -as. ^scv ^«- >MeK s3k- -jis. s«- »> ac- »:• •:«. .r«. .«< N3^^> .^y •
jju.' ^!5f^ •:> .5,5.

ONLY
s^r%iH
ONCE.

CAREER EXPLORATION DAYS
Visit a UCLA alumnus at his/her job during a working
day for an inside look at a potential career:

t.:.^^

ADVERTISING • BUSINESS • COMMUNIGATtON • EDUCATION
FINANCE • GOVERNMENT • LAW • MEDICAL • AND MORE!

Applications are available at the Information Desk at the James E. West Alumni Center,
and all Resident Halls' Front Desk. Applications are due Friday, January 24, 1986 by 5 pm
at the James E. West Alumni Center's Information Desk.

UCLA StudentAlumni Association

Sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Assoctatkxi
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THE NAIL GARDEN
' 'over 12 years of quality sen/ice

'

'

k ATTENTION
'^ STUDENTS

n Speech

NAIL GARDEN '-''""^^o"^^
475-0500

1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 1(M • present UCLA ID.

20% OFF
When you

show your

STUDENT
I.D. CARD

THE KANGAROOS STORE
10907 Weyburn Ave. Westwood 208-2757

^u
~ i;tX'^

*!-.. TEXTBGDK

PROGRAM
OF CI

ASUCLA's
Textbook Rebate

Program means \oii can
get back a percentage of e\er>

dollar you spend on books. ASUCLA
doesn't make any money on textf)ooks, but

overall, our Students' Store, Food .Ser\ice, Travel
Service, and other ASUCLA operations are thriving.

Becau.se we're the As.sociated Students, we want every UCLA
student to share in our success. Our student-majoritv board of
directors, the Board of Control, came up with the Textbook
Rebate to accomplish just that.

HERE'S HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THE REBATE PROGRAM : "

1. Make all of your textbook purchases for the Winter Quarterbetween Monday, January 6 and Sunday, January 26.

2. Save your receipts.. During the eligibility period, well use col-ored register tapes, so yofir receipts will be easy to identify.

Pick up a Textbook Rebate Envelope (available February 3)

b^xes'^lV'U"'" '"ir^K ''^IP^'J
'^^^^^^ Rebate collecUonboxes will be in all three Students' Store locations fromFebruary 3 through March 2.

We can't predict how big your rebate will be - it depends onthe amount you spend on books, and on how many people
participate in the Rebate Program. You can expTt to

get your share early in June, when we'll mail you one- rebate for all the eligible purchases vou make this"
year. Remember, eligible purchases include

general books and Lecture Notes as well as
textbooks. There's more complete informa-

tion about the Textbook Rebate printed
on the Rebate Envelope.

ASUriT' "\'^' .^?'''> of student life isASUCLA s job, and the Textbook^Rebate Pro-

^l.TV\^r "'^"'P'"" ^^ ^"^ ^^'^"sly we takethat job. We try to bring you all the sendees youwant and need for a succes.sful UCLA experienceespecially academic support materials like textS a'tprices you can afford.
lexioooks, at

Remember, January 26 is the last Hn,. #« l »,.
textbook purchases tluit arPPh^hlJI I "^""^^ ^»"'^''

also the last dayoTtheJtZd^^^^^^ '1"
'!

^^'^"^^ ^^ «
After Sunday, thnLdlLTf^Zf ^ "^ ^7^^^ ^^^ textbooks.

funSu^illbes^'en dlX^tkiZ^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ /"" -
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Continued from Page 8
South African regime with thestate of Israel.

^

He said
Ji^e wants to "set the

record straight" for the Jewkhcommunity because
**th

record is in our favor."
But Adrian Alvarez,

exter
nal coordinator for MEChA
the Chicano special interest
group, said he felt it was stil
a

^

question of involvement
with the South African gov
epnrient — not the degree of
involvement.

"The question is not to
single out only one governm
ent -; he said. "The question
applies to everyone."

Alvarez said he perceived a
government that is apartheid
to be "illegitimate," and na-
tions that trade with that gov-
ernment help to sustain it

"We're against any governm-
ent or individual that has such
relations with South Africa."
Alvarez also said that

because he condemns the Mex-
ican government, that does
not mean he condemns Mex-
icans, admitting himself to be
Mexican. "There's a difference
between government policies
and people."

Communities mav differ
over issues, he said, but that
does not mean that one com-
munity is against the other.

^outh Africa is thf numbeT~
one issue at this sch(K)l, and
there is no reason why Jewish
students should have to feel

alienated (from UCLA stu-

dents who oppose apartheid),'

Slomovic said.

Today's event is not only for

Jews said Slomovic, extending
invitations to anyone who
wants to hear Israel's side in

the issue.

He said he hopes that the

event will be an intellectual

atmosphere, open for calm
discission.

Award
Continued from Page 9

Spanish for labor," Scrimshaw
said. "Many Latinos visualize

birth as a holistic event believ-

ing that as soon as there is

pain the baby is ready to

come."

In order to alleviate the

concept difference Scrimshaw
co-authored a pamphlet en-

titled "Understanding Labor"

published in English rfnd

Spanish.

In addition to her studies on

cultural differences about

pregnancy and labor. Scrim-

shaw has studied "folk il-

lnesses" among blacks. Latinos,

and Caucasians.

"The most important con-

cept from this research is that

of integration. Doctors cannot

just tell a patient 'you're

wrong,' " Scrimshaw said.

Since people do not always

know medical terms for il-

lnesses, there is miscom-
munication between patient

and doctor.

"Doctors have to integrate

the patients' cultural beliefs

with the prescribed treatment

when applicable," she said.

'.'There needs to be com-
promise, not on the type or

means of treatment, but on

the way it is presented."

Such contributions stem

from Scrimshaw^s association

with anthropologist Margaret

Mead. Scrimshaw, a student

of Mead at Barnard College,

looked to her as a role model.

Mead taught her the impor-

tance of being a "doer."

Restored 'Cassanova'

to be shown at Royce

for 1st time since 1931
The newly- restored classic

1927 silent French film
"Casanova" will screen for the
first time since 1931 at 8
tonight and Thursday night in
Royce Hall.

'

Hollywood film stai:s in-
cluding Morgan Fairchild and
Dom DeLuise as well as two
French film actresses, Jeanne
Moreau and Leslie Caron, will
attend the gala Thursday
evening performance.

Ceorges Delerue, who has
composed music for movies
such as "Agnes of God" and
"A Little Romance," has writ-
ten an original score for^ihe
screening of "Casanova" and
will conduct an orchestra at
both showings.
The event is sponsored by

Cinema 89, a committee of
people associated with the
film industry which was
founded to help establish a
collection of French films in
the UCLA Film Archives.
Cinema 89 is affiliated with
1789-1989, The French Revo-
lution: A UCLA Bicentennial
Program and in the future
will sponsor other screenings
and special programs.
Th^ screening of.

"Casanova" "will be kSloHg
off a new cooperative relation-

ship between the Cinemathe-
que Francaise in Paris and the
UCLA Film Archives," said
Robert Maniquis, Bicentennial
Program director.

The Cinematheque and
UCLA will be collaborating to

restore old French films to
add to the film archives here,

according to Maniquis.
For further information or

tickets call 825-2953.

— Michelle Perin
- *!

Security
Continued from Page 3
The current security system

for the residence halls,
although still developing, is

working as a crime deterrent,

Heymann said.

"We want students to be
supportive of the security
plan," she said. "We don't
want to make their lives more
complicated and difficult. We
just want to deter people who
really don't belong. We have a
less vulnerable appearance
than we did before."

Questionnaires answered by
residents last year showed stu-

dents support stricter security

measures in the halls,
Heymann said.

"At the beginning of the
year with those two deaths, it

hits home for about two
weeks, then you forget," said

Lorena Chambers, a resident

of Hedrick Hall. "But, then
we came back from vacation

and that thing in the guest

house happened. It's good that

people are doing something
about it."

ASUCLA
Continued from Page 1

he said. "This means (conces-

sion areas) are becoming less

efficient."

Reed, however, sees the

association remaining in

"sound shape."

"This is a small downward
shift, but we're substantially

over last year's income by $6
million, " Reed said. "We
basically see this ability to

make sales adjustments
(within the budget) as good."
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ASIAN HAIR SPECIALIST
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Laura Lew
student discounts &

evening appointments

OAKLEY'S
208-9681 208-6559

1061 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

UCLA PLACEMENT &
PLANNING

^^ CENTER

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
UNIT WORKSHOPS

CAREER PLANNING
/

=NING FOR FRESHMEN/SOPHOMOREJ

INTRODUCTION TO CAREER PLAN-

CAREER-SELF ASSESSMENT

WORKSHOP

CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP

STRONG-CAMPBELL INTEREST TEST

INTERPRETATION

GRADUATE SCHOOL WORKSHOP

JOB SEARCH PREPARATION

INTRODUCTION TO INTERVIEWING

INTERVIEW PRACTICE WORKSHOP

RESUME WORKSHOP

JOB SEARCH STRATEGY

ABOVE WORKSHOPS OFFERED
EACH MONTH

PLACEMENT AND CAREER
PLANNING CENTER

825-2981

(A^ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
y*/ ' COMPLETE

' (WrTH REBUtLDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION

• NO HIDDEN CHARGES
$595.00

INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
! fun«-up 4 Oil Ch«
2 VaJvc Ad). 5 Brake
3 Lube 6 Clutch Adj. 10 C«mpreM»on Tcm

8. QmcIi BMl«rv Water
9. incpecl Front End

7. Service Air Ommim 11. (Pre—we Tew Coolbifl Sytt«m)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

Part* A Labor (Oaa A Air Fiher xtra)

Ih^KOlNllLm TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

mi USED CAR DIAGNOSIS — $30.00
THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453^652 • 829-7012

rwHK^
Peer Health Counselors

)

L-

Make '86

A Nutritionally

FIT Year
Cometottie

llni&

We offer supervised fitness tests to measure
strength, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness,
and percentage body fat.

ALL FREE to UCLA Students.

Tinnes: Tues. and Wed.
9-3:30 pm
Men's gym 1 3 _:_
call 825-8462 for

appointment NOW,

Come by the FIT info table at ttie
Wooden Center any Tue$.-Ttiurs.

11am-3pm.

* Watchfor PHC Recruitment during
3rd and 4th week

1

For more information contact the
PHC office at 825-8462 or come to

401 Kerckhoff hall

Sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC

Rabbi Dr. Abner Weiss
Rabbi at Beth Jacobs Synagogue: Former head of Department of Hebrew

and Jewish Studies, University of Natal, Durban, South Africa.

Israel and South Africa''

Wed. Jan 22
1 2:00 noon

Ackerman 3564
Sponsored by Hillel. lAC. Students for APAC. Zionist Action Committee
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Viewpoint

Marcos and=€ory fight it=^ut
By Mildred Cuano
Two weeks from now, the much-awaited

Feb. 7 snap election called by Philipine Presi-

dent Ferdinand E. Marcos is going to take
place. He wants to prove to the world that all

criticisms levelled against him were unfounded
and that he is still the choice of the people to
run their country.

To Cory Aquino, this election is a challenge
to a power hungry president who has already
levelled so much damage and suffering to the
people in his twenty years of rule.

The economy has deteriorated to a point
where foreign and domestic debts have risen

above and beyond the country's capacity to
pay, not to mention the rising inflation and
unemployment.

Aggravated by these problems is the grow-
ing threats of rebel forces everywhere.
The upcoming election can be very

disastrous to Marcos if clean and honest voting
were held free from intervention by the"
military. It can be seen that the people badly
desire a change.
Huge rallies and public meetings called by

Cory Aquino turned out in bigger numbers.
People want Cory to win, not because she is

the wife of the late Benigno Aquino, Jr. the
slain opposition leader, but because she stands
for the same principles that her late husband
fought for.

There have been a few cases of violence
reported in Cory Aquino's rallies, from
shooting political leaders to the throwing of
hand grenades in the crowd. These incidents
have been expected because of the presence of
notorious Marcos followers in those rallies

whose purpose was to intimidate and harrass
the opposition.

The repQEted plan of Fabian Ver to resign

before thelelection can only be a ploy to calm
down Cory's apprehensions. It can only ap-

pear very comforting to Cory, but it offers no
significant advantage to her.

After what happened to the trial of the
twenty-six defendants in the Aquino assassina-

tion case, anything possible can happen again.
Marcos can always sway the election in his

favor because of his army of corrupt followers.
The odds may be so great for Cory, but she

should try that much harder if she wants to
win.

Marcos is a very shrewd politician and has
an undying lust for power. He was able to
prolong his term in office through constitu-
tional manipulation and succeeded in sub-
jugating his opponents by the imposition of
martial law.

He can still cancel the election if in his

judgement the odds are running against him.
And he can choose to stay in power by presur-
ring the Supreme Court to render the election
unconstitutional.
" Should the opposition achieve victory, the
process for a regime change could be very dif-
ficult for Cory Aquino. A change for the bet-
ter could be done, but it will take many years
of diligent labor and careful restraint to ac-
complish.

If Cory's goal is for the reinstatement of a
democratic government, the problem of
human rights should be given priority. The '

military base issue cannot be resolved by emo-
tional consideration. It should be submitted to
the people for approval.

After all, they are to determine whether^
neutrality or being a loyal friend of the United
States is what is good for them. If Marcos
wins, the country's chances for future change
are grim which makes it ripe for takeover by
communists.

Cuano is a senior majoring in political
science.

Letters

Food trays
Editor: '"v

Jason Reed, executive direic-

tor of ASUCLA, recently
claimed that ASUCLA Food
Service will have to incur an
expense of $15,000 to replace
-40,000 missing trays.

He theorized that patrons
were "borrowing" trays and
admonished them for being
less than diligent in securing
their return.

Mr. Reed's explanation for

the lost trays seems plausible.

However, I have discovered
convincing evidence that the
reported 10,000 missing trays
were never received by Food
Service unit.

The trays were delivered to

Ackerman, but they have re-

mained in their unopened
shipping crates on the loading
dock.

The truth is that ASUCLA's
truly remarkable perpetual
inventory system has over-
whelmed the loading dock's
ability to function in an effi-

cient manner.
For almost two years,

ASUCLA sale clerks have
assured me on numerous occa-
sions that a particular item is

not out of stock but is current-
ly on the loading dock waiting
to be unpacked.—

~

From experience I have
learned that it takes anywhere
from two to six weeks for an
item in inventory to appear on
the shelf. The only reasonable
conclusion that <Jan be drawn

Continued on Page 17
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Viewpoint

A challenge for truth
By David Slomovic

The main focus of campus activity over the past two
years has been protests opposing the system of apartheid in

South Africa.

The issue has dominated discussion within USAC, the

ASUCLA Board of Control, student rallies and student

media, justifiably bringing the topic to the forefront of

campus concern.

However, there is a serious campaign of misinformation

and deceit equating the oppressive South African regime
with the state of Israel.

—

Information grossly exaggerating the extent of trade be-

tween the two countries has bieen compounded with
simplistic correlations of ideological immorality equating

the racist government of the Dutch Afrikanners and the

democracy in Israel.

"

Israel is presented as a sibling state providing the neces-

sary support, primarily military, to enable the
maintenance of internal repression by South African policy
against the black majority.

It is necessary only for one to examine impartial com-
mission reports relative to the facts. The International
Monetary Fund reports that Israel's trade with South
Africa amounts to less than one percent of South Africa's

total trade.

When was the last time one heard condemnation qL
Japan or Switzerland, for example, for their South African"
trade relations? These two countries, whose trade is

similar to a dozen other countries, provide vital trade
amounting to $2.9 billion in total exports in comparison to
Israel's $.14 billion.

Further, the facts show that Israel's military trade con-
sists almost exclusively of naval equipment, the least im-
portant component of armed social repression and the
perpetuation of apartheid.

This is in contrast to the military sales of Jordan, France
and other european countries.

Why have these easily accessible facts been overlooked,
or perhaps disregarded by both the Black Students
Alliance and MeCHA in their moralistic drive for social

change? What justification is there for the way Israel has
been singled out?

Perhaps their interests extend beyond the apartheid issue
to the degree that they would use the morally legitimate
apartheid/racism issue to attempt to discredit Israel.

It is time the campus heard a previously silent perspec-
tive on the Israel-South African connection. It is to this
end that I invite the members of BSA and MeCHA as well
as any other students and groups to participate in a discus-
sion with former South African community leader Rabbi
Dr. Abner Weiss.

This challenge to attend is aimed particularly at those
who have taken to the public forum disseminating inac-
curate information singling out Israel and distorting the
issue.

The presentation is intended to increase awareness in a
calm, intellectual environment, devoid of hostility. Thev
have voiced one perspective and should be brave enough
to hear another. Rabbi Weiss will speak at 12 noon on
Wednesday, January 22, in Ackerman Union 3564.

Slomovic, a senior majoring in history, is the chariman
oj the Zionist Action Committee.
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More letters
Continued from Page 16
is that the loading dock hasD^me a stagnant quagmire,
where many goods are receiv-
ed but few ever leave.

If it takes weeks on end to
locate and unpack valuable
merchandise, then the
marginally -necessary trays
must be buried at the bottom
of the inventory swamp.

Stewart Sutton

Regtrcklers
Editor:

Recently a new twist has
been added to the computer
enrollment procedure at the
Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

Apparently introduced to
pacify student objections to
the tedium of computer
enrollment, the powers that
be have boldly leaped into the
video age.

Dated trailers (movje
previews, known as "ticklers"
in the "biz") were screened
whilst students waited for
their turn at the computer.

In past years this waiting
period was used to figure out
new schedules, or just to
socialize with others, gleaning
important tips on the best
classes. However, today things
have changed.

I was astounded by the level
of concentration my fellow
students devoted to these films
over ten years old. It seems
the physicality of a sweaty-
bare-chested Arnold
Schwarzennegger and a
breathy, busty Susan Saran-
don removed instantly any
discord among the students
concerning the enrollment
process.

In fact these previews did

their job so well that the ma-
jority of those waiting were
seemingly reduced into a state
of utter indifference.

In place of the usual ex-
citement of starting a new
quarter and seeing old friends
back from vacations, tl^e

ballroom was transformed intb
an abyss of blank eyes and
open mouths.

Personally, I missed those

signs of life — the complain-
ing, the yelling and the impa-
tientness — characteristic of
an agitated student. Those
previews consumed our atten-
tion and took along with it

that great motivator of com-
munication and achievement
known better to us as plain
old boredom.

Gregory Trattner

Senior
Political Science

TTpon entrance to the
Ballroom, blaring soundtracks
and a bombardment of fast-

paced movie highlights
permeated the environs.

Among these cinematic
gems were found such current
hits as The Rocky Horror Pic-
ture Show, Mad Max and
Commando. .

Clarifying Coke
Editor:

Regarding the erroneous
remarks made in the Bruinr
Nov. 18: Just because Coca-
Cola Bottling Co. of Los
Angeles bottles the Dr. Pepper
ASUCLA serves at its food
concessions does not mean that

Coca-Cola owns or makes the
syrup that constitutes Dr.
Pepper.

According to the most re-

cent sources. Dun 6^

Bradstreets Million Dollar
Directory, 1985 and the
Directory of Corporate Af-
filiations, 1986, Dr. Pepper
Co. is an injlependent com-
pany based in Dallas, TX not
affiliated with the Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. of Los Angeles,
who bottles the syrup it buys
from Dr. Pepper Co., which is

a subsidiary of Beatrice Com-
panies, Iqc. Th^re are several

bottling companies owned by
Coca-Cola Co. of Atlanta, but
Los Angeles' is not one of
them.

If there are students, faculty
and staff who wish to boycott
products related to Coca-Col^"
Co., here is a list of sugges-
tions: Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola
Classic, Diet Coke, Caffeine^
Free Coke, Diet Caffeine-Free"
Coke, Fresca, Tab, Sprite,

Fanta's eight flavors, Mello
Ycllo, Hi-C, Mr. Pibb,
Ramblin' Root Beer, Minute
Maid Orange Soda, Five
Alive, Bright & Early (a

breakfast drink), Maryland
Club & Butter-Nut brands of
coffee

.

Marsha Kraus Famsworth

Fastest Tan In Town!
" ...This experience is a must.

"

-L.A. Weekly
" ...LA. '$ premiere suntenning safons.

**

-In Style

• FASTEST-Visible results \n

just one session Guaranteec;^.

• SAFEST-New process filters ou(
virtually iOO% oi harmful rays

• #1 IN eUROFC-New sanitary

^n6 comfortable design
available only s^i Flashian.

SO%OnF0CLA
ISTSlSSiOMFilEEl

muscle toning r^MrKitJiJfFI •showers
•Aerobics ^ Mm^mMWmmHrMw-

limning. JimtftiifrAraf/tH' CvtUn
Beverly Hills—

,

i— West L A
277-7569

9877 {Little) Santa Monica Blvd

479-1663
1 1055 (ftg) Santa Montca Bivd

I

THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT CENTER ^

1023 Hilgard '

-

Westwood

PROUDLY PRESENT THE FIRST IN THE SERIES ON
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

—Thursday evening; January ;23; 1986 -

''TELECOMMUIVICATIOIV: ITS EFFECT OIV
YOUIVOW Al\fD IIV THE FUTURE''

Stanley J. Kabala - Sales Vice President Western Ke^ion - AT&T

SERIES HOSTED BY: AT&.T
DINNER MEETING: 6:30 P.M.

ISC/BA STUDENTS - NO CHARGE OTHER UCLA STUDENTS - $6.50
PUBLIC $12.00

MUST HAVE RE8ERVATIOIV8 - PHOIME 208-4587 or 925-3384
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GET THE BEST COLLEGE
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WITH THE
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IS now accepting applications for

Account Representatives

inquire at I I 2 Kerckhoff Hall 10-3 M F

Call 825-2161 for more information, ask for Ladcl
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NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT IT'S BEST

Restaurant • New York Pizza Deli
^-^^—^—^—^—i—^—^—^-^i»^^—^^^^^^^^— p """"^"^^

CL/P 6? SAVE • CL/P& SAVE • CL/P 6? SAV^

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

2 For 1
on all deli sandwiches

please present i.(iup<in

GHASE
Restaurant

Dinner For 2
(includes carafe of red or white wine)

$13.99
on all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

please presi-nt coupon

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

2 tori
Any Large pizza w/2. toppings

ple.iM' pri-'-ent lOii;""'^

CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner For 2
(lilt ludcs carnfc cif red or white wine)

$13.99
on all p;iNta, i hu ken, or eggphinr Ji^lu-s

please present \ou|M>n

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

"CHASE GIANT COMBO"
l,.»rKe tHA^H pi::.i with up to 7 toppmi;^

$9.99 (SIS.OO value)

please present coupon

CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner For 2
(I'litluJes carafe of red or white wine)

Large CHASI: pi::.i with up to 7 toppinp^

$9.99 (SISaV value)

pleas*' present i oupon

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

22 oz. Draft

$1.00
CLIP & SAVE • CL/P S'SAVE* CUP & SAVE

FASTFREE
DELIVERY

($6.00 minimum order)

208-4729 824-1310
1051-1049 Gayley Avenue • Westwood

rn
"i.

review Bob Remstein. ReWew £</»tor r

Kent An<kade. Asjoc/ote Review £d»to7
jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

FILMS

The Trip to Bountiful -is

one journey worth talcing
By Jennifer Bo/nton

Remember back when
movies weren't on film and

were called plays? The char-

acters, since they were con-

tained in the small space of a

stage, had to talk to each

other. There could be no cuts

to long shots of scenery and no

chase scenes.

The Trip to Bountiful^ star-

ring Geraldine Page, was orig-

inally a play by Horton Foote,

and the film has all the ear-

marks of a traditional piece of

stage drama. It is refreshingly

talky, and its prime emotional

force builds from the relation-

ships that develop between its

characters. Page, as the feisty

and generally likable Carrie

Watts, wishes to leave her son

Ludie's claustrophobically tiny

house in the city to return to

her girlhood home of Boun-

tiful, Texas. Ludie's grating

wife, Jessie Mae (Carlin

Glynn), flounces about, con-

fiscating her mother's pension

checks and behaving like a

royal bitch. J^

The first scene, with Page
and Glynn alternately bicker-

ing and pouting, is one of the

finest I've seen this year. It

captures the spirit of the

pathetically petty quarrels and
insignificant victories we've all

experienced in family life.

Heard's portrayal of a weak,
emasculated man trapped be-

tween two willful women is so

accurate it is painful to

watch. His life is a failure: his

wife is a shrew; his job is

financially and emotionally

Continued on Page 22

Geraldine Page dreams of happier days in 'The Trip to Bountiful

Daily Bruin Readers' Recor
By Bob Remstein .

" *

Review Editor

In response td our call for

readers' top ten album lists of

1985, we received an astoun-

ding number and variety of

submissions. And the results,

dear readers, are not terribly

surprising. Critical favorites

such as Sun City, REM, and
Talking Heads wound up in

the top five, and often-praised

pop artists such as Sting, Dire
Straits, and Sade also scored

well. The biggest surprise

came when Kate Bush landed

in 1st place with her Hounds
of Love album.

If anything, the Readers'

Poll demonstrated that UCLA
Daily Bruin readers have a

wide range of tastes — from
pop and alternative rock to

R&B and jazz — and that the

consensus is not far different

from that of our critics' poll.

Also, a slight trend toward
densely produced music is in-

dicated by the results. Kate

Reiecca DeMornay, too, dreams of what might be in 'The Trip to Bountiful'

Mark Knopfler of Dire Straits, anothe
'
high-scoring hand

Bush and Sting, the two top vij

f
readers, Susan Olivia

. . . ..
'^

. Knth Laii J, a sen nr r««.-^-: :_

Lone Justice, a high placer in both our cntics' and readers' polls As for comments by

choices in the consensus, ooui -ij„. ** ;^^'"or majoring m
released albums which were E ^^h, sa.d that the Bruin

alternately praised and ^"^̂ ^^^^^^^

criticized because of the.r ^l^ If^tf"^^J^^^^^
thick arrangements and

^^^ ;,^;J ^^^^'
\-ch ^ Sade's

'^

]
*e and Manhattan
Continued on Page 24

layered production sound.

«<—4i »

1. Kate Bush: Hounds of Love; EMI/America.

(27)

2. Sting: The Dream of the Blue Turtles; A&M.
(26)

3. Artists United Against Apartheid: Sun City;

Manhattan. (24)

4. REM: Fables of the Reconstruction; IRS. (23)

5. Talking Heads: Little Creatures; Sire/WB.

(22)

6. Sade: Diamond Life; Portrait/CBS. (21)

7. Husker Du: New Day Rising; SST. (19)

7. Husker Du: Flip Your Wig; SST. (19)

9. Dire Straits: Brodiers In Arms; Warner Bros.

(16)

9. Michael Franks: Skin Dive; Warner Bros. (16)

11. Lone Justice: Lone Justice; Gefien, (15)

12. Sade: Promise; Portrait/CBS. (13)

13. Pete Townshend: White City; Atlantic. (12)

14. Simple Minds: Once Upon a Time; A&M.
(11)

15. Weird Al Yankovic: Dare to be Stupid; Rock

'n' Roll/Epic. (10)

15. James Taylor: That's Why Vm Here; Col-

umbia. (10)

17. USA For Africa: We Are The World; Col-

umbia. (9)

17. Power SUtion: Power Station: Capitol. (9)

17. The Replacements: Tim; Sire/WB. (9)

17. Stevie Wonder: In Square Circle; Motown.

(9)

17. Manhattan Transfer: Vocalese; Atlantic. (9)
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BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE

MANN
THEATRES

PACinC MfALK-IN
THBATmS

WESTWOOD

WESTWOOD WestVMl /Wilshr

474-7866

RMMwn Train (R)

12 30-3:00-5 30^ OO-IOM

NATIONAL
109255 Lindbrook
208 4366

A Nlgktmara m Elm St II (R)

1 Oaa 15 5 30-8 00-10 15
Fri Sat Late Show 12:15

HOLLYWOOD
VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

BRUIN
948 Broxton

208 8998

RMky (P6)
1:15-3:30-5 45^8 00-1015

CINERAMA DOME
Sunset Nr Vine

466-3401

M al AMci (fQ)
70mm 6-Track DOLBY STEREO

1:00-4 15^7 30-10 35

SpiM Uka Ut (PG)
12:30^3 0&5 30-8 OaiO 20

Fn Sat Late Show 12:30

HOUYWOOO PACIFIC NWrtmira m EI« St. II

Hllywd Bl Nr Cahuenga Fradtfy'i Rivmm (R)
<64-41 1

1

70mm DOLBY STEREO
12:30-2:3(M:3&«:3O«:30-10:30

Fh-Sat Late Show 12:30

!^oW*

'

^"^ Oalmalloiia (G)

;^.^y'«y lues Thurs 12 0(5
2087664 1,^1

2:00^4 45-7 30^10 20
Separate Admissions Required

HOU.YWOOO PACIFIC

12 45-3 06-5:25-7:45-10 M
Fn-Sat Late Show 12 20

WESTWOOD II

1050 Gayley

208 7664

•razil(R)

12:00-2:45-5:308:15-10 45

HOUYWOOD PACIFIC TraN (PQ-ll)
12:40-2 404 406 408 4010:46

' Fn Sat Late Show 12:40

WESTWOOD III

1050 Gayley

208 7664

Yeung Shartack Halmaa
12 303 005 15 8 0010 30

WESTWOOD nc
1050 Gayley

2087664

Claa <Pe>
5 15 7 15 9 15

Ja««ad Edge
11:00 P.M.

GBNBRAL CINEMA
THCATRES

REGENT
1045 Broxton Ave
2063259

BiKk Moon Rising (R)

1 00 3 15 5 30 8 00 10 15
FriSai Late Show 12 15

WESTWOOD

PLAZA
1067 Gleridon

2083097

The Color Purple (PG 13)

1.00-4:15-7 3010 30

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh atWestwd
475-0711

Oal a« Alrtca (P6-13)

1004 15 7 30-10 45

SANTA MONICA
MANN WILSHIRE TWIN 101 Dalmalioflt (G)
1J14 WilshireBivd Daily 5 007 00-9 00
4514377 Sal Sun 1 00300500700900

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh atWestwd
475 0711

Marpliy'i Romance (P6-13)

12 45^3 005 15-7 45-1000

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 WilshifeBlvd

451 4377

BKk to Iha Future (PG)
Daily 5 00 7 301000

Sat Sun 12 002 30

AVCO CINEMA III

Wilsh atWestwd
475-0711

Eaamy Mlaa (PG-13t

12:303 005 308 0010 30

LANDMARK
THEATRES

WEST L.A.
^
^
^

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS NUART
11272SM
478-6379

Bh^

ROYAL
11523SM

"jV 4775581

it

it

Ran
Bh«* Daily 12 303 45-7 0O10 15

IWVM wMMM M vMfSC
730

iMlalEtfaa
5 109 55

WESTWOOD
MUSIC HALL
9036 Wilshire

2746869
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Trip to Baantlfwl

Tues Fn 5 408 00 10 10

Sat Sun 1 00 3 30 5 40 8 00 10 10

In her own lima/Numbar our days
Sun 11 00

Goldwyn
10600 Pico Blvd.

475O406

2SUP
1003 406 209 00

FINE ARTS Fool for Lava
8556 Wilshire Tues-Fri 5 45-8 0O10 15
652 1330 Sal Sun 1 15 3:305 45-8 O0 10 15

SANTA MONICA

I

1 307 30

Goldwyn SlMah Part II

1:007 00

MONICA 1

1332 2nd St

3949741

Makioka Sitters

Tues Fn 6 45 9 25
Sat Sun 1 25-4 05-6 45^9 25

Goldwya

MONICA II

1332 2nd St.

394 9741

WItnan
Daily 6 308 45

Sat-Sun 2 0O4 15 6 308 45

Haatkcim the Movia
1 153 155 15

Sagar Batoy

7 15 9 15

Separate Admission

MONICA III Shaar Madnan
1332 2nd St Tues Fn 7 0O9 05
394 9741 Sat-Sun 12 45 2 504 55-7 0O9 05

MELNITZ
RfOVIES

MONICA IV THa 6o«s Moat Ba Crazy
1332 2nd St Tues Fn 7 30 9 40
3949741 Sat Sun 1 0O3 10 520 7 30 9 40

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
REMEMBERING INGRID BERGMAN

For Information Call 825 2345
Today(8 00/free) For Whom Mia Ball Tall« 1943)

PLITT
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

CENTURY PIAZA
Century City

2040 Ave- of the Stars

553 4291

Qmw Una (P6-13)

Daily 1 45 4 15^7 009 30
Fn Sat l^te Show 12 00

CENTURY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

553 4291

WftHa NigMs
Daily 2 004 457 3010 15

Fri-Sat Late Show 12 45

CAMPUS
EVENTS

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INfORMATlClfl 825:1070

Jan 22-23-24

TIM
6:00

flMf

800

10:00
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'Clan of the Cave Bear': new silliness • • .

By. Jennifer Boynton

'
. . .and then the mommif cave bear said to the baby cave bear . .

.

'

Long ago, at the dawn of
stop-motion animation, there
were cave movies. And the
filmmakers looked about them
and saw buxom fur-clad
starlets. .And the buxom fur-

clad starlets looked about
them and saw clean-shaven
men in designer loincloths
bravely battling the evil stock
footage. And all saw that it

was good. And all hoped that
the good would last forever
and ever.

But this was not to be.

For soon , came the
educated, and with the
educated came facts. And
with their facts (for with great
knowledge comes great re-

sponsibility) they said they
would show us the truth. And
they told us to believe. And
Lo! they said they would strip

away the silliness, and soon
and at mighty expense they
returned with the experts.

And thus came The Clan of
The Cave Bear, starring
former mermaid Daryl Han-
nah. Someone saw her in

Splash, and said, "Yea, verily,

she is real good, and will suf-

fice as a true cave-woman."
first the experts had tu^

revise the genre.

No, said they, our ancestors
did not grunt like that. And so
they found the grunt expert,
and he taught the clean-
shaven men to grunt with
scientific accuracy. But all

was still not good.

Continued on Page 21

V^^***""
"®** '" ^^^lE"*' UCLA ALUM

^ ^f^ Computerl3ied Eye Exam

Overnlte Wear Contacts
('O' series or Softmate)

$88 .; ^:r=?

Change Your Eye Color Dally Wear Soft Contacts
Soft Contacts (B&L) (B&L or A.o.)—

—

—
193 — —

I jQt,
——

-

•Price irKludes one pair lenses, frtting, training, follow-up. and care kit Exam with lens purchase only S20 Exam without purchase S 35
Same day service for most eyes Mention ad at time of purchase for these fees

Visa and Mastercard accepted

ROSS J. SOMERS, O.D. 478-0596
1 i 600 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 100 BRENTWOOD (next to VA.)

1 n W^ c s t w o o d \' i 1 1 i\

New

Contemporary

Dining

Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

iAPUIWUI.
Happy HouT with complimentary hors dbeuvres

weekdays 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Lapu-Lapu only S 6.00

Open 7 days a week lunch dinner cocktails

1057 Tiverton Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at 1100 Glendon Avenue. (213) 208 • 3977

J- ^
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HILLEL HIGHLIGHTS

_J

, >

SHABBAT SHIRAfi
AT HILLEL

A reading ofanew play .

''MARGOLIN"
by historian and playwriglit
NORMA FAIN PRATT

Anna Margolin was an early twentieth-century Yid-
dish poet who created an almost forgotten new
fenriale literary voice. This play reflects the life which
shaped Margolin's poetry. The play will be followed
by discussion with the playwright and the actors.

THE CAST:

. > Carol Goodman
Lev Mailer
Robert HirschfekJ

as Anna Margolin
as Reuben Iceland
as Melech Ravitch

<V

Fri. Jan. 24
Shabbat services 6:30

*

Shabbat dinner 7:30
Play 3-30

at Hiilel 900 Hilgard Ave.

dinner costs U.SO members, 16.00 non-members
Please RSVP by Thursday 208-308

1

Co-Sponsored by Women's Studies Program at UCLA

The Jewish Graduate Students Association

. PRESENTS

MOVIE AND DELI NIGHT
FEATURING

"LIES MY FATHER
TOLD ME"

This film portrays life in Montreal's Jewish ghetto through
.

the relationship of a young boy and his grandfather.

Sunday Jan. 26
7:00 pm

900 Hilgard

$2. - members
$4. - non-members

RSVP atHiilel 208-3081

SPONSORED BY JEWISH GRADUATE STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

HER

Higher Education
Policy Seminar

Series

Dn W. Ann Reynolds
Chancellor, California State U nivcrsities and Colleges

and

Dn Joshua L. Smith
Chancellor, California Commuiiitv Colleges

The Articulation Issue In California—T Higher Education

TODAY 3:30.5:00 PM
California Room UCLA Faculty Center

Sponsored by

UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute

The Graduate School of Education
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same as the old silliiiess, tra la, tra la
tinued from Page 20

ley looked to the impec-
coifs and shorn legs and
eyelashes of the cast, and
wept and tore their hair,

they cried. This is not the

;al personal hygiene of the

Idle Paleolithic folk. And
in came the personal

\eue expert. And when the
cleared, the men looked

true followers of ZZ Top.
most were made to wear
dingy brown furs. But
(Daryl Hannah) was still

wed to wear the ab-
/iated white designer fur

the past, for not all tradi-

can die at once. But all

still not good.

'hey looked at the stock

tage. No, they said. Our
(restors did not fight |i>ig

>. Their problems were a
like ours. Problems, you
are hereditary, and pro-

)ly genetically based. So
[ay went the big ants and in

me the hominid
[rchological Trauma Experts,

ly, just imagine, said the

"Es, the humiliation and
|bari;assment the Neander-
ils must feel when they
it Ayla, the slender, attrac-

j, intelligent, blond-haired,

le-eyed, tftU» well-dr
^an hominid that will soon
ome H. sapiens sapiens.

Continued on Page 24 // this isT>arylhood, can her merry men be far behind?

[OP ON OVER
O THE LOCAL
KIOSK . .

.

PICK UP THE
AILY BRUIN.

Don St. James
specializing in

BLACK HAIR
7 yrs experience
in the village

$3.00 off
with thu coupon

208-4480
1007 Broxton Ave (above

Mario's Restaurant)

— WESTWOOD VILLAGE

A WEEKLY JOURNEY THROUGH THC
TORAHPARSHAT HASHAVUOT

Rabbi P. Karlin-Neumann

Weds., 12 Noon
AU Rm. 3530

study the weekly Torah portion from the perspective
of traditional commentators as well as our own in-

sights and issues. For beginners as well as veterans.
Bring your lunch.

BAIN & COMPANY
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN CORPORATE STRATEGY

INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATIONS

For 1986 Undergraduates

January 27, 1986
m

Placement and Career Planning Center

12:00-2:00, 2:30-4:30

Please Sign Up at the

Career Planning Center

OPEN TO ALL 1986 UNDERGRADUATES

BAIN & COMPANY
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FROM 1986 GRADUATESTNTERESTED
IN MANAGEMENT CONSULTING.
PLEASE SUBMIT RESUMES AND

TRANSCRIPTS BY
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE SELECTED
BY THE EMPLOYER.

^_i_ BAIN & COMPANY
ONE EMBARCADERO CENTER

SUITE 3400

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94I1L

ATTENTION: SHARON WALKER
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UCLA MARDI GRAS *86
MANDATORY

All Committee Meeting

TONIGHT
at 7:30 PM

in the L.A. Tennis Center Clubhouse

COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • CotlPON • COUPON • COUPON

I FREE:
i &
2
D
O
CJ w/this coupon
• Exp. 1/30/86

n
o
cColor Analysis

Personalized Beauty Break g
European Clay Facial

RECEIVE OIVE FREE IV4IL POUHH WtTH THE PURCHASE OP
AlVYLIPSTiCh

Call Beverly at 477-61S&
for your appointment

z

n
o
c
s
z

COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™m.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

:TeG^

—^- ^.^ Jon D. Vogel, O.D

UCLA

r A^ >H K-.

:

1132

'.[ 'RM ,. '-

Lenses S-^'Ce '^ • • A ^r' . ',!••, A, .1 .lOif • A iSfsA ..-v

OegdMesso' CjI . „)i, • s.t'^-.n, Se-.M.f A, ,, ^t> •• • .1 Ihih-j

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

- *

^
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RECORDS

Lloyd Cole and his band
cause little 'Commotion'
By Jenny Bleier

AsstStant Review Editor

Lloyd Cole and Th^ Commo-
tions: Elasy Pieces; Geffen.

Sure, you've heard the expres-

sion "bored to tears," but how
many of you have felt the

cliche become reality? Listen-

ing to this latest effort from
Glasgow's ginchiest, I had the

unique experience of weeping
uncontrollably, not because it

inspires the world-weary
bellyaching it wants so badly
to inspire, but simply because
shedding tears gaVe me'
something to do while waiting
out this shining example of

claptrap.

Before setting my record
needle on the treacherous
journey across Easy Pieces, I

played Rattlesnakes, Cole and
The Commotions' first LP, to

refresh my memory. Yes,
"Perfect Skin" and the title

track certainly make for pretty

pop^ ^rantedr sometimes CoU?-

seems a bit full of his own
lyrics ("she's got cheekbones

like geometry / And eyes like

sin"), but there's no question

that he can turn a phrase

cleverly and croon it well. It

was a debut full of promise,

but Rattlesnakes bite is gone,

and in its stead creeps an inef-

fectual garter snake.

If one were to choose the

most annoying thing about the

album, it would probably be
its sensitiveness. Cole has
blown up the slight tendency
he had on Rattlesnakes to

write about pale, melancholy
femme fatales ("She looks like

Eve Marie-Saint in *On the

Waterfront* **) to Sta-Puft
marshmallow man-sized pro-

portions. Nearly every song
features some slightly neurotic

young thing (or jaded-yet-
well-preserved older thing)
hell-bent on bringing poor
Lloyd to his skinny be-Levied
knees.

One can only 4ake tripe like

"I was walking down by the

river Thamcjs / I decided that

i \$hould throw me in/
Because you broke my heart

and you made me weep / . . .

once you were an angel" for

so long before a strong desire

to seek Cole out and slap him
the face with a wet flounder

takes hold. The lyrical silliness

might be more palatable if the

music were inventive, but the

album is filled with repetition

and suffers under a
preponderance of smarmy str-^

ing arrangeoients.

Flashes of Cole's clever
phrasing appear — "Walking
in the pouring rain A Walking
with Jesus and Jane" — imag-
ine what a wonderful noise,

say, Lou Reed could make
with stuff like that. But
Commotions is no name for a

band who make such a little

squeak. '
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Lloyd Cole and The (rather sedate) Commotions

g;5< The Trip to Bountiful'
Continued from Page 18
unfulfilling; he is unable to
have children. He had
discarded ideals and romance
long ago and now lives in a
tiring and unpleasant reality.
Unlike his mother, however,
he prefers to "forget" that
there was once a time (also in
Bountiful) when he was hap-
py. Ludie is walking resigna-
tion, and his existence now is

based on filling Jessie Mae's
demands.
When Carrie escapes from

Jessie Mae's influence, her
character finally has room to
expand. Page takes advantage
of this and dominates the
screen to such a degree that
she is an acting leech — suck-
ing the life from any actor
near her while making her
own character even stronger.
Only with Glynn is Page
tempered a bit, and that's
because Glynn plays Jessie
Mae so broadly and colorfully

that she simply blasts Page in-

to submission.

Rebecca De Mornay, (ad-
mirably striving to put a little

something into her sparse role
of the "nice girl") serves as a
catalyst for Carrie's
reminiscences while they are
on the bus to Bountiful.

Many of us have experi-
enced the disintegration of
wishful memory when faced
with the presence of reality.
The hoped-for perfection
never exists. It is always punc-
tured with as many holes as
the present we are trying to
escape. Carrie, we begin to
understand, is a woman who
for years has been idealizing
Bountiful. Her memories of its

perfection and of her hap-
piness there have grown in
direct proportion to the
dissatisfaction of her life with
her son and daughter-in-law.
She has homesickness on an

1 1 ^ r - i V-

Olympian scale, but for a
home which her memory h^s
recreated in sweetness and
light. And Carrie, even after
seeing that Bountiful itself for
a long time has been weedy
and unlivable, will continue
to lug its essence around with
her until she dies.

Through the three main
characters we see the various
blendings of idealism and
reality. Jessie Mae lives entire-
ly in her own self-consumed
present made up of Cokes and
pictures shows, and doesn't
understand why anyone would
want it any other way. Carrie
lives in Bountiful regardless of
her actual address. Ludie slips

into an uncomfortable middle
position — for him the present
is just as desolate and empty
as the past. In Bountiful the
most one can hope for is that
life, if not pleasurable, should
at least be toleiable.
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Ks' unfunny LP
>ntinued from Page 22

Kent Andrade

tsociate Review Editor

ead Kennedys: Franken-
rist; Alternative Tentacles/
igma. What we have here
the biggest letdown of this

ung year.

The Dead Kennedys live

d die by the verbal sword of
llo Biafra. As lead singer
d lyricist, Biafra slathers on
ft wing invectives with
lish. Quite often, he's a fun-

y, scintillating performer. He
as shocked and lambasted
ishy-washy liberals and
u*g conservatives since the
ory days of Johnny and Sid
me ten (III) years back.
Unfortunately, Biafra can
so be an ideologue of the
orst kind — inhumane,
arsh and humorless. He
uld never capture the chill-

g political ambiguities of
Ivis Costello's Armed Forces
he's too lazy, too prone to

lortcuts and simplifications.

With Frankenchrist, the
ennedys shove Biafra's
uirky talents front and center
iid the cumulatiye effect is

tarying. Big mistake numero
IK) was allowing him free-

eign as producer — he
iiutilates their meaty speed-
Fock until they sound thin and
trebly. This, Biafra makes
lear by pushing his vocals to

llu' top of the mix, is his
Ihow. And what a stupid,
nstrionic show it is. .

—

•

The Kennedys spend inor-
linate amounts of time here in

infocused attacks. If they
rent bludgeoning "The
Establishment," though,
they're hounding sitting ducks
like gun nuts, Rambo, and
[The Dukes of Hazzard " —
Jote to Mr. Jello — Buy a TV

\et. You might find out that
me Dukes were banished to

cancellation land over a year
igo. lt*s one thing to he
ideologically hell-bent. It's

mother to be just plain out-
of'touch.

,

"MTV - Get Off the Air"
and "Goons of Hazzard" are
every bit as intelligent as their
titles suggest. The Kennedys
have never been subtle, but
when they laid into Jerry
Brown and the Me Generation
on "California Uber Alles

"

their vicious, bitter humor
carried a wallop like few this
side of Dylan. Frankenchrist
shows none of that twisted in-
telligence. The Kennedys have
foregone Jonathan Swift for
Dpn Rickles.

"A Growing Boy Needs His
Lunch," is too big for its brit-
ches. Biafra flays about in a
bewildering attempt to link
Elvis Presley paraphenalia to
Lawrence Harvey's imprison-
ment, Salvadoran death
squads and Ethopian famine.
Biafra has embarrassingly
overextended himself here —
just what mundane marketeer-
ing has to do with any of
these injustices and problems
isn't clear. It took Sartre 800-
odd pages to intelligibly link
mundane dread to The
Holocaust. The three-minute
pop song form isn't exactly
forgiving to such idiosyncratic
and/or complicated theoretical
dissertations.

When Biafra i*n't layi
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HONDA
Present Student I.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite'"

Arrive In style

AERO'''

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD
PHONE (215) 466-7191

DANCE!
WHAT?

WHEN?

ISRAELI DANCING

WED. JAN 22 AT 7:30

WHERE? 900 HILGARD

TEACHER? DAVID DASSA

r

WHO?

COST?

YOUt

FREE TO UCLA
STUDENTS WITH I.

D

SPONSORED BY Jewish Student Union

his rancid conspiracy theories,
he turns sentimental.* He
wouldn't take well to being
compared to Cris Williamson
and Holly Near, but the
Frankenchrisfs "epic," "The
Stars and Stripes of Corrup-
tion," contains hippie-dippie
lyrics worthy of those witless
ideologues.

The bottom line is that
Biafra and his cohorts are
much more successful as bit-

ches than they are as arrogant
theoreticians. Frankenchrist
will have you yearning for
"California Uber Aljes, " "Kill
the Poor, " and the venomous
"Holiday in Cambodia," three
classics from the days when
the Dead Kennedys were
hungry and angry. On this

latest record, they just sound
witless and paranoid.

SPRING QUARTER EXPO CENTER
OPEN HOUSE

Wed.
Jan. 22

12:00

Information Meetings

1 1 .00

2:00

1:00

3:00

4:00

NATIONAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Spr Qtr '86 programs in Washington, D.C. &
Sacramento
Deadline: Jan. 24

Summer '86 programs in Washington, D.C,
Sacramento, New York, and San Francisco
Deadline: Jan. 24

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR FOREIGN
STUDY
Academic year and summer programs
abroad. Great Britain, Austria, Spain, France

AIESEC-International Association of

Students In Economics and Business
Management. Paid overseas traineeships

FELLOWSHIPS: CORO,
White House, California Senate and >

Assembly Programs

INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Study Abroad/Travel Abroad

ROTARV FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIPS
Information meeting for 1987 Scholarships

EXPO CENTER
A-213 Ackerman Union 825-0831,, ^

Dress for success.
It's a look of pride. Pride that

comes from leadership .is a

Navvot fleer, li'salsoa leeliiig

ol aeeomplishnient in a

world where high lech meets

high challenge. Where
(he Naw ad\en(iire readies

around ihe world, beneath

the sea or e\en into spa^e.

There's no hoot camp.

Na\v olficers get leaderslnp

training ai (Mficer (-aiuiidate

School, (.iradiiaie level

training that develops ncu
skills and talents, ^'oiril work
with the best and brightest

in vtuir tield and get real

responsibihts and decision

making aiiihoiitv.

Ihe challenge, salislaction

and rewards add up to

personal and professional

grou th nooihcr jobcan match.
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Classified

Husker Duy the most hardcore group in the poll, scored with both their 1985 releases.

Service Commission's Ton

.Winter Recruitment Fair

Date: Wednesday January 22nd (TODAY)
Time: 11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Place: Architecture Quad

Readers'

Continued from Page 19-

Come hear Woodsey Owl speak on Ecology
«

CSC Projects

Amigos del Barrio
'

Asian Education Project

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project

Korean Tutorial Project

Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program
Project Motivation .

Prison Coalition

Project Mac
Student Edcucation and Exposure Project

—Special Olympics
Vietnamese Refugee Aid Committee

Volunteer and
^\ Get Involved!

Sponsored by CSC ofUSAC

Transfer's Vocalese. Another
reader, Justin Scupine, gave
Kate Bush's album high marks
because it was something like

what he'd like to hear from
Peter Gabriel. He left Sting's
LP off his list, however, feel-

ing that Sting needs the rest of
The PoHce to hold back "his

incredible spurting ego." Fi-

nally, Bret Nelson was flab-

bergasted to find that no
Bruin critics listed U2's Wide
Awake in America EP on their
lists, citing the live version of
"Bad" as the song of the year.

Thanks to all who con-
tributed lists and comments.
Only one reader turned in a
non-1985 list, choosing to give
us his ten alltime greatest
albums on a list. Also, a
minor 'Boo!' to those who us-

ed ties to put more than ten
albums on their lists. Next
time try to limit your lists to
ten (count 'em) LPs.

*Clan'
Continued from Page 21

They will be so humbled that
their men will become impo-
tent and their women will
cough pointedly. And then
they will die out gracefully,
but happy, knowing that
humanity in such capable
hands. But it is the 1980s, so
no, all is still not good.

Yuk, said they, looking at
the starlets. It is distasteful for
women to be subjugated to
the virile men, for we will lose
half our audience. And SO
Ayla was made stronger than
the men, and Lo! she caught
the fish in her bare hands. She
could not carb her indepen-
dent spirit to be just another
cave-wife; she had an evolu-
tionary destiny to fulfill.

And they the expert^ went
away, leaving us with Clan oi
the Cave Bear. And we wat-
ched and were sore amazed.
For the old silliness was gone;
and in its place was a new
and equal silliness.
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The ASUCLA Communications Board tuty supports tht

Uraversily ot Caktomu's poicy on non-discnmination

No madium stuV accapt aiNaniMments wtiicti prasant

persons ot any orign. race, rakgnn. sex, or sexual

ooefiialion n a demaarang way. or imply that Ihey are

ktrated to certain positions, capatjiwas. rotes, or

sutus m sooaty Nerthar ttte Oaiiy Brun nor the

ASUCLA CommunKaliona Board tias Invcsttoalad any

ot Ow servKas advertaad or advertiaeri represanM m

the issue Any parson tMHevrng that an advertnemant

in Sfis issue Moiales Ow Board s poitcy on rxm-

discnmination staM Naram shouid communtcale

complaints m wrtting to the Buameis Manager, Daily

Brum 306 Westwood Plan, KH lt2. Los Angeles. CA

90024 for assistanoe mMi housing dacnmmatlon

problems, can ttw UCU Housing Office at 8?S-M91

Of call the Westside Fan Housing Offic at 47S-9671
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Lecture Notes Are Your

Study Passport
ASUCLA LECTURE NOJLi
ALevGl. Ackerman Union. MTh. 7:45^:30; FrI. 7:45^; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5 —

^

Lecture Notes and Problem SoMnp Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

• •• • ••mmmtr

[DUCATION
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ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

M—Wngi: Mondoy. Actofmon

2410. 12:10-1:20. Wednecdoys,

r4europfychlatrtc Instttute 06-538.

12:10-1:20. Rx aicoholcs or irv

dMduah wtw hav» a drinldr^o

problem. 650-0644 or 475-6366

i> GIVE YOURSELF THE EDGE!
ASUCLA Problem Solving Guides are especially written to complement and
follow UCLA course outlines for Chemistry. Economics. Matti. PIC and
Psyctiology. Available on textbook stielves In ttie ASUCLA Students' Store.

Lecture Notes and Problem Solving Guides are copyrlgt^ted by ASUCLA.

WANTEDplayers for Dungeons & Dragons
campaign in West LA. Contact Rob at
(2t 3) 391-3556.

rOOD DEALS...,^. 7

jinsurance war! we'u. beat
Ianyones prices or dontt want
'our bustness! sports cars,

imultiple tickets. good driver
discounts. requestt "bruin pra
GRAM " (818)88(M407. (818)880-4361.

FREE • 8

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly
Hills, call Kozo. 277-7045.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

AAA PLEDGES"!
Now you know
y^hen it is. But

you still don't
know what It isl

Get excited for

the
^ DELTA WiEtCf

.

6 days „

• &countln!
Love, The Actives

TANYA JOHNSON *

**tT TAKES MORE THAN WORDS TO LET
YOU KNOWHOWMUCH ITMEANS TO
ME TO HAVE YOUAS A FRIEND*'

-SUSAN POLIS SCHULTZ

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or
455-1404.

fcARN over $1000 for writing stories,

poems or articles. For more information
call CJ: 641-2058.

TO EX, AX
AND AX'S

The party was
roaring!

Thanks for the
fun

exchange!
Love,

The Chi-O's

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

t

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Tanya, l-or now these words will Tic7— do....we love you very much. -r^

Meg Moore
Kelly Murphy
Vicki Viss

Maria Navrides
Ann Siegal

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes
for winning smiles. Place: University
Hilton Info- (213) 969-2261.

Becki Herrera

Mindy Chong
Tasha Zemru.s
Alice Rodriguez
Stephanie Gallardo
Nicole Alessi

Caria Eagles

May Huang
Tess Stears

Stephanie Meyer
Kathy Kimball
Beth Wilson
Michelle Saevke
Carolyn Corely
Meredith Jones
Lisa Villanueva

Georgi Duvall

Trina Dodson
Debbie Elam
Hillary Bibicoff

Jill Borucki
-Carolyn Kelly— !'<

Kristi Mora
Molly Martinsen
Kristen Barley
Diane Goebel
Jan Gregory
Monica Sharp
Ellen Plessner

Jacquie Goldstein
Megan Ring
Lorena Coward
Diane Krupsaw
Claire Sperow
Miranda Bishai

Lindley Avina
Nancy Gunkel
Becky Vallas

Christa Franklin

Michelle Bradach
Nancy Goodman
Leiie Kaku
Stephanie Sher""^
Ranjeeta Udhoji
Beth Cole

Cindy Tamminga
Melina Zrecny
Kelley Case
Katie Kimball
Jeni Walker
Kathy Gaffney
Kristen Norberg
Laura Wokurka
Jennifer Bryant
Elaine Burgmeier
Wendy Rischar
Lisa Tremblay
Lisa Calhoun
Jennifer Wright
Sharon McWilliams

*
¥\

¥
¥
¥

t
¥
¥
¥
^¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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DINNERS FOR 12 STRANGERS Eat.
meet, and t>e merry I Just pick up an ap-
plication TODAY at James West Center.
Applications due today so this is your last

chance.

^ Georgi Duvall Christa Franklin

'

Sharon McWilliams {

DINNERS FOR 12 STRANGERS...SAA
seeking fun-loving, hungry students in

need of FREE home-ceoked meal. Apply
NOW at James West Center. Applications
due today so this is your LAS^ CHANCE.
DINNERS FOR 12 STRANGERS Open to
everyone. Available to mix. match and
inmglet Apply NOW at J. West Center.
At^ptications due today so this is your
LAST CHANCE.
DINNERS FOR 12 STRANGERS... Looking
Jor a fun time? Applications available TO-
DAY at I West Center. APPLICATIONS
due TODAY so this is your last chance
DINNERS FOR 12 STRANGERS...Break
away from domi food and TV dinners for a
night Enjoy a FREE home-cooked meall
Apply now at J. West Center. Applications
gue joday so this is your LAST CHANCE.
JANUARY 26 2pm. Yvonne Cole Meo.
Miriam Bayern. World reknowned artist/
sculptor works available at Gallery 303.
12720Ven>ce. "^
JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures virith native English
speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara
(828)e40-8638.

VALENTINES DAY SPECIAL. SEND A
LOVE SONG. ORDER BY FEBRUARY
1ST. 10% DISCOUNT. WIRE-A-TUNE.
RINGING TELEGRAMS AND MORE!
370^855.

f SUNMOI OUENTATION t
1984 COimSELOB ^
BECBUITING IS ON ^

NOW. FOB INFO CAU 1l

2M-M85 ^

SIG DELTS"
Thanks for the love

and the laughter,

ttie tears and the

smiles. You are the

best sisters

< anywtiere. I'll miss

you all.

Love,

The "Alabama
Alum"

PANHELLENIC
WINTER RUSH

Interested in Sororities? Call or
stop by the Panheiienic Office

for more information.
i 1 8 Men's Gym

206-1285

KAPPA DELTA
PLEDGES

Your initiation is

Qimost here! See you
at 5:30 tonight

foraBBQ
AOT

/^^/^^>i«»'-fV' /« -^

Happy 21st Birthday

MEREDITH HUGHES
<AAA)

You're ttie t:>est big sisi

" I love youl

LYLS

Shed

DELT SIG
Little Sister Party Week

"1

Wednesday
5:30 F.U.B.A,R. BBQ
8:00 Meeting

Thursday
F.U.B.A.R. Party -_
All current and prospective L.S. weYcome
Delta Sia - Where the F.U.N, neverstops!

KAPPA DELTA -^

NEW INITIAnS
Wetcome to our circle!

See you in meeting
tonight.

AOT
Your New Sisters

SUSAN SHERMAN nB«
You were great as an
Aztec, but even better

as a Bruin. Psych up for

inltlattonl

LYBS

Kftttlne

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,.. 12
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620 Landfair 208-9441

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases Treatment is free. Receive $100
reinfibursement. (213)206-6723.

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

mai(e $5.00 t>y participating in a survey
which includes questions on alcohol and
drug use, call between 9:00am and
S:00pmat a2S-2961 for an appointment.

A^l.
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LAMBDA CHI ALP
"Informal Rush Dinner"

Coat & Tie Required

TONITE _
_, All Spring Rushees

encouraged to attend

Happy Hour 5:00
Dinner & Video -^'^ 6:00
All-U 9:00

A

PHiPSi
UTTLE SISTERS

INiTIATION
8:30 THURSDAY

PARTY TO
FOLLOW

« . . .

¥¥*

^S

t

{

To our pledge committee:
for being Helpful in

Every way
Thanks

LOST 17

ANTIQUE gold & amethyst, screw-on earr-

ing lost in Westwood Village 1/11. Reward.

(818)788-3367 after 6^

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical

Clinic. 820-0377

BEAUTY &
ilEALTH SERVICES

IRANIAN. Indian. Sperm donors needed

All information confidential. Please call

652-4238

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273.2463»^

A million! «

You guys are incredible. We love {

you Danielle, Ranlyn, Laura, «

Kathiy, Kathy, Tricio, Erika, *

Eiizabetti, and Allycyn. Love,

LuCia

the Pledges of KA0 f
JV¥^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥#¥¥¥J¥¥¥¥¥¥#¥#¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥A^¥¥¥¥

AUDIENCE NEEDED

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxinj?

Miinioire • Pedicure

208-8193
Uil.'il.AYLKYAVE.WtsrV\(K)lJVILLA(.E

— FOR —
CHIPPENDALES

Dancers, Drinks, and DJ.

Provided
Tonight 8:45 Sharp!

Bring Friends and Make Friends at

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
LITTLE SISTER RUSH

Little sister Chairman
Danny Pinchasi

626Landfair 858-1113

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

SMALL two-room office front on Westwood
Blvd Day 478-2201. evening 474-4988

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victinr)!

National action against rape offers paid

public outreach position. Call Tracey at

(213)394-8050.

ALPHA Chi Omega hashers needed.

Mrs. Ransone 208-5030.

Call

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,.. 12

«.ji

• I*.

FIGHTING the urge to binge-eat and
purge? Discover personal and family pat-

terns which lock you into this repetitive cy-

cle, participate in study of families of

bulimics. Call Kris Armstrong, day
(818)796-4343, evening (818)794-5234.

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm

bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointnrwnt.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spemiicidal products on

liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers virho have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three nf>onth8. $20 reimbursement for

madk:al history and bkxxJ specimen All in-

formatk>n confidential Call (213) 386-5614

•xt. 231 (Shirley).

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,, 12

EARN $3001
Participate in

alcohol and drug

studies Ages 21-35

Male or Female
Call Susan

(213)390-8483
9ani-4pm

Southern California

Research Institute

ASIA travel/study. 2 months $1295-$1395

covers all expenses. work($6.00-$l0.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day

evening.

AT-EASE Westwood now accepting ap-

plications for security personnel as well as

stock positions for our annual sale Please

apply in person 1001 Westwood Blvd.

ATHLETE/salesperson. let your athletic

background helo you succeed at retail

sales of athletic shoes and ck)thing. Full

and part-time, experienced only. Variable

hours. Apply in person at Frontrunners.

3rd fkx)r, Westside Pavillion. Corner of

Pico & Westwood.

BASEBALL coaches needed. WLA Little

League. Season runs through mid-June.

BOys and girls ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-

3816.

BK3 BUCKS BRUINS! NATIONAL EQUAL
LEVEL MARKETING FIRM NEW TO LA
SEEKS l^40TIVATED INDIVIDUALS ON A
PART-TIME BASIS. GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY CALL 824-1061

CASHIER needed to work 11am-2pm or

11am-3:30pm M-F for a new Dim Sum cafe

in WLA. Starting pay $4 00 and up DOE.
Call 47»4774.

CLERK/TYPIST for downtown law firm.

7am-1pm,M-F. light typing. $6/hr. parking

provide, please call Sue 688-1 198.

.^=L

Fraternities, Sororities, Dorms,

S/G's, and ALL UCLA Students:

Has your team returned its— application for

COLLEGE BOWL «86?
All applications MUST be

received by 5 PM TODAY In

the Dean of Students Office-

2224 Murphy Hall

DONT FORGET!
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE!!

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED.,..,....30

help

Desk
w/2-

pro.

COMPUTER knowledge: Need

Star programming on Compaq
Contact Lyie Laverty. 472-5137.

COMPUTER sales: 1) mature sales person

experienced with multi user computer. Ex-

cellent income possibilities. 2) software

technical support for business systems.

UNIX and accounting knowledge prefer-

red. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104

CRUISESHIPS
bean, Hawaii,

cassette, news
UCLA Cruise.

hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

World!! Call for guide,

service! (916)944-4444 x

CULVER City Bruin seeking reliable

afterschool daycare. Mon. Wed. Thur., Sat.

Two great kids, $5.00/hr. 558-8048.

DIAMONDS are a girl's best friend. Find

out what c^xf secret is. High

sales. Call Ruth (213)208-3709

DRIVER or moped rider with valid Califor-

nia driver's liscense and insurance, knowl-

edge of LA and Valley area. FT/PT , call

(213)855-1600. ask for Randy or Eric.

Driver/helper. 15-20 hours/week Errands,

marketing, carpool driving. Car/seatbelts

required Beverly Glenrl Canyon. Hours

flexible. $5/hr. plus gas. 279-1447

DRIVER/messenger, full or part-time. Fa-

miliar w/ LA., San Fernando Valley,

Orange county, reliable economy car. with

liability insurance. Copy of DMV Earn

hourly wage plys generous auto allowance.

Call (81 8)906-0763.

DRIVING Instructors- Full/Part-time/

weekends. Clean DMV record. 6-8 yrs.

driving experience, will train. For interview

(818)881-1594.

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed
for exciting PR firm in Century City. 15-20

hrs/wk. negotiable $8/hr 551-1130.

FLOWER shop in Westwood. needs
energetic person to work 3 days, 24 hrs.

per week, some experience required Call

Margie 208-4000.

GENERAL office, heavy phones (in-com-

ing), full-time, $6/hr., WLA, Call Pat 477-

8474, 2-5pm

GENERAL office/property mgmt. Busy
jack-of-all-trades needs help with cor-

respondence, keeping self-organized,
computerizing the business. Be in office

15-20/hrs./week but always Monday after-

noons. Flexibility a must PC experience a
plus. $5.50-$6^25/hr Call 829-7953.

GENERAL office: Heavy phones, light typ-

ing, light bookkeeping, FT opening. $5-6/

hr. Compu Dynamics. 854-1 104.

GOVERNMENT jobs. t16,040-$59.230/
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000,
ext. R-1010S for current federal list.

HALLMARK store needs stock/receiving

clerk. National sepulveda shopping center.

Call UKI 473-3048.

CASHIER/SALES
BIGS

SPORTING
GOODS

^ PARTHME

HISTORIAN/transcriber for workers comp.

Neurologist in Santa Monica. Nancy Saben

MD. (213)395-0021. '_

HOMECARE for elderly gentleman. 1-3

days/wk Flexible schedule $60/day. (213)

413-1181.

IMMEDIATE positions available for part-

time work. Public relations for environmen-

tal groups, charities, public TV stations,

universities. Flexible with your schedule.

$6/hr. guaranteed plus bonuses. No expe-

rience Call Brad (213)464-3686.

KENNOLYN CAMPS will be on campus

Jan 29 recruiting fo sumnwr staff. See

Career Placement Center for information

and application.

MINING ENGINEERS, deep shaft, extend-

commissioo—^ galleries Full or part-time. US. sites.

Student inquiries welcome. Send resume

including other interests to: E.G.
Vandergrift. 11759 San Vicente Blvd.

LA.CA. 90049.

MOTHER'S assistant w/car. Daily pick-up

Tiffany from Westwood school $5/hr. 3-5

daily. 208-8173.

MOTHER'S helper Mornings only. Must

have references and transportation. Santa

Monica Area. 392-1874.

NACHOS Mexican restaurant accepting

applications for host/hostess between 2

and 5pm 939 Broxton.

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped

addressed envelope-McManus Enter-

prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477.

NEW Thai restaurant needs waiters/

-waitresses ExperierKe preferred. Fill out

application at 1275 Westwood Blvd. 4-

6pm.

SUMNER ORIENTATION
1986 COUNSELOR
RECRUITING IS ON

NOW. FOR INFO CALL
296-46S5

O'Day— Eaiployfli«at Agcacy
Administrative Assistants

Secretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215: after hrs. 393-6865

/

• Great Working
Conditions

• Mercliandise
Discount

• Competitive Saiory
• Merit Increases
• Flexible Hours

Applicants must t>e at
least 18 years of age
arxJ tKive previous
retail experience.

Knowledge of sporting

goods/equiprDent
helpful.

Apply Doily at

the following location:

6601 Wllshire Bhfd.

Beverly Hills

Fill in yoar wc«k
wftk extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, rec€»ptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

'STUDEiyrrs and faculty'
Looking for extra money?

Work temporary for

Temporaries. irK

11850 Wllshire Blvd.. WLA..
(118K77-MM

•Secretarial, »^ Receptionist,

^Typists, »^ Accounting.

t^ DataAVord Processors.

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANn

-*-^

'1
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feLP WANTED 30 HELP WANTFH
^T-TIME personnel/recruiting. Flexible

Lrs. advancement opportunity. Call

liness hours John McClurg (213)854-

b Beverly Hills.
'

^T-TIME work: responsible, organized

_^n to assist psychologist with ac-

lints. typing, etc. 45»€794.

[rT-TIME/FLILL-TIME* telemarketers

jed-^or Art Publisher. Good speaking

ce required. Will train. Salary plus

amission Call Linda or April at 930-

10.

^RT-TIME general accounting work: Ac-

jnts payable/receivable Accounting ma-
preferred. 213/233-3575. L.A.

yntown area. • -

I^RT-TIME secretary needed. Japanese/

iglish bilingual and business major

9ferred Must type 40-50 wpm. Maehara

JAssociates. 629-8055. .

^RT-TIME clerical, attractive position,

[estwood Medical Office. Accurate typist,

jione aptitude. $5.25/hr. to train. 208-

I2r

^kRT-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies

fioes Westwood/Beverly Hills Center

.50-$5 50/hour sales experience prefer-

Roz or Debbie 657-5183.

ERMNENT Part-time reservationist need-

ier French Restaurant. M-F 1-5pm.

jleasant phone voice, light typing and
jneral office work. Call E^win or

jsephine after 1 :00pm 652-9770.

FeRSON Friday for photographer, must
Vpe and own car,' approx 20-25 hours/

leek (213)874^730.

[hone solicitation positions available for

jrt-time work Public relations for non-

Irofit charity organizations. Flexible with

^our schedule. $6/hr. plus bonuses. Call

?rad (213)464-3686.

f>OLITICAL fund raising phoning. Part

lime, flexible positions immediately
Available. Afternoons, evenings and/or

veekends. Bonuses. No experience nee-

[issary Fox Hills office, on bus line $4.50

m hour Can 2t3-215-3143, 1-5 Monday.
-9 Tuesday through Thursday.

- - - - —
*UT your conscience to work on
^alPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign Phone
3ank. p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

^91.

^EAL ESTATE ASSISTANT Part-time, flex-

Jible hours Be involved in every aspect of

Istate-of-the-art apartment house brokerage
Ibusiness. Clerical skills, computer literacy

j& knowledge of real estate helpful. 395-

|
0570

RESEARCH ASSISTANT: to work on
I design and implementatk}n of innovative
field research project, computer data
analysis and library support work. Up to 19
hours/week at approximately $9 50/hour
depending on qualifications. Experience
with research at advanced undergraduate
or graduate level necessary. Send resume
to Louts Medvene. California Self-Help
Center, 2349 Franz Hall. UCLA.

RESPONSIBLE individual for evening
child-care, preferably Jr.-Sr.-grad. student.
Six days/week. Call 10-5 leave nf>essage
(213)455-1765.

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to
$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy
sale Call Mike at 393-8153.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOORAPHERI
SEEKS NEW MODEI^

Male/Female Pro/Noo-pro
fof upcoming sessions

fashion. Commercial. Theatrical
Call for Appointment
(818)508-8680

TELLERS

OIIRALTER SAVINGS
has Immediate need for

part-tlrT>e TELLERS.

Experience is a plus,

however, we will train

Individuals with.....

• 6 monttis cash
handling experience

• Excellent customer
sen^e skills

• Ability to work
Saturdays

conskler OltRALTER.
A company ttKit

rewards your good
P^ormance and offers

excitir>g career
opportunities.

OIIRALTER SAVINGS
Overly Hills Branch
9111 Wllshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills. CA

90210
(213)296-6720

equal opportunity
employer m/f

?ILr ^^^^'^ *u«l/part-time. Beverlyms Construction Company. Phones, filingand errands Must have car and CAdnv^r^hcense. Non-smokers preferr^

'^llJ^^^l^''::!^''^
to ^o^ 20 hours/

rt.^Ho T^ ^°'*'®y' 9~^ aP<'»"<le for
details and numbers. Work with health

l^l^^^^^ computer coding

SALES positions available in classic
women s sportswear store committed to
customer service, possible management
trainee, apply in person. Phelans's 110
oanta Monica Place

.

SALES-part-time, $5/hr. plus commission
15-20 hrs./wk. Experience preferred. Close
to school. Affordable Portables 110 Gavlev
Ave Westwood ^
SECRETARY/Marketing Representative
needed by a software firm in Van Nuys.
Excellent English, professional disposition
Type 45 wpm. Car required Salary 16-
20K/yr. For appointment call (818)895-
2605.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing liTm
needs part-time students to do clerical
work. Please call 452-9616.

Sr. recreation leader Part-time $6,258-
6.913/hr. requires 2 yrs. of college and 1

yr. experience in recreation, community or
social sen/ices. Apply immediately. City of
Culver City, Recreation Dept 4117
Overland Ave. (213)202-5689

TEACHER, assistants. Palisades todler
program 9-11:30 a.m. M-F schedule can
be split $5/hr call 459-5p54

TELEPHONE sales. Guaranteed salary,
high commission, well established com-
pany, relaxed atmosphere. Call now
9:00^:00,271-4566.

TELEPHONE receptionist, light typing,
clear pleasant phone voice, computer in-
put hrs: Sat. evenings. Sunday days
Sandy 459-8149.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49
LARGE one bedroom, wood paneling
hard-wood floors. $450. 1930 S Bedford
St 477-8968. .

SUNNY beautiful Brentwood 2 bedroom 1

bath apartment. Starting 2/1/86. $875/
month Call Tami 479-0583.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished
smgles and 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator
a/c. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485 Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to
UCLA 2 bedroom. 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,
small, modern building. 11675 Darlington!
open house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-
bedroom apartments Partly-fully furnished
Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parking, security 1831
Whitley. (213)467-9431.

$950 2 bedrm apts. Palms area Uundry
a/c. fireplaces. Brand new Open ii-5 dai-
ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57
IDEAL for UCLA studentsfl Own room in

Westwood townhouse. Rent: $500/month.
Location: Selby avenue (5 minutes walk to
campus) to share with 3 female students.
Washer and dryer. January's rent is paid
— 1/2 month freel! To take over lease until

end of April. Call (213)470^846.

CHILD CARE 90

CHILD care- for Sundays and/or
weeknfghts. Must have experi-
ence/references. 471-4185.

INSURANCE 91

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELR...62
STUDENT. Room/bqard for house/garden
chores. Private room/l>ath. Id^ for study-
ing. Male preferred. Foreign student o.k.

Transportation helpful. Mr. MiHer M-F
(213)852-6802.

APARTMENTS
I FURNISHED 50

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...63

LIGHT housekeeping exchange Westwood
furnished studlb apartment in luxury
building. Call between 6-8 p.m. 474-5521.
ext. 2-0.

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (8l6) aa<M407. (818) 880-4361

.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...TooHigh?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

LEGAL ADVICE 92

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor
11967 Rochester Apt.#3 $425. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.~~^—

^

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom with parking
$725 Walk to campus. 729 Gayley 208-
8798.

LIVE-IN - 10 min from UCLA 2 kids 12-

14. Light housekeeping. Ralph 479-0321
days. 271-3573 evenings, weekends.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

ONE large single $540. Nice building wrth
pool 1-mile to UCLA. 1235 Federal Ave
477-7237.

$565 near Marina attractive 1 bedroom,
pool, parking, laundry. 4132 Grandview
313-1818/391-9888.

,„,^, APARTMENTS
TRANSLATOR Engttsft to Farsl. Madim I TlgrT TPMT<SI-II?T^ gT=^
terminology and Farsi typewriter access

^ ^^ r ^^ tMX iCM-mU ^2
preferred. Variable hours. Salary nego- :

liable. 471-0031.

TYPIST(55 plus wpm)/ light record-keep-
ing, flexible part-time hours for apparel
company. Location-Wilshire/San Vincente
Call (213)651-0894. Immediate opening

TYPIST/secretary. Must type 45-50 wpm
10 hrs/wk 5 PM- 7 PM. Salary negotiable
828-3409.

LARGE private room furnished walk to
UCLA-prefer grad. student.$400/mo
Phone 5-10 pm 479-6679

MALE grad student preferred, responsible,
non-smoker, light kitchen priviliges, near
buses, $325.00. One month security de-
posit required. Available now. (213)836-
1301.

^^

GOOD location. One bedroom in
Westwood. $775/rTK) Singles also. 824-
9925.

VIDEO store rental clerk. Good personali-
ty. No experience necessary. PT/FT.
Venice area. 399-921 1

.

WAITERS wanted for Monday night dinner
at sorority. Please call 208-8285.

WAITER/waitress. full/part-time, speaks
Chinese. Chinese restaurant. SM. Mary
395-9471 after 9 eve. '

WILL pay $5/hr. just to make business
telephone calls. Call days 552-4663/night
306-1114.

VENICE Beach. 1-bedroom. Charm,
privacy, parking, washer/dryer. $675/mo..
lease. Available June 1 . 396-6878.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. Large 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Balcony with
view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 208-3647.

$875 WLA owners unit (like condo) bright,

spacious. 2 plus 2 upper large patio,

private entrance, appliances no pets.
Dagmar 478-0694.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for -^non.
smoker in 2-bedroom/2-baths. Security/
laundry. Courtyard/patio near UCLA. Rose
near Overland. $385. 839-9545.

ROOM for rent. Palms area, near bus
lines. Laundry facilities available $350 plus
deposit 838-0024 .

ROOM in 2-bedroom apartment and share
bath. Male grad. student, responsible.
Non-smoker, light kitchen privileges, near
buses, $325. (213)836-1301.

Specializing in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• permonent visas
• temporary visas
• naturalization

• asylum/refugee
• vlas extensions
• I jbor certification
• employment

auttK>rizations

for appointment
<:all

507-1021
Si Habia Espanol
109 E. Harvard

Gtendcle. CA. 91205

ROOMMATES 65

XEROX Operator, full/parl-time, salary ne-
gotiable. Call 477-1540 or apply 11717 W.
Pico Blvd WLA.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

FEMALE wanted to share apartment next
to campus $230/mo., utilities paid Call
Manager Mike Flood-206-2676.

MALE seeks roommate for large 1-

t>edroom garden apartment. $350/mo., ful-

ly furnished 5 min. to UCLA available Feb.
1. Call Steve evenings (213)473-2478.

ZIONIST Youth Movement needs part-time

leaders. Must have Judaic background.
Paid position More info. Call Hillaiy

(213)653-4771.

10 PEOPLE required for leaflet distribu-

tions full or part-time $4 per hr & bonuses.
Day, evening, weekends. Call now for

immediate work 479-3833 11040 Santa
Monica Blvd.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

BEAUTY salon in Westwood: space
available for t>eautician to rent. Good loca-

tion. free parking. 474-8516/470-8698.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-2111.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)
785-9866.

SUMMER OBIENTATION fSUMMER ORIENTATION
1986 COUNSELOR ^

RECRUITING IS ON
NOW. FOR INFO CALL

2«6-6685 ^

I

INTERNSHIPS 34

EXCELLENT work experience! Intern with

the Bobby Ball Talent Agency/Beverly

Hills. Call (213)852-1357.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35
BABYSITTER needed. Some afternoons,

must drive, 1-year old girl, 10 minutes

UCLA. Call natalie (818)907-9606.

BABYSIT two year old; warm, resonsi-

ble.experienced. English-Mandarin speak-

ing preferred. Susan 478-5209. Leave

message.

MOTHERS helper waijted. 2 children 9-

1 1 . Must drive own car. 874-4730.

OUTGOING, energetic, experienced

babysitter for 18 month old boy Mon.

Wed. Fri. 11-2. some nights, some
weekends, own transportation, must k>ve

children, call Joanna Hall 852-6955.

\ t ,<r . .

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE share 2-bedroom, 2'/i bath, fur-

nished. Pool, laundry, near buses/freeway
WLA, etc. $450/mo includes utilities. Gus
479-5166 (eves & weekends) 479-5166
(days).

GIRL wanted to share t>edroom in 2 txlr.

apt. New bidg. security, parking, spa,

$300/month. Walk to campus. Call 208-

0268 for more info. ^
NEEDED: two non-smoking females to

share bedroom in 2 bedroom 2 bath
Brentwood apartment. Responsit>le $262
plus deposit. 471-4655.
OWN room, bath. Pool, security, parking.

tennis, jacuz/i. $450/mo. Call 410-9182.

WALKING distance to campus. Private

sundeck. one t)edroom. furnished. $365.00
Call Katie. 208-1828.

HOUSE
FOR RENT ,....55

. V
3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-

ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/month
Daytime 473-0126.

$895 Sherman Oaks lovely, contemporary,

dean, 2-bedroom. 20 minutes to UCLA,
ideal for couples. 828-3266 eves.

HOUSE

$12,000 down, private home near Santa

Monica business park. 1-t>edroom. prime

neighborhood. $1 19.500. Wynn 477-7001.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP...62

ROOM A t)oard in exchange for light

housekeeping in Brentwood area near

Sunset & Barrington. 20-25 hrs/week call

820-5151. '

NEEDED to share 2 t>edroom Apt. across
from shuttle stop. Have own room, quiet,
non-smoker. $640/mo. 208-7245. Leave
message.

QUIET, clean. 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
non-smoking female. Share room $300
Anne/Deborah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally
since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or
Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE, female, share large one
bedroom apartment w/two girls. Walk
UCLA 11089 Strathmore. 824-0879/454-
8211

MOVERS 94

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

ROOMMATE wanted: 3 UCLA undergrad
girls need an extra roommate to share an
apartment immediately until end of spring
quarter and possibly summer. $275/mo.
plus utilities. Corner of Kelton and Ophir.
parking available Call Lainie (213)876^
5019.

ZTA Dorm Room and Board now! $290/
mo call Linda 209-5473.

SUBLET 66

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.
(213)683-9100 for more information.

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

ROOM available for rent. Includes own
bath. Male/non-smoker preferred.
$450.00/month. Call for veiwing.
(213)397-3350.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyl Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

TENNIS ^ 80

TENNIS player? Looking for other to play

on evenings and weekends. Call Bryan
275-0609.

PERSONAL
SERVICES 95

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LiNSES

We poltoh ft dMn your hard, Mmi-so(t
ond »o« contoct lentM while you watt
Return your contocti to -'Wee new" cofv
dmon. Feel and see t>etter.

Sl:l23!L ]}}l^f}:!S^ W. 208-3011.
Validated Parking.20% Off With Thto Ad

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

COUNSELING for depression, anxiety and
low self-esteem. Negotiable fee. Contact
Kerima Reed 828-2953.

EDIT your dissertations, theses, term
papers. $15/hr guaranteed high quality,

style & grammar from a professional
editor/writer Ted Brett 452-5966; eves
655-5862.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-
ed author with joumaiitm masters. Dick
208-4353

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. AH
levels, all subjects. Foreign students wel-
come! 11322 Idaho. #206 477-8226 (11-

4PM)

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

tt>esis students and the professkxial. Rate
negotiable Call (213)474-0313.

SUCCESSFUL learning model- Quick
mettxxl for high grades devek)ped at MSU
wt>ere students are consistent 4.0 after

one sesskm. now available. 934-9991 .

TERM papers, reports, editing instructkNi.

Phd in English almost all subjects.
(818)798-8334.
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SERVICES
OFFERED.

SERVICES
96 OFFERED 96

SERVICES . SERVICES
OFFERED.... 96 OFFERED. 96

Tutoring/Editing

By txptritnud PHD Engluh ^&ts$of.

•infbhGmnrm/CompotiOon

•Thtax/DammioM

*Essiyi md Pn)()otils

Cmll Dimnm (818^990-7990

'm EdMmg amd
WHUmg S^rpicm
•ALL aubjecta

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small —

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213)837^^^^

K
r'-r-l IfouCanBe

HOurChjb.
No secret oaths. No initiation

rites. No purchase neces-
sary. Just come in and ask
for your FREE ASUCLA
PHOTO CLUB CARD which
entitles you to discounts on
film and other specials.The
more you use it. the more
specials you're entitled to.

C/^PUS PHOTO STXJDIO
First Floor Kerckhoft Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8^. Sat 10-3 • 206-8433J

Make Your
Organization
Look Good

Graphic Services has been making
UCLA groups and organizations took
good for years with quality multi-color

printed business cards, letterheads,
envelopes, flyers and brochures.

If your organization needs something
typeset and printed, stop by and look at

^ our wide variety of printed samples. Our
professional staff will be happy to answer
any of your questions.

We also have an assortment of step-by=-"
step graphic guides. Just ask for them,
they're FREE.

Coin-Operated
Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy.

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for just

a nickel. And we've got several locations

to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level

(near the elevators) and First floor (near
the information counter), in the North
Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at

Lu Valle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to

the Bombshelter and North Campus.

First Floor

Kerckhoft Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoft Hall

GIV^HIC
(XI U C L D

^
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

FRENCH native would give French lessons
in exchange for elementary Algebra. 473-
3872.

UCLA Student needed to teach math to

student. Please call 858-7369 evenings.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

b

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

Kerckhoft Hall

Kerckhoff Hall v3l^^ HIC
Room 150

Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

(A S U C L

SERMCES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs^ Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

n

^

Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
WUI finish your thesto

dcgandy and economicaUy
21S-SM-«19S

TUTORING
OFFERED > 98

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592

MOULTONS Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/edlting/vvord processing. AN levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr7day. 7daya^eeK. 291-3156.

NEED tutor for 11 -yr old boy. M-F from

3-6pm. Some knowledge of French neces-

sary. Must drive. $6/hr 472-6380

TUTORING
OFFERED 98
CALCUS, statistics, precalculus. alget>ra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$2(Vhr. 828-4029, 826^928.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic througti

I

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.

Engineering, Reading. Gram-
mar, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor wtio knows \\\e subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent the rTKJterial in a variety of

ways. You will also learn the

proper way to study to

achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

A-A ACCURATE 8AM- 10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welconve; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call
noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE (213)450-8719.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.
Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc
390^588

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus MW Sheri 662-0869 .

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

tXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing.
$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

FULL-TIME clerk/typist needed for WLA
Y

law firm. Familiarity viroth court docun>ents
preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat
Johnson 312-4260.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-
tton format. Rush jobs wek^ome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PLEASEIII I type 95wpm-IBM Seiectric will

type anything, anytinte-especially scripts-
Susan 395-2856.

THESIS/DISSERTATION typing- revisions
are faster arnl less expensive if you start
your ist draft on word processing. Simian
Word Processing Service also specializes
in scripts/novels, resumes, form letters
Rick. (213)467-2928.

FOR RENT 101

Refnaerator Rentals
For dorm fraternities

sororrties and co od
Oofionai Sizes

for FREE DELIVERY
call POLAR LEASING
390-8647 anvtinne

We rent color TVs tOQi

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

GUITAR lessons by professkmal teacher,
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available, Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

•Resumes*
•Career Guidance*
•Typing/Editing*
•Lowco«t 'Proven results

* Free Consultation
CaU ACCESS
(213)477-3641

Cotiygfilent WLA Location

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write.you a resume that will get It for you.

Cairthe Resume Connection. (213)478-

3274.

TRAVEL 105

I

•*''

SUPER VALUe fVT FROM LAX TO:

NEW YORK fromS 236
CHICAQO tromS 199

MIAMI tromt239
HAWAII tromS 239
LONt)ON , IromS 499 '

FRANKFURT fmm$ 5«9
PARIS/AMSTEROAM from$ 599
TOKYO tmm$ 579
TAHITI fromS 579
CRUISE, Tdayt fromS 599
SKI EUROPE fromt 999

Chartft, Toun, Cnil»99

RallpM9»9, Car * HofI Am.

CALL 208^4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON 1^2025

HOI^OlULU-$229 R/T;

MAUI-$309 R/T;

LONDOf4^19 R/T;

NEW YORK-$7954 R/T

Sorne student discounts
available. 8OO/AIR-0EAL or

(415) 641-5043. Ask for Bonnie

:

ffe
RT

From

AM$TERDAM.$49$
TAHITI $579
NEW Y0RK..$180
RIO ^759

LONDON $519
AUSTRALIA..$925

4.

* Some Restrictions Apply

Euroil passes

issued on ttie spot

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

CAPRI 1973-Like new. am/fm cassette,
new paint and interior. $1700.00.
(213)773^758 (213)5600122.

DEALER has many reliable low cost
transportation cars. FinarKing available. 15
min. toan approval. 934-9504.

KEYBOARDIST: seeks to join hard rockin',

but intelligent band into Ak:atraz2, UFO/
Msg, Yngwie. Deep Purple, etc. Very
limited practice schedule. Call Pat
(213)209-5368.

MUST Sell, 1985 Red CRX SI. like new,
sunroof. A/C. $9500 obo. (818) 508-9271

.

PORSCHE 91 ISC Targa 1978 - Black,
black leather seats. Alpine stereo with
100W amp. Clifford, bra cover. $19,000/
obo. Call 649-3095.

1966 VW bug $1300. Rons well, \ooks
good. AM/FM cassette, new clutch. 394-
7739

1967 Cadillac Sedan DeVllle Looks and
runs great. Must sell $600.

1967 Dodge Dart. 6<ytinder, 4-door. ter-

rific transportatk>n. rebuilt engine and
transmisston. brakes relined, new front

end bushings- always runsi $750.
(213)275-5802.

1968 VW Bug: $1,800.00, very good condi-
tton; (714) 621-2784. after 6:00 pm.

1970 red. VW BUG great condltton $2000
obo. (213) 454-5869

1970 VW squareback. Good school
transportatk>n car. Good conditkjn, radk).
regular gas. $800. 396-0909.

1970 VW Poptop camper. Westfalia.
equipped. AM/FM cassette, rebuilt engine.
$2200 obo. 474-2109.

1971 Buick La Sabre, new tires, great inte-

rior; must sell. $450 obo. Call Rick
(213)313-1620 eves.

mcgOs daily bruin

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL to. TRAVEL ~^

g M^^.\'.t V -.V- j;, r>6th Annual Spring Break Trip

UCLA WEEK
FLY TO
MAZATLAfM, MEXICO..,.$349 March 31 - April 7
Includes roun(dtrip airfare from LAX, Welcome Cocktails, 7 nights at
hotel by the beach, nightly cocktail parties, dinner, and morel
SKI UTAH ,$279 March 31 - April 6
SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS,
COLORADO ..^...$329 March 30 - April 6
Includes roundtrip transportation via deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and morel

WAIKIKL HAWAII $299- Any Week
Includes roundtrip airfare on WORLD, 6 nights at hotel near
the beach, and morel

DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE
WILD AND EXCITING TRIPSI

•^'i- -pi^ *^

YOUR ON-CAMPUS-———; ^ TRAVEL SERVICE
^Cl 1(^1 MX/ A-Level Ackerman Union

M-F 8:30-6, SAT 11-3

Prices subiect to change without notice limited availabiliry

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION & INDEX
CAU 825-2221

•

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this yent for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified window
(11 2 Kerckhoff)

for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style

that over 20,000
people will see!

AUTOS FOR SALE>.>112

1971 TOYOTA Corolla. 35mpg reg . auto
trans. $1295

, brand new Porsche classic
red. New heads, brakes, tires. 454-3541.

1971 VW camper. Rebuilt engine: new up-
holstery, and paint. 1 owner. $1100 obo

_i213)61 4-5076. (213)695-5008

'Some Rcitrictioni Apply

1972 VW Super Beetle, runs perfectly,

clean, very good condition, orange, must
sell!!! $2400(213)660-7242.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stickshift, new paint, new clutch, louvers,

stereoAape. CB . . . beautifullll 824-0368
Jay.

1974 Honda Civic with stick shift. AM/FM
cassette, rebuilt eng., runs excellent.

$1100 obo. 474-2109.

1974 RED VW new tires, good condition

$1600 479-7302.

1974 260Z silver/black interior am/fm
cassette a/c. great shape $2600 obo.
(213)471-0546 (days) (818) 881-1526
(eves.).

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tires, excellent running condition. Radio.

$1250 obo 452-6646—> ^ 1

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must sell! (213)450-7354,

(213)653-2966.
^

1977 Renault Le Car. Good condition.

$850. 58,000 miles. Call after 6 pm or

weekends. (213)472-7668.

1977 Suburu 5-8peed. Good condition.

New tires. $1200/ hr. Must sell now. Call

652-4957

1977 TOYOTA Celica GT liftback. metalic

brown paint, 5-speed. AM/FM cassette.

wire wheels. louvers, superb condition.
*-$2800. (213)821-7818.

1977 TOYOTA Celica $950 cash.
(213)451-4053.

1978 DODGE Omni. Original owner, am/
fm radio, cassette, air. roof rack, excellent

condition. $3000/obo. (21 3)651 -5230.
"^—

.1978 Mustang, Red. T-roof, V6 4-speed.

AM/FM cassette, A/C, more. $2700/obo.

Jeff 209-5476 afternoon.

1978 PINTO, km milage, new tires, dean.
4-speed. $1600. Nancy days 825-0488.

evenings (213)558-8288.

1979 CHEVY Monza. 68K, beige, 2-dr,

htchbk, 4-8p, stereo/cass, new wfteels,

tires, clutch. $1500 obo, must sell immed.
213/938-6513 msg.

1979 FIAT spider CV. AM-FM cassette,

good conditk}n. runs great, original owner.

$2800 call 939-2632.

1979 Toyota Celica GT 5-speed 64.000

miles, Kenwood stereo, excellent condi-

tion, $3500 obo 453-2109.

1979 280 ZX Datsun, 2 plus 2. loaded,

auto transmission. Exct. condition, AM/FM
stereo, sunroof-nfKX)nroof. $5250 829-3371,

(818)881-4660.

1980 Toyota Corolla. Auto, /V/C. AM/FM
cassette. $2800. (213)478-5460. Call even-

ings.

1980 Volvo DL 4-<kx>r, automatic, air,

AM/FM excellent condiiton. 67,000 miles,

$5500. (213)394-1905.

1981 CUTLASS Supreme. 2-<Joor, a/c,

Alpine stereo/cassette, new tires, 54K
miles. $4,995. Call Robert (213)207-5705.

1981 Mazda QLC custom-L hatchback. 5-

speed, air conditioning, am/fm stereo.

$2500(213)827-7760.

1982 PLYMOUTH Sapporo, same as

Dodge Challenger, Mitsubishi. Auto, air,

k>aded. like new. $4450 obo 818/709-

7992

1982 RABBIT convertible. 17,000 miles,

5-8peed, air, am/fm stereo, excellent con-

dition. $8,000/obo, 681-5567.

1983 GMC Jimmy 4x4 fully kMided, great

conditk>n, 28.000 miles. $9,800 call

473-5071.
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1983 Honda Civic Hatchback. 35 mpg. FM
stereo cassette $4995. Call 822-0856

1985 VW Gulf. 11.800 miles, 2-<loor, stick,

great condition. Must sell; moving to

Hawaii, $7,70000. Call 476-6886

•74. 76 BMW 2002. 5301 auto, sunroof,
stereo, excellent conditk}n. bekm market
Best offer (213)451-4125, leave message
'74 Superbeetle AM/FM stereo, new
upholstry. excellent condition. $1950
(213)641-9371.

"75 Plymouth Valiant. V-8. 318 cu. in., am/
fm cassette. Looks and runs great. $950.
(213)473-7725.

'75 5-speed orange Honda Civic needs
engine work. $400. --

"76 Capri II. 4-speed, AM/FM cassette,
sunroof, very good condrtkm. $1400. Days
825-6585. weekends 257-2217.

'77 Accord hatchback. 5-speed. Very good
condition, a/c. am/fm cassette. New tires.

$1900 obo. (818)980-2103.

'77 Buick Regal. AM/FM. power windows,
runs great, owner moving. Must Sell.

$1350. 838-3029

82 Black Audi 5000 Turbo 23.000M.
Perfect condition Alarm included. $* 0.000
obo. Call 936-8415 Evenings.

82 TOYOTA Corolla 2-door original owner
40.000 miles beige. $3200 397-0321

.

'83 Maz 626 LX. 18 K miles. k>aded. like

new. must sell now. Laurie. 552-0822.
657-2526.

'84 Mustang GT 5.0 convertible, 5 STD,
metallic grey. k>aded, FM/casette. PS/air/
tilt. 3 yr. warryt., great condtion $11,375
obo. (213)55(W)547. *

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE ^^•••v. 114

77 MGB and 84 Honda Accord 4-door LX
both excellent. Eves or weekends
(818)996-2715.

'78 Accord hatchback. 5-speed. Good
condition, A/C, am/fm. $1900 obo.
(818)981-7355.

'78 Celica GT. Sporl and luxury $3000.
Call original owner Bob 825-3580 or 479-
6612.

'78 VW Rabbit, standard. 67.000. good
condition, must sell, moving. $1850 388-

7869. evenings.

'79 Firebird, automatic. A/C. AM/^M
cassette. Great condition, must sell.

(213)392-2497.

YAMAHA Exciter, 185CC. First sold 10/85.
Only 700 miles. Perfect conditk>n Call

after 6 PM. (213)934-9993.

1980 Suzuki GN400X. Krauser bags and
rack. Reliable commuter. Licenced to Nov
$300 837-8205.

1983 HONDA Nighthawk 550. 8300m
$1150 Brian 824-0082.

1983 Kaw. Gpz 550. mint cond. two years
left on warranty $1650 372-1000 eves

1983 YAMAHA- Vision 550 2200M Ex-
cellent condition. Helmet and kx;k. $1500.
Dan 209-6096.

'81 Yamaha XS 400H 1,200 miles 2
helmets, cover, tank bag. Lock. $750 obo.
397-0321.

'79 Mercury Capri. Black, a/c, sunroof,

cassette, low mileage. $3100 Pamela-
202-1521 eves.. 553-4441 days.

'ai RABBIT CONVERTIBLE. BLACK/
CUSTOM GREY UPHOLSTERY. NV
TIRES. MAGS. BRAKES. CLUTCH.
LOADED. $6900 (213) 651-2571.

'81 Subaru 1800DL wagon. 5-speed. 55k
mi. roof rack, am/fm/cass.. xint condition,

great for vacations. $2700. (213)479-0336.

'81 Toyota Corolla, 5 speed, A/C, AM/FM
cassette. 60.000 miles. XInt condition.

$3500. pays: 206-8680. Eves; (805)584-

6553 Manoj.

MOPEDS 119

bLUE/white 1984 Riva-CA-50. $750/obo,
windshield, rear compartment, 1000 miles.

Kathi 265-4027 (nights). Mr. Park 225-1281
(days).

'
'
'™ ^—^^^^^W^—^^^^-^—^^—^.^—^^M^^.^^ T ' ' I—

- BRAND new Tomos Silver Bullet. License,^
lock, 150 miles. Paid $600, sell for $475.
274-1678.

FOR sale: 1985 Honda Iowa Spree- black<

as new- 400 miles.$425.00 with rear

basket incl. Kend-^ll- 824-2677.

125 Riva Yamaha. Excellent condition.

1400 miles, great fun plus conver plus
helmet $995.471-3001. -

1979 BATAVUS moped, must sell to pay
rent. Red. good condition. $150/obo. Ken
208-1344.

No Mse coming to help me now
I've learned my lesson,

anyhow!
Believe me, once I get unposted

From all this paper I have
wasted,

ril fryTrTo other crazy caper,

ril read the Want Ads in

the paper,

And, if I fail to find help there,

That's still no reason to -

despair—
Mom says youve never really tried

Until you've run a Classified!

(^

'^^r^

UCLA DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222
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TROY TICKET SERVICE
TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS

SPORTS • THEATRE • IN CONCERT
KENNY ROGERS

WILLIE NELSON • RUSH • PAT BENATAR
. KISS • AEROSMITH

LAKERS • KINGS

SUPER BOWL - JAN 26
CaMMNG: ROLLMNG STONES

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^^^^.

UKEAPK.
looirnKr
-ARBL^

rr^

With li' the calories of ice flavors. And over 21 different

cream, Pen^iins Place''' toppings. From fn^sh fruit to

FrozenYogurt fills \ou cmnchy gi'anola.

up. But not out

And Penguins
tastes just like

icecream.With

lots of great

fzraRi

I

I

L

Pi-HKiiins l(»ve t<-

travel in pairs. S''

you spring ior tjic

:ir5.t. and we'll trei

\X)U to the second,

^mall. medium
or large.

So pig out at

Penguins.

.'Vnd outfox

e\'eryoi^* ^

.

else.

VERY lOWCAIOME HIQZBI YOGURT
Across from McDonald's in Westwood 208-3338 Expires 7

I

I

days I

f^ut to kct'p

fVriKuin's from
btx oming ;m

cfKlanKt'red

species, only
one coupon per
customer

fref:

LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES •

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points, Pennzoil

Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes, Adjust Timing.

Check Battery & Front End Alignment '

Replace all Shoes and Linings Pack Front '

Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed. In

sped wheel cyls Master Cyl. & Fill System

FRK
VALLlY
10WlN(-

$39.95*

$49.95*

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112(213)275-2865
Al AUTO 7957yar>NuvsBlvd.2y.BlksSo ofRoscoe * MOSt MOClOlSl

i

Hey Joshephina,

How was your vacation? You know I had 1

extra week of vacation to eat fruit cake an(d

See's can(dy. And wow, you can tell! Vm go-

ing to get back into shape by going to the

PHG WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
SERIES starting 3rd week Weds. 1/29,

3:30-5:00 A.U.2410. Plus Tm going to sign

up for a FIT Clinic Appt now!

It's free for all us Bruins.

Do it for the health of it.

Later, Joe Bruin

i

I

.TO UCLA CAMPUS
Better than having a refrigerator on campus.

5 Blocks south of Wilshire on Westwood Boulevard.

Complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments.
Open 6 a.m.-7 Days a Week

APPLES
Red Delicious

Washington
State 39« lb.

COCA COLA
Regular or Diet

U pack yl.Oy
12-02
cans

TOILET TISSUE
Soft 'h Gentle

White 4 Rolls 79

Assfd.
4-02.

CHEESE
Rondele

99« ea.

YOGURT
Alto-dena

8-02.

cartons 490 ea.

ENGLISH MUFFINS
Thomas'

Pkg. of
Six $1.09

uiestuiard hom R RK%
Prices effective January 22 through January 26

WESTWOOD
1515 Westwood BJvd

Open 6 A.M.

to 2 A.M Daily

BRENTWOOD
11737 San Vicente Blvd.

Open6AM
to 2 AM Dally

SHERMAN OAKS
4520 Sepulveda Blvd

Open 7 A.M. to Midnight

Sunday 8 A.M. to Midnight

COLONIAL CORNERS
11666 National Blvd.

Open7AM
to Midnight

MOPEDS ....1 19 BARGAIN BOX 125 FURNITURE 126 stereos/TV's
electronics 131

\

, I

1981 Peugeot- 102 Moped. Low milage.

Runs great. $250 obo. Catt Jane after 6

PM at (818)36<K3862.

1982 HONDA Passport-blue, original

owner, plus Mniet, lock. Solid service

record, pretty. $500. 207-2018.

1983 CA50 red Yamaha scooter. Good
oon&i**on, great campus transportation.

$650 C.OO. 836-1520. must setll

1984 ELITE Scooter majestic red, pop-up

headlight, digital display. Runs great

$1000 O.B.O. Jennifer 477-6559.

1985 HONDA Aero 50 mint condition.

Less than 500 mi. Lock included. Brian

653-5860
.

'81 Honda Passport for sale. $450/otx).

Call 824^)838.

OFF-CAMlPUS
PARKING 120

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a

Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268. 50% off introductory

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyck>pedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
tx>x spring $150. Brass headtx>ard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard 393-2338.

TWO Dodge tires. Like new. Call 825-6373

(day). Or 396-2445 (evenings) for details.

Best offer.

FURNITURE 126

FOR Sale: 2 large refrigerators $17*5 and
$100 obo, dbl/queen rattan headboard

$65. Eves. 213/465-2349.

QET organized executive desk with type-

writer arm $65. Secretary chair $25. 5

drawer legal filing cabinet $75. Ask for

Vicki 473-7900.

MOVING must sell. Full bed including

wicker headt)oard and wicker bedside

table. $250. Millie (213)47^6370.

NEW double bwl. Must sell. $300 obo.

(213)4504794.

WALL unit w/ attached desk, 3 drawers, 4
shelves; fine quality, great condition, price

open 276-5333 call early mornings or late

evenings.

Al rww hotel sets guaranteed

Twin $«t $50 ' iHM s«l $M
QuMn$«t $M Klngt«t $fS
New 5 piece bedroom set.. ^ni
New fU itoe or qu<»en sleeper.„..$1$«

New lofa and kjve seat $1k9
Oak flniih coffee tab(ei 4?
ind ToMet flSLompc...^?

1NfWAIIN0U$l
lf7'S0$0

SUPER 8 sound/no sound camera and
tripod. Leave message for Jamie 871-
8054.

ZENITH. 25 inch. Modern color console
remote. Perfect condition. $175. 306-4339
days. 306-1826 eves.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

HOSSK3NOL 185 'SM Skiis. w/Tyroli« 380
bindings. Qmt condilioni $18S/obo. Can
20»<I673.

COMPUTERS AND
MISCELLANEOUS... 128 TYPEWRITERS 134

ITALIAN made white pumps. Brand r>ew.

Size 9.5. $30. 31 3-29V4 Sherri.

NEW frigidaire washer/dryer, garfie show
price, must sell, retail value. $700. 209-

5399 best offer.

APPLE Imagewriter Printer $250 and 11c
green screen $60. Excellent oonditk>n call

836-2671.
.

APPLE lie w/printer ft 13" Color TV for

sale. Contact Lyie Uverty. 472-5137.

Swimming
Continued from Pa^e 36
ting the top eight, but also in

choosing^ which swimmers will

compete in the primary heats.

Under a normal format,
qualifying heats determine
which swimmers will race in

the primary and secondary
final events. If a swimmer
performs poorly in the
qualifiers, he is dropped into

the secondary heats. X^^^re,

even if the swimmer clocks the

best time of the day he can
only achieve secondary points

for his team.
However, in the Invita-

tional, unlike the normal for-

mat, there will be no quali-

fying heats, thus the coach
will have to choose which
races his swimmers will com-
pete in.

Two years ago, the Bruins
endured the same schedule
without any success. The team
went for Texas. On the first

day they lost a heartbreaker to

SMU by a mere point. In the

two succeeding tournaments
they were clobbered by Texas
and Florida.

The Bruins were in Texas
last month for the U.S. Open,
and placed second amongst an
impressive field. Only top
ranked Florida compiled more
points. UCLA had a half

dozen swimmers score points^
All six achieved personal bests

on their way to scoring for the
Bruins.

The most remarkable swim
was turned in by Olympic
Cold Medalist Tom Jager,
who shattered the world mark
in the 50-meter sprint with a
time of 0:22.4.

Jager's world record swim
was not the only highlight.

Bruin relay teams won their

events and set pool records on
two. of them. Tfie times also

put the UCLA relay teams
among the top ten teams in

the world, bettering many na-
tional team times.

"This team has as much
pride as any of my other
teams," Ballatore said.

That is a mouthful for
Ballatore, who in his seven
seasons at UCLA, has never
had a team finish lower than
6th nationally. Ballatore also

guided the 1982 Bruin squad
to the national title.

.Earl Campbell, then
with the Houston Oilers,

had four games in the 1980

NFL season in which he
gained 200 yards or more.
It was an NFL record.

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT 133

IBM Sel III. Correcting w/acceeeoriet, Ukp
new, $550. Lv. message. 474-0909. -

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. OSDD 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.
Tele. (213)479-0345.

GREAT student typewriter. Smith-Corona
electric $75, ask for Bicki 473-7900.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Special

university price. New w/ warranty. Works
on all Macs $270 Call Rk:hard 8764!556
for demo.

MUST sell: Apple IIC, excellent cor>dltk>n.

2 drives. Image Writer printer, mouaa.
screen, plus software and more. Call BIN.

824-1274 evenings.

SELLING used IBM' electric typewriter.

woricing excellent, $1 10 00, (818)968-2437.

TYPEWRITER: Electronic Olympia
Reporter. \^^ year oM, perfect condWon-
$250. CaN Corine. eveninga. 479-7024.

Welp vwins Pac-10 awaid.

Hatcher, Lewis nominated
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WALNUT CREEK, Calif.

(AP) — Chris Welp, the

Washington Huskies' leading

scorer and rebounder in a

two-game sweep of road
games in Oregon, was named
Pacific- 10 basketball Player of

the Week Monday. He also

won the award for the
previous week.

The 7-foot center from West
Germany scored 45 points,

grabbed 35 rebounds and
blocked seven shots. The
Huskies beat Oregon 61-56

and downed Oregon State

73-72, recording their firstsweep in the Willamette
Valley smce 1972, Washington
assumed the conference leadby improving its record to 5-1

. ^fP *'^ a school record
by blockmg five shots in theOregon game. He scored 18
points in that victory 27
against OSU.

Others nominated for the
Pac-10 award this week wereArizona s Sean Elliott,

UCT A'" m' ^^^*" J°^"^«"'yCLAs Montel Hatcher and
Southern Cal's Tom Lewis.

TNI DAILY BRUIN
WANTS YOU

TO ADVmTISK
•2S-2141 i

FROM DOCTOR WHO
TO THE PRISONER.

FROM ROBIN HOOD TO
THE HITCHHIKER'S

GUIDE.
FOR BRITISH SCIFI AND
FANTASY ENTHUSIASTS

WE ARE... LONDON • LOS ANGELES

Kilgour
Continued from Page 34
to his post as assistant when
Pepperdine won the National

title last year.

"I got into coaching because

it is what I know best," said

Kilgour.

Pepperdine brought in a

new head coach and staff for

the 1986 season and Kilgour
has devoted his time to color

commentary.
"I've always talked too

much and now I'm getting

paid for^tr^-joked Kilgour.

Back in 1984 when the
UCLA Hall of Fame was
started, 25 charter members
were chosen and only one was
a volleyball player. "It's so
special to be aiong side people
like Kareem and Walton,"
said Kilgour. He added, "It's

an honor I could never com-
pare to anything."

Scates said the induction
was, "an outstanding choice."

Eight years ago, as both a
tribute and a fundraiser for

Kilgour, the annual UCLA-USC matchup has been
renamed the Kilgour Cup in
his honor.
Of the match, Scates said.

Its a way of getting some
tunds together for a great per-
son."

"It's (Kilgour Cup) been a
real help to me," said KUgour.
"I just want to thank Al
Scates, (use coach) Bob
Yoder, and all of the people
that make it happen."

Because of his play, acci-
;nt, coaching and announc^

ing, many people have grown
to know Kirk Kilgour's name
over the years. Just like in his
playing days, Kilgour still does
not overvalue fame or public
recognition.

In his prime, Kilgour was
asked if he worried that the
public might not know that he
was the nation's top player.
He said simply, "I knew how
good I was and I was
recognized by my peers.
That's all that matters."
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Sports Editor

Rick Alexander
Staff Writers Contributors

Scott Alberts Greg Bolin

Nye Hospedales Kevin Lynch
Assistant Sports Editors Steve Kaufhold Shaun A. Sanders
Rick Schwartz Mike Preston Shannon Stryker
Andrea Tetrick Amy Stroud Bob Brunwin
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"We believe the children are our
future. Teach them well, and let
them lead the way.

"

~

Come and see what is planned for
Winter quarter.

Orientations

Wednesday, January 22, 1986
Ackerman 3516

1 1 :00 AM - 1 :00 PM

Thursday, January 23, 1986
Ackerman 3516

1 1 :00 AM - 1 :00 PM

v,^

I

First General Meeting

Wednesday, January 22, 1986
Ackerman 2408
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AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
v.(;ilege student program ^o
sharply lower your present ^

rates Faculty and others may
also benefit Call us in '

Westwood: 208-3548

1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

opy
Compl«tt Copying, Printing A

Binding AvaiUibl«

Quality Xarox 9900

^ _ _ NO MINIMUM

'Mtl^ 1
^ For Students/ v9*r ond Faculty

fm / C with 1 D

11752 Wilshire 1646 Westwood Bivd

4/« 11J1 4/U Mn
ihi R.HDh s tj irK.nq ;uti ..K'OSS 1'., " LiiCKrf s

Patriots' veteran to '

finish career in style

KIBBUTZ CONFERENCE
WHEN: Sunday January 26, 1986, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Breakfast &.Lunch included. $5 dbnation requested _
WHO: Opien to all people interested in exploring KIBBUTZ

WHERE: Temple Isaiah 10345 West Pico Blvd. L.A. (opposite Rancho Park)

^ PROGRAM: Speakers, workshops, movies.

Professor Amia Lieblich,
Chair of Psychology Dept, Hebrew University, World-Famous
Author of Kibbutz Makom "KibbutzrA Story of Continuous

Change'' ,.,^^

Professor Zvi Gal,
Archaeology Dept. Haifa University "Biblical Communities:

The Forerunners of Kibbutz?''

By Howard Uiman
AP Sports Writer

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Julius Adams says his team-

mates want him to come back.

Even some members of the

New England Patriots' board

of directors have asked him to

reconsider his plans to retire.

The oldest defensive
lineman in the National Foot-

ball League isn't listening. He
wanted to make his own deci-

sion to leave the game one
season after his former coach

almost made it for him.

"I definitely can play a

couple of more years, but I'm

healthy and I wanted to retire

healthy," Adams said Tu«»-

day.

On Sunday, three months
before his 38th birthday, he is

expected to start his last game
at defensive end for the
Patriots in the Siiper Bowl
against the Chicago Bears.

"During the last three years,

I thought rd never get there,"

said Adams, **until Coach
(Raymond) Berry came in.

"I knew what type of coach
he was from when he was an
assistant with us J)efQre„ and

KIBBU

for more Information

KIBBUTZ ALIYAH DESK
6505 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 516

Los Angeles, CA 90048
Tel. (213)655-7081

>lDyah
CENTER

when he came back I said,

*We still might have a
chance,' " he added. "The
man appreciates the things
ybu do. He doesn't worry
about whether something is

going to make him look
good." —
Adams found out quickly

last season what Berry's
predecessor, Ron Meyer,
planned for him. His playing
time would be cut. He worked

last season primarily on pass-

ing downs.
"When I ^ot into training

camp, things weren't going
the way I thought they would
be," said the 15-year veteran.

"It was a bitter taste. I told a
bunch of guys on the team I

wouldn't come back, but
when he (Meyer) was fired I

decided to finish my contract.

"If the same coaching staff

iiad been here (this season),

we wouldn't have made it" to

the Super Bowl, Adams add-
ed.

He recalled the day Meyer,
who was fired eight ganaes in-

to the 1984 season, told him
he had lost a half-step. He
said he didn't respond then,
but asks now, "What is a
half-step?"

He said he resented the
criticism because Meyer never
had coached on the profes-

sional level before joining the
Patriots in 1982, two seasons
after Adams' only Pro Bowl
appearance.

"I felt this coach who said I

couldn't play anyipore didn't

know how to play football,"

Adams said. "He felt I was a
threat to him becanw I know
my jobT"^ ~ ' -

...

~

Adams also knew his job
didn't end when he left the
football field. He is a locker
room joker who is admired by
his teammates.

"It definitely would have
hurt us this year" if Adams
had retired after last season,
said running back Tony Col-
lins. "Julius is like a father, a
brother, a friend, all that roll-

ed up into one."

JuniorsirSeniors&Gi • tk

GIVEVOURSOF
SOME CREDIT!

Bird of same feather
flying high in Indiana

.«--

r^.i

• Just bring a copy of

your school LD.
• No cosigner required

APPLYNOW Oil CAMPUS!

Date: Every Wednesday, Friday, Monday
Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm

> V

Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union
825-1211

CITIBANKS

'\
.
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By Joyce A. Venezia
Associated Press Writer

FRENCH LICK, Ind. (AP)
— In typical Larry Bird fash-
ion, the ball was rushed into
one corner, flung almost
without a glance across court
to a waiting teammate and
deposited into the baskets

The crowd roared. An ex-
uberant fan yelled out, "Way
to go, Larry." The player
grimaced.

He is Eddie Bird, the 19-

year-old brother of the Boston
Celtics' superstar.

Eddie looks like Larry. At a
lanky 6-6, he's three inches
shorter than his brother, but
he has the familiar curly,
blond hair and country-boy
face. He carries the ball like
Larry. Even his high school
coach, Gary Holland,
sometimes slips and calls him
Larry.-

"I'm not Larry," says Ed-
die, the leading scorer on the
Springs Valley High School
team at 22 points a game. "I
just try to go ou^ there and be
myself,"

Eddie is used to living in
Larry's shadow and the in-

evitable comparisons. But
there's no resentment.

"I go to see him in Boston
at least once a year," he says
of Larry, two-time Most
Valuable Player in the Na-
tional Basketball Association.

Eddie also listens to Larry's

advice, particularly now,
when he is considering his

choice of a college. The
"1

youngest Bird, a senior at Spr-

ings Valley, says he hopes to

visit Boston College, where he
could be close to Larry. Eddie
might remain close to home at

some college such as the Uni-
versity of Evansville.

"Evansville has been to two
or three of our ball games
already, " Eddie says. "The
reason I'd go there is because
Larry told me their coach
(Jim Crews) is excellent. Larry
said that coach would
definitely tell me the truth
about my game."

Larry went to Indiana
State.

Advice is given and taken
freely, but how often do Ed-
die and Larry get together on
the court?

"To tell the truth, we
played just a little bit last

summer," Eddie says. "We
had to mow the lawn and
things like that."

Eddie's mother, Georgia
Bird, attends every one of Ed-
die's games. Last week, when
the Celtics were playing the
Pacers in Indianapolis, ^bout
80 miles northeast of the Bird
home in French Lipk, she
stayed to watch Eddie
"because everybody else was
going to see Larry. Larry
understands."

-•«ii»«
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Dora Dome (44) was taken out of the starting lineup against
Long Beach because of what UCLA coach Billie Moore
described as a tendency to pick up early fouls.

Women's basketball

Continued from Page 36 ' '

"In. the first half L thought
they played extremely well,"
said Brown. "I was really em-
barassed for a minute (over
UCLA's close play).

"Our coach was warning us
about UCLA coming out and
beating our tail and that's
what they practically did in
the first half but I think in the
second half we pulled together
and we did what we had to
do to win."
The Bruins were down by

as much as 28 points in the se-
cond half and continued to
turn over the ball with some
sloppy passes. Again, these
mistakes were often turned in-
to Long Beach points.
The only bright spot for the

Bruins was the play of Jaime
Brown, who started, in place
of Dora Dome, to score 18
points.

The decision to i^art Brown
was made because Dome was
reaching" too much and pick-

ing up too many early fouls,
according to Moore. Coach
Moore thought that if she
could bring Dome in later in
the first half, she could still
nave the sophomore forward
around for the critical periods
01 the game, particularly in
the second half. But last night
Uome could not do anything
to change the coutcome of the
game.

"We missed alot of easy
jnots," said Moore. "That has
oeen something that has

plagued us all year.

"Our defense has kept us in

the ball game all year and we
have struggled on the offensive

end. We can't seem to get a

player or two that wants to

really be assertive I started

Jaime Brown for the reason

that she had exhibited just

that.

"I thought she was the one

that carried us early."

Anne Dean, the Bruins'

leading scorer, was held

scoreless in the second half

and ended up with just six

points in the game.
"I don't think they held

Anne to six points," com-

mented Moore. "I think Anne
held herself to six. We need

Anne to supply some offense.

We need tha\|rom^ora and

from Shari, too.

-"When we get that, there's

no question (about the out-

come). When we don't we
have to struggle.

"We needed some poise and

leadership from our up-

perclassmen and it's not like

they didn't want to show

some, it just didn't happen

tonight."

"I have a feeling that we

are going to kill Stanford,"

said UCLA's Brown looking

ahead to the team's road game

this weekend. **People are

pretty upset about these

losses."

Probably not as upset as

Moore has been watching her

once promising team endure

three straight losses, two of

them in Pac-West conference

play.
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alSttaJAeZSEAtPAC?SSSJ? UJF? JAF? JWQ?gANg»

Find out what's really going on!
JSU REORIENTATION:

WEDNESDAY JAN. 22, 1986 5:30 PM
LU VALLE BOARDROOM _^

OUR AGENDA - YOUR CONCERNS!
For information call the JSU office 825-8533 or call Debby at Hillel 208-3081

Sponsored by the Jewish Student Union

^

All the Help You Need
to Score High on

Crucial GraduateExams
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HBJ Study Guides are Your Key to

Success On Major Exams
• full-length practice exams
• detailed explanations of answers
• step-by-step test-taking strategies

• scoring charts

Test Preparation Guides Available for:

• GRE • MCAT • LSAT • NTE • NCLEX-PN
• GMAT • MAT • CLEP__e TOEFL • NCLEX-RN
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We Better Get
Him to a Dentist

Quick!

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
• TOOTH BONDING ^r^ fx^^r^^
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas .^/0"U. OJ
• Stereo Headphone (bring your own tape)
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome.
• Please mention this ad

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate) *^

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Don't Clown
Around

Advertise

in the

Daily

Bruin

Canorfe
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SLR
Camera

TCai»o»=SS<camera ever', 'i^f^ys and
.

ca^eraever' - -;3,„d
autornation lu^^%,n,loa()mg

«*-SstiSore-

BODY ONL.^

v(/50mm tiS^ens

^,28.70ToWna zoom
Lens-

Si 47

$218

1025 We»t«ood
mvd.

One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Moo -Fri. »•«-"»•
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
The Division of Honors invites all artists

and performers to audition for Arts Night,
March 1 1 , 1986. This annual event is your
opportunity to display your talents in the
visual or performing arts. All UCLA
students are welcome.

Exhibit: art, sculpture, photos,
graphics.

Perform: music, dance,
theatre, comedy.

Auditions will be held
Tuesday and Wednes-
day of the 4th and 5th

weeks of Winter Quarter
from 4 to 6 p.m. (location

to be announced).

For more information
and applications contact
the Honors Commons,
372 Kinsey, 825-8607

-r

Neiman original unveiled at

W( i I I
'^ center ceremony

An original oil painting of

legendary basketball coach
John Wooden was unveiled

during a reception at UCLA's
John Wooden Recreation and
Sports Center, where the
painting is now on permanent
display.

"Coach Wooden" is the
jvork of LeRoy Nieiman, a

celebrated sports artist.

Neiman has received notoriety

for the limited-edition paint-

ings of sporting events in con-

nection with the last two
Olympic games.
Among those present for the

unveiling ceremony were
Neiman and the painting's

donors, Lee and Barbara
Wenzel, Wells and Joy Wohl-
wend, and their families.

Wenzel is a former UC
Regent and former president

of the UCLA Alumni Associa-

tion. Both Wenzel and Wohl-
wend are members of the
UCLA Foundation board of

trustees, with Wohlwend serv-

ing as the Foundation's legal

counsel. Both men are UCLA
graduates.

John Wooden was unable to
attend the event, but was rep-
resented by his daughter Nan
Wooden.

The Neiman painting shows
Coach Wooden in his element
actively coaching student
basketball players. _^
Under Wooden, who is now

retired, UCLA won an un-
precedented 10 National Col-
legiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) championships. In-
cluding seven consecutively.
Included in this string of suc-
cesses were two of 3ie most
amazing winning streaks in all

of sports history: 38 straight
NCAA tournament victories,

and 88 straight regular-season
wins.

Organizing the unveiling
reception was Rick Purdy,
who directed the Wooden
Center fund-raising campaign
and currently serves ^ UCLA
associate director of athletics.

Tennis
Continued from Page 35

.

to beat Paul Landry 6-4, 6^3!

As for Pearce, well, it was
not a typical Pearce day. The^
No. 1 Bruin struggled with
Bob Zoller, the first set going
into a tiebreaker before Brad
pulled it out.

Pearce seemed to be hitting
his volley a bit long and his

groundstrokes short— as in in-

to the net. His serve looked
fine when it came in but even
that was not typical Pearce.

As for Dan Nahirny, Tim
Trigueiro and Patrick
Galbraith, No.'s 4, 5, and 6
respectively, initiation into
college tennis came with a few
worries and a lot of smiles.
Nahirny took a first-set
tiebreaker against Tom
Salomon, but waltzed in the
second set 6-2.

Trigueiro cruised in the first

set but dropped the second to
Dale Minney. In fact, Minney
nailed ^Trigueiro 6-2, and
seemed to have all the
momentum ^oing into the

third.

But to the freshman's credit,

M^ilQ turnftri thiTrig
around, using his big serve
and deep volleys to attain his

first victory.

The surprise of the day was
not only seeing Galbraith in

the lineup, but watching him
handily defeat his opponent,
Hal Sweasey, 6-1, 6-3.
Galbraith was inserted at No.
6 because Bassett has been
impressed with his hard work
in practice.

MATCH RESULTS:
SINGLES: Brad Pearce d. Bob
Zoller 7-6, 6-4. Mijce Kures d.

Paul Landry 6-4, 6^. Brett

Greenwood d. Todd West 6-2,

6-2. Dan Nahirny d. Tom
Salomon 7-6, 6-2. Tim
Trigueiro d. Dale Minney 6-3,

2-6, 6-2. Patrick Galbraith d.

Hal Sweasey 6-1, 6-3. DOU-
BLES: Nahirny-Trigueiro d.

Zoller-Landry 6-4, 6-4.
Pearce-Ken Diller d. West-
Salomon 6-1, 6-4. Kures-
Galbraith d. Sweasey-Jim
Rakela 7-6, 6-2.

Kilgour

Continued from Page 36
as they compiled a 53-2 record
and never lost a match at
Pauley Pavilion during the
two-year span.

Beyond his physical talents,
Kilgour was also known for
his mental toughness. "I never
had to drive Kirk, he wanted
to be the best," said Scates.

Kilgour attributes a lot of
the Bruins' success to Scates
who he calls, "Probably the
best match-coach in the game
of volleyball."

"Winning the first NCAA
championship at Pauley
Pavilion was special," said
Kilgour. He also recalls the
fun he had while a member of
Phi Psi fraternity at UCLA.

After his time at UCLA,
Kilgour remained very active
in the game continuing to play
on a number of National
teams. However, as Scates
remembers the teams were not
well organized and not very
successful against the top in-
ternational competition.

"There was no real ongoing
program and sometimes we
would get teams together the

week before an international

match," said Scates.

The United States did not

qualify for the 1976 Summer
Games at Montreal and
Kilgour kept busy by playing
in the highly-competitive
Italian Club program. At the

same time, he was helping to

coach the Italian National
team

.

During a practice session,

the net broke and Kilgour and
some of the other players were
doing agility drills with a spr-

ingboard and vault. Kilgour
fell on his back and was para-

lyzed. He said of the freak ac-

cident, "I just hit wrong."
"He was still improving at

the time of his accident,"
Scates said of his All-America
player.

For the past eight years,

Kilgour has coached in various

capacities at Pepperdine Uni-

versity. First as an assistant

under Marv Dunphy and then

as the head man, Kilgour
helped Pepperdine stay right

near the top of the collegiate

game.
After Dunphy returned as

head coach, Kilgour returned

Continued on Page 31
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Bruins open 1986 with 9-0 win over Cai Poly SLO
Three freshmen triumph in

their first varsity matches

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

Early Tuesday afternoon,

on the courts of the L.A. Ten-

nis Center, UCLA hosted

Division H Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo. The Bruins weren't

very gracious however, sen-

ding the Mustangs home vic-

tims of a 9-0 opening day

shutout.

Sounds impressive as ever.

UCLA lost only one set all

day, that coming at No. 5

singles. But it took a while be-"

fore the match finally ended

as a typical Bruin effort.

"Fair" was how coach

Glenn Bassett described his

399th victory as the man in

can remember, the team
opened the season with a
freshman combo at No. 1

doubles.

But the rookies came
through and senior Mike
Kures, the elder statesman,
had only good things to say
about the team's newcomers.

"It's going to take time with
the freshmen, but they were
all ranked real high in the
juniors. It should be a promis-
ing year, there's really a lot of
depth here."

That there is. Bassett has
not been able to settle on a
starting lineup as of yet, as

, seven or eight players are cur-
rently battling for the playing
spots.

Watch for tomorrow's 1986 Pac-10 season preview, featur

ing coach Glenn Bassett's Bruins.

charge at UCLA. "W.e have

got to play better."

Bruin fans will have to do

something this year that they

are not accustomed to doing,

being patient. Thfi mncentrationr

^ f_

For the tx)p two, Brad
Pearce and Kures, it was not a

case of fighting for a posi-

tion— they have theirs
secured. The problem was

singles lineup against the

Mustangs consisted of a

sophomore, a senior, a junior

and three freshmen, in that

order. And for the first time

anyone around UCLA tennis

"I was up 5-1 in one set,

then lost three straight
games," said Kures. "My con-

centration was nonexistent."

Knres had enough, however.
Continued on Page 34

Sophomore Brad Pearce, playing

beating Bob Zoller of Cal Poly San

BEN TONG/Oat«v Bruin

No. 1 singles, won his first match of the year Tuesday,
Luis Obispo 7-6, 64.

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every wp^kSal
Sun, Weekniqhts. Inexpt'nsive.

Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S M.. Culvf r City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm Special

Perm, Cut, Style $45

Cut Special

Cut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary & Gloria

1061 Gayley 208-9681
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Tastes better than
ice creann

AU. NATURAL FROZEN YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Wcstwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires January 27, 1986 • limit one per customer
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WeVe turned
a £adintoa
decade of

eating*

TIcn years 8gc">, \vc opcn-
^vl our first restnumnt in the

StHithlnnd! And we based
I' on a very simple idea, that

lualthv f(xid can also he
^^lelkious.

T(>day, other restaurants

are ct>mit^jj around to our way
*^f thinking.

But no one can mateh
our healthv menu, with its

f

Marina Del Rv\ ^: V I iik..|.. BIvJ

WocuxhhI Annex IOSWki\Kirii Am

sumptuous ihicken and fresh

fish entrees.

So the next time vou re

Kniking for a restaurant, forget

the fads. Come to the (nxxi

E.'Kth, and savor a classic.

the
earth

Restaurant and Bakery
qood^ Restaur

tncino i::i:\.ni.ir.iMKJ

Wm>dlandHill»:^<". NK<IIv.II...kI I>

Northridge 1>»SK^ N.-rJhoM N
(SIS) 'I'M.; 'iV^ •

THE

UCLA BAND
PROGRAM

ANNOUNCES OPENINGS IN

WIND ENSEMBLE (Mwaspm)

AMD

SYMPHONIC BAND (Tsspm)
\

IF YOG PLAY AM INSTRGMEMT (BRASS, WOODWIND,
PERCaSSIOM) CONTACT THE UCLA BAND OFFICE FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

2438 SCHOENBERG HALL
825-3835

TRY IT - YOU'LL LIKE IT!
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A sports Rkk Alexander. Sports Editor

Rkk Schwartz. Assistant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick. Assistant Sports Editor

News: Artificial "star"
created by laser blast at

Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory.

See page 3.
'

Viewpoint: One reader
decries ongoing hate
and violence in the
modern world.

See page 1 9.

Review: High-flying
Iron Eagle gets its wings
clipped and takes a big
dive.

See page 23.
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Volleyball standout Kirk Kilgour continues
Hall of Famer has had to
overcome personal tragedy

.' i

';/'

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

Listening to Kirk Kilgour
tell it, volleyball has always
been fun and games.
Growing up on the sands of

nearby Manhattan Beach,
Kilgour used his natural talent
and hard work to make the
transition from a varsity high
school basketball player who
enjoyed beach volleyball into
one of the legends of the in-
door game.

Kilgour spent two All-
America years at UCLA and
led the Bruins to their first

two NCAA crowns in 1970
and 71. In 1976, while train-
ing with the Italian National
team, Kilgour suffered a bad
fall during an agility drill that
severed his spinal cord and left

him a quadriplegic.
In the years since, Kilgour

has kept in dose touch witH=
the game he loves as a coach
and as a color commentator.

Attending Mira Costa High
School, Kilgour described
himself as **a surfer-beach
kid." In his spare time he lik-

ed playing two-man beach
volleyball but while at school
he devoted himself to basket-
ball.

As a three-year varsity
player, Kilgour was recruited
by about 50 schools but decid-
ed to stay with volleyball for a
couple of reasons.

For one, the fun-loving
Kilgour remembered, "All the
good volleyball players got the
girls."

Secondly, and more on the
serious side, he said, "I felt

volleyball was a better avenue
to the Olympics."

Left with the decision of
where to continue his career
at the college level after a
couple years of junior college,
Kilgour was leaning towards
UC Santa Barbara or UC San
Diego which he felt had rep-

utations as havens for "beach
kids."

During his days of playing
on the beaches, Kilgour had
played against and met UCLA
coach Al Scates and when it

came time to recruit, Scates
was convinced of the player's
talent.

"It took about two minutes
of watching Kirk for me to
know I wanted him at
UCLA," said the Bruin coach.

Scates described Kilgour's
play and presence on the
beach, "With his height (6-4)
and his great vertical leap, he
was truly impressive.

"

Once at UCLA, Kilgour
worked to adapt his talents to .

the indoor game. At the time,
a number of the best
volleyball players had started
out as basketball players and
Scates himself had coached
one of the best in Bruin Keith
^^rickson who played both
sports at UCLA.

Before long, the gym was
like the beach and Kilgour
was intimidating opponents.
Scates said that before a
match both teams would prac-
tice on the court simultaneous-
ly and that usually meant an
advantage for the Bruins.
"The opponents used to stop

and watch Kirk warm-up,"
said Scates. He added, "Many
times I had the feeling that
teams were beat just watchkig
him warm-up."
What Kilgour showed teams

before the match however was
just a preview of what was to
come. Because of his many
talents, including strong jump-
ing abilty and his defense,
Kilgour was used at a number
of positions.
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"I tried to take advantage
of all of his talents," said
Scates.

With Kilgour spiking and
Scates coaching the Bruins
were almost impossible to beat

Continued on Page 34
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TODD CHENEY

Woodsy Owl visited the Community Service Commisi^n recruiting drive at the Ar-

chitecture Quad on Wednesday. o^

Rabbi Abner Weiss denounces
idea that Zionism equals racism

^^^^^^By Michael Ashcraft

Former UCLA two-time All-America Kirk Kilgour led the Bruins to their first NCAA volleyball
titles in 1970 and 71.

-r

continues
Hoopsters don't do little things in 79-56 loss

By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

In what is already a long
season for the UCLA
women's basketball team
was made a little longer
with a 79-56 thrashing at

the hands of Cal State Long
Beach Tuesday night.

Before a crowd of 1,314
the seventh-ranked 49ers
raised their record to 12-2

while lowering the Bruins*

mark to 8-10 for the season.

*'One of the things I

think I was disappointed in

was I didn't think we
showed the poise that I had
anticipated we would
show," said UCLA coach
Billie Moore after the
game.

For the first few minutes.

Long Beach helped the
Bruins' cause by being its

own worst enemy. With
numerous trips up and
down the floor, the Niners
continually threw away
passes and missed some easy
layups, shooting just 46
percent from the field.

The Bruins kept it close

for the first 10 minutes but
were having trouble with
Long Beach's press defense
and shot only 26 percent
from the field in the first

half.

"At the 10 minute mark I

thought we made a couple
of crucial turnovers and, it

was not so much I want to

give them credit, it was not
so much what they did
defensively, we just broke
down- fundamentally," said
Moore.

After Long Beach took a
timeout, the Niners came
out and reeled off nine

unanswered points and
went into intermission
leading by 17 points, 38-21.
"The little things we

spent so much time on, we
weren't doing," safd Moore.
"Bringing the ball over our
head, taking up the dribble
and not cutting to the
ball— little things like that.

"It seemed like at that
one stretch we decided to
quit doing all those things
and, much to the credit of
a team like Long Beach
that's very explpsive, they
took advantage of it/'

The second half could
have been called "The Cin-
dy Brown Show." The 6-2
junior pumped in 12 second
half points to finish with 20
for the game, along with
numerous blocked shots.

Continued on Page 33

Swimmers face tough
competition in Texas
By Kevin Lynch

On Wednesday the UCLA
Men's Swim Team embarks on
a dizzying schedule which will
consist of three meets in two
cities over a span of three
days. It will not be easy, but
then again, when have coach
Ron Ballatore and his swim
teams ever backed down from
a challenge?

The only thing tougher than
the harsh schedule will be the
competition. The Bruins will
battle the nation's top swimm-
ing powerhouses on its trip to
Texas. Puffball State was not
invited.

Preseason polls rank the
Bruins 5th in the nation, a
notch above their 6th place
finish in the NCAAs last year.
On Wednesday morning the

team will fly to Dallas and
then get their feet wet against
a very tough sixth-ranked
Southern Methodist University
squad.

On Thursday the team will
fly across a portion of the vast
Lone Star State to Austin,
Texas, where top-ranked Uni-
versity of Florida and fourth-
ranked University of Texas
await the Bruins.

After a full afternoon of
competition which will
showcase some of the nation's
top swimming talent, the
Bruins will pack their bags
and return to Dallas for the
Dallas Morning News Invita-
tional at SMU. Texas, Florida,
UCLA and SMU will all be
present during the two-day
event.

Competition for the Invita-
tional will consist of a select

few from the top schools. On-
ly eight racers will be sum-
moned to compete from each
team. Each can participate in

a maximum of three events.
Ballatore will need to keep

his hand firmly placed on the
team s pulse, not only in selec-

Contiimed on Page 30

Although Israel trades with
the South African apartheid
government, Zionists are not
racist. Rabbi Abner Weiss
claimed.

"I have come because un-
thinkingly liberal opinion, and
that often means campus opi-

nion, has swallowed a pro-

paganda slogan which brands
Israel as racist and therefore

blows out of all proportion its

reli^tionships with South
Africa," Weiss said Wednes-
day to about 70 people
crowded into Ackerman 3564.

In establishing himself as

opposed to apartheid, Weiss
claimed to have spoken at

campuses in South Africa
against the government's prac-

tices when "a whole country
quaked in its boots at the

thought of the secret police."

Weiss said he "detested"

apartheid. "I fought against it

with every fiber of my being."

Because of his actions
against the government, it

became dangerous for Weiss
to live in South Africa, he
said.

"They told me I was cor-

rupting the youth, and
everything I had ever said was
on record," he said. "There's

one thing worse than suspec-

ting that you are being watch-

nd and that is knowing you're

being watched."
But he wasn't a "lone voice

in the wilderness** in opposing

apartheid, he said. The Jewish

community was particularily

vocal about their concern over

civil rights, he claimed.

The South African Jewish
Board of Deputies, although
avoiding the issue for "far too
long," Weiss said, denounced
apartheid as "an abomination"
and called for the Jewish
community to aid in the
"dismantling" of apartheid.

Weiss, a self claimed
Zionist, said that Zionism does
not support apartheid.

Yosef I. Abramowitz, of the
B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-
tions, defines Zionism as

"simply the national liberation

movement of the Jewish peo-
ple." ^

Weiss said he felt ''tfiat

there was no contradiction be-

tween a strong anti-apartheid

posture on the one hand and a
passionate Zionist posture on
the other." Although there

may be differences, he said he
was both j^ZibnLst and opposed
to apartheid.

Zionism and opposijtion to

apartheid stemmed from
similar circumstances, he said.

"Zionism was a reaction to

racism and to anti-semitism,"

he said. The establishment of

the nation of Israel was an ac-

tion justified by the depriva-

tion of rights of Jews, he add-

ed.

Israel's Declaration of In-

dependence "bans" race
discrimination and promotes
equality of race, religion,

creed and sex, he said.

But Israel is not wholly
without discrimination, admit-

ted Weiss. There are "fringe

groups" that are racist, but

they are not the norm, he

said.

During the Ethiopian fam-
ine, he said, Israel was the on-

ly nation in the world that

welcomed "black Ethiopians,"

regardless of religion, and in-

corporated them into their

population.

Please see WEISS, Page 13

Sports: A preview of

the basketball team's
road trip to the Bay
area.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Partly cloudy. r-^^t.^^
High: 66, low: 53. / /^\
(bept. ofAtmos- ^>,-^

pheric Sciences forecast)

^Thursday. January 23, 1986

Liability reform initiative

qualifies for June ballot^

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent '

SACRAMENTO '— The~"deep pdckets" reform initiative,

which would overhaul the state's existing liability law, has qual-

ified for the June 3 primary ballot, according to Secretary of
State March Fong Eu.

Initiative backers have obtained signatures from 462,071
registered California voters, making it the only initiative to

qualify for the June ballot. "This figure is far in excess of the

393,835 signatures needed to place the measure on the ballot,"

Eu said.

Supporters of the reform measure contend that the current

"deep pockets" rule has contributed to skyrocketing insurance
premiums 'for state agencies and businesses. They claim it has
caused some businesses to close and 34 municipalities to go
without insurance, including the cities of Berkeley and
Sacramento.

Existing law states that one party can be held liable for all

the damages resulting from a personal injury, even if that party
ns only partially at fault; —

-

Individual defendants often cannot pay the large court judg-

ments handed down from personal injury suits. State agencies
and big businesses have' subsequently had to dig into their so-

called "deep pockets" to pay these amounts, though both they"

and the individual share the fault. m^
The initiative would limit each defendant's responsibility to

pay damages in direct proportion to that defendant's percentage
of fault. It would apply only to non-economic damages such as

pain and suffering and injury to reputation.

The initiative would not change current "deep pocket" provi-

sions regarding actual economic damages such as medical ex-

penses, earning loss and loss of employment.

Supporters of the initiative, including the California
Chamber of Commerce, County Supervisors Association of
California, California Manufacturers Association, the California
School Boards Association and the California Medical Associa-
tion say that businesses are having a difficult time obtaining
liability insurance. They say that annual premiums hkve
jumped from 50 percent to 1,000 percent.

"We feel that a party should only be liable for their percen-
tage of fault. No more, no less," said Chamber of Commerce
spokeswoman Cynthia Suzuki.

Supporters say there is little likelihood that insurance
premium rates will drop dramatically, even if the measure is

passed by voters in June.
Opponents of the initiative, including the California Trial

Please see INITIATIVE, Page 12

UCLA's Best?

\

HYUNGWON KANG/CMtly Brum

"The Best of UCLA" - Senior Elena Prietto looks through the Dally Bruin
Photography Exhibit In Kerckhoff Gallery.^ Exhibit Is open to students and the public

from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. dally until January 31
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I^HHm^jpi Because unhealthy

^LB#%9B« promises can hurt your

body. And kill your confidence.

Listen, we know what you're goinj^ through.

We've been through it ourselves. You're hungry

for a safe diet plan you can trust. And new diets

— any new diets— are tempting.

We've spent the last 20 years looking for an

answer. We've developed a hospital-proven,

medically-supervised program of total health.

The Weigh 'l^ Live System.

It's as individual as your weight problem and

it's deyjj^nt^d to work in co-operation with yo

To attend a free orientation session calH
'-

Santa Monica
Hospital

Medical Center
(213) 395-4177

Name

own physician. You can't get any safer than that

Please understand, this is no fad. Just an_

uncommon approach to a common problem.

And learn why losing \Aj^iQh^^l '

weight begins with TPk7

gaining knowledge. Systerrf
j 1225 15th St. Santa Monica, CA 90404 -

WE^RE SENSITIVE ABOUT YOUR WEIGHT. 1-23-86 DB

A S U C L A

BOARD OF CONTROL
JANUARY MEETING
12:30 PM FRIDAY, JANUARY 24. 1986, ACKERMAN 3517

ON THE AGENDA

The January Agenda includes the follow-

ing information and action items:

Revision of the Association's 1985-

1 986 Services and Enterprises Budget.

Approval of Budget Assumptions for

1986-1987 Services and Enterprises

Budget.

Resolution to Authorize the Borrowing

of Working Capital.

Treehouse Feasibility Study.

Students' Store Assuming
Ra8pon8it>ility for University's

Computer Resale Program.

LAST MONTH

At the December regular meeting, the

following matters were decided:

Approved the ASUCLA Graduate

Students Association Budget.

Approved the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board Budget, with reservations.

Directed the Board of Control Budget
and Personnel Committees to review

\

the existing agreement between the

BOC and the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board and to report their

recommendations to the Board at its

February meeting.

Elected Deborah Howard as Chair and
Ron Taylor as Vice Chair of the Board
of Control for the balance of the year.

TlmBotifdafContmll9
file ScrvfoM and
andPooaS9nHc9.AK
Mnd mmnb^n of tim

9tudmH-4tmlorttybomdth9t9&tBpoltGffor

of ASUCLA, Inekidlng tho Studontt' Stort

of Contml mooHngt 9/9 opon to tho publlq,

oommunMy are IffvMed to attend.
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Administration plans to resume

military aid to Nicaraguan rebels

WASHINGTON — President Reagan has approved in prin-

ciple" a plan to resume military aid to rebels fighting the Marx-

ist-led Sandinista government of Nicaragua, a White House of.

ficial said Wednesday. y
The official, revealing the military aid ottensive on condition

he not be identified, said the plan calls for $90 million to $100

million and would do away with a congressional ban on paying

for ammunition or weapons.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes said only, "The presi-

dent has sought ways to support the anti-Sandinista movement

there. We are working with Congress for a package, and that's

the extent of it
.

"

, . , .
—-^

Reagan recently has stepped up his campaign for public sup-

port for efforts to cut off trade with f4icaragua and to isolate

the Managua regime. The president accuses Nicaragua of

fomenting terrorism and revolution in Central America.

The president met Wednesday with 47 of the 53 Republicans

who control the Senate, but Speakes said he did not detail his

program of aid to the rebels.

Judge convicts, sentences to death

thilto Sikhs in Ghandi assassinatkin

NEW DELHI, India — A judge seated behind bulletproof

glass convicted three Sikhs on Wednesday and sentenced them

to death for jthe murder of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in

1984.

More than 200 riot police guarded the jail to prevent a possi-

^^ attack''l)y Sikh militants and to enforce a 48-hour ban otr

public assembly that authorities imposed Tuesday in surroun-

ding neighborhoods.

One of those convicted, a member of Mrs. Gandhi's personal

guard, was accused of firing the shots in the garden of the

prime minister's residential compound, along with another

guard who was killed at the scene. The other two defendants

were found guilty of conspiracy, i _ .___j- -_„
No date was set for the executions, which in In^ia usualfy are

by hanging.

Mrs. Gandhi was assassinated Oct. 31, 1984, four months

after she sent the army into the holiest Sikh temple to routaiout

Sikh terrorists who were using it as a refuge. Estimates of the

number of people killed in the fighting range up to 1,220.

San Francisco reaches $8.8 million

comparable worth employee pay plan

SAN FRANCISCO — An agreement to establish an $8.8

million comparable worth pay plan for city employees has been

worked out by unions and Mayor Dianne Feinstein.

John Molinari, president of the city board of supervisors, said

he thinks the board will approve the plan.

The agreement also includes reforms of the city's civil service

rules and a collective bargaining provision that makes the

mayor the city's key negotiator on wage and benefits issues.

Comparable worth is the idea that women and minorities

should get more money for traditionally low-paying jobs to

which they have been relegated. The San Francisco plan would

give 7,000 of the city's 26,000 workers about $1,300 more dur-

ing the fiscal year that begins July 1, labor leaders said.

Future comparable worth pay would be negotiated through

collective bargaining.

Aides to the mayor said the unions gave up $20 million in

comparable worth required under contract provisions for the

next two years, a move that allows the city to wipe out a pro-

jected budget deficit.

The civil service reforms announced Tuesday will be placed

on the June election ballot. They include the establishment of a

civil service director who could rewrite city procedures and who

would report to the mayor.

For the Record:

In a front page story on ASUCLA's sales status which ap-

peared in Tuesday's Bruin, the article erroneously stated that

ASUCLA suffered a $1.6 mUlion loss in overall sales. In actuali-

ty, ASUCLA underwent a $1.6 million loss in expected sales for

1985-86 with some facilities having a drop in expected sales.
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Group to afd awareness
of potential suicide sigr^

By Ted Cohen

To help prevent suicides at UCLA, the Suicide Preven-
tion Committee, established by the Office of Residential
Life, is attempting to raise suicide awareness among on-
campus residents.

"We are interested in heightening awareness, of cat-
ching signs of suicide in their earliest stages, because deal-
ing with suicide in the. middle of a crisis isn't the best way
of handling it,** said Deb Raupp, assistant director of resi-
dential life and the committee's chair.
Raupp said the committee, which consists of repre-

sentatives from Student Psychological Services and four
students, is trying to prevent students who live on campus
from considering suicide as a way of facing their pro-
blems.

Common suicidal signs include joking about suicide,
radical change in behavior, giving away prized posses-
sions, sleeplessness and repeated use of alcohol or drugs.

Suicidal feelings can be brought on by a number of cir-

cumstances, Raupp said, including loneliness, worry over
grades and deep depression.

Raupp, who worked with suicide prevention programs
at three colleges in Wisconsin before coming to UCLA in
fall 1984, said there is much more of a problem with
suicide at UCLA than there was in Wisconsin, noting that
in 10 years at the three colleges there had been only one
suicide. ^
Among the several problems she feels suicide programs

=at UCLA have, Raupp said that at present there are tocF
many groups working on suicide prevention separately in-

stead of combining forces. In addition to the new Com-
mittee for Suicide Prevention, the Neuropsychiatric In-
stitute, Student Psychological Services and Campus
Helpline have focused on the issue.

Each of these groups tries to reduce the number of
suicide attempts, but Raupp said she hopes that eventually
all these organizations will be able to help contribute to a
"campuswide suicide prevention program."
Raupp said she also feels that administrators do not give

enough attention or show enough concejgi when suicides
occur and do not communicate well enough with the stu-

dents about prevention. She noted that many students are
not aware that there is a crisis line, staffed by students
and professionals who are trained to deal with suicidal

situations, available to them.
It was with these circumstances in mind that the Suicide

Prevention Committee was established.

According to committee member Jane Camarillo, a
graduate student, the committee exists mainly to bring
awareness of suicidal signs to the attention of those who
live on campus.

As part of their training, all dormitory resident assis-

tants attend a suicide seminar provided by the committee.
For the il'esidents, the committee often holds seminars and
shows films such as "College Can be Killing," which
depicts how two Wisconsin colleges dealt with campus
suicides.

When students do become involved, Raupp said they
can serve as "the eyes and ears of the committee."

For more information about the Suicide Prevention
Committee, students can call Raupp at 825-2391.
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news Lauren Blau, News Editor

. .__ ^-—-. . . _ SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Brun
ura SIZE - Voyager 2, seen here in a full-scale model, will make Its closest approach to
Uranus, the third largest planet in our solar system, on Friday. The moveable platform (right)
houses cameras and other scientific instruments, and the unmanned spaccraft's energy
source, the radioisotope thermoelectric generators, is located on the left.

discovers
By Amy Stirnkorb

Senior Copy Editor

Iv-bv-

• • »ns, winds, clouds

Voyager 2, NASA's unman-
ned spacecraft, will fly by
Uranus Friday, affording
scientists a one-time opportu-
nity to delve into the relative-

ly unknown world of the
third-largest planet in our
solar system.

Scientists will gain more in-

formation about the planet, its

ring system and moons than
has been learned in the past
200 years of astronomical
study.

On Wednesday, Voyager 2
revealed clouds and winds in

Uranus' atmosphere for the
first time, scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena announced. The
probe also discovered two
"shepherd" moons, whose
gravitational forces herd the
nine known rings into their

narrow shapes.

This discovery brings the
total number of known Ura-

Livermore scientists create artificial

star using world's most powerful lasei

By Charles Lee

An artificial "star" using the world's most
powerful laser,, called Nova, was created by
scientists at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory.

In an experiment conducted Jan. 9, the
researchers fired 100 trillion watt pulses of

light, lasting only a billionth of a second, onto
a heavy-hydrogen fuel pellet, generating the

highest fusion energy output to date.

"For an instant we created a tiny, pin-point

sized star," said Erik Storm, deputy director of

the laboratory's Inertial Confinement Fusion

Program. _,

The record experiment required a

simultaneous convergence of 10 near-

ultraviolet lights against a hollow glass sphere

(one millimeter in diameter), raising the

temperature of the deuterium and tritium in

the pellet to 30 million degrees and forcing a

star-like fusion condition to create helium.

The experiment represents the latest test in

the on-going scientific attempt to harness the

power of fusion energy, and the energy output
of Nova fusion surpassed the previous fusion
output high achieved by the Cekko laser of
Japan by 10 times.

Fusion is the process of converting hydrogen
into helium and is the reason why the sun and
other stars shine. It is an attractive scientific

topic because an inexpensive harnessing "of fu-

sion energy will provide a relatively clean and
potentiallv unlimited source of energy not
provided by conventional nuclear fission.

Hpwever, the feasibility of such develop-
ment may not be available for a long<;,time

because it will require more than 100 times

_ the energy produced by Nova just to reach fu-

sion break-even, the point at which energy
consumed is equal to energy produced. Pro-
gress may also depend on the availability of

funds, said Lamar Coleman, fusion program
deputy. ' ^

The Nova laser facility cost^l76 million

and took eight years to build. It occupies four

rooms, the largest almost the length oJF a foot-

ball field and the tallest-fiVT stories high. First

experiments were conducted in spring 1985.

nian satellites to 14.

Six of the nine rings encircl-

, ing the planet were seen for
the first time in "raw" televi-

sion pictures sent back to
Earth on Tuesday, said Ellis

Miner, a JPL project scientist.

Last Thursday, Voyager
discovered six new moons.
Previously, images the probe
sent back in December reveal-
ed a sixth satellite. The origins
of the moons, which range in
size from 20 to 30 miles in

diameter, are unknown,
although scientists speculate
that they could be debris left

over from the formation of
Uranus or the result of the col-

lision of larger bodies.

Scientists anticipate
discoveries of more satellites as

the craft continues on its tra-

jectory through the Uranian.
system.

Passing within 50,600 miles
of the planet's cloudfops at 10
a.m. Pacific Standard Time
Friday, Voyager 2, weighing
1,753 lbs., will speed toward
Uranus and its nine dark rings

at 40,215 miles per hour, but
scientists will have to wait for
data because transmission
takes two hours and 42
^minutes traveling at the speed
of light to reach Earth. This
close encounter should last a
litde longer than four hours.

Voyager will also conduct
several experiments to learn
more about the planet's at-

mosphere, composition,
magnetic field and peculiar
orientation in the solar system
using its on-board television

cameras, infrared and
ultraviolet detectors.

Uranus, orbiting the sun at
an average distance of 1.8
billion miles over an 84-year
period, is tilted over on its axis

with its southern pole current-
ly facing Earth. Scientists
theorize that this was caused
by a violent collision with
another planet-size body early
in the planet's history.

Launched on Sept. 5, 1977,
Voyager 2 made its first

rendezvous with the Jovian
system in July 1979, sending
back to Earth detailed
photographs of Jupiter, its

moons and rings. During its

fly-by, the unmanned
spacecraft discovered giant
volcanoes spewing molten
sulfur hundreds of kilometers
above the surface of lo, one of
Jupiter's four largest moons
and found liquid oceans lying
below the frozen surface of
Europa, craters on Callisto
and fault lines on Canymede.

Another surprising discovery^
was of three tiny satellites

hiding near a thin, flat ring of
dust particles encircling the_
planet.

Using Jupiter's gravity.
Voyager 2, journeyed on to
Saturn, and in August 1981,
encountered a planet with in-

credibly complex rings, rang-
ing in size from dust particles
to houses. The finer dust par-
ticles, the probe discovered,
were electrostatically levitated
above the ring plane, forming
unusual spoke-like patterns.

After its encounter with the
planet. Voyager 2 used
Saturn's gravity to boost its

velocity and change its trajec-

tory, arcing it toward Uranus,
the seventh planet from the
sun, which was originally
discovered by English
astronomer William Herschel
with a homemade telescope on
March 13, 1781.

Much like its sister
spacecraft Voyager 1, which is

still relaying data to Earth,
Voyager 2, after its 1989 en-
(counter with Neptune, wiU
leave our solar system and
enter interstellar space. Miner
said the probe is expected to
continue relaying data until
the year 2012.

Voyager 2 will have, at the
end of its 12-year journey,
traversed nearly three billion

miles and explored fotfr
relatively unknown planets,
offering mankind a glimpse of
the strange, unique worlds in
our solar system.
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There are tastier cures than

HAU
Editor's note: SNAC is a
new nutrition column spon-
sored by the Student NutHtion
Awareness Committee and
will appear each Thursday.
SNAC is composed of staff
representatives from Student
Health Service, On Campus
Housing Food Services and
student representatives. The
column will provide pertinent
information on diet and nutri-
tional health concerns.

If you feel tired even after
11 hours of sleep, you may be
experiencing iron deficiency
anemia, a significant and
common health problem.
Have you been led to

believe that liver, spinach and
cast iron pots are your only
salvation? Read on — there
are more palatable alter-
natives for getting more iron
in your diet.

What exactly^^is iron defi-
ciency anemia? Iron is found
rmainly in the hemoglobin of
red blood cells which help
carry oxygen throughout the
body.

Without a sufficient level of

iron, red blood cells become
smaller and fewer in number,
reducing the amount of ox-
ygen available to produce
energy. When this occurs, in-
dividuals may feel tired, fa-
tigued or look pale.
Anemia can also cause

shortness of breath and reduce
the body's Ability to fight in-
fections. Some individuals
may not show overt symptoms
of anemia though iron defi-
ciencies are depleting bodily
iron stores.

Who most often gets iron
deficiency anemia? The pro-
blem is relatively common in
females. One quarter of all
college females have depleted
iron stores, and up to 40 per-
cent of the women in the

-United States are deficient in
iron.

Iron deficiency anemia
usually occurs from blood loss
via menses. Though fairly un-
common in males, iron defi-
ciency anemia can also be the
result of blood loss from
gastrointestinal bleeding.

So how can you get addi-
tional iron in your diet? The

best way to inisure your body

will get enough iron is to eat

iron-rich foods. Iron is found

in both animal and plant

foods.

Animal sources, which are

more easily used by the body,

include liver, red meat, clams

and oysters. Good plant

sources include dried beans

and peas, dark green leafy

vegetables and raisins.

An average of 10 percent of

the iron you consume is ab-

sorbed through the intestines.

TRIVIAL PUB8UIT

Vitamin C enhances this pro-

cess by preventing iron from

binding to compounds which

cannot be absorbed.
'^ Caffeine and tannic acid

(fo^nd in tea) interfere with

the absorption of iron and are

best avoided if you wish to in-

crease your iron intake.

Iron-fortified breads and ce-

reals, such as Total and Pro-

duct 19, can also add signifir

cant amounts of iron to youjr

diet. Iron supplements, on the

other hand, are poorly ab-
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IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting.
No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for nding with a friend. * All
at an affordable price. They
don t have to know it was
really the incredible styling
that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality
never looked so good.
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MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD
•JUST MINUTES away'
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

». 1

•r>

OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICA &
AMERICANS ESSAY & SHORT STORY

CONTEST

THREE PRIZES OF
$250, $150, $100

Are you new to the U.S.?

H:,w^. V^y remember your initial impressions?Mave you had a foreign friend share stories of his/her first

v^. , experiences here?
What surprises, angers, embarrasses, delights about life

-,J ,r
' and people here? —

\

WRITEAN ESSA Y OR STORY
ABOUT IT!

FnfZlfr^r'-
2-''0 double-spaced typewritten pages

Entry deadline: JANUARY Jl, 1986 ^ ^

Eligibility: Any registered UCLA student

For more information contact:

OISS

^5 Circle DriveSouth •251631

FREE^^WAYFARER!!
w/purchase of contact lenses

•

""""^^'^ »/Jl«na^ care ku.* fnlln.. ..„ ....^

>

«)lm? "^^M^^SS'i ,
HERMOSA BEACH

8001 SantaMonica Blvd. 1046 Hcrmosa Avenue
650-0988 376-8919

**33 . SO% Below Retailir'
Off All Brands of Eyewear *

• Call for free price quote

-LA Harold Examiner

,^ WESTWOOD
1082 Glendon Avenue

208-3570

Expire* 1/29/86

-^CANOGAPARK
6901 Topanga Cyn. Blvd.

(818)884-EYES
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Rally announces events for 'Bust MS' mdntfTat UC^^
I
/

By Glenn Adams -<i uU^

Matt Stevens JEFF HARBANO/Daily Bruin

Actor Richard Kline and
UCLA quarterback Matt
Stevens were among speakers
at a rally of about 50 people
Wednesday afternoon in
Meyerhoff Park, announcing a

month-long multiple sclerosis

fund-raising drive.

"One day, we want to not
have rallies like this and not
ask for your support and put
multiple sclerosis out of
business," Kline said.

The rally, sponsored by
UCLA Students Againstf
Multiple Sclerosis (SAMS), art^'

nounced events to be held dur-
ing "Bust MS" month, briefly

informed the audience about
MS and called for support for.

the drive.

MS is a debilitating
neurological disease with
symptoms varying from
weakness and tingling in the
limbs, to paralysis of the ex-

tremities in more severe cases.
- "The National Multiple
Sclerosis Society is asking us to

stop and think about how for-

tunate we are and to help
those who aren't," Stevens
said.

Noting that MS primarily
afflicts young adults , Mike
Cohn, chairman oF SAMS,
said it was fitting that funds

Please see MS, Page 17 Richard Kline
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FREE FRAME SPECIAL

1^^ • «

1910WestwoodBI
1 BIk South of

Santa Monica

475-1310

Complete eyeglasses from

$29
Including Plastic Tinting

* Selected styles witfi

purchase of lenses

one day service available

1007 Broxton Ave.
(atx>ve Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

Free Lottery Ticket

^-CUTii
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/8/85

At Sizzler

there's more to

steak & salad
than just

steak & salad.
Our Fresh Fruit & Salad Bar salad is no

ordinary salad. Have all the plump avocados,
whole ripe apples, fat mushrooms, and fresh

ripe watermelon you can eat. Plus a juicy

steak, a baked potato or french fries and
cheese toast. It's a great deal on a great deal.

COME TO

SIRLOIN STEAK & -
SALAD BAR $5.49

Includes AU-You-Can-Eat Fresh Fruit & Salad Bar.

Valid only at Sizzler

Westwood Village

922 Qayley Ave.
"208-6788

Coupon good for everyone in party thru:

2/9/86

We now honor ViM & Meetercerd

Sizzler;
Steak Seafood Seted

Not Avelieble on Teke-out Ortimm

Steve^
A first name in ice cream.™

-^

AFTER THE GAME
IF UCLA WINS, EVERYONE WINS

A FREE DRY TOPPING ,w UCLA, D)

f.

FREE DELIVERY TO UCLA'DON'T FORGET: campus M-TH 6:30-10:30 p.m.

;

•
. (5.95 minimum)

ICE CREAM BY ANY OTHER NAME JUST WOULDNT BE STEVE'S

10918 LeConte Ave. Westwood 208-1309
(across from UCLA's main entrance)

( '
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Many scholarships/fellowships are available to students

By Michelle Perin

UCLA students dnd profes-

sionals with good grade point
'averages, a desire to* travel, a

Current research project,
musical talent, financial need,
or other attributes can now
apply for one of the many
scholarships, fellowships and
contests offered by both
UCLA and national organiza-
tions.

The President's Committee on
Mental Retardation Scholar-
ship:

A $5,000 award will be
given for advanced study in

the field of mental retarda-

tion. It is offered to seniors,

graduate students and gradu-
ates in the programs of educa-
tion, social science, medicine,
nursing, biological science,

psychology and physical ther-

apy.

Applicants must be U.S. cit-

izens and have a documented
3.0 grade point average,
economic need and a signifi-

cant amount of volunteer
work with the mentally
retarded. In addition, appli-

cants must be able to provide

evidence of a "good moral
-character," be accepted into a

graduate program and include

a letter of recommendation,
from the dean of their college.

Interested students can write

to The President's Committee
on Mental Retardation,
Washington, D.C., 20201 for

an application. The deadline

for the submission of com-
pleted applications is Feb. 1,

President's Scholars Program
Scholarships:

Ten full tuition and 20 par-

tial tuition scholarships in the

President's Scholars Program
at Western State University

College of Law are currently

available. They are awarded
on the basis of academic
merit, writing ability and
Law School Aptitude Test_

scores.

The scholarships may be us-

ed at either of -the two
Western State campuses in

San Diego or Fullerton. Ap-
plications may be obtained by
writing to Scholarship Coor-
dinator, Western State Univer-

sity, 1111 N. State College

Blvd., Fullerton, Ca., 92631
or by calling the scholarship

coordinator at (714)738-1000.

The application deadline is

Mayl. 1986.

Society of Professional Journal-

ists, Sigma DelU Chi Scholar-

ships:

Three $1,000 scholarships

are now being offered to jour-

nalism students. The Bill Farr

Scholarship is open to those

who will be seniors or gradu-

ate students in the next aca-

demic year. A proven ' poten-

tial for journalism and finan-

cial need are the criteria for

this scholarship.

The Ken Inouye Memorial

Scholarship is open to minori-

ty students who will be

juniors, seniors, or graduate

students next year. Again,

potential ability for journalism

and economic need are factors

taken into account for the

award.

IZThe Carl Greenberg Prize

will be given for investigative

and political reporting by stu-

dents who are currently'

juniors, seniors or graduate

students.

Financial need is not a re-

quirement. Applicants for all

three scholarships must be

willing to appear for a per-

sonal interview and be plann-

ing to enter a news reporting

career or other journalism

work.
Applications are attainable

by writing to T.W. McGarry,

4310 Coronet Drive, Encino,

Ca 91316. The deadline for

the submission of completed

applications is Feb. 25, 1986.

American Fellowships:

These fellowships, provided

by the American Association

of^ University Women
(AAUW), are available

to
women in any field who are
either U.S. citizens or perma-
nent residents of the United
States. The awards are based
on the sijscnificance of the can

Please see SCHOLARSHIPS^
Page 8

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

GCLA Student Special

$16 CUT & BLOW

I

I

MUSTSHOW UCLA STUDENT
I.D. WITH COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS-

We reserve the right to refuse service to any
client whose hair condition is unsuited>te.

WESTWOOD
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25, 1986

Wilshire West Plaza —
1234 WestwoodBlvd

479-0014 475-3264
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PANHELLENIC WINTER
RUSH

Interested in sororities?

Call or stop by Panhellenic for more
information.

II 8 Mens Gym. 206-1285.

^
THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR...

UCLA MASTERS/CREDENTIAL PROGRAM

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate SctK>ol of Education is pleased to
anrxHjnce a program to be offered during 1986-87 In which students may simultaneously
earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential in four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to earn a teaching credential only, the application period for

tt>e 1986-87 Teacher Credential Program Is also now open.

Fellowships are available for both programs.

Interested senior and graduate students ore invited to submit applications for either the
Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program before the February 15th
deadline.

For more information and to receive dn appiication form please contact

The OfRce of Student Services • 201 Moore Hall • (213) 825-8326

Come Preparedfor tbe

ority Students' Career L

Resumes: Typeset
Because Tbe First

Impression Counts!
Preparing your resume Is a lot like dressing for a
job interview: in both cases the first impression
counts! A resume that's typeset — not just
dashed off on a typewriter — can help make your
first impression a good one.

Special Raie
(Limited Time Oniy)

AQ^yiSpA^V''®^^"^® '^*^s expensive — but at
AbuuLA Graphic Services, your investment is

modest Until January 30, 1986, your typesetting
IS just $21.50 (regularly $24.00) for a one-page

l^oi?^®^.^"^ y°^ ^^" ^lave copies made for a
small additional charge on fine quality paper.
When you have your resume typeset, you can
also get etterhead and envelopes typeset for an
addiional $6.50. a savings of $6 00 off the
regular pnce.

When you place your order, ask for the special

tn nirfK^'!.^®
^°^ "Minority Students' Career Dar

to get the discounted rate

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Lu Valle Commons

Downstairs

SERMCES SS^"""
Lu Valle Commons

.' /
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WHY PAY WESTWOOD pR.ppc;^ SAVE
VILLAGE r'mutb.'' 30.70030-70%

TRUE TOUCH TONE
TELEPHONE

I

' MCi/Sphnt con^tlbie
' FCC Registered

MFG Warranty

PRAXIS 20
'. ro«TMl£ ELECTROHIC TYPEWRITBI
• Automatic correction memory ^
• Interchangeabte daisy wt)eel & ribbon
• 2 keyboards for spectaJ ctiaracters &
foreign languages

• Carrying case & coverj

Retail 249 99
^

SPECIAL^

Exp 1/31/86
Limit 1 per customer

CASIO & LORUS*

SEIKO WATCH

SALE STARTING
AT

UP TO

50% $399
OFF ^

$1499»
Exp 1/31/86

AM/FM ALARM CLOCK
RADIO

Exp. 1/31/86

CASIO
F 14

nsciii? m\

Gift wrapped

^
. -__ Exp 1/31/86

Snooze
LEO Display

MM'
12220 VENICE BLVD.

IT i»» A.,.i.. ^> >>,^
390-4477 NOWOPEN70AYS

MON • SAT n • 7 PM • SUN 12 5 PV

'^ Lo« Angilta. CA
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Continued from Page 6

didate's research and her quaJifications to pur-

sue it.

Post-doctoral fellowships are offered to
women- who 'hold a doctoral degree at the
time of application and wish to conduct
research. F\\e of these are currently available:
The Founders Fellowship — $20,000, The;-
Palmer Fellowship — $15,000, The Curie
Fellowship — $15,000, The Berliner
Fellowship — $15,000, and the Seibert
Fellowship, $15,000.
These awards are for 12-month periods

beginning annually on July 1. There are also
'dissertation fellowships available to women
who have comple(;ed all the doctorate re-
quirements except the dissertation. These are
$10,000 awards ^\'en for a 12-month period
beginning July 1. Applications must be sent in
by Dec. 31 the year prior to that of the disser-
tation work.

Selected Professions Fellouships from the

V^u^'
are given to women in the final s^f

of their degree program in architecture,
husmess administration, dentistrv, engineer-

•

mg, law, medicine and veterinarv medicine.
Applicants must be full-time students and

submit applications bv Dec«. 31 of the vear
prior to that of the fellowship. The awards for
the Selected Professions Fellowships range
from $3,500 to $9,000 for one academic >ear
Women can write to the American Associa-

r" ^^ „V"Jv'ersity Women, 2401 Virginia

(^U^)/Z«-7603 for applications or information.

California Attorney General's Crimnal Justice
r ellowship Prograifi :

—
CiQi'lv^*'^

program, awards from $20,000 to

;,^ f n''^
'^''^" ^" doctoral candidates and

>>>iiior fe lows (pust-doctoratfe students, univer-
SltV fflnilfv Qn/-I r.,,.AiC: 1 r • . . .

ivailable to studen|s
$300 weekly stipend.

Applications will be accepted fm^undergraduate, graduate and post-do.'fn^
students in the fields of naturajTnd J^'*^
science and engineering. Applicants shouM I^prepared to work in any location in the IJ q -t

selected,
' '^•o. if

According to the AAAS, the purpose of fK'program is to strengthen the relationship kf
tween science and technology and the mediTAnother aim of the program is to enhan^media coverage of scientific and technoloS

Jhem
'""^'"^^ ^ l^erstanding

of~ Interested students can write to the MMedia Science and Engineering Fellow. pTgram, AAAS 1333 H Stfeet, N WWashington, D.C., 20005 for application;
'

'

call (202)326-6400 for more infoStt^Th:

£ l"l986. " "^"^ '^ applications •

UCLA President's Undergraduate FellowshinProgram: ^'"P
This program enables undergraduate siudents interested in beginning res^rch pL^ts"to receive a stipend, not exceeding $1 000 for

the cost of the project. Studentf ^Sg toapply must first formulate an original profectdiscuss It with a faculty member, write a pmposal and estimate a budget.
^

Students must be sponsored by a faciilh?member and the proposed project m'^Z

n u u 9^^ ^""^ ^^^ selection of fellows ^
will be based upon the proposal and the facul-ty advisers recommendation. Proposals andbudgets should be submitted to the^ oHng
faculty member by April 4, 1986.

^
•«. r I

vt-"-* ""^^"»aic siuuerus, univer-
sity faculty and qualified professionals) 'in the
tiekl of criminal justice or related areas"

—
The purpose is to enhance the use of Bureau

oi Criminal Statistics data, advance knowl-
edge of criminal justice, and contribute to the
development of policies in the criminal justice
system j

ti».c

That's not all!

IO% DISCOUNT
ON LldUOR

(with coupon)

• FREE, FAST DELIVERY /^_ .,' '*'*'»:•-• eifT (except on speciab)
• Parking Validation at Gayley Center

1117 Ciiytoy Ave.
^«^ Ca'e Casino) ixpift: 1/30/96

Open 7 days 208^569 ~Frr.V&tt."tiiTam"

Doctoral candidates should have completed
aJI degree requirements except the researchwntmg and defense of the dLrtationT thecriminal justice area. Senior fellows must holda doctorate in philosophy or equivalent deg^e^n social science or have three years of prof^

Cher inT^"'" "^ ' """inaf justice fe^a"

^TvatPrlf T"*"^"'"'
agency, university orpnvate research program

—
Possible candidates can write to Teresa

Sr.t.'97^"r" °^ ^""''"'^ Statistics, POBox 13427, Sacramento, Ca., 95813 for infor

These $3,000 fellowships are offered tn I

research in refininTr^H ! J*"
'° stimulate

Candidates must orovidp an ..».^^^ j .

SAT and LSAT rlr rr^ educational status,

an annotated bibEoh^ ^f'"!'^"'
^"'''"«

research area a law rT»L ''^ P^Posed
and the name, addr^'t,^„r„"«"« 'r^'^'a faculty member w^'isS,,^^°? "'""^J

°^

as a reference and prol^e^ Ih^-
° ""^^ ^^^

•

award of the fellowship "P°" *''^

their ap^liciSra'' ^'^'^ '-'"'^^ -'h
describing their subieS^of^eT'l "'"'^'^
approaches to the pr^em IJ^^- ^""•'"*
to^ taken by the aSr,""** "'"'""=•'

Qualified students can obtain «„ i.by writing Professor Randv F r
"PP'-^"""

tor of the IHS Law and Ph^l„ "T^^n
^"^-

at the Illinois I'sSte We^^.'^T'""Chicago-Keftt College of Law 77 Qw'"?''-Drive, Chicago, III mmZ' „^; ^^'^'^er

1055 for more inwmVtS V" ^^?^>323-

deadhne is Feb 15 ml application

*acjil(v N,«,„„,r«,- should then write a sud-port.ng statement and send the applicationwith a statement to the Scholarship Offi^ £
It "V^"' '.V

1986- Recipients or the

Yo2 5
";'" ^ *^''°^^" ^y Chancellorroung. Applications are available at alldepartmental offices and at the Scholarship

Office in A129F Murphy Hall.
^

^^TJ/^rh^^f""^'^^ ^ Architecture:
inis J5.000 fellowship is offered to US cit-izens who have or anticipate receiving their

f^St professional degree in architecture be-

1^2.^"^ '^f ""'' J""«- 1986. It is jointly
sponsored by the National Institute fox Ar
i'r^^^Education and the American
ar?h1^r^^T^^"*^'«*ed architects and

formi ^^'j ^^* ^°'''' N.Y., lOOlO for in-
tormation and applications. Completed ap-

3 1986
""^ '^'^"^ ^y ^^^^ ^y J""-

^9I''^.'^t«'ater Kent Awards Competition:
Musicians and vocalists are invited to com-

pete on March II, 13, and 15, 1986 for $500
tirst prizes and $200 second prizes in seven
categories: voice, piano, harpsichord/organ,
"rmgs, woodwinds, brass and guitar/harp/
percussion.

o. J ^ eligible, undergraduate and graduate
s udents must be in good academic standing,
currently enrolled at UCLA and sponsored by
a faculty member of the UCLA Department of
MiBic. Non-music majors must be enrolled in
a MUSIC Department performance organization
'" the spring quarter.

n/j^°'^ .^'"* P'''™ winners of the competi-
tion are ineligible. Applications may be picked

9V1Q c"I. ,

Student Services Office in room

hvP k «?".'^''« "a" and must be submittedby Feb. 21, 1986.

Mass Media Science and fsts"^^ —-—

"

Program: *"*" '^"eering Fellows

Approximately 18 canH.J,.
selected to participate in?h"^'*'' '^'" be
by the American ^"t^n ^fu""- '""^^^d
ment of Science foT fhl

"' *''*' Advance-
Fellows will be woVking at'raT" "J

'le-
sion stations. newspSand^ ° "'"^ *^'^^'-

weeks during ^^&^:t:;'^'^Jl
I

"IJv

for sian?f
"'?' '*''•' ''e given to journalists

Lm T'/'^k"* ""'"«» ""d financiii joumal-

comrn^r • ^"'J'P^"' national magazines,

muTs^?h^"f
"""^ '^•"'dline writing. Writers

busin«c
*" *"">' °n a subject related to

S; ^^nomics and/or finance.

each In^
''^" '"""'"^^ "P to six articles, and

and iT ^o"!"'
T?"*"'" »" ""g*""^ '«»' '^^'

mitted i„ o ?;„.. ^ ^"*"«' must also be sub-K, '" 8 1/2-xir- or 8 1/2" x 14" format.

198fi r .
"'""'* ^ postmarked by Feb. 14,

SL o?^*^*
^^^^ Novell! of'ihe UCLA

informatL^""''^^'"^"' "V
206-1877 for more

Journal Award- - *—

^

ine^a**^^ Drug Law Institute is offere-
K a »a.UOO award to student law journals for

Pleas* see SCHOLARSHIPS, Page 9

-a. T-cr-r :3_ w-

'Artificial intelligence'
may soon be a reality
By Suzanne Wetlaufer
Assodaitd Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE,

.;*^'

Mass. —
1 hree decades after a handful
of engineers at MIT began the
quest for a computer that
could think like a human be-
ing, "smart" machines have
emerged from the realm of
fantasy into the American
marketplace.

Experts in the field say talk-
ing cameras, intelligent ovens
and emotional computers
capable of anger and ambition
can no longer be pooh-poohed
as the stuff of science fiction.

"There is no reason to think
any of those things are im-
possible," says Marvin Minsky,
a professor at the

. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and an expert on
artificial intelligence, as the
field is known. "It's just a
matter of time." y
Today, "thinking" com-

puters — that is, machines
that can imitate the. way the
human brain reasons — com-
prise a $250 million-a-year
business in the United States.
Based on a recent study, Ar-
thur D. Little Inc. estimates

-^that figure will jump to $126
billion by ^he year 2005, and
that machines with electronic
brains will be a part of almost
every car, home and office.

"Ten years ago, this whole
field was out there in the cold,
in the woodshed, with resear-
chers begging for grants," says
Philip Cooper, chairman of
Palladian Software Inp., a
burgeoning artificial in-
telligence company. "Now, ar-
tificial intelligence is being us

commercially, for the very
first time.

"It is still qiiite primitive. It
is not divinity in a box. But

_
it*s pointing at what's coming
down the road."

Cooper should know. His
Cambridge-based company
has just introduced a $95,000
computer software program
called ."Financial Advisor,"
which the company says has
the analytic abilities of many
high-priced MBAs.

Using the Advisor requires
no special skills. Cooper says.
All a i^r needs to do is supp-
ly the machine with informa-
tion — reams of it, in some
cases — about a company and
its plans, say, jto build a new J

plant.

The program, written by
eight Ph.D.s from MIT's Sloan
School of Management, is not
without a sense of humor.
"Do you believe your product
enjoys a competitive advan-
tage others do not?" it queries
users considering a new
market entry. If the answer is

yes, the computer screen
ilashes with the question,
"Shall I tell you about Japan
and Taiwan?"

After all the information
has been fed into the com-
puter, it tabulates it, analyzes
it, makes graphs, factors in in-

flation, taxes and other
economic elements and then
makes recommendations about
a course of action.

"What it cannot do is make
the decision," says Cooper.
"That's what the manager
must do. This won't replace
people."

The Palladian program, like
other artificial intelligence
machinery, is different from
Please see INTELLIGENCE,
Page 14

SCHOLARSHIPS: Many available

Continued from Page 8
articles, notes or extended comments published in the journal
between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1985.

__ The focus of the article should be on the Federal Food Drug
and Cosmetic Act, the procedures of the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, and laws enforced by the FDA as well as a legal
analysis of the issue. Six copies of the articles, notes, or com-
ments should be submitted by the journal editor, or author by
Jan. 31, 1986 to the Food and Drug Law Institute, 1701 K St
N.W., 9th floor, Washington, D.C., 20006.

UCLA 1986 Ralph and Marjorie Crump Prizes:
Three awards are available to undergraduate, graduate or

medical .students and postgraduate fellows in the field of medi-
cal engineering. One $2,000 prize will be awarded to an
engineering undergraduate or graduate student, another $2,000
prize to a heaKh science undergraduate or graduate student,
and one $3,000 award to an engineering or health science
postgraduate fellow.

i

Students must be currently working on a project under the
direction of a faculty member. Applications can be obtained
from faculty advisers or at the Crump Institute, 6417 Boelter
Hall. The work of the students should be primarily their own
and have potential utility in the field of medical engineering.

Postdoctoral fellows must also be working with a faculty
member and their current projects must be highly original and
contribute exclusively to medical engineering. The project
should demonstrate independent scholarship and inventiveness
and be at a level suitable for publication.
Completed applications must be submitted through a faculty

adviser by March 3, 1986. Interested students or fellows can call
Davida Seliger or Michael Gold at 825-4111 for more informa-
tion.

Robert C. Watson Award for 1986:
An award of $5,000 will be givei| by the American Intellec-

tual Property Law Association to the author of the best article
written or published between Sept. 1, 1985 and July 31, 1986
on any subject relating to the protection of intellectual proper-
ty.

Applicants must be full-time law school students or prepare
their article in connection with a law school course. Ten copies
of the article must be submitted to the Association on or before
July 31, 1986. Candidates can send the articles to the American
Intellectural Property Law Association, 2001 Jefferson Davis
Highway, Ariington, Va., 22202.
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CHECK OUT OUR NEW JUICE iIaR

SPECIAL OFFER
SMOOTHiES
2 FORI

%

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9

Fri.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6
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(Wtth UCLA ID) EXPWES:l/St/86

O J. WE SHIP ^
(J)

* WORLDWIDE ^

10912 Le Conte • WeStWOOd ^'^^ y^-hr parking w/$7

(213)824-7764
purchase atAmpCo
parking lot on Le Conte A ve.

The Ondergraduate Business Society (OBS) and theUCLA Business Society have merged to form the

aNDERGRADaATE
BaSINESS SOCIETY
IPcife.^®

arehoWing our first GENERAL MEMBERSHJinttTlHQ of the quarter. All members are requested to at-
tend, and all Interested non-members are invited.

The nieetiii0 will cover:

• Internship Opportunities

j:^

• Day on the Job
- E.F. Hutton

« Ogilvy & Mather Advertising

- Coldwell Banker

- and Others

• Job Fair Commijttee
- meet recruiters from companies of
your choice

• Risumig Book
- bring your resum^ for circulation to

- . -recruiters , 1.., i '. t.,.

• Upcoming Events

Involvement opportunities have never been greater. Find out
how you can be a part of the UCLA Undergraduate Business
Society.

North Campus 20-22, 7 PM
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THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

tt

NAIL GARDEN ^""'^^^^^^^
475-0500

1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

Can you
afford togamble

with the LSAX GMAX- GREprMCAT?
Probably not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

grad school exams So if you

need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,

call. Why take a chance
u^^jj'

with your career? ^^

I • RScientist pursues liot'

knows science, policy rebtions

KAPLAN
MArJllYM KACIANIPI)' All. )NAi: frjURlI(>

The worlds leading

test prep organization.

ENROLLING NOW! v ,
• u' Jt Ou' .,•> t^f

lliit.1' /;. ishii icji' '1
1
Hiv'l ' uiv«'. • 1'. '

•'•

Jl., <, " '( (Ml' u'i tliivs evt'iiii.'US- '' .^*•"^

>! . j<; uf ph •ii'^ ! u'^'t^'P' (213)

202-1924.

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

"Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the
friendliness and taste the freshness..."

-^Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads-—--

and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGE OF Ol fR DELIVERY SERVICE!
470-2499

1776 We!>iwood Blvd. (corner of Santi Monica)
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex t^^X.
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch&Lomb ' ^
30 Day Extended

Additional Pair
up to 2 weeks

Total

Soft

Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keralotomy
In Hospital or Oftice Patient

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB .2168 Pacific. (213)591-1594
V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Ananeim, 414 StateCollegc Bl.. (714) 774-4510

Downey. 8711 Firestone 81.^213) 862 076^
LA. 1482 S Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED
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It takes total conf
And at Supercuts. we get that

confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly.

That way no matter how
you like your hair cut. you're
going to get the cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or
your money back.
How do you guarantee a

haircut? It's easy
You make every cut a

Supercut.

And a Supercut is always $8.*

(r.<""-*rtW|...

r
W^Ye changing the wayAmerica cuts its hair

Westwood 1 650 WESTWOOP BLVD. 470-1 558
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5 /-

^^W
*S^ampoo and blow dry available at additional cost ©1W3 EMRA CORPOPATinu

By Paul Raeburn

AP Sdtr)ce Editor

WOODS HOLE, Mass.~=" A strangely disrupted patch of

forest can be seen from the air over Long Island.

The trees that once grew there were destroyed by beta and
gamma rays from a piece of Cesium 137, a radioactive metal

used to treat cancer patients.

The architect of the damage is George Woodwell, one of the

nation's most respected and influential ecologists.

Woodwell made an important discovery with his irradiated

forest project, .set up in 1961 adjacent to the Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory where he then worked.

Biologists knew radiation would kill trees and plants

Woodwell asked what it would do to an ecosystem: a natural

biological community in sensitive balance with its environment.

The answer was a surprise: There was nq haphazard
destruction. The radiation produced a measurable, predictable

series of changes, of the same type also observed when almost

any toxin is applied to a forest.

It was one of the first demonstrations of Woodwell's knack
for asking the right questions. He and his Brookhaven colleagues

had asked a new question, and designed the clearest possible

experiment to answer it.

"Scientists have a hard time thinking up new questions^" he
says. "Scientists are as conservative as anybody. You have to

make an effort to open up new paths for scientists to think and
work in."

Throughout his career, which began at the University of

Maine in 1957, Woodwell has asked disturbing questions. That
talent has put him in the thick of nearly every environmental
controversy of the past 25 years.

He has pursued controversial research topics that have had
important consequences for public policy. He has examined the
effects of DDT sprayipg, the sensitivity of estuaries, the possibly

disastrous consequences-of^rglobal warming of the atmosphere
with the buildup of carbon dioxide, and the notion that a "nu-
clear winter" could spread over much of the globe following a
nuclear war.

,

'
...

——^

—

-.-^.-^
,.

He was a founder of the Environmental Defense Fund, the

Natural Resources Defense Council and the World Resourc^ In-

stitute. He has been president of the Ecological Society of

America, chairman of the U.S. branch of the World Wildlife
Fund, a member of the advisory committee of the Three Mile
Island Public Health Fund, and chairman of the Conference on
the Long Term Biological Effects of Nuclear War. And he has
published more than 200 research papers and books.
He recently resigned from the Marine Biological Laboratory

in Woods Hole, where he established the Ecosystems Center 10
years ago, to found the Woods Hole Research Center to carry
on his work.
"He is somebody who understands the relationship of science

and public policy as very, very few people in the country —
maybe in the world — understand it," says John Adams, execu-
tive director of the Natural Resources Defense Council in New
York.

Woodwell was born in 1928 in York, Maine, and raised in

West Roxbury, Mass.
During World War II, he attended Boston Latin School, then

studied physics and later ecology at Dartmouth College. At
Duke University he got his Ph.D. for a study of the pond pine,
found m bogs along the Atlantic coast.
He then moved to the University of Maine, against the advice

ot his Duke advisers, who warned him he would teach the in-

troductory ecology course and get an office in a closet with a
telephone down the hall.

Their predictions came true, and after three years, he decid-
ed to move on.

It was 1961, and he went to Brookhaven to begin the forest
project.

^

Before he left Maine, though, Woodwell had already become
embroiled m a touchy political issue by agreeing to study the ef-

fects of DDT on the state's white spruce and balsam fir forests.

1 he state was spraying DDT to control the spruce budworm,
a caterpillar that kills trees by eating the needles. Woodwell
was asked to study the effect of DDT on the trees. He deter-
mined how long the chemical survived and noted its harmful ef-
fects on birds and wildlife.
During Woodwell's study, the environmental crusader Rachel

ed DdV
"^*^^"* Spring," a landmark work that attack-

Woodwell was then a supporter of DDT. "I was a little

nn^T-'k
^^^.'nebody who thought DDT spraying might be

whT'. Kf'^'t'
"^' ^^"'^ « y^ar later, I began to realize

what a terrible thing it was.
'

» ^

havPfk'^
^'**1^ ^'^ ""^ ^"^*8ht come to you slowly . . .

Once you

the HmL "Ji' I .u^""' ^ ^^'^"g^ ^^^y should have been there all

the time. But they weren't."

Br^kt" 1^"*>""^^ his research when he moved to

taMaw.^?^ «^^'^ ^^ ^^"^ ^an^e involved with environmen-

rnoso.rn .o' . t
'"PP^'^^ local citizens who were suing the

Th^ Iff,?
""* ^^'"'"i^ion to force a halt to DDT spraying,

powerful t^'r!^! "^v
'"^^f"!' "I* was clear that it was a very

^d^we fL.TL .u ^i!'*"^ ^^ ^^l^l"g an i^"e to court. So in the

The funH^ '^' Environmental Defense Fund."

Natural filn
"^^ ^ l^"^"« conservation law group, as is the

lawyer fmm yT ^^^TT ^^""^^l^ which a ^oup of young

Kwh.T. 'r*^^*^^^ ^>*1^ Woodwell's guidance.
,^

results S '^n^*'^
»"^?diated forest experiment began to yield

results, Woodwell established a project to look at tlie flows of

Please see SCIENTIST, Page 12
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ILLEGALLY PARKED BICYCLES, MOPEDS AND
MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES WILL RECEIVE

WARNING TAGS.
,'
"\

.
..11 . n

FOR MORE DAYS
REMEMBER, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE IN EFFECT, AND

CITATIONS/IMPOUNDMENT WILL BEGIN MONDAY,
JANUARY 27th THIS QUARTER...*

1.

2.

3.

4.

All bicycles/motor-driven cvcles/motorized
license

Bicycles

Motor-dri

space wit

Illegally paMedW^SieWnfmiWfWn^
cited, and/or towed at the owner's expense;

ampus must be

rked parking

impounded,

5. If impounded or towed, a bicycle/motor-driven cycle/motorized bicycle (mopeds) will not be
released until it is licensed in accordance with stated UCLA Codes and only after proof of
ownership is shown and appropriate fees are paid.

T^il.'i'Rkf.If.5^?S^I'N^ '^ ^^^^- SAFETY. OR TRAFFIC HAZARD WILL BE IMPOUNDED, CITED AND/OR TOWED WITHOUT WARNINGTHROUGHOUT THE QUARTER

Designated Bicycle Parlcing Areas
North Campus:

URL(S)
Architecture (N)

Royce Hall (N)

Royce Hall (E)

Dodd Hall (S)

Law School (W)
Schoenberg (NE)
Schoenberg (NVV)

Schoenberg (SE)
Powell Library (E)

Dance BIdg. (E)

Melnitz (W)
Dickson Art Center (S)

West Medical Campus:
LotV32

'-^

South Campus:

Math Sciences
Bomb Shelter

Franz Hall

Knudsen Hall

Career Placement Center
Boelter Courtyard
Life Sciences x^
Young Hall (S) ^^^^

'

Structure 8 (Ievei2)

Bruin Walk: ^f^

Men's Gym (Ey^ I #
Men's Gym (W)
^Ckerman (N)

^^

i^P. Morgan
Wooden Center
Mac'D"
Drake Stadium

pn

C>n.S«

School of Public Health (NW)
Dentistry

Out-Patient Drop-off
Hospital ''B" Level Entrance
N.P.I.

Dorms: _ ^___«

'*-*•>

•'*^*v.'*.><

t-^^

Dykstra (Circle Dr.)

Dykstra (E)

Sproul (Sub E)

Sproul(E, 1st Floor)

Sproul-Rieber (stairs)

Ri9ber(N) •

Hedrick (E)

Hedrick(W)
Southern Suites
Northern Suites

Mira Hershey
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

Designated Mope^d/Moior-driverv Cycle/Motorcycle
Parking^^reas -

South Campus:North Canlpus:

MacGowan Hall (E)

URL (meters) \
Structure 5 (levels 1 ,3,4,6)

Royce Hall (NW)
Women's Gym (W)
Law School (E)

Wooden Center (E)

Structure 4 (levels 1 ,2)

Schoenberg (SE)

Lots ^^
N> lot 9a

Lot 9 Additional

Structure 9 (level 1)

Structure 8 (level 2)

Young Hall (E)

Franz HaH (E)

Ackerman (S)

CH.S.r
Structure 14 (level 2)
Loti
C.H.S. Structure (Plaza level)

Tiverton (meters)

LotC
V

V

\

Dorms:
Sproul (Sub E)
Dykstra (NE)
Dykstra (N)

Rieber (E)

Hedrick (HH Lot)

Hedrick (S)

Lot 11

Lot 13

'-tSiv.-fAi.' vTt^f^
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ADVERTISE
_..^T, T~" 82^5-2L I £> I

^ILL HONORS
~

STUDENTS
The Division of Honors invites you to

coffee with Dean Ned Alpers. Come
and meet the dean, and bring your
questions. -

^^^W" !OmAY
»'* >*« •

1:30-3:00 p.m. in the Irving &
Jean Stone Honors Commons,

364 Kinsey—

—

•
.

LV. V'

UNBELIEVABLE
BUT TRUE

/

Superimage 5 X 7
Color Prints Only 39$ ea.

BEL AIR CAMERA & HI-FI, where we only offer you only the best quality process-
ing is proud to announce a new service.Now on develop and print orders, you can
get extra-large 5"x7" prints at the time of processing for only 39C each, plus
$2.29 for the cost of developing your 35mm film. ..^-'. n..

.

BEL AIR gives discounts to UCLA Students,
Faculty and Staff with valid ID card.

20H on most Amatuer FILMS
10H on most Processing

Camera & Hi-Fi
1025 WtSi WOOU BLVD.

North of Witshire. One Block South of UCLA in Westwood Village
Parking Validated at Allied or Village lots with 57.50 minimum purchase

REGULAR HOURS Mon-Fri 9a m -6pm SatI0am.-6pm (213)208-5150

INITIATIVE: 'Deep pockets' reform

Continued from Page 1

Lawyers Association — whose fees in "deep pocket" cases are

based upon a share of the final settlement — argue that injured

parties would not be fairly compensated under such cases. .-'^

In other action, a similar "deep pockets" bill authored bv
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown (D-San Francisco) was rejected

in the Assembly Judiciary Committee on Tuesday. The measure
would have placed a limit on a state agency's liability according

to its share of fault when sued for damages suffered on public

roads and highways.

Opponents of the bill argued that the measure is too narrow

to offer real protection because it doesn't include all those en-

tities considered to be "deep pockets" including county hospitals

and private businesses. /

In addition, another "deep pockets" bill, which will be in-

troduced this session by Assemblyman Alister McAlister (D-

Fremont), would place a cap of $370,000 oq injury lawsuit

awards for non-economic damages such as pain and suffering.

Medical cost and wage loss awards would not be subject to a

limit.

Defendants would be forced to pay a judgment based on

their actual percentage of responsibility.

SCIENTIST: ControvenJal II K

Continued from Page 10

energy, oxygen, carbon dioxide and nutrients into and out of

Flax Pond, an estuary on the north shore of Long Island.

He was developing the idea of biotic impoverishment, the
gradual, measurable decline in the health of an ecosystem. That
concept is now central to his thinking.

He would like to do" with oceans, coastal zones, and various

forests and vegetation types the same thing he did with the ir-

radiated forest: determine the precise series of changes that

show how impoverished an ecosystem is. .

"If you can get those stages well laid out, then you can use

the stages themselves as an index of how well you're doing."
By 1975, Woodwell had become disenchanted with the pro-

spects of further ecological research at an institution primarily
devoted to physics research, and he left Brookhaven for the
Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole.

He had built the ecology program at Brookhaven and now,
"Tor the second time in his career, he built a laboratory, the

Ecosystems Center.

He made it into one of the premier institutions of its kind as

he became increasingly interested in, what is often referred to as

the carbon dioxide problem, or the greenhouse effect.

A buildup of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere can lead to

gradual warming of the Earth, as the atmosphere traps heat
much the way the windows in a greenhouse do.

This global warming can sharply alter worldwide crop yields

and raise sea levels by melting polar ice packs — changes that

could foment political unrest or even war.
Woodwell uses computer models of climate, satellite

photographs showing the rate of disappearance of the world's
tropical forests and other research tools to demonstrate that
deforestation is a major contributor to the release of carbon
dioxide.

His studias of ecosystems have shown him how forests "fix"

carbon, thus decreasing the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
As trees grow, they absorb and break down carbon dioxide to

get the carhon that is one of their principal constituents. When
forests are burned or cut, much of their carbon is released into

the atmosphere again as carbon dioxide, Woodwell explains.

Earlier this year, Woodwell again outgrew the institution
employing him, and he left to build his third research organiza-
tion the Woods Hole Research Center, under the auspices of
ttie Hudson River Foundation of New York.
He is bursting with ideas, about a land-use study of Cape

J-od, an investigation of the Hudson River Valley, a symposium
tie hopes to sponsor on biotic impoverishment.

Woodwell's clear, strong voice is not likely to disappear., "You
don t like the altercations — you'd like to see the world run
smoothly, he says. *But there are bound to be altercations if

you re dealing with issues that have economic implications or
political implications."

1
irv'/.^/y^^^^26

• DOORS OPEN 10:30 A.M.
EXHIBITORS • FASHION SHOWS 12 • 2:30 P.M.

MIRAMAR SHERATON •

Santa Monica
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR or CALL (818) 500-0555

4aHM« w,i^k^
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Rabbi Abner Weiss

WEISS: Djefends Zionism
Continued from Page 1

The Zionist-racism equa-
tion, Weiss said, is intended
for nothing more than the

"delegitimization of Israel."

The Rabbi stated that trade
between South Africa and
Israel does not constitute a

"special relationship

According to the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund's latest

report, trade betwet^n the two
nations totals to less than one
percent of South Africa's total

trade, he said.

In 1983, 8.2 percent of

South Africa's exports went to

the United States, 7.4 percent

to Japan, 6.4 percent to

Switzerland and 4 percent to

African States, according to

the International Monetary
Fund's report. Israel received

three-quarters of 1 percent of

South African exports, said the

same report.

One member of the au-

dience questioned whether
Israel's trade per capita with
South Africa was equal to that

of the U.S. Weiss said that it

was not.

"To single Israel out in

comparison with western
countries, Japan and Africa, is

to say, 'Don't bother me with
the facts. I've made up my
mind. And therefore the In-

ternational Monetary Fund
figures are irrelevant,' " he
said.

The largest military supplpr
for South Africa is Fran^,
followed by the U.S., Great
Britain, Germany and Jtaly,

he said. "Israel has a

very small share," he said

"If we protest against apaf-

theid, as we shpuld,," Weiss-

said, "we should not dilute

our protest by attaching it to a

cause which doesn't belong in

the arena of the anti- racist

struggle in the world."

*^reai

Italy

Ver>'
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FREE
TANNING
SESSION

X

pV.

30 minute session
$9.00 Value ^

with hairstyle

MEN'S HAIRSTYLE $18«o
":S5''

WOMEN'S HAIRSTYLE $2450 <^^;}*

-Jqnuary StFebTuary-

10916 LeConte Ave (downstairs)

Please can for appl 208-5883 w/iki. coupon d.

Starts Jan. :

That's ttie deadline for submitting your
Spring Quarter Textbook Requisitions

;

and qualifying your students for our
Free Textbook Guarantee.

Guarantee
We ouarorrtee to tKrve your texttxx^ks ovoikst^ by tt>e first day of classes If we tKrve

your Texttxx* Requlsltkxtt In on time. If we doni, we wHI copy wtxitever portion of \he

book you say Is necessory to meet your ckns assignments at no charge to your students.

Moreover, wt>en ttie txx)k8 arrive, we wW give ttiem to your students FREE.
*

• Excepttons: If the book Is not In print. If It Is ottierwise urx3vaHat>*e from ttie put>«stier.

Imported, dekiyed by a natural disaster, transportotton strike or publisher error.

All you have to do Is get your
Requisitions to us by the

Textbook Requisition
Due Date: Friday,

January 24
Send us your Requisition today, or

telephone us-206-0776. We'll

come to your department and
pick up your Requisitions.

'\
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Continued from Page 9
an ordinary computer because
it digests information with an
enormously complicated
language called LISP.
LISP computes symbols

rather than numbers and let-

ters and is punctuated with
parentheses, leading industry
insider^ to joke that LISP
stands for "lots of idiotic
stupid parentheses." It actual-
ly is a contraction of List Pro-
cessing.

The Financial Advisor's
potential has made believers— and buyers — out of 25
major American companies,
including Coopers & Lybrand,
Texas Instruments and Ryder
Systems Inc.

Tt's like having a team of
experts at your disposal," says
Michael Gilboy, director of
strategic business planning at
Coopers & Lybrand, a large
public accounting firm based
in New York. "It answers
some questions I wouldn't
even have thought of asking."
Cooper, a 34-year-old

airplane enthusiast who once
worked for a large Madison
Avenue advertising firm,
started Palladian two years

near
ago with financial backing
from the Rockefeller family. It

was his second high-
technology venture.

Before 1980, Cooper had no
knowledge of computers, just
a desire to make a machine
that could display high-quality
color graphics. With $400 in

savings, he began Computer
Pictures Corp. Two years
later, he sold the company to
Cullinet Software for $14

' million.

Recently, Cooper started a
scholarship fund 'at Boston
College in honor of the two
professors who introduced him
to computer science.

Although Palladian is selling
corporations the first commer-
cial application of artificial in-
telligence, about 600 others,
-'many of them 10 or 15-person
operations, are developing
custom-made "thinking" com-
puters for individual clients
and companies.

Ford Motor Co., for exam-
ple, recently signed a $14
million agreement with
Carnegie Group Inc. of Pitt-
sburgh and Inference Corp. of
Los Angeles for development
of computer programs that

will be able to approve credit

applications and diagnose
brake systems.

Westinghouse Electric
Corp. uses an artificial in-

telligence system to monitor

steam turbines, alerting
managers when something is

going wrong and suggesting

solutions.

And the Artificial In-

telligence Applications Center

at Arthur D. Little, an inter-

national consulting firm based

here, is working on a com-
puter for NASA that might be

able to predict and analyze

tornadoes three hours before

they strike.

It i^ also developing a pro-

gram called "Trader's Assis-

tant," which will help brokers

assess the stock market, taking

into account the instantaneous

supply and demand of stock,

as well as the significance of

-

trading-room rumors and
hearsay.

"Lately we've had a lot of

people coming to us and say-

ing, 'Hey, what's artificial in-

telligence? We have to get in-

volved in it,'" says Maria E.

McDonald, an AI specialist at

Artfifur D. Little.
.-'

,.

Miss McDonald said the

company has decided to leave

behind the "what-if side of

artificial intelligence to create

systems that people can actu-

ally use to resolve workaday

problems.

The message is similar at

Symbolics, at five years old

the rich grandfather of the ar-

tificial intelligence mdustry

with sales of $69 million in its

1985 fiscal year.

About 30 percent of Sym-
bolics' business is for the

Defense Department, the Pen-

tagon and NASA, but most of

its customers are Fortune 500

industrial companies, such as

General Electric Co., Bell

Labs and Honeywell Inc.

"There is no question that

most of our customers are still

in the development stage,"

says Nan Boyd DuCharme,
-head of investor relations for

Symbolics. 'But this was the

year ... we began to see

some practical applications."

With the growing presence
of "thinking" computers,
research has moved from the
back laboratories where it

began to well-financed scien-

tific centers. Last October, for

instance, the University of ii

linois said it would build
$50 miUion institute devotJ
to the processes of the hum^
brain and how they apply Z
computers. _____

At the same time, the government is spending
$60fi

million to develop "smaT
weapons systems, including anunmanned robot tank that can
"see" with a television camera

Experts ihside the AI in
dustry note with some con'
sternation that the general
public still fears the notion of
computers that have the abUi.
ty to reason.

''Companies don't want
their clients to know they use
artificial intelligence,"

says
Miss McDonald. "They are
afraid somehow the public
wUl think there is a Wizard of
Oz pulling the strings.

"People have a vision of
Star Wars, o( a computer
running wild, of computers
being able to reproduce
themselves and rule the world.
They have a vision of comic
book and cartoon concepts
they have built up over the
past 30 years."

Miss McDonald and many
others find the idea of these

cawoon ^concepts" absurd,
but MIT's Minsky, considered
the founding father of AI,

thinks the door to the future

has opened wide enough to

prove anything is possible.

He predicts machines will

be able to be programmed for

feelings like love, fear, hatred

and ambition.
"I recommend fear," he

said. "If the chimps had
known about people, they

would have feared them, too."

Cooper's vision of future

machin^js less threatening.

Computers, he says, "pro-

bably will never be able to be

original. They will never

make a moral judgment or be

artistic or musical or creative.

That will always be the dif-

ference between people and

machines.
"But the more machines

free people from the more

routine kinds of intelligence,

the more it frees them to do

the original and creative

thinking that pushes mankind

forward."
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CALL»FOR»ENTRIES
ASUCLA Student Commissioned Art Program is lookina for <:tiiHanf oh,. .

^^
various media to be permanently displayed in anTUundt^^^^^^^^ '"

Union. North Campus Student Center and Lu Valle CommonrRnth «1 ? ^"' ^ckerman

posals for new work will be considered; and aSs wirecSe a Jsnn'S
""^'^ '"^ P^°-

bursement will also be awarded to cover the cost of supS AnnSi«„c^^^
^^'^^

the Information Desk on the 1st floor of AckermanH and^??*'Ti ?' "f^"^^^
^t

fice. The deadline is January 31. 1986 at 5pm For more infL^L^"^
Department of-

Zeidman at 206-0839. Funded by ASUCLA Board of ControT
'"^°'^'"^^°"- P'^ase call Lee

The UCLA Daily
Bmin has an ongo-
ing training pro-

S^'am for new staff,

contributors and
•tndents interested
in reporting or
reviewing for the

K

.
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The grovp meet*
frooi 7-9 p.fli. Wed-
nesdays in Roycc
248.

If yon need addi-

tloiial inforaiatioD*
caU Madia Adviser
Gaorga Taylor at

825-2859 or 825-

2787.
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GREAT SUMMER EXPERIENCE
AT BRUIN WDODS

WeVe taking applications now
for fantastic summer jobs at the

UCLA Alumni Association's

new Family Resort—BRUIN
WOODS. Try this. You spend
your summer in the mountains
at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50
other students live together in

the Cedar Lodge, eat with our

guests and help carry out a

super family camping program
for 60 UCLA Alumni Families

each week all summer long.

There are many different

jobs—Arts & Crafts Center,

Aquatic^ staff, Boat drivers,

Housekeeping, Grill, Dining •

Room, Utility Rovers, Grounds,

Field Trip Leaders. Front Desk,^

Counselors—even an Athletic

Director and Program Director.

Besides your basic job you help

put on the opening and closing

musical shows, as well as other

evening entertainment.

Best of all you'll really get

to know the other UCLA

students also hand-picked to be

part of BRUIN WOODS. You'll

spend most of your time out-

doors in a healthy and vigorous

environment, you'll eat well,

and take a great summer break

from your studies.

Get more information and.

an application at the West
Center. Mail it back to us as

soon as possible since we'll be
interviewing the most promising

applicants early in February.

BRUIN MEADOW BALL FIELD
Site of Field Day

.
Here's where I

and weekly 4th of umped the E:ist/

July picnic.

UxxmhJ^^iK &tmY\
NATURE TRAIL AMPHITHEATER
Sara's and my Was part of Song
Xavoritc path. and Dance Group

CRAFT HOUSE CABANA
Made Mom a viuse Helped set single

iiD Staff Craft jaciuzzi record fif 17
AVest Softball sirmP Tough to tind at tor opening show— Night. No wonder at one time last

down—got thrown night. wait till Mom sees she loves me. week of camp,
out of the game. \ the video tapes

CHILDREN'S
PARK
Siihhed for Betsy in

.

CEDAR LODGE
This place is not a

staff dorm^it' ^» a

the 3-4 year old

group—think I'll

stick to waiting

tables.

1st ckiss adventure.
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SATURDAY'S
CHANGEOVER
Helped Sugarbuck

team set record of

cleaning and making

up 12 units in 3

hours. 41 minutes

on July 18.

VOLLEYBALL
COURT
They should have

let the staff fiel^

a team.

LAKE
ARROWHEAD
Premier alpine lake

resort in Southern

California.

DINING ROOM
My home away from

home—served 144

meals, every one

with a smile

(almost).

TENNIS COURTS
Was seeded ^18 on

staff ladder but they

really liked my
outfit.

SKI BOAT
Yippee! Finally

learned to ski—not

a bad fringe benefit.

PONT(X)N BOAT
Loved the moon-

light cruises with

staff after hours.

Caught a fish last

week of camp.

BRUIN WOODS
Lake Arrowhead. CA 92352 RO. Box 160 (714)337-2478
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Fossil expert enjoys uncovering new scientific evidence
4P <>.wJ^/ '!!!'^ ^®* ^ for McKenna. "Cer- from geolocy, chemistry, "is a way of applying a test, tinct, are relaf^H ^^ .

By Malcoln? Ritter
^P Science Writer

—^NEW YORK - Malcolm
McKenna has l^n aluminum
ladder stashed on a Montana
niountaintop, an expedition

^ planned for Patagonia and ac-
cess to some 300,000 fossils in
storage, all to pursue what he
calls the business of science: ^

Trying to show that current
beliefs might be wrong.
"The business of scientists is

to look for things, not to cor-
roborate previous beliefs, but
to keep testing them," the
fossil expert says. "We keep
gnawing away at textbooks
and keep destroying what
people fondly believe in.
"We're trying to improve on

ttie model of reality."

McKenna, 55, curator of
vertebrate paleontology at the
American Museum of Natural
History in New York, has even
found fault wittf feis own
theories in the 40 years since
he dug up his first fossil. But
that's the business: a succes-
sion of theory, contrary
evidence, new theory, and
evidence contrary to that.

This might seem frustrating.

Not so for McKenna. "Cer
tainty is dull and boring," he
says.

A specialist in ancT^iit
mammals, McKenna has look-
ed for fossils in places so far
north that a compass points
south, and as far south as
Chile and Patagonia in
southern South America,
where he plans to seek
whalebones in the Andes this
month. He keeps the ladder
atop a 10,000-foot mountain
in southwest Montana to reach
a cliff he found while looking
for fossils to help determine
the age of some rocks.

McKenna singles out some
fossils for study and adds
others to the museum's collec-
tion, which he estimates is big
enough to leave one specimen
every 100 feet from New York
to San Francisco.

But getting fossils Is only
part of the job. "We are not
stamp pollectors," McKenna
says. "What's fun is what you
can do with these things.

"Basically, what we are try-
ing to find out is what has
been the natural history of the
world."

The tools to do so can come

from geology, chemistry,

physics, astronomy and other

areas as well as ' McKenna's
own paleontology', the study

of prehistoric plants and
animals. The idea is "to bring

completely different disciplines

to bear on a problem," he

says.

If different disciplines give

the same answer to a problem,

he says, "you tend to pick up
a little confidence in your
results."

When geological theory
suggested that about 60
million years ago lava spewing
from Iceland began, to form a

land bridge between
Greenland and Scotland, it

was possible to find confirma-
tion through biologv'. Fossil

remains of crocodiles, turtles,

giant salamanders, snakes aud
other beasts found on
Ellesmere Island in far nor-

thern Canada show that
animals from Europe and
North America traveled the
land bridge for a few milliun
years.

"The geolog)' and the biolo-

gy start telling you the same
thing," McKenna says. Pitting
one discipline against another

is a way of applying

hich is what makeswhich is what makes it

science."

Interaction between
disciplines produced one of

paleontology's best-known
theories: that a huge meteorite

struck the Earth 65 million

years ago, kicking up enough
dust to block sunlight, and led

to the extinction of the
dinosaurs. The theory is based

on a widespread layer of"

iridium — ^ a substance more
common in meteorites than on
Earth — that was laid down
about the time that fossil

evidence says dinosaurs died
out.

McKenna, however, is skep-

tical. He says few examples of
iridium have been found in

association with bones of the
last dinosaurs. And dinosaur
species, became extinct over
time rather than simultaneous-
ly, he says.

Changes in sea level and
gradual deterioration of the
climate are more plausible ex-
planations, McKenna says.

His own research areas are
less likely to capture
headlines. One is a study of
how mammals, living and ex-

tinct, are related ¥^ l

-the_evo,u«o1'/C''a
ed them.

To uncover the
relatedness, McKenna?^
other scientists'

st,Sminute variation, ul

anal)

ies

UClA^/oe?T, of /vi^^ic

species in "tlTok"'*^
makeup of suhcf ^"'•caf

animals shae.T&r' «*i

the substance had ot^ '^

m some ancestor, th'e^t'
to change slightly as diff^-
species evolved &,!«
common ancestor. - '*

It's a little likelh.
family legend chi*"/

'

t.me. If two branchlVr
.family each pass Z^!^
story of what'^TapS'^
great-great.greatg.anS

Edeach version is likely ,o^^more and more unlike tfother as it passes from g^J^on to generation. ^5
began as a single storv f.

the lips of Ed'hi3: Zinto two progres
i ekdissimilar versions. '

McKenna is essentially
sta.dyng that process insubstances like myoglobn

which stores oxygen i„ „^cles. By interpreting
similarities in the kinds jmyog obin used by three
anirnals, for example, he tries
to figure out which two have
^ more r e c e n t common
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Cofflposers* 'Concert Series

Concert One: January 23 ; 8:00
|

Popper Theater
(various ctaaaber works)

Concert Two: February 18 ; 8:00 p m
Popper Theater

r^^ • ,*.
(cli..ber works fe.torii», string quartet)Concert Three: April 23 ; 8:00 p

' "'^

Schoenberg Hall

•^^iir*cnm «« rmilj nb»Uiu,4 ky the D C L A ii-.r ^
M. «l.i».. charg.'A recepS»itTn£^G^!:V '^•^"•e f.r tke kruCMcert aatf tke Mdieace is jarited "•• ^»" '•"*»v eech

ancestor than they both share
with the third. From such
studies, family trees can be
constructed.

It's not easy. One of
McKenna's current analyses
for example, deals with about
60 animals, including fish,

alligators, chickeas, penguins,
the duckbill platypus, dogs,

horses, sheep, rabbits, two
kinds of elephants, and man.
He is checking the results of

the analysis against the fossil

record to see if they say the

same things about the family

tree.

Fossils give their own in-

sights, sometimes unexpected,
into how ancient animals were

related. When McKenna ex-

amined a jaw unearthed
recently in Washington state

by a Smithsonian Institution

colleague, he agreed the

unknown animal was related

to elephants. But the jaw had

been found in marine sedi-

ments, suggesting it came
from an oceangoing beast.

"Suddenly it dawned on

us,** McKenna recalls. The

jaw was from an early order

of mammals called
desmostylians, which were

close relatives of the manatees

and dugongs that sailors

thought were mermaids. Fur-

ther research by McKenna,
Haryl Domning of Howard

University and Clayton Ray of

the Smithsonian showed that

the beasts were actually more

closely related to elephants

than to dugongs and
manatees.

The tipoff was the teeth,

which looked elephant-like 35

million years ago when the

fossil jaw was formed, but lost

that character about 10 to 15

million years ago, the period

of previous desmostylian fossil

finds. McKenna didn't find

^^>JM?^» l^t"« had part

o£ %^«if figUrfng out whit

$ni«^&i^ in one of the ln#
rooms tHiere the museum
stores fossils, McKenna
described "the fun of follow

ing your nose"
significance a
have.

'H^

to see what

fossil might

5 . : ^rr — • f^'
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THE ARTS
St. Paul

Chamber
Orchestra

Sat. Feb 1. 8 pm. Royce Hall
$18. 15. 12. 5»
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U Music Department

STUDENTS
GETYOUR BOOKS READY FOR THE

CAMPBELL BOOK
COLLECTION COMPETITION

Win up to $300 for your book collection

Entry deadline - April 7th

Ask at campus libraries for details

BOOKS !! BOOKS !! BOOKS !! BOOKS !!

Faculty Chamber
Music Recital
) lik'iko Kaniei. I'io/i'n;

Cury Cray, clurihet;

Sils Olirvr I'ioihneiio:

Antoimtte Knw^irl^rry, fiicnio.

Friday. Jan 24, 8 pm
Schoenberg Hall $5. 3
( )liM r \Ussiain (Junrtct for tfw fmt of Titue
lU (. th(tM II hio in (, Majtir for I'iiino. \iolin

and iviht

Faculty Recital
T/nu>fhy Mussani, tHnalist

JtoNcs /ou. piano
Tuesday, Jan 28, 8 pm
Schoenberg Hall $5. 3
\X«»rksln ( accini. llaniKI. laiirianil Silniinann

Charge-by-Phone
(213)825-9261
UCLA Central Ticket Office 650 Weslwood Pla/a ~

Daily 9afn 5pm. Weekends lOam 3pm (Sun ptione

orders only) "$5 Student tickets witfi full time ID

(Limited availability! Rusfi at sfiowtime lor students
and Sr cili/ens Program, date, lime & place subject

to cfiange

MS rally
Continued from Page 5
be raised to fight the disease
on college campuses.

"Multiple sclerosis affects
18- to 34-year-olds/* Cohn
said. "That's us."

Steve Dunn, educational
director of SAMS, added,
"Multiple sclerosis cuts you
down just as you're starting to
live."

Among the events announce
ed for "Bust MS" month were"
a kick-off party on Feb. 8, a
"Heart of Rock & Roll" theme
for the week of Valentine's
Day, and a nationwide lip-

sync contest, "Rock-Alike," at
the end of February.

Contestants will "get on the
stage in front of screaming
fans" and impersonate their
favorite rock stars, said Dave
Tanebaum, SAMS' special
events director.

Winners of the UCLA con-
test will go to a regional
semi-final, which will also be
held at UCLA. Regional
semi-finalists will perform in a
national competition that will
be shown on MTV, Cohn
said.

The national competition
winner will travel around the
country on behalf of MTV-

j

Qi February 12&I
^as Instruments

wants to meet

V

Technical managers from TI's Semiconductor
Group will soon be on campus to interview

graduatinj^ electrical engineers and computer
scientists with hardware backgrounds.

Cuirent openings are for positions within

TI's Semiconductor Technical Sales and Mar-
keting organization. Perfect for grads who
can't stand bein^ confined, either personiilly

or professionally. '

\c)ur challenge

is to represent

TI's Semrconduc-

tor Group to the

Whiis Wh) of Hi^h

Tcchnol)^, in areas

like consumer electron

ics, roK>tics, com
puters, and

telecommunica-

tions. Your clients are

.

major Fortune 500 compa-

nies, and venture capitalists who plan to he.

But that shouldn't make you nervous. Not
when you've got Texas Instruriients behind you.

; Semiconductors are TI's principal business,

and our reputation for innovation in tliis field

goes way back. In fact, we invented the inte-

grated circuit. AnJ to this day, we remain a

world leader in the devek)pment and applica-

tion of semiconductor technok)gy.

— Now it's up to you to carry this reputation

forward. By designing TI semiconductor tech-

engineers

«r ' •»

nok)gy into our customers' next-generation

products.

So bring all the technical skills you can

—

muster. Because clients will be l(H)king to you
for systems solutk)ns that will advance their

products - and your career.

Excellent "pet)ple skills" are required,^s

well. Since the way you deal with customers

today will affect their .ji.

attitudes ybout TI

lon^» into the future.

Speaking of the future/

semiconductors have a

great one. The fact is,

these silicon chips are the

^ very nucleus for emerging

technologies. And will

be for years to come. „
So if yt)u want a head

start in four high-tech career,

sign up. And I(;t's see if you've got

what it takes to be a TI Semiconductor
Technical Sales Engineer.

Keep your interview calendar open for

February 12 & 13. And reserve your
appointment by contacting your Place-
ment Office. Appointments are limited

and will fill up quickly.

But if you hurry, we can probably still

squeeze you in.

An Equal Opportunity ^—
-,

—
Employer M/F

«,
^

Texas ^^
Instruments

and SAMS and will also ap-
pear, on various television^
shows, including "Good Morn-
ing America" and "Donahue,"
Cohn said.

One way money will be
raised at UCLA is through
students' votes in the Rock-
Alike contest, which will cost

$1 each.

The campus that earns the
most money of the 150 par-
ticipating nationwide will be
rewarded witK an MTV-spon-
sored rock concert on their
campus.

In 1957, Sir Anthony
Eden resigned as Bri-

tain's prime minister
after less than two
years in office. Ill

health was given as

the reason, but his ac-

tion'^as generally
ascribed to the reac-

tion to Britain's role in

the Suez invasion of
the previous winter.

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now a( UCLA or
Westwood. Classes every week-Sat
Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive,
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at
Beverly Hills S.M.. Culver City and
S>outh Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

^^^.^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^

**

Women's Studies

Feminist Books

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213)477-7300

1
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BASKIN-HOBBINS

2 for

f r

ICECREAM

o
o
c

^ .bring this ad & buy any fountain or sundae item, & get
• ^^ the SECOND ONE FREE! (ol .qual or l^^r valu*)

I
'^^\

.

— 25% Off AU 5uper Party Desserts!

^Sj^ Ice Cream Cakes, Rolls, Pies (custom made, or from dessert case)*^
- aJso, with valid UCLA ID get:

15% OFF on Super Party Desserts
10% OFF on All Fountain, Sphts, Floats, Shakes & Malts
WE DELIVERl Delivery service available, special discount bulk rates to

campus orgaoizatioiis,greeks, faculty. Availableat:

W^stwood Village • Century City Mall 552 2866
10916 Kinross * 1227 Wilshire Bl., Santa Monica 394-0773

(b/t Gayley & Weatwood Bl) * 2461 Santa Monica Bl. 828-1222
' -Fox Hills Mall. Culver City 390-2565

208-8048 •zp. 2-2-86

Open 7 Days

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men)^^Q_QQ

(Women)
^

Body Perm $26.00
(with this coupon ft UCLA LD.)

International

Coiffures

1419WestwoodBlvd.
479-8625 478-9316

Exp. 2/1/86

'

1

r

,^

ASUCLAs
Textbook Rebate

Program means you can
get back a percentage of every

dollar you spend on books. ASUCLA
doesn't make any money on textbooks, but

overall, our Students* Store, Food Service, Travel
Service, and other ASUCLA operations are thriving.

Because we're the Associated Students, we want every UCLA
student to share in our success. Our student-majority board of
directors, the Board of Control, came up with the Textbook
Rebate to accomplish just that.

HERES HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THE REBATE PROCR AM.

c, . u • C • /^

TEXTBGDK

PROGRAM
v

OF

1« Make all of your textbook purchases for the Winter Quarter
between Monday, January 6 and Sunday, January 26.

2. Save your receipts. During the eligibility period, we'll use col-
ored register tapes, so your receiptswtH4)eeasy to identify;

3. Pick up a Textbook Rebate Envelope (available February 3)
and use it to turn in your receipts. Textbook Rebate collection
boxes will be in all three Students' Store locations from
February 3 through March 2.

We can't predict how big your rebate will be - it depends on
the amount you spend on books, and on how many people

participate in the Rebate Program. You can expect to
get your share early in June, when we'll mail you one

rebate for all the eligible purchases you make this
year. Remember, eligible purchases include

general books and Lecture Notes as well as
'

textbooks. There's more complete informa-
tion about the Textbook Rebate printed
on the Rebate Envelope.

Improving the quality of student life is
ASUCLA's job, and the Textbook Rebate Pro-

gram is one example of how seriously we take
that job. We try to bring you all the services you

want and need for a successful UCLA experience
especially academic support materials like textbooks at

prices you can afford.

Rememher January 26 « the last day to make Winter
textbook purchases that are eligible for rebate. January 26 is^i^o the last day of the extended refund period for textbooks^^er Sunday, the deadline for returning teltbook^forTfull re-fund will be seven daysfrom the date of purchase.

v /

308 Wtstwood Plaza

Los Anfdes. CA 90024
213-825-9898
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Vieuifpoint KimbeHy Nod, Viewpoint Editor
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AH we need is love
By Daniel Weiner
*^rye got to be honest, I'm a little freaked out and very very

s^L'tv iT '^' ^"'^ and future of our unstable and nse^ure

sSai L.?ny"^":?^'^" .^"^V"^
^'^'^ °^ ^"y singular ethnic/

societal group. I m addressing the society of man and woman
of wbir!l?^'^^"*''*J''^

""^
"""V

'"^^^^y- ^ ^^1 ^^^'^ a^e some things

swi^h on r ^T^'^""
'"^^^ ourselves more aware. When we

encounter?
television news or read a newspaper, what do we

The Middle East is in a constant state of active military
agression there are persistant and seemingly unresolvable con-
tlicts in Central America and Afghanistan, citizens are rioting inLondon, people are starving throughout the world, and there
exists various forms of opressive regimes, apartheid being one.
Have you really stopped to think of the impact of these events

on individual human beings? It's exceedingly simple to numb
ourselves to the horrible suffering and violence in the world.
This aids us in avoiding the subsequent emotional distress that
adequate contemplation would surface.

I feel that the recent tragedy in which two students were
brutally murdered had it's most significant impact on UCLA
students in that it occurred so close to their seemingly safe and
sheltered environment.
Wake up folks! Murders and human horrors such as these are

part of the daily routine in places like Belfast and Beirut. The
only difference is that consistent violence occurs predominantly 1 /• • *
outside our little UCLA shangri-la. This provides us with a buf- ViGWDOint
fering agent. l__

— We seem-^to suboonseiously mterpreLOhe-ieal-hfe pain and
^ suffering we view on television as less severe because it is so far
away. However, the truth of the matter is that it is really not
very far. It's just one human being away.
What is this awful internal nemesis which creates strife, war,

and so divides our world family? It is an insidious opponent in
that it has survived with us since the dawn of time, yet we can
never discover it within ourselves.

People have given it different names and personified it in
every way imaginable. It has provided a basis of power, and
fortunately an ultimate demise of our history's most evil men.
With it's constant companion, fear, it has guided the path of
human existance.

It is present in the rhetoric o Kahane and Farrakhan, Kho-
meini and Khadafy, Hitler and Wallace. The force is hate.
More specifically, the hate and fear of things and people that
we view as different, yet usually know nothing about. The
hate-context is the fuel which ignites the normally idle and
usually disregarded ravings of discontented human beings. *

In all of the world's situations from contemporary
geopolitical struggles which feed a despot's egotistical desire for

power, to a backyard barbecuer who got a little "pissed off
and skewed his neighbor, the one reprehensibly common
denominator is hate.

I hope we can all plainly realize that the names, places,

situations, and specific desires take a secondary position to the
root of the problem. Many people view hate as an inevitable,

inborn, part of being a human being.

"Hate is a natural part of being human — Hate can't be
avoided, period!" Well, I'm here to proclaim that there is

something that can be done to change our feelings of hate

towards each other — and perhaps change our world.

As students, we are at the forefront of social change. Our
educated minds and potential status as leaders of the world
oblige us to take an active role in reshaping our world into a

better place.

There is an obvious solution. We have all heard it and known
it since our birth. People of all religions and creeds await its in-

ception in the form of a Messiah. That messiah isn't necessarily

Continued on Page 21

z^

Handcuffs won't stop the revolution
By Ingrid Landes, Diego Maldonado,
Carolyn Fershtman and Matthew Kogan
According to observers at the National

Association of College and University At-
torneys (NACUA) this summer, discussion
topics included these subjects: how to control
protests by changing the time, place and
manner restrictions under which they are
held; using internal procedures for discipline
because courts are unreliable; bringing univer-
sity conduct committees under tighter ad-
ministrative control; and the use of videotapes
and files to collect evidence on student
demonstrators.

Among those attending were attorneys from
Columbia, Cornell, ,and the University of

California, sites of major protests, along with
the First Secretary of the South African Em-
bassy, a representative of the State Depart-_
ment's African Bureau, and an officii of
Mobil oil, a major supplier to South Africa.

"They were sharing information about how
to prevent dissent and so how to squash stu-

dent protest," recalls Cecilia Ham, vice-presi-

dent of the United States Student Association,
who went to the meeting. "They wanted to

know the current law to see what they could
do to stop campus protest..." {Village Voice,

Oct. 30, 1985)

The legacy continues. The UC administra-
tion is making a conscious effort to quell dis-

sent against its support of the South African
government, exemplified by UC administrators
attending that meeting in.D.C, and returning
to rewrite the U.C.'s time, place, and manner
rules.

But they went further. Chancellor Young
and other UCLA administrators have taken it

upon themselves to decide that indeed the
District Attorney and the California Court
system were unreliable when they dropped
charges against protestors arrested last Spring
for peacefully sitting in in Biko Hall (formerly
Murphy Hall), protesting the university's in-
volvement in South Africa.

They have decided that they must try four
of those protestors who refused to quietly sign
a letter saying that our actions were wrong,
with the implication of that letter being used
against us if we were involved in any/ sort of
"questionable business," on or off cantipus, in
the name of UCLA protest or dissent.

It is within our own university syste^ that
we have gained the historical perspectiye to
understand global politics and to realiz^ oui
university's immoral actions. It is also thr6u]

academic means that we have worked to pi

test through education. i

Since the big divestment movement begin
around 1978, on universities around tlie

world, forcing them to uphold moral, ^ Well
as fiduciary, responsibilities by divesting^om
South Africa. The University of California^y
far the largest university investor in Sgufk
Africa (with $2.4-2.6 billion invested), Has not
yet divested one penny, even as universities
across the U.S. have divested (from Columbia
University to the University of Minnesota, and
the University of Iowa to the California State
University at Northridge).

As sure as the revolution is occurring in

Continued on Page 20
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Handcuffs
Continued from Page 19
South Africa our Regents will divest pur funds from South
Africa, but it is students who will exert the pressure needed, at

whatever level is needed, to force them to do it in the coming
weeks rather than in months or years down the road, after

countless more South African lives are lost in the struggle for

self-determination in those vast lands of plenty for the white
man and naught for the black man.

This is not only a struggle of color but one of cl^ss and of
social consciousness. Are these not the battles with which we
are struggling, on many levels, right here in America?

Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday would have jijst passed,
were he still alive, but he was killed for speaking out and en-
powering blacks, as was Malcolm X, for helping blacks feel the
strength they needed to fight the bitter struggle for equality in

the United States.

Blacks and other minorities are still struggling in America,
which makes the black person's struggle in South Africa one to
which all Americans should be committed to ending.

In the educational realpi, people can get information from
anti-aparthied^rganizations, read and learn about the issue,

and then schedule talks or presentations locally. The important
point is for each to choose his most comfortable medium. T
Beyond education is action. Some choose legislative action in

encouraging elected officials to pass anti-aparthied resolutions
or to place economic and trade sanctions, or embargoes, on
South Africa. Others choose direct action such as civil disobe-
dience, a peaceful but strong form of protest.

Hopefully, UCLA students will continue the peaceful pro-
testing which is not only within our free speech First Amend-
ment rights, but is our moral riesponsibility, as educated citizens
of our community who realize that an educational institution
such as the University of California has no right, whatsoever,
protecting and upholding, in any way or to any extent, a racist

government.
It is with this knowledge, and in this vein, that thousands of

UC students have been arrested in the past year for anti-apar-
thied actions. The four UCLA students being tried are being
:penalized for disobeying a university official, as the charg«=

<^BS'Mitnp>f/a^u^A^€tM—uc;/7«v»f7r;^atf",

Letters

I

Harmful rays

Editor:

I would like to express my
concern over the advertise-

ments in the Bruin for sun-
tanning parlors.

Exposure to ultraviolet light

is a major factor contributing
to a variety of skin cancers as
well as to the prematura aging
of the skin.

stand, and for disrupting business (c'mon folks... you know there
ain't no UC officials devoted enough to be working at mid-
night!).

^

In reality, these students were breaking one minor student
regulation in order to uphold a higher, international law. The
Nuremberg principles tell us that it is our responsibility, as citi-

zens of our respective countries throughout the world, to refuse
to allow our countries to take violent or deathly actions against

___^_ Continued on Page 21

This conclusion is borne out
by numerous studies in
animals and man. ^

All to often these tanning
salons claim that their light

sources are free of the so-call-

ed "harmful rays," namely,
the ultraviolet B rays and that

only the "safe" ultraviolet A
rays are used. This is a gross

distortion.

First, the distinction be-

tween A and B rays is an ar-

bitrary one. They are each a
part of a continuum of radia-

tions.

Second, there is a growing
body of scientific evidence
which supports the view that

-ultraviolet A is also extren>ely

harmful.

Ultraviolet A rays actually

penetrate the deeper layers of
the skin more effectively than
the B rays, the region of the
skin where age-related
changes are known to occur.

It is ironic that in an effort

to possess more appealing
skin, individuals who frequent

these tanning parlors will in-

variably accelerate the normal
aging process.

This ultraviolet light-induc-

ed damage is irreversible,

cumulative and will become
apparent in early middle age.

I believe that these suntann-
ing parlor advertisements
promote and legitimize an ac-

tivity which is a genuine
health hazard.

I hope that the Bruin will

take this information into ac-
count when determining its

advertisement policy.

Daniel Weingarten, Ph.D.
UCLA School of Medicine

STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATE and PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR

RECRUITMENT 1986

DONTMISS YOUR CHANCE TO HELP OTHERSAND GET INVOLVED!

SHA PHC
Student Health Advocates are specially trained students who provide
health care and referrals for colds, flu. first aid and emergencies. They also
provide health education counseling and referrals for nutrition, fitness,
weight control, stress management, contraception and emotional
concerns.

To apply for the Student Health Advocate program, youmustattend
one of the following orientation meetings:

Tuesday, January 28

Wednesday, January 29
Thursday, January 30
Tuesday February 4
Wednesday, February 5

6:30 pm Sproul Hall Entertainment Center
7:00 pm Sigma Nu
7:00 pm Alpha Epsilon Phi
7:00 pm Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge
7:00 pm Alpha Delta Pi ^^
2:00 pm Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517

Peer Health Counselors are specially trained students who volunteer on

roir.^"r«;'^E?uo'"^
information, counseling and referrals for health-related

M.n.n2^rV r? '''''ol"
^^^« Se'^-Help Cold Clinic. Nutrition and WeightManagement CIrnic, Stress Management. Hypertension Screening,

o^rfMoTJ p'y J A^^'"9 ^''."l^'
Women's Health Service, Kerckhoff Hall

Office, Health Risk Appraisals/Information Tables. S.O.U.R.C.E..
U.A.R.E., and Suicide Prevention.

To apply for the Peer Health Counselor Program, you must attend one
of the following orientation meetings:

Tuesday. January 28
Wednesday, January 29

For more information talk to a Student Health Advocate
or teleptiODft 206-6842.

A student run outreach program sponsored by the Student Health Service.

Thursday, January 30
Tuesday, February 4
Wednesday, February 5

12 noon
12 noon
7:00 pm
4:00 pirn

2:00 pm
12 noon-

Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517
North Campus, Rm. 20
Sproul Hall Entertainment Center
Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517
Ackerman Union. Rm. 3517
Ackerman Union, Rm. 3564

For more information, please telephone 825-8462 or stop by the
Peer Health Counselor Offjce

401 Kerckhoff Hall

Sponsored by the Student Health Service and the Student Welfare Commission.

i. ..I,*

we encourage you to attend an orientation session for each program although we will only accept one application from each individual.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7, 1986 at 5:00 pm

r -• \
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Continued from Page 19
innocent civilians, anywhere.

opl^sun^rt*!>f\rl^
clear violation of that law and the UC'sopen support of the Aparthied government is, therefore lust as

aid 7l"''Zf '^''} ^^"- ^^ ">*^ -^ bVothers and's'te"

pro"^ of th^ kT f°f J^^"^
i" P^^eeful and meaningful

Kyt&ufacrnl.'"'" ^^^'^ ^^^^^**°"^ -^ ^^-^

In response, the UC administration is trying to penalize usand use us as examples to try to intimidate others s^they wHnot prot^t our Regents' wrongdoings. They have even changed

FacuS'r^n/^
'^' legally-open hearing from the accesible

von RX.r^fr n" f'^Pu' *°u*^^
^^*'^y inaccesible Sunset Can-

«°L w f*'""? ^^"^^'' ^^'^"g^ ^^ f"lly intend to have it at anaccesible location on campus (it will be held at 9 a m FridavJanuary 24th). Additionally, a rally will be held Thursday ainoon on the steps of Campbell Hall. •

^'
Thankfully, people do not just drop their consciences so this

tiearing process is allowing us to further educate the UCLAcommunity and the larger community about Aparthied and theUC s wrongful continued support of it.

Don't the Regents and UC administrators understand thatyou don t just stop a revolution with handcuffs? It hasn'4 work-
ed in South Africa the revolution in South Africa is very much
alive and is stronger than it ever has been in the past twentv
years, and South Africans will soon be free in their own coun-
tr>'.

It is right for Americans to show support for any human
rights struggle, such as this, in the worid: Americans should be
asking ourselves not what that country can do for us (bv pro-

,

viding us gold, diamonds, and cobalt), but what we can do for I

the people of that country, and, therefore, for the progress of
humankind.
As Martin Luther King Jr. once said, "We are confronted

with the fierce urgency of now. In this Enfolding conundrum of
life and history there is such a thing as being too late. Pro
crastination is stilLthe theif of time...We must move pastdn
decision to action ..Now let us begin. Now let us rededicate
ourselves to the long and bitter — but beautiful — struggle for
a new world."

Landes, Maldonado, Fershtman and Kogan are co-defendants
to be brought before UCLA's Student Conduct Committee for
their participation in anti-apartheid protests last spring.

Handcuffs
Continued from Page 20
a person.

It is an era, a feeling, a creation of a place where the one
dominant experience had by all is an overwhelming feeling of...
love! Now, don't write me off as silly, a dreamer or a frustrated
and burnt out love child from the 60's. They had the right idea,
but the wrong approach.
Many people find it embarrassing and difficult to deal- with

the concept of love. "Real" life issues, with their problems and
worries, seem crucial when compared to the "infantile" or "ide-
alistic" concept of unconditional love for each other.
Okay — you're alone now while reading this — so take time

to truly encounter what you understand and feel to be love. It

has been conveyed in all media (paintings, music, poetry). It is

an ideal, a Utopian concept and yet...we are able to achieve in-

dividual glimpses of it with only a limited number of people.
Why do we hoard our love, yet give so freely of our hate?

It takes much more energy to plan and activate strategies of
hate than to share a smile. Why maintain insurmountable
defenses of hatred, when it is easier, and mutually beneficial to

advance offensives of love. Hate spreads it's contagion through a
chain reaction of incidents — so does love!

Don't misunderstand — achieving societal love is not easy. It

must start with an individual truly coming to terms with their

own barriers and themselves. For many of you, achieving this

. "love ideal" must come about gradually.

Make a concerted effort to increase your loving responses (a

compliment, a smile, an unwarranted handshake or greeting to

a stranger) everyday. Make other people feel good about
themselves and about knowing you. That's half the battle

already.

Now you must be ready to face a real challenge. In tense and
potentially volatile social situations, keep your head, catch

yourself, and avoid the personal attack by utilizing constructive

disagreement.

Your point is still conveyed, but you have alleviated the sense

of resentment and dislike which accompany truly negative

responses. Realize that the other person though they may be a

proud (and rightly so) member of a different ethnic/social group

than yourself, joins you as a member of our group — the

human racel

To some, this remedy may appear simplistic or small scaled.

But the elimination of this world's hateful, cruel, and painfully

unnecessary predicaments dissolves down to people — with

their individual feelings, thoughts, and actions.

If we, the future leaders of the world, act with love and live

with love, we are on the way to making our joint community
— the community of humanity, a safer and more pleasant place

to exist and grow. And isn't that the way it was meant to be?
--—'—'" -

,

-

Daniel Weiner is a senior majoring in Communication

Studies.

Editor's note: Additional comments on this issue can be address-

ed to the National Lobby Box located on the 3rd floor of Ker-

ckhoff hall as well as the Bruin. .

00(^03Arily bruiii^.
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Present student ID. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite'*'

\

Arrive In style

AERO'''

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD
PHONE (213) 466-7191

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles
'

12304 Sc)nta Monica Bl
. 0112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfw Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390
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GLOW FOR IT!

^tart^the New Year, with a new you!

FREE- • Color Analysis

Personalized Beauty Break
FILM

• European Clay Facial

Call Beverly at 477-6150
(no purchase necessary)

TROY TICKET SERVICE
TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS ^SPORTS • THEATRE • IN CONCERT
KENNY ROGERS

WILLIE NELSON • RUSH • PAT BENATAR
KISS • AEROSMITH
LAKERS • KINGS

C€>MiNG: ROLLiNa ST€>NES

TIRED OF TWEEZiNG , Rl FAPHinq
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIr:>

Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from-UCLA 475-4 135
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Bob Remstem. Revte^ Editor
Kent Andrade. As*ociote Review EdUor
Jenny Ble.er. Assistant «ewew Editor

Iron Eagle' is a
patriotic clunlcer

By David Wisehart-

INTERVIEW

iiiiiiiiiiiiili
iiiiiiiiiji

?:-ai::«\r-:..;A.H.W. :
AVAM. ..MJ..^^^v..|.!.!.w^^^^^

^

The many faces of Lou Go

A DIM SUM CAFE

LIGHT CHINESE -

Lunch, Dinner

or Late Nights

From $1.75

wESTwoofo Village el 091 broxton.l.a./213.824-7869

By David Wisehart

When Louis Gossett, Jr. was
a struggling student at NYU,
he had little notion of what
life had in store for him.
Balancing pre-med classes,
drama studies, and basketball,
he excelled in each. When the
New York Knicks invited 6*4"

Gossett to their training camp
in 1958, it quickly became
decision time for the young
athlete. He made the Knicks'
squad, but turned his back on
professional basketball. He
turned, instead, to drama.

"I was already a profes-
sional actor by the age of
fourteen," Gossett explains. "I
also got Golden Boy with
Sammy Davis, Jr. the same
year I made the Knicks. So I
^id,'rm going back on stage.*
That was my choice."
Some choice. He has since

won great critical and popular
acclaim on both stage and
screen. He received an Emmy
award for his memorable por-
trayal of Fiddler in Roots, and
an Academy Award as Drill
Sargeant Foley in An Officer
and a Gentleman.

Gossett is currently in the
enviable position of having
two major motion pictures out
at the same time: Enemy
Mine and Iron Eagle. Enemy
Mine is a Christmas release
about a human fighter pilot
and an alien "Drac** who
crash-land on a barren planet

and must cooperate in order
to survive. Gossett plays the
Drac, opposite Dennis Quaid.

"For Enemy Mine," says
Gossett, "I was responsible for
bringing that alien character
together from scratch. I went
to the zoo every day and pick-
ed several different animals to
study: the lizard, cat, ostrich,
kangaroo — and of course
there's a little Stevie Wonder
thrown in there.**

For the part of the reptilian
creature, Gossett was required
to tackle his thespian pursuits
under a thick coat of make-up
and latex. "It was the hardest
thing Tve ever had to do.** He
laughs a bit at the memory.
In all my years in the

business, I've never been so
beleagered with difficulties I
practiced the reptilian move-
ments constantly."

But the throaty, sing-song
dialect used for the character
has entirely different origins.
That vocal, gutteral thing
came from my childhood. Fve
been making those noises for
years, though Fve only now
had a chance to apply them."

Gossett wasn't the only one
beset with difficulties. The en-
tire production was nearly
scratched before it ever got off
the ground. Only a costly
change of directors saved the
picture from an early trip to

?.
*^ollywood graveyard.

"Richard Longcrane, who
was originally in charge, is a

brilliant director. But it was
unrealistic to shoot in Iceland.

He was digging a hole for

himself. Tt*s just impossible to

shoot there. The weather
changes too often, you can't

ett, Jr.
natch shots. He got into trou-
pe early, and was let go by
he studio. Dennis Quaid and
nyjielf were paid a full year

I^nd

a halfs holding salary un-
Continued on Page 29

J^on Eagle wants desperatelv to be a lirrKf k «* j
high-SDeed fr«^ fr^r oii ^r ^

ro oe a light-hearted,

ndmed Middle Eastern countny. Masters is held hostagetried, and convicted of international espionage In thr^days, his sentence will be carried out -a puw!c lynchingmeant as a warning to the western world.
^ ^

couw certainly be developed into a real cold-war-of-nervesdrama. Something on the order of a Middle Eastern F^^

howWer L ^ ^ ^^"f^ ^^ "° ^"^*^ intenUons,however. He prefers, instead, to aim at the lowest com^

^nulofd^r^^r"'"^';
*"'"^"^. '^'' ^'' «f sophisticated

celluloid tapestry into an aerial Rocky VI
Eight^n-year-old Doug Masters Jason Gedrick) hao

^In n'f
^'^'"^^ 'f^'' P^^^* ^"^^ "^^^ »^- daT with th'e

rlZ^ Tl^ ^1' ^°J^ ^^^"^^ Chappy Sinclair (Lo*-
Gossett, Jr.) and a band of Hardy Boy friends, Do^
plans to steal two F-16*s, fly ^ith Chappy to the Middll
East, and rescue his dear old dad before the Bad Guys do
their dirty deed. There are no surprises in this souped-up
adolescent fantasy but judging from the succ^ of
Stallones last two films, that*s what the mass audiences
seem to go for these days.

It's black and white -^_
Day and night.

Wrong and right.

Fight, fight, fight.

Aside from some well-directed aerial footage, the only
reason to watch this trite bit of rabble-rousing fantasy is
for Gossett's performance. There are no Sargeant Foley
fireworks here, but he's the only member of the cast who
do^n't embarass himself. This is the sort of unassumming
undemanding role Gossett can do in his sleep, but who
wouldn't rather watch Gossett sleep-walking than the rest
of this inept cast tripping over each other?

True, Iron Eagle is a fairly harmless exercise in interna-
tional bigotry and exploitative comic-book violence, but it

is exploitative nonetheless. It's fodder for the masses, but
all the sugar-coating at Furie's disposal can't make this
stuff go down any easier.

There is a certain enjoyment to be derived, however, in
imagining those lyg, sleek F-16, jets flying through the
script's plot holes.

Jason Gedrick and Louis Gossett,

• r

fon Eagle,
' one of two new movies starring Gossett.

^
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BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE

MANN
THEATRES

PACmc MTALK-IM

WESTWOOD

WESTWOOO MesMMl TWitahr.
474-7866

12:30^:00-5 00-10:30

NATIONAL
109255 Lindbfook
208 4366

VILUGE
961 Broxton

208 5576

A Nlshtmart on Elm SI II (ft)

1:00-3 15 5 3^8 00-10 15
Fri-Sat Late Show 12:15

HOLLYWOOD

RMky(PG)
115-3 3a5 45^00^10:15

Sunset Nf Vine
466-3401

OililMrtca
70mm 6-Track DOLBY STe]__

1:004:15-7:30-10:35

BRUIN
948 Broxton

208 8998

WESTWOOD I

1050 Gayley

208 7664

SoiM Uke Ut (PG)
12 30-3:00 5 30-8 00^10 20

Fn-Sat Late Show 12 30

Ml
f
fclMH 1 Bw It II

fntif^tHmtuft (R)

HOUYVfOOO PAOFIC
Hllywd Bi Nr C^Hienga
^**^^1' 70mmObLBYSfERBE6

12:30-2:3O4:3O<:3O« »10 30
Fri-Sal Late Show 1230

101 Dalmadom (G)

Tues-Thurs 12 00
•razil

2 00-4 45^7 30-10 20
Separate Admissions Required

HOaYMOOOPAOHC Emm Mm IP9-13)
12:45^3 05-5 25-7 45-105

Ffi-Sat Late Show 12:20

WESTWOOO II

1050 Gayley

208 7664

WESTWOOO III

1050 Gayley

206-7664

,« «« » BraHI (R)
12 00^2 45-5:30-8 15^10 45

Youno Sherlock Holmos
12:3^3 00-5 15-8 00-10 30

MOUVWOOO PAOHC TiH M.13)
12:4a2:404:4O« 404:40-10 40

Fri-Sat Late Show 12:40

wfSTWooo nr
1050 Gayley

2087664

REGENT
1045 Broxton Ave
2083259

ClM(P6)
515715915
JlOQOil Edaa

1100PM

GKNBRAL CIMIMA
THBATBBI
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Black Moon RMnf (R)
1:00-3 15 530-8 OMO 15

Fri Sat Late Show 12 15

WESTWOOD

PLAZA
1067 Glendon
208-3097

TIM Color Porplf (PG-13)

1:004 15-7 30^10 30

AVCOCMaMI
WHsh atWestwd
475«711

MofAMnM-ia
1004:15-7:36-10:45

SANTA MONICA

\l\\^^"^ ^'^ Daily 5 00-7 00-9 00
451-4377 Sat Sun 100-3 0^5 00-7 00-9 00

A¥COCMBMB
Wiish at Westwd
4750711

Mmfef*• Rmmm (P8-13I
12:fe3 00-5:15-7:4J-103)

AWCOCMBMM
WNih atWKlwd
47M711

12:30-3:00-'k:r-
"

:30«:OOlO:33

MANN WILSNIRE TWIN
1314 WJIshirc Blvd

4514377

Back to thf Foturt (PG)
Daily 5 0O7 30-10 00
Sat-Sun 12 0O2 30
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LAEMMLE
THEATRES

LANDMARK
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS
ROYAL ^
];5M S M Blvd lSliri2 30-3 45^7«0O^1O-15

11272SM Bhid

4nS379

iMUURO
805

6:00-10:05

MUSIGHAU TflfliL
9036Wilshire Toes-Fri 5 40-8 001010
274-6869 Sat Sun 1 00^3 305 404 0O10 10

ta hor owR UoM/llMMfeor oar ian
1100

WESTWOOD

Sun

lOBOOPIcoBhid.

475^M0B

SUP
1:00^404:20-9:00

FINE ARTS Fool tar Low
8556Wilsh(re Tues-Fri 5:454 00-1015
652 1330 Sat-Sun 115-3 305 45-8 00-10 15

SANTA MONICA
MONICA I

1332 2nd St.

394-9741

_ I

1:30-7:30

Part!
1:00-700

Tues-Ffi 6 45-9 25
Sat-Sun 1 254 054 45-9 25

1:1M:15-5:15

MONICA II

1332 2nd St

394^9741

Wttaon
Daily 6 30-8 45

Sat Sun 2:004 154 304 45

/:15-9:1_

SoparalB Admission

MONICA III

1332 2nd St

394 9741
Tues Fri 7:00-9 05

Sat Sun 12 45-2:504 55-7:00-9:05

MONICAIV Tko Qaii Mart Ba CiHv
1332 2nd St Tuos-Ffi 7 30 9 40
394-9741 Sat Sun 1 00-3:10 5:20 7 30 9 40

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
-_— ^

Today(7:3Qrfr«e)

Intormafon Cat 825-2346

UHaCaaaai(l93m
Ha PIMk Eaa^KlBSl)

PLITT
THBATRBS

CAMPUS
VBMTS

WEST L.A.

CENTURY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

5534291

1 Um (P8-1»
Daily 1 45-4 15-7 009:30
Fn-Sat Late Show 12:00

CSfTURY PUZA MrilaHM*
Canlury City Daily 2:004:45-7 3(^1015
2040 Ave of the Stars Frt-S«t Late Show 1245
553-4291

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 NOUR MRMMATION 82S-1070

Jm. 22-23-24 a
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=-<iood-natured 'Troir: Never short an dumb fuii ITroU offers quick laughs and few frights
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By Aaron Mendelsohn

Out of some sort of demented Jim Hensen
nightmare comes mischievous Troll, taking the
screens at nearby theatres this week. But these
creatures are not cute Kermit-the-Frogs or Fozzie-
the-Bears; rather, they're horrid little snot-nosed
abominations, not unlike your little brother.

This comic nightmare begins when the Potter

family, led by goofy-dad Harry (Michael Moriari-

ty), lovely-mom Anne (Shelly Hack), and their

delightful-kids Harry, Jr. and Wendy Anne move
into a new apartment building inhabited by a

macho man, a witch, a swinger (played by Sonny

Bono in a stupid self-parody), a young couple, and

a dwarf — a virtual James Watt committee. Wendy
Anne becomes possessed by a troll living in the

basement and then, to her family's surprise, begins

to savagely scarf her food, growl, aiid throw her

brother across the room. If that's not enough, she

then proceeds to enter the other aprtments and turn

Continued on Page 25

ar vower oiSonny Bono (right) proves that he too has the star powir of a Clint Eastwood or Meryl Streep by attracting an adoring fan in 'Troll.

'

Applications are

available for the

position of

Elections Board
erson at the

information desk^

Kerckhoff Hall 3rd
Floor.

m

Apphcations are due Jan. 31, 1986 in the
President's Office 304 Kerckhoff Hail.
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le flabergasted residents into

•een pods a la Invasion of the

\ody Snatchers. When the

ds hatch, out pops not only

collection of sundry trolls,

t an entire troll-land filled

ith trees and grass — all

ithin the confines of the

3artment! As the resident

itch tells Harry, Jr. (Noah
athaway), if all the apart-

lents are taken over, a new
mansion will be formed and
le trolls will take over the

orld — unless young Harry
n stop them I

Despite minor plot flaws, a
reak script by Ed Naha, and
me poor special effects,

[roll is an amusing, relatively

irmless little horror-comedy.
lost of the leads, especially

mny Beck as tfie possessed

^endy Anne, generate good
jrformances, and director/

|oll-designer John (Choulies)

juechler deserves recognition

>r his fine work on the gro-

jquely cute little monsters.
general, kids and adults

like will have more fun then
[•ights at rro77. June Lockhart, minus both Timmy AND Lassie, stars in *TrolL
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GET THE BEST COLLEGE
EXPERIENCE IN ADVERTISING

WITH THE
NATION'S # I TRENDSETTING

COLLEGE PAPER

daily bruin

IS now accepting applications for

Account Representatives

inquire at I I 2 Kerckhoff Hall 10-3 M-F
Call 825-2161 for more information, ask for Ladd

Aonl'catiOfi dcMcilide extencieci to Fn J<in 2^* 1986
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INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

$14
with ad only

cut, conditioner & blowdry
Re^; Men $18

Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710

UCLA
. AUnVlNl ASSOCIAnON
ADVISORY & SCHOLARSHIP

PROGRAM

BE A DISTINGUISHED
SCHOLAR AWARD WINNER!

The UCLA Alumni Advisory and Scholarship
Program announces its most prestigious merit-
based scholarship; the UCLA Alumni Associa-
tion's Distinguished Scholar Award. The
Distinguished Scholar Award is based on laca-

demic achievement, as well as school and com-
munity involvement. Department Chairmen are
asked to nominate the most outstanding one or
two undergraduate and graduate students with a
3.5+ GPA for this competition. Top students are
encouraged to inquire about the application pro-
cess at their department office between January
15 and February 12. The deadline date to apply
for the Distinguished Scholar Award is February
14, 1986. Undergraduate awards range from
$1,500 to $3,000 and Graduate awards $2,000 to
$4,000. .

ii

FILM
*Black Moon Rising* is

strictly loony tunes

4

r »v'

»«»'

m*^

Two feds (Bill Moody and Bubba Smith) restrain a master car thief played by Linda Hamilton.

By Greg Poirier

Black Moon Rising, a high-
tech gadget film starring
Tommy Lee Jones as a sort of
bad-guy James Bond, is a real

treat for Knight Rider fans
everywhere. •

The plot is television sim-
ple. Jones, an aging thief loolc-

ing to retire from his heinous
life of crime forever, is given

one last chance by the gov-
ernment (the entire ranks of
which are condensed into an
overwhelming Bubba Smith).
If he can break into a cor-

Continued on Page 27
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Dan Shor and his amazing car.

.
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Black Moon...'
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lyland (Robert Vaughn) and his henchmen.

'ontinued from Page 26

)orate headquarters and steal

[he accounting records of a

crooked multi-national, he
^ill be handsomely rewarded
ind gleefully set free. .

Along the way he hooks up
ath a beautiful car thief and
ler evil-oozing boss, played by
|Bob«rt—Vaughn via Dartb=
IVader. Vaughn is certainly at

I
the dregs of his career here.

Jones also has some trouble

with a souped-up formica cof-

fee table on wheels that's sup-

posed to be the wonder-car of

the eighties but looks more
'like an overgrown Go-bot. I

kept waiting for the car to

transform into Yor the
magnificent and slap Robert
Vaughn upside the head. Un-
fortunately, the film's solution

is far less plausible and not
nearly as much fun.

In a film like this the in-

sipid plot and mediocre acting
can be forgiven if the action

sequences are exciting and
original, but, alas, not only

are they unexciting, but we
get the feeling that we've seen
them all before ... on a
late night rerun of Vegas. The
action wavers aimlessly be
tween comic-book car chases
and graphic violence, at once
confusing and alienating the
audience.—The only redeeming feature
of Black Moon Rising is

Tommy Lee Jones as the
unflappable Quint. Jones has
always been one of
Hollywood's best tough you-
know-what's, but he can't

save this film while all the

supporting characters are be-

ing shamelessly thrown away.
Even Keenan Wynn is wasted
as an ailing building contrac-

tor.

The best thing they could

do for this film is cut out some
of the graphic violence and
run it as a movie-of-the-week

. . . but if it shows up op-

posite Hardcastle and Mc-
Cormick, I suggest you flip a

coin.

^^nda HamUton
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Opy
Compl«t« Copying, Printing &

Binding AvallabI*

Quality X«rox 9900

^ - - NO MINIMUM
For Students

Hnd Faculty

with I D

11752 Wilshire

Wb 1131
1646 Weslwoocj Blue)

47U 477b
> laCfOSS ttOlll Lucky Si

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition, —

Cut & Blow $11
Hi-LUe $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478- 1 97 L« must call for appt.

1643 Westwood Blvd BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

COME BE A PART OF
THE MANY MAC

VOLUNTEERS WHO
BRING FUN AND
HOPE TO ABUSED
AND NEGLECTED
CHILDREN IN OUR
COMMUNITY

ORIENTATION:

Jan. 24 (Fri.) 3:00-4:00 KH 400

HELP SPREAD SMILES

funded by CAC of the PAB
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TONIGHT!

Student Alumni Association
General Membership Meeting

Come Get Involved Where the
EXCITEMENT is Winter Quarter!

• SPRING SING
• DINNERS for 12 STRANGERS
• PARENTS DAY
• CAREER EXPLORATION DAYS

""FREE ICE CREAM & FUN!

!

-TONIOHT 7 PM at James E. West Center

UCLA Student Alumni Association

Sponsored by Alumni Association
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^T^fiGiNEllBUiLD
"^•""ss^fflSS'sa- $595.**

$59."
P«rt« A Ubor (Cm a Air Flh«f xtra)

FILM

Ras/jtan I Carefully restored
iJne.TbnJne&Aerobic Cenlr^sm ^' ^^

ivv^^. S:Sr.2^
3. Lube

f
Ch«k BMtery Water

6CluirliA^ f-'njP^t Front End

SJ/Ii'JS^S^NCESERViCE
<2402. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

TOYOTA DATSUN

"yHV,sy.«v}JiBtgj»„7,»»«««

TbnnJng, Tbning S'Aerobic Centres

UCLA Discount

Beverly Hills 277-7569
West LA. 4791663

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. Ca"
4S3-46S2 • 829-7012

classic: Breezy fiin
By Bob Remsteln. Review Editor ' '

-

CaWova. Even today, centuries after the death of this
legendary lover, his name still conjures up strong images. He
was both a great lover and a notorious scoundrel, wreaking
marital havoc wherever and whenever his path crossed that of a
desirable woman. As a result, he was alternately loved and
despised. _ ^^„ ^

^^GBADcr^^

COMMllNin
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BE INFORMED
BE AWARE

EPARED

at UCLA

A
UCLA COMMUNITY FORUM

Coming Soon!
February nth

Noon • 2:00 p.m.

—VOLUNTEER NOW

In Alexander Volkoffs 1927 silent version of Casanova
screening tonight at 8 pm in Royce Hall, Casanova is portrayed
more as a playful rogue than a potentially threatening
ladykiller. Volkoffs delightful film has been painstakingly
restored through a joint venture by Cinema 89 and the
Cmematheque Francaise. Tonight's screening will include anew score, written especially for the restoration by famed film
composer Georges Delerue, who will conduct a live 15-piece or
chestra.

loTi^^^'I^T' "^^'""n
^"^."".^ ^^" screened in anj^iorm since

1931 holds up well with the aid of Delerue's whimsical scoreA light comedy, Casanova features Ivan Mosjoukine in the title
role, and though limited by the necessarily pantomimic acting
style of silent film, his character wins the audience's hearts The
story IS told from his point of view, and involves Casanova's
adventures as he flits from woman to woman, starting inVenice, his hometown, then to the court of Emperor Peter ofRussia, then home again.

Along the way, he seduces women, steals from and fights
with men, and is instrumental in seeing that Peter is deposed

,
and the Empress Catherine put intcx=hisrplac€. Although he 5=

^ invariably successful in getting women of all varieties to fall for
him and aid him in time of need, his downfall inevitably comeswhen his shortlived fidelity for one woman ends and another
begins. Poor Casanova, we feel, he's being chased out of
another town.

The visual shots in the film are quite remarkable considering
when It was filmed. Carnival scenes in Venice and severj
scenes with superimposed pictures make a vivid impact. Also
the sets, some shot on location in Venice, are absolutely stunn-
ing, particularly when filled with marvelouslv costumed extras.One problem that remains with the restoration involves the par-
tial use of color in certain scenes. Most scenes are strictly in
black and white, but some are completely purple or yellow or
an uneven combination of several strong colors.

Delerue's score acts as a narrator for the film, commenting oncharacters and events in a lightly comical way It is at Us b^^

muL^d't'rombn"
'^'^^ -mica/comments, sLh'a^%hVuJ^

Also JT fr "^

"r^u"^" V^^
""^^^^ «f ^ P^^^P countess.Also, as the film travels through different locations, the musicchanges Its character i.e. dark, brooding chords for therS—imperial palace, or bright and lively Italianate ma erid for heVenetian carnival scenes.

—

O

HELP US HELP THE
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
OF LOS ANGELES

BE AN ECTP VOLUNTEER

COME TO ONE OF OUR
ORIENTATION MEETINGS AT KH 411

ORIENTATION DATES: -

but >t IS a well-crafted film of a slightly earlier ^riod'

^^^^^^^*!:i:iiSSwK:f:fx^
^^?^^^f^f^^^i^ff<>.>>'-f'f^

MONDAY,
TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

»«» > r^M^ .

JANUARY 27

JANUARY 28

JANUARY 29

JANUARY 23, 30

Funded by CAC of PAB

9-11 am, 12-1 pm
9 -10 am —--—
3-4 pm

12-1 pm

The ultimate revenge

of Martin Zweibeck
If the Hollywood corporate system weren't despicableyoud have to respect the purity of wiUessness. Like Terr^Oiiliams Brazil and as-yet-unreleased Ridlev Scotf«

Ti!^ u .T . I*
project. One whose justifiably furious atthe hatchet job the quirky black comedy recievedTfore

In ex UcTa Mp7tv"
U screenwriter l^artin zteSSkan ex-UCLA MP/TV grad student. But, alas Zweibeck

m^^iati;^^Lf^ff'^tatr^r^^^^^ -"•*
""-

Zweibeck n...^^^ .-u " "* ^"'**' market. Now
Xte rav«T ' ?.* " "f'S^ ''"*"'^ ""^"t ^"^ to ab-

Js«fi wTt'- °"'i*" ".» * ^^ »» *e Fine Arts Theater

™.r „)^ i!"
'" ^^*"'5' «"'^)' y""'" have what mayt

S^ yefifteams"?T''f' '""".''
T-"'*^' »» ^ °™ of

^1.1 '"""• Tickets are six dollars and Zwioh«>lrwUI take questions following the screening
'^^'«'«<*
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.1
production started back up

nder Wolfgang Petersen's
irection."

Despite the film's well-

ublicized problems, Gossett is

ot entirely unhappy with the

esiilts. "I think the film

urned out very well," he of-

ers, "but I still might agree

A'ith some of the critics. It did

ook like two different movies.

t should have stayed more
ith the initial relationship."-—

Gossett also had an experi-

ence that few, if any, of his

lale colleagues can claim: his

character, a hermaphrodite*?

Jves birth. "That was very,

^ery difficult. I had nothing to

relate to but a sore stomach,

"hen again, it's not every day
ou get to give birth

)nscrtH?n."

As for appearing with Den-
Inis Quaid in their second film

Itogether: "We promised each
|other to redeem ourselves after

Jaws 3-D
."

In Gossett*s other film,- Iron
\Ea^li\ he plays a retired Air
IForce colonel who teams up
Iwith a young kid to save the
Ikid's father from Middle
lEastern terrorists.

Considering America's cur-

Irent relations with Libya,
inic pcxjple may try reading

Isome sort of sociopolitical
message from Iron Eagles
brash patriotism. Gossett begs
to differ. "If the message was
there, it came afterwards,
because we didn't know much
about that situation when we
were filming. I have a feeling
everyone- will be calling us
wizards for doing this movie
so quickly. We didn't have

I

that in mind at all."

Gossett says he chose this

I particular role because, "this
time I play the part of a real
'hero. There aren't any black
heroes these days, and this
was the sort of role I wanted
to do."

Growing up in Brooklyn,
Gossett learned Spanish as
well as English, a definite
asset when dealing with inter-
national crews. "Yeah, I was
raised in Brooklyn. I got a
tongue transplant and a
passport and got out of there,"
he says, though New York is

still home.
"You really know that

you've made it in New York
City when these hard-bitten
taxicab drivers and bus drivers
stop and ask for your
autograph. When An Officer
^nd a Gentleman was out, I

^.f
taking a slow walk down

Hfth Avenue from Central
^ark. I get to about Fiftieth
i>treet and a whole busload of
people climb out for
autographs. Then a cab driver
jumps out with his fares and
starts a traffic jam. Now all
tour corners are full,
everyone's honking. They
cant get anywhere. Then the
^ps finally come to see what
*he problem is. But they
oidnt clear up the traffic —
[P^y had to get autographs

"That's home."
Gossett doesn't like to play

favorites, but of all his roles,
one does stand apart from the
rest. **My favorite film was
paaat My Cavorite character
was Sadat. ?pt otherwise, I
take things on« film at a tim*.
'^ach filn% I do is my favorite- except Jaws 3-D.

c
J^ere are some scenes in

^^dat that I don't remember
doing. For example, it was the

Continued on Page 30

Stardom

Dennis Quaid comforts the his one time enemy (Gossett in heavy makeup) in 'Enemy Mine,

'
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THE RIGHT STUFF:

Survival Skills for the

Sfudent Leader .

s

A six week leadership training series offered for students interested in

enhancing their leadership skills. Choose between Series 1 or Series 2.

Series 1

Series 2

is designed for those interested in attending all six workshops. Par-
ticipants will be awarded a certificate of completion at a cam-
puswide conference on May 1 0.

is designed for those interested only in 1 or more workshop(s) but
not the full series.

Series 1 Dates

Feb. 4
4

Feb. 1 1 .

Feb. 18

April 22

April 29

May 6

Series 2 Dates

Feb. 5

Feb. 12
Feb. 19

April 23
April 30
May 7

Communication and Assertion

Leadership Theory and Styles

Group Dynamics
Powers and Influences

Motivation

Time Management
aM sessions will be scheduled from 3-5 pm

* *

NAME
Return to Peter Weiler 2224 Murphy Hall by Friday, Jan. 31 to reserve your place*

*

__ PHONE

CAMPUS ADDRESS

CAMPUS ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION

-*-»-

POSITION *.•• « to

"X.

«J*-

O I want to participate in the fufl six week series: Series 1

G I would like to be inScluded Ifi!the1fbtk>¥4ng workshop^' l^i^;^;^

^^.

»:*

..';

"*1^ -^1%

^.
Presented by the Student Skills Building Program - Student Relations Division
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Tastes better than
ice cream

ALI NAIURAL HK>ZB4VOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

-_> JOHHSTOHS YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

1

Expires January 27, 1986 • limit one per customer

©RECORD
SURPLUS

i
^^OPENTOTHE PUBLIC EVERY WEEKEND

i^ Fridays • Saturdays Sundays

I 1 1 :00am>9:00pm 1 1 :00am-6j0pnfr _ 11 :()0am-6:00pm

I _ 1 0OO'S of LP's ALL CATEGORIES 47^94^

I 10b6*s of NEW ROCK, JAZZ A SOUNDTRACKS $1.8a-$3.77

I TOP SELLING ARTIST origiNALLY SOLD

I 1 0OO's of NEW IMPORT CLASSICAL LP'S for up to $12 96

I NQWONLYS1.88-$3.77
I LARGE SELECTION OF COLLECTABLE LP S
I

Ton Could Be Qualified For An Internship

In

LONDON, BONN, PABIS OB MADBID
r

If yoi hats tks laigBigs Oisiqr, ths

ri^t 6PA pin a psdtlft attitads yoo

ooild work for MDDDIS OP TIE
HOUSE OP COMMONS , BDNDESTJUl

NATIONU ASSEMBLY or OOITES

Why not go this Spring quarter

(April 14-June 29)

Programs each Semester also

In addition there are places in Law, Medical

Research, Business, Museums, Town

Planning, The Arts and Communications.

FULL DETAILS FROM EPA.
MARYMOUNT COLLEGE, TARRYTOWN.
NY. 10591 Phone (914) 631-3200
or the INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OFFICE
on Campus . —

BRING THIS AD FOR AbDITIONAL

10% OFF!! (COS EXPECTED)

RECORD SURPLUS
1 1609 Pico Blvd.. West L.A.

"We Buy Records and Cassettes"

PHC
Peer Health Counselors

lie N'T WEIGHT
The last PHC Weight Management

Series starts Wed. 29th
Learn to fight weight problems and to control your

weight through the use of self monitoring and betxavlor

modification techniques.

TIME: 3:30 - 5:00
PLACE: Ackerman Room 2410

For more info contact the PHC office of 825-8462 or come
to401KerckhoffHall

Sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC

A DIM SUM CAFE

'^tWfi
fifrs;^

^ e«^^J^;>so»*
$A.95

LIGHT CHINESE - '

Lunch, Dinner

or Late Nights

From S1.75

^._. COUPON-——^ J
——COUPON——^

i PERM ii FRFF ii

IBODYWAVEIJ
pg'jrQ'li, II

I!
ii
II
II
II
ii
11
II

r

$lQ85ii &
if IIBALLOONS

FOR

KIDS

II
ii

FREE CUT W
1 ;>iii| y\,\M SiiqMtu Hkj'

EXPIRES 2-16-85
1.

NO
APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

OPEN 7 DAYS
Wt L.IVt StRVICL Tl.

ATHNi:SHAlf^

POES",CURl
PKAYER

COUPON

ADULTS
KIDS
FULL

SERVICE

CUT

$i;oo
H m long -I^^ 'illMIV Ml(

1

I

igMiv Miq' f
I

EXPIRES 2-16-85
.J

WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 1091 BROXTON»L.A./213-824-7869

SOWTA HKHIICO mux

'A'

VENICE
392-6198
7131INC01NBLVD
S H Corntr ol Lincoln A Virnon

O»otil(ot toi Thtaiei

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY HAIRCUTTeRS
^.-~-

MARSHALL 1KEYES.M.D. TSfEARSIGHTED?
Look no further, Here's the answer...

THE KEYES MYOPIA PLAN.

CTVCT MEDICALH T C SURGICAL

CENTER
A MEDICAL GROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Of>-

thalmologist specializing in contact

lenses 4 radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J, KEYES, M.P.
Opthalmologist/Eyc Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Opxomctrist/ CL. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

PLAN#1

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

$129 it EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LENSES(B 6. l 03 . 04)

$89• BAUSCH & LOMB
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR Coftipm)

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR Sl SUNGLASSES

* Price includett FREE EXAM, Glaucoma Test,

CARE KiT, fitting, training & 2 months foUow-up.

PLAN #2

MYOPIA SURGERY
(Price of contact lenses may ho applied ro R K. Surgcrv

Radial Keratotomy gives many people excellent vi

sion without contacts or glasses. The 20 minute
painless micro-surgical procedure consists of placing
tmy spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved vi

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this extirinp.
new procedure call the Marshall Keyes office for an
appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404
'/•:!

'

\'^^' ,..-...J
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Gossett
Continued from Page 29

first thing in the morning and
we did two death scenes in a

row — my (Sadat's) brother

and best friend. I did them
each with one take^but I

don't remember doing them.
It feels like Sadat came and
took over.

'*I remember the night
Maria Shriver was on the set

working for Entertainment
Tonight. It was cold; it was
the last day of shooting;
everyone was waiting to go
home. And finally I remember
the director saying 'action.' It

was the scene where Sadat
walks down the steps to Israel.

I got so many goose-pimples,

because down at the bottom
of the steps they had an ac-

tress that looked just like

Golda Meir and an actor that

looked jusf like Begin. It was
the strangest feeling ever,

shaking > those hands and say-

ing those historical lines.

"Sadat comes over to Golda
Meir and says, tl've been wan-
ting to meet you for a long
time.' And Golda Meir says,

*So what took you so long?'

That's something I'll never
forget."

Gossett just recently got an
addition to his family — an
adopted son. "There was a_

special on Good Morning"
America about hungry and
homeless children in America.
I didn't know that they
amounted into the millions.

That shocked me. It kind of

stopp)ed me, and I watched.
The interviewer got to this

one eight-year-old kid, Shar-
ron Anthony Jones, and she
put the microphone in front of

him. She asked, if he had one
wish what would it be? He
didn I even think. He didn't

talk very loud, he ju.st said, *I

want something to eat. Some
place to sleep. Some place to

live.'

"And now he's in my
house."

Though Gossett doesn't an-
ticipate adopting any more
homeless children, he con-
tinues to work on their behalf.

"It's a whole movement,"
he explains, "to get all those
kids off the street; to see that
they have food, education,
health, and shelter. ^Ji^atever
I have to do to achieve that,

I'll do. There's twenty-one
acres in Arizona available for
a ranch. It's still in the plann-
ing stages right now, but
there's enough financial sup-^
port to take care of qur cur-
rent needs."

Despite his successes, there
are still ambitions he has yet
to fulfill. Says Gossett: "I wish
I could work with Brando. I

think I'm going to make him
^york again, send him a script.

I'm going to go down and get
him off his butt, and tell him
'this is the one you got to
do.'"

»»»

He also does a bit of writing
in his spare time. "Yeah, I've

written a treatment for An
Officer and a Gentleman II,

called Foley. Richard Gere
would do a little cameo. The
story may wind up in
Lebanon, with filming in the
Middle East. I'm not sure."

As for the near future: "Pm
exhausted. I'm going away,
disappearing for awhile. No
telephonejf, no calls, you can't
find me til! I get back. I need
a vacation. I really, really
do."

i. jrrj
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'-- MOHA KAM»JI KE»aKS
This is your week to have fun and get

inspir^^f We're making sure you have a
memorable experience! You're #1 with usi

;
Love, The LK Actives

Th( ASUCU ComnufKcaflont Boirt My tuppwti Iw

UHMnty (X C*ow*» palcy on WMV^lKrintolton.

No tmdnOT «•»*• iCMpt «lM)ltMm«itt «Mdi praMM

penora of my ortgln. im. ralgton. «k, or mxinI

onantannn in a donaMino wiy. or lm»(y IM Iwy an

kmrtBd to carMn pooMor*. m itMH roioi. or

sutus tn lOcMy NoMlMr ta (My Bn*i nor tw

ASUOA Comnunlcataia loird Im lnv««aiM any

01 — »efvic«s itfxortMd or i»irtMr» nfnmtmm
(MS Bsue Any parwn botwAig tal an ariMltaamanl

(1 9n ssM vMaM *m Board's polcy on non-

ducntnlnatlort staM tanin riMMdd communicili

con^riainb m wfWng to »• auabwat MMMgar. (My

B(un. 308 Waatwood l>laa. KN 112. >-oa AngilH. CA

90024 For auManoa wWi tauaing dtaolndnaloii

protuwm. ctf dia UOA Nouatag (Nloa al a2S4401.

or cal »w WasMds Fair Houaino OMc- at 475-9671

LET'S GO
TKE 'A'
BASKETBALL

BEAT ZBT

TONIGHT

;ampus
ppenings.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.

Be among those honored by the Chancellor for

Outstanding University ancl/or community service.

Wear the Blue and Gold Fouragerre at the 1985
Commencement

SMARSHAI^—
Applications now available to Graduate and

Undergraduate degree canclidates.

No minimum GPA.
DUE MARCH 6, 1986

Pick ap at All Info Desk, Nortk Caapas, Narpky Hall

2224, West Center Bioaicd Library

SWMWJWV^MMnM^^

No use coming to help me now

I've learned my lessen,

anyhow!
Believe me, once I get unfosted

From all this paper I have

v/asted,

VII ^ry no other crazy caper,

ril read fhe Wani Ads in

the paper

And, if I fail to fmd help there.

That's still no reason to

despair—
Mom says yaive never reallyJr:fd\

Until you've run a dassified! J

t

s J
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JANUARY 26 2pm. Yvonne Cole Meo.
Miriam Bayern, World reknowned artist/

sculptor works available at Gallery 303,
12720 Venice

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)84a-e638

KEYBOARDIST: seeks to join hard rockin',

but intelligent band into Alcatrazz, UFO/
Msg, Yngwie, Deep Purple, etc. Very
limited practice schedule. Call Pat
(213)209-5366.

SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES: GET
EXCITED!!! SIGMA ACTIVES
HAVE A SPECIAL SURPRISE FOR
YOU ALL TONIGHT!!!

STACY, I love you even if you are a Bruin!

Fight on; Love. Lee.

VALENTINES DAY SPECIAL, SEND A
LOVE SONG. ORDER BY FEBRUARY
1ST, 10% DISCOUNT, WIRE-A-TUNE.
SINGING TELEGRAMS AND MORE!
370-8855.

WANTED:players for Dungeons & Dragons
campaign in West LA. Contact Rob at

(213)391-3556.

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-

' GRAM. " (818)880-4407. (818)8804361

.

FREE 8

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly

Hills, call Kozo. 277-7045.

eONVEHIENT

ECONOMICAL

BASICALLY

A GOOD IDEA
UCLA
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

4.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Servk»- $1(VnfK). 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404

WANTED beauty contestants Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (2l3) 969-2261 .

fBRUIN COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

General Membership Meeting
Thursday, January 23

6:00 pm Ackerman Union 3525

REPENT!
(the day after)

FQI UTTIX SISTER
HEAVEN AND HELL PARTY:
9:00THURS. INVITE ONLY

COSTUME REQUIRED

L(

rTJiJ Hk^
lATl
That's Right!

It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personai ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
a

classified vifindovif

(112 Kerckhoff)
for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people will see!

'Some Restrictions Apply

'I

Sv>

yM

mamm
~m>^

!V>i>^^
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Women of UCLA
, ^ WANTED
Must be 18-23 yrs. olcfT

enjoy parties, dancing,

guys, and precious

. memories.
THE TEKE LIMBO^
TONIGHT 9:00

The lowest limbo wins an
exotic dinner in

BEVERLY HILLS with
the teke of her choice.

-BRING FRIENDS AND MAKE FRIENDS AT LITTLE SISTER CHAIRMAN
I AU KAPPA EPSILON LITTLE SISTER RUSH ' DANNY PINCHASI
626LANDFAIR 858-Mf3

HETA XI
Utile Sister Dinner
Tiiursciay Evening
Margaritas and

TONITE 8:30
PHI PSI

LITTLE SISTER
INITIATION.
BE THERE!

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/vveek. Minorities en-
couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal
product or birth control pills during the
past three months. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and blood specimen. All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 386-5614
ext. 231 (Shirley).

FIGHTING the urge to b»nge-eat and
purge? Discover persondT'and family pat-

terns which lock you into this repetitive cy-
cle, participate in study of families of

bulimics. Call Kris Armstrong, day
(818)796^4343. evening (818)794-5234.

GENITAL herpes-study t>eing- conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement (213)206-6723.

:;?.^

Mexican food will

be served

Pi Phi Pledges
Welcome back
and get excited
for Inspo week!!
mysto mysto

love, the actives

p.s. where will

you be mmm
::days from now3*=

^ Pi Rhi»$
^

Get ready ^
for fun in

the sun this

weekend at

Palm \

springs! \

OiNITAL WAIfSf
Study being conK
ducted througit
ttie unlvenlty

center for lnfec>

tuoui (fiteose*.

Treatment Is free.

Receive $tOC
lejmbunement.
(213) 20M723

r
Ottm

Initiation Is Just
around the cornerl See

. you for Fireside

tonight at 7.-00.

AOT

OKT
•MAMMOTH SKI ,

llVSTmi'fTrOHH
Thanks for the le»M>nii

and your patience...
I owe yon all one!

Mnoar Mow 41

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
LITTLE SISTER SKI TRIP

leaves tonight! —

«r

Pre-party at the house about 10:30
Bus will leave about 12:30.

We'll be going straight to the slopes!

Come ready to ski!!
any questions call David 824-0961

EARN $3001
Participate in

alcohol and drug
studies Ages 21-35

Male or Female
Call Susan

(213)390-8483
9am-4pm

Southern California

Research Institute

SCOCOCOOI

.Ai.

ASUCIA
Coin-Operated
Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy.

-n?

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for just
a nickel. And we've got several locations
to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level
(near the elevators) and First floor (near
the information counter), in the North
Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at
Lu Valle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to
the Bombshelter and North Campus.

Dear Theta,§
Thanks for all

the support

you've given

us this past

week. You're

the greatesti

Love, Zeta

SALONS 21 SALONS 2

^ Karen Hashimoto
To the best big sis

HAPPY 2 lit BIRTHDAY
May your year be as

special as you are.

LYLS

20% OFF
• Coloring

•Highlighting

$49 perm and

(213)273-1063

SUMMEB ORIENTATION
19M COUNSELOR
ECBUITING IS ON

NOW. FOR INFO CAU
296-66S5

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR^HIC
G S U C L

SERVICES
Lu Valle Corr^mons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs
Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

CK PLEDCBS!
You're sailing thru

INSPO WEEK with
flying colors. We'll be
watching over you!

Love. Your
Goardlaa Angels

Tell Someone You Love
Them

With a Daily Bruin

Valentine's Day

Personnal

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS^ 12

PARTICIPANTS needed for XICLA study

If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

maRe $5 00 by participating in a sun^ey

which includes questions on alcohol and

drug use, call l>etween 9:00am and

5 00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FQE Medical

Clinic. 820-0377. •
'

LOST, 17

ANTIQUE gold & amethyst, screw-on earr-

ing lost in Westwood Village 1/11. Reward.

(818)788-3367 after 6.

SPERM DONORS 19

IRANIAN, Indian. Sperm donors needed.

All information confidential. Please call

652-4238

SPERM donors needed for medical

research Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincaie

.ATCOW

RermanerU Hair Removal-
European Facials •Waxing'

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
loli (.AYLEY AVE . WESTW(X)D VILLAGE

PREGNANT? '

HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?
WE CARE FREE TESTING
COUNSELING 6. RESOURCES

AVAILABLE
MVESTSIOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLVO. SM

CALL ASO S222
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

JOS 1111

CO

M/ dining chain
(oak to thm cor*^

Wmrmn t my ffyf« anymorm
td ordmrod new ohm

Made oi chrome
To modomixm

My

I heard a voice eay

"ClattHied^

(Such fine retuitt

Can't he deniedl)

I told the oak
And chrome to fit

And now I thine each

time I tit.

PHONE UCLA 2i2

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STOf^E. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708

OPPORTUNITIES 26

SMALL two-room office front on Westwood
Blvd. Day 47a-2201 . evening 474-4966.

HELP WANTED .,30

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victim!

National action against rape offers paid
Put)lic outreach position. Call Tracey at

(£13)394-6050. _^
ALPHA Chi Omega hashers needed. Call^ Ransone 208-5030.

mc^U^ daily bruin thursday, January 23, 1986 33

HELP WANTED >o HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELPWANTED ...30ASIA travel/study. 2 months $1295-$ 1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$l0 00/
hour) to offset cost, (714)734-7103 day
evening. '

AT-EASE Westwood now accepting ap-
plications for security personnel as well as
stock positions for our annual sale Please
apply in person IQQi Westwood Blvd

ATHLETOsalesperspn. let your"- athletic
background help you succeed at- retail
sales of athletic shoes and clothing. Full
and pan-time, experienced only Var'able
hours Apply in person at Frontrunners
3rd floor. Westside Pavillion. Corner of
Pico & Westwood.

BASEBALL coaches needed. WLA Little
League. Season runs through mid-Jur.a
Boys and girls ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-
3616.

BIG BUCKS BRUINS! NATIONAL EQUAL
LEVEL MARKETING FIRM NEW TO LA
SEEKS MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS ON A
PART-TIME BASIS. GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY. CALL 624-1061.

CASHIER needed to work 1lam-2pm or
1 1am-3:30pm M-F for a new Dim Sum cafe
in WLA. Starting pay $4.00 and up DOE
Call 479-4774.

CHILD Care-help needed. Bright, vertwil,

8-yr. old girl needs a responsible adult
friend to pick her up & care for her at
child's home three afternoons/wk. Car and
recent references required. Days 273-
961 0/Evenings 474-1 390.

COMPUTER knowledge: Need help w/2-
Star programming on Compaq Desk pro.
Contact Lyie Laverty, 472-5137 .

COMPUTER sales: 1) mature sales person
experienced with multi user computer. Ex-
cellent income possibilities. 2) software
technical support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowledge prefer-
red. Compu Dynamics 654-1 104.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii. World!! Call for guide,
cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x
iJCLA Cruise. —
DIAMONDS are a girl's best friend. Find
out what our secret is. High commission
sales Call Ruth (213)206-3709.

DINNER waiters in exchange for evening
meal at sorority. 624 Hilgard.

DISTRIBUTORS for community paper.

Flexible hours last ThurS., Fri.. Sat. Each
month. Need car. 295-4456.

Driver/helper. 15-20 hours/week. Errands,

marketing, carpool driving. Car/seatt>elts

required. Beverly Glenn Canyon. Hours
flexible $5/hr plus gas. 279-1447.

DRIVER/messenger. full or part-time. Fa-

miliar w/ LA. San Fernando Valley.

Orange county, reliable economy car. with

liability insurance Copy of DMV. Earn
hourly wage plys generous auto allowance

Call (8 18)906-0763

DRIVING Instructors- Full/Part-time/

weekends. Clean DMV record. 6-8 yrs.

driving experience, will train. For interview

(818)881-1594

EARN while you learn. College students.

10-15 hrs/wk. Teaching physician. Call

dept. T: 559-5700.

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed
for exciting PR firm in Century City. 15-20

hfsMc. negotiable $a/hr 551 -1 1 30.

FLOWER shop in Westwood. needs
energetic person to wrork 3 days. 24 hrs.

per week , some experience required. Call

Margie 206-4000.

GAL or guy Friday to assist public relation

& fashion consultant with clerical work and

special projects. Flexible hours, M-F. Must

have own car. Good salary. (213)556-8160,

9-Spm.

GENERAL office, heavy phones (in-com-

ing), full-time. $6/hr.. WLA. Call Pat 477-

8474. 2-5pm.

GENERAL office/property mgmt. Busy

jack-of-all-trades needs help with cor-

respondence, keeping self-organized,

computerizing the business. Be in office

15-20/hrs./week but always Monday after-

noons. Flexibility a must. PC experience a

plus. $5.50-$6.25/hr. Call 829-7953.

GENERAL office: Heavy phones, light typ-

ing, light bookkeeping, FT opening. $5-6/

hr. Compu Dynamics. 854-1 104.

GOVERNMENT jobs. $l6,040-$59.230/

year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000,

ext. R-10105 for current federal list.

GROCERY clerk P/T. 1pm-7pm. 477-3216.
. r ~

HELPER to serve dinner & clean up after-

wards M.Tu,Th. 474-9943.

HISTORIAN/transcriber for workers comp.

Neurotogist in Santa Monica. Nancy Saben

M.D. (213)395-0021.

HOMECARE for elderly gentleman. 1-3

days/wk. Flexible schedule $60/day. (213)

413-1181.

IMMEDIATE positions available for part-

time work. Public relations for environmen-

tal groups, charities, public TV stations,

universities. Flexible with your schedule.

$6/hr. guaranteed plus bonuses. No expe-

rience. Call Brad (213)464-3686.

KENNOLYN CAMPS will be on campus

Jan. 29 recruiting fo summer staff. See

Career Placement Center for information

and applicatk^n.

MOTHER'S assistant w/car. Daily pick-up

Tiffany from Westwood school. $5/hr. 3-5

daily. 206-6173.
;_

MOTHER'S helper. Mornings only. MiiSt

have references and transportation Santa

Monica Area. 392-1874.
.

NACHOS Mexican restaurant accepting

applications for host/hostess between 2

and5pm.939Broxton.

FiU In yo«r w««k • :j§^^^^^^^^^^T¥^iili^^
with extra $$$ J

Ciim.m«Mi ^•«»r..*«^m. ff

Immediate openings for i

secretarial skills, typists, S
clerks, receptionists,

J
word processors, & all «

office skills. Work by the J ^^^Ht^^^iii^^iiii^i^i^^i^ii'
day, week, or month. •

STIVERS i
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL •

Call for appointment •
in Westwood 208-5656 2

*
*
*
*
*
*

SUNNEB ORIENTATION
19M COUNSELOB
BECRUITING IS ON

NOW. FOB INFO CAU
296-6M5 •X-

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing
envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises, Box 145a/DB» Springfield. OR
97477.

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi. Medical
terminology and Farsi typewriter access
preferred. Variable hours. Salary nego-
tiable. 471-0031.

TYPIST(55 plus wpm)/ light record-keep-
ing, flexible part-time hours for apparel
company. Location-Wilshire/San Vincente.
Call (213)651-0894. Immediate opening.

TYPIST/secretary. Must type 46-50 wpm.
10 hrs/wk. 5 PM- 7 PM. Salary negotiable.
828-3409.

RESPONSIBLE individual for evening
child-care, preferat>ly Jr.-Sr.-grad. student.

Six daysAveek. Call 10-5 leave message.
(213)465-1765.

^^S^BniONAL?NOTcSn!FHH]
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/FofTKile Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming sesstont

Fashion. Commercial. Theatrical
Coll for Appointment
(818)508-8680

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

NEED driver approx. 15 hrs. per week,
$5/hr. for 2 children, 14 and 7. Afternoons.
References required. (213)476-6745.

NEW Thai restaurant needs waiters/
waitresses. Experience preferred. Fill out
application at 1275 Westwood Blvd. 4-

6pm.

OFFICE helpers: full/part-time Beverly
Hills Construction Company. Phones, filing

and errands. Must have car and CA
driver's license. Non-snrK)kers preferred.

858-8968

P/T MINIMUM- 20 hrs/wk. Accounting
assistant to management information
systems. Basic accounting, 10-key. typir>g,

computer background helpful. Call Carol at

213-820-5151.

PH" office derk willing to work 20 hours/
week. Need 10-key. good aptitude for

details and numbers. Work with health

care billing and computer coding.
(213)273-8480.

P/T stock/cashier derk for small grocery
market. Experienced, mature, reliable.

Call before ipm. 475-0820.

PART-TIME personnel/recruiting. Flexible

hours, advancement opportunity. Call ,

business hours John McClurg (213)854. —
0523 Beverly Hills.

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME telemarketers
needed for Art Publisher. Good speaking

voice required. Will train. SalaYy plus

commission Call Linda or /Vpril at 930-

2410. _^^
PART-TIME general accounting work: Ac-

counts payable/receivable. Accounting ma-
jor preferred. 213/233-3575. LA.
downtown area.

VIDEO store rental clerk. Good personali-
ty. No experience necessary. PT/FT.
Venice area. 399-921 1

.

WAITER/waitress, full/part-time, speaks
Chinese. Chinese restaurant, SM. Mar^
395-9471 after 9 eve.

WANTED: CHIPWICH SALESPERSON
$6-1 Omr. FUN JOB NEAR UCLA. M/F
OUTGOING AND ENERGETIC. CALL
COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT
(805)564-1 255. ______^_
WILL pay $5/hr. just to make businest
telephone calls. Call days 552-4663/nigh
306-1114.

BEAUTY salon in Westwood: space
available for beautician to rent. Good kx:a-

tion, free parking. 474-651 6/47(>-8698.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-2111.

SUNNEB OBIENTATION
19S6 COUNSELOB
BECBUITING IS ON

NOW. FOB INFOtALL
2M-M85

WRITERS needed for monthly community
paper. Sorry, no pay, but publicatior
guaranteed. 395-4459.

ZIONIST Youth Movement needs part-time

leaders. Must have Judaic background
Paid position. More info. Call Hillary

(213)653-4771.

10 PEOPLE required for leaflet distribu

tk>ns full or part-tinte $4 per hr & bonuses.
Day, evening, weekends. Call now foi

immediate work 479^3833 11040 Santa
Monica Blvd.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

ElP/Southern California

^H
Envlronmontal program

offarino pokJ.
short-term positions
with corporatk>ns.

gov't, and norvproAt .

groups. Meeting at Career
Center Thur Jan.23

12-l:OOpm
=5Appllcatlor^ available ^=

by calling 213 622-0029.
DEADUNE; APRIL 14. 1986

In Search of Excellence
Resident Assistant Selection '86

•STUDEisrrs and faculty-
Lool(ing for extra money?

Woric temporary for

Temporaries, inc

II850Wilshire Blvd. WLA.
|lfSH97-MM

•^Seaetanal, »^ Receptionist,

t** Typists, »^ Accounting,

^DataAVord Processors,

and ott)er office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPUCANTS

^.••\
.

MANDATORY

PART-TIME secretary needed. Japanese/

English bilingual and business major

preferred. Must type 40-50 wpm. Maehara
A Associates. 629-8055.

PART-TIME clerical, attractive position,

Westwood Medical Office. Accurate typist,

phone aptitude. $5.25/hr. to train. 208-

7121.

PART-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies

shoes. Westwood/Beverly Hills Center

$4.50-$5.50/hour sales experience prefer-

red. Roz or Debbie 657-5183.

Part-time secretary needed. A unique op-

portunity ot work in Westwood at Guest

Entertainment. $5.00/hr. (213)654-51 15.

PERSON Friday for photographer, must

type and own car, approx 20-25 hours/

week. (213)674-4730.

PHONE solicitation positions availat}le for

part-time work. Public relations for non-

profit charity organizations. Flexible with

your schedule. $6/hr. plus tx>nuses. Call

Brad (213)464-3666.

POLITICAL fund raising phoning. Part

time, flexible pdsitions immediately

available. Afternoons, evenings and/or

weekends. Bonuses. No experience nec-

essary. Fox Hills office, on bus line. $4.50

an hour Call 213-215-3143, 1-5 Monday.

1-9 Tuesday through Thursday.

PREMIERE LA. fashion photographer

seeks male/female models for local and

national wholesalers advertising accounts.

Call 556-3577.

PUT your conscience to work on

CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone

bank, pAt, evenings. $l00/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

REPUTABLE company seeking energetic

people, part-time or full-time, no sales,

many benefits. Gene. 824-0233.

ROUND table Pizza is kwking for delivery

people Must have own car and insurance.

Please bring DMV report Wage and com-

mission, day and evening shift available.

Hours flexible Apply in person, 1050 Vine

St., Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

Informational Meeting
Thurs.. Jon 23 Hershey Main Lounge 7PM

You nrujst attend this meeting If you have
not prevkxjsty been to one.

Applications available in Office of Residential Ufe
A|3pllcatlons due by noon on Jan 27th.

HELP WANTED 30 INTERNSHIPS 34

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexit>le hrs-easy

$ale Call t^ike at 393-81 53.

SALfi&fXBrt'time, $5/hr. plus commission.

15-20 hrs./wk. Experience preferred. Ck>se

to school. Affordable Portables 110 Gayley

Ave. Westwood.

SECRETARY/Marketing Representative

needed by a software firm in Van Nuys.

Excellent English, professional dispositk>n.

Type 45 wpm. Car required. Salary 16-

20K/yr. For appointment call (818)895-

2605.

SECRETARY in exchange for room in

Beverly Hills/Bel-Air estate. 2 years expe-

rience required. Type 50 wpm/minimum.
Part-time afternoons. 276^4000.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work. Please call 452-9616.

Sr. recreation leader. Part-time $6,258-

6.91 3/hr. requires 2 yrs. of college and 1

yr. experience in recreatk>n, community or

social services. Apply immediately. City of

Culver City. Recreation Dept. 4117
Overtand Ave. (213)202-5689. '_

TELEPHONE sales. Guaranteed salary,

high commissk>n, well established com-
pany, relaxed atmosphere. Call r>ow,

9:00-6:00,271-4566.

TELEPHONE receptionist, light typing,

clear pleasant phor>e voice, computer in-

put hrs: Sat. evenings, Sunday days.

Sandy 459-6149.

EXCELLENT work experience! Intern with

the Bobby Ball Talent Agency/Beverly

Hills. Call (213)852-1357.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

LARGE one bedroom, wood paneling,

hard-wood fkwrs. $450. 1930 S. Bedford
St. 477-8966

SUNNY beautiful Brentwood 2 bedroom 1

bath apartment. Starting 2/1/86. $875/
n>onth Call Tami 479-0563.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished
singles and 1-t>edrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester. 479-7486. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to
UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,
smaN, modem building. 11675 Darlington,
open house. 9-4:30. 627-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartnnents. Partly-fully furnished.
Redecorated exceptionally dean. Modem
building, pool, parking, security. 1831
Whitley. (21 3) 467-9431

.

$555-$575 Mar Vista reduced 1 -bedroom.
New decor, pool, parking, laundry. 391-
9688.313-1618.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,
a/c, fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai^
ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

^t\
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CHILD CARE ROOM
WANTED 35 EXCHANGE HELP....63

SKIING.

BABYSITTER needed. Some afternoons,

must drive, 1-year old girl, 10 minutes
UCLA. Call natalie (81 8)907-9606.

MOTHER'S helper wanted. 2 children 9-

1 1 .'Must drive own car. 874-4730.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor.

11967 Rochestor Apt.#3 . $450. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom with parking

$725. Walk to campus. 729 Qayley. 206-

8796.

ONE large single $540. Nice building with

pool. 1-mMe to UCLA. 1235 Federal Ave.
477-7237.

LIGHT housekeeping exchar>ge Westwood
furnished studio apartment in luxury

buikJing. Call between &8 p.m, 474-5521.

ext. 2-D.

LIVE-IN - 10 min. from UCLA. 2 kids 12-

14. Light housekeeping. Ralph 479-0321

days. 271-3573 evenings. wveekerKls.

WANTED two female Christian roommates
share new 3 bedroom, 2 bath apartment.

Culver City. Fireplaoe. diatwnator. $325.

(213)836-0363.

X C>X^ l^XO •••••••••••••••••••••••OV/

79 MOVERS .,.. 94

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

MoverSi Free Estimates, experieix^ed and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5667.

RCX)M
FOR RENT, M

-X

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED.•.^.52

BRENTWOOD. 2-bedroom. specious, new-
ly remodeled, new carpet. Comer of Bundy
and Sunset. Heated pool, laundry. $995.
393-0499.

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $775/mo. Singles also. 824-
9925.

VENICE Beach, 1 -bedroom. Charm,
privacy, parking, washer/dryer. $675/mo.,
lease. Available June 1 . 396-6878.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. Urge 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in- kitchen, new decor. Balcony with
view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 206-3647.

BRIGHT, spacious room for rent in Sher-

man Oaks. Furnished with private bath,

entrance arxl parking. Non-smoker prefer-

red. Phone: 818-761-6542. $385.

LARGE private room furnished walk to

UCLA-prefer grad. student.$400/mo.
Ptwne 5-10 pm 479-6679.

MALE grad student preferred, responsit>le,

non-smoker, light kitchen priviliges, near

buses, $325.00. One month security de-

posit required. Available now. (213)836-

1301.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-
smoker in 2-bedroonV2-baths. Security/

laundry. Courtyard/patio near UCLA. Rose
near Overland. $385. 839-9545.

ROOM for rent. Palms area, near tKis

lir>es. Laundry facilities available $350 plus

deposit 838-0024.
'T ' — 111 II »! wm^^^m*

ROOM for rent: share our friendly, young,
private honf>e $350/nfK>nth Pico/Robertson
area. (213)278-2422.

$380/mpnth. Westwood and Ohio. Kitchen,

living room privileges. Ed. Cherle. Adrian.

479-2402. 851-9057 messages. 9-12am or

after 10pm.

TENNIS player? Looking for other to play

on evenings arKJ weekends. Call Bryan
275O609.

CHILD CARE 90

CHILD care- for Sundays and/or
weeknights. Must have expari-
ence/references. 471-4185.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM/^ 8) 880-4407. (81 8) 88(M361

.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ROOMMATES 65 MOVERS .94

VACATION
i^NTALS ....,.„,. ....... 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ck>se to everything. (818)
785-9865.

FEMALE wanted to share apartment next
to campus. $230M>0.. utilities paid. Call

Manager Mike Fkx)d-20e-2676.

FEMALE, non-smoke'r to share 2bd-2ba
with 3 girls. 5 min. walk to UCLA. 824-
9735.

APARTMENTS -^

TO SHARE 54

FEMALE roommate to share bedroom.
$300/mo. ' security. 2-bdrm/2-bath. 5 min,
to campus. Sec. bidng.. carpeting,
balcony, skylite, dishwasher. 824-4886 or

-624-5869.

ELIPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional S.rvic. for Peanuts

SERVICES ~
OFFERED ......96

COUNSELING for depression, anxiety and
k>w self-esteem. Negotiable fee. Contact
Kerima Reed 826-2953.

EDIT your dissertations, theses, term
papers. $15/hr. guaranteed high quality,

style & grammar from a professional

editorAMrriter. Ted Brett 452-5966; eves.
655-5862.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed autfKK with journalism masters. Dick
20»43S3.

LICENSED tax accountant qualified at

UCLA with 7 years expener>ce in leading
tax firms. Will prepare income tax returns.

Computerized service available. Call

|2l3k-452-8603.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students arnj tt>e professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (21 3)474^)31 3.

SUCCESSFUL learning model- Quick
method for high grades devek)ped at MSU
where students are consistent 4.0 after

one session, nam available. 934-9991

.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334.

GIRL wanted to share bedroom in 2 bdr.

apt. New Wdg, security, parking, spa,
$300/month Walk to campus. Call 208-
0268 for more info.

NEEDED: two non-smoking females to

share bedroom in 2 bedroom 2 bath
Brentwood apartment. Re8ponsit>le $262
plus deposit. 471-4655.
OWN room, bath, Pool, security, parking,

tennis. Jacuzzi. $450/nf>o. Call 410-9182.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

FEMALE roommate wanted. Graduate.
$315 nfK>nthly. Own. room own bath. 836-
3054 evenings. Ping or Mike.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share 2-

bdmn. apt. Approx. 20 min. from campus.
$275/mo. plus utilities. Lynne (213)935-
5861.

SERVICES
\^^ X^ C>f\C>JL/ ....................^O

Bear'm EdMng amd
WHHmg S^rmic^
•ALL subfects

•Nothing Too Big— or Too SnKill

•We want to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

$1300. Deluxe 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent bachetor available

$500 1 mile UCLA. 826-6907 826-8882.

3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-

ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/month
Daytime 473-0126. _^^
$895 Sherman Oaks lovely, contemporary,
clean, 2-bedroom. 20 minutes to UCLA,
ideal for couples. 828-3266 eves.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

IDEAL for UCLA students!! Own room in

Westwood townhouse. Rent: $500/nfH)nth.

Location: Setby avenue (5 minutes walk to

campus) to share with 3 female students.

Washer and dryer. January's rent is paid
— 1/2 month free!! To take over lease until

end of April, Call (21 3)470-6846.

MALE seeks roommate for large 1-

bedroom garden apartment. $350/mo.. ful-

ly furnished 5 min. to UCLA available Feb.
1 Call Steve evenings (213)473-2478.

NEEDED to share 2 bedroom Apt across
from shuttle stop. Have own room, quiet,
non-smoker $640/mo. 208-7245. Leave
message.

QUIET, clean. 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
non-smoking female. Share room $300
Anne/Detx)rah 477-9077 evenings

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally
since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or
Sherman Oaks (818)769-6064.

ROOMMATE, female, share large one
bedroom apartment wAwo girls. Walk
UCLA 11069 Strathmore 824-0879/454-
8211

ROOMMATE wanted: 3 UCLA undergrad
girls need an extra roommate to share an
apartment immediately until end of spring
quarter and possibly summer $275/mo.
plus utilities. Corner of Kelton and Ophir,
parking available. Call Lainie (213)876^
5019.

SINGLE female seeks same. Responsible,
non-smoker. Ig. 2-bed/2-bath apt Half
rent-$325 plus util. Encino. Call Vicky.
8am-5pm, 825-0644

For All Your
Graphic & Printing

Needs

Quick Copies

PERSONAL
SERVICES 95

SUBLET 66

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

WESTWOOD-custom condo! 2-bedrooms.
den. 2-baths. loft, skylight, built-ins, wet-
bar, pool, security. $165,000: Wynn. 477-

7001.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.

(213) 683-91 00 for more informatk>n

.

ROOM & board in exchange for light

fK>usekeeping in Brentwood area near
Sunset & Barrington. 20-25 hrs/week call

820-5151.

STUDENT. Room/board for fKMJse/garden

cfiores. Private roonVbath. Ideal for study-

ing. Male preferred. Foreign student o.k.

Transportation helpful. Mr. MHtor M-f
(213)852-6802

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

ROOM availat)le for rent. Includes own
bath. Male/non-smoker preferred.
$450.00/month. Call for veiwing.
(213)397-3350.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyt Special free intro. serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344^196.

3

Need to get copies in a hurry? Quick Copies can
give you virtually any number of them while you
wait. Choose standard, legal-sized, colored or
textured papers.

Quality Printing

Need that professional look for your newsletters,
invitations or flyers? Our new equipment will print
your job quickly and efficiently at a low price.

In A Bind/'

Need your thesis or research papers bound? We
can do it for you with protective vinyl or hand-
some hardcovers and can goldstamp your titles
too. for that look of prestige.

TUTORING
OFFERED.... 98

CALCULUS pre-calculus. Algebrar-
reasonable price. caH Marfc at 820-5862.

CALCUS, statistics, precalcuius. algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828-4029. 82e«928.

CAN you write clearly arnJ concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates.
Cecil Writing and Research Service.—
(213)935-7592.

FRENCH- Native FrecKh teecher wii/
great rates/patience. Offering tutoring «|^.
UCLA. CaM Daniele 473-6079.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Swvice. Profeeeional
tuloring/editingAfvord processing. All levete.

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291-3158.

NEED tutor for 11-yr. old boy. M-F from
3-6pm. Some knowledge of French necee-
sary. Must drive. $5/hr. 472-6380.

TUTORING math/physics to first year col-
lege level. Peter 10628 Venice Bh^. 836-
5927.

FATIiNT TUTOR
IMATH (arithmetic through
! calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS^

Engineering, Reading, Gram
mar, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows the subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent the material In a variety of

ways. You will also leam the

proper way to study to
achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383^

6463.

g~TUTORING
NEEDED 99

FRENCH native would give French lessons
in exchange for elenrtentary Algebra 473-
3872.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING ., 100

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

d S U C L D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6
F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7668

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type.
transcribe. A word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes wvelcome: WLA*
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription hinda (213)204-0947. Call
noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE. (213)450-6719.

ALL typing I do. Free P/U & delivery. Call
after 1 PM Linda (818)708-0910..

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.
Theses, term, etc Dissertation disc
390-4568.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes!
Pick up/campus MW. Sheri 662-0669

CAN-r type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

DOCTORATES - Dissertations - Theses &
undergrad work. Excellent quality. Your
*«>rk rwver k)oKed so good. Great for stu-
dents in LAX/So. Bay Area. Deborah
410-9137 10am-6pm.

EXPERT typing/professkxial editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languagea.
Help wrth writing. Virginia 278-0388.
FAST dependable typing^vord processing.

.L^J^ ^^^^ »P^''"« correctioni
1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

FULL-TIME derKAypist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court documents
preferred Excellent benefits contact Pat
Johnson 3 12-426g.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-
er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-
tion format. Rush )obe welcome. $2 00/
page and up. Near UCLA 473-2550.

PLEASEIM I type 95wpm-IBM Selectrte WINW anything, anytlme-eapw^ially scrlpta- -

Susan 395-2856.
^^ •^^^

THESIS/DISSERTATION typing- revlstons
are faster and less expenshw if you start
jrow let draft on word processing. Simian
word Processing Service also specializes
•n scriptsMovels. resumes.

'

Rjck. (213)467-2928.

.^l

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

mcgOa dally bruin
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^^^^^^ ">^ RESUMES -JZ

WORD PROCESSINQ-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1 503^ STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

VVORD processing specialist-thesfs.

dissertation $1 .50/page and up '

Call Ray
6i6-6048(day) (81 5)251-41 73(evenings).

Airfares
•Tokyo $515
•HonOKbno' $595
•Bangkok $759
• Amsterdam •. $499
• London $499
• Sao Poulo/Rto $7 1

9

^Manila '

$549

CHINA VISA. $75
30 doys individual travel
CALL: HIS (AMERICA)

(213)613-0943
244/2 E 1st St. #19
IA.CA90012

TOIOIO-(03)366-2371 H0NGKONG466O925

FOR RENT 101 ******************

Refriaerator Rentals

For dorm fraternities.

sororities, and co od
Ootional Sizes

for FREE DELIVERY
coll POLAR LEASING
390-8647 onvtime

We rent color TV s too'

MONOLULU^229 R/T

MAUI-$309 R/T;

LONDON-S478 R/T;

^ -NEW YORK-$79!^ R/T

Some student discounts
ovaltable. eoo/AIR-DEAL or

Ik

(415) 641-5043. Ask for Bonnie

MUSIC LESSONS>...,102

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

GUITAR lessons by professional teacher,

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

awattabta, Jean 47fr4iS4.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teact^ing all levels, styles. Near UCLA.

Mictiael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

TRAVEL 105

SUPER VALUE R/T FROM LAX TO:
New YORK tromt 2M
CHICAGO trom$ 198
tfl^MI fromt2M
HAWAII tmrntlM
LONDON from$4M
FRANKFURT tromt 589
PARIS/AMSTEROAM fmm$ 5M
rOKYO fnm$ 579
TAHITI tromt 579
CRUISE, 7duf fmmt 5M
SKI EUROPE. tromt 9M

Ctttrttn, ToufB, Cnih—
AaMAMMc. Car « Motmt Rm.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6
ASTRA TRAVEL

1100 GLENDON §2025

From

LONDON $479
AMSHRDAM $495
FRANKFURT $495
TAHITI $579
COPENHAGEN..$560
PARIS $599

' some Restrictions Apply
Euroil passes

issued on tr>e sppt

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHEREI
LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area from $29
Honolulu from $179
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong from $386
Sydney from $498
Tel Aviv from $529

ixri

vm

IMew York from $99
London from $2^5
Lima from $359
Tokyo ..from $430
Rio from $519
Nairobi from $650

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
TOUR OINKAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

^ J YOUR ON-CAMPUS

A^\ in A^ TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830-6. sat ii-3
^'^^yJK^LTV A-Levot Ackermon Union

"new tuOtAC' lo cryxig* iwifnou' nolle* >tmn»a avoNoOMty

AUTOS FOR LEASEIU AUTOS FOR LEASElll

I METR€}'WEST LIMOSINES Z
*^ (213)208-4707 t

I*

STRETCH LIMOUSINES FULLY EQUIPT.
€X}LOR TV, BAR, STEREO
CASS./AM/FM RADIO

JJDOKINQ for that perfect job? We can
Jjnte you a resume tt)at will ^et it for you.
Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-

WINNING resumes! Student special $25
Free consultation. Free copies One-day
service. Open weekends (21 3) 851 -071

7

AUTOS FOR SAI.F...1 17

CAPRI 1973-Like new, am/fm cassette
new paint and interior. $1700 00
(213)773-0758(213)560-0122.

DEALER has many reliable low cost
r transportation cars. Financing available. 15
min. loan approval. 934-9504.

KEYBOARDIST: seeks to join hard rockin',
but intelligent band into Alcatraz2. UFO/
Msg, Yngwie, Deep Purple, etc Very
limited practice schedule. Call Pat
(213)209-5368 ^'

i

'^ * -

PORSCHE 91 ISC Targa 1978 - Black,
black leather seats. Alpine stereo with
100W amp. Clifford, bra cover $19 (XX)/
obo. Call 649-3095.

1964 GHIA, solid, great condition, yellow
Best offer. 472-3168.

1965 VW bug $1300. Runs well, looks
.good AM/FW cassette, new clutch. 394-
7739.

1970 VW squareback. Good school
transportation car. Good condition, radio
regular gas. $800. 396-0909

1970 VW Poptop camper. Westfalia.
equipped, AM/EM cassette, rebuilt engine
$2200 obo. 474-2109.

1971 Buick U Sabre, new tires, great inte-
rior; must sell, $450 obo. Call Rick
(213)313-1620 eves.

1971 TOYOTA Corolla, 35mpg reg., auto
trans. $1295

, brand new Porsche classic
red. New heads, brakes, tires 454-3541

.

1971 VW camper. Rebuilt engine new up-
holstery, and paint. 1 owner. $1100 obo
(213)614-5076. (213)695-5008

=?572 VW Super Beetle, runs perfectly,
clean, very good condition, orange, must
sell!!! $2400(213)660-7242

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stickshift, new paint, new clutch, louvers,
stereo/tape, CB . beautiful!!! 824-0368
Jay.

1974 Honda Civic with stick shift, AM/FM
cassette, rebuilt eng., runs excellent.

$1100 obo. 474-2109.

1974 RED VW new tires, good condition

$1600 479-7302.

1976 BMW 2002. mint condition, new tires,

rebuilt engine, front spoiler, Weber car-

burator.$5000. (213)855-0844.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tires, excellent running condition. Radio.

$1250 obo 452-6646.

1976 FORD 4-door, V-8, runs great, kx)ks
bad, needs brakework. Good deal. $600.
474-8998.

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must sell! (213)450-7364.
(213)653-2966.

1977 Renault Le Car. Good condition.

$850. 58.000 miles. Call after 6 pm or

weekends. (213)472-7668.

1977 Suburu 5-speed. Good condition.

New tires $1200/ hr. Must sell now. Call

652-4957. '

1977 TOYOTA Celica $950 cash.

(213)451-4053.

1978 DODGE Omni. Original owner, am/
fm radio, cassette, air. roof rack, excellent

condition $3000/obo. (213)651-5230. .

1978 Honda Civic. 63.000 miles, auto

AM/FM stereo/cassette Hatchback, ex-

cellent condition. $1900. Days {2^3}82^
0195, evening (213)838-3975.

1978 Mustang, Red. T-roof, V6 4-speed.

AM/FM cassette, A/C, more. $2700/obo.

Jeff 209-5476 afternoon.

1979 CHEVY Monza. 68K, beige, 2-dr;

htchbk. 4-sp. stereo/cass. new wheels,

tires, clutch. $1500 obo, must sell immed.
2l3/93ft^13msg. \

1979 FIAT spider CV. AM-FM cassMte,

good conditkm, runs great, original owrier,

$2800 call 939-2632 \

1979 Toyota Celica GT 5-speed 64,000,

miles, Kenwood stereo, excellent condi-\

tion, $3500 obo 453-2109.

1979 280 ZX Datsun, 2 plus 2. k>aded.

auto transmission. Exct. condition, AM/FM
stereo, sunroof-moonroof. $5250 829-3371.

(818)881-4660.

1980 Volvo DL 4-door, automatic, air,

AM/FM excellent condirton. 67,000 miles.

$5500.(213)394-1905.

1961 CUTLASS Supreme. 2-door. a/c,

Alpine stereo/caMette. new tires, 54K
miles. $4.995. Call Robert (21 3)207-5705.

1981 Mazda GLC custom-L hatchback. 5-

speed. air conditioning, am/fm stereo.

$2500(213)827-7760.

1982 PLYMOUTH Sapporo, same as

Dodge Cfuillenger. Mittut>i8hi. Auto, air,

loaded, like new. $4450 obo. 818/709-

7992. . ,
'

. • ««

1982 RABBIT convertit>le, 17,000 miles.

5-8peed. air, am/fm stereo, excellent con-

dition. $e.000/obo, 681-5567.

1983 Honda Civic Hatchback. 35 mpg. FM
ttereo cassette $4995. Call 822-0856

1965 Red CRX SI. must selll Like new.

aunroof, A/C, $9500 obo. (818) 506-9271

.

1985 VW Gulf, 11,800 miles, 2-door, stick.

great condition. Must sell; nnyving to

Hawaii, $7,700.00 Call 476^886

AUTOS FOR SALE..1 12 MOPEDS...
'69 2002 BMW. Sunfroof. MkiHellne tires
Runs great. Needs rear body work. $750,
obo. 824-7773. ...., '

'71 VW Superbeetle convertible. New
paint, top, clutch, brakes, fuel pump. AM/
FM stereo, 30 MPG. cherryl Must tee.
$3995 obo. 838-5546. —^ ^-—
•72 VW Superbeetle, red $1995, excellent

^condition. 344-2604.

'74^'7« BMW 2002. 5301 auto, sunroof,
stereo, excellent condition, below market.
Best offer. (213)451-4125, leave message.
'75 Plynrwuth Valiant. V-8. 318 cu. in., am/
fm cassette. Looks and runs great, $950
(213)473-7725.

'75 5-speed orange Honda Civic needs
engine work. $400.

'76 Capri II. 4-speed. AM/FM cassette,
sunroof, very good condition $1400 Days
825-6585, weekends 257-221

7

'77 Accord hatchback. 5-speed. Very good
condition, a/c. am/fm cassette. New tires
$1900 obo (818)980-2103.

'77 Buick Regal AM/FM, power windows,
runs great, owner nwving. Must Sell
$1350.838-3029

77 MGB and 84 Honda Accord 4-door LX
both excellent. Eves or weekends
(818)996-2715.

'78 Accord hatchback. 5-speed. Good
condition. A/C. am/fm $1900 obo
(818)981-7355.

'78 Celica GT. Sport and luxury $3000.
Call original owner Bob 825-3580 or 479-
6612.

'78 VW Rabbit, standard, 67.000, good
condition, must sell, moving. $1850. 388-
7869, evenings.

"79 Firebird, automatic. ^ MC, AM/FM
cassette. Great condition, must sell

(213)392-2497.

"79 Mercury Capri. Black, a/c, sunroof,
cassette, low mileage $3100 Pamela-
202-1521 eves., 553^4441 days.

'81 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE. BLACK/
CUSTOM GREY UPHOLSTERY NV
TIRES. MAGS, BRAKES, CLUTCH,
LOADED. $6900. (213)651-2571.

'81 Subaru 1800DL wagon. 5-speed, 55k
mi. roof rack, am/fm/cass.. xint condition.
great for vacations, $2700. (213)479-0336 .

'81 Toyota Corolla, 5 speed, A/C, AM/FM
cassette, 60,000 miles, XInt condition.

$3500 Days: 206-8680. Eves: (805)584-
6553 Manoj.

82 Black Audi 5000 Turbo 23.000M.
Perfect condition. Alarm included $10,000
obo. Call 936-8415. Evenings.

82 TOYOTA Corolla 2-door original owner
40.000 miles beige. $3200 397-0321

.

'83 Mai|^626 LX. 18 K miles, kMded, like

new, must sell now, Laurie. 552-0822
657-2526.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

YAMAHA Exciter, 185CC. First sold 10/85.

Only 700 miles. Perfect condition. Call

after 6 PM. (213)934-9993.

1980 Suzuki GN400X. Krauser bags and
rack. Reliat>le commuter. Licenced to Nov
$300 837-8205.

1983 HONDA Nighthawk 550. 8300m
$1150 Brian 824-0082.

1983 Kaw. Gpz 550. mint cond. two years
left on warranty. $1650. 372-1000 eves.

1983 YAMAHA- Vision 550. 2200M Ex-

cellent condition. Helmet and kx:k. $1500.

Dan 209-6096. ^

1984 HONDA elite trunk and windshield

$850(818)784-4239.

'81 Yamaha XS 400H. 1,200 miles. 2

helmets, cover, tank bag. Lock. $750 obo.

397-0321

.

I'

ajs^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
T^ YAMAHA 83«84»85TJr

Sc^bdters &, Accessories

i< •STARTING AS LOW AS $555!

•

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYOi; SALES AND SERVICE ^

J13347
W. Washington Blvd^

Los Angeles, CA 90066

^ (a 13)306-7906^

.<
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PARKING 120

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a

Broadway^ singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268. 50% off introductory

lesson.

BLUE/white 1964 Riva-CA-50. $750/obo.
windshield, rear compartment, 1000 miles.

Kathi 265-4027 (nights). Mr. Park 225-1261
(days).

BRAND new Tomos Silver Bullet. License,
lock. 150 miles. Paid $600, sell for $476.
274-1678.

125 Riva Yamaha. Excellent conditton.

1400 miles, great fun plus conver plus
helmet. $995. 471-3001.

1979 BATAVUS moped, must sell to pay
rent. Red. good condition.. $150/Qtio. Ken
206-1344 Z-—
1981 Peugeot-102 Moped. Low milage.
Runs great. $250 obo. Call Jane after 6
PM at (818)360-3862.

1982 HONDA Passport-blue, original
owner, plus helmet, kKk. Solid service
record, pretty. $500. 207-2018. —— . -
1983 CA50 ned Yamaha scooter. Good
condition, great campus transportation.

$550 obo. 836-1 520, must sell!

1964 ELITE Scooter majestic red, pop-up
headlight, digital display. Runs great
$1000OBO Jennifer 477-65^9.

^
1985 HONDA Aero 50 mint condition.

Less than 500 mi. Lock included. Brian
653-5860.

'81 Honda Passport for sale. $450/obo.
Call 824-0838.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice
encyclopedia 1985 set $l7fe. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set
$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & tove seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

'

TWO Dodge tires. Like new. Call 825-6373
(day). Or 396-2445 (evenings) for details.,

Best offer.

FURNITURE 126

FOR Sale: 2 large refrigerators $175 and
$100 obo. dbl/queen rattan headtx>ard
$65. Eves. 213/465-2349.

MOVING must sell. Full bed including

wicker headboard and wicker bedside
table. $250. Millie (213)478-6370.

Al rww hotel sets guaranteed

Twin t«t $50 ' |CuN S«l $«•
fiUiMnS«t |M Klngt«t $96
New 5 pl6C« bedroom s«t. $11i

New ful itzs or quden deeper $139

New lofo and k>ve teat $1(19

Oak flnhh coffee foWei $7
Ind ToMes $18 Lomps... $7

TNI WAMIKMI$I

S97-S090

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

NEW frigidaire washer/dryer, game show
price, must sell, retail value. $700. 209-

5399 best offer.

stereos/TV's
electronics 131

ZENITH. 25 inch. Modern color console
remote. Perfect condition. $175. 306-4339
days. 306- 1 826 eves.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

ROSSIGNOL 185 'SM Skiis. w/Tyrolia 380
bindings. Great conditioni $185/obo. CaN
2090673.

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT .,.133

IBM Sel III. Correcting w/accessories. Like
new. $550. Lv. message. 474-0909.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE lie w/prlnter & 13" Colof TV for
sale. Contact Lyie Laverty, 472-5137.

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 629
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Dat« _
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #103.
Tele.(2l3)47»034S.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives Special
univefsity price. New w/ warranty. Works ^
on all Macs $270. Call Ricttard 676-2558
tor demo.

MUSTseU: Apple IK:. excellent condition.

2 drives. Image Writer printer, mouse,
screen, plus software and more. Can Bill,.

824-1 274 evenings. '^ "

TYPEWRITER: Electronic Olympia
Rsporter. 1V4 year old. perfect conditlon-

$250. Call Corine, evenings. 479-7024.

J.
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Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

--ORIGINAL

WORLD FAMOU3
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernarrdo Blvd . Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd.Sepulveda
1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd..Van Nuys
Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd.. Rowland Heights
4315 Anaheim St.. Long Beach
9301 E. Whittier Blvd., Pico Rivera

Is/Urtm
sa/oTi

THE 80'S ABE Hi

.AND WE HAVE
THELOOK

/
Cello
with

Cut & Blow

Open 7 days
and evenings

Hair weaving ahd Sculptured r)ails

10877 W.Pico Blvd.
(west of Westwood Blvd.)

New clients only 475-4586

PHC
Peer Health Counselors

-\

(f^^l^^^

T
/

-*-»?••
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BreiMfed in the USA?
Whatever the location, alcohol can brew its own problems^

Habits ^x^ formed m college - do they include regular alcohol uiel
On topics ranging from drunk driving to drugs, the Source \^^oq\^n\ offers information and discus-
sion Encouraging students to live a healthy life.

S.O.U.R.CE.
Substance Overuse Referral Counsellhg and Education

Stop in or call the PHC office for program times or iridi\/idua\ counseling: 825-8462, 40 1 Kerckhoff HaW
Remember

IT'S OKAY NOT TO DRINK. Sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC

V
V

(213) 826-7559
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

7 Sessions - $25
FIRST BED SESSION FREE

Exp. 1/30/86

^ »

<r

i

TANNING & TONING CENTER
11934 San Vicente Boulevard, Brentwood

beds. These beds are the only 18 x 18 tube Ruva Sunbeds in America. Tanning costs as little as $4 per visit. You can also use Bodv
Bronzer s modern electronic toning equipment to help shape your body. After toning and tanning, you can get a therapeutic massaae at
the salon, administered by a licensed massage therapir.t. For those who wish to be pampered just a little bit more. Body Bronzer offers a
chauflered limousine service to your next destination. Muscle And Fitness Feb 1 986

Swimming
Continued from Page 44
Ricardo Prado and Scott
Hemmingway.
The discouraged Kemp,

who hails from Thousand
Oalcs, reentered the pool just
three events later in the 200
back. Kemp began with a
strong start, and had the en-
tire natitorium on its feet as
he and Mustang Mook Roden-
baugh came down the home
stretch neck and neck. Kemp's
outstretched arm tagged the
pad just seven hundreths of a
second before Rodenbaugh.

Another freshman sensation,
Craig Oppel, continued his
winning ways. Oppel notched
a 1:40.24 time in his victory in
the 200-yard freestyle. The
swimmer was also part of
wins in the 400 medley relay
and the 400 free relay.

"All our freshman, I felt,

did an outstanding job," said
Ballatore.

The upperclassmen certainly
held their own in contributing
to the Bruin victory, as well,
particularly seniors Tom Jager
and Doug Shaffer and also
junior John-Henry Escalas.
The world record-holding

Jager continued his dizzying
win streak in the 50-yard
sprint. Jager cruised to a vic-

tory, while posting a time of
20.54. Jager has never lost a
50 free race since arriving at
UCLA four years ago. Jager
also won the 100-yard sprint
by edging SMU's John Miran-
da. Jager's 45.51 score just
beat Mirandas 45.67 clocking.

Shaffer bested two-time
All-America Zeke Crowly on
both the 1 and 3-meter diving
boards. Shaffer accomplished
this feat without taking any
practice dives on the 3-meter_
board.

Travel hassles prevented the
UCLA divers from getting to
the meet on time. Therefore
they only had time to get fa-
miliar with the 1-meter diving
board.

Escalas continued UCLA's
good fortune by blowing away
the field in the 1,000 free. The
nearest competitor, Danny
Goodwin of SMU, was left in
Escalas' waves, touching the
pad over four seconds behind
the Bruin.

Esbalas also won the 500
free handily with a 4:34.41,
again besting Goodwin, this
time by a little more than a
second.

The competition stiffens in
a hurry for the Bruin swim-
mers as today, they travel to
Austin, Texas to take on top-
ranked Florida and fourth-
billed Texas in a triangular
meet.

Texas poses a threat in the
butterfly, IM and sprints.
All-America's Asa Lawrence
and Chris Rives will be
awaiting the Bruins.

Texas, however, pales in
comparison to No. 1-ranked
Florida. The Gators showcase
one of the nation's most tal-
ented swimmers in gold med-
alist Mike Heath. Heath and
UCLA's Oppel will square off
in a tough 200 free race.
"That will be a great mat-

chup," said Ballatore.
Albert Mestre will lead

Texas in the sprinters' bracket.
Even if the team should get

trounced in Austin, the squad
and Ballatore will still be able
to look back on the SMU vic-
tory.

"T was very impressed with
our team tonight, our guys are
great," Ballatore said. I *
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[continued from Page 44

complish that feat. Miller

[stands at No. 6 in the nation.

Along with Miller, Jackson

lis part of the conference's No.

2 forward tandem, behind

Derrick Dowell and Tom
Lewis of use. Jackson is the

team's leading rebounder at

5.9 a game while Miller is the

team's No. 2 board man at

15.2.
" '

Butler and Fischer, with

their numbers, are rated as

the No. 10 forward pair in the

conference.

The guards for the game are

talented as well. In Montel

Hatcher and Pooh Richardson,

UCLA has the highest rated

guard tandem in the con-

ference.

Hatcher is the Bruins' No. 2

scorer with an average of 16.8

points per game. Hatcher is

also among the top five scorers

in the Pac-10.

If Miller and Hatcher are

the Bruins big guns, then
Richardson is the supplier of

the bullets. The freshman
point guard is the conference's

leading assist man at 6.8 per
game. Richardson also has
been contributing 10.2 points-

to the UCLA scoring combine.

Teaming up with Lichti in

the Cardinal backcourt is

senior guard Keith Ramee.
The pair is rated No. 5 in the
Pac-10.

Ramee has been the Stan-
ford leader for the majority bf
his time with the Cardinal,
but is having something of an
off year. Ramee is averaging
just 4.3 points per game but is

having a good year dishing the
ball off to Lichti and the other
scorers on the Stanford team.
Ramee has been averaging 6.1
assists per game.

Corey Gaines, one of the
better reserves according to
Pac-10 records, may play
against Stanford. The junior
guard has been out for two
games with a hip pointer.
Even if he doesn't play against
Stanford, Gaines is likely to
return for Saturday's Cal
game.

Stanford goes into the game
fulfilling predictions that they
will be in the bottom half of
the Pac-10 when the season is

over. The Cardinal is 2-4 in
conference play and 8-10
overall.

UCLA is tied for fourth in
the conference with a 3-2
mark but are 8-5 overall.

Student tickets

for use game
on sale at CTO
iTco",^^"* tickets for the
i;5>C-UCLA basketball game
^ebruary 22 at the Los
^ngeles Sports Arena go on
sale today at the Central

I

Ticket Office in the James E.
^est Center.
These tickets are priced at

^^2 for UCLA students.

I

.
'he game will mark the se-

R ? meeting bet>veen the
"ruins and the Trojans this
year, with the first game com-
ing this Wednesday at Pauley

What's black & white
and strewnalibver?

c\^

mir

^^

$2.50
a month
High Value Checking Account

TOMORROVyiS THE LAST
DAY TO PORCHASE...

'

I ALMOST DIDNT BUY IT!

Now you can write all the c hecks
you want, for as hi lie as $2. SO a
monih.

And you can use our auioniaied -

teller machines as often as vou want,
tornochao'eai all,

Jusi conie into our otlice and ask
lor ihe latest olCrocker's innovations
in (inancial pa)ducts: our new I ijoh

Value c:heckin<» Account.
'"

Or, if y()u have trouble reniem-
herin^ the name, just ask for one of
those new checking* accounts where
\ou don't have to pay an arm and a
le^ for writing checks and usini' the
ATM.

Unlimited checkwriting. Like.-

wise for the ATM. Opt'n your Crocker
High Value Checking Account today

^Crocker Bank
Wesr^xx)d Village Office

10925 Kinross Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213^208-4268

UCLA STUDENT SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE

$1 1 PER QUARTER $1 65 PER SEMESTER

ON SALE... 12/9/85 THROUGH 1/24/86
Dependent coverage also available

1-1"
/ir,UCL\ STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE, A2-130

CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES, TELEPHONE 825-1856

f i^*^^^*'^'^**^^^^^*^**^^^*^**^^^^^^^*'^^^'*^*^*^*'^^^^ >S>^^^^T1-S.tS.S.^^^^^.l^l.^l^^^^H.l.l^^m^S.t,^^^^^^^^r^
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THE UCUV GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SOU

Invites You to Its

.s.

FIFTH ANNUAL COFFEE/TEA
V

I

Tuesday, January 28th from 3 to 5 p.m. in

300F Powell Library. Bring your questions
and concerns about graduate sctiool and
the information professions. Faculty will be
pn hand. Do drop by! This is a chance to
rningle informally with alumni, students,
and faculty.

I

I

I
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UCLA coach Glenn Bassett has labeled freshman Patrick Galbraith as the teams biggest surprise this year. Galbraith
broke into the starting lineup in the team s season opener.

s.a k r uaiuiaiui

The VIETNAMESE STUDFNT ASSQaATlON PrnuHly Pr^^^nts:

Vietnamese Cultural

^Festival
Come and share our lunar NEW YEAR celebration with us!!

}

*

-

-

^

/

<

\% '

r-
«a*

ThursdayJan. 23
-Movies (to be announced)

Friday, Jan. 24
-Mini-afternoon time show
-Martial Arts Demonstration
-Free Vietnamese food sample
Westwood Plaza (at foot of Bruin Walk)

Co* ^ I or 1:00-2:00 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 25 —^

—

^

-Traditional Vietnamese songs,
dances, skits and opera
Wadsworth Theater, 4:00-7:00 p.m.

Funded by CPOPAB, SCA and USAC

Tennis

Continued from Page 39
banger with pretty good con-
trol of the ball.

"He has to get used to col-
lege tennis."

Otis Smith, sophomore:
"Otis is hurt (his arm was
broken last fall). He was
outstanding at the Volvo tour-
nament in September. Otis is

an all-around play^ with
especially good groundstrokes.
"He needs to work on speed

and his volleys, and his lefty
serve needs more slice."

Mark Ferreira, sophomore:
"Mark is real fast. He hits
hard and likes to get into the
net. Mark is flashy, he makes
some great shots and some
dumb shots.

"He needs to Yeep the ball
in play more."
Jamie Talbot, freshman:

"Jamie is a hard worker. He is

very strong.

"Jami^ has to work on get-
ting a feel for the ball and his
quickness."

There is a rundown of the
1986 Bruins. It is a team with
a lot of talent, but other fac-
tors, namely e^^rience, will
have to be overcome if UCLA
is to stay atop the college
ranks.

Last year the Bruins finish-

ed the season No. 2 following
the 5-1 loss to Georgia in the
NCAA final. This year the
team is ranked No. 3 in the
preseason poll behind Stanford
and SMU.
Rounding out the nation's

top ten, after UCLA, are
use, Pepperdine, Clemson,
LSU, Texas, South Carolina
and Arkansas.

Cal is ranked 11th while the
defending champion Bulldogs
are at 16.

How does the rest of the
Pac-10 stack up? Well, star-
ting at the bottom there is

always Arizona State and
Arizona to count on for giving
your team a couple of wins,
though Arizona has improved

-

over the last year. ASU has
brought in players from
Miami and Australia but it

shouldn't help turn things
around too much.

Cal is the darkhorse team in
the Pac-10. With five name
players in their top six, in-
cluding the nation's No. 1—
Steve DeVries— other schools
will have to watch out for the
Bears.

Then comes USC, which
lost the nation's No. 5 player,
Todd Witsken, to graduation!
But Rick Leach and Jorge
Lozano are back, and both
are ranked in the 1986 top
ten.

The Trojans' problem this
year may well prove to be
depth.

Who is at the top? The
high-flying Stanford Cardinal.
With two of the top three
smgles monsters in the U.S.,
Stanford should make it fur-
ther than their quarterfinal
fmish in last year's NCAA's.

irJh ^"^erence's top rookie?
UCLA has three that could
qualify, but look for USC's
Luke Jensen as the guy to turn
the most heads.

Tomorrow's match against
SDSU will take place on the
L.A. Tennis Center courts at
1:30. Sunday the Bruins host
the Arizona Wildcats in the
conference opener at noon.

ca@na dally bruin

Things are brewfn'
In advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

Freshman Dan Nahirny has already started to show his pro-
yyess on the tennis court, playing No. 4 singles in UCLA's
opener against Cal Poly SLO^^ ^,—-^.—,—^-_^ —

Tennis
u

Continued from Page 41

His strength is doubles. Ken's

return of serve from both

sides, especially his backhand,

is very good. He drives it and
charges.

Ken needs to work on con-

ditioning and consistency."

Dan Nahirny, freshman:
ian hits both serves big, an3"

his groundstrokes hard, too.

He could become a great

player. He's tall (about 6-3)

and moves fairly well. Dan
has good hand-eye coordina-

tion.

"He has to work on staying

mentally tough. Dan lacks

good concentration. He gets a
little nervous right now."

Tim Trigueiro, freshman:
"Tim is very competitive, and
he has a big serve, too. Tim is

also tall and uses his height
very well. He has a good will
to win.

"Tim needs to work on his

groundstroke consistency."
Buff Farrow, freshman:

"Buff is short and very quick.
He's got good groundstrokes
and a pretty goadvi

"Buff needs to work on his
serve— he doesn't have
enough spin on the ball which
is causing him to double fault

a bit too much."
Patrick Galbraith,

freshman: "Patrick is the big-

gest surprise so far. He's a lef-

ty with a good all-around
game. Pat is definitely a

Continued on Page 38

Despite being just a sophomore. Brad Pearce has been
named a co-captain on this year's UCLA tennis team.

BAUSCH & LOME
SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB
TINTED (Change color of eyosT * Written Money Back

SLEEP-IN LENSES Guarantee on all lenses

$119
—'~

BAUSCH & LOMB
SOPT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

INCLUDES mriNG,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS

Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Scmta Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Mastor Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10^, ThttCT. 10-7, Fri. 1(W, Sat. KM With this ad, axpirw 1/31/86

Men Si Women's
hatrslyling.

Layer Cutting * Perrns

Student Discounts

Opeo
7<l«y«

10911 Ktxii^oii A^nue
^stxvood Village

; forAppt20«e207

11rd kill for a word processor
I could rent by the honr/^

If you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super
mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-
vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll

save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letter quality printer.
We even provide access to a copier so you can duplicate
your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-lit, and there's
parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to

find out more about our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with
ID.).

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

11645 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779

FREE TO YOUR DORM,
NO MINIMUM.
208-867

1

good only jn Westwood store

^2 OFF i
$1 OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER

''We believe the children are our
future. Teach them well, and let

them lead the way.

"

Come and see what is planned for

Winter quarter.

Orientations

Wednesday, January 22, 1986—"Ackerman 3516 —
1 1 :00 AM - 1 :00 PM

First General Meeting

Wednesday, January 22, 1986
"" ^ Ackerman 2408

Thursday, January 23, 1986—^ Ackerman 3516
1 1 :00 AM - 1 :00 PM

:a

EXERESSDELIVERY^

-"^

FUNDED BY CAC OF PAB

!i-
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DID SHERLOCK
FINDA CAVITY?

See: Dr: Friedman -

PREVENTIVE AND_
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING For Appointment:
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughjng Gas .^^.^ 478-0363
• Stereo Headphone (bring your own tape)
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome
• Please mention this ad

^^.. ...
^^^ Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Patriot quarterback Tony Easoh
has California small town root$

I' .' I i

'

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTACT LENSES

1 39/pair *

6&L. W-J

CHANGE THE COLOR OF YOUR
EYES SOFT LENSES

l89lpaiF*
B&L, CiDd.CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

I5»

I!
SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

189/pair*
B&L. W-J Cooper. Hydrotufve

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

$25
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

NEW OPAQUE SOFT-LENSES
FOR BROWN EYES ONLY

Includes pye ewm Glasses fof dtaance of

I

reading Cleat sjngle vision standard size giass

ex plastic lenses and frames from our special

seleaon Firy div sph arxl cyl

H.3ve Uif Bioe u< G«:^>t»yt-) you've

always wanted

$2l5/complete
-I

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

.
FOR THE RIGHT PRICE \N CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039
2605 Ltnco^n B(vd (at Ocean Park in

the Lucky Shopping Center) call us Fo*? ycx>« contact

V/SA/MASTE)fCHARCif

Lf^B fffPlACEMfNTS
Wf VIA/L AT OUR fVERDAY

LOW. LOW PRICES

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
1421 S Robertson Blvd

[Vi bik S of Pico)

•PfO/essjondi Services Extra

fioVlMJ^^
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS $1 Off I

One dollar off any pizza.

One coupon per pizza. '

Expires Jan. 27,1986 I

1133 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000
I
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By Glen Crevier -

The Sacramento Unl&n

WALNUT GROVE,r Calif.

^P) — Twenty-nine miles

southwest of Sacramento —
and some might say a thou-
sand miles southwest of the
20th century — sits a cluster

of buildings along the banks of
the muddy Sacramento River.

This could have been the
setting for Andy Griffith's

Mayberry. There are no fast-

food franchises here, no rush-

hour traffic jams, no neon
lights to brighten the skies.

Just hard-working folks and
familiar faces. Life is easy.

Out-of-towners should be
warned to turn their clocks
back 50 years when arriving.

But a kindred spirit unites the
760 people who call Walnut
Grove home.

Locals gather at Alma's
Cafe — "Where The Elite

Meet To Eat" — for
' breakfast, lunch, coffee and
conversation. Everybody
knows "Mighty Mo" Morais,
who runs The Liquor Store,
Gail Perry down at the post
office and Rhea Arlin of the
Style Cellar.

"We'rf! laid hack here,
easy-going people," says
Mighty Mo. "I don't even lock
my door at night."
But every so often, this burg

is stirred into a frenzy.

In 1982, state Sen. John

Garamendi ran against Los
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley

in the Democratic guber-
natorial primary.

"The senator lives right

across the river," Mighty Mo
says. "He lost out, but we
were with him all ^he way.
He's one of our points of in-

terest."

Last autumn, Humphrey
The Whale splashed nearby.
"Business really picked up,"
Mighty Mo says.

And earlier last year, after a
group of merchants purchtised

a parcel of land along the
downtown strip, several safes

were discovered buried in the
ground. . '•

~

"Everyone was pretty ex-

cited wondering what was in-

side," said Joe Enos, a realtor.

"We all figured there'd be
some bucks." He puts his in-

dex finger and thumb together
and focn^ a zero. "Nothing,"
he said. "There was nothing
inside."

Now Walnut Grove is in a
frenzy again.

This is Tony Eason country.
And if you do not know

who Tony Eason is, well, just

stop anyone on the street. The
New England Patriots starting^
quarterback in Super Bowl XX
against the Chicago Bears
Sunday is Walnut Grove's
favorite son.

Eason grew up here and
played football just down the

road at Delta High in
Clarksburg, right near the
sugar factory. He is still held
in high esteem.

"We get touriststiThere,"
says Vic Savale, who owns
Alma's Cafe, "and they hear
us talking about Tony. "They
say, Who's Tony Eason?'
Believe me, by the time they
leave they know all about
him.

You'd never know thislT
San Francisco 49er territory.
Walnut Grove has been
painted red, white and blue— the Patriots' colors.

Window shopping has
become almost impossible.
Store fronts are decorated
with paintings of the Patriots'
No. 11 tossing a football.

Bumper stickers read: "Live
in the Delta ... Where Living
is Eason."

In the next few days,
downtown Walnut Grove will
get another coat of red, white
and blue. Students at a local
elementary school are drawing
posters in a Super Bowl motif.
The posters will be judged and
hung in shops and on city
streets in time for Saturday's
parade.

The parade. Oi uuurse.
"It's our way of letting

Tony know how much we
care for him," satd^ Rhea
Arlln, hairdresser and family
friend who is helping organize
the event.

Top recruit Tito^Horford ends up
with young Hurricane^prograrrr
By Joey Holleman
Associated Press Writer-

CORAL GABLES, Fla.—
After all he has gone through
in the past year, Tito Horford
said^ the idea of starting over
from scratch at the University
of Miami appealed to him.

Horford, a 7-foot- 1 center
from the Dominican Republic,
registered for classes at Miami
Tuesday. He will be eligible to
play basketball for the renew-
ed Hurricanes next season.

"I believe they have a star-
ting program," he said in
halting English. "And I want
to be part of it. I came to
Miami because I believe I can
do something for them, and
they can do something for
me."

Considering that the high-
pressure recruitment of Hor-
ford already has prompted^
National Collegiate Athletic

Association investigations at
Houston and Louisiana State,
it's ironic he decided Miami
might be the place for him
after reading about the pro-
gram in Sports Illustrated.
He said he liked the idea of

being able to grow with the
Miami program, which was
reinstated this season after a
14-year absence. It also seem-
ed to him that the heavy
Latin influence in Miami and
the school's proximity to his
home country would be just
what he needed.
Hurricanes Coach Bill

Foster didn't have to do a sell
job, but he did anyway after
iteceiving the initial call from
Horford last week.

"I chose (Miami) because
the people, they're very
friendly," Horford said.
They're not looking forward

to just seeing me play basket-
ball. They care about me."

Horford, who attended high
school for three years in
Houston, originally signed a
letter of intent to attend the
University of Houston. But the
NCAA ruled that he couldn't
play for the Cougars because
they had violated guidelines
while recruiting him.

He then enrolled at LouT"
siana State, where he was
kicked off the basketball team
by Coach Dale Brown after
missing several practices. Since
then, he has been searching
for the right school.

Miami Athletic Director
Sam Jankovich said Horford's
decision to enroll at Miami
won't get the Hurricanes in
trouble with the NCAA.
"We've been in constant con-
tact with the NCAA, " he said.
"We feel very comfortable
about the process we follow-
ed."

Women's tennis
Continued from Page 42
have some sort of ailment.
Despite the usual case of ten-
nis elbow or tendonitis in the
wrist, the line up is healthy
enough to take to the courts
with the odds in their favor.
The Sunset Courts will be a

definite advantage for the
Bruins. The medium to slow
pace surface is ideal since the

majority of women college
players are backcourt
specialists. UCLA's strategic
make-up is no different. The
plan of action is good solid
baseline play and consistent
strokes.

The doubles competition
should break the baseline
play. Doubles action is just
that— action. The basic
strategy is serve and volley.

The Bruin line up is as
follows: Jane Thomas and
Jennifer Fuchs, No. one dou-^
bles; Joni Urban and Maria
La Franchi, No. two; and
Allyson Cooper and Colinne
Bartel, No. three.

Despite the injuries and the
youth of the women's team,
Gayle Godwin seemed eager
to have her players on the
court to begin the 1986
season.
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Tennis
(Continued from Page 44

spectacular because you ve

riven everything
you have."

They are all everlasting

flections for Bassett, but

the one he can be mast proud

of is the banner he helped br-

ing to the Bruins as a player

in 1950. That was the first

tennis title UCLA won after

failing five times as conference

champ. ,
-

After his departure from

Westwood Bassett did not

stray too far. "Coach" moved

down to Santa Monica High

and guided them to five

straight GIF titles. That was

just the root of Bassett's tree of

success. -\
He came back as an assis-

tant to the late J.D. Morgan

in the mid-fifties and hun.

around for some 10 years. Fi-
nally, Morgan could not han-
dle his dual duties as tennis
coach and athletic director, so
Bassett was given the reigns.
The best player and pro-

bably the best competitor to
come here under Coach was
Jimmy Connors. Though he
only stayed his freshman year,
it was long enough to help the
Bruins win another national
title.

"He was a surprisingly good
team player," said Bassett.
"He wanted to win so badly.
He just had so much en-
thusiasm." ____

Enthusiasm is something
Coach knows a lot about. His
trademark is taking guys who
are very good and making a
great team.

This is Bassett's 20th season
« head man. Over the past 19

years his record is 399-52-2
(including Tuesday's opener
against. Gal Poly SLO). That's
an 88.5% winning ratio.

In order to keep those wins
coming, Bassett will have to
depend on one of the youngest
teams ever assembled at the
university, because an already
young 1985 squad graduated
Jeff Klaparda, Mark Basham
and David Livingston from
the starting six. ~.

No final decisions have been
made on the starting lineup
for this season, although Brad
Pearce, Mike Kures, and Brett
Greenwood have locked up
spots. Here are the eleven
members of this year's varsity,

and some of their strengths

and weaknesses according to

Bassett:

Brad Pearce, sophomorp;^.
'*An all-around game. Brad
has got a real good feel for the
ball. He is very quick at the
net, and he has excellent
hand-eye coordination. Brad is

really a beautiful voUeyer. r

"He needs to work on get-

ting a higher percentage of his

first serves in. Brad is a co-

captain this year and needs to

show a little more leadership."
' Mike Kures, senior: "He's
eot a big game. His serve and
forehand are his real weapons.
Mike is starting to practice

harder lately, and he has
always been very clutch in big
matches.

"Mike needs to work on
agility, quickness and stamina.
And he has gotta keep work-
ing on that knee (Kures had
sur^gery last June and
soihewhat neglected proper

' 1

,

{/ghabilitatipa methods for

some time).**

Brett Greenwood, junior:

"He is the most consistent of

our players. You know he set

a school record last year with
30 wins. Brett has got a huge
whipping forehand, and his

volleys and backhand are im-
proved.

"Brett will also be a co-

captain and needs to do a bet-

ter job of leadership. He needs
to hit that serve harder, needs
to pop it more. And Brett also

has to kick that second serve

more: He is a backpourter and
sometimes he wants to get into

hi£ defensive position, so he
doesn't follow through all the

way."
Ken Diller, sophomore:

"Ken is a real good volleyer

who is very quick at the net.

Continued on Page 39
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THE TIME IS NOW!

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
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CAREER EXPLORATION DAYS
SEE IF THE JOB YOU HAVE IN MIND IS REALLY FOR YOU. TAKE A ONE DAY
GUIDED TOUR THROUGH THE WORKING WORLD WITH A UCLA ALUMNUS IN

THE FIELD OF YOUR CHOICE.

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE TOMORROW, FRIDAY 24, 1986 BY 5PM AT THE
JAMES E. WEST ALUMNI CENTER'S INFORMATI9N QESK.

DON'T WAIT! FILL OUT THEAPPLICATION NOW!

«

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 2Q6-0524.

SPONSORED BY

UCLA Student Alumni Association

Sponsored by the UCIA Alumni Association

APPLICATION

NAME:.

LOCAL ADDRESS:.

PHONE: _ BEST TIME TO REACH YOU:.

.....^
•Li f"^ •* -i-jj"

UCLA REG. #:.

YEAR IN SCHOOL:_

I

!

I

i

ARE YOU A GRADUATING SENIOR?:.

CAREER INTERESTS:. —

r

DO YOU HAVE A MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION: ^
^

-.

ARE THERE ANY DATES OR TIMES YOU ABSOLUTELY CANNOT PARTICIPATE IN THE PROGRAM: IF

SO, PLEASE SPECIFY..
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mcgO^D dally bruin

Tennis team's first

serve today vs. CSLB
By Shawn A. Sanders

_rThe second rout of the week
in Bruin sports^ should take
place this afternoon when the
UCLA women's tennis team
hosts Cal State Long Beach.
The first rout occurred when
the UCLA men's tennis team
whipped Cal Poly SLO 9-0.

Women's tennis coach
Gayle Godwin said,"We
should win every match."
After eleven years of coaching
at UCLA, Godwin seemed
very optimistic and proud of
her team going into their first

match this year.

Two returning All-
America's will strengthen the
Bruin squad. Joni Urban,
from Middletown, Ohio, is

playing in the number one
position for UCLA, hi the^stir
cohd spot is Jane Thomas
from Louisville, Kentucky.
The third and fourth seeded

players are also returning
veterans, from Granada Hills,
Allyson Cooper and from
Glendale, Karina Walters.
Rounding out the starting six

are Col inne Bartel , a

freshman from Lodi, Ohio
and Jessica Algazi, a junior
from Newport Beach.
The Bruins will go into the

match at 1:30 p.m. ranked
seventh in preseason posting.

CSLB is not ranked but a
spokesman commented, "The
team looks better and is expe-
rienced."

Coach Robin Kahn's top
three players Havaja Frl-
juckic, Christine Bragg and
Antonia Wolff will face tough
competition. If Long Beach
scores any upsets the experi-
ence of senior Christine Bragg
will play a significant part.
Bragg has played for Coach
Kahn since her freshman year
and is theit only ray of hope.

This match is looked upon
as. -a_j»raxm-up „ to. ^^et 4W
Bruins back on the courts and
put the veterans as well as the
new recruits in gear for the
upcoming matches.
Going into this match the

team will be relatively injury
free but tennis players always

Continued on Page 40
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You can see Steve Testa and the rest of the UCLA lacrosse team when they open ud
the 1986 season against Stanford. The contest is scheduled for 10 a.m. on the North
Athletic Soccer Field behind the Wooden Center.

Professional Care and Quality Lenses— The Difference You Can See and Feel

NTACTEENSES~
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley Jesson — Syntex — Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

25% OFF '°"?R^^ir^
I

CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •
VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI •
CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •
PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED

I QUANTITIES)

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
I

HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BI-FOCAL
SPECIAL Fmm »id Itnses ^R^MO*

Slnoto Mtton frame and AOAAA* 'Ctoarglmor «PWU
•C*Mfobsso« J^O™" PtasticMOOO COMPLETE

pair

Complete
Package

Dally Wear SPH Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

piastii«4 00O

frwnt and Itnses

'Ctoar giMsor
pUsticMOOO

rnMPi ETC WSCOOWT 006S NOT APPLYCOMPLETE TO SPfOAL SALES

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

|fi^#|#^ Complete

Extended Wear Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

Dr. Gerald Greenspan
|^,i OFFER EXPIRES 1-3J -86

I SIQnt 2370 Westwood Blvd.

fjl^^l^ Suite L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
Vts« A Mastercard accepfed rl**^ '®* AnQelfST""
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED Phon«:(2 1 3)475-7602

$159
Complete

a Package
pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eve Examination
• Glaucoma Testing
• Complete Training
• Follow-up Visits for 6 Months
• Cfiem Care Kit

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee
• Personal Service -

• Professional Care

Amber 'Aqua •Blu« • Qr—n

SoWcxjtofs not only corract yoor vtaion.
tfwy •nhanc* th* color of your aywa
JuX Mk our ty-ctn ap*cialist for a
trial fWiog x no charga.

M O V I E S i

A UCLA STUD ENT FILM PROGRAM

Presents

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

BRAZIL

Implementation of I • • track

season, gives Biggers incentive

SYSTEM ONE
-H*^-
LAB

1 105 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Moh-Sat 9-7
(213)824-7767

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Brutn

Dwyan Biggers still wears a UCLA jersey when he com-

petes in indoor track meets, such as the recent Sunkist In-

door Track Meet.

By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer ' A^. : ^^-L
'

This June, sprinter and
middle distance runner
Dwyan Biggers graduates
from UCLA, but even before
winter quarter ends, Biggers
will .run his last race for
UCLA.
Under former track coach

Jim Bush, Biggers was denied
the chance to compete during
the indoor season. This left

him another season of indoor
competition under coach Bob
Larsen, although his final
outdoor season yvas last year.

"Bush didn't like the lindoor
season because he said it mess-
ed up the outdoor season,"
said Biggers. "That's not true.

~Ntr~sprlnters "were alouH to
compete under Bush. Larsen
having an indoor team is a lot

different than Bush. This is

making his (Larsen's) state-

ment of no longer being under
Bush."

This indoor season, Biggers

wants to take his race to Na-
tionals or TAG finals along
with a mile relay team. He
will also be concentrating on
improving his time in orrirr to

join a track club in the spring.

"If I can get my time down
this year to around the mid
:44's in the 400 and I want to

get to about 1:45 or 1:46 in

the half, I will probably run
with the Santa Monica Track
Club after the indoor season,"

said Biggers.

In last Friday's Sunkist In-

vitational, Biggers placed
fourth in the 500-yard dash.
His performance revealed that
he needs some work on his

technique.

"My form was terrible,"
said Biggers. "I saw the race
and I was leaning too far
over. I noticed I took off pret-
ty good, but I got tripped
when I was cutting in."

The sprinter may not have
been satisfied with his show-
ing, but he has a lot of quali-
fied people to help him work
out the kinks in his technique.
The interaction with assistant

track coach John Smith has
especially been a high point in

Biggers' UCLA career.

Smith still holds the world
record in the 440-y^rd dash,
and his experience as a runnei
has inspired Biggers. Along
with pressuring Biggers into

better performances as well ai

firing him up before races,

Smith has Biggers following 8

weight program.
"I usualty weigh about 19C

during the season, but John
wants me to stay about 180,"
said Biggers.— Other high points at UCLA
include competing in meets
against USC and Oregati. His
first year at UCLA, Oregon
beat UCLA, his next year he
was unable to compete
because of a pulled hamstring.
In his last season, UCLA final-

ly defeated the Ducks.
"That was the best meet

because the team was with us

together, and we had a nice
time going up there," said

Biggers. Everytime we go up
there they aJways take the
lead, but that time we won
it."

After achieving a personal
record last year, Biggers suf-

fered a foot injury which
hampered further improve-
ments. This year running on
the wooden track, charac-
teristic of the indoor season,
requires added caution after

the injury.

"Last year I strained some
ligaments in my foot," said
Biggers. "The boards aren't

that easy to run on, but it's

not^ bothering my foot, but if

it does, I'll just stop running
indoors because I'd rather run
dutdborST**"

Biggers attended highschool
at Serra High in Gardena
California where he lettered

in football and basketball. He
transferred to UCLA from El
Camino Community College
where he ran a 400-meter
time of 46. 3S.

Biggers is a History major
and may enter a teaching or
coaching career after gradua—
tion as well as pursuing a
Doctorate degree.

The next indoor track meet
sceduled will be th6 Tifties In-

vitational in Dallas Texas. As
of now, the only athlete,

definitely competing for the

strong Bruin squad is

freshman sprinting standout
Henry Thomas.
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SPECIALS
---- coupon --—I

FREE ;

20x28 COLOR PRINT
|

($25 value) , i

from your negative, with i

$50 minimum purchase, i

Not valid w/ any other offer. •

Exp. 2-28-66 I

[- . 1 • coupon- ••«-'-
1 HOUR DEVELOPING !

& PRINTING I

36'exp $6 OFF
f

24 exp $4 OFF "

12 exp $2 OFF
120format $3 OFF
220format $5 OFF I

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2-28-66
I

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
c. PURCHASE.

^

KINROSS AVE

!« . - . coupon - - - •

FREE
ROLL OF FILM

CD

WILSHIRE BL ^M

•coupon....,

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20 X 28 24.95
. 20 X 24 22.95
16x20 18.95^
12 X 16 :.14.95
11 x14 .12^95
8x 12 ....5.95

8x 10 5.95

Not valid w/ any other offer.

-»... Exp. 2-28-66

with every roll developed
and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer.
^

Exp. 2-28-66

1. . . coupon. ...
SLIDE PROCESSING

IN2H0URSI

CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON SIZZLINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER ft'WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (11:30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

Delivery
208-1722

1

SAME MODERATE PRICES

Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

114 Gayley docateo behmd National Theaue) 208-9214

WE HAVE THE FORMULA!!
aO^^>^

The system of simultaneous evaluation & cutting precise multi-angles into the hair,

not just cutting it off. Eliminates deep wave patterns, improves texture &
manageability, & adds more volume & body for finer hair.

Happy Hair Hour - Cuts From $12 Sassoon S. Sassoon

OAfi TOTT Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton Of|fi.A047AUO- iAi i (few doors north of the Village Theater) AVO **A*» #

Friday, January 24, at 7:30,
in Melnitz Theater

Afterwards, in Person

Director and Mastermind

$t OFF
w/ COUPON ^

Computer Generated
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 2.28-66

1 laaiaiia . « ^^
TERRY GILLIAM

r«nf^S t?."l'^^'*'"^ ^^^ '^'^ *" 'fie screening at the

^Tnn*lMTe At'lJ?J?.^?a'»'"
o' ''e GRADUATE

BAIN & COMPANY
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN CORPORATE STRATEGY

INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATIONS

For 1986 Undergraduates

January 27, 1986

Placement and Career Planning Center

12:00-2:00, 2:30-4:30

Please Sign Up at the

Career Planning Center

OPEN TO ALL 1986 UNDERGRADUATES
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BAIN & COMPANY
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FROM 1986 GRADUATES INTERESTED

IN MANAGEMENT CONSULTING.

PLEASE SUBMIT RESUMES AND
TRANSCRIPTSBY

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE SELECTED
BY THE EMPLOYER.

BAIN & COMPANY
ONE EMBARCADERO CENTER

SUITE3400
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111

ATTENTION: SHARON WALKER
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Tennis team's first

serve today vs. CSLB

GD®Ds daiiy bruin thursday, January 23, 1986 43

By Shawn A. Sanders

The second rout of the week
in Bruin sports should take
place this afternoon when the
UCLA women's tennis team
hosts Cal State Long Beach.
The first rout occurred when
the UCLA men's tennis team
whipped Cal Poly SLO 9-0.

Women's tennis coach
Gayle Godwin said/*We

.should win every match.'*
After eleven years of coaching
at UCLA, Godwin seemed
very optimistic and proud of
her team going into their first

match this year.

Two returning All-
America's will strengthen the
Bruin squad. Joni Urban,
from Middletown, Ohio, is

playing in the number one
position for UCLA. In the se-
cond spot is Jane Thomas
irom-LouisviHe, Kentucky.

The third and fourth seeded
players are also returning
veterans, from Granada Hills,
Allyson Cooper and from
Glendale, Karina Walters.
Rounding out the starting six

are Colinne Bartel, a
freshman from Lodi, Ohio
and Jessica Algazi, a junior
from Newport l^ach.
The Bruins will go into the

match at |:30 p.m. ranked
seventh in preseason posting.
CSLB is not ranked but a
spokesman commented, "The
team looks better and is expe-
rienced."

Coach Robin Kahn's top
three players Havaja Frl-
juckic, Christine Bragg and
Antonia Wolff will face tough
competition. If Long Beach
scores any upsets the experi-
ence of senior Christine Bragg
will play a significant part.
Bragg has played for Coach
Kahn since her freshman year
and is theit- only ray of hope.

This match is looked upon
as a warm-up to get the
Bruins back on t.he.caurt&-4ind
put the veterans as well as the
new recruits in gear for the
upcoming matches.
Going into this match the

team will be relatively injury
free but tennis players always

Continued on Page 40
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You can see Steve Testa and the rest of the UCLA lacrosse team when they open up
the 1986 season against Stanford. The contest is scheduled for 10 a.m. on the North
Athletic Soccer Field behind the Wooden Center.

By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer" J" ^
This June, sprinter and

middle distance runner
Dwyan Biggers graduates
from UCLA, but even before
winter quarter ends, Biggers
will run his last race for
UCLA. y
Under former track coach

Jim Bush, Biggers was denied
the chance to compete during
the indoor season. This left

him another season of indoor
competition under coach Bob
Larsen, although his final
outdoor season was last year.

"Bush didn't like the indoor
season because he said it mess

vitational, Biggers placed
fourth in the 500-yard dash.
His performance revealed that
he needs some work on his

technique.

"My form was terrible,"

said Biggers. "I saw the race

together, and we had a nice
time going up there," said

Biggers. Everytime we go up
there they . always take the
lead, but that time we won
It.

After achieving a personal
and I was leaning too far record last year, Biggers suf-

over. I noticed I took off pret- fered a foot injury which
hampered further improve-
ments. This year running on
the wooden track, charac-
teristic of the indoor season,
requires added caution after

ty good, but T got tripped
when I was cutting in."

The sprinter may not have
been satisfied with his show-
ing, but he has a lot of quali-

fied people to help him work U^e injury,

out the kinks in his technique. /'Last year I strained some
The interaction with assistant ligaments in my foot," said'

track coach John Smith has Biggers. "The boards aren't

^^^....^ ..^ ^„.„ .^ ...«»- especially been a high point in that easy to run on, but it's

ed up the outdoor season/' diggers' UCLA career^ ^__"°^ bothering my foot, but if

said Biggers. "That's not trueT— Smith still holds the world it do«, I'll jus^ stop running

No sprinters were aloud to"
—record in the 440-yard dash, indoors becaus^ I'd rather run

"''8fe*!*

Professional Care and Quality Lenses — The Difference You Can See and Feel

—SOFT CONTACrCENSES
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley Jesson — Syntex — Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

- 25% OFF (OUR DISCOUNTT
PRICES)
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CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •
SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •
VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI
CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

I

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BI-FOCAL

SPECIAL F^jme and Iwm S55M*
Singti vison frame and *OAAII* deaf giMS or ^WV
tensM -Clear gtes or Sj]!IVU pUstic'4 000 COMPLETE
pteth 1 4 000 ^'^

Complete
a Package
pair "

Daily Wear SPH Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

Frame and lenaes
'Clear glats or
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rntjpi PTC OBCOUMT DOCS MOT A«1.yCOMPLETE TOSPfCJAL SALES

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

Complete
a Package
pair

Extended Wear Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

COMPinE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Evt Examinalioii
• Glaucoma Testing
• Complete Training

• Follow-up Visits for 6 Montfis
• Chem Care Kit

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee
• Personal Service

• Professional Care
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Dwyan Biggers still wear§ a UCLA jersey when he com-
petes in indoor track meets, such as the recent Sunkist In-

door Track Meet.

compete under Bush. Larsen
having an indoor team is a lot

different than Bush. This is

making his (Larsen's) state-

ment of no longer being under
Bush."

This indoor season, Biggers
wants to take his race to Na-
tionals or TAG finals along
with a mile relay team. He
will also be concentrating on
:improving his time in or<

'

join a track club in the spring.

"If I can, get my time down
this year to around the mid
:44's in the 400 and I want to

get to about 1:45 or 1:46 in

the half, I will probably run
with the Santa Monica Track
Club after the indoor season,"

said Biggers.

In last Friday's Sunkist In-

and his experience as a runnei
has inspired Biggers. Alon|
with pressuring Biggers intc

better performances as well ai

firing him up before races,

Smith has Biggers following £

weight program.
"I usually weigh about 19C

outdoors."

iggers attended highschool

at Serra High ih Cardena
California where he lettered

in football and basketball. He
transferred to UCLA from El

Camino Community College
where he ran a 400-meter

during the season, but John time of 46.35
wants me to stay about 180," Biggers is a History major
said Biggers. -and may enter a teaching or

:^ Other high points at UCLA coaching -career after, gradua-
include competing in meets tion as well as pursuing a

against USC and Oregan. His Doctorate degree.

first year at UCLA, Oregon The next indoor track meet
beat UCLA, his next year he sceduled will be the Times In-

was unable to compete vitational in Dallas Texas. As
because of a pulled hamstring, of now, the only athlete
In his last season, UCLA final

ly defeated the Ducks.
"That was the best meet

because the team was with us

definitely competing for the
strong Bruin squad is

freshman sprinting standout
Henry Thomas.

D^. Gerald Greenspan

i sight
OpiomMhc C«nt*r
Visa & Mastercard accepted
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OfTER EXPIRES l-3J-8e

2370 Westwood Blvd.
SuHe L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
West Los Angeles
Phone:(213)475-7602

Complete
a Package
pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

$159 • Amb«r ^Aqua •Blu« • Qr««n

Sottcoiors T*A only oorract your v4aion.
they enhance the cotor ol your ayee
Juat aak our aye<«re apeciaHat for a

trial fitting at rw charge

A/O HIDDEN CHARGES

SYSTEMONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 1 05 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7
(213)824-7767

SPECIALS
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'10%^
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(cash only)

CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON SIZZLINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (11:30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

Delivery
208-1722

SAME MODERATE PRICES

Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

114 Gayley ( located t>eriind National Theatre) 208-9214
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FREE
ROLL OF FILM
with every roll developed

and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer.
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SLIDE PROCESSING

IN 2 HOURS!.

$1 OFF
,
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Computer Generated
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.
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UCLA hungry for fourth Rao-10 win
Hatcher, Richardson ranked
as No. 1 guards in conference

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

With a two-game con-
ference win streak on the line,

the UCLA men's basketball

team takes to the road for a
pair of matches against the
schools of the Bay Area.
The first of the two games

is tonight against Stanford at

the Maples Pavilion with
tipoff time at 7:30 p.m.

Stanford is led by freshman
sensation Todd Lichti, the on-
ly member of thfe starting

lineup to average more than
10 points per game. Lichti, a
6-4 guard, is scoring 16.6
points per game, good enough
for No. 6 in the Pac-10 con-
ference.

Lichti is also averaging 4.5
rebounds per game.

Another freshman is also

jnaking a name for himself up
on the Farm. Howard Wright
is expected to start against

UCLA at the center position.

At 6-8, Wright may make
Stanford one of the few teams
that has a shorter pivot man
than the Bruins. Despite scor-

ing just 8.7 points per game,
Wright is the CardinaTs
leading rebounder, hauling in

6.8 boards per contest.

Rounding out the Stanford
frontline is 6-11 forward Gjeg

Butler and 6-4" s^ingman An-
dy Fischer. The latter is one
of just two seniors in the star-

ting lineup.

Size-wise, Stanford
measures up well with UCLA
up front. The Bruins are ex-

pected to start Jack Haley, 6-

10, at the center spot with 6-8

Craig Jackson providing re-

bounding and defense at the
power forward position and
6-7 Reggie Miller providing
everything else.

The job of guarding Miller
will fall on the shoulders of

Fischer. At the rate that the
Bruins leading scorer is filling

up the hoop, it will be a long
night for Fischer.

Miller is the P^^^lO's
leading scorer at 24.7 points

4)er.game. In the. Pac-10, the
forward from Riverside has
not scored fewer than 18

points^ while putting
points twice against
Washington State and Arizona
Sltate in back-to-back games.
The two game performance
had not been done at UCLA
since Lew Alcindor, now
Kareeni Abdul-Jabbar, was a
senior for the Bruins. —'•—

-

Miller's stats also put him
among the nation's leaders in

scoring, the first Bruin in

more than six years to ac-

Continued on Page 37

Swimmers thrash

SMU in Dallas:^

waters, 7142

JOEL CONARD/Daity Bruin

Corey Gaines (11), rated as one of the top

reserves in the Pac-10, may return to the UCLA
Ijpeup after sitting out two games with a hip

pointer.

By Kevin Lynch

DALLAS— If J.R Ewing
was at the UCLA-SMU swim
meet Wednesday, he would've-
had to buy off almost the en-
tire UCLA team if he expected
to see the Mustangs win.

"It was a great team ef-

fort," UCLA assistant coach
Chris Silva remarked after the
men's swim team's 71-42
thrashing of Southern Method-
ist University.

The victory was especially

sweet for the Bruins because
they avenged a one-point Ipss

the team suffered two years
ago here in Dallas, the televi-

sion home of the famed South
Fork Ranch.

"I think it had something to

do with it," said coach Ron
Ballatore in reference to the.

team's bitter loss of two*
seasons ago.

Even though the veterans
performed well, the
belonged to the freshman.

The first-year Bruin swim-
mers were characterized by
Ron Kemp's stirring come-
back win in the 200-yard
backstroke. "He came right

back to win," the impressed
Ballatore said.

"He showed a lot of guts, a

lot of courage."
In one of Kemp's strongest

events, the 200-yard IM, he
was showed-up by SMU's

Continued on Page 36

Bassett shoots for 400th career win against SDSU
Third-ranked tennis

team looks to make

Aztecs second victim

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

Go ahead and try to name
,the one team in all of inter-

collegiate sports that has won
the most NCAA champi-
onhips.

Yes, including basketball,

volleyball, track, marbles,
probation, etc.

With 15 national titles, the

UCLA tennis team ranks high

above every other college club

of any sort in the U.S.

Along with 24 conference

banners dating back to 1932,

the Bruin racketeers have con-

sistently proven themselves the

annual favorite for the top

spot. And although tennis is a

team sport in college, one man
can be singled out as partially

responsible for at least 13 of

those NCAA flags, either as a

player, assistant coach or head
coach.

He is Glenn Bassett, who
will be shooting for his 400th

career victory as head coach

at UCLA tomorrow when the

Bruins host the San Diego
State Aztecs in a non-
conference dual match.

Which of the 399 victories

to date were most memorable?
"Well, the championships

were all sweet," replied a

smiling Bassett. "Each year is UCLA coach Glenn Bassett, right, will go for his 400th career win as UCLA's tennis coach this weekend. One of the players
Continued on Page 41 that should be instrumental in that milestone is Michael Kures, at left.
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New8: Dean advises
students to make
realistic law school
plans.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: Students
on trial a violation of
Rrst Amendment rights

according to the Bruin.

See page 10.

Review: Terry Gilliam
does a brilliant job with
the film Brazil.

See page 23.

Sports: UCLA's
basketball team loses a
close game to Stanford,
76-70.

See back page. ^

' UCLA Weather
Sunny and warmer
High: 72. low: 57
(Dept ofAtrrtos-

pheric Sciences forecast)
O

Univofsity of Califbrnia Los Angelas Friday. January 24, 1986

Go Clinnb a Rock

SHAUN aSULLIVAN/DailY Bfiin

Sharoii Luke, a staffer at the School of Public Health,

takes advantage of the serenity of the Botanical

Gardens next to the Medical Center to do a little

reading upon a rock.

Senate passes bill to alleviate

prof shortage in high tech fields
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — A bill

that would help alleviate the

recent shortage of professors in

high technology fields in the
state's universities passed
through the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee on
Wednesday.
Assemblyman Sam Farr

(D-Santa Cruz), the Economic
Development and New
Technologies Committee
chairman, authored the
legislation that would provide
matching donations from both
the public and private sectors

to doctoral candidates in high
technology fields, with the

stipulation that they make a

commitment to teach in

California universities for

three years.

"We have a serious shortage
of professors in these areas,

especially in the engineering

and computer science fields,"

Farr said.

Faculty engineering vacancy
rates topped 20 percent in

1985 and there were over 300
job vacancies for engineering

professors in the Cal State

system alone, Farr said.

The students who receive

the fellowships must promise
to teach in California for

three years to receive the sti-

pend. Half of the stipend
would be a grant and the

other half would be a loan.

Fraternities to sponsor %:%:% drive

Cash prizes awarded to houses with most donations

By Michael Ashcraft

Helping to prevent another
blood shortage, the Inter-

fraternity Council is sponsor-
ing a blood drive from 12:30-

5:15 p.m. Monday at the
Sigma Nu fraternity house.

"There will be a prize of

$100 to the house with the

most pints donated and to the

house with the highest percen-

tage of its members donating,"

said John Fukunaga, co-

chairman of the drive.

But not only fraternity
members may donate,
Fukunaga said. Anyone can
walk in any time at the house,
located at 601 Gayley Ave. He
recommended trying to donate
between 1:15-3 p.m. because
fewer people have signed up
for those times.

Although the Red Cross

recently overcame a blood
shortage that was largely due
to the Christmas season, it de-

pends on blood drives to keep

its supply level at 12,000
pints, said Gerry Sohle, a

spokeswoman for Red Cross

Blood Service.

If any drive fails to meet its

projected goal, the supply
drops below the desired level,

she said.

During its blood drive lasi

spring IFC donated 209 pints,

29 pints over the projected
blood drive goal, Fukunaga
said. This quarter they are
shooting for 150 pints. He ex-

plained that the goal of the
winter drive is smaller because
of the difficulties in rallying

students to sign up at this time
of year.

People are afraid to donate

blood for many reasons,
Fukunaga said. "There's a big

fear of the unknown in giving

blood. People think it's really

painful. But it's relatively

painless."

Sohle wanted to relieve the

fear of contracting AIDS from

donating blood. "It's impossi-

ble (to get the disease from

donating blood). There is no

way you can contract AIDS.

All the equipment is complete-

ly sterile and is only used

once."

Phi Kappa leads the frats

that have signed up, with 49

signatures. Theta Chi and
Sigma Phi Epsilon follow,

each with 37 signatures,
Fukunaga said.

The loan portion " would be
forgiven as the graduate com-
pletes the three-year teaching
commitment. Those who
break the commitment will

have five years to pay back
the no-interest loan.

"Our intent here is to entice

people into teaching," Farr
said. "We want people who
are fully committed to
teaching, and if they drop the

program, then they'll have to

repay."

The bill limits eligibility to

California residents. Current-
ly, there is a 22 percent facul-

ty vacancy rate in the state.

By lyw, ilTpercent or tJ»2 trf-

the present faculty are going
to retire.

Supporters of the bill, in-

cluding Hewlett-Packard, the

California Teachers Associa-

tion and Intel Corporation,
say severe shortages of Ph.D
instructors in engineering,
computer science,
mathematics and physics en-

danger California's leadership

in high technology because
schools cannot educate enougli
students to meet industry de-

mands.

Nationally, an additional

22,000 electrical engineers are

projected to be needed each
year through 1987 while only

15,000 new graduates are
available annually. Opponents
of the measure, including the

Deukmejian administ^^ipn,
say that through the budget
process the governor has pro-

vided premium pay for faculty

in both the computer science

and engineering fields.

"We feel that this particular

program is not essential," said

administration spokesman
Dick Ray.

But Assembly Ways and
Means Committee chairman

Currently, there is a 22
percent faculty vacancy
rate in the state. By
1990, 10 percent of the

present faculty are going
to retire. Supporters of

the bill say severe shor-

tages of Ph.D instructors

in engineering, computer
science, mathematics and
physics endanger
California's leadership in

high technology because
schools cannot educate
enough students to meet
industry demands.

John Vasconcellos (D-Santa
Clara) disagreed. "The bill is

essential in order for the state

to maintain its leadership posi-

tion in technology."

"My sense is the problem is

a long way unsolved and
you're (Ray) saying the gov-

ernor doesn't care about solv-

ing it," Vasconcellos said. "I

don't think we can afford not

to deal -with this problem."

Currently, the federal gov-

ernment is conducting a

similar program on a nation-

wide basis. The three-year

federal program has 134 stu-

dents participating in it. So
far, there have been two
graduates, both teaching at

California univeristies, Farr.

said. -\_

"This bill will create incen-

tive for private industry to in-

crease their donations," Farr
said.

The American Electronic
Association Education Foun-
dation has given more than
$2.5 million to California
schools to help promote educa-
tion in high technology areas.

State Senate approves program
to create 1,500 work-study jobs
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — More than 1,500 new
jobs for college and university students

would be created through a state-sponsored

work-study program that was passed
Thursday by the Senate.

The Democrat-controlled body passed a

bill, sponsored by Sen. Gary Hart (D-Santa
Barbara), by a 31-1 margin. The bill would
set up a pilot program to help lessen the

burden of debts and loans students are cur-

rently incurring by providing employment
for students with public, private or non-

profit organizations..

"I think part of our strategy here is to try

and hold down the costs of higher educa-

tion by getting students more involved in

paying for their education," Hart said.

Under the bill, students will receive the ma-
jority of their salary from state funds, with

the remainder coming from the employers.
"We hope that eventually, both the

private and the public sectors will con-
tribute matching funds," said Greg
Gollihur, Student Aid Commission
spokesman.

. .

Public and private colleges and univer--

sities currently eligible to participate in

state and federal financial aid programs
would be eligible to award work-study
grants to qualified students.

"Private schools could participate in the

program but the work could not occur on
that particular college campus . . . because
under state law, it's unconstitutional," Hart
said.

If the bill becomes law, California would
be the 16th state in the nation participating

in similar work-study programs. The bill is

now on its way to an Assembly committee
for further action.
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^ The system of simultaneous evaluation & cutting precise multi-angles int
not just cutting it oH. Eliminates deep wave patterns, improves texture &

I manageability. & adds more volume & body for finer hair.

into the hair.

I
Happy Hair Hour - Cuts From $12 Sassoon S. Sassoon

I 208-7277 ^"^^^^^^Y**"^*^ ^25 Brorton OAfi MOMII AVO MM,£M (f«w door, north of the VUlage Theater) ^WO-*Z^/

La neinis
complied from the Associofed Prei',

I GRAND OPENING SPECIAL! •

I Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get 'A order of Dim Sum free! *
|

I
'

•*'*'*Vi*
^^*» (with coupon) I

• .illlllli. •
J

I VALID UNTIL JAN. 31. 1986
I

I* •DIM SUM &. SALADS
I •SOUPS, NOODLES,
_ &.RICE

1

—

•After 3 p.m.

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
M -9 pm

VfetfMfgH

I

I

I

•ROASTED MEATS I

•YIENYIEN SPECIALS

I

I

I

VISA and
I MASTERCARD
I Accepted

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd..

W.L.A.(Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)

479-4774
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Marcos says he will ignore 'crazy*

questioners of his military record

MANILA, Philippines — President Ferdinand E. Marcos said
Thursday he will ignore the "crazy individuals" who question
the war record on which he built his political career.

He made the comment in a campaign speech to a crowd that
included many World War II veterans, after The New York
Times published an article citing U.S. Army investigations that
found his claims of leading guerrillas against the Japanese to be
"fraudulent."

. In its Thursday editions, the Times cited 400 pages of Army
reports on Marcos' military career. The reports said Ang Mag
Maharlika, the guerrilla group he says he le^, "never existed" as
a fighting organization and was not controlled adequately
"because of the desertion of its commanding officer" — Marcos.
The president, now 68 years old, is said here to have won 28

32 or 33 medals, depending on the Philippine government
report accepted. He says he suffered five war wounds and tells

war stories in his campaign speeches for the Feb. 7 election, in
which he will face Corazon Aquino.
Marcos blamed his opponents for The New York Times arti-

cle. "Those who collaborated with the enemy have no right to
question the role of the country's guerrillas during the war," he
said.

He said he will ignore his detractors because "they are all go-
ing crazy."

# . . -I

EPA moves for complete ban of

asbestos, cleanup within I ;^K I

I
imiiiiMi

X^'^X^v^^l•^^^i•^^I•^!^^•X•^I^^^•/i^•^^;w!^^^^^^^

WASHINGTON — The government moved Thursday for the
first time to ban asbestos, a widely-used substance that officials
say causes up to 12,000 cancer cases annually in the United
States.

The Environmental Protection Agency proposed an "im-
mediate" ban in five product categories, mostly in construction.
Over the next decade, EPA said, it wants to cleanse the en-
vironment of all products containing the known carcinogen.
"We are taking this action because of the significant and

well-documented threat to health that asbestos represents," EPA
Administrator Lee M. Thomas told a news conference. "No
level of exposure is without risk."
EPA is already removing asbestos materials from the nation's

public schools.

The agency estimates that asbestos exposure is responsible
each year for from 3,300 to 12,000 new cancer cases, nearly all
of them fatal within five years.
The proposal was attacked by the Asbestos Information

Association, an industry group, which called the ban "unwar-
ranted.

Fire in New Delhi hotel kills 38,

including American; charges filed
NEW DELHI India - Fire raged through a luxury hotel be-

!^M n"^"
7>'""day, killing at least 38 people, Indian officials

hos italilTed

'"*"^*" "^^ ^""""^ ""^ ''***^' ^"^ ^ P^P'® "^^'^

Police filed preliminary charges of negligence against hoTeF
management, and a judicial inquiry was ordered into the blazeand safety measures at the hotel, which had about 190 guests.

!;». in^jf^
sa-d they never heard a fire alarm and groped theirway m the dark through blistering heat and dense, acrid smoke.

hr^XnV ""i
"'^'^ ^''""^ '" '•>«'' •>e'k, and others escaped bv

thpmcl^S T'".!""^'- 'yi"«
bedsheets together and lowering

lO^^[%A"Al\r^'"^- ^'^^"' '««?«< '» their death from the

,11? -. ^^^i"^'''
Continental Hotel, near the airport in an

'

upper-class suburb, fire officials said. •

Indi.n'^/",'' I'"' ""'T'' '"''' " ^^ 'he worst hotel fire in the

Ablrh Tf f
'"'^^'"dependence from Britain in 1947.

timTZ ,?. ^ f,7"=*li:''
"^^'^ foreigners, police said. The vic-

™e d?„lom.f
".^^'t German diplomat and his wife, an Argen-

rani rl ; J^ ®"*?"'- *^° Japanese, two Australians? an
iracii. a Soviet citizen and the American.
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AbUCLAs sales status, ASUCLA underwent a $1.6 million
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Make law school plans
realistically, dean says
By Anne Muticern

Staff Writer

Students hoping to attend law school need to be realistic
about their expectations and plan well in advance, accor-
ding to a UCLA de«i.

"Applying to law schools is frustrating, expensive, and
sometimes exhilarating," said Michael Rappaport, dean of
admissions at the UCLA School of Law. "Most students
spend hundreds of dollars on courses to prepare for theLaw School Admissions Test (LSAT), but not enough time
thinking intelligently about where to apply."

\u^-^i^cf
^^^^^^ ^PP'y *° ^ '*^ ^*^^* i>«^ore receiving

their LSAT scores and realistically assessing their chances
Rappaport advised. He added that applying to no more
than five or six schools is sufficient, including one or two
long shots.

"It's not like buying a lottery ticket," Rappaport said.
Applying to a lot of schools will not increase your chances

of getting into one."
Students should not depend upon their extracurricular

activities to impress admissions committees, Rappaport
said, explaining that every applicant has a long list of such
activities.

^*Sixty percent of an incoming law school class is admit-
ted on academic record alone. This record includes LSAT
srores, grades, and the quality of the undergraduate
education," Rappaport said. "The other 40 percent are
admitted because of both academic remrH «nd_otber
unusual activities or talents.

Factors helping borderline applicants include advanced
degress, published work, professional work experience or
minority status, Rappaport said, adding that admission
committees look for students with potential to add
something to the class.

"Preparation for law school needs to begin early in col-
lege, if not in high school," Rappaport said. "Students
should strive for a well-rounded educational experience
while developing writing, speech and communication
skills.

Rappaport also encouraged students to allow themselves
ample time to prepare for the LSAT and to take the test at
an early date.

"The best time to take the LSAT is during the summer
between the junior and senior years of college, Rappaport
said. "By getting your test scores eariy, you will be in a
better position to realistically assess your chances of admis-
sion to particular schools.

Rappaport advised students ttot to waste their money on
schools that are unrealistic fot their LSAT scores and en-
tire academic record.

UCLA's School of Law enrolled 325 students from a
pool of 3,607 applicants in 1985, Rappaport said. He add-
ed that UCLA should remain highly competitive in com-
ing years, because of its top reputation and low fees.

Nationally, however, law school applications declined 9
percent in 1985, Rappaport said, attributing this drop to
the end of the "baby boom" and more interest in other
fields.

"There are a lA of good lawyers out there," Rappaport
said. "But there is always room for a few more good
ones."

-^____,_ RICHARD MURPHY/Dailv Bruin

DEPENDANT SPEAKS OUT - Diego Maldonado, one of the four defendants in the Mur-
phy Hall sit-in case, addressed a Campbell Hall rally Thursday afternoon supporting the pro-
testers in their trial by the university.

Rally held in • • • of protesters
Defendant says UCLA is using them 'as an example'
By Laureen Lazarovici

Showing support for four
protesters who are being
brought before the Student
Conduct Committee today,
more than 100 demonstrators
gathered Thursday for a rally

on the steps of Campbell Hall.
The four were arrested last

spring after a sleep-in at Mur-
phy Hall to protest the Uni-
versity of California's invest-

ments in companies with ties

to South Africa. They refused
to sign a letter promising not
to repeat their actions, which
prompted the university to br-
ing charges against them.

"It was within our First

Graduating seniors, grad students
will compete for alumni awards

Amendment rights to stay at
Murphy Hall. But now the
administration is trying to use
us as an example," claimed
co-defendant Ingrid Landes.
**Let the administration
squirm," she added, urging
listeners to organize and get
involved in the anti-apartheid
movement.

"We have no need to defend
ourselves — our actions are
justified," said Carolyn Fer-
shtman, co-defendant and also
co-counsel to the protesters.
"It's the university that has to
defend itself."

Ruben Lizardo, a MEChA
member, supported the pro-
testers' stand. "We need to
stand in solidarity with the
students who are being op-
pressed. Learning without ac-
tion is worthless."

Francis Hasso,
undergraduate representative
to the University Advisory
Committee on Investor Re-
sponsibility, told the crowd,
"Don't be fooled. Not one
penny has been divested yet."

Citing speeches by Martin
Luther King Jr., co-defendant
Diego Maldonado claimed
that a just law can become
unjust if it propagates ine-

quities. "We're not here to
break laws just for the sake of
breaking laws."

Christian Smith of the Pro-
gressive Students Alliance also

spoke, and four South African
students sang a freedom an-
them.

The hearing today is

scheduled for 9 a.m. in the
Vista Room of the Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center.

By Charles Lee

Cradu,ating seniors and graduate students
who have demonstrated exceptional academic
skills and excelled in extracurricular activities

during their college careers will have an op-
portunity to compete for two awards offered
by the UCLA Alumni A.ssociation. .

Nominations for the 1986 Outstanding
Senior Awards (OSA) and Outstanding Grad-
uate Student Awards (OGSA) are now being
accepted.—

:

Administered by the UCLA Alumni Associa-
tion, the awards were established "to
recognize and honor the achievements of the
distinguished students," said Barbara Kahn,
associate executive director of the Alumni
Association.

Since 1966 and t983, respectively, the OSA
and OGSA have been presented to highly
motivated students who are selected on the
basis of academic distinction, university and

' community service, recommendations from
faculty, administrators and fellow students,

and research contributions (for graduate stu-

dents). Only candidat&s expecting a bachelor's.

graduate or professional degree during the
1985-86 academic year are eligible.

The recipients of the awards will be deter-
mined by the OSA and OGSA Committee
composed of alumni, students and faculty
members.

The recipients will be honored along with
20 alumni, faculty members and friends of

UCLA at the 41st Annual Alumni Awards of
Excellence presentation ceremony to be held
on June 7. In addition, they will be granted a
lifetime membership in the Alumni Associa-
tion.

"'"^
••^-•-' • —

.

The OSA and OGSA are parts of the UCLA
Alumni Association Awards of Excellence pro-
gram, which also includes the Alumnus of the
Year Award, University Service Award and
Public Services Award.

Candidates may either be self-nominated or
nominated by peers, faculty and community
.jnembers. Application forms are available at
the James E. West Center and the Graduate
Division Offices in 1225 and 1228 Murphy
Hall. The deadline for both OSA and OGSA
nominations is Jan. 31.

'Academic commitments' force

GSA commissioner to quit post
Citing his "academic commitments within the School of

Social Welfare," Marshall Wong, commissioner of research
for the Graduate Students Association, has resigned.
Wong said his pursuit of a master's degree had placed

significant demands upon his time. In addition to com-
pleting a master's thesis, he must take a full load of classes
and complete an internship requiring 24 hours per week.

"I believed at one time that it would be possible to
fulfill these demands and still do an effective job as a GSA
Commissioner," he said. "I realize now that these were
unrealistic expectations."

In the wake of Wong's departure, the cabinet has had
to divide his duties among other cabinet members, accor-
ding to GSA External Vice-President Dan Greening.

"Marshall has a tendency to take up a lot of work — he
just bit off more than he could chew," Greening said.
Wong will be missed by the cabinet. Greening added.

"I like the way Marshall did his work."

— Bill Bowmer
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GSA Forum establishes
new committee structure

TRIVIAL PPBSPIT

By Bill Bowmer
Staff Writer -^^ lUci^^&a^^BM^

:^*_(

WEA^ THAT RtViC'
ULO\JS HAT AUL

Attempting to resolve problems which have bogged down its
activities in the past, the Graduate Students Association Forum
met Wednesday and established a new committee structure to
streamline future operation.
The Forum established four new committees: Academic Af-

fairs, Student Services and Fees, Campus and Community En-
vironment, and Operations and Policies. Each Forum member
will serve on one committee.
Committees will meet immediately beCpre monthly Forum

meetings, r^olving details that have slovfed Forum discussions
-ITT the past. Issues will be raised in committees first and will on-
ly reach the Forum after preliminary discussion.

Several Forum members expressed concern that the commit-
tees nriight squelch discussion by preventing individual members
trom being heard by the larger body.
GSA Internal Vice President Robin Toma, who chairs thehorum, said he believes his role would include determining the

matters discussed by each committee, which would in turn help
keep issues organized.

c ^^P
Greening GSA external vice president, expressed a dif-

ferent understanding of the committees' purposes.
"The committees have to be autonomous and set their own

priorities, he said. "It ^ts them involved in the process, andyou get more and higher quality work."
The very problems the Forum hoped to solve surfaced early

in Wednesday s meeting, as it nearly broke up early after Phil
Kamins, a Forum member from health sciences, left and it ap-

- Please see COMMITTEES, Page 6
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Fraternity

We the members of Phi
Beta Sigma Fratemlty,
Inc. would like to offer

an apology for not being
represented at the
candlelight ceremony —
honoring the Rev. Dr.

Martin Luther King. We
recognize Dr. King in his
undying struggle for civil

rights which helped
create a new nation.

During his life he guided
Its growth, setting It on
the road to freedom.
Few men in history were
ever given such oppor-
tunities for shaping the
destiny of a nation; none
ever responded more
greatly to the

opportunity.

1 1 :00am-9:00pm 1 1 :00am-6:00pm 1 1 :00am-6:00pm
1000*8 of LP's ALL CATEGORIES 47f^J4f

1000's of NEW ROCK, JAZZ & SOUNDTRACKS $1 .8a-$3.77
TOP SELLING ARTIST

originally sold
1000*8 of NEW IMPORT CLASSICAL LPSW mi?98

N0W0NLYVl.88-f3.77
LARGE SELECTION OF COLLECTABLE LPS

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Trrtffu Sthool now at UCLA or

W(>stu.(Kxi Classes every weekSai
Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun L<Kations also at

Ik^eriv Hills S M . Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RtShRVATIONS
(213)478-7099

BRING THIS AD FOR ADDITIONAL
10% OFF!! (COS EXPECTED)

RECORD SURPLUS "We Buy Records and Cassettes"
1 1609 Pico Blvd.. West LA. Call (213) 478-4217 Exp
_ _ 2/28/

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM

•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES ..

»Low Back Pain •Acne

PMS •Arthritis

^Stffiss

FREE COHSULTATIOH

Dr. Yeung
2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060

I

Deals are
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in the

bruin
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Vietnamese Cultural
»rmi;»yMJ|

Come and share our lunar NEW YEAR ce with us!!

't_

yjf^

t ,0^

Friday, Jan. 24
-Mini-afternoon time show
-Martial Arts Demonstration
-Free Vietnamese food sample
Westwood Plaza, 1:00-2:00 p.m.

Saturday, Jan. 25
-Traditional Vietnamese songs,

dances, skits and opera ^~
Wadsworth Theater, 4:00-7:00 p.m.

.^•«.
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Funded by CPOPAB, SCA and USAC
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OAKLEY'S
-^ BLACK HAIR

Perm Specials

Perm, Cut, Style "$i

Cut Special
,

Cut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary & Gloria

1061 Gayl«y 208-9681

'*V2-

New! New! New! "-"

You're invited to:

SATURDAY NIGHT
LIVE!

- - 5:00 pm Vigil Mass ~
Every Saturday at the University Catholic Center

840 Hilgard-'-208-5015

Other Masses Available:

\

•Sundays- 4-

t

8:30am, 10:30am, 9^:30pm at tKetJCC on
Hilgard

=^:30pm Lutheran Chapel (Strathmore=

and Gayley)

—Daily Mass—
Tues./Thurs.: 4:30 at UCC

Fri.: 5:30 _^
ON CAMPUS

WednesdayS"Noon Mass,^__

Ackerman Room 2^ 1

2

Further Information please call 208-5015

SOFT CONTACTS

rotal

Permaflex C"70
Permalens & ^ / V/
fiausch & Lomb

^j,,a(

3D Day Extended ^^g\
Additional Pair v^y

Total

$65
up to 2 weeks

"Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,

CARE KiT * FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 600 operations to dale

Radio Keratolomy
In Hospital or OMice Patient

SlOOO/Lve Credit Program Arranged—iswnniHHE

—

"^

VN 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim. 414 StateColleqe BU/ 14) 774.4510

Downey. 8711 Firestone BI.,U'3) 8620765

LA 1482 S. Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne, 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTEO

Start =.

your day
right

with
milk and
The
P^ily.—
Bruin

wmm^.^^ V-"^
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tf^ ConfacTduy Sanfbrd, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount

AnENTION UCU STUDENTS
GRADUATING THIS ACADEMIC YEAR!!

Interested in interviewing with employers for

entry-level CAREER POSITIONS in:

• Engineering/Physical Sciences OR

• Management, Marketing/Sales or Accounting?

Register NOW for ttie 1985-86

CAMPUS INTERVIEW PROGRAM
Registration Form (REQUIRED for career Interviews) and further

Information available at the

MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER,
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

GSA attempts to resolve

appointments controversy

ByBillBowmer —"
Staff Writer —:3- -^ ^

,' '

After months of oontroyersy surrounding the Graduate

Students AssociationV^ppointments process, Forum

members took steps Wednesday to resolve lingering pro-

blems and move on to "real world graduate student con-

GSA Forum members unanimously approved the ap-

pointments of Mark Reitan to the Student Health Advisory

Committee, Omowale Jabali (Kevin Connor) to the Com-

munications Board, and E. Nii Quarcoopome to the Cam-

pus Programs Committee. „
, , ^

Controversy returned briefly when the Forum discussed

the proposed reconsideration of Comm Board member

Bruce Shih and SHAC member Alex Ross.

Graduate President Deborah Howard had alleged that

Shih and Ross had been approved by Appointments Board

meetings which lacked quorum, a violation of the GSA

Codes. Shih had disputed the charge.

Forum members spoke critically of the resolution to

reconsider Shih and Ross. Phil Kamins, a Forum member

from health sciences, called it "ridiculous," and the motion

failed.
, r^ ^ .

GSA External Vice President Dan Greenmg proposed a

motion to approve the two appointees, saying "there were

political considerations" in press scrutiny of earlier pro-

blems with the appointments process, and that 'there

won't be this time," if Shih and Ross were approved and

the issue put to rest by the Forum.

Yet Shih told the Forum that his appointment should

not be reaffirmed, since he said this would imply that his

^^Rrst appointment was not legitimate, and he criticized the

lack of quorum which caused Tuesday's scheduled Ap-

pointments Board meeting to be cancelled. —
.

Forum members, however, were less concerned with in-

vestigating the quorum issue surrounding the Shih and

Ross appointments than they were with putting an end to

the appointments controversy, and approved the two

anyway.
|

:

GSA members said they were eager to move past pro-

cedural matters and deal with issues affecting the lives of

graduate students.

_ "I'm concerned about graduate students in the real

world — insurance costs, parking and their everyday con-

cerns," Greening said.

After the earlier appointments had been approved,

discussion shifted to future appointments board policy.

Matthew Schall, GSA commissioner of research and

Forum member from biological sciences, proposed 11 ap-

pointments process reforms, and most of the Forum was

eager to approve them quickly.

Several members, Scott Spetka the most vocal, raised

objections to a number of the proposals as presented by

Schall. Most questioned proposals were modified sHghtly

to satisfy Spetka and approved, but a few were sent back

to committee and will be acted upon at the next Forum

meeting. i <---

-

COMMITTEES: GSA restructures
Continued from Page 4 I ^

peared that quorum could not be met. In the ensuing confusion,

motions were made to adjourn and confusion prevailed until

Toma said that Victor Becerra, GSA commissioner of academic

affairs, was eligible to vote as head of the La Raza Graduate

Students Association.

During the uncertainty, Dave Gast, a Forum member frorn

engineering, threatened to leave, which would again break

quorum. .,

"There is a severe problem on this board," Greening said

when it appeared that Cast's action might end the meeting.

Though angry at the time. Greening was more reflective

about the near breakup after the meeting. "When the organiza-

tion becomes more viable, you won't see that happen. ^^*A?^
tion was basically a reaction to frustration," he said, adding

that committees will serve to reduce that frustration.

A HI-TIMES EVENT
?^^ Presents Live Performances by

- OTIS DAY & THE KNIGHTS
Plus

(From the movie "Animal House*')

FRIDAY JAN. 31st 8:00 p.m

^yjaities
liartiian

r^AND

Register at the door to win

a Complete Home Stereo Componem

System (Valued over $1,000)

$10.00

- ^Jtrtd^ih <21^> 435-283

' ^'^^X E. First St.. L

-2838

.B.

'/-

iM%-| lllHli II
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MEChA coordinator

appointed by USAC
to^ Comm^Board spot

Adrian Alvarez, former La
Gente editor-in-chief and cur-
rent MEChA external coor-
dinator, was approved Wed-
nesday as a Communications
Board member by the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council

"I hope to be an advocate
for the special interest papers
and the Daily Bruin," AJvarez
said. V

A vacancy on Comm Board
opened when Katherine
Bleifer resigned Dec. 6 in

order to pursue her journalism

career in Oregon.
Ed Singer, Comm Board's

chairman, expressed concern
that Wednesday's appoint-

ment did not receive any in-

put from his group.

Last year, the board ap-

proved a new appointments
process by which the editors

and business managers of all

publications would recom-
mend at least two candidates.

From these applicants, the

undergraduate president
would make an appointment
to be approved by USAC.
USAC continues to appoint

Comm Board members accor-

"ding to its own constitution,

by which the president
recommends an appointment
and the council has the option

to approve it.
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FamilyPlanning
Associates

Medical Group

• Pregnancy Tenriination • Birth Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur/MediCel & Health Plans

today^s lifestyle*

WesI Los Angeles

12304 Sania Monica Bl . 0112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd.

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

Ten years ago, \w opened

our first restaurant in the South-

land. And we based it on a very

simple idea, that healthy fixxi

can also he delicious.

Today, other restaurants jn^

coming arc»und to our way of

thinking.

But no one can match our

healthy menu , with entrees like

••••••••••••*******^********'**********^

Manna Dtl Rrv -tT V Liik..Ii. Blvd iJI *t •<:: 'VU
WniwmxJ Village liXV \Xi-.t»..kJ biwl i:i >i :i»' ":!=>

M^ltvood AniWx U>*«k^ \Xivhutn A«- C\ *> :iXH M4I

Clcnaak V Ml linHkJwa> i.MHi V; WTO

our tender Chicken Piccata. Or '

our delettahle filets of just-caught

fish, served fresh each day.

So the ne.xt time you're

looking for a restaurant, forget

the fads. Come to the GocxJ

Earth, and savor a classic.

Qood earth
%J Restaurant and Bakery

Pkudcna :s: S RiwrncaJ iSlW 1^1 S-»«M

WiKxllanJ HilU :'W: MulholUnd Dr (8im^W*+KV

Nonhrultr WSIO N,'..rdh.4( S<.
'

— Laureen Lazarovici

House takes up bill

to shorten check

holding by banks

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The head of the House Bank-
ing Committee asked his col-

leagues on Thursday to ap-

prove a bill to shorten the

time banks can hold deposited

checks and thus curtail an
"outlandish policy" that allows

banks to profit from the so-

. -called float.

The House bill would force

financial institutions to give

customers access to their

money under a set timetable
— in some' cases quicker than
they do now.
House Banking Committee

Chairman Femand J. St Ger-

main (D-Rhode Island) said

banks now play "the float"

game with customers* money
to earn billions of dollars

through interest and fees on
checks inadvertently bounced
by depositors.

"Millions of hard-working
Americans carry their
paychecks down to the bank
every week in anticipation

that they can use the funds to

buy groceries, pay the rent,

buy clothes and other
necessities, "St Germain said.

"In all too many cases, de-

positors don't have access to

the money they have earned.

It is tied up by banking
policies — check hold policies

— that say the customer has

to wait days, and days, and

sometimes, weeks and weeks,

before the bank says the

money is available," he said.

It was not clear when the

measure, up for debate
Thursday, would come to a

vote.

Rep. Norman Shumway
(R-Calif.) offered an amend-

Please see BANK, Page 9

SELF-DEFENSE WORKSHOP
—Saturday. February 1 st ____

9 a.m.-l p.m.

Hedrick Hall. Fireside Lounge^ -
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults Against Women
designed to prepare women psychologically and physically to deal with assaults.^

—

YOUROWN BODY MAY BE Y6UR BEST WEAPON

a^ SIGN UP IN ROOM 2 DODD HALL
OR CALL 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety

•SAN REMO SHOES^
Grand Opening Celebration

"The best men's shoe store m Westwood.
ff

Dan Post

Boots in

lizard,

snake or

calfskin.

The most comfortable, -

casuals you have ever worn,

bySanRemo.

1 055 Broxton Ave., Westwood Village, 208-4848

10% OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE

1
i

e^cp. 2-7-46

I FREE PAIR OF SOCKS i

I

WITH ANY PURCHASE !

I
with coupon exp. 2-7-86

J^^JmI I m
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HAVE
GREATISUMMER EXPERIENCE

AT BRUIN
WeVe taking applications now

- for fantastic summer jobs at the
UCLA Alumni Association's

new Family Resort—BRUIN
WOODS. Try this. You spend
your summer in the mountains
at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50
other students live together in

the Cedar Lodge, eat with our
guests and help carry out a
super family camping program
for 60 UCLA Alumni Families

^

each week all summer long.

There are many different

jobs—Arts & Crafts Center,

.
Aquatics staff. Boat drivers,

Housekeeping, Grill, Dining

Room, Utility Rovers, Grounds,

Field Trip Leaders, Front Desk,

Counselors—even an Athletic -
Director and Program Director.

Besides your basic job you help

put on the opening and closing

jnusical shows, as well as other^

evening entertainment. ,

Best of all you'll reaify get

to know the other UCLA

students also hand-picked to be

part of BRUIN WOODS. You'll

spend most of your time out-

- doors in a healthy and vigorous,

environment, you'll eat well,

and take a great summer break

from your studies.

Get more information and

an application at the West

Center. Mail it back to us as

soon as possible since we'll be _.

interviewing the most promising

applicants early in February.

BRUIN MEADOW
Site of Field Day
.and

BALL FIELD
Here's where I

NATURE TRAIL AMPHITHEATKK CRAFT HOI SE CABANA
Sara s and my VVa^ part of Son^ Made Mom a wls. H.ln.J <.t .inc^l.Wfi'klv UK ..^ J .1 ,. .. r ^""""' '"-y *»aa puii oi ciou^ jviaue Mom a

CHILDREN'S.
OUiiK

CEDAR LODGE

July picnic. West Softball show- Tough to fmd at
down—got thrown night

Th i n place is imt a
.. . , ^,. ,

Jacuzzi record of 17 Subhed for Betsy in staft' dorm-its a

!:::i;'!:nri!'::r
^'^ht.No-onder at one t.me I:.t the 3-4 year old . 1st class adventure.

*

l^a^a^HtaBda

SATURDAY'S
CHANGEOVER
Helped Sugarbuck

team set record of

deaning and making
up 12 units in 3

hours. 41 minutes

on July 18.

VOLLEYBALL
COURT
They should have

let the staff field

a team.

'AKE DINING ROOM
ARROWHEAD My home away from
Premier alpme lake home-served 144
resort m Southern-... meals, every one
California. with a smile

^4-^ ,.; ^lalmost)."

TENNIS COURTS
Was seeded #18 on
staff ladder but they
really liked my
outfit.

SKI BOAT
Yippee! Finally

learned to ski-not
a bad fringe benefit.

PONTOON BOAT
Loved the moon-
light cruises with

staff after hours.

Caught a fish last

week of camp.

BRUIN WOODS
Lake Arrchead, CAMK Rtt Box 160 (714) 337-2478

mmmm mmm
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Bank
-Continued from Page 7
ment that would allow finan-
cial institutions to hold checks
longer if there was
J*reasonable belief a check
would not clear because of
check kiting, fraud or
bankruptcy.

St Germain opposed the
so-called "good faith" clause,
saying it would give bank
tellers authority to reject
checks "if you are^ from the
wrong side of the tracks, speak
with a foreign accent, or are a
certain color."

Anyway, he said, it is not
needi^ because more than 99
percent of all checks written
are paid the first time through
the collection process and half

the 350 million checks return-

ed unpaid each year go
through the second time.

The banking industry has
said in congressional hearings

that the purpose of holding
customer checks was not to

reap interest or fees on the

"float" created by those funds,

but rather to protect them
from check "kiters" and bad
checks.

But St Germain said, "my
heart catft bleed for an in-

dustry" that makes $290
million a year by using the

^^nnoney in the float period, and
another $3.5 billion a year

from returned check fees.

He said the bill would
change the "outlandish policy,

this age-old game of allowing

banks to play with and profit

_from the money — the float

— while the customer waits."

During the first year after

the bill became law, banks
would have to make deposits

available in as little time as

the next business day for cash,

wire transfers, checks less than

$100, all government checks,

cashiers checks, certified

checks, and checks drawn and
deposited on in-state brajfiches

of the same bank. %
Banks generally would have

the ability to Issue their own
"hold" policy on checks of

more than $5,000. ,....i___^ .

-ti'.
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THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

t$

NAIL GARDEN "--'^^^^^^^
475-0500

1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D

JANUARY 26 • DOORS OPEN 10:30 A.M.

EXHIBITORS • FASHION SHOWS 12 • 2:30 P.M.

MIRAMAR SHERATON •

Santa Monica

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR or CALL (818) 500-0555

MARSHALL J. KEYES.M.

a

NEARSIGHTED??

ever MEDICAL
CI T C SURGICAL

CENTER
A MCCXCAL GROUP

m^^IIZLook no further, Here*s the answer...~ ~~ THE KEYES MYOPIA PLAN.

PLAN#1 . PLAN #2 ..,

CONTACT LENSES MYOPIA SURGERY
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
thalmologist specializing in contact

lenses A radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J. KEYES, M.D.

MMic EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LENSESiB &. l o) -.04)

$89• BAUSCHSlLOMB ,

'

COMPLETE DAILY WEAR <*oU*p^r^)

Opthalmologist/Eyc Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optometrist/ C.L. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR &. SUNGLASSES

' * Price includett FREE EXAM, Glaucoma Teat,

CARE Kit, fitting, training & 2 monthi foUow-up.

(Price of contact lenses may be applied to R.K. Surgerv

Radial Keratotomy gives many people excellent si

sion without contacts or glasses. The 20 minute

:^ painless micro-surgical procedure consists of placing-

tiny spoke-likc incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result m improved vi-

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this exciting,

new procedure call the Marshall Kcyes office for an

appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

WHAT ARE THESE PEOPLE DOING?

COME ASK THEM YOURSELF!

FREE OPEN REHEARSAL
and

"Conversation with the Artists"
of

the one and only

THIS SUNDAY JAN 26
5-6:15 PM
ROYCEHALL

Presented by UCLA Center for the Arts Community Gutreact^TroSram and Student Committee for the Arts

tn.^tt»

T^-^
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Editorfal

Freedom^s punishment
Today, four students will feel the might of

the university as they are brought before

UCLA's Student Conduct Committee because

of their involvement in anti-apartheid protests

last spring.

Carolyn Fershtman, Matthew Kogan, Ingrid

Landes and Diego Maldonado are cliarged

with entering or using university property

without authorization, obstructing university

facilities and failing to comply with the direc-

tions of a university official.

The individuals in question — two of whom
are graduates at this point — will have to en-

dure a hearing before the SCC because they

refused to sign a document 1.) admitting their

involvement in the protest, 2.) confirming the

fact that they were asked to leave and did not

and 3.) promising not to engage in similar ac-

tivities in the future.

Forcing students to give up the right to pro-

Perspective

Kadafi: Call him "Mo" for short
By Mitchell Bard^ - '•"': —
Bard's Eye View

" ~
:

Attention has again been focused on ter-

rorism in the Middle East and its alleged sup-

porters. The President has blamed the most

recent attacks on Libya's dictator, Colpnel

Moammar Kadafi.

During the week after the attacks on

eivilians in airports in Rome and Vienna,

Ronald Reagan and the Libyan Colonel

engaged in what sounded like a good old

mudslinging contest, and it is clear that the

vast majority of Americans believe that Kadafi

should be suitably buried in mud, preferably

six feet under.

To (juote a line from the movie "Co^l Hand

Luke," what we have here is a failure to

coinniunicate. The'^problem is that Americans

just can't seem to understand the Libyan

leader.

For example, the networks have conducted

a number of interviews with Kadafi in connec-

tion with the recent events and during each

they have used subtitles so the audience can

iiiKierstand the discussion.

There is nothing strange about using subti-

test or engage in "similar activities" or face a

hearing is clearly a denial of the First

Amendment.
It also allows the university a broad inter

pretation of which future actions are similar or

different. _
Discussion of such a compromise or any fur-

ther action should never have been considered

because the arrest charges against the pro-

testers were dropped.

The university also should not have allowed

a full nine months to go by before enacting the

threat of punitive actions such as dismissal or

restitution.

Unless the university suffers from the same
ills as the state such as jammed court calendars

and overcrowded jails, there is no excuse for a

not allowing these four students a speedy trial

.and quick justice, if that is warranted.

ties' du ring an iiiteiview with a foreign Icadef hltidk official to acoompany him oil i\w ftpjp

unbalanced. ^ ^^^
_ After all, the only person with that many
names, most, Americans have heard of w^
Sybil and she was a schizophrenic.

Americans are used to simple names like

Smith and Jones and that is why it may still

be possible to carry on a reasonable discussion

with Colonel what's his name. All we have to

do is start calling him by his first name.

No., Eye don't mean Moammar, that would

be nearly as bad as Kaddafi. Since Americans

like nicknames, let's just call him Mo. Now
Mo is a good old, down-home kip4 of name
that Americans can relate to.

Heck, sports fans love to talk about old Mo
and which direction he is going and since the

President is a fan he might just warm up to

the idea of talking to Mo.
Since Mo has already issued an invitation to

the President to visit his family in his tent in

Libya, the First Family can go and find out

just what Mo is really like. Nancy can com-

pare clothing styles with Vlo and his wife.

Nancyjean show off her knickers and Mo. his

collection of capes.

The President will probably try to get a

The university can only hope to further in-

timidate these individuals and deter them and

any other students from protesting in the

future.

UCLA must continue to be the kind of

community where people can explore relevant

issues, formulate intelligent opinions and act

accordingly.

A university that would force students to

live under the constant threat of punitive ac-

tion for expressing their abhorrance of modern

day slavery in South Africa is not a true in-

stitution of higher education.

accept that in this case the leader was speak

irig in F^nglish.

The reason Americans cannot understand

the Colonel is that we do not relate well to

people whose names we cannot spell. Have

vou ever noticed how much trouble we have

with our allies from Greece, for example?

When Americans see someone's name spell-

ed Qaddafi, Qahdhafi, Kaddafi, and a dozen

other variations, it is inevitable that they are

going to think they are dealing with someone

and talk jive to Mo, but his advisers will

hopefully convince him that this would have

racist connotations.

See hou simple international politics can,

be. You do not even need a Ph.D. It's as sim-

ple as changing a person's name from Moam-
mar to Mo. Come to think of it, wasn't K\v

the one who said "a rose thorn by any other

name..."

Bard is a graduate student of political

science.

>
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other col-

umns, letters arui artwork represent the opinions

of their authors. They do not reflect the views of

the Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's policy prohibiting the

publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory

cultural or ethnic stereotypes.

Written material submitted imnt be typed or writ-

ten Icfftly and murt be doublt yaced. AU material

must bear the author's name, address, telephone

number, registration card number »nd affiliation

with UCLA. Names will not be withheld and phone

numbers will not be published. When multiple

autliors submit material, some names may be kept

on file rather than puMished with tfic material.

The Bruin reserves the right to edit submitted

material and to determine its placement in the

paper. All submissions become the property of

The Bruin. The Communications Board has a

media grievance procedureJor resolving com-

plaints against any .of its publications. For a copy

of the complete procedure, conuct the Publica-

tions office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

L&S Info

How to handle STD status
Q: I just received my grades and I think

I might be ''on Probation" or' "Subject to

Dismissal", How do I know if I amK
A: This information will be on your unof-

ficial transcript which you pick up at the

Registrar's Office, Room 1111. But if you
know your grades already, you can find out
yourself. If your GPA for the quarter fell

below 2.0 but is 1.5 or above, your status is

"on Probation". If your GPA for the
quarter fell below a 1.5, then you are "Sub-
ject to Dismissal"(STD). You may be on
probation or STD regardless of your overall

GPA . For example, you may have an
overall 3.4 UCLA GPA, but if your quarter
GPA is 1.45 you will be STD. Students on
probation status with less than a 2.0
average the following term, and who in

fact receive less than a 2.0 again, will then
become STD.

Q; I'm subject to dismissal. Will I be
dismissed?
A: Not necessarily. If this is the first time

you've become STD, then you will receive
conditions for continuation. These condi-
tions will be mailed to your campus or
permanent home address via certified mail.
If you meet these conditions you will not be
dismissed (conditions vary slightly for each
student, based on GPA, grade deficit, etc.)

^The College of Letters and Science also
will be holding counseling groups
throughout February, specially designed to
inform students who are STD about the
various methods to regain good standing.
Counselors will also address your personal
concerns. You can sign up for these groups
at A-316 Murphy Hall or by calling 825-
3382. *-

Q: I'm STD this quarter and have been
STD before. Does this make a difference?

A: Yes, very much. Not counting the
quarter you cleared your STD status, you
must have completed three regular quarters
in good standing to avoid automatic
dismissal. If you have been STD before and

cleared it, but you have not since com-
pleted three quarters successfully, then, un-i

fortunately, you will be dismissed. If you
have had three quarters in good standing

since you last cleared STD, then you will be

mailed conditions for continuation.

Q; Where can I get help with my study
skills? I'd like to prevent further dif-

ficulties?

A: The Learning Lab (290 Powell
Library) is available to help you pinpoint

areas of difficulty. A lab counselor will

guide you in working on specific skills such
as notetaking, study reading*, time
management, taking exams (objective or

essay) etc. Call 206-1211 or drop in at

Powell Library.

In addition, a four-hour workshop pres-

enting an overview of study skills and a

self-assessment exercise is offered by the

College of Letters and Science in conjunc-
tion with the Learning Lab staff. Call

825-3382 or sign up at A-316 Murphy Hall
if you are interested. You could also sign up
at the College of Letters and Science for a

workshop on choosing a major, if you feel

that your difficulties stemmed from your
choice of major.

What if my difficulties were not academ-
ic?

If your difficulties were due more to per-

sonal considerations than academic difficul-

ty, consider Student Psychological Services.

They offer group counseling for help in

such areas as Procrastination, Stress
Management, among others, in addition to

offering personal counseling to explore your
concerns and to help with clarification of

values, etc.

Their locations are; Mid-Campus: 4223
Math Sciences Building, 825-0768; or South
Campus: A3068 CHS, 825-7985. Please
don't hesitate to get any of the help yoii

may need. All of these services mentioned
are available without charge to students.
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Bloom County
Editor:

The Bruin published a letter

jyritten by Mr. S: Sumida in

response to my letter on Berke
^Breathed's Bloom County strip

(Bruin, Jan. 21).

I am writing this letter to

^^larify and reaffirm my views
and feelings on the issue
which was initially stated last

quarter.

Looking at Asians
specifically, we see a harsh
uphill battle that has been
fought all through history.

Since the first immigrant
stepped foot on the continent
in thejnid 1800's to the pres-

ent day prejudices that we all

' face in everyday life.

A battle that all minorities

have had to deal with in any
country.

For the sake of argument let

us use Los Angeles as an ex-

ample (reflective of the nation
in general).

Being a major city along the

Pacific Rim, it is culturally

, diverse and has been for many
years.

One need only look back to

_the jnid-2Qth century to see

their communities as well as

running and winning positions

in government on the city,

state, and national level.

Academically, Asians ar^

well respected, sometimes
even feared in the classroom
and in the job market.

Socially we see the acciep-

tance in the form of Asians

moving into predominantly
white neighborhoods and the

increase in the number of in-

terracial couples we see
publically.

And everyone knows of the

rising competence of the ma-
jor Asian races in the fierce

International economic
markets.

With this new found con-

.fidence is also the fear, if you
will, of any type of social

reversal occcuring.

This is why the Asian fears

the stereotype. For it is the

stereotype that so easily
disillusions the public and
creates false beliefs about the

typee.

People see these stereotypes

in various mediums such as in

automobile and television

commercials and in comics
strips as well.

They begin to think of them
as truths and coricious associa-

tions are made.
Mr. Sumida states that I

cnniTM«'S^lf^5m8«ttS^

Asians looked down upon by
virtually all of this country.

But with hard work we
have turned around the
public's perception of our
race.

Politically we find more and
more Asians addressing
themselves to major issues

concerning themselves and

have missed Mr. Breathed
point and that "anything that

does not portray Asians in a

good light is -quickly and
thoroughly attacked".

I reply that it is" not the case

of my not getting the Bloom
County's point, for I

understood completely, but
rather the stern disappoint-

ment of a comic that is so

popular nationwide to add to

the dismal portrayal of Asians.,

He is correct in stating that

we do attack all derogatory

portrayals of Asians simply

because we cannot allow them
to persist.

How is a group of peoples

allowed to prosper in a society

that already views them in a

negative light.

And in conclusion I must
ask you if you want a culture

that has rebuilt itself from
rubble caused by years of war
to leaders in the export of

steel, automobiles, ship-
building, and high-tech elec-

tronics to be thought of as a

culture who sells its females as

wives for anyone who cannot

find one on his own?

AJan this attitude be viewed
as "self- righteousness to the

point of reverse discrimina-

tion".

I think not, I see it as a

more than reasonable
justification for a particular

comic episode in very poor
taste.

Tai Lee

-uaffiL^.
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20% OFF
Technical Book
Department

SELECT FROM:

BIOLOGY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
EARTH 6l ocean SCIENCES
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
MATH 6l STATISTICS
PSYCHOLOGY_^

.

Textbooks Excluded

Special Orders Accepted

^ASUCLA Students' Store

Technical Books

B-Level Ackerman Union 2060763

Mon.'Thurs. 7:45-7:30

Fri. 7:45-6:00

Sat. 10:00-5:00

Sun. 12:00-5:00
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CHASE
Pizza - Deli

CHASE

DRAFT
$1.00

22 oz.

Pizza - Deli

"CHASE GIANT
COMBOM

Large CHASE Pizza w/up
to 7 toppings

$9.99 ($1S value)

1049Gavlev • 824-1310 1049Gav[ev • 824-1310

(PARI SALON HAIRSTYLING BY
VIDAL SASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE

•LA.Special
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (rep. $60.00)
Fantastic Higliligt)t

$30.06 (reg. $60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325

(wtthtNtocI)
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FILM

Gilliam*s ^Brazil

Full Leg Waxing
^$18.00

• 4.«>

Ladies and Gendemen

The Men of

Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity

- ... Presents

THE DREAM
TEAM—

^

By Barton Randall

Every so often a film ap-

pears that truly rocks the

foundation of cinema. They
are landmark films that, for

one reason or another,
challenge and stimulate the

art form in a way that makes
the rest of the competition

seem mundane and trivial. In

the late *50s and early '60s,

masterworks such as Godard's
Breathless, Fellini's 8 1/2, arid"

Stanley Kubrick's Dr.
Strangelove, broke new
ground in style and technique.

The late '60s saw Bonnie and
Clyde and Easy Rider con-

tinue the trend. By the '70s,

the upheaval in cinematic
form and content, largely in-

spired by the European New
Wave, echoed in A Clockwork
Orange^ Last Tango In Paris,

and Apocalypse Now.
Halfway through a rather
tepid '80s, the art of ven-

that succeeds on as many a special effects bonanza
levels as this does. Working as Brazils invention never ceases

a hilarious social satire, a to amaze,

nightmarish allegory on Sam Lowry (Jonatha
govermental bueracracy, and Pryce) is a middlin"

vi'

:!ffr^

<»»'^'<! .^.

SHOW
UCLA Dance

January 25th, 1986

luresoirie filmmaking has^lh
but disappeared. That lit fuse

of creative bravura that made
the films of the previous de-

cades so intriguing, has gone
south. Terry Gilliam's Brazil

changes all that.

Like its opening images of

the screen exploding into
shards, Brazil is alive with
more fervent wit, imagina-
tion, and visual innovation
than a dozen films combined.
Rarely does one find a film

•Everyman, toiling away at a

cad end job in the records

lipartment at the Ministry of

nformation. Content to while

Continued from Page 14
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Sam Lowrtj (Jonathan Prycf) wrestles with tons of paper in 'Bra^l

*5-

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

UCLA

10 p.m. until

James Michener's Texas'

Price

$3.50 before 10:30

$5.00 after

Free Parking in Lot 6

By S.C. Wolfe . .. .

—

Texas by James Michener:
Random House; 1096 pp.

"Texas, ^ur Texas, aJl hail

!he hi igh tvTtate .^

Most children in Texas learn
their state song by age nine
and can recite facts of Texas
history by age fifteen. Texans
are staunchly territorial and
would rather tell stories about
themselves than read them T"' :

. especially if the stories are
written by a Northerner.
What , could any writer born
above the Oklahoma border
have to teach about Texas?
Well, quite a. bit, so James
Michener, that intrepid Nor-
therner, believes. He sets out
to recount the state's saga in
his 1100 page novel, Texas.

Michener is known for the
type of sprawling, well-resear-
ched bestsellers (Centennial,
Space) that warm the hearts
of television miniseries pro-
ducers. He spent over two
years in Texas collecting mate-
rial for this novel, and if his
seven pages of acknowledg-
ments are any indication, he
talked with the right people
on the right subjects. But
covering four centuries of his-
torical data in one novel is no
easy task. Michener's solution
is to devise a fictional, five-
member Governor's Task
Force, charged with educating
schoolchildren about Texas
history. These Task Force
members represent typical
Texas "characters": the arch-
conservative billionaire, the
good ole boy entrepreneur, the
steely matron and patroness of

the arts, the Hispanic who
worked his way out of the
barrio, and the intellectual

who leaves Texas to make his

reputation, then returns to his

roots

.

Michener uses the stories of
the ancestors of these Task
Force Members to compile his

chronological history. It is a
story of Spanish nobility, ex-

plorers, missionaries, Indians,
faimers, cowboys, rangers.

generals, soldiers,
businessmen, and criminals. It
is the story of how these
diverse people interrelated,
successfully and unsuccessful-
ly, over several generations to
establish a new .society. The
Task Force members reappear
at intervals to compare these
historical characters and
events to n^odern social.

economic, and cultural condi-

tions in the state.

If you decide to tackle

Texas, be prepared. This is

not the typical tall talc, the

John Wayne "shoot Luke or

drop your gun" legend.

Michener spends one-third of

the book just getting to the

Alamo. There are no emo-

tional highs or lows in

Michener's Texas, only a

steady stream of individual

stories about minor triumphs

and personal hardships in set-

tling and making good on a

new frontier. It is not action-

packed drama.
Because of the vast amount

of information Michener has

to relate, his characters have

an irritating tendency to speak

in exposition. Real figures

from Texas' past appear and

disappear like cameo roles in a

Hollywood biblical epic. In-

terruptions by the Task Force

often serve only to repeat

what the reader has learned in

previous narrative. Yet the

Task Force does provide im-

portant insights into the

psychology of the Texas people

that sometimes arc lost or

simplified in the parade of his-

torical anecdotes to whicff

Michener devotes most of hi$

attention.

One of the characters stat(3

that events and conditions iij

frontier Texas "encourage(d)

the state and its citizens tji

believe they're different." This,

idea is the core of what

Michener wants to convey-

about Texas in his novel. In-

dividualism is exalted and the

man who can pull himself up

January may be a slow concert season, but there is at least
one worth seeing this wedkend. Saturday night, Marshall
Crenshaw, the next best thing to an Everly Brother in the
'80s, will perform at The Palace. On Crenshaw's latest
LP, he has moved into jazzier but no less tuneful territory.
Expect a very good backup group. Also, the opening band.
East of Eden, a sort of Midwestern Echo and the Bun-
nymen, is worth checking out.

JAZZ

When someone this wonderful is this close by, we have to
let you know. Ella Fitzgerald, the lady who sings and sw-
ings like no other, is appearing every ni^t except Mon-
days 'til February 5 at tW Westwood Playhouse. Backed
by super guitarist Joe Pass and a trio led by fleet-fingered
Paul Smith on the ivories, Ella is a once-in-a-lifetime expe-
rience. Call 208-5454 for details.

CURRENT FILM

Some might find Akira Kurosawa's new film Hao too
distanced from its characters, but that shouldn't keep
anyone from enjoying this giant, visually emotive re-work-
ing of King Lear, The assault on tfaT Third Castle is a
pinnacle of cinematic achievement, as memorable as any
battle scene Sergei Eisenstein has ever captured on film.

_JPerhap& not Kurosawa's best filmy but a positive must-sneei
~Currently~at the Laemmle Royal, 11523 Santa Monica

Blvd. W.L.A.

REVIVAL FILM

Two classic silent classics screen Wednesday and Thursday
at the Beverly Cinema (71^ Beverly Blvd). The Crowd,
King Vidor's moving ode to the common man screens with
Erich von Stroheim's natualistic epic Greed, where men
are revealed to be the animals they've always denied they
were. Opposite sides of the coin philosophically, but two
rarely-seen masterpieces nonetheless.

Continued on Page 15

s too big for its britches
by his own bootstraps is ad-
mired. Texans may not be dif-

ferent from or better than
other Americans, but they
believe they are, and that
l)elief has shaped the
I)sycholog>' of the state.

Texas does have a unique
history with some very color-

ful participants. It is unfortu-

nate that Michener sacrifices

the more entertaining aspects

in favor of fact-laden repor-

ting. The book is dry reading,

and based on the material, it

shouldn't be. In isolated sec-

tions throughout the novel,

Michener does manage to pick

up the rhythm of speech, the
humor, or the eccentricities of
the Texan people which make
an interesting story. But these

sections hardly seem worth the
struggle through the pages of

expository ' material surroun-
ding them.

""" ~

Continued on Page 15
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2040 Ave of the Stars

563-4291

DaNy 2 0O4 45-7 301015
Fri-Sat Late Show 12 45

IN PERSON TERRY GILLIAM ^
(CTO) indicates free screenings for which vv
admission tickets are required Tickets are ^
available with UCLA 10 on the day of the ->V
screening only at the Central Ticket Office ^
(frailer) at 9 0QAM and at the MacGowan Box wmca at 10 00 •
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'Brazil*: The highwater mark of the decade
I
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Continued from Page 13

away unnoticed, he finds

solace in recurring dreams of

epic grandeur, that have him
as a winged warrior fighting

to liberate the woman of his

desires.

,

When his dream girl ap-

pears in real life as the tom-

boyish Jill Layton (Kim
Griest), it sets Sam on a

course that can only 'lead

towards disaster. He accepts

the promotion his socialite

mother (Katherine Helmond)
has arrranged for, solely for

the purpose of finding out

more information on the girl.

His quest leads him deeper in-

to danger, as he becomes
friends with a renegade
heating engineer named Tuttle

(Robert De Niro), and begins

to buck the well ordered and
suffocating govermental
system. His dreamworld and
reality begin to mesh, until

they eventually become one.

What may seem to some as

a slender plot, really just

serves as a springboard for the

labyrinth of ideas that Gilliam
sets forth. The action is set in

a world that can only be
described as the current
future. It is a society that has
been nvprnin hy technology^

Friends Jack Lint (Michael Palin) and Sam (Pryce) meet at the Department of Information Retrieval.

and paperwork, a place where
heating ducts run like arteries

through mammoth and cold
architecture. Orwellian eyes
are everywhere in this vast

government Utopia run
amuck. "Loose Talk Is Noose
Talk" and "Suspicion Breeds
Confidence" are the mottoes

Continued on Page 15
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ENGINEERS
& SCIENTISTS
CIA^^^where your input makes
"^Significant contributions

Here is your opportunity to contribute to efforts of vital na-

tional ... and international ... importance.

CIA is seeking MA and PhD engineers and scientists to con-

ceive and define exploratory research projects in such areas as

computer systems architecture, digital communications
systems, systems software, robotics, artificial intelligence, etc.

Candidates must be US citizens and willing to relocate to

Washington, D.C. -

To explore a career with the CIA, send resume to Personnel

(E), P. O. Box 3127, South El Monte, CA 91733.

DEADLINE: 28 January 1986

Central Intelligence Agency
The CIA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship is required.

Enkii^meift

Order any two same-size, same-finish color
enlargement (5x7 to 30x40) from your color
negative or slide. Get a third enlargement
FREE. Come in and see us for more details.

HURRY special offer ends Feb. 28, 1986

SEIZOR.
Camera Hi-Fi & Video

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

. HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
(213)208-5150

Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase

\
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\^t in the Stars — A Tribute

Kurt Weill . is the third in

fine series of tributes to

jat 20th century composers.

foduced and conceived by
|al Willner, this album
iatures Weill's classic
Ibaret/opera/Broadway tunes

jrformed by some of today's

kost interesting artists. Sting

ices "Mack the Knife,"
(ichard Butler leads a good
roup in "Alabama Song,"

Ind Tom Waits, Lou Reed,
'odd Rundgren and others

[ontribute to the festivities.

219Brazil
'ontinued from Page 14

)f the times. Citizens have the

listinct pleasure of being
summoned to assist the state

in queries, the interrogations

laking place in giant water
towers with infant-masked
Itorturers administering the
I truth. It's a world that works
perfectly, only backwards. A
place only listed as somewhere
in the 20th Century, a place
wherever Big Brother and his

nightmares fester. Terrorism

WHY PAY WESTWOOD pRircco save
VILLAGE

'^"'v^C2)r 30-700/0

TRUE TOUCH TONE
TELEPHONE

MCI/Sprint compatibie

FCC Registered

MFC Warranty

I

A
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

PRAXIS 20
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

• Automatic correction menwry
• Interchangeable daisy wtteel & ribbon

• 2 Iceyboards for special characters &
foreign languages

Ac• Carrying case

Retail 249 99

I cover

Exp. 1/31/86——

-

Limit 1 per customer

CQQ ;
SPECIAL

O'"'
;
$14999

CASIO s Lonus

SEIKO WATCH

Exp. 1/31/86

I

I

I

I

AM/FM AURM CLOCK
RADIO

SALE " STARTING i

UP TO

50% $399

;

OFF

• Snooze
• LED Display

Ex0 1/31/86

CASIO
F-14

I • Gift wrapped

iMTERNVnONkL

HSCIIHI IIII

I

1

$999
Exp. 1/31/86

Califomia
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1986 Winter Class Schedule
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PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMrr 1ACUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD. "^ ^-^^
W L AiMMlM. rxToIi Ton A*T7

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS
w. LM Angilii. CA MUM 390-4477 ^^^ SAT 1 1 ; pm . SUN 12 5 PM

I 1 00
I I 00-
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00-
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00 -h
00-8

S:0()-8

.S.00-8

hOO-S
8:00-1

8 00-1! (to pm C-191-3

^sike: ^TTFriin^ rampan t , w
dividualism is quelled.

Gilliam's society prides itself

on its polite facism, although
non-cooperation during tortur-

ing could -jeopardize one's
credit rating. Culling ideas
that incorporate Kafka,
Orwell, Monty Python, and
Hitler's Germany, Brazil is

outlandishly savage and
scabrously funny in its depic-
tion of totalitarianism.

Gilliam, along with
playwright Tom Stoppard and
Charles McKeown, have writ-
ten a brilliantly black comic
version of 1984. Rife with
painstaking detail, the look of
the film requires multiple
viewings simply to take in the
extraordinary amount of
background information. The
sets and camerawork are some
of the most startingly original
the screen has ever seen.

In a film this textured, it's

possible for the human ele-

ment to be dwarfed.
However, excellent perfor-
mances, most notably by
Jonathan Pryce and Robert De
Niro, are the vital link keep-
ing the audience ensconced in
the nightmare.
The lion's share of accolades

must go to Terry Gilliam,
who has made a film the likes
of which the screen will be
probably never seen again.
Brazil is a once in a lifetime
event, that puts the
mainstream Hollywood pro-
duct to shame. When imita-
tion and repetition seem to be
the order of the day in film,
here is a work of art that
simply stuns. Both Gilliam's
genius and BraziTs virtuosity
will go. unsurpassed, giving it

If place in the pantheon of

I

Immediate classics. This will
be, as Sid Sheinberg once said,
the film of the decade.

rTexas'
ontinued from Page 15
If you want a less pon-

erous, more personal account
f how Texans think, and why
f^ey think the way they do,
Jck up a book by Larry
'IcMurtry. You'll find it much

hi ore rewarding than
ichener's Texas.

V^

2:00

200
2 00
2:00
•^ 00
S:00

5:00
'1:00
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Continued from Page 13

away unnoticed, he finds

solace in recurring dreams of

epic grandeur, that have him
as a winged warrior fighting-

to liberate the woman of his

desires.

When his dream girl ap-

pears in real life as the tom-

boyish Jill Layton (Kim
Griest), it sets Sam on a

course that can only lead

towards disaster. He accepts:

the promotion his socialite

mother (Katherine Helmond)
has arrranged for, solely for

the purpose of finding out

more information on the girl.

His 'quest leads him deeper in-

to danger, as he becomes
friends with a renegade
heating engineer named Tuttle

(Robert De Niro), and begins

to buck the well ordered and
suffocating govermental
system. His dreamworld and
reality begin to mesh, until

they eventually become one.

What may seem to some as

a slender plot, really just

serves as a springboard for the

labyrinth of ideas that Gilliam
sets forth. The action is set in

a world that can only be
described as the current
future. It is a society that has
been overrun by technology

Friends Jack Lint (Michael Palin) and Sam (Pryce) meet at the Department of Information Retrieval.

<.r~rs-

-^

ENGINEERS
& SCIENTISTS
CIA^^^where your input makes
^-^significant contributions

Here is your opportunity to contribute to efforts of vital na-

tional ... and international ... importance.

CIA is seeking MA and PhD engineers and scientists to con-

ceive and define exploratory research projects in such areas as

computer systems architecture, digital communications
systems, systems software, robotics, artificial intelligence, etc.

Candidates must be US citizens and willing to relocate to

Washington, D.C.

To explore a career with the CIA, send resume to Personnel

(E), P. O. Box 3127, South El Monte, CA 91733.

DEADLINE: 28 January 1986

^^'

Central Intelligence Agency

Enlargement

L
The CIA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship is required.

Order any two same-size, same-finish color
enlargement (5x7 to 30x40) from your color
negative or slide. Get a third enlargement
FREE. Come in and see us for more details.

HURRY special offer ends Feb. 28, 1986

BEL>\tR.
Camera Hi-Fi & Video

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9ani-6pm Sat. 10am-6pin
(213) 20a.5150

Park.ng validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase

V.

^ mm^^

1

and paperwork, a place where
heating ducts run like arteries

through mammoth and cold
architecture. Orwellian eyes
are everywhere in this vast

government Utopia run
amuck. "Loose Talk Is Noose
Talk" and "Suspicion Breeds
Confidence" are the mottoes

Continued on Page 15
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it in the Stars — A Tribute

Kurt Weill is the third in

fine series of tributes to

jat 20th century composers.

foduced and" conceived by
|al WillnQF, this album
atures Weill's classic
ibaret/opera/Broadway tunes

jrformed by some of today's

iost interesting artists. Sting

loes "Mack the Knife,'
jichard Butler leads a good
roup in "Alabama Song,"
jnd Tom Waits, Lou Reed,
'odd Rundgren and others

)ntribute to the festivities.
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Brazil
'ontinued from Page 14

)f the times. Citizens have the

listinct pleasure of being
jummoned to assist the state

in (queries, the interrogations

taking place in giant water
[towers with infant-masked
torturers administering the
truth. It's a world that works
perfectly, only backwards. A
place only listed as somewhere
in the 20th Century, a place
wherever Big Brother and his

nightmares fester. Terrorism
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nuns rampant, while m-
dividualism is quelled.

Gilliam's society prides itself

on its polite facism, although
Mon-cooperation during tortur-

ipg could jeopardize one's
credit rating. Culling ideas
that incorporate Kafka,
Orwell, Monty Python, and
Hitler's Germany, Brazil is

outlandishly savage and
scabrously funny in its depic-
tion of totalitarianism.

Gilliam, along with
playwright Tom Stoppard and
Charles McKeown, have writ-
ten a brilliantly black comic
version of 1984. Rife with
painstaking detail, the look of
the film requires multiple
viewings simply to take in the
extraordinary amount of
background information. The
sets and camerawork are some
of the most startingly original
the screen has ever seen.

In a film this textured, it's

{Kxssible for the human ele-

nient to be dwarfed.
However, excellent perfor-
mances, most notably by
Jonathan Pryce and Robert De
Niro, are the vital link keep-
ing the audience ensconced in
the nightmare.
The lion's share of accolades

must go to Terry Gilliam,
who has made a film the likes
of which the screen will be
probably never seen again.
Brazil is a once in a lifetime
^vent, that puts the
mainstream Hollywood pro-
duct to shame. When imita-
tion and repetition seem to be
the order'of the day in film,
here is i work of art that
simply stuns. Both Gilliam's
genius Sind Brazils virtuosity
will go unsurpassed, giving it

la place in the pantheon of

Immediate classics. This will
be, as Sid Sheinberg once said,
the film of the decade.

rTexas'
ontinued from Page 15
If you want a less pon-

erous, more personal account
f how Texans think, and why
';ey think the way they do,
ck up a book by Larry
cMurtry. You'll find it much
ore rewarding than
ichener's Texas.
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2 J Cio«)ch. MI). I'hl)

2 R Gruener. MI)
2 D Marcus. MI)
3 J Van Buren. IMil)

3 SHendlm. PhD
3 B Weiss. PhD

Staff

3 F Jacobson. Phi)

3 F Jacobson, PhD

Professional Seminars
Most seminars qualify for continuing education for Nurses and Social Workers. They arc also approv cd
for veterans benefits for those who qualify under V'A regulations. .Ml professionals are welcome
toattend

CGI IS approved by the \merican Psychological AsM)cialion to offer Continuing Education Semm.irs
Some are scheduled each Irimcster Please call the C(il office tor details.

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- LOOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
900-3:00 pm
9:00-500 pm
9 00-3:00 pm

Sat 1/18

Sun 1/19

Sat 1/18

Sun 1/19

Sat. 2/1

Sun 2/2

.Sat 2/15
Sun 2/16

Emm I ndtriMandinx Ervud to

tnderMandinf! Psyrhoanilysis

Social Basrs of Behavior (()( )

I StalV

B Weiss. PhD

6:00-1 0:00 pm Tri 1/24

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 1/25

9:00-5.00 pm
9:00- 1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
?:QO-M(j£m

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/8

Sun 2/9

Sat 2/15

An Therapy: 1°heor> and Practice

The PsycholoKicai Impficalions of

Workinc with Cancer Palicnis

Desire & Passion in the Ti;ealmenl of

Severely Disturbed Patients

The Therapeutic Process with Borderline

and Narcissistic Disorders .

I D.Sharon. PhD

I T Moss. PhD

I A. Panajian. PhD

R. Alexander.

MD.PhDA
J. Van Buren. PhD

6:00-10:00 pm Fri 2/28
9:00-5:00 pm Sun 3/2

Treatment of Domestic Violenct f M. Gerson. PhD

Special Engagement STARTS TODAY
WKSTW(K)D

Mann VILLAGE
208-5576

Ooity 12 30 • 3 OO • 5 30
8CX)& 10 30PM

Fri Saf late Show 1245 AM

. Thx

H()LLYW(K)n '

Mann CHINESE
464-8111

Dolty I 15 • 3 30 • 545
- 8 15ft 10301^

Fri Sat late Show 12 30 AM

lidX

NHWFH)RT BKA( H
Edwards NEWPORT
CINEMA 714/644-0760

Fri 6 15 • 8 30 ft lO 30 PM
MonThuf$6l5»8)5ft 1015PM

Sot Sun 12 GO* 2 GO '4 15

6 15 • 8 30 ft TO 30 PM

SORRY, NO PASSES ACCEPTED FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

Sat 3/1

Sun 3/2

Sat 3/ 15

Sun 3/16

Sal 3/22

Sun 3/23

Sat 4/5

Sun 4/6

Sat 4/ 12

Sun 4/13

Psychosyntkcsis (OC)

»-

From ObJ«ct Relations to Self

Psycholoxy (OC) •'.

Screening for Psychoneuroloitical

Impairment (OC)

Analytical Applications of Clinical

Hypnosis (OC)

Career Crises among Youths, Middle Aged
and Returning Womea

I T Oleson. PhD

.1 R.E. Johnson, PhD

f

h
•1

».4

I L. Portnoff. PhD

I

S. Ferrera, PhD

R7Goltra,PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC).
(iroup Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location.

Individual and (iroup Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are
available by arrangement
The California Graduate Institute has been approved 6y the Superintendent of Pubhc Instruction,

State of California, Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and
an MA m MFCC.
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
MFCC licenses in the Stale of California.

Non-Profil. federal and state tax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel

tor additional information orncatalofiue. phase contact:

California Graduate Institute
Sihool of Profes atonal Hwchnlotf}

,

Celebraling 18 years of continuous education as the first independent
graduate schiwl of psychology in ttie nation

/

1100 Glendon Avenue, 11th Floor '

West Los Angeles, California 90024 ——'

'

"

(213) 208^240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Orange ( ount\
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

i«qr. itswftarlw.
PERSONAL. 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL lo

Lecture Notes Are Your '»'

rnr ASUCLA Commumutnns Board My supports Ifie

Jnr/ersty of Caktorrw s potcy on norHkscnnwijlion

^ medium shal tcctfH aOverOMrTwnb l»f)K^ prtsanf

persons of any ongvi. race rgtgun. s«x. or saxuaf

onefiuaon m » demaarang wty or impfy that Ihay are

kmtac to caram posrtnns. npa6*>aC rotas, or

sutus m society Nm9m (he Oaify Brum nor tfM

ASUCIA CorrvnuracaBons Board has nvesdoalad any

of ItK services xtvertisad or a&ttrtBers represaoMt m

mis issue Any person twHevwg Ihal an adverHsement

' •hl^ issue «)Utes Ihe Boards po*cy on non-

jisc'iminatxin slated tierein sftoutd communicale

convxaints m wniing to Itie Business Manager Oatfy

Bruin 306 Westwood PUa KH 112, Los Angetes CA

VXB4 for assistance lMt^ iXMsmg dtscnnnnation

pnKHems. cM Ifte UCLA Housing Ofltce at 8?S-4491

or c^ itie Wests«)e fw Housing Offlr at 475-9671

Study Passport
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
ALevel, Ackerman Union, MTh. 7:45^:30; FrI. 7:45^; Sat. 10-6; Sun. 12-5
Lecture NofBf and Problem Sotving Guides gre copyrighted byASUCIA.

X^ N«yHolfy-
You stud! Congratulations

on becoming
Student Regent!!

We knew yoo could do it!

Love.

David. Amy Barak.

H^rle. Valarle s Mom

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

CHURAN (AXn)
ftROI

Congratukjtkxw to a
great pair...

it's about time!!!

Good luck and
best wist>es!

P.C;83!I!

DEE ZEES:
Get reody for

"The Friday
Scandal**!

Guaranteed
to be scandalous

for aim
See Ya ttiere!

Sandy
Fri.4PM

Acapulco's

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING
(Quakers)

Meeting for worship
Suridoys at 10:30
572 Hilgcrd Ave.

AZ PLEDGES
Hang Tcxjghl

Initiation is comlr»g soon.
You're awesorne h

I love you.
Love.

StephW.

CARRIE WISE (TOB)
What a way to finish

your presidential term!
Cor)gratulatior»s on
your engagement!!

Love,

Your sisters

GOOD DEALS.,,. 7

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BflUIN PRO-
GRAM (818)880-4407. (818)880-4361

1^^^^

FREE ......8

MODELS needed for free haircut
Hillsi call Kozo. 277-7045.

Beverly

Phrt 9i Dates
Get a CLUE

'cui we've get an
awesome pledge/

active for you!
1190 S. leverty Drive's

ttte address
Saturday the 25tti*s the

date
Enterialnment starts at

ID o'clock
So please-try not to be

latel

Love, The Pledges

HAPPY tIRTHDAY TO MY
"PRlPFIf"—WOWA PfRSONAL-

I KNOWI KNOW...
WELL THERE'S A FIRST FOR
EVERYTHINO! KEEP SMIL-
INO AND STAY WARM!

LOVE YOU. HELOA

MISCELLANEOUS 9 MISCELLANEOUS Q

ANSWERING Sen/ice- $10/mo. 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or
456-1404.

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes
for winning smiles. Place; University
Hilton Info- (213) 969-2261. "

M

X
\

KAPPA DELTA
PLEDGES:

Tonight is your
night! You will now
become a port of
our circle. The fun

begins at 6:00 See
you tonight. .

Love,
Your soon to be

Sisters

ZK

LK Pledges:

It's been a ^
fantastic quarter
We've hod lots of

^ ..
^n. ^

The Time Is Just

— about t)ere!

Get excited!
We love you!
Your nrKxn's

Jocelyn and JodI

TASHA ZEMRUS (KA)
Tonight's the night

you'll always
remember.

For soon you'll be an
initiated member.
As your big sis I

wanted to say.

Congrats TaslKLon
this very special

day!!
LYBS

Mirarxja

J^w r<I»B Big Bro.*s!
W^ Come by the house tomorrow for golf and funIL^^ses leave at quarter past one! We cant wait to^•^^ * see you,
' • Love.

^ YLSIsters

Every Second_
THREE

ANIMALS DIE
In American Laboratories

Every day more than 82 thousand
dogs and cats are born homeless.

destined to a life of suffering

Every year more than 1 7 million wild animals
|

are slaughtered and trapped for their fur

To help end this cruelty and suffering

ATTEND THE
CALIFORNIA

MEETING OF

MOBILIZATION

FOR ANIMALS
Where-

Holiday Inn

Westwood Plaza

10740 WilshireBIvd

Los Angeles. CA

When:
Saturday, Jan 25th

1:00 p.m.

TO THE NEW Xil
OFHCERS

PRES: Suzette Up^comb
V.P.: Jodie CoUncci
SEC: Christina Byrd
TRES: Lisa Olson

RUSH CHAIRMAN: CaroUne ZeUer

CHAPTER CORRESPONDENT: Vicki Sterling
YonTI Do An Awesome JobI

BETAS ANNUAL
"?ERBOWL PARTY
>th Big Screen TV
and all the

Refreshments
1AM!

PANmLLEMSL

stop by the Panhellenic Office
for more Information.

m©Oa daily bruin
\

friday, January 24, 1986 17

I />

RSONAL 10 PERSONAL HELP WANTED, 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

SIMNEB OBflENTATION
19B6 COimSELOB
BECBUITlNe IS ON

NOW. FOE INFO CALL
2BMM5

AAA would love to
welcome our newest

affiliate member
JAYMIE McFARLAND
to the en chapter

or AAA

^Hl OMEOA
PLEDOES GET READY
FOR MYSTO WEEK
WHEN AU WILL
BE REVEALEDI
LOVE YA LOnS
THE ACTIVE!

« HILLARY i. ¥
J LOWK. KRISTCNM. J
; KA {
^ It woni be long now- {
¥ congrctulatlonsl M
t Love. t
r Your Big Sisters f

AAA PLEDGES
There** Juat one weekend between you G your final weeic of
'^ pledgedom. GET EZCrTED FOR IPHTIATIONf

But remember-you have to aurvlve Delta Week fIratI
Loire, Tke Actlvea (^'

BEAUTY &
HEALTH SERVICES

Dear CK Pledsea,
TIuibIw for a ffaataatic we«k...B«t ifa not ovar y«t!

Tha baat tiaiaa are atill yat to coma! Raaianibar, wa
leva aacli ona of yo« and can't wait to akow yoa why

Sigaia Kappa ia ao apacial to aa!
Lova, Tha Acthraa

iUARY 26 2pm. Yvonne Cole Meo,
im Bayern, World reknowned artist/

Uptor works available at Gallery 303,
I Venice.

^ANESE businessman exchange _
juages and cultures with native English

^aker for fun, friendship. Uehara
9)840-8638.

'BOAROIST: seeks to join hard rockin',

intelligent band into Alcatrazz, UFO/
Yngwie, Deep Purple, etc. Very

lited practice schedule. Call Pat

1
3)209-5368.

kCY, I love you even if you are a Bruin!

It on; Love, Lee.

JLENTINES DAY SPECIAL. SEND A
/E SONG. ORDER BY FEBRUARY

10% DISCOUNT. WIRE-A-TUNE.
JGINQ TELEGRAMS AND MORE!

55^

kNTED:player8 for Dungeons & Dragons
ipaign in West LA. Contact Rob at

13)391-3556.

IRANIAN, Indian. Sperm donors needed.
All information confidential. Please call

652-4238.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS

VA/E CARE FrTEE TESTING

:SEARCH
OBJECTS... 12

)NORS needed for off-campus sperm
ik. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

jraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

>A sponsored clinical trial investigating

tential effect of spermicidal products on
»r fururtion tests is seeking Female vol-

teers who have not used a spermicidal

luct or birth control pills during the

}t three months. $20 reimbursement for

lical history and blood specimen. All in-

lation confidential. Call (213) 388-5614
231 (Shirley).

HTING the urge to binge-eat and
ge? Discover personal and family pat-

s which kx:k you into this repetitive cy-

participate in study of families of

mics. Call Kris Armstrong, day
)79e-4343. evening (818)794-5234.

ITAL herpes-study being conducted
the University Center for Infectious

ases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
ursement. (213)206-6723.

COUNSELIN-C & rTESOUFTCES
A\/ AIL ABLE

M/ESTSIOE PnEGNANCV
COUNSELING CENTEr?
2024 PICO BLVD. SM

CALL 4SO S222
ran appointment call

HEALTH
SERVICES • 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

HELP WANTED.........30

0|pa

PJWTrciPANTS needed for UCLA study
If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

ft^iM $5.00 by participating in a survey

wflich includes questions on alcohol and
dibg use, call between 9:00am and
^DOpm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

*ERM donor wanted. FGE Medical
linic. 820^377.

EARN $3001
Participate in

alcohol and drug

studies Ages 21-35

.Male or Female
Call Susan

(213)39(>-8483

9am-4pin
Southern California

Research Institute

Ct&OOOOO^^

OST. 17

ri- ,1-

ANTIQUE gold & amethyst, screw-on earr-

[ing lost in Westwood Village 1/^1. Reward.
I (81 8)788-3367 after 6.

^

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victim!

National action against rape offers paid
public outreach position. Call Tracey at

(213)394-8050.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6 00-$10 00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

AT-EASE Westwood now accepting ap-
plicatk)ns for security personnel as well as
stock positions for our annual sale. Please
apply in person 1001 Westwood Blvd.

ATHLETE/salesperson, let your athletic
background help you succeed at retail

sales of athletic shoes and clothing Full
and part-time, experienced ohiy Variable
hours. Apply jn person at Frontrunners.
3rd floor, Westside PaviMion. Corner of
Pico & Westwood.

BABYSITTER w/experience, references.
Two children, hows and salary negotiable.
Car required. (21 3)476-81 42 or 476-9371

.

BASEBALL coaches needed. WLA Little
League. Season runs through mid-June.
S«ys and oirfs ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-
3816.

,.

BIG BUCKS BRUINS! NATIONAL EQUAL
LEVEL MARKETING FIRM NEW TO LA
SEEKS MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS ON A
PART-TIME BASIS. GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY. CALL 824-1061

.

CASHIER needed to work 11am-2pm or
1 1am-3:30pm M-F for a new Dim Sum cafe
in WLA. Starting pay $4.00 and up DOE.
Call 47»4774.

CHILD Care-help needed. 'Bright, vert>al,

8-yr. old girt needs a responsible adult
friend to pick her up & care for her at

child's home three afternoons/wk. Car and
recent references required. Days 273-
9610/Evenings 474-1390

COMPUTER sales: 1) mature sales person
experienced with multi user computer. Ex-
cellent income possibilities. 2) software
technical support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowledge prefer-

red. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Woridtl Call for guide,

cassette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise. - '

DIAMONDS are a girt's best friend Find
out what our secret is. High commission
sales. Call Ruth (213)208-3709

DINNER waiters in exchange for evening
meal at sorority. 824 Hilgard.

DISTRIBUTORS for community paper.
Flexible hours last Thurs . Fri., Sat. Each
month. Need car. 295-4458.

Driver/helper. 15-20 hours/week. Errands,
marketing, carpool driving. Car/seatbelts
required. Beverly Glenn Canyon. Hours
flexible. $5/hr. plus gas. 279-1447.

DRIVER/messenger, full or part-time. Fa-
miliar w/ L.A.. San Fernando Valley.
Orange county, reliable economy car, with
liability Insurance. Copy of DMV. Earn
hourty wage plys generous auto altowance.
Call (818)906-0763.

DRIVING Instructors- Full/Part-time/
weekends. Clean DMV record. 6-8 yrs.
driving experience, will train. For interview
(818)881-1594.

EARN white you learn. College students.
10-15 hrs/wk. Teaching physician. Call
dept. T: 559-5700.

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed
for exciting PR fimi in Century City. 15-20
hrs/wk, negotiable $8/hr 551-1 130.

FULL-TIME clerk/typist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court documents
preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat
Johnson 312-4260.

GAL or guy Friday lo assist public relation

& fashion consultant with clerical work and
special projects. Flexible hours, M-F. Must
have own car. Good salary. (213)556-8160,
9-5pm.

GENERAL office, heavy phones (in-com-
ing), full-time. $6/hr.. WLA, Call Pat 477-
8474, 2-5pm. ^
GENERAL office: Heavy phones, light typ-
ing, light bookkeeping, FT opening. $5-6/
hr. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104

-<30veRNMENT jobs $16.040-$59,230r
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687*-6000.
ext. R-10105 for current federal l ist.

GROCERY clerk PH". 1pm-7pm. 477-3216

HELPER to serve dinner & clean up after-

wards. M, Tu. Th. 474-9943

HISTORIAN/transcriber for workers comp.
Neurologist in Santa Monica. Nancy Saben
M.D. (213)395-0021. ' j

HOMECARE for elderly gentleman. 1-3
days/wk. Flexible schedule $60/day (213)
413-1181.

IMMEDIATE positions available for part-
time work. Public relations for environmen-
tal groups, charities, public TV stations,

universities Flexible with your schedule
$6/hr guaranteed plus bonuses. No expe-
rienop Call Brad (2 13)464 36e€

KENNOLYN CAMPS will be on campus
Jan. 29 recruiting fo summer staff. See
Career Placement Center for information
and application.

MARKETING ASST- Help develop
business plan. Able to work independently.
Good communication skills. Car required.

Prefer econ., marketing or business
backround. 15-20 hours/week, flexible. $5
plus DOE & mileage Mr Galway
826-1474.

MOTHER'S helper. Mornings only. Must
have references and transportation Santa
Monica Area. 392-1874.

NACHOS Mexican restaurant accepting
applications for host/hostess between 2
and 5pm. 939 Broxton.

SSNEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield. OR
97477.

NEED driver approx. 15 hrs. per week,
$5/hr. for 2 children, 14 and 7. Afternoons.
References required. (213)476-6745.

NEW Thai restaurant needs waiters/

waitresses Experience preferred. Fill out

application at. 1275 Westwood Blvd. 4-

6pm.

CASHIER/SALES
BIOS

SPORTING
OOODS
PART-TIME

• Great Worfcino

Conditions
• Merchandise
Discount

• Competitive Salary
• Merit irK^reases
• Flexible Hours

Applicants nruist be at
least 18 years ot age
orKJ txive previous
retoH experterx^.

KrK>wledoe o( sporting

Qoods/equipment
tielpful.

Apply Dally at

the following location:

6601 Wlishire Blvd.

Beverly Hills

3121 WM*a Mvd, Ionia Monica

OFFICE helpers: full/part-time. BeveHy
Hills Construction Company. Phones, filing

and errands. Must have car and CA
drivers license. Non-smokers prefBrr^
858-8968. -* ;

P/T MINIMUM 20 hrs/wk. Accounting
assistant to management information
systems. Basic accounting, 10-key, typing,
computer background helpful. Call Carol at
213-820-5151.

P/T office clerk willing to work 20 hours/
week. Need 10-key, good aptitude for
details and numbers. Work with health
care billing and computer coding.
(213)273-8480.

P/T stock/cashier clerit for small grocery
market. Experienced, mature, reliable.

Call before 1pm. 475-0820.

PART-TIME clerical, attractive positkin,
Wesjwood Medical Office. Accurate typist,

phone aptitude. $5.25/hr. to train. 208-
7121.

PART-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies
shoes. Westwood/Beverly Hills Center
$4.50^.50/hour sales experience prefer-
red. Ro2 or Debbie 657-5183.

PART-TIME secretary needed. A unique
opportunity to work in Westwood at Quest
Entertainment. $5.00/hr. (213)854-51 15.

PERSON Fridiaiy for photographer, must
type and own car, approx 20-25 hours/
week. (213)874-4730.

POLITICAL fund raising phoning. Part
time, flexible positions immediately
available. Afternoons, evenings and/or
weekends. Bonuses. No experience nec-
essary. Fox Hills office, on bus line. $4.50
an hour. Call 213-215-3143. 1-5 Monday,
1 -9 Tuesday through Thursday .

PREMIERE L.A. fashion photographer
seeks male/female models for local and
national wholesalers advertising accounts
Call 558-3577

rPUT your conscience Yo work on^
CalPIRG's Bottip Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491.

WAITER/waitress, full/part-time, speaks
Chinese. Chinese restaurant, SM. Mary
395-9471 after 9 eve _
WANTED: CHIPWICH SALESPERSON.
$6-10/hr. FUN JOB NEAR UCLA. M/F.
OUTGOING AND ENERGETIC. CALL
COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT.
(805)564-1255.

WILL pay $5/hr. just to make business
telephone calls. Call days 552-4663/night
306-1114. ^
WRITERS needed for monthly community
paper. Sorry, no pay, but publication

guaranteed. 395-4459.

ZIONIST Youth Movement n«»eds part-time
leaders. Must have Judaic background.
Pafd position. More info. Call Hillary

(213)653^771.

10 PEOPLE required for leaflet distribu-

tions full or part-time $4 per hr & bonuses.
Day, evening, weekends. Call now for

immediate work 479-3833 11040 Santa
Monica Blvd.

•••••UIISIMIStatMHIHtMtlMtMtitatMtiMa

HAAOEN DAZS
IS HIRINO

Port Time help in
j

Santa Monica Store
j

Call Anna ® \

62B-7048 !

SUNMEB OUENTATION \
1986 COUNSELOB \
BECRUITING IS ON

NOW. FOB INFO CAU
2«6-6685

REPUTABLE company seeking energetic
people, part-time or full-time, no sales,
many benefits. Gene. 824-0233

ROUND Table Pizza is looking for delivery
p^ple. Must have own car and insurance.

"" Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-
mission, day and evening shift available
Hours flexible. Apply in person. 1050 Vine
St., Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy
sale Call Mike at 393-8153 .

SALES-part-time, $5/hr. plus commission
15-20 hrs/wk. Experiftnce preiesredv-Ciescv
to schdor Affordable Portables 110 Gayley
Ave. Westwood.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

SALES-part-time. $5/hr. plus commission:
15-20 hrs./wk. Experience preferred. Close
to school. Affordable Portables 1110
Gayley Ave. Westwood.

SECRETARY/Marketing Representative
needed by a software firm in Van Nuys.
Excellent English, professional disposition.
Type 45 wpm. Car required Salary 16-

20K/yr. For appointment call (818)895-
2605.

BEAUTY salon in Westwood: space
available for beautician to rent. Good loca-
tion. free parking. 474-8516/470-8698.

EASY extra income! $500-1000 possible!
Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc., Dept La 1, 110 E.
Hillcrest Blvd. Su 209, Inglewood Ca
90301

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-
tant needed. Must have knowledge of
anatomy and be willing to work at a fast
pace. Computer experience helpful. Con-
tact Sarah, 658-8661.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office
near Beverty Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-21 11.

# SUPOIEB OBIENTATION 7
1986 COUNSELOB ^
BECBUITING IS ON ^

NOW. FOB INFO CAU *
286-6685 \

SECRETARY in exchange for room in

Beverly Hills/Bel-Air estate. 2 years expe-
rience required. Type 50 wpm/minimum.
Part-time afternoons. 276-4000.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work. Please call 462-9616 .

Sr. recreation leader. Part-time $6 258-
6.91 3/hr requires 2 yrs. of college and 1

yr. experience in recreation, community or
social services. Apply immediately. City of
Culver City, Recreation Dept. 4117
Overland Ave. (21 3)202-5689.

SURVEY RESEACHER ASSISTANT, work
study student; $8.56/hr.. lOhrs/wk. Assist
in all phases of applied survey market
research for Medical Center including data
entry, SAS programming. Call 825-1490.

TELEPHONE receptionist, light typing,

clear pleasant phone voice, computer in-

put hrs: Sat. evenings, Sunday days.
Sandy 459-61 49.

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi Medical
terminology and Farsi typewriter access
preferred. Variable hours. Salary nego-
tiable. 471-0031.

TYPIST(55 plus wpm)/ light record-keep-
ing, flexible part-time hours for apparel
company. Location-Wilshire/San Vincente.
Call (213)651-0894. Immediate opening.

TYPIST/secretary. Must type 45-50 wpm
10 hrs/wk. 5 PM- 7 PM. Salary negotiable.

828-3409.

VIDEO store rental clerk. Good personali-
ty. No experience necessary. PT/FT.
Venice area. 399-921 1

.

lei

'^*********3|»|»J^

INTERNSHIPS 34

EXCELLENT work experience! Intern with

the Bobby Ball Talent Agency/Beverly
Hills. Call (213)852-1357.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

MOTHERS helper wanted. 2 children 9-

1 1 Must drive own car. 874-4730.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED .....50

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor.
11967 Rochester /Kpt.#3 . $450. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom with parking
$795. Walk to campus. 729 Gayley. 208-
8798.

ONE large single $540 Nice building with
pool 1-mile to UCLA. 1235 Federal Ave
477-7237.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED.. 52

nil ia yo«r «««k
wUli extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
8T1VER8

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

:

:

BRENTWOOD. 2-bedroom. spacious, new-
ly remodeled, new carpet. Corner of Bundy
and Sunset. Heated pool, laundry. $995
393-0499.

GOOD location. One bedroom in
Westwood. $775/nK). Singles also. 824-
9925.

WESTWOOD Village $1300 00. Large 2
bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor Balcony with
vi€lW Heated pool, subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 208-3647.

-= "
\

$930 up 2 3-be<V2-bath. Security building

2121 Beloit. Olympic/ ^>epulveda /V/C

—

r

IHWMIB ) -.^
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TUTORING
98 NEEDED 99_

LARGE one bedroom, wood paneling,

hard-wood floors. $450. 1930 S. Bedford
St 477-8968.

PRIME Westwood Village executive single,

$850 and up 1 bedroom $1000 and up
Fireplace, pool, intercom, parking, air con-

ditioning. 208-3308.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and l.-bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200 Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA 2 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,

small, modern building. 11875 Darlington,

open house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495 $525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parkingS-^urity. 1831

Whitley (213)467-9431. ^

$555-$575 Mar Vista reduced 1 -bedroom.

New decor, pool, parking, laundry. 391-

9888.313-1818.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c. fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly fof viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)
785-9865.

APARTMENTS ^

TO SHARE. 54

NbbDbD: two non-smoking females to

share bedroom in 2 bedroom 2 bath

Brentwood apartment. Responsible $262
plus deposit. 471-4655
OWN room, bath. Pool, security, parking,

tennis, jacuzzi. $450/mo. Call 410-9182.

HOUSE
FOR RENT .....55

,3

i

/d

$1300. Deluxe 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent bachelor available

$500 1 mile UCLA. 826-6907 826-8882

3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-

ed Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/month
Daytime 473-0126.

$895 Sherman Oaks lovely, contemporary,
clean. 2-bedroom. 20 minutes to UCLA,
ideal for couples. 828-3266 eves.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

FEMALE Grad student - 3-bedroom quiet

home, washer/dryer, dishwasher, garage.

$310. 1/2 utilities. Janice 641-7451.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

WESTWOOD-custom condo! 2-bedrooms,
den, 2-baths. loft, skylight, built-ins, wet-

bar, pool, security. $165,000. Wynn. 477-

7001.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

ROOM & tx>ard in exchange for light

housekeeping in Brentwood area near
Sunset & Barrington. 20-25 hrs/week call

820-5151.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

LIGHT housekeeping exchange Westwood
furnished studio apartment in luxury

building. Call between 6-8 p.m. 474-5521,

ext. 2-D.

ROOM -

FOR RENT 64

BRIGHT, spacious room for rent in Sher-

man Oaks. Furnished with private bath,

entrance and parking. Non-smoker prefer-

re^. Phone: 818-761-6542. $385.

LARGE private room furnished walk to

UCLA-prefer grad. student. $400^(Tio.

Phone 5-10 pm 479-6679. ^
ROOM in 2-bedroom apartment,

share bath male grad student

preferred, responsible,

non-smoker, light kitchen

priviliges, near buses,

$325.00.(213)836-1301.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-
smoker in 2-bedroom/2-baths. Security/

laundry. Courtyard/patio near UCLA. Rose
near Overland. $385. 839-9545.

ROOM for rent Palms area, near bus
lines. Laundry facilities available $350 plus
deposit 838-0024.

ROOM for rent: share our friendly, young,
private home $350/month Pico/Robertson
area (213)278-2422.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Easy parking $5CK)/mo. incl.

utilities. $750 security call (818)889-3280.

$380/month. Westwood and Ohio. Kitchen,
living room privileges. Ed, Cherle, Adrian.
479-2402. 851-9057 messages, 9-l2am or
after 10pm.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE wanted to share apartment next
to campus. $230/mo.. utilities paid. Calf
Manager Mike Flood-208-2676.

FEMALE, non-smoker to share 2bd-2ba
with 3 girls. 5 min. walk to UCLA. 824-
9735.

FEMALE roommate to share bedroom.
$300/mo. ' security 2-bdrm/2-bath, 5 min.
to campus. Sec bidng., carpeting,
balcony, skylite, dishwasher. 824-4886 or
824-5869

FEMALE roommate wanted. Graduate.
$315 monthly. Own room own bath. 836-
3054 evenings. Ping or Mike.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share 2-

bdmn. apt. /Vpprox. 20 min. from campus.
$275/mo plus utilities. Lynne (213)935-
5861

FEMALE roommate to share huge studio
next to campus. $325 utilities included.

Contact Susan 208-371 9/273- 1 247.

MALE seeks roomate for 1 -bedroom
apartment. $245.00/month; furnished, 10
minutes from UCLA. Call 390-3103.

MALE seeks roommate for large 1-

bedroom garden apartment. $350/mo., ful-

ly furnished 5 mm. to UCLA available Feb.
1 . Call Steve (213)473-2478.

NEEDED to share 2 bedroom Apt. across
from shuttle stop. Have own room, quiet,

non-smoker. $640/mo. 208-7245. Leave
message.

QUIET, clean. 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
nbn-smoking female Share room $300
Anne/Deborah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE, female, share large one
bedroom apartment w/two girls. Walk
UCLA 11089 Strathmore. 824-0879/454-
8211

f'OOMMATE wanted: 3 UCLA undergrad
girls need an extra roommate to share an
apartment immediately until end of spring

quarter and possibly summer. $275/mo.
pius utilities. Corner of Kelton and Ophtr,
parking available. Call Lainie (213)876-
5019.

5:INGLE female seeks same. Responsible,
ron-smoker, Ig. 2-bed/2-bath apt. Half

rent-$325 plus util Encino. Call Vicky.

8am-5pm. 825-0644.

LLll^S.**^!^^^^^^^^^^

•All clients screened w/photos
and rets since '71

•Daily computerized updates
'Listings throughout Southern California

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff

smWPfcoBd CtnturyOtf

3402 Pacific Av9. Mvvw
556-2752

822-5545
l.'^l.l.^.^^^i.i%^^^^^^rT^

SUBLET 66

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

ROOM available for rent. Includes own
bath. Male/non-smoker preferred.
$450.00/month. Call for veiwing.
(213)397-3350.

SKIING 79

WANTED two female Christian roommates
share new 3 bedroom, 2 bath apartment.

Culver City. Fireplace, dishwasher. $325.

(213)836-0363. -
\

^.- . .

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro. serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196. _____

TENNIS ......:. 80

TENNIS player? Looking for other to play

on evenings and weekends. Call Bryan

275-0609

INSURANCE ..91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRa
GRAM." (818) 880-4407. (818) 880-4361

.

MOVERS 94

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
"MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

PERSONAL
SERVICES ^*., 95

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

208-4353
'

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate

negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334.

Editte« A Typtefl
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegandy and economically

•'• Editing and
WHUng Servicm
•ALL guhfectB

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We UKint to help
Sharon Bear, Ph,D.

(213) 837-8292

TUTORING
OFFERED... 98

CALCULUS pre-calculus. Algebra,
reasonable price, call Mark at 820-5862.

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828-4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.
(213)935-7592.

Excellent French tutor. Lots of experience.
French citizen. 16 dollars/hr. Call evenings
(818)762-7203.

FRENCH- Native French teacher with
great rates/patience. Offering tutoring at

UCLA. CallDanlele 473-6079.

MATH CBESF preparation, cair after 6p.m.

Mary 552-2146.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. AH levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291 -31 5a

NEED tutor for 11 -yr. old boy. M-F from

3-6pm. Some knowledge of French neces-

sary Must drive. $5/hr. 472-6380.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic through

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.

Engineering. Reading, Grarr^-

mar. Study Skills. Work with a

tutor who knows the subject

»

well, and can patiently pres-

ent the material in a variety of

ways. You will also learn the

proper way to study to.

achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-

TION CALL JIM MADIA. 38^-

6463.

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ADVANCED Calculus Tutor needed - must

have full experience tutoring 30 series.

Also must have excellent graphing t^h-
niques in 3-space. Call 278-9466 & leave

message.

FRENCH native would give French lessons

in exchange for elementary Algebra. 473-

3872.

Tutor needed for eigth grade chllcTr

Assistance in Math. English and science

needed. Contact Mrs. Zanghi 8-430 PM,

M-F 653-1521.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe. & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE. (213)450-8719.

ALL typing I do. Fred P/U & delivery. Call

after 1 PM. Linda (018)708-0910.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

390-4588.

AUTOMATED Office Support: professional

secretarial/wordprocessing your papers,

resumes, etc. on IBM PC and HP Laserjet

printer. Palms/WLA. Call Suzanne at 559-

3369.
^

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.

Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

RATE!! *

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovif

(112 Kerckhoff)
for details.
SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people will see!

*$omc Restrictions Apply
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TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING loa

DOCTORATES - Dissertations - Theses &
undergrad work. Excellent quality. Your
work never looked so good. Great for stu.-

dents in LAX/So. Bay Area. Deborah
410-9137 10am-6pm.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0386.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,
$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

FULL-TIME clerk/typist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court documents
preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat
Johnson 312-4260.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PLEASE!!! I type 95wpm-IBM Selectric will

type anything, anytime-especially scrlpts-

Susan 395-2856. —
THESIS/DISSERTATION typing- revisions
are faster and less expensive if you start

your 1st draft on word processing. Simian
Word Processing Service also specializes
in scripts/novels, resumes, form letters.

Rick. (213)467-2928.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
tMG NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (2T3)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

FOR RENT 101

Pefriaerator Rentals
For dorm fraternities

sororities and CO od
Ootional Sizes

for FREE DELIVERY
call POLAR LEASING
390-8647 anytime

We rent color TV s too'

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039

GUITAR lessons by professional teacher,

near UCLA. Arty level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

TRAVEL 105

From

LONDON $479
AMSHRDAM $495
FRANKFURT $495

COPENHAOEN.$560

' some RMtrfctloai Appfy
Eurol potMt

. . Inu6d on the i

RESUMES in4 AUTOS FOR LEASE,in AUTOS FOR LEASEl 11 MOPEDS 119

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Oarlene.

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you
Call the Resume Connection. (213)478
3274. ^—'—'_

WINNING resumes! Student special $25.
Free consultation. Free copies. One-day
service Open weekends (2 1 3) 85 1 -07 1

7

(213)208-4707 «

AUTOSFOR SALE... 112

DEALER has many reliable low cost
transportation cars. Financing available. 15
min. loan approval. 934-9504.

OLDS 79 (sports) Starfire 44,000 mi. xint.

condition New tires, clean full eqip/
automatic, must sell $1950 (213)470-9801

.

PORSCHE 91 ISC Targa 1978 - Black,
black leather seats, Alpine stereo with
100W amp, Clifford, bra cover. $19,000/
obo. Call 649-3095.

VOLVO 1980 DL- white, one owner,
55,700 miles, sunroof, a/c. $8000
(213)474-1823.

1964 GHIA. solid, great condition, yellow.
Best offer. 472-3168.

1979 BATAVUS moped, must sell to pay

rent. Red, good conditk>n, $150/obo. Ken
20Q-1344: *

1984 ELITE Scooter majestic red. pop-up

headlight, digital dif^l^y. Runs great-

$1000 OBO. Jennifer 477-6559.

1985 HONDA Aero 50 mint condition.

Less than 500 mi. Lock included. Brian

653-5860.

{
STRETCH UMOUSiNES FULLY EQUtFT.

COLOR TV, BAR, STEREO
CASS./AM/FM RADIO

^
*
¥ t

*

AUTOSFOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE..112

1965 VW bug $1300. Runs well, looks
good. AM/FM cassette, new clutch, 394-
7739.

1967 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good- tires,

body needs paint. $1,750 obo. Brian
824-7417.208-9888.

1968 PORSCHE-912 Excellent condition.
Forest green, tan leather, Kenwood
system, extras. Must sell $5650 obo.
471-8938.

1970 VW squareback. Good school
transportation car. Good condition, radio,
regular gas. $800. 396-0909.

1970 VW Poptop camper. Westfalia,
equipped, AM/FM cassette, rebuilt eogine.
$2200 otx). 474-2109. —

1971 Buick La Sabre, new tires, great inte-

rior; must sell, $450 obo. Call Rick
^(213)313-1620 eves.

1971 TOYOTA Corolla,- 35mpg reg., auto
trans. $1295 , brand new Porsche classic
red. New heads, brakes, tires. 454-3541.

1971 VW camper. Rebuilt engine: new up-
holstery, and paint. 1 owner. $1100 obo
(213)614-5076. (21 3)695-5008

.

1972 VW Super Beetle, runs perfectly,
clean, very good condition, orange, must
sell!!! $2400(213)660-7242.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stickshift, new paint, new clutch, louvers,
stereo/tape, CB . beautiful!!! 824-0368
Jay.

1974 Honda Civic with stick shift. AM/FM
cassette, rebuilt eng., runs excellent.
$1100 obo. 474-2109.

1981 CUTLASS Supreme. 2-door, a/c,
Alpine, stereo/cassette, new tires, 54K
miles $4.995. Call Robert (213)207-5705.

1981 Mazda GLC custom-L hatchback. 5-

speed, air conditioning, am/fm stereo
$2500(213)827-7760.

1982 RABBIT convertible. 17.000 miles.
5-speed, air, am/fm stereo, excellent con-
dition. $8,000/obo, 681-5567.

1983 Honda Civic Hatchback. 36 mpg. FM
stereo cassette $4995. Call 822-0856

1985 Red CRX SI. must sell! Like new.
sunroof. A/C, $9500 obo. (818) 508-9271.

1985 VW Gulf. 11,800 miles, 2-door, stick,

Q^ftflt conilitifin Lli ^ot oaU - fw%rtiji»»« ^^W 9^^m **«iBM#««, vvvif9i ?ftTn, TTTTJVIfltJ TO
Hawaii. $7. 195.00. Call 476-6886

'68 DODGE Dart 2-dr. 72M miles, auto,
original V-6, runs well, new shocks, muf-
fler. $500(213)935-1517.

•69 2002 BMW. Sunfroof. Mich6line tires.

Runs great. Needs rear body work. $750
obo 824-7773.

81 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE. BLACK/
CUSTOM GREY UPHOLSTERY. NV
TIRES, MAGS, BRAKES. CLUTCH,
LOADED. $6900. (213) 651-2571.

'81 Toyota Corolla. 5 speed, A/C, AM/FM
cassette. 60,000 miles. XInt condition.

$3500. Days: 206-8680. Eves: (805)584-
6553 Manoj.

82 Black Audi 5000 Turbo 23,000M.
Perfect condition. Alarm included. $10,000
obo. Call 936-8415. Evenings.

82 TOYOTA Corolla 2-door original owner
40,000 miles beige. $3200 397-0321

.

'83 Maz 626 LX. 18 K miles, loaded, like

new, must sell now, Laurie.

657-2526.

l^^^^^*^^^^*^^^^^^^^^'
1^ YAMAHA 83»84*85i^

Sccxiters Sl Accessories

STARTING AS LOW AS $555!

•

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVA1V8
, MOTORGTCLE SALES AND SERVICE ^
! 13347 W. Washington Blvd !

*^ Los Angeles, CA 90066 I

^^ (a 13)306-79061^ ^

OFF-CAMPUS
PARKING 120

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE,. 114

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a
Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268 50% off introductory
lesson.

1974 RED VW new tires, good condition
$1600 479-7302.

1976 BMW 2002, mint condition, new tires,

rebuilt engine, front spoiler. Weber car-
burator.$5000. (213)855-0844

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch.
tires, excellent running condition. Radio.
$1250 obo. 452-6646

1976 FORD 4-door, V-8, runs great, looks
bad, needs brakework. Qood deal $600
474-8998.

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Mu5t sell! (213)450-7354
(213)653-2966.

' —

^

1977 Datsun 2-10, hatchback, $1200. Todd
(818)284-5484.

1977 Renault Le Car. Good condition.

$850. 58,000 miles. Call after 6 pm or
weekends. (213)472-7668.

1977 Suburu 5-speed Good condition.
New tires. $1200/ hr. Must sell now. Call
652-4957.

'71 VW Superbeetle convertible. New
paint, top, clutch, brakes, fuel pump. AM/
FM stereo. 30 MPG. cherry! Must see
$3995 obo. 838-5546.

'74. '76 BMW 2002. 5301 auto, sunroof,
stereo, excellent condition, below market
Best offer (2 1 3)45 1 -4 1 25 . leave message
'75 5-speed orange Honda Civic needs
engine work $400.

'77 Dodge Colt. 4-door. automatic, air,

69,000. $1000. Tom 938-9687 evenings.

77 MGB and 84 Honda Accord 4-door LX
both excellent. Eves or weekends
(818)996-2715.

'78 Audi 5000. 66K miles, warranty, $3795
825-8534/206-6519. George days: 694-
5660 eves.

'78 Celica GT. Sport and luxury $3000.
Call original owner Bob 825-3580 or 479-
6612.

YAMAHA Exciter, 185CC. First sold 1Q/85.
Only 700 miles. Perfect condition. Call
after 6 PM. (213)934-9993

.

1980 Suzuki GN400X Krauser bags and
rack. Reliable commuter Licenced to Nov
$300 837-8205.

1983 HONDA Nighthawk 550. 8300m
$1150 Brian 824-0082.

1983 YAMAHA- Vision 550. 2200M Ex-
cellent condition. Helmet and lock. $1500.
Dan 209-6096.

rOiir.'t

1984 HONDA elite trunk and windshield
$850(818)784-4239.

'81 Yamaha XS 400H. 1,200 miles. 2
helmets, cover, tank bag. Lock. $750 otx)

397-0321

.

MOPEDS 119

78 Toyota SR-5 liftback. Runs great,
newer tires. FM radio, 80,000 miles and
going strong. $1800 obo. Rebecca 462-
8868

'78 VW Rabbit, standard. 67,000. good
condition, must sell, moving. $1850. 388-
7869, evenings .

'79 Firebird, automatic, A/C, AM/FM
cassette. Great condition, must sell

(213)392-2497.

BLUE/white 1984 Riva-CA-50. $750/obo,
windshield, rear compartment, 1000 miles
Kathi 265-4027 (nights). Mr. Park 225-1281
(days).

BRAND new Tomos Silver Bullet. License,
lock. 150 miles. Paid $600. sell for $475.
274-1678.

125 Riva Yamaha. Excellent condition.

1400 miles, great fun plus conver plus

helmet. $995. 471-3001.

/cm o C/os'.i/'-tfrf tt*1," \

You aid—
YOU'D sell the cows,

lVc'<^ ke .'norcy ahecdl
Well, we fr;" rrv» f.'.c liiA'j

And a x^L'ite reservation,

Toe lata to arteei for ou^

Long plot.m^d /ocaiiOf:

The few centf. vt "saved"
Migh. not hvve iyeen t>ad

If vvo f)odrrt '.c:i o'.'

V O/ !lie «eniw thai -^ve hodU
._^^,

CO

1977 TOYOTA Celica $950 cash.
(213)451-4053.

1977 Volkswagon Beetle convertible. Great
condition, white $5195 obo. (213)462-2378.

1978 CHEVY Cargo van, clean 29,000
original miles. Used only weekends, auto

.

power steering, power brakes. $3500 Tom
(213)938-9687.

1978 DODGE Omni. Original owner, am/
fm radio, cassette, air, roof rack, excellent
condition. $3000/obo. (213)651-5230.

1978 Honda Civic, 63,000 miles, auto
AM/FM stereo/cassette. Hatchback, ex-
cellent condition, $1900 Days (213)825-
0195, evening (213)838-3975.

1978 Mustang, Red. T-roof, V6 4-speed
AM/FM cassette, A/C, more. $2700/obo.
Jeff 209-5476 afternoon.

(Uhen you hcsve

QreolthinQ
for soving money

}

1979 CHEVY Monza. 68K, beige, 2-dr,

htchbk, 4-sp, stereo/cass, new wheels,
tires, clutch. $1500 obo, must sell immed.
213/938-6513 msg.

1979 FIAT spider CV. AM-FM cassette,

good condition, runs great, original owner.

$2800 call 939-2632.

1979 Toyota Celica GT 5 speed 64,000
miles, Kenwood stereo, excellent condi-

tion, $3500 obo 453-2109.

1979 280 ZX Datsun, 2 plus 2, loaded,

auto transmission, Exct. condition, AM/FM
stereo, sunroof-moonroof. $5250 829-3371,

(818)881^4660 .

1980 midnight blue Chevette. Low
mileage. Auto transmission. Excellent con-

dition $2400 obo. 271-7825.

1981 BMW 745i turbo. Excellent condition,

stereo, two alarms, and more. $22,000.

obo. Evenings (818)762-7203.

,*

w you know the value of Classified

Advertising' You know it's

the easy, low-cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those Items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money
saving purchases.

Enjoy saving

money? Let

Classified make it

happen!
;
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Fajitas is a marvelous Mexican- cT"

style taste-treat. Its a sizzling skillet

dinner of fajitas- peppers, onions
and bite-sized chunks of beef or chicken. Served
with guacamole, toniato-cilantro mix, sour cream,
Cheddar cheese, salsa, lettuce, and flour tortillas...

its fabulous!

You can mix it all together like a tostada, roll your own
special soft tacos, or pick and choose as you like.

Anyway you try them, Fajitas are fantastic. And sizzling

fajitas for two, for only $9.95*. . . that's fantastico

!

,,.^^,, .
FOOD AM) CASUAL ATMOSI'MFKr FOK

LLNCH.HAIM'V HOLK. ..niWER.LATE EVENING DANCING

Baxterls can% be beat

I.*

Rsmoiu
30O East Foothill Bivd

17141 506-646©

FuJierton

501 Noflh State College

(n4l87D-0433

Huntington Beach
18872 Beach BKd
(7141 P&4-41I2

Newport Beach
518C Birch Strwt

'7141833-1600

EJ Cajon
1025 Fletcher ftrkway

1 61P I 442-9271

Newport Beach
333 Bavside Dmv

• n4 1673-2733

Manhattan Beach
:e20 SepuUfdd Blvd

1213" 546-2503

San E>ic80

5404 Balboa Aw
I oio 1277-8814

Irvine

14340 Culwr Dnvr
171418572103

Wntwood
1050 Cavie\ Aw
12131208-3716
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BAUSCH & LOMB

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

XlnXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-Df LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

•"•'i''^'

Written Money Back
Guarantee on aU lenses.

,

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts.M Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6. Thun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6. Sat. 10-4 With this ad. ezpiiw 1/31/86

pjiitds vp«:idl ends Fehrujr\ U l<>8o
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Swimming
Continued from Page 24

^ They ,both started at the same
"time. Lawrence stayed close to^

Heath until the final turn,
when Heath gained an arm's
length lead that he neyer
relinquished. v

~'—''

Fans and swimmers were
standing and screaming as
Heath's outstretched arm
touched the pad for a 2:59.56
clocking that assured Florida a
victory in the meet.

Heatl/paid back an earlier
loss at the hands of UCLA's
Craig Oppel and Florida
teammate Duffy Dillon in the
200 free.

Florida coach Randy Reese
said after the meet that Heath
was not himself, he had en-
dured long hours of practice
and was feeling fatigued.

The Bruins showed promise
even in a losing effort by im-
proving a majority of their-
times over yesterday's clock-
ings against Souther Methodist
University. "I would've been a
lot happier if we could've won
the meet," said Bruin coach
Ron Ballatore, "but we fought
back and made a go to the
relay."

Tom Jager notched two
more victories by taking the
50 and 100-yard freestyle
sprints. Jager, with his 20.25
score in the 56^ was the only—
swimmer to qualify for the
NCAA tournament held at the
end 6f the season.

Qualifying this early for Ae
NCAAs is quite rare, but
rather routine for the world
record-holding Jager.
Giovanni Minervini's

2:04.62 mark in the 200-yard
breaststroke was good enough
for a win and kept the Bruins'
hopes alive in the lategoing.

Even after the loss, the
overall feeling on the team
was positive. "There's not
reason to have our heads
down," said assistant coach
Chris Silva. "Our freshmen
proved themselves in a lot of
areas. We can learn from it

and build from it."

The last and largest meet of
the Texas tour begins today in^
the Dallas Morning News In-
vitational. The field sports the
nation's champions for the last
seven years: Stanford, Florida,
UCLA, Texas, and California.

"We won't get a lot of great
times but there will be some
real exciting races," Reese
said. Each school selects its

top eight swimmers to par-
ticipate in the meet. Ballatore
is still undecided on which
eight he will choose.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia :985 set $175. Mattress &
t)Ox spring $150. Brass headboard $150
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

TWO Dodge van tires Like new Call

825-6373 (day). Or 396-2445 (evenings) for

details. Best offer.

MOLLY'S Kitchen. Dutch. Indonesian food.

13737 Inglewood Ave. Hawthorne. CA
90250.(213)679-0551

NEW frigidaire washer/dryer, game show
price, must sell, retail value. $700. 209-
5399 t)est offer.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

ROSSIGNOL 185 SM Skiis. w/Tyrolia 380
bindings. Great condition! $l85/obo Call
209-0673

FURNITURE 126

stereos/TV's
electronics 131

AM rmw hot«l tets ouarant<>«d

TwMit«l $SO i^ullSel $6t
QuMntet $M Kkigtct $9t

New 5 piece bedroom set %n%

New tm ri» or quden sieeper_.-4l39

New io»a and love teat %W
Oak fWih coffee taWei. .„ $7

bid ToMet $1S Lamps $7

TMI WAMHOUSi
Sf7-S030

ZENITH. 25 inch. Modern color console
remote. Perfect condition. $175 306-4339
days. 306-1826 eves..

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS.. 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd #103
Tele. (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Special
university price. I^ew w/ warranty. Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

BUISNESS students: all formulas, one
diskette, statistics, PV/FV. Ratios, EOQ,
IRR, NPV. forecating, many more. Apple/
IBM. $23.00 Softools, 975 Euclid.
Camarillo.Ca. 93010.

MUST sell: Apple IIC, excellent condition.
2 drives. Image Writer printer, mouse,
screen, plus software and more. Call Bill

824-1274 evenings.

TYPEWRITER: Electronic Olympia
Reporter. I'/i year old, perfect condition-
$250. Call Corine, evenings. 479-7024.

Tell Someone You Love
Them

With a Daily Bruin

Valentine's Day
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Basketball
Continued from Page 24

said Ha/yard. "I don't like^

lack of effort. I think that's

what you saw out there

fjf
tonight." _

—r-« -—-

Coming into the weekend,
there was talk that the
California Bears, which have

not beaten iJCLA since 1961,

had a good chance of upset-

ting the Bruins. What Haz-
zard already knew and what
his men found out Thursday
night is that there is another

team in the Bay Area that

deserves some recognition.

"This conference is dif-

ficult," commented the disap-

pointed Hazzard. "They were
ready to play, and we thought
we were ready to play. Ob-
viously, we weren't. We did
not give 100% effort."

Once again, rebounding
killed UCLA. The Cardinal
won the" battle of the- boards
38-26.

Reggie Miller scored 28
points, as usual the team's
scoring leader. But - the real

positive note was the play of
reserve forward Charles
Rochelin.

Rochelin replaced* Craig
Jackson early and hit six of
nine 20-footers in the first half

to keep the Bruins close. The

freshman from Toronto,
Canada finished the game
with 16 points.

7—Pooh Richardson also
sparkled, tossing in 16 points

_f^
^®^^- Even more important-

iy, the point guard had only
two turnovers. Richardson
also had four steals.

UCLA's record dropped to
8-6 overall, and 3-3 in the
Pac-10. Stanford upped its

mark to 9-10, 3-4 in con-
ference play.

And so tommorow it is on
to Berkeley for what can now
be called a must-win if UCLA
is to stay alive in the race for
first place. A fourth loss, with
11 conference games remain-
ing after Saturday would sure-
ly mean big trouble for the
1986 squad.

Bruin Notes: Dr. Davis said that he
only remembers making one substitu-
tion all night, which at first sounded
odd because Stanford made over 20
suhsUtutiom. But he explained that
when his starters get a little tired,
they motion to their own sub . . !

Rochelin played so well that Hazzard
may start him Saturday against Cal
. . Stanford had four players, Whit-
sitt, Todd Lichti, Greg Butler, and
Howard Wright in double figures.
Forward Andy Fischer led the Car-
dinal with eight rebounds. Stanford
shot 52% from the field and 76%
from the line, compared to UCLA's
48% and 67% . . . Stanford shot 37
free throws making 28, while UCLA
shot only 15, making 10.

Qo@Dgi daily bruin
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Copy X-P\

Completf Copying, Printing &
Binding AvallabI*

Quality Xerox 9900

^ - ^ ^ NO MINIMUM
For Students

.ind Facility

, with I D

11752 Wilshirr 1646 Westwood Blucl

ALL NAPJRAL FROZEN YOGURT

JEREE-YOGURTX

4/« lUI 4/11 4//l<

1 rt,iioM ^ ^j.itk ii(j U/Ii uU'iiss i'u;'i LiiLi", >-

Buy one and get one of equivalent value free
j

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE '

1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834
|

Expires January 27, 1986 • limit one per customer '

COME BE A PART OF
THE MANY MAC

VOLUNTEERS WHO
--BRING-EUNAND_
HOPE TO ABUSED
AND NEGLECTED
CHILDREN IN OUR
COMMUNITY

Women's swimming
Continued from Page 23 ~~~T^
the same this year."

Jahn sees the key to the
meet as being how well UCLA
can do in the breaststroke and
the relays, as well as how
many places UCLA can cap-
ture in the events that
Meagher and van Bentum
swim in.

"We have our gals who will
win events and they have their
gals that will win events,** said
Jahn. "It comes down to who
gets the seconds and thirds.**

After the meet with Cal,
the Bruins won*t have much
time to recuperate before hav-
ing to face-off against the No.

3-rated Cardinal on Saturday.
"Stanford is very talented

and veryTdeep," said Jahn.
*'They have three great
backstrokers that will pro-
bably give Diane (Graner) her
first real test in the
backstroke."

Jahn went on to say that
the only place that UCLA has
may have an advantage over
the Cardinal is in the diving
competition, where UCLA is

expected to rack up the ma-
jority of the points available.

**They have the edge
everywhere else except for I

Graner *s events and there it's

a tossup," said Jahn. "They're
good everywhere. There's not

one place they're not good."

ORIENTATION:

Jan. 24 (Fri.) 3:00-4:00 KH 400

HELP SPREAD SMILES

funded by CAC of the PAB

IflUMTY
«RVICS

cx>i\missayj

volleyball —

—

Continued from Page 24
Williams will definitely make
a major contribution to the
success of the team.
Commenting on the impact

of the Trojan offense Scates
said, "They've basically got a
two-hitter offense. They feed
(Dave) Yoder (who is the
younger brother of coach Bob
Yoder) and (Adam) Johnson.
They also use (Chao Ying)
Zhang as a quick hitter."

Adam Johnson is a first

_ team All-America and is

described as "one of the na-

tion's top outside hitters." He
hit at a percentage of .325 for

the year last year. Zhang hit

.301 for the jrcar and was a

thir^ team All-America. The
man tne 'Trojans are going to

.miss is their former middle-

man Alan Horstman who hit

.415 last year.

Despite this being a non-

league match the Bruins will

play hard. Coach Scates said,

"We'll be playing to win . . .

as always."

'*>

'-t.-, i^
i

Eleven of the National Football League place-kickers in

the 1985 season were bom outside the United States.

GRAND OPENING!

The 10th Inning
is Back Again!

FEATURING: •BEER (domestic, imported, and top).

•POOL,&

The 10th Inning "-^i^

1880 Westwood Bl. (l t>Uc. S. ofSanU Monica)

475-5354

Applications are
available for the

position of
= Elections Board -

Chairperson at the
information desk^

Kerckhoff Hall 3rd
i

*

Floor.
-iu-

Applications are due Jan. 31, 1986 in the
President's Office 304 Kerckhoff Hail.
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Fajitas is a marveloQs Mexican- v^
style taste-treat. It's a sizzling skillet

dinner of fajitas- peppers, onions
and bite-sized chunks of beef or chicken. Served
with guacamole, tomato-cilantro mix, sour 'cream,
Cheddar cheese, salsa, lettuce, and flour tortillas...

its fabulous I

You can mix it all together like a tostada, roll your own
sp)ecial soft tacos, or pick and choose as you like.

Anyway you try them, Fajitas are fantastic. And sizzling

fajitas for two, for only $9.95*. . .that's fantastico!

o

rCX)[) AM) CASUAL AIMOSI'MFIU FOR
LLNCH.HAIM'Y HOLK... DINNER... LATE EVENING nANCINC.

Baxterl$ can^ be beat
Pofnona

30O East Foothill Blvd
|714i506-<46e

Fullerton

501 North State College

(7141870-0433

Huntington B«ach
1887: Bfdch Blvd

(7]4>s)t>4-4112

Newport Beach
518C Birch Street

• 7141 833-1600

Newport Beach Irvine

333 Bdvsidf DruT 1434e Cukvr Drive
( 714 1 673-2733 1 714 1 8572103

Manhattan Beach W^stwood
:o20 Sepulvfda Blvd 1050 Cavle\ Aw

( 213
1
546-2503

1 213 1 268-3n6

EI Cafon San Dicf{o
1025 Fletcher ftrkway 5404 Balboa A\t

I M*?! 442-9271 telOt 277-8S14

'FjiiIjs ".pccidl ends Fchrujr\ U P8c
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HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia :985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195 Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338

TWO Dodge van tires. Like new Call

825-6373 (day) Or 396-2445 (evenings) for

details. Best offer.

Indonesian food.

Hawthorne, CA
MOLLY'S Kitchen. Dutch.
13737 Inglewood Ave.

90250.(213)679-0551.

NEW frigidaire washer/dryer, game show
price, must sell, retail value. $700. 209-
5399 best offer.

mciUs daily bruin
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BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-Ilf
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOME
TImXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOME

Swimming
Continued from Page 24
They both started at the same
time. Lawrence stayed close to:

Heath until the final turn,
when Heath gained an arm's
length lead that he never
wimqumn«!.

SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79 -r

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND—
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All TyJ>e8 of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
'^3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Men. -Wed. 10-6, Thun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With thii ad, expirM 1/31/86

Fan5 . and swimmers were
standing and screaming as
Heath's outstretched arm
touched the pad for a 2:59.56
clocking that assured Florida a
victory in the meet.
Heath paid back an earlier

loss at the hands of UCLA's
Craig Oppel and Florida
teammate Duffy Dillon in the
200 free.

Florida coach Randy Reese
said after the meet that Heath
was not himself, he had en-
dured long hours of practice
and was feeling fatigued.

The Bruins showed promise
even in a losing effort by im-
proving a majority of their
times over yesterday's ^dock-
ings against Souther Methodist
University. "I would've been a
lot happier if we could've won
the meet," said Bruin coach
Ron Ballatore, "but we fought
back and made a go to the
relay."

Tom Jager notched two
more victories by taking the
50 and 100-yard freestyle
sprints. Jager, with his 20.25
score in the 50 was the onlyr
swimmer to qualify for the
NCAA tournament held at the
end of the season.

Qualifying this early for the
NCAAs is quite rare, but
rather routine for the world
record-holding Jager.
Giovanni Minervini's

2:04.62 mark in the 200-yard
breaststroke was good enough
for a win and kept the Bruins*
hopes alive in the lategoing.

Even after the loss, the
overall feeling on the team
was positive. "There's not
reason to have our heads
down," said assistant coach
Chris Silva. "Our freshmen
proved themselves in a lot of
areas. We can learn from it

and build from it."

The last and largest meet of
the Texas tour begins today in
the Dallas Morning News In-
vitational. The field sports the
nation's champions for the last
seven years: Stanford, Florida,
UCLA, Texas, and California.

"We won't get a lot of great
times but there will be some
real exciting races," Reese
said. Each school selects its

top eight swimmers to par-
ticipate in the meet. Ballatore
is still undecided on which
eight he will choose.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

ROSSIGNOL 185 "SM Sklis. w/Tyrolia 380
bindings. Great condition! $l85/olx) Call
209-0673

stereos/TV's
electronics 131

FURNITURE..;. 126

ifriVMAnRESSESi^^
Al new hotel sets ouaronteed

Twin t«l $SO i^ull &«l $M
eiiMnt«t |M KlnaS«t $9t

New 5 pl©c« bedroom s«t.._ -$lli

N0fw ful it» or quden ito6per..._$13f

N«w tofa orvJ love leot tW
Oak fWih coffee taWei $7

Ind ToMet $19Lompt $7

TMIWAMNOUM
3f7-»090

ZENITH. 25 Inch. Modern color console
remote. Perfect condition $175 306-4339
days. 306-1826 eves..
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COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

BUISNESS students: all formulas, one
diskette, statistics, PV/FV, Ratios. EOQ.
IRR. NPV, forecating, many more. Apple/
IBM. $23.00 Softools. 975 Euclid.
Camarillo.Ca. 93010.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS. 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52« DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103
Tele. (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Special
university price. New w/ warranty. Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

MUST sell: Apple IIC, excellent condition.

2 drives. Image Writer printer, mouse,
screen, plus software and more. Call Bill.

824-1274 evenings.

TYPEWRITER: Electronic Olympia
Reporter i'/^ year old. perfect condition-
$250. Call Corine, evenings, 479-7024.
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freshman from Toronto,
Canada finished the game
with 16 points.

Pooh Richardson also
sparkled, tossing in 16 points
as well. Even more important-
ly, the point guard had only

Basketball
Continued from Page 24

said Hazzard. **I don't like

lack of effort. I think that's

what you saw out there

tonight.
- •/» "'c F""«i guarc naa only

Cffmmg into the we^jc^nd , two ti i rno %>cM. RiLliaidsuii
there was talk that the also had four steals.
California Bears, which have

not beaten UCLA since 1961,

had a good chance of upset-

ting the Bruins. What Haz-

zard already knew and what
his men found out Thursday

night is that there is another

team in the Bay Area that

deserves some recognition.

*This conference is dif-

ficult," commented the disap-

pointed Hazzard. "They were
ready to play, and we thought
we were ready to play. Ob-
viously, we weren't. We did

not give 100% effort."

kliled UCLA. Ine Cardmal .
oad because Stanford made over 20

«.u^ u-.i^i^ ^r *.u_ 1 J substitutions. But he explained that
when his starters get a little tired,
they motion to th«r own sub . . !

Rochelin played so well that Hazzard
may start him Saturday against Cal
. . Stanford had four players, Whit-
sitt, Todd Lichti, Greg BuUer, and
Howard Wright in double figures.
Forward Andy Fischer led the Car-
dinal with eight rebounds. Stanford
shot 52% from the field and 76%
from the line, compared to UCLA's
48% and 67% . . . Stanford shot 37
free throws making 28, while UCLA*
shot only 15, making 10.

UCLA's record dropped to
8-6 overall, and 3-3 in the
Pac-10. Stanford upped its

mark ^to 9-10, 3-4 in con-
ference play.

And so tommorow it is on
to Berkeley for what can now
be called a must-win if UCLA
is to stay alive in the race for
first place. A fourth loss, with
11 conference games remain-
ing after Saturday would sore-
ly mean big trouble for the
1986 squad.

Bruin Notes: Dr. Davis said that he
only remembers making one substitu-
tion all night, which at first sounded
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won the battle of the boards
38-26.

- Reggie Miller scored 28
points, as usual the team's
scoring leader. But the real

positive note was the play of
reserve forward Charles
Rochelin.

Rochelin replaced Craig
Jackson early and hit six of
nine 20-footers in the first half

to keep the Bruins close. The

Women's swimming
Continued from Page 23
the same this year.**

Jahn sees the key to the
meet as being how well UCLA
can do in the brfeaststroke and
the relays, as well as how
many places UCLA can cap-
ture in the events that
Meagher and van Bentum
swim in.

"We have our gals who will

win events and they have their

gals that will win events," said

Jahn. "It comes down to who
gets the seconds and thirds."

After the meet with Cal,
the Bruins won't .have much
time to recuperate before hav-
ing to face-off against the No.

3-rated Cardinal on Saturdayr"
"Stanford is very talented

and very deep," said Jahn.
**They have three great
backstrokers that will pro-
bably give Diane (Graner) her
first real test in the
backstroke."

, ,:_

Jahn went on to say that
the only place that UCLA has
may have an advantage over
the Cardinal is in the diving
competition, where UCLA is

expected to rack up the ma-
jority of the points available.

"They have the edge
everywhere else except for

Graner*s events and there it's

a tossup," said Jahn. "They're
good everywhere. There's not

one place they're not good."

volleyball
Continued from Page 24
Williams will definitely make
a major contribution to the
success of the team.
Commenting on the impact

of the Trojan offense Scates
said, "They've basically got a
two-hitter offense. They feed
(Dave) Yoder (who is the
younger brother of coach Bob
Yoder) and (Adam) Johnson.
They also use (Chao Ying)
Zhang as a quick hitter." _
Adam Johnson is a first

team All-America and is

described as "one of the na-

tion's top outside hitters." He
hit at a percentage of .325 for

the year last year. Zhang hit

.361 for the year and was a

third team All-America. The
man the Trojans are going to

miss is their former middle-

man Alan Horstman who hit

.415 last year.

Despite this being a non-

league match the Bruins will

play hard. Coach Scates said,

"We'll be playing to win . . .

as always."

Eleven of the National Football League place-kickers in

the 1985 season were bom outside the United States.

GRAND OPENING!

The 10th Inning
is Back Again!

FEATURING: aBEER (domestic, imported, and tap),

•POOL, &

The 10th Inning
1880 Westwood Bl. (l bik. S. ofSanta Monica)

475-5354

COME BE A PART OF
THE MANY MAC

VOLUNTEERS WHO
BRING FUN AND
HOPE TO ABUSED
AND NEGLECTED
CHILDREN IN OUR
COMMUNITY

ORIENTATION:

Jan. 24 (Fri.) 3:00-4:00 KH 400

HELP SPREAD SMILES

funded by CAC of the PAB

conafuryiTY

cxxivmissoM

Applications are
available for the

position of

Elections Board
Chairperson at the
information desk,

Kerckhoff Hall 3rd
^^ Floor.

Applications are due Jan. 31, 1986 in the
President's Office 304 Kerckhoff Hall.
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ILLEGALLY PARKED BICYCLES, MOPEDS AND
MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES WILL RECEIVE

r^wrymwm

FOR 1 MORE DAY

REMEMBER, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE IN EFFECT, AND
CITATIONS/IMPOUNDMENT WILL BEGIN MONDAY,

JANUARY 27th THIS QUARTER...*

2.

3.

All bicycles/motor-driven cycles/motorized bicycles (mopeds) on the UCLA Campus must be
licensed and registered with the state of California.

Bicycles may be parked only at a designated bicycle rack.
^

Motor-driven cycles and motorized bicycles (mopeds) may be parked only in a marked parkina
space within a designated motorcycle parking area.

Illegally parked bicycles/motor-driven cycles/motorized bicycles (mopeds) will be imoounded
^ited, and/or towed at the owner's expense:— •

y r i k wvi.

If impounded or towed, a bicycle/motor-driven cycle/motorized bicycle (mopeds) will noTbe
released until it is licensed in accordance with stated UCLA Codes and only after proof of
ownership is shown and appropriate fees are paid.

iHROUGHOUT^Hl'^QuTRTER"^'
^^''^^''' °" ^"^'''''^ ^'^^^ """-' ^^ IMPOUNDED, CITEO AND/OR'TOWED WITHOUT WARNING

"

Designated Bicycle Parking Areas
North Campus:
URL (S)

Architecture (N)

Royce Hall (N)

RoyceHall(E)
Dodd Hall (S)

Law School (W)
'

Schoenberg (NE)
Schoenberg (NVV)
Schoenberg (SB)
Powell Library (E)

Dance BIdg. (E)

Melnitz(W)
Dickson Art Center (S)

West Medical Campus:
Lot V32

i

:.,X'

South Campus:

Math Sciences
Bombshelter
Franz Hall

Knudsen Hall

Career Placement Center
. Boelter Courtyard :,'..c\:

Life Sciences
Young Hall (S)

Structure 8 (Ievel2)

Bruin Walk:

Men's Gym (E)

Men's Gym (W)
Ackerman (N)

J.D. Morgan
Wooden Center
Mac "D"
Drake Stadium

.{s/fy^'

^'"**^*5*i*4»

C.H.S.

School of Public Health (NW)
Dentistry

Out-Patient Drop-off
Hospital "B" Level Entrance^ ^
N.P.I.

"Dorms!

Dykstra (Circle Dr.)

Dykstra (E)

Sproul (Sub E)
Sproul(E, 1st Floor)
Sproul-Rieber (stairs)

Rieber(N)
Hedrick (E)

Hedrick (W)
Southern Suites
Northern Suites
Mira Hershey
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

Designated

North Campus:
MacGowan Hall (E)

URL (meters)

Structure 5 (levels 1 ,3,4,6)
Royce Hall (NW)
Women's Gym (W)
Law School (E)

Wooden Center (E)

Structure 4 (levels 1 ,2)

Schoenberg (SE)

Moped/Motor-driven Cycle/M^torcvcl
Parking Areas

South Campus:
Lot 6
Lot 9a
Lot 9 Additional
.Structure 9 (level 1)
Structure 8 (level 2)
Young Hall (E)

Franz Hall (B
Ackerman (S;

b.H.S.:

Structure 14 (level 2)
Lot 1

C.H.S. Structure (Plaza level)
Tiverton (meters) -—
LotC

Dorms:
Sproul (Sub E)
Dykstra (NE)
Dykstra (N)
Rieber (E) ~
Hedrick (HH Lot)

Hedrick (S)

Lot 11

Lot 13

7- • /
TT^

,. .,}

'^mmmmm •' fTM^MM
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Women natters shut
dcuAm
By KaH Kimnrie

Gal State Long Beach
came tp the Sunset Canyon
RecfeaUon Center yesterday

hoping everyone's premoni-
tions would not materialize.

But fate took its course as

UCLA's women's tennis
ripped up the '49ers seven
matches to one.

The first game of the
season (after tournament
play) still inspired jitters,

though. "I'm nervous,"
conceded Bruin coach
Gayle Godwin along with
many of her players. It

turned out to not be much
of a problem.

On the court the team^
looked cool, but as the day
went on UCLA turned up
the heat. : i>i

•

The top six seeds for each
school paired off in singles

competition. In the No. 1

spot was Joni Urban, going
against Long Beach's
Christine Bragg. Bragg and
JLJrban played consistantly^
"tor the first half-hour,
pushing each other until the
Bruin inched past the For-
ty-Niner six games to fivfe.

But Urban could not
clinch the first set and was
forced into a tie-breaker
where she finally pulled it

out, 7-5. Urban won the

match with a convincing
0-1 score in the second set.
At number two, Jane

ihomas went against Haza-
ja Frljuckic of Long Beachm a match filled with hard
play and emotion. With the
score at 2-1 in the first set,
Thomas seriously debated a
line call by Frljuckic. After
the incident Thomas went
on to win the first set 6-3
and the second 6-0.

Godwin remarked that
one of the highlights of the
match, besides winning,
came when Thomas
persevered in a tough
match. "I'm proud of her,"
she said. "She kept her
cool, and made her game
better in doing so."

The rest of the squad
faired similarly, as all
singles except the fifth seed-
ed player were victorious.
With darkness stopping one
of the doubles matches, the
Bruins only came away
with two wins at the
number one and two seeds.
This Saturday, UCLA

class^ swimmers

goes up against UC Irvine
at the Rec. Center. Coach
Godwin looks for a tough
match with the Anteaters.
"They're solid and deep,"
she admitted. But with the
Bruin squad even deeper,
another non-conference win
looks promising.

By Rick Alexander
^porVi Editor

^You'll be able to see some of
the best swimmers in the
worid if you stop by the Men's
Gym pool today and Saturday
at 1:00 p.m. when the UCLA
women's team hosts Gal and
Stanford.

Fourth-ranked Gal is oh the
lineup today boasting ai team
that includes what UCLA
coach Tom Jahn calls "two
great superstars" in Mary T.
Meagher and Conny van Ben-
turn. Meagher won a gold
medal in the 1984 Olympics
and holds two world records
in the butterfly events.

"They are very versatile and
can go in several places in the
meet," said Jahn about the
two Gal standouts. "They wUl
win their events and will also
probably allow Gal to win
both relays."

Conceding the fly atid
sprint freestylg.,,events to Gal
before the meet starts doesn't
seem to be a great strategy.

Bruin gymnasts open
1986 home schedule

kM>

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer—-—

=feut Jahn is quick to point out^= ^^^^*°f?^
that he sees UCLA as winning
some events of its own.
- "Diane Graner should do
well in the backstroke and
Sofia Kraft should do well in
the IMs," said Jahn. "Ricky
Sandmark will do well also.

All three won events against
Gal last year and should do

V Continued on Page 21

At home for the first time
in 19a6„ the 7th-ranked
UCLA women's gymnastics
team will host Arizona and
Stanford tomorrow night at
the Wooden Center.
Currently, 9th-ranked

Arizona has to be considered
the biggest threat to the
Bruin team. Led by Kelly
Chaplin (sister of Bruin
gymnast Michael) and Mary
Kay Brown, the Wildcats
have already tallied a score
over 18 2 w h i 1 e in
Washington earlier this
season.

UCLA coach Jerry
Tomlinson sees the Bruins
and Wildcats as about even
and said of the Arizona
team, "They should be rated
with us or maybe slightly

below us.'*

A year ago Stanford was
scheduled to compete against
the Bruins at UCLA but was
unable to make the trip
when the team flight was

Since that time the Car-
dinal have added a couple of
new performers and if they
can put it all together,
Arizona and UCLA may be
left wishing that the weather
in the Ba^i-^rea was just a

_ bit"lt«>*^ inclement this year.
Stanford has recruited

freshman Jennifer Rhee who

Tomlinson called, "very tal-

ented."

Despite the presence of
some new faces, the Cardinal
team is still an unknown
quantity as this meet will be
the first in which all of their
top gymnasts compete.
UCLA is also a team that

figures to rely quite heavily
on newcomers. At Fullerton
a week ago, a trio of talented
freshmen, Tanya Service,
Gigi Zosa, and Amy Lucema
led the team.
Service had UCLA's

highest scores on three of the
four events and her all-

around total of 37.10 was the
highest by a Bruin in over a
year.

UCLA is blessed with a
great deal more depth than a
year ago and Tomlinson feels

assured that each of his com-
petitors will be, "more than
ready and more than
capable."

"It's nice to know that the
top six will really be the top
six and not just the only six

able to compete."
Though it is eariy in tfii

season, a victory would help
put the Bruins on the right
track after a split that saw
the team win the Long
Beach Invitational and lose
to Gal State Fullerton.

"We need this win for
>yhat it can do for us mental-
ly and emotionally," said
Tomlinson.
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4o=Florida and

'<>>

|i>

Texas on road

By Kevin Lynch

AUSTIN, Tex.— Austin
isn't big enough for three of
the top five swim team^ in th^"
nation. Consequently, top-
ranked Florida swam UCLA
and host school Texas right

out of town.
However, it was not a

cake-walk for the Gators. The
Bruins and Longhorns weren't
out of it until the day's last

event, the 400-yard freestyle

relay. The final scores in the
double dual meet were:
Florida 63, Texas 49; Texas
63, UCLA 49; and Florida 68,
UCLA 45.

The Bruins, although apply-
ing pressure to both teams
never captured the lead.
Florida and Texas, however,
were engaged in a see-saw
battle. Before the last event,
all Texas needed was to take
first and second place in the
relay and they would've tied

the powerful Gators.

UCLA needed a clean
sweep which was highly un-
likely. Through the first three
legs of the event, Texas and
Florida swimmers were stroke
for stroke. Gator gold medalist
Mike Heath and Texas' All-

America Asa Lawrence
awaited their teammates.

Continued on Page 21

«<

viewpoint: Liberal
justices are impeding the
California Supreme
Court, a student writes.

See page 14.

Review: Argentina's
The Official Story' is

one of the season's best
films.

See page 16.

Sports: UCLA's
quarter-century long
winning streak against
CAL ended Satuday.
$fift hark pagA

UCLA Weather
Cooling trend. r^
High: 76, low: 54. / \
{Oept. ofAtmos- K^^
pheric Sciences forecast)

There are things ^Money' can't buy
IHatcher, Bruins fail to
hit, lose to Stanford, 76-70

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

PALO ALTO^ In last

night's 76-70 UCLA loss be-

fore 6,905 screaming fans.

Money couldn't buy a shot,

not even at Stanford.

Montel Hatcher, given the

above nickname by his
teammates because of his

ability to come through
when the chips are down,
did not cash in against the

Cardinal.

Missing his jump shot all

game long. Hatcher had a

chance to bring the Bruins
within four points with two
minutes left. The shot was
almost perfect— it went in

and out— but almost was
not enough.
Then, after a Stanford

traveling violation. Hatcher
missed an 18-footer from the

points, knocked down two
-free throws for a five point

lead at 65-60. UCLA could

not get closer than four in

the final minute as the Car-
dinal hit their free throws
and the Bruins hit their field

goals.

"When UCLA started to

make ^ runs, we just sort of

hung together," said Stan-

ford coach Dr. Tom Davis.

"We got the key rebounding,

stuck the big free throws, got

good defensive play, and
didn't come unraveled like

we have at various times this

season."

Stanford successfully milk-

ed the 45-second shot clock

all evening and often held
the ball until there was less

than 15 seconds left on it.

Davis used 10 of the 15

jjien on his roster. UCLA's
baseline. The CardinaFs Walt Hazzard used only
Keith Ramee missed the eight b^ause of injuries to

front end of a one-and- one,

and Hatcher finally bottom-
ed out a jumper to close the

score to 63-60. r**

But it was too ifttle, too

late.

Novian Whitsitt, Stan-
ford's leading scorer with 19

Corey Caines (pulled leg

muscle) and Kelvin Butler

(pulled thigh muscle).

,...,3ut Hazzard did not
blame the loss on the lack of

available players.

/Dai»y I

"They just outplayed us,"

Continued on Page 20 defeated UCLA, 76-70.

Reggie Miller (31) again led the Bruin scoring attack, but

his 28 points were not enough as the Stanford Cardinal

UCLA shoots for end
of 3-game losing streak
By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA*s women's basketball

team has suffered three
straight losses but things are

looking up.

At first glance, a team that

is under .500 and lugging
around a three-game losing

streak with a nasty 0-2 record

in conference play doesn't

seem to have anything to be
optimistic about. Add to that

a four-game road series which
began with a loss to Cal State

Long Beach and concludes
with Pac-West powerhouse
.use and life appears
downright dismal.

But that's before you exam-
ine the two games scheduled

between Long Beach and
use. First, the Bruins travel

to Palo Alto tonight to take on
Stanford and then meet San
Diego State next Tuesday,
with UCLA favored in both
contests.

UCLA has never lost to

Stanford, boasting an 11-0

mark over the Cardinal. The
Bruins also hold a 17-4 advan-

tage over the Aztecs.

However, first-year coach
Tara Van Derveer has in-

spired her team to an 11-6

season standing, 6-0 in the

Farm's familiar Maples
Pavilion. The Cardinal,
however, haven't been tested

in conference action and
tonight's 7:30 game marks
their first Pac-West game of

1986.

Unlike UCLA, Stanford is

currently enjoying a hot

streak, winning nine of its last

12 outings, although a shadow
^fell Tuesday night when the

California Bears set the Car-
dinal back 77-59. But Stanford

has a good-sized supply of

bright spots to compensate,
beginning with sophomore
forward Kami Anderson.

Anderson missed the first

seven games of the 1986
season with a fracture to her

foot but rebounded with 13.4

points per game since return-

ing to the lineup.

Youth seems to be the name
of Stanford's game as 6-5

freshman, Jill Yanke, averages

12.1 points a game from the

center position. Complimen-
ting the inside game nicely is

the only starting senior for the

Cardinal, Virginia Sourlis, a

guard who is firing in 12.2

points per game.

Rounding out the Stanford

starting lineup is Erica Mueser
(5.9 average) and Bruin
Althea Ford's former team-
mate from August Martin
High in Queens, New York,
Evon Asforis (9.9 average).

If the Bruins are to reverse

the previous tide of' bad luck,

they must get good perfor-

mances out of the leading
scorers, Anne E)ean and Jaime
Brown. Dean is currently the

fifth all-time leading scorer at

UCLA, while the sophomore
guard. Brown has come into

her own in the last two
games, leading the scoring

with 18 points against Long
Beach and a career-high 23
points against Arizona.

SHAH€ NAJARIAN/OflMv Brum

After sitting out last season with a broken leg. Bruin Reed Sunahara is expected to play a
major role in Al Scates'/ 1986 volleyball game plan.

i
,

"•

Bruin spikors clash with Trojans
inrthe pf^stigidus^ Kiigoui^up

^

?»*-•

By Bob Brunwin

Bob Yoder, the head coach
of the use men's volleyball

team, was calm and a little

subdued while talking about
tonight's Kilgour Cup, which
will be held in Pauley Pavilion

at 7:30. Yoder said, "Overall,
this game will not have that

big of an impact on the rest of

the season."

He continued, "There are
between two and three weeks
until league play begins. So,
Tm not going to be overly
concerned with the results of

this game. Right now we're
working towards the middle
of the year which is when
competition gets more in-

tense."

Last year this philosophy
took the Trojans to the na-

tional championship where
they lost a tough match to

Pepperdinc.
'

Yoder said, "Everyone is

really healthy right now,
although we're not in top
condition yet. In practice,
we're concentrating on our
side of the net, meaning we
haven't done any scouting."
On UCLA's volleyball coach

Al Scates, Yoder said, "In the
past, he has had a good record
and he has a really consistent

system, but they don't have as

strong a personnel as they've
had in the past." With the loss

o£ Dan Vrebalovich and Tim
Otterman to graduation, the
Bruins definitely have less ex-

perience on the floor.

Scates was absolutely beam-
ing as he strolled over to
Pauley Pavilion for the team's
last workout before tonight's

match. "For- the first time all

season, I definitely have a first

team to put on the floor," said
Scates.

The roots of that starting

team are Asbjorn Volstad,
Reed Sunahara, and Andy
Klussman. Scates was a bit

unsdre about Volstad and
Sunahara playing the whole
match because they are both
getting over injuries.

The player to really keep
your eye on for this match
though, is going to be junior,

power hitter Jeff Williams. He
is described as a "streaky" hit-

ter and if that's true, then he
was on one last Saturday at

the USVBA tournament. Jeff

was stuffing balls all day long
as well as throwing up a few
straight-down blocks all by
himself.

Williams also had all the
passers dancing in the
backcourt with his incredible

floater-serve. If he continue
the Idnd of all-around pla,

that he showed on Saturday
throughout the season.

Continued on Page 21
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Testimony heard

at first stage

of sec hearing

By Laureen Lazarovici

Administrators, university
police and one of the four an-
ti-apartheid protesters arrested
at UCLA last spring testified

Friday at the opening of a
university committee hearing.
The defendants — Carolyn

Fershtman, Matthew Kogan,
Ingrid Landes and Diego
Maldonado — were arrested
April 26, 1985 after a two-day
sleep-in at Murphy Hall.

They are charged with
unauthorized use of university

property, obstruction of uni-

versity activities and failure to.

comply with the directions of
a university official.

Trespassing charges against
them were dropped by the ci-

ty attorney's office, but the
university chose to bring them
before the Student Conduct
Committee after they refused
to sign a letter promising not
to repeat their actions.

sec members may recom-
mend a warning, censure, loss

of privileges and exclusion
from activities, suspension,
dismissal, exclusion from areas

of the campus interim suspen-
sion or restitution.

sec members, appointed
by Chancellor Charles Young,
are chairman David Reimann,
—Please see HEARING, Page 8

Blowing in tfie wind.^-v

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Brum

California Highway Patrol officers clean up papers spilled alongside the San Diego Freeway. Somewhere, a graduate
student is wondering "Where did I leave my dissertation?"

Students handle EMT duties aboard campus ambulances
By TerlAnne Carpenter

Politics Editor

A siren screams, heads turn

and an ambulance flys

through the intersection.

The vehicle is in sight for

less than a minute and only
the question of^here it is go-

ing or where it nas been stays

behind.

With the amount of people

and traffic in Westwood, an
ambulance is not an uncom-
mon sight, especially the one
run by the university police

department.
"EMS 1, we're beginning

SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/DmIy Bruin

FINGERING AN INJURY — UCLA EMTs Don Loomer (right) and Michael McGrath (left)

tend to UCLA studeaLSle^e Hazarabedlam's finger, hurt durinaiAJObv practice.U "^

transport," said Emergency
Medical Technician Don
Loomer after he and his part-

ner Tonia Corwin secured a

middle-aged man onto a

gurney. The man had suffered

a heart attack on the 5th floor .

of Young Hall and was about ,.

to be transported to the
UCLA Medical Center.
"How are you doing sir? I

want you to breathe deep and
slow," Loomer said while
checking the man's vital signs.

"Have you had a history of

heart problems?"

As Loomer and Corwin
wheeled the man into the
elevator, they seemed un-
disturbed by their temporary
responsibility for the care of a
man who's heart was failing.

The only visible sign of strain

was the appearance of tiny

beads of sweat across
Loomer's brow.

In the ambulance, Corwin
attended to the patient while
Loomer drove with the siren

on. "Don't let the sirens

bother you sir, they're just a.

precaution," he told the man
in the back.

A University of California

Police Department squad car

awaited them at the hospital's

emergency entrance. Los
Angeles paramedics normally
would have arrived at the

scene of the call also, Loomer
said.
—*

:

"On any advance life sup-
port_call the paramedics roll

with us — . his heart could
have stopped." Loomer ex-

plained that the paramedics
were sent to tjie wrong
building.

"What just happened was a
scoop and run," Loomer said.

"We usually get more history

on the scene . . . we just

wanted to get out of there."

UCLA's police department
has operated an ambulance
service since 1978, and at that

time it was staffed by UC
police. "In 1981 the CSOs
took the program over com-
pletely," said Paul Capraro,
administrator for UCPD's
division 1, which includes the

Community Service Officers.

Still, according to Loomer,
who is the EMT supervisor in

charge of CPR, the CSOs
maintain "a close working
relationship with police of-

ficers because we take police

reports, and they help us on
medical aid calls."

Besides EMS 1 there are"

two emergency medical ser-

vices operating from the
UCPD dispatch. While EMS
3, the helicopter unit Med-
Star, is staffed by a doctor,
nurse and pilot, EMS 2, like

EMS 1, is operated by CSOs.
EMS 1 is the primacy response

Please see AMBULANCES,
Page 6
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THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR..

UCLA MASTERS/CREDENTIALPROOBXM

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education Is pleased to

announce a program to be offered during 1986-87 In which students may simultaneously

eam a Masters Degree and a TeacNng Credential In four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to eam a teaching credential only, the application period for

the 1986-87 Teacher Credential Program Is also now open.

Fellowstilps are available for both programs.

Interested senior and graduate students ore Invited to submit applications for either the

Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Oedentlal Program before the February 15th

deadline.
«f • -

For more Information and to receive an application form please contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 Iffoore Hall • (213) 82$-S326

WE'RE-
GlVm YOU
THE BRUSH OFF

January

27th thru 31st

mi/GQaG
a bruin

Jan. 27 through Feb. 2 - , -

MONDAY
ISA and the Office of International Students and Scholars

sponsors an International Coffeebreak. 5p.m., Kerckhoff Cof-

feehouse throughout the quarter. Call Derek 825-1681.

ISA and OISS sponsors a foreign language exchange program.

8am to 5 p.m. throughout the quarter at OISS, 695 Circle

Dr.'CallKathy Kelly, 825-1682.

Society of Women Engineers sponsors An Evenmg with In

dustry" job fair. 8:30 p.m. 2nd floor Ackerman Lounge, free.

Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science Honor Society) membership

applications being accepted in 4277 Bunche. Must have 3.0

GPA overall and within the major. $25 lifetime membership

fee. Call Allycyn O'Hare 208-0744.

Overeaters Anonymous meeting 12-1 p.m. Ackerman 3520.

UCLA libraries sponsor the Campbell Student Book Collec-

tion Competition. $900 in prizes. More info and entry forms

available at all campus libraries. Closing date is April 7th.

UCLA Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning

sponsor an exhibition of folio drawings by Frank Lloyd Wright

and Karl Schinkel. Architecture Building, M-F, 8 a.m. to 5pm.

through March 28th. Free.

UCLA Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning

sponsor an exhibition of works by Esherick to inaugurate the

Gallery 1220 of the School of Architecture. Running through

Feb. 21. .

Arts Advocates, Entertainment Law Society, and Com-
munications Law Society sponsor a film screening of "Hot

Tomorrows" by Martin Brest, the director of "Beverly Hills

Cop" and "Going in Style." Legal/copyright problems will be

discussed. 5:30 p.m. Melnitz Auditorium.

English Conversation-American Style, informal group

meetings for foreign students and visiting scholars, 10 a.m. to

noon. Free. Monday Ackerman 2410, Tueday Campbell Hall

HOIK (enter through 1201), Wednesday -Ackerman ^^Q^
Thursday-Ackerman 2410, Friday-Campbell Hall HOIK.

TUESDAY
UCLA's Frederick S. Wight Art Gallery wUl present "Neo-

Tantra: Contemporary Indian Painting Inspired by Tradition"

on exhibition through Feb. 2. Artists Om Prakosh and Biron

De, both from India, will speak 4 p.m. and Wednesday at

noon. Gallery hours: Tuesday 11 a.m. -8 p.m., Wedesday-

Friday 11 a.m. -5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m. Free.

ISA general meeting, weekly 5-7 p.m. Kerckhoff 400. Call

Amy or Bernard: 825-1681.

International Association of Business Students sponsors a

general meeting of AIESEC. 6:30 p.m., Royce 246.

Peer Health Counselors recruitment 1986. Join For The

Health Of It! To apply for the PHC program, you must attend

one of the following orientation meetings: Tuesday, noon,

Ackerman 3517; Wednesday, noon. North Campus Rm. 20 and

7 p.m. Sproul Entertainment Center; Thursday, 4 p.m.,

Ackerman 3517. Call PHC office 825-8462.

WEDNESDAY
Asian-American Christian Fellowship meeting 3-5 p.m.

Ackerman 3517. Call Joseph Chi 829-9046.
Korean-American Christian Feelowship Bible Study, 2-4 p.m.

Ackerman 3520. Call Ben Shin or John Kim 208-6351.
Peer Health Counselors sponsor a Weight Management Series

. . . "Don't Weight . . . Learn To Losel" 3:30-5 p.m. Acker-

man 2410. Call Jimmy 825-8462.
Peer Health Counselors recruitment 1986. Join For The

Health Of It! To apply for the PHC program you must attend

one of these orientation meetings: noon. North Campus Rm. 20

and 7 p.m. Sproul Entertainment Center; Thursday 4 p.m.

Ackerman 3517. Call PHC office 825-8462.

THURSDAY
National Organization for Women briefing meeting for the

National March for Women's Lives which will support safe and

legal abortions and birth control. Kathy Spillar, president of

L.A.'s NOW chapter, to speak at noon. North Campus Eating

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, page 9

For the Record:

In a page three article last Thursday, the Bruin identified Mar-

shall Wong as graduate commissioner of research. Wong was in

fact graduate commissioner of programs.

A story in Friday's Bruin stated that the prize for the IFC blood

drive would be $100 cash to the fraternity house with the most

donations. The $100 prize goes to the favorite charity of the

fraternity house with the most donations. Additionally, the

leader of the sign ups is Phi Kappa Psi, not Phi Kappa asleader of the
reported.
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Cultural night shares Vietnamese traditions, customs

Over 900 students and community members attended Vietnamese Cultural

Evening at the Wadsworth Theater Jan. 25. Rick Murphy (top left), a UC
San Diego graduate student, sang many songs in Vietnamese. Bich Thuan
(top-right), an oi>era performer from France, soloed in the traditional Viet-

namese piece, "Chieu Quan Cong Ho," in which a king prepares himself for

battle. Students of El Modina High School (above) performed the **silk and
drum" dance, while a UCLA student (right) portrayed' a soldier returning
from battle in a Vietnamese play. In closing, the Vietnamese Students
Association Choir (below) sang several traditional songs.

Photos by Hyungwon Kang/Daily Bruin
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sugar sensor, implanted in • ft y, may aid diabetics
L.

Beyond the

e

By Anne Mulkern

Staff Writer

New help for diabetics may
lie in a tiny sensor which
could be implanted in the
body to monitor blopd sugar
levels.

Now being 'developed by

y UCLA researcher Jennifer
-4 Parker, the device could be an
important breakthrough for

diabetics, said Michael Cold,
associate director of the
Crump Institute, which is co-

sponsoring the research.

"I am personally very op-
timistic that this approach will

lead to a feasible glucose sen-

sor," Gold said. "The institute

has put a lot of its own money
into this approach because we
feel it has a lot of potential."

=—Diabetes is a m€tabatte=^
disorder in which the the level

of sugar in one's blood is not
being properly controlled,
Parker said. It is a serious

disease which can lead to

kidney problems, hyperten-
sion, hardening of the arteries

and blindness, she added.^
"^

"Severe diabetics typically

have to monitor their blood

sugar seven to eight times a

day and adjust their insulin

accordingly,** Parker said.

"This device could work in

conjunction with an insulin

pump. When the diabetic's

level of insulin registers defi-

cient, insulin is automatically
provided, thus creating a kind
of artificial pancreas."
A glucose sensor which

could be implanted or worn
would eliminate the need for

frequent blood tests, helping
to give diabetics an improved
lifestyle and a healthier
psychological outlook. Gold
said. An artificial pancreas
would be more accurate than
insulin injections, producing
less side effects, he added.

Although research has been
done in this area, current elec-

trochemical devices are often=

used for data transmission and
imiinirations^ thev are

well-suited for imp]
because they do not involve

electrical connections and can

be small enough to be inserted

into the body.

A transducer, which takes

one form of energy and
changes it to another, is an

important element in tjie

planned glucose sensor which

will be made from synthetic

material similar to that used

for s6ft contact lenses, Parker

^aid.

"Light will pass through the

optic fiber and go to the syn-

thetic material at the end of

the fiber," Parker explained.

"The light makes the material

fluorese, with the intensity of

the light being proportional to

the level of the glucose. When
the light travels back up the

fiber, a photodetector reads

the signal."

Although Parker's device

will be sensitive only to

glucose, her research could

have implications for similar

chemical sensing devices. Gold

said.

.•«i » ..• •

'jiVV i ;ii;,L.

subject to outside interference

or are unsuitable for implant
because the body does not
react well to electricity. Gold
said.

Parker said she believes

these obstacles may be over-

come through fiber optics,

very small fibers that use light

to send signals. Now widely

Parker's rescareh is undgF
the guidance of the director of

the Crump Institute, Dr.
Eugene Yates, Gold and Bruce

Dunn, a Crump associate and
professor in the materials

science and engineering
department. The project is

funded by a three-year grant

from the Whitaker Founda-
tion of Camp Hill, Pa.

Newly-cloned protein may help

treatment of cancerous tumors

From the Associated Press

Scientists Tiave cloned a protein that helps blood vessels

grow — and also could be used to shut -off the blood supp-

ly to cancerous tumors.

Harvard Medical School researchers have isolated,

purihed and cloned a protein called angiogenin, which an
article in the February issue of Science Digest said

stimulates the growth of the body's blood vessel network.

Cancers need new blood vessels in order to grow. If

researchers learn how angiogenin works, it may become
Please see PROTEIN, Page 12
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Financial Analyst Positidns

Salomon Brothers Inc wants to hire bright, ambitious undergraduates
to work as Financial Analysts in our Finance Departments.

No particular experience is required and degree candidates for any
major are welcome to apply. A description of the financial analyst
position is on file at the placement office. Please send your resume

and a cover letter by February 5, 1986 to:

' '*.»^*»«;

Christine A. Simpson -

SALOMON BROTHERS INC ^^
One New York Plaza ^^ '

New York, New York 10004 •

Responses will be sent to all applicants by early March 1986.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Salomon Brothers Inc
Market Makprs flnci lnvc>slmonl GariKOfs

ASUCLA Students' Store
and

Springer-Verlag
.

-
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JANUARY 27 - FEBRUARY 8

20% OFF
Technical Book
Department ~^~

SELECT FROM:

BIOLOGY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
EARTH & OCEAN SCIENCES
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
MATH fii STATISTICS
PSYCHOLOGY

*Tektbooks Excluded

Special Orders Accepted

'ASUCLA Students' Store

Technical Books
B-Level Ackerman Union 206^763

Mon.-Thur8r7:45-7:30

Fri. 7:45-6:00 *

Sat. K):00-5:00

Sun. 12:00-5:00

W

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
T.chnk:^ Book,

/
B4^^ Ack«rm,o Uoton / «» 771 1 , M Th 7 46 7 » F 7 46«. S.t 10« Son 12«
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'86-'87 applications available

PHCs, SHAs campus
By Michelle Perin w »

UCLA students with a
desire to help people can now
apply to be student health ad-
vocates or peer health
counselors for the 1986-87
school year.

"No previous experience is

necessary, just an interest in

helping other people and
,
hopefully learning a lot in the

process," Student Health rep-

resentative Richard Ber-
nheimer said.

According to Berriheimer,

student health advocates
(SHAs) are specially trained

volunteer students who pro-

vide health care and referrals

for colds, flu, first aid and
emergencies. They also pro-

* vide health education and
counseling, arrange health
education programs and give

referrals for nutrition, fitness,

weight control, stress
management,' contraception
and emotional concerns.

SHAs live among UCLA

.students in residence halls, res-

idential suites, fraternities,

sororities, co-ops, the YWCA
and university owned apart-

ments. They are required to

hold eight office hours a week
and attend group meetings
every other week, Bernheimer
said.

Peer health counselors
(PHCs) are specially trained

student volunteers, Ber-
nheimer said. They .provide
information, counseling and
referrals for health related
concerns at several campus
locations, including the first

floor of Ackerman Union near
the Treehouse and North
Campus Student Center.

PHCs also work in the Self

Help Cold Clinic, Nutrition
and Weight Management
Clinic, Fitness Inventory
Testing Clinic and Women's
Health Service.

In addition, PHCs par-
ticipate in many other health

programs that run throughout
the year, 5uch as SOURCE,

Substance Overuse arid Use
Resources Counseling and
Education, Bernheimer said.

Training for 1986-87 will

take place during spring
quarter. "We're combining
tecrUitment and training for

the two programs," Ber-
nheimer said. To pick up an
application, interested stu-

dents must go to one of the
orientations taking place

week and next.

SHA orientations will

held Jan. 28 in the Sproul

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

this

\ie

Entertainment Center at 6:30
p.m., Jan. 28 at 7 p.m. at

Sigma Nu fraternity, Jan. 29
at 7 p.m. at Alpha Epsilon
Phi sorority, Jan. 30 at 7 p.m.
in the Rieber Hall Fireside

Lounge, Feb. 4 at 7 p.m. at

Alpha Delta Pi sorority and
Feb. 5 at 2 p.m. in Ackerman
Union 3517. For more infor-

mation on the SHA program,
call 206-6845. - ^

PHC orientations will be
held on Jan. 28 at noon in

ARE. JU«>T ONt

^NOTHt^...

Ackerman Union 3517, Jan^
29 at noon in room 20 of the

North Campus Student
Center, Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. in

the Sproul Entertainment
Center, Jan. 30 at 4 p.m. in

Ackerman Union 3517, Feb.

4 at 2 p.m. in Ackerman
Union 3517 and Feb. 5 at

noon in Ackerman Union
3564. Students can call 825-

8462 or stop by the PHC of-

fice in Kerckhoff 401 for more
information.

by Dom Folcino
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GOT IT ALL!
ISE/CLUB EUROPA • STI

• TOP DECK • CONTIKI • AESU
WE'VE GOT IT ALL AND WE'LL HELP YOU PLAN THE TRIP THAT'S
RIGHT FOR YOU - OUR EUROPE TRAVEL ADVISORS OFFER FREE

TRAVEL ADVICE AND THE BEST TRAVEL VALUES TO EUROPE. WE
HAVE A PLAN THAT WILL FIT YOUR NEEDSI
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Beach B.B.Q. on a Greek Island

Flamenco show la.SpaJn

Bicycle trip around Copenhagen
Cruise down the Rhine
Club Med stay on Corfu

1 4 - 50 DAYS •1-18 COUNTRIES

AIRFARES FROM LA
•LONDON from $265
• PARrSfrom $350
• AMSTERDAM from $340
^ FRANKFURT from $320
Student discounts available on
airfares,within Europe ^ "

• Centrally located hotels

•<AII major sightseeing and special excursions

• Travel y\^ deluxe motorcoach
• Dining in quaint European cafes

• Meet students from all oy^\ the world

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $36 PER DAYI

RAIL
• EURAILPASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT from $260

• BRITRAILPASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT from $95 __

Unlimited Rail Travel- throughout"——^-^Europe & Britain— - '" "^"

STOP BY AND SEE US FOR MORE INFORMATION...
WEVE GOT IT ALU

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

iici ir^i ii 7* TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 8:30-6. sat ii-3
/\^\j\^\^w A-level Ackerman Union

PrtcM sub|«ct to change without nottc*. Ilm«t«d avaNobMty
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic Sch<M)l now at dCLA or

WcstatMKi Cla<»s*»s evfiy wet'k-Sai

Sun. Wfeknights hifxpt*nsive.

Stimulatincj & Fun Uxations also al

Bev«?rlv Hills S.M . C ulver Cily and
Soulh Bay

CALL FOR RFStRVATIONS
(213)478-7099

TIRED OF LOaSY
PERMS /BODY WAVES?
Try this SPECIAL OFFER for

head turning results

00Perm/Body Wave ^!

no bleached or tinted hair

Ask for PepI • 208-0836

BLaE-N-GOLD HAIR DESIGN
10916 LE CONTE • WESTWOOD;

This offer good with coupon only

DON'T LEAVE HOME
WITHOUT™
. . .MINI PERSONAL KEY CHAIN ALARM

^

75 __
Itkludn Tu * Hindlinn

JiMi pull out ihcpDi for a piercing
high-frrqucnry 90 DBS alarm

• Site 2't)"tH'-
• Weight 2 '/i o»

^
• Batteries itKluded
(7Sii^N Alkaline)

FEATURED ON ABC TV

l^ir SOS it i prrtonil tmtiftniy alarm thai doublet as a handM>mr lir>

(ham - •"*."

Jogfert. shoppen. anyone who i rvrt ouMnle alone day or nighi will (eel

ana be more tecurr with ihe SOS Piercing high frequent y <M) DBS alarm
IS ai loud u a poliir tiren ilote up li tendt would De aiia<kert running
away, while alfu aiiiatiing help lo you So small and lighi you lan take ii

wiih you anywhere lo lei you or someone vou care aDoui go wiih c/n
fidentc

• The provided small poly bag is for your lonvenieme lo keep s<imr

telephone loins inside ol ihe alarm pouch

AB< TV Nrws mrnily fraturrd THI SOS K£Y
C MAIN AlARM u ih» iub|(Ti of an invmigaiion
whMh du<o.fifd THE SOS K£Y CHAIN AUllM
lo br « moti pra«iKaJ convfnirni yrt iiKiprniivr
prrsonaj inuniy drvKr chat

r No r.aih PIr

• Rrquirn no kcnsc or permit
* Rrquirn no training but |ust to pull the S

fiin (Even a child can UK It) !
J aJwayi with you whenever and !
whercwryoufo It u built in a krv

chain ^ I MHESS
4Bf IJ battery operated You can ust it a(un i CITY

No Cash Please Checks or Money Order Only
Mail Orders To

CONSUMERS' CHOICE
I6M NOGAUS ST SUn> tiU
ROWLAND HEIGHTS. CA 9I74«

and a|in

h a great gift idea for someone you care

about V.
"; •

I wmri «MIIIT EKiisa.

MONDAY NIGHT

I \

I

L

MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY
GOODjONLY IN WESTWOOD STORE •UMIT 3 PER ADDRESS.

NOOTHER COUPONS ALLOWED
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SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Daily Brum

CRITICAL CARE - UCPD EMTs Mitch Kam (left) and Don Loomer (right) help a traffic

accident victim into a waiting ambulance bound for the UCLA Medical Center emergency

room.

AMBULANCES: Staffed by students
Continued from Page 1

"ambulance unit and probably the most famil-

iar to UCLA and Westwood inhabitdints. EMS
2 is a neo-natal transport unit.

"UCLA Medical Center is supposed to be

the best neo-natal hospital in the world,"

Loomer said, explaining that the EMS 2 am-
bulance only transports babies from other

hospitals to the medical center.

Loomer explained that EMS 2 is staffed by
the same emergency medical technicians who
work for EMS 1, and that each EMT is re-

quired to carry the neo-natal unit pager on
24-hour shifts.

The range of the EMS 2 is extensive. "We
have gone as far north as San Luis Obispo and
as far south as San Diego," Loomer said. "Go-
ing to Bakersfield is typical." .

In contrast, the boundaries for EMS 1 are
Sunset Blvd., Le Conte, Hilgard and Veteran,
Loomer said. "If it's off the campus proper,
the Los Angeles paramedics have to roll with
us.

Calls are rated in degree of seriousness:

Code 1 — .come at convenience, Qode 2 —
i^pond immediately. Code 3 — lights and
Sirens and Code 6 — under investigation, but,
"Every call we go on, we go with lights and
sirens," Loomer said. "Our response time is

pretty good. If there are any people who know
this campus by heart, it's us."

A routine part of an EMS 1 shift is two ac-
cess checks to ensure roads to buildings on
campus are free. Clear roads ensure efficiency
in reaching the patient.

"It's almost always under three minutes,"
Loomer said in estimating response time. "It's

usually one to two minutes from office to pa-
tient."

Nevertheless, the idea of ambulances mov-
ing at blinding speeds is for the most part a
myth. "Usually they go the , speed limit,"
Capraro said .

Inside the ambulance is a burn pack, back
board, gurney, trauma box and all the medi-
cal aid equipment one would expect. "The on-
ly way we differ from paramedics is we can't
give drugs," Loomer said.

In fact, EMS 1 carries one aid that the
paramedics don't — the Kendrick extrication
device. "It's used for getting people out of cars
if we want to keep their head and neck com-
pletely immobilized," Loomer said.

Also, besides the standard ambulance
equipment, the EMS 1 ambulance also carries
what Loomer calls "a standard ambulance
stereo,"

He explained the stereo is used to calm ac-
cident victims, especially on long rides. "The
one thing they (the patients), think is, They're
playing music, they must not be too concern-
ed, I must be O.K.'

"

In caring for such patients, or handling less
pleasant circumstances, Loomer said that he
does not let stress bother him too much.
"When it's over, it's over — once we're out

of here and able to see the outside world, it's

— o

over," Loomer said. ^- ^
=^ Despite the familiarity with aiding people iir

trouble, Loomer s^(l EMTs do not grow
callous. "It alway^^brings your blood pressure

and pulse up whenever you're dealing with

somebody's life . . . you never go calm."

Nevertheless, he said, most people who
enter the EMT program stay in. "Most people
know what they are getting into . . . what
makes the job hard is when you get calls that

aren't too pretty. Little girls hit by drunk
drivers takes a toll on your morality."

Although the EMT shifts are around the

clock, those working late at night are allowed
to nap when not on call. "Between 1 and 6
a.m. we are allowed to sleep for five hours,"

Loomer said.

He explained that these snatches of sleep are

often rudely interrupted. "When the phone
rings your pulse goes from 40 to 120 in a few
seconds."

Besides handling stress, EMTs also learn to

balance their time between school work and a

time-consuming job.

EMS 1 belongs to the police department and
is contracted by CSOs."All are required to

work 16 hours, but typically they work 25
hours," Loomer said. "Last week I worked 55
hours."

All EMTs for EMS 1 are students who typi-

cally carry a 12-unit load.

Although many of the EMS 1 and 2

emergency medical technicians are majoring in

medical-oriented fields, it is not mandatory.
"Almost everybody's pre-med," said Gor-

win, an economics and psychology major. "I

want to be a lawyer." She added she chose her

job because it is exciting.

Corwin said she works about 30 to 42 hours

a week. 'There is actually time to do school

work on this job. I can do some but not a lot."

She added that she is able to work as an EMT
because her homework load is not too heavy.

Loomer also said it is possible to get some
homework done on shifts but added, "Basical-

ly there are a lot of long nights ... I was up
until 4:30 at night doing math problems."

Requirements of a UCLA emergency medi-
cal technician include 120 hours of classroom
training and at least one quarter of work as a

^SO to gain radio experience, Loomer said.

"It's a pretty rigorous application process."
He added that even after an applicant has

been accepted he or she must gO through d_

15-week training period.

"I didn't even know it was part of the CSO
program," Corwin said. "Emergency Medical
Technician training is probably the best class

Ive taken at UCLA," althou^ the course is

not really a university class.

"The state of California issues certificates

for EMT," Loomer said. "The state of

California requires a specific medical exam
certificate to determine if you are fit enough
^4F*ve an ambulance."

Pleaie see AMBULANCES, P*gc ^

^1^ .—-X^-v-ai.

-v-^
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^J)IV4S10I4 OF HONORS SCHOLARSHIPS--
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APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE FROM THE DIVISION OF HONORS
DEADLINE: MARCH 3, 1 986

— A311 MURPHY HALL
LETTERS &. SCIENCE
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BETTE AND DON PRELL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP^^^^^i^^^lHaHIBM^I^^HM^H^^^^lH^^HMMiMMMMHIBHIM^i^^^Hi^a^a^
Continuing Division^^f Honors students in good standing are eligible to apply for this $2,000
scholarship. While preference is given to philosophy majors, all majors are encouraged to

apply. Selection is based upon' academic excellence, as reflected by cumulative grade point

average and quality of curriculum. To be eligible for consideration, applicants must submit
an essay based on the feature article on the front page, far left column, in the first issue of

The Wall Street Journal of the year for which the student is applying for the award. Copies of

this article are available in the Division of Honors office.

IRA J. AND SHIRLEY SPOON HONORS COLLEGIUM SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship provides full tuition for a continuing Division of Honors student for one year.

Selection is based on demonstrated exceptional academic achievement during the academic
year preceding that for which the scholarship is awarded. Applicants must submit a written

essay in wfiich they design a new Honors Collegium course based upon their own experience

in the Honors Collegium.

JEFFREY GEORGE WILSON RESEARCH AWARD -
•--•-. • ——

Each year $500 is awarded to a continuing Division of Honors student in support of his or her
undergraduate research. Preference is given to students majoring in history, English, or
another department in the Division of Humanities, in that order. Selection is based upon ac-
ademic excellence as well as a written proposal outlining the research project for which the
funds will be used.

'"—
CARNATION SCHOLARSHIPS
The Division of Honors awards two $500 scholarships annually to two continuing Divison of

Honors students on the basis of academic excellence and financial need. To be eligible, for

this scholarship, applicants must file a student aid application for the State of California with

the Financial Aid office (in addition to the Division of Honors application). Students will also

be asked to submit a written essay proposing a new major at UCLA.

HELEN LANE TWO-YEAR MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship provides the recipient with full tuition tor two years of undergraduate educa-
tion. To be eligible, applicants must be students in the Division of Honors and must have
junior standing in Fall 1986. Applicants must major in a foreign language, including such an-

cient languages as Greek, Latin, or Hebrew. (Linguistics majors are also encouraged to app-
ly). To remain eligible for the second year of the scholarship, the student must remain a
foreign language (or linguistics) major, and remain in good honors standing.

BARBARA LADD GATES AWARD FOR INTELLECTUAL ACCOMPLISHMENT
To be eligible for this award a student must be a graduating Division of Honors student who
entered UCLA through -the High School Scholars Program. Selected on the basis of

distinguished intellectual accomplishment during his or her undergraduate years at UCLA, the

recipient is awarded a selection of books valued at $100, chosen by the Dean of the Division

of Honors in consultation with the recipient. —
For additional information regarding

Division of Honors programs; iJlease

825-1553.

the above scholarships or regarding qualification for

contact the Division of Honors in A311 Murphy Hall,

'» 8
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WHY PAY W/ESTWOOD DDirCCO SAVE

1TCE CALCULATORCASIO
w/ purchase of

• mtra-thln

• Sharp,modem look

• Casio's 1 yr. warranty

not M mmknami Exp.2/6/86

$1799
Reaa $25.00 FS-10 WATCH

SPEAKER MEMORY
PHONE 1^

I

oliuelli

$3499

PRAXIS 20
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

• Wofte on all phone ! • Autornatic correction niemofv

systems ' * lnterchangeat)le daisy wheel & nt)t)on

• Touchtone or Pulse I * ^ keyt)oards for special characters &
MCI/Sprint Compatible ! !?^'»0." 'anouaoes— - • Carrying case & c

I Retail 249.99

I SPECIAL'
I

Exp. 2/6^

IMTERNkTODIkL

DISCIINI Mill

• FCC Registered

• Auto Redial Button

• 8 mo. warranty by
mfg.

• 10 memory
dialer/phone

• Speaker phone
w/vokime control

$149*>
Exp. 2/6/86

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD I
CHECK PRICES 2 9H HIGHEfl LIMfT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W Lm AfMfltaa.CA«HM MO AaT7

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS
Anjiiii, CA w^m 3WI-4477 mon-sath -tpwsuniz-spm

PRINTS
P • r THE

PRICE
OF P

Pictures are for sharing. How you can get two sets of
Kodak color prints for the price of one, when you bring in
any size Kodacolor film for quality developing and printing
by Kodak. Just order one set of prints at the regular price
and you'll get a second set free! Order extra prints of
those special pictures that can mean so much to family
and friends.

Coupons available at counter.
You must attach coupon to
envelope to receive offer.

Kodak processing only. Offer

good through February 7, 1986.
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David Reimann (left), chairnnan of the Student Conduct Committee, and faculty repre-

sentative Daniel Horowitz listen to testimony at the anti-apartheid protesters' hearing.

HEARING: Witnesses tesfify before committee
Continued from Page 1

graduate student representative Doreen
Bellucci, faculty representatives Daniel
Horowitz and Joseph Nagy and undergraduate
student representative David Staretz.

Melvin Beal, the university's lawyer, said,
"There are very few facts relevant to the
charges. The students were on university pro-
perty. They were ordered to leave by universi-
ty officials and the UCPD (University of
California Police Department). They heard
and understood this order. They refused to
leave and left only when they were arrested.
And they were granted no immunity from
university discipline."

"If these facts are established," Beal con-
tinued, "then the students did violate the Stu-
dent Code of Conduct, and the committee
should recommend sanctions."

At the outset of the hearing, which will
continue this Friday at the Faculty Center,
Reimann said the university will bear the
burden of proof in the proceedings.

Allen Yarnell, assistant vice chancellor of
student affairs, testified that he and other ad-
ministrators allowed the sleep-in to continue
for two days because "passions were high, and
we didn't want any confrontations."
The administration decided to clear the

building on April 26 because "the next day
there was a deadline for fees, there would be
high traffic and we needed to clear the halls

"

he added.

Yarnell said he told Berky Nelson, director
ot the Center for Student Programming, to in-
struct one of Nelson's employees to ask the
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students to leave. Student Affairs Officer
Robert Ringler, Yarnell said, asked the stu-

dents to leave and told them that the police
would come if they refused. Ringler also told
them that they would be subject to arrest and
university discipline if they did not leave,
Yarnell said.

Upon cross-examination by Landes' lawyer
James DeSimone, Yarnell said the protesters
also obstructed administrative activities by
"creating a situation that was not normal."
UCPD Detective Michael Shain testified

that UCPD Chief Patrick Connolly told the
students that they were in Murphy Hall
unlawfully and in violation of California
Penal Code section 602 (refusing to leave).
UCPD Officer Helen Citrano* also testified

about the arrests.

Deferise attorney Ralph D.H. Fertig ob-
jected to the time, place and manner of the
proceedings and claimed he was denied access
to 13 of the 15 pieces of evidence he re-

quested.

^Co-defendant Landes said she was in Mur-
phy Hall but refused to say whether she heard
Connolly order the students to leave or
whether she refused to leave.
D^n, Greening, graduate vice president of

external affairs, handed members of the au-

dience copies of a resolution from the GSA
cabinet urging the committee to dismiss
charges against the defendants.

After the proceedings ended, DeSimone said

he feels the committee "should take notice that

the situation in South Africa is so heinous that

the defendants were compelled to protest."

by Berke Breathed
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What's Bruin
Continued from Page 2 ~
-FaeiHt>v4^nT. 20 aTKh22reall Susan Burns 652-5576.

Graduate School of Library and Information Science and the
Dept. of Economics present Dr. D.M. Lamberton, Visiting Pro-
fessor from University of Queensland, Australia, to speak on
"Information Economics." 3-5 p.m. Powell 300F.
UCLA Visitors Center Discovery Tour of the UCLA Bird and

Mammal Collection with Dr. James Northern, colleotion
curator. Meet 1:30 p.m. in Schoenberg Hall lobby. Call 206-
8147.

-v..

FRIDAY
UCLA Extension sponsors "Singles Lifestyles — Choices,

Challenges, and Resources," a two day seminar examining the
personality/relationship connection and how participants can
maximize their interaction styles. Today, 7-9 p.m. and Feb. 1,

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 2232 GSM. Fee is $75. Call 825-2301.

^

-i

SATURDAY
UCLA Center for the Arts present St. Paul Chamber Or-

chestra, Sir Alexander Gibson, conductor; Chao Liang Lin, vio-
lin. Royce Hall, 8pm. Works by Bach, Stravinsky, Mozart,
Haydn. Tickets: $18,15,12; $5 with student ID.

Corinne A. Seeds University Elementary School Book Fair. 10
a.m. -4 p.m. at U.E.S., 10636 Sunset Blvd. Proceeds will pur-
chase much-needed classroom equipment.

SUNDAY
UCLA Center for the Arts present Cesare Siepi, bass soloist,

Royce Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets: $20, 16,13; $5 with student ID.

SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Oaily Bruin

SUPER SERVICE — Emergency Medical Technician Don
Ijoomer (left) administers oxygen to a traffic accident victim

while EMT Mitch Kam (right) prepares to take the victim's

blood pressure. > .

AMBULANCES: Staffed by students

Continued from Page 6
Loomer said that UCPD

EMTs at UCLA are different

from those employed by the

city. "Most ambulances staffed

by EMTs deal with in-
ter-hospital transfers and don't

go on primary response. They
don't send the EMTs because
they've got paramedics."

Statistics for the number of

calls EMS 1 takes vary from
month to month. According to

Capraro, there were 77 calls

in August and 77 in
September.
The EMS 1 ambulance

receives anywhere from zero

to 10 calls a day, Capraro
said. "On average, Monday,
TuesdayHand Wednesday are

our busiest days because more
people are on campus."
What kind of calls does the

EMS 1 take? Murder victims,

auto accidents, drug over-

doses? "The most typical call

"we. get £5 a female fainting,"

Loomer said. Although accor-

ding to the log book they have

aided cut fingers, heart attack

victims and auto and moped
accidents. "The intersection of

Sunset and Westwood, is the

site of most of out traffic acci-

dents," Corwin said.

Moped accidents are also a
common occurance. Loomer
said that they happen "enough
to be called frequent, a couple
times a week."

Although Loomer said most
patients are cooperative, he
added, "We have had in-

cidences where people have
had way too much to drink,

and they can't stay conscious.

Sometimes they are beligerent

and so are the people around
them . . like in the frater-

nities."

Patients also may be un-

cooperative unintentionally.

"Patients don't always give the

right answers," Loomer said^

giving the example of the

heart attack victim who said

he did not have a history of

heart problems when Loomer
and Corwin arrived on the

scene — although he was tak-

ing pills for angina, or chest

pains.

•*They really don't
remember," Looqier said.

"Basically it doesn't make any

difference in our treatment

though."
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[nized Layers" ®
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*^^ System

This newest cutting system more precisely evens and blends unevenly cut layers,
layers that begin and abruptly drop to a much longer length or end. These multi-
angles cuts Into the hair instead of just cutting your hair off improves texture and
manageability and adds more volume and body to finer hair.

Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton • Happy Hair Hour-cuts from $12
208-7277 SASSOON S. SASSOON 208-4247

t

^ International Students
Association
COFFEE BREAK /vOLLEYBALL tLANGUAGE

EXCHANGE
Wed. 5-6 pm

at OISS

Mon. & Thurs. 5-6 pm /
. atKerckhoff /
Coffee House S

Friday 9-1 1 am at j
200 Men's Gym *

For more Info, call 825-1 681 or come to
the General Meeting Tues. 5 pm KH 400

*
*
*
*

:$2&Beit MidrashrCtasses
V

Hlllcl Belt MIdrash classes are open to all Hlllcl members. Classes begin Mon., Jan. 20,
and run for 8 weeks. Unless otherwise noted, classes are held at Hlllcl, 900 Hllgard,

208-3081.
The fees listed are members' fee. Non-members' fee is an additional $5.00 for each course.

IIMTRODUCTION TO
JUdAISM $25

. Rabbi'^haim Seipller-Feller

Rabbi Pm'naa K^rtin-Neumann
5 45 -7. 15 PM. Mondays

A WEEKLY JOURNEY
THROUGH THE TORAH-
PARSHAT HASHAVUOT

Free
Rabbi P Karlin-Neumann
Weds, 1 2 Noon
AU Rm 3530

BEGINNING HEBREW $20
Ms Zahava Brooks ^

—

7 30 - 9 00 PM. Mondays ~
CONVERSATIONAL

HEBREW $20
Ms Zahava Brooks
5:45 -7: 15 PM. Mondays

JUDAISM FOR THE
BELIEVING SKEPTIC Free

Rabbi C Seidler-Feller

Thurs , 12 Noon
AU Rm 3530

FOUR WHO ENTERED
PARDES: A STUDY OF RAB-
BINIC SPIRITUALITY $20

Rabbi C Seidler-Feller

Mons. 7 30 -9 00 PM

TOWARD THE CREATION
OF A FEMINIST HAGGAD-

DAH $20
Rabbi P Karlin-Neumann
Weds. 7 30 -9 00 PM

JuniorsirSeiiiors&Grads^

GIVEYOURSELF
SOUIECREMT

!

• Just bring a copy of

your schoolLD.
• No cosigner required

APPnrNOWON CAMPUS!
Date: Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday -

—
Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

825-1211

C/77BAA/<0
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Deposed Rajrieesh has legacV in Oregon, plans in Nepal

\

I

I

^ By Sally Carpenter ^ '

Associated Press Writer

f PORTLAND, Ore. —
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh is

back on his home turf, lux-
uriating amid the pamperings
of two dozen loyaJ followers
at a Himalayan resort and
ostensibly looking for a
suitable site to open still

another cx>mmune.
But the deported guru is not

likely to be forgotten soon by
Oregonians, especially those
who lived near his commune
in the desert east of snowcap-
ped Mount Hood.

"India is my homeland and,
if I can, I would like to live
here forever," Rajneesh told
reporters recently as he
departed India for a visit to
his co'mmune in the Himala-
yan kingdom of Nepal.
That suits most Oregonians

just fine.

But while the local folk
didn't care much for the
hedonistic mystic, they had to
admit he had a certain style.

He had nothing to do, it

seemed, but enjoy the favors
of beautiful women and cruise

- around his kingdom in what
had to be the world's largest

personal fleet of Rolls-Royces,
93 in all, some sporting
strange paint jobs.

A man with hypnotic
brown eyes, he peddled
enlightenment and preached
that sex is fun, that Jesus
Christ was a madman, that
materialism is good. He drew
thousands of disciples with ir-

reverent lessons on how to be
rich and happy at the same
time.

Many followers say they fell

in love immediately with the
bald, white-bearded guru,
who appears much older than
his 54 years. And Rajneesh,
always the ladies' man, claim-
ed to be the world's greatest
lover.

Disciples, many of whom
began following Rajneesh in
the 1970s in Poona, India,
thought nothing of selling
their possessions and moving
to the high desert of Oregon,
where they toiled 84-hour
weeks to feed their guru's
dream of a model community
— and his penchant for ex-
pensive cars and expensive

jewelry. -
*—"^ — —

His dream came to an end
in November, when he was
deported from the United
States and returned to his

mother country after four

years in Oregon. He pleaded

guilty to two federal immigr-
tion fraud violations, was jail-

ed for a short time, and paid

a $400,000 fine.

When "the blessed one"
left, his Oregon commune
quickly collapsed. One legacy

left behind were the Rolls-

Royces.

Some were sold to in-

dividuals, mosdy disciples, but
the bulk went to Robert
Roethlisberger of the Dallas

suburb of Carrollton, Texas,

who bought 86 of them for

about $5 million.
Roethlisberger has sold about
20, and the remainder will be
op display at a fund-raiser for

a candidate for the Texas Ap-
peals Court.

Rajneesh was bom Mohan
Chandra Rajneesh in the In-

dian village of Kuchwada. As
a young boy, he moved to

nearby Cadarwara, a grain-

marketing town that now has

^ populatioTT^r about 45.000. Oregon commune later that

There, his father Joipea^be year.

family cloth business. ~;_ At the commune'? peak, Ra
Rajneesh attended the Uni

versity of Jabalpur as a

philosophy student. It was

beneath a solitary tree in a

Jabalpur park, Rajneesh says,

that he became enlightened at

age 21.

He did postgraduate work

at the University of Saugur

and in 1959 became a lecturer

at Mahakoshal Arts College.

In 1964, Rajneesh began

speaking at meditation camps

in India. He resigned from the

university In 1966 to concen-

trate on lecturing.

He shifted his base to Bom-
bay in 1969 and took the title

"bhagwan" — "the blessed

one" — two years later.

Rajneesh established his first

real commune in 1974, when
he left his Bombay apartment

and moved to Poona, 75 miles

to the southeast.

In 1981, he abruptly left

Poona and flew to the United

States where he was to

undergo back surgery. The
operation never was perform-

ed, and he moved to his new

r>
*

Resumes: Typeset Because,
The First Impression

. : Counts!—-

—

-—
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Preparation
Preparing your resume Is a lot like dressing for a job
interview: in both cases the first impression counts! A
resume that's typeset — not just dashed off on a type-
writer — can help make your first impression a good one.

The Professional Look
A typeset resume is neat, clean, easy to read and shows
that you're well-organized. You can choose from seventy
different typestyTes.

Our Low Prices
*"~~

A typeset resume looks expensive — but at ASUCLA
Graphic Services, your investment is modest. Your
typesetting is just $24 for a one-page resume and you
can have copies made for a small additional charge on
fine quality paper.

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

( A S U C L 1

SERMCES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6
Frr 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

jneesh presided over some
4,000 disciples

' who lovindv
planted trees and shrubs
around his luxurious estate so
he wouldn't have to see the
desert. He reportedly was
quite displeased with the arid
ambiance of centi^ Oregon.
For V/t years, from his ar-

rival in Oregon in June \%\
until October 1984, he was
publicly silent, meditating,
swimming in his indoor pool
or watching movies as yuppie
disciples busily built Ra-
jneeshpuram into a city full of
upscale restaurants and bouti.
ques. He had a team of medi-
cal assistants to care for his

fragile health.

The mission of his teachings
was to create a new man —
"Zorba the Buddha" — who
would be a synthesis of
Eastern mysticism and
Western pop psychology,
blending the spiritual and the
material. **You can only
escape within, and that's what
I teach," he said in the "Book
of Rajneeshism."

^_^^^ "I do not teach worship of

^^1 God, or any other ritual, but

I I
only a scientific way of coi^^^ ing to your innermost core."

Yet ritual was ao integral

part of commune life.

Rajneesh emerged from his

house at 2 p.m. each day
behind the wheel of one of his

Rolls-Royces for a "drive-by,"

the highlight of the day for

disciples who stopped work to

line the dusty roads, hands
pressed together in a gesture

of respect as they eagerly

awaited a glimpse of
"Bhagwan."
During the early days of

Rajneeshpuram, Rajneesh lik-

ed to drive on the highway —
fast. Once his car landed in a

ditch..

During festivals, as many as

15,000
' disciples from around

the world came to Ra-
jneeshpuram to bow down be-

fore Rajneesh as he sat silently

on his specially designed
throne, video cameras recor-

ding his every gesture.

The disciples chanted,
danced and sang songs such as

"Bhagwan, We Love You" as

the guru smiled and motioned
for the musicians to pick up
the tempo.
Occasionally, Rajneesh

made proclamations of im-

pending doom that ..were an-

nounced by his close
associates.

In 1983, he announced that

the following year would
mark the start of a 15-year

period of natural and man-
made catastrophes that would
lead to global hoilocaust.

In 1984, he proclaimed that

acquired immune deficiency

syndrome would kill two-

thirds of the world's popula-

tion and told his disciples to

become celibate or remain
with only one sexual partner.

That came as a shock to disci-

ples, who had been taught

that the only way to transcend

sex was to engage in it so

often they would become
bored with it.

During his period of self-

imposed silence, Rajneesh
spoke publicly only once,

choosing to give a deposition

in a deUmation lawsuit. Dur-
ing the questioning, he
berated the plaintiffs' attorney
for rustling papers and for not

looking at him when he spoke.
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NEW YORK-ITALIAN FOOD—AT ITS RESTI

Homemade Italian Recipes

From Little Italy, N.Y. '

1049 Gayley Ave. • Westwood

Deliver 8244310 7 ]§^s

Also 1012 State St. Santa Barbara

Big ocreen TV iii

deli* Featuring
Monday Night
Football or all

Sports and Soaps*
Daily Specials

RESTAURANT ^ NEW YORK PIZZA DELI
CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SAVE

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

Pitcher
1-59 of 1.59

Beer
Please present coupon

CHASE
Restaurant

LOBSTER TAIL PICCATA
Dinner

$13.99
Plctisc prt'scru

coupon

includes caesar salad, fettuccini Alfredo, and
a FREE glass of cabernet or chardonnay

CHASE
Restaurant

VEAL PICCATA For 2

$19.99
Please present

coupon

includes caesar salad, fettuccini Alfredo, &
2 FREE glasses of cabernet or chardonruiy

CHASE
Restaurant

Lunch
On all Pasta, Chicken or Eggplant dishes

Please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza Deli

^^or i
Any Large Pizza

Please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

on all Deli Sandwiches

Please present cou|X)n

CHASE CHASE
Pizza ' Deli Pizza Deli

22 oz. DRAFT "«
MOLSON ^-'IV^^i: X^iooSEHEAD
TAP 1217170 TAP
$2.00 JDHlllV $2.50

Please present coupon

MEDIUM PIZZA
2 toppings
• 2 salads

itn C%C%
Please present

*^ i *Z7Z^ coupon

CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner for 2
FREE Vi carafe of red or white wine

13.99
On all pasta, chicken or ,

Please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

"CHASE GIANT COMBO"
Large CHASE Pizza with

up to 7 toppings

^9«99 t^l5 00 value)

Please present coupon

CHASE
r*-

Restaurant

2 For 1
Lunch

On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

Please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

Please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

-75 <|:

pcpperoni 99c

Please present coupon

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

Insane Wednesday!
Any Large pizza w/2 items

2 For 1
Please present coupon

CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner for Tw^o
includes Vi carafe of red or white wine

13.99
On all Pasta, Chicken or Eggplant dishes

Please present coupon

CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SAVE

FAMOUS IN SANTA BARBARA

CHASE IS THE PLACE!!
FAST FREE DELIVERY 208-4729

($6.00 minimum order) 824-1310
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• Buin-'n P°**,
SAlnc. one-

m^^ * Hi-FlT Video~ Camera Hi-ri * ^

, BODY ONLY

,N/50mm tV8 Lens

^,28-70 ToKina zoom
Leos...

$2

with ad

1025 Westwood
Blvd

One Block South of UCLA^

HOOBS: Mon.-Fri^'»* "

Sat. 10««-*P*

».«^ur-^»«?^--~™"''"

Deals are

blossoming

in the

bruin

Lvyo.xV-<:<-

BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE
the

AFRICAN
EDUCATION PROJECT

INNER^CITY -

TUTORIAL PROJECT

present a

GRADUATE SCHOOL
RECRUITMENT

INFORMATION FAIR
Tuesday * January 28th * 4'7pm

Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge
(Refreshments Provided)

REPRESENTATIVES FROM:

*School of Architecture & Urban Planning
* School of Dentistry

School of Education

'School of Engineering & Applied Science
* School of Law
'School of Library & Information Science

^Graduate School of Management
School of Medicine -^-^

'School of Nursing
'School of Public Health
'School of Social Welfare
'Graduate Affirmative Affairs Office
'Black Graduate Student Association

**Students helping students'*

Protein
Continued from Page 4
possible to reverse its functioiT
and block blood vessel forma
tion. It could be used as an

that bind to the protei^
deforming it and making if
useless.

^

"We'll use the antibodies to
target angiogenin," said James
Riordan, one of the Harvard
researchers. "They'll act as in
hibitors to shut off or starve
the blood supply of tumor

Aj
pells.

J"^ Angiogenin may be used in
other ways as well —

to
facilitate the healing of
wounds and to increase the
blood supply to organs such as
the heart.

Angiogenin inhibitors also
could help in the treatment of
circulatory problems
associated with diabetes and
some skin disorders.

It took more than 10 years
and $23 million to isolate and
produce the angiogenin
molecule.

The research effort began in

1974 when teams led by Judah
Folkman and Ben ValJee at

Harvard and funded by Mon-
santo Company began in-

vestigating the "tumor
angiogenesis factor" or TAF.
^^olkman and his colleagua
had found indications, in

work begun in 1972, that
cancer cells produce TAF,
which fosters blood vessel

growth in tumors. The effort

to find and determine the

--structure of the TAF molecule
had been unsuccessful.

In 1981, Vallee spearheaded
the research that finally led to

the discovery, structural
determination and cloning of

angiogenin, using human col-

on-cancer cells. The gene for

angiogenin is also present in

normal human liver tissue and
« other healthy tissues may pro-

duce it.

Only one milligram of

angiogenin has been collected

since it was first isolated, but

it is extremely potent. One

I
|Jart in 1,000 million-million

can stimulate blood vessel

growth.

"Angiogenin causes a blood

vessel to send out branches

toward the source of

angiogenin," Riordan, a

membmer of Vallee's team,

said. When angiogenin is

removed, the capillaries

degenerate.

"This may just be because

the blood vessels are not

mature enough to support

continued growth with
angiogenin present," he said.

Analysis of angiogenin
revealed that its amino acid

sequence is 35 percent iden-

tical with that of ribonuclease,

an enzyme that breaks up the

nucleic acid RNA.
The two molecules appear

to have completely different

functions, but their similarities

may suggest ways of modify-

ing angiogenin so that it will

inhibit — not promote —
blood vessel growth.
The final step was detecting

and cloning the gene that

produces angiogenin. The
cloned gene should allow

researches to produce large

amounts of angiogenin for the

study of blood vessel forma-

tion in tumors.
With the isolation and clon-

ing of angiogenin, the Science

Digest article reported, it is

likely that different proteins

will be isolated that will be

associated with the growth of

other ort;an systems.
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Tfce UCLA Dally
Bruin has an ongo-
ing training pro-
gram for new staff,

contributors and
students interested
in reporting or
reviewing for tlie

newspaper.

Tlie group meets
from 7-9 p.m. Wed-
nesdays in Royce
248.

If you need addi-
tional information,
call Media Adviser
George Taylor at
825-2959 or 825-
2787.
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12,000 paperbacks in all categories

including over 5,000 Penguin paperbacks!

FICTION•CLASSICS
HEALTH'HISTORY

CURRENT INTEREST
— & ACADEMIC

Also a large selection of

bargain records and tapes.
»
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Viewpoint
^.>

Supreme Court impedes the law

Counterpoint

By James )(. Bozajian

The California Supreme Court is a disgrace.
Led by Chief Justice Rose Bird, the Court's

liberal majority — composed (or perhaps
"decomposed" would be a more appropriate
term) of Bird and Associate Justices Joseph
Grodin, Cruz Reynoso, Stanley Mosk, and
Allen Broussard —^ has made a mockery of
American justice.

Since reinstatement of the death penalty in
California in 1977, these five justices have
consistently allowed their personal opinions
about capital punishment to flavor their
judicial decisions.

The Court has overturned the death penalty
in 52 out of 55 cases brought before them
since 1977 and, to date, California has not ex-
ecuted one individual in that time.

Bird has stated that her personal views
about the death penalty are "irrelevant" to her
position as chief justice. Perhaps Bird would
be correct if she did indeed separate her
private opinions from the decisions she makes
on the bench.
Although I do support the death penalty, I am
willing to concede that, on a case-by-case

basis, the Court has the right — and the duty
— to overturn lower court decisions involving

capital punishment if there are valid legal

reasons to do so.

But I find it quite hard to believe that the

Supreme Court justices judged each of those

55 cases fairly — without letting their per-

sonal views prevail over their judicial ethics —
and honestly felt that nearly every time there

* was some valid legal reason warranting an
overturning.
To illustrate my point further, I offer brief

sketches of the Court's rulings in four cases in

which decisions were handed down Dec, 31,

1985 (source: Los Angeles TimeSy Jan 1.).

• In a 5-2 decision, the Court reversed the

sentence of Bernard Lee Hamilton, stating

that there was no evidence that he intended to

kill his victim. Hamilton decapitated her and
cut off both her arms.

In any event, the point is moot because the

U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that intent to

kill does not have to be proved to assign the
death penalty — a precedent and guideline
which the state Court has categorically ig-

nored.
Continued on Page 15
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Voice student concerns
By John Dupuy ''_

Is it too much to 9sk that student government at UCLA
concern itself primarily with student concerns?

Apparently for Wonkoo Chang, General Representative,

this is too great a mental burden.

His shocking and senseless attack upon Ron Zollman

was thoroughly unbecoming of a General Representative

who suppo^dly represents the entire UCLA campus, not

the narrow interests that allowed him to win.

Mr. Chang's letter is filled with untruths. Firstly, he
says that "$4800 allocated to Coke education" was not
allocated by the USAC but by the BOG.
What bloody difference does it make where the money

comes from? Any way you try to get around it student
money was spent.

If I'm not mistaken some BOG members were appointed
by USAC Pres. Ron Taylor. Ron Taylor is a member of
the BOG himself.

Is Mr. Chang so embarassed by his support of the an-
ti-Coca Cola movement that you try to put its genesis in

the BOG and not the USAC of which you are a member.
Sounds like GYT-"cover your tush" syndrome to me.
The second blatant lie is when Chang uses semantics to

change the intent of the funding from Coke to corporate
education!

At the same time of debate on the issue the Bruin even
referred to it as Coke education.
With two students killed and another attacked, sugges-

tlons of a reference to safety ovei the lunch with ad^
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i
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COMTRACTOR...
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ministrator is hardly consolation.

Furthermore, if Ron Taylor had been working without
success on the peripheral issue of lighting for his entire
nine months of service as president, that says something
about the competency of the Taylor regime.
The basic issue '\% student issues and student concerns.

Perhaps some USAC member will explain why eveh
though Dean Florez has representatives on the admissions
committees, Asian and White enrollment is being
systematically cut back because of "racial over- representa-
tion."

UCLA needs people who are willing to speak up for
student concerns. The letter putting down Ron Zollman
for asking USAC to look at our problems is an embarrass-
ment to our school, illustrating narrowmindedness in the
worst sense.

Dupuy is a junior majoring in political science.
Editor's note: This piece was co-authored by Sean Wonp,,
a junior majoring, in economics and political science and
Blake Konczal, a junior majoring in political science.

Perspective

Sasco: Bearers of the spear Propoganda Walk?
By Surendren Moodliar

From time to time a generation }s chosen to
reflect on past generations so that it may make
for generations to come a life without the en-
cumberances of the past.

In South Africa the present generation is

that chosen one. Thus, be it in the factories,
the plantations or the streets. South Africans
are not only resisting but preparing for the of-
fensive.

South Africans now have to complete the
tasks of Shaka, Hintsa and Moshoeshoe and
build the new nation. Efforts at concretizing
these goals have taken many forms.

Southern African students at UCLA have
responded to the call of history and have
begun to make their admittedly humble con-
tributions. After much discussion in the Fall of
1985, the Southern African Student Committee
(Sasco) was formed.

Its members are students from the subconti-
nent who demand a democratically organized
society based on universal suffrage in a unitary
state in South Africa and who further seek an
independent and sovereign Namibia.

Sasco ^eeks to organize projects and pro-
grams which will educate fellow students
about issues which confront South Africans. It

recognizes also that there are many sym-
pathizers with these objectives therefore Sasco
accepts associate members who are not from
Southern Africa. It is hoped that this will
favor a dynamic and open educational pro-

cess.

The struggle in South Africa is one for na-
tional liberation and as such a wide range of
organizations participate in the process. Sasco
recognizes the unique and often indispensable
contributions of different liberation move-
ments and for this reason supports the efforts
of all liberation movements and tendencies.
The development of consciousness about

Southern Africa is an uneven process and
therefore Sasco welcomes correspondence and
vigorous debate with all concerned individuals
and groups.

One occasion to promote discussion and
debate will be the Sasco filmshow and panel
discussion on Wednesday, Jan. 29, 1986.

It is hoped that our efforts will be enough
to minimize the numbers of those mercenary
academics who would label our fellows in
South Africa "pubescent Pol Pots." Sasco
therefore applauds and is gratefull for the ef-
forts of those who have exposed such
mercenaries. -—r— ' '.. "

'
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• __ Affirming our right to be the makers of our
own destiny, and declaring our goal to be a
democratically organized polity and economy,
we in Sasco see as our duty the continuation of
the efforts of King Shaka and Maqondo in
building a united nation. Certain of your em-
pathy, we stand before you with Shakas spear

Infirmly clasped in our hands.

Moodliar is a graduate student of African
Studies.

By Steven Brody
We often hear about money being allocated for research into

certam issues such as cruelty to animals, apartheid education,
etc 1 thmk that we should conduct a poll regarding Bruin Walk
and how many people actually enjoy walking it.

Because to be totally honest, how enjoyable can walking
through a zoo be. 1 am appalled at the number of freak shows
we allow on campus.

Complaint number one: Preachers
Who are these people? What do they do for a living, besides

annoymg us with their rhetoric? How much satisfaction can

M A^^
"^^^"'^ knowing that no one is listening?Mow don t get me wrong, for I have nothing against religion,

i just do not think that we should be subject to fanatical
preachmg such as those who frequent Meyerhoff Park. And if

this is what they do for a living, who's supporting them? Our

Zendmlm '^ """'* ^^ ^ ^'""'^ ^° ^^^ miscarriage of the First

Complaint number two: Fliers

..la,^^^
^""^ ^ ^^^* "^^y °f informing the public of important

InJl^r^^nTvV' ""JrT ^^^^i°"' I^'s ^ven helpful in espous-
ing certain beliefs and feelings.

v/i^na I.fI!^n^"'"'
'"^ ^' ^^*"g constantly badgered by people

oicTvir ";T ^" '"y ^^^^- You cannot believe the Olym-

And wH'^ ' ^^^^ ^^."^^^^ »" «^d^r to avoid such people,

vou ar. .ol' r''^ V^""^ '^ y«" ^« "«t take one of th^e fliers,

Znk LvT P uT l^"^'^''^"^
f«^ "ot doing so. Who do they

don't Wtnf.^' ^r '^^ ''^^' to accept such material, we

Cnmnr .
'^^\^"yt^-"K If We don't wani to.Complaint number three: Donation-takers

gentTemen^^k^nrf'^';'
^' ^^^^ «^*"^"y ^" approached by

dlea^ ?fMnl ?K ?' ^^"^tions to help find a cuVe for various
diseases. I think that s great for these people to do such a thing.

Continued on Page 15
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Supreme Court

Continued from Page 1^
^

which the state Court has categorically ignored.
• The Court- also ruled by 5-2 to halt Michael Todd

Leach s execution because he, too, did not intend to kill
his victim. Leach stabbed his victim 48 times.
The Court noted that the prosecution had not proven

that Leach committed an act of torture — because it had
not been shown that he had intended to inflict an unusual
amount of pain.

• Convicted murderer Ronald Lee Deere was another
lucky winner to have his sentence reversed. By a 6-1 vote,
the Court ruled that Deere will not be executed because
his lawyer was "ineffective" in not producing any
witnesses who might have testified on Deere's behalf,
thereby evoking sympathy in jurors. Deere slayed the hus-
band and two young children of his former lover's sister.

• In a 4-3 vote, the Court reversed the sentence of
Darnell Lucky, who killed two jewelers during a spree of
robberies and attacks he committed. A lower court erred,
the Court stated, by failing to instruct jurors to consider
Lucky's "unfortunate" background in determining whetheii
to show him mercy — a background which includes a his-

tory of drug abuse and former incarceration.

Whether the justices like it or not, the death penalty is

the law in California. By, attempting to stonewall im-
plementation of executions, they are, in a very real sense,
breaking the laws of this state.

How n)any people will have to be slaughtered by vicious
animals before Bird, Grodin, Reynoso, Mosk and
Broussard decide to obey the laws which, ironically
enough, they are supposed to be protecting?

In all fairness, though, I will concede one point to Bird
and her liberal friends. Their personal views about capital

punishment will be "irrelevant" — in November, that is

— when the people of California vote to throw them out
of court, thereby allowing Governor George Deukmejian
to appoint people to the Court who possess judicial integri-

ty, a willingness to follow the laws of this state, and a

desire to carry out the will of the people.

Bozajian, a junior majoring in history, is the Bruin's
Administration Editor. His viewsAo not necessarily reflect
those of the Bruin Editorial Board.

ATHENS
JNTERNATIONAL

Propaganda :s^

JDontinued from Page 14
~ Hey USAC General Representatives, why
not conduct a poll asking how many people
The problem is that no matter how much

money you give thei^, it's never enough and
you're caroused into giving more.

I gave this one gentleman five dollars,

and he told me to give him five more. Talk
about nerve? I was so close to taking my
five dollars back and really letting him have
it, but I decided to let it slide, smile and
continue my trek through the asylum.

enjoy being confronted, assaulted and ac^
costed by these people every day on Bruin"

Walk. I think the results would be very in-

teresting.

Thank God I spend most of my time in

North Campus. That way, I get to avoid it

all and take Circle Drive back to fhe resi-

dence halls. I'm sure many others do the

same, just so they can bypass "Propoganda
Walk". * .-.

-u„f

Brody is a sophomore

Start Your New Year Off With a Smilel
see

RICHARD S. PHILLIPS, D.D.S
General Dentistry

Reduced Fees/Extended Hours
CLEANING & EXAMINATION $18.00''reg.$60
Located in Westwood Village at the Medical Plaza

-—^ 10921 WIL8H1RE BLVD 1007
•Mew UCLA Students G Faculty 208-4799

DM CONPITDLE CONFUTEB

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor .

Keyboard „__^..

only Sf€S99
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0623

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

rOP INSURER offers special

..(jilege student program to

sharply lower your present
rates Faculty and others may
also benefit Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

1081 Westwood Blvd. #224
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TOMORROW NIGHT...

camous events BRINGS YOU

ANOTHER FREE PREVIEW SCREENING

i

V,

1-''

GOLDIE HAWN

8:00 PM ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

TICKETS AVAILABLE AFTER 9:00 AM
TOMORROW AT THE CTO. WEST CENTER

USAC
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICA &
AMiRiQ\MSESSAY& SHORT STOR^^

CONTEST

THREE PRIZES Or-
^

$250, $150, $100
Are you new to the U.S.?

Do you remember your initial impressions?
Have you had a foreign friend share stories of his/her first

experiences here?
What surprises, angers, embarrasses, delights about life

and people here?

WRITEAN ESSAY OR STORY
ABOUT IT!

Essay length: 2-10 double-spaced typewritten paces
Entry deadline: JANUARY 31, 1986
Eligibility: Any registered UCIA student

For more information contact:

OiSS
Ottlce of International Students and Scholnrs
695 Circle Drive South 825 1631

Come to L&S Group
Counseling Sessions

NEW TRANSFER GROUPS
Introduction to college requirements and academic support services

Winter 1986
Feb. 24 2A
Feb. 27 10-12

Mar. 4 2-4

NO SURPISES SENIOR SEMINAR
Degree checks/Graduation procedu res

Jan. 31

Feb. 13

Feb. 20

Mar. 6

Feb. 6

Feb. 14

Feb. 21

Mar. 14

-2-3:3.0 -

2-3:30

1-2:30

10-11:30

10-11:30

1-2:30

10:30-12

1-2:30

*CHOOSING YOUR MAJOR
Interest imentor^/Major choice/Careerfocus

Mar. 3

Mar. 6

Mar. II

Mar. 13

10-12

1-3

1-3

10-12

*IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS
Time management /Study skills/Note taking

Jan. 28

Feb. 5

Feb. II

2-5

2-5

2-5

SUBJECT TO DISMISSAL GROUPS
Consult the college office for times and dates.

IM pSoxT"^ ^^^^^ GROUPS WILL MEETIN ROOM A-316 MURPHY HALL UNLESSANOTHER LOCATION IS GIVEN YOUMUST SIGN UP AT L&S BY CALLING 825
3382 OR BY GOING TO A-328 MURPHY

Bob Remsiein, Review Editor

Kent Andrade. Asioaate Review Editor

Jenny Bleier. Asmtont Review Editor

FILM
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La honita Norma Aleandro y la niffa pequena Analia Cast

THEATER

By Jennifer Boynton

As children we are constant-
ly faced with the discovery of
new information which vastly
alters our perceptions of the
world. By the time we are
adults these perceptions have
congealed into a world view
which governs our actions and
opinions, and which often
leaves very little room for the
processing of new and con-
tradictory data. Our opinions
cannot be swayed so easily.

Many films which are of a
primarily political focus are
intended as tool$ to sway sym-
pathy toward one faction at
the expense of another, and
the political biases of the
filmmaker are usually clear.

Rarely are the subtleties of the
government/governed relation-

ship presented so honestly and
so personally. After seeing
"The Official Story," you are
horrified by the actions of the
Argentinian government and'
feel sympathy for those who
have been wronged. You are
also able to perceive and
understand the almost im-
perceptible steps necessary to

push an action from morality
into immorality, or a man
from compassion to cruelty.

"The Official Story" uses as

a backdrop the Argentinian

Continued on Page 21

By Anne Mulkern. Stoff Wrfter

rough a 'Blue Window*
Is language really an accurate' communicator of our human

Lv dramaM-^"r"" "f ^"""'t,"-'^?
So goes the question poseSby dramatist Craig Lucas m his play The Blue Window nowperforming at the new Mayfair Theatre in Santa M nfca Th^play may be about language limitation, but Lucas' messaS^manages to come across loud and clear

message

The Blue Window, a phrase which refers to the patch of skv>seen by a skydiver immediately prior to jumping from a plane

s^—rfrh''.""
'""'^*"'

r*y *" "nfoWthe^iveT of sevenstrangers. The discussion at the party centers aroimH U,!„
although we speak and react differenfl!

^^""d language:

needs a'nd desir'es really orald,h:"aS? '" °" subconscious

The Blue Window is subtle- it takes almocf fK«

at first .inHl h„ o !i i *"'^ P'*> ^'''^"'s to move slowly

characters- seven d^rreriir^t'r
,Untrsll" Th"''

'''^

t^sern^p^LCem^TEact iSt^

^^^^^^^^"^
"Scrfc -f^'^ -5icramid:rrotr H^j:

^-^^^^

become frustrated/wanting^li.^en
,o all oTth'* K

^^^ '°

each makes it easy to become invoked in his Hf! "!j.r''""'memorab e performances of fkl i »
'"^- ^^^ "lost

Galloway as "a fa3y" hL^pIt'a'nd Brad'o^*'''" "r^^^"*^who could care less about the significance o^t^f^
as Griever,

he doesn't read. Galloway is beleivable ho.h
'^e word because

life of the party and later fht U i ,

^^ *''« ''''ther tipsy

chanted with her lesbiaflove; otLT'''"'^'^"'^ K'""' d'^«"-

comedic lines, and deliver them with nT.!""'' "' '^"^ '"""'«

quired for genuine lauX S„l^ u ' °^ ^^^ seriousness re-

of the part^. is e^ily"SrlooTe3 So" he^ ff'\ *^ '"""-
performance is excellerit howler ^nl • '^S"!

"^ ""«^- H^f
londi.^ of someone who tra7;:;X^^^-«^^^ of the bitter

the'j:4tarrhfrie':i'^rnt^ Cuf'"iV'- - -^
are fnteresting and help to define .iTL^^' ^^ ^higeru Yagi,
uf,ed to creatf both mC an^padnV5ndT^f" J^"^'^

'' ^^-
Cliff Faulkner, uses oddly shaped hlLtk ^^ 'K*"^' "«*• ^V
necessary set pieces. The blue marhl!^.

^"^ *°. 'designate the
ed by a large blue window shT^l''''«!u'' '''^^ ""d fram-
multiple action together ^ °'''^* """ P""' the pla/s

the end of the one-act play )m'*fm have no more answers than
you had at the onset. What ya fcll have, however, is a more

intimate knowledge of the seven people that you have just spent
the last 90 minutes with. This, in itself, is satisfaction enough.

I uiupie action together ^^^^^ ^"^ plays ^^^^^^^KKf/ M .^H
The shape of The Blue Window is circular; upon reaching SISST^^^

rr
^

Window*

HP
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MOVIE GUIDE

MANN
THEATRES

WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD

NATKNML
109255 Lindbrook

20M366

A MfiNiMra M Etai II N (R)

100-3:15-5:3(W 00-10:15

FriSat Late S^ow 12:30

MFmo
Westwd./Wilshr
474-7866

WMMNMy Trals M
12:30-3:00-5:3l>i:00-10:3d

VHIASE
<cV 961 Broxton
'** 206-5576

CtaM •! Om Cavi IMT (R)

12:30-3;00-S:3&4:00^10;36

Ffi-Sat Late Show 1245

HOLLYWOOD

948 Broxton

-jij- 208 8998

Sunset Nr Vine

466-3401

SalM Uke (it (PS)

12:30-3:00-5:3&^0&l620
Sat. 8 p m Sneak Preview

MiiMrtMfpn
70mm 6-Track DOLBY STEREO

1:0(M:15-7:30-10:35

WEtTWOOOl
VV 1060Gaytey

208-7664

^ —
VV WESTWOOON

1060Gaytey
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FfM^f S Hi

11 30-2: 15-5:00-7:45- 10
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HOU.YWOOO PACmC
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^
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^-^ 206-7ffi4

My QMiffer (R)
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H0U.Y1M000 PACIFIC My
12:40-2 4^ 4&« 40^:40-10:40

Fri-Sat Late Show 1240
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JtotHit

iV

^

12:45-5 !5-9!ir
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^
^
iV
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^
^

SANTA MONICA
AVCO UNEMA I
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LANDMARK
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS NUART
11272SM
478-6379

Blvd
TH*

ROYAL
11523 SM
477-5581

Blvd

730
lOl

506-9

Daily 2 005 15-8 30

WESTWOOD
MUIICHAU
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Trip to iooNtlfirt

Mon-Fn 5 408 0010 10

Sat Sun 1 003 205 408 0010 10
In kor OWN IHno/Nomfeor ovr

Sumrs
10600 Pico Blvd

475-0408

2tUP
1003406 20900

FINE ARTS Fool for LOVO
8556 Wilshire Mon-Fri 5 45 8 G0 10 15
652 1330 SatSun 1 15-3 305 45-8 001015

SANTA MONICA

Qoltfwyii
I

130730

Qoldwyo II

1 0O7 00

MONICA I

1332 2nd St.

394-9741

MoktokaSMon
Men Fn 6 45-9 25

Sat-Son 1 25-4 05-6 45-9 25

MONICA 11

1332 2nd St

394-9741

WNllotS
Mon-Fri 6 308 45

Sat Sun 2 004:15-6 308 45

HoMftcim liio Mo«lo
1 15-315-515

Sofor Boky
7 15-9 15

Separate Admission

MONICA III

1332 2r)d St

394-9741

Fool (or Lovo
Mon-fri 7 0O9 10

Sat Sun 5 007 009 10

inoMMOoot
SatSun 12 0O1 403 20

MOMCAIV TtoOotfillMlioCran
1332 2nd St Moo-Fri 7 30 9 40
394-9741 Sat-Sun 1 0O3 10 5:30 7 30 9 40

PLITT
THEATRES

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070

Feb 6 & 7 Poo-Woo't ill Atfvootaro

8001000
TlM Rocky Norm Pldiro MM*

12:00 a.m.

WEST L.A.

COmmV PIAZA Ckomt Um (PO-ISt

Century City Daily 1 45-4 15-7 609 30

2040 Ave of the Stars FnSal Late ShOw 12 00
553-4291 , --- ' '.'

:.- .

^^^

MELNITZ
MOVIES

M015
CBITURY PIAZA
Century City Daily 2 0O4 45-7 301(
2040 Ave of the Stars Fri-Sat Late Show 12 45

563-4291

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Informatiofl Call 825-2345

Today(5 30/free) Hoi Ti—iHMK 1977)
IN PERSON Martin Brest

(7 3Qrfree) Coio any:TlM EOMcal ONoiMMi
Hi NmHoo(1964)
mt lo«S(l9e4)
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ONCAMPUSONCAMPUSONCAMPaSONCAMP
By Bin U'Ren. Stofr Wffter

"You want it, don't you?"

she quipped with ^^^ ^^^^*

white smUe.
"You want that trivia question

right now, without any tricky

stuff, huh?" Pete could only

help but laugh (he wasn't a

poli sci major for nothing.)

"Okay, fine. I don't care if

you read anything of mine
ever again." Monica was
angry, but it didn't stop her

from revealing the trivia ques-

tion without her usual amount
of creativity.

•*Alright, listen. Before he
ignited Band Aid or Live Aid^

Bob Geldoj appeared in a ma-
jor celebrity benefit headed by
the members of Monty
Python, with guest spots by
musicians like Stingy Pete
Townshendy and Eric Clap-
ton. NoWy PetCy for the usual

prizey what was the name of
that event and what group did

it benefit?'*

Pete knew that he couldn't

call the Review section, at 825
— 2538, until after 2:15, but
that was basically the extent

of his knowledge. Although he

wasn't sure of the answer, he

seemed, however, secure with

his theory that Bob Geldof

had gotten the whole idea for

the Ethiopia thing from Mon-

ty Python, although he knew
people would call him crazy if

he ever said it aloud. Besides,

he was still wondering who
that blonde girl in his

YugdHav lit class was.

Last week. Bob Branman^

called in to say that Mick Jag-

ger and David Bowie had

worked with directors Nicolas

Roeg and Julian Temple. For

his efforts, he received an

album from CBS' Dave
Millman, who has been

reinstated as Masterpromoter,

thanks largely due to a clerical

error here at Review.
Although rumour has that it

was my fault.

FILM

Monday, January 27,

Melnitz presents a free screen-

ing of Hot TomorroW5(1977)

at 5:30 with dkector MARTIN
BREST (Beverly Hills Cop
)scheduled to appear. Also

r^'y^^'r^it^^'
' ^^^uZ,

%^
~**e^>.

,^»S*.1^^.T.
f >• *f

f ' T I, .

/r^

'f-p^ ^-.
,

V...

r*??*'****-*

:l/^^

*%j^
5«m^-^. i*w-»*

M^i^ .

Bob Brandman (right), the winner of this week's ONCAMPUS Trivia Contest.

screenings of Code Cniy(1984)

and Abortion: Stories from

North and South to continue

the CONTEMPORARY
DOCUMENTARY SERIES,
beginning at 7:30.

Tuesday, January 28,

Melnitz continues with its

AMERICAN INDEPENDENT
FILM SERIES with an 8:00

screening of Who's Tbmt

Knocking At My Door?
(1968). Admission is $4 and

$2.50 for students.

Wednesday, January 29,

Melnitz continues with the

REMEMBERING INGRID
BERGMAN SERIES with free

screenings of |jitennezzo(1939)

and Arch of Triumpb(l94S)

beginning at 8:00.

Thursday, January 30, At

5:30, a free screening of Walt
Disney's Wonderful World of

Co/or(NBC, 9/24/61) will kick

off Melnitz's TECHNICOL-
OR: THE GLORY YEARS
SERIES to be followed by a

7:30 screening of BccAy Sharp

(1935) and The Trail of the

Lonesome Pine(1936).
ROBERT GITT will be In

Person to speak before the

screening of Becky Sharp.

tission is $4 and $2.50 fori

students.

Friday, January 31, Melnitz

presents a special screening of

Down and Out In Beverly

Hills beginning at 7:30. Tick-

ets, free to students with ID,

will be available at 9:00 at the

CTO Trailer and at 10:30 at

the MacGowan Box Office.

Continued on Page 20
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AU. NATURAL reOZBJ YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

I

I

I

T

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/10/86 • Hmit one per customer

opy
Complete Copying, Printing &

Binding Available

Quality Xerox 9900

NO MINIMUM
For Students

, .ind Faculty

witti I D

1(346 lVt'St'/;on(l Bivd

4/11 4//H

q>^

I]\fTR0PUCT101\f TO
JUDAISM

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

Rabbi Patricia Karlin-Neumann
5:45 - 7:15 PM, Mondays

In this section of the three-part Introduction to

Judaism class, we will discuss basic concepts of

Jewish theology and prayer as well as survey
Jewish history and literature.

Hillel Jewish Student Center
900 Hilgard Ave. 208-3081

buys a large

pepperoni pizza and

2 ice-cold Coca-Cola's

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

-,f

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary

Not good with any
other offer.

IT'S MADNESS!

« WJk

previn and Watts
By Robert N. A. Read

With the beginning of 1986. the conglomerated celebra-

tion of Baroque trloentenniais (Bach, Handel, et al.) has

effectively drawn to a close, and othc* musical anniver-

saries may at last emerge to enjoy their rightful moments

of prominence. I%rlll^p$ this year's most notable anniver-

sary is the centennial of the death of Franz Liszt, whose
compositional output of Jiiano pyrotechnics, unlike the

works of many othen, has never ebbed in popularity. En-

thusiasm for Liszt was in evidence at the Music Center

during thier fifst two weeks of Los Angeles Philharmonic

subscription concerts for the new year; the occasion was
marked both by Music Director Andre Previn's return to

the podium and by genuinely electrifying performances of

Liszt's pliino-orchestral works, compliments of Andre

Watts.

The renowned young American pianist, who seems

hardly to have changed in appearance since his legendary

debut performances with Leonard Bernstein and the New
York Philharmonic a quarter of a century ago, has ap-

peared rather frequency here in recent years, offering

such varied fare as an eminently stately Brahms B Flat

Major Concerto and a memorable reading of the rarely

performed Second Piano Concerto of Edward MacDowell.

For these most recent Los Angeles appearances, however,

he delved into the muscular splashiness of the Liszt pot-

l^ilers — works which can be turned all too easily into

adventures in bad taste — and gave them both unabashed

dynamism and a lofty dignity.

The program performed on January 3 included the

ultrafamUiar First Piano Concerto and the demonic

Totendanx. In the former. Watts maintained an at-

mosphere of hair-raising drama along with a sense of

brute pianistic strength that fortunately was never

ovf^rKAaHttg With equal effectiveness, he negotiated the

concerto's lyrical passages with an amazingly hushed

sweetness, and the work's concluding runs were delivered

with astounding speed. In the TotendanZy which followed.

Watts entered with bone-chilling rhythmic force, then

proceeded to run the stypistic and interpretive gamut by

displaying the maximum musical contrast possible, giving

nods both to the relentless Dies Irae melody and to the

unspeakably ddiioate Interludes. The reading of the Toten-

danz captivated the edge-of-their-seats capacity Pavilion

audience with considerable justification.

Maestro Previn framed the program's central pianistic

bravura with works that contrasted each other as much as

each did the Lisart. In opening the program with Haydn's

Symphony No. 92, the Oxford Symphony, our new Music

Director confirmed what we already have seen as charac-

teristics of his way with musical classicism — warm, full-

bodied, and meticulously executed. The Adagio cantabiie

was lilting and leisurely, the Menuetto overtly robust, and

the concluding Presto effervescent without becoming ob-

trusive. To conclude the evening, Previn and the Philhar-

monic explored the dramatic, ever-invigorating

dissonances of the suite from Bartok's 1919 ballet The

Miraculous Mandarin. T>e rhythmic complexities were

sufficiently delineated, yet not to the extent that the com-

poser's deliberate sense of musical cacophony would be

undermined, and Previn created the appropriate sense of

hysteria as he and his charges unfolded the pungent Bar-

tokian harmonies with both excitement and finesse.

Returning for a second week of concerts with Previn

and the PhUharmonic, Andre Watts on January 9 U-

luminated the brooding Liszt Second Piano Concerto and

explored Malediction, one of the composers largely

unknown opuses. Consistent with the previous week s suc-

cesses. Watts demonstrated an admirable restramt as he

negotiated the Second Concerto's sober initial arpeggi(»,

launching subsequen^y with utmost ferocity mto the

work's relentkjss middle section and triumphant march

theme. At no time, however, was the works musicality

subordinated to the demands of bravura.

The Malecfitodoa, scored for piano arid strings, tea

pleasantly wandering, somewhat rhapsodic conversation

between soloist and orchestra which shifts jrfq««n«y

among various moods and which is punctuated by what

Omtipued on Page 20

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

$14
with ad only

cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18

Women $22

\

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710
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IT MAKES
CENTS TO
^DVERTISE^

BRUIN.

825 2161

CAN'T STOP
-,WE CAN HELP

I

I

I

• Easy
• Effective CALL NOW!
• Stressless OHQ QR7Q
• Inexpensive /iUO"00/^

ACUPUNCTURE CENTEB
Westwood Medical Plaza

10921 Wilshire Bl. (at Westwood Bl.)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

WE CAN*T-
OPERATE

WITHOUT YOUtt

KOREAN TUTORIAL PROJECT (KTP)

KTP is seeking volunteers to tutor immigrant Jr. High

Students in the Koreatown area. KTP helps the Jr. High

Students in their acacJemIc work and social adjustmenfc=

Please come out and spend a couple of hours a week.

It can be a great help to the students!

!

Tutoring Dates & Time: Mon.. Tues.. Thurs.. Fri. 2:30 - 5:30 p.m.

Meeting Place: Behind the Powell Library (Vending Machines)

Tutoring Sites: Virgil & Berendo Jr. High Schools

For More Info: Kerckhoff Hall ^^
Rm. jff4 1 1 tel: 825-2066

Call or drop in Tues. 6:30 - 8:30 p.

Juniors, Seiliors,

Graduate Students

EstablLsh a good credit rating now. Apply for a

Seafs Credit Card wtitle you're still in school.

There are a number of benefits you'll receive by

applying for a Sears Credit Card as a student As you

may know, credit grantors may assess your qualifica

tions differently after you graduate

• You will have been in your new job only a

short time.

• You may have li\trd in your new residence only

a short time

A .Si-ars (redit Card can identify you as a

responsible adult to other credit grantor??

it yoii arc A rtsjvuisihk (Hrv)ii with ihc al>ility lo p.i\

hiJK. S< jr> iHJicwsxou cIcm^tac t rcilii Aiui ;i Scars

( rciJit ( .iril coiikl Ix- \oiir firM step in tM.ihlishiii^

I he credit vou'll need in tlu- hmirc

Here aire a few of the many bertefits you'll

receive with a Sears Credit C^""d:
.

niere's no annual fee or hidden credit charges with

a Sears Credit (,ard and cvcr>ihing you purchast' is

backed by Sears famous promise. Satisfaction

(luaranteed or Your Money Back
'

>X^erever you live, trax-el. or move. >our Sears

Credit Card is good at more than 3000 Sears Retail

and C,atalog stores coast to coxst

With a Sears Credit C^d. ycni can stretch your

payments owr a peri<xi of months, if vou wi.sh

K Sears Credit Ord can be used to purchase items

you'll need alter graduation, such as a new business

wardrt)be for interviewing or fiirnishings for your

new home

Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

\

• You ma> be earning an entr> k-Nxrl income;:

All of the above are gcKxl reasons to apply f*>r V?"^

Scars Credit C^d now - wiiilc you re still in sch<K)l

Date: Every Monday. Wednesday, Friday

Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm r

Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

825-1211
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THE NAIL GARDEN
''over 12 years of quality service^

^*.

^r
">

Men & DWotncnls

_Jfeitrstyllng

Layer Cutting • Prrmts

Student Discounts

NAIL GARDEN ^""'^«^°"^^
475-0500

1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

Ill
-^ PHARMACY.

5. A Challenging Career
For Biology and Chemlstrv Majors

Phormacisls ore In high demond.

Pharmacists have a wide variety of career choices.

An accelerated program of study Is offered qt
University of the Podflc School of Pharmacy.

A ifOPreprssBntative willbe on your campus

Wednesday, January 29, 1986
.^

12 00 -
1 00, 1 00 - 2 00 pm

Plaoemonl & Career Planning Center universiiu of

the Pacific

n. a i fii.B 1 001

<5^

cr XT

10911 Kinross Avenue
Westwood Village

For /^jpt 206-6207
% s

%w nai« Mm iitallM oa>(209)M6*29B^,~'

mmmy^mmttmm'mmm^f^

CHATTERTON CATERERS
and

v^^.

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex c>-^^
PermalensA v/Q
Bausch&Lomb ^ ^
30 Day Extended

^°*^'

Additional Pair SRH
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily
Wear

Total

^65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

ROME • NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES
. . present -~- ~

CUSTOM PARTY CATERING
at

THE CHIC CAFE DELIA PALMA
located on

Beverly Boulevard at the Beverly Center

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1500 operations to dale
n.ifjto Keralotomy ''»
In Hosplal or Office Patient
$1000/L ye Credit Program Arranged

..2168 Pacific. (213)591-1594
V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys, (618) 786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege Bl.. (714) 774-4510
Downey. 8711 Firestone BI..^213) 8620766
L.A.. 1482 S. Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne, 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTEJ

• Holiday Theme Parties
• Children's/Adults Parties
• Wedding Receptions
• Office Parties
• Special Occasions

Come in and sannple our artisan quality

Italian pastas, specialty dishes, ice cream, pastries, tortes and
cakes and you will see how we can make your party a hit!

Pianists

Live Entertainment
Clowns
Photographers
Party Favors

8500 Beverly Boulevard
at the Beverly Center (213) 657-3133

• • * •

ADVERTISE
IN THE
BRUIN

825-2161

'^c<^^e<^^4421 Sepulveda BlvcJAO^i

x^'^'^lCulver City 391-6217^2=

>P Contact Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount

, i
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MUSIC

Tuesday, January 28,

Cultural Affairs Noon Concert

Series continues with a free

peKormance by French-Cana-

dian Group La Bo.tine

Souriante at Ackerman A-

Level Patio.

Wednesday, January 29,

Cultural Affairs Kerckhoff

Jazz Series continues with a

free performance from
Feldspar beginning at 8:00 in

the Coffeehouse.
»

—

J

COMEDY
Oiti^ mmHmm*

Tuesday, January 28,
Cultural Affairs presents

Tuesday Night Comedy

"Beginning at 9:00 pm in the

Cooperage.
Friday, January 31, the

UCLA Comedy CluB~presents

its second on-campus show of

the season beginning at 8:00

pm in Sproul Hall Entertain-

ment Center, admission is

free.

SPOKEN WORD

Thursday, January 30, Stu-

dent Committee for the Arts

presents Wanda Coleman and
Kurt Kirkwood (lead singer of

The Meat Pupp>ets) free in

Kerckhoff at 8:00 pm. Follow-
ing Kirkwood's reading. The
Meat Puppets will play for

free downstairs in the
Cooperage.

Watts wows em
Continued from Paji^e 19

are (by Lisztian standards) strikingly modem chords. The
work does require occasional pianistic strength, but an in*

trospective lyricism usually prevails.

It could be argued that, during the second week of the

Previn-Watts collaboration, the purely orchestral offering
were of even greater interest than was the Liszt repertoire.

Renowned as an interpreter of En^ish music, Previn of-

Jered the fortunate Philharmonic patrons two British
musical gems — the delicate Fantasia on a Theme by
Thomas TaJIis by Ralph Vaughan Williams, and, to the
even greater delight of this listener, the mighty and soulful
Enigma Variations of Sir Edward Elgar.

Scored for a double string orchestra, Vaughan Williams*
' Fantasia is essentially a leisurely progression of harmonies
that are more than slightly suggestive of Elizabethan
church music. Previn succeeded in weaving a seamless
musical tapistry; the piquant harmonies exuded a gentle
glow as he accomplished the somewhat paradoxical goals
of allowing individual instrumental textures to emerge and
bringing a warm cohesiveness to the ensemble sound.
The Enigma Variations, Elgar's masterpiece dating from

1899, is at times heroic, introspective, jocular, and, above
all, poignant. Previn served the various needs of the work
masterfully, treating the swirling Victorian musical opu-
lence with a proper sense of deference and avoiding the
temptation to distill the work according to mid-twentieth
century sensibilities. The introducton of the theme was
rather swiftly paced, and the splendid set of variations
followed with unusually slight pauses among them. The
lighthearted playfulness of the B.B.T. variation contrasted
sharply with the rapidity and comparable bombast of the
subsequent W,M.B.. Overall, Previn had delivered a
thoroughly majestic Enigma, giving Philharmonic patrons
a hint of what is in store should he choose to explore the
rest of Elgar*s output here in the years to come.

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon

r

^

Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $ I I

• Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up
Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

1 645 Westwood B vd. • I BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

5

¥

>
UJ

FREE FRAME SPECIAL

^ --^

1910 Westwood Bl^ 1 BIk South of
Santa Monica

475-1310

Complete eyeglasses from

$29
Including Plastic Tinting

'S«(«ct«dtty«M«vtth
purch«M ol icfiMt

one day service available

-»^

T~
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torship of the 1970s. Dur-
lis political upheaval, the
ippings and torturings
rmed by the rabid right

>n were so widespread
frequent that the term

Desparecidos" was coin-

refer to those who had
;ared. The children of

being tortured were con-
war loot and were

^n to dictatorial sym-
jrs who expressed an in-

One such couple is Alicia

d Roberto. Alicia, even
she is a history pro-

in a country still trying

ta fljttrge itself of the effects of

poM^ instability, maintains
a awy level of naivete. She
livet a solidly upper- middle-
cUsK life. Her husband is a

ed official, her child

ul and healthy. By her
choice her life is un-
led by sticky moral ques-.

The revolution, since it

not directly affect her,

not exist.

nly when Alicia's political-

arginal friend describes

experiences in exile does
ia realize that there might
questionable circumstances^

.

rding her daughter's adop-
four years ago. When

ia decides to look in the
h records of the missing to

ver the truth, she takes

first step in dismantling
r placid and stable ex-

ence. And Roberto's
urances are worse than

rely unconvincing — they
ray his own cooperation in

e abduction.

As Alicia concentrates all

r energy on understanding
e political motivations
hich have given her someone
Ise's child, and as her
areness of the world in-

reases, her personal style

gins to change. Her hair is

nbound; her clothing
mes less militaristic and

nservative. She stops blindly

nsoring her student's opi-

ions. Alicia, armed with the
nowledge that her life has

n built on layers and layers

f lies, now single-mindedly
seeks out the truth. She no
longer needs to have her in-

formation fed to her carefully

and in very tiny chunks, with
all the messy bits trimmed
away.

Aleandro gives an award-
winning and moving perfor-

mance. The film raises many
important moral issues about
the relationship between the
governed and the governing
but — more importantly — it

insinuates that self-imposed
ignorance of wrong-doing does
not free one of blame. It is

hoped that the universal ques-
tion of human culpability will

not be seen as particular to
bloody Argentinian revolu-
tions.

Review Staff:

Editor:

Bob Remstein

Associate Editor:

Kent Andrade
Assistant Editor:

Jenny Bleier

Staff Writers:

Tony Fabian-Reinstein
Peter Henne
BiU U'Ren
Marc Weinberg

Norma Aleandro y Hector Alterio^e ^Jh^Official Story '

-DEtlVER^fflAT
WINNINGIHEWEST
WELLSFARGO STUDENTLOANS
Speedy Processing: At Wells Fargo, we're

committed to rapid turnaround. Our state-of-the-

art student loan system enables us to give your

loan request prompt attention and sv^ft handling.

We Make It Simple: No additional bank forms

are required, and you don't need to have a credit

history or account relationship in order to qualify.

Courteous Customer Service: Our service

representatives are ready to answer your ques-

tions.We ap[)reciate your business, and we're

anxious to make your dealings with Wells Fargo
'

Bank pleasant and hassle-free.

Choose Wells Fargo: If a student loan is part

of your plans for financing your education, then

tell your financial aid office that you want to go
through Wells Fargo Bank. Soon after you mail

us your application, you'll begin to see why
Wells Fargo was the smart choice.

If you need more information, we'd be happy
to help . . . phone or write us today!

Call (8()0) 641-0473 Toil-Free -——

—

Weekdays 8 AM-5:3() PM

Wells Fargo Bank
'

f Student Loan Center

RO. Box 9368
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
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Tlw ASUCLA Convnunlcaaont Bowl My suppom tw
Untvws*«y o( CiMomla's potcy on novdlKnrTwuttw
No madium iImI mxtvH advvniMnwils wNcti pres«ii

ptraons o( wy origin, ran, raKgion. sax. or saxutf

onentaUon in a damMfMng way. or wnply •« tfwy ara

litTited to cartain poaMons. capablMK rolaa. or

status m aodafy NaKhar 9m Oatfy Brutn nor •«
ASUCLA Communicalons Board has nvasttgatad My
of Itia sarvtcas advadtaad or advamsef^ reprasaniad In

IhB tisua Any panon batovmg V<*t » advarllianiant

ti ma stue mtalas Iha Board's potcy on nort-

discnmmadon sutad haratn slwuM conNnunicati

complaints m wilOng to Iha Busjnasa Mwugar. Oatfy

Brum. 306 Wattvraod Plaza. KH 112. Los Angalas. CA
90024 For aaaotanca iwlth housing dbcnrranabon

proUama, cal «m UCLA Housing Offlca it S2S^91.
or call tha Wasisida fm Kousing Offtca at 47^-9671

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL. 10

Study Paks give you

A LOT OF HELP FOR A UTTLE $
Current quarters Lecture Note» PLUSorn ASUCLA Problem Solving
Guide for Chemistry, Economics, and Psychology classes.
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-Level In Ackerman Union.
Lecture Notes and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

Lecture Notes are your

study Partners
ASUCLA. LECTURE NOTES
A-Level Ackerman Union, M-m. 7:45^:3o. pn. 745^ sat. 10-5. sun. 12-5

Lecture Noteiand Problem SoMrip Guides are copyrlgtited by ASUCLA.

CAMPUS CAMPUS ~
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1

JUNIORS, SENIORS^ & GRADS
Apply for a Visa/MC plus

:Other credit cards & recelvo^
a free gifti!

No Employment Required
Very Higti Acceptance Rate
Apply every Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
9:OOam-4:OOpm

Westwood Student Federal Credit Union
Located In brown trailer behind KIL

SIGMA KAPPA
IS PROUD TO CONGRATULATE
THEIR 1985>86 NEW INITIATES

Zaida Angulo

iMarcia Bacuflb

TinaBaril

Brenda Blumhagen

Elise Brand

SeanaEason

Cynthia Gutierrez

Theresa HoUoway

iStnya Hcyn Irtiig Marc<r
Lori Hoffman

Jennifer Hurdle

Susan Hutkin

Erin Keiley

Jeanne LaMotte

Lynn Lambert

Elaine Mandel

Dawn Mays
Chris O'Connor

Allison Porter

Jolene Smith

Betsy Schwarcz

Carol Westland

SUNMEK OIIENTATION
19S4 COUNSELOI
KECBUniNG IS ON

NOW. FOB INFO CAU

NEED HELP WITH PAPERS?
The Christaln Science IVIonltofrdn

intematiorKil daily newspaper, may
have just what you're loolcino for. .

FREE Articles -on all subjects- will be
available to the campus on Jan 28

and 29 between 9:00 and 2:00. Just
look for the special display

on Bruin Walk.

DEAR AAA
Thank you so much for

your support this week.
Love,

Trj The sisters of

Sigmq Delta Tau

r

THINK

SIg Delt Pledges:
On your Mark...

Get set...

Get INSPIREDI
Your Insplratlor)

week Is herel
Good Luckl

Loads O' Love,
The Actives

^Congrmtulatioffis!! I Hope 1-week was everything you
Look forward to your first chipter meeting.

Your the BESTIR— —=^LYBS — ^
Teen T!na

WANTEDrplayers for Dung«K)ns & Dragons

EDUCATION
SERVICES

ALCOHOLICS ANONYIMOUS

MevNnQfc Monday, AckMmon
2410, 12:10-1:20. WKtMdays,

Neuropiychiatrtc Imtltute Cft-53a,

12:10-1:20. For atccMtc$ or Irv

dMduak who ha^ a drlnklno

probUm 8500644 or 475.6366

Sklihlilit Pe^Me
seeretly teM mte

that she feels very
lueliT te have U*%
Bee as her Big gis.

«By

Maureen and I rish.

Having you initiated is our
greatest wish! Hope you
have all your studying
done so you can join in on
all the fun.

YBS

TO my wonderful Ul' $^
WENOI BUSH(KA)

Thanks for your very
special trtorKJshlp.

God Bless ft good luck In

your new job.

Kothy

^
To our WILD and WOOLY Sig Delt pledges:

A pledge/active party on ttie beacti was a
WONDIFEROUS ideal We had a bkast i

We Love You,

Jhe Actives •^M>

ALICE RODRIGUEZ(KA)
It's ftnally here your

I (y^^ fi''* chapter meeting.^

5Q[^ Congratulatiom, and

jQl^
welcomel

' ^1 AOT! your big sitter, Kathy

GOOD
DEALS 7

^y

'>

BENATAR/10 tickets. Feb 3rd Sec. 25
Colonnade. Sell at cost $20 00 Larry
(213)396-6546 (2 13)453-4521.

Alpha Chi Omega
'""^

Pledges!
Get psyched for

INSPO WEEK!
Do we EVER have
surprises for you!
The fun begins

tonight....!

Love,

The Actives

tK^^})^
GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WARI WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
QRAM." (618)6804407, (8l6)e8<M36l.

• t

FREE .8

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly
Hills, call Kozo. 277-7045.

MISCELLANEOUS 9
^<

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or
455-1404.

Christine Alloggiamento

Elizabeth Anne Argue
Jacki Baldridge

Louise Callender Botto

Molly Ailyne Brown
Colleen Brownf
Michelle Marie Bua
Leslie Ann Calhoun
Lisa Chapman
Julie Conwell

Melanie Cornwall

Megan Elizabeth Daly

Jandle Del Carlo

Kristi Drucquer

Michelle Marie Dust

Susie Elam
Rebecca Ann Farley

Eileen Joan Farrell

Joan M- Fishman
Kim Franklin

Jennifer Gann
Brobke Gershon
Jeanine Giambruno
Heidi Harper

V

Lauren Herr
Dana Kahn
Carrie Lucidi

Meighan Maguilt.

Tanya Mayers
Patrice McClay •

Wendy Mesnick
~

Christina Milnes

Vibiana Molina

JennlfeT(EAT),

Happy 22nd Birthday!
You've been a helpful and

fun little sister.

Yo big bro,

Ralphie

* ^^ ^^ ^^ *Xf ^^ ^^ %x^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^^ ^^
t ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^T^ *^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^T^ ^^ ^v

DEBBIE FRADIN %
AEO

You look great in

Kelly green
and white!

Have a fun week.
I'm so proud

of you!
LMLYBS
Beth

* ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^J* ^J^ ^^ ^^ J^ ^* Jf^ 3|w #1% #|C ^

VCLA 9Vmr TEAM
it warn great having ytiu guys

overfor dtrmerl Hope the

wavem are gtxxf thiv quarterl

See you at (he beocfi/f

Love. TheLadkevo/
Alptta Chi Omega

x^imberly Mounts
Jennifer Myers
Leslie Napoies
Lida Nasarenko
Melissa Nygren
Tracy OHoff
Marie Porcell

Cathi Ratto

Wendy Satmary
Blair Smith
Gina Spears

Tory Valentine

Jennifer Whitlock
Kimberly Whitworth
Jill Winter

PSYCH UP
TRIDELT PLEDGES

DELTA WEEK
IS HERE

f******************
J

^*cin| Rehtiofw#^». car.^.

It ^ P^o*'*«" h too big or too
It imaJI for heading.

^ caN Lk. Ther^ritt

^ l*"**y CochefiM
* (•WMtSa Insuranc. Accapfd

21******************^

TAMi.
Wei how does It feel to

belegar?You're"2rso
set on example for us

.

(Drink for us tontghtl)

HAfFY 21stll {jONe,

THE GANG

SMOOTH Lines, Valentines. Give a
custom poem for that Valentine, birthday,
anniversary, makeup, breakup, pickup, or
hiccup Published poet. Send description
and $5 to: The Poetry Man, 7210 Jordan
Ave. Suite B102B, Canoga Park, CA,
91303.

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes
for winning smiles. Place: University
Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261

.

VAcme ic 'Bdidelhi

We (fire wu/m

— BETA
LITTLE SISTER SKI TRIP

TO MAMMOTH
MARCH 7-9 (AFTER 8th WEEK)

SIGN UP AT BETA
LIMITED SPACE

•

:

TO CHI OMEGA
PLEDGES

INSPO week has
just begun.

At dinner tonight

well start the

fun. Get fired-up

PC '65.

Love. The Actives

^
Happy Birthday

Jennifer L
from Erik

SUSAN HUTKIN %

TERI HOLLOWAY
\ £K
\ New Initiates

I I'm so proud of

J youbottv
% You mode it!

J LYSSScCy S,

J
-Jamie J

HOST family wanted for 19 year old Italian

girl in the US to learn Errglish, August-

September 1986. WIN do babysitting and/

or houfework In exchar>ge for room and
board. (213)206-2473.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
lar>guagea and cufturaa with native Engliah

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(eie)84ae636.

KATHY HAHN (Kyuong Nim). To my little

F.T.O. Love Vixen, a poem on your 20th

Birthday: "Roees are red, Vk>lets are

Mue, Commies are pig-dogs, and I LOVE
YOUl" Happy Birthdayl Love INDY,

Commander of F.T.O. DEATH BRIGADE.
P.S. WeN are you gonna pull tt>em pistols

or wt^istle dixie?

MATURE reeportaible male to provMe per-

sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day.

1 btock from campus, strong references

$250/month 206^732.

STACY, I love you even if you are a Bruin!

Fight on; Love. Lee.

STUDENTS: WouM you Hke to oorrea-

poTHJ and excfianga experier>ces with otf>er

university students natkxiwide? Please

wrNe for informatton: Sunset Book Ser-

vk». 350 S. Figueroa. Suite 117-794. Loe

Angeles. Callfbrnia 90071.
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10_JERSQNAL. a«*iL*«Aaa •• aAAaalQ_JIELEJyANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

CREW wanted for kxal sailing on Colum-
bia 52. Expenses J>aid. Ron Ricker,

(213)276-3966.
^_ ^^

DEAR Jerry and Dawn, Congratulations on
your engagement! Much happiness
together. Love, Yossi and Qilat

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,,,... n
DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Mirtorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers wtH) have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three months. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and bkxxJ specimen. All in-

formatk>n confidential. Call (213) 366-5614
ext. 231 (Shirley).

FIGHTING the urge to binge-eat and
purge? Discover personal and family pat-

terns whk:h kxic you into this repetitive cy-

cle, participate in study of families of

bulimics. Call Kris Armstrong, day
(616)796'4343, evening (616)794-5234.

QENITAL herpes-study t>eing conducted
through the University Center for Infectkjus

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206^723.

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years oM aiKl wish to

make $5.00 by paftk:ipating in a survey

which includes questions on alcohol and
drug use, call between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted,
ainic. 820-0377.

FQE Medical

MMITALWAmf
Study b«ln9 <:on^

ducHKl thiough
ftm Mniveisily

center for Inleo-

tuoui cClseotet.

Treatment Is free.

Receive $100
leimbursemenL
(213) 20M723

LOST... ..17

LOST: Antique Rhinestone brooch on
campus 1/15. Great personal value.

REWARD. 209-2006.

BEAUTY &
HEALTH SERVICES

IRANIAN, Indian. Sperm dortors needed.
All »nformatk>n confidemial. Please call

652^238.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be weM compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
5Q^ PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

LuCia
Electiolysis & Skincare

.ftrCOHAlR

Pennanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Bedipire

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE , WESTWOOD VIU-AGE

HELP WANTED 30
CASHIER needed to work 11am-2pm or
1 1an>-3:30pm M-F for a new Dim Sum cafe
in WLA. Starting pay $4.00 and up DOE.
Can 47»4774.

•••••.••••••••••

NAAOfN DAZS
IS Himiie

Part Tlm« h«lp In

Santa Monica Store

Call Anna ®

CASHIER/SALES
BIOS

SPORTING
OOODS
PART-TIME

• Great Working
Conclitlon$

• MercharKli$e
Di$count

• Competith^e Salary
• Merit lr)crease$
• Flexible Hours *

Applicants must be at
least 18 years Of age
arxj have previous
retail experierx^.

Kr>owteclge Of sporting

goods/equipment
t)elpfui.

Apply Dally at
ttie following location:

6601 Wllsbire Blvd.

Beverly Hills

S121 WMIra Mvd. Santa Monlco

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victim!

National actk)n against rape offers paid
public outreach position. C^l Tracey at

(213)394-6050. .
'

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenaee. woi1(($6.0a8l0.00^
hour) to offset ooet. (714)734-7103 day

j>venir>g.
.

AT-EASE Westwood now accepting ap-
plications for security personnel as weN as
stock positions for our annual sale. Pleaae
apply in peraon 1001 Westwood^h^d.

ATHLETE/salesperson. let your athletk:

badiground help you succeed at retail

sales of athletk: shoes and dothing. Full

and part-time, experienced only. Variable
hours. Apply In person at Frontrunners.
3rd floor, Weelaide PavMNon. Comer of
Pkx) 4 Weetvwod.

BABYSrfTER w/experience. references.
Two children, hours and salary negotiable.'

Car required. (213)476-6142 or 476-9371.

BAND needed for MPHV student music
video to be submitted to MTV. Call Dan
824-0929.

BASEBALL coaches needed. WLA Little

League. Season runs through mki>June.
Boys and girls ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-
3816

BIG BUCKS BRUINS! NATKDNAL EQUAL
LEVEL MARKETING FIRM NEW TO LA
SEEKS MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS ON A
PART-TIME BASIS. GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY. CALL 824-1061.

FESSIONAL mOTOORAPHER^
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Norvpro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion. Commefclal. Theatrical
Call for Appointment

(816) 508-8680

EARN $3001
Participate in

alcohol and drug

studies Ages 21-35

Male or Female
Call Susan

(213)390-8483
9am-4pni

Southern California \

Research Institute j

Fill ia yo«r week
wMi extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial slcills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

,
virord processors. & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSOMNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

e
e

:

01>ay
It _

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215; after hrs. 393-6865

CASHIER to work 11am-2pm, or llanv
'3:30pm T-Th or evenings at a new Dim
Sum Cafe in WLA. Call 47»4774.

CHILD Care-help needed. Bright, vert>al.

8-yr. old girl needs a responsible sdult

friend to pick her up & care for her at

cftlM's home three aflemoons/wk. Car and
recefft references required. Days 273-
9610/Evsnlngs 474-1390.

COMPUTER sales: 1) mature sales person
experienced with multi user computer. Ex-

cellent income possibilities. 2) softwars
technk^l support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowledge preter-

red. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104.

CRUISESHIPS hiringi $16-$30.000 Cani-

baani Hawaii, WorldIt Call for guide,
cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x^
UCLA Cojise

DINNER waiters in exchange for evening
meal at aorority. 824 HIigard.

DISTRIBUTORS for community paper.
Flexible hours last Thurs.. Fri.. Sat. Each
month. Need car. 295-4458.

Driver/helper. 15-20 hours/week. Errands,

marketing, carpool drh^ng. Car/seatbelts

required. Bevsirty Glenn Canyor>. Hours
flexible. $5^. plus gas. 279-1447.

DRIVER/meeaenger, full or part-time. Fa-
miliar w/ LA., San Fernando Valley.

Orange county, reliable economy car. with

liat>tlity insuranoe. Copy of DMV. Eam
hourly wage plys generous auto alk>wance.

Call (818)906^763.

DRIVER with car for k>cal short trips $6/hr.

472-1333.

DRIVING Instructors- Full/Part-time/
weekends. Clean Df4V record. 64 yrs.

driving experience, wW train. For interview

(818) aei-is»4.

EARN whNe you learn. CoHega students.

Min. 2yrt. left. 10-15 hr«^vk. Teaching
physician. Caildept. T: 559^700.

IMMEDIATE positmns availat>le for part-

time work. Publk: relations for environmerv
tal groups, charities, publk: TV stations,

universities. Flexible with your schedule.
$6/hr. guaranteed plus bonuses. No expe-
rience. Call Brad (213)464-3686.

KENNOLYN CAMPS will be on campus
Jan. 29 recruiting fo summer staff. See
Career Placement Center for informatk>h
and appltoatton.

MARKETING ASST - Help develop
businees plan. Able to work irKfependently.

Good oommunk»tk>n skills. Car required.

Prefer econ.. marketing or business
backround. 15-20 hours/week, flexible. $5
plus DOE & mileage. Mr. Oalway
826-1474.

MEDICAL office, filing and some assisting.

Monday and Wednesday, 8:30-5:30. Paid
parking, 1 hour for iunch. Beverly Hills

area. Call Shirley, 275-6969.

MESSENGER/lab technk:ian trainee fuN/

pan time for photo reproductkxi lab. $5/hr.
plus $.2Q/mile. Call City Graphk:s, Brian
938-3744.

MODELSItl Marina Boutk^ue will train. Br-
ing Photo, 1/29^86 341pm 315 Washinglort
St (213)301-9008

MOTHER'S helper. Mornings only. Mual
have references and transportatton. Sania
Montea Area. 392-1874.

NACH06 Mexican reelaurwil aoceplinQ
Ppl^cattona for hoel/hoataaa between 2
and 8pm. 939 Broxton.

$$NEEO caah? $500^1000 stuffing
anvelopeal Quarameedl Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManua Entar-
prises. Box 1468/06. Springfield. OR
97477.

V

ENGINEERING Assistance needed. GSM
student needs information regarding
L.C.D. Technok>gy. (DompensatkMi nego-
tiable. Pleaae call 824-1487.

ENTRY level bookkeeper, A/P, general
ledger. Padfk: Paliaades resktent prefer-

red. 818^73-5003. Sandi.

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed
for exciting PR firm^ in Century City. 15-20
YsnN^, negotiable $8/hr 551-1130.

FULL-TIME clerkAypist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court docun>ents
preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat
Johnson 312-4260.

GAL or guy Frklay to assist public relatkm

& fashkMi consultant with clerical work and
special projects. Flexible hours, M-F. Must
have own car. Good salary. (213)556-6160.
9-5pm.

GENERAL offk:e, heavy phones (in-com-

ing). fulMime. $6/hr.. WLA. Call Pat 477-

6474, 2-5pm.

GENERAL offk^e: Heavy phories, light typ-

ing, light bookkeeping, FT opening. $^
hr. Compu Dynamics. 654-1104.

GOURMET shop Santa Monrca needs
part-time help looking for interest-
ed/motivated people to fiH sales positkKt. -''^^

Retail experience helpful (213)451-0557.

GOVERNMENT jobs. $16.040-$59.230/
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000.
ext. R-10105 for current federal list.

GROCERY dark PH". 1pm-7pm. 477-3216.

HELPER to serve dinner & dean up after-

wards. M. Tu. Th. 474-9943.

HISTORIAN/transcriber for workers comp.
Neurok)gist in santa Monk:a. Nancy Saben
MD. (213)395-0021.

HOMECARE for elderly gentleman. 1-3

days/wk. Flexible schedule $eO/day. (213)
413-1161.

-•«.
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NEED driver approx. 15 hrs per week.
$5/hr for 2 children. 14 and 7. Afternoons.
References required. (213>476-6745 .

->^EW Thai restaurant needs waiters/
waitresses. Experience preferred. Fill out
application at 1275 Weetwood Blvd. 4-

6pm.

OFFICE helpers: full/part-time. Beverly
Hills Construction Company. Phones, filing

and errands. Must have car and CA
driver's license. Non-smokers preferred.

858-8968.

SUMMER OBIENTATIOnI
1986 COUNSELOR f
RECRUiriNG IS ON

NOW. FOR INFO CAU
206-66S5 ^.

P/T MINIMUM ^0 hrs/wk. Accounting
assistant to management information
[Systems. Basic accounting, 10-key. typing,

computer background helpful. Call Carol at

213-820-5151.

Prr office clerk willing to work 20 hours;
week. Need 10-key, good aptitude for

details and numbers. Work with health

care billing and computer coding.
(213)273-^480.

P/T stock/cashier derk for small grocery
market. .Experienced, mature, reliable.

Call before 1pm. 47&-oa20.

PART-TIME clerical, attractive position,

Westwood Medical Office. Accurate typist,

phone aptitude. $5.25/hr. to train. 208-
7121.

TyPIST(55 plus wpmy light record-keep-
ing, flexible part-time hours for apparel
company. Location-Wilshire/San Vincente.
Call (213)651-0894. Immediate opening.

TYPIST/secretary. Must type 45-50 wpm.
10 hr8./wk. 5 PM- 7 PM. Salary negotiable.
828-3409.

PART-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies
shoes. Westwood/Beveriy Hills Centei
$4.50-$5.50/hour sales experience prefer
red. Roz or Debbie 657-5183.

PART-TIME secretary needed. A unique,

opportunity to work in Westwood at Ouesi
Entertainment. $5.00/hr. (213)654-5115.

PART-TIME general office/secy. Fast pac-
ed Brentwood PR agency seeks organized,
energetic person to assist with basic office

duties. Some typing, filing, and telephone
XInt grammar and spelling needed. Wore
processing exp. helpful but will train

Hours are 1 -5:30pm. (213)820-2606.

VIDEO store rental clerk. Good personali-
ty. No experience necessary. PT/FT.
Venice area. 399:921 1

.

WAITER/waitress. full/part-time, speaks
Chinese. Chinese restaurant, SM. Mary
395-9471 after 9 eve.

WANTED: CHIPWICH SALESPERSON.
$6-10/hr. FUN JOB NEAR UCLA. M/F,
OUTGOING AND ENERGETIC. CALL
COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT.
(805)564-1255.

WANTED male or female, part-time or full-

time to sell sport shirts, $300-500^vk.
Good opportunity 558-0017 attn: DavkJ.

WILL pay $5/hr. just to make business
telephone calls. Call days 552-4663/nlght
306-1114.

WRITERS needed for monthly community
paper Sorry, no pay. but publication
guaranteed. 395-4459.

ZIONIST Youth Movement needs part-time
leaders. Must have Judaic background.
Paid position. More info. Call Hillary

(213)653-4771.

JOB
f»ERSON Friday tor photographer. moK OPPORTUNITIES 32
type and own car, approx 20-25 hours/
week (213)874-4730.

POLITICAL fund raising phoning. Part

time, flexible positions immediately
available. Afternoons, evenings and/or
weekends. Bonuses. No experience nec-
essary. Fox Hills office, on bus line $4.50
an hour. Call 213-215-3143. .1-5 Monday,
1-9 Tuesday through Thursday..

PREMIERE LA. fashion photographer
seeks male/female models for local and
national wholesalers advertising accounts.
Call 558-3577.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, pA. evenings. $100^vk. Dale 473-
8491.

REPUTABLE company seeking energetic

people, part-time or full-time, no sales,

many benefits. Gene. 824-0233.

ROUND Table Pizza is looking for delivery

people. Must have own car and insurance.

Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-
mission, day and evening shift available.

Hours flexible. Apply in person, 1050 Vine
St.. Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

^ SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy
' sale CaH Mike at 393-8153.

SALES-pan-time. $5/hr. plus commission.
15-20 hrs./wk. Experience preferred. Ck>se
to school. Affordable Portables 1110
Gayley Ave. Westwood. 208-6996

SECRETARY/Marketing Representative
needed by a software firm in Van Nuys.
Excellent Er>glish, profe88k>nal dispositk>n.

Type 45 wpm. Car required. Salary 16-

20K/yr. For appointment call (818)895-
2605

SECRETARY In exchange for room In

Bevedy Hills/Bel-Air estate. 2 years expe-
rience required. Type 50 wpm/minimum.
Part-time afternoons. 276-4000.

SENIOR admitting worker, part-time.

$8.06-$9.47/hr.. M-F, 4pm-8pm. Interview

patients to collect dernographic and in-

surance data for admi8Sk>n to UCLA Medi-
cal Center, key enter Info. Into computer
terminal. Typing skills required. Hospital/

Medical background preferred. See
Dorene. room 17-153 CHS for applicatton.

SKI shop looking for fynjUKl aggressive
sales people full or part-tirne. AM><y in per-

son at Sandy's WLA or call 820-6596, ask
for Reuben.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing firm
~ needs part-time students to do dericaJ

work. Please call 452-9616.

Sr. recreation leader. Part-tinr>e $6,258-

6.91 3/hr. requires 2 yrs. of college and 1

yr. experience in recreatk>n. community or

social services. Apply imnnediately. City of

Culver City, RecreflfTOn Oept. 41;17

Overland Ave. (213)202-5689.

-STUDENT needed to teach Spanish to

adults. Must be fluent in Spanish. Part-

time in Century City Phone: 556-1870 until

2 PM. or leave m—aage 476^191.

SURVEY RESEACHER ASSISTANT, work
study student; $8.56/hr., lOhrsTwk. Assist

in all phases of applied survey market
research for Medical Center including data

entry. SAS programming. Call 825-1490.

TELEPHONE receptionist, light typing,

dear pleasant phone voice, computer irv

put hrs: Sat. evenirigs. Sunday days.

Sandy 45»6149. •

TRANSLATOR English to Farsi Medk^al

termirK)logy and Farsi typewriter access

-preferred. Variable hours. Salary nego-

tiable. 471-0031.

BEAUTY salon in Westwood: space
available for t>eautician to rent. Good loca-

tion, free parking. 474-8516/470-8698.

EASY extra income! $500-1000 possiblel

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc., Dept La 1, 110 E.

Hillcrest Blvd. Su 209, Inglewood, Ca.
90301.

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-

tant needed. Must have knowledge of

anatomy and be willing to work at a fast

pace. Computer experience helpful. Con-
tact Sarah, 658-8661.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-2111.

^ SUMMER ORIENTATION 7
1984 COUNSELOR
RECRUITING IS ON
NOW. FOR INFO CAU
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INTERNSHIPS 34

EXCELLENT work experlencel Intern with

the Bobby Ball Talent Agency/Beverly

Hills. Call (213)852-1357.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

MOTHER'S helper wanted. 2 children

1 1 . Must drive own car. 874-4730.

CLUB GUIDE 40

^BAR GRia|

AKA THE TEASZER

M
*

t

I

I
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(213)654-4773

SyNSfl snap AT CRESCENT HEIGHTS
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APARTMENTS HOUSING
^OR RFNT 49 NEEDED....

SUBLET 66

.60

PRIME Westwood Village executive single,

$850 ar>d up 1 t>edrooni $1000 and up
Fireplace, pool, intercom, parking, air con-

ditioning. 20&-3308.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1-t>edrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

WESTWOOD apartment, large living ropm,
small t>edroom, $580 a month including

utilities (213)824-0243.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,

small, nxxiern building. 11675 Darlington,

open house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parking, security. 1831
Whitley. (213)467-9431.

$555-$575 Mar Vista reduced 1-t>edroom.

New decor, pool, parking, laundry. 391-

9888.313-1818.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,
a/c, fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

BREI^TWOOO Area- Furnished bachelor.

11967 Rochestor Apt.#3 . $450. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom with parking
$795. Walk to campus. 729 Gayley. 208-

8798.

ONE large single $540. Nice building with

pool. 1-mile to UCLA. 1235 Federal Ave.
477.79^^7

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. 2-bedroom, spacious, new-
ly remodeled, new carpet. Corner of Bundy
and Sunset. Heated pod, laundry. $995.
393-0499. „

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $775/mo. Singles also. 824-

9925.

ONE large single apartment. $385//mo. 1-

bedroom, kitchen, t>athroom. porch.

Appointment:(213)759-1194. Available
March 1

.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. Large 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Bakx>ny with

view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.

691 Levering. 208-3647.

$930 up. 2 3-bed/2-bath. Security building.

2121 BekMt. Otympic/ Sepulveda. A/C.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ck)se to everything. (818)
785-9865

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

NEEDED: two non-smoking females to

share bedroom in 2 bedroom 2 bath
Brentwood apartment. Responsible $262
plus deposit. 471-4655.
OWN room. bath. Pool, security, parking.

tennirf: Jacuzzi. $450/mo. Call 410-9 1 82.

i....HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

$1300. Deluxe 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent bachelor available

$500. 1 mile UCLA. 92^^907 826^882.

3 BEDROOM WLA house newty refurbish-

ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/month
Daytime 473-0126.

OUS&

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49
LARGE one bedroom, wood paneling,

hard-wood floors. $450. 1930 S. Bedford

St. 477-6968.

1. v^ dfx/VJCVJu>**«*««*****«*«««*«3 f

FEMALE Qrad student - 3-bedroom quiet

home, washer/dryer, dishwasher, garage.

$310. 1/2 utilities. Janice 641-7461.

HOUSE
FOR SALE ..58

WESTWOOO-custom condol 2-bedrooms,
den, 2-batha, loft, skylight, built-ins, wet-

bar, pool, security. $165,000. Wynn. 477-

7001.

HOUSESITTER widow/church organist 2-

children. June-September. Pet care OK.

(213)454-4088 after 7pm .

WANTED: Guesthouse Studio Apt. or

equivalent to rent BT $300-400/month.

Possible exchange of evening Babysitting

Contact Delia, (818)788-2243 Eves

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP...62

ROOM & board in exchange for light

housekeeping in Brentwood area near

Sunset & Barrington. 20-25 hrs/week dall

820-5151.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...63

LIGHT housekeeping exchange Westwood
furnished studio apartment .in luxury

building. Call between 6-8 p.m. 474-5521,

ext. 2-D.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

BEDROOM/BATHROOM in 2-bedroom/2-

bath. Security garden apartn>ent. Rose at

Overland. $300/mo. 558-0404, Richard.

Feb. 1.

BRIGHT, spacious room for rent in Sher-

man Oaks. Furnished with private bath,

entrance and parking. Non-smoker prefer-

red. Phone: 818-761-6642 $385.

LARGE private room furnished wafk to-

UCLA-prefer grad. student. $400/mo.
Phone 5-10 pm 479-6679.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-
smoker in 2-bedroom/2-baths. Security/

laundry. Courtyard/patio near UCLA. Rose
near Overland. $385. 839-9545.

ROOM for rent. Palms area, near bus
lines. Laundry facilities available $350 plus

deposit 838-0024.

ROOM for rent: share our friendly, young,
/ICivate home $350/month Pico/Robertson
anea. (213)278-2422.

ROOM in 2-bedroom apartment, share
t)ath male grad student preferred, respon-
sible, norv-smoker.light kitchen priviliges,

near buses, $300 00. (213)836-1301.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Easy parking $500/mo. ind.

utilities. $750 security call (818)889-3280.

$380/month. Westwood and Ohio. Kitchen,
living room privileges. Ed, Cherte, Adrian.
479-2402, 851-9057 messages, 9-1 2am or
after 10pm.

ROOMMATES 65

BACHELOR to share. Aval. Feb. 1st. $600
nfK>ve in-util. included. Lease to June.
David 1-2pm 20fr6968.

FEMALE wanted to share apartment next
to campus. $230/mo., utilities paid. Call
Manager Mike Flood-20e-2676.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share 2-

bdmn. apt. Approx. 20 min. from campus.
$275/mo. plus utilrties. Lynne (213)936-
5861.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studio
next to campus. $325 utilities included.
Contact Susan 208-3719/273-1247.

FEMALE roommate needed to share (and
help findl) 2 bed. apartment preferable in

Westwood area with three very nice fenwle
heavy nietal rock fanatics. Need to move
in t)y March 1

.

MALE seeks roomate for 1 -bedroom
apartment. $245.00/month: furnished. 10
nHnutes from UCLA. Call 390-3103.

MALE seeks roomhiate for large 1-
bedroom garden apartment. $360/mo., ful-
ly furnished 5 min. to UCLA available Feb
1. Call Steve (213)473-2478.

NEED female roomnr»ate-$273/mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Pool, Jacuzzi, security building
(213)83»41B6. Available immediately.

NEEDED to share 2 bedroom Apt. across
-Irom shuttle slop. Have own room, quiet
non-smoker. $640/mo. 206-7^45 Leave

SUMMER 1986 Subl«t8 needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartnr>ents for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

CONDOS

ROOM Available for rent. Includes own'
bath. Male/non-smoker preferred.
$450.00/month. Call for veiwi'ng.

(21 3)397-3350

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

SKIING 79

WANTED two female Christian roommates
share new 3 bedroom. 2 bath apartment.

Culver City. Fireplace, dishwasher. $325.

(213)6360363.

TENNIS 80

TENNIS player? Looking for other to play

on evenings and weekertds. Call Bryan

27&O609.

CHILD CARE. 90

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818) 88O4407. (818) 88(M361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payriaents _
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Senrice. for Peanuls

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionany
since 1971 Westwood, (213H70-3135 or
Sherman OaKs (618)789-6064.

ROOMMATE, female, share large one
bedroorB apartment w/two girls Walk
UCLA 11068 Strathmore. 824-0679/454-

ROOMMATE wanted; 3 UCLA undergrad
girls need an extra roommate to share an
apartment immediately until end of spring
quaner and poesibiy summer. $275/mo
plus utilities. Comer of Kelton and Ophir
parking available. Call Lainie (2130676^

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grac
school statements, theses, papers
resumes? Profeaeional help from pubfMv
ed author with journalism masters. Oldi
20^4353. ^
' TATISTICAL and computer consulting for
thesis students and the professional. Rale
negotiable. CaH (213)4740813.

TERM papers, reports, edtting instruction.
Phd in English almost all subjecttt
(818)798-8334.

22 year old Brazilian male, cfieerful 8
responsible, available for companion
cook, house-keeper & chauffer. CaH Ec
(818)769^49, 10:30-1 1:30pm & Sunda>
nwmings or leave measaqe.

^RVICES TYPINGAVORD
IFFERED 96 PROCESSING ..•.

I '

..

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 AUTOS FOR SALE,.. 112
100

rilthig a Typhig
Pubhahcd author/editor

with IBM/PC
WIO finlah your thesis

elegantly and economically

'mEdMmgtmd

•ALLaubfecta
•Nothing T<x> Big
or TiM Small

•We want to IteUp

Shanm Bear, PKD.
(215)837-8292

UTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCULUS pre-calculus, Algebra,
ireasonable prtoe. call Mark at 820-5862.

:;alCUS, statistk», precalculus, algebra,

lillty, tutoring by and near UCLA.
u. 8264029. 82^6928.

ICAN you write dearly and concisely?

Need professmnal help? Reasonable rates.

[Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592.

Excellent French tutor. Lots of experience.

French citizen. 16 dollars/hr. CaN evenings

(818)762-7203.

FRENCH Tutoring by native PH.D. from

French University. Call Annie. 206-

1

8257(work)/470-7563(home).

FRENCH- Native French teacher with

I great rates/patierKe. Offering tutoring at

UCLA. Call Daniele 473^79.

Learn Frer>ch the easy way by native ex-

I

periencd Paris teacher recommended by
top universities and LA Frertch consulate.

8740934.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels.

cxMjrses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

NEED tutor for ll-yr. okj boy. M-F from

34pm. Some krHMvledge of French neces-

sary. Must drive. $5/hr. 472-6380.

PATIiNT TUTOR
IMATH (arithmetic through
I calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS.

I Englr»eorlng. Reading. Gram-
|mar. Study Skills. Work with a
tutor wtx> knows ttie subject
well, and can patiently pres-

ent the material in a variety of

ways. You will also leam the
proper way to study to
achieve confiderx:e and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORiy^A-

TION CALL JlfS4 MADIA. 383-
6463.

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ADVANCED CLACULUS TUTOR NEEDED
MUST HAVE FULL EXPERIENCE

TUTORING 30 SERIES. ALSO MUST
HAVE EXCELLENT GRAPHICS TECH-
NIQUES IN 3-SPACE. CALL 278-9466 &
LEAVE MESSAGE?
FRENCH native would give French lessons
n exchange for elementary Algebra. 473-

3872.

Tutor needed for eigth grade child.

Assistance in Math, English arKl scierKe

'^aeded. Contact Mrs. Zanghl 6430 PM,
M-F 653-1521.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type.

transcribe, A word process papers.
resun>es. etc.; ruaftes weteome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Unda (213)2040047. Call

noon-6pm. .

AAA CUSTOM. EDITING AND WORD
PI'K)CESSINQ -SERVICE. (213)45041719.

AAA word^roceMlng: $1.5Q/page term

Pitpars; $2/paoe DIaaertaUons. Theaaa.
l-«gal. Screenplayt. (d.a.) UCLA-format
experienced. (2l3)30»6d>0.

ALL typing I do. Free PAi A dethrery. CaN
•flar 1 PM. Unda (eia)70»09l0.

APPLE and I word procaaalng. MWThF
^Opm; SaSu 10-6pm. $1.5042.25.
Theeaa. term. etc. DHaertetlon diao.

39(M608.

AUTOMATED Oflloe Si^port: piolesalonal

•cretartal/wordproceeaino your papers,

resumea. ale. on IBM PC ind HP Laaerjet

printer. Palma/WIA Cii Suzanne at 559-

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., lettere. resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0669.

CAN'T type? Call me 83»-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable ratee. Dailene.

DOCTORATES - Dissertations - Theses &
undergrad work. Excellent quality. Your
work never kx>ked so good. Great for stu-
dents in LAX/So. Bay Area. Deborah
410-9137 10am-6pm.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 276^)386.

FAST dependat>le typing/word processing,
$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352^4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs wekx>nf>e. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PLEASEIII I type 95wpm-IBM Seiectric will

type anything, anytime-especially scripts-

Susan 395-2856.

PROFESSIONAL documentatkMi services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/development/production. Any re-

quirenwnt. (2113)871-1333.

SPECIALIZE term papers and resume
developntent. Edit and type. Rush jobs
O.K.I Availat>le 7 days or eves. Call 478-

7061 . Leave message if out.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
INQ NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 t>lock

from campus. Can type anything-fast. ac-

curate. depervjable-anytime. 824-3571.

FOR RENT 101

Ppfnoprator Rentals
For dcna tratornities

sororities or^d co od
Od^iooo' Sizc-^

fO' FPEE DELIVERY
CO ' POLAR LEASING
390-6647 anvtirrie

We ren' color TV s too'

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
Bvailable. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

GUITAR lessons by professional teacher,

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available, Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES .....104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can

Mrrite you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-

3274.

WINNING resumesi Student special $25.

Free consultation. Free copies. One-day

service. Open weekends (213) 851-0717.

•Resumes*
•Career Guidance*
*Typing/Editing*

* Low-cost * Proven results
* Free Consultation

CaU ACCESS
(2|3)477-3641

Cotivnknt WLA Location

TRAVEL 105

wupm^MUK^^mom LAX Ttiz

tromtiaa
fromi fM
fnmtiM•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MAITAff ***'"• '*
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taMm " twif S7»

cmtm, Tdtf fjonam
SKI flMOPE. fromt ma

Ctmmn, Toun, Crutoet
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CAU 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 QLENDON 1^2025

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!

7^

LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area from $29
Honolulu from S 1 29
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong.from $386
Sydney ...from $498
Nairobi from $702

'ir«l

New York from $89
London from $265
Lima from $359
Tokyo ............from $429
Rio ;~~v.:.."...from $519
Round World "from $1357
(LA-Hong Kong-Bangkok-Delht-London-LA)

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

^ci 1/^1 J^ TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 8:30A sat n-3
Al OL/V.^ l.rw A-Leve< ACkerman Union Pnc4( mtxaci to cnong* wltmu) no«tc* Itmilaa clovoiatiMtv

1 976 BMW 2002. mint condition. - «w tif

rebuilt angina, front spoiler. Weber car-

buretor.SSOOO. (2l3)eS5-0644.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-<Joof New clutch,

tires, excellent running corxJition. Radio.

$1250 obo. 462-6646.

1976 FORD A<ioor, V-6. runs great, looks

bad, needs brakework. Good deal. $600.
474-6996.

1976 MAZDA A-door statk>n wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must sell! (213)450-7354.

(213)653-2^.

1977 Datsun 2-10, hatchback, $1200. Todd
(816)284-5484. .

1977 Renautt Le Car. Good conditk>n.

$850. 58,000 miles. Call after 6 pm or
weekends. (213)472-7666.

1977 Suburu 5-speed. Qood conditk>n.

New tires. $1200/ hr. Must sell now. Call

652^957.

1977 TOYOTA
(213)451-4053.

Celica $950 cash.

RT

Ffom

..$479

.$499

.U95

..$979

C0PENHA0EN»$9«0
PARIS $999

LONDON
AMSnRDAM
FRANKFURT..
TAHITI

* some RMtrtctfcxii Apply
EuroM passes

Issued on the spot

HOf40UJLU4229 R/T:

MAUI-$309 R/T;

LONDON.$476 R/T;

NEW YORK-$79^ 1^
Some student discounts

ovolable. 8OO/AIR-0EAL or

(415) 641-5043. Ask for Bonnie

4-

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

DATSUN 210, 1980. 2-door. red. auto,

am/fm cassette, excellent condition, no

problems. $3100. (213)857-1045.

DEALER has many reliable low cost

transportation cars. Financing available. 15

min. loan approval. 934-9504.

OLDS 79 (sports) Starfire 44,000 mi. xInt.

condition New tires, clean full eqip/

automatic, must sell $1950 (213)470-9801.

PORSCHE 911SC Targa 1978 - Black,

black leather seats, Alpine stereo with

100W amp, Clifford, bra cover. $19,000^

obo. Call 649-3095.

TOYOTA-Tercel, 1980. 2-door, 4-speed.

am/fm stereo/easaette. must sell. $2,900

obo. Ceeira 669-1838/257-9407.

VOLVO 1980 DL- white, one owner.

55.700 miles, sunroof, a/c. $8000.
(213)474-1623.

1964 QHIA. soiM. great oonditton. yelk>w.

Best offer. 472-3168.

1965 VW bug $1300. Runs well, k>oks

good. AM/FM cassette, new clutch. 394-

7739. _^_
1967 VW Bug. rebuilt engine, good tires,

body needs paint. $1,750 obo. Brian.

824-7417. 206-9688.

1968 POnSCHE-912 Excellent

Forest green, tan leather. Kenwood
system, extras. Must seN $5650 obo.

471-6938.

1968 Pontiac Bonneville convertible. Full

power. k)oks great, runs great, am/fm,

dasete. Make offer. 704-7366.

1970 VW squareback. Qood school

transportatkm car. Qood condKton, radto.

regular gas. $800. 3Q»0009.

1970 VW Poptop camper. Westfalia.

equipped, AM/FM cassette, rebuilt engine.

$2200 obo. 474-2100.

1971 Buk:k La Sfbre. new tires, great inte-

rior; must sell. $450 obo. Call Rick

(213)313-1620

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

1972 VW Super Beetle, runs perfectly,

clean, very good conditk>n. orange, must
seimi $2400 (213)660-7242.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stickshift, new paint, rfew clutch, louvers,

stereo/tape, CB . . beautifullli 824-0368
Jay.

1974 Honda Civic with stick shift. AM/FM
cassette, rebuilt eng.-. runs excellent.

$1100 obo. 474-2109.

1974 RED VW new tires, good conditk>n

$1600 479-7302.

1977 Volkswagon Beetle convertible. Great
condition, white $5195 obo. (213)462-2378.

1978 BMW 32l>i. Blaupunkt am/fm
cassette, sunroof, new tires. Immacculate
inside/out. $6395 obo. 927-4021

.

1976 CHEVY Cargo van, clean 29.000
original miles. Used only weekends, auto.,

power steering, power brakes. $3500 Tom
(213)936-9667.

1978 DODGE Omni Original owner, anri/

fm radio, cassette, air, roof rack, excellent

conditkw. $3000/obo. (213)651-5230.

1978 Mustang, Red. T-roof, V6 4-8peed.
AM/FM cassette, A/C, mora. $2700/obo.
Jeff 209-5476 afternoon.

1979 BMW 526i. Immaculate, automatic,

new tran8missk>n, tires, must sell. Make
offer p/p. 704-7385.

STUDENT
RATE!! *

That's Right!
It actually costs

less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified window
(112 Kerckhoff)

for details.

SAY IT WITH
IIMPACT

in a grand style

that over 20,000
people vifill see!

•T—

•Some Restrictions Apply
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Women s gymnastics
Continued from Page 31
who was a vital part of the 1984 Bruin
team that finished as^^he^nd-ranked^
team in the nation.

Tinti saw action on the balance
beam and the floor exercise.

"They've got talent and weVe train-
ed them well," said Tomlinson.
"Tonight we just really turned it

loose." V

Perhaps what pleased Tomlinson
most was the attitude of the Bruin
team and the way they came through
in the clutch.

Entering the final rotation UCLA
was scheduled for the floor exercise
while Arizona prepared for the
balance beam. Holding a tenuous .30
lead, the Bruins didn't back down a

hit and in fact added to their im-
pressive team total.

Veterans Tracee Yamada and
McMuUin both scor^ 9.1, Zosa^tallied
a^.3 and Service put the icing on the
cake with a 9.55.

**We tried to ignore the score," said
Tomlinson. "We wanted the win but
we also wanted good performances
and consistency. We got both."

Bniin Notes: UCLA's total of 183.3 is the se-
cond highest recorded in the nation so far this
year

. Only Ceorgias 185.00 is hi^er . . .

The Bruins entered the meet as the 7th-ranked
team in the nation. Look for them to move up a
couple positions in upcoming rankings ...

Tomlinson credits Howard Morganstein with
helping the Bruins to victory on Saturday.
Morganstein works with the Bruins on relaxation
training and the mental aspects of performing .

. . Final stat on Tanya Service— she won every
event except the floor exercise and missed that
by a mere .10 margin.

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 31

Cardinal as they took a one-point lead
going into the final two events. Theji
the going got exciting.

Rob Campbell's 9.7 on the parallel

bars brought the momentum back into
the hands of the Bruins. Campbell's
performance was followed by
Ginsberg's 9.35 on the parallel bars,
and at this point it looked as if the
Bruins would be able to come back
apd pull a victory out against the
unusually tough Cardinal. But the
Bruin rally was cut short with an
outstanding effort by Gary Smith
whose 9.7 on the high bar stopped the
Bruins' momentum and all but iced
the victory for the Cardinal.

But the Bruins were not finished.
Brian Ginsberg's electrifying perfor-
mance on the high bar brought the

crowd to its feet and brought the
Bruins within reach of the Cardinal.
Rob Campbells 9.6 on the high bar-
inched the Bruins closer, but the Car^
dinals Randy Besosa's 9.45 on the
parallel bars and a couple of misses on
the high bar spelled defeat for UCLA.

"Stanford suprised me tonight," said
a disappointed Rob Campbell after

the meet. "They have a real good mix
of young guys with experienced guys
and they were just better tonight."

The youth of the Bruins seemed to
show in the later events. "It's just the
second week and we're a young
team," said Ginsberg. "We have three
freshmen and I think it'll take awhile
for them to get used to the competi-
tion."

"The meets with the best competi-
tion will make us a better team. It's

good to get our feet wet in good com-
petition," said Shurlock.

AUTOS FOR SALE...1 12 AUTOS FOR SALE,»112 MOTORCYCLES
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FOR SALE 1 14

FURNITURE ^126 MISCELLANEOUS... 128
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1979 CHEVY Monza. 66K. t>eige. 2-dr.
htchbk. 4-8P, stereo/cass, new wheels.
Hres. clutch. $1500 obo. must sell immed
213/938-^13 msg.

r§>9 FIAT spider CV. AM-FM cassette,
good condition, runs great, original owner
$2800 call 939-2632.

1979 Toyota Celica GT 5-speed 64.000
miles, Kenwood stereo, excellent condi-
tion. $3500 obo 453-2109.

1979 280 ZX Datsun. 2 plus 2, loaded,
auto transmission. Exct. condition. AM/FM
stereo, 8unroof-nr>oonroof. $5250 829-3371
(818)681-4660.

=t980 midnight b lue Ohey»tte Low
mileage. Auto transmission. Excellent con-
dition $2400 obo. 271-7825.

i
'i

.< i^

1980 VW Rabbit Convertible, excellent
condition, 56K miles, yellow w/blacK
$6200/obo. 545-2295, 545-7778. '

1981 BMW 745i turbo. Excellent condition,
stereo, two alanns, and more. $22,000.
obo. Evenings (818)762-7203.

-1981 CUTLASS Supreme. 2-door. a/c,
Alpine stereo/cassette, new tires, 54K
miles $4,995. Call Robert (213)207-5705.

1981 Mazda GLC custom-L hatchback, -6-

speed, air conditioning, am/fm s4ereb
$2500(213)827-7760.

1982 RABBIT convertible, 17,000 miles.
5-speed, air, am/fm stereo, excellent con-
dition, $8.000/obo, 681-5567

1985 Red CRX SI, must selll Like new.
sunroof. A/C. $9500 obo. (818) 508-9271.

1985 VW Gulf. 11.800 miles.. 2-door. stick,
great condition. Must sell; moving to
Hawaii. $7.195.00. Call 476-6886

1985 VW Cabriolet Red, excellent condi-
tion, k)aded, alarm. Must sell, call Ellen
(818)887-5818.

•68 DOCX3E Dart 2-dr 72M miles, auto,
original V-6, runs well, new shocks, muf-
fler. $500(213)935-1517. —

•69 2002 BMW. Jiunfroof. Micheline tires.
Runs great. Needs rear body vwrk. $750
obo. 824-7773.

'71 VW Superbeetle convertible. New
paint, top. clutch, brakes, fuel pump. AM/
FM stereo. 30 MPG. cherry! Must see
$3995 obo. 838-5546.

•74, 76 BMW 2002. 5301 auto, sunroof,
stereo, excellent conditkw), betow market
Best offer. (213)451-4125, leave message.
'77 Dodge Colt. 4-door. automatic, air.

69.000. $1000. Tom 938-9687 evenings.

'78 Audi 5000. 66K rhiles. warranty. $3795
825-8534/206-6519. GeflrQfl rtayi 694*
5660 eves.

'78 Celica GT. Sport and luxury $3000.
Call original owner Bob 825-3580 or 479-
6612.

'78 Toyota SR-5 liftback Runs great,
newer tires, FM radio. 80,000 miles and
goiftg strong. $1800 obo. Rebecca 462-
8868.

78 VW Rabbit, standard, 67.000, good
condition, must sell, moving. $1850. 388-
7869, evenings.

'79 Firebird, automatic, A/C. AM/FM
cassette. Great condition, must sell
(213)392-2497.

'81 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE. BLACK/
CUSTOM GREY UPHOLSTERY NV
TIRES. MAGS, BRAKES, CLUTCH
LOADED $6900. (213) 651-2571. '

'81 Toyota Corolla, 5 speed, A/C, AM/FM
cassette, 60,000 miles, XInt condition
$3500. Days: 206-8680. Eves: (805)584-
6553 Manoj.

82 TOYOTA Corolla 2-door original owner
40,000 miles beige $3200 397-032 1.

'83 Maz. 626 LX. 18 K miles, kwded, like
new. must sell now. Laurie. 552-0822
857-2526.

HONDA CM-250 nrK>torcycle. 1983 35,000
miles w/he(met. $950/obo Call Norma
(213)731-5637.

' _^
1982 Honda 750 Nighthawk motocycle.
Excellent conditk>n, garaged, 9K miles.
$1500 Obo. 478-5427.

1982 Suzuki GN400. 2300 miles, bought
new 1985. under warranty until June.
Always garaged, properly maintained.
$800 or best offer. Scott 213-392-3273
1983 HONDA Nighthawk 550, 8300m
$1 150 Brian 824-0082.

1983 Honda FT500 Ascot, new In '84
$600 invested, owned 3 months. $iioo'
Thorn 470-1618.

1984 Gpz550 Black and red w/silver tank
New racing Duntops and Kerker 4 into 1.
Only 3,500 miles w/few cosmetic dam-
ages. Asking $2500/obo Call James 208-
2453 after 6pm.

1984 HONDA elite trunk and windshield
$850(818)784-4239.

*81 Yamaha XS 400H. 1,200 miles. 2
helmets, cover, tank bag. Lock. $750 obo
397-0321

.

MOPEDS 1 19

BLUE/White 1984 Riva-CA-50 $750/obo,
windshield, rear compartment. 1000 miles
Kathi 265-4027 (nights), Mr. Park 225-1281
(days).

BRAND new Tomos Si^er Bullet. License
tock, 150 miles. Paid $600, sell for $475*
274-1678.

-<A.

125 RIva Yamaha. Excellent condrtton.
1400 miles, great fun plus conver plus
helmet $995. 471-3001.

1979 BATAVUS moped, must sell to pay
rent. Red, good conditk)n, $l50/obo. Ken
.208-1344.

•0'

1984 ELITE Scooter majestic red, pop-up
headlight, digital display. Runs great
$1000 OBO Jennifer 477-6559.

1985 HONDA Aero 50 mint conditton
Loss than 500 mi. Lock ioduded. Brian
653-5860.

Tir YAMAHA 63»84«85t^

'

^ Scooters &, Accessories

1'

*

>

*

•STARTING AS LOW AS $555!^

(W/Insurance also avaUable)

TED EVAJV8
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

J13347
W. Washington Blvd

Los Angeles, CA 90066

^ (a 13)306-7906
1^1I

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice
encyctopedia 1985 tei $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headtxmrd $150
DMk $150. Wall unH $150. Dinette set
$150. Recllner $195. Futon soff ^tleeper
$160 Bedroom set $495. Sofa A k)ve foat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$6.95/yard. 393-2338.

STEREO speakers, turntable, cassette
«leck $150; Onyx coffee table $250; Vinyl
top table, four chairs $50; RCA vkJeo
canr>era $450. Call 476-71 1 1

.

TV/0 Dodge van tires. Like new Call
B25«73 (day). Or 396-2445 (evenings) for
details. Best offer.

Al new hotel tets guaranteed

TWIn$«t $SO ihiRSM $M
ftMeen$t $M KkigS^t $M
New 5 ptoce becjroom set.._.,-4nt

Htm fm size or quden sleeper $139
New iota and k)ve seat $169
Oak IWsh coffee tablei $7
Ind Tables $19Lamp«........^

TNI WAIfNOU$l
$97-9030

NEW frigidaire washer/dryer, game show
price, must sell, retail value. $700. 209-
5399 best offer.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS i -ka

off<:ampus
PARKING 120

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a
Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268. 50% off introductory
lesson.

CONVENIENT

ECONONKAL
BASICALLY

A GOOD IDEA

BUISNESS students: all formulas, one
diskette, statistics. PV/FV, RatkM. EOQ.
IRR. NPV. forecating. many more. Apple/
IBM. $23.00 Softools. 975 Euclid
Camarilk). Ca. 93010.

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc 1633 Westwood Blvd #103
Tele. (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH BOOK external drives Spedai
university price. New w/ warranty. Worits
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
tor demo.

MUST sell Apple IIC. excellent conditton
2 dnves. Image Writer printer, mouse
screen, plus software and more. Call Bill

'

824-1274 evenings.

ROYAL SE 5000 E typewriter. $220. Good
conditton. Call Ruthy, 213-657-5182.

UCLA
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

stereos/TV's
electronics. 131

ZENITH. 25 inch Modern cotor console
remote. Perfect conditton. $175 306-4339
days 306-1826 eves.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT :TTW

ROSSIGNOL 185 SM Skiis. w/Tyrolia 380
bindings. Great condittoni $185/obo Call
209-0673.

Them

With a Daily Bruin

Valentine's Day

Personnal

Volleyball
Contimied from Page 31
ly good. He was our most ef-

r tective blocker
.

"

Neither coach made a lot of
substitutions during the
match.

"I play people who are do-
ing well," explained Scates.

**For instance. Reed
(Sunahara) got hot so I left

him in."

Sunahara hit .200 in the
match with seven lolls and
Dendinger batted a thousand
with four kills in game four.

Jeff Williams came into the
match in game two and made
his presence felt in that game
and throughout the match
with six kills and a solo block
Williams hit .182 for the
match.

"I didn't even expect to
play," said Williams. ''1

wasn't too good on my pass-
ing, but it (the match) was a
great confidence-builder."
The Kilgour Cup was a

good opportunity for both
teams to gauge where they are
in relation to another good
team before league play
begins.

The Bruins next match will

be against the defending na-
tional champs, Pepperdine,
and according to Scates the
Bruins are "ready to go."
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Read all about it!

Call Daily Bruin
Advertising now

^-p-

825-21^1

m BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE Av«^j» QA

....^. 7^ ^^^ REBUILDABLE CORE)

.NCL0DES^^„T^S^LA«>R^,Ns^ALLAT.ON

MAINTENANCE SERVICE

STUDENT & FACULTY

$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

1. Timnip
2.VaK«/kd|
3 Uibc

\ ^ ?Tf* * Ch«k Banery Water

pgymt A m.g-j-f-t .a-^^^-m- —I ''•«• * Labor (Gm * Air Film %iim)

$59.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

(H]0[[«^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

m^ "%IPJR.'l" DIAGNOSIS - $SS.««THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE *
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. C

A

453-4652 • 829-7012

Open 7 Days

SPECIAL

Body Perm $25.00
(wtth this coupon & uciA I.D.)

International

Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-6625 476-9316
Exp. 2/1/86

J

Women's basketball
Continued from Page 32
a little at a time. But with
4:58 remaining in the game
and the Bruins maintaining a
comfortable 61-47 lead the
roof began to cave in.

UCLA inbounded the ball

to guard Jaime Brown who
was fouled by Stanford's Erica
Mueser. Brown calmly stepped
to the line and sank, both ends
of a one and one situation,

clinching the victory for the
Bruins.

"I felt pressured to make
those shots," said Brown who,
along with Dora Dome and
Anne Dean had previously
missed the front end of one
and one situations down the
stretch that would have eased
that pressure. "I'm just glad I

hit them."
UCLA coach Billie Moore

was relieved to escape with
the victory, but was upset
with the lack of maturity
showed by the Bruins.
"We really haven't been in

the locker room with that kind
of lead before," said Moore.
"One of the things we haven't
learned yet is we haven't
developed the maturity yet to
play with a lead, to keep a
lead, or to put a team away.
"Much to Stanford's credit

we seemed to come out in the
second half and not play with
the same intensity we had at
the start of the ball game. We
came out a little bit flat and
they came out a little more
aggressive and seemed to take
the initiative a little more.
We got caught playing not to
lose instead of going for the
win."

In the first half the game
was close until Dean began
UCLA's dominance with a
15-foot jumper at the 10:32
mark to make it 15-12 UCLA.
Over the next eight minutes
the Bruin defense held Stan-
ford to just two points until

Sourlis hit two tree throws
with 2:46 remaining.
For UCLA. Brown finlsheid

the game with 21 points to
lead the- Bruins while Dean
added 12, 10 coming in the
opening period. Dome scored
12 as weU.
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Basketball
Continued from Pa^e 32
When the first half buzzer
sounded they had called four
fouls on Montel Hatcher, and
three each on Jerald Jones,
Craig Jackson, Pooh Richard-
son, and Haley.
With Kelvin Butler and

Corey Gainesboth sitting on
the Bruin bench in street
clothes it was apparent that
one of two things would hap-
pen in the second half. Either
the aggression UCLA was
displaying would have to be
tempered, or seldom-used
reserves Darryl Morris and
Jeff Dunlap were going to be
logging some minutes for the
Bruins.

Neither choice looked pro-
mising against the obviously
hungry Bears.

When the second half open-
ed Cal took advantage of a
tentative UCLA start to build
a quick nine-point lead, but
slowly and steadily the Bruins
fought back.

UCLA whittled away at the
Bear lead and with 6:57 re-

maining Haley netted a nine
foot . hook shot from the left

side of the lane that tied the
game 58-58. Moments, later,

Haley hit a Jurnaround

jumper from about the same
spot and suddenly, the Bruins
had the lead and a head of
steam rolling into the home
Wretch. But the Bears had'
gone hungry for 25 years and
this time they weren't going to
be denied.

Enter Washington.
With the clock showing less

than five minutes and UCLA
clinging to a 62-60 lead
Washington tied the game
with a driving lay-in from the
left baseline.

Richardson inbounded the
ball to Hatcher, who had
played just two minutes in the
second half. Hatcher flipped
the ball back toward Richard-
son, but Washington stepped
in, swiped the ball and slam-
med it home to put Cal back
on top for good.

"Washington made a great
play," said Hazzard. "That
was the turnaround. We go
from up two to down two just

like that. . .

"We worked hard, we were
in the ball game, but the
Chris Washington play was
tragic." *

Washington, a 6-1 junior
guard, pumped in 19 points
on seven of 11 shooting from
the field, adding another five
of seven attempts from the

free throw line. The funny
thing w a s , m o s t of
Washington's shots were in-

credible, but the most influen-
tial one of all seemed simple
to him.

Although the Bruins were
able to get off 62 shots com-
pared to Cal's 48, the Bears
shot 56 percent for the game
including a blazing 69 percent

(18-26) in the second Tialf.

UCLA shot 47 percent from
the field.

As a team the Bruins equal-

ed Cal with 29 rebounds, had
more assists (20/16), more
blocked shots (4/2), more
steals (3/2) and fewer tur-

novers (10/14). However Cal
went to the line 29 times (23
of them in the first half) con-
necting on 21 while UCLA hit

on nine of just 14 attempts.

Cal guard Kevin Johnson
pumped in 14 points and
Taylor added eight points and
eight rebounds.
The victory improved Cal's

record to 13-4 and 5-2 in the
Pac-10 while the Bruins drop-
ped to 8-7 and 3-4. The Bears
are in third place in con-
ference, just a game behind
Pac-10 leader Washington;

—

UCLA dropped into a tie for
fifth place with USC, Stan-
ford, and Arizona State.

Cal wins
Continued from Page 32

game. When the Bears scored

the last nine points ^t the; end
of the first half, it was like the

first drink on your 21st birht-

day.

Just warming up.

UCLA made its run late in

the second, taking a 62-60

tesi^ on a turnaround jumf>er

by Jack Haley with 5:10 left.

Was that an omen? No way.
This was meant to be.

When the final buzzer
sounded at 4:04 p.m., a

quarter-century of agony was
over, and nobody held
anything back.

Half of the 6,660 present

stormed the court and began
celebrating. People started
taking off their clothes
("Damn, and I was thinking

about going") under the
baskets and (just kidding).

But you would almost
believe it. That's how crazy it

was.

First-year coach (god) Lou
Campanelli was given a game
ball before the contest because
of his 250th career win Wed-
nesday night ag;ainst USC.
Immediately afterward.
Athletic Director Dave Mag-
gard presented him with

another.

"I've never been given two
in one day. before," chortled
Campanelli.

tc

DAILY BRUIN
THE BEST OF UCLA"

Maggard then carried
Campanelli around on his
shoulders amongst the Cal
fans. Th«y say^adrenaline can
give the body extraordinary
power, but just lifting Cam-
panelli used up the extraor-
dinary reserves. Then Mag-
gard began jumping up and
down. Where the hell did that
strength come from?
Backup forward Eddie

Javius climbed through the
basket, and perched himself
on the rim to cut the net.
With each clip of a loop the
noise grew more deafening.
When Javius finished and

put the net around his neck,
the decibel level surpassed
that of the last Who concert.

It was reminiscient of the
Cal-Stanford "Big-Play" game
at Berkeley in 1982, in which
the Bear kickoff return team
played a little rugby and ran
past Stanford's band to win a
football game.
One-hundred yards is con-

siderably more square-footage
to party in.

Saturday was more like a
pack of sardines trying to host
Soul Train.

Though Campanelli wasn't
admitting to it, this victory
itasted sweeter to his team and=

Jdnuary 20 through January 31

Kerckhoff Gallery
Hours: 8 am - 8 pm

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Joel Conard, Shahe Najarlan,
David Boito and Hyungwon Kang.

/*

the Cal populus than an
NCAA championship would.
A title only lasts one year.

This, well, 25 years was a
long time.

"We didn't make it all-

important," said Campanelli,
as his nose grew an inch.

"It was just a streak," he
said.

And People's Park was just
an open-forum.

Campanelli wasn't fooling
anybody, mainly because his
players wouldn't let him.
Guard Kevin Johnson,

walking around the locker
room shouting "New Era,
New Era," paused and said,
"Actually, it was really impor-
tant to us. People had been
coming up to us for a long
time telling us to win. And
after the game, people came
up and thanked us.

"It was a gigantic win for
ourselves and for everyone
associated with Cal basket-
ball."

That's a little closer to the
truth. ^
Huling said, •*Chris

(Washington) ancf I couldn't
sleep much last night. I woke
up at 5:30 in the morning,
and all I could think about
was Reggie Miller."
With the crowd still pack-

ing the court, girls on guys'
shoulders, dancing to human
music, Campanelli walked
down a hallway to a private
office. Probably to pick up the
deed for a new house, keys to
an '86 Vette, or something like
that. Holding his beer can,
Campanelli turned and said
"Tastes like gold."
He added "When you lose it

tastes like hemlock."
But the poison is out of

Cal's system.

The record over the last 25
years now stands at UCLA 52,
CAL 1. But Saturday, Bear
players and fans, old and
new, wouldn't have traded
places for anything.
A permanent sign in the Cal

locker room reads: "What I

am doing today is important,
because I am exchanging a
day of my life for it."

To Cal, January 25, 1986
was not only a *day', and not
only 'important'.
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Swimmipg
Continued from Page 32 ^/.

"were now leading by twa.~~

By all predictions UCLA
was now dead in the water.

Then the Bruins resi>onded by

staging a series of stirring

comebacks that had the two
teams see-sawing for the lead

the rest of the evening.

"I am real proud. Our guys
didn't quit," said coach Ron
Ballatore.

Fittingly, the meet's Most
Valuable Swimmer, Tom
Jager, led the first comeback.
Jager topped his nemesis Matt
Biondi in the 100 yard sprint

by a tenth of a second, 44.61
to 44.71. Biondi, who swims
for Cal holds the American
record for that event.

Jager's victory knotted the

two schools at 187 Vi. Florida

once again took camhiand and
lead by seven just two events

later.

Then it was Giovanni
Minervini's turn to bring the

Bruins back into contention
with a victory in the 200 yard
breaststroke. The race was the
most thrilling of the evening.
On the last turn Minervini

looked to be in third place,

however, he surged down the
stretch and extended his lanky
frame a mere tenth or a se-

xond before Florida's Ken

against Florida's Duffy
Dillion.
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^ Jones added some breathing

TToffet. Minervini recorded a
winning 2:04.61 clocking for

the event.

"I just didn't die," said
Minervini after the meet, and
neither did the Bruins. Miner-
vini's win put the Bruins
within striking distance, now
they trailed by four.

Brian Jones sliced the Gator
lead to two with his second
place finish in the bonus
round of the 200 yard butterf-
ly. Anthony Mosse of Stanford
won the event and broke a
meet record with a great early
season time of 1:46.08. Jones
chalked up a 1:52.61 while
Florida's Matt Cetlinski
brought up the rear with a
1:56.95.

In the next event Florida
slowly inched away. Jerry
Frentsos' 1:52.06 time in the
200 yard individual medley
was good enough for a vic-

tory. UCLA's Pat Errett kept
the Bruins from sinking into
the sunset with a strong third
place finish and a 1:54.62
clocking, which is a personal
best.

However, now the Bruins
trailed by five going into the
meet's last event.

Unfortunately the Bruins
could no longer control their
own destiny. If they won the
200 yard freestyle relay and
Florida took second they
would lose by one. They
needed help from someone else
and they never got it.

,

In the relay Jager got the
Bruins started by again
beating Biondi. Next, Kevin
Cavanaugh held the lead

space against Paul Wallace of
the Gators. The door was
open just enough for anchor-
man Oppel who finished off
the relay and gave the Bruins
the victory.

^pLA chalked up a time of
1:21.92, which bettered
Florida's 1:22.20 time. But
I^lorida's second place finish
assured them a victory by the
narrowest margin in the
meet s four year history.
"We lost by the hair of our

chinny-chin-chin" said assis-
tant coach Chris Silva.

One could only wonder if

injured sprinter John
Sauerland, who failed to make
the trip, could have made up
the one point ^difference.

Two-time Most Valuable
Swimmer Jager said one
should not minimize
Cavanuagh's 'great perfor-
mance as part of Sauerland's
replacement, ''Don't take
anything away from Kevin.
Cavanaugh did a great job."

Errett also swam admirably
in Sauerland's place.

"We swam couragously
well, "said a hoarse Chris
Silva, '*Kemp in the
backstroke, Errett in the IM,
Jager in the freestyle,
everyone did extremely well."

Silva's comments applied to
the first day of racing as well
as the last.

After the first furious day of
fierce competition the squad
emerged with a slim five point
advantage.

The Bruins earned the first

day lead by chipping away at
the powerful competition, the
Bruins did not dazzle the
crowd with a bevy of first

place finishes. "^

The Bruins only chalked up
two wins in the first day's 14
heats. However, they also

placed second and third three

times.

But the two wins the Bruins
did record were memorable.
First, Minervini beat Stan-
ford's primere breastroker
John Moffet by two seconds,

in the championship heat of

the 100 yard breast. Minervini
recorded an incredibly quick
55.47 clocking for the event.

With that time Minervini

easily qualified for the NCAA
meet in April.

UCLA's second win was
scored in the midst of con-

troversy. On the first start of

the bonus 50 yard freestyle,

Albert Mestre of Florida was
declared disqualified for a

false start. Unlike track one
false start for a swimmer
means you are gone.

Mestre emerged from the

pool glaring at the starter. Fi-

nally, after Mestre turned to

walk back to the Florida

bench the event commenced
once again
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Women's swimming
Continued from Page 30
UCLA came back with six

points in the 1,000 free. Ricky
Sandmark took first in that
race at 10:06.75. Tammy
Harvego touched the pad for
third place 11 seconds later.

Kathy Clarke won the 100
breaststroke while Graner took
the 200 back for the only
other races UCLA would win.
What kept UCLA in this meet
^as its collection of second
and third place finishes and
the sweeps by the divers.

Littlefield scored a narrow

victory over Williams on the

one-meter board while
Coltman took third. On the

three-meter board, the same
three dominated but the posi-

tions were changed. Coltman
won the event while Lit-

tlefield took second and
Williams was third.

"We still had a chance to

win with one event to go,"

said Jahn. "But in the close

events, they beat us."

That seemed to about sum
up the entire weekend for the

swim team. It was close, but

the Bruins couldn't find a way
to win in the close races.

invites you to attend

weekly testimony meetings:

Monday at 12:00
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Swimmers get washed ou
by top Bay Area teams
By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

UCLA "did not have a tremen-
dously successful weekend as they
hosted the women's swim teams of
Cal and Stanford, but the outcomes
weren't really a surprise to UCLA
swim coach Tom Jahn.
_ "Yeah, it's what I expected," said
Jahn after the Cardinal had thrash-
ed the Bruins 102-38 on Saturday.
"Stanford is just a little overpower-
ing. They swam great today."

Right from the start, UCLA
seemed to be outmanned. Both
Stanford entries beat the Bruins in
the 400-yard medley relay, with the
difference between the first-place
Cardinal and the third-place Bruins
being 1

1

V2 seconds.
It didn't get any better for UCLA

as Stanford won 12 other races in
the meet and placed second 10
times.

The only real bright spots for
UCLA came in the form of Diane
Graner and the UCLA diving
corps, again just as Jahn had
predicted before the meet.

Graner won the 100 backstroke
in 57.53, easily outdistancing the
Stanford baokstrokersr

Graner also scored points in the
200 back with a second place finish.

Graner's time of 2:04.7 was almost
a second behind the winner.

If anything kept UCLA's score

respectable, it was the 14 points
scored by the Bruin divers. Karla
Goltman and Britt WUliams took
first and second in the one-meter
diving to give the Bruins the max-
imum eight points in a single event.
On the three-meter board Andi

Littlefield thumped her opponents
with a 270.95, over 17 points more
than the nearest competitor.
Goltman took third with a 238.55.
"We really raced Stanford well,"

said Jahn. "We swam better today
(Saturday) than we did against Cal
yesterday."

Against the Bears Friday, it was
essentially a two-person meet. Both
Mary T. Meagher and Conny van
Bentum won every time they dove
into the pool and the result was a
78-62 Cal win.
The two accounted for 39 of

Gal's points. In short, they per-
formed like the superstars that they
are considered to be.

"They just plain outswam us,"
said Jahn. "There really isn't
anything else I can say except
that."

^

Cal started off the meet by winn-
ing the 400 medley relay, despite an
opening backstroke leg by Granei
Tliat put UCLA in front, the com-
bination of world record holder
Meagher in the butterfly and
NCAA campion van Bentum in the
freestyle was too much to handle.

Continued on Page 29

UCLA netters play part
of 'killer bees' in 9-0 win
By Karl Kimme

A swarm of bees hampered early

women's tennis play between UCLA
and UC Irvine at the Sunset Courts

Satifrday. It was similar to the way
the Bruins hampered the Anteaters,

shutting them out, nine matches to

none. '
'~~~

c
'

Although coach Gayle Godwin was
looking for a "solid" and "deep" squad
from Irvine, UCLA felt pressure in on-
ly two of the nine matches during the

day. And yet, Godwin looks to those

matches as the highlights of the day.

"I was proud of Julie (Queshi),"

said Godwin, speaking of the No. 5

singles game. Queshi lost the first set

two games to six but turned things

around, winning a close second set,

7-6. Finally, in what was one of only

two three-set matches, Queshi took the

match, 6-4 in the third.

The other three-set match came
when the No. 1 doubles team took to
the courts. Brttins Jane Thomas and
Jennifer Fuchs were shaky during the
first set as their frustration revealed
something of what both they and the
coach expected.

Godwin explained how the pair was
not ready for the Anteaters at the start^ the rosttchj as they losF^ 4^0;

Their advantage continued into the
final set as the Bruins worked it down
to five games to one.

The day had opened with singles
action, and Irvine looked ready to give
the Bruins a hard fight. But like

UCLA's win over Long Beach State, it

seemed the blue and gold squad mere-'

ly needed to get warmed up before
overcoming their opponents. •f

Fuchs playing at No. 2 while?
Thomas assumed No. 3. Unfortunately
for Irvine, the pair's play separate of
each other did not resemble their

shaky combined efforts.

Thomas showed her toughness
against Lola Trenwith, beating her in
the first set 6-3, while Fuchs showed
comparably steadiness against Haruko
Shigekawa, winning her first set 6-2.

Shegekawa's excellent passing shots,

although inconsistent, kept her alive in

the first set. But they did nothing
more in the second set as Fuchs won
6-3.

Thomas faired similarly against
Trenwith, winning the second set 6-4.

Also in singles competition, Maria
La Franchi won 6-2, 6-1 as the No.l
player while Debbie Ceccato (No. A^

However, the coach wasn't surprised
that they came back fighting in the se-
cond game, winning 6-3. Indeed, the
aggressive pair took better advantage
of opportunities during the second set,
forcing frustration on the Anteaters
this time.

-<Wr

took her match,^:3 and 6-1. The No.
6 Bruin Michelle Hain also took her
match, winning 6-0, 6-1.

In other doubles competition. No.
2-seeded La Franchi and Joni Urban
won 6-0, 6-4 while No. 3 Ceccato and
Jessica Algazi won 7-5, 6-0.
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TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 31 5
Santa Monica, California 90404
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—At Sizzler—
there's more to

steak & salad
than just

steak & salad.
Our Fresh Fruit & Salad Bar salad is no

ordinary salad. Have all the plump avocados,
whole ripe apples, fat mushrooms, and fresh

^ripe watermelon you can eat. Plus a juicy

steak, a baked potato or french fries and
cheese toast. It's a great deal on a great deal.

(PARI SALON HAIRSTYLING BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reo.$25,00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Highlight

$3O.O0 (reg.$60.00y

1435WestwoodBlvd
473-0066 479-9325

(with ttiU cxj)

Full Leg Waxtng
$18.00

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain •Acne
•PMS •Arthritis

•Stress

FREE CONSULTATION
Dr. Yeung

2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060
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Bruins net high marks at home
Women score a 183.31

h Pac-West wins over

Stanford and Arizona

By Steve Kaufhold

StaffWritBr

What a difference a year makes.
After a 1985 season that was marred by

injuries, the UCLA women's gymnastics
team served notice that they may challenge
for the National title with a 183.3 point
score and victory over Arizona and Stan-
ford.

For that matter, what a difference a
week makes.
A week ago, Arizona's total of 181.2

would knocked off the Bruins who managed
to score just above 179.0 at Fullerton.

But not on Saturday night as the Bruins
competed in the friendly confines of the
Wooden Center for the first time this
season. Freshman Tanya Service made her
home debut a special one by rewriting a
couple of records. '

^

Her 38.10 score in the all-around is the
highset by a Bruin gymnast in well over a
year and also the best score by any gymnast
in the history of the Wooden Center.

Service's floor exercise score of 9.55 tied
the Wooden Center record set two years
ago.

— UCLA coach Jerry Tomlinson was not
surprised by the emergence of Service. He
said, "She trains hard and she practices
hard. She is just a remarkable girl."

Service had plenty of help as UCLA's two
other all-arounders, freshman Gigi Zosa
and junior Karen McMullin both had scores
above 36.00.

' The meet also marked the return to com-
petition for redshirt sophmore Trina Tinti

Continued on Page 26

Men get second highest

scqfe in nation and in

meet, lose to Stanford

By Greg Bolin

^ 4

They say basebaU is a game of inches.
WeU this old adage obviously holds true for

iP^^^ men's gymnastic team, as well.
The Bruin men lost 278.20 to 276.90 at

the hands of a tough Stanford squad in an
excitmg meet Friday night at the Wooden
Center. The loss left the Bruins 1-1 and 0-1
in conference play.
Although the loss was a hard one to take

for the Bruins, there were some outstanding
performances by the young team. This meet
also saw the two highest team scores in the
country thus far this year.

"Stanford's team score was the highest in
America this year, and we have the se-
cond," said Bruin coach Art Shuriock. "In
the long run this meet won't hurt us".

If the Bruinsv do have any consolation
from the loss it was the peformances of
Brian Ginsberg and Rob Campbell. Be-
tween the two they tallied 113 of the Bruins
276 points. Campbell was the meet's best
all-around gymnast while Ginsberg was No.
3 on the list.

From the begining, the meet was a close
one. The Bruins jumped out to a two-point
lead after the first event, highlighted bjF

Spikers block out USC
In Kllgour Cup victory

i>tij|h i^wii

two 9.65's on the floor exercise by Camp-
bell and Ginsberg. However, this lead was
not to last as the Cardinal, lead, by John
Louis and Randy Besosa, inched back into
the lead after the second event.

This lead held until the fourth event
when the Bruins came back to take the lead
with the help of a 9.45 vault by Luc Teurl-
ings. Yet the lead see-sawed back to the-

Continued on Page 26

By Bob Brunwin

**It was definitely a
blocker's game."

That's the way UCLA
captain Andy Klussman sum-
med up Friday's Kilgour Cup
against USC.

Klussman, continued, "And
blocking is gonna win games."
Which is exactly what the

Bruins did in their 15-8, 10-

15, 15-5, and 15-3 victory
over the Trojans. The Bruins
had a total of thirty team
blocks with only four errors.

Ozzie Volstad was the
outstanding player of the
match with nine block assists

including one solo as weU as
hitting .481 for the match.
You wouldn't have been able
to tell that he was coming off
a knee and ankle injury by
looking at him, he was all

over the court. -
- -« •

Ozzie came up with six digs

alone with the rest of his stats.

In ^ort, Volstad established

himself as one of the dominant
players on the floor.

On the other side of the net,

illSC'a Adam Johnson was
coming through with some
dominant play himself. In the
early going, Johnson looked as

though he was going to set the
momentum of the game.
Johnson had an incredible

total of twenty-three kills but
a deceptively low hitting
percentage of .157. Johnson's
percentage reflects the fact

that the Bruins completely put

the roof over him in the
fourth and final game.

As Klussman put it, "We
had to shut down Johnson . .

. that was the whole basis."

Johnson was a first team
All-America last year and on
the basis of his play on Fri-

day, look for him to be a
repeater.

The soul of the Trojans, set-

ter Rudy Dvorak, said of the
match,"We've been playing
well in practice, but every
year they (the Bruins) play
well. We just need a little

more work.

.

"They beat us here last year
and we came back to beat
them in three straight matr
ches."

USC coach Bob Yoder
wasn't quite as unconcerned as
Dvorak. Yoder was visibly
upset as he commented, "I'm
definitely dissapointed. Our
freshmen played well, but I

expected more leadership from
the older guys."

Yoder said before the match
that he wasn't going to place,
too much importance on the
match as he is going to work-
the team to peak around mid
season.

"I was very impressed with
Ozzie from the left," said
UCLA coach Al Scates. "I

thought that he would do bet-
ter on the right, but he really

came throu^ on the other
side.

"(Don) Dendinger was real-

Continued on Page 27

Something's
always
cooking
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"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

M-F 9:30-9:00— SAT. 9-6— SUN. 11-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING
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A true pip* smoker
does ncA inhttt

Come in lot our free
instructkm
brochure

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

^ 2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512
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RELINE
BRAKES
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HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points. Pennzoil.

Adjust Clutch, Ad)ust Brakes. Adjust Timirtg

Check Battery & Front End Alignnnent

Replace all Shoes and Linings. Pack Front

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In-

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyl. & Fill System
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VALLEY
1 OWING
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From Lube & CM to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"
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PRESBYTERIAN
FELLOWSHIP

r . -'

TUESDAYS, 6-8 PM
Join us for Supper & Fellowship
as we discuss Friendship - the

different forms. This week^topic

is: Friendship for Fun.

907 Malcolm Ave., 1 block East of Hilgard

on Le Conte. Call 208-5979 or 474-206& for

more information or If you need a ride.

Member of the University Religious Confereivce at UCLA.
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SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

11 05 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7
(213)824-7767
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Fifty-twd game winning
UCLA's frustration shows
as Cal rallies to win, 75-67

By Scott Alberts ^

Staff Writer

BERKELEY— The clock

showed just 46 ticks remaining

in the game when UCLA
center Jack Haley shoved Cal's

Leonard Taylor out of ap-

parent frustration. When the

Bear's Dave Butler tried

wrapping his arms around

Haley he received more of the

same.

Nobody was whistled for a

foul, but the frustration on

Haley's face told the story.

At the same moment Reggie

Miller was being whistled for

a foul, Cal forward Jeff Hul-

ing was thrusting his fist in

the air toward the zoo-like

Cal student section, and 6,660

Berkeley radicals at a packed

Harmon Gym were going in-

sane as the realization sunk in.

-The streak was over, the fiesfs

said coach Walt Hazzard."But
we played well. It was a great

effort by our players."

What then did Hazzard see

as the difference in this ball

game?
"I won't say. I think it's

pretty obvious."

He was absolutely right, it

wasn't difficult to see how the

Bruins lost this one. It basical-

ly boiled down to two main
factors; 1) UCLA has
developed a tendency to get

itself into foul trouble this

season, and 2) Chris
Washington played a good,

solid game, but was outstan-

ding on one play in particular.

The Bruins collected 17

fouls in the first half, many of

which VCLA felt it didn't

deserve. But the bottom line

was that UCLA trailed 36-31

at the half and was in serious

were going to beat UCLA,
75-67.

"It was a tough ball game"

The refs had seemingly put

their whistles on automatic'
Continued on Page 28

SHANE NAJARIAN/Daiiy Bruin

After 25 years of losing to the UCLA basketball team, Cal fans are signaling a new streak

.after the Bears' win. x. ,

Bears end 25 years of misery
Cal students hope they saw a new streak start

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

BERKELEY— The
Bacteriology building is adja-

cent to Harmon Gym on the

Cal Berkeley campus, but the

people who work inside had
.the day off Saturday. •

Some of them were wat-

ching young students dressed

in blue and gold doing their

jobs for them, as Cal's basket-

ball team rid the campus of its

biggest cancer.

Sure, the Bear footballers

haven't beaten the Bruins
since 1971, but one raging

party at a time.

UCLA had beaten the Bears

in every hoop game the two
universities have played since

Feb. 24, 1961.' That's 52
straight. That's 25 years.

Not one Cal player on this

year's team was even alive at

the time.

If the (B)RUINS (according

to one sign) had expected Cal
to give silver on this anniver-

sary, then they were very

disappointed with the leather

they received instead.

Students showed up in the

early hours of the morning to

line up for the spectacle. See,

they knew it was coming up
here. Sometimes you can just

sense a party about to happen.
"I got here two hours before

the game," said Cal forward
Jeff Huling, "and Bear stu-

dents were in a line at least

100 yards long waiting to get

in. I walked past, and then all

of them stood up and cheered.

It's hard to explain what kind

of lift that gave me. That's

what it's all at^ut."
Students began pounding on

doors as ushers tried to calm
the cattle. About five minutes
after the men in charge
relented, the bleachers in the

student section were full. A
"Warning, High Voltage" sign

should have been placed on
the outside of the building.

Inside Harmon, there were
plenty of warning signs, but of

a different nature.

"The Streak Starts Here."
"Go Bears, The Champagne

is on Ice."

It was bedlam during the

Continued on Page 28

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Chris Washington's (22) four point spurt in the second half

was deenned key by UCLA coach Walt Hazzard.

Hoopsters squander lead

but hang on to win, 65-62

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer,
'

PALO ALTO— The UCLA
women's basketball team
learned a valuable lesson last

Friday at Stanford's Maples

Pavilion. The lesson was that

a basketball game lasts for

two full halves, not just one,

even if the timekeeper does

forget to start the clock a few

times.

Fortunately for the Bruins

the lesson didn't cost them a

victory and, after squandering

a^l9-point halftime lead,

UCLA finally held off the

Cardinal for a much-needed
65-62 win.

Behind the power of a 20-2

first half surge, UCLA went to

the locker room with a 39-20

lead at the half and seemed to

be on the verge of turning this

one into a laugher. It seemed
unusual that the Bruins were
having such an easy time of it

with the Cardinal who, prior

to the game, had been vic-

torious in nine of their last 12

games ai\d were a perfect 6-0

at home. ~^ "

Nevertheless, UCLA which
has struggled to a 9-10 record

thusfar, was making it look

easy for the first half, and
then they found out why Stan-

ford has been successful this

season under first-year coach
Tara VanDerveer.
The two teams basically

traded buckets for the early

part of the second half while

the Cardinal cut UCLA's lead
Continued on Page 27

UCLA can't make last comeback
wins Dallas meet by a point, 27414-27372

By Kevin Lynch

DALLAS— They scrat-

ched, they clawed, they

made more comebacks than

Rocky Balboa. In the end,

however, the Bruins
couldn't ward off the tal-

ent-laden Florida Cators
from taking their crown
away from them, Saturday

night.

The Bruins, last year's

Dallas Morning News In-

vitational Champions, lost

•to No. 1-ranked Florida

274>Ato273»/t.
Even though the men's

swim team dtd not win the

meet their score bettered

some of the nation's most

talented teams. The meet
summoned the best com-
petition since last April's

NCAA Championships.
The event drew six of the

seven top collegiate swim
powers in the country. Here
is how they finished, in

^rder. No. ^h~Florida
(274»/2), No! 5 UCLA
(273Vi), No. 4 Texas (265),
No. 2 Stanford (248), No. 3
Cal (233), and No. 7 SMU
(229).

After the first day of the
two day competition the
Bruins earned a five-point

lead. SMU coach George
McMillion said that if the
Bruins could capture the

first few . events of Satur-

day's competition they
would probably cruise to

victory.

However, Florida who
trailed by five going into

Saturday, shattered a meet
record on the way to winn-
ing the 400-yard freestyle

relay, the evening's first

event, with a 2:58.38 time.

In the championship
round of the next race, the

500 free, Florida's Matt
Cetlinski placed second
while UCLA's Craig Oppel,
swimming an off-event,
wound up fifth. Within the

evening's first two events

Florida had turned the
tables on the Bruins and

Continued on Pag<
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News: ASUCLA
customers returned
2,100 textbook rebate
envelopes fail quarter.
Seepages.

tK -n^lfUr^*

Viewpoint: Monitors at

the dorms won't keep
away 'axe murderers,' a
reader says.

See page 16. /

Review: Who's Miss-
ing offers a surprising

insight into early music
by The Who.
See page 18.

Sports: Women
hoopsters take on the

Aztecs tonight as part of

a four-game road trip.

See back page.

Unhrersity of California Los Angeles

Twist and Shout

By Mariko Takayasu
Capital Correspondent

Tuesday, January 28. 1986

Bottle bill: After 20 years, new
compromise may satisfy all

million in recycling pennies

the program is expected to

generate.

SACRAMENTO — After 20 After Dec. 31, 1990, con-

years of intense conflict over^^a^ sumers would receive an in-

mandatory deposit law on crease to 2 cents per container

beverage containers, the state's

beverage industry, en-
vironmental community,
retailers, labor and legislators

have come to a tentative

agreement, which on

e

legislator called "a major step

toward recycling, conserving

resources and cleaning up the

environment."
At a capital press con-

ference on Monday, a number
legislators and members, of money h

Ihe store.

for each beverage container

type that *has not achieved a

65 percent recycling rate.

"Under the proposal con-

sumers would receive a bonus
redemption value from con-

tainers that have not been
returned to the system,"
Margolin said. That means a

consumer who returns the

beverage container to a recycl-

ing center would receive more

beverage containers sold in

California — will achieve

results similar to those states

that have enacted deposit

Please see BOTTLE BILL,
Page 9

Provisions

of bottle bill

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Brum

Ronda Stanley, an economics major, and friend wtiittle

their waists at the Wooden Center. Please see story

and photos on page 3.
w^

Ihe beverage industry and en-

vironmental groups announced
that a compromise had been
made between a mandatory
5-cent bottle deposit, which
the industry and labor have
bitterly opposed, and the cur-

rent voluntary system of
recycling, which the en-
vironmental community has

found inadequate.

The compromise legislation,

authored by Assemblyman
Bert Margolin (D-Los Angeles)

would place a minimum 1-

cent deposit on aluminum,
glass and plastic soft drink and
beer containers sold after Jan.

1, 1987 to encourage con-
sumers to recycle.

The bill would also set up a

state-regulated recycling
commission, which "^ would
analyze recycling rates, collect

and distribute the nearly $120

"This consumer recycling

profit creates an important
new incentive for people to

take the matter of cleaning up
beverage litter seriously,"

Margolin said.

Depending on market fac-

tors, recycling centers may of-

fer additional money from the

market value of the scrap ma-
terials.

Supporters of the measure
including Californians Against

Waste, a 40,000-member
coalition, which also sup-

ported past mandatory deposit

legislation said the new bill is

"a creative, innovative ex-

periment" similar to programs
of other states.

"We are all optimistic that

the new legislation_^=^_3yhich

cajls for a goal of at least an
80 percent recycling rate for

Under the bottle bill:

• Beverage wholesalers
would forward the 1-cent

or 2-cent deposit to the
California Recycling Com-
mission.

• Retailers would sell bev-
erag« to consumers with a

1-cent deposit.

• Consumers would pay a
1-cent deposit on beverage
containers.

Consumers would bring
their used containers to cer-

tified recycling centers to

receive the 1-cent deposit.

Recycling centers would
bill the commission for

reimbursement of the de-

posit.

The commission would
allocate the money from
containers that have not
been recycled to support
additional or **bonus
redemption value" pro-
grams as well as other
recycling and litter control

programs.

— Mariko Takayasu

Controversy surrounds Metro Rail
Community meetings to focus on alternative routes

By Kim Kowsky

UCLA students could benefit from a
Westside link with Metro Rail's downtown
line, but those advantages may never be
realized because of problems facing its con-
struction.

Known as the "wishbone" or "fish hook"
approaches, the Westside links will be among
discussion topics at the Rapid Transit District's

four community group meetings Wednesday
night.

The meetings, required by the Congres-
sionally Ordered Re-Engineering (CORE)
study that ordered RTD to modify its plans to

tunnel through high risk methane gas zones,
will promote "community involvement," RTD
spokesman Mark Littman said.

While residents deliberate over alternative

linking routes, controversy ensues over RTD's
spring construction plans for the first Minimal
Operable Segment (MOS-1), the initial four-

mile subway whioh is slated to run from-

million contract RTD must negotiate by
March 20 with the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration, a division of the U.S.
Department of Transportation. The additional

$199 million required to complete construction

of MOS-1 cannot be appropriated until funds
are approved by Congress for its 1987 budget.

The recent passage of the Gramm-Rudmann
Act will complicate future appropriations and
threatens to leave Los Angeles floundering for

funds.

"The taxpayers of L.A. will be tied to a

contract that will make them responsible for .

. . a transit system that will consume every

local tax dollar," said Michael Cornwell, a

member of the No On Metro Rail Committee.
For Cornwell, Metro Rail is "an expensive

dream," but even a doubter like Yaroslavsky

insisted that "we have to invest the money . .

. for future generations. Not to go through

with it would be selfish on our part."

Safety questioned
Union Station to Alvarado Street.

Despite RTD's claim that "everything is

under control," mounting pressures from
budget constraints, environmentalists ilnd con-

tending neighborhood groups have thfdwn the

Metro Rail project into a crisis.

"The whole thing is up in the air," said Los
Angeles City Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky/'I

,

would not go betting any of my savings on it."

Metro Rail funding

Funding for the four-itiile subway, expected

to cost $428 million, will come from a $229

Funding difficulties are not the only pro-

blems plaguing Metro Rail. A recent en-

vironmental report has called into question the

safety of Metro Rail's first leg.

A two-month review completed last month
by an independent panel of 10 geology and

tunneling experts recommended additional

studies and safety measures to deal with

hazards related to methane gas, abandoned oil

wells and unknown earthquake faults.

Although the report stated that MOS-1 "is

Please see RAIL, Page 8

as reasons for the increases.

Cohen, however, argued that costs to consumers would

decrease, because customers would no longer be buying

the glass, aluminum or plastic that drinks are stored in.

"An analogy is that it's like renting the container (as

opposed to buying it)^" Cohen said.

Skuro also opposed the proposed legislation on the

grounds that it would inconvenience consumers with

longer lines. This, he said, would in turn have an adverse

effect on business in Los Angeles.

"In the long run, ^re would be no benefit to mer-
* Please see CALPIRC, Pag^ 9
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CalPIRG sponsors drive

irrsupport of bottle bilh
By Glenn Adams

To support a citywide bottle bill, a campus committee is

beginning a petition drive today to collect 3,000

signatures.

The aim of the petition is "to demonstrate support that

is shown by polls" for the bottle bill, said Katy McFadden,
chairwoman of the board of directors of UCLA's chapter

of the California Public Interest .Research Group
(CalPIRG), which is running the drive.

The petition will be presented to the Los Angeles City

Council when it considers the bill in mid-February. If
^

passed, the bill would make mandatory a 5-cent deposit

on all beverage containers, including aluminum and

plastic containers, McFadden said.

Eric Cohen, UCLA bottle bill coordinator, cited

decreased litter and saving of natural resources through

recycling as potential benefits of the proposed legislation.

Possible disadvantages of the legislation are increased

prices of beverages for consumers and increased costs for .j

merchants and retailers, said Elliot Skuro, the owner of a

7-^1 store in Westwood. He cited storage and labor costs
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TIRED OF TWEEZIWG. BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR? .

Have It removed permanently -^

by Electrolysis - ,i

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte

I
off int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic Sthool now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every week-Sal

Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive.

Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S.M.. Culver City and

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

(213)478*7099

C3

r A news
complied from the Assocnfe.l Press

OUR
PENGUINS

ARE-^
PLUMMETING
January 27 to February 1

SupremMkHiFt upholds $2 biHion

overpricing judgment against Exxon

_ WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court on Monday made
final the larjjest monetary judgment in American history to be
upheld on appeal by telling Exxon Corp. to y/ay more than $2
billion for inflating oil prices.

The court, with no recorded dissent, let stand rulings that
force Exxon to pay refunds and interest for overcharges of $895
million on the 1975-81 sales of oil from a Texas field.

The money, totaling about $2.1 billion, will be deposited by
Exxon into the U.S. Treasury, and then will be distributed to

the states based on estimates of energy consumption during the
six-year period.

Most consumers of gasoline and heating oil will receive no
cash. States must spend the money on energy conservation —
such as weatherizing hospitals and schools — and on helping
the poor pay their home utility bills.

Exxon Chairman Clifton C. Garvin Jr. said he was "extreme-
ly disappointed" by the Supreme Court's decision not to hear
the corporation's appeal. He said Exxon will pay the judgment
from available resources and by taking short-term loans.

Teacher's shuttle mission delayed

by stubborn hatch bolt, high winds

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - Fierce winds and a stubborn
hatch bolt forced NASA on Monday to again scrub the launch
of Challenger with schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe aboard, the
second straight shuttle mission hindered by fickle Florida
weather.

Although the weather was perfect at thft .schpdnlpd Llaunch
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time of 9:3V a.m. h.bi\ the problems with the hatch started

about an hour before that. They were not resolved until shortly
before nbon when workers used a hacksaw on the bolt after

contending with the late delivery of tools, a drill with a dead
battery, and broken drill bits.

By the time the repairs ended, the winds strengthened and
sent gusts of 30 mph whipping across a runway where
Challenger would land if there were an emergency^after liftoff.

Winds of more than 17 mph are considered dangerous for a
landing.

,

Launch director Gene Thomas called off the effort about
12:30 p.m., and officials rescheduled the launch for 9:38 a.m.
EST Tuesday.
The seven astronauts, including 37-year-old McAuliffe, the

first ordinary citizen named to a space flight, had grim looks on
their faces as they returned to their quarters.

Fiedler says Reiner, Davis instigated

her indictment for political reasons

LOS ANGELES — Rep. Bobbi Fiedler, insisting she's inno-
cent of a charge she tried to pay off Senate rival Ed Davis, said
Monday that Davis and the district attorney instigated her in-

dictment for separate political reasons.
The Republican Senate hopeful accused District Attornev Ira

Reiner, a Democrat, of using her as "a convenient vehicle" to
distract from publicity surrounding the dismissal of some of the
charges in the McMartin Pre-School molestation case.

"Let me tell you how I feel about the district attornev," she
said. "I think this situation is a political plov on his part. This
was a way of diverting attention from what he had done in

McMartin. It was a convenient vehicle."
The congresswoman also blamed Davis, a state senator and

former Los Angeles police chief, for her indictment. Both she ,

and Davis have been campaigning for the June 3 GOP primarv.
*T really am very much perplexed bv someone who I worked

with in the past, whose daughter's wedding I went to . . . that
he would go to such an extreme to knock me out of a political
race which was going very well for me . . . the desperate
nature of such an individual."

MHWMhMii *fkiui«-
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Wooden Center:

home of the

Bruin workout

By Charles Lee

Most people go to the
Wooden Center to play
anything from basketball to

badminton or to sharpen their

skills in karate or ballet.

But others come simply to

relax, socialize, study or just

watch UCLA's own Olympic-

caliber gymnasts practice.

Named after former UCLA
basketball coach John R.

Wooden, who led his teams to

an unprecedented 10 national

championships, the center has

earned the enthusiasm of

many UCLA students in its

short history.

"The Wooden Center is fan-

tastic," said junior Jeff Swen-

son. "It's like having our own
health club — and it's free."

Senior Phil Barber agreed,

saying, "It's a great place that

I tend to take for granted. But

if you think about what this

would cost in the outside

world, the benefits' Zl^
tremendous."

Within the walls of this

Please see WOODEN

Photos by
HYUNGWON KANG/ Daily Bruin

WONDERS OF THE WOODEN CENTER . . .

Studenis meet the challenge of the weight
room. ^ Fourth year medical student Mark
Wolgin (top left) buttles a weight machine.
Many students such as junior Tammy
Clementi (top right) find the Wooden Center a
good place just to relax and people watch.
Stan Pines, (middle) a computer science ma-
jor, meets his physical challenge eye \o eye,

while Julie Dougherty (lower left), a junior in

psychology, pedals to the beat of her por-
table stereo. The shoulders of Mike Dreish-
poon (dire<:tly above) get some helping hands
as he hoists a heavy load.
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A resolution to improve ear-

thquake safety at UCLA is

among the agenda items for

the UCLA Academic Senate
Legislative Assembly meeting
todav at the Facultv Center.
The UCLA Ad' Hoc Joint

Earthquake Safety Committee
will make its recommendation
to the Legislative Assembly's
second meeting of tV academ-
ic year on a resolu .»n regar-
ding earthquake safet\. The
resolution, which was propos-
ed by the Department of
Sociolog)-, was submitted for

the Senate's consideration at

the last meeting, said professor

Samuel Aroni, chairman of
the Earthquake Safety Com-
mittee.

"At the November meeting,
a resolution was distributed on
behalf of the Sociology
Department by professor Ivan
Light." Aroni said. "The
Legislative Assembly asked my
committee to respond and
report on the substance of this

resolution, and my committee
did meet last Thursday, and I

will have a statement about
each of the resolution's six

points."

The r^ol u t i^n_ggquc5t<A:

-*u^>standar€iT- 'Wc had a - ivubct>mmi4tee m thtr C^^ oi Letters 6c" but theN an^^new Jor UCL4__

that Chancellor Charles
Young prepare a comprehen-
sive plan for earthquake safety

at the UCL.A campus, the
university should make obtain-

ing funding for earthquake
safety "an essential objective"

and the universit> should post

signs at all exits and entrances
of buildings identified as

It also requests that the

university reduce the use of

the "highest-risk" buildings

and offer assistance to the

state for engineering, and
related research regarding
renovation of public buildings.

The resolution also sug-

gested that the university
should '^provide life and
disability insurance for the
faculty, staff and students
who live and work in
buildings identified as poor or

very poor in their ability to

withstand earthquakes."
Aroni, however, declined to

comment on the substance of

his planned remarks to the

Legislative Assembly, saying

that "I think it is only proper
to report to the Legislative

Assembly first."

Another item on the agenda
is a two-year dela\ in the im-

plementation qf new foreign

language graduation recjuire-

ments. The dela> is expected

to be approved b\ the
Legislative Assembly, said

Provost Raymond Orbach.
chairman of the E.xecutive

Committee of the College of

Letters & Science.

The requirement stipulates

that all college students.
bo^nning wi»h »hr pnforw^-

headedj by professor Bernard

Fnscher .study this issue, and

his group pointed out a

numl^r of things that are un-

fortunate, but would probably

occur if this requirement takes

effect by 1986," Orbach said.

"First, we would be swamped
by students who need to satis-

fy the requirement, and this

would make an increase in

foreign language faculty nec-

cessar\ . Second, it isn't clear if

a student is proficient after

three years of foreign
language."

The Executive Committee

Science wanted to come

vMth alternative wavs to im-

plement the Academic Senate's

resolution, Orbach said. "Cur-

rently, we are considering the

possibilitv of having students

attend foreign language classes

in a foreign country. That

way, students will have the

opportunity to learn about the

culture of a nation while lear-

ning its language."

Also under consideration,

Orbach said, is the establish-

ment of a foreign language

floor in the residence halls.

"These are not new ideas.

u;> -^ he, saicJ, "Our recommenda
tion to delav iiqplementation
is not meant to do "aw ay with
the foreign language require,
ment. Rather, we are tryino
to meet the spirit of the Senate
resolution in a way that is pos-
itive and will best serve the
students of this institution."

The Legislative Assembly
will also vote on whether or
not to accept the revision of
Appendix V of the "Manual of
the Academic Senate," which
deals with the elimination of
academic programs and

Please see SENATE, Page 9
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class of 1986. must either

complete three years of the

same foreign language in high
school or college, or pass an
equivalency exam. If the
Legislative .\ssembly approves
the delay, the recjuirement

would take effect with the

entering class of 1988, Orbach
said.
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You probably have. This tray and others like it have helped you carry

countless meals from ASUCLA Food Service locations to offices and
studios on campus. Unfortunately most of these trays never make it

back home—they are abandoned m corners, closets and hallways.

Not only does this inconvenience customers who complain when they
find our tray stands empty, it also costs everyone money. We re buying
10.000 replacement trays this year alone, at a cost of nearly S15.000.
You end up paying for replacement trays every time you eat lunch.

We think S15.000 is a needlless expense— please help us by returning

your trays after you are finished using them, or call our hotline

number and we II be happy to pick them up.
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Beverly Hills votes to request

removal of S. African Consulate
By Susie Kim. %Xaii Wrfter ^ 1

Yielding to pressure from anti-apartheid supporters, the

Beverly Hills City Council voted 4-1 Jan. 21 asking the

U.S. State Department to remove the South African Con-
sulate from Beverly Hills.

"The protesters are people with a valid point of view
that the apartheid government is wrong — and we should

take some steps," said Councilman Ben Stansbury Jr.

The city council, which does not have the authority to

move the consulate's office from its present location on
Wilshire and Doheny Boulevards, will write a letter to the

state department, requesting the relocation of the con-

sulate's office.

According to an employee at Consul Manus Le Roux's

office, the resolution passed by the Beverly Hills City

Council is not legally binding on the South African Consul

General.

"He is in the United States with the approval of the

U.S. St^te Department," said an employee, who refused to

be identified. "It is not up to the local authority to decide

whether the consul can operate out of its present office."

Although there has been no public protest against the

consulate's presence since its opening in 1980, the anti-

apartheid movement has made it more of a public issue in

the past few months, Stansbury said.

Responding to citizen's protests, the city council passed

a resolution in December stating that the city of Beverly

Hills did not approve of the apartheid government.

"I agree with the diplomatic sides of the consulate's

presence here, but I don't think they are in Beverly Hills

for that reason," Stansbury said. "They're here for com-

merce and business reasons."

This is not the first time that the South African Con-

sulate's location has caused problems. When the office was

moved from San Francisco five years ago, the Los Angeles

jCity Council asked the state department to relocate the of-

~fice outside the Los Angeles area.

• ft customers return 2,100

rebate ^iiyeiopes for
By Mark Talavera, Stoff Wnter

ASUCLA's textbook rebate program went
into effect last quarter as customers returned

approximately 2,100 rebate envelopes, com-
pared to the $2.9 million in fall textbook sales

qualifying for rebate.

Evaluating initial customer response to the

program, Chris Zyda, project manager for the

ASUCLA Students' Store, said the program's

overall degree of success cannot be determined

yet from fall quarter's envelope returns.

"This is just the first quarter," Zyda said,

"and it's a brand new project. More and more
people are learning and talking about the pro-

gram every day . . . and when customers are

aware of it, they are very pleased that

ASUCLA is enacting a program like this."

Approved by the ASUCLA Board of Control

last February, the program is funded from

ASUCLA net revenues and allows students to

recoup some of their textbook expenses.

To qualify for a textbook rebate this

quarter, students must purchase textbooks
from Jan. 6-26 and can pick up rebate

envelopes starting Feb. 3.

Allowing a rebate for textbook ptil'cnases

during a specified period gives "UCLA stu-

dents the maximum advantage" to receive a

rebate, ASUCLA Executive Director Jason
Reed said, noting the majority of UCLA stu-

dents purchase their winter quarter texts dur-

ing the rebate period.

"We know that students from other colleges

and universities purchase their textbooks here,

and we did not want to offer a rebate that en-

courages participation from other schools," he

added.
Customers will receive a rebate at the end

of the academic year for the quarters for

which they submit receipts of textbook pur-

^^^^
Please see REBATE, Page 8

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

ACUHERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

dClA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation—
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•PMS •Arthritis
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Dr. Yeung
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WOODEN CENTER: Home of the Bruin workout
Continued from Page 3
spacious, bright building is

enough variety to satisfy

almost everyone s sports and
leisure needs.

In all, there are three full-

length basketball courts, 10

racquetball courts, two squash

courts, a gymnasium for

volleyball and badminton, a
contemporary gymnastics
training room, a weight room,
a games lounge and two
multi-purpose activity rooms.

Its facilities allow Wooden
Center to offer a multitude of

recreational classes including

aerobics, yoga, weight train-

ing, martial arts, basketball,

racquetball, ballet, volleyball,

squash and badminton.
"I like the Wooden Center

because sports is a great break share of criticism. One of the

for students from their main complaints, accordmg to

studies/1 senior Rhonda Assistant Manager Dennis

Hanan^TlSd. .
Kdehne, concerns its poh^ <A

Greg Walker, who concedes requiring student photo iden-

he does not frequent the tification and registration

center very oftBn,^ said he feels cards for admission. :>ome

the facility is "great because I students, he said, seem to tina

think it was made genuinely

for the benefit of the students

and faculty," and wishes he

"just had more time to use it."

Geoff Nathanson, who
works at the Wooden Center,

said he believes it "makes
people more conscious of

health and fitness and enables

them to make getting in shape

a part of their schedule
because it's so close by."

The Wooden Center,
however, cannot escape its

this restriction cumbersome

and often hard to observe.

But Koehne said he feels

this policy benefits the stu-

dents by prohibiting outsiders

from taking available space

away from its rightful users

and by cutting down on

thefts. Koehne added that in

his view, "people complain

more out of embarrassment

(of not having the cards) than

because they resent the

system."

Another often-cited objec-

tion against the Wooden

Center concerns its hours ot

operation. Several studen^

said they believe it should

have longer operating hours

on weekends.

"I think it should stay open

longer on ^weekends because

that's when I have the most

time to go there," sophomore

Troy Smith said.

But Koehne defended the

center's weekend hours, referr-

ing to statistics kept by its

staff. "People just aren't here

after 3 p.m. on weekends.

Since the Wooden Center

began its services on May 2,

1983,' over one million people

have passed through its doors
Built at a cost of $9.6 mUlion

— funded solely by private
donations and self- assessed
student registration fees — u
was designed to provide
modern, centralized

sports
and recreational area
Previously, such facilities were
split between the Men's and
Women's Gyms, Pauley
Pavilion, Memorial Activiti^
Center and J.D. Morgan
Center.

The Wooden Center also
served as the Olympic Village
offices during the 1984 Sum-
mer Olympics in Los Angeles
as well as providing a training
center for many competing
athletes.

^

FOR THE HEALTH OF ITU!

PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR and

; STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATE
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DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO HELP OTHERSAND GETINVOLVED!

PHC
Peer Health Counselors are specially trained students

who volunteer on campus, providing information,

counseling and referrals for health-related concerns.

PHCs work in the Self-Help Cold Clinic, Nutrition and

Weight Management Clinic, Stress Management,

Hypertension Screening, Fitness Inventory Testing

Clinic, Women's Health Service, Kerckhoff Hall Of-

fice, Health Risk Appraisals/Information Tables,

S.O.U.R.C.E., C.A.R.E., and Suicide Prevention.

TO APPLY FOR THE PEER HEALTH
COUNSELOR PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION

MEETINGS.

SHA
Student Health Advocates are specially trained

students who live in the campus living groups pro- —
viding health care and referrals for colds, flu, first aid

and emergencies. They also provide health education

counseling and referrals for nutrition, fitness, weight

control, stress management, contraception and emo-

tional concerns.

TO APPLY FOR THE STUDENT HEALTH __

Tuesday,January 28 12 noon

Wednesday, January 29 12 noon

7:00 pnn

Thursday, January 30 4:00 pm
Tuesday, February 4 2:00 pm
Wednesday, Februarys ,12 noon

Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517

North Campus, Rm. 20

Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517

Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517

Ackerman Union, Rm. 3564

For more information, please telephone 825-8462

or stop by the

Peer Health Counselor Office

401 Kerckhoff Hall

—— Sponsored by the Student Health Service and —^
the Student Welfare Commission.

ADVOCATE PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION

MEETINGS:
•»

Tuesday, January 28 6:30 pm Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

7:00 pm Sigma Nu
Wednesday, January 29 7:00 pm Alpha Epsilon Phi

Thursday, January 30 7:00 pm Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge
Tuesday, February 4 7:00 pm Alpha Delta Pi

Wednesday, February 5 2:00 pm Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517

/

For more information talk to a Student Health

Advocate
or telephone 206-6842.

A student run outreach program sponsored by
the Student Health Service.

We encourage you to attend^arLgmntation session for each program although we wil l only accept one application from each individual.

< APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7, 1986 at 5:00pm
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THE RIGHT STUFF:

Sun/ival Skills for the Student Leader
I

't,.a
M/

A six week leadership training series offered for students interested in

enhancing their leadership skills/Choose between Series 1 or Series 2.

Series 1 is designed for those interested in attending all six workshops. Par-

ticipants will be awarded a certificate of completion at a cam-
puswide conference on May 10.

Series 2 is designed for those interested only in 1 or more workshop(s) but

not the full series.

^tJ^-^mim^-^iak^.m'mm

Series 1 Pates

Feb. 4

__Feb. 11 —
m

Feb. 18

April 22

April 29

__May 6

Series 2 Dates

Feb. 5

_ Feb. 12^
Feb. 19

April 23
April 30
May 7

Communication and Assertion

Leadership Theory and Styles

Group Dynamics
^

Powers and Influences

Motivation

Time Management

all sessions will be scheduled from 3-5 pm

• • Return to Peter Weiler 2224 Murphy Hall by Friday, Jan. 31 to reserve your place

NAME_ : PHONE

* *

CAMPUS ADDRESS

CAMPUS ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION

POSITION

D I want to participate in the full six week series: Series 1

D I would like to be included in the following workshops: Series 2

Presented by the Student Skills Building Program - Student Relations Division

.-* *
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ASIAN HAIR SPECIALIST

Z "Laura Lew
student discounts & evening appointments

Hoircuts $18
w/free cellophanes

OAKLEY'S
208-9681 208-6559

1061 Goytey Ave. Westwood Village

RAIL: Controversy surrounds project

*i>t

L

PRESBYTERIAN
FELLOWSHIP

TUESDAYS, 6^8 PM
Join us for Supper & Fellowship

we discuss^iendshiD - the^^

^

different forms. This week's topic
is: Friendship for Fun.

907 Malcolm Ave., 1 block East of Hilgard
on Le Conte. Call 208-5979 or 474-2069 for

more information or if you need a ride.

Member of the University Religious Conference at UCLA.

Continued from Page 1
feasible to construct and.

operate if appropriate precau-

tions are taken,*; at least one

mem b e r
^ 6 f fh e panel,

geologist Dr. James Slosson,

said "the report can be taken

either in support or opposition

toMOS-1."
"(The report) complements

the technical studies perform-

ed by RTD/* said John Dyer,

RTD general manager.

However, not everyone

agrees,

"None of the underground

routes are acceptable because

of the hazards that have been

revealed bv the City Methane

Gas Task Report," said U.S.

Representative Bobbi Fiedler,

(R-Chatsworth) a staunch op-
^

ponent of Metro f^ail.

Elevated rail system

Slosson said there were
other options that the in-

dependent panel, appointed

by Fiedler, could not discuss.

"A few on the committee
thought that there should be

serious consideration of an

elevated rail system," Slosson

said. The panel, however, was
not authorized to consider

^
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Katz, who did not expert to

find much support for an
above-ground rail system.

An aerial Fairfax route,

however, could cut Yaroslav-

sky's constituents out of a

Metro Rail line. Yaroslavsky is

\\ alterna t ivei, as RTDa i id vigorousU opposi-d" (u such

PRINTS
FOR THE

PRICE
OF

Just bring in any size Kodacolor film for quality develop-
ing and printing by Kodak. Order one set of prints at the
regular price, and you'll get a second set free to share
with friends.

SUCH alterriativejj as

the federal go\ernment set the

parameters for the discussions

and maintained that the panel

could only consider a subway
system

.

An elevated rail system such
as the one proposed by Los'

Angeles City Councilman John
Ferraro a year and a half ago
would cost one-tenth the
amount of a subway system.

Some constituents would
benefit from an above-ground
rail system.

"it's hard for any business

to survive major construction

activity . . . but in the long
term we welcome a transpor-

tation system that will benefit

the city and ourselves," said

Hank Hilty, vice president of

A.F. Cilmour, the companv
that owns the land on which
Farmers Market stands.

An above-ground rail may
be the only way the Farmers
Market can hope to be on a
Metro Rail route at this point
given its proximity to methane
gas pressure points.

Those who support an
aerial rail envision a system
similar to Disnevland's
monorail. But many believe
this would be politically un-
popular.

"The streets aren't wide
enough," said Alisa Katz,
Yaroslavsky's chief deputy. An
aerial rail "would eat up the
sidewalk ... and decimate
storefronts."

"We were surprised that we
got a lot of correspondence in
favor of elevated routes," said

endorsed," Fiedler said. "I did
it because it is a bad project.

Someone has to tell the public

the truth."

That Metro Rail has~fo be

realigned "after 10 \ears of

study" shows that "it was a

pol i t ical routf to be^in witj»p-

alternatives.

"The above-ground rail

concepts are totally out of

{)lace," Yaroslavsk) said.

Some argue that concern
about above-grOund rails is

not simply aesthetic.—

;

Cornwell said.

Selwyn Enzer, futurian at

use, dismissed such disputes

as "petty bickering." Enzer
believes Angelinos are simply

not committed to a ina.ss tran-

sit system.

RTD Spokesman Marc Lit-

tman said safety was a prime
concern. "It is safer
underground than above
ground in earth(iuakes. In a
subway you literallv move
with theearth."

Howe\'er, geologist Slosson

disagreed. \ev\ modern
above-ground rails can be
designed to be safer than the

tunnel kind. I don't know whV
other than political reasons
that elevated routes have not
been supported.

"

Bureaucratic inertia

Slosson is not the onK per-
son who thinks that politics
are resj)onsible for much of
the bureaucratic inertia that
characterizes Metro Rail plan-
ning.

"It became political a cou-
ple years ago with .some peo-
ple thinking they could get
political mileage by opposing
it," Yaroslavsky said.

Although he refused to cite
any names, he acknowledged
that Fiedler has "made a
career out of trying to fight
mass transportation."

»

"It was a great political risk

u^T^ P"* ^8^*"^* a project
which elected officials had

"Los Angeles is the wrner
from which America turns to^

the Pacific, " he said. "No one

has captured the significance

of that vision."

Enzer said he believes

motorists have "good reason"

to fear that they w ill be forced

to subsidize a mass transporta-

tion system. But he [)elieves it

may be necessary to insure

that "everybody can m(»ve.

"

"The traffic problem is not

going to go away by sweeping

it under our cars. VVe can ada

six more lanes of freeway, but

it won't help if you can't get

off," he warned.

Whatever bad omens
futurians predict for Los

Angeles' traffic problems,

Metro Rail critics are afraid

that Wednesday's meetings

will have little effect on any.

solution.

Local residents did not

receive notice of the Wednes-

day meetings until Saturday.

The meeting for Westside res-

idents will be held at

Women's Center at Council

House at 7 p.m.

"Scheduling the hearings all

on the same night, with so lit-

tle notice, aspecially the night

of the USC-UCLA basketball

game," Cornwell said, "will

diffuse opposition and

discourage press coverage."
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Coupons available at counter. You must attach coupon
to envelope to receive offer. Kodak processing only.

Offer good through February 7, 1986.
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REBATE: Receipts are rolling in
Continued from Page 5
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Studio
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KiickhoffHal I Shop
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Commom
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Approximately $500,000 of
ASUCLA's 1985-86 income is

budgeted to go into the rebate
program next year, Reed said.

"I believe there will be a
very substantial return by spr-
ing," Reed said. "I have a
strong feeling that a lot of
students are holding their

envelopes for the end of the
quarter." —-.

—
An ASUCLA executive

directors Preliminary Report
on Textbook Rebate Program
stated that ex^pected "par-
topation in the program willgrow substantially during
winter and spring quarters

bv T^^^nT^ advertisingby ASUCLA and throughword of mouth of ASUCLA

customers. "*__^

According to the report,

"the actual amount of a tex-

tbook rebate ... cannot be

determined until all textbook

rebate envelopes are received

and processed," and will de-

pend "on a variety of factors,

including the total number of

rebate participants and the

amount of textbooks purchas-

ed."

—
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CALPIRG: Bottle bill petition
Continued from Page 1

chants, and I question whether there would be a benefit to
the rest of us," said Skuro, who termed the legislation
"another bureaucratic intervention."
The voters of California were given the choice on the

issue in 1982 and voted against it, Skuro said.
The 1982 initiative failed because of a "very misleading

campaign" and a "media blitz" during the last two weeks
of the campaign by bill opponents, Cohen said, adding
that the polls showed enormous ^uppNq^ for the initiative
before the last two weeks of the campaign.
The bottle bill is scheduled for consideration on a

statewide level by the Califonia Senate this spring,
McFadden said.

Similar legislation is in effwt in 10 states. According to
Cohen, Oregon has "It's been very successful (in

Oregon)," Cohen said. "The people love it. It has
eradicated the litter problem."
The drive to obtain student signatures will continue

through Wednesday, Cohen said. Thursday and Friday,
CalPIRG will concentrate on obtaining faculty signatures.

BOTTLE BILL: Compromise
Continued from Page 1

laws," said Bill Shireman,
Californians Against Waste
executive director.

Ten states have similar
laws, including Oregon and
Vermont.

Sen. Rebecca Morgan (R-

Los Altos Hills), principal co-

author of the bill and past

author of similar legislation,

said, "The state of my birth

. . . Vermont has shown iog
the bottle bill works."

Vermont has had a bottle

bill for over 13 years. "The
hillsides are clean, the road-

sides are clean and the
pastures are clean," Morgan
said. "I feel verv stronglv that

this bottle bill will go a long

way in cleaning up California.

"I think that it will be a

major step toward recycling,

conserving resources and
cleaning up the environment."

In 1982, Proposition 11, an
initiative to place mandatory
deposits on beverage con-
tainers, was defeated with
assistance of the beverage,
retailer and container in-

dustries, which outspent the
recycling proponents 6 to 1

.

Shireman said Californians

Against Waste will stop its

signature campaign to place a

bottle bill initiative on this

November's ballot if

Margolin's bill passes.

t
:. f

SENATE: Quake safety resolution
Continued from Page 4 ——

^

departments, said professor

Daniel Kivelson, chairman of

the Academic Senate Planning

Committee.
"This revision is just a

modification in the policy and
process of how the Legislative

Assembly goes about
eliminating programs or
departments," Kivelson said.

"This revision was brought
^ about four years ago after a

statewide request that all

campuses review their pro-

cedures to make sure that they

are in compliance with state

regulation."

Last year, two departments

in the UCLA School of

Engineering were disestablish-

ed. Discontinued programs, in

general, either have lost their

usefulness or are ended
because of financial con-
straints, Kivelson added.

"""When the current appendix

was looked over, he said, it

was clear that several changes

could be made to increase its

effectiveness.

In past years, when a pro-

posal to eliminate a depart-

ment came to the Senate floor,

the same issues would be
argued over and over again,

Kivelson said. "These new
guidelines are precise and
comprehensive and written

differently for graduate and
undergraduate programs."

Analyst

spending

Higher Education
~^

in Europe""

Will be on Campus on

Wed, January 29th

Students wanting to discuss its

Junior Year Abroad Programmes
with the HEE Representative

should meet at:

place: THE EXPO CENTER
A-213 Ackerman Union

time: 2:3(M:00 pm

PHARMACY.

A C^xlMengirxJ Career
For Dk4ogu ond Chemistry Ticjx3

Phormactets are in high demand.

Pharmodsts have a vido varialg of career choAcos.

An occaleratad program of atudg is offered at

Univeraiiv of the Podfic School of Pharmacy.

A UOPrvpr^sentaUvB wUIbe on yourcampus

^- Wedneadag. January 20. 1966

1200 - 1 00. 1:00 - 2 00 pm
Pkioement & Career Plannlr^ Center university of

t> ^v V
^^® Pacific

r«riiMr»>i>BiMtli>:Ml (JOmil Hlpwlwt SlnCO 1851
:lv

CAMPUS SHOES & REPAIR

Offers theBRUINSA SPECIAL DISCOUNtthey Cani Refuse

o

10% OFFminimum $5.00 purchase

ENTIRE STOCK
Brand Name~^
Shoes
Both Men's & Women's
Shoes Available

Handbags
Accessories:

Belts
Socks, Hose

With UCLA ID - Student and Staff

10936 Weybum Ave.
Westwood Village

824-1090
208-8749

a
Your One Stop
Shoe Shop''

HOURS:
STioe Store

Mon.-Thur. 10-9pnfi

Fri.-Sat. 10-1 1pm
Sun. 12-8pm

Repair Store
Mon.-Fri. 7-7pm
Sat. 7-6pm
Sun. 12-6pm

Eiy Jennifer Kerr, Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — The Legislature's nonpartisan fiscal

analyst said Monday that Gov. George Deukmejian's proposed

1986-87 budget is $238 million over a constitutional spending

limit approved by voters in 1979.

The Republican governor, in proposing his budget Jan. 10,

said his spending plan was $100 million under the ceiling im-

posed in Proposition 4, a government-limiting initiative spon-

sored by Paul Gann.

Legislative Analyst William Hamm told the Senate Budget

and Fiscal Review Committee that Deukmejian's $36.7 billion

budget proposal "is one that needs work. It needs a lot of it."

Hamm said his staff reviewed Deukmejian's Finance Depart-

ment estimates of the complicated formula that sets the Gann

spending limit and "we have identified several significant errors

in the calculations."

He told senators, "We find that the appropriations called for

by the governor in 1986-97 actually exceed the state's constitn^'

tional appropriations limit by $238 million."

Deukmejian's Finance Director Jesse Huff told reporters he

believes Hamm's "numbers are iR^ror ... We are not above

the Gann limit."

CALL»F0R»ENTR1E&
ASUCLA Student Commissioned Art Program is looking for student artwork executed in

various media, to be permanently displayed in and around Kerckhotf Hall, Ackerman

Union, North Campus Student Center and Lu Valle Commons. Both existing work and pro-

posals for new work will be considered; and artists will receive a $500 commission. Reim-

bursement will also be awarded to cover the cost of supplies. Applications are available at

the Information Desk on the 1st floor of Ackerman Union, and in th^ Art Department of-

fice. The deadline is January 31, 1986 at 5pm. For more information, please call Lee

Zeidman at 206-0839. Funded by ASUCLA Board of Control.
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CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
UCLA Student Special

$18 CUTlTBLGW +

VALID OfSLY
SUN, MOM, and WED

Must show UCLA student
I.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Expires March 20. 1986

l>ne 8 oz.

shampoo
We reserve Ihe right to refuse service to

any client whose hair corxdition is urxsuitable.

WESTWOOD
_ Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264

SENICKS, you €DGtiTA
BE IN IPICTLBES...
Yearbook pictures, to be precise. This is your lost year,
your senior year, and your graduation portrait

belongs in BRUIN LIFE 86, the UCLA Yearbook.

But you've got to act now. You're going to get busier
and busier the closer you get to graduation - and
before you know it, you'll have missed your chance.
So call Campus Photo Studio at 206-8433 and moke
an appointment today! Or stop by the Studio (in

Kerckhoff Hall ISO) and sign up in person.

As an incentive to early-birds, we're offering nine free
wallet-size photos if you order your senior portrait be--
fore February 28, 1986. But don't wait 'til the end of
February - you can't place your order until you see
your proofs, and that usually takes about a week.

It's $10 to get your senior yearbook portrait (a $5 por-
trait sitting fee and a $5 yearbook space resen^ation
fee), but if you buy your yearbook in advance, we'll

reduce the cost to just $5 total.

So what are you waiting for?

TCU CUGUTA I3C IN
3PIJIN iLirc'se

The Yearbook at UCLA
featuring portraits

by ASUCLA's
Campus Photo Studio

Kerckhoff 160
213/206-8433
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Cheerleaders strive to lift

spirits at sports events

By Kyndall Patrick Wilson

Energy, enthusiasm and an ability to keep the crowd going

are quah'ties normally associated with cheprleading at UCLA.

But there's also an element of commitment, a Willingness to

"put in a lot of time that you're not compensated for," said

Spirit Support Adviser Glen Knapp.

Potential spirit squad members can find out more about the

program at a preliminary orientation meeting Jan. 29 from 3-5

p.m. in Ackerman 2412. — --*-=

—

The spirit squad, including songleaders, yell leaders, mascots

and cheerleaders, involves more than the glamour and excite-

ment of being seen by thousands of Bruin fans at UCLA athletic

events.

"You have to haveli^incere interest in doing it," Knapp said.

"There are no special privileges (that come with being on the

squad) like parking . . . . We pay for certain things, like the

uniforms, but you have Jto want to do it for the sake of doing

it."

Christina Carlson, Knapp's assistant, said that during the fall

squad members can spend as much as 20 hours a week practic-

ing. The time commitment gets lighter later in the year.

In addition to the work, however, there is a lot of fun involv-

ed. "I would hope that the main motivation would be to have a

good time," said Knapp, who was a UCLA mascot.

Carlson agreed. "As much work (as is) put into it, it is a lot

of fun."

Another dimension of participating in the squad is friendship.

"I think we're really close," said Detra Jones, a sophomore

songirl on the women's cheerleading squad. "We're no{ just

thrown together, We're friends nntsixie of- being on the squad -r-

When traveling and cheering we have a great time."

Each year there are 26 openings on the squad, 17 on the

men's athletic squad and nine on the women's. Former -squad

members must reaudition.

"A little over 200 people tried out last year," Carlson said.

After they apply, squad hopefuls will attend a four-day

cheerleading clinic, starting April 21, where "they are taught

everv-thing they need to know for tryouts," Knapp said.

Aspiring yell leaders and songleaders learn the routine to the

fight song, double stunts and gymnastic maneuvers for tryouts,

while possible cheerleaders learn their dance routine. The

potential mascots must learn the fight song.

The preliminary tryouts will be held April 28 to May I. After

making the preliminaries, the hopefuls go to the finals on May
6-8 where the cheerleaders have a chance to perform their own
routine.

The new spirit squad will be announced May 9.

Knapp said he advises prospective squad members to "learn

as much about the commitment as they can . . . and talk to

people who've been on the squad" during the four-day clinic

before deciding to commit themselves. He also invites can-

didates to drop by and talk to him or Carlson.

A selection committee composed of representatives from
USAC, GSA, the Alumni Association, the Athletic Department
and the UCLA Band choose the squad members.

For more information call 206-8821.
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A DIM SUM CAFE

LIGHT CHINESE -

Lunch, Dinner

% or Late Nights

From $1.75

^?^^!IWOODVILLAGE. 1 091 BROXTON.L.A./21 3-824-7869
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DIVISION OF HONORS SCHOLARSHIPS-

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM THE DIVISION OF HONORS
DEADLINE: MARCH 3, 1986

A311 MURPHY HALL
LtTTLRS &> SCIENCE

BETTE AND DON PRELL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
Continuing Division of Honors students in good standing are eligible to apply for this $2,000

scholarship. While preference is given to philosophy majors, all majors are encouraged to

apply. Selection is based upon academic excellence, as reflected by cumulative grade point

average and quality of curriculum. To be eligible for consideration, applicants must submit

an essay based on the feature article on the front* page, far left column, in the first issue of

The Wall Street Journal of the year for which the student is applying for the award. Copies of

this article are available in the Division of Honors office.

IRA J. AND SHIRLEY SPOON HONORS COLLEGIUM SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship provides full tuition for a continuing Division of Honors student for one year.

Selection is based on demonstrated exceptional academic achievement during the academic

year preceding that for which the scholarship is awarded?=Applic
essay in which they design a new Honors Collegium course based upon their own experience

in the Honors Collegium.

JEFFREY GEORGE WILSON RESEARCH AWARD
Each year $500 is awarded to a continuing Division of Honors student in support of his or her

undergraduate research. Preference is given to students majoring in history, English, or

another department in the Division of Humanities, in that order. Selection is based upon ac-

ademic excellence as well as a written proposal outlining the research project for which the

funds will be used.

CARNATION SCHOLARSHIPS
The Division of Honors awards two $500 scholarships annually to two continuing Divison of

Honors students on the basis of academic excellence and financial need. To be eligible, for

this scholarship, applicants must file a student aid application for the State of California with

the Financial Aid office (in addition to the Division of Honors application). Students will also

be asked to submit a written essay proposing a new major at UCLA. -^—

^

HELE^^ LANE TWO-YEAR MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship provides the recipient with full tuition tor two years of undergraduate educa-

tion. To be eligible, applicants must be students in the Division of Honors and must have

junior standing in Fall 1986. Applicants must major in a foreign language, including such an-

cient languages as Greek, Latin, or Hebrew. (Linguistics majors are also encouraged to app-

ly). To remain eligible for the second year of the scholarship, the student must remain a

foreign language (or linguistics) major, and remain in good honors standing.

BARBARA LADD GATES AWARD FOR INTELLECTUAL ACCOMPLISHMENT

To be eligible for this award a student must be a graduating Division of Honors student who
entered UCLA through the High School Scholars Program. Selected on the basis of

distinguished intellectual accomplishment during his or her undergraduate years at UCLA, the

recipient is awarded a selection of books^vafued at $iuu, chosen by the Dean of the Division

of Honors in consultation with the recipient.
. _

For additional information regarding the above scholarships or regarding qualification for

Division of- Honors programs, please contact the Division of Honors in A311 Murphy Hall,

825-1553.
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French ik>reign Legion still alert, but now seldom needed

.By Mort Kosenbium ^
Associated Press

AUBAGNE, France — The
French Foreign Legion, 8,500
strong, remains ever alert to

wade over dunes, jump out of

planes or kick down doors for

the glory of France. But most
of the time, no one needs the

legionnaires.

It's the same Foreign Legion
that King Louis-Philippe
formed in 1831 and P.C.
Wren made famous with the

novel "Beau Geste." But the

world around it has changed.
Camel charges are out of fash-

ion.

Just ask legionnaire Rudi
Burda, who earned medals in

Indochina, Algeria and in

nearly every French skirmish

since. Today he is a kindly

grandfather, still in uniform
but working in an office,

designing greeting cards and
the like.

"Oh, I miss the action a lit-

tle," says Burda, 54, a top
sergeant from Austria who
joined in 1949. He still grum-
bles that a sudden Vietnamese

4}nslaught kept him from Dien
Bien Phu.
"We were already up in

Dakotas ready to jump, but

just at that moment there was
too much fire," he says. "Two
days later, Dien Bien Phu
fell." That was in 1954, the

last battle of France's In-

dochina War.
Now Burda is art director at

the Kepi Blanc, the Legion's

monthly magazine named for

the jaunty white hat that is

the legionnaire's trademark. —
At the next desk, a young

legionnaire hangs on Burda's

every word.
"I wish something would

happen somewhere, just once,

so I could get to fight," says

the youth, a Belgian not long

enough in the ranks to be

permitted to give his name.
"But I like it here."

The Foreign Legion moved
to Aubagne, a featureless in-

dustrial town near Marseille,

after Algerian independence in

1962 forced it out of its proud
fort at Sidi-bel-Abbes.

But it brought along the

imposing Monument to the

Dead and its relics, including

the wooden hand Capt. Jean

Danjou lost in 1854 when

2,000 Mexicans attacked and

65 legionnaires fought until

the last five, out of bullets,

charged with bayonets.

Like Burda, the men here

do the Legion's business, keep

its books, count its socks and

print its calendars and
Christmas cards. Most of the

8,500 legionnaires are in bases

strewn across the world.

Some still find truth in the

instruction of a general from

their legendary past:

"You, legionnaires, have

become soldiers to die. Me, I

will send you to where death
. >>

IS.

In 1978, the 2nd Paratroop

Regiment from Corsica
jumped on Kolwezi, Zaire, to

Stop rebels from Angola who
threatened French and other

European lives, and President

Mobutu Sese Seko's gov-

ernment.
Legionnaires joined the

Multinational Force in Beirut

in 1983. They lost 20 men to

terrorists and snipers and ac-

cidents, in most cases forbid-

den from returning fire.

This year the 2nd Paratroop

Regiment returned to Zaire to

scour the jungle for French

rafters lost on the Zaire River.

Mostly, however, the

Legion guards, trains and

waits.

At Kourou, in French

Guiana, legionnaires watch

the European Space Agency

launch pads and work on

roads and bridges. Their only

fight ,was a recent bloody

brawl with local townsfolk.

In French Polynesia, they

guard nuclear test sites — and

work on roads and bridges.

A large force is based in the

steaming heat of Djibouti, a

former French colony on the

Red Sea, and a detachment is

in Mayotte, a piece of overseas

France near Madagascar in

the Indian Ocean.

Nearly half the men are

French, but there are 104

other nationalities, .including

Americans. Cole Porter was

one. So was Alan Seeger, the

poet, Hans Hartung, the

painter, six princes and a few
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Package

Looking Like A Pro

A resume that's typeset — not just dashed off on a type-

writer — makes a good first impression. It's neat, clean,

easy to read and shows that you're well-organized. But

you look even more impressive when your resume, cover
letter and envelope are all on matching paper stock.

y

Our Package Deal

Now, when you place an order to have your resume
typeset at Graphic Services for $24, for a one-page
resume ($17 if your resume is already on file) get

matching letterhead and envelopes typeset 1or just $6.50
more (regularly $12.50).
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First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GRAPHIC
c U D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6
.

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

Trappist monks.
Since the Falklands War

British recruits approach 1()

percent. Germans, once the
most numerous foreigners
total 8 percent.

Officers are mostly from the
French army. "That proves
the men fight for a flag, not
money," says Sgt. Hugh
Riviere, guide at the two-story
museum in Aubagne.

Lt. Col. J.B. Chiaroni, the
legion's spokesman, explained,

"We entrust arms to foreigners

to defend our soil, as a
weapon of the French Army,
the same as a tank or a nu-
clear submarine."
Some 1,100 to 1,200 men

are selected each year from
between 6,000 and 7,000 ap-

plicants, Chiaroni says. "We
give a rigorous medical exam-
ination, an intelligence test

and we ask why they want to

]om.
Most applicants find they

just do not fit into society,

Chiaroni says. "About 20 per-

cent are here for security —
they want to camouflage
themselves for a while."

False identities are not un-

common, but murderers and
serious criminals are not wel-

come. "If someone has had a

small problem which proves

he is a man, well, that's

something else," Chiaroni
says.

The anonymity and
romance attracted Wren's
Geste brothers, who signed up

as Smith and Brown in the

1920s and ended up in a des-

ert mud fort, holding off

howling Arabs from the

crenelated ramparts.

Terms have not changed

since a recruiter told Geste:

"You will be a soldier of

France, entirely amenable to

martial law, without any ap-

peal whatsoever. Your friends

cannot possibly buy you out,

and your consul cannot help

you, for five years. Nothing

but death can remove you

from the legion."

There is a slight flexibility.

Men are given up to six mon-

ths to reconsider, and with a

very good reason, might be

excused during that period. By

then, after four months of

boot camp, they are running

16 miles over rough terrain

with a 40-pound pack.

Legionnaires get regular

army pay, double the basic

training and a severe

disciplinary regimen. After-

ward, they are recommended

for French citizenship.

On the beach at Calvi, Cor-

sica, a young West German in

the 2nd Paratroop Regiment

described himself as a typical

case

"Well, I had to get out of

Germany," he said, "because I

had a little problem with

jail." Asked what, he simpb'

smiled and smacked his left

fist into his right palm.

"It is crazy here, crazy," he

said. *'After two years,

everyone is crazy. Train*

work, train. Crazy."
An Associatecl Press cor^

respondent encountered two

British deserters several yeart

ago in Somalia. They had

walked three days across open

desert to escape.

"We could not take any

more," said one, who did not

give his name. "We were up

at dawn, running all n^^^*"^

in the sun, carrying rocks,

<l>gging, working, until late at

Please see LEGION, Page ii-
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Chinese, white woricers' hostility erupts in massacre
By Joe McGowan Jr.

Associated Press Writer

ROCK SPRINGS, Wyo. —
A century ago, a pick-and-
shovel fight between white

_j_and Chinese workers in an
underground coal mine in
Rock Springs spread to the
surface.

In the following hours,
whites killed at least 28
Chinese, sacking and burning
homes throughout Rock Spr-
ings* Asian community.
Today, only a few Chinese

familieslive in this
southwestern Wyoming city of

20,000. There is no memorial
to what became known as the
Rocky Springs Chinese Massa-

~~cr6, no evidence of what
newspaper reports at the time
called "The hurried exit of

John Chinaman" and the bur-

ning of "Hong Kong."
There is not even a burial

ground for the massacre vic-

tims, apparently because all of

the bodies were cremated and
' ^he ashes returned to China.

Whites at that time generally

would not allow Orientals to_

be buried in white cemeteries.

About 600 survivors fled on
foot east and west of here
along the Union Pacific
Railroad tracks. They carried

with them whate.er food,

—clothing and voluublos they -

had been able to snatch from
their besieged homes.

Soldiers were rushed to

Rock Springs from the frontier

posts of Camp Murray in the

Utah Territory and Fort Steele

in the Wyoming Territory.

They established Camp Pilot

Butte in Rock Springs. The
soldiers stayed 13 yerrs, until

the Spanish-American War.
Fourteen miners were ar-

rested in the days after the

massacre, but no on < ver was
convicted of a crime.

The massacre might well

have slipped into oMvion had
not two young historians at

Western Wyoming College set

out to revive its memony.
Staff historian A. Dudley

Gardner and history instructor

Chris Plant, who helc^ a 100th

anniversa'ry ceremony on
Labor Day at the college, now
have raised more than $5,000

for a plaque to place in a city

park. The ambassador of the

People's Republic of China has

been invited to a dedication

ceremony which will be held

at his convenience.

Plant, originnHv from
Rochester, N.Y., said the pla-

- ' que will read:

"This riot was precipitated

by a decade-long deliberate

company policy ol importing

Chinese miners to lower
wages, break strikes and neu-

tralize efforts to organize
labor unions.

"Abetting the violence and
cruelty was a virulent nation-

wide racism that viewed the

Chinese as willing slave

laborers and morally
degenerate."

The plaque could help

rekindle memories of the

tragic event. Recently, 20

people were stopped randomly

on Rock Springs streets, and

not one had heard of the Rock
• Springs Chinese Massacre.

For the Labor Day ceremo-

ny commemorating the massa-

cre's 100th anniversary. Plant

and Gardner also invited the

Chinese ambassador. A writ-

ten response from Minister

Zhang Zai on behalf of Am-
bassador Han Xu, sent with a

wreath of flowers, said China

would not be able to send a

representative but added, "I

-believe the meeting... will be a
significant one. A review of

past history will make us

cherish more the advahcing
relationship now in progress

between China and the United
States."

In the late 1800s, thousands
of Chinese were brought into

the United States to serve as

cheap labor. Demands to halt

the immigration rose in the

Western states as the number
of Chinese reached one in 11

residents in California in

1880.

Congress responded by pass-

ing The Act of 1882, known as

the Chinese exclusion law. It

halted Chinese immigration
for 10 years.

The act did not diminish
resentment toward the
Chinese already in the West,
and sporadic violence against

the Chinese continued.
In his book "Rock Springs

Massacre 1885," Dell Isham
wrote the violence benefited

"political demagogues and
frustrated labor organizers."

The Sept. 11, 1885, "Extra"
edition of the Rock Springs

Independent — published nine

days after the massacre —
described the hatred of

Chinese that had been grow-
ing in the months before the

massacre.

Editor Norman Dresser
wrote in an article titled "The
True Story of the Chinese Ex-

odus" that, "The feeling,

against them has been getting

stronger all summer. The fact

that the white men had been
turned off the (mine) sections,

and hundreds of white men
were seeking in vain for work,
while the Chinese were being

shipped in by the carload and
given work strengthened the

feeling against them."
"It needed but little to in-

cite this feeling into an active

crus^ade against them, and
that little came Wednesday
morning (Sept. 2) at 6," the

Independent reported.

On that morning, some
Chinese miners reported for

work to find white miners in

an underground room they

thought had been assigned to

them. The Union Pacific Coal
Co. had kept white and
Chinese miners in separate

rooms in an effort to avoid vi-

olence.

"High words followed, then
blows. The Chinese from
other rooms came rushing in

as did the whites and a fight

ensued with picks, shovels,

drills and (tamping) needles

for weapons," the Indepen-
dent said.

**The Chinamen were
worsted, four of them being
badly wounded, one of whom
has since died," the account
continued.

Accounts said about 100
white miners and onlookers

assembled in an angry mood.
Bar owners, sensing the trou-

ble ahead, closed their tav-

erns. As the mob marched to

Chinatown stores closed so

everyone could watch the ex-

odus of the Chinese.

The mob at first gave the

Chinese one hour to evacuate,
but then grew restless. Some
shouted that the Chinese were
arming themselves and prepar-
ing to make a stand.

The mob surged forward.
Accounts say at least two
women were in the front lines

as shots were fired and torch^
hurled at the Chinese homes.
Some Chinee sought shelter

in their dirt basements and
were burned to death. Others
fled^ many of them barefoot. —
The Independent account

said, "They fled like a flock of

frightened sheep, scrambling
and tumbling down the steep

banks of Bitter Creek, then
through the sagebrush and
over the railroad and up into

the hills east of Burning
Mountain."
The crowd then burst

through the door of Ah Lee's

laundry, and a scuffle ensued.

A reporter wrote that "a dead
Chinaman was seen on the

floor with blood and brains

oozing from a terrible wound
in the back of his head."
The Extra edition said

Sheriff Joe Young came over
from Green River, 15 miles

west of Rock Springs, that

evening, but could not find

volunteers to help restore

order. .

"All the ni^t long the
sound of rifle and revolver

were heard, and the surroun-
ding hills were lit by the glare

of the burning houses," the

Independent reported. _
Order was restored when

Please see CHINESE, Page 14

with ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL AGENCY

IT'S THE 6th ANNUAL
UCLA SPRING
BREAK BASH.—
FLY TO
MAZATLAN
March 3 1 - April 7
OIMLY $ 349 Includes your -

roundtrip airfare, 7 nights at a hotel by

the beach, cocktail parties,

dinner & more! SKI UTAH
March 31 -April 6 ?279
SKI STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS, COLORADO
March 30 - April 6 $329
Includes your roundtrip transportation

via deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and morel. •

/ISUClV

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

TRAVEL SERVICE •
A-level Ackerman Union
Prices subject to change wittiout notice; limitecj availability

WAIKIKI $299
Any Week - Space is limited!
Includes your rqundtrip airfare

on WORLD, 6 nights at a hotel near '
.

the beach, and morel

SIGN UP NOW!
SPACE IS VERY LIMITED!
It's the wildest trip of the year!

M-F 9-5:30, SAT 11-3
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Hey Bonnie, word has it that the big pay off is

in Advertising
-—Sure Clyde, Sure^vr What's the numbW?

825-2161 or 825-2221

I

SELF-DEFENSE WORKSHOP
Saturday, February I st __

9 a.m.-l p.m.
^

Hedrick Han, Fireside Lounge
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults Against Women
designed to prepare women psychologically and physically to deal with assaults.

YOUR OWN BODY MAY BE YOUR BEST NVEAPOIM

rTl^ SIGN UP IN ROOM 2 DODD HALL
"-^^ . OR CALL 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety

=took us up in The 100 Best
Companies to Work for in

America. You'll read that
Steelcase "...has an extraor-
dinary dedication to turning
out quality products— and a
by-product of that dedication
is an iron determination to
do right by its people...'

Steelcase, The Office

—fcnvtronment Con>pany, leads -

the world in the design, manu-
facture, and sales of office

furniture. We're the best in our
industry because we employ .the

best people. And reward their

efforts with salaries^ benefits,

and opportunities for growth
and advancement that are
among the best in the nation.

=^f your record of ach»ev5=
ment demonstrates academic
and extracurricular success,
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement
office to arrange interview times,

or write to Mr. Tim Bolema at

Steelcase Inc., P.O. Box 1967.
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49501.
An equal opportunity employer.

We're among the 100 best companies
to work for In America.

But don't just take our word for it.
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Legion
Continued from Page 12
night. It was not human."

Chiaroni says the modern
legion applies no punishment
not used in the regular army.
Of 80 percent of recruits who
finish five years, he says, 40
percent re-enlist. But, he
adds, the legion is not soft.

Excess energy is channeled
into looking the part.

The legion has retired the
baggy red breeches and long
overcoat, buttoned back at the
legs, as described by Wren:
"How much more attractive

and romantic than the famil-

iar British uniform that seem-
ed to suggest Hyde Park and
nursemaids, rather than
palms, oases, Moorish cities

and desert warfare."

Bt^t their hat, the proud
white kepi, remains. And
creases down the back of
legionnaires' tunics are sharp
enough to slice cheese.

Most legionnaires are im-
mediately distinguished by
their hair and necks, or rather

the lack of either. The "boule
a zero" — zero cut — is not

required but is fashionable.

The rigorous training develops

hard, ropy muscles from
shoulders to ears.

On sunny afternoons in

Corsica, troops practice
parachuting on the beach near

their base, amply populated
with topless tourists who
watch in awe or amusement.

In the late 1970s, the
Socialists and Communists
pushed to disband the legion.

There was support from Cor-

sica where AWOL legion-

naires killed two shepherds

and a tourist. The National

Assembly thought otherwise.

Each April 30, the legion

commemorates the Mexican
battle, Camerone, and Dan-
jou's hand is paraded with the

green and red colors. After-

ward, everyone eats boudin, a

blood sausage, and attacks the

liquor ration.

And, marching at a cadence

of 88 steps to the minute, they

sing:

"During^ our far-off cam-

paigns, .*

'I »

"Facing fever and fire,

"In our pain we forget

"Death which forgets us so

little.

"

.

Chinese
Continued from Page 13

the soldiers arrived. By Sept.

21, about 100 Chinese had

resumed work.
The Independent was in-

dignant at published reports

and editorials about the mas-

sacre in the New York Times

and other Eastern newspapers.

"We would inform the

Times," editor Dresser wrote,

"when men have been crushed

down, when their sense of

right and justice has been

outraged they will rise and

protest. And if the ac-

cumulated aggravations or

years lead them into extremes,

the blame also rests upon their

employers who so persistently

ignored their complaints that

the men gave up all hope of

redress except by their own

action."

Editor Dresser added, "The

Chinese Must Go. Why even

the soldiers themselves curse

the duty which compels them

to sustain the Alien against the

American."
The Chinese government

protested the massacre and

even sent representatives to

the Wyoming Territory to in-

vestigate. .-^

The UCLA
Daily Bruin has
an ongoing train-

i>^&^ program for
new" staff, con-
tributors and stu-

dents interested
in reporting or
reviewing for the

newspaper.

The group
meets from 7-9

p.m. Wednesdays
in Royce 248.

If you need ad-

ditional informa-
tion, call Media
Adviser George
Taylor at 825-
2859 or 825-
2787.
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Peer Health Counselors

DON'T WEIGHT
The last PHC Weight Management

Series starts Wed. 29th
Learn to fight weight problems orKl to control your
weight through the use of self monitoring and t>ehavlor
modification techniques.

. TIME: 3:30 - 5:00
PLACE: Ackermon Room 2410

For more Info contact the PHC office at 825-8462 or come
to 401 Kerckhoff Hall

Sponsored by SHS and SWCAJSAC

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB
TINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guaremtee on aU lenses.

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most co£i-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Scmta Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With this ad, ezpiies 1/31/86

MARDIGRAS'86
BOOTH APPLICATIONS

Available in Kerckhoff 129. This is your organization's chance to be involved in the largest

student-run event in the nation!

DEADLINE: Thursday, Feb. 13, 1986 4 PM in KH 129

^Pf^FOUR^RUINS wr

THE MOST LUXURIOUS TANNING SALON IN CALIFORNIA

BODYTAN ri .

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERI

3 SESSIONS ONLY $ 1

2

. Students/Faculty Special With This Ad and UCLA ID Expires 2/4/86

• UCLA's Favorite Tanning Salon
• Walking Distance From Campus
• 1 2 Luxurious Rooms
• Everyday Student Discount Prices

-WE FEATURE THE WOLFF SYSTEM"

'GREAT TAIM = GREAT LOOKS"

The safest, most advanced equipment in the world.

"

Open Late- 7 Days

824-2826
1 107 Gayley Ave
(1 block north of Wilshire)

Westwood Village

FIND OUT WHY LOS ANGELES NEEDS YOUR INVOLVEMENT

AMIGOS DEL BARRIO HAS WORKED WITH THE LOS ANGELES
COMMUNITY FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS. THIS QUARTER WE
WILL CONTINUE TO OFFER YOU A VARIETY OF PROGRAMS
DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR CITY.

V
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SCHOOL STSyOEMTS .
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ORIENTATION DATES:

TODAY
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

1 /28 KERCKHOFF 41 1 NOON
1 /29 KERCKHOFF 400 NOON:

FEATURING A SPEAKER FROM •

THE REFUGEE CENTER

1 730 KERCKHOFF 41 1 NOON

CALL OR COME SEE US!
825-221

7

/KERCKHOFF 41

1

OUR CITY'S FUTUF{E IS IN ALL OUR HANDS.
FUNDED BY CAC/PAB
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vieinipolnt imbed/ Noel. Vie¥^point Editor

Counterpoint Counterpoint

sec punishment: a protester's No food trays here
risk and the university's right
By Rick Vernier
A Bruin editorial invoking First Amendment freedom on behalf of^ students Sgdisciphne by the University for their in-volvement in anti-aparthied protests rtrik«n^e as basically mud^dle-head^Sn Jan"

It is manifesdy not the case that the Uni-
versity IS now, or was in the recent past at-tempting to stop demonstrations or expres-
sions of student opinion via such mXmsas mass rallies, marches, leafleting. speech-ed and so forth, all of which o^S^ur^in
great number last spring, and which con-tinue to occur now.

It is pure hyperbole and cant to cry "cen-

Zl^Z Tu
""y ^if'P""«n' measures taken

against those who claim a "politicar'

w^Jlf P'°*r'°" ^°' '^'" actions^ onlv fwe .believe that any actions whatsoever maybe justified by the claim that they were a
political protest" is such a view justified.
If, however, there are some justifiablehmits on permissable expressions of spe^h!

Jk/V
**™P«™t"re observations in crowded

IhaTtSy'̂^c!"^*
*° ^'"'' ""°"^y "»""'

the law, which were arguably just as effec-

tive. What is more, it is only the fact that
the law would be brought to bear against
them which would make such a protest ef-

fective: the "protesters" clearly relied upon
the rule of law and its operations in order
to make their "statement."
Why then claim that the legal process

should cease at the point of punishment?
Those with the genuine courage- of their
convictions who break unjust laws in fact
all such punishments upon themselves to
demonstrate the palpably unjust nature of
the law's administration; witness the suffer-
ings of, say. King and Ghandi, at the hands
of the law.

"

But the laws broken in this case were notm themselves unjust, nor were all other
mediums of protest prescribed in such a
way that only by breaking the law could a
protest against apartheid be made.
Winnie Mandela's violation of the bann-

ing law, for example, is justified not onlv
because of the law's inherent injustice, but
also because it serves to give her an oppor-
_tunity to call attention to her cause_ia_*.

L

r believe in, and have practiced, "civild^b^ience" to lawful authority which
believed to be unjust. The propriety o
^conscience confronting law is a par-
ticularly difficult one in any society pr^ -
cated on the rule of law, but I imagine

won H^f^ ^""''^ ~"^^* '"-"^ '^ws

Td fh.r rr^ TP^* °' obedience,

wouldt jSii"*"''^"^ '" '""- ^--
The principle operating in these cases ishe notion of a "higher law." which pro^

> interpreted renders the positive law inVal-

^udlu?
" ""^ '" •''" "'^ "^ '^^ f""^

^
Are general laws which prohibit trespassand actions intended to prevent the business

operations of a University or disrupt
meetings, unjust or unworthy of the resnect
of students? I think not, and so the dX-
war"r?nt!"

'^''.'' ^""" "° '"'^"^

It might be said that it was of course the
symbolic act of disobeying those laws to call
attention to the injustice of the University's
investments which justifies the civil disobe-
dience.

However, there were numerous vehicles
ot protest which did not require violation of

-^tuation where her rights of free speech are
restricted. Such a situation is not true of
these students, however romantically on
might construe the facts.

Is the claim made that some people who
break the trespass laws should be punished"
(e.g frat boys who decided to hold a keggerm the Dean's office), while others who do
so to make a protest should not^^
Would the Bruin editors recognize niv

right to occupy the Bruin offices to protest
their recent editorial? If trespass laws are tobe enforced sometimes, and not other timeswhat rules should determine their applica-
tion? Or IS It a matter of who we like or

ment?
^^^^^"^^nes the law's enforce-

The Bruin is to be commended for its
zeai to detect abusive power and defend
tudent nghts. (The issue of delav in bring

takerf)
^l^ainst the students is well

The students in this case, it seems to meare not being disciplined for breaking th^
"

law, a law which strikes me a.s sensible
just, and designed to allow all of us here togo about the business of getting educationsand expr^mg ideas. I do not see whv thelaw should not be enforced.

Vernier is a graduate student of history.

i

Jm OOPH! QOTTA
Ltfi OFF THffl"

JARftNESEFOOD

By Dave Cohen
As Operations Division Manager of the Students* Store, I r j|

with great interest Stewart Sutton's .Letter to the Editor Pnf!i I

ed, "Food Trays"(Bruin, Jan. 22). . _.,_..., """^'"'l

In his letter, Mr. Sutton speculated that the 10,000 tr
missing from ASUCLA's Food Service' might be located at \h
Ackerman Union loading dock. I can p)efsonally assure Mr S ^
ton that they are not "...buried at the bottom of the invent
swamp" in Central Receiving. ^

As to the timeliness of our processing of incoming mercha 1
disc orders, the Central Receiving Department, which operates 1
the Ackerman Union loading dock, prides itself in annual]
receiving, ticketing and forwarding to the Students' Store saU
floor some $30,000,000 worth of. b<5^ks and other retail itZ
normally within just three working days.

I do want to 'thank Mr. SuHon for writing to express his fee! j
ings. ASUCLA always welcomes bo^ positive feedback and 1
constructive suggestions from its customers.- *

There are customer service response cards available and
located throughout all of ASUCLA's retail operations. Staff and 1management personnel within the various departments are 1there to help with customer problems And concerns.

*

The Students' Store is staffed at all levels with a very
dedicated and caring group of people whose primary function is
to maintain adequate in-stock positions of text and reference
books, other needed academic support materials and a broad
selection of convenience items.

In the Students' Store, if any particular department cannotsatis^our needs, we encourage you to seek further assistance--WtepMore Manager's Office, which is located adjacent to the
School and Art Supplies area.

mTk Tiri^A^'
ASUCLA's mission is to provide qualitv services

to the UCLA campus community at the lowest prices' possibleOngoing input from the campus helps us maintain and improve
the quality of our organization.

de!!t7stlr?^'''''^''''^'
^'''^''" A/anagPr of the ASUCLA Stu-

Viewpoint

Keep out axe murderers
By Greg Raffetto ,

schSl"thrk";.f''n'"">7^' °^^7 ^'^^^y intelligent ideii. will this

Wl o^rtain^h^K""'"""'" "' *^^ '^'^^ °f everv residence

That v^r ? r^*''?
"' ""• • '°°'' "ike an axe murderer.

or comprete'denl.^h^''
'"•' '!:"'^^"* ^^' '^""'"'^ "een^e. Visa,

rwith 7 he „1h^ '-J
*^^^ '^''" '^«^«- "ie outside to sleep

to he muetd ct- /kL!!]"'''^'!"-
'^'"^ '^at it is so much hetter

In Tact I 1 ''k
'^ ?"''''^^ *he building instead of inside.

cost" loLA°^ '^'il]'^^'
'"^^ "'^ «^t" "'°"ev that if

beinu tha^ tn^H • p°"" ?"* "^ ">e dorm cafeteria budget,

I would M 1 r?'"-'
' "^^^"^^ '" stupendously high

.

come up„,. a euv at'^/h'*^'''''"
*''?' ^^«"^ '^ese monitors did

probablv let hfm in
°°5 "^'^^ ^ *«" f""* machete, they'd

fraternity hazing.
''"^*^' '^''"'^ ""^y'^ '^ink he was doing

And of ocurse all f fk*
murdering is reduced In ! '"iniinent threat of rampant axe

know, the axe mnrH
^^° ^^°'^ '^ p.m., because as we aU

Lets fac:7t,Tr'TaniTsr7L°"* """' '""^"'^ht.

denee hall at night the' i^'7^^' '^''"'*^ *° ^^ '"*" " f

'

just the front anH r.1. ,-.
ean! I here are more entrances than

I have al eadv Cn thr"" U
"'"^'>- "P^"'

number of tim« uin?
!*"^°"gh ''"'ous halls after midnight a

thousands of ^em,rH ""V^' " ' ''^" '^'^ '»• «> ^«" "" »»•««

I doht warn to burr" ""t* l'^
«> ^"^•'•y »"» the'e.

be wearing T-sh?rts«v-''"'..'l".^"^' ^"' "'•^V ^"' ""t, in fact,

them. ^ "*' '^yng. AL THE AXE MURDERER" on

door"'ke"p°t'!loJkSd\V!'MV^'- ^*"' ^""t^ «!• the residence hall

'oek up everv-thing everxrh^-
^.*''\"«ht. Maybe we should just

ever so we can keen !> 7 n''^'"
^^^ ^"t're school for ever and

out there. ^ ."' ^' those thousands of axe murderers

gest that tL'Tdmlnkfrri^"^ ^^ ^^^P P*"^^^* ^^^ students, I sug-

number of violent ,n!vi?" ^P^" "P ^^^^'' eyes to the increasing

^^hy not sS a Ittl ^'"'""^ ^" ^^'"P"^ «* '''^^' '

campus securitv rathe thT'"'^
""^"^^ ^^^"^ "P ^^^

"^^^''^"^I
waiting for Al'th/l ^"^""P^ymg 'monitors'* to stand around

^Tiachete? murderer to walk in carrying a ten foot

and iou of^mon^-1nr^L^'^'",''?''*'*"°" ^till wish to pay out lots

entr^ d,x,rs" then I - If i"'*'
"''*" monitors" and "electronic

and P.O. Box ». i „ "
, r' happy to send them my address

!l!i!^tle against all th^sI^ipl^P/ '^'^«^'°" '° ''^'P "S*" '"

^~77— — ^^ **c murderers.
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Paisley
Editor:

Paisley is ubiquitous and
getting on my nerves.

Paisley bombards me daily.
It decorates ties, watches,

jackets, socks handkerchiefs,
wallets, shoes, belts, earrings,
drinking glasses ... the list is

endless.

I can tdlerate plka dots or
stripes — simple patterns
created by lines or circles.

* •

But will somebody please
explain paisley to me?

Where did such a strange
shape, somewhere between a
tear drop and a flower petal,
originate?

After asking around, I have
received various answers:

• Maybe the paisley print is

modeled after a paisley plant
that grows wildly in s6tr(e

regions of the world.

• Perhaps it came from one
Sir Paisley Ill's Coat of Arms.

Or maybe, just maybe,
paisley is simply a silly, origi-

nless, pattern, chosen ar-
bitrarily by a conspiring band
of manufacturers trying to
dominate our everyday lives.

X herebv advocate an. of-

Sexist headline Hypocrisy
Editor:

I was appalled at the
headline of an article by
Mildred Cuano on the View-
point page, "Marcos and Cory
..." (Bruin, Jan. 22)
Marcos and Cory? How can

women in politics, world poli-

tics at that, be taken seriously
if they are listed by the press

by their first names and their

male counterparts are accord-
ed the dignity and status of
their last names?
Perhaps Norman Mailer

should be contacted about^
membership in pen.

Jacqueline Nowell
Graduate

School of Public Health

Editor:

The white. South African
government denies its citizens

certain unalienable rights
because they are black.

The black, Ethiopian gov-
ernment deliberately starves
some of its citizens because
they belong to a different tribe

than tho.se in power.

The black, Tanzanian gov-
ernment deliberately uproots
amny of its citizens and forces

them to work in a "slave like"

manner in the name of
"ujaama."

The black, Ugandan gov-
ernment acts as reprehensible
at the white government of
South Africa.

Why then have we singled
out South Africa in our pro-
test? I do not condone apar-
theid, but I do not condone
hypocrisy either.

* -
I

Does it ease our conscience

, to protest the racist, facist

meanies of South Africa while
^ ignoring the enlightened,
magnanimous black African
governments?

Mark Weiner
Suff

No clocks
Editor:

"What time is it?"

This ques'ton is time-
honored (no pun intended) on
our campus; but it is especial-

ly prevalent at UCLA food

service areas, where there are

no clocks to speak of.

(To be fair, the Cooperage's

pizza pick-up message board
flashes the time occassionally,

but that is not the same as an
"instant reference" time
piece.)

Students have to eat; they

also have a responsibility to be
in class, on time.

ficial UCLA boycott of all

-paisley prints until I am pres-

ented with a logical explana-
tion for paisley.

I have* yet to see a paisley-

printed version of the
Volkswa^on Bug.

Linda Perl

Freshman
iS^AT^£i^^C^lWPitU^MU»^^{J^mf>R5^^ .

I think it might oe in the

best interest of both UCLA's
commitment to educational

excellence, and the students'

commitment to attend class, if

clocks could be purchased for

installation within the various

food service areas on campus.

How about it Facilities

Commission? How about it

USAC members? How about

it Bruin staffers? How about it

fellow students? Can we make
an effort to get some clocks?

And oner we get thedocksr
can we make it to class on
time for a change?

I better wrap this letter up
before mv studv schedule and
class schedule overrun me.
"Excuse me, what time is it?"

Bob Woodbum, Jr.

* Junior
Political Science

9th ANNUAL
MINORITY RECRUITMENT AND CAREER DAY

MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM NON-TECHNICAL AND
TECHNICAL FIRMS.

FULL-TIME AND SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE.
''--- •—v^.- : — PARTICIPATING ORGANirATIONS:

American President Lines, LTD
ASUCLA
AT&T Bell Lab
Bank of America
BDM
Bechtel Power Corp.

Borg Warner Industrial Products

Bullock's

Burroughs
California Institute of Technology
C.H.A.R.O.
C.H.U.B.B. Group Insurance Companies
The Clorox Company
Columbfa Pictures Industry, Inc.

CompuServe, Inc.

Coopers and Lybrand . _

Douglas Aircraft

Dow Chemical
Eastmen Kodak Co.
Farmer's Insurance

First Interstate

Foote,Cone,& Belding

Gould Electronics

Grumman Aerospace
GTE Corporation v

ACKERMAN UNION GRAND
JANUARY 30,1986
10:00a.m. -3:00p.m.

Hamilton/Avent Electronics

Highland Theraputics
Honeywell Incorporated

Hughes Aircraft

IBM-Southwest
Internal Revenue Service

Jet Propulsion Lab
J. Walter Thompson
Kimberly Clark

Lear Siegler

Litton Computers Services

Litton Guidance & Control

Systems
Litton Systems, Inc.

Logicon

Los Angeles City-

(Fire,Police,etc.)

Los Angeles Unified School

District

Los Angeles Theatre Centre

Macys
McMaster-Carr Supply
Mitsui Manufacturer's Bank
Moore Business Forms
NCR Corporation

BALLROOM

Northrop
^ Pacific Bell

Paramount Unified School District

Peace Corps
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company
Prudential Realty

The Rand Corporation
Rantec
Rockwell-Rocketdyne

' ~ / Rockwell-Satellite System Division

: Sav-On Drugs
I

Security Pacific Bank
The Sierracin Corp.
Singer Co.-Librascope Division

Southern Calif. Gas Co.
The Southland Corp.

Sumitomo Bank of Calif.

Tandy-Radioshack
Teledyne System
3M
Toyota Motors Sales
TRW Electronics & Defense
United Airlines

U.S. Navy Officers Programs
Warner Bros., Inc.

-BRING YOUR RESUME!
-BE PREPARED FOR A MINI INTERVIEW
-BUSINESS ATTIRE —

ALL UCLA STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND.
SAVE THIS ADVERTISEMENT!

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE DONNA LE DUFF.CAREER COUNSELOR.OR
PATRICIA RAMIREZ-CARDENAS AT THE PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER 825-2981

SPONSORED BY: PLACEMENT ANDCAREER PLANNING CENTER.
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Graduate lii
f lasses h,'Ktn January r, and end .4/>„/ II

1986 Winter Class Schedule

1 1 00-
1 1 00-

2:00-

S

2:00-5

2:00-S
3:00-5

00-6
00-8
:00-8

00-8
(»0-8

00-

1

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
-00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
OO pm
00 pm
<)0 pm
00 pm

1 00 pm

P-31

CI 52
CI 52
HI 0*5

323
414
C-I2I
321

811

CI2I
86!

8 00-11 00 pm r-l9i 3

MONDAY
Ego s Oclensc
Psychological Assessmcni I

Psychological Assessmeni fl

PhyMologital Psychology
Advanced Obj Rd T hcory
Group Supervision (PraciicumXOC)
Viroup Process & lechmgue (OC)
Dream Analysis II

Psychosi>malic Disorders
Psychosvnlhesis
CJroup Process & lechmgue (OC)
Advanced Ueahng lechmgues &
Psychosynihcsis
C imical Praciicum((K

>

3

3

3

3

3

2

I

3

3

3

I

3

D ChlTord. Ml)
Siair

Stan

I Oleson. PhD
D ChUord. Ml)
D Primac. PhD
\ Jacobson, PhD
D ( hnord. Ml)
L Singer. PhD
I Oleson. PhD
K PhiMips. PhD
T (^leson. PhD

n

'J,

4-

II 00-200 pm
II 00-2:00 pm
1

1 00-2:00 pm
I:00-30(»pni
2 00-5:00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
2:0O-5(IOpm
2:0(^5 OOpm
500-8 (10 pm
5(>0-8:()(lpm
5:00-800 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
8 00- 10:00 pm
8:00-10 00-pm
« 00- 1 0:00 pm
«:OO^IOOOpm

8 00-11 (»Opn,
«:(»0-|| oOpm

C-I3I
( -131

B-lOO
414
B 104

B-I04
822
C-I8I-3
S P3:
B 102

407
C -182-3

C-142
T-2

P2 .

H 2

L-: •

A Y

2:00

2 00
7.'2:00

^^00-<
5:00.

5 00.

5 00-

5:00-

5 00-

^OO-
8 00-

8 00-
8,00-

8:00-

5 00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7:00 pm
800 pm
8 00 pm
8 00 pm
8 00 pm
8 00 pm
1 1 00 pm
I I 00 pm
I I 00 pm
1 1 .00 pm

604
401

C-I6i
408

c-n:
C-l6|.

414
802
344

B-IOI

C-I8I

C-I5I
C-192
C-|y3
B-103
704

T I) E S D
Elhics and Laws
' ihicsand l.aws(()C)
SialisiicsfOC)

(.roup -Supervision (Praciicum

I

Learning and Cogmiion
Learning and (ogniiion(()()
Advanced ClimcalHvpnosis
Proposal Research I. II. Ill (()(,
Kesislanie Resolulion
Developmemal Psycholog)
Psychopathologv & lamiK l)>n
Proposal Research II. Ill

Psychopaihology
I (OC > .

Psychoanalytic Theorv Pt 2
Psychopathology 2
.Child Psychoanalysis
C urrent Literature

New Body Psvchotherapics
Iheories olMLCC

3 • R. Philhps. I'hl)

3

3

2

3

\

\

3

3

3

3

2

2

2
s

S I) A Y
W E I) N K
Human Se\ualiiv

( ross-( ultural Mores & Values
Psychopaihology

I

Psychoanalytic therapy (OC)
liroup Supervision (Praciicum) (OCj
lunclional Human Arratomyl
Writings ofMclamc Klein I

'

History and Systems olPsvchologv
Proposal Research I

Psychj>logical Assessment I (OC)
Clinical Praciicum II

Clinical Praciicum III

*

Physi«)logical Psych(»logy (OC)'
Pathological Characters in I iier.th.r^

9:00-12:00 n
** 30- 1 1 30 am
10 30-12 30 pm
n 00-2 00 pm
2 00-500 pm
2(10-5 OOpm
2 00-5:00 pm
*» 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8.00 pm
5:00-8 00 pm
5:00-8 00 pm

C-!«)|:

414
414
403
713

B-IOI

B-lOO
B lOS

317
C 191

5:00-8OOpm
800-

1 I OOpm

8:00- 10.00 pm
8 00- 10OOpm
8O0-|0O0pm
8O0-l0O()pm
8O0-IIO()pm

N 00-200 pm
5 00-800 pm
5 00-8:00 pm

10 00- 1 OOpm
I 00-3 00 pm

408
841

PI
7-6

i. 2

( -5

314

403
(-17)

L 112

508
C I2»

T H t R S D A Y ^
Clinical Praciicum I. ||. Ill (OC)
Ciroup Supervision
(iroup Supervision •

Applied Fechmgues o| Mf C C
Psychology & Contemporary Society
History and Systems (OC)
Statistics

Research Methods
Introduction to I go Psychology
C linical Praciicum I

_ Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy,:,
—

Cross-cultural Mores* Values (OC)
Psychopharmacology (OC)

Psychopaihology |

Psychoanalytic Theorv Pi 6
C linical Case ( onlerence
C linical C ase Conlerence
Narcissistic Disorders

f R I D A Y
Applied iechnigues ol MLC C (OC )

Social Bases o( Behavior
C ompiehensivc Keview

•> A T I R D A Y
Diagnosis* Direction (OC)
droup Process & Techmgue (OC i

Professional Seminars

3

3

3

3

3

2
'y—

3 .

y

3

y

3

3

3

4

—

M K.irldv.H. I'hl)

J (Jillespie. PhD
R Hunter. I'hl)

A Alvarez. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
J C.illespie PhD
I Moss I'hl)

K lluniei PhD
\ Alv.ia/. I'hl)

M Karlovac. PhD
M (jcrson. PhD
I.Weisbendcr PhD
I Mcduirc I'hl)

J Van Bufcn. IViD
R Caper. Ml)
> Hansen. PhD
R Mex.inder.

Ml). I'hl)

S /usman. I'hl)

Vt Cierson PhD

\ Brov.K VII)

I Peters I'hl)

A Panaiian. I'hl)

Stall \

D Printac. I'hl) '

A Brovar VII)

A. Panaiian. I'hl)

I Peleis. I'hl)

K Huntei. I'hl)

WR Johnson I'hl)

A Pan.iiian I'hl)

R (irucncr V1|)

V^ R Johnson. PhD

hn Eniu istic
t

RECORDS
ah Moon

Who's Missing': insiglitjlto band's soulful roots

3 R Phillips I'hl)

2 R fvjohnson. PhD
2 J Packer. I'hl)

3 A Alvarez. PhD
3 J Ciibhons. I'hD
3 L Peters I'hl)

3 R Hunter PhD
"

3 R Hunter. PhD
3 Stall

3 L Weisbender. PhD
J G Bloch. Ml) and

R Bcnite/. DSVN
3 L Peters. PhD
3 D Del rancisco.

MD. PhD
2 Stair

2 J (looch. Ml). PhD
2 R (iiuenei. Ml)
2 I) Vl.ircus. VII)

3 J Van Buren. Ph|)

By Bob Remstein, Review Editor

The Who; Who's Missing; MCA. When ptH)ple
look back on the '60s British Invasion, three
bands immediately come to mind: The
Beatles, The Rolling Stones, and The Who. All
three are great pop/rock bands, to be sure, but
only the first two have received much atten
Ai 1 1 I ^ ' -' . •-• • wm ^ wm ^ 1 . -—. . - —
tlon for their R&B recurdiiigs — The Beatt^
for some of their early covers ("Twist and
Shout," "Roll Over Beethoven") and the

Stones for the way they melded soulful vocaLimto a souped-up rock instrumental sound
The Who however, has nqt had much writ.

ten about their R&B roots. Who's Missinu
collection of unreleased track.s, B-sides, and
Lnghsh-only releases, recorded between 1965
ancj 1972, offers a surprising insight into tlie

,

var lyWhn ^ in fatuation wit^vAfftericauM -|

James Brown's "Shout and Shimmv "
the

opening cut on Who's Missing, oikvi^m
Daltrey the opportunity to emulate Brown'j

[ngelical style. Daltrey is thoroughly con-

nng as a soul-shouter, sounding better here

In on some later rcx^k tracks. This is follow-

by impressive covers of the Holland-

ner-Holland tune "Leaving Here" and of

IV time You Want Me." The Who's cover of

Beach Boys' "Barbara Ann" (featuring

lt4*^le©i^^oi¥^tfeirighest vocal part) soui

but it is too similar to the original to

^rrant any special attention.

)icle two consists of cuts from the early '70s,

a time when The Who had started to overrun
their sound with bombast and heavy guitars.

Still, Entwistle's ''^Heaven and Hell" stands up
well against other Who songs of that period,
and the live 6V2 minute version of "Bargain"
represents The Who at their bombastic best.

Pete Townshend's liner notes are worth a

^ give Im^ explanation for The WhoV
early fascination with American culture and
American music. The results, on Who's Miss-
ing, are sometimes great and often interesting.

I Bob Remstein. Review Editor

Kent Andrade. Aisociate Review Editor

jenn/ Bieier, Assistor^t Review Editor

RECORDS
3

3

(»

3

3

S. Hcndim PhD
B Weiss PhD ^

Stan

E Jacobson? PhD
h. Jacobson. PhD

to attend
Huamv unuer va regulations All prolesMonals are welcome

Pete Townshend's best |>lo LP-

y 00-5 OOpm
•JOO-I OOpm

•^OO-S OOpm
•^ 00-3 00 pm
9:00-5 OOpm
») 00-3 OOpm
*) 00-5 OOpm
9:00-3 OOpm

Sat I / 1 8 From I ndrrMandini; Freud lo
Sun I / 1

«) I nderMandlnj! Ps.>choanalvNis

Sat 1/18

Sun l/|«)

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2
Sat 2/15
Sun 2/16

Social Bases of Behayiur (OC)

Stair

B Weiss, PhD

h 00- 10 OOpm Fn 1/24
9 00-5 OOpm Sat 1/25

Art Therap>: lheor> and Pniclirr
I D Sharon. PhD

By BillU'Ren. StoffWmer
i

Pete Townshend: White City— A Novel; Atco. This has
been dubbed by Townshend's
record company as a multi-
media project, not only as a
description of the White Citv
material, but of Townshend's

overall personality. Since the
clmical breakup of TheUVho
(meaning mostly th^t nefffier
Townshend or Daltrey will be
working with John Entwhtle
f^^it probably with each
other), Towashend has really
cov'ered some ground both in
and out of the music field

9:00-5 OOpm
9:00-

1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 OOpm

Sai2/I
Sun 2/2

Sal 2/8

Sun 2/9

TIm» Psyrhological Impliralions oF
Workinj! *ilh ( ancer Palienis

Desire & Passion in rhe Treatment of
Severe!) Disturbed Patients

lunvL
^

*!r J''*?"!''"*^-
'•™"^'' **•»• Borderline»>un7/|6 and fSarcissislic Disorders

6:00-10 OOpm Fn 2/28
9:00-5:00 pm Sun 3/2

9:00-5 OOpm Sat 3/1
9.00-

I OOpm .Sun 3/2

Trealmeni of Domestic Violence-

Psvchosynthesis (OC)

9oi''l(Ionm i"'^i!i I;™"' Object Relations to Selfyoo-IOOpm Sun 3/16 Psychoid^ (OC)

9 00-5 00 pm Sat }/22 Screening for Psychoneurolotsical
Impairment (OC)

9 00-
1
OOpm Sun 3/23

9 00-5:00 pm
9 00- I OOpm

9 (»0- 5 OOpm
9 00-l:00pm

Sat 4/5
Sun 4/6

Sat 4/ 1

2

Sun 4/13

Analyiical Applications of (linical
Hypnosis (0( I

Career Crises amonx Youths. Vtiddle Axed
and Returning Women

T Moss. PhD

A Panajian. PhD

R Alexander.
MD. PhDA
J Van Buren. PhD

M (ierson. PhD

7 Oleson. PhD

RE Johnson. PhD

L PorlnolT. PhD

S lerrera. PhD

R Goltra. PhD
Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange CounlvtOC. '

jva.labic by artannemtni * "'" '""'" "'^'•"""o" Scud), jnd Iniem.hip. arc

an MA in MFC (
'"''"'"*'*'''' ^^ '*"«• PhD degrees m Psychology and

No,.P„.nu.de^.nd..i, ,„ e.emp,. „„„ d,scr,m,„.,.„y ,„ s„.c„„, „ud.„,s .„d „„.„„„c,
^ h,r atlditmnal informaiion or a taialoKue. please cnntan

California Graduate Institute
\'^""/ "/ frn/essional Psyrholo)(y
Celebrating 18 years ofconlmuous education as the lirsi .n,i..«.„ i .

graduate schcM,| of psychology m the nation
'"dependent

llOOGIendon Avenue, II th Floor ^
West Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 208-4240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles
(714) 637-5404 Oranee Countv

Pete Townshend, with a tan

Besides the release of hij

Scoop LP in 1983, foDowinf;

their farewell tour, he h«

been working at a ^ublishinj

house as an editor and li«

also put out Horse's Neck, i

collection of short stories from

1979-84. As a logical extension ij

to the short story writing, ki\

scripted a treatment for White

City, his fourth full-fledged

solo LP and his first since the

end of The Who.
Of course, since he is not

committed to reserve his

stronger material for Who

projects. White City-^
Novel comes off as his best

solo record, as well as beinr

his most varied work since his

songwriting on The Who's

Quadrophenia back in 1973.

Like Quadrophenia, White

City — A Novel is more than^

an LP of songs strung together

:

under one title — it is, in this

case, a "film adapted for

longform video" - that in-

volves a character not unlik*

Jimmy Cooper from the

Quadrophenia film of 1978. In

an interview following the

film, Townshend even sug-

gested that White City's F
could be the same Jin""y

about twenty years on.

It is this Jim character that
'

Townshend writes through on

the back of the LP to give u^

»

casual synopsis of the Whi^

City story and possibly
the

message behind it. As before,

the ideas set forth oy

Townshend are both abstract

and pertinent problems of ex-

istence in a working-class
sec-

tion of London, which hap-

is to be near an area where
grew up. The video, a

;hly symbolic work, is

ipered by the absence of a
[t that moves, but presents a
5at deal of texture and
iracter depth and develop-
^nt to open up White City
us and keep it interesting,

wever, once this
nshend score is added, it

jomes a very powerful
kk, not just by today's low
|ndards of the video medi-
I, but by Townshend stan-
rds as well:
"1 am hoping that the im-

i, story and music in this
leo will create a new form
this medium. I have been
lly iinhappy with the
'elopment of music video as

[has been represented in the
'k promos, which I feel are
ich too much like TV com-
ircials, rather than artistic
leo in its own right. I am
>st interested in trying to
fine the format for future
>rt-form music video works;
>rks in which the music and
film are closely integrated

M neither is subordinate to
other.'V

'True to fiis word,
)wnshend has included a
»all disclaimer on the back
the White City — A Novel
"The videogram contains

f"sic not featured on this
-ord and vice versa." Unfor-
inately, a track found on
>th works, "Face the Face,"
^es little indication for the
>tential of the White City
foject. Townshend has fur-

Continued on Page 23

RECORDS

Daltrey's *Moon'
eclipses itself

By Bill U'Ren. Staff Writer .'
• :;

—-''-:-

Roger Daltrey: Under A Raging Moon; Atlantic. At the

outset of his solo career, former Who chanteur Roger

Daltrey had the wisdom and class to admit:

"I don't write ... I mean I do write songs but they

really are very mediocre, and my feeling about mediocre

songs is that they should stay with the writer. There's

enough people out there writing them (good songs) . . .

Continued on Page 23

the latter-day Roger Daltrey
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Wall of Voodoo takes a stab at past success
By Justin Scupine

Wall of Voodoo: Seven Days
in Sammystown; IRS. You've
experienced Beatlemanial Now
thrill to the sights and sounds
of Wall-of- Voodoo-mania!
(Not the real thing, just an in-
credible simulation.)

Originally created to score
low-budget horror flicks. Wall
of Voodoo gave the world a
couple of good albums. Lead
singer and creative well-spr-
ing, Stanard Ridgeway, had a
real penchant for creating
weird little soundtracks,, in his
songs, for the eccentric world
he saw around him. He had a
unique set of ideas that made
the world just that much more
eccentric with the cultish and
campy "Mexican Radio" and
an interesti n g e 1 ec -

tronic/western sound that has
since been much emulated.

With so much popularity it

is hardly surprising that, when
.Stan Ridgway left the group
-to start 'his now budding solo
career, it would take a silver
bullet to put the monster to
rest.

Seven Days In Sammvstown
just might be that platinum
projectile. Liable to be nunv
obnoxious -fhan clevei and as
spontaneous as a slab of
bacon, this is not the Wall of
Voodoo that appeared five
years ago in Urgh! A Music
War. Wkh only the keyboar-
dist and the guitarist from
WoV's first manifestation in
common, any similarity heard
is just plain old lack of origi-

nality. New lead singer, Andy
Prieboy, has tried to fill some
fairly esteemed shoes and part-
ly confused tribute with
blasphemy; Prieboy has simply
borrowed l^idgway's vocal
style (along with his boots and
Kentucky Fried bowtie upon
inspection of the back-cover Il-

lustration). The album is pad-
ded with too many self-

conscious and repetitive chants

that they almost positively

thought would induce com-
parisons to the original Wall
of Voodoo's more oddball ex-

cursions.

This is all not to say that

this new quintet is completely
talentless. *'Far Side of
Crazy," the first song on the
album, is a first-rate, pokey

little tune about fame and
how to get it: (confesses the

schizophrenic protagonist, "I

wept when Lennon died, but
envied the assailant when I

visited the shrine.") And
''Blackboard Sky," which
sounds a bit like the minor
and cymbalic theme to the

neon-punk movie Liquid Sky,

rather nicely tells of a kooky

romance as easily erased as

chalk. The most melodic song
on the second side shines, a
pleasingly gaudy, mythic light

on "Museums.**
In the end too ingenious to

be pop and not inventive
enough to describe a new
wave. Seven Days In Sam-
mystown can only be labeled
a stray.

Wallof Voodoo (ca. late 1985) on the outskirts of LA

FREEWhy Jews
Can't Believe tanning

In Jesus -Y'shu

Wednesday; luary 29th

From 12:00 Noon to 1:30
U.C.L,A. ACKERMAN UNION 2408

Sponsored by: •
'

Jews for Judaism and Hillel

• ti
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$9.00 Value

with hairstyle
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'January & February-
10916 LeConte Ave (downstairs)
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CARE KIT a FOLLOW-UPS

Total
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SlOOO/LyeCfedil Program A fr;^n^oH

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys, (818) 786-5892
Anarieim, 414 StateColiege Bl . (7i4) 774-4510
Downey. 8711 Firestone Bl..t2l3) 862-0766
LA., 1482 S. Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Havvthorre. 3300 W. Rosocrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTEJ

UCLA
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lot'Stomping folk music on campus today at nooa
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Remember the days
when concerts were per-^

sonal experiences between
you and a lone man with

an acoustic guitar singing

songs about how he
understood your troubles
and felt deeply for you?
Remember when simple
folk numbers spoke of
limitless passions and
everyday toil? Well, if you
become wistful at the
sounds of Don McLean
comparing himself to Vin»

cent Van Gogh, kindly stay

away from A-Level at

noon today when La Bot*

tine Souriante performs
*cuz we wanna dance.
These five Canadians —
their name means *the
smiling bootV— are funny,
unpretentious and ever-
so-danceable as they blend

traditional music from
France, Ireland, Scotland,

and England. Their records

and their live shows have
been met by unanimous
praise, so they're worth a

look^secto everyone^
except those who still

think John Denver is the

only one who truly hears
" ""^.T <• nature's call.

dii. I fa h:

xadian folk quintet La Bottine Souriante.

LAMONiCAS ®

PIZZA
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FREE DELIVERY

$4 95 LARGE^.VO PIZZA
ONE TOPPING
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AMY LARGE PIZZA

2 fori
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SICILIAN (DEEP DISH) 12.75
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CAN SODAS 60C - 6-pack S3. 50

GOOD ONLY IN WESTWOOD STORE
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FILMS

*F/X' offers a bit of depth
with lots of action

By Greg Poirler

• t>

X/

BuyOne
Oetf One
FREE!ANY

SIZE
FANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
I^COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

(YOGUR? ONLrTOPpTNGlxTRA"

ONE
PEB PEBSON

NOT VALID WITH
OTMEB DISCOUNTS

EXP. DATE:

2/3/86

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER

YOGURT STORES
\NE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

"FANTASIZE yOUR TASTE buds "

1101 GAYLEYAVE.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213) 824-7707

F/X is a surprising film that

defies high-brow expectations

by providing a genuinely orig-

inal script with bright, sparkl-

ing dialogue, three dimen-
sional characters, and intrigu-

ing plot twists.

Bryan Brown, a remarkable
Australian actor who is

relatively unknown in the

United States despite his

prestige down under (he won
the Aussie equivalent of Oscar
for his role in Breaker
Morant), plays Rollie Tyler,

the "world famous" special ef-

fects (f/x in hip flick lingo)

wizard who created the gorier

moments in fictitious horror

classics like Rock-a-die Baby
and / Dismember Mama.
A few years back Rollie's

particularly gruesome effects

for the slasher epic Vermin
From Venus got him
deported. He settled in the

US, where he knew he, could

practice his craft unhindered
by bothers like taste and
decorum. t

Rollie 'is asked by the gov-

ernment to lend a hand with
the Witness Protectior^ and
Relocation Program, by stag-

ing a fake assassination on a

Continued on Page 24 'Fill out the form for tickets to see 'F/X' or else!" (see below)

'What do you mean, you don't know where my package went?

for%?f?J'Trt'rriS Z'f^Tu ?^l'^"^r^*^"^*
^"*'«' ^^-'^ an opportunity to see F/X

West Center Central Tirkpf n«.Vo -u
^"^^^^ ^"^ ^'^P 't off in the box at the James

gives you Madonna and no photo, of Brooke Shields comes through agaS.

OmciAt UCIA r/X screening ticket APPUCAIIOHt
\

Name:
PhoiM 0:

ete Townshend
Continued from Page 19

ler complicated this by mak-
ig the track the first single

rom the record, and by doing

), has shied away a great

leal of Townshend fans that

lay believe the rest of the LP
be as watered down and

)ppy as the song itself. In

ict, although it sounds like a
[oldover from the disappoin-

ing . . . Chinese Eyes LP,
^ace the Face" is the only

i^eak track on White City,

|nd probably should have
;n jettisoned in favor of

)mething like "Night School,"
song that appears only in

le White City video coUec-
)n.

Hopefully, a tune like side

le's "Secondhand Love" will

released as the follow-up
^nd saving grace) to "Face
^e Face." This track boasts a
)werful piano rhythm similar

the stronger tracks on The
'ho By Numbers (i.e.
>reaming From the Waist")
ith the powerful guitar and

angry vocal that is truly char-
acteristic of the Townshend
persona.

With the anger of "Secon-
dhand Love" and other tracks
like "Give Blood," "Crashing
By Design" and "White City
Fighting," also comes the
more intuitive side of
Townshend that fleshes out
relaxed melodies like "Brilliant
Blues" and "I am Secure" —
so that, like the structure of
Quadrophenia's "I Am One,"
White City — A Novel mixes
both the angry and matured
sides of Pete Townshend.
Unlike the previous solo
works, which seemed to grad-
ually start out strong but
eventually ended up clouded
and watered down in produc-
tion, this LP has enough
variety and direction for the
angry Townshend to express

himself in eloquent and ac-

cessible ways:
*'Now Tm gathering the

frustrations I felt when I was
Continued on Page 24

Roger Daltrey
Continued from Page 19

Most singer-songwriters have perhaps one, maybe two
good albums in them, and we have to suffer five off of

some of them . . . So, I think the future is good for

singers. Maybe one day, my songs will be great. I think

I'm a pretty good judge of what they are like. People say,

'How do you know they are mediocre?* But I do know,
they really are mediocre. Maybe I also feel a bit intimi-

dated after singing Townshend songs for so long. He's

been one of the most prolific writers in rock, so there is

that to it."

Coming from one of the archetypal rock studs of the

modern era, this must have been a pretty tough thing to

admit, especially since it further increases Pete

Townshend's position as the acknowledged heart/nucleus

of The Who. Of course, without Daltrey's signature voice,

the group would've been a lot less successful. But, on the

other hand, without Townshend's songwriting, it wouldn't

have existed at all.

The fair way to judge a Daltrey solo work obviously

cannot be through a comparison to anything done by The
Wha talthough that is the only way to go about assessing a

Townshend work), but rather, through a comparison of

his previous solo efforts, of which he has many.
Under A Raging Moon is Daltrey*s second LP since The

IWho breakup, and unfortunately, falls far short of the

I
material on 1983's Parting Should Be Painless. It is very

I
big of him to admit to his lack of talent as songwriter

'(that's never been his job anyway, right?), but you'd think

one of rock's signature voices could choose some good ma-

terial for his LP. Instead of using writers Bryan Ferry and

Annie Lennox, which he did for Parting, Daltrey has

opted for songwriters like Jim Valance, Bryan Adams, and

John Parr, the latter of which composed the disappointing

title track. This isn't, of course, to say that Parting Should

Be Painless was a flawless work, it wasn't. It did,

however, cast out a shimmer of potential for a powerful

solo career that had never surfaced until that point — be-

fore Parting, Roger Daltrey's career as a legitimate solo ar-

. tist was virtually non-existent.

f It seems, unfortunately, that Daltrey has chosen to ex-

plore^ the paths of mainstream commercial success as a

follower rather than a trendsetter. This, perhaps, may ex-

plain why the music on Raging Moon sounds suspiciously

like Bryan Adams* Reckless despite the fact that his back-

ing band is comprised of Big Country regulars Mark

Brzezicki and Tony Butler, and Pretenders guitarist Rob-

bie Mcintosh.
The only worthwhile song on Raging Moon just so hap-

pens to be,penned by one Pete Townshend, and comes off

as a brilliant refresher to the bland rockers that comprise

the rest of the album. Ironically, Brzezicki and Butler are

also on the latest Townshend LP, thus adding support to

the idea that Roger's song selection, and not the actual

musicians, is behind the large disappointment that comes

from Under A Raging Moon.
The question then is why has Daltrey switched to newer

songwriters like Adams and Parr? The answer may lie in

the fact that both hav^ conquered the charts of MTV —
Adams with his commercially successful Reckless LP and

Parr with the title track to St. Elmo*s Fire. Or maybe that

people like Bryan Ferry haven't really got a strong hold of

the American charts. In either case, the commissioning of

these seemingly less impressive artists by one of music's

more noteworthy singers may prove that Daltrey, ar-

tistically, needs a Pete Townshend to rest on — for on his

own, he really has nothing to say.
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Applications are now being accepted for the

position of Editor-in-Chief of UFAHAMU,
Journal of the African Activist Association.

Ideal candidate should be a graduate student

with an interest in African area studies.

Editing and ability to work with a staff of 5-6

fellow students is a must. Letter of interest

and a resume should be sent to

Fassil Demissie,

UFAHAMU. African Studies Center.
10244 Bunche Hall.

University of California. Los Angeles, 90024

Deadline for submission of application is

February 3, 1986. ^__
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^ise to the top.
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p^^^ a nuclear trained

officer. It ^ocs bc'vi)nd special.

It's elite! And vimr status
^^

reflects a )oh that demands

your best. Proving vour

_ skills at the heart ol lodjv's

nuclear- pinvered Navy.

Over hallOt America s

nuclear reactors are in the

Navy. That adds up to more
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reactors than Any conipanv

\n the world, and it means

working with tliC most

sophist icated training and

equipment anvwhere.

There's no Innit eamp.

C'ollege graduates get Officer
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training, and a year ol

graduate- level training in the

Navv Nuclear Power SeluH>l.
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commissioning and als(t u{>on

completion ol nuclear training.

Sign up while still in college

and vou could he earning

;^l,(K)Oa mt)nih right now.

Be t)ne ot the most accimv^!

plishe^d prolessitniaTs in a
"^

ehallenging field. Lead the
^-

ad venture as an olticer in

the NiicTeai Navy, i AUilat^ _
vour NavyTlfTicer Recruiter"

or call l-SO()-327-N.\\V. ..
-

NAVY^^OFFICER.
smAix\«iKL i tTteMi'jtti.Trt'-'rjT; -rr^tt^'-ai'.—-.-^ ijcr"«ifc)ftir.if*r*'xtiA-S;rJ::V -<.<C~U..>. '

fjjM MjtfJi^v ;»«:«*- -.^^fjfju. vx.m^ifr.
'^S^

LEADTHEADVENTURE

.'V»X^ Hr>V**"* '"'** mimm !«•'--.

£!*Mia'.?i}C?i2^iiii\^
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WfeVe turned
a fed into a
decade of

opy ress

good eating

Complett Copying, Printing A
Binding AvallabI*

Qutllty Xerox 9900

NO MINIMUM

For Students

,- cind Faculty

with ID

1646 VVestwood Blvcl

4/U 4/78
11752 W.lshire

.7B 1131

,1 Rdigti 1 jj.irk.iiy lull idC'OSS liom Lucky m

Flashtdn
Tbnning, Tbning b-vKerubic CeiUrcs

30%
Ten wars n^o, wc open-

ed i>ur first restaurant in the
Si)uthland. And we based
it on a \erv ^simple idea, that

"•healthv food can also he
delicit)us.

T>da\, other restaurants
are coming around to our uav
of thinking.

Rut m^ iMie can rn.itc h
our healthv menu, with its

Manna IVI Rev 4:^M.„K..lh His J
I -'I >i ''."J 'tv' = ^

t.'l >• .\'s >»:);,

VVi'MMiHtJ Aniu-x !/^N' \\,\l>urir -Vi

sumptuous chicken and fresh

fish entrees.

St> the next time you're
looking for a restaurant, forget

the fads. C^ime to the Ck^xJ
Eiwth, and sa\i)r a classic.

good earth
^^ Restaurant and Bakery

tncino ITJIJ- \iniur.i MKvi

(iti-nJali- S,' NX Hr. .ijw.iv i^lsi Si\V|07i^

Pasadt-na J^7 \ K.-m im-.ij e^lSi <Sl.S4s,s

Woodland HilU : ^^'7 Mulholl.ind IV

Northridue !"=i|.' \..fJh..ff St

UCIA Discount

Beverly Hills 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

i*riHta

!SSft^¥:;•wx•x•^:•:•^^:^:.x:••.••^••••••••••.
W>fX«x-K«x-»v-:^:::::::::x::::::X::::::::::::::::y:::;

WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SALON
Exceptional Offer by MailCa ^'~

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad ^12 (reg. '30)^

PERMS (inclsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35 (rcg. »70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 VVestwood Blvd.
only by appt. —;

—

«« presents

Feet music? Jaw's hays? Mandolin?

Experience Quebec's Foot-stomping

La Bottine Souriante''
(The smiling boot)

4€'

*' >»

I

A Festival of French-Canadian Folk Music
^ Noon Concert Today-A=4.evel Patio Free

r -^^^ '

"
.

Pete Townshend
Continued from Page 23

voun^, and trying to actively

do something about the things

I feel are wrong with society,

or with the artistic establish-

ment, Now I'm attacking

them first hand. And, I find.

the more I attack, the moreine more i aitacK, the mo
respect and power I get

You are immediately in a posi-
tion to effect change. It's
taken me a long, long time to
realize that."

R a Red E-4^F/X?
Continued from Page 22

mobster- turned-state's-evi
dence to get the real heat off

of him. In doing his duty for

his new country, RoUie finds

himself set up for murder and

getting chased by everyone

from the Justice Department

Jo a tough New York cop

(Brian Dennehy). He has no

choice but to use his special

effects skills to save his skin.

While it sounds like the rest

of the film will be a non-stop

orgy of gratuitous special ef-

fects violence, the explosions

take a backseat to the film's

fascinating characters and in-

tricate plot.

Brown and Dennehy, as the

two protagonists who never

meet until the last ninety se-

conds (did someone say se-

quel?) are exemplary as usual.

Diane Venora is hilarious as

Brown's actress girlfriend,

who runs around the house
before an important audition

Brown's assistant. A graduate
of the Morgan Fairchild ac-
ting academy, Gehman
doesn't have the same last
name as anyone in the pro-
duction credits, so she can't be
a wife or a sister. She must be
a girlfriend.

The script resembles Hit--
"chcock in many ways, as our
unwitting protagonist is suck-
ed up by the. external cir-
cumstances and finally takes
control of his situation.

The Director of
Photography, Miroslav On-
dricek, is fresh from Amadeus,
and even though his work
here isn't as remarkable as in
Milos Forman's masterpiece, it

serves the subject well.
Hats off also to special f/x

coordinator John Stears. The
British wizard had his hands
full here, and as usual he rose
to the challenge. Even though
the film isn't the special effects
showcase you would expect^

duliig her vocal waftti-ups Stea rs d oes provide sorS¥'^ '

remarkable footage.
A nice surprise, F/X, if a

mild one. Light fare recom-
mended to anyone who likes
their action with a little bit of
depth.

(Eeow, eeooh, eeoo... rin tin

gin sin...), and Jerry Orbach
and Mason Adams provide
atypical villains.

The only problem with the
cast is Martha Gehman as

^M^

The Spanish Civil War ended in
victory for Francisco Franco's
right-wing rebels in 1939. Adolf
Hitler of Germany and Benito
Mussolini of Italy had aided Franco,
while the Soviet Union supported
loyalists with arms and an interna-
tional brigade.

Pilot makes
writing so exdting.

Hie
Pilot Precise ^

rpning ban pen

-

me smootli.
sleek way
to get it on ps^er.

tiny ban held by a nccdie-like collar is the
secret to the comfort and smoothness you'll
experience. And because of , --.
lis ball, the Precise will write LPIlOfl
crisp

y through carbons. 7^Ky->A;r>^^ either the fine or extra OfC^O IS(7
finepoint.Onlytl.i9each t~^'^-'^^'^<^

TM

t
•

[?m classified
•••••••••••» • • • •
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
If) .M.n PERSONAL 10 ^BRSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

l«qrl«i ifeV4rM

lltKmMdtaH

I ASUCLA Comnxinicaltons Board hily supports Vm
of CaMomu's pokey on non-dscnmmation

madtuni thai acoapl attvafHaamants wf«ch pmcni
Ipanom of any ortgin. raca, raHgnn. sax. or sexual

loriantakin In a damaanlng my. or impty mat Vwy are

10 cartain poaWons, cipaMWaC rotes, or

in sodaly NaMhar Iha .OaHy Bruin nor Ida

[ASUCLA Communicaaona Board has invts«gaM wy
I Ow sarvicat adverHaad or advarHaars rapraaanlad In

jtfus Isaue Any parson batavkig that an advartaamani

lln Ms ssus vtoMaa tw Board's potcy on non-

jdiscrimlnatton stalad haratn shouid communicala

Icompialnts In iwMng to 9» Bosinaaa Mwugor. (My
iBrum. 300 Waalwood PUa. KH 112, Los Ar>gai«s. CA

|900?4 For assistanca wW) housmg discriminatton

IproOiems. cal •» UCLA Houang onica at 82S-4491,

|or cal tha Wastside Fair Housing Oftlca at 475-9671

K.... » ^1

Lecture Notes are your
mJitm.Ji-. -=r mm'^mL^ ' iv

_,
< -3:r-

study Partners
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level Ackerman Union, M-ih. 7:45-^:30. Fri. 7:45-6 sat. lo-s. sun. 12-5

Lecture Notes and Problem Sotving Guides are copyrlgt)ted by ASUCLA.

Study Paks give you

A LOT OF HELP FOR A LITTLE $
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving
Guide for Cliemistry, Economics, and Psychology classes.
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-Level In Ackerman Union.

'Lecture,Notet and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted t)Y ASUCtA.

.MPUS
PPENINGS.

CAMPUS
1 HAPPENINGS.

I

UCLA m@^m
CTDiNational Senior Honor

Society Applications

NOW AVAILABLE
in the Dean Of Students Office

2224 Murphy Hall

Applications Due Feb. 21, 1986

[RSONAL 10 PERSONAL.. 10
:W wanted for local sailing on Colum-
|52. Expenses paid. RoQ Ricker,

!7»^9e8. ^—
MATURE responsible male to provide per-

sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day.
1 block from campus, strong refererKas
$2S0/nwnth 20&«732.

Resumes: Typeset

Because The First

Impression Counts!
Preparation

Preparing your resume is a lot like dressing for a

job Interview: in both cases the first impression

counts! A resume that's typeset — not just

dashed off on a typewriter — can help make your

first impression a good one.

The Professional Look

A typeset resume is neat, clean, easy to read and

shows that you're well-organized. You can

choose from seventy different typestyles.

Our Low Prices

A typeset resume looks expensive — but at

ASUCLA Graphic Services, your investment is

modest. Your typesetting is just $24 for a one-

page resume and you can have copies made for

a small additional charge on fine quality paper.

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150

Open"M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

20&0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GIWHIC
S U C L D

SERMCES
Lu Valie Comivions

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
826-7568

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
QRAM." (818)8804407. (81 8)8e(M36l.

SPECIAL k>w cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.
Call James Boord. (818) 71»0224.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Servrce- $1(Vmo. 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

CREATE your own currency In the
economy of ttte future^ Research gamA
starting. Grail Dollars 837-6205.

SMOOTH Lines. Valentines. Give a
custom poem for that Valentine, birthday,

anniversary, makeup, breakup, pickup, or
hiccup. Put)lished poet. Send descriptmn
and $6 to: The Poetry Man, 7210 Jordan
Ave.. Suite B102-8. Canoga Park. CA.
91303.

WANTED beauty conteetants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (21 3) 969-2261 .

PERSONAL..0 10

RAQUEL
We Missed Youl
We hope you're

feellr>g better soon.

Love Always,
Chrlsta, Lylle, & Rachel

(> PiPhiActives.

^ Where wil YOU be

mmmm days from now?

WhowMYOUbewJth

mmmm days from now?

WhotwIYOUbewtoing

mmmm days from now?

Mystol love.

Mysto! thePledges

iT^*^*^^*^^*^^*^^^^''^-^^^

KNIOHTS:-
Mandatory -

winter quarter
meeting is

TONIGHT
dt ?h\ Kappa
_ Sigma, _
10:00 p.m.

Hb^^h^^l^^^^h^I^ 1.1.1.1 lilt!

mmmS^

ZBT LITTLE SISTERS

DRINK OF THE MONTH CLUB
AND MEETING

TONIGHT 5:30

Christlr^e BerrKird

As Xil personnel
Officer you'll be

thebesti
Love,

Your Chi-O sisters

ASUCLA
Coin-Operated

Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy.

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
Stilt get copies from our machines for just

a nickel. And we've got several locations

to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level

(near the elevators) and First floor (near

the information counter), in the North

Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at

Lu_yalle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to

the Bombshelter and North Campus.

I
•

3
Kerckhoff Hall

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150 /^
Open M-F 8-6 ^

Sat 10-3

206-0894

GRAPHI'
S U C L

SERMCES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs^ Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Ck>sed Sunday
825-7568

n
\'i

-i«.
„.j.J-.-f.

aitss^im

:u ,*"*<ij

-iii''>. t.^.vA\. -.;».. .x.^-^^L-t>.<i^rf.>-^>..:'; ^^Lc%^<uftt^\lk:iMMJ^&i^^KikkivJskkkl\^ \7f .ViVn^ ,ft\ii''-^"iAr-i1i
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 OPPORTUNITIES:::::26 help wanted 30

THE MEN OF ALPHA GAMMA OMEGA
and the LiniE SISTERS OF MARANATHA
proudly present \t\e Winter '86 pledge class.-

;^V.

Alleen Barclay • Migdalla Berries • Lily Chow •

^ Luci Chun • Sarah Connor • Joann Emmi •_
Irene Hsiao • Linda Igarashi • Cristina Lozon •

Holly Malmberg • Kathleen Parrish •

Suzanne Toombs • Suzanne Wakamoto • and
guest active Laura Sun^ant

We're looking foiward to a greoi quarter.

LYSIC
The Little Sisters of Maronotho

•1 Cor 11:1

Ar Pledges &
Transfers:

Well, you finally

know when
zr: "the week" Is r
but everything else

will be a surprisel

Don't forget

to be at the house
Saturday....

Psyctvup,

Vie Actives

6r

FUTON business tor sale, near beach. 3

yrs. okj. profitable, inquires welcome. Must

salt. (213) 39»063^

WHERE
THE

STUDENTS. Would you like to corres-

pond and exchange experiences with other

university students nationwide? Please
write tor intormation: Sunset Book Ser-

vice. 350 S. Figueroa, Suite 117-794. Los
Angeles. Caiitornia 90071

.

HOST family wanted for 19 year old Italian

girl in the l^S to learn English. August-
September 1986. Will do babysitting and/
or housework in exchange for room and
board. (213)208-2473.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)840^638.

STACY. I tove you even if you are a BruinI
Fight on; Love. Lee.

WANTED:piayer8 for Dungeons & Dragons
campaign in West LA. Contact Rob at

(213)391-3556.

GREEKS
ARE

RESEARCH
t=SUBJECTS... 12

c86i
y... J- . ,

Ladies of
Alpha Chi
Onneoa,

Thanks for dinner, _
we had a blast. 7v
You girls are

greati
your friends,

UCLA Surf Club &
* Team

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $l00/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver functton tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers wtK) h^v^ not used a spermicidal

product or birth corrtrol pills during the

past three nxmths. $20 reimbursentent for

ni>edk:al history and btood specimen. All in-

fomuition confidential. Call (213) 386-5614
ext. 231 (Shirley).

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for InfectKHJS

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
jeimbursement. (213)206-6723.

PARTICIPANTS needed tor UCLA study.

If you ace 13 to 17 years okJ and wish to.

make $5.00 by participating in a survey
which includes questtons on alcohol and

^ drug use. caH between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FQE Medical
Clinic. 8200377.

There's sometmn' spedai
at ASA. tonight, aaa.

pledQM. It's pansy dinner

*
maybe there's a Mttte

something nrKxe....

JmnnHf Lan«
Conorotukitkxisl

you'll be a fantastic xn
pledoerTKxn

Love,
Your Chl-O Sisters

t^

WENDY RONtOLD
KKT

Hope your 21st

Sunday was special I

Love.

Mom &Dad

n<i» & £K
TtKinlct for fh« grecrt
dlnnor •xchango

Lov«,
Th« Chi-O't

•_ . (

ChKXnega Pledges,

^- your inspiration week 4.

__ hasjustbegun

so get ready (or

some wid and crazy funi

you're al wonderfii,

our favorite girls

and soon youl be wearing

our 14 pearls!

love, TVie Actives

y/r\

To the Men of ATOI

ItoaetareRed
VIotets ore Mue
Wehadabloft

at the Raid

HoWbout you7l7

LO¥e.

The iodet ol KA

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVIST. I ry the rapist, not the victim!

National action against rape offers paid

public outreach position. Cal! Tracey at

(213)394-8050.

ASIA travel/Study, 2 months. $129S^1395

covers all expenses. work(S6 00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day

evening.

ATHLETE/salesperson, let your athletic

background help you succeed at retail

sales of athletic shoes and clothing. Full

and part-time, experienced only. Variable

hours. Apply in person at Frontrunners.

3rd floor. Westside Pavillton Corner of

Ptco&Wastwood.

BABYSITTER w/experience, references.

Two children, hours and salary negotiable.

Car required (213)476-8142 or 476-9371.

BAND needed for MPfV^ student music

video to be submitted to MTV. Call Dan
824-0929.

BASEBALL coaches needed. WLA Little

League. Season runs through mid-June.

Boys and girls ages 6-15. Call Paul 470-

3816.

BIG BUCKS BRUINSI NATIONAL EQUAL
LEVEL MARKETING FIRM NEW TO LA
SEEKS MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS ON A
PART-TIME BASIS. GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY. CALL 824-1061. _^

CASHIER to work 1tam-2pm or 11am-

Sum Cafe in wPrCall 47»4774.

CHILD Care-help needed. Bright, verbal.

8-yr. old girl needs a responsible adult

friend to pick her up & care for her at

child's home three afternoons/wk. Car and
recent references required Days 273-

9§) O/Evenings 474- 1 390.

COMPUTER sales: 1) mature sales person
' experienced with muiti user computer. Ex-

cellent income possibilities. 2) software

technical support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowledge prefer-

red. Compu Dynamics 854-11 04.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii, World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DINNER waiters in exchange for evening
nf)eal at sorority. 824 Hilgard.

DISTRIBUTORS for community paper.
Flexible hours last Thurs., Fri., Sat. Each
month. Need car. 295-4458.

Driver/helper. 15-20 houra/week. Errands,
marketing, carpool driving. Car/seatbeHs
required Beverly Glenn Canyon. Hours
flexible. S5/hr. plus gas. 279-1447.

DRIVER/nr>e88enger. full or part-time. Fa-
miliar w/ L.A., San Fernando Valley.

Orange county, reliable economy car, with
liability Insurance. Copy of DMV. Earn
hourly wage plys generous auto alk>wance.
Call (818)906-0763.

DRIVER with car for kx:al short trips $6/hr
472-1333.

TRADE IN/SWAP 14

1982 Yamaha 560 Vision, excellent condi-
tion, to trade for truck of equal value
SI 200. Lou (213)470-5890.

LOST 1

7

LOST: Antique Rhinestone brooch on
campus 1/15. Great personal value
REWARD. 209-2006.

BEAUTY &
HEALTH SERVICES

SPERM donors needed for my^icai
research Will be well compensated. Call
Victor 273-2463.

COMPUTERIZED EYE
EXAM

UCLA DISCOUNT
DR. SOMERS. CONTACT

LENS SPECIALIST
WILSHIRE & FEDERAL

47e-0594

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Saton. Seeks
nnodeto for haircuta, perma. ootor. 662-
5766.

EARN while you learn. College students.
Min. 2yrs. left. 10-15 hrs^vk. Teaching
physician. Calldept.T: 559-5700.

EARN while you learn. College students.
Min. 2yr8. left. 10-15 hrs/wk. Teaching
position. Call dept. T: 559-5700.

ENGINEERING Assistance needed. GSM
student needs information regarding
L.C.D. Technology. Compensation nego-
tiable. Please call 824-1487.

ENTRY level bookkeeper. A/P. general
ledger. Pacific Palisades resident prefer-
red 818-573-5003. Sandi.

Excellent income for part-time home
assembly work for info Call (504)641-8003
ext8737.

•

EXPERIENCED Wordstar operator needed
for exciting PR firm in Century City. 15-20
hrs/wk. negotiable $8/hr 551-1 130.

FULL-TIME clerk/typist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court documents
preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat
JonngQA 3124266.

GAL or guy Friday to assist public relation
4 fashion consultant with clerical work and
special projects. Flexible hours. M-F. Must
have own car. Good salary. (213)556-8160
9-5pm.

GENERAL office: Heavy phones, light typ-
ing, light bookkeeping, FT opening. $5-6/
hr. Compu Dynamics. 854-1 104.

GOURMET shop Santa Monica needs
part-time help looking for interest-
ed/nK)tivated people to fill sales positton
Retail experience helpful (213)45 1-0557.

GOVERNMENT jobs. $16,040-$59,230/
ywr. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000,
ext. R-10105 for current federal list.

GROCERY clerk P/T. 1pm.7pm. 477-3216.
HELPER to serve dinner & clean uo after
wards. M.Tu.Th. 474-9943

CASHIER/SALES
•I0 5

SPORTING
GOODS

- PART-TIME

• Great Working
CofKlltlons

• MercharKJise
Discount

• Competitive Salary
• Merit Increases
• Flexible Hours

Applicants must be at

least 18 years of age
and have previous

retail experience.
Knowledge of sportir^j

goods/equipment
helpful.

Apply Doily at

the following locotlon:

6601 Wilshlre Blvd.

Beverly Hills

3121 WMiht Mvd, Sonta Monico

HEALTH
SERVICES ..>. 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 47^^706.

HISTORIANAranscriber for workers comp
Neurologist in Santa Monica. Nancy Saben
MD.(213)39S<X)21.

r <»«w»n

HOMECARE for etderty gentleman. 1-3
daysMk. RexIMe schedule $60/day. (213)

IMMEDIATE posttk>ns available for part-
tlme work PuWIc relations for envlronmerv
t«l groups. charHlea, public TV stationa
";;;•'»»«••. RexiWe with your achMMt!
9M\r. guaranteed plua bonuaes. No exoe-
^•nce. Call Brad (213)464-3686.

KENfkiYN CAMPS will be on campus
Jan. 29 recruiting fo sumnrwr staff. See
Career Placement Center for information

ar>d application.

MARKETING ASST.- Help develop
business plan. Able to work indepernlently.

Good communication skills. Car required.

Prefer econ.. marketing or bi .__
backround. 15-20 hoursMeek. flexible. S5
plus DOE & mileage. Mr. Qalway
826-1474.

MEDK^AL office, filing and some assisting.

Monday and Wedrieaday, 8:30-5:30. Paid
parking, 1 hour for lunch. Beverly Hills

area. Call Shirley, 275-6969.

MESSENGER/lab technician trainee fuiy

part time for photo reproduction lab. S5/hr.

plus S.20/mile. Call City Graphics, Brian
938-3744.

MODELSItl Marina Boutique will train. Br-

ing Photo, 1/29/86 3-6pm 315 Waahington
St (213)301-9006 _^^
MOTHER'S helper. Mominga only. Must
have references and transportation. Santa
Monica Area. 392-1874.

NACHOS Mexican restaurant accepting
applicatkKis for host/hoetesa between 2
and 5pm. 939 Broxton.

SSNEED cash? S500/S1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises. Box 1458/DB. Springfield. OR
97477.

NEED driver approx. 15 hra. per week.
$5/hr. for 2 children. 14 and 7. Afternoons.
References required. (213)476-6745.

OFFICE helpers: full/part-tin^e. Beverly"^
Hills Constructk)n Company. Phones, filing

^
and errands. Must have car and CA
driver's lk»nse. Non-8nfK)kera preferred.
858-8968.

PfT MINIMUM 20 hrsMk. Accounting
assistant to management information
systems. Baaic accounting. 10-key. typing,
computer background helpful. Call Carol at

21^^20-5151.

P/T stock/cashier clerk for small grocery
market. Experienced, nurture, reliable.

Call before 1pm. 475-0620.

PART-TIME sales- weekdays, ladies
shoes. Westwood/Beveriy Hills Center
S4.50-$5.50/hour sales experience prefer-
red Roz or Debbie 657-5183.

PART-TIME retail sales person. Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop In Brentwood.
Ask for Stacy. 820-7373.

PART-TIME secretary needed. A unk^ue
opportunity to work in Weatwood at Quest
Entertainment. SS.OO/hr. (213)854-51 IS.

PART-TIME general office/secy. Fast pac-
ed Brentwood PR agency seeks organized,
energette person to assist with baak: office
duties Some typing, filing, and telephone.
XInt grammar and spelling needed. Word
processing exp helpful but wilt train.

Hours are 1 -5:30pm. (213)820-2606.

PART-TIME advanced aerobic instructor.
Embassador tennis and health dub. Call
385-6487.

PERSON Friday for photographer, muat
type and own car. approx 20-25 hours/
week. (213)874-4730.

PREMIERE LA. fashkH) photographer
seeks male/female models for k>cal and
nattonai wholesalers advertiaing accounts.
Call S5a-3577.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign Phone
bank, p/i, eveninga. SlOG/wk. Dale 473-
8481.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T. dependable,
'••Pon«*ble, energetk: peraona wanlad.
•xp. preferred not neceaaary. Heavy
P>>onea. 47»4428. Ma. Schaefer.

REPUTABLE company aeeking energetfc
People, pan-time or fulMime. no
many benefHa. Gene. 824-0233.

^^LP WANTED 30

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L A
f2fBK77-«OS8

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
|21S|M1.S220
• Secretarial, »^ Receptionist.

•^Typists, *^AcccHjnt(ng.

• Data/Word Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APWJCANTS

j

ROUND Table Pizza is k>oking for delivery

I

people. Must have own car and insurance.
Pteaae bring DMV report. Wage un6 oom-
miaakxi. day and evening shift available.

Hours flexible. Apply in person. 1050 Vine

I

St.. Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

SALES part-time: Eam great cash, up to

I

S30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy
sale Call Mike at 393^1 53.

I

SALES-part-time. S5/hr. plus commission.
15-20 hrs./wk. Experience preferred. Ck>se

1

to school. Affordable Portables 1110
Qayley Ave. Weatwood. 206-6996

SECRETARY in exchange for room in

Beverly Hills/Bel-Air estate. 2 years expe-
rience required. Type 50 wpm/minimum.

-time afternoons. 276-4000.

SKI 8fK>p kx>king for fun and aggressive
sales people full or part-time. Apply in per-
son at Sandy's WLA or call 820-6596. ask
for Reuben.

SMALL Santa Montea Publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

I

work. Please call 452-9616.

STUDENT needed to teach Spanish to

[adults. Must be fluent in Spanish. Part-

tin>e in Century City Phone: 556-1876 until

2 PM. Of leave nrwssage 476-6191

.

TELEPHONE surveys. Computer industry
market survey, no selling, baae pay plus

I

bonuses equal S8-$12 per hour. Work w/in

10 min. of campua. Call evenings Sun-

I

day-Thurs
. . 6pm- 1 0pm . (2 1 3)477- 1 237

TYPIST/secretary. Must type 45-50 wpm
10 hrs/wk. 5 PM- 7 PM. Salary negotiable
826<»409.

VIDEO store rental clerk. Good personal!
ty. No experience necessary. PT/FT
Vemce area. 399-921 1

.

VIDEO store rental dark, good personality
no experience necessary, p/t fA Venice

i

area. 399-921 1

.

' WAITER/waitress. full/part-time, speaks
[Chinese. Chinese restaurant. SM. Mary
395-9471 after 9 eve

I
WANTED: CHIPWICH SALESPERSON
$6.10mr. FUN JOB NEAR UCLA. M/F.
OUTGOING AND ENERGETIC. CALL
COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT.
(805)564-1255.

WILL pay $5/hr. just to make business
telephone calls. Call days 552-4663/night
306-1114.

WRITERS needed for monthly community
paper. Sorry, no pay. but publk:atk>n

guaranteed. 395-4459.

ZIONIST Youth Movement needs part-tinw

laaders. Must have Judaic background.
Pakl poeitk>n. More Info. Call Hillary

(213)653-4771.

Fill te yo«r w««k
witli «stra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial slcills. typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
•TIVER8

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Wettwood 208-5656

$1,000.00 p«r wo«k7
TNt is a rooNttlc goal for

a nrtottvotod tolMporsorx
roochlnQ Invwtort by

phono.
Col J.S.P.C. at

(213)821-7124. Wo trokil

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

BEAUTY salon in Weatwood: space
available for beautk:ian to rent. Good toca-

tk)n. free parking. 474-8516/470^696.

EASY extra inoomel $500-1000 poasiWel
f^uah atamped aalf-oddreaaed envetope-
McKinney A Aaaoc.. Dept U 1, 110 E.

HWcreat Blvd. 8u 200. Inglewood. Ca.
90301.

JOB APARTMENTS ROOM
OPPORTUNITIES 32 FURNISHED 50 FOR RENT 64

^ SUMNER ORIENTATION 7
^ 1986 COimSELOR ^
i RECRUrriNG is ON *
# NOW. FOR INFO CAU £
$ 2f6-6685 t.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor
11967 Rochestor Apt.#3 . $430. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co 838-1628.

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom with parking
$795. Walk to campua. 729 Qayley. 206-
8798. "-- - ---^-f--^-

BEDROOM/BATHROOM in 2-bedroom/2-
bath. Security garden apartn>ent. Roae at

Overland. $300/nfK). 558-0404. Rtehard.
Feb. 1

.

ONE large single $540. Nice buikjing with
pool. 1-mile to UCLA. 1235 Federal Ave.
477-7237.

rifii kifitifn%
Make $1 ,010 for stuffing 1 .000 ^

envetopes guaranteed! For free info. jl.

just send salt liirinii. )

JTB Inc. 4>

2470 Purdue buite 8 }^

Los Angeles. CA 90064 ^
ACTNOWII

FULL-TIME or pan-tinw chlropractte assis-
tant needed. Must have knowledge of
anatomy and be willing to work at a fast
pace. Computer experience helpful. Con-
tact Sarah, 658-8661.

'

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MO office
near Beverly Hills M-F full benefiu. Top
salary 939-21 11.

JOBS WANTED ..,33

RECENT MBA seeks evening and
weekend work. Marketing and taxation
Call Pat. (81 8)444-9268

.

INTERNSHIPS... 34

EXCELLENT work experience! Intern with
the Bobby Ball Talent Agency/Beverly
Hills. Call (2 1 3)852- 1 357.

CHILD CARE:
WANTED .35

MOTHER'S helper wanted. 2 children 9-

1 1 Muat drive own car. 874-4730.

CLUB GUIDE 40

BAR GRfU

AKA THE TEASZER (213) 654-4773

SUNSET STRIP AT CRESCENT HTS

JUMBO LONG ISLAND ICE TEAS

OR to 25
MAITAI'S*PREMIUM UQUOR^
MAPgWITHRiESHOJ.

DMICHMNCE«OHMIICE«» f/n

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

OWN Room/Bath in Clean, Sunny Apart-

ment. $450. Great Locatk>n l^ear Wilshire

Bundy. 838^822/85^0567.

PRIME Weatwood Village executive single,

$850 arnJ up 1 bedroom $1000 and up
Fireplace, pool, intercom, parking, air con-

dittoning. 206-3306.

TWO Bedroom, 1 bath, nice unit. West LA.

900 a month. 450-7546 until 6:30 pm.

WESTWOOO apartnf>ent, large living room,

small bedroom, $580 a month including

utilities (213)824-0243.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,

small, modern building. 11675 Darlington,

open house 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern

buikling, pool, parking, security. 1831

Whitley. (213) 467-9431.

$555-$575 Mar Vista reduced 1 -bedroom.

New decor, pool, parking, laundry. 391-

9686.313-1818.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c. fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine. •

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spactous. Yoaemite house

aunxxjnded by pinea. Fully equipped,

reaaonabte rates, doee to everything. (818)

785-9866. ^^___^_
/»

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom. spackMJS, new-
ly remodeled, new carpet. Corner of Bundy
and Sunset. Heated pool, laundry. $995.
393^)499.

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Weatwood. $775/mo. Singles also. 824-
9925.

ONE large single apartment. $385//mo. 1-

bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, porch.

Appointment:t21 3)759-1 194. AvailaWa^—
March 1

.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. Urge 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Balcony with
view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 206-3647.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
frigidaire, stove, carpet, drapes, walk io

Century City. 2121 S. Beverly Glen,
(213)201-0339.

$930 up. 2 3-bed/2-bath. Security buHdinf^
^121 Beloit. Otympic^Seputveda. NO^-

t '

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE- ©uiet. dean, responsible, non-
smoker, graduate. l-t)edroom. air. pool,

laundry. $350/mo. utilities incl. Evenings,
838-9691

FEMALE, non-snrK>ker needed to share
bedroom in a two bedroom apartment. 240
a month. Call 477-1244.

NEEDED: two non-smoking females to

share bedroom in .2 bedroom 2 bath
Brentwood apartment. Responsible $262
plus deposit. 471-4655.
OWN room, bath, Pool, security, parking,

tennis, Jacuzzi. $450/nx>. Call 410-9182.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

$1300. Deluxe 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent bachek>r available

$500. 1 mile UCLA. 826^907 826~8882.

$1650 3-Bedroom, 2-bath, Spanish style,

available now, call F^oberta. 306<X)73. Iv.

ffwssage.

3 BEDROOM WLA house newly refurbish-

ed. Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/month
Daytime 473-0126.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

FEMALE Grad student • 3-t)edroom quiet

home, washer/dryer, dishwasher, garage.

$310, 1/2 utilities. Janice 641 -7451.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

WESTWOOD-custom condol 2-bedrooms,
den, 2-baths. k>ft, skytight, builtHns, wet-

bar, pool, security. $165,000. Wynn, 477-

7001. #

HOUSING
NEEDED... 60

HOUSESITTER widow/church organist 2-

chikJren. June-September. Pet care OK.
(213)4544068 after 7pm.

WANTED: Guesthouse. Studk) Apt. or

equivalent to rent BT $300-400/month.
Possible exchange of evening Babysitting.

Contact Dalia. (818)788-2243 Evea.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

COMPANIONABLE, non smoking, semi-
retired person, facuity nriember preferred,

fteip with small services in exchange for

private room, bath. view, car and
refererwes essential. 454-3166.

LIGHT housekeeping exchange Westwood
furniahed studio apartment in luxury

buikling. Call between 6-8 p.m. 474-5621.

ext. 2-0.

BRIGHT, spacious room for rent in Sher-
man Oaks. Furniahed with private bath,
entrarKe and parking. Non-smoker prefer-
red. Phone: 818-761-6542. $385

MARINA Dei Rey luxury room/bath/kitchen
privileges. Beaches, amenities. Faculty/
grad only. $400. 823-8291

.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-
smoker in 2-t>edroom/2-baths. Security/
laundry. Courtyard/patk) near UCLA. Rose
near Overland. $385. 839-9545.

ROOM for rent. Palms area, near bus
lines. Laundry facilities available $350 plus
deposit 838-0024.

ROOM for rent: share our friendly, young,
private home $350/month Pico/Robertson
area. (213)278-2422.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Easy parking $500/mo. incl.

utilities. $750 security call (818)88»<a280.

$380/month. Westwood and 6hk). Kitchen,
living room privileges. Ed, Cherte, Adrian.
479-2402, 851-9057 messages, 9-1 2am or
after 10pm.

SKIING 79

WANTED two female Christian roommates
share new 3 k>edroom, 2 bath apartment.

Culver City. Fireplace, dishwasher. $325.

(213)836-0363.

TENNIS 80

TENNIS player? Looking for other to play

on evenings and weekends. Call Bryan
275-0609

HEALTH CLUBS 81

w

ROOMMATES 65

^ACHELOR to share. Aval . Feb. 1 st. $600
nidve Tn-util. included. Lease to June.
David 1-2pm 206-6968.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share 2-

bdmn. apt. Approx. 20 min. from campus.
$275/mo. plus utilities. Lynne (213)936-
5861.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studk)
next to campus. $325 utilities included.
Contact Susan 206-3719/273-124/,

FEMALE roommate needed to share (and
help find I) 2 bed. apartment preferable in

Westwood area with three very nice female
heavy metal rock fanatics. Need to move
in by March 1

.

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne two bedroom, two bath
cor)donriinium. Quiet, near campus. $700/
month Includes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit. Must see to believel 479-0269.

MALE seeks roomate for 1 -bedroom
apartment. $245.00/n(K>nth; furnished, 10
minutes from UCLA. Call 390-3103.

NEED female roommate-$273/mo. plus 1/3

utilities. Pool. Jacuzzi, security building.

(213)639-4166. Available immediately.

QUIET, clean, 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
non-smoking female. Share room $300
Anne/Det)orah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professk)nally
since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or
Sherman Oaks (81 8)789-6064.

ROOMMATE wanted: 3 UCLA undergrad
girls need an extra roommate to share an
apartment imrT>ediateiy until end of spring
quarter v\6 poaaiMy summer. $275/nf>o.

plus utilities. Corner of Kelton and Ophir,
parking available. Call Lainie (213)876-
5019.

ROOMMATE(S) Wanted. 1-male. $320/mo.
1 -female $280/nx> (different k>cations), in-

dudes utilities, WLA near UCLA. Shut-
tlebus, 473-8654, 636-9629 Iv. mess.

V'^^-^''^^^^*^^-^^^^'^^^^^^^^^'

•All dients screened w/photos

and refs since '71

•Deity computerized updates y.
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SUBLET 66

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sut)let during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(21 3) 683-91 00 for mon informatkxi

.

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

ROOM availat>le for rent. Includes own
bath. Male/non-smoker preferred.
$450.00/month. Call for veiwing.
(213)397-3350

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Ryt Special free intro, aerkMJS

students only, pteaae. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

sroffTs eoNNicnoN
Prooram directors h.

Private trainers wanted.
Seekir>g Exercise

Ptiysiologlst, Kines, P.E. 8i

Sports Medicine Ma|ors,
F/T or P/T. Starting Pd at

$5/tir arKi commission
witti advarx^ement op-

portunities to P/T at

$13/hr. Apply in person
Encino (818)788-1220
So. Mo. (213)450-4464
So. Bay (213)316-0173
(B.H.) (213) 652-7812

r

INSURANCE 9

1

itNSURANCE WARt WEXL BEAT-

ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM" (818) 880-4407. (818) 880-4361

.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

JERRY'S nrujving & delivery. The Careful
Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliat)le. Jerry (213)391-5857.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Pfofosjionol Service, for Peanuts

SERVICES
\jrPEf^KCfU .................... 7O

FRUSTRATED developihg/editing grad
school statements, tf>eses, papers,
resumes? Professional f)elp from put)lish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
2084353

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334.

22 year old Brazilian male, cheerful A
responsible, available for companion,
cook, house-keeper & chauffer Call Ed
(818)769-3249. 10:30-11 :30pm & Sunday
morningsorleave nnessage.

f
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!. SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

SERVICES TUTORING
OFFERED .....96 OFFERED ;.>»». 98

Exc«il«nt French tutor. Lots of experience.

French citizen. 16 dollara/hr. Call evenings

(818)762-7203. ^
FRENCH Tutoring by native PH.D. from

French University. Call Annie. 206-

8257(worky470-75e3(home).

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

We 're More
—^

—

II .1 ;• r

"»

Than Just
A Copy Shop

^tiSm

rrf-.-

You know you c^r^et copies, quality

multi-color printing «nd typesetting from

Graphic Services r^^t)ut did you know
^ou xan get rubb^fe stamps made^
business cards, custbmized invitations,

buttons for special events, customized

engraving, and even customized license

plate holders? And these specialty items

=make great gi fts. 3top-by-^ see out
samples and place your order today.

ADVANCED CLACULUS TUTOR NEEDED
- MUST HAVE FULL EXPERIENCE
TUTORING 30 SERIES. ALSO MUST
HAVE EXCELLENT GRAPHICS TECH-
NIQUES IN 3-SPACE. CALL 278-9466 &
LEAVE MESSAGE
FRENCH native would give French lessons

in exchange for elernentary Algebra. 473-

3872.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

b- A
First,Floor

Kerckhotf Hall

Room 150x

—

Open M-F QSKA
Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR/»PHIC
S U C L A^

SERVICES
n

Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

nINTRODUCING
i Qistotn Black
&White^
Processing.
For Students, for faculty and staff,

for professional photographers, for

everyone. Proof sheets, fast turn-

around and quality service. The only

location on campus that has this

service is . .

.

C/WPUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor Kerckhoti Room 150 •Mon-Fri 8-6. Sat 10-3 • 206-8433

A-A ACCUflATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;

Marian; 391-3822.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

:ranscription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

rKX)r>-6pm.

^AA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE. (213)450-8719.

'KAA word-processing: $1.50/page term

^S/page Dissertations, Theses,

Legal, Screenplays, (d.s.) UCLA-forrnaT"

sxperienced. (213)306-5089.

ALL typing I do. Free P/U & delivery. Call

after 1 PM. Unda (81 8)706-091 0.

APPLE and I vwrd processing. MWThF
>9pm; SttSu ^OSpm $15042.25.

fheses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

390^4588.

AUTOMATED Office Support: professional

secretarial/wordprocessing your papers,

resumes, etc. on IBM PC and HP Laserjet

xinter. Palms/WLA. Call Suzanne at 559-

3369.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resunrtes.

Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CAN'T type? Call me 83&^723 daytim^'

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

DOCTORATES - Dissertations - Theses &
undergrad work. Excellent quality. Your

work never kx>ked so good. Great for stu-

dents in LAX/So. Bay Area. Detwrah
410-9137 10am-6pm. ,

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependat>le typing/word processing,

$l.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352^4343 (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcriptk>n, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tk>n format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

SPECIALIZE term papers and resume
devetopment. Edit and type. Rush jobs

O.K.I Available 7 days or eves. Call 478-

7061 . Leave message if out.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

X

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

FRENCH- Native French teacher with

great rates/patierKe. Offering tutoring at

UCLA. Call Daniele 473^6079.

Learn French the easy way by native ex-

periencd Paris teacher recommended by

lop universities and LA Frer>ch consulate.

874-0934.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutorin^editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff

24hr./day, 7daya/week. 291-3158.

NEED tutor for 11 -yr. old boy. M-F from

3-6pm. Some knowledge of French necee-

sary. Must drive. $6/hr. 472-6380

TUTORING
OFFERED .98

TUTOR/EDITOR
For dissertations,

theses and

projects.
Proposals

Throuoh ^Inal
documents.
26 years

_4^

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic ttirough

calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

Enoineerlng, Reading, Gram-
mar, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows the subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent the material In a variety of

ways. You will also learn the

proper way to study to

achieve confidence. and self-

reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CAU JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

WKmmmmmmmmmmmm

OMI DAY TYMNe
PKtmitondi wTttec with BA In

Engiih w« type CVKJ edn term

popea. theaet. scripts, resumes.

etc. Or edlttng only. Over 25

years eiperterKe. Weslwood
VIoge.M Dekjrwy.

S24-2853 or 824^111

•Resumes*
•Career Guidance*
•Typing/Editing*

<T LouKXMt -Ct Proven results -Cr

•ir Free Consultation tr

Can ACCESS
(213)477-3641

Conomlent WLA Location

CALCULUS bre-calculus. Algebra,
reeeonaWe prk:e, call Mark «t 820-5882.

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probabMity, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. e2fr4029. 826^928.

CAN you write clearly ar>d oor>ci8ely7

Need profeestonal ftelp? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Researcfi Service.

(213)036-7582.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

QINQER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. Ail ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

VOICE, piano, organ, guKar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

-A

RESUMES......V 104 FOR RENT 101

LOOKING for that perfect job? ...We can

wrHe you a resunrw that will get It^ you.

Call the f^esume Connection (21 3)47&-

3274.

WINNING resumesi Student special $25.

Free consultation. Free copies. One-day

service. Open weekends (213) 851-0717.

Refriaerator Rentals

F or dorm frafernifios

sororities and co od
Ootional Sizes

for FREE DELIVERY
call POLAR LEASING
390-8647 anvtime

We ^ent color TV s *oo'

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL .105

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!

itn

'Vffi

LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area from $29

Honolulu from $129

Frankfurt from $320

Hong Kong from $386

Sydney from $498

Nairobi from $702

New York from $89

London from $265

Lima from $359

Tokyo from $429

Rio from $519

Round World from $1357
(LA-Hong Kong-Banglcolc-Delhi-London-LA)

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

YOUR on<:ampus

VsiFT^T* TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830-6, sat ii-3

l«JTOS fOR SAtfe;.lt3^-AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

BMW 320«. Excellent cond.. new tires,

AM/FM digital cassette player. $7200 obo.

541-3832.

"DATSUN 210. 1980. 2-door. red. auto,

am/fm cassette, excellent condition, no

problems. $3100. (21 3)857-1 045.

DEALER has many reliable low cost

transportation cars. Financtr>g available. 15

min. loan approval. 934-9504.

OLDS 79 (sports) Starfire 44,000 mi. xint.

condition New tires, clean full eqip/

automatic, must sell $1960 (213)470-9801

.

PORSCHE 914 1972. Excellent condition.

Color rainbow. Qaraged Beverly Hills. Call

for appt. 213-27^6031.

TOYOTA-Tercel, 1980. 2-door. 4-8peed,

am/fm stereo/cassette, must sell. $2,900

obo. Cesira 659- 1838/257-9407. '

VAN '72 Dodge 1-ton family wagon, con-

version, dealer maintained V-8, auto-air.

$5450 P-P (213)474-7216.

VOLVO 1980 DL- white, one owner.

55.700 mifes, sunroof, a/c. $8000.
(213)474-1823.

1964 GHIA, solid, great condition, yellow.

Best offer 472-3168.

1967 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good tires,

body needs paint. $1,750 otx) Brian,

824-7417,208-9888

1968 FORD, 4-door Galaxy 500. Good
tire$, carburetor rebuilt, one owner, asking

$700. Phone 472-1944

1968 PORSCHE-912 Excellent condition.

Forest green, tan leather, Kenwood
system, extras. Must sell $5650 obo.
471-8938.

1968 Pontiac Bonneville convertible. Full

power, looks great, runs great, am/fm.
classic. Make offer. 704-7385.

1970 VW squareback. Good school
transportatk>n car. Good condition, radio.

regular gas. $800. 396-0909.

1970 VW Poptop camper Westfalia.

equipped, AM/FM cassette, rebuilt engine.

$2200 obo. 474-2109.

1971 Buick La Sabre, new tires, great inte-

rior; must sell. $450 obo. Call Rick
(213)313-1620 eves.

1972 DATSUN 510 wagon. 4-speed, runs
well, AM/FM stereo cassette, $800/make
offer. 837-8839 _^^
1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stickshift, new paint, new clutch, touvers.

stereo/tape. CB . . . beautifulllt 824-0368

JflL

1974 Honda Civic wrth stick shift. AM/FM
cassette, rebuilt eng.. runs excellent.

$1100 obo. 474-21 09

1975 280Z, 2x2, air. great condition. Best
offer. 479-1519.

1977 Volkswagon Beetle convertible. Great

conditkyi. white $5195 obo. (213)462-2378.

1978 BMW 320i. Blaupunkt am/fm
cassette, sunroof, r>ew tires. Immacculate
tnsiderout. $o39o obo. 927-4021

.

~-~—

1978 CHEVY Cargo van, clean 29.000
original miles. Used only weekerKto. auto.,

power steering, power bfakes. $3500 Tom
(213)938-9687.

1978 Mustang, Red. T-roof, V6 4-8peed.

AM/FM cassette. A/C. nfK>re. $2700/obo.

Jeff 209-5476 afternoon.

1978 PINTO. k>w mileage, new tires,

clean, 4-spoed, $1500. Nancy (days) 825-

0488. (evenings) 558-8288.

1979 BMW 528i. Immaculate, automatic.

new transmission, tires, must sell. Make
offer p/p. 704-7385.

1979 CHEVY Monza. 68K. beige. 2-dr,

htchbk. 4-sp. stereo/cass. new wt>eels.

tires, clutch. $1500 obo. must sell imnr>ed.

213/938-6513 msg.

1979 280 ZX Datsun. 2 plus 2, loaded,

auto transmission, Exct. condition. AM/FM
stereo, sunroof-moonroof. $5250 829-3371.

(81 6)881 -4660.

1980 Fiat Spider, red. excellent condition,

46M. $5000 obo (213) 876-0675 evenings

1980 midnight blue Chevette. Low
mileage. Auto transmission. Excellent con-

ditk>n. $2400 obo. 271-7825.

1980 VW Rabbit Convertible, excellent

condition. 56K mmIos, yellow w/black,'

$6200/obo. 545-2295, 545-7778.

1981 BMW 745i turtx). Excellent condition,

stereo, two alarms, and nrrare. $22.(XX).

obo. Evenings (818)762-7203.

1984 318i 2.5 years on warranty. Superb
condition, gray/beige ckrth, alarm. 5-speed.

$12.900. Call Erik 552-0822, 546^266.

1985 Red CRX SI. must selll Like new.
sunroof. A/C. $9500 obo. (818) 508-9271

.

1985 VW Cabriolet:

tk>n, k>aded, alarm.

(818)887-5618.

Red. excellent condi-

Must sell, call Ellen

1976 BMW 2002. mint condition, new tires,

rebuilt engine, front spoiler. Weber car-
burator.$5000. (213)855^0844.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,
tires, excellent running conditk>n. Radio
$1250 obo 452-6646.

-1976 FORD 4^Joor, V-8. runs great, kwks
bad, needs brakework. Good deal $600
474-8996.
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1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $860/obo.Must selll (213)450-7354
(213)653-2966.

1977 Datsun 2-10. hatchback. $1200. Todd
(818)284-5484

1977 Renault Le Car. Good condition.
$850. 58.000 miles. Call after 6 pm or
weekenda. (213)472-7668.

1977 Suburu 5-apeed Good conditton.
New tirM. $1200/ hr. Must sell now. Call
662-4057.
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AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

'68 Bug. Shiny black paint, original owner,

well-maintained, am/fm cassette. Must sell.

$1900.829-3982. ,
'

'68 DODGE Dart 2-dr 72M miles, auto,

original V-6, runs well, new shocks, muf-

fler. $500(213)935-1517.

'69 2002 BMW. Sunfroof , Micheline tires.

Runs great. Needs rear body work. $750.

obo 824-7773.

'71 VW Supert>eetle convertible. New
paint, top. clutch, brakes, fuel pump. AM/
FM stereo. 30 MPQ. cherry! Must see.

$3995 obo. 838-5546. __^
73 Subaru-Good Condition-YourS' for a

mere $750 657-0342.

'74, BMW 2002. auto, sunroof, stereo/

cassette rebuilt engine, excellent condition

in/out $4400 otK) (213)451-4125. must sell.

'77 Dodge Colt. 4-door. automatic, air.

6^000. $1000. Tom 938-9687 evenings.

'78 Audi 5000. 66K miles, warranty. $3795.

825-8534/206-6519. George days: 694-

5660 eves. . • •

'78 Celica GT. Sport and fuxury $3000

Call original owner Bob 625-3580 or 479-

6612. '^".

^

78 Toyota SR-5 liftt>ack. Runs great,

newer tires, FM, radk>, 80,000 miles and

going strong. $18(X) obo. Rebec^ 462-

8868.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE,. ^ 1 14

%

78 VW Rabbit, standard, 67,000. good
condition, must sell, moving. $1850. 388-

7869. evenings.

79 Firebird, automatic, A/C, AM/FM
cassette. Great condition, must sell.

(213)392-2497.

•81 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE BLACK/
CUSTOM. GREY UPHOLSTERY. NV
TIRES, MAGS, BRAKES, CLUTCH,
LOADED. $6900. (213)651-2671 .

HONDA CM-250 nrwtorcycle 1983 35.000
miles w/helmet $950/obo. Call Norma
(213)731-5637.

1982 Honda 750 Nighthawk motocyde!
Excellent condition, garaged, 9K miles,

$1500 obo 478-5427.

1982 Suzuki GN400. 2300 miles, bought
new 1985. under warranty until June.
Always garaged, properiy maintained.
$800 or best offer. Scott 21 3-392-3273.

1982 Yamaha 550 Vision, red.excellent
condition, original owner leaving country,

$1200/0bo Lou (213) 470-5890.

1983 HONDA NighthaWk 550, 8300m
$11 50 Brian 824-0082.

1983 Honda FT500 Ascot, new in '84.

$600 invested, owned 3 months. $1100.
Thorn 470-1618.

1984 Gpz550 Black and red w/silver tank.

New racing Dunlops and Kerker 4 into 1

.

Only 3,500 miles w/few cosmetic dam-
ages Asking $2500/obo Call James 208-
2453 after 6pm.

1984 HONDA elite trunk and windshield

$850(818)784^239.

1984 Yamaha C-60. White. 1.200 mi..

good condition. $400/0b0. 275-8703 'or
276-3113.

.

•8l' Yamaha XS 400H. 1.200 miles. 2
helmets, cover, tank bag. Lock. $750 obo.
397-0321.

RIDES WANTED 116

17 YEAR old Fernald student needs ride

from N. Hollywood to campus 5 mornings
#818-980-6256.

31 Toyota Corolla. 5 speed. /V/C. AM/FM
cassette, 60.000 miles. XInt condition.

$3500. Days; 206-8680. Eves: (805)584-'

€553MarK)i —

MOPEDS 119

82 CHEVETTE 4-speed 5-door 35m. p.g.

$2000 obo (71 4) 861 -8729.
._

82 TOYOTA Corolla 2-door original owner

40,000 miles beige. $3200 397-0321

.

83 Maz. 626 LX. 18 K miles, loaded, like

new, must sell now. Laurie. 552-0822.

6572526.

84 f'ontiac Fiero, automatic, sun-roof, ex-

tended warranty, stereo-cassette, luggage

rack 14,000 miles. 472-0830.

I
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No use coming to help me now

Vve learned my lesson,

anyhow*
Believe me, once i get unposted

^ From all this paper I have

wasted,

/'// try no other crazy caper,*^

VII read the Want Ads in

the paper,

And, if i rail to F^nd help there,

That's still no reason to

despair —

^

Mom says youve never really tried

Until you've run a Oassifiedly

MOPEDS 119

1985 Honda Aero 50, 3 months old, like

new. $550 includes helmet and wheel lock

Call Ron 473-0508.

1986 Honda Spree for sale-1 week old with

kx:k. Call Shah 208-2067 $525.

BRAND new Tomos Silver Bullet. License,

k>ck, 150 miles. Paid $600. sell for $475.
274-1678.

SCOOTER. 1982 Suzuki 220. red. great

campus transportation, extras, very low

mileage. $475. (evenings) 641-5898.

125 Riva Yamaha. Excellent condition.

1400 miles, great fun plus conver plus

helmet. $995. 471-3001

1984 ELITE Scooter majestic red. pop-up
headlight, digital display. Runs great

$1000 OBO. Jennifer 477-6559.

^ YAMAHA 83»84»85ji^

RIVA
Scooters &. Accessories

!

^STARTING AS LOW AS $499!

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVA1V8
MOTORaCLE SALES AND SERVICE

1 13347 W. Washington Blvd

I Los AngeleS; CA 90066

i!V (a 13)306-7906^

OFF-CAMPUS
PARKING..,^ 120

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a

Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268. 50% off introductory

lesson.

BARGAIN BOX. 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress A
twx spring $150. Brass headtx>ard $150
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150 Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleepei

$160 Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard 393-2338

STEREO speakers, turntable, cassette

deck $150; Onyx coffee table $250; Vinyl

top table, four chairs $50; RCA video

camera $450. Call 476-71 1 1

.

TWO Dodge van tires. Like new. Call

825-6373 (day) Or 396-2445 (evenings) for

details. Best offer.

FURNITURE 126

%

^ ^ MAHRESSES ^' ^
AN rww hotel sets guoronteed

Twln$«t $50 i:ullSe« %6%
QuMn$«t $M Klng$«f $9t
New 5 piece bedroom set $11$

New full size or qo<»en sleeper $119

New $0(0 and tove seat....- $169

Ook finish coffee tables $7

Eftd TaMei $l$Lorop« $7

TNI WAMHOUSI
397-90)0

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

FOR Sale. 1/10 carat dianriond ring-

Ladies. Please call 828-1668. obo.

stereos/TV's
electronics 131
ZENITH. 25 inch. Modern color console

remote. Perfect condition. $175. 30&-4339

days. 306-1826 eves.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

3UISNESS Students: all formulas, one
jiskette. statistics. PV/FV. Ratios. EOQ.
RR, NPV. forecating, many nwre. Apple/
IBM. $23 00 Softools, 975 Euclid,
3kmarilk),Ca. 93010.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134
DISKETTES SSDD 52(. DSOD 62f
.ifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.
rele.(213)479-0345.

ROYAL SE 5000 E typewriter. $220. Good
-iondition. Call Ruthy, 213^7-6182.
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Jusf when I thought we'd

j
Be stuck with our Rolls

I

Ar,d our yacht and

I

CoUection of antique

;A^'ng bowls,! remembered
I Classifieds sold in diverse

I

VVoys ^
i Since thafs how I got

lAll the stuff in the

[ first place. • J
^AILYBR'Jltf\
ciASstfieos ^
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Tell Someone You Love
Them

With a Daily Bruin

Valentine's Day

Personal

^^

*-*•

r

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personskl ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified virindovif

(112 Kerckhoff)
for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style

that over 20,000
people vifill see!
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Sex scandal at Minnesota: Tarkenton, Hornung try to
hoop season may be over
MADISONT Wis. (AP) - Dane

County authorities filed first-degree
sexual assault charges against two
University of Minnesota basketball
players yesterday in an attack reported
by an 18-year-old Madison woman.

The Dane County District At-
torney's Office also filed charges of
second-degree sexual assault against
the two players, Mitchell Lee, 20, of
Carol City, Fla., and Kevin Smith,
21, of Lansing, Mich.

A third player, George Williams Jr.,
19, of Oakland, Calif., was charged

"With one count of second-degree sex-
ual assault.

An 18-year-old student at*Madison
Area Technical College reported last

Frfday that she had l^n attacked at
The Concourse Hotel in downtown
Madison, where the Golden Gophers
stayed Thursday after beating Wiscon-
sin in a Big Ten Conference basketball
game.

The players were arrested Friday
after police detained the team from
leaving the Dane County Regional
Airport on a flight back to Min-

neap>olis. "The trio was booked into the

Dane County Jail and held without

bond.

Conviction of first-degree sexual

assault carries a maximum prison

sentence of 20 years. The maximum
penalty under a second-degree sexual

assault conviction is a $10,000 fine or

10 years in prison or both.

Lee was charged with one count of

first-degree sexual assault and two
counts of second-degree sexual assault.

Smith was charged with one count

of first-degree sexual assault and one
count of secondr^ ^^~^ ^—'—

pass, run to Hall of Fame

The charges were signed by Assis-

tant District Attorney Judith Hawley
and police detective Robert Lombar-
do.

The three were scheduled for an ini-

tial court appearance later Monday.
Saturday, Minnesota Coach Jim

Dutcher announced he was resigning
in the wake of the arrests, and the
Gophers forfeited a Sunday game
against Northwestern while consider-
ing whether to resume the season or
forfeit the remainder of their games.

CANTON, Ohio (AP) — Quarter-

back Fran Tarkenton, who
scrambled into the record books

with numerous career passing

records, and Paul Hornung, star

halfback of the Green Bay Packers*

glory years, lead seven contenders

vying for induction into the Pro
Football Hall of Fame today.

Because they were among the last

seven to be considered before the

five-man 1985 class was named,
Tarkenton and Hornung
automatically were included in the

final15 for 1986 consideration*_,,_

Over the weekend, Tarkenton
and Hornung survived the cut to

seven finalists for balloting by one
media representative from each of

28 NFL cities, plus one member of

the Pro Football Writers Association
of America.

Others on the list are quarterback

Len Dawson, defensive back Ken
Houston, linebacker Willie Lanier,

wide receiver Don Maynard and
running back Doak Walker.

A minimum of four— and a max-
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is coming to interview

on campus

2/11/86

We are the leader in the field of injection

molded plastic shipping containers and metal
disc drive components. We offer:

Challenging engineering positions

leading directly to plant management
responsibilities

7 locations nationwide

Growth exceeding 20% compounded
annually for the last 1 5 years

Read about us at your placement office and
sign up for an interview.

imum of seven— players will be in-
ducted. To be elected, a player
must receive support from approx-
imately 82 percent of those voting.

Tarkenton, who played 246
games for Minnesota and the New
York Giants, led the Vikings to
three Super Bowl appearances dur-
ing the 1970s, but never managed
to carry them to victory.

Over his 18-season career, he
amassed National Football League
record passing totals of 6,467 at-

tempts and 3,686 completions for
47,003 yards and 342 touchdowns^.

—

Hornung, a Heisman Trophy
winner at Notre Dame, was a two-
time NFL Most Valuable Player.

From 1959-1961, he led the NFL in

scoring, establishing a record in

1960 with 176 points. In his nine-
" year Packers* career, he scored 790
points.

In 104 games, he had 3,711 yards
rushing and 1,480 yards recei^ng.
He missed the 1963 season after be-
ing suspended for betting on his

team.

•K-*

Tehnis
Continued from Page 36
match, but like the Bears with
their opponents, UCLA could
not shut them out.

Brad Pearce, Mike Kures,
Dan Nahirny, Buff Farrow
and Patrick Galbraith all

recorded singles wins to clinch

the match. Brett Greenwood,
who set the all-time Bruin
single-season record for wins
last year with 30, was upset.

Freshman Tim Trigueiro
ran into a wall during Fri-

day's match against San Diego
State and hurt his arm, but he
should be ready for action
again sometime this week.

Friday against the Aztecs,

coach Glenn Bassett's Bruins

rewarded him with his 400th
career victory when UCLA
won that non-conference
match. The victory over
Arizona Sunday left UCLA
with a 3-0 overall record, and
a 1-0 mark in the Pac-10.

Student priority

number system

rules announced
UCLA vs. use basketball

priority number information
and procedures.

1. Priority numbers for the
use-UCLA basketball game
on January 29th will be given
out twice. First, at 6 a.m. and
again from 3-5 p.m. on
January 29th.

2. Please line up at either
Gate 10 or 15 at Pauley
pavilion.

3. Please bring your ticket,
reg card and photo ID. You
may also get a priority^
number for your guest ticket. -

4. If you need to get a
number for a friend (student),
bring that person's ticket, reg
card and photo ID. You may
get a priority number for one
other person besides yourself.

Gates open at 5 p.m. and
tip-off is at 6 p.m.

Court upholds CIF rule

on high school athletes
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A

state appeals court ruling
upholding a one-year ban on
varsity sports competition by
high school transfer students

wUl help to keep recruitment

of athletes from spreading to

the high school level, says a
lawyer for California's in-

terscholastic sports programs.

But a lawyer for a Los
Angeles-area youth who was
kept out of varsity basketball

and volleyball for a year says

the ban may have cost the

youngster a chance at a cQk_
lege scholarship and is not
needed to stop recruitment.

The contrasting views were
in response to last week's deci-

sion by the 2nd District Court
of Appeal upholding the
California Interscholastic Fed-
eration's policy of requiring

high school varsity athletes

who transfer between schools

without changing their resi-

dence to wait a year before
playing the same varsity sport

at the new school.

Although public education
is a fundamental right under

California Constitutioii7

the right to take part in in-

terscholastic sports is not
equally fundamental, said the
opinion by Justice Armand
Arabian for a three-member
panel.

He also said the CIF rule,

which applies statewide, is

reasonably related to the
legitimate goal of preventing
abuses that threaten to

undermine student athletics.

The rule was "designed to
prevent school-shopping by
promising young high school
athletes and to prevent their
recruitment by overzealous
coaches, fans and faculty
members," Arabian said.

"The administrative dif-
ficulties and political pressures
associated with making indi-
vidual determinations regar-
ding the validity of reasons
given for an inter-school
transfer are valid and justify

adherence" to an across-the-
Board ban on competition, he
said.

CIF general counsel An-
drew Patterson said the ruling
affirms a proper balance be-
tween athletics and academics
by discouraging coaches from
recruiting prospects from
nearby high schools.

"The function of public
schools is not to produce
athletes, and we are not a
farm system" for professional

leagues, Patterson said Tues-
day.

But Tina Schuchman,
jajvyjeji -ior h

i

gh^^&xilmQl
student- athlete Kent Steffes,

said the CIF policy can
operate unfairly in eases like

Steffes' where no recruitment
was involved.

"This guy's whole college

and future could be affected

by the way this rule is ap-

plied," said Schuchman. She
said no decision has been
made yet on an appeal to the

State Supreme Court.
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Destruction before Detonation
The Impact of the Arms Race on Health and Health Care

with

Victor W. Sidel, M.D/
Immwiute Past f»T»'Md«-nl of thr Anicrii.jn Piiblu M<"jllh Ass\>< Mtion.

*nd President -pl«t of Ndlion.il Phwuuns li)r S>i i.«l Ki'sp»>nMl-'ililv

Wednesday, January 29, 1986 7:30 pm

Factor Auditorium — UCLA Campus
Lewis Factor Building A-660

Parking Sirvciuir M < ii I r ( onir A Ti^rrion

Admission Free

Far further mformation call: (213) 458-2694
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DM COMPATIBLE COMFUTEB

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only $8919
E.S.C. Compufers

(213)855-0623
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Aa NATURAL ROZXN YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834 r~ I

wmr^

Expires 2/10/86 • limit one per customer
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SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/thls ad.

SINCE 1929
. -—^E STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR
' 1061 Gayley aoross from Baxters

Don't Clown
Around

Advertise

in the

Daily

Bruin

25-2161

ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION AND INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT CENTER PRESENT THE FILM:

"THE ITNESSES"

Produced& directe^t>y J. Michael Hagopian

UARY^8.^'30 PBi
atlSC

, but donations ivelcome
Receptif^n,follows.

FUNDED BY: CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE (CPC) of the PAB

ASUCLA
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD

is seeking applicants for the position of

1 986 PACIFIC TIES BUSINESS
JVIANAGER

and
1986 KLA GENERAL SALES MANAGER
Pacific Ties, published twice per quarter, is UCLA's
newsmagazine covering issues of concern to Asian
Americans.
KLA is UCLA's radio station, which broadcasts 24
hours, seven days per week.
Applicants must be registered UCLA students and
should have some knowledge or experience in sales or

advertising.

Applications are available in the Publications Office,

112 Kerckhoff Hall, 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Application deadline: Friday, February 7, noon.

ASUCLA Communications Board - Daily Bruin, Ha'Am, La Gente,

Nommo, Pacific Ties, TenPercent, Together, KLA, Bruin Life.
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SHAHE NAJARIAN/Oailv Brum

The classless Cal Bear tries to get a closer look at a UCLA
song girl during a recent basketball game.

^ree people leading

DB in Chase contest
PAC-IO STANDINGS:

Washington 6-1

Arizona . 5-

1

Cal 5-2

Oregon State 4-3

Stanford 3-4

UCLA ^ 3-4

Arizona State 3-4

use 3-4

Washington State 2-6

Oregon 1-7

Did you enter the Beat
the Bruin/Chase Deli Pac-
10 basketball contest last

December? An example of

how it works: If you picked
Washington to finish
fourth, and they finish first,

you have three minus
points. We add up all of

the minus points from the
ten teams, and whichever
contestant has the lowest
score, wins.

The grand prize is one
free pizza a week for all of
Spring Quarter from Chase
Deli in Westwood.
To win the pizzas, you

must have a lower score
than the Bruin (picks ran in

the sports section in early

December, and they are

reprinted here). Right now
it looks like you all have a

good shot. Here is an up-
date of the contest leaders

to this point in the season.

First place: Gary Bradus,
17 points off. Second place:

Reuben Sloan, 21 points off

(second is not good enough
Reuben, but there's plenty
of time to catch Gary).
Third place: Aaron Hughes,
22 points off.

Right now the Bruin is

24 points off, but when the
logjam at fifth place breaks
up, things will change in a
hurry. Here are our picks.

1) Washington
2) Washington State

3) UCLA
4) Oregon State

5) Arizona State

6) Cal

7) Stanford

8) use
9) Arizona

10)Oregon

Good luck. We will up-
date the contest scores
again in about three weeks.

Athletes
Continued from Page 34
parallel bars and a 9.45 on the
balance beam. Service missed
a sweep by just .10 of a point
with her 9.55 on the floor ex-
ercise, good for second place.

Jaime Brown, sophon>ore,
basketball

In UCLA's last three games,
starting guard Jaime Brown
has shown the potential to
become one of the Bruins' best
scoring threats this side of
Reggie Miller.

Brown scored 39 points in

her last two games, 18 in a
loss to Cal State Long Beach
and 21 in a Pac-West con-
ference win over Stanford.

The most important points
she scored at Stanford were
the last two. After the Bruins
had built a 19-point halftime
lead, the Cardinal came back
and fouled Brown. UCLA was
up by just one point with 10
seconds left in the game when
Brown stepped to the line.

Brown made both ends of
the one-and-one opportunity
and UCLA won the game 65-
62.

*^

For the year, Brown is

averaging 9.4 points and 2.5
rebounds per game.

..ojoo! «o..uiiOi»iy >riid«/0 tu^ u,v*i /ij^vTrtiio <ij»f^ .icJMj
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The celebration continues, v .

FREE CALCULATOR
"(fll purchase of

:: Ultra-thin

• Sharp.modern look

• Casio's 1 yr. warranty

$1799
Retail $25 00 FS-10

DtMtaHBMi itmammmmtim i 1^ I il il

WHY PAY ^js;^20° 'PRICES? a^cJ/o"

PHONti PRAXIS 20
I

PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEVmiTER
• Automatic correction memory

I • interchangeable daisy wheel & ribbon

1*2 keyt)oards tor special characters &

• Works on all phone

systems
• Touchtone or Pulse 4 „ „„„„
. MCl/Spnnt Compatible ! . &nn .T/? Lpr^ I • Carrying case & cover

I Retail 249 99

I SPECIAL

FCC Registered

• Auto Redial Buttor>

• 8 nx) warranty by

mtg
• 10 memory

dialer/phone

Speaker phone
w/volume control i$149«' Exp 2/6/86

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 9<*ti HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER VtiA

NOW OPEN / DAYS
W. Lm Ano^lii, CA WM» 390-4477 monsat n 7PM»suni2 spm

12220 VENICE BLVD.

Be among those honored by the

Chancellor for Outstanding University,

and/or Community Service.

Wear the Blue and Gold Fourragere at

the 1986 Commencement.

SHAHENAJARIAN/DaJlyBruin

Cal coach Lou Campanelli, getting a ride from his Athletic Director, blows a kiss to the

Berkeley fans ...

CHANCELLOR'S
MARSHAL

Applications now available to all

Graduate and Undergraduate degree

candidates. No minimum GPA.
Due March 6, 1986

APPLICATIONS at: Ackerman Union
Info Desk, North Campus, Murphy Hall

2224, West Center, Bio-med Library,

304 Kerckhoff Hall, GSM Library, AAP
Graduate Department.

.„-..

A DJM SUM CAFE

IIGHT CHINESE _

Lunch, Dinner

or Late Nights

From $1.75

WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 1091 BROXTON*L.A./213-824-7869 [

• . . then gets one back from an overly emotional rooter.
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Athletes
Continued from Page 35
again, Jager won both sprint
freestyle races.

In the 50 free, Jager swam
a quick 20.25, easily out-
distancing the competition
and qualifying for the
NCAA's. The meet was at the
same pool in which Jager set
.the American record for the
50 just one year ago.

Jager continued the stellar

performance by winning the
100 free, once again bettering
an NCAA qualifying standard.
Jager's time of 44.47 is the
fastest in the nation this year.

In the Dallas Morning News
Invitational swim meet at
SMU, UCLA participated in
its. third and fourth straight
days of competitive swimm-
ing. The toll of such competi-
tion barely showed on Jager as
he won the Most Valuable
Swimmer award for the se-

cond straight year.

Jager swam the backstroke
leg in the Bruins* second place
finish in the 400 medley relay.

The time of 3:21.61 was the
team's best this year and miss-
ed the NCAA standard by less

than one-half second.

Jager continued his individ-
ual heroics with a second
place in the 100 back and the
50 free. In both races, he lost

to members of the 1984 U.S.
Olympic te am, Mo^-k—

the free.

However, Biondi wasn't
good enough to keep Jager
from claiming his third con-
secutive 100 free race.

The native from Colinsville,

Illinois, also swam the open-
ing leg of the 200 free relay.

UCLA won that race, which
put them in second place in

the meetf, and much of the
credit goes to Jager. UCLA's
team captain swam a 20.14
opening 50 yards to give the
Bruins an insurmountable
lead.

-'\.

T^hodenbaugh in the back and
gold medalist Matt Biondi in

Tanya Service, freshman,
gymnastics

A freshman from St.
Charles, Missouri, Tanya Ser-

-vtee continues to be the
leading performer for the
UCLA women's gymnastics
team.

At the recent UCLA-Stan-
ford-Arizona triangular meet.
Service recorded the highest
all-around score any UCLA
gymnast has received in the
last two years with her 38.10.
The score also represented the
best ever to be performed in

the Wooden Center, UCLA's
home the last three seasons. ^^K^^^HK^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^...i:^ •»««^

Service won three of the
four individual apparatus
-competitions scoring a Qi6 on

. _, ^^ .
^"^""'^

the vault, a 9.5 on the uneven Guard Jaime Brown totaled 39 points in two games last week, including two free throws
Continued on Page 32 ^^^^ sealed the Bruins' win over Stanford.

CONSTANCE
IS BACK AT

BLUE & GOLD HAIR DESIGN
Special Offer

PERMS $10 OFF
MEN'S HAIRCUTS $5 OFF
WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS $10 OFF

w/this coupon Tues-Sat New clients only

1 09 1 6 LeConte Ave. 208-5863

• SURFBOARDS • WETSUITS • GOLF

WE
PAY CA$H
FOR USED SPORTING GOODS

BUY • SELL • TRADE
ENCORE SPORTS (818)348-8813

QUALITY PRE-OWNEO
SPORTING GOODS 22702 VENTURA BLVD.

WOODLAND HILLS
• EXERCISE EQUIP • SCUBA •

DELICIOUS
i V

XL-'
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

$lOffi
One dollar off any pizza.

One coupon per pizza.

Expires FEB 4, 1986

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000
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Can you ,._

afford togamble
with the LSST, GMAT.

GREprMCAT?
Probably not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

youre fresh out of college,

call. Why take a chance
with your career?

KAPLAN
SIANltYM KAPiANEDUCAllONAlCCNItRlTD

The worlds leading
test prep organization. _

ENROLLING NOW! Visit us oi our ceniet

MlX'd W<>sh«.()toi, Blvrj tulvet City CA
•^•/V <> coHus €l(ivs eventi">gs or A/f'fi'

^^''^'; 1 '>uf phone ourriber (213)
202-1924.

HONDA
Present Student ID. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Jo\f\ the Elite'"

CLITI TM

PUT YOUR FACE IN THE YEARBOOK^

photoS'-aU week in the kerckhoffloBBy-'IO'S

. FREE! ^
YEARBOOKS ON SALE THIS WEEK

IN STUDENT STORE!

and at the Daily Bniin Classified window

Arrive in style

.^^s;«JK.

»

Co on a spree'*'

•TM

^^
//«.

BILL ROBERTSON t SONS INC

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191
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UCLA's male and female Athletes of the Week
^H??^^^^»
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"^1 Jager dominates,

^ Service, Brown

^rlde this weelt

•
- ' RICHARD HARTOG/Daily Bruin

Tom Jager equaled the NCAA qualifying standards in two
freestyle races last week.

By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

Tom Jager, senior, swimm-
ing-

Dominating cx)llege swimm-
ing like no other athlete has
befoi:e him, Tom Jager paced
UCLA to impressive showings
at three meets last week in
Texas.

Jager won five of the seven
individual races he swam in

while placing second in the
other two. Along the way, he
bettered two NCAA qualifying
standards, a great ac-
complishment when you
realize that he swam unshav-
ed.

A five-time NCAA champi-
on, Jager won both the 50-

yard and lOO-yard frgbstyle

events against Southern Meth-
odist University last Wednes-
day. Jager also swarri the
backstrokeHeg for the Bruins
in the 400 medley relay. •

UCLA won that race and
~^he nteet, but narrowly missed
the NCAA qualifying standard
in the slow SMU home pooj.

If Jager was good against
SMU, then he was great in a
double dual meet with Texas
and Florida at Austin, Texas
the very next night. Once

Continued on Page 34

JEFF HARBAND/Oaily Bruin

Freshman Tanya Service earned the highest UCLA total all-

around score in the last two years with a 38.10 Saturday
night.

^%^

).

'k^\

TOOTH BONDING
Nitrous Oxide

DONT JUST GRIN
AND BEAR IT...

See Dr. Friedman

-— PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• Stereo Headphones(bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Frie<;iman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

FINANCIAL AID
tOUESTIONS?

ucia IJNIANPIAL

\#ATTEND OUR
j98^987 FIIMAIMCIAL AID WORKSHOPS
JANUARY 28
JANUARY 30
FEBRUARY 3
FEBRUARY 4
FEBRUARY 6
FEBRUARY 5

FEBRUARY 5
FEBRUARY 10

FEBRUARY 1

1

DEADLINES TO REMEMBER;
FEBRUARY 1. 1986: CONTINUING STUDENTS UNDERGRADUATE

SCHOLARSHIPS

FEBRUARY 11. 1986*: SAAC. INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS APPLICA-

TION. CAL GRANT SUPPLEMENT. STATE
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP SUPPLEMENT

«>

' APRIL 30. 1986: TAX RETURN. INCOME INFORMATION REQUEST
AND SUPPLEMENT

BOWL '86

Competition Begins TONIGHT!

ACKERMAN 3520 12 PM
ACKERMAN 3520 12 PM
ACKERMAN 3520 10 AM
ACKERMAN 3520 12 PM
ACKERMAN 3520 12 PM
LUVALLE BOARDROOM 11:30 AM
RIEBER HALL. FIRESIDE LOUNGE 7:00 PM
A.107 MURPHY HALL 12 PM

lO PhA
A-107 MURPHY HALL —iic "M

TONIGHT 7:00

THURSDAY, JAN. 30 7:00

TUESDAY, FEB. 4 7:00

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5 7:00

THURSDAY, FEB. 6 7:00

SPROUL HALL TV RM
DYKSTRA HALL FSL

RIEBER HALL FSL

MIRA HERSHEY HALL

HEDRICK HALL FSL

SEMIFINALS & FINALS- ___„
February 13, 7:30 pm HEDRICK HALL FSL

Come watch the thrills, chills, and excitement of
College Bowl '86

Funded by CPC/PAB, USAC Programming, EPC.
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[?Qa snorts Rkk Alexander. Sports Editor

Rkk Schwartz. Assistant S^Mfts Editor

Andrea Tetrick. Aaistant Spom Editor

Schwartz: Around UCLA and college athletics
By Rjck Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

Hibernation: Reports
from Harmon Gym in

Berkeley that reserve Eddie
Javius (who barely played
in the game but cut down
the net afterward) is still

_sitting on the rim are false.

we're playing them* team:
Funky Smell. Undet* 17 not
admitted teams: For The
Love Of Jill, and Buster
and the Penetrators.

Lucky Charlie: The
NCAA had a cameraman

and supervisor at Stanford

for the game Thursday
night to do a piece on of-

ficial Charlie Range and
how he makes the
"charge-or-block" call.

Well, the floor in Maples

Pavilion is laid on springs,

making everything feel like

the next Bay Area earth-

quake is imminent. So the

hand-held camera was
rendered useless. That's a

shame. The people in

It was rumored that Javius
told Coach Lou Campanelli
he figured it was the only
way he could play more in

the next game. Campanelli
talked him down, then told

Javius he was right.

Spirits?: The Cal fans
didn't have to drink to

become intoxicated Satur-

day night, but if they didn't

there still must have been
some nasty hangovers Sun-
day.

Taking it to the divot:

UCLA's golf team tore up
the course last weekend in

their only home tournament
of the year. They did not

Please see pages 32 and
"33 for more Cal basketball

photos.

place in the top four.

Twenty-one or bust: No
lead is too big for the
basketball teams this year.

The women's squad was
ahead by 21 in the first half

against Stanford, and led

by 19 at the intermission. A
late rally by the Cardinal
women brought them
within one at 63-62 with
just a few ticks left on the

clock. Fortunately, Jaime
Brown coolly downed both
ends of her one-and-one,
and the Bruins escaped.

What's in a name?: Some
of the better intramural
basketball team names of

Winter Quarter are Deuces
Wild, We Be Dreamin',
and Whiteman's Disease. A
few teams that should be
good for a shootout: The
Swat Team, Asian Inva-
sion, and the Royal African
Air Force. The *Oh man.

NAJARIAN/Oaily Bruin

Paul Javius indicates to the Berkeley fans that Cal is No. 1 after the Bears beat UCLA.

charge back in Kansas
should see what's going on
out here.

Sorry, Charlie: Reserve
forward Charles Rochelin
played superb basketball at

Stanford Thursday but got
only 8V2 minutes against

Cal Saturday. Apparently
Rochelin's defense needs
improvement before coach
Walt Hazzard will go to

him more.

Side out. Heaven's Team:
The tragic death of 31-

year-old American
volleyball star Flo Hyman
was a shocking loss. Hyman
helped the USA to a silver

medal in the 1984 Olym-
pics. She was in tremendous
condition and playing in

Japan when she collapsed

off the bench after a player

change and died. Not only
posthumously did volleyball

people call her the best

female to ever play the

game, Flo had plenty of

recognition before she pass:i_

ed away as well. No doubF
she left her impressions on
many of the country's top
young players of today, and
Hyman will be missed by
all who knew her or watch-
ed her perform.

Rapmaster Pooh: The
freshman guard who has an
affinity for singing his Phil-

ly rap to writers on plane
rides began his on-court
rapping of opponents last

weekend. Richardson had
only two turnovers against
Stanford, and only one
against Cal. At the same
time, he averaged 13.5
points and 6.5 assists over
the weekend.

"Yeah, take it to *em
Pooh, you're the king of the
sing, got behind-the-back
knack, make the pass,
sm(K)th as glass. You're the
guy from Philly, came all

the way out West, we
know, give it some time,
you're gonna be the best."

Hoopsters continue road trip in San Diego
UCLA battles youthful Aztecs in non-conference cage action

By Mike Preston

On the third leg of a four-

game road trip ending at

use, the UCLA women's
basketball team will take on

the San Diego State Aztecs

tonight at Peterson Gym-
nasium.

With a Pac-West record of

1-2 and 9-10 overall, the

Bruins are coming off a
laugher-turned-squeaker at x
Stanford last Friday. In a first

half performance that may
have beeii their best of the

year, captain Anne Dean and
company shot out to a 39-20

lead against the Cardinal be-

fore going to the locker room.

Because of what coach Billie

Moore described as a lack of

maturity, the Bruins
squandered what looked "like

an insurmountable lead and
were forced to make two
clutch free throws to pull out

a 65-62 win.

Sophomore guard Jaime
Brown has come on strong in

the Pac-West, averaging 18

points and 2.8 rebounds in

three conference games while
scoring a career-high 23
against Arizona last week.
Brown scored a game high

21 points against the Cardinal
to lift her overall average to

9.4 points per game.

UCLA's leading scorer is

Dean, averaging 14.1 points to

go along with her 3.7 re-

bounds per game. Dean has

led UCLA in scoring in six of

the last 10 games and is cur-

rently fifth on the all time

scoring list as she recently sur-

passed Debbie Willie.

While the Bruins have been
consistendy strong from the

perimeter, the inside game has

been somewhat sporadic.

Dora Dome and Sue Mead
have combined to strengthen

the inside game providing 6.3

and 7.2 rebounds per game,
respectively.

SDSU comes into tonight's

game with an overall record
of 8-8 after defeating their last

two opponents, UOP's Tigers

and UC Santa Barbara's
Gauchos.

Pacing the Azteiss is

freshman forward Jessica
Haynes, who leads the team in

both scoring and rebounding
with 16.9 points and 10. 3 're-

bounds per game.

Another top scorer is Shelda
Arceneaux who is averaging
14.7 points per game. On a
team that displays plenty of

youth, the only other Aztec
scoring in double figures is

freshman center Brooke

Meadows. SDSU's strong in-

side game could provide a
serious challenge for the
Bruins.

Point guard Lisa Stevens
leads the team in assists with
an impressive 62 assists on the
season.

Coach Earnest Biggins'
team has been plagued with
injuries and lost one of their

brightest prospects in Tina
Hutchinson to a knee injury.

Without her outside shooting
ability, the Aztecs have rolled

up a miserable 1-7 road record

but an impressive 6-0 record

at home.

After tonight's game, the
Bruins will travel to USC on
Friday to end the road trip.

Tonight's game is non-
conference. SDSU is in the
PCAA.

Netters are ntsar

perfect on Super

Sunday, beaTUA
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

Leave it to Arizona, the
school that gave us a Rose
Bowl, to take away a Super
Bowl.

The Wildcat tennis team
had a scheduling problem,
causing them to move their
Pac-10 match against UCLA
to, you guessed it, Sunday.
Originally scheduled for noon,
the teams agreed to move the"
starting time up to 11 a.m.
The match ended in just

three-and-a-half hours at 2:30.
But missing the first quarter of
the Super Bore was missing all

of it.

^

At least the young Bruins
provided some excitement on
the courts. Arizona never real-

ly threatened to win the

Continued on Page 30
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News: UCLA's Aca-
demic Senate delays the

new foreign language
requirement.

See page 5.

Viewpoint: The nation
experiences the horror
of the Challenger
tragedy.

See page 16. ^_

Review: Kurosawa's
epic Ran finally makes it

to the screen after years
of struggle.

See page 18.

Spbrts: UCLA's
basketball team hosts
USC, boasting a three

game series win streak.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Chance of showers.
High: 68, low: 50.

(Dept of Atmos-
pheric Sciences forecast)

University of California Los Angeles
'
itaac
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Space shuttle explodes, kills

teacher, six crew members-
By Howard Benedict, AP Aerospace Writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — A
catastrophic explosion blew apart the space
shuttle Challenger 75 seconds after liftoff

Tuesday, sending schoolteacher Christa
McAuliffe and six NASA astronauts to a fiery

death in the sky eight miles out from Kennedy
Space Center.

"We mourn seven heroes/' said President
Reagan.
The explosion occurred about the time

Challenger was to enter a period of maximum
aerodynamic pressure when wind and other"
atmospheric conditions would place the max-
fmum force on the outside of the vehicle.

The accident defied quick explanation,
though a slow-motion replay seemed to show
an initial explosion in one of two peel-awi

^

rocket boosters igniting the shuttle's huge ex-

ternal fuel tank. The tank burst into a fireball

that destroyed Challenger high above the
Atlantic while crew families and NASA of-

ficials watched in despair from the Cape.
Other observers noted that the boosters con-

tinued to fly crazily through the sky after the
explosion, apparently under full power, in-

dicating the that the fatal explosion might
have originated in the giant tank itself.

"We will not speculate as to the specific

cause of the explosion based on that footage,"
said Jesse Moore, NASA's top shuttle ad-
ministrator. NASA officials are organizing an
investigating board, and Moore said it will

take a "careful review" of all data "before we

can reach any conclusions." — •

Never before in 56 manned space missions
had Americans died in flight. John Glenn, the

former astronaut, recalled that three
astronauts died in a launch-pad training acci-

dent 19 years ago and said the history of

pioneers is . often one **of triumph and
tragedy."

The explosion followed an apparently
flawless launch, delayed two hours as officials

analyzed the danger from icicles that formed
in the frosty Florida morning along the shut-

tle's new launch pad.
^ "There were no signs of abnormalities on
the screens" as flight cpntrollers monitored
Challenger's liftoff and ascent, a source said.

The source, at the Johnson Space Center in

_Houston, said the blast occurred "unexpectedly
md with absolutely no warnirtg:** "
Mission Control reported that there had

been no indication of any problem with the

three shuttle engines, its twin solid boosters or

any other system and that the shuttle just sud-

denly blew apart 10 miles high and eight miles

downrange of Cape Canaveral.
Flags at Cape Canaveral were lowered to

half-staff. The countdown clock that marks
the progress of the mission continued for

hours.

Reagan, in an Oval Office address 'after he
postponed his State of the Union message
because of the tragedy, reaffirmed his com-
mitment to the shuttle program and said,

"The future doesn't belong to the fainthearted.

Please see SHUTTLE, Page 12
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SHAWNE WICKHAM/Manchesfer Union Leader/UPI

Space shuttle Challenger, carrying a crew of seven, lifts off

(left) and apparently explodes moments after launch (top

right).

As two solid rocket boosters twist away (top) from the apparent explosion

of space shuttle Challenger, debris falls to the^ground.

After the tragic explosion, the contrail of Challenger can be seen over the

Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida.
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Gramm-Rudman laviLHiay solve

America

Your

Business

By Paul Vannuki

On Nov. 19. 1985 "Your
Business" reported about the
Cramm-Rudman proposal,
terming it, "a logical cure for

the deficit dilemma." Now
two months later, Cramm-
Rudman is law, and there has
been much controversy lately

as to the economic challenges
presented by the Gramm-
Rudman target.

Through these arguments it

has become evident that the
law does indeed have its

shortcomings, as well as its

WOOF ^

obvious benefits.

While the plan mandates
drastic cuts in the federal def-

icit in the amount of $200
billion over six years, many
doubt that Congress, which
has never had such limits im-
posed before, can cut back so

severely in so few years.

The law gives the president

supreme power to make tax

cuts across the board if Con-
gress is not able to decide, st>

we can almost be certain that

deficit spending will be reduc-
ed significantly, if not termi-

nated, by 1991.

Cramm-Rudman promises

to affect nearly every facet of

the economy. Unemployment,

the trade deficit, income

distribution, and the level of

economic growth will be pro-

foundly affected by the im-

plementation of the law.

Many leading economists

seem to agree that an initial

slowdown in economic growth

is more than likely, followed

by a marked decrease in the

value of the dollar. However,

if the deficit reduction brings

about lower interest rates,

there will be stimulating ef-

fects as well.

Lower interest rates will

provide for a stimulation of

growth, spurring investment,

while a decreased dollar will

boost U.S. export overseas and
reduce the attractiveness of

other countries' exports. All of

this plus an economy driven

less by government spending

spells relief for the taxpayers

Please see DEFICIT, Page 14
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IN MEMORIUM — The stars and stripes waved at

half mast in Dickson Plaza Tuesday, honoring those
killed onboard the space shuttle Challenger.

GLOW FOR \J\

New year, New You

I

r

• Color Analysis
• Personalized Beauty Break
• European Clay Facial

Call Beverly at 477-61 50
for your appointment no purchase necessary

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special \Yu„^ '^Jl '^^
> liege student program to lIlfliBr .:1j^: 'i.^ ->'

sfiarply lower your present
riles Faculty and others may
dlso benefit Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

Canyou
afford togamble

with the LSAX GMAT,
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-
lion students prepare for their
grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college, '

call. Why take a chance -^r-
with your career? ' 2^

KAPLAN _
SIANlt Y H K API AN tOUC AIlQNAl CfNTER IID

The worid's leading
test prep organization.

Interested in...

ENROLUNG NOW! Visit us 'jt our ce-.ier
I II 1(1(1 Wnshiiifjtoi, Hivri ( uivef Cif, ( .<\

^'.'<^' '.'f coll us (lovS evenings Of /v OP.1,

ends iJur phone nurr.bef f213)
202-1924.

Trying out, Judging,
or just Itnowing more
about 1986/87 Spirit

Squad Tryouts???
.t. ,.

ASUCLA Students' Store
and

Springer-Verlag

JANUARY 27 - FEBRUARY 8

20% OFF
Technical Book
Department

SELECT FROM:

BIOLOGY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
EARTH & OCEAN SCIENCES
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
MATH & STATISTICS
PSYCHOLOGY

Come to an open forum today from
3 - 5 pm at Ackerman Union 24 12.

For more info, call 206-882

1

r»a

•Textbooks Excluded

Special Orders Accepted

ASUCLA Students' Store
Technical Books
B-Level Ackerman Union 206^0763

X Mon,-Thurs. 7:45-7:30

Fri. 7:45-6:00

Sat. 10:00-5:00

Sun. 12:00-5:00

^^LA STUDENTS- STORET«chnlc«» Book* »^^Ack,nn.,n Union
/ taSTTII / M Th 7 46-7 » F 7 46-6 Sm\ IM. 8«" 1^*
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Committee OKs quake resolutiorit

delays foreign language requirement

TRIVIAL PVBSUIT by Dom Folcino

By Douglas K. Glantz. Staff Writer

1
.^"iP^^V^t^^^ation of new foreign language retiuirements was

delayed by a 30-21 vote and an amended resolution on earth-
quake safety was approved Tuesday by the UCLA Academic

.J^egislative Assembly,
The foreign language re(|iiirements had stipulated that all col-

J^^^f
students, beginning with the entering class of 1986, must

either complete three years of the same foreign language in high
school or college, or pass an equivalenc>' exam, said Provost
Raymond Orbach, chairman of the Executive Committee of the
College of Letters & Science.
"The reasons that led my committee to the conclusion that a

delay would be the best procedure were twofold," Orhach ^id.
The foreign language requirements will now become effective in
19oo

.

First, he said, the foreign language department would be
swamped with students it currently is not equipped to handle.
"We estimate that if the new requirements were to take effect
in 1986, there would be a 45 percent increase over a three year
period in the number of students wanting to take elementar\
foreign language courses."

Second, the committee came to a consensus that making a
studi^nt take three consecutive years of foreign language courses
would not be the best way to expose the student to a different
nation's society and culture.

Please see SENATE, Page 10
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THE NAII, GARDEN
''over 12 years cf quality service

'

'

Limited Offer
NA»L GARDEN " " ^"^'

475-0500

I
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D

1007 Broxton.Ave.
(atx)ve Mario's Restaurant)

WISTWOOD VILLAGE

CUT &
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

Call: 208-1468
exp 2/8/85

33 - 50% Below RetaitlH

Off All Brands of Eyewear
Prices start at $29 complete

9f
LA Herald Examiner

*
'V

* Call for free price quote -J*

All Bausch & Lomb D^ily and Extended
Wear contact lenses

All Colored Daily and Extended Wear
contact lenses

$39
$39

a pair

each
Expires 2/09/86

^;

'i

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8001 Santa Monica Blvd.

6504)988

HERMOSA BEACH
1046 Hettnosa Avenue

376-8919

WESTWOOD
1082 Gtendoi Avenue

208-35^0
,^gj|iillggg|g||V|y^

CANOGAPARK
6901 Topanga Cyn. Blvd.

(818)884-EYES

We'll be seeing you on campus
First Interstate Bank will be sponsoring an information session

Operating Services Group Management Development Program

___ February 3, 1986

4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

o First
Interstate
Bank

Hotel Bel Air Sands, St. Croix Room
11461 Sunset Boulevard

(at the San Diego Fwy)
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TORRANCE 18234 Hawthorne Blvd.
(Mxt to th« "Big S")

BEST SELECTION. LOWEST PRICES EVER! 378-7877

Qayley CsTOKSyfcW
1 Ml N. onMW^a ttvil.

'jg'""^

kWM V

>.-- "'A

IONY WALKMANS

SUPER

I

WALKMANS

lOFf

HMT WM-F17 AM/FM SIwm CuMtt* ^
IMT WU4C2 WO OH«ctQM«l/lockmd \n H
SMV WM7S Spofis C<ss«t«c Aulo-Riv OoMty mm
»» WMf 15 AM/FM Cam«H IN STOCK

fTECINCSi

litiHMiia/
M.lia.i

Tleioii_

[60% OFF
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i f LP>a8ii

88

\RECORDING PLAYERS

AIWA HMflVAOMMK

' 1 1 AnOA li^' Rtcortft Aulo rtvwte >

.

;qC» ItRT^ S2 19 9E>AMifU Sl««> CatMO*
KENWOOD CP€5 AuloRtvetse AM/FUSBandEO

^e>f< AJWA i 400 MARK II Aulo Aever&e Dolby' BMR

IRecwds Oti RaO<o Mike mctuOed Smtilet and
Benei than jor IM SIOCK

- - AIWA J 500 remote and /ecwds AM/f M IM STOCK

_ SONY '.PRO" WM-06C
Records m Dolby B • C NR 0OQQ OD
e.nicr)Coiit>oi ^cOO.OO

NCW SONY AM8WERIN0 MACHWiT
rr-AOOO ONCV AT AfH>ROA8LE
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Digital headohonts
Many Styles L

007 Oigtl»rSPKS I

^^^^^ "'Of CD 01 Walkmanf

SOMYCO.Poiif D-5M88'
SONY PORT CD, PLAYER SPECIAL
BATT. PACK. AC. ADAP , HEAD PH CALLl
tOlYiw C—Mct DUc PHwf D-

7

F Motf swri

SPEAKERS ^t\%iy
isoNYSfls-30 ouni
&^""WALKMAN
X:ri.':i.SPEAKERS
Compieu Sysiem ^^ MQ^

^>^"

iM^JJ^
ML va. nt UT
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BAU HOURS

11*-aa» VOLT lOUPMDfT
Wi Malar CfdMCarH

IIMMI
I1JI-74I

ARM K-A{ 3 INCH SPK itui
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AS SEEN ON TV-IAS BEST BARGAINS hurry, while supplies LAST . mail ORDERS AVAILABLE .
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Why Jews
Can't Believe In

Jesus Y'shu

Vou^ve encountered them on campus and
street corners. You've felt inadequate when
you couldn't answer them. Now, take the time
for an expose on the activities and arguments
of "Christian Missionaries" and learn how to
respond to them.

Come hear Rabbi Ben-Tzion Kravitz, Director
of

Jews for Judaism

Rabbi Kravitz is a well known lecturer and has
appeared on NBC-TV and KABC Radio.

Wednesday, JANUARY 29th
From 12:00 Noon to 1:30

UCLA ACKERMAN UNION 2408 ^

'

Sponsored by
Jews for Judaism and Hillel

I I ir^i A i_
TODOCHENfv

UCL^ basketball coach Walt Hazzard steps off the court to

^^^
. .^^I

^" ^""^^' ^undraising luncheon for both UniCamp
and use's Troy Camp.

UCLA, use basketball players

team up for fundraising luncheon

By Judy K. Park____

Attempting to raise money for UCLA's UniCamp and USCs
inn C.amp, members of both scho<:>rs basketball teams ap-
peared at an annual luncheon Tuesdav at the Beverlv Hilton
Hotel.

According to tradition, the $30 per person event, sponsored

I fi^rV/iT^? .^ "^'^^ Century Citv, was held the dav before

pImI n r
^^ basketball game, which takes place tonight at

rauley ravilion.

UniCamp. UCLA's official charity run bv student volunteers,

rU\Ar
'"'""'^^ ^«"iP experiences for 500 underprivileged

cnudren every year.

wP^l^ ^'lu''"^''.
^^^^ *"" '^^^ ""» support for UniCamp because

hLrTl u ^ .{^ '^*^ one-time couaselor and UniCamp

nnoriT'!]
^"^^""> Melendez. "Hopefullv, we'll get more

support^and money to fund more programV:" '

i St.n Vf
''^ '^" "^"^^^ ^^^^ Hazzard and USCs coach

tanCnfTr'""
^'"J^^^-^^^^d similar sentiments regarding the impor-

,

tdnce of the .summer camps.
s b r

iust wi'Jh'*!!!''
''^\^^'^" ^ Sreat project for a very long time. We

Hazzard
"^"^.^I^'^Vers (from UCLA) were able to come," saidS the Inn r'"^^*^^^

"^^">' «f ^^^ P»ayers were unable to
attend the luncheon due to midterms.

what is loZi I uf ""^ ^^^ y«""g P«>P»e there, I recognized

iTe^nle ^"^^""^P^^^^^f «^ UniCamp and Troy Camp with young

c^esintoihir
'"'^, '"^dels, the values, the direction that

thaT nnorh nff
^""^^

''^- '""""^ >'«""« ^ids that would never have

McEn -k"^^'^ '\ "°^ ^^^ ^^^ ^«'"PS/' Morrison said,

persn^^^^ v^^^
'^"''^ ^^ P"^^»"g important events into

Ctt i'n .^T"^
•'^"^*^

r^"^^ «ver the pJst week that brought

Md r^ent^t (Tsr ' !!ll"^*"« ^*^*^«P D^^'"^"^ Hutu's speech

on inside lisrll^ k°T'..*
'°* ^"' ^ said about whafs going

sum^ with our own'^'^'lf'T"'"'" »>« '^''^"^^ ^« 8^* ^ """:

on „ut^' with .h
"""''*'; *]''''^'' " '»^g«' ^"rf'' 'hats po.ng

basketbaU «a:et H^J^,^^ «-«'- -«"'"-"- "'^"
'

M<yrH.^a^J/atfended.
'""" "'^"'^^" ^^^^'^ ^*"'" ""'' ""''•

l.aske[balK anlhn?,'!!!!!'"'-
^''awings were held for autographed

loniiiiit s yame tickets.
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When? ived. Jan. 29, 7:30 pm
Where? eooHiigard

Who? Vou!

Why? Why not have fun?^

Cost? Ij'REE
to UCLA Students

Sponsored by Jewish StudeqJ Union

MARK CAHOWELUUPI
STUNNED REACTION - Concord High School students
watched in silence from the school cafeteria as the space
shuttle Challenger exploded shortly after launch.

S|iace shuttle tragedy may
adversely affect children
By Anne Mulkern. Staff Writer

Young children may suffer trauma after witnessing Tuesday's
unexpected explosion of the space shuttle Challenger, though its
effects may remain hidden for some time. ::rr" _^^

"Children, teacher and parents across the country will be af-
fected by this national tragedy," said professor Robert Pynoos,
director of the Childhood Prevention Program in Trauma, Vio-
lence and Bereavement at UCLA's Neuropsychiatric In-
stitute. "We need to understand how children react to this kind
of event."

The effect this tragedy will have upon a child will vary,
depending upon his or her proximity to the people involved and
amount of exposure to the event, Pynoos said, noting that even

^
the average child will probably be affected.

"This is a national occurrence, like the assassination of Presi-
dent Kennedy," Pynoos said. "Even children not directly in-
volved have gained some familiarity with Christa McAuliffe,
the schoolteacher" aboard Challenger.
Pynoos emphasized the need for parents to be open with their

-children, allowing them to discuss the event and talk about
their feelings.

"Parents also need to share their own feelings instead of
directly asking the child how he feels," Pynoos added. "This
validates the child's feelings."

Although discussing death with children can be uncomfor-
table for an adult, it is crucial to the child, said Dr. Irene
Goldenberg, a UCLA professor of psychiatry and biobehavioral
sciences.

"In some cases, the children in the classroom who witnessed
the explosion and their teacher's death were lucky because they
probably had a chance to discuss it afterwards, " Goldenberg
said. "I worry about the child who was sitting at home alone,
watching it on T.V."

Very young children will need th^ most help in verbalizing
their feelings, Pynoos said. He added that many children may
act out the tragedy in their play, in order to deal with it.

"One difficulty in dealing with this tragedy is that it is

mysterious in some ways," Pynoos said. "We did not actually
see someone dying, making the finality of death not as readily
available."

Disillusionment is another result of this event, Pynoos said.
Many children now see their parents and the government as
vulnerable for the first time.
"Many children will worry that this event could re-appear in

a different form, " Pynoos said. "They have to be able to
distinguish between this tragedy and realistic risks in their own
ives.

Children may suffer from post traumatic stress disorder,
Goldenberg said. This trauma may manifest itself in many
forms, including sleeplessness, disinterest and anxiety.
"Any child suffering from these symptoms, and especially the

children of the parents directly involved, need to seek profes-
sional help," Goldenberg said.

Parents and teachers will also have problems as a result of
this tragedy, Pynoos said. Some children may be more "clingy"
while others withdraw.

"This tragedy will have an effect on the nation as a whole,"
Goldenberg said, "making us all feel more vulnerable."

"I think that generally," she added, "we don't feel we can
depend on technology as much."

:i

More seductive than sex...

more addictive than any dnig:^
More precious than gold.

And one man can get it for you.

For a price.
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Official Notice
TO: AU MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY —
FROM: THE CHANCELLOR
RE: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICY ON SEXUAL

—"

—

^^—
HARASSMENT AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES

UNIVERSITY POLICY
The University of California is committed to creating and maintaining a community m
which students, faculty, administrative, and academic staff can work together in an at-

mosphere free of all forms of harassment, exploitation, or intimidation, including sexual.

Specifically, every member of the University community should be aware that the Universi-

ty is strongly opposed to sexual harassment and that such behavior is prohibited both by

law and by University policy. It is the intention of the University to take whatever action

may be needed to prevent, correct, and, if necessary, discipline behavior which violates

this policy,

DEFINITION
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical

conduct of a sexual nature constitutes sexual harassment when:
(a) Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term

or condition of instruction, employment, or participation in other Universi-

ty activity;

(b) Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a

basis for evaluation in making academic or personnel decisions affecting

an individual; or

(c) Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with

an individual's performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offen-

sive University environment.

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment, consideration

shall be given to the record as a whole and to the totality of the circumstances, including

the nature of the sexual advances and the context in which the alleged incidents oceured.

INTERIM COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES
Although campus complaint resolution procedures are still under consideration, I wish to

call your attention to the above Policy and Definition and to the following interim pro-

cedures for this campus.
^ . i.=^==^ Experience has demonstrated that many complaints of sexual hafas9=^==

ment can be effectively resolved through informal intervention. In-

dividuals who experience what they consider to be sexual harassment

are advised to confront the alleged offender immediately and firmly. An

individual who chooses not to confront the alleged offender and who
wishes help, advice, or counseling may contact the appropriate depart-

ment chair, the offender's supervisor, or the staff of the Ombudsman's
Office (Don Hartsock or Ola Ross), 274 Kinsey Hall, extension 57627.

The Ombudsman's Office has information about other campus agencies— -—

that might provide assistance and can inform the complainant on ways to

initiate formal grievance procedures.

PARKING OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: CAMPUS PARKING SERVICE
RE: UCLA STUDENT PARKING REQUESTS

Student Parking Requests for Spring Quarter may be obtained from Campus
Parking Service, located in the Gayley Strathmore Parking Structure (Area 8) be-
tween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. Deadline for

submission of Request is:

February 18, 1986 - - Last day to apply. , ' -

' T""^
If you did not receive a renewable permit for Winter Quarter, you need to reapply.

For those students with renewable Winter Quarter permits, renewals for Spring
Quarter will be mailed January 30,1986, with a "void if not paid by February 12,
1986" notice.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: CAMPUS PARKING SERVICE
RE: UCLA DAY PARKING IDENTIFICATK)N/EVENING PARKING PERMIT
The UCI-A Day Parking Identification/Evening Parking Permit is not renewable.

You must apply in person. Applications for the UCLA Day Parking Identification/
Evening Parking Permit for Spring Quarter may be obtained from Campus Parking
Service, Gayley Strathmore Parking Structure (Area 8), between the hours of 8:30
a.m. and 4:00 p.m.,Monday through Friday. The first d^y to apply for Spring Quartisr
is March 17, 1986f.
You must be a currently registered and enrolled commuting student and provide

your UCLA Student idef)tificatk>n Card arid your valid, current term Registration card
in order to apply. '

' These permits will be issued on a "flrst-con>e, first-served" basis.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: CAMPUS PARKING SERVICE — —" ^^ ~ r— —
RE: VK>LATION OF PARKING REGULATIONS

Information on Student Parking Requests will be audited every quarter. Falsifica-
tion of information on Student Parking Requests may result in disciplinary action in-
cluding the revocation of parking privileges for up to FOUR YEARS.

Parking permits are NOT transferable and may be purchased ONLY from Campus
Parking Service. Resale is prohibited and may subject both buyer and seller to
disciplinary action. Any use by an individual not authorized by Campus Parking Ser-
vice or for a vehicle not registered with Campus Parking Service may result in

cancellation of parking privileges and other disciplinary action.

Possession and/or use of a permit or card key reported lost, stolen or cancelled
may result in disciplinary action including restitution and revocation of parkinq
privileges for up to FOUR YEARS.

For additional information, please see Item .1 ''University Discipline" of the UCLA
Parking Regulations brochure. This brochure is available from Campus Parkina« Ser-
vice, Gayley Strathmore Parking Structure (Area 8) or the Office of the Dean of Stu-
dents, 2224 Murphy Hall.

Comm Board member an'ested while

protesting local iNS detention center

By Bill Bowmer
Senior Staff Writer

Communications Board

member Adrian Alvarez w^
arrested and charged with

battery Monday while pro-

testing a local detention center

operated by the United States

Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service.

Alvarez, fellow MEChistas

and community members
were gathered at the former

American Lodge Motel in

Hollywood, now used by the

INS to hold persons being de-

tained prior to deportation.

Protesters were upset that

the center continued to

operate even after the recent

Los Angeles City Council reso-

lution declaring Los Angeles a

sanctuary for Central
American refugees.

"Two women were calling

me 'wetback/ and we got into

a verbal argument," Alvarez

said. "One tried to hit me,

and I backed away — Chan-

nel 34 filmed it," he said.

At about 11:30 a.m.,. Los

Angeles police took Alvarez in-

to custody. Alvarez said he

believes he was handled im-

properly. "My rights were not

read to me," he alleged.

Officers at the Los Angeles

Police Department's
Hollywood division refused to

comment pending Alvarez's

Feb. 11 hearing.

Adrian Alvaraz
NAJARJAN/Oaily B^uin

Police treatment of Alvarez

surprised some fellow pro-

testers. "He was vocal, but I

don't think he was the most
vocal — he was just in front,"

said Tomas Requejo, MEChA
communications coordinator.

Requejo said that before the

arrest, he heard a police of-

ficer announce that he plann-

ed to take one person into

custody.

"I only had my UCLA ID— I'd lost my wallet," Alvarez
said, adding that he was upset

by the "John Wayne-ish at-

titude" of the police who de-

tained him.

Alvarez will be arraigned

Feb. 11, and snid in the

meantime he will consider his

option s. "I*m thinking of

pressing charges,** he said,

referring to his claim that he

was the victim, not the ag-

gressor, in the altercation.

' "It was a bad experience.

It's a real scary feeling," he

said of-his time in jail. "Had I

T(Mt my cooTTlHe^cop would
have just abused me," he

claimed.

Friends and MEChistas
raised the $500 bail by 10:30

Monday evening, and Alvarez

was released early Tuesday
morning, over 12 hours after

he was first taken into

custody.

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed
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OFFICIAL NOfICES
TO:

FROM:
RE:

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
OFFICIAL NOTICES

t21^B^\. ^?.T'9l^
^^^" AS ^"OSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR IN

Inru^^^MPBUlN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR.
SUCH "OFFICIAL NOTICES" ARE IMPORTANT AND ALL STUDENTS ARE
HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA POLICIES APPLYING TO CAMPUS ACTIVI-

TIES. ORGANIZATIONS. AND STUDENTS (PART A) and (PART B) and
CAMPUS REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING THESE POLICIES

Copies of the University of California Policies Applvino to Campus Activities. Organiza-
tions, and Students (Part A) and (Part B); and UCLA Reoulations on Activities.

Registered Organizations and Use of Properties (UCLA Activity Guidelines), and ttie

UCLA Student Conduct Code of Procedures may be obtained in the fQllowinn Inna-

tions:

Office of the Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy Hall

Center for Student Programming, 161 Kerckhoff Hall

Student Psychological Services. A3-062 Center for Health Sciences
•

TO: ALL STUDENTS — ^-

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: USE OF REGISTRATION CARD AND UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD
All students are reminded that the Registration Card is issued to each student each
quarter and is used in conjunction with the UCLA Student Identification Card as a
means of identification for the use of all University services and participation in student
activities.

ifaese identifiers are not transferablg==Thev must be presented upon request to=

establish official University identification, and must be surrendered upon withdrawal or
cancellation of registration.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD
This mandatory student identification card with photo is issued in a student's first

quarter of registration and Is valid with the current Registration Card. Your valid, cur-

rent term Registration Card and supportive identification (e.g., driver's license,

passport, California DMV ID card) must be presented In order to obtain the UCLA Stu-

dent Identification Card. The UCLA Student Identification Card AND the current

Registration Card are both required for use of all University services and participation in

student activities.

A UCLA Student Identification Card Is issued without charge to New and Re-entering

students from the first day of registration in person through the first week of classes.

In Fall terms, UCLA Student Identification Cards are Issued in the area adjacent to the

enrollment area in Ackerman Union. In other terms. Cards are issued In 140 Kerckhoff

Hall.

Replacement of lost or destroyed UCLA Student Identification Card. If you have a valid,

current term Registration Card and any of the supportive identification mentioned above,

a replacement Card may be obtained at 140 Kerckhoff Hall, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
There Is a $10.00 replacement fee. If you have a valid, current term Registration Card,

but none of the supportive identification mentioned above, or, if you are currently

registered and enrolled but have no valid, current term Registration Card nor any of the

supportive identification mentioned above, please go the Registrar's Office,i134 Murphy
Hall. Window N.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: "GOOD STUDENT" CERTIFICATION FOR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
The Registrar's Office processes "Good Student" automobile Insurance discount forms
In 1111 Murphy Hall. Most companies require a 3.0 grade point average In the Im-

mediately preceding quarter. A student requesting such a certification must bring his/

her valid, current term Registration Card, some form of photo Identification and the

completed Insurance form, Therform will then be signed immjdiately.' If. this form Is to

be mailed, please bring an addressed, stamped envelope. -
'

TO: STUDENTS RECEIVING DIRECT EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS
FROM GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES (VETERANS AND ELIGIBLE DEPENENTS.
SOCIAL SECURITY EDUdATIONAL RECIPIENTS AND DEPARTMENT OF
REHABILITATION CLIENTS)

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
Continued receipt of educational assistance funds is contingent upon the student making
normal progress towards a stated degree objective. The standards of progress, atten-

dance and conduct for all students are defined by each college or school of the Univer-

sity. They are broadly stated in the UCLA General Catalog and In other administrative

publications; however, the student Is urged to consult with his/her respective academic

department to determine the specific standards that apply to his/her degree objective.

The Office of Special Services/Veterans Affairs is responsible for notifying the funding

governmental agency whenever a VA/dependent sponsored student Is not making <nor-

mal progress towards a degree objective. The Office will also notify the funding agen-

cies whenever a VA/dependent student changes his/her study load if educational

assistance payments are determined by the number of units In which the student is

enrolled and registered. Any students having questions about this "Official Notice"

may contact the Office of Special Services/Veterans Affairs, located in Murphy Hall

A255. (213)825-1501.

NOTE: This announcement is intended to alert interested students receiving direct

educational assistance payments of the responsiblility of the Office of Special Services/

Veterans Affairs to notify the sponsoring agencies of any information that may affect

the continued payment of the benefit. In no way is a separate and/or double standard

of progress, attendance or conduct being imposed upon these students.

TO: ALL STUDENT]
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: NOTICE REGARDING STUDENT RECORDS
Pursuant to the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and the
•'University of Califomia Policies Applying to the Disclosure of Information from Student
Records, students at the UCLA campus have the right:

1. To inspect and review records pertaining to themselves in
^

their capacity as students;

2. To have withheld from disclosure, absent their prior consent
for release, personally identifiable information from their stu-
dent records, with the exceptions as noted in Section 10.70
of the "University of Califomia Policies Applying to the
Disclosure of Information from Student Records" as
published in the Univeristv of California Policies Applying to
Campus Activities. Organizations, and Students (PartBT
available in the Office of the Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy
Hall; Center for Student Programming. 161 Kerckhoff Hall;

and Student Psychological Services, A3-062 Center for the
Health Sciences;

3. To inspect records maintained by the campus of disclosures
of personally Identifiable information from their student
records;

4. To seek correction of their student records through a re-
' quest to amend the records or a request for a hearing; and

5. To file complaints with the Department of Education regar-
ding alleged violations of the rights accorded them by the
Federal Act.

The University may publish, without the student's prior con-
sent, items in the category of "ptiblic information." which
are name, address, telephone number, date and place of
birth, major field of study, dates of attendance, degrees and
honors received, the most recent previous educational in-^
stitution attended, participation in offtcially recognized activ i

-

ties, including but not limited to Intercollegiate athletics, and
the name, weight, and height of participants on inter-

collegiate athletic teams.

Students who do not wish all or part of the terms of "public Information" disclosed,
may, with respect to the address and telephone number, so Indicate on the student
data card in the registration packet, and with respect to the other Items of information,
by filling out a "Decline to Release Public Information Form" available in the Registrar's
Office, 1105 Murphy Hall. If a request Is made to withhold from disclosure a student's
name and degrees and honors received, the campus cannot make public any honors
received by the student, such as election to Phi Beta Kappa, and cannot include the
student's name and degree earned In the Commencement Program without the written
consent of the student. Simllariy, If a request is made to withhold froni disclosure a
student's name and dates of attendance, a student's status as a student cannot be
verified for potential employers without the written consent of the student. Further, If a
student's last instruction to the campus was to withhold from disclosure the degree
granted to that student and the date on which the degree was conferred, that informa-
tion cannot be confirmed for a third party In connection with the appointment of that
graduate to a new position or In connection with an honor that individual received.
Students records which are the subject of the Federal Act and the University's policies

may be maintained in a wide variety of offices. Students are referred to the UCLA Cam-
pus & CHS Directory. Campus Departmental listing, pages 1 through 27, and Center for
Health Sciences Departmental listing, pages 29 through 42, which list all the offices
which may maintain student's records, together with their campus address, telephone
number and unit head. Students have the right to inspect their student records In any
such office subject to the terms of the Federal Act and the University's policies.

The University's policies and implementing campus procedures and the UCLA Campus
& CHS Directory may be inspected in, and information concerning the student's hearing
rights may be obtained from the Office of the Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy Hall. A
copy of the Federal Act may by reviewed In the Office of the Records Management
Coordinator, Business Enterprises Administration Building.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: NON-DISCRIMINATION NOTICE
The University of California, In compliance with Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Sections 503 and 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Age Discrimination In Employment Act of 1967, and the
Age Discrimination Act of 1975, does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, na-
tional origin, religion, sex, handicap, or age in any of its policies, procedures, or prac-

tices; nor does the" University, In compliance with Section 402 of the Vietnam Era
Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974, and Section 12940 of the State of Califomia Gov-
ernment Code, discriminate against any employees or applicants for employment
because they are disabled veterans or veterans of the Vietnam era, or because of their

medical condition (as defined in Section 12926 of the California Government Code),
their ancestry, or their marital status; nor does the University discriminate on the basis
of citizenship, within the limits imposed by law or University policy; nor does the Uni-
versity discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation.

This non-discrimination policy covers admission, access and treatment in University

programs and activities, and application for and treatment in University employment.
In conformance with University policy and pursuant to Executive Orders 11246 and
11375, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Section 402 of the Vietnam
Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974,' the University of California is an affirmative ac-
tion/equal opportunity employer.

Specific inquiries regarding the University's equal opportunity policies may be directed
to Patricia Jasper, UCLA Campus Counsel, 2241 Murphy Hall, (213) 825-4042; A.T.

Brugger (415) 642-0508 (Title VI and VII); Susanna Castlllo-Robson (415) 643-6124 (Ti-

tle XI and Section 504); or the Director of the Civil Rights, Department of Health and
Human Services.

Students may complain about any University action which they believe discriminates

against them on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orienta-

tion, handicap, age veterans status, medical condition (as defined in Section 12926 of

the California Government Code), ancestry, or marital status and may contact the Dean
of Students' Office, 2224 Murphy Hall, for further information and procedures.
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Conrcmponirv

Dining

Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

lAPUflPPUl
Happv Hour with complimentary hors-d'oeuvres

weekdays 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Lapu-Lapu only 5 6.00

~^Open 7 days a week lunch dinner cocktails

1057 Tiverton Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at 1100 Glendon Avenue. (213) 208 • 3977

Higher Education

irrturope

Will be on Campus on

Wed, January 29th

Students wanting to discuss its

Junior Year Abroad Programmes

with the HEE Representative

should meet at:

place: THE EXPO CENTER
A-213 Ackerman Union

time: 2:30-4:00 pm

iNtSS S
ocftt

flan

ancc

f4l8^
GOOO
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EVE
WElcome

Top Executives from Bank of America,
Drexel, Burnham & Lambert, and Blue
Cross of California will discuss exciting

career opportunities in:

• Investment Banking (Mergers and Acquisitions)

• Consumer Banking

• Corporate Banking

Don't miss this unique opportunity for

direct contact with industry leaders.

SENATE: Approves quake resolution

Continued from Page 5

'Our rc'cominendation is not meant to delay itnplenientation

indefinitelv, but it is meant to meet the spirit of the Senate reso

liition," Orbach said, if we liad to begin the requirement
to"

day, we could. But we would be doing the students of this uni-

versity a di.sser\ ice." ,
. ,

The conimittee Is conductmg several experiments such as hav

ing students attend classes in a foreign country and creating a

foreign language floor in the residence halls, Orbach added

"These exi)eriments are meant to be serious, and they will be

anaivzed in a serious manner."

It seems, professor Bernard Frischer said, that it would be

unfair to implement this proposal until the details are settled

*in house."

"Moraiitv dictates that we mform the prospective .students in

high schools and junior colleges well before the date that it

takes effect," Frischer said. "That way, they can satisfy much of

the requirement before they get here."

In other action, a resolution on earthcjuake preparedness

sponsored 1)> the Sociology Department and presented to the

Asseinbh last month for consideration, was amended and pass-

ed on a voice vote by the Legislative Assembly.

The resolution recjuested that Chancellor Charles Young
prepare a comprehensive plan for earthquake safety ab UCLA
bv March 1, 1986, that the university make obtaining funding

for earth<juake safety "an essential objective" and that the uni-

versitv post signs at all exits and entrances of buildings iden-

tified as substandard.

. "Our committee understands the desire and the need for the

pre|)arati()n of plans by some specific future date However,
March 1, H).S(S, seems unreasonable and underestimates the

magnitude of the task to be undertaken," said professor Samuel
Aroni, chairman of the Ad-Hoc Joint Senate-Administration

f:arth(juake Safety ('ommittee.

Work is presentK proceeding, Aroni said, on the development

of both an earthcjuake preparedness plan and a serious seismic

study to be conducted b\ ;»ntside contractors.

"Therefore, we (the Ad-Hoc |oint Senate-Administration Ear-

th(iuake Safety Committw) recommend (piarterly progress

reports and the preparation by March 1, 1987, of a plan for the

oporutlOTi nf all sub-sUndard-inniding?;," Aroni said. "On the

second point, we agree that the need exits for a most serious ef-

fort b\ the uni\ersity to raise the funds necessary for earthquake

renovation."

Tllt're was no "unanimity" in the committee, Aroni said, on

the proposal to post signs on high-risk buildings. "While signs

can have educational and public relations benefits, it was also

felt that the\ rimy be -jiremature and they would also be a waste

of money^"^ ^
The resolution also recjuests that the university reduce the use

of the "highest risk" buildings and offer a.ssi.stance to the state

for engineering and related research regarding public buildings.

The resolution also suggests that the university should "pro-

vide life and disability insurance for the facultv, staff, and stu-

Please see SENATE, Page 15

U

7PM • JAMES E. WEST CENTER

LosAngeles ^Oiriott H^tcL
The Los Angeles Airport Marriott Hotel looks for

qualified individuals who are interested in pro-

viding "excellence in service and hospitability".

We offer full-time hours as well as part-time hours

and flexible shifts depending upon the position.

Marriott offers many excellent benefits including:

Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, Parking, Meals,
Vacation & Sick Leave, Profit Sharing, Credit
Union and many others.

If you are interested in exploring job oppor-
tunities, please visit our Employment Center.

To Complete An Application:

Mondays-Wednesdays: 9AM-5PM
Thursdays: 9AM-7PM

— Interviewing Hours;^

. Mondays: 1PM-3PM .

Tuesdays: 10AM-1PM
Thursdays: 5PM-7PM

^^ttrriott
ix)SAiN(}i:ij.:s
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Public auction planned
for Westwood property
Westwood-area residential property may be auctioned

off to the highest bidder for high-rise commercial con-
struction if the federal government has its way. -

Los Angeles County Supervisor Ed Edelman and Los
Angeles City Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky are protesting
the federal government's plans of a public auction which
violates the county's zoning code restricting the property
for public use.

The federal government owns the unincorporated coun-
ty territory, a 2.1 acre site of the former Westside
Flyaway building on Sepulveda Boulevard just south of
Wilshire Boulevard valued at $7.5 million.

Despite th^ county's notification of its zoning code to
the federal government, the government placed advertise-
ments for the property in The Los Angeles Times, The
New York Times and the Wall Street Journal without
stating that the land is zoned for public use.
"The federal government is misleading the public

through its advertising," said Susan Loewenkamp, deputy
to Edelman. "I don't know if it violates any laws, but it

does violate the public trust."

If a commercial developer were to buy the property, he
could not come in and develop high-rise buildings,
Lowenkamp said.

Edelman's main goal is to preserve the property for
public use, Lowenkamp said, "and to pursue whatever
means are at our disposal to encourage them to make a
change in what they have done."

Yaroslavsky was unavailable for comment.

— Susie Kim

Seminar on AIDS to help

By TeriAnne Carpenter
Politics Editor

Hoping to ease fears and
alleviate myths about Ac-
quired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome, Wendy Arnold of

the Los Angeles AIDS Project

and Barbara Cleaver, the
mother of an AIDS victim will

speak in Hedrick Residence
Hall 7 tonight in the Fireside

Lounge.
The seminar, sponsored by

the Resident Assistant Pro-
gramming Committee, is the
second in a three-part AIDS
series which will continue
tomorrow night with a panel
discussion centering . on the
legal aspects of the AIDS
crisis.

"We're trying to alleviate

fears of living in a compact
environment with people,"
said R.A. Kristen Hemenez.

Medical experts contend
Please see AIDS, Page 14

PUT YOUR FACE in THE YEARBOOK^

photos-all week in the kerckhoff lobby- 1 0-3

FREE!

YEARBOOKS ON SALE THIS WEEK
in STUDENT STORE!

and at the Daily Bruin Classified window

Qo®0& daily bruin Wednesday, January 29, 1986 11

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic Sthool now at DCLA or
WestwtKxi Cla!»s^«> pvery week-Sat
Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAI^
Perm Special

Perm, Cut, Style $45

Cat Special
Cut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary & Gloria

1061 Gaylcy 208-9681

Grads, make an

PACT!
r

PPLY NO
The Graduate Students Association is accepting applications

for the following stipended positions:

Commissioner of Appointments^
Advertises appointments to be made by appointments board. Compiles and main-

tains complete listings of job description and responsibilities for each available ap-

pointhfient in the GSA. Encourages maximum participation of members of the ap-

pointments board.

Commissioner of Elections
Has the responsibility, with the GSA Elections Board, for setting policy and pro-

cedures for the Spring elections. Calls and chairs the meetings of the Election

Board.

Commissioner of Publications
Oversees the 23 title GSA Publications' program with a budget of over $60,000.

Makes recommendations about the allocation of funding for journals from GSA.

Commissioner of Programs
Oversees GSA programs expenditures with a budget of over $70,000. Assists and
coordinates graduate student groups seeking to fund programs on campus. Makes
recommendations about the allocation of funding programs from GSA.

.X- Positions contingent on Appointments Committe^^recommendation.
•^ Academic Senate and other campus positions still available-please come to the GSA Office for more informa-

tion.

^ Applications for these positions will be accepted through Monday, Feb. 3 at 5:00pm. Applicants must sign up
for the interviews in the GSA office, 301 Kerckhoff Hall. Monday through Friday 12-5. The Appointments
Board will meet Tuesday, Feb. 4 to interview applicants. All applicants for stipended positions must sign-up

for an interview when returning applications.

Investment Banking
~~ Opportunities ~~"

at First Boston
First Boston, a special bracl^et investment hankinji: firm head-

quartered in New 'Y()rk, will be recruitinj^ at the University of

California, Los Angeles for its financial analyst program. Oppor-

tunities exist in New ^ork and rejijional offices. All Seniors are

cordially invited to attend a presentation and informal reception.

Presentation /Reception:

Thursdax, January 30, 1986

UCLA Placement and Career I^lannin^ Center

l:(){)-3:()() P.AL or .v()()-5:()() P.M.

•Interviewing schedule:

Thursday, February 27, 1986

UCLA Placement and Career Planning Center

For further information and incpiiries please feel free to contact:

David A. Jacobs Kathleen Zaninovich Martha S. lavlor

(213) 253-2098 (415) 765-7205 (213) 253-2082

The First Boston Corporation
333 South Grand Ave., Los AngelcvS, California 90071 ^

-^-
;•' -^

*
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BEARLY SCOTTISCHE
SCOTTISH MUSIC AND OmOE ENSEMBLE

JOIN ft cwoun or THiATivi rfocit win* ft oi i ic»mi ui i v ohm«(ni ArpnoACM lo

i^ftomoN! n«iN(, ftioN(, ntxiiui sen i 'jtii i o bt«or«i. «n o^in mino. ano vour

iNMJHfNl tNlMlJMA'jM AND (U'jlRl 10 HftVI A GOOD I I Mf .

(we are also Interested In proplr who can play Orot 1 1 4h/CeU Ic wuslc)

fin «//-l/C^« y>-«M^/

fast per forwancf. Include

Hunt Ingtoo I ibrary
1966 L . A . Olympics

Ml DM '.UAVS fl . Id t H

JT^^TJ FES S-TM.

t » I

wTTiTTsrr

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
ATTiu t'Ni\i«siT> «)» < Ai iniHMA I OS AN«;»:i>:s

'J 102.1 Milcartl A««.. I>a« AnKrIe*. Calirornia 1*0024 . ;{OA^5«7 . H2& 33H4 .

9^
UCLA STUDENT

SPECIAL

MEN'S CUT
& BLOW $14

PLUS FREE LOTTERY TICKET!
w/ this ad

r» \

Good w/ Jacque (formerly of La Chaise Rouge)

now at BLUEM-GOLD 10916 Le Conte Ave.,

Westwood Village • 208-3030

Bel Air Presbyterian Church
College Fellowship

Sunday, 9:30 a.m., Evans Lounge

Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.. Fireside Room
Bus Shuttle from UCLA

9:00 Reiber Hall

9:03 Hedrick Hall

9:10 Hilgard & Manning

9:25 Arrive at Bel Air

8:48 Kelton & Levering

8:50 Glenrock & Levering

8:52 Gayley & Strathmore

8:55 Dykstra Hall

8:58 Sproul Hall

Steven M. Marsh, Pastor of Student Ministries

16221 MulhoUand Drive "^ (gig) 788-4200
Los Angeles, CA 90049

ww W^^iMMWM^^^

f
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN STUDENT COMMITTEE

presents

/~"

-Adapt or Die >>

V

\

<a film which documents the role of Trade Gnions in

the Azanian People's liberation struggle >

and

^'Generations of Resistance**

Speakers from South Africa
< who will detail Southern African history and current events^

Wednesday JLJanuary 29th • 4:30 - 7 pm— — DODD 121
^

Sponsored by:

BSA, AEP, ICTP & PSA \ .

Funded by the CPC Mini Fund of the PAB

Shuttle
Continued from Page 1

it belongs to the brave."
"We will continue our quest

in space," he said. "There will
be more shuttle flights and
more shuttle crews and, yes
more volunteer?, more
civilians, more teachers in
space.

NASA delayed its an-
nouncement that there ap-
peared to be no survivors until
it had conducted search-and-
rescue efforts. Even before
Moore's statement, it seemed
impossible anyone could have
survived such a cataclysm.
The crew included

McAuliffe and six NASA
astronauts: commander
Francis R. Scobee, 46, pilot

Michael J. Smith, 40; Judith
Resnik, 36; Ronald E
McNair, 35; Ellison S.
Onizuka, 39; and Gregory B.

Jarvis, 4L
"I regret that I have to

report that based on very pre-

liminary searches of the ocean
where the Challenger im-
pacted this morning, these
searches have not revealed any
evidence that the crew of

Challenger survived," Moore,
NASA associate administrator,

told a midaftemoon news con-

ference.

Col. John Shults, director of

Defense Department con-
tingency operations here, said

a search armada of
helicopters, ships and planes

had spotted several pieces of

debris floating in the Atlantic.

**We have seen several

pieces, what looked to be

about five or 10 feet long and

a couple feet wide," he said.

The debris will be recovered

and brought to a hangar at

nearby Patrick Air Force Base.

New Hampshire
schoolchildren, drawn to this

launch because of the presence

of McAuliffe, the first "com-

mon citizen" chosen to make a

space flight, screamed and

fought back tears. Americans

everywhere watched in

disbelief as television networks

replayed the shuttle explosion.

"I guess we always knew

there would be a day like

this," Glenn said. A congres-

sional investigation was im-

mediately announced, but

many lawmakers were quick

to express support for the na-

tion's manned space effort.

Lost along with the $1.2

billion spacecraft were a

$100-million satellite that was

to have become an important

part of NASA's space-based

shuttle communications net-

work and a smaller $10

million payload that was to

have studied Halley's comet.

It was the second disaster to

strike NASA's pioneering space

program. In January 196'

astronauts Virgil "Gus
Grissom, Edward White and

Roger Chaffee burned to

death while preparing for an

Apollo flight when a fire

destroyed their capsule during

a training drill.

Challenger's final seconds

went like this:

"Go at throttle up," flight

directors told Challengers

crew, noting the ship had

achieved fuU^ engine power.

"Roger, go at throttle up,

said Mike Smith, the pilot.

Seconds later, an explosion

followed by the devastating

space age fireball.

At Mission Control, there

was silence.

Not a word was heard from

the five men and two women

Please see SHUTTLE, P«^
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Shuttle
Continued from Page 12
aboard the ship.

Debris cut white swatches
through the sky, falling into
the Atlantic Ocean.

Spectators, including the
parents of McAuliffe and fam-
ily members of the six
astronauts, watched in
helpless horror in the frosty
fields af Kennedy Space
Center.

Challenger fell in pieces
obout 18 miles from the
launch pad. Debris was so
heavy that for several minutes
NASA directed rescue craft to
stay out of the area.

Mission Control said parts
of the spacecraft fell at 28.64
north latitude and 80.28
degrees west longitude, just a
few miles off Cape Canaveral.

Ships and helicopters raced
to the area and the control
center said paramedics had
leaped into the water.

Half an hour after the ex-
plosion, a wisp of white
smoke, blown by upper winds,
still marked the path of the
shuttle's wreckage.

Launch, scheduled for 9:38
a.m. EST, had been delayed
two hours while officials
analyzed the possibility that
foot-long launch-pad icicles

might cause problems. Bat
after liftoff, at 11:38 a.m., the
NASA commentator, Nesbitt,

reported system were normal.
"Three engines running

normally," he noted. "Three
good fuel cells. Three good
APUs (auxiliary power units).

Velocity 22,057 feet per se-

cond (1400 miles per hour),
altitude 4.3 nautical miles (4.9

statute miles), downrange
distance 3 nautical miles (3.4
statute miles).

"Engines throttling up,
three engines now 104 percent
(normal)."

Then the final exchange
with pilot Smith. Then the
explosion.

NASA cameras were trained
on the spaceship. While slow-
speed replays did not pinpoint
the source of the explosion,

from one angle it seemed it

might have come at one of the

boosters, the two rockets that

provide the ship its initial

boost to space.

After that initial blast, the

slow motion showed an explo-

sion of the huge external fuel

tank, which carried 526,000
gallons of supercold, super-

volatile liquid oxygen and li-

quid hydrogren. Challenger,

dwarfed by the fuel tank,

burst into pieces which rained

into the Atlantic for 45
jninutes.

The Tuesday launch was to

be the second of 15 this year
— by far the most ambitious
schedule in NASA's four-
year-plus shuttle program.
Sen. Jake Garn of Utah said

the obvious — that operations

must be frozen for as long as

it takes NASA to investigate

and understand what went
wrong.

Challenger, the second of

the agency's four ships to fly,

was making its 10th flight,

more than any of the other

shuttles.

NASA has rescue plans
should a shuttle be forced to

land in the ocean, but there

are no ejection seats that

might propel an astronaut

from safety in the event of

mid- air disaster.

Among those who witnessed

the explosion were McAuliffe's

attorney-husband Steve and
Please see SHUTTLE, Page 15
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FREE CALCULATOR
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• Alarm
• 1 yr. Warranty
• 300M Water resistant
• 5 yr. battery-life

• Countdown alarm
• Stop watch

$3299
DW-300

Exp 2/6/86
Daily, half hourly & hourly alarm

SHARP tyS^tersale Canon
Typest*! 6

PERSONAL
TYPEWRITER

• Auto Functions

• 32 Ctiaracter Display

• Full Page (2K)

memory
• OnDisplay

Correction

ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER
• 15 character display

• Multiple type faces &
pitches

• Multilingual keyt)oard
• Automatic centering

& margin justification

• Deluxe carry case
included

MODEL
PA950

Exp 2/6/86

• Letter Quality

• Choice of

Typestyles

(optional)

Exp.2/6/86

We also carry Brother. Siiver-Reed, SmimCorona & Sharp Typewriters

$115M
We also have the

new Typestar 5R
w/built-in interface

»179"
Exp.2/6/86

$18999

INTIRNkTIONkL

DlSCimi Mill

IliMKtWl

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CflEDfT CARD A
CHECK PRICES 2 Mb HIGHER LIMfT 1ACUSTOMER lfS4*

12220 VENICE BLVD.
w. Lm iMtukm, CA tun 390-4477

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON - SAT 11 - 7 PM • SUN 12 • 5 PM

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICA &
AMERICANS ESSAY & SHORT STORY

CONTEST

THREE PRIZES OF
^250, $150, $100

Are you new to the U.S.?
Do you remember your initial impressions?

Have you had a foreign friend share stories of his/her fif^t

experiences here?
What surprises, angers, embarrasses, delights about life

and people here?

WRITEAN ESSA Y OR STORY
ABOUT IT!

Essay length: 2-10 double-spaced typewritten paces
Entry deadline: lANUARY 31, 1986
Eligibility: Any registered UCLA student

For more information contact:

OiSS
Otiice of International Students and Scholrrrs

695 Circle Drive South 825-lc91
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ON SIDEWALKS
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INSIDE DICKSON COURT
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* BICYCLE/MOPED/MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE PARKING AREA MAPS ARE
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GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REALTREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

free
VAUD
FEB."»6

WITH THIS COUPON ™ •f.l

.0.-.CUPOF COCA C01> 1500 Wea^^ood BW

^

THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
• • • •

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (brinR your own tape)

:S. Crrctcks .nd insurance Form, welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

, ,

^.Her^.."^,. n,.,.. ;u.r^..r. Wilshire 6. Santa Mon.ca)

TIREDOFIWEEZmG.WJACHmG
&WAXmGUNWAWIEDHAlB?
Have It removed permanently -

by Electrolysiis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda

10% ^®^^®>^S?Lf^ 475-4135
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 4 / a t

SELF-DEFENSE WORKSHOP
-^ Saturday, February 1 St

9a.m.-t p.m.
- ' > -. .

'_ ^.^ _ m ^^^ ^^^^

HanTFI
*

YOUR OWN BODY MAY BE YOUR BEST WEAPON

l-T^ SIGN UP IN ROOM 2 DODD HAi I

Q^ OR CALL 206-8240

STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATE and

PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR
RECRUITMENT 1986

fcr-rE7nB=—- -

DONTMISS YOUR CHANCE TO HELP OTHERSAND GET INVOLVED!

SHA
student Health Advocates are specially trained students

traception and emotional concerns.

rn APPLY FOR THE STUDENT HEALTH

ss^sis jsss: rri R. 35,7

PMC
Peer Health Counselors are specially trained students who

volunteer on campus, providing information, counseling

and referrals for health-related concerns. PHCs work m the

Self-Help Cold Clinic. Nutrition and Weight Management

Clinic, Stress Management, Hypertension Screening,

Fitness Inventory Testing Clinic. Women's Health Service,

Kerckhoff Hall Office. Health Risk Appraisals/Information

Tables. S.O.U.R.C.E., C.A.R.E., and Suicide Prevention.

TO APPLY FOR THE PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR
PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING ORIENTATION MEETINGS.

Wednesday. January 29

Thursday. January 30

Tuesday. February 4

Wednesday, February 5

Deficit

VTi

Continued from Page 4

of tomorrow.
The real question mark

seems to be in determining

who will be affected by the

reduced spending. Certain**

President Ronald Reagan w
not allow cutbacks in defen

spending. Cuts in Social Seci

rity are also highly unlikel

Certainly many governmei

subsidies will he reduced, an

it will be extremely difficult t

get Congress to a^ee on th.

ones that get axed, but at leas

Gramm-Rudman provides th^

framework for decision.

What does all of this mea

to the typical Bruin? A reduc

ed deficit means governmen

won't be raising taxes on us in

the near future as a last-ditch

effort to reduce the deficit

later. Lower interest rates,

caused by slowed government

spending and a deflationary

environment provide an at-

tractive atmosphere for those

of us just starting to pursue

careers.

On the other hand, some fi-

nancial aid and federal stu-

dent loans will probably be

reduced, but this does not

mean that loans won t be at-

tainable. The market for stu-

dent loans will merely be

privatized by institutions

equally capable of providing

the same service. In general

students will benefit from

Gramm-Rudman.
When faced with the alter-

natives of increased taxation,

which is certain to stagnate

the economy, or no deficit

reduction, which will in-

evitably lead to inflation, the

value of Gramm-Rudman can

be better understood. Overall,

the law provides an appealling

remedy for the astronomical

deficit' and, even though there

may be some pain involved,

the longer term benefits are

well worth the price.

If you have any questions

that could be addressed in this

column, send them to Paul

Vannuki, c/o UCLA Daily

Bruin, 112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza, Los

Angeles, CA 90024.

AIDS

12 noon North Campus, Rm. 20

7.00 pm Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

4;00 pm Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517

2:00 pm Ackerman Union. Rm 3517

12 noon Ackirman Union. Rm. 3564

!* V.'

For more information, please telephone 825-8462 or stop by the

Peer Health Counselor Office

401 Kerckhoff Hall

Sfx>nsored by the Student Health Sen/ice and the Student
Welfare Commission.

1

For more information talk to a Student Health Advocate

> or telephone 206-6842.

A student run outreach program sponsored by the

Student Health Service.

«,« «ncouraoe you to attend an orientation sess.on tor each program although we w,ll only accept one apphcat.on tr«m each ,nd.v,dual

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7, 1986 at 5:00 pm

Continued from Page 11

that AIDS, which weakens the

body's immune system and

leaves it unable to fight oH

even ordinarily harmless

viruses, cannot be spread by

casual contact.

"We don't want widespread

panic, we want them as

educated as possible before

something comes up, she

said. With so many people m

the residence halls, an in-

1

cidence of AIDS cant help

but happen at one point or

another."

Panelists for the discusio"

will include Dr. Robert WoU

of the UCLA Medical Center

immunolofSv- clinic and na-

Pruett of Student
Psychological Ser\ ices

William "Bufialo Bill"

Cody, plainsman,

scout and showman,

died iii 1917.

Shuttle
Continued from Pa^e 13
their two children, Scott, 9,
and Caroline, 6. Also on hand
were members of Scott's third
grade class from Concord,
N.H., displaying a large "Go
Christa" banner.

McAuliffe's parents, Ed and
Grace Corrigan, of Fram-
ingham, Mass., stood silently

during the launch, arm in
arm. A NASA official climbed
of rows into the bleachers,
walked to them and said:
"The vehicle has exploded."

Mrs. Corrigan looked back
at him. "The vehicle has ex-

ploded?" she asked. He nodd-
ed silently and the Corrigans
were quickly led away.

McAuliffe, 37, had been
selected from 11,146 teacher

applicants to be the first to fly

in the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's
citizen-in-space program.

The purpose of the mission

was to release and retrieve one
•satellite to study Halley's com-
et and launch another to

become part of the space-

based shuttle communications
network.

McAuliffe was to teach two
15-minute lessons on the
fourth day of the mission.

Senate
Continued from Page 10

dents who live and work in

buildings identified as poor or

very poor in their ability to

survive earthquakes."

Aroni, however, did not

agree with the resolution. "It

was felt that the money could

be better spent on upgrading
the substandard buildings.

Students, faculty, and staff

who presently have disability

insurance would be covered
anyway."

All of the recomendations of

the Earthquake Safety Com-
mittee were approved and in-

corporated into the resolution

which was passed on a voice

vote.

opy
Compl«t« Copying, Printing A
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IBM COMPATIBLE *

COMPUTER !

$799!!!
I •

I I

• IBM-XT type mother board • 256K RAM *

• 2-36QK Floppy Dnves • Keyboard •
, • Heavy duty 135W power supply

• Runs IBM software •
• Cotof or Mono card ,

Epson Lx-80 Printer5239
wttti IBM cable

«

IBM Game Adaptor *35 •

10 Pack DS/DD Disks ' •

from <9" '•

CABLES. DISKEHES.

SUPPLIES & SOFTWARE-ALL

30% OFF WITH THIS AD

8322 Wilshire, L.A.
(3BI«(S f ofLaCieofga FreePartong)

(213) 655-9214
M-F 10-6
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Things are brewin'
in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

DM COMFATDLC GONPUTEl
Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only 9o99
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0623

L

' GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get '/^ order of Dim Sum free]

*

VALID UNTIL IAN. 31. I9W

•DIM SUM &. SALADS
•SOUPS. NOODLES,
&.RICE

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
I I -9 pm

o
6

MiiililiiTiiiiiilili

(with coupon)

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YJEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

VISA and
MASTERCARD
Accepted

CHINESE CUISINE
I 1907 Olympic Blvd.,

W. L.A.(Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)

479-4774

Free
Parking,

HELP A REFUGEE
TODAY HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF REFGGEES FROM CENTRAL AMERICA
SEEK SANCTUARY HERE IN LOS ANGELES FLEEING FROM VIOLENCE AND
REPRESSION TO THE UNITED STATES. THEY OFTEN FACE POVERTY,
LANGUAGE BARRIERS, AND THE FEAR OF DEPORTATION.

FIND OUT WHY AMIGOS DEL BARRIO NEEDS YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN WORK-
ING WITH REFUGEES HERE IN LOS ANGELES AND WITH DISADVANTAGED KIDS
IN OUR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

-^-=' TODAY JANUARY 29, 1986 \

KERCKHOFF 400 12 NOON.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION BY A REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE SAN-
TANA CHIRINO AMAYA REFUGEE COMMITTEE OF LOS ANGELES.

THERE WILL BE AN ADDITIONAL
ORIENTATION TOMORROW, 12
NOON IN KERCKHOFF 4 1

1

PLEASE COME SEE US OR CALL US IF

UNABLE TO ATTEND. KERCKHOFF
411/825-2217
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Editorial
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Challenger: the nation watches a tragic event

America witnessed a

tragedy yesterday

r

Disaster struck when the

25th space shuttle flight,

Challenger, exploded 75 se-

conds after lift-off.

Search-and-rescue opera-

tions are underway in an at-

tempt to retrieve both sur-

vivors and shuttle wreckage.

However, due to the
degree of the explosion, it

appeared that no one sur-"

vived.

Nothing could absorb the

shock or provide comfort to

the families and friends of

the astronauts.

But it is not solely their

loss.

America, feeling secure

after 56 manned safe space

missions, has been
catapulted into the reality of

mortality.

This is the same mortality

that each of the seven in-

dividuals acknowledged as

they chose to take part in

the mission.

They placed the benefits

to mankind above such
dangers and may have paid

the greatest price.

The seven astronauts,

missing and presumed dead,

include Francis R. Scobee^

commander, Michael J.

Smith, pilot, Gregory B.

Jarvis, Ronald E. McNair,

Ellison S. Onizuka, Judith

Resnik, and Christa
McAuliffe, the first citizen-

in-space, whose death was

especially tragic.

McAuliffe was chosen

from 11,146 teacher appli-

cants to be the first citizen-

in-space and was to hava

taught twa.4^5.^^inu.t^^^

lessons from spai&e on the

fourth day 6f the mission.

But as her parents, hus-

band, children and students

observed the launch, horror

struck when the shuttle ex-

ploded, leaving a contrail as

it plummeted into the
ocean.

Maybe in time, the
gruesome image of the ex-

ploding Challenger will

leave our minds.

However, we must never

forget the spirit of those

seven individuals who dared

;y^*tp s^6irifice themselves for

ior'tne betterment of
anity.
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For the Health of It

Think you have the flu? MORE TMAN ONE CLASS/?/
So you've finally managed

to keep up with classes this

quarter, and your midterm is

next week. Suddenly, the flu

hits: your head throbs through
music class, your body aches
with every step up Bruin
Walk, and you cough through
an entire history lecture.

You find yourself wearing
away until, on the day of the

midterm, you take the exam
feeling like you just crawled
out of a car wreck.
• Sound familiar? If not, in-

fluenza (the flu) or the com-
mon cold will probably get to

you sooner or later this

'quarter! It's a good idea to

know what these illnesses are

and what you can do about
them.

Influenza is caused by a
viral infection and often oc-

curs in epidemics. Symptoms
may include fever (100-102
F), muscle aches, chills,

weakness, headaches,
coughing, and a sore throat.

The flu usually lasts three to

four days, unless complica-
tions develop.

Colds are also caused by a
viral infection, but are usually

limited to the upper respirato-

ry tract. Symptoms last about
three to five days and may in-

clude sneezing, a runny nose,

a sore throat, coughing, head-
aches, mild fever, and fatigue.

Treatment. Colds and in-

fluenza usually require no
medical treatment. The body
combats cold and flu viruses

with antibodies, and retains

an immunity against each par-

ticular strain of virus it shakes

off

«.i.^

- -»

Unfortunately, cold and in-

fluenza viruses quickly mutate
~ to produce new varieties, so

you cannot become immune to

all of the many strains of

viruses that cause colds and
influenza.

Recently, Purdue University

researcher Dr. Michael G.
Rossman and his associates

, ^j^, have mapped the molecular

, iLi^ 'structure of the cold virus.

This structural model may
eventually l^ad to a vaccine

and a cure for the common
cold.

But until that time, what
can you do to fight a cold or

flu?

The familiar advice, "Rest,

stay warm, and drink plenty

o^flpid," is still the best medi-

cxm. \JChy? Rest allows the

body to direct energy towards

antibody production.

Drinking flu ids lO

o

%e^ s

m u c u s.. s e c r e t i 0;^$. a pi

d

facilitates their removal, ind
al$Q helps to reduce a fever, if

ydu have a temperature. And
filially, contriry to . 4)opular

lore, it*^ -n^^a good idea to

take cold baths or try ways to

"chill" a fever.

The elevated body
temperature of a fever is part

of the body's fight against in-

fection, so it's best to stay

warm and comfortable and let

your body's equilibrium take

care of its temperature.

Cold and Flu Medicines.

You can take a variety of

over-the-counter preparations

to reduce your discomfort:
• Salt-Water Gargles help to

reduce swelling and cleanse

the throat of secretions.

Gargle with otie or two teas-

poons of salt in warm water

every four hours.

• Analgesics like
Acetaminophen (e.g., Tylenol)

provide relief of sore throat

pain, body aches, and head-

aches. Aspirin is not recom-

mended by Student Health

Services because of its associa-

tion with Reyes' Syndrome.
— • Cough M e d*i o i h e

(e.g.,Robitussin Cough Syrup)

may contain an expectorant or

a cough suppressant, and
often both. The expectorant

loosens secretions In the respi-

ratory tract and allows them

to be coughed up. The cough

suppressant selectively inhibits

the cough reflex area of the

nervous system. Coughing ac-

tually serves the useful func-

tion of the nervous system by

clearing the lungs of mucus, so

it's a good idea to avoid cough
suppressants until your cough
has become dryer and "un-
productive."

• Decongestants.
Pseudoephedrine(e.g., Sudaf-
ed) and other decongestants
relieve nasal and sinus conges-

tion. Many over-the-counter
cold medicines contain com-
binations of many ingredients

including aspirin, an-
tihistamines, and caffeine.
These could cause side effects

such as sleepiness, irritability,

or upset stomach, so a plain

decongestant such as
pseudoephedrine is a good
choice for nasal or sinus con-
gestion. Avoid "nasal spray"
and "nose drop" decongestants
altogether, as only a few days
use can lead to aggravated
"rebound" congestion.
• Antihistamines are usually

combined with a deconges-
tant(e.g., Actifed, Chlor-
trimeton Decongestant); they
inhibit sneezing. Unfortu-
nately, they may also mrfke
you dro>vsy or sleepless, so an-

tihistamines are best reserved
for allergy induced sneeze at-
tacks.

• Sore Throat ^.ozenges such
as Cepacol provide a soothing
coating effect.

These medications may be
purchased at the Student
Health Service Pharmacy and
most drug stores. Be sure to
follow package directions and
any special instructions from
your clinician if the medicine
was prescribed. Also, you can
call the Student Health Ser-
vice Pharmacy if you have any
(luestions about these medi-
cines.

'

Complications. Flu and cold
infections may become com-
plicated by other infections
that require special care. If
you develop any of the follow-
ing symptoms you should seek
medical attention:

• Persistent fever over 102F
• Persistent or thick mucus-

producing cough
• Chest pain or shortness of

breath

• Persistent earache
• Difficulty swallowing

• Body rash
• Swollen lymph nodes

YoU can also make an ap-

pointment at Student Health

Service by calling 825-2463.

Also, the Peer Health
Counselor walk-in Cold Clinic

(located at 401 Kerckhoff

Hall) can teach you iTow to

assess your symptoms and pro-

vides free non-prescription

medication If vou live in an

on-campus residence, you can

visit a Student Health Ad-

vocate, whi) can assass your

symptoms and provide free

non-prescription medication.

And don't forget, cold and

influenza viruses are very con-

tagious, so be sure to cover

your coughs and sneezes!

For the HeaUhTof it appears

as a service of the Health

Education Unit of UCLA Stu-

dent Health. Information on

cold and flu medications from

American College Health

Association publication "How

to Manage the Oommon
Cold.'' This article was

wriiten and researched By

Andy Young.
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Letters

New image
Editor: • •

.. ^
So far, fOfhs sudr as Rocky

IV and Rambo have grossed

over $250,000,000. Why? -^
Did a lone, deranged neo-

Fascist see each film 25
million times? No.
Did a computer "whiz kid"

with rightist political convic-

tions dial into a computer and
send Sylvester Stallone a
quarter of a billion dollars?

Probably not.

Or could it be that 20
million people went to see

Rocky IV in order to hear the

glorious Russian National An-
them? Somehow, I really

don't think so.

The real reason that films

such as Rocky and Rambo are

so popular is that the public

view towards Mother Russia

and her allies has changed.

The public is tired of films

that depict the Communist
Bloc as "our brothers and
sisters across the ocean."

They now want to see films

that show Russia as an
undemocratic empire that is

competing with America for

control of the world.

So go ahead and call Rocky
"TV^'neo-fascist." You

All of these films are box-

office hits!

Jeremy March
Junior

Political science

*>

ice hi

Good review
Editor:

I can not comment on the
specifics of Jennifer Boynton's
review of "Official Story"
because I did not see the

cair
describe Rambo as being
"right-wing rubbish." Feel

free to refer to Iron Eagle as

"an exercise in international

bigotry."

However, there is one term

you must use to describe films

such as these whether you
want to use it or not.

movie (Bruin, Jan. 27).

What I will comment on is

the writing quality of the
review. It was art!

Her creative use of language
and the natural unforced ease

with which she is able to say
so much in such a clear, sim-
ple way is stunning. Also, I

appreciated her approach to

reviewing.

This was not some rushed
piece dwelling on aspects of

cinematography. Rather, she
was concerned with the film's

ideas and meanings.

It had to have been one of

the best examples of writing

IVe ever read in the Bruin.

Brad Wixen
Senior

Anthropology

\ PLEDGE
ALLEGIANCE

Wear a watch
Editor:

In response to Mr. Wood-
burn's letter in which he
complains that there are no
clocks'* at UCLA food service

areas, I have but one thing to

say (Bruin, Jan. 28).

Why don't you try wearing

a watch Mr. Woodburn?
Many students find them quite

helpful.

Jim Swarzman
Junior

Economics

The Bruin is looking
for a qualified person
to work in the View-
point section as an
assistant to the editor.

For more details,

please call 825-2216 or
drop by the Daily
Bruin office at 112
Kerckhoff. Be pre-
pared to show a recent

writing sample.

In an extraordinary

telephone news con*

ference Tn 197Z,
reclusive billionaire

Howard Hughes
denied the authenticity

of a forthcoming biog-

raphy by Clifford Irv-

ing. :

^

Too Coold Be Qualified For An iDternship

In

LONDON, BONN, PABIS OB NADBD
If TN km Ihi lugugi flMiqf, tkt

ri|kt fiPA piM « pMiiin ittiti4t tn
cnu mrk fv MDnns orm -
tma or commoms ,MnnBTU^
MTMWU ASSDOLT or COtTES

Why not go this Spring quarter

(April 14-June 29)

Programs each Semester also

In addition there are places in Law, Medical

Research, Business, Museums, Town

Planning. The Arts and Ck)mmunications.

FULL DETAILS FROM EPA,

MARYMOUNT COLLEGE, TARRYTOWN,
•N Y 10591 Phone (914) 631-3200

or the INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OFFICE

on Campus.

?rAND PORTABLE
WALKMAN STEREO
CASSETTE PLAYER

: flZX^;l%po^^^<^^^^^-
sound

• Automatic shutoft ^ . ^^^
• Ultra-light MDR headphones

Model WM-IID

, After tonight's

UCLA-USC
Basketball game,
bring in your
ticket stub to

Sepi's and get:

$2995

Across From Lot 1

1 0968 LeConte
(bring in this ad)

50C OFF ANY
GIANT SEPI'S SUB!

A SMALL SUB AND
SMALL DRINK FOR
ONLY $2.50!

Call Ahead For Your Order

208-7171

iON"

Bruin Special

with AD

PORTABLE
CASSETTE-CORDER
• Cassette recording and playback

• One-touch recording. You don't need to hold

down one button while you press another

• Automatic shutoft from the play and record

modes conserves battery power and prevents

mechanical wear.

• Built-in electric condenser microphone

Model TCM-2

ICA' $QQ95
^^^m ^^^r Bruin Special^^^ ^^ with AD

BEL3I&0
1025 Westwood Blvd.!

On« Block South of UCLA
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9«nH6pai

Sat. 10aiii-6pni
ash and carry and

AD

T^.Mtf»r;i Hi-F' ^ ^rtyMmimmum purchase Pnces listed are

to Stock on I

f-«-

V

mmmm
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INTERNSHIPS
in SACRAMENTO

Available for Spring andSummer!

Attend an information

meeting in the EXPO
Center

Tuesdays at 4:00 p.m.

Wednesdays at 1 2:00 p.m.

Thursdays at 3:00p.m.

r - g, • M. .^l/.V-'.T^^fc' «/ •'

Meetings are in The
•^x^y^' ^/\ EXPO Center in

"•j>UA In^,>^JI /\ Ackerman A-2 1

3

APPLY
NOW!

The EXPO Center is a service of Student Services.

1

I MiU

Peer Health Counselors

'*

n

.— • Wj*

DECISIONS, DECISIONS
If you want to make the right decision to maintain

or attain your ideal weight,come to the

LAST
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SERIES.

STARTS TODAY

Sign up and attend the last series today
January 29 3:30-5:00 at AU 2410.

This six week series will teach you to use self

monitoring and behavior modification techniques.

For more information contact the PHC Office

at 825-8462, or come to Kerckhoff 401 .

PHC Recruitment this week and next. C?il office

for dates and time.

y Sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC

FILMS

*Ran*: Kurosawa s epic crowns

the Emperor's cinematic i

By Alex Demyanenko

For years Japanese director

Akira Kurosawa has been ask-

ed to name his favorite film.

His reply invariably has been,

"the next one."

The "next one" has arrived.

Subjects take note, "The
Emperor" lives. No abdica-

tion. His reign continues.

Akira Kurosawa has reaffirm-

ed his place on the throne as

one of the world's superior

filmmakers. His epic Ran has

assaulted American shores,

barraging our theaters with an

impressive offering of visual

splendor, powerful parables,

and martial mayhem rarely

evident in Western cinema.

Ran (Japanese for chaos or

turmoil) is Kurosawa's inter-

pretation of King Lear,

Japan's 16th century civil

wart, and the legend of feudal

warlord Morikawa and his

three good sons. In his adapta-

tion, the Great Lord
Hidetora, after many years of

securing power through civil

wars, wishes to abdicate and
to designate his eldest son,

Taro as ruler. While Taro and

his wife Lady Kaede are to

reside in the First Castle, se-

cond and third sons Jiro and
Saburo are to inhabit the Se-

cond and Third Castles,

respectively. Saburo, however,

feels that the promise of fami-

ly loyalty is insufficient guar-

antee for so historically
disputed a domain. Hidetora

RECORDS

Lord Hidetora duscmses life and

feels that Saburo is crazy and
insolent and banishes his

youngest son.

"In a mad worlds only the

mad are sane.
"

— Hidetora

The succession of conflicts^

betrayals, and political
maneuvering is presented by
an excellent cast. Particularly

impressive are Mieko Harada,

its difficulties with his loyal frieni

Tatsuya Nakadai and Peter.

Harada virtually steals the

film's spotlight as the vicious,

vengeful vixen Lady Kaede.

One moment she is licking the

blood from a slash she has in-

flicted on Jiro's neck. The

next, she lies sobbing — sup-

posedly because Jiro hesitates

to order the beheading of his

wife — only to crush, at the

<ll()ami. the Fool in 'Ran.
'

>ame time, a helpless moth in

ler bare hand.

Nakadai, as Hidetora,
Lear's counterpart,
disintegrates before our eyes,

ailing from his seat of power
lie helpless on the Azusa

lain. His is a perhaps
)verstated, but nonetheless
)owerful performance.

» Continued on Page 24

cceedsThe Dream Academy's LP
halfway — Rave-Ups have sokne fun
By Timothy Sales

The Dream Academy: The
Dream Academy; Warner
Brothers. The Dream
Academy is not concerned
with the regular pursuits of
most rock groups. Their debut

album isn't full of tribal

polyrhythms nor is it burden-
ed by virtuosic instrumental
writing or an overly verbose
chord vocabulary. Rather it is

a conglomeration of songs that

rely heavily on a classical

understanding of musical ar-

rangement and composition.
^

Though leader Nick

Laird-Clowes is from a popu-

lar music background,|

keyboardist Gilbert Gabriei

and reed player Kate St. Johi

are trained orchestral mush

cians. The result of theircoj;

Nick Laird-Clowes. Gilbert Gabriel and Kate St. John of The Dream Academy

laboration is a set of open and
airy pieces of richly or-
[chestrated folk-pop.

'Life in a Northern Town"

I

opens the record with a tender
song full of sentimental im-
agery of a child's life. By
mingling guitar with a solitary
oboe, the song's intensity is

reserved for a chorus of
jchanted phonemes above
crashing timpani accents. Like
most of their songs, the em-
phasis is not on rhythmic
jostinato, but rather on accent,
and it is the well-orchestrated
jquality of the chorus that
makes this song so appealing.
I Once one understands The
pream Academy's style of
^<^ng arrangement, the re-
mamder of the album is easily
|accessible. There are varia-
[jons, like in "The Edge of
orever," but these are simply
»nsider^tions of whether to
»se a snare drum in addition
fo timpani or whether to use a
saxophone in place of the
^Doe. Such differences are
really academic, while the
[mportant observation is that
"^y obtain a certain
homogeneous quality to their
"""Sic that makes it

Continued on Page 21
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Kurosawa had to
fight his own wai*

against critics

and his self-doubt
By Alex Demyanenko

This year*s best foreign film will not win the Academy
Award for Best Foreign film.

It can't.

The masterpiece Ran was not nominated by its country
of origin, Japan. Oscar won't be coming to director Akira
Kurosawa's house this year. Blame the Japanese establish-
ment. Blame politics.

The Oscar process allows one film to be chosen by each
country as their nominee for Best Foreign Film, Althou^
the world film community seemingly by consensus con-
siders Ran the best Japanese film of the year, Kurosawa's
latest epic was snubbed in favor of a less acclaimed work.
Gray Sunset, jRan, a Franco-Japanese production, was also

thbu^t to be eligible as France's Oscar nominee. Unfor-
tunately and much to the chagrin of the surprised French,
France had already submitted their nominee to the

Academy. Some suggest that each country expected the

other to nominate Ran, Others suggest that Kurosawa's
absence at Japan's equivalent of the Academy Awards was
the true reason. Whatever the real reasons, politics

superseded art.

To those who are familiar with Kurosawa's tumultuous
career, news of another controversy surrounding the 76-

year old filmmaker is no surprise. Ironically, Ran means
chaos or turmoil in Japanese, perfect characteristics of the

director's turbulent career.

Turmoil tormented Kurosawa even before Ran*s incep-

tion. The director had just battled through the most dST-

ficult time of his life. As those in his movies had stru^)^
to find meaning in life, so too did their maker. Kurosawa's

previous work had had a profound effect on the evolut^m
of not fust Eastern, but also Western cinema. Seven

Samurai (1954, recognized by many as one of the 10

greatest films ever made), was remade as The Magnificent

Seven. His films provided the inspiration for the "spaghetti

Western;" Yojimbo (1961) spawned Sergio Leone's Fistful

of Dollars (1964). Even Star Wars owes a great deal to one

of the Japanese director's works; C3P0 and R2D2 are bas-

ed on characters from The Hidden Fortress (1958).

In 1965, however, after 24 films in 21 years, Kurosawa

experienced dHfficaky in producing his efforts. Japan's '60s

were a time of refutation for the type of analysis of the

human condition ^ich Kurosawa embraces in his fflms.

In addition, Kurosawa's films, although generally pro-

fitable^ were among the m<wt expensive in Japanese

cinema and conflicted with a great period of financial

frugality in their film industry.

In 1968, Kurosawa agreed to direct the Japanese portion

of the film Toral Toral Toral. Knov^m as the "Emperor"

for his pride, stubborness and, thus, his dictatorial control

on the set, Kurosawa resigned because of financial and ar-

tistic problems.

In 1969, he created his own production company and

made the film Dodes Ka'den. It flopped. To make matters

worse, Kurosawa's eyesight was starting to fail.

"// the rock you sit on starts to rou, jump off ... or

you will be squashed
'*

— Kyoami the Fool vs^Mmi

Kurosawa's worid was enualiHng and he lapsed l|Wi||

severe deprcasian. Oaly after a suicide attempt was

gMTDiiiwn nr aHr trr Vrg^ *""* re-a$censio» to the top of tiie

flkn liK&istTy.

Kurosawa's battle with the Japanese film society con-

tinued into the '70s and then into the '80s with his at-

tempts to get Ran on celluloid. Although respected by

many in Japan, others have viewed his work as too

Westernized and as a rejection of traditional Japanese

cinema. In 1971, Kurosawa was asked to direct a Soviet-

Japanese production, Dersu Uzala. The product of the ex-

hausting three year shoot won the Oscar for Best Foreign

Film; however, offers still eluded Kurosawa. In 1979,

Kurosawa resorted to making commercials for a living.

Ironically, these efforts positioned him for his cinematic

revival. Kurosawa called on Francis Ford Coppola to jdn

him in a whisky commercial. Coppola, making Apocalyiwe

Now agreed and in the process became aw^e of

Kurosawa's plight. With the aid of another great admirer,

Goorge Lucas, Coppola convinced Fox to help finance

Kurosawa's 1980 success JRTa^mus/ia.

Such politics have plagued the'great director through<»it

ContiiniMl on Page 23
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'28 Up' follows BriJ children into adulthood
By Claudia MMe$

Most people go to the movies to be
entertained, and it is for this reason
that escapist movies fare so well at the

box office. Mention the word
"documentary" to most Spielberg fans,

and their eyes begin to glaze over and
words like "borrrring" fall from their

lips.

Well, surprise, folks. English direc-

tor Michael Apted has released a

documentary just for all audiences. 28

Up is not only not boring, but en-

thralling, insightful, revealing, and
humorous.

Apted*s 28 Up chronicles the lives of

15 British youngsters from age seven

to age 28 at seven year intervals. He
chooses his subjects from markedly
diverse social backgrounds and ques-

tions theni about life, love, n^arriage.

fear of death and other hi^y per-

sonal issues. .

We witness magnificent moments

and trivial ones. We see growth and

transformation alongside stagnation

and regression. Steve, who comes from

an isolated lower class farming

background, "transcends" his class to

become a professor and nuclear

physicist. Tony, on the other hand, is

a Liverpudlian working class man

who remains so; he becomes a cabbie

despite life-long dreams of being a

jockey. We also see sulky and
rebellious 21 year olds become respon-

sible and mature parents at 28, while

stuffy, snobbish prep school lads re-

main utterly obnoxious (one com-
mented, at age severty that he read a

financial weekly on a regular basis

because he owned shares in itl).

Apted seems to have several aims in

mind here. One central theme is lack

of mobility from one social class to

another. Unlike the United States

where "rags to riches" stories are the

order of the day, England is highly

stratified, and if one is to believe

Apted, movement from class to class is

rare. Our frustration with this pro-

blem is somewhat relieved, however,

as we notice a definite shift in this at-

titude by some of the later interviews.

Also, it seems to be people's own at-

titudes about themselves that causes

this immobility, rather than any
societal pointing finger.

Apted's other main point is that in

every seven year old child is the

blueprint of the man or woman that

child is to become. In every set of in-

terviews the seven year old child

revealed something which would be

telling in later years. Much of what
came "out of the mouths of babes"
was quite uncanny^

Tony Walker is a cab driver who dreams oj someday owning a pub.

There is nothing discussed in 28 Up
that would be alien to any human be-

ing; everything is real, palpable, iden-

tifiable. Apted manages to expose the

essence of not only his subjects, but his

audience as well. Although 28 Up is

technically a documentary, it's great

entertainment, too. It is like life; the

glass is half-full or half-empty all

depending on your perspective.

Scholarship/Loans Available
for graduate study in preparation for

Executive Positions

in Jewish Federations
across North America.

for more information contact

Deborah Balaban
UCLA Hillel

900 Hilgard Ave.
208-3081

Personnel Services Department
Council of Jewish Federations
730 Broadway
New York, NY 1 0003 21 2-475-5000

^ ATTENTION
STUDENTS

20% OFF
When you
show your

STUDENT
I.D. CARD

KANGAROOS SHOE STORE
1 0907 Weybum Ave. Westwood 208-2757

WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SERIES:

Speaking to be Heard:
Women and Group Communication

A workshop examining common communication patterns women
adopt, particularly in group settings, and ineffective/effective com-
munication styles. Facilitated by Trudy Ferguson, Ph.D., Graduate

School of Management.

WED. FEB 5th
Noon-lp.m.

2 DODD HALL
Sponsored by the Student Skills Building Program and the Women's Resource Center.

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Groups—

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Heatth Insur/MediCal & Health Plans

^^^ Los Angles
12304 Sania Monica Bl 0112

(Z13) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213)937-1390

-Xf^'
I
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ve-CIps new LP
:ontinued from Page 19 *

indeniably their own.
Unfortunately such quality

>nly applies to the album's

^irst side, because save for the

superb "Born to Be," the flip

»de is a dismal letdown. Here
ire all the songs salvaged from
)lder sessions and extracted

from Laird-Clowes' work be-

fore this band. Even the
rlimmering production of

ave Gilmour (ex-Pink Floyd)

jan't help these songs rise very

far above their roots in early

lixties MOR sap and Elvis

]ostello imitations.

Thankfully the album's best

\ix tunes are in order, so The
heam Academy is certainly

^orth a consideration. There's

ton of possibilities .for a

)and with the sort of direction

[hey have, but it isn't perfect-

ly focused quite yet.

\y Sean O'Donnell

'he Rave-Ups; Town and
Country; Fun Stuff. Local

Country rockers the Rave-Ups
ire perhaps best known as be-

ing the sometimes backup
and for Hollywood

leavyweight Molly Ringwald.
[owever, with the release of

iebut LP Town and
'lountry these transpanted
licks from Pittsburgh, Pa.

lave harvested a winning
hybrid of C&W and garage-

land thrashabilly which
lould turn quite a few heads.

On Town and Country, the

lave-Ups show why they have
teadily gained a snowballing
popularity among cowpunk
Ficionados. This impressive

Irst effort radiates with taste-

illy sonic musicianship. The
)rnerstone of the Rave-Ups'
ifectious sound is lead axe-

an Terry Wilson,
fhroughout Town and Coun-
ty, Wilson impresses the
stener song after song with
is versatile David Gilmour-
Grand-Ol'-Opry drag guitar

)und. Tunes like the spare

oustic* ballad **Radio"

resonate with painfully sweet
guitar accents, while power-
thrashers such as "Rave-up/
Shut up" are served up with
pile-driving gusto. Rounding
out the Rave-Ups' minimalist
sound on Town and Country
are the air-tight rhythm sec-
tion of drummer Timothy J
and bassist Tommy Blatnik,
who bear all the subtlety of a
runaway Mack truck, and
who provide consistently in-

ventive musicianship.
I'he real highlights of Town

and Country however are the
tongue-in-cheek vocals and
wryly insightful lyrics of the
band's leader, Jimmer
Podrasky. Podrasky's witty
and satirical observations of
the suburban social scene on
songs like "Class Tramp" and
"By the Way" cause one to

liken him to a rock 'n' roll

Mark Twain. Adding to the
biting humor of his lyrics are

Podrasky's quirky, disaffected

vocals, which perfectly com-
plement the country-rock
backing of Wilson & Co. The
Rave-Ups have a lyricist of

considerable wit in Podrasky,
and his talents are amply
displayed on Town and Coun-
try.

Because this ear-catching
debut record has been released

on the small-time independent
label Fun Stuff Records, one is

not likely to see Town and
Country gracing the playlists

of KROQ and KMET.
However, one should be able

to ferret out this engaging disc

at any local record store. The
extra effort will be rewarded
with a consistently engaging
listening experience by an im-

pressive, up-and-coming local

band. Molly who?
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WE HAVE THE FORMULA!!

B/ Denise Dziuba

FNXS: Listen Like Thieves;

Atlantic. Whether you're a

new or an old fan of
Australia's INXS, you're
bound to feel robbed by their

Continued on Page 23

?.
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W

imer Podrasky of The Rave-Ups in action.

AUEX OEMYANENKO/OaNy Bruin

EvJ^VAJfi;
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TECHNI - CUTTING®

41 . TM
Systcoi

Describes the newest form of hair cutting simultaneous to evalua-
tion of each and every cut made into the hair while hair is at Its newly
natural designed state, not just lifting the hair and cutting it off.

Our 17tii Year at 925 Broxton • Happy Hair Hour-cuts from $12
208-7277 SASSOON S. SASSOON 208-4247 .

Now open Sunday 12-5 j

UCLA GRADUATE DANCE ETHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS

DR. PEARL PRIMUS
DANCER, ETHNOLOGIST, ANTHROPOLOGIST

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
AT THE SEVENTH ANNUAL DANCE ETHNOLOGY FORUM AT UCLA, 1986

EBRUARY 6 THURSDAY
' '-^ =^

6 pm MASTER CLASS: AFRICAN/CARIBBEAN DANCE AND DRUMMING;

FEBRUARY 7

10 am

BpnT

FEBRUARY 8

9am
8pm
FEBRUARY 9

10 am

DR. PRIMUS & ONWIN BABAJIDE PRIMUS BORDE.
INNER CITY CULTURAL CENTER, 1308 S. HAMPSHIRE, LA, INFO (213) 387-1161

FRIDAY

MASTER CLASS; DR. PRIMUS & ONWIN BABAJIDE PRIMUS BORDE,

200 DANCE BLDG.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS; DR. PRIMUS, 1200 ROLFE HALr
' —

SATURDAY
PRESENTATION OF PAPERS; 1102 ARCHITECTURlBiCir

WORLD DANCE CONCERT; 208 DANCE BLDG.

SUNDAY
BRUNCH HONORING GERTRUDE KURATH; GUEST SPEAKER,

lOANN KEALIINOHOMOKU;
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER 1023 HILGARD, WESTWOOD.

ALL UCLA EVENTS ARE FREE

ANY QUESTIONS CONTACT DANCE DEPT: 825-3951

SPONSORS renter For Student Programmmg, College Of Fme Arts, Internat.onal Student Center/Council On Programming. Graduate St.udent

Association, Museum of Cultural History, African Dance Club, Dance Department

I

Center lot InUTii.itional aiul '^ir.ifct'ic Affain.

Presents

DAVID A. HAMBURG
President, Carnegie Corporation

C

"AVOIDING NUCLEAR WAR:
CRISIS PREVENTION AND U.S.-SOVIET RELATIONS'

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30
7:30 PM

147 DODD HALL
FREE

•yf
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SURFBOAF^DS • WETSUITS • GOLF
*
'»

WE
PAY CASH
FOR USED SPORTING GOODS

BUY • SELL • TRADE
ENCORE SPORTS (81 8)348-881

3

OUALfTY PREOWNEO
sponriNQ oooos 22702 VENTURA BLVD.

WOODLAND HILLS

EXERCISE EQUIP • SCUBA •

Bxhtan
ThnnJng, Toning&Aerobic Centres

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverly Hills 277-7569

West LA 479-1663

'^ V.

^'

presents

The Kerckhoff Jazz Series
featuring

\
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FELDSPAR
TONIGHT

8:00 P.M. Free

Kerckhoff Coffee House

i
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in your Kfe you
do over t^9in<.^

•nd this time
doftriglit?

OMiM
<^ii--^^-

w. ^

A Comedy alxHit Kfe, hope, and getting even.

KINGS ROAD ENTERTAINMENT fVesents A GORDON CARROLL Production THE BEST OF TIMES*

fV^MELA REED DONALD MOFFAT Mu«k by ARTHUR a RUBINSTEIN wHittn b,RON SHEOON
p»T>duc«d byGORDON CARROLL o«>«ct.<i by ROGER SPOTTISWOODE

AMNIVWSALl.
0mi itmmi III mmni.mt

Coming January 31st to Select Theatres

»..nt
I

TT" ^ rprPEnKmmni.mmnmii:

Bruin Arts Guide

The following is the inaugural edition of the Wed-

nesday Daily Bruin Arts Guide. It is similar to our

ONCAMPUS column in that it lists entertainment

events on campus, but it deals more specifically with

student productions and recitals, as well as faculty

performances and other campus-based shows.

ART

Wight Gallery Hours: Tues. llam-8pm., Wed.-

Fri. Ham. -Spin.; Sat. and Sun. l-5pm., Closed

Monday. Info: 825-9345. -;

Wight Gallery — Upper Level "Undergraduate

Student Exhibiton/Art" Jan. 19-Feb. 2, Perfor-

mances Tues. and Wed. 1/28, 1/29. FREE

Wight Gallery — Lower Level **Neo-Tantra: Con-

temporary Indian Painting Inspired By Tradition"

Now-Feb.2
artist talks Tues. 1/28, 4pm., Wed. 1/29, 12 noon.

FREE

MUSIC

Organ Studio, 1655-A Schoenberg Hall

"Lutenist Richard Jensen"

NoonConcertT^ed., Janr29rFREE

Royce Hall

"Noon Organ Recital"

Jan. 31, Friday 12 noon. FREE

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall

"Junior Recital" Charles Benesh and Dave Bouchez

Jan. 31, Friday 4 pm. FREE

Schoenberg Hall

"Faculty Recital" pianist Ick-Choo Moon
Jan. 31, 8pm.
tickets: general/$5, student/$3.

THEATER ARTS

Freud Playhouse, MacGowan Hall

"Last Summer at Bluefish Cove**

Directed by Meg Wilbur "—"^

—

'

Tickets: general $5, student $3.

Jan. 31 — Feb. 8, 8pm. Sunday, 2 and 7:30pm.,

dark Monday and Tuesday.

1340 MacGowan Hall

MFA Project

"Losing Ground"
Directed by Shannon Edwards
Jan. 30 — 8:30, Jan. 31 — 4:15 and 8:30 pm., Feb.

1 — 8:30pm.

$1 at the door

^

The Arts Guide is for all students. If you have any
information about an event/presentation in the Col-
lege of Fine Arts, please submit info to TASC, The-
ater Arts Student Committee, Dept. df Theater Arts
and MP/TV, MacGowan Hall, UCLA.

Deadline is Monday of every week.

I

I

.11 llMlllLims^THiims^^^t^m^^ 1,^11 ..^^^its^^,.,.

I

T'
(A^ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
^aY/^ COMPLETE

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

'^''
00

INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR, INSTALLATION
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. YuM-u
2.Valv«
3. Lube

4 0»l Chanot 8. ChKk Battery Water
5 Braka A**. 9. Inapact Front End
6. Chitch Mi. 10. Gmpraaaton T<M
7. Stfvto Air Oaanw 11. (Praaauw Taat Cooing Symn)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

Parta A Laboc (Gaa A Ah ntef Ktra)

HOINIO/^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

USED CAR DIAQNOSW - •«••••
* THIS !• AN ttOHEMT OA«AOe *

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

T
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Kurosawa's fight
Continued from Page 19

his career. Japan's refusal to nominate Ran as their foreign
film entry exemplifies Kurosawa's artistic struggles Ihis
controversial situation is just another incident in the stor-
my relationship between Kurosawa and his Eastern con-
terparts.

With Bergman, Renoir, Fellini, and Ford Akira
Kurosawa stands as one of the superior filmmakers of all
time. It is unfortunate, therefore, that his native coumy
has helped to deny him Academy recognition for one of
cinema's great achievements.

NXS's 50-50 LP
'ontinued from Page 21

lurrent album Listen Like
'^hieves.

For people just becoming
Acquainted with the group by
/ay of the singles "This Time"
)r the newly-released "What
fou Need," the record's first

lide is definitely for them.
>ince the song "Original Sin,"

^hich centers on relationships

jtween blacks and whites,

from their previous album
^he Swing caused so much
)ntroversy, INXS now seems

[o want to play it safe. And
[hat's their problem.

Although the group con-
[inues, as singer Michael Hut-
^hence says, to combine funk
/ith rock, they seem to lose

[he true soul of their music.
11 of the five songs on side

ne are polished pieces,
without a wrong note played,
)ut also without any energy.
ifter the first two songs,

I'What You Need" and "Listen
-ike Thieves," the heavy
Irum beat and guitar work
:ome monotonous, as if the

)nly difference between the
bngs is the words. Luckily,
the synthesizer-oriented "Kiss
"^he Dirt (Falling Down The
fountain)" offers a break to

the listener before the repeti-
tion begins again.

Although INXS seems bored
''ith their own material on

5ide one, the band sounds
lore energetic on the album's

last six songs. For an old fan.

side two reveals INXS at their
best, playing energetic music

recklessly, with more emphasis
on enjoyment rather than
production. For example,
"Biting Bullets" has a spon-
taneous sound, as if INXS fi-

nally loosened up a bit, as
well as a catchy chorus which
Hutchence slides in among the
music. The rest of the songs
follow this same style, with
one exception. "Three Sisters,"
the only instrumental on the
record, appears unexpectedly
and slows the side's pace until
the next song picks it up
again.

:£esides the two divers©

MLyouctiNCtif
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR GROUP WfTH COUPON

JAPANESE
BUFFET

OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Pric« -

Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

CRAB LEQS • SHRIMP • OYSTERS • SALMON • CALAMARI •
BEEF & LEMO^ CHICKEN • EGG ROLLS • SALAD BAR...AND...

SUSHI, SUSHI, SUSHI, IN SUSHI BAR
' 1389WESTWOODBL

3 biks. so. of Wilshire

473-9378

sides, another noticeable dif-

ference occurs in Hutchence's
singing. While sounding
removed and uninterested on
side one, he quickly warms up
on the other side. Also, his

vocals express differing moods.
For instance, the singer often
sounds uptight during "Shine
Like It Does," while on "Same
Direction" he's more relaxed
and delivers the best vocal
performance of the record, fi-

nally adding some guts to his

singing.

Because the two sides are so
divorced from each other.
Listen Like Thieves doesn't
feel like a complete album.
Depending on your musical
preferences, however, you
should be able to enjoy at

least one side of the record.

UCLA Department of Sociology
Women's Studies Program

Center for the Study of Women

present

SYLVIA WALBY
Lecturer in Sociology; Director, Women's
Studies Research Center, University of

Lancaster, United Kingdom

Author of Patriarchy at Work: Patriarchal

and Capitalist Relations in Employment
1800-1984

speaking on

Theorizing Gender Relations: Sex,

Class and the Division of Labor

Today
3:00 p.m.
Haines 252

\
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vniage photo
processing co.

929 weslwood blvd., tos angeles, ca 90024- (213) 208-4502

hour service at
NO EXTRA COST

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
• NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
• SAME DAY AVAILABLE
• 2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDE
PROCESSING

SAVE UP TO $5
THIS AD ENTITLES YOU THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNT ON THE
COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 1 lO, 126, OR
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM

1/29

12'EXPOSUREROa
24-EXPOSURE ROLL
36-EXPOSURE ROLL
ONE PER CUSTOMER. MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 29,1986

$1 DISCOUNT
$3 DISCOUNT
$5 DISCOUNT

Physicians for Social Responsibility
Ijos Angt'lfs Chjpfei

mvitfs you to a ilimuhlmj^. provocahvf fvenirtj^

Destruction before Detonation
The Impact of the Arms Race on Health and Health Care

•with

Victor W. Sidel, M.D.
ImtTW^JidH' P»sl prrsidfnt ut Ihi' Atm-ruan I'uWu H«'illh Association,

and Prf'iid«'nl-»'l«-\l dI Nalninall'hxsu lans lor S>. lal K«-4pi>nMbilitv

Wednesday, January 29, 1986 7:30 pm

Factor Auditorium — UCI.A Campus
. - Lewis Factor Building A-660

Ptfkinf Siniciuir M < ai I r Cunir A 1 i>rno(> ~

Admission Free

For further information call- (213) 458-2694

-J r '^ \

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!
Italian Recipes

From Little Italy, N.Y.

1049 Gayley Ave^ • Westwood

DeUver 824'1310 7 Days

Also 1012 State St. Santa Barbara

Stg Screeft T^LicL
deli. Featuring
Monday Night
Football or all

Sports and Soaps.
Daily Specials

RESTAURANT - NEW YORK PIZZA DELI
CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

Pitcher
1-59 of 1.59

Beer
ricjv (>ri's»ni Miiipon

CHASE
Restaurant

LOBSTER TAIL PICCATA

$

Dinner

13.99
.1-1 (>'i •

ii'U|N'ii

ii hRhE i;/.<>« (il ,,i^'irTSi( or i/uirjoi'i.r.

CHASE
"Restaurarit

VEAL PICCATA For 2

$19.99 ->'U|'"II

iniin.it? iiU>iir HtLul. fi-(fiu.ini Alfrvdii. 6f

CHASE
Restaurant

2 For 1
Lunch

On all Pasta, Chicken i)r Eggplant dishes

Plra>< prc*cnr ikui^'M

CHASE
Pizza Deli

2 For 1
Any Large Pizza

Hfj.1H- prcMnt (.•upiiii
w/2 items

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

rir.nc prrwnl loopun

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

22 02. DRAFT 22 01.

MOLSON M^M\J\r l.MOOSEHEAD

$2.00 BEER $2.50

ririiM- prcM-nr i.>tip«'n

CHASE
Pizza Deli

MEDIUM PIZZA
2 toppings

2 salads

$7.99
vu

CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner for 2
, FREE k' carafe of red or white wine

13.99
On all pasta, chicken or

Pli-.iv i-rixni . 1 >up< 111

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

"CHASE GIANT COMBO"
Large CHASE Pizza with

up to 7 toppings

$9.99 'j'^>v..w,

Please pf|.*cni loupiin

CHASE
Restaurant

2 For 1
Lunch

On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

n,Mr.iyc prcMni >i>ii|>>n

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

Clcsyr prrvni t<<upi>n

CHASE
Pizza ' Deli

SLICE
75cj:

CHASE
Pizza - Deli

insane Wednesday!
Anv Laryc pizna w 2 itcni^

2 For 1
If liM- r rt-w'it ii;* n

CHASE
Restaurant

Dinner for Two
• '

'"' Htiili I f. ,1 . r lAlii'i- Aim- 13.99
On .ill Pa^ta. Chickt-n or Eggplant dishes

r.iN» [rrvnf mupiin

CLIP AND SA\E • CLIP AND SA\E • CUP AND sA\ t • '.LIp AND SAVh » CLir AND SAVE

FAMDUS IN SANTA BARBARA-

CHASE IS THE PLACE!!
FAST FREE DELIVERY 2084729

_ 824-1310($6.00 minimum order)

'Ran'
Continued from Page 18

Kurosawa's biggest risk was
to cast noted Japanese
tranvestite performer Peter as

Kyoami, the Fool. As all

jesters, Kyoami's wit belies his

wisdom. When tiidetora ex-^

claims, "Tm lost," Kyoami of-

fers, "Such is the human con-
dition!" Peter displays the
perfect combination of silliness

and subtle sympathy to make
Kurosawa's risk pay off.

Ten years in the making.
Ran is the most expensive film

in Japanese history ($11.5
million). It is paying off.

America and the world are
now discovering what all too

iew had previously recognized
— the genius of Akira
Kurosawa. In its initial stages,

however, the film encountered
a problem. Because of the

outstanding budget, financing

was difficult to secure;
therefore Kurosawa crossed,

continents and tapped the
French francs of producer
Serge Silberman, acclaimed
for his work with Luis Bunuel
and on the film Bob Le
Flambeur.
The Franco-Japanese col-

laboration provides a lusher,

more vibrant setting than
those presented in Kurosawa's
previou s films. Kurosawa's
"background as an art student

"

has never been more evident.
Particularly memorable is a
seven minute battle sequence.
Colorful armor-clad warriors
and the seeping fog at their
feet spill over hills into battle.

Hidetora's men are massacred
by the onslaught of his sons'
troops — pierced with sheets
-of arrows, chopped tu - blts;"-

and left to languish in a
liberal display of bright red
blood. No sounds other than
Toru Takemitsu's beautiful
classical score accompany the
carnage . . . until a shot
shatters virtual silence. Taro is

victim of a bullet from the
gun of his brother Jiro's re-

tainer. At that point, all
sounds of conflict and agony
resume. Much like the waves
of warriors clashing in the

"

battle scenes, images
relentlessly assault the senses.
At the same time brutal ^nd
gruesome, haunting and sur-
real, the images are beautiful,
truly unforgettable.
Ran showcases most of the

great themes and cinematic
inventions that Kurosawa has
incorporated in his previous 26
films. It is a story of power,
greed, betrayal, and tragedy.
Power corrupts, suffering is

inevitable, and greed and
vengeance are all-encompass-
ing. This is life. Kurosawa br-
ings it to us articulately,
humorously, wonderously and
powerfully.

For years many have been
asked to name their favorite
Kurosawa film. Most had
stated Seven Samurai, Ikini,
or perhaps Rashomon. For
many, their reply now will be
Ran. .

William Laud» ar-
chbishop of Canter-
bury, was executed in

1645 in the Tower of
London during the
English civil war.

i^
y

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

t*f.it< .M.n
MISCELLANEOUS 9 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

l«qrlii ilV4M

SMOOTH Lines. Valentines. Give a
custom poem for that Valentine, birthday,

anniversary, makeup, breakup, pickup, or

hiccup. Published poet. Send description

and $5 to: The Poetry Man. 7210 Jordan
Ave.. Suite B102B. Canoga Park. CA.
91303.

li^«lia«MMhv«MI

T)w A^UOA Convnuntcattm Boird My supports tw

UnMratty ol CiMonili's pdcy on non-dtKivmMlion

No (TMdiufn ftv» accept uNwUMfninls whch prtsant

penons of any ortgm. rata, rekvon, mx. or Mxual

ontnMon m a dormawng *>> o^ '"P'i V«at Iwy art

kmtad u cwtain poaWons. capriHltc tviu. or

suius in ioaa<y NeMtar Iw Oa»y Brian nor «m

ASUCLA Comrwwtoalom Boaixt has nvtskgaM any

of Kit sarvtcM atnUtmt or advarHaars fapraaantad m

9k utM fvrt poraon battving aM » adMrtatmani

m me ssM vntalas tm Boant's polcy on nan

diacnnwiaton suiad harain ihoulii coriMnumcali
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:ampus campus
[appenings 1 happenings,

Be among those honored by the Chancellor for

Outstanding University and/or community service.

Wear the Blue||£knd Gold Fouragerre at the 1985
I Commencement

,

^

_ CHANCELLOR'S MARSIIAL
• Applications now available to Graduate and

Undergraduate degree candidates.

No minimum GPA.
DUE MARCH 6, 1986

Pick ap at AU Info Desk, Nortk CaapM, M«rphy Hall

2224, West Ceoter BioHied Libraiy

jiNim,mim, and ciudiates

Give yourself some credit, sign op

for a Visa/Mastercard and otlier fine

credit cards M-W-F 9am-4pm at tlie

Weslwood StHdcnl Federal Credit

Jnioil (located l>eiiind KercUioffMl
No employment reqnired!!!

90% acceptance rate

iDUCATlON
lERVICES 4

ALCOMOUeS ANONYMOUS

MWOTnyK MOnOOy. mCKmrOan
2410, 12:iai:20. WadnMdoyi.

NtOropfycNotrtc bvlNutw C^-539,

12:10-1:20. For olcoholcs or Irv

dMduab who ha¥« a drtrMng

problem. 850-0644a 4754368

MISCELLANEOUS 9

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning sniiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261

PERSONAL 10

SURVIVORS of incest Sexual abuse sup-

port group. Spnt) Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

lEALS

NATAR/IO tickets Feb 3rd Sec. 25
Ooionnade. Sell at cost $20.00 Larry

(1 13)396-6546 (213)453-4521

4^

CYNTHIA TOOHEY (EK)

&
BILL BALDWIN

Congratulations on your

candle passing'. Best wishes,

Love, Your 2IK Sisters

D DEALS 7

^"v

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRQ-
'GRAM " (816)880-4407, (818)88(M361.

[ISCELLANEOUS 9

[ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404. _^
MODEL casting party for new TV Game
Show (Crazy Cash), Thursday January^.

30th. 8pm-2am, Marina Del Rey Jockey

Club, 310 Washington Street. Marina Del

Rey. 18 and over bring photo composite/

portfolk). Meet producers, actors, casting

directors, agents^ ^^

AAH NEOPHYTES
Thanks for all of those

wonderful surprises on

Active Lookout, just

wait u ntil initiation...

Love the actives

CREW wanted for local sailing on Colum-
bia 52. Expenses paid. Ron Ricker,

(213)276-3988

HOST family wanted for 19 year old Italian

girl in the US to learn English, August-
September 1986. Will do babysitting and/
or housework in exchange for room and
board (213)208-2473.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara
(818)840-8638.

MATURE responsible male to provide per-

sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day
1 block from campus, strong references
$250/month 208-5732.— --

STACY. I love you even if you are a Bruin!

Fight on; Love. Lee.

STUDENTS: Would you like to corres-

pond and exchange experiences with other

university students nationwide? Please
write for information: Sunset Book Ser-

vice. 350 S. Figueroa. Suite 117-794. Los
Angeles. California 90071

.

LAE Little Sister Bar-B-Que
Thursday 5:30...

Find out about the
Ski/Gambling road

trip to Tahoe!
OA

AAA Susie TalimanAAA
The best HI sis around.

Connie

Fairbanks:

Happy birthday!

I hope your 20th

is the best ever!

"James

'^^

h
^i "^ JEN HP (AAA)-

Good luck this week.

I'm thinking about you

every step of the way!

Love you-"

Dobby

Order of Omega
Greek Honor

Society

in the

Dean of Stu(dents

Office

2224 Murphy Hall

Deadline Feb. 5,

5:00 PM

ATA LITTLE
SISTERS
Mandatory
meeting

^"Tonight at^=
7:00

Calendar^ info,

and more!

KKT,
Thank you for your

hielp and supiDort.

Love, The ladies of

PhiMu

1=mtCHELLK-
GlfOSS
IW YOU
YBB CRAIG

^*

t

I
'A

^ Happy Hour 6:30 ^
^ LASERIUM %
^ w/ Ptiil Collins and Genesis! 7:30 ^
^ TONIGHT!! ^
t Questions? Call Danny 858-1113 ^
^* :iC***** 5tC 5»C 5iC 3|C ^fC 3JC 5K 5fC* 5iC^ 5|C 3|C 5|C* 5JC :|C ;iC********^

Be a part of making
someane^s life a littl^ hit

" brighter. Pick up applica-^
- tiona for the 1986 Special

Olympics Executive
Committee at the Men *s Gym
118. Due Friday^ Jan 31 at

n€>on...Men's Gvm 118

>«BK>S•5<>3I^::>3I^:

I
Tom 'Trendy' Ryu

HAPPY NRTHDAY!|
We cani believe |
thcrt you finally ^
made m But doni"
party yourself out |
j¥alting for ttie

rest of us.

Erich, Glen, Greg, ,,

i Jai^le, Toi, Teny |

ALL LIULE SISTERS & POTENTIALS

BOOGIE ON
^WN!

TO THE

Am LITTLE SISTER B-B-Q

Thursday at 5:30
525 Landfair

?'s: Steve Ross 208-2344

/SHARLYN^THORNTqN
/ <g (OM) V

GAREN
VANDEBEEK

\ Congratulations on
\ your engagement
\ We wish you the

\ best always...

Love, Tlie Sistere

ofPM Mu

Hey Chi-0 PC 85

The house is yours

forlust one evening

So be ^id and crazv

the actives are leavint:

Have a fantastic time

but don't stay out

too late

For vou must return to 708!

Mo beta!

HEY BRUINS!
i>mii:m§^;}!sm^:>m&jm!i.:;^m^^ ^^si€f^>^!K(:.>

\

.)m!!^*ymcjm;<::mK^:m^-^m^i

Dont forget to check out Student Health Advocate

and Peer Health Counselor Recruitment. Attend any of the orientation session listed

Wedr^saday. January 29

Thursday. January 30
Tuesday, February 4

Wednesday, February 5

7:OOpm
7:00pm
7:00pm
2:00pm

Alpha Epsilon Phi p„^
Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge *^"^

Alpha Delta PI

Ackerman Union 3517

Wednesday, Jdnuary 29

Thursday. January 30
Tuesday, February 4

Wednesday. Fet>ruary 5

DON*T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO HELP YOUR FELLOW BRUINS!

12 noon
7:00pm
4:00pm
2:00pm
12 noon

below:

North Campus Rm. 20
Sproul EntertairwDent Ctr

Ackerman Union 3517
Ackemnon Union 3517

Ackerman Urton 3564

)^

;]

h. -

^/^: v . ..

f r".
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26 Wednesday, January 29, 1986 w®[\Si daily bruin

PERSONAL 10 OPPORTUNITIES 26 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

^TT

AAA HEDQIS

Same Deito time: 5:30

Some Delta PI0C6: AAA
Same Delta Purpose: FOOD!—'PIMEWMMIMelhwrt

OKT
Little Sisters

Meeting
TONITE

Aclcerman
2412

7:00 PM
Be There!

>9KK;aKr;^J3

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on

liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three months. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and blood specimen. All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 386-5614

ext 231 (Shirley).

tSENrTAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

MALE adults 18-22

project at UCLA. 1

Call 825-0392

needed for research

time only, earn $12.

NORMAL healthy children 3-10 years old

needed for research project at UCLA.
$20/se8S»on. 1 time only Call 825-0392

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study,

if you at» 1 3 to 17 years ^)iclr-and ,w ish ta,

make $5.00 by participating in a survey

which includes questions on alcohol and

drug use, call between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

FUTON business for sale, near t>each. 3

yrs. old. profitable, inquires welcome. Must
sell (213)398-0534

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victim!

National adion against rape offers paid

public outreach ppsition Call Tracey at

(213)394-8050.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months $1295-$1395
covers all expenses work($6 0O-$10 00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

BABYSITTER w/experience, references.

Two children, hours and salary negotiable

Car required (213)476-8142 or 476-9371.

BAND needed for MP/TV student music
video to be submitted to MTV Call Dan
824-0929

CASHIER to work 11am-2pm or 11am-
3:30pm T-Th or evenings at a new Dim
Sum Cafe in WLA. Call 479-4774.

CASHIER needed for one hour photo lab.

Please call Anna at 477-0559

CASHIER/host/hostess/delivery drivers.

App<y in person. 1776 Westwood Blvd.

3:0(V6:00 pm. 470-2499 Scott

CHILD Care-help needed. Bright, verbal,

8-yr. old girl needs a responsible adult

friend to pick her up & care for her at

child's home three afternoons/wk. Car and
recent references required. Days 273-

9610/Evening8 474-1390.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii, World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DINNER waiters in exchange for evening
meal at sorority 824 Hilgard.

DISTRIBUTORS for community paper
Flexible hours last Thurs , Fri., Sat. Each
month Need car . 295-4458

ORWER with car for local shoft Jrips $6/hf

472-1333

EARN $800-5000 a month by working 1-2

hours/week. No selling required.
(213)871-6988

EARN while you learn. College students.

Min. 2yrs left 10-15 hrs/wk. Teaching
physician. Call dept. T: 559-5700.

EARN^while you learn. College students.

Min. 2yrs. left. 10-15 hrs/wk. Teaching
position. Call dept. T: 559-5700.

FULL-TIME clerk/typist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court documents

preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat

Johnson 312-4260

GAL or guy Friday to assist public relation

& fashion consultant with clerical work and

special projects. Flexible hours. M-F Must

have own car. Good salary. (213)556-8160,

9-5Dm.

HAAOEN DAZS
IS HIRING

: Part Time help In :

\ Santa Monica Store :

i Call Anna @ \

828-7048

Make $1,000 for stuffing 1.000

envetopes guaranteed! For tree info,

just send MifaMratsad.

ttamptd MveloiM to:

JTB Inc

2470 Purdue Suite 8

Los Angeles. CA 90064

ACT NOWII

i

4*

Ik

JELEGAKBXjgmodeled Biltmore Hotel in

downtown LA is presently inlerS/iewihfl ' at ttre- movies •«- spectai event: Appty m

HELPER to serve dinner & clean up after-

wards. M. Tu. Th. 474-9943.

HOUSEWORK and yardwork for Beverly

Hills home. Driver's license required. Oc-
casional general office work. 6$/hr.

Tues.Thurs.or Sat. Hours very flexible.

Call 936-5670 .
MARKETING ASST- Help develop
business plan Able to work independently.

Good communication skills. Car required.

Prefer econ., marketing or business
backround 15-20 hours/week, flexible. $5
plus DOE & mileage Mr Galway
826-1474

MEDICAL office, filing and some assisting.

Monday and Wednesday, 8:30-530 Paid

parking. 1 houf for lunch Bevefti

area Call Shirley. 275-6969.

MESSENGER/fab technician trainee full/

part time for photo reproduction lab. $5/hr

plus $.20/mile. Call City Graphics. Brian

938-3744
^

MOTION Picture Theatre. Immediate part-

time positions available as cashiers,

ushers, concession workers. No experi-

ence necessary, but you must be ar-

ticulate, gregarious and conservatively

well-groomed, and have a genuine desire

to want to help us make our patrons night

SPERM donor
Clinic. 820-0377.

wanted. FGE Medical

LOST 17

LOST: Antique Rhinestone brooch on

campus 1/15. Great personal value.

REWARD. 209-2006

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color 652-

5786

qualified applicants for the following posi-

tions: foodservers. cocktail servers, host/

hostess, front desk clerks Business-like

appearance and cheerful disposition are a

must Please apply in personnel office,

Mon-Thurs, 9am-12noon. 515 S Olive st,

LA, 90013 (213)624-1011,

ENGINEERING Assistance needed. GSM
student needs information regarding
LCD. Technology Compensation nego-
tiable. Please call 824-1487

ENTRY level bookkeeper. A/P. general
ledger, Pacific Palisades resident prefer-

red 818-573-5003, Sandi.

EXPERIENCED typist, approx. 25-30 hrs/

wk. 70 wpm accurate, preferred experi-

ence on IBM-PC. $9/hr (213)279-1447

EXTRA needed for TV movie. Male 18-25

yrs. old with problemed complexion. Con-
tact Danny 477-8202.

FULL or part-time work in convenience of

your own home. Ask Mrs. Bishop. 659-

4417.

SALONS 21

FERESHTEH
Master Hair Colorist

4=

AOIMA
Skin Care Expert

OOSOOOOOOOt

20% OFF
• Coloring

Highlighting

perm and cut

In Beverly Hills

$25 Europian facial

$20 Full Leg Waxing

Student Discount

(213)273-1063
1

(213)271-6594

person only. Sat. Feb. 1st, 10am. Samuel
Goldwyn Pavillion Cinemas, 3rd level next

to the May Co. in the Westside Pavillion.

Pico between Overland and Westwood
Thank You.

$$NEED cash? $500/$ 1000 stuffing

envelopes* Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-

prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477.

NEED driver approx. 15 hrs. per week,
$5/hr. for 2 children, 14 and 7 Afternoons.

References required. (213)476-6745.

P/T MINIMUM 20 hrs/wk. Accounting
assistant to management information
systems. Basic accounting, 10-key, typing,

computer background helpful Call Carol at

213-820-5151.

PfT stock/cashier clerk for small grocery
market Experienced, mature, reliable.

Call before 1pm. 475-0820.

PART-TIME retail sales person Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood.
Ask for Stacy. 820-7373.

PART-TIME general office/secy. Fast pac-
ed Brentwood PR agency seeks organized,

energetic person to assist with basic office

duties Some typing, filing, and telephone.
XIrit grammar and spelling needed Word
processing exp helpful but will train.

Hours are 1 -5:30pm (213)820-2606

PART-TIME advanced aerobic instructor.

Embassador tennis and health club Call

385-6487.

PREMIERE LA fashion photographer
seeks male/female models for local and
national wholesalers advertising accounts.
Call 558-3577.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $l00/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T. dependable,
responsible, energetic persons wanted,
exp. preferred not necessary. Heavy
phones. 473-4428, Ms Schaefer.

VIDEO store rental clerk, good personality,

no experience necessary, p/t f/t Venice

area 399-9211.

HEALTH __^
o li m\ V lK^'lio ••••••••••••••• ^^

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708.

DR. SOMERS. CONTACT
LiNS SPiCIAUST
UCLA DJSCOUNT

COMPUTERIZED EYE EXAM
WILSHIRE & FEDERAL

47S-0596

HELP WANTED 30 •
•

GOURMET shop Santa Monica needs J
part-time help looking for interest- •
ed/motivated people to fill sales position. ^
Retail experience helpful (213)451-0557. S
GOVERNMENT jobs. $16,040-$59,230/ •
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000. S
ext. R- 101 05 for current federal list.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN. WATER
SPORTS, CAMPING. 826-7000.

QROCERY ctefk P/T. 1pfn-7pm. 477-3216.

:

Fill in yonr week
wHh extra $$$ ~

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

REPUTABLE company seeking energetic

people, part-time or lull-time, no sales,

many benefits. Gene, 824-0233.

ROUND Table Pizza is looking for delivery

people Must have own car and insurance

Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-

mission, day and evening shift available.

Hours flexible. Apply^n' person, 1050 Vine

St., Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

SALES part-time Earn "^great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy

sale Call Mike at 393-8153.

SALES-part-time. $5/hr. plus commission.

15-20 hrs/wk. Experience preferred Close

to school. Affordable Portables 1110

Gayley Ave Westwood 208-6996

SECRETARY in exchange for room in

Beverly Hills/Bel-Air estate 2 years expe-

rience required Type 50 wpm/minimum.

Part-time afternoons. 276-4(XX).

SECRETARY - 4 day week. 9:00-5:30.

Typing(min. 65 wpm.) phones.filing, word

processing(willing to train), good organiza-

tional skills. 8$/hr. Call Liz. 208-5673

SKI shop looking for fun and aggressive

sales people full or part-time. Apply in per-

son at Sandy's WLA or call 820^596, ask

for Reuben.

STUDENT needed to teach Spanish to

adults. Must be fluent in Spanish. Part-

time in Century City. Phone: 556-1876 until

2 PM, or leave message 476-6191.

TELEPHONE surveys. Computer industry

market survey, no selling, base pay plus

I

bonuses equal $8-$12 per hour. Work w/in

10 friin. of campus. Call evenings Sun-

day-Thurs , 6pm-l0pm. (213)477-1237

messages

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY*

Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L A
f21S|477-S0SS

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
(2fS|M1.S220
• Secretarial. •Receptionist

• Typists. •Accounting.

• Ddta/Word Processors.

and othof office supporrpD^

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

WANTED: CHIPWICH SALESPERSON.
$6-10/hr FUN JOB NEAR UCLA. M/F.

OUTGOING AND ENERGETIC. CALL
COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT.
(805)564-1255

WOULD you stuff 1000 envelopes for

$500? If so, rush self-addressed stamped
envelope for details to: SLM. 3175 8.

Hoover #444, LA, CA 90007.
.

WRITERS needed for monthly community
paper. Sorry, no pay, but publication

guaranteed 395-4459. '

CASHIER/SALES
BIGS

SPORTINO
GOODS
PART-TIME

• Great Working
Corxlitions

• Merchorxjise
Discount

• Competitive Salary
• Merit lrx:recises

• Flexible Hours

Applicants must be at
least 18 years of age
and have previous
retail experience.

Knowledge of sportirig

goods/equipment
t>elpful.

Apply Dolly at

tt^e following loco tlon:

6601 Wllstilre Blvd.

Beverly Hills

n Hvdit Sonio I

JOBS WANTED 33

RECENT MBA seeks evening and
weekend work. Marketing and taxation.

Call Pat, (818)444-9268.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EASY extra income! $500-1000 possible!

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc., Dept La 1. 110 E.

Hillcrest Blvd. Su 209. Inglewood. Ca.
90301

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-
tant needed. Must have knowledge of

anatomy and be willing to work at a fast

pace. Computer experience helpful. Con-
tact Sarah, 658-8661

.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-2111.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

FEMALE to share bdrm. In apt. near
UCLA $300/mo & security deposit &
utilities. Short or longterm. 470-7931

.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

$1,000.00 p«r w««k7
TNs Is a realistic gocH for_

a mottvated salMpersofV
reochlng Investors by

phone.
Can J.S.P.C. at

(213)821-7124. We tmlnl

CompuServe
CompuServe
Career Day

405 Hilgard Ave
Ackerman Bldg.. Second Floor

10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Thursday. January 30. 1986

nw-
,i ^ mc^Od) daily bruin

n.UB GUIDE 40 HOUSE~ FOR RENT 55

AKA THE TEASZER (213) 654-4773

qtlNSET STRIP AT CRESCENT HTS

GRIU $1650 3-Bedroom. 2-bath. Spanish style
availat>le now. call Roberta 306-0073 Iv'

message.

JUMBO LONG ISLAND ICE TEAS

OR $2.25
IIIIAITA1*S«PREIMUM LKKIOR^
M^^^*^"*SHQ-i

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

FEMAI^ Grad student - 3-bedroom quiet
home, washer/dryer, dishwasher, garage
$310. 1/2 utilities. Janice 641-7451.

TIRED of paying for the ordinary? furnish-
ed 3-bedroom house in WLA, non-
smokers. Pat (213)478-2600. $615 00/mo.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

OWN Room/Bath in Clean, Sunny Apart-

ment. $450. Great Location Near Wilshire

Bundy. 838-6822/855-0567.

PRIME Westwood Village executive single.

$850 and up 1 bedroom $1000 and up

Fireplace, pool, intercom, parking, air con-

ditioning. 208-3306.

TWO Bedroom, 1 bath, nice unit West LA.

900 a month. 450-7546 until 6:30 pm.

WESTWOOD apartment, large living room,

small bedroom, $580 a nfK>nth includmg

utilities (213)824-0243.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA 2 bedroom. 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,

small, modern building. 11675 Darlington,

open house. 94:30. 827-4652.

$495-$625 Hottywood targe deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partty-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parking, security. 1831

Whitley (213)467-9431.

$555-$575 Mar Vista reduced 1 -bedroom.

New decor, pool. parkir>g. laundry. 391-

9688.313-1818.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c, fireplaces. Brand r>ew. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

WESTWOOD-custom condol 2-bedrooms.
2-bath8, toft, skylight, built-ins, wet-

r. pool, security. $165,000. Wynn. 477-
001.

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

HOUSESITTER widow/church organist ?-

children. June-September. Pet care OK
(213)4544088 after 7pm.

WANTED: Guesthouse Studio Apt. or
equivalent to rent BT $30a400/month.
Possible exchange of evening Babysitting.

Contact Delia. (818)788-2243 Eves.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP...62

SINGLE parent requires a college student
to live in on a full time basis and be a sur-

rogate big sister to a detightfut eight year
okj girl on an every other week basis. Liv-

ing arrangements: private suite which in-

cludes a private bedroom, private
kwthroom, private study and seperate out-

side entrance. Kitchen privileges, pool

privileges, housekeeper on premises, se-

curity gates, full security system,
automobile provided, private phone pro-

vided. Brentwood location on one acre of

grounds, 15 minutes from UCLA by bus. If

interested please call (213)829-4747 and
ask for Lillian M-F, 9 to 5 p.m.

APARTMENTS ^

FURNISHED 50

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor

11967 Rochester Apt.#3 . $430. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

EXTRA large 1-t>edroom with parking
$795 Walk to campus. 729 Gayley. 208-

8798.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. 2-bedroom. spacious, r>ew-
ly remodeled, new carpet. Corner of Bundy
and Sunset Heated pool, laundry. $995.
393^99.

GOOD location. One bedroom in
Westwood. $775/nrK). Singles also. 824-
9925.

ONE large single apartment. $385//mo. 1-

bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, porch.
Appointment:(21 3)759-1 194. Available
March 1.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. Large 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Balcony with
view Heated pool, subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 208-3647.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
frigidaire. stove, carpet, drapes, walk to
Century City. 2121 S. Beverly Glen.
(213)201-0339.

$930 up 2 3-bed/2-bath. Security building.
2121 Beloit. Olympic/ Sepulveda. A/C.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

BEDROOM/BATHROOM in 2-bedroom/2-

bath. Security garden apartment Rose at

Overland. $300/mo. 558-0404, Richard.

Feb. 1.

BRIGHT, spactous room for rent in Sher-

man Oaks. Furnished with private k>ath,

entrance and parking. Non-smoker prefer-

red. Phone: 818-761-6542. $385.

Hillside home. pod. private room. Female

student preferred Share bath with one.

$325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

MARINA Del Rey luxury room/bath/kitchen

privileges. Beaches, amenities. Faculty/

grad only $400 823-8291

.

ROOM for rent: share our friendly, young,

private home $350/month Pico/Robertson

area. (213)278-2422.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,

large newly decorated, unfurnished,

private entrance/bath. Security. Non-

smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Easy parking $500/mo. incl.

utilities. $750 security call (818)889-3280.

$380/month. Westwood and Ohio Kitchen,

living room privileges. Ed, Cherle, Adrian.

479-2402. 851-9057 messages, 9-12am or

after 10pm. ^^

ROOMMATES 65

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)
785-9865.

f « i
/

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

^EMALE, rK)n'snx>ker needed to share
Djaroom in a two bedroom apartnnent.
*f^"H)nth. Call 477-1244.

HOUSE
FORRENT 55

*1300. Deluxe 2-bedroom A den

2lIIl^*°"** M^otnt bKhelor available

!222l_!J»1*'« UCLA. 8264907. 826-8862.

BACHELOR to share. Aval. Feb. 1st. $600

move in-util. included. Lease to June.

David 1-2pm 206-6968

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share 2-

bdmn. apt. /Vpprox. 20 min. from campus

$275/mo plus utilities. Lynne (213)935

5861.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studic

next to campus. $325 utilities included

Contact Susan 208-3719/273-1247.

FEMALE xoommate needed to share (anc

help findl) 2 bed. apartment preferable in

Westwood area with three very nice female

heavy metal rock fanatics. Need to move

in by March 1

.

'

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne two bedroom, two bath

condominium. Quiet, near campus $700/

month includes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit. Must see to beljevel 479-0269

FEMALE non-8nfK)ker. Clean, responsible,

financially secure, mature. Westchester

2-bed/l-bath. No pets. $325/mo.
(213)410-9077

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share 2-bed/

2-bath. 5-mln. to campus. Sec. Wdg.. park-

ing space. 824-4886/824-5869.eve. or

625-5656 day.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELR..6^
COMPANIONABLE, non smoking, semi-
retired person faculty member preferred
help with small services in exchange for

private room, bath, view car and
references essential. 454-3166.

ROOMMATES 65
MALE needs M or F roommate to share
large Brentwood 1 -bedroom $338/mo. Ful-
ly furnished, parking, clean, good-looking!
5 min. from campus. Call Jeff 207-8954
morn, or night or John (818)349-8600 day.

MALE seeks roomate for 1 -bedroom
apartment. $245.00/month; furnished. 10
minutes from UCLA. Call 390-31 03

NEED female roommate-$273/mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Pool, Jacuzzi, security building.

(213)839-4186. Available immediately.

QUIET, clean. 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
non-smoking female. Share room $300
Anne/Deborah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES 'UNLIMITED Professionally
since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE(S) Wanted. 1-male. $320/mo.
1 -female $280/mo (different locations), in-

cludes utilities, WLA near UCLA. Shut-
tiebus. 473-8654. 836-9629 Iv. mess.

ROOMMATE wanted: 4 UCLA students in

5 bedroom/4 bath house. 11th St. Santa
Monica, easy access to school. Call 395-
0023.

WANTED two female Christian roommates
share new 3 bedroom, 2 bath apartment
Culver City. Fireplace, dishwasher. $325.
(213)836-0363.

WANTED: Female roommate to share
large 1-bed apartment. Furnished/pool.
Available now. $325/mo. Call Jeanne (213)
826-7282.

SUBLET 66

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu=-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious

students only, please Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196 . ,

INSURANCE .91

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 880-4407. (818) 860-4361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

LEGAL ADVICE 92

Specializirifi in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• permanent visas

• tempofary visas

• naturalization

• asylum/refugee
• vias extensions
• : jbor certification

• employment
auttK)ri2ations

for appointment

_. Call

507-1021
Si Habia EsparK>i

109 E. Harvard

Glendale.CA. 91205
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MOVERS 94

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful
Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable Jerry (213)391-5657.

PERSONAL
^*-'*^ V Iv^Ho ••••••••••••••••••• Z7J

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polish & dean your hord. iwnl-soCf
axj soft contact lenses whHe you wolt
Return your contacts to "Hke new" con-
dition. Feel and see better.

Pl^y^S^' "32 Westwood Bd. 20e- 3011.
Validated Part(lno-20% OW With This Ad.

SERVICES J

OFFERED 96
COMPUTER Training. Lotus 123. Sym-
phony, Multimate. DOS. Professional.

Reliable. Knowledgible. (213)559-6462.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with iournalism masters. Dick

208-4353.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate

negotiable Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334.

EdMmn A Typiafl
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

degandy and economically

21S-S96-#19S

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

B^ar'm Editing and
Writing Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too SoHiU

•We want to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

I^Your On-Campus^
35iniii Specialist

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anvtime. 392-1108

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices

'f' Pfofvtilonal Scivic*. lot Pcanuli T.

We're your complete 35mm
specialist. The Studio carries a
full line of Fuji and KodakJilm,
for any lighting condition.

When you've finished shoot-

ing, we II process your film

overnight in lull-frame, large

format or twin prints. Profes-

sional photographers are on
Staff to answer any of your
technical questions.

k CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor Kefckhotl Roon ^^" » Mog -Fn 8-6. Sat 10 3 » 2068433A " « i«>

Is your group planning a get-together?

Well get together with Graphic Services

and order your invitations today. We can

typeset your information in the typeface of

your Qhoice to compliment your group's

logo or illustration. Select from a wide

variety of paper stocks with matching

envelopes and have your invites printed

in one or two colors if you like.

to

\^ &

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150

Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GIV^HIC
a S U C L D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

•
-i : „

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

•

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 1 1-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

/
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SERVICES SERVICES
OFFERED 96 OFFERED

.

I

96

Need Copies Now?
Check Out

These Locations:

Quick Copies
First Floor KerckboffHall

For orders on 8V2XII or different
sized paper; on white or colored paper.

Located in the hallway just to the right of the

Graphic Services main lobby. (KH 162. Look
for the Quick Copies Sign).

Ackerman Union^ North Campus
& Lu Valle Commons

When you're on the run, use the self-service

copiers in Ackernnan (A-Level, near the

elevators and First level, near the Information

counter), at Lu Valle Commons (downstairs),

and in the North Campus restaurant. They're^

still only 5C. Look for our new copiers at the

Bombshelter and at North Campus.

C
First FJcx)r

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GRAPHIC
d u c D

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

n.
Lu Valle Commons

Q Sat 11-4

O C iosodSunday
825-7568

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING » ^... 100

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.

Pick up/campus M-W Sheri 662-0869.

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates Darlene.

DOCTORATES - Dissertations - Theses &
undefgrad ^ork. Excellent quality. Your

wOfWoover looked so good. Great for stu-

dents in LAX/So. Bay Area. Deborah

410-9137 10am-6pm.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 276-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,

$l.90/page. Make spelling corrections

1(806)352-4343 (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/productk>n. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

Professional Word processing. Term
papers. Resumes. Cover letters. Repetitive

lists. Scripts Disk Storage Reasonable

Rates (213)479-3456

SPECIALIZE term papers and resume
development. Edit and type. Rush jobs

O.K.! Available 7 days or eves. Call 478-

7061 . Leave message if out.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

FOR RENT 101

RGfriaerator RorYt

For dorm fraternities

sororities and co oo
Ootionol Sizes

for FREE DELIVEPY
call POLAR LEASING
390-8647 anvtinne

We rent color TV s too'

MUSIC LESSONS 102

22 year old Brazilian male, cheerful &
responsible, available for companion,

cook, house-keeper & chauffer Call Ed
(818)769-3249. 10:30-1 1 :30pm & Sunday
mornings Of loave message

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCULUS pre-calculus. Algebra.
reasonable price, call Mark at 820-5862.

CALCUS, statistics, precaiculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828-4029. 826-6928

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? ReasoQable rates

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592.

Excellent French tutor. Lots of experience

French citizen. 16 dollars/hr. Call evenings

(818)762-7203

FRENCH Tutoring by native PH D. from

French University Call Annie. 206-

8257(work)/470-7583(home)

TUTOR/EDITOR
For dissertations,

theses and
baccalaureate

projects.
Proposals

-"Throuoh final
documents.
25 years

experience.
823-^245

PATIENT TUTOR
MAIH (arithmetic througn

I

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS,

Engineering, Reading, Gram-

mar, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows the subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent th>e material in a variety of

ways. You will giso learn the

proper way to study to

achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORfVIA-

TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing All levels,

courses, CBEST prep , experienced staff

24hr./day.7days/week 291-3158.

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ADVANCED CLACULUS TUTOR NEEDED
- MUST HAVE FULL EXPERIENCE
TUTORING 30 SERIES. ALSO MUST
HAVE EXCELLENT GRAPHICS TECH-
NIQUES IN 3-SPACE CALL 278-9466 &
LEAVE MESSAGE

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM 10PM 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resumes, etc ; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing Xerox 860
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcrrption. LirxJa (213)204-0947 Call

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE (213)450-8719

AAA word-processing: $1.50/page term

papers; $2/page Dissertations. Theses,

Legal, Screenplays (d s ) UCLA-format

experienced. (213)306-5089

ALL typing I do Free P/U & delivery. Call

after 1 PM. Linda (818)708-0910.

APPLE and I word processing MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm $1 50-$2 25.

Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

3904588. -J ^
AUTOMATED Office Support: professional

secretarial/wordprocessing your papers,

resumes, etc on IBM PC and HP Laserjet

printer. Palms/WLA. Call Suzanne at 559-

3369

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a

Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268 50% off introductory

lesfion

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

ADVERTISE
825-2221

STUDENT
RATE!! *

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified windovif
(11 2 Kerckhoff)

for details.
^ IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people will see!

*Somc Restrictions Apply

llil^ers you have
Q real th'oQ
for sQv'ng money*
you know the valuH of C
Advertising* You know i

the easy, low cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those Items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it''j a good place to

shop for money
saving purchases.

Enjoy saving

money f* Let

Classified make it

happen!
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TRAVEL. 105 TRAVEL 10. TRAVEL...... ZI5i

h

6th Annual Spring Break Trip

UCLA WEEK
FLY TO
MAZATLAN. MEXICO....$349 March 31 - April 7
Includes roundtrip airfare from LAX, Welcome Cocktails, 7 nights at

hotel by the beach, nightly cocktail parties, dinner, and more!

SKI UTAH $279 March 31 - April 6
SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS,
COLORADO ......$329 March 30 - April 6
Includes roundtrip Jtransportation \/\^ deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and morel —
WAIKIKI, HAWAII $299 Any Week
Includes roundtrip s\\^^re on WORLD, 6 nights at hotel near

the beach, and morel ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^
WILD AND EXCITING TRIPSI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
^. 71 TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 8 30 6. sat 11-3

AQ\ \l^\ Ji/ A-'.dvel Ackernian union ^f
1~

^1 ^jl^Ji^^^ m^^wF Prices subiecf to chonoe without notice limited availabiiitv

.AAK»<^> •»«>>,

HONOLULU^229 R/Ii

MAUI-$d09 R/T:

LONOON-$519 R/T;

NEWYOfS(479*/4R/T

Some student dtocounis

ovoMobla. 8OO/AIR-0EAL or

(415) 641-5043. Aik for Bonnie

AUTOS FOR SALE..112 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

BMW 320i. Excellent cond.. new tires.

AM/FM digital cassette player. $7200 obo.
541-3632.

SUFOt VALUE WT FROM LAX TO:

MCW YORK lroat$2M

CmCAOO lrom$ fM
MUMf from$tM
HAWAh ^ ,.tnm$2»
LOMOOR..r.... ....,...i...<'..i...'mm$
FRANKFURT trom$

PARIS/AmTmOAM tmmi
TOKYO fromS 579

TAHfTt ^ hotn$ 979

CRUISE, IttufU trotr9

SKI EUROPE. ...fmm$

Chmttn, Totm, Cnttmm
Car A Hcumt Rm.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRATRA¥KL~—-.

1100 GLENDON 1^2025

LONDON^
AMSTERDAM

FRANKFURT

TAHITI

COPENHAGEN.$560

PARIS m
Some AMtrtcMom /^jply

Bwipaiiii
iMued on fhe ipot

RESUMES 104

LCXDKING for that petfect job? We can
*[f>te you a resume that will get tt for you,
Call the Resume Connection (213)478-
3274

f^ESUMES $12/pg computerized typeset'
^^e' printer, typing & word processing
^anors $2/pap© 4 up pap«r Tiger 821-
009'.

®®^'®0«CSOeOCOGO0OO0OO00GO0O0OW

^INNING resumes' Student special $25
'"•»e consuttanor Free copies One-day
gg!}^c9_0pen weekends (213) 851-0717

DATSUN 210. 1980. 2.door. red. auto.

amAfm casaette. excellent condition, no
problems. $3100. (213)857-1045.

OLDS 79 (sports) Starttre 44.000 mi xtnt

condition New tires, clean full eqip/

automatic, must sell $1950 (213)470-9801.

PORSCHE 914 1972. Excellent condition.

Color rainbow. Garaged Beverly Hills. Call

for appt. 213-276-6031. ,_,,.

'

TOYOTA-Tercel. 1980. 2-door. 4-speed,

am/fm stereo/cassette, must sell. $2,900
obo. Cesira 659-1838/257-9407.

VAN '72 Dodge 1-ton family wagon, con-

version, dealer maintained V-8, auto-air.

$5450 P-P. (213) 474-7216.

VOLVO 1980 DL- white, one owner,

55.700 miles, sunroof, a/c. $8000.
(213)474-1823.

VOLVO wagon, excellent condition, rebuilt

motor, new paint, excellent tires, stick

shift. $1,000. (818)766-9082.

1964 GHIA, solid, great condition, yelkm.

Best offer. 472-3168.

1967 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, good tires,

body needs paint. $1,750 obo. Brian,

824-7417,208-9888.

1968 FORD, 4-door Galaxy 500 Good
tires, carburetor rebuilt, or>e owner, asking

$700. Phone 472-1944

1968 PORSCHE-912 Excellent condition.

Forest green, tan leather, Kenwood
system, extras. Must sell $5650 obo.

471-8938.

1968 Pontiac Bonneville convertible. Full

power. kx>ks great, runs great, am/fm,

dasstc. Make offer. 704-7385.

1972 DATSUN 510 wagon. 4-speed. runs

well, AM/FM stereo cassette, $800/make

offer. 837-8839.

1975 280Z, 2x2, air, great condition. Best

offer. 479-1519.

1976 BMW 2002, mint condition, new tires,

rebuilt engine, front spoiler, Weber car-

burator.$5000. (213)855^)844.

1976 FORD 4-door, V-8, runs great, looks

bad. needs brakeworfc. Good deal. $600.

474-8996.
;

1976 MAZDA 4-door statkx) wagon, new

engine $850^obo.Mu>t aeW (213)450-7364.

(213)663-29g6.

1977 Oetaun 2-10. hatcf^beck. $1200. Todd

(ei8»2S4-64<4.
'

1977 Subunj S^paed. Qood condition.

Hmi tires. $y200/obo. Mutt aell now Call

6S2-49S7.

1977 Volkawagon Beetle convertibie. Great

condition, white $6196 obo. (213)462-2378.

1978 BMW 3201. Blaupunkt am/fm

caaaette. sunroof, new tires. Immaoculate

inakje/out. $6395 obo. 927-4021

1978 CHEVY Cargo van, clean 29.000

original miles. Used only weekends, auto .

power steering, power brakes. $3500 Tom

(213)938-9687

1978 PINTO, low mileage, new tires,

clean. 4-speed. $1500. Nancy (days) 825-

0488, (evenings) 556-6288.

1979 BMW 528i Immaculate, automatic,

new transmission, tires, must sell Make

offer p/p, 704-7385

1979 CHEVY Monza 68K. beige. 2-dr

htchbk. 4-sp stereo/cass new wheels,

tires, clutch $1500 obo. must sell immed

21 3/936-6513 msg

1980 Fiat Spider, red excellent condition.

46M, $5000 obo (2l3)BJ6-0675eventn25_

198(T "midnight blue Chevette Low

mileage Autc^ transmission Excellent cor-

dition. $2400 obo 27^-7825 -

1980 VW Rabbit Convertible, excellent

condition, 56K miles, yellow w/black.

$6200/obo. 545-2295. 645-7778.

1981 BMW 745i turtw. ExceHent condition,

stereo, ttto alarms, and nfK>re. $22,000.

obo. Evenings (818)762-7203.

1962 RABBIT, excellent oondrtion, A/C,

sunroof, stereo, alarm. $6000 otx>. 479-

1823.

1984 31 8i 2.5 years on warranty. Superb
conditk>n, gray/t>eige ck)th, alarm, 5-speed.

$12,900. Call Erik 552-0622. 546-6266.

1985 VW Cabriolet:

tion, k>aded, alarm.

(818)887-5818.

Red, excellent condi-

Must sell, call Ellen

'67 Bug. Show room oof>dition. Stock. All

German, all new. Totally sharp. $3,000

obo. (818)342-9350

'68 Bug. Shiny black paint, original owner,

well-maintained, am/fm cassette. Must sell.

$1900 829-3982.

'68 DODGE Dart 2-dr. 72M miles, auto,

original V-6, runs well, r>ew shocks, muf-

fler. $500(213)935-1517.

'69 2002 BMW Sunfroof, Micheline tires.

Runs great. Needs rear t>ody work. $750.

obo. 824-7773.

'71 VW Superbeetle convertible. New
paint, top, clutch, brakes, fuel pump, AM/
FM stereo, 30 MPG. cherry! Must see

$3995 obo. 838-5546.

73 Subaru-Good Condition-Yours' for a

mere $750. 657-0342.

•74 VW thing Better than a jeep. Yellow.

$2000 or best offer. 477-6384.

'75 Gold Datsun 280ZX Rebuilt engine,

36,000 miles. Excellent conditk>n $3800

(818)986-2921

'77 Dodge CcM, 4-door, automatic, air,

69,000, $1000. Tom 936-9687 evenings.

•77 Fiat XI 9 good conditk>n. $1500 obo.

Call evenings 453-9521.

'78 Audi 5000 66K miles, warranty. $3795,

825-8534/206-6519. George days: 694-

5660 eves. _^
'78 Toyota SR-5 liftback. Runs great,

newer tires. FM radk). 80.000 miles and

going strong. $1800 obo. Rebecca 462-

8868.

'79 Firebird automatic, A/C, AM/FM
casaette. great condition, must sell. (213)

392-2497.

'79 Toyota Ce<k:a S^peed exceUent oondi-

tton. must sell AM/FM ci^sette. $3600 obo

can Chris 838-3125

82 CHEVETTE 4-apeed 5-door 35m,p.g.

$2000 obo (714) 861-8729.

84 Pontiac Fiero. automatk:, sun-roof, ex-

tended warranty, stereo-cassette, luggage

rack. 14,000 mllea. 472-0830.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

:it^.i

'f
».:^

BUISNESS students: all formulas, one

diskette, statistics. PV/FV. Ratios. EOQ,

IRP NPV, forecating. many more Apple/

IBM $23.00 Softools, 975 Euclid,

Camanllo, Ca 93010

DISKETTES SSDD 52C DSDD 62«

Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data

Bureau Inc 1633 Westwood Bivd
,

*103

Tele < 2 13) 479-0345
,

MACINTOSH BOOK externa' dnves Special

university price New W warrantv Works

on all Macs $270 Call Ricr^ard 876-2558

for demt

ROYArs¥ 5000 E typewriter $220. Qood

condition Call Ruthy, 213-6S7-5182

Wednesday, ianuarY29, 1986 29

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

HONDA CM-250 motorcycle. 1983 35,000
miles w/helmet. $950/obo. Call Norma
(213)731-5637.

1982 Honda 750 Nlghthawk nwtocycle
Excellent conditk>n, garaged, 9K miles,

$1500 obo. 478-5427

1982 Suzuki GN400. 2300 miles, bought
new 1985, under warranty until June.
Always garaged, properly maintained.
$800 or best offer. Scott 213-392-3273.

1983 Honda Nighthawk 450. Uke new only

7000 miles. Original owner, all receipts

$900. Contact Steve 824-2616

1984 Gpz550 Black and red w/silver tank.

New racing Dunlops and Kerker 4 into 1

.

Only 3,500 miles w/few co8n>etic difTF
ages. Asking $2500/obo Call Janoes 208-

2453 after 6pm.

1984 HONDA elite trunk and windshield

$850(818)784-4239.

1984 Yamaha C-60. White, 1,200 mi.,

good conditk>n, $400/0b0. 275-8703 or

276-3113.

RIDES WANTED 116

17 YEAR old Fernald student needs ride

from N. Hollywood to campus 5 nrarnings

#818-980-6256.

MOPEDS 119

1985 Honda Iowa Spree. Black-Great
Condition. $245 obo-rear basket included.

Kendall 824-2677.

1985 Honda Aero 50. 3 months okj. like

new. $550 otx) includes helmet and wheel
UKk. Call Ron 473^)506.

1986 Honda Spree for sale-1 week old with

lock. Call Shan 206-2067. $525.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality Items never used Sacrifice

erKyck>pedia 1965 set $175. Mattress A
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wail unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & k>ve seat

$496. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.96/yard. 393-2338 ^ 'r-^-

STEREO speakers. turntat>te, cassette

deck $150; Onyx coffee table $250; Vinyl

top tat>le. four chairs $50; RCA video

canwra $450. Call 476-71 1 1

.

TWO Dodge van tires. Uke new. Call

82&^73 (day). Or 396^446 (evenings) for

details. Gimt offer, w^^^, „,/

FURNITURE 126

*

35 tlt^'ifc

Al rmw hotel aets guwonteed

Tw«n $el ISO '
l^ull Set $M

•ueen $et $M King Set $es
New 5 piece bedroom set $nt
New ful ite or queen aieaper_-..|l$9

New sofo and k>ve lecrt $1li9

Odn lifitti coffee toblei $7

ind Tables $1$ Lamps $7

THIWAMMOU$i
S97-SOIO

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

FOR Sale. 1/10 carat diamond ring-

Ladies. Please call 828-1668. obo.

^-^ ^^ ««^ ^^^«^^ ^^^ '^^ ^ ^ •^^-^ ^^

Methods of Placing a Classified Adi.

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash', check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.
Our Classified window is right next to the Ackerman Stu-
dent Store Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'-^^^^^^^''^^'-'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^''^^^^
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No use coming to help me now
I've learned my lessen,

anyhow!
Believe me, once I get unfasted

From all this paper I have

v/asfed,

/'// •-y no other crazy caper,

ril read the Wani Ads in

the paper

And, if I fail to fmd help there.

That's still no reason to

despair—
.Mom says ycuve never really frhd

\

\ Until you've run a Chssitled! J

<(

V-

.s

UCLA DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222
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CLOSEST SUPERMAFlKET
TO UCLA CAMPUS

Better than having a refrigerator on campus.
5 Blocks south of Wilshire on Westwood Boulevard.

Complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments.
Open 6 a.m.-7 Days a Week

Big Roll

TOWELS
Brawny

69^
APPLES

Golden Delicious

COCA COLA
Regular oi: Diet

6 pack $1.89
12-oz.
cans

Fancy
Washington 39« lb.

COHAGE CHEESE
Knudsen

$1.09Pint Cartons

TOILET TISSUE
Northern

White
or

Colors 4 Rolls yl.19

UCLA
ALUMNI ASSOCLMION '

ADVISORY & SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM

LUNCH MEATS
Leo's Lion Size

Beef or 5-oz.

Ham pkgs. eo.$1.09

uiestuiard ho
rriRRKETS

Prices effective January 29 through February 2

WFSTWOOD BRENTWOOD SHERMAN OAKS COLONIAL CORNERS
1515 Westwood Blvd ^ 1737 San Vicente Blvd 4520 Sepulveda Blvd 1 1666 National Blvd

Opens AM Open 6 AM Open 7 A M to Midnight Open 7 A M
to 2 AM Daily Sunday 8 AM to Midnight to Midnightto2AM Daily

BE A DISTINGUISHED
SCHOLAR AWARD WINNER!

The UCLA Alumni Advisory and Scholarship

Program announces its most prestigious merit-

based scholarship; the UCLA Alumni Associa-

tion's Distinguished Scholar Award. The
Distinguished Scholar Award is based on aca-

demic achievement, as well as school and com-
munity involvement. Department Chairmen are

asked to nominate the most outstanding one or

two undergraduate and graduate students with a

3.5"I"GPA for this competition. Top students are

encouraged to inquire about the application pro-

cess at their department office between January
15 and February 12. .The deadline date to apply

for the Distinguished Scholar Award is February

14, 1986. Undergraduate awards range from
$1,500 to $3,000 and Graduate awards $2,000 to

$4,000.

MARDIGRAS'86
BOOTH APPLICATIONS

Available in Kerckhoff 129. This is your organization's chance to be involved in the largest

student-run event in the nation!

DEADLINE: Thursday, Feb. 13, 1986 4 PM in KH 129

--<**' ' '»

T'chniciil nian.i^'crs from Ti's Scniiconclucror

Cjroup vviJI s(H)n ho on campus to interview

KraJuatmj,' electrical cn^'inecrs and computer
scientists with hardware backgrounds.

Current opening's are for positions within

"Tf's Semiconductor Technical Sales and Mar-
keting orv;ani:ation. Perfect for ^'rads who
can't stand hein^ confined, either person.illv

or profession.illy.

M)ur challen^'e

is to represent

Ti's Semiconduc-

tor Ciroup to the

\Vhi>sWhi>nfHl}rh

TcLhiMtli)^, in areas

like consumer electron

ics, robotics, com- q
puters, and CI
relerommiinirs^v^: ~
tions. Y)ur clients are

nexr-j^eneratit^nnoIo^'V into our customers'

products.

So hrin^ all the technical skills you can
muster. Because clients will he lookinj^ to you

jM;_ systems solutions that will advance their

products - and your career.

Excellent "people skills" are required, as

well. Since the way you deal with customers

tiKlay will .irtect their

attitudes about TI

lonj^ into the future.

Speakin*^ of the future,

semic( inductors have a

A j_ A ]ir*iM one. The fact is,

wants to meet ''^^•^' ^*'*^""" ^'^'^^ •"' ^^^
- ^ ^ \'ery nucleus for emery iny

technoloj^ies. And will

' he for years to come.

fkf\ftit\C^Ckf^^
'

^^^ ' V^>i> ^Vant a head

CiU^lllCda^ ^f«»«"f in your hiyh-tech career,
major Fortune 500 compa- ^7

^^^^ ^,^ ^^j ,^.^, .

.^^^, .^ ^,^^^^,^,^ ^^^^

nies, and venture capitalists who plan to K*.
i i

. ^. ,

On February 12& I

Texas Instruments

claustropb

But that shouldn't make you nervous. Not
when you've pot Texas Instruments behind you.

Semiconductors are Ti's principal business,

and t)ur reputation for innovation in this field

Koes way biKrk. In fact, we inveniad the inte-

grated circuit. And to this day, we remain a

world leiKk-T in the development and applica-

tion of semiconductor technology

Now it's up to you'to carry this reputation

forward. By ck'siyniny TI semiconducti)r tech-

what it takes Xo he a TI Semiconductor
Technical Sales Enj^ine^r.

Keep your interview calendar open for

February 12 & 13. And reserve your
appointment by contacting your Place-
ment Office. Appointments are limited
and will fill up quickly.

Bur if you hurry, we c.ln probably still

.scjueeze you -in.

An Equal Opportunity

Empkover ^/1/ ^'
^ •

•,'-•
- •

-^
•

.

-0 _i_;z^jtoi____
! Texas
Instruments

.J

4

I

^, ->'". '^-f'**^-'
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Shapiro
Continued from Page 32
scores were in, she had won
the all-around going away
with a 38.35 total. Both are

school records.

And that was just the
warm-up. -

. '—
Shapiro saved the best for

last as she sparkled at the na-

tional meet.

.

Winning all four individual

events, uneven bars, balance
beam, vault," and the floor ex-

ercise, she went on to take the

all-around title and All-

America recognition .in the
five events.

While Shapiro did not
doubt her ability she said, "I

surprised myself with the con-

sistency I had all year."

After her incredible 1980

season, Shapiro was faced
with the unenviable job of try-

ing to match her AIAW
sweep.

"The pre^ure I felt was
self-induced," said Shapiro of

the 1981 campaign.

Warding off all signs of the

sophomore jinx she kept her
hold on the national titles in

both the vault and all-around.

During the 1982 season,
Shapiro suffered a foot injury

and by the time the nationals^
rolled around (for the first

time under the auspices of the
NCAA), Shapiro was making
a bit oiP a comeback.

A fall on the bars cost

Shapiro a shot at her third

consecutive all-around title.

Though her 6th-place finish

in the all-around was a bit

disappointing, she said, "I liv-

ed with it because it had been
a tough year. I handled it

well."

Shapiro who is currently

employed by Gray Advertis-

ing, looks back fondly on her
time at UCLA.

"I think I had the best col-

lege experience anyone could
have," said Shapiro.

While at UCLA, Shapiro
was an accomplished student.
After her freshman year,
which was dedicated almost
entirely to gymnastics, she
concentrated on the
classroom. "I made a deal
with myself to keep a 3.0,"
said Shapiro.

She pointed out the
guidance of Tomlinson and of
Dr. Judith Holland, UCLA
senior associate athletic direc-
tor as factors in her success.

Tomlinson attributes
Shapiro's outstanding ac-
complishments to her, "drive
and determination."

"As a coach, you spend your
whole career trying to get the
kids to be winners," said
Tomlinson. "Sharon was a

winner all along."

The major-league leaders
in doubles for one season
are Earl Webb of the 1931
Boston Red Sox with 67 and
Joe Medwick of the 1936
Cardinals, the National
League leader with 64.

^-
mmmmmmmmm
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Richardson
Continued from Pa^e 34 i

tage of 54 percent (65-125) is
|

second to only Reggie Miller's
|

(55%) among Brums with at

least 50 shots.

-The list keeps going.
Richardson is .second on the

club in minutes logged, third

iiV scoring at a J 0.7 clip per

game, third in free throw
percentage at 69% and third

in steals with 18.

Not all his stats are positive,

though. Richardson also leads

the team in another
category— turnovers. He went
through a stretch early in the

season where his youth and
lack of experience at the col-

lege level were easily detected

through turnovers and mental

errors coming at crucial times

late in games.

His turnover total now
stands at 50. But over the last

three games, with Gaines in-

jured, Richardson has made
just four turnovers while play-

ing all but two of the 120

miniites The mental errors

have become less visible as

well and it seems Richardson

is finding himself at home.

"He'> ahead of schedule."

<j»ifl HMyynrfl. '-Wt! nxpootf^

him to continue to have some
mental probU^ms hut he has

eliminated most v)t those. He s

just makiuK improvements.
;

He's thr- kind of gu\ that if
'

you tell hm) what the mistakes

are lu makes some moves to I

get rid of thenr"" ^
*T'vt been' n*P'Iini' nrettv

easy since .1 ni comfortable
with what Ith domg noN\

said Hichard.son. 'There are

other things 1 can do, and
that means 1 can start doing
them DON*

"Since my god-brother came
out here, he gave me a little

talking to and someone to be
with from back home," con-
tinued Richardson, refering to

close friend Andre Samuels
who has been visiting for a
couple of weeks

"Now Im feeling very good
about being ou* here. I'm

proud, that's all I can say."

And UCLA is proud, oh so
proud, to have him as well.

Having a talent like Richard-
son in the back court for

another three years is very ap-
pealing to big men coming out
of high school But before he
starts rifling his behind-the-
back passes to new Bruins, the
old ones still have to learn
how to handle them.

"They still haven't fully ad-
justed," said Hazzard, referr-
ing to Richardson's passes and
his squad's ability to catch
them. "It'll take some more
time but they will. They'll ad-
just, and he's worth waiting
for the adjustment."

In the lowest scoring
game in NBA history, the
Fort Wayne Pistons
defeated Minneapolis, 19-

18, in 1950. George Mikan
of the losers made 15 of his
team's 18 points.

SOFT COfifACTS"]
illdilltfi1Me|;|iHlJj,l:j|yj^^
Permaflex ^--^"*'*'

Permalens& v/Q
Bausch&Lomb ' ^
30Day txieruiea ^°'^'

Additional Pair SRH
up to 2 weeks , . _

, OU
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM.
_ CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Wednesday, January 29, 1986

lUldl

^65

Men& VfemenVi
halrstyling

Uycr Cutting • Penr^s

Student Discounts

Ope©
7 day*
• Week

FRtf

LOAN
CAR>

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE t:lLASSES

Ov»?r 1SOOopprdti.;osIod.Jto

tn Hosf).fal o! Office Pj,itien

SlOOO/Lyf-Cfedit PfOgram ArraiKied

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892
Ananeim, 414 StateCollege Bl.. (7i4) 774-4510
Downey. 8711 Firestone BlJ213) 862-0766
I.A.. 1482 S Robertson. (213) 278-1744
Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/rr OPTOMETRIST WANTED

TUNFUP
LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs'A Points. Pennzo»l.
Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes, Adjust Timing
Check Battery & Front End Alignment

R«^place all Shoes and Linir>gs Pack Front
Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed In

spect wheel cyls Master Cyl. & FjII System

FREE"!
VALLEY

II

TOWING I

$39.95*

349.9s:
From Lube k Oil fo Overhaul • "Qualify at lowest Prices"

.,^, (818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
Al AUTO 7957VcinNuy$Blvd.2:iBlksSo o>Ro»coe * MOSt MOdSlSl ij'.-'

4P
i-'ft-rri-.v.'.v. . r^ *^

;
: V :•'^::.t:'>'^ ":'<.''' '

IWII Kinross Avenue
Westwood Vilta^^

r<»r Appt 20s 6207

CONSTANCE
IS BACK AT

BLUE & GOLD HAIR DESIGN
Special Offer

PERMS $10 OFF
MEN'S HAIRCUTS $S OFF
WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS $ 1 OFF

w/ihis coupon Tue$-Sat

i 09 1 6 LeConte Ave.
New clients only

208-5863 V--

Hey Bonnie, word has it that the big pay off is

in Advertising
Sure Cl^e, Sure . . . What's the niioiber?

825-2161 or 825-2221

«-:i=

AnENTION INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL PLAYERS:

WE WANT TO HELP YOU ^ ^

GET THE JUMP ON
THE COMPETITION!

adidasw introduces the

CENTENNIAL-
A// of the features you need to play like a pro! Top

quality leather uppers, well-padded ankle collar and

tongue, overlapping toe reinforcement, stabilizing

straps from heel to tip to eyestay, leather sockliner

with arch support.

ALSO IN STOCKAT OUR MENSWEAR DEPARTMENT:

adidas^ world famous

STAN SMITH
& LADY SMITH
We have the largest selection in town of this

classic shoe featuring stylish leather uppers,

multi-grip rubber sole bonded and stitched to

upper, and built in heal counter. Now available

for both men and women.

BEST OFLUCK IN LM. BASKETBALL!

ASUCLA STUDENW STORE
M.n8w«ar / B level Ackerman Union / 825^7711 / M Th 7 45^7:30; F 7:4^; Set 1Q 5 Sun 12 5

^ •
V^
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ADVERTISE
2.5-2^ I £> I

.'
. Free

' A WEEKLY JOURNEY
THROUGH THE TORAH-
PARSHAT HASHAVUOT

Rabbi P. Karlin-Neumann

..zr.^ , Weds., 12 Noon
AU Rm. 3530

Study the weekly Torah portion
from the perspective of traditional
commentators as well as our own
insights and issues. For beginners
as well as veterans. Bring your
lunch.

Jan. 31

SHABBAT WITH CATHY
ENGEL-MARDER, children's
writer and student of Spanish, will
speak on her recent trip to the hub
of Spain's earliest and recently un-
covered school of kabbalah.

"Retracing the Steps of Isaac the
Blind: A Rediscovery; of Spain 's

Oldest School ofKabbalah
"

Cost: $4.50 for Hillel members
$6.00 for non-members

Call to make reservations,
208-3081

Hillel Jewish Student Center
900 Hilgard Ave.

. (i

Dress for success.
It's a look of pride. Pride that

comes from leadership as a

Navy officer. It's also a feeling

of accomplishment in a

world where high tech meets

high challenge. Where
the Navy adventure reaches

around the world, beneath

the sea or even into space.

There's no boot camp.
Navy officers gel leadership

training at Officer (.andidaie

School. Graduate level

training that develops new
skills and talents. You'll work
with the best and brightest

in your field and get real

responsibilitv and decision-

making authority.

The challenge, satisfaction

and rewards add up to

personal and professional

growth no other job can match.
When you lead the

adventure, you start with a

job that's a perfect fit for big

ambitions. (>ontact your
Navy Officer Recruiter or

call 1-800-327-NAVV.

NAVY^ OFFICER.
-£^ tr*- .

.
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LEADTHE ADVENTURE.

In the 1980 AIAW championships Sharon Shapiro won
every individual event as well as the all-around title en route

to a sixth place finish for the Bruins, their highest to that

point.

Shapiro
ontinued from t^e Jb ^^
Shapiro's rise to the top led

to a place on the USA Na-
tional team and some exten-

sive traveling.

Her first taste of top-flight

competition came on a trip to

the Soviet Union at the age of
14. »

"I went on about a doztn
international trips representing
the United Stat^," recalled

Shapiro. —'—
She also won a U.S. Na-

tional title in what was
perhaps her best event, the
vault.

Before college, she worked"
out at the Kips Gymnastics
Center with coach Jerry
Tomlinson, who would later

be her college mentor.
The 1980 year was a big

one for Shapiro, Tomlinson,
and the UCLA program.
During the offseason,

Tomlinson was hired to guide
the Bruin team, Shapiro join-

ed the UCLA squad and all

the pieces just seemed to fall

.into place.

Shapiro said of the move,
"It helped UCLA, it helped
Jerry and it helped me."

At the time, no one realized

just how true that was.
^Sha ron was by far the

most aggressive gymnast ever
to hit the sport," said Tomlin-
son. He added, "She trained
with an intensity that was
hard to handle."

Tomlinson said that she
would always give her best ef-

fort and was known to "attack
the beam," the most danger-
ous of the events.

For her part, Shapiro
entered the season with a
great deal of confidence
despite the fact that she was
not really considered a threat
to the National title.

"The attitude I had was
that I wouldn't lose," said
Shapiro. **I would do
whatever I felt was necessary
to win."

At the 1980 UCLA Invita-
tional, Shapiro lit up the
scoreboard with a 9.70 vault
and a 9.80 on the floor exer-
cise that still stand as Pauley
Pavilion records.

The WCAA meet was
another showcase for the
freshman and Shapiro
responded with a near-perfect
9.90 vault. By the time all the

Continued on Page 30

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™m.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

o****^^

eG^-^
UCLA

^ — Jon D. Vogaj, Q^P.

J KVfytkiHN

*

^

1
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1132
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1132 WFSTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011
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RICHARD HARTOG Daily Brum

The Bruins will need a good game from Reggie Miller and
strong support from the students to beat USC tonight.

of his time looking up to
UCLA's pivot man Jackson.
UCLA has lost three

straight games to USC spann-
ing a year and a half. But of
those games, the last two had
to be the hardest to take.

Basketball
Continued from Page 36
Dowell were listed as the No.
2 tandem, behind UCLAs
Reggie Miller and Craig
Jackson.

However, the statistics in-

dicate that the two sets of
forwards are very close.

Dowell has become the
dominant player that people
thought he could be when the
Trojans recruited him three
years ago. With his 17.5
points per game and 9.1 re-

bounds, he has to be con-
sidered one of the premier
forwards in the conference.
Dowell has led the Trojans

in rebounding in 13 games,
and has been the leading
scorer in seven contests, in-
cluding use's last game
against Arkansas. Against the
Razorbacks, Dowell had 34
points and 15 rebounds, bpth
season highs.

Lewis has to be considered
as the one that got away from
Westwood. Considered to be
headed for UCLA all
throughout his high school
career at Mater Dei, when it

came time to sign a letter of
intent Lewis chose to stay in
Los Angeles but to play at

Averaging 18.1 points and
4.1 rebounds per game, Lewis
has fulfilled most everyone's
expectations. However, in a
story in the Orange County
Register, Lewis was quoted as
saying that he was unhappy at
use and considering a
transfer to another school.
"He wasn't interested in

coming here when we
recruited him. I don't think
hed be interested now," said
Hazzard when told of Lewis'
comments.

Gathers is slated as the Tro-
jans' starting center. At 6-7,
tne freshman will spend most

At the Sports Arena, UCLA
lost a double-overtime game
78-77. In the rematch at

Pauley Pavilion, UCLA stayed
closer but again lost, this time
in four overtimes 80-78. The
sweep marked the first time
since 1961 that USC had won
the seasonal series.

Dowell led the way to vic-

tory at the Sports Arena with
24 points and 21 rebounds.
Going into the second game"
the Bruins knew they had to

contend with the 6-6 forward
as a legitimate force.

Dowell was contained to

four points and four rebounds
at Pauley Pavilion but Wayne
Carlander scored 38 and haul-

ed in 13 boards.

"Carlander played^^he fihesi

collegiate game I've ever
seen," said Hazzard during his

weekly press breakfast.

"As it stands we need thfe

win," said Hazzard. "This is a

Pac-10 game and we need it.

"Beating anyone at this

point would be wonderful
after what we've been through

the last two weeks.\*

Bruin Notes: For the most part,

UCLA has lived and died by the out-

side shot. The last two games, they

mostly died with Montel Hatcher hav-

ing bad shooting days against both

Stanford and Cal. When UCLA went

inside against Cal, they were suc-

cessful with Jackson scoring 12 points

and Jack Haley putting in seven. It

was just a case of too little too late . .

. Kelvin Butler and Corey Gaines are

not expected to play tonight. Both

players were given the green light by

team doctors to resume practicing on

Tuesday but Hazzard said that they

will not play. Both are questionable

for Saturday's game against r>ouisville.
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The UCLA Armenian Students Association
is proud to present

a lecture by

Professor Gene N. Levine
Department of Sociology

on

Differential Assimilation: Contrast and
Similarities among Japancfse, Jewish

,

Mexican- and Armenian Americans

^^^^ Today
, January 29. 1986

3:00-4:30 p.m.

BUNCHE 6275
>

Refreshments will be proviaed
Funded by Campus Programs Committee of the PAB

Sponsored by UCLA ASA

MORGAN STANLEY <&: CO,
i\(i>Ki'()K\ii:i)

has positions available in the

^Controllers ' Department ^
Management Training Program

ft;

if;

for 1986 graduates with superior academic records who are

committed to professional excellence. This is a rigorous program
of instruction and hands-on experience to develop finance,

accountancy, and managerial skills. Any major is acceptable

and experience in accounting is not required.

This program offers the following attractive benefits:

jlA chance to begin a career at one of Wall Street's leading

investment banking firms.
«
"Guaranteed and rapid, career progression in a challenging.

fast-paced environment. ^
^ _

nteraction with innovative and exceptionally talented securities

industry professionals.

An outstanding compensation program for those who meet
th^ challenge,

"""

For further informatioji, we cordially invite you to attend a

presentation on our program;

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1986

3:00 PM.
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

If interested, please contact the UCLA Placement and Career

Planning Center
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Women fall prey to

SDSU cagers, 96-77
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

They say that when it rains,

it pours.

Right now you could say

that the UCLA women's
basketball team is enduring a

hurricane after suffering a

crushing 96-77 loss against the
San Diego State Aztecs.

As has been the case with
the team recently^ the Bruins
opened up a lead but watched
as it slipped away. Against the
Stanford Cardinal last Friday,
the Bruins managed to keep
the game from getting away,
but UCLA wasn't so lucky
against a strong Aztec team.
UCLA had as much as a

nine point lead early in the
first half thanks mostly to

some hot outside shooting. For
the half, UCLA shot a sizzling

60%.
But late in the first half the

Aztecs made a run that took
Ahe lead away from the
Bruins. After a 13-2 spurt the
Aztecs had taken a 38-36 lead
with just under thre«> minutes
to go in the half.

The majority of SDSU's
points came on the strength of

until the score was knotted at

48-48. From there, it was as if

the^Euins were just standing
in the rain.

The Aztecs went on a 16-5

tear that buried UCLA and
what was a tie game just

seven minutes earlier was now
a 64-53 whitewash.

Shelda Arceneaux was the
main force for the Aztecs dur-
ing the second streak.
Arceneaux scored five baskets

from inside the paint to pace
San Diego to its insurmoun-
table lead.

Arceneaux finished the
game with a career-high 35
points and 14 rebounds.

Despite being down by so

much, the Bruins did not give

up, coming back to within
four points before the Aztecs
closed the game for keeps. In

th^ second half, the Aztecs
shot an amazing 74 % from
the field which brought their

accuracy rate to 59% for the
game.

Senior Anne Dean lead the
UCLA offensive show with 24
points while sophomore for-

ward Dora Dome chopped in

m. -r- —— —

RICHARD HARTOG/Oaily Bruin

Freshman point guard Pooh Richardson leads the Pac-10 in assists with 6.8 per game.

its inside andgame ana some im -

pressive shooting from the free

throw line. In the first half,

the Aztecs made an outstan-

ding 11-12 from the line in-

cluding four successful one-

and-one attempts during the
fateful stretch.
" Opening the second half,

the two teams traded baskets

^>ha r i Biggs t inistied the
game wi^h 10 points. She was
the only other Bruin in double
figures. Jaime Brown, the
Bruins leading scorer the last

three games could only
manage nine points against

San Diego while center Sue
Mead had eight points and
nine rebounds.

Richardson
Continued from Page 56
Richardson has been an in-

tegral part in what little suc-

cess UCLA has enjoyed so far.

4n fact Richardson has fit m so

nicely with the Bruins one
wonders if he ever even felt

the pressure of high expecta-

tions.

"Not exactly," said Richard-
son. *Tf there were any I

didn't catch them because
Coach (Walt Hazzard), the

coaching staff, and my team-

mates have helped make it

very easy for me to work my
way into the situation that I'm

in now. That's what I've had
•going in my corner."—^"Pooh has a great future,"

-^zi6 Hazzard, taking time out"

from preparing his team for

its first meeting of the season
with crosstown rival USC.
**You know, I wish that he
had the benefit of playing
freshman basketball so he
could play against his peers,

raise hLs level of confidence,

and slowly work into the

system.

**But, today's college
basketball does not allow that

and our position as a progi^am

would not allow that. We
have to give him an opportu-

nity to learn and gain expert

ence under fire. He's adjusted

very well."

Adjusted is right. So far in

the first 15 games, of which
Richardson has started 10, he
has averaged just under seven

assists a game— tops in the

Pac-10. His shooting percen-

Continued on Page 31
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ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 12

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL

Ask your Placement office for details on our upcoming
campus visit or see our ad in this paper next

Wednesdoy; FekNvary S for additional information.

LLNL isan equal opportunityemployer, m/f/h. US. citizen-

ship is required.

O BO*
55A0. OeP^

jCRAwe"^°'^

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1 682

^ Other Location^
1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burt>ank
15745 Roscoe Blvd.,S6pulveda
1717 West Colbrado .Eagle Rock
7606 rtwtfii Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd.,Van NuyS
Warner and Maonofia. Fountain Valey
1627 FuHerton Rd.. Rowland Heigtrts

-4315 Anaheim St.. Long Beach
9301 B Whittier Blvd . Pico Rivera
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No extra time for • :• I y surfing
UCLA, Pepperdine to go at it in Malibu
By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

The season is young and so

are the teams, but if history

has anything to do with to-

day's tennis match between
UCLA and Pepperdine, the
Malibu campus will be rock-

ing this afternoon at 1:30.

Last year out at Pepper-
dine, the Bruins saw the
match come down to the last

doubles match before escaping
home to Westwood with a 5-4
win. This season's No. 3 na-
tionally-ranked team expects a
similar confrontation.

"It's a big match because
both of our teams are really
young," said UCLA student-
assistant coach Mark Basham.
"The more wins our young
guys get against top teams the
more confidence they'll
build."

The oudook for No. 5 Pep-
perdine is much the same, as

they too have only one senior

in the lineup. But the Waves
have two advantages coming
into today's match.

"They are way ahead of us

as far as practice and matches
said' Bruin head coach

Jterni Bassettr

but the match was closer than
the score indicates. Three of
SMU's wins came in third-set
tiebreakers.

Pepperdine participated at a
team tournament in Florida
one week ago and came out of

it 1-2, but the experience they
gained '^in those two losses

could help them over the
hump.

No. 2 Southern Methodist
University beat the Waves 5-4,

Pepperdine then went down
to No. 6 Clemson 6-3 in a se-
cond loss.

The other advantage the
Waves have is the home court.
UCLA went out and practiced
at Pepperdine yesterday, but
the loud fans, many of whom
have followed the rivalry for
years, could lead to the
Bruins' undoing today.

Bassett has not announced a
starting lineup as of yet, but it

is likely that Brad Pearce will
play No. 1 and Mike Kures
will go at No. 2.

The rest of the players are
all so close that right now it is

impossible to tell just how
Bassett might align them. He
will choose from Brett Green-
wood, Dan Nahirny, Tim
Trigueiro, Buff Farrow and
Patrick Galbraith to fill the
final four spots. Nahirny,
Trigueiro, Farrow and
Galbraith are all freshmen.

Pepperdine lost the No. 14
player in the preseason poll,
Carlos DiLaura, to the pro
circuit, but the Waves still

boast a powerful lineup that
resembles UCLA's youth
movement.
Nobody but the two-time

NCAA doubles champ, senior
(No. 15) Kelly Jones, has more
than two years of varsity expe-
rience. Pepperdine coach Dr.
Allen Fox, a former Bruin
NCAA singles and doubles

champion back in 1961 and
*60, will choose from Robbie
Weiss, Dani Leal, Marty
Laurendeau, Augustine
Moreno, Doug Sachs, and
Craig Johnson to play in the
other five singles spots.

Leal won all three of his
matches in Florida and he is

their hottest player at the
moment.
Wave Assistant Coach

Richard Gallien said, "It is

difficult to tell how good we
are right now. We've improv-
ed mentally from last year as
far as team morale and spirit
goes."

Doubles is a weak spot right
now. for UCLA. With so many
new people the combinations
are still being shuffled.

"They have a lot of talent,
though," said Gallien. "I'm
sure they'll have good dubs
out there."

One duo that will remain
together is Brad Pearce and
Ken Diller. Though they had
some trouble over the past few
months while Diller recovered
from a bad ankle, the two's
teamwork looked sharp again
last weekend.
Both coaches are loukingr

forward to meeting again.
Bassett was the assistant coach
when Dr. Fox played here.
_DlJm will be looking-for-

career win No. 180 at Pepper-
dine. Bassett will be shooting
for No. 402 at UCLA.

**It should be a great
match," commented an en-
thusiastic Bassett.

Freshman Tim Trigueiro ran into a wall against SDSU, but
will be back in action today against No. 5 Pepperdine.

9th ANNUAL
MINORITY RECRUITMENT AND CAREER DAY

IVIEET REPRESENTATIVES FROIVI NON-TECHNICAL AND
TECHNICAL FIRMS.

FULL-TIME AND SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE.

American President Lines, LTD
ASUCLA
AT&T Bell Lab
Bank of America
BDM
Bechtel Power Corp.
Borg Warner Industrial Products
Bullock's

Burroughs
California Institute of Technology
C.H.A.R.O.
C.H.U.B.B. Group Insurance Companies
The Clorox Company
Columbia Pictures Industry, Inc.

CompuServe, Inc.

Coopers and Lybrand
Douglas Aircraft

Dow Chemical
Eastmen Kodak Co.
Farmer's Insurance
First Interstate

Foote,Cone,& Belding
Gould Electronics

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:
Hamilton/Avent Electronics
Highland Theraputlcs

~

Honeywell Incorporated

Hughes Aircraft

IBM-Southwest
Internal Revenue Service
Jet Propulsion Lab
J. Walter Thompson
Kimberly Clark

Lear Siegler

Litton Computers Services

Litton Guidance & Control

Systems ^
Litton Systems, Inc.

Logicon

Los Angeles City-

(Fire, Police, etc.)

Los Angeles Unified School
District

Los Angeles Theatre Centre
Macys i

McMaster-Carr Supply
Mitsui Manufacturer's Bank
Moore Business Forms
NCR Corporation

Northrop
Pacific Bell

Paramount Unified School District

Peace Corps
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company
Prudential Realty
The Rand Corporation
Rantec
Rockwell-Rocketdyne
Rockwell-Satellite System Division
Sav-On Drugs
Security Pacific Bank
The Sierracin Corp.
Singer Co.-Librascope Division
Southern Calif. Gas Co.
The Southland Corp.
Sumitomo Bank of Calif.

-Tandy-Radioshack
Teledyne System

^"1

Grumman Aerospace
GTE Corporation

ACKERMAN UNION GRAND BALLROOM
JANUARY 30,1986 __
10:00a.m. -3:00p.m.

3M
Toyota Motors Sales
TRW Electronics & Defense
United Airlines

U.S. Navy Officers Programs
Warner Bros., Inc.

-BRING YOUR RESUME!
-BE PREPARED FOR A MINI INTERVIEW
-BUSINESS ATTIRE

N

ALL UCLA STUDENTS~SRE WELCOME TO ATTEND.
SAVE THIS ADVERTISEMENT!

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE DONNA LE DUFF,CAREER COUNSELOR,OR
PATRICIA RAMIREZ-CARDENAS AT THE PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENJER 825-2981

SPONSORED BY: PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER. ^ 4
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UCLA-USC game will show
Hazzard and company try to

stop three game win streak

[ase Philly talent

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

The Pauley Pavilion court

might he referred to as

Philadelphia West tonight
when the UCLA haskethall

team hosts USC tonight at

6:00 p.m.

No less than three of the

players and two of the coaches
will have roots from the
playgrounds of Philly. AH of

them grew up there, learned

how to play basketball there

and eventually came to school

in Los Angeles to show off

their talents.

Of course UCLA's Philly-

connection is a long line of

point guards starting with
coach Walt Hazzard, from
Overbrook High School.
Eleven years after Hazzard
lead UCLA to its first NCAA
championship in 1964, UCLA
assistant coach Andre Mc-

playing time, Eric "Hank"
Gathers and Greg "Bo" Kim-
ble.

"I saw them play when I

was recruiting Pooh Richard-

son," said Hazzard. "They're
great players, but I didn't

recruit them." t j «!

Gathers and Kimble are

two of justA thtee freshmen
that the Trojans are expected

to start in the game, the other

being Tom Lewis. The Tro-
jans' rookies are playing a

significant role in the team's

success, accounting for 36.6
points per game or more than
half of use's average.

Directing the USC offense is

5-11 senior Larry Friend. The
USC point guard is averaging
six and- a- half assists a game.
Joining Friend in the
backcourt is Kimble.

Largely an unknown com-
ing into the season, Kimble
has come on to score twelve

Carter took a similar journey

and helped the Bruins to their

last title.

The line has continued with

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

With Coach Walt Hazzard
began what has become a

line of Philadelphia point

guards to attend UCLA.

the arrival of freshman Pooh
Richard.son,

Not to be outdone, USC
also dipped into the
Philadelphia talent pool and
came up with two freshmen
that are seeing considerable

pomts every time the Irojans

take the court. The 6-4 off-

'^nard has led the team in

sccriiig three times with a

high vzame of 24 points.

use's forwards are anion li

the best in the business, or ai

least the JbiCiA .. in the con-
ference. In last week's Pac-10
rankings, Lewis and Derrick

Continued on Page 33

Greatest Bruins ever

Shapiro's gymnastic excellence

stands out as UCLA's foundation
By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer '
'

With all of UCLA's re-

cent success in women's
g\m nasties, it is easy to

forget that the Bruins were
not a national power before

the arrival of Sharon
Shapiro in 1980.

In her first season she

completely swept the na-

tional meet (Association of

Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women) winning every
event including the all-

around to lead UCLA to a

5th-place finish.

It was more of the same
in Shapiro's next two years

as she led the Bruins to 2nd
and 6th-place finishes and
along the way, established

UCLA's name and her own
in the AIAW and NCAA
record books.

"Sharon Shapiro put
UCLA gymnastics on the

map," said Bruin coach

Jerry Tomlinson. He added,

"She gave us the huge push

that put, us where we are

now.""

As a youngster, Shapiro

took dance classes. "I

always had a flair for the

acrobatics," she said. After

her progress went beyond
that of the schools she was
attending, Shapiro's parents

and teachers suggested
gymnastics.

Starting at the age of 10,

she combined a great deal

^f natural talent and hard
work to make rapid pro-

gress and by the age of 13

had already gained ELITE
level status, the highest in

America.
Continued on Page 32

RICHARD HARTOG^Daily Brum

The latest Philly point nnan to come west. Pooh Richardson,

hopes the Bruins will prove they are No. 1 in LA. against

USC tonight.

'Pooh' transcends pressure

to concentrate on game

Sharon Shapiro is the finest women's gymnast to have
come out of UCLA and still holds a number of school

records.

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

You would think it isn't

easy being Jerome "Pooh"
Richardson.

You're 19 years old and play

basketball at the most tradi-

tion-rich school in the sport's

history— which just happens
to be 3,000 miles from home.
To make matters worse, the

past few years your school

hasn't been playing basketball

with anywhere near the same
success its ghosts of national

championships past played.
And when you signed to bring
your high tops across the
country — funny nickname,
haircut and all— every Bruin
fan in the land viewed it as

the coming of the basketball

messiah.

Yeah, you would think it

wouldn't be easy being Pooh
until you talk to the back
court magician himself. Forget
all the bad things you hear
about the pressure of playing
basketball at UCLA during
these lean years. Pooh is hav-
ing himself a ball.

"I like it," said Richardson.
"Its been fun for me, a new
experience really, but I like

It.
—

Richardson came to the
Bruins after being tabbed by
many as the finest point guard
in the country last year at Ben
Franklin High in Philadelphia,
where he averaged close to 18
points and nine assists a game
his senior season, while
shooting 69% from the field.

Richardson was so domi-
nant in high school that he
once scored 51 points and

dished out 14 assists in one
game which no doubt helped
him to be named the
Philadelphia City Player of

the Year. Richardson's team
was also the lone team in the

country to beat Baltimore's

Dunbar High during his senior

campaign.
After enjo.>^ng such an il-

lustrious prep career, and
after being named to almost

every high school All-
Americari team imaginable,
Richardson began his journey
across the country. But you
have to figure coming from
the streets of Philly to the sun-

shine of L.A. has to be a

whole different ball game for

Richardson in more ways than
one.

"Oh yeah, very much so,"

said Richardson when asked if

the two cities actually seemed
like two different worlds. "But

its been enjoyable out here.

I've really had to get
aclimated to the climate,

mainly around the winter
time, it's been rather odd for

me.
"I just like the people real-

ly. The people have been nice

to me and I've been having

fun and you can't ask for too

much more than that when
you are going to school,

especially if you're as far away
from home as I am. The peo-

ple have made me very com-
fortable, it's been nice."

Since coming to the Bruins

Richardson has lived up to all

the expectations placed on his

shoulders and then some.
Since wrestling the starting

slot from junior Cory Gaines,

Continued on Page 34

News: The plight of the

mentally ill homeless
finds new attention in

Santa Monica.
See page 5.

Viewpoint: Another
student proclaims the
need for love in the
world.

Seepage 17.

Review: Interview with

maverick director Rot)ert

Altman.

Seepage 19.

Sports: UCLA ends
three-game losing streak

against USC.
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Showery periods, partly

cloudy afternoon.

High: 67, low;54..
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One Wheel Is Enough \

RICHARD MURPHY/OaMv Bruin

Dave Brown, practicing two hours a day, does stunts on a BMX bike in Ackerman
Raza.

Bill could restrict pension

fund investments for UC
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspor)dent

skcRAMENTO -^ A bill

that would prohibit new state

pension fund investments, in-

cluding University of Califor-

nia funds in companies doing
business in South Africa, was
approved by the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee
Monday night.

Assemblywoman Maxine
Waters (D-Los Angeles), the

bill's author, said the measure
would affect future public

trust funds, including the UC*s
retirement system funds,
which have stockholdings in

companies doing business in

the racially troubled country.

The state's pension funds

have more than $10.2 billion

invested in companies doing
business in the country, in-

cluding the $2.4 billion UC
has invested.

Waters has been a leading

opponent of apartheid in the

capital and for several years

has authored similar legisla-

tion.

**The conditions have
worsened in South Africa,"

Waters said. "The economic
situation has been
deteriorating. The South
African regime is more
repressive than ever."

Waters said the subject of

apartheid will not go away.

and California should join

other states including New
Jersey and New Mexico "to

strike a blow for freedom and
vote for disinvestment."

"They (the South African

government) have banned the

press in an effort to shut out

to the world what is going on
there," she said. "I continue to

maintain that there's
something to disinvestment."

However, opponents of the

measure, including the
California Manufacturers
Association, say nothing the

state does with its pension
funds will change the current

practices in South Africa.

.Water's bill, exactly the
same—at a—measure she-
authored last year, was vetoed
by Gov. George Deukmejian
who said the bill went too far

in setting standards on state

pension funds.

Administration spokesman
Dick Ray told the committee
the governor is in opposition

to the bill, which "needs to be
amended in totality to
prescribe to the Sullivan Prin-

ciples," a code of conduct in

which companies agree to im-
prove the quality of life for

South African blacks.

Last year, instead of signing

Water's bill, the governor
issued an executive order ask-

Please see PENSION FUNDS,
Page 14

NASA gathers remnants
oi destroyed Challenger~
By Harry F. Rosenthal, Associated Press * j

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — The Coast Guard pulled 600
pounds of metal and tiles from Challenger out of the Atlantic

Ocean Wednesday, and experts gathered every bit of data for

clues to the deaths of seven people in the world's worst space

disaster.

. NASA said the five men and two women aboard the 100-ton

shutde probably had no warning of the impending explosion.

The debris collected by Wednesday afternoon did not include

any clothing or personal effects of the astronauts.

Mission Control, with all its sophisticated technology, had no
warning either, said Jay Greene, who was directing
Challenger's climb to space.

"We train awfully hard for these flights and we train under
every scenario you can possibly imagine," he said. "There was
nothing anyone could have done for this one. It just stopped."

He described the mood in the control room as "extremely

professional under the circumstances, very somber, there was
not much said."

When computer screens showed no more data was coming in,

he said, engineers watched the views from television cameras.

"We were hoping something better would come out of it," he

said. "After a while, we resumed gathering data, put it all up
and called it a day."

Speculation focused on an ominous bright flash that was visi-

ble at the base of the fuel tank before the explosion, but shuttle

director Jesse Moore said he wanted to discourage that.

"You are asking me to lay out causes," he said. "I'm not

prepared to do that."

NASA scheduled a memorial service at the Johnson Space

Center in Houston on Friday and said President and Mrs.

Reagan will attend.

In Palm Bay, a community south of the space center, plans

were made to name a school alter Christa McAuliffe of Con-

cord, N.H., who was aboard the shuttle as the first "common
citizen" to fly in space. She had planned to teach two lessons

from space to schoolchildren all across the country.
Please see SHUTTLE, Page 12

Proposed state budget 'needs

a lot of y\/ork, ' analyst says
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Gov. George
Deukmejian's proposed 1986-87 state budget
does not provide the University of Califor-

nia with enough funds to cover cost in-

creases in staff merit salary, operating ex-

penses and new equipment, said the

Legislature's non-partisan budget analyst.

Legislative analyst William Hamm told

the Senate Budget and Fiscal Review
Committee earlier this week that the gov-

ernor's proposed $36.7 billion budget, in-

cluding the UC portion, "needs a lot of

work."
The governor proposed $3.5 billion in

state funds for UC, which includes $1.8
billion for its operating budget, an 8.8 per-

cent increase from the current fiscal year.

The projected inflation rate for the next

fiscal year is 4.5 percent, which means costs

of utilities, library materials and instruct

tional supplies will rise, Hamm said, adding
that there is no money allocated in the gov-

ernor's budget to cover those costs.

lender the governor's budget, UC would
receive an increase of $140.5 million for the

next fiscal year, which begins July 1, but

$29 million of the increase "will go to fund
the unbudgeted costs for merit salary ad-

justments and operating expenses and
equipment," Hamm said.

"The administration proposes to hold
down expenditures by forcing departments
to absorb the cost of merit salary adjust-

ments, as well as higher operating costs that

are attributable to rising prices," Hamm
said.

However, the legislative analyst said,

state departments and agencies, including

UC, do not have the funds to absorb addi-

tional costs.

"As a result, they will have to cut pro-

grams and activities in order to free up the

money needed for merit salary adjust-

ments," Hamm said. UC staff merit, salary

adjustments for the upcoming fiscal year
would amount to about $8 million. Merit

increases for faculty are already include in

the proposed budget.
Hamm said the governor's budget does

not identify what university programs or

activities would be affected when the $29
million is deducted from the university's

budget.

"I'm not sure that at this point the

Department of Finance knows where the

cuts will fall," Hamm said. "These are not
insignificant amounts either."

"Inflation generates real and unavoidable
costs which must be funded," UC President

David Gardner said.

Gardner said he intends to work with
Deukmejian and the Legislature in the next

several months "in an effort to resolve this

problem."
The governor's proposed budget will go

through a six-month process of revision by
both the Assembly and Senate, where it will

then be sent to the governor for approval
by June 30, the last day of the fiscal year.
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MORGAN STANLEY <& CO.
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has positions available in the

Controllers ' Department
Management Training Program

news

for 1986 graduates with superior academic records who are

committed to professional excellence. This is a rigorous program

of instruction and hands-on experience to develop finance,

accountancy, and managerial skills. Any major is acceptable

and experience in accounting is not required.

This program'^offers the following attractive benefits:

A chance to begin a career .at one of Wall Streets leading

investment banking firms.

Guaranteed and rapid career progression in a challenging,

fast-paced environment.

L Interaction with innovative and exceptionally talented securities

industry professionals.

An. outstanding compensation program for those who meet

the challenge. .

compiled from the Associoted P f^ess

For further informat ion, we cordi a l ly iTTv ite you to auend^a.

presentation on our program:

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1986

3:00 RM.

. PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

If interested, please contact the UCLA Placement and Career

Planning Center
-^^-^

You probably have. This tray and others like it have helped you carry

countless meals from ASUCLA Food Service locations to offices and

studios on campus. Unfortunately, most of the; e trays never make it

back home— they are abandoned in corners, closets and hallways.

Not only does this inconvenience customers who complain when they

find our tray stands empty, it also costs everyone money. We re buying

10.000 replacement trays this year alone, at a cost of nearly S15.000.

You end up paying for replacement trays every time you eat lunch.

We think SI 5.000 is a needlless expense— please help us by returning

your trays after you are finished using them, or call our hotline

number and we II be happy to pick them up.

U.S. life expectancy, infant death

rates set records, siiow racial gaps

WASHINGTON — Americans are healthier and living

longer, but also paying steeply fpr it, the government said

Wednesday in its annual report on the nation's health.

Life expectancy is at a record high and infant mortality at a

new low, the report said.

A child born in 1983 could expect to live 74.6 years, a new
high, the study said. The longest life expectancy is enjoyed by

white females, 78.7 years; the shortest by black males, 65.4

years.

Although infant mortality fell to an estimated 10.6 deaths per

1,000 births in 1984, health experts said they continue to worry

about the slowing pace of the decline, and a persistent gap

beeen the rate at which white and black infants die. '

Gains in the nation's health have not come cheaply, however.

Per capita spending on health reached $1,580 in 1984, three

times the amount spent 10 years earlier, the report said.

Gains in life expectancy were attributed in large part to the

decline in cigarette smoking and to improved treatment of high

blood pressure.

The gap between white and black infant mortality continues.

Black infants are almost twice as likely to die in their first year

as white infants.

„ And, while infant mortality is dropping, the rate of decline

appears to have slowed, from about 4.5 percent a year during

the 1970s to about 2.6 percent a year over the past three years.

Israeli jets hit PLO factions'

inside Lebanon;one guerrilla killed

Ks^X

SIDON, Lebanon (AP) — Israeli warplanes streaked in at

dawn Wednesday and rocketed Palestinian guerrilla bases in

citrus groves that border a sprawling refugee camp, flattening

one building and badly damaging two.

Hospitals in this ancient southern port said one guerrilla was

killed and five guerrillas and a Lebanese civilian were wounded
in the first Israeli air force attack this year inside Lebanon.

Four jets rocketed the bases of Syrian-backed guerrillas on the

outskirts of the Ein el-Hilweh Palestinian refugee camp near

Sidon, which is 25 miles south of Beirut.

They made several passes at the three targets nestled among
orange and lemon trees around the camp.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres of Israel, who was in Berlin,

said the air raid would not affect the plan for Middle East

peace negotiations he is promoting on his European tour.

The Israeli air strike, the first in Lebanon since Oct. 27, oc-

curred two days after the bombing of a Jerusalem pizza parlor

in which little damage and no casualties were reported. Two
Israelis were wounded in knife attacks Tuesday in the occupied

West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Fatah-Uprising, a breakaway PLO faction, claimed responsi-

bility for the Jerusalem attack. Two of the buildings rocketed

Wednesday were used by Fatah-Uprising and the other by a

small PLO faction called the Palestinian Liberation Front.

Son who forced removal of father's

resoirator manslaughter charges

MARTINEZ, Calif. — A man who used a gun to force a

nurse to remove his 69-year-old father from a life support

system has been charged with voluntary manslaughter in his

death.

District Attorney Gary T. Yancey said Wednesday that Ed-

ward T. Baker's father "had a reasonable and significant chance

of recovery" from cancer of the esophagus before Baker forced

the removal of a respirator that was helping the older man
breathe.

"It was fust as if hi^ son had put a pillow over his face and

smothered him," Yancey said.

Baker, 37, remained free on $10,000 bond Wednesday.
Yancey said he would be arraigned on the new charge Feb. 4.

Baker earlier was charged with assault with a firearm and

false imprisonment of Florence DeRego, the nurse at whose
head he allegedly pointed a loaded •.38-caliber pistol.

"^

Police say Baker entered Brookside Hospital in San Pablo on

Dec. 21 and took the nurse hostage while ordering a second

nurse, Jackie Higginbotham, to disconnect the respirator and let

his father "die with dignity." Police said his father, Edward C.

Baker, died within minutes.
Yancey said the decision to charge Baker wkh voluntary

manslaughter came after a month-long review of applicable

laws and the elder Baker's medical condition before his death.
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The Infant Development Program,
operating through UCLA's Psychology
Department, provides childcare for children

of UCLA students, faculty and staff be-

tween the ages of three and one-half mon-
ths to two and one-half years. Students can

participate in the program and earn aca-

demic credit while working in the lab,

under the guidance of teacher Mary
Kalmetz and director Valerie HoUister.

Psychology 130, a developmental
psychology course, and graduate students

conducting research, use the lab to observe

children in various stages of sensory and

motor development.
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Carbohydrates: Low in calories

and an ideal source of energy
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Carbohydrates. Some peo-
ple think merely uttering the
word can cause you to gain
five pounds.

Contrary to popular belief,

carbohydrates are not high in

caloric content. It is the fats

we add to enhance them (but-

ter, oil and cheese being the

most popular culprits) that

make them so sinful. Keeping
this in mind, it is not difficult

To understand why car-
bohydrates have gotten so

much bad press.

What are carbohydrates?
Carbohydrates are a source of

energy. They are, in fact, the

most ideal source when com-
par#d to the yitcniative

I

I

sources — proteins, fats, and
alcohol. Besides being relative-

ly low in calories, car-
bohydrates are also broken
down most easily into glucose,

the fuel that feeds the brain

and nervous system.

There are two types of car-

bohydrates — simple and
complex. Simple car-

bohydrates are simple sugars

such as sucrose (table sugar),

honey, fructose (fruit sugar)

and corn syrup. These car-

bohydrates provide the body
with calories but very little in

the way of nutrients which is

perhaps the reason why car-

bohydrates have recieved neg-

ative publicity.

Complex carbohydrates, on

the other hand, supply many
vital nutrients including pro-

tein, vitamins and minerals as

well as fiber or "roughage"

that keeps the digestive system

healthy. Other health advan-

tages include: bulk which
may make you feel full, a

natural laxative effect, cleans-

ing of the colon which may
reduce the chance of intestinal

cancer, and decreasing of

blood fat and cholesterol

levels.

Abundant complex car-

bohydrates can be found in

whole grain breads and cere-

als, fruits, vegetables and
legumes (beans, nuts and

seeds).—

—

You may be wondering why
complex carbohydrates are a

superior source of energy.

Consider the example 0^^^
athlete who eats a candy oarl

for extra energy before thej

"Big Race."
[

Simple carbohydrates, such

as those contained in candy

»

bars, are converted to glucose

immediately after they are
^

consumed. This rapid increase

in glucose is often too much
for the body to use, so the ex-

cess is stored. Although the

individual may feel a sudden

burst of energy immediately

after eating the candy bar, it

is only temporary. The excess

fuel will quickly be stored,

and the blood glucose level

will drop down lower than it

was before.

Complex carbohydrates, on
the other hand, are broken

down slowly in the system be-

fore they are converted to fuel

for the body to use. Since

glucose from complex car-

bohydrates enters the system

gradually, it provides the body
with a more consistent level of .

energy for a longer period of

time.

The big take-home lesson

here is that complex car-

bohydrates are the best fuel

source in terms of energy
utilization and nutrient value.

So, if you want to prepare for

your "Big Race," eat pasta.

Please see SNACMAN, Page 14
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Wight Art Galleiy currently

features UCLA students' work

By Libby Moses

Many UCLA undergraduates' art works are currently

featured in a student exhibition at the Frederick S. Wight

Art Gallery.

T,he exhibition includes student works in a variety of

media, including video, painting, drawing, sculpture,

photography and performance art^,

r Mostly juniors and seniors participated in the perfor-

mance art for their "New Forms and Concepts" course, in-

structed by visiting lecturer Paul McCarthy.

"The performance is not in the sense of a theatrical per-

formance, most of the work deals with situations, materi-

als and concepts. It doesn't involve acting, but it does

verge on it sometimes," McCarthy said. "Some of the work

may look more like traditional theater and some might

reflect those kind of ideas (ideas developed by the students

themselves). The danger is when someone tries to define it

or pin it down."

The majority of all the featured works were created by

students for class. However, some students participated in

an independent study program under the guidance of an

instructor.

For example, Dave Shulman, a UCLA graduate and

former art major, completed videos for his photography

class under the guidance of visiting professor Jeffry

Vallance. These are now on display during regular gallery

hours.

"Many of the works were done for courses of one sort or

another," Shulman said. "Some classes run in the sense

that you pursue what you want, but you still have to at-

tend the course."

The featured works are usually selected by UCLA facul-

ty, but this year a group of outside jurors chose the pieces.

The jurors included Constance Mallison, critic for Art in

America, Joy Sillverman, curator for L.A. Contemporary

Exhibitions and artist Mark Pally.

Featured works can be seen until Feb. 23 during regular

gallery hours: Tuesday 11 a.m. -8 p.m., Wednesday-
Friday 11 a.m. -5 p.m. and Saturday-Sunday 1-5 p.m.

These Concerned Photographers

Are Asking Fbr¥)ur Help.
The photography event of the year will take place in Los Angeles on

January 31st, February 1st and 2nd. 1986. Join the top photographers in

the United States, whose collective work makes up the images we see in

magazine and print media everywhere. FOCUS ON FAMINE brings together

Don Carroll, Robert Farber, Ernst Haas, Mary Ellen Mark, Pete Turner,

Douglas Kirkland, Jay Maisel, Walter looss. Ken Marcus. Peter B. Kaplan,

Burt Glinn, George De Gennaro, Reid Miles. Larry Dale Gordon, Sonja Bullaty

and Angelo Lomeo.
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This 3 day event will be an informative seminar and trade show, with all

proceeds going to the essential purchase of water drilling equipment for
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droughfridden AfricaTThis includes drilling, piping, purification,

storage of clean water. (818)906-3266 INFORMATION

gelebritv Cocktail Partv/Auctlon.
admission is $10. Admis-

sion to this event will also be available at the

door. This ticket includes the opportunity to

_ participate in the Exhibitors' Benefit Auction

of Equipment.

Saturday, February 1st 7:80

Cocktails 8:15

Photo Equipment Auction

Registration accepted at the door.

Ail events held at:

THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL

3400 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90010
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LA.'s mentally ill homeless part of a national problem \

By Doug Nathan

Sxaii V^rittr

I
Like the old adage about

V"the chicken and the egg, men-
tal health experts can not

decisively conclude which
came first, mental illness or

homelessness.

"It is hard to say," said

Robert Quiroz, Los Angeles

county mental health director.

Officials estimate that about

half of California's 60,000
homeless live in Los Angeles

County. Of these, about 25-40

percent are mentally ill.

The large and increasing

numbers of the mentally ill

homeless in the county is an
issue that goes beyound the

state level though, Quiroz
said. "We should look at this

as a national problem and a

national issue."

The issue has financial,

political and moral param-
eters.

The problem has generated

at the national level through

the de-institutionalization of

mental health care facilities,

the lack of a viable alternative

community care plan, and the

concern for the rights of the

mentally ill, Quiroz said.

____ By de-institutionalizing
America's mental health facili-

ties, officials sought to reduce

the number of inmates in state

and county facilities. With the

release of these patients, the

numbers of mentally ill

homeless increased throughout

the country, Quiroz said.

The lack of an appropriate

care system stranded these pa-

tients, Quiroz said. "After be-

ing released from hospitals

they reverted to the streets."

. Fiscal years 1981-83 were
^tough years" for the Depart-

ment of Mental Health, which
was forced to cut back some
services and redirect others,

Quiroz said.

The financial restrictions

that have promoted the men-
tally ill homeless dilemma in

Los Angeles county were
assuaged recently with the

$8.2 million funding allocated

by the California State
Department of Mental Health.

Funding increase will allow

the Los Angeles County
Department of Mental Health

to grapple with problems
associated with the mentally

iU homeless and find new
solutions, Quiroz said. The
department is considering
whether or not to use 60 per-

cent of the new funds to

develop a program of personal

therapy or one of group ther-

apy.

Quiroz was confident that

the department will have the

"courage" to find new, effec-

tive means of dealing with the

problem. "We're just beginn-

ing to get back to keel."

To encourage better finan-

cial responsibility for the

situation, Santa Monica
Mayor Christine Reed said she

believes the federal gov-

ernment must change the

focus of its policies. "We are

being victimized by our own
government," she said, in

reference to her concern that

federal legislators favor balan-

cing the budget regardless of

the lack of funding for

homeless issues.

Another leading factor to

increased mentally ill homeless

has been the concern for the

rights of mentally ill in-

dividuals. Reed said. She
characterized the 1960s as

having been, "very repressive

within the mental health care

system."

This led to the concern for

patients' rights. "The laws are

biased in favor of people's

right to decide for

WOOF

themselves," Reed said. "It

allows crazy people to decide

to stay crazy in the streets."

"To pull the pendulum back

to the middle," Reed said,

legislative authority is needed

to take the mentally ill off the

streets to receive care, even if

it is against their will.

Another concern of Reed's

was that Santa Monica, which
spent $500,000 of its budget

last year on the homeless,

"disproportionately shares" the

burden of the county's
homeless. She said she believes

that other cities within the

county, with the exception of

Los Angeles, are not spending

enough to cater to the needs

of the homeless in their areas.

The result is that the homeless

head "as far west as they can"

and end up in the parks and
on the shores of Santa Monica.

"The beach is more pleasant

than Skid Row," said Amy
Somers, executive director of

Ocean Park Community
Center (OPCC), "but I don't

believe they come here for the

Please sec HOMELESS, Page 11
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BLOOM COUNTY
Cji by Berke Breathed

FREE
TANNING
SESSION
—--30 minute session—

$9.00 Value

with hairstyle

MEN'S HAIRSTYLE $18^ ''l^^

WOMEN'S HAIRSTYLE $24^ ZSyV
'January & February-

10916 LeConte Ave (downstairs)

Please call lor appt. 208-5863 w/thia coupon only

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGR'AM

is happy to bring you

A FREE premiere of

<jfi^

^' f*

BEVERLV

HILLS

V

A PauLMazursky Film Starring

Nick Nolte-Bette Midler-Richard Dreyfuss

Friday, January 31 , at 7:30 pm, in IMelnitz Theater

Tickets are FREE at UCLA students and can be obtained the day of the screening at the Central Ticket Office Trailer at 9 am and at the MacGowen Box Office at 10:30 an™.

Melnitz Movies is a program of the GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION and works in conjunction wHh the UCLA FILM ARCHIVES.
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procedure leads to increase in UC applications

By ChaHes Lee

The new University of

Caiik>rnia multi-application

propidure allowing high
school seniors to apply to all

UC campuses simultaneously

is operating smoothly, accor-

ding to UC officials.

"The mechanical parts seem

to be working very well," said

Ed Apodaca, director of UC

Admissions and Outreach Ser-

vices.

Preliminary statistics show
that total applications received

by the UC system has jumped
108.8 percent or 69,550 —
from 63,000 in 1984 to

133,450 in 1985. UCLA has

seen an increase of 61.4 per-

cent in the number of applica-

tions received from 16,767 in

1984 to 27,065 in 1985.

This year's freshmen are better

prepared than previous students

This year's freshmen are better academically prepared

for university work than their counterparts in previous

years, according to statistics released by the UCLA Plann-

ing Office.

"These freshmen show upward trends of strong GPA
(grade point average) and SAT verbal and math scores

beyond the national average increases," said Hae Lee

Siporin, UCLA director of undergraduate admissions and

relations with schools.

Freshmen GPAs were up from 3.66 in 1984 to 3.69 in

1985. Verbal SAT score averages increased from 491 to

503, while the math SAT score averages increased from

562 to 574.

"We've been redirecting students so we are in a position

to select the strongest students," Siporin said. "We are

known as a strong solid academic school and the kinds of

.students applying are interested in a strong academic pro-

While UC Riverside had the

largest percentage increase in

the number of applications

received at 359.7 percent,

UCLA and UC Berkeley re-

mained the most popular
choices with a combined
52,646 applications, or almost

40 percent of the total ap-

plications received by UC.
It is estimated that the

average aipplicant submitted
applications to 2*8 campuses.
However, the increase in

the number of applications

does not necessarily mean an

TRIVIAL PPBSPIT

increase in the number of ap-

plicj^ts or enrollment at UC,
but "only that well have more
paperwork is certain," "^said

UC public relations
spokeswoman L i 1 i |^

Villaneuva.

Apodaca said he feels the

new application procedure is a

better way to accommodate
students than the old system

because it provides more op-

tions, but success will

ulti mately depend on
"whether we have met student

needs."

To evaluate operation of the
new system, the university

plans to conduct a thorough
study based on student surveys

and statistical analyses,
Apodaca said.

The new application process

allowing prospective students

to apply to as many as eight

campuses on one application

form and choose a different

major for each campus went
into effect for the 1986-87 ac-

ademic year. UC San Fran-

Please see PROCEDURE,
Page 10 --

by Dom Polcino

"gram. Therefore we're attracting the best prepared stlF

dents."

New undergraduate enrollment for 1985 was 5,832, of

which 4,113 were freshmen and 1,719 were transfer stu-

dents. The majority of freshmen are from California with

2,261 from Los Angeles County, 875 from other Southern

California areas, and 666 from the rest of the state.

-Freshmen students from other states and countries total

284.
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They've been spotted all

over. In three different

sizes. Lots of delicious

flavors. And over 21

different toppings,

trom fresh straw-

berries to crush

ed brownies.
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Pen^ins low to

travel in pairs. So
you spring for the

first. and we'll treat

you to the second.

Small, medium
or larjje

.

Its Fen.L(uins Place' "Frozen

Vot^irt. As rich as ice cream.

But with only V2

the calories,

^v So you can

J K^et a large.

\ Without get-

^/. ting larger

Poppa Pete'^^
Restaurant

1 0759 PICO BOULEVARD ^^^„
LOS ANGELES "SlnOB 1973"
across from the WESTSIDE PAVILLION

(213)47S-6156

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Featuring Complete Dinners

FRESH FISH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.25^ MON-SAT 6am - 9pm . SUNDAY 8 am - 6pm

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF RASPUTIN RETAINS ITS FASCINATION."

"mcmcmimmnms

)

THE TRUE
STORY

-At***
^^VOfENCE RATING

^mri FILM SURVEY

VERT lOWCAIOME HMXZEN YOGURT
1 133 N. Westwood Blvd. Bank of America Bid. (213) 208-3338 Exp.res 2/5/86
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liut U) keep
PenKuins from
becoming an
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species, only

one coupon per
customer
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!
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Beverly Hills teachers hold vigil,

threaten strike over pay, job cuts

By Kim Kowsky
, v

Approximately 180 Beverly
Hills school district teachers

stood in silent vigil Tuesday
night, showing £heir deter-

mination to strike if the Board
of Education refuses to nego-
tiate on salary increases, per-

sonnel cuts and extended class

time.

"We as teachers do not ac-

cept anything less than com-
plete negotiations with the

board," said Kenneth Eaves,

Beverly Hills Education
Association (BHEA) president

and music teacher at the

district's four elementary
schools. "We are professionals

and we demand to be
respected as professionals."

Beverly Hills school teachers

are among the highest salaried

in the state, and this is the

first time a teachers' strike has

threatened the district's

schools..

"People have an exalted

view of Beverly Hills, that it's

a mecca out here and that

there are no problems," said

Nuria Rodriguez, a high
— scho<J physics teacher. ^

just not true."

Although Beverly Hills is

one of the richest communities
in the nation, the passage of

Proposition 13 in 1980
restricted the flow of funds for

the city's school district.

Limiting the city's ability to

raise property taxes. Prop. 13

has forced the school district

to run at a deficit since 1982.

The district has been drawing
from reserve funds to cover

the budget deficiencies.

This year those reserves are

running out at the same time

that the teachers* three-year

contract has come up for

review.

"Unfortunately, D-day is

upon us," said Board of

Education Vice President
Mark Egerman. "Our board

^ does not have the legal right

to tax the citizens of this

community a single penny."

^lH

HYUNGWON KANG/Dailv Bruin

A CARING STRIKER - One of the Beverly Hills teachers

at Tuesda/s vigil carried this placard in addition to his can-

dle. •

charged Henry Dersch, high

school history teacher.

Parents are anxious that the

teachers avoid a strike, but

many expressed solidarity with

the educators' position.

"We should be trying to

find ways to augment the

budget," said Judy Wilkin, a

parent and member of the Cit-

izens Concern Committee who
opposed cuts in personnel.

While no one denies the

fiscal crisis facing the com-
munity, some contend that the

school board has faulty
priorities.

"They can spend money on

public relations and tennis

courts, but there's not a drink-

ing fountain that works on the

second floor, there's no toilet

paper in the men's bathroom
and the halls are filthy dirty,"

l__j^^^^i HYUNGWON KANG/Daily B»uin

eii CNT DETERMINATION - Showing their resolve to strike over pay Increases and per-

Srmel cuts, Beverly Hills teachers held a candlelight vigil Tuesday night.
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ABOUT RAPE:
EBIPOWERMENTTHROUGH
AWARENESS
A rape prevention and education workshop
designed to enhance understanding of rape

and sexual assault.

TOMORROW
• II >N-1 2 DODD HALL

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the

Deparment of Community Safety

Friday * February 7, 1986 is the

deadline to file your degree candidacy

form announcement of Candidacyfor
the Bachelor's degree to be conferred

March 28, 1986. A list of candidates
^

prepared from the ^^Candidacy Form"
submitted with the registration packets

is posted outside the Registrar's Office

information Window '"A".

ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS
SHOULD BE REPORTED I

AT ROOM nil.

\:a>^lATELY

THE NAIL GABDEN
"over 12 years of quality service"

V»
!(nS

NAIL GARDEN
•-'""'' °"'^ ^^s^^oo

1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

with ad only

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710

BASKIN-ROBBINS

2 for 1

ICE CREAM

bring this ad & buy any fountain or sundae item, & get

the SECOND ONE FREE! (of •q»^ or \mmr T.10.)

g^^O -or-

a]^^-- Buy any PT. (12 oz.). OT.. (lib. 8oz.). V2 GAL.

o
o
c

(3 ib.),GtT 2nd ONE AT HALF PRICE! oi^qu^o. u«.i v«i«.)§

oJmo, with valid UCLA ID get:
**

15% OFF on Super Party Desserts

10% OFF on All Foimtain, Splits, Floats, Shakes & Malts

WE DELIVERI DeUvery service available, special discount bulk rates to

campus organizations.greeks, faculty. Available at:

WMtwOod Village • Century City Mall 552-2866

10916 KinroM • 1227 Wilahire Bl., Santa Monica 394 0773

rK/» f^uTA W«.»wo«l-Bn • 2461 Santa Monica Bl. 828 1222
(b/t GayUy & Waatwood-Bl) ^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^ 390-2565

208-8048 •-<> '29-86

. \ V

i^s&iX^V^n
vfr^ri'^ '^iw^f^'
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""How Not To Have
To Guarantee A
Great Haircut-''
Get One At ^

Sassoon S. Sassoon
Happy Hair Hour-

Cuts From $ 1

2

Our 17th yedraf 925 Broxton
(few doors north of village theatre)

208-7277 Now open 208-4247
^ Sunday 11-5 ^^^i

CANT SMILE BECAUSE OF

\ PREVENTIVE AND
^ RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

TOOTH BONDING ^ a
• Nitrous Oxide For Appointment:
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape) 478-0363
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

VINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
S119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DJULT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenseu.

INCLUDES HTTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
9021 Santa Monica Blvd.* Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Tbuit. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With this ad, expires 1/31/86
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MY SECRET TO SUCCESS.
KINKO'S.

Fast quality copies at a great price. Open early. Open
late. Open weekends. — —

kMcoi®

Great copies.Great people.

Doctoral student plans to run

against Honig for Superintendent

By Andrea Liebman, Staff Writer

Stressing the need for better education in

public schools, UCLA doctorate student

Daniel Nusbaum hopes to win the June
1986 election for California Superintendent

of Public Instruction.

"The trick is to find the prescription of

each student to make their life meaningful,

to put them on the path to a good life,"

said Nusbaum, a doctoral candidate for

administrative and policy studies in educa-

tion.

"I think there's a lot of neglect in public

schools," he added, claiming that one out of'

every three students in California does not

graduate from high school.

Nusbaum, 39, said school boards master,

not serve, the public schools.

"It would be better for education to have
a new relationship between the school
boards and the schools," he said. "We need
to find districts t-hat want to be self-con-

tained. Public schools would, of course, be
funded by public money, but things would
be run by the people at the schools, not just

on the boards."
At present, there is no official list of can-

didates for the office. However, according
to Nusbaum, current Superintendent Bill

Honig plans to run for the office again.
Honig has held the office of superinten-

dent since January 1983, and has a=:

bachelor's degree from UC Berkeley, a law
degree from Boalt Law School and a degree
in education from San Francisco State. On
the State Board of Education, he taught
young students about law through the Con-
stitutional Rights Foundation and was a
member of the Teacher Corps.
"Honig is talking about a longer school

year, but that's not really school improve-
ment," Nusbaum said. "We need more
people to teach. I don't know if we can af-

ford full-time people, but we could have
assistant teachers like junior and senior col-

lege students."

Honig's official spokeswoman, Susie
Lang, said longer school days and a longer
year are only part of a more extensive
school improvement program.

"We're interested in additional learning,

not grades. And we're concerned with the
content of what students are learning," she
said. "By the time California students grad-
uate from high school, they have had nine
to 18 months less education than those in

other states. If they're not in school, they
can't learn."

School hours in California were originally
reduced in order to conserve funds after
Proposition 13 pas^ in 1978, Lang said.

Lang also noted that she was unaware of
Nusbaum 's plans to run for the office of
superintendent.

With only two more quarters to couiplete
his doctorate, Nusbaum spends much of his

time trying to gather 10,000 signatures in
order to qualify for candidacy.

Since 1971, Nusbaum said, he has been a
substitute teacher at approximately 150
public schools. His students have ranged in
age from three to 19 years.

_ Having worked his way through college^
playing drums for a band, Nusbaum earned
a bachelor's degree in English and a
master's degree in education.

"This is really me," he said. "I'm exactly
where I want to be. I think I can help. I've
got good ideas and will work with the
Legislature and State Department of
Education to get them implemented."

Young defends Student Conduct
Committee from charges of bias
Responding to allegations from defendants

that the Student Conduct Committee is bias-
ed. Chancellor Charles Young said Monday
that the committee is "a fair and independent
board."
The defendants — Carolyn Fershtman,

Matthew Kogan, Ingrid Landes and Diego
Maldonado — were arrested last spring during
an anti-apartheid sleep-inf^at Murphy Hall.
They are charged by the university with con-
duct violations and have been brought before
the Student Conduct Committee.
At a press conference. Young explained, "I

do appoint them (members of the committee),
but I don't appoint them as a result of my
own selection. They are recommended to me.
"The fact that I appoint them has nothing

whatsoever to do with the recommendations
they will make," he continued. "As a matter
of fact, I don't know who they are, and I've
never met them."

Although he does not oppose the idea of
demonstrations on campus. Young said he feels
the students presendy on trial acted beyond
their rights.

"Protests are a part of campus life and life
in a democratic society. We try to protect the
rights of the people," he said. "If they (the
protesters) had done what everyone else had
done, they wouldn't be going through this
procedure. The rules could have been com-
plied with very easily."

Commenting on the timing of the hearingsT
Young said, "It takes a long time for things to
wind their way through the process. It in-
volves sending out notices, giving people time
to respond and discussing the options for the
next step."

Hearings will continue this Friday in the
Faculty Center at 8 a.m.

— Laureen Lazarovici

Non-smokers not "busybodies" in

protesting smoke, says official
WASHINGTON (AP) - I^s time to stop

dismissing non-smokers as "finictcy busybodies"
when they complain about inhaling other
people's smoke, a government health safety of-
ficial said Wednesday.
John C. Topping Jr., staff director of the

Environmental Protection Agency's Office of
Air and Radiation, said evidence linking
"passive smoke" to disease, though fragmen-
tary, "seems sufficient to warrant strong steps
to cut down involuntary exposure to cigarette
smoke."
He said his own agency was not proposing

cigarette smoke regulations. But he spoke ap-
provingly of scattered cities, such as San Fran-

A*^V*^^*
*^ave passed laws on the subject.

And he said public health warnings would be
a good idea. ~ ^

Topping, speaking at a National Academy

of Sciences public hearing, said that:
•Last year's projection, by government and

other researchers, of 5,000 annual lung cancer
deaths from non-smokers' exposure to passive
smoke has "gained acceptance in the public
health community."

•A "mountain of evidence" links smoking
parents with infants' illnesses.

•Other studies have indicated exposure to
passive smoke "may significantly increase risks
of heart attack."

"The non-smokers* rights movement has
been portrayed by tobacco interests as an
assemblage of finicky busybodies intent on im-
posing their values on smokers, " Topping said.

However, he said, freeing non-smokers from
exposure to others' smoke "would save the lives
of thousands of non-smokers annually."
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CHASE CHASE
Pizza ' Deli Pizza - Deli

DRAFT "CHASE GIANT
COMBO"

$1,00
22 or.

1049 Gavlrv* 8241310

Large CHASE Pizia w/up
to 7 toppings

!p9»W ($15 value)

1049 Givlev* 824-1310

DM GOMFITDLB OOMPUTCB

Complete basic system:

256K Memoxy
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives

Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard ^ ^

only 9097
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0623

Usy

"WOW" SIZE!
Poster Prints

by KODAK
FROM YOUR FAVORITE 35m NEGATIVES OR
SLIDES
GET A BEAUTIFUL 20'x30" PRINT FOR ONLY
$15.95 OR
THE NEW 12"xl8" MINI POSTER FOR ONLY
$11.95

Westside Processing
1523 26th St., Santa Monica, CA.

(Between Colorado and Broadway)

I

I CUSTOM SLIDE E-6 &
I BLACK & WHITE PROCESSING
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

• 8 E-6 RUNS-2^/^HR TURNAROUND
B & W 0-PROOF IN BY 10:30 OUT BY 4:30

«4 HR B & W PRINTING
• TYPE C & TYPE R PRINTING
» DUPLICATE SLIDES & TRANSPARENCIES

» COPYNEGS/INTERNEGS/COPY SLIDES

• VIEWGRAPHS & TITLE SLIDES

» KODACHROME PROCESSING
» HIGH QUALITY MULTIPLE PRINTS

• RUSH SERVICES AVAILABLE

450-3300 • 828-6850
HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-6PM

TheyWxkOut
lb$4^ Each.
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Royce Hall importance,

history inspires new book

By Marian Berelowitz

The history and importance of Royce Hall, whose' two
distinctive Romanesque towers have become a symbol of
UCLA, have inspired a new, limited edition book entitled

"^

Royce Hall.

"Few universit^y buildings on this continent have become so

widely recognized as Royce Hall," writes Arnold J. Band, the

book's co-authoFi u '

The 112-page book is filled with pictures of Royce Hall,

which was modeled after a medieval Italian church, in its plan-

ning and construction stages, and as it looks now, after last

year's renovation. Those who have spoken and performed in the

hall are also pictured.

The book's narrative covers the same topics, starting with the

origin of UCLA and the construction of its first buildings,

among them Royce, in 1929.

People who have appeared on Royce's stage over the years in-

clude such well-known figures as Eleanor Roosevelt, President

John F. Kennedy and Albert Einstein, who spoke in German to

a full atflJitorium.

One of the more unusual spectacles to occur in Royce hap-

pened when a gate crasher tried to get into a performance
through a smoke vent. According to the book, the intruder

snapped off a sprinkler head which released 165 pounds of

water pressure during his crawl through the vent. Water rained

down on the stage, and soon the fire department arrived and
put a stQp to the flooded show.

James Klain, the book's other co-author, is a UCLA alumnus
and worked for 37 years as director of the Campus Activities

Service Office, the organization responsible for audio equipment
and services for Royce's auditorium.

Klain's memories about Royce, written records and
photographs he saved over the years has led B^nd tq refer to

him as a "gold mine of information."

Band is a professor of comparative literature whose office has
been located in Royce since 1959. The idea for the book was
conceived by Elwin Svenson, vice chancellor of institutional

relations.

Royce Hall is available for $47.40 and may be purchased
through the UCLA Alumni Association.

'

PROCEDURE: More applications
Continued from Page 6
Cisco, the university's only
campus entirely devoted to

health science, is an exception
and has different procedures.

r We made a special purchase, cind so

should you: All crew neck sweats and draw
string pants are 70".. off their usual price,

or just $4.99.

Shrnmni Oak

These aren t1eft( )\'ers. These cire ( )ver

120,000 sweats fn )m ( )ne ( )f the C( )untr\'s

largest mills. Dozens of colors. Made in the

U.SA. 5(n coWm, 50 y.. hlnuL $15. 820 stuff.

N()wS4.99.

When they're gone they're gone. VMien
vouVe here, thevVe vours.

r7/?s. (rlcndali, Hnntin0i>n licach. Santa Monica. West HnU\w(HHi. West Ij)s Annvlcs.
'(hhI. Pasadena. Costa .\1esa. Lajolla. South Bay. Oxnard'. l-^Mi-22-SWEAT

The new process is intended
to "give qualified students a
better shot at going to the

University of California,^
Villaneuva said.

"The system we had was no
longer working as it Nvas
designed" and needed a
change, Apodaca added.

Under the former applica-
tion process, applicants could

.. only apply to one campus and
indicate alternative choices. If

rejected by their first-choice

school, their applications were
redirected to their next choice,
presuming spaces were still

available there.

Apodaca said the dramatic
increase in the number of ap-

plications to UC in recent
years was making the redirec-

tion system almost impossible
and was a key element in the

decision to adopt a different

procedure.

•" "Essentially, there was no
room for redirection,"
Apodaca explained. "If spaces
were available, they used to

be concentrated in Riverside
or Santa Cruz, but even those

campuses began to run out of

spaces."

Villaneuva said the change
should also help to eliminate a

time lapse that used to ac-

company the old system,
preventing the loss of many
well-qualified students to
other schools that offered
notification of acceptance be-

fore UC. r

Campus

Berkeley

Davis
Irvine

Los Angeles
Riverside

San Diego
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
universitywide

Totor

applications

received

25,581

14,195

14,166

27,065

5,236
18,390

20,370

8,447

133,450

% of al]

applications

19.2

10.6

10.6

20.3

3.9

13.8

15.3

6.3

% increase

from 1985-86

61.7

106.7

190.6

61.4

359.7

164.6

127.0

236.4

108.8

Note: UC San Francisco does not operate under the
multi-application system. Each applicant submitted ap-
phcations to an averajge of about 2.8 campuses.
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Minority Recnntment and Career Day

puts students on road to employment

To help UCLA students
in their search for employ-
ment, a Minority Recruit-

ment and Career Day will

be held today in Ackerman
Crand Ballroom between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Between 90 and 100

companies, including Bank
of America, IBM, Warner
Brothers and Eastman
Kodak, will be looking for

employees in both technical

and non-technical fields,

said Patricia Ramirez-
Cardenas, a minority-af-
fairs assistant of the UCLA
Placement and Career
Planning Center. Full-time
and part-time jobs as well

as internships and summer
programs will be offered.

"Students are free to

walk around, meet with the

employers, give resumes
and have a mini-inter-
view," Ramirez-Cardenas
said.

In order to reach the
needs of more students,

Ramirez-Cardenas said a

special emphasis was given
to inviting non-technical
companies, which will
comprise about 50 percent
of the businesses present.

Attracting minority stu-

dents that "would not
otherwise participate in

on-campus programs," is a
positive aspect of Career
Day, said Donna Le Duff,
a career counselor and
minority affairs representat-

ive.

But, although the em-
phasis is on minority stu-

dents, all students are in-

vited, she added.
According to Le Duff,

this will be the ninth such
event sponsored by the
Placement and Career
Planning Center.
"We have found that

they have been very suc-

cessful," Le Duff said.

^'There have been a good
number of students that

have got positions through
Career Day."

— Glenn Adams

HOME^SS: Santa Monicff
Continued from Page 5

services." She noted that since

the advocacy program spon-

sored by the OPCC began in

1963, they have helped a

"steadily increasing number of

people."

The advocacy program
helps feed, clothe and shelter

the homeless in Santa Monica.
It also helps the mentally ill

homeless get their disability

payments (Social Security In-

surance) and cc^nnect them
with the county mental health

department.
In order to perform these

functions, however, the men-
tally ill person must go to the

shelter. Many are not compe-
tent enough, or as in the case

of homeless mentally ill

women, they are afraid of the

men that frequent the shelters.

Somers said.

To resolve the problem, the

OPCC hopes to generate funds

to develop Daybreak, a care

facility which would treat

chronically homeless women
on the streets.

"Women need special ser-

vices to build their trust and
integrate back into the com-
munity," Somers said. The
in-field treatment would con-

sist of medical care, screenings

and if appropriate, refering

the women to mental health

facilities.

The OPCC, Somers said,

together with a coalition of

social service organizations,

are currendy approaching the

county mental health depart-

ment to secure some of the

recently allocated state money
for thier outreach services.

$8.2 million program OKd
for homeless care, shelter

To aid in care and shelter for as many as 12,000 homeless

and mentally ill in the county, the Los Angeles County Board of

Supervisors approved an $8.2 million program for emergency

cases Jan. 7.

The money will help obtain temporary shelter, food and

medical services^
.

Mental health experts, however, hope to do more than res-

pond to emergencies. Robert Quiroz, Los Angeles county men-

tal health director, said they want to set up a new system of

mental health care that addresses the special needs of the men-

tally ill homeless. ^ ^

"Can we afford to do business as usual?" Quiroz asked. "Due

to new emerging needs, we (the mental health care community)

must be willing to change things."

One change Quiroz advocated is the Case Management Pro-

ject. The project calls for continued patient monitoring and

care after release from mental health institutions. Emphasizing

the need for care according to the differing levels of mental il-

lness, Quiroz said, "Without this service forget it."

This project will receive 21 percent of the newly approved

program.

In addition to the Ca-se Management Project, funds from the

program will create long term residential care and develop

educational and crisis intervention services.

' Of the $8.2 million, $7.4 million authorized by the State

Department of Mental Health came from the 1985-86 fiscal

year budget of $20 million statewide for people con<fidered

homeless or at risk of becoming homeless.

In order to receive the state fund§, the county matched it by

10 percent, or $800,000.

— Doug Nathan
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SfSteRlTOOD
BOOKStORe

Women's Studies

Feminist Books

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213) 477-7300
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^ *V^ ^1^ CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON SIZZLINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

m Delivery
208-1722

1

SAME MODERATE PRICES—,
-X- :

Real Chinese Food in Westwood Vijiage

114 Gayley (located oehmo Nationa) Theatre) 208-9214

Student Committee for the Arts

CULTURE YOURSELF!
i-T.i

Murray Louis/David Brubeck
Murray Louis/David Brubeck

FrI.

Sat.

2/28

3/1

8pm
8pm

Royce
Royce

On Sale Mon. Feb. 10

Peter Schreier

Philharmonia Baroque
Thurs.

Fri.

3/6
3/7

8pm
8pm

Royce
Royce

Frank Capp FREE!

Jazz Quintet

Sun, 212 7pm Wads

•Ticket Information 825-92 1 6 or 825 3253

•Current Reg Card and Photo I D Required at time of Purchase and at the Door the

Night of the Performance (2 Tickets per I D)
•Available at the Central Ticket Office (The Trailer) Opens 8 30 am on Mondays for SCA
Ti^ketslii

•Made Possible by Student Committee for the Arts

NEXT WEEK CAMPUS

EVENTS TAKES YOU ON

THE BIGGEST ADVENTURE

OF THEM ALL

.vi

wi» ^
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THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

1007BroxtonAve.
(atx>ve Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Free Lottery Ticket

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new clients withi ad only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/8/65

! ,

i

i

•
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The UCLA Undergraduate
Business Society

presents:

Banking & Finance
44ioht -

Top executives from Bank of America, Drexeh Burnham
and Lambert, and Blue Cross of California will discuss
exciting career opportunities in investment banking, con-
sumer banking and corporate banking. Don*t miss this

uniaue opportunity for direct contact with industr};

leaders.

f-

n

it

Jim Deane
VP Regional Corporate

Banking
Bank of America

Roy Heimburger
Executive VP
Blue Cross off

Califfomia

Henry Chin —

-

VP Investments
Drexelt Burnham &

Lambert -

—

-^

Gary Post
VP Mergers &

Acquisitions
/ T,

--^-iCCSSH,.-

^^rexel, Bumfiam
& Lambert

.^ 1 TONIGHT=
7PM • JAMES e. WEST CENTER

*

'- ?«t:
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SHUTTLE: Search for clues
Contfiiued from Page 1

Killed along with McAuliffe were commander Francis R
Scobee, 46; pilot Michael J. Smith, 40; Judith A. Resnik, 36^
Ronald E. McNair, 35; Ellison S. Onizuka, 39, and Gregory b!

Jarvis, 41.

An investigation team held its first meeting to start the long
inquiry into why the $1.2 billion shuttle, appearing to be on a

perfect course, suddenly exploded 74 seconds after liftoff Tues-
day, raining fiery debris into the Atlantic Ocean.

Lt. John Philbin, commander of the Coast Guard cutter

Point Roberts, brought back the first load of debris. He said

there were 600 pounds of it, much of it in small pieces.

"Most of what we found was bulkhead-type material,

aluminum with insulation attached to it," he said. "There were
a couple of charred pieces and we did bring in some small

cylinder-type tanks this morning."

The Point Roberts was the first military ship on the scene. He
said his crew watched the debris coming down and got the

location from a tug in the area.

The space agency impounded every scrap of paper, film and

data connected with the launch and pleaded with souvenir

hunters to turn in anything they find on the beaches in this cen-

tral Florida area.

"We need every piece of that because we don't know where
the clue might be," said Richard Smith, the director of the

Kennedy Space Center.

Recovery crews found some of the ship's heat-shielding exter-

nal tiles, and the largest remnant was a churtk of metal 12 feet

by 4 feet. Moore said it was unlikely that bodies of the crew

members would be found.

"I would always like to hold oiit hope," he said. "However,
we've seen a lot of small debris."

The crew apparently had no warning.

"We have no indication that the commander had any sense of

anything wrong," said William Graham, acting administrator

of NASA. "The spacecraft was traveling at more than twice the^

speed of sound at 47,000 feet, which is at the boundary of the

stratosphere where there are physical changes such as optical

and visual phenomena and shock waves."

Graham said the ship's two solid-rocket boosters, which could
be seen heading away from the fireball and forming a huge Y-

shaped trail in the sky, were deliberately destroyed by the range
safety officer, who gave a computer command that triggered
explosives stored aboard the rockets.

"There was an indication one of the solids was heading for a

populated area and he took the correct action," Graham said.

After a normal launch, the boosters drop off the shuttle fuel

tank, parachute into the ocean, and are recovered by waiting
ships. ...

Their condition, had they been intact, might have helped
solve the incredible puzzle confronting the space agency.
The officials reiterated that there will be no more shuttle

flights until investigating teams have made their report and cor-

rective actions are taken.

"I want to assure you, as others have, including the president
of the United States, that this loss will not stop us as Americans
from exploring the frontiers of science and the frontiers of

space," Graham said.

"The space shuttle is our principal space transportation
system," he said. "It will remain our principal space transporta-
tion system for the foreseeable future."

Moore said an interim investigating board is meeting almost
continually and forming teams to investigate different aspects of

the accident. A formal board, including representatives of the
space industry, the Air Force and other experts, will be conven-
ed later.

"Our job is to make sure we don't miss any evidence and to

preserve it in as pristine a shape as possible," he said, adding
that once the problem is corrected, "We intend to move ahead
with the space program."

Eight ships, including four Coast Guard cutters, and nine
airplanes searched the 50-by-lOO-mile rectangle where
Challenger's wreckage fell.

The search area is between 50 and 130 miles southeast of
Cape Canaveral, the water between 70 and 200 feet deep.
Although the explosion occurred 10 miles high and 8 miles
southeast of the launch pad, the shuttle's nearly 1,300 mph
momentum propelled the wreckage much farther out over
water. —-^

The debris will be examined in a hangar at nearby Patrick
Air Force Base.

John Osborn, professor of aeronautics and astronautics at

Purdue University and a rocket expert for 35 years, speculated
on what might have happened after he viewed slow-motion
videotape of the fiery blast. '

"After the explosion, I see a normal exhaust pattern and an
intact (solid) booster; I see a central cloud and two contrails,"
he said. "This indicates there's no problem with the solids.

"They showed this thing in slow motion and I see a red flash

near the location of one of the bulkheads in the liquid tank. My
only conclusion is that something apparently happened to the

u^j*^
oxygen and liquid hydrogen, probably the liquid

hydrogen because it's aft and it will burn in any proportion."

He cautioned he w^ only speculating based on what he
could see. ' j>#^ ' '

.

The investigation could take months, just as it did after

America's only other space program tragedy, the launch pad
fire that killed three Apollo astronauts 19 years ago this week.
The Apollo fire, which came during a test, grounded astronauts
for 21 months.

'jt
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Revenge raids in Beirut leave family members dead
By Ed Blanche
Associated Press

BEIRUT, Lebanon —
Hisham Kamand died as he'd
lived. Assassins in a car cut
him in half with a burst of
fire from AK-47 assault rifles.

Doctors at Beirut's
American University Hospital
counted 35 bullet holes in the
body of the 21 -year-old Druse
gunman, a member of the
Progressive Socialist Party.

Hisham 's father, Bahij, took
his revenge. He and another
PSP gunman grabbed three
men who belonged to the rival

Shiite Moslem Amal militia

they blamed for killing
Hisham.
They shot them, took them

to Hisham 's grave and cut
their throats, spilling their

blood into the sandy soil in a
final act of vengeance.
The PSP seized Hisham 's fa-

ther and his pal and tried

them before a militia tribunal

for murder.
They were executed by a

firing squad at dawn a few
days later, handcuffed to

.stakes in a PSP stockade at

Beit Eddine on "The Moun-
^tain," the Druse stronghold in

^he Chouf Mountains east of

Beirut.

They died, blindfolded,
under a banner bearing a pro-
verb from the Koran, Islam's

holy book, that said: "The
punishment for those who sin-

ned is new life." _ ^ _
A few weeks later, two of

Bahij's brothers were gunned
down in the street. One was
killed instantly; the other died
10 days later in a coma.

Eight men dead. Add to
that 12 people killed in street

battles between the PSP and
Amal the night Hisham was
killed and another 11 in the
aftermath of Bahij's revenge
murders and the death toll

from this particular feud is at

least 31, many of them
civilians caught in the
.crossfire. Fifty other people
were wounded.

This chain of death had lit-

tle l to do with politics or
ideology or religion or
anything else except the anar-
chy that has engulfed West
Beirut since the Moslem
militias kicked out the
Lebanese army on Feb. 6,

1984, and took over.

Hisham had done his share
of killing in the fighting in

Beirut and in the Chouf,
when the Druse drove out the
Christians in bloody sectarian

battles in 1983.

But he'd saved my life one
night from a cocaine-crazed
gunman who blasted his way
into my sixth-floor apartment
above The Associated Press

bureau and started shooting at

me. ^^ — ,»'

turf.

Sometimes they get along.

Often they don't. One faction
always seems to be feuding
with another in an ever-
changing kaleidescope of
alliances.

In between, complicating
the equation, is the kind of
vendetta that killed Hisham,
his father, his uncles and a lot

of innocent people.———
I met Hisham, a veteran

gunman wounded in one of
those interminable militia
feuds, several times. He
always tried to reassure me
that he was keeping an eye
out for me.
He had a bushy black beard

and a pleasant manner. He
was considered a brave leader
and was popular with his

men.
We had a few drinks one

night in the bar of the Com-
modore Hotel, usually con-
sidered neutral territory
because that's where foreign

journalists covering this in-

comprehensible conflict are
based.

Hisham was with a group
of other gunmen, automatics

on their hips or in shoulder
holsters, sitting in the dimly lit

bar, backs to the wall, eyes on
the door.

It was a bizarre conversa-
tion about the merits of
various weapons, which were
best for different situations,

which had stopping power.
There was little talk of politics

or religion.

The next day, he was dead.
Hisjiam was like many of

the militiamen who control
West Beirut and who have
turned what was once the
playground of the Middle East
into a battlefield.

He was a high-roller,
snorted cocaine and frequently
drank heavily, like his father.

Sometimes he and his father
would get so drunk they'd
shoot a bar up just for kicks.

The PSP and Amal have
become embarrassed by the
renegades, the hoods and the
strong-arm squads who have
used the parties' muscle to run
their own private rackets.

West Beirut may be the
kidnap capital of the world.
People disappear all the time,
snatched by one militia or

another to trade for their men
grabbed by rival factions, or
sometimes just for ransom.

It's usually quite random.
Moslems are picked up at a
Christian checkjxjint, families

who have a relative kidnapped
get their guns and go and grab
someone to make a swap.

In the last big PSP-Amal
battle, the two militias kid-

napped some 300 people in a
few hours in an unprecedent-
ed spree of gunpoint abduc-
tions. All were released a few
days later.

Moslem extremists are driv-

ing Christians out of the
Moslem sector. Hundreds of
families, mainly Greek Ortho-
dox, have been terrorized into
fleeing to the Christian east

side in recent months, cemen-
ting the polarization of this

divided city.

The militia chieftains are
trying, in their own brutal
fashion, to clean up their act.

After a recent shootout. Druse
sources said that their leader,

Walid Jumblatt, was so angry
he lashed a score of his men
publicly in the street with a
whip.

Education Minister Salim
Hoss, a Sunni Moslem, noted,
"The violenc^^Tn the streets

between gunmen is crazy
fighting. West Beirut .is a
jungle filled with wild beasts.'^

After 68 people were killed

and 300 wounded in five days
of PSP-Amal battles in
November, Hoss, a former
prime minister, lamented,
"These are just endless tribal

wars. They're an incurable
disease."

West Beirut is Lebanon in

microcosm — a city out of

control. The gun is the only
law because the government
and the army have no authori-
ty in the Moslem sector,
where the iron-clad divisions
of sect are increasingly
cemented by the bloodshed.

Syria, the main power
broker in Lebanon, has tried
to curb the gunmen. But after

the PSPAmal bloodletting,
even Jumblatt and Amal
chieftain Nabih Berri, who is

also Lebanon's justice
minister, were forced to admit
that they cannot control their

men.
Please see BEIRUT, Page 14
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The gunman was Hisham 's

father.

He was a middle-aged man,
.a racketeer and extortionist,

shooting up my apartment
with an automatic, threaten-

ing to kill me because he felt

like it and knew he could pro-

bably get away with it.

It's not like you can call the

police for help in West Beirut,

even if the telephones work.
The only effective law is the

militiamen who strut the

streets and Bahij ha,d connec-

tions.

The Moslem sector is a

jigsaw puzzle of militia ter-

ritories. Every faction, no
matter how small, has its own
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IS OVER!
FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE QUARTER:

1) ALL BICYCLES MAY BE PARKED ONLY AT A DESIGNATED BICYCLE RACK.

2) ALL MOPEDS/MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES MAY BE PARKED ONLY IN A MARKED
SPACE WITHIN A DESIGNATED MOTORCYCLE PARKING AREA.

BICYCLES PARKED AT. ..

HANDICAP RAMPS SIGN POSTS
HAND RAILS

AND

TREES
DOORS
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ON SIDEWALKS
AT RED CURBS

IN AUTO STALLS
NEAR BUILDINGS

INSIDE DICKSON COURT

LOADING
AT BIKE RACKS

AS WELL AS ALL OTHER VIOLATIONS OF 1)

AND 2) ABOVE WILL RESULT IN AN IMPOUND,
CITATION, OR TOW. _„ IZ_
* BICYCLE/MOPED/MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE PARKING AREA KftAPS ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE BICYCLE REGISTRATION TABLE ON BRUIN WALK, THE PARK-
ING ENFORCEMENT OFFICE, PARKING AND INFORMATION STATIONS AND THE
FRONT DESK OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY SAFETY. FOR MORE INFO
CALL 825-6917.
DEPARTMENT Op COMMUNITY SAFETY AND TRANSPORTATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
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couponMg
^^ "» — ^^ homemade -

O Ice creamJeff pariour

2 for ]
on cones or cups (of equal or lesser val

OR
FREE COFFEE with any dessert
ALL ICE CREAM MADE ON PREMISES

BOSTON STYLt MIX-INS toffuttl. shakes.expresso
WE PROUDLY Feature Bob Busch" Cheesecakes

«. "Lisa's" Cookies. Muffins and Brownies

2099 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(between Santa Monica and Olympic)

470-05 I 5 exp. 2 I 3-86

ue)

Camera & Hi-Fi

RENT--
Bel Air Camera & Hi-Fi has one of the Largest Selections

of Rental Merchandise on the West Side of Town

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

"Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness../'

Boscon Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGEOFOUR DELIVERY SERVICE!
470-2499

M7b We!»iwood Blvd. (corner of SantJ Monica)
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)

Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

WHY PAY ™^^ PRICES? a'c'/o'

^REE CALCULATOR

• STILL CAMERAS • MOVIE CAMERAS • LENSES
• MOVIE PROJECTORS • SLIDE PROJECTORS

• VIDEO EQUIPMENT • DARKROOM EQUIPMENT
• STROBE (PRO) LIGHTING • LARGE FORMAT (4x5) ,
MEDIUM FORMAT • MOVIE(VIDEO) LIGHTING • ECT.

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Frl. 9am-6p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6p.m.

(213)208-5150
Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase

WITH PURCHASE OF
. Alarm WATCH

1 yr. Warranty ^^ '^ ^^
300M Water resistant

5 yr. battery-life

Countdown alarm

Stop watch
Daily, half hourly & hourly alarm

Exp 2/6/86 DW-300 $329
ELECTRONICSHARP TYPEWRITER SALE CailOll

Typest*! 6ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER
• 15 character display

• Multiple type faces &
pitches

• Multi-linqual keyboard
• Automatic centering

& margin justification

• Deluxe carry case

included

MODEL
PA950

Exp 2/6/86

• Letter Quality

• Choice of

Typestyles

(optional)

Exp 2/6/86

We also carry Brottwr
.
S«lvef-Re«<l. SmtthCorona & Sharp Typewriters

$11599

We also have the

new Typestar 5R
w/builtin interlace

•179M
Exp 2/6/86

PERSONAL
TYPEWRITER

• Auto Functions
• 32 Character Display

Full Page (2K)

memory
On-Oisplay

Correction

$189^

IMTERNKTONkL

OISCIIII MUI

hmii^Ktki •i«a IMM » «Kl w I

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS: CREDIT CARD A
CHECK PRICES 2 9H HIGHER LIMrr 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VKNICE BLVD. ««o„,,„„
W. Lot AngclM, CA MMt 390-4477 mon-sath 7piw«suni2 spm

Kick back, relax —
read the

Daily Bruin

MARSHALL J. KEYES.M.D.

5

f.

\

NEARSIGHTED?

CTVC MEDICAL
II I C SURGICAL

CENTER
A MEDICAL OROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
thalmologist specializing in contact
lenses & radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J, KEYES, M,D.

Look no further,

THE KEYES
- PLAN#1

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

$U9^ EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP JN" LENSES (B 6. l 03 w)

$89• BAUSCH & LOMB
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR (wftapin)

Opthalmologlst/Eyc Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optom^rist/ CL. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

1 r\ 0/v DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHIONlU /O EYEWEAR &. SUNGLASSES

Price includcti FREE EXAM, Glaucoma T««»,
CARE KIT, fininf, training & 2 mondu follow>up.

Here's the answer...
MYOPIA PLAN.

PLAN #2

MYOPIA SURGERY
,(Price of contact lenses may bo applied to R.K. Surgcrv

Radial Keratotomy gives rrtany people excellent vi-

sion without contacts or glasses. The 20 minute
painless micro-surgical procedure consists of placing
tiny spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved vi-

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this exciting,
new procedure call the Marshal Keyes office for an
appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

J

Snacman
Continued from Page 4
rice or potatoes (without fats
such as butter) rather than
dandy bars!

If you have additional ques-
tions about carbohydrates, or
wish to receive a dietary
assessment, call the Peer
Health Counselor Office
(825-8462), or contact a Stu-
dent Health Advocate.

Compiled by Diana Johnston

Pension funds
Continued from Page 1

ing public state pension fund
officials to abide by the UC's
review of companies' conduct
in the country by using the
guidelines set forth in the
Sullivan Principles.

UC has recently stopped
new ^tock investment in Nalco
Chemical Company and has
warned two other companies
— Dun and Bradstreet and
Baker International — if

business relationships do not
change with the South African
government, similar action
will be taken.

The bill will now go to the
Agsembliy_Att ac!tion =

Beirut
Continued on Page 13
The weekly Star, Beirut's

English-language newspaper,
echoed the weariness of West
Beirutis with the chaotic
militia rule.

"The people have surely
forgotten whatever causes
these militias were supposed to
be upholding. Amal and the
PSP...have alienated
themselves from the people,"
it said in a recent editorial.

"Many Lebanese, sadly
enough, have come to believe
that raw power is the only
viable political language."
Jumblatt has hauled his

Beirut commanders over the
coals and flung a dozen of
them into the stockade on The
Mountain. But, most Beirutis
believe, it's just a temporary
reprieve for themP^-
Deep down, they believe

the militias are nothing but
trouble and until "legitimate
forces" return that's they way ,

it's going to stay.

Few Beirutis love the
Syrians. But they're prepared
to suffer occupation by their

Eastern neighbors if it means
getting the lawless militias off

their backs.

"I've lived through the civil

war, the Palestinians, the
Israeli invasion and the air

raids, the shellings by the
Christians, everything, but
this is the craziest things have
ever been for us," said
Hamad, a^shoe store owner in

the battered Hamra district.

As he swept up glass from
his display windows, shattered
by gunfire in a shootout, he
said, "It's not so much the in-

tensity of the violence, but the

triviality of it all, fighting
over flags or who has an office

in what street or over
gasoline.

"What we have is chaos."

Gen. Charles de
Gaulle was elected

president of France in

1959.
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The UCLA
Daily Bjruin has
an ohgoing train-

ing program for

new staff, con-
tributors and Stu-

dents interested
Iti reporting or
reviewing for the

newspapen
The group

meets from 7-9
p.m* Wednesdays
in Royce 248.

If you need ad-

ditional informa-
tion, call Media
Adviser George
Taylor at 825-
2859 or 825-
2787- ^—

m©Da

daily bruin
308 Westwood Ptoza

Los Anfeks. CA 90024
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Trrtffit St h«K)l now at I ICLA or
WfstwtKKf Classes evvrv wefk-Sat
Sun, Wt-ekiiights infxpensivp.
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

B«n/frlv Hills S M . Culver City and
South Bay

CALL K)K RtSERVATIONS
(213)478^7099

^
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NOMA
Resiatxrani

15-SEAT

SUSHI BAR
CATERING

FOOD-TO-GO

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • Teriyaki
Yakitori • SukiyakI
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

Open 7 days
Luiich

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dinner

_M<m.-Thur. 5-10:3ep.in.
rn. & sai. a-np.m.

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

453-4848
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KINGS ROAD ENTERTArNMENT Prtsentj A GORDON CARROLL Production "THE BEST OF Dt^S^
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Coming January 31st to Select Theatres

STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATE and
PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR

RECRUITMENT 1986

s>^^Vc

l\

DON'TMISS YOUR CHANCE TO HELP OTHERSAND GET INVOLVED!

SHA
Student Health Advocates are specially trained students
who live in the campus living groups providing health care
and referrals for colds, flu, first aid and emergencies. They
also provide health education counseling and referrals for

nutrition, fitness, weight control, stress management, con-
traception and emotional concerns.

TO APPLY FOR THE STUDENT HEALTH
ADVOCATE PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND ONE OF

THE FOLLOWING ORIENfATI&N MEETINGS:

Thursday, January 30 7:00 pm Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge
Tuesday, February 4 7:00 pm Alpha Delta Pi

Wednesday, February 5 2:00 pm Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517

PMC
Peer Health Counselors are specially trained students who
volunteer on campus, providing information, counseling
and referrals for health-related concerns. PHCs work in the
Self-Help Cold Clinic, Nutrition and Weight Management
Clinic, Stress Management, Hypertension Screening,
Fitness Inventory Testing Clinic, Women's Health Service,
Kerckhoff Hall Office, Health Risk Appraisals/Information
Tables, S.O.L/.R.C.E., C.A.R.E., and Suicide Prevention.

TO APPLY FOR THE PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR
PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING ORIENTATION MEETINGS.

Thursday, January 30 4:00 pm Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517
Tuesday, February 4 2:00 pm Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517
Wednesday. February 5 12 noon Ackerman Union, Rm. 3564

For more information talk to a Student Health Advocate
or telephone 206-6842.

A student run outreach program sponsored by the

Student Health Service.

For more information, please telephone 825-8462 or stop by the
Peer Health Counselor Office

401 Kerckhoff Hall

Sponsored by the Student Health Service and the Student
Welfare Commission.

We encourage you to attend an orientation session for eackTprogram although we will only accept one application from each Individual.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7, 1986 at 5:00 pm
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Viewpoint

Tarnishing our image abroad
By Rachel Frosch

As University of California students par-

ticipating in the Education Abroad program in

Madrid, Spain, we would like to express our

extreme disappointment and distress over the

fact that President Gardner and the Boards of

Begents have not yet divested U.C. funds from
corporations doing business in South Africa.

As North Americans living in Spain we are

confronted on a daily basis with the conse-

quences of our country's foreign policy. The
United States* close economic and political ties

with South Africa are in^^jio way justifiable as

the apartheid system runs counter to the very

morals and social principles our country

espouses to uphold.

U.C.'s $2.4 billion invested in South Africa

implies a similar hypocrisy and the Regents*

refusal to divest implicates their indirect sup-

port for the apartheid government.
The University of California as an educa-

tional institution is responsible for encouraging

the development of new ideas and promoting

a greater understanding of the world and its

social and political institutions.

Apartheid in South Africa is clearly an

unacceptable form of government that con-

tradicts all intelligent understanding of human
justice. The government of South Africa

directly supports discrimination and oppres-

sion and the situation clearly demands con-

demnation.
Although the University of California has

the ability to make a statement that would be

heard world-wide and thereby promote
change, it has chosen not to do so.

The University of California has a world-

wide reputation for excellence in the realm of

theory (a reputation that we've encountered
with much pride here in Spain); yet in prac-

tice its continued policy of investing in South
Africa is diametrically opposed to all of the
eloquent lectures about foreign policy and
world peace that students so often hear.

How can those who propose to teach future

generations be respected when their actions

run counter to the most basic elements of

human justice?

The situation for all people living in South
Africa has continued to worsen since the
Regents decided in June not to take any posi-

tive action. The world has been witness to the
increased killings of blacks in Soweto and
other townships.

The press has been banned from covering

the uprisings and the resulting brutal oppres-

sion by the government and this clearly de-

mands condemnation. The University of
California's continued investments in South
Africa make the univerisity an accomplice to

all of these actions.

It is a shame that those responsible for

education in California — the U.C. Board of

Regents — have not taken the most essential

step to recognize the needs and genuine
aspirations of the South African people, and
have instead used their power to impede
liberation.

Finally, while we are not currently in

California, we would like to extend our
solidarity and support to all students, faculty

and staff who aare working for divestment.

Editor's note: In addition to Frosch, 52 ad-
ditional student signatures are on file in the

Bruin office.

Letters

Senior status?
Editor:

Senior. The word carries

certain privileges with it, such

as being able to obtain a park-

ing space that isn't 25 minutes

away from UCLA.
Recently, however, I have

found on thing tlAt seniors

don't seem to be privileged to

have: prd-enrollment in

classes.

Why is it, after delcaring

candidacy for the Bachelor of

Science Degree for this

quarter, two quarters in ad-

vance, and submitting 5,000

elective selection forms infor-

ming the Engineering
Department what courses I

want to take and when I plan

to take them,' that I still have

the privilege of be-'ng able to

open my study list for this

quarter and finding myself on
the wait list for an engineer-

ing class?

Why is it, that when I show
up for said engineering class, I

can find, without any effort,

at least three people who are
not graduating this quarter
enrolled into the class ahead
of me?
How can it oe that I, as a

senior, can be placed on a
waiting list for a music class

along with a degree can-
didate, and find that there are

several juniors in the class

. Continued on Page 17

Counterpoint

Support dorm safety

By Colleen Shelley

Greg Raffetto wrote such a captivating editorial con-

demning residence hall security that I found myself

overflowing with emotion and simply had to write a

response (Bruin, Jan. 28).

I did find it somewhat of a challenge to reply to his

viewpoint because frankly, it confused me.

If RaHetto acknowledges an "increasing number of vio-

lent incidents on campus at night," why does he doubt
that the crimes might also occur in the residence halls?

Also, where does dorm cafeteria food quality figure into

this? Ihave some more questions for Raffetto:

First, why the concern about being unable to enter resi-

dence hall without identification? From my understan-

ding, the "hall moniters" would have som^ way of check-

ing a person's identity if it were crucial for him or her to

enter the dorm after hours; I sincerely doubt that a
legitimate resident or guest would be deprived of entrance

and doomed to sleep outside. Your only worry, Mr. Raf-

fetto, should be how to get in if you aren't wanted there.

Secondly, what is all this talk about "axe murders*?
ijyas^ that the vocabtdbry word f

o

r thetday?dbfeelieve dwit
the criminals of today are not all sophisticated enough to
qualify as "axe murderers."

Of course, I was surprised to read that criminals do not
walk around with ten-foot machetes and "Al the Axe
Murderer" t-shirts; idll me for not realizing 6iat people
who perform vidient (and even not-so-vtolent) crimes
mi^t appear to be rdativdy inconspicuous and unassum-
ing.

Did it ever occor to Mi-r Ea^i^etto that increased tesi-

ckenoe hall security sysAeps would esd^ in order to help in-

sure tlwl Al does not fiP|t into resldenee haSft no iniit|er

how miil-maimered^ tni^ 1^^ i

Furthermore, you sarcastic wit seems to imply that

th^^ simply aren't "thousands of axe murdoers out
there." However, if the new security measures could ^ter
just one criminal (presumably the only one), then the
system would fulfill its purpose.

All of the proposals mi^t not be perfect solutions (such

as locking residence hall doors at all times), but «t least

the administration is showing so^e concern about protec-
ting students from the crimes that are a non-ignoralAe part
of our beloved Los Angeles.

I wonder if Mr. Raffetto would try to abolish the ex-

isting security system should he ever move into that type
of apartment complex, or would he instead opt for an
open-door policy house and depend on the LAPD to pro-

tect him from theives and walk-in killers?

Think about it, and don't look a gift horse in the
mouth.

SheUey is a freshman^
tttmmtattmmm*
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More letters

Continued from Page 16
enrolled ahead of us?
Why do I bother filling out

all of these forms the school
tells me I must have before I

can be enrolled in a class, and
then have ttie school ignore
my last quarter status when
processing my enrollment,
which incidentally, is always
mailed on time?
Whoever is responsible for

enrolling students ought to
know that seniors, especially
last quarter seniors, neither
have the time nor the inclina-
tion to play games with their
already limited schedules.

When you have only six

courses to take, and all of
them are offered once a year,
there is little room for fooling
around. That graduation date
means a lot to seniors; job of-

fers or graduate school accep-
tances depend on that
finishing date.

I happen to believe that

pre-enroUment for last-quarter

seniors and seniors before all

others is a very important
privilege. Our schedules are
the most fragile, and we have
more on the line.

Carlet Evans
^Senior:

Many will attest that
Machiavelli has a point, but
his point surely crumbles
when it comes face-to-face
with the power of love.

Perhaps Steven Spielberg
has really got a better handle
of things. Something good
could come from a planet-

wide invasion by some extra-

terrestial beings.

At least in the face of a

power that is totally alien, we
the human race, would be
forced to disregard race and

ideological differences and in-

stead recognize the irrefutable

sameness we all share.

Indeed, we would be forced
to recognize the innate love

we hold for each other, just

by virtue of beiii^ brothers
and sister of the same breede.

Love is an incomprhensible
phenomenon: the more you
have the more you can give

away, with no loss to the giver

at all.

So let's listen to Mr. Lewis
as he croons about "The

Power of Love.**

Let's take heed to the lyrics

of the Beatles' hit, "All Ya
Need is Love."

Let's drag out the oldies but
goodies and hear the virtuoso

himself, Burt Bacharach, as he
sings, "What the World Needs
Now is Love."

The nominative word is.

Apathy

now.
Diana Foutz

Communication Studies

Electrical Engineering

Love now
Editor:

I am writing in response to

Mr. Weiner's article entitled,

All We Need is Love."
(Bruin, Jan. 23)

Kudos to you, Dan; I agree.

Editor: —
The apathy on campus con-

cerning world politics is apall-

ing, especially with regard to

the Middle East.

People tend to view the

Middle East issues in black

and white.

The Middle East is as com-
plex and diverse as the people
living there.

The conflicts in that region

affect people around the
world.

It would behoove all of us

to have a greater understan-

ding of the problems in the

Middle East so that we will be
able to workd towards a

peaceful solution in that
region.

To raise awareness on cam-
pus, lAC is sponsoring a lec-

ture series on the Middle East.

Dr. Shlomo Aronson will

speak at the first of these three

lectures on Jan. 30, at 2:00

p.m. in Ackerman Union
3520, about the prospects of

peace in the Middle East.

liifcehallenge all erities and:

SORRi,! MA'AIVI„L0OKS UKS WR HU5PAMP RASSep.

AWAi^ somme wRwe tue aemMi s^asom,,,

invite all those who are inter-

ested to come, listen and ask

questions.

Alex Schonfield

Junior
History

Cilya Weiss
Senior

English

9th ANNUAL
MINORITY RECRUITMENT AND CAREER DAY

MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM NON-TECHNICAL AND
TECHNICAL FIRMS._____ FULL-TIME AND SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE.

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:

:H

American President Lines, LTD
ASUCLA
AT&T Bell Lab •

-;
'

-

Bank of America
BDM
Bechtel Power Corp
Borg Warner Industrial Products

Bullock's

Burroughs
California Institute of Technology
C.H.A.R.O.
C.H.U.B.B. Group Insurance Companies
The Clorox Company
Columbia Pictures Industry, Inc.

CompuServe, Inc.

Coopers and Lybrand

Douglas Aircraft %..

Dow Chemical
Eastmen Kodak Co.

Farmer's Insurance

First Interstate

Foote,Cone,& Belding

Gould Electronics ^
Grumman Aerospace

GTE Corporation

ACKERMAN UNION GRAND
JANUARY 30,1986
10:00a.m. -3:00p.m.

Hamilton/Avent Electronics

Highland Theraputics
Honeywell Incorporated —

^

Hughes Aircraft

IBM-Southwest
Internal Revenue Service

Jet Propulsion Lab
J. Walter Thompson
Kimberly Clark

Lear Siegler

Litton Computers Services

Litton Guidance & Control

Systems
Litton Systems, Inc.

Logicon

Los Angeles City-

(Fire.Police.etc.)

Los Angeles Unified School
District

Los Angeles Theatre Centre
Macys
McMaster-Carr Supply
Mitsui Manufacturer's Bank
Moore Business Forms

Northrop
Pacific Bell

Paramount Unified School District

Peace Corps
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company
Prudential Realty

The Rand Corporation

Rantec '

Rockwell-Rocketdyne
Rockwell-Satellite System Division

Sav-On Drugs
Security Pacific Bank
The Sierracin Corp.
Singer Co.-Librascope Division

Southern Calif. Gas Co.
The Southland Corp.

Sumitomo Bank of Calif.

Tandy-Radioshack
Teledyne System
3M
Toyota Motors Sales
TRW Electronics & Defense
United Airlines

U.S. Navy Officers Programs
Warner Bros., Inc.NCR Corporation

BALLROOM -BRING YOUR RESUME!
-BE PREPARED FOR A MINI INTERVIEW
-BUSINESS ATTIRE

ALL UCLA STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND.
SAVE THIS ADVERTISEMENT!

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE DONNA LE DUFF.CAREER COUNSELOR.OR

PATRICIA RAMIREZ-CARDENAS AT THE PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER 825-2981

SPONSORED BY: PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER.
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A PIM SUM CAFE

^^tWfi fOO«
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LIGHT CHINESE -

Lunch, Dinner

or Late Nights

From $175

WESTWOOD VILLAGE-1091 BROXTON • L. A. /21 3-824-7869

USAC

cammis events

^nd

rOOPEI^g^
present

THE MEAT PUPPETS

TOnaHTI!!!)

Meat Puppets, Fetchin* Bones & Wanda Coleman tive on campus!

thursday, January 30, 1986 19

The Meat Puppets

Trailht, yo« ota eliaok ovt tiM rtBBaisitiiM in Amtrioan pop

eiltirt for firtt ript htrt at UOLA as Oampas Ivtats, U8A0, aad

KtreklMfr OofTttliaaM Ivtats pnitat tomt prtmitr taltat. TlM tvtaia|

bfliai at 8 pm with a pottry rtadial at the OoffM Hoast by Kmrt

Kirkwoo«, |aitariit, lyrieift and iiB|«r for Ariioaa'i Moat Pappots,

Fetchin Bones

WaBda Ooloflua, Lot Aaiiof' poot laaroato. firkwood, wko*f

lOfor road ia pablio bofon, wil doabtloMly dasilo ai with hit lar-

roalistie, aalit-riddoB Jokes. Othnaa it ao loii taaaj aad ovory bit u
apfottial; iho'f aa itartlial vrltor aad roador. JVT, tho thriUi doa't

ftop afkor tho roadiafi do. Jut hoad ovor to tho Oooporafo at 9 pm,

whoro Fotohia* B«ms, a Soathora baad who*YO rodoYod aothlal bat
ravof from modia hipfton, will porform a iot of wild aad oeloetio roots

mado. Kirkwood wiU thoa Joia his follow baad mombon aad tho Moat
Fappoti will toar throa|h a tot of thoir domoatod ooaatry-blaos paak.
All ia all, a flao ovoaial of oatortaiamoat.

.0
n review Bob Remstein, Review Editor

Kent Andrade^ ^ssociait Review Editor

jenny Bleier, A%^stant Review Editor

INTERVIEW
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Robert Altman: Not a Toor for cash

Director Robert Altman on the set of Tool for Love.
'

By Scott Cooper

White-haired and goateed,
salty and at times gruff, direc-

tor Robert Altman gives the
impression of being a veteran
of the backwoods, ready with
tales of hard-fou^t battles to

survive. To the chagrin of
many of his peers in
Hollywood, he has staked his

claim on the fringes and even
outside of the mainstream film

industry, and has succeeded at

doing it.

As Altman is quick to point
out, "the people living here in

Hollywood are so isolated that

they seem to think that it only
happens here. But they're
quite wrong. What happens
here is minor."
The reasons he gives are

manifold, stemming from the
demise of the major studios,

the subsequent growth of
smaller and more varied in-

dependent production and
distribution companies, arid

the expansion of video
technologies. **It's a terrific

time for artists," Altman ex-

claims. **There are oppor-
tunities for anything."

His own recent work is case
in point. Since his much
publicized closing of his Lion's
Gate Film facilities in
Westwood in 1980, ' he has
gone on to do a great deal of
work in film, theater, and
television which has cir-

cumvented the traditional
Hollywood channels. Quintet,
for example, was made with
his own money, while Secret
Honor was shot at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, where he is

currently on the faculty, with
students receiving course
credit for working as crew.
The same was true of his pro-
duction of Stravinsky's opera.

Continued from Page 20

FILM

Shepard's Tool':

Moody and stark
By Scott Cooper

With Fool For Love, Robert Altman continues his string

of recent attempts to set theatrical works to film. Beginn-
ing with Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean,
Jimmy Dean in 1982 and Streamers the following year,

this has clearly become one of his main preoccupations.

Fool For Love is perhaps the most successful of them
all, and is certainly the most successful since Jimmy Dean.
Based on Sam Shepard's play by the same name, Altman
has adeptly captured the haunting spirit of the stage ver-

sion while expanding it with an appropriately stark

cinematic style. What results is a surrealistic portrait of

three lost souls in the barren junk-heep that remains of the

American West, providing a probing metaphorical picture

of our cultural delusions and myths.
The film- excels on a variety of levels. Its script,

enigmatic and slowly paced, evokes the impression of

nightmare. While it may leave traditionally-minded film

viewers at a loss, the more patient among us will find in it

a thought-provoking satire of false memories and empty
dreams, an indictment of a culture which has lost its vi-

sion and spirit.

Perhaps its major flaw is an over-reliance on narrated

exposition, especially during the second half, which causes

it to lose much of its tension. Fortunately, strong perfor-

mances by Kim Basinger, Harry Dean Stanton, and
Shepard himself, appearing in the title role of this first

filmed version of one of his plays, more than compensate
for the film's structural weakness. They intrigue, entice,

frighten, and ultimately evade, us, but succeed in holding

our interest throughout.

Cinematographer Pierre Mignot achieves striking imagry

to complement the narrative. Its richness of tones and
neon-filled frames of an otherwisfe stark environment pro-

vide a compelling yet chilling effect. Altmam's typically

innovative use of sound and country-western music adds a

further dimension of commentary and irony.

The overall effect is harrowing, a morality play set in

the barrenness of a New Mexico setting which, in the end,

is engulfed by flame. It is as if the whole thing was a

mirage, fleeting apparitions of our past.

Thus, like all of Altman's work since M.A.S.H. and

Nashville, Fool For Love provides us with a probing,

stinging commentary of our culture and society. It stands

tall among the others as testimony to his continuing com-

mitment to keep the undercurrent of social criticism

within our cultural production alive.
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SANTA MONICA

1314 WHihire Blvd. OaHy 4:45-7:00-9:30

451-4377 Sat-Sun 12:15-2:3^4:45-7:00-9:30

MANN VNLIHMc TwM BMk la MM rMva (rW
1314 WllsMra Blvd OaNy 5:00-7:30-10:06

451-4377 Sat-Sun 12:00-2:36-5:0^7:30-10 00

LAaMMLB
THBATRBS

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS
ROYAL
11523 S.M.Bfvd
477-5581

OaHy 2:00-5:154:30

MUSKHAU
9O36WN8htr0
2744888

Till to I

Mon-Fri 5:4&<:00-10:10
Sat-Sun 1:00-3 20-5:404:00-10:10

Sun 11:00

FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshtre

6521330
Mon-Fri 5:504:00-10:10

Sat-Sun 1 30-3:40-5 504 00-10 10

SANTA MONICA

1332 2nd St.

394^9741

MakMaSMan
Mon Fn 6 45-9 25

, Sat-Sun 1 25-4 064 45-9 25

MOMCAN
1332 2nd St

394-9741
Mon-Fri 6 304 45

Sat Sun 2 0(M:154:3&4 45

MONICA III

1332 2nd St

384-9741

FaallarLm
Mon-Fri 7:00-9:10

Sat-Sun 5:00-7:00-9:10

16lDalMllBM
Sat-Sun 12:00-1:40-3:20

nr

1332 2nd St.

384-9741

TIM Oaia MmI B« Cian
Mon-Fri 7 30 9:40

SatSun 1 00-3 10 5:20 7:30 9:40

PLITT
THEATRES

!• ...«*

WEST L.A.

CWTUflY PLAZA
Cantury City

2040 Ave of tha SUrs
553-4291

Owma Um (PS-1A
DaMy 145-4 15-7 00-9 30
Fri^Sat Late Show 12 00

cammY piAZA
Century Qty
2040 Ave of tha Stars

553-4291

OaHy 2 004 45-7 30-10:15

Fn-Sat Lata Show 12:45

PACIFIC WALK-IM
tNIATRSS

WESTWOOD

Wastwd./WNshr.
474-7886

12:3M;0D4 oo-ioS ^

HOLLYWOOD

Sunset Nr. vme
488^401

MalAMBifilT^
70mm 6-Track DOUY STEREO .

1:0IM:15-7:30-10:36W

^imiVWOOO PACIFIC MiMMnitBaiLI
HHyiifd. Bt NrCihuanga FraMy^ RMiMa fB
4644111 70mm OOLBV STlRiO a

12:30-2:30-4:3a4:3M:30-10:30 VT
Fr^-Sat Lata Show 12:30 aW

H0U.YWIOO PAOFK
12:45-3:06-5:25-7:4El0:« a

Ffi-Sat Lali Show 12:20 vT

N0U.V«DOO PAOnC
12:40-2:4(M:4&4:487:40-10:40 ^

Ffl-Sat Lata Show 1240 a

AVCOCMBMI
WHsh at Westwd.
4754711

MafAMaim-ia W
1:0a4:15-7:36-10:45

AVGOCMBIAII
WHsh at Westwd
4754711

AVCO cwaiA 1^^
WHsh. at Westwd.
4754711

MMfiy'a llaMna M-ia
12:^4 00-5:15-7 45-1040 -5^^

^
12:30-3:00-5:3M:06-10:»

^-

W

LANDMARK
THKATMS

WEST L.A.

11272 S.M.BM.
4784378 INI OWET DUEL ^

8:00

Dua
6:00

WESTWOOD

10800 Pkx>BM.
4754406

aup
1:0M:4O4:2O4:00

I

1:30-7:30

PartN
100-7 00

Haathcllfl the Mowla
1 15-315-515

15-91

Separate Admission

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Information Call 825-2345

TECHNICOLOR THE GLORY YEARS
Today<5 :3Qrrree) WM MaMy'a WiaiarH

afC«lMr(N6C. 9^4/61)

(7 30/S4 00. $2 50 students) Backy 8tarf(1935)
Tha TraM el Om Uaaaiaii PlM(1936)

IN PERSON ROBERT Glff

CAMPUS
VENTS

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070

Feb 6 8 7 Pw-Waa'a Bis

nM naafty Hanw
8:00-10:00

12:00 a.m.
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Altman continues to meld theater and film
Continued from Page 19

The Rake's Progress, which he
soon plans to do as a film in

France, where he now resides.

Also shot in France was his

production of The Laun-
dromat, with Carol Burnett

and Amy Madigan for HBO
Televiifion, and the upcoming
Nas^vi/ie-like film on the Paris

fashion industry, Pret a

Porter. Come Back to the Five

and Dime, Jimmy Dean,
Jimmy Dean was first con-

ceived of and produced as a

Broadway theater piece before

Altman decided to put it to

film. And these are just a few

of his many credits during the

past six years.

Despite his prodigious out-

put, Altman downplays his

gadfly position with respect to

the industry. "Nobodys put

me in jail for it. Nobody's ever

come to me and said, *you

can't do this.' Somebody's said

'I'm not doing to assist you in

this,' so I figure out another

way to do it. But it has

nothing to do with anything

other than my work is what I

do. I've never done any other

kind of work."

Continued on Page 21

Sam Shepard, star and author oj Altman s latest project. Tool For Love\

M..
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o
RCHANDiSE

thru Feb. 9
WESTWO

1057 Qayl*
Lo« Ang*

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permalens & v / M
Bausch & Lomb ^^^
30 Day Extended Cjm- jx
Additional Pair pRu
up to 2 weeks

"Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE^

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to date

Rartio Keratotomy
In Hosptal or Odice Patient •

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

L.B.. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818)786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege BL (714) 774-4510

Downey. 8711 Firestone Bl..^213) 862 0766

L.A.. 1482 S Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTEO

Men St Wbmcn'js
halrst>iing

iapr Cutting • Perms

Student Dtscounts

STORE HOURS: Mon., TtHir., Fit t0iee>8:OO

/r> * X ^, ,,., ^.^.^.... Tues., Wed, Sat: 10:00.6:00
(Drawing for a pair of CLIN SKIS!!!) sun: 12:00-5:00

/

•a*
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Altman blasts
Continued from Page 20

That's not to say that he has
met with consistent commer-
cial and critical success. As he
admits> "nobody said it was
easy."

"Films like Quintet and
Health were virtually
unreleased. O.C. and Stiggs is

still sifting on a shelf out there
at M.G.M. A Perfect Couple
was commercially a failure. A
lot of them were. Jerks like

Vincent Canby will take a
picture like Streamers and ab-
solutely slaughter it, saying *it

was nothing but a series of
close-ups.' You wonder what
film h^aw!"

"There's a lot of things I've
tried to do and wanted to do
Jhat I've not been able to do."
But in spite of all the disap-
pointments and hardships,
Altman wouldn't have it any
other way. "I was offered a
million-and-a-half dollars if I

would direct Mash II . A
million-and-a-half ^ dollars! I

said, *don't be silly. What do I

want to do that for?'
"

Not unexpectedly, he is

critical of what .he considers

the "unhealthy" materialist

vahies of many of today's stu-

dents. "I get an awful lot of

=^how much money can you
make as a director?' *How
many swimming pools can you
buy?' It's a success thing
they're after that has become
part of our culture and that's

going to destroy it."

Continued on Page 24 Kim Bassinger mopes in Altman s latest.

THESO^sAREIN

AND WE HAVE THE
LOOK

FREE Cello
with

Cut & Blow

471^-d^ftA OPEN 7 DAYS &•/ J-^;jOQ EVENINGS
SEBASTIAN Products„„^ ^ , , ,, .

^ and ^^pf^j^^jq^g
10877 W.Pico Blvd.

NEW CLIENTS ONLY ^h^ 0/ WeMtwood Blvd.)

EXPRESS DELIVERY
FREE TO YOUR DORM,

NO MINIMUM.
208-8671

good only in Westwood store

^2 OFF i
^1 OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

Delivery ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

Midterms are right around
the corner!

c:.:

Are you ready?
Come to the Peer Healtti Counselor Stress Monooe-
ment Outreocties and leom how to manage your

time, reduce your stress, and prepare for finals. In-

dividual counseling also availat>le.

To schedule an appointment or a group presen-

tation, contact the PHC's at 825-8462 or come to

401 Kerclchoff Hall. *

PHC Recruitment right NOW.
Attend an orientation meeting today, 2/4, or 2/5.

Soonsored t>y SHS and SWC/USAC
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TELL 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like

easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All

at an affordable price. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.

HONDA.
*M.M"M|fftr h'.Hl t .»/•#« 'I\ JM"* t*Ottt'if\

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUST MINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

1 4460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS
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Applications are

for the

—

—

position of

financial Supports

Commissioner

at the Information Desk,

3rd Floor Kerckhof^Hall

(Due Jan. 31, 198^5:00 PM
^ in the President's Office

—

304 Kerckhoff Hall.)

^\

FREEWAY SERIES

f

•I

INTERVIEW

O'Bannon: Success

on the new *Zone'

Writer Rockne O'Bannon hangs out with director Martha
SZoolidge and her dog ^pnt. j

By Christina Skacan
yiijff. •#4

Rockne O'Bannon has been floating around the television in-

dustry for the last ten years. Now, suddenly, he works with big

name directors and writers. He works in a genre that has been

revived and which was inspired by the very show he presently

works on. From obscurity to a hit television show, Rockne-

O'Bannon now works in The Twilight Zone.

O'Bannon, a Los Angeles native, is the series story editor and

has written three episodes thus far, two originals and one short

story adaption. "We're not intending to remind people of old

episodes from the show. Our intention is to simply take the

hour that we have and use it the same way Rod Serling used it

25 years ago ... as a forum for creative ideas," O'Bannon ex-

plains.

CBS's new Twilight Zone, which airs Friday evenings at 8:00

p.m. as the network's new lead-in to their mega-hit Dallas, is

just that—a show which aspires to both comedic and dramatic

heights, and which hopes to combine the best of the old and the

new. The lighter shows are generally the shorter segments, and
whether or not the segment is 20 seconds long or 40 minutes

long, the core of the show's subject matter is "ordinary people

in extraordinary circumstances."

As opposed to Steven Spielberg's Amazing Stories, which
claims to be the "bright side of the fairy tale," this series deals

with psychological fantasy.

"We're not doing strictly science fiction or speculative fic-

tion... As Rod said at the beginning of the old show, "It's the

boundaries of the limits of imagination."
Central to the old show were characters the audience could

identify with or sympathize with, even given their extraor-

dinary situations. The new Twilight Zone has opted the same
approach. "The one foundation that we are maintaining is

strong central charaters. People are very important."

While the new series has grasped its name and direction from
the old series, it does not want or claim to be a remake of the
old series. "The original thinking way back when they first

started was to possibly do the last segment or one of the seg-

ments within the hour as a remake, but as time went on, we
found alot of good material. We found that we really don't
need to do remakes."

The series makes use of a number of short stories, novellas

and original ideas from writers and producers. In contrast,

O'Bannon mentions that perhaps part of the problem with
Twilight Zone— The Movie was that it was a collection of

remakes.

"They took the best episodes, ones that didn't need to be
redone, so people were immediately comparing scenes. Also
you've got four of the top directors around, you would think
that they would love the opportunity to do an idea that

wouldn't (juite flesh out to a two hour feature, but would make
a half-hour Twilight Zone. Those are the things that you would
love to see, and that's what we're doing now."

Having learned from the failures of Twilight Zone— The
Movie, the new series is not just a collection of remakes and
really strives to capture both the spirit of the old series and to
make use of the wealth of new material, both original ideas and
ideas from other genres. "Our criterion really for redoing shows
is to find ones that just weren't quite done absolutely right the
first time."

Rather than attempt to rival some of the favorites, the series

will update some of the lesser known episodes. O'Bannon
himself adapted Selling's "The Night of the Meek", a talky but
touching Christmas episode which originally starred Art

Continued on Page 23
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Crenshaw at the

Palace; Ch^rniing

Marshall Crenshaw

By Jenny Bleier, Assistont ReWew Editor

A prophet from Fresno, California once said: *A show

that can make you dance so you hit yourself in the eye,

knock out your contact lens, and not even care (much)

that it's being trampled under the feet of a half-drunken

gang of folks as they stomp out the beat is — gloriosky —
one heck of a show.'

Marshall Crenshaw's Palace show Saturday night

brought the sage's words to mind. He played his songs

with playful energy and the sweet ache which should have

made him a top-selling heartthrob by now but hasn't,

maybe because he wears glasses and a tie (unlike George

J^ichael .—^—heavens and the fashion industry forfend).

maybe because his lyrics are too subtle to satisfy the

average heartthrob-seeker's craving for drama. In any

case, he seemed to be the dream date of the large crowd

present, who called him back for two encores, the second

of which was a version of the Everly Brothers' "Cathy's

Clown."
The band, consisting of three guitars (Graham Navy,

Tom Teely, and Crenshaw), Chris Danato on bass, and

Marshall's brother Robert Crenshaw on drums, began in a

relaxed groove with "Blues Is King" and stayed there for

four or five songs before bouncing into "Right Now"
featuring some notable guitar work by Teely, and causing

a man next to me to twitch expressively, eyes glazed as

though he'd reached rock and roll nirvana (or had begun

to feel his beer)

.

Both Crenshaw's new efforts (from Downtown) and his

old ("Someday, Some Way," "I'm Sorry, But So Is Brenda

Lee") worked their spells, and he threw a welcome curve

by covering Jackie WUson's "Reet Petite." The only song

the band wasn't quite up to was "Shake, Rattle and Roll,"

which they mellowed out excessively — interpretation is

fine, but some songs just have to be done fast.

All told, the evening was quintessential Crenshaw.

Maybe the people who shook their hips and lost their

lenses at The Palace will spread the word, and this charm-

ing chanteur will get the recognition he deserves.

Rockne O'Bannon
Continued from Page 22

Carney. "I can remember as a kid, I was proabably five, I can

picture where I was in my living room at the time watching

that episode and how much it affected me. To be sitting here

now updating it was really kind of fun."
rtj

"The writer is involved hugely in this show. I've been in the

casting sessions and was in the production reading with the

location scouts...The writer's vision is very much respected."

O'Bannon feels the decisions are more collective on The
Twilight Zone set. "The nice thing about having writers as pro-

ducers is that they not only understand story but they unders-

tand better what the writer has in mind, and respect the

writer's words."
This emphasis on writing by no means overshadows the input

or effectiveness of the directors. The series is actively recruiting

*big' name directors, not only for quality of execution, but for

name appeal. Directors such as William {The Exorcist)

Friedkin, John {Red Dawn) Milius, Joe (Gremlins) Dante and

Wes (Nightmare On Elm Street) Craven have directed episodes.

"We're definitely trying to use feature directors, people that

you wouldn't normally get to do episodic television," O'Bannon

explains.

While there has been some discussion that a rivalry exists be-

tween the Twilight Zone and Spielberg's Amazing Stories,

O'Bannon dismisses this speculation. "Being a fan of the genre,

I'm personally thrilled that there are a lot of anthology series on

at the moment (Alfred Hitchcock Presents and Tales From The

Darkside are also on). The anthology is not like other series

because each week there's always something new . . . always

something fresh."

For this reason, O'Bannon does not belive that with the three

new anthologies on this season there is a glut. Actually the more

of a market there is for anthologies the better he likes it,

because then The Twilight Zone has a better chance to create

that familiar eerie feeling in the hearts and minds of a wider

public.

Present Student I.D. Rnt

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the EUte"^

Um fhan 5 mimilM Awn Campui . .

.

Tablectoths .

.

. Napkins.. . W PIZZA tOOl
(RATED KST IV AM U (KMOTVKOTNIR PUHXATVMS)
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WEST LA. 10029 W. PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING
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BILL ROBERTSON i SONS. INC
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6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut(kBlow(Men)3,QOO

* (Women)

Body Perm $25.00.
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-

Open7Days

1419 Westwood Blvd.
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Exp. 2/1/86
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CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™m.
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AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Low Cost High Quality

Women's Healtti Care

Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing .
• Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services Partner's Clmic

CmU/i ffi^
i/iJomm'i toM

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

if''

— -- Jon D.Vogel. O.D.

UCLA

'

-..•.?•._-_

—
;.

1132

'""'*

I

Regaid ess

Parking • r .

Sunglass*". '

• Consu M

A . • s ^ ,[j» » A . 1 )[' ^ • A ,)s("i A. f;>lt*

'l • S.l'''-' 1. S»" . .
' ^. V •ir"'- . I 1 (If 1

S,. f, h " ' !• ,. > IffS' -^ f 1 ,' " I ,f *.' I' 1' )

1 132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

"festerdaVs fad,

today^s lifestyle^
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Ten years ago, we opened

our first restaurant in the South-

land. And we based it on a very

simple idea, that healthy food

can also be delicious.

Today, other restaurants are

coming around to our way of

thinking.
———^—^—^—

—

But no one can match our

healthy menu, with entrees like

WfcMwood Anno liWft' VH-vKjrn A« "i:!!! .\W l-Ht

Encino ITJi: V.mur. Wvd (ilfti >#*<.>»»A''

our tender Chicken Piccata. Or
our delectable filets of just<aught

fish, served firsh each day.

So the next time you're

looking for a restaurant, forget

the fads. Come to the GocxJ

Earth, and savor a classic.

qcxx:! earthw Restaurant and Bakery

PfeMjccu :S7 N R.«.Tnr.Kl l-^mi W. VWH
wbodUrwi HiUi : 1 w: viuiKJijixi r> {»m tv*^w
Nonhndgr I^MO N.wvfti.i« Si

(Brt^Tii T..mp.i .inJ C..»hinl 01'*)'*" TKV-

F^ily Planning
Associates

Medical Group

• Pregnancy Ternrjination • Birth Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur/MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica Bl . 0t12

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

EPSON QUALITY
IBM PC COMPATIBILITY
LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE

• Dual floppy disk drives

• 256KB RAM Memory
• Serial and parallel ports

• AT-type keyboard
• Monochrome monitor
• MS-DOS operating system
• GW BASIC
• One-year warranty

COMPLETE
UNDER $1200.00!

\ '^^^(^'f

We also carry the full line of

EPSON Printers and Peripherals as
well as a complete line of software

and communications equipment to

satisfy all of your computing needs.

EPSON

ZENITH CONSULTING
&

DATA COMMUNICATIONS
West Los Angeles, CA

(213)-826-3776

An Authorized Epson * Dealer

Altman
Continued from Page 21

"I mean, a university is not

to tell you how to get a job

with Dow Chemical and do
what Dow Chemical tells you.

It's to teach you how to go out

and say, *oh well, 4)0

w

Chemical doesn't like me and
Monsano doesn't like me, so

I'm going to form my own
chemical company in, my
garage." \ *

^ ^
Romantic as h^ metaphor

might seem, Altman has made
good on it. Reputation,
perseverence, an<| luck have

all played a pai;t. Such was
the case with >*his current

release. Fool For Love.

"Everybody turned it down.
We were going to give up on
it. At the very last minute.

Cannon Films said *we'll do
this with you.' They w^re
great. They didn't interfere.

Even when I c^led and said I

was finished, 'to send/me the

rest of the money and all that,

they didn't even ask me how
long the film isl"

Criticism suggesting that

the film is too enigmatic for

popular taste leaves him un-

daunted. In fact, he considers

its surrealistic nature to be its

strength. "Artistically, I think

that in this film more of the
- elements came together better-

than in probably any other

film I've done. The only pro-

blem I think I'll run into is

people who feel they have to

understand everything about
it, and then they are going to

be lost and say, *oh, but it's

not clear.' Well, there's no
way. That's not what it's done
for. If it's clear, for me, it's no
good."

"Peter Moss, the writer, saw
the film and said to me, 'well,

I think that's the best picture

I've ever seen in my entire

life, 4ind I don't have the

slightest idea of what it's

, abouti' And I said, *Boy, that's

perfect with mel'"

Asked whether it troubles

him if audiences finally can't

grasp his work for what he in-

tends, Altman responds, "I.

can't do very much about it.

Once the film is finished it's

like a child — I wish it well

and I hope it's successful, but
I have absolutely no control

over it. And it doesn't make it

any less valuable to me than if

it becomes the highest gross-

ing, highest money-making,
highest acclaimed work of art

in the history of the world. It

doesn't make a bit of dif-

ference to me whether people
hate it. I can't help it, because
I stUl love it. It's what I

wanted to do. I did it. It was
a collaboration of artists. We
accomplished it. I've never
made a film that I consider a
failure."

Such is the creative genius
of Robert Altman. Whether
we might like or dislike this

work or that, consider him
noble or arrogant, it's difficult

to deny him the rightful im-
portance of his oeuvre. Its in-

sightfulness, artistry, and
perseverence boldly inspire a
generation of emerging film-

makers today.

In 1461, the bloodiest

battle of the English

War of the Roses,
fought in a snowstorm
at Towton, Yorkshire,

ended with 28,000
dead and the York
army victorious. "

/
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WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

HiHon. Info- (213) 969-2261

.

PERSONAL>„.> 10

STUDENTS: Would you like to corres-

pond arnJ excharige experiences with otfier

university students nationwide? Please
write for information: Sunset Book Ser-

vice. 350 S. Figueroa, Suite 117-794. I_08

Ar>geles. California 90071

.

SURVIVORS of incest. Sexual abuse sup-

port group. 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

CAMPUS CAMPUS
Happenings i happenings...; i

Be among those honored by the Chancellor for
Outstanding University and/or community service.
Wear the Blue and Gold Fouragerre at the 1985

Commencement

CHANCELLOR'S MARSHAL
Applications now available to Graduate and

Undergraduate degree candidates.
No minimum GPA.

DUE MARCH 6, 1986
Pkk «p at All lofo Desk, North CaapM, Mwphy Hall

2224, West Center Bioaied Ubraiv

PHI PSI
LITTLE SISTERS:
B-QUE AND KEGS
FRIDAY 5:00

Also: Ski Trip Signnpsf=|

HEY. TOMATOI (CK)

Who wouWv© ttxxjght?

Not us. but I m sure gladi

Love Ya. -^

"Blnky"

P.S. I stW "Kist donl krx>w"

EDUCATION
SERVICES 4

PERSONAL 10

SOON TO BE
AAn AOTIVES:
We live for you I

And soon you will t>e

LMngfor...

J

^^
10884 Weytxjm Ave.|

LA.90024

tIBLES-BOOKS-OIFTS
M-W 10o-9:30p: Th-Sort. lOo-llp; Sua 2-6

20«-5432

GOOD
DEALS.;. ;...?

CREW wanted for kx»l sailing on Colum-
bia 52. Expenses paid. Ron Ricker.

(213)276-3988.

HOST family wanted for 19 year old Italian

girl in tfie US to learn English, August-
September 1986. Will do babysitting and/
or housework in exchange for room and
board. (213)208-2473.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara
(818)840^638.

MATURE responsible male to provide per-
sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day.
1 block from campus, 8tror>g refere/Kes
$250/month 208-5732.

BENATAR/10 tickets. Feb. 3rd. Sec. 25
Colonnade. Sell at cost $20.00 Larry

(213)396-6546 (213)453-4521.

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL" BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT "BRUIN PRO
GRAM " (818)8804407. (818)88(M361

.

SPECIAL tow cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.

Call Jantes Boord. (818) 716-0224.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- llO/nx). 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

SMOOTH Lines, Valentines. Give a
custom poem for that Valentine, birthday,

anniversary, makeup, breakup, pickup, or

htocup. PubNshed poet. Send descriptton

and $5 to: The Poetry Man, 7210 Jordan
Ave.. Sutte B102-B, Canoga Park. CA.
91303.

jVOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOJ

Siflna Nu
Litito Sisters:
Tonight we*d like to

. see all of you for

dinner and cocktails.

Dinner is at 6:00

with cocktail hoilr

starting at 5:30.

Hope to see you
there!

Cindy
Edwards
Yvette

Anderson
Susan Slack
Welcome to our

OM family!

Love. ^
The Actives;^^^\^

AE<I> PLEDGES
Thanks for

on amazing
pledge-active
partyl We hope

this week is

INSPIRING
You look

great in your
green & white

LML, The Actives

KKT PLEDOES _.
With initkstion week now urxjer way,
To you, our pledges we'd like to soy
We're so excited you're about to be

Official actives of KKGIII >

Have a GREAT week
Love ttie actives

c

/ o^V

Modal CaetlBg Party

for New TV €;•§« Show
iCrmmf Caeh)

Thursday Jan. 30th

A:00PM-2:00AM
Marina Del Rey
Jockey Club

310 Washin^on St.

Marina Del Rey.

18 and over

Bring photo composite/

portfolio

"A- Meet Producers, Actors,

Casting Directors, Agents. n
oooooooooooooooooco<

YES LADIES IT'S HERE
THE ANNUAL

THETAXi
LinLE SISTER
SPIRITS EXCHANGE

Bring your Big Brottier his favorite

drink In exchange for yours.

-^ Party Begins at 10:00
Be There

But th* QuMtlon stN ramaMna;
whwe wM Carol Marol andJudy be?

ASUCLA
Coin-Operated

Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy.

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for just

a nickel. And we've got several locations

to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level

(near the elevators) and First floor (near

the information counter), in the North

Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at

Lu Valle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to

the Bombshelter and North Campus.

d
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kercktioff Hall

GIWHIC
a S U C L D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

mimm MMPP

"^
WH'T^H:*^

illYrj^kAn Wriii Uil i
'

•^'^T^^JHWt'^'^i' ^iiftil^i^ Mil it rtS-'#l"lfVl1 -% ^ ri ->-,# ^
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One Stop
Shopping

Printing

Newsletters, invitations, flyers — whatever
your printing needs, our equipment prints
your job quickly and efficiently. Quality
printing on campus, for a low price.

Copying
Quick Copies can give you virtually any
number of copies while you wait, even on
legal-sized, colored or textured papers. Now
we've got self-serve copying machines on
Ackerman A-level and at Lu Valle Commons.

Your flyers, brochures and resumes look
more professional when they're typeset.
Select from a wide range of typestyles. Ask
about our low, competitive prices.

3

DELTA GAMMA'S
ANCHOR SPLASH

will you be there? We will!

DATE: Sunday, February 2nd
TIME: 12-3

PLACE: Men's Gym Pool
Sponsored by:
Miners Outpost,
Converse Shoes,.

Wilshire-Westwood Florists,

Acapulco's,
Pizza Hut

and Carr Trophies & Engraving

First Flcx)r

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GIWHf
S U C L D

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6
Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

r"

Be a part of making
someone's life a little hit

- brighter. Pick up applica-
tions for the 1986 Special

Olympics Executive
Committee at the Men's Gym
118. Due Friday, Jan 31 at

noon...Men's Gynt 118

ALPHA
TAU

-OMEGA
Little Sister initiation

Tuesday

r
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

SWEATSHIRTSU— HATS

I
(anything)

I
For Any Organization

I
Low Prices

'

I
Fast Service

I 208-4606

I 206-4606

I
THE ANYTHING

{ COMPANY
Located in

Westwood Village

*' iC
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D.6. DIVERS
Let's Go Down!
Under the sea

Phi Psi Tonight

<k mm
M M M M M
TEACH US'tcT**

\ I

1 -N.

A

DANCE LIKE
GIDOET
CALL

MAY/RACHEL

^^^^^^^^209-^JJ^^^

Th«f»Mi 0(v*ns
CtUF

I am very excited
out our pJnnino.

Thonka for everythJrtg.

You are unreal,

bosicaWy,
oryj I kjve you.
ftoy •olourfchl

AF.e

Hey Phi Psi

and Dee Gee,
What a happenln
time it will be,

When we rage on
Thurs. nite,

At the

Phi Psi house
UNDER THE SEAl

\n PC '85

TONITE IS IMPOHTANT.
so DONT BE LATE
MYSTOS WILL BE

SHARED AND WE CANT
WAin
LOVE,

THE ACTIVES

J

CAtLA MfTLn (AE«)
Congrotutotloni fof

making th# UOA Hd
team and on your

Mccatt with your flnt race
Love.

Your AE« SMers

^•••••••••••*.*^^^^

CONORATS
JEFF NOE!
We Love Ya.
-The AO's-

Congratulations to the

New Pledges of

<DM, ZTA, EAT
Welcome to the

Greek System!

love

Tridelt

To the men of
SIGMA PI:

Thanks for the White
^Hu8©»af»e and danctngiin
Baryshnikov never had it

ftogoodi

Love,

JHE DZ'i

YVONNE F. ft CINDI C.

(AAII)

We're lucky to hove you-
ond the fun has just begunil

LYBS

LouroftUsa

~iBOOBOO,
HAPPY

f

20th BIRTHDAY.
I LOVE YOU.

ASAL

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS^. 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $lOO/week Minorities en-
couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating
potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal
product or birth control pills during the
past three months $20 reimbursement for
medical history and blood specimen. All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 38&-5614
ext. 231 (Shirley).

^

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious
Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research
project at UCLA. 1 time only, earn $12.
Call 825-0392

NORMAL healthy children 3-10 years old
needed for research project at UCLA.
$20/session, 1 time only. Call 825-0392

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.
If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to
make $5 00 by participating in a survey
which includes questions on alcohol and
drug use. call between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical
Clinic 820-0377.

MMTALWAITSf
Study b#ln9 coiv
ducted ttirough
ttie unlvenHy

c»nt«r for Intoc-

tUQUI dls^OMt.
Treatment Is fre^.

Receive $100
leimbursement.
(213) 20M723

LOST.

LOST: Antk^ue Rhinestone brooch on
campus 1/15. Great personal value.

REWARD. 209-2006.

LOST: Gokj Seiko ladies watch 1/28 in

vicinity of Ackemftan Hall. Inscribed on
back. Reward. Please call 206-0807, leave

message^

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

BEAUTY&
HEALTH SERVICES

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE CAME FnCB TESTING
COUNSELING & RESOURCES

AVAILABLE
WESTSIOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
202a PICO BLVD. $M

CALL 450 i222
rOR APPOINTMENT CALL

395 1111

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, cotor. 652-
5766.

LuCia
,(mm

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE .WESTWCX)D VILLAGE i

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

FUTON business for sale, near beach, 3
yrs. old. profitable, inquires welcome. Must
sell. (213) 398-0534.

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victim!

Natk>nal actk>n against rape offers paid

public outreach positk>n. Call Tracey at

(213)394-8050.

ADMINISTRATIVE Clerk. Light typing 30-

35w.p.m, phones. Front desk appearance.
Will train for computer work. Fix. hrs.

$4.00/hr. Cheryl, The Computer Experl-

ence. (213)477-4094.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$ 10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT to professional speaker; skills;

telephone follow-up, 50wpm accurate,

word-processing, will train. Some morn-
ings. 15^ hours. 822-3751

.

BABYSITTER w/experience. references.

Two children, hours and salary negotiable.

Car required. (21 3)476-81 42 or 476-9371

.

BABYSITTER Needed. $3.00 hour. 474-

8912. Near UCLA.

BAND needed for MP/TV student music
video to be submitted to MTV. Call Dan
824-0929.

CASHIER to work 11am-2pm or 11am-
3:30pm T-Th or evenings at a new Dim
Sum Cafe in WLA. Call 479-4774.

CASHIER needed for one hour photo lab.

Please call Anna at 477-OSSfl

CASHIER/host/hostess/delivery drivers.

Apply in person. 1776 Westwood Blvd.

3:00-6:00 pm. 470-2499. Scott

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, WorkJII Call for guide,

cassette, news servk^el (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DRIVER with car for local short trips $6/hr.

472-1333.

EARN $800-5000 a month by working 1-2

hours/week. No selling required.
(213)871-6968.

EARN whiki you learn. Colkige students.
Min. 2yrs. left. 10-15 hrs/wk. Teaching
poeitton. CaHdeptT: 569-6700.

mc^Og] daily bruin thursday, January 30, 1986 27

11 HELP WANTED ^o HELP WANTED 30

ELEGANTLY remodeled Biltmore Hotel in
downtown LA is presently interviewing
qualified applicants for the folk>wing posi-
tions: foodservers. cocktail servers, host/
hostess, front desk clerks. Business-like
appearance and cheerful dispositk>n are a
must^Please apply in personnel office,
Mon-Thurs, 9am-l2noon. 515 S Olive st
LA, 90013. (213)624-1011 '

ENGINEERING Assistance needed. GSM
student needs information regarding
L.C.D. Technotogy. Compensatk>n nego-
tiable. Please call 824-1487.

ENTRY level bookkeeper, A/P, general
ledger, Paclfte Palisades resident prefer-
red. 818-573-5003, Sandi.

EXPERIENCED typist, approx. 25-30 hrs/
wk. 70 wpm accurate, preferred experi-
ence on IBM-PC. $9/hr (213)279-1447

FULL or part-time work in convenience of
your own honw. Ask Mrs. Bishop. 659-
4417.

FULL-TIME clerk/typist needed for WLA
law firm. Familiarity woth court documents
preferred. Excellent benefits contact Pat
Johnson 312-4260.

FULL Time. Front office person needed for
busy chiropractic offtee. Contact Sarah
656-8661.

GOURMET shop Santa Monica needs
part-time help looking for interest-
ed/motivated people to fill sales position.

Retail experience helphil (21 3)451 -0557.

GOVERNMENT jobs. $16,040-$59,230/
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000.
ext. R-1 01 05 for current federal list.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN, WATER
SPORTS, CAMPING. 826-7000.

GROCERY clerk, part-time, Westside
market. 1-7p.m. aak for Michael or Karen.
Experience preferred. 477-3216

up your homework in erwironmental
studies to raising public support & par-

ticipatk>n to stop urt>an pollutk>n. Citizens
for a Better Environment. Get involved, get
results, getpaid. (213)935-01

1

7^

HOUSEWORK and yardwork for Beverly
Hills home. Driver's license required. Oc-
casional general office work. 6$/hr.
Tues,Thurs,or Sat. Hours very flexible.

Call 936-5670.

MARKETING ASST- Help develop
business plan. Able to work independently.

Good communication skills. Car required.

Prefer econ., marketing or business
backround. 15-20 hours/week, flexible. $5
plus DOE & mileage. Mr. Galway
826-1474.

MATURE responsible male to provide per-

sonal care to disat>led man 1 hour a day.

1 bkx:k from campus, strong references

$250/month 206-5732.

MEDICAL office, filing and some assisting.

Monday and Wednesday. 8:30-5:30. Paid
parking. 1 hour for lunch. Beverly Hills

area. Call Shirley. 275-6969.

MESSENGER/lab technteian trainee full/

part time for photo reproductk>n lab. $5/hr.

plus $.20/mile. Call City Graphk;s, Brian

938-3744.

MOTION Pk:ture Theatre. Imn>ediate part-

time positions available as cashiers,

ushers, concession workers. No experi-

ence necessary, but you must be ar-

ticulate, gregarious and conservatively

well-groomed, and have a genuine desire

to want to help us make our patrons night

at ttie movies a special event. /Kppty in

person only. Sat. Feb. 1st, 10am Samuel
GoWwyn Pavillk>n Cinemas, 3rd level next
to the May Co. in the Westside Pavillion,

Pico between Overland and Westwood.
Thank You. -

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Entor-

prises. Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477.

P/T MINIMUM 20 hrs/wk. Accounting
assistant to management information

systems. Basic accounting, 10-key, typing,

computer background helpful. Call Carol at

213-820-5151.

PART-TIME retail sales person. Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood.
Ask for Stacy. 820-7373. ^^
PART-TIME general offlce/secy. Fast pac-

ed Brentwood PR agency seeks organized,

energetic person to assist with basic office

duties. Some typing, filing, and telephone.

XInt grammar and spelling rieeded. Word
processing exp. helpful but will train

Hours are 1 -5:30pm. (213)820-2606.

PART-TIME advanced aerobic instrucior

Embassador tennis and health club. Call

385-6487.

PHONE work. Part-time. Downtown L.A.

Ffiie ParKing. Clear $S.S0 hour. Mike

Kosman (21 3)454-2622.

PUT 'your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, pA, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491. .

RECEPTIONIST- P/T. dependable,
responsit>le. er>ergetic persons wanted,

exp. preferred not necessary. Heavy
phones. 473^4428*. Ms. Schaefer.

ROUND Table Pizza is kwking for delivery

people. Must have own car ar>d insurance.

Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-

missk>n, day and evening shift availat>le.

Hours flextt>le. Apply in person, 1050 Vine

St., Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

CASHIER/SALES
•I0 5

SPORTINO
GOODS
PART-TIME

• Great WorWno
Conditions

• Mercticnclise
Discount

• Competitive Saiary
• Merit Increases
• Flexible Hours

Applicants must be at
least 18 years of age
orxj hove previous
retail experience.

Knowledge of sporting
goods/equipment

helpful.

Apply Daily at

ttie following loco tion:

6601 Wllshire Blvd.

Beverty Hills

3121 WItnlit llvd.| ScHM MonicQ

•STUDEhrrS AND FACULTY*

Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

19&——Temporaries, fnc
—"^

11850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A
(21S|477-«OS«

555 E. Ocean Blvd., Long Bch
(21SI491.S220
^Secretarial, ^Receptionist,

p^ Typists. *^ Accounting.

po Data/Word Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

:
Fill la your week
wHh extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by tiie

day, week, or month.
8TIVER8

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Weitwood 208-5656

l»ROFESSiONAL PHOTOORAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion. Commorckal. Theatrical

Call for Appokitinent
(818) 508-8680

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy
sale Call Mike at 393-8153.

SKI shop looking for fun and aggressive
sales people full or part-time. Apply in per-

son at Sandy's WLA or call 820-6596, ask
for Reut)en.

STUDENT needed to teach Spanish to

adults. Must t>e fluent in Spanish. Part-

time in Century City. Phone: 556-1876 until

2 PM, or leave message 47661 91

.

TELEPHONE surveys. Computer industry

market survey, no selling, t>ase pay plus

twnuses equal $8-$12 per hour Work w/in

10 min. of campus. Call evenings Sun-
day-Thurs.. 6pm-10pm. (213)477-1237
messages.

TUTOR tow achieving eth graders in LA.

UCSB research project. $8-Sl4/hr., 10-30

hrs./week. Call Liz-Nooshin (805)961-4459
in nfK)rning.

VIDEO store rental clerk, good personality,

no experience necessary. pA fA Venice
area. 399-921 1

.

-^

WOULD you stuff 1000 envelopes f5f

—

$5007 If so, rush self-addressed stamped
envetope for details to: SLM, 3175 S.

Hoover #444, LA. CA 90007.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

home I No experience necessary. Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope: Info

Mart, 870 Hilgard. #220, Loe Angeles,CA
90024.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EASY extra incomel $500-1000 posslMel
Rush stamped self-eddressed envelope-
McKlnney & Assoc.. Dept U 1. 110 E.
Hillcfest Bh^d. Su 209. Inglewood. Ca.
90301.

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-
tant needed. Must have knowledge of
anatomy and t>e willing to work at a fast

pace. Computer experience helpful. Corv
tact Sarah. 656-8661.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverty Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-21 11.

RARE Opportunity- Limited number. PfT
10-20 hrs/wk Potential of $200O-3000^nf>o.
Will train. Stacy (213) 657-0887/ (818)
507-9570.

CLUB GUIDE.,. 40

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

FEMALE to share txJrm. in apt. near
UCLA. $300/mo. & security deposit &
utilities. Short or longterm. 470-7931

NEW Decor. 1 -bedroom. Available now.
Furnished or unfurnished. Pool, laun-

dry,parkjng. $555-575. 4132 Grandview,
Mar Vista. 313-1818.

OWN Room/Bath in Clean, Sunny Apart-

ment. $450. Great Locatton Near Wilshire

Bundy. 838-6622/855-0567. ^^
PRIME Westwood Village executive single,

$850 and up 1 bedroom $1000 and up
Fireplace, pool, intercom. plR|[ing. air con-
ditioning. 208-3306.

TWO Bedroom, 1 bath, nice unit. West LA.
900 a month. 450-7546 until 6:30 pm.

WESTWOOD apartment, large living room,
small bedroom. $580 a month including

utilities (213)824-0243.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished
singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath Deluxe,
small, modern building. 11675 Darlington.

open house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated excepttor>ally clean Modern
building, pool, parking, security 1831
Whitley. (213)467-9431.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,
a/c, fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dal;

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

BACHELOR apt Furnished, Veteran near
Wilshire, excellent location. $550/mo.
(2 1 3)275- 1 427 or 379^70 eves.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor.

11967 Rochester Apt.#3 . $430. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

VACATION ___-^^
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yoeemite house
surrounded by pinee. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, doee to everything. (818)

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom In a two bedroom apartment.
$240/ nrwnth. Call 477-1 244.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

$1300. Deluxe 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent bachelor available
$500. 1 mile UCLA. 826-6907. 826-6882.

$1650 3-Bedroom, 2-bath, Spanish style,

available now. call Roberta. 306-0073. Iv.

message.

3-fledroom WLA House, newly refurbished.
SultiU)le 2-3 persons. $1150/mo. Daytime.
4730126.

CLUB GUIDE... 40

IReo £mrf

8117 SUNSET STRIP

(213) 654-4773

WOOD PIT BEST IN LA'
EACH ENTREE
ISAPPOX.

FHAT'S RIGHT THIS IS THE
PRICE FOR 2-3 PERSONS.

NOT. I REPEAT $9.95

PER PERSON
YOUR CHOICE INCLUDES OUR 50 ITEI^

FRESH FRUIT AND SAUD BAR. FRENCH
I

FRIES OR RICE, FOIX BREAD AND CORN
ON THE COB FOR EACH PERSON PLUS

YOU AND YOUR GUEST(S) MAY SHARE:

1 WHOLE ESQ SUB RIBS

$9.95 OR
1 WHOLE FRESH CHICKEN

$9.95 OR
1 WHOLE FRESH FISH

$9.95 OR
1 DOZEN JUINBO SHRIMP

$9.95 OR
1 DOZEN OYSTERS OR CUUMS

$8.96

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $775/mo. Singles also. 824-
9925

ONE large single apartment. $385//nfK). 1-

bedroom. kitct>en. tMthroom. porch.
Appointment:(213)759-1 194. Available
March 1^

WESTWOOD Village. $1300.00. Larg^ 2
bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Balcony with
view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.
691 Levering. 208-3647.

2 tiedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near
Wilshire, across from park. 1390 Veteran.
$1 150/nrK). (213)275-1427, 37»6570.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
frigidaire, stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

Century City. 2121 S. Beverty Glen.
(213)201-0339.

$930 up. 2 3-bed/2-bath. Security building.

2121 Betoit. Olympic/ Sepulveda. A/C.

ROOM
FOR RENT ...64

BEDROOM/BATHROOM in 2-bedroom/2-
bath. Security garden apartment. Rose at

Overland. $300/mo. 558-0404. Richard.
Feb. 1.

Hillside home, pool, private room. Female
student prefenred. Share bath with one.
$325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

LARGE furnished with bath Near bus,
shopping, beach. Female non-snwker.
$325/mo. utilities ind. Come after 7:00pfn.
721 Hill St. Apt. #111. Santa Monica.
Crossing Lincoln A Hill.

MARINA Del Rey luxury room/bath/kltchen
privileges. Beaches, arnenities. Faculty/
grad only. $400. 823-8291

.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Eaay parkir«g $50C/mo. ind.
utilities. $750 security call (818)689-3290.

.; *
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HQUSE
TO SHARE 57

FEMALE Grad student - 3-bedroom quiet

home, washer/dryer, dishwasher, garage.

$310. 1/2 utilities. Janice 641-7451

TIRED of paying for the ordinary? furnish-

ed 3-bedroom hduse in WLA, non-
smokers. Pat (213)478-2600. $615.00/mo.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

BACHELOR pad...near Ocean Park/Bundy.

$11,900 down. Under $1.000/mo. Bargain!

$1 19,500 Wynn. 477-7001

.

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

HOUSESITTER widow/church organist 2-

children. June-September. Pet care OK.
(213)454^4068 after 7pm.

WANTED: Guesthouse. Studio Apt. or

equivalent to rent BT $30CM00/month.
Possible exchar>ge of evening Babysitting.

Contact Delia. (818)788-2243 Eves.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

SINGLE parent requires a college student
to live in on a full time basis and t>e a sur
rogate big sister to a delightful eight year
old girl on an every other week basis. Liv-

ing arrangen>ents: private suite which in-

cludes a private bedroom, private
bathroom, private study and separate out-

side entrance. Kitchen privileges, pool
privileges, housekeeper on premises, se-

curity gates, full security system,
:«itomobflo provided, private phone pro-

vided. Brentwood kx»tion on one acre of

grounds. 15 minutes from UCLA by bus. If

interested please call (213)829-4747 and
ask for Lillian M-F. 9 to 5 p.

m

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

COMPANIONABLE, non smoking, semi-

retired person, faculty member preferred,

help with small services in exchange for

private room. bath. view, car and
references essential. 454-3166.

ROOMMATES 65
BACHELOR to share Aval Feb. 1st. $600
move in-util. included. Lease to June
David 1-2pm 206-6968.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studio

next to campus. $325 utilities included.

Contact Susan 208-3719/273-1247

FEMALE roommate needed to share (and
help find!) 2 bed. apartment preferable in

Westwood area with three very nice female
heavy metal rock fanatics. Need to move
in by March 1

.

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne two bedroom, two bath
cor>dominium. Quiet, near campus $700/
nx>nth includes utilities, laundry privileges.

built in unit. Must see to believel 4790269

FEMALE non-smoker. Clean, responsible,

financially secure, mature. Westchester
2-bed/l-bath. No pets. $325/mo.
(213)410-9077

FEMALE roommate wanted Share 2-bed/

2-bath. 5-min. to campus Sec bidg., park-

ing space. 824-4886/824-5869.eve or

825-5858 day.

FEMALE roommate wanted tP share small

single apartment with nineteen year old.

On corner of Motor and Venice Furnish-

ed. Available Feb. 15 Carolyn 839-2408.

MALE needs M or F roommate to share

large Brentwood 1 -bedroom. $338/mo. Ful-

ly furnished, parking, clean, good-looking.

5 min. from campus. Call Jeff 207-8954
morn, or night or John (818)349-8600 day.

MALE seeks roomate for 1 -bedroom
apartment. $245.00/month: furnished. 10

minutes from UCLA. Call 390-3103.

MALE seeks roomate to share fully fur-

nished, large, 1 -bedroom garden apart-

ment. 5 min. to UCLA, stereo, T.V.

$345/mo call Steve. 473-2478. AvaHable

Feb. ist

NEED female roomnfmte-$273/mo. plus 1/3

utilities. Pod. iacuzzi. security building.

(213)839-4186 Availabie immediately.

QUIET, clean, 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
norvsnDoking female. Share room $30C
Afww/Debofah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

sinoe 1971 Westwood. (213)470^135 or

Sherman Oaka (81 8)789-6064.

ROOMMATE(S) Wanted. 1-male. $320/mo
1 -female $280/nK> (different kx:atk>n8). in-

cteidM utilities. WLA n—t UCLA. Shut

tiebui. 473^654. 836-9629 Iv. m»n.
ROOMMATE wanted: 4 UCLA students ir

5 bedroom/4 bath house, nth St. Sants

Monloa. easy access to school. Call 39&
0023.

WANTED: Female roommate to share

large i-bed apartment. Furnished/pool

AvaMible nam. $32S/mo. Can Jeanne (213.

t'.

SUBLET o.«*«T.4#^ SERVICES TYPINGAVORD TRAVEL,, ,,. ;,, 105

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu

dents working in LA seed apartnr>ents foi

sut>iet during summer Call Linda Cherry

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

HEALTH CLUBS 81

SPORTS CONNICTION
Program directors &

Private tralrters wanted.
Seeking Exercise

Pt)ysiok>gist, Iflnes. P.E. &
Sports Medicine Majors,
F/T or P/T. Starting Pd at
$5/hr arxj commission
with advarx^ement op-

jsortunities to P/T at

$13/hr. Apply In person
Encino (818) 788-1220
So. Mo. (213) 450-4464
So. Bay (213) 316-0173
(B.H.) (213) 652-7812

INSURANCE 9T

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 88(M407, (818) 88(M361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-
ped. experienced Call anytime 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful
Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Prolesslonal Service for Peanuts

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

COMPUTER Training. Lotus 123, Sym-
phony, Multimate. DOS. Professional,

Reliable, Knowledgible (213)559-6462

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with joumaliam masters. Dick
208-4353.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/development/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)671-1333.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)796-6334.

22 year old Brazilian male, cheerful &
responsible, available for companion,
cook, housekeeper & chauffeur. Call Ed
(818)70»<3249, 10:30-11 :30pm & Sunday
mofninga or leave menage.

OFFERED 96 PROCESSING lOi

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We potteh & cleon your hard, semi-soft
and soft contoct (erases whMe yoo wolf
Return your contocti to "Hke new" corv
dltlon. Feel and see better
Dr. Vooel, 1132 Westwood Bd. 208- 3011.
ValWcited PorWno-20% Off WMh TNs Ad.

B^ar'm Editing and
WHtimg Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

TUTORING ''
—

OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

prot>ability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 826-4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592

Excellent French tutor. Lots of experience.

French citizen. 16 doUara/hr. Call evenings
(818)762-7203.

'
^^^"

FRENCH Tutoring by native PH.D. from
French University. Call Annie. 206-

8257(work)/470-75e3(home).

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (ofMhmetlc through
calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

Engineering, Reading, Gram-
mar, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows the subject

well, and can pxatiently pres-

ent trie material in a variety of

ways. You will also leam the

proper way to study to

achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

TUTOR/EDITOR
For dissertations.

theses and
k>accalaureate

' projects.
Proposals

Throuol^ final
documents.
26 years

J

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ADVANCED CLACULUS TUTOR NEEDED
- MUST HAVE FULL EXPERIENCE
TUTORING 30 SERIES. ALSO MUST
HAVE EXCELLENT GRAPHICS TECH-
NIQUES IN 3.SPACE CALL 278-9466 &
LEAVE MESSAGE.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome: WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call
noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE. (213)450-8719.

AAA word-processing; $1 50/page term
papers; $2/page Dissertations, Theses,
Legal, Screenplays (d.s.) UCLA-format
experienced (213)306-5089 .

APPLfe and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu ia«pm. $1.5042.25.
Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

390-4588.

AUTOMATED Office Support: professional
secretarial/wordprocessing your papers,
resumes, etc on IBM PC and HP Laserjet
printer. Palms/WLA. Call Suzanne at 559-
3369.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates Dartene.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 276-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,

$1.99/page Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

Professional Word processing. Term
papers. Resumes. Cover letters. Repetitive

lists Scripts. Disk Storage. Reasonable

Rates. (213)479-3456.

SPECIALIZE term papers and resume

development. Edit and type. Rush jobs

O.K.I Available 7 days or eves. Call 478-

7061 . Leave message if out.

TYPING papers etc. 1.50 double-space,

French, German corrections. 2.50 double

space. Day 747-6146, evening 478-9439.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing specialist-thesis,

dissertation $1.50/page and up Call Ray
61 6-6048(day) (81 5)25 1 -4 1 73(evenings).

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

ONi DAY TYMNa
ProfetHonai writer with BA in

EngltfY w« type cvxj edit term

papers, tt^etes. scripts, resumes.

etc. Or edittno onty. Over 25

years exper1erK«. Westwood
VlQoe. BM Dekmey.
824-2853 or 824.51 11

LONDON $479

AM$TERDAM....$49S

FRANKFURT._$49S

TAHITI $579

COPENHAGEN..$560

PARIS $599
* Some Restrtctione f^p^

EuroN passes
Issued on the spot

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a

Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268. 50% off introductory

lesson.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.
Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/
lazer printer, typing & word processing.
Papers $2/page & up Paper Tiger 821-
8091.

TRAVEL 105

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES

T

TOKYO. •••^040

•HONG KONG $619
•BANGKOK $769
CHINA FREi TOUR $777

Indudes:

•R/T Airfare Horro Kong
•1 Night HdelHono Kong
• CNna 30 Day (indMduaO Vbo
• TranKxxt into China (Canton)

Can HIS (Am^rtco)
(213)613-0943

244</s E. Isff Sti««t #19
UL, CA 900I2

Tokyo (03)366-2371
Hong Kong (3)660925

FOR RENT 101

SUPER VALUE fVT FROM LAX TO:
NEW YORK tromS 230
CHICAGO tromS 19$
MAMI fmmt238
HAWAII fromt239
LONDON fromS499
FRANKFURT fromS 589
PARIS/AMSTEROAM trom$ 5M
TOKYO tromS 579
TAHITI fmmt 579
CRUISE 7dmf homt 599
SKI EUROPE. fromS 999

' Chhrfn, Touf, Cwl—9
Rmllptmt—. Car « HofI Am.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON ^2025

Refnaeratof Rentals
For dorm fraternities

sororities and co od
Ootional Sizes

for FREE DELIVERY
call POLAR LEASING
390-8647 anytime

We rent color TV s too'

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

BMW 3201. Excellent cond.. new tires,

AM/FM digital cassette player $7200 obo.
541-3832.

' r
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SKI AWAY
THIS WINTER!
HIT THE SLOPESfOR THESE LOW PRICES:
LAKE TAHOE ..S204 CANADA $584
UTAH $279 EUROPE $840

COLORADO $329
All trips include your transportation, some lift tickets,
and accommodationsi
HURRY WHILE THE SEASOIM IS HERE-
WERE YOUR OINKAMPUS SKI EXPERTSI

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyciopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

STEREO speakers, turntable, cassette
deck $150; Onyx coffee table $250; Vinyl

top table, four chairs $50; RCA video
camera $450. Call 476-71 11.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

*>-

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

FOR Sale. 1/10 carat diamond
Ladies. Please call 828-1668. obo.

ring-

BUISNESS students; all formulas, one
diskette, statistics, PV/FV, Ratios, EOQ.
IRR, NPV, forecating, many more. Apple/
IBM. $23.00 Softools, 975 Euclid,
Camarilk),Ca 93010.

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62t
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd . #103.
Tele. (213) 479-0345.

FOR sale: Atomic skis (200s); Unden«vood
765 Typewriter; Simmons Single Mattress;
Lamp. Call (213) 826-6235 after 6:30 pm.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Special
university price. New w/ warranty. Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo

ROYAL SE 5000 E typewriter. $220. Good
condition. Call Ruthy, 213-657-5182.

/isuciV
YOUR ON-CAMPUS

Prices subject to chonge without nottee. limited avoikability

AUTOS FOR SALE...1 12 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

DATSUN 210. 19e0. 2-door, red. auto.
am/fm cassette, excellent conditk>n. no
problems. $3100. (21 3)857-1 045.

OLDS 79 (sports) Starfire 44,000 ml. xint.

condition New tires, clean full eqip/
automatic, must sell $1 950 (21 3)470-9801 . ___^
PORSCHE 914 1972. Exoellef>t condtttew .

^^^t BMW 7451 turbo. Excellent condWo«;=

1980 midnight blue Chevette. Low
mileage. Auto transmission. Excellent con-
dition. $2400 obo. 271-7825.

1960 VW RabbH Convertible, excellent

condition, 56K miles, yellow w/black.

$6200/obo. 545-2295, 545-7778.

HONDA CM-250 motorcycle. 1983 35,000
miles w/helmet. $950/obo. Call Norma
(213)731-5637.

1982 Honda 750 Nighthawk motocycle.

Excellent condition, garaged, 9K miles,

$1500 obo. 478-5427.

Color rainbow. Garaged Beverly Hills. Call
for appt. 213-276-6031.

TOYOTA-Tercel, 1980. 2-door, 4-speed,
am/fm stereo/cassette, must sell. $2,900
obo. Cesira 659-1838/257-9407.

VAN '72 Dodge 1-ton family wagon, con-
version, dealer maintained V-8, auto-air.

$5450 P-P. (213) 474-7216.

VOLVO 1980 DL- white, one owner,
55,700 miles, sunroof, a/c. $6000.
(213)474-1823.

VOLVO wagon, excellent condition, rebuilt

motor, new paint, excellent tires, stick

shift. $1.000. (818)766-9082.

1967 VW Bug. rebuilt engine, good tires,

body needs paint. $1,750 obo. Brian.

824-7417,208-9688.

1968 FORD, 4-door Galaxy 500. Good
tires. cartMjrator rebuilt, one owner, asking
$700. Ph0T>e 472-1 944

1968 PORSCHE-912 Excellent condltton.
Forest green, tan leather. Kenwood
system, extras. Must sen $5650 obo.
471-

stereo. t¥ro alarms, and niore. $22,000.
obo. Evenings (818)762-7203.

1982 RABBIT, excellent condition, A/C,

sunroof, stereo, alarm. $6000 obo, 479-

1823.

1984 31 8i 2.5 years on warranty. Superb
condition, gray/beige cloth, alarm, 5-speed,

$12,900. Call Erik 552-0822, 546-6266.

1985 VW Cabriolet:

tk>n, kMtded, alarm.

(818)687-5818.

Red. excellent condi-

Must sell, call Ellen

1968 Pontiac Bonneville convertible. Full
power. kx>ks great, runs great, am/fm,
dasste. Make offer. 704-7385.

-1970 VW Poptop camper. Westfalia,
•quipped. AM/FM cassette, rebuilt engine.
$2200 obo. 474-2109.

1972 DATSUN 510 wagon. 4-speed, runs
well, AM/FM stereo cassette, $800/make
offer. 837-8839.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stickshift, new paint, new clutch, louvers,

stereo/tape, CB . . . beautifultll 824-0368
Jay.

1974 Honda Civic with stick shift, AM/FM
cassette, rebuilt eng., runs excellent.

$1100 obo. 474-2109.

1975 280Z, 2x2, air, great condition. Best
offer. 479-1519.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tires, excellent running condition. Radio.

$1250 obo. 452-6646.

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must sell! (213)450-7354,

(213)653-2966.

1977 Datsun 2-10, hatchback, $1200. Todd
(818)284-5484.

1977 Suburu 5-speed. Good condition.

New tires. $1200/obo. Must sell now. Call

652-49&7.

1977 Volkswagon Beetle convertible. Great
condition, white $5195 obo. (213)462-2378.

1978 BMW 320i. Blaupunkt am/fm
cassette, sunroof, new tires. Immacculate
inside/out. $6395 obo. 927-4021

.

1978 CHEVY Cargo van. clean 29,000
original miles. Used only weekends, auto.,

power steering, power brakes. $3500 Tom
(213)938-9687.

1978 Honda Civic. 63.000 miles, auto
AM/FM stereo/cassette. Hatchback, ex-
cellent condition. $1900. Days (213)825-
0195, evening (213)838-3975.

1978 PINTO, k>w mileage, new tires,

clean, 4-speed, $1500. Nancy (days) 825-
0488. (evenings) 558-8288.

1979 BMW 528i. Immaculate, automatte.
new transmission, tires, must sell. Make
offer p/p. 704-7385.

1979 CHEVY Monza. 68K, beige, 2-dr,
htchbk, 4-sp, stereo/cass, new wheels,
tires, clutch. $1500 obo. must sell immed.
213/938-6513 msg.fr

1980 Fiat Spider, red, excellent condition,
46M, $5000 obo (21 3) 876-0675 evenings

260 Z. Looks and runs great. AM/FM,
cassette. air-conditk>ning. $2600 o.b.o.

day»<2l3K71-0S46. ev8.-(818)881-1526.

'65 Mercedes 230SL. $8700 or best offer.

827-7937. Good engine, interior, new soft

top^

'67 Bug. Show room condition. Stock. All

German, alt new. Totally sharp. $3,000
obo. (818)342-9350.

'68 Bug. Shiny Mack paint, original owner,

well-maintained, am/fm caaaette. Must sell.

$1900.#2»39e2.

'68 DODGE Dart 2-dr. 72M miles, auto,

original V-6, runs wen, r>ew shocks, muf-

fler. $500(213)935-1517.

73 Suttiiru-Good CondMton-Yours' for a
mere $750. 657-0342.

'74 VW thing. Better than a jeep. Yellow.

$2000 or best offer. 477-6384.

'75 Gold Datsun 280ZX Rebuilt engine.

36,000 miles. Excellent conditk>n $3800
(818)988-2921

'77 Dodge Colt, 4-door, automatk:, air,

69,000, $1000. Tom 938-9687 evenings.

'77 Fiat XI 9 good condition. $1500 obo.

Call evenings 453-9521

.

'78 Audi 5000. 66K miles, warranty, $3795,
825-8534/206-6519. George days: 694-

5660 eves.

'78 Toyota SR-5 liftback. Runs great,

newer tires, FM radio, 80,000 miles and
going strong. $1800 obo. Rebecca 462-

8868.

'79 Firebird automatic. AJC. AM/FM
cassette, great conditk>n, must sell. (213)
392-2497.

'79 Toyota Celica 5-speed excellent condi-

tion, must sell AM/FM cassette. $3600 otx>

call Chris 838-3125

81 TOYOTA Corolla 5 speed.Air condition-

ing.AM/FM Cassette.60,000 miles. Ex-

cellent condition. $3500. Days: 206-8680

Eve: (805)584-6553. Manoj.

82 CHEVETTE 4-speed 5-door 35m. p.g.

$2000 obo (714) 861 -872<^
84 Pontiac Fiero, automatic, sun-roof, ex-

tended warranty, stereo-cassette, luggage

rack. 14.000 miles. 472-0830.

1982 Suzuki GN400^2300 miles, boughT
new 1985, under warranty until June.
Always garaged, properly maintained.

$800 or best offer. Scott 21 3-392-3273.

1983 Honda Nighthawk 450. Like new only

7000 miles. Original owner, all receipts

$900. Contact Steve 824-2616

1984 Gpz550 Black and red w/silver tank.

New racing Duntops and Kerker 4 into 1

.

Only 3.500 miles w/few cosmetic dam-
ages. Asking $2500/otX) Call James 208-

2453 after 6pm.

1984 Yamaha C-60. White. 1.200 mi.,

good conditk>n, $400/0b0. 275-8703 or

276-3113.

RIDES WANTED 1 16

17 YEAR old Femald student needs ride

from N. Hollywood to campus 5 mornings
#818-98ae2S6.

GARAGE SALES 127

GARAGE sale, couches, chairs, lamps and
appliances. Sunday, Feb. 2. 479-2944.

FURNITURE 126

tV<rMAnRESSESi^t>
Al new hotel aets guaranteed

TwlnS«t $80 f'uiCel %69
Qu««nS«f $M Klng$«t $9t
New 5 piece bedroom set $118

New fun size or quden sleeper $139
New sofa and tove seat $1t»9

Oak finlih coffee toblec $7
Ind Tables $1SLon«ps.._47
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HONDA Passport 70. helmet and kKk-
$400. Call 7 pm.- 9 pm. Nancy

1985 Honda Aero 50, 3 nrionths old. like

new. $550 obo includes helmet and wheel
lock. Call Ron 473-0508.

1985 Honda Iowa Spree, Black-Great

Condition. $425 obo-rear basket included.

Kendall 824-2677.

1986 Honda Spree for sale-1 week old with

kick. CaH Shari 208-2067. $525.
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STUDENT
RATE!! *

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovif

(IIZKerckhoff)
for details.
SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!
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AIESEC^UCLA GIVES YOCf
PAID INTERNSHIPS

YOU CAN ALSO..;
ABROAD

" J- MEET BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT AND ACADEMIC OFFICIALS.
-GAIN INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE.'
- ENHANCE YOUR EDUCATION THROUGH PRACTICAL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

SEE HOW YOU CAIM PARTICIPATE WITH AIESEC - UCLA
COME TO THE INFORMATION MEETING

TONIGHT 6:30 PM IN ROYCE 246
ALL MAJORS WELCOME.

AIF^FC - IJn a' the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUSINESS STUDENTS OFFICE LOCATED IN'^^"•"^ V^\-l-/^ THE A 213 ACKERMAN EXPO CENTER

Center foi InUTiialional aiitl '^iratct;:ic Aftain*
I i<i« crvMX lit I .(lltof IIM. I.4X Vi'^iii^

Presents

DAVID A. HAMBURG
President, Carnegie Corporation

«ti'

"AVOIDING NUCLEAR WAR:
CRISIS PREVENTION AND U.S.-SOVIET RELATIONS"

TODAY,
7:30 PM

147 DODD HALL
FREE

. *c. V K '^; *

>l

HOP ON OVER
TO THE LOCAL

KIOSK^^.
AND

PICK UP THE
DAILY BRUIN.

UCLA

CENTER

THE ARTS
Music Department

Faculty

Recital
kk-Chtnt Mtmtfr
Immo

Friday. Jan 31. 8 pm
Schoenberg Hall $5, 3
Ma\(Jn. Smau in ( ina|<>r. ( hopin. S>nalu in

it minor. Iirahni>. Variations on a 'lliinu-

bv Pa};anini

I'raiscd by High Kidclity Musical AnuTica as

one ot (anada s most outstanding young pian

ists Already well known throughout the world

Charge-by-Phone
(213)825-9261
UCLA Central Ticket Office 650 WesiMood Plaia —
Daily Sam 5pm. Weekends 10am 3pm (Sun phone

orders only) '$5 Student tickets with full time ID

(Limited availability) Rush at showtime for students

and Sr cituens Program, date, time & place subject

to change

®

uie cut hair for your ego nol our/!

UJHAT 15 AyUpCrCUl ?

ft yypCrCUC y Cwtom Pg/joncd

A ^UpCrCUC i/ Preci/ion Cut

^
fl yUpCrCUt i/ Q Pini/hed Product

A yUpCrCUC U rormcaUJomenftChildren

fl yUpCrCUl 1/ BcouUful t
ond . . Q >V|>CfCUt i/ olujoy/

Do fippointment/

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1558
(Between Santa Monica Blvd. & Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5
SM.iiTipcjo ,inic .It ,ickMi;)i IQ^M iRe^ r-»H?i EMPA rorporatiDi

The win
Continiied from Page 36
Miller after the game. "I
wanted Tom Lewis tonight

and I'm sure he wanted me."
It was that type of game.

Everyone wanteii a piece of

the other team.

"It wasn't as aggressive of a

game as last year," said

Miller. "It was still a war, but

not like last year."

"This was a typical USC-
UCLA basketball game," said

Hazzard. "It was tou^ and
hard fought and I'm ^ad it's

over."

UCLA freshman Pooh
Richardson was experiencing

his first round of the fabled

Bruin-Trojan wars. He said it

wasn't tough to get into the

swing of things.

"It was easy for me because

I kept looking at (Greg) Kim-
ble and (Hank) Gathers," said

Richardson. "They were my
crosstown-rivals back in high

school."

"The team really seemed to

come together in practice this

week," said Richardson. "We
were digging in and playing

hard all week. Today was just

the result of that."

At halftime, the Bruins

could only manage a tie with

use at 29-29. But in the first

seven and a half minutes of

the second half, it was all

UCLA. And as far as the:

crowd of 10,593 were con-

cerned, this one was in the

bag. Only it wasn't.

use came back and _ the

pressure of the moment wasn't

lost on Hazzard.
"I just took a drink of water

and hoped that we could hang
on," said Hazzard of the Tro-

jan run that cut UCLA's lead

from 12 points to a mere two.

"It was getting pretty close for

awhile. *

"I'm just pleased that I fi-

nally beat USC while
coaching at UCLA. We lost

two very tough games last

year.

"It's better this way."

Crosby
Continued from Page 34
ment that, for more than 40
years, was known officially as

"The Bing Crosby National
Pro-Am," and more familiarly

as "The Crosby Clambake."
It was Kathryn who

withdrew the Crosby name
after an acrimonious dispute
with the Monterey Peninsula
Golf Foundation, the official

organizers of the tournament.
It involved the coupling of the
name of a new, corporate
sponsor, AT&T, with that of

Crosby. Kathryn insisted her
late husband would not have
approved. So the Crosby name
is missing.

"It's the same tournament,
just with a different name,"
said actor James Gamer, a
long-time participant in the
tournament that teams an
amateur with a professional
for the first three rounds. "It's

the same feeling. The same
people are here."
And the field remains

among the strongest the game
can offer: Nicklaus, Tom Wat-
son, Lee Trevino, Hale Irwin,
Curtis Strange, Lanny
Wadkins, Hal Sutton, Fuzzy
Zoeller, defending champic^n
Mark O'Meara, and the
holders of the four major
titles— West German Ber-
nhard Langer (Masters), Andy
North (U.S. Open), Sandy
Lyle of Scotland (British
Open). Hubert Green (PGA).—
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Great Locations

LOW RATES
$2 OFF

with this ad

463-2222
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OPENING

JEFF HARBANO/Daily Bruin

Pooh Richardson (24) kept

UCLA in the lead late in the

game with 10 points in the

second half.

Basketball
Continued from Page 36
had five rebounds and a
blocked shot. He also Scored
all six of his points in the se-

cond half, two on a mad stuff

after he rebounded his own
miss.

"Jack Haley did a great job
for us off the bench," said

-Hftzy»F#i. "Ho played big on
the boards and did some good
things for us on offense."

Craig Jackson came to life

for the Bruins as well with
seven points, five rebounds
and three steals.

Amazingly, the Trojans con-

trolled the boards, grabbing
16 of their 36 total off of their

own misses.

"We outrebounded them
36-29, that's amazing to me,"
said a bewildered Morrison,
now 6-7 against UCLA.
He listed three main

reasons, in order of impor-
tance, why they still could not
win the game.

"First and foremost was
UCLA's defense. They took us

out of our offense. That's the

biggest factor. Walt had his

team very well prepared.

"Secondly, I've never seen

so many bails go off our hands
and out of bounds, off our
hands and out of bounds. Be
it a riebound or a pass, we just

kept losing the battle for a

loose ball.

"And thirdly, we didn't

shoot well. We shot 35.7 per-

cent for the game. That's not

going to get it done."
Richardson gave another

clue as to why the final score

ended in the Bruins' favor.

"After the loss to Cal our
team seemed to come to prac-

tice really geared up, digging

down and working harder,

and today it paid off for us

because we started playing

harder defense. We started

digging in and going for the

loose balls which we never got

in the previous games. We got

them today. That and good
defense led us to victory."

Bruin Notes: Richardson said after

the game that Kimble and Gathers,

his good friends from back home,
have a losing lifetime record against

him, dating back to high school
rivalry. "I want to keep it that way,"
said Pooh . . . Miller's sister, USC
senior Cheryl, was sitting with the

Miller parents in the Bruin section.

"Cheryl was a Bruin tonight," said

Reggie. "Blood is thicker than all this

school tradition stuff. When I go to

her games I'll be a Trojan." . . .

Monte! Hatcher had his third con-
secutive off-night. He was 3 of 12 at

Stanford, 1 of 8 at Cal, and 2 of 10

against USC . . . This was Haiasard's

first win over USC. He is now 1-2 and
can even the score Feb. 22 at the
Sports Arena.

Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $ I I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

645 Westwood Blvd BIk. N. of Santa Monica B

;CA\ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
VTI' COMPLETE

t'^Q'l ••
(WITH REBUILOABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO HIDDEN CHARGES INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
I.Tinrup 4. OtIChuMt

S. Lite 6. Odldi a2.

8. QmcIi Battery Walir
rf.liMpiciFiDaieiid
10. Comprculon Tot

7. Scntoc Air Ommt 1 1 . (PraaMin T«t CooMnf Syston)

$59.95

PMti A Labor (Pm * Air FUtOT Ktra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA) ^

(H1©(N10^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

im USED CAB DIAGNOSIS - tSV.SS
THIS IS AN HONEST QABAGE •

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
45S-4652 • 829-7912

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL
<§-

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd..(at Rampart)
Call For Directions " 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd.. Burtoank

15745 Roscoe Blvd..Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock

7606 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd.,Van Nuys

Warner and Maonolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd., Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd., Pico Rivera
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FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/ lb/86 • limit one per customer
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Westwood
Village

KEG BEER SPECIALS!

STROHS
Vi BLL !•••

- SCHAEFER __
Vi BLL »«••

exp. 2- 1 3-86

• FREE, FAST DELIVERY
(except on specials)

• Parking Validation at Gayley Center

IIIJ Qayley Ave#
(next to Cafe Casino) -

Open 7 days 208-6569 Fri. & Sat. 'til I am

33 - 50% Below Retail!!!

Off All Brands of Eyewear
Prices start at $29 complete

* Call for free price quote

99
LA Herald Examinrr

All Bausch & Lomb Daily and Extended
Wear contact lenses

All Colored Daily and Extended Wear
contact lenses

$39
$39

a pair

each
Ixpircs 2/09 86

WEST HOLLYWOOD HEHMOSA BEACH WESTWOOD CANOGA PARK
8001 Santa Monica Bhfd. 104^ Hennosa Avenue IM2 Gtoadoa Ammmmm 6901 Topanoa Cyn. Blvd.
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(213)826-7559
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

7 Sessions - $25
FIRST BED SESSION FREE

Exp 2 4 86

^.»

More seductive than sex...

More addictive than any drug...

Jlore jirecious than gold.

And one man can get it for you.

For a price.

I I

Nothing else comes close.

muss ITOIffl,

MCkriucrrD IDRJMAR

I

UCLA offers free

tickets to Hawaii
While' reading a literary

masterpiece on introductory

geography or advanced
astrophysics have you ever had
the impulse to just shine it all

and take a vacation? Well if

you have then this Saturday,

your dream could come true.

Two round trip tickets to

Hawaii will be given away at

the UCLA/L.A. Times Men's

Gymnastics Invitational at

Pauley Pavilion.

If you're interested in a free

trip to paradise then here's

how to enter. First, put down
your textbooks and head to

Pauley. When you arrive, sign

up at the door for the
Hawaiin trip contest.

Next, go inside, enjoy the

meet and be listening when
the drawing is announced.
You must be present to win. If

they call your number stand

up, shout, make strange noises

and go to claim your tickets.

Good luck!

"v

Butkus dazzled by
Chicago's defense
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer

NEW ORLEANS— Dick
Butkus, who played a little

linebacker in his day, is like

any other connoisseur of the
craft. He loves to watch the
Chicago Bears play defense.

Butkus' old team destroyed
the New England Patriots in

-the Super Bowl and ihe Hs^
of Famer was suitably im-
pressed . . . no, make that
dazzled ... by the^ modern
Monsters of the Midway.

At halftime. New England
was trailing 23-3 and the
game was not as close as the
score. The Pats had set first

half Super Bowl futility
records for fewest yards
rushing (minus five), fewest
yards passing (minus 14) and
fewest first downs (1).

New England's offense
finished in the black with 123
yards, second lowest produc-
tion in Super Bowl history.

Most of that, though, was
achieved long after the issue

was settled and Chicago's de-
fenders were busy preparing
for their well-deserved cele-

bration.

**It's unbelievable to
dominate like that," Butkus
said. "You've got to put them
right up there with the
greatest defenses of all time.
The Bears just outplay you
man-to-man. They beat their
guys one-on-one, up and
down the line."

Chicago's 46 alignment, in-

vented by defensive coor-
dinator Buddy Ryan, features
changing looks, designed to
confuse the other team. It

specializes in deception.

"OK, they've got the 46,

"

Butkus said. "Somebody ought
to be able to figure out
something to counter it, but
nobody has. -Other people try

to imitate it, but nobody has.

You give Buddy Ryan two
weeks to work out a defensive

game plan, it's tough to beat
them."

Of cours e, dominating
defensesTrave passed thts^way
before. Pittsburgh's Steel Cur-
tain won four Super Bowls.

The Purple People Eaters of

Minnesota, whose line was
coached for two years by
Ryan, made it to the Super
Bowl four times,

Miami's No Name defense
won two Super Bowls, in-

cluding one that tapped a

perfect 17-0 season. Dallas'

Doomsday Defense with its

complicated Flex formation,
reached the Super Bowl three
times in four years.

,

Then there were the pre-

Super Bowl era defenses like

the Los Angeles Rams' Fear-
some Foursome, the New York
Giants of Sam Huff, Andy
Robustelli et al and the origi-

nal Monsters of the Midway.

Where do the Bears fit in

with all of them? Well, for

one thing, it is tough to com-
pare eras. But that may be an
edge for this team.

"You've got quicker people
today and that puts a lot of
responsibility on the
linebackers," Butkus said.
'There's more double-team-
ing* trying to give receivers
time to get open. But these
guys, you just can't keep them
out."

Women's tennis
Continued from Page 34
the main draw adding
another Bruin to the lineup.

Coach Gayle Godwin has
high hopes for her players in

the main draw. "There is

very good competition here
and I think we'll do well. I

feel this tournament is the
strongest individual tourney ir

the country. It's good to have
such deep competition early ir

the season to bring player?
together."

Without a doubt, for the*

Bruins to fare well they will

have to overcome some of the
top ranked collegiate players
in the nation.

Gretchen Rush from the
Trinity Tieers in Texas is the
No. 1 seed and top player in

the nation. In preseason poll-

ing Trinity was ranked third.

The top two schools are Stan-
ford and use. UCLA is sev-

enth in preseason rankings.
Number two seed Kathy
Kuhlman represents USC.
When scanning the draw
sheet, the first Bruin falls in
place at No. 9.

Tournament Director Don
Gaynor commented that this

tournament is the second
largest in the natioo, attrac-
ting 150 players. The invita-
tional is sanctioned by the
ICTA and the SCTA. The
largest tournament is of course
the NCAA. Both of these
prestigious tournaments hope
to flourish and continue to at-

tract quality players from top
rated nationwide schools.

All matches start at ten in
the morning at the Riviera
Country Club with the finals

slotted to be played Sunday at
noon.

Golfers go to Arizona

for Micheiob tourney
8/ Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

After a disappointing finish

in their own tournament, the

UCLA golf team will try to

change its fortunes at the 1986
Micheiob National Invitational

Golf Tournament in Tucson,
Arizona.

The 54-hole tourney starts

today and continues through
Saturday.

Besides the host school Uni-
versity of Arizona, the fiefd

includes Arkansas, Arizona
State, Stanford, USC, the
University of Texas at El Paso
and UCLA. Arkansas is the
defending champion of the
tourney.

Leading the way for
Arizona is Mike Springer, the
tourney's individual defending
champion. Springer, just a
sophomore, was an All-Pac-10
golfer last year.
— Scott Hancock and Aaron
Meeks will help the Wildcats
in their effort to win their

own tournament.
The Bruins, ranked as high

as second nationally last year,
go into the tourney without
their top four golfers from a
year ago. The inexperience of
the team has effectively taken
the Bruins out of the national
championship picture for this

year.

Sophomore Bob Lasken is

seen as one of the Bruins' bet-

ter chances to win top indi-

vidual medalist honors at the
Micheiob, with freshman Ken
Tanigawa and Alberto Valen-
zuela also vying for top golfer.

Perhaps the best golfer in

the field will be USC's Sam
Randolph. The senior from
USC made the most signifi-

cant mark on the Professional

Golf Association tour, with
the exception of Oklahoma
State's Scott Verplank, by
staying in contention for the
Master's Championship for the
first two days of the tourna-
ment.

Ruggers open 50th
season this weekend
The UCLA rugby team wCl

open its 50th season against

Long Beach State at 1:00
p.m., Saturday, on the I.M.
field.

The Bruins, entering the
match with a 2-1 preseason
record, were impressive last

weekend with a come from
behind victory over UC Ir-

vine. With under two minutes
left in the game, captain Tom
Courts hooked up with fly-

half Billy Smith on a blind
side play that lead to the w^t?*^
ning try.

Still down 14-13, the
pressure mounted on Smith as

he set up for the two-point
conversion. Smith's 40-yard
kick split the uprights from
just inside the sideline and
Bruins stayed on top, 15-14.

Alumnus David Briley is in

his rookie season as head

coach, but he in no stranger

to Bruin rugby.

While at UCLA, Briley
played football as well as

rugby and played a major role

in leading the ruggers to sev-

eral national championships.
Briley went on to represent

the U.S. as an "Eagle," tour-

ing around the world with the

best players in the nation.

Assistant coach Tommy
Smith, also a former star at

UCLA^. ^ngw,^works with the

'^bacl^ine-^' the team. Like

Briley, Smith has represented

the U.S. on several world
tours and while recovering

from shoulder surgery, is cur-

rently in training for the first

World Cup of Rugby in 1987.

With their young squad and
knowledgeable coaches, the

Bruin rugby team is looking to

continue its winning tradition.

Campbell
Continued on Page 35
bell when he graduated from
Montclair High. Campbell
suffered a serious injury dur-
ing his junior year of high
school that resulted in floating

bone chips in his shoulder.

As a result Campbell never
competed his junior or senior

years. During those two years

Campbell concentrated on his

body strength. "I did miss it

at first (not competing), but I

got used to it. I had a social

life again," CampbeM said.

The coaches realized that

even after a two-year lay off

Campbell Had a lot of poten-
tial locked up in his muscular

f^~~^-7, 145-pound" frame

.

"A lot of my close friends

Nyent here and I loved
California. I was unsure they
(UCLA coaches) would even
look at me. I was really

psyched when they were in-

terested."

Campbell first became en-
thralled with gymnastics 13 Vt

years ago. Rob's family rented
out a portion of their home to

a student who attended the

local community college. The
student convinced Campbell's
mother to let Rob try gym-
nastics.

It was love at first vault. "I

loved it. I had a great time at

it," said Campbell. Rob soon

climbed the gymnastic rungs

of success. He competed in the

junior nationals in 1976 and
ranked 27th in the country.

He later became a member of

the senior national team along

with being an outstanding
prep star.

Campbell's wealth of expe-

rience aides him in performing

well under pressure. "For me,

a lot of my mental prepara-

tion comes from training and
doing the routines 100 times. 1

try to work out all my pro-

blems prior to the meet so I

have a lot of confidence going

in. Then I eat sushi."

Campbell will be munching
on a lot of sushi this Friday

before the team's big competi-

tion against Nebraska, Min-

nesota, Arizona State, New
Mexico, and Cal State Fuller-

ton in the UCLA Invitational.
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SOf I DAILY WEAR CONTACT LENSES

$39/pair*
8&L. \A/-J

CHANGE THE COLOR Of YOUR
EYES SOFT LENSES

$89/palr*
B&L, Ciba, CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$53
Includes eye e«m Glasses for distance or

reading Clear single-vision standard size glass

Of plastic lenses and frarnes from our special

selection First divujn and cyl

II SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES
I

$89/palr''
II B&L, WJ Cooper, HydrocufVf

I

I

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

<25
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLYI

I -

I NEW OPAQUE SOFT-LENSES

I
FOR BROWN EYES ONLY

I
Have the Blue or Green eyes you've

j
^^ys wanted

I $2J5/complete

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039
2605 Lincoln BlvcJ (at Ocean Park in

the Lucky Shopping Center) ^^^^ ^J^ ^^ ^^^ contact
LENS RfPLACEMFNTS
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FREE PRINTER WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM!
• 2 FLOPPY DRIVES
•10 MB HARD DISK
• 20 MB HARD DISK

LEADING EDGE A .

$1595
$2095
$2195

Aultwriz*d Rauil 0«al*r

Laadirtg Edga and Mod*) "0" An Registered
Trademarks of Leading Edge Products Irtc

PRICE INCLUDES:
Free 80 CLM Printer, monitor keytxjard, 640K— RAM, graphics, color board. FREE word-
processor, database, spreadsheet, communica-
tions software PLUS M/S-DOS & Basic.

6300 PC AND FREE PRINTER*

CALL R)R OTHER CONFIGURATIONSAT&T
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INCLUDES: FREE 80 CLM PRINTER, MONITOR.
KEYBOARD 640K RAM. MS-DOS. BASIC.
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^^^^ ™^ SOmJARE PACKAGE.

INCLUDING SUNDAY
10AM-7PM

(213) 854-1104
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/Kodak \
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SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 1 05 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767
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-

FREE
20x28 COLOR PRINT

($25 value)

from your negative, with

$50 minimum purchase.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7-86
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Riviera hosts top tennis teams

1/^. w
J HAY MORRERO

Maria La Franchi will be among UCLA's representatives in

the Riviera Invitational tennis tournament.

Southland wiH be

well represented

in annual tourney

By Shawn A. Sanders

Pacific Palisades is the site

for the first annual Riviera

Invitational Tennis Tourna-
ment. This tourney has at-

tracted some of the nations

top rated schools. .

Some of the schools from
Southern California are
UCLA, Stanford, San Diego
State, Cal Berkley and USC.
They will be joined by two
teams from Texas, the Uni-
versity of Texas and Trinity.

Overall there will be 25
schools in the draw.

Representing the Bruins in

singles will be Maria La
Franchi, Catherine O'Mera,
Colinne Bartel, Jennifer
Fuchs, Jane Thomas and
Joni Urban, all of which
were accepted into the main
draw automatically.

In doubles action, seeded
at No. 2 are Thomas and
Fuchs and seeded seventh are

Urban and La Franchi.
Bartell and Cooper are the

third doubles team to make
the main draw but are not
seeded.

Allyson Cooper had to

compete in the Tuesday and
Wednesday qualifying
rounds and earned a spot in

Continued on Page 32

Although not in name,
"the Crosby" remains
By Bob Green

PEBBLE BEACH, Ca.— It

is not "The Crosby," this year.

At least not officially. But
there are those who insist it's

still the same tournament.
And there are some veiled

hints that, in time, perhaps
soon, the Crosby name will

return to the old event that

began so long ago as a gather-

ing of Bing and his buddies

—

show business celebrities and
pro golfers— and grew into

one of th^ game's more cele-

brated tournaments.
"I am hoping and expecting

that she'll change her mind
and it'll be 'The Crosby'
again," Nathaniel Crosby said

of his mother's decision to

drop her late husband's name
from the event.

Netters get

reschedule

"It is' my personal hope that
my dad's memory and his af-

filiation with the golf tourna-
ment could be re-established

in the near future," said
Nathaniel.

*T really don't think it could
physically happen this year.

But . . . AT&T has left us
an open door. They'd wel-
come the name Crosby
alongside the name AT&T,"
said Harry Crosby, brother of

Nathaniel and an investment
banker in New York.
Harry is playing as an

amateur and Nathaniel as a
professional in the tournament
that begins Thursday under
the name "The AT&T Pebble
Beach National Pro-Am."
Their mother, Crosby's

widow, Kathryn, is not ex-

pected to attend the touma-
Continued on Page 30

rained out,

Pepperdine
Who'll stop the rain?

Nobody did yesterday out in

Malibu. as the UCLA and Pep-

perdine men's tennis teams were
washed out. The match has be-

tween the nation's No. 3 and 5

ranked teams has been
rescheduled for this Sunday. Feb-

ruary 2nd.

The Bruins and Waves waited

for over an hour to try and get

play underway, but the intermit-

tent showers postponed the li=

tion.

Time of the match and direc-

tions to the Pepperdine courts

will be printed in Friday's preview

of UCLA's tangle with UC Ir-

vine.

•-*»»»^»t«»X'X'-<»»^'>i«>;"»-<•-'
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CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Student Special

$16 COT & BLOW
MUSTSHOW UCLA STUDENT

ID. WITH COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to any
client whose hair coruUtiorx is imsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd

479-0014 475-3264

^
CO

5
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UJ

FREE FRAME SPECIAL

1910 Westwood Bl

1 BIk South of

Santa Monicfi

475-1310

Complete eyeglasses from

$29
Including Plastic Tinting

pufch... of tanM.

one day service available

C?:

Applications are now being accepted for the

position of Editor-in-Chief of UFAHAMU,
Journal of the African Activist Association.

Ideal candidate should be a graduate student

with an interest in African area studies.

Editing and ability to work with a staff of 5-6

fellow students is a must. Letter of interest

and a resume should be sent to
'

Fassil Demissie^

UFAHAMU, African Studies Center.
10244 Bunche Hall,

University of California, Los Angeles, 90024

Deadline for submission of application is

February 3, 1986. •

A DIM SUM CAFE

0\^
SOV^'

b."»*

tfOHT CHINESE

Lunch, Dinner

or Late Nights

From $1.75

WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 1091 BROXTON-L.A./213-824-7869
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Bruin Rob Campbell
strives for excellence

JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

Gymnast Rob Campbell is training with an eye on the '88 Olympic games.

By Kevin Lynch

Most Americans will never
forget it.

The U.S. men's gymnastics
team in the 1984 Olympics
touched our hearts when they
stood together after winning
the team competition. They
had tears in their eyes, gold
medals around their necks and
the National Anthem playing
in their ears.

A team isn't much without
the individuals that make it

work. In 1984, five out of the
eight members of the team
were individuals from UCLA,
including household names
Peter Vidmar and Mitch
Gaylord.

Gaylord's and Vidmar's
vault to fame was not easy.

They had to slave long hours
while still keeping up their

studies— a precarious balance
that is as hard to achieve as a
cross manuever on the rings.

Like Gaylord, Vidmar and
scores of other UGLA gym-
nasts, senior Rob Campell is

also striving to maintain the
demanding academic-athletic
balance. "It's hard. I go to

class in the morning, then
train in the afternoon. Then I

come home, do homework
and go to sleep."

The gymnasts work out four
to five hours a day during the
week, then engage in a light

three hour workout on Satur-
days. "I bum out on Sun-
days," Campbell admits.

Much like Vidmar and
Gaylord, Campbell has a
legitimate shot at flowering
into a household name during
the Olympic Games in 1988.

Unfortunately, Campbell
just missed the opportunity to
compete in the 1984 Olympic
Games. The American team
carries eight gymnasts, six

competitors and two alter-

nates. Campbell finished ninth
at the World Qualifying
Championships.
Now, Campbell says, "My

main goal is the '88 Olym-
pics.

Upon graduation, Campbell
will return to his hometown of
Montclair, New Jersey where
he will continue to prepare for
the Olympics under Coach
Barry Wiener. By 1986,
Campbell hopes to become the
nation's sixth-ranked gymnast.

For now, however, Camp-
bell is concentrating on the
current Bruin season. Since
Campbell's arrival in 1983,
head coach Art Shurlock's
teams have done extremely
well.

In 198Jrthe team wa^ the
NCAA runner up. In 1984,
UCLA was the national
champion. Last season, the
Bruins placed fifth. Even
though Campbell has greatly
aided the Bruins' top five
finishes, he was not exactly a
blue chip prospect.

The coaching staff was pro-
bably a little leery of Camp-

Continued on Page 33
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Professional Care and Quality Lenses — The Difference You Can See and Feel

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley Jesson — Syntex— Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

25% OFF <°""p„°,'|fi;"^
CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •

VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAQOTTI •

CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED
QUANTmES)

$99
Complete

a Package
pair

•

Daily Wear SPH Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BI-FOCAL

SPECIAL I'sn' •r^j"*-^ S55***
'Om0m<K S39** pUtttcMOOO
*"' Tv^rrt OBCOUMT DOES MOT Am.V

COtJPiEXt. TOSyCCMl SALES

0.^ #%#% Complete

Extended Wear Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

COMPLETE

OFFER EXPIRES 1-31-M

Dr. Gerald Greenspan

i sight
OpIontMfIc C#f40r
Visa & Maslarcartl acc«p(«^
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

$159
2370 WMtwood Blvd.
Suite L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
WMt Lot AngolM
Phon«:(213)475-7602

Complete
a Package
pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

eOMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Testing

• Complete Training

• Follow-up Visits for 6 Monttis

• Chem Care Kit

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee
• Personal Service

• Professional Care

• Amber •Aqua •Blue • Qreen

SoWoolof not only oorrad your vMon.
Ilwy •nlwnm ttw color ol your cyM
JutI aak our oyv^ar* paciaW lor a
trtat IMng at no charga

Fastest Tan In Townl
"... This experience is a must.

"

^L.A. Weekly
" ...LA. 's premiere suniartrmg salons.

"

-In Style

• FASTEST-Visible results in

just one session Guaranteed.
• SAFEST-New process filters out

virtually 100% oi harrriful rays.

• #1 IW EUROFE-rgew sanitary
and comfortable design
available only at Flashtan.

IO%OFPIfCLA
fST SISSIOII nitii

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Efectronic
muscle torHng ;^:^; . ;..

Aerobics

•sauna
•showers
•jacuzzi

Wr-7569
9877 (little) ^>ant? Mono «vd

AH Credit Cawite
479-1663

n 055 Pigj Sifttd Monica B<vcf

Well be seeing you on campus
k

First Interstate Bank will be sponsoring an information session

Operating Services Group Management Development Program

O First
Interstate
Bank

T '— Februarys, 1986

4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Hotel Bel Air Sands, St. Croix Room
11461 Sunset Boulevard -

(at the San Diego Fwy)
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UCLA gets back on the winning
Richardson leads Bruins past Trojans, 66-56

By Rick Schwartz "The oast couole of games tion of the same thincr."

HYUNGWON KANG'Daiiv Bruin

Jack Haley (15) slams home two of his six second half

points, use's Hank Gathers (44) looks on.

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant sports Editor

Last night was the first

time that USC basketball

coach Stan Morrison got a

close-up look at Pooh
Richardson. What he saw
might cause him nightmares
for the next four years.

In UCLA's 66-56 win over

the Trojans, the Bruin
freshman took the game into

his own hands, shooting,

ballhandling, rebounding
and passing his team to their

first victory in the last four

games against USC..
"I think Pooh Richardson

was super," said Morrison.

"Pooh really hurt us, and
that's what caused us to have
to play so much zone
(defense). He backed down
the lane and shot over the

top of both Rich Grande and
Larry Friend. That was a

major factor in the game."
Richardson finished- with

16 points.

When USC was making
their final run at the Bruins

late in the second half, scor-

ing 11 straight points and
cutting the lead to 52-50, it

was tl^^freshman from
Philade^nia who wanted to

take the key shot. Pooh
backed in on Trojan
freshman Grande, then pull-

ed up and sank a 15-foot

jumper. That basket sent

UCLA on an eight-point run,

and the game was in the

books.

"The past couple of games
Montel has been having
trouble hitting his shots, so I

started looking for them. If

I've got the open shot, I'll

take it. If things aren't going

well for Montel and Reggie,

there's a ninety percent
chance I'll take the shot."

The Bruins controlled the

tempo throughout. They
moved the ball up court

quickly, but did not force

any bad shots. Four times

the shot clock ran down in-

side of 10 seconds but UCLA
remained calm and scored on
all four.

Walt Hazzard was happy
to see a more mature offense,

to say the least.

"Pooh is eliminating a lot

of mental errors and he's

becoming a more valuable

player to our team," said a
smiling Hazzard.

Reggie Miller had another
fine game, scoring 21 points

on six of 12 field goals aa4-
nine of 10 free throws.

**A big win at home
against 'SC gets your team
motivated, and gets your
fans motivated," said the

Pac-lO's leading scorer.
"About this time last year we
started our little move, and
hopefully this is an indica-

tion of the same thing."

Miller had the tough
assignment of guarding USC
freshman Tom Lewis, who is

fourth in the conference in

scoring at 18.1 per game.
But the offensive-minded
Lewis hit only four of 13

shots and four of six free

throws for a total of 12
points. Morrison thought fa-

tigue played a part.

"Lewis has dropped 15
pounds, and his legs are just

not good right now. He's just

tired and worn out, and he's

very frustrated," said the
Trojans' seventh-year coach.

"This is the third con-
secutive game he has struggl-

ed from the fielcj.

Without Lewis' game,
USC looked to Derrick
Dowell. The junior forward
was the only Trojan who
scored effectively inside
against the rejuvenated Bruin
defense.

Dowell finished with 20
points and 11 rebounds

—

seven offensive— in 40
minutes.

UCLA's Jack Haley came
off the bench and did a

commendable job
underneath the basket. Haley

Continued on Page 31

Hazzard's hopes finally come true

Coach gets first win over crosstown-rivals
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

It finally happened.
After almost two years of

frustration, the UCLA men's
basketball team beat their

crosstown-rivals, USC.
1985 seemed to be an

especially bad year for the

USC-UCLA rivalry or at

least, it was from a UCLA
point of view.

Terry Donahue couldn't

beat tne Trojans with the

Rose Bowl on the line.

Andy Banachowski and his

women's volleyball team lost

to USC in the consolation

round of the NCAA Final

Four.

Al Scates, the man that

owns Ttie NCA^Hrnen's
volleyball trophy, after winn-
ing it 11 times in the last 16

years, lost to the Trojans in

the finals of the Western
Regional.

Hell, Walt Hazzard lost to

USC twice last year^ and
watched while the Trojans

went to the NCAA basketball

tournament. Hazzard and his

team settled for the NIT
championship.^^^^

At his weekly media
breakfast Tuesday morning,
Hazzard had said that he
hoped to beat USC ,at least

once in his UCLA coaching
career.

When reminded that he
had not had many oppor-

tunities To defeat the Tro^
jans, Hazzard replied shak-

ing his head, "I've had
enough ... six overtimes
and three points."

Of course, Hazzard was
referring to the two games
last year when UCLA lost a

double-overtime game to

USC at the Sports Arena and
then lost in four overtimes in

the rematch at Pauley
Pavilion. • •

Well, the win finally hap-
pened as the Bruins topped
the Trojans by a 66-56 score

at Pauley Pavilion last night.

"All year long we've been
geared for this game. *SC,'

said junior forward Reggie

Continued on Page 30

JEFF HARBANO/Daily Bruin

This Bruin fan knew what was going to happen right

from the beginning as UCLA beat USC 66-56.

McGee pushes academics on inner-city scliools tour
By Ken Peters

AP S^rts Writer

LOS ANGELES— Pamela
McGee has completed one
mission, winning an Olympic
gold medal. Now the women's
basketball star is going off on
another crusade, to tell black

high school students that aca-

demics, not athletics, is the

surest road to success.

McGee, a former University

of Southern California stan-

dout who was a key player on

the American team that won
the 1984 Olympics gold
medal, is going on a USC-
sponsored tour of five U.S. cit-

ies.

She'll speak to students at

50 high schools, mostly inner-

city, during stops beginning

Feb. 2 in Washington, D.C.,

and continuing in New York,

Atlanta and Detroit before

concluding in Los Angeles on
Feb. 23.

**I feel it's my obligation to

give something back because

of the help and guidance I've

had to get where I am," said

McGee, an economics gradu-

ate of Southern Cal. "A lot of

celebrity-type people don't go
back. I take pride in going
back to my people.

*T always had somebody to

reach down and say, 'Here, I

want to help you.* My
mother, teachers, coaches,
somebody was always there

stressing academics. I used
basketball as a stepping stone

to education."

Citing statistics that show a

decline in college applications

by black students, she said she
believes the drop is partially

because the students believe
there's no financial aid
available due to cutbacks by
the Reagan administration.
She said, however, that
universities have taken up the
slack in financial assistance for

needy students.

"Another reason some
(black students) aren't apply-
ing is that they don't have ac-

ademic role models," McGee
said. "It's always athletic role

models.

"Too many times we've
been taught that the only way
out of a condemned environ-
ment is through athletics. So
instead of working on academ-
ics and their minds, the youths
have been taught to go out
and play with a basketball or
a baseball, that's the only way
you'll get ahead."

She said her parents set a
quite different tone for her.

**My mother said, *No
books, no basketball.' And if I

came home with a *C,' I was
grounded."
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News: Minority
recruitment day draws
1,600 students. See
page 3.

Viewpoint: Freedom of

the Campus Press
Month passes UCLA by.

Seepage 12.

Review: Interview with
composer Georges
Delerue.

See page 14.

Sports: UCLA faces
Louisville on the road
after beating USC. See
back page.

UCLA Weather
Cloudy with afternoon
showers.
High: 65, low: 51.
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SHAHE MAJARIAN/ Daily Bruin

The mountains of Yosemite National Park serve as a backdrop for Merced River, which
runs through the valley.

Student lobby director quits post
•

Says Taylor's office lacks focus to meet student needs
By TerlAnne Carpenter
Politics Editor

UCLA's lobby director

involved in representing stu-

dents to other groups on cam-
pus.

Kevin Sutherland resigned
Wednesday, citing the
undergraduate president of-

fice's lack of direction in
meeting student needs.

"It's a very theory-oriented
office and it has a problem
making those theories a reali-

ty," said Sutherland, who has
been UCLA's annex director
to the University of California
Student Lobby since the
beginning of last summer.

^^^^^

In his resignation letter to
Undergraduate President Ron
Taylor, Sutherland stated, "As
fall quarter passed by, I found
working in your office to be
frustrating due to ineffec-
tiveness . . . Direction has
not been provided to a tal-

ented staff. I have found them
to be dedicated and energetic,

however, I feel that these ef-

forts are being wasted in the
president's office."

Sutherland charged that
neither he nor any of the
president's staff were being
used to their full potential by
Taylor in carrying out pro-

jects.

"He presented ideas that

were appealing to the voters. I

was a resource to carry out
those ideas," Sutherland said.

"With good direction you
should directly affect students

. . . making their lives a little

easier.'*

Taylor responded by saying

that the president's office is

not event-oriented and is more

"This office is not a pro-
grammatic office," Taylor
said. "This is a representative
office that usually only puts
on one large event a year —
we are very different from the
Campus Events or the
Cultural Affairs commissions."

Taylor said fall quarter pro-
jects the president's staff ac-

complished included a leader-
ship conference to "network"
leaders of campus organiza-
tions and committees, and a
student government handbook
developed to "serve as a
resource for perspective stu-

dents to get involved in stu-

dent government."
He said he and his staff

have also worked with
ASUCLA to re-examine the
contract between the Board
Of Control and the Com-
munications Board, as well as

serving on BOC and the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council Program-
ming Committee, which
allocates funding for many
groups on campus.
Another project, still

underway, is a corporate re-

sponsibility education week,
an event for which BOC
allocated $4,000 and which
was originally scheduled for

the beginning of January.
Sutherland claimed this

event was an example of
Taylor's problems in effective-

ly putting theories into action.

"We came back a week be-

fore and 6on told the staff it

was going to be called off,"

Sutherland said. "None of the
staff was used to. its potential ..

. . I don't know if it is ill

planning or ill management."
Taylor said the educational

campaign was merely
postponed in order to "put
together the kind of campaign
the campus would benefit
from." He said those people
who made an effort to com-
municate with the office knew
about the postponement.

But Sutherland said Taylor
did not make enough effort to

Please see LOBBY, Page 10

Tax refunds to be applied
to defaulted student loans
By Mariko Takayasu, Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — The California Student Aid Commission
is clamping down on students who have defaulted on their
guaranteed student loans by applying federal and state income
tax refunds they may receive this year to their loan balance, ac-
cording to the newly appointed commission director.
CSAC Executive Director Dr. Samuel Kipp said Thursday the

state-guaranteed student loan program, a federally-subsidized
program which provides low interest loans and is guaranteed
against default by both the state and federal governments, "is
the single largest source of student financial aid for California
students."

But colleges and universities participating in the program
have disregarded their responsibilities in making the program
work, resulting in the spiraling default rate, Kipp said.
Over the last five years, the default rate of California's guar-

anteed student loan program has grown substantially, from 1.8
percent in 1980-81 to 16.6 percent in 1984-85.
- "Oyer $720 million in loans were guaranteed by our commis-
sion in 1985 alone, and we simply cannot tolerate a situation
where the availability of loan funds for the majority of students
is jeopardized by the actions of a few," Kipp said.

University of California students received about $89 million
or 12.3 percent of that 1985 total. The default rate among UC
students is 7.6 percent, or $19.2 million in defaulted loans. The
default rate for California State University students is 12.8 per-
cent, and 31.6 percent for community colleges. Defaulted
California guaranteed student loans total $310.6 million.
The commission announced it would take actions to combat

the rising default rate, including stepping up collection efforts
to get defaulters into a repayment schedule.
"When students default on their loans from this point on,

their names and the fact that they have defaulted will be refer-
red to credit bureaus," Kipp said. "And that negative credit
report will remain on their record and affect their capacity to
secure other credit, until loan obligations are retired."
The commission has also made arrangements with the state

Franchise Tax Board and the Internal Revenue Service to take
income tax refunds away from those students who have
defaulted and not made^ repayments, and apply the refunds to
their outstanding loan balance, Kipp said.

_ Similar arrangements have been made with the state Lottery -

Commission, where lottery winnings will be applied to the loan
balance. ' -

'

The student aid commission is also investigating the state col-
leges* and universities' loan programs, which have been targeted
for mismanagement and abuse.
The commission announced it has sent a notice of intent to

terminate the Academy of Stenographic Arts in San Francisco
from participating in the loan program because it had been in
violation of the commission's guideline.
One such violation occurred when the school did not refund

$170,030 of federal loan money to lending institutions when
students dropped out of school. When a student does not attend
a school more than 50 percent into the term, the university

Please see LOANS, Page 9

Coast uard cutter finds debris
part of shuttle's fuselage

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - A
Coast Cuard cutter on Thursday reported
finding a large piece of debris believed to

be part of the fuselage of the space shuttle

Challenger in the Atlantic Ocean and said

parts of the cockpit appear to be floating on
the surface.

The fuselage is the central Jbody portion
of the shuttle. NASA said it was sending
ships and divers to the area to check the
report.

Lt. Cmdr. Jim Simpson of the Coast
Cuard' said the cutter Dallas reported its

find to be "a large piece" and that there
appeared to be parts of the cockpit floating

in the water.

Asked whether there was any sign of the
bodies of the seven astronauts who died in

Challenger when it exploded on Tuesday,
NASA spokesman Hugh Harris said, "No.**

Simpson would not give the location of

the sighting, but said it was far offshore.

"They had multiple sonar hits indicating
there is something large on the bottom," he
said.

NASA expanded its search for
Challenger's wreckage and dispatched six

Navy ships to "the missile graveyard of the
world." Crews recovered thousands of
pounds of debris, including one of the shut-
tle's control panels. -'

—

A bone with blue fabric attached washed
up on a beach, and medical technicians ex-^

amined it to see if it belonged to one of the
seven astronauts killed in Tuesday's explo-
sion.

The bone was found near Indialantic, 35
miles south of Cape Canaveral and taken to
a hospital at nearby Patrick Air Force Base.
NASA spokesman Hugh Harris said the
bone and tissue fragment measured four in-

Plcase see SHUTXi-E, Page 9
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ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
AWARENESS
A rape prevention and education workshop
designed to enhance understanding of rape
and sexual assault.

TODAY
NOON -

1

2 DODD HALL
Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the

Deparment of Community Safety

HOP ON OVER
TO THE LOCAL

KIOSK • • •

AND

PICK UP THE
DAILY BRUIN.

A LEADING EDGE
EL "D"^"

(5)

• li

FREE PRINTER WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM!
• 2 FLOPPY DRfVES
• 10 MB HARD DISK
• 20 MB HARD DISK

LEADING EDGE ^ .

$1595
$2095
$2195

PRICE INCLUDES:
Free 80 CLM Printer, monitor keytx)ard, 640K
RAM, graphics, color board. FREE word-
processor, database, spreadsheet, communica-
tions software PLUS M/S-DOS & Basic.

Autnonzwl R«Ui4 0««t«r

LMding Edga and Mo(M 0" Art n«giai«rw)
TrMtomaits o( Leading Edg* Products Inc

6300 PC AND FREE PRINTER

2DD $1995
(•WrrH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEH

CALL FOR OTHER CONFIGURATIONSAT&T
COMPU DYNAMICS
10661f^ S. La Cienega, LA. {^h nock south of Olympic)

PRICE
INCLUDES: FREE 80 CLM PRINTER. MONITOR,

KEYBOARD 640K RAM. MS-DOS, BASIC.

PL^iS^FREE-SOFFWARE PACKAGE.-
OPEN DAILY

INCLUDING SUNDAY
10AM-7PM

(213) 854-1104

TWO LENS KIT
-•^ &- >"'-*^

.#^

IC oo t f

80-200mm f4.5
MACRO ZOOM LENS

28mm f2.8
WIDE ANGLE

BOTH

$49
BONUS 2X TELECONVERTER

$29.95Doubles your lens,

with case

1025 Westwood Blvd.

One Block South of UCLA
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

(213)208-5150

AD EXPIRES: Feb. 6, 1986

. * All .H /c Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase. Prices listed are cash

Park^ng^^^^^atc^jtAj^^^^^^
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One child in three fives in a home

recennng some govemment aid
WASHINGTON — About one American child in three lives

in a household receiving some form of government assistance,

ranging from food stamps to Medicaid, the Census Bureau
reports.

Overall, about 19.5 million children, or about 1 in 3, were
members of a household that received benefits based on family

income, during the fourth quarter of 1984," the bureau said.

There were 60.9 million children under age 18 at the time of

the study, published as part of the bureau's quarterly Survey of

Income and Program Participation. This means those taking

part in government programs constituted about 32 percent of

the total.

Free and reduced-price school lunches were by far the most
common type of means-tested benefit received, with 13.8

million children, or 23 percent of all American youngsters, par-

ticipating.

Means-tested benefits are those distributed based on the in-

come of the household getting the money.
Participation rates for other means-tested programs wer^

sharply lower, although 8.7 million youngsters were members of

households receiving food stamps, meaning 14.4 percent of all

youth benefitted from that program.
Cash public assistance was close behind food stamps, aiding

13.6 percent of children, or 8.3 million*—
The total of children benefitting from each program will add

to more than the total participants because many households
receive several types of aid.

Trucking company empkiyee kiUs

three during a shooting
OKLAHOMA CITY — A trucking company .employee went

on a shooting rampage in a neighborhood and then at work
Thursday, killing three people and wounding four others, in-

cluding a little girl and a man he locked in a car trunk, police

said. ^

Cyril Wayne Ellis then went to suburban Del City, called

police from the home of a relative's friend, and said he was
tired of running, said Oklahoma City police Capt. M.T. Berry.
He surrendered to Del City police, who found him sitting on
the porch at the white frame house.
The shootings occurred in less than an hour, and over the

distance of about three miles on the eastern side of the city.

Ellis, 24, of Oklahoma City, was booked into the Oklahoma
City Jail on two complaints of murder and one of assault with a
deadly weapon. Berry said. He added that additional com-
plaints would likely be filed.

Ellis later was taken to a hospital because of fainting spells

and reports from other inmates that he was hitting his head
against walls. Berry said. Ellis was treated for hyperventilation
and returned to the jail, said Detective Ken Smith.

Police say they know of no motive, and have not determined
a connection between the man and the victims except that four
were co-workers at Consolidated Freightways.

Navy saikir couM get death jjenalty

if found guilty of killing a Heutenant
NEWPORT, R.I. — A military jury on Thursday began

deliberating the fate of a black sailor who the Navy says
carefully plotted the death at sea of a white lieutenant. The
case could result in the Navy's first use of the death sentence in
136 years.

In closing arguments. Navy prosecutor Lt. Daniel E. O'Toole
said evidence "shrieks out" that Petty Officer Mitchell T. Gar-
raway Jr. planned the stabbing death and then tried to hide his
plans.

But the civilian defense lawyer, Trevor L. Brooks, said the
murder was committed in a spontaneous fit of rage directed
more toward authority figures than the specific victim.

Clarification:

The location for today's Student Conduct Committee hearings
has been changed to the School of Nursing auditorium in the
Louis Factor Health Sciences building on the comer of Tiverton
Drive and Circle Drive South.
The hearings will begin at 8 a.m.
The defendants — Carolyn Fershtman, Matthew Kogan, In-

grid Landes and Diego Maldonado — will go before the com-
mittee for alleged conduct violations during a sleep-in at Mur-
phy Hall last spring.

Originally scheduled for the Faculty Center, the hearings
were moved to accommodate more people according to commit-
tee chairman David Reimann.
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Copyrtfht 1985 by the ASUCLA Coownonicatiom Board AN rtjhu reserved Repononj of iny mate-
rial m dWt puMcauon without the written permiuion of the ASUCLA puMcatiom director is strictly
prohtbited

The ASUCLA Commonicatiom Board fuly supports the Uriivenlty of CalKomtas policy on non
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Marcy L«vy,

nv 1 _) neiivs Lauren Blau. News Editor

Pulling umbrellas out of their closets,
people (above) brave the elements.
Below, waves pound the shoreline as
a storm move onshore.

Photos by Joel Conard
and David Boito/
Daily Bruin
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Minority career day draws
85 firms. 1,600 students
By Glenn Adaois

— To learn of employment opportunities with 85 companies,
about 1,600 students gathered at a Minority Recruitment and
Career Day Thursday in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

Students' reactions to the everit, which featured such com-
panies as Hughes Aircraft, Bank of America and Warner Bros.,
were varied. But most liked having a number of organizations
HI one place at the same time.

"I think it's a good opportunity to bring the corporations here
at the convenience of the students instead of having to go to the
corporations," UCLA graduate student Ray Prado said.

UCLA senior Jackie Nikaido agreed, noting that "you don't
have time to go different companies yourself when you're in
school."

Although some companies were accepting resumes and setting
up interview appointments, students generally found the at-

mosphere to be informal. Some liked this, feeling it was helpful
in gathering information, but others questioned how serious the
companies were about hiring.

"They're not grilling you or interviewing you right there,"
UCLA graduate student Steve Torres said. "A lot aren't taking
resumes."

Students generally agreed that the event was beneficial,
although opinions varied on whom the event helped most. Some
felt students who will be graduating soon and looking for full-

time employment benefitted most, but there was disagreement.
Nikaido, who has attended similar events in previous years,

said, "The first question they always ask you is *when are you
graduating?' Luckily, this time I was able to say 'June.' "

But Stan Masaoka, a UCLA senior, disagreed. "Everyone was
asking me if I was looking for summer employment," he said.

Student opinions also varied concerning the types of fields

that were represented. Some felt there was a broad selection of
tffisentecU whilf? others found an emphasis on technical

Long-range plan to build additional

housing, parking nears completion
By Hu^ Brooks, Staff Writer

A long-range plan aimed at creating ad-

ditional student housing, parking and
recreational facilities in the northwest area

of campus is near completion and will be

implemented in several stages over the next

decade. Chancellor Charles Young said at a

press conference Monday.
Young estimated that the plan, which

calls for the (>ossible construction of two res-

idence halls, an increase in the number of

tennis courts and a re-routing of Circle

Drive, will go into effect in two years.
^

"The first part of the project would be to

move the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center
tennis courts generally to the southwest area
of the Rec Center parking lot" to make
room for a "very large, high-rise residence
hall with substantial underground parking,"
Young said.

The new residence hall, in addition to

providing more housing space, could be us-

ed to absorb the loss of space that might oc-

cur when the university renovates the ex-

isting halls to meet earthquake safety stan-

dards. Such a plan might call for one resi-

dence hall to remain unused while it

undergoes seismic reinforcement.

"The second phase would be to build ad-
ditional residential hall units to the west of
Dykstra — between Dykstra and the resi-

dential suites," the chancellor said.

The plan also proposes "major develop-
ment in the area along Veteran Avenue to

provide additional recreational facilities,

expanding the parking space available at

Lot 11 (located next to Hedrick Hall) and a
lot of other changes," he said. Among those
changes, the administration is considering
"cutting off Circle Drive and leaving only a
way to get in for students moving into

dorms and not a major thoroughfare as it is

now."

Allen Solomon, assistant administrative
vice chancellor, who has worked with a
group of UCLA staff and administrators on
the plan's development, said details of the
project will be available next month.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

fields.

Most companies present expressed enthusiasm for the fair, but
had a variety of aims. Some saw it as a way to generally "get
acquainted," while others were setting up interviews and taking
resumes.

"We like it (the fair) because it gives us exposure to the stu-
dents, and the sttidents exposure to us," Lieutenant Norm
Williams, representing the U.S. Navy, said. "It kind of opens

Please see RECRUITMENT, Page 11
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LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points, Pennzoil.

Adjust Clutch. Ad)ust Brakes, Adjust Timing,
Check Battery & Front End Alignment «

Replace all Shoes and Linings. Pack Front '

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In-
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From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"
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At Sizzler
I

there's more to

steak & salad
than just

steak & salad.
Our Fresh Fruit & Salad Bar salad is no

ordinary salad. Have all the plump avocados,
whole ripe apples, fat mushrooms, and fresh
ripe watermelon you can eat. Plus a juicy
steak, a baked potato or french fries and
cheese toast. It's a great deal on a great deal..

i
Locate(J at:

M /K r R i X
• FITNESS COMPLEX

Introductory Offer

(First tJoie clients only)
1964 Westwood Blvd., 213»474-8298 validatedparking

SIRLOIN STEAk"&
"

'

SALAD BAR $5.49
Includes All-You-Can-Eat Fresh Fruit & Salad Bar.

We now honor ViM & Maalercard

Sizzler
Steak Seafood S^

No« Av«i]«bU on T«k«-out Ordmn

Valid only at Sizzler
Westwood Village
922 Gayley Ave.

208-6788
Coupon good for everyone in party thru:
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WE LOOK GREAT OM PAPER

and ewen better in person
On paper, you probably Know us best for the prod-
ucts bearing our famous tradennarKs. hUQC3lE5.®
KLEEMEA." hl-DRI- To name a few.

But our business is more than that. Our business is

people. Changing and improving, whenever we see
a better way to use our resources and talent And
planning, so the people who are looking at thW
futures with us, will have the opportunity to pursue
them.

Meet us In person, and find out how our opportuni-
ties can enable you to make meaningful career
choices and develop more fully In the directions you
choose. Whether it's within your specialty, or into

management. You'll find we're a warm, people-
engineered company that puts a premium on your
:*^€as, and your total project tnvolvement. =
Kimberly-Clark. It's a name that looks great on pa-
per. But once you get to know us — in person — it

looks even better. ^
,

'

' "." -z-!:^

Well be on campus
February 7

to discuss

Chemical and Mechanical

Engineering opportunities

Included with your career opportunities at our mod-
ern hill In Eullerton, and at our other locations
throughout the country, you'll find generous com-
pensation, a valuable range of benefits, and stock
purchase plans — at all levels. Kimberly-Clark
Corporation, 2001 E. Orangethorpe Ave., Fullerton,

CA 92654. An equal opportunity employer m/f.

v.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
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Describes yet another aspect of my newest halrcutting technique that deifies opposition
and contrasts any prior halrcutting method. Hair is cut into (NOT JUST OFF) with
paint-like brush-stroke^liding angled cuts following specific patterns determined only
by my newest evaluation process, geared towards the most precisely finished hair

design desired.

Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton • Happy Hair Hour-cuts from $12
208-7277 SASSOON S. SASSOON 208-4247

Now open Sundai; 12-5

TOP ENGINEERING AND
TECHNICAL GRADUATES

WE HAVE A LOT IN COMMON
Innovation, challenge, openness: that's Intel. Just the kind of environment you
need to make the most of your hard-earned degree. Consider some of our
most important firsts: Random Access Memory (RAM), Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory (EPROM), the first microprocessor, the first single-board
computer, the first microcomputer development system and the first million-bit

bubble memory. Ours is the kind of environment where you can become a

moving force behind the shape of future technology. If you re looking for the

kind of career that gives you almost immediate opportunities for success, look
to Intel... you'll find we have a lot in common.

If you are unahle to meet with us. please contact Intel College Relations at the
location of your choice:

Arizona: 5000 West Williams Field Road. Chandler. AZ 85224
California: Santa Clara— 2730 San Tomas Expressway. Santa Clara. CA 95051
California Sacramento Folsom— 151 Blue Ravine Road. Folsom. CA 95630

New Mexico: 4100 Sara Road. Rio Rancho, NM 87124
Oregon: 5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway. Hillsboro, OR 97124

Field Sales Marketing: 3200 Lakeside Drive. Santa Clara. CA 97051

An Equal Opportunity Employer M F H
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Speaker urges Africans, Americans

to continue anti-apartheid struggle

By Michael Ashcraft

Emphasizing the need for Africans and Am^eans ^o

continue the noh-violent struggle against apartKeid, Abner
Mariri, a former South African resident, spoke in Dodd
121 Wednesday to a crowd of about 40.

"Your responsibility is to investigate issues and say to

your government through your representatives, *No. You
are not doing right. Isolate South Africa through divest-

ment until they treat blacks as indigenous people,*
"

Mariri said.

The event was presented by the Southern African Stu-

dent Committee, a group of UCLA students, many of

whom are from Southern Africa, that attempts to educate

the UCLA community about South African issues.

"Today there is too much confusion about South
Africa," Mariri said, noting that divestment is a "confus-

ing" issue.

There are at least 13 Southern African students on cam-
pus, he said, adding that these students can serve to

educate the UCLA community from first-hand experience.

The anti-aparthied heroes should be remembered,
Mariri said. "We have a legacy to go on with the struggle

to fight for freedom and independence," he said.

Mariri, quoting Robert Sabukwe, whom Mariri called a

South African anti-apartheid hero, said we need to

"dedicate our lives to the course of Africa, to establish

contact beyond the grave and to assure the great heroes
that their struggle was not in vain."

Mariri discussed some of the ways in which blacks have
been exploited in South Africa. Blacks are "underpaid,
segregated and oppressed in mind," he said.^ Blacks^ representing 75 percent of South Atrica's popula-
tion, are forced to inhabit 13 percent of the land, Mariri
claimed. Since this land, he contended, is largely infertile,

blacks are forced to look for work in urban centers.

The government instituted many laws to impede non-
violent protest, Mariri said. One method was to divide the
blacks into their ancestral tribes to hinder attempts at uni-

ty, he said.

Americans are affected by the treatment of South
African blacks, Mariri said. "What affects one directly, af-

fects another indirectly," he said, quoting Martin Luther
King, Jr.

"Rise up black nation, and fight for liberty and equali-

ty," he said in concluding his speech.

The event featured two films, in addition to Marin's
speech. "Generations of Resistance" highlighted the history

of apartheid resistance, and "Adapt or Die" argued that in

light of the surge of violent protest, the government must
adjust to blacks' demands or perish.

"I think that South Africa is similar to the Nazi gov-
ernment," said Donald Kalish, a UCLA professor of
philosophy, after the program. "It's totally immoral for

the United States to have investment in that country."
Kalish felt that an "absolute boycott" should be imposed

against the South African government. "We should do ex-

actly to South Africa as we did to Libya," he said.i

L8-S cited for innovations

in academic counseling
By Michelle Perin

An award has been given
for "innovative and exemplary
practices in the academic ad-
vising of students" to UCLA's
College of Letters & Science
Counseling Service.

The competition for the
1985 Outstanding Institutional

Advising Program Award was
jointly sponsored by the Na-
tional Academic Advising
Association and the American
College Testing Program.

Counseling Director Jane
Muratore said the service won
the award because of changes
implemented in the counseling
program since 1982.
"They (the sponsors) were

looking for a college system of.

advisement that had recently
made changes to provide bet-
ter student service with finite
resources and find new ways
to reach students," Muratore
said.

The major change in L & S
counseling service program in
the past three years was the
"proactive policy," Muratore
said. "Before, we were orga-

nized only to see academic dif-

ficulty students. Now we try

to encourage students to come
in before the trouble starts."

Another improvement
which helped the counseling

program win the award was
the creation of the L & S

Counseling Assistants Program
in 1982, Muratore said. The
counseling assistants had
previously been dispersed
throughout various depart-

ments.

L & S counseling service

brought all the graduate stu-

dent counseling assistants

together with the hope of ex-

panding the ability to see stu-

dents. "Our overriding goal is

to be more accessible,"
Muratore said.

The counseling assistants

also participate each summer
in freshmen and transfer ori-

entation. By seeing incoming

students the summer before

their freshman year, the

counseling service hopes to

establish an on-going counsel-

ing program with the new
students and help guide them

Please see AWARD, Page 10
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Sorority plans swim meet
to benefit blind children
By Andrea Liebman, Staff Writer

A "Mr. Splash" contest, a sweat shirt relay and a synchroniz-
ed swimming competition are among the events Delta Gamma
sorority has planned for their charity swim meet Feb. 2 from
noon to 3:00 p.m. at the Men's Gym.
Members of Delta Gamma will give all donations from Sun^

day's festivities to the Blind Children's Center, a non-profit
organization for visually handicapped pre-schoolers.

Approximately 15 fraternities plan to participate, according
to Delta Gamma scorekeeper Beth Shelton.

"Only guys will be swimming," Shelton said. "Each fraternity

enters as a team and pays about $50."

Shelton said the goal of the fund-raiser is over $1200. "We^
want to start a trend by making it a big event every year, so
people will really want to participate."

Although two previous swim meets sponsored by Delta
Gamma have been successful, Shelton said she hopes there will

be more overall campus interest and involvement in upcoming
meets. y^

Delta Gamma foundation chairwoman Maria Smith assigned
three "coaches" from the sorority to each participating fraterni-

ty.

Smith said the meet will feature such Conventional events as a
medley relay and 50 meter freestyle race as well as synchronized
swimming, the "Mr. Splash" muscle contest, a relay race swum
in sweat shirts and a non-backstroke backwards swim race.

After the swim meet, participants and spectators will go to
the Westwood Pizza Hut, where first, second and third place
winners will be awarded free pizzas, Shelton said.

Other prizes include gift certificates and trophies donated by
nearby businesses, including Converse Shoes, Carr's Trophies
and Engravings, Miller's Outpost, Wilshire Westwood Village
Florist and Acupulco Mexican Restaurant.

177 pints collected in frets'
1.1.II drive

' The Red Cross received 177
pints of .blood from the Inter-
fraternity Council blood drive
Monday. IFC awarded $100
to the favorite charities of the
fraternity donating the most
pints and the house with the
highest percentage of members
donating.

The winning fraternities
were:

• Phi Kappa Pisi — 38 donors
• Sigma Phi Epsilon — 44
percent participation

Sigma Phi Epsilon will

donate the money to the
American Heart Association.
Phi Kappa Psi will vote Mon-
day to designate a charity for

their money.

— Michael Ashcraft
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Shuttle
Continued from Page 1

ches by six inches by one inch.
NASA officials did not know

what kind of bone it was, and
there nothing was to link it to
an astronaut.

•" **An anonymous citizen
found a navy blue sock with
what appeared to be a burned
bone fragment attached to it

at 11:30 today at the high
water mark on the beach,"
said Steven Okes, an Indialan-
tic police communications of-

ficer.

He said police called NASA,
which instructed them to
refrigerate the find, then "20
minutes later they told us to
take it to the hospital at
Patrick Air Force Base."

Jim Mizell, a spokesman for
the Kennedy Space Center,
called the area offshore "the
missile graveyard of the
world" because it contains the
wreckage of scores of failed

rockets and the discarded first

stages of hundreds more.

"It will take some real ex-
pert to take pieces and say it's

not Snark, Redstone, Pershing,
Atlas and on and on," he said.

Snark and Redstone are two of
the early missiles of the 1950s. ,

Thousands oT pounds of
small pieces of debris found
floating on the sea were
aboard ships running search
patterns over 8,000 square
miles, northward from Cape
Canaveral to Daytona Beach.

"To my knowledge no per-
sonal effects of the astronauts J

have been recovered," said
Simpson of the Coast Guard.

Challenger, with five men
and two women aboard — in-

cluding schoolteacher Christa
McAuliffe — was 8.9 miles
high and 8 miles off the coast
at the time of the explosion,
but traveling nearly 2,000
miles per hour, it scattered
debris a vast distance.

Also found were two cone-
shaped objects described as

"about 10 feet" in diameter.
One had an attached
parachute, indicating it came
from one of the, solid rocket
boosters blown up by the
range safety officer.

"The ships have begun pick-

ing up a great deal more
debris, larger and more varied
pieces," Simpson said. "One
ship alone is bringing in 1,000
pounds of debris."

Experts had not studied the
electronic control panel to see

__ from which part of the shuttle
it might have come. There are
many such panels on the flight

deck and middeck and also on
the fuel tank and booster
rockets.

At the Kennedy Space
Center, on the road to
Challenger's launch pad, so-

meone planted seven
American flags to honor the

dead astronauts.

A memorial service, attend-

ed by President and Mrs.
Reagan, is to be held Friday
at the Johnson Space Center
in Houston where the
astronauts trained for their

ill-fated flight. The president
' planned to meet first privately

with the families, five of

whom live in the Houston
area.

In addition to the Navy
ships, seven other ships and 13

helicopters were running
search sweeps up and down
the coastline. ;
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LOANS: Defaulters will pay price

Continued from Page 1

must refund to the lending agency a prorated amount.

"This institution was reviewed three times in two years,"
Kipp said. "There's evidence of continuing failure on the part of
the institution to comply with the regulations that govern the
program."

All nine UC campus loan programs have been investigated
since the program began in 1979. Last year, UC Berkeley and
UCLA were under review. ' ,

,

CSAC requires that all colleges and universities participating
in .the state's loan programs be reviewed every two years.
However, the commission has been unable to meet those re-

quirements because of lack of funds, said Rosemary Phillips,
California education loan program spokeswoman.

. Although action against the academy is the first of this

magnitude taken by CSAC, Kipp said it would not be the last.

"My staff is concluding the investigation of a number of other
institutions, and we intend to limit, suspend or terminate, any
schools from our loan programs . . . which have not. fulfilled
their legal obligations," Kipp said.

A number of loan program participants have disregarded
their responsibilities, which has resulted in the high default
rates, Kipp said. "This undermines public confidence in this
important program, and threatens the integrity of the entire
program."

During the past four years, an average of 228,000 California
students have borrowed almost $623 million annuallv under the

GSL program, foi^an average loan of $2,734 each year.

The maximum amount students can borrow each academic^
year is $2,500 as an undergraduate and $5,000 as a graduate
student.

Students Who complete school, fall below half-time status, or
drop out have a six-month grace period before repaying the
loan within ten years.

According to a 1985 California Postsecondary Education
Commission report, "students may be borrowing more than is

prudent, and they may not be fully aware of the long-term im-
plications of borrowing to finance their education."

The student aid commission has observed that* California's
default rate is not unique. All relatively new GSL loan pro-
grams experience a period of rapid growth in default rates, for
the reason that during the early years of a state's participation,
few loans matured and became due for repayment.

In the initial year of a state's program, even students who
borrow for their final year of schooling have six to 12 months to
begin repayment after completing their program.

Because 1979-80 was the first meaningful year of operation of
California's program, repayments on the earliest of those loans
did not become due until late 1981.

Furthermore, the loans beginning repayment are those most
associated with high default — from community colleges and
proprietary schools with large numbers of short-term programs
and large numbers of defaulters.

According to CSAC officials, California's default rate is pro-
jected to increase through 1987-88.
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Program to explore psychosocial
effects of AIDS, coping strategies
A program on the

psychosociaJ effects of Ac-
quired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) will be
presented in the UCLA
Neuropsychiatric Institute

Auditorium Feb. 5 at 8
p.m.
"Trying to avoid the

reality of AIDS only in-

creases anxiety and depres-
sion. We stress that those
affected by the disease seek
accurate health informa-
tion, get involved political-

ly, go out socially and ask
for appropriate help from
others to cope with the il-

lness," said Dr. Sheila
Namir, director of the
UCLA AIDS Psychosocial
Study.

The principal speakers.

Dr. Namir and Dr. George
F. Solomon, UCLA School
of Medicine psychiatry pro-

fessor, have been resear-

ching the psychological and
social effects of AIDS for

three years. They will

report current findings of

their research and provide

information on how victims

can cope with the disease.

The program, sponsored
by the UCLA School of

Public Health Community
Affairs and Development
Committee, is free and
open to the public.

For more information on
the lecture, call 825-6381

.

— Michelle Perm
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Bradeynnakes campaign-style

appearance before toxics panel

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A potential accord on toxic waste
cleanup crumbled Wednesday as Republicans, furious over a

campaign-style appearance of Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley,

refused to let a conference committee consider the Democrat-
authored proposal.

The partisan brouhaha escalated when angry Democrats call-

ed the Assembly Republicans* action — a refusal to grant a

normally routine rule waiver — "unheard of in modern memo-
ry." Sen. Art Torres, D-Los Angeles, said the Gt)P*s-move^
"amounts to prior restraint."

Ironically, members of both parties said an agreement on tox-

ics reorganization appeared to be at hand — until Bradley's ap-

pearance.

Bradley, a Democrat who has all but officially declared his

intention to run for governor, took his campaign into Sacramen-
to on short notice, using as a forum Torres* Senate Toxics

Committee to blast Republican Gov. George Deukmejian's
record on toxics.

The attack, though couched in relatively neutral language. Is

the latest in a series of criticisms Bradley has mounted against

Deukmejian concerning toxics.

Bradley said Deukemejian*s trouble-plagued plan to

reorganize the government agencies that clean up toxic wastes
doesn*t prevent people with heavy financial ties to the toxics in-

dustry from serving on the proposed commission that would
oversee pollution cleanup. ..,,^

"It is unreasonable and unacceptable for the governor to in-

sist that any of these commissioners be on the payroll, in whole^
or in part, of the industries whose very livelihood they will be
regulating," Bradley said in a prepared statement. "There*s no
excuse for putting the foxes in charge of the chicken coop,"
Bradley said.
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Lobby
"T^r-

Continued from Pa|3;e 1

contact people.

''It all revolves around
direction leading to effec-

tiveness in the office,"
Sutherland said. "You network
the people — it's like a cam-
pafgn — so the task is com-
pleted."

As UC lobby director,
Sutherland worked under ex-

ternal affairs director Dora
Tovar. **His direction comes
from me through Dora,"
Taylor said.

But Sutherland stressed that

he was not aiming accusations

against Tovar. "All my clear

direction has come from her,"
he said.

. Tovar said Sutherland's res-

ignation was "really unfortu-
nate," especially because the
state legislative committees are

now in session.

She said she would be
meeting with the president's

staff today to decide how to

fill the vacancy, and said it

was important to get someone
with experience as a Ipbbyist.

"I gave the office the time I

thought it needed,"
Sutherland said. "I was ready
and willing, and I didn't see

myself getting the satisfaction

of affecting students."

Award
Continued from Page 6
through their college career,

Muratore said.

The ASK Counselor Peer
Program was another addition

to the counseling service,

Muratore said. Student ASK
counselors are located in the

Ackerman Union computer
room during registration week
and the first week of classes to

answer academic questions.

Also within the past three

years, the counseling service

has set up an Interdepartmen-
tal Liaison Program, in which
both college and departmental
counselors share respon-
sibilities and keep current on
new policies. Together, these

counselors train new
counselors, hold regular
meetings, publish a liaison

newsletter and encourage the

development of new, improv-
ed counseling policies,
Muratore said.

Recruitment
Continued from Page 4

the doors."

Carl Holden of First In
terstate Bank said_Jthe career,

day "was a preliminary step in

the interviewing process. "We
have hired many people for

our training program out of

events like this. It's something
we're committed to."

ASUCLA employment
manager Renee Walker said

she was "thrilled" with the
resumes she obtained.

"For us, this is information
gathering," Sam Gaines, a

manager of employee relations,

for Coca-Cola, said. "We
want to know what other
companies are doing to solicit

(employees), making sure that

we offer the same oppor-
tunities."

Donna Le Duff, a career

counselor and minority affairs

representative for the UCLA.
Placement and Career Center,

expressed pleasure with the

organization of the event and
with the turnout of both stu-

dents and employers.

"There was a crowd of stu-

dents here before ten o'clock,"

she said. "We had a steady

flow throughout the day.

ThfifR was never a lull."
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• Choice of • On-Display
Typestyles Correction

(optional) • Expandable memory

We also carry Brother, Silver-Reed. Smith-Corona & Sharp $22999

INTERNkTiONkL

BISCHNI llll

kilypiei^ulwnn. liieckMiw*

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. Lee Angelee. CAMM 390-4477

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS
MON SAT 11 - 7 PM • SUN 12 - 5 PM
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From TERADYNE
ir-f

~~^A Very Large Scale Invitation^
"

from a Kcbnology Leader
In electronics, the era ofvery large scale integration ( VLSI) has arrived, leaving many companies

uitb products suddenly obsolete and engineering staffs struggling (o catch up.

But not Teradyne. Thanks to SI19 million spent on R&D in 19HI-1%4. Teradyne was ready and

waitingfor VLSI.

Ready with VLSI memory testers, logic testers, analog testers, hoard testers.

Ready in Boston, Ma., and Woodland Hills, Calif, where Teradyne develops ATLfor the electronics

industry.
•

I
'

\

Ready in Deerfield, Illinois, centerfor Teradyne 's telephone system testing operations.

'" Ready in Nashua. New Hampshire, where Teradyme produces backplane connection .systems and _

state-of-the-art circuit board technology designated to meet VSLI requirements.

This kind oftechnology leadership spells

growth. Excitement. Challenge. Career

opportunitiesyoujust can tfind anywhere else.

Teradyne. A company ahead of its

time, lookingfor some goodpeople

to keep it ahead.

For more information,

see your Placement Counselor

SHARE
IN OUR
SUCCESS
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Editorial

stifling the press will not squelch the story
Everywhere except UCLA,

January was Freedom of the

Campus Student Press
Month.

College newspapers nn*
tionwide discussed, debated
and analyzecK thdr own press

freedoms.

Many rejoiced at the
degree of indepaadbnoe
had achieved in coverin
news, while still others

knowledg^the obstacles

tween themselves and a stu-

dent paper free of external in*

fluence.

• Sadly, the Daily Bruin has
declined to observe or cele-

brate the month because of
more pressing realities on
campus.
The Bruin is one of the few

campus newspapers still

fighting for its right to cover
events revelant to its com-
munity.
Our responsibility as the

watchdog for the campus has
J^een stifled by the arbitrary

closure of UCLA committee

meetings. These committees
discuss told formulate policies

affecting the entire communi-
ty.

In November 1985, a Daily
Bruin and a KLA radio
reporter were barred from a
UCLA Financial Aid Policy

Committee meeting. Execu-
tive Vice Chancellor William
Schaeffer reasoned that the

room was too crowded and
asked the reporters to leave.

In the same quarter, the
Bruin was not allowed to at-

tend a UCLA Academic
Senate Committee On Educa-
tional Policy meeting, which
made a recommendation
regarding the fourth week
add/drop deadline.

This brought forth the
wrath of state Senator Barry
Keene, the co-author of the
Bag^ey-Keene Open Meeting
Act, which, with the subse-

quent 1983 amendment,
fitatftf : that" meetings of
UC Board of Regents must.

with specific exemptions, be

open to the public.

Chancellor Charles Young,^

disavowing the Bagley-Keene
open meeting act, remarked
that the act "pertains to

meetings of the Board of

Regents and committees of

the board and no other entity

within the university."

But the act itself states in

Section 11121.2, " 'State

body' also means any board,

commission, committee or

similiar multi-member body
which exercises any authority

of a state body delegated to it

by that state body."

This provision implies that

all advisory boards and other

subsidiary boards are just as

significant as the main
bodies; therefore, their^
meetings should be open as

well.
^^

An informal phone survey
of the editors of UC newspa-

revesded that not one
them had any problems with

access to their university

committee meetings.
- Yet, Chdncellor Young has
left each committee to ar-

bitrarily decide whether its

meetings should be open or

not.

It is this inconsistency and
misinterpretation of the spirit

of the Act that restricts the

freedom of the press here at

UCLA.
State Senator Keene has

said he would consider in-

troducing legislation man-
dating that all meetings be
open.

Before such action is neces-

sary we urge the chancellor

once and for all to abandon
his position which clearly

counters the media's right to

open access. The university

must be held accountable to

the student body.

Maybe next year, once hav-

ing realized our goal, the

=Bruin can celebrate the true=

meaning of the free press.

u

¥ rr"^
ft viewpoint Kimberty Noel. Viewpoint Editor

Viewpoint
ft

Move beyond tragedy

By Edward J.A. Pope
In light of the recent space shuttle tragedy, we must remind

^ourselves that in all human endeavors, no matter how well-
planned, there is risk.

In pushing mankind forward, expanding our knowledge and
our pk)tential, there is even greater risk. Space Is our new fron-
tier, and like all frontiers, it is filled with both peril and great
promise. From walking across the street to walking on the
moon, danger is ever present.

As a result of NASA's unshakable commitment to safety,

we've come to think of manned space flight as relatively safe,

but it is not. It is easy to take excellence for granted.

The superb safety record of NASA's over 25 years of ex-

istgance is in sharp contrast to our Soviet counterparts who
have lost many brave cosmonauts in their quest for a manned
space program.

Our national commitment to explore and utilize space dem-
onstrates the noblest hope of all mankind for the future. It

demonstrates our inquisitiveness and creativity, it shows our op-
timism in the future, and it helps ensure for us and successive

generations a future to be optimistic about.

America's space program has resulted in many practical

rewards, such as meteorological and communications satellites

that help us predict weather, save lives, and communicate
around the world — bringing people together.

The space shuttle increases our capabilities in launching and
repairing satellites, building permanent structures in space, and
deploying complex and scientifically priceless facilities, such as

the space telescope to be launched later this year.

Historically, all of mankind's greatest achievements have been
fraught with difficulties and danger. It is from that rare breed
of men and women who choose to overcome the difficulties and
face the dangers, that heroes are bom. - -

While we all mourn deeply for those who risked and lost

their lives, let us hope that this tragedy will not deter our
resolve or weaken our commitment to one of mankind's noblest
pursuits. In the words of Theodore Roosevelt:

"Far better it is to dare the great endeavor...to win glorious
triumphs...and if we fail, to fail greatly, than to rank with
those cold and timid souls that know neither victory nor
defeat."

Pope is a graduate student.

WfR5Am TV
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Viewpoint

No next launch after nuclear war
^y Jorg Heinemann

In the wake of the space shuttle tragedy,
the malfunction which led to the loss of
seven lives remains unknown.

Experts said it couldn't happen — no one
thought it would.
Sound familiar? It should. A frightening

parallel exists.

Just like the space shuttle, our nuclear
defense system is based on the latest, most
sophisticated American technology. _

Just like the space shuttle, we think of
our atomic weapons as fail-safe. Some ex-
perts contend that accidental nuclear war
cannot and will not happen.

Yet each year, dozens of false alarms
trigger our nuclear doomsday machine.

Despite some close calls, this defense
system has averted all disasters to date.

Until seventy-five seconds after liftoff
Tuesday morning, the same was said of the

space shuttle.

President Reagan's commitment to in-

crease national security by strengthening
,U.S. nuclear aresenals keeps defense con-
tractors building "better," faster and more
accurate missiles. Among other things, the
latest warheads reach their targets faster.

This shortens the opponent's reaction
time, meaning there is less time to discover
a false alarm, thus heightening the risk of
an accidental nuclear exchange.

Does our society place too much trust in

technology? It's worth considering.
In any case, Tuesday's explosion serves as

a grim reminder to those who insist that the
unthinkable cannot happen: it did.
Months from now, when we watch the

next shuttle launch, keep in mind that there
are no second chances at nuclear war.

Heinemann is a sophomore majoring in

electrical engineering.
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Letters

' rights
Editor:

In response to Mr. Swarz-
man's response to Mr. Wood-
bum's letter in which he asks
Mr. Woodbum to try wearing
a watch, I have a reply
(Bruin, Jan. 29).

Did you pause to think that
Mr. Woodbum may be left

handed? Consider the fact
that all watches (at least those
under several hundred dollars)

are made for right handed
people (i.e. made to wear on
the left hand so that it doen't
interfere with the activities of
a person's right hand).

In fact, most products and
equipment (lecture hall and
computer terminal desks, most
tools and utensils, etc.) are
manufactured for right hand-
ed people.

And who can argue since

only one percent of our na-
tional population is left hand-
ed. But at UGLA the left

banders represent nearly 12
percent of all undergraduates.

• My only request is that in-

tellectuals like yourself,
recognize the existence of left

banders (at least as a repre-

«ented minority) and
understand that we are doing
the best we can to function in

this right handed world (and
^iniversity).

side of the three rings from
right to left on a left handed
desk with a left handed person
on your immediate right for

17 years of formal schooling.

In all sincerity, UCLA
could use more clocks on
campus. I need to know what
time I should leave Murphy
before I get arrested for
demanding my inalienable
lefts!

Doug Walters
Junior

Civil Engineering

-»^.

Lynch Bird?
Editor:

I am very tired of the in-

dictments of Rose Bird and
the other "liberal" Califomia
Supreme Court justices solely

on the basis of their records
regarding the death penalty.

Apparently, the conser-
vatives calling for their collec-

tive ousters are showing the
way they wish our entire
judicial system to be run:
convict the defendants based
on incomplete and perhaps
faulty evidence, and then
lynch 'em at the nearest tree,

justice be damned.
Rose Bird has shown herself

to be a thoughtful and fair

chief justice, and yet she is be-

ing condemned based on a
single piece of evidence.

To "lynch" Rose Bird and
the others by this mobocracy
is not only a perversion of our
democratic processes, but the

antithesis of American juris-

prudence as well.

Eric Schlachter

Sophomore
Pre-E^nomics

Paisley
Editor:

In response to Linda Perl's

confused observations regar-
ding the paisley motif and
complaints about its overuse, I

would like to add some in-

formation (Bruin, Jan. 28).
Of the three reasons Perl

suggest for the origin of
paisley, none of them
(however humorous) are even
remotely accurate

Although Perl might believe
the design was created
specifically to "dominate our
everyday lives," it has actually
been popular for more than a
century.

KodakJNSTANT

Maybe you could better
understand our dilemma if

you try putting your watch on
your ri^t hand and try writ-

ing, with your right hand, in

a three ring binder on the left

The name **paisley" is

derived from Paisley,
Scotland, a town which was
important in the early textile

and weaving industries,
specifically in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.

It was in this town that the
well-known Paisley Shawls
were produced. They were
actually imitations of the
hand-woven Cashmere Shawls
of India, but the shawls and
the Indian flower motif or
"buta" as it is called, became
known as paisley because of
the name of the town.

According to Ed Rossbach,
author of The Art of Paisley:
**The Paisley has been

variously described as a cone,
mango, pine, teardrop, leaf,

cypress, sperm, pear. Fre-
quently people ask for an ex-
planation of the shape. They
want a meaning apart from
the decorative. Is it a fertility

symbol, a tree of life? Art his-

torians are trying to find
answers, to trace the motifs
development and significance.
With certainty it can be said
that the motif expresses a life

quality. And that today it is

unique in providing the joy of
recognition of an ancient dec^~"
orative motif to countless
people who are quite unfamil-
iar with other such design
motifs."

Hopefully, this will suffice
as a "logical explanation of
paisley" for you.

Amy Srodon
Freshman

Design

CAITT STOP SMOKING?
WECANHELP

Easy
Effective CALL NOW!

* Inexpensive ZUO'iJw/if
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presents

TWO FrLMS ABOUT Et SALVADOR

Tluest speaker:

Filmmaker

FRANK
CHRISTOPHER

IN THE NAME OF
THE PEOPLE

(Color 75 mins.)

&

WITNESS TO WAR
(Color 30 mins.)

FRIDAYJANUARY 31.

7:30 PM
Admission free, but donations welcome.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
AT THE UNIVERfilTY OF CALIF0k9flA« LOS ANGELES

.1023 Hilgard Ave., Lot Angelei, Califdrnla 90024 • 206-4587 • 825-3384 •
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California
Graduate Institute
( '/asses henin January ft anJ end April It

1986 i^nter Class Schedule

-M__Q N-4)^ .4—^
n 00-2:00 pm P-3I

1 1 00-2:00 pm C-152
.2:00-5:00 pm C-152
2:00-5:00 pm B-103
2:00-5:00 pm 323
3 00-5:00 pm 414
4:00-6:00 pm C-121
5:00-8:00 pm 321

5:00-8 00 pm 811

5:00-8:00 pm 606
6 00-8:00 pm C-121

8 00- 11 :00 pm 861

8:00-1 1:00 pm C-l9i-3

1 1 00-

1 1 :00

11:00

1 00-3
2:00-^

2:00-5

00-5
00-5
00-8
00-8
00-8
00-8

5.00-8

8 0(1- 1

8 ()()-!

8 (H)-l

8 00-1

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
OO pm
00 pm
:00 pm
;()() pm
00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm „

OOOpm
(1:00 pm
OOOpm
0:00 pm

S.OO-ll OOpni
800-1100 pm

:O(»-5:0<l pm
200-5:00 pm
2O0-5O(»pm
2 00-5:00 pm
5 00-7:00 pm
'5O0-8Oi)pm
1 00-8:00 pm
^ fKI-80() pm
> 00-800 pm
>:00-8 00pm

8 no- 1 1 \n i p iti

8O0-I I 00 pm
8 00-1 1 0(» pm

*»O0-12:00n
4 30-1 i 30 am-
10 30-12 30 pm
11:00-2 :00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
200-5:00 pm
5O0-8:t«tpm
5:00-800 pm
5:00-800 pm
5:00-8:00 pm

5:00-800 pm
8:00-1 1 :00 pm

8:00-1000 pm
8:00-10 00 pm
8 00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
8O0-llO0pm

I I 00-2:00 pm
5 00-8 :00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm

CI 31

C-131
B-lOO
414
B-104
B-104
822
( -181-3

S-P32
B-102
407

C- 182-3

C-142
T-2

P-2

12
1-2

604
401

C-163
408
C-142
C-IM
414
802
344
B-IOI

C-181
(-151

Ego's nefensc
Psychological Assessment I

Psychological .Assessment II

Physiological Psychology

Advanced Obj Rel Theory

Group Supervision (Practlcum) (OC)
Group Process & Technique (OC)
Dream Analysts II

Psychosomatic Disorders

-PsychosynthcsK
~

Group Process & Technique (0<^)

Advanced Healing Techniques &
Psychosynlhesis

Clinical Practicum(OC)

T t E S D A Y
F.thics and Laws
Ethics and Laws(OC»
Statistics (OC)
Group Supervision (Practicum)

Learning and Cognition

Learning and Cognition (OC)
Advanced Chnt<:al Hypnosis

Proposal Research I. 11. Ill (OC)
Rc^iVtance Resolution

Developmental Psychology

Psvchopaihology & Family Dyn.
Proposal Research II. Ill

Psvchopathology l(OC)
PsNchoanalytic Theory Pt 2

Psychopathology 2

Child Psychoanalysis

Current Literature

Nevk Body Ps>chothcrapie>

Theories «)r Mice

>\ E D N t S D A V

Human Seyualilv-

Cross-Cultur.il MojesA Values

Ps>i.hopdthol()g> I

INNclioan.iKtic Ihcrapv (()( )

Group Supervision ( Practicum i (( )C)

I unctional Hum;m An.itonn

Writings ol Mcl.mic KIcm I

History and Systems ol Psychology

Propos.il Research I

Psychological Assessment I (OC)
Cfinical Practicum II

(

-

l>» 3 C li!i n.j l P i JU tie um III

3 D ClilTord. MD
3 Stall

3 Staff

3 T Olcson. PhD
3 D. ClilTord, MD
2 D. Primac. PhD
1 E. Jacobson. PhD
3 DCIilTord. MD
3 L Singer. PhD
-y^ T Oleson. PhD

1 R. Phillips. PhD
3 T Oleson. PhD

3 R. Phillips. PhD

3 M. Karlovac. PhD
3 J Gillespie. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
2 A Alvarez. PhD
3 M. Karlovac, PhD
3 J (iillespie. PhD
3 T Moss. PhD
3 R. Hunter, PhD
3 A Alvarez. PhD
3 M Karlovac, PhD
3 M (ierson. PhD
3 L. Weisbcnder. PhD
3 I McCiuire, PhD
2 J Van Buren. PhD
2 Reaper. MD
2 Y Hansen, PhD
2 R Alexander.

MD. PhD
3 S /usinan, PhD
3 M (ierson, PhD

3 A Hros ar. MP
} ^L Petefs. PhD
3 A. Panajian. PhD
3 Stall

2 I) Primac. PhD
3 A.Brovar. MD
3. A Panajian. PhD .

3 L Pcicis. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 WR Johnson. PhD
3 A Panajian, PhD
3 KGrmn»r. MD

B-103
•04

(-191-3

414
414 -

40.^

713

B-IOI

B 100

B-105
317

C-NI
C-I6I

408
841

P-1

1-6

C-2

C^_
314

403
C-171
F-112

10:00-1 OOpm 508

l()0-3;()0pm C-121

Physiological Psychology (OC)
Pathological Characters m Literature

T H I R S I) A Y
Clinical Practicum I. II. lll(OC)

Group Supervision

(iroup Supervision

Applied lechmgucs olMI CC
Psychology &. Contemporary Society

History and Systems (()( I

Sl.ltlslics

Research Methods
Introduction to Lgo Psychology

Clmicall'raclii um I

Psvchoanalytic Psychotherapy

( ross-( ulturai Mores & Values (OC)
Psychopharmacology (OC)

Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic theory Pt 6

( linical ( ase Conlerence

( linical Case Conference
Narci'.sistic Disorders

FRIDAY
Applied Techniques olMFCC (OC)
Social Bases ot Behavior

Comprehensive Revieyv

S A T I R I) A Y
Diagnosis & Direction (OC)
Group Process & Technique (OC)

3 WR Johnson. PhD
3 G (iross. PhD

3 R Phillips, PhD
2 RH Johnson. PhD
2 J Packer, PhD
3 A Alvarez, PhD
3 J Ciibb(ms. PhD
3 L Peters. PhD
3 R Hunter, PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 Stall

3 L WeisHender. PhD
3 -G Bloch. MDand

R Bcnite/. DSW
3 L Peters. PhD
3 D Del rancisco.

MI). PhD
Z Stall

2 J (iooch. MD. PhD
2 R (jruener. MD
2 D Marcus, MD
.^~7. Van Buren, PhD

3 S Hendlin. PhD
3 B Weiss. PhD

StalT

3 t Jacobson. PhD
3 E Jacobson. PhD

^fib^>i^M»i^A^b«^

Professional Seminars

Most seminars qualify For coniTnuing education for Nurses and Social Workers. They arc also approved

(or veterans benefits lor those who qualily under VA regulations All professionals are welcome

toallend. — _^ „

C(il IS approved by the American Psychological Association to olTer Conimuing Education-Seminars

Some are scheduled each trimester Please call the CGI office for details.

<>:00-5:00pm Sat 1/18 Erom Inderslanding Kreud lo

9:00-l:00pm Sun 1/19 I ndersUnding Psychoanalysis

9()()-50()pm Sat 1/18 .Social Bases of Behavior (OC)

900-3:00 pm Sun 1/1.9

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 2/1

9 00-3:00 pm Sun 2/2

900-5 OOpm Sat 2/ 1 5

9:00-3:00 pm .Sun2/l6 "

StalT

B Weiss. PhD

600-1000 pm fri 1/24

9:00-5 00 pm Sat 1/25

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 2/1

9:00-1 OOpm Sun 2/2

' 9:00- <! :00 pm Sat 2/8

"t^:00- 100 pm Sun 2/9

An Therapy: Theory and Pracllce

The Psychological Implications of

Working «ilh Cancer Patients

Desire & Passion in the Trealmeni of

Severely Disturbed Patients

i
9 00-500 pm Sat 2/15 Thf Therapeutic Process with Borderline

I 9:00- 1 OO pm Sun 2/16 and Narcissistic Disorder.
!

' -•——1—-—:—.

—

6:00-1000 pm
9:00- 5 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9 00- 1 OOpm

1,

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- r :00 pm

9:00-5:00'^pm

9:00-1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 :00 pm

F-ri 2/28

Sun 3/2

Sat 3/1

Sun 3/2

"saiiyis
Sun-3/r6

Sat 3/22

Sun 3/23

Sat 4/5
~

Sun 4/6

Sat 4/12

Sun4/13

Trealmeni of Domestic Violence

Psychosynlhesis (OC)

From Object Relations to Self

Psychology (0()

1 D Sharon. PhD

1 T Moss. PhD

1 A Panajian. PhD

1 R Alexander.

MD. PhD&
J. Van Buren. PhD

1 M (ierson. PhD

I T Oleson. PhD

I RE Johnson. PhD

Screening for Psychoneurological

Impairment (OC)

Analytical Applications of Clinical

Hypnosis (OC) . . , :

Career Crises among Youths. Middle Aged

and Reluming Women

1 L PortnolT. PhD

1 ' S. Ferrcra. PhD

I RGoltra. PhD

Classes are held in West Ldi Angeles and Orange County (OC).

Group Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location.

Indiy idual and Group Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are

available by arrangement n. wi i ,

The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

State of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and

an MA in MECC ^, \ a u i -^
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requireinents for Clinical Psychology and

Mice licenses in the State of California

Non-Profu. federal and state tax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel
.

for additional informalion ore catalogue, plea \e contact:

California Graduate Institute
School of Prolessional I'sycholo)^

Celebrating 18 years of continuous education as the first independent

graduate school of psychology in the nation

1100 Glendon Avenue, 11th Floor

West Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208-4240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Oranse County
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Casanova: Delerue*s
By Anthony Fabian-Reinstein,

Senior Staff Writer

"I must confess, in my en-

tire life, I have never had to

deal with anything as difficult

as this," said the affable

French composer, Georges
Delerue. He was referring to

his work on the newly
restored, 1927 film classic,

Casanova, for which h6 not

only composed the score, but

conducted a fifteen-piece or-

chestra in sync during its re-

cent premiere at Royce Hall.

As the last images flickered

across the screen, Delerue
breathed a huge sigh of relief.

"Writing and conducting the

score' was an extraordinary

challenge," he said. This may
come as a surprise to some, in

view of the fact that he has

written the music for approx-

imately 200 feature films (in-

cluding Women In Love,
Julia, A Little Romance — for

rwhich he woa_ftn^Academy
Award). Furthermore,
Delerue has worked with
many of the world's greatest

directors: Truffaut, Godard,
Resnais, de Brcxia, Bertolucci,

Rusself, Zinnemann, Huston,

Cukor, Nichols — to name
but a few; he has scored well

over two hundred TV and
short subject films, several

stage productions, and has

written two full-length operas,

seven ballets, innumerable
vocal, instrumental and or-

chestral works . . . the list

goes on and on.

So how could a little film

like Casanova present such a

problem?
For a start, it wasn't so lit-

tle. "This is by far the longest

film score I have ever writ-

ten," remarked Delerue.
"Because even^ in a two-hour

Continued on Page 17

Picks of the Week
CONCERTS

Two great concerts this weekend will be worth the price

of admission. Friday, following months of inactivity due
«li to a police raid, Ai's Bar livesnll That downtown fleabag

will be opened for one night only when Georgia's Fetchin'

Bones wiU join Blood On the Saddle, who will be publicly
thrashing bluegrass for the first time in many a moon.
Saturday, The Palace presents those loopy New Yorkers by
way of the Carribean, Kid Creole and the Coconuts. Get
your happy feet down and dance to the goofy tropical dit-

ties!

ALBUM

The Jesus and Mary Chain: Psychocandy; Warner. The
review staff is divided on these latest critical faves. All

agree, however, that this blend of raucous feedback and
pristine sixties melodies is never boring. It sounds like

somebody rerecorded a forgotten K-Tel collection and
overdubbed a vacuum cleaner. The effect is sometimes
stirring, sometimes eerily beautiful. Problems arise,

however, with lyrics — some argue that this tortured gob
of ang^t is camp; others take it as the most exhilarating
expression of misery since Joy Division's Closer- Sure to be
one of the most controversial releases of the year.

CURRENT FILM

If

If

jf

If you've ever met an really interesting persoir ^ancMt
wondered what they must have been like as a child, then }
28 Upy a fascinating documentary by director Michael
Apted, should be on your list of must-see films. Tracing
the lives of about a dozen British schoolchildren in seven-

year intervals from age 7 to age 28, the film not only
shows that many children have already developed many of

their personality traits by age 7, but also that Britain itself

has noticeably lost much of its national energy and op-
timism since the early 1960s. At the Goldwyn Pavilion.

REVIVAL FILMS

)f

The Nuart presents a visually sumptuous double-l^ill this J* Saturday. Paris, Texas, Wim Wender's heart-stoppingly J^ beautiful ode to American alienation kicks off the evening. ^
Imnlediately following, Francis Ford Coppola's One From
the Heart lights up the screen to dazzle your eyes with
stunning visuals and a simple tale of unrequited romance.
The Bruin Review would like to remind all its readers that

the'local projectionists union is on strike against all Land-
mark Theatresy including the Nuart, Rialto and Goldwyn
Pavilion, Attendence at any of these theaters entails the

crossing of a picket line.

Composer Georges Delerue

J
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Srin an bragh! A coimotaacur'0 gutic to AngUi-3ri0i| pubs
By Margaret Arana

You don't have to have the money for a- plane ticket to Lon-
don to enjoy an authentic English pub.

There are several English, and Irish pubs to choose from near

UCLA.
Many people prefer pubs to bars, not only because of their

large selection of imported beers and English food, but also

because of their casual, jovial atmosphere.

The emphasis in most pubs is on drinking and having a good
time, not on looking at the opposite sex. "A lot of women come
to pubs because they know they won't get bothered. We're
usually not geared to a singles scene at all," explained one pub
employee.

The pub crowd is also more diverse than at a normal bar and
usually includes a wider variety of ages. Some people come to

pubs for an after-dinner drink, while other, more casual,

patrons come to play darts or even to read a book while they
enjoy their lager.

The following is a guide — by no means complete — to what
some consider the best pubs in the L.A. area.

'*"

Ye Olde King's Head, 116 Santa Monica Blvd., is the most
well-known and popular pub in this area. It's located in the
heart of Santa Monica, a city with a large English community.
They offer several London newspapers, usually containing the

current date. By coming here, the English patron can get a lit-

tle bit of home without having to leave the beautiful California
beach.

Both outside and inside, the King's Head looks just like any
quaint pub you'd find in London. The pub itself is in one not
very large room, which sometimes gets very crowded.
The restaurant, which is located next door, does a good job

Continued on Page 16 McGinty*s Pub
SHAUN O'SUU.IVAN/Daily Bruin
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WESTWOOD
NATIONAL
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Fri-Sat Lali Show 1245
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474-7866
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PACIFIC WALK'
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WESTWOOD
TnliM

12:3IM:0O^:3M:00-1O:36

HOLLYWOOD

WEtTWOOOl
1060Gaytey
206-7664

12 00^2:45-5 3WJ 15-10:45

Hl^wd at Nr C^Njenga 12:30-3:00-5 304:00-10:30 if
464-41 1

1

Fn-Sat Lata Show 12:50 ,

HOU.YWOOO PAOnC

WESTWOOD N
lOSOGayley
206-7664

HamterMT (R)

12 45^3 00-5 15-7 30-9 45
Fn Sat Late Show 12:00

WESTWOOD W
lOSOGaytey
206-7664

My CiMvflar (R)

1:00-3 15-5:4M:00-10:1S

nw Nil •! ThMt M-ia ir
1:0O-3:2O-5:4O-7:5$-1O:l5 .

Fri-Sat Lata Show 12:30 if

ir
-HOU.VWDOO PAcmc bmmimb (Pn .

12 50-2:45-4:4M354 30-lO:2$ if
Fri-Sat Late Show 12:15 .

if

WESTWOOD IV

lOSOGaytey
206-7664

NlfMMaN M Bm SItmI N (M
1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10:00

Frt-Sat Late Show 12 15

GBNBRAL CINBMA
THBATRBS

if

it

if

fVUBH
1045 Broxtofl Ave
206-3259

The l«l If TtaM (PO-IS)

12:30-3:00-5 306 06^10 30
Fri-Sat Late Show 12 30 WESTWOOD

PIAZA
1067 Glendon
206-3097

TiM Mor Pwpla (PO-IA
1:00-4:15-7:36-10:30

SANTA MONICA
hM^M WILSNnlc TWIN
13l4^lshireBtvd Daily 5 00-7 45-10 30
451-4377 Sat-Sun 11:30-2 15-5 0^7 45-10 30

MANN WNJHNIE TWM IkK li Mo Nlwt (PQ)

1314 WHshire Blvd Oaity 5:0O-7:3O-l6:00

451-4377 Sat-Sun 12:00-2:36-5:00-7:30-10:00

AVCOCMBMI
Wilsh at Westwd.
475^11

0«l ! AlHca (P«-ia
1:004:15-7 36-10:45

AVCOCWEMAM
WUsh at Westwd.
475^711

MwilM't Nmnmo (PO'ia
12:^3:00-5: 15-7:45-1&«)

AVCOCMBIAM
\Mm. at Westwd
47S0711

12:3a3:00-5:3(K8:00-10:20

LAEMMLK
THBATRBS

LANDMARK
THBATRBS

h —
W.L.A./BEV. HILLS

WEST L.A.

NUART
11272SM. BMl.
478-6379

ROYAL
11523 SMBM.
477-5681 11A.M.

2:00-5: 1S«:30

WESTWOOD
MUSK HALL
9036 WHshire

274-6869

Tita ta I

Mon-Fri 5:4&8:00-10:10

Sat-Sun 1:00-3:20-5:4M:00-10:10

.- Sun 11:00

10800 Pico Blvd

47»M06

FINE ARTS
8556WNshire
652-1330

-. J

Mon-Fri 5:5&6:00-10:10

Sat-Sun 1 30-3 40-5:5&6:00-10:10

SANTA MONICA

1332 2nd St.

394-9741

Mon-Fn 6:45-9:25

Sat-Sun 1 25-4 06-6 45-9:25

Uitm 11 A.M. Dmm FmI

1:00-3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00

1332 2nd St

394-9741
Mon-Fri 6:304:45

Sat-Sun 2:004 1S« 308:45

1332 2nd St.

394-9741
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MonFn 7:00-9:10

Sat-Sun 5 00-7:00-9:10

ItlOriMNM
Sat-Sun 12:00-1:4(^3:20

MKLNfTZ
Movias

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL

M
1332 2nd St

394-9741
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CAMPUS
VBNTS

WEST L.A.

CENTURY PIAZA
CanturyCtty

2040AV* oflheStvt
55»4291

Cktrw Um (PS-IS)

Daily 1:4S4: 15-7:60-9:30

Fr^Sat Late Show 12:00

CENTURY PUtfA
CanturyOty OaNy 2:004:45-7:30-10:15

2040 Ave of the Stvs Ff«-Sat Lala Show 12:45

563-4291

IN PERSON: PAUL MAZURSKY
(CTO) indicates free screaninos tor which y^

admission tickets art required. Tickets are .

available with UCLA ID on the day of the T-T
screening only at the Central Ticket Office .
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Bear ffc, Ijear gel ©ife Irwin prestnts a gutic to puhg! I Composer Georges Delerue
Continued from Page 14

dispelling the common belief that the food is England's number
one embarrassment, rivalled only perhaps by Richard Dawson.
• The King's Head serves hearty, honest fare that doesn't pre-

tend to be more than what it is — basic and flavorful English
food, served ffesh. Dinner for two runs about $15, not in-

cluding drinks.

If the King's Head is too crowded, as it often is on weekends,
there are two other excellent pubs in the area — King George V
, 623 Santa Monica Blvd., and the Mucky Duck, at Ocean and
Pico.

Both of these pubs are slightly more casual than the King's

Head. The inside of the Mucky Duck, for instance, resembles an
old barn. Neither one has a separate restaurant, but their food
prices are very reasonable. For example, nothing on the menu
at King George V is over $5. :_ -_ ,

~ ;
Also in Santa Monica is McGinty's Pub, at 2615 Wilshire

Blvd. McGinty's is an Irish pub, yet probably the only dif-

ference between it and an English pub is the large amount of

Irish coffee served here.

The clientele is very casual (lots of t-shirts and jeans) and the
large room gets pretty noisy at times. Still, for a lively environ-
ment, a terrific Irish coffee and a quick bite to eat, McGinty's is

a great choice.

They offer an extensive, cheaply priced menu that includes

the traditional fish and chips, curry dishes, various kinds of

burgers and even a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. For $1.25
you can get a "char and a wad," which is what they call* a cup
of tea with bread and butter.

Over on the other side of town, there's the Cat and Fiddle,

on 6530 Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. Unlike the pubs in Santa
Monica, the Cat and Fiddle looks more like a Mexican restau-

rant than an English pub. It even has a large outside patio with
a fountain.

Some people think the pub has created a good balance be-

tween Los Angeles and London. "It doesn't look so English that

Americans would feel intimidated," adds their English hostess,

^elanie Coupland.
Ironically, though, tliey offer fewer domestic beers (only two)

than any pub in Santa Monica. It's not the place to come if you
want a Budweiser. Continued on Page 18 Ye Olde Kings Head SHAUN aSULLIVAN/Daily Bruin

Your Law Career Is Closer Than You Dreamed
Regardless of your age, current

occupation or income level, it's

never too late to begin a career in

law.

The San Fernando Valley Col-

lege of Law in Sepulveda. an affil-

iate of the University of La Verne,

has helped thousands of people

realize a legal career in its 22 years.

Graduates have entered a variety

of law-related fields—with private

firms, with government agencies,

in business and industry—or have

used their new knowledge to open

doors and advance in their chosen

fields.

The San Fernando Valley Col-

lege of Law offers modern facilities,

a 69,000-volume law library and

other amenities often available only

at lar^ger schools. A full-time day

program or day or evening classes

in the part-time program are

available.

The San Fernando Valley College of Law
University of La Verne

8353 Sepulveda Boulevard • Sepulveda, California 91343 • (818) 894-5711

Apply today and make your dream a reality!

I

Applications are now being accepted for the

position of Editor-in-Chief of UPAHAMU,
Journal of the African Activist Association.

Ideal candidate should be a graduate student

with an interest in African area studies.

Editing and ability to work with a staff of 5-6

fellow students is a must. Letter of interest

and a resume should be sent to

Fassil Demissie,

^UFAHAMU,~ African StudFes Center,
10244 Bunche Hall,

University of California, Los Angeles, 90024

Deadline for submission of application is

February 3. 1986.

..,Ws funny enough

to eat!

*» te>

A FELDMAN MEEKER PRODUCTION HAMBURGER The Motion Picture'

Starring LEIGH McCLOSKEY DICK BUTKUS RANDI BROOKS JACK BLESSING SANDY HACKETT CHARLES TYNER
and CHUCK McCANN as Or Mole Music by PETER BERNSTEIN Director of Photography KAREN GROSSMAN

Written by DONALD ROSS Co Produced by ROBERT LLOYD LEWIS and DONALD ROSS
Produced by EDWARD S FELDMAN and CHARLES R MEEKER Oirebted by MIKE MARVIN

R WfTmCTtO -gfr
UNOI* ir MOUimS tCCOHrtirriM

>SK> 'Ml ausiixeunGtR uMitio mfiiNf rsmip a(i rights msoivEn

® AN fyVI ENTIRTAINMENT REUASf

STABTS TODAY
WESTWOOO
Monn Westwood
208-7664
Dolly 12 45 • 3Cto • 515
7 30 • 9 45 PM
Fn^Soi Midnight srow

HOLLYWOOD
Monn Hollywood
463-9371
OoKy 5 45 • 8 00 • 10 10 PM
Sa^Sun 1 15 • 3 30 • 5 45
8 00 ( 10 10 PM
Fn-Sat MMnigt)! Show

ALNAMtRA
Edwords El Rey
8W/282-8404

BAKERSHELO
UA Movies

805/395-1091

CANOOA PARK
Mann Fox

818/883-4212

CERRITOS .
'

AMC Aiondra.'

924-5232. '"'^

COSTA MESA
Edwords
Cinema Center
714/979-4141

EL TORO
Edwards Saddleback
714/581-5880

GARDEN OROVE
Edwards Westbrook
714/530-4401

HAWTHORNE
AMC Hawthorne
644-9761

IRVINE

Edwards University

714/854-8811

LONG BEACH
AMC Marino Poclfica

4935521

MONROVIA
Mann 6
818/358-4545

MONTCLAIR
UA Movies
714/621-5027

NORTH HOLLVWOOfi
UA Movies
818/766-4317 —^
ORANGE —
AMC Oronge Moll

Cinema
714/637-0340

OXNARD
Mann Esplanade
805/485-2707

ROSEMEAD
AMC Rosemead
818/573-9480

SAN BERNARDINO
AMC Central CHy
714/884-1853

SANTA ANA
Edwards Bristol

714/540-7444

SANTA FE SPRHiOS
Pocltlcs

Santa Fe Springs

946-6849

TORRANCE
UA Del Amo
542-7383

VALENCIA
Mann 10

805/2553966

WEST COVINA

.

SoCol Eastlond

818/339-7333

WESTMINSTER Edwards Cinema West 714/891-3935

AZUSA
Edwards
Azuso Drive-In

818/334-0263 —
BAKERSFIELO
Mann Crest Drive-In

805/8320001

BUENA PARK
Pacifies

Bueno Pork Orlve-ln

714/8214070

OARDENA
Poclfics

Vermont Drive-ln

323-4055

AND AT THESE DRIVE-INS

LOMA LINDA
Pacifies

TrI-Clty Drive-ln

714/889-2025

LONG BEACH
Poclfics

Lokewood Drtv«-in

595-5386

OXNARD
Pacific s

Sky View Drlve-ln

805/486-1212

PARAMOUNT
Poclfic s Poromount
Drlve-ln

630-1165

VAN NUYS
Poclfics

Von Nuys Drive-lo

818/786-3500

SORRY, NO PASSES
ACCEPTED FOR

THIS ENGAGEMENT

> ARLINGTON
Van Buren Drlve-ln

714/688-2360

BANNING
Fox

714/849-3277

BUELLTON
Pork Plozo

805/688-7434

CULVER CITY
Culver

838-1893

EAST LOS ANGELES
Golden Gate
2698186

EL CENTRO
Imperlol Volley

6ld/353-2201

HIGHLAND PARK
Highland

2566383

HUNTINGTON PARK
ColNomlo
585-1174

INDIO
Indio Drivt-ln -

619/3426675

ORANGE
Stadium Drlv»-ln

714/639-8770

PALM DESERT
Poims To Pines
619/346-3821

POMONA
Misskm 0rlv»-ln

714/628-0511

SAN JACINTO
Hemoclnto Drlve-ln

714/925-3163

SANTA BARBARA
Fairview

805/967-0744

SANTA FE SPRINGS
La Mlrodo Orlve-ln

921-1706

SUM
Great Western 4
805/526-6363

SUNNVMEAO
Sunny Cinema
714/924-1554

TEMECUU
Winchester
714/6764464

YUCCA VALLEY
Volley Cinemo
619/365-7007

CHICK TNIATtI
DWICTOtMS 0« CAU

90m IHOWTtMIS

Continued from Pape 14

movie, there is a maximum of

45 minutes ofmusic
Casanova required two and a

quarter hours of music. This

was hardly what he had in

mind when he first learned of

the project.

"Last year, a group called

Cinema 89 was formed in

order to encourage exchanges
and co-operation between the

Cinematheque Frangaise and
the UCLA Radio, FQm and
Television Archives," he ex-

plained. (The number *89*

was chosen in anticipation of

the up-coming bicentenary of

the French Revolution).
"When I joined the 'Founders
Committee* in April, I Was
asked by the Executive Direc-

tor, Robert Maniquis, if they
could use my music for a film

they were in the process of

restoring — Casanova.
"Of course I said 'yes,

continued Delerue, "but then

1*1 realized that they might
have to face insurmountable
legal problems, because most
of the music I have written for

films doesn't actually belong
to me. So, I offered to write

the score directly — as a gift

to Cinema 89."

—

T

hen came a few surpri

"At first, I had naively
thought that I could create a
musical sequence here and
there, with some silence in be-

tween. But as soon as I saw
the film, I realized that silence

would kill the film — even
though my usual philosophy is

that too much music kills a
film.

Continued on Page 18

Check it out
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Advertising

Casanova (Ivan Mosjoukine) with one of his many lovers (Olga

Day)^

Diane Karennc as BiancOy one of tHff^itle characters many lovers in 'Casanova.

'

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

tt

Limited Offer (E««P» Ff'S"")

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

mm Fajitas is a marvelous Mexican- ca

style taste-treat. It's a sizzling skillet

dinner of fajitas-peppers, onions

and bite-sized chunks of beef or chicken. Served~
with guacamole, tomato-cilantro mix, sour cream,

cheddar cheese, salsa, lettuce, and flour tortillas . .

.

it's fabulous

!

You can mix it all together like a tostada, roll your own
special soft tacos, or pick and choose as you like.

Anyway you try them, Fajitas are fantastic. And sizzling

fajitas for two, for only $9.95*. .. that's fantastico!

c

I s : .1 ., ' ,\ '1 ;

FOOD AM) CASUAL ATMOSI'UFRF FOR
LUNCH . . . HAIM'Y HOUR . . . DINNER . . . LATE EVENING DANCING.

Baxterls caiA be beat
namona

300 East Foothill Blvd.

(714)50t>-64oe»

FuUcrton

501 North State CoIIckc

(7141870-0433

Huntington Beach
18872 Bt-Jth 81vd
(714) 9t>4 -4112

Newport Beach

5180 Birch Strwt

(714l833-loO0

Caion
1025 Fletcher [^rkway

16101 442-9271 -

Newport Beach
333 Bdvsidi' Drwv
i714r673-2733

Manhattan Beach
2o20 SepulNvdj Blvd

1 213 1 540-2503

SanDlcRO
5404 Balboa Aw
(elOh277-88\4

Irvine

14346 Culver Dnw
1 714 1 857-2103

VVntwood
1050 CayU-v Aw

213' 208- 3710

Fjiit.!-- Nprcijl rnds FcbriMrx L'* I'^Cc

t

i»Ai*i^*. .^ '/< .i^— •.^. ill. *-%. V : >' '^VI^W »}!,*-?»• •TWHTwr V t .^ * .\.t>^*>.>-^...-t>-'A'-A> .1^ .K.
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Contact lemes, presaiption

eyewear, fashion sunglasses

1082 Glendon Ave.
208-3570

Film composer

Now, fresh-out-of-the-oven pizza... at home! We bake
your custom pizza almost to perfection. Then, all you
have to do is take it home and finish baking. In only 5
minutes you have the same hot, crispy crust pizza
ttiat you love when dining at Italy's Little Kitchen.

Our "TAKE & BAKE" Pizza can be baked immediate-
ly or refrigerated and baked later at your convenience.

You Ask For "TAKE & BAKE"
- We Take $1 OFF!

ITAtYS

' . KITCHEN
^^^

12423 WILSHIRE BL, SANTA MONICA-WLA
-| - 826^9210 .

not valid with any other offer

Can you
afford togamble

with the LSAX GMAT,
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,

call. Why take a chance ij^jr
with your career? ^^

KAPLAN
SlANtfYH KAPIANFDUCATIONAI rfNT[RlTD

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

ENROLLING NOW! Visit us ot our cecfer

I It Hill WnshingfoM Hlvrj f ulvef ''if* < A

^1/ W '->f col^us (I'ivs evemnys or At^ew

^lifJS 'JUf phone nurTit>er (213)

tpP>''>» V^'^W\

V^,4421 Sepulveda Blvd.vo%6*JJ
'VtCulver City 391-6217 ^lo<^^^

^^^^ 4421 Sepulveda Blvd

;.''>lCulver City 391-6217 *;<^^rf>-^*P

^o Contact Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount

^ program and all repairs. !'\o<^\^*^^<P\^, ^\ff^'J^'<^^^ <^
' >^o^-^<^'.<=f"^'«":.<^ ^'^a^^^.^^.ppV^. ^xo<V\*ppy^

Xui.yoniaci vauy danrora, campus nep. ai £iin-oi\3£ lor sxuaeni uisuuuiu

^ program and all repairs. !'\o<^\^*^^<P\^, ^\ff^'J^'<^^^ <^

•<.%^'^yy^ ">%€» Vv<<^i

COME TO

®

Steven
A first name in ice cream.'"

AFTER THE GAME
IF UCLA WINS, EVERYONE WINS

A FREE DRY TOPPING (w/UCLA I.D.)

T^z-vxTrTP T:rMD>r^T7Tr. free deuvery to uclaU^iM 1 r^JrVVJlil; campus M-Th6:30-10:30P.M.
(within a 3 mile radius, $5.95 minimum

)

ICE CREAM BY ANY OTHER NAME JUST WOULDNT BE STEVE'S

10918 LeConte Ave. Westwood 208-1309
(across from UCLA's main entrance)

Continued from Page 17

"With Casanova, the music
was like a train which, once
started, could not be stopped.

So, I set to work right away."
Delerue's first task involved

listening to other scores of

silent films. "In mo§t cases, I

found that the music did not

follow the action step by step.

It was for the most part 'at-

mosphere' music. But I knew
at once that I couldn't do that

kind of thing with Casanova.
The music had to heighten

. and punctuate the action, ex-

actly as- if I were doing the

music for a contemporary
movie. In other words, the

score had to be very precisely

synchronized." The difficulty

here was that it had to be
synchronized live.

And Delerue had very little

time in which to perform this

nerve-wracking feat.

The film had to be broken
down practically shot by shot

to determine what kind of

music would be fitting at any
given moment. But first,

Delerue had to be given a
copy of the film to work with.

It was not forthcoming until

the beginning of September.
This left only a few months

to g et everythin g done.
^'While -my^^assistant , Richard"
Stone, figured out the exact
timing of each sequence, I set

to work on the composition,"
said Delerue.

Then came a most unex-
pected technical difficulty. "I

discovered that the projector
in Royce Hall did not run at

precisely 24 frames per se-

cond. (In the studio, one can
be sure of the speed of the

projector to one thousandth of
a second.) This meant that by
the seventh reel, there might
be up to 20 seconds of lag be-

tween, the timing marked on
the score and the images on
the screen."

It seemed like an impossible
situation. *'Then Richard
Stone came up with a brilliant

suggestion: each sequence had
to be split up into segments of
no more than two and a half

minutes, and at each point the
chronograph could be return-

ed to zero. This way, we
would always come very close

to being on target.

"I was so anxious, knowing
that if it didn't work it would
be a catastrophe," he said.

"During the last three weeks,
it was impossible for me to do
anything but rehearse with the
film in front of me. My head
was completely crammed full

of my music and of the film;

there had to be a total osmosis
between the two."

Delerue was only able to_
hold four rehearsals with the
orchestra, who received the
music at the first rehearsal;

even by the so-called "dress/

press" rehearsal on Monday,
they had not yet gotten
through the entire piece. _Eqj
tunately, these were all musi-
cians he had worked with be-
fore. "I stand in awe of their

supple, incontestable talent.

Each and every one is a great
soloist in his own right," he
said.

The preparations may have
been frought with difficulties,

but the premiere was a re-

sounding, seemingly effortless

success.

Public iittttBZ gutiie
Continued from Page 16

Because of its location, the Cat and Fiddle mostly attracts a
younger crowd, many of whom are in the music business. (Rock
singer Nina Hagen is a regular here.)

The atmosphere is still as casual and friendly here as in any
traditional-looking pub, though. Their food is exceptional, too.
Though it's not cheap, their menu offers probably the best pub
food in Los Angeles, maybe even London for that matter. If
you come here during happy hour, you can have a taste of this
fine pub cuisine for the price of a drink.
There are many more pubs in Los Angeles, of course, than

the onas mentioned here; many are also located in Orange
County and the San Fernando Valley.

Before you decide to visit one, call and ask what beers they
have on tap. If they don't have at least two imported beers on
tap, it'? not a pub. More likely, it's a normal bar that wanted a
theme for the decor.vV^*-^ .- --

^

Though pubs offer good, hearty food and many charming
perks, a lot of people go to them for mainly one reason — the
beer. Some Americans find that once they've tasted imported
ale, domestic brands seem to resemble water more than beer.
A frequent customer at the Cat and Fiddle, Gerard Santana

of Hollywood, goes to pubs for one thing only — Guinness on
tap. "It's the best," he says of the beer known around the world
as "the black stuff." "It's more than just a beer," he explains
after finishing his second pint, "it's a meal!"

INTERNSHIPS! 20 available in agency, art direc-
tion, public relations, casting, cinematography,
commercials, daytime programming, program
develpment, episodic series, film editing, local
programming, movies for television, music/music
direction, network pfogramming management,
news and documentaries, production manage-
ment, television directing, television script-
writing, videotape editing.
To apply, entrants must designate the intern-

^

ship of their choice and submit 1) a statement of
250 words describing their personal objectives, 2)
a resume, 3) three letters of recommendation,
4) a transcript of all coUege/universify work. Ap-
plications wiD be accepted between Feb. 1 and
March 31.

For further information contact the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences, 4605 Lankershim
Blvd., Suite 801, North Hollywood, CA 91604,
(818) 506-7880. M
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The ASUCLA ConvTiufuutions Board fuNy supports the

University ot CaltfoniM s polKy on noo-<tecrtminj«ton

No medum shall accept advertisements which present.

persons of any ongm. race, reiigNin sex, or sexual

onentaHon in a demeaning way, or imply that they are

KmlM to certain poaitons. capaliilitMi rotes, or

status In sodety NeWier Ihe Daily Bruin nor the

ASUCL> Communicaltons Board t\is mvesdoaled any

of the services advertisad or adverti&efs repreeenlad In

INs issue Any penon believing Out an advertisement

m the issue violales the Board's pohcy on non-

dtscrimmahon stated heretn should communicate
complaints m writing to the Business Manager. OaHy
Brum. 306 Westwood Plan. KH 112, Los Angeles. CA
90(B< For assistance with housing discnminatlon

probtems. can the UCLA Housing Office at 825^4491.

or cal the Westside Fair Houwig Offtce at 475-9671

PERSONAL,,^. 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL. 10

Lecture Notes are your

study Partners
ASUCLA LECTURE NO
A-Level Ackerman Union, m-th. 7:45-6:3o. Fri. 7:45-6 sat. lo-s. sun. 12-5

Lecture Notes and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrlgtited by ASUCLA.

T E S

CREW wanted for local sailing on Colum-
bia 52. Expenses paid. Ron Ricker.
(2l3)S76-3988.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGSi

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING
(Quakers)

Meeting for worship
^Sundays of 10t30—

572 Hilgard Ave.

THETA
NEOPHYTES
We are so
proud of

you.
Get excited
for Saturday!

Love,
Ttie Actives

nMrMaO«v«fM
ctvr

I am ve»v exctted
about our hopeful plnolng.

Thanltt for evecythlr^Q.

You are unreal,

txMlcaily,

orxjlloveyoa
Koy lolouffchl

Laura Richardson:
Happy 21stl It's about

tlrnol Baxter's tonight for

an attitude ad|ustmentl
___^ee you therel

Love.

Christy. Gail, and Undo

pled<2;e/ac+iVe '^

KAe

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.

Congratulatioru
Julie Johnson

of Xft
enjoy ttiose tottpx>psf

Love.

The peppermint patio

JINIMS, SENMRS, AND CRADMTES

Give yourself some credit, sign ap

for a Visa/Mastercard and other fine

credit cards N-W-F 9am-4pm at tlie

WestwMd Studeiil Federal Credtt

•nien (located iMhind Kercldioff HaU)

No employment required!!!

90% acceptance rate

i^
Juliet. GianrKi. and
LeeAnn (AAn)
YOU GUYS ARE
AWESOMEIII

AAn LIVES FOR YOUl

^ Come on along and party to {
* The Liullaby of Broadway

^
{ The Pledges of Phi Mu are

?giving you A Pledge Active
This Saturday. Meet at the

house at 7:00 sharp. Grab your
date and don't be late.
Phi Mu 1986 Pledge ActiveX

**Babea on Broadwoay'* t

1

SIGMA KAPPA'S
T.«.i.r.

£K's & guests! It's tinne

again for fun &
adventure at our house.

5:00 PM. BE THEREI

GOOD
DEALS

PERSONAL..,. 10

BENATAR/10 tickets. Feb. 3rd. Sec. 25
Colonnade. Sell at cost $20.00 Larry

( 213)3966546 (213)453-4521.

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM/' (818)680-4407. (818)88(M361

.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

SMOOTH Lines, Valentines. Give a
custom poem for that Valentine, birthday,

anniversary, makeup, breakup, pickup, or

hiccup. Published poet. Send description

and $5 to: The Poetry Man. 7210 Jordan
Ave., Suite B102-B. Qanoga Park, CA^
91303.

WANTED t)eauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261

.

PERSONAL 10^~^^—^——^———.—^^^^^^^—i^i^——

^

JAPANESE businessman * exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(B18)840-e63e.

MATURE responsible male to provide per'

sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day.

1 bkx:l$ from campus, strong references

$250/rT)onth 206-5732.

STUDENTS: Would you like to corres-

pond ar)d exchar^ge experiences with other
university students natk>nwide7 Please
write for informatton: Sunset Book Ser-
vice. 350 S. Figueroa, Suite 117-794, Los
Angeles. California 90071

.

SURVIVORS of incest. Sexual abuse sup-
port group. 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic (213) 856O021.
NarH:y.

Congratulations

MardiGras—^ Comrnlttee

Tracey Kadln-

Media choirrTKsn

Jamie Hlckcox-

Construction committee
Jill Incaudo-
Spokesperson

Your Delta Zeta
Sisters ore so proud

ofyoul

The UCLA chapter of
TRIANGLE FRATERNITY

would lilce to express its

condolences to the family of
Brother Ellison Onizuka who
gave his life as a space shuttle

crew member.

I

BETA

Friday

, Afternoon

Club

3:00 Friday

Regardless

of Weather

HOST family wanted for 19 year old Italian

girl in the US to learn Er>glish, August-

September 1906. Will do babysitting and/

or housework in exchange for room aiKl

board. (213)206-2473.

Dee Zee's:

"The Friday Scandal"

has to rekxxite, this

week It wHI meet at the

t^kJb Ten Fifty Eight. Last

week's scandal had the

Coronas fk>wlng, please

txing with you all who
are goinglll

See ya. Sandy

Ten Fifty Eight Ffj 4pm

Congratulations

to the new
initiates of

Sigma Delta

Tau.

We love

Too Hot

Tou Trot!

Love,

The Actives

Hey PI Phi Actives:

Come on Pi Ptiis

woitin' to see yo
Deocti Blanket Bosh
Is ttie place to be,

yeol
IIB^ Pledge Active

Saturday. Feb 8

Love.

Ttie Pledges

Get Psychedl

AAn 1985
- PLEDGE CLASS:
You will soon

discover the true

mooning betiirxj

tt>e streixjtti of

our Sistertxxxl...

Where is tt^
secret room,

^. ^.you'll lax>w sooa
^I^PATA- the actives

f\£i\r

,,i

#

I

^

f

¥

— -J.^
-TT

! » >.i7..'.'.L>-ri;

rfWf.'li/'^

''^r:*firs^f^.

ift^^Atw^'itJ iikhte>A>:jLJii At- iv>>:,i^v'4

.

TCWVWNIPVi
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PERSONAL ,. 10 PERSONAL 10 LOST 17 HELP WANTED..T.....30 HELP WANTED. 30

SIGMA ALPHA MU
Little sisters

T.G.I.F. Barbeque today
and every Friday 5:00
Get Info on Little Sister

Trip

LOST: Antique Rhinestone brooch on

campus 1/15. Qreat personal value.

REWARD. 209-2006.

SPERM[ DOl^O£\d....... X7

AT Anchor Splash
Who wlH be this year's vAmer? Stop by the Men's Gym

Pool Sunday 12-3 to find out. This event promises to be one
of DG's most eventfull

See You Sunday

I t

eKL-espedoNy John Kinney

Thanks for the Hft to the

slope& Loved portyin'

with you!

Your AXD hitchhikers

Carolyn&Allsa

Cfoigl.
Happy 22nd to on

awesome guy. Here's to a
fontostk: weekerxJII

Love ya.

D.

P.S. Doni wear your
Reeboksl

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical
Clinic. 820-0377.

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22
THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708.

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WC CAr7E Ff?EC TESTING
COUNSELING & r7ESOUnCES

AVAILABLE
WESTSIDE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLVD. SM

CALL 4SO S222
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

10$ I 111

J

AZ Pre-Actlvet
. You mode Saturday really special II! Thanks for your

enthuslasnri, support, arxj above all patience.
We love /all.

Jt\e Actives

OPPORTUNITIES 26 •

FUTON business for sale, near beach, 3

yrs. old, profitable, inquires welcome. Must

sell. (213) 398-0534.

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victim!

National action against rape offers paid

public outreach position. Call Tracey at

t=i:^l3)3g4.80S0.

Kelly Arxjerson (AF)
You can take the chalk
off your llcerise. You're
legal. Happy 21st to the

best big sis ever.

Joanne

Happy Arvilversary orxj

Congratulations; I love

you wttfi all my heart

—Sunny Pte. rrxxe today
tfX3n yesterday, but on»y

half as much as
torrxxTow.

Love PJ. _
GREEK WEEK VARIETY NIGHT AUDITIONS
Sunday, February 9 at 6:30 Second Floor,
Ackerman Lounge, BE THERE!! Questions?

Call Kerri, 208-2313
N

I

AAA
nedgest
Psych up
— for -

Wb'

inltlationt

WelO¥t
youf

The Actives

AAll Pledge Board
& Pledge Mom. EL

THANKS sooo much for

everything. You guys are
awesome!
Love. P.C.85

f

Chi Omega PC '65

It's finally tiere- Inspo
week Is at it's height.

You'll now learn our
secrets arxJ dork will

become light.

Love, xn Actives

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.,.:. 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank Up to $lOO/week. Minorities en-

couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills durmg the

p>a8t three months. $20 reimbursement for

mediral history and blood specimen. All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 38&-5614

ext. 231 (Shirley).

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases Treatment is free. Receive $100

reimbursement. (213)206-6723. ^__

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research

project at UCLA. 1 time only, earn $12.

Call 825-0392

NORMAL healthy children 3 10 years old

needeo for research project .3t UCLA.

$20^. 3S6ion, 1 time only. Call 825-0392

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCL* study

If yd^ are 13'to 17 years old and wish to

makfc 5.;.00 by participating m a survey

whic*" includes questionr> on alcohol and
drug jse. call betwe<r- P 'X)art": and
5 00pm at 825-2961 for an aDi> in'.rrent.

ISiapptL fielta prtBtntB

ti?e

91|ttc ftoBr formal

attlir

&t|eraton (Unind.

f^aturbag J^ebniarQ 1

.

(SocktailB at 7:00 tii be

folUiuirb bg binncr at

. 7:30.

Non-at0p bandng until

1 a.m.

anH€ J^ormal €uent

of tl|e Qear

ADMINISTRATIVE Clerk Light typing 30-

35w p.m. phones, Front desk appearance
Will train for computer work. Fix hrs.

$4 00/hr. Cheryl, The Computer Experi-

ence (213)477^094.

AID elderly woman Needs own car.

Transport to appointments and shopping

Light housekeeping (213)272-2442.

ASIA travel/study. 2 n>onths. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses work($6.00-$ 10.00/

hour) to offset cost (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT to professional speaker: skills:

telephone follow-up. 50wpm accurate,

word-processing, will train Some morn-

ings. 15' hours 822-3751.

BABYSITTER Needed. $3 00 hour. 474-

8912 Near UCLA

BAND needed for MP/TV student music
video to be submitted to MTV. Call Dan
824-0929.

CASHIER to work 11am-2pm or 11am-
3:30pm T-Th or evenings at a new Dim
Sum Cafe in WLA. Call 47»4774.

CASHIER needed for one hour photo lab.

Please call Anna at 477-0559

CASHIER/host/hostess/delivery drivers.

Apply in person. 1776 Westwood Blvd"—
3:00-6:00 pm. 470-2499. Scott

CRUISESHIPS hiringl $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii. Worldlt Call for guide,

cassette, news servicel (916)944 -4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

Lee (CILT)

Hap>py 20th Birthday.

Hope today' Is a very
special day for you.
Love you much.

Kay

SALESCLERKS
MANAGEMENT

TRAINEES
Video sales & rentals

retail record & tape
sales. Advancement
potential. Full & P/T

entry level, will train.

Apply In person.
MUSIC PLUS
1440 VINE ST. •

HOLLYWOOD
;••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee**^

SALONS 21

•
e
e
e
e
e
•

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks

SALONS 21 models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

FERESHTEH
|f

AOMA
Master Hair Colorist 8 Skin Care Expert

^^It?^ I
• $25 Europian fecial

u!^wS.h^« I
• $20 Full Leg Waxing

^^oSIS^^Hrut Student Scount
$49 perm and cut §

In Beverly Hills

(213)273-1063
^

(213)271-6594

S mjm

DRIVER with car for local short trips $6/hr.

472-1333.

EARN $1 Schedule own hours. Manage
own sales territory. Sell advertising space

for specialty telephone directory. Sales

support provided. 6-6 weeks, part-time. In-

terested, call Matt. 837-1 873/Hal 305-8775

to set up interview. (Leave name /number).

ELEGANTLY remodeled Biltmore Hotel in

downtown LA is presently interviewing

qualified applicants for the following posi-

tions: foodservers, cocktail servers, host/

hostess, front desk clerks. Business-like

appearance and cheerful disposition are a

must. Please apply in personnel office,

Mon-Thurs, 9am-12noon. 515 S Olive st,

LA. 90013. (213)624-1011

Fill in your week •
wHh extra $$$ {

Immediate openings for •
secretarial skills, typists. ^

clerks, receptionists. J
word processors. & all •

office skills. Work by the J
day. week, or month. •

STIVERS S
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL •

Call for appointment •
In Westwood 208-5656 !

:

ENGINEERING /Assistance needed. GSM
student needs information regarding

LCD. Technology. Compensatiori nego-

tiable . Please call 824- 1 487.

ENTRY level bookkeeper, A/P, general

ledger. Pacific Palisades resident prefer-

red 818-573-5003. Sandi.

EXPERIENCED typist, approx 25-30 hrs/

wk. 70 wpm accurate, preferred experi-

enceon IBM-PC $9/hr (21 3)279- 1447

-FULL or part>t4me work in convenience of

your own home. Ask Mrs. Bishop. 659-

4417

> FULL Time. Front office person needed for

busy chiropractic office Contact Sarah
658-8661.

FULLTIME physical therapy aid/ $6/hr.

Will train. Beverly Hills. Includes Satur-

days. 274-5935

GOURMET shop Santa Monica needs
part-time help looking for interest-

ed/motivated people to fill sales position.

Retail experience helpful (213)451-0557

GOVERNMENT jobs $l6,040-$59,230/

year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000,

ext. R-10105 for current federal list.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK REACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN. WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING. 826-7000

GREAT opportunity young company seek-

ing motivated salespeople, your own hours

from your home, no hard sell! Brittle

Brokers call collect 805-257-3259.

GROCERY clerk, part-time, Westside
market. 1-7p.m. ask for Michael or Karen.

Experience preferred. 477-3216

HOOK up your homework in environmental

studies to raising public support & par-

ticipation to stop urban pollution. Citizens

for a Better Environment. Get involved, get

results, get paid. (21 3)935-01 1 7.

HOUSEWORK and yardwork for Beverly

Hills home. Driver's license required. Oc-
casional general office work. 6$/hr.

Tues,Thurs,oi' Sat. Hours very flexible.

Call 936-5670.

Judaic Studies teacher aid M-F, 12-3:30 at

Westwood Jewish day school. Call 475-

6401

LOOKING for day-time part-time waiter/

waitress experienced. Please call Lois

204^)441.

MATURE responsible male to provide per-

sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day.

1 block from campus, strong references

$250/month 208-5732.

MEDICAL office, filing and some assisting

Monday and Wednesday, 830-5:30 Paid
parking, 1 hour for lunch. Beverly Hills

area Call Shirley, 275-6969. _^
MESSENGER/lab technician trainee full/

part time for photo reproduction lab. $5/hr.

plus $.20/mile. Call City Graphics, Brian
938-3744

MOTION Picture Theatre. Immediate part-

time positions available as cashiers,
ushers, concession workers. No experi-

ence necessary, but you must be ar-

ticulate, gregarious and conservatively

well-groomed, and have a genuine desire

to want to help us make our patrons night

at the movies a special event. /\pply in

person only. Sat. Feb. 1st, 10am. Samuel
Goldwyn Pavillion Cinemas, 3rd level next
to the May Co. in the Westside Pavillion,

Pico between Overland and Westwood.
Thank You.

PART-TIME ("etail sales person Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood
Ask for Stacy. 820-7373.

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! • Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477.

P/T MINIMUM 20 hrs/wk. Accounting
assistant to management information
systems. Basic accounting, 10-key, typing,

computer background helpful. Call Carol at

213-820-5151.

PART-TIME general office/secy. Fast pac-
ed Brentwood PR agency seeks organized,
energetic person to assist with basic office

duties. Some typing, filing, and telephone.
XInt grammar and spelling needed. Word
processing exp. helpful but will train.

Hours are 1 -5:30pm. (21 3)820-2606

.

PART-TIME advanced aerobic instructor:

Embassador tennis and health club. Call

385-6487. ^^
PART-TIME telemarketing. Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Healy 463-6350.

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relation persons, part or full time. Tel.

(213)856-6491.
'

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T, dependable,
responsible, energetic persons wanted,
exp. preferred not necessary. Heavy
phones. 473-4428, Ms. Schaefer.

RECEPTIONIST- phones, typing, some
computer knowledge a plus. Call 1-800-

. 448-5353. ^
ROUND Table Pizza is looking for delivery

people. Must have own car and insurance.

Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-
mission, day and evening shift available.

Hours flexible. Apply in person, 1050 Vine
St., Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour arui more Flexible hrs-easy
sale Call Mike at 393-8153.

SKI shop looking for fun and aggressive
sales people full or part-time Apply in per-

son at Sandy's WLA or call 820-8596, ask
for Reuben.

STUDENT needed to teach Spanish to

adults. Must be fluent in Spanish. Part-

time in Century City Phone 556-1876 until

2 PM. or leave message 476-6191

TELEPHONE surveys Computer industry

market survey, no selling, base pay plus

bonuses equal $8-$12 per hour Work w/in

10 min. of campus Call evenings Sun-
day-Thurs.. 6pm-l0pm. (213)477-1237
messages

TELEPHONE sales How would you like

to work pan time (6:00-12:00 am) or

(12:00-6:00 pm) and make $600/week
comm. and istill be able to go to school so
they can teach you how to make $300/
week? If you're sharp, energetic and have
a good speaking voice, call Ed.
(213)337-9525.

TUTOR low achieving 6th graders in LA
UCSB research

,
project. $8-$i4/hr., 10-30

hrs./week. Call Liz-Nooshin (805)961-4459
in morning.

TYPIST correspondence. 5-10 hrs./week
Flexible hours. Brentwood location. 825-
2093.

VIDEO store rental clerk, good personality,
no experience necessary, p/t f/t Venice
area. 399-921 1

.

WOULD you stuff 1000 envelopes for

$500? If so, rush self-addressed stamped
envelope for details to: SLM, 3175 S.
Hoover #444. LA, CA 90007.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

home! No experience necessary Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope: Info

Mart, 870 Hilgard. #220. Los Angeles.CA
90024.

EASY extra income! $500-1000 possible!
Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc.. Dept La 1. 110 E.
Hillcrest Blvd Su 209. Inglewood. Ca
90301

CLUB GUIDE..> ...40

BAR

In. .^!^J"^ TEASZER (213) 654^773
SUNSET STRIP AT CRESCENT HTS

JUMBO LONG ISLAND ICE TEAS

OR ^2 Oft
MAfTAI'S.PRFMIUM UQUOR^*'*^
MADEWITHFKSHOJ.

i IMMC?«0AIICt»0J*0AilCE*?1 f/!0
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JOB •

~
OPPORTUNITIES...,. 32
FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-

tant needed. Must have knowledge of

anatomy and be willing to work at a fast

pace. Computer experience helpful. Con-

tact Sarah. 658-6661.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full t)enefits. Top
salary 939-21 11^

RARE Opportunity- Limited numt>er. P/T
10-20 hrs/wk. Potential of $2000-3000/mo.

Will train. Stacy (213) 657-0887/ (818)

507-9570.

JOBS WANTED 33
RECENT MBA seeks evening and
weekend work. Marketing and taxation.

Call Pat, (818)444-9268.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49
FEMALE to share bdrm. in apt. near

UCLA. $300/nrK>. & security deposit &
utilities. Short or longterm. 470-7931

.

NEW Decor. 1 -bedroom. Available now.
Furnished or unfurnished. Pool, laun-

dry.parking. $555-575. 4132 Qrandview,
Mar Vista. 313-1818.

OWN Room/Bath in Clean, Sunny /Vpart-

ment. $450. Great Location Near Wilshire

Bundy. 838-6822/855-0567.

TWO Bedroom, 1 bath, nice unit. West LA.

900 a month. 450-7546 until 6:30 pm.

WESTWOOD apartment, large living room,
small bedroom, $580 a month including

utilities (213)824-0243.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and (>)mp>any.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom. 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,
small, nfHXlern building. 11675 Dadington,
open house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large- deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parking, security. 1831
Whitley. (21 3) 467-9431.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c, fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50
BACHELOR apt. Furnished. Veteran near
Wilshire, excellent location. $550/mo.
(213)275-1427 or 37^6570 eves.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor.

11967 Rochester Apt.#3 . $430. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

GOOD location. One bedroom In

Westwood. $775/mo. Singles also. 824-

9925.

ONE large single apartment. $385//mo. 1-

bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, porch.

Appointment:(21 3)759-1 194. Available

March 1

.

WESTWOOD Village. $1300 00. Large 2

bedrooms, 2 t>athroom8, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Balcony with

view. Heated pool, subteranean parking.

691 Levering. 208-3647. ^.
2 Jaedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near

Wilshire, across from park. 1390 Veteran,

$1150/mo. (213)275-1427, 379-6570.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
frigidaire. stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

Century City. 2121 S. Beverly Glen,

(213)201-0339.

$930 up. 2 3-bed/2-bath. Security building.

2121 Beloit. Olympic/ Sepulveda. NC.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)

785-9865

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share

bedroom in a two bedroom apartn>ent.

$240/ nrionth. Call 477-1 244.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

$1300. Deluxe 2-bedroom & den
townhouse. Adjacent bachelor available

SSOO. 1 mile UCLA. 826-^907. 826-6882.

$1650 3-Bedroom. 2-bath, Spanish style,

available now. call Roberta. 306^73. Iv.

message.

3-Bedroom WLA House, newly refurbished.

Suitable 2-3 persons. $l150/mo. Daytime.

47W)126.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57
TIRED Of paying for the ordinary? furnish-

ed 3-bedroom house in WLA, non-
8nrK)Ker8. Pat (213K78-2600. $615.00/mo.

HOUSE
FOR SALE ..T.-.-.58

BACHELOR pad...near Ocean Park/Bundy.
$11,900 down. Under $1,000/mo. Bargain!
$1 19,500. Wynn, 477-7001

,

HOUSING
NEEDED 60
HOUSESITTER widow/church organist 2-

children. June-Septemt>er. Pet care OK.
(213)454-4088 after 7pm.

WANTED: Guesthouse. Studio Apt. or

equivalent to rent BT $300-400/month.
Possible exchange of evening Babysitting.

Contact Delia, (818)788-2243 Eves.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62
SINGLE parent requires a college student
to live in on a full time basis and be a sur-

rogate big sister to a delightful eight year
old girl on an every other week t>a8is. Liv-

ing arrangementa: private suite which in-

cludes a private bedroom, private
bathroom, private study and seperate out-

side entrance. Kitchen privileges, pool
privileges, housekeeper on premises, se-

curity gates, full security system,
autontobile provided, private phone pro-

vided. Brentwood kx:atk>n on or>e acre of

grounds, 15 minutes from UCLA by bus. If

interested please call (213)829-4747 and
ask for Lillian M-F. 9 to 5 p.m.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELF....63

COMPANIONABLE, non smoking, semi-

retired person, faculty member preferred,

help with small services in exchange for

private room, bath, view, car and
references essential. 454-3166.

ROOM
FOR RENT ......64

BEDROOM/BATHROOM in 2-b6droom/2-
bath. Security garden apartntent. Rose at

Ovedand. $300/mo. 558-0404. Richard.

Feb. 1.

FURNISHED bedroom-study. Private bath.

Kitchen privileges. Garden, patio. 1-btock

Westwood Blvd. 475-9205.

Hillside honf>e, pool, private room. Female
student preferred. Share bath with one.

$325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

LARGE furnished with bath. Near bus,

sf>opping, beach. Female non-smoker.

$325/mo. utilities incl. Come after 7:00pm.

721 Hill St. Apt. #111, Santa Monica.

Crossing Lincoln & Hill.

LOVELY, large. Private bath. Santa

Monica. Parking. Off Wilshire. Female.

Balcony. Kitchen. Nonsmoker. $325.

453^4613

MARINA Del Rey luxury room/t>ath/kitchen

privileges. Beaches, amenities. Faculty/

grad only. $375. 823-8291

.

ROOMMATES 65

BACHELOR to share. Aval. Feb. 1st. $600
nrK>ve in-util. included. Lease to June.

David 1-2pm 206-6968.

FEMALE roommate needed to share (and

help find!) 2 t)ed. apartment preferable in

Westwood area with three very nice female

heavy metal rock fanatics. Need to move
in by March 1

.

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne two bedroom, two t>ath

condominium. Quiet, near campus. $700/

nionth includes utilities, laundry privileges.

built in unit. Must see to believe! 479-0269.

FEMALE non-smoker. Clean, responsible,

financially secure, mature. Westchester

2-bed/1-bath. No pets. $325/mo,
(213)410-9077

FEMALE roommate wanted Share 2-bed/

^-bath. 5-min. to campus Sec bidg.. park-

ing space. 824-4886/824-5869.eve. or

825-5658 day.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share small

single apartment with nineteen year old.

On corner of Motor and Venice. Furnish-

ed. Available Feb. 15. Carolyn 839-2408.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studio

next to campus. $325 utilities included.

Contact Susan 206-3719/273-1247.

FEMALE r>eeded to share room in 2

bedroom, 2 bath apartment, security

building. 5 minute walk to campus. 824-

1814.

MALE needs M or F roommate to share

large Brentwood 1 -bedroom. $338/nrK>. Ful-

ly furnished, parking, clean, good-looking.

5 min. from campus. Call Jeff 207-8954

mom, or night or John (81 8)349-8600 day.

MALE seeks roomate to share fully fur-

nished, large, 1 -bedroom garden apart-

mem. 5 min. to UCLA, stereo. TV.

$345/mo. call Steve. 473-2478. Available

Feb. Itt.

ROOMMATES .65 SERVICES TUTORING
OFFERED 96 NEEDED .99

NEED female roommate-$273/mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Pool. Jacuzzi, security building.

(213)839-4186. Available immediately.

QUIET, clean. 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
non-smoking female. Share room $300
Anne/Deborah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professk>nally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or
Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE(S) Wanted. 1-male, $320/mo.
1 -female $280/mo (different k)cations), in-

cludes utilities, WLA near UCLA. Shut-
tlebus. 473-8654. 836-9629 Iv mess.

ROOMMATE wanted: 4 UCLA students in

5 bedroom/4 bath house. 11th St. Santa
Monica, easy access to school. Call 395-
0023.

WANTED: Female roommate to share
large 1-t)ed apartment. Furnished/pool.
Available now. $325/mo. Call Jeanne (213)
826-7282.
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•AH clients screened w/photos
i

and refs since '71 ^

>Daily computerized updates
"J

•Listings throughout Southern Californib,

•2(y¥o Off w/ad to students and staff

9701}M.PtooBd. CenluryCMy

3402PtciicAtm. Urnint

556-2752

8225548
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SUBLET 66

^Sm^MEF4MER 1966 Sublets needed. Law stu-

denta working in LA seed apartmento for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.

(21 3) 683-91 00 for more informatk>n.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Ryl Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM. " (818) 88(M407. (818) 88(M361

.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytime 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

SERVICES
OFFERED >..96

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

208^4353.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/developnrtent/production. Any re-.

Quirenrwnt. (2113)871-1333.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

'• EdMmg amd
Writing S^rmlcm
•ALLeubfecta

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213) 837-8292

COMPUTER Training. Lotus 123, Sym-
phony, Multimate, DOS. Professional,

Reliable, Knowledgible. (213)559-6462.

Editlaf ft Typiiif
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically
21S-S96-019S

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poHsh & dean your hard, jeml-«oft
orxJ soft contact tenses whUe you wait
Return your contacti to "Mke new" con-
dition. Foel and see better.
Dr. Vooel. 1132 Wettwood Bd. 208- 3011.
VoBdoted PafWno-20% Off WHh Thh Ad.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334.

22 year old Brazilian male, cheerful &
responsible, available for companion,
cook, housekeeper & chauffeur. Call Ed
(818)769-3249, 10:30-1 1:30pm & Sunday
momir>gs or leave mAsage.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98
CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20fhT. 82fr4029. 826^28.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592.

FRENCH Tutoring by native PH.D. from
French University. Call Annie. 206-
j2S7(wwrk)/470.7S83(honf<^

NEEDED- Tutor for basic geography. Will

pay I Will meet in day or evening. Call ^

Nicole, after 5pm. (213) 208-7831

.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100
A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome: WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE. (213)450^719.

AAA word-processing: $1.50/page term
papers; $2/page Dissertations. Theses,
Legal, Screenplays, (d.s.) UCLA-format
experienced. (213)306-5089.

APPLE and I \word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50^.25.
Theses, term, etc. Di88ertatk>n disc.

3904588.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Shed 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertattons. languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 27»0388.

FAST dependable typlngNirord processing.

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tk>n format. Rush jobs wek»me. $2.00/

page and up. h4ear UCLA. 473-2550.

Professional Word processing. Term
.papers. Resumes. Cover letters. Repetitive

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service Professional

tutorir>g/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter science by Ph.D. candidate in CS.
ExperierKed teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (21 3)657-4031.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic through
calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS.

EngirieerInQ, Reading, Gram-
mar. Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows ttie subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent t^ material In a variety of

ways. You will also leam the

proper way to study to

achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ADVANCED CLACULUS TUTOR NEEDED
- MUST HAVE FULL EXPERIENCE
TUTORING 30 SERIES ALSO MUST
HAVE EXCELLENT GRAPHICS TECH-
NIQUES IN 3-SPACE. CALL 278-9466 &
LEAVE MESSAGE

Usts. Scripts. Disk Storage. Reasonat>le

Rates. (213)479-3456.

SPECIALIZE term papers and resume
development. Edit and type. Rush jobs

O.K4^ Availabte 7 days or eves. Call 478-

7061 . Leave message if out.

TYPING papers etc. 1.50 double-space,

French, German oorrectk>ns. 2.50 double
space. Day 747-6146, evening 478-9439.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 bk>ck

from campus. Can type anythirtg-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

OM DAYTVPMe
ft i ! Ill ,^ ftA^A^M* M^Mk MA b«noiewono wmer wim ba ri

Entfhh wS type and edM teim

popecB, ttteiet, sct^t. lesumet,

etc. Or ecfNng ony. Over 25

824-2S53 or 824-6111

FOR RENT 101

Refrioerafor Rentals
For dorm fraternities

sororities and co od
Ootionol Sizes

for FREE DELIVERY
call POLAR LEASING
390-8647 anvtinne

We rent color TV s too'
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AT Davis calls for^omprt reaction to drug problems
By John Nadel
AP SpoiU Writer

LOS ANGELES— Citing a
lack of leadership in the Na-
tional Football League, Al
Davis, the managing general
partner of the Los Angeles
Raiders, has urged outside
powers to become involved in
the league's fight against its

drug problem.
Davis also said Thursday

that drug testing isn't necessar-
ily a solution to the problem
at this time. He later ac-
knowledged that the Raiders
had a problem several years
ago, but it has been "virtually
eliminated."

"I know this sounds like a
call to arms, but we need the

leadership of the President,
the Congress and the coopera-
tion of the country to win this
fight," Davis said. "We are
talking about an entire
culture.

"I believe through negotia-
tion the players will acquiesce
to drug testing and five years
ago drug testing might have
been an answer, but today
drugs are not only a sports
problem, but a national one.
The youth of our nation and
our great sport are at stake.
Quite frankly, if we don't
administer severe penalties, I

repeat, major penalties along

with rehabilitation, we will

lose the fight to drugs."
Davis would not elaborate

on what penalties he believed
would be appropriate. He said
the recently completed season
was one of the strongest in the
history of the NFL, but added
that the drug problem of the
New England Patriots, which
was made public earlier this

week, was a major setback for
the league and is "now becom-
ing a mess and a sad affair."

"Coach Raymond Berry
made the statement that
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
does not have the guts to do
anything about the drug pro-
blem in the NFL," Davis said.

"If during the last six years
Rozelle had channeled all the
efforts of the entire NFL as

well as the hundreds of
millions of dollars that were
recklessly spent on the vendet-
ta on the Raiders into a con-
structive fight against the drug
problem, we would have done
a great service to our country
as well as to our league."

Berry was quoted earlier

this week as saying that nei-

ther the league nor the
players' union had the guts to

do anything about the drug
problem.

"Pete Rozelle was asked to

deal with the drug problem
openly, honestly and humanly

five years ago," Davis said. "It

is ludicrous to think Rozelle

knew nothing about the
Patriots' problem. Any team
can commit any crime in this

league as long as the team
owner backs Rozelle in the
Raiders vendetta.

As far as his team is con-
cerned, Davis said: "In the
early 1980s the Raiders had
people with dependency pro-
blems and we have virtually

eliminated the problems on
our team. It is a day-to-day
struggle and we regret not all

the individuals who have left

the organization have been
able to win the fight."

RESUMES 104 TRAVEL 105 MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOSFOR SALE... 112 MOTORCYCLES
Z '

FOR SALE 114

LOOKING tof that perfect job? We can
«vrite you a resume that will get it for you.

Can the Resume Connection. (213)478-

3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

HONOLULU.$229R/T;
MAUI-$309 R/T;

LONDON-$519 R/T;-^ NEW YORK^79^ R/T

Some student discounts
ovolable. 8OO/AIR.0EAL or

(415) 641.5043. Ask for Bonrto

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovif

(112 ICerckhoff)
for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style

that over 20,000
people vifill see!

Some Restrictions Apply

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-«039.

MAXIMI2£ your singing ability- study w/a

Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268. 50% off introductory

lesson.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teactiirtg all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Mictiael Bondon (21 3) 277-701 2.

AUTOS FOR SALE,>.112
BMW 320i. Excellent cond., new tires,

AM/FM digital cassette player. $7200 obo.
541-3832.

r-

DATSUN 210. 1980. 2-door. red. auto,
am/fm cassette, excellent cornJition. no
problems. $3100. (213)857-1045.

FORD Granada Ghia '76. 4HJoor. Excellent
condition, 1 owner $1500 (213)653-5435.

PORSCHE 914 1972. Excellent condition.

Color rainbow. Garaged Beverty Hills. Call
for appt. 213-27^^031.

TOYOTA-Tercel, 1980. 2-door, 4-8peed.
am/fm stereo/cassette, must sell. $2,900
obo. Cesira 659-1638/257-9407.

VAN '72 Dodge 1-ton family wagon, con-
version, dealer maintained V-8. auto^r.
$5450 P-P. (213) 474-7216.

VOLVO wagon, excellem condition, rebuilt

motor, new paim. excellent tires, stick

shift. $1.000. (818)766-9082.

1968 FORD. 4-door Galaxy 500. Good
tires, carburetor rebuilt, one owner, asking
$700. Pfwne 472-1944

1968 Pontiac Bonneville convertible Full

power, k)oks great, runs great, am/fm.
classic. Make offer. 704-7385.

1970 VW Poptop camper. Westfalia,

equipped, AM/FM cassette, rebuiN engine.
$2200 obo. 474-2109.

1972 DATSUN 510 wagon. 4-speed, mns
wed. AM/FM stereo cassette. $800/nfmke
offer. 837-8839.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
• Stk:kshift. new paint, new clutch, touvers,

stereo/tape, CB . . . beautifullll 824-0368
Ji»y.

1974 Honda Civic with stick shift. AM/FM
cassette, rebuilt eng.. runs excellent.

$1100 obo. 474-2109.

1975 280Z. 2x2, air, great condition. Best
offer. 479-1519.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tires,' excellent running corKlltk>n. Radk>.
$1250 obo. 452-6646.

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must selll (213)450-7354,
(213)653-2966.^

,1977 Suburu 5-speed. Good condition.
New tires. $1200/obo. Must sell now. Call
652^957.

1978 BMW 320i. Blaupunkt am/fm
cassette, sunroof, new tires. Immacculate
inside/out. $6395 obo. 927-4021

.

1978 Honda Civic, 64,000 miles, auto
stereo/cassette. Runs excellent $1750/obo
must sell 825-0195. 836-3975

1978 PINTO. k>w mileage, new tires,

dean. 4-speed. $1500. Nancy (days) 825-
0488, (evenings) 55»8288.

1979 BMW 5281. Immaculate, automatic,
new transmission, tires, must sell. Make
offer p/p. 704-7385.

1980 Rat Spider, red, excellent condttton,
46M. $5000 obo. (213) 876-0675 evenings.

1980 Toyota-Corolla. Auto. 2 door! Air
condltionirig. AM/FM, cassette. 40.000
miles. Excellem condition. $3,600. Even-
ings. Thuan (213)209-5224.

1960 VW Rabbit Convertible, excellent
condition, 56K miles, yellow w/Wack,
$620Q/obo. 545-2295, 545-7778.

1982 RABBIT, excellem conditk>n, A/C.
sunroof, stereo, alarm. $6000 obo. 479-
1823.

1984 318i 2.5 years on warranty. Superb
condition, gray/beige ctoth. alarm. 5-speed.
$12.900. Call Erik 552-0822. 546-^266.

1985 VW Cabriolet:

tion. loaded, alarm.

(818)887-5818.

Red, excellent condi-

Must sell, call Ellen

260 Z. Looks and runs great. AM/FM,
cassette. air-conditk>ning. $2600 o.b.o.

days-(21 3)471 -0546. eves.-(81 8)881 -1526.

'65 Mercedes 230SL. $8700 or best offer.

827-7937. Good engine, imerior. new soft

top.
'

' >

'67 Bug. Show room condition. Stock. M
German, all new. Totally sharp. $3,000
obo. (818)342-9350.

'68 Bug. Shiny black paint, original owner,
well-maintained, am/fm cassette. Must sell.

$1900. 829-3982.
-_

73 Subaru-Good Conditk>n-Yours' for a
mere $750. 657-0342.

•74 VW thing. Better than a jeep. Yelkm.
$2000 or best offer. 477-6384.

'75 Gold Datsun 280ZX Rebuilt engine,

36,000 miles. Excellent conditk>n $3800
(818)986-2921

'77 Fiat X19 good conditk>n, $1500 obo.
Call evenings 453-9521

.

- -

78 Honda Civic cvcc, 5speed, 55,000
miles, great gas mileage,$900.823-6607,

ask for Craig

'79 Firebird automatic, A/C, AM/FM
cassette, great conditk>n. must sell. (213)
392-2497.

'79 Toyota Celica 5-speed excellent cor>di-

tk>n, must sell AM/FM cassette. $3600 obo
call Chris 838-3125

81 TOYOTA Corolla 5 speed.Air conditk>n-

ing.AM/FM Cassette.60.000 miles. Ex-
cellent conditkm. $3500. Days: 206-6680
Eve: (805)584-6563. Manoj.

84 Pontiac Fiero. automatic, sun-roof, ex-

tended warranty, stereo-cassette, luggage
rack. 14.000 miles. 472-0630.

'84 Rabbit convertible. Champagne.
Stereo. Mint conditk>n. Auto, air, sport-set.

altoys. 18.000 miles. (213)659-2900.

RIDES WANTED 116

17 YEAR old Femald student needs ride

from N. Hollywood to campus 5 mornings
#818-980^256.

MOPEDS...., 119

HONDA Passport 70. helmet and lock-

$400. Call 7 pm- 9 pm. 397^8354 Nancy

1985 Honda Aero 50, 3 months oW, like

new. $550 obo includes helmet and wheel
kxk. Call Ron 473-0508.

1985 Honda Iowa Spree, Black-Great
Condition. $425 obo-rear basket included.

Kendall 824-2677.

1986 Honda Spree for sale-1 week old with
lock. Call Shari 206-2067. $525.

HONDA CM-250 motorcycle. 1983 35,000
miles w/helmet. $950/obo. Call Norma
(213)731-5637.

1982 Honda 750 Nighthawk motocyde.
Excellent condition, garaged, 9K miles.

$1500 obo. 478-5427.

1982 Suzuki GN400. 2300 miles, bought
new 1985. under warranty until June.
Always garaged, property maintained.

$800 or best offer. Scott 21 3-392-3273.

1983 Honda Nighthawk 450. Like new only

7000 miles. Original owner, all receipts

$900. Contact Steve 824-2616

19a4,rGpz550 Black and red w/silver tank.

New racing Dunk)p8 and Kerker 4 into 1.

Only 3,500 miles w/few cosmetic dam-
ages. Asking $2500/obo Call James 206-
2453 after 6pm. —
1984 Yamaha C-60. White, 1,200 mi.,

good conditk)n, $400/0b0. 275-8703 or
276-3113.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyck>pedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495 Sofa & k>ve seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.9S/yard. 393-2338.

STEREO speakers, turntable, cassette
deck $150: Onyx coffee table $250; Vinyl

top table, four chairs $50; RCA vMeo
canwra $450. Call 476-71 1 1

.

FURNITURE 126

FOR sale 13 inch, B/W TV $50. Two new
box spring mattresses $25. each or obo.
4780714.

Al new hotel sets guoronteed

Twin $«t $50 l^ul Set $M
ttMMfi$«t $M Klng$«t $••
New 5 piece bedroom set $M
New fUl lize or quden ileeper-.„|llf

New lofa and k}ve leat $lli9

Oak IWih coffee tables $7
EfMl Tablet $18UMnps—.^

1NIWAIiN0U$i
397-8010

GARAGE SALES 127

GARAGE sale, couches, chairs, lamps and
appliances. Sunday, Feb. 2. 479-2944.

^^^^'^^^^'^^'^^^^^^^^^^
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<r YAMAHA 83»84«85t^

Scooters &. Accessories *

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

*

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

;

13347 W. Washington Blvd
! Los AngeleS; CA 90066

Liir (a 13)306-7906 lir

FOR Sale. 1/10 carat dlanx>nd ring-
Ladies. Please call 828-1668. obo.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS.. 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52f. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.
Tele.(213)47»0345.

FOR sale: Atomic skis (200s); Underwood
765 Typewriter; Simmons Single Mattress;
Lamp. Call (213) 826-6235 after 6:30 pm.
MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Special
university price New w/ warranty. Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

ROYAL SE 5000 E typewriter. $220 Good
conditton. Call Rutfiy, 213^7-5182.

meg

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 28
floor exercise in the meet.

Despite the one-two com-
bination of Campbell and
Cinsberg, the Bruins will find
stiff competition from Suter
and Hayden.
The Comhusker's Suter is

the defending NCAA all-

around champion and should
prove to be outstanding com-
petition for UCLA.
Hayden also promises to

give the Bruins trouble.
Hayden was on of the top
eight gymnasts in America last

year and served as an alter-

nate on the 1984 men's gym-
nastic team. Hayden excells in

the parallel bars and the floor

excerise and his two events
should be one of the many
highlights of the meet.

Other's expected to vie for

the all-around title are Min-
nesota's all Big Ten performer
Robbie Brown and Arizona
State standout John Sweeny.
The meet, although early in

the year, is pivitol to the
sucess of the teams. The com-
petition this meet offers will

be very important to the
team's sucess later in the
season. This meet also will be
a proving ground for many
young gymnasts on the UCLA
squad. Three of UCLA's top
six gymnasts are freshmen and
if the Bruins are to contend
for the NCAA title these
youngsters will have to pull
through with some outstan-
ding performances.
The meet should offer some

of the best gymnastics all

season and if you have never
seen a gymnastic meet here at

UCLA you really are missing
something. The Bruins feature
some of the nation's best gym-
nasts and this invitational will

be the best showcase of their
talent all season.
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OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
i^rm Special

Perm, Cut, Style $45

Cat Special
Cut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary & Gloria

lOeiGayley 208-9681

RECORD
SURPi^yS

<«UGHT: THE MYSTERY
OF THE UNIVERSE"

by Dr. K. Seyrafi

TAKE AN EXTRAORDINARY TOUR THROUGH TIME
BEGINNING WITH MAN'S EARLIEST VIEWS OF THE
COSMOS AND THE PHENOMENA THAT IL-

LUMINATES IT.
Available at the UCLA Bookstore. Physics Dept.

JANUARY CELEBRATION
-CLEARANCE SALE!-

JANUARY 31st • FEB ISt • FEB 2nd
NOW OPEN EVERY WEEKEND
^Mays Saturdays Sundays

1 1 :00am-9:00pm 1 1 :00am-6:00pm 1 1 :00am^:00pm
1 0OO's of LP's ALL CATEGORIES 47<-a4C

lOOO's of NEW ROCK, JAZZ & SOUNDTRACKS $1 .88.$3.77
TOP SELLING ARTIST .^.^.^

. , , ^ ^, _

1000's of NEW IMPORT CLASSICAL LP'S ro^riosil^^
NOW ONLY $1 .88.S3.77

LARGE SELECTION OF COLLECTABLE LP'S

BRING THIS AD FOR ADDITIONAL
10% OFF!! (COS EXPECTED)

RECORD SURPLUS
1 1609 Pico Blvd., West L.A.

"We Buy Records and Cassettes
'

'

Call (213) 478-4217 Exp
2/28/861

Hey Bonnie, word has it tJiot the big pay off is

in Advertising— Sure Clyde, Sure . . . What's the number? ^^
825-2161 or 825-2221

MARSHALL XKEYES,M.CL

ETVC MEDICAL
Ul T EI SURGICAL

CENTER
A MEOICAI. GROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Of>
thalmoiogist specializing in contact
lenses A radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J, KEYES, M.D.
Opthalmologist/Eye Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optometrist/ C.L. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

ILook no further,

THE KEYES
PLAN #1

Here*s the answer...
MYOPIA PLAN.

PLAN #2

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

MYOPIA SURGERY
(Price of contact lenses may he appliciJ to R K. Surge rv

$129 ic EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LENSES (B 6. L 03. 04)

$89• BAUSCH & LOMB
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR (»oft.pin)

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR &. SUNGLASSES

* Price includett FREE EXAM, Glaucoma T«t,
CARE KIT, fitting, training & 2 months foUow'Up.

RaJial Kcratotomy gives many people excellent vi

sion without contacts or glasses. Th** 20 minute

painless micro-surgical procedure consists of placing;

tiny spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved m
sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this excitinj;,

new procedure call the Marshall Keyes office for an

appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

•SAN REMO SHOES^
i ^ ...

Grand Opening Celebration
€€

The best men's shoe store in Westwood.
ff

v

?'

y

Dan Post

Boots in

lizard,

snake or

calfskin.

The most comfortable

casuals you have ever worn,

by San Remo.

/

1055 Broxton Ave., Westwood Village, 208-4848
•-.--1

10% OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE

I

with coupon exp. 2-15-86

FREE PAIROFSQCKsi
WITH ANY PURCHASE I

^

with coupon exp. 2-15-86

mm^^
•r^^aitmyj* »t.»->-_.^VvV, K.jw-ta.t.

.
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TROY TICKET SERVICE
TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS

SPORTS • THEATER • IN CONCERT

KENNY ROGERS
WILLE NELSON • MANDRELL & PARTON • TWISTED SISTER • RUSH
• BENETAR • AEROSMITH • JAMES BROWN • LAURIE ANDERSON •

LAKERS vs.76ers/KNlCKS

also KINGS

WWF WRESTLING - HULK vs. FUNK
PIPER vs. I.Y.D.

COM/NG SOON: JOHN COUGAR, 11 TOP
Pico Rivera

Q044 S Washington Bl.

(213) 723-8471

Anaheim West Covina
WO W. Lincoln Ave. 241 California Ave.

(714) 761-2251 (818) 960-3683

Audition Tour '86

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UClfii Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM>

•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

Low Back Pain •Acne

RMS
Stress

•Arthritis

1 FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMEN'
wAhis ad • 1st visit only

Dr. Yeung
2154WestwoodBI.

474-1060

EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
COLLEGE INSTRUMENTALISTS - ALL AMERICAN COLLEGE

ORCHESTRA AND BANDS
Walt Disney World Co. and Disneyland will be auditioning for a select

group of versatile college undergraduate instrumentalists (all

instruments). Eleven week summer positions with weekly stipend of
$210. - $220., guest conductors/clinicians, plus housing.

AUDITION SITES:
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
February 8, 1986 (Saturday)
C^rnnri Hotcf -
7 Freedman Way (exit Katella)

NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA
Februarys, 1986 (Sunday)
California State University- Northridge
Department of Music
Corner of Lindley & Nordhoff

Audition Times: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

AUDI TION REQUIREMENTS:
Must be 18 years of age by June 1, 1986

- Bring Resume and All Instruments .

Prepare Excerpts

For specific information and requirements call -DisneyAudition Tour '86

(305) 828-1576 Monday- Friday. 10 am- 4 p.m. EST

1985 Wan Disney Productions

UialtTOIisneHUIorld
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Start

your
day
right

It"

with
juice,

toast,

and
The
Daily

Bruin

?f

4

Applications are available

for the

position of

Financial Supports
V

Commissioner

at the information Desk^

3rd Floor Kerckhoff Hall

(Due Jan. 31, 1986, 5:00 PM
^ in the President's Office

304 Kerckhoff Hall.)

4
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JOEL CONARD/Oaily Bruin

UCLA will need Dora Dome to stay out of foul trouble

against USC so that she can take her high-arching jumpers.

Women's basketball
Continued from Page 27
There is no question who

the Bruins will focus their at-

tention on this Saturday.
Miller is having another ban-

ner year and presently is se-

cond in the nation in scoring

at a 26.7 per game clip, while

also pulling down almost
twelve rebounds.

UCLA's coach Billie Moore
has called the Trojans "the

team to beat" in the con-

ference and said Miller brings

a dimension to her team that

no other player in the country
could.

The Bruins are going to

have a difficult time getting

someone to match up, or, bet-

ter yet, 'control* Miller. Last

year Jackie Joyner, whose
eligibility has run out, was
given the task of trying to

hold Miller down. This season

the task may fall into the
hands of several players.

Some likely candidates for

the job are Dora Dome and/or
Shari Biggs.

But Miller is not a one-per-
son team by any stretch of the
imagination, even though she
comes fairly close. To sum
thin^ up, UCLA will have to

keep an eye on everybody.
The Arojans have some

skilled players in guard Cyn-

thia Cooper '(18 points per
game) and freshman center
Cherie Nelson, who pumps in

11.5 points a game while haul-
ing down eight boards.

UCLA is shooting at a .461

clip from the field in con-
ference play, and their 60.5%
at the line is not much better.

Leading the way for the
Bruins are senior guard Anne
Dean, averaging 15 points per
game, and Jaime Brown,
registering 18 points a game in

conference play.

Last year the pair led
UCLA to two victories over
USC, but the difference be-

tween last year and this year
is the inside game. Gone are

Joyner and Annette Keur and
with them went the game
within the paint.

Even though Sue Mead has
shown some flashes, she has
not played with the consisten-
cy that is needed from her.

The same might be said for

Dome, who has picked up 74
fouls and has been disqualified
six times this season.

Its very difficult to con-
tribute while sitting on the
bench with foul trouble and
Moore is aware of that situa-

tion. The veteran coach will

try to rectify the trouble in the
*SC game by possibly going
with a diamond-two or a
box-one zone.

'.9R*
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It^s that time of year
again, baseball opens
By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

Although you wouldn't
know it from the recent spell

of bad weather throughout the
area, it is that time of year
again.

That's right, the UCLA
baseball team, weather- per-

mitting, will officially kick off

its 1986 campaign Saturday at

Jackie Robinson Stadium. The
Bruins will take part in the
annual Alumni-Pros Day
festivities which will serve as

one final tune-up before
UCLA starts the regular
season Tuesday with a 2:30
game at Pepperdine. ^

Alumni-Pros Day festivities

will begin at 10:00 with an
alumni home run hitting con-
test followed by a game
featuring the 1976 Pac-10
Championship team. Follow-
ing the conclusion of that
game the current varsity
squad will take on former
Bruins now in the pros to con-
clude the day's activities.

Alumni scheduled to appear
include Tim Leary (Milwakee
Brewers), Ron Roenicke (San
Francisco Giants), Daye
Rucker (Philadelphia Phillies),

Matt Young (Seattle
Mariners), Mike Gallego
(Oakland A's), Pat Clements
(Pittsburgh Pirates), Floyd
Chiffer and Eric Broersma
(Minnesota Twins-AAA), and
Shane Mack (San Diego
Padres-AA).
The Bruins will be return-

ing seven players who started

over 25 games last season and
18 lettermen altogether from
the 1985 squad that finished
with a record of 34-30-1
overall and 13-17 (fifth place)
in the Pac-10 Southern Divi-
sion.

Head coach Gary Adams is

also fortunate enough to have
the top 10 hitters from last

season's team back for another
try at lifting UCLA out from
the bottom half of the con-
ference where they have

friday, January 31, 1986

floundered for five straight
seasons.

If UCLA is to enjoy a suc-
cessful campaign it will no
doubt be partly due to the
play of 1985 Co-MVP's Todd
Zeile and Torey LovuUo.

Zeile, * a catcher who hit
.333 (2nd highest ever by a
UCLA catcher) with 12 HRs
and 41 RBIs, is a legitimate
All-America candidate. He
was named to the National
Baseball Congress All-America
team this summer after being
named to the All Pac-10
Honorable Mention team last

season.

Lovullo will handle the se-

cond base chores for the
Bruins after hitting .321 with
11 HRs and 36 RBIs in his

sojjhomore campaign. He hit

safely in 43 of his 61 games
played and was also named to

the All Pac-10 Honorable
Mention squad. ———

^ ^
The pitching staff will be

anchored by sophomores Alex
Sanchez and liandy Hennis.
Sanchez finished with a disap-
pointing record of 5-7 last

season with a 5.26 ERA. This
season Sanchez will pitch one
game a week while playing
center field for UCLA the rest

of the time. He is one of the
team's t>est baserunners and
batted .421 at the plate in

limited appearances. This
season UCLA figures to utilize

his bat and his athletic ability

as well as his fastball.

Hennis, who makes an im-
posing figure on the mound at
6-6 and 215 pounds, finished
the season with a record of 4-0
and a whopping 6.35 ERA.
He pitched 34 innings in 17
appearances last year, five as

a starter, and figures to make
a good 1-2 punch with San-
chez.

The Bruins will be hurt by
the loss of Hector Cano (third

base) and Sean Berry (center

field) who have been declared
academically ineligible to

compete.

Basketball
Continued from Page 28
smaller than its opponents for

most of the year. It will be the
Bruin guards that have stiff

necks from looking up at the
Cardinal's back court tandem.

Louisville starts two seniors

at the guard spots, Milt
Wagner, 6-5, and 6-4 Jeff
Hall. Both tower over the
Bruin's pair of 6-1 guards.
Pooh Richardson and Montel
Hatcher.

Wagner is the more danger-
ous of the two, averaging 14.9
points, the team high.
However Wagner has turned
on a little extra heat to his of-

fensive game as of late.

In the last 10 games,
Wagner is scoring 18 points
per contest including 23 in

Louisville's second loss to Kan-
sas.

Hall, with a 9.9 points per
game average, is the lowest
scorer on the Louisville star-
ting five.

Louisville's front line is not
the tallest UCLA will face this

year, but its doubtful that the
Bruins have -ever come up
against a starting unit with as
much balance as Louisville.
All three starters are averaging
at least 11 points and 5 re-

bounds a game.
The high man in both

categories is 6-7 Billy Thomp-
son. The senior forward is

scoring at a 13.8 clip while
hauling in 8.1 rebounds per
contiest.

Herbert Crook, a 6-7 for-

ward, and Pervis Ellison, a
6-9 center, make up the rest of

the Louisville front line.

"I'm very impressed with
their freshman center, Pervis

Ellison," said Hazzard.. "They
list him at 6-9 but he looks

more like 6-11. He sure plays

like he's 6-11."

UCLA and Louisville met
twice last year with Hazzard
and his troops winning both

games. The first win came at

Pauley Pavilion, a 75-65 vic-

tory on national television,

while the second time the two
teams faced each other was in

the NIT semi-finals. UCLA
won that game 75-66 en route

to the NIT crown.

"We beat them twice last

year," said Hazzard. "I don't

think they've forgotten that."

Bruin notes: Corey Gaines and
Kelvin Butler are still listed as doubt-

ful for Saturday's game, with Gaines

having the best chance to see action. .

.The USC game marked the first time
this year that UCLA has won a non-

cable televised game.

WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

UITE 100 THE BEAUTYSA
Exceptional Offer by Marica

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (iiu^. ^h!& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (rcg.»30)

PERMS (incLsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35 (reg. 'yO)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.

Westside Processi
1523 26th St., Santa Monica, CA.

(Between Colo

itWOW" SIZE!
Poster Prints
by KODAK

FROM YOUR FAVORITE 3Sm NEGATIVES OR
'xSLIOES

GET A BEAUTIFUL 20"x30" PRINT FOR ONLY
$15.95 OR
THE NEW I2"x18" MINI POSTER FOR ONLY

450-3300

ado and Broadway)

CUSTOM SLIDE E-6 &
BLACK & WHITE PROCESSING

• 8 E-6 RUNS-2V2HR TURNAROUND
• B & W D-PROOF IN BY 10:30 OUT BY 4:30
• 24 HR B & W PRINTING
• TYPE C & TYPE R PRINTING
• DUPLICATE SLIDES & TRANSPARENCIES
• COPYNEGS/INTERNEGS/COPY SLIDES
• VIEWGRAPHS & TITLE SLIDES
• KODACHROME PROCESSING
• HIGH QUALITY MULTIPLE PRINTS
• RUSH SERVICES AVAILABLE

828-6850
HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-6PM

DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISING STAFF

Bunness Manager
Marcy Levy

t

Operations Manager
Paula Baker

Classified Display Manager
Ron Blum

Promotions Director
Steve Ramirez

Sales Manager
Ladd Richland

Classified Line Manager
Mark Kingdon

Creative Director
Mike Lau

Display
Accoant Execntives

Jim Frawley
Natalie Hale

Tom Hunnicutt
Erik Jackson
Erin OToole

Kathleen Thompson
Linda Seo

Athar Siddiqee

Internal Display Staff

Erin brady
Maria Gooze

Tiffany Heitzenradar
Mark Karlin

Karen Kehela
Ruth Keidel

Allison Miller
Heidi Nigh

Susana Parks
Sherry Rose

Alice Striegel

Kaethy Stutes

Janice Tom

Classified Display

Executives

' up

OaMified Stiff

David Barry
R. Evans Curtice

Rebecca Farley

Karri Hendrix
Laura C. Lemmo

Felicia Reed

Cathy Schwartz
Steve Sokoloff

Julie Tabata
Susan P. Wheeler
Anne Young

A

TyntHTa Cassinelli

Stephanie Choy
Mike Yanez
Janet Zaslaw
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA -

DELIVERS $1 Off
One dollar off any pizza.

One coupon per pizza

Expires FEB 4, 1986

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000
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Freshman Buff Farrow was the No. 2-ranked junior in the nation last year.

Tennis
Continued from Page 27
rehabilitating his knee, which
was operated on in June. But
the senior appears near 100%
and should get back on top of

his game in a short time.

Freshman Tim Trigueiro
has fully recovered from runn-
ing into a wall last week, and
he will be at full strength.

Greenwood was demoted to

No. 5 for the Wednesday
rainout at Pepperdine, with

two freshmen, Dan Nahirny
and Trigueiro, moving up.

Part of the reason for the

switch was Greenwood's loss

to Arizona last Sunday, the
f

only singles defeat suffered by
a Bruin in the team's three

dual matches.
Positioning for today's en-

counter has not been an-
nounced as yet by UCLA
coach Glenn Bassett.

The third freshman ex-

pected to play in the Bruin
lineup is Buff Farrow. He

should fill the No. 6 sIq^.

UCLA is 3-0 thus far in

1986, with wins over the Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo
Mustangs, the San Diego State

Aztecs and the Arizona
Wildcats.

Bruin Notes: Sunday UCLA will

travel to Malibu to make up Wednes-
days rainout. Match time is 1:00 p.m.
... If you are planning on going,
take Pacific Coast Highway north to

John Tyler Road on the Pepperdine
campus. Turn right and head up to
the gymnasium parking lot (plenty of
free parking).

Spikers take a break
at Michelob tourney
By Bob Brunwjn

The men's volleyball team
will be taking a bit of a break
this weekend up at the
UCSB/Michelob Light Col-
legiate Invitational, held
anually in the Events Center
on the campus of UC Santa
Barbara.

Besides the Bruins, the big-

name schools at this tourney

will be UCSB, Brigham Young
University, and Manitoba,
who, according to Bruin coach

Al Scates, are the Canadian
national champs. Other than

these teams, the field is pretty

barren.

Scates is looking for good
matches against BYU and
Manitoba.
"Manitoba is a good team,"

Scates remarked. "They came
down here and beat up on-
everybody last year." About
BYU, Scates said,"They have a
fairly good team." _^_^_____^

Stanford won the tourna-
ment last year, takiil^ it away
from the Bruins in the final

game. However, UCLA has
been dominant in the twenty-
two year history of the tour-

nament.

UCSB head coach Ken
Preston said, "The Bruins have
won hpre as long as I can
remember, except for last

year.*' Traditional
powerhouses like USC, Pep-
perdine, and Stanford no
longer compete due to
scheduling difficulties in the
Santa Barbara athletic facili-

ties.

Coming off a decisive four-
game victory over USC in last

Saturday's Kilgour Cup, the
Bruins are playing very strong
volleyball. Ozzie Volstad is

playing up to par ^ain after
slight knee and ankle injuries.

Reed Sunahara is also coming
back from his leg injury with
surprising effectiveness and is

now a "solid starter," as
Coach Scates put it.

The Bruins hop)e they will

get a good workout, build
some confidence, and get a lit-

tle bit better prepared for

their coming match against
the defending national
champs, Pepperdine.

Tennis tournament

cancelled due to

rain^^ -^r*-r*'- *-

Sporadic rain showers
cancelled play at the Riviera
Invitational Tennis Tourna-
ment Thursday.

As the day wore on,
UCLA's women's tennis
team, which was scheduled
to participate in the invita-

tional was hoping for a break
in the weather to start the
first round of the main draw
competition. But no such
luck.

Arne Lamberg also made a
big contribution Friday with
some clutch kills. Jeff
Williams came off the bench
against SC to give^ needed in-

spiration to the Bruins' game.
In all, fourteen players will

be going on this road trip, in-

cluding Alan Chou, who is a
new addition to the varsity

squad.

The courts at the Pacific

Palisades site were too wet
for tournament crews to

maintain. As soon as an at-

tempt was made to dry off

the courts, a downpour
would spoil the effort.

Weather permitting, the

matches will start this morn-
ing at 9. a.m. and run
throughout the weekend.
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psters to face USC, Miller UCLA racketeers
Women try to break ^q hOSt UC IrvInO
even on last leg off

ffour game road trip

By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor
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By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

The UCLA women's
basketball team is on the final

leg of a four-game road trip in

which they posted a less-

than-spectacular 1-2 record,
with their most recent loss

coming at the hands of San
Diego State, 96-77.

Things don't get any easier

for the 9-11 Bruins in the
series-ending game of the road
trip. They will take on the
fourth-ranked, 17-3 USC Tro-
jans at 7:30 p.m. this Satur-
day in the Sports Arena. The
Trojans are coming off a close

76-75 loss to Long Beach
State.

This has been a long season
for the Bruins as their record
mAy attest to, and it may just

get a little longer against the
Cheryl Miller-led Trojans.
With the young UCLA team
now under .500 (1-2) in

Whether the weather war-
rants wading, waiting, or
warring, UC Irvine and
UCLA are scheduled to meet
today at 1:30 on the courts of
the L.A. Tennis Center.

Last year the Anteaters won
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championship, but
coach Greg Pa^on calls this

season's No. 17 nationally-
ranked team the best he has
ever had.

Patton and his troops will
be looking to break the recent
Bruin domination of the
series.

Leading the 2-0 Anteaters
to Westwood will be Bruce
Man Son Hing, who tops the
lineup card this season for Ir-

vine. Last fall he surprised
everyone by reaching the
quarter finals of the Volvo
All-American Tournament on
the same L.A.T.C. courts.

Man Song Hing, 44th in the
pre-season rankings, upset the

W f
p*^-

Pac-West competition, the n ation's No. 5 collegiate
away game becomes more player. Southern Methodist

Julian Barham, Arthur Her-
nandez and South African
Mark Kaplan.

Kaplan, like many other
South African tennis players
such as former Bruins Robbie
and Craig Venter, left his

homeland and headed for the
United States to further his

tennis opportunities. Had
Kaplan remained at home he
would have had to join the
service for two years and any
tennis fan knows what two
years off can do to a young
man's shot at a career in the
sport.

Missing from UCI's lineup
will be a transfer student
who, it just so happens, used
to own the all-time record for

• most singles victories in a
season— by a Bruin.

Barry Buss played No. 5 for

UCLA in 1983 and won 25
matches, a mark that stood
until last year when Brett
Greenwood won 30. Buss hurt
his leg a while back and may
miss most of the season,
though his optimism shines
through when talking abotitz

A
U
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SHAHE NAJARlAN/DaMy Bruin

USC senior Cheryl Miller will be looking to ck)minate cross-

town rival UCLA and avenge last year's upset losses to the
Bruins.

than just a tough matchup
against crosstown-rivals.
A loss to USC would put

the Bruins at a dismal 1-3

mark in conference play while
a win could boost the team up
to that .500 standing, which
would considerably ease the
pressure.

Continued on Page 24

University's Richey Reneberg,
en route to the final 8 of the
tournament.
Darren Yates and Ken Dun-

have consistently played No.'s
2 and 3 for UCI and should be
in the same spots today.
The other three positions

are up for grabs. Patton will

select from Mike Downs,

getting back out on the courts
soon.

"We've had a lot of guys
hurt," said Buss, "but we still

have a tough team down
here."

The Bruins are as close to
healthy as they have been
since the middle of last season.
No. 2 Mike Kures is still

Continued on Page 26

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic ScfiocI nou. at t'CLA at

WestwcKxl Class4>s t^vry u/pek-Sai
Sun, Wt'fknights Inexpfnsive.
Stimulating & Fun Uxations al^o at

B^vrly Hills S M . Culver Citv and
South Bay

CALL FOR RtStRVATIONS
(213)478-7099
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DH OOMFITDLE CONPIITEI

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only 9wW
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0623
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SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex t^^X
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' y,
30 Day Extended ^"^'
Additional Pair vRlJup to 2 weel<s

Soft ^^^^
Daily $f>l^
Wear ^\/%/
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

^^rs

•i^ ^^

m- 25% .o90%

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE—-TT f\^INIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keralotomy
In Hosp.tal Of Office Hatieni
SlOOO/LyeCredit Program Arranged

.2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

V N, 7232 Van Nuys (618)786-5892 .

Ananeim, 414 StateCoilege Bi . (714) 774-4510

Downey 8T11 Firestone BI. \213> 862 0765
LA 1482 S Robertson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 330JV. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT FT OPTOMCTRiS' WANTEi)

WESTWO)
1057 Gayley

Los Angel

(21ir«li-7474

ALL S«||iilERCHAH«K
Jan. % thru Feb. 9

STORE HOURS: Mon.l^f., Frtf l(|Ui|HOO

(Drawing for a pair of OLIN SKIS!!!) SuhmISJoo
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sports Rkk Alexander. Sports Editor

Rkk Schwartz, Assistartt Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick. Assistant Sports Editor
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Pooh Richardson pushes the ball upcourt, eyeing the passing lanes.

HYUNGWON KANG/Oatly Brum

Third in row?

UCLA faces Louisville,

this time on the road
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

LOUISVILLE— Riding the crest of a convincing 66-56 win
over cross-town rival USC, the UCLA basketball team starts off

the month of February with a contest in Louisville on Saturday
afternoon.

The Cardinals, coached by former UCLA assistant Denny
Crum, are going into the game with a 12-6 record and a No. 13
national ranking by the Associated Press. UCLA is currently 9-7

for the year.

But despite the impressive record, Louisville has been a tough
team to figure out. Opening up the season at the Big Apple Na-
tional Invitational Tournament, the Cardinals scored two quick
wins before meeting Kansas in the tourney's semi-final round.
The Jayhawks proved too tough for Louisville, as did St.

John's, the Cardinal's third place game opponent. The Redmen
beat Louisville 86-79 in that contest.

After the tourney, Louisville went on a four game winning
streak that included a victory over Bobby Knight's Indiana
Hoosiers. Then the Cardinals wpnt into Rupp Arena to settle

who was the best team in Kentucky. The Wildcats won by five

and Louisville has been consistent ever since.

In the nine games since the Kentucky shoot-out, Louisville
has played some great basketball. The Cardinals lost to a much
taller Memphis State team and beat Syracuse, a team that
features the college game's best point guard. Pearl Washington.^

After the 83-73 win over Syracuse, Louisville hit the prover-
bial skids. The Cardinals lost a home game to the University of
Cincinnati, 84-82, before taking it on the chin from Kansas for
a second time.

But don't start feeling sorry for Crum. He's proven* to be a
good coach over the years, winning at least 20 games in 13 of
the 14 years he has been the head man at Louisville. With
twelve wins so far this year, he seems well on his way
to 14 out of 15.

Perhaps even more important than Crum's coaching ability
has been his knack for attracting top recruits to Louisville. NBA
players like Darrell Griffith and Rodney McCray are both pro-
ducts of Crum's system.

This year's Louisville te^jpi is no different.

"They have a lot of players on their team," said UCLA coach
Walt Hazzard. "He (Crum) has 20 players on that team and
they're all very good.
"We don't match up very well with them."
The Bruins will have a height disadvantage with Louisville,

but not so much on the front line where UCLA has been

Continued on Page 25
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All-Americas7Olympians team up for invitational
By Greg BoHn

This weekend marks the
opening of the 31st annual
UCLA/Los Angeles Times
Men's Gymnastics Invita-

tional.

The meet, held at the
Pauley Pavillion on Satur-
day at 7:30 p.m., is con-
sidered the top collegiate

gymnastic meet of the year«
and is a springboard for the
collegiate championships
later in the season.

The invitational will
feature some of the best

gymnasts this side of the
Olympics. All Americas Rob
Ginsberg and Rob Camp-
beU of UCLA will compete,
as well as Arizona State's

Dan Hayden and Wes Suter
hailing from Nebraska. All
of these athletes are 108S
Olympic hopefuls and
should make this invita-

tional an event to
remember in the 1986
gymnastic season.

. Teams from Minnesota,
New Mexico, and Cal State
Fnllerton completes the
six-team field.

The meet will also
feature an exhibition from
19B4 Olympic gold medalist

Tim Daggett, a UCLA

alumnus.
In the last six years, the

NCAA individual all-
around champion has com-
peted in the UCLA Invita-

tional. The famous alumni
of the meet include gold
medalists Peter Vidmar,
Mitch Gaylord, both of
JJCLA, and Bart Conner.

The favorite going into

the meet Saturday is con-
sidered to be UCLA senior
Rob Campbell. CampbeU
scored a 57.00 in the all-

around last week in an ex-

citing meet versus Stanford.

He scored a 9.7 in winn-
ing the paralell bars and
turned in a solid 9.65 in the
floor exercise to nnish se-

cond.

Campbell's main com-
petition will come in the
form of the 5-2 dynamo
Brian Ginsberg.> Ginsberg,
the youngest competitor in

the history of the American
Cup last Man^, will be a
handful for Campbell's and
the other competitors.

Ginsberg, who also hap-
pens to Jbe Campbell's
teammate on the UCLA
ua4, finished third in the
-around in last Friday's

Stanford meet, and should
be favorite to capture the

Continued on Page 23
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1984 CHympic gold medalist Tim Daggett will put on an exhibitjon Saturday nliht Iw
Pauley Pavilion.
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N^ws: How crisis
^management might ease
the threat of nuclear
war.

See page 3.

Vfewrpolnt: Delaying a
foreign language re-

quirement is a mistake,

two readers say.

See page 14.

Review: Guitarist Greg
Ginn talks about his
band and Its unflagging
musical output.

See page 16.

Sports: UCLA plays 24
•minutes of great basket-

ball in a losing effort

against Louisville.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Mostly sunny.
High: 66. low: 53.

(Dept. of Atmos-
pheric Sciences forecast)
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University of California Los Angeles ^Monday. February 3, 1986

TODD CHENEY

LOOMING CLOUDS — The weekend featured more than enough wet weather for

most people, but here comes another threatening bank of clouds moving over UCLA,
seen looking south over lot 5 toward the dorms and Westwood Village.

Four protesters deny
violating university rules
By Hugh Brooks and Laureen Lazarovici

Staff Writers

Denying that they violated university regulations, four anti-

apartheid protesters arrested last spring in a sleep-in at Murphy
Hall presented their arguments Friday at the last phase of hear-
ings before the Student Conduct Committee.
The defendants — Carolyn Fershtman, Matthew Kogan, In- j

grid Landes and Diego Maldonado — were arrested April 26-
after a three-day demonstration in Murphy Hall.

*
Trespassing charges against them were dropped by the city

attorney's office, but the university chose to bring them before
the conduct committee after they refused to sign a letter promis-
ing not to repeat their actions.

They are charged with unauthorized use of university proper-
ty, obstruction of university activities and, failure to comply
with the directions of a university official. "^l^iP - ...-

"One of the fundamental tenets of American law is that you
are innocent until proven guilty," said Fershtman, acting as at-

torney for herself and Matthew Kogan. Fershtman made a mQ»

ASUCLA takes over operation of
Students '^ Store computer center
Byjiark Talavera

Staff Writer

ASUCLA will sell Apple
Macintosh and IBM personal
computers beginning today, as

it assunrves Gateway Com-
puters' role of operating the
computer department in the
Students' Store.

Gateway Computers, which
managed the computer sales

department since September
1984, terminated its relation-

ship with the university com-
puter resalejprogram Jan. 31.

"The computer department
has been here to provide a
service to the campus com-
munity at attractive prices,"

said Jason Reed, ASUCLA's
executive director. "Gateway
wants to get out of this ser-

vice, and the university asked
us to step in and take over this

action."

In 1984, the University of
California entered into an
volume purchase agreement
with IBM and Apple com-
puters which enables UC
campuses to sell personal
computers to students, faculty

and staff members at dis-

counted prices. The Gateway
Computer Company was
selected to manage this resale

program at UCLA.
According to Students* Store

Director Tim Bayley,
Gateway's lease on the space
rented in the store will expire
in August, and the company
wished to enter into an
agreement to avoid paying
rent through August.
"The university asked us to

replace Gateway as computer
retailer on campus," Bayley
said. "We think this is a viable

retail activity, and there is a

demand on campus for it."

The motion to finalize
agreements with Gateway and
the university was presented
at a Jan. 24 ASUCLA Board
of Control meeting and was
unanimously approved.
Despite the change in

management, ASUCLA will

make be no significant change
in computer or software
prices, Bayley said.

"We are going to price as

Gateway did — at a substan-
tial discount off retail. Com-
puters will be in the
neighborhood of 35-40 percent
off retail, and some software
as much as 45 percent off

retail," he said. "Prices wUl be
every bit ailow."
However, ASUCLA will

raise the personal check limit

in the computer department to

$200 from Gateway's $100
limit.

Additionally, no on-campus
service will be offered for
computer repairs, although
ASUCLA will assume resjwn-
sibility for arranging warranty
maintenance work and will

enlist Apple and IBM dealer-
ships to perform necessary
repairs.

"Apple requires that we
must go to an authorized
dealer to perform repairs, so
we'll either deliver the equip-
ment (needing repair) to the
dealership or recommend to

the customer where to go —
but there will be some' level of

warranty service," said Jan
Griwach, ASUCLA supply
division manager.
To manage and operate the

department, ASUCLA is in

the process of hiring two full-

time employees, compared to

Gateway's five on- and off-

campus staff members.
**We're starting with a

minimum number of full time
people on the sales floor,"

Reed said. "The lower key ex-

penses are, the lower prices

will be
Please see COMPUTERSr

Page 12

tion for mistrial on the grounds that "Chancellor (Charles)

YojLing has already made his decision. Our right to a fair and
impartial trial has been violated."

She cited a Jan. 30 Daily Bruin article that quoted Young as

saying the protesters "could have complied with the rules very
easily."

Rather than direct their grievance against the proceedings,
the defendants should channel it toward the chancellor's making
the decision, said university counsel Melvin Real. "The universi-

ty is prepared to discuss this issue, argue it in the proper forum
— the (civil) court," he added.
The conduct committee members are chairman David

Reimann, graduate representative Doreen Bellucci, staff repre-

sentative Daniel Horowitz, faculty representative Joseph Nagy
and undergraduate representative David Staretz.

They may recommend restitution, warning, censure, loss of

privileges, exclusion from activities or areas of the campus,
suspension or dismissal for the defendants.

Fourteen witnesses were called by the defense, including
defendants Fershtman, Kogan and Maldonado. Landes, who
testified last week, was out of the country during Friday's hear-
ing.

Murphy Hall staff employee Ruth Mitchell testified that the
protesters' presence in the building's first floor hallway caused

Please see RULES, Page 5

UCLA AIDS victims face problems
'Worried weir must deal with loneliness, fears.

By Lisa Rojany

wor-They are called the
ried well."

Afraid, often alone and
discriminated against, the
"worried well" are those stu-

dents and faculty at UCLA
who belong to one of the high
risk groups for Acquired Im-
mune Deficiency Syndrome —
homosexual or bisexual men,
intravenous drug users, blood
transfusion recipients, persons
with coagulation disorders, or

First in a three-part series

examining the medical,
pstjchological, student and
administrative issues sur-

rounding AIDS

heterosexuals who have had
contact with any of the above
— and fear that they may
have been exposed to the fatal

disease.

At UCLA a handful of stu-

dents have contracted AIDS,
according to various sources in

the medical center.

AIDS is a serious, deadly
disease caused by the HTLV
III virus which creates a

defect in the body's natural

immune system, leaving the

person vulnerable to "oppor-
tunistic" diseases or infections,

which invade the body and
destroy the immune system.

There is no way of counting
the number of people at

UCLA who have been exposed
to the virus.

AIDS is no longer merely a
problem confined to a minori-

ty. AIDS, the disease, the fear

and the resulting political

complications have hit home.
The UCLA community has

a variety of ways to dispel the

Please see AIDS, Page 7
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Announcing

The New

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS

Available at: Bruin Walk Table, Ackerman Union
Information Desk, and residence hall front desks.

SPONSORED BY USAC/GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES
-^ Discounts available only upon presentation of UCLA Student I.D.

Project DirprtniLMark Feldman^

Special thanks to: the entire General Representative office team for their

much needed help.

Ud bruin
Feb. 3 through Feb. 10

MONDAY

om OIL
DEAL BUY 3
GET 1 FREE
THAT GOES FOR GOUACHE,
WATERCOLORS & ACRYLICS, TOO

FEBRUARY
3-7

>,CRA- v.g,tt r'^^fTlb
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*Ree tube must be

of equal or less

value of the least

expensive tube you

purchase.

Quantity limited to stock on hand

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
School/Art Supplies / B level Ackerman Union / 82S7711 / M Th 746^7:30; F 7:4S^, Sat 10^5 Sun 12 5

Pi Signiii Alpha Honor Society is accepting membership ap-

plications. Must have 3.0 minimum overall GPA and 3.0 poli

sci GPA with minimum 16 units. $25 lifetime fee for certificate,

newsletters, (luarterly meetings and other events. Call 208-

0744/208-9142.

UCLA Circle K- world's largest collegiate co-ed service

organization, everybody welcome! 7:30 p.m. Ackerman 3517.

Call 478-7365.

Students for Christ, non-denominational Bible study. Noon,

Ackerman 3517. Call 820-6924.

UCLA Music Dept. noon concert, Peter Kraus, guitar,

assisted by Paul Mayer, guitar and Jennifer Sayre, harp, in

works by Leos Janacek and Camille Saint-Saens. Schoenberg

Hall, Free!

UCLA libraries sponsor the Campbell Student Book Collec

tion Competition . . . Enter today! Info and entry forms

available at campus libraries. $900 in prizes and and gifts for

all finalists. Call 825-4879.

English Conversation-American Style, informal group

meetings for foreign students and visiting scholars, 10 a.m. -to

noon. Monday, Wednesday,and Thursday in Ackerman 2410;

Tuesday and Friday in Campbell Hall 1101-K (enter through

1201). FREE!
GALA/Women's Resource Center sponsor a Lesbian Rap

Group, 4- 5:30 p.m. Lu Valle Commons. Call 825-8053.

GALA/USAC sponsor an informal supportive group for gay

males who wish to explore issues and feelings related to gay

lifestyle. 7 p.m., Ackerman 3525. Call 825-8053.

International Students Association (ISA) international cof

f>>^hr^ >i lf
.f^ - fi p.iw., Kflrelthftff Cnffiifllwiiao, Monday and-

Thursday. Call 825-1681.

Cultural Affairs sponsors an art show in celebration of Black

History Month. Running through Feb. 14, Kerckhoff Student

Art Gallery. FREE.
OISS and ISA sponsor a language exchange program. Practice

language with a native speaker, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 5

p.m. 695 Circle Dr. Call 825-1682.

Over-Eaters Anonymous Brown Bag meeting, 12-1 p.m.
Ackerman 3520.

Christian Science Organization testimony meeting. For '

UCLA students, staff, and faculty to come together to share the

healing experiences that have resulted from studying and
demonstrating Christian Science. Weekly, noon, 560 Hilgard.

Call 474-4016.

CalPIRG chapter meeting — nominations open for members
of the State Board of Directors and local board chairperson. 6

p.m., Ackerman 2410. Call 825-1117.

GALA and Women's Resource Center sponsor a Lesbian Rap
Group. Leaderless discussion group welcoming all students in-

terested in discussing Lesbian issues. 3-5 p.m. Call GALA 825-

8053 or Women's Resource Center 206-8240.

Women's Resource Center sponsors a workshop on Child
Care Resources. Judy Bencivengo, outreach coordinator, UCLA
Child Care Center will be speaking. 2 Dodd Hall. Noon to 1"

p.m. Call 825-3945.

Dada Club sponsors the Dada Rainwear Parade. Come flaunt

your rainwear on Bruin Walk today at noon.
BSA Art Exhibit 4 p.m. in the Kerckhoff Student Art Gallery.

Call 825-8051.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse Winter Entertainment presents "Peter
Case," 8 p.m. FREE.

TUJESDAY
GALA/Women's Resource Center sponsors a Lesbian

Sisterhood meeting, with Carol Reynolds, facillitator. Weekly,
5-7 p.m. 500 Kerckhoff Hall. FREE. Call 825-8053.

Bruin College Republicans meeting, 6 p.m. LuValle.
UCLA Expo-Center sponsors meetings for Rotary Scholarships

'87-'88. Mr. Dick Littlestone, Westwood Rotary Club Repre-
sentative, to speak. Tuesday 11 a.m. and Thursday 2 p.m., Ex-
po-Center, A-213 Ackerman Union.
UCLA Campus Events sponsors a preview film screening of

"Pretty In Pink," starring Molly Ringwald. Director John
Hughes will speak after film preview. 8 p.m., Ackerman Grand
Ballroom. Tickets free at CTO the day of the event. Call 825-
1957.

International Students Association general meeting, 5-7 p.m.
Kerckhoff 400. Call 825-1681.
UCLA Armenian Students Association general meeting. 4:30

p.m. Ackerman 3530.
UCLA Entrepreneur Association general meeting, 5-7 p.m.

Ackerman 3564. Call Maureen Lennon 820-8509.
Campus Crusde for Christ sponsors "Prime Time"' with

music, skits, prayer, and Biblical input. 7 p.m., Westwood Hills

Church (corner of Hilgard and LeConte) Call 393-2285 or 395-
4532. =— ' ^^— —

Cultural Affairs sponsors a noon concert with country singer,
Dwight Yoakum. Free, noon, Ackerman A-level patio.

Cultural Affairs sponsors Tuesday Night Comedy at the
Cooperage, 9 p.m. FREE.

International Association of Students in Economics and
Business general meeting, 6:30 p.m. Royce 246. Call 825-3351.
BSA and AWC Forum with speaker Elizabeth Sebiko. 5

p.m., Franz Hall 1178. Call 825-8051.
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse Winter Entertainment presents "Chip

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 8
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Crisis ii|||agement can ease nudear
war threat, Carnegie president says
By Lisa Rojany

With the Geneva summit
conferences over and public
hopes for renewed arms reduc-
tion negotiations dwindling, a
new approach to improving
U.S. -Soviet relations is emerg-
ing in the public discussion

forum.
Comparing the escalating

threat of nuclear war to

stress-oriented situations,
Carnegie Corporation Presi-

dent David Hamburg said in a

lecture Thursday evening that

both can be eased by crisis

management techniques.

These methods can be used

to alleviate many of the
U.S. -USSR diplomatic con-

TODD CHENEY

David Hamburg

flicts, said Hamburg, a past

faculty member of Harvard
Medical School and Stanford
University.

The Carnegie Corporation
conducts on-going, intense
studies into issues surrounding
nuclear war.

**For the first time in

human history, we cannot af-

ford a mistake, and crisis

prevention addresses this,"

Hamburg told 40 people in

Dodd Hall in a speech spon-
sored by UCLA's Center for

International and Strategic Af-
fairs. He referred to the fact

that the explosion of just one
of the 20 to 30 nuclear
warheads existing in the Los
Angeles area alone is enough
to wipe out the entire city.

In a crisis situation, severe

stress can lead to impaired
judgment, which may limit

one's ability for high-quality

decision-making, Hamburg
said. "History has proven that

in times of crisis, leaders tend

^ follow a cognitive pattern
^ch as. Time is very short,

the events are out of control,

it's an advantage to go first,

and finally, _ it's - not -my re=

sponsibility.'
"

Comparing nuclear war to

"mutual suicide," Hamburg
elaborated on a few of the

crisis prevention methods that,

combined with specific policy

considerations, will make it

possible to avoid nuclear con-
frontation with the Soviet
Union.

Hamburg said it is impor-
tant to minimize surprises,

reach agreements beforehand
on issues that both sides know
are likely to become explosive

during a crisis. It is essential,

he said, that we institute

mechanisms to provide for the

exchange of information on
arms control and other issues,

especially with regard to vul-

nerable Third World coun-
tries, and to hold regional

consultations to clarify world
interests.

"We assume that we and
the Soviets share a profound
interest in survival," Hamburg
said. He added that despite
the differences in culture,
geography and ideology be-
tween the two superpowers
during the last 40 years, we
must believe that mutually
beneficial negotiations are
possible.

^TT

Aquino III ter expects Marcos

Crisis prevention methods
address this belief. "Our

—greatest jole as academicians
and scholars, is getting us into
the 21st century alive," Ham-
burg stressed, "to fulfill the
humane and compassionate
potential that modern science
and technology have given
us.

to win upcoming Philippine vote

By Mark Talavera, Staff Writer

Discussing the upcoming Philippine presidential elec-
tion, supporters of Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos
and opposition candidate Corazon Aquino presented their
views of the country's state of political unrest Friday
night.

In a program sponsored by UCLA Samahang Pilipino,
Larry Zabala, an attache to the Philippine consulate in
Los Angeles and Marcos supporter, and Enrique Delacruz,
an Aquino supporter and western regional coordinator of
the Affiliated Alliance for Philippine Concerns, spoke to a
crowd of abopt 70 people in Ackerman 2408.

Expecting the Feb. 7 election to be a conclusive Marcos
victory, Delacruz, a former professor of philosophy at the
University of the Philippines and now an American citi-

zen, said the Pilipino people "should not base their hopes
on the election."

"Current situations indicate a Marcos victory being
very, very possible," Delacruz said. "The election was held
under a framework dictated by Marcos. When we talk of
free elections, one basic condition is equal access to the
media."

Delacruz said the opposition party ticket, headed by
Corazon Aquino, widow of slain Philippine opposition
leader Benigno Aquino, has not had fair and equal media
coverage.

However, Zabala contended the election will be con-
ducted in a fair and impartial manner.

"School teachers will bt! among those acting as eiectioo:

inspectors to insure an honest election this year, and there
will be many safeguards within the electoral process," he
said.

— According^ to Zabala, observers will be restricted -to^
50-meter limit outside polling places, with four people
selected by both political parties inside voting areas to

watch the proceedings. The military will be confined to

their barracks during the course of the election.

But Delacruz criticized the electoral process itself.

Please see ELECTION, Page 12

PUT YOUR DEGREE TO WORK
WHERE IT CAN DO A WORLD

__OF GOOD
Your first job after graduation should offer

you more than just a paycheck. We can

offer you an experience that lasts a life-

timer
""'-

Working together with people in a dif-

ferent culture is something you'll never

forget. It's a learning experience everyone

can benefit from.

In Science or Engineering, Education,

Agriculture, or Health, Peace Corps pro-

jects in developing countries around the

world are bringing help where it's needed.

If you're graduating this year, look into a

unique opportunity to put your degree to

work where it can do a world of good. Look

into Peace Corps.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS THIS MONTH
February 18 in the Placement& Career Planning Center

PicK up your application and sign up TODAY!
Must be completed beforehand.

INFO. TABLE ON BRUIN WALK
Feb. 4-6

,
9am -3pm

For more information, call Peace Corps at 209-7444, ext. 112.

FILM & INFO. SESSION
Feb. 12 1 1am, Noon, 1 & 2pm

Placement & Career Planning Center
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pyschologist says^

Beyond the

Microscope

By Yvette Jenkins

Television programs
children watch affect their
values as adults, according to

a UCLA psycholgy professor.

"Television is a very power-
ful, very prevalent and very
seductive medium in our
society. Good or bad, ready or
not, television teaches its own
set of values,*' said
psychologist Gordon Berry.

Because of television's
strong effect, children are
especially victim to its ideas.

Berry said. What is clear-cut
to an adult audience may be
confusing to a child.

"Adults have few problems
with a show like "The Love

Boat," and there is nothing
inherently wrong with the
program, but when viewed
through a child's eyes, its sub-

tle messages can be confus-

ing," Berry said.

The casualness with which
sex is portrayed oa shows like

"Love Boat" can confuse
youths about sexual relation-

ships, especially during the
dating years. Berry explained.

"Many children mold their

values directly from the televi-

sion programs they watch.
Dating behavior is typically

developed by what they see

their favorite characters do-
ing," Berry said.

Since confusion often occurs
in the absence of parents.

Berry recommends that
parents play a more dominant
role in their children's viewing
habits.

"Parents need to understand
that children frequendy im-
itate their example. Because of

this, they must make sure that

their example is a good one. If

they want their children to

finish their homework before
turning on the set, parents
must also finish their own
tasks," Berry said.

"Parents have to set rules

and regulations about how
and when the television will

be used. A definite schedule
should be set, the child's age
level should be considered and
most importantly, parents
must make time to watch
these programs with their
children."

Although parents have an
important responsibility to
establish positive or *'pro-

social" values in their
children, the television set is

their prime opponent when it

comes to instilling ideals.

"Television competes with
parental training and struc-

ture and can eat away at good

WINTER CLEARANCE ^
ON ARTIST
MATERIALS

3i
NOW THRU FEB. 28th

40% TO SO % OFF
ON MANY ITEMS

MICHAEL'S
1 51 8 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) (21 3) 466-5295 FREE PARKING
EXTENDED HOURS — M-F: 8:30-6:30, SAT: 9-5 — visa. m.c and am ex

FINANCIAL AID
QUESTIONS

lAU

ATTEND OUR
1 986-1 987 FIIMANCIAL AID WORKSHOPS

\

FEBRUARY 3

FEBRUARY 4

FEBRUARY 6

FEBRUARY 5

FEBRUARY 5

FEBRUARY 10

FEBRUARY 1

1

ACKERMAN 3520
ACKERMAN 3520

ACKERMAN 3520
LUVALLE BOARDROOM

10 AM
12 PM
12 PM
1 1 :30 AM

RIEBER HALL, FIRESIDE LOUNGE 7 PM
A-107 MURPHY HALL 12 PM
A-1 07 MURPHY HALL 1 2 PM

DEADLINES TO REMEMBER: ~^—
FEBRUARY 11, 1986*: SAAC, INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS APPLICA-

,
TION.CAL GRANT SUPPLEMENT, STATE
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP SUPPLEMENT

APRIL 30, 1986: TAX RETURN, INCOME INFORMATION
REQUEST AND SUPPLEMENT

values unless it is strictly

monitored," Berry said.

Berry recommends that

children watch television pro;^

grams such as the "Smurfs,"

"Fat Albert and the Cosby
Kids" and "Pryors Place.

"

"These programs teach
children such values as the

Please see KIDS, Page 12

JUUGllT^TilL MYSTE^
OF THE UNIVERSr'

byDr. K. Seyrafi

TAKE AN EXTRAORDINARY TOUR THROUGH TIME
BEGINNING WITH MAN'S EARLIEST VIEWS OF THE
COSMOS AND THE PHENOMENA THAT IL-

LUMINATES IT.
Available at the UCLA Bookstore, Physics Dept

ALL NATURAL HK)Z£N YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!

n
I

I

I

I

I

Buy one and get one of equivalent value free |

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/10/86 • limit one per customer-

I

I

I
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Friday, February 7, 1986 is the
deadline to file your degree candidacy
form: announcement of Candidacy for
the Bachelor's degree to be conferred
March 28, 1986. A list of candidates
prepared from the ''Candidacy Form''
submitted with the registration packets
is posted outside the Registrar's Office
information Window ''A'

//

ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS
SHOULD BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY
AT ROOM nil.

„r FREE FRAME SPECIAL

te

>-
UJ

'1910 Westwood BT^ 1 BIk South of
Santa Monica'

475-1310

Complete eyeglasses from|.

$29
Including Plastic Tinting

pufch— of^ntt

one day service availabl(
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RULES: Four protesters deny violations

Continued from Page 1 ' '
,

"no kin<^of interruption of normal business."
In an effort to support their argument that civil disobedience

was the only means by which to effect a change in the universi-
ty's investment policy, the defendants introduced Edward
Alpers, prof^or of African studies, and UCLA law Professor
Kenneth Graham, as witnesses.

Alpers, who also is dean of the Division of Honors, said "it

was only after the April 23 (1985) rally that the (campus com-
munity) galvanized" into actively protesting the university's

holdings in companies doing business in South Africa.
Graham said civil disobedience "violates the law, but is

legitimate in the procedural sense."

The defense also called several witnesses to discuss the extent
to which the University the California is involved with com-
panies doing business in South Africa. Ron Wilkins, a vice
president of the United Nation's conference for action against
apartheid, alleged that UC's investments violate international
law.

UC counsel Beal objected to Wilkins' testimony, saying it was RICHARD MURPHY/Daily Bruin

Please seeRULES^ Page 9 Defendant, attorney Carolyn Fershtman ancHlefendant Matthew Kogan

GUESS WHICH ONE
IS A SURE THING?

You can't lose -—^ if you participate in ASUCLA's .

Textbook Rebate Program, you're going to get

money back on textbooks. It's not a gamble, it's a

sure thing.

We can't predict exactly how big your Textbook

Rebate will be, because it depends on two things

we don't know: how much you spend on books,

and how many people take advantage of the

Rebate Program. But if you make any eligible pur-

chases at all, the Rebate Program will pay off for

you: early in June, we'll send you a check, scrip,

or deposit to your Bruin Cold Card account.

Don't be left outi Pick up a Textbook Rebate

envelope in the Health Sciences Store, the Lu
Valle Commons Students' Store, or the main Stu-

dents' Store in Ackerman Union. You can use the

envelope to turn in your receipts from fall or

Winter quarter. (During the rebate eligibility

period we used green or yellow cash register tapes,

so your receipts should be easy to spot even if you

stuffed them into a book or a desk drawer.)

There's still one more quarter to go in the Rebate

Program. The Spring eligibility period is March 31

through April 20, so be sure to buy your textbooks

then. And don't forget, general books, magazines,

and Lecture Notes are also included in the Text-

book Rebate Program. So if your textbook re-

quirements are light, you may want to stock up on

reference books or general reading matter — and
increase your rebate, too.

Improving the quality of student life is ASUCLA's
job, and tiie Textbook Rebate Program is one ex-

ample of how seriously we take that job. ASUCLA
tries to bring you all of the services you want and

need for a successful UCLA experience, especially

academic support materials like textbooks — at

prices you can afford.

TEXTBOOK REBATE ENVELOPES AVAILABLE FEB. 3 — MARCH 2

The Textbook Rebate Program^ Another Service of ASUCLA, The Associated StudenU
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SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

BSA Educational

Movie Series

Dorms
7pm

BSA Art Exhibit

opening KH.

Student Gallery

4pm

BSA & AWC
Forum
^'Elizabeth

Sebiko"

Franz Hall 1178
5pm

BSA Educational

Movie Series

Dorms
7pm

Dance
Ethnology

Brunch

Presentation

ISC 1023
HJIgard

10am-12noon

Brazilian Dance
Wooden Center
6:15-8:15

Alpha Phi Alpha
Presents

"James
Cleveland & the

Southern CA
Community
Choir" .

5pm
Place TBA

PRESIDENT'S
DAY
(HOLIDAY)

BSA & Alpha Phi

Alpha "Athletes

Forum"
5pm AU 2nd
Floor Lounge
"Soldier's

Story"

AU Ballroom

9:30pm
Sign-up for

Afro-Haitian

Dance at

Wooden Center

BSA Educational

Movie Series

Dorms
7pm

African Haitian

Dance Class

Wooden Center

6:15pm
by Linda

Johnson

CAAS Film

"Bless Their Lit-

tle Hearts"

Wookberry
CAAS Library

1232 Campbell

2pm

CAAS Film

"Dark Exodus"
I. White

CAAS Library

2pm

1232 Campbell
Brazilian Dance
Wooden Center

6:15-8:15

ASA African

Films

AU Ballroom

12-4pm
BSA African

Hist. ''Ashref

Kwesi",

Dickson 2160E
6pm
African Haitian

Dance

Wooden Ctr.

6:15pm
by L. Johnson

CAAS Lecture

by Prof. Clay

Carson

North Campus
R 22

BSA Pot Luck

Soc.

Sunset Rec.

Vista Room
6pm

BSA, CPO.
MeCha Educa-

tional Forum
1-3pm Place

TBA
Omega "Reg-
gae" Concert

A-Level Patio

llam-lpm
Freedom
Fighters

K

BSA General

Meeting

Campbell Hall

1st floor hallway
12 noon

BSA African

History Part 2
"A. Kwesi"
Dodd 147

6pni

Dance
Ethnology

Dance Lecture

by Dr. Peari

Primus

Dance BIdg. 214
10am-12

Paper Presen-

tation

Rolfe 1200

8pm

Dance
Ethnology

Student Papers

Arch. 1102
9am-3pm

Dance
Performance

Dance BIdg. 208
8pm

BSA & ICTP Jazz

Concert by Juda
Cooperage

7-8pm
Omega Black

Amer. Film

Festival

Dickson Room
2160
7-1 1pm

CINECO Films

for Black History

Month
ISC 1023 ^

Hilgard

7:30pm

ASA "Mama
Africa" Its Peo-
ple & Its

Culture"

ISC 1023
Hilgard

6pm

BSA Dance
"Exam Jam"
AU Ballroom

10pm

BSA & L.A.

Contemporary
Dance Theater,

Lula

Washington

Wadsworth
Theater

8pm

i
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AIDS: Problems of 'worried wer
Continued from Page 1

fear of AIDS, combat ig-

norance regarding the disease,
make administrative policy
decisions regarding AIDS pa-
tients on campus and provide
resources for the worried well.
,At UCLAs Mens Health

Clinic, which deals specifically
with sexually transmitted
diseases, 20 percent of the
men seen by the doctors are
gay or bisexual. The role of
this clinic is not only to exam-
ine students for medical
evidence of AIDS, but also to
allay fears and provide educa-
tion in risk reduction, said Dr.
Dennis Kelly, a physician at
the clinic.

Although there is no way to
confirm the statistics on AIDS
victims at UCLA because of a
policy of confidentiality
observed at the clinic, the doc-
tors have encountered anec-
dotal evidence of gay students
who come in to report that a
few of their friends have
AIDS.
As time goes on, these

numbers increase, Kelly said.

According to an AIDS up-
date by the Los Angeles Coun-
ty Health Department, 18
percent of the AIDS victims in

the county are ages 20-29, 48
^percent are ages 30-39 and 23

—i«te

percent are ages 40-49.

A 1985 study by The Center
in Long Beach, an organiza-

, tion which serves the gay and
lesbian community, postulated
that if every gay male, the
highest risk group for AIDS,
was to be tested, 60 percent
would test antibody positive,

which indicates exposure to

the AIDS virus. The results

showed that only 31 percent
actually tested antibody posi-

tive. Of that group, only 5-20
percent will contract AIDS.
Due to the increased in-

cubation period of the virus,

now thought by some physi-

cians to be up to 15 years,

there is no possible way to

estimate how many thousands
of people who have been ex-

posed will actually develop
AIDS.

In other words, if a preven-

tive vaccine were to be
developed today, 15 years
from now, the medical com-
munity would still encounter
new AIDS victims. Many
issues, including a cure, re-

main unsolved.

The antibody test is ad^,

ministered at outside clinics

which guarantee complete
anonymity and the strictest

confidentiality.

**In addition to administer-

ing the test," Kelly added,
"the outside agencies make
sure that there is somebody
there to explain the results so

the patient just doesn't leave

with a piece of paper that says

Tm antibody positive,' They
make sure that the person
understands what the results

show, and some effort is made
to counsel them." ^
The Men's Health Clinic

does not provide antibody
testing, Kelly said, adding
that he finds this reasonable

because the test should be

administered .
discreetly and

not at random.
At the clinic, once the stu-

dent reads the factsheet
available on the testing pro-

cess, the majority choose not

to be tested, Kelly said.

"Not everybody in the high
^

risk groups should be tested,"

Kelly advised. "If someone
comes back antibody positive

they do not necessarily
develop AIDS, but what's that

"For a gay man to in-

teract with the health
care system has not
always been easy for

fear of being judged
and fear of not being
able to relate to the
physician," Dr. Dermis
Kelly said. "I think
that this clinic has
been established as an
attempt to make peo-
ple comfortable, and I

think it has been suc-

cessful.'*

going to do to the quality of
their lives? They wiU become
uptight, worried."
"You should ask yourself

this question — *What are you
going to do differently if you
know the result of your test?*

he continued. "Most people
shouldn't do anything dif-
ferently — they should still

practice safe sex regardless of
a positive or negative antibody
test result."

The antibody test is used to
determine exposure to the
AIDS virus, and does not tell

the oatient whether he or she
will develop the actual
disease.

Because there is no "AIDS
test," one must wait for the
symptoms to appear. These
symptoms include tiredness,

fever, loss of appetite or
weight, diarrhea, night sweats
and swollen glan£ (lymph
nodes), usually in the neck,
armpits or groin.

But as Kelly stressed, many
of these symptoms are nebu-
lous, and their appearance
does not necessarily indicate
that one has AIDS.

Kelly recommended testing

only if you are married, have
been in a high risk group, and
want children, or if you are in

a high risk group, have symp-
toms, and need the test to
determine a diagnosis.

The Men's Health Clinic is

a viable resource for the wor-
ried well and for any student
who seeks information, medi-
cal expertise or just advice.
"For a gay man to interact

with the health care system
has not always been easy for

fear of being judged and fear
of not being able to relate to
the physician," Kelly said. "I

think that this clinic has been
established as an attempt to

make people comfortable, and
I think it has been successful."

The concerns of the worried
well at UCLA are not limited
to medical questions and pro-
blems. Much of the panic i^

psychological. '

Dr. J'ames Babl, a
psychologist at the Student
Psychological Services, runs a
free gay men's rap group
which deals with issues related

to being gay.

Although the group does not
focus solely on AIDS, it does
deal with issues and concerns
related to AIDS, as initiated

by members of the group. A
rap group es{>ecially for the
worried well, open to students

and faculty, is now offered at

Student Psychological Services

on Mondays from 2-3:30 p.m.
The aim of these groups is

to provide information to

allay panic. "We talk about
fears, issues related to being
gay and provide strong peer

support," Babl said. "We also

talk about safe sex guidelines

to prevent further transmission

of AIDS and other illnesses."
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AND PORTABLE

Model WM-UD

PERSONAL

$2995.

OmZL'^r^^Video
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.JuTMSSStr^ndenser
microphone

1025 W««twood
Btvd.

*
One Block South of UCLA

HOUBS: Moo.-Fri. »•* "»'

«n.irrhase Prices Hsted are

mited to stock on hand

You probably have. This tray and others like it have helped you carry

countless meals from ASUCLA Food Service locations to offices and
studios on campus. Unfortunately, most of these trays never make it

back home— they are abandoned in corners, closets and hal'ways.

Not only does this inconvenience customers who complain when they
find our tray stands empty, it also costs everyone money. We re buying
10.000 replacement trays this year alone, at a cost of nearly S15.000.
You end up paying for replacement trays every tmie you eat lunch.

We thmk $15,000 is a needlless expense— please help us by returning

your trays after you are finished using them, or call our hotline

number and wo II be happy to pick them up

ABANDONED
TRAYS 825-2351
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^EfACf 00

< (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR, INSTALLATION

NO hid6en charges
$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1 . Tune-up 4 Oil Chanoc
2 Valve Adj 5 Brake Adj

3. Lube 6. Clutch Adj
7. Service Air Ouner

8. OMck Battery Watti
9. Inapect Front End
10. Compmakon Teal

I \ . (Pftaiwire Teat CooMna Syitewi)

$59.95

Pattt A Labor (Gaa A Air Flher xtra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

Biicaifx^iu'^^^ TOYOTA ,^121 M^OZf•
95

Things are brewin'

in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

m^ USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - SSO.OO
• THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 ^» 829-7012

•:SS^i^S^:SS::i:::¥S:S5S^$?SS:xK^^
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every u/eek-Sa(
Sun. Wfek nights, inexpensive,
Stimuldtinq & Fun lux ations also at

Beverly Hills S.M . Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RtSLRVATIONS
(213)478-7099

WE HAVE THE FORMULA!!
E .6!il^^=M0SSBC System

TM

TECHNI • CUTTING©

Describes the newest form of hair cutting simultaneous to evalua-
tion of each and every cut made into the hair while hair is at its newly
natural designed state, not just lifting the hair and cutting it off.

Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton • Happy Hair Hour-cutsfrom $12
2087277 SASSOON S. SASSOON 208-4247
. ^ . Now open Sunday 12 5

FAMOUS IN BARBARA
Homemade Italian Recipes-

From Lirtle Italy, NY.
1049 Gayl«v Ave. • Westwood
We

D,n:„ 824-1310 ,'61
Cipen

vs

Alv. UM.' Stjir S« Sainj R^rhar*CHASE
Big Screen XV in
deli. Featuring
Monday NigKt
Football or all

Sports and Soaps.
Daily Specials

CLirANPSAVE • CLirANnSA\h • cur ANO SAVE • ( LIP AND ^AVt • CLIP AND SAVb

BAR & GRILLE
CHASE
Bar &> Grille

LOBSTER TAIL PICCATA
1 ^iMiur

vP 1 3.99 ..Hipim

tncludn caesar ulaJ, fcniKini Aifredo anJ
a FREE (law a( iabrrnc< or chardonnav

CHASE
Bar & Grille

VEAL PICCATA For 2

$19.99 PIcaar pr«Kn(
coupon

incliMia >.anar ulaj, IcnuLiini Alfredo 6t

7 FREE glaan of labrrnci or chariionnav

CHASE
Bar & Grille

2 For 1
Lunch

On all Pasta. Chicken or Eggplant dishes

Ptraic pmcru coupon

CHASE
Bar & Grille

Dinner for 2
FREE ' .' I .ir.iti- ot ri-J or white win<-

13.99
*.^ii .ill |>.i--f,i, I hiv k«'n or

Pl«a<r prnrnt loupon

CHASE
Bar & Grille

Pitcher ^

$1.89 of $L89
DRAFT

Plrair pm»n( > injptvn

CHASE
Bar & Grille

2 For 1
Lunch

On all pasta, ihiiken.or rg>»plant Jisht

Plrair pr«er« coupon

CLIP AND SAVE * CLIP A\D-^A\ E" • • C I IP AND nA\ E • tLirA>DSAM • CLIP AND SAVE

SPORTS DELI N,Y. PIZZA

CHASE
Sports ' Deli

$4.99 ^''l^^' $4.99

MOOSEHEAD
Please prnent louptm

CHASE
Sports - Deli

2 For 1
Any Large Pizza

\v/2 Items
Pic*'* prcvni coupon

CHASE
SportSjJDeli^

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

Plfa^c prrvni coupon

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

""' DRAFT "o::

^^^ Ri:i7D TAP
$2.00 DUcK s:.>Ory

Pleaac prneiM coupon r

CHASE
sports Deli-NY Pizia

MEDIUMPIZZA
2 toppings

2 salads

$7.99
PleaM prttent

rflupon

CHASE
Sports - Deli

•*CHASE GIANTcOMBO"
L..rntC HASEPi::.iMtth

up to 7 tt>ppiny<»^ %t -..

$9.99 <*<'^ 00 value)

Please prcseni coupon

CHASE
Sports E>eli-NY Pizza

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

Pleaar prcaeni coupon

^ CHASE_
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

. SLICE
75<t
peppcroni "Wj

Pteaw prearm coupon

_ CHASE
Sports ' Deli

J^nsane Wednesday!
Any Liirgf pizzt\ w/2 ili-ms

2 For 1
Plea ' preimr coupon

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!!

FAST FREE DELIVERY ;o8-4729
824-1310($6 00 minimum order)

\
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the horny lads" from Rank and File. 8
Continued from Page 2

and Tony Kinnian . .

p.m. FREE.
EXPO Center sponsors a meeting on internship recruitment.

Sacramento internships are available for the spring and sum-

mer. EXPO Center, A-213 Ackerman Union today at 4 p.m.,

Wednesday 12 p.m., and Thursday 3 p.m. Call 825-0831

WEDNESDAY
Friends of the UCLA libraries and Book Collectors Club of

California sponsor a lecture and slide presentation of "Printshop

in a cowpasture or; making books in the Woods" with James

Robertson of the Yolly Roily Press. 4 p.m.. Exhibit Room of

Dept. of Special Collections at URL. FREE.
Israel Action Coalition, Institute of Students on Faculty on

Israel, Hillel Students Association Center sponsor Dr. Yehoshua

Porath to speak on the "Emergence of Palestinian Nationalism."

FREE, 3 p.m. 4269 Bunche Hall. Call 208-3081.

Women's Resource Center and the Student Skills Building

Program sponsor a workshop on "Speaking to be Heard:

Women and Group Communication." Trudy Ferguson, Ph.D.,

UCLA Graduate School of Management will be speaking.

Noon-1 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall. Call 825-3945. -

UCLA Undergraduate Student Accounting Society presents

Rodger Karrenbrock, a Big 8 accounting firm partner and

UCLA management professor speaking on the accounting field.

11 a.m., 3517 Ackerman Union.

Dept. of Anthropology presents its Annual Anthropology

Undergraduate Reception. All are welcome. 2-4 p.m., Haines

352.

Photo Club new member sign-up meeting. 4-6 p.m., 3564

Ackerman Union. Call 826-3002.

S3F: London-Los Angeles (for British Sci-Fi Fantasy En
thusists) meeting. 7-11 p.m., Dodd Hall 121.

Korean American Christian Fellowship Bible for English-

.speaking Koreans. 2-4 p.m., Ackerman 3520. Call 208-6351.

PREP-Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program general

.intjeting. 7-9 p.m. Ackerman Union 2408. Call 825-2727.

"Cultural Affairs Kerckhoff Jazz Series featuring light fusion""

jazz group Kroog. 8 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffee House. Free.

Raza Women's Organization general meeting. '*4:30 p.m.,

Kerckhoff Hall 322. Call 825-2399.

Women's Resource Center and Student Psychological Services

sponsor Returning Students Support Group. 1-2 p.m. Math
Sciences 4223. Call 825-3945 or 825-0768.

UCLA Music Dept. presents Chamber Music performed by
M.F.A. candidates in the dept. Noon, Schoenberg Hall. Call

825-4761.

UCLA Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences presents Ronald D.
McPherson, chief, short-range Modeling Branch, National Me-
teorological Centers speaking on "An Overview of Meteor-
ological Data Assimilation." 4 p.m., MS 7124. Call 825-4654.

BSA presents the film "Bless Their Little Hearts." 2 p.m.
CAAS Library, 1232 Campbell Hall. Call 825-8051.

Federal Elections Delegation of Students — a mock election

sponsored by Bruin Democrats and Republicans and USAC —
general meeting with Brad Taylor, project coordinator speak-

ing. 7-9 p.m., Ackerman Union 3520. Call 209-0755.

Cultural Affairs Jazz series presents "Kroog" 8 p.m. FREE, at

the Kerckhoff Coffeehouse.

THURSDAY
UCLA Armenian Students Association presents an Armenian

Food Fair and Dance Performance. 11 a.m. -3 p.m., Architec-
ture Quad.
Women's Resource Center and Student Psychological Services

sponsor a Women's Therapy Group facilitated by Nancy Levy
and Sharon Fleigel of SPS. 3-5 p.m. Call 825-7985.
UCLA Campus Events present "Pee Wee's Big Adventure" at

8 and 10 p.m. and "Rocky Horror Picture Show" at midnight.
Tonight and Fridav, Ackerman Grand Ballroom. Cost: $1 per
film. Call 825-1957.

UCLA Campus Events present "The ¥nforgiven" and "The
Nelsons." 9 p.m.. Cooperage. Free. Call 825-1957.

Business Associates of the International Student Center dinner
meeting with Robert Neumann, regional manager, Technology
Planning Center, AT&T speaking on "Telecommunications:
Then, Now, and Tomorrow. $12 per person for community per-
sons; $6.50 for UCLA students; ISC/BA members? are free. Call
208-4587 or 825-3384.
UCLA Greek-American Club invites all Greek-Americans to a

"Worst Bowler" contest. 8:30 p.m.. Bruin Bowl, A-Level
Ackerman Union.
UCLA Visitors Center presents a discovery tour entitled,

organ donation, "The Gift of Life." Deborah Besberis, Regional
Organ Procurement Agency based at UCLA will be speaking.
1:30 pm, Schoenberg Hall lobby. Call 206-8147.
UCLA Graduate School fo Architecture and Urban Planning

presents Dean Richard Weinstein of the dept. giving a talk en-
titled "Backwards and Forwards." The talk will begin at 8
p.m., 1102 of the Architecture, preceded by a reception at 7
p.m.

Bible Study of I Corinthians II by Tim Geftakys sponsored by
Bible Studies in the New and Old Testaments. Noon, 3517
Ackerman. Call Ren Almanzor for more info.

Black Student Alliance presents a Pot Luck Social. 6 p.m.,
Sunset Rec. Vi.sta Room. Free. Call 825-8051.

Student Committee for the Arts presents "Student Talent," 8
p.m. Kerckhoff Coffeehouse. ^

Baha i Campus Club meeting. "Investigate the Possibilities
lor World Peace." Everyone who has any ideas about the possi-

bility/impossibility of worid peace is encouraged to attend. 6
p.m. Ackerman Union,,

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 9
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Continued from Page 8

FRIDAY
Dada Club sponsors the Savage Republic "Ceremonial'* LP

Celebration and Dada Survey Day. Come pick up and fill out

your survey on Bruin Walk today at noon. For more info write

1341 Ocean Ave. #326, Santa Monica, CA 90401.

BSA presents Dr. Pearl Primus speaking on Dance Ethnology.
10-12 p.m.. Dance Bldg. 214. Call 825-8051.

Women's Resource Center and the Dept. of Community Safe

ty present a workshop entitled "About Rape: Empowerment
Through Awareness." Officer Leslie Lodge of the Dept. of

Community Safety will speak. Noon-1 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall. Call

206-8240.

International Students Association volleyball game. 9-11

a.m.. Men's Gym rm. 200. Call 825-1681.

Chinese Christian Fellowship meeting. Three members will

give their personal testimonies on the theme, "My Walk With
Christ." There will be singing as well. 2:30-4:30 p.m., Acker-
man Union 2408.

UCLA Music Dept. presents a Junior Recital featuring vocal
ists Charles Lucas and Cheryl Romer. Noon, Jan Popper The-
ater in Schoenberg. Free.

UCLA Music Dept. presents a Junior Recital featuring Paul
DeWeese, trombone, accompanied by pianist David Stahl in

works by Carlos Salzedo, G.F. Handel, and Ferdinand Davi
4 p.m. in the Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall. Free

UCLA Music Dept. presents the UCLA Symphony Orchestra
in concert featuring the student winners of the 8th AnnuayCon-
serto Competition. Music by Shostakovitch, Bruch<^Webe(, and
Stravinsky. 8 p.m., Schoenberg Hall. Tickets are available at

CTO, Music Dept., and at the door, $5 for/general acimission

and $3 for UCLA students and staff. 7

For events on Saturday and Simday, stay tuned to
Daily Bruin.

RULES: Four protesters deny
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irrelevant to the hearing. Reimann threatened to close tnte hear-
ing when the audience of about 40, who had beeii heckling the
conduct committee and applauding the defense throughoul the
day, responded to Real's objection by clapping and poundina on
desks.

j

The final three witnesses to testify were the defendan
Maldonado said he went to last spring's demonstrations to lea

about and protest UC's investments and "let students reali

that their purpose here isn't solely to come here, go out and ge'

a job." He said he could not recaJl any university official askin

him to leave Murphy Hall.

Kogan testified that he and the other protesters "felt we could
make our statement without being disruptive." He said he
remembered UC Police Department Chief Patrick Connolly and
Student Affairs Officer Robert Ringler telling him that if he did
not leave, he would be arrested. He said he was not aware that

he might have violated the student conduct code until h
received a letter from Dean of Students Raymond Goldstofie

during the summer. /
Kogan added that he was not sorry about his actions. "Tnere

are larger issues in the world than just myself."
Fershtman said, "1 did not choose to be arrested. We. only

conducted the sit-in so that the administration might dialogue
with us." She said she never heard Ringler tell her to leave

Murphy Hall.

Beal read a memo that he authored which stated the commit-
tee did not have jurisdiction over the constitutional issue of

freedom of sf)eech, but was limited to factual finding about the
alleged violations. He said the university considered testimony
about apartheid irrelevant.

Reimann repeatedly expressed his concern about the

relevance of testimony regarding witnesses' (other than the

defendants') personal feelings. "Asking for personal opinions in

this case is not productive."

The location of the hearing was originally scheduled to be at

the Faculty Center, but was moved to the School of Nursing

Auditorium in order to accommodate more people, Reimann
said. The defense objected to the change because, as Fershtman
claimed, the new location isolated from their "base of support

(campus community)."

Beal must submit written closing arguments to Hearing
Coordinator Jo Ann Janes by Thursday. Copies of his arguments

will be given to the defense counsel — James DeSimone, Fer-

shtman and Fertig — who must submit their closing arguments

by the following Monday.
Committee members will then have 15 working days to make

a recommendation to Young, who will make the final decision.

TIRED OF LOaSY
PERNS/BODY WAVES?
Try this SPECIaL OFFER for

head turning results

Perm/Body Wave ^25^^
no bleached or tinted hair

Ask for PepI • 208-0836

BLQE-N-GOLD HAIR DESIGN
10916 LE COMTE • WESTWOOD

This offer good with coupon only

Canyou
afFord togamble

with the LSAX GMAX
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,

call. Why take a chance
withjjour career?

PLAN
STANIEYH KAPIAN EDUCATIONAl CENTER ITD

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

MROLLINO NOW! Visit us at our center

ll()()(t Wrjshingtoii Blvrj Culver City CA
•AJVli? Or coll US dnys evenings or week
enfJs <^ur phone number (213)
202-1924.

STUDENTS FOR CHRIST
Invites you to join us In

BIBLE

STUDY

Today at 1 2 noon
Ackerman 351

7

Bring your lunch or a friend!

Students for Christ Non Denominational
Restoring and upholding the principles of the early Christians.

For more info, call John 820-6924.
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A FREE PREVIEW SCREENING TOMORROW 8:00 PM IN AGBt^TICKETS

AVAILABLE TOMORROW AFTER 9:00 AM AT THE CTO WEST CENTER
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AS A SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION DIRECTOR HOWARD DEUTCH
AND WRITER PRODUCER JOHN HUGHES WILL BE SPEAKING
FOLLOWING THE FILM
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Panel discussion on AIDS
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By Ted A. Cohen

To help further educate students about AIDS, an informal

Question-answer discussion between experts and dormitory resi-

dents was held Thursday in Hedrick Hall's Fireside Lounge

"Everybody is going to know someone who has AlUb by the

end of the decade - and it's going to be a relative or good

friend
" said Dr. Peter Wolfe, a clinical AIDS resear-

cher/physician from the UCLA Medical Center.

The discussion featured a panel which mcluded Jack Gib-

bons assistant director of Residential Life, Dr Hal Pruett,

director of Student Psychological Services and Wolfe.

Currently, according to the Center for Disease Control

(CDC) in Atlanta, Ga., two million Americans are infected

with the AIDS virus, while 16,000 of them actually have the

(iis6&se

Wolfe stressed that the virus can be transmitted mainly by

semen and blood in only three ways: sexually, by blood con-

tamination or across the placenta from mother to child.

Wolfe said 73 percent of AIDS patients are male homosex-

uals. The most common form of transmission results from anal

intercourse where semen passes between males.

Most people who carry the AIDS virus show no symptoms,

which makes the disease especially dangerous, Wolfe said.

Gibbons, who interprets, monitors and enforces University of

California AIDS policy in the residence halls, encouraged "safe

sex" as a deterrent to AIDS. He recommended that individuals

avoid exchanging body fluids during sexual activity, noting that

the use of condoms greatly lowers the risk of receiving the virus.

AIDS is caused by the HTLV3 virus, which attacks helper T
cells that protect against infection. This causes a breakdown of

the individual's immune
system.

AIDS is most contagious
when the patient has the mosl=

The Right Turn

There will be an
information day
Thursday, February 6,

1986, 8500 Boelter Hall.

Please see your

Placement Office

for Details

It's not always possible to know
which path leads to a better

future. That's why TRW's
Electronics and Defense Sector

offers you the freedom to move
among a wide variety of oppor-

tunities in microelectronics, high

energy lasers, large software

systems, comrriuhications, and
scientific spacecraft. At TRW,
your first choice can multiply

into many choices.

Who knows where your career

can take you? We can only

promise you'll be challenged to

explore tomorrow's technology.

TRW Inc 1985 TRW is the

name and mark of TRW Inc

Whichever way you turn.

Tomorrow is taking shape at a

company called TRW.

Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

i.
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fr Defense Sector

amount of AIDS cells, Wolfe
said. This point of infection is

usually present immediately
following receiving the virus.

It is not known what causes

the virus to become active,

Wolfe said, but it could
possibly be attributed to

genetics, co-existent infections

or drug use.

At the present time, the

panel members said they feel

UCLA students are not doing
all they can to keep from cat-

ching the AIDS virus. They
stressed that by being cautious

and responsible, one can avoid
contracting the disease.

Another problem students

face, according to the panel, is

a tendency to avoid the sub-—
ject. Wolfe said many students

joke about the disease because
they fear it or just do not

understand it. "Thinking
about AIDS makes you ques-
tion your sexuality."

Currently, Pruett said. Stu-

dent Psychological Services is

organizing task forces to
educate students about AIDS.

Wolfe's current research
and direct work involv^ ex-^
perimental drugs. He said he
believes a preventative vaccine
for AIDS will be discovered

before a curative medicine
and stated that it is easier and
better to prevent a disease

than to cure it.

For more information abouttu
AIDS research and preten-
tion, Wolfe can be contacted
at 826-6414.

Booster rupture

may have caused

disaster - NASA
By Harry F. Rosenthal

Associoted Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
—

- NASA officials, increasingly

confident they can identify die

cause of Challenger's disaster

and fly again soon, believe a
rupture in the rig^t rocket

booster may have triggered

the explosion that destroyed
the shuttle and killed its crew.

Please see BOOSTER, Page 13
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In Memory of

Crew
Shuttle

Challenger:
Greg Jarvis

».ijl..:«*Jl. Christa McAuliffc
Ron McNair
Ellison Onizuka
Judith Resnick
Michael Smilfi -

Dick Scobee

^

— We offer our condolences to thefamilies of the

crew of the Challenger. Their contributions as

scientists, explorers, engineers and educators will

not beforgotten. We honor their example of
courage and will continue the exploration ofnew
frontiersfor the betterment of mankind.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY
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ELECTION: Philippines
Continued from Pa^e 3

"The timing of the elections could not have been more
brilliant. The opposition was caught off balance," he said,

adding that the opposition had been preparing for an 1987

election. "The number of voters in the provinces, where
the military plays a major role, is abo)it 60-70 percent.

Given these conditions and the absence of a swift method
to count ballots allows for fraud."

Delacruz also discussed the past role of the United States

in Filipino politics.

"All the (U.S.) presidents' have actively supported Mar-
cos — there has not been a single year when the U.S.

acted to decrease military and financial aid to the Philip-

pines," he said.

Delacruz claimed that if "the popular movement of the

people continues to grow for the next few years, direct

U.S. intervention may be imminent" to insure a strategic

U.S. military position in the Far East.

"The U.S.. is giving Marcos three years," Delacruz said,

citing a report submitted to President Reagan by the Na-
tional Security Council. "The U.S. feels the situation will

deteriorate after this period."

Zabala, however, concentrated on the Philippines'

economic problems.

"The primary problem is the economy, not the com-
munists," Zabala said, citing media concentration on lef-

tist guerrilla activities in the Philippines.

"If (Marcos) continues, he will continue to make
reforms. The Philippines has had a successful land reform
program, and currently, the Philippines is second to the

U.S. in developing geothermal power."
Zabala also said that Marcos had turned the Philippines

into a rice-exporting country.

WE USE KODAK PAPER, CHEMICALS
AND TECHNOLOGY EXCLUSIVELY

I

I

V2 OFF COLOR ENLARGEMENTS
I 5x7 COLOR
I ENLARGEMENTS

79
1̂662

11x14 COLOR
ENLARGEMENTS
NOW ONLY i|>|C|
(Regular Price $8.99)Uc^^
(No Minimiim order)

INOW ONLY
I
(Regular Price $1.29)

I (Minimum order of 3)

I
The 5x7 and 8x10 enlargements available from 110. 126. Disc or 35mm color negatives or slides (C-41 process only) (The

I
8x 10 isnot available from 110 slides.) The 11 x 14 enlargements available from 35mm color negatives or slides only Coupon *

must be attached to outside of envelope for sale price. Offer expires February 10. 1986. I

1662

8x10 COLOR
ENLARGEMENTS
N0WONLY^7Q
(Regular Price $3.59) W

I
(Minimum order of 2) I

1662
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Computers -
-Continued from Page 1

But ASUCLA will employ
additional students to work
part-time in the computer
department.

"There are four remaining
students who have worked for

Gateway," Griwach said.

"But an additional eight to 10
student employees will be
needed."

According to Reed, sales

forecasts for the cpmputer
department has been kept at

conservative levels, with sales

projections at $694,000 over a
four-month period.

"I don't think we are going
to make very muclr money,"
Reed said, "but this service is

relevant to what students need
and want."

Kids
Continued from Page 4

importance of school, kindness
to the elderly, empathy and
sharing. Even vital issues such
as death and child abuse are
dealt with," Berry said.

Yet most people acquainted
with young children realize

that their viewing habits are

not restricted to Saturday
mornings. Berry explained.
"We need to be careful

about what we call childrens's

programs," Berry said. "The
programs that have the largest

child audience are not those
really made for them. Instead,

they are usally prime time
shows.**

Berry cited the popular
program "The A-Team" as an
example of a prime time pro-

gram with material largely in-

appropriate for youths but
also having one of the largest

child audiences.
" *The A-Team' has a great

deal of 'stylized* violence that
can be misleading to young
people," Berry said.

Stylized violence presents no
real blood or gore, but in-

volves a ffreat deal of shooting
and mayhem. Berry said he-

believes that programs like

this advance the idea that

force and violence are the best

means for solving problems.
"The power of television

cannot be underestimated,
especially where children are

concerned,** Berry said.

T^ v^
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State Assembly scurries to pass remaining bills before deadline
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

_ SACRAMENTO — Scurry-
ing to meet the Jan. 30
deadline to pass leftover bills

from last year, the State
Assembly last week voted on a
number of measures from pro-

viding funds to help alleviate

the severe shortage of pro-
fessors in the high technology
fields to prohibiting the in-

vestment of new state pension
funds in companies that do
business in South Africa.

The Assembly approved a

bill by Assemblyman Sam
Farr, (D-Santa Cruz) that
would provide fellowships to

doctoral students in the
engineering and computer
science fields in an effort to

help reduce the shortage of

professors in engineering and
computer science fields in the
state. Students would be
committed to teach in
California schools for three

years following their gradua-
tion.

"We need teachers to train

tomorrow's high tech experts/*

Farr said.

According to a 1985 study
by the American Electronics

Association, the statewide
full-time engineering faculty

^^cancy rate is 22 percepfp
Farr said.

By 1990, 10 percent, 692, of

the current faculty will retire.

Funded~join^ly by state and
private sector funds, each
fellowship would consist of a

grant and a loan. The loan
portion would be forgiven

when the students complete
their three-year requirement
to teach.

Booster rupture
Continued from Page 10
NASA sources apparently

feel so close to a solution to

Tuesday's tragedy that they
are talking about flying again
as early as June if the testing

^nd correction procedures are^

The state would appropriate
$475,000 for the program,
which would be matched by
an equal amount from the
private sector.

The shortage of professors

in high tech fields, according
to supporters of this bill say
state leadership is endangered
because schools cannot
educate enough students to

meet industrial demand.
"Nationally, high tech needs

22,000 electrical engineers
every year but only 15,000
graduates filled those positions

in 1983," Farr said.

The bill will be heard in

Sen. Gary Hart's (D-Santa
Barbara) Education Commit-
tee in the next several weeks.

In other action:

• A bottle bill by
Assemblyman Burt Margolin,
(D-Los Angeles) approved by
the Assembly would put a 1-

cent deposit on plastic,
aluminum and glass beer and
soft drink containers in an ef-

fort to clean up the environ-
ment.
The beverage industry and

environmental groups reached
a compromise early last week

that would end a 20-year bat-

tle to place a mandatory 5-

cent deposit on those con-
tainers. The bill would require
beverage wholesalers, not the
consumer, to pay the deposit.

However, the 1-cent could be
passed on to the retail price of
goods.

The measure passed 54-16,
but opponents including
Richard Floyd, (D-
Hawthorne) believe the bill

would do little to clean up the
environment. "We have here a
bill that is the dying gasp of a
bunch of over-aged hippies

that were unable oV«r the
years to put a 5-cent deposit

on bottles," Floyd said.
"There will still be a bunch of

non7biodegradable garbage
that will live forever under
your feet."

• The Assembly by 44-19
votes approved a n^easure that

would prohibit the investment
of new state retirement funds,
including the University City
Retirement Fund in companies
doing business in racially
troubled South Africa and was
sent to the Senate.

The bill authored by
Assemblywoman Maxine
Waters, (D-Los Angeles) is ex-

actly the same as last year's

measure that was passed by

the Assembly and Senate, but
vetoed by Gov. George
Deukmejian who said the bill

went too far in enforcing
limits on state pension funds.
• A bill that would require
seat belts on new school buses

sailed through the Assembly
by 68-2 votes. The measure,
authored by Assemblywoman
Gloria Molina, (D-Los
Angeles) calls for a state study
which would be conducted by
the California Highway Patrol

to see if seat belts reduce inju-

ries. If proven, buses purchas-
ed after June 30, 1987 would
be required to install those

restraints.

TRIVIAL PUB8UIT by Pom Polclno
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completed.

A flight that had been
"scheduled by the shuttle Col-
umbia for June 24 appeared to

be the earliest possible.

Search teams, fighting
strong* Atlantic currents, con-
tinued to bring in Challenger's

spreading debris on Sunday,
including a five-ton rocket
fragment. The search area
was extended to more than
40,000 square miles.

"We're finding a lot of emp-
ty ocean today," said Lt.

Cmdr. James Simpson, a

Coast Guard spokesman.
The apparent rupture in the

strong rocket casing —
whether at a seam or
elsewhere — had the effect of

pointing a torch at the side of

Challenger's fuel tank. The
theory is that the flame either

burnt through the tank or a

"destruct package," causing

the explosion, or raised the

tank pressure to intolerable

limits with the same result.

This theory remained just

that. NASA's acting ad-
ministrator, William Graham,
the only agency official speak-

ing on the record, said Sunday
that the agency still is looking

for other causes for the explo-

sion.

Photographs released by
NASA show a tongue of flame

apparentl>^ lashing upward
from the exhaust of the right

booster rocket into an area

that films of previous launches

showed to be clear of fire or

flame.
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Foreign language recpiir

L & S delays, students
By Deaii i%im and David ^H^
The Academic Senate Legislative

AsmmUfs dbdslon to poi^tpmm tbc im-
plementatldii df a Co0i^ o£ iCettea and
Sci^ooe fbrdgn lai^||^age requimneiit for
two years was 0! £ouii^ed, Imispoiist^^ and
contrary to tiie liest interest dfthe cun^t
andiuture j^«^bats at UCLA,
The^need for ^versity in the curriculum,

and the more specific need for expertencifi^
other languages and cultures, have long
been reoogni^ by the University com-
munity and by experts in the field of edvim^
tion as valid and very sieniBcant.
To the students' a^antage, a foreign

language reqiiir^tn^t would bring with it

recognition thrcmi^ G.E. credit of the <rf-

fort that stndbnts currently exert in low
ievd lan|uag&^bii»es.

In addition* such a requirement would
contribute gready to the geiiaral ednea-
tkmai kvdl d our nation's dti»»iry, and so
hdp terminate a tr^ that hi^ seen no
American presj^imt aqpeak fluently In a

lQdtai> the Legidiatlve Asseml^ MsMiK^
voted ov<»iir|id|iiilng In favor of the hJk
fkneign language re<]^ilreoi^ four

aSbtp^koM ^ JL«igy»ilipe

md Science to Mei^e iMkJFXmp^
M$i4tt0 a p^s^tl^&4h^^0mf dd$!i^ its

impHementation wiMj/l^rm$ in the dnrnge

One concern^;^! many Legislative
Aasemli^y memh6s was die alloaiti<m of
resources neoebary to ^ implement the
foreign langui^ ip^iiliemai^

Cleafiy> a l^dbm langnagi^ requirement
would tead W mdb stiKienis earalUng in
foreign language\eourse$, and would
nece&dtate Hie
faculty po^tbm tol

(ib^partmcKils*
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The pokA li» we need a requirfisnao^

some sort now, to combat the dedlnliig
terest in fe»ndgn language study in gaaard
and for^the beneOt c^ dbse stud«its aboio^
to eii^ ik» Univerdty In the mat two
years*

Eveiy foreiipoi language professor ^lait

voiced an opinion at the LegMatli^}
Assa»iWy m^^m. wtdimtt «KM^^toi.
In favor of vtm immediate imi
of this sort of requli«0ient* for thk $i^
reason.
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Viewpoint

Finance the future
By Bernard Knollinger

On January 28, 1986 I watched the preparations for the
launch of the space shuttle Challenger with a great deal of awe
and admiration. This flight marked a milestone in the annals of
space exploration.

For the first time a civilian, Christa McAuliffe, would travel

into space. I watched as the shuttle rose into the clear blue sky
over Florida and I shuddered when the shuttle exploded. Seven
men and women and a billion dollars worth of sophisticated
technology incinerated in an instant.

For the next 24 hours, I felt as if I were in a state of shock.
The shuttle represented more than just some technological

achievement, it was a manifestation of man's attempt to make a
better life for mankind. And hidden somewhere among goals
such as financial security, et.al. isn't that why we are here at

UCLA? To help create a better world?
The crew members of the Challenger gave their lives attemp-

ting to expand man's understanding of space. Their deaths were
a great loss, but it would be a greater tragedy if their deaths
caused America to lose her resolve towards space exploration.

But where will NASA and a budget conscious congress find
the $1 to $2 billion needed to replace the one-fourth of the shut-
tle program which has been destroyed?

I've never been moved to write to a newspaper before, but
the shuttle disaster- struck a chord deep in my soul. I was elated
by the successes of the shuttle program and now I am shocked
and heartsick over this tragedy.

But this time, I want to do something^abmifcifc
I have written a check to NASA in memory of the crew of the

Challenger to be used expressly for the purpose of building a
new space shuttle. I know my donation is a small part of the
enormous funds needed to build a new shuttle, but it is a start.

And if everyone who reads this letter will make their own
donation, and urge their friends and relatives to make dona-
tions, and if the students of UCLA can inspire other universities
to do the same, then we can make a difference.

It's one thing to feel remorse over the shuttle disaster, it's

quite another thing to take action in response to it. The best
memorial Americans can make to the memory of the shuttle
Challenger and her crew would be to ensure that the American
space program recovers and continues to reach for the stars.

Knollinger is a senior majoring in English.

Letters

Killer dorm food
Editor:

I would like to take this

opportunity to thank the
dormitory cafeteria for
graciously blessing me and my
stomach with the most
delightful case of nausea that I

have ever had the pleasure to
endure.

The culprit? No, it wasn't
from one of those fantastically

delectable dishes tht they
name in fond memory of the
hapless victims that fall into
them, nor was it courtesy of
one of those huge vats of salad
dressing that are left out in
the Mojave Desert to "age"

until our beloved Snacman
lecides, "it's time."
No kiddies, this morning it

was something else entirely. —
Feasting happily upon my

delicious "Belgian Waffle," I

soon discovered that these tas-

ty treats were, in fact, im-
ported from Belgium . . .

piece by piece ... on the bot-
tom of peoples* shoes.

"Oh goody!" I exclaim irt

utter glee at the thought of
actually eating this. "Well," I

think to myself, "at least they
have whipped cream and
strawberries to cover up the
taste."

This, of course, in naive ig-

Continued on Page 15
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More letters

Continued from Page 14

norance of the twelfth car-
dinal rule of cafeteria food —
"never eat anything, ever,
that comes with a 'sauce' on
it."

Anyhow, let me first
enlighten you v^^ith the fact

that "whipped cream" is a
nice pleasant little euphemism
that the dorm cafeteria likes

to use for whatever it is that
they make out of Crisco, sugar
and camel sweat.

But don't throw up all over
your Daily Bruin just yet, I'm
not finished. The piece de
resistance to this breakfast of

ambrosia was the "freshly-

picked strawberries."

Drooling in anticipation
over these puppies, I deftly

extracted one from the pinkish
"sauce" from which it was
spawned, and hungrily pop-
ped it into my mouth with the ,

utmost confidence that things

couldn't get any worse. I

mean, how can you screw up
a strawberry?

Silly question, Greg. Well,
let me tell you a little

something about starchwads.
(These are not to be confused
_with those lumpy brown
"oblong things known as star-

chballs, a.k.a. baked
potatoes), these were real live

starchwads.

They are sticky and opaque
in appearance — ugly little

wads of cornstarch, lightly

bathed in some sort of
mildly-toxic red dye. Like lit-

tle axe murderers, they fien-

dishly attempt to imp)ersonate

the divine harmlessness of a
strawberry.

Now I am no expert here,

but I would have to say that

either tliere are some people
taking cooking lessons from
my sister, or this is a Soviet

plot . to kill off all the in-

telligent youth of America,
(use students need not be
worried, of course).

Now if you'll excuse me, I

think I'm going to be sick

again — but don't worry, I'll

stay at least half a mile from
the cafeteria, lest we all see it

on tomorrow's menu.
Greg Raffetto

Freshman
Exx)n/Business

Rocky/Rambo
Editor:

Jeremy March's illuminating

defense of the Rocky and
Rambo comedy hour deserves

a response (Bruin, Jan. 29).

I say illuminating because

his is the first insight I've had
into why 25 million Americans
this summer lined up to watch
an inordinately resourceful
ex*porn star from Philadelphia
adroitly and with great fan-

fare dispense with throngs of
faceless Asians and a towering
Russian lummox.

Apparently, Mr. March was
gratified by depictions of
Russia as "an undemocratic
empire that is competing with
America for control of the

yv
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Well, speaking for myself,

I'll see a movie based strictly

upon its entertainment value,
happily leaving simple-minded
fables of party ideology to
folks such as those in Mr.
March's loathed Russia who
are required to view them,
and who certainly aren't
foolish enough to pay six

dollars a head for the
privelege.

Many of us find it prudent
to develop a world view-
drawn, not from the silver

screen, but from a critical

review of current events
tempered by historical
perspective, and with a
creative vision of the future.

If Mr. March is truly more
titilated by bulging biceps
than by an intelligent foreign
policy, I suggest he amuse
himself down at Venice Beach
and leave sensible political

thought to those who
recognize its necessity in a
troubled world.

David Sturgis

Senior
Communication Studies

The Bruin is looking
for a qualified person to

work in the Viewpoint
section as an assistant to
the editor.

For more details,
please call 825-2216 or
drop by the Daily Bruin
office at 112 Kerckhoff.
Be pre-pared to show a
recent writing sample.
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RESOLUTION
WHEREAS California is part of the Ring of Fire, an area
around the Pacific Rim subject to massive earthquakes, and
a great quake in Southern California registering 8.0 on the

Richter Scale is a certain event with a 90% probability within

the next twenty-years;

WHEREAS almost a third of the buildings at UCLA are rated

poor or very poor in their ability to withstand a quake, and
individuals who are in one of the high-risk buildings when a
great quake hits have a 75% chance of being killed or

seriously injured;

WHEREAS substandard buildings include Powell Library,

Kerckhoff Hall, Royce Hall, Kinsey, Knudsen, Math Sciences,

Public Health, Franz Hall Tower, Bunche, Moore, Haines,

Women's and Men's Gyms, and perhaps worst of all, the
' four residence halls: Dykstra, Hedrick. Rieber, and Sproul;

WHEREAS the lesser known Newport-lnglewood fault runs

directly beneath the Los Angeles area and would cause even
greater loss of life or damage to property than a major quake
along the San Andreas Fault;

AND WHEREAS there are more than one hundred potential-

ly active faults in the Southern California area according to

scientists; ; ,. ,. ,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Undergraduate
Student Association Council of the University of California,

Los Angeles requests that;

1. Chancellor Young by March 1, 1986 prepare a com-
prehensive plan for earthquake safety on the UCLA campus.
This plan should include specific steps for upgrading all

substandard buildings to an acceptable level of safety.

2. The University make the obtaining of funding for earth-

quake safety an essential objective. The University should

carefully reassess its current building program to ensure that

earthquake safety receives first claim on capital funds.

3. The University post signs at all exits and entrances of

buildings identified as substandard, so students, staff, and
faculty can be aware of the risks they are facing.

4. The University reduce the use of the highest-risk buildings

by encouraging greater use of safer buildings as alternatives.

5. The University provide life and disability insurance for the

faculty and staff who work in buikjings identified as poor or

very poor In their ability to withstand earthquakes. Students

who live in the residence haHs also be entitled to life and
disat>illty Insurance supplied by the university.

6. lnformatk>n regarding survival during and after an earth-

quake be provided to faculty, staff, and students.

Undergraduate Student Association Council

j^

INTERVIEW

Greg Ginn oH Black Flag

Henry Rollins and Greg Ginn of Black Flag

By Peter Henne,

Staff Writer

"This is a very conser-
vative time we live in. Not
many artists are really try-

ing to do much. All impor-
tant are career moves, pro-
duction breaks, etc. I'm
glad to be able to be
honestly proud of every
Black Flag recording."

That's Greg Ginn —
guitarist and founder of
Black Flag — talking in his

latest issue to the media.
Don't call it a press release;
call it a manifesto if you
like. In a recent interview
with the Daily Bruin, Ginn
took a breather from
another busy year of tour-
ing and producing three
more Black Flag LPs. He
explained soine of the
things the Flag is about —
and some that it steadfastly

isn't.

Something like an expla-

nation is in order. In the
past two years, the band
has issued six studio LPs,
and their albums seem to

grow more diverse as time
goes by. From the last
seven months. Loose Nut,
In My Head, and The Pro-
cess of Weeding Out, the
latter all-instrumental, have
been three records each of a
very different order. The
music from one to the next
ranges from streamlined
hard rock to blistering
psychedelic metal to spaz-

out, Goltranish jazz im-
prov. fhe high-gear shif-

ting of styles risks losing

continuity for listeners.

Critics turned a deaf ear to

Black Flag in 1985, after

widely praising them the
year before. What gives
with the group?
Ginn explained that their

records purposely aren't
pre-calculated for listeners*

tastes. "We don't make
records for radio, we make
records to listen to — that
differentiates us from other
groups. Our records tend to
sound different because
they're made to comple-
ment each other, rather
than being the critical

•N

Statement. The way we
develop our identity is not
with any one record, but.

with everything we do. To
me, that's healthier."

/Spontaneity, coupled
with intense concentration
on the group, vigorous
rehearsing, and inner
discipline brought to the
music-making phase, are
what Ginn sees as the defin-
ing marks of Black Flag.
"We don't get judgmental
about the kind of music we
make. (What is important
is) the way of going about
making music." Looking
back on the many changes
in band personnel — Ginn
is the one historical cons-
tant — and looking ahead
to a new line-up with Kira
replacement Gel Revuelta
on bass, he sees his task as
"trying to convince people
to play music that's not set
into any set social scheme."

Listening to Ginn speak,
it becomes obvious, that the
''American Rock
Renaissance" so often talked

Continued on Page 19
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FILM

'Down and Out' and limp in B.H.
By Sergio Fernandez

Bette Midler has an uptight, sniggering walk as the rich,
bored housewife Barbara Whiteman in Paul Mazursky's comedy
Down and Out in Beverly Hills. With her wide hips and her
butt thrust up in the air, she brings each foot firmly in front of
the other in short, quick succession. Her walk is an extended
version of the clippy, high-energy pacing Midler does during
her stage shows. In the movie, Barbara Whiteman is an indulg-
ed Beverly Hills matron who doesn't have a lot to do with
herself. Perpetually dissatisfied, she hopscotches from one
Southern California trend to the next in search of the cure for
her churned-up ills. That cure comes in the form of Nick Nolte
as Jerry, a homeless bum whom her husband Dave, played by
Richard Dreyfuss, has taken in and rescued from committing
suicide by drowning in their pool.

Essentially, Jerry represents and acts as an all-around family
miwcle-and-nerve relaxer. His prescription is one of laying back,
mellowing out, cooling down. It seems the VVhiteman family,
which includes two kids in their late teens and early twenties,
have all these hangups that come with being rich in Beverly
Hills. They can't relate to each other and they're all frustrated.

Nolte: *We//, here^s a position for an .executive secretary.* Don-
'Woof.* ^ *'

Jerry, the bum who has nothing, teach^ them to loosen up. He
generously loosens up the three v^omen in the household (in-
cluding the housekeeper) with his sexual prowess, and teaches
dad and son how to talk to each other, how to let go.

Directed by Paul Maz.ursky and co-written by him and Leon
Capetanos, Down and Out in Beverly Hills was inspired by
Jean Renoir's marvelous 1931 film Boudu Saved from Drown-
ing. In that niovie, which is loose and free and open, the
hobo/vagabond was played by Michel Simon as an unruly pet
who couldn't be housetrained. But part of the problem with
Down and Out lies in Nolte's central character. After Jerry's
failed suicide attempt, Dave Whiteman, who has been feeling
guilty about his opulent lifestyle, lets Jerry stay in his poolside
cabana. Jerry is mostly unwanted by the rest of the household
and his intrusion into it upsets the family.

You feel a complex ambiguity toward Simon's Boudu. You
are alternately charmed, moved, and appalled by this hobo
who did not want to and would iiot conform. Jerry supposedly
doesn't conform either. He even teaches the Whiteman's neurot-
ic dog how to eat dog food by eating it himself out of the dog
bowl. But you're always aware of Nolte the actor trying to pass
for a hobo and once Dave Whiteman transforms Jerry's physical
appearance with swank clothes and a haircut the hobo charac-
ter disappears. It's just Nick Nolte up there on the screen.

Nolte is a fine screen actor, as he proved in the fine Who'll
Stop the Rain?, but the way his character is conceived here,
he's in a no-win situation. The great majority of bums these
days are also alcoholics. Nolte's Jerry has no such problem, or
complexity. His character is actually just a device in the film's
schematic structure. He's there to change the family, to show
them the errors of their ways, to humanize them. And they, in
turn, show him that||e can be part of society. About a third in-

to thfe movie you already know Jerry's going to cure the anorex-
ic daughter and liberate the son's pent-up ambivalent Adam
Ant yearnings.

There's a great deal of heartfelt goodwill running through
Mazursky's movies. His zany Tempest (which was a commercial
flop) had a loose, unruffled feel, wd though that film was, in
the end, a mess, it was satisfying on some basic, crazy level.

Down and Out feels forced. Mazursky is trying too hard to get
a laugh. And his satire of the B.H. nouveau-riche lifestyle is

rather obvious and a little too self-knowing. There's an element
in this movie that says: oh-aren't'We-all-such-silly-vain-people-

but-we're-really-okay. The movie is not without its good mo-
ments — mainly in Bette Midler's snooty wiggle, a scene in

which her orgasm that Jerry prompts is heard throughout the
neighborhood and flips people and appliances out, and a couple
of times when Little Richard makes an appearance. But Sham-
poo, another comedy about the B.H. lifestyle, which Robert
Towne wrote, was the view of an insider who was willing to
dig in and find some observation there. Mazursky's satire here is

facile; it has no edge and it has no bite.

-J
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A Colourbox
of surprises

By jack Dubov^y

Colourb<«; (Mourbox, import on 4 A.D. This album vdm
the *most improved band' award.

It opens with a gientle piano solo that sounds as if it

were lifted from a Windham Hill release, then plummets
directly into the driving "Just Give 'Em Whiskey," a
pulsating wall of sound piece with heavy guitar and drums—

- lots of fOls but no crash cymbals. Vocius are lines taken
from films such as 2001: A Space Odeesey, FuturewoHds,
and the TV series The Prisons: "Welcome to Voiceprint
Identification,'' **I am not a number, I am a free man,"
This isn't supposed to happen." This last phrase well
sums up the surprise of the listener subjected to the unex-
pected in Colourbox's latest.

Lorita Grahame, female lead vocalist, shows her stuff
on a mean rendition of the Supremes' "You Keep Me
Hanging On." The music's been updated, but the vocals
are as Motown as ever. Grahame's singing on tracks such
as "Arena," a tensely sad song of love St, and the singles
"Say You" ami *'Tbe Mom is Blue" is equally moving and
pciweifi;^. This woman really hits those Qcnto^ wkh gut-
wrenching sincerity and* voiee that oifcrtiSRiai^^ rich
instrumentation.

Sterve and Martyn Yooa%,jmJin̂ pkmmcf awaMini of
Colourbox, with Martyn Young producing. This album
marks a great advance from their 'Tarantula** single from
their 'we-a-synth-band^tool' days, especially in terms of
productioQ. There's a flashy diq[>lay of new studio tricb,
intense dubbing, and wild stereo effects. The sound jumps
from speaker to speaker wi^ eiplosive briditncss and
diarity. Phrases of iqpeedi or odd noise repeat rhythmically
as part of the musical composition.
The first 10,000 copies ol tiUb album come with a se*

cond LP, making tills a double album il you can find one
of the special limited edition. Tk^ ettm IJP fei^uret total

remixes of **Ar«ia'* and "'Mankr is «^ as^^^^l^
tracks and a different venbm df *^u^ C>lM IBbai.W^
called "Sex Gun** m^ilch tm LcMrita Gfatipn^l^^
stead Of the canned Uim fyom .mai^fm^:M^^imif^rl^
nmliotify <^ the nioit aihftgilui^ - -^ -
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ONCAMPUS trivia winner Edward Jacobs

By Bill U'Ren. Staff Writer

Up to now, I guess a word
to describe what's been going
on here could be "indulgent,"

what are your feelings on this?

_ Anyway, last week I found
out that the Small Faces are

having a reunion concert for

the benefit of Multiple

Sclerosis, mostly as a result of

requests made by former
bassist Ronnie Lane, who is a
victim of MS. Ironically, peo-

ple usually forget the respect

each of the former Faces now
possess, for the reunion will

include guitarist Ron Wood
and keyboardist Ian McClagen
from the Rolling Stones,

drummer Kenney Jones from
The Who, vocalist Rod
Stewart, and a new addition
to the band, bassist John
Taylor of Duran Duran,
Power Station, and Renee
Simonson fame. ___^_,,_^
Which of these things

doesn't belong here? My guess

is that Rod and John have

been planning on this secretly

for some time, mostly so that

they can swap telephone
numbers of high fashion
mojdels they've dated. Or
maybe it's a chance to ex-

change make-up* tricks? In
either case, it should be very
interesting to see how the
previously blues-oriented

Faces sound when matched
with the funk bass styles of

Mr. Taylor.

Last Monday, Edward
Jacobs was the first to call in

and tell us that Bob Celdof
was involved in The Secret

Policeman's Other Ball which
benfitted Amnesty Interna-
tional. For his efforts, he
received an LP < from CBS
M as ter p romot er Dave
Millman.

This week's question: The
film Merry Christmas, Mister
Lawrence pairs actor Tom
Conti with musician David
Bowie as officers of the British

Army. For the^ championship
and a try at the dream vaca-
tion in Cleveland, what other
prominent musician is

featured in this film, both on
the screen and on the sound-
track?

As usual, if you know the

answer, please call us here at

Review, 825 — 2538, after

2:10 this afternoon. We're
leaving the phone off the hook
until that time, so don't call

earlier.

By the way, didn't you
think a certain performer
whose initials are D.R. was a

bit drunk during the American
:Wusic Awards? And why did
they allow George Michael to

go shirtless?

FILM

Tuesday, February 4^
Melnitz's AMERICAN IN-
DEPENDENT FILM series

Continued on Page 19

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special \i{tO&^A.
college student program to

sharply lower your present

rates. Faculty and others

may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc. - 1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

f=lashtan
Jbntung, Tbning&Aerobic Centres

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverly Hills 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon
Shampoo , Condition

,

Cut & Blow $ i I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

\ 'Ttr' ' Perm $25 and up

introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

MONDAY MADNESS
1645 Westwood Blvd

^

BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

^§^^^^^^f:>^iiiMMiMiwA^

buys a large

pepperoni pizza and

2 ice-cold Coca-Cola's

I

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

-rvf

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary
Not good with any
other offer.

IT'S MADNESS!

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTACT LENSES

$39/pair*
B&L. WJ

I SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

CHANGE THE COLOR OF YOUR .

EYES SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
8AL, CiDd, CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$53
inclurtes eyp eum Glasses for disMnce ex

I

rpd<1ififj Cif^f siqqte vision sMnd^rd sue gidss

|. Of pi^\(K lenses sncl rrames from out special

|l ^elertion First dv sphandcyl

I

I

I

|| B&L, WJ Cooper. Hydrorurve I

$89/pair

I
COMPLETE EYE EXAM

I

I
125

FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

DESIGNER FRAMES

LOW LOW
PRICES

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039
2605 Lincoln Blvd |dt Ocean Park in

the Lucky Shopping Center) ^Aii us fo« rcxjf, contact

VIWMASTf»fCHAI?G6

IFNS (ffPLACEMfNTS
we MAM. AT CXJ» fVEROAy

LOW LOW PRICES

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
1421 S Robertson Blvd

{'A bik S of Pico)

•ProfessJOfMl ServicM Ewrj

ONCAMPUSON
Continiied from ViLgc 18
continues with screenings of
David Hoizman's Diary(l967)
and PHinaiy(1960) beginning
at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $4 and
$2.50 for students.

Wednesday, February 5,
the INGRID BERGMAN
SERIES continues in Melnitz
with free screenings of Strom-
holi (1950) and Anastasia
(1956) beginning at 8:00.
Roberto RosseHini's Stromboli
film will be shown in its uncut
version, previously unavailable
in the United States.
Bergman's performance in
Anastasia won her a second
Academy Award.
Thursday, February 6,

Campus Events presents two
screenings of Pee-Wee's Big
Adventure at 8:00 and 10:00
pm, followed by a midnight
screening of The Rocky Hor-
ror Picture Show in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. Admission is

$1.

Thursday, February 6,
Melnitz's TECHNICOLOR
series continues with a free

screening of Hollywood: The
Selznick Years at 5:30 and
screenings of The Garden of
AIlah(1936) and The Goldwyn
FoIlies(l938) at 7:30 for $4
and $2.50 for students.

Friday, February 7, Melnitzr

MUSIC

Monday. February 3, Plim-
souls regular Peter Case will
perform for free beginning at
8:00 pm at Kerckhoff Cof-
feehouse.

Tuesday, February 4,
Cultural Affairs noon concert
will feature Dwight Yoakam
performing for free on Acker-
man A-Level Patio.

Tuesday, February 4, occas-
sional Rank and File members
Chip and Tony Kinman will
perform their renowned
acoustic set in Kerckhoff Cof-
feehouse for free beginning at
8:00 pm.
Wednesday, February 5,

Cultural Affairs Jazz Series
continues in Kerckhoff Cof-
feehouse with a free perfor-
mance from Kroog beginning
at 8:00 pm.
Thursday, February 6, just

off from their performance ai
the American Music Awards,
The Nelsons, featuring two
sons of the late Ricky Nelson,
will open for The Unforgiven
in a Campus Events pres-
entation at the Cooperage
beginning at 9:00 pm. Admis-
sion is free.

COMEDY
presents a special screening of
TURTLE DIARY{19S6) starr-

ing Academy Award winners
Glenda Jackson and Ben
Kingsley, from a screenplay
by Harold Pinter. Tickets, free
to students with ID, are
availble at the CTO Trailer at

9:00 and the MacGowan Box
Office at 10:30.

Friday, February 7, Campus
Events again presents Pee-
Wee's Big Adventure, which is

paired, for some strange
reason, with Rocky Horror,
same times as Thursday.

Tuesday, February 4,
Cultural Affairs presents the
Tuesday Night Comedy Series
beginning at 9:00 pm in the
Cooperage. Admission is free.

ART

Monday, February 3,
Cultural AfJFairs presents an
Art Show opening in Celebra-
tion of Black History Month.
The exhibit will appear from
February 3 — 14 in Kerckhoff
Stud^t Art Gallery.

G. Ginn speaks
Continued from Pa^e 17
about in the rock press is at
least in part a critic's

fabrication. The media now
treats practically all
guitar-based, newly-surfac-
ing groups as belonging to

some ''movement;" yet
Black Flag, certainly one of
the most consequential
American bands of this de-
cade, doesn't fit well into

any pattern. The group
constantly seeks to
radicalize itself, indepen-
dent of any music scene on
view. Ginn has no patience
for some groups working
around old riffs, and he in-

sists a reductive conser-
vatism has spread out to the
major and independent
labels. His remedy: "Let's
do something real, real
wild. Wild in terms of
music — dispense with the
(inherited) calculations, the
(inherited) forms, deal with
rhythms and notes. To me,
that's wild. You're not con-
trolling the music, you're
living itr
A case in point of their

radicalization may be found
in their recent, musician-
only album. The Process of
Weeding Out. How many
other groups would dare
submit to the artistic de-
mands of a jazz-form
record, substituting a rock
trio for sax player and
rhythm section? While
Ginn continues his slashing,

dense, combative guitar

display on this record that
has become his trademark,
he also plays more
meditative and at-
mospherically grouped
notes. The guitar runs
heard on Weeing Out go
further to encompass each
composition wholly, instead
of generating only im-
mediate effects.

Ginn also now has music
projects outside of his main
group. Apart from partak-
ing in the groups Tom
Troccoli's Dog and October
Faction, he's just finished

recording an LP for a new
project. Gone. "We're into

different kinds of rhythms
than what Black Flag's do-
ing now — funk, salsa,

metal. I've been getting in-

to Latin music a lot, and
that's been getting to be a
bigger influence on me."
He doesn't find the outside
work distracting — "Maybe
I put too much concentra-
tion on Black Flag," he
observed.

Black Flag fans can ex-

pect to prepare themselves
for further stylistic adjust-

ments. Ginn recently pur-
chased a Linn drum
machine and has been prac-
ticing with it. "I work a
couple of years ahead of

time. A lot of my ideas take

a few years to reach the

point where they're
cohesive and completed.
Music has to come spon-
taneously.*'
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Low Cost High Quality

Women's Health Care
Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services • Partner's Chnic

Cmte/i
Ifi^ Wometi'i Com

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

f . IV-"'
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THIS MAY B| THE
PROGRAM YOUVE
BEEN WAITING FOR...
UCLA MASTERS/CREDENTIAL PROGRAM

r

•4

nip Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education is oleased toannourjce a program to be offered during 1986-87 in which SSd^^fs rnay simuitarSrearn a H^asters Degree and a Teaching Credential in four quarters of s;^^*'"'""''"«°"«V

!£*,'^^"?s?r^2ii;?krpr^°r5??s^^^ '^ °^'^°«°"^^ '-

Fellowships are available for both programs.

J[S^12^«2^°:^^*i®.2!i'5?!^^ !"bmlt applications for either the.|=^^|^.edentlal S<5,r^-or »l^tS.^C^
I ,

For more Information and to receive an application form please contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 MAArA Uaii • n\x\ AocA^ois

— LOOKING FOR NEW FACES.- —

^

m/VTACHANCE TOBEA STAR?
A rare opportunity for three talentedand attractiveperformers

Open casting call for two female
andone male leads in thenew feature film

Produced by WILLIAM WELLMAN. JR.
Directed by FFiANKLAUGHUN
Casting by LYNN STALMASTER

Choreogmpfiy by GEORGE CURTIS RANDOLPH
A new film from BILLYJACK PRODUCTIONS

Two Female Leads (ages 18-23) • One Male Lead (age 20-26)

TUESDAY• FEBRUARY 4, 1986•QAM to 7:30PM
THE BEVERLY THEATRE

9404 Wilshire Boulevard-^Beverty Hills

• BRING PHOTOS andRESUME

'

Production on "DANaNC FOR ME" begins in Maixh in Toronto

FORADDmONM INFORMATION, PLEASEPHONE (213) 201-8873
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«• Jane WiedlinV album is just a blue miss
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yane Wiedlin

WINNING1HEWEST
WELLSFARGO STUDENTLOANS
Speedy Processing: At Wells Fargo, we're

committed to rapid turnaround. Our state-of-the-

art student loan system enables us to give your
loan request prompt attention and swift handling.

We Make It Simple: No additional bank forms
are required, and you don't need to have a credit

history or account relationship in order to qualify.

Courteous Customer Service: Our service

representatives are ready to answer your ques-
tions.We appreciate your business, and we're

anxious to make your dealings with Wells Fargo
Bank pleasant and hassle-free.

Choose Wells Fargo: If a student loan is part

of your plans for financing your education, then

tell your financial aid office that you want to go
through Wells Fargo Bank. Soon after you mail
us your application, you'll begin to see why
Wells Fargo was the smart choice.

If you need more information, we'd be happy
to help . . . phone or write us today!

Call (800) 641-0473 Toll-Free ' -

Weekdays 8 AM-5:30 PM

Wells Fargo Bank
Student Loan Center
RO. Box 9368
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
c t9b5 WFB NA
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By Tony Aarons

Jane Wiedlin: Jane Wiedlin^
IBS. Remember the -Go-Gos^
They couldn't sing, they really

weren't that cute and they
had no talent. But everyone
loved them anyway — you
could even believe they were
cute. I guess it was a case of

the whole being greater than
the sum of its parts.

Jane Wiedlin's new solo
album, the first from any of
the band's former members, is

proof of tjiat saying.

Wiedliii was the best of the
Go-Gos* songwriters, and
whet everyone's appetites with
a good single in "Blue Kiss."

The rest of the album,
though was not quite as good
as that first song off the
record.

Wiedlin's effort is bogged
down by trite sbngs that have
unmemorable tunes and silly

titles. The record is
highlighted by songs with such
brilliant names as "Sometimes
You Really Get On My
Nerves," "Somebody Is Going
To Get Into This House," and
"100 Years Of Solitude."
~ These songs, besides lacking
any depth, have melodifes that
sound as if they have been
written by at least a dozen
pop bands in the past five
years.

Wiedlin's voice, which was
used primarily for back-ups in*
the Go-Gos (and she once did
a duet, called *'Cool
Places"with Russell Mael of
Sparks) cannot really stand up
as well by itself. Her voice is

too high and raspy to be
anything more than annoying
on many of the albums tracks.

The real problem with this
^bum though is at first you
think it might be good. The
first side of the record, in ad-
dition to "Blue Kiss", has one
song that isn't bad, "Goodbye
Cruel World," and another
that is pretty good,*'East
Meets West." These songs"
have more basic themes (love
and breaking up) and upbeat
tunes that remind you of the
stuff the Go-Gos used to play.

Like the the best song on
the album, this rfecord is a
kind of Blue Kiss because
whenever I listen to it I think
of the Go-Gos.and what I was
hoping this album would be.

m ciassiffled ^,-

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

The ASUCXA Communicatens Botrd tuly wppom tw •
UnM«fSly or CalHorrai s polcy on notwHtcrtminatton •
No madium tfuM accapl Mtttntsemanls wtach pmant •
ptrioni of any ong»i, rac*. rsMgion, sex. or sexual •
ortentaion In a demean«ng way. or imply ttui ttwy are •
ImiM 10 certain poeiHons. capaUMat rote, or •
ttalua m society Neriher the daily Bruin nor He •
ASUCLA Communlcaaons Board has inveeOoatad any •
of Itte sarvicas advenbad or adverUsers repreaantad In •
this issue Any person baSevIno Viat in adverHsement •
in mis issue violates Itie Board's policy on non- #
discnmtnation stated herein should conmunicate •
complaints m wrtflng to 0k Busineu Manager, Dally •
Bruin. 30S Westvwood Plan. KH 112, Los Aitgales, CA «
90024 For assistance witt) housing discnnwuitton «
proMama, cal the UCLA Housmg Office it 8?S-4491. 9
or CI* the Westsidf Fur Housing Offlca at 47S-9671

EDUCATION
SERVICES , 4

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MxHngi Monday, Ack8iman

2410. 12:10-1:20. W«dnMdays.
NeuropcycNatTtc trvfttute 0^-536.

12:10-1:20. Rx olcoholcs or Irv

dMdudi wtK> have a drtnidno

problem. 850-0644 a 475-6366

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! W€'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818)880-4407, (81 8)880-4361

.

THE IMMOBILIZER IS HERE! Don't be
afraid to walk out atone day or night, it's a
safe, legal and effective weapon against

attackei^. For further Info. Call (714)946-

5347.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University
HiHon. Info- (21 3) 969-2261

.

PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cuKures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara
(818)840-e638.

KATHY PRICE • Happy Birthday from your
toving t)«g brother. Love. John.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8^m Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.
Nancy.

Ar Thanks all fhos«
participating In our

annual ANCHOR SPLASH.
It was a or«at tuccosi

t>«caus« of youl
Lovo.

Tf>o Doo Goo's

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

Lecture Notes Help You — —
Master Midterms —^ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Lovel. Ackormon Unton. M-Th. 7:45-6:30: Fri. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5
Lacfura Notes and Problem SoMng e(M»s ara copyrighted byASUCLA.

¥3
Don't Get Stressed,

GET THE STUDYPAK!
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for
Ctiemistry, Economics, and Psyctiology classes.
Available only at the Lecture Notes counter located on Alevel. Ackerman Union.
Lecture Notes and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

A bunch of girls went out one night,

Fraternity row was In sight,

We took whatever we could flrxj.

Sure hope you guys didn't mind.

EAE-exomlne your bar.

AX—your trophies went for.

ATA-your paddles ore hung high.

Hey Betos-we DID hove your nl— KX^-your pksque It dkj flee.

—

ZBT-yfhere is your Z?
ho, ho, tKi,

An awesome P.C.

i

ALPHA TAU
OnECA

LIYTLE SISTER
-tNITtATlOli^
TUESDAY

9:00 SHARP
Girls, don't go meandering

• in at all hours for

this bash.

i

CHI OMEGA NEW INITIATES
It was a fun-filled week, but now It is done.
you're a beautiful pledge class that's second

to nonel
You learned all the secrets and lovp that we

share.

With honor and pride the Chi-O Badge shall

you wear.
We love you. Your Chi Omega Sisters

J«a (AAA)
Congratulations!

I knew you
could do itl

Love,

Nicole

MICHILLf aUCK (AEe)
Congrcituk3tk)ni on

Initkitkxil I'm to
proud o( youl .-.

LML,

YOUR GUMBY PAL,

SHm

I

f Kappa Delta LOVES ^
^ their New lahiataall f

Caroline Agamata
Nicole Alessi

Kristin Barley
Hillary Bibicoff

Jill Borucki
Mindy Chong
Jill Cohen
Katrina Dodson
Carta Eagles
Debbie Elam
Stephanie Gallardo
Kris Hatada
BeckiHcrrera
Lisa Hiklenbrand
May Huang
Heather Hutchinson
Meradlth Jones
Lori Lewis
Staoey Undberg

\-

Erin McKeown
Kristin Miller

Merritt Osokil
Hilary Owen
Jacquil Pose
Gina Pucinelli

Karia Renshaw
Alice Rodriquez
Lori Lewis
Monica sharp

QaireSperow
Susan Swift

Rai^eeta Udohji
Becky Vallas

Laura Workurka
Jennifer Wright
Yaara Yaron
TashaZcmrus

Elaine (Xn)-
You are an awesome big

sisf Thanks for

everything.

I LOVE YOUlf
Your litde sis.

Jenny

UCLACIrciaK
•Sarvica
•Fallowthip
•Laadarthlp

Join tha world't largatt collaglota tarvica organliotloi
MEIMBERSHIP OI»ENTATK>N TONIGHT

All Walcoma Ach 3517. 7:30

CONGRATULATIONS AND WELCOME TO THE
NEWEST ACTIVE MEMBERS OF ALPHA DELTA PI:

Coasratvlatioaa oa yowr laitiatioafII

L«va asd A.O.T.,

Yow Acthra Siat4

^4^^^4^^^4^^^^^^4^^MM^«¥«¥¥¥¥^#^¥¥¥4^¥^4^¥¥#¥¥4^

^ NANCYYAm (AE#)
ConBratulatkNM on

oMking Jttdklal Boaid.
Wc'ttdi proud of you!

Low.
Your AEa stetcrt

Usa AbdaUa
Anne Marie Albertazzl

Donna Alexander
Lynn Allison

JuHe Andersen
Usa Auslander

TamiBcfl
Debbie Bimdorf
Romy Buchman
Dae Coons
OndiCosley
Laura Dale
TridaDawe
Nancy Dcnyes
Yvonne Fklutsis

Jaddc Fogerty

JuHc Fuller

Kristen Gaardner

KimGire
Julie Gkxrkner
Kathy Honda
Claire Jackson
Anne Jamison
April Kavanaugh
AlisonKncri
Crystal Lehner
Michelle Magidoff
Stefanic Morae
TridaO'Kacfa
Agna Pang
Adrlcnnc Scarcailo

LlsaSt.Amand
Rebecca Thomas
BethTurocy
AIMson Uchtyarea
Mindy Williams

i <
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PERSONAL ••,. 10

tot you mought we
forgot. cHdnl you?

HAPPyi9dnd4/365tttt
Ifs stM party timelll

We love you bobylll
Rebecca crxJ Short

Marlssa.

TtKinks for puttlrig up
with me ttils past week.
You are a great frierxj.

I LOVi YOUl
Your roommate,

Jenny

To the

"••mate
In all of West LA

Thanks for putting up

w/me
For the past 7 days

I'm now back for good
No more late nights

Dinner in the cafeteria

Where we'll scam all the

sights

THERE-NVBL

.

Congratulations

to

Alpha EpsilonPht^

=^ New Initiates^=

WeVe so proud

of you!!

LML,

Your AEO Sisters

AE<^

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank Up to $lOO/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests is seeking Female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three months. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and blood specimen All in-

formation confidential. Call (213) 386-5614
exi. 231 (Shirley). .

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

MALE adutts 18-22 needed for research

project at UCLA. 1 time only, earn $12.

Call 825-0392

NORMAL healthy children 3-10 years old

needed for research project at UCLA.
$20/session, 1 time only. Call 825-0392

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

make $5.00 by participating in a survey

which includes questions on alcohol and
drug use. call between 9:00am and
5;00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM dpnor wanted. FGE Medical
Clintc. 820-0377.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SALONS 21

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

LOSE weight, feel greati Simply, naturally

arKl safely. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call

376-2890.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

«
*
«

*
*
¥
«

CoiHimiwteilloiit skills

worluhop. Bfcoms
mors Msarthrt and

stlt-coiifldtiit

S Mwiiiy tvMliH|s:7:00-6:30

Bnim 2-2M6 $96.00

300-1421 For Rtswvittjn^-

OPPORTUNITIES 26

FUTON business for sale, near beach. 3
yrs. dd, profitable, inquires welcome. Must
sell. (213)398-0534.

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVIST. Try the rapist, not the victlml

National action against rape offers paid
public outreach position. Call Tracey at

(213)394-8050.

ADMINISTRATIVE Clerk. Light typing 30-

35w.p.m, phones. Front desk appearance.
Will train for computer work. Fix. hrs.

$4.0C/hr. Cheryl. The Computer Experi-
ence. (213)477-4094.

AID elderly woman. Needs own car.

Transport to appointments arKl shopping.
Light housekeeping. (213)272-2442.

ASIA travel/study, 2 nfK>nths. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.004l0.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evenir>g.

ASSISTANT to professionat speaker; sktHs;

telephone follow-up, 50wpm accurate,
word-processing, will train. Some morn-
ings. 15^ hours. 822-3751.

BABYSITTER Needed. $3.00 hour. 474-

8912. Near UCLA.

CASHIER needed for one hour photo lab.

Please call Anna at 477-0559

CASHIER/host/hostess/delivery drivers.

Apply in person. 1776 Westwood Blvd.

3:00-6:00 pm. 470-2499. Scott

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

SALESCLERKS
MANAGEMENT

TRAINEES
Video sales & rentals,

retail record & tape
sales. Advancement
potential. Full & P/T

entry level, will train.

Apply In person.
MUSIC PLUS

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e 1440VINESr

HOLLYWODD

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

.^teoHAiR

Permanent I lair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Nianicure • Ftdicure

208-8193
lOfS CAYLEY AVE .WESTWOOD VILLAGE

-;

FERESHTEH
Master Hair Cdorist

0CO0004

AOMA
Skin Care Expert

20% OFF
• Coloring

• Highlighting

$49 perm and cut

In Beverly Hills

(213)273-1063 g (213)271-6594

• $25 Europian facial

• $20 Full Leg Waxing

Student Discount

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 JOBS WANTED 33

DEVELOPER looking for person to do mn-
tal surveys in WLA area. Contact Lee or

D^ 677-4747. - __
EARN $5004300(ymonth, paif^UYi full

time positions. Training provided,

now SBN 376-2890.
Call

EARN $1 Schedule own hours. Manage
own sales terrHory. Sell advertising space
for specialty telephone directory. Sales
support provided. 6-8 weeks, pait-tinne. In-

terested, call Matt. 837-187a/H«l 30&«775
to set up Interview. (Leave name /number).

ELEGANTLY rennxJeled BiltnKKe Hotel in

downtown LA is presently interviewing

qualified applicants for the foltowing poei-

tk)ns: foodservers. cocktail servers, host/

hostess, front desk clerks. Business-like

appearance and cheerful di8positk>n are a
must. Please apply in personnel offk«.

Mon-Thurs, 9am-12noon. 515 S Olive st,

LA. 90013. (213)624>1011

ENTHUSIASTIC people with outgoing per-

sonality wanted for vacation resort
telemarketing. Great opportunity! Call

399-9307 m-f. Ask for Mtehelle.

EXPERIENCED typist, approx. 25-30 hrs/

wk. 70 wpm accurate, preferred expert-

ence on IBM-PC. $9/hr (213)279-1447

FAST and accurate typist needed. Part-

time. Flexit)le hours. 655-6559.

FULL or part-time work in convenience of

your own home. Ask Mrs. Bishop. 659-

• 4417.

FULL Time. Front offk» person needed for

tMisy chiropractic offk:e. Contact Sarah
658-8661.

FULL-TIME physical therapy aid/ $6/hr.

Will train. Beverly Hills. Includes Satur-

days. 274-5935.

GOVERNMENT jobs. $16,040-$69,230/
year. Now hiring. Call 1-805- 687-6000,
ext. R-1010S for current federal list.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP.
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPEHI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN. WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING. 826-7000.

GREAT opportunity young company seek-
ing motivated salespeople, your own hours
from your home, no hard selll brittle

Brokers, call collect 805-257-3259.

GROCERY clerk, part-time, Westside
market. 1-7p.m. ask for Michael or Karen.
Experiertce preferred. 477-3216

HOOK up your homework in environmental
studies to raising public support & par-

ticipation to stop urban pollution Citizens
for a Better Environment. Get involved, get
results, get paid. (213)935-0117.

HOUSEWORK and yardwork for Beverly
Hills home. Driver's license required. Oc-
casional general office work 6$/hr.

Tues.Thurs.or Sat. Hours very flexible

Call 936-5670.

JEWISH consuelor for a month. Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated consuelors. June 18-July 17.

Call (213)653^4471

Judaic Studies teacher aid M-F, 12-3:30 at

Westwood Jewish day school Call 475-

6401.

Light housework & company for two elderly

sisters. $7/hr. 11 hrs/wk. T.B.A. WLA
277-1713.

PART-TIME retail sales person. Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood.

Ask for Stacy. 820-7373.

PART-TIME advar>ced aerobk: instructor.

Embassador tennis and health dub. CaH
385-6487.

P/kRT-TIME telemarketing. Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commisskxt. PtK>ne

Maureen Healy 463^350.

PART-TIME retail sales person needed for

gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood. Ask
for Stacy. 820-7373

PRESTK3IOUS night dub needs public

relatk>n persons, part or full time. Tel.

(213)856-6491.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRQ's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T. dependable,
responsible, energetic persons wanted,

exp. preferred not necessary. Heavy
phor>es. 473^4428, Ms. Schaefer.

RECEPTIONIST- phones, typing, some
computer knowledge a plus. Call 1-800-

448-5353.

RESTAURANT delivery drivers. Near cam-
pus. Flexible hours. Wages plus good tips.

Start immediately. Call Howard. 829-3000.

ROUND Table Pizza is kx)king for delivery

people. Must have own car and insurance.

Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-
misskKi, day and evening shift available.

Hours flexible. Apply in person. 1050 Virte

St.. Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

SALES part-tinne: Earn great casb. up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy

sale Call Mike at 393-8153.

TELEPHONE surveys. Computer industry

market survey, no selling. t)ase pay plus

bonuses equal $8-$ 12 per hour. Work w/in

10 min. of campus. Call evenings Sun-
day-Thurs.. 6pm-l0pm. (213)477-1237
messages.

'et-cfnvrnc saiea. i ww wouto you ftKe

to work part time (6:00-12:00 am) or

(12:00-6:00 pm) and make $600/week
pomm. arul still be able to go to school so
they can teach you how to make $300/
week? If you're sharp, energetic and have
a good speaking voice, call Ed.
{213)337-9525.

TUTOR k>w achieving 6t!i graders in LA.
UCSB research project $8-$14/hr . 10-30

hrs/week. Call Liz-Nooshin (805)961-4459
In ntorning.

TYPIST correspondence 5-10 hrs/week.
Flexible hours. Brentwood location. 825-
2093.

Video store rental clerk, good personality,

no experience necessary. pA f/t Venice
area. 399-9211.

WOULD you stuff 1000 envelopes for

$500? If so, rush self-addressed stamped
envelope for details to: SLM, 3175 S.

Hoover #444, LA, CA 90007.

LOOKING for day-time part-time waiter/

waitress experienced Please call Lois

204-0441.

$1,000.00 per week?
TNs is a redlstk: goal for

a motivated salesperson,

reaching Investors t:>y

phone.
Can J.S.P.C. at

(213)821-7124. We trolnl

MATURE responsible male to provide per-

sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day.

1 block from campus, strong references
$250/month 208-5732.

NANNIES. We need you. If you love

children, have a valid California driver's

license, high school diploma, solid local

references and speak fluent English . .

enter our nanny training program. Earn
$800-1000/month. Live in/out. Anderson-
Lewis Nanny Agency. (213) 274-2653.

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteedl Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477

Fill in yo«r week
wtth extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the
day, week, or month.

STIVERS
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

Call for appointment

In Westwood 208*5656

^PESSIONAL PHOTOOBAPHil
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/FerTK3le Pro/h4orvpro

for upcomlrio sesskx^s

Foshkxi. Commercial. Theatrical

CaH for Appointment
(818) 508-8680

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES ..... 32

*STUDENTS AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?

Work temporary for

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L.A
fl1B|477.aMS

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
|21S|M1.S220
•^Secretarial. »^Recept»onist,

»^ Typists, »^Accountmg,

»^DaiaAVord Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPUCANTS

EARN $1000 weekly workir^g part-time at

home! No experience necessary. Rush
self-addressed, stamped envekjpe: Info

Mart. 870 Hilgard. #220. Los Angeles.CA
90024.

EASY extra Incomel $500-1000 possiblel
Rush stamped self-addressed envetope-
McKinney & Assoc., Dept La 1, 110 E.
HIHcrest Blvd. Su 209, Inglewood. Ca.
90301.

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-
tant needed. Must have knowledge of
anatomy and be willing to work at a fast
pace. Computer experience helpful. Con-
tact Sarah. 656-6661.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-tlnw) for MD office
near Beverly HINs M-F full t»eneftts. Top
salary 939-2111.

''

RARE Opportunity- Limited number. P/T
10-20 hrs/wk. Potential of $2000-3000^mo
Will train. Stacy (213) 65/.0e87/ (818)
507-9570.

RECENT MBA seeks evening and
weekend work. Marketing and taxation.

Call Pat. (818)444-9268.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly furnished and utUtties.

near VA hospital, and UCLA bus. Avallible

Feb 5. $450/nx) 47»-5638

FEMALE to share bdrm. in apt. near

UCLA, %300/mo. & security deposit &
jtilities. Short or kjngterm. 470-7931.

IJEW Decor. 1-t>edroom. Available now.

Furnished or unfurnished. Pool, laun-

dry.partting. $555-575. 4132 Qrandview,

Mar Vista. 313-1818.

OWN Room/Bath in Clean. Sunny Apart-

ment. $450. Great Locatton Near Wilshire

Bundy 83»6822/85&-0567.

TWO Bedroom. 1 bath, nice unit. West LA.

900 a month. 450-7546 until 6:30 pm.

WESTWOOD*^prime location furnished

singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patk> elevalor,

a/c. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
t>y Moss an6 Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom. 2-1/2 bath. Deluxe,

small, modern buiMing. 11675 Dariington, -

open house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartn>ents. Partiy-fully fumiahad.

Redecorated exceptk>nally dean. Modem
building, pool, parking, security. 1631
Whitley. (213)467-9431.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laurnlry. ^

a/c, fireplaces. BraiuJ new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmir>e.

APARTMENTS===
FURNISHED 50

BACHELOR apt. Furnished, Veteran near
Wilshire, excellent location. $550/mo.
(213)275-1427 or 37»6570 eves.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachekK.
11967 Rochester Apt.#3 . $430. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Ck). 838-1828.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $775/nK). Singles also. 824-

9925.

WESTWOOD Village $1300.00 Urge 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, dining room,
built-in kitchen, new decor. Balcony with
view. Heated pool, subteransan parking.

691 Levering 206-3647

2 bedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near
Wilshire, across from park. 1390 Veteran,
$1150/nrK). (213)275-1427. 379-6570.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom.
frigidaire, stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

Century City. 2121 S. Beverty Glen.
(213)201-0339. .

$930 up. 2 3-bed/2-bath Security building.

2121 Betoit. Olympic/ Sepulveda. A/C.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spack>us, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ck>se to everything. (818)
785-9865.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE. 54

FEMALE, non-snrtoker needed to #hare
bedroom in a two bedroom apartment.
$24<V month. Call 477-1244.

INCREDIBLE-Own room, bath in luxuary
complex • pool, Jacuzzi, security, pariting,

Call Lee 410^182. $450/mo.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

COTTAGE for rent, furnished. $600/mo.
479-7265.

$1650 3-Bedroom. 2-bath. Spanish styl*.

available now. caH Roberta. 306^)073. Iv.

message.

3-Bedroom WLA House, newty refurt)iahed.

Suitable 2-3 perBons. $1l50/mo. Daytime.
4730126.

HOUSE
TO SHARE .•••....57

TIRED of paying for the ordinary? fumlsh-
•d 3-bedroom house in WLA. non-
wnokers. Pat (213)478-2600. $6l5.0Q^w.

HOUSE
FOR SALE>

—

..,58

BACHELOR pad...near Ocean Park/Bundy.

$11,900 down. Under $1.000/mo. BargainI

$1 19.500. Wynn. 477-7001.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP,..62

SINGLE parent requires a college student

to live in on a full time t>asis and be a sur-

rogate big sister to a delightful eight year

okl girl on an every oltter week t>asis. Liv-

ing arrar>gement8: private suite whk:h ir>-

eludes a private bedroom, private
bathroom, private study and seperate out-

side entrance. Kitchen prtvileges. pool

privileges, housekeeper on premises, se-

curity gates, .full security system,
autornobile provkJed. private phone pro-

vkled. Brentwood kx:atk>n on one acre of

grounds. 15 minutes from UCLA by tnjs. If

interested please call (213)829-4747 and
ask for Lillian M-f, 9 to 5 p.m.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...63

COMPANIONABLE, non smoking, semi-

retired person, faculty member preferred,

help with smaH servk:es in exchange for

private room. bath. view, car and
references essential. 454-3t66.

ROOM
FOR RENT.....'. 64

FURNISHED bedroom-etudy. Private bath.

Kitchen privileges. Garden, patk). l-t>kx:k

Westwood Blvd. 475-9205.

.liHsKJe home, pool, pnvate room. Female
student preferred. Share bath with one.

$325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

MARINA Del Rey luxury room/l>ath/kitchen

privileges. Beacf>es, amenities. Faculty/

grad only. $375 82^^291.

$380.00/MONTH. Westwood and Ohio.
Kitchen, living room priviledges. Ed.
Cherte. Adrian 479-2402 9-12AM or after

10:00 PM. 851-9057 Mc

ROOMMATES 65

ASAP walk to UCLA. Share master-bd in 2
Bdm-Apt. $390/nfK>. No Parting! Peter
394-4623 until 1 am. -

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne hvo bedroom, two bath
condominium. Quiet, near campus. $700/
month includes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit. Must see to believel 479-0269.

FEMALE non-snrK)ker. Clean, responsible,

financially secure, mature. Westchester
2-bed/1-bath. No pets. $325/mo.
(213)410-9077

FEMALE roommate wanted Share 2-bed/
2-bath. 5-min. to campus. Sec. t)ldg., park-
ing space. 824-4886/824-5869. eve. or
825-5858 day.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share small
single apartment with nineteen year old.

On corner of Motor aiHJ Venice. Furnish-
ed Availat)le Feb. IS. Carolyn 839-2408.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studk)

next to campus. $325 utilities included.

Contact Susan 208-3719/273-1247.

FEMALE needed to share room in 2
bedroom. 2 bath apartment, security
building. 5 minute walk to campus. 824-
1814.

MALE seeks roomate to share fully fur-

nished, large, 1 -bedroom garden apart-

ment. 5 min. to UCLA, stereo, TV.
$345/mo. call Steve. 473-2478/474-3072.
Availat)le Feb. 1st.

PROFESSK)NAL lady needs roommate to

share apartment. Non-snrK>ker, 2-t>ed/2-

bath. pool A parking. W. Hollywood.
$325/nK). Ask for Gigi 656-2878.

QUIET, dean. 2 plus 2 condo near UCLA,
non-smoking female. Share room $300
Anne/Deborah 477-9077 evenings.

ROOMMATES UNUMPTED ProfesskHwIly
since 1971 Wealwood. (213)470^135 or

Sherman Oaks (8ie)78»6064.

nOOMMATE(S) WantMJ. 1-male. $320/mo.
1-famale tZBO/mo (diffarent tocattona). in-

dudaa utWttea. WLA near UCLA. Shut-
titbua. 473.«64. 836^629 Iv. meaa.

fKXDMMATE wanted: 4 UCLA students in

5 bedroom/4 bath houaa. nth St. Santa
Montea. eMy accaaa to achod. CaH 396-
0023.

WANTED: Female roommate to ahara
l«0« 1-bed apartment. Fumiahecypool.
AvaNaMe now. $328/mo. CaH Joanne (213)

SUBLET 66

AVAIUBLE
14

6781

3500 aquare feet.

(213)20»-

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

<tents working in LA aaod i^Mftmenta tor

•ublel during aummer. CaN Unda Cherry.

(213) eo^iOO tor mof IntormaMon.

rtMMl i-MMUM* l^mi n» >p*iMaiHipi»hfei*.an>>w»U
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HOUSE EXCHANGE59 SERVICES

SEEKING home in WLA for 3« months
beginning July 1. 1966. in exchange for
oondo in Jerusalem Israel for sante penod
CaH (213)563-3266.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyl Special free intro. serkHJS
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRKJES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO
GRAM." (818) 8804407. (818) 880-4361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Ljow Monthly Payntents

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

k)west rate available. Completely equip-

pad. experier)ced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Fstimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS ^

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Profeislonal Service, for Peanuts

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

AUSTRALIAN University and College
Teaching ar>d Research Positions. Current
list of vacarKies. $4.00. University Jot>s.

12922 Harbor Blvd. #494 Garden Grove,
CA 92640

COMPUTER Training. Lotus 123, Sym-
phony. Multimate. DOS. Professional.

Reliable. Knowledgible. (213)559-6462.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
scfiool statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from put)lish-

ed auttior with journalism masters. J>ick
206-4353. "J

"^

— '

I

MATURE, professional will house-sit long

term free, experienced and excellent

references. (213)839-0652 (818)762-7823

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, tf>eory, study

design/development/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)671-1333.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

tfiesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)79»«334.

OFFERED .96
SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

I

> %

HAVING AN AFFAIR?
Meet your friends at Bruin Bowl & Game

Center and let the good times roll!

GROUP RATES, BIRTHDAY & PRIVATE PARTIES.

Call now, n6 time to spare - 206-0829.

1'

SCRATCNiD. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polhh & deon your hard. seml-<oft
and soft contoct ieme* whie you woH.
Return your contoct$ to Hce new" coo-
dNton. Feel and see better.

J>.
Vooel. 1 132 Wettwood Bd. 20»- 301 1.

VoUderted Partdng-20% Off With Thh Ad.

V

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

''m EdMug amd
Writimg S^relcm
•ALLsubjecta

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushdi welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND WORD
PROCESSING SERVK;E. (213)450-8719.

AAA word-processing: $1.50/page term
papers: $2/page Dissertations, Theses,
Legal, Screenplays, (d.s.) UCLA-format
experienced. (213)306-5069.

EdMiia A Typiiia
Publiahed author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly aiKl economically
21S-396-#19S

APPLE and 1 word processing. MWThF
4-9pm: SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.
Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

39(M588.

At WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 83»47^3 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papars. theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0386 .

FAST dependat>le typing/word processing,
$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-
tton format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/
competitive, Karen/Laurie. (213) 470-0933.

Professional Word processing. Term
papers. Resunr>es. Cover letters. Repetitive
lists. Scripts. Disk Storage. Reasonable
Rates. (213)479-3456.

PROFESSIONAL typing, papers,
theses.equations. resumes. IBM Selectric.
Fast and accurate. UCLA emptoyee. Stella
(818)342-2414.

TYPING papers etc. 1.50 double-space,
French, German corrections. 2.50 dout>le
space. Day 747-6146, evening 478-9439.

TYPING term papers - Masters thesis all

other $1 per page. Barbara Barnett
(213)824-7200 Westwood.

?» ^ ^ < ^
TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

prot>at>ility, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 82»4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonat>le rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.
(213)935-7592.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professk>nal

tutorir>g/editir>g/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7daya/week. 291-3158.

TUTORING availat>le in math and com-
puter science by Ph.D. candidate in CS.
Experienced teacher, reasonable rates..

Call (213)657-4031.

PATIENT TUTOR
|MATH (arithmetic through
calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

Engineering, Reading, Gram-
mar, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows the subject
well, and can patiently pres-

ent tipe material In a variety of

ways. You will also learn the
proper way to study to
achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-
6463.

Love is.

in the Air

CATCH IT

WItli a Daily Bruin

Valentine's Day Personal ^v

Lool< for our

Representatives

Tuesday 12:30-2:OOpm

^ on BruIn Walk.

4

'' >

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

TUTOR needed for Integral Cak:ulus stu-

dent. Call evenings 209-0350.

SERVICEvS
OFFERED 96

KA Graduation
Proclamation
Don't put it off any longer.

Come into Campus Photo
Studio and select the style of

graduation announcement
that's right for you. You can
also order your degree cards
and pick up a package of

thank-you notes.

L
dSUClS

C/^PUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor Kerckhoff Room 150 -lAon Fri 8-6. Sat 10 3 • 206-8433

'W
"

'

J

Special Valentine's Day

Red Ink Rate:

$1.25 per col. in.

(SpKM StudMit Rate it I6.9S psr col. In. pkn II .25 tquali $I.1S)

' \
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TYPINGAVORD
PR(3CESSING 100

TYPI^4G-T•rm papers, etc. FmI.
atonal. Low rataa. high quality. Laigh-Hi

Typing Sarvica (213)65^-3600

WORD PROCESSINQ-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD procassing/laaar printar. 1 blocfc

from campus. Can typa anything-faat. ac-

curala. clapan<labl»<nytima. 824-3571

.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

QINQER Adam Studio of Piano. Naw
Brantwood location. Opanings now
avaUabla. All agaa. aN lavato. Expariancad
teachar. NQPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Quitar laaaons by profassional taachar
near UCLA. Any laval, any aga. Guitars
availabla. Jaan 476"41S4.

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a
Broadway aingar. Contact Pamala
(213)826-0268. 50% off introductory
lesson.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-

3274.

RESUMES 104 TRAVEL 105 HELP WANTED 30 MOPEDS 1 19

•ffeaumes* ^ ^

•Career Guidance*
•Typhtg/EdUtng*

it Low-coat <t Proven reauha it

it Free Conrnthaiion it

CaU ACCESS
(213)477'3641

GofwcnMnl IVLA Locution

LOOKIf4G for a good travel agency? So-
meone who wiN meet aN of your needs?
Computer operated agarKy. Newly opened
in Santa Monica. We deliver on a mo-
ments notice. Group Travel Associates.

2719 Wilshlre Blvd. Ste. #201 Santa
Monica. 90404. (213)829-0628.

RESUMES, $l2/pg. computerized typeeet/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/paga & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

WINNING reaumeal Students special $25.

Free consultation. Free copies. One-day
service. Open weekends. (21 3)861 -071

7

A. J^x\ V d^*«**«*««««*«*«*««**« XVJ^

SUPER VALUE R^mow LAX rO:
MEW rom. homi XJt

MUUm trom$lM
HAWAII from$29t
LONDON hvm$ 499
mAMKFUHT fmm9 599
PAms/AanimoAm inm$ sat
•OR vO .............rt... fnwnS 57v
rAMm fromg 57t
cmMsc 7dtf troirt$ ssa
SKi cunopc. tTom$ sat

CfiarflMS. Tour*. Cntlaua
MBl^pewMC, Cbt m notti Mss.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON #2025

MM ft

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovif

(112Kerclfhoff)
for details.
SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!

* Some Restrictions Apply

LONDON_
AMSTERDAM

FRANKFURT

TAHITI

COPENHA6EN.$560

PARIS SS99
* Soma Rastrtcttom /QDpty

EuolpossM
Issued on tfw ipot

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

BMW 320i. Excellent cond., new tires,

AM/FM digital cassette player. $7200 obo.

541-3832.

DATSUN B-210 - Excellent Corxlition!

Reliablel $1300/obo. Desperate to selll

Debbie - 470-0262 (Leave message -

machine).L^
FOR sale 74 Dodge CoH-Red-runs well.

$800 negociable (213)65(>a471

.

PORSCHE 914 1972. Excellent condition.

Color rainbow. Garaged Beverly Hills. Call

forappt. 213-276-6031.

VAN '72 Dodge 1-ton family wagon, con-

version, dealer malntair>ed V-8, auto-air.

$5450 P-P (213) 474-7216.

VOLVO wagon, excellent condition, rebuilt

motor, new paint, excellent tires, stick

shift. $1.000. (818)766-9062.

1962 VW Bug - damaged body, new
clutch, rebuilt motor. $300/0t>0 phone
644-8590.

1968 FORD. 4-door Galaxy 500. Good
tires, carburator rebuilt, one owner, asking

$700 Phone 472-1944

1972 DATSUN 510 wagon 4-speed. runs
well. AM/FM stereo cassette, $800/make
offer. 837-8839

.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000
Stickshift, new paint, new clutch, k>uvers,

stereo/tape. CB . beautiful!!! 824-0368
Jay.

1975 280Z. 2x2. air. great condition. Best*
offer. 479-1519.

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must selll (213)450-7354,

(213)653-2966.

1977'/i PORSCHE 924. Silver, 78m. air,

$3950 Call weekdays after eight.

weekends (818) 360-3317.

1977 Suburu 5-speed. Good condition.

New tires. $1200/otx}. Must sell now. Call

652-4957.

1978 PINTO, low mileage, new tires,

clean, 4-speed, $1500. Nancy (days) 82&-

0488, (evenings) 558-8288.

1960 Fiat Spider, red. excellent conditk>n.

46M. $5000 obo. (213) 8760675 evenings.

1980 Toyota-Corolla Auto, 2 door. Air

conditioning. AM/FM, cassette. 40,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3,600. Even-
ings. Thuan (213)209-5224.

1962 RABBIT, excellent condition, A/C,
sunroof, stereo, alarm. $6000 obo, 479-

1823.

'A7 VW 6us. Good condHion. rebuiN

engine. $1000. CaH evenings (213)475-

4516.

'66 Bug. Shiny Mack paint, original

welMnaintained. amAfm cassette. Must

$1900. 82»-39e2.

'71 Kannanghia convertible. Good condi-

tion $2800. caN evenings (213)475-4516.

73 Subaru-Qood Condition-Yours' for a
mere $750. 657-0342.

'74 VW thing. Belter than a jeep. YeNow.

$2000 Of beat oftef . 477-6364.

'75 Gold Ditsun 280ZX RebuiN engine.

36,000 miles. ExceHent condition $3600

(818)966-2921

'77 Fiat X19 good condition. $1500 obo.

CaM evenings 453-9521

.

76 Honda Civic cvcc. 5speed. 55.000

mHes. great gas mileage.WOO.823-6607.

ask for Craig

'79 Firebird automatic. A/C. AM/FM
cassette, great condition, must sell. (213)

392-2497.

'79 Toyota Celica 5 speed excellent condi-

tton, must sell AM/FM cassette. $3600 obo
call Chris 636-3125

81 TOYOTA Corolla 5 speed.Air condition-

Ing.AM/FM Cassette.60,000 miles. Ex-

cellent condHkKi. $3500. Days: 206-8660
Eve: (605)564-6553. Mano).

64 Pontiac Fiero, automatk:, sun-roof, ex-

tended warranty, stereoH^assette. luggage

rack. 14.000 miles. 472-0630.

'64 Rabbit convertible. Champagne.
Stereo. Mint conditkxi. Auto, air, sport-set,

alk>ys. 18.000 miles. (213)659-2900.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

1983 Honda Nighthawk 450. Like new only

7000 miles. Original owner, all receipts

$900. Contact Steve 824-2616

1984 Yamaha C-60 White. 1,200 ml..

good conditk>n, $400/0b0. 275-8703 or

276-3113.

RIDES WANTED 116

17 YEAR old FernakJ student needs ride

from N. Hollywood to campus 5 mornings
#81 8-980^256.

COSVEWEyi
£C().V0.\1/CAL

B.AS/C.ALLV

A GOOD IDEA
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

1965 Honda Aero 50. 3 months old. like

new. $550 obo indudee helmet and wheel
lock. Can Ron 4730606.

1965 Honda Iowa Spree. Black-Qreat

Conditton. $425 obofear basket indudad.
Kendall 824-2677.

1966 Honda Spree for sale-l week oW with

tock. Call Shari 208-2067. $625.

^^^^^^^^i^^i^ti. 1.1.1. 1.1. 1.1. i^^^YJ

1^ YAMAHA 83«84»85i^

Scooters Sl Accessories

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

] (W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

]13347 W. Washington Blvd(

Los Angeles, CA 90066

1^(213)306-7806^

T

CO

'My dining chairs

(oak to f/ie core)

Werent my style anymore
I'd ord^ted new oo<m-

Made of c/irone

To mor/5frti*'c

My changincf hom^.

' ^leard a vofce say

"ClassiHed"

(Such fine tesulft

Can't he denie*^!)

I %old the oak "^
And chrome »o fit

And ro.¥ / ihine vach

fir?-* ' sit I

SEVEN (7) • DAYS
LEFT

To Place Your
Valentine's Day

Personal

1984 31 8i 2.5 years on warranty. Superb
condition, gray/beige ck>th. alarm. 5-speed,
$12.900. Call Erik 552-0822. 546-6266.

260 Z. Looks and runs great AM/FM,
cassette, air-conditioning. $2600 obo
days-(21 3)471 ^546 eves -(81 8)881 -1526.

'65 Mercedes 230SL $8700 or best offer

827-7937 Good engine, interior, new soft

top.

'67 Bug Show room condition Stock. All

German, all new Totally sharp. $3,000
obo (818)342-9350

* Seven working day*.

Gymnastics
:Continued from Page 32

cond and UCLA's Ginsberg
finished third.

Perhaps the most exciting

performances of the night
came from two relatively

unheralded gymnasts from
ASU. The combination of
Burnell and Sweeny on the

floor exercise earned them the

loudest standing ovation of the

night and jumped the Sun
Devil's team position from
fourth to second place.

The win has to be pleasing

in that it gives the Bruins

some confidence in seeking

revenge on their Pac-10 rivals,

Stanford, the only team all

year that has beaten the
Bruins.

"We're definitely looking
forward to Stanford," said a

determined Ginsberg. The
Bruins travel to Palo Alto Feb-
ruary 15.

But the real story of the in-

vite was the accomplishments
of the youngsters: Chaplin, St.

Pierre and Holdsworth.
"The young guys came

through ^opight," said
Ginsberg. **Curtis
(Holdsworth) won the horse
and it just made it easier for

all of us tonight."

"All three of them had their

best totals of the year, and the
key tonight was the young
guys coming through," said

Shurlock. "We were* vejry

tough tonight, we were
stronger as the meet progress-

ed.

"The key for us is to keep
progressing. We have to get

better every week:'*

If the team does progress
every week, the young Bruins
will be coming up aces this

year, and Shurlock will have
many- winning hands in the
years to come.

Sports Staff Box

Rick Alexander

Assistant Editors:

Rick Schwartz

Andrea Tetrick
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LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New8osch Plugs & Points, Pennzoil.

Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes, Adjust Timing
Check Battery & Front End Alignment •

Replace all Shoes-and Linir>gs, Pack Front

Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed In

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyl. & Fill System

fRf f

vAlLtY
UDWING

$39.95*

$49.95*

f
'I-,

s-

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
Al AUTO 7957 Van Nuys Blvd

,

2'/, BIks So o( Roscoe * MOSt MOCIqJS

®ife Singer IB0X

EM
EO KOtPIN

1928
SR PROP

"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

M-F 9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 1 1-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

HOAX— 'Switch
toaplp^"

A true pipe smoker
does not mrtale

Come in lor our Iree

instruction

brochure

•"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512

I

MONDAYHIGHT

RICHARD HARTOG/Oaily Bruin

Curtis Holdsworth demonstrates the routine that earned him
first place on the pommel horse in the UCLA/Los Angeles
Times' Men's Gymnastics Invitational.

I
BARGAIN BOX 125 FURNITURE 126 MUSICAL

: INSTRUMENTS 145

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1965 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa steeper

$160. Bedroom set $405. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $695. Carpeting

$5.95/yard. 393-2336.

CONVENIENT

ECONOMICAL

BASICALLY

A GOOD IDEA

UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS

»

FOR sale 13 inch. B/W TV $50 Two new
box spring mattresses $25. each or obo.

476-0714.

Al rww hotel wt« guaranteed

TWInt«t %80 ' MiZe* $«•

New 5 piece bedKXxn set: flM

New Ml Mm or queen ileeper.-4lSf

New iota and toweieot 4»W
Oak IkM) odhe loWei. 17

Hid Tflwes. yi

1NIWAIIN0U$I
Sf7-I010

BEAUTIFUL upright piano, excellent condi-

tk>n, wonderful tone, converts to player

piano, including bench, $1700. (213)395-

t916.

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

FOR Sale. 1/10 carat diamond ring-

Ladtea. Reeee cell 828-1666. obo.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDO 52C. DSDD 62C
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.

Tele. (213) 47»034S.

FOR sale: Atomic skis (2008); Underwood
765 Typewriter: Simmons Single Mattreea;

:
Lamp. Call (213) 62fr<235 after 6:30 pm.

MACINTOSH 600K external drh/es. Special

university price. New w/ warranty. Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558

for demo.
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WHArS HAPPENfilG
IN FEBRUARY^

SUN MON TUE WED THU FBI SAT

f
T T

2

Ground Hog D<
Cesare Siepi (bass)

(Royce, 8pm)

Colorado Quartet
(Wadsworth, 4pm)
Kronos Quartet

(Schoenberg, 8pm)

fB<^lioidl copy <^
fall quarter grades

available

(1111 Murphy Hall)

—^Tueaday Night
Comedy featuring:

Robert Wuhl
(Cooperage, 9pm)

10

4
<

16

11

Tuesday Night
Comedy

(Cooperage, 9pm)

17

Kerkhoff Jazz

featuring:

Krog (8pm)"
Ping

Chong/Meredith
Monk "The
Games"

(Royce, 8pm)

18

The Chieftans
(Royce, 8pm)

Nv
23

Tulsa Ballet

Theater
(Wadsworth, 2pm)

-T"

President's Day
Francisco Leteher
(Kerckhoff Student
Art Gallery through

March 7)

^"f.

24

Men's Basketball
vs. Stanford
(Pauley,8pm)

Last day to submit stu-

dent parking requests
for Spring Quarter
(new permits only)

NOON CONCERT:
The Jeff Richman
Group (A- Level)

Tuesday Night Com-
edy: Greg Otto

(Cooperage,9pm)

12

Kerkhoff Jazz

(8pm)
Spring Quarter

schedule of classes

on sale

Last day to pay for

Spring Parking
Permit (renewal)

Men's Basketball vs.

Washington
(Pauley,8pm)
FIE: Pee-Wee's Big
Adventure

(AGB, 8pm, 10pm)
The Rocky Horror Pic-

ture Show
(AGB, Midnight)

tfe:dweiscr

1

Last day to add courses (fee)

Women's Basketball vs.

CSULB
(Pauley, 7:30pm)

Annchaii Adventures

(Wadsworth, 8pm)
Pee-Wee's Big Adventure

(AGB, 8pm, 10pm)
Rocky Horror Picture Show

(AGB, 12 Midnight)

Women's Basketball
vs. use

(Sports Arena)
St. Paul Chamber

Orchestra
(Royce, 8pm)

8

13

Women's Softball vs.

CSUN
(UCLA, 1pm)
Actors from the

Royal Shakespeare
Company
(TBA, 8pm)

14

25

Tuesday Night
Comedy:

Tom McGillen
(Cooperage,9pm)
MOVIE: Commando

(AGB, 7pm)
American Flyers
(AGB, 9:30 pm)

KuClVVClM.'!

19
First mailing date for

Spring Registration

Ash Wednesday
Women's Basketball

vs. BYU
(Pauley, 7:30 pm)

Kerckhoff Jazz: Ralph
Thomas (8pm)
A Soldier's Story

(AGB,9:30 pm)

20
ifdAdik

h5..duei.sor

26

Kerckhoff Jazz:

Amazing Phrazing
(8pm)

MOVIE: Pale Rider

.

(AGB,7pm)
Siverado

(AGB, 9:30pm)

t;udwci.>>cr

Men's Basketball

vs. Cal
(Pauley, 8pm)

MOVIE:Jagged Edge
(AGB, 7pm)

St. Elmo's Fire

(AGB, 9:30pm)

Valentine's Day
Trisha Brown Dance

Company
(Royce, 8pm)

Marcel Marceau^
(Royce,8pm)

Men's Basketball

vs. Washington St.

(Pauley, 8pm)

+
21

bad«yci->cr

27

American Flyers
(AGB, 7pm)
Commando

(AGB, 9:30 pm)

Last day to change
grading basis/drop

courses (fee)

MOVIE: St. Elmo's
Fire

(AGB,7pm)
Jagged Edge
(9:30 pm)

B.:duci

15

Women's Gym-
nastics Invitational

(Pauley, 7:30 pm)
Actors from the

Royal Shakespeare
Company
(TBA, 8pm)

Trisha Brown Dande
Company

(Royce. 8pm)

22

biidwower

28
Last day to declare

bachelor's degree can-

didacy (fee)

Murray Louis and Dave
Brubeck Quartet (Royce,

8pm)
Silverado (AGB, 7pm)

Pale Rider (AGB, 9:30 pm)
Nightmare on Elm Street

(AGB, midnight)

Budwei«er

Women's Basketball
vs. Stanford

(Pauley, 7:30pm)
Women's Softball vs.

Cal Poly Pomona
(UCLA, 1pm)

Men's Basketball
vs. use

(Sports Arena)

•

4^

KING OF

Remember, Brains...

^CONGBATULATIONS ON TOUR
BASKETBALL TICTORT OVER USC!

«i

iti' 'ti>«in »i» »i«< uM\ttm\ ^ummimMmmtmkttmmMitmtHt»^imMUk

.-<„ . , 1

Basketbalh
Continiied from Page 32
also a career high.

Richardson was limited to
nine points but the freshman
guard wowed the Kentucky
basketball fans with his spec-
tacular passing. Richardson
handed out nine assists but
eight of those came in the first

half when UCLA was still

close.

"We had to keep Richard-
son from penetrating in the
second half," said Houston.
"We felt we weren't putting

enough pressure on their
guards," agreed Bobby Dot-
son, another Louisville assis-

tant. "That opened up the
passing lanes which opened up
Miller.

"We asserted ourselves the
whole second half to stop that
from happening."
"We didn't execute as well

in the second half," said Haz-

zard. "We missed layups, we
didn't lay the ball in the
basket, we tried to dunk in-
stead.

We fumbled too many
passes. Richardson would
create something and someone
would drop the ball."

Montel Hatcher was guilty
of many of those miscues.
Hatcher, who has been strug-
gling in the last four games,
was good on only two of nine
attempts from the field and
missed three layups. Hatcher
finished the day with six
points. That gives Hatcher a
total of 23 points in the last
four games, or one tally more
than he had in his last good
game, against Notre Dame.

"It's all part of the game,"
philosophized Richardson con-
cerning the mistakes. "It
doesn't bother me too much
(when they happen). You've
just got to live with them."

Chris Mullin of the Golden State Warriors wears No. 17
for that team, instead of the No. 20 he wore for St. John's.
The reason is his admiration for HaU of Famer John
Havlicek, who also wore No. 17.

INTERNSHIPS! 20 available in agency, art direc-
^tion, publie relations, coasting, ^^ematography.
commercials, daytime programming, program
develjJInent, episodic series, fUm editing, local
programming, movies for television, music/music
direction, network programming management,
news and documentaries, production manage-
ment, television directing, television script-
writing, videotape editing.

To apply, entrants must designate the intern-
ship of their choice and submit 1) a statement of
250 words describing their personal objectives, 2)
a resume, 3) three letters of recommendation,
4) a transcript of all coUege/university work. Ap-
plications will be accepted between Feb. 1 and
March 31.

For further information contact the Academy
T| of Television Arts and Sciences, 4605 Lankershim
'^l^vd.. Suite 801, North Hollywood, CA 91604,

'tis) 506-7880.It

CANT STOP SNi \\A\

WECANHELP
• Easy
• Effective CALL NOW!

• Inexpensive AUO~wO/il

^ACUPUNCTUBE CENTER
Westwood Medical Plaza

10921 Wilshire Bl.(at Westwood Bl.)

I

ll

I

I

I.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Start Your New Year Off With a Smile!
, f ^^ see

RICHARD S. PHILLIPS, D.D.8
General Dentistry

Reduced Fees/Extended Haurm
CLEANING & EXAMINATION $18.00''reg.$60

Located in Westwood Village at the Medical Plaza

10921 WILSHIRE BLVD ^1007
*New UCLA Studenu & Faculty 208-4799

TROY TICKET SERVICE
TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS

SPORTS • THEATER • IN CONCERT
WILLIE NELSON • MANDRELL& PARTON •

TWISTED SISTER • RUSH • JAMES BROWN
• LUTHER VANDROSS

also: KINGS
WWF WRESTLING: HULK vs. FUNK
PIPER vs. J.Y.D.
COMING SOON: ROLUNG STONES • UONEL RICHIE

Pico Rivera Anaheim West Covina

9044 S. Washington Bl. 3070 W. Lincoln Ave. 241 California Ave.

(213)723^71 (714)761-2251 (818)960-3683

OQ@Da daily bruin monday, february 3, 1986

Kick back, relax —
read tfie

Daily Bruin
A_L

$10 OFF
NYSTYLE

TUXEDO IN STOCK

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT LD,-^

J^xuin Jux,£,ojo
10970 Le Conte Avenue

Westwood Village
Los Angeles, California 90024

213-208-8755 213-208-5275

/ KodaJf
•

TEM ONE
lOCOLOR LAB

1 105 GayleylAve,Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7
(213)824-7767

PECIALS
---- coupon ---.

FREE
20x28 COLOR PRINT

($25 value)

from your negative, with

$50 minimum purchase.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

,
Exp. 3-7-86

.... coupon-.-

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp $6 0l
24 exp $4 0l

12 exp $2 0FI
120format $3 0FI
220format $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7^86

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
o PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE

« • . coupon . - . .

rt

_s

si

WILSHIRE BL g

• > • . .coupon. . _ _

,

ErdLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20x28 •4«aeaf eef••••••• • •

•

.24.95
20 X 24.....;:..... 22.95
16x20... 18.95
12 X 16 14.95
11 X 14.. 12.95
8x12 5.95
8 X 10 5.95

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7-86

ROLL OF FILM
with every roll developed

and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3.7-86

.. .. . coupon. • • •

SLIDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURS!

$10FF
w/ COUPON h^

Corrlputer Qene^ted
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7-86

-'
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Michelob
Skates impressed with early-season play

Men ^ Women's
halrstyiing

Layer Cutting * Perms

Student Discounts

I

X—

I'

cr^'^^^;^^/ [5t
^ cr cr

10911 mnf^tm ^iPMiiie
Westwood ^]£i^

JluM West 0lWht«a»mtmt9mttvt»

For Ajjpt 3CWNI207

SOFT CONTACTS 1

MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYE

Permaflex ^^X
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb '

^f.
30 Day Extended ^-.^
Additional Pair vRQ
up to 2 *¥eoks

Soft
Daily
Wear

Total

$65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hosp.lal or OHice Patient
SlOOO/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB . 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

VN.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892 .

Ananeim. 414 StateColiege Bl., (7i4) 774-4510

Downey. 8711 Firestone Bl..t2l3) 862 0766
LA 1482 S Robenson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. flosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTEi)

/•

Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students
Establish a good credit rating now. Apply for a

Sears Credit Card while you're still in school.

ThcTc arc a number of benefits you'll recci\c by
applying for a Scars Credit (.ard as a student. As you

. ma\ know, credit grantors ma\ assess your qualifica-

tions differently alter you graduate

• ^bu will ha\e been in your new job only a

shon time.
*

• ^bu ma\ ha\e lived in vour new residence onh
a short lime.

• ^bu ma\ be* earning an entr\ level income

All of the aboNc are g<M)d reasons to apply for ><)ur

Sears (redit (ard now - while you're still in sch(K)l

A Sears Credit Card can identify you as a

responsible adult to other credit grantors

If \()u are a responsible fXTson. with the abilm to pay

bills. Sc-ars Ix-lieves xou deser\'e credit. And a Sears

(Credit (ard could be your first step in establishing

the credit you'll need in the tiJture.

Here are a few of the many benefits you'll

receive with a Sears Credit Card:

• ITieres no annual fee or hidden credit charges with

a Sears ( redit ( :ard and e\er>ihing ><)u purchase its

backetl b> Scars famous promise. 'Satisfaction

( iiiaranteed < )r \i )ur Mone\ Back."

• Vtlierever ><)u live, trawl, or move, your Sears

Credit Card i.\g<MKJ at more than 3<HH) Sears Retail

and Catalog stores coast to coast.

• Vi iih a Sears ( iredit ( iard. ><m can stretch > < uir

pa\TiK*nts over a period of months, if \()u wish.

A Sears ( Tcdit Card can be used to purcha.se items

xou'll need after graduation, such as a new business

wardroix- for inieniew ing or ftimishings for your

new home.

Apply for a Scars Credit Card right on campus

DATE: EVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY. FRIDAY

TIME: 9:00em - 4:00pm

PLACE: Westwood Student Federal Credit union

825-1211

By Bob Brunwin

How did the volleyball
team do at the UCSB/
Michelob' Light tournament
over the weekend? "We won
it/' said UCLA head coach Al

Scates as if he was giving the

answer to a simple math pro-

blem.

The Bruins dissected their

competition throughout the

weekend and finished up on
Saturday by defeating the cur-

rent Canadian national
champs, Winnepeg, 18-16,

15-10, 15-2. Brigham Young
University and Manitoba, who
Scates had figured would be
good competition, didn't put
up much of a fight as the

Bruins defeated them both by
comfortable scores.

UCLA did lose to Winnepeg
in the preliminaries largely

due to the play of Mike Price.

Scates said of the 6-9
freshman, "He'll probably be
on their (Canada's) national

team when he graduates . . .

or sooner."

Bruins Ame Lamberg and
Andy Kluss were named to the

All-Tournament team while
Ozzie "Volstad was the tour-

nament's Most Valuable
Player. Lamberg had a total

of 34 kills in the finals and
Volstad and Klussman had 22

and 14 respectively.

Scates was particularly
pleased with the play of Jeff

Williams. "Jeff should have
been on the All-Toumament
team," said Scates. "He had a

great finals. This has been his

best start ever . . . he's just

playing great."

WUliams had 23 kills in the

finals and has definitely been
on the rise lately. He has been
described as a "streaky" hitter

but Scates said, "He hasn't

been playing 'streaky', just

very well."

Recently, Williams has not-

ched strong matches against

use and also in the USVBA
tournament.

Steve Sonnichson and Don
Dendinger were also doing
some good things over the

weekend, Dendinger had nine

kills out of the ten balls that

were set to him and Son-

nichson hit 10 for 16.

Sonnichson has played only
occasionally so far this year,

but in 1985, he was fairly ac-

tive.

"Sonnichson was a major
surprise for us. We decided to

play him in the crucial mat-
ches and he was very im-
pressive," said Scates.

Reed Sunahara tallied just

eight kills in the finals.

Sunahara is still dealing with

a leg injury sustained last

year, playing with a steel rod

in his leg that extends from his

knee to his ankle.

Ev6n with his difficulties,

Sunahara has been a major
factor in the success of the

team in the early going. The
seniors' experience has been a
great stabilizing factor for the
team.

"It's hard to measure in just

stats what he does for us,"

said Scates.

Big-name schools like Stan-

ford; use, and Pepperdine
did not attend the tournament
because of scheduling pro-
blems and the Bruin coach felt

that this was a major advan-
tage.

"That allowed me to play
the second team more and
everyone was well rested. This
helped us come out injury-

free."

The Bruins must be injury-

free for Wednesday night's

match against Pepperdine.
The Waves are ranked No. 1

in the country while UCLA
comes in at No. 2.

The outcome of this match
will set the tone for both-
teams' seasons. Nobody ever
likes to give up a No. 1 spot
and Pepperdine ought to put
on quite a show defending
theirs.

Bruins eliminated from singles

play at invitational tournament

"jfi^nu^,tC
it^"^

By Shaun A. Sanders

UCLA's women's tennis
team faced some tough com-
petition over the weekend at

the Women's Intercollegiate

Tennis Championship, but
none proved more frustrating
than the inclement Southern
California weather.
On Thursday, the scheduled

opening day, the sun did not
appear at Pacific Palisades'

Riviera Tennis Club.
The tournament was

scheduled to take place
Thursday through Sunday
with the participants playing
singles and doubles thi-oughout
the day. But light drizzle
turned into a downpour
postponing matches and
throwing off the schedule one
day.

When the rain stopped and
play finally commenced on
Friday, nobody could have
predicted which Bruin would
shine in the WITC.

After the first couple of
rounds Bruin Jane Thomas
kept advancing on the draw
board. In the first round
Thomas faced Mary Raiser
and quickly disposed of her
6-1, 6-1. Next Thomas met
Kristy Kern. This match was
more involved for Thomas
because she was down 0-3 in
the first set.

In the fourth game Thomas
picked herself up after a few
pep talks and broke Kern's
serve. From that point on
Thomas took the Initiative and
closed out the first set 6-4.

In the second set Thomas
was hitting her forehand hard
and keeping Kern off balance.
Thomas also served well, forc-

ing Kern to make weak
returns which Thomas jumped

all over at the net, putting the
ball away easily.

Thomas ended the match
with a 6-2 second set.

The weather was actually

clearing up by Saturday and
the sun came out. Thomas ad-
vanced to the round of six-

teen. In this bracket she faced
Stanford's fifth-seeded
Marianne Werdell. Things
looked gloomy for Thomas in

the first set as she lost it 2-6 in

about 20 minutes.

But the 20-minute first set

was just opening jitters for

Thomas.
In the sixth garhe of the se-

cond set Thomas broke
Werdell's serve, which seemed
to send Werdell into
somewhat of a panic. Werdell
started to spray balls wide and
double fault. Thomas took the
second set 6-3.

At this juncture in the
match it was still unclear
which player had control.

The third and final set
Vould prove which player was
serious about tennis. Both
players traded off breaking
each others' serve.

In the fourth game Thomas
reworked her strategy and
began to come into ttie net.
After blocking two volleys off
the neck of her racket Thomas
finally put away an overhnid
to go up three games to two.

Werdell tried to hang onto
her serve but couldn't.
Thomas broke again and won
6-3.

The smiling Thomas com-
mented afterwards, "I was not
really pressed until now. llils

was my first three-setter. I

didn't let down after dropping
the first set." When asked
about eliminating the No. 5
seed she said, "it was not real-

ly an upset. It was a good
win."

In the next round, the
quarter-finals, the name Jane
Thomas stopped advancing.
The No. 4 seed, Heliane
Steden of USC outlasted
Thomas, ousting the last Bruin
in the Invitational.

The other eight Bruin net-

ters lost in the earlier rounds.
Allyson Cooper lost to Kem
6-3, 6-3. Debbie Ceccato lost

to Patty Fendick 6-3, 6-3.

Maria LaFranchi lost to Kefi

Binyamine 7-5, 6-2. Catherine
O'Meara lost to Jenny Prah
6-3, 6-4. Colinne Bartel lost

6-3, 6-3 to Maeve Quinlan.
Michelle Hain lost to Michelle
Carrier 7-6 (7-3), 7-6 (7-5).

Joni Urban lost to Leigh Anne
Eldridge 6-3, 6-4. Jennifer
Fuchs Tost to Karen Shin 6-3,
6-3.

Doubles action will be con-
cluded on Monday.

J The Night Crew {
i of the U.S.S. Typo: tTypo:

Michael O'Connor,
Capt

Frank Spearman,
1st it and
Chief Engineer

Andrew Schwartz,
Engineer's Mate.

Gordon Cervenka,
PT 1st class.

Alex Fong,
PT 2nd class.
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Women's basketbaH
Continued from Page 31

looked back. The Trojans were up by
as much as 29 points with 11 minutes
left.

— USC still maintained a considerable

lead when Miller initiated the play
that would take her out. She tried to
knife between two players and ran in-
to Dome.

"She was coming down on the fast
break between two of our players,"
Dome sai^. "She hit me in the back.
It didn't feel like that hard of a hit.

but 1 didn't see what part of her body
hit me."

It is possible that the injury could
be attributed in part to the referees,

who let this one, and it seems most of
them, get out of hand. By the way, no
Joul was called on the play^

After the delay USC amazed

everyone by coming out and playing
with as much intensity if not more
after Miller left with 22 points.

"Cheryl usually jumps ri^t back up
when she goes down so everyone was
a little bit more concerned," Win-
dham said. "But she's okay and I'm
just happy it was nothing too serious."

< :

Don't settle for a mere careen

opt for the extraordinary

at the heart of the most fascinating business

in the world.

Aim for the Merri ll Lynch Training Programs.

and get ready for higher achievement.

t

i Merfill Lynch
Merrill Lynch is an Equr^l Employment
Opportunity Employer
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Spikers take Michek>b tourney
SkatesImpressed with early-season play

I

Men 5t Women's
hairsty)ing

Layer Cutting ^ Perms

Student Discounts

I

SOFT CONTACTS 1

MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYE

Permaflex ^Vir\
Permalens& v/M
Bausch&Lomb ' ^
30 Day Extended

Additional Pair
up to 2 weoks

Total

$50
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM.
CARE KIT a FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to dale
Radio Keratotomy
In Hosp.tal or Office Patient

$1000/Lye-Cfedil Pfogram Arranged
LB . 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

VN. 7232 Van Nuys. (818)786-5892 .

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege Bl , (714) 774-4510

Downey. 8711 Firestone Bi..t2l3) 862 0766
L.A 1482 S Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans (213)644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTEJ

Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students
Establish a good credit rating now. Apply for a

Sears Credit Card while you're still in school.

There arc a number of benefits you'll receive by
applying for a Sears Credit C^ard as a student As >()u

ma> kntm, credit grantors ma> assess your qualifica-

tions differently after you graduate.

• \ou will have been in \'our new job only a

shon time

• ^bu ma\ ha\e li\ed in \()ur new residence onlv

a shon time.

• ^ou nia> be earning an entr\ level income.

All of the aboxe are gcHxl reasons to apply for >()ur

Sears ( "redit (!ard now - while you're still in school.

A Sears Credit Card can identify you as a
responsible adult t6 other credit grantors

If \<)u are a responsible person, with the abilit> to pay

bills. Sears Ixliexes >(hi desene credit. And a Sears

(Credit (lard could be \<)ur first step in establishing

the credit ><)u II need in the tiiture.

Here are a few ofthe many benefits you'll

receive with a Sears Credit Card:

• ITieres no annual fee or hidden credit charges \\ ith

aSe;rrs<:rediTX:^rdandever>1tTtng5<)u purchase ih

backed b\ Scars famous pn >mi.se. 'Satisfacii* )n

( iuarantced or >bur Mone> Back."

• VCherever ><)u liw, traMel. or move, your Sears

Credit Card i.sg<N)d at more than 3<HH) Sears Retail

and ( Catalog stores coast to coast.

• Vi ith a Sears < iredii ( iard. \ou can stretch your

payments over a period of months, ifyou wish.

A Sears ( xedit Card can be used to purcha.se items

\<)u*!l need after graduation, such as a new businevs

wardn>be for inteniewingor ftimishings for your

new home.

Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

DATE: EVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY. FRIDAY

TIME: 9:00am . 4:00pm

PLACE: Westwood Student Federal Credit union

825-1211
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By Bob Brunwin

How did the volleyball

team do at the UCSB/
Michelob' Light tournament
over the weekend? "We won
it." said UCLA head coach Al

Scates as if he was giving the

answer to a simple math pro-

blem.

The Bruins dissected their

competition throughout the

weekend and finished up on
Saturday by defeating the cur-

rent Canadian national
champs, Winnepeg, 18-16,

15-10, 15-2. Brigham Young
University and Manitoba, who
Scates had figured would be
good competition, didn't put
up much of a fight as the

Bruins defeated them both by
comfortable scores.

UCLA did lose to Winnepeg
in the preliminaries largely

due to the play of Mike Price.

Scates said of the 6-9
freshman, "He'll probably be
on their (Canada's) national

team when he graduates . . .

or sooner."

Bruins Ame Lamberg and
Andy Kluss were named to the

All-Tournament team while
Ozzie Volstad was the tour-

nament's Most Valuable
Player. Lamberg had a total

of 34 kills in the finals and
Volstad and Klussman had 22

and 14 respectively.

Scates was particularly
pleased with the play of Jeff

Williams. "Jeff should have
been on the All-Toumament
team," said Scates. "He had a

great finals. This has been his

best start ever '. . . he's just

playing great."

Williams had 23 kills in the

finals and has definitely been
on the rise lately. He has been
described as a "streaky" hitter

but Scates said, "He hasn't

been playing 'streaky', just

very well."

Recently, Williams has not-

ched strong matches against

use and also in the USVBA
tournament.

Steve Sonnichson and Don
Dendinger were also doing
some good things over the

weekend. Dendinger had nine

kills out of the ten balls that

were set to him and Son-

nichson hit 10 for 16.

__Sonnichson has played only
occasionally so far this year,

but in 1985, he was fairly ac-

tive.

"Sonnichson was a major
surprise for us. We decided to

play him in the crucial mat-
ches and he was very im-
pressive," said Scates.

Reed Sunahara tallied just

eight kills in the finals.

Sunahara is still dealing with

a leg injury sustained last

year, playing with a steel rod

in his leg that extends from his

knee to his ankle. "^

Even with his difficulties,

Sunahara has been a major
factor in the success of the

team in the early going. The
seniors' experience has been a
great stabilizing factor for the

team.
"It's hard to measure in just

stats what he does for us,"

said Scates.

Big-name schools like Stan-

ford, use, and Pepperdine
did not attend the tournament
because of scheduling pro-
blems and the Bruin coach felt

that this was a major advan-
tage.

"That allowed me to play
the second team more and
everyone was well rested. This
helped us come out injury-

free."

The Bruins must be injury-

free for Wednesday night's

match against Pepperdine.
The Waves are ranked No. 1

in the country while UCLA
comes in at No. 2.

The outcome of this match
will set the tone- for both
teams' seasons. Nobody ever
likes to give up a No. 1 spot

and Pepperdine ought to put
on quite a show defending
theirs.

Bruins eliminated from singles

play at invitational tournament
By Shaun A. Sanders

UCLA's women's tennis
team faced some tough com-
petition over the weekend at

the Women's Intercollegiate

Tennis Championship, but
none proved more frustrating
than the inclement Southern
California weather.
On Thursday, the scheduled

opening day, the sun did not
appear at Pacific Palisades'

Riviera Tennis Club. 4

The tournament was
scheduled to take place
Thursday through Sunday
with the participants playing
singles and doubles throughout
the day. But light drizzle
turned into a downpour
postponing matches and
throwing off the schedule one
day.

When the rain stopped and
play finally commenced on
Friday, nobody could have
predicted which Bruin would
shine in the WITC.

After the first couple of
rounds Bruin Jane Thomas
kept advancing on the draw
board. In the first round
Thomas faced Mary Raiser
and quickly disposed of her
6-1, 6-1. Next Thomas met
Kristy Kern. This match was
more involved for Thomas
because she was down 0-3 in
the first set.

In the fourth game Thomas
' picked herself up after a few
pep talks and broke Kern's
serve. From that point on
Thomas took the initiative and
closed out the first set 6-4.

In the second set Thomas
was hitting her for^and hard
and keeping Kern off balance.
Thomas also served well, fdre-

ing Kern to make weak
returns which Thomas jumped

all over at the net, putting the
ball away easily.

Thomas ended the match
with a 6-2 second set.

The weather was actually

clearing up by Saturday and
the sun came out. Thomas ad-
vanced to the round of six-

teen. In thiy* bracket she faced
Stanford's fifth-seeded
Marianne Werdell. Things
looked gloomy for Thomas in

the first set as she lost it 2-6 in

about 20 minutes.
But the 20-minute first set

was just opening jitters for

Thomas.
In the sixth game of the se-

cond set Thomas broke
Werdell's serve, which seemed
to send Werdell into
somewhat of a panic. Werdell
started to spray balls wide and
double fault. Thomas took the
second set 6-3.

At this juncture in the
match it was still unclear
which player had control.

The third and final set
would prove which player was
serious about tennis. Both
players traded off breaking
each others' serve.

In the fourth game Thomas
reworked her strategy and
began to come into die net.
After blocking two volleys off
the neck of h«- racket Thomas
finally put away an overbad
to go up three games to two.

Werdell tried to hang onto
her serve but couldn't.
Thomas broke again and won
6-3.

The smiling Thomas com-
mented afterwards, *^I was not
really pressed until now. This
was my first three-setter. I
didn't let down after dropping
the first set." When askiS
about eliminating the No. 5
seed she said, *'it was not real-

ly an upset. It was a good
win."

In the next round, the
quarter-finals, the name Jane
Thomas stopped advancing.
The No. 4 seed, Heliane
Steden of USC outlasted
Thomas, ousting the last Bruin
in the Invitational.

The other eight Bruin net-

ters lost in the earlier rounds.
Allyson Cooper lost to Kem
6-3, 6-3. Debbie Ceccato lost

to Patty Fendick 6-3, 6-3.

Maria LaFranchi lost to Kefi

Binyamine 7-5. 6-2. Catherine
O'Meara lost to Jenny Prah
6-3, 6-4. Colinne Bartel lost

6-3, 6-3 to Maeve Quinlan.
Michelle Hain lost to Michelle
Carrier 7-6 (7-3), 7-6 (7-5).

Joni Urban lost to Leigh Anne
Eldridge 6-3, 6-4. Jennifer
Fuchs Tost to Karen Shin 6-3,

6-3.

Doubles action will be con-
cluded on Monday.

2 The Night Crew
* of the U.S.S. Typo:

Michael OXonnor,
Capt

Franic Spearman,
7$f Lt and
Chief Engineer.

Andrew Scnwartz,
Engineer's Mate.

Gordon Cervenka,
PT 1st class.

^

Alex Fong,
PT 2nd class.
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Women's basketbaH
Continued from Page 31 '

looked back, fhe Trojans were up by
as much as 29 points with 11 minutes
left.

--tFSC still maintained a considerable^

lead when Miller initiated the play
that would take her out. She tried to
knife between two players and ran in-
to Dome.

"She was coming down on the fast
break between two of our players,"
Dome sai^. "She hit me in the back.
It didn't feel like that hard of a hit.

but I didn't see what part of her body
hit me."

It is possible that the injury could
be attributed in part to the referees,

who let this one, and it seems most of
them, get out of hand. By the way, no
foul was called on the play.
After the delay USC amazed

everyone by coming out and playing
with as much intensity if not more
after Miller left with 22 points.

"Cheryl usually jumps right back up
when she goes down so everyone was
a litde bit more concerned," Win-
dham said. "But she's okay and I'm
just happy it was nothing too serious."

Don't settle for a mere "<fe»reer,

opt for the extraordinary

at the heart of the most fascinating business

in the world.

Aim for the Merri ll Lynch Training Programs .

and get ready for higher achievement.

Merrill Lynch
Merrill Lynch is an Equr^l Employment
0[)portunitv Employer
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UCLA Cultural and Recreational Affairs

J

One fine miess

Club ragby is one of the activities URA is offering this quarter. At times it can' &%'U"le Tough.

Rugby, fencing and sailing highlight URA action
The UCLA Rugby Team finished

preparation for league play with

a hard fought win over the

Anteaters of UC Irvine Jan 25.

The ruggers scored a 15-14

victory in the first game with

the B team completing the

sweep of UCI with a 27-6 win.

The Bruin ruggers continue play

at UC Santa Barbara this Satur-

day, February 8.

The Fencing Team was also

quite busy January 24-25 at the

All-Call Fencing Tournament
hosted by UC San Diego. The

Club roundup
Men's Foil team defeated UC
Santa Cruz to capture the All-

Cal Men's Foil Team Champi-

onship. Representing UCLA
were Albert Yen, Jack Erhard,

John Morris and Jordan Cohen.

Jordan Cohen substituted for

John Morris and turned in two

key victories to help the Men's
Foil Team remain undefeated.

Albert Yen was also crowned
the Individual Men's Foil Cham-
pion. Jack Erhard placed 5th In

individual men's foil and Shinju

Stopes placed 5th in individual

women's foil

The UCLA Sailing Team
aboard the facing sloop
"Shadow" won the third and
deciding race at the IPT Regat-

ta in Long Beach Jan. 25-26.

This earned the UCLA crew
behind skipper Paul Blank the

International Post Telegraph
Regatta Cup after a weekend of

tough races. The IPT Regatta is

the only Pacific Coast Inter-

collegiate Yacht Racing

Association big boat race.

D D D
All participating club

members must be registered

with the URA office.

Each club is responsible to

check their club mailbox at

least twice a week. Several

clubs have mail piling up. Mail*

boxes are located In the Club

Office 2145 John Wooden
Center.

Tournament sign-ups planned
It's TOURNAMENT TIME!

Intramural is offering four

separate tournaments this

quarter. A weightlifting tour-

nament will be the first to

be contested. Sign-ups are

Feb 18 between 2 p.m.-5

p-.m. in the Men's Gym. The
tournament begins Feb. 19

at 2:00 p.m.

The deadline for the an-

nual Intramural golf tourna-

ment is Feb. 21. It will be

conducted on March 14 on a

demanding par 72 Rancho
Pari( course. Tee offs start

at 8 a.m. and there is a limit

of 80 participants. A $11.00

green fee will be assessed.

Intramurals is also
scheduling two other fine

tournaments. A Handball

tournament is planned for

February 24. This will

feature strictly singles com-
petition and the sign-up

deadline will be February 20.

A squash tournament Is also

slated to begin on February

24. Sign-ups, also, must be

made by February 20.

Interested participants are

encouraged to come to the

Intramural office on the se-

cond floor of The John*

Wooden Center.
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BEAUCHAMP
DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY
1911 S. SANTA FE
COB«PTON, CA
(213)639-5320

COURTESY
OF

LITE BEER
Miller Brands supports
tbm responsible use oi
our products.

320 teams battle

in IM basketball
Men's basketball has begun

another exciting season with

many close and exciting games
after only two weeks of action.

Last week. Stank Sauce cap-

tured a close 38-35 victory over

Snowblind II. John Whatt had

12 points for Stank Sauce while

Glenn Yamamoto added 10.

H's Team scored a 31-25 win

over For The Love of Jill.

Howard Altman poured in 12

points for the winners and Nick

Agyrus added 8 for the losers.

David Garelick scored 11

points to lead Fred to a convin-

cing 43-24 victory over Phi P<

2. Dare Schneberger had 16

points to pace Hershey's
Heroes to a big 48-21 victory

over Beta Mu Phi.

Willy Loman and the L.R.

behind Jared Ikeda's 12 points

just edged ZBT, 35-32 in action

last week. Alan Edrick had 12
points in a losing effort.

Thanks to a cold shooting

day from the team of Sigma
Alpha Mu, Squidbusters cap-

tured an easy 46-14 victory.

Brad Tawa had 19 points for

the winners.

Other victories went to Class

Action, Samahang Philipino,

Island Snow, Wiz Boys, The
Worms. Dream Team, The
^nergizers. Buster" and the

Penetrators, Dykstra Second
Floor, That's What Dudes Are
For. and Second To None.

Men's intramural soccer

features close contests
Some close games were con-

test in Intramural Soccer com-
X petition last week.

ATO defeated Kickers F.C. A,

3-2 in Men's action. ATO had
fine efforts from Tom Zuri(a,

Mari( Denigan, Jim Glantz, Jon

Roberts. Mari( Shroeder and
Doug Cox.

Intramural field No. 2 was a

place for shutouts as Alpha

Sigma Phi blanked Dungeon
Knights B, 4-0. and The Wallers

A defeated GSM Gold, 5-0.

Alpha Sigma Phi was paced by
Mike Davis. Matt Forrest. Mike
Roberts, Max Colao, Ken Trey-

mayne, Kevin * Pollack, Dave
Die, Dan Pflam, and Brent

Hauser. Heading The Wallers

attack was Greg Bodzioch,
Scott Calderon, Stewart Keith,

Chris Godby. JP Leasure. Brad
Juhasz. Albert Sanchez, Dave
Hessl. Rich Agnew. Bob Boez-
inger and Noah Zim.

Sons of We Got Burned with

a second-half goal defeated We
Choked Last Year in a defen-
sive. 1-0. Leading the Sons
were Kevin Warthan. Jeff

Goodman. Jeff Kim. Dave
Buchan, Eddie Alazraki! Bill

Fan. Scott Wathen. Doug
Wrobeland Howard Danbrose.

Squeeking out single goal

wins were Kappa Sigma and
Sigma Pi. John Chevalier. Bill

Fencik, Conrad Maag. Jim
Dawson. Russell Pace, John

Kitayama, Jesus Martinez. Paul

Callahan. Rob Fitzgerald and

Luis Arangua led Kappa Sigma.

The eyes have it

Women's flag football

has featured some excit-

ing games.

CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN CHEVAUER
(213)639-5320
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Miller goes ctown with
injury, 'SC still wins, 89^7
By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer ^

SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Daily Bruin

Cheryl Miller was carried off the floor during Saturday's UCLA-USC
v^Oomen's basketball game. Miller Suffered a concussion and neck injuries.

use's women's basketball team
handed UCLA an 89-67 defeat Satur-
day night at the Sports Arena before a
crowd of 2,283. The Trojans' victory
was paled, however, when Cheryl
Miller suffered a concussion and neck
injury.

With 5:44 remaining on the clock.
Miller, who leads her team in both
points (26.4) and rebounds (11.7) per
game, hurt herself when she appeared
to lose control driving the left lane for
a lay-up, and ran into the arm of
UCLA's forward Dora Dome.

"I just saw her coming down the
floor on a breakaway, and I turned
and the next thing I saw her lying on
the floor," said UCLA coach Billie

Moore.
"Like I said in the postgame show,

you certainly hope it's nothing serious.
You don't ever want a player of
that— you don't want any player to
get hurt— but you never want a
player of that caliber to get hurt. I

certainly hope it's nothing serious and
she doesn't have to miss any of their
games."

After lying on the Sports Arena
floor approximately 15 minutes. Miller
as taken to the locker room and ejl^

amined. Tests to determine paralysis
were negative and Miller was then
taken to County-USC Medical Center
by paramedics after the game. A
hospital spokeswoman said Miller was
in fair condition and was admitted for

observation.

The accident took both the Trojans^
fans and players by surprise.

"Cheryl may have been a little out

of control and off balance, and con-
-tact with Dome's forearm drew the in-

jury to her neck," said USC's Coach
Linda Sharp. "Cheryl usually gets up
and walks off the floor and when she
didn't I was pretty nervous. Hopefully
it won't be anything serious."

use raised its record to 18-3 overall
and 4-0 in the Pac-West Conference
while dropping UCLA to 1-3 in con-
ference and 9-12 overall.

In the first half, the Bruins kept it

close for about three minutes, effec-
tively handling the Trojan's press. But
then the visitors fell apart under USC's
transition game that was led by
,Rhonda Windham.

"So anytime we have our press go-
ing it's like boom, bam, boom, we're
into our fast break," said Windham.
"Coming off of two losses last year

(to UCLA), we didn't like that too
much, so we wanted to stick it to
them tonight."

UCLA was led in the first half by
Jaime Brown with 10 points, but
could only get Anne Dean free for one
basket to trail at halftime 47-25.
"We need Anne to score a lot of

points," Moore said "and you hope
that she would do that, initially, but
she just didn't get on track in the first

half and that hurt us offensively.
''We're a E>etler basketball ^teanr

when Anne does gets on track offen-
sively. We just weren't in sync offen-
sively in the first half and had a lot of
people taking some hurried shots. Our
shot selection we need to improve on
and when we do that, then Dean is

going to get more shots."

In the second half USC came out,
scored the first four points and never

Continued on Page 29
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$14
with ad only

cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710 Westwood ViUage
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FREE CALCULATOR
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• 2 time zones OOAOO
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Louisville hospitality ends before gametime
Cardinals blow out Bruins 91-72

while coach calls plays from home
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

LOUISVILLE, Ky.— You've got to

hand it to the good people of Ken-
tucky. They sure know how to make a

body feel at home, especially if youVe
from the big city of Los Angeles.

Excitement in the Midwest is rare

and earthquakes are even more rare.

But to make the UCLA basketball

team feel at home, Louisville arranged
for a 5.0 tumbler to hit the area on
Friday morning.

That's where the hospitality stop-

ped, though, as the Cardinals gave the

Bruins a rude awakening Saturday
afternoon in the shape of a 91-72

Louisville win.

UCLA's loss proved two things. The
first, and most important, is that

without junior guard Corey Gaines
and sophomore forward Kelvin Butler,

the Bruins don't have the depth to

compete with a top-20 team like

Louisville for a full '40 minutes.

Secondly, Saturday's game showed
that AT&T's slogan oi

"
the next best

free throws, Louisville started to pull

away. Milt Wagner, the Cardinals'
leading scorer in the game with 20,
Ellison and Thompson all scored to

give Louisville a 10-3 lead.

Yet as hard as the Cardinals tried to

run away and hide, UCLA seemed to

stick to them like glue. For 24
minutes, the Bruins stayed within
striking distance.

Whenever Louisville would start to

mount any kind of an offensive attack,

a Reggie Miller bomb, a no-look
Richardson pass, or a strong move to

the basket by Jackson or Jack Haley
would put the Bruins back in conten-
tion.

But after 24 minutes of competitive
basketball, the game was over.
Louisville, with a 51-47 lead, scored
nine straight points. Wagner scored
four of those while Crook added three
during the run.

The teams tra.ded baskets for three
minutes before the Cardinals went on
another six point tear. Louisville had
the game well in hand with a 70-53
lead. _^

thing to being there" was true when
Louisville coach Denny Crum was
striken by the flu. To make up for his

absence, Crum watched the game on
television and phoned in his instruc-

tions.

But first things first.

UCLA never had the lead in the
game, but they did manage to tie

Louisville twice, at 0-0 and 2-2. That
sounds a lot more dismal than it actu-
ally is.

Louisville scored first, just one se-

cond into the game. Pervis Ellison
controlled the tipoff. The ball went to
Billy Thompson who wasted no time
in feeding Herbert Crook for a finger
roll.

Pooh Richardson tied it up seconds
later with a 17-foot jump shot.

Louisville's Jeff Hall threw in a 16-
SHAHE NAjARiAN/Daiy Bruin foot jumpcr to put thc Cardinals

Reggie Miller (31) duplicated last year's success against Louisville with a 25 ahead for good
point performance on Saturday. After Craig Jackson sank one of two

UCLA takes own invitational

with good showings from frosh

'They started to play a little ten-

tative in the second half after they got
some fouls," said Wade Houston, one
of Crum's assistants, about the Bruins
downfall in the second half.

"We just got beat by a better
basketball team today, " said UCLA
coach Walt Hazzard, who did show
up for the game. "I would compare
their talent on the floor with North
Carolina. They are one of the best
teams I've seen in the country."

As usual, the Bruins were lead by
Miller and Richardson, but UCLA also
got strong play from an unex|>ected
source, the center position shared by
Jackson and Haley.

Miller, the nation's No. 4 scorer ac-
cording to USA Today, registered 25
points mostly on shots that seemed to
originate from Lexington, Kentucky,
instead of Louisville.

Jackson equaled a career high with
13 points and Haley chipped in 10;

~New8: Students and
administrators traded
hats and experiences for

a day.

See page 5.

ewpoint: Service at

Lu Valle Commons
should be courteous and
uniform, a reader says.

See page 14,

Review: Richard
Gere's new film 'Power'
isn't horrible, but It's not
wonderful.

See page 1 6.

Sports: The baseball
team will open its

season today against
Pepperdine.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Clear and warmer. r^^^
High: 62, tow: 49. / V
(bept. ofAtmos- ^--^
pheric Sciences forecast)

University of California Los Angeles

Davis hunger strikers

call for divestment

on Regents' agenda
By Lisa Renberg and Lisa Jaffe

Senior Staff Writers

California Aggie

DAVIS — University of
California President David
Gardner, responding to the
demands of five hunger
strikers, said recent South
African domestic politics have
not altered the official univer-
sity policy on divestment

V which was implemented last

June.
Five anti-apartheid pro-

testers began a hunger strike

at a noon anti-apartheid rally

Thursday and submitted a list

of demands that day to Gard-
ner and UC Davis Ghanrellnr

li^m^

Continued on Page 27

By Greg Bolin

"The best thing about
freshmen is that they turn into

sophmores," or so the saying
goes. If this is the case then
the UCLA men's gymnastic
team will be well-stocked with
talent for the next four years.

Behind the performances of

ace Brian Ginsbejg and
freshmen standouts Michael
Chaplin, Curtis Holdsworth,
and David St. Pierre, the
Bruins won the Los Angeles
Times/UCLA Men's Gym-
nastics Invitational held last

Friday evening.

UCLA's score of 278.80
edged out Pac-10 rival
Arizona State by a full point,

while Nebraska placed third,

followed by the surprise of the
meet, Minnesota.

"Chaplin, St. Pierre, and
Holdsworth really came
through with the scores that

we needed," said UCLA
coach Art Shurlock. "All of

them had their best scores of

the year tonight."

The win has to be par-
ticularly pleasing to Shurlock .

because of the performances of

the younger Bruins (three of

the top six gymnasts were
freshmen).

The win was also significant

because of the fact the Bruins
got a sub-par outing from
All-America Rob Campbell,
an athlete UCLA counts on
when the competition is tight.

Canrpbell, who won the all-

around January 24 in the
Bruins dual meet loss to Stan-
ford, did not finish in the top
three.

The Bruins started off slow-
ly in the meet. After the first

event the home team was
fourth and fell as low as fifth

place going into the third
event.

Then UCLA behind the ef-

forts of sophomore David
Moriel and junior Luc Tuerl-
ings on the high bar leaped in-

to second place behind a
quick-starting Minnesota
squad.
The Bruins then shifted into

high gear on the floor exercise

and took the lead. Tuerlings'

9.65 on the floor clinched the
lead for UCLA.

After four events the Bruins
held nearly a full point lead
on the Golden Gophers of

Minnesota, and had all of the

momentum they needed for

the evening.

The Bruins sealed the vic-

tory with an outstanding per-

formance on the rings by
Ginsberg. The gymnast's 9.8
on the rings assured the Bruins
of a victory while five other
ring routines— all given 9.0's

or better— added a stack of
points for good measure.

This consistency of perfor-
mances was the factor the
Bruins lacked in the Stanford
meet.

"We were more consistent,

but we still didn't put it all

together," said Shurlock. "But
this didn't affect our total."

The meet saw some fan-
tastic routines by the other
schools competing as well.
Rob Brown, the All Big-10
performer from Minnesota put
on a fantastic show to win the
high bar on his way to the
all-around title of the meet.
"There were alot of great

names here and it just brought
out great performances," said
Brown after the meet.

Nebraska's Wes Suter, the
1985 ail-around invitational
champion came in a close se-

Continued on Page 25

James Meyer.
Hunger strikers and Jim

Burns, Associated Students of

the University of California
Davis council member, said he
will, continue with the fast un-
til the demands are met or he
feels the UC Board of Regents
has heard and acted upon his

message.

UCD law student Beth
Sears, undergraduate student
Dave Kupfer and graduate
student Jerry Drawhorn are
also fasting.

One of the protesters' main
goals is to have the divestment
issue put back on the regents'

Please see DAVIS, Page 9

RICHARD MURPHY/OallY Bruin

Brian Ginsberg's 9.8 routine on the rings not only clinched
first place for UCLA but boosted the sophonnore to third In

the all-around competition.

WET BUT WELL-DRESSED — Sigma Phi Epsilon members Joel Baral (right) and Mark Haug sport slightly unconven
tional swimwear while performing a synchronized swimming routine during Sunday's charity swim meet at the Men's
Gym. For more pictures, please see Page 3.

Student-run Westwood Credit

Union celebrates 1-year~mark
By Glenn Adams

Offering savings and loans to students at favorable in-

terest rates, the student-run Westwood Credit Union cele-

brates its first anniversary today.
On Feb. 4, 1985 the credit union received its federal

charter, paving the way for its opening last April 1.

"We want to make people aware of what we are — a
banking alternative at UCLA," said Eric Isaacs, chief fi-

nancial officer of the credit union, adding that only 3 per-
cent of the students on campus are members of the credit
union.

Westwood Credit Union provides its members with high
interest rates on savings accounts and generally low rates

on loans, said Ken Reichman, credit union chief executive
officer.

Students have a better chance of getting a loan from the
Westwood Credit Union than from banks, which have
higher minimum net income levels for loans, according to

Reichman.
"Our loan program is set up for students," Reichman

said. "We consider how much they make and how much
they spend and go by percentages. We'll take a look at

someone who makes (as little as) $200 a month, as long as

his debts are relative to his income."
Loans for computer, apartment, personal and express

needs are among the credit union's offerings, Issacs said.

Reichman added that the Westwood Credit Union hopes
to offer guaranteed student loans by this summer.
The union also distributes credit card applications,

although it does not issue them. It submits applications to

credit card companies through the College Credit Card
Corporation.

An important goal for the Westwood Credit Union,

Isaacs said, is to involve more students, both as members
and as volunteer employees. -^

The union's initial investors include ASUCLA, the

Rockwell Federal Credit Union and the Xerox Federal

Credit Union.

AIDS: Campus organizations

disclose facts, dispell myths
By Lisa Rojany

The facts — AIDS is not a gay disease, you
cannot catch it from a sneeze or even by living

with an AIDS patient.

To date, an estimated 500,000 to 1 million

Americans have been exppsed to the AIDS
virus. Safe sex practices to curtail the growing
epidemic are not just for gay men or for those

with AIDS, they are for everyone and they are

for always.

These are some of the messages being cir-

culated on campus by, various student

Second in a three-part series examining the

medical, psychological, student and ad-

ministrative issues surrounding AIDS

organizations. Their aim is to focus our atten-

tion on the facts about AIDS and disp>el the

ignorance surrounding the disease.

One such concerned organization is GALA,
the Gay and Lesbian Association at UCLA,
which provides educational resources on AIDS
and referrals to outside agencies.

The back wall in GALA's office in Ker-
ckhoff Hall is covered with updates from
UCLA's Medical Center, fliers and newsletters

from AIDS Project L.A. and the Shanti and
Sherwood Foundations, a myriad of pamphlets
about safe sex practices and antibody testing

center sites and question and answer fact-

sheets.

In February, GALA plans to hold a dance,
with all the proceeds going to AIDS Project

L.A. They hope it will dispel many of the

myths about AIDS and homosexuality at

UCLA, a GALA representative said.

People in the office are open and willing to

talk to students about any concern they may
have — for instance, how the AIDS epidemic
has affected the gay community at UCLA.
"Gay men generally know the facts about

AIDS," said one of GALA's male co-chairs.

"There's obviously a great deal of misconcep-
tions about AIDS in the heterosexual com-
munity. Comments I hear, it boggles my
mind."

"In the dorms you have a number of people
coming in and R.A.s saying, 'We've heard you
are gay, why don't you leave the dorms before

you give us all AIDS?' " he charged. "It

magnifies whatever anti-homosexual sentiment
that's already there. It's a good excuse, a way
to say, 'You're not doing your own private

things anymore, now you're spreading the

disease, killing us all.'
"

GALA suggested precautions for both
heterosexuals and homosexuals:

• Rule out anonymous sex and multiple sex-

ual partners.

• Do not share bodily fluids (especially semen
and blood).

• Use condoms.
• Do not use or share needles.

'

.

• Know your partner.

• Care about yourself and your partner

physically (eat right, get enough sleep, exer-.

cise), mentally and emotionally
• Do not be afraid to say "no" to unsafe sex-

ual practices

"The most important thing about AIDS is

for people to separate the disease of AIDS
from homosexuality, which is not a disease. It

is so often abused as a political tool by people

who are anti-ga)(," GALA's co-chair said.

Jack Dubows|cy, the editor-in-chief of Ten
Percent, said he disagreed with the co-chair's

Please see AIDS, Page 7
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^^ 0IC. ROSS J. SOMERS, UCLAALUM
j^^^r Computerized Eye Exam

Overnite Wear Contacts
('O' series or'Softmate)

^188
Change Your Eye Color

Soft Contacts (B&L)

$98

Daily Wear Soft Contacts
(B&L or A.O.)

$?0*
*Price includes one pair lenses, fitting, training, follow-up, and care kit. Exam with lens purchase only %2Q Exam without purchase S 35

Same day service for most eyes Mention ad at time of purchase for these fees

Visa and Mastercard accepted

ROSS J. SOMERS, O.D. 478-0596
I 1 600 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 100 BRENTWOOD (next to V.A.)

TOP ENGINEERING AND
TECHNICAL GRADUATES

<<v?t^V:v^v.-.s'J8
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WE HAVE A LOT IN COMMON
Innovation, challenge, openness: that's Intel. Just the kind of environment you need
to make the most of your hard-earned degree. Consider some of our most important
firsts: Random Access Memory (RAM), Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
(EPROM), the first microprocessor, the first single-board computer, the first

microcomputer development system and the first million-bit bubble memory. Ours is

the kind of environment where you can become a moving force behind the shape of

future technology. If you're looking for the kind of career that gives you almost
immediate opportunities for success, look to Intel. ..you'll find we have a lot in

common.

If you are unable to meet with us, please contact Intel College Relations at the
location of your choice:

Arizona: 5000 West Williams Field Road, Cha idler, AZ 85226
California: Santa Clara-2730 San Tomas Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051

California: Sacramento/Folsom-151 Blue Ravine Road, Folsom, CA 95630
New Mexico: 4100 Sara Road, Rio Rancho, NM 87124

Oregon: 5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97124

Field Sales/Marketing: 3200 Lakeside Drive, Santa Clara, CA 97051

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

OPEN HOUSE
February 11, 1986 — 5:00 - 6:30PM

Boelter Hall— Room 8500

news
complied from the Aaoaated P<fpss

Attorney expects Manson
to boycott parole hearing
SAN QUENTIN, Calif. — Mass murderer Charles Manson,

convicted 15 years ago of the brutal massacre of pregnant ac-

tress Sharon Tate and six other people, is expected to boycott

his parole hearing on Tuesday, according to his attorney.

Manson, 51, told officials he did not want an attorney for the

sixth parole hearing on his. life sentence, but the state Board of

Prison Terms appointed one for him.

"I didn't want to take any chances that a psychological or

legal problem could arise where he could claim that he wasn't

represented by an attorney," said Gilbert Saucedo, executive of-

ficer of the board.

Attorney Sean Claymore, who will represent Manson, said

Monday that he's never met his client.

"I went to see him in December and he didn't appear at the
interview," Claymore said. "He told his counselor that he didn't

want to be part of the process that keeps him in prison. I have
not received a response to a letter I wrote him."
Claymore said he doesn't expect Manson to appear at the

hearing, but will argue for parole anyway.
Manson boycotted his last hearing in Dec. 1982 was denied

parole for three years under a new state law allowing up to

three years between parole hearings for multiple killers.

Previously, Manson had mandatory hearings every year since

1978.

Manson last appeared before the board in Nov. 1981 and
said, "I don't particularly care to go out on parole."

The former cult leader wore a swastika-on his forehead then
and told the three-man panel he wasn't ready to leave prison.

House votes broadcasT ad ban.

hazard labels on smok ;^'v 11^

WASHINGTON — The House, faced with mounting
evidence that youngsters are turning to snuff and chewing
tobacco as alternatives to cigarettes, voted Monday to require
health warning labels on smokeless tobacco and to ban their

broadcast advertising. 'V '
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The bill, approved on a voice vote, would require one of

three rotating warning labels to be added to tins and pouches:
"This product may cause oral cancer," "This product may cause
gum disease and tooth loss" or "This product is not a safe alter-

native to cigarettes."

Arrows and circles would draw attention to the warning
labels. And television and radio advertising, which now often

feature professional athletes touting the products, would be
banned.
"The passage of this bill will allow us all to go home ... and

say that we've made a major step toward protecting the health
of young people throughout our country," said Rep. Mike
^ynar, D-Okla., a sponsor of the bill. ^

"Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif., chairman of the House
Energy and Commerce health subcommittee, said he hoped the
labels would persuade teen-agers not to take up "this filthy

habit." He called snuff and chewing tobacco a "very, very dan-
gerous product." -

Pioneer probe swings by comet

gets close-up view of Halley
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. — The Pioneer space probe got

Its closest view of Halley's Comet on Monday, coming closer to
the comet than any spacecraft before. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration officials said.

Scientists said it would take the probe 72 hours and 20,000
scans with an ultraviolet viewer to look at all of the comet's
20-million-mile-long tail.

The views of the comet from about 24 million miles away
were the Pioneer's second batch of sightings since scientists
steered it away from its primary duty of monitoring the surface
of the planet Venus in late December.

"They're imaging 16 to 20 hours a day to give a timed history
of the comet at closest approach to the sun," said Peter Waller
of NASA's Ames Research Center. "They'll be able to see
changes from hour to hour."

Ian Stewart of the University of Colorado at Boulder, the
lead scientist in the project, reported that the comet was much
brighter on Monday than it was a month ago. But Stewart said
the change wasn't surprising because the comet is .so much
closer to the sun.

The comet is to reach the point in its orbit nearest the sun —
54.45 million miles — on Sunday. s
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Erin Patten (above
right) and fellow
sorority members
(below right) cheer on
Sigma Nu's ''Mr.
Splash" contestant
Mike Menzio and
others (below) during
Delta Gamma's
Splash Charity func-

tion at the Men*s
Gym Sunday. Above,
members of Zeta Beta
Tau enter the pool for

synchronized swimm-
ing contest while Beta
Theta Pi fraternity
gives it their best
shot.
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Dynasty actor named 'Most

Sophisticated Man on T.V/
By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

On the prime-time soap
opera "Dynasty/' actor
George Hamilton portrays a
"suave, sophisticated
villian," and UCLA's
Panhelienic Council has
singled him out as the
"Most Sophisticated Man on
Television."

Hamilton, who has ap-
peared in numerous film,

stage and television roles

during a career that began
in 1958, will receive the
"Most Sophisticated Man on
Television Award" from the
Panhelienic Council tonight
at 7:30 in Rolfe 1200. The
ceremony is open to the
public.

"Many sorority women.

George Hamilton

as well as much of the
UCLA commurjity at large,

"are avid fans of 'Dynasty,'
so when we were given the

opportunity to present him
with this award we were
very pleased," said Melina
Zrecny, Panhelienic Coun-
cil publicity director.

Hamilton plays Joel
Abrigore, a villian on the
ABC program, Zrecny said,

but he is a pretty
sophisticated villian.

"This is the first year that

we have given this kind of

an award, and it will be an
annual event from this

point on," said Zrecny, a
member of Kappa Delta.

Born in Memphis, Tenn.,
Hamilton spent most of his

life in New York City and
Palm Beach, Florida. His
schooling took him to 25
different schools across the
U.S., including Gulfport,
Miss. Military Academy,
Hackney Prep School in

Tarrytown, N.Y., Prince
School in Boston and Palm
Beach High School.

In February of 1958,
following an introduction
=by=5pfamily friend to MGW=
executives in New York,
Hamilton followed their

advice to "go west,
heading for Los Angeles.

Within a month, he was
signed for the lead in

"Crime and Punishment,
U.S.A."
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Women and Sexuality, Part I

Concerns, Sexual Problems and
Dysfunctions Common to Women

Tuesday, Feb. 11, Noon-1
I 11,11 a

, I

Women's Resource Center
Room 2, Dodd Hall

Facilitated by Amy Goldner, MS, MFCC,
of tiie UCLA Student Health Services

Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Relations

UCLA
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY

presents

Rodger Karrehbrock
Accounting Professor at UCLA

and partner with Arthur Andersen
speaking on Wednesday, Feb. 5

11 am in Ackerman 3517.

ALL ARE INVITED!
-also-

Firm Tour of Arthur Andersen's
Downtown L.A. office

including cocktail reception

Thursday, February 6
Sign up in the Placement Center!

UCLA
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Tuesday Night Comedy
presents

former GCLA Comedy Club members

Bob Ettinger, Hugh Fink, ^^^^^^^
and headlininq Noon concert featuring

^p^ ^ ^ wwv m m Dwight Yoakam hasRODeFL wIfUlll been moved to a

,iliMiBmm%%\wimit«i»i»kftBm«i»%i> »«»«•••
later date TBA

TONIGHT in the COOPERAGE • 9:00 P.M. • FREE usac/cultural
AFFAIRS
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linnpse
Students had an opportunity

Friday to switch places with

administrators and learn what
it takes to run UCLA during

the 1986 Student-Ad-
ministrator Exchange Day.-

RICHARD MURPHY/Oaily Bruin

Winston Doby, vice chancellor of Student Affairs, and his exchange student enjoy conver-

sation in the Faculty Center Friday.

Alan Charles, vice
chancellor of public affairs,

said he hoped the event served

as a way for students to see

UCLA as something other
than a faceless and impersonal

institution.

"We want you to begin to

perceive, that UCLA has a

soul," Charles told the event's

approximately 170 partici-

pants during a kickoff
breakfast held in the Faculty
Center. "We (administrators)

can learn from your attitudes,

values and hopes for the
future."

Graduate President
Deborah Howard and
Undergraduate President Ron
Taylor also spoke at the
breakfast, urging participants

to learn about each other's

roles at UCLA.
The exchange allows stu-

dents to become more aware
of who the administrators are

and what they do in and out

of the workplace — "talking

and sharing what you are all

-about and enhancing com-
munication on a one-to-one

basis," said Shell Slaton, ad-

ministrative relations coor-

dinator.

The pairs of students and
administrators are chosen at

random, although some excep-

tions are made regarding ma-
jors and special interests.

Eighty-eight of 100 applicants

were selected for this year's

exchange. In addition to the

breakfast, the day's activities

involved administrators atten-

ding classes, and in turn, stu-

dents spending time at ad-

ministrators' offices.

The annual exchange day
has expanded greatly since it

was established by the UCLA
Public Affairs Department in

1981, as participation has
doubled since then.

— Marissa Prestinari

AKE^AFH"Y
RESOLUTION

WHEREAS California is part of the Ring of Fire, an area

around the Pacific Rim subject to massive earthquakes, and

a great quake in Southern California registering 8.0 on the

Richter Scale is a certain event with a 90% probability within

the next twenty-years;

WHEREAS almost a third of the buildings at UCLA are rated

poor or very poor in their ability to withstand a quake, and

individuals who are in one of the high-risk buildings when a

great quake hits have a 75% chance of being killed or

serious[yjnjuredj ___^_

WHEREAS substandard buildings include Powell Library,

Kerckhoff Hall, Royce Hall, Kinsey, Knudsen, Math Sciences,

Public Health, Franz Hall Tower, Bunche, Moore, Haines,

Women's and Men's Gyms, and perhaps worst of all, the

four residence halls: Dykstra, Hedrick, Rieber, and Sproul;

WHEREAS the lesser known Newport-lnglewood fault runs

directly beneath the Los Angeles area and would cause even

greater loss of life or damage to property than a major quake

along the San Andreas Fault;

AND WHEREAS there are more than one hundred potential-

ly active faults in the Southern California area according to

scientists;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Undergraduate

Student Association Council of the University of California,

Los Angeles requests that;

1. Chancellor Young by March 1, 1986 prepare a com-

prehensive plan for earthquake safety on the UCLA campus.

This plan should include specific steps for upgrading all

substandard buildings to an acceptable level of safety.

2. The University make the obtaining of funding for earth-

quake safety an essential objective. The University should

carefully reassess its current building program to ensure that

earthquake safety receives first claim on capital funds.

3. The University post signs at all exits and entrances of

buildings identified as substandard, so students, staff, and

faculty can be aware of the risks they are facing.

4. the University reduce the use of the highest-risk buildings

by encouraging greater use of safer buildings as alternatives.

5. The University provide life and disability insurance for the

faculty and staff who work in buildings identified as poor or

very poor in their ability to withstand earthquakes. Students

who live in the residence halls also be entitled to life and

disability insurance supplied by the university.

6. Information regarding survival during and after an earth-

quake be provided to faculty, staff, and students.

Undergraduate Student Association Council

Offers the BRUINSA SPECIAL DISCOUNT they Can't Refuse

10% OFFminimum $5.00 purchase

ENTIRE STOCK
Brand Name
Shoes
Both Men's & Women's
Shoes Available

Handbags
Accessories:

Belts

Socks, Hose

With UCLA ID - Student and Staff

10936 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood Village

824-1090~~ 208-8749 ~
'Your One Stop
Shoe Shop''

HOURS:
Shoe Store

Mon.-Thur. 10-9pm
Fri.-Sat. 10-1 1pm
Su PL 1 2-8ern

Repair Store
7-7pm
7-6pm

1 2-6pm

Mon.-Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

V

Can you trust your life to God?

'TO KNOW GOD IS TO
TRUST HIM''

A Free Christian Science lecture

by

ROBERT L. GATES, C.S.
(member. Christian Science Board of Lectureship)

THIS EVENING, FEBRUARY 4, 8 p.m
Twenty-eighth Church of Christ, Scientist

1018 Hilgard Ave., Westwood Village

Free Parking and Child Care

Yes
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Aspiring actors live tough lives, but love what they're • • 9
By Kay Bartlett

AP Newsfeatures Writer

NEW YORK ^^^Katherine Barry
once went to an audition where all she
had to do was giggle. Her four years
of college weren't much help. The
^ods of advertising liked somebody
else's giggle better.

Tony Addabbo got bitten by a
junkyard dog while waiting for the
cameras to get set. Then the building
where he was doing the filming was
raided by the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice.

Margaret Nagle stood under a fire

hose in 45 degree weather for hours
making a television commercial and
when it was over she was just dropped
at the Chicago airport, still soaking

wet, and told to have a nice flight

back.

All three — plus tens of thousands
of others — are aspiring actors in New
York City. These three are all in their

twenties, they all have ({reams, and
they love what they're doing.

It's a tough life, far more com-
petitive than that of young trainees

climbing up a Chase Manhattan lad-

der, and the rewards are usually far

less spectacular. For most, it's endless

auditions artd acting, singing or danc-
ing classes, because people whp are

not triple-threats might as well go
back to Des Moines. It's a world of

part-time jobs — hash-slinging is still

a favorite although it's now called

presenting nouvelle cuisine.

"Everything that is interesting you

go out of town to do until your name
is Richard Kiley," says Casper Roos, a

60-year-old actor who has been in the

chorus of 13 Broadway musicals and
managed to stay in the field all these

years, doing films, off-Broadway^^

television commercials, anything to

pay the rent.

Roos is a rarity of sorts, a man who
has managed to stay working in this

world of too much talent and too little

work.
"There's the old joke about the guy

sitting in the lounge at Actor's Equity

and saying, 'I really ought to get out

of this business. I haven't worked in

10 years,'" remarks Gerald Simon, a

veteran actor with over 1,000 com-
mercials to his credit.

Roos, a silver-maned, distinguished

man, recently played the tyrannical

father in Lillian Hellman's "Another
Part of the Forest " at the Equity
Library Theatre, one of the most
prestigious showcases in Manhattan.
— Over 600 actors auditioned for the:

13 parts in the Hellman play, a job
that entails six weeks of hard work
divided between rehearsals and the
three-week run. And not a dime of in-

come. But it's probably the best
showcase in Manhattan, sure to draw
agents, casting directors, producers to

see aspirants in good roles.

Simon and his actress wife Liz
Dammarell came to New York to do
Shakespeare almost 20 years ago and
quickly found that Proctor & Gamble
was a better friend than the Bard. But

Please see ACTORS, Page 11

GUESS WHICH ONE
IS A SURE THING?

You can't lose — if you participate in ASUCLA's
Textbook Rebate Program, you're going to get

money back on textbooks. It's not a gamble, it's a

sure thing.

We can't predict exactly how big your Textbook
Rebate will be, because it depends on two things

we don't know: how much you spend on books,

and how many people take advantage of the

Rebate Program. But if you make any eUgible pur-

chases at all, the Rebate Program will pay off for

you: early in June, we'll send you a check, scrip,

or deposit to your Bruin Gold Card account.

Don't be left out! Pick up a Textbook Rebate
envelope in the Health Sciences Store, the Lu
Valle Commons Students' Store, or the main Stu-

dents' Store in Ackerman Union. You can use the

envelope to turn in your receipts from Fall or

Winter quarter. (During the rebate eligibility

period we used green or yellow cash register tapes,

so your receipts should be. easy to spot even if you
Stuffed them into a book or a desk drawer.)

There's still one more quarter to go in the Rebate
Program. The Spring eligibility period is March 31
through April 20, so be sure to buy your textbooks

then. And don't forget, general books, magazines,

'

and Lecture Notes are also included in the Text-

book Rebate Program . So if your textbook re-

quirements are light, you may want to stock up on
reference books or general reading matter — and
increase your rebate, too.

Improving the quality of student life is ASUCLA's
job, and the Textbook Rebate Program is one ex-

ample of how seriously we take that job. ASUCLA
tries to bring you all of the services you want and
need for a successful UCLA experience, especially

academic support materials like textbooks — at

prices you can afford.

TEXTBOOK REBATE ENVELOPES AVAILABLE FEB. 3 — MARCH 2

The Textbook Rebate Program, Another Service of ASUCLA, The Associated Students

L-_
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AIDS: Campus groups dispell myths
Continued from Page 1-

statement. "I do not think that the AIDS
epidemic has substantially increased jthe anti-

gay sentiment on campus simply because it's

pretty big to begin with. People who were ac-
cepting of gay people before AIDS became ex-
tremely publicized have remained accepting,
those who were not accepting, still aren't."

The Ten Percent staff does not support state

closure of the bathhouses and has published an
editorial on the subject, Dubowsky said. They
also plan to publish an AIDS resource list and
a description of safe sex guidelines for the
general readership.

Another special interest paper staff who ex-

pressed dismay at the lack of published infor-

mation about AIDS on campus is Together,
UCLA's women's issues paper.

.

Kristin Raines, Together's business manager,
"Together plans to print articles about AIDS
as it relates to all women, to lobby for more
research and to get a letter-writing campaign
started. We have a responsibility to speak to

women on campus, both straight and gay,
who are at risk, to tell them how they can
protect themselves. We need strong education
to keep the hysteria at a minimum."

Jennifer A. Morris, a lesbian student at

UCLA, expressed similar views about the
hundreds of women in the country with AIDS,
and the failure to address the issue or make
sure women know how to protect themselves.

"(The media) always blame it on the pro-
stitutes," Morris said. "The media should be
focusing on this more, because pregnant
women getting AIDS and passing it on to their

children is horrible."

The Peer Health Counselors also see the
necessity of increased education on campus.

Jyoti Malhotra, a PHC, said they do have
general knowledge about AIDS, but are in no
way experts. To increase their knowledge, a
speaker addressed the counselors last quarter
on AIDS issues.

At the administrative, faculty and student
levels, people are mobilizing, resources are
available and organizations are keeping
abreast of the most recent updates on AIDS
research.

Yet, the AIDS-antigay correlation still exists

among students, the GALA co-chair claimed.
Persistent prejudice can only be combatted
with education.

Morris offered an example to bring a more
positive view of gay men's involvement in the
AIDS issue. "No one remembers or cares to br-

ing up the fact that if it weren't for gay men,
there would be no cure for Hepatitis B,

another blood disease. It was the blood of gay
men that was used to find a cure, and the
blood of gay men was used to make a serum.
And it was all volunteer work."

"Hundreds of years ago, syphillis, another
sexually transmitted disease (now curable),
was a similar scare to the AIDS scare," Raines
said. "There was no cure and people were dy-
ing all over the place. The same hysteria
brewed. It affected the entire public, but was
blamed on a few small groups, like prostitutes.

I believe that we can go beyond (the AIDS
scare), if the proper research is done."

I

TODD CHENEY

BEGINNER'S SNOW — UCLA student Helen Sunga (left) takes her first step^ toward

learning to ski, not on snow but on sawdust spread near Janss Steps. Recreational

course Instructor George Mychaliska (right) watches Sunga's progress.
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Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group——iaaD ~^
• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing
• PAP Smears • Breast Exams

Student Health lnsur./MedlCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica Bl
. ^112

(213) 820-8084

fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

PRINTS
FORTHE

PRICE
OF

Pictures are for sharing. Now you can get two sets of

Kodak color prints for the puce of one, when you bring in

any size Kodacolor film for quality developing and printing

by Kodak. Just order one set of prints at the regular price

and you'll get a second set free! Order extra prints of

those special pictures that can mean so much to family

and friends.

Coupons available at counter.

You must attach coupon to

envelope to receive offer.

Kodak processing only. Offer

good through February 7, 1986.
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II 00
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Psvchologicjl A\sessmeni 1

Psychological Assessment II

Physiological Psychology
Advanced ()bi Rel Theory
Group Supervision (Praclicumi (OC i

Group Process & Technigue (OCt
Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Psychosynthesis .

Group Process & rechniguetOC)
Advanced Healing Techniques &
Psychosynthesis

Clinical Praclicum (()(">

T I E S I) A \
Kthics .fnd laws
l-thics and Laxvs (OC)
Statistics (OCi
(iroup Supervision (Practicumt

Learning and C ogniiion

Learning and Cognition (OC t.

\d\anccd Clinical Mspnosis

ProposalResearchl.il. llhOCi
Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psychology

Psvchopalhologv <S. I aiiTiK D\n
Proposal Research II. Ill •

Psychopathology I (OC i

IN\choa«,tlytic The(»i> Pi 2

Psvchopaihology 2 *

C hild PsychoanalysiN

C urrent Lilerature

NeiA Bod\ INvchoiherapies
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>\ t I) \ K S I) \ \

•Human Sexualily

Cross-Cultural Mores & \alues
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Psychoanalytic Therapy (tKl
Cirt)up Supervision (Praclicum) (OC»
Lunclional Human Anatomy
Writings olMelanie Klein I

History and Systems ot Psychology

Proposal Research I

Psychological \sscssmcni I (OC i

Clinical Practiciini II
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Stair

Stall

T Oleson. PhD
D ChlVord. MD

2 D Primac. PhD
I E Jacobson. PhD
3 DCIilTord. MD
3 L Singer. PhD
3 T Oleson. PhD
I R Phillips. PhD
3 T Oleson. PhD

3 R Phillips. PhD

M Karlovac, PhD
J Ciillespie. PhD
R Hunter PhD
A Mvare/. PhD
M karlovac. PhD
J (iillespie. PhD
F Moss. PhD
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\ Mvare/. PhD
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\ McCiuire. PhD
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L Peters. Ph[)
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Stall

2 I) Pnmac. PhD
3 \ Bmvar. MD
3 A Panajian. PhD
3 I Peters. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD

V^ R Johnson, PhD
.3 \ I'anajian. PhD

Irish maintain tradKion of blarney

Pubs provide arena for conversation as a martial art
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B-lOO Statistics \

B-10> Research Methods 3

,^i"^ Introduction to Kgo Psychology A
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^
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s
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R Phillips. PhD
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J Packer. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
J Cjibbons. PhD
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R Hunter, PhD
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R Benite/. DSW
L Peters. PhD
D Del rancisco.

MD. PhD "-
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D Marcus. MD
J Van Buren. PhD

S llcndlin. PhD
B Weiss. PhD
Stair
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E Jacobson. PhD

By Hugh A. Mulligan. Associaitd Press

DUBLIN, Irelanci — In John Mulligan's

pub on Pcx)lbeg Street, where James Joyce's

"Dubliners" might have tarried after a funeral

in the pleasing pericxl squalor of booze-bur-

nished wood and gleaming stout pulls, the

conversation turned to speculation about a

general election.

"Remember what your man Conor Cruise

O'Brien said about Charley Haughey?" began

a red-haired* barrister, wiping the froth of a

Guinness from his lips with the back of his

hand.

The slightly hung-over physician, healing

himself with a double gin, could not recall

what O'Brien, the journalist and sometime
politician, had to say about the leader of

Fianna Fail, Ireland's largest political party.

The lawyer gleefully delivered the quote in

full, addressing the jury of other customers

who had tuned in:

"If I saw Mr. Haughey buried at midnight
at a crossroads, with a stake driven through
his heart — politically speaking — I should

continue to wear a clove of garlic round my
neck, just in case."

The physician, who favored Haughey to

become the next taoiseach, or prime minister,

felt obliged to fight back, or else what's a pub
for?

He countered With, "Well, now, do you
remember what they said about Conor Cruise
when he was minister of posts, telephones and

Professional Seminars
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as a lighthouse on the Bog of Allen."

The bog happens to be a huge dismal
swamp of peat, which when dried is the fuel

of turf fires. The fact that it also can be used
to fuel an argument demonstrates that the art

of conversation, wild with unpredictable met-
aphors, is not dead in a land where Daniel
O'Connell, the great champion of Irish home
rule, once likened British prime minister
Robert Peel's smile to "the silver plate on a
coffin."

Conversation among the Irish is (X)nsidered

a gift, like perfect pitch, not an acquired skill

like squeezing an accordion or denting an op-
ponent's shinbone with a hurling stick. Even
in polite argument, they go for the jugular
with vcxjal cords woven of silken wit and
paradox, pulled taut with neat little epigrams.
The sarcasm is so cutting you hardly see the
blood flow as it cleaves layers of humbug and
hypcxrisy.

Here in the Emerald Isle, conversation is

one of the martial arts, and the pub is the des-
ignated arena for word duelists who seek
satisfaction for an insult with rapier thrusts of
repartee. But the field of honor must be a real

state of the oral art pub, innocent of jukebox,
color TV, video games or other counter-
conversational intrusions.

Only in a pub dedicated solely to dispensing
strong spirits, warm ale and heated di.scussi6ns

will you hear lines like:

"The mother who reared him would drown
nothing."

"The foreman sent him for an X-ray to .see

if there was a trace of work left in him."
It was in Higgin's bar on Upper Abbey

Street, where Michael Collins and the old IRA
cabinet used to meet, that Brendan Behan
delivered himself in the presence of his in-laws
of the courageous observation, "All Ireland is

washed by the Gulf Stream, except my wife's
family."

Some months ago, a weekly newspaper in
the west of Ireland told how a somewhat
sobered-up citizen reacted to a 15-pound fine
imposed on him for urinating off the back
steps of the Galway bus: "Fifteen pounds,
your honor! Is this the Ireland I fought and
died for?"

And some weeks later a pixie-faced elderly
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priest drained the charisma from a

sophisticated BBC commentator hosting a

panel on birth control by arguing that bann-

ing the pill would not bring about a popula-

tion explosion because "Irish women since

time immemorial have known how to keep the

kettle off the boU."

Irish clergy alluding to clergy from rival

sects can always be depended upon to produce
some ecumenical smoke unrelated to incense.

His Grace William Philbin, the frail ascetic

Catholic bishop of Belfast, once said that the

Rev. Ian Paisley's doctorate in divinity from
Bob Jones University in South Carolina was
"self-inflicted."

Paisley, the Protestapt firebrand from
Ulster, frequently refers to the Pope as "old

red socks" or "the Polish bachelor who lives on
the banks of the Tiber."

The fact that the papal hosiery is white or

that the apostolic palace is some distance away
from the river does not diminish the imagery.

As Honor Tracy, the novelist who lives in

remote County Mayo, has remarked, "facts in

Ireland are very peculiar things. They are

rarely allowed to spoil the sweep and flow of

conversation; the crabbing effect they have on
good talk is eliminated almost entirely. I do
not believe myself that the Irishman conve-
niently ignores their existence, as sometimes is

said, so much as that he soars above their

uninviting surface on wings of fancy."

But flights of fancy on wings of words allow
one to escape from grim reality.

Where else but in Ireland, _and partici

bombed-out and burned-out Belfast, do you
hear children skipping rope to so pathetic and
so pungently poetic a jingle as:

"To hell with the future

And long live the past.

May God in his mercy
Look down on Belfast."

No country can boast a livelier oral history.

—

England's first Queen Elizabeth was charm-
ed by the "fair words and soft speech" oJ[

Cormac MacCarthy, the lord of Blarney, but
unable to get a straight answer on whether he
supported the crown. In exasperation, she cut

short one of his hearthside chats with the cr>',

"This is all Blarney." Ever sincje, the lord's

castle in County Cork has been a me^a, and
its famed kissing stone a secondary relic, for

pilgrims seeking the miracle of instant elo-

quence.

When the Stuart King James II lost his

throne at the Battle of the Bovne, north of

Dublin, he burst in upon Lady Tyrcxjnnell cry-

ing, "Those scoundrels of Irish soldiers ran."

'*Well," said she, "I see Your Majesty won
the race."

An Irish barrister, making the best of a

weak argument was interrupted by the judge
on a point of law: "Your client no doubt is

aware of the d(x?trine de minimis non curat

lex." '\

"I can assure you, my lord," came the
nonplused reply, "that in the remote and in^

hospitable hamlet where my clients have their

humble abode, it forms the sole topic of coi\-

versation."

A reporter visited the special three-judge
court set up in Dublin to try accused ter-

rorists, because of the reluctance of Irish juries

to return verdicts against the accused in such
case.

On this particular day, a young Catholic of

about 19 was on trial for setting fire to the

"Protestant" pub where he worked, Ireland, of

course, being the only country in the world
where you drink according to the religion of

your choice.

The defense argued that the accused was
not an arsonist but a hapless drunkard who set

the fire by accident. To advance this point, he
called the lad's toothless, seamy-faced old
landlady to the stand. x

by Berke Breathed
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African revolutionary to speak

on South African past, preseni
African revolutionary

Elizabeth Sebiko will speak
today about South African
history and current events,

22 years after she fled that
country to join her husband
in Tanzania.
The speech, sponsored by

the UCLA African
Women's Collective, will

mark «the beginning of
Black History Month here.

Sebiko, a representative
of the Pan Africanist Con-
gress — a "revolutionary
organization" that is trying
to liberate blacks in South
Africa — will speak in

Franz Hall 1178 at 6 p.m.
"The program is really

unique because it's first-

hand information," said
Sherrie Bryant, co-coor-
dinator for the collective —
a UCLA group that at-

tempts to educate the cam-
pus about racism and sex-

ism.

Since Sebiko lived in

South Africa and often
travels back to Southern

Africa, iier account will be
accurate and unbiased,
"straight from the horse's

mouth," Bryant claimed.
"They will hear the truth
and not hearsay."
After fleeing South

Africa, Sebiko represented
PAC in various forums,
Bryant said, including the
UN World Conference of
Women in Mexico Gity in

1975 and the International

Conference of Women in
Nairobi, Kenya in 1985.

Sebiko is the National
Organization for Women's
Political Action Commit-
tee's Women and Labor
Coordinator in the U.S.,
Bryant said.

"Most African women, in

general, are overlooked in
the struggle against South
Africa," Bryant said.
"Sebiko is looked upon as a
role model, a leader in the
struggle for liberation of all

African people."

— Michael Ashcraft

i>AVIS: Hunger strike^-
Continued from Page 1

agenda, Burns said. If the issue is not on the regent's February
agenda, they want it placed on the agenda for the March 23
meeting at UCD.
The protesters said they want Meyer to urge the regents to

adopt full divestment policy. Burns said. However, Dutton said,

Meyer reports privately to Gardner, not to the entire board.
Gardner, who received the demands Friday, said the divest-

ment issue had brought "extensive testimony" from members of
the university community. He rejected the fasters' assertion that
the regents did not give the issue "adequate consideration."

Another demand was for Gardner to meet publically with the
hunger strikers.

Gardner said he would place the issue on the agenda of his

upcoming meeting with all of the ASUC presidents. Divestment
is "of interest to the University of California as a whole, and
not to any one of its campuses."
The University Advisory Committee on Investor Responsibili-

ty, created to advise the president and the regents on matters

regarding the holdings in South Africa^ has to be given time "to

meet its charge and carry out its obligations," he said.

The regents voted in the current divestment policy by a

"comfortable margin," Gardner said. The policy includes the

creation of the advisory commitee and provides for case-by-case

study of companies which deal with South Africa.

By demanding that the president circumvent the mechanism
- for dealing with student concerns, Gardner said the fasters are

asking him to "undercut the structure and (undermined)

established procedures, positions and roles of all the players."

Fasters said they will consume only juice. Two protesters will

5tay at the Memorial Union flagpole or staff a table in the MU
lobby each day, and some of the hunger strikers plan to sleep at

the Cal Aggie Christian Association House for the duration of

the fast.

The African American Student United Organization offered

its support to the protesters at the rally opposing University of

California investments in companies doing business in South

Africa, AASU member Dawna Keels said.

Keels said her group is in solidarity with the protesters, and,

"we stand with our brothers and sisters here."

Peter Kozak, a UCD law student and faster, said the pro-

testers want UCD officials to ask Dave Henderson, the Yolo

County District Attorney, to drop charges pending again.st an-

ti-apartheid protesters who were arrested last spring at Mrak

Hall.

Protesters asked the chancellor to have the charges dropped

before, but Meyer told them he was taking a neutral stance on

the issue, Kozak said. "Since he is taking a neutral stance, this

implies it is affirmative for prosecution."

"It is usually not university policy to attempt to influence the

district attorney to drop the proceedings," said Tom Dutton,

vice .chancellor of studenj affairs.

Prior to the arrests made last spring, Dutton said, the ad-

mini.stration strongly urged the students to avoid arrests. In ad-

dition, UCD officials told the district attorney that the students

cooperated at the time of their arrests.

The protesters did not tell Meyer of their demands earlier

becau.se they have worked with him in the past, and he has not

shown any indications of listening to their proposals. Burns

said.

Since the regents have not seen the demands in writing, UC
spokeswoman Lilia Villanueva said they cannot comment on

them yet.
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After a decade, ROTC regains
popularity, attracts students
By Andrea Liebman. Staff Writer

Gaining greater acceptance among stu-

dents in the past decade, UCLA*s Reserve
Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program is

currently training over 60 students to "be
all that they can be/'

"In the 1960s and early 1970s students
looked at symbols, not issues," Captain
Carla Smith said. "Students today have a
better idea of cause and effect. They're
educated enough to not to link ROTC with
issues."

From 1969 to 1970, a movement to abol-

I

ish ROTC programs on campus was strong.

However, it died when a UCLA Academic
Senate ballot favored the program.

Between 1970 and 1971, demonstrations
were conducted condemning the depart-
ment. At one point, a bomb demolished the
Naval ROTC Ward Room.

Since that time, the Committee on Pre-

professional Military Curricula has made
several changes in the program, and there
have been few problems.

The student body, the ROTC and the
UCLA Administration are "back to normal

she said.now.
... »

Earning a monthly stipend of $100,

"ROTC students at UCLA spend two to foui-

years taking ROTC courses and leadership

labs which supplement regular university

classes. Available at UCLA since 1920, the

program has an annual budget of $32,600

from the College of Letters & Science.

Students usually enroll in one ROTC
course each quarter such as military history,

military customs or psychology of leader-

ship.
;

-^
Every Thursday, students practice leader-

ship and military skills at the base of Janss'

steps.

"These people are supporting national ob-

jectives," said Richard Zeiler, chairman of

the Military Science department. "Because
of ROTC, UCLA has a Military Science

program giving students at UCLA a

broader spectrum of curricula to choose
from."
ROTC provides "marketable experience"

assistant professor Tim Coffey said. "ROTC
gives a student a leadership position as soon
as he goes to his unit after graduation. He
will become a leader or manager of at least

33 people, and he can use that developbient
of leadership for his own benefit."

Aircraft carriers: Where romance

of seafaring men meets reality

By Norman Black

AP Military Writer

ting him out of a Louisiana
gas station and providing
thousands of dollars worth of

ABOARD T HE—US^5—education. But he doubts mosf
Americans appreciate what he
gives in return.

"Seven months out of the
year, I don't see my two
kids," Brown says. "Last year,
it was 8 '/2 months out of 12. I

do not enjoy leaving my fami-
ly

•

_ He and his wife "have these
peaks, you know. There's a
high divorce level in the Navy.
You just grow apart. You're
separated so much, you can
just grow out of love. It takes
a very special lady."

Making ends meet is

another concern. Brown says
he made $16,500 last year.

And although it's
peacetime, he says, "you can
never forget you're on a com-
bat ship. The Navy is out here
for a reason and we know
that."

His ship is the Saratoga,
CV60, better known to the
crew as "Super Sara." The
carrier is 29 years old, doesn't
have nuclear power.

But the Saratoga is an air-

4Taft carrier^at ha^ regained

=

SARATOGA — It's ap-
proaching midnight and a

weary Michael Wayne Brown
has been working for more
than 12 hours in the Damage
Control Center of the aircraft

carrier USS Saratoga, the ship

.that launched the planes that

^intercepted the hijackers of

the cruise ship Achille Lauro
last October.

Brown's station is the type
of place where the romance of

men going to sea meets reali-

ty.

Brown, a beefy guy you'd
want on your side in a fight,

doesn't see much of that sea.

He doesn't work on the
bridge. He is an enlisted man,
a firefighter, a sailor who
signed up when he was 17 and
has spent 12 years in the
Navy. "*

Proud of his Work and
skills. Brown credits the Navy
and the U.S. taxpayers for ^et-
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top efficiency ratings and
reclaimed its front-line posi-

tion with the United States
Navy, patrolling oceans
around the world.

It's a floating city with
5,000 men, its own radio and
TV stations, newspaper and
hospital. It's a self-sustaining

mobile fortress.

The Sara is also more — a
raw, dangerous environment
where men and machines are
always on the edge, always
pushing a technology and
"weapons system" that few
nations have ever mastered.
The United States has 13
deployable carriers capable of

handling high-performance
jets, The Soviets have none.

But whether it's aboard an
aircraft carrier, battleship,
cruiser or submarine — of

whatever vintage — there i^ a
certain pride and rivalry
among sailors.

A submariner aboard the

nuclear attack submarine USS
Olympia just can't understand
why men would want to go to

work above the sea. The cap-
tain of the 20-year-old guided
missile cruiser USS Josephus
Daniles is somewhat piqued
when a reporter runs late for

a tour of "one of the finest

ships ever built." The master
chief of the Saratoga, the top
enlisted man on board, states

forcefully that "the carrier is

where the action's at."

On each of the warships,
it's a male-only world (women
are not yet allowed to serve on
combat ships), and a young
one. The average age of the

5,000 men on the Saratoga is

19, with many too young to

buy liquor.

It, is, however, a clean
world. Mothers would be pro-

ud. Part of- that emphasis is

for safety reasons. Part of it

stems simply from the need to

constantly fight the corrosive
effects of salt water. And
another part is simply
discipline and the fact that a
lot of men are having to live

very close to each other.
The hours are long. Start

with a scheduled 12. Sixteen is

more likely, 18 or 20 not

Please see MILITARY,
Page 12
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Actors
Continued from Page 6
even that is no snap. Televi-

sion commercials are as fierce-

ly competitive as the chance to

play Lear. Maybe more so.

The average television com-
mercial earns the principal ac-

^or $5,000 to $8,000 for a^

day's work. A really good one,
shown nationally for a long
tinie, can earn an actor up to

$25,000.

Miss Barry, Kathy to her
friends, is 29 and after four
years on the circuit has just
landed her first national
commercial.

"I come from the art, truth
and beauty school of acting,
but Chekhov doesn't pay the
bills," she says. "So you do the
commercials, the soaps, the
films, so you can own a home,
send the kids to school, be
middle class."

She's philosophical about
the timing in the business.

"I might be out 15 tintes in

one two-week period and then
there will be nothing for two
weeks. Then the only calls are
for grandmothers, lumberjacks
or twins."

Miss Barry whizzes through
the soaps and the commercial
auditions, but when it's for a
larger slice, she puts real ef-

fort into it. She recently audi-

part in the up
coming road show of Neil
Simon's Broadway hit, "Biloxi

Blues."

For that, she worked. Three
friends had said she was right

for the part, so she dropped
off a picture and resume with

J
the stage manager, who then
called her.

ii She read the play carefully.

"A Neil Simon prostitute is

different than a Beckett pro-
stitute," she says, "and I im-
mediately got a sense of who
she was. I decided I would
audition in a slip. I've never
auditioned in my underwear
before and none of my
underwear was right. So I

went to Macy's and bought a
mauve slip. Then I had some
friends over, male and female,
and auditioned in front of

them in the slip. I got comfor-
table in front of acquaintances
just wearing the slip.

"I decided not to wear
heels. My legs go to jelly when
I'm nervous and I didn't want
to shake. So I did it barefoot."

She did not get the part,

but she's not down. She was
told she would be kept in

mind for the future. In this

business, that's good.

Addabbo, a 6-foot-2, 25-

year-old whose body has been
deemed delightful enough for

the sexy Jordache TV ads, sits

on a sofa one Tuesday morn-
ing at the Hughes Moss casting

office, one of the biggest the-

atrical casting agencies in

Manhattan.
He's auditioning for a part

that could bring him the fame
and fortune he wants so bad-

ly. This former tree surgeon,

model, star athlete, wants the

star and limo treatment more
than the chance tq play
Chekhov and says quite can-

didly that Shakespeare is a lit-

tle out of his league.

Addabbo tells the casting

director that he's got a good

shot at signing a three-year

contract on one of the soaps.

He is being considered for the

part of a boy raised in the

jungle and then brought into

what passes for civilization on

the soaps, sort of a Tarzan.

"Don't sign it, this is prime

time," says Barney Moss,

Please see ACTORS, Page 13
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THE PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
*

and

STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATES
5^c

WANT YOU

RECRUITMENT 1986-ATTEND AN ORIENTATION SESSION!

PHC
Peer Health Counselors are specially trained students who
volunteer on campus, providing information , counseling
and referrals for health-related concerns. PHCs work in the
Self-Help Cold Clinic, Nutrition and Weight Management
Clinic, Stress Management, Hypertension Screening, '

Fitness Inventory Testing Clinic, Women's Health Service,
Kerckhoff Hall Office, Health Risk Appraisals/Information
Tables, S.O.U.R.C.E., C.A.R.E., and Suicide Prevention.

TO APPLY FOR THE PEER HEALTH
COUNSELOR PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION

MEETINGS. ^

Tuesday, February 4 2:00 pm Ackerman Union, Rm. 3517
Wednesday, Februarys 12 noon Ackerman Union, Rm. 3564

For more information, please telephone
825-8462 or stop by the Peer Health Counselor

Office 401 Kerckhoff Hall.

Sponsored by the Student Health Service and the
Student Welfare Commission.

SHA
Student Health Advocates are specially trained students
who live in the campus living groups providing health care
and referrals for colds, flu, first aid and emergencies. They
also provide health education counseling and referrals for
nutrition, fitness, weight control, stress management, con-
traception and emotional concerns.

TO APPLY FOR THE STUDENT HEALTH AD-
VOCATE PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION

MEETINGS:

Tuesday, February 4 7:00 pm Alpha Delta PI
Wednesday, February 5 2:00 pm Ackerman Union. Rm. 3517

For more information talk to a
Student Health Advocate or telephone 206-6842.

A student run outreach program sponsored by the
Student Health Service.

We encourage you to attend an orientation session for each program although we will only accept one application from each Individual

^PLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY 7, 1986 at 5;Qn nm

Military
Continued from Page 10
unusual. The hours are ex-

plained by the constant need
for maintenance and the
necessity of being ready for
combat at all times. .

^

—

Aboard the Saratoga,
everything revolves around the
air wing. Even a carrier's

commander must be a pilot.

The N«vy spends more than
$1 million to train a pilot.

They have the most dangerous
job in aviation.

Spend some time with a
Landing Signal Officer, per-
ched on a small platform at-

tached to the side of the ship
near the rear of the flight

deck, and you'll see why. Day
or 'night, foul weather or fair,

the process of landing with a
proper "controlled crash" is

never routine.

The flight deck activity is

tightly choreographed and at

night, surreal. One roll of the
deck, one failure to duck, and
you will probably die. •

"It's exhilarating, but it is

scary," says Joe Skender, a
20-year-old sailor from Man-
tua, Ohio, who works on the
deck as part of an A-7 support
crew. "And if you're not
scared ... well, that's what
keeps you alive."

Below, away from the flight

deck's heat and noise and the_
cloying smell of burning jet-

fuel, the chief engineer wor-
ties about everything from
plumbing to electricity to
keeping the ship on an even
keel. One F-14 weighs 33
tons; stack a few on ihe side

of the deck and even a
massive ship can list.

Fire is a never-ending
source of concern. The dam-
age control center can flood
the flight deck with foam in

seconds. Despite the carrier's

size — 1,000 feet at the
waterline — fire crews are
given no more than three
minutes to reach any reported
fire and assess whether general
quarters should be sounded.
Drills are constant.

Squeeze further into the
ship's bowels, down into the
boiler rooms, and confront a

different type of heat and
noise. The Sara has eight
boilers. Six are kept on line at

any given . moment. Massive
air-conditioning ducts can't
lower the temperature below
100 degrees. Ear protection
and heavy boots are man-
datory.

As in the civilian world,
there are still problems in the

Navy. Sailors go absent
without leave. They may be
too immature, or become neu-
rotic.

But race relations are
described as excellent and
drug abuse appears to be on
the decline.

Urinalysis testing has been
stepped up to combat drug
use, but last spring tests were
conducted on 1,445 men on
the USS Iowa and only one
turned up positive.

"But this is not a bunch of

choir boy^, " says Capt. John
J. Chernesky, the battleship's

executive officer. "This is a

cross section of America."

Michael Wayne Brown is

part of that cross section. At
age 17, a junior in high
school, he was making $32 a
week pumping gas in his

hometown of Shreveport, La.
An older brother was
periodically moving in and out
with their parents, "and every
time he came back I lost my
bedroom."

as

Actors
Continued from Page II

partner of Julie Hughes. It's a
light remark. Moss can't guar-
antee this one and everybody
knows that. He's just letting
Addabbo know they like him
a lot.

For this job, castings wilTgo
on and on. Thousands of
would-bes will be seen in
California, New York, maybe
even Chicago. Addabbo, and
anyone else they look at in

these early stages, is indeed a
long shot.

Actors come up with a
variety of ways to make
money so they can follow their
dream.

Ward Asquith, a former
network censor, is 55 now and
is as fascinated by the stock
market as he is acting. He
manages other people's port-
folios to stay afloat. Jack
Wilkes, 36, sells quilts, keeps a
hand in the publishing
business and charges $125 an
hour to be the clown at your
child's party.

"If I get five or six jobs a
week being a clown, 'that's a
decent business," says the
newly married Wilkes.

The Simons, who have
managed to appear in a hand-
ful of commercials together
but add "we are not the
itiat-Fontainc of the conimecs:
c i a 1 ,

"
1 o o k a t

philosophically.

Simon, at 46, has never
needed outside ernployment.

(^
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Electrical Engineers...Computer Scientists...

Mathematicians...Language Specialists.

The National Security Agency analyzes foreign

signals, safeguards our government's vital com-

munications and secures the governments massive
computer systems.

NSA's unique, three-fold mission offers you
unheard of career opportunities. Here are just a few
of the exciting possibilities:

Electrical Engineering. Research and develop-

ment projects range from individual equipments to

complex interactive systems involving micro-

processors, mini-computers and computer graphics. .

Facilities for engineering analysis and design

automation are among the most advanced anywhere.
Computer Science. Interdisciplinary careers in-

clude systems analysis and design, scientific applica-

tions programming, data base management systems,

operating systems, graphics, computer security and
networking—all in one of the world's largest com-

puter installations.

Mathematics. Projects involve giving vitally im-

portant practical applications to mathematical con-

cepts. Specific assignments could include solving

communications-related problems, performing long

range mathematical research or evaluating new
techniques for computer security.

Language Specialists. Challenging assignments
for Slavic. Near-Eastern and Asian language majors

include rapid translation, transcription and
analysis /reporting Newly-hired language specialists

may receive advanced training in their primary
language(s).

In addition to providing you with unheard of chal-

lenges. NSA offers a highly competitive salary and
benefits package. Plus, you'll have the chance to live

in one of the most exciting areas of the country

—

between Washington. D.C., and Baltimore. Md.
Sound good? Then find out more. Schedule an in

terview through your College Placement Office or

write to the National Security Agency.

NSA will be on campus Ftebruary 21, 1986. For an-

appointment, contact your placement office.

Unheard of Career Opportunities

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN. M322(N)
Fort Meade. MD 20755-6000

US. Cit);2enship reqiiired
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Kimberly Noel. Viewpoint Editor

Perspective

By Jerry Jacobs
What with women's lib and the new

male sensitivity, it seems to me that men
both as a group and as individuals, are los-

ing many of the rights that they not only
were born with, but deserve.

Well, this morning I decided to make a

stand, not only for myself, but for the rest

of the poor guys like me who enjoyed things
the way they were.

Yes, this morning I exercised a male right

that dates far beyond my existence, and
which is quite probably a century old.

When I awoke at around 9:00 am, I was
beat — dead tired.

I didn't want to go to work and, I cer-

tainly didn't want to go through the hassle

of a shower and the loss of valuable bed
time that entails. So I did what my father

would have done, and what his father

would have done.
I crawled out of bed, slipped on a pair of

jeans, a sweat shirt, and then finally the

last bastion of maleness in this androgynous
society of ours, a baseball cap.

I crawled back into bed and slept for the

thirty minutes I had saved by not going
through the whole shower, shampoo and

T^hine gamer

'rights of man
out.

Sure a girl can get up in the morning and
put on a pair of jeans and a sweat shirt,

and even a baseball cap if she's really

secure in her femaleness. And she may feel

comfortable on a purely physical level. But
believe me, she's paranoid. That's right,

paranoid. What if she sees someone she

knows?
What if that great looking guy she's been

staring at all quarter chooses today to sit

down next to her. She can't enjoy the day.

She's on Red Alert. After all, this is a major
fashion no-no she's commiting. In some sor-

rorities this is grounds for expulsion.

I, on the other hand, am very comfor-
table. Both physically and mentally. I par;

I felt wonderful, damn it — really good
as a matter of fact. I smiled to myself as I

walked through campus on my way to

work. Not only was I comfortable, I looked
comfortable. I realized that women couldn't
do this. Now, before you object hear me

tied last night. I was too tired to take a

shower this morning. So what. Guys can
respect that. They even admire it.

Girls, they think I look like Bruce Spr-

ingsteen and love him for that. I'm casual.

I'm secure in my looks. I'm not paranoid.
I'm casual. In fact that's just the word for

it. Casual. It even sounds nice.

I guess in this crazy, liberated society of
ours there still is one beacon of hope in the
_night. We've always had it. In fact I've go^
"several sweatshirts and baseball caps. It jusT
took a few moments this morning for me to

remember. I'll bet if my Dad's father was
alive today he'd have been very proud of
me.

Jacobs is a senior majoring in film.
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Counterpoint

The horror of blind acceptance
By Luther Thie

Regarding the letter to the editor entitled ,

"New Image" by Jeremy March, I ask the
author of this faint-hearted analyzation:
doesn't it scare you that these films (Rocky
IV and Rambo) are box office hits? The
neo-witch hunts are just around the corner
(Bruin, Jan. 29).

The greatest danger is the effect these

films have on children, possible neo-Hitler
youth, who will blindly accept that Russia
is an evil empire.
When you refer to the public as being

**tired of films that depict the Communist
bloc as 'our brothers and sisters across the

ocean"' you seem rather to be saying that

you are tired of seeing this depicted.

From where do you quote this brother/

sister line? You scare me. But I'm not sur-
prised.

Why should I be surprised by people who
would rather compete than solve the pro-
blem? This country is full of them.

I'm tired of the people of this country
fooling themselves that the Reds are com-
ing. This mentality only allows big business
to make money in far away places.

Box office hits meail money. Just because
a film makes money does it mean we should
accept it?

I say no, but I am sure there are many
"deranged neo-fascists" out there who do
not accept these anti-Red sentiment
building films and this is sad.

Thie is a senior majoring in art.

Viewpoint

Poor service at Lu Valle^
By Kelly Alston

Generally, my experiences as a customer of the eating

establishments on campus have been more than satisfactory.

The quality of the food and the efficiency of the personnel are

consistently above average.

However, a recent incident which occurred at Lu Valle

Commons was both confusing and frustrating, though at the

same time clarifying the real reason this new dining area is in

the red: inefficiency and disregard for its customers.

On Friday, Jan. 24, at 11:30 am I went to Lu Valle for lunch

with a friend. She bought a hamburger while I got a pastrami

sandwich. The purchase price was $2.20 for my sandwich with

lettuce and tomato. We sat down and l4ook a bite.

It tasted strange and, when I opened it up, found that the

entire sandwich was riddled with fat. Deciding that for my per-

_sQnal tastes this^was^iinacceptable, I took the reniairiingJhiee:

fourths of the sandwich back to the cashier and asked about

their refund policy, whereupon she directed me to the office.

When I explained what was wrong and requested a refund,

the offi<?e personnel looked dumbfounded, like either I was

crazy or they had never heard the word "refund" used in a

sentence. One of them, either a manager or a senior student

supervisor, rudely asked how I paid for the sandwich and

grunted when I replied "cash."

Finally securing the precious document I walked out of the

office and, to my amazement, they allowed me to keep the

givmg me the refund voucher . Shouldn t iiivsandwich after givmg me the refund voucher . Shouldn t iiiy

sandwich have been confiscated first, so 1 wouldn't simply eat

it, thereby getting a free sandwich plus a $2.20 bonus?

I returned to the dining area and got a pizza and Coke worth"

$1.85. I gave the voucher to the cashier who had absolutely no
idea how to ring it up. Stupefied, she left her register to find a

supervi.sor and, seeing as how there was nobody in sight, she

prpceeded to the office while the line grew and my pizza chill-

ed.

Finally she returned, informing me that the refund was
treated as credit. In other food outlets on campus, refund

coupons can either be redeeemed for cash or used to purchase
more food at the establishment in question but, for unknown
reasons, Lu Valle chooses to ignore this precedent.

The cashier rang it up and, seeing I had .35c left, I requested
the voucer for use at a later date. Inexplicably she said she was
told to keep it, preventing me from using the remaining amount
and in essence cheating me out of my money.

Shouldn't I be able to expect uniformity regarding refund/
cash policies throughout ASUCLA? Other food establishments
use a "voucher" for mistakes made by a cashier on the Bruin
Gold machine, not for returned food. _

Shouldn't I be able to expect common courtesy, especially
from those in a supervisory position? The office personnel were
impolite, not interested in my opinion as a customer in the
least, and made no attempts to rectify the situation.

Shouldn't I be able to expect all cashiers to be aware of all

types of transactions and to have a supervisor on hand to

answer any questions or deal with any problems that might
arise?

The disdain with which Lu Valle views its customers and the
blatant disregard for proper procedure were made abundantly
clear and have successfuly convinced me to eat where both my
hard-earned money and unsolicited opinions are accepted and
appreciated.

Alston is a junior.
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Letters

Cal basketball
Editor:

So what Cal? You finally

won. It only took you 25 years
to beat us.

We figured the Law of
Averages was about to happen
sooner or later, that you
would win one in at leaast a
quarter of a century.

• I can think of a million ex-

cuses why we lost to you Cal.

But I won't mention them
because I'll let you savor your
long-awaited victory.

Boy, I bet you partied in

Berkeley after the game.
That's good Bears, we figured
you needed something to party
about. We felt sorry that your
school is located in such a
sorry neighborhood, or that

your school has about the
"Ugliest girls this side of the
Northern Hemisphere, or that

your weather is about the
lousiest next to the Antarctica.

No blind faith
Editor:

In Jorg Heinemann's view-
point, he tries to show that a
J^^frightening parallel exists"

between the tragic explosion
of the space shuttle Challenger
and the possibility of an ac-

cidental nuclear exchange
(Bruin, Jan. 31).

Rather, Heinemann draws
an irresponsible parallel based
on a statement which is, to

say the least, questionable, ^f
Which experts does M^

Heinemann site which .say

that the catastrophe "couldn't

happen?" In what field are

these experts experienced?
Obviously not in aerospace

engineering or any of the
other technical jobs associated

with getting a space shuttle

off of the ground.
As an electrical engineering

major, Mr. Heinemann should
be at least slightly aware of

the complexity we are dealing

with. ' I am certain that a

space shuttle is infinitely more
complex than any project in a

Boelter Hall lab.

Thousands of man hours go

into a projectof such
magnitude. After intricate

calculations experts may have
said that the accident should
not have happened, but I have
never heard of anyone saying
it could not happen.
Mr. Heinemann's second

-assertion is that "we think of

our atomic weapons as
failsafe." Here he succeeds in

shooting himself down when
he points out that false
alarms, although not a com-
mon thing, do occur.
' The technology in which we
place our national security

Yes Cal, we let you win. So
go ahead and party with your
ugly girls in that ghetto
neighborhood with your lousy

weather and old, run-down
buildings, because the next

time you beat the UCLA
basketball team will probabfy=

be so far down the road you
won't be alive to>see.it.

JYour beating UCLA is

about as common as Halley's

Comet, once in every 76
years 1

John Matuzak
Junior

Political science

oiorro«> ^^wQ-ru^tfr- S£;k; •

trust is at least as complex as

any in the world. I'm not say-

ing it is perfect, but it is the

best we have,

I have no argument with
your right to express your
viewpoint in anyway you see

fit. However, Mr.
Heinemann, should not base
his arguments on the state-

ment that Americans, myself

included, have a blind faith in

our defense department. Nor
should he paraphrase non-
existant experts. If you wish to

state your opposition to the

arms race, please do so.

Then I can get back to sleep

and not worry about our
space and defense programs,
because I know they are con-

trolled and staffed by the best

control systems and personnel

this country has to offer.

Kurt Leier

Political Science
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Duty to reform
Editor:

I would like to respond, in

brief, and perhaps a bit too

philosophically, to the View-
point article by Mr. Bozajian

concerning capital punishment
(Bruin, Jan. 27).

Civilized mankind often
forgets that it is the burden oL
society to reform the criminalT
and rehabilitation begins with
the body social.

No one has the right to take

a life, be he criminal,
California Supreme Court
Justice, or history major.

Cindy Baker
Senior

Political Science

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service
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Limited Offer ^^^^ept Fri.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN ^^s osoo
1410 Westwood 81. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
UCLA Student Special

$18 COT & BLOW + °h7mpoo

VALID ONLY —
SUh, MOh. and WED

Must shoiv UCLA student

I.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Expires March 20. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to

any client whose hair condition is unsuitable:

WESTWOOD
Wllshlre West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264
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camous^evente

presents

A SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW SCREENING
TONIGHT-8:00 PM AGB-FREE

pretty in pink
TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE TODAY AFTER
9:00 AM AT THE CTO-JAMES WEST CENTER

-SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION-

WRITER/PRODUCER JOHN HUGHES AND
DIRECTOR HOWARD DEUTCH WILL SPEAK

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FILM
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FILMS

Fitm about the images of

candidates is not a ToWer' to love

CURl

v

By Greg Poirier

One thing can be said about

all the films that have come
out in the la.st year or so; the

vast majority of them have

been horrible, and a select few

have been wonderful . . .

verv few have been
somewhere in between. That's

why it's so interesting to see

Richard Gere's new film

Power, which isn't horrible,

but is by no stretch of the

imagination wonderful.

Power is the latest film

from director Sidney Lumet,

who has given us such
cinematic gems as Network,

Serpico, Dog Day Afternoon

and The Verdict. Of course,

he is also the man who gave

us Garbo Talks, The Last Of
Th^ Mnhj]^ Hot-Shots ajQjd

fear of alienating the au-

dience. Instead, he just con-

fuses us.

Gere summons up all his ac-

ting talent for his role, which

is a little like saying Ronald

Reagan summons up all his

love for Karl Marx. It is baffl-

ing from the first frame of the

picture that Gere was cast as

the power-broker rather than
as a politician, where he
would have been perfect. Ah,
packaging. ,

Julie Christie, an Academy
Award winning actress who is

usually very good, is surpris-

ingly bad here. It is impossible

to shake the feeling that she

was only hired on for four

days, and everything with her

in it had to be shot in that

time. She is trying hard to

remember her words, looks

around on the floor for her

marks, and can actually be

Continued on Page 19

The Wiz. Flower sits more
comfortably with the second

group.

Gere plays Pete St. John, a

media consultant who makes
about a zillion bucks a year

helping mediocre politicians

get elected. He has, we are

told early on, no scruples

whatsoever. Unfortunately,
Lumet sinks this premise by
showing Gere's conscientious

side at every turn. One gets

the feeling that he was afraid

to let the character play as

ruthlessly as it was written for Gene Hackman discovers that he and Richard Gere are workiiiir for opposing candidates.

EARNEST ERNEST
:
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Pete Townshehd
disavows his older

songs of protest
By Ernest Hardy

Music.j if studied closely enough, has long been a

barometer for the times that produce it. Moods, values,

and attitudes can k\\ be conveyed by the music of a given
culture at a given point in history. When taken out of the

context of the period that produced it, few things can so

shockingly point out the differences between cultures or
the changes (or lack of them) that have taken place in one
culture as can its music.

The music of the '60s is especially important. From the

uncanny insight of Bob Dylan into the whitening* of black
music by Motown, almost every music trend of the '60s

had some greater statement underneath, some commentary
on the society around it. But that is something we all

know; that is the basis on which we have built many of

our pop legends. Janis Jpplin, Otis Redding, even the

ultra-pop roster of Motown, are all admired becaase in

some way they reflected the moods, ideas, and changes
taking place not only in America, but in much of the

world.

Townshend, who along with The vVho was flt thfl-

forefront of '60s music, apparently does not think much of

either his music from that time or, in effect, the music of

many others. In recent interviews on MTV, he has said

that he has come to realize the unfairness of life and
learned to accept it instead of trying so hard to change it.

He says that the masic he produced during the '60s is not

really valid because the anger and frustration express^
were not his own. He was "having fun" at that point in

his life. "My Generation" was written "in the London
Equivalent of Fifth Avenue ... a flat on the top floor .

. . surrounded by diplomats and millionaires." He doubts

the sincerity of the music because by the time he wrote it

he was rich and living well and, "You can never go back

Continued on Page 20

MICK GARRIS' ADVENTURE

•Amazing Stories': phone call from Mr. Spielberg
0i

By Christina Skacan

How many people can say that Steven Spielberg changed

their lives? Mick Garris can and there is no doubt that he likes

his job. Garris is the story editor for Amazing Stories, NBC's

Sunday night anthology series which boasts the tafents of

Spielberg and a cornucopia of other big name directors.

"He called me at home," Garris explains. "Imagine Steven

Spielberg calling you at home, saying T just read your script

and it's terrific. We want you to come on staff. It's real

Hollywood stuff.'
"

"My agent sent a feature script I'd written as a sample ot my
Continued on Page 20
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(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)
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FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)

COUPON FROIVl OTHER
YOGURT STORES

WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

"Fantasize youR taste buds"

1101 GAYLEY AVE. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(213) 824-7707
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A scene from yet another episode oj 'Amazing Stories'
Mick Garris
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47^*379

Blvd

atrtWtmPiMi
600745-930

-sir

WESTWOOD
MUSK HALL
9036WUsh«re
274^669

Trip II I

Mon-Fh 5 404 001010
Sat Sun 1 0O3 205 408 0O10 10

Sun 11 00

10600 Pico Blvd

475^)406

auf
3:45^309 15 ^

^

FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire

6521330

1:30730

MonFri 5 506 001010
Sat-Sun 1 303 405:508:001010

SANTA MONICA
MONICA I

PmIN ^
1007 00

1003:005 007 009 00
1332 2nd St

394-9741
Moft-Frl 6:45-9 25

Sat-Son 1 25-4 0^:45-9:25
SM-Sm 11 A.M. 0mm FmI

MONICAN
1332 2nd St.

394^9741

Mon-Fh 6 306 45

Sat Sun 2:004 1S« 306 45

MOMCAW
U3? 2nd St

394-9741

FMlMrLm
Mon-Fh 7 0O9 10

Sat-Sun 5 007 009 10

Sat Sun 12 0O1 403 20

IV

1332 2nd St

384-9741

Tki OiM MhI il Can
Mon-Fn7 30 9-40

Sat-Sun 1 003: 10 5:20 7:30 9:40

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For imormation CaN 825-2345

TodaWS 0Q/S4 00.$2 50 students) OmM IlihWM't
0l«v(1967)

Pll—11(1960)

PLITT
THEATRES CAMPUS

EVENTS

CENTURY PIAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

553-4291

^
A CENTURY PLAZA
w Century Oty

A 2040 Ave oflheSUrs
Vr 553-4291

WEST L.A.

CfemN Um (PS-1SI

Daily 1 45-4 15-7 009 30

Fri-Sat Lali Show 12:00

iNMMi
Daily 2 0O4 45-7 301015

Fri-Sat lale Show 12 45

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070

Hb. 4 PraRy i Ptah

800
IN PERSON JohnHughis

Howw Oautch

CTO Tickets for the free screentng win tw availaM

at 9A M today at the James West Center
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*Lady Jane' is sunk by its unnatural script
By Jennifer Boynton

If Lady Jane's (newcomer Helena
-Bonham Carter) shoulders seem un-
naturally hunched throughout this

film — and they do — it is probably
because she is bearing the weight of

David Edgar's inhumanly ponderous
script.

To all appearances, playwright-
turned-screenwriter Edgar (Nicholas
NickJeby) wanted to Write a multi-

layered allegorical tale. Nonetheless,
as immersed as Lady Jane (opens Fri-

day) is in facts, as layered as it is in

meaning, as surrounded as it is by cas-

tles, it leaves you feeling as though
you've just sat through a longish

filmstrip on the English monarchy.
The original story of Lady Jane

Grey is certainly one of the more
poignant in political history. At fif-

teen, this intellectual yet naive adoles-

cent is beaten into marrying the equal-

ly unwilling Guilford Dudley (played
with admirable decadence by Gary
Elwes), in the first of a series of power
grabs by their despicably ambitious
parents. With the death of F^dward VI
in 1553, Jane is shoved onto the

British throne for a heady nine^day
reign until Mary I, Edward's sister,

returns to reassert her sovereignty.

Jane is dethroned and, like most con-
nected with the short-lived takeover,

beheaded, (ihis was, after all, the

Bloody Mary.)
Despite the potential of this

dramatic narrative, the main charac-
ters are used primarily as blatant

symbolic representations of conflicting

religious, political, social and — God
help us — metaphysical ideologies of

16th century England. And since bla-

tant symbols orate rather than con-

verse, the characters are detached
from the central motivation of the

film. They are not the friends,

relatives, and enemies of Lady Jane:
they are Ambition, Pride, and. Power.

Court members rattle around in at-

mospheric Tudor manors, commenting
on theology and church doctrine as

though they were gossiping about hair

styles or the outcome of the most re-

cent hart hunt. It is as though Edgar

(who admits he was a bit apprehen-

sive about handling an extensive his-

torical subject) has cut huge sections

from G.M. Trevelyan's History of

England and pasted them into his

screenplay. He has submerged his

players so thoroughly in Background
Information that the individual chair-^

acters are undeveloped. Lady Jane
gave me the same impression of histo-

ry that I had in high school: that there

weren't really any people back then —
just lots of ideas. Nevertheless, veteran

Continued on Page 21

A rchu'tant Lady Jane is crowned as Queen oj England.

WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SALON
Exceptional Offer by MailCa

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (reg. '30)

PERMS (inclsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad^35 (reg. »70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.

DEALING WITH ABORTION:
A four-week workshop for women who have
terminated a pregnancy(les) and are ex-
periencing any emotionai concerns.

Facilitated by: Amy Goldner, M.S., M.F.C.C.

Student Health Service Counselor

Date:

Time:

Location:

A series of four Wednesdays
beginning February 5,1986

3:30PM

Student Health Service

PartlclpxTtlon Is limited. Please call 825-4076
for more Information.

Spontored by UCLA student Health Service

A2-130 Center for Healtti Sciences

NOTICE
TO

UCLA STUDENTS
The SEKONIC L398 Studio
Deluxe Light Meter
(recommended by UCLA Film School)

Is on special pricing to UCLA
STUDENTS ONLY _______
Retail $99

NOW ONLY S68.95

Limited time offer! Limited stock on
hand! HURRY!

c.

OTHER OUTSTANDING STUDENT DEALS!

DARKROOM
Devetoping Tank w/ 2 reels ^l 1 .99

Dial Thermometer as low as M.95

MOUNT BOARD
8x10, 11x14, 16x20

25% OFF

ORIENTAL PAPER IN STOCK
Up to 70% OFF Discount for UCLA Students

Camera Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
(213) 20S-5150

Parking validated at AUled & VlUage lot with $7.50 minimum purchase,
valid UCLA ID required for maximum discount.

y
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Let's play 'Power' politics

Gene Ilackman portrays Wilfred Buckley, a media consultant ivlio doesn't achieve success.

Continued from Page 17

seen flubbing her lines a few
times. But they leave it in!

Why else, but that they
couldn't go back and take it

again?

Gene Hackman is quite

AU NATURAL HX)2IN VOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free |

I

I

I

I

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/10/86 • limit one per customer

"T
I

I

I

J

Less than 5 minufs from Campus . .

.

Tablecioths . . . Napkins . .W PIZZA tOO!
(RATIO BEST BY AM U (KABC-TV)-OTHER PUBLICATIONS)

LUNCH MON.-FRI. — COCKTAILS
Alio REflUUMI OMMOI Salad • B«v«raoe A Onscrt)

it^tan Rttmjrmn In • Ughl ttmmd fioman Siyla

WEST LA. 10929 W PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEDA 787.ANNA

good in Power, and it's almost

unsettling. When he blows in-

to a scene it seems like he just

waltzed . in from another
movie, one where people are

really trying. Although his

performance is toned just

right, he nearly seems foolish

really doing* things while
everybody else .stands around
and watches him.

What LS good about Power.,

if not new, is its message that

we in America are too reliant

on image, too easily fooled by
slickness and pomp. We get

this message in the first five

minutes and the last five

minutes, a tight visual mon-
tage that drives home its

point. Everything in between
is mere masturbation.

One way to judge whether
or not a film has enough con-
tent to sustain it is by how
much footage you see of
airplanes taking off and lan-

ding, or people walking from
a buildiag to a car, or
anything else designed to fool

the audience into thinking the
story is moving forward while
it's really standing still. And
Power has alot of airport
footage.

^Power isnt a bad film, it's

Media Consultant Pete St. John (Richard Gere) and his ex^wife

newspaper woman Ellen Freeman (Julie Christie) discuss their

careers.

just sort of a non-film. A half

an hour later, in the car on

the way home, you find

yourself trying to remember if

you have just been to the

movies.

Richard Gere is the most powerful media consultant in the manipulative world of political image

building.

(PARI SALON HAIRSTYLING BY

VIDAL SASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE^DUATE/

UCLASpeclal
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg S25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wava
130.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Highlight

$3O.O0 (reg.$60.00)

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 '^^'"'f"/®.*/®^''*^"'®

(With this ad) BOm $l5.00 .

Fastest Tan in Town!
'

. . . 777/s experience is q must.
'

'

-L.A. Weekly
...LA'S premiere suntanning sahns.

"

"In Style

FASTEST-Visibie results in

just one $ess»on GuaranteecT

SAFEST-New process filters out
virtually-iOO% of harmful rays

#1 IN EUROPE-New sanitary

and comfortable design
available only at Flashtan. .

S0% OFF UCLA
fST SESSION FREEI

•Electronic rWS^'^M^^.N—

-

•sauna
muscie toning ryKKgff^/f •showers
•Aerobics . '^ #».^B*r#*##/, •jacuzzi

Miming, Wning&Aerobic Centres
Beverly Hills—,

,— West L A
277-7569

9877 ILitTlej S,3nt-? Mono Blvd
All Credit C^rds

479-1663
I OSS (Big( SafM<i Monica 8ivd

'Nfs a Gumby
Dorm Shirt;

/#

Be the talk of the domn when you're
he first to wear this exclusive
"Nite Nite Gumby" dorm shirt.

Guaranteed to induce pleasant
dreams or arouse "nite mares"!

Yours for C

7550

plus S2 00 postage/ handling

White shirt with red trim features
original five-color, silk screened
Gumby/Pokey design High
quality, easy-care 50% cotton/
30% polyester One size fits all.

MAIL TO GUMBY DORM SHIRT

BOX 3905
SCHAUMBURG, IL 60194

Iffn lOI 1 lf.»»OSH<1 fitjmLy (W^KluCt

-

Enclose $18 50 for each Dorm Shirt ordered Illinois residents
add 7% sales tax (SI 30) Checks/money orders payable to

"Gunriby Dorm Shirr

1

NAME

I

ADDRESS

ROOM/APT . —' .

:
""

:/*

CITY STATF ZIP

Please note Allow 6-8 waoks for check clearance and
delivery
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Make her heart beat with a gift of hearts from

t Shane's jewelry

¥
V

V
UCLA's student's MOST POPULAR STORE

V
V^

$ F/A/ESr QUALITY • LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ^

mm
'^

T^ ^
w 1^ ^y^ '

.
^yy ^. ......... ., ggJ^gggF^

' J- I^DE Ring w/diamond
$28.00 V

0O00O3OOO3OCJO3C3c33O30333O330OO«=»

V̂
V
V
V

14k Puffed Heart Charms
14k Heart Bracelets
14k Heart Lockets
14k Floating Heart Charms

$6.00 and up
$24.00
$35.00
$1 .00 and up

DIAMOND HEART BRACELET
DIAMOND HEART NECKLACES

Shane's

$118.00
$158.00

Retail

$236.00
$316.00

V
V
Biggest Watch Sale Ever 30-50% Off!!

V
V
¥V
V
V
V
V
V
^

^
V

1 065 Broxton Ave.
iWestwood Village-

—

Mon.-Fri. 10:30-6:00

208-8404 Sun.
=ro:30-10:30
Noon -6:00

V̂
«f

m
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ASSIGNMENT BELIZE:

TEA(3inra MAfflMATALSO
praa^EGIOraiGVEGETOBLESTO

STUDENTS'NUTRinOR

t ..N

vzrT-

. leaching math or science as

a Peace Corps Volunteer will

develop your professional skills in

the classroom and beyond. You

might teach basic math to rural ^

students in Belize . . . and after

school set up a vegetable gar-

den to improve nutntion. Or be
assigned as a physics teacher

in Lesotho. In addition, help

local women market handicrafts

to earn school fees. As a

Peace Corps Volunteer, you will

handle responsibilities and meet
challenges far greater than

those that might be offered in a
starting position in the United

States When you return, your

Peace Corps experience may
open new doors to you. Educa-
tional institutions, international

firms and government agencies
value someone with your

expenence.

-

25 years of PEACE CORPS —
The toughest job you'll ever love.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS THIS MONTH
February 18 in the Placement & Career Planning Center

Pick up your application and sign up TODAY! Must be completed beforehand.

INFO. TABLE ON BRUIN WALK,
. ^^ RLM & INFO. SESSION

Feb. 4-6 :~^eb 12: lla^n, Noon, 1 & 2pm
9am -3pm Placement & Career Planning Center

For more inlormatjon, call Peace C^rps at 209 7444, ext. 112.

i

Earnest Ernest
Continued from Page 17

once you leave.

"

What Townshend has failed to realize during his mid-

life analysis is that the music he produced during the '60s,

even if not a true expression of his feelings, spoke, and still

speaks, for many others. He seems to be suffering a bit

from the common delusion among many contemporary ar-

tists that music must be masturbation in order to be valid.

Townshend should have realized by now that the true

measure of an artist's talent (and therefore the measure of

his work's worth) lies not in his ability to exorcise his own
demons or flaunt his own lifestyle, but to communicate
some message that others can relate to. The anger and
frustration in his music, if not his own, was that of

countless others and Townshend's talent was in being

perceptive enough to detect it and gifted enough to express

it, regardless of where or how he lived at the moment.
As to Townshend's feelings regarding the unfairness of

life, true we should acknowledge that fact, but if we were
not to work so hard at trying to change it, then there

would be no point in anj^hing. Lufckily others do not

share Townshend's belief or Bob Geldof, having never

really starved himself, might see no point in trying to help

the Ethiopians. After all, life is not fair anyway.
In the same interview, Townshend was asked what he

thought of U2 and he said he liked the band a lot but felt

that they should lighten up and leave the protesting to the

older guys like himself. Given Townshend's current frame

Continued on Page 21

Amazing Stories
Continued from Page 17

in^ to the people here at Amblin with me in mind for doing
some scripts for Amazing Stones, or at least one. Steven didn't

read it, but the staff gave it a high recommendation . . . 'Hire

this man' are the last three words."
A.S .story editor, Garris molds the various scripts to the Amaz-

ing Stories format, which strives to depict (as Spielberg puts it)

"the bright side of the fairy tale." It is Garris' task to see that

e'ach .script is in line with what Spielberg wants the .series to be
— something really more diverse than just fantastical fairytalas.

"It's taking real-life and taking one step sideways and putting it

into '.something amazing happens.' In fact, in a lot of Steven's

story ideas, you'll be reading along and then it will .say *and
then something amazing happens.'

"

Of the first two .seasons' 44 epi.sodes, Spielberg has conceived
the major portion of the story ideas. The.se ideas "range from
one page to .17 pages. They are absolutely beginning, middle
and end .stories in almost every ca.se. He's not ju.st saying 'Well,

what about a space suit that conies to life and eats a chicken' —
his stories are very specific."

Amazing Stories utilizes both established writers and relative-

ly uncredited young vyriters. The anthologv form allows the
series to benefit from experienced "old hands" while giving
some new talent a .shot at the .screen. One unifying trend
however, is the emphasis on screenwriters. "We're using
screenwriters as opposed to literature writers; people who have
establi.shed themselves writing .screenplays, becau.se this is dif-

ferent than writing a short storv."

Because Spielberg has come up with a majority of the stories.

Amazing Stories has a consistent Spielberg touch throughout
each epi.sode, in .spite of the fact that many different directors

are working on the series. Conversely, Spielberg, known as a
"hands-on" producer, has given his directors a great deal of,

freedom. "You can .see the personality of Spielberg throughout
the series, but you'll also .see the personalities of the directors.

This is the first show in a long time that is more direc-

tor-oriented than studio-oriented."
The majority of directors are tho.se as.sociated with films in-

cluding a number of big-name directors like Clint Eastwood,
Peter (2010) Hyams, Burt Reynolds, Martin {After Hours)
Scorcese and so forth. Amazing Stories is in fact more a direc-
tor's show than a producer's or writer's show, though both have
major input. "The script is the first most important thing and
Steven has lot of say in how it should be changed, but so does
the director."

Thanks to the series, the 33-year-old Garris now not only
owns a new house, but has received a big break in his career as
well. Within one year he has progressed from working as a
publicist living on food stamps to holding down one of the most
coveted jobs in television. He wrote four of the scripts for the
first season, and has recently completely a script co-authored
with Spielberg entitled No Batteries Included (tentatively
.scheduled as a Christmas release for Universal Pictures), but he
is not quick to break out on his own,. "Look, I can't think of a
Patter job. Everyday it's like being in Disneyland

"

ASIAN HAIR SPECIALIST

Laura Lew
Student discounts & evening appointments

Haircuts $18

__ OAKLEY'S
208-9681 208-6559

1061 Goyley Ave. Westwood Villaoe

QO<sD^ daily bruin
4, , .__
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The rise and fall of England's *Lady Jane' Grey
Continued from Page 18

actors John Wood (as the power-craz-

ed John Dudley) and Michael Hordern
(as the reluctant Dr. Feckenham) fill

out the screen as much as possible.

Both manage to overcome the dryness
of their scripts to become believable

human beings, since their parts con-
tain more possibilities. Wood's allows
him to be flamboyantly evil;
Hordern's, sincere and paternal.

Lady Jane sporadically manages to

overcome its historic ideological
pretensions, but such moments are far

too few in a film that pretends to be a

love story. As allegory, it's just redun-

dant. Watching overt and simplistic

symbolism is about as intellectually

satisfying as interpreting the meaning
of street signs. For instance, the

romance of Jane and Guilford is

shown in montage, and we see them
doing — admittedly very quickly —
all those corny things people in love

do in montages. We begin to think

they might be human after all. Unh
unh.

Director Trevor Nunn (Cats) ap-

pears to have successfully crossed over

from stage direction, probably aided

by the presence of many of his col-

leagues from the Royal Shakespeare
Company. But he will need a better

script before we can tell.

arnest
Ernest
Continued from Page 20
of mind, I think we would
all prefer U2 to continue as

they have and for Pete to

go back and listen to some
of his old music. Maybe it

will dawn on him that with
or without his knowledge
he made music with a valid

statement.

PARTING SHOTS — To
the recent NBC broadcast
of An All-Star Salute to

Martin Luther King. For a
show that, according to

Stevie Wonder, would cele-

brate joy, peace, and love,

there was relatively little

emotion in the show. Per-

formers were forced to give

very short renditions of
songs, many performers
were joined onstage during
mid-song, allowing none of

the tension or excitement of

listening to a song build to

its climax, and the pacing
was too hectic. The pro-

ducers crammed as many
'names' as possible into the
show, sacrificing the emo-
tion that should have been
inherent in such a show, for

ratings. There were a few
exciting moments ' onstage:
the Ashford and Simpson /

Whitney Hou.ston / Al Jar-
reau number, Stevie
Wonder's medley, and
Diana Ross. The show's
true highlight, however,
was Dionne Warwicke. By
simply standing onstage
singing as if her life

depended on it, Dionne did
what Patti LaBelle and all

of her screeching and stom-
ping (which is as
choreographed and spon-
taneous as the Solid Gold
dancers) could not, and
that is deliver a song emo-
tionally and affectingly.

Overall, the show was quite

disappointing.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
Found on a Stevie Wonder
poster to combat drunk
driving: "Before I drive
with a drunk I'll drive
myself."

The condemned Lady Jane is coaxed to save herself by renouncing her religious views
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- AT UCLA -

INFORMED —
AWARE —

Have your questions answered
by a panel of experts - at the

UCLA Community Forum.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11th
NOON-2:00 p.m.

SCHOENBERG AUDITORIUM
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL in PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 HELP WANTED 30
V,

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

CAMPUS CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS./. 1 HAPPENINGS. 1

CAMPUS CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1

Tonight - In Person

HamiKdn
special guest star of

Panhellenic will be presenting
him with the 1st annual

'Most Sophisticated Man on
Award

7:30 at Rolfe 1 200
Reception following presentation

NEWSFLASH
After reaping havoc and thrashing
the world reknowned Picadilly
Circus, the British government
expelled 100 punks who were
responsible for the decadence
and destruction. The adolescent
debauchers were escorted to the-
Heathrow Airport in London and
exiled to the Falkland Islands.

x^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^4^

BRUIN COLLEGE
REPUBUCANS

Meeting
Tuesday. Feb. 4
LuValle 6 pm
All Welcome

ACXXXJNTING HL£ CLERK
Xerox GNnputer Services needs

a ftte ckrk in the Accounting

Dcpt. to file accounts payable.

accounts receivable, and

commiskMi documents and

reports.Win assist dept.

personnel in various

accounting activities.Should

have light typing skills.inath

aptitude and be detail^riented

KHiey by touch is helphil. Part

time position. lS-20 hours per

week.$5.50 to 16.00 per hour.

caB Robin SewiU

213-30M000 Ext 2814

.^^^^^.^^^*********-^

HAPPY 2 rST
FISH HEAD
The B.C.

_award
may be yours

again!

YLBS
B^H. n Squirt

\j

GOOD DEALS 7 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL la JEERSONAL •«••••••• 10_PEBSQNAL 10
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HEY BRUINS!

Check out Student Healtti Advocate
^.. . and Peer Health Counselor Recruitment. Attend an orientation session:
SHA PHC
Tuetckiy. February 4 7:00pm Alpha Delta Pi Tuesday, February 4 2:OOpm Ackerman Union 3517
Wednesday, February 5 2:OOpfn Adcerman Union 3517 Wednesday, February 5 12 noon Ackerman Union 3564

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM "(818)88(M407.(8l8)e8(M36l.

SEIKO Diver's watch The authentic origi-

nal $75. Call 206-5702 after 6pm

:>9IEk" )m<>mf^>s!isir.>mf^^^mf^.:^^s^
I

SPECIAL low co«t auto insurar>ce for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.
CallJamesBoord (818)716-0224.

THE IMMOBILIZER IS HERE! Don't be
afraid to walk out alone day or night. It's a
safe, legal and effective weapon against
attackers. For further Info. Call (714)946-
5347.

Lecture Notes Help You

Master Midterms _ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackemnan Union. M-Th. 7:45-6:30; Fri. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-6
Lecture Notes and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrlgtited by ASUCLA.

MISCELLANEOUS.......9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or
455-1404.

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes
for winning smiles. Place: University
HiHon. Info- (213) 969-2261

.

¥3
Don't Get Stressed,

GET THE STUDYPAK!
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for
Chemistry, Economics, and Psychology classes.
Available only at the Lecture Notes counter located on Alevel, Ackerman Union.
Lecture Note$ and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

PERSONAL 10

Thanks for such a memorable night

and finally revealing our secret initiation sight.

You made the night so special,
^ but now it*s time for a reversal.—-

It's for each other that we live.

So we*ve planned for you, an awesome Pledge/Active.

^ For now is your time to rest,

LOST 1 7 HELP WANTED 30

Come Feb. 21 you'll be partying with the best.

Jonah's is the place to be,

where everyone's dress will begin with a P.

Love ADPi Pledge Class of '85

t

t

LOST-FLUTE: Gemeinhardt model, on-

campus, 1/29, substancial award offered.

Please contact Susan 208-6649

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

(Xft)

Congratulations

on your new office.

I am so proud of you.

I know you will do
an awesome job!

Rho Beta. YBS

^ Stephanie Johnson X£l
Mom-You've made m/sto

week ar>d piedgeship-

Unforfettablel

Together We Love Youl
XII PC 85

J
•

«

• ->

KRiSTEN-

Happy2lstn!

Love, Todd

ATfi
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LITTLE SISTER
INITIATION

TONIGHT

t

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS... 12

ONLY SIX (6) DAY'S LEFT^

r;Buy Some Film
Just For Fun
Campus Photo Studio is your
complete on-campus film sup-
plier. Stock up on rolls for up-
coming birthday parties, dorm
parties, frat & sorority parties,

beach parties, beat USC par-
ties, formal gatherings, dances,
concerts, mardi gras . .

.

dSUCid

CAMPUS PHOTO STIOIO
First Floor Kerckhoff Room 150 • Mon fn 8-6. Sat 10 3 • 206-8433

TO PLACE YOUR

VALENTINE'S DAY

PERSONAL

*

¥

BE A STUDENT
HEALTH ADVOCATE or

PEER HEALTH
COUNSELOR-CALL

2M-M42 or tlS-tUl FOR
INFORMATION

Happy Birthday

P.K.
Love,

Mom, Dad, and Sis

Happy 20th
Birthday

THERESA HURLEY
Love,

Pee-Wee Herman

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm

t>ank. Up to $l00/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursenr>ent. (213)206-6723.

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research

project at UCLA. 1 time only, earn $12.

Call 825-0392

NORMAL healthy children 3-10 years old

needed for research project at UCLA.

$20/8ession. 1 time only. Call 825-0392

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

make $5.00 by participating in a survey

which includes questions on alcohol and

drug use, "call between 9:00am and

5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical

Clinic 820-0377.

SPERM DONORS....A.19

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

HELP WANTED 30

ADMINISTRATIVE Clerk. Light typing 30-

35w.p.m, phones. Front desk appearance.
Will train for computer work. Fix. hrs.

$4.007hr. Cheryl, The Computer Experi-

eoce. (213) 477-4094.

AID elderly woman. Needs own car.

Transport to appointments and shopping.

Light housekeeping. (213)272-2442.

ASIA travel/study. 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$ 10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT to professional speaker; skills;

telephone follow-up, 50wpm accurate,

word-prccessing, will train. Some morn-
ings. 1 5' hours. 822-3751

.

BABYSITTER Needed
8912 Near UCLA.

$3.00 hour. 474-

DB Classified Window is Icfcated in 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall
Hours: M-F 10am-4pm.

*
*
*
¥
*

{
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

r ToJhe Hostesses of AAIl,

Thanks for the
dinner and the
great company!! •

The sisters of r^B

HEALTH
oLIvt Iwtf^ ••••••••••••••••••• ^^

*************i>*i.i,i,i,i,**^i,^^^^^^^^^^^^^i;

JAPANESE businessrhan exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)840-8638.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.
Nancy.

LOSE weight, feel great! Simply, naturally

and safely. Satisfactkxi guaranteed. Call

376-2890.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708

I

CommuiiicaUofit tUlls

Mforfcthop. BMomt
mort atMrthre and

taif-confident

6 Monday avanlnot:7:00-<:30

Bogint 2-2446 $65.00

390-1421 For Ratarvatlon_ ^ ^

.

BABYSITTER needed nwrnings, must pro-

vide own transportation. Call 454-9525.

BRIGHT conversational students wanted.
Public relations/phone solicitaion for non-

profit organizatin. Flexible, work around
your schedule. $6.00/hour guaranteed plus

bonuses. Good communicatk^n skills re-

quired. Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

CASHIER needed for one hour photo lab.

Please call Anna at 477-0559

CASHIER/host/hostess/delivery drivers.

Apply in person. 1776 Westwood Blvd.

3:00-6:00 pm. 470-2499. Scott

CASHIER to work 11am-2pm or 11am-
3:30pm T-TH at a New Dim Sum Cafe in

WLA Call 479^774.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $1ft-$30,000 Carri-

t>ean. Hawaii, Worldll Call for guide,

cassette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DEVELOPER looking for person to do ren-

tal surveys in WLA area. Contact Lee or

Dale 677-4747.

DRIVER or Moped rider with valid Califor-

nia driver's license ar>d insurance, kriowl-

edge of LA and Valley area, FT/PT Call

>(21 3)855-1 600. Ask for Randy or Eric

DRIVER/messenger; full or part tiri)6. Fah

miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliat>le ecorKHny car, liability insurance,

copy of DMV Earn an hourly wage plus a

generous auto alk>wance. Call (818)906-

0763

DRIVER wanted to take child to class.

Brentwood - Santa Monica and return. 5
days/week. 2 hrs/day after 3:30PM, $5/

hour, 20C/mile. Leave message, Charles

Kennel. 459-4007.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT MINIMUM AGE 21 NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN. WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING. 826-7000.

GREAT opportunity, young company seek-
ing motivated salespeople, your own hours
from your home, no hard sell! Brittle

Brokers call collect 805-257-3259.

GROCERY clerk, part-time. Westside
market. 1-7p.m. ask for Michael or Karen.

Experience preferred. 477-3216

li

<^^^^^^^**^^^*^^*^^*^^
EARN QUICK BUCKS

Potential earntngs $ 100 to $200

Thurvby through Surxby

Feb 27-March 2

(SS.OO per hour pkis overtime if

appkable.and Training Time is paid)

CAR CLOTHIERS

WAREHOUSE SALE

CULVER cmr
Assist Cashiers

Direct customen

Stock Merchandise

|luR be available aH 4 days

pkiS training!

ThunandFri.: 3-1! pm

snacks provided

Sat and Sun : 7am-6pm

lunch provkled

Please cal: Bi jacoby

(2I3)SS9-«200

Before Feb 1 1.1986 for an

appkatnn and additk>nai info

>

EARN $500-$3000/month. part and full

time positions. Training provided. Call
now SBN 376-2890.

EARN $1 Schedule own hours Manage
own sales territory. Sell advertising space
for specialty telephone directory. Sales
support provided. 6-8 weeks, part-time. In-

terested, call Matt. 837-1873/Hal 305-8775
to set up interview. (Leave name /number).

ELEGANTLY remodeled Biltnwre Hotel in

ck>wntown LA is presently interviewirtg

qualified applicants for the following posi-

tions: focxlservers, cocktail servers, host/

hostess, front desk clerks. Business-like

appearance and cheerful disposition are a
must. Please apply in personnel office.

Mon-Thurs. 9am-l2noon. 515 S Olive st.

LA. 90013. (213)624-1011

ENTHUSIASTIC people with outgoing per-

sonality wanted for vacation resort
telemarketing. Great opportunity! Call

399-9307 m-f. Ask for Michelle

EXPERIENCED typist, approx. 25-30 hrs/

wk. 70 wpm accurate, preferred experi-

ence on IBM-PC. $9/hr (21 3)279-1 447

FULL or part-time work in convenience of

your own home. Ask Mrs. Bishop. 659-
4417. _^
FULL Time. Front office pwrson needed for

busy chiropractic office. Contact Sarah
656-6661

FULL-TIME physical therapy aid/ $6/hr.

Will train. Beverly Hills. Includes Satur-

days. 274-5935.

HOME Care for elderiy gentleman. Experi-

ence with infirmed necessary. 1-3 days/
week. Flexible schedule $60/day.
(213)413-1181.

HOOK up your homework in environmental
studies to raising public support & par-

ticipation to stop urban pollution Citizens
for a Better Environment. Get involved, get
results, get paid. (213)935-01 1 7. -.—
HOSTESS/cashier needed morn-
ings/afternoon for restaurant Energetic.

responsible. Call for interview. 380-9800 .

HOTEL desk cleric. Sat. night 11p.m.-7a.m.
plus part-time during week. Edge of cam-
pus. 208-3945.

HOTEL Housekeeper, part-time days. $4/

hour plus tips Edge of campus. 208-3945.

JEWISH consuelor for a month. Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated consuek>rs, June l&July 17.

Call (213)6534471

Judaic Studies teacher aid M-F, 12-3:30 at

Westwood Jewish day school. Call 475-

6401

LOOKING for day-time part-time waiter/

waitress experienced. Please call Lois

204-0441.

fUtATURE responsitJte mate to provtda pa:
sonaf<^re to disabled man 1 hour a day.

1 bk>ck from campus, strong references
$250/nfH)nth 208-5732.

NANNIES, We need you. If you love

children, have a valid California driver's

license, high school diploma, solid local

references and speak fluent English . . .

enter our nanny training program. Earn
$800-1000/month. Live in/out. Anderson-
Lewis Nanny Agency. (21 3) 274-2653.

$$NEED cash? $500/$ 1000 stuffing

envekjpes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-

prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield. OR
97477.

PART-TIME telemarketing. Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Healy 463-6350.

PART-TIME retail sales person needed for

gourmet chcx^olate shop in Brentwood. Ask
for Stacy 820-7373

PRESTIGIOUS night dub needs public

relation persons, part or full tin>e. Tel.

(213)856-6491.

RESTAURANT delivery drivers. Near cam-
pus. Flexible hours. Wages plus good tips

Start immediately. Call Howard. 829-3000

ROUND Table Pizza is looking for delivery

people. Must have own car and insurance.

Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-
mission, day and evening shift available

Hours flexible Apply in person, 1050 Vine

St., Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up t(

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-eas;

sale Call Mike at 393-81 53. '

SALESPERSON to work giftshop & bouti-

que. Located in nice hotels. Salary deter-

mir>ed upon experience. Flexible hours.

272-2353

SECRETARY part-time Type 90 wpm.
Some record keeping. Must be.
reliat}le,well-organized. Near UCLA. $10/

hr. 479-6300 or 475-6300

SURVEY research assistant, must be work
study qualified; $8.56/hr, lOhrs per week;
assist with survey market research for

Medical Center including data entry, SAS
programming. Call 825-1490.

TELEPHONE sales. How would you like

to work part time (6:00-12:00 am) (k

(12:004:00 pm) and make $600/week
comm. and still be at>le to go to school so
they can teach you how to make $300/
week? If you're sharp, energetic and have
a good speaking voice, call Ed.
(213)337-9525.

TUTOR k)w achievir>g 6th graders in LA.

UCSB research project. $8-$14/hr., 10-30

hrs./week. Call Liz-Nooshin (805)961-4459
in nK>ming.

VIDEO store rental clerk Good personali-

ty. No experierKe necessary PT/FT Stu-

dents perferred. Venice area. 399-921 1

.

Fill hi yo«r week
wHh mmtrm $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists.

clerks, receptionists.

word processors. & all

office skiHs. Work by the

day. week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656 :

»,'
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HELP WANTED 30

v: .

SALESCLERKS
MANAGEMENT

TRAINEES
Video sales & rentals.

retail record & tape
sales. Advaricement
potential. Full & P/T

entry level, will train.

Apply in persoa
MUSIC PLUS
144q VINE ST.

HCXLYWOOD
'••

WANTED: Legal process servers. 394-

6053.

WOULD you stuff 1000 envelopes for

$500? If so, rush self-addressed stamped
envelope for details to: SLM, 3175 S.

Hoover #444, LA. CA 90007.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EARN $1000 weekly working part-tinf>e at

home! No experience necessary. Rush
self-addressed, stamped envek>pe: Info

Mart. 870 Hilgard. #220, Los Angeles.CA
90024

EASY extra income! $500-1000 possible!

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-

McKinney & Assoc, Dept La 1, 110 E.

Hillcrest Blvd. Su 209, Inglewood, Ca.
90301

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-

anatomy and t>e willing to work at a fast

pace Computer experience helpful. Con-
Haet Sarah. 65&-866fT-

VACATION
RENTALS • 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, ck>se to everything. (818)

785-9865

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

INCREC^IBLE-Own room, bath in luxuary

complex^ - pool, jacuzzi, security, parking,

Can Lm 4)0-0182. $450/mo.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for rK>n-

smoNar in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom. Securi-

ty/Laundry. Courtyard/Patio. Near UCLA,
Rose o—f Overtand. $385. 839-9545

OWN room/bath in clean, sunny apart-

ment. $450. Great location near
Wiishirt/Bundy 838-6822/855-0567.

HOUSE
FOR RENT • ...55

$1650 3-Bedroom, 2-bath, Spanish style,

available now. call Roberta. 306-0073. Iv.

message.

3-Bedroom WLA House, newly refurbished.

Suitable 2-3 persons. $1150/mo. Daytime.
473-0126.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

JUREO Qf paying for the ordiruiry? furnish-

ed 3-bedroom house in WLA. non-
smokers. Pat (213)478-2600. $615 00/mo.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-21 11.

RARE Opportunity- ymifed numbftr P/T

10-20^rs/wRrPotential of $2000-3000/mo.
Will train. Stacy (213) 657-0687/ (818)

507-9570.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly furnished and utilities,

near VA hospital, and UCLA bus. Availit>ie

Feb 5. $450/mo 479-5638
._

FEMALE to share bdrm. in apt. near

UCLA. $300/mo. & security deposit &
utilities. Short or k)ngterm. 470-7931

.

NEW Decor. 1 -bedroom. Available now.

Furnished or unfurnished. Podl. laun-

dry.parking. $555-575. 4132 Grandview,

Mar Vista. 313-1818

ONE Bedroom $750: Two bedroom/2 bath

$1195 Best WLA location. Carpet, drapes,

built-ins. fireplace, sunkin tub. view, securi-

ty parking/building;,pool. sauna. 479-5672.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200 Brentwood, brand-new Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. Deluxe, small,

modern building. 11675 Darlington, open
house. »4:30. 827-4652.

2-BED/1-BATH. unfurnished. Very nice,

quiet unit $900. Ck>se to UCLA. Days
450-7546/829-1851.

$950 2 t>edrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c. fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

BACHELOR apt. Furnished. Veteran near

Wilshire. excellent location. $550/mo.
(213)275-1427 or 379-6570 eves.

WALK UCLA - Hooray! Furnished

"bachelor apartment. Utilities included.

Manager 644 Landfair #201 208-2676.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD, very clean. 1 bedroom,

carpet, drapes, stove. No pets Only

charging 1 nr>onth rent, security/cleaning to

move in. (213)678-6648 .

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwoo<t„fZ5fltoio^SJngle« alac . 92A

9925

2 bedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near

Wilshire, across from park. 1390 Veteran,

$1 150/mo (213)275-1427, 379-6570.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,

frigidaire. stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

Century City. 2121 8. Beverly Glen.

(213)201-0339.

$930 up. 2 3-bed/2-t>ath Security building.

2121 B«loit. Otympic/ Sepulveda. A/C.

BACHELOR Dad...near Ocean Park/Bundy.

$11,900 dow:i. Under $1.000/nrK). Bargain!

$1 19.500. Wynn. 4777001

.

V/A OKAY! In desirable N. Inglewood.

2-bed/2-bath plus family-room super value

$125,000. Rot>ena Trousdale agent. Fred
Sands Realtors 306-0073 leave message.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3^ months
beginning July 1, 1986. in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)553-3266.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

SINGLE parent requires a college student

to live in on a full time basis and t>e a sur-

rogate big sister to a delightful eight year

old girl on an every other week t>asis. Liv-

ing arrangements: private suite which in-

cludes a private bedroom, private

bathroom, private study and seperate out-

side entrance. Kitchen privileges, |X>ol

privileges, housekeeper on premises, se-

curity gates, full security system,
automobile provided, private phone pro-

vided. Brentwood location on one acre of

grounds. 15 minutes from UCLA by bus If

interested please call (213)829-4747 and
ask for Lillian M-F. 9 to 5 p.m.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

MUST sie^ at home. 6 nights/week.

Serious student, non-smoker, share
bathroom, kitchen priveleges. 654-3162

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

FURNISHED bedroom-study Private bath.

Kitchen privileges. Garden, patio. 1-bk>ck

Westwood Blvd 475-9205

Hillside home, pool, private room Female
student preferred. Share bath with one.

$325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

MARINA Del Ray luxury room/bath. Kitch-

en priveledges Beaches, amenities. Facul-

ty/grad only $350 823-8291

$360 00/MONTH. Westwood and Ohio.

Kitchen, living room priviledges. Ed,

Cherle. Adrian 479-2402 9-12AM or after

10:00 PM. 851-9057 Messages.

SUBLET 66

AVAILIBLE immediately 3500 square feet,

14 offices. Westwood village: (213)208-

6761

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sut>let during summer Call Linda Cherry,

(2 1 3) 683-9 1 00 for more information.

ROOMMATES 65 INSURANCE 91

ASAP walk to UCLA Share master-bd in 2
Bdm-Apt. $390/mo No ParkingI Peter

394-4623 until 1 am.

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne two bedroom, two bath

coruJominium. Quiet, near campus. $700/
month includes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit. Must see to t>elieve! 4790269

FEMALE non-smoker. Clean, responsible,

financially secure, mature. Westchester

2-bed/1-bath No i^ets. $325/mo.
(213)410-9077

^

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share 2-t)ed/

2-bath. 5-min. to campus. Sec. bkJg.. park-

ing space. 824-4M6/824-5869.eve. or

825-5858 day.
»ri'

FEMALE roommate wanted to share small

single apartment with nirteteen year okj.

On corner of Motor and Venice. Furnish-

ed. Available Feb. 15. Carolyn 839-2408.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studio

next to campus. $325 utilities included.

Contact Susan 206-3719/273-1247.

FEMALE needed to share room in 2
bedroom, 2 bath apartment, security

building. 5 minute walk to campus. 824-

1814.

FEMALE. non-snrK>ker needed to share

t)edroom in West Los Angeles apartment.

$240/nrK)nth. Call 477-1244

MALE seeks rooma^e to share fully fur-

nished, large. 1 -bedroom garden apart-

ment. 5 min. to UCLA, stereo. TV.
$345/nrK). call Steve. 473-2478/474-3072.

Available Feb 1st

PROFESSIONAL lady needs roommate to

share apartment. N<^-smoker. 2-bed/2-

t>ath, pool & parking. W. Hollywood.

$325/mo Ask for Gigi 656-2878.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE wanted: 4 UCLA students in

-5 jedroorr^A. bath house. llth S(! Santa~

Monica, easy access to school. Call 395-
t

0023.

Three girls -seek fourth roomate,
female, neat, preferably UCLA
undergraduate, to share bedroom with one
other giri in new luxury 2-bedoom. 2-bath

apartment, located on Veteran Ave. be-

tween Ophir and Levering (walking

distance to campus). Security building with

spa and sun-deck. $330 per month plus

Va gas and electricity. Please call 208-

0268.

WANTED: Female roommate to share

large 1-bed apartment. Furnished/pool.

Available now. $325/mo. Call Jeanne (213)

826-7282.
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•All clients screened w/photos
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CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

FOXHILLS $855/mo. includes utilities,

spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath. Security
building, built-in's. balcony, fireplace All

immenities Call 397-0102.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro. serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

HEALTH CLUBS 81

SPORTS CONNECTION
Program directors &

Private trainers wanted.
Seeking Exercise

Physiologist. Kkies. P.E. 8i

Sports Medicine Ma)ors,

F/T or P/T. Starting Pd at
$5/hr arvd commission

jMdth advarx:ement op-
portunities to P/T at

$13/tir. Apply In person
Encino (818)788-1220
Sa. Mo. (213)450-4464
So. Bay (213)316-0173
(B.H.) (213) 662-7812

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818) 860-4407J818)880-4361_^

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle InsurarKe Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621..^ Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

SERVICES
OFFERED • 96

WHUmg Smreiem
•ALLaubieciM

•Nothing Too Big
or T€)o Small

•We waht to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

ECONOI^Y MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-

ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced aruj

reliat>le Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

rApartments, Officei
Professional Service, for Peanuts

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

TUTORING available in math and con*-

puter science by Ph.D. candidate in CS.

Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (213)657^4031.

TUTORING in English literature and Histo-

ry: Help with papers. Very reasonable. Call

Wendy Johnson (818) 906-8783.

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus. algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828-4029. 826-6928

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep , experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291t3158. ^^^=:

SERVICES
OFFERED: 96

AUSTRALIAN University and College
Teaching and Research Positions. Current

list of vacarKies. $4.00. University Jobs.

12922 Harbor Blvd #494 Garden Grove,

CA 92640

COMPUTER Training. Lotus 123. Sym-
phony, Multimate, DOS. Professional,

Reliable, Knowledgible (213)55»6462.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

20»4353.

MATURE, professional will . house-sit long

le,rm free, experienced and excellent

references. (213)83»0652 (818)762-7823

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/production Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

RESEARCH • editing for term papers, pro-

posals. articles, books. 391-3169 .

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional Rate
negotiable Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334

PRECALCULUS, Calculus, algebra,

physics, engineering tutoring by or r\eef

UCLA. reasonatMe price. Call Ray (213)

512-3588 8-4pm.. after 6p.m. call 371-

7330.

PATIENT TUTOR^^
MATH (arithmetic through
calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.

Engineoring. Reading, Gram-
mar. Study Skills. Work with a
tutor v^ho knows the subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent tipe material in a variety of

ways. You will also learn thie

proper, way to study to

achieve confidence and self-

reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

Bm mm

TUTORING
NEEDED..... 99

MANDARIAN tutor wanted for mother and
son. Must be fluent in English. Dr Price

day 478-5209, evenings 839-5370. Leave
message on answer-phone.

BITTEN BY THE LOVE BUG?

Don't Moid Back!

Send Them A Valentine

With A Dally Bruin Personal

ONLY SIX (6)* DAY'S LEFT

TO PLACE YOUR

VALENTINE'S DAY

r>i- PERSONAL
DB Classified Window is located In 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Hours: M-F 10am-4pm.

^^ ^m
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SERVICES SERVICES '

OFFERED 96 OFFERED 96
TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105

Resumes: Typeset

Because The First

Impression Counts!
Preparation

Preparing your resume is a lot like dressing for a
job interview: in both cases th$ first impression
counts! A resume that's typeset — not just

dashed off on a typewriter — can help make your
first impression a good one.

The Professional Look

A typeset resume is neat, clean, easy to read and
shows that you're well-organized. You can
choose from seventy different typestyles.

Our Low Prices

A typeset resume looks expensive — but at

ASUCLA Graphic Services, your investment \¥
modest. Your typesetting is just $24 for a one-

page resume and you can have copies made for

a small additional charge on fine quality paper.

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!

isri

LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area from $29

Honolulu from $129
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong from $386
Sydney... ......from $498

Nairobi from $702

VR

New York from $89
London from $265
Lima from $359
Tokyo from $429
Rio from $519
Round World from $1357

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

1984 NISHIKI Olympic 12. 19" mans
frame, as new. extras. 393-9942 Call

evening's.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

1983 Honda Nighthawk 450. Like new only

7000 miles Original owner, all receipts

$900 Contact Steve 824-2616

(LA-Hong Kong Bangkok-Delhi-London-LA)

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTS!

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

Adwnx i7* TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830-6. sat 11-3
^^OU^^V^w A-Level ACkermon Union Pnras iuDi»c' to c;hong« wuriooi not<c» iimdec) ovailobtlitv

•••••••••••••a•^••••••••••^•••••a•••oasaaaaa••••••••ttiiansnmr—ntuMtttMr*
*'jr

caa»
aasa

><ta«

<.m<»

3
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3
' 206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GRAPHIC
U C L )

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

TYPINGAVORD TYPlNdAVORD
PROCESSING 100 PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome, WLA,
Marian; 39 1-3622

A-PLUS word processing Xerox 860
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

Iranscription. Unda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN FOR INFO (213)45(>8719

AAA word-processing: $1 50/page term
papers; $2/page Dissertations. Theses,
Legal. Screenplays, (d.s.) UCLA-format
experienced (213)306-5089.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 1(V^m $1 50-$2 25
Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

390-458e.

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-03e8.

FA'ST dependable typingNvord processing,

$1 99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP User Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

-•UST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality diac retention, fast/

competith^. Karen/Laurie. (213) 470-0933.

Professional Word processing. Term
papers. Resumes. Cover letters. Repetitive

lists. Scriptt. Disk Storage. Reasonable
Rates. (213)479-3456.

PROFESSIONAL typing, papers,
theses.equations, resumes. IBM Selectric.

Fast and accurate. UCLA employee. Stella

(818)342-2414.

TYPING papers etc. 1.50 double-space.
French, German corrections. 2.50 dout)le

space. Day 747-6146. evening 478-9439.

TYPING term papers • Masters thesis all

other $1 per page. Barbara Barnett
(21 3)824-7200 Westwood.

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-

sional Low rates, high quality Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (lyZ^M^-
1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block
from campus. Can type anything-fast. ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571.

YOU need me! Typing, word processir>g.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried solo flutist;

Boston Symphony. Pittsburg Symphony,

and Boston Pops is accepting pupils, dall

669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
avaiiat>le. All ages, all levels Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 476^154.

MAXIMIZE your singing ability- study w/a

Broadway singer. Contact Pamela
(213)826-0268 50% off introductory

lesson.
,

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.

Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES

•TOKYO $545
•HONG KONG $619
•BANGKOK $789
CHINA FRiE TOUR $777

Indudes:

•R/T Airfare Hong Kong
•1 Night Hotel Hong Kong

•China 30 Day (indlvkjual) Visa

• Tranjoort into China (Canton)

CoN HIS (Am«f1ca)
(213)611-0943

244Va E. Itt StT««t #19
UL, CA 90012

J0lnro(O3)S66'2:
Hong Kong (3)660925

HONOLULU-S229 R/T;

^ MAUI-$309 R/T;

LONDON^519 R/T;

NEW YORK-S7914 R/T

Scxne student discounts
available. 800/AIR-DCAL or

(415) 641-5043. Ask tor Bonnie

RESUMES 104

RESUMES. ^12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091

WINNING resumes* Students special $25.

Free consultation. Free copies. One-day
service Open weekends. (213)851-0717

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

DATSUN B-210 - Excellent Condition!

Reliable! $1300/otx}. Desperate to sell!

Debbie - 470-0262 (Leave message -

machine).

FOR sale '74 Dodge Colt-Red-runs well

$800 negociable (2 1 3)650-847

1

TOYOTA Celica '80 tor sale. $3500 Good
condition - r>ew tires, great stereo. Call

Claudia 824-3921

VOLVO wagon, excellent condition, rebuilt

motor, new paint, excellent tires, stick

Shitt. $1.000. (818)766-9082.

1972 DODGE van motor home Family

wagon conversion. Excellent condition.

$5.450. Original owner. (213)474-7216.

1972 VW Bug. New starter, generator, bat-

tery, carburetor. Recent valve job and
tune. Well maintained. Great conditkm.

$2000.206-1619.

1974 Datsun 8-210 tastback $1000
Stk;kshift, new paint, new clutch, louvers,

stereo/tape. CB . . beautitullll 824-0368

Jay.

1975. 280z, 2 plus 2. air, great condition.

Best otter. (213)479-1519

1976 MAZDA 4-door station wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must sell! (213)450-7354,

(213)653-2966.

1977V2 PORSCHE 924, Silver. 78m. air,

S3950 Call weekdays atter eight,

weekends (8 1 8) 360-33 1 7

.

1977 SutMjru 5-fpeed. Good condition.

New tires. $1200/obo. Must sell now. Call

SS2-49S7.

1978 Pinto, low mileage, new tires, clean.

4-speed. $1500. Nancy (days) 825-0488
[evening) (21 3)55S-8288.

'80 RX-7 luxury editk)n. Automatic, white

leather, air, sunroot. FM/casaette. 61 k.

Original owner. Beverly Hills. $5199.

Message 276-7431

.

81 TOYOTA Corolla 5 speed.AJr condition-

ing.AM/FM Cassette.60.000 miles. Ex-

cellent condition $3500. Days: 206-8680

Eve: (805)564-6553. Manoj.

'84 Rabbit convertible. Champagne.
Stereo. Mint condition. Auto, air, sport-set.

alloys. 18.000 miles. (213)659-2900.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

1981 HONDA Accord LX. Utch-back.5-

speed, sunroot, am/tm cassette. $3200
obo. 399-0357.

1982 RABBIT, excellent condition. A/C,

sunroot. stereo, alarm. $6000 otx>. 479-

1823

2 matching large luxury couches tor sale.

$275. in very good condition. Call Claudia

824-3921

.

260 Z. Looks and runs great. AM/FM.
cassette, air-conditioning. $2600 obo
days-(2l 3)471 -0546 eves -(818)881-1526.

'65 Mercedes 230SL $8700 or best ofter.

827-7937. Good engine, interior, new sott

top.

'67 Bug. Show room condition Stock. All

rman.- all naw . Totatty sharp . $3,00 —
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obo. (81 8)342-9350

'67 VW Bus. Good Condition, rebuilt

engine, $1000. Call evenings (213)475-

4516.

'71 Karmanghia convertible. Good condi-

tion $2800, call evenings (213)475-4516.

*74 VW thing Better than a jeep. Yellow.

$2000 or best otter. 477-6384

'75 Gold Datsun 280ZX Rebuilt engine.

36.000 miles. Excellent condition $3800
(818)986-2921

'77 Fiat X19 good condition. $1500 obo
Call evenings 453-9521

.

78 Honda Civic cvcc, 5speed, 55,000

miles, great gas mileage,$900.823-6607,

ask tor Craig

'79 Firebird automatic, A/C. AM/FM
cassette, great condition, must sell (213)

392-2497.

'79 Toyota Celica 5-speed excellent condi-

tion, must sell AM/FM cassette $3600 obo
call Chris 838-3125

'79 VW SCIROCCO $3500 50.000 mi 4-

speed manual. 837-4807.

1980 Toyota-Corolla. Auto, 2 door Air

conditioning. AM/FM. cassette 40,000
miles. Excellent condition $3,600. Even-
ings, Thuan (213)209-5224

FURNITURE 126

FOR sale 13 inch. B/W TV $50. Two new
box spring mattresses $25. each or otx)

478-0714

MOPEDS 119

1985 Honda Iowa Spree. Black-Great

Condition $425 obo-rear basket included.

Kendall 824-2677.

- T!r YAMAHA 83«84«85^
L^s.s."»^^rCT-
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Scooters &. Accessories

*STARTIi\G AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVAiMS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

13347 W. Washington Blvdf
Los Angeles, CA 90066

H (a 1 3)306-7906 iV[
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With a Daily Bruin

Valentine's Day

Personal
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North Carolina remains No. 1
By Jim O'Connell
AP Sports Writer

North Carolina, which
suffered its first defeat of the

season last week, remained
atop The Associated Press'

college basketball poll,

although the Tar Heels were
not the unamimous choice

for the first time in three

weeks.

After winning their first 21

games of the sekson, the Tar
Heels fell at Virginia 86-73

last Thursday, then beat
Clemson 85-67 Saturday.
They received 58 first-place

votes and 1,235 points from
the nationwide panel of

sportswriters and broad-
casters.

Georgia Tech, 17-2, which
received three first-place

votes and 1,118 joints, mov-
ed up one notch to second,

followed by Memphis State,

like North Carolina,
unbeaten until last week.
The Tigers, 20-1, lost on

the road at Virginia Tech
76-72 on Saturday and fell

one spot in the voting with
the only other first-place vote

and 1,091 points, 29 more
than No. 4 Duke, 20-2.

Oklahoma, 20-1, moved
from sixth to fifth, followed
by Kansas, 20-3, which had
been fourth but suffered a

. 77-74 loss at Iowa State last

week. Michigan, 19-2,
jumped from ninth to sev-

enth with 860 points, 41

more than Syracuse, 17-2,

which jumped from its

llth-place ranking last week
with a 68-64 victory over St.

John's.

Nevada-Las Vegas, 21-2,

improved one place from last

week, while St. John's, 20-3

and seventh la'St week.

rounded out the Top Ten.

Georgetown, which
defeated Louisiana , State 74-

72 on national televsion Sun-
day, led the Second Ten,
followed by Kentucky,
Bradley, Notre Dame,
Virginia Tech, Louisville,

Texas-El Paso, Indiana,
Western Kentucky and
Alabama.

Last week's Second Ten
was Syracuse, Georgetown,
Bradley, Notre Dame, In-

diana, Virginia Tech, Loui-

siana State, Louisville, Tex-

as-El Paso and Richmond.

Western Kentucky, 17-3
and leaders in the Sun Belt

Conference race, and
Alabama, 15-4 and in second
place behind Kentucky in the
Southeastern Conference, are
both making their first ap-
pearance in the Top Twenty
this season.

Women's athletic dept.

continues Air Cal contest
For the eighth straight year,

the UCLA Women's Athletic

Department is running a

special halftime contest at all

of its home women's basket-

ball games in Paulev Pavilion.

This year's Air Cal Halftime

Contest features a trip for two
to San Francisco as the grand

prize.

Between three and six con-

testants are selected at every

game to participate in the Air

Cal contest. A person has 30

seconds to make a lay up, free

throw, top of the key shot and
then a shot from half court for

the Air Cal flight for two to

San Francisco.

If no one makes a shot from
half court, then the best con-

testant of the night is awarded
a pair of Adidas basketball

shoes from Clossco-Adidas.

Other consolation prizes in-

clude Big Macs from
McDonald's Westwood,
UCLA Blue & Gold Miniature
Basketballs from Baden, RCA
record albums, Whitney's
Yogurt, Cafe Casino Restau-

rant coupons and Dr. Pepper
products. All participants
receive some type of gift.

If more than one person
makes the half court shot dur-

ing the year, then there will

be a shoot off at the USC
game on March 6. However,
if no one has made the shot

from half court (no one has
made it going into the Feb. 7

Long Beach game), then there

will be a shoot off for the trip

from lucky fans attending the

USC game on March 6 and
one will win the Air Cal trip

for two.

All UCLA students are free

to women's basketball games
with ID cards.

Chin in the spotlight in American women's figure sicating
By Barry Wilneh
AP Sports Writer

UNIONDALE, N.Y. — The
spotlight in American women's
figure skating has glared upon
Tiffany Chin since the 1984
Olympics. EvenAvhen she was
idled by a ankle^and foot inju-

ries last year. Chin still was
the center of attention.

Chin gets back into com-
petition this week, defending
her crown at the National
Figure Skating Champion-
ships.

Her new coach, Don Laws,
helped Scott Hamilton to four
U.S. and world championships
and the gold medal in the '84

Olympics. She has a new
hnmr, having moved to Den-

ple jumps when her injury
apparently caused her to ap-
proach the jumps in the
wrong manner. "My con-
sistency is improving, so is my
stamina. I'm not as good &.< I

ver from Los Angeles in

December. And she has a pair
of strong challengers in Debi
Thomas and Caryn Kadavy.

"I'm getting there," says the
18-year-old Chin, who was
third in last year's World
Championships, mainly
because she missed several tri-

can be but we il see . .

.

"

Thomas comes off a sensa-
tional year in which she won
at the National Sports Festi-

val, then was victorious in

Skate America against interna-
tional competition. She feels

she is closing in on Chin, who
doesn't seem nearly as invinci-

ble this time.

"I'm not only thinking of

beating Tiffany but of doing
as well as I can to get ready
for the Worlds," said Thomas,
18, a freshman at Stanford. "I

mav never skate again as well

as I did in Baton Rouge (at

the Festival). It was one of my
best performances under
pressure."

Dick Button, the two-time
Olympic champion and now
one of the foremost authorities

in figure skating, thinks the

women's competition —
which he will announce live

on Wide World of Sports on
Saturday — is a three-way
race.

"Don't underestimate Caryn
Kadavy," he says. "She's quite
wonderful. I think she-'s in ex-

the right position to be~a"

serious threat to do well this

year."

Kadavy was a bronze med-
alist at the 1985 nationals and
won Skate Canada by sweep-
ing all three disciplines. She
trains with Carlo Fassi, who
coached Pegg>' Fleming and
Dorothv Hamill.

FURNITURE 126 BARGAIN BOX 125

^ ^ MATTRESSES i^ ^
AN new hotel sets ouarooteed

TMfinS«t $50 t^uil C«t $6«
QuMnS«t $M KlngS«t $98
Hefw 5 piece beoroom set $11t

New tuN size or qu^en steeper $139

New sofa and love seat $lb9

Oak (Wsh coffee tabtes „ $7

End TaMet $15 Lomp« $7

TME WAREHOUSE
397-9030

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150 Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160 Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carr sting

$5 95/yard. 393-2338.

WESCO microscope. Perfect condition.

Electric, fine-tuned adjustments. 5, 10, 40,

100 power, worth $2000. Sacrifice $995.

(818)348-5752. '

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103
Tele. (213) 479-0345.

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120.

Tele. (213) 479^>345.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

FOR sale Atomic skis (200s), Underwood
765 Typewriter; Simmons Single Mattress;

Lamp Call (213) 826-8235 after 6:30 pm

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Special

university price. New w/ warranty Works
on all Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS 145

BEAUTIFUL upright piano, excellent corKli-

tton, wonderful tone, converts to player'

piano, including bench, $1700. (213)395-

1916.

PETS 130

FREE adorable, well-trained kitten. Needs
lots of love and room. Cal> 209-5154 (Jill)

or 209-5164 (Steve)

jQazzzsssszs^zsc^z^^szaas^^^s^asi^ass 2k&2.
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Methods of Placing a Classified Ad:

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash, chejk or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.
Our Classified window is riqht next to the Ackerman Stu-
dent Store Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222,
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Continued from Page 32
Like most volleyball

players, Scates began playing
at the beach while he attend-

ed Westchester High School
near Playa del Rey, but while
in school, he was mainly a
baseball and basketball
player. At SMCC, he placed
football and basketball.

After he graduated from
UCLA, Scates taught Phys.

Ed. in the Beverly Hills school

district and coached the
UCLA men's team after
school. He began coaching in

1963, so he has been attached
to the yCLA volleyball pro-

gram since 1959.

As head coach Scates has
won eleven NCAA titles in the

sixteen year history of NCAA
volleyball and has compiled a

record of 433-56 (.885) as well

as a 32-3 (.914) post-season

record. Scates has coached
three undefeated NCAA
teams; the 1984 squad had the

best record of any college

volleyball team at 38-0.
Scates* total coaching record
at UCLA is an amazing 605-

79 (.884).

The Bruin head man cites

the 1981 NCAA finals against

USC as the highlight of his

coaching career. That match
went five games and it took

nver three hours far_UCUL-ta.
wm.

Scates has written several

books on volleyball including.

Volleyball, Winning
Volleyball, and Winning
Volleyball Drills.

Over each $«mmer, the
coach runs seven volleyball

camps, one in Colorado, New
Mexico, Texas and two in San-
ta Barbara and San Diego.
Scates travels to each camp
every day because he "doesn't
want to run a franchise."

It's a hectic schedule, but as

he puts it, "I take my golf

clubs."

For a man who is almost
deified by his peers, Al Scates
Ls surprisingly amiable and he
radiates confidence which, no
doubt,.>r#bs off on his teams.

This year looks like another
good one for Scates with
Sunahara back, Ozzie still

playing well, and the whole
team on a big roll towards
tomorrow's match against
Pepperdine.

Al Scates has built a true
dynasty at UCLA with teams
that **can m^kje people's
seasons by losing to them."

Baseball
Continued from Page 28
fielder Steve Kirkpatrick, a

.329 hitter a year ago, will

also supply the Waves with of-

fensive punch.
The Bruins record Last y^r

was 34-30-1 under llth-year
UCLA coach Gary Adams.

The Bruin is looking
for a qualified person
to work in the View-
point section as an
assistant to the editor.

For more details,

please call 825-2216 or
drop by the Daily
Bruin office at 112
Kerckhoff. Be pre-
pared to show a recent

writing sample.
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SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/thlsad.
tor short hair only _____

SINCE 1929
WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR

1061 Gayley across from Baxters

BAUSCH & LOMB

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

xIMTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
SI 19
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES nrriNG,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thurs. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With this ad,' exp. 2- 1 5-86

FAMOUS IN SANTA BARBARA

CHASE
BAR & GRILLE
"chase"""

VEAL PICOATA For 2
includes caesar salad, fettuccine Alfredo, <St 2 FREE

glasses of Cabernet or Chardonnay

reservations advised ^JL^^*>/^^ please present coupon I

"""""""b"ffX§E
"""

Dinner For 2
includes FREE Vi carafe of red or white wine

$13.99
On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

reservati<")ns advised please present coupon

"neVyorkTtaIian'food at its best"
'

824- 1310 208-4729
1 049 Gayley Avenue • Westwood

I

'V

PHC OUR OFFICE
Peer Health Counselors IS

YOUR OFFICE

QQ
You don^t have to be ill-

Nor feeling close to nill

Friendship and assistance is what we try to instill-

And to top it off there will be no bilL

Come by and visit the PHC Office for:

•Self Help Cold Clinic/free non-Rx medication

•Low Cost contraceptives of ALL SORTS
•Counseling for stress management, alcohol/drug abuse, and personal concerns

•FIT and nutrition counseling appointments

Come ONE Come ALL for 1986 PHC Recruitment ^___^
You must ATTEND 1 of the orientation meetings on 2/4 2:00 pm AU 3517, 2/5 12 noon AU 356^

Why? —

^

FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!
For more info contact the PHC's at 825*8462 or come by to 401 Kerckhoff Hall

Sponsored by SHS and SWC/IJSAC <

\'

TAW YOUR BWUINS
THE MOST LUXURIOUS TANNING SALON IN CALIFORNIA

Wf

BODYTAN
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERI

3 SESSIONS ONLY $12
1st 3 sessions only; not valid with any other offer Expires 2/1 1/86

• UCLA's Favorite Tanning Salon
• Walking Distance From Campus
•

1 2 Luxurious Rooms
• Everyday Student Discount Prices

AX/E FEATURE THE WOLFF SYSTEIVT

"The safest, most advanced equipment in the world."

'GREAT TAN = GREAT LOOKS"

1 107 Gayley Ave
(1 block north of Wllshire)

Westwood Village

Open Late- 7 Days

824-2826

1.

i-t

^
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Rugby
Continued from Page 30

breakdowns, however, allow-
ed the 49ers an 8-0 halftime
lead.

Missing their best line-out

jumper Blake Mather, who
wti too ill to play, UCLA had
a tough time winning posses-

sion of the ball. His abscence
combined with UCLA's
primary scoring threat Gordon
Wright, who was nursing a
pulled hamstring, made it dif-

ficult for the ruggers to punch
it in.

John Spears, Chris Coufel
and vice-captain Chris Smith
gave the Bruins the extra ef-

fort they needed to offset the
shove of the much larger 49er
pack and winger Dan
Delaney, who scored last

week's winning try against UC
Irvine, hooked up with rookie

fullback Tres Reid and
veteran Billy Smith twice for

length of the field runs that

just fell short.

The Bruins are on the road
for the next three weekends
when they travel to UCSB
next week and then to San
Diego the two following
Saturdays •

Baseball

MVUNGWON KANG/Oaily Bru.ri

Junior catcher Todd Zeile hopes to do his share of hitting

this year as well as just calling curves and sliders.

Continued from Page 32
impressive rankings en route

to that close call with a trip to

Omaha, Nebraska.
The Waves were one of the

highest hitting teams in the

country last year with a .304

team batting average. The on-

ly thing that surpassed the

team's hitting was its fielding.

Pepperdine had the second
best fielding percentage in the

country at .975.

Pepperdine was also ranked
in stolen bases, 10th, and staff

ERA, 13th.

But Pepperdine lost a lot in

baseball's annual amateur
draft. The Waves were the on-

ly college team to have four

players chosen, and signed, in

the first five rounds of the

draft.

The -four players repre-
sented a good part of those

numbers, including pitcher
Scott Merritt who ended the

year at 15-0 last year. But
Merritt wasn't the only gun in

the Wave arsenal.

Mike Fetters is back for

another year as the heir ap-

parent to Merritt's role as

team ace.' Last year Fetters

was 10-4 with five saves and a

(fompaii^

3.38 ERA. Fetters has been
tabbed to start against the

Bruins but will probably only

see four or five innings of

work before giving way to a

relief pitcher.

Expected to lead the Wave
offense are Paul Faries and
Andy Stankiewicz. Both,
players were named to the

all-tournament team at last

year's Regional playoffs at

Stanford.

Faries, seen as a second
baseman this year, spent most
of last season anchored at

third base. When he wasn't

contributing to Pepperdine's

high defensive percentage,
Faries was busy leading the

team in hitting with a .350

average.

At Faries right will be
senior shortstop Stankiewicz, a

preseason All-America selec-

tion. Stankiewicz hit .278.

Faries and Stankiewicz
played on the same summer
league team, the North Pole

Knicks, a team that finished

second in the year-ending Na-
tional Baseball Congress
Tournament.

J unior catcher Steve
Erickson, who hit .327 last

year, and sophomore crfit-

Continued on Page 27

Athletes

is coming to interview

on campus

2/1 1 /86

We are the leader in the field of injection

molded plastic shipping containers and metal

disc drive components. We offer:

Challenging engineering positions

leading directly to plant management

responsibilities

7 locations nationwide

Growth exceeding 20% compounded

annually for the last 1 5 years

Continued from Page 31
deciding matches against the

University of Manitoba and
the University of Winnipeg.

Volstad accounted for a

total of 22 kills in the semi-

final against Manitoba and the

final against Winnipeg. No
hitting percentage was
available because complete
stats were not kept during the

tourney.

Jane Thomas, junior, tennis

For the third time since the
Daily Bruin started naming an
Athlete of the Week, Jane
Thomas has risen to the top of

the heap.

During last week's Riviera

Invitational tennis tourna-"
ment, Thomas battled rain

and some of the nation's best

players to reach the quarter-

finals of the tourney's singles

competition.

After beating some of the
higher seeds in the tourney,

Thomas finally lost to USC's
Heliane Steden, the No. 4

seed

.

„ ..

With partner Jennifer
Fuchs, Thomas also got to the
quarters in the doubles draw.
In that match, Thomas and
Fuchs lost to Stanford's
Stephanie Savides and Cari
Hagey, 6-2, 4-6, 5-7.

Both previous times Thomas
was named the DB Athlete of

the Week, it was as co-winner
with Fuchs.

Read about us at your placement office and
sign up for an interview.

YOU
TOO

CAN
WRITE
FOR
«PORTS+

aOMIMM
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every week-Sat
Sun, Weeknights. Inexpensive,
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

• SURFBOARDS • WETSUITS • GOLF •

WE
PAY CA$H

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

FOR USED SPORTING GOODS—^;— BUY • SELL • TRADE
ENCORE SPORTS (818)348-8813

QUALITY PRE-OWNED
SPORTING. GOODS 22702 VENTURA BLVD

WOODLAND HILLS

• EXERCISE EQUIP • SCUBA •

RICHARD HARTOG/Daily Btuin

.UCLA's Liz Masakayan has moved to San Diego to train

^WJt^ the L^SA Nationat votteybaU team.

Shorts
Continued from Page 32
an abdominal muscle in a

game at Washington State.

When the UCLA forward was
writhing on the Floor in pain,

the Cougar mascot was im-
itating Butler, instigating
laughter from the WSU stu-

dent section. An apology was
since received, but I'll leave it

up to you whether or not the

Cougar mascot gets a loud
chorus of boos if he makes the
trip to Pauley Pavilion Sun-
day.

Congratulations: UCLA's
Liz Masakayan has moved to

San Diego to work with the
USA volleyball team, silver

medalists in the Los Angeles
Olympics. If the team gets in-

vited to Seoul, expect Liz to

be one of the first on the
plane.

Sorry, Wrong Number:
When Louisville coach Denny
Crum took ill before Satur-
day's game against the Bruins,
he stayed in close contact with
his assistants on the bench via

telephone hookup. So here
comes another AT&T com-
mercial (the part they will

leave out is how the assistants

pretended they didn't hear
Crum when the coach sent in

a bad play)

.

Quit Fooling Around: The
men's tennis team is 3-0 but
has lost its last three mat-
ches— to Mother Nature.
Wednesday the Bruins travel-

ed to Pepperdine, waited a
long time for the rain to sub-

side, and then left when it

didn't. Friday the team was to

host UC Irvine, but instead

got pelted again. The Pepper-
dine match was rescheduled
for Sunday, but when the

team arrived in Malibu, it

started raining. They didn't

hang around this time. Then
the sun came out for the rest

of the afternoon.

New Kid in Town: Basket-

ball's Jerald Jones was prac

physical specimen. Before the
doctors let him go home from
the hospital, they requested
just one more arm wrestle
with the little guy.

My Proposal: There isn't

much in terms of heavv com-
petition going on in May
brides a few out-of-town na-

tional chanipionships. But
what's going on here at UCLA
in terms of sports entertain-

ment? Not much. So I propose
an athletic department
Superstar's comp)etition. And
how about this— UCLA vs.

use.

There wijl be ^xftien's divi-

sion and a women's division.

Maybe two people from each
athletic department sports

team could participate. That
would give us about 32 men
and 28 women. There would
be the 100-yard dash, the mile

run, the bike race around the

track, the free throw shoot,

the swim race, the weight lift,

and of course, the grueling

obstacle course.

The venues would be Drake
Stadium and the Swim
Stadium. We could bring one
of the Pauley baskets out to

the track. A ticket for the day
would be good for both
venues. Hot dogs, ham-
burgers, popcorn, and
whatever else. A person with

absolutely no jurisdiction for

decision-making at Prim^
Ticket said that May is a good
time for something like that

and it sounds like a great ide^

for tape-delay television.

Coaches would have to

clear their kids for the event,

but almost every season would
be over and there is no con-

tact involved. Sure someone
could twist an ankle but he

could do the same thing star-

ting his mopeds.
And perhaps most impor-

tantly, it would be a great

way to involve athletes and
the athletic departments in

raising money for charity.

On the one hand, there'll be

Announcing

The New <$>/

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS
BODY TAN
Mil' CMW«y K*2Vt
Orw lar - '««< lAk*'

(waa wth cam ,

CAMPUS SHOES ft REPAIR

THE YOGURT PLACE
Mb ¥>nwom SMI
II M«r (^ toppvig oan ••« mn

tyV>^ of v«v pufi— Mn oatn oar

THE NUTCRACKER

fllinnWil)

HOT HAIR SALON

panflb or tmp'^tfni. 4

SYSTEM ONE

X>S£PH4NAS RESTAURANT

<in*» .if m uunnaBM

SANTO PIETRO

Umw* •era*' T\

fOnr rwp^Ajm pu/a
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LEATHER LIMITED
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SOMETHING UNIQUE JEWELERS

(iSAk o* anv pw cH—a

Available at: Bruin Walk Table, Ackerman Union
Information Desk, and residence hall front desks.

SPONSORED BY USAC /GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES
Discounts available only upon presentation of UCLA Student I.D.

Project Director: Mark Feldman

Special thanks to: the entire General Representative office team for their

much needed help.
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tically born with a toothpick trouble. The NCAA has a rule

in his mouth, but it wouldn>^l>out anything being too good

be too fitting a nickname for for society. On the other

4h©^m«seular forward. From hand, maybe we can get an

day one of his life Jones was a exemption.

From the Spirit
of St. Louis...

Since so much depends on

you Parker has developed a

unique program that is design-

ed to expand the recent

graduate s understanding and

abihties through broad ex-

posure to all facets of our

organization It's called our

Employee Intern Program.

During your first 10 months at

Parker, you II have the oppor-

tunity to explore the fields of

Manufacturing Technology,

Mechanical Ertgineering

Design, Accounting/Finance

and Administration, regardless

of your chosen discipline The
employee/ intern gains

knowledge, expertise and
career direction, and as a

result, more opportunities to

achieve with Parker

The Employee Intern Program
represents one of the most pro-

gressive programs in the in-

dustry, from one of the most
progressive aerospace com-
panies in the

world Parker setting the

industry standard in fluid

power technology Set a stan

dard for your future with

Parker, because so much
depends on you

totheSpace
Shuttleb

On Campus Interviews

March 5

See your placement office for

interview appointment

So much depends on Parker
Every major military and com
mercial aircraft in service to

day has parts supplied by
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Parker Bertea Aerospace
Group, a world leader m fluid

power technology From Lind

bergh s Spirit of St Louis to

the space shuttle Columbia,

Parker products have been on
board And because so much
depends 6"n Parker, so much
depends on you. You have the

opportunity to work with

Parker on advanced fluid

power technology that will

become operating systems and
components over the next

decade

Or send your resume to

Parker Hannifin Corporation

Parker Bertea Aerospace

Group Attn: College Relations^

Dept NP 18321 Jamboree
Blvd Irvine, CA 92715 Equal

Opportunity Employer
M/F/H/V,

Parker
Aerospace

imi
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Ruggers get manhandled 18-0

Cal State Long Beach takes season opener

The UCLA rugby team
opened its 50th season on
Saturday and was shut out
by a very tough Cal State

Long Beach squad, 18-0.

The battle began well be-

fore the opening kickoff,

however, when late Friday
afternoon the URA deemed
the LM. field "unusable"

and the game w.a s

rescheduled for th§ CSULB
home field. .

-;•' ,
'

"

..

"Being rescheduled with
such little notice did play a
part in our not being as

prepared as we could have
beeni," said the Bruins cap-
tain Tom Courts. "But
we're not making excuses

for the loss. Long Beach
was the better team Satur--

day."

The ruggers pressured

Long Beach early and
played most of the, first half

in their crosstown rivals'

territory. Two defensive

Continued on Page 28

Netters Hope for some
dry weather vs. USD
By Rick Schwartz

AssisUjnt Sports Editor

Over the last six days,

UCLA has been rained out of

a tennis match three times.

Today at 1:30 at the LATC,
the Bruins don't have much
competition due from the

team," said Bassett, referring

to USD. "They lost to USC
8-1 and took one other match
to a third-set tiebreaker. And
they lost to Arizona State 6-

3."

Well coach, your guys are

not exactly shaking in their

shoes.

UCLA's women's tennis team played a match against

Pacific yesterday and won easily 9-0.

The win improved the Bruins' record to 3-0 on the year.

University of San Diego, but

just getting to play some is

what the team really needs.

"We're getting a bit soft,"

remarked coach Glenn
Bassett. "After today's match
we've got some time off.

Come out to the practices next

week and you're going to see

some blood."

But first they intend to spill

some.
"Hey, they're a pretty good

UCLA's No. 1 player, Brad

Pearce, may have a tough

match against Jim McNamee.
use's Rick Leach had a

struggle before downing
McNamee 6-4, 7-5 in a recent

Trojans-Toreros dual.

USD coach Ed Collins has

what he calls his best team,

but with the Bruins' depth, he

is looking at this encounter as

good experience for his

players.

URA photo

UCLA's rugby squad was stopped in their tracks against a tough Cal State Long Beach
group. ,

"*

Justice is the end of government, it is the

end of civil society. It has ever been and
ever will be pursued, until it either wilt

be obtained or until liberty be lost in the

pursuit. "

, ,
_— Alexis de Tocqueville

LAMONICAS Bi License

PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

$4 95 LARGE^.yo PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

EXCEPT FBI., SAT. & SUN

DELIVERY ONLY

AMY LARGE PIZZA

2 fori
MON-TUESONLY

DELIVERY ONLY

SIX-PACK
COKE OR DIET COKE
WITH A LARGE PIZZA

DELIVERY ONLY
DELIVERY HOURS

LARGE 17 INCH
8 SLICES

CHEESE
1 TOPPING
2 TOPPINGS
3 TOPPINGS
4 TOPPINGS

GOOD TILL 2/10/86

208-8671
Offer good only with

this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.

GOOD TILL 2/10/86

208-8671
Offer good only with

this coupon, one
coupon per pizza

limit 3 per address

GOOD TILL 2/10/86

208-8671
Offer good only with

this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.

4:00 to 11:00
MEDIUM 12 INCH

6 SLICES
8.10 5.25

9.10 5.95

10.10 6.50

11.50 6.95

12.75 8.00

«4UGHT: THE MYSTLRY
OF THE UNIVERSE'

by Dr. K. Seyrafi

TAKE AN EXTRAORDINARY TOUR THROUGH TIME
BEGINNING WITH MAN'S EARLIEST VIEWS OF THE
COSMOS AND THE PHENOMENA THAT IL-

LUMINATES IT.
Available at the UCLA Bookstore. Physics Dept.

LSAT '*

GMAT
TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS

1 433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 315
Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

DnTflUNK
IBM COMPATIBLE
COMPUTER

$799!!!
• IBMKT type mott>ef board • 256K RAM

• 2-360K Floppy Dnves • Keytward
• Heavy duty 135W power supply

• Runs IBM software

• Color or Mono card

Epsor) Lx-80 Printer'239
with IBM cable

'

IBM Game Adaptor <35

10 1'ackOS/DD Disks
from *9*»

I

it

•I

CABLES. DISKEHES.

SUPPLIES & SOFTWARE-ALL

30% OFF WITH THIS AD

8322 Wilshire, L.A.
(3 BIks E of La Cienefla Free Parlong)

(213) 655-9214 S.r,r5

• I

• I

SICILIAN (DEEP DISH) 12.75

TOPPINGS INCLUDE; PEPPERONI. SAUSAGE.
MUSHROOMS GREEN PEPPERS. ONIONS. AND OLIVES

CAN SODAS 600 - 6-pack S3. 50

GOOD ONLY IN WESTWOOD STORE
Or ivPf r •\n riinrf« 1h,'iii S?0 00

PLEASE MENTION THE ADS WHEN YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER

THE UCLA PRE LAW
SOCIETY

is Pleased to Present:

Law Professor Sheila Williams

speaking on her personal legal

experiences and conducting
a mock law class.

- » — h^ ! >.ll I MII.I. I ^ > .fc ,1 I I —«—- !

Tuesday, February 4th

4269 Bunche Hall

5:00 P.M.

—Membership cards required.

SOFT CONTACTS 1

MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYE

Permaflex t^—X
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' ^
30 Day Extended

^°J^
Additional Pair $§[lj
up to 2 vveoks

Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT a FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYF SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
OvPf 1 SOO operations to date
Rarlio Keratofomy
In Hosp.lal Of Office Patient
$tOOO/L ye Cred it Proqr.im Arrangod

KHQHIHHBIBHn
V.N., 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anatieim, 414 StateCollege BI . (714) 774-4510
Downey. 8711 Firestone Bl..\2l3) 8620766
L.A.. 1482 S Robertson, (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-789*

PT/FT OPTOMETRfST WANTta
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UCLA's male and female Athletes of the Week
r J

RICHARD MURPHY/Dailv Brum

At the UCSB Michelob Light tourney, "Ozzie" Volstad earn-

ed MVP honors for his outstanding offensive display.

Volstad get& MVP.

Thomas advances to

quarters at Riviera

By Rick Alexander ^

Sports Editor

Asbjom "Ozzie" Volstad,
junior, volleyball

When UCLA coach Al
Scates recruited Asbjorn
Volstad from the Norwegian
National team three years ago,

the youngster was seen as the

next great middle blocker in

Bruin history.

During his freshman year,

Volstad was showing people
that he was indeed in a class

with the impressive line of

UCLA blockers as he was
named a second team All-

America. But something hap-
pened to Volstad on his way
to greatness at the middle
position— he was moved out-

side.

In order to replace an in-

jured Reed Sunahara last year,

Volstad became the Bruins'

main threat at the outside hit-

ter position. It was a rough
start for Volstad as his

numbers didn't match those of

llie previous year, but it ap-

pears that the transition is

complete.

In the recent UCSB
Michelob Light Intercollegiate

Volleyball Tournament,
Volstad was selected MVP of

the tournament for his strong

offensive play in the two
Continued on Page 28

ACU-HERB CLINIC;
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs
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•Smoking Control i

•Facial Rejuvenation |
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•PMS
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J

1 FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENT
w/thisad • 1st visit only

Dr. Yeung
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474-1060 I

STUDENT & FACULTY {

SPECIAL :

Cut & Blow (Men) g,q qq J

(Women)

Body Perm $25.00
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—International
Coiffures

Open 7 Days

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
Exp. 2/15/86

WHY PAY V\/ESTV\/OOD

VILLAGE
PRICES? 30-700/0

FREE CALCULATOR CASio
with purchase of

• watersports
• 50M water-resistant
• Analog & digital time display
• 2 time zones
• Stopwatch
• Warranty 1 year
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RICHARD SCHWARTZ

Jane Thomas made the quarter-finals in both singles and

doubles competition at the Riviera Invitational.

//DAZZLING!!! ^/

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:^— 478-0363 ^--• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

A DIM SUM CAFE

KVtO^J,;>SOt*
^A.96

LIGHT CHINESE -

Lunch, Dinner

or Late Nights

From S1.75

WESTWOOD VILLAGE«1091 BROXTON«L.A./213-824-7869
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UCLA to open 1986

against Pepperdine
By Rick Alexander ^^^^^

Sports Editor

I

After having their annual

season opener with the alumni
rained out, the UCLA
baseball team will try again

this afternoon against Pepper-

dine.

The game, which is the first

contest for both teams, will

start at 2:30 p.m. in Malibu.

Sophomore pitching ace
Alex Sanchez gets the nod as

the Bruins' starter against the

Waves. This will be the se-

cond time that Sanchez has

pitched the season 'opener for

UCLA, also turning the trick

last year against Cal Poly

Pomona.
Last year, Sanchez started

16 games for the Bruins and
appeared in a relief role in six

others. In the 22 games the

All-America candidate pitched

in, he went 5-7 with a re-

spectable 5.26 earned run
average.

But what set Sanchez apart

UCLA battery is another
potential All-America selec-

tion, catcher Todd Zeile. The
junior catcher blossomed last

year to lead the team in home
runs with 12 and was among
the team leaders with 41 runs
batted in and a .333 batting
average.

Another player to watch in

the Pepperdine game, especial-

ly with the small Malibu
baseball field, is second
baseman Torey Lovullo.

Lovullo had a less-than-

spectacular freshman year two
years ago, hitting .219 with
just one extra base hit. His
sophomore statistics show
what a difference a year can
make, however. Last season,
Lovullo hit .321 with 11 home
runs and 13 doubles, a far cry
from his first year stats.

The Bruins will need good
games from all three of these

players, as well as the rest of

the team, if they want to up
end the Waves. Pepperdine
feasted on the Bruins last

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Brum

Ale:* Sanchez will start for the Bruins tomorrow in their season opener at Pepperdine.

from th^ f«t of the league's year, wmnmg both contests

including one in Malibu that

snapi)ed a seven-game UCLA
winning streak.

The Waves were 52-15-1

last year and came within a
game of advancing to the
NCAA College World Series,

losing to Stanford in the
regional final.

Pepperdine piled up some
Continued on Page 28

pitchers was his blazing
fastball. Sanchez recorded 85

strikeouts in the 95 innings he

pitched, good enough for

fourth best in the Pac-10. His

best game for K's occurred in

the conference opener when
Sanchez struck out 11 USC
batters in just seven innings,

but received a no-decision.

At the other end of the

Around UCLA and
intercollegiate sports
By Pck Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

The Untold Story: Tito Hor-
^ ford's search for a college end-
ed at that famous basketball
university, Miami. But what
really transpired in those few
furious weeks while he looked
around for a team has not
been documented truthfully.

It was reported that after

dropping out of Louisiana
State, the seven-footer from
the Dominican Republic asked
Kentucky if he could play ball

for the Wildcats. The truth is

that the university could not
meet Horford's demand to let

him ride in the Kentucky
Derby this May. "You're too

heavy, anyway," said one
recruiting official. To which
the giant replied, "Why can't

they get a lighter horse?"

Horford then tried UCLA,
but was thwarted when of-

ficials said they would not

change the name of its

relatively new recreational fa-

cility to the Tito Horford-John
Wooden Center. This lost soul

.almost found a home when
USC offered him a chance to

teach a class in contract law,

but he figured it would take

too much time. So when the

Hurricane Athletic Director
told Tito that he had some
pull with the casting crew of

Miami Vice, the decision
became easy. Watch for an
upcoming episode where he
stars as a down-and-out high
school basketball player whose
torment grows worse and

worse with each offer of

drugs, dollar bribes, and even
chances to fix games.

Speaking of Professionalism:

To break from the two-week-
old tradition of this column,
it's time to mention something
from the world of pro sports.

When William Perry came out
of Clemson to play for the
Chicago Bears, the nickname
"Refrigerator" stuck with him.
But when his Bear teammates
first saw him in the shower,
they coined a new one that

hasn't been publicized—
"Mudslide". '

Eight is not Enough: With
last December's men's soccer

championship, UCLA became
the first NCAA Division I uni-

versity to win titles in eight

different men's sports. Mean-
while, a school across town
has the distinction of being the
first to hold titles in eight dif-

ferent NCAA violations.

Attention: There will be a
special party held this coming
Sunday night for all of the
students who have won cars in

the Nissan halfcourt shootout.

It will be held in the Campus
Pub.

Don't Hold Your Breath:

And don't make any plans for

Sunday evening if you plan on
attending the 3 p.m. basket-

ball game against Washington
State. Of the last nine games
between the teams, there have
been seven overtimes.

Apology Accepted?: Kelvin

Butler has been out of action

since January 1 1 when he tore

Continued on Page 29

The other Wizard of Westw« • Id •

a

A younger Al Scates made this one-handed dig as a
member of the U.S. National team in 1967.

Scates' UCLA
teams have won

11 NCAA titles

By Bob Brunwin

The first time Allen E.

Scates tried out for
volleyball team was at San-
ta Monica City College in

1958 and he was im-
mediately cut. But Scates

was not a quitter, and that

initial set-back only en-

couraged him.

"At that time," Scates
said, "I decided I wanted to

become better at playing
volleyball because I felt I

could play better than a lot

of the guys who made the
team."
That was indeed a fateful

decision. Scates went on to

play at SMCC and then
transfered to UCLA in 1959
as an undergraduate major-
ing in physical education.
Scates received his masters
in Phys. Ed. from UCLA in

1962. He played on the
volleyball team during his

entire education at UCLA
as graduate students were
allowed to play then.

During his time as a

player, Scates was selected

to nine USVBA All-
American teams, played on
five USA men's teams and
he won a gold medal in the

1967 Pan American games.

Continued on Page 27
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News: A "designer"
drug that leaves users
with no nrienrvgry of
ecstasy.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: Find out
the facts on the eating

disorders anorexia and
bulimia.

See page 12.

Review: Sun City,
Steven Van Zandt's
political and musical
masterwork.
See page 14.

Sportsi'^^Money's'^
value may increase as
Hatcher looks for end of

slump.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Mostly sunny.
High: 68. low: 48.

(Dept of Atmos-
pheric Sciences forecast)

O
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ALEX DEMAYNENKO/Daily Bfuin

HANDSOIVIE — Off-duty mannikin parts from the

Decter Mannikin Company find themselves composed*
into art.

Health groups, legislators launch
bill campaign to 'snuff out snuff'
Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Calling
chewing tobacco and snuff

*'time bombs ready to
devastate the health of our
young people," a coalition of

health groups endorsed legisla-

tion Tuesday to restrict the

sale and use of these products.

The American Cancer
Society, the California Medi-
cal Assoc., the California Den-
tal Assoc., the American Lung
Assoc, and legislators have
joined forces to "snuff out

snuff."

With the growing use of

smokeless tobacco amoung
young people and its associa-

tion with cancer and nicotine

addiction, a bipartisan group
of legislators have proposed
various measures to r^tricL
the use of these-prodticfsT"^

Increased risked of mouth
and throat cancers, increased

blood pressure, gum disease

and early tooth loss have been
associated with smokeless
tobacco, according to Dr.
Harold Harada, president of

the California Dental Assoc.

The health organizations
contend that the nicotine in

smokeless tobacco is addictive

and because of the heavy
advertising aimed at young
males and college students,

the number of people using it

has increased by 40 percent in

the last two decades.

"Since 1974, use of
smokeless tobacco products
has been rising at a rate of 11

percent per year," Dr.
Virginia Ernster, an
epidemiologist at the Universi-

ty of California San Francisco.

It is estimated that 22
million Americans use these

products. Because fewer peo-
ple are smoking today than at

any time since 1944, the
tobacco industry has mounted
an aggressive campaign to re-

establish a market with
smokeless tobacco, Ernster
said.

"The ads have tended to use.

rugged, masculine imagery excise tax

in the same manner they use

to promote cigarette smoking,
then some effort should be
directed to require health
warnings in these advertise-

ments."

According to the National
Institute on Drug Abuse,
smokeless tobacco contains
high concentrations of certain

carcinogens and can ' create a
strong dependence on nicotine

as cigarettes do.

Two bills, one by Sen. Gary
Hart (D-Santa Barbara) and
the other by Assemblyman
Eric Seastrand (R-Monterey),
would tax smokeless tobacco
products. Unlike cigarettes

thftsfi prndurts hear no federal

'

AIDS: No longer a remote epidemic,

now a direct concern on campus
By Lisa Rojany

A year ago, AIDS was thought of as a

remote epidemic that could never affect the

UCLA campus directly.

Now, as the university hds become .an

epicenter , of valuable AIDS research, once-

remote issues have become an immediate con-

cern. - —
UCLA*s gay community, administrators and

student and campus organizations are mobiliz-

ing, in part, to deal with politically-sensitive

Third in a three-part series examining the

medical, psychological, student and ad-

ministrative issues surrounding AIDS

concerns that affect AIDS patients.

One issue is the alleged blackballing being

practiced by some insurance companies. Ac-

cording to various UCLA Medical Center

sources, the companies are discriminating

against AIDS patients, homosexuals and even

men who happen to fall into a certain profile,

which can be as vague as belonging to a cer-

tain high risk age group.

Some insurance companies require a blood

test as part of their application process, others

will not insure homosexuals and go so far as to

examine medical records for evidence of any

AIDS-related symptoms.
These applicants, once rejected, become un-

touchables.

Unable to obtain medical insurance, the

AIDS patient must drain his own personal

assets as well as those of his family. If the pa-

tient does not have monetary resources from

which to draw upon, he must rely on support

« .fi

from various AIDS foundations which have
been established especially for this purpose.
A representative from UCLA's Student

Health Insurance said the policies from the

university's insurance company. Lone Star In-

surance, are still effective in covering expenses
if a student is diagnosed with AIDS.
The costs for the blood tests are covered if a

.student comes in to a Student Health Center
physician with symptoms or AIDS-related
complex, and the doctor recommends the test

to determine a diagnosis of AIDS. But if a

student policyholder is merely worried and
wants to be tested to allay personal fears, the

costs are not covered, the representative ex-

plained.

Medical records blackballing is "both a real

fear as well as a politically sensitive issue,"

said Dr. James Babl of Student Psychological

Services.

Various doctors and gay groups recommend
the use of alternate testing centers, as well as

the establishment of an honest relationship

with a physician who will agree to keep his

medical records confidential.

The university's policy decisions on how to

deal with AIDS patients residing or working
on campus remain to be determined.
Dr. Morris Holland, assistant vice

chancellor of student affairs, is currently con-

ducting an AIDS Task Force which will in-

vestigate possible*policy guidelines. A^any in-

terests on campus, including administrators.

Student Health, dorm officials, students and
others are represented.

The issues, many of which include individ-

ual versus public rights, public fears — real

and imagined, living arrangements with AIDS
Please see AIDS, Page 8

and appear in magazines that

center to sporting and outdoor
themes," Ernster said. "My
-jnajortroncern is that advertis-

ing suggests that the product is

safe and acceptable."

Existing law prohibits
advertising of cigarettes on
television and radio, but ex-

empts smokeless tobacco pro-

ducts. Also, smokeless tobacco
is exempted from the man-
datory health hazard warning
label l^w used on cigarette

packages.

Two identical bills in-

troduced this session, one by
Sen. John Caramendi (D-
Walnut Grove) and the other
by Assemblyman Lloyd Con-
nelly (D-Sacramento) would
place warning labels on
smokeless tobacco products
and place restrictions on all

forms of advertising.

"Advertisements ignore the

possible health hazards of

smokeless tobacco," Ernster

said. "If the tobacco com-
panies are allowed to continue
to advertise smokeless tobacco

However, Hart's bill goes

one step further and would
devote a portion of the funds
"to educate children not to do
it," Caramendi said.

A hiW by Sen. Diane Wat-
son '(D-Los Angeles) would
ban the free distribution of

smokeless tobacco to anyone,
which anti-tobacco activists

say promotes the use of these

products.

"U.S. Tobacco Company
has had college marketing
programs, which include hav-
ing college students serve as

. campus representatives for

free sampling activities and
the sponsorship of spring
break activities," Ernster said.

From 1974 to 1984 the U.S.
Tobacco Company's sale of

these products more than
doubled from 190 million cans
to 463.5 million cans. In addi-

tion, its advertising and pro-

motion budget was $30
million.

The high priced tobacco
Please see TOBACCO,

Page 10

UCLA custodian, two others

arrested in guest house robbery

By TeriAnne Carpenter, Politics Editor

A UCLA custodian and two other men were arrested

Tuesday in connection with the robbery and attempted
murder that occurred at the UCLA Guest House Dec. 27.

William Pennix, 25, and Mario Washington, also 25,

were taken into custody for involvement in the incident,

and Vassie Washington was arrested for felony parole vio-

lations, said Patrick Connolly, University of California

police chief.

"This morning UCLA police officers, assisted by several »,

officers from the Westside task force, served search war-
rants on three locations in Los Angeles County in regard
to the robbery and attempted murder," Connolly said.

"Pennix worked at the guest house as a custodian."
Further information regarding the arrests was not

available at press 4ime.
Michael Foraker, director of on-campus housing, said he

could not comment on Pennix* employment.
"Eventually that may all be public information,**

Foraker said, "but I think that it's still protected informa-
tion."

The three men were arrested for assault and robbery,
which left a 21 -year-old female front desk attendant un-
conscious with throat lacerations. In addition, $2,800 was
stolen*
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MORE CUTS PER CUT®
My newest cutting system defies opposition and contrasts old prior methods whereby
any given area of hair will be lifted and cut off with just a certain amount of cuts made
while hair is fully wet. My strategy is developed from the old extreme conditions
whereby simultaneous evaluation and multi- angle cuts are made into the hair (NOT
JUST CUTTING IT OFF) with applied observation of the hair during several conditions
of different moisture content, from wet to dry and intermediate levels, fully allowing
more cuts per cut controlled hair design5v.
,- — - .1 -...- » I
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Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton • Happy Hair Hour-cuts from $ 12
208-7277 SASSOON S. SASSOON 208-4247
^. ..>; Now open Sunday 12-5 w/coupon

/
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SCNIOCS, YiA) OUeUTA
IDC IN IPICintKES....

Yearbook pictures, to be precise. This is your lost year,

your senior year, and your graduation portrait

belongs in BRUIN LIFE 86, the UCLA Yearbook.

But ypuVe got to act now. You're going to get busier

and busier the closer you get to graduation - and
before you know it, you'll have missed your chance.
So call Campus Photo Studio at 206-8433 and moke
an appointment today! Or stop by the Studio (in

Kerckhoff Hall 150) and sign up in person.

As an incentive to early-birds, we're offering nine free

wallet-size photos if you order your senior portrait be-
fore February 28, 1986. But don't wait 'til the end of

February - you can't place your order until you see
your proofs, and that usually takes about a week.

It's $10 to get your senior yearbook portrait (a $5 por-

trait sitting fee and a $5 yearbook space resen/ation

fee), but if you buy your yearbook in advance, we'll

reduce the cost to just $5 total. -—
-

—
r

So what are you waiting for?

IDKUN Lire '86
The Yearbook at UCLA

featuring portraits

by ASUCLA's
Campus Ftioto Studio

Kerckhoff ISO
213/206-8433

'^

LIU n nemrs
complied from (he Assodofed Press

NASA cuts back surface

search for shuttle debris
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA on Tuesday severely cut

back a search of the ocean surface that has yielded only one-

tenth of Challenger's wreckage, shifting its emphasis to the

"relatively slow and arduous search of the (^an bottom."

Chief objects of the search are the crew compartment, with

its cockpit voice recorder and electronics that monitor and
record spacecraft systems, and the right booster rocket that has

emerged as the primary suspect in the catastrophe.

The Washin^on Post reported Tuesday that seconds before

the shuttle exploded. Mission Control computers recorded a

series of problems, but they were not displayed on ground con-

trollers' consoles in time to save the astronauts.

An unidentified source at the Johnson Space Center in

Houston told the Post that the information was automatically

transmitted to Mission Control, but it was not clear that the

controllers were aware that something had gone wrong.

Such information generally takes three to five seconds to ap-

pear on controllers' computer screens and about the same
amount of time to be comprehended by the eye and mind, the

Post said. Flight controllers could do nothing because by the

time the information was presented and digested, the explosion

had occurred, the source said.

On the Atlantic Ocean, two National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ships with sonar and robot submarines that can
see "hundreds of times better than the human eye" continued
scanning the ocean bottom 40 miles offshore in water 1,100 feet

deep.

With any surface debris scattered ever wider by strong ocean
currents, the Navy pulled out its ships, leaving only four Coast
Guard vessels, four fixed wing planes and two helicopters.

There had been 10 aircraft and 15 ships on Monday.
-btrCmdr. James Simpson of the Coast Guard said 12 lum ui

floating debris had been retrieved and taken to a hangar at the

Kennedy Space Center where it is being examined. That's only
one-tenth of the 123-ton weight of the shuttle and its cargo,

which included a $100 million communications satellite.

Heahh, Human Services chief signs

order to deny AIDS immigrants entry

WASHINGTON — An order that would deny entry to the

United States to immigrants suffering from AIDS has been sign-

ed by Health and Human Services Secretary Otis R. Bowen, a

spokesman said Tuesday.

The proposed order would add AIDS to a list of medical con-

ditions, including syphilis, leoprosy and tuberculosis, that are

grounds for refusing entry for immigration.

The proposal also seeks public comment on the question of

whether all applicants for immigration should be tested for the

presence of antibodies to the AIDS virus. The presence of an-

tibodies indicates exposure to the virus, but not necessarily that

the victim has or will get AIDS.
The proposed regulation was sent to the White House Office

of Management and Budget for review about a week ago, said

HHS spokesman Charles Kline. He said there was no deadline

for OMB to act on the proposal.

If approved by OMB, the regulation would he published in

the PVderal Register and be subject to public comment. A final

regulation, responding to those comments, would be issued

later.

The proposal was first reported Monday in Medicine and
Health, a McGraw-Hill publication. Kline said Tuesday that

report was "essentially true," but declined to release a copy of

the proposed regulation.

Astronomer warns Halley's Comet

could cause rivers in China to flood

PEKING — An astronomer has warned that the arrival of

Halley's comet over China later this month could cause major
floods along many Chinese rivers, an official newspaper said

TuCvsday.

The Engli.sh-language China Daily said Wang Yongquan of

the Chinese Academy of Sciences noted that nine of its previous

29 visits since 240 B.C came before April, and each time there

were huge floods in China.
The comet's last visit in 1910 was accompanied by the col-

lapse of dams and river banks along the Yangtze, Yellow,
Huaihe and Liaohe rivers, killing many people, the report said.

The comet has a reputation for bringing bad luck to China.
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Behavioral changes, other side effects plague 'Ecstasy'
By Libby Moses

Ecstasy — the name of the drug describes the state of mind
its users say it produces — euphoria, a disregard for social con-
duct and extreme friendliness.

According to a UCLA medical expert, who wished to remain
anonymous. Ecstasy, "X," can cause degeneration of nerve cells
in the brain dnd deplete levels of some crucial chemicals in the
brain such as serotonin and dopamine.
A depletion of serotonin can change behaviors, such as sleep,

sexual behavior, mood, aggression and sensitivity to pain.
A deficit of dopamine hinders the firing of the neurotransmit-

ters in the brain, causing a loss of muscle control. This loss can
contribute to users developing Parkinson's Disease, Peer Health
Counselor Tom Carmichael said.

Some users of "X" do not realize the pc^tential danger. When
a UCLA sophomore biology major was informed about the
drug's side effects he replied, "Who cares? It just kills a few
brain cells. Doesn't everything these days. Besides, it's just for
fun."

Many "X" users report a feeling of confusion the day after us-
ing it. *T had no memory all day. I felt worthless and could
never decide what to do," said a UCLA senior economics ma-
jor.

Their inability to make decisions is caused by the chemical
deficiencies produced by the drug. The expert said that this def-
icit persists for at least three weel«.
The sophomore biology major said, "While I'm on *X' my

emotions are out of control. I cry whenever anything bothers
me, but I never regret anything I say or do the way I do when
I drink a lot."

"The best part of it is that I never come down," he con-
tinued. "I don't crash the way I do when I'm on cocaine or

\ _..

W THIS E(<1A(Y?7

-^hen I smoke pot. One time my high lasted for 11 hours. BiifT
was really scared because I had a test the next day. I've never
stressed so much over a test in my whole life."

Ecstasy was legal until the United States Drug Enforcement
Administration declared it illegal July 1, 1985. But the drug
was not controlled because it was not made by a phar-
maceutical manufacturer.

"It was difficult to control the drug legally because it was a
designer drug, a synthetic modification of an existing illegal

substance," Carmichael said.
"^

Please see ECSTASY, Page 9
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Don't forget your checkbook when considering marriage

By Paul Vannuki

As I flipped through the
Daily Bruin classified section

the other day, I was
somewhat surprised to see that

quite a few students were an-

nouncing their plans for a
milestone even bigger than
college — -marriage.

Students contemplating
marriage should be aware of

certain financial implications.

Certainly these criteria are not
as important as others, but at

least the financial implications

should be understood.
It is not uncommon to hear

of people who are living

together out of wedlock
because of the '^financial

benefits." Most of these
benefits are obvious, such as

sharing rent, maintenance
costs, utilities and other ex-

penses. However, there is also

a lesser known reason why
many couples benefit from not

being married.

The effect of this benefit

can be illustrated by compar-
ing the tax liability of an un-

married couple that files sepa-

rate income tax forms and a

married couple that must file

as married wage-earners.

For the purpose of example,
we will assume that each per-

son has a taxable income of

$25,000. In the case of the

unmarried couple, each person

would be liable for $4,453 in

federal income taxes. The
married taxpayers, who also

have taxable incomes of

$25,000 each, have a tax

liability of $5,538 each or an
overall increase of $2,170
more than the unmarried cou-

ple.

In genera], married couples

who are earning about the

same annual income are addi-

tionally taxed, in comparison
to those unmarried who are

living together with the same
incomes^ Accountant
refer to this as the **marriage

penalty."

On the other hand, couples

where one spouse is earning
significantly more than the

other are not victims of the

marriage penalty. If. like be-

fore, we assunie that a couple

has a combined income of

$5O,O0l0, but one spouse has a

taxable income of $35,000

while the other has a taxable

income of $15,000, there is

virtually no difference from a

tax liability standpoint
whether or not the couple is

married or not.

-Married couples can either

file a joint tax return which is

the most common or a "mar-

ried but filing separately"

return. There are certain posi-

tive and negatives to each,

but, in general, the joint tax

return is most beneficial,

unless one spouse's deductible

expenses are significantly

disproportionate relative to

their income than the other's.

Another important issue to

evaluate before getting m'»r-

ried is that of pre- nuptial

agreements. With estimates of

the current divorce rate, rang-

ing as high 50 percent, many
seek to protect the assets they

have held before the marriage

from being seized as com-
munity property in a divorce

court.

By signing a pre-nuptial

agreement, each spouse is ef-

fectively insuring, themselves

from having the separate pro-

perty classified as community
property and divided accor-

dingly in a divorce court.

Pre-nuptial agreements are

relatively unimportant to

those who are marrying at a

young age and without any
significant assets. However,
those with assets, such as an
inheritance or a trust account,

may want to consider a pre-

nuptial agreement. Pre-nuptial

agreements used to be virtual-

ly unheard of. However, now
in the era of high divorce
rates, they are fairly common
place. T^ ^ .

Indeed, entering into a

marriage with knowledge of

its financial and legal implica-

tions is essential. It is with this

knowledge that many couples

can begin to enjoy a marriage

that is mutually enjoyable as

well as fiscally fit.

For the others, who are

unable to maintain a marriage
for the duration of their life,

remember, alimony is tax

deductible.

Questions or responses for
Paul Vannuki should be turn-

ed into 112 Kerckhoff Hall

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Pric« -

Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

MLyouctiNitif
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR GROUP wm^ COUPON

CRAB LEGS • SHRIMP • OYSTERS • SAUMK>N • CALAMARI •

BEEF & LEMON CHICKEN • EGG ROLLS • SALAD BAR.. .AND..

SUSHI, SUSHI, SUSHI, IN SUSHI BAR

JAPANESE
BUFFET
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3 biks. so. of Wilshire
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UCLA GRADUATE DANCE ETHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS

DR. PEARL PRIMUS
AT THE

FEBRUARY 6

6 pm

FEBRUARY 7

10 am .^

8pm
FEBRUARY 8

9am
8pm
FEBRUARY 9
10 am

DANCER, ETHNOLOGIST, ANTHROPOLOGIST
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

SEVENTH ANNUAL DANCE ETHNOLOGY FORUM AT UCLA, 1986

THURSDAY
MASTER CLASS: AFRICAN/CARIBBEAN DANCE AND DRUMMING;
DR. PRIMUS & ONWIN BABAJIDE PRIMUS BORDE.
INNER CITY CULTURAL CENTER, 1308 S. HAMPSHIRE, \A, INFO (213) 387-1161

FRIDAY
MASTER CLASS; DR. PRIMUS & ONWIN BABAJIDE PRIMUS BORDE,
200 DANCE BLDG.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS; DR. PRIMUS, 1200 ROLFE HALL
,—— SATURDAY — —

PRESENTATION OF PAPERS; 1102 ARCHITECTURE BLDG.

WORLD DANCE CONCERT; 208 DANCE BLDG.

SUNDAY
BRUNCH HONORING GERTRUDE KURATH; GUEST SPEAKER,
lOANN KEALIINOHOMOKU;
INTERNATIONAIL STUDENT CENTER 1023 HILCARD, WESTWOOD.

ALL UCLA EVENTS ARE FREE
ANY QUESTIONS CONTACT DANCE DEPT: 825-3951

SPONSORS: Center For Student Programming,.College Of Fine Arts, International Student Center/Council On Programming, Graduate Student
Association, Museum of Cultural History, African Dance Club, Dance Department

NOTICE
TO

UCLA STUDENTS
The SEKONIC L398 Studio
Deluxe Light Meter
(recommended by UCLA Film Schcx)l)

Is on special pricing to UCLA
STUDENTS ONLY
Retail $99

NOW ONLY S68.95

Limited time offer! Limited stock on
hand! HURRY!

OTHER OUTSTANDING STUDENT DEALS!

DARKROOM
Developing Tank w/ 2 reels $1

1

.99

Dial Thermometer as low as ^4.95

MOUNT BOARD
8x10, 11x14, 16x20

25% OFF

ORIENTAL PAPER IN STOCK
Up to 70% OFF Discount for UCLA Students

Cskmersi Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.

L.^. ,„^ One Block South of UCLA
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9afn-6pm Sat. 10am-6prTr'

(213) 208-5150
Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase.

Valid UCLA ID required for maximum discount.
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Boy Scouts choose UCLA student for
By KyndaM Patrick Wilson

Dedicated to helping youths
explore their futures, the Boy
Scouts of America has selected
a UCLA student to help lead
the drive to recruit and
develop more Explorers who
will meet the career challenges
of tomorrow.

Danielle C. Willette, a
junior English major, wUl be
one of three Boy Scouts of
America youth representatives
touring the country and giving
speeches in an effort to "show
the opportunities Exploring
has to offer," Willette said.

One of her stops will be
Washington, D.C., where she
will "give a report to the
president telling the things we
(the Explorers) are involved
in, things we*d like to see done

. . . and show him how we're
benefiting the community,"
she said.

Exploring is a co-educa-
tional, career-oriented pro-
gram sponsored by the Boy
Scouts.

"I feel really honored to be
representing the youth of the
U.S.," said Willette, one of
America's 950,000 Explorers.

Willette said she sees the
Explorers program as
beneficial to the youth of

America and to the communi-
ty as a whole because the Ex-
plorers "get kids to take a
chance and explore all the op-
portunities available to them .

. . . We take kids off the
streets and get them involved
in the community," Willette

said.

.She further explained how

the Boy Scouts offers seminars
in newscasting, classes in fly-

ing and the opportunity to

participate in various sporting
activies, among other pro-
grams.

Overall, Willette said she
feels that the Explorers pro-
gram provides "a strong area
iox young Idds to grow in.

Willette has been actively

involved in the community. "I

have counseled youth '.and
have been active in scouting
since way back when," she
said.

She also found time to ac-

tively participate in several

beauty pageants in Califor-

nia, her most recent title be-
ing 1985 Miss Southern
Califomia.

Willette said she feels her

Please see SCOUT, Page 11
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Teaching math or science as

a Peace Corps Volunteer will

develop your professional skills in

the classroom and beyond. You
might teach basic math to rural

students in Belize . . . and after

school set up a vegetable gar-

den to improve nutrition. Or be
assigned as a physics teacher

in Lesotho. In addition, help

local women market handicrafts

to earn school fees. As a

Peace Corps Volunteer, you will

handle responsibibties and meet
challenges far greater than

those that might be offered in a
starting px)sition in the United

States. When you return, your

Peace Corps experience may
open new doors to you. Educa-
tional institutions, international

firms and government agencies
value someone with your

experience.

25 years ofPEACE CORPS
The touchiest job you'll evCT love.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS THIS MON1
Febnaary 18 in Um Plac«m«nt & Car«M: Plaimiii^ C«iil«r

Pick up your application and sign up TODAY! Most hm oompUtod b«for«hand.

nPO.TAMJSOWBaPlllWALg ntii>I»rO,SE8giOW
F«b. 9A6 Fflb. 12:1Urn, Hood, 1 A 2pm
9afli-3pm PIaommoI A Cmsmm Planning CrniOm

For Bora iaiormatkm, can PMOf^Cobps at 200-7444, ML 112.
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Occidental may make progress

in battle to drill for offshore oil

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A city attorney's ruling may give
Occidental Petroleum Corp. a chance to make some progress
through a bureaucratic and legal minefield blocking plans to
drill for oil off the Pacific Palisades.

The ruling, announced Monday by city Councilman Marvin
Braude, means Occidental will go before a potentially sym-
pathetic panel of council members when it appeals a city of-
ficial's decision to turn down the drilling proposal.

Braude said the city attorney's office has decided the appeal
cannot be heard by the Board of Zoning Appeals because the
board's chairman, James Leewong, has declared he cannot give
them a fair review.

The councilman said Leewong made his statement because of
questions about whether closed meetings held by the zoning
board on the matter may have violated the state's open meeting
law.

Zoning officials in December 1985 refused to grant the com-
pany a permit to drill in the area, citing possible environmentaj
damage.

If the zoning board is barred from hearing the company's ap-
peal of that decision, it goes to the Board of Referred Powers.
That board is made up of five council members, four of whom
favored Occidental's plans in an earlier council vote.

Drilling was approved 13 months ago by the council and
Mayor Tom Bradley.
However, a Superior Court judge invalidated the council's ac-

tion when he found legal defects in the environmental impact
statement submitted by Occidental as part of its drilling ap-
plication to ftie city.
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Filipino Cultural Night 1 986"

February 8 1986 UCLA Royce Hall 7:00 P.M.
Featuring Rondalla Maestro, Juanito Gonzales - Bayanihan Philippine Dance Company

and Sayaw ng Silangan Dance Company FREE ADMISSION
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Physicists
•s

Our major research programs are:
• Notional Datonte (nuclear weapons and defonclve tyttems reiearcM . H««n<M. e . -
• Uisor Fusion • Energy Research . •lomedicol and inllronmertS Resiard?"

****" ^"^^

ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 12

See your Placement office for more information or write to-Ujwrence Livermore National Laboratory PO Box 5510 nini ir^o
Livermore, CA 94550. ^^°' ''®P*- J^R,

An equal opportunity employer m/f/ti
US. cltizenstiip required.

Universityof California

IH t^*"®"?? LivermorekJ National Laboratory
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Reagan pr

Plans boosts in defense s

WASHINGTON - Presidem Reagans nev.

bodfift wOf oropose aoxemmer.t spending ot

H^^DC^ If m!b.>r. next :.ear. indudinz a 12

p«« bc<«3r for-aie^^itan ^^ sv^eeping

^^b*cb ic beAith. houans and other civiJian

programs: *dir.iru5:traaon and con?r«fc)naJ

>or^f.-«< Na>i TJ«oi^ ..

V '--^ ^-^e u-r. -iie budget uul meet the

tAra« o£ the neu Cranim-Ruci.T.an budeet

-x^fe5^«li^^c^ ns^^n? the ifeoeral defictt

-- $144 'rw.v-^^- tL^-iL l^T. which beeins

'\- ': vi:i a-> vkh«: spoke only on the

-:-•:Lr^:^* :'! i-r.^n^Tnir. ThL^ '-ears deficit is

er>fv-rcc :: ^e *>.-•-: $3>S billion

TTtt rr^oer.t"s ^-ligei uii! .-neet this target

r>.T XLv "ttiti .cDendini: c^its but uith mone>

ea-T/rC ihr^-^h'thr .vi-r :: redera. properties

ar.i i.NSr-1-v ":a::ec "pHvatizatic-n '• b\ ad-

:T_-:5::rar..:r.,--cfi:-.i-i
^

'-

Tt.'t TT^Siyez: 'Ai.- !orinaii\ submit nis

>_i£rt^ tc Cor.in"ess :^r. ^V>cne5da\ morning

;- u-Z be tr>r fir?:: budget submitted under

.-^ -^^u i- ier.cned t: eiin:inate deficit

sper.'i-r.£ o\ l>rl ani is r.a.Tjed for iti ongmai

.^.-.^
-" sens PhL Crkrr.rr. R-Texas and

'A ijT^r. R u zrr. ar. . R -Neu Ham pshi re

CKer the r-ar. thrr^r ;. ears. Congress has
t

.irgfev iisregL-Sec the presidents budget, and

it.hjtf octer. ^e«i pronoun«d "dead --^n ar-

rT>'a!~ S :*?r.rressonaI -eaders

Hrvkf^er. '*-:ir: the Gramm-Rudman law.

C>np«ss this \^ar must either at^cept the

rreshen: s r-ackage or come up. with Its own
•henc3t-:vc-rro,"»r. r^ar. of an equal magnitude.

ses new budget

;:n. ;rr II 1 1 1

»
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pending, civilian cuts

spending cuts, freezes and program ehmina-

tions, and $12 billion in new revenues —
part.

U from the plan to sell off government proper

ties and assets.

Despite widespread freezes and program

cuts in civilian agencies, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration is one

of the few civilian agencies slated for an in-

crease under the presidents budget. Congres-

sional sourc-es said .Monday that Reagan would
propose $7.7 billion in spending for the space

agencN next year, up $400 million from the

current level.

The president's budget calli for actual

defense outlays of $282 billion in 1987, up

from the current level of $266 billion.

However, the budget also calls for ^vjng

the military authority to contract to spend

even more in 1987. for a total of S320.3

billion — a boost of nearly 12 percent from

the current level of $286.1 billion and roughly

8 percent ab<jve the level of inflation.

Congressional leaders of both parties have

said the president will have to compromise
and acc^ept more austerity in defense spending.

The new budget is expected to recycle many
of the proposals submitted by Reagan last year

but ignored by Congress, including ending

federal support for .Arjitrak rail passenger ser-

\ice. terminating mass transit and urban

development grants and abolishing the Small

Business .\dministration.

.\lso expected to be renewed are proposals

to abolish the Economic Development .\d-

ministration. the .Appalachian Regional Com-
mLssion and the direct loan program of the

rcviiatK. arr.-jss-the-h^ari spending cuts next

Oct>her \ '

i \
A-— --ic—A- — ar.i jongressponal sources

saif the hufger w .vi^d propose totaT^Tedera!

^7»e^iing 'jf S^-r*^ btllion in i\s<-^ 19S7. To
rearh the 5144 billion deficit target of

Gr4r----Rjdr-.ar.. the hudge: w^l propose def-

>jf:-recjjorc. >:ep> ?f $>f billion, the source^

.va>c

This w-il he made up of about %26 biiiion in

Expon-lm{>on SST^O

One program slated for abolition in last

\ears budget, the Job Corps, would be spared

under the new budget, although it would face

drastic cuts.

Reagan also is exp)ected to call for the aboli-

tion of one additional major entity, the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, the nation's

oldest regulatory agency, administration

sources sa\

.

Democrats
responsible

Asscctj-ec ^"«s

WaSHI/nGTON - The
DLBKKJatK Ptrt> g*r. Tuesd
p:'r:ra'.«: ?res5ier.t Reaga.-. as

7 rr-f iia|[ o^-er « policy"of"
"iWTii. spe^. s:pe'a6.. borrow.

Feagir. . the Dem.ocrats
s^aid. 15 jesponsible for a

af^«5::^ting budget detK^.t and
t fiOuixierLiig fanr. econom\
Tr rresent the r>art\s

r«590Qse t: Reagan's State of
the Unic*:: address, the Demo-
:rat5 turned to f.ormer
Vircinit Go\ . Charles S

R:»6b. AXKi to Sen George
MitcbeL of Ma:r>e. Harnett
^^"xids. the lieutenant gov-

errkx or Vlissoun. and Reps-
T3C3 t>Mchie «' South Dakota

claim Reagan Admin,
for nation's deficit

and William Gray of Penn-
sylvania.

In a briefing for reporters.

theN outlined the themes of

response, making" c^afT
:r. Mitchells words, they
be'.iese the post-Reagan era is

approaching and that '"the

Democratic Party is back.
looking to the future, confi-

dent about what .\merica can
do — if we do the right things
now

.

"

"We don't underestimate
the president." said Mitchell.
chairman oi the Democratic
Senatorial steering Committee,
who was to moderate the
Democratic r«ponse "But the
questions are changing. .\nd
in the real world where
Amencans live, new answers
are needed:

-'

"Our purpose is not to

quarrel with eNery specific —
or to oppose for the sake of

opposition." Mitchell said.

"But we do have our

disagreements with the presi-

dent and we will spell them

out."

Robb said doing the right

things to end budget deficits

means "that e\ery-thing ought

to be on the table except pay-

ing the interest on the national

debt."

He said that includes both

reducing spending in ever)'

sort of federal program and

exercising the option of raising

taxes.

Until the president will

bite that particular bullet. I

DEMOCRAT,
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AIDS: Now a direct concern for UCLA
CoodDued frofc Pace 1

A-Ktes in dorms, and AIDS education Km!

^^L^J!?** '^^f^!'"*^ :CorL^uentlN
, uni\er-

sjty coBiiwi IS included m the ta.vk forot^

N? far. i>o>ini\ersir% p^\ic\ decisions have
'-^^^ retched The feeling amon^ most
ac^bers <A the task fon:^. according to Dan
GrYcain^. VC Srudent .K.^x-ution prt>;jdent
i^- a oerr.her c>f the ta.Nk forcv. is that AIDS

Its or rxx require segregation to prottvt
;^:pulatjor. A reai pr^-^ein mav K^

to preside facilities to heir th^^k^ patientv
^r:T. ::i2s*>..:n« related to AIDS

Grwcu-C. a ga\ actnist
. dLvu.'SStxi vitvivr

prc^^ie-.. that he said he b.^heN.>. the tU
r.-trc* 0.-VU.C cv>nsiA?r "One of the bigct^t
prco.erns rc>r AIDS patients l< that thev ofte„
"^^^ ^^ P^'v-hc>..>poAl siipix^n s%>;tems whe-

aIL?5!^ ^^ '^'^^'^'^ ^^'' l^^^nts max
ttocmTi therr. ~ so tt>ev art^ ^rav . aiom^ and dx

occur with fnendv t.v t>s;xvu'

Iv w ith those w ho do not tnow a lot about the

dlsea.'kv .\s such, we, at ICL.\. need to pr^

Nide ps\ chological peer support for the ^^^
patient as well as educational resources for the

entire campus cv^mmunitv."
Pam BNrnes. health educator at Student

Health Services and a member of the task

foroi\ summed up some task force ct'^ncerns.

^^ netxi on-going written information on

AIDS, widely available and updated regularly.

^^'o luwi the dissemination of more handouts

on safe se\ practices and written information

fre»m \ arums ci>ncemed communit> agencies.

As well, we need educational seminars

targeted to rvsi^iential and other grouj^ on

campus and pojksibh an ,AIDS resource

^XMite:
"

^> an I A C A R.E S ^Los Angeles

CiV^vratiNe AIDS RLsk-Re<iuctK>n Educational

St^rvKv pamphlet states. **Tt>cether. >^e can

make it .'^tor to plav in L.A
"

K MH
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ECSTASY: Drug causes changes
».

Continued from Page 3
Rick Galin, who works in UCLA Student Psychological Ser-

vices said he bfelieves that Ecstasy is now too common to be
considered a designer drug. He said he thinks "X" is another
drug designed to evade the law.

Ecstasy is formed by altering one molecule of the already il-
legal drug MDA, known to users as "the love drug" or "Eve."
The medical title for Ecstasy is MDMA (3,4-

methylendioxymethamphetamine). MDMA is an amphetamine
relative.

Galin said that although the majority of psychological pro-
blems he has seen are caused by alcohol, drugs such as Ecstasy
may provoke physical/psychological disorders.
He encountered one patient who had extreme anxiety attacks,

insomnia and loss of appetite. These symptoms did not become
acute until she had taken the drug.

Other possible side effects cited by Galin are typical of those
caused by other amphetamines. These include loss of sleep, loss
of appetite, paranoia, increased blood pressure and increased
heart rate.

One user reported extreme paranoia immediately after taking
the drug and sweating and nausea approximately two hours
later.

Another user said, "Everything around me was in vivid col-
ors. I felt like nothing could ever go wrong."

But the expert said that at least three deaths within the past
year were related to the use of Ecstasy.

"X" costs anywhere from $8 to $25 a dose, which is approx-
imately 100 milligrams.

There are hundreds of thousands of doses on the street, Galin
said, adding that each one is extremely harmful.

What's Bruin
SATURDAY

UCLA Extension sponsors "Sense and Sensitivity: An Over
view of Writing for Young People." 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., 1270

-Graduate School ol Management. The fee is $75. Call 825-94 1g.—UCLA Music Dept. presents a Faculty Recital featuring Kari
Windingstad, soprano, with Blaise Bryski, accompanist in a

recital of Late Romantic >lusic. Works by Wolf, Webern,
Richard Strauss, Debussy, Satie, and UCLA composer Roy
Travis. 8 p.m., Schoenberg Hall. Tickets are available at CTO,
Music Dept., and at the door. $5 for general admission and $3
for UCLA students and staff.

Forest Service U.S.D.A., Woodsy Owl. sponsor a presentation

and press conference with Miss America, Monty Hall, and civic

leaders. Public is invited, FREE, 10 am., 2551 Motor Ave.
(Cheviot Hills Park) Pico and Motor in West L.A.

SUNDAY
UCLA Center for the Art^ announces the Colorado String

Quartet featuring works by: Beethoven, Bartok, and Brahms.
Wad.sworth Theater, 4 p.m. Tickets are $15, $12 and $5 stu-

dent price with I.D.

UCLA Center for the Arts presents the Kronos Quartet. 8

p.m., Schoenberg Hall. Tickets are $15, $12, and $5 student

price with I.D.

From tlie Spirit
of St.l^uis...

Since so much depends on
you, Parker has developed a

unique program that is design-

ed to expand the recent

graduate s understanding and
abilities through broad ex-

posure to all facets of our

organization It s called our

Employee Intern Program.

During your first 10 months at

Parker, you 11 have the oppor-

tunity to explore the fields of

Manufacturing Technology
Mechanical Engineering

Design, Accounting/Finance

and Administration, regardless

of your chosen discipline. The
errjployee/ intern gains

knowledge, expertise and
career direction, and as a

result, more opportunities to

achieve with Parker.

The Employee Intern Program
represents one of the most pro-

gressive programs in the in-

dustry, from one of the most

progressive aerospace com-
panies in the

world Parker setting the

industry standard in fluid

power technology Set a stan

dard for your future with

Parker, because so much
depends on you

tothe
Shuttle;
So much depends on Parker.

Every major military anri com*

On Campus Interviews

March 5

See your placement office for

interview appointment

Parker products have been on

board Anri heraufiP sn murh
mercial aircraft in service to-

day has parts supplied by
Parker Hannifin Corporation.
Parker Bertea Aerospace
rGroup, a world leader in fluid

power technology. From Lind-

bergh's Spirit of St Louis to

the space shuttle Columbia,

depends on Parker, so much
depends on you. You have the

opportunity to work with

Parker on advanced fluid

power technology that will

become operating systems and
components oVer the next

decade.

Or send your resume to:

Parker Hannifin Corporation,

Parker Bertea Aerospace

Group. Attn; College Relations

Dept. NP, 18321 Jamboree
Blvd , Irvine, CA 92715 Equal

Opportunity Employer

M/r/ii/v, =

9arker
Aerospace

The Spanish Civil War ended in

victory for Francisco Francois

right-wing rebels in 1939. Adolf

Hitler of Germany and Benito

Mussolini of Italy had aided Franco,

while the Soviet Union supported

loyalists with arms and an interna-

tional brigade.

••••••••••••••••••**••••*•••*************************
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You probably have. This tray and others like it have helped you carry

countless meals from ASUCLA Food Service locations to offices and

studios on campus. Unfortunately, most of these trays never make it

back home—they are abandoned in corners, closets and hallways.

•

Not only does this inconvenience customers who complain when they

jjfind our tray stands empty, it also costs everyone money. We re buying

. 10.000 replacement trays this year alone, at a cost of nearly S1 5.000.

You end up paying for replacement trays every time you eat lunch.

.We think S15.000 is a needless expense -please help us by returning

/your trays after you are finished usmg them, or call our hotline'

number and we II be happy to pick them up.

\ '•

.',».
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Lite MembP. UCLA Alumn, Assoo.il.or- . Sp».':.,»i./.ng .n Conlac!

Len,P, Since '971 • All lens Types Av;i,Mbie • AM Cases Arc »pted

Req;.'cliess oi n.Hi. .il^ • Same Dfly Se-v.ce Av,.'abie • VahdaleJ

Pa.k.ng • [.ce'ienl Selection oi the Lalesinfisf-'ontyewea- and

Sunglasses 'Lah on P-em.ses • Contacs Poi-snecJ Wh.'e Yoo Wa.t

• ::on»i,ilantslo' Compu'e' 7M.>n P' )(>'""'

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES. CA 90024

208-3011

ABANDONED
TRAYS ^

ine
825-2351
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<«UGHT: THE MYSTERY
or THE UNIVERSE'*

by Dr. K. Seyrafi

TAKE AN EXTRAORDINARY TOUR THROUGH TIME
BEGINNING WITH MAN'S EARLIEST VIEWS OF THE
COSMOS AND THE PHENOMENA THAT ILLUMIN-
ATES IT.

Available af the UCLA Bookstore. Physics Dept

TRAFHC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood aas$« every week-Sal

Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive.

StimiHatinq & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S.M . Culver Oty and

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)479-7099

TOBACCO: 'Snuff out snuff

h-

^%^^ Announcing

The New

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS
•OOV JAM

am em •<:

THE YOGURT PLACE

•
'< f^mt ^ Mppnt ** a^ •<«

JOSEPHMAS RESTAUfUNT

CAMPUS SHOES 4 REPAJR HOT HAM SALON
MKK w»vt»u" XJU'm AM • KMa« Out tt^arm
tiOMk of •wan « iMMi niiri»> or l^j*^»^ 4

»0C

SANTO PtCTRO

(kan Br«v< TV

B? W CiMiiat ja»«fiC

SYSTEM ONE

THE NUTOiUCICEn
MOB . rf»J

7r.

ACAPULCO MEXICAN
RESTAURANT « CANTINA
<M» (

d

"•^

•0«» ^ an*

LEATHER LMMTED
1 1 H QaMp JWM

II

STEVE S ICE CREAM
I

»fl»H La '

(1 ^iva ^ Mfi^i* «<
I)

AMBY'S

MO* a« an, a*<««tf •
Ma •«» •<«- ar^ a»«a>

SOMETHING UNtOUE JEWELERS

IIMk I

Available at: Bruin Walk Table, Ackerman Union
Information Desk, and residence hall front desks.

SPONSORED BY USAC/GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES
Discounts available only upon presentation of UCLA Student I.D.

Project Director: Mark Feldman
^^ "~" "

Special thanks to: the entire General Representative office team for their
much needed help.

Continued from Page 1

campaigns, which link these

products to athletes and enter-

tainers misleads "children into

believing that chewing and

dipping tobacco are healthy

activities," Assemblyman
William Filante (R-Marin)

said.

Filante will introduce
legislation to prohibit tobacco

companies from sponsoring

sporting events and will ad-

dress the promotion of

smokeless tobacco by
celebrities in advertising.

"Children are the greatest

victims in this assault by

tobacco manufacturers,"
Harada said. "They are entic-

ed into chewing and dipping

by the appeals through adver-

tising of athletes and heroes

they trust."

There are an estimated 30

million Americans below 21

years of age who use smokeless

tobacco. Twelve studies in-

dicate that up to 36 percent of
high school males are regular
users.

But, under a measure by
Sen. Nicholas Petris (D.
Berkeley) it will be a crime to
sell tobacco products to those
under 18 years of age. Also
the bill would require
businesses to post warning
signs that say smokeless tobac-
co Is addictive and possibly
cancer causing.

"Most of the. victims of
smokeless tobacco are our
young people . . .and we
must educate the public,"
Petris said.

California Medical Associa-
tion chairman Dr. Laurens
White said most people do not
realize that smokeless tobacco
is just as habit forpiing as cig-

arettes. "Smokeless tobacco is

a time bomb ready to
devastate the health of our
young people."

DEMOCRAT: Party views
Continued from Page 8

don't think we are going to

make any real progress," Robb
said.

And he said that if it turns

nut that the.

d

eficit piubleni

can not be solved entirely by
cutting spending, "

... if we
have to reduce the number of

tax breaks ... and look at

other revenue sources, let's go
ahead and do that too."

"We cannot do anything
until we balance our federal
checkbook, " Robb said.

Gray, chairman of the
House Budget Committee,
said the Democrats will not,
on their own, raise the ques-
tipn of new taxes.

"The president is the person
who has to holster the .44

magnum, *make-my-day* veto
gun before that's going to

happen," Gray said.

"He lias rnadB clea r Rf
would not support new reve-

nues," Gray said of Reagan.
"I do not see the Democrats
calling for new revenues
unless the president is willing

to come to the table and open
up the possibility of such rev-

enue."

In the meantime. Gray
said, it is clear federal deficib

are out of control and that

they "threaten our future and

close the doors for economic

opportunity to all Americans."

LOOK!
Yes, Folks, It's Time For Another

— Armenian
Food
Fair

Thursday, February 6, 1986
11:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Architecture Quad

Come and sample the various culinary delights and
enjoy the performance of professional dancers^

Organized by the GCLA Armenian Students Association
Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the PAB

Mi

Low Cost High Quality

-Women's Health Care
Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services Partner's Clinic

Ctnit/i
Ifi^ Womtti'i Com

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

GLOW FOR IT!

New Year, New You

• Color Analysis
• Personalized Beauty Break
• European Clay Facial

Call Beverly at 477-61 50
for your appointment no purchase necessary

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

VILLAGE
SALON
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

AND HOTTEST HAIR SALON

January Specials
Kst visit 'Tu,W,1h

$12...Men
$15 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114

Scout
Continued from Page 5
various experiences will help
her handle the responsibility
of her new post.

'""•"".'"".

.

"I was chosen based on my
academics, community in-
volvement and my willingness
to help youth," Willette said.

Although she feels "academ-
ics are important, you have to
take advantage of the oppor-
tunities that come up," and
she said that's what she hopes
to show to America's youth
during the recruitment cam-
paign.

Willette said she plans to
continue her work with the
scouts, start her own post and
go into counseling.

She explained that Scouts
has given her focus and she
wishes to share that focus with
others.
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Fastest Tan In Town!
Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon

"... This experience /$f a must
'

'

-L.A, Weekly
" ...LA'S premiere suntanning safons.

"

-In Style

• FASTEST-VJslble results \n

just one session. Qjarantee^
• SAFEST-New process filters oue

virtually 100% of harmful rays'.

• #1 iKl EUROPE-New sanitary

dr\6 comfortable design
available only at Flashtan

.

S0% OFF UCLA
tST SESSION PIWEl

Hashtan
•Electronic

muscle toning
Aerobi'*'s

1imniMtg,Tbmng&AerobicCentres
--^Beverly Hills—. i— West I.A.

•showers
*jacuzzi

^:&

"r

In an extraordinary

telephone news con-

ference in 1972,
reclusive billionaire

Howard Hughes
denied the authenticity

of a forthcoming biog-

raphy by Clifford Irv-

ing.

277-7569
9877 llittiej Santd Montca Kvd

AJI Credit Cards
479-1663

1 0^5 j&9^ $^ntd Monica 8<vd.

village photo
929 westwood blvd., los angeles, co 90024

(213)208-4502

hour service at

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
• NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
• SAME DAY AVAILABLE
• 2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDE

PROCESSING

SAVE UP TO $5 2/2

THIS AD ENTITLES YOU THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNT ON THE

COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 11 0.126. 0R
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM

12-EXPOSURE ROLL $1 DISCOUNT
24-EXPOSURE ROU. $3 DISCOUNT
36-EXPOSURE ROLL $5 DISCOUNT

ONE PER CUSTOMER. MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

OFFER EXPIRES March 2, 1986
4i

UCLA
z\LUMNl ASSCX:iAITON„^

ADVISORY & SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM

BE A DISTINGUISHED
SCHOLAR AWARD WINNER!

The UCLA Alumni Advisory and Scholarship

Program announces its most prestigious merit-

based scholarship; the UCLA Alumni Associa-

tion's Distinguished Scholar Award. The

Distinguished Scholar Award is based on aca-

demic achievement, as well as school and com-

munity involvement. Department Chairmen are

asked to nominate the most outstanding one or

two undergraduate and graduate students with a

3.9f GPA for this competition. Top students are

encouraged to inquire about the application pro-

cess at their department office between January

15 and February 12. The deadline date to apply

for the Distinguished Scholar Award is February

14, 1986. Undergraduate awards range from

ilisOO to $3,000 and Graduate awards. $2,000 to

$4!000.
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Across From Lot 1

10968 Le Conte

(213) 208-7171

Discount On Any
GIANT Sepi's
Submarine Sandwich

MON, TUES, WED
6 pm-close

SPECIAL!
Small Sub And
Small Drink $2.50

with coupon

o
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Coupon Coupon Coupon

Be among those honored by the

Chancellor for Outstanding University

and/or Community Service.

Wear the Blue and Gold Fourragere at

the 1986 Commencement.

CHANCELLOR'S
MARSHAL

I

Applications now available to all

Graduate and Undergraduate degree

candidates. No minimum GPA.
Due March 6, 1986

APPLICATIONS at: Ackerman Union
Info Desk, North Campus, Murphy Hall

2224, West Center, Bio-med Library,

304 Kerckhoff Hall, GSM Library, AAP
Graduate Department.

CLOSEST SUPERMARKET
TO UCLA CAMPUS

Better than having a refrigerator on campus.

5 Blocks south of Wilshlre on Westwood Boulevard.

Complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments.

Open 6 a.m.-7 Days a Week

PAPER TOWELS
Splllmate

59«Dig Roll

LITE BREAD
Roman Meal

l-lb.

loaves $1.29

RICOHA CHEESE
Precious

$U9l-lb.

Carton

PEPSI COLA
Regular or Diet

packyLoV
12-oz. L
Cans M

TOILET TISSUE
Nice 'n Soft

White
or

Colors 4 Rolls 99^
APPLES

Golden (Delicious

29« .»
Lunch
Size

uuestuiard ho
m R RK.ETS

Prices effective February 5 through February 9

%
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WESTWOOD BRENTWOOD SHERMAN OAKS

''"(KTm"^ ""'<^«A?r'*^ .o,r7*r;?s|$.,
to2A.M.D«iy to 2 AM. Dtity

COLONIAL CORNERS
11666 National Blvd.

Open? AM
SundaySA.M toMidnigrit to Midnight
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viewpoint KimbeHy Nod. Viewpoint Editor

For the Health of It

THeT^acts on eating disorders
Anorexia. Bulimia. These terms disturb

some people, and are joked about by others.

Yet what exactly these eating disorders are,

many people don*t know.
Anorexia nervosa and bulimia are very

serious eating disorders which frequently occur
in a college population.

What is Anorexia Nervosa?
Anorexia Nervosa is a condition in which an

individual has an intense fear of becoming
obese which does not diminish with weight
loss. Anorectics, typically females between the

ages of 13 and 21, often lose 25 percent of

their body weight but deny having any eating

problems. Other symptoms of anorexia nervosa
may include: severe dieting and fasting, com-
pulsive exercising, a distorted body image, a
preoccupation with food, a cessation of men-
strual periods and signs of malnutrition.

What is Bulimia?
A bulimic person may weigh a normal

weight or even be overweight. This individual

binges on large quantities of high calorie

foods, then purges by vomiting, taking lax-

atives or fasting. Other symptoms of bulimia
may include: a feeling that the eating pattern

is abnormal and out of control, feelings of-

guilt and depression after a binge, a great

concern about weight and a feeling that oneT
life is dominated by one's eating pattern.

Are Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia physical

or emotional disorders?^—^

Both. Anorexia nervosa can be an attempt
to assert yourself if you are usually passive or
to control your life when you feel you have
had little control in the past. Bulimia is often

an outgrowth of significant emotional pro-

blems. Both of these types of eating disorders

can cause a number of serious and potentially

fatal physical problems.
Is Anorexia Nervosa a Widespread Disease?

Current statistics reveal that the number of

anorectics ranges from one in one hundred to

one in two hundred and fifty teenage girls.

Most researchers agree that 90 to 95 percent of

all anorectics are girls and young women.
Can you die from Anorexia Nervosa?
Yes. Some studies indicate a mortality rate

of 15 to 21 percent while others reveal a more
conservative estimate of 10 to 15 percent.

Whatever the actual numbers may be, victims

of anorexia nervosa can die of heart failure,

irreversible hypoglycemia, infections and sim-

ple starvation. Prompt and competent help

save the anorectic's life.

How much harm can fasting, habitual

vomiting or heavy use of laxatives do?
All of these habits can be very dangerous.

Habitual vomiting can cause dehydration,

electrolyte imbalance, tooth decay and gum
disease (caused by the stomach acid vomiting
brings up), swollen salivary glands and inter-

nal bleeding due to tearing of the esophagus.

It may also cause cardiac problems, such as ir-

regular heartbeats and, in a few cases, cardiac

arrest due to a lack of p>otassium. Other purg-

ing practices can also be physiologically

damaging. Frequent fasting can result in

kidney problems as well as malnutrition.

Heavy use of laxatives and enemas can

predispose a person to irritable-bowel syn-

drome, malignant or benign bowel lesions and

constipation when laxatives or enemas are

discontinued.

What type of help is best? How can you

find a doctor who knows how to treat eating

disorders? Do you have to be hospitalized?

Experts at UCLA recommend both medical

and psychological help. A complete physical

examination with laboratory tests, preferably

by a physician familiar with eating disorders,

is the best start. You may be able to find a

doctor through the medical center, teaching

hospital or eating disorder information center.

Some from of psychotherapy is usually needed

in conjunction with medical treatment.

Psychiatric treatment with a therapist who has

previously dealt with eating disorders is

recommended.
If you are not able to find a counselor with

experience in treating anorexia or bulimia,

select a therapist with whom you feel comfor-

table sharing your feelings and who will be

open to reviewing with you any information

you may receive from eating disorder
organizations. Depending on the patient, indi-

vidual or group therapy may be recommend-
ed. During therapy, patients discuss eating

"habits, food selection and how to build sel^"

esteem. A patient often feels better after ther-

apy because she can share her hidden feelings

^nd experiences. She learns that -she is not^

alone with this problem and that she can be
accepted by others.

Many individuals with eating disorders

receive outpatient treatment only, although
some do require temporary hospitalization. An
anorectic who weighs less than SO pounds or a

bulimic who vomits many times daily will

usually need hospitalization. When the patient

is physically stronger and has begun to im-

prove eating habits, she will probably con-

tinue therapy on an outpatient basis.

How long does it take to get over an eating

disorder?

The rate or progress usually depends on
how long the patient has had the disorder and
how responsive she is to treatment. Generally,

it takes at least a year of outpatient therapy to

begin eating normally and feeling better about
yourself, though you may start improving
within a few weeks or months. Be patient,

since there is no fast cure. Stick with therapy
for at least a year.

How can I tell if I have an eatng disorder

or if I am in danger of developing one?
Some general warning signs include:

• A preoccupation with food, .your eating

habi^ and your weight
• A distorted body image
• A conviction that if only you were thin,

you would be completely happy
Student Psychological Services for counsel-

ing and group support. Eating disorders can
develop into extremely serious problems. Help
is available if you ask for it.

"For the Health of it** appears as a service of
the Health Education Unit of UCLA Student
Health. This article was written and research-
ed by Diane Bodurka.

^fOBiicm >r»oc9^o/fumjt-^ utJfr9t>0'c^inj^BSMJ^

Counterpoint

Twisted logic
Bx.Alex Demyanenko

Regarding Mark Weiner's Letter to the Editor (Bruin,

Jan. 28), Mr. Weiner's logic is twisted and his naivete

overwhelming.
He states that while the "white. South African gov-

ernment denies its citizens inalienable rights because they

are black," the black Ethiopian government stari^es some

of its citizens due to tribal politics."

In addition , Mr. Weiner notes the uprooting of Tanza-

nian citizens to work in a "slave like" manner. The Ugan-

dan government, he adds "acts as reprehensible (sic) as the

white government of South Africa."

I beg to differ.

I do not deny the existance of injustice in the cited

countries. I do however reject Mr. Weiner's logic. He asks

"Why then have we singled out South Africa? I will tell

you why.
Our country has over 2 billion dollars in business in-

vestments in South Africa. We manufacture 80 percent of

vehicles in a military which is the prevalent force crushing

human rights.

U.S. business investments in diamond and gold mines
are extensive; South Africa's economic survival is depen-

dant on U.S. investment. This has been reasserted time

after time by not only South Africa's black majority, but

also U.S. businessmen and Prime Minister Botha.

In other words. South Africa's repressive subjugation^^
its black majority is, in many ways, a product and reflec-

tion of United States economic interests. ^
This is not to say that the United Static does not have

economic ties with black ruled African governments. What
we do not have are ties which have played a major role in

the implementation and persistance of repressive rule.

In addition, while atrocities may be commited in the

countries cited by Mr. Weiner, they are not based on the

most heinous form of prejudice: racism.

Furthermore, in the case of Ethiopia, it is a great deal

more difficult to influence policy in a country which is

governed under the shadow of Soviet domination, than
one whose economic survival possibly depends on White
House policy. "

That is why, Mr. Weiner, that we choose to single out
South Affica. We are all responsible, as American citizens,

for the chains which bind millions of South Africans. We
live under a system of government which allows us to

speak our minds, exercise our rights, and live freely

without threat of government retribution. Therefore, we
also may be the key which unlocks these basic human
freedoms for the oppressed millions in South Africa.

Demyanenko is a Bruin staff member. His views do not

necessarily reflect those of the entire Bruin staff.

Letters

Swatch time
Editor:

Concerning Mr. Wood-
bum's letter, I only have one
comment to make (Bruin, Jan.

28).

That is: "Swatch yourself."

Jeffrey S. Haig
Junior

Political Science

Continued on Page 13
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Unsigned editorials represent a nfiajority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other col-

umns, letters and artwork represent the opinions

of their authors. They do not reflect the views oi

the Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's policy prohibiting the

publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory
cultural or ethnic stereotypes.

Written material submitted must be typed or writ-

ten legibly and mutt be douMe-fpaccd. All material

must bear the author's name, address, telephone

number, regiitration card number and affiliation

with UCLA. Names will not be withheld and phone
numbers will not be published. When multiple

authors submit material, some names may be kept

on file rather than published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to edit submitted
material and to determine its placement in the

paper. All submissions become the property of

The Bruin. The Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure for resolving com-
plaints against any of its publications. For a copy
of the complete procedure, contact the Publica-

tions office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
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More letters

1

Continued from Page 12

Not really kilter
Editor:

\
If I got the right itnpres-

sion, Greg Raffetto thinks that
dorm food is way bogus
(Bruin, Feb.3).

To label the heading to the
letter "Killer dorm food" is

misleading and incojrrect, in

that killer commonly means
"good" (as in "killer waves,"
"killer ramp," "killer joint,"

etc.) in the surstanoid dialect

of Calspeak, which is fairly

widespread on this campus.
Ignoring the fact you may

have been trying to be ironic,

if you were trying to say dorm
food is terrible, (as in killer/

mass murder) then you should
have just used "bad" or
"awful," to avoid confusion.

Use of the word "killer" in

this case only confuses those of

us in the campus community
who say "dude" and "gnarly"
etc. a lot.

As an example, I thought I

was going to read an article

praising dorm food, but in-

stead was subjected to the

rantings of a whiny freshman
with a sensitive stomach.
His smug cutismg irritate

as this, please be conscious
that words can be killer — or
they can kill.

Edward R. Taylor
^ Junior

History

Elections

r'jr y.-

i.>*.—ijr

Editor:

Watching election returns

and forecasts on electioiT night

is an American tradition that

soon might become extinct, if

some congressmen have their

way.
These congressmen should

be applauded for acting to

curb the subtle yet potent way

me so much that I became
way stressed out and, before I

had the chance to do aerobics,

^e top half of my head flew

off and my cuticles formed
neighbors.

Finally, someone took me to

the hospital; I feel better now
that I have had a transplant.

Still to avoid incidents such

WUAT NEXT...

TM^ V/MITE

-NOIiSE?!?

the media can influence
another American tradition,

the free election.

Many studies conducted
after the last presidential elec-

tion showed that some people
on the West Coast did not

bother to vote because of

televised reports of a Reagan
landslide.

They felt their vote
wouldn't count. While the lo.ss

of these citizen's votes may not

have substantially changed
the outcome of the presiden-

tial election, many closely

contested local elections on the

West Coast may have been
crucially affected by the loss.

Those congressmen who are

acting to effect measures
which would limit media
coverage of this vital event
should be commended for

their recognition of the chang-
ing role of the media in to-

day's "global village."

They see that more and
more the media are controll-

ing events which they are

supposedly simply informing
the public about.

Chris Saigal

American forces under
Gen. Andrew Jackson
defeated the British in

1815 in the Battle of

New Orleans, the final

battle in the War of

1812.
^^"^

PHC
Peer Health Counselors

Sexually Speaking
It is only Condom Sense

" I I II I

That you, the student, know the most im-

portant fact about contraceptives is first

and foremost, the knowledge of them. The
knowledge of how to use them for best

performance and the knowledge to choose

the form most suitable for you. To acquire

this knowledge, we the Peer Health

Counselors, offer C.A.R.E. (Contracep

tive Awareness, Resources, and
Education) classes and Outreach pro-

grams for men and women.

Please attend one of our regularly scheduled

presentations on Tues 1 1 - 1 2 & Wed 4-5 at Student

Health Services-CHS A3-089. For more informa-

tion and low cost non-prescription contraceptives

stop by the PHC office at 40 1 Kerckhoff Hall or

call 825-8462.

PHC Recruitment-ATTEND orientation on 2/4. 2/5.

TAKE CARE
_ ! (Sponsored by SHS/USAC)

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get '/i order of Dim Sum free! *

|

(with coupon) |

I

'—

.

I

I

I

•ROASTED MEATS I

•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE out"

VALID UNTIL FEB. 28. 1986
i

•DIM SUM &. SALADS
•SOUPS, NOODLES.
&. RICE

o
c •After 3 p.m.

VileHYfeH
HOURS:
Mon-Sat
11 -9 pm

VISA and
MASTERCARD
Accepted

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd.,

W.L. A.(Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)

479-4774

WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SERIES:

Speaking to be Heard:
Women and Group Communication

A workshop examining common communication patterns women
^do0t, particularly in group settings, and ineffective/effective com-

munication styles. Facilitated by Trudy Ferguson, Ph.D., Graduate

School of Management.

TODAY
Noon-lp.m.

2DODDHALL
Sponsored by the Student Skills Building Program and the Women's Resource Center.
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

As a joint venture of The Dow Chemical Co. and Schlumberger
Limited, Dowell Schlumberger (pronounced "Dow-Well Slumber-
jay) provides a variety of highly specialized services to the energy
industry.

Throughout the world, Dowell Schlumberger (DS) employs
sophisticated chemistry, engineering, and pumping technologies

to complete oil and gas wells and enhance their production. The
DS objective as the best technical pumping service company in

the world is to provide results you can measure.

Dowell Schlumberger provides vital services fundamental to the

continued use of our energy resources in the coming century. DS
Completion and Stimulation Services include acidizing, fracturing,

nitrogen, cementing, profile modification, industrial cleaning, sand
tfol^ casing hafdwafe^^^fvice tools, and coiled tubing.

Today in North America, DS companies service more than 8000
clients, both large and small. Quality service produced through
effective job design, execution and evaluation is the key to DS
success.

DS can offer unusual opportunities and responsibilities in

Research & Development to graduates with advanced degrees in

Petroleum Engineering, Computer Science, Electrical Engineer-
ing. Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, A^echanical Engineering,

and Applied Mathematics. These positions are open to those in-

dividuals who are willing to continue the learning process and
make commitments to their growth, to the organization and to the

energy industry. '

Dowell Schlumberger offers competitive benefits and salaries com-
mensurate with experience and abilities. Interested candidates
should forward their resume with salary requirements to:

Personnel Manager
Research & Development Center

DoweU SchluivibERqER

P O. Box 2710
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101

An Equal Opportunity EniploygL

NOW OPEN
Visit Us At

Pico & Military

OACKinUCBCK
I'OUOMAHin <Ni '«IU

COUPON.

Any One Supreme Sandwich or Classic Burger

FOR '1.59
• Bacon Cheeseburger • Swiss & Bacon Burger
• Mushroom Burger • Ham & Swiss Burger
• Chicken Supreme • Pita Pocket Supreme

Introducing ... Monterey Jack Burger
Served after 10:30 A.M. now through April 1 , 1986

Valid at the Jack In The Box Restaurant

ooe,/v 11010 Pico
^3857-0 io%7 Santa Monica Blvd.
SAVE ?•< ON MOWraiEY JACK BURGER
SAVE 5«< ON BACON CHEESEBURGER
SAVE Mc ON ALL OIHERS
One coupon per customer. One oder per coupon. Not valid in combination with any

other ofcr. Price does not indude tax. Pleaae \intertL coupon when ordering. Foodmaker, Inc.. 1986
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Bob Remstein, Rfview Editor

Kent Andrade. Associote Review Editor

Jenny Bleier. Asustant Review Editor

RECORDS

*Sun City*: aggressive message music for today
By Jennie Brown

Artists United Against Apartheid: Sun City; Manhattan. To say

that "Sun City" by Artists United Against Apartheid is food for

thought is an understatement. It is an inspired, heated indict-

ment of apartheid in South Africa. It's not just another all-star

aggregation; the focus is the mu«ic itself, which is hot, angry,

and demanding. The creator, writer, and co-producer of "Sun

City," Little Steven Van Zandt, has made a political and

musical masterwork.

The title song, which includes such notable names as Bruce

Springsteen, Bob Dylan, Miles Davis, Pat Benatar, Hall and

Oatas, and Jackson Browne, among many others, is far superior

to much of what passed for Top 40 music in 1985. It has a posi-

tive, aggressive beat, with horns and full-throated drums accen-

tuating the effect. The lyrics are no less intense. "It's time for

some justice/It's time for the truth" — and Little Steven and

cohorts do tell the truth about South Africa, in all its shameful

horror. Ift the end, an artist of knowledge and conscience can

take a stand and declare, "I ain't gonna play Sun City!" Version

II of the same song has more guitar and less rap — presumably

for AOR radio consumption, but the emotional effect is the

same.
The other cuts on the album continue the anti-apartheid

message. "No More Apartheid" and "The Struggle Continues"

are haunting instrumentals which convey the suffering that goes

hand-in-hand with racism. "Revolutionary Situation" is a mon-
tage of voices, both from the left and from the right, appeasing

and prntt^sting apartlu^id against a hackround oi mournful and
angry voices. "Silver and Gold," written and sung by Bono of

U2, is a piece of bluas laden with drums' and acoustic guitar,

yet Bono's vocal delivery is often unintelligible and the whole
Sjong sounds ponderous, out of place among the more dynamic
cuts of "Sun City." "Let Me See Your 1.^^ is"al3itihg^ ra^
which tells it like it is: "Let's get down to the real nitty-gritty .

. . Sun City's a charade for hell ... a town without pity." It

is, the most exciting song on the album besides the two versions

of the title tune.

The point of "Sun City" comes through loud and clear —
apartheid sucks. Yet the flip side is that it can be destroyed

through awareness, anger, and activism. The album, unlike

many other "cause" records, is neither overwhelmingly
pessimistic nor smugly self-righteous. It is inspirational, not
guiltrprovoking (except, perhaps, for the perpetrators of apar-
theid). Besides, it's also damn good music — and that's what
any album needs.

. * - . •

By Peter Henne, Staff Writer

The Fall: This Nation's Saving Grace; Beggars Banquet. Think
of this: Rockabilly guitars vibrating through London streets.

Early Gang of Four de-minimalized by chopping drum furies. Arthur Baker and Steve Van 7Mndt. hard at work on the 'Sun City* project.

'Bruinhaha' triumphantly returns

ifty -O-j^iairt^

J erf '
'

-fWWT'W^^

David Amott and Robby Sella in 'Bruinhaha*

"Don't wait for your class reunion —
come to ours" is the "Bruinhaha" cast mot-
to. The musical revue, playing tonight,

tomorrow night and February 12 and 13 at

the Variety Arts Center Roof Garden
downtown, takes a humorous look at col-

lege life.

A group of UCLA theatre arts students

put together a short version of what was
later to become the show together in 1984

as a jibe at the Theater Arts department.
Encouraged by the response they received,

they expanded on their original idea,

creating a full-length show which earned

the American College Theatre Festival

award for Best New Play, and later the

ASCAP (American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers) award for Best

Original Musical.

Dick Sherman, composer for such shows

as "Mary Poppins" and "Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang " saw the show and felt it deserved to

be performed for the general public. David
Arnott, director and UCLA graduate (class

of '85) feels that the revised version of the

show now at the Variety Arts Center will

be accessible to a wide audience; to

everyone who ha.s ever been to college as

well as to UCLA students. The cast includes

nine members of the original thirteen-

member ensemble. Says Arnott, "Why let

five or ten years go by? Start reminiscing

The show stBtis at 9:00 pm, and admis-

sion is $5.00. For reservaUons, call (213)

623-9100.

A chummy nasal voice funnelled through a blaring television.

Angular but danceable dance music that can take on dinning

power-surges one moment and crafty pop the next. Dark tex-

ture-music that can tear through English synthesizer frippery

like a knife slicing soggy party cake. Industrial-age waltzing.

Modern Britain's Fuselian dream. The flipside to Masterpiece

Theatre.

That might sound like an odd assortment of descriptions, but

all of them apply equally to England's The Fall. Veterans of

Brit punk and what-comes-after-punk. The Fall remain poised,

intransigent originals who've avoided conformity through the

gift of commercial and American neglect. Frontman Mark E.

Smith and his band work through a moody, pensive stream of

underground currents that perhaps only the disrupted British

Left could love. Past cynicism, past rioting youths and dirty

punks, and past casting out the melodic element from songs.

The Fall are for more sober sensibilities, yet they drill That-

cher's government like no other British band.

"Barmy," the best song on This Nation's Saving Grace, in-

triguingly tethers a recurring, upbeat melody to heavy-handed

drum turmoils; the song explodes on each juncture between

these two parts. On paper the composition shouldn't work, but

it pushes out terrific energy. When Smith, a vocalist of great

merit who can stun you with his trebly vocal effects, whines out

the worker's complaint, "I've got everything I want / Except

I'm hungry / I've got everything I want / Except for money,"

he's got the fuss-budget M.P.s collared by hand, so strong is his

conviction. When he turns to the listener, he drolly yelps, "Just

come in first," mocking the notion he needs to parrot this

well-worn lesson. Overlain with wild feedback guitar for fur-

ther unsettling effectS, "Barmy" enlighteningly tells of an

England brought to its knees by an unfair system; it's the most

stinging pop commentary to come out of that country in years.

That song alone makes This Nation's Saving Grace and The
Fall worth investigating, but there are also some unfortunate

weak points on the record. Smith enjoys fancying himself a

worldly artiste, and on "I Am Damo Suzuki" his pretensions

turn self-indulgent. Add to that a few filler songs on side one

and spotty material elsewhere, and you come up with about six

strong tracks over the album — enough to make it a wor-

thwhile buy. But The Fall had better watch out that self-ab-

sorption tendencies don't steal over their important group.
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WESTWOOD
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HOLLYWOOD
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Sunset Nr Vine 70mm 6^Tracii OOIBY STEREO
466-3401 1004 15^7 301035
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THEATRES
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UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
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1956)

(CTO) rndicates free screemngs for which
admission tickets are required Tickefs are
available with UCLA ID on the day of me
screening only at the Central Ticket Office
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CAMPUS
EVENTS

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM
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'Eliminators': this film should be eliminated!
By Alex Demyanenko

At last a chance to strike
back. After years of wasting
our time and money watching
dreadful martial arts films.

comes an opportunity for
sweet revenge.

Beware the Eliminators.

Dub this abomination and
ship it overseas. Let someone
else wallow in our inferior ac-

Olly oily oxcnfree!

tion muck. Eliminators is sort

of a Raiders of the Lost Art.

It's not just that Eliminators is

bad. It's pathetic. It's also

funny . . . unintentionally.

The fun starts as a pilot

who has crashed his plane
awakes to find himself con-
verted into a Mandroid by,

yes, an evil scientist. Abbot
Reeves, (boo! hiss!). A Man-
droid has armor, arms that

shoot lasers and rockets and,
when he wants, he uses a
treaded machine in place of

his legs. He also has half his

brain replaced by a computer.
Considering the acting, or
non-acting, by lead Patrick

Reynolds, perhaps the whole
brain should have "b^en
replaced. Reynolds must have
been a shoo-in for the part.

He looks so darn much like a
thin Arnold Schwarzenegger,
star of Terminator
(Eliminator, Terminator.
Hmmm . . . ).

With the help of the Man-
droid, evil Reeves has
perfected the science of
bionics and time travel in an
attempt to rule as bionic
Emperor of Rome. He soon
has no use for the Mandroid
and afiks his afisooiato Takada
to dismantle the tub of tin.

Takada is real upset and tries

to help the good guy escape.

As he dies, he tells Mandroid
to look up a scientist named
Nora who works for Reeves.

Once found, Nora and Man-
droid go off on a riverboat

cruise with a smartalecky
guide named Harry Fontana.
Meanwhile they are being

Oily oily oxenfree! (Or there*s an echo in here.)

chased by a beaut called plain heroines patterned after
Bayou Betty. That's a subplot. Linda Hamilton's Sarah Con-
Let's not spoil it. ner in — yup — Terminator.

Denise Crosby, who plays Crosby is as plain as
Nora, is another in the line of Continued on Page 18

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

1007 Broxton Ave.
(atx>ve Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new clients witti ad only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/28/86

PRINTS
FOR THE

PRICE
OF

IT

^ONY
SONY uifiLKmon

1

iOVER

WALKMANS

50% ..

SUPER
WALKMANS

1

-TEAC MINI COMPACT COMPONENT
STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM

30 w,itt5 per channel mtegralefl amplifier

Digital AM/FM Tuner

Linear Turntable ^""^ ^•'' **"•< "

> 2 way Bookshelf Speakers * *'*** "IIOO list M 000
Double Cassette Deck Offfrfo »T

COMPAHABK OlSCOtiNTS

Errrrr

• ^9 /<?>'?>

IWMIO

lift

*99i

SONY WM 0C2 PflO" Direct Quartz lock spd . . . 177 77

80»Y WM 7 Dotby Auto reverse S96 88

sour WM F5 Spons FM Cassette » 91

TECHMICS PORTABLE DISC PLAYER XL SP7 CALL

\RECORDING PLA VERS "^ SONYJS SYSTEM Digital headphones

A •««&• I.^H^^^B^to. .m^M Many stylesAIWA ^^'

50°/(OOFF

L\H
^OC^

SIVIPIYADVANCED

HS-J02
S 1 nO&O ''^' Records. Auto-reverse

^,^^ lUa $219 96AM/FM Stereo Cassette

^ KENWOOD CP 65 Auto Reverse AM/FM 5 Band EQ
^e>^' AIWA J 400 MARK fTAuto Reverse Dolby* BNR

I
Records Off Radio. Mike Included Smaller and
Better than J02 IN STOCK

gy< AIWA J-500 remote and records AM/FM IN STOCK

007 Dig

for CO or Walkman

'.:«>?^'r<*. ?»•"?«

Just bring in any size Kodacolor film for quality develop-
ing and printing by Kodak. Order one set of prints at the
regular price, and you'll get a second set free to share
with friends.

SONY "PRO" WM-D6C
Records m Dolby B * C NR
4S Pitch Control 5299.91

w
I'^'TTr,

>1^
f.' .* i>^

kPNONE MATE 5000 Beeperless Remote
] VOX Ltsi M29 ultra mini si7e '88 88

I

ffANASOmC KX-T142S coded beeperless remote
' 2 tapes, ring selector, variable OG M IN SIC
SANYO TAS 1 100 VOX. ? tapes

MNYO TH5100 5000 range cordless pOone

,

-.--„ ...,.Wf?K^:''/:W\

SONY ICF 2010 Portable. Full Band Coverage aock
SONY 7600A Port 9Ban<l FM. AC/OC was 188 9596 88
SONY ICR^^aoO 6 Band Shortwave

&^r'WALKMAN
K2S.SPEAKERSf
Complete System ^*^ '42^

I MOST ANSWERING MAXELL XLIIQO
I

MACHINE TAPES AVAILABLE
^j,, 13 gg

maKMI

JAIW* SC-A2 3»nchSPK ^^„^
I AIWA SC A5 M STOCK
I SONY APM-090 (for all Walk mane). IM 1« 96 7ZJD
I
SONY SRS-50 for all Waikmant M STOCK

« PMTON Roommate Sptakeri M STOCK

'Its

TOmUNCE 16234 Hawthorne Blvd (next to ifM iMg 51 370-7877
WUTWOOO VILUef 1110 Gayiey Ave.. 1 BIk N. of Wilshire Blvd

HURRYi WHILE SUPPLIES LAST • MAIL ORDERS AVAILABLE •

Mutd Vottagt SptdaNsti

HOURS: Mon.. Wed.. Frl. Sat 11-9
Proton clock radio Tues . Tbors 11-7 Sun 1-7

^s«x*
All Malor CreM Car* ActipM

CHECKS WELCOME

Coupons available at counter. You must attach coupon
to envelope to receive offer. Kodak processing only.
Offer good through February 7. 1986.

Students' Store I Health

^^•^
I Sdenc«

AckerTTKVi I Store

Campus Ptwto
Studk)

KercktttffHal

Nortti

Campus
Shop

LuYolt
ConvTKXV
Students' Store

OG@D^ daily bruin
a^^^^ias^^^^^'^^'-'^*^***^*^*^**T1

Bruin Arts Guide
ART

Wight Gallery Hours: Tues. 11 am-8 pm, Wed.-Fri.
11 ain-5 pm, Sat.-Sun. 1-5 pm. Closed Mon. Info.
825-9345.

MUSIC

Info. 825-2953.

Schoenberg Hall

Chamber Music performed by M.F.A. candidates in

the dept.

12 Noon, Wednesday, Feb. 5. FREE.

Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall
Junior Recital

Vocalists Charles Lucas and Cheryl Romer
12 Noon, Friday, Feb. 7. FREE.

Jan Popper Theater

Junior Recital

Paul Deweese, David Stahl

4 pm, Friday, Feb. 7. FREE.

J Schoenberg Hall

UCLA University Symphony Orchestra
8th Annual Concerto Competition
8 pm, Friday, Feb. 7.

$5 general, $3 students and staff.

i

*

f

Schoenlberg Hall

Faculty Recital -- Kari Windingstad and BlaLse

Brysia"

8 pm, Saturday, Feb. 8.

$5/general, $3/students and staff.

Schoenberg Hall

Faculty Recital — Steven Mayer
8 pm, Tuesday, Feb. 12

$5/general, $3/students

THEATER ARTS
Box office info. 825-2581.

* «.

'z

Freud Playhouse, MacGowan Hall

Last Summer at Blue Fish Cove"
Directed by Meg Wilber
$5 general, $3 students and staff.

Now through Feb. 8, 8 pm;

Continued on Page 18

SkJ^:

Canyou
afford togamWe

with the LSAX GMAT,
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mif-
lion students prepare for their
grad school exams. So ifyou
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,
call. Why take a chance ^^r
with your career? ^S

KAPLANS
SIANIJ Y H KAPIANKXK AllONAl QNTtR IID

The worid's leading
test prep organization.

ENROLUNG NOW! Visit us dl our cenlet
IIKIKI Wdshinglon Hlvd C ulver t ily CA.
'Ah' *.' Oi coll us ckiys evemiigs o» weefc
ends Our phone number (2.13)
202.1924.

»• • # -• •'

VALID
FEB. '86

I ^TCC WITH THIS COUPON ^^ '^ \

• 10 o2. CUP OF COCA COLA 1500 Wcstwood Blvd
free
THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER

»"•<• tmtrmattmwMtktmt^i

FREE

LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA &DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points, Pennzoil.

Ad|ust Clutch, Adjust Brakes, Ad|ust Timing

Check Battery & Front End Alignment

FRtt

VALliY
1 OWING

Replace all Shoes and Ltnm^. Pack Frc

Wheel Bearings, Turn D. >. . needed. In-

spect wheel cyls Master Cyl. & Fill System

$39.95*

$49.95*RELINF
BRAKES

From Lube & Oil to Overhoul - "Quallfv of Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
Al AUTO 7957 Von Nuys Blvd., 2' , BIks So of Roscoe * MOSt MOClOlS

NOW WHY ISNT THIS
WOMAN SMILING?

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones(bring your own tape)

• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

TELL EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All

at an affordable price. They
don't have to know it was
mtif/y the incrpdible:styfmgz

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

AND
GOLD

Offers

30% OFF HAIRSTYLES
(w/Johnny)

10% OFF PRODUCTS
on Wednesday & Thursday

1 09 1 6 LE CONTE AVE (downstairs)

2Uo~58o3 w/this coupon

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.

HONDA.
' U.i%imuni hKHl i .«>.m iTt .<.il> «nn»i/»

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUSTMINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

BIGELOW
and

presents

Wednesday Night Kerckhoff Jazz Series

featuring

I-

4

Joe Sorce - saxophones Davi(j Keif - bass
Tony Jones - drums An(jrew Akopov - piano, DX-7

*

Experience a night of acoustic & fusion jazz

TONIGHT • KERCKHOFF COFFEEHOUSE • 8pm • FREE
The music of KROOG combines elements of acoustic and fusion ^azz and reflects the various mj|B(fcckQrounds of tmembers Most of KROOG s material is wntien by Andrew Akopov- a Russian emigre who is makinTTiis Los Anoeies d(
the group "

. .'kgrounds of the band
18 Los Angeles debut with

\^'

-> TVWmrfMWMHBM ll"»l

tmmm
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477-0997 1 1 900 W. Pico Blvd
West LA

" \

Cycle Products West
' *Quality Parts & Service at a Fair Price

"

The Shop of the 80's

SERVICE
SPECIAL

Pick-Up or

Deliver/for

Service or Repairs

within 5 miles of

UCLA
offer expires

2/15/86

PARTS
SPECIAL
FREE Installation

of any Tire, Chain

or Battery we sell

"while u wait"

ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL

Kryptonite #4

Locks $38

"

Steinmark
Leather $189.95 reg.

Jackets $139'^
now

COMPULSIVE EATING
A PROBLEM?
OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS

MONDAYS THURSDAYS
AU 3520 NPI C-8-538

12 NOON

BROWN BAG FREE

INFO: 213/657-6252

Specials valid with presentation of UCLA ID

"UCLA SUNDAYS"
=SiyeENTS-$6.0W

Full-time. With ID.

Cash only.

SPECIAL RATES
FACULTY AND STAF^
15% DISCOUNT. With ID

Subject to availability

UCLA Center tor the Arts/The Theatre Group, tnc

,

Lewis Allen, James Nederlander, Stephen Graham, Ben Edwards

Present The American National Theater Production of

JASON ROBARDS
BARNARD HUGHES DONALD MOFFAT

TONIGHT
FEB 5TH
10 PM

M/^DAMe WONGS
wesr

2900 Wilshlre Blvd.,

Santa Monica

UPSTAIRS

*2 free with this adi*
( 18 & OVER)

GUEST LIST
(2 1 3)-820- 1 056=

by

EUGENE O'NEILL

Directed by

JOSE QUINTERO
UCLA SUNDAYS" SPECIAL RATES.
For Sunday Performances at 3:00 p.m. Feb 23. March 2 & 9.

Purchase tickets on campus at Central Ticket Office or at the Doolittle

box office

For more info, call the Student Committee for the Arts

(213) 825-3253 or Central Ticket Office (213) 825-9261.

Sandwiches, drmks. coffee and dessert available at intermission.

"As stirring a production of O'Neill's masterwork as

one might hope to see" Frank, Rich, ^ew York Times

27 PERFORMANCES ONLY!

PREVIEWS BEGIN FEB. 7. OPENS FEB. 12. THRU MARCH 9.

Originally produced at Ihe John F Kennedy Center lor Itie Pertorming Arts

by the American National Theater, Peter Sellars, Director

JAMES ADOOLlTrLE
T 1

1
I A IIU /

The Theatre Group. Inc
.
an eiciting new venture m the performing arts by the Center Theatre Group (Mark Taper Forum and Ahmanson Theatre! and UCLA

1615 N.Vine St. Hollywood

11

HONDA
Present Student l.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite'"

ELITE'''

Arrive in Style

AERO'''

Co on a Spree"'

SPREE'''

6525 SANTA IVIONICA BLVD
PHONE (213) 466-7191

MARSHALL J. XEYES.M.O. NEARSIGHTED?

CTVnr MEDICAL
L. T CI SURGICAL

CENTER
A MECXCAL GROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
thalmoiogist specializing in contact
lenses 4 radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J. KEYES, M.D.
Opthalmologist/Eyc Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optometrist/ C.L. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

Look no further,

THEKEYES
PLAN # I

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

-*«r

$U9 it EXTENDED WEAR
, "SLEEP IN" LENSHS ,b 6. l o) . 04)

d^OQ • BAUSCH ^. LOMB
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR (»ofr.pin)

1 C\ OA DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHIONlU /O EYEWEAR &. SUNGLASSES

* Price includett FREE EXAM, Gbucoma Test,
CARE KIT, fitting* training & 2 monthi follow-up.

Here's the answer...
MYOPIA PLAN.

PLAN #2 .

MYOPIA SURGERY
(Price orcontaci lenses may he applied to R.K. Surgcrv

Radial Kcratotomy gives mar.v people exc'licnt vi

sion without contacts or glasses. Th** 20 minute
painless micro-surgical prcceHure consists of placiny
t«ny spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved \ i

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this excitinp.
new procedure call tKc Marshall Kcyes office for an
appointment.

^
EVENING APPOINTMENTS

AVAILABLE
1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

T^^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^'
f

*

Arts
Guide \

Continued from Pa^^e 17

The Little Theater,
MacGowan Hall

j
"Fools"

Conceived and Directed

by Tom Orth
previews (hurry! seats are

still available): 8 pm,
Feb. 5, 6. FREE,
performances (all shows
are sold out): Feb. 7-9,

12-15, 8 pm, Sunday 2

pm and 7:30 pm.

i'

i

''

>'

1340 MacGowan Hall —
Noon Miracle

"Danny and the Deep
Blue Sea"

Written by John Patrick

Shanley, directed by
Sheri Rycus.

Feb. 7, Noon. FREE.

The Arts Guide is for

all students. If you have
any information about an
event/presentation in the

College of Fine Arts,

please submit info to

TASC, the Theater Arts ^

Student Committee,
Dept. of Theater Arts

and MP/TV, MacGowan
Hall, UCLA.

Deadline is Monday of
j

every week.
j

i.s.s.*^^^s.^>»^s^.

'Elimi-

nators*
Continued from Page 16
Hamilton, except, perhaps, in
the obligatory wet T-shirt
scene.

Then she seems even
plainer.

Andrew Prine, playing Fon-
tana, actually delivers an ap-.
pealing, somewhat developed
character. Unfortunately, the
rest of the cast is weak, in-

cluding Conan Lee as Kuji,
Takada's vengeful son. Lee
teaches martial arts to several
Hollywood actors. Hope that
they pay him well. Conan
won't be paying the rent
through acting.

Kuji and his friends soon
encounter cavemen imported
by Reeves to guard his fortress
along with mean Mexican and
Cajun mercenaries (But can
they cook Blackfisfi?). Of
course all heck breaks loose,
and we are treated to a fit-

tingly absurd ending. Man-
droid sacrifices himself for the
good of mankind. We may all
sleep safer because of Man-
droid.

Might as well start during
the opening credits.

The safety lamp in-

vented by Britain's 3ir

Humphrey Davy was
first used in coal mines
in 1816.

Classified
CAMPUS CAMPUS CAMPUS PAMPTT<5 r-AXyimTc
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS ! 1 HAPPENINGS 1 SlpPENINGS 1 SIpSnGS 1

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

4
¥

t
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

THE MS ROCK-ALIKE COMTEST KICK-OFF PARTY.
The Multiple Sclerosis Rock-Alike Contest is...

A CAUSE FdR CELEBRATION.
Comejoin us and help make a difference In someone else's future.

-
. WHERE:

Theta XI Fraternity
~^ ~~~^

629 Gayley Ave.
WHEN:

Saturday, February 8, 1 986
9pm-lam

$2 admission w/stud l.D. and $3 without
WHAT:

Live band, refreshments, door prizes, raffle,

mfcTon the M.S. Rock-Aiike contest, and an incredibly good time "

-rr

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥ '

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥r»»4t¥¥¥¥¥»¥»¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^¥¥¥¥¥»»¥¥»¥¥¥¥¥»¥i^¥¥i|t^¥¥»»#»i»»#»J|L»4^»^^

EDUCATION
SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS 9 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL,

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MxtlnQi. Monday, Ack6fTTKV>

2410, 12:10-1.20. WednMdoys.
fcl^- M1«->g^^ illill,wi.ill I III I iit it ^tt C^ANouropcycnKimc msnnM C5-d3o,

11-10-1:20. For olcoholcs or Irv

dMduali who haw a drtnidng

probtom. 8500644 or 475-8366

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261

.

GOOD DEALS 7
FREE haircut. Need straight hair niodels

for haircut class at JAPSS fiair* Salon. Call

Masako at 271-1653. _^
INSURANCE WAR' WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES )R DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! . ORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REOUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM."(818)88(M407. (818)880-4361.

SEIKO Diver's watch. The authentic origi-

nal $75. Call 208-5702 after 6pm
THE IMMOBILIZER IS HEREl Don't be
afraid to walk out alone day or night. It's a

safe, legal and effective weapon against

attackers. For further Info. Call (714)946-

5347.

10884WeYtxjmAve
LA.90024

flLES-tOOKS-OIFTS
M-W lC>o-9:30p: Th-Sot. lOo-llp; Sun. 2-6

20«-5432

PERSONAL ,>..10

ALL-U PARTY!! Kappa Sigmas 10 kegger

party, Friday, Feb. 7th, $2 admission, D.J.,

dancing, 1 1024 Strathmore Dr.

EVERYONE interested in geography! See
you at the Geography Club meeting to-

day(Wed) at 12 noon, 1-250 Bunche.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages arnl' cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)840-8638.

10

PHI KAPP Anchor
Splanh SwlHiaiers,

You guys were wonderful.

We didn't win but

we sure had fun!

Love, Your D.G. Coaches

Mary, Lydia Sl Dana

ijammin lata}

r«AXO
Congrats

New Initaite-

You're Awetomeltl

We Love Youl

Suite Love,

Homa, Li&i, & Tamar

CONGRATULATIONS
PI BETA PHI

NEW INITIATES. --
WE'RE ALL SO PROUD
OF YOU....WELCOME TO

ACTIVE LIFE.

LOVE,
THE ACTIVES

T.T.F.

I

MISCELLANEOUS 9
ANSWERING Service- $10/itio. 24 hours
Be on ir) 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

' eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

i«^r. IS
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s

Em*
CtanOliplay
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OCAOUNC
CImiUm:

1 wttaf tfaytai ^4f«

112
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The ASUCLA Communiutlons Boird fu«y supports ttie

l**wi«y of CaNtonMa s poNcy on non-dlKnminattin
No msdiufn stiH accxpl rtwrimtunli «Meli pmont
(•''oni of any origin, race. reHgwo sex or sexual

Of^MiMon In a demeaning way. or impfy that mey are

li'nHM) to cenam posMons. capaMiUM. roles, or

sflus in locMy Naitfwr the OaNy Brum nor me
ASUCLA CommuMcatMnt Board has nvesttgaled «iy
o« •• iirvtcn advents*] or advertisers repretentad in

Na laaue Any penon betevmg that an adverttaement

^ Ma Issue vwlalH the Board's policy on non-

Ascnmlnatlon sUled herein siwuld connmontcafc
complaints m mffiong lo »t Busmesa Manager. [My
Brum. 300 Weslwood Plan. KH 112. Los Angeles, CA
'W^ for assistance with housing diacnminallon

PniW»n». cal the UCIA Houemg Ofllce at 825-M91
»<»••• Weatside Fair Houaing Oflloe at 475-9671

e

e

NEWSFLASHII
111 an unprecedented turn-
around, the 100 punks

departed from London to the
Falkland Islands have hyacked
the plane and have demanded

* that the plane land at Los
Angeles International Airport.
The L.A. Police Chief has refus-

ed to comment on the situation;
however, sources report that

the punks arm headed to a large
southern California university.

LAE LITTLE SISTER
f^^fSKI TRIP (FEB.

SOUTH TAHOE: Great skiing

and an even better

Bring

nighit

($65)chiecl<s

tonigtit or tomorrow to

little sister chairmen,

i

HEY BRUINS! _

Check out Student Health Advocate >"

and Peer Health Counselor Recruitment. Attend an orientation session:

SHA PHC

Wednesday, Febnrary S 2:OOpm Aclreiman Union 3SI7 Wednesday, February S 12 noon Ackerman Union 3564

DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO HELP YOUR FELLOW BRUINSI

T

:i«
I'M

' ' I

MlftmeiiaWJiBBBMBBMaBWiigliliW
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Lecture Notes are the perfect

Midterm Review
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackerman Union, M-Th. 7:45-6:30; Fri. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5
lecture Atote» cmd Problem SoMng Guides are copyrlghled byASUClA.

I - \

Congratulations^
PI PHI /\

AFFILIATES f /

and welcome \\
to California I

)

Delta. PTii is so V
tKippy and
lucky to

have you!

!

UF.

EUII ORIUO (A«)
and

KEVIN HASTINGS (AL<»)

,Congratulations on your

f 1 plnnlr>glll You guys are

kJ.
an awesome pxjir

-AEO-

Ar Pledges &
Transfers:

We hope
you're

having an
awesome

week! We're so
proud of you—

a

nd love ^=:

you all,

"The Captains"

ecoccococo»

» ALPHA CHI
S OMEGA ACTIVES:

Pk:k up a date
with ttKit singles bar

style: Uice "Hey
baby, wtKit's your
sign? Meet me In

Marino Del Rey for

awtiile."

Don't forget to

dress witti a true

swinger's flair for

it's now time for

Alpt^o Ctii's P/A
Swingin' Singte;

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Cllr>ic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.
Nancy.

Ctii-o loves their

very special

pledges
Lynette Oomez

orxj

Devon Tims!

••••••••eeeeeeee«eeee%

mm A PUR NKALTN
COVSELeil er ST»-
•HT NIALTN AP-
¥eCATK-CALL MIS-

Fen iNFOiiHATieii.

Buy your

VALENTINE SINGING
TELEGRAMS

Today
Pick tt)em up on
Bruin Walk or at

the Expo Center,

kxated in

AckerrTKsn, next

to ttie Travel

$ervk:e

DELTA GAMMA
Cor)gratulates it's

1986 AnctKK Splash
WIrviers:

1st: UiE
2nd:i:x

3rd: Phi PsJ

Also, Congrats to

Eric Poulson (2:ae)

D.G.'s new
MR SPLASH!

Thanks to all ttx>se

ttKit participated
arxj mode ttie event

sosuccesstull

BOTCH,
Thanks for

an amazing
forinal

You Studded
Out!

The Bros

'^ UCLA
CREW TEAM

Thanlcs for

coming to dinner

-Tuesday. We had
so much fun

getting to l<now

all of you
Love,

P\ Phi

Affair LITB

The Class of '85

SlttHA KAPPA
Is pr«M4 €• w«lc«M« th« awesome
UCLA WATER POLO TEAN!
TONICNT - Dinner will b«

served at S:10 pm
We can*t waittt

TO KIM AND
DEBBIE

-Just wanna let

you two know that

you are just too

awesome. Thanks
for the

surprise party.

Friends Always,

Jo

>f >f CRADMTES

Give yonrself some credit, sign up

for a Visa /Mastercard and other fine

TO THOSE GALS

DAINE RADER Af

EUZAMTH MILIAS \T

Thonlcs for all your hard

work arxJ inspiration as

our coaches for Anchor

Splash. 3rd place??

You can't beat that!

Love,

Those Guys

DfiZiE*S,
Who will be on the court

of tt>e Kilomey Rose,

ttie answer to ttxst

r>otx>dY krx>ws!

Don't forget

Wed. 5:30 pm

Ar

credit cards N-W-F 9am tlie

teslwood Student Federal Credtt-

Inioil (located l»eliind Kercldioff Hall)

No employment required!!!

accei

HARRY
HIRSCHMAN

A
TAMI

WINGARD
Congratulations

on your pinningi

Your Brothers of

ZBT ^

Tammy Ofek &
Chrlsie Grech (AXO|,
fVio longer pledges,
you will pursue

the active life that's

awaiting you.
As your big sis and
aunt I'm proud

To welcome you l)oth

to the Alpha Chi
crowd.

Get excited for wild
times aheadi
LITB, JuLIE

^xo.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.^. 12
DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive ^00
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

Participants needed for UCLA study.

If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

make $5.00 by participating in a survey
which includes questions on alcohol and
drug use, call between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FOE Medical
Clinic. 820-0377.

The Brothers of

Theta Xi Fraterhily

look forward to seeing
our invited guests at the
Blue Iris Champagne

Reception

Tonight 7-9 pm semi-formal attire

LOS'T.r. 17 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP .WANTED 30
LOST-FLUTE: Genteinhardt model, on-

campus, 1/29. substancial award offered

Please contact Susan 206-6649

LOST: Gold Bracelet with Diamonds, $100
reward, Call Leslie at 209-2730.

SPERM DONORS 19
SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SALONS 21
BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766

HEALTH

LOSE weight, feel great! Simply, naturally

and safely. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call

376-2890.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708.

COMPUTERIZED EYE

EXAM
UCLA DISCOUNT

DR. SOMERS. CONTACT
LENS SPECIALIST

WILSHIRE & FEDERAL
478-OS9^

Having
Frobiemm?

General
Psychotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees

10845 Lindbrook
Suite #2

Westwood Village

8241524

OPPORTUNITIES 26
FUTON business for sale, near t>each,'3

yrs. old, profitable, affordable, inquiries

welcome. Must sell (213)398-0534

HELP WANTED 30

ADMINISTRATIVE Clerk. Light typing 30-

35w.p.m, phones. Front desk appearance.
Will train for computer work. Fix. hrs.

$400/hr. Cheryl, The Computer Experi-

ence (213)477^4094.

AID elderly woman. Needs own car.

Transport to appo«ntments and shoppir>g.

Light housekeeping (213)272-2442

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT to professional speaker; skills:

telephone follow-up, 50wpm accurate,

word-processing, will train. Some morn-
ings, 15' hours. 822-3751.

ASSIST staff to chairman of the board in

WLA headquarters of nationwide real

estate developor. One year office experi-

ence required. Noon-7pm and Saturday
9:00-3:00. Call (213)626-1000 Ext. 344.

BABYSITTER Needed. $3.00 hour. 474-

8912. Near UCLA.

BABYSITTER needed mornings, must pro-

vide own tranaportatk>n. Call 454-9525.

BRIGHT conversational students wanted.
PutHic relations/phone 80licftak>n for non-
profit organizatin. Flexible, work around
your schedule. $6.00/hour guaranteed plus

bonuses. Good communicatk>n skills re-

quired. Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

CASHIER to work 11am-2pm or 11am-
3:30pm T-TH at a New Dim Sum Cafe in

WLA Call47»4774.

CASHIERS wanted part-time. Flexible hrs.

$5-$7/hr. Call Leslie at Ski Wear Btowout
478-4070

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Wortdll Call for guide,

cassette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DEVELOPER looking for person to do ren-

tal sun/eys in WLA area. Contact Lee or

Dale 677-4747.

DRIVER or Moped rider with valid Califor-

nia driver's license and insurance, knowl-

eclge of LA and Valley area, FT/PT Call

(21 3)855-1 600. Ask for Randy or Eric

DRIVER/messenger; full or part time. Fa-

miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurance,
copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto alk>wance CaM (818)906-
0763

DRIVER wanted to take chitd to class.

Brentwood - Santa Monica and return. 5
days/week. 2 hrs/day after 3:30PM, $5/
hour, 20</mile Leave message, Charles
Kennel. 459-4007. ^^^^
EARN $500-$3000/nrK)nth, part and full

time positions. Training provided. Call

now SBN 376-2890.

•STUDEMTS AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

555

Temporaries, inc.

I 1850 Wilshire Blvd., WLA
f21S|477-«OS«

E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
(21SIM1.S220
^Secretarial, -'Receptionist,

»^ Typists, .^Accounting.

^Data/Wofd Processors.

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

EARN $! Schedule own hours. Manage
own sales territory. Sell advertising space
for specialty telephone directory. Sales
support provided 6-8 weeks, part-time In-

terested, call Matt. 837-1873/Hal 305-8775
to set up interview. (Leave name /number).

$$EARN$$ Wanted: Receptionist tor fiower
shop, also responsible drivers that know
the LA area Flexible hours. $4/hr 276-
9656.

ECONOMIC consulting firm needs part-

time errand person Monday - Friday.

$5 50/hr Flexible schedule. Call Melanie
4704343

ENTHUSIASTIC people with outgoing per-

sonality wanted for vacation resort
telemarketing. Great opportunity! Call

399-9307 m-f Ask for Michelle

FAST and accurate typist needed. Part-

time. Flexible hours. 655-6559.

FIND out how you can help your
classmates (and yourself!) "Hitch A Ride"
to Europe this summer on commercial jet

aircraft, and earn money doing it. Become
Ifte Airfwtch campus Haison at UOLA.
Reserve your place at the Airhitch campus
liaison recruitment seminar, February 15,

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles. For
details, call (213)456-6777. No payments
required. Humanities/Liberal Arts students
especially welcome.

FULL Time. Front office person needed for

busy chiropractic office. Contact Sarah
658-8661

FULL-TIME physical therapy aid/ $6/hr.

Will train. Beverly Hills. Includes Satur-

days. 274-5935

FULL-TIME front office, 1-2 yrs. experi-

ence, insurance/billing/typing/computer,

will train some. Busy WLA chiropractic of-

fice. Dr. Russell 478-0013.

FUN saloon looking for pizza girl. 820-

1516.

GREAT opportunity, young company seek-

\ng motivated salespeople, your own hours

from your home no hard sell! Brittle

Brokers, call collect 805-257-3259.

GROCERY clerk, part-time, Westside
market. 1-7p.m. ask for Michael or Karen.

Experience preferred. 477-3216

HASHERS needed for sorority. Call 208-

8285.

HOME Care for elderly gentleman. Experi-

ence with infirmed necessary. 1-3 days/

week. Flexible schedule $60/day.
(213)413-1181.

HOOK up your homework in environmental

studies to raising publk: support & par-

ticipatk>n to stop urban pollution. Citizens

for a Better Environment. Get involved, get

results, get pakj. (213)935-01 1 7.

Fill Im yo«r w««k •
wHh extra $$$ J

Immediate openings for •
secretarial skills, typists, ^

clerks, receptionists, J
word processors, & all •

office skills. Work by the {
day, week, or month. •

STIVERS Z
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL •

Call for appointment •
In Westwood 206-5656 S

^^^^^^^***^^^^^^"g^
EARN QUICK BUCKS

Potentia) earmnp $100 to $200

Thursday through Sunday

Feb 27-March 2

($5.00 per hour plus overtime if

applicable,and Training Time Is pakJ)

CAR CLOTHIERS

WAREHOUSE SALE

CULVER CITY '

, ' Assist Cashiers
.

Direct customen

Stock Merchandise

Must be available all 4 days

plus training'

ThursandFri : 3-11 pm

snacks provided

Sat. and Sun.: 7am-6pm

lunch provided

Please call Bill Jacoby -

(213)559-8200

Before Feb I I.I 986 for an

application and additional mfo

ij

HOSTESS/cashier needed morn-
ings/afternoon for restaurant. Energetic,
responsit>le Call for interview 380-9800.

HOTEL desk clerk. Sat. nigfit 11p.m.-7a.m.
plus part-time during week. Edge of cam-
pus 208-3945

HOTEL Housekeeper, part-time days, $4/
hour plus tips. Edge of campus. 208-3945.

JEWISH consuelor f<K a montfi. Camp
Young Judaea needs entfiuastic and
dedicated consuetors, June 18>July 17.

Call (21 3)653-4471

Judaic Studies teacfier aid M-F, 12-3:30 at

Westwood Jewish day school. Call 475-

6401.

LIVE and workin Japan! English teachers
needed for language school.
Undergraduate degree required. Call Ms.
Yamazaki:(714) 536-2308 or send resume
to: 306 West Utica, Hunington Beach. Ca
92648.

LOOKING for day-time part-time waiter/

waitress experienced Please call Lois

204-0441.

MATURE responsible male to provide per-

sonal care to disabled man 1 hour a day.

1 bl(x:k from campus, strong references
$250/month 208-5732.

MOTHER'S helper with car for afternoons.

$5 00/hr. Call Leslie Shaw. 826-6581
(days). 454-9501 (eves.). Pacific Pali-

sades location.

MOTION Picture Theatre. Immediate part-

time positions available as cashiers,

ushers, concession workers. No experi-

ence necessary, but you must be ar-

ticulate, gregarious and conservatively

well-groomed, and have a genuine desire

to want to help us make our patrons night

at the movies a special event. Apply in

person only, daily 3-10 PM. Samuel
Goldwyn Pavillion Cinemas, 3rd level next

to the May Co. in the Westside Pavillion,

Pico between Overland and Westwood.
Thank You.

O'Day
EaployMcat Agency

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries * Booldceepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215; after hrs. 393-6865

SALESCURKS
MANAGEMENT

TRAINEES
Video sales & rentals,

retail record & tape
sales. Advancement
potential. Full & P/T

entry level, will train.

—Apply In person.
MUSIC PLUS
1440VINEST,
HOLLYWOOD

NANNIES, We need you. If you love

children, have a valid California driver's

license, high school diploma, solid kx:al

references and speak fluent English . . .

enter our nanny trainir>g program. Earn
$800-1000/month. Live in/out. Anderson-
Lewis Nanny Agency. (213) 274-2653.

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopesi Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-

prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477.

NEEDED urgently: a typist in Polish with a
native knowledge of the Polish language
and literature. Please get in touch with

Professor R. Stone, Slavic Departnf>ent.

Kinsy Hall, Room 11 5K

PART-TIME telemarketing. Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Healy 463^350.

PART-TIME retail sales person needed for

gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood. Ask
for Stacy. 820-7373

PART-TIME 3 full-days; Mon-Wed Medical

office aide. No experience necessary. $5/

hr must have good appearance, excellent

command of proper English, be very

bright, friendly, and willing to learn.

(213)659-1703 2-5pm Mon-Fri.

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relation persons, part-time, phone
experience . (2 1 3)854-649 1 / 650-2269

.

RESTAURANT delivery drivers. Near cam-
pus. Flexit>(e hours. Wages plus good tips.

Start immediately. Call Howard. 829-3000.

ROUND Table Pizza is looking for delivery

people. Must have own car and insurance.

Please bring DMV report. Wage and com-
mission, day aruJ evening shift available.

Hours flexible. Apply in person, 1050 Vine

St., Hollywood. Ask for Ray.

SALES part-time: Earn great cash, up to

$30 per hour and more. Flexible hrs-easy

sale Call Mike at 393-8153.

SALESPERSON to work giftshop & bouti-

que. Located in nice fK>tels. Salary deter-

mined upon experience. Flexible hours.

272-2353

SECRETARY part-time. Type 90 wpm.
Some record keeping. Must be
reliable,well-organized. Near UCLA. $10/

hr 479-8300 or 475-6300

SURFBOARD 6'3" Thruster, good condi-

tk>n. O'Neil 0'123, wetsuit 826-5490.

SURVEY research assistant, must be work
study qualified; $8.56/hr, lOhrs per week;
assist with survey marltet research for

Medical Center including data entry, SAS
programming. Call 825-1490.

TELEPHONE sales. How woukj you like

to work part time (6:00-12:00 am) or

(12:00^:00 pm) and make $600^veek
comm. and still t>e able to go to school so
they can teach you how to make $300/
week? If you're sharp, energetic and have
a good speaking voice, call Ed.
(213)337-9525.

TUTOR tow achieving 6th graders in LA.
UCSB research project $8-$14/fft., 10-30
hrs./week. Call Liz-Nooshin (805)961-4459
in morning.

VIDEO store rental dark. Good personali-

ty. No experience necessary. PT/FT Stu-

dents perferred. Venice^rea. 399-921 1

.

YARD work 3-5 hours week, $7.00 hour,

Mon. PM or Sat. AM Santa Monica Can-
yon 454-8224 4 to 6 PM

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32
EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

honr>el No experience necessary. Rush
self-addressed, stamped envetope: Info

Mart, 870 Hilgard, #220, Los Angeles,CA
90024.

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

home! No experience necessary Rush
self-addressed, stamped envetope: Info

Mart, 870 Hilgard. #220, Los Angeles.CA
90024

EASY extra incomel $500-1000 possiblel

Rush stamped self-addressed envetope-

McKinney & Assoc., Dept La 1, 110 E.

Hillcrest Blvd. Su 209, InglewoQd, Ca.
90301.

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-

tant needed. Must have knowledge of

anatomy and be willing to work at a fast

)ace. Computer experience helpful. Con-
-tact Sarah. 658-8e6t:

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beveriy Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-2111.

RARE Opportunity- Limited number PfT
10-20 hrsMk. Potential of $2000-3000/nfK}

Will train. Stacy (213) 657-0887/ (818)

507-9570.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35
DRIVER/child care daily 4-5p.m $100/mo
car, insurance, references required. 459-

5363

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49
BACHELOR partly furnished and utilities,

near VA hospital, and UCLA bus. Availible

Feb 5. $450/mo 479-5638

NEW Decor. 1 -bedroom. Available now.

Furnished or unfurnished. Pool, laun-

dry,parking. $555-575. 4132 Grandview,
Mar Vista. 313-1818.

ONE Bedroom $750: Two t>edroom/2 bath

$1195. Best WLA locatton. Carpet, drapes,

built-ins, fireplace, sunkin tub, view, securi-

ty parking/building, pool, sauna. 479-5672.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patto elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss aiHJ Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brar>d-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2 bath. Deluxe, small,

modern buildirtg. 11675 Darlington, open
house. 9-4:30 827-4652.

2-6ED/1-BATH, unfurnished. Very nice,

quiet unit. $900. Ctose to UCLA. Days
450-7546/829-1851.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated excepttonally dean. Modem
building, pool, parking, security. 1831

Whitley. (213) 467-9431.

$950 2 t>edrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c, fireplaces. Brand r>ew. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50
BACHELOR apt Furnished, Veteran near

Wilshire, excellent location. $550/mo.
(213)275-1427 or 379-6570 eves.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachetor.

11967 Rochester Apt.#3 $430 Agent

Milter and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

WALK UCLA - Hooray! Furnished

t>achetor apartnient. Utilities included.

Manager 644 Landfair #201 208-2676.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRAND new single room with kitchen and
bath, AC/heat. Between La Ctenega &
Wilshire. $475/mo. (213)936-7119 available

r>ow.

BRENTWOOD, very clean. 1 bedroom,

carpet, drapes, stove. No pets. Only

charging 1 n>onth rent, security/cleaning to

move in $700/mo. (213)678-6648.

GOOD location One bedroom in

Westwood. $750/mo. Singles also. 624-

99^5.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED. 52
2 bedroom unfurnished apt. Veteran near
Wilshire, across from park. 1390 Veteran.
$1 1S0/mo. (213)275-1427, 379-6570.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
frigidaire, stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

Century City. 2121 S. Beveriy Gten,
(213)201-0339

$930 up. 2 3-bed/2-bath Security building.

2121 Betoit Olympic/ Sepulveda A/C.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spactous, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ctose to everything. (818)

785-9865^.
'

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE • 54

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-
smoker in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom. Securi-

ty/Laundry. Courtyard/Patto Near UCLA,
Rose near Overiand $385 839-9545.

OWN room/t>ath in dean, suruiy apart-

ment. $450. Great location near
Wilshire/Bundy 838-6822/855^)567.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

COTTAGE for rent, furnished. $600/mo.
479-7265

$1650 3-Bedroom, 2-t>ath. Spanish style,

available now. call Roberta. 306-0073. Iv.

message.

_3-Bedroom WLA House, newly refurbished.

"Suitable 2-3 persons $1150/mo Daytime
473^126.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

HOUSE
FOR SALE, .58

BACHELOR pad near Ocean Park/Bundy
$11,900 down. Under $1,000/n>o. Bargain!

$1 19,500. Wynn, 477-7001

,

V/A OKAY! In desirable N. Inglewood.

2-bed/2-bath plus family-room super value

$125,000. Roberta Trousdale agent, Fred
Sands Realtors 306-0073 leave message.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
t)eginning July 1. 1986, in exchange for

cor>do in Jerusatem Israel for same period.

Call (21 3)553-3266

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

FRENCH student needs home in ex-

change for house cleaning, gardenir>g. or

babysitting. Call 399-9914

FRENCH student needs home in ex*

change for cooking for or>e or many peo-
pte Call 399-9914

I'M a well-kr>own writer, searching for an
apartnient to share with an interesting per-

son. 624-331 1 (Ext. 667) Ask for Vernon.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...,63

MUST sleep at home. 6 nights/week.

Serious student, non-smoker, share
bathroom, kitcf>en priveleges. 654-3162

WORKING mother will exchange room in

Beveriy Hills for chitocare. Seekir>g mature
woman with car. 278-4980 evenings.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

BEAUTIFUL big room/bath. All furnished.

Separate entrance. Between La Cter>ega &
Wilshire $350/mo (213)936-71 19.

FURNISHED bedroom-study. Private bath.

Kitchen privileges Garden, patto. 1-btocfc

Westwood Blvd 475-9205.

MARINA Del Ray luxury room/bath. Kitch-

en priveledges. Beaches, amenities. Facul-

ty/grad only $350 823-8291^

i
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ROOM
FOR RENT 64
RCX)M & bovd. Bright dean room in a
lovaty private home. Includes nutritious

breai(fast-dinner. Includes utilities, laundry,
ironing, cleaning. Serious student.
$575.mo WLA. 3 Mocks from bus. Contact
Mrs Tanalia 826-8621

.

RCXDM and board. Bright dean room in a
very lovely private home, indudes nutri-

tions breakfast - dinner. Indudes utilities,

laundry, ironing, cleaning. Serkxis stu-

dent. $575/mo. WLA. 3 bkxks from bus.
Contad Mrs. Tanaka 826^8621

.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
RefererKes. Easy parking $500/nK>. ind.

utilities. $750 security call (8l8)68&O280.

$380.0(VMONTH Westwood and Ohk>.
Kitchen, living room priviledges. Ed,
Cherte, Adrian 479-2402 9-12AM or after

10:00 PM. 85 1 -9057 Messages.

ROOMMATES 65

ASAP walk to UCLA. Share master-bd in 2
BdnrvApt. $390/nrK). No Parking! Peter
394-4623 until 1 am.

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne two t>edroom, two bath
condominium. Quiet, near campus. $700/
month indudes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit. Must see to believe! 479-0269.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share small
single apartnf>ent with nineteen year okl.

On corner of Motor and Venice. Furnish-

ed Available Feb. 15. Carolyn 839-2408.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studi

next to campus $325 utilities included
Contad Susan 206-3719/273-1247

FEMALE needed to share room in 2
bedroom. 2 bath apartment, security

building. 5 minute walk to campus. 824-
1814

'^:?V-

,' I

"TEMALt, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in West Los Angeles apartment
$240/month Call 477- 1244

FEMALE share large 1 bedroom apartment
with 2 girls 11089 Strathmore. $280/
month (2 1 3)454-82 1 1 /(2 1 3)824-0879

M/F roommate wanted. i-t)edroom apt. 10
minutes from UCLA $245/month, furnish-

ed Call Mike 390-3103

MALE seeks roomate to share fully fur-

nished, large, 1-t>edroom garden apart-

ment. 5 min. to UCLA, stereo, T.V.

$345/mo call Steve 473-2478/474-3072
Available Feb 1st.

PROFESSIONAL lady needs roommate to

share apartnr>ent. Non-smoker, 2-t>ed/2-

bath, pool & parking. W Hollywood.
$325/mo Ask for Gigi 656-2878

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064

ROOMMATE wanted Apartment on
Kelton, spacious, own room, furnished,

walk to UCLA $266 Call /Karon or Greg
824-2513

THREE girls seek fourth roomate,
female. neat, preferably UCLA
undergraduate, to share bedroom with one
other girl in new luxury 2-t)edoom, 2-t)ath

apartment, located on Veteran Ave be-

tween Ophir and Levering (walking
distance to campus) Security building with

spa and sun-deck $330. per month plus
V* gas and electricity Please call 208-

0268

SUBLET 66
AVAILIBLE immediately: 3500 square feet,

14 offices. Westwood village: (213)208-

6761

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry.

(2 1 3) 683-9 1 00 for more information

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69
FOXHILLS $855/mo. includes utilities,

spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath. Security

buikjing, buiH-in's, bakxxiy, fireplace. All

immenities. Call 397-0102.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76
LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serk>us

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

INSURANCE 91
r

'insurance WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 88(M407, (818) 880-4361

.

I

' - ^ r-

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

LEGAL ADVICE 92

Specializing in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• pemxinent visas
• temporary visas
• naturalization

• asyfcjm/refugee
• vias extensions
• 'jbor certification

•employment
authorizations

for appointment
Call

507-1021
Si Habia Espanol
109E. Harvard

Glendale. CA. 91205

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96
MATURE, professiormi will iKMJse-sit long

term free, experienced and excellent

references. (2l3)e3»0652 (818)762-7823

PAINT iobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied custonwrs.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, researcfi, statistics, tf>eory, study

design/developnf>ent/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS. PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES. 473-4193. —
RESEARCH - editing for term papers, pro-

posals. articles, books. 391-3169.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

tfiesis students and \he professional. Rate

negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in Englisf) almost all subjects.

(818)798-6334.

MOVERS 94

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip-

ped, experienced Call anytime 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable Jerry 4213)391-66&7,

—

•'• EdMmg and
WHtlmg Service
•ALL 9ul>iecta

•Nothing Too Big
or Too SnHMll

•We want to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

Editiafl Jk TyplMt
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically

213-S96-4I293

iJ

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Profesjional Service for Peanuts

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

AUSTRALIAN University and College
Teacfiing and Research Positions Current
list of vacancies. $4.00 University Jobs
12922 Hartx>r Blvd. #494 Garden Grove,
CA 92640

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
208-4353.

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poUsh a clean your hard, semi-soft
ofKl soft contact tenses wh<»© you watt.
Return your contacts to "like new" corv
ditkxt Feel and see better.
O Voael, 1132 Westwood Bd 208- 3011
VaikJoted Parking-2C\ Oti With This Ad.

TUTORING
OFFERED , 98

CALCUS, statistics, precatculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828-4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592.

PATIENT TUTOR
MATH (arithmetic through

I

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.

Engineering. Reading, Gram-
mar, Study Skills. Work with a
tutor who knows the subject

well, and can patiently pres-

ent tijie material in a variety of

ways. You will also learn the

proper way to study to

achieve confidence and self-

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

FREE WALK-IN STATISTICAL CONSULTING '

Offered by the Division of Biostotisics

(Pub HIth) Graduate Students
Every Quarter from ttie second ttiroughi the

last weeic of classes.

Hours: Monday-Friday 1:00-3:00
Roonn A1.237. Center for the Health Sciences

• Cor^ulting only,

r>ot tutoring or actual written reports

ITA Small Price For ^
A Big Shot

Got a great photo of your fellow frat-

rats, or sorority sisters, or a sensa-
tional Santa Monica sunset? Why not
blow it up...to poster size? Bring in

your 35mm slide or negative and weMI
make it into a 20 X 30 poster, for only
$16.16 (processed by Kodak). We've
got other enlargement sizes, too; and
fast black & white processing.

dsucid

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor Kerckhofi Room 150 • Mon-Fn 8-6, Sat 10 3 • 206 8433

TUTORING TYPINGAVORD
OFFERED 98 PROCESSING 100
ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

Help with conversation, grammar, pronun-

ciation. SlBCXVhr (213)658-7213.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutorir)g/editing/word processirtg. Ail levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7daysN»eek. 291-3158.

PRE-CALCULUS, Calculus, algebra,

physics, engirteering tutoring by or near

UCLA, reasonable price. Call Ray (213)

512-3588 8-4p.m.. after 6p.m. call 371-

7330.

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter scierKe by Ph.D. candidate in CS.
Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (2 13)657-4031.

TUTORING in English literature and Histo-

ry: Help with papers. Very reasonable. Call

Wendy Johnson (818) 906-8783.

WRITER'S cramp? Stiff, aching prose?
Take 2 aspirins and call me in the morn-
ing. (213)828-4358 (The Manuscript Doc-
tor: editir>g, tutoring in English & writing,

moral support.)

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

MANDARIAN tutor wanted for mother and
son. Must be fluent in English. Dr Price

xtay 478-5209, evenings 839-5370. Leave

message on answer-phone.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes! etc; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 39 1-3622

-A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860
"Dissertations, repetitive, letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE CALL
EVAN FOR INFO. (213)450-8719

AAA word-processing: $1 50/page term
papers; $2/pa9e Dissertations. Theses,
Legal, Screenplays (d s.) UCLA-format
experienced. (213)306-5089.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25

Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

39(M588.

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts . letters, resumes
Pick up/campus M-W Sheri 662-0869.

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
•

ONI DAY TYMNO
ProfmakxKil writer wtm BA in

English wll type and edtt tem>
popera. tt>aces. scripts. rwun>e«.
etc. Or edltlno only Over 25
years experterx:«. Westwood

Vloge. M Detoney.

824-2853 or 824-6111

e
•
e
e
e
•

CAN'T type? Call me 839^723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EXPERT typirtg/profesaional editing: term
papers, thesee, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST deperulable typing/word processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/

competitive. Karen/Laurie. (213)470-0933.

PROFESSIONAL typing, papers,
theses,equations. resumes. IBM Selectric.

Fast and accurate. UCLA emptoyee. $tella

(818)342-2414.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING papers etc. 1.50 double-space.

French, German corrections. 2.50 double
space. Day 747-6146, evening 478-9439.

TYPING term papers - Masters thesis alt

other $1 per page. Barbara Barnett

(21 3)824-7200 Westwood.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional, Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (213)653-3600.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

from campus. Can type anything-fast. ac-

curate. dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing.

Reporis. terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited
857-0215.

$2.50/pg (DST) Professional Word Pro-

cesstng UCl-A expenenced student dts-

count w/ ad (Exp. 3/1/86). (213)463-331 1

.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried solo flutist;

Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Symphony.
and Boston Pops is accepting pupils, call

669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New.
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 < years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104
•Resumes •

•Career Guidance

•

• Typing/Editing*
tV Low-cost -Ct Proven results u

<T Free Consultation -Cr

Call ACCESS
(213)477 3641

Convenient WLA Location

^
RESUMES. $12/pg computerized typeset/
la/er printer, typing & word processing.
Papers $2/page & up Paper Tiger 821-
8091.

WINNING resumes! Students special $25.
Free consultation. Free copies. One-day
service. Open weekends. (213)851-0717

»;<•;•!•!•:•••:•••
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^ ladynamedAliceNicGuire
Tried to sell slightly

Used chicken wire,

A classified ad
Recouped losses she had

And she even ran
Off wf/f) the buyer.k
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m
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TRAVEL, 105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 MOPEDS 119 MISCELLANEOUS... 128

6th Annual Spring Break Trip l ?^i"
-^-^^^

UCLA WEEK 1^-
FLY TO
MAZATLAIM, MEXICO....$349 March 31 -April 7

"

InclucJes roundtrlp airfare from LAX, Welcome Cocktails, 7 nights at

hotel by the beach, nightly cocktail parties, dinner, and morel

SKI UTAH.. $279 March 31 - April 6
SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS,
COLORADO... $329 March 30 - April 6
Includes roundtrip transportation via deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and morel

WAIKIKI, HAWAII $299 Any Week
Includes roundtrip airfare on WORLD, 6 nights at hotel near

the beach, and morel DONT MISS OUT ON THESE
WILD AND EXCITING TRIPSI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
>— 'Tf TRAVEL SERVICE • M F 830-6. sat ii-3

^Ql 1^"^! Jlx A-Level Ackerman Union

^t ^J^J^^^ L^ w Prices subject to change without notice, limited availability

iMhif

HONOLULU-$229 R/T;

MAUk$309 R/T;

LONDON-$519 R/T;

NEW YC>RK^79J4 R/T

I

AUTOS FOR SALE...112 AUTOS FOR SALE..112

Scxne student cHsccxjnts !
ovoNoble. 800/AIR-DEAL or J

(415) 641-5043. Ask tor BorYiie •

SUPER VALUe R/T FROM LAX TO:

MEW YORK fromS 236
CHICAGO tromS 19B

MIAMI fromS 239
HAWAII fromS 239
LONDON fromS 499
FRANKFURT fromS 589
PARIS/AMSTEROAM tromS 599

TOKYO tromS 579

TAHITh fronts 579

CRUISE. 7dmf% IromS 599
SKI EUROPE fromS 999

Chartmn, Toun, Cnil»m$

RMpmnm; Cmr S HoM Rm.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON *2025

LONDON.

AMSTERDAM,

FRANKFURT.

IAmI I iMMnaMMMMMM^Iv/

T

COPENHAGEN.$560

PARIS S599
* Some Rectrtcttons /Qpply

Eurol passes
Isaued or^ tt>e spot

CONVERTIBLE LOVERS! 1979 SHINY
BLACK VW SUPERBEATLE BLACK
TOP/RED PINSTRIPING. EXTREMELY
CLEAN AND IN EXCELLENT
MECHANICAL CONDITION. AIR.
.CASSETTE. RIMS. ONE OWNER. ALL
-PAPERWORK GREAT BUY! PLEASE
CALL NEAL 838-51 86.

DATSUN B-210 - Excellent Condition!

Reliable! $1300/obo. Desperate to sell!

Debbie - 470-0262 (Leave message -

machine).

FOR sale '74 Dodge Colt-Red-runs well.

$800 negociable (2 1 3)650-8471

.

TOYOTA Celica "80 for sale. $3500. Good
condition - new tires, great stereo. Call

Claudia 824-3921

.

1971 BUICK La Sabre, new tires, great in-

terior, must sell, $400.00 obo. Call Rick,

313-1620, eves.

1972 DODGE van motor home. Family

wagon conversion. Excellent condition.

$5,450. Original owner. (213)474-7216.

1972 FORD Pinto stationwagon. Recent

valve job, 4-speed, good condition, runs

great. $650 obo 826-6448.

1972 VW Bug. New starter, generator, bat-

tery, carburetor Recent valve job and

tune. Well maintained. Great condition.

$2000.208-1619.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.

Stickshift, new paint, new clutch, touvers.

stereoAape, CB . . . beautiful!!! 824-0368

Jay

1975, 2802, 2 plus 2, air, great condition.

Best offer. (213)479-1519.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New dutch,

tires, excellent running conditton. Radk>.

$1250 obo. 452-6646.

l977'/i PORSCHE 924, Sih^r, 78m. air.

$3950. Call weekdays after eight.

weekends (81 8) 360-331 7.

1977 Subaru. 5 speed. Good condition.

New tires. $1100 o.b.o. Must sell ncrx.

Call 652-4957.

1978 Pinto, tow mileage, new tires, clean,

4-8peed. $1500. Nancy (days) 625-0488

(evening) (2 1 3)558-8288.

1979 BMW 320i. Black/black, blau., air,

sunroof. Excellent condition. $8500.

(213)475-6965.

1980 Mazda GLC 5-8peed, air, AM/FM,

mag wf>eel8, fog lights. Silver/gray. $1800.

(213)738-0793.

1960 Toyota-Corolla. Auto, 2 door. Air

condittoning. AM/FM, cassette. 40.000

miles. Excellent condition. $3,600. Even-

ir>gs. Thuan (213)209-5224.

1981 BMW 3201 Electric sunroof, air,

fuWy-toaded, automatic. $7500. 206-8728.

(11am-5pm).

1981 HONDA Accord LX. Latch-back.5-

speed, sunroof, am/fm cassette, $3200

obo. 399-0357.

2 matching large luxury couches for sale.

$275. in very good condition. Call Claudia

824-3921

290 Z. Looks and runs great. AM/FM.
cassette, air-oondittoning. $2600 o.b.o.

days-(2l 3)471 -0546. eves.-(818)881-1S26.

'65 Mercedes 230SL. $8700 or best offer.

827-7937. Good engine, interior, new soft

top -
,

'67 VW Bus. Good conditton. rebuilt

engine. $1000. Call evenings (213)475-

4516.

'71 Karmanghia convertible. Good condi-

tton $2800. call evenings (213)475-4516.

'72 VW Squareback Runs fine $800 obo.

New battery, brakes. Schaeffer 825-7985

or 476-4437(evenings).

'76 Fiat Spider convertit>(e. AM/FM cass.

New tires, brakes. Runs well. Moving,

must sell. $2900 obo. Neil (213)856-9391,

(213)676-5699.

78 Honda Civic cvcc, Sspeed, 55,000
miles, great gas mileage,$900.823-6607,

ask for Craig

'79 Firebird automatic, AJC, AM/FM
cassette, great condition, must sell. (213)

392-2497.

'79 Toyota Celica 5-speed excellent condi-

tton, must sell AM/FM cassette. Best Offer.

Call Chris 838-3125

'79 VW SCIROCCO. $3600 50,000 mi. 4-

speed manual. 837-4807.

'80 RX-7 luxury editidn. Automatic, white

leather, air, sunroof. FM/cassette. 61 k.

Original owner. Beverly Hills. $5199.

Message 276-7431

.

81 TOYOTA CoroNa 5 8p«wd.Air corKlitiorv

ing.AM/FM Cassette.60,000 miles. Ex-

cellent conditton. $3500. Days: 206-8680

Eve: (805)584-6553. MarK)j.

'82 sporty Pontiac Firet>ird. 4-cy1irKler.

MPG (plus). Accessorites/T-top. Custom
paint, wheels. Richard 306-7107.

'84 Rabbit convertible. Champagne.
Stereo. Mint conditton. Auto, air, sport-set,

altoys. 18,000 miles. (213)659-2900.

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

1984 NISHtKI Olympto 12. 19" man's
frame, as r>ew, extras, 393-9942. Call

evening's.

MOPEDS 119

'85 Yamaha Riva Red. like new, very low

miles. Incredible mileage. 550 obo. 275-

8150.

l^^t.S.S.^^^^^l.^^^ 'l-^l.l.S. SL^Y '
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Scooters 6u Accessories

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVA1V8
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE \

]l3347 W. Washington Blvd^

Los Angeles, CA 90066

I lir (a 13)306-7906 tV

1965 HoTHla aero 50 scooter. 7 mons. dd,
excellent condition. $650.00 obo. Plus

helmet/lock. Jackie 4504282 before 10

AM /after 6:00.

BARGAIN BOX 125

BULK diskettes by major manufacturer.

100H error free, with life-time warrantee.

$5.25 DS/00. 59« each, includes sleeve

labels and writeixotector tatM. 3.5 SS
$1.69 each, includes label. Americal Group
14200 Ventura Blvd. Suite #201, Sherman
Oaks. (818)906-1 132, Lori Ann.

HIGH quality items r>ever used. Sacrifice

erKyctopedia 1965 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & k>ve seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.9S/yard 393-2338.

WESCO mk;roscope. Perfect oonditkMi.

Electnc, fine-tuned adjustments. 5, 10. 40,

100 power, worth $2000. Sacrifice $995,. ,

(818)348-5752.

FURNITURE 126

FOR sale 13 inch, B/W TV $50. Two new
box spring mattresses $25. each or obo.

4780714.

7 foot rust, brown and beige striped sofa,

makes into queervsized sleeper $150. Call

(21 13)657-6585 after 6 PM.

NIKON: Motor drive MD-4; MN-2 Nwd
Pack; Fisheye converter; excellent corKJi-

tton; $165;$6S;$120. Hyung 82&-2828.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS .145

BEAUTIFUL upright piarx), excellent condi-

tkMi, wonderful tone, converts to player

piano, including bench, $1700. (213)395-

1916.

PETS 130

FREE adorable, well-trained kitten. Needs
k>ts of k>ve and room. Call 209-5154 (Jill)

or 209-5164 (Steve)

STEREOSrrV's
ELECTRONICS 131

AKAI Stereo Compnent System. Like new,
$290.00. Sony cassette desk, dolby n>eter,

$150.00 821-6415.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

SURFBOARD 6'3" Thruster. good condi-

tkMi. O'Neil 0'123, wetsuit. 826-5490

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52« DSDD 62C
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #103.

Tele. (213)4790345.

FOR sale: Atomic skis (200s); Underwood
765 Typewriter; Simmons Single Mattress;

Lamp. Call (21 3) 826-8235 after 6:30 pm
SILVER Reed 8750. electric, excellent

conditmn, $150 obo Lisa 207-2209. 206-

036 I.Javier 625-4085

^ ^ ^ 4 A
Love is.

in tlie Air

CATCH IT

With a Dally Bruin

Valentine's Day Personal ^

Special Valentine's

Red Ink Rate:

Day

$1.25 per col. in.
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Make her heart beat with a gift of hearts from

UCLA's student's MOST POPULAR STORE

FINEST QUALITY • LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

^Mupp^ ^uktitxm

^ y Ring w'diamond ^^
S28 00 T^

14k Puffed Heart Charms
14k Heart Bracelets
14k Heart Lockets
14k Floating Heart Charms

Se.OOand up
S24.00
S35.00
S1. 00 and up

Bear ue Bear fie

Aduerti0e

825-2 IB X

La^r Ctilllng * ^rrtis

Student Discounts

Optn

41 ^WM9K

Shane's Retail

DIAMOND HEART BRACELET S118.00 S236.00
DIAMOND HEART NECKLACES S158.00 3316.00

Biggest Watch Sale Ever 30-50% Off!!

1065 Broxton Ave.
Westwood viiiage

208-8404

Mon.-Fri. 10:30-6:00

t. 10:30-10:30
Sun. Noon -6:00

IHH IMmmmmkjytw^-ww^vK rf6wCwiw»Jj
•*
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THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER

1023 Hilgard Westwood
PROUDLY PRESENTTHE SECOND IN THE SERIES ON TELECOMMIJNiCATIONS

Thursday evening, February 6, 1986

"TEL.ECOMMEmiICATIO]VS: THEN, NOWANB TOMORROW*
Robert Neumann - Regional Manager - Technology Planning Center - AT&T

SERIES HOSTED BY: AT&T
DDVFVER MEETING: 6:30 P.M.
ISC/BA STUDEATTS - NO CHARGE OTHER UCLA STUDEVTS - $6.50

PtJBLJC-$I2.00
MUST HAVE RESERVATIONS - PHONE 20S-4SST or 925-3394

1^

STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATE and
PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR

ho

ft

PHC

RECRUITMENT 1986

YOUFTCHANCE T(

Peer Health Counselors are specially trained students who
volunteer on campus, providing information . counseling

and referrals for health-related concerns. PHCs work in the

Self-Help Cold Clinic, Nutrition and Weight Management
Clinic, Stress Management, Hypertension Screening,

Fitness Inventory Testing Clinic, Women's Health Service,

Kerckhoff Hall Office, Health Risk Appraisals/Information

Tables, S.O.U.R.C.E., C.A.R.E.. and Suicide Prevention.

TO APPLY FOR THE PEER HEALTH
COUNSELOR PROGRAM, YOU JMUSI ATTEND
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION

~~^ MEETINGS.
~~

SHA
Student Health Advocates are specially trained students

wfK> live in the campus living groups providing health care
and referrals for colds, flu, first aid aruJ emergencies. They
also provkle health educatk)n counseling and referrals for

nutritk>n, fitness, weight control, stress management, con-

traceptk>n and emotk>nal concerns.

TO APPLY FOR THE STUDENT HEALTH AD-
VOCATE PROGRAM, YOU MUST ATTEND
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION

MEETINGS:

Wednesday. February 5 2:00 pm Ackerman Unkm. Rm. 3517

For more informatk)n talk to a

Student Health Advocate or telephone 206-6842.

A student oMi outnachprognm aponaond by the Studani Health Servicm.

Wednesday. February 5 12 noon Ackennan Unton. Rm. 3564

For more informatkxi. please telephone 825-8462 or stop by

the Peer Health Counsetor Offk:e 401 Kerckhoff Hall.

Sponaondtfy the studentHBamiSenmx and lheStMiBnt¥fa0anConwni98ion.

We encourage you to atteiKJ an orientatwn sesswn for each program although we will only accept one applk:^

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7, 1986 at 5:00 pm

. ^.1 :^ •

Cootinued from Page 28

the offense's turn to supply

some excitement.

The one-hit pitching by
Randy Hennis crumbled in the

sixth frame when the Waves
exploded for six runs. Catcher
Steve Erickson led off with a'

grounder to third that was
thrown away by Fiacco.

Outfielder Steve Kirkpatrick

followed with a double up the

left field alley to put runners

on second and third. First

baseman Chris Sloniger then

hit^ an easy fly ball to right

that was dropped by UCLA's
Steve Stowell, scoring the first

run.

Outfielder Rick Hirtens-

teiner tied up the game and
sent Hennis to the showers
with a^ single to right. Bill

Wenrick was then called upon
out of the bullpen, but
couldn't put out the fire, giv-

ing up two hits and a walk.
Dana Ridenour followed

Wenrick, but had similar
results, gaving up a fielder's

choice and a double to allow
three more runs.

UCLA went quietly in the
seventh inning, but closed the

gap to 6-4 in the eighth.

With one out, Torey
Lovullo cracked a solo homer
to left off of Waves pitcher

]>oug Simons. One out later,

Joslyn walked, Berman sin^ecP
and Steve Hisey followed with
an infield hit to score Joslyn.

With the outcome still in

doubt, UCLA coach Gary
Adams went to his bullpen for

junior Jim Ramsey. Ramsey
had his proble<ms in the
eighth, loading the bases with
no outs. Shortstop Andy
Stankiewicz iced the game for

Pepperdine with a two-run
single.

Darkness was creeping up
on Pepperdine's Eddy Fi^d in

the ninth inning, but out-
fielder tony Scruggs of UCLA
saw the ball well enough, hit-

ting a solo homer. The blast to
left field came on Scrugg's
first collegiate at bat.

Adams had mixed emotions
after the game.

**l was disappointed because ^

we beat ourselves," said
Adams. *Tm not that worried
about the pitching but I

wasn't happy with our defen-
sive play.

**We had a pretty good of-

fense, hitting three baUs out of
the park.

"Mental mistakes really hurt
us today. Now with the limit

on the games you play, we
have to treat every game as a
league game," said Adams.
Berman was the only Bruin

to have a two hit game, going
2 of 4 with two runs batted
in.

UCLA continues the quest
for their first victory of 1986
today at 3 {P.m., when they
travel to Cal State Fullerton.

Dean
Continued from Page 25
with good reason. She pres-
ently holds a 3.5 grade point
average.

"That's way more impor-
tant to me than the 1,000
point mark," she said. "I just

think that's such a super honor
even if it's just honorable
mention. I've worked very
hard in both my academics as
well as my athletics.

"Perfection", or if you like

"perfectionist," is a strong
word but when the cap fits

you have to wear it. For Dean
the cap fits in more ways than
one.

Dean
Continued from Page 28

**I take a special pride in

the effort I put in day in and
day out," Dean said. "There's

nothing wrong with trying

your best. I just like to try

hard at whatever I do."

Dean came out of Foothill

High in Santa Ana with some
very impressive credentials in

her back pocket, from MVP to

All-CIF honors.

"What made me come to

UCLA was the combination of

athletics and academics,"
Dean said. "You can't beat the

education for sure and the

athletics, they play the top

schedule in the nation.

"They play the top teams
and that's the type of competi-

tion that I was looking for out

of high school. The challenge

was one of the reasons for

coming to UCLA."
Even though UCLA is off to

a ro^gh start this season. Dean
has continued from where she

left off last season to lead the

Bruins in scoring. UCLA at

present has posted a 9-12
record which left Dean to

comment, "YukI What else

can you say about it."

Although this season has
been frustrating for Dean, it

also has had it's high points.

She currently leads the team
=with 14.3 points per game,
was named "Pac-West Player

of the Week" for the week en-

ding January 12, 1986, and
went over the 1,000 career

point mark in the third game
of the season against Texas
Tech.

"I'm pretty proud of that

(scoring 1,000 points)," said

Dean, who joined sev^n
former Bruins in the 1,000
point club including Ann
Meyers and Denise Curry.
"I'm in with a very elite

group, I would like to think,"

said Dean.
Dean exudes the confidence

of a champion with enough
humility to still be human.
Last year she just missed
leading the nation in free

throw percentage at 92% but
lacked seven attempts.
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**That was really neat
(shooting from the line with
such a high percentage)," said
the 5-10 senior off guard ma-
joring in communications. "I
did get a kick out of that. I

didn't think about it when I

was on the court but at the
end of the game I would ask if

I had any freethrows."
If you were to see Dean

play, you would realize why
she's that good at shooting free
throws. She has the best form
at the line and could give
quite a few players some
pointers.

Dean has a deadly outside
shot with a range beyond 20
feet and is called upon quite
often to demonstrate.
"With Anne being the lone

senior on this year's team
there has been a greater
burden for her to carry the
load for us offensively," said
UCLA basketball coach BUlie
Moore, "The one thing I ap-
preciate most about Anne is

that since day one she always
gives 100%.

"She's very hard on herself
and sets very high goals and
standards. From a coaches
standpoint, I think all you
could ever ask from your
players is to play hard and
Anne gives us 100% ."

One hundred percent.
That's something that both
Dean and Moore ha^

common. Both work hard at

their trades.

"Coach Moore is a complex
person," Dean said. "She's a
tactician. We're alike in some
respects. She's a perfectionist

and! like to think of myself as

the same."
"She's the typ>e of student

athlete that you're awfully
proud to have in your pro-

gram" Moore said. "As a
coach you want a team player

that plays hard and gives

100% and Anne has all those

qualities."

Those positive qualities ex-

tend beyond the hardwood
though. Dean has been
nominated twice for Academic
All-America, making the
honorable mention squad, and

QQJitinued oa Page 24
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Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

No one said that playing

tennis against the University

of San Diego was going to be

exciting for UCLA.
It wasn't.

The Bruins played what

coach Glenn Bassett described

as, "solid, not spectacular ten-

nis," en route to a 9-0 blank-

ing of the Toreros.

However, what really pleas-

ed Bassett was not the lopsid-

ed score but the mental
toughness shown by the

Bruins. "We didn't have any

breakdowns and the play

didn't get sloppy," said the

UCLA coach.

For UCLA, it was business

as usual as they took to the

courts of the LATC and
jumped to a lead in singles.

At the No. 1 slot. Brad

Pearce captured the first set

from Jim McNamee by the

score of 6-3. The second did

not come so easily as

McNamee pushed Pearce to

the limit before falling 7-6.

Freshmen Dan Nahirney
and Tim Triguero wrapped up

very

and
the

was

victories at the No. 3 and 4

positions by identical 7-6, 6-3

scores. Both had a bit of trou-

ble taking the first set of their

respective matches but onoe
started, the rookies gained
momentum.
On a day that was basically

a rout, the impressive victories

for the Bruins came from
Brett Greenwood and Buff
Farrow. "Farrow played very
well at No. 6 and Greenwood

at No. 5. They were
solid," said Bassett.

"They concentrated
kept their heads in
match."
While Greenwood

beating USD's Curtis Dadien
by the score of 6-1, 6-3, Far-
row was disposing of Takeshi
Omoro by the same count.
By the time that the singles

competition was over, UCLA
held a commanding 6-0 match
lead and had not dropped a
single match on the way.
The doubles may have been

a little bit more strenuous but
in the end, the result was the

same. Michael Kures and
freshman Patrick Galbraith,
playing No. 3 for UCLA, were
the first to finish off the op-

position. Winning 6-4, 6-4,

Kures and Galbraith worked
well together.

Next to finish were Pearce

and his partner Ken Diller

who beat the Torero combina-
tion of McNamee and Dave
Stewart 7-5, 6-2.

Nahirney and Triguero
were the last but not the lea.st

of the Bruin tandems. The
two freshmen teamed up for a

6-4, 6-4 win and showed a loT

of spirit along the way.
After an early service break

put the Toreros up 3-1, the

Bruins stormed back to win
the set.

Bruin Notes: While most of thr

Bruias will have a week off to prepare

for their next match a^^aiast Cal SUte
Long Beach, Pearce and Kures will

travel to Houston today for the Inter-

collejriate Tennis Coaches Association

Tournament (ITCA). Play begias on

Thursday.

Volleyball

f

Reviewfrom Sem Freneheo Exemmtr
By Yktg tint ^t April P. I9S4
A nun without job is no man ai all Thai is the griiiy truth of director

Billy Woodberry't first feature. "Bless Their Little Means." a subtle yet

remarkably powerful portrait of a black famil> man and the toll that

chronic unemployment lakes on his self-esteem

Scnpted and photgraphed in black and white by Charles Burneti. this

low-budget nim's quwt drama takes advantage of its realisiic settings

and non-actors in a way thai recalls not only the tradition of Italian

nco-realis^ but also Robert Youngand Michael Roemer's moving 1964

fllro about,the struggles of a black laborer. "Nothing But a Man "

Woodberty etiabliihes himself as a filmmaker of great promise in his

moody study of Charlie Banks during his struggle lo find a job and
maintain his role as head of his family From the bleak opening
sequence of Charlie in the Watts unemployment office to his occasional

(tints as a day laborer, we are presented with a sensitive depiction of a

man struggling to keep his head above water in a world of losers and
hustlers Charlie tries desperately to command his wife's and children's

respect, but finally must seek solace elsewh«.re

His fragmented existence provokes a confontaiion when his self-
sacnlicing » ife Andais. exasperated from bearing the family's financial
and emotional burdens, explodes at Charlie over his girlfriend This is a
realistic yei highly charged scene where Nate Hardman, who plays
Charlie, and Kaycee Moore, as Andais. reach a pitch of emotion to be
envied by many seasoned Hollywood actors Floundering in a world
ihai gives no freebie*. Charlie's sense of inadequacy increases when his
girlfriend also demands a commitment from him The film's inconclusive
ending reinforces the sense of futility thai continues to hana over
Charlie

Ja/f and blues music heightens the film's melancholy rhythms as
Charlie tries to fill his empty days, while fine performances by Hardman
and Moore contribute to iSe film's downbeat, yet intensely human,
lone

Woodberry has succeufully depicted with dignity and intelligence the
struggle for survival of a segment excluded from our affluent soaety
Ymg ring Wu n a frtt- lamer who has wniien on films for ihe

Internaiional Herald Tribune, the Los Angeles Times and ihe Lus
Angeles Herald Examiner

Continued from Page 27
his former assistant coach Kirk
Kilgour who Wilde canned
when he took over. That is, of
course, if Kilgour isn't already
coaching somewhere else.

And in the other corner, we
have Al Scates and the
"we're-on-a-roll" Bruins. The
Bruins have played three times
as many matches as the
Waves, who are 4-0. The
Bruins are 12-0 and this just
might be a factor in the game
as the Bruins are more ac-
customed to playing with
eachother.

Scates has been very pleased
with all the Bruins but
especially Jeff Williams who
distinguished himself over the
weekend at the UCSB/
Michelob Light tourney in
Santa Barbara. Also, Steve
Sonnichson will make his first

start in a regular match this
season.

The Bruins have been stom-
ping on everybody lately in-
cluding third-ranked USC in
the Kilgour Cup. But the

Bruins don't have four All-

Americas like Pepperdine.
"We're going to be trying to

maintain our own offense,"

said Scates.

Both coaches agreed that

the crowd in Firestone Gym
at Pepperdine will be a factor

in the game. Scates said^-

"They're a very vocal crowd.
• They do a lot of shouting and
horn-blowing like at a high
school basketball or football

game, but that won't effect

us."

Wilde said, "It's hard not to

.
get fired-up when there's a

whole crowd right there
shouting for you."

So, will Pepperdine play
their two injured All-
Americas? Will the Waves
"suck it up and go after it "?

Will the Bruins continue their

present winning streak? Will
the Pepperdine crowd be a

factor in the game? Will Marv
Dunphy ever return to Pep-
perdine?

These questions and others
can only be answered tonight
and three years from now at

Pepperdine University.
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UCLA spikers take on defending national cliamps
Come Waves or high water
BKiins out for No. 1 slot
By Bob Brunwin /

The UCLA men's volleyball

team will make its first assault

at the No. 1 position tonight^

against Pepperdine in their

first league match of the

season.

The Waves have a fierce

squad this year with five

returning starters and four

pre-season All-Americas in-

cluding Matt Rigg, Rob Scott,

Troy Tanner and Mark Ar-

nold.

But two of these down-ball

"machines, Arnold and Rigg

are suffering from leg injuries

which first-year coach Rod
Wilde is quick to play down.
"It (their injuries) won't be a

factor," said Wilde. "We're

just going to suck it up and go

after it."

That's right. Marv Dunphy,
the other dean of volleyball,

isn't coaching the Waves this

year. He's away overseeing the

U.S. National team for three

years after which he'll be back

as the head coach of the

WttVQSi
Meanwhile, Pepperdine has

imported Wilde straight from

the women's volleyball pro-

gram at Drake University in

Iowa. Rod played his college

ball at Pepperdine from 1976-

'79 and then played in the In-

ternational Volleyball Associa-

tion (IVA), which was a pro-

fessional league here in

California for a couple of
years. Wilde was named
Rookie of the Year in the
league in '79 and his team
won the championship that
same year.

But the IVA didn't receive
much support and the league
folded in 1980. At that time
Wilde considered going to

Europe to play in the profes-

sional leagues there, but he
remained in the States to play
on the National team in the
'84 Summer Games. Wilde
broke his leg before competi-
tion began and was unable to

play.

You'd think that coming out
of a small program to coach
the Division I defending na-
tional champs \yould be a

high pressure situation, but
not for coach Wilde. He said,

"There's not any more
pressure coaching a national

championship team than there

would be if I was walking into

a losing program."
You'd also think that it

would be more difficult for

him knowing that his job is

only going to last three years,

which is when Dunphy comes
back, but Coach Wilde
doesn't think so. "There's no
guarantee that Dunphy will

even be back ... I might be

here for another ten years."
~ If Dunphy does come back,

he will probably bring back

Continued on Page 26
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Coach Al Scates is pleased with the early season performance of Bruin volleyball player Jeff

Williams.
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'Money' Hatcher still struggling from the field

After an impressive hot streak.

Bruin guard can't hit his jumper
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

This guy is the definition of sharp-
shooter.

When he was coming out of high
school he was recruited most heavily
by the greater Los Angeles SWAT
team.

He is listed at 6-1^2, but that was
before his current haircut.

Still, his comparatively small body
has not prevented him from becoming
one of the premier off guards UCLA
has had in many years. The junior
guard from Santa Monica High School
can leap tall buildings in a single
bound— and then let go of his
jum{>er.

Montel Hatcher is still firing up
those rainbow 20-footers, but one
thing has changed over the last four
games. They aren't falling.

About three-and-a-half weeks ago.
Hatcher had a terrific streak going.
He won the Washington State game
with a long jumper in the final se^
conds. Four days later he made 13 of
16 against Arizona State. But hints of
a slump started at Notre Dame. Sure
Hatcher made 11 of 22, but he also
missed 11 of 22.

Now everybody has their theories
about how a player who is doing so
well can suddenly hit the skids. But
what about this? Hatcher was doing
so well, that as soon as a few didn't
drop, somewhere inside a little red
light went on.

"If you think about things when
you shoot, you're gonna miss," said
Hatcher yesterday. "A shooter just
.shoots with nothing on his mind."

But now there's plenty on his mind.
Shaking those goblins is the key.

"When I get the ball everything is

fine. I go up in the air and right when
I'm about to shoot I think about it."

In the four games since Notre
Dame, Hatcher has made eight shots.
He has taken 39. That is 20.5% .

Prior to those four games. Hatcher
was shooting 52% from the floor. His
season average has now dropped to
46.8%. J
"Coach (Andre) McCarter always

talks to me. *Go out there and relax.
Just play.' Right now I'm just trying
to do the other things I can do for the
team."

Hatcher says his probleiji is all men-
tal, not mechanical. Though some
sports psychologists have prescribed
rest and a break for slumps, Montel
doesn't subscribe to that point of view.

"As a shooter it never hurts you to
shoot more shots. The best shooters try
to shoot their way out of slumps.

"I'm taking a lot of extra shots be-
fore practice, and so far I feel pfx)d

i this week. Vm not gonna say lit
make all my baskets, but I'm gonna
contribute to the offense more than
the last four games."
, "Money" said that with a look in his
eye. But his fans will have to wait and
see.

"I know sooner or later I'll come
out of it."

Coach Walt Hazzard said that if

Monday's practice was any indication,
it just may be sooner than later.

Bruin Notes: Hatcher has two jammed fingers
and a sore thumb, injuries sustained when he hit
his shooting hand on the backboard at Cal. "But
its gptting better," said Hatcher. "And I don't
want to say that's why (he is slumping). It all
started at Stanford (the game prior to Cal)
anyway."

. Hazzard said that Hatchers at-
titude is fine. "He's upset, but as far as being a
leader he has stepped forward."

BE^UAMIN TONo..--.r Bfjin

Junior guard Montel Hatcher scored a career high 27 points against Arizona
State but has since hit a shooting slump.

Athlete is valuable commodity
Dean invests

110%, yields high

dividends for team

By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

There are few words that
can properly describe any
one player in any sport and
jmuch less sum up their style

of play. But for UCLA
women's basketball player
Anne Dean, the word that

best describes her and her
style of play is "perfection".

That is a strong word to

describe anyone, much less

an athlete, since it is dif-

ntult, if not impossible, to

find any one person worthy
of such acclaim— but Anne
Christine Dean is worthy of

it.

The things that set Dean
apart are not so unusual or
spectacular, but rather in-

dividual. We all have the
opportunity to pursue ex-

ellence and at times find it

very difficult to attain. For
Dean, excellence is just part
of her character.

Continued on Page 25

Greatest Bruins Ever
Due to an illness to one of our writers, the weekly

series, "Greatest Bruins Ever" will not be published this
week. However, the feature will resunne next week
with a profile of former football great Gary Beban.

Bruins see opener get
away against Waves

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Senior captain Anne Dean is fifth on the Bruin all-tjnne

scoring list for women with 1 268 pblnts to date.

By Kurt Kretzschmar

MALIBU— The UCLA
baseball team got off to a
shaky start as they dropped
their season opener to the ten-
th-ranked Pepperdine Waves
8-5 Tuesday irt Malibu.

Starting pitcher Randy
Hennis hung tough early, get-
ting through the first three in-
nings without allowing a run.

In the first inning, the
Waves lead off batter Mike
DiReda singled, followed by a
walk to Paul Paries. Hennis
proceeded to retire the next
three batters.

In the second inning, Hen-
nis walked the first two bat-
ters but again got out of the
inning safely.

In the third inning two
more runners reached base but
didn't cross home plate. The
6-6 sophomore from San
Diego then found his groove,
retiring the next six batters.UCLA got on the
scoreboard first in the fourth

inning when fir^t baseman
John Joslyn led off with a

single to right and designated
hitter Gary Herman powered
a Mike Fetters pitch over the

wall.

Even though the Bruins had
a 2-0 lead going into the sixth

inning, the momentum shifted

quickly to the Waves side of

the field after some good
defensive play by Pepperdine.
Third baseman Charlie

Fiacco singled to right with
one out and was caught steal-

ing. Second baseman Torey
Lovullo followed with a walk
but was picked off of first

base.
~

—

This fired up the Wave
fans, especially the defending
NCAA champion Pepperdine
volleyball team, which was in

attendance. With each good
Pepperdine play, came a ver-

bal assault directed towards
the UCLA dugout.

After the defense had gotten

the fans into the game, it was
Continued on Page 24
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News: George
Hamilton accepts "Most
Sophisticated Man on
Television Award."
See page 3.

Viewpoint: One reader
celebrates President
Reagan's 75th birthday.

See page 14.

Review: The Bruin
takes a glance at the

Academy Awards
nominations.

Seepage 17.

Sports: Preview of
tonight's basketball
game against the
IHuskies.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Partly ck>udy with very

slight chance of rain. r^S--^
High: 63. low; 48. i C_ A
{Dwpt. ofAtmoS' ^^
pheric Sciences forecast)
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SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Daitv Bruin

PEACE SEEKER'S PARADISE — The lush foliage of the Botanical Gardens provides

a beautiful setting for one of the most peaceful places on campus. Two students (left

center) take advantage of the quiet to enjoy their lunch.

Taylor fires budget review director,

claims lack of consistent attendance

By Mark Talavera^ Staff Writer -A

Marc Cohen, the undergraduate budget review director, was
fired Tuesday because of a "consistent lack of attendance and
irresponsible behavior," said Undergraduate President Ron
Taylor.

Cohen, a senior majoring in economics, received a letter from
Taylor and his Chief of Staff, Sintelle Ammons, requesting his

resignation Jan. 10, but he refused to resign his post.

"Marc (Cohen) just didn't have the time commitment,"
Taylor said. "It's very important that everyone in this office has

a particular amount of initiative — Marc had too many things

going, like working, to put in the time."

However, Cohen said he adequately performed his duties as

budget director, but was placed in a position where he had
nothing to do because budgeting allocations were done during

the summer. -r~». -..
.

,-:r^ —...,. .
-

"I did my job as budget director and ^at on the USAC
' (Undergraduate Students Assocation Council) Programming

lommittee," Cohen said. "The problem was becoming speciah

Two USAC members file to remove
Alvarez from Comm Board seat
By Michael Ashcraft

Staff Writer

Claiming that the Jan. 22
appointment of Adrian
Alvarez to the ASUCLA
Communications Board was
unconstitutional, two
undergraduate student repre-

sentatives filed complaints
Tuesday with the Judicial
Board for his removal.

Mark K i s i c k i ,

undergraduate facilities com-
missioner, and Mark Feldman,
undergraduate general repre-

sentative, simultaneously filed

complaints with the Judicial

Board, a board designed to

settle student government and
election disputes under the

Undergraduate Students
Association Council Constitu-

tion.

"Many appointments have
been made like this (un-

constitutionally)," Kisicki said.

"And I felt, especially since I

wasn't there (at Alvarez's ap-

pointment), that it had to be

stopped. If we're not going to

abide by the constitution, we
should change it."

But Alvarez said he felt con-

testing the constitutionality of

his appointment was trivial

and hid the real reasons for

the attack. "I don't think it's a

problem with the constitution,

to tell the truth," he said.

"Maybe the technicality is cor-

rect, but the motive that caus-

ed them to bring ii up is

because they view me as a

threat to their little power
structure."

Undergraduate President

Ron Taylor nominates poten-

tial appointees to student and

university committees to the

council as a whole. After be-

ing allowed to ask questions of

the person, the council gives

or denies consent for the ap-

pointment.
The constitutional question

arose over the failure to sub-

mit a dossier, which presents

personal information in a

form similar to a resume, to

each board member three

school days before the ap-

pointment review, Kisicki

said.

Article four, section A2c of

the USAC bylaws states, "A
dossier of a person up for ap-

proval must be presented in

writing to each USAC
member by noon, three school

days before the USAC
meeting." The bylaws are
provided for in article nine of

the USAC Constitution.

"As this was not done, the

appointment was unconstitu-

tional and invalid," both
complaints said.

The dossier is Tmportanf

7

Kisicki sai^, because it gives a

foundation from which to ask

questions of the potential ap-

pointee at the meeting where
he or she is being considered.

Taylor has decided to

postpone any comment on the

Please see ALVAREZ, Page 6

projects director once budgeting was finished."

'

The budget review director is responsible for allocating and
approving budgets for the president's office, and when the aca-

demic year begins, the budget review director assumes the role

of special projects director on the president's staff.

"Everytime I considered a special project, I was reprimanded
for it," Cohen said. "I was told everything that I wanted to do
concerning lighting or earthquake and campus safety was so-

meone else's department."
Cohen said Taylor and Ammons gave him some "small pro-

jects" to handle, but "when we came down to it, there was
nothing to do."

But Ammons said Cohen could have worked on any project

he desired.

"Marc had a choice to work on any project, whether internal

or external," Ammons said. "He wasn't working on anything

productive."

According to Cohen, he was then instructed to "work on the

anti-apartheid sentiment." ,

"I know it (apartheid) is wrong, and I believe it to be
economically and morally wrong, but I just couldn't sit there

and feel it was the most important thing hitting the campus,"

he said. "We can't put every solitary effort into apartheid."

Charging the president's office as being "misguided," Cohen"
said Taylor's administration has suffered from a lack of control

and a lack of direction.

"I'm disgruntled about a lot of the things in the president's

office," he said. "Their attitudes are discriminatory against opi-

nions or people who^e philosophy doesn't agree with their opi-

nions."

Because of ineffective control and priorities, "nothing has

Please see COHEN, Page 10

Master Plan committee hearing

Gardner grilled on UC's affirmative action
Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — A state senator

from Los Angeles referred to UC Presi-

dent David Gardner's handling of the

underrepresentation of minorities at the

university "as offbase" Wednesday dur-

ing a joint legislative committee hearing.

At the Joint Legislative Committee for

Review of the Master Plan for Higher

Education, the three leaders of the state's

colleges and universities, including

Gardner, met with committee members

to discuss the future of these institutions.

Enrollment growth, greater coopera-

tion with each of the three segments and

pubjlic schools, drop-out rates and the

underrepresentation of ethnic minorities

were the main issues discussed during the

three and one-half hour hearing.

The latter issue — underrepresentation

of minorities — drew sparks from two

members of the committee who question-

ed Gardner on the University of Califor-

nia's "poor" record on affirmative action.

Chair of the committee. Assemblyman

John Yosconcellos (D-Santa Clara), a

long-time critic of UC's efforts on affir-

mative action programs, asked Gardner

what had been done to increase the rep-

resentation of ethnic minorities at UC.
Gardner replied that he had formed a

new task force at the last Board of

Regents meeting to research the problem

better.

At the meeting, "I pulled out some
data from a report which suggested that

the percentage of black high school stu-

dents who were eligible for the Universi-

ty of California, had actually declined

over the past six or seven years," Gard-

ner said.

Gardner said he had made some inqui-

ries to those university researchers who
studied this area, but each of them drew
different conclusions as to why there was
this decline in black eligibility.

"It seems that the research we had

done tended to be less communicative, so

I indicated that I was constituting a task

force with the UC to bring in scholars to

gather an inventory as to where there are

gaps in the present research," Gardner

said.

But the cost of conducting this

research is pooled from many different

funds, UC spokeswoman Lilia Villanueva

said after the hearing. "It would be a

long process to find out how much
money has been spent on this so far."

But Sen. Bill Greene (D-Los Angeles),

a black member, became outraged while

listening to Gardner's statement.

"Why did that necessitate any great

deal of research to find out why black

eligibility is declining," Greene asked.

"What world are you living in where you
can't see like everyone else .... You
can get the answers by just walking
through some of the schools."

In 1984, ^C had a total of 4,209

blacks out Jof 106,167 undergraduates

and 1,126 blacks out of 38,422 graduate

students, according to a California

Postsecondary Education Commission
study.

"Anybody in the community can see

for themselves why black enrollment has

declined over thfe years," Greene said.

"Whv do you need to research to ascer-

' Please see MASTER PLAN, Page 12
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GRAND OPENING
Hairport Sajon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $ I I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

'

^ news
compiled from the Associoted Pi>e$s

1643 Westwood Blvd BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

FREE FRAME SPECIAL

NOMA
Restaurant

15-SEAT

SUSHI BAR

Object could be shutde's right

rocket booster; NASA ship to probe

CATERING

FOOD-TO-GO

'1910 Westwood Bi

1 BIk South of

Santa Monica

475-1310

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • Teriyaki
Yakitori • Sukiyaki
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

Open 7 days
Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dinner

Mon.-Thur. 5-10:30p.m.
Fri. &Sat. 5-11p.m.

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

^
453-4848

one day service availabU

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA sent a second ship Wed-
nesday to an area 30 miles from Challenger's launch pad to

search for an object that could be the ill-fated shuttle's suspect

right rocket booster.

There have been strong sonar "hits" in that area, indicating

that the booster may be there In 1,100 feet of water. The In-

dependence, a booster recovery ship, was steaming in that

direction to join another such ship, the Liberty Star.

The Independence carried a robot submarine capable of

photographing the object, but NASA said plans for its use were
undetermined because of a choppy sea. •

Sources reported, meanwhile, that ships had recovered 17

feet of explosives from a "destruct package" that was on the side

of Challenger's main fuel tank when it lifted off. The explosives

had not been detonated, the sources said, removing them from
the list of possible causes of the catastrophe.

The officials in charge of NASA's in-house investigation of the

accident were in Washington, preparing to disclose for the first

time what they think caused the shuttle to explode in flames.

Members of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion's interim review board are to be witnesses in Washington
Thursday when a presidential investigating commission holds its

first hearing.

Long Beach mayor says nuclear

material shipments inei r, I

m^MHA^D
LONG BEACH, Calif. — Mayor Ernie Kell concedes theri

isn't much he or the cit> can do to block the federal governme
nt's plans to ship spent nuclear fuel through the Port of Long
Beach.

But he said he believes the U.S. Department of Energy will

try to relieve residents* fears about possible hazards of the ship-
ments.

The Energy Department intends to bring spent fuel rods from
a reactor in an Asian country to the West Coast by ship. The
rods, in steel casks lined with lead, are to be unloaded at this,

port 25 miles south of downtown Los Angeles and then trucked
to South Carolina for processing.

Eighteen shipments are planned over a two-year period
beginning in March.
Long Beach officials have resisted the plans, as did their

counterparts in Washington state when they were approached
last year about the shipments.

But after seeking the advice of city attorneys in a closed city

council meeting Tuesday, Kell said it appeared the Constitution
and federal law gives the Energy Department the right to make
interstate shipments over the objections of local governments.

WOODYALLEN MICHAEL CAINE
MIA FARROW CARRIE FISHER
R^RRARA HERSHEY LLOYD NOLAN
MAUREEN O^ULLIVAN DANIEL STE]

MAXVOXSYDOW DIANNEWIEOT

•^M'*i» l»y Bii*i Hinli

Task force appointed to investigate

McMartin molestatioir^e
LOS ANGELES — The county Board of Supervisors has

named a task force to look into the way the McMartin Pre-

School molestation case was handled and to recommend better

ways to prosecute such cases in the future.
The establishment of the panel Tuesday was the board's

response to the controversy that erupted when charges against

five of the seven people charged in the widely publicized case

were dropped Jan. 17 by the district attorney's office.
District Attorney Ira Reiner said there was not enough

evidence to proceed against the former employees of the school
in Manhattan Beach. All the defendants had been ordered to

staiid trial after an 18-month preliminary hearing in which the

testimony of many of the child witnesses was caSed into ques-

tion.

Eiktor

JACK ROLLINS-CHARLES HJOFFE^ SOSAN E. MORSE.. SrLO^WLMA

JACK ROLLINS-CHARLES H. JOFFE ROBERT GREENHUT WOODTaLLEN

A.IC.

For the Record:

In the Wednesday article about arrests made concerning the
Dec. 27 robbery and attempted murder at the UCLA
Guesthouse, it was incorrectly stated that Vassie Washington
was arrested in connection with the incident. He was only ar-

rested for state parole violations.

An article in Tuesday's Daily Bruin announced the Gay and
L^bian Association's plans to hold a dance this mondi, with

P''^'^^ going to AIDS Project L.A. The dance has been
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17 units to be set aside
for students in complex
By Kim Kowsky

Sixty-nine new apartment units in Westwood, 17 of which
will be available at a discount to students, were approved for

construction by a Los Angeles City Council committee Tuesday.
The Planning and Environment Committee granted the last

of six exemptions to the Westwood Village building
moratoriums, despite opposition of some residents who fear the

new apartment complex will aggravate Westwood's traffic and
parking problems.

In allowing construction of the luxury complex, the commit-
tee had "university use in mind," said committee chairman
Howard Finn. But opponents of the exemption are mindful of

other factors.

"This is going to worsen an already intolerable situation,"

said resident Kathleen Hendrix, who lives across the street from
the Strathmore Avenue building site. "It would introduce too

many people to the area, and the area won't accommodate it."

Although 140 parking spaces will serve the 69-unit apartment
complex, Hendrix and others are convinced that cars will still

outnumber spaces.

When students rent two-bedroom apartments, the result is

four people and four cars, Hendrix said. But Paul Sigelman,
owner of the building site, will try to avoid that scenario.

"Our preference will be to have one person per bedroom,"
said Sigelman, who admitted he might have trouble enforcing

that idea.

The moratoriums were adopted last August by the City

Council to curb the unchecked development of new construc-

tion in the Westwood area. Developers were then allowed ^
file for hardship exemptions if they could prove financial hard-

ship was caused by the timing of the moratorium.
Although several residents spoke against the exemption,

Sigelman presented the signatures of 300 area residents who ap-

proved his development plan.

Sigelman said he did not originally intend to provide student

housing, but the council legislation forced him to alter his

plans.

"It was not in the original plan, but I have no objections," he

said.

In order to qualify for an exemption to the building

moratoriums, Sigelman had to agree to provide subsidized stu-

dent housing for one-quarter of the units. The universi-

ty-affiliated apartments must rent at a discount of 20 percent,

about $715 for one-bedroom units and between $900 and
$1,140 for two-bedroom units.

Building plans for the complex now include parking spaces

for bicycles and motorcycles, a lounge area near the washroom
and a central kitchen where tenants can entertain guests.

"The building is (now) really designed to be university hous-

ing," Sigelman said.

Opponents charge that Sigelman's luxury apartments will not

Please see APARTMENT, Page 8

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

RELAXIN' — On this unusually warm 'winter' Wednesday, freshman Eric Fenster, a

political science major, doubles up on sunning and studying In Royce Quad:—

Actor Hamilton accepts aw^d
Expresses surprise due to his bad guy role in 'Dynasty'

By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

Actor George Hamilton, ac-

companied by actress
Elizabeth Taylor, was at his

"sophisticated" best Tuesday
evening when he received the

first "Most Sophisticated Man
on Television Award" from
the UCLA Panhellenic Coun-
cil.

A veteran of film, television

and stage production since his

career began in 1958,

'Equal access' choice for West LA.,

Westwood must be made by Feb.28
By Susie Kim, Staff Writer

Telephone customers in West Los Angeles

and Westwood who did not choose a company
in January under "equal access" will have

another opportunity to select a long-distance

carrier.

The new long-distance telephone system re-

quires customers to select a long-distance com-
pany for their long-distance calls.

Until recently, only AT&T could offer

"one-plus'* direct dialing to points outside the

area served by General Telephone. Using the

services of long-distance companies such as

MCI or Sprint meant dialing as many as 23

digits.

Under a federal court order which declares

that all long distance companies have equal

opportunity to compete for customers*

business, equal access allows direct-dialing

with a preferred long-distance company
without pushing a lot of extra numbers.

Equal access will become available to

32,290 local General Telephone of California

customers who have telephone numbers
beginning with the prefixes 270, 312, „ 444,

473, 477, 478 and 479 starting Feb. 22.

Westwood, with the prefixes 279, 470, 474

and 475 will convert to equal access at the end

of August.

The University Central Office serving tele-

phone customers with prefixes 206, 208, 209,

824 and 825 converted to equal access last

April. UCLA uses several long distance com-

panies in various departments on campus.

All customers whose t^ephone service will

convert to equal access will be mailed ballots

in which they indicate their preferred long-

distance carrier. They will be automatically

connected to the carrier they selected when
dialing long-distance.

GTE initially sent ballots to effected

customers in January. Customers who ne-

glected to send in those ballots are now getting

a second chance to select a long distance car-

rier.

"Customers will be provided a checklist in

which they can compare their calling patterns

with costs and quality of transmission to figure

out the best deal for them,** said Sandy Ryder,
public affairs representative at GTE.

According to a consumer-group study con-

ducted by the National Strategies and
Marketing Group, people in the Los Angeles
area who buy their own phones and take ad-

vantage of low-cost long distance services

spend from 11 to 20 percent less on their

phone bills, Ryder said.

One free change in carriers per line is

allowed for up to six months after equal access

begins. After that, there will be a $5 fee for

every change. '
.

If customers do not select a company, each

company will automatically be allocated a

percentage of customers equal to the percen-

tage of customers it attracted during the sign-

up process. This applies to only those

customers whose telephone lines have been
converted after May 1985.

Customers in the UCLA area whose lines

were converted last April will receive a new
ballot on Feb. 28 in which they have another

chance to make a selection.

Hamilton is currently well
known for his role of villian

Joel Abrigore on "Dynasty.**

"I'm surprised that you even
want to give me an award
after seeing my character on
•Dynasty,* ** he joked. "Fm
really not that bad of a guy."

Holding the gold plaque
presented to him by UCLA
Panhellenic Publicity Coor-
dinator Melina Zrecny,
Hamilton told the audience of

about 50 in Rolfe 1200,
"What Tm waiting for now is

an award like this next year,

maybe for most congenial, so

that I can use this in a pair of

cufflinks."

Although most younger ac-

tors consider humor to be a

beneficial characteristic, he
said, "I would hope that as I

get older, sophistication is a
great tribute."

currently, Hamilton is ac-

ting in and producing a sequel

to the 1979 film "Love At
First Bite,** which he also pro-

dtioed and starred in, instead

of working on "Dynasty.**

•Tm probably the only guy
wHo can leave the bad guy
role that I played on *Dynas-

ty,* and show thsJtVm really a

nice guy by playing Dracula
(in 'Love at Second Bite*),** he
said.

Hamilton responded to a
number of questions about his

"Dynasty** role.

"Will I be coming back?
Well, in the last episode my
car went off of the road, and
over the cliff, and they said

that there were no (bodily)

remains found. What does
that tell you?** Hamilton said.

The role he played on the

show, Hamilton said, was one
devoid of humor. Joel was just

a mean charcter.

"The viewer mail has been
interesting. I think that the

Krysde Carrington kidnapping
went on for too long. There
were several episodes when we
did nothing but have Krystle

INORIGAS SAHLEMIKAEL

George Hamilton

locked in the attic, with an
outing now and then,*' he
said.

"But the public has been
tolerant. They like Krystle and
they didn't want to see her
locked in the attic. Inciden-

tially, in the two weeks since

Krystle has been freed, the

ratings have jumped substan-

tially," he added.
In a surprise move,

Hamilton said that he was "a
little timid" about coming to

receive the award by himself,

so "Liz said that she would
come along as well," and in

walked Taylor.

Reactions to Hamilton's £ip-

pearance were favorable. "It

was really exciting to see him
in person. It is a tradition to

watch 'Dynasty* at our house

-

every week and we never miss

it,** said Carol Necollun, a
Delta Zeta. "Sure, George
plays a sinister character, but
we like him."
The sororities had been

planning the presentation for

a long time and were excited

that Hamilton came to UCLA,
Please see HAMILTON,

Page 12
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SNACMAM
For every excess pound you

gain over your ideal body
weight, your body has to
manufacture one mile of blood
vessels to nourish it.

A shocking fact perhaps,
but extra weight puts a
tremendous strain on the
body's circulatory system,
especially the heart. Figures
show that over half the deaths
in the United States are due to
heart attacks and strokes. And
most of these are the result of
atherosclerosis — arteries
hardened and narrowed by
fat.

^

Despite its bad press, fat is

essential in the diet. Fat is

necessary for proper growth
and healthy skiti, and it pro-
vides the most concentrated
form of food energy. If5t

crucial to become aware of
not only your total fat intake
but also the kind of fat you
consume.

Cholesterol is a fat that
cannot travel in the
bloodstream alone. Like oil in
salad dressing, it does not mix
and floats to the top.

So cholesterol must be
bound to a protein to circulate

Jn the body. High levels of

circulating cholesterol are
associated with an increase of

fat deposits on the inner walls
of blood vessels. When this

occurs, the blood vessels
thicken and restrict blood cir-

culation.

But cholesterol doesn't
always lead to atherosclerosis.

When cholesterol is bound to

high-density lipoproteins
(HDLs), the proteins return
cholesterol from blood vessel

deposits to the liver, where it

is broken down and removed
from the bloodstream.
When bound to these

lipoproteins, cholesterol
becomes HDL cholesterol. By
reducing the buildup of total

circulating or blood
cholesterol, HDL oholestere^-

unnecessary strain on the

heart and circulatory system.

Another factor that in-

fluences your blood cholesterol

level is the type of fat con-

sumed in your diet. Here are

some tips to lower your blood

cholesterol level:

• Avoid a large intake of

foods high in cholesterol. Ex-

amples of foods high in

cholesterol are organ meats
(such as liver) and egg yolks.

• Lower consumption of
foods high in saturated fat,

such as butter, red meat and
whole milk. Consuming satu

rated fats increases blood

cholesterol levels.

• Choose polyunsaturated
fats, sucMf^as vegetable oils and
fats found in fish, which do
not increase blood cholesterol

levels.

• Choose nonfat and lowfat

milk products like lowfat

cheese, nonfat yogurt and
lowfat ice cream, rather than

whole milk products.
• Add fiber to your diet with

foods such as oatmeal
legumes (beans) and fruits'

This will help decrease total
cholesterol levels.

If you have additional ques-
tions about fats and
cholesterol or wish to receive a
dietary assessment, call the
Peer Health Counselor Office
(825-8462), or contact a Stu-
dent Health Advocate.

Compiled by SNAC committee
member Diana Johnston
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may help prevent
atherosclerosis.

How then can HDL
cholesterol levels be increased?
First, maintain your ideal
body' weight. Engage in a
regular aerobic exercise pro-
gram. Keep your blood
pressure at a healthy level.

And finally, do not smoke.
These measures help avoid

Filipino Cultural Night 1986

February 8 1 986 UCLA Royce Hall 7:00 P.M.
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ALVAREZ: Complaints to Comm Board

Mark Kisicki

Daily Bruin

review Alvarez' actions since his ap-

pointment. Specifically, he said he

will inve!;tigate "(Alvarez's) arrest at

the INS (Immigration and Naturalisa-

tion Ser\ ice) detention center, his ver-

bal attack of two Beta Theta Pi

fraternity members on Bruin Walk

and his action at the anti-apartheid

rally in tall quarter."

Alvarez said he should be presumed

innocent until proven guilty and

challenged Feldman to talk to him

about these incidents. "What do th*^y

have to do with me btiiig on Comm
Board?" he added.

Although the USAC members
claimed they filed the complaints

because of constitutional reasons,

Alvarez said he suspected political

maneuvering to get him off Comm
Board.

"It's a ppw(5r struggled between Ed

Continued from Page I

Alvarez appoint iiient until he can con-

sult USAC monibei.s, said Sintelle

Ammons, Ta>lol*^ c hitf oi staff.

Alvarez felt lb at Icidmau should

have addressiid USAC al)t)ut his com-
plaints before the appointment. "Th<^'

pt'ople who vOl(d for Feldman should

recall him becau:;e he didn't object

when I was being reviewed,' he said.

"He's not doirig his job." i

Feldman said he was unaware of

thp doseior rpquirornQnt whon USAC
originally reviewed Alvarez' appoint-

ment.
If the Judicial Bi)ard iinds the ap

pointment unconstitutional, a vacancy

on the Comm Board will have to -be

filled. And Alvarez may fill that spot,

Kisicki admitted.

Feldman said he will carefully

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Brum

Mark Feklman
Singer (Comm Board chairman) and

his incestuous relationship with some
of the oiher members of the board,"

he said. "They see my appoint nienl as

a throat to their power to niauipulatc

Comm.Board."
Alvarez charged that members of

Comm Board have ties with Kisicki

and Feldman, leading the two to file

the <x)inplainti..

Singer claimed he had no associa-

tion with the filed complaints. "I had

no involvement in this complaint

wliatsoeverr

won't keep quiet about that," he said.

Disagreeing with Alvarez, Shih
claimed to know nothing about ties

with Kisicki and Feldman. "I don't

know where he's getting the ridiculous

idea that he is perceived as a threat to

a power structure,"

Shih also disagreed with the claini

that he is ineffective. "I'ni the only

Comm Board member who has spent

as much time and effort trying to find

solutions to the various problems we
are facing."

Singer said the claims of his ineffec-

tiveness are without base. "It's not my
responsibility — it's Comm Board's as

a whole."
Alvarez, last year's La Gente editor,

claimed that Shih and Singer failed as

chairmen to respond effectively to the

special interest papers.

He claimed that the problems lack

of space and of access to computer
terminals still are unsolved.

"They know that I know what they

are all about," Alvarez said. "And
they don't want me making any
waves."

Alvarez said he felt another motive

behind the complaint might be
because the media allegedly misquoted

him as saying "Death to Israel" at an

anti-apartheid rally.

Alvarez denied ever saying that

"(The media) are slandering my

Adrian Alvaroz
SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Biutn

Alvarez also charged some Comm
Board members with meffectiveness.

Bruce Shih, a member and former

chairman of Comm Board, and Singer

have "abu.sed their power" as Comm
Board chairs, he said. "Some people

are gettir^g paid to do nothing, and I

iiai tiK,^' lie said.

"Race or ethnicity has nothing to do
with the complaint," Kisicki said.

"The complaint was filed because the

action of the council was unconstitu

tional."

If Judicial Board invalidates his ap-

Please see ALVAREZ, Page 13
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Enlargement

Order any two same-size, same-finish color
enlargement (5x7 to 30x40) from your color
negative or slide. Get a third enlargement
FREE. Come in and see us for more details.

HURRY special offer ends F#b. 28, 1986.

BEL>\UFL
Camera Hi-Fi & Video

1025 Westwpod Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
(SIS) 208-5150

Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase
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Speakers discuss roles of Uacic

professionals in the community

By Lisa Rojany

Black students beginning their careers should remember their

community's needs while reaching their own personal potential,

according to four black professionals who participated in a
symposium Tuesday evening.

The forum, sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity as part
of UCLA's celebration of Black History Month, drew about 25
people to hear the speakers discuss the black professional's role

in today's society. j

The purpose of the discussion was to "make students aware of

the fact that they have an obligation to their community to get

other blacks involved in improving the welfare of black society

as a whole," said Kevin Golden, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha.
One speaker, Hermia Shegog-Whitlock, a lecturer at UCLA's

School of Law and president of the Black Women Lawyers of

Los Angeles, said success could not be achieved by "just being
good" at a job. .._ ^

To do more* than survive, she said, "You need to find a men-
tor to help you get to know who's in power, who really n^kes
the decisions that count."

Shegog-Whitlock defined the black professional's role as one
which requires providing a network of support groups,

educating the black community on social issues, and acting as a

role model for other minority group members.
Melvin Oliver, a sociology professor at UCLA, added that

black professionals need to confront socially imposed racial

limitations by finding a balance between "being the best you
Can be (in reaching personal goals) and serving the black com-
munity."

Dr. JoAnn Dawson, a physician at UCLA's Student Health

Services, said, "Those of us who made it have a tendency to

say, 'We're okay, and now we don't have to think black

anymore.' This is not true."

Dawson said that just as she needed someone to inspire her,

so do others who follow in the footsteps of black achievers.

"We owe it to our parents, our community and to both our

biological and racial children to be available to young people,

to help them get through the barriers that are out there,"

Dawson said. "They need to know about successful black pro-

fessionals."

Leon Watson, an Academic Advancement Program counselor

at UCLA, warned against the dangers of black professionals

becoming "accommodationists or apologists for a system that is

racial to the core."

"We have to be careful," he said, "of not falling into the

chasm that says black people are perpetrators of their own vic-

timization ... we need to retain our utility to the workers in

the black community."

Committee urged to drop
charges against protesters

Urging the Student Conduct
Committee to dismiss all

charges against four anti-apar-

theid protesters, the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council passed a

resolution Tuesday stating,

"any disciplinary action would

set a precedent, inhibiting

freedom of expression hence-

forth."

The defendants — Carolyn

Fershtman, Matthew Kogan,

Ingrid Landes and Diego
Middonado — were arrested

last spring during anti-apar-

theid demonstrations at Mur-

phy Hall. They are charged

with violating the student

code of conduct and have

been brought before the Stu-

dent Conduct Committee.

The resolution, sponsored

by Undergraduate President

Ron Taylor, Second Vice
President Erwin Sanvictores

and Academic Affairs Com-
missioner Dean Florez, passed

by a vote of 6-2-1.

"We wanted to show that

we support the idea behind

the protests and we salute

their (the protesters') viewi,"

Florez said.

Mark Kisicki, facilities

commissioner, opposed the

resolution. "We are the stu-

dent leaders, and we have to

respect the laws of this institu-

tion," he said. "Civil disobe-

dience makes sense, but those

who engage in it should expect

to accept the consequences."

— Laureen Lazarovici
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MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON SIZZLINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 :30-4:00)

DINNER * FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

i¥
SAME MODERATE PRICES

Delivery
208-1722

1

Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

114 Gayley (located b«hind Nattonat Th«atre) 208-9214

UCLA
CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

PRESENTS:

CLAY CARSON
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY. STANFORD UNIVERSITY

"BLACK PANTHERS, SNCC, AND THE FBI:— DESTRUCTION OF AN ALLIANCE"

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1986

12:00 NOON
ROOM 22 NORTH CAMPUS

',

Or in any of 60 developing

countries in Asia, Africa or Latin

America. Your first job after grad-

uation should offer you more than

just a paycheck. In the Peace

Corps you will have the oppor-

tunity to broaden your horizons

for the future. You will learn a for-

eign language . . . live in a different

culture. You will develop profes-

sional skills, handle responsi-

bilities and meet challenges far

greater than those you might be
offered in a starting position in the

United States. When you return,

you will find that international

firms and government agencies

value that kind of experience.

—25 veais of PEACE CORPS—

—

The tou^iest job you'll ever love.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS THIS MONTH
February 18 in the Placement & Career Planning Center

Pick up your application and sign up TODAY! Must be completed beforehand.

INFO. TABLE ON BRUIN WALK FILM ft INFO. SESSION
TODAY Feb. 12: Ham, Noon, 1 & 2pm
9am-3pm Placement & Career Planning Center

For more information, call Peace Corps at 209-7444, ezt. 112.
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EXPRESS DELIVERY
FREE TO YOUR DORM,

NO MINIMUM.
^^208-8671

good only in Westwood store

#
$2 OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

^1 OFF
ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
• VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

" 'F/X' is the top thriller ofmany a month,
breathtaking, exciting, exhilarating and...rocketing

Bryan Brown to top stardom."
— Judith Crist. WOR-TV

I

.SL.

Rollie Tyler Is

the movies' best

special effects

man.
He can show you
a thousand ways
to die.

Now somebody
wants him to

do it for real.

But is he
the weapon or
the victim?

He's going to

need every trick

ft*om every movie
he ever made
just to get even...

and get out alive.

It's more than real,

...it means
Special Effects iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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RESTRICTED
UNDER 17 fl{OUi«{S ACCOWPANriNG

PARENT OR AOULT GUARO'AN
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STARTS
TODAY

PACIHCS METRO
WESTWOOD 474-7866

HOLLYWOOD PACIHC
HOLLYWOOD 464-4111

AND OTHER SELECTED THEATRES AND DRIVE-INS NEAR YOU

APARTMENT: Units for Students
Continued from Page 3

benefit students.

"Only 20 percent of those units will be affordable for stu-

dents," said Bob Breall of the North Westwood Village

Residents Association. "We wanted 100 percent of those units

for students and faculty."

Breall's statement may appeal to UCLA students^ but
Wastside City Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky maintains that his

argument makes little economic sense.

"You can't tell developers they must build apartments to sub-

sidize students," Yaroslavsky said. "In order to get the private

sector to provide university housing you have to give them a
way to subsidize it."

Breall sees the situation differently. "Zev is not representing
us. He's trying to project that he's there for the students, but
he's really representing the developers."

Yaroslavsky dismissed such claims.

"I don't think it's right that only the affluent should be able
to live within walking distance of UCLA," said Yaroslavsky, a
UCLA graduate who commuted to campus.

Yaroslavsky said he feels many of his critics have misread the
situation.

"The moratorium was not imposed to assuage the residents in

that area," he said. "One should not be so vain to think so^*^
After clearing thilj legislative hurdle, the apartment complex

could be read) for occupancy by next winter, although
developers concede that estimate may be optimistic.

Speaker says S. African
homelandsi 'death camps'
By Glenn Adams

South Africa's "racist regime" has unfairly segregated blacks
forcing them to live in "concentration death camps," said
Elizabeth Sibeko, the Pan African Congress' women anH laK^r—^ordinator in the United States:

Speaking to about 50 people in Franz Hall Tuesday, Sibeko
condemned South Africa's forced separation of families and the
relegation of blacks to "so-called homelands" as examples of
atrocities taking place in that country. She explained that the
soil of the homelands is "not able to sustain life."

Sibeko who termed the segregated black communities in
South Africa "concentration death camps," claimed the results
of such forced segregation are "the worst kind of malnutrition"
and a high infant mortality rate.

"There are people dying slowly under the genocide," she said.
Sibeko listed the goals of the Pan African Congress (PAC) as

national liberation, self-determination" and the reacquisition
of the land she feels was stolen from her people through col-
onialization. ^

"The land was taken from us," Sibeko claimed. "We were
dispossessed as a people."
The PAC is an offshoot of the African National Congress.

Both groups were banned in 1960 by the South African gov-
ernment after an incident at Sharpeville at which about 70
unarmed blacks were killed by police. Both groups continue to
operate, and the PAC is generally considered the more militant
ot the two.

Because of what she believes are the natives inherent right to
the land, and South Africa's history of armed response to
peaceful protest, Sibeko said she feels there can be no peaceful
or negotiated means of change that will fully realize the PAC's
goals.

"Apartheid has been condemned across the. world as a crime
against humanity," she said. "Something that is evil cannot be
reformed — it has to go."

•Ik c^^'^V^'if^"
expressed reluctance about working together

with South African whites who oppose apartheid, fearing thatrAC s cause would be compromised.

..iH^-Tl!' ^^"?f"^ ^'^'^Y ^'^^^^ '"^^^ dangerous whites," she

not toulhed.^
''''"'^ ^^^ ^' ^'^^ •''^" ^ ^^^'' ^"*^^^^*^ ^^^

shfftl"" T^""^
advocated overthrowing the government, and

thLS--- "-^^^^^^^^^^ within South Africa is leading ta. _.

Sihp^rf •i^^-T^"'^
^'^^^ confusion has set in the racist regime,"

onpliH. fK . lif
^" ^"'^ y?" ^*^^* *^^ ^h«o*i"g is no longer on

latinnlfh fW
'^^ ^^^^y ^' dyjng," she added, praising a "popu-

^^^»on (that) is no longer afraid of the gun
.

"

HAIR BOUTIQUE

Free Parking

M Haircuts w/ad
cut & style

reg. $25 NOW $12yf For new customers w/ad

Nexus Perms
Shampoo, condition

reg. $50 NOW $30
Facials & Waxing
Open7days • 1884 Westwood Blvd.

474-8516*470-8698
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THE HONORS COLLEGIUM
SPRING QUARTER 1986^

HC 42 THE MAKING OF A SCIENTIFIC CULTURE
Director; M, Norton Wisr History

6 Units HH 2-3:15;
*

discussion and writing seminar sections (one of each) are mandatory. -

.

Check with DOH office for scheduled days and times. . .

The dominant cultures of the modem world are scientific cultures. Drawing on. a wide range of scientific, literary, and social thought of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this course examines how science has

helped to shape modern perceptual modes, institutions, and economic and political systems. The following selected topics from the biological and physical sciences are examined: Darwinian evolution by natural selec-

tion, the energy and entropy laws of thermodynamics, genetics in the twentieth century, and physical and philosophical problems of quantum physics. Under modes of perception are considered numerical thinking,

graphic visualization, probabilistic concepts of certainty, and instrumentation as a source of knowledge. The so-called Second Industrial Revolution of the late nenteenth century serves to focus attention on science-based

industry, here the chemical and electrical industries. The course also examines the ideological significance of science in classical liberalism and socialism and in such movements as social Darwinism and eugenics.

Satisfactory completion of this course with a grade of "C" or better will satisfy one half of the College of Letters and Science English Composition requirement.

HC 45 DEMISE OF THE DINOSAURS: MASS EXTINCTIONS AND THE HISTORY OF LIFE

Director: Everett C. Olson. Biology -^—— ———^-

—

. ^

•'•-.:'
.

• •

4 Units nh1-3

Mass extinctions of the plants and animals occurred several times during the last 600 million years of Earth history. The demise of the dinosaurs was the most spectacular and has spawned many theories as to prox-

imate and ultimate causes. These are explored under two major groups of hypothesis: terrestrial and extraterrestrial. The nature of the organisms, their physical and biological environments and the shifting physical

and biological patterns of the ancient Earth form a background for searches for the causes of the several extinctions, possible evidence of cyclicity, and the integrated use of biological, geological and historical informa-

tion. Analogies to scenarios of extinctions proposed under concepts of atomic wars are also explored.

HC 47 BRAINS: STRUCTURE, FUNCTION AND EVOLUTION

Directrr: Louis J. Goldberg, Dentistry/Anatomy/Kinesiology -

4 Units W 2-5

The twentieth century has witnessed an explosion of knowledge concerning the structure and functon of central nervous systems. It is the purpose of this course to illustrate ttie broad outlines of this knowledge. The

text, Principles of Neural Science, will serve as a reference and a guide. This is not, however, a course in neuroscience. Examination of our current perspectives on the structure, function and evolution of l)rains

will help us to address the following related questions: What is the organization of the world external to the brain? What is the organization of the brain? How do the two correspond? How does the one "know" ttie

other? .

HC 49 COMPUTERS^CIENCE. AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Director: David G. Kay, Computer Science ^ .-.--rr • :
.-• • -^

4 Units 7 9-12

This course will fumish students with and in-depth, fundamental understanding of computers and the nature of automatic computation, both in theory and in current practice: what information computers can represent

and how they can process it, the distinctions between human thought and the computer's processing, the social effects of the computerization and reliance on computed results, and the capabilities and limitations of

computer technology both today and in the future. Students will develop the foundation for making informed decision relating to computing and a framework for developing further technical expertise.

HC 52 REALISM AND THE NOVEL __,J____ ...:............. .-.
.

' "
^ ^

. .

Director: Richard Lehan, English

4 Units TTh 9:30-10:45, one mandatory discussion section.

students enrolled in HC 52 will review the beginnings of the modem view of man and society in the west; the rise of individualism, empiricism, and probabilistic thinking; compromises with the religious idea of Pro-

vidence and the representation of ordinary life in literature and art.The course seeks to demonstrate parrallel structures - to show how certain ways of looking at reality are reflected in both philosophy and literature. The

novel from its inception treats many of the problems raised by ® seventeenth-century philosophy. It asks questions about the way we know ourselves, the way we know others, and the way we manage to adapt

ourselves to a given social environment. Eariy novels function as a form of commentary on a period of astonishing social change: sometimes they treat wryly a middle class that seized POwer from a decaying

aristocracy only to try to imitate its way of life: sometimes they attempt to suggest programs of political and social reform. The course examings an age that saw the presentation of a picture of real life through fiction

as a triumph in itself.

HC 57 RELIGION AND HUMAN EXPERIENCE: SUFFERING AND SALVATION

Director. Marilyn Adams, Philosophy

4 Units TTh 9-11; one mandatory discussion section.

What is the meaning of life in a world such as ours, where great goods (e.g., the majestic scenery of Yosemite, Mozart's music. Milton's poetry, Cezanne's painting the saintliness of Francis, Gandhi, and King) exist

side by side with horrendous evils (the wickedness and terror of Nazi Germany, disease and natural disaster which blindly victimize the old and young, good and bad alike)? Shall I be a pessimist aljout the basic condi-

tions of existence and greet life with defiant rebellion, stoic resignation, or escapism? Shall I take the burden of the world on my shoulders and try to make the best of a bad situation? ()r shall
'
see the world as

basically good and its evils as temporary challenges, eradicable by dedication and effort, whether human or divine? These religious questions face everyone; the course encourages students to reflect on the vanety of

answers given them.

HC 58 THE MASCULINE AND THE FEMININE: POLITICS AND LOVE

Director: Sara E. Melzer, French

4 Units nh 11-12:15

The oppositton between the masculine and the feminine is one of the major polarities that underiies human consciousness. This course will explore the philosophic and literary JIJ^aQlnation of our patriarchal Wwt^^

tradition^ it shapes and is shaped by concepts of rhasculinity and femininity. Our study will focus on texts from several European literatures that deal with the conflict beNveen the needs o^*e ^ta^^^ and thos^^^

arn Iv or a love interest Masculinity is often represented in terms of militarism, heroism, moral and legal authority, whereas femininity is represented in ternfis of motherhood, the family aijJ ttw romanbc couple.This

Se^s des^g^trshow h^w me^^^^^^^ between the so-called masculine and feminine qualities and our evaluation of them affects and is affected by a nrwre evident system of oolant.es tfiat f^cUires Western

Sought: CultSaturc; Soul/Body; Reason/Feeling. We will examine the political context of each wori< to show not only how each text sets up a different model of the male-femali polanty but also how it can be

brought into question.

HC 66 THE CLASSICS OF ZEN

Director: William R. LaFleur, East Asian Languages and Cultures

4 Units nh 11-12:15

"7fin" is one of those things people like to think they know something about - even when they do not. This course provides a chance to read and discuss some of the classtes of East Asia, books that have had a deep

im^ct onTe thintong andTulZsoChna Korea, and Japan. The classics of Zen are witty' provocative and - above all - intelligent. They address fundamental human questions b"t o«en frjm
^J^^^^^^^^^

«"0'«

iStion. mese are the texts some modem Asian philosophers go back to when they find Westem philosophy not entirely satisfying. The reasons for this - both mtellecual and cultural - are important in our era.

HC 67 THE TRIAL OF GAULEO
Director: Robert S. Westman, History

4 Units W2-5

Thk <:pminar will offer students and appreciation of science as an historical process. Recently Pope John Paul II called for a reconslderatwn of the case of Galileo. Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) was tried and condemned

to teSo the v°ew 0? N^^^^^^^^ (1473-1543) that the Sun is at rest in the center of the universe and the Earth and planets revolve around it. Many interesting questions and deep enactions are stj^^^ra^ by

SkSeK ^curred Sree and a half centuries ago. Among the principal questions to be considered are the following: What were the major scientific issues at stake? What ^ere the legal political, andreligious

Snl^raired byT tria^^^ and Religion necessarily in conflicf? What is the meaning of the Galileo affair in our times? A new reason tor studying the tnal became available at the end of 1984. when

hitherto inaccessible documents from the Vatican Secret Archive were published by the Pontifical Academy of Sciences.

HC 190B INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLOQUIUM ON MATHEMATICS IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

Director: Janfies B. MacQueen, Management
,

4 Units Th 2-5 F 1-3 (Marschak Colloquium)
T'— -

Thic ct..rfpnt colloQuium is organized around the Jacob Marschak InterdTsciplinar^' Colloquium on Mathematics in the Behavioral Sciences, a biweekly colloquium that sponsors presentations by •ead'nfl. experts on me a^

IJ^.tSnfo mah^Scal (and stahshcal) methods to the behavioral sciences. The objective of the colloquium is to introduce Honors students to research in the vanous behavioral sciences using mattiematical memods

JnH n PncLTaoe stoden research in tf^s area. Students participate in the Marschak Colloquium and also have their own colloquium in which they present both summaries «/ P^s research and toeir own research

n.V^ Tonics treated 'ntS^^^ '"^'"^^ mathematical mod«is in economics, psychotogy. sociology, and biology; some examples of student research papers '"elude 'Mathematica Mo^^^e^s of Speaking

KnitSd Speech Rec^^^^^^ Perspective on ProbabHtiy Analysis." 'The Hardy-Weinberg Law and Its Application to Human Blood Codes." and "The Fibonacci Sequence and Its Applications.

In order to enroll in an Honors Collegium course, students must have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 and have

satisfied the Subject A /English 1 requirement. • •

Sign-up sheets for all students will be available In the Division of Honors offlceV~A311 Murphy Hall, beglning Mon-

day, February 10, at 8:30 AM. T .
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Poppa Pete'^^

10759 PICO BOULEVARD
«^«aurant

LOS ANGELES "SinOB 1973"
across from the WESTSIOE PAVILLION

(213)47S-6158

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Featuring Complete Oinnefs

FRESH FISH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.25
MON-SAT 6am 9pm . SUNDAY 8 am - 6pm

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

Rashtan
Tbnning, TbnJnfi&Avrobtc Centres

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverty Hills 277-7569

West LA. 4791663

SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

( KoM \

(Coloiwstch,
V SystemJ

T105 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

SPECIALS
---- coupon --—

FREE
20x28 COLOR PRINT

($25 value)

from your negative, with

$50 minimum purchase.

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM

PURCHASE.o
KINROSS AVE ^

O

^
JtioH valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-7-86

- - « s- coupon. « « - «

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp .._.;„..... $6 OFF
24 exp $4 OFF
12 exp $2 OFF
120format $3 OFF
220format $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any otfier offer.

Exp. 3-7-86

35 WILSHIRE BL

.-.- coupon .---

FREE
ROLL OF FILM

with every roll developed
and printed.

I

,m,^m, .coupon, a _ _ _i

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20x28 24.95
20 X 24 .T7.....;......T7..22 95
16x20 18.95
12 X 16 14.95
11 X 14 ..12.95

8x 12 5.95
8x 10 5.95

Hot valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7-86

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7-86

.••• coupon....

SLIDE PROCESSING^^
IN 2 HOURS!

$10FF
w/ COUPON

Computer Generated
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-7-86

I aiBMBa..«..
SHOWYOUR

MUCHYOU
lOVEIHHR ^ I 1

Delicious chocolates and rich creams on Valentine's Day are

delicious but fattening. Unless you're at Penguin's Place: Where
Dutch Chocolate and Butterscotch Creme are just two of over 30
delicious flavors of frozen yogurt. All with lessjhan W2 the

calories of ice cream.

And with this coupon it's even easier^

toshow your Valentinehowmuch you

love their body. But be prepared.

Because after they try it, they'll

want to show you how much
they love yours.

ITrnii

I

I

L

Penguin's love to travel in

pair^. So you spring for the first,

and we'll treat you to the second.

Small, medium or large yogurt. But

to keep Penguin's from becoming
an endangeied species, only one
coupon per customer

VERYIflWCAIORIE
HmZEN YOGURT

Expires Wed Feb 12, 1986

ACROSS FROM McDONALDS REDEEMABLE ONLY AT PENGUINS 208-3338

Undergraduate President Ron Taylor
JEFF HARBAND'Ddilv Bruin

COHEI>hFired by Taylor
Continued from Page 1

happened" in USAC, he said.

I think they had the potential to do something, but nothing
is happening. USAC as a whole is effective — Ron Taylor is in-

effective," he said.

Responding to accusations of ineffectiveness from ex-UCLA
Lobby Director Kevin Sutherland and Cohen's charges, Taylor
and the executive staff gave a press conference to express their

views of the administration's activities.

"Apart from SCORE, (Social and Corporate Responsibility)

we (the president's staff) have done absolutelv nothing with
apartheid," said Dora Tovar, external affairs director. SCORE
is the $4,000 educational program funded by the ASUCLA
Board of Control to educate students about corporate responsi-

bility to social problems like apartheid.
Taylor said the president's office has not dedicated its entire

staff time to the issue of apartheid, but has concentrated more
on student concerns such as campus safety.
"We are an office that maintains undergraduate student gov-

ernment,
" Taylor said. "We are not a programmatic office. If

you're looking for programs to come out of this office, you're
looking for a ghost."

Additionally, Ammons said that Cohen was not specifically

assigned the "anti-apartheid sentiment" on campus.
"Several times I tried to ask him to do tasks, but Marc did

not feel like putting in any time," Ammons said.
Furthermore, student fees should not be used on a position

that is not active during the academic year, Ammons said.
"Why have a special projects director if there's nothing to

do?" Cohen asked. "I was willing to work — all they had to do
was give me something I believed in."

Taylor said he will not replace Cohen.
"It may serve us better to have the staff work harder to fill

the duties Cohen had," he said.
Cohen said he may appeal to the Undergraduate Judicial

Board about the circumstances to his firing.
"I want to take recourse," he said, "but in a just way."

THESO^sAREIN

AND WE HAVE THE
LOOK

NEW CLIENTS ONLY

FREE Cello
with

Cut & Blow

475-4586 °7'i'P''^|'

10877 W. Pico Blva,
(ml of Wtlwood Blvd.)
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Professor traces history

of Palestinian nationalism

BLOOM COUNTY hy Berk^ Breathed

By Bill Bowmer
Sen/or Staff Writer

Tracing the historical
development of Palestinian na-
tionalistn. Dr. Yehoshua
Porath discussed his social
analysis of its recent growth
Wednesday.

"I don't regard economic in-

terests as paramount. I believe
ideas have power," he told a
crowd of 50 people in Bunche
4269.

Porath is currently a pro-
fessor of the history of Islam
and the Middle East at
Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. His lecture was
sponsored by the Israel Action
Coalition, the Gustav E. Von
Grunebaum Center and the
Hillel Students Association.

"The title 'Palestinian na-
tionalism' is misleading — it is

an Arab phenomenon," Porath
said, describing it as the out-

come of both local cir-

cumstances and events across

the Arab world.

"New Jewish immigrants in

the 19th century were viewed
as a threat, with different

languages, culture, and a

disregard for the traditional

Arab ways of life," he said.

Distrust was more social

than religious, Porath said, as

"to some extent this was
shared by the ultra-orthodox

Jewish community of
Jerusalem."
After World War I,

political considerations took

preeminence over social, he

said, describing three primary
reasons for anti-Jewish senti-

ment.
"The first, the traditional

Muslim view, argued that Pal-

estine had become a land of

Islam and should not be
allowed to become a land of

the Jews," he said.

The second argument came
from those who sought to

transform the Ottoman Em-
pire into a modern liberal

state. This viewpoint saw a

danger in the concentration of

Jews in Palestine, since such a

group could secede as had the

Creeks, Bulgarians and other

minorities.

The third argument came
from Arab nationalists who
saw a Jewish Palestine ^ an

impediment to Pan-Arab uni-

ty, since a Jewish Palestine

would sever the continuous

territory of Islam.

RECEP-
TIONIST
NEEDED:
The Daily

Bruin needs a

receptionist who
can work morn-

ing hours.

Typing and
phone skills a

must.
For more in-

formation, call

Susan at 825-

2787.

The Jewish rush to leave
Europe in the 1930s con-
tributed to a dramatic in-

crease in Palestinian immigra-
tion, from 170,000 Jews in

1931, to 400,000 in 1939.
Porath cited this increase as

spurring Palestinian hostility

toward the new immigrants.
Following World War II,

with the emergence of the

Arab League, "everyone was
convinced the Arab world was
standing on the threshhold of

unity," he said.

"With the collapse of the

Palestinian Arab community
in 1948, for 10 years there was
no independent Palestinian ac-

tivity against Israel," he said.

Such opposition, he said,

was spearneaded by the Arab
League until the 60s until the

Palestinians again mounted
organized opposition.

Porath said he saw a con-

tradiction between Palestinian

ideology and political prac-

tices, in that Pan-Arabism fill-

ed Palestinian rhetoric even as

it took second place to local

Palestinian goals.
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FAMOUS IN SANTA BARBARA)

CHASE
. BAR& GRILLE ,

chase"""""
VEAL PICCATA For 2
includes caesar salad, fettuccine Alfredo, «Sj. 2 FREE

glasses of Cabernet or Chardonnay

Reservations advised kD L^^^^ please prosont .0.1 p,>n I""""
" "b"ffA§e""'"""""'"""""'

Dinner For 2
includes FREE Vz carafe of red or white wine

$13-99
On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

reserviUions advised please present couptm

"neVyORkTtaIiA^" OOD AT ITS BEST."
"'

824-1310 208-4729
1 049 Gayley Avenue • Westwood

HONDA.
PresMit Student 1.0. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Arrive in Style

AERO'"

CoohaSpree"'
TM

i;iijji/:i>]i;[i]iu.iiiiji]

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

^ONTEMPORARY^mERICAN INIHAH ARTr
DIVERSITY IN TRADITIONS

ARTISTS LECTURE SERIES

^ ' DICKSON AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

photo: Jean LaMarr, Vaurneted Indian Cowboy

TRUMAN T. LOWE (Winnebago) Sculpture February lO, Monday evening

Associate Professor, Department of Art 6:00 p.m. Slide lecture-Dickson Auditorium

Native American Studies Program, Coordinator 7:30 p.m. Reception-Dickson foyer

University of Wisconsin, Madison

JEAN LAMARR (Paiute/PIt River) Graptiics

Artlst-ln-resldence, Susanvllle Rancheria

Susanville, California

March 10, Monday Evening

6:00 p.m. Slide lecture-Dickson Auditorium

7:30 p.m. Reception-Dickson foyer

JOLENE RICKARD (Tuscarora) Ptiotography April 8, Tuesday evening

New York 6:00 p.m. Slide lecture-Dickson Auditorium

7:30 pm. Reception-Dickson foyer

HARRY FONSECA (fVlaidu) Visual Arts

Shingle Springs, California

May 6, Tuesday evening

6:O0 p.m. Slide lecture-Dickson Auditorium

7:30 p.m. Reception-Dickson foyer

INFORMATION: Margaret Arct^uleta

UCLA

_ American Indian Studies Center

3220 Campbell Hall

(213)825-7315

FUNDED BY: Campus Programs Committee of ttie Programs Activities. Student Committee for tfw Arts, Museum of

Cultural History. Arr^erlcan Indian Studies Center. American Indian WofT>en's Support Group, Native Arr>erican

Graduate Students Association. Arr^ertcan Indian Undergraduate Student Association, and Art DepartrT>ent.

Speciort thanks to the CoHege of Rne Arts.

H

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic Schtxjl now at UCLA or

Westwood Clas«^s t'very week Sal

Sun. Weeknighls. Inexpensive

Stimulating & Fun UKatu.ns also at

Beverly Hills S M .
Culver City and

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

(213)478-7099

UCLA .

CENTER

THE ARTS

The Chieftains
Sunday, Fdb 16. 8 pm
royce HStr 815, 13. 10, 5" T

WorM's foremost exponents of traiiitional Irish

music "In finely crafted jogs, horn pipes, reels

and ballads. The Chieftains captured that rare

blend of lusty joy and mournful grace that is the

essence of the Irish charaCttr."

(Washington Post)

Music Department

UCLA
Symphony
Orchestra
Simmel Krachnuilnkk, director

Friday, Fab 7, 8 pm
Schoenberg Hail $5. 3

With featured soloists violinist Joanne Park and
bassoonist Charles Fernandez, winners of the

Eighth Annual Concerto Contest

Shostakovich: Festival Overture. Bruch. Violin

Concerto No. t in G minor, Woher. Bassoon
Concerto in F. Stravmskf. Firebird Suite

KariWmdingst^d^soprano

Blaise Brys\d,p,ano
Faculty Recital
Saturday, Feb 8. 8 pm
Sclioenberg Hall $5. 3

Windingstad has toured with New York Pro
Musica and the Roger Wagner Chorale and
performed with the Los Angeles Philharmonic.
Music by Wo/f, R Strauss, Wehorn. Bor§.
Schoenberg. Debussy. Satie.

Steven Mayer, ^.a/^o

Faculty Recital
Wednesday. Feb 12, 8 pm
Schoenberg Hail is. 3

Silver Medalist in the 1985 Carnegie Hall
International American Music Competition makes
his only LA. appearance of the seasoN.
"One of tht pianists of his leneratioii"
(The New York Times)
has. Concord Sonata plus music by Maiart
fititr. "fats" Wallar. Art Tatum.

Charge-by-Phone
(213)825-9261
UCLA Central Ticket Office 650 Westwood Plaza -
Daily 9am 5pm. Weekends 10am 3pm (Sun phone
oflers only) '$5 Student tickets with full time 10
{Lim.ied ava^abihty) Rush at showtime for students
drtd Sf citizens Program, date, time & place subiect
to change

Hamilton
Continued from Page 3
said Alpha Chi Omega
member Lisa Ehaevitz.

"He's very charming and he
does have an air of sophistica-

tion about him," said Naomi
Nakagama, Panhellenic presi-

dent, and a member of Gam-
ma Phi Beta.

"I think that he deserved
the award not only for the
roles he plays on television,

but for the fact that he cared
enough to come here tonight.

He is a very gracious
gentleman," said Sheireen
Dunlap, a member of Alpha
Chi Omega.

Born in Memphis, Tenn.,
Hamilton spent most of his life

in Palm Beach, Fla. and New
York City. Following an in-
troduction by a family friend
to New York executives ofMOM in February 1968, he
followed their advice to go
west.

- In early 1968, he was given
a reading for the film "Auntie
Mame," but before any deci-

sion was made, Hollywood
producers Terry and Denis
Sanders signed him for the
lead role in "Crime and
Punishment, U.S.A."

Hamilton went on to work
IGM^ where early in his

career, he portrayed a teenage
boy in Vincente Minnelli's

"Home From the Hill," co-

starring Robert Mitchum and
George Peppard.

Hamilton's other films in-

clude "Zorro, the Gay Blade,"

"Once is Not Enough," "The
Man Who Loved Cat Danc-
ing," and "Where the Boys

Are."

Master Plan
Continued from Page 1

tain the obvious?"
Gardner apologized to

Greene and said that not

everyone "sees it the exactly

the same way."

"Well then, you're living in

another world. Any intelligent

person can tell why that is the

case. You obviously know
nothing about education in K
through 12 and I don't mean
that on a personal basis, but

your response to me is so off-

base to me," Greene said.

According to the National

Center for Educational
Statistics, one-third of

California's ninth graders do

not complete their high school

studies. The drop-out rate for

blacks is 33 percent and 34

percent for hispanics.

For the past decade UC has

been targeted by the

Legislature for its poor efforts

on affirmative action.

"Those programs to help

minorities, especially
Hispanics, which have been

around a long time, aren't any

better now," Vasconcellos told

Gardner.

Greene said everyone in the

world knew why blacks didn't

qualify to go to college. "You

don't have to be a college

president or researcher to

know that. You just don't

have a suitable educational

product being presented in the

first place."

Gardner agreed. "The point

I was trying to make is that

we're trying to discover why

the eligibility for blacks is so

low and what we can do to

help. That's our motivation."

»'

Alvarez
Continued from Page 6

pointment, Alvarez said he
does not care if he is not
reinstated. *'I know what
they're all about," he said.

"I'm not doing it for the
money. I'm doing it for a per-

sonal interest in the SIPs. If I

wasn't appointed, I'd have
more time to tell people what
(the Comm Board members)
are all about."

Surveyer Seven made a

soft landing on the
moon in 1968, ending
the American series of

unmanned explora*
tions of the lunar sur-

face. —

—
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CAN'T STOP SN
WECANHELP

0:^1

CALL NOWl
• Easy
• Effective

• Inexpensive MUO'wd/w

^ACUPUNCTURE CENTER
WESTWOOD MEDICAL PLAZA
10921 Wilshire Bl.(at Westwood Bl.)
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Friday* February 7, 1986 is the

deadline to file your degree candidacy
form announcement of Candidacy for

the Bachelor's degree to be conferred
March 28, 1986. A list of candidates
prepared from the ''Candidacy Form"
submitted with the registration packets
is posted outside the Registrar's Office

information Window ''A".

ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS
SHOULD BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY
ATROOM 1111.

^ —

TIRED DF TWEEZING. BLEACHINCT
S WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™m.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service"

co"'^'

'?.:;>""'

p.«^-= ,,>C»"

v«'""^^

UCLA

NAIL GARDEN
Limited Offer (Except Fri.-Sun.)

475-0500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

==^ ^ ^= Jon D. Voqel. O.D.

A i.ONTt

^CBuRN

1132

i JNDBROOH

Life Member UCLA Alumni Association • Speciaii/mg m Coniact

Lenses S.nce 19M • All Lens Types Available " All Cases Accepted
Regardless of Di«icuiIy * Same Day Service Available • Validated

Parking • Encelient Selection ot the Latest in Fashion Eyewear and
Sunglasses 'Lab on Premises * Contacts Polished While You Wait
• Consultants lor Computer Vision Problems

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

Women's Studies

Feminist Books

1361 Westwood Blvd.

Ids Angeles. CA 90024
(213) 477-7300

BASKIN ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE-

GETA
SWEETHEART

OF A
DEAL!

Ice Cream Heart
Cakes from
$3.75 up

a/so, with valid UCLA ID get:

15% OFF on Super Party Desserts

10% OFF on All Fountain, Splits, Floats, Shakes & Malts

WE DELIVERI Delivery service available, special discount bulk rates to

campus organizations.greeks, faculty. Available at:

Westwood Village • Century City MaU 552 2866

10916 Kinross • 1227 Wilshire Bl. , Santa Monica 394-0773

Cb/t Gayley & Wfstwood Bl)

208-8048

KIOVP#N • * 60VP0H*

• 2461 Santa Monica Bl. 828-1222
• Fox Hills Mall, Culver City 390-2565

HALF-PRICE SALE • :BUY ONE -GET ONE FREE!
Buy 1 PT. 1 (12 oi.)

QT. or»/a (lib. 8 ox.)

GAL (3 1b.)

GET SECOND ONE AT
HALF PRICE! mp 2a?-86
LiiKll 2 p«r coupon.

flood with Any QT o> */» UAL

Any Sundae,
Mdtor

Fountain Item

•xp. 2 17-86
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No" to forced foreign language
By Guy Avagliano

According to Dean Florez and David Hoff-

man of the Academic Affairs Commission,
delaying a mandatory foreign language re-

quirement is "contrary to the best interests of

the current and future students at UCLA"
(Bruin, Feb. 3).

There are a number of reasons why I

disagree with this position.

First, after satisfying breadth requirements,

pre-requisites, and courses within each major,

a student has very few units available for

study in other areas of individual interest.

Additionally, students who transfer, change
majors, or study abroad for a year are put in

even more of a "unit crunch" as they ap-

proach the 228 unit limit.

Second, lower level language classes meet
everyday; this handicaps students with off-

campus jobs tht require full working days.

In addition to this "hidden cost," three

foreign language classes are equivalent to one

$434 quarter for a full-time student.

Third, for many people, Pascal and dBase

are much more useful languages than French

or Spanish. Why not require mandatory com-
iputer classes?::

Fourth, compared with learning a

language, there are many areas, ^^ch as

C.P.R. and first aid, where mandatory classes

would be of greater benefit.

The university currently offers classes such

as History 3A and Physics 10 which are

specifically designed for non-physical science

majors.

These courses present the important theoret-

ical information without requiring excessive

memorization of facts and figures.

If, as Dean and David believe, there is a

need to increase the "general educational level

of our nation's citizenry," why not offer classes

on foreign cultures, taught in English, that

replace current Humanities requirements.

Such classes would expose students to new
worlds without the burden of conjugating

verbs.

Learning a language is a ver>' specific skill.

A few minutes in the abstracts in the Ed/Psych

Library confirmed the common knowledge

that language is easier to learn as a youngster.

If Dean Flores were the Academic Affairs

Commissioner of an elementary school,

perhaps the idea of a mandatory foreign

language requirement might be more
beneficial.

The underlying issue here, however, is one

of choice. I value my Liberal Arts education

and agree that breadth requirements (GE's)

are essential. The current system allows for

individual choice.

For example, choices from Humanities in-

clude philosophy, literature, music and many
others. The future system offers no choice.

:Spanish vs. Fr<»nch is not a -choice^

I took two years of Spanish in high school

solely to satisfy University admission require-

ments; five years later, I recall a few words of

the language.

This common experience serves to show that

forcing students to take classes in which they

have no interest is not effective education.

Avagliano is a senior majoring in math/
applied science.

Counterpoint

The view from behind the counter
By Hillary Hirsch

I am writing concerning a letter you
published in the Bruin entitled, "Poor ser-

vice at LuValle * (Bruin, Feb. 4).

The author of the letter was upset at the

rude, inconsiderate treatment she, the

customer, received from the somewhat im-

becile employees.
While agree that it is the ideal to expect

that all the cashiers know how to ring up
any sort of transaction put before them,
and that a supervisor always be on hand,

ready to help if the cashier should have a

problem, I arh realistic enough to unders-

tand how this is not always the case.

As an employee of ASUCLA for over a

year, I am aware that sometimes someone
comes to my line with a problem that I

have not dealt with before.

Or perhaps a problem that occurs so in-

frequently that I have not memorized the

procedure, as priority dictates that I be fa-

miliar with the most common and frequent

transactions first.

In these instances, I too must call a

supervisor, who, due to rush hours, may
not always be dose at hand.

But since the author calls the employees

inconsiderate of her opinions, and rude, I

JFeel I have a right to speak out on behalf of

the worker.

For the better part of the day, the pace

at work is moderate enough to be handled

adequately. There are "peak hours'*

however, when, even if all the registers are

running, the store is a madhouse of activity.

At such times, I have found that the

customers, rather than viewing the situation

with patience and understanding, become
intolerant.

They snap if you ask them to form one
line behind bookcheck rather than
crowding in on all sides. They are impa-

tient and sigh despondently if the person in

bookcheck does not retrieve their bag first.

In addition, they often fail to stand in

the correct line, and realize only after the

cashier has informed them that "this is a

cash only line," that they cannot pay with
their charge card.

Then, they get an annoyed look on their

face, and exclaim, "You mean, I have to

wait in line again?!?"

But probably the most bothersome aspect

of being the employee is being treated by
the customer as an incompetent fool who
simply follows orders and has no thinking

capacity whatsoever.

Perhaps it is for this reason that
employees do not always jump and run to

meet every customer's needs. You know,
when I started working for ASUCLA, I was
friendly and always tried to be helpful.

But I was treated with disgust, disdain

and degradation. I was made to feel that it

was my fault the line was not moving (it

could not have been that a customer
brought up an item that was not priced, or
didn't have the proper identification for

their check, or decided at the last moment
that they needed "just one more thing*').

It was my fault that the store was overly
crowded (it couldn't be that it was lun-
chtime, the busiest time of the day).

It was my fault that they had to wait in
line just to check in their bag (it couldn't be
that all the slots were full, and there was
no room for anymore bags.)

I don't mean to generalize that all

ctistomers are like this; they're not. But
even a few are enough to make anyone
become fed up with being polite and nice
and taking such treatment lying down. And
it is for this reason that the good customer
suffers.

•

Hirsch is a sophomore majoring in

English.

Women's rights NOW
By Ann Saponara

Women's rights to determine their future ^have never

been in more jeapordy in over a decade. Too many lives

would be drasticdly affected if abortion and birth control

were outlawed.

And too many lives would be drastically affected if Title

IX — the federal law that prohibits the federal funding of

educational institutions which practice sex discrimination

— is not reinstated.

It's time that the Reagan administration is told that its

anti-women's rights judicial appointments do not coincide

with the majority's interest. And it's time that the right

wing's intimidation tactics for icreasingly restrictive

legislation is undermined.

These issues will be addressed on March 16, when the

largest political march since the 1960*s will take place.

The National March for Women's Lives sponsored by the

National Organization for Women (NOW), will concen-

trate on two important issues.

First, to show a majority support for abortion and birth

control that is both legal and sajfe. Second, to demonstrate

that sexual discrimination in education will not be

tolerated and that Tide IX must be restored.

An estimated 50,000 people will congregate in Los'

Angeles and 100,000 people one week earlier in

Washington, D.C. These assemblies will make a loud and

historical statement about issues affecting men and women
today and in the future. This march will be supported by

men and^Avomen from tiH-walks of \i{tr; tumnig-the" i

for women's rights.

As people assemble and rally with other marchers,

politicians and celebrities in Century City at 12 noon and

march for one mile to Cheviot Hills Park, I hope that

large delagations from UCLA are present.

Students, faculty and staff should be an integral part of

this historic event. By taking one day out to uphold con-

stitutional rights, this community will be heard. When we
march under banners that say UCLA, we will prove to

politicians that we care and will mobilize to protect our

futures.

Saponara is a freshman.

Perspective-^

A prospering America
By James R. Bozajian

"The worlds hopes rest with America's future. Americas
hopes rest with us. So let us go forward to create our world of

tomorrow — in faith, in unity and in love."
— Ronald Wilson Reagan

If 1 could have two wishes today — Ronald Reagan's 75th

birthday — I would wish that Reagan were 20 years younger

and that there were no two-term limit on the amount of time

he could serve as our president.

In his state of the union address on Tuesday, given at a time

when over two-thirds of Americans approve of the job he is do-

ing. President Reagan reminded us of just how much America
has prospered under his guidance.

"Tonight," the president stated, "we look out on a rising

America — firm of heart, united in spirit, powerful in pride

and patriotism — America is on the move."
Reagan is right on target. Since he took office in 1981, inter-

est rates have been cut in half and the inflation rate has fallen

from over 12 percent in 1980 to under four percent today. In

addition, nine million new jobs have been created in the last

three years, a result of 37 straight months of economic growth.

The president reaffirmed his commitment to reducing the

budget deficit without increasing taxes. "We do not face large

deficits because American families are undertaxed; we face

those deficits because the federal government overspends," he

said.

While renewing his pledge to protect Social Security and con-

tinue to assist the country's truly needy, Reagan stressed the

necessity of "escaping the spider's web of dependency" that a

perpetual reliance on welfare creates.

He announced his intention to review the various welfare

programs and develop a strategy for immediate action to meet

the financial, educational, social and safety concerns of the

poor. Such an evaluation is important because "the success of

welfare should be judged by how many of its recipients become
independent of welfare," he said.

No people have a greater desire for peace than Americans.

However, as Reagan pointed out, we cannot pursue our goal for

worldwide peace by "strolling into the future with child-like

faith."

It is only because of Reagan's emphasis on upgrading our

military, reflected in his former budgets, that the Soviets were

Continued on Page 15
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ever persuaded to come back
to the bargaining table in

Geneva last year. But, as the

president stated, arms control

is no substitute for peace.

"The Soviets must know
that if America reduces her

defenses, it will be because of

a reduced threat, not a reduc-

ed resolve."

In addition, one ^*great

moral challenge" for the free

world is helping oppressed
peoples attain the same
freedoms we enjoy here in

America.
**To those imprisoned in

regimes held captive, to those

beaten for daring to fight for

freedom and democracy — for

their right to >y.orship, to

speak, to live and prosper in

the family of free nations —
we say to you tonight: You are

not alone, freedom fighters."

One major theme Reagan
drew upon throughout his ad-

dress involved the great faith

and hope he places in the

spirit of Americans — a

special breed of people. The
family, the community, the

individual — they "remain the

moral core of our society,

guardians of our values and
rhopes for the futur€i=

News coverage
Editor:

Since when to people
swimming in their clothes
deserve front page coverage
(Bruin, Feb. 4)?

I mean, who the hell cares

about moistened jerks wallow-
ing around in pools?

There are far too many im-
portant news stories we would
prefer to read about rather

than gaze at greeks fluttering

about in their Sunday best.

Nina Peci

Senior

Design

Protesters
Editor:

l^ast spring hundreds of

people protested against U.C.
investment in South Africa.

This past week the student

conduct committee prosecuted

four of those students for their

involvement in the protest.

After the Los Angeles Police

Department found no reason

to prosecute them, the Uni-
versity applied its own
disciplinary code against
them.

'elected to be heard at an open
hearing.

The university has done
everything in its power to

prevent the student communi-
ty from hearing the issues that

lead them to protest:

• The Student Conduct
Committee waited nine mon-
ths after the protest beofre

holding a hearing.

• The university tried to

make the hearings as inac-

cessible as possible. At first

they were held at Sunset Can-
yon Recreational Center.
Later, after much protest.

they were moved to the
Faculty Center, a central

location.

At the eleventh hour,
however, the hearings were
moved to the Nursing School,

a place no one has ever been
to (our apologies to the
nurses.)

The university community
suffered when we were denied
easy access to the hearings.

The four protesters suffered

because they would not ex-

press their views freely and ef-

fectively.

University hearings must be
open and accessible, otherwise

the administration is supress-

ing the student body's right to

be informed about controver-

sial issues.

Sanford Pooler

Ronald Kaye
UCLA Law School

Challenger
Editor:

I remembered, last night, a

quote by a thirteenth century

astronomer which reminded
me why our people, those that

died on the space shuttle, liv-

ed by that which they believ-

ed in.

"I have loved the stars too

fondly to be fearful of the

night."

Godspeed to their courage
and to those that mast follow.

Carew Papritz

Happy Birthday, Mr. Presi-

dent — America needs your

leadership now more than

ever.

Bozajian, a junior majoring

in history, is the Bruin's Ad-
ministration Editor. His views

do not necessarily reflect those

of the Bruin's Editorial Board.

Four of the original pro-

testers decided to stand up for

their' rights to free speech and

ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENTTHROUGH
AWARENESS
A rape prevention and education workshop
designed to enhance understanding of rape

and sexual assault.

TODAY
• II iN-l 2 DODD HALL

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the

Deparment of Community Safety

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT... ,

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness..."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

and Sandwiches. -

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WE5TWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGEOF Ol IR DELIVERY SERVICE!

470-2499

1776 Wesiwood Blvd. (corner of Santi Monic,

9922 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)

Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

The university gave the

protesters the choice of either

accepting a letter of repri-

mand in their files or going

before the Student Conduct
Committee.

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

CUT&

1007 Broxton Ave.
(atx^ve Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

BLOWDRY
(new clients with ad only)

a

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/28/86

HILLEL HIGHLIGHTS
Ac%.
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- SHABBAT WITH
HOWARD MILLER,

President of L.A. Chapter of

American Jewish Committee;
Former President of L.A. Unified

School District; Member, Black
Jewish Coalition

JEWISH AND BLACKS:
PAST, PRESENT AND

FUTURE

Friday, Feb. 7 6:30 p.m.
Hillel Jewish Student Center

$4.50 for members
$6.00 for non-members

For Reservations: 208-3081

Saturday February 8
4:00 pm at Home of

Rabbi Chaim Scidlcr-

FcUcr

Speaker:

Dr. Yehoshua Porath

Zionism in Crisis

Professor of History of Islam

and Middle East Hebrew
University
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A firrt name in ice crtam

,='^«»:v<««**y

There are still some events
we don't cater.
m

Vk^\ come to birthdays, office parties, pillow fights-aimost anything-and mix
ginrrything from fresh fruit and crushed cookies to nuts and candy —

into Stevels* fresh, homemade ice cream! Later for the pate.

10918 LeConte Ave
(Across from UCLA main entrance)

208-1309

UCLA

CENTER

THE ARTS

Trisha Brown
Dance
Company
Friday-Saturday, Fab 14-15, 8 pm
RoyceHall$15, 12, 10,5*

A stminat figuri in AmtricaN coitcmpsrary

danca. Brown briags bar latest cuttiaf ttffa colla-

borative work. LattfBlPass with mhsic by Potar

Znmmo. visual prasaatatioR by Waacf Grayaa aad

ligbtJBi by Bavarly EmaioM.

"MH^Jfiii.

Tulsa
Ballet

Theatre

RomanJasinskiand
Mosceiyne Larkin, Artistic Directors

Sunday, F«b 23, 2 pm
Wadsworth Thaatar $14. 11. 5*

"Daitfiag . . . palisbai . . . •b«llitBtr'(Ballat Ntwrt)

Watt Caatt tfabati

Classical Ballaf ia tba BaNat Rassa traditioa.

Jasiaski aarf Larkia, stars af tba Ballat Rassa

prasaat a rapartaira af aiaior ramals froai tba

Ballot Raua ara. rsspl««'sat witb racraatiaas af

arifiaal castaaias aatf sats. Plas Artbar Mitcbsll's

warks wrbicb ara wall saitad ta tba daacars.

Sw»» Lak»: Act II (Ivaaav/Tcbaikavsky). Rkytk-

m9tn»: Ritaals of tba Wiatfs (Mitcball/Nabra).

Tk» Gr§»t»st: Tba First Kiss (Mitcball/Craatf aad

Massar), Gntt P»risi*»ii» (Massiaa/Offaabacb)

Pra-parformar«ca diacuaaion 12 — 1pm,
Royca Rahaarsal Hall

"Tba daaciag is aitrsordiaary— csmplai, fluid,

gaatly iaipulsiwa . .
." (Vaica)

"Laag bsilad aaioag fallow artists aad ia Europe

for bor dariog aipariaiaats." (Daacoaia|aiiaa)
".

. . aitraordiaary ovacativa pawtr . .

."

(Paapla Magaiiaa)

Pragraai: l»t»r»tPtst (MK) Wast Caast Pra-

aHara, Ghcia/0»e§y {}979). W§t§rm9t9r {\9n)

Foat-parformanca diacuaaion 2/1B

David
Gordon
Pick-up
Company

Friday Bi Saturday, April 4 Bi 5, 8 pm
Wadawerth Thaatar $16, 12, 5*

Gardaa. wba bas charsafrapbad far ABT. Daaca

Tbaatra af Hartaai aad tba Paris Opsra. briags

bis awa aasaaibia to UCLA. "His work bas a

waraitb, a glaw, a wry haaiar aad aa ail aacaai-

passiag lawo for life." (Ballat Maws)

Charge-by-Phone
(213) 825-9261
UCLA Central Ticket Office 650 Wesiwood Plaia—
Daily 9am Spm, Weekends lOam 3pm(Sun phone

orders only) '$5 Student tickets with full lime 10

(Limited availability) Rush at showtime lor students

and Sr citiians Program, date, lime & place subject

10 change.

TEE-HAin

The Unlorgiven and Bloi4 On the Saddle tonight!

IJst«n hmf podMiB. 8U«« Bight mmd Gaapas EifsbIs

imuid«d «p MMS ndghty Am talMd lor all ymi iMiBhrM
hudMff for wild aiid woolly comdry-rock. Toadghi at 9

Unogroit thraoh
two bonds hovoa't

sold 'Hhichf/' so

OOtiM

reiriew
FILM

->'

Bob Remstein. Kevietv Editor

Kent Arxfrade. Associate Review Editor

Jenny Bleier, Assistant Review Editor

*Purple* and *Africa* head Academy Awards lists
TT

\

By Bob Remstein. Review
Editor

Out Of Africa and The Col-

or Purple led the field with 1

1

Oscar nominations apiece in-

cluding nominations for Best

Picture, it was announced
yesterday.

Out Of Africa received

nominations for Best Actress

(Meryl Streep), Best Suppor-

ting Actor (Klaus Maria Bran-

dauer). Best Director (Sydney

Pollack), Screenplay Adapta-

tion, Film Editing, Art Direc-

tion, Cinematography,
Costume Design, Original

Score, and Sound. The Color

Purple was nominated for Best

Actress (Whoopi Goldberg),

Best Supporting Actress
(Margaret Avery) and (Oprah

Winfrey), Cinematography,
Costume Design, Screenplay

Adaptation, Art Direction,

Makeup, Original Score, and
Original Song.

The big surprise came when
Steven Spielberg, director of

The Color Purple and pro-

bably the most successful

director of the last decade,

was snubbed in the Best

Director category. However,

famed Japanese director Akira

Kurosawa received his first

Best Director nomination for

Ran.
The other Best Picture

nominees were Witness (total

of 8 nominations), Prizzi's

Honor (8 nominations), and

Kiss of the Spider Woman (4

nominations)

.

In the Best Actor category,

three actors received their first

nominations: James Garner

for Murphy's Romance,
William Hurt for Kiss of the

Spider Woman, and Harrison

Ford for Witness. Jack

Continued on Page 19
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2040 /Wo. of 8w SIM FrVSat Lata Show 121»
563-4281

COfllMV PLAZA
Cantiry CNy OMh 2:00446-7:30-10: 15

2040 AM of •wStvs fH4iat LalB Show 12:45

563-4281

UCLA ACKEnMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR MPORMATKM 82S-1070

Fah6t7 NoWaal

IftalMl
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TV

610-10110 A

121BA.II. A
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Fetcliin*~Bones: Carniverous at^ATs^ar
By Sean O'Donnell

Be forewarned Ted Turnerl

There's a new Mouth from the

South and her name is Hope
NicholLs. Nicholls, along with

her napalm-hot band Fetchin*

Bones staged a rambunctious,

metal-hard show at Al's Bar

last Friday which was im-

pressive for both it's raw sonic

power and eclectic musical

sensibilities.

Fetchin' Bones hails from

the backwoods environs of

rural North Carolina, but they

wowed the crowd at Al's with

all the verve and savvy of a

band who learned it's chops

during the hard-core days of

the Starwood and- the Lhasa.

Led by the intimable,
adorably loopy Ms. Nicholls,

whose stage presence and

wailing suggest a high-octane

re-incarnation of Janis Joplin,

this quintet more than lived

up to the the slightly delirious

critical raves which preceded

their first appearence iij the

L.A. area.

Like R.E.M., their counter-

parts from south of the

Mason-Dixon line, Fetchin*

Bones boasts a sound which

blends highly eclectic musical

styles with intelligent, percep-

tive lyrics. Yet any other

similarities with that other

band from the South end
there, as Nicholls and Co.

displayed at Al's. From the

opening tune, a rough-and-

tumble, X-like thrasher called

"Indiana," Fetchin' Bones had
the audience enthralled
throughout their manic and
diverse hour and 20 minute

set. No two songs sounded

quite the same. On "God's

Hanky," a highly amusing sa-

tirical ditty, the band laided

dbwn a tortured C&W beat as

Nicholls belted out a quirky

Patsy Cline-on-LSD-25 vocal,

while barn-burners such as

"Briefcase" and "A Fable"
combined inventive guitar

licks with pile-driving
rhythms.
The one consistent factor of

Fetchin* Bones eclectic sound
is the brash, soulful wailing

and down-home charisma of

Mope NichollK. At~Al s last:

^prm Fetchin' Bones with Hope Nichols at bottom left.

Friday, Nicholls provided both

with abundance as she led the

band through their wonderful-
ly deranged, high-energy set.

With Nicholls at the helm,

Fetchin* Bones is a band to be

reckoned with and are yet

another contribution to the

continuing rock renaissanse of

the American South.

\\ Holiday for the Heart:

Issues of Love
Give yourself a Valentine! Come to thiis workshiop

exploring exp)ectations surrounding romantic love

and positive ways of nurturing yourself. Facilitated

by Lisa Frankel, MFCC, M.Ed.

Thurs. Feb. 13, Noon-1 p.m.
Women's Resource Center

2 Dodd Hall

//

The Women's Resource Center is o sen/ice of the Division

of Student Relations

^ N

:•^K•:

Professional Care and Quality Lenses — The Difference You Can See and Feel

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley Jesson — Syntex — Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

25% OFF (OUR DISCOUNT
PRICES)

CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •

VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI •

CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED

QUANTITIES)

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BI-FOCAL ^--m»

SPECIAL f*!? ^^!y* JOO**
SMi vMon fnnv and *4AAA* •Om

Mjfidoo" COMPLETE

COMPLETE
nSOOlMT DOCS NOT Am.Y
TO SPECIAL SALtS

Dr. Gerald Greenspan
OFfEW EXPIRES 1-31-86

2370 WMtwood Blvd.

Suit* L (% Mk N. of Pico)

'vt^NTZS'S^S^o Phon*:(213)375-7602

i sight

$99 a
pair

Complete
Package

Dally Wear SPH Soft Lenses

Includes Eye Examination

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

$199.?^'
Extended Wear Soft Lenses

Includes Eye Examination

Complete
a Package
pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Testing
• Complete Training
• Follow-up Visits for 6 Months
• Chem Care Kit

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee
• Personal Service
• Professional Care

• Amb«r •Aqua •B1«m • Qr—n

SoNootort nol only oonvd your vWon.
ttwy cnhanM Ih* ootor of your ffyM
Jumjakout oyv^M tpooMM tor «
MM flMnQ M no olMrgo.

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Oscar Nominees

'PrizzVs Honor' received 8 nominations including best picture
and best direction.

Continued fronrPage 17
''^^^

Nicholson was nominated for the eighth time for Prizzi's Honor
and Jon Voight received his third nomination for Runaway
Train.

For Best Actress, Whoopi Goldberg was nominated for her
motion picture debut in The Color Purple, while the other four
-spots went to film veterans. Anne Bancroft was nominated for
ithe fifth time for Agnes Of God, Jessica Lange received her
^urth nomination for Sweet Dreams, Geraldine Page snagged
ler eighth nomination for The Trip to Bountiful, and Meryl
Jtreep was nominated for the sixth time for Out Of Africa.
'age is currently tied with Peter Q'Toolejnd^Bichafd-BuUoi i as
^he performers mosijnojjnjM^e&-v^^^ won an Oscar.

/ear would remove her from the list; if someone
pise wins, she will assume first place on that list.

Here is a list of the nominees in other key categories:

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Don Ameche: Cocoon
Klaus Maria Brandauer: Out Of Africa
William Hickey: Prizzi's Honor
Robert Loggia: Jagged Edge
Eric Roberts: Runaway Train

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Margaret Avery: The Color Purple
Anjelica Huston: Prizzi's Honor
.Amy Madigan: Twice in a Lifetime
Meg Tilly: Agnes Of God
Oprah Winfrey: The Color Purple

BEST DIRECTOR '
^~

Kiss of the Spider Woman: Hector Babenco
Out Of Africa: Sydney Pollack
Prizzi's Honor. John Huston
Ran: Akira Kurosawa
Witness: Peter Weir Continued on Page *>4

-*^

'IHte^ H
[Kiss of the Spider Woman' was a top nominee including Best
^icture and Best Director.

X
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It takes total confidence.

And at Supercuts, we get that

confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly.

That way, no matter how
you like your hair cut, you're

going to get the cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or

your money back.

How do you guarantee a
haircut? It's easy.

You make every cut a
Supercut.

And a Supercut is always $8/

We're changing the way America cuts its hair.

WgstWOOd 1 650 WESTWOOD BtVDT^ 470- 1 558
'Shampoo and blow b'y available at additional cost

M-F 9-9 SAt 9-7 SUN 10-5
©1983 EMRA CORPORATION
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Scholarship * Leadership * Service

UCLA MORTAR BOARD
National Senior Honor Society

Applications Available in 2224 Murphy
Applications Now Due Feb. 26, 1986

Flashtsn
Thnning, TbnJnM B^Attrolfk Centtrs

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverty HiNs 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

FILM

VILLAGE
SALON

WESTWOOD'G NEWEST
AND HOTTEST HAIR SALON

January Specials
1st visit Tu,W,Th

$12...Men
$15 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114

STUDENTS
THE CAMPBELL
BOOK CONTEST

JS HERE!

$900 in PRIZES

DETAILS AT CAMPUS
LIBRARIES

'Marathon Family':

Black comic hijinx

from Yugoslavia

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

«* »

We figure a pizza over
30 minutes old just

" doesn't make Domino's
Pizza quality standards.
That's why our national

delivery average - with

over 2000 stores - is

under 30 minutes. Just
call us...no problem!

$2.00 off any 16"

2-item or more pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 2-13-86

Fast, FrM D«llv«ry"'

1371 Westwood Blvd.
824-5000

•

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Our drivers carry I«m than $20.00. LimN«d daiivery area C1985 Dom.r>tf» Pizza. Irw

By Jennifer Boynton
' ——• ' '

The development of Yugoslavian cinema has been wildly
irregular both in terms of quantity and quality. While
their animation (of the famous Zagreb school) and
documentaries have progressed on a relatively steady tra-
jectory, feature film production has been hardest hit by
political and economic difficulties. The rise oiF quality
Yugoslav film in the early 1960s was later undermined by
the defection of some of the country's major directors. Un-
til the early 1980s, while there were a few notable bright
spots, the bulk of the Yugoslav output was uninspiring.

The success of the 1980 Pula festival (imagine a sort of
Cannes-on-the-Adriatic) reassured the cinematic communi-
ty that Yugoslavian film culture was not dead. Prominent
among the debut talent was director Slobodan "Chickie"
Sijan, whose feature WTios Singin' Over There? won
Pula's Bronze Arena.

Currently playing at the Fox International is Sijan's se-
cond feattire fUm, The Marathon Family (1982), a film so
black that no hope or sentimentality ever appears. More
accessible to American audiences than some of our
homegrown films. The Marathon FamUy immediately in-
vokes references to American directors such as Howard
«awki_ftfid Jules White . Their toflucncc is not only
Stylistically evident — they are occassionally visually foot
noted by Sijan.

>K^""^""^f^ ^V ^^® intermittent and spactio mmble of
their fautly new crematorium, six generations of
Tapolovic*s have somehow managed to survive their
mutual antagonism and keep the family mortuary runn-
ing; no easy task since all the men are entirely self-
interated and completely evil. There are ho women in the
household; all Tapolovic mothers (possessing a remarkable
^nse of foresight) tend to die immediately after childbirth
Beginnmg with the death of mortuary's ISO-year-old
founder (which is greeted by his progeny with more greed
than grief), the Tapolovic's find themselves immersed in
situations of increasing ugliness. The installation of the
crematorium not only creates more corpses than it
remove, it threatens the business relationship the mor-
tuary has had with the leader of the town's rival famUy
Billy the Python, who has been supplying them withnew coffins from the local cemetary.

The historical reference point and sociopolitical com-
mentary are almost incidental to the structure of the film
The real focal points are the broad humor, the complex
circumstances which eventually draw the famUy in a mu-
tant and insincere cameraderie, and the unusually brave
resolution. There is no hope for the redemption of human
!!**"';? '" ^^^ A/araf/ion Family so there is no "happy en-
ding. The family is full of scoundrals whose quarries are
petty yet destructive. Even the likable hero, Mirko (the
youngest of the lot), who wins our sympathies early in thetUm seems only to be operating on a shaUow youthful
Idealism. Later, when this idealism is stripped away hebecomes the most obssessed marauder of the bunch. '

Remember, though this is first and foremost a comedy.The bleak reality of the morticians is accepted as a given

?Z''^.u ^^1*^/^' of blackness, Sijan hks strewn abouttwo or three fdm s worth of sight gags and the broadest of
physica^ schtick. The 125.year old son of the founder is

ir^t^ K*^i^u *" ,^^»^^Jc»»ai'- as the rest of the char-
acters bumble about like amoral Keystone Cops. It is inconverting what could be hopelessness and despkir into the

r/nn I?"" J^'^l ^H!i"
^'^^^^ ^^^^^^'^ SijanTr/ie MarltAon Faiiii/y should not be missed. It almost qualifies asone of the best American comedies of 1982.

M^m^MM (North of Olympic)

JHE BEST DELUXE SUBMARINE SANDWICHES IN TOWN
High Quality • G«n«rous Portions • Ca«>rin#.

soup. . HamSurger. . Hot tS. • Pai^PtaSSr.
Over 60 kinds of combinotion sandwichej-including roost beef.'

^_^- '"'^'y- P"''' ''"i. '"•afboll, tunc, bocon, chw..

.
^J" ,®f

' AMY OtDEt With this od.
^

L ^^ minimum. Expires Feb. 14, 1986
2121 Sr-!j;eeivd..W.l.A

I

I
West LA. Sawtelle Center |
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J^^....c-..,..e,vd.W.L.A. 477.1600 Op.n M.F n io 8/Sot. 1 1 to 4 I
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Oscars
Continued from Paget 19

BEST FOREIGN FILM

Angry Harvest: Federal
Republic of Germany
Colonel Redl: Hungary
The Official Story: Argentina

3 Men and a Cradle: France
When Father Was Away on
Business: Yugoslavia

BEST ORIGINAL
SCREENPLAY ^=^
Back to the Future: by Robert
Zemeckis and Bob Gale
Brazil: by Terry Gilliam, Tom
Stoppard, and Charles
McKeown
The Official Story: by Luis
Puenzo and Aida Bortnik

The Purple Rose of Cairo: by
Woody Allen

Witness: by William Kelley,

Pamela Wallace and Earl W.
Wallace

BEST ADAPTED
SCREENPLAY
The Color Purple: Screenplay
by Menno Meyjes
Kiss of the Spider Woman:
Written by Leonard Schrader
Out Of Africa: Screenplay by
Kurt Luedtke
Prisai^s Honor: Screenplay by

nrarH Condon . and Jan*
Roach
The Trip to Bountiful:
_Screenplay by Horton Foote

BEST FILM EDITING
A Chorus Line
Out Of Africa

Prizzi's Honor
Runaway Train
Witness

BEST

CINEMATOGRAPHY
The Color Purple: Allen
Daviau
Murphy's Romance: William
A. Fraker
Out Of Africa: David Watkin
Ran: Takao Saito, Masaharu
Ueda and Asakazu Nakai
Witnesy: John Scale ^^

BEST ORIGINAL
SCORE
Agnes Of God: Georges
Delerue
The Color Purple: Quincy
Jones, Jeremy Lubbock, Rod
Temperton, Caiphus
Semenya, Andrae Crouch,
Chris Boardman, Jorge
Calandrelli, Joel Rosenbaum,
Fred Steiner, Jack Hayes,
Jerry Hey and Randy Kerber.
Out Of Africa: John Barry
Silverado: Bruce Broughton
Witness: Maurice Jarre

BEST ORIGINAL
SONG
"Miss Celie's Blues (Sister)"

from The Color Purple, music
by Quincy Jones and Rod
Temperton; lyric by Quincy
Jones, Rod Temperton and
Lionel Richie
"Power of Love" from Back to

the Future, music by Chris
Hayes and Johnny Coila; lyric

by Huey Lewis _^
"Say You, Say Me" from
White Nights, music and lyric

by Lionel Richie
"Separated Lives (Love Theme
from White NightsY' from
White Nights, music and lyric

by Stephen Bishop
"Surprise, Surprise'* from A
Chorus Line, music by Marvin
Hamlisch, lyric by Edward
Kleban
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^ow Not To Have
To Guarantee A
Great Haircut-**
Get One At ®

Sassoon S. Sassoon
Happy Hair Hour-

Cuts From $12
perms, streaks, hi Utes $35 andup

Our 1 7th year at 925 Broxton
I 208-7277 -Nowopen^^ 208-4247^^^^^^^^^^_ Sunday 11-5

WHY PAY WESTWOOD pDircco savevvnirMT
yii^^^g^

KHIUES? 30-700/0

^- ^ r^^ ELECTRONIC ^^ -^•rk*!SHARP TYPEWRITER SALE CailOfi
ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER
• 15 character display

• Multiple type faces &
pitches

• Multi-lingual keyboard
• Automatic centering

& margin justification

• Deluxe carry case

included

MODFL
PA950

TYpest*r 7
PERSONAL
TYPEWRITER

$11599
We also have the

new Typestar 5R
w/built in interface

«179"

• Auto Functions

Letter Quality • 32 Character Display

Choice of typestyles *
J
Page (6K memory)

(optional)

Exp. 2/13/86

Exp. 2/13/86 (^e 3iso f.^„^ Brottier , Silver-Reed. Smitti-Corona & Sharp typewriters

• On-Oisplay Correction

Expandable memory

$22999

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP |®»anyo v.o.X.
' PHONE

's*.^

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
,v

SOfT DAILY WEAR COf^TACT LEfSBES

B&L.WJ

CHANGE THE CaOR OF yOUR
EYES SOFT LENSES

f89/palr* i|

B&L. Ciba. CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$53 I

I

IrKluJes eye exdfn Qasses for cJisunce or |

I

reading Cle<« yrigievision siandard ii/e gidss

, 0* plasuc lefwes and frames from our special
'

seiection FirsJdiv sp^andcyl |

I SLEEf-IN SOFT LENSES

$89lpair*
B&L, W/J Coopef. Hydrocufve

I

I
COMPLETE EYE EXAM

'' $25 .

FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

DESIGNER FRAMES

li LOW LOW
PRICES

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SAfVrrA MONICA 452-1 039
2bOS Lincoln Blvd (at Ocean Park in

the Lucky Shcjppiny Center) ^ail us fcd« ycmjr contact

y/fWMASTf we HA»GC

LfNS KfPI ACEMfNTS
WE MAIL AT OUR EVEKOAr

LOW LOW PRICES

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
I4?I S Robertson Blvd

{</ibtk S of Pico)

•Prcrfrssional SwvKPi Ewra

i

fletail $gS 06

G-2512

$799 I ANSWERING SYSTEM
• Vox Voice Activated

I • Dual Taj

• UL approved 100w. ,
*'» »«•«•

• Asst. Colors ^' Deepertes remote.

Exp 2/13/86

|vox, variable niessages

eir $5999T
Exp 2/13/86 New Model TAS 1100

IMTERNkTOflkL

IISCIINI MUI

Prices aAlact to ctange Mot rMponsAte tw typowMcH vTori Um-d to iladion hid

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD ft ^HCHECK PRICES 2.9H MGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER ^'l**

12220 VENICE BLVD.
CA •MA AAT7

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS
^^'^T7 MON-SATl1-7PM»SUN12-5PM

Netan
incredible

deal.

Nov* thn)Ut:h March 16, you can

cnjii> a fresh fiUt oi Pacific Red Snapper.

iKcan-froh Sole or froh Tn>ut.

Your cntn-c comes with sun-ripened

vegetables. Brown rice pilaf. Ten-uratn

rolls, and a crisp ^reen salad »)r hot home-

made st>up.

It's all for the incredible price of

onK $S.9S. And onls at the (Jood Earth

Restaurant.

Served lunch and dinner.

V

Qood earthw Restaurant and Bakery

•vW.n.IVIRr%V.Vl.n..l.-BU.I N..rrhr.J«v I'M. \..t.ll.. I. -' iK .vv> ...,[.„;,.. ^.vr'M''

r ,.^..,
,

;^.^.;;-; -,':;,;;^;',;^ , ,v:.«... J Hh .1 \N-Hjunj Miiu : > v.: N,..it,. 11 .,,.1 1 t

MELNJTZ MOVIESi
is pleased to present

A SNEAK PREVIEW

TURTLE
DIARY >.

t

Starring Ben Kingsley and Glenda Jackson

Screenplay by Harold Pinter

V; i

Friday, February 7, at 7:30 pm
in IMelnitz Theater

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be ot>tained at ttie Central
Tk:ket Offk^e Trailer at 9 am and at the MacGowan Box Offk:e at 10:30 am.

Melnitz Movies Is a productk>n of the GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIA-
TION and works in conjunctkMi with the UCLA FILM ARCHIVES.

«
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TEU THE

WORLD HOW
MUCH YOU
LOVE YOUR
SWEETHEART

WITH A
DAILY BRUIN

CLASSIRED

VAUNTINE'S

PERSONAL

DEADLINE:

WEDS FEB 12th,

4:00

DON'T DELAYI

FOR MORE
"

INFORMATION-

CALL

CYNTHIA,

MIKE.

STEPHANIE,

OR lANET

AT 825-2222

v_^.J nJ Classified
m©Dsi dally bruin "ffiursday, february 6, 1986 23
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EDUCATION
SERVICES

Lecture Notes are the perfect

Midterm Review
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Levrt. Ack«ftnan UnfonTM-Th. 7:45-6:30: Fri. 7:46-6; Sot. 10-5; Sun. 12-5
t«Ouf Atotw ond ProtXww SoMng 9uMw or> copyrighi^d by ASUCLA.

rr"

TRIDELT IS VERY PROUD
TO WELCONE INTO OUR

HOUSE AND OUR HEARTS;
Cheryl Hanselman
Laura Jamet
Karren Kenney
Stephanie Klein

Koo«nM...Ho^ ro«*r«
tevtngaPANTAtTIC

INtFO WIIK. OfM mor«
^r till INITIATION!!

^rch up doM
I LOVf YOU MUCH,

AiMiChoviM

J

•M NJIMIIII0I
To show our

appreciation,

We'H have a spMial

Initiation.

See you tonight!

The Sisters of PN Mu

GOOD DEALS

FREE haircut. NMd ttraight hair models
tor haircut ciaM at JAPSS Hair Salon. Call
Maaakoat27M653.

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR tX)NT WANT
yo\m fiuaiNeast sports cars
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUERTT BRUIN PRO
ORAM." (ei<)et(M407. fsi flwacMafti

SEIKO Divert watch. The authantic orial-
nl ITS. Call POMypg after epm
SPECIAL low coat auto insurance for facul-
ty and students. Qood gradfs discounts.
CaHJamaaBoord.(aii)7i»ogg4.

THE IMMOBILIZER IS HERE! Don't be
afraid to walk out alone day or night. It's a
aafa, legal and effective weapon against
•ttaokers. For furthar !nfo. Call (714)94«.
8347. '

TO OUR BEAUTIFUL
AT Pli-DGE CLASS:
WifhJng you a fun-filled

lna|>ir«tlon Week.
Exdted to aee you
aboard the S.S. AF
SiACTIVfiSff:
Congratulatlonat
You are without a

doubt #1 If I

HAPPY INITIATIONI
Much Love,

.AnnChovlea

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- iKVmo.l^ hours.
Ba on In 3 minutw by phone. 456-9644 or
466-1404.

WANTED beauty contestants. Qraat prizes
for winning smiles. Place: University
HHlon. Info. (g13) 966-2861

.

DAPHNE COHEN-Sin (LKh
ROSES ARE RED

VIOLETS ARE BLUE
BECAUSE YOU'RE SO GREAT

YOU'VE COT TWO!
(BIC SISTERS THAT ISI)

LYBS'sK J

ASUCLA
Coin-Operated

Copiers Are Still

^nty3^ Per^Copy.

Meredith Agee

Roberta Bailey

Kelly Beaudin

Sheryl Beh
Ann Clark

Trisha Gabriel

Mami Gaylord

Gina Genova
Vickilyn Gilcrest

Lisa Goff
Lisa Grieve

Michelle Francus

Dana Lansdorf
Jane Lindsay

Jennifer Mandulay
Melissa McCloskey
Kim McElliot

Maureen Mc Hale
Kathy Melville

Jill Naboa
Janet Noe

THE AWESONE HEW
INITIATES OF 1986

Jill Olla
Maria Pineda

Linda Roth
Maria Savage
Kelly Smith
Sheryl Smith
Susan Tallman
Dauray Tannahill
Tracy Travland

Tiffany Walsh
Mary Weltsch
Kim Wood

BETA
Annual Little Sister

Roller Skating Party
TONITE

Bus leaves at 8:30
Little Sister Dues Due

PERSONAL 10 RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,, 12

Ufa Shermon (AXil)

Surpris«l

Hoppy •irthdayl

Lov«,

TiMOMOang

PERSONAL ^ 10

To the Men ofMl PSIt

The raid was nvceomctf
Thaiika lor a great time!

Love,

The Women of

DELTAm

A

J

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for Just
a nickel. And weVe got several locations
to serve you; Ackerman Union, A-level
(near the elevators) and First floor (near
the information Qounter), in the North
Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at
Lu Valle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to
the Bombshelter and North Campus.

.THETA AND KAPPA-
Present the first annual

KITE & KEY
Thursday nighty

club Verdugo is the place to be...

SO come black and White
for a janiasiic night

~

and everything will be alright!!!

Happy Birthciay

Butler!

Nebraska's loss Is

our gain.

Love,

Lindsay and Sheila

luliOLAT)

Congratulatiom

and welcome
to the family!

Love,

YBA,
Terry (EAT)

N

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $lO(Vweek. Minorities en-
couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL rherpes-study i>eing conducted
through tt>e University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
feimbursement. (213)206-6723.

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.
If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

make $5.00 t>y participating in a survey
which ifKludes questkms on alcohol and
drug use, call between 9:00am and
S:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FOE Medical
Clinic. 82(M)377.

LISA BUTLER: HAPPY BIRTHDAY YA
BIG 'FAG'll TRY TO CONTAIN
YOURSELF TONIGHT AT KITE AND KEY!

WE LOVE YOUn YOUR FUTURE
jf^OOMMATES AND FELLOW GROUPIES.
KRYSTAL AND LAURA.

SHERI, Now you're legal. Happy 21st B-
Day! We luv you! Love. Letty, Cheryl,
and Mona.

3

ALL-U PARTY

Congratulations to Phi Gamma Delta's

1986 Winter Pledge Class

'The Six Pack"

FIJI Curt Christopher Hagman Michael David Massa

Erich Joseph Izdepski Roy Ivan Mata

Harvey Andreasian Kamian Paul Gerard Ross

*l„ook out for our upcoming
Pledge/Active Party!*

MMTALWAIItf
Study b#ifi9 coiv
duct#4 thffougl!

tti# univoiiiiy
'

c#ntor for Intoc*

tuoui ceiMOMt.
Trootmont Is fro#.

Recelvo $10C
roimburMinani
(213) 20M723

LOST.... 17

iJMifEAT)
WHh you as ray Uttlc

AngeJ
Well have lots of fun-

We*ll prove to all

That Sig Ddts are #1.

You make an
awesome pledge!

lloveyou»

Your 'Big A",
Jeuiif«r

Congrsarfacions

to DCLTA zrrA*s
Sitter^r-the-Month"

LMire ^erlnl

You're an inip^tion.

We bve yout

c
First Floor

Kerckhoff Halt ^
Room 160 /-^

Open M-F 8-6 -

Sat 10-3

206^894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR^HIC
sue

SERVICES
Lu Valle Gufiiinons

Lu Valle Cpmmons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-6:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

KAPPA SIGMA
Fri., Feb. 7th— 9PM^-? _

$2 admission charge

1 1024 Strathmore Dr.

Call 208-9055 for directions

Kegs, DJ, Dancing

Forget fancy health clubs & classes, to feel really good
about yourself you have to workout...

THE THETA XI
PI BETA PHI

LOST-FLUTE: Gemeinhardt model, on-
campus. 1/29, substancial award offered.

Please contact Susan 20&«649

LOST: Gold Bracelet with Diamonds. $100
reward, Call Leslie at 209-2730.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated Call
Victor 273-2463.

WORKOUT

~

9pm at Theta Xi
Dance till you drop..for the health otit

JAPANESE businesiinan exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun. friendship Uehara
(8ie)e4<va638.

.J

i

#^*****^*#*^^*^A
PhiMMpp Lil %\9tmn

^rni^Y Afternoon

Gathering

Kegs tapped at 4:00

Short meeting at 5:00

Poolside BBQ to

follow. Then talk

your big bro into

taking you

bar-hopping!'J Dar-hopping!: 4

ZBT LiniE SISTERS

Beer 'n Basketball Bust
TONIGHT

Dinner served at 5:30 with the
iegs beginning to flow at 6:00

(get ticlcets today,

before ttie gamel)
Join ttie Bros and watcti trie

BRUINS destroy the Huskies

J ALPHA CHI
*

f OMEGA
; "LIFT FOR LIFE"

} Fraternity weight

it lift contest for

Cystic Fibrosis

February 23rd,

S:00 pm
[

Wooden Center

fwmLm

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays Women s
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (21 3\ 358 3021
Nancy.

«i«»

Nttiy Locftilttfto9(/ir)

Wluit are you doing

the night of the 22nd?

• M.M. (•KE)

\
. I

Congratulations!

i kiMw you
could do iti

^ ^ YBS.

,^^ MIdwII. (AAA)
«<J fi fty

I
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Only 2 more days until...

The MS Rock-Alike Contest

KICK-OFF PARTY.
Learn how you can lipsync your way to stardom

and win an internship with MTV.

Live bandf refreshments, door prizes, raffle, special

performance by last year's MS RochAlike winner and

a good time will all be provided.

The MS Rock'Alike Contest is...

A CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION.

Come and find out what we*re all about.

KAPPAS, THITAS, AND DATESi
Tonight there's a special affair you see.

It's actually called the

''KITI AND KIY''

Dressed up and down In Mack and white.

The celebration will be quite a sightl

So fire up and have a Mast,

The party of the year. Is here at iasti

BEAUTY&
HEALTH SERVICES

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

wvt CAr»t met testing
COUNSELING & rYESOUnCES

AVAILABLE
WVESTSIOE rr7EGNANCV
COUNSELING CENTER
202^ PICO BLVO SM

CALL 450 ^222
ron APPOINTMENT CALL

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tremp Heir SeJon. Seettt
modete for heircuts. pemra. color. 652-
5786.

When:
Saturday, February 8 - 9:00PM

Where:
Theta Xi Fraternity

$2.00 w/UCLA LD-; $3.00 without

All Proceeds go to

Students Against Mutiple Sclerosis

NEWSFLASHIIl

Here at LAX airport, we have just

been notified that the 100
punlcs, exiled from England, made a forced landing

early this morning. Exhibiting their anti-social behavior

and anarchist values, the hostile punks managed to

escape confinement and have baffled

authorities as to their whereabouts.

However, unverified reports state that a dumptruck
and a bulldozer, stolen from a nearby construction site,

have been seen heading north on the 405 freeway

towards the Sepulveda Pass, wrecklessly plowing and
ruining all vehicles in their path. But the destination

'^

and the whereabouts of the punks

still remains a mystery.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

y(mm

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing
^Manicure • Pedioire

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE

, WtSTWCX)U VILLAGE

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

LOSE welgltt. feel grMtl Simply, neturaily

arxj safely. Satiefection guaranteed. CeN
376-2890.

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEv'^PLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3706

•V

t '-*^

> i mmmwif

1 I I •*m-mt^
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HEALTH HEALTH
SERVICES 22 SERVICES 22

HELP WANTED 30 HELP, WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

FERESHTEH | AOMA
Mastai:4:tair Colorist ^ Skin Care Expert

FUN saloon looking

1{jt6. — -rr—
for puza girl 820-

w-

^!r^rS!^ \
• $25 Europian facial

u- K M^ I • $20 Full Leg Waxing

$4;"^t&t I

Student^c^
In Beverly Hills

(213)273-1063
1

(213)271-6594

GREAT opportunily young company seek-
ing motivated salespeople your own hours
from your home no hard sell' Brittle

Brokers, call collect dC5-257 3259.

HASHERS needed for sorority.

8285
Call 208-

HOME Care for elderly gentleman. Experi-
ence with infirmed necessary i-3 days/
week Flexible schedule $60/day
(213)413-1181.

shiftsHOST/Hostess Part-time Evening
Experience necessary Need good pe\-

sonality and proper attire Appl\- in person
at Ruths Chris' Steak House. 224 S. Bev-
erly Dr -Beverly Hills Mon.-Fri. 3-5Dm.

^-^^^^^^^^^^-'^'^^^^^^'^^^^Ti

OPPORTUNITIES..... 26
HELP WANTED 30 ?

FUTON business for sale, near beach, 3
yrs. oW, profitable, affordable, inquiries
welcome. Must sell. (213)3980S34.

HELP WANTED 30

AID ekJerty woman. Needs own car.
Transport to appointments and shopping
Light housekeeping. (213)272-2442

ASIA travel/study. 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. ¥wrk($6.00^ 10.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evenir>g.

ASSIST staff to chairman of the board in

WLA headquarters of nattonwide real
•state developer. One year office experi-
ence required. Noon-7pm and Saturday
9:00-3:00. Gail (213)826-1000 Ext 344

BABYSITTER needed mornings, must pro-
vide own transportation. Call 454-9525 .

BRIGHT conversational students wanted.
Public relations/phone sollcitakyi for non-
profit organizatin. Flexible, work around
your schedule. $6.00/hour guaranteed plus
bonuses. Good communication skills r»-

quired. Call Brad (213) 464-3686.

CASHIER to work 11anrt-2pm or 11am-
3 30pm T-TH at a New Dim Sum Cafe in
WLA. Call47»4774.

CASHIERS wanted part-time. Flexible hrs.

$5-$7/hr. Call Leslie at Ski Wear Btowout
47fr4070

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-
bean, Hawaii, Wortdll Call for guide,
cassette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x
UCLA Cruise

AST SCHOOL
Full-time help needed

now. Permanent po«itk>n,

college art student

preferred. Complete
maintenance and
organization of art

supplies, set-ups.

clean-up of classes.

heavy lifting.

M-F 12:30-7:30 pm
Salary open, health

benefits

Only reliable and
consciencious apply

caU: 451-5657

SALESCLERKS
MANAGEMENT

TRAINEES
Video sales & rentals,

retail record & tape
sales. Advancement
potential. Full & P/T

entry level, will train.

Apply In person.
MUSIC PLUS
1440 VINE ST,

HOLLYWOOD

e
e

e
•
e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e
e

^^'fc'fc

EARN QUICK BUCKS

Potenual earnings $ 1 00 lo S?00

Thursday through Sunday

Feb 27-MarcK 2

($5 00 per hour plus ovcmmc if

applicable,and Training, Time is paid)

CARCLOTH!ERS
WAREHOUSE SALE

CULVER CITY

Assist Cashiers

Direct customers

Stock Merchandise

Must be available all 4 days

plus training!

Thurs and Fri. 3-1 1 pm

snacks provided

Sat and Sun. 7am-6pm

lunch provided

Please call: Bill Jacoby

(213)559-8200

Before Feb 1
1

. 1 986f for an

application and additional info

i

I'

sI

PART-TIME driver/clerical. Tu., Thur.,

some weekends. Must have own car Cen
tury City. Marsha 553- 1 048.

DEVELOPER looking for person to do ren-
tal surveys in WLA area. Contact Lee or
Dale 677-4747.

DRIVER or Moped rider with valid Califor-
nia driver's license arnl insurance, knowl-
edge of LA and Valley area, FT/PT Call

^ (213)8S5-1600. Ask for Randy or Eric

DRIVER/nriessenger; hill or part time. Fa-
miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurance.
copy of DMV. Earn an hourty wage plus a
gef>erous auto aUowarKe. Call (818)906-
0763.

DRIVERS to deliver flowers Feb. 13~A
14th. Must have own van or station wagon
Caw Margie 20fr4000.

DRIVER wanted to take child to dass.
Brentwood - Santa Monica and return. 5
daya/WMk. 2 hra/day after 3:30PM. $5/
hour. 20f/mile. Leave message, Charles
Kennel. 45»4007.

DRIVER to assist Westwood nwm. weeiT
days 3€pm. Hours flexible. 470-4655.

pRiyER/bodyguard. reliable. non-snx)king,
nesded pert-time. Must have own car.

UvneerHoNywood Hills. (213)466-6434.

DRIVERS

-'LEASANT. RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
/VANTED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
^ND BACK 7:3(V8:30 am .2:30-3:30 pm ,

M-F. MUST HAVE CAR. $50-$60AVEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS. 275-6447

HOSTESS/cashier needed morn-
ings/afternoon for restaurant. Energetic,
responsible Call for interview. 380-9800.

HOTEL Housekeeper, part-time days. $4/
hour plus tips Edge of campus. 208-3945.

INTERN for Women in Film Committee to
help co-ordinate new award. Call Linda
Soger. (213)836-2616.

JEWISH consuelor for a rhonth. Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated consuetors, June 18-July 17
Call (213)653^4471 ^^^
Judaic Studies teacher aid M-F, 12-3:30 at
Westwood Jewish day school. Call 475-

fi401. ^^_^___
LIVE and workin JapanI English teachers
needed for language school.
Undergraduate degree required. Call Ms.
Yamazaki:(714) 536-2308 or send resume
to: 305 West Utica, Hunington Beach, Ca
92648

LOOKING for day-time part-time waiter/
waitress experienced. Please call Lois
204-0441. -

Fill in yoar w««k
with extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists.

=^ derfcs. receptionists.

word processors. & all

office skills. Work by the
day. week, or month.

STIVERS
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

: :iKiOT*iai»f ^
e Airbrush or wateroolor to

^ design a (our color letter

• head wHh romantic theme,

a Please send photocopies of

work samples to Kit Qymer.

e
e
e

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOORAPHEr|
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion. Commercial, Theatrical
Call for Appointment
(818)508-8680

Receptionist: full-time for school office. N(
typing. Westwood private school. Call

475-6401.

RESTAURANT delivery drivers. Near cam
pus. Flexible hours. Wages plus good tips

Start immediately. Call Howard. 829-3000.

SALESPERSON to work giftshop & txjuti

que. Located in nice hotels. Salary deter

rtf>ed upon experience. Flexible hoi
272-2353

SECRETARY part-time. Type 90 wpm
Sortie record keeping. Must be
reliable,well-organized. Near UCLA. $10.
hr. 479-6300 or 475-6300.

SURVEY research assistant, must be work
study qualified: $8.56/hr, lOhrs per week:
assist with survey market research for

Medical Center including data entry, SAS
programming. Call 825-1490.

TEACHER Aides: 1 part-time 8-1. 1 full

time 8-3:30. Supervision and classroom in-

structk>n. Westwood private school. Call
475-6401.

WANTED: bright, energetic, and in-

dependently minded young person to grow

with a new company - seminar PR.,

marketing, sales, and toUwision produc

tion Hours r.ogotiable Salary plus com
mission. (213)6559212 _„

YARD work 3-5 hours week, $7 00 hour

Mon. PM or Sat AM Santa Monica Can-

yon 454-8224 4 to 6 PM. > _
^ECEPTiUNi^i Beverly Hills Marketinc

Company. Phones, typing, some com
Duter knowledge a plus Call 1 800-448
3353

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

home' No experience necessary. Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope: Info

Mart. 870 Hilgard, #220, Los Angeles,CA
90024 .

EASY extra income! $500-1000 possible!

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-

McKinney & Assoc.. Dept La 1, 110 E.

Hillcrest Blvd. Su 209, Inglewood, Ca.
90301. :

FULL-TIME or part-time chiropractic assis-

tant needed Must have knowledge of

anatomy and be willing to work at a fast

pace. Computer experience helpful. Con-
tact Sarah. 658-8661.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-21 1 1

.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

DRIVER/child care daily 4-5p.m. $100/mo.
car, insurance, references required. 459-
5363.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Box 844. Rcdondo Beach.

TELEPHONE sales. How woukj you like

to work part time (6:00-12:00 am) or

(12:006:00 pm) and make $600/week
comm. and still be able to go to scfiool so

• ^ ^ CA. 90277 • they can teach you how to make $300/
** week? If you're sharp, energetic and have

=>RESTIG10US night club needs public
-elation persons, part-time, phone
?xperience.(21 3)854-6491/ 650-2269.

a good speaking
(213)337-9525.

BACHELOR partly furnished and utilities,

near VA hospital, and UCLA bus. Availible
Feb 5. $45Q/mo 479-5638

ONE Bedroom $750: Two bedroom/2 bath
$1195. Best WLA location Carpet, drapes,
built-ins, fireplace, sunkin tub, view, securi-
typarking/building. pool, sauna. 479-5672.

'

WESTWOOD prime location furnished
singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator,
a/c. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to
UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2 bath Deluxe, small,
modern building. 11675 Darlington, open
house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

voice, call Ed.

VIDEO store rental clerk. Good personali-
ty. No experience necessary. PT/FT Stu-
dentsperferred. Venice area. 399-921 1

.

MOTHER'S helper with car for afternoons.
$5.00/hr. Call Leslie Shaw. 826-6581
(days). 454-9501 (eves). Pacific Pali-

sades kx:atk>n.

Alllltt11tlS.t^^t.'>S>S.S.^H^S^^grY^^^^.^^^^.t^^^^r^^>.r^P^

Methods of Placing a Classified Ad:

21, valid California
Drtver'a Ucenee. proof of insurance. DMV
report. Van or truck, late model.
T.Q.I.Frldays. 2-4pfn, 822-9052. Allen.

EARN $600-$3000/nK>nth. pert and hill

time poelttons. Training provided. Call
now SBN 376-2890.

EARN $1 Schedule own hours. Manage
own Mies territory. Sell advertising space
tor apeciafty telephone directory. Sales
support provided. 6^ weeks, part-time. In-

terested. caN Matt. 837-1873/Hal 305-8775
Id at up interview. (Leave name /number).

$$EARN$$ Warned: Receptionist for flower

shop, also responsible drivers that know
the LA area. Flexible hours. $4/hr. 276-

MOTION Picture Theatre. Immediate part-
lime positions available as cashiers,
ushers, concession ¥W)rkers. No experi-
ence necessary, but you must be ar-
ticulate, gregarious and conservatively
i«rell-groomed, ar>d have a genuine desire
to want to help us make our patrons night
at the movies a special event. Apply in

person only, daily 3-10 PM Samuel
Goldwyn Pavillion Cinemas. 3rd level next
to the May Co. in the Westside Pavillton.
Pico between Overland and Westwood.
Thank You.

NANNIES. We need you. If you tove
chikJren, have a valid California driver's
licenae. high school dipk>ma. solid kx:al
references and speak fluent English . . .

enter our nanny training program. Earn
$800-1000/month. Live in/out. Anderson-
Lewis Nanny Agency. (213) 274-2653.

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stulfHig
snvetopesi Quaranteedf Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises. Box 1468/08. SpringfieM. OR
97477.

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash', check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.
Our Classified window is ri^ht next to the Ackerman Stu-
dent Store Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.

2-BED/1-BATH. unfurnished Very nice,
quiet unit. $900 Ctose to UCLA Days
450-7546/829-1851.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.
Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modem
buikjing. pod. parking, security. 1831
Whitley. (213)467-9431

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,
a/c, fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai^
ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

BIHEN BY THE LOVE BUG?

Don't Hold Back!

I

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachetor
11967 Rochester Apt.#3 . $430. Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1 828.

WALK UCLA - Hoorayl Furnished
hachetor apartment. Utilities included
Manager 644 Landfair #201 . 208-2676

Send Them A Valentine

With A IDaiiy Bruin Personal

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

ECONOMIC consulting firm needs part-

tkne errand person Morntay - Frklay.

$6.5<yhr. Flexibte schedule. Call Melanie
47(M343

ENTHUSIASTIC people with outgoing per-
sonality wanted for vacation resort
telemerfcetjng. Great opportunity! Call

399-9307 m-f. Ask for Michelle

FULL-TIME physical therapy aid/ $6/hr.

WW train. Beverly Hills. Includes Satur-
days. 274-5935.

FULL-TIME front office. 1-2 yrs experi-

ence, insurant^e/billing/typing/computer.

ivHI train aome. Busy WLA chiropractic of-

fice, Or. RusseH 478^)013.

NEEDED urgently: a typist in Polish with a
native knowledge of the Polish language
and literature. Please get in touch with
Professor R. Stone, Slavic Department.
KinsyHall. Roomll5K
PART-TIME telemarketing. Day shift 9-1
ar>d 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Healy 463-6350.

PART-TIME retail sales person needed for
^urmet chocolate shop in Brentwood. Ask
tor Stacy. 820-7373

P»ART-TIME 3 full-days; Mon-Wed. Medical
office aide. No experience necessary $5/
1r must have good appearance, excellent
»mmand of proper English, be very
aright, friendly, and willing to learn
:213)659-1 703 2-5pm Mon-Fri.

^'ART Time office work. Japanese
anguage helpful. 20 hours weekly - hours
lexible. Peter 465-01 60.

^ART-TIME telemarketing Day shift 9-1

snd 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Healy 462-6350.

ONLY FIVE (5)* DAYS LEFT

TO PLACE YOUR

BRAND new single room wHh kitchen and
bath. AC/heat Between La Cienega &
Wllahire. $475/mo. (213)936-7119 available
now.

BRENTWOOD, very dean, 1 bedroom
carpet, drapes, stove No pets. Only
charging 1 month rent, security/cleaning to
"K)ve m $700/nrK). (213)678-6648.

GOOD location. One bedroom in
Weshwood. $750/mo. Singles also 824-
9925.

VALENTINE'S DAY

PERSONAL
DB Classified Window is located in 112 Kercktioff Hall.

Hours: M-F 10am-4pm.

LAUREL Canyon-$450 bachetor. 2-room
charmmg apartment C/D. No pets
(21 3)674-2498.

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
^•gtdaire. stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

)^jy City. 2121 S. Beverly Glen.
(213)201-0339.

$930 up. 2 3^)ed/2-bath. Security buikling.
'

Z121 Betort. Olympic/ Sepuh/eda. A/C.

VACATION
RENTALS ."!::. 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemlte house
surrounded by pines Fully equipped
reasonable rates, ctose to everything. (818)
• 85-9865.

^ JmMm

I

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-

smoker in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom. Securi-

Iry/Laundry Courtyard/Patio. Near UCLA,

I

Rose near Overland. $365. 839-9545.

OWN room/bath in dean, sunny apart-

ment. $450. Great location near
Wilshire/Bundy 838-6822/855-0567.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

$1650 3-Bedroom, 2-t>ath, Spanish style,

available now, call Rot>erta. 306-0073. Iv.

message.

HOUSE
TO SHARE. .57

HOUSE
FOR SALE , 58

V/A OKAY! In desirable N. Inglewood.

2-bed/2-bath plus family-room super value

$125,000. Roberta Trousdale agent, Fred

Sands Realtors 306-0073 leave message. ,

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1, 1986, in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period

Call (213)553-3266.

USING^
NEEDED 60

FRENCH student needs fK>me in ex-

change for house deaning, gardening, or
babysitting Call 399-9914

FRENCH student needs home in ex-
change for cooking for one or many peo-
ple. Call 399-9914

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP.„.62

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

MUST sleep at home. 6 nights/week.
Serious student, non-smoker, share
bathroom, kitchen priveleges. 654-3162

PRIVATE quarters. TV. board, salary. Ex-
change for housework. Couples ok. Bev-
erly Hills. Call necessary 271-9440 after-

noons^^

WORKING mother will exchange room in

Bevsrty Hills for chiMcare. Seeking mature
woman with car. 276-4960 evenings.

ROOM
FOR RENT.,, 64

BEAUTIFUL big room/bath. AN furniahed.
Separate entrance. Between La Cienega &
Wilshire. $350/mo. (213)936-7119.

FURNISHED bedroom-study. Private bath.
Kitchen privileges Garden, patk). 1-«ock
Westwood Blvd. 475-9205.

MARINA Del Ray luxury room/bath. Kitch-
en priveledges. Beaches, amenities. Facul-
t)r/grad only $350 823-6291

.

ROOM & board. Bright dean room In a
lovely private honw. Indudes nutrittous
breakfast-dinner. Includes utilities, laundry,
ironing, cleaning. Serious student.
$575 mo WLA 3 btocks from bus. Contad
Mrs. Tanaka 826-8621

.

ROOM and board. Bright clean room in a
very k)vely private home, includes nutri-
tions breakfast - dinner. Includes utilities,

'sundry, ironing, deaning. Serious stu-
^nt $575/mo. WLA 3 btocks from bus.
Contad Mrs. Tanaka 826-662 1

.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
'a^ge newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Easy parking $500/mo. ind.

H!!ll!!g8 $750 security call (8l8)e89<3280.

$38000/MONTH. Westwood and Ohto.
Kitchen, living room priviledges. Ed,

;«!?• ^'^'•" 479-2402 9-12AM or after
IgigOPM. 851-9057 Messages.

SUBLET 66
AVAILIBLE immediately: 3500 square feet.M offtees. Westwood village: (213)206-

3UMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-
dents working in LA seed apartments for
,^t>^et during summer. Call Unda Cherry.
£!3)W3^00 for more i, >atton.

ROOMMATES 65

ASAP walk to UCLA. Share master-bd in 2
Bdm-Apt. $390/mo. No Parking! Peter
394-4623 until 1 am.

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to
share beautiful ne two bedroom, two bath
condominium. Quiet, near campus. $700/
month includes utilities, laundry privileges.
built in unit. Must see to believel 479-0269.

FEMALE roommate to share huge studio
next to campus $325 utilities included.
Contact Susan 208-3719/273-1247.

FEMALE needed to share room in 2
bedroom. 2 bath apartment, security
building. 5 minute walk to campus 824-
1814.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in West Los Angeles apartment.
$240/month. Call 477- 1244.

FEMALE share large 1 bedroom apartment
with 2 girls. 11089 Strathmore:* $280/
month. (213)454-621 1/(213)824-0879

M/F roommate wanted, 1-t)edroom apt. 10
minutes from UCLA. $245/month, furnish-
ed. Call Mike 390^3103 .

PROFESSIONAL lady needs roommate to
share apartment. Non-smoker, 2-bed/2-
bath, pool & parking W. Hollywood.
$325/mo. Ask for Gigi 656-2878.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally
since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or
Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064

.

ROOMMATE wanted. Apartment on
Kelton, spacious, own roorh, furnished,
walk to UCLA. $266. Call Aaron or Greg
824-2513.

ROOMMATE needed, female grad. student
Dreferred. Fairfax and Melrose area, avail.

March Ist. $300 plus util. Call Abby after
7pm wkdays. 658-721 1

.

THREE girls seek fourth roomate.
female, neat, preferably UCLA
jndergraduate, to share bedroom with one
3ther girl in new luxury 2-bedoom, 2-bath
apartment, located on Veteran Ave. be-
tween Ophir and Levering (walking
:Jistance to campus). Security building with
spa and sun-deck. $330. per month plus
V* gas and eledricity. Please call 208-
3266

WANTED: female to share 2-t>edroom/2-
t)ath. Large, beautiful apartment. Safe
area. Terri 839-6473.

CONDOS
FOR RENT .69

FOXHILLS $855/mo. indudes utilities,

spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath. Security
buitoing, built-in's, balcony, fireplace. All

immenities. Call 397-0102.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro. serious
students only, pleaae. Aircraft rental. (816)
344^196.

HEALTH CLUBS 81

SK>RTS CONNiCnON
ProQrom diroctoft 8t

Private trainers ^ranted.

Seeking Exercise

Ptiysioloolst. Kines. P.E. ft

Sports Medicine Majors.

F/T or P/T. Starting Pd at

$5/hr orKJ commission
witti advarx^ement op-

portunities to P/T at

$13/rir. Apply in person
Endno (818)768-1220
Sa. Mo. (213)450-4464
So. Bay (213)316-0173
(B.H.) (213) 652-7812

MOVERS 94 TUTORING
OFFERED 98

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
professional Service, for Peanuts

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-

GRAM." (818) 88(M407.(818)88(M361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask tor Ken

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for
lowest rate available. Completely equip-
ped. experienced. Call anytinie. 392- 1 1 08
JERRY'S nioving & deliverV. Tfie Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (2 13)39 1-5657.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

AUSTRALIAN University and College
Teacfiing and Research Positions. Current
list of vacancies. $4.00. University Jobs
12922 Harbor Blvd. #494 Garden Grove.
CA 92640

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
2064353.

MATURE, professional will house-sit long
term free,' experienced and e:

references. (213)839-0652 (818)762-7823.

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/devek>pment/productk>n. Any re-

quirement. (2113)671-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS. PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES. 47:M193

RESEARCH - editing for term papers, pro-

posals. articles, books. 391-3169.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
neQOtiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost ail subjects.

(618)796-6334.

SCRATCHiD,DIRTY
CONTACT LINSIS

^?Sl!f^JLP*^ vour hard. aemUoff
and Mff confoct lentec whie you wolf.
»;tum your contact! to "^e new" ooo-
dHlon. f9m and tee better.
DrVoowi n32Wethi>ood Bd. 208- K>n.
Valdc^ed Partdno-20* Off WHh Thh Ad.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus. algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 8284029. 82^6928.

CAN you write clearty and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

Help with conversation, grammar, pronun-
ciation. $18.00/hr. (213)658-7213.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Sennce. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week 291-3158.

PRECALCULUS. Calculus, algebra,
physics, engineerirtg tutoring by or near
UCLA, reasonable price. Call Ray (213)

512-3588 8-4p.m.. after 6p.m. call 371-

7330 i

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter science by Ph.D. candidate in CS.
Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (213)6574031.

TUTORING in English literature and Histo-

ry: Help with papers. Very reasonable. Call

Wendy Johnson (818) 906-8783.

WRITER'S cramp? Stiff, aching prose?
Take 2 aspirins and call me in the morn-
ing. (213)8284358 (The Manuscript Doc-
tor: editing, tutoring in English & writing,

moral support.)

Tutoring/EdMng
By npthtnctd PHD Engtiti Ffoftuot.

*€nf/bh Qnnmr/Coinpouinn

•Thtm/Diumttbont
•Eofft md Propcmh

CmM Dimnm t81$m0-7m0

PATIENT TUTOR

I

MATH (arithmetic ttirougti

I

calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
Engineering, Reading, Grann-
mar. Study Skills. Work witti a
tutor wtio knows ttie subject
well, and can patiently pres-
ent tipe material In a variety of
ways. You will also learn the
proper way to study to
achieve confidence and self-

reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-
6463.

WHUrng Stfrefce
•ALL aubffectM

•Nothing Too BU^

or Too Sntall

•We want to help
Sharon Bear, PKD.
(213)837-8292

>••• •••••••••eeeeeeeeef
om PAY v/fme

P»o»aa»onal witter «wtm BA In

Enolih wfl type and edtt term
papers, theses, scftptt. rMumec
etc. Or edNtng only. Over 25
yean eiqaertenoe. Wastwood

-Vlaoe.M Delanev.
S24-2863or8244111 J

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

MANDARIAN tutor wanted for mother and
son. Must be fluent in English. Dr Price
day 478-5209. evenings 839-5370 Leave
message on answer-phone.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING..... 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM- 10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medk^al
transcriptwn. Linda (213)204-0947. Call
noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC.
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers.
dissertatk>ns, one day service, $1 .50/page
WLA, Myung, 397-6344

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE CALL
EVAN FOR INFO. (213)450-8719.

AAA word-processing: $1 50/page term
papers; $2/page Dissertations, Theses,
Legal, Screenplays, (d.s.) UCLA-format
experienced. (213)306-5069.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu lO^m. $1.50-$2.25
Theses, term. etc. Dissertatk>n disc
3904588.

. 1
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TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING

YOU need mel Typing, w6rd processing.
Reports, terms, nianuscnpt. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.
867-0215.

$250/pg (DST). Professional Word Pro-
cessing. UCLA experienced, student dis-

countw/ad.(Exp. 3/1/86). (213)463-331 1

.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo
flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting
pupiis.669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessorts by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 476-4 154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (21 3) 277-7012.

RESUMES >.> 104

RESUMES, $l2/pg. computerized typeset/
lazer printer, typing A word processing.
Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821
8091.

WINNING resumes! Students special $25.
Free consultation Free copies. One-day
service. Open weekends. (213)851-0717

TRAVEL 105

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

CONVERTIBLE LOVERS! 1979 SHINY
BLACK VW SUPERBEATLE BLACK
TOP/RED PINSTRIPING. EXTREMELY
CLEAN AND IN EXCELLENT
MECHANICAL CONDITION. AIR,
CASSETTE. RIMS ONE OWNER, ALL
PAPERWORK. GREAT BUY! PLEASE
CALL NEAL 838-5186.

DATSUN B-210 - Excellent Condition!

Reliablel $1300/obo. Desperate to sell!

Debbie - 4700262 (Leave message -

machine).

FOR sale '74 Dodge Colt-Red-runs well.

$800 negociable (213)650^71.

TOYOTA Celica '80 for sale. $3500 Good
corKMion - new tires, great stereo. Call

Claudia 824-3021. ,

1971 BUK^K La Sabre, new tires, great in-

terior, must sell. $400.00 obo. Call Rick,

313-1620,

100
AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

A1 WOROWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theaee. disserts., letters. resun>es.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? CaH me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
R—onable rates. Dartene.

EXPERT typing/professk>nal editing: term
papers, theses, dissertatkHis. languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing.
$1.99^page. Make spelling correctk)ns
1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcriptk>n. resumes. UCLA disserta-
tk)n format. Rush Jobs wetoome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/
oompetitive, Karen/Laurie. (213) 470O933.

PROFESSIONAL typing, papers,
theses.equatkxw. resumes. IBM Selectric
Fast and accurate. UCLA empk>yee Stella

(818)342-2414.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near carnpus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING term papers - Masters thesis all

other $1 per page. Barbara Barnett
(21 3)824-7200 Westwood

TYPINQ-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-
sk>nal. Low rates, high quality. Le«gh-Hi
Typing Servtee (213)65^^600.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNK^E (213)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing specialist-thesis,
dissertatkxi $1.50/page and up. Call Ray
6l6^048(day)(815)251-4173(evenings).

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 bkx:k
from campus. Can type anythinQ-fast. ac-
curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

YOU need mel Typing, word processing.
Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

_count Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.
857-0215

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stickshift. new paint, new clutch. k>uver8,

stereo/tape. CB . . . beautifullll 824-0368
J«y

1975. 280z, 2 plus 2. air. great conditkm.
Best offer. (213)479-1519.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tires, excellent running conditk>n. Radk).
$1250 obo. 452-6646.

1977Vi PORSCHE 924. Silver, 78m, air.

$3950. Call weekdays after eight,
weekends (818) 360^17.
1977 Subaru. 5 speed. Good conditkm.
New tires. $1 100 o.b.o. Must sell now.
Call 652-4957. ^

1972 DODGE van motor home. Family

wagon conversion. Excellent oonditkm.

$5.450. Original owner. (213)474-7216.

1972 FORD Pinto statk>nwagon. Recent
valve tob, 4-speed, good oonditk>n. runs

great. $660 obo. 826-6448.

1972 VW Bug. New starter, generator, bat-

tery. cartMjrator Recent vah^ )ob and
tune. WeM maintained. Greet oorxlltton.

$2000.206-1619.

1978 Pinto, tow mileage, new tires, dean.
4-speed. $1500. Nancy (days) 825-0488
(evening) (213)558-8288

1979 BMW 320i. Black/black, blau.. air,

sunroof. Excellent condition. $8500.
(213)47&^965.

1960 Mazda GLC 5-8peed, air, AM/FM,
mag wheels, fog lights. Silver/gray. $1800.
(213) 738-0793.

1980 Toyota-Corolla. Auto. 2 door. Air

condrttoning. AM/FM. cassette. 40,000
miles. Excellent condltton. $3,600. Even-
ings, Thuan (213)209-5224.

1981 BMW 3201. Electric sunroof, air.

hjlly-toaded. automatk:, $7500. 208-8728.
(I1am-5pm).

1981 HONDA Accord LX. Utch-back.5-
speed, sunroof, am/fm cassette. $3200
obo.39»0357.

2 matching large luxury couches for sale.

$275. in very good conditton. Call Claudia
824-3921.

1962 VW Bug - damaged body, new
clutch, rebuilt motor. $300/0b0 phone
644-8590.

1968 FORD. 4-door Galaxy 500. Good
tires, carburetor rebuilt, one owner, asking

$700. Phone 472-1944

1972 DATSUN 510 wagon. 4-speed. runs
we». AM/rm** stereo cassette, $80urmake
offer. 837-8839.

1974 Datsun B-210 fastback. $1000.
Stk:kshift, new paint, new clutch, touvers.

stereo/tape, CB . . . beautifullll 824-0368
Jay.> '

1975 280Z. 2x2. air, great conditton. Best
offer. 479-1519.

1976 MAZDA 4-door statton wagon, new
engine $850/obo.Must selil (213)450-7354,
(213)653-2966 .

19771/4 PORSCHE 924. Silver, 78m. air,

$3950. Call weei(days after eight,
wreekends (818) 360-3317.

1977 Suburu 5-8peed. Good conditton.

New tires. $1200/obo. Must sell now. Call

652-4957.

1978 PINTO, low mileage, new tires,

clean. 4-speed. $1500. Nancy (days) 825-

0488. (evenings) 558-8288.

1980 Rat Spider, red, excellent conditton,

46M. $5000 obo. (213) 876-0675 evenings

1980 Toyota-Corolla. Auto, 2 door. Air

condittoning AM/FM, cassette. 40,000
miles. Excellent conditton. $3,600. Everv
ings, Thuan (213)209-5224.

1982 RABBIT, excellent conditton, A/C,
sunroof, stereo, alarm. $6000 obo, 479-

1823

1984 31 8i 2.5 years on warranty. Superb
conditton, gray/lMige ctoth. alarm. 5-speed,
$12,900. Call Erik 552-0822, 54fre266.

260 Z Looks and runs great. AM/FM,
cassette, air-condittoning. $2600 o.b.o.

days-<2l 3)471 -0546. eve8.-(8l 8)881 -1526.

'65 Mercedes 230SL. $8700 or best offer.

827-7937. Good engine, intertor, new soft

top.

'67 Bug Show room conditton. Stock All

German, all new. Totally sharp. $3,000
0bO.(8l8)342-9350.

260 Z. Looks and runs great. AM/FM.
cassette, fiir-oonditkwiing. $2600 o.b.o.

days-(2l 3)471 -0546 eves -(818)881-1526.

'65 Mercedes 230SL $8700 or best offer.

827-7937 Good engine, intertor, new soft

top^

'67 VW Bus. Good conditton, rebuilt

engine, $1000. Call evenings (213)475-
4516.

*71 Karmanghia convertible. Good condi-
tk>n $2800, call evenings (213>47S-4516.

'72 VW SquaretMick. Runs fine $800 obo.
New battery, brakes Schaeffer 825-7985
or 476'4437(evenings).

'76 Fiat SpkJer convertible. AM/FM cass.
New tires, brakes. Runs well. Moving,
must sell. $2900 obo. Neil (213)856-9391,
(213)876-5699.

78 Honda Civte cvcc, 5speed, 55,000
miles, great gas mileage,$900,8234607.
ask for Craig

'79 Firebird automatic, AJC, AM/FM
cassette, great conditton, must sell. (213)
392-2497.

^ •TOICYO
•HONG KONG.
•ftANGKOK.

'79 Toyota Celtoa 5-speed excellent condi-
tton. must sell AM/FM cassette. Best Offer.

Call Chris 838<}1 25
,

'79 VW SCIROCCO. $3500 50,000 mi. 4-

speed manual. 837-4807.

'80 RX-7 luxury editton. Automatto, white
leatfier, air. sunroof. FM/cassette 61 k.

Original owner. Beveriy Hills. $5199.
1276-7431.

'82 sporty Pontiac Firebird. 4-cy1inder.

MPQ (plus). Accessorites/T-top. Custom
paint, wheels. Richard 306-7107.

'84 Rabbit convertible. Champagne.
Stereo. Mint conditton. Auto, air. sport-set.

altoys. 18,000 miles. (213)659-2900.

r«tallttl« ^ Be
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BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

1984 NISHIKI Olympto 12. 19" man's
frame, as new. extras, 393-9942. Call

evening's.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

GYM-PAC 1500 weight machine. $200
obo. 208-2141.

SURFBOARD 6'3" Thruster, good condi-

)k>n. O'Neil 0'123. wetsuit. 826-5490.

stereos/TV's
electronics 131

AKAI Stereo Compnent System. Like new.
$290.00. Sony cassette desk, dolby meter.

$150.00 821-6415.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS 145

BEAUTIFUL upright piano, excellent condi-

tion, woTKJertuI tone, converts to player

piano, including berKh. $1700. (213)395-
1916. .

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105

EUROPE
WE'VE GOT IT ALU
ISBCLUB EUROPA * STI • TOP
DECK • COIMTIKI • AESU

Beach BBQ on a Greek Wand • Flamenco show in Spain • Bicycle trip around
Copenhagen • Cruise down the Rhine • Club Med stay on Corfu Island

• Centrally located hotels • All major sightseeing
• Travel via deluxe motorcoach • Meet students from all over the world.
14-50 days •1-18 countries • All this for ONLY $36 PER DAYI

We've got It all and we'll help you plan the trip that's right for you. Our
Europe Travel Advisors offer free travel advice and the best travel values

to Europe. Stop by and see us for more InformatlonI

/ISUCL4^

"^©UR ON-CAMPOS
TRAVEL SERVICE
A-Level Ackerman Union
Prices sut)|«cf to change withouT notice, limited availability

M-F 8:30-6, SAT 11-3

lNM«tM«M«NLONDON,

AMSHRDAM.

FRANKFURT.

TAHITI.

COPENHAGEN.$560

$479

$495

$495

$579

* Some Restrtctlons /Q^ply

EuroN passes
Issued on the 9x>t

SUPOt VALUe fVT FROM LAX TO:
Mew YORK tnxnS 236
CHICAGO tromS 198
MIAMI fromt 238
HAWAII tromS 239
LONDON from$ 499
FRANKFURT from$ 5M
PARIS/AMSTERDAM tma^ 599
TOKYO tmm$i79
TAHITI from$ 579
CRUISE, Tduf lrom$ 599
iKI EUROPE. fromS 999

Chartmn, Tour*. Crul—
RaMpan—. Car « Hotal Am.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON P2025

BARGAIN BOX 125

HONOLUIU4229 R/T;

MAUI-$309 R/T:

LONDON-$519 R/T;

NEW YORK^79J4 R/T

Some student discounts
ovoMoble. 800/AIR-DEAL Of

(415) 641-5043. Ask for Bonnie

1^
t

BULK diskettes by major manufacturer,
100% error free, witti life>time warrantee.
$5 25 DS/DD. 59< eacfi, includes sleeve
\abe\s and write-protector tabs. 3 5 SS
$1.69 each, includes label. Americal Group
14200 Ventura Blvd. Suite #201. Sherman
Oaks. (618)906-1 132. Lori Ann.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice
encyctopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150 Dinette set
$150. Recliner $195 Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & tove seat
$495. Dining room set $896. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

WESCO microscope Perfect conditton.
Electric, fine-tuned adjustments. 5. 10. 40.
100 power, worth $2000. Sacrifice $995
(818)348-5752.

FURNITURE 126

PETS 130

FREE adorable, well-trained kitten. Needs
tots of tove and room. Call 209-5154 (Jill)

or 209-5164 (Steve)

FOR sale 13 inch, B/W TV $50 Two new
box spring mattresses $25. each or obo
478-0714.

7 foot rust, brown and beige striped sofa,
makes into queen-sized sleeper $150 Call
(2113)657-6585 after 6 PM.

^Q^EPS 119 I T^iirMAnPESSESi^i^

1985 Honda aero 50 scooter, 7 mons. old.
excellent conditton. $650.00 obo. Plus
helmet/kxk. Jackie 45(V6282 before 10
AM /after 6:00.

Al rww hotel tets guaranteed

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES

'85 Yamaha Riva. Red, like new. very low
miles. Incredible mileage. 550 obo 275-
8150.

I

I

4545 I

4619 I

$789 I

1^

CHINA PMi TOUR $777 I

Indudtt
I

• R/T AMomHono Kong
|

•INghtHoM Hong Kong
I

•China 30 Day (IndMduaOViM |

• TronKWft Into CNna (Canton) I

Ccff HIS (Ain«flea) I

(213)61S-0«43 I

244>/^ I. Itt tfi««t #19 I

LA^ CA 90012 I

Tokyo (03)M«-2371 I

Hong Kohg (3)6«0925 I

T^ l.S.l.l.S^»t^^^^^

i:r YAMAHA 83«84»85ir

Scooters &, Accessories

81 TOYOTA Corolla 5 speed.Air conditton-

ing.AM/FM Ca88ette.60,000 miles. Ex-
cellent conditton. $3500. Days: 206-8680
Eve: (806)584-6553 Manoj.

MISCELLANEOUS.., 128
NIKON: Motor drive MD-4; MN-2 Nicd
Pack; Fisfieye converter; excellent corvji-

tton; $165:$65;$120. Hyung 825-2828.

Twin Set $SO INil Set $«•
ttu««nSet $M King Set $••
New 5 piece bedtoom let:^ $nt
New fm Hn or quden ileeper.^$f
New sofa and k>ve seat $U»f
Oak flnhh coffM tables. $7
Ind Tables $19UM«p« p

TMiWAKHOU$i
S97-S030

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVA1V8
;

MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

;

13347 W. Washington Blvd
^ Los Angeles, CA 90066 „
L iir (a 13)306-7906 ^ I

*

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134
APPLE lie. external disk drive, monitor,
word-processing/sreadsfieet software.
$1,200. 8am-5pm 825-5274. Eve
(81 8)330-1 9S3.

DISKETTES SSDD 52f. DSDD e2e
Lifetime warranty/ t>est prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd , #103
Tete. (213) 479-0345.

SILVER Reed 8750, electric, excellent
conditton, $150 obo. Lisa 207-2209. 206-
0361, Javtor 825^4085 .

TURN term paper pressure into term
paper pleasure wtth the "Wang Writer."
An affordable, easy-to-use word processor
by Wang Laboratories. Buy one or rent
one! (213)372^4396.

(2) HP-ISCS and (1) HP-41CX. New. Never
used. Make offer. Kenny. (213) 398-^522.

<«

Basketball
Continued from Page 28
action as tlie second guard off
of the beach.

'*Corey went the whole
practice .sei&ion Monday, and
he'll play In the game/' said
Hazzard, who pointed out
that though Gaines looks
ready to go, fieshman Rod
Palmer will still be the
guard to , ub in.

first
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Bruin Noce^t There may be a
uhange in the UCLA starting lineup

toni^t. Tosiibiy we'll go with Haley.
Jaciwin and Reggie Miller on the front

line tonii^t Jerald Jones limped off

the practice fl«K>r Monday after prac-

tice with a deep bniise In his rear. Hc
runs, but then it seems like every time
he gets hit it's In that same spot,"

Hazzard said. Even though Montel
Hatcher has ht^'n .slumping lately, he
can be expected to start along side

Pooli Richardson tonight . . . Butler

is getting better but he still has an un-
ctimfortaMo sen:>ation when he pushes
off to nm Hazzard \& "pleased

widi th«" progff'.vN Haley and Jackson
\\a\t maiie" in the lust two gdmcs

'. liCi A lead^ tiiir .{eries witii
Waihingtt.n 55 21, but thf Huskies
have won the Ij-i ttvo tnf5cting.s and
thret of the \u.x {\>;r. Ru«o is one of
only 27 Di\isior. I ooitfhes who have
averaged over 2U win* a seas<!n in

their ca»eei. He n'ttdt- the NCAA
tournament both in 1081 and '85 with
Louisiana Tech . . . On the
recruiting front. J.R Rdd of Viijnrjia

Beactu-Ytf pftritapi; the ci ntjr ot th«

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

witli dU only

cut. condiUoner & Itlowdry

Reg. Man $18
Wom^n $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up ^^

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710 Westwood ViUage

canirnis events

^^ present ^V<J

THE RENEGADES OF ROCK

ips

»diL""future^ KK' scheduled his trip to
WestwcMtl I he d.tte ho5 not ba.ni

made puhii. yet, but t believed to h*^

within the ne<t month. One thuig in
UCLA's; favor u that hHd's hoyhiKKj
idol was Brum f«>r'vaid David
Greenwotxl. Hazzatd told the nutha
breakfast group Tuesday uf an essay
JR. wrote in the eichth grade that
the family showed to the stjjf . "It said
he wanted to grow up and play in the
McDonalds (high school All StarJ
game, go to UCLA and wear No 34,
play in the '88 Olympics and tfo on to
a professional career We'd be very
happy to help him fulfill his dreams,"
smiled Hazzard. When one reporter
asked the coach in jest whether they
would make No 34 available should
J R join the Bruins, Hazzard replied,
"It's on ice right now." . . . Hazzard
i« much happier with the student
crowds lately. "I don't think IJSC felt

very comfortable here, and I like that.

Tht: students have filled th» wliole set

tion find I love their eiithiisiasm . It's

great for the program, great fr-r

recruiting It helps to seli a young
men on ooming here

"

CAMPUS SPECIALS

KENWOOD STEREO FOR YOUR CAf^

KkC-2000

KRC 2001

KRC-124

KDC-9

$lti600

$ 200 00

$ 239 00

krl -e^L

•COMPACT DISC PLAYER

KAC- 7020

/BANLkUUALIi^tR/AflPLinhP

70WATTAMPIIHER

HOWTOORUtR-

: 1 07 GO

j ic-;ou

Order desk houn ore from : 7:00om - 800om (Men - Fn )

.
,

1 0.00dm - 2:00pm on Saturday
I,

PAYMENT
Cash, Cashiers Check or Money Order ONLY (UPON DtLI VERY/

All Merchandise will be Delivered to you at Inc Wu:.iliulm

Entrance, by the parking attendants stjiiofi

ASK FOR YOUR CONFORMATION for DELIVERY i il '.E dnd DATE
m

PRODUCT GUARAfiTEES
All Equipment is 3RAND NEW with factor/ packing and

rnanulacturer^ warranties

flashtan

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverly HIils 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

I A MUSIC

IN THE Ml v/ OTANI IIOTtL & GAf<OEN

(213)200-7452

no South 1 0:1 Angeles St, Los Angeles, CA g00i2

installation Avallabib

f

SOFT CONTACTS
MFHirAi nRoiip rnnTYf

Permaflex >-«^%
PermalensA v/Q
Bausch ft Lomb '

^^.
30 Day Extended ^-J^J
Additional Pair OgOup to 2 weeks

Soft

Wean
$6'5

ALL PRICI8 mCLUDC EXAM.
CAHe KIT t FOUOW-UPi
EVE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to dale
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital Of Office Patient
•ipOO/Eya-CredIt ProarutD Arranged

LIP-SYNC YOUR WAYTO STARDOM!
- & Help BUSTMultiple Sclerosis!

RegisterNOW to become a rock star

and win an internship with |lf^
in New York!! wKJm

a

Join Students Against Multiple Sclerosis and
help make a difference in someone else's futurel

Rock-Alike applications available at: ^~ ~~^—

^

U-t f- (, ill, u' I )| ',^t' I' 'j-i

!i ,. Hi i
• I,

'

} J'lh

H.i.vlii.i,,,

• Ackerman Info. Desk
• K'erckhoff Info. Desk
• Bruin Walk Table
• All Residence Hall Front Desks ^

For more info. Call 824-1951 or send all applications & donations to: Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis, P.O. Box 379« 308 Westwood Plaza, Lo«» Angeles, CA 90024

i'

y ' f^

av-^ »* /. ,^%*..^ j^m^ mm

mmmmmmmm
""^ar

d^i^^W^M^^
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A DIM SUM CAFE

f

'

p€»so»*

I

LIGHT CHINESE -

4 cups of Scallions soup
4 cups of vegetable

fried rice

6 potstickers

4 bao
4 eggroll

6 fried wonton
4 shui mai
4 pots of tea

WfcSTWOOD VILLAGE»1091 BROXTON»L.A./213-824-7869

ALi NATURAL ffiOZEN YOGURT .

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one emd get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/10/86 • limit one per customer

<•.

BAUSCH & LDMB

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB
JTIMTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DJULT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES niTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With thu ad. exp- 2/28/86

The UCLA Student Alumni Association
presents

SPRIJVG SIIVG 1986
^'Rhapsody in Bruin*^

Friday. April 25 -

Royce Hall

— Applications for Group Entries for everyone in-

terested in performing are available next Wednesday^
February 12.
Categories include:

- Quartet
- Production
-Choral
- International
- Novelty

Pick up applications at the James West Alumni Center

.

— General Committee Meeting for those interested in

working on the committee; 8pm, February 12 in the West
Center.

^=^lie Spring Sing Company needs singers and dancers.
Call Renee Roski at 206-0524

.

Sponsored by The UCLA Alumni Association

Basketball
Continued from Page 32

take up slack wherever it's

needed as the main reason for

the top record halfway
through the schedule.

"One night two or three

guys might play well^ • apd
others might not. aSM^ the

others contribute '^B^ next

time,** said f^Ps s o .

"Washington State and
Arizona State shut down our

inside game pretty well, bur
we responded with good
perimeter games.

''I like a lot of balance

because they (opponents) can't

key on anybody."
The balance Russo was

referring to comes primarily

from Shag Williams, Clay
Damon, and Greg Hill.

Williams, the hottest
Husky, is averaging 14.5
points and 10.4 rebounds over

the last four games. He will

be a factor if he can stay out
of foul trouble. Clay Damon,
the Washington off guard, has
been shooting the ball well of

late.

The fifth starter, point
guard Greg Hill, was the one
who wreaked havoc upon the

Bruin defense at Seattle. Hill

had 13 points and knocked
down many key jump shots

from long range when UCLAT
switched to a zone defense.

Since the Bruins probably plan
to play more zone tonight
than they have all year, stopp-

ing Hill will also be key.

"We realize that Greg Hill

is one of their top three

.

scorers. We'll do what we
have to,** said Hazzard, who
did not want to mention just

exactly what that task would
entail.

Hazzard called the game in

Seattle "our worst of the year
as far as execution.'* With
blowout losses to North
Carolina and Louisville under
UCLA's belt, that's saying a
lot. Obviously, a 25-point con-
ference loss stings a bit more.
The Bruin head man is

quite confident, however, that
his team can play well enough -

to jump over the .500 mark by
beating Washington.

"It's the most important
game of the year for us,** said
the coach, "and it*s a game we
can win.*'

Perhaps the best news for

UCLA is that half of the in-

jured list should return to the
lineup tonight. Forward
Kelvin Butler is still out with
a torn abdominal muscle, but
guard Corey Gaines will see

Continued on Page 27

Men & Wimert^ *

halrstyiing

Layei Cutttng * Ptrms

Student Discounts
*

Idfit idtm>»i^A^
Westwood V!!la4«

*»u«< West of Wlk«^4^ki«w«fLi[

^^s^mit

i

4"

Baseball
Continued from Page 31
scored on a base hit by Ecclef

.

^
After that lapse, Sanchez settl-

ed down and returned to the
form that made him one of
the premier pitchers in the
Pac-10 last year.

The righty retired nine of
the next 11 batters he faced,
including five strikeouts.

Fullerton's Mike Harkey
matched Sanchez early in the
game, silencing eight of the
first ten UCLA batters, also

striking out five.

It wasn't until the fourth
inning that the UCLA offense,
playing in its second game in

two days, got untracked.
Todd Zeile singled to left to

lead off the fourth and was
followed by John Joslyn's RBI
double to right field. Joslyn
scored on Gary Berman's
single.

Steve Stowell continued the
threat with the inning's fourth
consecutive hit, advancing
Berman to second with a
single. The runners advanced
90 feet when Harkey's pick off
attempt of Berman at second
base missed everything but the
wide open spaces of center
field.

Harkey dug himself into a
deep hole by walking Jeff
Osbom to load the bases. The
-Bruins were turned away,
"Kowever, as Harkey struck out

the next three batters.
UCLA improved their lead

to 4-1 in the fifth inning when
ZeUe walked and scored on
Joslyn's first homer of the
year.

The Titans mounted a small
rally in the fifth when Trevino
singled and stole second.
Razook, the Fullerton short-
stop, then walked giving the
Titans runners at first and se-
cond.

Sanchez didn't let the threat
bother him, gettng out of the
jam by striking out Newkirk,
and retiring the next two bat-
ters with ground outs.

Harkey was untouchable
through the later innings and
amassed 14 of his 15 strikeouts
threw seven innings. With the
win, the Bruins evened their
record at 1-1 for the young
season, while Sanchez opens
the year with a 1-0 mark.

Joslyn's three runs batted in
give him the early club lead.
UCLA will need more of such
power from the big left
hander to contend for the con-
ference title.

The Bruins open their home
schedule Friday against
Chapman College. Jeff Conine
will be the starting pitcher.
The Bruins play San Diego

State in a doubleheader on
Saturday. Randy Hennis and
JCeith Shibata will start -ki-
Saturday's games.

Sports Editor

^lidrAlexaTider
Staff Writer^ Contrihnfrnr^

^cott Alberts Greg Bolin

Nye Hospedales Kevin Lynch
Assistant Sports Editors Steve Kaufhold Shaun A. Sanders
Rick Schwartz Mike Preston Shannon Stryker
Andrea Tetrick Amy Stroud Bob Brunwin

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men)

(Women)
SIO.OO

Open 7 Days

Body Pernn $25.00
(wtth this coupon ft uu-A I.D.)

International

Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
Exp. 2/15/86

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL
^

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGER^

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions ^ 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burtwink

15745 Roscoe Blvd.,S€pulveda
1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 FbothUI Blvd.. Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd..Van Nuys

Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd., Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittler Blvd.. Pico Rivera

f
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TlmnJng, VMiingS'AerobicCentns

30%
UCLA Discount

Bevofly HWs 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

t(UGHT: THE MYSTERY
OF THE UNIVERSE''

by Dr. K. Seyrafi

TAKE AN EXTRAORDINARY TOUR THROUGH TIME
BEGINNING WITH MAN'S EARLIEST VIEWS OF THE
COSMOS AND THE PHENOMENA THAT ILLUMIN-
ATES IT.

Available at the UCLA Bookstore. Physics Dept.

^

.1

\0i^'
N©
#

Student Committee for the Arts

X PRESENTS
GUITARAND SONG BY

THURSDAY
-FEBRUARY 6
8:00-10:00

KERCKHOFF COFFEEHOUSE

FREE ADMISSION

I

Because all ski clubs are not created equal..

I:

This spring break ...DESTINATION -

HELICOPTER SKIING in

TELLURIDE, COLORADO !!!

Tickets Go on Sale Next
TUESDAY!

.V
(

.

I

Only $299/bus and $415 /plane
for deluxe accomodations, 5 days lifts plus

a single helicopter lift!

^ M ($279 & $395 w/o helicopter lift)

"fy/ Ski Club Office

825-3171K}CLA CulturmI mnd Rmcrmmtlonml Atfmin

Unlvnlty R9cr—tlon AMtoclatlon

i
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Volleyball

Continued from Page 32
ry to start in a league match.
Sonnichson, Karch Kiraly,
and Ricci LuNiies are the only
Bruins to have accomplished
this feat. Sonnichson hit .266
and did an incredible job at
the setting position.

Jeff Williams had his wav
with the Waves early in the
match until they focused on
shutting him down. After a
bad looking wall-banger,
Williams put down a lot of
good balls, a couple of ser\ ice
aces, and had a nice block.

Ozzie Volstad was the Bruin
offense for the most part. He
hit .521. had six digs, and
three block assists. The junior
provided a lot of inspiration
for the Bruins.

Bruin coach Al Scates was
\er>' pleased with the play of
Sunahara. u ho hit .333.
Scates said. "Rt^d's play was
very encouraging. He added a
lot to the team.

"

Sunahara uas taken out
after the second game due to
his injured leg.

Scates said o£ the match.
"We weren't blocking towards
the end and they took ad\an-
tage of that, but they're by no
means an unbeatable team.
We're going to get better from
here and I reallv don't think

The Bruins are going to
have a lot of time to improve
before they meet up with the
Waves again which will be on
April 19 in Pauley Pavilion
and judging from the mood of
the Bruin players, they're go-
ing to be gijnning for a win.

As for now, the Bruins will
remain at No. 2 in the college
rankings until the Waves lose
which probably won't be real
soon.

Scates showed that he has a
lot of depth in his bench as
Don Dendinger an^ Matt
Whitaker came in the match
to make needed scores.
Whitaker had two clean kills

and Dendinger registered si.x

good ones as well as four
block assists and a sweet solo.

The Bruins have a chance to
vent their frustrations this
weekend on an eastern school.
They'll be playing George
Mason and Ball State in
Virginia.

i

Coaches

that tiw> t'an Improve am=

more.

Continued from Page 32
veteran coach Al Scates and
first-year skipper Rod Wilde,
things just don't jibe. A clear
example is last night's mat-
ch— it was a contest between
two coaching extremes, youth
and experience.

First, Scates has been
eoachmg the Biuim fur ^

when Scates took the helm at

UCLA.
The ''Other Wizard of

Westwood" holds a 617-80
career win-loss record.

At Pepperdine, Wilde boasts

a 5-0 mark. In his first

coaching job as head women's
coach at Drake University,

Wilde registered a 14-11
mark, finishing third In the

Gateway Conference.
Scates carries a .884 winn-

ing percentage as of the 1985
season, better than any coach
in any collegiate sport. The
rookie from Pepperdine
doesn't possess a full .season's

percentage yet at Pepperdine,
Scates led UCLA to an im-

pressive 11 champioaship ti-

tles, generating more national
crowns than any other
voIle\ball program in NCAA
history. Wilde, hasn^t any
championships under his belt

as of yet, but if his team'.s per-

formance last night was anv
indication of what is to come,
he and the Wavas will be at

Pehn State for the Final Four,
hoping to win that first title.

Before he gets to the finals,

however, Wilde must pull
himself and his defending na-
tional champions through
some rough water. After all it

isn't easy to just saunter into a
winning program and
generate immediate success.

It isn't easy to concentrate
Tm volleyball strategy,

years. U'ilde was six years old recruiting, injuries and team

relations when external
pressure to win, win, win are

pounding down at you. It ju.st

isn't easy to deal with.

"The only pre.s.sure is the

pressure I put on my.self," said

Wilde. "There's none from the

outside or anywhere else . ., .

it's whatever 1 put on."

Scates on the other hand
d(x?sn't have to worry about

pressure, he's already
established himself. He's a

winner. He's cool. He's loo.se.

What does he have to worry
about? The momentum is on
his side becau.se he's got the

experience. But that's not

what Scates says.

"I think trie experience was
in the players tonight. The
Pepperdine unit has been
together for three years and
tonight they played like it,"

said Scates after the match.

Wilde agreed. "Our players

are a little more experienced.

All .six of the starting lineup

were on the championship
team last year."

So, both coaches deem-
phasize their part in the f)ig-

ger volleyball picture, preferr-

ing to focus on the players'

contributions.

But don't underestimate the

importance of these two
coaches and their two dif-

ferent states. Last night's

gpaching duel was hptwpf^n

Lacrosse, polo

teams see action

this weekend
For all of you polo afi-

cionados, the Bruin Polo Club
will be riding against the
equestrians of Troy in a match
to take place this Sunday at 12
noon.

The contest is being held at
the Brown Canyon Equestrian
Center in Chatsworth. Admis--
sion is free, even for those
without their own polo
ponies.

UCLA's lacrosse team con-
tinues its season with a match
Saturday against Occidental
College. The game starts at 1

pnr. on the North Athletic
Field behind the Woodert
Center.

youth and experience, and this

time, youth came out on top.

Letters
Starting next Thursday,

the Daily Bruin will print

letters to the sports editor.

These letters can be on any
aspect of UCLA sports that
interests Bruin sports fans.

Submit your letter to the
Bruin's secretary in 112
Kerckhoff Hall. The Bruin
reserves the right to edit

tetters on the basis of space
and readability.

THINKING OF A CAREER IN HEALTH CARE'>
WHAT A DIFFERENCE ONE YEAR CAN MAKE!

I

ulTllT'l T "! ""^"^ ^^'^^' Center-SMC School of Respiratory Therapy pluTyoo

meilfn. m» K r""'^
""" """" ^°" '" ' '^*^'<^'"9 profession where you «rtll be a^keymember of the heaHh care team. Respiratory Care Practitioners work in a variety of oatientcare areas ranging from newborn intensive care to adult pulmonary rehabilitation Employr^en

For more information, please contact-
.
Mel Welch, RCP, Pat Tobin, RCP, or
Cynthia Hashemi at (213) 825-7222

fVf^ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
^4/ COMPLETE

t^Qfl ^—^ (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

1 Tune-up 4. Oil Changr
2 Vah« A«Jj. 5. Brake A<^
3. Lube 6 Clutch Adj

7 Service Air Cleaner

8 Check Batierv VVaier

9 Inspect From Ertd

10 Comprrs»«on Te«l
1

1

(Pressure Test Cooling System)

$59.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

Partt A Labor (Cm ft Air FHier itra)

PimMdh TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

m^ USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - 93:—
* THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829-7012

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
le regular pri

I

Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get .order of Dim Sum free!
'

VALID UNTIL FEB. 28. 1986

•DIM SUM &. SALADS
•SOUPS. NOODLES.
&. RICE

'After 3 p.m.

vmmn
HOURS:
Mon-Sat
I I -9 pm

VISA and
MASTERCARD
Accepted

imliii.Hiatii.n

CHINESE CUISINE
I 1907 Olympic Blvd..

W.L. A. (Olympic @ Bundy In Westside Plaza)

479-4774

I
(with coupon) |

I

I

I

•ROASTED MEATS I

•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS I

•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT*

I

I

i

I

I

i

i

The Return of

BoMJez
Free

Parking

CSCEI and MAC
Are hosting a workshop for

Ethnic Minority Students
interested in applying to

Graduate Programs in Psychology
Friday, February 7, 1986

3:00-5:00 PM
Franz Hall 1260

JfeM.n°*hr"^®'**
^^''^^^'"o^^c New Music Group

Ensemble InterContemporaIn Paris (U.S. Debut)
Pierre Boulez conductor

Tuesday and Wednesday, February 11 and 12 at 8 o ck>ck
Collins Court at Wooden Center. UCLA
U S Premiere

Boulez: R^pons a masterpiece m any era {Time Magazine)

B«r;,uU''n«r
°* '^"^ "'''^' 'mportant musical events of the season

stao« spi^ri ^II^^M^ °* ^^^'''' '^^"'^e a massive, spec.airy designed

orXs^M ot^ ,h'
'^^ "!:'^^'^ "^^ ^'?"^' Processor (a^ompoter

^

Los AnoPiP. r H
'^""^^"^ P'^yers). ihs will be a rare opportunity tor

^
LOS Angeles audiences to experience this epoch-makirigwofk
TK:h«is $?s ($?o w,th f>h.ihrtt,Tx>nK- subscrOer card. $6 students)

Thui^day, February 13 at 8 o'clock ^""^
Royce Hall, UCLA —

—

—^ "

New In the USA!
c^^^yS^Hl'V^'^l^' S premieres, including Eltott Carters latest

uT^I '''''^'•'"y ^'"""^ ^ »^ Ensemt>le IntScontemporains hrst

Carter Penthode (U S PremK^re). Ligeti Chamber Concerto ,
TcVots $25 15 10 (stwJwii rush $4)

>"'

I*^.!!** V*^ ••"•** ^•"'•' <> Off»c«. TlcliMm«at«r

»« Sal A Sun '0 ; . rtiiT»cfc«tin««t«rl»iai««WM4a
lnrorm«tton (213) 972.72M.

"""""^ "^*» •SIJ-MJa.

*^ -4mmm
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P*^'"^ «Pe" relief R-i-d^ivo-u-r against Fullerton
Bruin reliever comes to
the rescue in 4-3 win

¥ W
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^
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Dana Ridenour may be the much-needed relief pitcher the UCUV baseball team°hTs1^ked
in recent years.

la^ivcu

Special to the Daily Bruin

Since 1980, the UCLA
baseball team has not had the
success that is normally
associated with Bruin
athletics.

One of the main reasons for
this lack of success has b^n
the absence of a quality relief

pitcher, able to close the door
on opponents in >the late go-
ing- —

—

This was the case last year
when the Bruins ended up in
fifth place in the six team
Pac-10 southern division. On
more than one occasion, the
Bruins starting pitcher would
get a comfortable lead but the
bullpen would fritter it away
when they were called upon.
From all indications, that

trend may be over.
i

Right-handed reliever Dana
Ridenour may be the fireman
that UCLA has lacked for the
last five years. If Ridenour is

that pitcher, things cotdd be
looking up for UCLA

Ridenour showed that he
had the stuff to be a reliable
relief pitcher with his perfor-
mance yesterday against Cal
State Fullerton, as the Bruins
hung on to win 4-3.

UCLA had been leading 4-1
when starter Alex Sanchez ran
into some trouble.

In the seventh inning, Tony

Trevino singled and went to
second base when Mark
Razook hit into a fielder's
choice. Trevino came around
to score on Tony Newkirks
sacrifice fly.

Sanchez got out of that inn-
ing without further damage
and the Bruins leading 4-2.
The two run lead didn't hold
up for long.

After mounting no serious
threat in the eighth, the Bruin
defense took the field in the
bottom half of the inning. The
eighth frame would prove to
be Sanchez' last of the game.
John Ecclef was hit b>' a

Sanchez pitch and moved to
second when Allen
Steinkawitz walked. Don
Howitt singled to score Ecclef
and bring the Titans to within
one run.

That was all UCLA coach
Gary Adams needed to see.

Adams sent the hook out for
Sanchez and brought in
Ridenour.

__Facing Trevino, Ridenour
"put but the fire with a ground
out.

Ridenour picked up his first

save of the year by striking
out the side in the ninth inn-
ing.

Fullerton had jumped out
to a quick lead in the first inn-
ing when outfielder Jef Garcia
singled, stoled second and

Continued on Page 29

HELP!
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED

for

TAY-SACHS DISEASE
CARRIER DETECTION

PROGRAM „.

ATTEND OUR PLANNING MEETING
Monday, Feb. 10, 1986

Ackerman 2408 12:00 noon
or

Tuesday, Feb. 11, 1986
Ackerman 2408 4:00 p.m.

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Student Special

$16caT&BLOW
MUSTSHOWUCLA STUDENT

I.D. WITH COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to any
client whose hair corxdition is unsulltdAe,

WESTWOOD
. Wilshire West Plaza
1234 WestwoodBlvd

479-0014 475-3264
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I
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477-0997

A DIM SUM CAFE

II900W. PIcoBlvd
West LA

CHINESE NEW YEAR
CELEBRATION
Traditional Seafood "Smollpots"
Shrimp scallops, clams and noodles
combined with fresh, sliced vegetables ^C 7c
in a seafood broth. .

v^^./O

Rainbow Shrimp Salad

1 1.Cycle Products West
"Quality Parts & Service at a Fair Price"

The Shop of the 80*s

Shrimp cashews and crisp/ noodles
tossed in a liaht, tangy dressing served 6C OC
over crisp, leftuce with toasted sesame vV.^V
seeds and red ginger. —'—
Spicy Chicken Win^s
Tender roasted chicken wings in a
szechwan glaze with a spicy peanut
sauce

Kung Pao Vegetables
Sizzling fresh vegetables stir-fried in a
light soy and pepper sauce.

$4.95

$3.75

{^(ESTWOOD VILLAGE»1091 BROXTON»L.A./213-824-7869

SERVICE
SPECIAL
FREE Pick-Up or

Delivery for

Service or Repairs

within 5 miles of

UCLA
offer expires

2/15/86

PARTS
SPECIAL
FREE Installation

of any Tire, Chain

or Battery we sell

"while u wait"

ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL

Kryptonite #4

Locks $38
Stelnmark
Leather $ 1 89.95 reg.

Jackets $139'^

95

now
Specials valid with presentation of UCLA \D

I
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Waves come fciack to beat spikers in four games
Young Bruins no match for

impressive Pepperdine team
Experience takes

a beating in first

battle

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

MALIBU— They take their

volleyball seriously in Malibu.
They do the same in
Westwood and that's what
makes meetings between
UCLA and Pepperdine such
intense events.

^ Yeah. it*s safe Jt<l_say that
the Waves and the Bruins
have a lot in common in the
men's volleyball department.
In recent years both schools
have enjoyed top positions in

the national rankings and
have traded wearing the
NCAA crown the last two
seasons, Pepperdine reigning
last year, the Bruins in 1984.

Last night, the two teams
were fighting for another
coveted spot, namely the No.
1 ranking in Division I

volleyball. The Waves held
the position oomiBg info

televised match at Malibu and
after breaking the Bruins in

four games, the home team
maintained their grasp on the
top ranking.

Truly, Pepperdine and
UCLA have been involved in

a fairly equal tug-o-war but
when the comparisons touch
on coaching, the similarities,

the ec^ualities end. And quick.
When you line up the ac-

complishments of UCLA's
Continued on Page 30

By Bob Brunwin

The warm-ups before last

night's match between UCLA
and Pepperdine's volleyball

teams were more exciting than

most entire matches that you'll

see.

The Waves simply did not

look human. They looked
more like they had been
created in the laboratory of

some evil volleyball scientist.

With four pre-season All-

Americas and five returning

starters from last year's NCAA
championship team, the
Waves looked confident in

their four-game, nail-biting

victory over the Bruins.

Pepperdine's first year
coach. Rod Wilde, mentioned
before the match that two of

his starters, Rob Scott and
Mark Arnold, had minor inju-

ries. Well, let's just say that

they're all better now. Arnold
hit .374 for the match and
-Scott int .208.

BENJAMIN TONG/D«ily Bruin

Despite 78 set assists from Andy Kiussman, facing camera,
the Bruins could not get past defending national champion
Pepperdine last night.

In fact, the whole Pepper-
dine squad looked liked they
all felt very well as they hit

.309 for the match as a team.
It was just one of those

matches that gets you jumping
out of your seat on every play.
The gym at Pepperdine is

small and with 2,754 people
packed into it, it's loud. Both
coaches mentioned that the
crowd would be a factor and
it was. The Pepperdine crowd
used their razor-sharp wit to

sting the Bruins with shouts of

"UCLA sucksl" and "Go back
to Westwood!"
The match began with Pep-

perdine giving away the first

point on a I-thought-you-had-
it play. The Waves came right

back, however, with a

monsterous down-ball from
Steve Friedman, who was the
Waves' hot hitter at .583.

Reed Sunahara returned the

favor with one of his own and
from then on, the tone of the
match was set; it was very
serious.

In the first game, which the
Bruins won 15-8, Arne
Lamberg, who stands 6-8, was
up so high he's probably got a
serious rash in his armpit to-

day. It was no use trying to

dig Lamberg because he was
hitting straight down and
there wasn't any sense trying

to block him because he just

hit over them.
The Waves started out play-

Ing a little disjointedly, bur
they were quick to adjust to

the Bruin hot hitters, who
were Lamberg and Jeff
Williams in the early going.

The Waves' incredible indi-

vidual play carried them.
Troy Tanner and Mark Arnold
played throughout the match
like men possessed. Tanner hit

an even .500 for the match.
Matt Sqnnichson made his

name known as he became
third freshman in Bruin histo-

Continued on Page 30

Bruins will face tough inside garpe against Huskies
Welp, Fortier could spell

trouble for UCLA's big men

HYUNGWON KANG/Daly Bruin

UCLA guard Corey Gaines is expected to be back in uniform for the Bruins after a three
week layoff due to a hip pointer injury.

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

There was a time in history,

way, way back around the
Mesozoic era, when UCLA
had the most dominant centers
in college basketball.

Nobody could stop them,
and those Bruins won many ti-

tles.

They say what goes around
comes around, however.
A man named Marshall

Brickman said it even better
than they' did. **When
something good happens it's a
miracle and you should
wonder what God is saving up
for you later."

UCLA fans don't have to
wonder anymore.
"UCLA relies on its

perimeter game more than
anything else, " said
Washington basketball coach
Andy Russo, who brings his
Huskies into Pauley Pavilion
tonight for an 8 p.m. game.

"If they can get things go-
ing inside they can present
problems for any team."

That's a big if.

Back on January 9 in Seat-
tle, Washington had no pro-
blem with Bruin "big men"
Jack Haley, Craig Jackson,
and Kelvin Butler. The
Huskies dominated UCLA in-
side the paint and won handi-
ly, 90-65.

/

Seven-foot center Chris
Welp was one reason. He has
made a career against Bruin
teams. Of the five games in

which Welp has faced the
Bruins, the junior from West
Germany has averaged 19
points, 8.4 rebounds, and shot
at a 61.8% clip. Welp had 28
points, seven rebounds, and
five blocks in this year's first

game.
Those numbers present a

problem, but Bruin coach
Walt Hazzard said that 6-9
senior forward Paul Fortier,

who contributed 24 points and
seven rebounds in the first

game, was an eyen bigger
pain in the lane.

"Welp is a very tall player
with a good shooting touch,"
said Hazzard, "but Fortier is

the anchor of that team. He
steps forward when situations
get tough."

Between the two front-
liners, 52 points and 14 re-

bounds is a lot to try to take
away, and Hazzard knows it.

"Inside defense and defen-
sive rebounding will be the
biggest challenge we face this

weekend."
The Huskies are in first

place witl^a 7-2 mark in

Pac-10 play this season, and
the big men have played a
large part in that success. But
Russo cites his team's ability to

Continued on Pag» 28
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News: Women with
eating disorders rise into

the millions, survey says.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: The Bruin
hopes that the
Phllllplnes' elections are

really "free."

See page 12.

Review: Shoah turns
holocaust into a nine
and a half hour mara-
thon.

See page 14.

Sports: Bruin basket^
ball team upsets
Washington in overtime,

94-89.

See back page.

==^ UCLA Weather
Clear and cool.

High: 63, low: 45.

(Dept. of Atmos-
pheric SciefKes forecast)
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BEN TONG/Dai»y Bruin

BREAKING THROUGH — The settfng sun over the Pacific is frequently a stunning

sight as on this recent overcast afternoon, when a shaft of sunlight poked through a

frame of clouds.

UC unprepared to handle sudden
enrollment growth, Gardner says
By Lisa Jaffe

Senior Staff Writer

California Aggie I

BERKELEY — The University of California

is having trouble meeting its "historic com-
mitment" to place all eligible students, UC
President David Gardner said.

Despite a statewide decline in the absolute

numbers of high school graduates, UC has ex-

perienced unprecedented growth in the

percentage of eligible students who enroll in

the system, Gardner said during an interview

last week.
The university is not prepared to handle

such unexpected growth, he said, partly

because very few buildings were funded by

the state between 1975-85.

"Enrollment planning relied on the assump-

tion that the percentage of UC eligible stu-

dents who had in the past chosen to enroll in

the university would be the same as the

percentage of those who in the future would

choose to enroll," Gardner said. 'That has.

proven to be an error."

The increase is permanent, Gardner said,

and is something the university will have to

plan for. "It is hitting us at a time when we
are least able to accommodate it."

It is only now, as the state budgets are giv-

ing the university adequate money, that the

problem can be fully addressed, he said. "We
are coming off of a decade where the budgets

have fallen woefully short, not only in terms
of our operating budget, but our capital

budget."

The alternative to accepting all eligible stu-

dents and crowding the campuses is to turn
them away, Gardner said. This contrildicts the

California Master Plan for Higher Education,
which charges the university with accepting

into the UC system the top 12.5 percent of

high school graduates.

"I would rather stretch a little and take the

students, even though it tends to overcrowd
us," he said.

Gardner said he sympathizes with students

Please see GROWTH, Page 6
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Student aid commission
begins loan craclcdown
By Charles Lee

Tough new measures to

crack down on the rising stu-

dent loan default rate will be
initiated by the California
Student Aid Commission.
The commission, which is

responsible for administering
financial aid programs within
the state, has already notified

The Academy of Stenographic
Arts, a private institution for

legal secretarial and clerical

training based in San Fran-
cisco, that it will terminate
the academy's participance in

the California Educational
Loan Programs starting Feb.
19. The commission has bann-
ed the academy from par-

ipating m 4ts programs^9n=

fight this case in the press. We
will go through the proper
channels."

The academy has until Feb.
13 to appeal its case to the

commission.
GoUihur also said investiga-

tions into other institutions are

now in the concluding stages

and any schools found in vio-

lation of their legal obligations

may face limitation, suspen-
sion or termination of their

participation in commission
programs. He refused to name
any schools involved, but said

in general, the University of

California campuses are not

problematic.

Referring to the need for

tougher measures, Samuel

the basis of rule violations.

Among the charges brought
up against the academy were
its failure to refund to the
state up to $170,000 loaned to

students who left the school

and to verify its student
enrollment as required by the

commission.
The action reflects an at-

tempt "to put all participants

on notice that they have a re-

sponsibility to live up to their

agreements to the program,"
said Greg Gollihur, the com-
mission's director of legislation

and public information.

Tom Kerrins, president of

the academy, declined to

comment on the accusations,

saying, "We are not going to

Klpp, the ncwly-flfifi6iy\tcd

commission director, said,

"For too long a number of

loan program participants, in-

cluding schools, lenders and
students, have disregarded
their responsibilities, resulting

in a spiraling default rate

which threatens the integrity

of the entire program."
California's loan default

rate currendy stands at 16.6
percent of all loans, with 7.6
percent of UC students failing

to repay their loans. The
highest default rate, at 31.6
percent, occurred with com-
munity college students.

The problem of loan
defaults takes on an added
significance because in recent

Please see LOANS, Page 10

Third suspe<:t arrested

for Guest House assault

By BUI Bowmer, Senior Staff Wri^

A third suspect has been arrested by University of
California police in connection with the Dec. 27 Universi-
ty Guest House assault.

Diane Garland, 30, was taken into custody shortly after

11 a.m. Thursday and charged with attempted murder
and robbery. She was arrested at the Compton home of
her boyfriend Mario Washington, 25, who had been ar-

rested Tuesday for the same crime.

UCLA em^oyee William Pennix, 25, also arrested

Tuesday, was charged with attempted murder and rob-

bery in the guest house assault.

Vassie Washington, 27, Mario's brother, was arrested

Tuesday at his Compton home for felony parole violations

unrelated to the guest house crime.

Garland will be taken to the Los Angeles County Sybil

Brand Facility for Women and will be arraigned with the
other suspects late today or Monday at me West Los
Angeles Municipal Court.

Pennix, a janitor at the guest house, had' been a UCLA
employee since March 1985. Although he had a criminal
record when hired, his crimes had been non-violent, UC
Police Department Detective Karl Ross said. **It*s not
unusual," tie said, fOr the university to hire people with
such records.

UCPD was assisted in its investigation by the Westside
Major Crime Violators Task Force, composed of members
oi die Los Angeles, Culver City, Beverly Hills and Santa
Monica police departments and the Los Angeles County
Sheriffs Department.
The Dec. 27 incident left the front desk attendant, a

21-year-old female UCLA senior, unconscious with throat

lacerations. During the robbery, $2,800 in cash and
travdier's checks was stiAen.
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LEADING EDGE
EL ^^D"^**

®

•li
FREE PRINTER WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM!

-^-<J2TtSPPY DRIVES $1595 PRICE INCLUDES:
10 MB HARD DISK
20 MB HARD DISK

$2095
$2195

LEADING EDGE A

Free 80 CLM Printer, monitor keytx)ard, 640K
RAM. graphics, color t)oard. FREE word-

processor, database, spreadsheet, communica-
tions software PLUS M/S-DOS & Basic.

Authonzed Relail D«ai«r

Leading Edga and Modal "D" Ar« R«gist«r«d
Trademarks of Leading Edge Products Inc

6300 PC AND FREE PRINTER*

2DD $1995
CALL FOR OTHER CONFIGURATIONSAT&T

COMPU DYNAMICS
IO66V2 S. La Cienega, ElfA. (V2 block south of oiympic)

PRIPP ('WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM)

INCLUDES: FREE 80 CLM PRINTER, MONITOR.
KEYBOARD 640K RAM. MS-DOS, BASIC,

PLUS FREE SOFTWARE PACKAGE.
OPEN DAILY

INCLUDING SUNDAY
10AM-7PM

(213) 854-1104
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" 'FIX' is the top thriller ofmany a month,
breathtaking, exciting, exhilarating and...rocketing

Bryan Brown to top stardom."
— Judith Crist, WOR-TV

Rollie Tyler is

the movies' best

special effects

I
I
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He can show you
a thousand ways
to die.

Now somebody
wants him to

do it for real.

But is he

the weapon or

the victim?

He's going to

need every trick

ftHim every movie

he ever made
just to get even...

and get out alive.

It's more than real,

iiiiiii

,

...it means
Special Effects

\
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RESTRICTED -

UNO(R 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
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______

STARTS
TODAY

PACIFIC'S METRO
WESTWOOD 474-7866

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC
HOLLYWOOD 464-4111

AND OTHER SELECTED THEATRES AND DRIVE-INS NEAR YOU

nemrs
complied from the Associated Press

Flame appeared less than a minute

after shuttle's liftoff, NASA says
WASHINGTON — NASA told a presidential panel Thursday

that an errant flame near Challenger's right rocket Itooster first

appeared 59.8 seconds after liftoff and "moved quite a bit" be-

fore an explosion 73 seconds into the flight destroyed the space

shuttle and killed its crew.

But space agency officials said NASA has no reason to believe

that sub-freezing launch-day temperatures had affected the

boosters or in any other way contributed to the tragedy.

Testifying at the first meeting of the commission examining

last Tuesday's accident, NASA's Jesse Moore said NASA had not

yet located the source of the flame nor were they sure it was
responsible for the tragedy.

"I can't show you exactly where it is," Moore said when ask-

ed to pinpoint the origin of the plume on the booster rocket,

"because we don't know exactly where it is."

Moore, NASA's deputy administrator in charge of shuttle

operations, said experts are "enhanching all of our photography

... and we're concentrating a lot of that photography on the

right-hand solid rocket booster."

NASA's Arnold D. Aldrich said there is "no practical abort

mode (to save the crew) during the first two minutes of flight,"

before the booster rockets bum out and separate from the shut-

tle. Thus, the seven astronauts probably could not have escaped

even if the plume on the booster rockethad been detected.

Moore said NASA is "forming a devil's advocate team ... to

think up scenarios that may have occurred" during the mission.

Reagan defends new budget agaii

k from JKrth parties Jn_Congr^
WASHINGTON — President Reagan defended the ad-

ministration's new $994 billion budget, a plan Reagan conceded

might require "artificial respiration," against sharp attacks

Thursday from both parties in Congress.

Congressional critics complained that the administration had

made defense the top budget priority while calling for deep

cutbacks in social programs. — - -
' '

'. — -^— >—

-

But the president, in his annual economic report to Congress,

said he was not willing to "sacrifice programs essential to the

nation," nor to consider supporting a tax increase.

A day after its submission to ConglPess, the president's neW
budget clearly was running into trouble in both chambers of

Congress.

A House Republican leader, minority whip Trent Lott, R-

Miss., said his party would repudiate the president's day-old

fiscal 1987 budget plan and come up with one of its own. And
Democratic leaders said they would press on with hearings

around the nation next week on Reagan's budget.

Reagan himself, during an Oval Office photo session, was
asked about congressional criticism that the budget was "dead
on arrival."

"We'll give it artificial respiration," Reagan joked.

^1 s^^ e OKs Democratic toxics

plan, kills Deukmejian's proposal

SACRAMENTO — The Legislature on Thursday sent Gov.
George Deukmejian a toxics agency reorganization plan he says

he'll veto, while the Assembly killed the governor's rival plan
because its regulatory board would be industry-dominated.

Sen. Art Torres of Los Angeles, author of the Democratic
reorganization bill, called Deukmejian's management of toxic

programs "a disaster and getting worse every day . . . We have
inaction, indecision and perhaps malfeasance," he said, referr-

ing to an FBI probe of the program.
The votes to send Torres' bill, SB 1048, to the governor were

44-25 in the Assembly and 21-18 in the Senate.
The Assembly then voted 44-29 to reject the governor's plan.
Deukmejian issued a statement saying he would veto the Tor-

res bill and castigating Assembly Democrats for choosing to re-

ject his plan.

The main difference relates to a Waste Commission, an advi-
sory and appeals board that both plans would have. Torres'

commission would have seven members, none of whom could
have received more than 10 percent of his or her income from
the toxic waste industry in the last two years. Deukmejian's
commission would have 13 members, four definitely from the
industry. They would be covered by the current con-
flict-of-interest law that prohibits such members from voting on
decisions directly benefiting their employers.
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Hrst UCLA Parent's Day lauded by administrators, parents
By Douglas K. Glantz, Staff Writer

Two hundred parents of UCLA students had a unique oppor-
tunity Thursday to see what their children welte up to and how
their money is being spent on campus, as the Student Alumni
Association held its first Parent's Day.

"This is the first year that we have sponsored an activity like

this," said Karen Karraa, SAA campus activity director. "We
wanted to give interested parents a chance to gain some insight

into their own student's experience here at UCLA."
The one-day event, which lasted from 9:30 a.m. until 10:30

p.m., included a tour of the campus, attendance at a class lec-

ture, panel discussion, reception, luncheon and a basketball

game at Pauley Pavilion.

"It was a great program in terms of conception, and from
what I have heard from several parents, it was a success," said

Chancellor Charles Young.
The response from the parents was also favorable. "My wife

and I came down from Palo Alto, and it was worth it," said

Daniel Tuerk, a parent who attended the event. "The day was
superbly organized — they thought of everything, even vans to

transport us from campus to the parking lot."

Margie Lekich, another parent, agreed. "The day was
thoroughly enjoyable, and it gave me an insight into my son's

daily life at college — especially the diversions."

Karraa said the SAA was pleased with how the day went.

"Parent's Day was a success largely due to interest from the en-

tire campus. For example, art counselors are giving the art

tour, alumni scholars are guiding the general campus tour,

members of the Bruin Belles are escorting parents to their

classes and SAA members are running the sports and leisure

tour."

J'he project, Karraa said, was inspired by a 1983 Princeton.

University survey which asked parents from across the nation

what areas of their child's college education they wanted to

Please see PARENTS, Page 7

INDRIYAS SAHLEMIKAEL

UCLA Vice Chancellor Winston Doby (center) fields a question from one of the 200 parents

who came to the inaugural Parent's Day Thursday. •

Polls find three million U.S. females

had anorexia or bulimia symptoms
By Michelle Pcrin

Staff Writer

One in eight women and
one in five teenagers admit to

self-induced vomiting, laxative

use or fasting to compensate
for periods of binge eating

associated with bulimia, ac-

cording to findings from the

first two nationwide polls on
eating disorders.

Furthermore, the polls

-showed that more than two
million women and one
million teenage girls had
symptoms of anorexia nervosa

or bulimia in 1985, and
discovered other statistical in-

formation about the disorders.

The survey was conducted

by the Comprehensive Care
Corporation in conjunction

with the Gallup Organization.

"We found that there really

had not been a nationwide

survey so we decided to con-

duct one to come up with na-

tional figures," said Elain
Osborne, Comprehensive Care
Corporation spokeswoman.

Anorexia nervosa is an il-

lness in which the victim de-

liberately starves away 20 per-

cent or more of her body
weight, said Dr. Abilio Her-

nandez, spokesman for the

Comprehensive Care Corpora-
tion and medical director of

the eating disorder units in

both the Western Medical
Center in Anaheim and the

Brea Neuropsychiatric
Hospital.

Hernandez defined bulimia

as a syndrome in which so-

meone eats as much as 20,000

calories in one sitting and
compensates drastically for the

binge by vomiting, use of lax-

atives or other methods.

One poll surveyed a repre-

sentative sample of adolescents

by telephone between the ages

of 13 and 18 in May and June
of last year. The 502 teenagers

were representative of the 18

million adolescents with tele-

phones residing in the United

States, according to the
pollsters.

"The results of this poll are

of major concern to us in the

treatment field," Hernandez
said. "It indicated that many
young people will try anything

to maintain a slim figure. But

these kinds of drastic measures

could have life long effects on
their health."

Dennis Green, Western
Medical Center Eating
Disorders Unit Program direc-

tor, elaborated on the effects

of anorexia nervosa and
bulimia. "Self-starvation can

throw the electrolytes off

balance which can cause an
immediate heart attack.
Anorexia can also lower potas-

sium levels which means a

person can faint at any time."

Hormones "flip-out," and
menstruation may stop, he
added.

Concerning bulimia. Green
said, ''There can be
esophageal damage in which
the victim throws up blood

because the stomach acid eats

away at the wail of the

esophagus, and hormones can

change, producing abnormal
amounts of facial hair."
Another effect of bulimia
Gi'een cited was tooth decay,

also caused by the acid in the

stomach exiting from the

mouth.
Five hundred and 10

women between the ages of 19

and 39 were interviewed by_

telephone last August for the

second survey. This national

cross-section sample was rep-

resentative of the 37.5 million

adult women living in the

United States.

Regarding the poll on
women, Hernandez said,

"This poll provides a lot of

Please see POLLS, Page 8

important advice.CPEC pro

information on higher education

Mariko Takayasu, Capital Corresponder)t

SACRAMENTO — During a joint legislative committee

hearing Wednesday, University of California President

David Gardner suggested that one commission help make
sure that UC, California State University and community
colleges are working together in increasing minority

enrollment. His choice was CPEC.
CPEC stands for the California Postsecondary Educa-

tion Commission. It is an independent state agency,

created in 1974, which plans and coordinates education

for 2,600 of the state's postsecondary education institu-

tions. The commission provides policy analysis, advice and
recommendations to the state Legislature and governor

regarding those institutions.

"There are many reasons why this agency was created,"

said CPEC Director Patrick Callan. "Somebody had to

question why the state's colleges and universities were do-

ing some of the things they were doing."

When UC and CSU officials came to the capital and

gave their best case scenarios about their institutions,

CPEC was there to balance things out, Callan said.

In order to get a non-biased, non-partisan overall view

of important higher education issues, Callan said, CPEC is

the source.

Among the commission's major responsibilities is review-

ing the governor's proposed budget. Callan said UC has

fared well in the last three years.

"Higher education has been treated well compared to

other programs in the state," he said. In Gov. George

Deukmejian's 1986-87 proposed budget, UC would receive

$3.5 billion in state money, including $1.8 billion for

operations. That is an 8.8 percent increase from the cur-

rent fiscal year.

However, a number of factors could cause cutbacks in

higher education spending, including President Reagan's

lsS6-87 proposed budget and the Gramm-Rudman-Holl-
ings deficit reduction legislation, Callan said.

Drastic cuts in spending on education programs at the

federal level, including student financial aid, have been

proposed to meet the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings legisla-

tion, which is to take effect March 1.

Federal financial aid would suffer a 29 percent cut from

$3.2 billion to $2.3 billion nationally if such cuts take

pjace.

For California, that could mean a $24 million reduction

in student aid. The state now receives more than $383

million in federal financial aid.

"The state's financial aid programs are very dependent

on federal funds," Callan said. "If the final cuts are as

drastic as the proposed cuts, we might have to reassess our

entire financial aid program."
With cutbacks in federal money, the state would have

. Please see CPEC, Page 7
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Since becoming UG president

Divestment Gardner^s toughest issue
By Lisa Jaffe

Senior Staff Writer

California Aggie

BERKELEY — UC Presi-

dent David Gardner^jtoid that
trying to come up with a solu-

tion ta the divestment issue

before the UC Board of
Regents meeting last June was
his most difficult experience
since taking office in 1983.

Gardner said he spent the

day before the meeting on the
telephone trying to come up
with an acceptable proposal.

"In doing so, I had to consult

with most of the regents —
those I could reach — the
chancellors, the vice presi-

dents, the treasurer, the
general counsel of the univer-

sity, my immediate staff and
my own conscience."

The proposal had to be

4«
credible, explainable and an
honest reflection of our opi-

nion on this complex issue,"

Gardner said in an interview
last Friday.

Gardner said he had one
day to arrange for tlie Office

of Public Information, the
secretary of the regents and
his staff to handle his decision

once he made it.

The kind of negotiation
which was necessary during
that week is a major part of

being UC president, Gardner
said, and absorbing the opi-

nions and reconciling the dif-

ferences among such a broad
group of people is difficult.

"The board is one compris-
ed of strong willed people,

having different values and
opinions — ideologically
diverse, accustomed to getting

their own way, bright — it

was not an easy task."

"I would not simply put on

the table a recommendation
which reflected everyone else's

views but not my own," he

said, adding that the negotia-

tion process was not an expe-

rience he was "in a hurry to

repeat."

"Since the regents did not

implement a full divestment

policy, many of the protesters

have labelled them pro-apar-

theid," Gardner said, "and in-

terchangeable use of the two
terms (divestment and anti-

apartheid) has hindered ra-

tional discussion."

Most people make a distinc-

tion between the terms anti-

apartheid and divestment,
Gardner said. "Even if they

disagree with how to proceed

Please see DIVESTMENT,
Page 11

Filipinos crowd polling places to

choose between Marcos, Aquino
By David Briscoe, Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines — Millions of Filipi-

nos waited in long lines Friday to cast ballots

deciding whether they will be led by Ferdi-

nand eT Marcos, who has held power tor twcF

decades, or by Corazon Aquino, the widow of

the president's main political rival.

The polls opened at 7 a.m. (3 p.m. PST
Thursday) for an eight-hour voting day, with

counting to begin immediately afterward.

Peak hours for voting are usually in the ear-

ly afternoon, election officials said, but reports

from outlying areas described unusually large

numbers ready to vote as soon as the polls

opened.
The 26 million registered voters are required

by law to cast ballots in this nation of 7,100

islands and 54 million people.— Forty minutes after the polls opened, Mtst
Aquino voted at a schoolhouse at Hacienda
Lusita, a sugar plantation owne<J by her fami-

ly in Tarlac province, 70 miles north of

Manila.

"Today is my day, and I've never been
more confident of anything in my life as to-

day," Mrs. Aquino, 53, told reporters. Her
running mate is Sen. Salvador Laurel.

Please see ELECTION, Page 10

Artists express Indian culture

using modem techniques, media

By Margaret Arana

Many people do not associate Native American art with

modem artistic techniques.

However, Indian artists are currently using modem
techniques and media to express their traditional Indian

backgrounds and cultures, said Margaret Archuleta, a

UCLA graduate student in American Indian studies.

To provide a chance to view some of this art, the UCLA
College of Fine Arts will host "Contemporary American
Indian Art: Diversity in Traditions," a four-part lecture

series from Feb. 10 to May 6. All of the presentations will

be. held in Dickson Auditorium at 6 p.m.
Archuleta organized the series and selected the four ar-

tists.

She said she chose the particular artists because each
one represents a different medium, as well as a different

tribal affiliation. Their art, she said, "reflects both worlds,

but is based on Indian tradition."

The Native American artists will present slide shows and
lecture on their work. The audience will have an opportu-
nity to meet the artists at a reception after the lecture.

Opening the series Feb. 10 will be Truman Lowe, a
sculptor from the Winnebago tribe who uses natural mate-
rials for his sculptures.

The most established artist appearing is painter Harry
Fonseca, who will close the lecture series May 6. Fonseca's

work boldly displays the juxtaposition of Indian tradition

with modern art and culture, Archuleta said.

In many of his paintings Fonseca uses the coyote, a

symbolic animal in tribal culture. There is nothing tradi-

tional, though, in the way he displays this animal, Ar-
chuleta said.

Besides showing this unique combination of modem
craft and Indian traditions, Archuleta said she would like,

"the lecture series to increase awareness of contemporary"
Native Ameqcan art in general. "No one teaches Indian

art after the time of contact," she said. "That's 400 years

of supposedly no art."

Also appearing will be graphic artist Jean Lamarr on
March 10 and photographer Jolene Rickard on April 8.

Admission is free and refreshments will be served.

Call the UCLA American Indian Studies Center at

825-7315 for further information.

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at I'CLA or

Westwood. Classes evfry week-Sal
Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S M , Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RE^tRVATIONS
(213)^78-7099

UNIVERSITY CLUBS ft

ORGANIZATIONS:

FUND-RAISING IDEA!!!

EARN $100 TO $500
IN ONE DAY
Call for more info

1-818-889-6245
(ask for books)
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THE HONORS COLLEGIUM
SPRING QUARTER 1986

HC 42 THE MAKING OF A SCIENTIFIC CULTURE
Director: M. Norton Wise, History > -

--^-^- . \- .

6 Units HH 2-3:15; V^ ^

discussion and writing seminar sections (one of each) are mandatory. . ... ^ ^ . .
.

.. . ., .;. ..
;

Check with DON office for scheduled days and times. ,

The dominant cultures of ttie modern world are scientific cultures. Drawing on a wide range of scientific, literary, and social ttiought of ttie nineteentti and twentietti centuries, ttiis course examines how science has

helped to shape modern perceptual modes, Institutions, and economic and political systems. The following selected topics from the biological and physical sciences are examined: Darwinian evolution t)y natural selec-

tion, the energy and entropy laws of thermodynamics, genetics in the twentieth century, and physical and philosophical problems of quantum physics. Under modes of perception are considered numerical thinking,

graphic visualization, probabilistic concepts of certainty, and instrumentation as a source of knowledge. The so-called Second Industrial Revolution of the late nenteenth century serves to focus attention on science-based

industry, here the chemical and electrical industries. The course also examines the ideological significance of science in classical liberalism and socialism and in such movements as social Darwinism and eugenics.

Satisfactory completion of this course witl) a grade of "C" or better will satisfy one-half of the College of Letters and Science English Composition requirement.

""-r

HC 45 DEMISE OF THE DINOSAURS: MASS EXTINCTIONS AND THE HISTORY OF LIFE

Director: Everett C. Olson, Biology

4 Units nh 1-3

Mass extinctions of the plants and animals occurred several times during the last 600 million years of Earth history. The demise of the dinosaurs was the most spectacular and has spawned many theories as to prox-

imate and ultimate causes. These are explored under two major groups of hypothesis: terrestrial and extraterrestrial. The nature of the organisms, their physical and biological environments and the shifting physical

and biological patterns of the ancient Earth form a background for searches for the causes of the several extinctions, possible evidence of cyclicity, and the integrated use of biological, geological and historical informa-

tion. Analogies to scenarios of extinctions proposed under concepts of atomic wars are also explored.

HC 47 BRAINS: STRUCTURE, FUNCTION AND EVOLUTION

DIrectrr: Louis J. Goldberg, Dentlstry/Anatomy/Klnesiology

4 Units W 2-5

The twentieth century has witnessed an explosion of knowledge concerning the structure and functon of central nervous systems. It is the purpose of this course to illustrate the broad outlines of this knowledge. The

text. Principles of Neural Science, will serve as a reference and a guide. This is not. however, a course in neuroscience. Examination of our current perspectives on the structure, function and evolution of brains

will help us to address the following related questions: What is the organization of the world external to the brain? What is the organization of the brain? How do the two correspond? How does the one "know" the

other?

HC 4§ COMPUTERS, SCIENCE, AND COMPUTER SCIENCE=

Director: David G. Kay, Computer Science ,

4 Units T 9-12

This course will furnish students with and in-depth, fundamental understanding of computers and the nature of automatic computation, both in theory and in current practice: what information computers can represent

and how they can process it. the distinctions between human thought and the computer's processing, the social effects of the computerization and reliance on computed results, and the capabilities and limitations of

computer technology both today and in the future. Students will develop the foundation for making informed decision relating to computing and a framework for developing further technical expertise.

HC52 REAUSM AND THE NOVEL ., _,— ..
^.

^ ..u^ —r-^-^- — -— —
Director: Richard Lehan, English

4 Units TTh 9:30-10:45, one mandatory discussion section.
. .

Students enrolled in HC 52 will review the beginnings of the modern view of man and society in the west; the rise of individualism, empiricism, and probabilistic thinking; compromises with the religious idea of Pro-

vidence; and the representation of ordinary life in literature and art.The course seeks to demonstrate parrallel structures - to show how certain ways of looking at reality are reflected in both philosophy and literature. The

novel, from its inception, treats many of the problems raised by ©seventeenth-century philosophy. It asks questions about the way we know ourselves, the way we know others, and the way we manage to adapt

ourselves to a given social environment. Early novels function as a form of commentary on a period of astonishing social change: sometimes they treat wryly a middle class that seized power from a decaying

aristocracy only to try to imitate its way of life; sometimes they attempt to suggest programs of political and social reform. The course examines an age that saw the presentation of a picture of real life through fiction

as a triumph in itself.

HC 57 RELIGION AND HUMAN EXPERIENCE: SUFFERING AND SALVATION

Director: Maiilyn Adams, Philosophy ' •

4 Units TTh 9-11; one mandatory discussion section. '
. .

'
."1

'

What is the meaning of life in a world such as ours, where great gbo{ls (e.g.. the majestic scenery of Yosemite. Mozart's music, Milton's poetry. Cezanne's painting, the saintliness of Francis, Gandhi, and King) exist

side by side with horrendous evils (the wickedness and terror of Nazi Germany, disease and natural disaster which blindly victimize the old and young, good and bad alike)? Shall I be a pessimist about the basic condi-

tions of existence, and greet life with defiant rebellion, stoic resignation, or escapism? Shall I take the burden of the world on my shoulders and try to make the best of a bad situation? Or shall I see the world as

basically good and its evils as temporary challenges, eradicable by dedication and effort, whether human or divine? These religious questions face everyone; the course encourages students to reflect on the variety of

answers given them.

HC 58 THE MASCUUNE AND THE FEMININE: POLITICS AND LOVE

Director: Sara E. Melzer, French

4 Units nh 11-12:15

The opposition between the masculine and the feminine is one of the major polarities that underlies human consciousness. This course will explore the philosophic and literary imagination of our patriarchal. Western

tradition as it shapes and is shaped by concepts of masculinity and femininity. Our study will focus on texts from several European literatures that deal with the conflict between the needs of the state and those of the

family or a love interest. Masculinity is often represented in terms of militarism, heroism, moral and legal authority, whereas femininity is represenied in terms of motherhood, the family and the romantic couple.This

course is desinged to show how the opposition between the so-called masculine and feminine qualities and our evaluation of them affects and is affected by a more evident system of polarities that structures Western

thought: Culture/Nature, Soul/Body; Reason/Feeling. We will examine the political context of each work to show not only how each text sets up a different model of the male-female polarity but also how it can be

brought into question.

HC 66 THE CLASSICS OF ZEN

Director: William R. LaFleur, East Asian Languages and Cultures ~ " '~

4 Units nh 11-12:15 ,

"Zen" Is one of those things people like to think they know something about - even when they do not. This course provides a chance to read and discuss some of the classics of East Asia, books that have had a deep

impact on the thinking and cultures of China. Korea, and Japan. The classics ofiZen are witty, provocative and - above all - intelligent. They address fundamental human questions, but often from an unexpected angle.

In addition, these are the texts some modern Asian philosophers go back to when they find Western philosophy not entirely satisfying. The reasons for this - both intellecual and cultural - are important in our era.

HC 67 THE TRIAL OF GALILEO

Director: Robert S. Westman, History

4 Units W 2-5 ^
'

This seminar will offer students and appreciation of science as an historical process. Recently Pope John Paul II called for a reconsideration of the case of Galileo Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) was tried and condemned

for teaching the view of Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) that the Sun is at rest in the center of the universe and the Earth and planets revolve around it. Many interesting questions and deep emotions are still raised by

this episode which occurred three and a half centuries ago. Among the principal questions to be considered are the following: What were the major scientific issues at stake? What were the legal, political, and religious

questions raised by the trial? Are Science and Religion necessarily in conflict? What is the meaning of the Galileo affair in our times? A new reason for studying the trial became available at the end of 1984, when

hitherto inaccessible documents from the Vatican Secret Archive were published by the Pontifical Academy of Sciences.

HC 190B INTERDISCIPUNARY COLLOQUIUM ON MATHEMATICS IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

Director: James B. MacQueen, Management '

4 Units Th 2-5 F 1-3 (Marschak Colloquium) ^^ •

This student colkxiuium is organized around the Jacob Marschak Interdisciplinary Colloquium on Mathematics in the Behavioral Sciences, a biweekly colloquium that sponsors presentations by leading experts on the ap-

plications of mathematical (and statistical) methods to the behavioral sciences. The objective of the colloquium is to introduce Honors students to research in the various behavioral sciences using mathematical methods

and to encourage student research In this area. Students participate in the Marschak Colloquium and also have their own colloquium in which they present both summaries of past research and their own research

oaocrs Topics treated in the student colloquium include mathematical nrwdels in economics, psychotogy. sociology, and biology; some examples of student research papers include "Mathematical Models of Speaking

Rwognltion and Speech Recognition," "Psychotogical Perspective on Probabiltiy Analysis." "The Hardy-Weinberg Law and Its Application to Human Bkxxl Codes, "
and "The Fibonacci Sequence and Its Applications."

In order to enroll In an Honors Collegium course, students must have a minimum cumulative QPA of 3.0 and have
satisfied the Suhject A /English 1 requirement.
8lgn-up sheets for all students will he avallahle In the Dlvlslo^ of Honors office, A311 Murphy Hall, heglning Mon-
day, February 10, at 8:30 AM.
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The Return of

Bowlez
The Los Angeles Philharmonic New Music Group
presents the

Ensemble InterContemporain Paris (U.S. Debut)
Pierre Boulez conductor

Tuesday and Wednesday, February 11 and 12 at 8 o'clock
Collins Court at Wooden Center, UCLA

US Premiere

Boulez: ReponS a masterpiece in any era' [Time Magazine)

Join us for one of the most important musical events of the season.
Because performances of R6pons require a massive, specially designed
stage set, as well as the unique 4X digital processor (a computer
orchestra of one thousand players), this will be a rare opportunity for

Los Angeles audiences to experience this epoch-making work

Tickets $25 ($20 with Philharmonic subscriber card $6 students)

TBIVIAL PURSUIT
'I'- ';;v"n
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by Dom Poloino

WHAT
IS
\T?

TRWlAt PURSUIT.
MAN I IT KICKS
^UTT OVER
THOSe OTHER
TWO STRIPS!

^

JEbursdey. Febfuafy43 at 8 oeloeli

Royce Hall, UCLA

New In the USA!
This concert features three US premieres, including Elliott Carters latest
crampos it ion ODpeu ia ll

y
i w i i l lyn fu i I fw E risefTH3 ie int6fl^6ntemporain's first

US. tour
,

Donatoni Tema (US Premiere): Holler Resonance
Carter Penthode (U S Premiere); Ligeti Chamber Concerto

Tickets $25. 15 W (student rush. $4)

Tickets at the Music Center Box Office, Ticketmaster
outlets and from 6 30 pm on concert mghts at Wooden
Center and Royce Hall. For phone orders (Mon Fn
9-9, Sat & Sun 10 7) call Ticitetmaster (213) 480-3232.
Information (21 3) 972-7211 . l 1
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GROWTH: Gardner says UC unprepared

Nou thn>u(;h March I ft, vt»u can
i'nj»>> a fri-sh fili-t t»f Pacific Red Snappt-r.

«Ki'an-frt.>h Sole i>r fresh Trout.

Vt»ur tntrcc ct>mcs with sun'ripc*ncd

vcuctahlcN. Brown rice pilaf. Ten-yrain
rolls, and a crisp ^jreen salad or hot home-
made soup.

It's all f»»r the incredible price of

only $S.9S. And onlv at the CmhhJ tarth
Restaurant.

Served lunch and JinnefT

bood earth
^^ Restaurant and Bakery
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Continued from Page 1

who are frustrated by the overcrowded classes

and lack of library and table space. "But I

have to ask them in turn, *of the ten of you
who are here, which of you would rather be
somewhere else?'

"

Despite the admirable goal of accepting all

eligible applicants, Gardner said he reidizes
there is a point beyond which the university
should not go, adding that it is a point to
which some university departments are near-
ing.

"To admit more than we can really ac-
comodate is to begin a process of eroding the
experience and quality of what we offer," he
said.

—As new buildings are completed, the pro-
blem should be alleviated, he said, but "I do
not wish to suggest that (it) will disappear.
We have a long way to go."

Some of the campuses in the system are
unable to grow any further, he said. UCLA
and UC Berkeley "cannot and should not ex-
pand." Those two universities are currently
above their targeted maximum enrollments.

UC San Francisco will also maintain current
enrollment, he said. The other six UC cam-
puses, however, have the land to expand, and
will expand in the future.

The campuses at Irvine, San Diego, Santa
Cruz, Santa Barbara and Davis have land for
future development but need to construct fa-
cilities, Gardner said. UC Riverside has both
land and buildings which wUl accomodate
more students. ^

Gardner said he would prefer to utilize the
present campuses to accept future growth
rather "than to attempt construction of a tenth

campus. It is the last choice we wish to

make." ,

If the six universities with room to grow can
handle enrollment increases, the students will
be placed at those universities, he said.

There are other considerations which the
university administration needs to take into
account, he said, including where these stu-
dents come from, how they wUl distribute
themselves, and how fast any university can
be expected to grow.

The current growth rate has caused more
than just space problems on the campuses, ^he
said. The cities of Davis, Santa Cruz and San-
ta Barbara have had arguments with the uni-
versity on the subject as well.

"We have a dual obligation," he said. As a
state institution, the system must provide
education to those who qualify for entrance to
the university.

On the other hand, Gardner said, the uni-
versity has a responsibility to have "as cordial
and cooperative a relationship as possible be-
tween a given campus and the surrounding
environs and the community which it im-
pacts."

"That is not to say that our decisions will be
determined by the opinions of the public of-

ficials," he said, "but we have an obligation to

take their views into account."

Gardner said his long term goal for UC is

"that the international distinction of this uni-
versity will be strengthened in absolute terms
and more widely shared among our cam-
puses."

He said he would like to see all students
who wish to study at a UC campus find a
place, and he wants the curriculum, programs
and research to be adapted "to the interna-
tionalization of our personal, professional and
-societal lives." '

Strides toward this goal have been made
with the enlargement of the Education Abroad
Program, the creation of the new school of in-

ternational relations at San Diego, and the in-

crease in research of tbe Pacific Rim nations.

"I am not satisfied at simply being regarded
as the finest public university in the world,"
he said. "We stUl have plenty of room for im-
provement."

<M nHmimm

PARENTS: Visit campus
Continued from Page 3
know more about. A total of 86 percent of those surveyed
wanted to know about the classroom atmosphere, 80 percent
wanted to tour the campus museum, 78 percent said they
wanted to see a fine arts performance and 75 percent wanted to
see a sporting event.

"Every area in which parents showed an interest was includ-
ed in today's schedule. The parental involvement has really
been encouraging," Karraa said.
The SAA originally sent out fliers to the parents of juniors,

sophomores and freshmen in the Southern California area
advertising the opportunity to take part in the event.
During the morning and afternoon activities, Karraa said,

one half of the parents attended a classroom lecture in the mor-
ning, while the other half took any of five specialized campus
tours that were offered.

"During the lunch, Executive Vice Chancellor William
Schaefer spoke to the group of parents about the nature of
education at UCLA, and subsequently the groups switched and
went off again either on the tour or lecture," she said.

In late afternoon, the groups met again for a panel discussion
on the roles of the university. Speakers included vice chancellors
Albert Barber, Alan Charles and Winston Doby, and David
Sears, Dean of Social Sciences in the College of Letters &
Science.

"It was impressive and a tribute to the involvement of the
parents to see so many of them take an entire day off of work,"
Charles said. The only question I can ask is — why didn't we
do this years ago?"
The day ended with a basketball game in Pauley Pavilion be-

tween the Bruins and the University of Washington Huskies.
Parents were charged a fee of $19 to take part in this pro-

gram. "It sounds like a lot of money, but the basketball tickets
cost $6, the luncheon probably cost $10 per person, the wine
and cheese reception cost a few dollars and that doesn't even
include the cost of printing the information packets, mailing the
applications, or renting the vans to shuttle our guests to and
from their cars," Karraa noted.
-The^event was sponsored tiy the UCLA Alumni

with additional funding from the Undergraduate Students
Association Council. **In short, the parents really got a great
deal," she said.—*— , 1^,—« _—__—. , , „ , „__ .

'It has gone excellently, better than we had ever imagined,"
said Keith Brandt, SAA director of student/alumni relations.

"We are going to look at the evaluation forms and see how we
can improve Parent's Day for next year."

CPEC: Assists education
Continued from Page 3
to rely more on state funds, he added.

But with the state close to a limit on state and local

spending, imposed by a 1979 voter-approved initiative,

California may not have extra funds to finance programs
being cut on the federal level, Callan said.

"From what the legislative analyst and the director of
the Department of Finance say, we're either right up
against the limit or right over it," Callan said.

That means, "Even if the state has extra money, we
can't spend it," Callan said.

In addition, the commission's Budget Analyst William
Pickens says UC may not receive the more than $40
million for building improvements from the tidelands oil

revenues this year, due to a possibility that the state may
re-allocate those funds to other programs.

"There's no guarantee UC will get all of the money,"
Pickens said. Higher education is in line to get the first

$125 million from the projected $425 million in oil reve-

nues. However, with the recent decline in the price of

crude oil, the total revenue is expected to be cut in half.

Another major concern of the commission is students'
reliance on loans, which has created an increase in loan
defaults among the nation's college students.

According to "Mortaging a Generation," a 1985 CPEC
report, "for the past three years an average of nearly
228,000 California students have borrowed almost $623
million annually under the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram, for an average loan of $2,734 each year." The
average loan for UC students was nearly $2,900 for 1983-
1984.

"With the implementation of Gramm-Rudman, students
will probably rely more on loans because the number of

grants will not be as readily available," said CPEC
spokeswoman Suzanne Ness.

Since the early 1980s, the default rate for student loans

•has skyrocketed. "We need to find alternative financial aid

programs — like a work-study program — where students

can work for companies for job experience and pay,"

Callan said. ^

Under a work study bill authored by Sen. Gary Hart

(D-Santa Barbara) dnd supported by CPEC, more than

1,500 jobs will be created with the cooperation of the

private sector in an effort to reduce the debt burden stu-

dents are currendy facing. The bill has passed the Senate

ahd is on its way to the Assembly.

The commission conducts studies on issues for all seg-

ments of higher education, from affirmative action to the

construction of new buildings. "When there's a problem,

we study it, and call it the way we see it because we're an

independent organization . . . We cater to no one," Ness

said.
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TECHNI - CUTTING©

My newest cutting system defies opposition and contrasts old prior methods whereby
any given area of hair will be lifted and cut off with just a certain amount of cuts made
while hair is fully wet. My strategy is developed from the old extreme conditions
whereby simultaneous evaluation and multi- angle cuts are made into the hair (NOT
JUST CUTTING IT OFF) with applied observation of the hair during several conditions
of different moisture content, from wet to dry and intermediate levels, fully allowing
more cuts per cut controlled hair designs.

Oiir 17th Yeiftr at 925 Broxton • Happy Hair Hour-cuts from $ 12
208-7277 SASSOON S. SASSOON 208-4247Now open Sunday 12-5 w/coupon
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LETTERS «. SCIENCE

Attention All UCLA Students

LAST CHANCE!!
Do you hove a special talent ttiat you would like to
display, but lack an audience & stage?
We welcome you to audition for ARTS NIGHT, Marcti 11, 1986!

*

VISUAL ARTS:
paintings, sculptupe,
PbQtos. groptiics, et(

PERFORMING ARTS:
music, dance, comedy,
theatre, etc. -

When: Auditions will be held Tuesday and Wednesday of the
5th and 6th weeks (Feb. 11,12, 18, 19) from 4-6 pm.

Where: irving and Jean Stone Honors Commons, 372 Kinsey

* For more information and applications contact ttie Honors
Commons, 372 Kinsey, 825-8607. —

ARTS NIGHT IS PRESENTED BY THE DIVISION OF HONORS-
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UCLA Alumni Association offers

'Distinguished Scholar Awards'

Approximately 23 Distinguished Scholar Awards are

currently being offered to UCLA undergraduate and
graduate students for outstanding academic achievements

and participation in extracurricular activites.

"On the graduate level, they are given for academic

study, research, community involvement and leadership,"

said Dr. Marilyn Kronmal, director of the UCLA Alumni
Association Advisory and Scholarship Program, which is

sponsoring the awards. "On the undergraduate level, they

are given for outstanding academic achievement and
community involvement."

Undergraduate awards range from $1,500 to $3,000 and
graduate awards range from $2,000 to $4,000.

Students with at least a 3.5 grade point average may be
nominated by their department chairman. Those not yet

nominated may inquire about the application process at

their departmental office before Feb. 12. The deadline for

applications is Feb. 14.

For more information, contact the Alumni Association

Advisory and Scholarship Program at 825-3901.

— Michelle Perin

POLLS: Eating disorders
Continued from Page 3

valuable information that we
didn't have about eating
disorders among women in

this country. The Gallup Poll

gives us a cohesive profile on
women's attitudes toward food

and weight control."

The 11 question survey on
teens found that there was a
large amount of dissatisfaction

concerning their weight
among them. Thirty-nine per-

cent of the teenagers inter-

viewed wanted to lose weight,

18 percent desired to weigh
more, while 43 percent were
satisfied with their weight.
Girls accounted for 59 percent
of those wanting to lose
weight with only 20 percent of

the boys desiring to lose
weight. Boys are more likely

to want to gain or maintain
their weight, the survey con-
cluded.

Thirty-seven percent of the
teenagers surveyed admitted
to having gone on food binges
at some time in their lives.

There was relatively little dif-

ference between boys and
girls, the survey showed.
Of the teenagers who con-

fessed to hinging, 38 percent
reported compensating by ex-
ercising strenuously, 24 per-
cent by fasting, 10 percent by
vomiting and 6 percent by
taking laxatives.

The poll also found that 74
percfent of the teenagers had
heard or read about anorexia
nervosa and that the
awareness of the disease was
highest among 16 to 18 year-
old girls from white-collar
homes.

According to the survey, 43
percent of the teens polled
knew someone with the symp-
toms of anorexia nervosa and
5 percent admitted to having

had the symptoms themselves.
Of this 5 percent, 63 per-

cent have tried to remedy the
problem with 26 percent seek-

ing medical help, 22 percent
changing their diet to one in-

cluding healthier foods, 15
.percent starting to eat again-
and 7 percent consulting tneir

parents.

When asked if they had
heard or read of bulimia, 27
percent of the teenagers said

they had, although the survey
found that teenagers are
generally less acquainted with
bulimia than with anorexia
nervosa.

Of the women polled, 64
percent would like to lose

weight, 32 percent w6uld like

to maintain their present
weight and only 4 percent

would like to gain weight.

More than a 2 to 1 ratio of

the women surveyed,
however, rejected the idea

that their lives would be bet-

ter if they were thinner.

Thirty-one p)ercent reported

that they diet at least once a

month with 16 percent of this

group claiming they are
"always on a diet." An addi-

tional 14 percent stated they

try to lose weight less than

once a month. Fifty-four per-

cent said they seldom or never

watch their food intake.

Twenty-six percent of those

questioned reported having
gone on food binges with 22

percent of this group saying

they binge once a week or

more.
To compensate for the hing-

ing, 38 percent of these

women said they fast, 17 per-

cent exercise for several hours

or more, 12 percent take lax-

atives or diuretics and 10 per-

cent compensate by self-in-

duced vomiting.
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LETTERS &. SCIENCE

Attention All UCLA Students

LAST CHANCE!!
Do you have d special talent ttiat you would like to
display, but lack an audience & stage?
We welcome you to audition for ARTS NIGHT, March 11, 1986!

l'Vi<*^'

VISUAL ARTS:
paintings, sculpture,
photos, graphics, etc.

PERFORMING ARTS:

music, dance, comedy,
theatre, etc.

When: Auditions will be held Tuesday and Wednesday of the
5th and 6th weeks (Feb. 1 1, 12, 18, 19) from 4-6 pm.

Where: Irving and Jean Stone Honors Commons, 372 Kinsey

• For more information and applications contact the Honors
Commons, 372 Kinsey, 825-8607.

-ARTS NIGHT IS PRESENTED BY THE DIVISION OF HONORS-
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UCLA AJumni Ass^iciation offeis

'Distingiiished Sclnlaf Awanis'

Approximately 23 Distinguished Scholar Awards are

currently being offered to UCLA undergraduate and
graduate students for outstanding academic achievements

and participation in extracurricular activites.

"On the graduate level, they are given for academic

study, research, community involvement and leadership/'

said Dr. Marilyn Kronmal, director of the UCLA Alumni
Association Advisory and Scholarship Program, which is

sponsoring the awards. "On the undergraduate level, they

are given for outstanding academic achievement and
community involvement."

Undergraduate awards range from $1,500 to $3,000 and
graduate awards range from $2,000 to $4,000.

Students with at least a 3.5 grade point average may be
nominated by their department chairman. Those not yet

nominated may inquire about the application process at

their departmental office before Feb. 12. The deadline for

applications is Feb. 14.

For more information, contact the Alumni Association

Advisory and Scholarship Program at 825-3901.

— Michelle Perin

POLLS: Eating disorders
Continued from Page 3

valuable information that we
didn't have about eating
disorders among women in

this country. The Gallup Poll

gives us a cohesive profile on
women's attitudes toward food

and weight control."

—i^he 11 question sui-vey dfr

teens found that there was a

large amount of dissatisfaction

concerning their weight
among them. Thirty-nine per-

cent of the teenagers inter-

viewed wanted to lose weight,

18 percent desired to weigh
more, while 43 percent were
satisfied with their weight.
Girls accounted for 59 percent
of those wanting to lose
weight with only 20 percent of

the boys desiring to lose
weight. Boys are more likely

to want to gain or maintain
their weight, the survey con-
cluded.

Thirty-seven piercentyof the
teenagers surveyed v^mitted
to having gone on "food binges
at some time in their lives.

There was relatively little dif-

ference between boys and
girls, the survey showed.
Of the teenagers who con-

fessed to hinging, 38 percent
reported compensating by ex-
ercising strenuously, 24 per-
cent by fasting, 10 percent by
vomiting and 6 percent by
taking laxatives.

The poll also found that 74
percent of the teenagers had
heard or read about anorexia
nervosa and that the
awareness of the disease was
highest among 16 to 18 year-
old girls from white-collar
homes.

According to the survey, 43
percent of the teens polled
knew someone with the symp-
toms of anorexia nervosa and
5 percent admitted to having

had the symptoms themselves.
Of this 5 percent, 63 per-

cent have tried to remedy the
problem with 26 percent seek-

ing niedical help, 22 percent
changing their diet to one in-

cluding healthier foods, 15
percent starting to eat again^
and 7 percent consulting their
parents.

When asked if they had
heard or read of bulimia, 27
percent of the teenagers said

they had, although the survey
found that teenagers are
generally leis acquainted with
bulimia than with anorexia
nervosa.

Of the women polled, 64
percent would like to lose

weight, 32 percent would like

to maintain their present
weight and only 4 percent

would like to gain weight.

More than a 2 to 1 ratio of

the women surveyed,
however, rejected the idea

that their lives would be bet-

ter if they were thinner.

Thirty-one percent reported

that they diet at least once a

month with 16 percent of this

group claiming they are

"always on a diet." An addi-

tional 14 percent stated they

try to lose weight less than

once a month. Fifty-four per-

cent said they seldom or never

watch their fopd intake.

Twenty-six percent of those

questioned reported having
gone on food binges with 22

percent of this group saying

they binge once a week or

more.
To compensate for the hing-

ing, 38 percent of these

women said they fast, 17 per-

cent exercise for several hours

or more, 12 percent take lax-

atives or diuretics and 10 per-

cent compensate by self-in-

duced vomiting.
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CAMPUS SHOES & REPAIR

Offers theBRUINSA SPECIAL DISCOUNT they Can't Refuse

¥

10% OFFminimum $5.00 purchase

ENTIRE STOCK
Brand Name
Shoes
Both Men's & Women's
Shoes Available

Handbags
Accessories:

Belts
Socks, Hose

With UCLA ID - Student and Staff

10936 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood Village .

824-1090
208-8749

"Your One Stop
ShoeShop"

HOURS:
Shoe Store

Mon.-Thur. 10-9pm
Fri.-Sat. 10-11pnn

Sun. 12-8pm

Repair Store
7-7pm
7-6pm

1 2-6pm

Mon.-Fri.

Sat.

Sun.
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FAMOUS IN SANTA BARBARA
Homemade Italian Recipes

From Lirtle Italy, NY.
1049 Gavley Ave. • Wcitwood

We o-»^ *-•«/> Open
Deliver 824' 1310 7 Days

AK«> lOIJ >iitr S« S*ntj Barhjr*CHASE
"Btg"^creen TV in
deli. Featuring
Monday Night
Football or all

Sports and Soaps.
Daily Specials

CLIP AND SAVE CLIP AND SA\t • CXIPANHSAVE • (LIPAN[><A\t • v 1 IP AND SAVE
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CHASE
Bar &. Grille

LOBSTER TAIL PICCATA
nmncr

$13.99 -nip-n

irHluJr^ lanar salaJ, (rfiut.ini AlfrmJo and

a FREE glaM (W tabrrnn or . hariJonnav

CHASE
Bar & Grille

VEAL PICCATA For 2

$1 Q QQ '''** f^**"'
1 3^.37 V coupon

irvliKlncanar ulad, tettiKuni Alfredo &i

2 FREE (laun n( labernrt <ir khardonnav

CHASE
Bar & Grille

2 For 1
Lunch

(.^n all Pasta, C?hn.kcn »>r EdKpl-int dishev

PWaic rrrwnf iiHjpun

CHASE
Bar & Grille

Dinner for 2
f KEE ' : carrtfi- 1)< rcJ or whitt- wint-

13.99
V ^\\ .ill |>.i>~r,i. I hi> kiTi >ir

Plcaac pr««nr mupiiri

CHASE __
Bar & Grille

^ Pitcher
$1.89 of $1.89

DRAFT
Pteaar prnerir ciiupon

CHASE
Bar & Grille

—2 For 1
Lunch

On all pasta, ihnkiti. cr egnplanr Jisht •

Plenc prtaeni voupon

CLIP AND SA\E • CLIP AND SAVE • ClIPA\p5A\E • CLIP A.^D SAM • CLIP AND SAVt
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CHASE
' Sportl ' Deli

$4.99L
Pitcher
- of $4-99

MOOSEHEAD
Ptraae prewnr loupun

CHASE
Sports - Deli

2 For 1
Any Large Pizza

\v/2 Items
ricaw prr^cnr vmjpiir>

CHASE
Sports - Deli

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

V\fti* prnrni . injpi.n

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

""• DP AFT ""=

TAP nrriTD TAP
$2.00 DIlIlK $2. so

P1«a*r prr»fnr irnjpon

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

MEblUMPIZZA
toppitlgs

2 s.,|;,J.

$7.99
PWaar prncnt

coupon

CHASE
Sports - Deli

"CHASE GIANT COMBO"
L.trKfCHAsEPi;:.. witl,

up to 7 toppinns

$9.99 <»ivoov.iu»)

Plraw prrvnr . iKjport

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

PWm*' pffscnr coupon

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

SLICE
75it-
pfpiwroni "**%

llraw prneni inupon

CHASE
Sports - Deli

Insane Wednesday!
Ativ Ljrui- pura w/2 items

2 For 1
rtra ' pr«»r>i I uupon

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!!
.'.v.V.;7.y.!?;\%^.'77.^.\'.*.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.i.i.i.i.i.<.i.i.'.'.'>.i

ELECTION: Hlipinos choose
Continued from Page 4

Marcos, 68, flew to his hometown of Batac, 250 miles north

of the capital, to cast his ballot. His wife, Imelda, voted at a

high school two blocks from Malacanang Palace, which was
guarded by hundreds of soldiers and riot police.

National television gave the event full coverage, showing elec-

tion workers stamping indelible ink on her hand, a method to

ensure that people do not vote more than once.

Mrs. Marcos told reporters, "After the behavior of the opposi-

tion in the last few days, I think the people know what's good
for them."

^

All 200,000 members of the military were on "red alert," the
highest state of readiness. That is customary for elections here,

but Mrs. Aquino's supporters said they feared soldiers would be
used to influence the vote.

In Cebu, an area dominated by a local pro-Marcos
strongman, an early heavy turnout was attributed by an official

of the Commmission on Elections to "the enthusiasm of the
people."

In Cayagan de Oro, 500 miles south of Manila, where Mrs.
Acjuino was expected to make a strong showing, long lines had
formed before polls opened. Local officials predicted 80 percent
of those eligible would vote by noon.

Before voting began, charges had circulated about pre-stuffed

ballot boxes, tally sheets prepared in advance, missing ballots

and tally documents, votes being bought for as little as $1,
widespread intimidation and the blocking of roads to keep poll

inspectors away.

LOANS: State cracks down
Continued from Page 1

years, student loans have
become the major source of

financing education, Gollihur

said.

Five years ago, loans com-
prised about 20 pfercent of

total student financial aid,

ipared tct 50 percent no
As of 1985, federal Guaran-
teed Student Loans (GSL) —
the largest loan program ad-

ministered by the commission
— stood at $720 million in

California alone.

The present level of loans,

coupled with the continued
problem of defaults, may
threaten the long-ru9 viability

of loan programs. If the
default rate becomes too high,

the federal government, which
guarantees the loans, may not
always be willing to pay back
the money to the lenders.

Gollihur said the prevention
of such an outcome was the
key element in the commis-
sion's decision to take new
steps against negligent parties.

"The Student Aid Commis-
sion will do everything in its

power to make sure that all

parties to the loan program
meet their responsibilities for

making the program work,"
Kipp said.

For the commission's loan
programs to remain viable and

effective, close cooperation
among the participating stu-

dents, schools and lending in-

stitutions is required, Gollihur
said.

**The students have an
obligation to pay back their

loans, the schools need to pro-

better counseling snd th9=

lenders must exercise due
diligence to try to collect the

loans," he explained.

As a part of that effort, the

commission plans to expand its

reviews of school programs by

increasing its personnel and
the number of audits it per-

forms, and to engage in more
aggressive loan collection by

implementing stricter
penalties.

Income tax refund
withholding, damage to credit

records, and suits in small

claims court are some possible

penalties a delinquent bor-

rower may expect to face,

Gollihur said.

In addition to these steps,

the state Legislature may pass

initiatives intended to

strengthen the commission's

management of the GSL pro-

gram.
Besides the GSL program,

the California Student Aid

Commission administers the

Graduate Fellowship Program

and Gal Grants A and B.

SALE! RITZ CLEANERS
DRYCLLANiNG SPECIAL FOR UCIA STUDENTSI

Pants -- reg. $2 Each, But Bring In 3
--only $4.50!

I

Hem -- Reg. Pants, only S4.00
UCLA ID MUST BE PRESENTED WITH INCOMING ORDER Expires Feb 28

1074 Gayley Ave. 208-64 1

7

(near Baxter's) REAR PARKING AVAILABLE

ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENTTHROUGH
AWARENESS
A rape prevention and education workshop
designed to enhance understanding of rape

and sexual assault.

TODAY
NOON - 1 2 DODD HALL
Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the

Department of Community Safety

Divestment
Continued from Page 4

with divestment, they make a
distinction between the two
words."

Some of the anti-apartheid
uproar last spring can be at-
tributed to a new-found social
conscience, he said.

National magazines and
newspapers ran articles in fall

1984 about the apathy of the
students of the 1980s, he said.

These articles focused on the
self-interest of the students
and their indifference to social

and economic conditions in

the nation.

Students reacted to this,

Gardner claimed, and their

indignation combined with
the 20th anniversary of the
Free Speech Movement to br-

ing about and capture an in-

terest in social issues that was
greater than anyone thought
possible.

In many ways, the protests

of the 1980s are like the pro-

tests of the 1960s, he said, but
in other ways, it is "a dif-

ferent world. It is misleading
to suggest that there is a set of

circumstances duplicative of

those prevailing 20 years ago."

The two eras are much
more different than the press

would like them to be, Gard-
jier said.
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Gardner was i graduate
student at UC Berkeley when
the protests of the mid-1960s
bloomed. He then moved into

his first UC position as a vice

chancellor at UC Santa Bar-
bara, where he viewed much
of that campus* anti-Vietnam
activites firsthand.

He served as an "inter-

preter," he said, between the

students and the chancellor.

"It was hazardous duty."

In the 1960s the protests

were broadly based and there

was a more general hostility,

Gardner said. "It was more
violent. It was without prece-

dent and was sustained a long

time."

The anti-war movement 20
years ago reflected "in part

anyway, the reality that peo-

ple were being drafted and
were dying in Vietnam."

The university was at the

forefront of the movement and
paid the price, Gardner said.

Administrators fell, the board
was split and the public was
alienated. The university is

just now recovering from the

loss of support, sympathy and
gifts.

Recent protests are different

from the events of the 1960s,

he said.

THE NAIL GARDEN
''oyer 12 years of quality service

It

oai^noT>oni:^noi^oaii!rnoi!^oai!rnoT^onTi:rnoi:ronTVDo

ODilrDOt^
OPi^nOt^

Ot^OD^DO
Ot^ODt^DO
oivoat^no

Limited Offer <^^c«p< ^r\.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN ^^5 osoo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D

FREE

LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

REUNP' "

BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points, Pennzoil

Ad)ust Clutch. Adjust Brakes, Ad|ust Timing

Check Battery & Front End Alignment

Replace all Shoes and Linings Pack Front

Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed In

sped wheel cyls. Master Cyl. & Fill System

EREf

VALLlv
10WINC.

$39.95*

$49.95*

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
Al AUTO 7957 Von Nuys Blvd.. 2 , BIks So of Roscoe * MOSt MOCIGIS

'

I NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? %

I*

MEET US
Every Sunday Morning

9:00am In Front of Dykstra Hall

Look For The RED & WHITE VW BUS
We Would Love for you to

Come and Worship With Us!

Sponsored by Students for Christ

...Non-denominational...restoring and upholding

the principles of the early Christiafis l
—

J For INFO please call 820-6924 or 202-7667
'^ 1* ^n ^^ ^n ^t* ^F ^V* ^T* ^t* ^T* ^t* ^F ^P ^t* ^r* ^t* ^t* ^t* 'T* 'I* 'P 'TT T* *^ 'I* '1^ 'I* 'i^ 'l^ 'I* 'I* 'T^

(PARI SALON HAIRSTYDNG BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Highlight

$30.00 (reg. $60.00).

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 '^°^^^^^ffS^^^'^(wtmmnod) Both §15.00 ^

MARSHALL J. XEYES.M.a NEARSIGHTED?

ever MEDICALC T CI SURGICAL

CENTER
A MCOtCAL OROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
thalmofogist specializing in contact
lenses A radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J. KEYEvS, M.D.
Opthalmologist/Eye Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
(Dptometrist/ C.L. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

I^ZZmi Lx>ok no further, Here*s the answer...

THE KEYES MYOPIA PLAN.

PLAN #1 PLAN #2

CONTACT LENSES MYOPIA SURGERY
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

$IZ9 it EXTENDED WEAR
SLEEP IN'' LENSHS ;b 6. l 03 (M)

««<

d>OQ• BAUSCH ^^ LOMb
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR tK>^«»Pin)

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR 6«. SUNGLASSES

* Price includett FREE EXAM, Glaucoma Te«t,

CARE KlT, fitting, training & 2 month* foUow-up.

(Price of contact lenses may he applied to R.K. Surgcrv

RaJial Kcratotomy give^ rrtany people excellent vi

sion without contacts or glasses. Th** 20 minute

painless micro-surgical proceriure consists of placing

tiny spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result m improved vi

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this exciting.

new procedure call the Marshall Kcyes office for an

appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^^^
Permalens& v/M
Bausch & Lomb _

,

,

30 Day Extende(j ^-.JJi^
Additional Pair vRQ
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily.

Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to dale
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB 2168 Pacific (213)591-1594

VN 723? Van Nuys (818)786-5892

Ananeim 414 StateCollege Bl . (714) 774-4510

Downey 8711 Firestone Bl .'<2)3) 862 0766

LA 1482SRobenson (213)278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-789e

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTFJ

Introducing...

A party to end all parties.

The M.S. Rock-Alike Contest
ALL-U

KICK-OFF PARTY.
Come and celebrate the beginning of a good thing-

The M.S. Rock-Alike Contest
Join us this Saturday night and find out how you can lipsync your way

to an internship with H^uf
The M.S. Rock-Alike Contest ALL-U Kick-off Party .:;

for a guaranteed good time.
Where: Theta Xi Fraternity
When: Saturday, February 8
$2.00 w/LD., $3.00 w/out

Featuring: The band Contact and Kevin Herbert, last year's M.S. Rock-Alike winner (a.k.a. The Boss)

Other: Refreshments, door prizes, info, about the M.S. Rock-Alike Contest, raffle and just plain, good fun.
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L Jn viewpoint KimbeHy Nod. Viewpoint Editor

Editorial

Let the choice be of the people
Today's election in the Phillipines may hold

the key to a new chance of freedom in that
country.

Elections began late yesterday to determine
whether Corazon Aquino, the courageous
widow of slain opposition leader Benigno
Aquino, can wrench the country from 20 years

of domination from President Ferdinand Mar-
cos.

Whether Aquino, as an admittedly inex-

perienced candidate, is qualified to run the

country is questionable and perhaps of litde

relevance. Marcos, of his own admission, re-

quired only six months to master the presiden-

cy.

The primary issues in this election are the

fairness of the electoral process and limiting

the instances of violence before and after the

election.

Corruption has long plagued elections in the

Phillipines. In the present election, Marcos has

used the military to intimidate the opposition.*

The media, controlled by Marcos and his sup-

porters, have given virtually no coverage of

the opposition party.

Marcos has even been charged of violating

the constitutional election codes he authored.

The eyes of the world are on this election.

The stakes are clearly high should either can-
•^ didate win.

Aquino has hinted at mass demonstrations

and violence should the president be re-elected

while Marcos has predicted a communist take-

over or a military coup d'etat should Aquino

win.

Whatever the future of the Phillipines, it

must be chosen by the people — the true elec-

torate. Unless the will of the masses is

enacted, whoever the leader is, the prospects

for peace in that country will be dubious at

best.

<^fTsi^ ptf^t/7rsK>C^u^/C>ti4j^—«^«^7?S?<^25af70«^j^

Counterpoint

The clangers of narrow mindedness
By Brendan Dooher
Once again, we the students are subjected

to Mr. Bozajian's extremist attitudes (Bruin,

Feb. 6). Not that I disagree with some of the

things he has said, just most.

But to give letter space to a simple praise

and wish that Reagan could be crowned King,

that is inexcusable. So let me voice my largest

objection to Mr. Bozajian and his like, both

lefi and right. Narrow mindedness.

The United States, as it stands today, has

gone from an object of respect and veneration

to the great "villain" of today's world scene.

Why? Because of the unquestioning faith of

their views, as was echoed in Mr. Reagan's

State of the Union address, and in Bozajian's

total and absolute praise of it.

In this world, filled with hundred's of dif-

ferent religions, cultures and political

philosophies, there is absolutely no room for

such a thing. Such narrow mindedness is not

only shortsighted, but dangerous.

In this country we have law and peace, and

fail to understand this as the exception 'instead

of the rule. Ireland is embroiled in a bitter

fight whose cause stretches back across the

centuries.

Islam is determined to see Israel wiped from

the face of the earth. South Africa has reduced

its native populace to "last class" non-citizens.

South America finds itself in turmoil as the

monyed landowners seek to keep power,

whatever the cost.

All of these examples are far from simple

problems to solve. As in Ireland's case, we' can

find their roots stretching back through many
years. Yet Mr. Bozajian praises Reagan for his

dedication to the "great moral challenge" of

helping the oppressed . . .a dedication that

leads nowhere. Leftists activists demand a

perfect society worldwide, when the United
States, probably one of the more enlightened

countries on earth, has just recently given its

own peoples full rights, in law if not in fact.

It is no help that the Soviet Union continues
to attempt to subvert any good thing the U.S.
does, as in the name of American Imperialism.
The Soviets fitOy are chained to a long history

of despotic rulers, and view our society as teh
enemy. As well they should.

For all our faults, and there are many, we
have freedom. I believe that both the rightists

such as Mr. Bozajian and his leftist "adversar-
ies" honestly both have a sincere desire for
justice; though I have no doubts both groups
deny that it exists in the other. It is in thj|

seed that the world's hope lies.

Because we are free and educated, and
because we have access to infoprmation, we
an make the decisions that will lead to our
justice system spreading and prevailing in the
embattled countries of this world.

But not today. Before that day comes when
we will have one world, we must be willing to
tear down one of te most dangerous causes on
this planet. Nationalism.

And as Mr. Bozajian has so often indicated,

it is alive and well, and as blind as ever.

Dooher is a junior majoring in mechanical
engineering. .
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Counterpoint

Limited media influence
By George Seitz

In the Bruin, Chris Saigal advocates not reporting election

returns until the polls have closed (Bruin, Feb. 5). I disagree.

Nobody has told the people who hear the coverage of one

election contest (presidential) that they can't vote. They make
that decision. The media may report election results, but they

do not indicate that voting is a waste of time.

In most elections, there are always at least ten issues or con-

tests on the ballot. They can include senatorial, congressional,

gubernatorial or city council races as well as numerous proposi-

tions. Just because a person's choice is losing in one race, that is

no excuse to not go out and vote.

The media is limited in some things they may report, na-

tional security information being one of the bigger things.

Other than that, it would be a violation of freedom of speech to

tell a person or network that they can't report what they believe

to be true.

Of course, they must have some form of evidence to back up
what they report. If they find their evidence to be false, they

must be willing to publicly retract what they reported. In the

case of election returns, it is rare that the media receives and
prints false information.

If people want to believe that their vote will not make a dif-

ference overall just because it may not make a differnece in one
race, fine. I refuse to accept that as justification for not repor-

ting election results as soon as p>ossibl(e.

I understand very well how powerful the media can be. I just

don't have a lot of Sympathy for people who are easily manipu-
lated by it.

Scitz iy a junior majoring in political sciencer

Viewpoint

AIDS ignorance
By William Chaffin

As I was about to use a drinking fountain on campus the

other day, I noticed a sign posted to it stating "Out of

order...AIDS V4rus.'f

Well, congratulations to the writer of this notice on identify-

ing AIDS as a virus, but he or she must wake up to the realities

concerning the spreading of this disease.

Obviously (hopefully) this note was written as a joke in poor

taste. I'm sure, however, that there are others besides me who
have grown tired of the blind hysteria surrounding AIDS.
Only a couple of weeks ago a customer in the line ahead of

me at a grocery store was complaining about the store's sale of

bulk foods and produce as possibly causing the spread of the

disease.

To all people like her and the writer mentioned previously

who carry these absurd ideas, kindly follow the advice of come-
dienne Joan Rivers and "Grow upl"

Seeing as there is no cure in the near future for AIDS, experts

agree upon the importance of public awareness and education
towards the disease.

Although I don't pretend to be an expert in writing these

paragraphs, may I make the following suggestions to the drink-

ing fountain author, the concerned grocery shopper and all

others: how about beginning to find out what's going on simply
by reading a newspaper or even watching the evening news?

Certainly there is a lot more we could all do to be more in-

fornaed on the spreading of AIDS, but this would be an easy
way to start.

Chaffin is a sophomore majoring in political science.
"'
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Defending Cal
Editor:

Gosh dam itl The Daily
Bruin sure ruined my dayl

Here I was, ready to fly to
Berkeley to celebrate Gal's
first basketball victory over
UGLA in 25 years, and you
had to print that letter from
John Matuzak (Bruin, Feb 4).

All these years I hadn't
realized the truth. My alma
mater simply doesn't measure
up according to the
Matuzakometer.
Now I'll never again, in

good conscience, be able to

party with those "ugly girls in

that ghetto neighborhood
with...lousy weather and old,

run-down buildings," as John
so aptly characterized Gal.

Instead of wasting my time
at Berkeley, the nation's
highest-ranked graduate
school, home of the Free
Speech Movement which
transformed America, and in-

tellectual center of the West
Goast, I shall remain here, in

Westwood, where I can take
my pick of the cookie shops,

yogurt distilleries, and greet-

ing card boutiques.

Yes, here, where the most
Significant issue to rile tKe^

they hope to adopt the sexist,

intolerant viewpoints typified
by Bruins who have
discovered the highest truth —
that a university's most noble
purpose is to win basketball
games.

Eric Sanders
UGLA Law School

Berkeley '83

Meese not racist
Editor:

I wonder if the civil rights

movement hasn't been set

back some years due to the

desire of the media to
perpetuate and create false

images of racism.

I'm writing in regard to the

political cartoon portraying
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s

grave with the epitaph
reading "I have a nightmare"
and a mugshot of Attorney
General Ed Meese in a bubble
above his head (Bruin, Jan.

23).

I'd like to know what the

artist or publisher based this

'comic strip' on. For the sake
of fairness, I'd like to let the

Bruin and its readers know
that 'Ed Meese (my cousin) is

not prejudiced.

Just becasue he's not an ac-

tive proponent in the move-
ment against racism doesn't,

mean that he's opposed to it.

As a matter of fact, his

sister-in-law is black, and a
beloved member of the fami-

My only point is that just

because these political car-

student body this year has
been the elimination of the

sixth week add/drop deadline.

Rest assured that Gal stu-

dents are, even as I write,

crowding into Sproul Hall to

request transfer forms so that

they, too, can breathe the

fresh air of crime-free UGLA;

SLAVES ARENT human/
I CAN DO WHAT I WANT
WITH THEM.' THE
SUPREME COURT SAYS

SO.'^^ •

A FETUS ISN'T human!
I CAN DO WHAT I WANT
WITH IT.' THE SUPREME
COURT SAYS So.'

Yesterday -TODAY

toons are syndicated doesn'i

mean they're validated.

Heather Daly
Senior

Psychology

NOMMO
Editor:

Recently I read the current

publication of the sp)ecial in-

terest paper 'NOMMO*
(NOMMO Jan/Feb).

Boy, did I ever feel in-

sulted.

To think that a UCLA stu-

dent can write that "The
'Color Purple' was a Zionist

depiction of their (Zionist's)

perception of black people"

(p. 16,"The Content of the
Color") and that "black stu-

dents must remain immune to

further Zionist confusion"
(p. 17,"New Zionist Group
Spreads More Confusion") ab-

solutely blows my mind.
Such irresponsible assertions

make me wonder how such a
person was admitted to the

same university as I.

It is my suggestion to

"NOMMO" and to those who
support it that you avail

yourselves to the facts, not the
fallanifis nf Zionism

It is your duty as repre-

sentatives of the university

community to provide the
truth, and not these ludicrious

absurdities similar to those

printed in the last issue.

.'
Joel Mandel

Junior
Political Science

P I L I P I N O A K O
Filipino Cultural Night 1 986

February 8 1 986 UCLA Royce Hall 7:00 P.M.
Featuring Rondalla Maestro, Juanito Gonzales -Bayanihan Philippine Dance Company

and Sayaw ng Silangan Dance Company FREE ADMISSION

FILIPINO AKO IS sponsored by UCLA Samahang Pilipino and is funded m part by the Cannpus Programs Comnr^mee of PAB. the Student Committee for the Arts, USAC Contingency and USAC Programming
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FILM

'Shoah': Too much of a good thing

, TREBLINKA

dienrik Gawkowski. Polish loromoiive engineer and a man interviewed in 'Shoah/

Polish residents of Auschwitz who play a ( rnfral role in Claude Lanzmanns nine and a half hour

documentary.

By Jennifer Bo/ncon

It is a natural and unfortu-

nate artistic tendency to

assume that subjects of great

import must be represented

with works of great size. Cecil

B: De MUle did this for the

Bible. Louis XIV had his Ver-

sailles. Claude Lanzmann's
Shoah represents the
Holcx;^ust, and this nine aiid a

half hour documentary de-

mands a certain amount of

justification on the part of the

filmmaker — justification bas-

ed not on the film's subject

but on his treatment of it.

Lanzmann's intention was
to vividly recreate the
Holcxjaust experience for the

audience by making them take

each step a Jew would have
made on his way to the gas

chambers of Treblinka. He
has pared down his original

350 hours of interviews to the

current length. This narration

is converted visually into a

subjective walking tour of the

extermination camp ruinsT"

with the survivors' voice-overs

describing in painful detail

what was once there. For in-

stance, as Filip Muller, a

Czech Jew who worked in the

crematorium, describes his

first impression of the camp,
the camera slowly pans over

the now-empty r(X)ms, making
the audience imagine the
hundreds of piled, clothed
bodies that Muller had to un-

dress before they were in-

cinerated.

It is during moments like

these, when Lanzmann
manages to evoke horror out

of what could have been
endless panning shots through
buildings and across the coun-
tryside, that he fulfills his in-

tention. This is not the
visceral shock of seeing
skeletal bodies bulldozed into

graves; it is not the intellectu-

al shock of being told that fif-

teen thousand Jews a day
were prcxiessed' in Treblinka;
it is the personal shock of

reliving the victims' pain
Continued from Page 17
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Picks of the Week
when he was still a lion and not an artiste. Call 938-4038

for all showtimes.

CURRENT FILM

nommees.

CONCERTS

Hannah and Her Sisters directed ^^arring arH written

by Woody Allen Though the 1986 Academy nomination.s

were revealed just yesterday, here'*; your chance to see

what is sure to be one of next year's Best Picture nominees.

REVIVAL FILM

A fantastic week of culture is in store for you at the
ever-reliable, off-strike New Beverly Theatre, located at

Beverly near La Brea. On Sun-Tues, two vintage rock
documentaries from the '60s will make you yearn to be a
flower child. Don't Look Back is a record of Bob Dylan's
ferocious 1965 England tour (don't miss the first five

minutesl); Monterey Pop features performances by The
Who, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin and others. New albums
by Pete Townshend and Roger Daltrey and a new Dylan
retrospective collection Biograph make these two viewings
especially timely. If those two weren't enough, Wed-Thurs
>vill bring two of French director Jean-Luc Godard's best
early films. Breathless stands as an original and powerful
co-initiator of the French New Wave; Alphaville combines
worldly innocence and urban alienation in a Parisian
cityscape that is beyond sci-fi. See what Godard was like

The»-o are bargains, and then there are BARGAINS.
Wednesday, Raji's (6160 fiollvwood Blvd.) has a great tri-

ple for four (that's quatro, quatre!) bucks! 28th Day, an

REMis*^ No Cal quartet kicks o^f the evening at 8 PM. The
Philly's riotous little teen snots, the Dead Milkman follow

with a set that will doubtlessly include their hit, "Bitchin'

Camero." Finally, those masturbatin' fools, Mojo Nbcon &
Skid Roper will top off the evening with their Delta blues.

Best of all, the evening is to be hosted by the infiltrator of

5"Blind Man's Penis," John Trubee. Be there!

RECORDS

Plan 9: Keep Your Cool and Read the Rules; Pink Dust/

Enigma. Forget about the ugly cover with surreal snails

crawling over distorted people — Plan 9 may just be the

best band ever to come from Rhode Island. They take

basic *60s rock and add doses of psychedelia, surf music,

jazz, and ska. Unlike most neo-psychedelic bands. Plan 9

moves beyond merely rehashing the late-'60s garage band

sound — they advance boldly and cleanly towards a new
mix. Keep Your Cool is a solid collection worth checking

out.

^•••••••••••••••••r^iirTlr******^***^**tl^^^^^^^^*>^^^^^^^^^^**^*************

Media implodes
over the shuttle
Pop Off is a weekly column dedicated to alternative view-
points on all matter of media. The opinions expressed by
the writers do not necessarily reflect those of the editorial

staff of the Daily Bruin.

By Scott Cooper

A week of "national tragedy and mourning" has now
ended. It began with the extensively televised explosion of
the space shuttle Challenger in Cape Canaveral last Tues-
day, continued with national coverage of the eulogy at the
Johnson Space Center in Houston on Friday, and was
bought curtly to close by President Reagan's introductofy^

remarks to his State of the Union address the other night:

"We paused together to mourn and honor the valor of our
seven Challenger heroes. And I hope that we are now
ready to do what they would want us to do — go foward
America, and reach for the stars."

What made this all particularly moving goes beyond the
events themselves. It is a phenomenon which, when
critically examined, might give us cause for concern. After
all, it has been a year of seemingly heightened tragedy —
the largest number of passenger deaths in aviation history,

a devastating earthquake in Mexico and mudslide in Col-
ombia, political strife in many parts of the world. Certain-
ly, in this context, the death of seven astronauts is not in

itself a story of shattering proportions.
" Yet it seems to have touched a public nerve as has no

other story this year, and for that matter, this decade. Or
at least so the media tells us. In fact, if The New York
Times' highly unusual block-style headline, "The Shuttle
Explodes," can be used as a measure, only two other
events have surpassed it in significance since the late

1960s: the moon-landing and Nixon's resignation.

Not for many years, perhaps not since the assassination

of President Kennedy, has a single event received so much
media attention and concern, have we been told so often

how so many people have been so shocked and saddene^^.

Atlantic Monthly correspondent Gregg Easterbrook, writ-

ing in Sunday's Los Angeles Times, critically points out
the "hyjje" involved in equating a shuttle explosion with
the assassination of a president. Albeit true, his assessment

fails to recognize that this is indeed the whole point. These
are not merely real events, but events whose symbolism,
mythology, and ideology are mediated through print and
broadcast journalism. What the shuttle disaster has afford-

ed us is* a fissure, opening up a rare glimpse of the

machinery and institutions of the "American Myth" at

work. It is as Abbie Hoffman wrote in Soon to Be a Major
Motion Picture: "There are some things about society you
have absolutely no way of discovering unless you're in a

crisis."

This, then, is what was so powerful about the event.

Not the death of seven individuals, sad as that might be.

Not the loss of the $1.2 billion space shuttle, nor even the

implications for the space program itself and the ensuing

investigations which will continue for some time to come.

Rather, it was that il set into full force the powerful gears

of the myth-making machinery of our political and media
institutions.

For that reason, the analyses by media critics such as

Howard Rosenberg of The Los Angeles Times and Elvis

Mitchell of the Herald Examiner were particularly disap-

pointing. They spoke of this network decision and that,

tactfulness vs. tastelessness in the handling of the event.

But they, like most analysts throughout the country, failed

to raise the main issues: Why did the media so unanimous-

ly grasp onto this as a "crisis" event with coverage as ex-

tensive as they gave it? Time magazine reports that the

networks collectively lost $9 million dollars in advertising

revenue due to their several
\
hours of commercial-free

coverage on the day of the explosion, and quotes New
York Times Executive Editor A.^M. Rosenthal as saying: "I

didn't want just another headline. Using 'the' was the

most important decision. It gave almost a biblical quali-

ty.

Continued from Page 17
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Mon Fn 6 30-6 45

Sat Sun 4 1S« 308 45m Diiwiiini
Sat-Sun Only 11 1012 502 30

HI

1332 2nd St

394^9741

Prtni'aHMer
Mon-Fri 7 15-9 45

Sat-Sun 2:154:45-7 15-9 45

MONICAIV TIM Q«* Mm ie Cran
1332 2nd St Mon-Fn 7 30 9 46
394-9741 Sat Sun 1 0O3 10 5 20 7 30 9:40

PLITT
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

CBITURYPIAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of me Stan
553-4291

iUm(P«-1«
Daily 14M: 15-7 009 30
Ff^Sat Lale Show 12 01^-

CENTIMYPIAZA
Century aty
2040 Ave of the Stars

553-4291

Daily 2004 45-7 3010:15
Fri-Sat Lale Slww 12 45

WESTWOOD

Westwd./WMshr.
474-7866

FIKin
12;3O3:0O5:3O4:0O1O36

Fri-Sit Lale Show 1245

HOLLYWOOD
MafAMMpn

Sunaet Nr. Vine 70mm OTracfc DOLBY STEREO
4603401 11 Academy Nominattons Spec Engmnt

1:004:15-7:3010:35

HOUYWOOO PACIRC
HKywd Bl Nr Cahuenga 12:303:005:308:0010
4644111 Fri-Sat Lali Show 12:50

"a

HOUYWOOO PAonc TIM SmI al TiMi m-ia
12:503:105 307 4J-IOO6

Frt-Sat Lale Show 12:20

NOLLVWOOO PAORC
12:4M:15-5:4S6:15-1oS

Fri-Sat Lale Show 12:45

GBMBRAL CIMMiA
TNBATRBS

it

it

iz

lit

it

i:

it

it

<:

it

it

i:

WESTWOOD
:ir

AVCOCMBMI
WMsh at Westwd
47S0711

M at AMea (P«-1»
1004 15-7:36-1045

A¥CO CNIEMA »-
WHsh. at Westwd.
47W)711

^ /fl NaMHMa M-19^
12 45-3:005: 15-7:4j-10tf

AVCOCMEMAM
WMsh at Westwd
47S<)711

(»«)

i-i'

12:3O3"0O5 3O8 0Ol0 2f ,

Fn Sat Late Show 12 3C '

it

LANDMARK
THKATRBS

•tr

WEST L.A.

NUAHT
11272 SM Blvd

47^«79
730

OaylerNlfM
5 109 30

WESTWOOD

10800 Pico Blvd.

475O406

it'

1:15-3 454 309:15 tV

- it

I
^

Wed-Sat 1 307 30
Ife^^ Part N

SurvTuas 1:307 30

NaeMlta '^

2 004 0O«:1M:15-10:15 .

i
v^v e^^H ^^H ^Mv ^w^^^^a» 1

2 004 006 006 0O9S5
^5

^{
Sat 1 00 Separate Admission

UCLA/MELNITZ HAL
For Informatton Can 825-2345

Today(7:30^O)^^^ TarNa CHarr

(CTO) MAcalae liae eaiaealHi lar wk^ *

8#Mlsslaa llckala ere renalrad. Tlckats

aeaNaMa wNk UCIA ID ea tM iay al

eeraaalat aaly al Mm Caalral Tkkat C
Mlar at t4MM aad K iM ~

OMeaalltM

-.v

\

CAM 'US
EVENTS fr

^
UCLA ACKERMAiy GRAN

24 HOUR INFOR*^/fnON 82S1070/

Feb 6 & 7 Paa Waa't

Taa Naa^f Nafrw
SOOIOOC

12 00 AM ^
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Predictable ^Nightmare

^^^^^^l*« w •i^* • • • • • • •

SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
Speed Reading

Photographic Memory
• Improved Test Taking Ability

• Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount
Free Demonstrations Thursday, 7:30 P.M.

Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director. (818)989-2923

14 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS

\

Don St. James
specializing in

BLACK HAIR
3 yrs experiem

in the village

$3.00 off
—"—— -with tiii» coupon

208-4480
1007 Brozton Ave (above

Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

te ^ ^ ^^
Love is.

in the Air

CATCH IT

With a Dally Bruin

Valentine's Day Personi

\

Freddy

By Chris Collins

Movie sequels are usually packed with all

the most commercial elements of the film they
^
j~gTB~ based on. A romance sequel will ha
more tears and sex, a slasher sequel will have

more slashing. Nightmare on Elm Street II

capitalizes on its predecessor in the same w^y.
More gratuitous gore. More oozing, exploding

and gruesome special effects. And more heavy

teenage petting than the first one. The pro-

ducers have decided these are the things the

teenage audience really wants and will re-

count in detail at lunch time. But the story

gets lost in the slashes.

Good horror movies are rare and have an
integrity that should be respected. The origi-

nal Nightmare was a truly scary film with a

story to tell and characters to develop, make
believable, and then kill. Fearsome Freddy
with his horrible scars lived — and slashed —
only in the dreams of four High School stu-

dents. He was from another reality, one that

no one could see (or take seriously) except his

victims. Freddy cut a thin line between fan-

tasy and reality and his ambiguity made his

victims and viewers feel out of control.

In his second incarnation Freddy doesn't

have to wait for the kids to go to sleep. Now
he is able to walk around a teenage pool party

waving the thin, sharp knives on his fingers

into any nubile stomach or face that gets in

the way. The slow terror of nightmares can't

satisfy Freddy or his producers any longer.

They agree it's time for a blood bath.

In Nightmare Two Freddy's main job is to

terrorize Jesse, a friendly high school student

whose family just moved into the house Fred-

dy ' haunted in his first appearance. To his

redit, director Jack Sholder takes plenty:=ofc:

il

/

. t Special Valentine's Da
4

V.

Red Ink
\

\
Rate:

$1 .25 per col. i

L_
9P

v SAY IT IN RED!!!

time developing Jesse's character. Actor Mark
Patton's alternating innocence, confusion and
terror enable him to carry the beginning of

the film. We are all set for a satisfying

psychological thriller. Then Freddy appears

and declares to Jesse: "You'll kill for me,"
without expaining why he can't do it himself.

At night Freddy infests the boy's mind, and
leads him around town leaving slashed bodies

and spurting blood in his wake.

Lisa (played by Meryl Streep look-alike Kim
Myers) is a sensitive and clever girl who
decides it is better to confront Freddy with the

vocabulary of self- actualization than with
fear. Freddy fights back with his characteristic

cackle and a fresh cast of supporting charac-

ters including an exploding bird and a gargan-
tuan rat. Exciting, yes, but even good acting

and chills don't make up for the fact that the

movie has no dilemma to be solved (as the last

one did) and is totally lacking in suspense. The
first Nightmare was a battle of wits as the
main character had to figure out how to lure

Freddy into a realm where she could make
him vulnerable. In Nightmare Two declara-
tions of love and courage face off with Fred-
dy's brutal knife-fingers. Its no contest . . .

you know who is going to survive to Part
Three.

I

I

Eat hearty, FreddyIII

^4-
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Shuttle coverage
Continued from Page 15
The key questions remain bidden between the lines.

Why did the networks choose to give it such coverage?

Why would The Times feel a biblical quality was ap-

propriate? Not even those in the decision-making process

are able to s^ed much light. In a brief phone interview

with Jeff Gralnick, Executive Producer of Special Events

for ABC, only immediate factors were cited: that the story

was obviously a **major break," that information was com-

ing in from three disparate locations (Cape Canaveral,

Houston, and Washington, D.C.), and that the network

had an obUgation to stay on the air until key information

was gathered, culminating in NASA's statement to the

press and Reagan's comments to the nation.

The tougher questions require further critical distarice.

Here, there has been only speculation. Some point to the

fact that this was the first time, that it came at a point in

the space program when it was least expectud. Others cite

hi|^-sdioc3 teacher Christa McAull0e's participation, as

being the first civilian passenger, ii^tending to bring the

space piogram **down to earUi" and into the realm of

Everyman. At least two analyses suggest a visual sym-

bolism: Lance Morrow, in Time, writes that the shuttle

represented **tlie farthest reach of a perfectly American

ambition to cross frontiers. And it simply vanished in the

air." Similariy, Gregg Easterbrook writes in The Los

Angeles Times: **A spacecraft leaving its pad is a metaphor

of national inspiration . . . And when, for no clear

reason the vessel crumbles, we falsely think the promise of

America goes with it."

Not surprisingly, it was the veterans of space flight who
took the most sober stance. Former test-pilot Chuck
Yeager and former astronaut John Glenn seemed to concur

in their statements that the explosion was precisely what
had been feared from the outset of the manned space pro-

-gram, that it was a very real risk which every test-pilot ^
"and every astronaut had taken. Tom Wolfe, writing for

iVcwswedIr, adds that it is this knowledge and the will-

ingness to go on in spite of it that "the right stuff' is all

alK>ut. *The future doesn't belong to the fainthearted,"

President Reagan told a oa^onwide television audience.

"It belongs to uie brave.
"^

While such sentiment may be moving, we should not

allow it to inhibit critical questions as well. Is S^reoc-

cupation with "the right stuff' a healthy stance to take in

a complex, often difficult world such as ours, or does it

eclipse other, more pressing concerns and sensibilities? Is it

appropriate to use the occassion of the shuttle explosion to

invoke the propaganidistic "pick-me-ups" used by Reagan

in his SUte of the Union address? It is indeed ironic that a

headline in Monday's Herald Examiner reading "Shuttle

Could Fly Again by June" should appear directly above a

story about Clint Eastwood's mayoral campaign in

Carmel: "Who Wants Dirty Harry For Mayor? Eastwood

Faces Fistfuls of Irony." Coincidental as it may be, it

unintentionlly evokes the peculiar nature of priorities set

with a Hollywood-like view of the world.

Finally, diere is the over-riding question of the extent to

which the media, presuming to present the events and tell

us how we fed about them, actually reflect the public

mood. Are they, in tfie end, more a propagandistic tool

than a representative voice?

Perhaps it is easier to raise such questions than to offer

firm answers. It is certainly difficult to do so at a time

when we feel most strongly enveloped by our own myths.

Yet it is at such a time that the attempt is particularly

essential. As Reagan posits courageousness as central to the

American fiber, as the media speaks for McAuliffe in urg-

ing that her oft-quoted "reach for the stars" remains as her

epitaph, we must also call for a measure of the critical

xx>nsciousness which is too a part of our national tradition,

lest we be caught up and carried off by a wave of

ideological fervor.

Lanzmann's 'Shoah'
Continued from Page 15

through their stories.

Were Shoah made up
primarily of moments like

these — the best of the story-

tellers, the interviews with the

Nazi officials — he probably

would have had a much
shorter, much better, film. In-

stead, seemingly with the

belief that he had to create

the definitive portrait of the

death camps, Lanzmann has

indiscriminately interviewed

anyone with even a marginal

connection to the holocaust

machine. Rather then creating

a clearer picture, this method
merely obfuscates the existing

picture; the horror is often

subjugated to the mere ac-

cumulation of statistics, facts,

and opinions, some of ques-

tionable necessity.

Most disturbing of these

detracting elements is the

parallel — implied in the

film's structure and technique

— between the survivors* ex-

perience in the holocaust and

Lanzmann's experience in

making the film. Numerous
scenes seem to exist only to il-

luminate our understanding of

what Lanzmann went through

over the past ten years; they

certainly contribute nothing

aesthetically or factually to

the film.

So what does this mean to

you? Well, when Shoah is

good it is very, very good and

when it's bad, it's a bore. Its

length and price ($20 at the

Goldwyn) make it more inac-

cesible than other Holocaust

films; on the other hand, its

odd and often effective

methods convey to the au-

dience a rare understanding of

human pain.

Kick back, relax —
read the

Daily
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS

"THE PLAY
RATES A '10'

DEFINITELY
A MUST
SEE!

'

'

-Lowe-West / SENTINEL

BY POPULAR DEMAND!

PERFORMANCES EXTENDED THRU MARCH 1

With MOSES GUNN
SHABAKA

MADGE SINCLAIR

T

\

7

"RIVETING,
GRIPPING
DRAMA...
as meaning-

ful as this

morning 's

headlines."
-Reiner / DAILY NEWS

BDesmaii and lena

fuaard

Los Angeles Theatre Center i El Teatro Campesino

present the World Premiere of

I DON'T HAVE TO SHOW YOU

•NO STINKING*

ADGE

Corporate Co- Producers:

LFC Insurance Company & TELACU

BUI auSHNIII ARTISTIC PRODUCING DIRICTOR

A NEW AMERICAN COMEDY
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY

LUIS VALDEZ

From the creator of ZOOT SUIT!

With

ROBERT BELTRAN

ANNE BETANCOURI
JAMES VICTOR

PATTI YASUTAKE FREE PARKING

PRICES; Sundays. Tueidivi-Thuridays $17, $15 8PM / Fridays & Saturdays $20.

$18 8PM / Saturday & Sunday Matinees $17, $15 2PM

BOX OFFICE (213) 627-5599
Hours: Mon-Sat 9AM-8PM / Sun 11AM-8PM
5M S SPRINC ST. (DOWNTOWN BETWEEN 5TH i BTH) W«nwW®TtliT«ON*

-r-r
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TEU THE

WOMD HOW
MUCH YOU
LOVE YOUR
SWEETHEART

WITHA
DAILY BRUIN

CLASSIHED

VALENTINE'S

PERSONAL

DEADLINE:

WEDS FEB! 2th,

4:00

DON'T DELAY!

FOR^IORE

INFORMATIOri

CAU
CYNTHIA,

MIKE,

STEPHANIE,

OR JANET

AT 82S-2222

Classified
QQ(gD@ daily bruin friday, february?, 1986 19

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL _.10

CAMPUSCAMPUS CAMPUS CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS. .....1

M.S. ROCK-ALIKE
CO]\fTESTA]VT =

(ms rok-A-llk kon-tes'tant),
n. 1. Person with an outrageous amount of energy, enthusiasm and personality. 2. Someone who wouldn't mind an

internship with MTV. 3. A master in the art of lipsyncing. 4, Someone with a desire to help others.

It could bejrou!
What are you waitingfor?

ROCK-ALIKE FOR M.S.
Youll be glad you did

'Buy your

VALENTINE SINGING
TELEGRAMS

Today
Pick them up on
Bruin Wdk or at

the Expo Center.

located in

Ackerman, next

to the Travel

Servtee

^ Don't Get Stressed,

GET THE STUDYPAK!
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for

Ctiemistry, Economics, and Psyct^ology classes.
Available only at trie Lecture Notes counter located on A-level. Ackerman Union.

Lecture Notes and Problem SoMryg Guides are copyrlQhted by ASUCLA.

If

'.' ' « ' I 1 I I ' ' ' 't3 Jon. r

YouV* alwayt to—n an
ImpoitanI p«i«on In our
Ibf. Happy 22nd to a

groat tlttor.

Lovo.

Joff, Maiv Mat. ana Doon .~T
I.I I JCZZ

iKippy in NiiHMiy
ToiTi ond Vldd MoytaMI

YouVo loommat*
levee you.

Krto

-ti

internship!!Win an
^ter today at Ackerman Info. Desk, any Reside _

Donations Welcome! Send them to: S. A.M.S.. P.O.Box 379, 308 Westwood Plaza> Los Angeles, CA 90024

=Hall Front Desk, or the Ms. table on Brum Walfc:

I love you, Pooklol

Horo'stoo

"I stood for a moment on the scent, smelling this

shrill and blood-raw music, sniffing the atmosphere

of the hall angrily, and hankering after

it a little too. One half of this music,

the melody, was all promenade and sugar and sentimentality.

The other half was savage, temperamental, and vigorous. Yet the two went

artlessly well together and made a whole.

It was the music of DECLINE." -Herman Hesse,Steppenwolf

I

featuring

TCiKiOPCraES
and all Little Sisters

0X
6*3 Gayley

TilO PM SHARP p-ha Caf« Close at 9i00PIWi

/
**hUON*T CARE ABOUT \OV, @! * » YOVtV

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING
(Qualcers)

Meeting for worship
Sundays at 10:30
572 Hilgard Ave.

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

GOOD DEALS 7

FREE haircut. Need straight hair models
for haircut dass at JAPSS Hair Salon. Call

Masako at 271-1653.

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. QOOO DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (ei8)ee(M407. (818)8804361.

SEIKO Diver's watch. The authentic origi-

nal $75. Call 208-5702 after 6pm

THE IMMOBILIZER IS HEREI Don't be
afraid to walk out ak>r>e day or night. It's a

safe, legal and effective weapon against

attackers. For further Info Call (714)946-

5347.

MISCELLANEOUS 9
ANSWERING Service- %^OIrx\o 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.
.

WANTED beauty contestants. Great prizes

for winning smiles. Place: University

Hilton. Info- (213) 969-2261.

PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages arxi cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)840«38.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021

NarKy.

VALENTINE DAY SPECIAL. SERENADE
YOUR LOVE WIRE-A-TUNE SINGING
TELEGRAMS 3704855.

JENNE HARRIS HBO and ^

CHARUE NAULTY LN(USC) \

Congratulations

on your pinning.

We're all so
happy for you.

Love,

^Your Pi Phi Sisters

n tftout to ttw wortd (or ol to

that rv* got ttw bMl

SIg Dolt Lov*.

J«B MellBA (AAA)
Thanks for lakjag
this year shine. Toa

srs a star.
Jane

^^^^^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Ladies of

Chi Omega,
Thanks, Dinner

was great.

We had fun.

Your friends,

UClj\ Surf

Club & Team

Dear

Hi^ipy fr<lay Bahyl

Th« big 21... I don't

know about thsso

oktor womsnl Be

ready for two wild

nights "not" to

remember! Here's to

many more...together

Love, Me
P.S. Get ready for your

"weekend present"!

CAREER
ATA

STANDSTILL?

"NEED AN AGENT?
If you qualify, we can introduce you

to AGENTS and CASTING DIRECTORS.

CALL

\Li^-3L,—

, o» » » o I 0«-^'0 J

VIDEO HEAD SHOTS
(213)473-6621

PI PHIS:

Surf's up! So grab your date and
head on down to the Beach Blanket

Bash. Bus leaves at 8;

so don't be late.

Get Excited!

LovC; the New Initiates

Bong-

"On the day that you

were bom the angels

got together and decid-

ed to create a dream

come true..."

Have a BEARY HAPPY
BIRTHDAY. Lovell

Youn-forever

and a day-

Julie

P.S. You're so very

special to moil

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE CAflt FfltE TCfTIMG
COUNSELING & RCSOUnCCS

AVAILABLE
WESTSIDE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLX/O. SM

FOR APPOINTMENT CALt

NBWSPLASHII
Since our last report. It has beerT"

verified that the runaway dump-
truck and bulldozer were stolen

from the 100 punks from London.
According to reliable sources, these

"muscle-headed" anarchists made a

forceable entiy Into the UCLA
campus with their cohorts. The
Dickies. The Dickies, a punk rock

band from Los Angeles, are

scheduled to play at a UCLA
fraternity party this Saturday,

February 8th.

„ DEAR KAPPA DELTA,

THANKS FOR THE

EXCHANGE EXTRAORDINAIRE
YOU LADIES WERE GREAT!

LOVE,
THE MEN OF ALO

Having
Rrobiensm?

General
Ps^hotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENiTA MAGIT

10845 Undbrook
Suite ^^2

Westwood Village

8241524

KKTACTIVIS
Flr« up for th«
PtotfQ# AcNv9l

You'll toon find out wtiot

wo hovo In ttoro for youN

:

YoMf now intHototB '

1

Ar Pledges &
Transfers:

Today is it..

The day we've all

been waitingfor!

We are all so
happy and ex-

cited for you
guys...

Ar love,

the Actives

ISE

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
..Alt

....Mm

..Sim

TlM ASUCLA CoflMMkalam Bm4 My I

UnMnHy of CtMorali i polcy on noMhoMMton

ol Kiy wtgin, raoi, nigon. mi. or lonal
I In I domnnlno «My. or Imply tul tioymMM to owMn poiMano. ri>itWi» rotoa. ormm In locMy NMior Cm (My liyn nor •)•

ASUCLA Cownnuntmono Boort Ym InvoitoMid ay
o< tw wrvtooo i»>oHMd or K»iflMn ropwoowtod In

Mi IMM Any ponon boloMii Hti m wtnitmirm
In Mi iMM ^Motoi tm tart'i polcy on non-

kt wung to too halmm MmQW, (My
•n*i. an WiMwod Ptea. KH 112. Loo AngMa. CA
9004 For mtotonto ««i tawtng dtooto^wiuii
proMMia. ctf •« UCLA HoHrinp OMoo ol aS4«1.
or ctf •« Wiitoim F* HouMg (Moo ol 47MI71
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Tonightl

ALL-i
PARTY!

KAPPA SIGNA
9PM-?

$2 admission

1 1 024 Strathmore Dr.

Call 208-9055 for directions

KEGS. D.J.. DANCING

^ SmwIilfM GlrlSr

It's been over a year

since the group
tjecame one

We laughed we cried

we had lots of fun

Through the cham-
pagne and beer and

PMStoo
Hearts was. our game

but w« ttlll

l«ir«yoiil

llflM Boyi

I
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RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

DONORS n«ed«d for off-campus 8p«rm

bank. Up to SlOO/waak. MinorltiM an-

oouragad. CaM 553-3270 tor appointmant.

GENITAL harpas-fltudy baing oonductad

through ttia Univarsity Cantar for Infactious

Disaasas. Traatmant is fraa. Racaiva $100
raimtxjrsamant. (213)206-6723.

PARTICIPANTS rtaadad for UCLA study

If you ara 13 to 17 yaars old ar>d wish to

maka $5.00 by partidpatir>g in a survay

which indudas quasttons on akx)hol and

drug usa. call batwaan 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 tor an appointmant.

LOST 17

LOST-FLUTE: Qamainhardt modal, on-

campus, 1/29, substancial award offarad.

Plaasa contact Susan 206-6649

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors naadad for madical

rasaarch. WiTi ba wall compensatad. Call

Vtetor 273-2463.

SPERM donor wantad. FOE Madical

Clinic. 820O377.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Saton. Saaks

modals for haircuts, parms, color. 652-

5766.

HEALTH
dd\ V JLVf^CO ••••••••••••••••••• ^^

LOSE waight, faai graati Simply, naturally

arKl safaly. Satiafaction guarantaad. Call

376-2890.

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3706

OPPORTUNITIES 26

FUTON businass for sala, r>aar t)aach, 3
yrs. okj, profitabia, affordabla. inquiriaa

walcoma Must sail. (213)396-0534.

HELP WANTED 30
ACTIVE Beverly Hills developer needs

full-time secretary/receptionist. Heavy
phones, light typing, filing. Roz (213)657-

8999.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395

covers all expenses work($6.00-$ 10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evanir>g.

ASSIST staff to chairman of tt>e board in

WLA headquarters of nationwide real

estate devetopar. Or>^ year office expari-

er>ca required. Noon-7pm and Saturday

9:00-3:00. Call (213)626-1000 Ext. 344

BABYSITTER naadad ntornings, must pro-

video¥»ntranspoytatk>n. Call 454-9525.

BRIGHT conversational students wanted.

Public relatk>na/phor>e solicitawn for norv

profit organizatin. Flaxibla, work around

your sche{M« $6.00/hour guaranteed plua

txxiusarOood oommunicatton skills r9-

quired Call Brad (213) 464-<»86.

CASHIER to work 11am-2pm or 11am-

3:30pm T-TH at a Naw Okn Sum Cafa in

WLA. Call 47*4774. ^^
.

CASHIERS wantad part-time. Flexible hrs.

$5-$7/hr. Call LaaUa at Ski Wear Btowoul

4764070

<

CRUISESHIPS
bean, Hawaii,

cassette

UCLA Cruise

hiringi $16-$30.000 Carri-

Worldll Call for guide,

sarvioal (9i6)944-4444 x I"
^

xai«^rwE^rvnBi^p«H
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED .30

Altbnish or watercolor to

design a (our color letter

head with romaittic thane.

Please send photocopies ol

work samples to Kh Qymcr.

Box 844. Redondu Beach,

NANNIES. We need you. If you love

children, have a valid California driver's

license, high school diploma, solid local

references and speak fluent English .

enter our nanny trair><ng program. Earn
$80O-l00(VnfK>nth. Live in/out. Anderson-
Lewis Nanny Agency. (213) 274-2653.

CA 9W77 • $$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

• •••••••eeeee* envelopes* Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-

prises. Box 1458/DB. Springfield, OR
97477.

e

DEVELOPER looking for person to do ren-

tal surveys in WLA area Contact Lee or

Dale 677-4747.

DRIVER or Moped rider with valid Califor-

nia driver's license and insurance. krHJwI-

edge of LA and Valley area, FT/PT Call

(213)855-1600. Ask for Randy or Eric

DRIVER/messenger; full or pari time. Fa-

miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car. liability insurance,

copy of DMV Earn an hourly wage plus a

generous auto allowance. Call (818)906-

0763. >^;-

DRIVERS to deliver flowers Feb 13 &
14th. Must have own van or station wagon.

Call Margie 206-4000.

DRIVER wanted to take child to class.

Brentwood • Santa Monica and return. 5

days/week. 2 hrs/day after 3:30PM. $5/

hour 20C/^ile. Leave message, Charles

Kennel. 459-4007.

DRIVER to assist Westwood niom, week-

days 3-6pm. Hours flexible. 470-4655.

DRIVER/bodyguard, reliable, non-smoking,

needed part-time. Must have own car.

Live near Holtywood Hills. (213)466-8434.

DRIVERS needed. 21. valid California

Driver's License, proof or insurarice, DMV
report. Van or truck, late model.
T.G I.Fridays, 2-4pm, 822-9052. Allen.

EARN $500-$3000/month, part and full

time positions. Training provided. Call

now SBN 376-2890.

NEEDED urgently: a typist in Polish with a

native krxjwtedge of the Polish language
arnj literature Please get in touch with

Professor R. Stone, Slavic Departn>ent.

Kinsy Hall. Room 115K

PART-TIME retail sales person needed for

gouroiet chocolate shop in Brentwood. Ask
for Stacy. 820-7373

PART-TIME 3 full-days; Mon-Wed. Medical

office aide No experience necessary. $5/

hr must have good appearance, excellent

command of proper English, be very

bright, friendly, and willing to learn.

(2 1 3)659- 1 703 2-5pm Mon-Fri

.

PART Time office work. Japanese
language helpful. 20 hours weekly - hours
flexible. Peter 465-0160.

PART-TIME telemarketing. Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Healy 462-6350.

PART-TIME driver/clerical. Tu., Thur.,

some weekends. Must have own car. Cen-
tury City. Mafsha 553-1048.

_$$EAHN$$ Wanted; Receptionist for flower

"shoD also responsible drivers that know
the LA area. Flexible hours $4/hr 276-

9656

ECONOMIC consulting firm needs part-

time errand person Monday - Friday.

$5.50/hr. Flexible schedule. Call Melanie.

470-4343

ENTHUSIASTIC people with outgoing per-

sonality wanted for vacation resort

telemarketir>g. Great opportunity! Call

39 9307 m-f. Ask for Michelle.

CASHIER
POSITION

We need a cashier for

part-tinne work in retail

store in Santa Monica.

Preferred

• Hours r4eeded Fri (U9).

Sat (10-6). Sun (12-5)

Call: Off tt)e Record
829-7379

2621 Wilshire.

Santa Monica

typist needed.

655-6559.

Ffi T and accurate

tir Flexible hours.

2 Fill in yo«r week
• wHk eztrtf $$$
f Immediate openings for

• secretarial skills, typists,

2 clerks, receptionists.

9 word processors, & all

S office skills. Work by the

2 day, week, or month.

I STIVERS
• TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

Call for appointment

in Wettwood 208-5656

Part-

9

I
FULL-TIME front office. 1-2 yrs. experi-

ence, insurance/billing/typing/computer,

will train some. Busy WLA chiropractic of-

fice, Dr. Russell 478-0013.

FUN saloon

1516
looking for pizza girl. 820-

HASHERS
8285

needed for sorority. Call 208-

HOME Care for elderty gentleman. Experi-

ence with infirmed necessary. 1-3 days/

weeK. Flexible schedule $60/day.
(213)413-1181.

HOST/Hostess. Part-time Evening shifts.

Experience necessary. Need good per-

sonality arKl proper attire. Apply in person

at Ruth's Chris' Steak House. 224 S. Bev-

fly Or. -Beverly Hills. Mon-Fri. 3-5pm.

HOSTESS/cashier needed morn-
ings/afternoon for restaurant. Energetic,

responsible. Call for interview 360-9800.

HOTEL Housekeeper, part-time days, $4/

hour plus tips. Edge of campus. 208-3945.

INTERN for Women in Film Committee to

help co-ordinate r>ew award. Call Lirnta

Seger. (213)e38-2616.

JEWISH consuelor for a nxKith. Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated consuelors, June 18-July 17.

€•11 (213)653-4471

LIVE arKl worfcin Japan! English teachers

needed for language school
Ur>dergradu«te degree required. Call Ms.

Yamazaki:(714) 536-2308 or serid resume

to: 305 Wect Utica. Hunington Beach. Ca.

92648.

MOTHER'S helper with car for afternoons

$6.00/hr. Call Leslie Shaw. 826-6681

(day*). 454-9501 (eves.). Pacific Pali-

kx:ation.

PART-TIME secretary, non-smoker, good
with numbers, filing, phone work and some
typing, 6-hr day; (213)9688.

PART-time bookkeeper. $10/hr.

Hollywood kxation. Call Sonya at 851-

8601.

PART-time job. Earn $4-$ 12 per hour on
phone, own hours, call (213)465-4474.

PLEASANT. RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK. 7:30^:30 am , 2:30-3:30 pm ,

M-F MUST HAVE CAR. $5a460/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS. 275-6447

A

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs
relation persons, part-time, phone
experience (213)854-6491/ 650-2269.

Receptionist full-time for school office. No
typing Westwood private school. Call

475-6401.

RESTAURANT delivery drivers. Near cam-
pus. Flexit>le hours Wages plus good tips.

Start immediately. Call Howard. 629-3000.

SALESPERSON to v^rk giftshop & bouti-

que. Located in nice hotels. Salary deter-

mined upon experience. Flexible hours

272-2353

SECRETARY part-time. Type 90 wpm.
Some record keeping. Must be
reliable,well-organized. Near UCLA. $10/

hr. 47»8300 or 475-8300.

SITTER. Must have car. AfterrKX>ns. 2-5

days/wk. Beveriy Hills area. Call Brooke at

275-6716.

ABT SCHOOL
FuU-tiine hdp needed

now. Pennanent position.

college art student

preferred. Complete
maintenance and
organization of art

- supplies, act-upe,

clean-up of daaaes.

heavy lifting.

MF 12:30-7:30 pm
Salary open, health

benefits

Only reliable and
consdcncious apply

call: 451-5657

MOTION Picture Theatre. Immediate part-

time positions available as cashiers,

ushers, conoeasion workers. No experi-

ence necessary, but you mutt be ar-

ticulate, gregarious and conservatively

well-groomed. ar>d have a genuine desire

to want to help us make our patrons night

at the moviee a special event. Apply in

person only, daily 3-10 PM. Samuel
Goldwyn Pay<Kon Cinemas, 3rd level next

to the May Co. in the Westside Pavillion.

Pico between Overland and Weetwood.

Thank You.

•STUDENTS AND FACULiy
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L.A

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
f21t|<M1-I»0
»^ Secretarial, ^ Receptionist,

»^ Typists, »^ Accounting,

p^DaiafWord Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPUCAWTS

TEACHER Aides: 1 part-time 6-1 1 full

time 8-3:30. Supervision ar>d classroom in-

struction. Westwood private school. Call

475-6401.

VIDEO store rental clerk. Good personali-

ty. Ho experience necessary PT/FT Stu-

dents perferred. Venice area. 399-9211.

WANTED: bright, energetic, and in-

dependently minded young person to grow
with a new company -seminar P.R.,

martteting, sales, ar>d television produc-
tion. Hours r>egotiable. Salary plus com-
mission. (213)655-9212.

YARD work 3-5 hours week. $7.00 hour,

Mon. PM or Sat. AM. Santa Monica Can-
yon 454-6224 4 to 6 PM.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

homel No expenerK;e r>ece8sary. Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope: Info

Mart, 870 Hilgard, #220, Los Angeles,CA
90024.

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefits. Top
salary 939-2111.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

WALK UCLA - Hoorayl Furnished

bachelor apartment. Utilities included.

Manager 644 Undfair»201. 206-2676.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRAND new single room with kitchen and

bath, AC/heat. Between La Cienega &
Wilshire. $475/mo. (213)936-7119 available

now.

BRENTWOOD, very dean, 1 bedroom,

carpet, drapes, stove. No pets. Only

charging i month rent, security/cleaning to

move in $700/mo (213)678-6648.

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $750/mo. Singles also 824-

9925.

LAUREL Canyon-$450 bachelor. 2-room

charming apartment C/D. No pets.

(213)874-2498.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

o^^^^^^.^^#^^^M^^,^^^^^,^^,^^^^^^^^^^##^^^^^^^

Ph.Ds
$30-60,000

Attention Ph.Ds'or can-
didates- Prestigious Top
tevet executive training==«

*
*

I company wants top pres-

l enters and thinlcers to

I grow witli us. Exceptional

I career opportunity. Send
I resume to KARRASS INC

I
1633 Stanford St

i Santa Monica 90404 1

t

t

t

-^;;^ INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at celebrity public relations'

firm No pay but great opportunity to

learn and gam experience

Call Soma at (213) 276-6400

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

DRIVER/child care daily 4-5p.m. $100/mo.

car, insurance, references required. 459-

5363.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly furnished and utilities,

near VA hospital, and UCLA bus. Availible

Feb 5. $450/mo 479-5638

ONE Bedroom $750: Two bedroom/2 bath

$1195. Best WLA location. Carpet, drapes,

built-ins, fireplace, sunkin tub. view, securi-

ty parking/buikjing, pool, sauna. 479-5672.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1-bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c, 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moes ar>d Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. Deluxe, smaN.
fTKXlem buikHng. 11675 Darlington, open
house. »4:30. 827-4662.

2-BED/1-BATH. unfurnished. Very nice,

quiet unit. $900. Ck)ee to UCLA. Days
450-7546/829-1 8S1.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partty-fully fumlahed.

Redecorated exceptionally dean. Modem
building, pool, parking, security. 1831
Whitley. (213)467-9431.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c. fireplacee. Brand new. Open 11-6 daK
ly for viewing. 3660 Jasmine.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52
PRIME Westwood Village executive
apartments. $850 arnJ up. Fireplace, pool,

parking, intercom, air conditioning. 208-

3306

$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
frigidaire, stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

Century City. 2121 S. Bevedy Qlen,

(213)201-0339.

VACATION
RENTALS ^ 53
BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemlte house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ck>se to everythir>g. (818)

785-9865.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for norv
smoker in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom. Securi-

ty/Laundry Courtyard/Patio. Near UCLA,
Rose near Overland. $385. 839-9545.

OWN room/bath in dean, sunny apart

ment. $450. Qreat location near
Wilshire/Bundy 838-6822/865-0567.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

$1660 3-Bedroom. 2-bath, Spanish style,

available now, call Roberta. 306-0073. Iv.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

BRENTWOOD Area- Fumlahed bachelor

11967 Rocheetor Apt.f3 . $430 Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co. 838-1828.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

V/A OKAYI In desirable N. Inglewood.

2-bed/2-b«th plus family-room super value'

$125,000. Roberta Trousdale agent. Fred

SaiKia Realtofs 306^73 leave meeaage.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3^ months
beginning July 1. 1966. in exchange for

condo In Jerusalem larael fOr same period.

Call(2l3)6S^^266.

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

FRENCH student needs home in ex-

change for houae cleaning, gardening, or

babysitting. Call 399-9914

FRENCH student needs home in ex-

change for cooking for one or many peo-

ple. Call 399-9914

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP.-.62

PRIVATE quarters. TV. board, salary. Ex-

change for housework. Couple ok. Bever-

ly Hills. Car necessary 271-9440 after-

noons.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...63

MUST sleep st home. 6 nights/week.

Serious student, non-smoker, share
bathroom, kitchen priveleges. 654-3162

WORKING mother will exchange room in

Beverly Hills for childcare. Seeking mature

woman with car. 278"49e0 evenings.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

LOVELY, large. Private bath. Santa
Monica. Parking. Off Wilshire. Female.
Balcony. Kitchen. Nonsmoker. $325.

453-4613

MARINA Del Ray luxury roonVbath. Kitch-

en priveledges Beaches, amenities. Facul-

ty/grad only $350 823-8291

.

nwm a tTonro. ongnT ctean Toom tn c
k>vefy private home. Indudes nutritkHia

breakfast-dinner. Indudes utilities, laurnlry,

ironing, cleaning. Serious student.
$575.mo. WLA 3 blocks from bus Contact
Mrs. Tanaka 826-8621

.

ROOM and board. Bright dean room in a
very k>vely private home, indudee nutri-

tions breakfast - dinner. Indudes utilitiee.

laundry, ironing, cleaning. Sertous stu-

dent. $575/mo. WLA. 3 bk)cks from bus.

Contad Mrs Tanaka 826"8621.

SPACE available for female on sorority

row. 2 sec. from campus. Romm ar>d 15
meala/week for $290.001 209-5473.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Easy parking $600/mo. ind.

utHtties. $750 security call (818)88»3280.

$380.00/MONTH. Westwood and Ohio.
Kitchen, living room priviledges. Ed,
Chede. Adrian 479-2402 9-12AM or after

10:00 PM. 851-9057

ROOMMATES 65

ASAP walk to UCLA. Share master-bd in 2^

Bdm-Apt. $390/mo No ParkingI Peter
394-4623 until 1 am.

FEMALE Jewish roommate wanted to

share beautiful ne two bedroom, two bath
condominium. Quiet, near campus. $700/
month indudee utilitiee. laundry privilegea.

buitt in unH. Must see to believel 47»026e.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in West Loe /kngeles apartment.
$240/nfwnth. Call 477-1244

FEMALE share large 1 bedroom apartment
with 2 giris. 11069 Strathmore. $280/
month (213)454^8211/(213)824-0879

FEMALE to share Mulholland donn. No
utilitiea. Indudee 14 meals/week. $339.00.
471-0290. Available immediately.

,

M/F roommate wanted. 1-bedroom apt. 10
minutee from UCLA. $245/month. fumlah-
ed. Call Mike 390-3103.

PROFESSK)l^L lady needs roommate to
share apartn>ent Non-snwker, 2-bed/2-
bath, pool & parking. W. Hollywood.
$32S/mo. Aak for Qtgi 666-2878.

PROFESSIONAL lady seeks female
roommate to share luxury condo. $560/
mo. non-emoker. Natl, daytime: 478-
371 1 ext. 4229. evening: 390-1063.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Profeeakxially
since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3136 or
Sherman Oaks (eie)78»«)64.

ROOMMATE wanted. Apartment on
Kelton. spadous. own room, fumlahed,
walk to UCLA. $266. Call Aaron or Qrag
824-2513.

ROOMMATE needed, female grad. student
preferred. Fairfax and Melroee area, avail.

March let. $300 plus utH. Call Abby aflar
7pm wkdayt. 668-7211.

I

i.i.i.nmttti>««..

•AH clients screened w/photoa

and mfs since '71

•Daffy computfizad updatas

•Ustfngs throughout Souff)aw Cafftomia

•2(m Off w/ad to student and staff

iTOIW.PkoBdCmtUYOlf
3402PKlkAm. imm

56M7S3

:^

ROOMMATES 65

THREE girls seek fourth roomate.
female. neat, preferably UCLA
undergraduate, to ahare bedroom with one
other girl in new luxury 2-bedoom. 2-bath

apartment, tocated on Veteran Ave. be-

tween Ophir and Levering (walking
distance to campus). Security buikling with

spa and sun-deck. $330. per nfK>nth plus

V4 gas and electrteity. Pleaae call 208-

0268.

W/kNTED: female to share 2-bedroom/2-

bath. Large. beaJtiful apartment. Safe
area. Terri 839«473.

SUBLET : 66

AVAILIBLE immediately: 3500 square feet.

14 omoaa. Westwood village: (213)208-

6761

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartmems for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.

(213) 683-9100 for mon informatkxi.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

FOXHILLS $855/mo includes utilities,

spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath. Security

buikjing. built-in's, bakx>ny, fireplace. /Ml

immenities. Call 397-0102.

FLYING
PARACHUTING ....... 76

LEARN to Flyl Special free intro, sehous
students only, pleaae. Aircraft rental. (818)

3444)196.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WARI WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRKJES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
OISC(X»NTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM "

(818) 88(M407, (818)6804361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

k>west rate available. Completely equip-

ped, expener>ced. Call anytime. 392-1 106

JERRY'S moving & delivery The Careful

Movers, Free Estimatee, experterKed and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professlonol Service, for Peanuts

PERSONAL
SERVICES 95

PHOTO model: Need headshot? I do it for

<65 (portfolio $175). Satsifaction guaran-

teed. Providea also wotk to my clients.

874-9302.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

AUSTRALIAN University and College

Teaching and Reeearch Poeltions. Current

list of vacanciea. $4.00. University Jobs.

12922 Harbor Blvd. #494 Garden Qrove,

CA 92640
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SERVICES SERVICES
OFFERED :. 96 OFFERED 96

FREE WALK-IN STAflSTTcAL CONSULTINO^
Offered by the Division of Biostotisics

(Pub HIth) Graduate Students
Every Quarter from the second through the

last week of classes.
Hours: Monday-Friday 1:00-3:00

Room A1.237. Center for the Health Sciences

• Cor^sultlng only.

not tutoring or actual written reports

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
Softool ststements, tfteses, papers,
resumes? Professional ftelp from publisfi-

ed author with journalism masters. Dict(

20»43S3. ,

MATURE, professional will house-sit long
term free, experienced and excellent
references. (213)839-0652 (818)762-7823

PAINT jotw wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349

PROFESSIONAL documentation services

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/developnf>ent/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS. PAPERS
DISSERTATIONS. THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES. 473-4193

RESEARCH - editing for term papers, pro-

posals, articles, books. 391-3169.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

tftesis students and the professional Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instructiotL-

Phd in English almost all subjectsT
(818)796-8334.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 826-4029, 826-8928.

CAN you write ciearty and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonat>le rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.
(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

Help with conversation, grammar, pronun-
Ciation. $18.00/hr. (213)658-7213.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing^vord processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7day8/weeK. 291-3158.

PRE-CALCULUS. Calculus, algebra,
physics, engineering tutoring by or near
UCLA, reaaonable price. Call Ray (213)
512-3588 8-4p.m.. after 6p.m. call 371-

7330

TUTORING in English literature and Histo-

ry: Help with papers. Very reasonable. Call

Wendy Johnson (818) 906-8783.

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter scmnce by Ph.D. caruJidate in CS.
Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (213)657-4031.

WRITER'S cramp? Stiff, aching prose?
Take 2 aspirins arxJ call me in the n>orn-

ing. (213)82&4358 (The Manuscript Do.c-

tor: editir>g, tutoring in English & writirig,

moral support.)

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
PATIENT TUTOR JImaTH (arithmetic through J

calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS. ^
Engineering. Reading, Gram- ^

J mar. Study Skills. Work with a J
J tutor who knows the subject J

well, and can patiently pres- ^
ent the material in a variety of

Jways^ You will also learn the *
{proper way to study to J
achieve confidence and self- ^
reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-

JtION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

J

*6463. *

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

MANDARIAN tutor wanted for mother and

eon. Must be fluent in English. Dr Price

day 478-5209, evenings 839-5370. Leave

meeaage on answer-phone.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe. A word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;

Mari«); 391-3622.

A>iET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pk:k-up and #liver. Laura,

410-2890.

^^^B«ar^E3i3isJmI3
WHtimg Service
•ALL mtt^ecta

•Nothing Too Big
or T€)o Small

•We want to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

1

EdMafl A Typiai
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thteis

elegantly and economically

21S-S96-019S

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING .>., 100
^••eeeeeeee e e e • e eeeeeef

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
-e

Proimitonci writer wtm BA In

Engirt^ w« type and edN term
popere, msisi. acflptt. reaumet,

etc. Or edmng only. Over 25
yean experterx:*. Westwood

Vlooe.M Oeionev.

824-2853 or 8244111

e
•
e
e
e
e
e
•

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, or>e day service, $1 .50/page,

WLA, Myung, 397-6344.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN FOR INFO. (213)450-8719.

AAA word-processing; $1 .50/page term

papers; $2/page Dissertations. Theses,

Legal, Screenplays, (d.s.) UCLA-format
experienced. (213)306-5089.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

39(M588.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, ttieses. disserts., letters, resumes.

Pici< up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0669.

CAN'T type? Call me 83»-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reaaonat)ie rates. Darlene

EXPERT typing/professional editing; term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typingNvord processing,

$l.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jotw welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/

competitive, Karen/Laurie. (213) 470-0933

PLEASEIII I type 95 wpm • own IBM Selec-

tric • will type anything, anytime- especially

scriptsi Susan 395-2856.

PROFESSIONAL typing, papers,
tf>eses,equations, resunies. IBM Selectric.

Fast and accurate. UCLA employee. Stella

(818) 342-2414.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good

rates 475-5723.

TYPING term papers - Masters thesis all

other $1 per page. Barbara Barnett

(213)624-7200 Westwood.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (213)653-3600.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laaer printer. 1 block

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anytinrw. 824-3571

.

YOU need me I Typing, word processir>g.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

YOU need mel Typing, word processing.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

$2.50/pg (DST). Professional Word Pro-

cessing. UCLA experierKed. student dis-

oount w/ ad. (Exp. 3/1/86). (213)463-331

1

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE... 1 12

FLUTE leesone-Paul Fried, former sok)

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Syn>-

phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.efl»6324.

GINGER Adam Studk) of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. ExperierKed

teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 476^154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCIA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

RESUMES, $l2/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

WINNING resumes! Students special $25.

Free consultation. Free copies. One^lay
service. Open weekends. (213)851-0717

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

CONVERTIBLE LOVERS! 1979 SHINY
BLACK VW SUPERBEATLE BLACK
TOP/RED PINSTRIPING, EXTREMELY
CLEAN. AND IN EXCELLENT
MECHANICAL CONDITION AIR.
CASSETTE. RIMS. ONE OWNER, ALL
PAPERWORK. GREAT BUY! PLEASE
CALL NEAL 838-5186

DATSUN B-210 - Excellent Condition!

Reliable! $1300/obo. Desperate to sell!

Debbie - 470-0262 (Leave message -

machine).

FOR sale '74 Dodge Cott-Red-runs well.

$800 negociable (213)650-8471.

1961 BMW 320i. Electric sunroof, air.

fully-k>aded, automatic, $7500. 208-8728.

(Ilam-Spm).

1981 HONDA Accord LX. Latch-back.5-

speed, sunroof, am/fm cassette, $3200
obo. 399-0357.

1981 VW Rabbit. Convertible. Low
mHeege. mint conditk>n. $7300. obo. Call

473-1517.

1961 280ZX 2 plus 2. Immaculate 33,000
mHea. 1 owner, k>aded, great car. $7695/
obo. (213) 470-2733.

1962 Ford EXP. anVfm stereo, a/c, ex-

oellent conditton. $2,500 o.b.o. 204-0240.

1962 Honda Civic Wagon. Low miles, one
owner, immaculate, many extras, $5,600
o.b.o. Call Matt. 390-3444.

'67 VW Bus. Good condition, rebuilt

engine, $1000. Call eveninga (213)475-

4516. _^_
'71 Karmanghia convertit>le. Good corKli-

tton $2800, call evenings (213)475-4516.

'72 VW SquaretMCk. Runs fine $800 otx>.

New battery, brakes. Schaeffer 825-7985
or 47fr4437(evenings). _^
'76 Fiat Spider convertit>le. AM/FM cass.

New tires, brakes. Runs well. Moving,

must sell $2900 obo. Neil (213)856-9391.

(213)876-5699.

'79 Firebird automatic. A/C. AM/FM
cassette, great condition, must sell. (213)
392-2497.

'79 Toyota Celica 5-speed excelleni condi-

tion, must sell AM/FM cassette. Best Offer.

Call Chris 838-3125

'79 VW SCIROCCO. $3500 50,000 mi~T
speed manual. 837-4807.

'80 RX-7 luxury edition. Automatic, white
leather, air. sunroof. FM/cassette. 61 k.

Original owner. Beverly Hills. $5199.
Message 276-7431.

'82 sporty Pontiac Firebird. 4-cylinder.

MPG (plus). Accessoritesn"-top. Custom

I

TOYOTA Celica '80 for sale. $3500 Good paint, whaals Richard 30&71OZ_
condition - new tires, great stereo CaTT
Claudia 824-3921.

1971 BUICK La Sabre, new tires, great in-

terior, must sell, $400.00 obo. Call Rick,

313-1620, eves.

1971 Supert)eetle, great conditk>n, new
brakes, clutch, tires- reliablel FM.
cassette. $1850>Jamie 208-2786.

1972 Chevy pick-up with camper shell

$500 o.b.o. 206-2141.

1972 DODGE van motor home. Family

wagon conversion. Excellent conditk>n.

$5.450. Original owner (213)474-7216.

1972 VW Bug. New starter, generator. t>at-

tery, carburetor. Recent valve job and

tune. Well maintained. Great condition.

$2000 208-1619.
--- 1

1975, 280z, 2 plus 2, air, great conditk)n.

Best offer. (213)479-1519.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tires, excellent running condition. Radk).

$1250 obo. 452-6646.

19771/i PORSCHE 924, Silver. 78m. air.

$3950. Call weekdays after eight,

weekends (818) 360-331 7.

1977 Sut)aru. 5 speed. Good condition.

New tires. $1100 o.b.o. Must sell ijiow.

Call 652-4957. '

1978 Pinto, low midsage, new tires, clean,

4-speed, $1500. Nancy (days) 825-0488

(evening) (213)558-8288.

1979 BMW 320i. Black/black, blau., air,

sunroof. Excellent condition. $8500.
(213)475-6965.

1960 Mazda GLC 5-speed, air, AM/FM,
mag wheels, fog ligfits. Silver/gray. $1800.

(213) 7360793.

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

1984 NISHIKI Olympic 12. 19" man's
frame, as new, extras, 393-9942. Call

evening's.
1.

1

MOPEDS. ...; 1 19

1985 Honda aero 50 scooter. 7 n>ons old,

excellent condition. $650.00 otx>. Plus
helmet/lock. Jackie 450-6282 before 10
AM /after 600.

'77 Puch Maxi. must sell. Good engine.

needs some work. $200 obo Lest^e

message. 202-1524.

'84 Honda Elite Qreat conditkjn. trunk,

windshiekj. $850. Phone (818)7644239

'85 Yamaha Riva Red, like new, very low
miles. Ir)credit>le mileage. 550 otx> 275-

8150.

I

P«talittl« ^ oasaac«ia
yo«r llff«. Drhr«• AMm

Hoasco ffroMB...

\ B«v«riy Hllle Alfa
S«74 S. Rob«rtooa at

NatioMa
<21S)559-77«6

CONVENIENT

ECONOMICAL

BASICALLY

A GOOD IDEA

UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS

.\- ••,

\ Methods of Placing a

I
Classified Ad:

1 . By Phone, with your Mastercard or

Visa.

2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates

t and classification)

t 3. In Person, with cash, check or charge

I

We are in Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA

Campus.

,

• Hours: M-F 9-4
\' .

Classified: 825-2221 , QlS-1111^
II
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MOPEDS 119 BARGAIN BOX 125 FURNITURE 126 MISCELLANEOUS^. 128 PETS 130

v4,
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Scooters &, Accessories

*

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!

•

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVAIVS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

|l3347 W. Washington Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066

1^ (a13)306-7906^
^L

-"

si

BULK diskettes by major manufacturer,
100% error free, wrth life-time warrantee.
5V<i DS/DO. 5M eacf). includes sleeve
labels and vvrite-protector tabs. 3.5 SS
$1.69 each, includes label. Americal Group
14200 Ventura BIikJ. Suite #201. Sherman
Oaks. (818)906-1 132. Lofi Ann.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyctopedia 1965 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150 Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150 Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495 Sofa & k>ve seat
$495, Dining room set $895 Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338

WESCO microscope. Perfect conditk>n.

Electric, fine-tuned adjustments. 5, 10, 40,

100 power, worth $2000. Sacrifice $995.
(818)348-5752.

FURNITURE 126
2 matching large luxury couches for sale.

$275, in very good condition. Call Claudia
824-3921

ART deco dining set and buffet. $120.

Rattan corner table. $30. Full-size

counter-top oven, $85. New stemware
with initial B. $25. 828-2918.

DESK and chair, $Q^. Typing table, $30.

Long work table. $25. Small bookcase.
$25. Like new. 828-2918.

7 foot rust, brown and t)eige striped sofa,

makes into queen-sized sleeper $150. Call

(21 13)657-6585 after 6 PM.

Al new hotel sets guaranteed

Twlnt«t $ftO l^ullSet %i% \

QuMn $«t $m' King t«t $9t«
New 5 piece bedroom sfli^;.._ _$11t

New ful size or queen sleeper—$13f
'

New tofo and k>v« teat $1b9

Oak fWih coffee tablei $7 .

End ToMes.. $18Lomps $7

TMi WAMHOU$i
S97-90SO

)

NIKON: Motor drive MD-4; MN-2 Nted

Pack; Fisheye converter; excellent coodl-

tton; $16S;$6S;$120. Hyung 825-2828.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS 145

BEAUTIFUL upright piano, excellent condi-

tk>n, wor>derful torie, converts to player

piano, including bench, $1700. (213)395-

1916.

I

1
SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

QYM-PAC 1500 weight machine. $200
o.bo. 206-2141.

SURFBOARD 6'3" Thruster. good condi-

tkxY. O Neil 0'123, wetsuit. 826-5490.

FREE adorable. wtlMmined kitten.

tots of tove and room. Can 20»«154 (JIN)

or 209^164 (Steve)

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE lie. external disk drive, monitor,

word-processing/sreadsheet software,
$1,200. 8am-5pm 825-5274. Eve.
(ei8)330-1993.

DISKETTES SSDD 52(. DSOO 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.
Tele. (213) 47»0345.

TURN term paper pressure into term
paper pleasure with the "Wang Writer."

An affordable, easy-to-use word processor
t)y War)g Laboratories. Buy one or rent

one! (213)372^4396.

(2) HP-ISCS and (1) HP-41CX. New. Never
used. Make offer. Kenny. (213) 396^622.

^Vetter than Roses.••Better than Candy, ••

A Daily Bruin Classified Personalfor
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NIGHT DROP!

112 KERCKHOFF HALL
ALWAYS LOOKING FOR

BETTER WAYS TO
SERVE YOQ!~ CONING FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY 14th
FROM OaR HEART

TO YOQRS!
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Kemp wants end to
'academic corruption'
By Karen Bennett

Associated Press \Nhter

ATLANTA (AP)— A teach-

er who claims she was fired

because she protested special

treatment of athletes at the

University of Georgia testified

Thursday that she would ac-

cept as little as $1 in damages
if it led to academic reforms.

Jan Kemp is seeking
reinstatement, back pay and
damages in the U.S. District

Court trial of her lawsuit
against two university of-

ficials. The lawsuit does not

specify a damage amount.
In response to questions

from defense attorney Hale
Almand, Mrs. Kemp told the

jury that she would settle for

$1 "as long as the university

was cleaned up,"
She acknowledged that she

would accept more because of

debts, but she insisted that

"money never was my
primary motivation" and that

"principles are far more im-
portant."

She said she initiated the

lawsuit "to get the university's

attention and get them to

clean up the academic corrup-

tion that pervades the cam-
pus."

Mrs. Kemp, now an English
teacher at an engineering
school in suburban Atlanta,

was expected to be one of the
final witnesses at the trial.

The defense rested its case

Wednesday after University of

Georgia President Fred
Davison testified that athletes

not just "raw material"

used by the school to make
money.
That description has been

attributed in court to Leruy
Ervin, one of the defendants
in Mrs. Kemp's suit. Ervin is

director of the remedial
studies program, which
employed Mrs. Kemp for four
years until 1983.
The other defendant is

Virginia Trotter, the universi-
ty's vice president for academ-
ic affairs.

Georgia football coach and
athletic director Vince Dooley
preceded Davison on the
witness stand, testifying Tues-
day that he favors academic
exemptions for athletes, but
only in special cases.

Almand, who represents
Ervin and Ms. Trotter, ques-
tioned Mrs. Kemp at length
Wednesday and Thursday,
trying to discredit the testimo-
ny she gave when the trial

began five weeks ago.
He suggested that she lack-

ed "the phenomenal memory"
she claimed and that she
decided to protest the prefer-
ential treatment athletes
received in the remedial
studies program only affpr «hp

friday. february 7, 1986 23

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain •Acne
•P^S

.stress
•'^.^^"^'^

1 FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENT
wAhisad • 1st visit only

Dr. Yeung
2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060

Canyou
afford togamble

with the LSAT, GMAT.
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil:

GRAND OPENING!

The 10th Innmp
is Back Again!

FEATURING: -BEER (domestic, imported, and tap),

V. •POOL. &

^^ .GAMES

!

^The 10th Inning ^^^
1880 Westwood Bl. (l bik. S. of Santa Monica)

475-5354

are

learned she would be fired

"That's a bald-faced lie,"

Mrs. Kemp responded.
The trial has gone beyond

the free speech issues in Mrs.
Kemp's lawsuit, evolving into
a debate over whether college

athletes, wh^ generate
millions of dollars in revenue
for their schools, should be
given special treatment in the
classroom.

lion students prepare for their
grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,
call. Why take a chance
with your career?

KAPLAN
SIANIEYH KAPlAhi€DUCAIIONAl CtNIERlTD

The worid's leading...^

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99

Basketball
Continued from Page 28
lead to one at 69-68.

J.D. Taylor, in there to

replace Welp, made what
would be Washington's only
basket from the 3:44 mark un-
til only 20 seconds remained.
The Bruins trailed by three.

But baskets by Miller,
Richardson and then Miller
again turned that deficit up-
side-down, and UCLA led
74-71. It was the first Bruin
lead since 12-10.

With :06 left on the clock
and a 74-73 margin, Richard-
son went to the line with a
chance to lock it upv He hit
one, then missed the second.
Washington got the re-

bound and Fortier put up a
16-footer with :03 left. He
missed, but Shag Williams
was there for the rebound and
a five-foot bank as the buzzer
sounded.

Overtime.
A strange hush fell over

Pauley, while a mad rush en-
compassed the Washington
bench. It would be the last

celebration of the evening for
the Huskies.

The teams traded baskets
throughout the five-minute
overtime, except for an
eight-point UCLA spurt that
took all of 1:20.

Trailing 79-78 with 3:03
left, Jackson- found Pooh open

at the top of the lane for a
jumper that gave the Bruins
the lead. After Williams miss-

ed the front end of another
one-and-one (he was of 5 on
the night). Miller hit a 10-foot

pull-up jumper to make it

82-79.

It was still close, but follow-

ing a Washington miss,
Richardson hit a jumper and
was fouled by Al Moscatel.
84-79 UCLA.

Pooh missed the free throw,
but Jones was there for the

rebound and a lay-in. A wild
party erupted in the student

section, which had worked
hard all evening in support of

its underdog team.

"We had them beat," said

the very downcast Husky
coach Andy Russo, "but we
weren't making them work to

score. A couple times we
allowed some offensive re-

bounds down there. Haley got

a couple that we should have
had, and we put them to the

line about every other trip.

"They're a very good free

throw shooting team and we
weren't tonight. That was the

difference hv^hp game."
Bniin Notes: Miller had 34 points,

Jones had 14, and Montel Hatcher

broke out of his recent slump with 12

on six of 10 shooting from the field.

Pooh had seven assists and 6 boards to

go with his 21 points. Both Miller and

Richardson played all 45 minutes . .

. UCLA is now 5-4 in the Pac-10,

10-8 overall. Washington falls to 7-3

and 13-9 overall.

test prep organization.

ENROLLING NOW! Visti us al our center
linOO Wnshingfon Blvd Culver City CA
Ai^ V Or call us cjoys evenings or week
ends Our phone number (213)
202-1924.

NEW BAUSCH & LOME
XINXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on aU lenses.

INCLUDES niTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
S^mle Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

TTE
3021 Santa Monica Blvd.* Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-W»d. 10-6, Thui«. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With this ad, -"P. 2/28/86

_^c^.

WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SALON
Exceptional Offer by Marica

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (reg.'30)

PERMS (indsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad^35 (rcg.»70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
' only by appt.

CELEBRATE MARDI GRAS
JAZZ SERVICE
MUSIC BY THE WAILING WALL

SERVICE FOLLOWED BY CAJUN DINNER

ST. ALBAN'S CHURCH—
580 HILGARD

Women's basketball
Continued from Page 27
could amount to an upset vic-
tory over the 49ers, the slump-
ing Bruins (who are 9-12, 1-3
in Pac-West action) have their
work cut out for them tonight
at 7:30 p.m.

v\^CSULB is the No. 7 team

ihi the nation and has a

le^timaiie shot at making the

final four. If UCLA is to

overpower Cal State Long
Beach, it is going to have to

set down a host of *49ers who
have that glint of gold fever in

their eyes.

SUNDAY, FEB. 9th
5:00 p.m.

CANTERBURY WESTWOOD
An Episcopal Ministry to UCLA

Fr. Giles Asbury
Chaplain

Member of the URC

Office: 900 Hilgard
208-4830

1
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-J ! People Just like you . . .

%
are going to Israel

for six weeks, a semester, or a ^/earv

Have you ever thought about spending
some time in Israel?

r-

Turn to the one source that can help
make your fchoice easier. . . i

THE COMMITTEE FOR PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL,
' We offer:

• Directory Of Programs • Consultation And Referral
• Financial Assistance

For more information please contact:

Committee For Programs In Israel, 6505 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 414. Los Angeles. California 90048
(213)852-1234, Ext. 2415

C P4-f&5PeNSeR€B BY THE JEWISH FEDERATION COUNCTl::

***************************************************

MAJOR STUDIO SNEAK PREVIEW
Saturday, February 8 at 8:00 PM

Her dream >A/as to coach high school football.

Her nightmare was Central High. /.<
4 «
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GOLDIE HAWN
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GOLOIEHAWN

"WIlDCAir mmm SHOOSIEKURIZ Productwn Designed by bobs IEVEK Music iiy HAWK WOIM « lAMES NEWTON iMH)
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• WESTWOOD
Mann National

2084366

• HOLLYWOOD
Mann Fox

4632184

BAKEtSFIELD
UA Movies

806/395 1091

ELTOftO
Edwards Saddleback
714/5815880
(7:30 PM)

• LA HAMA
AMC Foshlon Square
6910633

• LONG BEACH
AMC Marino Pocifica

4935521

LOS CERRITOS MALL
UA Cinema
924 7726

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
UA Movies

818/766 4317

PASADENA
Mann Hastings

Ranch 818/351 8939

^PUENTE HILLS
AMC Puente 10

818/8105566

RIVERSIDE
UA PorK Sierra

714/359-6995

»SAN BERNARDINO
AMC Commercenter
714/888 1400

» SANTA ANA
Edwards Bristol

714/540 7444
(7:30 PM)
SHERMAN OAKS
GCC Sherman OoKs
Cinema
818/986 9660

• STANTON
Edwords Village

Center

714/8910567
• TEMPLE CITY
Edwords Tempip
818/286 3179
(B:45 PM)

• TORRANCE
Man," Old Towne
37M22!

• UPLAND
Mann 4

714 981' 7851

• VENTURA
Mann v'en»uro Twin
805 '644 7776

WOODLAND HILIS
GCC V^C'O/J'anJ ^ths

Cintvna

6 IP T)3 7'i7i

^
•ORANGE Cinedome 714/634 2553 •PALM DESERT Town Center 619/340-6611 •SANTA BARBARA fi«sto 805/963 O'B

Regular Engagement Starts February 14th At A Theatre Near You!
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UCLA will try to p

the bite on Gators
B/ Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

to be picking up in a big way.

After a disappointing loss at

.Cal State Fullerton where

Later tonight UCLA's
women's gymnastics team will

be making what they hope
will be the first of two trips to

Gainesville, Florida this

season.

While the Bruins have an

eye on the NCAA champion-
ships hosted by Florida in

April, tjiey will have to con-

centrate for now on the Gator

Classic featuring UCLA,
Oregon State and host
Florida.

The Gators have spent most
of the year ranked among the

nations top five teams, and
they have lost only one meet
thus far. Though they came
up with a 183.55 at Athens,

Georgia, the Florida team
found themselves outscored by
the Lady Bulldogs, who
tallied 186.25.

Bruin coach Jerry Tomlin-
son has a lot of respect for the

Gators and points out that

they have been to the NCAA
finals the past five seasons. "I

expect them to show some

UCLA managed just over 179

points, the Bruins came back

to defeat Arizona and Stan-

ford in a tri-meet by scoring

183.30.

Leading the way for UCLA
lately has been freshman
Tanya Service. A former
member of the USA National

team. Service has stepped in

and provided the Bruins with

much needed scoring. Her
all-around total of 38.10 in

the last meet was the high set

by a Bruin gymnast in a

year-and-a-half.

Two other freshmen, Gigi

Zosa and Amy Lucena, have
been the other main reasons

for the early season success of

the Bruins.

Despite the fact that his

young team is having to travel

to Florida to face a tough

team, Tomlinson is not wor-
ried. "I don't think that there

is any more pressure. Like
(the meet against) U of A, it

will be a close competiton."

very w^l-oomposcd foutlncs,'* ^—^^Jvaps the moot wilflfH
said Tomlinson. He added,
"They will ctome out and per-

form very aggressively.
Everyone wants to beat
UCLA " •— —

For the Bruins, things seem

deed prove to be a preview of

the NCAA's, biit that is

something that UCLA can't

think about yet. "Our biggest

goal is to walk away with a

win," said Tomlinson.

Women's swimming

Continued from Page 27
swimmers.
Even though the team is

tired they are expected to get

off the deck and rebound from
the losses they suffered to con-

ference rivals Cal and Stan-

ford.

Two weeks ago the No. 11

Bruins were nipped in a close

meet with fourth-ranked
California, 78-62. T

lesser foes.

The 49ers have also enlisted

the services of former swimm-
ing Olympian Tim Shaw to

take over head coaching
duties.

Shaw brings a well spring

of practical experience with
him to the pool as a coach. He
competed as a swimmer in the

1976 Olympic Games and
returned to the games in 1984

as a member of the U.S.
Water Polo Team.

The next day, UCLA was
firmly trounced by the third-

ranked Stanford Cardinal,
102-38.

Even though the Bruins are
matched up with a lesser foe,

it will still be no cakewalk for

them against the new look
49ers because of their recent
hard training.

r

Long Beach is sporting a
new conference and coach for

the 1986 season. The members
of their conference last year
included USC, UCLA, Cal
and Stanford. This year Long
Beach decided to drop a notch
below into a conference with

"My strengths are knowing
what they are thinking in the

water. I have been there be-

fore," Shaw said.

His presence has already
paid off here in his first year
of coaching. When Shaw ar-

rived he had only four or five

swimmers to work with on the

entire team. Now, he has a
full squad and the possibility

of having five swimmers qual-

ify for the NCAA's.

The Bruins are using the
meet as a warm-up, but don't
want to be caught looking
ahead to next Friday's meet
against traditional cross-town
rival USC.

AX

Sports letters

Starting next Thursday, the Daily Bruin will print let-
ters to the sports editor. These letters can be on any aspect
of UCLA sports that interests Bruin sports fans. Submit
your letter to the Bruin's secretary in 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Written material submitted must be typed or written
legibly and must be double-spaced. All material must bear
the author's name, address, telephone number, registration
card number and affiliation with UCLA.

Names wUl not be withheld and phone numbers will not
be published. The Bruin reserves the' right to edit letters
on the basis of space and readability.
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RICHARD MURPHY/Daity Bruin

Still recovering from a leg injury that sidelined him last season, senior Reed Sunahara is

back contributing to the UCLA offense.

Volleyball

Continued from Page 28
back east and bringing back
the championship year after
year.

Nevertheless, eastern schools
like^Ball State, Ohio State,
George Mason and Penn State
have kept on plugging away
and, to a certain extent,
they've been successful. UCLA
head coach Al Scates said
earlier this season, "They
(eastern schools) have really
been getting better. They've
been attracting more players
and they're improving."
Now, to put Mr. Scates'

statement into context, out of
the sixteen years NCAA
volleyball has been around,
California teams have won the
championship 16 times in-
cluding 11 titles for UCLA
alone. The closest that an
eastern school has made it to
the championship was in '82

when Penn State went to the
finals, where the Bruins
finished them off in three
games.

So, when Coach Scates says
that they're getting better

back east, he means that

they're starting to build pro-

grams where none were be-

fore.

The future of the eastern

programs will depend on the

success of schools like Penn
State. Whether or not
volleyball will become as big

as basketball or football in the

NCAA depends on the ability

of the eastern schools to

seriously challenge the teams
from California and this will

be an extremely difficult task.

George Mason and Ball

State will be shooting for the

No. 2 ranked Bruins this

weekend in Virginia. Coming
off a heart-breaking loss to

No. 1-ranked Pepperdine on
Wednesday, the Bruins are

not going to be thinking about

the future of eastern
volleyball.

UCLA was understandably

frustrated after their loss on

Wednesday and it has,
without a doubt, left theni

with something to prove.

They're going to have to

prove it without Anthony
Curci, however. The 6-3

sophomore from Newport
Beach will be out for the

season with tendonitis in his

knee. Coach Scates was in the
process of moving Curci from
the setting position to outside

hitter and he seemed to be
moving into the spot with
relative ease.

Scates said, "Anthony was
beginning to play very well.

This is a big loss for us."

Scates also mentioned that
Curci will probably be red-

shirted for the season.

In Curci's place, Scates has
brought up setter Mike Garcia
to the varsity squad.

Power hitter Reed Sunahara
is still coming back from his

leg injury that had him
sidelined all of last season, but
he has been a force for the

Bruins so far this season.
Sunahara still has a steel pin

in his leg and Coach Scates

has been wary of over-playing

him.

Freshman Matt Sonnichson
established himself as a solid

starter in the Pepperdine
match for the Bruins. Son-
nichson is the third freshmati

in Bruin history to start in

league play. He will be setting

for the Bruins.
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CONSTANCE
IS BACK AT

BLUE & GOLD HAIR DESIGN
Special Offer

PERMS $10 OFF
MEN'S HAIRCUTS $5 OFF
WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS $10 OFF

w/thi$ coupon Tues-Sat. New clients only ^

10916 LeConte Ave. 208-5863

i

WHY PAY ^,^s™ooD pp,^^3^ SAVE
VILLAGE 30-7000

^L. ^^^ ELECTRONIC ^^ ^-^r^^SHARR TYPEWRITER SALE CailOll

Typest*! 7ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER
• 15 character display

• Multiple type faces &
pitches

• Multi-linQual keyttoard

• Automatic centering

& margin justification

• Deluxe carry case

included

MODEL
PA950

f

Letter Quality

PERSONAL
TYPEWRITER

• Auto Functions

32 Character Display

$11599
We also have the

new Typestar 5fl

w/lNitlNn interlace.

•179W

• Choice of typestyles *\^ (6K meraofy)

(optional) * On-Oisplay Correction
|

Expandable memory

$229MExp. 2/13/86

Exp. 2/13/86 We also carry Brother. Silver Reed. Smith Corona A Sharp typewriters

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP [®»a^vo"v.ox
! PHONE
! ANSWERING SYSTEM

• Vox Voice Activated

I •DualTa

$799
I

• Memo

AlteMeliiMe• UL approved lOOw • ,
«»• v«i««

AssL-Coloa ^^ beeperles remote.
[vex. »«nat)le mesMqes

Exp 2/13/86 I

I

TAS31N

Exp. 2/13/86
«599!

New Model TAS 1100 <

l^fTERNVTIONkl

liSCIINI Mill
12220 VENICE BLVD.

W. Lm AntalN. CAmm 380-4477 _ NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MONSATt«-7PM«SUNl2-SPM
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A PETER SNELL PRODUCTION
"LADY JANE- HELENABONHAM CARTER CARY ELWES

SCREENPLAY BY DAVID EDGAR STORY BY CHRIS BRYANT
PRODUCED BY PETER SNELL DIRECTED BY TllEVOR NUNN
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STARTS TODAY
MANN THEATRES
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Baseball
Ckmtinued from Page 28
The Aztecs have only three

returning starters from last

year's team that went 42-30-1.

That record is nothing to get
too excited about, especisdly

when you consider that
Gwynn played last year.

What San Diego does have
though is pitching.

It is not known yet which
pitchers will start in the two
games against UCLA Satur-

day, but it has been narrowed
down. The Aztecs announced

that Mike Erb, Rusty Elsberry
and Tony Faryniarz will be
the three pitchers that are
likely to see the most action
with the starters coming from
the trio.

Erb, a sophomore, was 7-4
last year, a good enough
record to earn him the distinc-

tion of being one of the
Aztecs* better pitchers. Erb
was impressive pitching 96 in-

lirngs oT baseball while strik-

ing out 93 batters on his way
to a 2.63 earned run average.

Elsberry was 2-4 last year
while Faryniarz is in his first

season at the university level

after making the junior college

All-America squad last year.

What the Aztecs are facing

is a severe experience pro-

blem. The team is loaded with
freshmen and JC transfer stu-

dents, something the Bruins
are not foreign to themselves,

but not to the same degree.

UCLA will start Randy
Hennis in the first game

against San Diego with Keith
Shibata getting the nod in the
second. ....-^

Bruin Notes: Gary Berman and
John Jodyn figure to fatten up their

offensive statistics against Chapman
and SDSU. The two sluggers, are
leading the team in runs batted in

with three a piece...Both games are
being promoted as Rieber Hall days.
The first 50 students from Rieber Hall
that attend the game will be given a
free soft drink and hot dog after the
third inning.

Beforeyoumate
a long distancecommitment,

matesureyouknow
wlKityou're getting inta

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances
are neither would have set foot aboard.

And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the services

you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.

But when you pick AT&T as your long distance

company you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll

get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long

distance connections—even at the busiest hours. And
long distance operators to assist you with immediate

credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from 11pm to
8am, Sunday through Friday And iWo discounts eve-
nings between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday

So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call

1 800 222-0300 for more information or to
choose AT&T Reach out and touch someone.''

T

©AT&T 1986

AT&T
The right choice.
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Bruins prepare

for Nationals vs.

CS Long Beach

By Kevin Lynch

A weary UCLA women's
swim squad will compete to-

day against upstart Cal State

Long Beach at the Men's Gym
pool. The meet starts at 3
p.m.

"Last week is as tired as
'

they are going to be all

season," said coach Tom Jahn.

Jjmn and his coaching staff

are preparing the Bruins for

the apex of all collegiate

swimming, the NCAA Na-
tionals, which will be held at

Fayetteville, Arkansas, in

March.
In swimming, a team

prepares for their big meets
like the NCAAs by training ex-

tremely hard for weeks in

order to build up endurance.

Then the practices slowly
taper off to give the swimmers
a chance to rest up.

Last week the team just

turned the corner on their

rigorous training schedule and
are now concentrating on
their starts and turns. "Some
_(SMdjnmer$) have improved Jl^—
.1 to .2 on their turns. That
can make a difference," assis-

tant coach Cyndi Gallagher
said.

However, workouts are still

grueling and there are two
practices a day. Now the team
is doing a lot of sprints in

order to fine tune their

Continued on Page 24

Bruins try to stop
CSULB win strealc

JOEL CONARO/Daily Bruin

Sophomore Dora Dome's inside game will be key if the
Bruins are to stop Long Beach tonight at Pauley Pavilion.

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

If the historic 49ers had hit

a streak of gold this long, they
would have been more than
ecstatic.

These days the other 49ers,
the ones at a university in the
South Bay area, are just that.

And for good reason.

Cal State Long Beach's
women's basketball team
struck gold beginning back in
the 1980-81 season when they
defeated UCLA, and have
since repeated the feat nine
more times. Tonight the
visiting 49ers hope to discover
that the vein still runs strong,
running the series record
against the Bruins to 11-0 in
the last five-and-a-half years.

With a win streak like that
it's pretty safe to say that
Long Beach has a habit of
messing things up for the
Bruins. The team handed
UCLA its worst defeat ever
with a 118-65 jolt last season
down in Long Beach.

But tonight's game takes
place in Pauley Pavilion and
the Bruins are hungryrior a
win, having lost their last two
games and five out of the last

§ix. Nobody should expect the
49ers to just walk away With
the win without a little op-
position from the home team.
CSULB comes into the

non-conference meeting with
a 17-12 overall record (6-0 in

PCAA play) including an

earlier 76-t59 blowout over
UCLA. In that game, All-

America Cindy Brown sunk 20
points for the '49ers. Jaime
Brown added 18 of her own
for the Bruins, but UCLA
could not control the explosive
49er offense.

This time, however, UCLA
has another weapon ready to
hold any advances within the
paint. Sophomore center Sue
Mead has come into her own
in ijecent outings, pulling
down 35 rebounds in the last

four games for an 8.5 average.
With Mead's surge of re-

bounds, the 6-5 Bruin is now
averaging 7.3 boards per game
on the season.

The Bruins must also see a
good game from Dora Dome.
The sophomore forward must
stay out of foul trouble and
still remain scrappy if UCLA
wants to stay close to CSULB.

After a small slump in the
scoring department. Dome is

beginning to score some
buckets again. She led the
team in scoring against USC
with 16 points and her
average is on the rise at 13.1

7oint^=peFfSlff^
UCLA's leading scorer Anne

Dean, currently averaging
14.5 points per game, will also
be a threat to the 49ers as a
good game from the sharp-
shooter could prove deadly to

CSULB.
Even though a great com-

bined effort from the Bruins
Continued on Page 23

VALENTINFS DAY SPECIAL
CANDIES • NUTS •

European & American
Stylists

Call 479-9751 or 4798767
1267 Westwood Blvd.

(1 Block S. of Wllshire)

open evenings

20% Discount for

UCLA students with ttiis od

15% OFF
(WHkUCLAID) k-2/17/M

IINUTC
WE SHIP

(^
"^ WORLDWIDE

HOURS: "DD"
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9

Fri.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6

10912 LeConte* Westwood
^reeV^-hr parking w/ $7

17A-WMA IIM purchase at AmpCo
\£ I o} OAH 1

1
OH

parking lot on Le Conte Ave.

f'

FAMOUS IN SANTA BARBARA

CHASE
BAR &.GRILLE

CHASE

477-0997
II900W. PicoBlvd

West LA

VEAL PICCATA For 2
includes -caesar salad, fettuccine Alfredo, &. 2 FREE

glasses of Cabernet or Chardonnay

$19.99reservations advised please present eoupdh

CHASE
Dinner For 2

includes FREE Vi carafe of red or white wine

$13.99, ^^On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

reservations advised please present coupon

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!

824-1310 208-4729
1049 Gayley Avenue • Westwood

Cycle Products West
"Quality Parts & Service at a Fair Price"

The Shop of the 80*s

SERVICE
SPECIAL
FREE Pick-Up or

Delfvery for

Service or Repairs

within 5 miles of

UCLA
offer expires

2/ 1 5/86

PARTS
SPECIAL
FREE Installation

of any Tire, Chain

or Battery we sell

**while u wait"

ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL

Kryptonite #4

Locks__^ $38 "

Steinmark
Leather $189.95 reg.

Jackets $139'*
now

Specials valid with presentation of UCLA ID
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sports Rick Alexander, Sports Editor

Rkk Schwartz. Assistant Sf>orts Editor

Andrea Tetrick, Assistant Sports Editor

Huskies are Welp-less as Bruins win in overtime
Everyone contributes to UCLA's
come-frorn-behind 94-89 upset

,,.,,,-_,„ RICHARD HARTOG/Daily Bruin

Jack Haley (15) collected 10 rebounds, eight of them in the second half, in
last night's 94-89 Brum win over Washington.

LCLA needs strong
pitching vs. SDSU—

By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

Pooh! Reggie! Jack! Jerald! Craig!
Montel! Rod!
The coaches! The student section!

The rest of the 7,718! The Huskies!
And the refs!

Everyone had a hand in UCLA's
94-89 overtime win over the first-

and-now-second place Washington
Huskies at Pauley Payilipn Thursday
night.

"Our team showed some heart and
determination," said UCLA coach
Walt Hazzard. "They really wanted
the ballgame, and went out and took
it."

Washington could have prevented
such an occurrence had it made some
free throws down the stretch in
regulation. The Huskies were four of
15 from the line in the second half.

That kind of clutch shooting isn't the
stuff conference champioas are made
of.

Back on January 9th in Seattlej-
l^^ashington dominatt-d the middle as
the Bruins came out on the short end
of a 90-65 count. But the difference in
this game was UCLA's own ability to
take the ball inside on the Huskies.
And who would have guessed that

the Bruins would win the battle of the
boards 41-35?.

Part of the reason for that was the
new crashing techniques of Craig
Jackson (11 rebounds). Jack Haley (10)
and Jerald Jones (8). Another part was
the absence of Washington center
Chris Welp, who drew his fourth foul
with 15:57 left in the game. At that
point the Huskies were in cruise con-
trol with a 50-39 lead, scoring with
relative ease against a much shorter

;^

By P.ick Alexander

Sports Editor

Not many baseball teams
can say that they struck out 15
times but still won the game
against a club that is ranked
No. 10 in the nation by Col-
legiate Baseball.

Of course, UCLA is not to
be confused with most
baseball teams.

The Bruins did win Wed-
nesday's game against Cal
State Fullerton, 4-3, despite
being fanned 15 times by
Titan starter Mike Harkey.
UCI/A got the win with some
pretty fancy pitching of its

own.
It is with, this type of luck

that the Bruins go into today's

game against Chapman Col-
lege and tomorrow's
doubleheader with San Diego
State.

The game with the Panthers
starts at 2:30 p.m. at Jackie
Robinson Stadium while the

twin bill begins at 12 noon,
also at JRS.

Jeff Conine gets the call as

the starting pitcher against
Chapman today.

Not much is known about
the Panthers because the only
person in their sports informa-
tion office that covers the
baseball team was out for the
day.

What is known about

Chapman is that they are a
Division II team, which
translates into what should be
a fairly easy contest for the
Bruins. One thing is for sure,
the Chapman game will be
much easier than the
doubleheader the next day.
The Aztecs aren't quite the

same team they were two
years ago when San Diego
State outfielder Chris Gwynn
was given favorable com-
parisons to his brother, San
Diego Padre star and former
National League batting
champion, Tony. Back then,
Gwynn was hitting everything
that opposing pitchers threw
at him, and hitting it well.

Two years ago, the Aztecs
were considered threats for a
national championship.

But things do change in two
years.

Gwynn is no longer with
the Aztecs. In fact, he has
become a member of the Los
Angeles Dodgers' A ball farm
team, the Vero Beach
Dodgers. And for a time this

spring, Gwynn will actually
wear the uniform of the "big
club," at least until Los
Angeles decides where he will

play this year.

When Gwynn left San
Diego State, so did the Na-
tional Championship hopes, at

least for the time being.

Continued on Page 26

Bruin team.
"He was killing us inside," Hazzard

said of Welp. "He was scoring on us
almost at will."

It became much tougher for Welp
to score from the bench, however, and
that's when UCLA made its first run.
Jack Haley's free throw, Jerald

Jones' lay-up and Reggie Miller's two
free throws closed the lead to 51-45.
The teams pretty much traded baskets
until ,59-53, when a Craig Jackson
tip-in and a Montel Hatcher 18-foot
jumper brought the Bruins within
two.

But Welp came back to help the
Husky offense. Looking to their center
almost every time down, Washington
managed to ignore the screaming
crowd and pulled it up to six again at
69-63. That's when UCLA made its

second move— an 11-2 run.
Pooh Richardson, who finished with

a career-high 21 points, knocked in
two of the Bruins' 16 second-half
points from the line. That cut the lead
tofout:

^ . ^ ^ MYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

Senior Gary Berman is annong the UCLA leaders in battino
average and runs batted in.

Greg Hill was then fouled by Rod
Palmer but missed both freebies. Paul
Fortier, who w^ outstanding all-

around for the Huskies with 27 points
and 10 rebounds, tipped the board out
and Washington got another chance.

But a missed jumper led to the key
play of the game.
UCLA got the ball to Miller, who

drove baseline and scored over Welp.
Reggie appeared to charge on the
play, but the one referee who had
been calling everything against the
Bruins all night decided to stay con-
sistently bad, and dealt Welp his fifth
foul. So long, chief, as they say.

Miller's three-point play cut the

Continued on Page 23

UCLA, West Coast

schools have cream

of volleyball crop

By Bob Brunwin

.Volleyball east of the
Mississippi is about as com-
mon as field hockey is on this
side; it's just not a big sport
back there.

Ever since guys like Al
Scates started playing
volleyball on the beaches of
Santa Monica in the early fif-

ties, the sport has been
dominated by Californian
players and teams.
Back east, volleyball has

become part of the laid-back,
surfer image that easterners
have of Californians. This is

mostly because the sport
became popular out here on
the beach.

The next time you're at a
game, take a look at the home
towns of the UCLA varsity on
the team roster. The Bruins
are from Newport Beach, San-
ta Barbara, Huntington
Beach, Laguna Beach,
Hawaii, etc.

The eastern schools have
been trying to break the
dominance of the beach
players for a long time now.
In an efi^ to increase the
popularity of volleyball back
east, the NCAA finals have
been held back there for the
last few years. So California
teams have been traveling

Continued on Page 25
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News: UCLA
researchers discover a
more accurate biological

signal for schizophrenia.

See page 4.

Viewpoint: A reader
doesn't want to "pay the
toll" for Reagan's defi-

ciencies as President.

See page 12.

Review: A look at the
Oscar voters' slam-dunk
in Steven Spielberg's
face.

See page 1 4. '

v

Sports: Reggie Miller
scores 39 to lead the
Bruins over Washington
State, 88-81.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Breezy.

High: 64. low: 48.
(Dept of Atmos-
pheric Sciences forecast)

University of California Los Angeles
*>Monday. February 10. 1986

Student goveiiimeni, Comm Board

clasli over amending constitutkin

By James Bozajian. Administratiori Editor

An ongoing dispute over whether the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board has the authority to amend its own constitution
without the consent of student government has embroiled stu-
dent leaders in a heated debate - both among themselves and
with Chancellor Charles Young.

Last spring, the board voted to amend the process by which
Its four undergraduate and four graduate members are selectedComm Board serves as the publishing body of the Daily
Bruin, KLA Radio, Bruin Life Yearbook and six special interest
papers.

Some board members maintain that the board did not need
outside approval, while student government leaders and the
chancellor contend that the board did not have the right to
change the appointments process without their input.
The result is a standoff. There are now two conflicting ap-

pointments procedures, one version of wh?ch can be found in
the Undergraduate Students Association Council and Graduate
Students AgSQciatifln mnstitutiont and anothor in »h>. r:Mn,n,

n •
' HYUNGWON KANG/Da.lv Brum

Kortraying two recent U.S. immigrants at an airport, Nario Gavina, right and Ethelene
Salas, left, sing 'Born in the Philippines.' Please see Page 3 for more photos.

Board uonstitution.

Conflicts flare

lender the appointments process adhered to by both USAC
and GSA,

,
Comm Board members are appointed by student

governmentV Comm: Board's process, however, calls for the
board to interview applicants, recommend two candidates for
each open position and then for USAC and GSA to choose be-
tween those two finalists.

The debate over the conflicting processes flared recently
when USAC used its procedure to name Adrian Alvarez to fill aComm Board vacancy in January. A similar dispute took place
when GSA appointed Omowale Jabali (Kevin Connor) to fill a
vacancy in November.

Speaking at a Jan. 27 press conference. Young said he feelsComm Board had no right to act without the consent of student
government in changing the appointments process.

"I don't think that the Comm Board is in a position to
unilaterally change the method of appointment, " Young said. "I
don t think they can unilaterally change a process that involvas
a multiplicity of agencies."

Reacting to Young's statements, Comm Board Chairman Ed
Singer said the chancellor "has put the Communications Board
in an extremely awkward position."
"The chancellor has basically screwed over the Comm

Board," Singer said. "At this point in time, the Comm Board is
going to have to make a strong statement about how it feels in
regard to the apparent ability of student government to veto
and ignore our constitutional proposals."

Fundamental disagreement

But Robin Toma, graduate vice president of internal affairs
maintained that Comm Board's version of the appointments

Please see COMM BOARD, Page 10

Syndrome researchers

nt mental retardation

By Lynne Redman
/

Genetic research now underway at University of California
San Francisco may lead to the prevention of mental retardation
in Down's Syndrome patients.

"In Down's Syndrome there are very subtle, if any,
anatomical defects in the brain," said Dr. David R. Cox, a UC
San Francisco associate professor. "If retardation is really due to
metabolic defects, we may be able to intervene, either en-
vironmentally or chemically, to ameliorate some aspects of the
neurological disease."

Cox, an associate professor of pediatrics, biochemistry and
biophysics, made his comments at a Feb. 5 meeting of the
Western Society for Pediatric Research. -^
Down's Syndrome results from the presence of an extra copy

of all or part of chromosome number 21 in human cells. The
principal question for researchers is how this extra chromosome
alters gene expression in the brain.

"All we know now is that you get 50 percent more protein
product from these extra genes," Cox said. "We don't know
how this leads to the symptoms of Down's Syndrome."

Researchers attempt to locate the genes, which cause retarda-
tion, by studying brain tissue from deceased Down's Syndrome
patients. Once the genes are identified, it may be possible to in-

Please see SYNDROME, Page 6

UCLA cashes ii

from first state
By Susie Kim, Staff Writer

UCLA received more than $1.5 million as
its first payoff from the California Lottery.
The lottery's earnings from its first

quarter, ending Dec. 31, resulted in the
distribution of $272 million to the state's

1,029 public school districts, the University
of California, the California State Universi-
ty systems and community colleges. UCLA
received its funds Jan. 31.
The Los Angeles Unified School District

was allotted an estimated $30 million,
while UCLA's total was $1.5^2 million.
UCLA receives its share of the lottery

money through UC President David Gard-
ner's Office, which allocates funds to
various UC campuses. Of the funds UCLA
received, $1,306 mUlion is earmarked for
instructional use of computers, while
$256,000 will be used to purchase instruc-
tional equipment.

**We expect much more money to be

1

payoff
available for the next academic year as lot-

tery sales have far exceeded expectations,"
said Earl Robinson, UCLA's coordinator of
budget affairs.

The UC system received a total of $6.8
million for the current school year with
another appropriation scheduled for the
next academic year beginning in July.

"I don't think the lottery will maintain
the pace of the first three months, but I

think it will maintain a high pace," said
Paul Holmes, consultant of the Senate Ap-
propriations Committee.
Holmes warned that the success of the

lottery has a bad side effect. "The more lot-

tery money goes to schodls, the more reason
other money doesn't go to schools."

Although 34 percent of the lottery's earn-
ings is allocated to education, resulting in
an estimated $700 million for the 1986-87
school year, it is a negligible amount con-
sidering the state gives California's public

Please see LOTTERY, Page 8
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!
^ Happy Hair Hour * Cuts From $12(«ud«y icg)

perms - hi-lites - streaks from $30 '

^ Chainpagne & refreshments served all day long

2 Prodttcrt Discount • 40% Off *

^^ (all vo«r ffavorlt« pwodmctm)

^m Sebastian, Nexxus, Paul Mitchell etc,
^^ ' $25 retail limit per person w/verification of appt. & services performedV ^

^Sassoon S. Sassoon Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton 208-

L Mjas- aate^^ii ^jf^
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AMPLICON FINANCIAL
AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE
OF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT, IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INC.
MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GRO>XaNG CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.

IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED, FINANCIALLY MOTIVATED, ENERGETIC, AND AN
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YOU. THIS
POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIP-
MENT RNANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES.

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PRQGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
'

LEASIl^G: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION,
PRICING. PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE.

COMPENSATION IS SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD, AND
THEREAFTER. $22,500/YEAR+ COMMISSION.

~~
IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS, AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS. PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TO:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER
•

VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

2020 E. FIRST STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705

ARTPAD
PRICESSOLO
THEY'RE GOING
TOORAW YOU IN.
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Feb. 10 through Feb. 16

MONDAY

Campus Events sponsors a "Yippie/Yuppie" debate between

radical "yippie" Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rusin, a "yippie-

turned-yuppie." 8 p.m., AGE, Free. Call 825-1070.

UCLA College of Fine Arts will host "Contemporary

American Indian Art: Diversity in Traditions," a four-part lec-

ture series. Truman T. Lowe, noted Winnebago tribe sculpter

will open the series 6 p.m., Dickson Auditorium.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse Winter Entertainment '86 . . . Danny
and Dusty, Dan Stuart and Steve Wynn to perform. 8 p.m.,

Free.

English Conversation-American Style, informal group

meetings for foreign students and visiting scholars. Daily, 10

a.m. to noon. Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday in Ackerman

2410, Tuesday and Friday in Campbell Hall llOl-K (enter

through 1201.) Free.

GALA/Women's Resource Center sponsor Lesbian Rap. 4-

5:30 p.m. at Lu Valle Commons. Call 825-8053.

GALA/USAC sponsor an informal Gay Men's Support/Rap

Group for gay males who wish tp explore issues and feelings

related to gay lifestyle. 7 p.m., Ackerman 3525. Call 825-8053.

Office of International Students and Scholars and ISA sponsor

a language exchange program. Practice with a native speaker

and improve your conversational skills. Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.

to 5 p.m. at DISS, 695 Circle Dr. S. Call 825-1682.

Overeaters Anonymous meeting, 12 to I p.m. Ackerman
3520.

Christian Science Organization sponsors a testimony meeting

to enable UCLA students, staff and faculty to come together

and share the healing experiences that have resulted from study-

ing Christian Science. Noon, 560 Hilgard Ave. Call 474-4016

International Students Association sponsors an International

^offeebreak, Monday and Thursday weekly, 5 p.m. Call 825^
1681.

DaDa Club announces a "Savage Republic Window Exhibit,'

featuring the graphic w^ork of Bruce Licher, including stamps^
record covers, promotional nostalgia and printing plates. Free,

this week, all day. Write to: Ethan, 1341 Ocean Ave. #326,
Santa Monica, CA 90401.

Progressive Student Alliance meeting. Educational on Affir

mative Attion. All students welcome! 5 p.m., Ackerman 2410.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a noon concert by Joseph Mit
chell, percussionist (M.F.A. Recital) with works for marimba,
vibraphone and flute by Murry Houliff, Ingolf Dahl, J.S. Bach,
William Kraft, and Sheila Silver. Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
Free. Call 825-4761.

Sproul Hall Residents' Association sponsors a forum on the

history and current events of apartheid^^^ Professor Edward A.

Alpers, dean of history and College of L&S Division of Honors
to speak. 8 p.m. Sproul Hall TV Room, Free. Call 824-7593.

Science Fiction and Fantasy Club meeting. 8 p.m. Ackerman
3564. Call 209-0070. '

Women's Resource Center workshop on Child Care Services
led by Judy Bencivengo, outreach coodinator, UCLA Child
Care Services. Noon-lpm. Rm. 2, Dodd HaJI, Call 825-3945.

TUESDAY
\

Women's Resource Center sponsors a workshop on "Women
and Sexuality" focusing on concerns, sexual problems and
dysfunctions common to women. Amy Goldner, MS, MFCC, of

the UCLA Student Health Services to speak. Part one of a two
part series. Noon to 1 p.m., Dodd Hall room 2, Women's
Resource Center. Call 825-3945.

Dept. of Xheater, Film and Television sponsor a MP/TV peti

tioners' workshop. 4 p.m. Melnitz 2410. Free. Call Roz (825-
1766) or Scott (206-6875).

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse presents Winter, Entertainment '86.

Tonight, Alex Gibson from Passionel and Greg Graffin from
Bad Religion. 8 p.m. Free.
UCLA Circle K, world's largest collegiate coed service

organization. New members welcome! 7:30 p.m., Ackerman
3517. Call 478-7365.

Homeless Organizing Team sponsors a protest for the 30,000
to 50,000 homeless in L.A. County. 10 am. Board of Super-
visors, Temple and Grand in downtown LA. Call 629-3818.

Bruin Democrats present a special guest speaker. 7 p.m.
Ackerman 3525.

International Students Association general meeting, 5-7 p.m.
Kerckhoff Hall, Rm. 400. Call 825-1681.
Westwood Village RoUry Club announces RoUry Interna

tional Scholarships. Informational meeting with speaker Dick
Littlestone. 11 a.m., Expo Center. Also Thursday, 2 p.m.
Ackerman A213. Application deadline: May 15. Call 825-
0831,

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 7
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Cultural night spotlights Filipino dancing, singing
i

i

(

--#,

Royce Hall played host to almost 1,300 people
gathered to see performances dramatizing contem-
porary American Filipino experiences. Above left,

Michelle Montemayor, holding umbrella and Vyrna
Ebitner, as a princess, dance while Tony Ricasa, below
left, walks on bamboo poles in 'Muslim Suite.* Above,
college life experiences, such as protesting for affir-

mative action are featured ^in this performance.
Michelle Montemayor and Ben Meritt, below right, per-

form in the *Tinikling' dance. Far below, the whole cast
gathers on stage for the grand finale *Reach Out.'

\

Photos by Hyungwon Kang/Daily Bruin
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UCLA researchers find new schizophrenia indicafor

Beyond the

Microscope

terized by disordered thinking

patterns, Buckman said. Sub-
types of the disorder may in-

clude paranoid, catatonic, un-

differentiated and ^childhood

schizoprenia.

"Because it is so difficult to

differentiate the subtypes of

schizophrenia in a clinical set-

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

ating, our interest is to find

biological marker to detect the

symptoms of those different

subtyf)es," Eiduson said.

The problem in diagnosing

schizophrenia, or any mental

disorder, is that psychiatrists

only able to diagnoseare

disorders in observed

behavior, Buckman said. He
added that a more reliable,

biochemical criteria for
schizophrenia would help pro-

vide for a more reliable
diagnosis of the disorder.

"This new discovery may be

Please see SCHIZOPHRENIA,
Page 6

by Pom Pololno

By Anne Mulkern
Staff Writer

UCLA researchers have
discovered what may be a
more accurate biological
signal of schizophrenia than
previously used indicators.

Presently, there appears to

be a correlation between low
levels of the enzyme B-type
monoamine oxidase (MAO-B)
in the blood and
schizophrenia. UCLA resear-

chers now believe this ir-

regularity may be a secondary
reflection of a possible
disorder in a lipid membrane,
containing phosphatidylserine
(PS), where MAO-B exists.

"We have found what ap-
pears to be a reason for the
low level of MAO-B in the
blood platelets of
schizophrgnios/' sflid Dr,
Trent Buckman, a member of
the research team and pro-
fessor of psychiatry and

biobehavioral sciences. "The
lipid membrane, containing
PS, actually inhibits MAO-B."
MAO-B, an important en-

zyme in the brain, helps to
regulate behavior, Buckman
said.

The lipid membrane,
because of its interaction with
the MAO-B, may serve as a
better biological marker than
the enzyme, said Dr. Samuel
Eiduson, principal investigator
on the research team and pro-
fessor of psychiatry.

This finding is significant,

Eiduson added, "ba^ause if

one can pinpoint a general
biological qhange that occurs
in a certain disorder, it may
be possible to devise a better,

more specific biochemical or
pharmacological treatment for
the disorder or certain subsets
of the d isordrr "
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Schizophrenia, a term
which encompasses a group of
several disorders, is charac-
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The Students' Store:
Low Prices,

Convenient Location

Fastest Tan in Townl
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• FASTEST*Visible results irt
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SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTACT LENSES

$39/pair*
BAL, W J

February
10-14

It's a great
gift idea!

CHANGE THE COLOR OF YOUi?
EYES SOFT LENSES

$89/palr*
B&L. Citw. CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$53
II Includ*^ pyr ewm Oassw fof dtstancr or

|
l| rfadifX} Clear ungirviyon standard we glass i

I,
Of plasoc lenses and frames from oor special

'
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Sale reflects a FURTHER 10%
discount on this merchandise which is

always 10% OFF suggested retail.

Quantities limited to stock on hand.

SLEEP-JN SOFT LENSES

$89lpair*
ll B&L, WJ Cooper, Hydraufvp
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II

|| COMPLETE EYE EXAM
I

I

I

I

" DESIGNER FRAMES
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$2S
FOR EYEaASSfS ONLY

PRICES

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR
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THINKING OF A CAREER IN HEALTH CARE?
WHAT A DIFFERENCE ONE YEAR CAN MAKE!

If you like working withpeople and have a background in basic sciences, a challenging career

as a RESPIRATORY CARE PRACTITIONER may be just for you! One year of

intensive training from the UCLA Medical Center-SMC School of Respiratory Therapy plus your

UCLA science background can place you in a rewarding profession where you will be a key

member of the health care team. Respiratory Care Practitioners work in a variety of patient

care areas ranging from newborn intensive care to adult pulmonary rehabilitation. Employment
opportunities are good, wages are competitive, and the UCLA-SMC program has a history of

100% job placement!

For more information, please contact:
"^

Mel Welch, RCP, Pat Tobin, RCP, or
Cynthia Hashemi at (213) 825-7222
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BODY Ohl^
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Catherine Jayne
SHAME NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

If

1025 We.twood
Blvd.

one Block south of UCLA
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Student welfare commissioner

resigns, cites health problems

Undergraduate Student
Welfare Commissioner
Catherine Jayne resigned

Wednesday becaiise of

health problems.

"I resigned very reluc-

tantly and I hope to help

out with the commission
when I can," Jayne said.

Undergraduate President

Ron Taylor said he will an-

nounce the resignation to

the Undergraduate Students

Association Council Tues-
day. He will then have 21

days to recommend to

council a replacement for

Jayne, according to the

USAC constitution.

Taylor stated in a letter

to Administrative Vice
President Deborah Owen
that he would like to con-
duct interviews with the
applicants on Feb. 18 and
19. A recommendation will

be made at the Feb. 25
USAC meeting.

Taylor also requested
that all council memebers
have a copy of all applica-
tions three drfys prior to

Feb. 25.

— Laureen Lazarovici

SCHIZOPHRENIA: New indicator
Continued from
a clue to the

schizophrenia,"

"We will now
the details of

interaction,

mechanism of

ition."

Page 4
root causes of

' Buckman said.

be looking into

the PS-MAO-B
including the
MAO-B inhib-

ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 12

Ask your Placement office for details on our upcoming
campus visit, or see our ad In this paper next
Wednesday, February 5 fa additional information.
LLNL is an equal opportunityemployer, m/f/h. US. citizen-

ship is required.

The UCLA findings ap-
peared in the December issue
of the Journal of Biological
Psychiatry in an article titled

"Phosphatidylserine Inhibition

of Monoamine Oxidase in

Platelets of Schizophrenics,"
by UCLA Drs. Buckman,
Eiduson, Arthur Kling, Joseph
Hullett and Ken Tachiki.

The research was conducted
in conjunction with the
Veteran's Administration Med-
ical Center and funded by a

three-year grant from the Na-
tional Institute of Health.

'T r

SYNDROME: Mental retardation
Continued from Page 1

sert them into mice as a means of examining gene expression in
the brain.

Appearing once in approximately every 700 live births,
Down's Syndrome is the most common cause of mental retarda-
tion and congenital heart disease among newborns in the United
states.

Although doctors can detect the presence of Down's Syn-
drome before birth through amniocentesis (a process of drawing
amniotic fluid from the womb), no treatment exists for the
disorder, said Dr. Steven Forness, acting director of the Mentaf
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities Training Program
at UCLA. ^

"Everyone is putting more money into detection and in-
tervention," Forness said.

Prenatal detection of Down's Syndrome gives the mother an
opportunity to decide whether or not to continue the pregnan-
cy. Detection is important because it allows the mother time to
prepare herself psychologically for the responsibilities of raising
a Down's Syndrome child and alerts doctors to the possibility of
heart disease which occurs in approximately 40 percent of
Down s Syndrome patients, said Linda Dobbs, a genetic
counselor at the UCLA Medical Center
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Graduate Dance Association and Student Committee for the
Arts present a Kabuki Dance Concert with Haruna Kimura,
classical dancer from Kyoto, presently a faculty member at Pace
University in New York. 7 p.m.. Dance Building Km. 208. Call
825-3951.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse presents Winter Entertainment '86,

with the Cultural Affairs Jazz Series. 8 p.m., Free.

Spartacus Youth League presents an exclusive film showing of
"The Murder of Fred Hampton," a film about the black pan-
thers. 7 p.m.. North Campus Km. 22. Call 384-9716.

Students for Life present Nikola Mikulicich, district attorney,
to speak on "Is There A Right To Die?" recent legal develop-
ments concerning termination of life support. 7 p.m., Ackerman
3517.

Association of Chinese Americans general meeting and Valen
tine's gift exchange. Everyone welcome! 5 p.m. Kerckhoff Hall.
Call 479-4788.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a noon concert by the
Undergraduate Composers Association, a program of original

compositions. Schpenberg Hall, Free. Call 825-4761.
UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a faculty recital by Steven

Mayer, pianist. Mayer, a silver medal winner of the 1985
Carnegie Hall International American Music Competition, will

play works by Ives, Lszt, Stravinsky, and Art Tatum. 8 p.m.
Schoenberg Hall. $5 general adm. and $3 for UCLA students,
staff and faculty and senior citizens, available at CTO, Music
Dept., and at the door. Call 825-2953.

PREP-Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program general
meeting. 7 p.m. Ackerman 2408. Call 825-2727.

Korean-American Christian Fellowship Bible Study. 2-4 p.m.
Ackerman 3520. Call 208-6351.

Asian-American Christian Fellowship meeting. 3-5 p.m. L.A.
Tennis Center, multi-purpose room. Call 829-9046.

THURSDAY
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse Winter Entertainment '86 present

SCA freeway series with Jello Bjafra and Michelle Clinton. 8

P.m. Frw.
Dept. of Atmospheric ^»ciences presents Ur. Joe Tribbia, Na

tional Center for Atmospheric Research, speaking on "The Pro-

blem of Initialization — Review and Recent Developfnents." 4

p.m., 7124 Math Sciences. Call 825-4654.

Women's Resource Center and the Student Psychological Ser

vices sponsor a returning students support group. Designed to

facilitate the development of a support network for mature stu-

dents to share experiences, concerns and resources. 1-2 p.m.
4223 Math ;ScienG^ Call 825r3945 or 825-7985.

Toastmasters, a non-profit organization to help people to im
prove their communication skills, is having an event today,

noon, Kerckhoff Hall 400. Call 826-8142 or 477-8501.
UCLA Sailing Team Meeting, 7:30 p.m.. Wooden Center

meeting room. All you need is a high level of enthusiasm! Call
477-5706.

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. sponsor a reggae concert

"Noontime Celebration" with Don Carlos and the Freedom
Fighters. Ackerman A-level patio. Noon. Free.

GALA general meeting with Morri Spang, to speak on Gay
Games II, a gay version of the Olympic Games to be held in

San Francisco this summer. 7 p.m. North Campus room 22.

Free. Call 825-8053.

Israel Action Coalition sponsors a fair with music and booths.

11 a.m. -2 p.m., Schoenberg Quad. Call 208-3081.

Israel Action Coalition presents Rabbi Chaim-Seidler-Feller

speaking on "Who is a Jew?'' 2-4 p.m., 3520 Ackerman. Call

208-3081.

Baha'i Campus Club meeting. Topic discussed will be "In

vestigate the Possibilities for World Peace." Everyone who has

any ideas about the possibility/impossibility of world peace is

encouraged to attend. 6 p.m., 2410 Ackerman.
UCLA Armenian Students Association presents a slide talk en

titled, "Lost Treasure: The story of Armenian Art." Dr. Lucy
DerManuelian, lectureship in Armenian Art and Architecture,

Tufts University will speak. Noon- 1:30 p.m., Lu Valle Com-
mons Meeting Room.

Concerned Faculty meeting. Included will be a presentation

on Central America by Bradford Burns and on Star Wars by
Theodore Forrester, followed by open disussion. All faculty

members are welcome. 4 p.m.. Rm. 22 in the North Campus
facility.

UCLA Visitors Center Sponsors a Vistors Center Discovery

Tour of the Mildred E. Mathias Botanical Garden. David Veri-

ty, botanist will be speaking. Free. Meet in the lobby of

Schoenberg Hall. Call 206-8147.

The Graduate School of Library and Information Science,

with the cooperation of the Dept. of Economics presents Dr.

D.M. Lamberton, visiting professor speaking on Transborder

Data Flows. 3-5 p.m., 300F Powell Library.

UCLA Center for the Arts presents Actors From the London
Stage in Shakespeare's "Measure for Measure." 8 p.m., Ralph

Freud Playhou.se. Tickets are $20, $5 student price with I.D.

Kathleen Archibald of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology will give a free public lecture on "Ethics and

Strategy of Systems Analysts." 5:30 p.m. Rm. 1243A Architec-

ture Building. Call 825-8957.

Women's Resource Center sponsors "Holiday for the Heart:

Issues of Love." A workshop exploring expectations surrounding

romantic love and positive ways of nurturing yourself. Noon-1

p.m. Dodd Hall, room 2. Call 825-3945.

FRIDAY
Dept. of Theater, film, and TV sponsor a seminar to report

on the Havana Film Festival. Scott Cooper, "Cuba of Repre-

sentation" and Pierre Desir, "Representation of Cuba" to speak.

4 p.m., Melnitz 2534. Free.

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 8

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at DCLA or
We^twood. Classes every week -Sat
Sun. Weekniqhts. Inexpensive,
Stiinulatinq & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S.M., Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

CONSTANCE
IS BACK AT

BLUE & GOLD HAIR DESIGN
<i'
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Special Offer

PERMS $10 OFF
MEN'S HAIRCUTS $5 OFF
WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS $10 OFF

w/thi$ coupon Tues-Sac. New clients only

10916 LeConte Ave. 208-5863
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LEATHER LIMITEO
SOMETHING UNIQUE JEWELERS

Available at: Bruin Walk Table, Ackerman Union
Information Desk, and residence hall front desks.

SPONSORED BY USAC/GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES
Discounts available only upon presentation of UCLA Student I.D.

Project Director: Mark Feldman

Special thanks to: the entire General Representative office team for their
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THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

.

1007Broxton Ave.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CUT&
BLOWPRY

(new clients wltti ad only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/28/86

Y Kodak N

[Cotorwatcb

\Systemy

Mwntf IWi^6

SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 105 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

SPECIALS
---- coupon -- —

t
V

20x28 COLOR PRUO-
($25 value)

from your negative, with

$50 mlninf>um purchase.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-7-86

. - - « coupon- « « • •'

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp $6 OFF
24 exp $4 OFF
12 exp $2 OFF
120format $3 OFF
220format $5 OFF

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
» PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE

WILSHIRE BL

i« - - - coupon . - - -

.

_ FREE_
ROLL OF-FHdVh

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-7-86
I

. - . . coupon. _ . _

.

ENLARGEMENT
SPEaALS

20x28 24.95
20x24... 22.95
16x20 18.95
12 X 16 14.95
11 X 14 12.95
8x 12 5.95
8x 10 5.95

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7-86

Bd

with every roll developed
and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-7-86

.» • • coupon. • • •

SLIDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURS!

$10FF
w/ COUPON

Computer Generated
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-7-86

Student Committee for the Arts

ON SALE TODAY
Peter Schreler (vocal) Thurs. 3/6

Philharmonia Baroque Fri. 3/7

8pm Royce

8pm Royce

Tickets still available for:

Murray Loufs/Dave Brubeck .

(Dance Company and Quartet)

Fri.

Sat.

2/28

3/1

8pm

8pm

Royce

Royce

Plus: At the Doolittle Theatre 2/23, 3/2 & 3/9

THE ICEMAW COMETH
and coming soon - FREE

i..

THE NEW AMERICAN ORCHESTRA Thurs 2/20 8pm Royce

• Ticket Information: 825-926 1 or 825-3253
• Current Reg. Card and Photo I.D. required at time of purchase and at the door
the night of the performance (2 tickets per I.D.) .

"

• Available at the CTO (the trailer) 8:30 am Mondays
• Made possible by Student Committee for the Arts

What's Bruin
Continued from Page 7

Lithuanian Student Association sponsors a comn|emoration

rally celebratingthe 68th anniversary of the restoration of

Lithuanian Independence. Lin^s Kojelis, special assistant to the

president. Office of Public Liaison, The White Hoiise, will

speak. Noon, Meyerhoff Park.

UCLA Imiloa Hawaii Club meeting. If you're from the

islands or just interested in them, come and join us for some
good fun. We will discuss upcoming luau and activities. 5-7

p.m., 3564 Ackerman. Call 837-5779 or 824-0073. '

The Improvisational Comedy Workshop presents an Inprov
Comedy Valentine Special Show starring "No Prior Convic-
tions." 8 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffeehouse.

Muslim Students Association sponsors a Jumah Meeting.
Noon, 3564 Ackerman.

International Students Center sponsors an International

Discussion Group for Singles. Group Leader Judy Carr heads a
talk on Love, International Style. 7:30 p.m., International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard.' UCLA full-time students $2,
public $5, but half price if you bring a friend of the opposite
sex.

UCLA Music Dept. presents a junior recital with Margaret
Chen, pianist, and Debra Ellis, violinist. Noon, Jan Popper
Theater in Schoenberg Hall. Free. Call 825-4761.

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity sponsors the First Annual Black
American Film Festival. Free. 6:30-11 p.m., 2160E Dickson Art
Center.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a junior recital featuring Laura
Koenig, flute, and Toni White, piano. 4 p.m., Jan Popper The-
ater in Schoenberg Hall. Free. Call 825-4761.

UCLA Dance Club sponsors a Valentines Dance. Ballroom
dancing, semi-formal, donation requested. Refreshments served.
Singles welcome. 7:30-midnight, Sunset Canyon Recreation
Center Vista Room. Call 666-5477.

International Students Association volleyball game. 9-11 a m
Rm. 200 Men's Gym. Call 825-1681.

SATURDAY
CPC, COP, and ISC sponsor the film, "Go Tell It On the

-

Mountaiitr" a^fnro^Bxd^poignant adaptation of Jam«5 Bal
novel chronicling the history of a southern black family between
1902 and 1935. Free, donations accepted. 7:30 p.m.. Interna-

tional Student Center, 1023 Hilgard.

SUNDAY
CPC, COP, and ISA sponsor the films "The Tallest Tree in

Our Forest" and "Sometimes I Look at My Life." Free, dona-
tions welcome. 1 p.m. and 3 p.m., Melnitz Theater.
Women's Action for Nuclear Disarmament/Los Angeles pres

ents Rev. Aidsand Wright Riggins, special assistant to the execu-
tive director of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
fo Greater Los Angeles speaking on "The Arms Race Fallout on
Women, the Poor and People of Color." Antioch University,

300 Rose Ave., Venice. 7:30 pm. Call 837-8787.

LOTTERY: UCLA cashes in
Continued from Page 1

schools $21.6 billion annually.
Holmes said.

The LAUSD has no firm
plans as to how the money
will be used, although relief of
overcrowding has a high
priority, said Bill Rivera, assis-

tant to the LAUSD's
superintendent. The LAUSD
has an acute problem of over-
crowding.

However, the LAUSD is

currently unable to directly

address this problem with lot-

tery funds because of legisla-

tion which prohibits use of

lottery money for purchase of

real estate, capital outlays and
research.

"We can try to relieve over-

crowding by funding a lot of

specific projects like bus
transportation," Rivera said.

The LAUSD will receive at

least one more distribution for

the 1985-86 school year.

Esi 1928
EO KOLPIN, SR PROP

"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY"
IN SANTA MONICA

9 30-9:00 — SAT 9-6 — SUN 11-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX- Switch
toaplpu"

A true p<p« smoker
does not inhale

Come in lor our tree

instruction

brochure

UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512 %r

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service"

Kl A II /^ A pir^p-^ . Limited Offer (^^cept Fri.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.
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THE HONORS COLLEGIUM
SPRING QUARTER 1986

HC 42 THE MAKING OF A SCIENTIFIC CULTURE
Director: M. Norton Wise. History

6 Units HH 2-3:15; —- —.
discussion and writing seminar sections (one of each) are mandatory.

Check with DOH office for scheduled days and times.

The dominant cultures of the modern world are scientific cultures. Drawing on a wide range of scientific, literary, and social thought of ttje nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this course examines how science has
helped to shape modern perceptual modes, institutions, and economic and political systems. The following selected topics from the biological and physical sciences are examined: Darwinian evolution by natural selec-

tion, the energy and entropy laws of thermodynamics, genetics in the twentieth century, and physical and philosophical problems of quantum physics. Under modes of perception are considered numerical thinking,

graphic visualization, probabilistic concepts of certainty, and instrumentation as a source of knowledge. The so-called Second Industrial Revolution of the late nenteenth century serves to focus attention on science-based
industry, here the chemical and electrical industries. The course also examines the ideological significance of science in classical llberalisni and socialism and in such movements as social Darwinism and eugenics. .

Satisfactory completion of this course with a grade of "C" or better will satisfy one-half of the College of Letters and Science English Composition requirement.

HC 45 DEMISE OF THE DINOSAURS: MASS EXTINCTIONS AND THE HISTORY OF LIFE

Director: Everett C. Olson, Biology

4 Units nh 1-3

Mass extinctions of the plants and animals occurred several times during me last 600 million years of Earth history. The demise of the dinosaurs was the most spectacular and has spawned many theories as to prox-

imate and ultimate causes. These are explored under two major groups of hypothesis: terrestrial and extraterrestrial. The nature of the organisms, their physical and biological environments and the shifting physical

and biological patterns of the ancient Earth form a background for searches for the causes of the several extinctions, possible evidence of cyc4icity, and the integrated use of biological, geological and historical informa-

tion. Analogies to scenarios of extinctions proposed under concepts of atomic wars are also explored.

HC 47 BRAINS: STRUCTURE, FUNCTION AND EVOLUTION
Directrr: Louis J. Goldberg, Dentistry/Anatomy/Kinesiology

4 Units W 2-5

The twentieth century has witnessed an explosion of knowledge concerning the structure and functon of central nervous systems. It is the purpose of this course to illustrate the broad outlines of this knowledge. The
text. Principles of Neural Science, will serve as a reference and a guide. This is not, however, a course in neuroscience. Examination of our current perspectives on the structure, function and evolution of brains

will help us to address the following related questions: What is the organization of the world external to the brain? What is the organization of the brain? How do the two correspond? How does the one "know" the

other?

HC 49 COMPUTERS, SCIENCE, AND COMPUTER SCtgNCE
Director: David G. Kay, Computer Science -

4 Units T 9-12 " _^ ^ -

This course will furnish students with and in-depth, fundamental understanding of computers and the nature of automatic computation, both in theory and in current practice: what information computers can represent

and how they can process it, the distinctions between human thought and the computer's processing, the social effects of the computerization and reliance on computed results, and the capabilities and limitations of

computer technology both today and in the future. Students will develop the foundation lor making informed decision relating to computing and a framework for developing further technical expertise.

HC 52 REALISM AND THE NOVEt
Director: Richard Lehan, English

4 Units TTh 9:30-10:45, one mandatory discussion section.

Students enrolled in HC 52 will review the beginnings of the modern view of man and society in the west: the rise of individualism, empiricism, and probabilistic thinking; compromises with the religious idea of Pro-

vidence; and the representation of ordinary life in literature and art. The course seeks to demonstrate parrallel structures - to show how certain ways of looking at reality are reflected in both philosophy and literature. The
novel, from its inception, treats many of the problems raised by ©seventeenth-century philosophy It asks questions about the way we know ourselves, the way we know others, and the way we manage to adapt

ourselves to a given social environment. Eariy novels function as a form of commentary on a period of astonishing social change: sometimes they treat wryly a middle class that seized power from a decaying

aristocracy only to try to imitate its way of life; sometimes they attempt to suggest programs of political and social reform. The course examines an age that saw the presentation of a picture of real life through fiction

as a triumph m itself.

HC 57 RELIGION AND HUMAN EXPERIENCE: SUFFERING AND SALVATION
Director: Marilyn Adams, Philosophy

4 Units TTh 9-11; one mandatory discussion section.

What is the meaning of life in' a worid such as ours, where great goods (e.g., the majestic scenery of Yosemite. Mozart's music, Milton's poetry, Cezanne's painting, the saintliness of Francis, Gandhi, and King) exist

side by side with horrendous evils, (the wickedness and terror of Nazi Germany, disease and natural disaster which blindly victimize the old and young, good and bad alike)? Shall I be a pessimist about the basic condi-

tions of existence, and greet life with defiant rebellion, stoic resignation, or escapism? Shall I take the burden of the world on my shoulders and try to make the best of a bad situation? Or shall I see the worid as

basically good and its evils as temporary challenges, eradicable by dedication and effort, whether human or divine? These religious questions face everyone, the course encourages students to reflect on the variety of

answers given them.

HC 58 THE MASCULINE AND THE FEMININE: POLITICS AND LOVE
Director: Sara E. Melzer, French *

4 Units nh 11-12:15

The opposition between the masculine and the feminine is one of the major polarities that underiies human consciousness. This course will explore the philosophic and literary imagination of our patriarchal. Western

tradition as it shapes and is shaped by concepts of masculinity and femininity. Our study will focus on texts from several European literatures that deal with the conflict between the needs of the state and those of the

family or a love interest. Masculinity is often represented in terms of militarism, heroism, moral and legal authority, whereas femininity is represented in terms of motherhodd, the family and the romantic couple. This

course is desinged to show how the opposition between the so-called masculine and feminine qualities and our evaluation of them affects and is affected by a more evident system of polarities that structures Western

thought: Culture/Nature; Soul/Body; Reason/Feeling. We will examine the political context of each work to show not only how each text sets up a different model of the male-female polarity but also how it can be

brought into question.
.

HC 66 THE CLASSICS OF ZEN
Director: William R. LaPleur, East Asian Languages and Cultures

4 Units nh 11-12:15

"Zen" is one of those things people like to think they know something about - even when they do not. This course provides a chance to read and discuss some of the classics of East Asia, books that have had a deep

impact on the thinking and cultures of China, Korea, and Japan. The classics of Zen are witty, provocative and - above all - intelligent. They address fundamental human questions, but often from an unexpected angle.

In addition, these are the texts some modern Asian philosophers go back to when they find Western philosophy not entirely satisfying. The reasons for this - both intellecual and cultural - are important in our era.

HC 67 THE TRIAL OF GALILEO

Director: Robert S. Westman, History

4 Units W 2-5

This seminar will offer students and appreciation of science as an historical process. Recently Pope John Paul II called for a reconsideration of the case of Galileo. Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) was tried and condemned

for teaching the view of Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) that the Sun is at rest in the center of the universe and the Earth and planets revolve around it. Many interesting questions and deep emotions are still raised by

this episode which occurred three and a half centuries ago. Among the principal questions to be considered are the following: What were the major scientific issues at stake? What were the legal, political, and religious

questions raised by the trial? Are Science and Religion necessarily in conflict? What is the meaning of the Galileo affair in our times? A new reason for studying the trial became available at the end of 1984. when

hitherto inaccessible documents from the Vatican Secret Archive were published by the Pontifical Academy of Sciences.

HC 190B INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLOQUIUM ON MATHEMATICS IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

Director: James B. MacQueen, Management __^ _, ,: :

4 Units Th 2-5 F 1-3 (Marschak Colloquium)

k

This student colloquium is organized around the Jacob Marschak Interdisciplinary Colloquium on Mathematics in the Behavioral Sciences, a biweekly colloquium that sponsors presentations by leading experts on the ap-

plications of mathematical (arid statistical) methods to the behavioral sciences. The objective of the colloquium is to introduce Honors students to research in the various behavioral sciences using mathematical metf^ods

and to encourage student research in this area. Students participate in the Marschak Colloquium and also have their own colloquium in which they present both summaries of past research and their own research

papers Topics treated in the student colloquium include mathematical models in economics, psychology, sociology, and biology; some examples of student research papers include "Mathematical Models of Speaking

Recognition and Speech Recognition," "Psychological Perspective on Probabiltiy Analysis." "The Hardy-Weinberg Law and Its Application to Human Btood Codes." and "The Fibonacci Sequence and Its Applications."

In order to enroll In an Honors Collegium course » students must have a minimum cumulative QPA of 3.0 and have
satisfied the Subject A /English 1 requirement. ^

"

8lgn-up sheets for all students will be available In the Division of Honors office, A311 Murphy Hall, beglning Mon-
day, February 10, at 8:30 AM.
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Village photo
929 westwood blvd.. los angeles. ca 90024

(213)208-4502

hour service at
NO EXTRA COST

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
• NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
• SAME DAY AVAILABLE
• 2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDE
PROCESSING

SAVE UP TO $5

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow S I I

Perm

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must ca appt.

2/12

THIS AD ENTITLES YOU THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNT ON THE
COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 1 lO, 126. OR
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM
12-EXPOSUREROa $1 DISCOUNT
24-EXPOSURE ROLL $3 DISCOUNT
36-EXPOSURE ROLL $5 DISCOUNT
ONE PER CUSTOMER. MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

OFFER EXPIRES March 12, 1986

1645 Westwood Blvd BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

HELP!
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED

for

TAY-SACHS DISEASE
CARRIER DETECTION

PROGRAM

ATTEND OUR PLANNING MEETING
Monday, Feb. 10, 1986

Ackerman 2408 1 2:00 noon
or

Tuesday, Feb. 11,1 986
Ackerman 2408 4:00 p.m.

-fel
FINANCIAL AID
QUESTIONS?

NAINflSlAl.

ATTEND OUR
1986-1987 FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOPS

Comm Board
Continued from Page 1

process is not valid.

"When there's a fundamen-
tal disagreement between two
constitutions of ASUCLA
bodies, it has to be resolved
before it can go into effect,"

Toma said.

Undergraduate President
Ron Taylor concurred with
Toma and accused the board
of neglecting to solicit input
from student government be-
fore acting to change the ap-
pointments process.

"There was no dialogue, no
memo, no attempt to convey
to the student governments
that a change in the process
was in the making," Taylor
said, adding that he feels such
a change would require the
chancellor's approval as well.

According to the Comm
Board minutes, however,
Taylor and then
Undergraduate President
Gwyn Lurie knew of the
change and discussed it at a
Comm Board meeting in May
before the amendment was
passed.

Graduate Comm Board
member Bruce Shih, who was
chairman of the board last

year, said he believes USAC
and GSA are not required to

ratify any amendments to the
rd oon^tltulioft^

FEBRUARY 10 A-1 07 MURPHY HALL 12 PM
FEBRUARY 1 1 A-1 07 MURPHY HALL 12 PM

DEADLINES TO REMEMBER:

FEBRUARY 11, 1986

APRIL 30, 1986

SAAC, INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS APPLICATION, GAL
GRANT SUPPLEMENT, STATE
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP .

SUPPLEMENT

TAX RETURN, INCOME INFOR-
MATION REQUEST AND
SUPPLEMENT

"The GSA constitution does
not even mention the Com-
munications Board, and the
USAC constitution has an
out-of-date provision which
was nullified when the Comm
Board became a part of
ASUCLA in 1973-74 under its

new constitution," Shih said.

He claimed Comm Board
has made 15 amendments to

its constitution within the last

10 years, which neither USAC
nor GSA has ever addressed.

"The Comm Board's
amendment process, in the
board's 1973-74 constitution,

deliberately removed any
oversight of the board by stu-

dent government or the
chancellor — as contrasted by
the previous constitution,
which did provide for over-
sight by the student gov-
ernments," Shih said.

But Taylor argued, "The
issue here is not what happen-
ed in the 1970s, but what is

happening now."

Self-perpetuating body

*

By harboring "unrealistic"

expectations of becoming a

self-perpetuating body. Singer
and Shih "want to create a
group of untouchables,"
Taylor charged.

"They in some way should
be accountable to somebody
— namely, the student gov-
ernments," he said.

Shih countered by accusing
student government of "abus-
ing" power and asserting un-
due influence over the campus
media.

"It comes down to one issue

and one issue alone," Shih
said. "Student government
leaders want to hang on to

their power, and the Com-
munications Board is one
organization Which has stood
up to the student governments
in favor of a free press."

Shih also expressed
dissatisfaction with Young^s
position concerning the ap-

pointments process. "I think
it's a shame that the
chancellor has flip-floppefl on
these issues without providing
some leadership."

Please see COMM BOARD,
Page 11
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Comm Board
Continued from Page 10
"The chancellor had an op-

portunity in 1974 not to allow
Comm Board to be part of
ASUCLA," Shih claimed. "In-
stead, the chancellor accepted
the 1974 agreement and the
Comm Board constitution
with its amendment process as

the necessary prerequisites for

the board to become a part of
ASUCLA."

Singer agreed, saying, "This
is a perfect illustration of the
corruption, which exists in the
current appointments process
and in the administration's
posture in regard to the
media."
Toma and Taylor both

denied that their stance on the
appointments process indicates
a desire on their part to exert

control over the campus
media.

"I am not and have never
been desirous of trying to ma-
nipulate the media in any
way, shape or form," Taylor
said, adding that claims by
Comm Board members to the

contrary are "unfounded."
"These claims of student

government meddling with
freedom of the press, more
than a fact, is just an excuse
for the Communications
Board to establish greater con-
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trol over its appointment pro-

cess," Toma said. "I just don't

see how student government
appointees to the Comm
Board endanger freedom of

the press, especially when the

board has no editorial control

over the Daily Bruin or any
special interest papers."

Shih responded by asking
somewhat rhetorically, "If the
student governments are inter-

ested only in the welfare of

the media, then why are they
so adamant about retaining
their political power to ap-
point Comm Board
members?"

Joan Zyda, Comm Board
vice chairwoman, finding
herself at odds with Singer
and Shih, said she feels that

student government has done
a good job in selecting Comm
Board members in the past

and that such a process does
not lead to restrictions of
freedom of the press.

Zyda, a professional jour-

nalist, said that Comm
Board's present version of the

appointments process would
foster "self-perpetuating
cronyism" on the board.

"All of these suggestions

that student government is

trying to manipulate the
board is nonsense," she said.

"We have not been bothered

by student government at all

— and I'd be the first to com-
plain if we had been."

But Shih alleged that GSA
has continually harassed him
and two of the board's other

graduate members — even to

the extent* of trying to remove
them from their positions —
during the time he has spent

on the board.

Zyda accused Singer and
Shih of "injecting politics" into

the board's actions. "Here are

two members of the board

spending mtore time worrying
about who's on the board than

in conductiqg the Com^
Board's business," she said.

Shih brushed off Zyda's ac-

cusations, saying, "If she

means that we are the only

two who are willing to uphold

basic principles of a free press,

open' meetings and the separa-

tion of government and press,

then she's right.

EMERGEIMCY MEDICAL TECHMICIAIM
TRAINING COURSE

LEARN WHAT YOU CAN DO IN LIFE-THREATENING EMERGENCIES
THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS (ON AND OFF THE JOB)

MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

• CPR
•HEART ATTACK
• DIFFICULTY BREATHING
• UNCONSCIOUS STATES
• OVERDOSES, etc.

TRAUMA EMERGENCIES

• BLEEDING CONTROL
• AUTO ACCIDENTS
• ATHLETIC INJURIES

• FRACTURES, STRAINS & SPRAINS
• BURNS

[NDNtGHT-PROGRAMS NOW AVAILAI f^EGfSTRATtOff
NECESSARY. FOR REGISTRATION DETAILS, DATES AND TIMES, CALL NOW:

(213) 825-4931; 206-0176

...OR COME TO THE UCLA EMERGENCY MEDICINE CENTER, OFFICE OF PRE-
HOSPITAL CARE, ROOM BE-141 , CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES.— NEXT CLASS STARTS MARCH 31 , 1986
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buys a large

pepperoni pizza and

2 ice-cold Coca-Cola's

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary
Not good with any
other offer.
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Counterpoint

Idle Reagan worshippers
By Don Rosen

Iniasmuch as arguments ad hominem really

serve no purpose other than to humiliate the
person in question, I shall not center on the
author James Bozajian, but rather on the
ridiculous viewpoint he espouses in last Thurs-
days Bruin (Bruin, Feb. 6).

First off, we can thank our little Star Wars
offensive weapon system that Bozajian did not
have two wishes to use last week: Reagan is

still the oldest man ever to have his shaky
finger on The Button, and he will not be able
to seek re-election in 1988.

Reagan's State of the Union address last

week just proved that the man is an excellent

communicator, a fact we've known since he
starred in all of those B movies decades ago.
Now, however, he is charged with carrying
out the duties of the presidency, not playing to

a crowd.
Unfortunately, the man's actions have not

changed much. He is still all hype and little

else.

The opinions Bozajian Expressed are those of

an obviously uncritical idol worshipper (uh
oh, a little argument ad hominem), or should
that be idle worshipper?
-The claims of Reagaifs wide successes "trr

cutting interest rates and inflation rates have
some merit, but what of the ever-increasing
national debt? Reagan still has not shown the
fortitude to deal with the most pressing pro-
blem facing our country today.
With the president's fear of the Soviet

Union monopolizing every spending action
undertaken in Washingtorf, D.C., it's no
wonder social services continue to be cut while

the Pentagon spends thousands of dollars on
hammers and toilet seat covers.

Perhaps most upsetting to a large portion of

the country's electorate is the president's in-

sistence on imposing his own sense of morality
on the women of this country. If Ronnie can
keep Nancy from having an abortion, fine,

but how dare he decide for every poor woman
that she cannot have a safe abortion in this

country?!

On his $200,000 a year salary, he can
always fly the wife to another country, but his

"truly needy" are truly left in the alleys if

Reagan and his pro-life cronies have their

way.
Nevertheless, the man is a leader — of that,

there can be no question — and until he
relinquishes his title, conscious Americans
must realize Reagan is leading the country
along a forked road: on one side of the fork,

Reagan's side, lies ahead a mighty tollbooth;
on the other, a more liberal, conscientious
path, lies a respite from the conservative, yet
reactionary, Reagan presidency.

Let's not pay the toll for Reagan's deficien-
cies as president by electing another arch-
conservative to the presidency. It's certainly_
-^TO^ too soon to start thinking about 1988V
presidential election.

So, yes, happy birthday, Mr. Reagan,
you've had a party for the last five years, let's

hope someone blows out the candles very
soon.

Rosen, a senior majoring in history, writes
for the Bruin. His views do not necessarily
reflect those of the Bruins Editorial Board.

motives at work
By Christian Smith

It seems to me that Mark Kisicki and
Mark Feldman will take any measure to en-
sure that the ASUCLA Communications
Board continues to be controlled by reac-
tionaries (Bruin, Feb. 6).

Their recent attack on Adrian Alvarez, a
newly appointed Chicano member of the
Comm Board, is both politically motivated
and racist. Alvarez is a person who stands
for human rights and justice.

In keeping with this, he eluded to Israel's

support of South Africa during an anti-

aparthied rally. This brought immediate
response from certain Zionists. Whenever
anyone talks about their "sacred" Israel

they react by screaming "anti-Semitism."

This is the real motivation behind Kisicki

and Feldman's attack on Alvarez. It is a
result of the Zionist tactic of disinformation
that erroneously equals Zionism to Judaism.

Israel is a perpetrator of many human
rights abuses and supports fascist nations

throughout the world including Chile,
Guatemala, Bolivia and South Africa.
When one speaks against Israeli foreign and
domestic policy, one should not be in fear
of being labeled anti-Semitic.

It is an insult to Jews that Zionsists have
used the legacy of an oppressed people to
gain support for their own ends.

Another maddening thing is the Bruin's
continued use of the picture of Alvarez at a
demonstration. By the use of shady light

and other photojoumalistic techniques, he is

made to look like a terrorist.

Kisicki and Feldman, alternately, are pic-

tured in poses, with good light and smiles
on their faces. They look like something out
of the Brady Bunch. "Good, clean,
American boys."

This piece of photojournalism is a good
indication of the Bruin's position on \^e
matter. '

Smith is a senior majoring in kinesiology.

Letters

Wet Greeks
Editor:

I am writing in response to

a letter regarding the Anchor
Splash Charity function
(Bruin, Feb. 6).

If Anchor Splash was just si^

bunch of Greeks 'wallowing

around in pools,' then I would
tend to agree with Miss Peci's

view that it should not deserve

front page recognition.

But this is certainly not the

case. This event was
developed to raise money for

the sorority philanthropy, the

Los Angeles Blind Children's

Center which they support
entirely.

A lot of work and numerous
hours went into the planning
of this event. Fraternities par-

ticipating each contributed a

$50 entry fee, all of which
goes to the center. Trophies
and prizes were donated by
local sponsors.

Perhaps, one should do
some research before condem-
ning a group of people trying

to help others, while also hav-
Ing a bit of fun on a Sunday

—

afternoon. .- ,. -^
Melissa Cooper

Sophomore
Communications

id Ron know?
Editor:

I must say that I found the
story concerning the "firing"

of undergraduate budget
review director Marc Cohen
by undergraduate president
Ron Taylor quite interesting

and even occasionally
humorous (Bruin, Feb. 6).

After all, we all know that
Ron Taylor cannot fire Marc
Cohen no matter how much
he may want to, don't we?

Everyone knows that since
the budget review director is

approved by USAC, only
USAC has the right to fire

him.
All Taylor can do is

recommend his firing. But
then, you knew that all the
time, right Ron?

It was also quite humorous
to read how apartheid has not
been a major concern of the
president's office, *...we (the

president's staff) have done
absolutely nothing with apar-
theid,' said Dora Tovar, ex-

ternal affairs director.

Customers first

Editor:

I am writing concerning the

counterp>oint by Hillary Hirsch
(Bruin, Feb. 6).

I am a supervisor at

ASUCLA's North "Campus
Food Facility and am quite

aware of how busy a peak
hour at any facility can
become; but I would like to

point out a flaw in Miss
Hirsch's letter.

\

^ Kelly Alston happens to be
a cashing supervisor at an
ASUCLA food facility;
therefore, he (yes, he is a guy)
knows what he is talking
about when he says a cashier
is not doing his/her job pro-
perly.

I suggest to Miss Hirsch that
if she is not prepared to deal
with customers and their foi-

bles, that she find a job where
she does not have to, because
at ASUCLA, customer service

is of overall importance. A
peak hour is no excuse for an
employee to complain about
customers or treat them shab-
^**y- Naomi A. Weiss

Sophomore
Design

That's why there W^t6 so

many stories in the Bruin last

quarter about how much Ron
Taylor wanted to oust Coca-
Cola from all ASUCLA food
service facilities. That's why
there are alternative soft

drinks in ASUCLA food
outlets. That's why Americola
(with ties to Taylor's ap-
pointee to BOG) is now of-

fered in the Country Store.
*

But, *...we (the president's

staff) have done absolutely
nothing with apartheid.'

And lastly, doesn't anyone
find it interesting that in the

past four months, four people
have resigned or been asked to

resign from the president's
staff. Those four — coinciden-
tally I'm sure — all happen to

be of ethnic origin.

But Ron, I'm sure you knew-
this all along too, right?

Denise Watson
Senior

Elconomics

Killer sarcasm
Editor:

Attending one of our na-
tion's top five universities, I

believe that UCLA students
were capable of discerning be-
tween fact and sarcasm.

Fortunately, Edward Tay-
lor (Bruin, Feb. 5) referring to

Greg Raffetto (Bruin, Feb. 3)

Continued on Page 13
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corrected my absurd thinking.

I, too, am part of the
**campus community who say
*dude' and 'gnarly,* etc. a lot;"

however, I found no problem
in perceiving the difference

between killer (awesome, rad)
and killer (bad, horrible).

Due to this '*surstanoid
dialect of Calspeak," imagine
Edward Taylor's reaction in a
science class when the
misinterpreted killer whales
for awesome fish.

Besides, no one sane would
ever expect to read "an article

praising dorm food."

Either there are some very,

narrow-minded people out
there, or those of us who
comprehend dual meanings
are just too killer I

M. Lorena Chambers
Freshman

Engineering

Valuable votes
Editor:

Chris Saigal supports Con-
gress limiting the press's abili-

ty to report early presidential

returns (Bruin, Feb. 5). I

strongly disagree.

If voters won't go to the

polls simply because the

zftfesidentii

issues presented or of the

various positions taken by the

people running for these lesser

positions. Well, I havel

If you don't want to vote

for any race except the
presidential race, fine stay

home. I don't want my vote

diluted by someone who
selects candidates bai»ed on the

color of their brochures or the

sound of their names. I value

my vote.

Joel C. Koury
Senior

Political science

Quality copy
Editor:

While it is essential that a
school newspaper serve as a
forum for students, the
editorial staff needs to exercise

better judgement in deciding

which letters to print.

-Just as most newspapers will

not print letters that contain
racial, sexual or ethnic slurs,

perhaps the Bruin would do
well to reject those which are

written out of ignorance and
immaturity.

This not withstanding, the

paper carried two letters by
freshman Creg Raffetto.

decided, they must not attach

a great deal of importance to

less visible races like con-

gressman, assemblymen,
county supervisors, initiatives.

These same non-voters pro-

bably have not developed a

thorough knowledge of the

In the first (Bruin, Jan. 28),

he made a joke of the pro-

blems with dorm security.

His flippant attitude shows,
that he does not understand
the nature of the issue: he is

not a woman who has been
attacked in the shower; nor is

he a residence hall staffer —
as I am — who knows that

one of his co-workers was the
victim of a violent robbery.
The second letter (Bruin,

Feb. 3) complained about
dorm food. Haven't we all

heard this one enough?
While I don't think there is

anyone who would say it

compares favorably with Cor-
don Bleu, it is (believe it or
not) pretty good as far as in-

stitutional food goes.

Moreover, there are many
people who spend their time
and energy planning and
preparing the food here, and I

think his letter was insensitive

to them.
Constructive criticism is

always welcome. But neither

of these letters had anything
positive to say.

Perhaps his sarcastic tone
elicited a few titters from
those of his friends with an
equally puerile sense of
humor, hut th<^y made no real::

cohtributibh to- the newspa-
per.

If the editorial staff can
find nothing better to print,

maybe they should make the
Bruin a little shorter.

Wade Richards— Graduate
Archeology

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22with ad only

Perms $35 up :

Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710 Westwood Village

Open 7 days

i

STUDENTS FOR CHRIST
invHes you to join us in I

BIBLE

STUDY

Today at 1 2 noon

•

*

Bring your lunch or a friend!

Students for Christ Non Denominational

Restoring and upholding the principles of the early Christians.

For more info, call John 820-6924.

Women and Sexuality, Part I

Concerns, Sexual Problems and
Dysfuncrtions Common to Women

TOMORROW Noon-1

}- Women's Resource Center
Room 2, Dodd Hall

FaciUtated by Amy Goldner, MS, MFCC,
of the UCLA Student Heahh Services

Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Relations

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in k>etween'

students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

BEGINNEROR ADVANCED - Cost is about th«
same as a semester In a U.S. college: $3,670.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition com-
plete' Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs

F9

college you attend

t^

your name

your present street address

City state /.p

If yoM would Hkt Information on futur* prog^ms giva

p«rman«nl addraaa balow.

your permar>ent street address

city stale *'P

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes

four hours a day, four days a week, four

months Earn 16hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4

semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span) Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
US. classroom Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in US
Advanced courses also

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make alt ar-

rangements

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan 30 • May 29
FALL SEMESTER — Aug 29 - Dec 19

each year

FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity

Christian College

For full information — send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway Lake Drive SE F-9
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506

(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE

„. - (WITH REBUILOABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR, INSTALLATION

NO HID6eN CHARGES

00$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tunc-up
f. VaK* A<|.

S. Lube

4. OtI OiMfc 8. QMdi Battery Water
5 Brake AJ. 9. InaiMct Frant Eiid
6. Ckitdi Ad. 10. Compmaion T««
7. Sarvtoa Ait Oaanat II (Pr«aa>iwT^Coolu»aTuiiwi|

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

Paru * Labor (Gaa t Air Flhcr stia)

y©ff^O)A TOYOTA lATSUN $89.95

USED CAB DIAGNOSIS - tSS.^O
THIS IS AN HONEST GAKAOE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
45S-4652 • 829-7012

VILLAGE
SALON

WESTWOOD'S NEWEST
AND HOTTEST HAIR SALON

Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students
Establish a good credit rating now. Apply for, a
Sears Credit Card while you're still in school.

There arc a number of brncfiis vou'II rccciw b\
applying for a Scars Credit ,( ard as a student A.s you
ma> know, credit grantors ma\ assess your qualifica
tions ditfcrcntl) alter \()u graduate.

• ^()u will have been in Nour new j()b oaJ> a
shon time

'

• \ou ma\ haNc li\ed in your new residence onlv
a shon time

• \ou ma> be earning an entr\ -level income

All ot the above jrc good reasons to appl\ for >our
Scars (redit (ard now - while you re still in school

A Sears Credit Card can identify you as a
responsible adult u> otl|er credit grantors

If Nou are a responsible person, with the abilit\ to pa\
bills Scars beJKNcs nou descne credit And a Scars
(i^edit (ard could be \our first step in establishing
the credit nou II \k\l\ in the future

Here are a few of the many benefits you'll
receive w ith a Sears Credit Card:

• Ilierc s no annual fee or hidden credit charges nmiIi

a Sears ( redii ( ard and e\er>lhing nou purchase- 1^

backed bv .Vars famous promise. Satisfaction

(luarantved or ^our .Money Back"

• NXTierever nou live, travel, or move, your Scars
Credit Card i\g(M)d at more than .^()()() Sears Retail

and (Catalog stores c()a.st to coast.

• \X ith a Sc-ars ( redit ( ard. nou can stretch Nour
pa\nienisoNer a period of months, if you wish

A Scars ( redit (!ard can be used to purchase items
\ou II need after graduation, such as a ncNv business
wardrobe for inteniewing or furnishings for vour
ncNN home

Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

DATE:
TIME:

PLACE:

EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESQAY, FRIDAY
9:00am - 4:00pm
Westw(xxJ Student Federal Credit union

825-1211
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FILM

A look at Uncle Osicar's

darlings and his dupes
By Barton Randall

The wrappings have been taken off this
year's Oscar nominees, and as usual, sour
grapes, hindsight, outrage, and surprise reign
supreme. With everyone always trying to se-

cond guess the Academy's choices, pro-
gnosticating becomes something of an art
form. Wednesday's announcements were
chock full of some delightful surprises, such as
the inclusion of the names of James Garner
and Jessica Lange, and the exclusion of Steven
Spielberg, but more on him later.

The majority of the choices were respectful
acknowledgements of superior craftsmanship,
with just a few glaring errors thrown in to
raise people's ire. In the best actor category,
omitting Raul Julia for Kiss Of The Spider
Woman, in favor of Jon Voight for Runaway
Train, ranks high on the cement-head choices
of all time. Voight's scenery-chewing theatrics
and "dese-dem-dose" delivery, were stupifying-
ly overwrought. He made Tony Curtis look
like an understated method actor. Julia was
^he^o^her half of the glory of Kiss, and to

linate co-sUr -William Hurt ftad leave=ant=

The greatest brouhaha, of course, comes in
the b^t director category. The Color Purple
was destined to earn the lion's share of
nominations, but who could've forseen Steven
Spielberg not making the final five. His exclu
sion is a strange thing, provoking both anger
and joy. Spielberg-bashers were probably domg cartwheels down Broadway when the
nominations came down. On the other hand
Spielbergians most likely picked up their In'
diana Jones bullwhips, put in their Jaws teeth
and got on their E.T. bicycles, intent on in^
thcting bodily harm to Academy voters

^
The director's branch, all 230 members are

the ones responsible for choosing the five final-
ists, and conspiracy hounds are already drawmg up the possible scenario. Clandestine
meetings were set up for certain members
where they all sat around wringing their
hands saying "What would happen if?"
Whether Spielberg deserved the nomination is
immaterial. What matters is that this has
sparked one of the greatest rows in Oscar his-
tory.

Julia, is like Rodgers without Hart, Sacco
without Vanzetti, and Leopold without Loeb.
The actress category was definitely the most

hotly contested, and it was inevitable that
some excellent performances would be aced
out. Coral Browne, the elder Alice (of Alice In
Wonderland inspiration) in Dreamchild, gave
the year's best performance, but because Uni-
versal chose to bury the film, she went
unrewarded. Cher was most likely bumped by

Thi .t ranks second in the all-time betwt^
the legs around-the-back, over-the-shoulder
in-your-face slamdunk. The only other total
rejection that tops it is Barbra Streisand's 1983
quadruple O-fer (producing, acting, directing
and writing) for that self-serving, vanity vehi-
cle without wheels known as Yentl.

Critics around the country are crying foul
about the Spielberg slight, but where were
they when they gave out their awards? Nei-
ther the L.A. nor New York critics, nor the

Stephen Spielberg to Whoopi Goldberg: *7 missed it by this much.
"

pXI'^^'Z'''''^^'
^^""^ for Kathleen Turner for National Board of Review, nor the National

C\^t^^T' "^' has won the Golden Society of Critics, saw fit to place Spielberg

^^^J^""
y^^^''

'J: y^"^;^^^' ^^^^^ ^o make even as close as third runner-up on their
the Oscar cut each time. However, it must be balloting

a^r^i!^.'^
^^""^ ^^^ ^f^oT^ *'^'^*^" ^'^ Somehwere Spielberg is probably drying his

ovJr ^L^'^'^'^Tu" ^^V^^^ '^
r^"

^^^^^" ^y« ^^'^ ^^^^'^ dollar bills, but somehow

nohJTn'' iffK ^^ ""o?^
^"^^ ^^' ^°*^^" ^^ '""^^'^^ ^" '^ «>'"ing- You don't get to be

^IieSs ^ ^^"^ '"''''^^''°"'^*'^ ^^^ '"^'^ successful filmmaker in history

Tk^ * ^^. . . ,
without inviting some scorn. The backlash

rJina hn^w*"^
categones are always a that has been building against him has finally

[r^frHfor
^^*«^«"/c*«"» and a spr- reached a crescendo. The shock of no mention

wfTn^ irfin"^
up-and-comers. This year will be felt for years to come, but for now it

D^n Am^hl ?nH i^t'J
,^*^-*.''"^"

T*'
^ '"akes the greatest cocktail party debateUon Ameche and Robert Loggia snared spots around

nL of'^lif Thlth T^i" ;°*^ J^^
"^^'

^^J-
'^ ^"^ ^«"*^ *o "^ake a true cise for

3 mon hil
"^^

r ''^Jf^'^c ^ ^^^ ^"*^^«^' 1^«^ about Brazil? Admittedly, the

thetZnfl^P '" ^''^^.^^^^' '^ '^^ ^ ^""^ ^^^ "« <^hance to grab a best picture

hen^dt^^^r^r"^ *
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"^'"ination, considering the war of words and

1^ year ^^ ''^
^" "" '*''^"*" '^^""^ ^"***'" ^'""^ a Hollywood outsider.

On fiio ,r...,««^, J c . w> L
^"* Gilliam can rest assured that, even with a

RunawalTrlinTJ. II \ ^T J^""^'"'
*" '^*^^" screenplay nomination, his film will be
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DANCE

'Little Prince' dethroned
By Jennifer Kim

Early January, a strange
yet significant assemblage
of people materialized at
Stanley Holden Dance
Center after the last ballet
class. Stretching, smoking,
chatting in the lobby were
Kristine Soleri (formerly of
American Ballet Theatre),
Raiford Rogers and Victoria
Koenig (co-artistic directors
of Los Angeles Chamber
Ballet), a small Nutcracker-
type child (Leslie

Engelberg), as well as
Patrick Frantz and Mr.
Holden, among others. If
you notice, this is practical-
ly everyone in L.A.'s ballet
community. Nutcracker
season over, just what was
going on?
LACB, iklong with

Frantz and Holden, were
preparing a landmark
event, the unveiling of The
,Litth Ffiiice;-JLandmaiJc=
not only in the sense that
Antoine de Saint-Exupery*s
classic had never been the
subject of a ballet before,
but also for other important
reasons — because the
hands of four L.A.
choreographers, Koenig,
Rogers, Holden, and Frantz
created the work; because
L.A.'s Lloyd Rodgers and
his Cartesian Reunion Me-
morial Orchestra and L.A.
artist/designer Mark Stock
set the environment for the
ballet; because some never
thought the opus possible,
yet it materialized at the
Japan-America Theatre,
January 31st-February 2nd.
As monumental as this may
have seemed. The Little

Prince marched immediate-
ly onto Einstein'onthe-
Beach territory opening
night, only to be
momumentally vague with
the plot.

St. Exupery's novel is, in
essence, an existential tale
created for children (and
perhaps unconsciously for
adults) about a young
galactic prince embarking
on a journey to find the
meaning of love and life; a
journey frought with
strange events and people
who become metaphors for
life experiences. The ballet's
bumpy sequencing of these
events from the hook, even
if we appreciate the ballet
at a purely childish and
sensuous level, seems un-
forgivable. All this mess
clouds the logic and beauty
that does exist kinetically in
the ballet — the Rose's arm

--(Victoria Koenig) gorgeotis^
ly unfurling into a rose
stem, or the Prince's defiant
stance (Leslie Engelberg)
when his royal credibility's
at stake.

The setting and music
suit the ballet well; Stock's
stark red-purple desert
skyline and drifting planets
hold our attention onstage,
without distracting from
the ballet. Rodger's lush
score owes a bit much to
(dare we say) Philip Glass,
yet pleasantly distinctive,
even hummable melodies
surface from the score's
frenzy of minimalist repeti-
tion.

Graced with incredible
stage presence and maturity
are Kri Soleri (as the Fox)

and Engelberg (Prince).
Always a rich and sensitive
performer, Soleri makes the
most of this small character
role, being at once playful
and protective of the Prince
(who is visiting an unfamil-
iar planet Earth).
Engelberg's performance
provokes only wonderment.
No wispy, stage-frighted lit-

tie girl this, but an enor-
mously confident per-
former, carrying off her
opposite sex role successful-
ly by deftly compromising
as a tomboy girl playing
prince. Marlin himself
O'ack-of-all-roles we'll call
him

) pumped audience en-
thusiasm toward the end of
Act One with enough
technical juggling prowess
to rival Chinese acrobatics,
as well as with his finely
tuned acting abilities (with
thanks to the master
himself, mim# coaoji-
Holden).

However lovely and
unique, the costumes were
not always appropriate for
ballet; the snake costume
and snakey undulating
choreography seemed a bit
too graphic in what's
basically a children's ballet
(especially if performed in
by Girb Just Wanna Have
Fun's Rocker Verastique).
Maybe we can forgive the
volcanoes (Jessica Lanford
and Ericka Trevilo), one
which even shoots glitter

Yellowstone geyser-style, as
they symbolize the ballet's

humorously awkward in-
anity. Some of us wonder,
still, if they were once Her-
shey*s Kisses.

amreen Turner, who was omitted from the nominations, and Jack Nicholson, who wasn't, in
Prtzzi's Honor.'
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By BiN U'Ren. Sto/f Writef

"Okay, welcome to the
show. Now say hello to my
co-host, Tawney Harper-
Reynolds." Agnes switched off

the television seconds before

an over-made-up Miss
Harper-Reynolds could enter

the screen. She had always
hated morning talk shows,
especially ones with co-hosts,

and "The Waking Hour with
Sean O'Connor" was definitely

no exception.

In fact, about the only
daytime program she could

stomach was "Gary Fencik's

World View." She liked it

because it was more than just

a news show. Each day ^er

his morning recount of current

events, Gary, a former
linebacker for the Chicago

Bears, would trade recipes

with other ex-NFL players.

She quickly checked her TV
Guide to see who Gary's guest

Paul Miller, last weeWs ONCAMPUS Trivia Winner.
SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Daily Bruin

would be that afternoon.

"Today on World View, Gary
chats with former baseball

great Jack Clark, followed by

a Wok demonstration from

ex-Green Bay Packer defensive

backs Delvin *King Lear'
Bleekman, Kev *Iago' Phelan,

and Tommy Tybalt' Dugoni."
She glanced at her watch and
frowned, it was three hours

before Gary and company
would hit NBC. "Well, I'll

just have to watch game
shows until then," she joked

slyly to herself as she poured
her morning bowl of Product

19. Indeed, Agnes had always

been easily amused.
Alex Trebeck leaned into his

mike and read aloud, "Okay
Monroe, you've chosen Cop-
pola performers for 100. The
answer is: 'He and she were
both seen in the films The
Outsiders, Rumblefish, and
The Cotton Club. '" Monroe,
appearing a bit puzzled at the

complexity of the answer, took

a stab, "Uh, who are Matt
Dillon and. .. and ... Biff
Wilcox?"
"I'm sorry, Monroe, we were
looking for an actor and an
actress, and besides. Matt
Dillon wasn't in The Cotton
Club. Sorry pal, you lose. And
because your answers were so

lame, I'm afraid we can't give

you those parting gifts."

Agnes was somewhat sur-

prised at how mean Alex
Trebeck had gotten since his

days hosting, "High Rollers."

Nevertheless, she was sure she

could come up with the

Continued on Page 17
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Sid and Dusty to
play at Kerckhoff

Sid Griffin

By Bob Remstein

Review Editor

The flyers may say "Danny
and Dusty" will perform at

Kerckhoff Coffee House
tonight, but they should say

"Sid and Dusty."
Last spring, "Danny" (Dan

Stuart, lead singer of Green
on Red) and "Dusty" (Steve

Wynn, lead singer of The
Dream Syndicate) organized
an LA supergroup, consisting

of themselves on vocals, one
iTTgmb el'~of each of thfeir "any

Dusty (Steve Wynn)

Luckily, Sid Griffin, who is

the most personable member
of the band anyway, was
available to fill in.

Expect lots of songs about
winners and losers, drinkers
and boozers. Expect also to
hear music that employs style

to serve emotion rather than
the other way around.

Danny and Dusty's real

triumph was its success in be-

ing natural — free from the

overcalculation that makes so

1^

bands, Sid Griffin of The
Long Ryders and two other

members of his band. The
album they recorded. The
Lost Weekend, was one of the

most successfully spontaneous
jock recordings of the *80s. _

Because a Danny and Dusty
live performance requires the

synchronization of three
bands' schedules, they rarely

perform live. And even though
tonight's Kerckhoff show was
supposed to be just an acoustic

one featuring only Wynn and
Stuart, a scheduling conflict

caused Stuart to drop out.

prom ising

American rock records
hackneyed or derivative. On a
secondary level, every song on
the album tells an interesting

story, propelled by a catchy
blues-rock tune.

_ Wynn is an engaging singer
whose tendency to imitate
Lou Reed's vocal style is

tempered a bit on the D & d
material. Griffin is a great
entertainer, who embraces his

audience with his music, his

wry comments and his
generally pleasant personality.

So, expect one more thing
— to have a great time.

ONCAMPUSONC
Continued from Page 16
answer before sundown. "Ac-
tually, if you're watching
Agnes," Alex added, "you've
got to call Review (825-2538)
starting at 2:15, and no
_earlier."

Last week, Paul Miller call-

ed in just one step before
Agnes to win as he told us

that Ryuichi Sakamoto was
the other musician, along with
David Bowie, to act in the
film Merry Christmas, Mister
Lawrence.

FILM

Monday, February 10,
Melnitz continues with its

Contemporary Documentary
Series with free screenings of

Nicaragua: No Pasaran and In
the Name of the People{l9S4)
beginning at 7:30 pm.

Tuesday, February 11, the

AMERICAN INDEPENDENT
FILM SERIES continues in

Melnitz at 8:00 with screen-
ings of Frank Film Lineage
(1979), Fuyi(1974), An
American March(l94\), and
Particles In Space{l979). Ad-
mission to the program is $4
and $2.50 for students. /-.^%#i?r^v

. Wednesday, February 12, C.OMt.UY
Melnitz's INGRID BERGMAN
FILM SERIES continues with
free screenings of bm of the
Sixth HMppiness{\95S) and
Autumn Sonjieji(1978) beginn-
ing at 8:00 pm.
Thursday, February 13,

Melnitz's TECHNICOLOR
SERIES continues with 7:30
screening of The Private Lives
of Elizabeth and Essex(1938)
followed by The Adventure
of Robin Hood. Admission is

$4 and $2.50 for students.

MUSIC

Monday, February 10,

Danny and Dusty/ Dan Stuart

and Steve Wynn will be
peforming free at the Ker-

ckhoff Coffeehouse beginning
at 8:00 pm.

Tuesday, February 11, Ker-

ckhoff Coffeehouse presents

Alex Gibson(from Passionel)

and Greg Graffin(from Bad
Religion) performing for free

beginning at 8:00 pm.
Wednesday, February 12,

The Cultural Affairs Jazz
Series continues in Kerckhoff

Coffeehouse beginning at 8:00

pm.
Thursday, February 13,

The "SCA Freeway Series"

features Jello Biafra(from the

Dead Kennedys) and Michelle

Clinton beginning at 8:00 pm
in Kerckhoff Coffehouse.

Tuesday, February 11, i

Cultural Affairs* Tuesday
Night Comedy Series con-

tinues in the Cooperage
beginning at 9:00 pm. Admis-
sion is free.

-W^—f^'r'
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NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON - SAT 1 1 7 PM • SUN 12 5 PM

Contemporary American
— Indian Art: Diversity in

Traditions

Artists Lecture Series

Truman T. Lowe, Winnebago
Sculpture Associate Professor,
Department of Art Coordinator,

Native American Studies Program
University of Wisconsin. IVIadison

February 10, 1986 - Monday evening
Slide Lecture - 6:00 pm Dickson
Auditorium Reception - "Meet ttie

Artists" - 7:30 pm Dickson Foyer

Information: Margaret Archuleta
American Indian Studies Center

3220 Campbell Hall

UCLA
(213)825-7315

Funded by: Campus Programs Committee of the Prograrm
Activities. Student Committee for ttw Arts. Museum of
Cultural History. Department of Art. American Indian Studies
Center. American Indian Womerw Support Group. Native
American Graduate Student Association. American Indian
Undergraduate Student Association.

Special ttKjnks to ttie College of Rne Arts. UCLA.
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Ladies of

Chi Omega,
|Thanks, Dinner

was great.

We had fun.

Your friends,

UCLA Surf

Club & Team

;•*

Congratulations
KRIS VAN AHA

and
ROGER HORN

on your
engagement!?

Love.

Chi-Omega

f Mjke, today nxjrtcs ha»f
a year. Boy. tkne ffys

^^'^lon you're having fun!
Happy Arvi^ersary

SweetheartI

ILUUUUFFYoul -

QrKJv

LOST-FLUTE: Gemeinhardt model, on-

campus, 1/29, substancial award offered.

Please contact Susan 206-6649

REWARD! 1-29-66 between USC basket-
ball game and Hilgard, ladies gold Seiko
watch. Sentimental value. (213)636-9820.

PERSONAL 10

^ study Paks

CURE MIDTERM BLUES
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for
Chemistry, Economics, and Psyctiology classes.
Available onisr at ttie Lecture Notes counter located on A-level, Ackerman Union.

.
Lecture Notes and Probtem SoMng Guides are copyrlQtited by ASUCLA.

)S?
Ckiudki,

Welcome to UCLA
The fun

f«-CjL>W has Just begun)

If 1 love you

^1-^ YBS, Fran!

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun, friendship. Uehar^
(818)640-6636

JiMOIIS, SENiORS, AND CRADVATES

Give yourself some credit, sign up

for a Visa /Mastercard and otlier fine

credit cards im at the

GOOD DEALS 7

FREE haircut Need straight hair models
for haircut class at JAPSS Hair Saton Call
Masakoat27i-i653.

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REOUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM "(618)680-4407.(816)66(M361

SEIKO Diver's watch. The authentic origi-

mi S7a, Calf 20B-t702 after gpm

SIOMA KAFPA
FLIDOiSR

Your friendship is what
we treasure most!

You make us shine!

The Actives

MIXf McSUNAS BE
Hcappy 21$t bkttxjoy to my
favortte UthuonJon orxl a

great Httlo' brotfwl
Hope you've recovered!

LYBS -

Corolvn

Westwood Stiitfcm Federal Credit

inien (located behind Kerckhof

f

No employment required!!!

acceptance rate

not. Homemade Lunch*a
aerved datfy. lou> pricea

($1.50-3.00).
Meet International People
Laaogna, Chicken & Ritx,

Soup, Salad
Imt^rmmtiomml Stmdmmt

Center
8i

^^TMITA,
KITi ottrfKRY was o:

LAST1 Here's to a great
NrDe orKl a great
cofDblrKitJonll

THANKS
Love. KAPPA

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404

HAPFY 21tf KARRN
(AAA)

I hope you hove tt>e

best day everi
Uve tt lipl Ybu ore the

t>estest merxj
Sorgle (r«)

J

WANTED beauty contestants Great pnzes
for winning smiles. Place University
Hilton Info- (21

3

) 969-2261

WANTED: Beauty contestants Great
prizes for winning smiles Place: Univer-

srty Hilton lnfo-(2l 3)969-2261

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MeeMriQk Monday, Ackefmon
24)0. 12:10-).20. WednMdoyt,

Nourop<ycJ<kJlik> Insfttute CA-534,

12:10-1:20. For cicoholct or in-

dMcJuok who hoveo drtnklno

aoMra a500644 or 475-S36e

MIA
GASPARINI

(KKT)
HAPPY 19th

BIRTHDAY!!!

WE LOVE
- YOU,
SHERI AND

. LISE

II C L A
lOiR Q

rV

Valentines
Balloon Bouauets

50% OFF
Bruin Special
UCLA Students,

Faculty, and Staff

m
.e

1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
JESUS,

I often think atxxjt
ttKit day in

Palm Sprir>gs,

ttien I smile.

ElizatDeth

Food Faire-Gifts

Musical Show

'.'/'

n- tliins«

•Si****************^

12-lpm

6:30-7:30pm

I

90
JOli WIISHINI iivo • ^UITI 101 • « lOS AMGtlf S C» »00;S

I

PERSONAL 10

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic 9012 Olympic (213) 856-3021
NaiKy.

VALENTINE DAY SPECIAL, SERENADE
YOUR LOVE WIRE-A-TUNE SINGING
TELEGRAMS. 370-8855.

S>\]

Chi-Omega
Welcomes
Joe Penny
Riptide's

Stud
as their

1986 Sweetheart!

We Love Yo!.

•—^^^ AAA
[
y" Recovery is still in

\ } progress from

I I
Friday nite*s bash!

I I

(Thanks Mary- you
V ( did incredible

^ organizing!)

Now psych up all

you Deltas for
Slates!

(in the words of T.B...)

YFXH!

(

ii A FART OF
OLYMPIC HISTORY

Volunteer for ttie 1986
UCLA Special Olympics

Invmattonal. All

Volunteers must attend
either Tuesday. Feb 11.

8-9pm or Wednesday.
feb12.4-5pm
Both at Dykstro

Rretide Lounge
For more Info cal UrxJa

208-O966or
Josh 824-2090

X0 KerckhoffPai

X ci Cooperage

1 tj Chinese Chess-Debate (Sex Before Marriage?)
-^-^ Mira Hershey ~

•6:30-

1 A Social Gathering •8:00-*" Sunset Rec. 7:00-ll:00pm

>

A0fi0riati0n^^—

-

i|aliiitIf.83M707 ftJ*--824-2137

m\ ..478-2287

I

•miamU

A
''•-

-t"
-fe-^ M^ »

Lecture Notes are the perfect

Midterm Review
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackerman Union, M-Th. 7:46-6:30: FrI. 7:46-6; Sot. 10-6; Sun. 12-6
Lecture Notes ond Problem SoMng Guides are copyrlgt)ted by ASUCLA.

CASHIER
POSITION

We need a cashier for

part-time wcxk In retaU
store In Santo Monica.

• Cashier Experience
Preferred

•Hours Needed Frt (1-9).

Sot (10-6). Sun (12-5)

CoH: Off the Record
829-7379

2621 Wllshlre.

Santo Monica

1 ATTINTION: OTfOtTUNITY 2

{

CONGRATULATIONS TO
ALPHA CHI OMEGA'S

NEW INITIATES

NOtSON*t
fine tjlerxjed Ice Creams It

seeMrxj NIGN INIRGY.
HAROmrOtKING.

INTNUMASTIC, RISPONtlMJ.
PIRtONAlU IrxJMduali wtK>
wont to grow wim me leader ir>

freihiy nrxxle Ice Cieam.
Fut-tlrne/^jrt-tlme, days.
evenings. vveekerKte. Asst.

Manager Position Avoloble.
Please Apply In person at:

Hobson's

10923Weyt>um
208-2233

¥
¥
¥
¥
*
*
¥

5

DUIVERS to deliver Wowefs T5R ifl A

Morlene Borrelro

Debro Barrett

Kandi Bryant

Karen Chuck
Beth Cohn

Christine Dobrowski
Roweno Domontay
Stocey Falconer
Jennifer Giese
Alison Gold

Lisa Goodoll
Laurie Gray

Chrissie Grech
Kothy Guthrie
Leslie Honseri
Hilary Harper
Susan Hear»ey
Annie Hwang
Angle Ishimoru
Kothy Kotsura

Moriiee Kohnhorsi
Cynthia Koontz
Canie Loe -

Tracy Luebt>ers
Mary Manning

Alexarxjra Massa
Jonls McClure
Jennifer Meyers
Meionie Net>el
Tommy Ofek

Laura Olague
Laura Olson
Sat^rirKrOry-

Lauren Ritchie

Naomi Sachs
Naomi Shimizu
Julie Shively _
Jll Silverfori^

Kim Westpholen
Aimee Willis

?4Mt4^*^j,^^:JJ4;^j^^^^;^

DRIVER/messenger; full or part time. Fa-
miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurarice.

copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto allowar>ce. Call (818)906-
3763.

14th. Must have own van or station wagon.
Call Margie 208-4000

[DRIVER wanted to take child to class.

Brentwood - Santa Monica and return. 5

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!!

days/week 2 hrs/day after 3:30PM $5/
hour. 20«/mile. Leave message, Charles
Kennel 459-4007

DRIVER to assist Westwood mom. week^
days 3^m. Hours flexible. 470-4655.

DRIVER/bodyguard, reliable. non-snrK)l(ing,

needed part-time Must have own car.

Live near Hollywood Hills. (213)466-8434

DRIVERS needed. 21. valkl California

Driver's Lk^nse, proof of insurance, DMV
report. Van or truck, late model,
T.G I.Fridays, 2-4pm. 822-9052. Allen

$$EARN$$ Wanted: Receptionist for ftowei
shop, also responsible drivers that know
the LA area Flexible hours. |4/hr. 276-
9656

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,> , 12

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED .30

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week Minorities en-
couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206^723 .

PARTICIPANTS needed for UCLA study.
If you are 13 to 17 years old and wish to

make $5.(X) by participating in a survey
which includes questions on alcohol and
drug use. call between 9:00am and
5:00pm at 825-2961 for an appointment.

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical
Clinic. 82(W)377.

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

SALONS 21

Having
Probiemm?

General
Psychotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENITA MAGIT

10845 Undbrook
Suite #2

Westwood Village

824-1524

CAREERS IN PUBLISHING
The director of the Radcliffe Publishing

Course, a six-week graduate program in

bool< and magazine publishing at
Harvard University, will be on campus

TODAY Monday, February lO. A general
meeting will be held at 12:30p.m. For
more information and IrKdividual

appointments call Carolyn Moore,
8

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
TKxlels for haircuts, perms, odor. 652-
5766

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

,{mm

Communlcatloiis tklllt

wortohop. Btconw
more anertlvt and

ttN-confldfnt

6 Monday tvanlngsryrOl^ao .

Btgins 2-24-86 $66.00 f
^ 399-1421 For RtMrvitlOtt 1 ^ S

ASSIST staff to chairman of the board in

WLA headquarters of nationwide recU

estate developer. One year office experi-

Bnce required. Noon-7pm and Saturday
9:0»3:00. Call (213)826-1000 Ext. 344.

ASSISTANT to President, knitting mill,

great opportunity for advancement. CaH
Mr Behar. (213) 233-8888.

BABYSITTER needed mornings, must pro-

«^ide own transportation. Call 454-9525.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing
_ Manicure • PWiciire

208-8193

FUTON business for sale, near beach, 3

yrs. old, profitable, affordable, inquiries

welcome. MustaeH. (213)396-0534.

1015 GAYLEY AVE.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE
HELP WANTED 30 ;

SPERM DONORS 19

ACTIVE Beverty Hills developer needs

full-time sec'etary/receptionist Heavy

phones, light typing. fMing. Roz (213)657-

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call
Victor 273-2463

ASIA travel/study. 2 months. $1295^1395

covers all expenses. wori(($6.00-$l0.00^

hour) to offset coat. (714)734-7103 day

evening.

K&i^^^^^^^*1.1.^^^^ *t^^^* S

EARN QUICK BUCKS

Potential earnings $100 to $200

Thursday through Sunday

Feb 27-Mardi 2

($S 00 per hour plus overtime if

applicable.arNl Training Time is paid)

CARCLOTHIERS
WAREHOUSE SALE

CULVER cmr
Assist Cashien

Direct cuMomen <—
Stodt Merdiandse

Must be available al 4 days

plui training!

Thun and Fri.: 3-11 pm

snadis provided

Sat. and Sun : 7anv6pm

lund) provided '•

Please cal: M jacoby

(2l3)SS9-8200

Before Feb. 11.1986 for an

applicatk>n and additional info

Well organized individuais

to wori( as psychiatric/

psychologic research

assistants P/T or full-

time, on UCLA projects

studying Alzheimer disease

or depresseion in older

adults. Send initial

statement of interest and

Jiualifications ASAP to:

R. NeskesM.D, WLA-VA,
Ward 209-A LA, CA 90073

ECONOMIC consulting firm needs part-

time erraiHl person Monday - Friday.

$5.50^r Flexible schedule Call Melanie.
4704343

ENTRY-level bookkeeper, A/P. general
ledger. Pacific Palisades resident prefer-

red (81 8)573-5003, Sandi.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverty Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred Call for ap-
pointment. ask for Gtoria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist ar>d

assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required College student
preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

CalK2l 3)550^)950 ask for Teena.

FULL-TIME front office, 1-2 yrs. experi-
ence, insurance/billing/typing/computer,
will train some. Busy WLA chiropractic of*

fice. Or Russell 478001 3.

FUN saloon fooking for pizza giri 820-
1516

GENERAL office person needed for Art

Publisher. Part-tinie: flexible Light typing,

light phones Call Linda or April at 930-
2410.

<

^

BRIGHT conversational students wanted.
Public relatk>ns/phor>e solicitaion fbr rton-

profit organizatin. Flexible, work around
your schedule. $6.00/hour guaranteed plus

txKiuses. Good communication skills re-

quired. Call Brad (213) 464-3666.

CASHIER to work 11anv2pm or llam-
3:30pm T-TH at a New Dim Sum Cafe in

WLA. Call 4794774

CASHIERS wanted part-time. Flexible hrs.

t5^7/hr. CaN LeaMe at Ski Wear Blowout
47IM070

CRUISESHIPS hiringi $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii. Wortdll CaN for guide,

cassette, newt aervicel (016)044-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DRIVER or Moped rider with valid Califor-

nia driver's lk:ense and insurance. krK>wl-

sdge of LA and Valley area. FT/PT Call

(213)865-1600. Aak for Randy Of Eric

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM, 2-W6EK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT MINIMUM AGE 21 NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN, WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING. 826-7000.

HASHERS needed for sorority. Call 206-
8285.

HOME Care for elderiy gentleman. Experi-
ence with infirmed necesaary. 1-3 daya/
week. Flexible schedule $60/day.
(213)413-1181.

HOST/Hostess. Part-time. Evening shift*.

Experience necessary Need good per-
sonality and proper attire. Apply in person
at Ruth's Chris' Steak House. 224 S. B«¥^
erty Dr-eeverty HWs. Mon.-Fri. 3-6pm.

HH f^^f^r
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 INTERNSHIPS .....34

01>ay
Eaiployai«at Afleacy

Administrative Assistants

Swnretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215: after hrs. 393-6865

! ^UmfiOiUA ^
Alibrwh or watcrootor to

dotgn a icmt color letter

head with romantk theme.

Pkaac aend photoooplc* of

work iiiplii to Kh Oymer.
Boi 844. R«kmdo Beach.

• CA.90177

HOSTESS/cashier needed morn-
inga/aftemoon for restaurant. Energetic.
responsible. Call for interview 380-9600.

HOTEL Housekeeper, part-time days. $4/
hour plus tips. Edge of campus. 208-3945.

INTERESTED in meeting Next year's stu-

dents Orientation phone callers needed.
Applications available in A-316 Murphy. In-

fo: 206^685.

INTERN for Women In Film Committee to

help co-ordinate new award. Call Linda
Seger. (21 3)638-261 6.

LIVE arHj workin Japan! English teachers
needed for language school.
Undergraduate degree required. Call Ms.
Yamazaki:(7l4) S36-2306 or send resume
to; 305 West Utica. Hunington Beach. Ca.
92648

MODELS needed for free haircut Beverly
Hills, call Kozo 277-7045.

MOTHER'S helper with car for afternoons
$500/hr Call Leslie Shaw 826-6581
(days). 454-9501 (eves). Pacific Pali-

sades kx:ation.

MN6ED .cash? $500/St000 stuffing

enveiopesT~ Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises. Box 1468/DB. Springfield. OR
97477.

NEEDED urgently: a^ypist ». Polish with
native knowledge of the Polish language
and literature. Please get in touch with
Professor R Stone. Slavic Department.
Kinsy Hail. Room 115K

ORGANIZER for public interest Initiative

Conthbution Limits Law $7/hr
. p/t. Los

Angeles Car. Jan (415)644-3434.

PART-TIME 3 full-days. Mon-Wed Medical
office aide. No experience necessary $5/
hr must have good appearance, excellent
commarxl of proper English. t>e very
bright, friendly, and willing to learn

(
2 1 3)659- 1 703 2-5pm Mon-f ri

PART Time office work. Japanese
language helpful 20 hours weekly - hours
flexible Peter 465-0160

PART-TIME telemarketing Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Heaiy 462-6350.

PART-TIME driver/clerical Tu . Thur
,

son>e weekends Must have own car Cen-
luryCity Marsha 553- 1 046

PART-TIME secretary. r>on-snfK>ker. good
with numbers, filing, phone work and some
typing. 6-hr day; (213)9688

PART-time bookkeeper $l0/hr
Hollywood kxation Call Sonya at 851-
B601

PART-tinr>e job. Earn $4-$l2 per hour on
phone, own hours, call (213)465-4474.

PART-time telephone solicitor, no selling,

cash paid. 6-8pm. T-W, insurance office

B20-4639

PART-TIME fluent Spanish and English.
WLA area Call after 4pm. (818)784-0769.

PART-TIME telephone solicitor for high
demarvj insurance products. Good hourly
rate CallSoniaat47»418l.

PLEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK. 7:304:30 am . 2:304:30 pm ,

M-f MUST HAVE CAR. $5a460/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS 275-6447

PRESTIGIOUS night dub needs public
relation persons, part-time, phone
Bxpenence.(2l3)8S4-649l/ 650-2269.

RECEPTIONIST: Beverly Hills Marketing
Company. Phor»es, typing, some com-
puter knowledge a plus. Call 1-800-448-

5353.

Receptionist: full-tin>e for school office No
typing. Westwood private school. Call

4754401.

SALESPERSON to worit gtftshop & bouti-

que. Located in nice hotels Salary deter-

mined upon experience. Flexible hours.
272-2363 -

SECRETARY part-time. Type 90 ¥wpm.
Some record keeping. Must be
"eliable.well-organized. Near UCLA. $10/
hr. 47»-8300 or 4754300.

SITTER. Must have car. Afternoons. 2-5

days/wk. Beverly Hills area. Call Brooke at

2754716.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

r>eeds part-tin>e students to do clerical

work please call 452-9616.

STUDENT companion for 8th grade boy
inexchar>ge for private room and bath,

some board in Beverly Hills home. 468-

4747. Ask tor Carol.

TEACHER Aides; 1 part-time 8-1. 1 fuU

time 8-3:30. Supervision and classroom in-

struction. Wastwood private school. Call

4754401.

Fill la yovr w««k
wMi «xtra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists.

clerks, receptionists.

word processors. & all

office skills. Work by the

day. week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656

J LEARH ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at celebrfty public relations

firm No pay Out great opportunity to

learn and gam experience.

Call Sonia at (213) 276-6400

CHILD CARE
WANTED !<;

DRIVER/chikJ care daily 4-5p.m. SlOO/nw.
car, insurance, references required 459-
5363

VIDEO store rental cterK. Ciooo personali-
ty No experience necessary. PT/FT Stu-
dents perferred. Ventce area 399-921 1

.

WANTED: bright, energetic, and in-

depernJently minded young person to grow
with a new company - seminar P.R..
marketing, sales, and television produc-
tion. Hours negotiable. Salary plus com-
mission. (213)655-9212.

WLA Raquetball and fitness club looking
for an energetk: sales-oriented person for

reception/membership sales. Early morn-
ing hours available. Hourly pay plus
commission. Please contact Rosemarie
826-6648 after 10am

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT : 49

l;

WORK-study student needed at nr>edical

center: 10-15 hrs/wk, tinges flexible. Duties
include secretarial, library and research
Contact Dr G Small ext. 50291

YARD work 3-5 hours week. $7 00 hour.
Mon. PM or Sat. AM. Santa Monica Can-
yon 454-8224 4 to 6 PM.

$7 PER hour guaranteed salary plus extra
commission. Teleoommunicatk>n8 Oppor-
tunity. 4 to 6 hrs. per day Part-time/
fulltime. Call Mr. Davidson 8 am-lp.m
(213) 930- 1 891

ONE Bedroom $750: Tvw) bedroom/2 bath
$1195. Best WLA location. Carpet, drapes,
built-ins. fireplace, sunkin tub, view, securi-

ty parking/buikling. pool, sauna. 479-5672.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished
sjngles ar>d 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c, 10969 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss ar>d Company.

$1200 Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2 bath. Deluxe, small,
modern building. 11675 Darlington, open
house. »4:30 827-4652.

2-BED/1-BATH. unfurnished Very nice,

quiet unit $900. Ctose to UCLA. Days
450-7546/829-1851.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parking, security 1831
Whitley. (213)467-9431.

$95 2 bedrm. apts Palme afea Laun^ry-

»FiSSIONAL PHOTOORAPHErI
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Mcrte/Fernale Pro/Non-pro

—

for upcomino sessions
Fashion. Commercial. Theatrical

Call for Appointment
_<,=—. (818) 508-8680 -—

-

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

DO AN ENGINEERING FRIEND A
FAVOR SEND THEM A FREE COPY OF
"EXPERIENCED ENGINEER". THE NEW
CAREER MAGAZINE FOR YOUNG
ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER PRa
FESSIONALS SEND THEIR (OR YOUR)
NAME. ADDRESS AND COLLEGE TO
EXPERIENCED ENGINEER. 14540
HAMLIN ST SUITE D. VAN NUYS. CA
91411

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

home! No experience necessary Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope Info

Mart. 870 Hilgard, #220. Los Angeles.CA
90024

a/c. fireplaces Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-
iy for viewing. 3650 Jasmine

rTMENTS
FURNISHED..... 50

IBM-PC/PC compatible owners Work at

home. Software/data management com-
pany needs data entry and software work
for compatibility test/instfuctions diskette.

SerHJ $3.00 to Visco Data Management.
141 1-B Dianr>ond Bar Bh/d. Suite 109-U
DianDond Bar. CA. 91 765

NURSE RN or LVN (full-time) for MD office

near Beverly Hills M-F full benefrts Top
salary 939-21 1 1

.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor.
11967 Rochester Apt #3 $430 Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co 836-1828 .

WALK to UCLA- hooray! Furnished
bachelor apartment. Utilities included.
Manager 644 Landfair #201 208-2676 .

WALK UCLA - Hooray! Furnished
bachek>r apartment Utilities included
Manager 644 Landfair #201 206-2676

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE needed to share bdrm in apt

near UCLA $275/mo. plus security plus

utilities. 470-7931.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non
smoker in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom Securi

ty/Laundry. Courtyard/Patio Near UCLA.
Rose near Overland $385 839-9545

OWN room/bath in dean, sunny apart-

ment $450. Great location near
Wilshire/Bundy 838-6822/855-0567.

JOB ,

OPPORTUNITIES 32

LillllH1.1lll.i^^s\s>s.s.i.^^^^i.Ls.^^^^^^^i^^^%.>,^^^i^
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SUMMER JOtS: WA San Juans
Intervtews Feb. 18. 1986

Contoct Plocement Center. Student Emi
SBBS lllll','

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BRAND new single room with kitchen and
bath, AC/heat. Between La Cienega &
Wilshire. $475/mo. (213)936-7119 available

BEAUTIFUL, spactous. Yosemlte house
surrounded by pir>es. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates. ckMe to everything. (818)
785-9865.

BRENTWOOD, very dean, 1 bedroom,
carpet, drapes, stove. No pets. Only
charging 1 month rent, security/cleanir>g to

move in $700/nfK). (213)678-6648

GOOD location. One bedroom in

Westwood. $750/mo. Singles also. 824-
9925.

LAUREL Canyon-$450 bachetor 2-room
charming apartment C/D. No pets.
(213)874-2498.

PRIME Westwood Village executive
apartments. $850 and up. Fireplace, pod.
parking, intercom, air oondKkxiing. 206-
3306.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

*

$1650 3-Bedroom, 2-bath. Spanish style,

available now. call Roberta. 306-0073. Iv.

message.

HOUSING
^^ &^£>A.^C>J^..............««......Ov/

FRENCH student r>eed8 home in ex-

change for house cleaning, gardening, or

babysitting. Call 399-9914

FRENCH student needs honf>e in ex-

char>ge for cooking for one or many peo-
ple. Call 399-9914

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

V/A OKAY! In desirable N. Inglewood
2-bed/2-bath plus family-room super value
$125,000. Roberta Trousdale agent. Fred
Sands Realtors 306-0073 leave message.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59
$700 NEWLY decorated one bedroom,
frigidaire, stove, carpet, drapes, walk to

Century City 2121 S. Beverly Qlen,

(213)201-0339.

SEEKING home In WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1, 1966. in exchange for

oondo in Jerusalem Israel for same perkxi.
CaW(213)6&3-32e6.

.,1 L

PRIVATE quarters. TV. board, salary. Ex-
change for l>ousework. Couple ok. Bever-
ly Hills. Car necessary 271-9440 after-

noons.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

MUST sleep at home. 6 nights/week.
Serious student, non-smoker, share
bathroom, kitchen priveleges. 654-3162

WORKING mother will exchange room in

Beverly Hills for chiklcare. Seeking mature
woman with car. 278^980 evenings

ROOM
FOR RENT. M.
BEAUTIFUL big room/bath . All furnished.

Separate entrance. Between La Cienega &
Wilshire $350/nrK) (213)936-71 19

_FURNISHED bedroom in large apt. Kitch-

en privileges, sunny patio. Westwood area.
Reasonable 475-9205

MARINA Del Ray luxury room/bath Kitch-
en priveledges Beaches, amenities. Facul-
ty/grad only $350 823^291

ROOM & board Bright clean room in a
lovely private home. Includes nutritious

breakfast-dinner. Includes utilities, laundry,
ironing, cleaning Serious student.
$675 mo WLA 3 blocks from bus. Contad
Mrs. Tanaka 826^8621

.

ROOM and tx>ard Bright clean room in a
very lovely private home, includes nutri-

tions breakfast - dinner Includes utilities,

laundry, ironing, cleaning Serious stu-

dent $575/mo. WLA 3 bkKks from bus
Contad Mrs. Tanaka 826-6621

.

SPACE available for female on sorority

row 2 sec from campus Romm and 15
meals/week for $290 00 ! 209-5473

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References Easy parking $500/mo. inci

utilities. $750 security call (818)889-3280.

SUBLET 66

AVAILIBLE immediately: 3500 square feet,

14 offices. Westwood village: (213)208-
6761

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-
dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,
(213)683-9100 for nx>re information.

CONDOS
FOR RENT. 69

ENCINO. $950. 2-bedroom. 2-bath, securi-

ty, pod, tennis, prime k>cation. Sue: 825-

0045,(818)885-0745

FOXHILLS $855/mo. includes utilities,

spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath. Security
building, built-ins, balcony, fireplace. All

immenities. Call 397-0102.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE. non-snrK>ker needed to share
bedroom in West Los Angeles apartment.

l240/nrK)nth Call 477-1244.

FEMALE share targe 1 bedroom apartment
with 2 girts. 11089 Strathmore. $280/
month. (213)454^21 1/(213)824-0879

PEMALE to share Mulholland dorm. No
jtilities. Includes 14 meals/week. $339.00.
471-0290. Available immediately

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
oeautiful new two bedroom, two k>ath con-
rlominium. Quiet, near campus. $500/
month includes utilities, laundry privileges.

built in unit. Must see to believe! 479-0269.

M/F roommate wanted. 1-t>edroom apt. 10

;
minutes from UCLA. $245/month. fumish-
B>d. Call Mike 390-3103.

MALE roommate for Brentwood single.

Near shop. bus. Furnised. stove $250/mo.
Ron 471-3569 after 8pm.

PROFESSIONAL lady seeks female
roommate to share luxury condo. $550/
mo. non-smoker. Nati. daytime: 478-
371 1 ext. 4229. evening: 390-1083.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)78»6064

ROOMMATE wanted. Apartment on
Kelton, spacious, own room, furnished,

walk to UCLA. $266. Call Aaron or Greg
824-2513.

ROOMMATE needed, female grad. student
preferred. Fairfax and Melrose area, avail.

March 1st. $300 plus util. Call /Kbby after

7pm wkdays, 658-721

1

ROOMMATE needed to share spacious 1

bed apartment in Brentwood. Female.
Non-smoker $350/mo. Call Jennifer or
Debby. 826-7125.

THREE girls seek fourth roomate.
female. neat, preferably UCLA
undergraduate, to share bedroom with one
other girl in new luxury 2-bedoom, 2-bath
apartment, located on Veteran Ave be-
=Ween Ophir and Levering (waiktng^
distance to campus). Security building with
spa and sun-deck. $330 per month plus
V4 gas and eledncity. Please call 208-
0268

WANTED: female to share 2-t)edroom/2-
bath Large, beautiful apartment. Safe
area. Terri 839-8473.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious
students only, please Aircraft rental (818)
344-0196

TENNIS 80

FORMER Dutch junior champion in tennis

to teach beginner and intermediate
lessons. $l0/hr Call Muriel (213)398-
0497.

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip-
ped. experienced Call anytinw. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery The Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

INSURANCE 91

SERVICES
OFFERED.. 96

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVEFI
DISCOUNTS REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 8e(M407. (616) 880-4361

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Aak for Ken

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
scfiool statements, tfieses. papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-
ed author with journalism masters Dick
206-»353.

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint
business. Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Editing, research, statistk^. theory, study
deslgn/devetopmenVproduction. Any re-
quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
booka, articles, manuscripts, propoeals
rtolp in writing. Call Sami Kamal.'
(818)760-3149.

V
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SERVICES TUTORING TYPINGAVORD
OFFERED 96 OFFERED 98 PROCESSING 100

TRAVEL 105 RESUMES 104

Bmar'm Editing and
WHting Service
•ALL Bubjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help

Sharon Bear. Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poMsh & dean your hard, semi-soft
arxj soft contact lertses wfille you wait
Return your contocts to "Hke new" con-
.dttkxx Feel and see t^etter

Dr. Vogel. 1132 Westwood Bd 20&- 3011.
vaikJoted PafWoo-20\ or wm mis Ad

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS PAPERS
DISSERTATIONS THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES 473-4193

RESEARCH - editing for term papers, pro-

josals. articles. txx)ks. 39 1-3169.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
legotiable Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction,

^hd in English almost all subjects.

818)798-6334

J PATIENT TUTOR J^MATH (arithmetic through J« calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, ^
* Engineering, Reading, Gram- ^
J mar. Study Skills. Work with a*
^ tutor who knows the subject J
*well. and can patiently pres-

{

j ent the material in a variety of ^
* ways. You will also learn the *
.Improper way to study toj
^ achieve confidervce and self- J
* reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-

*

JtION call JIM MADIA. 383-*

J 6463 *

^•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeg
* OMI DAY TVMM« •
* ViatmikMtci writer with &A m *
* Englih w« type arxJ edn t«m J
e
e
e
e
e
e

papers, theses, scripts. re«urr>e«.

etc Or edNtno only Over 25

years experter«:e. Wectwood
VMage. MOekvwv
824-2S53or824^ni

e
e
•

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ASTRONOMY TUTOR NEEDED IM-
MEDIATELY! UCLA SENIOR CALL
BLAIR. (818) 986-581

8

MANDARIAN tutor wanted for mother and
son. Must be fluent in English. Dr Price
day 478-5209, evenings 839-5370 Leave
message on answer-phone.

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee«

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/
competitive. Karen/Laurie. (213) 470-0933.

THESES/Dissertation typing - Revisions
are faster and less expensive on Word
Processing SIMIAN Word Processing
Service specializes in thesis/Ph D typing,

scripts/novels, resumes, and form letters.

P.O Box 85765 LA CA 90072. PH
(213)467-2928

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

RESUMES. $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091

J'

^

EdMiit tk Typlag
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically

21S-S96-«19S

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

^UTORINa

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM 7 days Type,
transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A>JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,
reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura,
-^10-2890. --————--—————--—

^

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-
sional Low rates, high quality Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (21 3)653-3600

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS
YOU need me! Typing, word processing
Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited
857-0215

YOU need me! Typing, word processing.
Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.
857-0215

$2.50/pg (DST). Professional Word Pro-

cessing. UCLA experienced, student dis-

countw/ad. (Exp. 3/1/86). (213)463-3311.

From

LONDON $479

AMSTERDAM...^

FRANKFURT_

TAHITI $579

COPENHAGEN.$560

PARIS m
* Some Resttlcttons /q3ply

EuroN passes
Issued on the qx>t

•Resumes •

•Career Guidance*
• Taping/Editing •

. T> LoxB-coet <x Proven results -a

-Ct Free Consultation -it

Call ACCESS
(213)4773641

Convenient WLA Location

TRAVEL 105

OFFERED 98

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus. algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 82fr4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service
(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

Help with conversation, grammar, pronun-
ciation. $18.00/hr (213)658-7213

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7day8/week. 291-3158.

PRE-CALCULUS. Calculus, algebra,
physics, engineering tutoring by or near
UCLA, reasonable price. Call Ray (213)
512-3588 &-4p.m.. after 6p.m. call 371-
7330.

TUTORING in English literature and Histo-

ry: Help with papers. Very reasonable. Call

Wendy Johnson (818) 906-8783.

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter science by Ph.D. candidate in CS.
Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Can (213)657-4031

TUTORING- English, history, social
science, German. Experienced tutor. $12/
hour. Call Ninette. (213)454-3975 or 459-
5090.

WRITER'S cramp? Stiff, aching prose?
Take 2 aspirins and call me in the morn-
ing. (213)828-4358 (The Manuscript Doc-
tor: editing, tutoring in English & writing,

moral support.)

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.-

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcnption Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC.
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,
dissertations, one day service. $l.50/page.
WLA. Myung. 397-6344.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN FOR INFO (213)450-8719

ABIGAIL Harper: papers expeditiously and
professionally prepared on IBM PC XT/
Laserset Printer. From $2.00. Call 395-

1052. anytime.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu lO^m. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

390^588.

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings Leave message.
Reasonat>le rates. Darlene.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

EXPERT typing at low cost. Theses and
disertations. Near central LA. Call John
(213)663-5690

FAST dependable typing/word processing.

$1.99/page Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343 (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA 473-2550.

TRAVEL 105

MOf^OlULU-$229 R/T;

MAUUS309 R/T:

LONDOf4-$519 R/T;

N€W YORK-$7914 R/T

Sonne student discounts
available. 800/AIR-OEAL or

(415) 641-5043. Ask for Bonnie

I
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supen vALue nn from lax to:
WCW YOMi tmmt 236
cMicAoo ttofnS lee
^lAml ftX)mt 239
HAWAII ttofnS 239
LONOOM...;. trom$4M
FHAmnmr /^yns sm
PABIS/AMSTEROAM from$ SM
TOKYO fromS 579
lAHrri..... tromS 579
CnUIS£. Tdmyu fnmt 5M
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Chmrtmn. Toun, ChMms
n»Hpm»M , CarlNoMMM.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-«~
ASTRA TRAVEL

1100 GLENDON 1^2025

1

• fSKI AWAY
THIS WINTER!
HIT THE SLOPES FOR THESE LOW PRICES:

LAKE TAHOE $204 CANADA $584
UTAH $279 EUROPE $840

COLORADO $ 329
All trips Include your transportation, some lift tickets,

and accommodations!
HURRY WHILE THE SEASOM IS HERE...
WE'RE YOUR OIM-CAMPUS SKI EXPERTSI

I-

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

^^, ,^, i 71 TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830 6. sat ii-3
Ji CI |(^

I /\X A-Level Ackerman Union
^ S ^0^^^ ^^^F h^ ^ PnrAt ui^MATf fn r^fvino** wittwit notu-o limitnri nwoilot-uliK/Pnces subject fo chonoo without notice, limited avoikJbiiitv

\NHEH YOU LOVE SOMEONE

TELL THEM

WITH A DAILY BRUIN

VALENTINE'S DAY PERSONAL
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MIDTERMS COMING!

SELF HYPNOSIS
Means No Cramming, No Worries

It Could Mean As For You
Private sessions-Student discount, Gail Success Center
Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist, (HEC)

Director, (818)989-2923
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ALL r4ATTJRAL reOZ»l VOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
J

Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

I

I

I

I

k

JOHHSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Wcstwood Blvd. •470-8834

I I-

Expires 2/ 1 7/86 • limit one per customer
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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We Better Get
Him to a Dentist

Quick!

PREVENTIVE AND
. RESTORATIVE DENTIS'

.TOOTH BONDING
'''''

^^H^IT"^-
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas 4/O-UJbJ
• Stereo Headphone (bring your own tape)
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome.
• Please mention this ad

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Baseball
Continued from Page 23

Steve Hisey singled. The hit

advanced Lovullo to third.

The rally was squelched
when Jeff Osbom lined out to

the right fielder.

After Eric Karros went
down swinging, freshman
Scott Cline drew a base on
balls. Cline went to second
when Bill Haselman was also

granted a free pass by Proven-

cher. Both runners moved up
90 feet when Provencher un-

corked a wild pitch.

With runners on second and
third, and Bobby HoUey at

the plate, Provencher threw
another pitch away to score

Cline and let Haselman move
to third base.

Holley dre>y. the third con-

secutive walk given up in the

inning and even the most
casual baseball fan knew that

SDSU coach Jim Dietz wasn't
going to let Provencher throw
the ball much longer. But
"not much longer" turned out
to be too long.

Scruggs got on base for the

second time in the game with
a single that cashed in

Haselman and sent Holley to

third. Lovullo continued the

assault on Provencher with
another single, this one scor-

ing Holley.

Dietz nad seen enough 6f

Provencher, and so had the

Aztec fans, most of whom
were looking pretty disgusted

with the whoje thing. But
even though most of the SDSU
players, coaches and fans had
seen enough of it, shortstop

Scott Middaugh decided a

Provencher-type play was in

order.

With Tom LaVasseur on
the mound, Gary Berman hit

a bouncer towards Middaugh,
and most people thought an

inning ending double play was
^bout to happen. Instead,

Middaugh watched helplessly

as the ball bounced off his

wrist and into shallow left

field.

The error loaded the bases.

LaVasseur also got into the

Provencher groove and walked
Hisey to force in a run.

As he had done in the

previous inning, Osborn lined

out, but this time it was to se-

cond baseman Steve Hill. Hill

flippcKl the ball to Middaugh
to double-up Berman and the

rally was over.

UCLA picked up another

run in the third when, with

one out, Cline and Haselman
hit consecutive singles putting

men at first and third. Holley

lined to center field, scoring

Cline.

Shibata was still cruising

along, having allowed just one
run in the third inning on a

double and a single.

In the bottom of the fourth,

the Bruins got what proved to

be the winning runs. Lovullo

reached on base on Riesgo's

fielding error and scored on
Berman's second home run of

the year.

table 7-3 lead, but with run-

ners on first and second.

Shibata's relief wasn't much
better.

Freshman Cratg Good
allowed Lopez to single to

load the bases. While Bob
Perry was at bat. Good let go

of a wild pitch to score Monte-

jano and advance Holvey and
Lopez.

Perry struck out but Mid-

daugh pushed Holvey across

with a ground out to Lovullo.

-Lopez went to third on the

play.

Lopez scored on a passed

ball to clear the bases. When
Deron Johnson doubled down
the line, Adams went to his

third pitcher of the inning.

Bill Wenrick.

UCLA had lost earlier in

the day to the Aztecs 8-4 after

leading 3-L Randy Hennis
was given the loss in that

game, his second against no
wins, while SDSU's Mike Erb,

the Aztec ace, was given the

win.

On Friday the Bruins tra.sh-

ed Chapman 8-0 in a shorten-

ed seven inning game. Jeff

Conine went the distance for

UCLA to pick up the win..

Friday't ftaroe

Ch«pfnan 000 000 0-0 4

UCLA 001 340 K -8 11

Hulahof, Brsdtey 15), Hopkins <6) and Flatten. Con-

ine and Ze«la; WP Conine (1-0), LP Huiihof (ai).

HR UCLA Joatyn (2). Hiaey (1).

A big iflnlng, one much like Saturday ig«n«^

the Bruins* own in the second,

just about kayoed UCLA.
Shibata, used mainly as a

reliever during his UCLA
career, ran out of gas.

Hill, Woods, Montejano
and Holvey singled off Shibata
to send the Hurler to the

showers with a still comfor-

First Kame
SDSU 100 223 0-8 10

UCLA 300 010 0-4 6 4

Erb, Ellsberry (6) and Faier, Angus (2), Camp«gna
(6): Hennis, Ramsey 16), Wenrick 16) and Ziele. WP
Erb (1-0). LP Hennis (a2) HR SDSU Johnson (1),

Second ftame
SDSU 001 050 0-6 10 2

UCLA 041 200 K- 7 8 1

Provencher, LaVasseur (2), Holsman (5) and Carrv

pagna: Shibata, Good (5), Wenrick (5), Ridertour f7)

and Haselman, Zeile 16); WP Wenrick (1 -0), LP Pra

vencher lai). HR UCLA Berman (2)

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112 BARGAIN BOX 125

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist, Boston Symphony. Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studk) of Piano New
Brentwood location Openings now
available All ages, all levels Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA. Any level, any age Guitars

available Jean 476-4154

VOICE.' piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching alt levels, styles Near tiCLA
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

CONVERTIBLE LOVERS! 1979 SHINY
BLACK VW SUPERBEATLE BLACK
TOP/RED PINSTRIPING. EXTREMELY
CLEAN AND IN EXCELLENT
MECHANICAL CONDITION AIR.
CASSETTE. RIMS ONE OWNER. ALL
PAPERWORK GREAT BUY! PLEASE
CALL NEAL 838-5 186

HONDA Civic 82; mint condition; 19K; am-
fm-tape; $3500/obo, call Nelly 825-0182 or

399-2602.

IS it true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the US Government? Get the

fact8today!l-3l2-742 1142 Ext. 8147

TOYOTA Celica "80 for sale. $3500 Good
condition • new tires, great stereo Call

Claudia 824-3921,
- -^

1971 BUICK La Sabre, new tires, great in-

terior, must sell. $400 00 obo Call Rick.

313-1620. eves.

1971 MBZ 220, 4-door, s/r, new stereo,

tires, exhaust. Immaculate condition,

$3900. 470-7111.

1971 Opel G.T Good condition, very

dean. $1295. Original owner, only 70,000
mites. 381-4528 days

1971 Supert>eetle. great condition, new
brakes, clutch, tires- reliable! FM,
cassette. $1850>Jamie 208-2786.

1972 Chevy pick-up with camper shell.

$500 obo. 208-2141.

1972 DODGE van motor home. Family
wagon conversion. Excellent oof>dition.

$5,450. Original owner (213)474-7216.

1972 VW Bug. New starter, generator, bat-

tery, cartMjrator. Recent valve Job and
tune. Well maintained. Great condition.

$2000 208-1619

1975, 280z. 2 plus 2, air, great condition.

Beet offer. (213)479-1519 <_
1976 Datsun, B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tirM, excellent running cor>dition. Radio.

$1250 obo 452-6646.

1977 Subaru 5 speed Good condition

New tires $1100 obo. Must sell now
Call 652-4957

1978 Pinto, low mileage, new tires, clean,

4-speed. $1500. Nancy (days) 825-0488
(evening) (21 3)558-8288

1979 BMW 320i Black/black, blau , air.

sunroof. Excellent condition $8500
(213)475-6965

1980 Mazda GLC 5-speed. air, AM/FM,
mag wheels, fog lights Silver/gray $1800
(213)738-0793.

1981 BMW 320i Electric sunroof,' air,

fully-ioaded, automatic. $7500 208-8728.

(11am-5pm).

1981 HONDA Accord LX Latch-back. 5-

speed. sunroof, anVfm cassette. $3200
obo 39»0357.

1981 VW Rabbit Convertible. Low
mileage, mint' condition. $7300. obo. Call

473-1517

1981 VW Rabbit Diesel. 2-door, sunroof,

4-spd, stereo, 48mpg. excellent condition,

$3500 470-71 1 1

.

1981 280ZX 2 plus 2. Immaculate 33.000
miles, 1 owner, loaded, great car $7695/
obo (213)470-2733.

1982 Ford EXP. am/fm stereo, a/c, ex-

cellent condition, $2,500 obo 204-0240

1982 Honda Civic Wagon. Low miles, one
owner, immaculate, many extras, $5,600
obo Call Matt 390-3444

'72 VW SquaretMCk. Runs fine $800 otw.
New battery, brakes. Schaefter 825-7985
or 476^4437(evenings).

"76 Fiat Spider convertible. AM/FM cass
New tires, brakes. Runs well Moving,

must sell. $2900 obo. Neil (213)856-9391.

(213)876-5699.

79 Capri auto, power steering, power
brakes, a/c, sunroof, stereo/cassette

53,000 miles, black/tan $3100 202 1521

'79 Firebird automatic. A/C, AM/FM
cassette, great condition, must sell. (213)
392-2497

'79 Toyota Celica 5-speed excellent condi-

tion, must sell AM/FM cassette. Best Offer

Call Chris 838-3125

'79 VW SCIROCCO. $3500 50.000 mi 4-

speed manual. 837-4607.

'80 RX-7 luxury edition Automatic, white

leather, air, sunroof. FM/cassette. 61 k.

Original owner. Beverly Hills. $5199.
Message 276-7431

.

'

'81 Audi Coup. Black. 5-speed, A/C. Ex-

cellent conditk>n. $7000 obo. Leslie 207-

2921. __^
'82 sporty Pontiac Firebird. 4-cylinder.

MPQ (plus). Accessorites/T-top. Custom
paint. wf)Mls. Richard 306-7107.

PvtaUttl* if Boflsaaccia
yo«r lif«. Drhr* •• Alfa

Boaiao ffroai...

Bavarly Hills Atfa
3*74 S. Bobartaoa a1

7/ Natloaal
^ (21S)559-77t6

BICYCLES
FOR SALE ..*.......... 1 13

1984 NISHIKI Olympic 12. 19" mans
frame, as new. extras, 393-9942 Call

evening's.

BULK diskettes by major manufacturer.

100% error free, with life-time warrantee.

5V4 DS/DD 599 each, includes sleeve

lat>els and write-protector tabs 3.5 SS
$1.69 each, includes lat>el Americal Group
14200 Ventura Blvd Suite #201, Sherman
Oaks. (818)906-1 132. Lori Ann

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175 Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150 Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160 Bedroom set $495 Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5 95/yard 393-2338.

WESCO microscope Perfect condition

Electric, fine-tuned adjustments 5. 10. 40,

100 power, worth $2000. Sacrifice $995
(818)348-5752

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

GYM-PAC 1500 weight machine. $200
obo. 208-2141

'

SURFBOARD 6'3" Thruster, good condi-

tion. O'Neil 0'123, wetsuit 826-5490.

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

MOPEDS 119 FURNITURE 126

1985 Honda aero 50 scooter. 7 mons. old,

excellent condition. $650.00 otx). Plus
helmet/lock Jackie 450-6282 before 10
AM /after 6:00. ^^
'77 Puch Maxi, must sell. Good engine,
needs some work. $200 obo. Leave
message 202-1524.

'84 Honda Elite Great condition, trunk.

windshield $850. Phone (818)784-4239.

'85 Yamaha Riva. Red. like^new, very low
miles. Incredible mileage. 550 obo. 275-
8150.

LARGE rust colored couch Good condi-
tion $75 Call 208-6165.

2 matching large luxury couches for sale.

$275, in very good condition. Call Claudia
824-3921.

''^^^^^^^^^"-^^^^^^^^^^^T
<r YAMAHA 83»84»85<r

Scooters Sl Accessories

I-

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SAI£S AND SERVICE

J13347 W. Washington Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066

7^ (a 13)306-7906 lir

7 foot rust, brown and beige striped sofa,

makes into queen-sized sleeper $150 Call

(21 13)657-6585 after 6 PM.

Al new hotel aets guaranteed

T¥v1n$«t $SO t^uMSel %6%
QuMn$«l $M KlngS«t $9«
New 5 piece bedroom sel $nt
New ful size or queen sie6per._...$13f

New sofa and love seat $1tif

Oak IWsh coffee taWei $7
ind Tablet $19 t^ij^r- p

TNI WAMNOU$l
197-9010

CANON 300mm f4.0 lens; Fisheye con-
verter; excellent condition; $245. $120.
Hyung 825-2828

PETS 130

FREE adorable, well-trained kitten. Needs
lots of love and room. Call 209-5154 (Jill)

or 209-5164 (Steve)

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE lie, external disk drive, monitor,

word-processing/sreadsheet software,
$1,200. 8am-5pm 825-5274. Eve.

(818)330-1993

DISKETTES SSDD 52C DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #103.
Tele. (213)479^)345.

TURN term paper pressure into term
paper pleasure with the "Wang Writer."

An affordable, easy-to-use word processor
by Wang Latx>ratories. Buy one or rent

one! (213)372^4396

(2) HP-ISCS and (1) HP-41CX. New. Never
used Make offer Kenny. (213) 398-6522.

Basketball
Continued from Page 28
night when it beat first-place

Washington.
With the victory the Bruins

are now d-4 in thfe conference,
while only the Huskies and
Arizona Wildcats are ahead of

them. Washington is 8-3 after

•beating USC Saturday, and
Arizona is 7-3 after losing to

the Cardinal.

Right on UCLA's heels are

Cal and Stanford, both at 6^5^
while OSU is even at 5-5.

WSU fell to seventh with
the loss. ASU, USC and
Oregon round out the con-
ference standings.

WASHINGTON STATE (81)

Jennings ai9 2 3 18. Wallace 2-6 00 4,

Quinnett 9-19 00 18, Wright 6-10 4-4 le!

Mofrisen 4-8 0-2 8, Winkler 4-7 1-2 9, Ander-
son 1-1 00 2, Hodges 0-3 00 0, Sanders 1-2

00 2. Durr (W 00 0, Kidd 2-2 0-1 4. Totals
37 77 7 12 81.

UCLA <88)

Miller 15-24 9-11 39, Jackson 7 9 3-5 17
Haley 2^ 2 2 6, Hatcher 17 00 2, Richard^

son 30 00 6, Jones 4-9 2 3 10. Talmer 0^2

01 0, Gaines 3-3 0-1 6, Rochelin 00 2 2 2,

Morris 00 00 0, Ounlap 00 00 0. Totals
350818-25 88.

Halftinr>e-UCLA 36, Washington St. 31.

Fouled out — None. Retwunds -Washington
Si 33 (Mon^iaon 10), UCLA 44 (H^y 11).

Assists.- Washington St, 15 (Winkler, Jenn-
ings 4), UCLA 20 (Gaines 9). Total fouls

-

Washington St. 22, UCLA 12. A -6.841.

/
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VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

FREF

VALLiY
1 OWING

New Bosch Plugs & Points. Pennzoil '

JL, ^ ^^
Adjust Clutch. Adjust Brakes, Adjust T.ming Q xO O^*
Check Battery & Front Fnd Alignment »

^\^T mW\J
Replace ail Shoes and Linings. Pack Front
Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyl & Fill System
$49.95*

From Lube & OH to Overhaul "Quality at Lowest Prices

"

Al AiiTo^®"^^
785-4112 (213) 275-2865

^1 MUH^ 7957 Von Nuys Blvd 2'
. BIks So of Roscoe * MOSf MOdoJC'

Baseball
Continued from Page 28
got past the seventh frame due
to darkness.

Of the three games, it had
to be the last that pleased
UCLA baseball coach Gary
Adams the most. Using a
lineup consisting of, for the
most part, substitutes, the
Bruins roughed up the Aztec
pitching staff for seven early

runs.

"Of course, we didn't face
the same kind of pitching in

the second game, either,"
Adams cautioned to those that
were excited about the offen-

sive display. **Mike Erb
(SDSU's starter in the first

game) is one of the best pit-

chers in the country. At the
Riverside tournament that we
played in last year, he was
named the best pitcher."

Keith Shibata started the
nightcap for UCLA and ap-
peared to be effective using an
assortment of pitches that did
not include a blazing fastball.

But the many off-speed pit-

ches seemed to fool the Aztecs
for four innings.

In the first inning, Shibata
faced just four batters, walk-
ing one. But the walk to Joe
Holvey didn't come until Eric
Woods and Steve Montejano
had grounded out to shortstop
Bobby Holley.

After Holvey's walk,
Shibata fooled pan Lopez and
the SDSU clean-up batter
stood there as the home plate
umpire called a third strike. .

About the only thing that
the Bruins proved in the first

inning was that you can be
the beneficiary of two walks
and a single and still be kept
off the scoreboard.

Tony Scruggs started things
off With the base on balls, but
with Torey Lovullo, one of
the Bruins' better hitters at the
plate, Scruggs was thrown out
trying to steal second. Lovullo
then preceded to draw walk
No. 2 from David Provencher.

Gary Berman popped out to
the second baseman to give
the Bruins two outs when

Continued on Page 22

Opeh7Days

' STUDENT & FACULTY |

SPECIAL ;

Body Perm $25.00 f
(with tNt coupon a UCtA LO.) I

International
Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
Exp. 2/15/86

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

Art'Architecture *

Business Economics

Journalism Mass Communications

Politics

*
'

Si::

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

'I

Semester programs inclucte 16 credits.

9-we^k internship, apartments, Bntish faculty.

All programs offered Fall and Spnng; Politics and

' Journalism/Mass Communications also offered Summer.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE

STATE
( )

_ZIP_
r ] Art/Architecture ( | Journalism Mass Communications
I 1 Business Economics ( I Politics i3

Summer '86 Fall'SG .Spring's? Summer '87

^'"'""^o Londonlnternships 143 Bay Stale Rd Boston MA 02215 (617)353 9888

WINNINGIHEWEST
ViELiSEARGO STUDENTLOANS

.1

I

Speedy Processing: At Wells Far^o, we're

committed to rapid turnaround. Our state-of-the-

art student loan system enables us to give your
loan request prompt attention and swift handling.

We Make It Simple: No additional bank forms
are required, and you don't need to have a credit

history or account relationship in order to qualify.

Courteous Customer Service: Our service

representatives are ready to answer your ques-

tions.We appreciate your business, and we're

anxious to make your dealings with Wells Fargo

Bank pleasant and hassle-free.

Choose Wells Fargo: If a student loan is part

of your plans for financing your education, then

tell your financial aid office that you want to go
through Wells Fargo Bank. Soon after you mail
us your application, you'll begin to see why
Wells Fargo was the smart choice.

if you need more information, we'd be happy
to help . . . phone or write us today!

Call (800) 641-0473 Toll-Free
[

Weekdays 8 AM-5:30 PM

Wells Fargo Bank
Student Loan Center

RO. Box 9368
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
C.I9H5 W(B NA

•I c

^*«w^MayrY' **'

'

1M IIW>— m
•'Wfp^
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CAITT STOP 8M
WECANHELP

n:4i

•Easy
• Effective
• Stressless
• Inexpensive

CAUNOWl
208-3579

^^ACUPUNCTUBE CENTEB
WESTWOOD MEDICAL PLAZA
10921 Wilshire BL(at Westwood Bl.)

Things are brewin'

in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

PARI SALON HAKSTYUNG BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE)

UC LASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Higtiligtit

$30.00! (reg. $60.00),
«

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 '^°"!f"/®**/®i*<^"'®

. (wtmiMtod) Both Sl5.00 ^

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^-9j^
Permalennd v/Q
Bausch & .omb ^^
30 Day Ext 'nded ^— ^^
Additional Pair S^ll
up to 2 weeks WW
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to dale
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB. 2168 Pacific. (213)591-1594

V.N
, 7232 Van Nuys. (818)786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege Bl.. (714) 774-4510

L.A,. 1482 S. Robertson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTFD

LEADING EDGE

FREE PRINTER WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM!
• 2 FLOPPY DRIVES $1 595
• 1 MB HARD DISK $2095
• 20 MB HARD DISK__ $2195

LEADING EDGE ^
AiMhoruad R«ImI OMl*f

Leading Edgs mnd McxM "O" Ar» Haqimwd
JrmUmnvks of Leading Edge Products Inc

PRICE INCLUDES:
Free 80 CLM Printer, monitor keyboard, 640K
RAM, graphics, color board. FREE word-
processor, database, spreadsheet, communica-
tions software PLUS M/S-DOS & Basic.

6300 PC AND FREE PRINTER*

2DD $1
CALL FOR OTHER CONFIGURATIONSAT&T

COMPU DYNAMICS
1066^ S. La Cienega, L.A. {V7 block south ot oiympic)

pnipc ('WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM)

INCLUDES: FREE 80 CLM PRINTER. MONITOR,
KEYBOARD 640K RAM. MS-DOS. BASIC.

OPEN DAILY
PLUS FREE SOFTWARE PACKAGE.

INCLUDING SUNDAY
10 AM-7PM

(213) 854-1104

^-THE BESTMEXICAN
FASTFOOD IN THE WEST!!

<rP̂

^<
^

UCLA forward Shari Biggs helped keep the Bruins in the
game against favored-Cal State Long Beach Friday night -in

Pauley Pavilion. The 49ers won, 85-69.

Presents:

ALL YOU CAN EAT!!
MONDAY/SOFT TACO NITE $5.99

99< Beer & Margaritas!!

Attention Fraternities and Sororities:
Corona with us after meeting!I

BRENTWOOD
1 1740 San Vicente, Brentwood, CA 90049

Across/1 bik. east of Mom*8 on San Vicente Blvd.

I's basketball
Continued from Page 28
from the outside to open up a
quick five-point lead. The
49ers then made a run with
11:35 left on the clock, knot-
ting up the score at 18 a
piece.

From there the Bruins took
o ver , reel i n g of f six
unanswered points and were
up by as much as 10 points at

34-24 with 4:45 left before
halftime.

Leading the way for the
Bruins were Anne Dean and
Shari Biggs. UCLA allowed
the game to get out of hand
with some sloppy play, and
that let the 49ers eventually
tie the score at 36-36 at the
half.

The Bruins played hard to
build that lead, shooting 50%
from the field to CSULBs
48%, but the CSULB "run
and jump" got them back into
the game, according to Bon-
vicini.

The biggest surprise was the
play of Sue Mead in the first

half, and the whole game for
that matter. She effectively

controled the boards and was
even able to muscle up some
offense rebounds for points
that surprised the 49er coach.

"They got more production
out of Sue Mead than any
game I've ever seen her play,"
Bonvicini said.

Mead has been busy lately

trying to improve her skills in

the lane.

"I've been working hard on
taking the ball to the basket
'cause I realize that is one of
my weakest points," said the
Bruin center, who finished
with 10 points and six re-

bounds.

UCLA came out in the se-

cond half and outscored
CSULB 6-2 to take a four
point lead.

From there the 49ers dug
down deep and found the
'Mother Lode', and pulled
away from the Bruins. CSULB
went up by as much as 19
points on their way to a 16-

IX)int victory.

"I thought defensively for

40 minutes we played well,
for 40 minutes we played
hard," Moore said.

Dean had another good
night from the field to finish

with 20 points for the game.
"Anne Dean was tough,"

Bonvicini said. "Dean played
a great game. One of the best

games she's ever played
against us."

You are invited to a panel discussion
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I TIRED OF LOaSY
PERNS /BODY WAVES?
Try this SPECIAL OFFER for

head turning results

Perm/Body Wave ^25®®
no bleached or tinted hair

Ask for PepI • 208-0836

BLQE-N-GOLD HAIR DESIGN
10916 LE CONTE • WESTWOOD

This offer good with coupon only

Don't Clown
Around

Advertise

in the

Daily

Bruin

25-216
a

2WWwWWwwvwwww V
t

Make her heart beat with a gift of hearts from ^

UCLA's student's MOST POPULAR STORE

FINEST QUALITY • LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

TSulmtint

yj^-^^I^r-^^^

Ring w/diamond ^M
$2800 ^

1^
:«yoo^^^'

14k Puffed Heart Charms
14k Heart Bracelets
14k Heart Lockets
14k Floating Heart Charms

$6.00 and up
$24.00
$35.00
$1.00 and up

Shane's

DIAMOND HEART BRACELET $1 18.00
DIAMOND HEART NECKLACES $158.00

Retail

$236.00
$316.00

^Biggest Watch Sale Ever 30-50% Off!!

1065 Broxton Ave.
Westwood Village

208-8404

Mon.-Fri. 10:30-6:00

Sat. 10:30-10:30
Sun. Noon -6:00

4
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We want to change your lives...

Set out for a POWDER PIG-OUT and a

ONCE IN A LIFETIME EXPERIENCE...
• - .J

HELICOPTER SKI on UCLA SKI
CLUB'S Spring trip to beautiful

TELLURIDE , COLORADO ! !

!

We're offering YOG transportation, a week's
lodging in the new Fail Line condos, 5 days lift

tickets, Jacuzzi parties, barbeques, after-ski par-

ties, Nastar races, and more parties...AMD this

incredible package includes a helicopter lift

enabling you to ski UNTRACKED, POWDER-
PACKED PEAKS OF PERFECTION...

/^^/
UCLA CulturmI mn^ Rmermmtlcnml Atfmku

Unhfnlty /l«crMCfon AtMOCIatlon

Ski Club Office

825-3171 llam-lpm

JEFF HARBANO/Daily Bruin

Glgi Zosa performed well for UCLA in Gainesville, but her
efforts weren't enough to help the Bruins knock off the
Gators.

Gymnasts g
Gator Invitational
By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

As if it wasn't already hard
enough to knock off a top
five-ranked team like Florida,
the UCLA women's gym-
nastics team had to try it at

Gainesville and that was just

too much to ask.

Florida captured the Gator
Invitational with a score of
185.50 while UCLA and
Oregon State finished at
180.15 and 177.30, respective-
ly.

Starting the competition on
the vault and uneven bars, the
Bruins held close and trailed
by only a single point after
two rotations.

Gigi Zosa got the Bruins off
to a big start as she bested a
strong field on the bars with a
9.60 to win the event. Team-
mate Tanya Serivce was right
behind her with a 9.40 to tie

for second place.

Zosa also lead the way for
the Bruins on the vault, where
her score of 9.45 placed third.
Bruin junior Lesley Goldberg
hit her vault and added a 9.40
to help keep UCLA close to
the lead.

UCLA freshman Lisa
Taylor, who is recovering
from arthoscopic surgery after
an injury to her right knee,
returned to action on the bars
and scored 9.0. Bruin coach
Jerry Tomlinson was pleased

with the effort and said that
Taylor is at about 85%

.

The women from Westwood
ran into a lot of trouble on the
floor exercise as all six Bruins
had deductions from their
scores for falling out out of
bounds. Zosa had two falls

and UCLA could manage only
a team score of just over
43.00.

While the Bruins were hav-
ing their problems toward the
end of the meet, the Gators
showed why they are con-
sidered a threat to win the
NCAA's, which will be held
during April in Gainseville.

Florida gymnasts won three
of the four individual events
as well as the all-around. Just
like the Bruins, the Gators got
a lot of help from their
freshmen.

Melissa Miller won the floor
exercise with a score of 9.60.
She also placed second in the
vault, and third in the all-

around. Tammy Smith won
the vault with a 9.70, and
placed second in the floor ex-
ercise.

Front and center for UCLA
was freshman Tanya Service,
who continues to score for the
Bruins in a big way. Consis-
tent in all of the events. Ser-
vice's scores totaled 37.30,
good enough for second place
in a strong all-around com-
petition.

Sports letters

Starting next Thursday, the Daily Bruin will print let-
ters to the sports editor. These letters can be on any aspect
of UCLA sports that interests Bruin sports fans. Submit
your letter to the Bruin's secretary in 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Written material submitted must be typed or written
legibly and must be double-spaced. All material must bear
the author's name, address, telephone number, registration
card number and affiliation with UCLA.

Narnes will not be withheld and phone numbers will not
be published. The Bruin reserves the right to edit letters
on the basis of space and readability.
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Bruins blow out CSULB, 80-58
Swimmers entered off events in USC tuneup

, By Kevin Lynch

How does one get psych-
ed up to beat the USC Tro-
jans? Well, if you're a
Bruin, all you need to do is

wake up in the morning, or
afternoon for that matter.
However, in order to

sharpen and refine an ap-
petite for the Trojans, one
might want to knock off

another cross-town foe as

an appetizer.

That is exactly whit
UCLA did under rainy skies

at the Men's Gypi Pool Fri-

day afternoon. The heavily
favored women's swim
team topped a rebuilding
Cal State Long Beach
squad 80-58.

The Bruins will battle
USC this Saturday at the
Men's Gym Pool.

Coach Tom Jahn avoided
running up the score
against the 49ers by having
many of his top swimmers
try their hand at events
they do not normally swim.
The modest crowd grew ac-
costumed to seeing new
faces racing in nearly alT"
the events.

Distance specialists
Tammy Harvego and Ricky-
Sandmark both competed
in shorter races. Harvego
swam the 200-yard freestyle

and won with a time of
1:55.15. Sandmark also
won her 'off event as well.

She took the 200-yard but-
terfly with a 2:13.26 clock-
ing.

Team captain and All-
America Diane Graner,
who excels at the
backstroke, did not swim a
race on her back against
the 49ers. Graner raced in
the 100 and 200 frees and
relays.

Sofia Kraft stuck to her
program partially by
swimming her traditional
200-yard individual
medley. Kraft, who is
ranked 16th in the world in
the medley, won handily
with a 2:07.63 time. The
next swimmer cruised in
eight seconds later.

Kraft, however, had
been humbled earlier when
she finished third in the 100
fly, an off event for her.
Even though his team

was soundly beaten by
UCLA swimmers not even
competing in their top
events, 49er Head Coach
Tim Shaw was pleased with
his team's performance.
'W« had some gnr^^ pf

forts. Some of our sprinters
showed signs of speed."
Shaw has done a tremen-

dous job just fteldin^-a"
team for CSULB. When the
49ers began the season,
Shaw had a grand total of
five swimmers to work
with. Needless to say, team
moral was at its lowest ebb.

LSAT
GMAT

TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 31

5

Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

This Valentine's Day,^
go all out

Go ahead, show that special

someone how much you
care by sending the FTD *

Hearts 'n' Flowers ' Bouquet.

beautiful arrangement
in an impressive

eepsake caddy. It's

so easy. Just call

your FTD Florist.

Go ahead. Do
something really

exciting!

VALENTINE'S WEEK IS FEBRUARY 9-15iWLEh
•9 — ''-*

"Registered trademark FTDA

Shaw went oh a quick
crackerjack recruiting trip
within his own school. He
convinced many swimmers
who had quit last year to
rejoin the team.

The dedicated coach has
also taken on the head
coaching duties for the
men's swim team while still

maintaining his employ-
ment as a physical educa-
tion professor at the school.
Shaw is no stranger to

hard work. He trained
years at his swimming craft
and it earned him a trip to
the 1976 Olympic Games in
Montreal. And he did not
stop there. Eight years
later, Shaw resurfaced as
an Olympian again in 1984,
this time on the United
States water polo team.

Shaw wasn't overly con-
cerned about the final
score, but just the scores of
his individual swimmers.
Mainly he was grateful that
he got the opportunity to
swim against the Bruins.

"It (UCLA) is a first-class
^

organization. When you
race the best you get better.
No reason aiming for se-

Volleyball still not a
sport for East Coast

condl)est," Shaw said
UCLA's Jahn was not

overly concerned about the
final tally either. When
asked what the score was
right after the meet, Jahn
replied, "I have no idea."

By Bob Brunwin

The UCLA volleyball team
had a great weekend. They
travelled to Virginia, did some
sight seeing, and, oh yeah,
they played a couple of mat-
ches too.

They started off_on Friday
with a contest against Ball
State. After a rough day of
seeing all the sights that they
were able to take in, the
Bruins lost the first game 8-15.

After this little slap in the
face, the varsity took the
match with games of 15-5
15-5, and 15-2.

"We really picked up inten-
sity after the first game," said
UCLA coach Al Scates.

Ozzie Volstad picked up
most of that intensity that the
coach was talking about.
Volstad had 21 kills at an in-
credible percentage of .543.
Captain Andy Klussman

also did his share with 7 kills

at a .417 rate.

"We blocked much better
than they did and that was a
_^ig difference, ".said Scates.

Don Dendinger put up the
wall on Ball State. He had 3
solo blocks and 2 assists.

As a team> UCLA hit
versus Ball States .214 percen
tage. ^

Saturday, the Bruins played
George Mason, a team that Al
Scates describes as "the best
team I've seen in the East."
UCLA defeated the best of

the East by scores of 15-10
15-11, 9-15, and 15-8. Scates
described this as a **very
strong blocking match," as
well. \ ^^ •

In fact, the Bruins had 31
block assists as a team to
George Mason's 18. George
Mason was also held to a team
hitting percentage of .105 for
the match.

In this match. Matt Whit-
taker hit .444 with 11 kills

and Jeff Williams came
through with 9 spikes of his
own at a rate of .636.

So, hopes of having some
serious competition in the
East, where volleyball is not
king, are momentarily dashed.
However Scates tried to be en-
couraging. -

"I expect Ball State to be
the eastern representative at
the NCAA finals," said Scates.

But you can't help but feel

that the coach was just trying
to be diplomatic. It seemed
obvious from the numbers that
the matches the Bruins played
were little more than—

w

ork

—

outs for them.

Volleyball will just have to
live on the West Coast for a

le longer. Just uritil~a cou-
ple of Kirk Kilgours and
Karch Kiralys spring up at
Ball State or Penn State.

The Bruins will travel to
Santa Barbara on Wednesday
to take on 6th ranked UCSB
in a league match.
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GIVEVOURSBf
SOME CREDIT!

• Just bring a co|iy of

^^your schoolLD.
• No cosigner required

APPLYNOWON CAMPUS!
Date: Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Time: 9:00 am ^ 4:00 pm
Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

825-1211
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Andrea Tetrick. A»$tont Sports Editor

Bruins in third place after career of a game
Jackson, Miller set bests in 88-81 win
By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

It was career day in Pauley
Pavilion Sunday afternoon as

the UCLA Bruins moved into

third place in the Pac-10 with
an 88-81 win over the
Washington State Cougars.
"Thank God For" Reggie

Miller was unstoppable after a

couple of early missed jump
shots, and the nation's fourth-

leading scorer finished with 39
points. Miller's previous best

was 35, set earlier this year
against the same Washington
State team and then matched
against Arizona State.

"My teammates got me the
ball at the right time," said

Miller, who took it from there

and just happened to get the

ball to the basket at the right

time.

Craig Jackson had the best

offensive game of his career,

with 17 hard-earned points.

"CJ." moved w^ell without tfii^

ball, and his excellent posi-

tioning when posting up was
the cause for his new-found

He lay there at the corner of

the key for about five seconds,

hands over head, with ^ big
*did I really make that?' grin.

No such records are kept,

but the two teams combined
had a career's worth of easy
missed shots in the first half.

Together the Bruins and
Cougars were 29 of 80 from
the field, WSU 14/43 (32.6%)
and UCLA 15/37 (40.5%).

This year's Bruin team had
a season-high number of inside

baskets. Not too many of their

shots fell in the first half, but
in the second half alone
UCLA scored over 30 of its 52
points from inside of 10 feet.

The Cougars' Anthony Kidd
made the longest shot of his

career as the final buzzer
sounded. He heaved it up
from just beyond the hash
mark— on UCLA's side of the
court. It was approximately a
61 -footer.

Kidd's mother, sitting with
the Cougar entourage, had
her career-high decibel-level

scream when Anthony made
the shot.

success.

"I really wasn't a post-up
player in high school," said

the sophomore from Colorado,
"but in college I have to

post-up a lot more.
"I've been practicing a lot

in the mornings. And coach
(Jack) Hirsch told me to not

take things so seriously. I

think that helped me relax."

Jackson even made one tur-

naround jumper while falling

to the floor after being fouled.

A crowd of only 6,841 set a

career mark for quiet in

Pauley Pavilion in the first

half, but that was because nei-

ther team was giving them
anything to yell about. The
first half resembled a day in

Pullman— where WSU is

located. Everyone just wanted
it to end.

Junior Corey Gaines ended
his career-high number of
missed gamas (from his hip
pointer), and he played a

marvelous game. On one play

Gaines, hip pads firmly wrap-
ped around his wai^, stole the

ball, dribbled the length of

the floor, and made a hesita-

tion lay-up while waiting for

one defender to go by.

"Coach said that's my role,

to come in and try to help the

team get the fast break go-

ing," Gaines said after he
sparked the lifeless into a run-

ning frenzy.

UCLA set another con-
ference season high, outre-

bounding an opponent for the

second time in a row, which
borders on the unbelievable.

Jerald Jones, the guy that

Al McGuire called a football

player in a basketball
uniform, set a career pick that

one Cougar won't soon forget.

That is if he can remember it.

Even the public address an-

nouncer set his own career

record— for mistakes (they

are the Cougars, not the
Ilmkies). Bnt everyone has an
off day.

-^ As far as highs and lows go,

this was a game that UCLA
really needed. If they had lost,

the Bruins would be in a six-

th-place tie with Oregon
State. By winning, UCLA has
now pulled up into sole posses-

sion of third place in the con-
ference.

Over the weekend, more
upsets occurred in the Pac-10
as Stanford beat Arizona and
Oregon whipped Oregon State

in Corvallis. UCLA scored an
upset of its own Thursday

Continued on Page 23

JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

UCLA's Craig Jackson (52) scored a career high 17 points

against Washington State in the Bruins' 88-81 win.

Batters escape weekend with 2-1 split

Power and pitching

contribute to team's

early ^'rK^'l h H X^

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

When someone in the
press box at Jackie Robin-
son Stadium Saturday said

that the UCLA baseball

team lived and died by the

big inning, they couldn't

have known how right they

were.

Until they saw the three

games that the Bruins
played over the weekend,
that is, a single game
against Chapman College

and a doubleheader versus

San Diego State.

In all three contests, a

big inning either kept the

Bruins alive or killed them.

Usually, it was the former.

UCLA shut down the
Panthers in the first game
on Friday, 8-0, in a rain-

shortened affair, and split

the twinbill Saturday
against the Aztecs.

The Bruins dropped the

first game against SDSU 8-4

in a scheduled seven-inning

game, then came back to

win 7-6 in a scheduled nine

inr g contest that never

Continued on Page 23
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Southpaw Keith Shibata pitched four strong innings against San Diego State in the se-

cond ganne of Saturday's doubleheader.

Long Beach fends

off a stubborn

Bruin team, 85-69
By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

There was no surprise en-
ding to Friday night's
women's basketball game
against the Gal State Long
Beach 49ers at Pauley
Pavilion, but what was sur-

prising was UCLA's ability to

stay in the game.
The 49ers fought off a stub-

born Bruin squad to strike

gold late in the game on their

way to a 85-69 victory before
a crowd of 482.

"I knew UCLA was going
to play us a good game
tonight," CSULB coach Joan
Bonvicini said. "They looked
real good. They look like a
team that has been prepared
for us."

The Bruins were certainly

well-prepared for Long Beach,
biit not well enough to win
their 10th game of the season.
UCLA's loss No. 13 jumped
the 49ers' record to 18-2.

Wave after wave of 49ers'

just overpowered UCLA, leav-
ing Bruin coach Billie Moore
wondering what she has to do.

"It's very hard to play
perfect for 40 minutes, and for

us to beat a team like Long
Beach we almost have to do
that," she said after the game.

In the first half, UCLA
came out and started to hit

Continued on Page 24
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News: NASA official

discusses the space
shuttle tragedy which
occurred two weeks ago.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: Undergrads-
must participate in stu-

dent government, adent g_.
reader says.

See page 12

Review: Woody Allen's
'Hannah and her Sisters'
is a good film, but not
Allen's best. ,

See page 14.

Sports: Brtitn batters
take on the Loyola
Marymount Lions in^ a
mid-week game.
See back page.

- UCLA Weather
High clouds. >-

High: 64. low: 48. ^ ^
(Dept. of Atmos- *^ ^
pheric Sciences forecast)
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procedures in removal,

tment processes draw fire

BEN TONG/Daily Bruin

T\A/o gulls take a stroll at sunset along the beach at

Santa Monica, looking for the perfect seafood treat.

By Laureen Lazarovici

Staff Writer

The appointment and
removal procedures followed
by the Undergraduate Stu-
dents Association Council
recently have come under fire

by a USAC council member.
Facilities Commissioner

Mark Kisicki objected to the
method Undergraduate Presi-

dent Ron Taylor used to
recommend a financial sup-
ports commissioner to replace

Laura Orvananos who resign-

ed Jan. 14. He also questioned
the firing of Budget Review
Director Marc Cohen and the

appointment of Adrian
Alvarez to tbo ASUG£?t=
Communications Board.

"Certain council members
have not followed the con-
stitution," Kisicki said, ex-

plaining that it puts the coun-
cil at a disadvantage in mak-
ing informed decisions about
personnel matters.

Kisicki cited Taylor's
recommendation of Brandon
Smith for financial supports
commissioner as one such case

where the constitution was not

followed.

Smith's appointment was re-

jected by USAC Feb. 4.

Taylor will recommend

another appointment tonight.

"The interviews for finan-

cial supports commissioner
were not open," Kisicki claim-

ed. "For most positions, it's

not iniportant, but for replac-

ing a council member, we
have a responsibility to make
sure they are qualified."

Taylor responded by saying,

"No council member asked to

attend the interviews."

Kisicki brought up the issue

after the interviews were over,

according to Taylor.

Any council members may
attend interviews with appli-

cants for student welfare
commissioner . Taylor noted.

The position was vacated
when Catherine Jayne resign-

ed Feb. 5.

Nevertheless, Kisicki also

objected to the recommenda-
tion of Smith on the grounds
that council members received

his resume at the beginning of

the meeting, although the con-

stitution states that dossiers

must be given to council
memers three days prior to the

appointment review.

A dossier on Comm Board
appointee Adrian Alvarez also

was not presented three days
prior to the Jan. 22 USAC

Rhetoric professor has inspired

students for over three decades
By Rick Schwartz

Staff Writer

It's a common belief in

these bureaucratic times that

in order to see progress, one
must see change.
And many things have

changed at UCLA since 1949.

But somewhere within that

long list of progress since

1949, one notable thing has

remained.

Professor Waldo Phelps,
whose specialty is rhetoric and
public address, came here to

teach, and is still here
teaching.

"When people ask me what
I do," Phelps said, "I tell them
I teach at UCLA. That's the

top of the barrel for me."
Phelps is a silver lining to

the clouds which rain
boredom upoi> students who
sit in classes with strictly

'research-oriented' professors.

"The most important func-

tion for me was always to

teach undergraduates as effec-

tively as I could," Phelps said.

"I wouldn't do any writing or

reading, or anything for that

matter, before thinking about
the next class session."

Last Tuesday, after dismiss-

ing his rhetoric of Winston
Chuchill class in which tapes

of the British parliamen-
tarian's famous speeches are

played, the silver-haired 67

year old said, "At eight o'clock

tonight I'll be sipping some
wine, going over what I did
today in class — what I left

out. Then I'll go through my
notes and pick tapes for next

time.

"And until I have all of that

set in my mind I won't do
anything else. My family
knows that, and respects that.

"It's just my number one
priority."

The origin of Phelps* rela-

tionship with educational
ideals comes from his father.

Clarence Lucian Phelps was
born in a log cabin in Ken-
tucky, and went to school
when he and his family were
not plowing the fields. He
heard about Stanford Univer-
sity's $1 -per-year tuition pro-

gram for tJie deserving poor,

and he set out for the West
Coast.

He went on to obtain a

Ph.D. from the university.

The senior Phelps then
moved down the coast and
became president of the Home
Economics and Manual Arts

Training Center in Santa Bar-

bara.

Behind his leadership t'hat

school became known as the

University of California Santa
Barbara, or UCSB. The
transformation took place two
years before the elder Phelps

retired.

\

Now eight of the buildings

on the campus in Coleta are

named after people he hired
— one other is Phelps Hall.

Waldo Phelps graduated
from the school his father

raised to the prestige it now
carries, only at that time it

was called Santa Barbara
State. He was a general
education major, which meant
he studied mostly history,

political science, English and
speech and rhetoric courses.

Phelps was also working on
teacher preparation.

Please see PHELPS, Page 8

Ron Taylor

meeting at which Alvarez was
appointed. _:u.^^___

—

This action prompted
Kisicki and General Repre-
sentative Mark Feldman to file

a complaint with the Judicial

Board against the appoint-
ment.

Kisicki had no objections to

the appointment of Elections

Board chairman, Craig Eng,
although Eng was also ap-
pointed without a dossier
presented to the council.
Kisicki said he believed only
one person applied for the
position.

But according to Sintelle

Ammons, Taylor's chief of

staff, there were other appli -

Mark Kisicki

Daily Bruin

cants.

Kisicki also found fault with
the removal of Budget Review
Director Marc Cohen last

week, tliting Article Two,
Section F3 of the USAC con-

stitution, Kisicki said that only

council can remove an ap-

pointed officer by a two-thirds

vote.

"Technically, it should have
gone to council first," Am-
mons said.

She added that Taylor
would bring Cohen's file to an
executive session of USAC's
meeting tonight.

Gunman, accom
Assailants attempt to rob
By Doug Nathan. Staff Writer

A gunman and two accomplices stole a

car Saturday night on Roebling Avenue
after an unsuccessful attempt to rob the

owner.
Carlos Lemos, an applied physics

engineer, dropped off his girl friend at a

dinner party not far from the robbery scene

at 10:30 that night and found a parking

space after a 10-minute search.

"I found the wrong one," Lemos said. "I

saw them walk by the car, but did not

think anything about it."

As he stepped out of his gray 1986 Mazda
RX-7, a black male, aged 2!b-25 and stan-

ding five feet 10 inches tall, thrust a gun in-

to his stomach, Lemos said. "He told me to

plices steal car
owner, but steal RX-7
give him the keys. He asked for my ring

and wallet."

The assailant searched unsuccessfully for

his wallet, Lemos said. When the robber
demanded the ring, a family heirloom,
Lemos, unable to remove it, said he told

him, "You are going to have to cut my
finger off to get it."

"He was totally nervous. That's what
scared me," Lemos said. "He told me to run
down the street."

Lemos said he complied.
The police arrived on the scene within 10

minutes, Lemos said.

"Nobody was hurt," said Det. Lee
Kingsford of the West Los Angeles Police

Department. "No shots were fired."

Please see THEFT, Page 11
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Make her heart beat ...

with a gift of hearts from

1
14k Puffed Heart Charms
14k Heart Bracelets
14k Heart Lockets
14k Floating Heart Charms

$6.00 and up
$24.00
$35.00
$1 .00 and up

Manp^ llalentme Sag
15X disc, to UCLA Students, Facuhy& Staff thni Feb. 15

Ring w/diamond
$28.00

Shane's

DIAMOND HEART BRACELET $1 18.00
DIAMOND HEART NECKLACES $158.00

Retail

$236.00
$316.00

UCLA STUDENT'S MOST POPULAR STORE
FINESTQUALITY • LOWESTPOSSIBLE PRICES
Biggest Watch Sale Ever 30-50% Off!!

1065 Broxton Ave.
Westwood Village

208-8404

Mon.-Frl. 10:30^:00
Sat. 10:30-10:30

Sun. Noon -6:00
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hartof
Personalized Fudge

kie Hearts
for Valentine's Day

xpwssion

Op 'hUtAlb *'tki\ttiu<xtr\<iLU^AAil "th^LAJC 'Etoc^

X

Express yourself with a personalized
message or design you create on a
delicious fudge or cookie Valentine.
Now on sale at four campus locations.

Ttie Sandwicti Room • Nortti Campus • Lu Valle Commons • Bombshelter
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"^ news
Mafia mobsters on trial in Italy

for drug smuggling, multiple murders

PALERMO, Sicily — The largest Mafia trial in Italian histo-

ry opened Monday, with defendants in steel cages and police

escorts for the judges who will hear charges against the 474 ac-

cused mobsters.

The government hope^ the trial, where charges include drug

smuggling and multipltf murder, will mark the turning point in

its long fight against th^ mob
Authorities said 115 of the defendants were at large, in-

cluding most of the top-ranking bosses indicted after a three-

year investigation by five of Italy's top investigating magistrates.

The courtroom was built for the trial at a cost of $17 million.

The defendants are held in 30 steel-barred cages guarded bv

armed police officers. About 100 defendants w^ere present for

the trial's opening.

A reputed leader of the Corleone faction, Luciano Liggjo, sat

alone in Cage 23, dressed in a blue tracksuit and white

sneakers, smoking a cigar. In the adjoining cage was Pippo

Calo, called the "grand cashier." of the Mafia, who allegedly

recycled mob money until his arrest in Rome last year.

Most (x^cupants of the cages wore neat, dark suits.

One minute of silence was observed in schools, offices and

factories throughout Sicily when the trial began at 10 a.m.

Man\ schools. in Palermo devoted their first classes to a drscus-

sion of the Mafia, which has been a pervasive influence in Sicilv

for centuries.

Reagan proposes TOPEX' satellite

to be launched by Ariane rocket

iPASADFNA. Gttlif.' Thp fiQflgan ftdmiriistrtttlQn hflfl prn-

])osed a $387 million satellite that will study ocean currents and

be launched by a French space agency Ariane rocket, instead of

a space shuttle.

JlheTOFEX-Poseidon satellite, if funding is approved by

Congress, would be developed by NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-

ratory in conjunction with the French space agency, said pro-

ject manager Charles Yamarone.
Yamarone said plans for the Ariane launch were developed

two years ago and had nothing to do with the Jan. 28 explosion

of the space shuttle Challenger which killed seven astronauts.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration developed

the shuttle program.
Yamarone said he believed funding for the project will he-

approved, despite cutbacks ordered throughout the government
to reduce the budget deficit. Startup costs for the project re-

(|uire $28 million for fiscal 1987, he said.

"This is the first time TOPEX (for Ocean Topography Ex-

periment) has been submitted to Congress as a new start,"

Yamarone said last week.
The French National Space Research Center (CNES) will

bear much of the development cost, Yamarone said.

to rebuild small campus shantytown
STANFORD, Calif. — Rlack student leaders at Stanford

University, calling the destruction of a small shantytown on the

campus "a racist act," vowed Monday to rebuild the symbol of

solidarity with the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa.

Campus police said they are investigating the apparent van-

dalism, but have no leads.

"It looks like somebody just pushed it over," said police Capt.
Raoul Neimeyer. "It was pretty flimsy. We didn't see any graf-

fiti or painting or anything. Typically, we have a lot of van-

dalism over the weekend, bikes run over, windows broken,
things like that. We don't know if this was politically

motivated."

The three cardboard, wood and plastic shacks, erected by a

student group called Stanford Out of South Africa, were seen

standing about 11 p.m. on Saturday by a campus security of-

ficer, but were flattened when the officer passed by three hours

later, Neimeyer said.

University President Donald Kennedy, alerted to the destruc-
tion by SOSA members, asked campus police to investigate on
Sunday evening,

"We need to try to find out what was done, by whom and
for what reason," Kennedy said through a spokesman.

Black Student Union president Steve Phillips called the act

racist" and "a disgrace," adding that it showed "a total

disregard for those people struggling to aid the people of South
Arrica.
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Lauren Blau. News Editor

Senior NASA official shares feelings on Challenger tragedy

By Anthony Aarons
City Editor

From the "Piggy Back" test

of the space shuttle almost 10

years ago to the tragic destruc-

tion of Challenger two weeks
ago, the shuttle program has

captured the imagination of

the American people.

Now however, many people

^re casting doubt on our coun-

try's manned ^pace program
and are concerned with future

explorations.

Theodora Ayers, deputy
flight operations director for

the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA),
has been involved with the

Space Transportation System

since those first piggy back
tests at Vandenberg Air Force

Base in Calif, and was present

at Cape Canaveral Fla. the

day Challenger took off for

the last time.

"It (Challenger) had a big

impact on me," Ayers said. "I

knew the crew and Comdr.
(Francis) Scobee, and no one
likes to lose a friend or a vehi-

cle like that. I view it as a

loss, but that is a small partTJf"

it due to its effect on the na-

tion."

Ayers talked "openly last

week about many of his feel-

ings about Challenger, the

shuttle program and his own
hopes and fears in the after-

math of Challenger.

"What happened on Tues-

day (Jan. 28) reminded people

what we in the aeronautics

business have known all

along," he said. "There is no
such thing as a routine opera-

tion."

One of the few topics Ayers

did not discuss in detail was
the actual cause for the explo-

sion. "There are lots of ideas

about that, but with the

NASA investigation going on I

don't think it would be ap-

propriate for me to say
anything at this time."

The NASA internal in-

vestigation was supplemented
by a 12-member blue ribbon

panel appointed by President

Reagan Jan. 29 to look into

the disaster. The panel is

chaired by former Secretary of

State William Rogers.

"My first reaction to the

panel was that I was upset

with the president," Ayers

said, but added that he later

changed his opinion. "I realiz-

ed that the president was try-

ing to protect NASA, because

some people might be critical

of internal investigation."

Ayers stressed, however,
that he feels NASA was
capable of carrying out the

investigation by itself. "The
most critical people of NASA
are in NASA," he said, refer-

ing to NASA's long in-flight

safety record. "That is why
over the years we have had so

may successes and so few
failures."

Tlie panel's findings are kc^
to re-starting regular opera-

tion of the shuttle program,

Ayers said. "My hope is that

they are going to find that the

orbiter is clean, that the pro-

blem was the external boosters

and the program will be put

back on schedule quickly,"

Ayers said, expressing his

belief in the basic program.

"June is a good date to look

for another launch," he said.

"Some may wonder why we
have to move so quickly to

restart the program, but we
have an aggressive program
based on safety that will open
up space to the betterment of

all."

Community forum t

earthquake prepari •
1 1 ^'s questions

By Hugh Brooks, Staff Writer

Five faculty members and administrators and a Los

Angeles city councilman will make presentations and

answer questions about earthquake preparedness at a

community forum at noon today in Schoenberg
Auditorium.
"The purpose of this forum is to respond to concern in

the campus community caused by the UCLA Ad Hoc Ear-

thquake Safety Committee Report and to get out accurate

information," said Tom Lifka, chairman of the UCLA
Community Forum Steering Committee.

The report, released by a joint faculty-administration

committee last September, estimated that a major earth-

quake could result in at least 1,500 to 2,000 deaths and

3,000 to 4,000 injuries on campus. The report found that

25 campus buildings do not meet current earthquake safe-

ty standards.

Among the buildings the report rated "very poor" were

Royce Hall, Powell Library, Kinsey Hall, Haines Hall,

Moore Hall and Kerckhoff Hall.

Also receiving a "very poor" rating were Dykstra,

Hedrick, Rieber and Sproul Residence Halls.

"Some things have been done to improve the situation,

but not what many of us would like to see done," Lifka

said. "The forum will give campus community members

the opportunity to ask experts what can be done, given

our available resources."

Panel participants will include Elaine Kissil, UCLA
Disaster Preparedness coordinator, and Dr. Samuel Aroni,

chairman of the earthquake safety committee. Dr. Ray-

mond Schultze, director of the UCLA Medical Center,

and professor Gary C. Hart from the School of Engineer-

ing and Applied Science will also speak.

Lifka said that City Councilman Hal Bernson will be on

hand to "give more insight as to where this issue stands in

Sacramento," in terms of state government funds available

to UCLA for upgrading unsafe structures.

.1"

Ayers said he feels that in

the long run, manned space

programs will not be affected

by the tragedy of Challenger,

but in the short run its effects

will be deeply felt. "It means
that we've lost our opportuni-

ty for the Halley's Comet mis-

sion and many satellite laun-

ches."

Challenger, the workhorse
of NASA's four-shuttle fleet,

had accounted for 10 of the 25

shuttle missions.

"Our progress has been hurt

by the loss of Challenger —
we've lost a quarter of our

fleet," Ayers said. "We might
build another vehicle, but that

is a decision left up to the

Congress."

Some people, including U.S.

Sen. John Glenn (D-Ohio),

said they feel private citizens

should be restricted from
traveling on the shuttle.

But Ayers is vehemently op-

posed to such restrictions!

"If we don't allow people to

go into outer space we are do-

ing a great disservice to the

American people," he said.

The prrsrnce of .^chooi:

teacher Christa McAuliffe on-

board heightened the impact
of the shuttle's destruction.

McAuliffe was called the first

civilian in space.

Ayers said he believes it was
misleading to say McAuliffe

Please see SHUTTLE, Page 10

SHAWNt WICKHAM/Mancr>e«tet Union L*»def/UP<

Just over one minute after launch, space shuttle Challenger

explodes, top right, into a fiery ball at the top of its contrail.—

Bil/ proposed to protect students

from hazardous lab conditions
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — State Sen. Nicholas

Petris (D-Oakland) introduced a bill Monday
that would provide studeat&_ in university

laboratories increased protection from hazard-

ous substances and provide a mechanism
through which students can report unsafe lab

conditions without fear of reprisal.

The bill, co-sponsored by the University of

California Student Lobby, would give students

the same right as other employees working in

non-commerical laboratories by including stu-

dents under the California Occupational Safe-

ty and Health Administration (CalOSHA)
regulations.

Students are now exempt from the

CalOSHA Hazardous Substances Act, which

gives workers information about which toxic

substances they may be exposed to in labs and

mandates various safety standards.

The Lobby sees two problems with the ex-

isting law.

"One, students have been exempted from

statutory exemption given to everyone in the

state," said Kirk Knutsen, UC Student Lobby
associate director.

"The second, when students recognize . . .

safety problems in the labs they are working

in, they're expected to report abuses ... to

professors in the labs," he added.

There is a great reluctance to niake reports

because of the fear of reprisal by professors

which will reflect in grades and letters of

recommendation on which students are

dependent, Knutsen said.

"As a result, we have introduced this legisla-

tion," Knutsen said.

The bill would create an ombudsman on

each campus to provide safety information

and a confidential contact point for students.

Even if the state Legislature and the gov-

ernor approve the measure, the university does

not have to abide by it because of its "con-

stitutional autonomy" status.

"We can't order the university to do

anything," PetrLs said. "So, we'll have to get

their cooperation."

/

Petris likened the threat students face when
informing professors of lab mismanagement to

civil servants at the federal level who are fired

after they whistle-blow about the policy of an

agency.

"There's a comparable fear," Petris said.

"The students are taking some kind of risk."

During the capital press conference, Mark
Shattuck, a UC San Francisco-Berkeley gradu-

"

ate student, said examples of toxic exposures at

UC "range from the release of one gallon of

chloroform — gassing an entire floor — to an

incident which occurred one or two years ago

when a highly radioactive waste container

dropped down an elevator shaft proceeding to

contaminate seven floors."

Shadduck would not reveal at which UC
campus this incident occurred because it was
told to him "in the strictest confidence by stu-

dents who are worried of being forced out of

their laboratories."

"I know a lot of students, who if they create

a lab problem, they're out of the lab, and it

can become a real problem if that was the on-

ly lab class suitable for the work they need to

do," Shadduck said.

Knutsen contends that graduate students in

labs are not blowing the whistle because they

are in six- or seven-year programs "and they

are in a position of vulnerability."

"To run the risk of attracting the wrath of

your professor who you're absolutely depen-

dent on is ludicrous," he said.

UC Davis graduate Howard Koenen said he

was never informed about the health hazards

of formaldehyde or phenol in his anatomy lab.

"We worked in closed labs and were not

provided with any respiratory protection,"

Koenen said. Formaldehyde, which causes

stinging in the nose and eyes, has been im-

plicated in nasal cancer and birth defects, he

said.

All who testified at the conference would
not b^ck their claims with facts because of

fear of retribution.

Knutsen said the problem would be solved

when the lobby completes a survey of the nine

UC campuses in the next few months. "When
the results of that are back, we'll have actual

data to support these claims." •
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Government says Marcos ahead;

unofficial count favors Aquino

By Richard Pyle, Associated Press .

MANILA, PhUippines "^^^^The government-dominated

National Assembly held the first meeting Monday on i^

official vote canvass, which by law will determine who
won the disputed presidential election.

In the slow count of ballots cast last Friday, the gov-

ernment election commission showed President Ferdinand

E. Marcos leading by 53 percent to 47 percent over

challenger Corazon Aquino. An unofficial count by a citi-

zeps' poll-watching group of a more votes showed Aquino

ahuead by the same margin.

The election was marred by violence, which continued

Monday. A gunman fired at about 50 Aquirtt) supporters

in an open truck from which Mrs. Aquino had delivered a

speech earlier, killing a 20-year-old man and wounding a

woman.
Kt the gathering in suburban Makati, Mrs. Aquino had

told 2,000 cheering supporters she was "claiming the peo-

ple's due," 'and pledged: ?We are going to take power.

The people have won this election^' *^

Mrs. Aquino accuses Marcos of widespread election

fraud in attempting to extend his 20 years of rule over this

archipelago of 7,100 islands.

Both Aquino supporters and official U.S. election

observers called the slow count an attempt by Marcos to

manipulate the results. The observers left for home Mon-
day.

In Washington, a senior Reagan administration official

appealed to Filipinos "not to have violence, not to have

demonstrations in the street just because you didn't like

the election (outcome)."
"Get on the team and work with the government to

form a government, whether it's Marcos or Aquino," said

-ttw-ufficial, who spoke on:^:onditiono£ anonymity
National Assembly members, two-thirds of whom are

from the president's New Society Movemejit, spent foul-

hours Monday debating rules for the canvass and then ad-

journed until Tuesday afternoon. The galleries were pack-

ed I with Marcos supporters and Aquino loyalists who
chanted their candidates' names. Thousands more
gathered outside.

Please see PHILIPPINES, Page 7
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Women and Sexuality, Part I

Concerns, Sexual Problems and
Dysfunctions Common to Women

TOMORROW 4^oon-l

Women's Resource Center
Room 2, Dodd Hall

Facilitated by Amy Goldner, MS, MFCC,
of the UCLA Student Health Services

Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Relations

CHRISTIAN ROCK CONCERT

Enmraement

and

ECUMENICAL ASH
; WEDNESDAY SERVICE

Ackerman A4evel Terrace

TOMORROW AT NOON

Begin A New Season
In the Spiritual Life

sponsored by the university religious conference

Order any two same-size, same-finish color
enlargement (5x7 to 30x40) from your color
negative or slide. Get a third enlargement
J^REE. Come in and see us for more details.

HURRY special offer ends Feb. 28, 1986

BEL^MR.
Camera Hi-Fi & Video

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
(21S) 208-5150

Parking valtdated at Allied & VIHage lot with $7.50 minimum purchase
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Haitian interim government head

promises to share wealth fairly

By Richard Cole, Associated Press *

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The head of the new in-

terim government pledged Monday to share wealth fairly

in Haiti, whose people were ground into poverty during

three decades that made the Duvaliers and their friends

fabulously rich.

Lt. Gen. Henri Namphy, president of the six-man in-

terim government council, said at swearing-in ceremonies

for the new Cabinet that there will be free elections by

universal suffrage and a new, "liberal" constitution to

create a "real and working democracy." He did not set a

date for the elections or elaborate on the new constitution.

Haiti's last free election was the one that brought Fran-

cois "Papa Doc" Duvalier to power in 1957. He later

declared himself president-for-life.

His son Jean-Claude, who succeeded at age 19 when

*Tapa Doc" died in 1971, fled with his family and aides

Friday in a U.S. military plane and now is in France.

The remarks by Namphy, who is the army chief of staff,

followed a weekend orgy of celebration and violence. Hai-

tians rioted, sacked homes owned by thq departed dictator

and his lieutenants, and hunted down members of the

dreaded Duvalier private militia, the Tonton Macoute.

As many as 300 people were killed over the weekend,

including members of the Tonton Macoute who were

hacked and beaten to death.

"Macoute hunts," as they were called here, have been

conducted in poor neighborhoods by army patrols with

civilian guides. Soldiers with automatic weapons moved

through rows of hovels kicking aside chickens and scrawny

dogs.

_ Residents pointed out the homes or hiding plac^ of

"-suspected militiamen, shouting:- "Long live the armyl-

Down with the MacoutesI"

Reporters watched as a mob just outside the capital

stoned one of the men to death Sunday in a dirt street.

Children walked to the victim, picked up large rocks and

Please see HAITI, Page 11

Democrats criticize Republican

policies, predict future victories

By Doug Willis. AP Political Writer

LOS ANGELES — President Reagan's so-

called "Star Wars" defense plan is a "gilded

fantasy" that can only lead to nuclear destruc-

tion, former Gov. Jerry Brown said Saturday

in one of his rare public appearances since

leaving office three years ago.^

Democrats must "awaken this country . . .

from a dream that more nuclear weapons

make us strong," Brown said. "Security can

only be a common security. We all either sur-

vive together, or we all perish together. There

is no technological fix that will guarantee our

safety."

Brown delivered the keynote address to a

California Democratic Party convention which

also featured forceful, partisan speeches and

predictions of victory by U.S. Sen. Alan

Cranston and Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley.

Cranston, seeking a fourth term in the U.S.

Senate, and Bradley, the all-but-certain Dem-
ocratic nominee for governor this year, both

>vpre greeted '^/ifV^ orcrpnized. noisy demonstra-

tions as they condemned policies of

Republican Gov. George Deukmejian and

Reagan. '

Brown drew enthusiastic cheers for his sting-

ing criticism of Reagan's foreign policies and

military programs.

"The tragedy of the Star Wars program is'

that it sets us on a course that will become ir-

reversible," Brown warned. "Committing us

down this road means that the Russians are

going to have to build more offensive weapons

to counter that shield."

Pulling out signs with two-foot-tall letters

"A" and "F," Bradley roused the convention to

give Deukmejian a critical "report card" on

toxics, prison construction, education, state

spending and public health issues such as the

Jalisco cheese deaths.

Bradley disputed Deukmejian's claims he

had not raised taxes, quoting nonpartisan

reports that Deukmejian had really hiked taxes

by $2.4 billion. He gave Deukmejian "A"

grades for raising taxes and being a big

Please see DEMOCRATS, Page 11

Save
DELIVERY

DELIVERY ONLY

GOOD TILL 2/17/86

OnQ.QR-71

Offer good only witti

this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.

GOOD TILL 2/1.7/86

208-8671
Offer good only witf)

tfiis coupon, one
coupon per pizza

limit 3 per address

SIX-PACK
COKE OR DIET COKE
WITH A LARGE PIZZA

^ J

DELIVERY ONLY ^^^p^" p^'' p'^^^

DELIVERY HOURS 4:00 to 11:00
LARGE 17 INCH MEDIUM 12 INCH

a SLICES 6 SLICES
CHEESE 8.10 5.25

1 TOPPING 9.10 5.95

2 TOPPINGS 10.10 6.50
STOPPINGS 11.50 6.95

4 TOPPINGS 12 75 8.00

SICILIAN (DEEP DISH) 12.75

TOPPINGS INCLUDE PEPPERONI SAUSAGE
MUSHROOMS GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS AND OLIVES

CAN SODAS 60C - 6-pack S3. 50

GOOD ONLY IN WESTWOOD STORE
i.'uvcr , ,tim-'. nil MHMt :h in S.T 1(1

-PLEASE MENTION THE ADS WHEN YOU PLACE VOUR ORDER

GOOD TILL 2/17/86

208-8671
Offer good only with

this coupon, one
coupon per pizza.
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Search continues for male who

allegedly molested female student
- 4Iniversity police are con-

tinuing a search for a 22-

year-old white male who
allegedly uttered obscenities

and grabbed the genital

area of a UCLA female
student last month.
The incident occurred at

11:55 a.m. Jan. 17 outside

Kinsey Hall.

The- victim reported she

had seentthe assailant
earlier the same day but

did not know his identity.

Police are searching for

an approximately 6-foot-3-

inch, 200-pouAd muscular
brunet male with a
moustache.
He wore a blue coat and

carried a gray backpack,
the victim said.

*'It*s important for
women to be aware that

this kind of thing can hap-
pen on campus/' said
Crime Prevention Officer

Leslie Lodge.

— Andrea Liebman

<.

PHILIPPINES: Differing vote counts
Continued from Page 4

Returns at the end of the day from the so-called quick count

by the government commission gave Marcos 4,017,277 votes, or

53 percent, to 3,610,099, or 47 percent, for Mrs. Aquino, with

35 percent of the precincts counted.

A count by the National Movement for Free Elections, a

poll-watchers' group known as Namfrel, had Mrs. Aquino

ahead by 6,658,838 votes to 5,971,693, a 53-to-47-percent lead,

with 60.4 percent of precincts reported.

The election commission's count was suspended after 30 com-

puter operators walked out Sunday, charging fraud in the

tabulation that showed Marcos leading.

computer operators walked out Sunday, charging fraud in the

tabulation that showed Marcos leading.

Pedro Baraoidan, an army colonel who runs the commission's

computer operation, said he was studying whether to file

^charges against them:

'*My theory is that there was a plot to sabotage the opera-

tion," Baraoidan told reporters. He said the 18-hour suspension

was caused by an equipment breakdown, not the walkout.

Radio Veritas, a Roman Catholic Church station, said eight

more of the commission's 120 corriputer technicians walked out

Monday. Baraoidan and government workers refused comment.

_. Mrs. Aquino had stood on the truck that later was fired upon

to speak to supporters at an outdoor Catholic Mass.

—A witness, who spoke on corTditton of anonymity, said the

shots were fired from a car that pulled alongside at a traffic

light and sounded as if the gun was equipped with a silencer.

He said the car sped off after the shooting.

Witnesses said the dead man had been holding up a poster

reading "Marcos Concede" when the bullet hit him in the chest,

killing him instantly. The woman, 19, was wounded on the

forehead.

The Return of

Boulez

-tvr

The Los Angeles Philharmonic New Music Group
presents the

Ensemble InterContemporain Paris (U.S. Debut)

Pierre Boulez conductor -

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW AT 8 O'CLOCK
Collins Court at Wooden Center, UCLA

U.S. Premiere

Boulez: R6pOnS a masterpiece in any era {Time Magazine)

Join us for one of the most important musical events of the season

Because performances of R^pons require a massive, specially designed

staoe set as well as the unique 4X diqital processor (a computer

orchestra' of one thousand players), this will be a rare opportunity for

__ Los Angeles audiences to experience this epoch-making work

Tickets $25 ($20 with Philharmonic sut)scriber card; $6 students)

THIS THURSDAY AT 8 O'CLOCK
Royce Hall, UCLA

Thf^cert features three US premieres, including Elliott Carter's latest

vcol^wn especially written for the Ensemble InterContemporain s first

US tour.

Dimatoni Tema (U S Premiere), H6ller Resonance

Cafter; Penthode (U S Premiere), Ligetr Chamber Concerto
^j

TickeJ*.$25, 15. 10 (student rush, $4) 1

1

-ncMtm the Music CefH«r Boi 0«lc. TlckjJmMter

outlets and<rom 6 30 pm on concert nights at Wooden

r-Tto^ .ndWovce Mali. For phone order* Men Fri

gTs^l J sJ?To7?call Tteketmlrter (213) 4W-3232.

Infofmrtton (2^^ 972-7211
^

WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITS 100 THE BEAUTY SAl
Exceptional Offer by Marica

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (reg.*30)

PERMS (inclsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35 (reg. *70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Wcstwood Blvd.

only by appt.
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SKIERS! SKIERS!
"Breathtaking ski action. .

."

". . .the most beautiful place on the planet. .

.

"The brilliance will leave you breathless." ^ ''feUluKidC''^

HELICOPTER SKI this spring break

onUCLA SKI CLUB's trip to

TELLURIDGE, COLIIThis ski

package comes but once in a lifetime. . .

I

$299/bus 1$4 15/plane

Prices include transportation, first rate lodging in the new Fall Line condos,

5 days lifts, Nastar Races, barbeques, T-shirts, parties, AND a single

helicopter lift!

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY!!

UCLA CulturmI mnd R^crmmtlanml Affmhru

Unlvnlty R9cr—Von AMMOCIatlon

Spaces limited - pay now at Kerckhoff 140.

($279/$395 without helicopter lift)

Ski Club Office

825^3171 11AM4PM
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CLASS RINGS

Date: February 10-14 ASUCLA Bearwear. Students' Store
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PHELPS: For three decades professor inspires students

RICHARD MURPHY^Oailv Brutri

Professor Waldo Phelps

Continued from Page 1

He obtained a master's

degree in rhetoric and public

address from Denver Universi-

ty.. After living in the Navy,

Phelps moved op tb receive a

Ph.D. from use.
"After I finished there I was

offered a chance to stay on at

•SC as faculty. It says

something good about you

when the department asks you

to stay on.

"I thought I'd stay a couple

years, but I really didn't want

to. They were good to me
there, but I didn't like the

school."

One of the things he liked

to do was antagonize the Tro-

jans at sporting events. *T used

to get basketball and football

tickets, sit in the 'SC student

section and root wildly for

UCLA. Coach Wooden and I

have often laughed about

that.

"I signed with 'SC to teach

but got a call from UCLA 'for

an interview. I had the inter-

view, and by the time I got

home the phone was ringing.

"You know how quickly I

left use! They were upset.

believe me." ^

Later, after the offer to join

the UCLA English depart-

ment, Phelps' father walked

him to the top of Janss Steps

and said;mit^ opportunity is-

second to none. It's a young

university, and you can get in

on the ground floor."

Clarence Phelps did not

have to spend much time con-

vincing his son to accept the

job, and UCLA had a catch.

Perhaps one of the many
things that makes the pro-

fessor interesting is that his

career here has been so

diverse. He has spent time in

the English and speech
departments, and chaired the

latter from 1964-71.

Phelps has also been in-

strumental in the progress of

the campus as a top educa-

tional outpost of the West.

In 1960, he was named
chairman of Communication
on Public Ceremonies. That

meant whenever a dignitary

came to speak on campus,

Phelps was in charge.

Among others, Phelps had

the honor of handling general

and former president Dwight

W^-
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with ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
TOUR OIM-CAMPUS TRAVEL AGENCY ^ '
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IT'S THE 6th ANNUAL
UCLA SPRING
BREAK BASH

FLYTO
MAZATLAN
March 3 1 - April 7
ONLY $ 349 Includes your

roundtrip airfare, 7 nights at a hotel by

the beach, cocktail parties,

dinner & morel

»***"
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SKI UTAH
March 31 -April 6 $279
SKI STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS# COLORADO
March 30 - April 6 $ 329
Includes youx roundtrip transportation

\i\^ deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and more!

D. Eisenhower, Prince Phillip,

the Shah of Iran and former
President Lyndon Johnson.
And he has stories about

each one.

.. -When.EUsenho.wer .came^- so

did everybody else. "You have
to take people in pecking
order," Phelps said. "I orga-

nized all of the deans and
other VIPs to move out to the

auditorium and sit down in

their appropriate seats.

"Eisenhower said. That is

the clearest, briefest, battle

order I've heard in years.'
"

Johnson came just after

Kennedy had been
assassinated, and Phelps
described the prevalence of se-

curity at that event.

**Boy, the FBI was just

about peeking out of
manholes."

Part of Phelps' job was also

to organize the commence-
ment ceremonies. He in-

stituted the ceremonial . tassel-

turning that all graduates per-

form in synchrony.

Phelps held that position for

22 years.

Prior to that job, the
rhetoritician spent many hours

arguing for bond issues — the

propositions that would give

UCLA more money to build

new structures.

"I can look at the law
school, the Med Center and
the GSM (Graduate School of

Management), and personally

look back with a great amount
of pleasure.

"I still am going up to

Sacramento on UC Day to

-speak for the budget/' Phelps
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YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRAVEL SERVICE •
A-level Ackerman Union
Prices subject to change without notice; limited availabilitv

WAIKIKI $299
Any Week - Space is limitedl
Includes your roundtrip airfare

on WORLD, 6 nights at a hotel near

the beach, and morel

SIGN UP NOWl
SPACE IS VERY LIMITEDI
It's the wildest trip of the year! ,

M-F 9-5:30. SAT 11-3

said. "But my most important

function here is teaching. It's

inherent in my values. The
university has changed since I

came here. I haven't."

When the speech depart-

ment began to faze out recent-

ly, Phelps was invited back to

the English department.
Daniel Calder, chairman of

that department, said,
"(Phelps) has one of the most

enthusiastic group of followers

on campus. He has a very real -

concern for his students."

"Teaching has never been

work for me. It's pleasure.

Very self-satisfying," Phelps

said.

"I'd like to have you know I

went through this stuff (Chur-

chill, Franklin D. Roosevelt

and Harry Truman, the three

.

subjects of his quarter-by-

quarter classes) and that

makes it more interesting for

me.
"But that's a sidebar. It

helps my credibility with the

class.
*^^ *

"The main thing I believe is

that the study of rhetoric and

public address is important for

young people to know
something about."

So after influencing students

and hopefully a few fellow

professors, Phelps will return

to devote more time to his

wife of 42 years, Dorothy, and

his two daughters, Margaret

and Marilyn.

"I'm going to leave when
I'm 70. That's two more years

from this June, when I'll turn

68. I fully plan to stay the

next two years, and I will

have done my thing.

"But I love it here. It's the

best place I could be. I just

love being around you people.

When I'm done I'll go back to

Santa Barbara, probably out

in the Coleta Valley
somewhere."
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fitShuttle's

into fuel tank, NASA investigators

rocket may have pivoted

believe

o

By Harry F. Rosenthal

k^oc\cXtd Press

WASHINGTON — NASA
investigators believe
Challenger's right booster

rocket may have pivoted into

the huge space shuttle fuel

tank, crushing it and setting

off the fireball that destroyed

the ship and killed its crew.

A space agency source, who
declined to be identified, said

such a scenario — first outlin-

ed Monday in the industry

magazine Aviation Week and
Space Technology — is one of

several possibilities under ex-

amination.

A major focus of the in-

vestigation has been the possi-

bility that a leak between
segments of the right booster

allowed a plume of flame to

spurt toward Challenger's li-

quid fuel tank, either punctur-

ing it or raising the pressure

inside to cause the explosion.

The source said other

avenues of investigation in-

clude wind shears aloft as the

4.5-million-pound shuttle

stack climbed through a

period of maximum stresses,

and a seal leak between two
segments of the booster rocket

that caused a sideways thrust

and put additional structural

loads on the ship.

The presidential commission

investigating the Jan. 28 acci-

dent met in secret session

Monday to discuss an internal

memorandum last July warn-

ing NASA officials that shuttle

flight safety was "being com-

promised by potential failure"

of booster seals.

"Failure during launch

would certainly be
catastrophic," one NASA
analyst warned in a memo-
randum, according to The
New York Times.

Arriving for Monday's
commission meeting, chair-

man William P. Rogers said

the Times story gave the im-

pression that NASA had not

told his panel everything it

knew about the boosters' his-

tory. '

"That's not the case, and I

hope we can correct that," he

said, adding that the public

will learn more about the

documents at an open meeting

Tuesday.
Aviation Week said a

redesign of the joints might

cause the next shuttle mission

to be postponed a yean

The magazine said NASA's

interim accident review board

believes that the plume of fire

jetting out of the side of the

right rocket booster rocket

caused the bottom half of the

rocket to separate from the

tank.

"The lower portion of the

booster then rotated outward

from the climbing vehicle,"

Aviation Week said. "As the

bottom of the booster moved

outward, its top section

pivoted into the external tajnk^

and crushed the upper right

side of the tank."

Pictures taken of the liftoff

show a bright flash at the up-

per right of the tank.

This impact ruptured the

tank's oxygen-hydrogen sec-

tions, causing the explosion

that killed the seven-member

crew and destroyed the $1.5

billion orbiter," Aviation

Week said, giving no attribu-

tion.

A spokesman for the booster

manufacturer, Morton
Thiokol, Inc. of Chicago,

declined comment. "We have

taken a corporate posture not

to speculate on various

theories," said Thomas
Russell, vice president for cor-

porate development.

The review board, now
called NASA's Data*' Design

and Analysis Task Force, has

ordered tests on the structural

design of the booster joint and

lubricants to see what effect

unusually cold temperatures at

the Cape Canaveral, Fla.,

launch site might have af-

fected seals between the seg-

ment.

Electrical Engineers...Computer Sclentlsis... ~
MathematicianB...Language Specialists.

The National Security Agency analyzes foreign

signals, safeguards our government's vital com-

munications and secures the goveriiment's massive

computer systems.

NSA's unique, three-fold mission offers you

unheard of career opportunities. Here are just a few

of the exeiting possibi l ities :

Coming Soon.

Unheard of

Career Opportunities

for a Few Select Majors.

Electrical Engineering. Research and develop-

ment projects range from individual equipments to

complex interactive systems involving micro-

processors, mini-computers and computer graphics

Facilities for engineering analysis and design

automation are among the most advanced anywhere.

Computer Science. Interdisciplinary careers in-

clude systems analysis and design, scientific applica-

tions progi-amming, data base management systems,

operating systems, graphics; computer security and

networking—all in one of the world's largest com-

puter installations.

Btathematlcs. Projects involve giving vitally im-

portant practical applications to mathematical cotp

cepts. Specific assignments could include solving

communications-related problems, performing long-

range mathematical research or evaluating new
techniques for computer security.

Language Specialists. Challenging assignments

for Slavic, Near-Eastern and Asian language majors

include rapid translation, transcription and

analysis /reporting. Newly- hired language specialists

may receive advanced training in their primary

language(s).

In addition to providing you with unheard of chal-

lenges, NSA offers a highly competitive salary and

benefits package. Plus, you'll have the chance to live

in one of the most exciting areas of the country

—

between Washington, DC, and Baltimore, Md.

Sound good? Then find out more. Schedule an in-

terview through your College Placement Office or

write to the National Security Agency.

NSA will be on campus February 21, 1986. For an

appointment, contact your placement office.

^
Unheard of Career Opportunities

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN: M322(N)

/

Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000

U.S. citizenship required
An equal opportunity employer.

Shuttle
Continued from Page 3

was the first civilian in

space.

"Greg Jarvis (who was a

member of the Challenger

crew) was a civilian. He
worked for Hughes (Air-

craft Company). He was a

mission specialist, but he
was not a part of the
astronaut training pro-
gram," Ayers said. "We are

all civilians — we here at

NASA are not all part of

the military."
~^—

Ayers, however, said he
feels very strongly about
McAuliffe's presence on the

mission and paid tribute to

her and what he believes

she wanted to achieve dur-

ing her unrealized flight in-

to space.

**We should all think
about how lucky we were
to know Christa
McAuliffe,** Ayers said.

**She was a bright, en-

thusiatic person and we
should not forget what she

wanted to do."

Ayers said he feels an
urgent need to relate what
McAuliffe's mission repre-

sented despite the ultimate

tragedy that occurred. "She

knew the risks that she was
facing, but she still wanted
•to— faring the wondrrs -oL

space to students."
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Theft
Continued from Pa|;e 1

All three assailants jumped
inside the car and drove off,

Kingsford said.

The car has not been
sighted since Saturday even-

ing. Lemos bought it five

weeks ago and had not yet

hung license plates on it.

Lemos said he \^as tol^by
police that if the the car snat-

chers only went joy riding, the

car should be found within

the first week after the theft.

"If not, I don't exj^ect to find

it," Lemos said, concerned
that his car would be stripped

and sold for parts.

"Here I came to peaceful

California and look what
happens," he said.
Westwood even

.

"

ADVERTISE

in

Haiti
Continued from Page 6

smashed them down on him.

Namphy announced the

dissolution of the Tonton
Macoute, and asked the peo-

ple to stop attacking its

members.

He called in his speech for

"a fair division of the national

wealth" in this poorest of the

Western Hemisphere nations,

rJTiOst of whoM' ptopU' earn ies&.

than $150 a year.

The weekend outburst did

not remove reminders of the

Duvaliers. Hundreds of

schools are named for Jean-

Claude, there are three

Jean-Claude Duvalier streets

in the capital alone, the gov-

-ernment-owned- communica -

GLOW FOR IT!

• Color Analysis

• Personalized Beauty Break

• European Clay Facial

Call Beverly at 477-6150

(no purchase necessary)

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!!
Happy Hair Hour • Haircuts from $12

(all day long)

perms • hi-litcs • streaks from $30

Product Discount 40% Off

Nexxus • Sebastian • Paul Mitchell

E..^^M^C^.....«
TFCHNl CUTTING®

Describes the newest form of hair cutting simultaneous to evaluation of «•<:»'

"^*;«'J' |

Sr^a^inSS^r while hair is at its newly natural designed state, not Just lifting the

^
hair and outting it off

Sassoon S. Sassoon I

Our 1 7th Year at 925 Broxton 208-4247 ^208-7277 ^ ^

if

tions satellite station bears his

name, and visitors arrive at

the Francois Duvalier Interna-

tional Airport.

The State Department said

in Washington that the ruling

council was "off to a good

start" by releasing political

prisoners and restoring press

freedom. The United States

had held up $52 million in

economic aid to Duvalier's

government because of its

human rights record.

The new council ordered on

Sunday that all privately-

owned firearms be turned in

at police stations. The 59-

member National Assembly

has been dissolved, the con-

stitution suspended and the

council says it will rule by

decree for the time being.

Duvalier, 34, and his party

are staying temporarily in a

luxury hotel at Talloires, a

mountain resort near Greno-

ble in southeastern France,

while the French government

searches for a country that

will take him permanently.

OMINO'S
PIZZA

DELIVERS"

Democrats
Continued from Page 6

spender and "F' grades for

toxics, prison construction,

failing to reduce classroom

sizes in public schools and

supporting offshore oil drill-

ing.

Cranston welcomed opposi-

tion from the Rev.
,

Jerry

Falwell, the conservative

Moral Majority leader.

"There "6' virtually nothing

on which Jerry Falwell and I

agree, so I expect he will op-

pose me this year. And let me

say I welcome that opposition.

Go ahead, Jerry Falwell —
make my day," he said.

,^^\.^'
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Counterpoint Counterpoint

The Supreme Court does its job No credit for Reagan
By Joel Koury

,

I initially hoped to avoid discussing the
dubious rfierits of the death penalty when
responding to James Bozajian's letter regarding
the California Supreme Court (Bruin, Jan. 27).

His understanding of basic court procedures
and of a court's function indicates that he
either lacks any understanding of the judicial

process or intentionally misrepresentated his

facts to support his extreme assertions.
However his facts could use some clarification.

The most obvious support of capital
punishment is the reputed deterence.
Deterence means "to prevent" hot avenge. The
heineous criminals Mr. Bozajian cites will

never see daylight if they live to 250.

While he may cry about armed robbers who
later commit murder, maybe deterence will

work if we implement it for robbery? Or shop-
lifting? Or jaywalking? Someone else will

turn up that extremely rare case where a
paroled murderer committs another murder.

This threat exists but so does the threat that

innocent people will die from capital punish-
ment (33 documented cases since 1900).

What about the 8th amendment, Mr. Boza-
jian, which prohibits "cruel and unusual"
punishment. A punishment as infrequently

applied- aa capital punishment cannot be

discriminatory applications? Proportionally a

black who kills a white ^ 40 times more likely

to be executed than a white who murders

another white. Is this why we need capital

punishment?
These opinions are not original. They come

from United Siates Supreme Court opinions. I

won't reveal me names of those Justices, for

fear you'll demand your congressman institute

impeachment proceedings against them.
The same U.S. Supreme Court has held cap-

ital punishment to be constitutional as long as

a state recognizes a minimum standard. States

may require more stringent standards but

cannot have less rigorous criteria.

California's criteria as enacted by the voters

in 1977 is more rigorous than the U.S.

Supreme Court requires, specifically requiring

intent as a prerequisite to an execution. You
see they are following California law, Mr.

Bozajian.

The California Supreme Court does its job.

It interprets California law despite public opi-

nion to the contrary. That is their job, to pre-

vent the persecution of the minority from the

tyranny of the majority.

The other day Warren Burger, the conser-

vative Chief Justice of tlje U.S. Supreme Court
was asked his opinion of the Rose Bird roten

anything but unusual.

Unless of course, you recommend mass ex-

ecutions of "criminads against society" — as

Adolph Hitler once recommended.
As for being cruel, at the time the constitu-

tion was ratified capital punishment was
tolerated, but so were stocks and butchering of

ears. These activities are now prohibited.

What about capital punishment's

tion election. He replied he opposes "election

of judges in any State under any cir-

cumstances."
He then criticized the notion that judges^:

should strive to be representative of society

and cited one criteria to judge a justice's abili-

ty — "integrity"(Los Ange/es Times, Feb. 4).

Koury is a senior majoring in political

science.

Viewpoint

Students must participate in USAC
By Ron ZoUman
Today the students of UCLA have a con-

crete opportunity to increase student input in

student government decisions.

Many times this year, I have opened the
Daily Bruin and read, sometimes in agreement
with and sometimes not, editorials written by
people dissatisfied with actions or inactions of

our Student Council.
Well, I'd like to propose that the concerned

students do something, and I believe that

many of us are concerned.
An essential factor in representative gov-

ernment is the initiative process the opportuni-
ty of the people (or students) to band together

and make a statement that certain ideas have
not been represented:

\

^__ - ,
_

In the state of California, it was the initia-

tive process that allowed Prop. 13, the tax sav-

ing measure, to become law.

And yet a workable initiate process remains
missing from our current undergraduate con-
stituation. CurrenUy, while the state requires

5 percent of the number of people who voted

in the last gubernatorial election to qualify an
initiative, our school requires 10 percent of all

the students on campus.

Five percent of those who voted in last spr-

ing's school elections would amount to about
350 names. Our constitution, however, re-

quires six or seven times that — about 2200
signatures. The latter figure is greater than the

number of votes cast for the winner in many
of the races.

To my knowledge, no student has ever been
able to gather the number of signatures cur-

rently mandated.

But tonight, at the Student Council
meeting, all that can be changed. A proposal
is on the agenda to ammend the constitution,

lowering the number of signatures required to

10 f)ercent of the ballots cast in the last elec-

tion.

Tonight, students attending the meeting will

have the chance to act.

Just immagine a UCLA where students
would not have to run for USAC to affect

campus activities, budgeting, oi- policies. A
.showing of support tonight at 8:00 at Kerchoff
400 may not insure that "government of the
people, by the people, for the people shall not
perish from the earth," but it may do a lot of

good for UCLA.

2U)llman is a junior majoring in economics.

By Bill McRee
I was distressed to see that even in an article generally critical

of Reagan administration policy, Don Rosen gave credit to

Reagan for reducing inflation and interest rates (Bruin, Feb. 10).

An examination of two of the major factors responsible for

the recent moderation in price increases reveals that this ad-

ministration's policies had little to do with this outcome.

First of all, the Federal Reserve Board, under the leadership

of Paul Volcher (a Carter appointee), strictly limited the money
supply in the early 1980's. This light monetary policy which ac-

tually began towards the end of Carter's tefm has paid off in

the last couple of years with reduced rates of inflation.

Secondly, when inflation and interest rates took off from

1979-1980, the ri.se was fueled by dramatic increases in the price

of oil, from around $14 a barrel up to $|i) in some cases.

Thanks to discoveries of oil in Britain, Mexico and other

non-OPEC countries, the price of oil has been stable throughout

Reagan's tenure in office and recently has fallen.

Another cause for the reduction i^n oil prices has been the fall

in demand as industrialized nations have made efforts to con-

serve. In the United States, these conservation efforts were part

of energ>' policies instituted by both the Ford and Carter ad-

ministrations. The Reagan administration's energy policy is

notable only for its absence. .
'

Although the above discussion somewhat simplifies a cgmplex
issue (something Ronald Reagan is a master at), I believe the

point is clear that Reagan administration policy has had little to

do with our currently low rate of inflation.

If anything, h i .s lyrlifMe.'s,' particuiarly fh^ massive federal

budget deficits, threaten us with a new round of inflation in

coming years. .

McRee is a graduate student in the School of Public Health.

Viewpoint

ROTC prom(
By Babak Naficy

We are writing this letter in response to an article in the
Bruin entitled, "After a decade, ROTC regains popularity,
attracts students" (Bruin, Feb. 4).

In this article. Bruin staff writer Andrea Liebman
glorifies the role of the ROTC on campus in training stu-

dents "to be all that they can be" and grossly exaggerates
the acceptance of the ROTC by the students. *

A Captain, Qjrla Smith, is quoted as saying, ".
. .they

(students) are educated enough not to link ROTC with
issuer, : -H- . —

If what she means by this is. that students don't link

ROTC with U.S. aggression in the third world, she is

wrong. They do. They showed their opposition to ROTC
on campus at UCLA by anti-ROTC demonstrations and
graffiti (in men's gym) last spring.

There were also massive demonstrations in Berkeley and
at other campuses, and in fact, Callahan Hall, which
houses ROTC on Berkeley's campus, was fire bombed last

summer. Students do link ROTC with U.S. intervention in
Central America and the Middle East.

It was mentioned in the article that the College of L &
S in UCLA spends $32,600 each year to teach 60 ROTC
students the most effective ways of killing people. Sadly,
no money is spent to teach peace, freedom and coopera-
tion.

Instead, these 60 ROTC's go to their chemical warfare
classes and every Thursday play with their toy guns at the
base of Janss' steps, fantasizing about the day they will use
real guns on real people.
The chairman of the Military Science Dept., R. Zieler,

says about the ROTC that "...these people are supporting
the national objectives" and "because of ROTC, UCLA
has a military science program giving students a broader
curricula to choose from."

What national objectives do you meand Mr. Zieler? The
killing of innocent people in Vietnam in the 60's or bomb-
ing of innocent people in El Salvador in the 80's?

And about the broader curricula^ to choose from, who
are you kidding? How many students actually take
military science classes anyway? \

"^

We are opposed to the presence of ROTC on campus,
and there are many more students like us. There will
always be opposition to ROTC as long as the U.S. military
selves as the agent of the interventionist policies of the

We believe ROTC will teach you "to be all that you can

.... ?"? *^ /°" "^^^^ to be a mindless Rambo whose only
skill IS the ability to kill and destroy.

Editor's note: There are seven additional signatures ac-
companying this letter on file in the Bruin office.

' #1
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Letters

Abortion
Editor:

.First, I have but a few sim-

l^l^yes^no -questions: Can a
fetus speak? Can it think? Can
it feel specific human emo-
tions of degradation, outrage,
and disgust? Can it create any
form of art? Can it cook? Can
it cry? Can it do any of the
things that slaves — human
beings — were capable of do-
ing?

I suggest that a "no" be
answered to each of the above
questions. If anyone feels

compelled to answer "yes" to

any of these, I would like to

see physical proof, since there

is not physical proof of slaves

having been able to do all of
the above. ,

- ti
,k

Iwan's satirical, cartoons arcs

usually very perceptive, but
by making an analogy be-

tween slavery and abortion in

his cartoon he has entered into

the kingdom of irrationality in

which all Falwellian-anti-
abortion-fanatics dwell (Bruin,

Feb. 7).

Abortion is a choice made
by one person, affecting only
the same one person. SLa^very

was alto a choiipg , but the dif

like characters have no right

to make women unwilling
mothers. Whites did,
however, make blacks slaves,

and the consequences were
wholly unpleasant.

So let us learn a lesson from
not-too-ancient history and
prevent, once and for all, any
further advancement of people
whose singular aim is to make
women "slaves" to their own
bodies.

Peggy Leng
Junior
English

Attack ignorance
Editor:

I >vould like to express how
overwhelmed I was with the

Viewpoint/ Letters section of

the^ Daily Bruin oq Friday,

Feb. 7. There was not one,
not two, but five different let-

ters or articles supporting,
perhaps unknowingly, a very
important issue. ^.

—

;
— .

It started with Brendan
Dooher's very succinct opposi-
tion to nationalism as extolled

by Mr. Bozajian the day be-

fore. Along with that article

was a letter by Eric Sanders
opposing a similar "national-
ism" put out by John Matuzak
a few days earlier.

But more impressive were
three additional articles and
letters about three very dif-

ferent topics — AIDS, Ed
Meese, and Zionism — each
letter attacking the constant
habit of making judgements
based on ignorance or partial

ignorance.

While I do not necessarily
support or oppose the specfic
issues on which each of the
five authors wrote, I do ap^
'plaud the underlying message
each made, all within a
similar vein: opposition to op-
pression.

Ignorance is probably the
major reason, if not the only
one, for oppression in this

world. People do not realize

that all human beings are
equal; no one is better or

worse than another, just dif-

ferent.

Ignorance of this fact leads

to nationalism (on many
varied levels), not patriotism,

and that leads to oppression,

which can and ultimately will

destroy our world if not stop-

ped.

Christopher Drake
Freshman
Sociology

ference is that this choice was
made by one or more persons,

affecting, both physically and
mentally, a whole different

group of persons.

No one has the right to im-
pose limitations on others
without proper justification.

Whites had no right to make
4>laeks slaves, just as Falwell-

Suicide
Editor:

To anyone who reads this

letter, I urge you if you have
serious problems and consider
suicide as the only alternative
to end your worries, please
seek a counselor, a friend,

anyone who will listen and
care about your needs.

The helpline is available at

825-HELP if you know of no-
body personally to confide in,

or professionally counseling is

readily available at UCLA at

the Psychological Counseling
Services. The people working

these services are trained

and concerned for
welfare.

your

You are not weak or an
unworthy person of society if

you need to seek help, rather
you just lack the support and
guidance to help you work out
your problems.

Don't let pride or social

pressures deter you from ob-
taining the help you need,
your life is more important!

Please if you are in a des-

perate situation, go for help,

you are just as important in

society as anybody else.

Diane Foray
—

—

-—^
, Senior
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FILMS
.nv ^

Woody Allen'sJHannah'alid her
Sisters*: not quite transcendent

EARNEST ERNEST'•''-" T T r r

CURT
TM

By Marc Weinberg, Staff Writer

"Woody Allen's Hannah and
Her Sisters is flat-out wonder-
ful . . . the work of an artist

at his most emotionally expan-
sive.**

—Jack Kroll, Newsweek

**Adjectives like terrific,

titanic and transcendent sound
puny when you're talking
about Hannah.'*

— Pete Travers, People

Magazine

"Funny, realistic, poignant
and sympathetic, the film
establishes Allen as the only
true auteur working in
Hollywood today."

— Kenneth Turan, California

Magazine

Bold pralflo indeed. Unfon
tunately, the accolades are not
altogether accurate. While
Hannah and Her Sisters is a
very good film, a very inter-

esting film, it is nevertheless
not the greatest movie ever
made. It's not even the best
film Allen has made.

_
The dilemma facing Woody

Allen is that audiences tend to
go gaga over his work; they
rave and beat their drums,
proclaiming that each of his
films is a timeless masterpiece.
While such praise may be flat-

tering, they have created a /

Continued on Page 16

RECORDS

More hot topics:
Can Cosby cut it

in Johannesburg?
By Ernest Hardy

kJ^^ *• "^^'^^ ."*• ^^ "^^^ "JSC and UCLA both

fZ^l^. T 'P^"'^^ °f Dynasty with awards: USC
fraternity brothers voted Diahann Carroll the sexiestwoman on television while the UCLA Panhellenic CounSl

Tel^d„T-?^TK'*"'"*°"
*^ " ^°^ Sophisticated Man on

wSfi 15^ «»-onties were very "excited" thatHamUton cared enough" to pick up his award in person

*.„„K"T\"?]?*™"*'y' ^*'*' *^ ''•°"y °f them lauding as
sophisticated a man who late last year laughindv told a^^rter that a bit of fatherly advice he had^giXh^l^
was any woman who teases deserves to be raped." Sorori-

LfKf" " '•fcrib^ed HamUton as, "charming . . .

ir^^
""

if" '^ ."^phistication
. . . (and) gracious " Add

to those, chauvinistic and repulsive ...
It was unbelievable how much hype and media

coverage accompanied the showings of Sins and Pefer the

^^tk^Z mediocre programs at best. The L.A. Times

nflfV J ? *T ^"^ "' *° 8*^« <l""y reports of the
nightly ratings for the two shows. It Wfmid have txefFSp

Woody Allen is not yet all wet in 'Hannah and Her Sisters

terestmg to see how^ the programs did without the media-
generated war, but considering the content of the shows

-r*. V"^*^ ^P*^ ^^^^ *^^"^ ^"y audience at all
The Cosby Show is not without its critics. Flip Wilson

once referred to his show, Charhe and Co.^ as "the black
version of The Cosby Showr and now it appears that Flip
Wilson IS not the only one questioning the "blackness" of
the show s characters. In the February 2 Calendar (the

^ '"^es) there was an article about South African
response to the ^How."Because of the high social and
economic status of the family, they are not cn^nsidered
black by South African standards because their status

defies the usual rules in South Africa of racial separation
and categorization.** The manager of the broadcasting
company that airs the show stated, "You call the Cosbys
(Huxtables) black but here they'd be considered part of the
white community, although of the color^ persuasion . .

Continued on Page 17
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l^ichard Butler o] the Psyehedelic Furs, who .ving.s ^Alaba
Son^ on Lost in the Stars — A Tribute to Kurt Weill

By m W Ren, Staff Writer

Various Artists: Lost in the Stars - The Music of Kurt Weill-A&M. In the 1920s and early 1930s, composer Kurt Weill wa^
an integral part of the Baiihau.s movement, a creative artistic
rebirth which discarded the previous standards ^md criteria of
art on every level. The BerHn Tlveatre, described as a "theatre
ot disillusionment," was the movement's central working place
and it was here that Weill, along with lyricist Bertolt Brecht'
debuted their best-known uork. The Threepenny Opera, back

Unfortunately, this work is only one of the few Weill projects
that has had the lasting, widespread recognition that it
deserves, despite the success that many of his other scores had
on Broadway. Lost in the Stars pairs contemporary artists
ranging from Sting to Phil Woods, with some of Weill's more
popular songs, including "The Ballad of Mac the Knife" and
"September Song," as well as s(,me of his more obscure but
equally brilliant pieces in an effort to generate interest and
revitalize his work for a larger audience.

This project is the third in a series of single composer

/i!?"*f '. ^^^"^f ^y producer Hal Willner, that follows similar
LP s dedicated to Nino Rota and Thelonious Monk Until the
conception of the Weill project, only more European-influenced
artists like David Bowie recognized the depth and power that
each of Weill s intricately arranged works possessed (although
the Doors did do a cover of Alabama Song" for their debut
LP, probably only because Jim Morrison enjoyed its "Whiskev
Bar" refrain).

^

In fact, during a phase near the beginning of this decade,
Bowie recorded compositions by Kurt Weill as well as playing
the lead in Bertolt Brecht 's "Baal" onstage in Europe. Of
course this was the closest either Weill the composer or Brecht
the playwright had come to mainstream attention in the
rnodern era. Brecht, recognized as a master of Germanic
theatre in his own right, was WeilKs chief collaborator during
the Bauhaus movement As a lyricist, he was considered the
perfect match for Wei s music -. harsh, defiant, dissonant,
even ugly - yet ironically, both their music and lyrics were, at
the same time, often described a.s compelling, instantly haun-

Continued on Page 17 Kurt Weill, ca. 1935

'Lost in the Stars'; tribute-to Kurt WeilFs genius—

I
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Woody Allen's 'Hannah and Her Sisters'
Continued from Page 14
hazardous situation. Alien the
artist has ixjcome Allen the
revered.

Now, nobody dares question
his decisions; he has bcix)me a
control freak who works
almost entirely independent of
any creative input. It is such
lack of feedback that has pro-
bably kept Hannah from be-
ing a truly great film.

The rather complicated
set-up follows Hannah (Mia
Farrow) and her two sisters,

Leigh (Barbara Hersey) and
Holly (Diane Wiest). Han-
nah's husband (Michael
Caine) is in love with Leigh,
who lives with a paranoid ar-

tist (Max Von Sydow). Holly,
meanwhile longs for romance
while Hannah's hypochon-
driac ex-husband (Allen) wres-
tles with his fear of death.

There are shades of other
Allen works in this film. The
tone and message mirror
Manhattan, yet this is a

darker picture, with a nagg-
ingly glum undercurrent that

seem.s borrowed from Allen's

most profoundly depressing
and pretentious movie. Interi-

ors.

What makes Hannah work
is that, in spite of its scimber

timlstic story abou^ love and
the quest for love. The
massage here is the same one
that Allen voiced before in

Annie Hall: "Life is full of

loneliness and misery and suf-

fering and unhappiness, and
-it's all over much too fjuiok-

Miu Furrow as Hannahs and Barbara Hershey and Dianne Wie^t us^r sisters act sLstert^

ly." It is a touching work that

in its best moments rings of

the comic pathos of Charlie

Chaplin (a filmmaker Allen

has been occasionally com-
pared to).

However, there are also

some glaring problems here.

First of all, the film feels

padded at 104, minutes (this is

the longest film Allen has ever

made). What little there is of

a story rambles and loses

focus, while characters

wander in and out of the pic- buildings.

ture — the most irritating ex- Secondly, and more disturb-

ample of this being an ar- ingly, Allen has lost some of

chitect played by Sam ^nh edge as a writer. Whereas
Waterston, who seems to be in he once seemed appealing
the film solely to show off caught in a love/hate relation-

some of Manhattans finer Continued on Page 18

THINKING OF A CAREER IN HEALTH CARE?
WHAT A DIFFERENCE ONE YEAR CAN MAKE!

If you like working with people and have a background in basic sciences, a challenging career

as a RESPIRATORY CARE PRACTITIONER may be just for you! One year of

intensive training from the UCLA Medical Center-SMC School of Respiratory Therapy plus your

UCLA science background can place you in a rewarding profession where you will be a key

member of the health care team. Respiratory Care Practitioners work in a variety of patient

care areas ranging from newborn intensive care to adult pulmonary rehabilitation. Employment

opportunities are good, wages are competitive, and the UCLA-SMC program has a history of

1 00% job placement!^ ^ '

•• '
•

'

" *' • •

For more Information, please contact:

Mel Welch, RCP, Pat Tobin, RCP, or

Cynthia Hashemi at (213) 825-7222

SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/this ad.
Fof New CUenfs Only for short hoir only

SINCE 1929
WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR

^ 1061 Gayley across from Baxters
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TEU 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All

at an affordable pnce. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.

HONDA,^m
U'.tt -f. .'./(> t't**'' *f>

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUST MINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERI\AAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

soeooGoeoeoooocosoecccooeoeooeoosecu

ASH
WEDNESDAY!

Mass Schedule:

On Campus: 12 Noon on Wednesday
outside in the Schoenberg Quad

8:00 AM
5:30 PM
7:30 PM

4:30 PM

University Catiiolic Ctr
840 Hilgard

**.

-— Lutheran Chapel
(Strathmore and Gayley)

Further information please call 208-5015

-member of university religious conference-

r-
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Hick James have both taped appearances on the A-team ,

with George's to air soon. George seems intent on making
himself the Liberace of the *80s and efforts such as this one
will assure it . . .

On January 28, USA Today reported that The Color
Purple was the #1 grossing movie of the previous week.
On January 29, they ran a correction, reporting that it

wasn't Purple (with a gross of 4.4 milUon dollars) but My
Chauffeur with a gross of 4.8 milHon dollars, that was the
-#1 mQvie.-CUi February 5, USA Today reported that macty^
Hollywood studios are charging that My Chauffeur's
grosses were inflated by as much as 100 percent, and that

Crown International Pictures, which released the film,

doctored their receipts. Anyone who has seen the film

knows that it is the script, not the receipts, which needs
"doctoring" . . .

Is Mike the Dog from Down and Out In Beverly Hills

destined to be this year's Madonna? He's gotten more press

out of the film than Nolte, Midler, and Dreyfuss combined

QUOTES: "Without Ed, he wouldn't be jack-shit." —
Alex Van Halen on David Lee Roth.
"I was Laurel, he was Hardv . . . 'cause he's the fat

one." — Eddie Van Halen on David Lee Roth.

Earnest Ernest
Continued from Page 15

. The Cosby family would not be regarded here as a black
family." Perhaps Good Times or What's Happening would
ring more truthful . , .

The Cosby Show is not the only member of NBC's solid
Thursdlfrn»ght' lineup to be taken to task lately. The
American Comedy Network has just awarded Family Ties
its Who Are You Kidding Award as the most overrated
show on television. The comedy organization said the
show owes its ratings success to its time slot (following the
§1 Cosby Show) and was in need of "being taken down a
peg or two.*'

The fact is, the show, or at lejist its lead character Alex,
is in need of an overhaul. In the show's first few seasons,
Alex walked the fine line between cocky and appealing,
but is now simply obnoxious. Whether the fault lies in the
acting, directing, or writing is hard to tell, but the show,
by pushing Alex too far in his cockiness, has lost some of
its appeal ...

Hopefully the next trend in music vide6s, 6nce everyone
gets off the aha inspired animation kick, will take a cue
from Pat Benatar's new La Bel Age video. The video, shot
in bla6k and white inside a smoky night-club, pays
homage to the 'eiOs by having Benatar's song provide the
back-drop for a story based on the life of Lenny Bruce.
While comedian Richard Belzer plays the Bruce-like char-
acter, Benatar sings postage in the background with the
camera sdternating focus on Benatar and Belzer. Watching
the video is like watching a scene from a movie; there is

dialogue and action throughout the clip with Benatar's
performance being an integral part of the story,, not just

an editing room addition. Based on this video, next year
Benatar might deserve the American Music Award for
female video performer of the year (Mrs. Penn deserved it

this year.) ...
The A'Team makes like Miami Vice. Boy George and4

Xost in the Stars'
Continued from Page 15

ting, vibrant, real, and most of all. emotional.

By analyzing the plot of The Threepenny Opera, we can see

the type of mystic paradoxical beauty that Weill and Brecht

were interested in presenting both dramatically and musically.

At the heart of Threepenny, Weill placed a killer as the hero,

and a prostitute as the heroine. Yet despite this, the play was

unusually successful (especially considering the moral standards

of its time period) because the audience could recognize some
amount of beauty in the these characters' emotions — so that,

in effect, the characters transcended their unfavorable

stereotypes to become living, fleshed-out representations of the

aUdteR€e!s,^oblems

.

To go witiT^e subject of Threepenny, Weill and Brecht

presented arrangements with delicate melodies to act as

refrains, paired along with versas done in the more harsh,

cynical style of the Bauhaus movement to further, their paradox-

ical interpretation of beauty. Mostly, the near-cacophony of the

verses would emphasize the beauty of the melody.

This can be seen on Lost in the Stars through Sting's rework-

ing of "The Ballad of Mac the Knife." Along with saxophonist

Branford Marsalis and arranger Dominic Muldowney, Sting of-

fers a more traditional version of the piece that captures the

essence of Weill's original intent, as well as greatly ^outclassing

the campy, Vegas-like rendition made famous by Bobby Darin.

Besides Sting, the LP also contains tracks equally loyal to the

original Weill texture from Marianne Faithfull, Todd Run-

dgren. Van Dyke Parks, Stanard Ridgway, and Tom Waits,

whose signature vocals on "What Keeps Mankind Alive?"

uphold his own personal style while expanding on Weill's. The

same is true of saxophonist Phil Woods' interpretation of "Lost

in the Stars," in which he combinas talents with Carla Bley and

Randy Brecker to produce the best instrumental track on the

LP.
One of the largest disappointments, however, is Lou Reed's

rendition of "September Song.'" Although done in his classic

rock 'n' roll style, he dismisses the main melody line in favor of

a flat, almost country vocal track that is deflnitely Lou Reed,

Continued on Page 18
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SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^—^
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' yf^
30 Day Extended ^^^
Additional Pair dRQ
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Ovor 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB. 2168 Pacific (213) b91-1b94

V.N,, 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Ananeim 414 StateCollege Bl.. (714) 774-4510

L,A , 1482 S. Robenson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-789

PTFT OPTOMETRIST WANTF J

TIRED OF TWEEZIWG, BLEACHING
& WAXING aWWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently •

. ——by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation -

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

Canyou
affoixl togamble

with the LSAT, GMAT.
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-
lion stuHpnt^ prpp;^ro fnr thpir

HELP!
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED FOR TAY-
SACHS DISEASE CARRIER DETECTION

PROGRAM

ATTEND OUR PLANNING MEETING

Tuesday, Feb. 11, 1986
Ackerman 2408 4:00 p.m.

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS IN

THE HEALTH FIELD.

grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,

call. Why take a chance nUK^
with your career? IS^

^H&NAIt«ARDEN
^^ * _«.•.•_. i^^tf

*'over 12 years of quality service

MKAPLAN c
STArJlFYH KAPIANfOUCATIONAl CFNURITD

The worids leading
test prep organization.

OilROLUNG NOW! Visit us ot our center

IMKK) WrishMKjfori Hlvd f ulv*^' '"ity TA
«t I.' ^.' L)r coti ur. (1( lys evt»nii >ijs c^r a r»»l«

I " K I )ur phone iiurT>h*»f (213)
202-1924.

Limited Offer (^'^ceptFri -Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN ^^^ ^soo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL.
UCLA Student Special

$18 CUT & BLOW °h"ampoo

VALID ONLY
SUN, HON, and WED

Must shoLV UCLA student
I.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Expires March 20. 1986

V<o\'r'CO'd

We reserve the right to refuse service to

any cUer\t whose hair coriditiorx is unsuitaNe.

WESTWOOD
Wiishire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264

AMPLICON FINANCIAL
AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE
OF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT, IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INC.

MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.

IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED, RNANCIALLY MOTIVATED, ENERGETIC, AND AN
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YOU. THIS
POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIP-
MENT HNANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES.

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION,
PRICING, PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE.

COMPENSATION IS SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD, AND
THEREAFTER, $22,500rYEAR-f- COMMISSION.

IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS, AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS, PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TO:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER
VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

2020 E. FIRST STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
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BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

TINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-Df LENSES
S119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
S79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES rariNG,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIA TE QUALITY ^

•^

ihe All'4inieilcah ^lyir
If—

W

iitnii^d Whrd. 90nmw OhtoAw.

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mod. -Wed. 10-6, Thun. 10-7. Fri. 10-6. Sat. 10-4 With thia ad, •«? 2/2(i/86

\

Fastest Tan In Town!
" ...This experience is a mast.

"

-L.A. Weekly
" ,..LA. '$ premiere suntarming sa/ons.

"

-In Style

• FASTCST-Visible results in

just one session Guaranteed

• SAFEST-New process filters out
virtually 100% of harmful rays

• #1 IN EUROF€-New sanitary

snd comfortable design
available only at Flashtan

~J0%OFFUCIJr~
1ST SISSION PREBI

•Electronic j^^ ^g ^ > •sauna
muscle toning 'rMrKiMlT'^tl showers
•Aerobrs ' / rw iMr tmSrSM #- •jacuzzI

Ttnning, Timing&Aerobic Centres
Beverly Hills—, i— West L A
277-7569

AJI Credit Cards
479-1663

v^^%'j>.%%v.%v;.i^,vj^r. ;>!.
' -;.

'.' .
'j.!^ . -!>^ ' > ' - ' -- -^-':=T^^:^

SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
• Speed Reading

Photographic Memory
• Improved Test Taking Ability

• Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount

Free Demonstrations Thursday, 7:30 P.M.

Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director/(818) 989-2923

14 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS
1^.*: «£*I«Mlta*M*a rihtf^krf^ik^terfi^kAirfk i*^^Hkrih^i^iitfa

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men)^,QQQ ,

(Women)
^

«

Body Perm $25.0<

Open7Davs

(with mis coupon & UCLA I.D.)

International

Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316

_^ Exp. 2/15/86. _
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Weill
Continued from Page 17

but takes away from the lustre

that Weill had intended for

the work. Perhaps Willner

may have btjen better off to

include a version similar to

the one released by Echo and
the Bunnymen's Ian Mc-
Culloch in 1984.

The most interesting and

provocative piece on Lost in

the Stars comes from lesser

known saxophonist John Zorn,

whose entire reworking of

"The Little Lieutenant of the

Loving God" is a listening ex-

perience in itself that could

singlehandedly serve as an ex-

ample of Weill's shifts from

harsh to smooth melodies.

In either case, the array of

artists on Lost in the Stars,

and their varying degrees of

personal interpretation, attests

to the "flexibility Kurt Weill's

music possesses, even a half-

century ^fter its original con-

ception. Willner's series is

scheduled next for a stop at

Duke Ellington's where,
possibly, Mick Jagger may do
a version of "Sophisticated

Lady?"

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO GET INVOLVED
IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT!!

The Second Vice President's Office helps facilitate com-

munication between USAC and the Special Interest

Groups on campus. The groups the office represents are:

American Indian Student Association, Asian Coalition,

Black Students' Alliance, Gay and Lesbian Association,

Inter-Fraternity Council, International Student Association,

Inter-Residence Hall Council, Iranian Students Group,

Jewish Student Union and Panhellenic.

Currently the Internal Affairs Staff of the Second Vice

President is designing the SIG BROCHURE to help ex-

press the needSj concerns, and pertinent issues of the

Special Interest Groups. The brochure will contain detail-

ed descriptions of the above SIG's and their affiliate

organizations, feature articles on important cultural and
educational Issues, and lots of photos and artwork.

I. J *

To get involved in any aspect of the production of this

long overdue SIG BROCHURE, please attend the Infor-

mation Meeting on Wednesday February 12, 1986 at

4:00 p.m. 312F Kerckhoff Hall.

For more information talk to Roger or.* Audrey at

825>2158.

Continued from Page 16

ship with his New York high-

brow lifestyle, Hannah clearly

celebrates it. In effect, the

film says that it is "good" to

be a Manhattan Yuppie. A lit-

tle more objectivity would
have been nicc\

Id l>e unfairThough it woul
to say that Allen has grown
"fat" on his accolades, they

may have nonetheless kept

him from seeking the advice of

a partner. Allen, just like any
other writer, needs to know
when things aren't working
quite right, but he doesn't

receive that input.

Still, even flawed Allen
rates well above the majority

of films released today. This is

probably why when one of

Allen's pictures is reviewed, or

any intelligent movie for that

matter, most, critics go crazy.

Hannah and,~Hler Sisters is a

film well worth seeing, though
"terrific, titanic, and
transcendent" it is not.

Summer or Fall 1986
Spring 1987

WASHINGTON
OR

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY

at the Wadham College

of the University of

OXFORD
Accredited courses in government,
economics, journalism and pre-

law by an outstanding faculty.

Full Academic Year Programs at

the London School of Economics,
Oxford, and St. Andrews

Universities, for Qualified Juniors
-' and Seniors,

All credits transferred through
Hamden-Sydney College, Virginia

(Founded In 1776)

Inquiries to:

Mrs. Janet Koliek, J.D.

Admissions Director
The Washington International

Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136

(EQ/AA)
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Lecture Notes are the perfect

Midterm Review
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackerman Union, M-Th. 7:45^30: Fri. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-^; Sua 12-5

lecfure Notes and Problem SoMng GuMet are coptngftfec/ byASUCLA.

Study Paks

CURE MIDTERM BLUES
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for

Ctiemlstry, Economics, and Psyctiology classes.
Available only at the Lecture Notes counter located on A-level. Ackerman Union.

Lecture Notes and Problem Sotvlng Guides are copyrlgt)1ed by ASUCLA.

CAMPUS ' >AMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS *•*»#«*•*•«.*.l

®«^

Ccx^skJQr ttiis.

Arrest of y<ou head txjncho. A« «1
Round him up.
Do you want him txx:k7
Ishevi^orth

A
Contrltxjtton to LA's Children's

HospHol?

AlphqPhl
Requests boll to.~

^ AFRAID OF SPEAKINC IN CLASS CR IK! f>UBLlC.'?.'?

WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS?.'?.'

WANT TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS IN A FUN WAY????
SOLUTION: TOASTMASTERS

This is an internationallv famous organization whose members learn by doing in a

supportive environment of friends and at their own pace

Release him nonrfdf.
Everytfiing's tKspponing on
Sunday. February 23.

TWthen...

BE A PART OF OLYMPIC HISTORY
Volunteer for the 1 986 UCLA Special

Olympics Invitational. All volunteers nnust

attend either Tuesday Feb. 1 1 8-9pm or

Wednesday Feb. 12 4-5pm.

Both at Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Por more intormatlon call

Linda 208-0966 or Josh 824-2090

THIS NONPROFIT GROUP provides a time-tested program, educational materials, and

guidance and it's incredibly inexpensive

v^:?ai^<j»SKymc

WHERE:
Kerckhoff Hall

Room 400

i
WHEN:

Wednesday, February 12, 1986

Noon to 1 : JOpm

WHY:
'

.-^ FOR FUN
FOR C3RO^TH
FOR YOURSELF

FOR ADDITIC:)NAL QUESTIONS COME TO THE PLANNINC MEETING
OR

CONTACT IVAN CJERSON, UCLA Alum and Able Toastmastcr

826-8192 or 477-8S01

BE A STARII
SPRING SING

*«6

Applications
Available 9/ 12
in the James E.

West Center
for more

Information call

206^524

Happy Bfartliday

jMnylll
Lots of love.

Dodo, Tiaiaiy, aad
Past

Claudia (CAT).

WelcorT>€ to our

new Family!

Looking forward

~ta great times.

LYBA.
SYRA

SPORTS
TICKETS,

ICE Hockey Fans- Catch 10 prime games
at the Forum. (Incl. Kings vs. Edmonton,
Montreal, & Quebec). $50 for students.

Call Bob Fisher at 412-5000 ext. 341

.

J UCLA Surf Oub/Team
-S You guys are fantastic-

Dinner was never so
I much fun!!

I Good luck in competition

I Love,

I i^lif"?'i III

VALENTINE DAY SPECIAL. SERENADE
YOUR LOVE WIRE-A-TUNE SINGING
TELEGRAMS. 3704855.

GOOD DEALS 7

FREE haircut. Need straight hair nuxlels

for haircut class at JAPSS Hair Sak>n. Call

Ma8akoat27l-i653

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM."(8l8)ee(M407,(ei8)88(M361.

SPECIAL km cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.

Call James Boofd. (818) 7160224.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

"Can you sue a Tobacco Company?"
Bumper sticker. $2. Gidmark, 3060-1

Channel Dr. Ventura. CA. 93003.

WANTED: B«auty contestants. Great

prizes for winning smiles. Place: Univer-

sity HIHon lnfo-(2 13)969-2261

.

Sigma Delta Tau

_ Welcomes their ^

n^vy, pledges:

Claudia Hernandez

Julie Kronen
Lisa Kaspin

Connie Garcia

We love you all,

The Actives

HAVING AN AFFAIR?,

Meet your friends at Bruin Bowl & Game
Center and let the good times roll!

GROUP RATES, BIRTHDAY & PRIVATE PARTIES

Call now, no time to spare - 206-0829.

AInMafi

A woiinroHt. itirfwt nw QiM)

LEARN by dotofl at youi PACE

CUM to DEMONSTRATKNf
PLANNING MEETm&KcfcUiofl H«l

m. 40»iiooii to 1 :30 pn Fab It 1916

or oontod IvmGmm 477-tMl

An\(>nc Know Tlia(

^'iurrc (iriKluiUiiv^.'

CRADLATION
ANNOLNCEMLNTS

Commencement is just cuound the corrier Before

Cnmpus Photo Studio gets crowded come in and

select the style of cjrndLintion announcement

that s right for you You can also order your

degree cards and pick up a package of thank-you

notes Dori t put it off

asucia

1, CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
^^^ First Floor KercKhoft Room 150 • Mon Fn 8 6 Sal 10 3 • 206 8433

Resumes: Typeset

Because The First -

Impression Counts!
Preparation

Preparing your resume is a lot like dressing for a
job interview: in tx)th cases the first impression

counts! A resume that's typeset — not just

dashed off on a typewriter — can help make your
first impression a good one.

The Professional Look
A typeset resume is neat, clean, easy to read and
shows that you're well-organized. You can
Choose from seventy different typestyles.

Our Low Prices ^

A typeset resume looks expensive — but at

ASUCLA Graphic Services, your investment is

modest. Your typesetting is just $24 for a one-
page resume and you can have copies made for

a small additional charge on fine quality paper.

3

v.,

J'

!<

J
First Fkx)r

Kerckhoff Hall

r- Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206^94

Kerckhoff Hall

GIWHIC
d. U C L D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4 *__

Closed Sunday
825-7^e6

X
1—

mmmmmm m
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DearSIGSI
Thank you for extending ALO

hospitality last Thursday!

The KA's loved being wined and dined

in your classy new home-
and we could have danced all night!!^

(We nearly did!)

Love, Kappa Delta

11*

*INTERESTED IN MEETING
NEXT YEAR'S

FRESHMEN AND TRANSFERS?

Orientation Phone Callers Needed.

Applications Available

in A-316 Murphy -^-^

For Info: 206-6685
.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^^^****¥***¥¥¥*^M^*^

^- Bay your VALENTINE SINGING -P
% TELEGRAM today... P
^<- —

^

Q:?) and send them to your LOVE, your '^(^

rp^' MOM or your friend.Pick them up on "/rn

^< Bruin Walk or at the EXPO center, )X
n(< located in Ackerman Union next to '>m

the Travel Service. <7

^^':?:!<^.'fpA<:p^^^^^

Cool off at
j J

* Enjoy a frozen ' J
t -yogurt while

RESEARCH

DONORS needed for off-campus
.
sperm

ih. Up la^iO(yweek.—Minofities iw

^'^^*****^*^^*^^^

l^ass

EARN QUICK BUCKS

Potential earnings $100 to S 200

Thurylay through Sunday

Feb. 27-Mardi 2

($5.00 per hour plus overtime if

appkabte.and Training Time is paid)

CAR CLOTHIERS

WAREHOUSE SALE

CULVER CITY

Assist Cashten

Direct customen

Stod( Merchandise

Must be available aN 4 da/s

— plus training!

ThursandFri.: 3-11 pm

snacks provided

Sat and Sun.: 7am-6pm

lunch provided

Please call Bilt Jacoby

(213)559-8200

Before Feb 11,1986 for an

application and additional info

L^A! a^sDCoaasi

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY*

looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A

555 E. Ocean Blvd., Long Bch
|21S|4«1-S220

^ •Secretarial. • RecepaonisL

^Typtsts. •Accounting,

• DataAVofd Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

SPORTS
CONNICTION

Program directors &
Prtvate trainers

wanted. Seeking

Exercise Pr»ysk>k)glst.

Klnes. P.E. a Sports

Medtelne Majors. F/T

or P/T. Starting Pd at

$5/tir and commission
witti advancement

opportunities to P/T at

$13/hr.

Apply in person
Enclrx>

(818)788-1220
Santa Monica
(213)450-4464

SouttiBoy
(213)316-0173
BEVERLY HILLS

(213)652-7812

you support Alpha
. Chfs P.C. '85

Tonight-
February 11

7-1 1 pm
Westwood Blvd in

Westwood

Briaa Babaya**:
.

Happy ^^21!! May the

Iran A be with you.

may it follow you
wherever you go.

Have hin!!

From Adam

]UL Mark Mitchell (<I»KL)

Busy on the 22nd
Washing my Hair!!

Love,

ML. (At)

couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectiousr

Diseases Treatnient is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

MALE Research subjects needed I8yrs

and older Medical center research project

involving small anrtounts of radioactivity

arKl scaning of the brain or heart. Blood

samples may be drawn. $50/5 hors Call

8 2 5-7701
_SP£HM. dQnQL_j«anled EGE Medical

Clinic. 8200377

LOST 17

LOST-2/5- TricokK Braided Bracelet w/

Heart. Great Sentimental Value. Reward!!!

Doris: 653-7917.

REWARD! 1-29-86 between . .USC basket-

ball game and Hilgard, ladies gold Seiko

watch. Sentimental value. (213)836-9820.

SPERM DONORS 19

FULL or part-tirfie medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required College student

^pfeferred for busy Beverfy HtMs offtc©.-

ABT SCHOOL
Full-time hdp needed

now. Permanent position,

college art student

preferred. Complete

maintenance and
organization of art

supplies, sctiips,

clean-up of classes,

heavy lifting.

M-F 12:30-7:30 pm
Salary open, health

benefits

Only reliable and

consciencious apply

caO: 451-56^7

^^^K.K«.«.««»«»«^^4^»«¥¥|(

¥
*
*
*

AHINTION: OPPORTUNITY
HOMON'S

fine blended Ice Creams Is

seeking HIOH ENEROY,
HARDWORKING.

ENTHUSIASTIC, RESFONSItLB.
FERSONAMJ IndMduals who
wont to QTOW wttf) tfie leodor In

freshly nrode \ce Cream.
FuS-tlrrte/Part-ttme. days.

evenings, weekends. Ass!

Manager Positton AvoMabte.

Please Apply ki p^erson at:

Hobson's

*
*

SPERM donors needed for medical
research Will be well compensated Call

Victor 273-2463

Valentines
Balloon BouQuets
___ 50% OFF
Bruin Special
UCLA Students,

Faculty, and Staff

# (

'^

• -x

)alli€n%
n- things

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

HEALTH
SERVICES : 22

{ iJy (213)026-2990

i
201] WIlSMinf BIVO • SUITf 10S • <W lOS ANCilfS C* fOO^S

I

V

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara,

(818)640-6638.

MOVIES extras, bits needed Now filming

feature film, exciting 827-5212 10am-

10pm

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, s^p^

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021

Nancy.
^

UNIVERSITY of Toronto graduates- The

University of Toronto alumni are hosting a

dinner to honor Dr. Connell. President of

the University of Toronto, on February 28;

for information call Lois 0,Brien, Alumni

President (213>858-1093.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708

COMPUTERIZED EYE

EXAM
UCLA DISCOUNT

DR. SOMERS. CONTACT
LENS SPECIALIST

WILSHIRE & FEDERAL

478-059I

Communications tMiit

workshop. Bocomo

more assortive and

s«lf-€onfldent

6 Monday tvoninosiTiOO-BiaO

BoglM 2-2446 $66.00

aM-1421 For RMorvatlon

WANTED 15

WITNESSES wanted who saw fatal accl-

oent Dec 10 1965 at Le Comte Ave ar>d

Tiverton, involving Santa Monica bus,

n>otorcycle and ambulance. Any infofma-

tion tfiat can t>e uaed in court against bus

or ambulencA co wriil be rewarded Call

Collect (602)638 0326

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVE Beverly Hills developer needs

full-time secretary/receptionist. Heavy

phones, light typing, filing Roz (213)657-

ASIA travel/study. 2 nfKXitha $1295-$1395

covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset coat. (714)734-7103 day

evening. _.

^ 10923 Woytxjm *
^ 206-2233 f
^ EOE-M/F

ASSIST staff to chairman of the board in

WLA headquarters of nationwide real

estate developer One year office experi-

ence required. Noon-7pm and Saturday
9:00-3 00 Call (213)826-1000 Ext. 344

ASSISTANT to President, knitting mill,

great opportunity for advancement. Call

, Mr. Behar (213) 233-^888.

Bindery/Runner for Print shop $4.50/hr

Apply in person; 11 717 W. Pico, WLA. ,

BLIND man needs reader or secretary/

typist to read in person, or a paralegal, (or

a volunteerl) Richard 938-5347.

CASHIERS wanted part-time. Flexible hrs.

$5-$7/hr. Call Leslie at Ski Wear Bk>wout
478-4070

'"CASHIER Wanted. Panama Reds,
days. $3.75-$4.25. Great fun place to

work. Apply, in person, Mark or Otto

(213)626-7337.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii. World! I Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944 -4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DRIVER/messenger; full or part time. Fa-

miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliable ecorK>my car, liability insurance,

copy of DMV Earn an hourly wage plus a

generous auto altowance. Call (818)906-

0763.

DRIVERS to deliver flowers Feb 13 &
14th. Must have own van or station wagon.
Call Margie 208-4000.

DRIVER to assist Westwood mom, week-
days 3-6pm. Hours flexible. 470-4655.

DRIVER/lxxJyguard, reliable, non-smoking,

needed part-time. Must have own car.

Live near Hollywood Hills. (213)466-8434

DRIVERS needed. 21, valid California

Driver's License, proof of insurance. DMV
report. Van or truck, late model.
T.G. I.Fridays, 2^m. 822-9052, Allen.

EARLY morning childcare Female/driver

preferred. Near campus Great pay
Responsible, dependable. 475-5723.

$$EARN$$ Wanted: Receptionist for fk>wer

shop, also responsible drivers that know
the LA area. Flexible hours. $4/hr. 276-

9656.

ECONOMIC consulting firm needs part-

time errand person Monday - Friday.

$5 50/hr Flexible scnedule. Call Melanie.

470-4343

ENTRY-level bookkeeper, A/P, general

ledger, Pacific Palisades resident prefer-

red. (818)573-5003, Sandi.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy ortf>opedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesok>gy student preferred. Call for ap-

pointn>ent. ask for Qtoria 55OO950.

Call(213)550-0950 ask for Teena.

FULL-TIME front office, 1-2 yrs experi-

ence, insurance/billing/typing/computer,

will train some. Busy WLA chiropractic of-

fice, Dr Russell 478-0013.

FUN saloon looking for pizza girl. 820-

1516.

GENERAL office person needed for Art

Publisher. Part-time: flexible Light typing,

light phones Call Linda or April at 930-

2410.

GERMAN native speaker to translate 65
pages into German. Easy text. $10 per

page 838-7825 .
9- 10am weekdays.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN
8 W^EK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN, WATER
SPORTS, CAMPING. 826-7000.

HASHERS needed for sorority. Call 206-

8285.

HOST/Hostess. Part-time. Evening shifts.

Experience necessary. Need good per-

sonality and proper attire. Apply in person
at Ruth's Chris' Steak House 224 S. Bev-
erly Dr. -Beverly Hills. Mon.-Fri. 3-5pm

INTERN for Women in Film Committee to

help co-ordinate new award. Call Linda
Seger. (213)838-2616.

,

^^

LICENSED driver wanted to drive church
van Sunday mornings. Responsible person
needed, at least 26 yrs. old. $6/hour Call

459-2358.

LIVE and workin Japan! English teachers
needed for language school.
Undergraduate degree required. Call Ms.
Yamazaki:(714) 536-2308 or send resume
to: 305 West Utica, Hunington Beach, Ca.
92648

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly
Hills, call Kozo 277-7045.

MOTHER'S helper with car for afternoons.

$5 00/hr. Call Leslie Shaw. 826-6581
(days). 454-9501 (eves.). Pacific Pali-

sades kx:ation.

MOTHER'S helper - flexible afternoons,

possible weekends Salary negotiable.

References required. Call for interview

474-8123.

JOBS
Telephone Sales. How
would you like to work

part-time

(6: 00- 1 2:00am) or

(l2:00-6:00pm) and nnakc

$600/week comm. and

still be able to go to

school, so they can

teach you how to make
$300/weck? If you're

sharp, energetic and have

a good speaking voice,

callEd(2l3)337^9525

Fill la yomx week •
wUli extra $$$ $

ftTnn<ediate openings for •
secretarial skills, typists. ^

clerks, receptionists. J
word proc€»ssors. & all •

office skills. Work by the J
day. week, or month. •

STIVERS #
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL •

Call for appointment •
In Westwood 208-5656 S

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-
prises, Box 1458/DB, Springfield, OR
97477

NEEDED urgently: a typist in Polish with a
native knowledge of the Polish language
and literature Please get in touch with

Professor R. Stone, Slavic Department,
Kinsy Hall, Room 115K

PART-TIME 3 full-days; Mon-Wed. Medical
office aide. No experience necessary. $5/
hr must have good appearance, excellent
command of proper -English, be very
bright, friendly, and willing to learn.

(2 1 3)659- 1 703 2-5pm Mon-Fri

.

PART Time office work. Japanese
language helpful 20 hours weekly • hours
flexible. Peter 485-0160.

PART-TIME telemarketing. Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone
Maureen Meaty 462-6350 .

PART-TIME driver/clerical. Tu., Thur..
some weekends. Must have own car. Cen-
tury City Marsha 653-1048.

PART-time bookkeeper. $10/hr.
Hollywood tocation. Call Sonya at 851-
8601.

PART-time telephone solicitor, no selling,

cash paid, 6-8pm, T-W, insurance office.

82CM839

PART-TIME fluent Spanish and English.

WLA area. Call after 4pm. (818)784-0769.

PART-TIME telephone solicitor for high

demand insurance products. Good fiourly

rate. Call Sonia at 479-4181.

PART-TIME secretary, non-smoker, good
with numbers, filing, phone work and some
typing. 6-hr day; (213)474-9688.

PART-TIME driver needed. HealthCare
(2l3)e3»4420. Ask for Stan or Diane.

PLEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK. 7:30-8:30 am . 2:30-3:30 pm ,

M-F MUST HAVE CAR $50-$60/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS. 275-6447.

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relation persons, part-time, pfione

experience.(2l 3)854-649 1 / 660-2269

Receptionist: full-time for school office. No
typing Westwood private school Call

475-6401.

PART-time job. Earn $4-$ 12 per hour on
phone, own hours, call (213)466-4474.

RESTAURANT Reservationist, part-time.

4p.m.-8p m. Mon.-Fri. The Ivy. Call David
Lloyd Nelson 274-8303, Fri., Sat after

10a.m.

SECRETARY part-time near UCLA, small
office, type 80 wpm, some record keeping
.$10/hour, 479-8300.

SITTER Must have car. Afternoons. 2-5
days/wk. Beverly Hills area. Call Brooke at

275-6716.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work pleaae call 452-9616.

STUDENT compankXY for 8th grade boy
inexchange for private room and bath,

son>e board in Beverly Hills home. 468-
4747 Ask for Carol. ,

TEACHER Aides: 1 part-time 8-1. 1 full

tinr»e 8-3:30. Supervision and classroom in-

structkMi. Westwood private school. Call

476^401.

m(sD^ daily bmin
t
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HELP WANTED 30

TYPIST, part-time, will tram word process-

ing. 50wpm minimum. Mon-Fri Steady

work. $6 50/hour. Marina Del Rey, 306-

4625
- - -

I

WANTED: bright, energetic, and in-

dependently minded young person to grow

with a new company - seminar PR.,

marketing, salds, and televi8k>n produc-

tk>n. Hours negotiable Salary plus com-

mi88k)n. (213)655-9212.

WLA Raquetball and fitness club looking

for an energetic sales-oriented person for

reception/membership sales. Early morn-

ing hours available. Hourly pay plus

commi88k>n. Please contact Rosemarie

826^648 after 10am

WORK-study student needed at medical

center; 10-15 hrs/wk. times flexible. Duties

include secretarial, library and research.

Contact Dr. G. Small, ext. 50291

.

YARD work 3-5 hours week. $7.00 hour.

Mon. PM or Sat. AM. Santa Monica Can-

yon 454-8224 4 to 6 PM.

$7 PER hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commi88k>n. Telecommunicatk>ns Oppor-

tunity, 4 to 6 hrs. per day. Part-time/

fulltime. Call Mr. Davidson 8 a.m.-lp.m.

(21 3) 930-1891.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

APARTMENTS ROOM
FURNISHED 50 FOR RENT 64

BACHELOR partly furnished & utilities

near V.A. Hospital and UCLA bus No
Kitchen. Available.$450/mo. 479-5638.

GUESTHOUSE. Bentwood. mountain
viewnearby, $395 plus 3 hours weekly
work. Older male grad. student, foreign
welcome, car. 472-5726.

ONE Bedroom $750: Two bedroom/2 bath
$1195. Best WLA location. Carpet, drapes,
built-ins, fireplace, sunkin tub, view, securi-
ty parking/building, pool , sauna. 479-5672 .

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom trailer horrie

w/yard and storage. In park w/pool and
laundry. Ideal for 1 person. $440/mo.
818-995-3972.

STUDIO. 1 -bedroom, 1 -bedroom with den.
KeHon Towers. 208-1976.

BRENTWOOD Area- Furnished bachelor

11967 Rochestor Apt #3 $430 Agent
Miller and DeSatnik Co 838-1828.

WALK to UCLA- hooray! Furnished
bachelor apartment. Utilities included.

Manager 644 Undfair #201 . 208-2676.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at

home! No experience necessary. Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope: Info

Mart, 870 Hilgard, #220, Los Angeles,CA
90024.

IBM-PC/PC compatible owners Work at

home. Software/data management com-
pany needs data entry and software work

for compatibility test/insUuctions diskette.

Send $3.00 to Visco Data Management.
rt41t-B Diamond Bar Bivd. Suite tO^tt
Diamond Bar, CA. 91765

WESTWOOD prime location furnished
singles and 1 -bedrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. Deluxe, small,

modern building. 11675 Darlington, open
house. 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$495-$525 Hollywood large deluxe 1-

bedroom apartments. Partly-fully furnished.

Redecorated exceptionally clean. Modern
building, pool, parking, security. 1831
Whitley. (213)467-9431.

$950 2 bedrm. apts. Palms area. Laundry,
a/c, fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

VACATION
RENTALS..., 53

BEAUTIFUL, spack)us, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)

785-9865.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

DRIVER/child care daily 4.5p.m. $100/mo.
car. insurance, references required. 459-

5363.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE needed to share bdrm. in apt.

near UCLA. $275/mo. plus security plus

utilities. 470-7931.

OWN t>ed/bath in 2-bedroom luxury apart-

ment. Sherman Oaks. Off freeway. 15 min.

to UCLA. Sherry (818) 989-3780/(818)

988-8300.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRAND new single room with kitchen and
bath, AC/heat. Between La Cienega &
Wilshire. $450/mo. (213)936-7119 available

rH>w.

BRENTWOOD. Very clean. 1 bedroom,
carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator. No
pets. $680/n[>onth. Only charging 1 month
rent, security/cleaning to nK>ve in. 213-

678-6648.

LAUREL Canyon-$450 bachelor. 2-room
charming apartment C/D. No pets.

(213)874-2498.

NEW building , 2 bedroom/2 bath, 1

bedroom/1 bath, $800 and up. #475-5402,
#473-5 142(day).

PRIME Westwood Village executive
apartments. $850 and up. Fireplace, pool,

parking, intercom, air conditkjning. 208-

3308.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
t>eginnir>g July 1. 1986, in exchange for

cor>do in Jerusalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)553-3266.

HOUSINC
T^EEDEgiT .̂..... 6

BEAUTIFUL big room/bath All furnished

Separate entrance. Between La Cienega &
Wilshire. $350/mo (213)936-71 19.

FURNISHED bedroom in large apt. Kitch-

en privileges, sunny patio. Westwood area.
• * Reasonable 475-9205

*r —
ROOM & board. Bright clean room in a
k)vely private home. IrKludes nutritk)us

breakfast-dinner. Includes utilities, laundry,
ironing, cleaning. Serious student.
$575.mo. WLA. 3 bkxks from bus. Contact
Mrs. Tanaka 826-8621

SPACE available for female on sorority

row. 2 sec. from campus. Romm and 15
meals/week for $290.001 209-5473.

WESTWOOD biking distance to UCLA,
large newly decorated, unfurnished,
private entrance/bath. Security. Non-
smoker M/F mature/responsible.
References. Easy parking SSOOImo. ind.

utilities. $750 security call (818)889-3280.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE share large 1 bedroom apartment
with 2 girts. 11089 Strathmore, $280/

month. (213)454-821 1/(213)824-0879

FEMALE to share Mulholland dorm. No
utilities. Includes 14 meals/week. $339.00.

1471-0290. Available immediately.

FEMALE roommate wanted to Share
t>eautiful new two bedroom, two bath con-

dominium. Quiet, near campus. $500/

month includes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit. Must see to believe! 479-0269.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share 2-

bed/den. Excellent location near Wilshire/

Bundy $425/mo: Call Rob 478-7681 after

5pm.

FEMALE roommate: sunny spacious 2
t)edrooms, 1 bath. March 1st move in. Call

824-2785, Diane.

FRENCH student needs home in ex-

change for house cleaning, gardening, or

babysitting. Call 399-9914

FRENCH student needs home in ex-

change for cooking for one or many peo-

ple. Call 399-9914

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

INTERNSHIPS 34 INTERNSHIPS 34

l.F. latcnM -a two year extra curricular career

development program in the growii^ field of

compensation and benefits-is now considering appli-

cants for 1986-88 internship opportunities.

Successful candidates work in full-time paid positions with

area or national firms during the two summers before

graduation and attend required educational seminars in

Los Angeles during the academic year.

I.F. bit«nM is for the energetic sophomore seelcing to

channel adademic excellence toward specific career

goals. Minimum 3.0 GPA required. Deadline for

application is March l.„

Additional information available from Student

Empbyment, Placement and Career Planning Center,

or direcdy from:

LF.mTEBNS
International Foundation of Employee Benefits Plans

P.O. Box 69, Brookfield, WI 53005^)069

414-786-6700

(The International Foundation is a

nonprofit educational organization)

PRIVATE quarters, TV. tx>ard, salary Ex-

change for fwusework. Couple ok. Bever-

ly Hills. Car necessary 271-9440 after-

noons^

ROOM and board and small salary in ex-

change for partial care of 5 yr. old girl and
light housework. Beverly Hills (213) 276-

3988

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

WORKING mother will exchange room in

Beverly Hills for childcare. Seeking mature

woman with car. 278-4980 evenings.

SUBLET :. 66

AVAILIBLE immediately: 3500 square feet,<

14 offices, Westwood village: (213)208-

6761

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for nrwre informatk)n

.

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

WALK to UCLA and Village. 2-bed/2 1/2

bath. Vacant/Owner anxious.
Joyce;Schreit)er Realty. 274-2900.

LE, non-emoker f>eeded to share

t)edroom in West Los Angeles apartment.

$240/month Call 477-1244.

FEMALE roommate wanted for large one
bedroom apt. Living room, full kitchen,

laundry facilities. Walking distance to

UCLA Strathmore/Veteran. $275 00/month
208-4408.

M/F roommate wanted, 1 -bedroom apt. 10

minutes from UCLA. $245/month, furnish-

ed. Call Mike 390-3103.

MALE roommate for Brentwood single

Near shop, bus Furnised, stove. $250/mo.
Rpn 471 -3569 after 8pm.

PROFESSIONAL lady seeks female
roommate to share luxury condo. $550/

mo. non-snrK)ker. Nati. daytime: 478-

3711 ext 4229. evening: 390-1083

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)78»6064.

ROOMMATE wanted. Apartment on
Kelton, spacious, own room, furnished,

walk to UCLA. $266. Call Aaron or Greg
824-2513.

ROOMMATE needed, female grad student

preferred. Fairfax and Melrose area, avail.

March 1st. $300 plus util. Call Abby after

7pm wkdays, 658-721 1

.

ROOMMATE needed to share spacious 1

bed apartment in Brentwood. Female.

Non-SiTioker. $350/mo. Call Jennifer or

Debby 826-7125.

THREE girls seek fourth roomate,
female, neat, preferably UCLA
undergraduate, to share bedroom with one
other giri in new luxury 2-bedoom, 2-bath

apartment, located on Veteran Ave. t>e-

tween Ophir and Levering (walking

distance to campus). Security building with

spa and sun-deck. $330. per month plus

Va gas and electricity. Please call 208-

0268.

UCLA student needed to share nicely fur-

nished single apartment. 625 Lar>dfair - 10

minute walk to campus. $243/mo. Parking.

824-0134.

WANTED: female to share 2-bedroom/2-

bath. Large, beautiful apartnnent. Safe

area. Terri 839-8473.

i-4

ROOMMATES 65
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'wo ran tivr chtspf t^tn on*

•All clients screened w/photos

and refs sin<x '71

•Daily computerized updates

•Listings throughout Southern California

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff*
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IIWH
556-2752

822-5548

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyl Special free intro, serkMja

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

DANCE AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS..82

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE.
POSITIONS OPEN. 4/86-6/86. SPRING
SEASON. POST-HIGH SCHOOL EXPERI-
ENCE/COLLEGE LEVELS #213-874-7990.

ENTRY DEADLINE 2/28/86.

CHILD CARE... 90

ABYSITTER wanted for 3 month old M-F.

4 hrs each day. $3/hour. Call 839-4521

.

INSURANCE •«•»»*«•«*«»<..9X

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818) 88(M407. (818) 880-4361

.

AUTO INSURANCE
.JMotorcyde Insurance Mused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392 9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

k>we8t rate available. Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytiow. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced arxj

reliable. Jerry (2 13)39 1-5657

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS

intern at celebrity public relations

firm No pay but great opportunity lu

learn nnd gam experience.

Call SonIa at (213) 276-6400

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

ENCINO, $950, 2-bedroom, 2-batfi, secun-

ty. pod, tennis, prime location. Sue; 825-

0045. (818)885^745^

A Daiiy Bruin CiasMfiedfor
—-—Valentine's Day!!
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SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

20fr43S3.

PAINT jot>8 wanted. Student owned paint

business Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

^PROFESSIONAL documentation services

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/devekjpment/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help In writing. Call Sami Kamal.
<ei8)76(K?149.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES. 473^193.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

tf>esis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable Call (213)474-0313.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost ftll subjects.

(818)798-8334.

'• EdMmg amd
WHtimg Smrvicm
•ALLsubfectB

•Nothing Too Big
or Tffo Small

•We want to help

ShartHtBear, PKD.
(213)837-8292

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

GALCUS. statistics, precalcutusr atgebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828^4029. 826-6928

CAN you write ciearty and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonat>le rates.

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

Help with conversation, grammar, pronun-
ciation. $18 00/hr (213)658-7213.

MOULTONS Tutorial Service Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day,7days/week. 291-3158.

TUTOR for Calculus, Algebra, Physics and
Engineering. Tutoring at UCLA or nearby.

Reasonable rates, call Frank 512-1503
8am-5pm, 820-5862 evenings and
¥veekends

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter science by Ph D. candidate in CS.
Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (21 3)657^4031.

TUTORING- English, history, social

science, German. Experienced tutor $12/
hour. Call Ninette (213)454-3975 or 459-

5090

TUTORING - French. Italian. Patient and
experienced. Kids to adults. UCLA grad.

Call Lisa: 215-1862

WRITERS cramp? Stiff, aching prose?
Take 2 aspirins and call me in the nx>rn-

ing. (2l3)iB28-4358 (The Manuscript Doc-

tor: editing, tutoring in English & writing,

nxxal support.)

f PATIENT TUTOR {
J MATH (arithmetic ttirough J
calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS. 5
Engineering, Reading, Gram- -Ic

J mar, Study Skills. Work wltti a J
J tutor wtio krKDws trie subject *

well, and can patiently pres-

*ent ttie rTKiterial In a variety of

Jways. You will also leam ttie J ^

{proper way to study tor Cs
achieve confidence and self- S

reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-
fTION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-
*6463. *

r
Tutoring/Etnt/ng

BfuipmmnrtPHD En^ Pmftaor.

fiij^ Grwwr/Cuwyosten

•Ttmm/Diummiom
tftmfi and Pnpottk

CmM DImnm rniBmO-TmO

m

TUTORING
NEEDED .99

ASTRONOMY TUTOR NEEDED IM-

MEDIATELY! UCLA SENIOR. CALL
BLAIR. (818)966^18.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A^ ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resunnes. etc.; rushes welconne; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A better paper - Wrjtchar>d Word Process-

ing Cat! Lois 828-6410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experier>ced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura,

410-2890.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, tnedical

transcription. Unda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm. -

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $1.50/page,

WLA, Myung, 397-6344.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN FOR INFO (213)450-6719.

ABIGAIL Harper: papers expeditiously and
professionally prepared on IBM PC XT/
Laserset Printer. From $2.00. Call 395-

1052, anytime.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu lO-6pm. $1.5(^82.25.

Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

39(M5e8

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CAN'T type?. Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EXPERIENCES, term papers, disserta-

tions^ etc. on ¥Vord processor. 201-7486,

479-1816, (818) 780-7022

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writir>g. Virginia 278-0388

EXPERT typing at low cost. Theses and
disertations. Near central LA. Call John
(213)663-5690

—.- -I - - ^—-.11. .» - 11 I M

FAST dependable typingMord processing,

$1 99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352^4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

IBM wofdprocessing: term papers/theses/

resumes/ all jobs welcome. Fast tur-

naround. $1/page. 934-3458, 929-8423

gTtef6pm.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/

competitive, Karen/Laurie. (213)470-0933.

THESES/Dissertation typing - Revisions

are faster and less expensive on Word
Processing SIMIAN Word Processing

Service specializes in thesis/Ph typing,

scripts/novels, resumes, and form letters.

P/0. Box 85765 LA CA 90072, PH:

(213)467-2928.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (213)653-3600. ^
WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (2yzy30&-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE..112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

FLUTE tesQons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, ar>d Boston Pops is accepting

pHjpils.669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 476-4154.
V

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

821-2221,825-2222

t

1980 Mazda GLC 5-speed, air. AM/FM,
m^ wheels, fog lights. Silver/gray. $1800.
(213)738-0793.

1981 BMW 3201. Electric sunroof, air,

fully-loaded, automatic, $7500. 208-8728.

(11am-5pm).

1981 VW Rabbit. Convertible. Low
mileage, mint condition. $7300. obo. Call

473-1517.

1981 VW Rabbit Diesel. 2-door, sunroof,

4-8pd, stereo, 48mpg, excellent condition,

$3500.470-7111.

1981 280ZX 2 plus 2. Immaculate. 33,000
miles. 1 owner, loaded, great car. $7695/
obo. (213) 470-2733. ..

1982 Ford EXP. am/fm stereo, a/c. ex-

cellent condition. $2.500 obo. 204-0240.

1982 Honda Civic Wagon. Low miles, one
owner, immaculate, many extras. $5,600
obo. Call Matt. 390-3444.

'68 Buick Stationwagon. Low mileage.

Very clean. Good condition. Automatic.

$800. 640-1661 days/393-e734 evenings.

'72 VW Squareback. Runs fine $800 obo.
New battery, brakes. Schaeffer 825-7985
or 47&-4437(evenings).

•75 CHEVY Vega. Good Condition Need
to sell. $600 obo. Leave message 824-
0961.

'76 Fiat Spider convertible. AM/FM cass.
New tires, brakes. Runs well. Moving,
must sell. $2900 obo. Neil (213)856-9391,
(213)876-5699.

79 Capri auto, power steering, power
brakes, a/c. sunroof, stereo/cassette.

53.000 miles, black/tan. $3100. 202-1521

.

•79 Firebird automatic. A/C. AM/FM
cassette, great condition, must sell. (213)
392-2497.

'79 Toyota Celica 5-speed excellent condi-
tion, must sell AM/FM cassette. Best Offer.

Call Chris 838-3125 ^
"81 Audi Coup Black, 5-speed. A/C. Ex-
cellent condition. S7CXX) nTy) laslia ?07t
2921:

'82 sporty Pontiac Firebird. 4-cylinder.

MPG (plus). Accessorites/T-top. Custom
paint, wheels. Richard 306-7107.

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

10 SPEED mens Motot>ecane Namade
bicycle. 95.00 obo. Call 399-4234.

MOPEDS 119

1981 Motot>ecane moped; needs work.

$50.00 Amy 459-2512 before 10pm.

1985 Honda aero 50 scooter, 7 mons. old,

excellent condition. $650.00 obo. Plus

helmet/lock. Jackie 450-6282 before 10

AM /after 6:00.

'77 Puch Maxi, must sell. Good engine,

needs some, work. $200 obo. Leave

mejssage. 202-1524.

'84 Honda Elite. Great condition, trunk,

windshield $850. Phone (818)784-4239.

'85 Yamaha Riva. Red, like new, very k>w

miles. Incredible mileage. 550 otx). 275-

B150.

VALENTINE'S DAY
DISPLAY (BOXED) PERSONAL

DEADLINE IS:

WEDNESDAY FEB. 12 AT 4PM.
DON'T WAIT TILL IT'S TOO LATE

'^'9.^^^^^^^^^^^1^^^^^*^\

<r YAMAHA 83«84»85Tir

Scooters & Accessories

»STARTINGASLOWAS$499!^
(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVAIVS
MOTORCYCLE SALES \m SERVICE

13347 W. Washington Blvd(|

Los Angeles, CA 90066

R(ai3T306-7906i^

AUTOS FOR SALE... 1 12 AUTOS FOR SALE... 1 12

$2.50/pg (DST). Professional Word Pro-

cessing. UCLA experienced, student dis-

count w/ ad (Exp. 3/1/86). (213)463-331

1
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Ppolentonal witter wttt) BA In

Enc^hh wfl type and e<JH tetiii

papers, tttetet, 10^11, recumet,

etc. Or edMno orihr. CVer 25

yecn expertenoe. Weitwood

824-2S53 or 824-5111

L3LS^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^t;

Computer Word

Processing

Theses Dissertions

ASHLEY.WELLS ft CO.

(213)477-7593

.XWWlll^TLlllIX«««

•Resumes*
•Career Guidance*
• Typing/Editing*

-fr LouxxMt-tr Proven reauha it

ir Free Consultation it

Ckdl ACCESS
(213)477-3641

Conoentent WLA Loootton

RESUMES 104

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/pa9e A up. Paper Tiger B21-

8061.

CONVERTIBLE LOVERS! 1979 SHINY
BLACK VW SUPERBEATLE BLACK
TOP/RED PINSTRIPING. EXTREMELY
CLEAN AND IN EXCELLENT
MECHANICAL CONDITION AIR.
CASSETTE. RIMS. ONE OWNER. ALL
PAPERWORK. GREAT BUY! PLEASE
CALL NEAL 838-5186.

HONDA Civic 82; mint condition; 19K; am-
fm-tape, $3500/obo, call Nelly 825-0182 or

399-2602.

MAZDA '81 GLC Sport. 5-speed, sunroof,

AM/FM-cassette. 42 mpg, great condition,

827-8883; Lori. Ask $3.500.

MUST sell - '79 VW Rabbit, 4 speed, tape

deck, am/fm. 6 speakers. Excellent.

$1800. (213)394-6938
1971 BUICK La Sabre, new tires, great in-

terior, must sell. $400.00 obo. Call Rick,

313-1620, eves. ^
1971 MBZ 220, 4-<Joor. s/r. new stereo,

tires, exhaust. Immaculate condition.

$3900. 470-71 1 1

.

1971 Opel G.T. Good condition, very

dean. $1295. Original owner, only 70,000
miles. 381-4528 days.

1971 Supert>eetle. great condition, new
brakes, clutch, tires- reliable! / FM,
cassette. $18S(KJamie 206-2786.

1972 Chevy pick-up with camper shell.

$500 obo. 206-2141.

1975 Mustang. New battery, shocks, muf-

fler, tune-up. Runs great. Must sell $800
obo. 207^4627.

1976 Datsun. B-210. 4-door. New clutch,

tires, excellent running condition. Radio.

$1250 obo 452-6646.

1977 Sut>aru. 5 speed. Good condition.

fMew tires. $1100 o.b.o. Must sell now.

CaM 652-4957.

1977 924 Porsche, burgandy. tan leatt>er,

4-8peed, 47.000 miles, new Micheiin tires.

$3000. (213)396-9936.

1978 Audi Fox. Excellent condition. New
trans/tires, 66k, $1800. 667-9298, 207-

4003.

1978 HONDA Accord. $2900. Superb con-

ditk>n. Incredit)ty km mileage. 5-speed.

sunroof, call Sam. 472-9781

.

1979 BMW 320i. Black/black, biau., air,

sunroof. Excellent condition. $6500.
(21 3)475-^965.

1979 Volvo Wagon 245 DL Good condi-

tion. $5200 obo. Call Noma, (213)454-0271

evenings or (213)3459-65607. leave

P«ta little 4 BoaiaMccfai
yomr Htm. Drivem Alffa

Boai«o froaa...

B«v«riy Hills Alfa
3974 S. BobaHaoa at

Natloaal
(21S)559-77»6

CO\\'E\lE\J

ECONOMICAL
rx\SlCAllY

A GOOD IDEA
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222
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Crosby trades pros for celebrities

Tourney returns to Bing's original vision
By Dave Goldberg

AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - The
Bing Crosby golf tournament,
withdrawn from Pebble
Beach, Calif, in a hassle over
corporate sponsorship, will be
played this year in North
Carolina with actors, come-
dians, ex-athletes and business

executives replacing the big-

name pro golfers.
»

Kathryn Crosby, who
withdrew her sponsorship a

year ago when AT&T insisted

that the additional cash it

provided be accompanied by
the use of its coiporate name,
said Monday that the new
Crosby event will be what her

late husband wanted.

"It will return to the origi-

nal format that Bing started in

1937. Good friends share good
times to promote good
causes," she said at a news
conference.

Mrs. Crosby said the new
tournament will consist of 100
two-person amateur teams
competing for $2 million in

prize money. All of it, she
said, will go to charity.

The theme of the tourna-
ment will be "Celebrating
America" and will consist of
two divisions, each with 50
two-person teams.

One will be the "USA divi-

sion," composed of one repre-
sentative from each of the 50
states and one of the more
than 100 celebrities expected
to attend. The other will be
the "Builders of America," a
representative from a major
corporation paired with a cel-

ebrity.

The old tournament began
in San Diego, then shifted to

Pebble Beach, where it was
played over three courses and
involved big-name pros team-
ed with amateurs. The pros

took home PGA prize money
and the rest of the proceeds

went to charity.

But a year ago, after the
board of the Crosby invited

more corporate support, Mrs.
Crosby withdrew the Crosby
name. One reason she cited

was AT&T's insistence that its

name be attached to the tour-

nament.

"Bing gave me clear instruc-

tions," she said Monday of her
husband, who died in 1977.

"If the money to charity ever
dropped below 50 percent we
were going to leave and if the
name was ever changed we
were going to leave."

Mrs. Crosby said that
among the celebrities who
have already committed are

Bob Hope, her husband's
partner in numerous movies;
ex-athletes Fran Tarkenton,
Roman Gabriel and Jim
Palmer; and actors Glen
Campbell, Jose Ferrer, Craig
T. Nelson, Robert Stack,
Bruce Weitz and pfrem Zim-
balist Jr.

r OlCMIStS ilOI^SGVIfflipp6Ci&y Uww"
For the first time in 47

years the Bruin Polo Club was
back in action against USC.
At Brown Canyon Equestrian

Center on Sunday, the Bruins

gave the equestrians of Troy a

hard-hitting game but came
up on the "shofT end of the

stick. In the

Although the Bruins made a Bendorf
good showing, the Trojans tributed

went home with a 12-7 vie- in a 6-6

tory. Bo Foxworth gave the last

UCLA a 2-1 lead in the first victory,

chukker but USC fought back tatively

to a 5-3 halftime lead. MaTch7~

third chukker Aric

and Foxworth con-

as the period ended
tie. USC dominated
chukker to take the

A rematch is ten-

scheduled during
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ALl NATURAL FROZB4VOGUm

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHMSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/ 1 7/86 • limit one per customer
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TAKEANOTHER
LOOK

Student to Student: a time to share
life values & vision. We invite you
to our community to take another
look at Christianity during Lent.

t

I

WED: 12:30 Feb 19, 26, Mar 5, 12
mass at noon (includes soup)

ACKERMAN rm2412

THURS EVE: 7:00 Feb 13, 20, 27, Mar 6, 13

UNIV. CATHOLIC CTR. 840 HILGARD
"Member of URC--

CALL 208-5015
•

rf For More Info _a
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FURNITURE ...126 FURNITURE 126 BARGAIN BOX 125 MISCELLANEOUS... 128

KING size waterbed. Waveless. 6 drawers'

jnderneath with mirror DarK wood $175.

450-4321.

MATTRESSES- ii ^
All m-M hotel M*ts Kuaranteed

Twin Set $50
Full Set $68

Quwn Set $88
King Set i $98
New 5 piece bedrnorii .set $M8
New full size or qu«'n sleeper$139

New .sofa and love seat $159

Oak Finish coffee tables $20
End Tables $15
Lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

LARGE rust colored couch. Good condi-

tion. $75. Call 208^165.

MATTRESS. Box Spring and Frame -

Good Condition • $30.00 Call 824-1896.

7 foot rust, txown and beige striped sofa,

makes into queen-sized sleeper $150 Call

(21 13)657-6585 after 6 PM.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT 132

GYIM-PAC 1500 weight machine. $200

obo. 208-2141.

SURFBOARD 6'3" Thruster, good condi-

tion. O'Neil 0'123, wetsuit. 826-5490.

HIGH quality items never, used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175 Mattress &
t>ox spring $150. Brass headt>oard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dir>ette set

$150 Rediner $195 Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5 95/yard 393-2338.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

CANON 300mm f4.0 lens; Fisheye con-

verter: excellent condition; $245, $120.
Hyung 825-2828.

r

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash', check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.
Our Classified window is riCjht next to the Ackerman Stu-
dent Store Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.

bBCCCSaSSZZZXSDS^lSSSaZQZSZ 3SZS2322: 33:

APPLE lie. external disk drive, monitor,

word-processing/sreadsheet software,
$1,200. 8am-5pm 825-5274. Eve.
(8l8y330-1993. _^^
DISKETTES SSDD 52C DSDD 621
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data
Bureau Inc 1633 Westwood Blvd , #103
Tele. (213)479-0345

TURN term paper pressure into terrr.

aper pleasure with the "Wang Writer."

An affordat>le. easy-to-use word processor
by Wang Latx>ratories. Buy one or rent

onel (2 13)372^4396.

(2) HP-ISCS and (1) HP-41CX New Nevei
used. Make offer. Kenny. (213) 396-6522.

k

WHEN YOU LOVE SOMEONE

TELL THEM V
I

WITH A DAILY BRUIN

VALENTINE'S DAY PERSONAL ,

.•:<
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i PRESENTING

EPSON QUALITY
IBM PC COMPATIBILITY

• Dual floppy disk drives

• 256KB RAM Memory
• Serial and parallel ports

• AT-type keyboard

• Monochrome monitor

• MS-DOS operating system
• GW BASIC
• One-year warranty

COMPLETE
UNDER $1200.00!

LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE dSW***«:^^
We also carry the full line of

EPSON Printers and Peripherals as
well as a complete line of software
and communications equipment to

satisfy all of your computing needs.

EPSON

v»

:rrr±

SOFTWARE?

ZENITH CONSULTING
&

DATA COMMUNICATIONS
West Los Angeles, CA

(213)-826-3776

An Authorized Epson ® Dealer

i.-t- <

THE RIGHT CHOICE
Chcx)sing NA^^ich company to begin your career
with Is one of the most important decisions

you'll ever make. And In today's world of vast

corporations and not-so-stable competitors,
the choice can be difficult. You want the
security and resources ofa majorcompany, yet
you'd like the visibility and opportunities
afforded by a small-scale environment.

At MAI, we've got a happy rredlum that's just

right for peoplewhowant to getahead without
getting lost In the shuffle. An environment that

fosters your growth. Encourages your
excellence. And rewards your achievements.

Our prominence as an estoblished
technological leaderin small to medium-sized

business systems means that we can offer you
the challenges of extensiveR&D work, state-of-

the-art technology, on-site advanced degree
programs, and 100% tuition reimbursement—
among some of tf»e nnost inspiring minds In the
IrKJustry.

But our moderate size mecTns you can develop
your Ideas In the field of your choosing from
concept to packaging, problem to solution —
and get personal recognition for your fresh

Insights arxj unique con^lbutions.

For ambitious graduateswhowant to stand out
in the crowd, N4AI is the right choice.

Because wtxat you do with your education Is

just as cruckal as getting one.

We have excellent opportunities tor Computer Science end
Electrical Er»gineering groduotes in the^tollowlng areas:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
(Large or Small Systems)

You'll ploy a key role in tt>e dev©lopnr»nt of operating systems, file

systems, computers, utilities, and/or controllers software You'll also

write, document, and design program interfaces, internal

structures, and cocRng program*

DA'TA COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
You'll design, develop, and implement data communicatjon
emulators and arch>ltectures for computer systems os vwell asdesign
communications systems and protocols

SYSTEMS ENGINEKING
You'll integiate, troubleshoot. and evaluate t^ordware, firmware,
and software projects tor computer systems.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

You'll design, implement and test digital ond.'or analog circuits

used in micro pfocessor based computer systems Working in ttie

areas of intelligent terminoJs, central processing units, periphieral

device and communicotkDns interfocp' your responsibilities will

also include designing/specifyino : (cuits documentation and
integration into a computer system.

jt^j^jiBasicFoun
1410i New Myford

Tustln. California 92660
fOf M/f

We will be on comput on March SIh. Please sign up for on Inlervlew wNh your Career Placement Office.

,..l..-
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Continued from Page 28

matchup."
Busting Loose: It has not

been announced yet, but Reg-
gie Miller will be the Pac-10
Player of the Week. Miller

scored 34 against Washington
Thursday and a career-high 39
against Washington State
Sunday.

In tfire games when UCLA
traveled to the Northwest,
Miller had 53 points. Add the

four together and the Bruin
All-America candidate averag-

ed 31.5 against those two foes.

In Passing: Pooh Richardson

leads the Pac-10 with 6.0

assists per game in conference

games. On the season the

freshman is averaging 6.7 per

contest.

It*s not our business, but:

Congratulations to Craig
Jackson for his A on the
Microbiology midterm.

Time For A Station Bre|Jc:

After the Washington State
game in Pauley, there was a
media basketball game. It's a
good thing everybody played.
That meant nobody was
covering it. The highlight of
the day was the Herald Exam-
iner's Bob Keisser banking in a
rolling hook— from the
baseline.

Roll out the blue and gotch
carpet: Wednesday is the day
that UCLA will find out
about its football recruiting
crop. The players that have
verbal commitments have
given commentators reason to

call the Bruin batch the top in
the nation right now.
Michigan is the school that i&

said to have a chance to over-
take UCLA.

A New Medium: On .March
22, UCLA's tennis match
against USC at the LATC will

likely be on radio. The cam-
pus station, KLA, is planning
to broadcast the match in its

entirety with Andrew Holt
and this reporter mikeside. It

is believed to be the first time
that live UCLA tennis will
have been broadcast over the
radio. —'

The UCLA
Daily Bruin has
an ongoing train-

ing program for

new staff, con-
tributors and Stu-

dents interested
in reporting or
reviewing for the

newspaper*

The group
meets from 7-9
p.m. Wednesdays
in Royce 248.

If you need ad-

ditional informa-
tion, call Media
Adviser George
Taylor at 825-
2859 or 825-
2787-

HST"

Athletes
Continued from Page 27

Miller hit a high percentage
of his shots during the week
going 15 of 24 on Sunday
while overcoming a poor start

and canning 12 of 21 on
Thursday against the Huskies.
Miller also was a combined 19
of 23 from the free throw line.

Anne Dean, senior, basket-

ball.

Continuing her climb up
the career point ladder at

UCLA, Anne Dean came
through with a 20 point effort

against highly ranked Cal
State Long Beach Friday
night.

Despite losing the game, it

was a little taste of revenge
for Dean who had a streak of

10 straight games of scoring in

double figures broken by these

same 49ers. With the 20
points. Dean modified the
streak to having scored double
figures in 13 of her last 14

games.
Dean helped the Bruins in

other departments as well, col-

lecting four rebounds and four
assists from her position on the
wing. She also canned 10 of

her 19 shots, mostly from
long-range:

The 20 points . gave Dean
1,288 in her UCLA career,

good enough for fifth place on
the all-time list.

Tennis __2_____
Continued from Page 28

-one week ago. The last match
that day. No. 1 doubles, came
down to a third-set tiebreaker

before the Trojans came out
on top.

"They won two of the three

doubles matches against 'SC,"
Bassett said, "and darn near
won that No. 1 doubles
match.
"We haven't had a good test

yet. If we're fired up we'll

probably win. If we're not,

well, we'll probably lose.—**Look at what happened to

*SC. They almost overlooked

Long Beach. Last year Pep-
perdine did, and they got

knocked off." ,_
Bassett went on to point out

that Vince Horcasitas, who
last year at No. 3 took Bruin
Brett Greenwood to a third-set

tifebreaker before losing,

played only No. 6 against the

Trojans. In other words, some
people have improved down
in Long Beach.

UCLA, 4-0 coming in, will

go with the same starting

singles lineup of Brad Pearce,

Mike Kures, Dan Nahirny,
Tim Trigueiro, Brett Green-
wood, and Buff Farrow.

Bassett indicated that the

Bruin doubles lineup may see

some changes for today's
match, and he was unsure of

who he will use.

Applications are
now being accepted

for qualified copy
editors. Only those

who are seriously

interested and have

journalism/English
background are en-

couraged to apply.

Please contact Amy
Stirnkorb at 825-

2795 or 825-9898.

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic Sctiool now at (JCLA or
Westwood. Classes every week-Sat
Sun, Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun Locations also a
Beverly HiTis S.M.. Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

HONDA,^m
BEYOND

TRANSPORTATION

All Models in stock

Buy from an alumnus

HONDA SANTA MONICA

829 - 4453

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,

ftffr-htltnguat educa-
tion. ESL. folk music
and folk dance, history,

political science, sociol-

ogy, Spanish language
and literature and inten-

sive Spanish. Six-week
session. June 30-Au-
gust 8. 1986. Fully ac-

credited program. Tui-

tion $480. Room and
board in Mexican
home $520.

EEOlAfi<

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Education BIdg.. Room 434

University of Arizona

Tucson. AZ 85721

16021 621 -4729 or

621-4720
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8 ways to get aman
to ask you outagain.

V

1. When lie mentions "The Bears,"

know they're from Chicago.

2. Seem unimpressed when he tells

you he scoreda hat trick in the third period.

3. Take his word for it when he tells

you that 1984 was a very good year for

Chardonnays.

4. Laugh at his jokes, even when he
forgets the punch lines.

8. Avoid, at all costs, letting him see

you rieapply your lipstick.

6. Order something more exotic than
a white wine spritzer.

7. Compliment him on his taste

in colors, even if he arrives injeans and
a T-shirt. —

8."Tell him you'd ask him tip^fSiT^

a Suisse Mocha, but you only do that on

second dates.

ifiiiiini ii

Celebrate the moments of your life

with General Foods' International Coffees.
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uic cut hoir for your ego not our/..

ujHAT 15 A ^upercul ?

A yiipCrCUC i/ Cu/tom Dc/igncd

A ^UpCfCUt U Preci/ion Cut

A yUfMfCUt i/ Q Pini/hed Product

A ^UpCrCUt i/ formeaUUomenftCNIdren
\

yupcfcut i/ Beautiful

ond . . Q >VpCfCUt i/ oluioy/

do fippointment;/

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1558
(Between Santa Monica Blvd. & Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5 .

StM"ipoo .H'rt hl-^wflrv .irr nv.iil.ihf' .it .idditiO'
ii)'9 Rev '^8?i f MRA Co'poratiC'i'

.i£C-
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$10 OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO IN STOCK

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT I.D.

1 0970 Le Conte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

213-208-8755 213-208-5275

FAMOUS IN
Homemade Iwlian Recipes

From Little ftalv. N.Y. '

1049 Gavley Ave. • Westwood

Xy^uler 824' 13 10 7Dav»

Al*i< lOlJ MJir Si SanU Rjrhar-.iCHASE
Big Screen XV in
deli. Featuring
Monday Night
Football or all

Sports and Soaps.
Daily Specials

(LIFANDSAVE • CLIP AND SAVE • CLIPANnSAVt • i:LirANn<A\h • CLIP AND SAVb

:I::v::-::x:x-:-:-:::->4*!«a:::::::va:
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CHASE
Bar &, Grille

LOBSTER TAIL PICCATA
Pinner

PIciM ptatm

$13.99 coupon

imlutin i«e*«r ulad. «to<ini AWrrdo ind

a FREE glaa* iM » ibern« or ihirikinnav

CHASE
Bar & OnUe !

VEAL PICCATA For 2

$19.99
PIciM pTH«nl

Coupon

imludn i»e«r talaJ. ffttuiiini Altrnlo 6»

; piftEE gl»u»« o^titwrnrt or thardonnav

CHASE
Bar &. Grille

2 For 1
Lunch

On all Pasta, C^hickcn or EgKrl-ir^' JivhfN

Pl«a» prucni loupon

CHASE
Bar & Gnlle

Dinner for 2
FREt ' .' i;ir.»fi- of rod (>r wluii- vmu-

13.99
*. ^ii .ill p.i-f .1, I hu ken or

Plruc prnrnt iiiup«in

CHASE
Bar &. Grille

Dinner for 2
FREE ": carafe of red or whiif win«-

13.99
i.">n jII pa'^ta^ihukcn or

CHASE
^_^ Bar & Grille

2 For 1
Lunch

On all pasta, ihiikon, or eon^'ant disht>

PIrMC pTCTcni coupon

CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND «^A\E • CLIP AND SA\E • i LIP A.^-'D SA\ E • CLIP AND SAVE

CHASE _
Sports - Deli

Pitcher ^

$1.89 of $1.89

DRAFT
FV^ prneni . oupon

CHASE
Sports - Deli

2 For 1

Any Large Pizza
w/2 Items

Plraur pr»«rnt ccapon

CHASE
Sports • Deli

2 For 1

on all Deli Sandwiches

PUair piTKni n>up«>n

CHASE
Sports Deli'NY Pizza

"«« DP AFT ""-

$2.00 OUCtV $2. SO

(Vmc prncni Kiupon

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

MEDIUM PIZZA
1 toppinjjs

2 salads

5>7.99 ...up.>n

CHASE
Sports - Deli

'CHASE GIANT COMBO"
L.irneC HASEPi::.» with

up to 7 toppin>;s

rtr^v prr«ni unjpim

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

2 For 1
on all Deli Sandwiches

rtraar pmrtti coupon

>

CHASE
Sports Deli-NY Pizza

SLICE
75<t
pepprroni "t

PIraw prnrni i oupon

_CHASE
Sports - Deli

Insane Wednesday!
Anv Largf pizzn w/2 items

2 For 1
Ptcaar prneni coupim

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!!

Soviet v^ulter pushes
pack towards 20 feet
By Tom Canavan
AP Sports Writer

EAST RUTHERFORD,
N.J. (AP) — Call it the Bubka
Factor.

It's the Soviet influence
that's bringing pole vaulters

ever nearer to the once
unimaginable 20-foot plateau
while making record-breaking
performances a weekly hap-
pening.

Track and field fans are

straining their necks to see it

and athletes are flirting with
fame and injury on every
jump because of it.

It's a tightrope that for now
is carrying three people — Bil-

ly Olson, Sergey Bubka and
Joe Dial. And no one is losing

his balance.

Seven times within 39 days
the world indoor best in the
pole vault has fallen, in-

cluding twice Saturday.
Bubka snapped the record
Dial set a week earlier with a

vault of 19 feet, 5 inches at

the Soviet indoor champion-
ships and Olson raised the

mark by one-half an inch
hours later at the Vitalis-U.S.

Olympic Invitational TraclF
and Field Meet at the Brendan
Byrne Arena here.

*T know without question
that I can jump three or four

or five inches higher this

year," Olson said. "I'm sure

Sergey can, too. I don't know
what Joe can do. I haven't

seen him yet."

And that brings us to^he^
big question: Why is everyone
jumping so high all of a sud-

den?

"It's a lot of reasons,"
Olson, who has set II world
records, including four within

the last six weeks, said. "I

think (it is) Sergey Bubka,

though. I keep giving him a

lot of credit.

"He changed the outlook of

everybody. If you wanted to

compete in this event and stay

anywhere close to competitive,

you had to do some of the

things he was doing."

The biggest change was
where the vaulter grabbed the

pole. Bubka raised the grip,

holding the pole higher from

the base. He also increased the

speed at which he approached
the pit.

"There are drawbacks,"
Olson, 27, said. "If you are

not running excellent and be-

ing technically efficient,

you're going to land on the

ground or break your neck, or

both."

But that isn't going to stop

people from jumping higher,

said Olson.

Ironically, Olson quipped
Saturday that his record
would probably last 10
minutes. He was almost right.

The judges re-measured the

bar after his leap and
discovered it moved a quarter

of an inch, making the jump
19-5 V4, and that's the way
meet officials recorded IT

However, the record fell to

19-5 Vi Sunday when the na-

tional governing board for

track and field said the of-

ficials erred, citing a rule that

moving the bar during a jump
can only lower the final

height, not raise it.

So the record is teetering at

19-5 */2, with a matchup be-

tween Dial and Olson set for

Friday in the Wanamaker
Millrose Games at Madison
Square Garden. All three
vaulters are scheduled to com-
pete in the USA-Mobil Indoor
Championships at the Garden
on Feb. 28.

Dallas shines along

with NBA All-Stars
By Denne H. Freeman

AP Sports Writer

DALLAS (AP) — The first

National Basketball Associa-

tion All-Star weekend to take

place in Texas has convinced

NBA players and officials that

the state where football is king

is learning to appreciate their

sport.

"The people in Dallas have
become knowledgeable
basketball fans," said Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar after the East's

139-132 victory over the West
at Reunion Arena. "They have
come a long ways in a few
years."

The NBA awarded the
game to the expansion Dallas
Mavericks in only their sixth

season in the league, the first

time the All-Stars had come to

Texas.

The older Houston Rockets

and San Antonio Spurs have
yet to host the game.

"This is a sophisticated city

and the fans this weekend got

a chance to see the sites," Ab-
dul-Jabbar said. "This was a

great opportunity. Basketball

is played more than any other

.sport. It is the national sport."

Reunion Arena had suc-

cessive sellouts of 16,573 fans

on both days of the All-Star

extravaganza.

On Saturday, the Old-
Timers Came, the long
distance three-point shootout,

and slam-dunk contests drew a

jammed house.

The Slam-Dunk day tickets

were priced at $5 but scalpers

were asking as much as $20.

One scalper even tried to sell

one to Commissioner David
Stern.

On Sunday, the All-Star

game tickets were $37.50
each. Scalpers were selling

some for $50 and up.

Mavericks officials made
sure the NBA visitors got a

taste of Texas. There were
armadillo races and a real live

Brahman bull in the ballroom

at a country and western par-

ty Friday night.

On Saturday night, Texas
legend Willie Nelson sang
some of his classics, including
"Blue Eyes Cryin' in the Rain"
and "On the Road Again" for

a packed Convention Center
crowd.
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UCLA's male and female Athletes of the Week

EL CONARO/DaitY Bruin

UCLA captain Anne Dean scored 20 points in a loss to

highly touted Gal State Long Beach last Friday.

Miller, Dean both

go on scoring binge

for UCLA basketball

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

Reggie Miller, junior,
basketball.

It didn't matter what kind
of defense opposing coaches
threw at him last week, or if

he shot from three feet or thir-

ty feet. Reggie Miller was
destined to score points.

During last week's games
against Washington and
Washington State, Miller led

the Bruins to two crucial

Pac-10 victories scoring a total

of 73 points in the process.

The junior from Riverside
scored 34 in the overtime win
over Washington and 39 on
Sunday against WSU.
The 39 points against the

Cougars was the highest point

total for a Bruin since Dave
Meyers turned the trick on his

way to an All-America season

in 1975. The total' also repre-

sented Miller's career high.

In addition to leadin^~~ttre"

Bruins offensively. Miller also

crashed the boards to tie a

career high with 10 rebounds
against WSU. Miller, who
Bruin coach Walt Hazzard
calls "Thank God For," also

chipped in with three assists

and two steals against the

Cougars.
Continued on Page 25
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HYUNGWON KANG/OaMy Bruin

Reggie Miller scores two of his career high 39 points against

Washington State Sunday.
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ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain •Acne

•RMS
•Stress

Arthritis

f FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENT,
w/this ad • 1 st visit only

Dr. Yeung
2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060

HONDA.
Present Student I.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite'"

«

Puerto

Vallarta

$259
$299 Maza

Rniinrttrip Air

4 n;«v 3 NiQhts Hnlfl

Mazatlan $239
$409

$945Caribbean C945
Cruises iron. "T

Expo. '86 1.0m $493

Arrive In Style

AERO'''

Co on a Spree^
TM

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

Acapuico irotn $d99 Cancun irom <i>4Uy
Mexican ^ Caribbean CQJ«;
Riviera ^.^^ Cruises iron, Z ^^
Cruises - Wa ^xpo. 86 .,„. $493
Ski Utah 1.0m $199

Infinity Travel
1018 W Gardena Blvd . Gardena. CA 90247

1-800-631-1717 213-538-9984

UIUVDAV WESTWOOD ppirFS? SAVE
WHY PAY TILLAGE '^'*'^"- 30 70^

FREE CALCULATOR
w/ purchase of

• Ultra-thin

• Sharp.modern look

• Casio's 1 yr. warranty

$1799
not as illustrated

p^j^j, 525 oo FS-1

BIKINI AREA HAIR-FREE
PERMANENTLY

>ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

ALSO: EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
INGROWN HAIRS ^

^^0 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

FREE PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5820 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 Osk forShella) QV^ blocks East of Fairfax)

Exp 2/21/86

WATCH

SHARP TYPEWRITER SALE %^Clll\^ll

Typest*r 7ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER
• 15 character display

• Multiple type faces 4

pitches

• Multi-lingual keyt)oard

• Automafic centering

& margin lustification

• Deluxe carry case

included

MODEL
PA950 $11599

We also have ttie

new Typestar 5fl

w/built in interface

•179M

• Letter Quality

• Choice of typestyles

(optionaO

Exp.2/21/86

PERSONAL
.TYPEWRITER

• Auto FufKtions
• 32 Character Display
• 3 Page (6K menwry)
• On-Oispiay Correction

• ExpandatM nnennory

$22999
Exp.2/21/86 We also carry BrottHJf, Silver Reed, Smith-Corona 4 Sharp typewriters

INTERNOriONkl

llStlllll III!

PncM Mbitcl to dungc Not responaM* lor typographical WTors LmMad to stock on hand

PRiCtS REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CHEDIT CARD &

CHECK PRICES 2 9^ HIGHER LIMIT tA^USTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. Lm AwQPin . CA tOOM 390-4477

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON SAT 1 1 7 PM • SUN 12 5 PM

Graduate Dance Association &
Student Committee for the Arts

I

present

ASIAN DANCE CONCERT SERIES #1

KABUKl DANCE
Wakayagi School, Kyoto

HARUNA KIMURA

Concert: Wed. Feb. 12, 7 p.m. - Room 208
Workshop: Thurs. Feb. 13, 1 p.m.

Dance Building

Funded by C.P.C. of the P.A B., S.C.A.

Fa< ilities permission of Dance Dept.
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L atters get no midweek rest against perfect Lions
Loyola's 6-0 record earns top 30
ranking by Baseball America^^

KT

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

, »

Usually mid-week games have a
way of providing the UCLA baseball
team with a pleasant vacation from
tougher weekend opponents.

It may be a little bit different to-

day, though, when the Bruins travel
to Loyola Marymount to take on the
6-0 Lions.

P inked ih the top-30 by Baseball
Aw rica, Loyola is starting to turn
so ' heads. Though his team dropped
botn games to UCLA a year ago. Lion
co.ch Dave Snow expects that his
te I will be competitive.

JCLA is off id ^ood^ start and so
ar we so it should be a challenge for
bo of us," said Snow.

Loyola will be led by veterans Chris
Donnes and Billy Beam, who both
received some acclaim a year ago.
Donnes was recognized as a Freshman
_A1I-America. and Beam, an outfielder,—
returns after being named All-
District-8.

The Lions who have swept three-
game sets from both United States In-
ternational University and Cal State
Los Angeles already this season, will
send Jeff Goestch to the mound.

Pitching for the Bruins will be ace

Alex Sanchez who is coming off an
impressive outing against Cal State
Fullerton. In that game Sanchez
threw for TVa innings, gave up only
two earned runs and struck out seven.

A year ago, Sanchez showed a lot of
potential and a blazing fa.stball that
left the Lions' coach impressed.

"He's one of the best pitchers on the
West Coast," said Snow.

So far in 1986 the Bruins have had
success at the plate as well as at the
mound, despite facing some top pit-

chers in outings against Pepperdine
and Cal State Fullerton. Senior John
Joslyn is off to a torrid start and he
has had a lot of help.

Though he has had only nine at
bats, Joslyn has made the most of
them by gathering six hits and five
runs batted in while fashioning an
impressive .666 batting average. Joslyn
also is tied for the team lead with two
home runs.

Senior Gary Berman and junior se-

iJUiid baseman Torey Louvello have"
matching .333 averages to help power
the Bruins. Berman has matched
Joslyn in both the RBI and home run
category with five and two, respective-
ly-

Platooning in the outfield, Steve
Stowell has turned 10 at bats into four
hits and three RBIs.

GEO WELLS/Datly Bruin

John Joslyn leads the Bruin baseball team with a .667 batting average and
two home runs.

No. 20 CSULB to battle Bruins
Scholarship rule

helps bring parity

to college tennis

By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor ^

. SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daity Bruin

Mik^ Kures is recovering well from last June's knee surgery,
but 31 his first round match at the ITCA tournament in
K jston last weekend.

The five-scholarship rule.

That's one of the reasons for

the new found wealth of
strong college tennis teams.
One of those schools that

has moved up the tennis lad-

der is No. 20 Cal State Long
Beach, which will come to

Westwood today for a 1:30
match at the LATC.
"A lot of the improvement

in other teams is really
because of the five-scholarship

rule," UCLA coach Clenn
Bassett said. "You can spread
it around your own team and
give partial scholarships, but a
lot of players will only go
where they can get a full one.
"Foreign players are

another factor," said Bassett.

"They have a Swedish assis-

tant coach down there in

Long Beach, which is pro-

bably why Richard Bergh
went there."

Bergh is the pride of the
49ers. The Swede is among
the top foreign collegiates in

the country.

Now Bassett has been
known to play up an oppo-
nent, probably to try to keep
his players motivated against
weaker teams. But CSULB is

not the right team to take

lightly.

That big tennis power
across town, USC, beat the
49ers 5-4 in a nailbiter about

Continued on Page 25

Around UCLA and
intercollegiate sports
By Rick Schwaru. Assistant Sports Editor

FTD Special: Merlin Olsen keeps reminding us that
there are good prices on flowers for Valentine's Day. Have
any Bruin fans thought about sending Ted Tollner a "con-

^gratulations on returning to USC for next football season"
bouquet?

Burp: From Mike Fleiss, staff writer of The Daily
Califomian, Cal's campus newspaper, in his story after the
Golden Bears ended their 52-game losing streak to UCLA
in late January.

"If ever there was a time for overindulgence, this would
be it. So let the celebration continue. Pop another bottle
of champagne and drink yet another toast to the Golden
Bears. California has waited 25 long years for this party.
There is no reason to cut it short."
Maybe not; but the Golden Bears lost their next three

games, and have dropped from second to a tie for fourth
in the conference. The Bruins are now in third.

Polar Bears: UCLA is first in the Pac-10 in scoring of-
fense, and last in the conference in scoring defens^.

Cactus Cooler: It's true that history can't jump center
for a basketball team. But for a UCLA fan who unders-
tands the importance of this coming Thursday night's
game at Arizona, it doesn't hurt to know that the Bruins
have won five of their last six outings at McHale Center.
UCLA has, in fact, dominated the series over the last six

years. In 11 of 12 games in that span, the Bruins have
come out on top. The only loss was last year at McHale
when Gary Maloncon threw away a crucial in-bounds pass
in the closing seconds.

On the other hand: The Wildcats are 12-0 at home this
year.

Keep the Coffee Hot, and Don't Tell Me the Score!:
The big game Thursday night will be seen only on tape
delay at 11:30 p.m. on channel 2. Apparendy the ratings
just haven't been too high for UCLA basketball.
Road ^arriors?: Success on the road in the Pac-10 is

crucial. So far in 1986, UCLA has won only at
Washmgton State in double overtime. The Bruins have
lost at Washington, Stanford, and Cal.
Some Battle: Last week's Pac-10 press release described

the upcommg Oregon Oregon State game as a "Civil War

Continued on Page 24
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News: Fraternities and
sororities prepare for

Greek Week by choos-

ing their emcee.
See page 6.

Viewpoint: A reader
warns against blind faith

in the Reagan ad-
ministration's leadership.

See page 14.

,jr

Review: Robin
Williams' new movie
The Best of Times' is

really the worst of times.

Seepage 16.

v^'

Sports: Greatest
Bruins ever series con-
tinues with a look at

Gary Beban.
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Chance of showers.
High: 60, low: 49.

(Dept. of Atmos-
pheric Sciences forecast)

University of California Los Angeles ^Wednesday. February 12. 1986

Students, workers

voice concerns

on quake safety

By Hugh Brooks >

Staff Writer

In the wake of a report
issued last September on ear-
thquake safety at UCLA, over
150 people attended a sym-
posium Tuesday at which a
five-member, panel addressed
questions.

The panel members —
Elaine Kissil, UCLA disaster

preparedness coordinator,
Samuel Aroni, who chairs the
joint faculty-administration
committee that prf^^r^ the-
September report. Professor
Gary Hart from the School of
Engineering and Applied
Science, Medical Center
Director Raymond Schultz
and Los Angeles City Coun-
cilman Hal Bernson — each
gave five minute presentations^
and fielded (juestions from the
audience.

"

A fading sunset casts shadows over Powell Library and catches the ghost of a student
Quad.

TODD CHENEY

lower right, crossing Royce

Most of the questions came
from UCLA employees and
students who live, work and
attend cl.asses in some of the
15 buildings whose ability to

withstand a major earthquake
was rated in the report as
"very poor."

Among those buildings were
Royce Hall, Bunche Hall,
Kerckhoff Hall, and Dykstra,
Hedrick, Rieber and Sproul
Residence Halls.

"The university was able fo~

Please see FORUM, Page 12

State Sen. Petris hails Berkeley ASUC
rent control plan as 'milestone'
By Mariko Takayasu
Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — State
Sen. Nicholas Petris (D-
Oakland) on Monday night
s^id that Berkeley's ASUC has
drafted a "milestone" rent

control resolution that departs
from all prior student ex-
clamations on the issue.

"The resolution states that
changes in the rent control
law in Berkeley need to be
made to ease the plight of
smaller landlords in dealing

Maxine Waters honored for role

in UC struggle against apartheid

By Mariko Takayasu, Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Assemblywoman Maxine Waters
(D-Los Angeles) has pricked the coascience of everyone in

the state on the apartheid issue, according to one state

senator.

On Monday evening at the annual University of
California Student Lobby Legislative Awards Banquet,
Waters was named Assembly Legislator of the Year for her
fight against apartheid South Africa.

This year's banquet, in commemoration of the lobby's

15th year anniversary, honored those legislators who
worked on behalf of UC and its students.

"Like the activists in the 1960s, Maxine made the state

realize that civil rights is no longer a spectator sport, that

everybody has to join in and be heard," said Sen. Nicholas
Petris (D-Oakland). Petris was named Senate Legislator of

the Year by the lobby.

Seven years running. Waters continues to push legisla-

tion that would force U.S. companies to divest from the

Please see WATERS, Page 10

with the rent control
bureaucracy without harming
student tenants," Petris said at

the annual Student Lobby
Legislative Awards Banquet,
where he was named Senate
Legislator of the Year.
Each year the lobby honors

the most outstanding members
of the Legislature for their

contributions to UC and its

students.

"The ASUC encourages the
Berkeley rent stabilization
board to implement the basic
concept of rent ceiling cer-

tification and establish criteria

for substantial compliance
with the rent ordinances and
regulations," Petris said.

Petris is a member of the
Senate Committee on the Ju-
diciary, which votes on hous-
ing legislation. The committee
is now looking at a bill spon-
sored by Jim Costa (D-
Fresno), which would modify
the current rent control laws
in cities including Berkeley,
Santa Monica and West
Hollywood.
The Costa Bill, AB 483,

would exempt newly con-
structed buildings from rent

Please see RENT CONTROL,
Page 8

Closing arguments heard
in case against protesters

By Laureen Lazarovici. Staff Writer

Addressing issues of evidence and constitutionality, at-
torneys involved in Student Conduct Committee hearings
for four anti-apartheid protesters submitted closing argu-
ments.

University attorney Melvin Beal submitted his argu-
ments on Feb. 6 and defense counselors James DeSimone,
Carolyn Fershtman and Ralph Fertig submitted their replv
Feb. 17. *

'

Fershtman, Matthew Kogan, Ingrid Landes and Diego
Maldonado were arrested last spring during an anti-apar-
theid sleep-in at Murphy Hall. They were accused of
unauthorized use of university property, disrupting univer-
sity activities and disobeying a university official. They
were brought before the conduct committee last month.
Members of the committee must present their findings

and a recommendation for possible sanctions to Chancellor
Charles Young by March 4, 15 days after the hearings
end. Young will then have 21 days to notify the concerned
parties of his decision.

The students may also submit written arguments or add
statements to the record within seven days of the commit-
tee report's submission.
The committee may recommend restitution, warning,

censure, loss of privileges and exclusion from activities, ex-
plusion from areas of the campus, suspension or dismissal.

"It is the university's position that it is not within the
jurisdiction of the Committee to question the constitu-
tionality of university policies or administrative actions"
and that "university policies and regulations are presumed
to be legally valid, " Beal stated in his brief. He indicated
that he feels only arguments related to factual findings are
relevant to the case.

Please see PROTESTERS, Page 11
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SHOPAT
LU VALLE FOR

VALENTINE'S DAY!

"n:

f

Lu Valle Commons Students' Store
M-Th: 7:30-7:30, Fri: 7:30-5:30, Sat: 10-5, Sun: 12-5

Oftomotrrovi
Make the most of your eaucation, imagination abilitiesana innovative ideas in a diverse range of governmentand industry applications.

y^v^nimem

LOCICON is able to offer exceptional career opportunities
in systems andsoftware engineering and high technology
services. Participate in some of the nation's high priorityprograms as part of a small team that fosters visibilityand encourages individual contribution.

v^iumiy

If you're about to graduate in EMcmEERtMc, math com-
.;^?#rff *^^^^« or PMvsies, consider forming your'career
wizn us.

Visit with our representatives: wcancsaay, March s. laae

J^
you're unable to attend this meeting, please forward yourresume to: June Ogawa, LOCICON, 255 w. 5th street Deot ucla

San Pedro, CA 90755, (215) 85.1-0611. ^ '

us citizenship required for most positions.

Equal Opportunity Employer Nilfmi v

LOGICON

news
compiled from the Assocofcd Press

Tylenol poisoning isolated case,

murder suspected, FBI believes
\

YONKERS, N.Y. — A woman who died of cyanide poisoning
after taking Tylenol capsules, leading thousands of stores na-
tionwide to take them off their shelves, was murdered by so-

meone who placed the poison inside the package within the last.

10 days, a county official said Tuesday.
"We are dealing with a case of murder," WeslcKester County

Executive Andrew O'Rourke said at a news conference. No one
has been charged in the death of Diane Elsroth, 23, of
Peekskill.

The potassium cyanide would eat through a gelatin capsule in
eight to 10 days, said County Chief Medical Examiner Dr.
Millard Hyland, who appeared with O'Rourke. He did notpin-

"Q^ point when the cyanide was introduced into the capsules. '
^

And Joseph Valiquette, an FBI spokesman in New York, said
his agency's investigation indicated the poison was placed only
in the box of ExtradStrength Tylenol from which the victim
took a capsule.

Hyland said the type of cyanide used is "difficult to purchase,
a dangerous substance," and is used in photography and the
manufacture of tools and dyes.

Homicide investigators had asked the FBI to determine when
someone tampered with the package. "We have to find out if

the tampering occurred pre-sealing or post-sealing before we
decide our next step," said Bruce Bendish, chief of the
Westchester County district attorney's homicide squad.

Slander charges against

GDANSK, Poland — The state dropped slander charges
against Solidarity leader Lech Walesa on Tuesday, and Walesa
hailed the decision as the first step toward compromise by
Poland's Communist government since it crushed the indepen-
dent trade union.

At the opening day of Walesa's trial, the prosecutor said the.
12 election officials who filed the complaint were "satisifed" by
Walesa's statement in court that he did not intentionally slander
them when he gave voter turnout figures for national elections
lower than the official count.
The three-judge panel in Gdansk provincial court suspended

the case indefinitely, in effect ending the trial.

Walesa was in high spirits at a news conference after the trial
and said he was happy the government recognized that
political trials are not in the interest of Poland."
He called it "the first step toward compromise since the 13th

of December," 1981. That was when the government imposed
martial law and crushed Solidarity, the first free trade union in
the Soviet bloc. Solidarity was outlawed the following year.

"It's the first compromise and one can expect it's the first
long-awaited step toward a reasonable and so-necessary recon-
ciliation m Poland: Such is my hope," Walesa said, speaking at -
the rectory of St. Brygida's church.

45-day ban imposed on testing

of genetically altered bacteria

SALINAS, Calif. — Frightened bv reports that genetically
altered bacteria could go "berserk,"' Monterey County super-
visors on Monday adopted an ordinance that temporarily bans
testing the organisms in county fields.

Supervisors placed a 45-day ban on the tests so that they
could look into side effects the organisms might have on crops
and on the health of residents. Supervisors said the delay also
would give them time to write zoning laws that would regulate,
and possibly outlaw, such tests.

Scientists with Advanced Genetic Sciences wanted to test the
altered bacteria on a small strawberry patch, this month.
Researchers who have tested the product, called' Frostban, on
rooftop greenhouses say the bacteria would ^rmfect plants from
frost damage.

However, the idea of a genetically altered bacteria being set
loose in the so-called "Salad Bowl of the World" worried resi-
dents of Monterey County and activists in Washington, D.C.
^ Opponents of the tests contend the organisms could somehow
bully their way onto all kinds of plants in the agriculturally rich
lanqs.

Project researchers scoffed at the arguments and blamed
Hollywood movies that conjure images of mutant vegetables go-
ing haywire and alarming the public.
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Ihjm news Lauren Blau. News Editor

From telephones to teapots, exhibit features student design
By Kyndall Patrick Wilson

Described by one professor
as "an explosion of creative
energy," experimental works
of art, produced by UCLA
design students currently are
being featured at the Wight
Art Gallery.

As part of the Annual
Undergraduate Design Exhib-
ition, students within the
department of art, design and
art history are displaying their

works in areas of design rang-
ing from ceramics, costume
design and textiles to highly
technological creations like
graphic design, computer
graphics and video imagery,
said Nathan Shapira, a UCLA

industrial design and interior
space planning professor.

Several displays show how
electronic equipment such as
telephones and teapots "can
become friendly companions
in our interior space for living
or working."

"Students have discovered
that electronic components of
telephones, computers and
television sets can be visually
very beautiful," Shapira said,
explaining that the displays
"have visual qualities, which
are usually found in works of
sculpture and other poetic
three dimensional expressions
of art. There is a concern for
scale, for color, for form, and
for surface treatment."

For example, Shapira
described how a telephone ex-
hibit "relates the human hand
in a very harmonious way and
has sculptural qualities when
it is not in use." The tele-

phone is not only a work of
art, but is also functional, he
said.

Overall, Shapira said he
feels viewers will see that one's
"living and working environ-
ment can become a source of
energy if we combine poetry
with use."

The exhibit, free to the
public, can be seen Tuesday
through Sunday at the Wight
Art Gallery until Feb. 23. For
more information call (213)
825-9345.
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ALEX DEMYANENKO/Daily Brum

PICTURES FROM AN EXHIBITION - Spheres and
angles collide in a ceramic piece celebrating design, above.
Industrial units, right, become art when electronic parts
compose the necklaces adorning these manikins.

Defective computer sparics suit,

protesters against Computer Expo
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By Bill Bowmer
and Kim Kowsky
Staff Wnters

Waving signs proclaiming
"Computer Expo is Your
Dealer for Defective Junk
Computers" and "Jacob, We
Want Our Money Back,"
angry customers gathered
Tuesday in front of a

. Westwood computer store pro-
testing its sales policies.

"We have a suit pending.
We want our money back —
about $7,000," said Rick War-
ren, an employee of Federated
Pictures, which recently pur-
chased a computer from the
store that he alleged is defec-
tive.

Federated employees have
been picketing the store since

Saturday.

The company bought an
IBMePC/AT from Computer
Expo after being assured that

it was a warrantied item and
it worked, "but it didn't
work," said Benjamin Baron,
president of Federated Pic-

tures.

Baron said that after a

month he noticed that his

computer would not "warm
boot" — a computer term for

"starting without using the
on/off switch — and problems
escalated over two weeks until

the computer began losing

data.

He said the store personnel
told him that Computer Expo
could not fix the computer,
since only an authorized IBM
Please see COMPUTER, Page
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Four-year program to familiarize

students with French Revolution
By Michelle Perin. Staff Writer

UCLA is commemorating the 200th anniversary of the
French Revolution with a four-year program designed to
familiarize people with that era.

Angry with Computer Expo's sales policies. Federated Pic-

tures employees picket outside the Gayley Avenue store.

"Our program is based upon a system of courses,
teachings and lectures," said English Professor Robert
Maniquis, who is also director of the bicentennial pro-
gram.

"1789-1989, The French Revolution: A UCLA Bicen-
tennial Program" began in the fall with a university-wide
series of special courses on the French Revolution or topics
related to it, Maniquis said.

As the actual year of the bicentennial draws closer,

more courses will be added to the curriculum, and lec-

tures, conferences, cultural events and exhibitions will take
place.

"The idea of the program, as far as the courses are con-
cerned, is to put together a coherent study of the period
without any bureaucratic hassle, no sp>ecial nonsense,"
Maniquis said. "Simply, if you're not interested, stay
home. There's no special reward for this other than the in-

tellectual reward of taking these classes."

Maniquis said the course program began this early so
that 1985-86 freshman may take these classes in' the next
four years and "know what everybody's talking about in

1988-89 and be better viewers of the events."
Other groups outside the university are also involved in

the program. Cinema 89, for example, is a film industry
group which began sponsoring a film series this year in
order to build the French film collection in the UCLA
Film Archives.

They are restoring the films they present in conjunction
with Cinematheque Francaise in Paris. Their first pres-

entation, a restored version of the original 1927 French
film "Casanova," screened in January.

Existing courses relating to the bicentennial program in-

clude English 180X, The French Revolution and English
Literature, History 128C, The History of Modern France:
A Time of Revolutioiis 1770-1871, and French 25A, Mar-
quis de Sade.

Planned courses include The Political Theory of the
French Revolution and the Influence of the French Revo-
lution on 19th Century Women Writers.
One of the future conferences will be entitled The

Please see FRANCE, Page 10
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Interest rates on savings

ints can be misleading
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By Paul VannukI

Confusing calculations, misleading terminology and well-
hidden service fees have prompted action by both consumer
groups and the Federal Reserve Board against banks, whom
they claim, are misleading the public.
When many banks announce their interest rates on savings

deposits they do not accurately reflect the real rate of return an
investor will make. In fact, a customer depositing $1,000 in a
savings account offering 5.25 percent annual interest com-
pounded monthly could actually lose money on the transaction.

Although he will receive $54 in interest at the end of one
year, he will have to pays over $72 in service fees because the
deposit did not exceed the minimum balance of $5,000. Actual-
ly losing money in a savings account like this is not uncommon,
as many banks across the country offer similar accounts to the
unknowing depositor.

Many politicians feel banks should be required to better in-

form their customers about their service fees and minimum
balance requirements.

Calculating a real yield from the myriad of different interest
rates has also left more than one consumer perplexed.
Some banks offer "daily interest." This is not to be confused

jadth interest compounded daily and deposited into the acoounfc

^^. ^ ^
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"But instead means that the interest is calculated based on the
average of the depositor's daily balance.

Other banks advertise interest compounded continuously. It

sounds attractive, but is actually quite misleading.
Somebody depositing $10,000 at 5 percent annual interest

compounded quarterly would have earned $509.45 at the end of
one year. Interest on the same $10,000 balance at 5 percent

Please see INTEREST, Page 11

Sizzler
Steak Seafood Salad Have a Sizzler

Steak Seafood Salad

urgerlunch
ever

Would you rather have their ham
burger or Sizrler's hamburger?
When you consider that

our hamburger is grilled to

order and 100% pure

beef and comes with

crisp french fries, our

All You Can Eat

Fresh Fruit and

Salad Bar laden with such delights as

cantaloupe, pineapple, avocados and
mushrooms, plus a beverage,

all for the bargain price you
see below,

you'll realize

we just asked

a silly question.
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COMPLETE BURGER
LUNCH $3.99

Includes All You Can Eat Salad Bar and Beverage

OFFER GOOD THRU 2-28-86

Sizzler.

VALID ONLY AT

Not valid on TakeOuf orders. Steak Seatood Salad

Sizrier - Westwood Village
922 Gayley Avenue

208-6788

Graduate Dance Association &
Student Committee for the Arts

present

ASIAN DANCE CONCERT SERIES #1

KABUKr DANCE
Wakayagi School, Kyoto

HARUNA KIMURA

Concerl: Today Feb. 12, 7 p.m. - Room 208
Workshop: Thurs. Feb. 13, 1 p.m.

Dance Building
I

' Funded by C.P.C. of the P.A.B., S.C.A
facilities permission of Dance Dept.
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Express yourself this Valentine's Day!
Our fudge hearts (made daily at Ahh Fudge in the Sandwich Room) and giant
sugar coolcie hearts (baked at the Cookie Jar, North Campus) are now available
at four campus locations.

Beautifully boxed, these delicious Valentines con be personalized by you with a
frosting message or design. See how "heartistic" you con be! We will also hove
pre-decorated hearts available.

- V/2 Lb. fudge heart: $6.75
12 oz. fudg# heart: $4.25

I

\

i

Cookie heart: $3.75 • . .

Assorted Cookies Va Lb: $2.00

\

We will have candy by the ounce at ttw Sandwich Room location too. A box of your sweetheart's favorite
sweets will 5e tied up with a ribbon and gift card at no extra charge.

The Sandwich Room
First floor Ackermar^ Ur^ion

North Campus
Fror^t entrar^ce

Lu Valle Commons Bombshelter
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By Paul Vannuki

Confusing calculations, misleading terminology and well-
hidden service fees have prompted action by b^th consumer
groups and the Federal Reserve Board against banks, whom
they claim, are misleading the public.
When many banks announce their interest rates on savings

deposits they do not accurately reflect the real rate of return an
investor will make. In fact, a customer depositing $1,000 in a
savings account offering 5.25 percent annual interest com-
pounded monthly could actually lose money on the transaction.

Although he will receive $54 in interest at the end of one
year, he will have to pays over $72 in service fees because the
deposit did not exceed the minimum balance of $5,000. Actual-
ly losing money in a savings account like this is not uncommon,
as many banks across the country offer similar accounts to the
unknowing depositor.

Many politicians feel banks should be required to better in-

form their customers about their service fees and minimum
balance requirements. _ -

,

Calculating a real yield from the myriad of different interest
rates has also left more than one consumer perplexed.
Some banks offer "daily interest." This is not to be confused

jvith interest compounded daily and deposited into the account^
"but instead means that the interest is calculated based on tH?
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average of the depositor's daily balance
Other banks advertise interest compounded continuously. It

sounds attractive, but is actually quite misleading.
Somebody depositing $10,000 at 5 percent annual interest

compounded quarterly would have earned $509.45 at the end of
one year. Interest on the same $10,000 balance at 5 percent

Please see INTEREST, Page 11

Sizzler
Steak Seafood Saiad Have a Sizzler

SteaK Seafood Salad

hamburgerlunch
with ever

Would you rather have theirham
burger or Sizzler's hamburger?
When you consider that

our hamburger is grilled to

order and 100% pure

beef and comes with

crisp french fries, our

All You Can Eat

Fresh Fruit and

Salad Bar laden with such delights as

cantaloupe, pineapple, avocados and
mushrooms, plus a beverage,

all for the bargain price you

see below,

you'll realize

we just asked

a silly question.
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COMPLETE BURGER
LUNCH $3.99

Includes All You Can Eat Salad Bar and Beverage

I

OFFER GOOD THRU 2-28-86

I
I

O
Noi valid on Takr^Out orders.

Sizzler
Steak Seafood Salad

VALID ONLY AT
Sizzler - Westwood Village

922 Gayley Avenue
208'6786
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Graduate Dance Association &
Student Committee for the Arts

present

ASIAN DANCE CONCERT SERIES #1

KABUKI DANCE
Wakayagi School, Kyoto

HARUNA KIMURA

Concert: Today Feb. 12, 7 p.m. - Room 208
Workshop: Thurs. Feb. 13, 1 p.m.

Dance Building

Funded by C.P.C. of the P.A.B., S.C.A.
^acllltles permission of Dance Dept.
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Personalized Fudge
and Cookie Hearts
for Valentine's Day
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Express yourself this Valentine's Day!
Our fudge hearts (made daily at Ahh Fudge in the Sandwich Room) and giant
sugar cookie hearts (baked at the Cookie Jar, North Campus) are now available
at four campus locations.

Beautifully boxed, these delicious Valentines can be personalized by you with a
frosting message or design. See how "heartistic" you can be! We will also have
pre-decorated hearts available.

\

\

V/i Lb. fudge heart: $6.75
12 oz. fudge heart: $4.25

Cookie heart: $3.75
Assorted Cookies 'A Lb: $2.00

We will have candy by the ounce at ttw Sandwich Room location too. A box of your sweetheart's favorite
sweets will be tied up with a ribbon and gift card at no extra charge.

The Sandwich Room
First floor Ackerman Union

North Campus
Front entrance

Lu Valle Commons Bombshelter
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'"Riptide" star Joe Penny to
emcee for Greets Week 1986

y-

By Lisa Rojany

To promote spirit for up-
coming Greek Week 1986, Chi
Omega Sorority presented Joe
Penny, star of NBC's "Rip-
tide" and master of ceremo-
nies for several Greek Week
events, at its annual
"Sweetheart. Award" Monday
evening.

Penny, who plays the
streetwise, impulsive detective
Nick Ryder on the prime-time
television series, described the
upcoming week's events and
his position as master of cere-
monies as both new and ex-
citing.

"I've never done anything
like this before, but I know
that (Greek Week) is going to
be lots of fun. I'm a little

scared of standing up in front
of thousands of people, but
Tm sure we'll all have a great
time."

Greek Week, which starts

March 3, is a community
event sponsored by sororities

Please see PENNY, Page 13
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Actor Joe Penny
i

SHAUN aSULLIVAN /Daily Bruin

THE HAIR SALOW=

WOMEN & MEN

CUT&
•

i

1007 Broxton Ave.
(atx)ve Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

BLOWDRY
(new clients vyith ad only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/28/86

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
I Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get Vi orderof Dim Sum free!*

>»• • c

VALID UNTIL FEB. 28. 1986I

I

I •DIM SUMS. SALADS
I •SOUPS. NOODLES.
I &. RICE
I

I

I

I

VISA and
I MASTERCARD
I

' Accepted

(with coupon)

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
I I -9 pm CHINESE CUISINE

I 1907 Olympic Blvd.,
W.L. A. (Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)

479-4774

Free
Parking
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Holiday for the Heart:
Issues of Love

Give yourself a Valentine! Come to this workshop
exploring expectations surrounding romantic love
and positive ways of nurturing yourself. Facilitated
by Lisa Frankel, MFCC, M.Ed.

Thurs. Feb. 13, Noon-1 p.m.
Women's Resource Center

2 Dodd Hall

y/

Proposed bill would force schools

to report lottery expenditures

A lottery disclosure proposal requiring school districts to

report lottery expenditures to the State Department of
Education has been introduced in the state Senate by Sen.
Paul B. Carpenter (D-Norwalk).

Local school districts including grades K- 12 and com-
munity colleges that have independent budgets, would
have to report lottery expenditures at the end of every
fiscal year if the bill is passed.

University of California and California State Univer-
sities systems are exempt from this requirement because
their spjending goes through the regular state budget pro-
cess.

The legislation was introduced when constituents in
Carpenter's district expressed interest in the way lottery
money was being used. The bill, if passed, would make
expenditures of lottery money known to the public.
"The accountability is built-in in that spending is being

made public," said Darren Chesin, administrative assistant
to Carpenter. "We're not going to force them to do
anything with their money. We just want to know what^
they're doing with it."

The bill expands legislation that was sponsored by
Carpenter last year and guarantees local control over the
way local districts spend any money they receive from the
lottery.

School districts are restricted, however, from using lot-
tery money for expenditures on the purchase of real estate,
capital outlay and research.

Chesin said he "anticipates success" for the bill which
will face its first hearing in March. — Susie Kim

r\j I nti>i
(before tooth bonding)

THIS IS NOW!!!
See Dr. Friedman

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

'»

H\6U
ICCAJJeT'

• TOOTH BONDING ^^^ Appointment:
• Nitrous Oxide .' 478-0363
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

^AA.^.,
Larry Friedman/D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate) '

1441 Westu^ood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

'

'

. , - „ -^ . ««._» . Limited Offer (^x^p' i"" sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410 Weslwood Bl. . Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

477-0997
1 1 900 W.Pico Blvd.

WEST LA

Cycle Products West
Quality parts and service
< t

The Shop of the 80's'

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division
of Student Relations O

:•:•:•:•:•>:•

Special of the Week
fREE Pick-up for service
or repairs within 5 miles

of UCLA Offer Expires
2/17/86
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Reactions to UCLA Medical Center's no-smoking policy, which has been in effect for about
a moath, generally has been favorable.

Most employees, patients approve
Med Center's no-smoking policy
By John Sullaway sions.

The UCLA Medical Center's no-smoking
policy, enacted last month, has received
almost unanimous approval from employees
and patients.

"So far the transition has gone well," said
Mark Laret, assistant director of marketing
and planning for the Medical Center. "We
have had nothing but positive comments from
employees."
-I think it's great," one nurse said. "The ail-

-Another alternative fof^=tfaeremp4oyees=are:

is a lot more fresh where I work."
Patients have also reacted positively to the

new smoke-free environment, which began
Jan. 1. "We have received many letters from
patients and patients' families who have
visited the hospital since the beginning of the
year," said Judy McElroy, a former Medical
Center nurse who also works in the hospital
administration.

The only disapproval of the new policy
seems to come from the smokers. "Most of the
smokers that I have talked with are angry
about it," said Cyndi Safstrom, a lab worker
at the hospital. "They feel that it is their

business, and that nobody should tell them
what to do."
The new rule prohibits smoking for the

medical center's approximately 3,000
employees, 450 in-patients and thousands of
visitors and out-patients that enter the hospital

daily.

Some employees are apparently not adher-
ing to the new rule. "A lot of people smoke in

the bathrooms," one receptionist said. "It can
get really thick in there."

In order to deal with the needs of smokers,
the hospital currently offers a variety of alter-

natives, one of which is a seven-week clinic of-

fered to employees by the Smokenders pro-

gram. Now in its fourth week, the privately

run program has reduced its fee from $300 to

$55 for hospital staff.

*'We have 28 people presently being
helped," said McElroy, who is in charge of the

Smokenders program.
"It gets pretty unpleasent since everybody is

smoking during the sessions," said Safstrom,

who is currently attending Smokenders ses-

special smoking lounges located on levels A
and B. "Employees can smoke outside, but
they will use these areas primarily during
nightshifts since it is dangerous to be outside
at night."

Patients can smoke outside of the hospital
only on doctor's permission.

Laret emphasized that a no-smoking policy
makes the hospital much safer.

-—^Fn hospitals with, flammable materials,
smoking is the leading cause of fire," Laret
said. He also noted cases in which patients
have burnt themselves after lighting a ciga-
rette in the presence of pure oxygen.
The decision to change from smoking to

non-smoking was made after one year of
research. "We saw the trend to legislatively

reduce smoking areas in the work place in the
United States and decided it was time for a
change."

In anticipating the effectiveness of the
change, Laret and a 15 member task force
composed of representatives from each medical
center department took an employee survey.
"We found that a high percentage of
employees would have no problem in ad-
justing to a no-smoking policy."
By making the change, UCLA Medical

Center joins Loma Linda Hospital and Glen-
dale Hospital as the only hospitals in the Los
Angeles area to prohibit smoking. "We have
taken a leadership role," Laret said.

"We have already received inquiries from
other hospitals, asking how the new policy is

working," Laret said, adding this makes
UCLA one of the most prominent hospitals in

the nation to have such a policy.

Despite the new policy, cigarette smoking is

not prohibited in all areas of the hospital.

Cigarette smoking is allowed in the School of
Medicine, the School of Dentistry and the
Neuropsychiatric Institute.

"The Health Sciences store still sells cigar
rettes," Laret said. "Some of the doctors have
sent letters to the administration suggesting
that the selling of cigarettes in the hospital be
limited."

Palermo tries alleged members

Maverick mayor battles the mafia
By Frances D'Emillo, Associated Press

PALERMO. Sicily — "If you let fear stop

you, nothing will change/* says Mayor

Leoluca Orlando, who is trying to rid Palermo

of Mafia influence that has been woven into

the city's fabric over centuries.

Orlando has much to fear and to change as

mayor of a city whose streets have been stain-

ed by the blood of like-minded men in the

struggle against the Mafia.

The mayor feels that success will come only

through the people's will and the state's un-
wavering commitment.
When the trial of 474 alleged Mafia

members began Monday, Orlando was in the

courtroom, sitting in a show of solidarity with
the widows and children of men who were
killed fighting the pervasive criminal society.

He believes the trial is a sign that the state

is serious, but that it and other trials to follow

are not enough.
"You fight the Mafia with repression but

Please see MAFIA, Page 13

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc. - 1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

FREE

LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES-

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points, PennzoH.
Adjust Clutch. Adjust Brakes. Adjust Timing
Check Battery & Front End Alignment

Replace ail Shoes and Linings. Pack Front '

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In-

spect wheel cyk. Master Cyl. & Fill System

FREE

VALLEY
I OWING

I

$39.95*

$49.95*
From Lube & Oil »o Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

^, ^,
(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865

A 1 AUTO .
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.. 2'/, Biks So of Roscoe • MOSf ModolS

'

Don 't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL

W

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBUFtGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions ^ 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd.. Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd .Sepulveda
1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd.. Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd..Van Nuys
Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd., Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd., Pico Rivera

[ia

UCLA
jVlumni association

advisory & scholarship
PROGRAM

BE A DISTINGUISHED
SCHOLAR AWARD WINNER!

The UCLA Alumni Advisory and Scholarship
Program announces its most prestigious merit-
based scholarship; the UCLA Alumni Associa-
tion's Distinguished Scholar Award. The
Distinguished Scholar Award is based on aca-
demic achievement, as well as school and com-
munity involvement. Department Chairmen are
asked to nominate the most outstanding one or
two undergraduate and graduate students with a

3.5 GPA for this competition. Top students are
encouraged to inquire about the application pro-
cess at their department office between January
15 and February 12. The deadline date to apply
for the Distinguished Scholar Award is February
14, 1986. Undergraduate awards range from
$1,500 to $3,000 and Graduate awards $2,000 to
$4,000.
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SAYINGS PLAN
REPRESENTATIVE

AMI (American Medical International, Inc.), a leader in
the health care industry, has a position available at our
headquarters in Beverly Hills.

r

Responsible for the daily administration of AMI stock
bonus and tax deferred savings plan. Effective com-
munication skills and knowledge of word processing.

AMI provides an attractive salary and benefits package
as well as a pleasant yet fast-paced work environment.
For consideration, please call (2 13)85 8-1197 or send
resume to:

^JWIiL
AMI

Human Resources Dept.
Attn: SPR-DB

9465 WUshirc Blvd., Stc. 620
Beverly HiUs, CA 90212

PrlncipaK only
'

BJLSKIN ROBBINS
ICE CREAM S I' O R 1

25% OFF!

CHERRY ICE LINCOLN LOGS
CREAM PIES & ALL PARTY DESSERTS.

aJso, with valid UCLA ID get: ^^p 2-22-86
15% OFF on Super Party Desserts
10% OFF on All Fountain, Splits, Floats, Shakes & Malts
WE DELIVER! Debvery service available, special discount bulk rates to
campus organizabona, greeks, faculty. Available at:

W»«twood Village • Century City Mall 552-2866
10916 Kinross

(b/t Gaylay & WMtwood Bl)

208-8048

• 1227 Wilsliire Bl. /Santa Monica 394-0773
• 2461 Santa Monica Bl. 828-1222
• Fo« Hillj Mall. Culver City 390-2565

•0(»VV«N- • • • • CVtfPON.

HALF-PRICE SALE \ :
BUY ONE -GET ONE FREE!

Buy 1 PT. 1 (12 o«.)

QT. or »/2 (lib. 8 ox.)

GAL (31b.)

GET SECOND ONE AT
HALF PRICE!
LimU 2 par coupon •>P 2-22«

9ood wttk •>* or or Vk OAZ,' * srPr. • •••••

Any Sundae,
Malt or

Fountain Item

«p 2 22«
Not good witii any

other otter.
< a • a •
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Prof discusses history of apartheid,

possible futures for South Africa

By Michael Ashcraft. Staff Writer

Striving to help students understand the his-

tory and events surrounding apartheid, a
UCLA history professor and the Division of

Honors dean, gave a historical summary of
South Africa and answered questions Monday.
A specialist in African history. Professor

Edward Alpers is the executive commissioner
of the Association of Concerned Africa
Scholars — a lobby of about 200 activists for

the liberation of South Africa, he said.

Alpers was asked to speak in order to give a
historical instead of emotional account of the
events surrounding the situation in South
Africa, said Michael Mcgee, assistant director

of Sproul Hall.

Matt Gibson, a member of Sproul Hall's

curre'nt events committee that sponsored the
event, said he was, "sort of in the dark about
what's happening in South Africa," before
Alpers gave his presentation in Sproul Hall's

TV room.
Alpers said there are two probable outcomes

in the Soiith African situation.

"One would be a civil war," he said. "The
other likely scenario is that the current gov-
ernment would try and appease by making
reforms, but violence would keep escalating,
and it would become politically untenable (to

maintain the apartheid system)."

The white electorate, Alpers predicted,
would then vote out the government, unable
to grant independence to end the vjqlence.
The new whjtg government woulfl negotiate
for a one person-one vote government, he
said. "The minute that happens, of course,
you're going to have a black government
through majority vote."

The Nationalist Party was elected on "the
apartheid ticket" in 1948 and has maintained
the apartheid system since then, he said.

Alpers felt both the University of California
system and the U.S. should divest in South
Africa.

"I think the whole idea that we should work
with the South African government and hope
that they are going to improve themselves and
make things better is false," Alpers said.

Carl Breed, a UCLA student and audience
member, objected that statistics presented to
support divestment are often slanted to make
investment in South Africa appear to be more
than it is.

Admitting that the figures are sometimes
misrepresented, Alpers said the issue of
divestment is more politically symbolic than
economically detrimental to the South African
government.
"Any government that is seen to be on the

side of the Nationalist government when ma-
jority rule finally comes is going to be out
with the new government," he said.

"We have put ourselves in line with one of
the most reactionary governments in the
world, and I just don't think that's in our best
national interest," he said.

Alpers said that the South .African gov-
ernment does not want us to divest. This is

enough proof that divestment v\ ill economical-
ly hurt the nation, he said.

"We have diplomatic relations with the
Soviet Union. That doesn't mean we agree
with them. I don't see why we have to be so
cozy with the South Africans just because they
say the> don't like communism.

Alpers said he was hoping that UC would
be ou t in front of other oollege.s in flKf^fing—-

But the university had other things in mind,
he said.

"The real issue within the university is not
what impact it would have on South Africa,"
he said. "The real issue would be what the
impact would be on pension funds."

Please see ALPERS, Page 10

COMPUTER: Angry customers protest store
Continued from Page 3
dealer could obtain the spare
parts needed.
"We called IBM because the

computer was supposed to
have a one-year warranty, but
IBM said Computer Expo was
not an authorized dealer,"
Warren said. **No IBM
authorized dealer will touch
the computer, and no
unauthorized dealer can get
the parts." .

Store management original-
ly refused to comment on the
protest but later, on the
grounds that their names be
withheld, said they never
claimed Computer Expo to be
an authorized dealer, and that
non-authorized stores selling

equipment is a common in-

dustry practice.

Computer Expo employees
said Baron, not their store, vi-

olated IBM warranty terms.
"They put a non-IBM product
into their computer. There's
no warranty for that, " they
charged.

Baron said Computer Expo
offered to replace the defec-
tive computer with a new
unit, or to fix the IBM with
non-IBM parts. Baron said he
turned down the offer, since
the same problems would oc-
cur with its repairs as well.

Although Computer Expo
management said its policy
prohibits refunds. Baron said
he just wanted his money
back.

**We don't want to get into
any big 'Crush the Black
Market on Computers' crusade— we just want our money
back," Warren said.

While the picketers paraded
outside the store, customers

inside expressed satisfaction
with Computer Expo.

"I have dealt with this store
for some time and have never
had any problems," said a
man who gave his name as
Michael Robinson, and iden-
tified himself as a store
customer.

Since the picketing began
Saturday, store management
says Computer Expo has suft_
fered severe financial losses.

Store management said they
had no sales last Saturday,
compared to $10,000 worth of
sales the previous Saturday.
"They are hurting our
business. They sent a Customer
to Gateway Computer —
they're physically turning
away our customers."

Anthony Aarons contributed
to this story

RENT CONTROL: Senator hails Berkeley plan
Continued from Page 1

control laws. The bill's more
controversial provision would
allow vacancy de-control.
T^at means rents can rise to
their true market value when
a tenant vacates voluntarily.
Opponents to the measure

say that vacancy de-control
leads to incentive to evict
low-income renters, like stu-
dents, so landlords can in-
crease rent.

ASUC is still opposed to the
» Costa Bill because of the
vacancy de-control provision
"and that's perfectly all right
with me," Petris said.

The bill would also exempt
single-family residences from
rent control. Although Petris
has not taken a position on the
bill, tenants in Berkeley "say I
have sold out," he said.

"People tell me I used to be
for tenants, and now I am for
landlords," Petris said. "That's
nonsense!"

Petris said people have in-
accurately labeled him as be-
ing "pro-tenant" because of
legislation which he had car-
ried for two decades that was
in favor of tenants.

"If a person's identified
with doing something over a
period of 20 years, there's a
label applied to him.

__ "The fact is I've never been
pro-tenant," Petris declared.
I ve been interested in paying
homage to the temple of
justice to a just society, and
when I saw that tenants were
being trampled on, I tried to
do something to right the
balance," he said.

Pro-tenant legislation,

authored by Petris, include
prohibiting retaliatory eviction
against tenants and pro-
hibiting landlords from turn-
ing off utilities. Because of
these bills, "everybody has
labeled me as pro-tenant," he
said.

"Recently, I have seen a lot
of good, decent people who
are owners in Berkeley get
trampled on, creating an
enormous case of injustice
against them and so I spoke
out against that . .

.," he
said.

Petris commended the
Berkeley ASUC for a
"courageous attempt" to work
out a solution between te-
nants, landlords and rent con-
trol boards.
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CHECK THIS OUT AT
'^t

White V-Neck night shirt with bear lounging
on a big heart. One size fits all, ONLY $13
We have lots of other gifts too! Come find
just the right one for your Bruin Valentine.

J

WE HAVE GREAT gIFT IDEAS AT

(ji/dijwndiuea/t—
Valentine Sweatshirts, Sizes S, M, L $20
Valentine Nightshirts, Sizes L and XL $19.50
Jockey Valentine Underwear for Her,

in 2 pair gift tin, $8.50

Australian Crystal Jewelry, $4-28
Come see our large selection of
other gift items too!

SPECIAL GIFT IDEAS FOR
THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE AT

''''S-y-'T' ^A ^F ^ -v.wtr ^^ f /' '

/

mi::..:,:-:

Ties, wallets, money clips, key chains,
Valentine's Day underwear and more.

All at lovingly affordable prices!

Make it a great day for someone!
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ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
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CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™.»

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

THINKING OF A CAREER IN HEAL

Present Student 1.0. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite"*

Arrive in Style

AERO'''

Co on a Spree'"

TM

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

H CARE?
WHAT A DIFFERENCE ONE YEAR CAN MAKE!

If you like workina withpeople and have a background in basic sciences, a challenging career

as a RESPIRATORY CARE PRACTITfONER may be just for youf One year of

intensive training from the UCLA Medical Center-SMC School of Respiratory Therapy plus your

UCLA science background can place you in a rewarding profession where you will be a key

member of the health care team. Respiratory Care Practitioners work in a variety of patient

care areas ranging from newborn intensive care to adult pulmonary rehabilitation. Employment
opportunities are good, wages are competitive, and the UCLA-SMC program has a history of

100%jobplacementl—.— .1,1 — '

•, . .. I.
.

'~
(

•
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For more infoimation, please contact:

Mel Welch, RCP, Pat Tobin, RCP, or
Cynthia Hashemi at (213) 825-7222

r

EXPRESS DELIVERY
FREE TO YOUR DORM,

NO MINIMUM.
208-8671

good only in Westwood store

$2 OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

^1 OFF
ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

Interested in JUDGING the
1986-87 Spirit Squad try-outs?
Student applications

are now available in

Kerckhoff 161.

Due March 5

WATERS: Honored at banquet
Continued from Page 1

racially troubled country.

"She's always been there on the apartheid issue . . .

seeing her bills die in the Assembly committee for years

and years," said UC Student Lobby Associate Director

Kirk Knutsen.

But, things changed when Waters and Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown <D-San Francisco) helped create a

new committee — the Public Investment, Finance and
Bonded Indebtedness Committee — where the bill would
be heard. "...

Before that, it was heard in the Assembly Finance, In-

surance and Commerce Committee but, "I couldn't even
get two votas there," she said.

"The new committee was styled a little differently, and
we had a chance of getting a fair hearing," Waters said.

Although Waters' anti-apartheid bill was vetoed by the
governor last year, a measure worded exactly the same,
AB 134, was approved by that committee and the
Assembly last month. The bill is headed for the Senate.

Waters said she was concerned about surveys and polls

that revealed students did not care about anything and
their only interest was in going to school, graduating,
owning a personal computer and a BMW.

"I was very, very concerned about this," Waters said.

But, when students began to protest apartheid in record
numbers across the state last year, Waters said those
pollsters were wrong.

"I was pleased to see Berkeley come alive again," she
said.

Waters said she believes legislators became more com-
fortable with the issue because of student interest.

"It was very interesting to watch the support grow from
members of the Legislature and many of them heard from
you and saw what you were doing," Waters said to the
crowd of UC students.

Waters' legislation last year drew support from the lob^
by. The bill would prohibit U.S., companies, including
UC, doing business in South Africa, from making new
public retirement fund investments.
The UC Board of Regents, last spring, was approached

by students and legislators to divest funds from those com-
panies. Instead, the regents set up a committee to oversee
those companies and to make sure they are in compliance
with the Sullivan Principles.

Those principles call for equal treatment and the im-
provement of the quality of life for South Africa's blacks.

So far, three companies have been targeted by UC for
failure to comply.
"We can't let go no matter how busy we are," Waters

said. "We can't let go because there's still a lot of work to
be done on this issue."

Waters said that if there has been change in the gov-
ernment policy in South Africa it is because of the pressure
that has been applied by the students in this country.
"The talk of releasing Nelson Mandela is not coming

about because President Botha is all of a sudden a kind
and caring person who believes he should not have jailed
Mandela," Waters said, adding that it is coming about
because of pressure the U.S. has generated.
"The stronger we are, the more we're going fo^ able

to force the South African government into making conces-
sions."

FRANCE: Studying the revolution
Continued from Page 3

French Revolution and the
Science of Man and will be
sponsored by the tJniversity

Faculty Committee.
In 1988-89, there will be a

French political caricature ex-

hibition at the Los Angeles
Frederick S. Wight Art

Gallery in cooperation with

the Bibliotheque Nationale of

France.

The music, dance and the-

ater arts departments are cur-

rently developing perfoi^-

mances of song, orchestral

music, operas, plays and*

dance to be performed.

ALPERS: History of apartheid
Continued from Page 8
The regents, he said, voted down divestment because they

felt it would not have a significant impact and because it might
hurt UCLA employee pension funds.

Although he had his own opinions, Alpers said he did not feel
It was right for him to dictate what students should do. He said
those who are interest^ in the issue should inform themselves.
•My own feeling;? are that if students really understand what's
going on in South Africa, they will feel compelled to take
whatever they felt to be appropriate action."

UCLA MORTAR BOARD
National Senior Honor Society

Applications Available in 2224 Murphy
Applications Now Due Feb. 26, 1986
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PROTESTERS: Final arguments
Continued from Page 1

He contended that students were on university property
were 4sked to leave by university official Robert Binder
and refused to leave.

The defense arguments stated that Beal contradicted
state law by limiting the committee's jurisdiction and that
the university violated the students' constitutional rights.

Although neither party disputed that the defendants
were in Murphy Hall, they did disagree over whether the
demonstrators caused a "disruption."

"The university did not offer one scintilla of evidence
that there was any disruption (in Murphy Hall)," the
defense's brief stated. Because university "regulations
mandate that time, place and manner restrictions be made
only when an interference with proper school functioning
occurs, the university violated its own regulation."

Beal, however, contended that the students were disrup-
tive because "remaining in Murphy Hall, forming a circle
by linking arms and requiring the university to physically
remove them by means of arrest constituted an obstruction
or disruption of administration or university activities."

Beal's arguments also stated that Murphy Hall did not
become a "public forum" simply because people were
engaged in free speech there.

The defense refuted this argument, claiming that the
use of Murphy Hall was authorized. "The administration
allowed Murphy Hall to become a public forum by allow-
ing it to be opened as a place for expressive activities."

Addressing the issue of whether the protesters disobeyed
a university official, the defense claimed that since univer-
sity officials were not acting in accordance with university
guidelines by a.*iking the students to leave, the students in

fact did not disobey an official acting in performance of
his duties. /" '

Beal contended thit because Ringler asked them to leave
and they did not, trap students did disobey a university of-

ficial.

Ihrgu^out th/ hearings, defense counsel maintained
)ecau?{«vthr/students were obeying the "higher law of

international rH4)rality," it was necessary for the protesters

to demonstrate in Murphy Hall since no other avenues of

communication had convinced the UC Board of Regents to

divest university holdings in companies that do busincjss in

South Africa.

Beal countered this argument by .stating that the defen-

dants did not show there was a direct causal link between
their protests and the regents' decision about divestiture.

According to a federal court ruling, this requirement must
be met if the defen.se is to be considered valid.

Beal's brief (|uoted Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as

stating, " 'I submit that the individual who disobeys the

law whose conscience tells him it is unjust, and who is

willing to accept the penalty by staying in jail until the

law is altered, is expressing at the moment the highest

respect for the law.' "

In respon.se, the defense also (jnoted the civil rights

leader. "We are ever strengthened in our dettTmination to

force the university to abandon its policy of profiting from
.slavery, regardless of sanctions imposed against us. In the

words of Dr. Mu|;tin Luther King,, Jr., 'We. shall not be
moved.' '*

;
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INTEREST: Rates can be deceiving
Continued from Page 4

compounded daily would amount to $512.68 at the end of one

year.
"^"^^

Just recently, banks have announced that interest can be

compounded continuously, giving potential depositors a chance

to literally earn interest while they sleep.

However, this same $10,000 from the previous example de-

posited at 5 percent compounded continuously will yield a

disappointing $10,512.71, only three cents better than the com-
pounded daily account.

With federal\ction expected this spring it is possible that the

lunacy behind understanding today's ever-confusing banking in-

dustry will be solved, but in the meantime it is up to the con-

sumer to calculate for himself what exactly the banks offer.

free
VALID

WITH THIS COUPON ^^ '^ \
COCA COLA 1500 Westwood Blvd.";

• 10 o2. CUP OF

• THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
bMo* wtfc;* M*» •<TW<^«Catil

TT
(M^ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
^yri'* COMPLETE l^eOC 00^ ^ (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1 Tuneup 4 OtI Change

2 V«lv» Ad). 5 Brake Ad|

3. LuU

8. Ch«ck Battrry Water

9. Inapect Front End

6 Clutch Ad) 10 ComprewJon T«l

7 Service Air Cleaner 1 1 (Prewure Te« Cooling Sytem)

$59.95

Paru * Labor (Cms A Air rUtet itra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XI RA) ^

TOYOTA ATSUN $89.95

JBJIil

USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - SSO.OO
THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

\c*-,..

OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Price -

Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

AUyoacftN^At
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE MM YOUR GROUfLVVfTH COUPON

MON • CALAMARI •

BEEF & LEMON CHICKEN • EGG ROLLS • SALAD BAR.. AND...

SUSHI, SUSHI, SUSHI, IN SUSHI BAR

JAPANESE
BUFFET

1389 WESTWOOD BL
3 biks. so. of Wilshire

473-9378 _

THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR...

UCLA MASTERS/CREDENTIAL PROGRAM

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education Is pleased to
annourice a program to be offered during 1986-87 in which students may simultaneously
eam a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential In four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to eam a teaching credential only, the application period for

th»e 1986-87 Teacher Credential Program is also now op>en.

Fellowships ore available for both programs.

Interested senior and graduate students are invited to submit applications for either the
Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program before the February 15fh

deadline -.

,

For more Information and to receive on application form please contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 Moore Hall • (213) 825-8326
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Date: February 10-14 ASUCLA Bean^ear, Students' Store ^ 5
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Ph.Ds
$30-60,000

Attention Ph.Ds or can-
didates- Prestigious Top
Level executive training

company wants top pres-

enters and thinl<ers to

grow with us. Exceptional
career opportunity. Send
resume to KARRASS INC

1633 Stanford St
Santa Monica 90404

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

t
¥
¥
¥
¥
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Valentine's at CHASE

Dinner For 2

^^^^4M^^^^^^M^^^^4^^^#^^#^^^^4M^^^#^4^^4^#^^^<

When 2+2 = 5
Take a Break!

choite ofveal paithigian,

scampi, or lobster piccatta

iv/(etxxjk:aM Alfredo, a FREE
bottle <?(Qhampagne , caesars

salad ancl bread &. butter

tit

(teservofions advised)

CHASE
824^ill0

1049 Gayley Avenue •Westwood

Forum
Continued froni Page 1

get $4 million for the renova-
tion of Royce Hall and not
one cent of that, to the best of

my knowledge, went to
(decreasing) that building's
vulnerability to earthquakes
— I want to know why," ask-

ed one woman, whose expres-

sion of concern was echoed by
several other audience
members.

Aroni replied that funds the
university received came from
private contributions specially

earmarked for the type of

renovations that were con-
ducted.

Another questioner asked
whether UCLA Chancellor
Charles Young's announce-
ment last month that a new
residence hall will be built

and existing halls brought up
to earthquake safety standards
meant that the administration
is placing a higher priority on
the residence halls than the
rest of the deficient buildings.

"The highest priority I am
sure the chancellor has and we
all have is safety for the entire

campus," Aroni said, explain-
ing that residence halls can be
upgraded sooner than the
other buildings because they

nder California state

The Retum of

BoMlez
The Los Angeles Philharmonic New Music Group
presents the

Ensemble InterContemporain Paris (U.S. Debut)
Pierre Boulez conductor

TONIGHT AT 8 O'CLOCK
Collins Court at Wooden Center. UCLA

US Premiere

Boulez: Repons a masterpiece mariy era (f/me Magazine)
Join us for one of the most important musical events of the season
Because performances of Repons require a massive, specially designed_. stage set, as well as the unique 4X digital processor (a computer
orchestra of one thousand players), this will be a rare opportunity for
Los Angeles audiences to experience this epoch-making work
Tickets $25 ($20 with Philharmonic subscriber card $6 students)

TOMORROW AT 8 O'CLOCK
Royce Hall, UCLA ^ "

New in the USA!
This concert features three U S premieres, including Elliott Carter s latest
composition espeaally written lor the Ensemble InterContemporain s firstUS tour

Donatoni Tema (U S Premiere); Hoiier Resonance
Carter Penthode (US Premiere); Ligeti Chamber Concerto
Tickets $25. 15. 10 (student rush. $4)

*"

Tickets at the Music Center Box Office, Ticketmester
outlets and from 6 30 pm on concert nights at Wooden
Center artd Royce Mall. For phone orders (Mon -Fn
9 9 Sat & Sun 10-7) call Ticketmaster (213) 460-3232
Information (213) 972-7211.

n

CHRISTIAN ROCK CONCERT
and

^9

ECUMENICAL ASH
WEDNESDAY SERVICE

Ackerman A4evel Terrace

r
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TODAY AT NOON
Begin A New Season
In the Spiritual Life

sponsored by the university religious conference

government jurisdiction and
do not rely on state funds.

The rest of the campus is

under state jurisdiction and
funds therefore must be ap-

propriated by state governm-
ent, Aroni said. ,

"(The sub-earthquake safety

standard) buildings are really

in bad shap>e, something has
to be done about them," Hart
said. The only way to remedy
the situation is for concerned
citizens to place "active
political pressure on their state

legislators."

But individual efforts will

not be enough, according to

Sociology Professor Ralph
Turner, who introduced the
panelists and moderated the-
symposium. "No one legislator

can risk his career by ad-
vocating an expenditure that
would result in a significant
tax increase."

Medical Center Director
Raymond Schultz agreed.
"The state legislators choose
not to respond (to UCLA ad-
minstration's repeated requests
for funds) because frankly
there is not enough pressure."

Attending the symposium
were Winston Doby, vice
chancellor of student affairs

and Alan Yarnell, assistant
vice chancellor of student af-

fairs. "The situation at UCLA
is such a dramatic one, I'm
not sure we can solve it with
our available resources — I'm
just here to learn," Doby said.

Few students attended the
symposium, but senior Amir
Kahanian said, "I feel I have
to be here — few people
realize that a major earth-
quake is going to happen, and
they will not be prepared for
it."

Elaine Kissil said she cur-
rently oversees a wide range of
programs aimed at increasing
awareness of how to act dur-
ing and rfter an earthquake.
Kissil said a one-hour film on
earthquake preparedness is

available to "to any UCLA
group who wants to see it."

V.

F^enny
Continued from Pago 6
and fraternities at UCLA and
is designed to promote unity
among the Greeks, the stu-
dents and the' general public,
said Jodie Colucci, Greek
Week chairwoman and
member of Chi Omega.

"This year's Greek Week is

going to be a series of events
which are educational,
cultural, and philanthropic in
nature," Colucci said.

The events Penny will be
hosting include UCLA's 5th
annual Special Olympics and
"Casino Night." The proceeds
from these events will be
donated to a Special Olympics
fund and the John. Wayne
Cancer Fund. Other events
include a "Sunrise Run" with
benefits aiding victims of
Multiple Sclerosis, and a tal-

ent show — "Late Night With
the Greeks."

MAFIA
Continued from Page 7

also with economic develop-

ment," lie said in an inter-

view.

Italy's poor south is ripe

prey for organized crime, he
said. Unemployment in the

south is double the national
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A DIM SUM CAFE

CHINESE NEW YEAR
CELEBRATION
Traditional Seafood "Smallpots"

Shrimp, scallops, clams and noodles
combined with fresh, sliced vegetables CC "^C
in a seafood broth. ^^*

'
^

Rainbow Shrimp Salad
Shrimp, cashews and crispy noodles
tossed in a light, tangy dressing served ^C OC
over crisp lettuce with toasted sesame vw.^w
seeds and red ginger.

Spicy Chicken Wings
Tender roasted chicken wings in a
szechwan glaze with a spicy peanut $4.95
sauce.

Kung Pao Vegetables
Sizzling fresh vegetables stir-fried in a
light soy and pepper sauce $3.75

/VESTWOOD VILLAGE«1091 BROXTON-L.A./213-824-7869

rate of about 1 1 percent .

^^

Unemployment in Palermo's
construction trades is roughly
40 percent and the city's ship-

yards suffer the general
malaise afflicting that in-

dustry, he said.

Since taking office in July,

the 38-year-old Christian
Democrat has earned a repu-

tation for boldness, honesty

and courage.

One predecessor, a pediatri-

cian named Elda Pucci,
resigned the office a year ago
because of a real estate scan-

dal. Another, Vito Cian-
cimino, was arrested in 1984

on charges of Mafia- related

criminal activities.

An example of Orlando's

approach to the job is his deci-

sion that contracts for city

services and construction be

granted by competetive bid-

ding. The previous system,

considered ideal for the Mafia,

was to give the jobs to those

who had previous contracts

with the city, regardless of

cost or qualifications.

The mayor has badgered

the central government for

funds to provide work for the

jobless, recently winning 25

billion lire (about $14.5
million) that wUl put 1,000

men to work repairing and
maintaining roads, monu-
ments and parks.

He tries to convince the

state that neglect of the south

drives people to substitute

authorities, such as the Mafia.

The Mafia's strength has

been attributed in part to a

Sicilian di.strust of outsiders in-

spired by centuries of foreign

exploitation that led peasants

to turn to bandits for protec-

tion, for a price.

In Palermo, good relations

with the Mafia could mean a

job for a son or nephew, or

permission to open a certain

business in the turf of a crime

boss.
(

Orlando says that arrange-

ment is weakening and the

wave of killings of police of-

ficials, government leaders,

journalists and judges in-

vestigating the Mafia has con-

vinced many of Palermo's

people that their world must

change.
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THE RIGHT CHOICE
Choosing which company to begin your career

with is one of the most important decisions

you'll ever moke. And in today's world of vast

corporations orxl rK)t-so-stable competitors,

the choice can be difficult. You want the

security arxj resources ofa majorcompany, yet

you'd like the visibility and opportunities

afforded by a snrKill-scale environment.

At MAI, we've got a happy medium that's just

right for peoplewho want to getahead without

getting lost in the shuffle. An environment that

fosters your growth. Encourages your
excellence. And rewards your achievements.

Our prominence as an established
technological leoderin small to medium-sized

We have excellent opportunities for Computer Science and
Electrical Erigineering graduates in the following areas

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
(Large or SnrKill Systems)

You'll plcy a key role 'h the development of operating systems, file

systems, computefs, utilities, and/ or controllers software You'll also

write, document, and design program interfaces, internal

structures and coding programs

DATA COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING

. You'll design develop, and implement data communication

emulators and architectures for computer systems as well as design

communications systems and protocols

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
You'll integrate, troubleshoot, and evaluate hardware, firmware,

and software projects for/ computer systems

business systems means that we con offer you
the challenges of extensiveR&D work, state-of-

the-art technology, on-site advanced degree
programs, and 100% tuition reimburserr>ent—

among some of the most inspiring minds in the

industry.

But our moderate size means you can develop

your ideas in the field of your choosing from

concept to packaging, problem to solution —
and get personal recognition for your fresh

Insights and unique contributions.

For ambitious graduateswhowant to stand out

in the crowd, MAI is the right choice.

Because what you do with your education is

just as crucial as getting one.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

You'll design, implem(^nt and test digital and.'or analog circuits

used in micro processor based computer systems Working m the

areas of intelligent tefminals central processing units peripheral

device and communications interface^ your responsibilities will

also include designing/specifying : cuits documentgtion and
integration into a computer system

*

%

I

14101 New Myford
Tustln. California 92660

fOf Mf

y/i^ will b% on campus on March 51h. Pirate sign up for an Interview wllh your Career Placennent Offlce.
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Ul_. viewpoint KimbeHy Nod. Vie¥fpoint Editor

Counterpoint

Maintain control over your own life

By Kari Anderson '

In response to James R. Bozajian*s letter in

praise of Ronald Reagan's State of the Union
address and 75 years of life, I issue a warning;
a warning against the author's blind faith in

leadership.

I am not angry with Mr. Bozajian. He ac-

curately highlights the President's ac-

complishments, and I don't condemn him for

being optimistic about the future.

What scares me, however, is that Mr. Boza-
jian refuses to acknowledge the atrocities

which have occurred during Mr. Reagan's six

yeajs in office; increased poverty oi women
and children, a converging of church and state

(school prayer), worldwide anti-American ter-

rorism and, most notably, the fact that he is

the first president since World War II to serve

a full four year term without even speaking to

the Russians.

It appears that Mr. Bozajian, like many
other Americans, is caught up in White House
propaganda and presidential rhetoric. Just

what does "...let us go forward to create our
world of tomorrow..." mean? I don't know
either but gee, doesn't it sound good?

This kind of speechmaking captures
Amgrioft's emotions, robbing the individua) ot:

no I
" mMimtmiummit)>'>m»'''«''f"''''i»'0*»

his capacity to think clearly. While we're all

so pleased with our leadership, our military is

buying more nuclear weapons.

A very dangerous paradox exists here in that

the individual is forfeiting the control of his

life to his government. Isn't that a definition

of communism?
My warning is simply this: never become

satisfied with leadership. No matter how great

your life may seem to be, some of your coun-

trymen may be suffering. In case you are for-

tunate enough (or isolated enough) to be

unassociated with anyone who hs suffered

from President Reagan's military spending, I'll

gladly share a personal experience with you.

One year ago, my great Uncle, who was,

coincidentally, 75 years old, died of a heart

attack in his home because he could not afford

any more medical treatment. The hospital sent

him home. Is this what happens in a country

as wonderful as the United States of America
under the leadership of a man as great as

Ronald Wilson Reagan?
Mr. Bozajian, if Ronald Reagan were 20

years younger and was allowed to serve more
than two terms as president, our country
would stagnate. He is not a bad president, but

our society must continue to change in order

to survive.

Please, for my sake, your sake, and your
children's sake, always question authority and
refuse to sit idly by and let someone else run
your country and your life.

Anderson is a freshman majoring in history.

I

Lab safety for all

Students have been guirtea pigs In unsale university labs

for far too long.

A new bill introduced Monday may allow students to

work and learn in safe and conducive laboratories.

The bill, introduced by State Sen. Nicholas Petris (D-

Oakland) and co-sponsorcil by the University of California

Student Lobby, would give students the same tights as

other employees working in non-commercial laboratories

by including students under the California Occupational

Safety and Health Administration regulations.

An ombudsman position would be created on each

campus to provide safety information and a confidential

contact point for students.

Students have been exempt from the act, which gives

workers information about which toxic substances they

may be exposed to in labs and mandates various safety

standards.

Because of the exclusion, students have been reluctant to

report unsafe conditions to the professor in fear of reprisals

from the professor in form of grades and letters of recom-

mendations.

Although the bill cannot mandate each university to

abide by it, the concern shown for students by the in-

troduction of the bill is encouraging.

The welfare of the students should be the utmost priori-

ty for the university, and therefore the university should

cooperate with CalOSHA in any matter once the bill is

yissed';= •
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"Smatl Talk"

Letters

Liberals
Editor:

After reading yet another

letter from a liberal blasting

Reagan and his supporters, I

wish..J.P point out several

things.

Most of the liberals on this

campus, or at least the vocal

ones who bother writing, are

liberal arts majors, such as

English, history, performing

arts or political science.

These are notoriously un-
profitable majors after gradu-
ation, and, since college is a

preparation for the real
world, I can only assume that

these people are not planning
to live in the real world.
The writers of most of the

conservative letters, however,
have been from the sciences.

The sciences are profitable,

and even have more potential

to help mankind than do the

Shakespeare scholars or history

professors.

Furthermore, scientists will

be making enough money to

support themselves, and won't
approve of liberals who didn't

plan ahead or don't like the
capitalistic system.

They also won't like the
liberals taking their money
through taxation to support

Continued on Page 15

Terspective

Enjoy college — while there's time
By Don Rosen
There comes a time* when we have to put

silly campus politics behind us and look at

ourselves for what we really are: for the most
part, young adults on the verge of assuming
terrifying responsibilities for ourselves and our
future dependents.
On the whole, it's a scary thought, but the

key phrase in the previous sentence is "on the
verge of — we're not quite there yet, so let's

have some fun while we can.
There's too much going on in our lives and

around this beautiful campus to get worked
up about Comm Board or GSA or the like,

what happened to the days when killing grass
in Royce Quad was a pressing concern?
To wit, lately there has been a proliferation

of those insipid "Baby on Board" signs in the
back windows of cars on campus.
Now if these people are advertising their

sexual ability, great — no problem here, but it

seems they are actually telling fellow motorists
to avoid hitting their cars because of the
precious young cargo. (As if we were going to
ram their vehicles if we didn't know!)
Or how about those campus preachers who

call fraternity men "faggots," sorority women
"sluts," and love to speak of forrrmication.
While we laugh at them, they are secretly do-
ing exactly what their master plan calls for:

opening the door for discussion of their
religious tenets. Who is laughing at whom?

Moreover, while we bitch and moan about
the lack of adequate student parking facilities

and the need for more dorm space on campus,
what do we get? Well, the newest building to

go up at UCLA is not a dorm, not a parking
structure, but a "compact shelving library."
Great.

While I'm at it: I've been at this school for
three and a half years now and each year, it

seems, a new study is put out to discuss future
plans for Ackerman's A-level. A great idea: we
could stack-park cars in the bowling lanes and
take care of two concerns at once.
That primary issue puts our student power

into perspective for me — if we can't in-
fluence the very Regents who govern us, how
can we expect to have a say in international
affairs?

For example, a few years back, USAC
published a resolution condemning the Soviets
for shooting doWn Korean Airlines Flight 007.
I'm sure the Russians were quaking in their
boots knowing how we felt at UCLA. What
was the point?

Let's get back to the realities of life, college
life. Let's not be so eager to jump into affairs
which will jump onto us when we leave these
hallowed halls anyway.

You've read this far and you find yourself
asking, "What the hell is this guy babbling
about?" It's simple: there will be time enough
to solve the world's problems when we're able.
As college students we have a vital place to
occupy in the grand scheme of things.

For now, we can always go back to discus-
sions of grass killing in front of Royce. I'll ad-
mit it — I'm an addict. If don't kill a few
blades a day, I'm a nervous wreck.

Rosen, a senior majoring in history, writes
for the Bruin.
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Continued from Page 14
millions of people on welfare.

Unfortunately, in this
post-70's era, when kids were
given everything by their

parents without working for

it, many will still insist upon
getting something for nothing.

Hence, UCLA is filled with
unrealistic liberals who expect

to take advantage of the
hard-working conservatives,

and who object to the politics

of those who wish to keep
what they have earned, such

as Reagan. Come on, turkeys,

earn your keep!

William McNamara
> Junior

Physics/Computer Science

Israelphobia
Editor:

In light of his viewpoint.

Christian Smith seems to be

very, very confused (Bruin

Feb. 10).

He is another poor soul lost

to the dark, gloomy under-

world which rationalizes the

ills of the world by blaming

the Jews.
You are obviously plagued

by "Israelphobia". When an

individual suffers from this

.dreaded disease, there is a

"simple cure; get both sides of

the story.

I have just the antedote you

need. On Wednesday, Febru-

ary 19, at 12:00 p.m. in

Ackerman 2408, Mr. Zelniker,

a liason from the Israeli Prime

-^Minister to Bishop Tutu and
blacks in South Africa, will

-speak about Israel's fight

against apartheid.

Sincfe you are anti-Zionist

but not anti-semitic, you need
to go hear Mr. Sprinzak speak
about Anti-Zionism/Anti-
Semitism on Monday, Feb.
24, at 12:00 p.m. in Acker-
man 2408.

I would be willing to bet

that there just wasn't enough
room in your article to deride

Israel's treatment of Arabs,
but you can still come and
listen to Mohamitied Duarsha
speak about "Dialogue Not
Conflict, Palestinian Israeli

Discussion," on Thurs. Feb.

20, 2:00-4:00, in Ackerman
3520.

So Mr, Smith, I challenge

you and all of your "friends"

to come and listen.

Please do not be afraid to

go, the worst thing that will

happen to you is that you will

learn something new.
Alex Schonfield

Junior
• History

Editor's note: Schonfield is

the co-chair of the Israel Ac-
tion Committee.

A fetus is human
Editor:

I am addressing a few
misconceptions Peggy Leng
has about abortion (Bruin,

Feb. 11). ^ philosophical issue, where Ms.

Let us leave her Leng's logic is somewhat
troubled.

She says abortion affects on-

ly one person (assuming the

fetus is only a part o7 her). No
one can make a decision
withouteffecting others.

Whether I purchase coffee"

instead of tea or have an
abortion instead of letting my
child live are both choices that

affect others.

My decision to have tea

would affect the coffee and
tea industries, and the value I

ultimately put on human life

spreads my philosophical
view.

My actions enforce my view
of human life to be either a

source of muscle tissue, or a

joyful bundle of financial

burdens (or even more).

Slave owners saw their

slaves as muscle tissue on
whom their economic stability

depended. Hitler viewed Jews,
mentally and physically
disabled, homosexuals, gyp-
sies, etc. as unusable for his

pragmatic reasons.

Just because we can't see

fetuses as human beings, able

to wntributg as much tp

unanswerable philosophical

questions (like "can it (a fetus)

cook?) out of the issue. Biolog-

ically, a human being exists at

conception.

Biologically, the fertilized

egg is made of one-half the

mother's chromosomes and
one-half the father's;
therefore, as Ms. Leng im-

properly construes, the unborn
child is not merely a part of

the "same one person" but a

part of another as well.

The unborn child is a

unique creation unable to be

repeated.

Now let us go back to the

3<ML
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society as any other persecuted

group has, doesn't mean they

aren't human beings.

Let's look beyond this irra-

tionality and not become
slaves to a historically popular

view.

Ruth Thompson
' Senior

English
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FREE PRINTER WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM!

• 2 FLOPPY DRIVES $1 595
• 10 MB HARD DISK— $2095
• 20 MB HARD DISK $2195

LEADING EDGE ^^
Authorized Retail Dealer

. PRICE INCLUDES:
Free 80 CLM Printer, monitor keyboard. 640K
RAM, graphics, color board. FREE word-

processor, database, spreadsheet, communica-
tions software PLUS M/S-DOS & Basic.

Leading Edge and Model D Are Registered

Trademartis of Leading Edge Products Inc

AT&T 6300 PC AND FREE PRINTER*

$1995
PRir P

('WITH PURCHASE OF COMPLETE SYSTEM)

INCLUDES: FREE 80 CLM PRINTER, MONITOR,

rAL i FOR BEST PRICES ON KEYBOARD 640K RAM. MS-DOS. BASIC.

^mo '^fo 'm^^NniuRAVO^s
^^^^ ^^.^^

PLUS FREE SOFTWARE PACKAGE.

INCLUDING SUNDAY
10AM-7PM

AT&T
COMPU DYNAMICS
IO66V2 S. La Cienega, L.A. (V2 block south of oiympic)

(213) 854-1104
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AMPLICON FINANCIAL
AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE
OF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT. IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INC.

MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTESTGROWING CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.

IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED, RNANCIALLY MOTIVATEDrfiNERGETIC, AND AN
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITinN FOR YOU. THIS
POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIP-

MENT RNANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES.

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION,
PRICING. PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SAL^S JECHNIQUE.

COMPENSATION IS SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD, AND
THEREAfTER, $22,500/YEAR- COMMISSION.

IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS, AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS, PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TO: :-^

:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER
VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

2020 E. FIRST STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
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FOR USED SPORTING GOODS

BUY • SELL • TRADE
ENCORE SPORTS (81 8)348-881

3

QUALITY PREOWNED
SPORTING GCX)OS 22702 VENTOflA BLVD

WOODLAND HILLS
• EXERCISE EQUIP • SCUBA •

TIRED? SICK OF MIDTERMS? NEEt) A BREAK?

DANCE!
ISRAELI DANCING ^

NO CAFFEINE, ALL NATURAL IN-

GREDIENTS (FUN), GUARANTEED
TO PERK YOU UP!* -

WHEN? 7:30 TONIGHT
WHERE? 900HILGARD

HOW MUCH? FREE TO UCLA
students w/ID

AllJ it's cheaper than coffoc*^

ij

SPONSORED BY JSU

NOTICE
TO

UCLA STUDENTS
The SEKONIC L398 Studio
Deluxe Light IMeter
(recommended by UCLA Film School)

Is on special pricing to UCLA
STUDENTS ONLY
Retail $99

NOW ONLY $68.95

Limited time offer! Limited stock on
hand! HURRY!

OTHER OUTSTANDING STUDENT DEALS!

DARKROOM
Developing Tank w/ 2 reels $11 .99

Dial Thermometer as low as ^4.95

MOUNT BOARD
8x10, 11x14, 16x20

25% OFF

ORIENTAL PAPER IN STOCK
Up to 70% OFF Discount for UCLA Students

Camera Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fii. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pin
(213)208-5150

Parking vabdated at Allied it Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchaM.
Valid UCLA ID required for maximum discount.
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FILMS

Times* is more like the worst of times
By Jacqueline Forsythe

There's a typo in the title of

the new Robin Williams' film.

The Best of Times. Yes, that

puppy should read. The Worst

of Times. At any rate, that's

how you'll feel (at least for the

first half of the film) after

wasting two hours of valuable

midterm study time and six

dollars. This film drags so

slowly during its first hour
that if you happen to nap off

for a while, you won't miss a

thing.

The premise is simple and
pleasant enough — What
would you do if you could
relive a time in your life that

you really botched up. But in-

stead of choosing a substantial

incident, the film plunges
straight into the juvenile. It's

theme revolves around a sorry

excuse for a man (Robin
Williams), who while in high
school, dropped a . crucial
football pass from his team's

Floating around in this

rather loosely tied screenplay

i.^ a subplot focusing on the

ails of women whose husbands

are hopelessly addicted to

Monday Night Football. The
wives of Williams and Russell

take their frustrations to the

extreme and threaten to leave

their husbands, which then

provides the film with the rest

of its subplot — the two hus-

bands' attempts to get thieir

wives back. Since you already

know the predictable outcome
of this plot, this idea is really

quite boring.

While Robin Williams does
his usual share of overacting

(the only surprise is that he
doesn't spout "Na-noo, na-
noo"), Kurt Russell is superb.
He's quite believable as the

debt-ridden, beer-bellied
former star quarterback who
now survives by working on
vans. Unfortunately, he's one
of the few things to recom-
mend about the movie.

star quart e rback (Ku r t Once the Him lindF^tr
Russell). Thirteen years later^

he reunites the two teams so
that he might right his past
wrong.

RECORDS

stride. The Best of Times isn't

all that bad. Too bad they
can't just cut out the first 60
minutes. Robin Williams and Kurt Russell act like football players

_v^

•-r

The Bangles present a dimmer ^Different Light
By Tony Aarons, Staff Writer

The Bangles: Different Light;
Columbia. The Bangles are a
band in transition. Their new
album Different Light has
tracks that represent a new
pop style and others that are
reminiscent of their earlier
albums' '60s style. But, with a
few exceptions, this mixture
has produced an all too forget-
table album.
Songs like "Manic Monday,"

which was written by Prince,
and "Walking Down Your
Street" have pop dance themes
that ought to have high
schoolers buying the album in
droves, but which don't quite
work musically. The problem
with "Manic Monday," for ex-
ample, is it sounds like a

slowed down version of
Prince's ^4999."

These new dance tunes
were completely absent from
the Bangles' two previous ef-

forts. Their earlier albums
featured a '60s psychedelic

style that had lots of great

harmonizing.
The new album has a ifew

songs that are similar to

earlier Bangles work. "Walk
Like An Egyptian" sounds a

lot like the better stuff on the

Bangles debut EP. "Return
Post" and "If She Knew What
She Wants" use good har-

monies similar to the Bangles

last album All Over The
Place.

The thing that makes these

songs work, more than
anything else, is the actual

vocal work put into the songs.

The group's best feature has
always been, and still is, the

quality of their voices.

That, too, is changing. The
group's singing duties are be-

ing placed more firmly on
Susanna Hoffs' shoulders than
ever before. Previously Vicki

and Debbi Peterson had
shared the singing equally
with Hoffs. Now Vicki's lead

vocal appearances are reduced
and Debbi has only one song.

The slack is being picked up
by bassist Michael Steele, who
along with Hoffs makes a

much more physically, if not

vocally, attractive front for

the band.
By abandoning the band's

previous vocal strengths on
Continued on Page 20

The Bangles: Michael Steele, Vicki Peterson, Susanna Hoffs, and Debbi Peterson [New Model Army
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Crayons Bar & Grill spells fresh, artsy fun
By Allegra Mancuso

What do Godzilla,
Frankenstein and George
Orwell all have in common?
Each one is the name of a
main dish served at Crayons
Bar & Grill in the Westside
Pavilion.

Crayons offers fine Califor-
nia cuisine at moderate prices.

Burgers and sandwiches range
between $4.00 and $6.00.
$5.00 will buy a delicious

boneless chicken breast sand-
wich with avocado, jack
cheese and french fries
("R2D2").

Steak, fresh seafood and
meal-size salads (based on
chicken, seafood, • pasta or
greens) are also available,
prices ranging between $5.00
and $8.00 for filling portions.

The warm chicken salad with
nuts and veggies, at $6.75, is

not only appetizing but a full

meal in itself ("The Day The
Earth Stood Still").

^ The food at Crayons is

fresh, healthy and fun. Amus-
ing names are attached to

every dish, making the menu
humorous to read. "Godzilla"
is a club sandwich , "Frankens:_
tein" is a swiss cheese stealf
sandwich on a French roll,

and "George Orwell" is a
mushroom and swiss cheese
burger. "Lord of the Rings" is

a basket of onion rings, "The
Swarm" is deep fried chicken
wings with Louisiana hot
sauce, and "THX-H38" is

UCLA NIKKEI STUDENT UNION

PRESENTS

WEEK
"»

Artist Tony Mack and a dinosaur he designed at Crayons Bar 6 Grill (Mack is the one wearing the sweater). CHRISTINE ROTHMAN

pasta salad primavera.
The interior structure of

Urayons almost overshadows
the food. Manager Janan
Hilali refers to the decor as

"underground meets West
L.A." Black lights cast an
eerie glow on multi-colored
walls and floors, suspended
godzillas, enormous dinosaurs,

mesh, plastic toy collages.

silver-leaf walls and a

-simulated lava covered floor.

The designers of the restau-

rant, art connoisseurs David
Gurian and Judith Chorub,
along with eight Los Angeles

artists, have created a* 1990s/-

sci-fi/punk/funk/beyond Hard
Rock cafe-type atmosphere.
It's worth a trip to Crayons
just for the.visual experience.

Refering to the decor, Crayons is open between
Gurian fixplained,"The artists the hnnrs nf 11:30 am and.
were like actors: We gave
them a script and they took it

from there."

Loud new wave dance
music contributes to " the
"hang-out," underground club

atmosphere. There is a full

bar, and al fresco dining.

12:00 arn Sunday Through
Thursday, and until 2:00 am
Friday and Saturday nights.

"Peak" hours require a $5.00
minimum per person. Crayons
is located at 10800 West Pico
Boulevard m Los Angeles. For
reservations call 475-0970.

Over 40 years ago, the civil rights of an entire people were stripped away
from them. During World War II, the United States government uprooted
Japanese Ameficans^F^m thefecommunities and imprisoned them^^ia desolate=

concentration camps. The UCLA Nikkei Student Union's Week of Remem-
brance is a program that encourages the campus community and the general
public to learn about a tragic and embarassing chapter in American history.

These events are not sufficiently recognized in our high school and college cur-

riculum. More importantly, the Japanese American internment during Worid War
II must be understood and remembered by all, so we can insure that American
citizens will never be denied their civil rights again.

f

VALENTINE'S DAY IS THREE DAYS AWAY
4PM -^TODAY IS THE DEADLINE FOR

VALENTINES DAY
the Dally Bruin
Make Someone Happy.

c^'i^
<^^<f

/

Come to The Daily Bruin

Classified Window TODAY!!

^ We're open 9am to 4pm
at 112 Kerckhoff Hall

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1986 THROUGH FRIDAY, February 21, 1986

"INJUSTICE REMEMBERED": THE PICTORIAL ACCOUNT OF
THE JAPANESE AMERICAN CONCENTRATION CAMPS

TKis exhibit will feature the photographs ofToyo Miyatake taken durinj^ .

his intemmentati:he Manzanar Relocation Camp during WWII.
In cooperation with UCLA Cultural Affairs,

Kerckhoff Art Gallery, Kerckhoff Hall

Open from 8:00 am - 8:00 pm.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1986

"UNFINISHED BUSINESS"

This film, by Stephen Okazaki, tells the compelling story of three men who

fought for their civil rights by refusing to be imprisoned in the camps.

12:00 pm: Ackerman Union, 2nd Fl. Lounge

6:30 pm: Rolfe Hall, Room 1200

WEDNESDAY, February 19, 1986 v

"INJUSTICE REMEMBERED" Voices from Three Perspectives

i

i

Place your order over the phone|

(witti Visa or Master Charge),

by calling (2131825.2222

A speaker's forum featuring Frank Emi, a draft resister who fought for his

inalienable rights; Aikso Herzigy a former internee who is now an authority

on the relocation camp experience; Dale Minami, an attorney who

represented Fred Korematsu in his successful bid to have his conviction of

violating Executive Order 9066 overturned.

12:00 pm: Ackerman Union, 2nd H. Lounge

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the PAB

->
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»]»194»COURSE
*FOR SPRING QUARTER*

CED 104: ''URBAN PLANNING
AND THE AMERICAN CITY"
ID* 21000 - TH. 6-9 pm - Botany 325
CED office: 80 Powell Library

••••••••••••••••••••••**»*************<i^

Don't Clown
Around

Advertise

in the

Daily

Bruin

rstt25 2161|

^•^Xjrv^^i.^

.^o» J^
tc<^V^4421 Sepulveda BlvdAo^e^*

*>*'oP'*\ Culver City 391-6217^^1o<^^

EVERY DROP COUNTS
Do Something this quarter that really counts

Give Blood.

SIGN UPS NOW AT:

Bruin Walk, North & South Campus

FOR MORE INFO:

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE

student Welfare Commission
KH312B 825-7586

FEB. 24-28
• AHENTION CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS: DONATE THE MOST PINTS AND WIN THE RRST

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE CHAMPION'S CUPI

I

Supported by: Bruin Belles. Circle K. PANHELLENIC, BRUIN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

.Tl^^l^^'

• 11

UCLA
CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

Presents:

^ "DARK EX
X) A FILM BY:

WEDNESDAY ^fff^ S CAAS
FEBRUARY 12thB^ M^ LIBRARY

US"

IVERSON WHITE

2:00 pm (1232 CAMPBELL HALL)

T-"" M ' '
' ^^ac
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Bruin Arts Guide

ART

Wight Gallery Hours: Tues. 11 a.m. -8 p.m., Wed.-

Fri. 11 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat.-Sun. U5 p.m. Closed Mon.

Info. 825-9345
V, /

MUSIC \

Wednesday, February 12

Noon Concert: Undergraduate Composers Association

12:00 noon, Schoenberg Hall

F|IEE.

Wednesday, February 12

Steven Mayer, Piano (Faculty Recital)

8:00 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

$3 (students, faculty, staff, senior citizens); $5

(general)

Friday, February 14

Margaret Chen, Piano, and Debra Ellis, Violin

(Junior Recital)

12:00 noon, Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall

FREE.

Friday, February 14

Laura Koenig, Flute, and Toni White, Piano (Junior

Recital)
'

4:00 p.m., Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall

FREE.

^

i"

Tuesday, February 18

SOUND PRISM: Spectrum of New Music
.

8:00 p.m. Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall

FREE.

Wednesday, February 19 .

Mu Phi Epsilon (Noon Concert) UCLA

^

Chapter of the national music fraternity.

12:00 noon, Schoenberg Hall

FREE.

For further info on any of these concerts please call

the Music Dept. at 825-4761.

MP/TV

Friday, February 14 .-> ~

The Cuba Film Festival

Ginger Varney, LA Weekly, guest speaker

4:30 p.m., Melnitz 2534 —

—

'—

FREE

THEATER ARTS

Wed.-Sat., Feb. 12-15

"Fools" conceived and directed by Tom Orth
8 p.m.. The Little Theater, MacGowan Hall

$3 (students, faculty, staff), $5 (general)

The Arts Guide is for all students. If you have any
information about an event/presentation in the Col-

lege of Fine Arts, please submit info to TASC, The-
ater Arts Student Committee, Dept. of Theater Arts

and MP/TV, MacGowan Hall, UCLA.
i

Deadline is Monday morning of every week.

'

^^''-^-^^^^^^^'-^^^'^^^'-'-'-^^'-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

New Model Army
Continued from Page 17
most of the new LP, the
Bangles have created a work
that is mostly quite forget-

tahle. It swavs unevenly he-
tween the new dance stuff and
their older style.

Until the Bangles either
return to their roots or wholly
accept Prince as their musical
mentor they will make few
new fans and several more er-

ratic albums.

By Jack Dubowsky

New Model Army: No Rest for

the Wicked; Capitol. Just
when you thought no one
cared ahout the poor and the
heroin addicts anymore . . .

It's been a while since The
Clash and U2 invaded our
shores, but someone thinks it's

time for more tough British

protest rockers. And who
couJd be more tough and
revolting than a band that
takes its name from Oliver
Cromwell's shock troopers?
Remember, Cromwell was the
skinhead who executed the
king and made himself dic-

tator in the 17th century.

Continued on Page 21

Records
Continued from i

New Model Army's mini-LP

Vengeance made it to the top
' the British indie charts in

V 1984 and aroused major

label interest. The trio ap-

peared on the British "Top of

[he Pops" TV show in May
1985 sporting T-Shirts bearing

the slogan, "Only Stupid

Bastards Use Heroin."
"Bastards," of course, was

censored with strips of tape.

They were also the first band

to appear totally live on TV in

years.

Much like the Clash, New
Model Army is heavily into

British politics. They are so

obsessed that N.M.A. guitarist

Slade the Leveller's one-track

lyrics make little sense to this

Yank. Although the lyrics'

subtleties and political view-

point may escape Americans,

the music is still enticing.

Driving but thin, their

sound isn't bad for a three

man band, considering Slade

puts more effort into his lyrics

than into his sparse guitar

playing. He enunciates clearly

since the words are very im-

portant to the band, and
Slade has the obligatory strong

lower class British accent so

typica l and fitting to this vein

of rock.

Hey, but never mind Slade's

guitar, there's Jason "Moose"

Harris on lead bass guitar.

.Hear Jason doing his impres-

sion of John Entwistle on

speed on "Drag It Down."
Yeah, the boy can play fast,

but without much style or ex-

pression. To fill in the empty
spaces in the trio's sound, the

bass usually has a fat, trebly

tone, which is effective.

Nevertheless, the songs are

all skillfully structured: there's

a lot more to them than verse

/ chorus / verse / chorus.
They build, climax, and anti-

climax with a variety of

breaks and bridges. This is

especially evident on the
dramatic cuts "Grandmother's
F'ootsteps," and "No Rest," the

single and title track.

New Model Army is more
AOR than KROQ fare. But
hey, there's a time to dance,
and a time to bitch about
heroin and British politics.

Good for Jam fans. Lyrics

meaningless, to us at least.

Good drums, straightforward
rhythms. Bass all over your
listening room.

Qoc^Ug] daily bruin Wednesday, fetxuary 12, 1986
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TAKEANOTHER
LOOK

Student to Student: a time to share
life values & vision. We invite you
to our community to take another
look at Christianity during Lent.

Coupon Coupon

*

WED: 12;30 Feb 19, 26, Mar 5, 12
mass at noon (includes soup)

ACKERMAN rin2412

THURS EVE: 7:00 Feb 13, 20, 27, Mar 6, 13

UNIV, CATHOLIC CTR. 840 HILGARD
-Member of URC-

CALL 208-5015
For More Info

a

Coupon

O
o
c

O
o
c

3

Discount On Any
GIANT Sepi's
Submarine Sandwich

a

Across From Lot 1

10968LeConte

(213) 208-7171

\%% Coupon •••• Coupon

MON, TUES, WED
6 pm-close

SPECIAL!
Small Sub And
Small Drink $2.50

with coupon
J

9
c

o
o
c

k

Coupon

^ Sieved
A fust name in ice cream j^

— ASH
I

WEDNESDAY
Today's

Mass Schedule:

On Campus: 1 2 Noon on Wednesday
outside in the Schoenberg Quad

8

8:00 AM
5:30 PM
7:30 PM

4:30 PM

University Catholic Ctr
- 840 Hilgard

Lutheran Chapel

(Strathmore and Gayley)

Further information please call 208-5015

Tiember of university religious conference-
>scocooe iXX^

WHY MESS WITH THE REST,
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE

BEST?

T

COME INTO STEVE'S TODAY,
FOR A FREE TASTE OF OUR
INCREDIBLY CREAMY RICH,
HOMEMADE ICE CREAM!

Also try our famous MIXINS! We mix in

our delicious candy, nuts and fresh fruit

right in front of your eyes to create a

heavenly treat!

ICE CREAM BY ANY OTHER
NAME JUST WOULDNT BE

STEVE'S

10918 LECONTE AVE.
WESTWOOD

208-1309
(Across from UCLA's main entrance)

I
f

i

I

i

Men & Womertls
halrstyiing

Layer Cutting * Perms

Student Discounts

Open

NEARSIGHTED?7

rfial^c 'Qtiplrig^ ik
. .. crz'^

10011 iattit>sl Iswsiitte

Westwood Village

Tor Appt 208*620^

CX/tZ MEDICAL
tl Y in supqiCAL

CENTER
A MEDICAL OROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-

thalmoiogist specializing in contact

lenses & radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J. KEYES, M.D>

Orthalniologist/Eye Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optometrist/ CL. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

Look no further,

THEKEYES
PLAN #1

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

$U9 ic EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LENC'iSiBd.LO} 04)

^QC%it BAUSCH^ LOME
rnO" COMPLETE DAILY WEAR (xrftHMn)

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR & SUNGLASSES

• Price includet: FREE EXAM, GUucoir^ Tert,

CARE Kit, fitting, training & 2 months follow-up.

Here^s the answer***

MYOPIA PLAN.
PLAN #2

MYOPIA SURGERY
(Price oi contati lenses may be applied to RK. Surgcrv

Radial Keratotomy give5 many people excellent vi

sion without contacts or glasses. Th** 20 minute

painless micro-surgical prcceHure consists of placing

tmy spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved vi

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this exciting.

new procedure call the Marshall Kcyes office for an

appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404

^
JUUIUUU
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V. Classified

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

EDUCATION
SERVICES

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

AFRAin .OF SPEAKING IN CLASS OR IN PUBLIC.'???

WANT TO IMPROV t YOl 'R COMMUNICAIION SKILLS????

WANT TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS IN A FUN WAY????

SOLUTION: TOASTMASTERS
This is an mtrrnationallv famous urganizatiun whose members learn by doing in a

supportive environment of friends and at their own pace

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Meetlngi- Mcxyjoy, Ackermon
74K). 12:10-1:20, Wedrwsdoys,

NeuropsychlatTtc Instttute CA^8.
12:iai:20. For alcoholics or irv

dMduali who hav« a drMdrx}

problem. 850O644 or 475-8368

THIS NONPRORT CiROUP provides a time-tested program, educational materials, and

guidance and it's incredibly inexpensive

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $lO/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

WHERE:

WHEN:

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 100

Wednesday, February 12. 1986

Noon to 1 :30pm

WHY:
4

;» V

FOR FUN
FOR GROWTH
FOR YOURSELF

FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS COME TO THE PLANNING MEETING
OR -. -S. ^ -

^

CONTACT IVAN GERSON, UCLA Alum and Able Toastmaster'

826-8192 or 477-8501

AlraUWi
VouiiMdT*

Anoi^proAt, itudmt-ivn Club

LEARN by dotaf at yow PACE
cooic to DEMONSTRATION-

PLANNING MEETlNG-i&rckhoff H«D

IS. 4(XKiioon to 1 :30 poi Feb 12, 1986

. or contact Ivan Gerton 477'4M1

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
ianguages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship Uehara

(818)840-8638.

MICHAELANN. Hope you have the hap-

piest birthday! Love. Your Bro and Sis

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup
port group 8pm Tuesdays Women's
Clinic 9012 Olympic (213) 858-3021

Nancy

CUSTOM T-SHIRTS
svvEAistuais

(anything)

orjAny Organization^

Low Prices

Fast Service
208-4908
208-4806

tHE ANYTHINqt
COMPANY

Located in

Westwood Village

VALETINES, DAY WITH BRUCE RARE
VIDEOS AND AUDIO $2 DRINKS $5
COVER 21 PLUS FOOTSIES.
PASADENA 9PM-2AM (818)449-4053.

^^ ir*

i,'

%

•
•

ZBT LITTLE

^ SISTERS:

f! Come party with

Cupid and The Bros

as we welcome in

Valentine's Day
1986.

Than. 10:00

(wings and arrows

v^>». optional)
^
^..^r;;:^

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
1«^, MMtlVlHi.

J*^>
THETAXI

Si

E«li
II

SPORTS
TICKETS.;...... 5

ICE Hockey Fans- Catch 10 prime games
at the Torum. (IncI Kings vs. Edmonton.
Montreal. & Quebec). $50 for students.

Call Bob Fisher at 4 1 2-5000 ext . 34 1

.

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
•DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT "BRUIN PRa
GRAM. " (8ie)88(M407. (813)880-4361.

GOOD DEALS 7 MISCELLANEOUS 9

FREE haircut Need straight hair models
for haircut class at JAPSS Hair Salon. Call

Masakoat2/i 1653.

"Can you sue a Tobacco Company?"
Bumper sticker. $2. Gidrnark, 3060-1

Channel Dr Ventura, CA. 93003.

10S84WflybumAve.
LA.90024

MMJS-tOOKS-OIFTS
M-W 10o-9:30p; Th-Saf. lOo-llp; Sun, 2-6

20t-M92

WANTED: Beauty contestants. Great
prizes for winnir>g smiles Place; Univer-

sity Hilton lnfo-(213)969-2261

.

PERSONAL 10

UNIVERSITY of Toronto graduates- The
University of Toronto alumni are hosting a
diruier to honor Dr. Connell, President of

the University of Toronto, on February 28;

for information call Lois O.Brien. Alumni
President (2 1 3)858- 1 093.

VALENTINE DAY SPECIAL. SERENADE
YOUR LOVE. WIRE-A-TUNE SINGING
TELEGRAMS 370^855

y^Hope you've

f^g^^ recovered

>^ ,J*rom the KA
Squadron's
attack on

Monday night!

We had an
earth-shaking
time dancing
with you-0S's
are a blast!

Love, the KA -^

Raiders ./)A

...t^n

JM
..S1S.«

«7«

..J7.»

TIM

OCAOUNC

MmIm'

UoHm 11} brcMI ItaH

l9 CSHuMNIIf r1«M li

•f IM IM-

Tfw ASUCIA Communicjions Bovd lutty supporll ffw

l>*>«fslly ot CaWorn^'s poicy on non disrrt(rtn«llon

No iTMdKMn sM-acctpt atfvfritatments «tiich presant

persons of any ortgfn. net. riloion. sen. « mximi
onenutwn m i (Jemunmg way. m imply Nut Vwy an
hmitod 10 cerlM) posiltons caoaNitto*. -otes «
sUtus in socKly Httthtt ttw Oariy Bfu<n iw me'
ASUCLA Co«T«nunKaiions Boant has nNvsOoaM any
of »t senrtcet adverltsao or t&tvtistn reptcMnM «
Ote isaie Any person befwvmg that an artveftsement
m »>« «soe viotates tta Board'^ polH;y on non
(jRcrinnnalofi staled herein shouW conwiooicate
comptiWi m «iniin« in the iusmnL Manager. OaMy
Brum 306 Westwood PWa, KH 11? Los Angeles CA
90»4 For assistance wtiT housmg drscnimiation
onMtm ca« Ifie UCl A Mpusing Office a! 8?M491
(V calihe Wesls«lc fair Mouswig Office at 475-9671
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PKRSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL, 10

AMD

yMTf

<Mt a Nytr J«k tUs part

TkaalDi f«r an yaar UH

ImutitUn

DEE ZEES:
Be on the lookout
-for o AZ Dude
on ttie loose!

Could it be
possible we might

find him on
Wednesday?
Good Luck!!

Don't forget!

Wed 5:30pm

Lecture Notes are the perfect

Midterm Review
A S U C L A LECTURE NOTES
A-Lovel. Ackennan Union. M-Th. 7:45-6:30: Fri. 7:45^; Sat. 10-5: Sun. 12-5
tecrufe NolBS and Problem SoMng GiMas aro copyrlghfd by ASUCtA.

^ Study Paks

CURE MIDTERM ELUES
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for
Chemistry, Economics, and Psychology classes.
Available only at the Lecture Notes counter located on A-level, Ackermon Union.
Lecture t^tes and Problem Solving Guides are copyrlgtited by ASUCLA.

Dana Althouse
Tobrene Bankhead
Laura Barnard
-Cgcilia Bauknight--

Dana Curtis

Jennifer Daft
Stacy Damron
Clare DeBriere

^«m An
Joanne Szabo
Stacy Sears
Annie Seawright
-Jill Semke

\

Dina Bernstein

Lisa Bresky
Jill Butsko
Cathy Byrd
Katherine Cameron
Rosalind Cosgrove
Michelle Cossette

Jaqueline Crawford
Sharin Crogg

Kira Mathur
Dawn McCoy
Julie Mendoza
Leslie Niskar
Pamela Pacelli

Angeli Piroutek
Barbry Quinn
Felkna Reed
Cynthia Richburg

Patricia Smock
Danae Spinks
Kathryn Werner
Patrice Wagonhurst
Kristy Duncan
Kelly Faucett

Amy Frye
Lisa Garrod
Catherine Goedecker

Stephanie Gomes
Lisa Gordy
Cindy Grober
d.esiey Hudson —
Jenny Hurwitz
Jody Hutcheson
Alexandra Javer
Devorah Lefkowitz

Suzanne Leider

Tina Liao

Lauren Loscialpo

Wendy Lynch

Valentines
BallcMin Bouauets

50% OFF
Bruin Special
UCLA Students,

Faculty, and Staff

^. •• r-

\.

%allron$
n- things

t

^ / (213) 026-2590ks

;oi7 wiiiSHipr Bi»o •stiiti los • w ios*NGnrs c»»oo?s

PHI ETA SIGMA FELLOWSHIPS
For the 1986-87 academic year the National council of Phi Eta Sigma will

award nine SIOOO arxl thirty $500 fellowships for graduate study.

Any MEMBER of Phi Eta Sigma who was or will be graduated in the '85-'86 |
academic year and plans to enter graduate or professional school in Fall *

1986. is eligible. Applicants are judged on scholastic record, evidence of ^.

ability and potential success in choseh field, recommendations, arxJ need. I
Applications are available from 2224 Murphy Hall and must be recieved at the J

National Headquarters of Phi Eta Sigma by MARCH 1, 1986. 5

Happy 21st

Birthday, Ken
I miss youi
Love, Roc

»r^"

£t

J«anln« (All *
Randy (LN).

What a couple!

What a kiss!

Congratulatkxis on your

plnntng

Wo love ya.

The Dee Gees

t INTERESTED IN MEETING
NEXT YEAR'S

t FRESHMEN AND TRANSFERS?

¥

Orientation Phone Callers Needed.

Applications Available

in A-316 Murphy
For Info: 206-6685

t

BETA
LITTLE SISTER

VALENTINE'S DAY
PARTY

THURSDAY 9:00

Buy your VALENTINE SINGING .^
TELEGRAM today...

.V >>•»

.TOB Big Bro's!

^ See you at

: dinner tonight, 5:OOIi
Coat& Tie ^•

& Something ^
red. Don't C^

forget your "

ValentinesI ^^.^

IV

?¥¥»¥¥^^^J»»»»»»»¥¥¥V¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^»^»^^^^^^

JMMIS, SEnMS,AHWANATES
Ghre yoindfmm credit, sigi ip

for a Vba/Nutercardud otkerHm
credit cards H-ff-F 9aii-4pB at the

VeitwNd StirfciHPMM^ CrHtt

inlM (loated beUid Kerckhoff HaU)

Ho enploynent reqoired!!!

90% acceptance rate

I
.C^

P
and send them to your LOVE, your ym

^^' MOM or your ffriend.Pick them up on /q^

„< Bruin Walk or at the EXPO center, -^^

located in Ackerman Union next to

the Travel Service. '<7

^ii^:!!:p:^A<:p^<y.'^:^:^\o^^^i:/!:?;^^

To tk€ aw€MMiic€ €i apt St5:

We want to have an

exchange with you

real soon, so fire up!

Here's to many more
wild times ahead!

Kehon Love,

IkafaKarMHblc

RESEARCH S^^^J^
SUBJECTS 12 SUBJECTS, 12

DONORS needed for off-campus spem)

b»nk Up to SlOOAveek. MiixKities en-

coufaged. Call SS^-3270 fof appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the Universtty Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatmer)t is free. Receive $100

reimtHjrsement. (213)206^723.

—4-

MALE Research subiects needed 18yrs

and older. K/ledical center research project

involving smaH anrKMjnts of radioactivity

and scaning of the brain or heart. Blood

samples may be drawn. $50/5 hers. Call

8 2 5-7701

- LOST 17

LOST-2/5- Tricolor QoW Braided BrK^eM
w/Heart. Qreat Sentimental Value.
RewardlH Doris: (2l3)a6»'7»17.

REWARD! 1-

SPERM donor

Clinic. 820-0377.

wanted. FOE Medical

use basitet-

baN garm m^ Hl^Srd, lirtM gold Seilto

watch. Se«Tttmeiflii virtue. aiSM36-9e20

'.1

X.

i

i

Wj

H M.'msmJLM-"' u*-^^^""'
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SPERM DONORS 19 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 INTERNSHIPS 34

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated Call

Victor 273-2463.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models (or haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

Cmrnnunlcittoiis skills

worfobop. BtcoiiM

mora isstrthft nid

self-cMfldtnt

6 Monday •voiilRgs:7:0a4:30

BtglRS 2-24-86 $86.00

389-1421 For RosorvaHon

DR. SOMERS, CONTACT
LENS SPECIALIST
UCLA DISCOUNT

COMPUTERIZED EYE EXAM
WILSHIRE & FEDERAL'

478-OS96 *

OPPORTUNITIES 26

DRIVER/bodyguard. reliable, non-sntraking,

needed part-time Must have owr> car.

Live near Hollywood Hills. (213)466-8434.

DRIVERS needed. 21. valid California

Driver's License, proof of insurance, DMV
report. Van or truck, late model.
TGI Fridays. 2-4pm, 822-9052, Allen.

EARLY morning childcare Female/driver

preferred Near campus. Great pay.

Responsible, dependable 475-5723.

ENTRY-level bookkeeper. A/P. general

ledger, Pacific Palisades resident prefer-

red. (818)573-5003, Sandi.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-

pointment, ask for Gk>ria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student

preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

Call(2l 3)550^)950 ask for Teena.

GENERA^, office person needed for Art

Publisher Part-time: flexible. Light typing,

light phones. Cell Linda or April at 930-

2410.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
,8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM, 2WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN. WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING 826-7000.

HOST/Hostess. Part-time. Evening shifty.

Experience necessary. Need good per-

sonality and proper attire. Apply in person

at Ruth's Chris' Steak House. 224 S. Bev-

erly Dr.-Beverly Hills. Mon.-Fri. 3-5pm.

IMMEDIATE openings: Valet parking at-

tendants. Redondo Beach area. $5-7 hr.

Will train EOE/M/F/H. (714)840-5857.

INTERN tor Women in Film Committee to

help co-ordinate new award. Call Linda

Soger (213)838-2616

FUTON business for sale, r>ear t)each, 3

yrs. old, profitable, affordable, inquiries

welcome. Must sell. (213)398-0534. ,

OPPORTUNITIES 26

The Making OfA
" t I

Successful Executive.
You're a talented and aggressive risk-taker, and you're ool afraid

to put yotirself — and your ideas — into the line oi fire. If you're

looking for a company that shares your sense of adventure and
can provide the resources and experience to support your creative

energy, consider MACY'S.

MACY'S California invites you to participate in what is widely
regarded as one of the best executive development programs in the

nation, a program termed the "Harvard of Retailing ' by a

renowned national business journal.

Your career path will provide for both store management and
buying. You'll learn how to take risks, and how to gain the

cooperation of other people.

Plus, a retail career with Macy's involves marketing, economics,
forecasting, and finance. We prepare you for success in all of .

retail's disciplines so you can nave the confidence to set strategy

and maximize opportunities.

Opportunity for rapid advancement is unlimited. Your Macy s

career will move further and taster, often reaching the senior

executive level in three to five years.

Our recruiters will be on your campus Tuesday, Feb. 18 from
11:00 am to 1:00 pm in Rooms 1180 & 1182 in the Placement
Center (Information meeting) and Feb. 1*? & 20 for interviews. To
tmd out how you can participate in our success at MACY'S
Cdlifcrnia, sign up with your placement office or contact our Col-
lege Relations Manager at: MACY'S CALIFORNIA, College Rela-

tions Manager, 170 O'Farrell Street, P.O. Box 7888, San
Francisco, CA 94120.

An KqujI Opporluniev tmployfr

m a c V s
C A I I f O P N I A

Go Further9 Faster

,

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVE Beverly Hills developer needs

full-time secretary/receptionitt. Heavy
phones, light typing, filing. Roz (213)667-

oww.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months $1205-$1395

covers aN expeneaa. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offael coat. (714)734-7103 day

evening. >

ASSISTANT to President, knitting miN.

great opportunity for advancement. Call

Mr. Behar. (21 3) 23M888. <

*- • Binderv/Runnef tor Print shop $4.50/hr.

Apply in person; 1 1717 W. Pico. WLA.

BUND man needs reader or secretary/

typist to read in person, or a parsiagal. (or

a voHmlaerl) Richard W»6S47.

BLONOE coeds 5'7 and taller needed for

bikini cirfendar. 8howcaaa<21 3)278.7469.

CAMPliS REP. WAWTED-repreeent hot

new product -AEROBIE. Qain marketing.

RP, A sala9 axpartanoa. Contact Andy
EMalman. (4^5)022-3963. ^_
'"CASHIER Wanted. Panama Reds,

days. $3.75-$4.2S. Orsat fun plac« .to

work. Apply In person. Mark or. ptio

(213)62ft-7337. ^ - » >,. '

COUNSELOR-full-time positions now
availat>le at leading residentiai treatment
center for teenage boys. Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits. AFTER-
NOON/EVENING COUNSELOR. NIGHT
COUNSELOR. (eie)347-1326.

CRUISESHIPS hiringi $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii. Workft! Call for guide,

cassette, news servk:el (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DO You Have What It Takes? Can Do
Promottons is now accepting applicatk)ns

for part-time interns tooking for s career

opportunity. CaN Brad Scott at (81 8)997-

3250.

DRfVER/maassngsr! fuN or part time. Fa-

miliar w/grsater LA area. Must have
rsliable economy car. Ilat)ility insurarKse,

copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus s
gsnerous auto aNowanoe. CaN (818)906-

0783:

DRIVERS to deliver ftowers Feb. 13 A
14th. Must tiava own van or stalton wagon.
C^ Margie 208-4000.

"

DRIVER to assist Weelwood mom.
days 38pm. Hours llexibla. 47CM866.

P^v

LAWFIRM needs part-time receptionist. 1-

5:30 pm. M-F. $600/mo. Mr. Howard

273-2458. -.

LICENSED driver wanted to drive church

van Sunday mornings Responsible person

needed, at least 26 yrs. old. $6/hour. Call

459-2358 ^___
LIVE and workin Japan! English teachers

needed for language school
Undergraduate degree required. Call Ms.

Yamazaki:(714) 536-2308 or send resume

to: 305 West Utica. Hunington Beach, Ca
92648.

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly

Hills, call Kozo 277-7045.
.

MOTHER'S helper - flexible afternoons,

possible weekends. Salary negotiable

References required. Call for interview

474-8123.

$$NEED cash? $500/$1000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped

addressed envelope-McManus Enter-

prises. Box 1458/DB. Springfield. OR
97477.

PART Time office work. Japanese
language helpful. 20 hours weekly • hours

flexible. Peter 485-0160.

PART-TIME telemarketing Day shift 9-1

and 1-5. Salary plus commission. Phone

Maureen Healy 462-6350. ^_
PART-TIME driver/clerical Tu.. Thur..

Nsomo. weekends. Must have own car. Cen-

tury City. Marsha 553-1048.

PART-time bookkeeper $10/hr.

Hollywood location. Call Sonya al 851-

8601.

PART-time job. Earn $4-$ 12 per hour on

pfione. own hours, call (213)465-4474.

PART-time telephone solicitor, no selling,

cash paid, 6-8pm, T-W, insurance office

820-4839

PART-TIME iM'^r! Spanish and English.

WLA arc .^mahBi 4pm. (818)784-02

RESTAURANT Reservationist. part-time.

4p.m.-8p.m. Mon -Fri. The Ivy Call David

Lloyd Nelson 274-8303. Fri., Sat. after

10a.m. .

SECRETARY part-time near UCLA, small

office, type 80 wpm. some record keeping

.$lO/hour. 479-8300.

SECURITY authorization agent Immediate

opening for a part-time agent within our

check payment services division. After-

noons, early evenings arid weekends.

Ideal candidate will have excellent verbal

skills, good math aptitude and be detail

oriented. COT exposure a plus Apply in

person 8:30am-1lam M-W or 1pm-4pm

Thursdays. Telecredjt Inc.. 1901 Ave. of

the Stars. Suite 300.

SITT^. Must have car. Afternoons. 2-5

days/wk. Beverly Hills area. Call Brooke at

275-6716.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work please call 452-9616.

STUDENT companion for 8th grade boy

inexchange for private room and bath,

some tx)ard in Beverly Hills home. 468-

4747. Ask for Carol.

TEACHER^-^ides: 1 part-time 8-1. 1 full

time 8-3:30. Supervision and classroom in-

struction. Westwood private school. Call

475-6401

TYPIST, pari-time. will train word process-

ing. 50wpm minimum. Mon-Fri. Steady

work. $6.50/hour. Marina Del Rey. 306-

4625

WANTED: bright, energetic, and in-

dependently minded young person to grow

with a new company - seminar PR.,

marketing, sales, and television produc-

tion Hours negotiable. Salary plus com-

mission. (213)655-9212.

WLA Raquetball and fitness club looking

for an energetic sales-oriented person for

;eption/mern.b©r5hip sales. Early morn-

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT .

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at celebrrty public relations^'

firm. No pay Dut great opportunity to

learn and gam experience.

Call Sonia at (213) 276-6400

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly furnished & utilities

near V.A. Hospital and UCLA bus. No
Kitchen. Available $450/nf>o. 479-5638.

GUESTHOUSE. Bentwood, mountain
viewnearby, $395 plus 3 hours weekly

work. Older male grad. student, foreign

welcome, car. 472-5726.

ONE Bedroom $750: Two bedroom/2 bath

$1 195 Best WLA location Carpet, drapes,

built-ins. fireplace, sunkin tub, view, securi-

ty parlting/build^^

STUDIO. 1 -bedroom. 1 -bedroom with den.

Kelton Towers. 208-1 976.

WESTWOOD prime location furnished

singles and 1-t>edrooms. Patio elevator,

a/c. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485. Managed
by Moss and Company.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 t>edroom, 2 k>ath. Deluxe, small,

modern building. 11675 Darlington, open
house 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$950 2 bedrm apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c. fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED. 50

PaHT-.iME telephone solicitor for high

demand insurance products. Good hourly

rate. Call Sonia at 479-4181
.

PART-TIME secretary, non-smoker, good
with numt)ers. filing, phone work and some
typing. 6-hr day; (213)474-9688.

PART-TIME driver needed. HealthCare

(21 3)838-4420. Ask for Stan or Diane.

PART-TIME retail sales person. Needed
for gournrtet cfKxxHate shop in Brentwood.

Ask for Stacy. 820-7373.

PLEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK. 7:30-8:30 am . 2:30-3:30 pm ,

M-F. MUST HAVE CAR. $50-$60/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS. 275-6447.

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relation persons, part-time, phone
experience.(2 13)854-6491/ 650-2269

Receptk>ni8t: full-time for school office. No
typing. Westwood private scfKX>l. Call

475-6401.

ABT SCHOOT
FuU-time hdp needed

now. Permanent position.

college art student

preferred. Complete
maintenance and
organization of art

supplies, set-ups.

clean-up of classes,

heavy lifting.

M-F 12:30-7:30 pm
Salary open, health

benefits

Only reliable and
consdencious apply

caU: 451-5657

ing houri dvAiiAbid.—Houny pay plus

commission. Please contact Rosemarie

826-6646 after 10am.

WORK-study student needed at medical

center; 10-15 hrs/wk, times flexible. Duties

include secretarial, library and research.

Contact Dr G. Small, ext. 50291

.

$7 PER hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commission. Telecommunications Oppor-

tunity. 4 to 6 hrs. per day. Part-time/

fulltime. Call Mr Davidson 8 a.m.-1p.m.

(213)930-1891

^ WAITRESS
WANTED!!

LUNCH: Mon-Sat
(11:00-3:00)

DINNER: Mon-Sat
(4:00-11:00)
DINNER: Sunday
(4:00-10:00)
Saito-Asakuma

Restaurant
11701 Wilshire Blvd.,

LA 90025
Call 826-0013

Mgr. Aki or Kawal
$bcoo

Well organized individuals

to work as psychiatric/

psychologic research

assistants. PfJ or full-

tinie, on UCLA projects

studying Alzheimer disease

or depresseion in older

adults. Send Initial

statement of interest and

qualifications ASAP to:

R. Neskes M.D . WLA-VA.
Ward 209-A LA, CA 90073

Ll.l.l.l.l.l.<.l^<Lil%^i^*^it^^^,i

EARN QUICK BUCKS
Potential uminp ( l(X) to $200

Thursday through Sunday

Feb. 27-Mych 2

(SS.OO per hour plus overtime if

appicable,and Trainin| Tine is paid)

C ft R aOTHIERS
WAREHOUSE SALE

CULVER cmr
Assist Cashien

Direa customen

Stock Herchandbe

Mustbeava3able4 4days

plUitralningI

Thun and hi.: 3-1 1 pm

snadis providRl

Sat. and Sun.: 7Mn-4pm

MKh provided

neaieai MJKoby
(2l3)SS9-e200

Before Feb 1 1, 1986 for an

appkation and addUonal info

OOQO

^ ATHNTION: OPPORTUNITY ^
Z HOBSON'S ^
Z fine tDiended ice Creams is ¥
^ seeking HIOH ENERGY. ¥
^ HARDWORKINO, ¥
^ ENTHUSIASTIC. RESPONSIBU. f
¥ PERSONABLE indtvkluals who *
M want to grow witti ttie leader in

-¥ freshly rTKxJe Ice Cream.
* Full-tlme/Part-flme. ckjys.

* evenings, weekends. Asst.

^ Monoger Positk>n Avaikible. •^

w Please Apply In person of ¥
^ Hobsons -k

^ 10923Wevtxjm *
^ 208-2233 *
* EOE-M/F *

Fill In yo«r wc«k •
wtth «xtra $$$ {

Immediate openings for •
secretarial skills, typists, {

clerks, receptionists, •
word processors, & ail #

office skiUs. Work by the {
day, week, or month. •

STIVEHS 1
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL i

Call for appointment •
In Westwood 20a-5€56 8

WALK to UCLA- hooray! Furnished

bachelor apartment. Utilities included.

Manager 644 Landfair #201 . 208-2676.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Very clean. 1 bedroont,

carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator. No
pets. S680/montf). Only chargir>g 1 nfK>ntfi ^

rent, security/cleanir>g to move in. 213-

678-6648.

LAUREL Canyon-$450 bacfietor. 2-roofn

cfiarming apartment C/D. No pets.

(213)874-2498.

NEW building , 2 bedroom/2 batfi, 1

bedroom/1 batfi. $800 and up. #475-5402,

#473-5 142(day)

PRIME Westwood Village executive -

apartments. $850 aruJ up. Fireplace, pool,

parking, intercom, air conditioning. 208-

3308.

$950/mo. Venice Beach. 2-bed, den, 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood floors. Refur-

bished. Build-in. Off street parking. 396-
"

1001

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house

surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, ck)se to everything. (818)

785-9865.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE needed to share bdrm. in apt.

near UCLA. $275/nr>o. plus security plus

utilities. 470-7931.

OWN bed/bath in 2-bedroom luxury apart-

ment. Sherman Oaks. Oft freeway. 15 min.

to UCLA. Sherry. (818) 989-3780/(818)

988-8300.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59
SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1. 1966, in excttange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same perkxl>

Call (213)553-3266. ^

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

JOB ^_
OPPORTUNITIES 32

*^--^^**^*-*<^^.,.^*<w^^*^^V

EARN $1000 weekly working part-time at
homel No experience necessary. Rush
self-addreeaed. stamped envek)pe: Info
Mart. 870 HHgard. #220. Lot Angeles.CA
90024. ^^
IBM-PC/PC compatible owners. Work at
home. Software/data management com-
pany needs data entry and software work
for compatibility testAnstnjctkxw dlskeOe
Send $3.00 to Visco Data ManaQoment.
1411 B Diamond Bar Blvd. Sulla lOB-U
Diarrtond Bar. CA. 91 765

-BEAUTIFUL big room/balh. AH fumiahed.
Separate entrance. Between La Cienega A
WHahire. $3S0/mo. (213)936-71 19.

FURNISHED bedroom in large apt. Kitch-

en privileges, sunny paAto. Weatwood area.

R—onable 475-9206.

Hillside home. pool, privale room. Female
student preferred. Share bath with one.

$325 plus 10% utHWea. 828-1537.

own room In 3-bedroom plus ton. Pool,

iacuzzi. parking, security. $344. Aveilabte

a/1/»6. Can StephanWShefrl a37-99e7.

SPACE available for female on sorority

row., 2 aec. from campua. Romm and 16
maaiaNwaak for $290.001 20»6473.

' r

_ '1-

>
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ROOM AND BOARD
FXCHANGE HELP..„62

CHILD CARE 90

•PRIVATE quarters. TV. board, salary. Ex-

change for housework. Couple ok. Bever-

ly Hills. Car necessary 271-9440 after-

noons^ .

ROOM and board and small salary in ex-

change for partial care of 5 yr. old girl and

llgt,t
housework. Beverly Hills (213) 276-

3988."

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE to share Mulholland dorm. No
utilities Includes 14 meals/week. $339.00.

47 1 -0290. Available immediately.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share

beautiful new two bedroom, two bath con-

dominium. Quiet, near campus. $500/

month includes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit . Must see to believel 479-0269

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment.

Walt( Ucia, security building, great room-

mates! Much more! $350/mo. 208-8991

FEMALE roommate wanted to share 2-

bed/den Excellent location near Wilshire/

Bundy. $425/mo. Call Rob 478-7681 after

5pm.

FEMALE roommate: sunny spacious 2

bedrooms, 1 bath March 1st move in. Call

824-2785, Diane.
^~— — -— -- . - -

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share

bedroom m West Los Angeles apartment.

$240/month. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE roommate wanted for large one
bedroom apt Living room, full kitchen,

laundry facilities. Walking distance to

UCLA Strathmore/Veteran. $275.00/month

208-4408.

FEMALE own spacious ^ room, share

bathroom, $325 plus one-third utilities,

move in immediately, Beverly, days 536-

4088,828-5105.

MALE roommate fc Brentwood single

Near shop , bus Furmsed, stove. $250/mo.
569 aftSTBpm:

'

ABYSITTER wanted for 3 month oW. M-F.
4 hrs each day $3/hour. Call 83^4521

.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WARI WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REOUEST "BRUIN PRO-
ORAM. "(81 8) 8804407, (81 8) 8804361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 ...Ask for Ken

LEGAL ADVICE...; 92

ion

PROFESSIONAL lady seeks female
roommate to share luxury condo. $550/

mo non-smoker Nati. daytime: 478-

371 1 ext. 4229. evening: 390-1083.

ROOMATE needed- Furnished house,
fireplace, Jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$300./month (213)743-2376.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman O^s (618)789-6064.

ROOMMATE needed, female grad. student
preferred Fairfax and Melrose area, avail.

March 1st. $300 plus util Call Abby after

7pm wkdays. 658-7211

ROOMMATE needed to share spacious 1

bed apartment in Brentwood. Female.
Non-smoker. $350/mo. Call Jennifer or
Debby 826-7125.

UCLA student needed to share nicely fur-

nished single apartment. 625 Landfair - 10
minute walk to campus. %2A3/mo. Parking.
824-0134.

WANTED: female to share 2-bedroom/2-
bath. Large, beautiful apartment. Safe
area. Terri 839-8473.

Specializinfi in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorruij at Law

• permanent visas
• tempjorafy visas
• naturalization

• asylum/refugee
• vias extensions
• labor certification

• employment
auttiorizations

for appointment
Call

507-1021
Si Habia Espanol
109 E. Harvard

Glendale. CA. 91205

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657. ,
'

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, OHIces
PtoleiHonol Seivice (orPeonutj

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67
WALK to UCLA and Village. 2-bed/2 1/2

bath. Vacant/Owner anxious.
Joyce;Schreiber Realty. 274-2900.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

ENCINO, $950, 2-bedroom, 2-bath, securi-
ty, pool, tennis, prime location. Sue: 825-

0045^818)885^745.

PERSONAL
SERVICES 95

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poteh a deon your hard, semi-soft

orxJ soft contoct lenses wt^ you wolf.

Return your contocts to Uke new" corv

dmoa Feel and see better.

Dr. Vooel. 1132 Westwood Bd. 20S- 3011.

Validated Paflcino-20% Of? With rhto Ad.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyf Special free Intro, serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

TENNIS ...80

FORMER Dutch junior champion teaches
tennis- Also beginners. $15/hr. Telephone:
(213)390-3274.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,

resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

208-4353.

PAINT jobs wanted Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871.1333.

DANCE AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS..82

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE.
POSITIONS OPEN. 4/86-6/86. SPRING
SEASON. POST44IQH SCHOOL EXPERI-
ENCE/COtLEQE LEVELS #213^74-7990.
I505YPEAOUNE 2«««6.

1~

SERVICES SERVICES ~^

OFFERED ...>. 96 OFFERED
TYPINGAVORD

96 PROCESSING 100

r B̂uy Some Film ^
Just For Fun
Campus Photo Studio is your
complete on-campus film sup-
plier. Stock up on rolls for up-
coming birthday parties, dorm
parties, frat & sorority parties,

beach parties, beat USC par-
ties, formal gatherings, dances,
concerts, mardi gras ...

L
ocmqIq

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor KercKhoft Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8-6. Sat 10 3 • 206 8433A

A-PLUS quality word pfoceaaing. IBM PC.
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertationa. one day aervice. $1 .5(ypao*>
WLA, Myung, 397-6344.

AAA CUSTOM EOmNG AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN FOR INFO. (213)450^719.

ABIGAIL Harper: papers expedKioualy arnl

professionally prepared on IBM PC XT/
Laserset Printer. From $2.00. CaN 395-

1052. anytime.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm: SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

390-4588.

noleMionai Witter w4lh BA In

EnGMi wllype and edN tami
popen, ttWMt, acflptt, reaumet.

e etc. Or edmno only. Over 25
* yean eiqseilerioe. We«twood

2 VBooe.M Detoney.

« 824-2S53 or 824-6111

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

PROFESSIONAL editing; term papers,
books, articles, manuscripts, proposals:
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149. .

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES 473-4193.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional Rate
negotiable Call (2 13)474-031 3.

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects

(818)798-8334.

JUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828-4029. 626-6928.

CAN you write cleariy and corKisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates

Cecil Writing and Research Service.

(213)935-7592. ?

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day,7days/week 291-3158.

TUTOR for Calculus, Algebra. Physics and
Engineering. Tutoring at UCLA or nearby.

Reasonable rates, call Frank 512-1503

8am-5pm, 820-5862 evenings and
weekends.

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter science by Ph.D. car>didate in CS.

Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (213)657-4031.

TUTORING- English, history, social

science, German. Experienced tutor. $12/

hour. Call Ninette. (213)454-3975 or 459-

5090.

TUTORING - French, Italian. Patient and
experienced. KkJs to adults. UCLA grad.

Call Lisa: 215-1862.

i PATIENT TUTOR E
{math (arithmetic through Jl

calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS. *
J Engineering, Reading. Gram-

J

J mar. Study Skills. Work with a r
^ tutor who knows the subjectj
* well, and can patiently pres-^

J ent the material in a variety of*

J ways. You will also learn theJ
^ proper way to study toJ
i achieve confidence and self- ^
f reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-*
JtION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-5

6463

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ASTRONOMY TUTOR NEEDED IM-

MEDIATELY! UCLA SENIOR. CALL
BLAIR. (818) 966-5616.

WANTED: Tutor for 12 yr. old boy in Bev-

erly Hills home. Call Art 209-0170 between

7pm-10pm only.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM, 7 days Type,

transcribe. & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 39 1-3622

^

A better paper - Writchand Word Process-

ing. Call Lois 828-8410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects np pro-

blem. Extremely experier>ced. Accurate,

reaaonable. Pk:k-up and driver. Laura.

410-2890.

A-PLUS word prooeaairtg. Xerox 860.

Diaaartatlona. repetitive letters, medk^l
tranacrlptton. Unda (213)2044)047. CaM
HOOIV^pWt.

i<

-*-*-
" >

EjdMmm A Typtag
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically

21S-S96-«19S

RATE!! *

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personai ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovif

(IIZKerckhoff)
for details.

SAY IT WITH
IIMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see! ^Lr"

*- ' /

Somv RfitrictiOMt Apply

i
•^mammmr^^mm
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1PROCESSING 100
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]
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Computer Word
Processing

Theses Dissertions

„ ASHLEY-WELLS A CO

I
(213) 4777593

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? CaJI me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darterw.

EXPERIENCES, term papers, disserta-
tions, etc. on \*ord processor. 201-7486
479-ieieC (818) 780-7022.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388

EXPERT typing at low cost Theses and
disertations. Near central LA Call John
(213)663-5690.

FAST dependable typing^w)rd processing,
$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-
er Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-
tion format. Rush jobs welconie. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses/
resumes/ all iobs welcome. Fast tur-

naround. $1/page. 934-3458. 929-6423
after 6 pm.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/
competitive, Karen/Laurie (213) 470-0933

THESES/Dissertation typing - Revisions
are faster and less expensive on Word
Processing SIMIAN Word Processing
Service specializes in thesis/Ph D typing,
ifipta/f>ovete, resumes, and form tetters
P O Box 85765 LA CA 90072. PH
1213)467-2928.

EUROPE
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!

L»r_l-\

If \ .

.(. 'MA '

ISE/CLUB EUROPA • STI • TOP
DECK • COIMTIKI • AESU

Beach BBQ on a Greek Island • Flamenco show in Spain • Bicycle trip around

Copenhagen • Cruise down the Rhine • Club Med stay on Corfu Island

• Centrally located hotels • All majof sightseeing

• Travel via deluxe motorcoach • Meet students from all over the world.

14-50 days •1-18 countries • All this for ONLY $36 PER OAYI
We've got It all and we'll help you plan the trip that's right for you. Our
Europe Travel Advisors offer free travel advice and the best travel values

to Europe. Stop by and see us for more Information I

PataUttl* ^ Boaaaccia
yoar ltf«. DrHr*• AH*

ofli«o froa...
B«v«rlv Hills Alfa

^•74 S. Bobartsoa at

7 Natloaal
iJ5'^ (213)559.77«6

ASUCiA^

YOUR ON-CAMPUS •

TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830-6, sat iia
A-Level Ackerman Union

Prices subiecf to change without notice limited availability

1981 VW Rabbit. Diesel. 2-door. sunroof
4-spd. stereo, 48mpg. excellent condition
$3500 470-71 1 1

.

1981 280ZX 2 plus 2. Immaculate. 33.000
miles. 1 owner, loaded, great car $7695/
obo. (213)470-2733.

1982 Ford EXP. am/fm stereo, a/c. ex-
cellent condition. $2.500 o.b.o. 204-0240.

1982 Honda Civic Wagon. Low miles, one
owner, immaculate, many extras. $5 eoo
o.b.o. Call Matt 390-3444.

•68 Buick Stationwagon. Low mileage.
Very clean. Good condition Automatic
$800 640-1661 day8/393<8734 evenings.

•75 CHEVY Vega. Good Condition. Need
to sell $600 obo. Leave message 824-
0961.

•78 Honda Wagon. A/C. new tires, battery
AM/FM cassette stereo. 1-owner. $1395
292-8618.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-
sional Low rates, high quality Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600

-WORD PROCESSING REPORTS TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

j^503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS
YOU need me! Typing, word processing
Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-
count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited
857-0215.

Pom

•••••••I

LONDON........

AMSTERDAM.

FRANKFURT,

TAHITI.

COPENHAGEN..$560

PiPIS (cooMRIW MltMIMIIIIHtlMWV77

I ••MtMatMIMtfIII

$479

$49S

$495

$579

• Some Restnctlons A^ply
Eurcrtl passes

Issued on ttie spot

SUPER VALUe fVT FROM LAX TO:
New YORK tromt236
CHKAQO....: tmm$ fM
MIAMI ^ fromS 238
HAWAII fromS 239
LONDON fromS 499
FRANKFURT fromS 5M
PARIS/AMSTEROAM fromS 599
rO^YO....^ ,, ....tromSi79
TAHITI fromS 5/9
CRUISE, Idaft tromS 599
SKI EUROPE fromS 999

Chffn. Toun, CrufMt
Rallf>——. Car « Hotml Am.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100GLENDONit2025

HOISKXULU-S229 R/T

MAUI-$309 R/T;

LONDON-S619 R/T;

NEW YORK-S79y, R/T

Sonne student discounts
ovallatDle. 8C>0/AIR-D£AL or

(415) 641-5043. Ask for Bonnie

RESUMES '. 104

RESUMES. $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo
flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting
pupils 669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location Openings now
available All ages, all levels Experienced
teacher. NGPT/MTAC 472-6039

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

^i^^POOOOOOQOOOOOOOOO&i

you hove
Q real thing
forsaving money-

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

79 Capri auto, power steering, power
brakes, a/c. sunroof, stereo/cassette.
53,000 miles, black/tan. $3100. 202-1521.
'81 Audi Coup. Black. 5-8peed. /V/C. Ex-
cellent condition. $7000 obo. Leslie 207-
2921

HONDA CMC 82: mint condition; 19K; am-
fm-tape; $3500/obo. call Nelly 825-0182 or

BICYCLES
FOR SALE» 113

-MAZDA '8* GLC Sport. 5-speed. sunroot,-
AM/FM-cassette, 42 mpg, great condition,
827-8883; Lori. Ask $3,500.

MUST sell - 79 VW Rabbit. 4 speed, tape
deck, am/fm, 6 speakers. Excellent.
$1800 (213)394-6938
1971 MBZ 220, 4-door, s/r, new stereo,
tires, exhaust. Immaculate condition
$3900.470-7111.

MOPEDS 119

1971 Opel GT. Good condition, very
clean. $1295. Original owner, only 70,000
miles 381-4528 days

1971 Superbeetle, great condition, new
brakes, clutch, tires- reliable' FM,
cassette $1850>Jamie 208-2786

1972 Chevy pick-up with camper shell
$500 obo. 208-2141

1975 Mustang. New battery, shocks, muf-
fler, tune-up. Runs great. Must sell $800
otx) 207-4827.

1981 Motobecane moped; needs work
$50 00 Amy 459-2512 before 10pm.
'77 Puch Maxi. must sell Good engine,
needs some work $200 obo. Leave
message. 202- 1 524

.

'84 Honda Elite iSreat condition, trunk,
windshield $850 Phone (818)784-4239.

85 Yamaha Riva 180Z, black, runs great,
looks sharp, $975. David, evenings 477-
1178.

BARGAIN BOX 125

1977 924 Porsche, burgandy, tan leather,
4-speed, 47,000 miles, new Michelin tires
$3000. (213)398-9936.

1978 Audi Fox Excellent condition New
trans/tires, 66k. $1800. 667-9298 207-
4003

1978 HONDA Accord, $2900 Superb con-
dition. Incredibly low mileage. 5-speed
sunroof, call Sam 472-9781 .

1979 Volvo Wagon 245 DL Good condi-
tion. $5200 obo. Call Noma. (213)454-0271
evenings or (213)3459-65607. leave
message.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice
encyclopedia 1985 set $175 Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150
Desk $150 Wall unit $150 Dinette set
$150. Recliner $195 Futon sofa sleeper
$160 Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat
$495 Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338

FURNITURE 126

1981 VW Rabbit. Convertible
mileage, mint conditk>n. $7300 obo
473-1517.

Low
Call

LARGE rust colored couch. Good condi-
tion. $75. Call 208-6165.

"Don't run a Classified ad,"
You said—

YOU'D s«// the cows.
We'd be money ahead!

Well, we still /love the c<»ws-

And a cruise reservation,
Too late to cancel for our

Long planned vacation;
The few cents we "saved"

Might not have been bad
If we kadn't lost all

^OM»# tense that we kad!
CO

MATTRESSES- ^ ^\
All new hotel sets guaranteed

Twin Set |5q
Full Set ..............$(»
Queen Set ....$HH
'^'"KSet 19^
New ^ piece Itedroom set $118
New full size or (jueen sleeper! 1.39
New sofa and love .seat .... r ... $ 1 .59
Oak Finish coffee tables $20
Knd Tables ||

5

Lamps
, |y

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT, 132

GYM-PAC 1500 weight mactiine.
o.b.o 208-2141.

$200

A\]

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

f

,̂ir,

.---f

APPLE lie. external disk drive, mortitor,
word-proc«8«lnQ/iread8he«t toftware,
$1,200. 6am-5pm 825-5274. Eve
(eie)330-i993.

DISKETTES SSDD 52t DSDD 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.
Teis.(2l3)47»034S.

TURN term paper pressure into term
Pf>*r pleasure «vHh the "Wang Writer."
An affordable, easy-to-use word processor
by Wang Laboratories. Buy one or rent
oosi (213)372-4396.

(2) HP-ISCS and (1) HP-41CX. New Never
used. Make offer. Kenny. (213) 396-6522.

wm
..I ~L. l,.AIA't*.,

Tennis
1
Continued from Page 32

But Pearce and Diller kept

I
UCLA's record at the relative-

ly new LATC perfect. It is

I now 26-0.

UCLA is now "5-0 on the

1986 season, while CSULB
[dropped to 3-2.

The other 49er loss was to

I
use hv thq same score, and

that also came down to the

I
third set of No. 1 doubles.

But the wake up call has ar-

rived.

"Before a match like this

the team just thinks you're

whistling," Bassett said. "But

if you almost get your butts

kicked like today, then they

listen to you."

MATCH RESULTS: SINGLES:

Brad IVarcr (UCLA) d. Peter Smith

6-2 6-4. Mike Kures (UCLA) d.

Richard Bergh 3-6, 6-4, 6-2. Craig

Millir (CSULB) d. Dan Nahirny 6-4,

6-0. C^reg FaUia (CSULB) d. Tim
TrigiK'iro 7-5, 6-3. Brett Greenwood
(UCLA) d. Jeff Banwer 7-6, 2-6, 6-3.

Buff Farrow (UCLA) d. Kevin
Gillette 6-2. 4-6, 6-3.

DOUBLES: Fearce-Ken Diller

(UCI.A) d. Miller-Gillette 6-4,. 6-7,

6-1 Smith-Vince Horcasitas (CSULB)

d Kures- Pat rick Galbraith 6-3, 7-6.

Banwer Mark VVeidman (CSULB) d.

Nahirny Trigiieiro 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.

Recruits
Continued from Page 31
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Also joining the core will be

Rocen Keeton, 6-3 Va, 230,

Gardena; Brian
Lockwood, 6-4, 200, Vista,

California; Nate Morris, 6-1,

205, Gardena; and Roman
Phifer, Pineville, North
Carolina.

,

The Rose- Bowl champions
also received commitments
fram 6-4, 205, (TE-QB-LB)
Eric Zeno and his brother 6-4,

255, (OL) Lance Zeno.
The Zeno's have a sister,

Lori, who plays volleyball for

U(]LA and the string of Zeno's
in blue and gold continues
even further as the trios' fa-

ther, Joe, and uncle, Larry,
once played football for the
Bruins.

Rounding out the list of

players who plan to attend
UCLA next year are: Charles
Arbuckle, TE, 6-4, 220, Fort
Bend, Texas; Brian Brown,
BB, 5-11, 180, Lynwood,
California; Anthony Burnett,
nn-QB. 6-2, 180; Stacy Elliot,

OL, 6-21/2, 250, from Long
Beach; Corwin Anthony, TE,
6-3, 205, South Bakersfield;
Kip Kjeldgaard, OL, 6-6, 220,
Salinas, California; Reggie
Moore, W R , 6-0, 185,
Houston; Bobby San Jose, QB,
6-3, 180, Long Beach; and
Bryan Wilcox, DL, 6-4, 230
from Libertyville, Illinois.

CLOSEST SUPERMARKET
TO UCLA CAMPUS

Better than having a refrigerator on campus.

rr.^^^)^
^^^^^ °^ ^''^^'^® 0" Westwood Boulevard,

complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments
Open 6 a.m.-7 Days a Week

COCA COLA
Diet or Regular

6 pack $1.89

SALAD DRESSING
Bob's Bleu Cheese

TOILET TISSUE
Scott

4 Rolls o9v
Family
Pack

16-oz.
Bottle $1.79

PAPER TOWELS
Viva

89«Big Roll

BREAD
Wonder's Homepride

White or
7-Grain $1.29

GRAPES
Ttiompson Seedless

79* ,.

New
Crop

uiestiuarcl ho
ITIARKBTa

Prices effective February 12 through February16
WESTWOOD BRENTWOOD SHERMAN OAKS

1515 Westwood Blvd ^ ^ 737 San Vicente Blvd 4520 Sepulveda Blvd

Open 6 AM. Open 6 AM, Open? AM to Midnight

teg A M Daily to2AM Oaily 6uMw 8 A.M . ta Mirinight-

COLONIAL CORNERS
11666 National Blvd

Open 7 AM.
to Midnrgiu

LS>S>^S.S.^«^S.S.S.^^^»-J»»»>,^>,^^^»*^**^S^»^»»»»*S.'t",S.*S.S^^^^-

FAST SOLUTIONS
TO BIG PROBKMS. KINKO'S.

DRTnUNK
IBM. COMPATIBLE
COMPUTER

«799!!r
• IBM XT type mottier Iward • 256K RAM

• 2 360K Floppy Drives • Keyboard
• Heavy duty 135W power supply

• Runs IBM software
• Colof or Mono card

Epson Lx-80 Printer«239
witti IBM cable

IBM Game Adaptor '35

10 Pack DS/DD Disks
from ^Q"

I •

Enlargements, reductions, and oversize copying at

convenient hours. I can plan on it at Kinko's. Open

early. Open late. Open weekends.

kinkoi
®

Great copies. Great people.

1 896 Westwood Blvd. (21 3) 475-0780

OPEN: Men thru Thu 8am-Midnight Saturday 9am-5pm
Friday 8am-9pm Sunday 12pm-4pm

BLUE
AND
GOLD

' -^,:.-'

Offers

30% OFF HAIRSTYLES
(w/Johnny)

10% OFF PRODUCTS
on Wednesday & Thursday

1 09 1 6 LE CONTE AVE (downstairs)

208~58o3 w/this coupon

^^ ^^ %^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ «^ ^^ ^^ %3^ ^^ ^1^ ^f^ ^^ ^» %^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ s^ ^X^ ^^
#J^ ^% ^^ ^* ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^K ^K ^Vh ^^ ^K ^K ^K ^^ ^^ ^T* ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *|^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *|^ ^^ *^ ^^ *f^

NOWOPEN
\rlSlt Us r%t

Pico & Military

^ «

OACKinilCBO(
O'DOOMAXH N mM

COUPON I

Any One Supreme Sandwich or Classic Burger

FOR*1.59
• Bacon Cheeseburger • Swiss & Bacon Burger
• Mushroom Burger • Ham & Swiss Burger
• Chicken Supreme • Pita Pocket Supreme

Introducing ... Monterey Jack Burger
Served after 10:30 A.M. now through April 1. 1986

Valid at the Jack In The Box Restaurant

oo.,.. 11010 Pico
#3857-0 10967 Santa Monica Blvd.
SAVE7«C ON MONTEREY JACK BURGER
SAVE 5«< ON BACON CHEESEBURGER
SAVE M< ON AIX OTHERS
One coupon per customer One offer per coupon. Na< valid in combination with any

other offer Price does not include tax Please present coupon when ordering, hoodmakei. Inc.. 1986

i

< «

11^
All Bausch & Lomb

Daily Wear* Soft Contacts
per pair

Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

CABLES. OlSKEnES.

SUPPLIES & SOFTWARE-ALL

30% OFF WITH THIS AD

lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames ^extended wear add $10,00

. w / prescription lenses in plastic • «" professional services

values up to $100.00« Now one low price available

8322 Wilshire, L.A.
(3 Blks. E of La Cienega Free Partdng)

(213)655-9214 S^T 1^5

111

WEST HOUYWOOD HERMOSA BEAOi

gOOl Santa Monica Blvd. 1046Hemo<Ni Ainhmm

6804988 S7M919 :^ fm^tn

CAJNOGAFARIC

iMIt To|NHi9ftC|ni« Blvd.

Oil 3Ut3^

expire

2/18/86

'Wh5-.*.,

rikAwitaAMMrtte
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Ccmtemporarv

Dining {imJje<

Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

umitm
Happv Hour with complimentarv hors dbeuvres

weekdays 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Lapu-Lapu only ! 6.00

C^pen 7 davs a week • lunch • dinner cocktails

1057 Tiverton .Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entranceat 1100 Glendon Avenue. (213)208-3977

TRAFHC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or
Westwood Classes every week Sat
Sun. Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

WAIKIKI
$259

$299 Mazat

^ V'' . 'T« ^ ^ ^ ^

Vallarta oom $299 Mazatlan

Acapuico Irom $o99 Cancun
We*'"" Caribbean
Riviera eyiOQ Cruises
Cruises uom ^4c9 _

Z-«« Expo 86

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^-.^
Permalens& v/C|
Bausch & Lomb * >',
30 Day Extended

^™
Additional Pair vRQ
up to 2 weeks

Hoiinrttnp Air

^ l)3v 3 NiQhtK HntPl

Ski Utah

$429
$199

$239
$409

$945

$493

Soft
Daily
Wiar

Total

$65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Infinity Travel
1018 W GarcJena Blvd . Gardena. CA 90247

1-800-631-1717 213-538-9984

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to elate

Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB 2168 Pac'lic, (213)391-1594

V N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892
Ananeim, 414 StateCollege Bl.. (714) 774-4510

LA 1482 S flobenson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTf J

871-7177

18234 Hawthorne Bvd.
^ next to "Big 5")

Volleyball

Continued from Page 31

been coaching at UCSB for

eight years, said, "For the past

seven years, we have been in

the top four or five in the

league and that's fhe same as

being the fourth or fifth in the

nation as far as I'm concern-

ed."

Preston emphasized the fact

that being No. 4 or 5 of even

No. 3 in the conference is not

good enough to go to the

Final Four as only two teams
from the West and two from
the East are chosen to attend.

Back in the 70s, the NCAAs
were played as a round-robin

tournament and the more
skilled Western teams
dominated the competition.

Now, it seems that ^ lot of

excellent Western teams are

left out of <;hampionship com-
petition in order to include the

Eastern schools.

Because Santa Barbara has

been out of the NCAA cham-
pionships for so long, its

recruiting has suffered.

Now, if you know
volleyball, you know that San-
ta Barbara is an excellent

volleyball school, but never-

theless, UCSB doesn't attract

the same quality of player that

other schools like Stanford,

use, and UCLA do.

ftpesten explained.

WESTWNI mUSE 1 110 Gaytey Ave.
crt 1 Bk. N. of

_ Wlihlrt BML PORTABLES
VALI

eii50%.
SUPCR

42s
«M-nt Aiimi UMi I

Tki Mtl iltarriiMi

INCH III

\lfCOROm PLAVBtS

AIWA -..M

SONY •-? WEU DIpiW
MMy 9)^H|

Off K M^SrrSn

chip players like to go to big-

ger football oriented schools
like 'SC, Stanford, and
UCLA. They like the schools

with a good athletic heritage."

To emphasize his point,
Preston asked me, "If you
were a high school volleyball

player looking at colleges,

where would you want .to
play?"

I explained to Coach
Preston ^^>3* T would probably
be intimidated by the intense

competition of Al Scates' pro-

gram. I said that I would feel

more comfortable at Santa
Barbara because the program
there is slightly smaller and
there are less top-notch
players there. I'd probably
have more of a chance to

play.

To all this, Preston simply
replied, "You're not a blue-
chip player."

—

——
^

Preston made his point.
UCSB attracts players who
don't feel they can compete in

a powerful program. They are
good players, but usually just

a notch below the rest. That is

to say, a notch below the best

players in the entire country.
So, they are excellent players.

Santa Barbara simply does
not have the huge athletic

program necessary to attract

top players which is a shame
because UCSB has an excellent

volleyball program.
As for this season, Preston

said, "We're down a bit right

now, but we ought to pick up
very soon. There's no reason
why we can't finish at No. 2
or 3."

Preston has one pre-season
All-America, Jared Huffman,
who he describes as "(}ur
leader on the floor."

Preston also is expecting big
things from sophomore D^vt^^
Rottman.

As a team Preston said San-
ta Barbara has been "hitting
at about 20% in our first two
games and that's not going to
be good enough."
The match will take place

in the 3,000-seat Robinson
Gym which, according to Al
Scates, should be filled to ca-
pacity.
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Beban
Continued from Page 29
for both schools. We beat
them my first two years and
they won my third year. Each
time we played, the Rose
Bowl was on the line.

"In the 1967 game, we
made O.J. (Simpson) famous.
They beat us 21-20 in a wide
open football game. If we'd
havp won, we'd have been the

National Champions."
Gary Beban may not have

won a national championship
with UCLA, but he did do
something that countless
others have •only dreamed
about— fulfill the prophecies
of winning a Heisman Trophy
while wearing a blue^d gold
uniform. '^^^7

' - '^
.

—--^

—

For that, Beban will always
be remembered as one of the
greatest Bruins ever.
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mi EM
ITS PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All

at an affordable price. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.

HONDA.^H
' V>'*''"*'" '*''')' t .U^-U -fi .Ml' lUHttUtS

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUST MINUTES AWA Y
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

Bel Air Presbyterian Church
College Fellowship
Sunday, 9:30 a.m., Evans Lounge

Wednesday, 7:00 p.m., Fireside Room
Bus Shuttle from UCLA

9:00 Reiber Hall
9:03 HedrickHall
9:10 Hilgard & Manning
9:25... .^....Arrive at Bel Air

8:48 Keiton &. Levering
8:50 Glenrock &. Levering
8:52 Gayley 6l Strathmore
8:55 Dykstra Hall
8:58 Sproul Hall

Steven M. Marsh, Pastor of Student Ministries
1622 1 Mulholland Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90049 (olo) 788-4200

BIKINI AREA HAIR-FREE
PERMANENTLY

>ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

ALSO: EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP
CHIN
FACE
underarms"
ingrown hairs

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

cioiiJt^o^^^^^ ''"^'^SSE ELECTROLYSIS
Q^^ TAQ^^ 5820 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101^33'/t^Ot^ (ask for Sheila) iVA blocks East of Fairfax)

,.t " v.'.K' '»''

V«!«-^
,^

T-^
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Baseball
Continued from Page 32

tie the game. Todd Zeile

delivered a clutch single to br-

ing home two runs, and with

only one out, it seemed UCLA
was primed for a big inning.

LMU coach Dave Snow
played the percentages and
brought in lefthander Mark
Stomp to face Bruin lefty

Joslyn. The move paid off as

Joslyn was induced to pop-out

~4o the catcher. Stomp proced-

ed to catch Gary Berman look-

ing at a called strike three and
the Lions were out of the inn-

ing.

UCLA used tight defense to

slam the door on LMU in the

fifth as Jeff Osborn threw-out
Carl Frantacelli who was try-
ing to stretch his hit into a
double.

After giving up a walk and
single, Sanchez struck out
LMU's Steve Polk and Zeile
fired a perfect toss to third
base to nail the Lion runner
and complete an inning-en-
ding double play.

Sanchez started the bottom
of the seventh by allowing a
single and a walk and Bruin
coach Gary Adams brought in
reliever Bill Wenrick. Bean
drew a walk and up to the
plate stepped Donnels.

Already 3-3 for the game,
Donnels pulled a Wenrick
fastball over the rightfield

Wednesday, february 12^ 1986 29

WRITEFOR SPORTS

wall for a grand slam to stake
LMU to a 6-4 lead. The Lions
added another quick run be-
fore Adams brought in Dana
Ridenour to calm things
dowm.

Ridenour struck out the side
and threw two scoreless inn-
ings but the damage was done
as UCLA fell 7-4.

Any lapse by the Bruins
could be costly today as
UCLA hosts 4-1 Gal State
Dominguez Hills at Jackie
Robinson Stadium.

Already this season CSUDH
has taken two of three games
from early season Pac-10
favorite Arizona on the road
and their top hurler, Jim
Pena, will face the Bruins.

Beban
Continued from Page 30
pressure to berform and that

Sfeis- pressure is an excuse for

using drugs.

"I think the concept of
pressure is a scapegoat for an
individual's weaknesses," said

Beban. "A college athlete has
the greatest opportunity in the
world to better himself both
as an athlete as well as getting
good academics.

"Taking driigs because~"6f
the pressure is a cheap ^'excuse.

If anyone had an excuse for

drugs, it wjas Mel Farr with
everything he had to go
through. But he didn't use
them."
Beban also had harsh com-

ments concerning the issue of
paying athletes.

"Sure, let's pay them $1,000
a month, but make them pay
for their own education and
stop things like training table.

Then they lose about $3,000.
That's what's known as nega-
tive negotiation."

Beban looks back over his

collegiate career at UCLA
rather fondly.

"Of course there was the
Rose Bowl and the Heisman
and then the three USC games
that I played in," said Beban^
"The use games were very
special to me. Even the one
we lost during my three years
at UCLA was as special as the
Rose Bowl win.
**USC was always the

powerhouse in football and
then we came on the scene
and made that game special

Continiied on Page 28

SPRIRQ 86
Rhapsody in Bruin

Be more than a spectator, be a part of itt

GENERALCOMMITTEE MEETING TONIGHT
at 8:00 In the James E. West Center

iCJ.'J,,.

Talented? Of course you are.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE for any group interested in

performing, also located in the James E. West Center

categories include: v.^

*/

Quartet
Choral

Novelty— Production-

—

For more information call 206-0524

International

UCLA Student Alumni Association
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Beban
i

Continued from Page 32
UCLA, but quit the football

team/' said Beban.
That left Beban and Dow to

lead the 1965 squad, a team
of slow, small athletes that

everyone predicted would
finish at ' the bottom of the

AAWU conference. It certain-

ly wasn't the best atmosphere
for a new quarterback and a

new coach. Tommy Prothro.
"There actually wasn't any

pressure on us," said Beban.
"We were picked dead last in

the Pacific-8. Sure the
sophomore group had illusions

of grandeur and of winning
the National Championship by
the time we were seniors, but
realistically . . .

"We were slow and we
were small. Everytime we
won, it was a surprise. It

\

Daily Biuin

I his Heisman Irophy awarded to former quarterback Gary
Beban is the only one of its kind in the UCLA Athletic Hall

of Fame.

wasn't until after the first few
games that we felt we could
actually beat people."

But the team did beat peo-
ple. After losing the opener to

Michigan State, UCLA went
on a streak that saw them go
7-0-1, including a 20-16 win
over crosstown-rival USC.
Beban still remembers the at-

mosphere going into that
game.
"USC was in another league

of football at that time," said
Beban. "There were all the
college team^ and then on
another level was Notre Dame
and USC. I think Prothro was
more confident we could win
than the players were.
"When we did win, there

was a state of shock on the
players* part. It didn't hit us
until after the game when we
were in the locker room.
"Mel Fair kept us in that

game. Without hirfT we
wouldn't have won."
UCLA did more winning

while Beban was at the helm.
The next win was, of course,
the 1966 Rose Bowl, followed
by more successful football

campaigns and two second
place conference finishes. But
through it all, Beban retained
a certain anonymity that
usually isn't allowed of a foot-

ball hero.

Part of the anonymity stems
from the success that Johg=
Wooden *s basketball team was
enjoying. In the year that
UCLA won the Rose Bowl,

^
V

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!
Happy Hair Hour • Cuts from $1 2 (aii day long)

perms • streaks • hi-lltes from $30 — '--

Champagne & refreshments served all day long

TECHNI-CUTTING©
Describes the newest form of hair cuttir>g simultaneous to evaluation of each and every cut made into

the hair while hair is at its newly natural designed state, not just liftir>g the hair ar)d cutting it off.

Product Discount • 40^/0 Off
(all your favorite products)

*$2S retail limit per person w/verification of appt & services performed w/coupon

Sassoon S. Sassooti • Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton

V V V V V V V^ V V
208-7277 ¥
208-4247

V V 1^
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The Division of Honors Student Executive Council

cordially invites

ALL COLLEGE HONORS and HONORS
STATUS STUDENTS

to a special speaking engagement with

Chancellor Charles E. Young

Tuesday. Feb. 18, 12:00 p.m.

Irving and Jean Stone Honors Commons ~

Refreshments will be served
'

* Space is limited, so seating will be reserved on a first come- first served
basis. Reservations can be made at the Irving and Jean Stone Honors
Commons (Kinsey 372) or by calling 825-8607.

Wooden had a 7-2 center on
his f|«shman basketball team
named Lew Alcindor.

It comes as no surprise that

Wooden and Alcindor seemed
to garner more headlines than
Beban.

*'I don't think that we
received as much attention as

the basketball team and
rightfully so/' said Beban.
"The basketball team was in

the midst of something really

amazing.
"The one thing that is too

bad about it all is that the

year we won the Rose Bowl
was the year that the basket-

ball team didn't win the
NCAA Championship. If they

had of won it, it would have
been the first time that a

school won both champion-
ships in the same year.

"But we weren't neglected.

I think it was Sports Il-

lustrated that called lis the

"Athens of Athletics." Rafer
Johnson was here with the

track team and the tennis

team was winning titles as

well as the football and
basketball teams.

"There was a little more
play towards the basketball

team, but not too bad."
Beban also credited the at-

mosphere at UCLA as a

reason for his ability to
"disappear on campus and just

"tKTa imrntal student.- =^^^^

"UCLA, I thought, was a

wonderful place to go to
school," said Beban. "The stu-

dents didn't try to isolate

athletes. Lew (Alcindor, now
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar) or I

(<Ould walk around on campus
and be treated like everyone
else.

"We could really integrate

our lives with what was going
on. No groups really pressured
you to be involved in activi-

ties. They just pretty much
left us alone.

"I know the only outside ac-

tivity I was involved in was
Bobby Kennedy's presidential

campaign during my senior
year. The Vietnam thing real-

ly didn't start until 1968 and I

was gone by then."

As Beban describes it,

Westwood Village was a dif-

ferent place than it is today.
There were just a few movie
theaters and a couple of beer
halls, like Mom's (one that

Beban specifically mentioned).
"The Village wasn't so up-

perend. It was more of an ex-

tension of the campus," said
Beban. ^

"All the gold and glitter

that is present now wasn't
there then. There were just a
few office buildings along
Wilshire, if you can believe
that."

Despite the differences in

the times between 20 years
ago and today, Beban feels

-that the things that -athletes

arc up against are the smiieF^
However, Beban discounts the
idea that athletes are under

Continued on Page 29
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No. 6 rating not enough for UCSB

RICHARD MURPHY/Oaily Bruin

Jeff Williams (1 ) will be trying to provide an offensive spark

in UCLA's match against UCSB tonight.

Undermanned team

hasn't been able

to get bluechippers

By Bob Brunwin

The UCLA volleyball squad
travels tonight to Santa Bar-
bara for an 8 p.m. match
against the 6th-ranked UCSB
Gauchos. ^

In the history of this mat-
chup, the record is 60-15 in

favor of the Bruins.

Lately UCSB has not been
as competitive as it was when
the Gauchos were a power in

the mid-70s. The Gauchos
went to the NCAA finals every
year from 1970-75. According
to UCLA head coach Al
Scates, UCSB went undefeated
in the 1975 season until the

Bruins beat them in the
NCAA championship game.
Strangely enough, the

Gauchos haven't made an ap-

pearance at the Final Four
since that '75 season.

Scates' explanation is that

the Gauchos "haven't become
less of a power; other schools

have just gotten better." He-
said that in order to remain
powerful "You have to con-

tinue getting better, try new
innovations and work. You
just can't continue the same
things or you get passed up."
UCSB head coach Ken

Preston agreed that 'other
schools have improved in re-

cent years. Preston, who has

Continued on Page 28.

UCLA in running for

No. 1 football recruit
By Gary Shepard

UCLA's football team
has already i^eceiyed verbal

commitments from 17 high
school seniors. However,
the best may be yet to

come.
Jeff George from In-

dianapolis* Warren Central
High School, is considered
in recruiting circles as the

No. 1 college football pro-

spect in the nation. He ap-
parently has narrowed
down his choices to two
schools— UCLA and Pur-
due.

If George chooses UCLA,
he would be the Bruins'

first blue-chip quarterback
recruit since Steve Bono,
who directed the Bruins to

a 1985 Fiesta Bowl victory.

A trio of Bruin football

representatives, including
head coach Terry Donahue,
offensive coordinator
Homer Smith and
recruiting coordinator Bill

Rees have been in Indiana

ing national letters of in-

tent.

One other player that the

Bruins are waiting for is

defensive back Eric Turner.
Rated as one of the top

players in the state, Turner
was named to the Long
Beach Press-Telegram's Best

of the West poll as well as

making the Herald Exam-
iner's Super 11 team.

It is reported that Turner
has narrowed his choices to

UCLA and Washington.
Last year, Donahue and

his staff lured 10 outstan-

ding lineman to Westwood.
It appears that they have
again succeeded in attrac-

ting at least 17 of the coun-
try's leading football pro-

spects, most of whom are

expected to solidify the
Pac-lO's top-rated defense.

The Bruins have lost two
outstanding linebackers.
Tommy Taylor and Steve

Jarecki to graduation. Their
vacancies on the Bruins'

defensive roster are ex-

attempt to la d George.
The 6-3, 195 pound
quarterback is expected to

announce his decision this

morning.
Not only George but

many high, school standouts

from across the nation are

expected to make their deci-

sions official today, by sign-

pfffrtedzrfn , hft filled nRxt.

season by seven excellent

prospects.

Heading the list of
linebacker's who have ver-

'

bally committed to UCLA
are 6-3, 210, Randy Austin

from Canyon Country,
California and 6-3, 215,

Brian Jones from Lubbock,

Continued on Page 27
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quarterback to vice president Beban
Former fobtball great remains

only Bruin to win Heisman

^*%

•"i"iirh>ii]ii__

»*^'*'*:Ji»

Gary Beban (1

position.

^***'<n»..

6) directed UCLA to its first Rose Bowl victory in 1966 from his quarterback

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor '

When college coaches
recruit high school athletes,

they talk about how a player
can win the Heisman Trophy
in one program but not
another. /

In the time that UCLA has
established itself as a football

power, only one Bruin has
fulfilled any prophesies of
Heisman stardom, Gary
Beban.

Others have come close.

Kenny Easley, Theotis Brown
and Freeman McNeil all

scored in the top 10 in the
balloting, but only Beban has
actually had his name engrav-
ed on the coveted trophy.

Beban's other football ac-
complishments include leading
the Bruins to iheir first-ever

Rose Bowl win in 1966, as a
sophomore, against a much
bigger Michigan State team
and keeping UCLA in conten-
tion for the Rose Bowl his
other two years on the varsity
football team.

As a professional, Beban,
now the senior vice president
for Coldwell Bankers, Inc.,
didn't have the kind of career
that Heisman winners dream
about. The quarterback listed
only three years with the

Donnels puts the

slam on Bruins

in 7-4 victory

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

A lion's share of the credit
for Loyola Marymount Uni-
versity's 7-4 win over UCLA
yesterday belongs to LMU's
(]hris Donnels.
On a night when the Lions

kept their season record
perfect at 7-0, their third
baseman was pretty close to

flawless himself.

All Donnels did was go 4 of

5, hit two home runs and col-

lect six runs batted in.

Torey Louvello got the
Bruins off to a quick start in

the opening inning by doubl-
ing and then coming around
to score on John Joslyn's
single.

That early UCLA lead was
quickly erased in the bottom
of the frame when Bruin
starter Alex Sanchez walked
LMU's Billy Bean and then
watched as Donnels rapped
the first of his four hits, an
opposite field home run.

For several innings, both
UCLA's Sanchez and LMU's
Jeff Goestzsch kept the opposi-
tion's bats quiet.

The Bruins broke the silence

when they fashioned a three-
run inning at the expense of
Goestzsch.

Tony Scruggs singled and
after a base on balls. Bruin
centerfielder Charlie Fiacco
singled to score Scruggs and

Continued on Page 29

Washington Redskins after be-
ing drafted in the second
round by the Los Angeles
Rams.
The Southern California

native ended up in
Washington because, as he
puts it, "the Rams and Beban
couldn't agree financially."

But when you look through
the UCLA record book,
Beban's name is dotted
throughout. It's no wonder
that the product from
Southern California became a
starter as soon as he strapped
on a helmet.

"I didn't r6ally think that
I'd get as much playing time
so soon," said Beban. "As the
high school prospect coming
in, I knew that (quarterbacks)
Steve Sindell and Larry Zeno
would be graduating. But that
l^ft-the-Norm Dows and Larr^
Coxes on the team.
"There were also four in-

coming freshmen in the class
of ^64 that were quarterbacks
besides me."

Slowly Beban emerged from
the pack at the signal caller's

position. But not without a lit-

tle help.

"In my freshman year,
three of the quarterbacks
changed positions or .seriously

got hurt and another stayed at

Continued on Page 30

Netters edge out 49ers, • :•:• record to 5-0
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

Temperatures dropped
below 60 degrees as night fell

on the L.A. Tennis Center
Tuesday evening, but the
UCLA tennis team was
sweating.

No. 20 Cal State Long
Beach was playing over their
heads, and the No. 3 Bruins
were playing like they had
sand in their .shoes.

After six singles matches,
UCLA led 4-2. But after the
No. 2 and 3 doubles matches
were complete, the 49ers had
evened the score at 4-4.

At this point. Bruins Brad
Pearce and Ken Diller, the
eighth-ranked team in the
nation, had won the first set

and were leading the second
6-5.

"We had a match point on
my serve in the second," said

Diller, "but we got a little

,bad luck."

Diller was referring to a

Pearce volley that hit the
tape and refused to crawl
over.

CSULB's team of Craig
Miller and Kevin Gillette

went on to break Diller's

serve, and then win a

tiebreaker 7-2. '

All the momentum wias

against the Bruin duo. The
last two matches had been
won by 49ers, and their
rather large contingent of
fans was getting louder and
louder.

But CSULB's downfall
came before the third set

even started.

Gillette was so excited that
the match was coming down
to the final set, that he took
a ball and hit it sky high.
Then he turned to the 49er
fans and started screaming,
fists clenched, neck vein
popping.

Meanwhile, Pearce and
Diller walked over to their
bench and devised a strategy
for the final set.

"We wanted to stay calm
and get an early (service)

break, ' Diller said. "As soon
as we did, the UCLA crowd
got up, and tliat helped us.

"They were hyping all day
long and that made it like an
'SC match."
"There was no doubt in

our minds that we were the
better team," added Diller.

When the final set began,
Pearce and Diller forced the
action, coming into the net
on every point. Miller \ind
Gillette obliged the UCLA
fans, as they began to play
with two hands tightly gripp-
ing their necks.

6-1 was the count in the
final .set, and the Bruins re-

mained undefeated.
In singles action earlier,

Pearce was the only UCLA
player to win in straight sets.

Mike Kures, Brett Green-
wood and Buff Farrow all

won in three.

Two other freshmen, Dan
Nahirny and Tim Trigueiro,
dropped their matches in
straight sets.

**They were dazed out
there," said coach Glenn

Bassett of Nahirny and
Trigueiro. "They were
shocked from getting behind
and they didn't know how to-
deal with it."

This isn't junior competi-
tion anymore, and all
freshman require a little time
for adjustment. But Bas.sett is

very interested to see how

long it will take for them to

feel comfortable with
pressure matches.

~ Nahirny and Trigueiro
then lost their doubles match
at No. 3, as did Kures and
freshman Patrick Galbraith
at No. 2.

Continued on Page 27
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Rp.nh hoT /u^'o^ .'" y^^e^da/s match against LongBeach helped the Bruins to a 54 win.

News: New Medical
Facility Is to t>e

built on Lot One
Chancellor says
See page 3.

Viewpoint: An English
major complains about
the English departments
treatment of students
Seepage 14.

Review: The Red
Hot Chill Peppers are
not so hot In concert
a reviewer says.
See page 18.

Sports: UCLA's
football recruits are
among the top five

In the nation

See back page.

UCLA Weathsr
Scattered showers.
High: 60, low: 47. ^

(Dipt ofAtmoa-
pheric Sciences forecast)

University of California Los Angeles
^yjdsdfmday. February IJC 1966

Friday is Monday
to accomjfnodate

holidays, classes

Charles Lee

In an effort to equally
distribute class time, the
UCLA administration has
made this Friday a Monday.

Students should report to
their Monday classes Friday at
the usual places and times,
said Karen Porche, assistant to
Thomas Lifka, assistant vice
chancellor of student academ-
ic services.

The administration decided
to switch the two days because
this winter quarter has two
Monday holidays — Presi^
dents' Day on Feb. 18 and
Martin Luther King Jr.*s bir-
thday, celebrated as a federal
holiday for the first time Jan.
23.

^

The administration is at-
tempting to "make more
equitable distribution of
classes for most students,"
Porche said.

Sophomore Greg Attiyeh,
who has the same schedule
Mondays and Fridays, said, "I
don't see any problem."

However, senior Patricia
Werner said she feels "they
should have let us know when
the schedule of classes came
out," although she conceded
that **they had to do
something to make up for the
classes." ——

—

—
The change, first im-

plemented last year, was pro-
mpted largely by faculty and
student complaints against los-

ing two Mondays in one
quarter, Porche said.

"We found out that a lot of
people had light schedules on
Fridays, and thus that was the
best day to make up for the
holidays," she explained.

Porche said the procedure
will continue every year unless
an alternative is found.

DOGGONEI - Spot waits for a buddy to get out of class so they can go four-wheeling on Muttiolland to^th^T"™^**

New supports commissioner appointed

Cervantes approved after assistant denied
By Laureen Lazarovlcl

and Mark Talavera

Staff Writers

Alma Cervantes was ap-
poirited undergraduate finan-
cial supports commissioner
Tuesday after the assistant fi-

nancial supports commissioner
was denied the posi«^ion last

lost over illegal use
•hone access Hit

By Marian Berelowicz

The illegal use of telephone authorization codes may have
cost eight UCLA departments a total of more than $36,000.
The codes were used to make long distance calls from campus

phones.

During one four-month period, one department had $15,000
worth of unaccounted calls.

While he would not comment on which departments were
involved, UCLA Telecommunications Director John Terrell said
the department claiming $15,000 in excess calls is trying to
'recover the money taken out of its budget to pay the telephone
bill.

Terrell said the $15,000 in calls were made from July to Oc-
tober. The owner of the authorization card involved was out of
the country during the summer and did not see the phone bill.

He said other departments have claimed from $1,720 to

$5,225 in excess calls during one- to four-month periods.

Authorization codes are available to faculty, staff and ad-
ministrative personnel and allow users to make long distance
calls on campus phones which normally can make only on-
cai^pu. calk. p,^^^ ^Qpgg p^^^ jj

week.
Cervantes, who was ap-

proved after a 6-4-1 vote at
the Undergraduate Students
Association Council meeting
Tuesday, has worked as an in-
tern for U.S. Congressman
Edward Roybal, State Sen.Art Torres and
Assemblywoman Gloria
Molina. She said the financial
supports office needs to pay
more attention to policies that
affect student financial aid.

"We deal more with helping
students get financial aid, but
this office should be more
concerned with policy," Cer-
vantes said, citing the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law
which has cut government
sponsored student aid.

Cervantes also wants to
create a financial supports ex-
ternal affairs position to deal
specifically with financial aid
policy.

,-This office needs to be
connected more to external af-
fairs," she said. *T am think-
ing of altering the financial
supports role in the (USAC)
constitution so that this office
will have an external affairs
policy."

In light of recent criticism
of the USAC appointment
procedures by undergraduate
Facilities Commissioner Mark

Kisicki, Cervantes expected a
close vote.

I knew it was going to be
close," Cervantes said. "It was
hard to say who was going to

vote for me."
Undergraduate President

Ron Taylor nominated Cer-
vantes filter Brandon Smith,
Taylor's first choice for the
post vacated by Laura Or-
vananos, was rejected at a
Feb. 4 USAC meeting.

"I nominated Brandon
Smith, and he was over-
whelmingly rejected," Taylor
said, "but we reviewed other
candidates and feel Alma
(Cervantes) is the best choice."

Disapproving of Cervantes'
appointment, Kisicki said she
was not the most qualified

person to fill the position.

"At this time of the year.

Please see CERVANTES,
Page 10

Two suspects in Guest House

heist, throat-slashing released
Bill Bowmer
Swior Staff Writer

Two of the three suspects in the robbery and attempted
murder of a University Guest House employee were releas-
ed from custody Tuesday by Los Angeles police, pending
further investigation.

UCLA en(iployee William Pennix, 25, a janitor at the
Guest House since March, 1985, and Diane Garland, 30,
were arrested last week on suspicion of involvement in the
Dec. 27 attack on a 21-year-old female UCLA senior who
worked at the Guest House as a front desk attendant.
The victim suffered throat lacerations caused by an at-

tacker, and spent several weeks in the hospital before her
release early in January.
The third suspect in the crime, 25-year-old Mario

Washington, Garland's boyfriend, remains in custody on a
parole violation.
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SENIORS, roL cuenTA
BE IN IdCirtKES....
Yearbook pictures, to be precise. This is your lost year,
your senior year, and your graduation portrait
belongs in BRUIN LIFE 86, ttie UCLA Yearbook.

But you've got to act now. You're going to get busier
and busier the closer you get to graduation - and
before you know it, you'll have missed your chance.
So call Campus Photo Studio at 206-8433 and make
an appointment today! Or stop by the Studio (in

Kerckhoff Hall 150) and sign up in person.

As on incentive to early-birds, we're offering nine free
wallet-size photos if you order your senior p>ortrait be-
fore February 28, 1986. But don't wait 'til the end of
February - you can't place your order until you see
your proofs, and that usually takes about a week.

It's SIO to get your senior yearbook portrait (a $5 por-
trait sitting fee and a $5 yearbook space resen^ation
fee), but if you buy your yearbook in advance, we'll
reduce the cost to just $5 total.

So what are you waiting for?

rfMj cU'OhtaV ice
ICKILIN LIEE "Se

The Yearbook at UCLA
featuring portraits

by ASUCLA's
Campus Photo Studio

Kerckhoff 150
213/206-8433
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Judge refuses to allow television

coverage of 'Night Stalker* hearing

LOS ANGELES — A judge Wednesday refused to allow tele-

vision coverage of a Feb. 24 preliminary hearing for "Night
Stalker" defendant Richard Raqiirez, citing concerns about
courtroom dignity.

Municipal Court Judge James F. Nelson upheld a previous

decision by Municipal Court Judge Candace Cooper.

"I am convinced that Judge Cooper's appraWl is correct in

order to protect the dignity of the court and the order of the

court," Nelson said.

Cooper, who refused to allow pool cameras during earlier

Ramirez hearings, had said the case received such extensive

pretrial publicity that the defendant's right to a fair trial by an
impartial jury might be imperiled.

Television reporters had protested Cooper's ruling, and when
Ramirez's case was transferred Jan. 27 to Nelson by Presiding

Judge Maxine Thomas because of Cooper's heavy workload,
the news teams decided to appeal anew.

Nelson refused Wednesday to hear arguments from attorneys
representing various local television stations, which had already
submitted written statements on the issue.

Still photography cameras will be allowed in the courtroom
only during recess. Nelson said.

Meanwhile, attorneys for Ramirez said they would not make
a request to postpone his preliminary hearing at this time, but
may decide to do so in a week.

I 11^ terNASA still doubts rocket

theory for Challenger explosion
WASHINGTON — NASA insisted Wednesday it is not yet

convinced a booster rocket caused the explosion of space shuttle
Challenger and said both the rocket's manufacturer and space
agency experts agreed to the launch in unusual sub-freezing
weather.

At the same time, the space agency released internal docu-
ments that showed a history of concern with the **0 ring" seals
where the four segments of the solid rocket booster are joined.
In report after report, the huge rubber-like rings' elasticity and
ability to contain gases were mentioned as critical items to be
looked at.

Attention has been focused on the seals because films of
Challenger's Jan. 28 liftoff show a plume of flame appearing to
spurt from the right rocket booster toward the shuttle's main
tank loaded with volatile fuel. The ability of the seals to con-
tain gas and flame is under close scrutiny.
"The cause is still an open issue," William R. Lucas, director

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Mar-
shall Space Flight Center told a news briefing. "We are in-
vestigating every part of the shuttle and not attempting to focus
in too early."

After scrubbing a launch on Jan. 27 for other causes, NASA
engineers discussed the weather by telephone with space shuttle
contractors, including some at Morton Thiokol Inc., which
manufactures the booster rockets in Utah. The overnight low
temperature was expected to be 24 degrees, said Lawrence B.
Mulloy, director of the booster rocket program at Marshall, in
Huntsville, Ala.

Rockwell International plans role

in developing hypersonic spacecraft
PITTSBURGH — Rockwell International Corp. officials said

today they^ plan a role in the development of a space aircraft
that President Reagan envisions traveling from Washington,
U.C, to Tokyo in two hours. ..

While the futurisHc air vehicle is still mostlv the dream of
aerospace engineers, Rockwell International, 'builder of the
space shuttle and the B-IH bomber, is aireadv developing
technolog) that would be needed for the new aircraft, officials
said.

"Becau.se we are in the forefront of this sophisticated state of
he art, we have done work in the area of hypersonic
technologies, and we are using that expertise to participate in
the formulation of plans for a trans-atmospheric vehicle," said
Rockwell President Donald R Beall

Beall s com n.ents were m a speech prepared for deliverx to
shareholder.^? m downtown 'Pittsf)urgh toda>

.

Beall said Rockwell also envision^ a role heatran's Star VV ars
defen.se .system, a planned space station and the future of the
current shuttle program.
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WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THIS PICTURE? - Noticing something wrong, Mike
Hsu, a junior electrical engineering major, stops to observe the 'N' on the Boelter Hall
"Seminars bulletin board.

Committee approves bin providing

funds for new UC construction

By Mariko Takayasu. Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — A bill that would provide a mechanism
for the University of California to construct and renovate social
science and humanities buildings, including the Pacific Rim
Graduate School in San Diego, was approved Wednesday by
the Senate Education Committee.

Sen. Nicholas Petris (D-Oakland) authored the bill that
would allow the State Public Works Board to provide revenue
bonds to the state's colleges and universities for the construction
of general and "instructional facilities."

Under existing law, revenue bonds can be used to construct
high technology facilities, research facilities and libraries, with
tne approval of the Legislature.

This bill, SB 1493, would extend the law to include general
instructional facilities, including the renovation of Social
Science Unit II at UC Irvine and Hart Hall at UC Davis and
the construction of the Pacific Rim Graduate School at UC San
Diego.

"This additional use of revenue bond financing is important
because there is a need for increasing the number of instruc-
tional facilities as enrollment increases at UC and other institu-
tions of higher learning," Petris told the committee.
The state should make available a full range of financial op-

tions, including revenue bonds, to meet the increasing demand
for space over the next 20 years, Petris said. The state borrows
money by purchasing revenue bonds from the private sector to
finance construction of university facilities. The university, in
turn, assumes the responsibility to pay back those loans. UC
relies upon the probability that the state will allocate funds in

annual budget to repay those loansr

New medical facilities, parking
on Lot 1 focus of Young's speech
By Ted A. Cohen

The construction of medical
facilities and an underground
parking structure on the site

where Lot 1 is currently
located was addressed by
Chancellor Charles Young
Tuesday at the UCLA/
Community meeting.

."The project is going along
very well," Young said. "With
the required approvals, we'll

hopefully be able to start the

project before the end of this

year."

The facilities project, also

known as "The Lot 1 Project,"

will cover 13.7 acres of land
and include a Clinical Faculty
Office Building, a Center for

the Health Sciences Mixed-Use
Building, a Neuropsychiatric
Institute Building, an
underground parking structure

and five tennis courts.

Facilities currently located
on Lot 1 will be relocated.

The Credit Union will re-

establish temporarily in vacant
space on Lot 32. The
T

childcare center will relocate

at the University Elementary
school. Only the Ueberroth-
Olympic Building, situated on
Le Conte Avenue will remain.
"We have been discussing

the Lot 1 project for a while
— both internally and with
all of you," Young said, ad-
dressing various doctors and
administrators at the meeting.
Young added that now,

after much discussion, only
the required approvals are
necessary before breaking
ground. "We will go to the

(University of California)
Regents in March for concep-
tual approval and finance."

Another part of the ap-
proval process includes an En-
vironmental Impact Report
(EIR). This study, which is

currently being conducted,
measures the impact of the

consideration is a Center for

the Health Sciences Mixed-Use
Building (CHSB). The reloca-

tion of the Center for Health
Sciences will provide more
convenient access for patients,

said Helane DesRuisseaux,
assistant to the Medical Center
director. Additionally all Med-
ical Center ambulatory ser-

vices, now at 10-12 different

locations, will be concentrated

into one central location,

DesRuisseaux said.

Please see FORUM, Page 9

Under Gov. George Deukmejian's proposed 1986-87 budget,
$140 million would be allocated for building construction and
renovation. . ' ^ •

"All but $28 million of the proposed funds comes via these
bonds," UC administration lobbyist Steve Arditti said. That
means $112 million would go to the construction or renovation
of high technology and research facilities and libraries.

The revenue bond financing has been the primary meansT^
which construction has been funded by UC for the last two
years.

"More than $300 million has been authorized by the
Legislature in two years for construction," Arditti said. "Of
that, two-thirds has come from these bonds."
By the year 2000, about 30,000 more students are expected to

enter UC. "UC has a lot of aging facilities that are not high
tech or libraries," Arditti said.

"For the last 10 years, there has been a major, major facility
backlog at UC and with increased student enrollment, we are
going to need to meet those added demands," Arditti said.

The bill would also give the State Public Works Board
authority to provide temporary financing from sources available
to the state's colleges and universities until it can sell the bonds
for a specific project. —

-Please see FUNDS, Page 10

Five Comm Board members blast

chairman in letteV to chancellor
By James Bozajian, Administration Editor

March, will be ready to go to

the regents for another ap-
proval by April or May.
Young said he hoped final ap-
proval from the regents will

occur in July.

MDRIYAS SAHLEMICA£L

Chanoalor CtarlM Young

^ - - - Charging that statements made by ASUCLA
Lot 1 project on the environ- Communications Board Chairman Edward
ment including aspects of Singer are "rash" and "completely out of line,"

parking, air quality and traf- five Comm Board members sent a letter to
fie circulation. The EIR, to be Chancellor Charles Young criticizing Singer's
distributed at the end of actions.

In the letter dated Feb. 11, the five stated

that they "wish to repudiate the scurrilous and
coarse charges leveled by (Singer) against

you."
The letter — signed by graduate board

members Louis Armmand and Omawale
"If all goes well, we'll be Jabali (Kevin Connor) and undergraduate

able to begin excavation by members Joan Zyda, Adrian Alvarez and
the end of this year," said Peterson Sheppard — was sent in response to
Peter Blackman, head of the several statements Singer made in a Feb. 10
Building Authority. He added Daily Bruin article.

that if things remain on In the article, which focused on a dispute
schedule and all approvals are between the Comm Board, student gov-
secured, the Clinical Faculty emment leaders and Young concerning how
Office Building could be ready the board's eight student members are ap-
by as early as 1989 and the pointed to the board. Singer said, "The
parking structure even earlier, chancellor has basically screwed over the
The first proposed structure Comm Board."

is a Clinical Faculty Office Singer's statements maintained that Young,
Building (CFOB). Approx- in rejecting the constitutionality of the board's
imately 93 clinical physicians appointments process, sacrificed the integrity

who practice medicine locally and independence of the campus media by
will rent space (1000 square supporting a different procedure followed by
feet per doctor) from the uni- the Undergraduate Students Association Coun-
versity, and become members cil and the Graduate Students Association.

of the UCLA medical staff. The letter to Young stated that Singer's posi-

A second complex under ^ tion '*tn no way represents a majority of stu-

dent board members" and that the comments
"present another example of Chairman
Singer's inability to adequately and accurately
reflect the views of the full board."

Reacting to the letter. Singer said, "My
statements were personal statements, and I

was acting as aa.individual. I've done nothing
wrong."

"It is unfortunate that the interests of

political appointments override the interests of

the free press," he said. "Since the beginning
of the year, some student government leaders

have deemed the opinions of an independent
press a dangerous issue which must be stifled."

Zyda, Comm Board vice chairwoman,
countered by saying, "The unfortunate thing is

that we have a chairman who very rarely con-
sults the board."

"The board is often kept in the dark about
what's happening," Zyda claimed, adding that

Singer's alleged lack of leadership has created
"alienation and hostility" on the board and
has "undermined his effectiveness" as chair-

man.
*T don't think the chancellor screwed over

the Comm Board, " Jabali said. "I think that

there are people on the Comm Board who are
trying to screw over the Comm Board."

Singer responded saying, "The administra-
tion's support of student government over the
media reflects short-sighted comprehension of

the critical elements of the free press."

"With the chancellor remaining fdle and not
supporting the principles which the Comm

Please see BOARD, Page 6
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n f-! IAl three types of vegetarians

careful oombination of foods in diet
(aZQ

Vegetarianism is far from being just a contemporary health
fad.

According to anthropologists, our early ancestors subsisted
almost entirely on fruits, berries, nuts, roots and grains before
the affluence of the modem era and our current attraction to
meat.

Today, however, widespread concern with reducing, the risk'
of heart disease associated wifh animal fat intake has caused
many people to opt for a vegetarian diet.

Just as the reasons for choosing vegetarianism are diverse —
whether health motives, religious practices or ecological con-
cerns — so too are the variations of its practice.

Vegans, a type of vegetarian, most closely resemble the rab-
bit-like herbivore stereotype, for this group does not eat any
animal foods, deriving their protein entirely from plant sources.

Lacto vegetarians are less rigid and allow animal proteins in
their diets in the form of milk, cheese and other dairy products,
but do not eat meat, fish, poultry or eg^.

Lacto-ovo vegetarians eat plant foods and dairy products.
Although they include eggs in their diets, meat, fish and poultry
are excluded.
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3hK key to a balanced meat-less diet is caietui wiiiibliigticir
of foods to ensure an adequate intake of protein, vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates and fats not found in vegetables and
not supplied by the body itself.

Nine amino acids that cannot be synthesized by the body
must be obtained in the foods we eat. Although most animal
products furnish high quality proteins containing all of these
essential amino acids, proteins found in vegetables do not.

Please see SNACNfAN, Page 9
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Professional Care and Quality Lenses — The Difference You Can See and Feel

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
B3usch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley Jesson — Syntex— Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

25% OFF '°""pR°,'|f|;"'"
CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •

,

VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI •

I
CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED
QUANTITIES)

II
a
pair

Daily Wear SPH Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

Complete
Package

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BIFOCAL

SPECIAL

$39io*
CX)MPLETE

9n|^ vMon frams and

,
(man 'Claar i^an or

piasllc->4aaD

Framt and (mats
*Claar gtaia or

ptafttcMOOO COMPLETE
nSCOUMT DOES NOT Am.V
TO SPEOAL SALES

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

|K^#%#% Complete

Extended Wear Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

Dr. Gerald Greenspan

i sight
OFFER EXPIRES 1-31-86

$159
Oploma^ftc C#ra9f
Viaa A Masicfcard accapt*.
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

2370 Wettwood Blvd.
Sult« L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
West Los Angsles
Phons:(21 3)475>7602

Complete
a Package
pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

COMPlfTE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Testing

• Complete Training

• Follow-up Visits for 6 Monttis
• Chem Care Kit

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee
• Personal Service

• Professional Care

Amb«r 'Aqua •Blue • Qr««n

SoWookxa not only oorrvct your viaton,
thvy anhanoa ma ootor o( your ayaa
Juat aak our ay*<ara apact^tat tar a
trial fllting at no char0a.

,,..«?£b:"

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL

Open7Days

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Cut & Blow (Men)5^QQQ
(Women)

^

Body Perm $26.00
(wttti ttUt coupon at UCLA 1.0.)

International
Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
Exp. 2/28/86

Women and Sexualiti;, Part II
communicxMtion in sexual relationships

Wed., Feb. 19, Noon - Ip.m
Women's Resource Center

Room 2, DoddHaii

Facilitated by Amy Goldner, MS, MFCC
of the UCLA Student Health Services.

ADIMSUMCAFE

SK'SfSfJiflW YEARCELEBRATION
Traditional Seafood "Smallpots

"

Shrimp, scallops, clams and noodles
combined with fresh, sliced vegetables CC "TC
in a seafood broth. vO. /O

Rainbow Shrimp Salad
,

Shrimp, cashews and crispy noodles
tossed in a light, tangy dressing served 6C OC
over crisp lettuce with toasted sesame vO.ZO
seeds^nd red ginger

Spicy Chicken Wings

^

Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Relations

Tender roasted chicken wings in a
szechwan glaze with a spicy peanut
sauce

Kung Poo Vegetables

$4.95

Sizzling fresh vegetables stir-fried In a a -j -7c
light soy and pepper sauce. v%3./D

/VESTWOOD VILLAGEH091 BROXTON*L.A./213.824-7869
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Program encourages college
( -a
—

By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

Hoping to interest students
in teaching careers, UCLA's
Office of Academic In-
terinstitutional Affairs and the
United Teachers of Los
Angeles hosted a luncheon
Wednesday to kick-off a new
internship program.
The program, entitled "Ex-

perience the Joy of Teaching,"
will offer students an oppor-
tunity to participate in the
classroom teaching experience
before making any permanent
commitment to a course of
study, said Dr. Juan Lara,
dean of the Office of In-

terinstitutional Affairs.

_J*We think that if we can
T)ring students into the
" classrooms of the Los Angeles
School District, and enable
them to see the dedicated and
professional work that our
teachers are doing, they will

seriously consider a career in

public education," Lara said,

addressing 100 represenatives

from California community
colleges and public and
private universities.

The "desparate" need for

teachers and ways to remedy
this situation by bringing in=

terested college students into

the classroom were the
primary topics at the event.

held in the UCLA Faculty
Center.

The Los Angeles school
district is facing two major
problems: a shortage of
classroom space and a short-

age of teachers, said Wayne
Johnson, president of the
United Teachers of Los
Angeles.

**Last year, the L.A.
Unified School District was
1,800 teachers short, and by
the end of this year, it will be
in need of 2,500 teachers,"

Johnson said. He predicted
that within the next decade
that shortage will swell to

10,000 teachers.

"You have heard many dire

statements about the teacher

shortage thus far, but I can
assure you that in actuality,

the figures are even worse,"
said Dorman Commons,
Chairman of the California

Commission on the Teaching
Profession and author of the

commission's report, "Who
Will Teach Our Children?"

California, Commons said,

is at the bottom of the pile in

terms of state aid to education
and is second only to Utah in

having the highest number of

students per classroom.

"The thrust of our recom-
mendations is that the teach-

er, and not the administra-
tion, should be given the duty

and the responsibilty of polic-

ing his own conduct and pro-
fessional standards. In addi-
tion, the environment in every
school must change from one
of confrontation to one of

cooperation," Commons said.

Specifically, he said that

teachers' salaries must be
made competitive, teachers'

purchasing power lost to infla-

tion must be restored, and a
statewide recruitment cam-
paign must be started in order
to bring new individuals into

the profession.

"We should make tenure as

difficult to receive as it is to

lose, and begin year-roUnd
classroom use immediately,"
Commons said. "These are
controversial measures because
they are changing patterns
that have been in existence for

a long time, but we must act

now."
The commission's recom-

mendations, he added, are not
like an apple tree where one
can pick out exactly what to

implement i but are instead

like a fabric that must be car-

ried out in full or it will un-
wind.

"It is indeed sad that it

takes a crisis to bring us
together. Of the students who
choose teaching as their pro-

fession today, within five

years, 50 percent have made a

career change," Johnson said.

However, statistics aside,

the bottom line is that
teaching is one of the most
rewarding professions that you
can engage in, said Johnson,
himself a teacher of 22 years.

"Not a day goes by when
don't see a former student.

and when I do I get a great

satisfaction. I've learned more
from my students over the

years, than they've learned
from me. This is the kind of

exposure we're trying to give

students in the internship pro-

gram."
Please see TEACHERS, Page 8

Harry Hander
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Delivery
208-1722

CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE ^

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON ' SIZZLINGLY HOT"
• PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 :3(M.OO)

DINNER * FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

SAME MODERATE PRICES ~1

Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

1114 Gayley (located behind National Theatre) 208-9214
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TAKEANOTHER
LOOK

Student to Student: a time to share

life values & vision. We invite you
to our community to take another
look at Christianity during Lent.

/so0^^ve^^oc^

WED: 12:30 Feb 19, 26, Mar 5, 12
mass at noon (includes soup)

ACKERMAN rm2412

THURS EVE: 7:00 Feb 13, 20, 27, Mar 6, 13

UNIV. CATHOLIC CTR. 840 HILGARD
-Member of URC-

CALL 208-5015
For More Info
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While Pondering the Bruin

We AsIc You To Attune

To Any Other Hair Saloon

Advertising

Most Common No Doubt

Without
Any Clout They Assume
The Old Mode of

Hairstyling

If 71*

1
71 Aside From No-New

Know How
For Better Desigri

They Alian Fool Tools of

The Trade

Spliced Shears and

Bright Razors We
Need Not Belabor The

Outcome Of Your New
Ha-Ha Hairdo

Oh it's not All Their Fault

Cause It's Just Out Of Our

Vault The New Sassoon

Bassoon Pat Pending

Haircutting-

^ WW) Angles Galore

Your Hairs Never

Experienced Before

Please Experiefce

This Breakthrough

inHaircuning

f HAPPY VALENTINE'S day" *]

I
Happy Hair Hour • Cuts From $12

|

I
(ail day long) |

I perms • hi-lites • streaks from $30

Sassoon S. Sassoon

7277 208-4247

Our 17tli Year at 925 Broxton
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INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

$14
uith ad only

cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18

Women $22

Penns $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710 Westwood ViUage

Open 7 days
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BAUSCH & LOMB

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

TINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
SI 19
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES niTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tflrta All Types of contacts fitt

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thuri: 10-7. Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With thu ad, •rp. 2/28/86

» —NOTICE
TO

UCLA STUDENTS
The SEKONIC L398 Studio
Deluxe Light Meter
(recommended by UCLA Film School)

Is on special pricing to UCLA
STUDENTS ONLY ""

Retail $99

NOW ONLY $68.95

Limited time offer! Limited stock on
hand! HURRY!

OTHER OUTSTANDING STUDENT DEALS!

DARKROOM
Developing Tank w/ 2 reels .... $1

1

.99

Dial Thermometer as low as ^4.95

MOUNT BOARD
8x10. 11x14, 16x20

25% OFF

ORIENTAL PAPER IN STOCK
Up to 70% OFF Discount for UCLA Students

Camera Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am'6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
(213) 208-5150

Parking validated at Alliad ft Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchaM.
•Valid UCLA ID required for maximum diaoount.

(/. S. military personnel in Arctic

prepare for Soviet missile attack

By Dean Fosdick. Associated Press

POINT BARROW, Alaska — The bears on

the prowl in this cold, wind-whipped outpost

don't all have fur and teeth. Some are Russian

"bears," bristling with missiles.

They are the prey of radar operators here

and at 30 other remote Distant Early Warning
— DEW Line — sites scattered from nor-

thwest Alaska to Greenland. Daily they scan

the skies over the Arctic Ocean ice looking for

electronic tracks warning of an approaching

Soviet Bear "H" turboprop bomber toting

l,0(X)-mile-range cruise missiles.

The bombers often fly within 40 miles of

the arctic coast before U.S. fighters intercept

them and escort them back over the ice-

covered Beaufort Sea, officials say.

"We've had a number of Russian aircraft

within a close proximity of our coast," says Air

Force Capt. Bill Harrington, 38, refusing to

be more specific for reasons of "security."

"The probing goes on constantly. But there's

this genuine fear they are capable of

penetrating a radar gap.

"We didn't fear it as much a few years ago.

To be efficient, they had to fly at high

altitudes. We could pick that up.

"But with cruise missiles, there's a new
low-altitude threat. To fill that gap, we're

overhauling the system."

A Defense Department memo dated March
14 puts it another way:

DEW Line to address foreseen improvements
in Soviet forces. The current DEW Line con-

tains numerous low altitude coverage gaps, ,

exhibits pcxir radar performance characteristics

and is expensive to operate and maintain."

John Garrity of Wilmington, Del., an area
superintendent with the ITT subsidiary
operating the DEW Line sites, said the $1.8

billion modernization program will expand the

reach of the stations, most of them capable of

detecting aerial activity up to 200 miles away.
"It's the first significant upgrade in 27

years, or the life of the line," Garrity says.

Among other things, the modernization will

include a network of 52 new long-and short-

range radar stations overlapping across Alaska,

Canada and Greenland. ,

Thirteen additional "minimally attended"

radar systems are being installed in Alaska and
are expected to go operational by 1992, of-

ficials say.

The DEW Line's 528 employees will be cut

to around 150 people because many of the sta-

tions along the 3,600-mile line will be
automated, Garrity says.

"It will make us more reactive, more effi-

cient and less expensive," he says.

When the DEW Line started working in

1957, the Pentagon said it would provide as

much as six hours of reaction time — time
enough to organize and fend off possible

Soviet bomber attacks over the most direct

Polar route.

That was back in the days when America's
protective shield included civil defense shelters

in back yards and public buildings, 2,600 jet

fighter interceptors and thousands of ground-
to-air missiles. -

The introduction of intercontinental ballistic

missiles, however, with their hypersonic
speeds, 10,000-mile range and pigeonhole ac-

ttfacy changed all that. Amrrican drfeiLW vj.

forts turned toward space, the ultimate high
ground.

But with the recent development of cruise

missiles — terrain-following, air breathing
weapons — Pentagon planners have been
brought back down to earth again.

DEW line iijiprovements and advanced,

: Please see MILITARY, Page 9

BOARD: Five members blast chairman
Continued from Page 3
Board set forth last year, stu-

dent government now has an
open license to control the
media," he added.

Jabali labeled Singer's
statements in the Daily Bruin
as, "inaccurate and inappro-

priate." - ; .

"As a member of the Comm
Board, it is necessary for me
to voice my opposition to his

statements," he said.

Bruce Shih, a graduate
board member who did not
sign the letter, defended
Singer.

"Singer has stood up for
basic principles of freedom of
the press, open meetings and
responsible management," he
said.

Shih, who served as the
board's chairman last year.

Ed Singer
HYUNGWON KANGAMly Briin

said he feels Singer was just

"standing up for what's right"

and performing his duty, as

chairman, to defend the
board's constitution.

"If other members of the
board, like Zyda, are unwill-
ing to uphold our constitution,
then they have no business sit-

ting on the board," he said.

Shih accused Zyda, a pro-
fessional journalist, of being a
"hypocrite," lacking journal-
istic integrity and "trying to
run a dictatorship. 'V.

1;

"Joan's problem is that she's

power-hungry and vengeful,"
he charged.

Zyda refuted Shih's allega-
tions as "complete hogwash."
"How can I be a dictator?

I'm only vice chairman and
have been excluded from
everything," she said.

Zyda in turn accused Singer
ahd Shih of continually acting
on behalf of the board
without consulting other
board members. "Bruce wants
a board of two — not a board
of 12."

"I don't want a board of
two," Shih countered. "I just
don't want a board that's
sleeping with student gov-
ernment — figuratively."

Shih also maintained that
many attacks against Singer's
leadership are a direct result
of alleged anti-Semitic views
of several board members
(Singer is Jewish).

Alvarez said, however, that
such is "just not the case. I

think that some Jewish
members of the campus com-
munity have a problem deal-
ing with the criticisms express-
ed against Israel by board
members," he said, adding
that he feels there is a distinct

difference between being an-

ti-Zionist and anti-Semitic.

Singer agreed with Shih
that some of the charges
against him might be
motivated by prejudice. "Con-
sidering the previous actions

of these board members —
definitely."

"^"^

Graduate Robert
Montemayor, the only other
student board member, said

he did not know about the let-

ter until after it was publicly

released to him and other
board members. He declined
to comment about the letter's

contents, but indicated that he
would address the matter at

tonight's Comm Board
meeting.

The chancellor was out of

town and could not be reach-

ed for comment.

Joan Zyda
HYUNGWON KANG/DaHy Bruin
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< OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY INC
PRESENTS

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
"NOONTIME CELEBRATION

FEATURING REGGAE SUPERSTARS

nN rARLOS AND THE FREEDOM FIGHl

'r -

\
\
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X
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AT ACKERMAN A-LEVEL PATIO
(In case of rain, performance will be changed to Wed., Feb. 19, 8-10 pm in the Coop)

'^ — ALSO '

- TOMORROW

FIRST ANNUAL BLACK
AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

FEATURING BLACK CINEMA CLASSICS: STORMY WEATHER
^NP TH F TAI I

F^T TBFF in THF FOREST STARRING LENAHORNE,

PAUL ROBESON, CAB CALLOWAY, DOROTHY DANDRIGE,

HARRY BELLAFONTE AND MANY MORE.

FEB. 14, 6:30 pm to 11 pm
DICKSON ART CENTERAUDITORIUM

ADMISSION IS EEE£, BRING A DATE AND RECEIVE A-=
FREE FLOWER FOR YOUR VALENTINE'S DAY

SWEETHEART
Fl )NDED BY STUDENT COMMITTEE for the ARTS AND CPC of the PAB

r^

•fftfimmimm 'M~>»lfc>f^..P,i^^.^_
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CONSTANCE
IS BACK AT

BLUE & GOLD HAIR DESIGN
Special Offer

PERMS $10 OFF
HEN'S HAIRCUTS $S OFF
WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS $ 1 OFF

w/this coupon Tues-Sac. New clients only

10916 LeConte Ave. 208-5863

TRAFHC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every week-bat

Sun. Weeknights. •n«xP«'"S»^«-
.

Stlmulatino & Fun Loc-tions also at

Ifcpverly Hills S.M.. Ci^Jver City and

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

(213)478-7099

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get '/. order of Dim Sum free! V

^ ,, (with coupon)

•^ IllllV^e

VALID UNTIL FEB. *8. 1986

DIM SUM &. SALADS
SOUPS, NOODLES.
8. RICE

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
I l-9pm

VtefMew
After 3 p.m.

• ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

VISA and
MASTERCARD
Accepted

CHINLSE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd..

W.L.A.(Olympic @ Bundy In Westslde Plaza)

479-4774

Free

Parking

=AMPLICON FINANGIAU

i

AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE

OF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT. IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INC.

MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.

IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED. RNANCIALLY MOTIVATED. ENERGETIC, AND AN
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YOU. THIS

POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIP-

MENT RNANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES.

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS. CONTRACT NEGOTIATION,
PRICING. PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE.

COMPENSATION IS SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD. AND
THEREAFTER. $22,500/YEARr- COMMISSION.

IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS, AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS, PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TQ:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER
VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

2020 E. FIRST STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705

The Division of Honors Student Executive Council

cordially invites

ALL COLLEGE HOrSORS and HOriORS
STATUS

to a special speaking engagement with

Chancellor Charles E. Young

Tuesday, Feb. 18, 12:00 p.m.

Irving and Jean Stone Honors Connmons

Refreshments will be served

* Space is limited, so seating will be reserved on a first come- first served

basis. Reservations can beTnade at the Irving and Jean Stone Honors

Commons (Kinsey 372) or by calling 825-8607.

LA. group sponsors tours,

cultural programs in USSR
By Margaret Arana \ ^

Promoting enduring world peace and friendship with the

Soviet Union may seem a lofty goal for a small organization,

but the Society for USA-USSR Cultural Relations in Los Angeles

aims at precisely those ends.

The Society for Cultural Relations SCR), one of 22 societies

affiliated with the National Council of Amencan-Soviet Friend-

ship was founded in 1943 in order to help the victims o

Nazism in the.USSR. Since then, the SCR has worked on several

travel and cultural programs between the two countries.

SCR President Dick Meyers said he believes that Americans

"don't have to like the Soviets, or even agree with them. But

we'd better get along with them if we want to avoid a nuclear

^Meyers a 70-year-old retired busin^man, has been to the

Soviet Union five times since 1977. Like the other SCE staff

members, he volunteers his time to the organization.

Currently Meyers is planning several summer tours for

Americans to visit the USSR. SCR is sponsoring three different

tours in which Americans can spend at least a month learning

Russian at a Soviet university, with an extra month for extended

travel within the country.
rr j • t • j

The Russian language program is offered in Leningrad,

Smolensk and Lvov. Students are also able to arrange academic

credit through the State University of New York at New Paltz.

Berkdey resident Edith Palmer participated in the Russian

language tour last summer in Lvov. Although Palmer and her

husband, who are in their 70s, were older than other members

in the group, she said she found the trip "marvelous."

She added that the language instruction she received ^greatly

enhanced the trip, as it enabled her to converse, on a limited

"They liked to ask me why Reagan hated them so much,"

Palmer said. "For the most part they were very friendly and

very curious about us." - - '''
'

.__ ^- ..J:„

—

The SCR also organizes tours for groups comprised of

lawyers, doctors and photographers. Each tour has specialized

excursions that cater to the interests of each group. Prices for

the tours sponsored by SCR range from about $2,000 to $3,395,

and include all meals, hotels and air and ground transportation.

Along with American tours to the Soviet Union, SCR also

sponsors yearly travel programs from the USSR to the United

States, in which Soviet professionals can visit American hospitals

and schools.

Last year SCR sponsored one tour to the Soviet Union, and

this year they plan to spoasor at least nine excursions, Meyers

said.

"I think the political climate in this country has changed

somewhat," Meyers said. "The right are still supported, yet

perhaps because of the Geneva talks, people seem more curious

about the Soviet Union."
For further information, write the Society for USA-USSR

Cultural Relations, 5768 Pico Blvd., Suite 203, Los Angeles

90019 or call (213) 937-4130.

TEACHERS: Program to recruK

Continued from Page 5

We have in front of us one
of the greatest opportunites to

improve the teaching profes-

sion, said Dr. Harry Handler,

superintendent of the L.A.
Unified School District.

"I would also like to see a

program implemented which
wouk} lend financial help to

teacfiers just beginning in the

profession," Handler said.

Valerie Fields, a member of

the "Joys of Teaching" Steer-

ing Committee and a repre-

sentative from Mayor Tom
Bradley's office, made a pres-

entation on his behalf. "The
mayor strongly supports this

program, as do many other
government officials. To show
his support, he has proclaimed
April 1986 as 'Experience the

Joys of Teaching' Month."

rrogram Degins this monui

The first phase of the "Joys
of Teaching" program will

take place during the re-

mainder of this month and
March. Interested students
will be recruited on college

campuses, said Noelle Tisius,

director of communications
for the Office of Academic In-

terinstitutional Programs.
Those students who volun-

teer will spend one or more
days a week as an assistant or

obse rv»er in elemenatary

schools throughout L.A.
County, she said.

"During the summer of

1986, approximately 100 stu-

dents will be able to attend

programs instructed by teach-

ers who will help them
prepare classroom lessons as

well as enter into intellectual

discussions with enthusiastic

professionals working in the

education field," Tisius said,

adding students will receive

stipends for their participation

in the programs.
In the fall of 1986, she said,'

the trained students will gain

hands-on experience in the

classroom. "Whenever possi-

ble, the interns will be paired

with teachers they have work-

ed with over the summer, and
the internships will range
from one term to a full aca-

demic year, with some varia

tion to accomodate schedules

in year-round scltools."

"You've heard the usual

parade of institutional com-
ments supporting this pro-

gram," said David Gordon,
California Deputy
Superintendent of Public
Education, addressing his

comments to the students of

UCLA. "But the bottom line is

getting you in touch with the

extraordinary people we've got

working in our schools today.

Teaching is an experience that

can change your life."

•*•*- I I

k -
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MILITARY: Soviets prepare for attack

ov«'So;rn''?fda' systems are being idded to mesh with

PrLident Reagan's projised "Star Wars" initiative, a space-

based defense against ballistic missiles.
_ J r>o,ri

"It will be more of a defense system than a line, said Garri-

tv adding that the combination of computerized and minimally

atiended Vound stations will be called the North Warmng

System when completed several years from now.

Fo^the moment, however, the DEW Line crews c-ont.nue

looking north with their unblinking electronic eyes

The technicians are civilians, employees of FELEC Systems

-Inc. based in Colorado Springs, Colo. ... ^ i „

C'rews are paid well in exchange for working in remoteloca^

tions at the top of the world. Salaries average $50,000 to

$60,000 a year. • ^ ^__

SNACMAN: VegetarlanisiiF

''To'"eLte"hafTvtgetarian diet contains high quality pro.

tein tTdlfferent typis of vegetable protein «'"^'*^^'""^t ^f

combined. The notablVexceptions are spybeari products, which

are the onlv complete vegetable source of protein.
,

A nutritionally complete plant source of protein can be at-

tained bv following at least one of these three rules:

iT^bine leguml such as dried beans, peas, lentib, »ybeans

and garbanzo beans with grains such as barley, rice, oats, rye

rSwne the legumes above with nuts and seeds such as

sunflower seeds, sesame seeds, peanuts, cashews and almonds^

t Comb ne eggs or dairy products with any of the above

veeetaWe proton sources, such as beans, grains, nuts and seeds.

Tuarnin B12 and iron are two nutrients which require specid

attention by individuals following this type of diet. Vitamin B12

^'TOZ^^:^^^^^^^^^ ^or

Something's
. always
cooking

Bruin Advertising

825-2161 .

knot found in plant products. The vegan shouM-BBe^

his or he™ron intake to help prevent iron deficiency anemia.

If vou hive additional qu^tions about vegetarianism or wjsh

to Se a diefa* assessment, call the Peer Health Counselor

Ofto (825-8462) or contact a Student Health Advocate.

Compiled by Student Nutrition Awareness Committee

(SNAC) member Diana Johnston,

Parking,

Continued from Page 3

Radiation Oncology, the

Bowyer Oncology Clinic and

the Orthopedic Clinic, as well

as other departments, will also

be housed in CHSB.
The final complex under

consideration is a Neurop-

sychiatric Institute Building

(NPI). This structure will

feature child, adult and neu-
^
rology outpatient clinics as "a

smaller version of the Medical

Center," Young said.

Overcrowding will be

relieved by giving NPI its own
building, said Dr. L. Jolyon

West, NPI director. "Right

now the NPI is bursting at the

^6ams
The parking structure under

consideration, including two

underground levels, could help

the campus parking situation.

Each physician in the

CFOB will be allotted five

parking spaces, making a total

of 500 for the doctors.

Although 1,166 spaces will

be lost, the new parking struc-

ture will increase the current

inventory by 1,200-1,500 to

help with the baklog of park-

ing requests. Approximately

300 of these spaces will be us-

ed for Health Sciences staff,

leaving 900-1,200 spaces for

students.
,

.

During the construction ot

"-the new f^cilities^ an addi-.

tional 500 parking spaces will

be added to Lot 32 by use of a

.^demountable parking struc-

ture. Even after the Lot 1 Pro-

ject is completed, it is con-

ceivable that the demountable

structure will remain intact,

Blackman said.

There is a possibility that

the Veteran's Hospital will be

willing to lease the university

land adjacent to Jackie Robin-

son Stadium that could ac-

commodate another 500 cars.

Young said.

"The Lot 1 Project reflects

what's happening in American

medicine," said Dr. Kenneth

Shine, executive chairman of

the Department of Medicine.

"The whole thrust of this pro-

ject is tracking the genreal

evolution in the field of medi-

cine." For example, Stanford

University has the Palo Alto

Clinic, where private physi-

cians practice on campus.

With this set of facilities.

Shine said he feels people wUl

be able to remain in the

hospital for a shorter length of

time. Education of medical

students will become easier

with an ambulatory arena.

Shine said.

With the CFOB across the

street from the Medical

Center, there will be easier

access for everyone, especially

the eldery and invalids, to get

from their physician's office to

the hospital. Shine said.

The cost of the project will

be "in excess of $125 million,"

Blackman said. The CFOB
wiir^e^^iifift^^ed^ privately,

while the rest of the project

will be financed by public

borrowing to be paid off by

the Medical Center.

California is the only state in the union

where you can fall asleep under a rose

bush in full bloom and freeze to dea^hj^.

^^

Men A ^tneii^
halrstyllng

Layer Cutting -Perms

Student Discounts

?Low Cost High Quality

Women's Health Care

Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services • Partners Clinic

Cmte/i Ifii
Womtn'i Com

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.

826-0818

THESO^sAREIN

AND WE HAVE THE
. LOOK

109U Kltiroas A»«»ue
Westwood VIUa<«

FREE Cello
with

Cut & Blow

/ITC AdlA OPEN 7 DAYS &475-4300 EVENINGS
SEBASTIAN Products^j Sculptured Nails]

_^ 10877W. Pico Blvd.

NEW CLIENTS ONLY (we*t ol W»ttwood Blvd.)

FAMOUSlmll^XS^AmMA]
From Uittlcltalv, N Y.

1049 Gaylev Ave. • Westwood

B.t„824.1310,T.;CHASE I

Big Screen TV in

deli. Featuring
^

"Monday Night
*

Football or all

Sports and Soaps.

Daily Specials

cur AND SAVE • CLirANn-A\E • (lIiAN.>>A\h
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Rar &L Cirille

LOBSTER TAIL PICCATA

$13.99 ^-p""

includo c.M«r «l«l. j'tucini Alfredo .nd

FREE ^»» o< 'ibe"»f ^ ihirdonn»v

CHASE
"Rar& Grille

VEAL PICCATA For 2

, $19.99 "-r^-r-r

SHasE

2 For 1
Lunch

On all Pasta. C hi^kcn ot Ewjrljnr d.shf

CHASE_
Bar & Grille

Dinner for 2
FKEt *" cntJitr i>< rrd or ^Umc wiiu

13.99
v."*!! .ill p.ir.i, I <"< '<•'< '"

rWaw prrttm tiiup«'>n

CHASE
Bar& GriUe

Dinner for 2
FREE ": carafi- of red ot whttc wim-

13.99
On nil paMa. iHk Vrn or

ni«r pnKM roupoo

CHASE
Bar & Grille

2 Fori
Lunch

PWa»» pr«"" ' "ur*"'

. iit^ AVUSAM • U1IAM1>A\L • MIIA.\nsA\t
CLIPAND'^AVE . C-llPANn-A\E • U II ASP sA\ t

CHASE _
Sports - Deli

Pitcher .

^ ^^
$1.89 of $1.89

DRAFT
ntitr prweni roupon

CHASE

CHASE
SportsDel^NYJPi??a

""• DRAFTmoosYheao
12 o:.

i;-':.
'

,

cKoice of veal parmigian, scampi, or

lobster tHckiitta^/fettuccim AJtredo, a

FREE bottle dfChaitt^pm^^m^^
salad and bread &. butl:efti^

MOLSON

$2.00 BEER
n«Mr prM»ni coupon

T.^P

52. so

CHASE
—Sp^''*^ ' D''^^

2 For 1

•!•

{reserwitions advised)

Any Large Pizza
\v/2 item"i

Plra** prr^cni i mipon

HASERESTAURANl
8244510

10M Gavlev Avenue 'Westwood

OTWYORICrfAUANFOODAT^BESra
^^..^ . .... -— :
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ROSES 1 dz
18 roses,

2 dz

$55.00

$80.00
$105.00

mention this ad and receive $5 offon roses.

Tulip Arrangements Mixed Arrangements

$25.00 and up
15 tulips $30.00
25 tulips $40.00
'^"^^^''^^^ ^^"^ ^" ^''3"9®'T»erits and plants to Westwood area

1 545 Westwood Blvd. Westwood, CA (21 3) 477-7066

Hunger for Perfection:

Women and Compulsive
Eating

iN.

Facilitated by Jean Young, MA

Thursday, Feb. 20, Noon - 1 pm
Room 2, Dodd Hall

•

Tfc. Wo.1.'. R««o.rc« C-fr i. • .^vlc* of th« DIvUlon of St.d«.t R«Utio«.

Ijust
.ttived ito^

Voodon

BEATNIK BEACH
LIZA BRUCE

'^ Beachwear for Modem Life

2934 Wihhire Blvd., Santa Monica 828-01 75

*

.

\

Alma Cervantes
JULfE ANDERSON

CERVANTES: finance commi
Continued from Page 1

the duties of the position must
be understood by the incom-
ing (financial supports comis-
sioner)," Kisicki said. "In a
way, I am surprised that she
was appointed, but I am not
surprised that Ron (Taylor)

nominated her."

Kisicki said Douglas
LeCrone, who had worked for
the financial supports office in

1985 and ran for financial
supports comissioner in 1985
as well, was the most quali-
fied candidate for the posi-
tion.

Responding to these allega-
tions, Cervantes said her expe-
rience as an intern dealing
with budget appropriations
had adequately prepared hej
for the position.

"One thing that was held
against me was that I never
worked in the (financial sup-
ports) office," she said. "But I

was confident enough to walk
in to the office and say I

would do a good job."
Reacting to Cervantes* ap-

pointment, Smith said, **I

think she is qualified. She'll be
a good commissioner."

But, Smith believed he was
also a qualified candidate and
charged he was not appointed
as financial supports commi-
sioner because of racial issues.

Smith, who was rejected
despite recommendations from
the outgoing commissioner
and Taylor, reacted by saying,
"I got turned down becaus^
I m black and Ron's black, so
1 m seen as Ron's pawn."
His appointment was

defeated 0-6-2, but he will re-
tam his position as assistant
linancial supports commis-
sioner.

"There Ls a struggle between
factions in USAC," Smith

sX- I

said. "I got caught in the
middle."

Kisicki obfected to Taylor's
recommendation of Smith on
the grounds that Smiths
dossier was not given to all

council members three days
before the recommendation
was made.

Smith, however, cited other
reasons for Kisicki's opposi-
tion.

"It's because of the whU^
black issue that Kisicki voted
against me," Smith claimed.
"Kisicki is avoiding the issue.

He's judging me on race, not
qualifications."

Kisicki responded by saying,
"I am a firm believer that the
most qualified person deserves
the job — I thought Douglas
LeCrone was most qualified.

It is sad that some people
want to divide this campus
more than it already is."

But, Smith said he should
have been appointed, citing

that Orvananos recommended
him, the former commissioner.
"I should have gotten the ap-

pointment, but I didn't
because of politics."

Smith claimed that Kisicki's

complaints are inconstitent.

"Kisicki contradicts himself by
not opposing the (Craig) Eng
appointment (to the Elections

Board). If Kisicki didn't vote

for me for constitutional
reasons, why did he vote for

Eng?"
Kisicki said he believed Eng

was the only applicant for E-

Board. "He was the only per-

son we recieved a dossier on at

the (Feb 4.) meeting. We
received four for the fjnancial

supports position."

According to Sintelle Am-
mons, Taylor's Chief of Staff,

there were other applicants

for the position.

FUNDS: Committee approves bill
Continued from Page 3

state Hw i^^i? n * ^?"^ * ^''"e t° «" bonds, this change in

he bonXIT t
*"?'^ '•'^ ^""^ "-"'e flexibility so they can sell

There ic
^^ ^d^antage of market conditio!^," Petris said.

finanrin„ Tk un '"'^"an'sni currently to allow temporary

und toL fK*
' *""'/^ *"°^ 'hose institutions or the general

allow the 7 i^^'?"'"^ ^°r
financing. The proposal would also

profit t^l^''^*""^- ?* '^^ «">« « authoriL instruction of a

DlTm nV L r 'i'*
""^ university for the costs of preliminary

thaUegment
'^'^'^'"^ ^hich may have been advanced by

workina'drw'^ '? Put up the money for the planning and

Slafnl f^/° «^* " P™J«^t going and if and when the

mimsm ^"*"';^ y ^.PP^oves the cSntrlct, VC will have the

Wnba1 [ V^.^
'* ^*'" «'"«^t reimbursement." .said Felice

Howeve^' '^f^'''"^^
«>ns"ltant to Petris.

becau«.7hl'. .

^°"''' ^"""^ « "sk under this provision,

^Thl iro'^^r'f
"'^ ?j8h' not approve a project,

in DreoanW^ "> "^^"'^ "'"^ '»>« university and other segments

petKw «-teh""f„7*'"« *'^i:r'?8' '" - «"«='y '"»""«'•"

sideration nf fk '•
*"'"• ^ould facilitate legislative con-sideration of the projects and ultimately save costs."
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CODES: Money kist over
Continued from Page 1

"About 450 cards have been issued, and 44 were recently

cancelled because of suspicion they were being used fraudulent-

ly," Terrell said.

A Telecommunications spokesman said one of the eight

departments billed for the excess calls was the Intercollegiate

Athletic Department.
A UCLA football player who wished to remain anonymous

said the team was told at an informal meeting that Jfl5,000

worth of illegal calls were made.
Kyle Hackett, assistant administrative analyst of the Inter-

collegiate Athletic Department, and the person who held the

meeting, said what he told the athletes is "confidential informa-

tion" but that the Athletic Department did not incur a $15,000

loss.

Hackett said he held meetings with several Athletic Depart-

ment teams, but would not say which ones.

The team was also told a student caught using the code has

been forced to pay $300, the football player said. Hackett

would not comment about these claims.

Terrell said he "had heard that several people were caught,"

but that the individual departments having problems, rather

than Telecommunications, would be responsible for any

disciplinary action.

Illegal calls have declined because the codes have been

changed and because campus phones in residence hall lobbies

and certain other places on campus were reprogrammed to

refuse authorization codes. In addition, a new computer system

keeps track of the origin and amount of calls made with

authorization codes.

Terrell described the system, ii[istalled last November, as

"working terrifically."

Daily reports are made from the computer system, he said,

and if an unusual calls is noticed, the card holder on whose

code the call was made is notified. Terrell explained that if the

call in question was not made by the owner of the code, it is up

to them to take appropriate action.

Although the Telecommunications staff finds an average of

two or three "unusual" calls per day, he said very few turn out

to be potentially fraudulent. ^^-^
"There were a lot of unauthorized calls, and I caA't say all

the calls have stopped," Terrell said. "But there are so few now

that they are not a significant expense item."

"It is especially important that department users review their

phone bills as soon as they get them," he suggested, "and the

owner of the code should not let anyone else use it."

Movie makeup artist charged with

murder of police expkision experts

By John Antczak

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Pro-

secutors decided Wednesday

to charge a movie makeup ar-

tist with two counts of murder

and two other felonies in the

explosion of a homemade

bomb that killed the city's top

explosives expert and his part-

ner.

However, the district at-

torney's office decided against

charging any of Donald Lee

Morse's relatives, spokesman

Al Albergate said Wednesday.
Please see POLICE, Page 12
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ast week I went on a

blind data She was the

most beautiful girl I ever met. When 1

first saw her, my heart beat so fast I thou^t it

wouldjump out of my body and compete in a 440

dash. I wanted to impress her; so impulsively I took her

to the best restaurant in town.

All was going well and I anticipated the beginnings of a beautiful

friendship: Maybe more. What I didn't anticipate was her ^petite. She ate

enough to feed a track team through a week of tough workouts. When the bill

came, I didn't have nearly enough cash.

She was polite enough about paying her share. But when I called her

up the next day, she disguised her voice to sound like an old woman and

informed me that, misery of miseries, her dear college-aged granddaughter

hadJust left town toJoin a travelling dance troupe.

What did I do wrong?

-Undernourished and Underloved

DEAR UNDER,

Love is a funr^ thing, eh? One minute you're staring into the warm

depth of someone's ores; the next minute you're staring into thfr cold recess-

es of an empty wallet.

You did two things wrong. First, you tried to impress her with food.

That's the way to a man's heart. Second, you forgot that no one is impressed

when you invite them out and then can't pick up the check. Next time,

remember to take along something that will impress her: the American

Express" Card.

YOU CAN GET THE CARD NOW. -

Because we believe that college Is the first sign of success, weVe made

it easier for you to get the American Express Card. Graduating students can

get the Card as soon as they accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. If you're

not graduating yet, you can apply for a special sponsored Card. Look for

student s^plications on campus. Or call

ITRAVEL 1-800-THE-CARD, and tell them you want a

l^^CB student application.
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Asian rhinos victims of poachers, superstitions

4

By Stephen R. Wilson.

Associated Ppcss

KAZIRANGA NATIONAL PARK,
India — The great Asian rhinoceros,

nearly wiped out 80 years ago by
British colonial hunters, is now threat-

ened by poachers who smuggle its

single horn for tonics and love potions.

Deep in the tall elephant grass of

this sprawling sanctuary in India's

remote northeast state of Assam,
dozens of the rare beasts are
slaughtered each year to satisfy medi-

cal and sexual folklore in southeast

Asia.

In Singapore, a two-pound horn, a

mass of compressed hair, sells legally

in f)owdered form for $19,000.

"It's all superstition," says Prafulla

Chandra Das, Assam's chief wildlife

conservator. "Studies have shown that

the horn has absolutely no medicinal

properties at all."

The horn is prized as an aphrodisiac

because the lumbering, three-ton

mammals mate for up to 10 hours in

one of the animal kingdom's most

awesome rituals.

The gray, one-horned Indian rhino.

distinct from the two-horned, black-

and-white African species, once roam-

ed Asia from Afghanistan to Burma.

But by the early 1900s they were

virtually extinct. Only a dozen surviv-

ed the British trophy hunters on safari

and Ahom tribesmen with a taste for

rhino meat.

In 1908, British conservationists set^

up a forest reserve for the rhinos in

this hinterland between the

Brahmaputra River and the
Himalayas.

Kaziranga, a 145-square-mile na-

tional park, now has 1,080 rhinos

wandering its plains, marshes and

forests. About 500 others live in other

parks in Assam and Nepal.

Poaching is also a menace in Africa,

where the black rhino population has

fallen from 65,000 in 1970 to 7,000

today. Most of the African horns are

smuggled to North Yemen and made
into dagger handles, status symbols for

young men.
Until 1978, horns of rhinos which

died from natural causes were sold

legdlly at Indian government auctions.

The practice is now banned under an

international treaty signed by about

• • horns

90 countries. But poaching is increas-

inc.

Since 1981, poachers have killed 258

rhinos in Assam, including 146 in

Kaziranga. The worst year was 1983,

when 91 rhinos were slaughtered

statewide.

By mid-November this year, 42

rhinos had been killed, 35 of them in

the park. Seven were wiped out in Oc-

tober alone, and the peak poaching

season had just begun.

The rhino population rate is no

longer increasing, and if the poaching

gets much worse, their numbers could

decline for the first time since 1908,

park officials say.

"They are not facing an immediate

threat of extinction, but they could in

the long run," says Sujit Kumar
Mukherjee, deputy director in the

goverilment's wildlife department.

Until recently, Kaziranga's poachers

relied mostlv on the primitive but

deadly "pit ' method." They dig 5-

foot-deep trenches camouflaged with

dry leaves, then wait for the rhino to

fall in and break its neck. They hack

off the horn and leave the carcass to

rot.

But many poachers now are using

high-powered semi-automatic rifles.

They outman and outgun the lOQ

rangers who patrol by foot. Jeep and
elephant. One ranger was killed in a

shoot-out with poachers last March.

Most poachers -are poor peasants

from surrounding villages who are

paid the equivalent of $400 to $500

per horn. But they are only the first

link in the chain. "'" ~ ™.-
-
-.-^

"It's just like drug trafficking, with

middlemen and couriers," Das says.

"We think the big financiers are sit-

ting in Calcutta, Nepal and Bhutan.

We've only been able to nab the peo-

ple at the bottom, so the chain re-

mains." Most of the rhino horns from

Kaziranga end up in Singapore, which
has not signed the international treaty,

and others go to Hong Kong, South

Korea and Taiwan. The horn is

ground into powder, packaged and
sold legally as health tonics and
aphrodisiacs.

"Certain strong beliefs are deep-

rooted in this part of the world,"

Mukherjee says. "It will be a long bat-

tle to eradicate them."

Police
Continued from Page 11

Prosecutors allege special

circumstances in the murder
counts against Morse which^

would make him eligible for

the death penalty or life im-

prisonment without parole if

convicted, Albergate said.

The complaint was to be

filed Wednesday in San Fer-

nando Municipal Court, with

arraignment expected shortly

thereafter, he said.

Arleigh McCree, 46, a

world-renowned bomb expert

who had consulted in the in-

vestigation of a 1983 Marine
barracks explosion in

Lebanon, and Officer Ronald
Ball, 43, were killed Saturday

when a pipe bomb blew up in

the garage of Morse's home in

the San Fernando Valley.

They were the first Los
Angeles bomb squad officers

ever to die in the line of duty.
~^ Prosecutors also decided to

file charges of malicious
possession of an explosive

device in a residence and
possession of an explosive

device with an intent to in-

jure.

The two special cir-

cumstances connected to the

murder counts cite multiple

murder and murder by ex-

plosives, Albergate said.

Prosecutors decided against

charging Donald Morse's
brother, Alvin, and sister,

Ernestine Enoch, who had
been arrested Saturday along

with Donald Morse.
"They remain under in-

vestigation, but they are going

to be released at this time,"

Albergate said.

The bomb squad had been

summoned after police went
to the home in search of a link

to last week's ambush of an

official of the makup artists'

union.

Howard Smit, 74, business

manager for Local 706 of the

Makeup Artists and Hair
Stylists Union, was wounded
by a ski-masked gunman as he

left the union's North
Hollywood office Feb. 5. He is

recovering.

Gen. Charles de
Gaulle was elected
president of France in

1959.

m^
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tributors and stu-
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Asian rhinos victims of poachers, superstitions

By Stephen R. Wilson,

^^soQ\ait£4 Press

KAZIRANGA NATIONAL PARK,
India — The great Asian rhinoceros,

nearly wiped out 80 years ago by
British colonial hunters, is now threat-

ened by poachers who smuggle its

single horn for tonics and love potions.

Deep in the tall elephant grass of

this sprawling sanctuary in India's

remote northeast state of Assam,
dozens of the rare beasts are
slaughtered each year to satisfy medi-

cal and sexual folklore in southeast

Asia.

In Singapore, a two-pound horn, a

mass of compressed hair, sells legally

in powdered form for $19,000.

"It's all superstition," says Prafulla

Chandra Das, Assam's chief wildlife

conservator. "Studies have shown that

the horn has absolutely no medicinal

properties at all."

The horn is prized as an aphrodisiac

because the lumbering, three-ton

mammals mate for up to 10 hours in

one of the animal kingdom's most

awesome rituals.

The gray, one-horned Indian rhino^

distinct from the two-ly)rned, black-

aiid-white African species, once roam-

ed Asia from Afghanistan to Burma.

But by the early 1900s they were

virtually extinct. Only a dozen surviv-

ed the British trophy hunters on safari

and Ahom tribesmen with a taste for

rhino meat.

In 1908, British conservationists set

up a forest reserve for the rhinos in

this hinterland between the

Brahmaputra R.i y e r and the
Himalayas.

Kaziranga, a 145-square-mile na-

tional park, now has 1,080 rhinos

wandering its plains, marshes and

forests. About 500 others live in other

parks in Assam and Nepal.

Poaching is also a menace in Africa,

where the black rhino population has

fallen from 65,000 in 1970 to 7,000

today. Most of the African horns are

smuggled to North Yemen and made
into dagger handles, status symbols for

young men.
Until 1978, horns of rhinos which

died from natural causes were sold

legally at Indian government auctions.

The practice is now banned under an

international treaty signed by about

• • horns

90 countries. But poaching is increas-

inij.

Since 1981, poachers have killed 258

rhinos in Assam, including 146 in

Kaziranga. The worst year was 1983,

when 91 rhinos were slaughtered

statewide.

By mid-November this year, 42

rhinos had been killed, 35 of them in

the park. Seven were wiped out in Oc-

tober alone, and the peak poaching

season had just begun.

The rhino population rate is no

longer increasing, and if the poaching

gets much worse, their numbers could

decline for the first time since 1908,

park officials say.

"They are not facing an immediate

threat of extinction, but they could in

the long run," says Sujit Kumar
Mukherjee, deputy director in the

government's wildlife department.

Until recently, Kaziranga's poachers

relied mostly on the primitive but

deadly "pit ' method." They dig 5-

foot-deep trenches camouflaged with

dry leaves, then wait for the rhino to

fall in and break its neck. They hack

off the horn and leave the carcass to

rot.

But many poachers now are using

high-powered semi-automatic rifles.

They outman and outgun the 100

rangers who patrol by foot. Jeep and
elephant. One ranger was killed in a

shoot-out with poachers last March.

Most poachers >are poor peasants

from surrounding villages who are

paid the equivalent of $400 to $500

per horn. But they are only the first

link in the chain.

"It's just like drug trafficking, with

middlemen and couriers," Das says.

"We think the big financiers are sit-

ting in Calcutta, Nepal and Bhutan.

WeVe only been able to nab the peo-

ple at the bottom, so the chain re-

mains." Most of the rhino horns from

Kaziranga end up in Singapore, which

has not signed the international treaty,

and others go to Hong Kong, South

Korea and Taiwan. The horn is

ground into powder, packaged and

sold legally as health tonics and
aphrodisiacs.

"Certain strong beliefs are deep-

rooted in this part of the world,"

Mukherjee says. "It will be a long bat-

tle to eradicate them."

Police
Continued from Page 11

Prosecutors allege special

circumstances in the murder
counts against Moi'se

would make him eligible for

the death penalty or life im-

prisonment without parole if

convicted, Albergate said.

The complaint was to be

filed Wednesday in San Fer-

nando Municipal Court, with

arraignment expected shortly

thereafter, he said .

Ask for Bud Liqht.

Eyerything else
is just a light.

Arleigh McCree, 4ff,^ir

world-renowned bomb expert

who had consulted in the in-

vestigation of a 1983 Marine

^. arracks explosion in

Lebanon, and Officer Bonald
Ball, 43, were killed Saturday

when a pipe bomb blew up in

the garage of Morse's home in

the San Fernando Valley.

They were the first Los
Angeles bomb squad officers

ever to die in the line of duty.

Prosecutors also decided to

file charges of malicious
possession of an explosive

device in a residence and
possession of an explosive

device with an intent to in-

jure.

The two special cir-

cumstances connected to the

murder counts cite multiple

murder and murder by ex-

plosives, Albergate said.

Prosecutors decided against

charging Donald Morse's
brother, Alvin, and sister,

Ernestine Enoch, who had
been arrested Saturday along

with Donald Morse.
"They remain under in-

vestigation, but they are going

to be released at this time,"

Albergate said.

The bomb squad had been

summoned after police went
to the home in search of a link

to last week's ambush of an

official of the rnakup artists'

union.

Howard Smit, 74, business

manager for Local 706 of the

Makeup Artists and Hair
Stylists Union, was wounded
by a ski-masked gunman as he

left the union's North
Hollywood office Feb. 5. He is

recovering.

Gen. Charles de
Gaulle was elected
president of France in

1959.

The UCLA
Daily Bruin has

an ongoing train-

ing program for

new staff, con-

tributors and stu-

dents interested

in reporting or

reviewing for the

newspaper^

The group
meets from 7-9

p.m. Wednesdays
in Royce 248.

If you need ad-

ditional informa-

tion, call Media
Adviser George
Taylor at 825-

2859 or 825-
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1371 Westwood
824-5000

Our drivers carry less than $20 00
Limited delivery area
®1983 Domino's Pizza Inc

LONDON

Art/Architecture

Business/Economics

Journalism/Mass Communications

Politics

Semester programs include 16 credits,

9-week internship, apartments. British faculty.

All programs offered Fall and Spnng; Politics and

Journalism/Mass Communications also offered Summer.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

STATE

( )

_ZIP_

D Art/Architecture U Journalism/Mass Communications

C] Business/Economics G Politics

. Summer 86 .,=_^Fall'86 Spring '87 Summer '87

(617)353 9888

$2.00
$1.00off any pizza

|

One coupon per pizza

Expires: 2-18-86

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

Phone: 824-5000

Return To London Internships. 143 Bay State Rd .
Boston.-MA0SJ2 15
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LIBRARY SCIENCE 253

READING INTERESTS OF CHILDREN

The reading interests of children and their literature from picture books and

fantasy to the new realism is studied in this course. Emphasis is on acquinng

a broad knowledge of chUdren's books through extensive reading and

evaluation and the role of the librarian, teacher, or parent in respondmg to

the needs and abilities of chUdren through individualized reading guidance.

English 112 or an equivalent is a recommended prerequisite.

Professor: Mary I. Purucker

Class Hours: Wednesday Evenings 6-9 p.m.

Room: Powell Library Building 326
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A reluctant English department
ignores student course needs

In teaching us the classic literature, tfiF"
*nf«^crkrc foil lie fkof ^vAn<-:«.A ,,,^t-:w,^ :>

Viewpoint

By Jon Widran~
I read with interest Carlet^vans* "Hor-

rors of Senior Enrollment" letter (Bruin
Jan. 30).

I have a similar complaint against my
ch(Ken department (English), but it has less
to do with actual enrollment than with the
department's reluctance to even schedule at
all a certain series of classes which it seems
to feel are unimportant, yet which, accor-
ding to many including myself, are very
important. I'm speaking of creative writing
and more specifically, drama.

In speaking with several English pro-
t«sors and the department's undergraduate
advisor over the past few days, I have
learned that the department has recently
begun to question the need for a creative
writing program (citing such a program as
nbn-academic," a foolish and untrue

assessment as I see it), and has especially
begun to ignore the 135 drama-playwriting
series.

This is' evident in their erratic,
"piecemeal" scheduling of thi.-? serifs »htsfi=

I-

last two academic years. Last year, they of-
lered no drama workshops, and this year,
only one out of the necessary three for the
mdjor was scheduled.

If the course catalog lists a creative writ-
ing major in the drama genre, and to "do"
thLs major students need an A-B-C sequence

k-
^?^ ^"rses, what does the department

thinl^^ is accomplishing by offering only
one or none of these classes?

I know many people (like myself) who
have dramatic talent, want to be in this
major, and truly need the integrated series
of three workshops to develop and hone
their skills.

By offering the B course without either
the A or C amounts to Httle more than of-
fering a breadth or elective requirement for
those in the sciences who may dabble in
drama.

'

„ j

^K may well be Dance lA, for the same
-thing would be accomplished — touching
on student talent, but never developing it.
And, I feel, those of us students who are
serious about drama need to develop our

Certainly, dramatic writing is as, if not
more, important to our culture as poetry or
fiction. Yet the department gives full series
to students in those genres with those tal-
ents, and essentially overlooks the many of
us whose ability lies in drama.

One professor explained that the student
response to the offering of poetry and fic-
tion courses is higher than that for drama
While this may be true, the fact that there
are even a comparative few (and I know
there are many more) interested in a drama
workshop series should be more than
enough reason to schedule one.

What is the university for if not to cater
to and provide development for all student
talents and ambitions? How can student
talents in drama be nurtured or thrive at all
when they are overlooked or dismissed by
one of America's supposed top English
departments?

^^^ department must realize that talents
cannot thrive when regarded this way, and
It must understand this before all arts in
our society become similarly passed over.

~--it is truly incomprehensible to me that a
department which considers Shakespeare
the god" of English literature can even
consider not offering drama. Check me H
I m wrong, but wasn't old Will a
.dramatist? How foolish and hypocritical of
the department to ignore the parallel I Or
wasn't it seen in the first place?

professors tefi us that creative writing is

evidence of genius in our society. Why can't
the department realize then, that student
"genius" or creativity is integral to carrying
on the literary tradition it so highly em-
braces.

Students interested in creative writing
surely find the refining of their craft in

these workshops as useful, if not more
useful than learning the discipline required
to write literary analyses.

Those English majors who cannot write
creatively are no doubt satisfied spending
their entire undergraduate careers doing on-
ly these analyses. But those of us majors*
who are lucky enough to have this creative
gift need and deserve mbre . . .to the
creative, these workshops are as "academic"

'

as the literature courses are to the non-
creative.

And those whose talent lies in drama
deserve a drama series. I really hate to
think what might have happened had the
English departments at the alma maters of .

Mm«l ^^111 ZC.^_ ^ fcl^t .ill mmNed aiimuiTT^Eugene (^'Nfelll, or Arthur
Miller felt as our department does — think
what we would be deprived off—- .

-

Showing poor conduct
By Adrian Alvarez, Omawali Jabale,

Peterson Sheppherd and Joan Zyda

As responsible members of the ASUCLA Communications
Board, we wish to repudiate the scurrilous and coarse charges
leveled by Board Chairman Edward Singer against Chancellor
Young (Bruin, Feb.lQ).

We find Singer's statement, "the Chancellor has basically
screwed over the Comm Board," to be a display of poor con-
duct, in no way representing a majority of student Board
members.

^

Rather, the statement presents another example of Chairman
Singei-'s inability to adequately and accurately reflect the views
of the full board.

Singer's statement was apparently in response to Young's con-
tention that the Communications Board should not "unilaterally
change the method of appointment . . .a process that involves a
multiplicity of agencies."

Despite Singer's claim, that Chancellor Young put the Com-
munications Board in "an awkward position," Young's conclu-
sion reflects the view of several Communications Board
members.
The Board's proposal to amend the appointment process has

been a major bone of contention since it was first voted upon
last spring quarter. Several Board members disagree with the
proposed constitutional change, since it was proposed without
student government input. Singer's statement presupposes all of
our sentiments, and its tone misrepresents the Board.

Therefore, we wish to apologize for our chairman's rash
statement as completely out of line, and reiterate that the
gtfltemcnt in .itrirtly his uwii. irrw;peotlV6 of our own views

As surely as there may be a Sylvia Plath
or an Alice Walker among those in poetry
and fiction courses, perhaps there is a
future worid class dramatist at UCLA
whose skills and potential may never be
recognized or realized because the depart^
ment refused to nurture his/her skills in an^
mtegrated way while in college. Talent
needs an outlet, a chance, and the Universi-
ty IS the perfect place for these.

I also learned that one of the reasons
drama may be passed over by the English
Department is because thev think the
playwrighting courses in the Theater
department are as good Not true.

For one thing, many of us chose English
as our major because of the department's
excellence and the overall communications
background it affords us. Perhaps we did
not want to limit ourselves to Theater Arts
Besides of which, one cannot major in
playwrighting in Theater, whereas, should
the courses be offered, one can major in it
in English.

Moreover, I know of many who've taken
playwriting in the TA department, and
have been less than satisfied. In that
department, the/ocus is on teaching "per-
formance " while' the English Department
drama takes a more cerebral, writer skill
development approach.

In other words, one really learns how to
write in English; I came out of TA
playwrighting feeling I'd learned little
about actual writing and its processes.

I'm not along here, either. Students I
Icnow and even a professor told me that
theater professors have, in the past, sent
budding dramatists to the English courses to

l^^Z^}"^ "g*'* ^ay." Not to acknowledge
this difference would be a travesty to stu-
dents like me who want to learn this "right
way. ^

The academic departments at UCLA are
.yf^^y^f^a^fofwhat is necessary, yet IM-they-sWd be. As long as there is

Editor's note: This letter was addressed to Chancellor Yowip
-but subnHtted to the Bruin fWr puhlidation. Five signatures at
pear on the letter, however, one of the five cotdd not be reach-
'''{J^^'J^^f'^^^ion before press time and their name teas
wttnnela.

Counterpoint^
.

Costly library hours
By Russel Shank

Jail, 17).
* '''''"'> '^•^^•'^e at UCLA (Bruin.

th.'^w'TibLr.'^rn
"''"•'.^' ""''^ '^ ^*'"^™' representative ..„

(o the polibliH^f ,"'"';"V" "^'' '^'"''- «' 'east as it relates

~uLrin"tr;:^„7r%:!l''^ - have responded to student re.

the closing timTlnlJm t """"
^°''L'

"' '"'^''^^ ^V extending

well past the lihr.rv'c
"^ 7<^ading rooms in Powell open

that Fewer han50^,"T""^ ' "''"« "">«• Even now we ftnd

they close at mTdnlghP
'"" '" ^''^^^^ '^^^'"^ '°°'^» ^^en

perlVnfiJ:ri'",Lfrg;r;r"H"r '=°« «•'"• '"- ^^

quire extra s?IfHef" T"' ?[
high.-priority Lncern that re-

on the shelves in IJRr' F^l'^l ^^ ^^''^ '"t" the right order

ting extra SrJ^ ^^l]^l t^T'^J""^ "' ""e day. and put-

the library) we have fn.L.^^'j?. '^"<* ^'"^^"^ ""d eating in

implies in his letter W^'i.
^'^'^^ °P«" 'h»" ^' J*"""

Library campuswide »ii % u**
^"^^ ^ ^^<^ Po'nts in the

hours. I am wUS hoi "'^^'' "'"''^ ''^«"«»''y ^e open extra

I hasten tCim' outTh^t';^'' f""""^ ^^^ P^^em again.

Mr. Jenks refe^^ n„^ «H.^' '•'^f
language Laboratory to which

not Comment on the oot^'?-' ^"r^
''^ "'^ library. And I can-

budget to pay Z libran
^*' ^°' °^^^' P^^ "^ t^e UCLA

tions to which Mr FenK T.?"^' ^"^P' *° "°*« "«»' "«« f""^"

port themselves aJUT "^^'^^./nust generate revenues to sup-

'.^^^^^^^^^tll^llJ^^oL^^^^
to be tapped to

dramatic talent here, scheduling the.se
courses is necessary.

My needs, as well as the needs of others
are the very reason for the university and
merit more consideration than we have thus
far received from the English department
regarding drama." I hope thing?, change.
1^ or higher education is useless when these
needs are ignored.

Widran is a senior majoring in English,

Editor:

ihis IS exactly what I felt
after reading Christian Smith's
article (Bruin, Feb. 10)

It was just like watching onof those Ginsu Knife commer
cials on T.V., you know, the

ones that offer you a whole set
of knives and then grab you
before you reach your phone
to order by saying, but wait .

. .there's more! and then offer
you some stupid utensil that is

destined to be used once and
then abandoned for life in a
kitchen drawer. So, too, was

Continued on Page 15

>
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More letters

Continued from Page 14

Smith's Viewpoint.
Smith began his opinion

with an attack on the motives
of Mark Kisicki and Mark
Feldman for registering a
complaint about the pro-
cetlures leading up to the ap-

pointment of Adrian Alvarex
to tTie Comm Board. After the

initial attack, everything got a

bit fuzzy, though.
Let's not take time to ad-

dress the "extras" that were
offered to us in the viewpoint.

The issue at hand is simply a

question of whether or not the

appointment procedures of the

USAC constitution were vio-

lated or not.

It is clear that anyone who
does violate the constitution

should be dealt with ap-
propriately, whether he or she
is Chicano, White, Black,
Asian, or Ewok (from Star

Wars fame . . .the movie, not

the defense system).

It must be assumed that the

constitution is color blind. I

feel it is totaliv unappropriate
to criticize these two for poin-

ting out a violation of our
constitution, It should be the
duty of all elected officials to

in fascist countries, as state of

affairs with which Mr. Smith
is obviously quite concerned.
However, by distorting the

issue of a violation of the

USAC constitution, Mr. Smith
is trying to sell us on Mr.
Alvarez, and infers that a vio-

lation in this case could and
should be tolerated since Mr.
Alvarez "stands for human

rights and justice." There is a
tremendous difference be-
tween civil disobedience and a
lack of respect for procedural
process.

The Ginsu Knife people did
not have a whole lot of success

with giving us the old but
wait, there's more routine:
they went bankrupt a short
while ago. Like the Ginsu

Knife, Mr. Smith's viewpoint
just does not cut it.

DaviH M. Harris

Senior

Economics/Political Science

The value of life
Editor:

Ms. Leng began her reply to

a Daily Bruin cartoon by pos-

ensure that t}»t constitution is

not violated,

The issue is

Mr. Alvarez is

not whether
Chicano,

whether Mr. Kisicki and Mr.
Feldman are "Zionists". Ac-

cusations such as these have a

way of covering up the real

issues. Such devices to cover

up the real i.ssues were used

extensively throughout history

ing a series of questions: Can
a fetus speak? Can it think?

etc. (Bruin, Feb. U).
Upon consideration, half of

the answers would be, "No."
and half would be, "We do
not know either way.

"

However, we do know that

if a fetus is permitted to

develop then a "yes" answer
could be given.

The argument in her
editorial seemed to imply that

the differences between the

life of a slave and a fetus are

certain behavioral and
cognative functions, and that

these differences justify abor-

tion.

However, is it possible that

life and the value of life ex-

tend beyond such criteria?

Lastly, Ms. Leng presented

the different social cir-

cumstances of slavery and
abortion: slavery involved
society and abortion involves

only one person.

Whether or not abortion

involves only one person is

subject to debate.

However, let's remember
that around 1.^ million abor-

tions have taken place since

1973. That is a quantitative
number.

And in this case, this quan-
titative number is so large that

it makes a discomforting qual-

itative statement about our
societv.

Rene Chun
Senior

Biochemistry

r^ FREE FRAME SPECIAL

/^^'

1910WestwoodBI
1 BIk South of

Santa Monica

475-1310

Complete eyeglasses from

$29
Including Plastic Tinting

'Selected styles with

purchase of lenses

one day service available!

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

1007Broxton Ave.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

I
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

—CUT&—
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/28/86

u
THIS IS IT!

LA momm
Presents

©Am FINAL ROUND
TONIGHT!

Semifinal #1

Semifinal #2

7:30

8:00

'86
3rd Place Match 8:30

CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH 9:00

Award Ceremonies Immediately Following...

HEDRICK HALL Fireside Lounge

Who will be UCLA College Bowl Champions?
DON'T MISS IT!

«

Funded by CPC/PAB, USAC Programnning, EPC.
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RECORDS

J & M Chain are missing a few linlcs
By Kent Andrade

Associate Review Editor

The Jesus and Mary Chain:

Psychocandy; Blanco y
Negro /Rep rise /Warner

Brothers. A lot of usually calm
people have taken leave of

their senses over this decent,

but not earthshattering first-

elfort. The Los Angeles
Reader's Chris Morris, who

"-tta^ttOfg*^

iew
y

Bob Remstein. Review Editor
Kent Andrade. Associate Review Editor
Jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor
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usually has a cool ear fo,fleshing out poseurs, took timout to compare thl
favorably to everybody ml!
Joy Division to French\n

esiecle poets. The L.A. Tim':

GURl
H

iobert Hilburn, in an article

tjat didn't once mention
Hb-uce Springsteen, stopped
j^t short of calling them revo-

lutionary in drawing parallels

between Psychocandy and the
Sex Pistols' Never Mind the
Bollocks.

Initially, these four
Seot.smen seem to live up to all

the hype. The sound is brutal
and sweet by the same turn —
intoxicating fragments of *60s

favorites buried in feedback.
The Reid brothers weld ex-

pansive melodies a la Phil
Spector to the dirty energy of
guitar noise borrowed from
Flipper.

Repeated listenings aren't
Idnd to this marriage, though
— once your ears adjust to the
roar, Psychocandy s sonic
revolt rings gimmicky and
conceptually unfocused. The
revolution even begins to
sound like a retread on songs
like "Cut Dead," the spittin'

Clinton and Biafra
at Kerckhoff

FT"

Jesu. and Mary Chain: No. the real Vel.et Underground but a serm^uJLle si^Sn,
CONCERTS

i tn a^ e o i the Vel V6 t

Underground's "Femme
Fatale." Despite pretensions of
revisionism, Jesus and Mary
Ghain have neither the gall
nor the ideas to be another
Sex Pistols or Velvet
Underground.
Psychocandy s blitzkrieg pop

doesn't amount to anything
more than mildly noncompla-
cent AOR. Where Morris and
rtilburn miss the point is that
the Reid brothers' sturm and

Continued on Page 21
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Locaf poet Michelle Clinton (pictured above) will
Join Jello Biotra for a reading at Kerckhoff Co^
feehouse this evening at 8 PIM. Clinton has
garnered high acclaim for her work with Beyond
Baroque, L^.'s poetry center, while Biafra, lead
singer of America's premier punk band, The Dead
Kennedys, will be making his spoken word debut.
Doubtlessly, Biafra will assault your political sen-
sibilities with his brutal satire, so come prepared
for some vert>al fireworks.

-^
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By Bob Remstein, Review Editor
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''"'''^"^' '" ''' ^'-l- Center g>^„^i,,

sqlSg":t:frbiUalirur; ''°"^'- T-he sounds of shoes
of a chamber orcheTra ci "u* T'^ ".^P'^^^^ ^y the sounds
speakers suspended abovo' the flS *"'' '"'""' ^''^^" '"^S^
The occasion? Pierre RnnI^^ fk« i •• . ^

serious contemporary niusic and hirp'"^
"' l?^'"« ^'^^'^ ^^

porain presented the' American nrem/
^^li^^^^ble Intercontem-

ed JBouIez- electronic maJterpfece' S^^ "' "^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^-H-
To comprehend the magnitude ofZ •

the listener, one must first understldh ^'T ""1 ''' "^^^^^ ""
.ncf ... unaerstand the physical setup of th^

^momentarily and allow me a brief look around before resuming
the sonic barrage once again.

The concert, which also included a shorter piece for clarinet
solo and taped clarinet, featured some incredibly difficult and
expertly played performances by the ensemble. I cannot
overemphasize the performing skill of all present.

For this American premiere, many musical luminarias were
prasent, including multimedia creator Laurie Anderson and
noted film composers David Rabia and John Williams. Most of
the UCLA music faculty were there, as well.

Comments from those i)resent included: "From a die-hard
hater of contemporary music — I can't remember the last time
I had a religious experience with contemporary music." (Owen

Burdick, doctoral student in computer music at UCLA) and
"Boulez is the only person capable of tackling something of this
magnitude. However, it's something one cannot fully grasp in
one sitting. It's like eating all your favorite foods at one sitting— suddenly they're no longer you're favorite foods." (Carlos
Rodriguez, BA graduate of the music department at UCLA,
and member of the Lo-Cal Composers)
The concert begins a month-long American tour for Boulez

and his Ensemble Intereontemporain. They will perform a
completely different program tonight at Royce including pieces
by Elliott Carter and Gyorgy Ligeti. Thev will then move on
to San Francisco, Chicago, Boston, and New York, before
returning to Paris.

dience filled up all (he rrniaininr
""*'" \''''^'''^^^-^^ and the au-

and the soloists.
^'"'"^
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NOANT
11272 SM Blvd.
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- 730

MUSK HAU. Trip to

2S?*o)J5!?'*^'
Tues-Fri 5 408 OO-To fo

274-6869 Sat Sun-Mon 1 00-3 20-5 408 pg 10 IQ

Sun 11 00

WESTWOOD
10800 Pico Blvd

475-0408
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FINE ARTS _ __
8556 Wilshire Tues-Fri 5:5a8-60- fo' 10
652 1330 Sat Sun-Mon 130-3 40-5 5(W>00 10 10

SANTA MONICA
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Wed Sat 1 307 30
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MONICA I

1332 2nd St
394-9741
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Wed Thurs 6 45 9 25

Fn Murphy s Romance
SUSwi 11 A.M. Danca Fan
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SatSun Mon 4 IS 6 30 8 45
101 OalmaUoM

Sat Sun Mon 11 1012 50? 30

RMpNttN
2004 006 158 15-10 15

Goldwyn Brlno on tke NIaM
2 004 006 008 009 55

HMiticitfr

Sat 1 00 Separate Admission

MONICA III prtzzit Honor
1332 2nd St Wed Thurs 7 15^9 45
394-9741 Sat Sun Mon 2 004 407 209 55

MOMICA IV MliMl Blood
1332 2nd St Tues f n 7 00 9 00
394 9741 Sat SunMon 1 0O3 00 5 00 7 00 9 00

MELNITZ
MOVIES

PLITT
THEATRES

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Information Call 825^2345

Today! 7 30/$4 00,$? 50 student) Tlit Privalt Uvos
- > otEUzatootiiMiOEnoi(l93S)
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J & M Chain are missing a few links
By Kent Andrade

Associate Review Editor

The Jesus and Mary Chain:

Psychocandy; Blanco y
Negro/Reprise/Warner

Brothers. A lot of usually calm
people have taken leave of

their senses over this decent,

but not earthshattering first-

effort. The Los Angeles
Reader's Chris Morris, who

a cool ear fo^

usually has
fleshing out poseursTtoTk Hmout to compare tVl
favorably to everybody

fro!
Joy Division to French fin-S
siecle poets. The L.A Tim

Jesus and Mary Chain: Not the real Vel.et Underground tut a sen^i-increditle simulation!

CONCERTS

Boulez's electronic rum
By Bob Remstein. «ewew Editor

PfB PERSON
NOT VAIIO WITH

OTM(B Discounts

EXP. DATE:

2/19/86

Buy One,
Oct One
FREE !sTz^
^Ar,TASV YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
LC^UPON FROT^ orHER YOGURT STORES

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GETONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER

YOGURT STORES
^WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST
"Fantasize youR taste buds"

(213) 824-7707

TuXS'" ''"'""'' " the VV„„d,„ Center gymnasium

of a chamber orcheTrr*! To^lr'*" !i'P'*^"'^ "^^ '^e sounds
speakers suspended above the flc^r*'

'"'^ *^''"' ''''^^" '"g«

selt rnXrarrnu':;"'^^'^;.^''^'^ l?^'"^ "*<"- '"
poralh presented the AmeHr^n „

Ensemble Intercontem-
edBoulez- electronic mX>i::^e'"Er' "''^^ ''^ ''-" -"-

.he"Lrerot"il^['C^r;^£,i*'';;,P'eee and its effect on
mstruments and the audience In h

"" ''''>'''''''
'''^*"P "f the

ball-court «>nu,a.siu,n sa a ol aml.cr"*l'
"' "^^ three-basket-

Boulez. The si.v «,l,.ists were IZ , '"''^''T-
'^^""^ucted bv

the auditorium - Uv, ,'rand , . T""'' "''' P^-nmeter of
setups in the four •corn<^r ""a ,1 a har^^ T" "'""r' ""-"^-"n
nudpoint of the two louKesf dts s' T"^

^ ^>n.f.alum at the
sat between the (a rnbahm. and th. n.

*''P''/'"'^'iine operators
dience filled up all ,|,,

","„', " ""-chestra. aiul (he au-
and the soloists

'"ammK spaces between the orchestra

inKlt£V:ri::ass'
I;;::,

"'^
^r'-l

--Hestra plaving str-
carefully pla'nn...) fj ^ ,

'

a d^nni""'^/'"!"^'"^
' " "'ate a

s fr«. atonahty b,,rderinK on
" '^ """'"'' '"""' '""KuaKe

^Y
^j™tynp,,rary at the same IZ '

"''"'^ " '' '^'""'f"' ""^^

cymbalum cornbimuK to fon, viv f
"V'-'Phones, harp and

';"lni«ht i„ a lar«e\.loc , i'^^^^^^^^^about the .3S-minute p„i„, ,f ,?',>. ''"' '""'"^"t '-"til
chestra coml,i„,,H and sepa a ed in d f

'"'• ,"'" '"'"'^'^ ""^ or-
I'xtures which changed ub.K | ",,t 7V?=^""P'"«''- "*-atin«
f've mmutes. another L'reat te In T "*• ^'' the piece's final
the departure of ,he or ,estrl f"!;, ^T '^' ^"''" 't^ "^'Snaiu'c
proKre.sK,n of the pi,x.c towa d con"^^^

an<l the gradual
Throughout Heoons ,l, ^'"'P''te silence.

effectively is t-.ure.^'Th: /;i::rht\""f-^ ".anipulates so
rhythmic pattern for the aud c'nce U.l ^^-^ "" ^'^^ernible
ly maneuvers, using denser an^^ ^^'^- '""'t'^ad, it brilliant-
arpeggios to envelope "he t?>H

*' "'mbinations of echoTnl
trance-like state. oSen I tt^'S .f^ '° P"' *''*' '"tTa
-s.cal floodwaters

^or.,evel'al"'m'i„lt,"'„"^^
'-''SasTn!:

momentarily and allow me a br

the sonic barrage once again.

The concert, which also inck

solo and taped clarinet, feature

expertly played performances
overemphasize the performing sV

For this American premiere,

present, including multimedia]

noted film composers David Ra'

the UCLA music faculty were tl

Comments from those prese

hater of contemporary music A
I had a religious experience wil

"•H^

,*ii

-C--"*^-*-

F I i

\i« «•

)bert Hilbum, in an article
LK&i-«.Aa«

Clinton and Biafra
at Kerckhoff at 8

~^— III II iiiiBi^iiTm "'' "
'i-i>-"-Mi ^

-

—

—"'

^Repons' in London rehearsal in Moy ^984

t ^^X.

VAIL BERMUDA

WIN A TRSp SV 3:

WIN TICKETS FOR TWO
TO A HOT SPOT & MORE!
Win Michelob s Hot Spots Sweepstakes, and
we'll send you and a friend to a vacation hot

'

spot ... all expenses paid. Here's all you
'

have to do! [

1 Choose the hot spot where you'd
like to spend your vacation ...

Ft. Lauderdale, Bermuda, Vail or Maui. I
I lell us what you think the hi^h weather
temperature will be at the hot spot

you've chosen on April 1, 1986.
While VOuVp dnina <;ffin< r^m^ sinH

^ you may wish to enjoy a bottle of
Michelob and read the recommended serv-
ing temperature on the neck foil. Then
OFFICIAL RULES/NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 1. ( .„ ,.„ (),„n..l Kn.iv .-..nn ... pl.„„ purr .., p.p.wilt roinpln, ii.uiH .111(1 .i(l(l,rs> .iiid . ..iiipUlr liir plit.isc: •SriA,- Mu liclol) .,| \.

"
Cli.'( k llic

In^h w,,t ur Icrn|HT;.lu.v ..t th.it phu r nn April 1. IW.,. Thr mtmiii^ t.mp.T.iluiv must !),• M.iiipUl..l
.ituif lillr.l 1,1. t,, ,,„.,|,|v. Kntiu-s .... pl.n.. p.ip,-. sh.a.ld li.ivr mivii.k t,'...pri..t...v. ...„ v.u.it..... rhui.v

',

M.II.VI Mulul..!) MlAlll^- tr..ipi>i;ill.rc , ,.,. !„• |,„„„l ,.,.K ,„. I,ntl|,s ,,t Mu lu'lnl,. V,,„ ,M.I\ UHVIVf thf .1
sr..(li..K .1 M'li .uldlvsM'd. st.i..ipfd,.ivcl..p«' t<.: Mululol. Il,,t Sp..K Surcpsl.ikf. I'O M,,y m> S, li

-°F.

^F.

PICK YOUR FAVORITE HOT SPOT
The perfect ser\in>r tcnipeniturt'

ot Michelob is F.

The hi^^h

teiiipeniture of ^n m
my Hot Spot LJ Bermuda

Vacation clioice D Ft. Lauderdale

Will be: (check ^^ ,

1 box and list ^aii ^F

temperature)

Name

Address _^ j

City

State 7in

I ii'itil\ ili.ll 1 .1111 nl W'ii^d di-inkni« .ijrc in iiiv >Yiii7r^fsi(|fiK,.
It the tiiik- ul mv ciii.a iii ilic Mk liilnt) Hut S|j«i|> .n^|^•^I.

M.iil [(.: Muhi'ldt) Hot Spo.j, Swi'fp->I.ik»->. I'.O. Mux :{')(i()

Nh.iiiiiil)iii>;. II, HdlHl

A/^5
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FT. LAUDERDALE MAUI

complete the phrase: "Serve Michelob
at "F.

"

1 he (jrand Pri/.e winner will receive a one-
week trip for two including air transporta-
tion, accommodations and $750 spending
money 50 First Prize Winners will receive
Quartz 'Iravel Alarm CkKks. 1(K)

Second Prize Winners will be
given a Michek)b Beach Towel. 9
(See the Official Rules for

sweepstakes
detciils.

)

PI;

^
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Cold, dead air from The Red Hot Chili Peppers
By Jenny Bleier. "^Assistont

Review Editor

By definition. Red Hot

Chili Peppers cook. At what
passed for a show last Thurs-
day at The Palace, though,
they couldn't even toast.

In the past (their Roxy show
a year ago, their pountry
Club performance last fall).

Chili Pepper fans have put up

with the fact that lead singer

Anthony, who's old enough to

be a big boy now, acts like a

horny junior high school kid

onstage. Fans could smile
tolerantly at the little suede
miniskirt he wears with no
undies, rTls slobbering on
bassist extraordinaire Flea's

cute ears, the flourescent

green and pink body paints,

the g-string with eyes, and the

belligerent strutting, preening,

and posing, for the simple

reason that the Peppers played
feverish funk,with no mercy.

But nothing justified An-
thony's indulgences at The
Palace show. Dead air mixed
with more dead air between
songs, taking up minutes the

band used to think of as

precious playing time. When
they finally got around to

singing some songs, instead of

standing around while An-
thony regaled us with lengthy,

perceptive accounts of his

latest break-up ('T called her

up and said Listen, bitch. I

never want to see you again")
the massive amount of feed-

back made me wish for the

dead air.

Once or twice they teased

the audience into thinking
they were going to warm up,

but these fits of inspiration

just tapered off into absent
thrumming and more

•y.

4

Airborne with those goons. The Red Hot Chili Peppers.

prej)ubescent preening.
Perhaps the lead singer of

Thelonius Monster, who open-
ed for the Chili Peppers (if

you call being too messed up
to play opening") said it best,

from where he stood under all

his hair, glass clutched firmlv
in hand: 'Who, them? Oh,
they're terrible, they're hor-

ing.

4
• r • • it ^ •••••••• it if it

FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIA TE QUALITY

If—fWiil ftiioa Blird. eormr OhtoAr».

Things are brewin'
in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

I \

I SHOWYOUR

BIKINI AREA HAIR-FREE
PERMANENTLY

VMENriNE HOW
MUCHYOU

I0VE 1HQRBOm
— Delicious chocolates and rich creiuns on Valentine's 1 )ay are

delicious but fattening. Unless you're at FeuKuin's IMace. Where
Dutch Chocolate and Butterscotch Crenie are just two of over 30
delicious flavors of frozen yogurt. All with lessjhan i ^2 the

cal( )ries ( )f ice cream.

And with this coupon it's even easie

to show your Valentine how much you

love their body. But be prepared.

ALSO: EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS .

>ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

INGROWN HAIRS
• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

cLOsmToTnAv. ""'^^^^^ ELECTROLYSIS
oor Vio^/ ^^^^ WILSHIRE BLVD. SUIT^ 101
935-7686 Osk forShella) ilVi blocks East of Fairfax)

Bec;iuse after they Uy it. they

want to show you how much
thev lovei'ours.

r2F0R

i

I

I

L

IVn^iin'sl()Vt'i(»tr.')\(! in

jKiirs. Sr) you si)nnij tor the first

;in(i well tifjrt >nu to the sctciu!. \-^.

Sinail.ii!t'(iiiini'rlar^(.-><)Lruii. \\u\ \^
t'l keep rt'ii^uin's from oeojtiiin.i: yr
.'ill t'tidanucrt''! sfHrit's. onK niu'

VERYIOWCAIORIE
FROZEN YOGURT

Expires Wed Feb. 19, 198fB

\i' ACROSS FROM McDONALDS IN WESTV^OOD

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREEI

-lean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING.PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
""^ and licensed

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT PENGUINS 208-3038
4-

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

~^
I. Magnin

9634 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills, CA 90212
^^.
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Personal 'Choices* on
ABC deals with abortion
By Fred Rothenberg, AP Television Writer

NEW YORK — The ABC movie "Choices" is about a 62-
year-old retired judge with moral conflicts. He argues
vehemently against an abortion for his unmarried teen-age
daughter, then refuses to become a parent again when his se-

cond wife accidentally becomes pregnant.
In the film, scheduled for Monday, George C. Scott plays the

husband, Jacqueline Bisset is his wife and Melissa Gilbert is

Scott's pregnant daughter. As with many TV films, the choices
of the title could also apply to the behind-the-scenes bargaining
between the writer and network censors. Judith Parker, the
scriptwriter, said it was "like trading baseball cards. They're
adamant about one thing, so they take that out, but then give
you something else back."

Parker said she made a movie with a particular point of
view, while ABC said it made certain that all points of view on
abortion were fairly included.

"It is ultimately a pro-choice film, and I hope I made a con-
vincing argument," Parker said. "That's a decision each woman
must make for herself. Ultimately, as a writer, I have to have a
point of view. The movie is called 'Choices.'" (ABC kept her ti-

tle.)

In the film. Miss Bisset's character argues that Miss Gilbert's

character should have an abortion. "She isn't ready to be a
mother," Parker said. But the choice is different for Miss pisset.

"There is a time in one's life to have a baby," Parker said.

"Each woman should decide; it should not be legislated."

Alan Wurtzel, ABC's vice president for broadcast standards
and practices, agreed that Parker wrote a pro-choice script. "In
the end, one woman had an abortion and the other had her
baby," he said. "After all, choice is the law of the land."

But, having said that, Wurtzel stressed that ABC still made a
fair film and met its responsibility as a broadcaster. "Choices"
wasn't an-advtx.-acy film in wfaitji "the filmmaker says thi
what you must believe," Wurtzel said. "Theatrical films can do
that. TV does not permit a filmmaker to get on a soapbox."

Wurtzel said ABC was vigilant that the emotional, moral and
ethical elements of each side of the abortion argument got a
balanced hearing.

, "We don't count words per se," he said. "It's a recognition
that both sides got the same importance placed on the articula-

tion of their positions, and that can take many forms: dialogue,
what the characters do, the set/tings."

WurtZjel's department polices all phases of the filming and
post-production wi)rk, assuring that what was approved in the

script doesn't get tilted by a director or editor. "A movie is not
just written words; it's images," he said.

A case in point was the film's abortion clinic protest scene.

In Parker's st^ript^ picketers are outside a women's clinic.

They're carrying signs that read "ABORTION IS MURDER"
and "THEY KILL BABIES." The demonstrators surround a
young woman on her way inside.

"Don't go in there, miss," says a male picket. "They murder
babies in there." According to the script^ the woman is para-
lyzed with fear, and her boyfriend intervenes, escorting her into

the clinic.

Parker said she didn't write \'iolence into the scene or raise

the issue nf abortion clinic bombings. What she wanted to con-
vey was the "psychological harassment and the intensity sur-

rounding the issue that moves some people to interfere with a
woman's right to make a choice."

According to Wurtzel, ABC's concern was "that the
demonstrators be highly concerned people, but not extremists."

In the film, viewers will see the protest signs, but no close-

ups of the demonstrators or personal confrontations. Parker con-

tended those missing moments lowered the film's intensity.

Generally, however, Parker, was pleased with the way her
script was treated.

"My overall feeling is that this really does give people infor-

mation and insight in an emotional way," she said. "When I

was watching it, I said to myself, 'this really does deal with this

issue honestly.' I was surprised by its candor."
Also cut from the film was a brief abortion scene, although

she accepted the decision to edit it out. "I wrote it sparingly,

just to indicate what the procedure would be like," she said.

"But I didn't know if the network thought it would scare people
or make them think it was no big deal."

The film already has been attacked by anti-abortion groups.

"The title above the movie sets the whole tone," said Adele
Nathanson, whose husband, Bernard, created the anti-abortion
film. The Silent Scream.'

"People selectively perceive what they choose to perceive,"

said Wurtzel. "That happens in any controversial film."
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\ UCLA STUDENT
SPECIAL

MEN'S CUT &
BLOW $14
ROTC $8

PLUS FREE LOTTERY TICKET!
w/ this ad

Good w/ Jacques (fornnerly of La Chaise Rouge)
now at BLGE-N-GOLD 10916 Le Conte Ave.,

Westwood Village • 208-3030

AO¥E[^TDSE m TIHIE OAOLY BUUm
i=> DSI •X-,

^ J

ON CAMPUS
Members of Our Technical Staflf

February 27, 1986
Research challenges for PhD/MS graduates with
interests in -

• Machine Intelpgence ^
• VLSI

• Image Processing

• Signal Processing

• Optics

• Digital Systems Design

• Satellite Commimications

• Microelectronics

To arrange an interview, contact your Placement Office or
send your resume to Marilyn L Bodnar, MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, 244 Wood Street. Lexington. MA 02173
(617-863-5500, ext. 7050). U.S. Citizenship required.

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Lincoln Laboratory
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ftideland resj>ect.

Theycomewiththe territory.
Il'b one of The fii st tilings you '11

notice as a Navy ( )fticer.

The recognition that vou've

gor what it iakca to Lead the

Adventure.

That adventure can lead

you around the world and back

again. And along the way

you're picking up experience
that builds confidence it takes

years to get elsewhere.

There's no boot camp.
( -ol lege graduates Stan wiih

inanaj^ement and leadership

training at Officer Candidate

Schcx)!. Once commissioned

,

you'll have even more edu-
cational opportunities that can

further professional growth.

You'll uncover your poten-

tial and get the responsibility

and decision-making auih-

;>

orit>' success needs. The
challenge, satisfaction and
rewards add up to personal

and professional growth no
other job can match

.

When you Lead the

Adventure you start out with

pride and respect. It puts

you a step ahead . (Contact

vour Navv ( )fficer Recruiter

orcalll-800-327-NAVY.

NAVYT OFFICER.
tittiimlX.'
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CONCERTS

Blancmange; Live

despite dead sound

Blancmange frontman Neil Arthur TOOO CHENEY/Ottiy Bruin

By Jack Dubowsky

Anticipation seized the at-

mosphere at the Roxy Theatre
Tuesday night as devoted
followers came to pay homage
to Blancmange, one of the

pioneer Tech-No Rock bands
in New Wave history. And the

fans were lucky that the debut
was held at the small, in-

timate Roxy Theatre rather

than the huge, impersonal Pal-

ladium. So, while the sound
was weak and the show main-
tained an even level without
building up to any high
points, singer Neil Arthur's

thrilling stage antics and au-

dience excitement made the

performance memorable.
The Blancmange duo, Ar-

t
Tqimpw¥e voHr love life.

X V

(actual siia)

Semicid, a vaginal contraceptive suppository,
IS an effective form of birth control that
doesnt interrupt the mood Because Semicid
IS so small and discreet, its almost like using
nothing at all

There's no mess no smell No un-
pleasant taste Nothing to remove
And It's available without a
prescription

And Semicid works It

contains the most effective

contraceptive spermicide you can buy
nonoxynol-9. And it has no hormones
that can cause unpleasant side effects

One Semicid is approximately as effecti.

as vaginal foam contraceptives in actual ,

use but is not as effective as the Pill or lUD
Ask your doctor about It fSome Semicid

. users experience irritation In using tfie pro-
duct For best protection against pregnancy
follow package directions And Its essential to
insert Semicid at least fifteen minutes before
Intercourse ) If your doctor has told you that you
should not become pregnant, ask your doctor if you
can use Semicid

Stop using messy clumsy birth control methods
TYy Semicid and see how it can improve your love life

Save 50«
Good On Semicid

lO's and 20's

Mr Dealer We will redeem this cou-
pon lor the face value plus 8c han

dling provided you and your
customers have complied wirh the terms

Of this offer Any other use constitutes fraud
Invoices proving purch.isc of sufficient stork to

cover coupons must be shown upon request Void if

taxed, restricted prohibited assigned reproduced transftrredw presented by other than
rMartlers of our products Consumejs

must pay sales tax Limited to one coupon
urchase Cash value PIOOc MailP^rp

coupons to Whitehall Laboratories
PO Box 7019 El PasoTX 7097S Good
on Semicid lOs and 20s Coupon expires
September 10. 198$

I 50«
|_CNO 286

8

J
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thur and keyboardist/producer

Stephen Luscombe, appeared
onstage with a drummer,
guitarist, and two back up
singers (black women, of

course,) one who plays an
animalistic sax solo. By
themselves, this live band isn't

enough to reproduce the layers

of synthesizers and rhythmic
quirks on their dance-oriented

records, so they used an
eight-track tape player.

This is a passable way to

recreate sounds in concert, but
the information on tape was
drowned out by the live musi-
cians' playing. This made
their overall sound rather
thin. It seemed Arthur sang
the words to Blancmange
songs to a basic beat, accom-
panied by Luscombe's occa-
sional synth hooks and an im-
provised guitar. Only fans
who knew the songs by heart
could pretend they heard all

the instrumentation.

Clearly hired hands, the
support group's playing wasr
casual and unimpressive; they
sustained the sugary dance
fever flavor of compositions
like "Blind Vision" and "Don't
Tell Me" but minimalized
their intricacy. This help^
the 15 songs from all their"
albums and almost aill their

singles to sound alike. Sadly
the band avoided slower songs
like "Waves" which might
have added more variety to
the music.

Despite the thin sound, Neil
Arthur's live performance is so
captivating and his rapport
with the audience so fine that
the entire show was in^rest-
ing. He dances much like An-
dy McClusky of OMD, swing-
ing his large arms and fallings
to the stage, working up a
sweat. During "Living on the
Ceiling" his arms did the King
Tut over the heads of
Luscombe and the guitarist,

accentuating how short they
are and how tall he is. At one
point he and the guitarist rac-
ed each other about the stage.

The intimate atmosphere of
the tiny Roxy Theatre allowed
a good deal of audience par-
ticipation, which Arthur's un-
pretentious attitude encourag-
ed.

Stephen Luscombe looked
oh-so-West-Ho in his long
white topcoat complete with
enormous brooch, every now
and then playing a line or
changing a patch on his
rudimentary synthesizers, a
Casio and Roland TP-8 and
JX.8P.

If one had attended tlie

show without having ever
heard Blancmange, the music
would be monotonous but the
show still enthralling.

Richard Blade subjected the
audience to his, presence be-
fore the show, but handed out
spoons to let them taste some
real Blancmange, a British
pudding desert.

Timbuk 3 opened. This
hippie duo from Madison
Wisconsin via Texas played to
a ghetto blaster a la David
Byrne. A disembodied voice
from the PA said they'd signed
to IRS, but there must have
been some mistake.

\

JMC
Continued from Page 17
drang is stiflingly calculated.
This Ss too cold, too deficient
in ideas to qualify as "risky
music." With two overamped
guitars, Jesus and Mary Chain
are just doing what U2's The
Edge does with one and some
effects boxes — creating
dramatic embellishments. The
distortion isn't chance guitar
noise; it's purposely con-
structed to give the songs emo-
tional force. And, boy, these
ditties don't need it.

Like The Smiths, Jesus and
Mary Chain slather on the
emotional hyperbole to the
point of self-parody. Every
minute detail of every
frustrated relationship is

blown up to monstrous pro-
portions. Lines like "God spits

on my soul/There's
something dead inside my
hole" "from **In A Hole"
overstate the mundane perils

of^rohiance 'til they suggest a
snickering, cynical exaggera-
tion of everyday emotional
toil.

The best moments on
Psychocandy come when Jesus
and Mary Chain stop chewing
the scenery musically and lay
down a straight pop song.

"Just Like Honey," delivers a
sonic wallop without the
pretentions xriE:-:^revisionism

00(^03 dally bruin thursday, february 13, 1986 21

it's just a good rock song:
nothing more, nothing less.

Despite a few self-conscious

clinkers like "Eating up the
scum / Is the hardest thing for

me to do," "Honey" could be
an outtake from U2's The Un-
forgettable Fire. "The Hardest
Walk" and "Taste of Cindy"
also cut throught the general
level of bullshit with straight-

forward pop sensibility.

There are some bracing
moments on this record. Un-
fortunately, Jesus and Mary
Chain perform their wedding
of pop and industrial buzz just

to gloat over the sonic impact.
Their muddled message,
undernourished ideas and
self-important attitude makes
them little more than this

year's model of The Dream
Syndicate.

In an extraordinary
telephone news con-

ference in 19 7 2,
reclusive billionaire

Howard Hughes
denied the authenticity

of a forthcoming biog-

raphy by Clifford Irv-

Can you
afford togamble

with the LSAX GMAT,
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-
lion students prepare for their
grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,

call. Why take a chance
with your career?

KAPLAN
SIANltYH KAPIANEDIX AllONAl CENTER ITD

The worid's leading
test prep organization.

B«IROLLINO NOW! Visif us (ji our centef
lli)l*(i W' JShii KjloM Mivcl f ulve» Cifv CA
V(l/<^ (> coll us fidvs OVOniiigs Of wP*>*r

•^rxis Our phoi^e nurrtber (213)
202-1924.

t

COURSE ADDED
*FOR SPRING QUARTER*

:ED 104: ''URBAN PLANNING
AND THE AMERICAN CITY''

ID# 21000 - TH. 6-9 pm - Botany 325
CED office: 80 PoweU Library

TIRED OF TWEEZIWq BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from UCUV 475-4135

HAIRBOUTIQUE

Free Parking

Haircuts w/ad
cut & style

,«reg. $25 NOW $12
^"^ For new customers w/oa

Nexus Perms
Shampoo. corKlltkxi

reg. $50 NOW $30
Facials & Waxing
Open7(jays« 1884WestwoodBtvcl.

474-8516 • 470-8698

THE NAIL GARDEN
''over 12 years of quality sen/ice

i§

Fastest Tan In Townl
" ...This experience is a mast.

"

^•L.A. Weekly
" ...LA. '$ premiere suntannirtg satofts.

*'

-In Style

• FASTEST-Visible results in

just one session. Guaranteed

• SAFEST-New process filters out
virtually 100% of harmful rays.

• #1 IN eUROFH-New sanitary

and comfortable design
available only at Flashtan.

•MMMMMMMMMMMMt

S0% OFF UCLA
fSTSnSIONFIICEl

NAIL GARDEN
1410 WestwQod Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 104 • present UCLA I.D.

•Eiectronjc M^ """'^M^^ n—— •sauna
muscle toning rm^^t^kWltJrtFt •showers
•Aerobics ' f^-9mMtmSHit i^ •jacu^zi

Tbnning, Jbnmg&Aerobic Centres
Beverly Hills—

.

i— West t.A.

277-7569
9877 ILrttle) Sant<3 Montc^'Blvd

All Credit Cards
479-1 663

1055 (B>9) $dfW<^ Monica 8<vcf

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

"Outs is a dining experience where you can feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness...
"

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGE OF Ol IR DELIVERY SERVICE!
470-2499

I

1776 Wesiwood Blvd. (corner of Santi Monica)
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

Family Planning

Associates

Medical Group

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control-
• Fr^e Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Healtti Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

J2304 Santa Monica Bl . ^112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts^ per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

3^ 100*s of the latest Fashion Frames
w/pres<:ription lenses in plastic • 'extended wear add $10.00

values up to $100.00« Now one low price o^t professional services available

WEST HOLLYWOOD
tool Santa Monica Elv«L

HERMOSA BEACH
1046 Heraiosa Avenue

3764919

WESTWOOD

tf$^$7t

expires 2/18/86
mmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimm

CANOGAPARK
6901 Topanga Cyn. Bhxd.

(818)SS4^SYES

rfmiMa

>1

L..«,UkU.Ur 4JiMaii\jimmimmimmBmismiBk\.A.mivoimmmmm'f'mmmmKm
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL......... 10 SALONS ...21

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
• PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL........... 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL... .™.... 10

.TiM ASUCLA Convnuricatom BoM U»y mpporti 9m
***"»*y ol CMQfMi't polcy on no^dhcrtwtwtwi
No nadhjm rial aooipl adMrtMnanii «Mcli pnMM
pwmi of aiy odgin. ran. rilgion. m. or mamt
ortwIMIort In a damaaning way. or Imply t«l tiay vt
bnIM b carWn poaMom. riiiihMn, rolat. or

MMa hi aocMy NaMw tia (My Bruin nor t*
ASUCLA Communlcakm Bowd has \r\ irtualail My
a< •« aantoaa advartaad or atfyar«Mn ramaanM n
Ml tawa Any paraan briii ttig «( w atfMrtaariMnt

In Ml laaut vWaIn >« Boant'i potcy on non-

dMcmranatai ittlad horain thouM comnwnlcali
comaMmi in wmno to ta Buanaai Martigar. Oa«y
Bn*i 308 ^Nrnmnod Plaa. KH 112. Loa Angolas. CA
90024 For asaistanca witi houMng diacnrranallan

pniMams. a» tm UCLA Houamg Offlca m 82V4491
Of cj« » WastMdt Fur Housing Ofllca al 4/5-9671

Lecture Notes are ttie perfect

Midterm Review
A S U C LA— 1 E C T U R E NOTES
A-Level, Ackerman Union. M-Th. 7:46-6:30; FrI. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5

iecfure Notes and Problem Solylng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

SPORTS
TICKETS,

CUSTOM T-SHJRTS
swEAistuars

(anyttiing)

or)Any Organizat[on^

Low Prices

Fast Service
208-4908
208-4806

tHE ANYTHINq;
COMPANY

Located in

Westwood Village

Uncle Gordon,

Here's to a speedy

recovcry-

I LOVE YOU!!
Cheryl

P.S. Meet me at

Tommy's in two weeks.

ICE Hockey Fans- Catch 10 prime games
at the Forum. (Incl. Kir>gs vs. Edmonton,
Montreal, & Quebec). $50 for students.

Call Bob Fisher at 41 2-5000 ext. 341

.

GOOD DEALS 7

Happy Birthday

Jennifer Rinne
Hope your day is great.

Smile!

Love your rad roomie
Debbie

pHtb haircut. f4eed straight hair nrKKJete

for haircut class at JAPSS Hair Salon. Call

Masako at 271-1653.

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (ei8)e8(M407. (818)880-4361.

SPECIAL k>w cost auto insurance for facul-

ty ar)d students. Good grades discounts.

Call James Boord. (818) 716-0224.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phor>e. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

"Can you sue a Tobacco Company?"
Bumper stkker. $2. Gidnnark, 3060-1

Channel Dr. Ventura, CA. 93003.

WANTED: Beauty contestants. Great

prizes for winnir>g smiles. Place: Univer-

sity HiMon lnfo-(21 3)969-2261 .
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Hey
ALPHA PHIS
Just 10 more
days and still

counting.

Cardiac Arrest-

eb. 23 will be_a

succ<

KANI JOON
TTiis year, I

wish you the

happiest

birthday ever...

but then again,

you know how
much better it

gets every year.

YOU'RE THE
BEST andJr-^
LOVE YOU

^ Alwayf^
Booby

DELTA SIG

LITTLE SISTERS
Yes, once again It's time to party.

The excuse this time?

Cupid wants his shot Impaired.

So, tonight at 9:00

VALENTINES PARTY '86

See you there! The Bros
P.S. Don't get hit by stray shots!

foTy Mr-

M Wendy Gr«b«r (AEO)^ Happy Valentine's Day!

^ Try not to break any
* hearts.

Love.

Richard Bromberg
(LAM) I

AMERjIT. MY -

SWEET,
You are not only my
lover and best friend

^ but much much
more!! Here's to all

the years ahead of

js! Happy Valentine's

Day!! Thanks for all

the liappiness you

bring me!

I LOVE YOU!!

i_.i :

^

KAPPA- >

Thanks so much —--

for partying at

the I St Kite and
Key!! We had an

awesome time!!!*"
- ^—

.^

THETA O^

The brothers of PHI KAPPA SIGMA
would like to wish all their dear

LITTLE SISTERS a most wonderful and
pleasureful VALENTINE'S DAY.

We would also like to invite you to come
by tonight, Thurs., for our annual

Valentine's Party.

Come by and sort through the clues as
you find out who your
Secret Valentine is!!

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
"LIFT FOR LIFE"

FraternityWeight-LifLContesL

f

0^ John

»"»V»

g day to 3 years- , /

/ Let's keep the joke a

going!

Happy 3 years!

I love you!

e

I

IS

PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
lartguages arKl cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(ei8)640-a638.

SCHNECKERS, "I want to have love." I

know H'8 used but tt's good. Happy Valen-

tirte's Day. Looking forward to a fun

weekerKi. Don't forget t»>et)Ooks.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 85fr-3021.

Nancy.

UNIVERSITY of Toconto graduates- The
University of Toronto alumni are hosting a
dinner to horKX Dr. Connell, President of

the University of Toronto, on February 28;

for informatkxY call Lois 0,Brien, Alumni
President (213)858-1093.

Q^C»- " Jss-

" '^C?^
^ 3 yn and Ted's ttM^tMi\ you. (y

iO

PiPhrs

Psych up for

our Trojan
Knight exchange
tonight. Buses
leave the house

at 8:00 pm
sharp. See you

there!!

'•.^*?'

Mary (TOB)

>••.%?

I

THETA XI
Little Sister Party

Today at 9:30

Come by and see

your favorite

guys

And find out what
Carol Marol and

Jody think

Alyson wodd ntttr befof it! List

AprI was worth seeing throuff)

(Skiing Wkfc)

ILovt ik Yai

9

C7

"fouPreserve
AnAward*
PERMA PLAQUE (S)

preserves your diplomas,
certificates, photo8,or
awards under a protec-

tive layer of hand-
finished clear plastic that's

mounted on fine hardwood with an
elegant touch of gold trim.

asucia

C/^PUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Fkx)r Kerckhoff Room 150 • Mon-Fn 8-6. Sat 10-3 • 206-6433

ASUCIA
Coin-Operated
Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy.

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for just
a nickel. And weVe got several locations
to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level
(near the elevators) and First floor (near
the information counter), in the North
Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at
Lu Valle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to
the Bombshelter and North CampiiSL:

i

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

for Cystis Fibrosis

February 23rdr5:00-8:00 pm
Wooden Center

To My Fellow NIBS,
KICK BACK!

Let's all do lunch sometinne
and spend BANKROLUI

Later,

B. Bemice B.B.

P.S. Thanks Zeta PsI for a great Health,

Education, Love arKl Learning week, also for

a very successful rustv the women and
parties were '"Wonderful'*!! Looking forward
to a KILLER SPRING RUSHI (By the way. snow
skiing was awesome except for ttie fallll)

ALPHA PHI

We can't promise a complete degeneration of western

civiiiiation, but we can promise the most innovative exchange in

th« history of thre« universities. Start partying early (6KW pm
at Oub 522; Sammy House!!) Buses leave 522 Landfair at

=7:30 pnru

3S0 Sammy's and 400 Alpha Phis

2:am-a<^ six-pack exchange
ucla-usc-csun

TONIGHT!!

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

t
¥
¥

t
¥{

¥
¥

t

Valentines
Ballcion Bouauets

50%0FF
Bruin Special
UCLA Students,

Faculty, and Staff

%>aiiccn$
n- thintfs

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS' 12

}vl2 WIISMIRC tLVO • SUITE IDS • W lOt ANOCIES C« MOn

C2 1 3) 026-2090

t I

^^^^*^*J|^^*****4^^***4^*******4^*******¥***^ ,NVv
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ZBT LITTLE SISTERS
Valentines Party 1 0:00 Tonite

Tonite is the night when cupid will be here.

With his Bow and Arrow Drawn,

fun will be near.

So all little sisters come party with the Bros

For Fun is to be had as everybody knows!!

Piil'^

M^ ndiir initiates:

^ Thanks so much

o

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $10(Vweek. Minorities wv-

couraped. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through tfie University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free, (deceive $100
reimtHjrsement. (213)206^723.

fA/<\JE Research subiects needed ISyrs

arKl older. Medical center research project

involving small amounts of radioactivity

and scanirtg of the brain or heart. Blood

samples may be drawn. $50^5 hors. Call

8 2 5 1-7701
SPERM donor wanted.

Clinic. 82(H)377.

FOE Medical

for one wild and
crazy Pledge

Active!!

You guys are

the best!!

Love,

The Actives

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J^^^^^^^^^J^^^^^^P^^^^^^^^^^

t
¥

i ¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

A

Fli^t Roor
Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

(A S U C L

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstaii^^ Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

INTERESTED IN MEETING
NEXT YEAR'S

FRESHMEN AND TRANSFERS?

Orientation Phone Callers Needed.
Applications Available-

in A-316 Murphy

THETA CHI
Thank you for the

Raid!

The limos were
awesome!!

Love,

The Clil-O's

OUilTALWAIItf
Study b#ln9 coiv
duct#4 thfouQ^.

!ti«Mnlvf)nMv
cantor for lnf^^o*

tuoui CElMO<#S.
Tr«afm«nt Is fr»#.

Receive $IOC
r^imburMmant
(213) 20M723

LOST 17

For Info: 206-6685 J

UCLA BASEBALL TEAM
Glad you guys could make \\

to dinner last night. The

food was good, but the

company was great!

Love,

The Alpha PhU

*

UCLA SURF TEAM
It was great getting to

know you gu/s at dinner

last nite!

Let's do it again.

Love.

The AA

ThetaXi
Thanks for the

great exchange
last Thursday!!
Let's work out

again real

soon!
Love,
Pi Phi

VALENTINE DAY SPECIAL. SERENADE
YOUR LOVE. WIRE-A-TUNE SINGING
TELEQRAIUS. 37(V68SS.

VALETINE'S DAY WITH BRUCE. RARE
VIDEOS AND AUDIO. $2 DRINKS. $5
COVER. 21 PLUS. FOOTSIES,
PASADENA. 9PIM-2AM. (81 8)449-4053

LOST-2/5- Tricolor QoW Braided Bracelet

w/Heart Great Sentimental Value.

Rewardlll Doris: (21 3)653-791 7.

REWARD! 1-29-66 between USC basltet-

ball game and Hilgard. ladies gold Seiko

watch. Sentimental value. (213)836-9620

SPERM DONORS 19
^- I —H^——^—^Ml! ^a I —
SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

BEAUTY&
HEALTH SERVICES

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WF CAflE FREE TESTING
COUNSELING & r?ESOUr?CES

AVAILABLE
WESTSIDE rnEGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTEr?
7024 r»ICO BLVD. SM

CALL 4SO S222
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

JOS 1 1 t 1

r

^«*~; -f—>•—-

—

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

i^jOHAg

Permanent Hair Removal
EurcHjean Facials • Waxing
_ Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE .WESTWOOD VILLAOE

OPPORTUNITIES 26

FUTON t>usir>ess for sale, near beach, 3
yrs. old. profitable, affordable, inquiries

welcome. MustseN. (213)396-0534.

HELP WANTED 30

ACTIVE Beverty Hills developer needs
full-tin>e secretary/receptionist. Heavy
phones, light typing, fHing. Roz (213)657-
noooowv.

ASIA traveVstudy. 2 months. $1295-11395
covers all expenses. worK($6.004l0.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT to President, Itnitting mill,

great opportunity for advancement. Call

Mr. Behar. (213) 23^8688.

AT EASE Westwood is now accepting ap-

pMoMione for eMperienced saies peopit^
RexiMe hours. Please apply in peraon.

1001 Weetwood Blvd.

BABYSITTER for 3 yr. old In SanU
Monica. Easy aoceas by bus. 25-30 a
week, days. $4/hr. Reforertcee required,

English speaking, non-emoker. 4504859
Of 450-7761.

Bindery/Runner for Print shop $4.50Air.

Apply in person: 1 1 71 7 W. Pk». WLA.

BUND nuui needs reader or secretary/

typist to read in person, or a paralegal,Jor
a volunteerl) Richard 938-5347. ,

—

^

BLONDE coeds 5*7 and taller needed for

bikini calendar. Showcaa»<21 3)278-7469.

CAMPUS REP WANTED-represent hot

new product -AEROBIE. Gain marKetir>g,

RP, & sales experience. Contact Andy
Eidelman. (415)322-3953.

'"CASHIER Wanted, Panama Reds,
days. $3.75-$4.25. Great fun place to

work. Apply in person, Mark or Otto

(213)626-7337.

COUNSELOR-full-time positions now
available at leading residential treatnMHit

center for teenage boys. Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits. AFTER-
NOON/EVENING COUNSELOR, NIGHT
COUNSELOR. (818)347-1326.

COUNSELOR/companion for edelery
woman. Approximately 15 hours/week.

Momirtg/afternoon shifts. No housework or

lifting. Re8ponsit>ie and patient. $6.00/hr.

399-1421. ^_^
COUNSELOR-hadicapped teens. Even-
irigs or live-in weekernto. Excellent oppor-

tunity for psychofogy nui^. (213)4790929
Driver-PT.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, WorMII Call for gukJe,

cassette, news servk:et (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise

DO You Have What It Takes? Stack Tie

Promotfons is rH>w acceptir>g applications

for part-time interns kx>kir>g for a career

opportunity. Some pay. Call now
(213)466-6776.

DRIVBR/messenger; full or part time. Fa-

miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliable ecornxny car, liability msurarK^e,

copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto alk>wance. Call (618)906-

0763

DRIVER arnJ errand runner needed Must
have car and insurance. Call David at

659-1691

EARLY morning childcare Female/driver

preferred. Near campus. Great pay.
Responsible, dependable 475-5723.

EARN $50043000/month^ Full/part-time

positk>ns. Training provided Call SBN
days/evenings (2 1 3)376-2890.

ENTRY-level bookkeeper, A/P, general

ledger, Pacifk: Palisades reskJent prefer-

red (616)573-5003. Sandi.

FLYER distribution. Saturday. 1 hour -

$15. Call 206-4353.

FULL or part-tinw physical tf>erapy aid for

tHisy orthopedk: practice in Beverty Hiila.

Kinieeotogy student preferred Call for afy
pointment, ask for Gkyia 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist arxl

assistant for evenings and weekefKls Med-
ical interest required College student

preferred for busy Beverly Hills offk:e.

Call(21 3)5500950 ask for Teena.

GENERAL offk:e person needed for Art

Publisher. Pan-tin>e: flexible Light typing,

light phones Call Linda or April at 930-

2410.

_I
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

«
*

^ ATTfNTK>N: OffOmiNITY ^
f. HOMON*S ^
S fine btoncled Ice Creams is k
Z seeking HIOH INIRav, ^
S NARDWOMCINO. ^

INTHUflASTIC. MSFONSIMJ,' f
rtRSONAMJ Individuals ¥vho J

-Ic want to grow wttti tf>e leoder In
*

M freshly mode ice Cream.
k Full-tlfT>e/Part-tlme. days.

^ evenings, weekertds, Asst.

2 Manager Posltton Available.

1: Please Apply In person at:

Z Hobson's M
Z 10923Weybum ¥
^ 206-2233 "J
M EOE-M/F ^

Fill la yo«r w«ck
wHh extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists.

clerks, receptionists.

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

WAITRESS
WANTEDK

LU^4CH: Mon-Sat
(11:00-3:00)

DINNER: Mon-Sat
(4:00-11:00)
DINNER: Sunday
(4:00-10:00)
Salto-Asakuma

Restaurant
11701 Wilshlre Blvd.,

LA90025
Call 826-0013

Mgr. AkI or Kawai

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN. WATER
_SPQBTS.CAMPING. 826-7000

SPORTS
CONNECTION

Program directors &
Private trainers

wonted. Seeking
Exercise Ptiyslologist,

KInes, RE. A Sports

Medicine Ma|ors, F/T

or P/T. Startir>g Pd at

$5/hr arxj commlsskxi
with advorx^ement

opportunities to P/T at

$13/hr.

Appty in person
Encino

(818)788-1220
Santa Monica
(213)450-4464

South Bay
(213)316-0173
BEVERLY HILLS

(213)652-7812

IMMEDIATE openings: Vaiet parking at-

tendants. Redondo Beach area. $5-7 ht.

Will train. EOE/M/F/H. (714)840-5857.

INSIDE sales for art department of

department store. Part or full time. Call

1(V6. 473-3400.

LAWFIRM needs part-time receptionist. 1-

5:30 pm. M-F. $600/rTK). Mr. Howard.
273-2458.

LICENSED driver wanted to drive church
van Sunday mornings. Responsible person

~ needed, at least 26 yrs. old. $6/hour Call

. 45»2358.

. LIVE ar>d workin Japan! Er>giish teachers
needed for language school.
Undergraduate degree required. Call Ms.
Yama2aki:(714) 536-2306 or send resume
to 305 West Utica. Hunington Beach, Ca.
92648

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly
Hills, call Kozo 277-7045.

'

MOTHER'S helper - flexible afternoons,

possible weekends. Salary negotiable

References required. Call for interview.

474-8123

SSNEED cash? $500/$ 1000 stuffing

envek)pe8l Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope-McManus Enter-

^ prises. Box 1458/OB. Springfteld. OR
97477

PART Time office work. Japanese
lar>guage helpful 20 hours weekly • hours

flexible Peter 485-0160.

PART-time bookkeeper. $10/hr.
Hollywood locatk>n. Call Sonya at 851-

8601

PART-time job. Earn $4-$ 12 per hour on

^ phone, own hours, call (213>465-4474.

PART-time telepfione solicitor, no selling,

cash paid. 6-8pm, T-W. insurance office

82(M839

PART-TIME fluent Spanish and English

WLA area. Call after 4pm. (81 8)784-0769

PART-TIME telephone solicitor for high

demand insurar>ce products. Good hourly

rate. CallSoniaat47»4181.

PART-TIME driver needed. hIealthCare

(213)838-4420. Ask for Stan or Diane

PART-TIME retail sales person. Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood.
Ask for Stacy. 820-7373.

PART-TIME secretary, non-snfK>ker. good
with numbers, filing, phorw work and some
typing, 6-hr wk; (213)474-9688.

PART-TIME • Big Bucks - distributors for

great anti-cancer dog food. Tell Bruce Rod
sent you. Mon. and Thurs. meetir>gs 7:30
PM. 2044 Cotner Ave. (off Olympic) or call

Rod 851-3338

PERSON Friday Light secretarial,
legwork, xeroxing. About 20 hrs/wk. $6/hr.

(213)552-0452.

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relation persons, part-time, phone
experience.(2l3)e54-6491/ 650-2269.

REAL ESTATE ANALYST. Part-time. Op-
portunity to learn improved real estate

private placement syndication evaluation.

Will sponsor for NASD Series 7 license.

Santa Monica location. Non-smoker.
(213)395-3176.

RESTAURANT Reservatk>nist, part-time.

4p.m.-8p.m. Mon.-Fri. The Ivy. Call David

Uoyd Nelson 274-8303. Fri.. Sat. after

10a.m.

SECRETARY part-time near UCLA, small

office, type 80 wpm, sonrie record keeping

.$lOmour, 479-6300.

SECURITY autfx>rization agent. Immediate
opening for a part-tinw agent within our

check payment services division. After-

rnxHis. ..early evenings and weekends.
I0eal car>didate will have excellent vert>al

skills, good^^ath aptitude and be detail

oriented. COT exposure a plus. Apply in

person 8:30am-11am M-W or 1pm-4pm
Thursdays Telecredrt Inc., 1901 Ave. of

the Stars. Suite 300. ._ _^__

SITTER. Must have car. Afternoons. 2-5

days/wk. Beverly Hills area. Call Brooke at

275-6716.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work please call 452-9616.

SPANISH speaking person to teach
Spanish and translate/draft letters for

musiciar^/businessman. (213)399-2181

.

STUDENT companion for 8th ^rade boy
irtexchange for private room and bath,

some board in Beveriy Hills home. 468-

4747. Ask for Carol

TYPIST, part-time, will train word process-
ing. 50wpm minimum. K4on-Fri. Steady
work. $6.50/hour. Marina Del Rey. 306-

4625.

VOCALIST for Christian demo, metzo/
soprano preferred. Mark 854-2334 or 399-

4275. - -

WLA RaquettMill and fitness club looking

for an energetic sales-oriented person for

receptkxi/membership sales. Earty morn-
ing hours availat>le. Houriy pay plus

commission Please contact Plosemarie
826-6648 after 10am.

WORK-study student needed at medical

center, 10-15 hrs/wk, times flexible. Duties

include secretarial, Wbrary and research.

Contact Df G Small ext 50291.

$7 PER hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commission. Telecommunicatk>ns Oppor-
tunity, 4 to 6 hrs. per day. Pa't-time/

fulltime Call Mr. Davidson 8 a.m.-lp.m.

(213)930-1891.

•STUDEWTS AND FACULTV
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

"fin
Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A
f21B)477-«0S«

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
f21t|M1-S220
^Secretarial. ^Receptionist,

^Typists, •Accouriling,

»^ DataAVord Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPUCAWTS

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOORAPHBRl
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/FenrKile Pro/Norvpro
for upcoming sesskxu

Fashkxi, CofDmerckil. Theatrical

Coll for AppolntrDent
(818) 508-8680

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

FERESHTEH
Master Hair Colorist

20%0FF
• Coloring

• Highlighting

$49 perm and cut

In Beverly Hills

(213)273-1063 f (213)271^94

AOMA
Skin Care Expert

COGCCOCOO

• $25 Europian facial

• $20 Full Leg Waxing

Student Discount

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

BRIGHT, energetic person w/some
background in art w/8tror>g business sense
needed to open gallery. (213)399-2181

.

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs mature
business maior for 16 to 24 hours per
week with working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus. Intermediate accounting
helpful. Great opportunity and compensa-
tion based on experience. Send resume
to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd.

#729. LA 90010.

IBM-PC/PC compatible owners Work at

horrte. Software/data management com-
pany needs data entry and software work
for compatibility test/instructions diskette.

Send $3.00 to Visco Data Management.
141 1-B DianfK>nd Bar Blvd. Suite 109-U
Diamond Bar, CA. 91765

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT '-.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Inrern at celeDrriy puDlic reiationsi

firm No pay Out great opportunity to i

learn and gam experience.

Call Soma at (213) 276-6400

CLUB GUIDE 40

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED --52

BRENTWOOD. Very clean. 1 bedroom,

carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator. No
pets. $680/nrK)nth. Only charging 1 month

rent, security/cleaning to move in. 213-

678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. Huge
singles. One-bedroom $700. Call Mike at

824-9925. .

NEW building . 2 bedroom/2 bath, 1

bedroom/1 bath. $800 and up. #475-5402.

#473-5 142(day).

PRIME Westwood Village executive

apartments $850 and up. Fireplace, pool,

parking, intercom, air conditioning. 208-

3306
1

$950/mo. Venice Beach. 2-bed, den, 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireptace. carpets, . hardwood floors. Refur-

bished. Build-in. Off street parking. 396-

1001.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL. spack)us, Yosemite house
surrounded t>y pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates. ck>8e to everything. (818)

785-9865.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

GREAT neightx)rhood. Between Olympic

and Santa Monica. 2 bedroom home, din-

ingroom, fireplace. Hardwood floors.

Wonderful yard. $165,000. Wynn. 477-

7001.

> r.^mm^mE
FRIDAYS 9-3

FREE UNTIL 10:30

2214 STONER west la.

one block west of barrington

21 & OVER
DANCING COCKTAILS OUTDOOR PATIO

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly furnished & utilities

near V.A Hospital and UCLA bus No
Kitchen Available.$4S0/mo. 479-5638.

GUESTHOUSE, Bentwood, mountain
viewnearby. $395 plus 3 hours weekly
work. Older male grad. student, foreign

wek»me, car. 472-5726.

ONE Bedroom $750. Two bedroom/2 bath

$1195. Best WLA k>cation. Carpet, drapes,

tMiilt-ins, fireplace, sunkin tub, view, securi-

ty parking/building, pool, sauna. 479-5672.

STUDIO. 1 -bedroom, 1 -bedroom with den.

Ketton Towers. 206-1976.

WESTWOOD Apartment-large living room,

small t>edroom. $6l0/month. Walk to

UCLA Call6-8pm 824-0243.

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom, 2 bath. Deluxe, small,

modern building. 11675 Darlirtglon, open
house. 9-4:30. 827^4652.

$950 2 bedrm apts. Palms area. Laundry,

a/c. fireplaces. Brand new. Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

^ALK to UCLA- hoorayl Furnished

bachelor apartment. Utilities included.

Manager 644 Landfair #201 . 206-2676.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

FEMALE needed to share bdrm. in apt.

near UCLA $275/mo. plus security plus

utilities. 470-7931

.

NEED roommate to share 3 bedroom
duplex. Own room, $635. Walk to UCLA.
Spacious Spanish style with view,

fireplace, hardwood floors, yard. Clecui.

considerate person needed, available

March Ist. Call Ryan evenings/weekends
208-7529.

OWN bed/bath in 2-bedroom luxury apart-

merrt. Sherman Oaks. Off freeway. 15 min.

to UCLA. Sherry. (818) 989-3780/(818)

988-8300.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1, 1986, in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same perkxl.

Call (213)553-3266.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP.».62

ROOM and board and small salary in ex-
change for partial care of 5 yr. old girt and
light housework. Beverty Hills (213) 276-
3988. <^

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

FURNISHED tiedroom in large apt. Kitch-

en privileges, sunny patk). Westwood area.

Reasonable 475-9205.

Hillside home, pool, private room. Female

student preferred. Share bath with one.

$325 plus 10% utilities 628-1537

OWn room in 3-bedroom plus loft. Pool,

Jacuzzi, parking, security $344 Available

3/1/86 Call Stephanie/Sherri 837-9987.

ROOM for rent in large 3 bedroom house

in Venice. Quiet neighborhood near

beach. Fenced yard, fireplace. Must be a

non-smoker, responsible and very clean.

Graduate student or professional prefer-

red. Call Denise or Alberto. 392-3378 even-

ings $400/rTH>nth plus share of utilities.

Available March 1st.

SPACE available for female on sorority

row. 2 sec. from campus. Romm and 15

meals/week for $290 00! 209-5473.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE to share Mulholland dorm. No
utilities. Includes 14 meals/week. $339.00.

471-0290. Available immediately.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share

beautiful new two bedroom, two bath con-

dominium. Quiet, near campus. $500/

month includes utilities, laundry privileges,

built in unit. Must see to believe! 479-0269.

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment.

Walk Ucia, security building, great room-

mates! Much more! $350/nfK). 208-8991.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share 2-

bed/den. Excellent kx:ation near Wilshire/

Bundy. $425/nK). Call Rob 478-7681 after

5pm.

FEMALE roommate: sunny spacious 2

bedrooms, 1 t>ath. March Ist move in. Call

824-2785. Diane.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share

t>edroom in West Los Angeles apartment.

$240/nfK)nth CaW 477-1244. :=
FEMALE roommate wanted for large one
bedroom apt. Living room, full kitchen,

laundry facilities. Walking distarKe to

UCLA Strathmore/Veteran. $275.00/month
208-4408.

FEMALE own spacious room, share
t>athroom, $325 plus one-third utilities,

move in imn>ediately. Beverty, days 536-

4088.826-5105.

MALE roommate for Brentwood single.

Near shop, bus. Furnised, stove. $250/mo.
Ron 471-3569 after 8pm.

PROFESSIONAL lady seeks female
roommate to share luxury condo. $550/

mo. non-smoker Nati. daytirrie: 478-

371 1 ext. 4229. evening: 390-1083.

ROOMATE needed- Furnished house,
fireplace, Jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$300./month. (213)743-2376.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (81 8)789-6064

ROOMMATE n^jeded to share spacious 1

bed apartrT>ent in Brentwood. Female.
Non-smoker. $350/rTX). Call Jennifer or
Debby. 826-7125.

UCLA student needed to share nicely fur-

nished single apartment. 625 Landfair - 10
minute walk to campus $243/nrK). Parking.

824-0134.

SUBLET 66

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

WANT to rent or sublease office approx.

200 sq. ft. in Westwood. 206-1865.

O'MELVENY Ik MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUILETS

If you are interested in

subletting your fumistied

apartment any tirr^e

from May to August.

ftpossibly Vi of

September, our iaw
students will be needing
housing. Please Call:

RECRUITINO OFFICE
»9-6539 Of 669'i

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

WALK to UCLA and Village 2-bed/2 1/2

bath. Vacant/Owner anxious.
JoyceiSchreiber Realty. 274-2900.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

ENCINO. $950. 2-bedroom, 2-bath, securi-

ty, pool, tennis, prime kx:atk>n Sue: 825-

0045.(818)885-0745.

-T-^
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FLYING SERVICES TYPING/WORD
PARACHUTING 76 OFFERED 96 PROCESSING 100

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious

students only, please Aircraft rental. (818)

344^196.

TENNIS, .80

FORMER Dutch junior champion teaches
tenni?- Also tie^nners. $15/hr. Telephone:
(213)390-3274.

DANCE AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS..82

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE.
POSITIONS OPEN. 4/86-6/86. SPRING
SEASON. POST-HIGH SCHOOL EXPERI-
ENCE/COLLEGE LEVELS #213-874-7990.
ENTRY DEADLINE 2/28/86.

CHILD CARE 90

ABYSITTER wanted for 3 month old. M-F.

4 hrs each day. $3/hour. Call 839-4521

.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM "

(81 8) 880-4407. (81 8) 880-4361

.

AUTO INSURANCE
h/lotorcycle Insurance Refused?

Too Hfgtf7====
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 .Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

k>west rate available. Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657^ ^

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

%•••••••••••••••••••••*

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936^2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Sorvice. for Peanuts

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from put)li8h-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

206-4353. '

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149.

PROFESSIONAL editing master's and
doctoral theses, manuscripts. References.

reasonable rates. (213)698-7078.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS. PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES. 473^193.

STATISTICAL and computer consuHirvg for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

'mEdiilmg
WriUmg Smnicm
•ALL auhfecta

•Nothing Too Big

or Too Small
•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polish & clean your hord. s9nH-$on
and soft contact lerues whNe you woH.
Return your contocts to "like new" corv
ditkxv Feel and see better.
Dr. Vooel. 1132 Westwood Bd. 20e- 3011.
XpMoted PafWno-20\ Or With This Ad

TERM papers, reports, editing instruction.

Phd in English almost all subjects.

(818)798-8334.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

prot>eU>ility, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 826-4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

(213)936-7592.

ENGLISH as a secorul language tutor.

UCLA ESL teaching certificate. Grammar,
conversatk>n, pronunciatk>n. Reasonable.
(213)651-3604.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professk>nal

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291-3158.

.

TUTOR for Calculus. Algebra. Physics and
Engineering. Tutoring at UCLA or nearby.

Reasonal)le rates, call Frank 512-1503
8am-5pm. 820-5862 evenings and
weekends.

TUTORING available in math and com-
puter science by PhD candidate in CS.
Experienced teacher, reasonable rates.

Call (213)657-4031.

-TUTORING- English, history, social

science, German. Experienced tutor. $12/

hour. Call Ninette. (213)454-3975 or 459-

5090.

TUTORING - French. Italian. Patient and
experienced. Kids to adults. UCLA grad.

Call Lisa: 215-1862.

i "^ PATIENT TUTOR
^e^ J

J MATH (arithmetic through^
calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, .^

J Engineering. Reading, Gram-J
J mar. Study Skills. Work witti a J
^ tutor wtio knows ttie subjectJ

well, and can patiently pres-I

J ent ttie material In a variety ofi
i ways. You will also learn thej
^ proper way to study to||

Ik achieve confidence and self- m
J reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-4
JtION CAa JIM MAOIA. 383-f

6463.

TUTORING
NEEDED .>»99

ASTRONOMY TUTOR NEEDED IM-

MEDIATELY! UCLA SENIOR. CALL
BLAIR. (818) 986-5818.

WANTED^ Tutor for 12 yr old boy in Bev-

erty Hills home. Call Art 209-0170 between

7pm- 10pm only^

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe. & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A better paper - Writchand Word Process-

ing. Call Lois 828-6410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

t)lem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pk:k-up and deliver. Laura.

410-2890.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Di8sertatk>ns. repetitive letters, medical

transcriptkxi. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $1 .50/page,

WLA. Myung, 397-6344.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN FOR INFO. (213)45<X719.

ABIGAIL Harper: papers expeditiously and
profe8sk>nally prepared on IBM PC XT/

Laserset Printer. From $2.00. Call 395-

1052, anytime.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 1(V8pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term, etc. Di88ertatk>n disc.

39(M588.

A1 WOROWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, re8un>e8.

Ptek up/campus M-W Sheri 662-0869. y

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message-
Reasonable rates. Dartene.

SCHOOL
PAFmSffff
Overniolit*

WMIe yeu wait.
Liislit

7IO Wllshlr* Hf SIO
Santa Heiiica

••••••eeeeeeeeeeeeee««|
• ONIOAVTVPINe •
2 ProfeMk)nal witter wtth BA In •
^ Englih w« type and edtt term J
• papers, theses, scttpts, tmumm, «
e etc. Or edmng only. Over 25 e
• years experterK:*. Westwood *

I Vloge.H Oetaney. *

« 824-2853 or 624-5111 Jeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee««««e«

^

*

*

i
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Computer Word

Processing

Theses Dissertions

a

ASHLEY-WELLS t CO.
(213)477-7593

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^if

DONOVAN Enterprises: Typing- protes-

sk>nalism aesthetics, editing, grammatical

considerations, swiftness, negotiable rates,

conscientiousness, pick up/delivery.

(213)397-2945.

EXPERIENCES, term papers, disserta-

tk>ns. etc. on word processor. 201-7486.

479-1816. (818) 780-7022

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses. dissertatk>ns. languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 276-0388.

EXPERT typing at low cost. Theses and
disertatk>ns. Near central LA. Call John
(213)663-5690.

FAST dependabte typing/word procasstng;=

$1.99/page. Make spelling correctk>ns

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tk>n format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses/

resumes/ all jobs welcome. Fast tur-

naround. $1/pa]^. 934-3458, 929-8423

after 6 pm.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/

competitive. Karen/Laurie. (213) 470-0933.

THESES/Oissertatk>n typing - Revisk>ns

are faster and less expensive on Word
Processing. SIMIAN Word Processing

Service specializes in thesis/Ph.D typir>g.

scripts/r>ovels, resumes, and form letters.

P.O. Box 85765 LA CA 90072. PH:

(213)467-2928.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, riear campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sk>nal. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Servtee (213)653-3600.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (2y2)30^
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 btock

from campus. Can type anything-fast. ac-

curate, dependatMe-anytime. 824-3571

.

YOU need mel Typing, word processing.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

RESUMES 104

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

TRAVEL 105

SPRING Break. Save $ wortd wide. Lowest

airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818)989-3123.

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL.V 105

From

LONDON $479

AM$TERDAM-.i49S

FRANKFURT_$49S

TAHITI $579

C0PENHAGEN.$560

PARIS $S99
* Some RMtilcttont AI^Dply

EuroNpossM
Issued on ttte ipot

1 SHP€R VALUe fVT FPOM LAX JO: |

1 MCW YOfUC..... ....from$ 2M 1

1 CHKAQO tromt 199 |
MIAMI ...fromt f39
HAWAII ...fromt 239
LONDON ...Irotnt 499
FRANKFURT.. ...fromt 5W
PARIS/AMSTEROAM ...fromt 5»S
ro#cvo ...fromt 9J9

...fromt *T9TAHITI

CRUISE, Idmf ....fromt 599
SKI EUROPE. ....fromt 999

OMrtera, Tourm, Cwt— 1

CALL 208-4444, M-FB-e 1

ASTRA TRAVEL
11&0GLENDON 02025

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

76 Ford Pinto, fully remanufactured. too

much to list. Call rK>w. leave a message.
747-1249.

'77 Firebird Esprit. White w/ ¥vhlte interior,

new tires, new Am/FM cassette A
speakers, runs great. $2000 obo. 826-

8722.

'78 Honda Wagon. A/C, new tires, battery.

AM/FM cassette stereo, 1-owr>er. $1395.
292-8618

78 280Z. air. 5-8peed, sunroof, cassette.

79.000 miles. $3800 obo. Call Ken at

(2130)475-9097

79 Capri auto, power steering, power
brakes, a/c, sunroof, stereo/cassette.

53.000 miles, black/tan. $3100. 2021 521

.

'81 Audi Coup. Black. 5-speed. AJC Ex-

cellent condition. $7000 obo. Leslie 207-

2921.

'82 VW Rabbit, 4-dr , w/cassette, good
condition, interior very clean, runs great.

$3500. (213) 545^6342 Ed.

TRAVEL 105 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!
LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area from $29

Honolulu from $ 1 29
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong from $386

Sydney from $498

Nairobi from $702

\9Ti

(»»]

New York from $89

London from $265
Lima ,„.^....from $359
Tokyo ..:... .from $429

Rio from $519
Round World from $13S7
(LA-HorTg Kong-Bar>gkok Delhi-Londor^-LA)

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI
^ YOUR ON-CAMPUS

Ac\\r^\ ^/TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830-6. sat ii-3
lovoaobMy

1971 Opel Q.T. Good condition, very

dean. $1295. Original owner, only 70,000
miles. 381-4528 days.

1971 Supert>eetle. great corujitkjn, new
brakes, clutch, tires- reliablel FM.
cassette. $185(Klamie 206^2786.

1974 VW Bug. Excellent condition. New
brakes $2800. Phone (213)387-5939 after

6pm.

1975 Mustar>g. New battery, shocks, muf-

fler, tune-up. Runs great. Must sell $800
obo. 207-4827.

1977 924 Porsche, burgandy, tan leather.

4-speed. 47,000 miles. r>ew Michelin tires,

$3000. (213)398-9936.

1978 Audi Fox. Excellent conditk>n New
transAires. 66k. $1800. 667-9298. 207-

4003.

1978 Dodge Omni. am/fm. cassette,

automatk:. air, roof-rack, original owner.

Excellent condition. $3000 o.b.o.

(213)651-5230.

1978 HONDA Accord, $2900 Superb corv
dition. Incredibly km mileage. 5-speed,

sunroof, call Sam. 472-9781

.
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MOMnik
Present Student I.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

/:

Join the Elite"'

Arrive in style

AERO'''

Co on a Spree"*

TM

ii[iJJiJ:lUl;[>]IU.iiIiJi]

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

/"

00
NOMA
Restaurant

15-SEAT

SUSHI BAR

1

CATERING

FOOD-TOGO

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • TerlyakI
Yakitori • Sukiyaki
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

Open 7 days
Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dinner

Mon.-Thur. 5-10:30p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 5^1 1p.m.

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

^
453-4848

Letters
Continued from Page 29

has been diluted by misin-

formed sportswriters. By
definition, an upset is when a

favored team is defeated.

UCLA was a 2-point
favorite last Thursday night

and was also favored in the

game at Pauley Pavilion last

year (which the Bruin also er-

roneously reported as an
"upset").

*•

Apparently, some sport-

swriters believe that when a

team is ranked higher or has a

better conference record, any
team that defeats them has

scored an "upset".

Are these sportswriters
aware of the Bruins* 307-25

record in Pauley?

Damin Esper
Sophomore
Undeclared

Editor's Note: Yes we are

aware of the 307-25 record.

We are also aware that

Washington beat UCLA 90-65

earlier this year and that 12 of

the Bruins' 25 Pauley Pavilion

losses have come in the last

4Vi years.

Skiing
Editor:

I noticed at the beginning

of fall quarter an interesting

article about the UCLA sld

team. Since then, I have
heard nothing of any competi-

tions or team efforts.

I feel part of this fault stems

from the fact that you have
too few writers covering^ the

club sports issues. All the

readers ever seem to hear
about is volleyball, water polo

and basketball. What about

surfing, soccer, rugby and
snow skiing? Did you know 2

years ago the UCLA women's
ski team went to iiationals?

Please try to alleviate this

problem so that students who
may be interested in watching

or even playing these sports

will have that chance. Most of

the clubs do not recruit, some
do not even have try-outs.

Therefore, anyone with the

desire to compete may be
eligible.

JiU Adler
Senior

English

i

TRAFFIC

$14
(with this ad) exp. 6-66

463-2222

Women's basketiiall
Continued from Page 31

Moore for the last two games
and responded with some nice

numbers against USC and
Long Beach. Brown leads the

team in scoring in conference

play with a 17.0 average.

Only Brown and Dean have
produced consistently for the

Bruins this season, but help

may just be on the way. Dana
Childs, who has been out with
a stress fracture since January

4, was cleared to play and
will be available for action

this week.

*'We need Dana and
everybody to be healthy," said

Dean. "Coach has been stress-

ing holding onto the ball.

We've been throwing the ball

away quite a bit."

The key to this game for the

Bruins will be their effec-

tiveness on the boards and
whether they can disrupt the

Wildcats' structured offense.

The 9-13 UCLA Bruins con-

tinue their road trip in the

Valley of the Sun tomorrow
against the 12-7 Arizona State

Sun Devils.

As was the case for the

Wildcats of Arizona, UCLA
will be looking for some
revenge. The Sun Devils took

UCLA to the mat earlier in

the season at Pauley Pavilion,

78-62, in both teams' con-

ference opener.

Came time is 3 p.m.

Sports Editor

.

Rick Alexander

/••••»«

Stoff Writers Contributors

Scott Alberts Greg Bolin

Nye Hospedales Kevin Lynch
Assistlht Sports Editors Steve Kaufhold Shaun A. Sanders

Rick Schwartz Mike Preston Shannon Stryker

Andrea Tetrick Amy Stroud Bob Brunwin

AUTOS FOR SALE...1 12 AUTOS FOR SALE,J 12 AUTOS FOR SALE,,, 112 MOPEDS 119

cs*

HONDA Civic 82; mint condition: 19K; am-
fm-tape: $3500/obo, call Neliy 825-0182 or

390-2602 .

MAZDA '81 QLC Sport. S-speed. sunroof,

AM/FM-casseCta, 42 mpg, great cortdition,

827-8883. Lori. Ask $3.500.

MAZDA QLC, 1960. Economical. 2-dr..

am/rm, red. $1800 o.b.o. Great little carl

(213)477-1654.

MUST sell - '79 VW Rabbit, 4 speed, tape

deck, am/fm. 6 speakers. Excellent.

$1800. (213)3946938.
1971 MBZ 220. 4-door. s/r. new stereo,

tires, exhaust. Immaculate condition.

$3900.470-7111.

1979 Chevette. 2-door, a/c, radio, light

Mue economical, great for housewife/

student . $1350 (81 8)906-8372.

1979 Volvo Wagon 245 DL. Good condi-

tion. $5200 obo. Call Noma. (213)454-0271

evenings or (213)3459-65607. leave

message.

1960 Chevette, midnight blue. Automatic.

54.000 miles. Good, reliable transportation.

$2.400 obo. (213)271-7825.

1981 Toyota Corolla 5-speed, A/C, AM/FM
cassette, doth seats. 60.000 miles, good
condition. $3000. Call Manoi: Days: 206-

8680. eve.: (806)584-6553.

1981 VW RabbH. Diesel. 2-door. sunroof,

4-epd, stereo, 48mpg, excellent cornJition,

$3500. 470-7111.

1962 HorKta Civic Wagon. Low miles, one
owner, immaculate, many extras, $5,600
obo. C^l Matt. 390-3444.

1Ic

yo«r llf«. Drlv«• Alfa

fjl NatioMi
v>^ <S13)559-77M

^ ^J^
'68 Buick Stationwagon. Low mileage.

Very dean. (3ood condition. Automatic.

$800. 640-1661 days/39S^734 evenings.

'75 CHEVY Vega. Good Condition. Need
to sell. $600 obo. Leave message 824-

0961.

MUSIC LESSONS,.,., 102

FLUTE lessorw-Paul Fried, former sdo
flutist; Boston Symphor>y. PittslMjrg Sym-
pfK}ny, arKi Boaton Pope is accepting

pupii8.669-5324

I

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano.

Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teactter

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 47^4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

iVjLVa' X Ctl.vO•,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, X Jk^

1981 Motobecane moped; needs work.

$50.00. Amy 459-2512 before 10pm

'77 Puch Maxi. must sell. Good engine,

needs some work. $200 obo. Leave
message 202-1524.

'84 Honda Elite Great condition, trunk,

windshield $850 Phone (818)784-4239.

85 Yamaha Riva 180Z. black, runs great.

kx>ks sharp. $975. L vid. evenings 477-

1178.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

erKydojaedia 1965 set $175. Mattress &
box sprir>g $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & tove seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.96/yard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE II. 2 disk drives. nKmitor, printer

arKi system saver. $825. Call 8 AM- 5 Pm
477-6460 ask for Pat.

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62<
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #103.

Tele. (213) 47»0345.
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LARGE rust cotored couch,

tkm. $75. Call 208^165.
Good corwli-

iae
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T^1^ MATTRESSES TinV
All new hotd arts guaranteed

Twin Set $50
Full Set 168
Qwxn Set $88

King Set 998
New .5 piece bedroom set $118
New full \ize or queen iileepcr $139
New sofa and lo\e seat $159
Oak Finish coffee tables $20
End Tables $15
I.amps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

Tif YAMAHA 83»84»85t^

Sccx)ter^ Si, Accessories

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!'

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVAIV8
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

}13347 W. Washington BlvdS
Los Angeles, CA 90066 !

H^ (a 13)306-7906^
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DED YOU FORGET TO PLACE
YOUR VALENTINE'S DAY

PERSONAL?

YOU Can Sfill Place a Line Listina TODAY
MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY

Come on down to the Daily Bruin Classified Office

located at 112 Kerckoff Hall to place your listing.

1
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Volleyball
Continued from Page 30

fomanee against No. 1-ranked
Pepperdine when he hit an
unbelievable .521.

Volstad hit a still respect-

able .277 against the Cauchos
with seven kills.

The Cauchos looked as if

they were going to steamroll

the game as they jumped out
to an 8-3 lead. The Bruins
fought back and won the
game behind the blocking of

Reed Sunahara.
Sunahara had four solo

blocks and hit .^86 for the
match with seven kills.

"Reed really put on a block-

ing exhibition out there," said

UCLA coach Al Scates. "He
blocked as good as he ever

has. He was really a force at

the net."

Came three looked like a

repeat of game two as the

Cauchos jumped out to an 8-0

lead. Jared Huffman, a pre-

season All-America selection,

was the catalyst for Sajita

Barbara with his excellent

jumper serves and hitting

percentage of .280.

Huffman didn't have the

kind of hitting match that

All-Americas are expected to

have as he spent most of his

time setting for the Cauchos
5-1 offense.

Howevef^ \ttst^
—IiRc game

two, the Bruins clawed their

way back to a victory with
steady, consistent play. Only
this time, the win was for the

match, not just the game.
The Bruins hit .333 as a

team to Santa Barbara's .297

success rate.

Last night's match marked
the arrival of freshman Mike
Stafford to the UCLA varsity

squad. Stafford, who hails

from Laguna Beach, came in-

to the match and made a key
dig of one of Huffman's scor-

ching serves.

Asked if he was nervous,

Stafford said, "I really didn't

have time to be nervous."

Stafford replaces sophomore
Anthony Curci who has decid-

ed to redshirt for the year
because of tendinitis in his

knee.
~

•

. ^

This victory ups the second-

ranked Bruins record to 13-1

overall and 1-1 in conference
play. Santa Barbara falls to

0-1 in the CIVA and 7-4

overall.

On Nov. 24, 1960, the

Philadelphia Warriors lost

to the Boston Celtics, 132-

129, despite the fact that

Wilt Chamberlain had 55
rebounds for the losers.

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Total
Permaflex ^i^#%
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' ^,
30 Day Extended . ^^^

Additional Pair aRfl
up to 2 weeks WW

TotalSoft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM.
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/L.ye-Credit Program Arranged

LB 2168 Pacific (213)591-1594

VN 7232 Van Nuys.(8i8| 786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege Bl (714) 774-4510

LA 1482 S Robertson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-789t.

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTTD

! "
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Poppa Pete'>^

1 0759 PICO BOULEVARD
f'ostaurant

LOS ANGELES *'Sinoe 1973"
across from the WESTSIOE PAVILLION

(213)47S4158

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Featuring Complete Dinners

FRESH FISH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.1
MON-SAT 6am • 9pm . SUNDAY 8 am - 6pm
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

,.J£i BUG ENGINE REBUILD
y^ff COMPLETE ^EfACf 00

ALL NATURALHK>ZB4YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one cind get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. • 470-8834

Expires 2/ 1 7/86 • limit one per customer

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

J

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION

NO HID6eN CHARGES
$595.
DCLUDESTUNEUPt

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
I.Tunnip 4.0«aMiMi 8. ClMdi BMBiy WiMr
2.ValMA4|. SBnlMAJ. 9. tmftct Fwai End
i. Lutot 6. OMdi Ad. 10. Cuipi—tuii T«t

IStr^tMAbOmmt II. (PwmmwTwI Cooing ffm'iw)

$59.95

MAIFTTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

f^uis a Labor (Gm a Air FSmt *tra)

yoiMO/s^ TOYOTA lATSUN $89.95

m» USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - tSS.SS
THIS IS AW HONEST OARAOE •

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 • 829-7«12

SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
Speed Reading

• Photographic Memory
• Improved Test Taking Ability

' Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

i

Private Sessions — Student Discount
Free Demonstrations Thursday. 7:30 P.M.

Call Success Center-
Terry Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

,^ Director, (818)989-2923

14 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS
l^t^^m^m^^ ^^j^Z^^^S^^^S^^^^^^^^^^ '^^

liiiiiliii?iiiiiP^^^^

iiiiijiiiiiiliiii;

|lllll|lll|^^^^^

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES PROM.

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

AND

//DAZZLING!!!"
bMo^i'^"

..''^"'':.-»

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363•TOOTH BONDING

• Nitrous Oxide '

• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

UCLA

— ^- — Jon D.Voqel. O.D.

•

LiieMpmDetU( LA A'utti'. Assoc i.'itio'' • Sijhc ..i /i g • Ciiri.n'

Lenses SiP! e '9'' • Al> Lens Types Avaii,<bie • A C hsp". A( c ei'ifd

Reqarfliess o< Di«i( ji'v * Same Da> Ser»ice A,,(.Mbi»- • vVf.(3,il«'ii

Parkirig • t»teM»-r'i SeietliO" ot Ifie Latest i" '.isff" E »t*e,i' .c

Sunglasses "lah on preTuses • r.ortat is P.i'Stoa Wr.ip Vou Aait

" Consultants lor C'j'iputef Vision Prot)ie"'S

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

UIUV DAV WESTWOOD ppiCCC? SAVE
WHY PAY

^i^^^gj
*^'*'^"- 30 70%

DIM SUM CAFE

»SOH

LIGHT CHINESE -

4 cups of ScQlllons soup
4 cups of vegetable

fried rice

6 potstickers

4 boo
4 eggroll

6 fried wonton
4 shui nnal

4 pots of tea

WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 1091 BROXTON-L.A./213-824.7869

TypestAr 5

#^ ^««^M ELECTRONIC ^^ ^^rkVPC^tlOtl TYPEWRITER SALE CAHOH
TYl>est*r

PERSONAL
TYPEWRITER

• Letter Quality

• Choice of typestytes

(optkKiaO
• Auto Functions
• 32 Character Display

• 3 Paoe (6K mer

• Lettsr Quality

• Courier 10 Cubic

PS Typestytes & Oout)le

Width
• Automatic Carrier Return,

Underiining & Centering

• On-Oisplay Correction

• One line Memory
• Silent Pnnttng

• Factory Warranty
• Factory Reconditioned

We also carry Brother,

Exp.2/21/86

We also have the

new Typeslar 5fl

w/built-in interlace.

•179"

Silver-Reed. Smith-Corona & Sharp typewriters $2999
Em^ 2/21/86

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP !

Retail $29.00

G-2512

$799

SANYO V.O.X.

PHONE
ANSWERING SYSTEM

, • Vox Voice Activatad
' •Dual Tapes

I •MemoAeconl

I AIM ivaNiMt
• UL approved lOOw. w/ beeperles remote.
• Asst. Colors Ivox. variable messaoes

Exp.2/21/86

I TASSm
I 85»«
^Ex^gige

S59M
New Model TAS 1100

INTERNkTIONkL

oisciim 1111

PrtcM MblKl Id ctwnof Mot fMpaniMi tar lyvwMcil tnwt LImlM to itock on hme.

PRICES R€FL£CT CASH DISCOUNTS CREOTr CARD A
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMff I^USTOMER

12220 VINICK BLVD.
W. Lm AhmIm, CAMm 390-4477

reOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON - SAT 11 • 7 PM • SUN 1 2 - 5 PM

' ' >

i

i

ipnvi
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Recruits
Continued from Pajy^e 32
tryout for punter.

**He*s a very versatile
athlete," said Canyon High
School head coach Harry
Welch. "If he stays mentally
and physically (i,calthy he tru-

ly can be an outstanding col-

lege athlete." •
'^ ""--—

"He's the best linebacker in

the country," said Dunbar
High School coach Jerry Lee
of Lubbock's Jones. "He has
the physical attributes (6-2,

215 with 4.6 speed) and all

the intagibles. He smells
blocks and is a coach on the
field along with being an 'A'

student.

All-L.A. City outside
linebacker Nate Morris, out of

Cardena High School, chose
UCLA for its academics. The
perspe<*tive business major said

of his football career "It will

be a definite challenge to

make the traveling squad as a
freshman."

"It's never easy to make an
accurate prediction ^about a
recruiting class until the
student-athletes have been in

your program for two or three

yeari, but we feel this group
has outstanding potential,"
said Donahue about his new

Bruins. "Overall, I would say
we were once again very suc-

cessful in our recruiting ef-

forts. In particular, I'm very
happy that we were able to

fill our needs in the areas of

tight end and linebacker."

Donahue took exceptional
pride in being able to sign

Eric and Lance Zeno. The
Zeno brothers are sons of Joe
Zeno, who played halfback for

the Bruins in the early 1960's

and nephews of Larry Zeno,
who quarterbacked the Bruins
from 1962-64 and still ranks
sixth among UCLA's career
passing leaders.

Joe served as Eric's head
coach at La Quinta High
School in Westchester while
Lance attended Fountain
Valley High School
The Zeno brothers, along

with their sister Lori, who
plays for UCLA's women's
volleyball team, and their
parents, signed their letters in

Donahue's office on Wednes-
day morning.
"He is the finest offensive

lineman we ever have pmduc-
ed and we have two in the
NFL," said Fountain Valley
head coach Mike Milner of 6^

4, 255, Lance.
Eric Turner, 6-2, 195, con-

sidered the third-best defen-

sive back in the nation, was
the last of the 19 to make a
verbal committment. Turner
will likely be groomed at his

natural position of safety.

"I always wanted to be a
Bruin, I like the campus, the
surroundings and the people,"

said the Ventura High School
star.

Long Beach Wilson's Bobby
San Jose was the only
quarterback that UCLA
received a letter from, ending
what San Jose called a 3-year-

long Bruin recruiting effort.

In an offense tnat featured

a balanced attack, San Jose
threw for 1400 yards and
rushed for 300.

San Jose was never worried
about the chance the country's

top prospect, quarterback Jeff

George from Indianapolis'
Warren Central High School,

might come to UCLA. :

"Coach Donahue and coach
(Ted) Williams beleived that I

was just as good or better than
he was," said the 6-3, 180,
San Jose. ^

"At first I worried (about
George choosing UCLA). But
after thinking about it, I

realized that wherever I go, I

would have to compete (for

quarterback)."

Recruiting notes:

Basketball coach Walt Hazzard and
assistant Andre McCarter were able to

lure point guard Pooh Richardson

away from his home state of Penn-

slyvania and Temple University last

season. But the football program did

not meet with the same type of suc-

cess.

Indianapolis' George, opted to stay

in his home state of Indiana and at-

tend Purdue University. The quarter-

back's decision came despite strong .ef-

forts from Donahue, Smith and
recruiting coordinator Bill Rees, who
were all in Indianapolis this week , .

. Rees stayed in Indiana awaiting
George's decision and moved on to

Libertyville, Illinois to sign verbally

committed 6-4, 230, linebacker Bryan
Wilcox . . . Assistant coach Norm
Andersen traveled to Texas to pick up
the three letters from Arbuckle, Jones
and Moore . . . Multi-position player

Anthony Schexnayder of Fairbanks,

Alaska has. not yet signed his letter. A
Bruin assistant coach i& expected to

give him one this morning. UCLA,
however did put him on their list of

signees . . . Salinas High School's

Kipp Kjeldgaard, UCLA's tallest

recruit at 6-6,- is following a tradition

of offensive lineman that have come
down south. Senior left guard Mike
Hartmeier and red-shirt freshman
right tackle Rick Meyer both attended
Salinas . . . The same is the case for

6-3, 205, tight end Corwin Anthony,
who follows in the footsteps of ex-

South Bakersfield High School team-
mate red-shirt freshman defensive
back Mark McGill ... No Junior
College players were offered letters .

. . Austin's Canyon Country team
went 41-1 during his high school
career and undefeated in his final two
seasons.

im presents

In Celebration of
Afro-American History

Two Documentary Films

nThe Tallest Tree In Our
Forest'l: 1^

The biography of the legendary Paul Robeson... His

uncompromising principles, even facing exile during

the blacklisting McCarthy Era

Black and white, 90 min.

Produced by Gil Noble

i i

1 pm Feb. 16th

Sometimes I Look At My
Life"

Documentary of Harry Belafonte's concert with Letta
Mbulu in Cuba, with later interview and film clips. Syn-
thesizes the black artist, his life, and ultimately the
history of his people. Directed by Orlando Rojas. .

3 pm Feb. 16th
UCLA Melnitz Theater

For more information contact the International Student Center 208-4587,
Funded by COP and CPC

Baseball
Continued from Page 32

with the bases loaded and no
outs while Joslyn was making

.

his way toward the plate..

Josyln, a leftrhander, came
through with an opposite field

single to score Lovullo.

After Toro ace Jim Pena
built a 1-2 count on Jeff

Osborn he balked in the third

Bruin run before inducing
Osborn to ground out. First

baseman Gary Berman then
singled to left for the fourth

run of the inning before Alex

Sanchez grounded into an inn-

ing ending double play.

After Pena struck out short-

stop Bobby Holley to open the

inning Fiacco took his first

pitch and deposited it just

over the left field wall for his

first home run as a Bruin.

,

Pena then walked Lovullo on
four straight pitches and after

Zeile flew out to right, Hisey
dropped a high single into

shallow left. But the threat

ended when Joslyn sent one
deep to center that Strong
caught at the wall, ending the

inning.

The Bruins added another
run in the fourth when, with
two outs, Lovullo singled and
stole second. Zeile reached .

base on an error by shortstop

I Craig Grebeck and Hiseyi$=
single up the middle scored
Lovullo. After Pena walked
Joslyn to load the bases he was
sent to the showers and Pat
McEachin inherited the jam.
McEachin was able to get
Osborn to end the inning on
another deep fly to center.

"^

Comforted by a 6- !_
cushion, Hennis seemed to get^^
stronger as the game wore on
en route to retiring nine out of
the 10 Toro batters he faced
from the second through the
fourth innings. Heading into
the fifth inning Hennis had
scattered three hits and struck
out two.

In the fifth Hennis began
struggling, but escaped
unharmed. And after Grant
and Hanker both singled to
lead off the sixth it was ob-
vious that the 6-6, 215 pound
right-hander was tired.

But Adams stuck with him
and with one down, Hennis
threw a wild pitch scoring
Grant from third. He then
walked Ron Harrimon and
issued a run scoring single to
right fielder Garrett Tekeley.
Catcher Chris Plank then lin-

ed out to left field for the se-

cond out and it looked as if

Hennis might get out of the
inning.

However, Grebeck,
CSUDH's No. 9 hitter and
hitless in two at-bats this
season, took Hennis deep for a
three run homer to tie the
game at six apiece. Hennis
couldn't handle a perfect bunt
by Brocki and when he walk-
^ed Strong on four pitches
Adams had seen enough and
removed Hennis in favor of
BUI Wenrick.
The five run sixth inning

marked the fourth time in
seven games that Bruin pit-

chers have been victimized for
five runs or more in a single
inning. You had to wonder,
didn't Adams think about
relieving Hennis sooner?

"I did, but (Bruin pitching
coach) Guy Hansen and I

decided to see if Randy could
pitch himself out of trouble."
said Adams. "He's going to
have to learn how to do it. He
wasn't able to tonight, but Bill

Wenrick and Dana Ridenour
saved our tails today."

1^
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Letters

UCLA athletics don't
get adequate si • • • ft
Editor:

UCLA is widely recognized
as one of the premier academ-
ic/athletic schools in the na-
tion. Its growing reputation
increases daily when it comes
to producing world leaders
and the top sports figures.

But there's one area at
UCLA that has been
noticeably sliding the last

couple of years— the support
of UCLA athletics by its stu-

dents and alumni.

Most schools in the nation
would die to have 1/10 of the
caliber of athletes here at

UCLA. Yet most students and
alumni take our sports for

granted, saving their criticism

and energy for tlie few in-

stances when we don't win the

national championships.
Consider the following:

•In basketball, students are

given the choicest seats for a
mere $2 per game yet the

empty seats increase game by
game. When it comes to a
really big game like USC, the

students/alumni do show up.

But at many recent **mean-

ingless" games like Loyola-
Marymount this year and
Fresno State last year, the op-
position's fans outyelled us in

Pauley, a truly embarrasing
site.

Granted, we aren't the
team we were in the 60's and
70's but I'm tired of being
bumped into the has-been
status. The best players won't
come out to UCLA unless we
support them.
•In football, where UCLA
has perhaps shown the most
success over the last four or

five years, we still find
ourselves in situations like the
last two Rose Bowls where
Iowa and Illinois fans out-

cheered us before the games
got out of control.

•In other small sports like

men's volleyball, tennis, soccer
and swimming and women's
volleyball, basketball and
Softball, our hi^y successful

teams frequently play before
miniscule crowds.

Obviously, students are here
to learn and have fun but I

think everyone feels bad when
UCLA continuously gets bad
publicity about the empty
seats at Pauley Pavilion and
the silent crowds.

There are events coming up
like the Women's Gymnastics
Invitational on February 15th
and upcoming basketball
games versus Washington (1st

in Pac-10) this Thursday and
DePaul (March 1st again on
national t.v.) where large
crowd support can generate
better publicity.

How can UCLA be considered
an investment in the future
when we don't even fully ex-

perience the present.

Mark Sanders
Senior

History

Upset!

Editor:

Over the past few years, the
practice of terming a big win
by a sports team an "upset"

Continued from Page 26

Basketball
Continued from Page 32
while the Bruins are last in
scoring defense.

mmm'i'mmmmm mmm

But Arizona coach Lute
Olson is quick to explain his

team's strong points.

"Rebounding is only one
category. We'd like to im-
prove there.

"But we lead in team
defense, and I believe we have
the fewest number of tur-

novers in the conference."
The Wildcats are also better

than any team in the con-
ference at holding opponents
to the lowest shooting percen-
tage. And they are also among
the best free throw shooting
teams around.

In other words, down at

Arizona, "the positives over-
shadow the negatives," as
Olson put it.

One of the negatives that
Olson, 48-34 while in his third
year at the university, men-
tioned is that the team is very
inexperienced. \
"We lost four starters ^rom

last year's team, and our

center played only 138
minutes of Division 1 basket-

ball prior to this year.

That's why we're not as

good on the road," continued
Olson. **I think all young
teams get a little nervous
away from home.

"But when you're in your
own stadium, with everybody
behind you, it gives a strong

sense of security."

Arizona and UCLA match
up very well. Not only are

they both young teams, but
the size of the big men is very
similar. The two Wildcat for-

wards, Anthony Cook and
Sean Elliott, are both 6-8

freshmen. Arizona's center,

senior John Edgar, is only 6-6.

The Wildcats have a height

advantage in the backcourt,

with 6-3 sharpshooter Steve

Kerr and 6-6 Northern
California product Craig
McMillan.

But while the 'Cats have the

height, **we*ve got the
quickness," Hazzard said.

LMsa thsn 5 minufs from Campu*

.

Tablecloths . . . Napkins . . . W PIZZA tOO!
^ (RATH) KST BY AM LA (KABC-TNO-OTHER PUBLICATOMS)

LUNCH MON.-fRl. - CX)CKTAILS
Salad • Bfwangi t OnMrt)

WEST L.A. 10W9 W. PKX) 474-0102 FREE PARKING

SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEOA 787-ANNA.

\

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
UCLA Student Special

$16 COTS BLOW
MOSTSHOW UCLA STUDENT

I.D. Wtm COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS
VaUd Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service td tny
cilent whose hair corKtUion Is unsultsbte.

WE8TWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234WestwoodBlvd

479-0014 475-3264^a
SYSTEM ONE

STUDIO-COLOR LAB
^ 1 105 Gayley Ave.Westwood •, Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767
/ Ko(l3k

V system /

SPECIALS
.•••coupon --—

r FRE&
20x28 COLOR PRINT

($25 value)

from your negative, with

$50 minimum purchase.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-28-06

!• • • • coupon* • • • •

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp $6 OFF
24 exp $4 OFF
12 exp $2 OFF
120format $3 OFF
220format $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-28-86

-JkLL DAY VAUDATEO:
Marking w/ minimum
o PURCHASE.
2_ j

KINROSS AVE ^

!• • • • coupon • • • •

FREE

WILSHIflE BL

. _ _ . .coupon. « « _

.

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20x28 ., 24.95
20x24 22.95
16x20 18.95
12x16 14.95
11 X 14., 12.95
8x 12 5.95

8x 10 5.95

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-28-86

ROLL OF FILM
with every roll developed

and printed.

Not vaHd w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-28-86

.I. • • coupon. • • •

SLIDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURS!

$10FF
w/ COUPON

Computer Generated
Slides Available

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-28-86

FREEWAY SERIES
A CELEBRATION OF THE SPOKEN WORD

of THE
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M^eov

iNTO!i
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THURSDAY
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Student Committee for the Arts
IN ASSOCIATION WPTH FREEWAY RECORDS
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Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $1 I

Hi-Lit^ $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

1645 Westwood Blvd. • I BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

SfSteRlTOOO
BOOKStORe

Women's Studies

Feminist Books

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213) 477-7300

#

The UCLA Armenian Students Association

is proud to present

a lecture/slide presentation on

Lost Treasure: The Story of
Armenian Art

by

Dn Lucy Der Manuelian

Tufts University =

The slide talk is on the very important but little-known art of

medieval Armenia, which includes impressive castles and churches

at the tops of mountains, carved images of kings and saints, and
"precious illuminated manuscripts. These impressive monuments are

an important part of the history of art. -^. ^ v '
--- -

Thursday, February 13th at 12:00 noon
LuValle Commons Meeting Room

Sponsored by the UCLA Armenian Students Association

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the PAB

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PRpCRAM

•^

.

Presents

Salvador
/^

<

Friday, February 14, at 7:30 p.m
in Melnitz Theater

Afterwards, In Person
Director OLIVER STONE
And Star, James Woods ^

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students andean be obtained at the Central Ticket
Office Trailer at 9 a.nr). and at the MacGowen Box Office at 10:30 a.m.

Melnitz Movies is a production of the GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
and works In conjunction with the UCIA FILM ARCHIVES.

Spikers too much
for No. 8 Gauchos
By Bob Brunwin

When it rains, it pours and
that's exactly what the UCLA
volleyball did on the UC San-

ta Barbara Gauchos in three

extremely tough matches of

15^, 16-14, and 17-15 last

night.

The pouring rain in Santa

Barbara kept the crowd in

Robertson Gym under capaci-

ty, but those who were there

were hungry for an exciting

match.
Volleyball is as big a sport

at Santa Barbara as football

and basketball are at UCLA
and the crowds there really

show their appreciation for a

good match.
Game one didn't start out

looking like it was going to

meet the expectations of the

Gaucho crowd as the Bruins

quickly junped out to a 10-0

lead.

In this first game, Don
Dendinger put on a show.
Dendinger began the match
with a big down-ball that no
one touched. He then came
right back on the next play

with a roof that caugh^—yw-
Gauchos flatfooted.

The 6-6 sophomore had an
excellent match in his
hometown of Santa Barbara
with 11 kills at a rate of .611

for the match, one service ace,

and three solo blocks.

"He's really solid," said

UCLA assistant coach Greg
Giavanazzi of Dendinget'.s-

play. "Nobody really notices

him too much, he's just super

solid and puts up a good
block."

Gio, as he's called by the

other coaches and players,

emphasized the strength of the

Bruin reserves.

"I thought (Steve) Stovitz

came off the bench and did

real well for us," said
•Giovanazzi.

Arne Lamberg also came off

the bench for the Bruins and
had a good match with three

kills and a solo block.

The Gauchos had a lot of

passing errors and generally

seemed to be telegraphing
their moves in game one. In

fact, UCSB committed five

ball handling errors to the

Bruins two, most of which oc-

curred in game one.

The Gauchos settled down
in game two as 6-4 junior

Jamie Meams began hitting

well. Meams was the hot man
for Santa Barbara with 19

kills at a rate of .400.

"Jamie Mearns had a real

nice match," said UCSB head
coach Ken Preston.—

A

ndy Klussman had a reat
strong match for the Bruins.

Klussman had seven kills, a
service ace, and two solo

blocks. The 6-4 senior from
Huntington Beach also set ex-

tremely well for the Bruins.

Ozzie Volstad had a
relatively off match last night.

This is relative to his per-

— -
- Continue onPage 27

Softball teams clash in

duel of NCAA champs
By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

How about three in a row?
UCLA's women's softball

team hopes to snag their third

consecutive NCAA title this

1986 season beginning with a

doubleheader today against
three-time Division II defen-
ding champs, Cal State Nor-
thridge. But if the \ p.m.
matchup is anything like last

year's season opener at Sunset
Canyon softball field, rain
will squelch the action.

Weather forecasts point to a
good chance of precipitation

today and heeding the predic-
tions, coach Sharron Backus'
projection on the
doubleheader was one of
ram.
"We're just going to play it

up to the hour ^nd see what
happens," said Backus.

If the weather does take a
turn for the bett^Jr, the Bruins
will go up against one of the
top pitchers in the country in

senior Kathy Slaten.

Slaten who is the major
reason for the Matadors' re-

cent success wasn't expected to

return to the team in 1986 but
surprised the softball world
with a last-minute decision to

rejoin the club for her senior
season

.

"They're (CSUN) back
strong, " said Backus. "TheyVe
got Kathy Slaten back but
they're young, basically, in
the infield.

'They're talented, they
could repeat (as Division II

champs). ,

Offsetting tbe Matadors', eit

perience on the rubber is the

youth of UCLA's pitching
staff. The Bruins rely on the

strengths of two freshman
hurlers just as they did four

seasoas ago when two rookies,

Tracy Compton and Debbie
Doom, walked onto the
UCLA campus.

This time the duo happens
to carry the names of Saman-
tha Ford and Michelle Phillips

but that's about all that's dif-

ferent.

Just like the graduated
Compton, Ford throws a lot

of hard, intimidating pitches,

specializing in the rise ball.

Just like Doom, Phillips relies

on the drop ball, keeping the

ball low, not necessarily over-

powering hitters but setting

them down with finesse.

Ford is slated to pitch the

first end of the doubleheader
but Backus did not announce
the starter for the second
game.

Backing up the pitchers is a

host of old and new talent in-

cluding six starters from the

1985 championship game in

which the Bruins defeated the

Nebraska Cornhuskers 2-1 at

Omaha.

Newcomers to the starting

lineup are shorstop Samantha
Arledge, a .384-hitting
transfer from Santa Ana
Community College as well as

Janice Parks who will assume
the designated hitter duties in

the first game.
"We're just anxious to get

started," said Backus, "and we
hope the weather will
cooperate."

t
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Bruins seek revenge
vs. Arizona schools
By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

It's payback time for the

UCLA women's basketball
team.
Today at the McKale

Center in Tucson, the Bruins
will try to avenge a 70-65 loss

earlier in the season to
Arizona at Pauley Pavilion.

"We're going to go over
there and get them for that

loss at Pauley," Bruin guard
Anne Dean said.

The victory was the
Wildcats' first ever against the
Bruins, who hold a 14-1
record over Arizona and, as a

matter of fact, the upset was
also Arizona's first ever Pac
West win. /

Leading the way^'Tor the

'Cats in the first meeting was
Lava Acost, who will pro-

bably do the same this time
around. The 5-7 guard, who
transferred from (Cochise Col-

lege in Douglas, Arizona,
where she was a JC All-

America, pumped in 24 points

in the first meeting and is

averaging 17.6 points for the

.season

The 'Cats have posted a"

very impressive 15-5 record,

2-2 in the Pac West, after

posting a 7-21 record last

season.

The reason for the sudden
turn around for the Wildcats
-could be attributed to first

year coach Wendy Lary. She

brought with her from Old
Dominion, last year's National
Champions, a winning for-

mula. Lary then brought in

Acosta to complete the chem-
istry.

For UCLA, who is on a
current three game skid and
boasts a less-than-noteworthy
record of 9-13, things are look-

ing up, believe it or not.

The Bruins lost to 6th-
ranked Cal State Long Beach
last week 85-69, but UCLA
hung in there until the end.

There's nothing more im-
portant to a basketball team
than the pivot position, vyhich
is something that the men's
team could attest to, and for

the women that position has
shown some flicker of im-
provement.

Sue Mead, the Bruins' 6-5

center, pumped in a season
high 10 points against the
49ers and had a career high 12
rebounds earlier this season
against Arizona.

"Sue Mead has been coming
around for us," said Dean
about Mead's performance
against the 49ers. "We need
more of the same from her
and from the whole team.
"Coach Moore told us that

we need to finish the season
on a positive note and that's

exactly what we plan to do
against Arizona."

Jaime Brown has started in

the backcourt with Kristi

Continued on Page 26
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A strong offensive performance by UCLA's Jaime Brown will greatly enhance the Bruins

chances todavir-
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VILLAGE SALON
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

HOTTEST HAIR SALON
AND

Studem Specials!
$14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114

i^tttm

\\

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL
^

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)

Call For Directions * 389 -1682
* Other Locations

1310 San FernamJo Blvd., Burtank

15745 Roscoe Blvd .Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock

7606 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd Van Nuys

Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd , Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd., Pico Rivera

Holiday for the Heart:
Issues of Love

r

Give yourself a Valentine! Come to this workshop .

exploring expectations surrounding ronnantic love
and positive ways of nurturing yourself. Facilitated

by Lisa Frankel, MFCC. M.Ed.

Thurs. Feb. 13, Noon-1 p.m.
Women's Resource Center

2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division

of Student Relations
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HILLEL HIGHLIGHTS
ISRAEL PROGRAMS FAIR
OR ALL YOU YEARNED TO KNOW ABOUT

PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL
FIND OUTABOUT KIBBUTZ PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS, SPORTS

PROGRAMS, TOURS, & LONG AND SHORT TERM STUFF

SCHOENBERG QUAD
THURSDAY, FEB. 13 1 1 AM - 2 PM

WEAR YOUR ISRAELI T-SHIRT!!!
SPONSORED BY ISRAEL ACTION COALITION & HILLEL

YOU ARE INVITED TO AN IMPORTANT LECTURE ...

WHO IS A JEW??
RELIGIOUS STRIFE IN ISRAEL

NON - ORTHODOX VS ORTHODOX SEPHARDIM VS ASHKANAZIM JEWS VS MORMONS
GUEST SPEAKER RABBI CHAIM SEIDLER-FELLER

WHEN? THURSDAY FEB. 13 PLACE: ACKERMAN #3520 TIME: 2:00

, FOR MORE INFO. CALL: 208-3081 ask DEBBY OR ALEX
. SPONSORED BY ISRAEL ACTION COALITION
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Bruins fill needs in top-five recruiting class
By Gary Shepard

UCLA head football coach
Terry Donahue announced
Wednesday afternoon he is

"taldne a vacation'* — a much
Tieedeofoner

1

/

\
,

.
- i

. On the first day high school
seniors can sign letters of in-

tent, the Bruin coaching staff

offered and filled all of their

19 available scholarships by
early Wednesday morning.

"Recruiting is hell," said
men's Athletic Director Peter
Dalis. "The coaches are away
from their families for an ex-

tended period of time. They
did a very good job. I'm sure
we're in the top five (class) in

the nation.

"They (the coaches) deserve
a week off."

UCLA lured eight first-team

All-Americas and seven of the
top 100 prospects in the nation
as the Bruin coaches set most
of their sights on the team's
long term needs.

The Bruins signed six
linebackers (three outside,
three inside), two offensive
lineman, -rwTT—defensive
lineinaii, two tight ends, two
defensive backs, two multi-
postion players, a wide
receiver, a running back and a
quarterback.

UCLA concentrated the ma-
jority (rf their recruitng efforts

in Southern California where
they landed 12 of the 19

signees. Surprising was the
Bruins ability to recruit three
players from Texas, where
competiton for athletes is

fierce between schools in the
Big Eight and the Southwest
conferences.

much easier.

"I made the decision to

come (to UCLA) but the fact

he (Arbuckle) decided to go,

helped," said Moore. The 5-

foot-11, 170 pound Parade
Magazine All-America with

about his recruiting visit.

"Lots of the players live far

away and they feel comfor-

table, so I do, too."

Aubuckle makes no doubt
about his intentions. He wants
to play in a Rose Bowl and

UCLA's football recruits
Player

Corwin Anthony
Charles Arbuckle
Randy Austin

Brian Brown
Anthony Burnett

Stacey Elliott

Brian Jones
Rocen Keeton
Kipp Kjeldgaard

Brian LJockwood
Reggie Moore
Nate Morris

Roman Phifer

Bobby San Jose
Anthony Schexnayder
Eric Turner

Bryan Wilcox
EricZeno
Tlnce Zerx)

POS
TE
TE
ILB

RB
DB
DL
ILB

ILB

OL
OLB
WR
OLB
OLB
QB

ATH
DB
DL

ATH
^OL

HGT
6-3

6-3

6-3

6^11

6-2

6-3

6-3

6-3

6^
64

5-11

60
6-3

6^3

6-2

6^2

6^
64

WGT
206
220
210
180
190
250
215
230
230
200
170
210
205
180
186

190
230

_ 205-
^4"

Hometown (High School)

Bakersfield (South)

Missouri City, TX (Willowridge)

Canyon Country (Canyon)

Carson (Gardena)

Lynwood (Lynwood)

Long Beach (Poly)

Lubbock, TX (Dunbar)

Los Angeles (Serra)

Salinas (Salinas)

Vista (Vista)

Houston, TX (Madison)

Gardena (Gardena)

PSneville, NC (S. Mecklenburg)
Long Beach (Wilson)

Fairbanks, AK (North Pole)

Ventura (Ventura)

UbertyviHe, IL (Ubertyville)

fountain Valley (La Quintal
255 Fountain Valley (Fountain Valley)

his December visit. '*The>
took time out for academics.
We talked about academics
more than athletics," said Ar-
buckle, who caught 30 passes
for 398 yards and scored four
touchdowns to lead his 11-1
team into the second round of
the Texas State Champion-
ship.

"At first it was tough to
make a decision (about where
to go to school) but after my
visit I realized that UCLA was
the place for me."

Arbuckle spoke highly of
the relationship he was able to
develop with his hosts, James
Primus and Mel Farr, Jr. "Mel
didn't put on an act. He
showed the strengths (of the
university) and was real
straight with me."
The greatest strength of this

Class of *90 has got to be the
linebackers. Leading the pack
are All-Americas Randy Austin
and Brian Jones.

Canyon Country's Austin,
voted the Los Angeles Daily
News* Player of the Year and
Cal-Hi Sports* Defens»£
Player of the Year knew he
was going to be a BruiOi

Wide receiver Reggie Moore
and tight end Charles Ar-
buckle are two of the Bruins'
Texas finds. Both are from the
Houston area plus th^ are
friends which made the choice
to go to the West Coast that

4.5 speed in the 40-yard dash
indicated that he will fit right
in with Homer Smith's offen-
sive attack.

"The atmosphere and the
unity of all the players im-
pressed me," added Moore

figures UCLA is the perfect
place to start.

The 6-4, 220, tight end
from Willowridge Hi^ School
in Missouri City^ Texas, was
impressed with UCLA's ap-
proach to academics during

"I had a feeling it was go-
ing to be UCLA. Then on my
trip it just hit me. Something
inside. This is my school.
Everything felt right," said the
6-3, 210, Austin, who also an-
nounced his intentions to

Continued on Page 28

Bmins look to skin 2ncl-place 'Cats
Pac-10 race tightens as UCLA takes to road
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By Rick Schwartz
Assistant iports Editor

One day last November the
UCLA football team was on
its way to the desert to face
the Arizona Wildcats in a key
Pac-10 conference game.

People were saying that the
winner would play in the Rose
Bowl.

The Bruins won and the
Bruins were in Pasadena on
January 1.

Today the 11-8 UCLA
basketball team is in Tucson

RtCHARO HARTOG/Oaily Bfutn

Forward Reggie Miller will lead his team Into one of their

most important games of the year tonight at Arizona.
^

for what can be described as

the biggest game of its season

(6 p.m. on radio 710, 11:30
p.m. on Channel 2). The
reason— Arizonajs Wildcats
are one of thei^wo teams
ahead of the third-place
Bruins in the conference race.

Although UCLA has won
five of the last six meetings be-
tween the two teams in the
McKale Center, Arizona is

12-0 at home this year, and
has won 14 straight there go-
ing back to last year.

In fact, since January 20,
1984, the Wildcats are 29-4 in

McKale.
And Arizona/Arizona State

swing opponents are 1-21 this

year.

But UCLA's coach is still

confident.

"The way our team is go-
ing, the timing of the trip is

good," said Walt Hazzard.
"We're playing well and we
have more healthy bodies than
we have had in a long time."
When mentioning "healthy

bodies," Hazzard was not just

referring to a physical state.

The inside games of Jack
Haley and Craig Jackson have
improved, mostly because of a
little confidence in themselves.
Last weekend Haley and
Jackson netted a combined 32
points and 38 rebounds in two
games. Their usual combined
two-game average is 19.2
points and 23.4 relx^unds.

The high standing of these
two teams in the conference,
Arizona second and UCLA
third, is somewhat peculiar.
The Wildcats are last in the
conference in rebounding

Continued on Page 29

Batters defeat CSDH
with last-inning homer
By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

If you haven't been
following the UCLA
baseball team so far this

season, you might have
been worried when the
Bruins headed into the bot-
tom of the ninth tied 6-6
with Cal State Dominguez
Hills yesterday.

But, if you have been
watching UCLA you notic-
ed that designated hitter
John Joslyn was scheduled
to lead off the inning and
that could only mean good
things for the Bruins. And
so it did.

Joslyn, who thus far is

hitting at a .611 clip (11-
18), smashed his third home
run of the season to give
UCLA a 7-6 victory. The
sad part about Joslyn*s
heroics was that it shouldn*t
have been that close.

UCLA managed to build
and maintain a 6-1 lead
throughout much of the
contest and seemed to be
coasting along on cruise
control, when the Toros
erupted for five runs in
their half of the sixth off of
UCLA starter Randy Hen-
nis.

Giving up the big run
innings is beginning to
become a pattern for the
UCLA pitchers in the early
going and head coach Gary
Adams is looking to chancre
that habit.

'We've got to stop giving

up these four and five run
inniil^,** said Adams, while
shaking his head in disap-
pointment. "I don't know if

our pitchers just aren't run-
ning enough or what, but
we've got to figure out a
way to make them stronger.
"We've got to have our

starters go six strong inn-
ings, and I mean a good
strong six. We haven't been
able to get out of that sixth
inning too easily lately."

CSUDH struck paydirt
early as center fielder Mike
Strong's double in the first

was followed by Raymond
Grant's infield single,
which was not good enough
to advance Strong. But
third baseman Fred Hanker
followed with a single to
right and designated hitter

Jon Beuder's sacrifice fly

was deep enough to let

Strong tag up and score
from third, putting the
Toros on top 1-0.

But the Bruins got even
and then some in their half
of the inning as freshman
third baseman Charlie
Fiacco got things started by ^

reaching base on an error.
Second baseman Torey
Lovullo followed with a
looping single to short left

and catcher Todd Zeile rip-

ped a double down the left

field line to score Fiacco
and tie the ball game.
UCLA left fielder Steve

Hisey drew a walk and the
Bruins found themselves

Continued on Page 28
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Vote count shows Marcos a

IfAquino demands his resignation
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Presjdential panel hearing focuses

on launch day sub-freezing weather
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — The presidential commission

investigating the Challenger explosion opened two days of

closed-door hearings at the scene of the disaster Thursday,

focusing on unusual sub-freezing tepiperatures that prevailed on

the launch pad.

Ten of the 12 members of the investigative panel flew into-

the Kennedy Space Center and went into session immediately

with launch processing officials in what commission Chairman
William P. Rogers said earlier would be a discussion of "the

temperature effects, all the weather and environmental effects"

on the Jan. 28 launch.

Another major item for the group's first visit outside

Washington was a personal inspection of the solid-fuel rocket

boosters. Commission testimony so far has centered on possible

failure of synthetic rubber seals at a lower segment of the space

shuttle's right rocket booster.

According to Rogers, one objective of the visit here was to

explore the effect of the temperatures — 27 degrees several

hours prior to the Challenger launch and 38 degrees at liftoff —
on the so-called O ring seals. .

Lawrence B. Mulloy, project manager for the boosters,

testified before the commission in Washington on Tuesday that

cold might make the seals stiffen and, at lest theoretically, fail

to seat properly in the gap they are supposed to seal.

Mulloy said engineers discussed the possibility of a weather
problem the night before the Challenger launch, but decided,

based on test data, to go ahead.

^. I

MANILA, Philippines""^^^ Ferdinand E. Marcos was well^

ahead Thursday in the official vote count by the National
Assembly, which his party controls. Corazpn Aquino, who
claims she won the election, said he must resign to prevent vio-

lence.

Mrs. Aquino's^'-atdes reported that another of her campaign
workers was killed Thursday, bringing the total since the Feb. 7
presidential election to more than 20.

After seven hours of tabulating tally sheets from the^ ar-

^§m eVe got Von Beethoven,
a Wall of Voodoo, Von Cllburn,

Von Morrison...

HUNDREDS of Records, TaF>ejS,

and Comp)act Discs all at

ao-«o»ioOFf/
Pop • Rock • Country • Classical ^

• Soundtracks • and MORE!

Also a selection of Sole Books
Including Penguin Poperbocksl

February 17-23 Ackermon Patio

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Tr.ule Books / B level Ackerman Union / 825 7711 / M 10 5 Tu P 8 5 30 Sat 10 5 Sun 12 5

More/

chipelago's 74 provinces and more than 60 cities, the assembly
had Marcos ahead with 6,403,785 votes to 5,584,581 for Mrs.
Aquino. That gave Marcos an edge of about 53 percent to Mrs.
Aquino's 46 percent with about 46 percent of the votes tallied.

The assembly's count determines the outcome under Philip-

pine law.

The National Movement for Free Elections, an independent
poll-watchers' group called Namfrel, had Mrs. Aquino ahead in

its unofficial count. It gave her 7,158,679 votes to 6,532,362 for

Marcos, based on 64 percent of more than 86,000 precincts
reporting.

Mrs. Aquino claims the elections were fraudulent and the Na-
tional Assembly's canvass is rigged. .

The tally sheet delivered to the National Assembly from the
president's homo^rovince of Ilocos Norte said the votes came
from 761 precincts. The province has 624 registered precincts. .

Conditions looking up
at Western sici resorts
Here are the latest conditions at Western ski resorts as

reported by the California State Automobile Association.

. Tahoe Donner: Closed because of high winds.
North Star: 9 inches new on a 3-8 ft. base. Packed powder,

powder and wet. Gondola, seven chairs.

Sugar Bowl: 11 inches new on 7-11 ft. base. Groomed
powder and wet snow. Four double chairs, access gondola.

Alpine Meadows: 9-20 inches new on a 6-13 ft. base. Groom-
ed and wet snow. Six double chairs.

Squaw Valley: 8,200 ft.: 10 inches new on 7 ft. base. Groom-
ed, packed powder and powder. Cable car, seven chairs.

Squaw Valley, 6,200 ft.: 1-2 inches new on a 2V2 ft. base.

Groomed and packed powder. Four chairs, one surface lift.

Heavenly Valley: 18 inches new on a 3-5 ft. base. Groomed
powder and powder. Tram, six triple and eight double chairs,
two surface lifts.

Kirkwood: 12-16 inches new on a 6-8 ft base. Groomed,
packed powder. Seven doubles and two triple chairs and one
surface lift.

Mammoth: 24 inches new on alo ft. base. Packed powder
and powder. One gondola, 12 chairs and four surface lift.
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Valentine "s weekend is ideal for

an outing with that special person
By Libby Moses

The weekend of Valentine's Day is an
ideal time to get out and enjoy something
different with that special person.

Griffith Park offers a variety of enter-
tainment. A visit to the zoo can be an en-
joyable regression into childlike behavior.
Tne zoo is open every day from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. and costs $4.50 for persons age 16
and over. For more information call (213)
666-4090.

Don't forget to save some energy for
horseback riding. Griffith Park trails are
open to riders from 8 a.m to 4 p.m. every
day except Monday. The stables are
located in the park at 480 Riverside Dr.
The cost is $10 per hour.

After sunset, relax from your adven-
turesome day in the park at the Laserium.
Light concerts feature lasers synchronized
to music from groups like Genesis, Pink
Floyd and Emerson, Lake and Palmer.
Concerts are presented Tuesday through
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday at 10:30 p.m. Tick-
ets can be purchased at Tower Records in
Westwood or at the Planetarium Box Of-
fice in Qriffith Park for $5 each.
To—pumplete your day uii n—roman

note, a breathtaking view of the city's

lights is enough to warm anyone's heart.
Tne Griffith Park Observatory offers a
great view, but for more privacy try the
Griffith Park golf course. Laurel Canyon
Road or the top of Temescal Canyon.
Don't forget to call ahead for sky informa-
tion at (213) 663-8171.

Disneyland is still an all-time favorite.

For an appropriately sentimental trip, be
sure to take tne boat ride through *^t's a
Small World." Disneyland is open Mon-
day through Friday 10 a.m. to6p.m. and
weekends 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The cost is

$16.50 per person.
Althougn a slightly farther drive,

Solvang's cobblestones provide good

ooting for an^ escape. Solvane, a small
Dutch village located about fe minutes
from Santa Barbara, is home to fudge fac-

tories, quaint novelty and clothes shops,
and delicious Dutch restaurants. Just take
Interstate 5 to the Solvang exit.

For those who find nothing more intrig-

ing than the natural wonders of the
ocean, a visit to Catalina is essential.
Cruise boats leave daily from San Pedro
and Long Beach. The ride can be an in-

\igorating excursion, lasting approximate-
ly two hours, with the possibility of
sighting a whale. If you fail to see one of
these enormous creatures, vvhale-watching
trips and jglass bottom boat rides are pro-
vided on the island.

Also available on Catalina are
numerous diving and water sp>ort shops
where one can rent diving and snorkeling
equipment to explore the two underwater
parl« — Avalon, better known as The
Casino, and Lovers' Cove.

For prices and times call Scuba Schoofe
International (213) 514-3838 or Cruise
Boats (213) 510-2208.

If a daylong excursion doesn't fit into
your seheaule, a simple trip to the beach
can be just as enjoyable. After packing the
ideal pipnic, comprised of wine, ft^nch
bread, cheese and grapes, take in the view
of the sailboats at Marina del Rey. Yachts,
catamarans, schooners and cutters, out in
full force on breezy weekends, present a
picturesque array of colors against the
romantic ocean setting.

If rocky settings seem more appealing,
try taking your picnic to the small cliffs

near Palos Verdes Estates. While you're at
the Estates, why not climb down the cliffs

to the tidepools.

On the livelier side of beach life is

Venice. On weekends, people come out in
droves, providing entertainment ranging
from quiet luncheon cafes to roUerskating
musicians and the legendary street ven-

Please see OUTINGS, Page 8
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WHERE TO GO? — When early April showers come
in February and you're caught without an umbrella,

relief can be found under the large arches pf Royce
Hall.

Lovers should celebrate in May,
not February, UCLA scholar says

TODD CHENEY

SWEETHEART SEARCH - Sophomore Dana Curtis,

up close, and junior Julie Dougherty, behind, comb
"Aahs" for the perfect Valentine's Day card.

-"" '^"
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By Kyndall Patrick Wilson

For centuries February 14 has been cele-

brated as the day of the lover.

But one UCLA scholar believes we are

celebrating that day a bit too early.

UCLA English Professor Henry Ansgar A.

Kelly believes there's a link between Geoffrey

Chaucer's poetry and Valentine's Day, and to

Kelly February 14 has nothing to do with love

and romance.

"Chaucer is the the first person to mention
St. Valentine," Kelly said. "He had done so in

four poems, all set in May. These poems were
an anniversary tribute to Chaucer's King
Richard II and Queen Anne of Bohemia, an
anniversary that occured on May 3."

There were at least 50 St. Valentines during
Chaucer's era, Kelly said, explaining that

Chaucer's imitators were not sure which one
he was referring to in his poetry.

Clanowe, the first Chaucer imitator, did

not know when St. Valentine's Day occurred.

He wrote a book of poems entitled the Book of

Cupid "guessing that Chaucer's Valentine was
the one in March since (the calendar) read

'MARTir and was the only St. Valentine on
the calendar." '^ ~ " .

From there, subsequent editors corrected

Clanowe's error and changed the March date

to February.

Other St. Valentine devotees then changed
the date to February 14 in honor of a court

love affair of France's Queen Isabel (an affair

which turned out to be a hoax). This, Kelly

explained, led to our celebrating Valentine's

Day on Feb. 14.

^fc.

*We should be celebrating Valen-
tine's in May, when a young man's
fancy turns to thoughts of love and
girls; and young men and birds are

seeking mates. Besides who's think-

ing of mating in the winter?'

Kelly said he believes "we should be
celebrating Valentine's in May, when a young
man's fancy turns to thoughts of love and
girls, and young men and birds are seeking

mates."

"Besides," he added, "who's thinking of

mating in the winter?"
Kelly prefers to call this mistake a "for-

tunate fault.'*" He said, "Valentine's Day
brightens up February, which is a suicide

month."

However, "May needs help too. We should
have a festival for lovers then also. . . . peo-
ple tend to spark up more then. We used .to

hand out May baskets when I was a kid to the
girls we liked .... We need to revive that

kind of spirit now and a May Valentine's Day
could do just that." --

As for the holidays we have in May already,

Kelly said he feels they do not sufficiently rep-

resent the spirit of love the season requires.

But until things change, Kelly advised that

lovers "try to work up suitable emotions for

the February 14th Valentine's Day."
For those interested in finding out more

about the origin of Valentine's Day, Kelly

wrote a book on the subject which is expected

to be available by the May Valentine's Day.
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Cohen retains post; Taylor can't

fire staff without USAC's OK
By Mark Talavera. Staff Writer

Marc Cohen, undergraduate budget review director
who was allegedly fired from his position Feb. 4, is not of-
ficially dismissed from his post.
The undergraduate president cannot fire a member of

his staff without Undergraduate Student Association
Council approval.
Cohen filed suit with the undergraduate Judicial Board

citing that Undergraduate President Ron Taylor illegally

fired him because Article Two, Section F3 of the USAC
cohstltutiont provides that only USAC can remove an ap-
pointed officer by a two-thirds vote.

"I felt that the way (Taylor) went about this was unor-
thodox," Cohen said, "so I consulted the constitution and
found that I'm entitled to a hearing before any firing can
occur."

Responding to Cohen's grievance, USAC created a
special committee at Tuesday's USAC meeting of eight

members chaired by General Representative Mark
Feldman.
The committee will investigate Cohen's alleged dismissal

and will recommend, by the Feb. 25 USAC meeting, if he
,

should be officially dismissed.

"Marc Cohen still works in the (president's) office and is

entitled to all privileges," Feldman said, "but he is not
receiving a stipend because that is given at the president's

discretion."

According to Feldman, Cohen will be confronted with
the charges made against him by the president's office and
Taylor will also present his justifications for Cohen's
dismissal.

"If Ron wanted to do it this way, then he should have
had enough regaiU lui cunsliiuliun lo obey it," Gulien
said. "When he (Taylor) was elected, he has to uphold the
USAC constitution and not make a mockery of its guiding
doctr^ie."

However, Sintelle Ammons, Taylor's chief of staff, said
Taylor did not intentionally go against the constitution
and had good reason to dismiss Cohen.
"Marc Cohen was not doing his job," Ammons said.

Ron Taylor, who is out of town, could not be reached
for comment.

Hard work, resolve building blocks

of Wooden's 'pyramid of success'
By Charles Lee, Staff Writer

The "Pyramid of Success"

can be reached through self-

satisfaction of knowing you
did your best, former UCLA
basketball coach John Wooden
said Thursday. : —
Wooden, who has won 10

national championships as a
coach at UCLA, appeared as

the keynote speaker to an au-

dience of approximately 150 in

Ackerman Grand Rallroom at

the first UCLA Student Affairs

Staff Development Conference
held Feb. 12-13.

The idea of the pyramid
first occurred to Wooden
around 1934 when he was a

teacher at South Rend Central

High School in Indiana, he
explained.

Wooden, looking fit and
comfortable, said that during
those years he became increas-

ingly disillusioned with his

English students and their

JEFF HARBAND/Daily Bruin

John Wooden

parents, who believed they
were failures if they did not

get A's or R's in the class.

Describing that he "had
some students who earned C's

that were just as successful as

others who earned an A,"
.Wooden said he "wanted to

come up with something that

I, 'felt would make me a better

-tocher."
fience. Wooden created his

pyffimid, which was modeled
aft6r an already existing idea

called the ladder of achieve-

ment.
The evolution of the

pyramid took almost 14 years
from then, but by the time
Wooden became head coach
at UCLA in 1948, it was
complete.

The key to Wooden's
pyramid is his definition of

success. Success according to

Wooden is "a peace of mind
which can be attained only
through self-satisfaction of
knowing that you made the
effort to do the best that you
are capable of becoming."
On the first level of the

pyramid; laying the founda-
tion for tlie entire scheme, aj^
industriousness and en-
thusiasm as the cornerstones

with friendship, cooperation
and loyalty filling out the

middle.

"There is no substitute for

work," Wooden said in,
reference to industriousness.

Along with industriousness,

Please see WOODEN, Page 8
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Cycle Products West
Quality parts and service

"^^The Shop of the 80's" -

Special of the Week
FREE Pick-up for service

or repairs witliin 5 miles

of UCLA Offer Expires
2/17/86

AMPLICON FINANCIAL
AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE
OF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT, IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INC.
MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.

IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED, FINANCIALLY MOTIVATED, ENERGETIC, AND AN
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YOU. THIS
POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIP-
MENT FINANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES.
WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION,
PRICING, PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE.

COMPENSATION IS SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD, AND
THEREAFTER, $22,500/YEAR- COMMISSION.
IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS, AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS. PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TO:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER
VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

2020 E. FIRST STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705

ATTENTION: DENTAL ART, AND PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS

MAKE LIFE A BREEZE
WITHANAIR FORCE
SILENT COMPRESSOR
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«fea^?'^

V^ AIR FORCE III

$339.95
$255.99

PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB. 17 - 28

-REGULAR
- SALE

AIR FORCE I

$429.00
$385.99

ASUCLA HEALTH SCIENCES STORE rrr;:55n ,riMonThur 8-6. Fri 8-5; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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Lawyer speaks on legality of life

termination, euthanasiaf • •

By Michael Ashcraft

Stoff Wnter

A person does not have the
absolute right to die.

Nikola Mikulicich, who
works for the Los Angeles
district attorney's office,
dicussed Wednesday suicide
and euthanasia — the act of
causing painless death to end
suffering.

Known for his prosecution
in the Barber-Nejdl case in

which two Kaiser physicians
were charged but later acquit-
ted for murdering their pa-
tient, Mikulicich spoke on the
recent legal developments
concerning termination of life

support before 12 members of
Students for Life — a student
organization formed to deal
with life related issues.

"He is probably one of the
more experienced lawyers in

dealing with life related
issues," said Chris Degiorgio,
president of Students for Life,

explaining why they asked
Mikulicich to speak about life

support termination.
The law on many right to

tte issues, at best, lackfi dt^flltf

wording.
There is neither a "right to

die" in our statute books nor
our common law, he said.

-There is a principle in the

common law that a person has

a right to determine the form
of treatment that he will or

will not have, assuming the

person is competent."
Every competent adult has

Please see LAWYER, Page 7

tion, Mikulicich said, adding
that rarely are any of these
laws absolute because of vague Nikola Mikulicich

JOEL CONRAD/Daily Brum

Cultural educational program

remembers Japanese internment

By Michelle Perin, Stoff y^rMtr

Educating fellow students is the major goal of the

"Week of Remembrance," a week-long commemoration of

the 44th anniversary of the internment of Japanese

Americans during World War IL

Sponsored by the UCLA Nikkei Student Union, the

cultural and educational program will be held from Feb.

18-21.

"The major goal is to educate because the subject is

hardly dealt with, if at all, in classes and textbooks," said

Program Coordinator Gann Matsuda. "The Nikkei Student

Union is a Japanese American cultural and social service

organization at UCLA, here not only to represent the Jap-

anese American community, but to let others learn about
Japanese American culture while having fun as well."

"Week of Remembrance" will begin Tuesday with the

opening of a photo exhibit by Toyo Miyatake of the

relocation camps in which the West Coast Japanese were
interned during World War IL During the war, Miyatake
had smuggled a lens into the camp and by creating a

"crude box camera which looked like a lunchbox," was
able to take pictures openly, Matsuda said.

Following the discovery nine months later, he was still

allowed to take pictures, although a white American was
technically required to push the shutter release button.

The photo exhibit will be on display in the Kerckhoff
Art Gallery from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. the entire week.

'Phe Nikkei Student Union will present two screenings

Tuesday of "Unfinished Business," a documentary on the
history of the United States' decision to intern the
American Japanese, life in the camps during the war, and
wh^t If being done now in the community and the courts
to heal the wounds caused by the internment.
The film will screen at noon in the Ackerman Union Se-

Please see REMEMBER, Page 8

WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

UITE 100 THE BEAUTY SAl
Exceptional Offer by Marica

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)—
w/ad ^12 (reg. ^^30)

PERMS (incl.sh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35 (rcg.»70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.

SALE! RITZ CLEANERS
DRYCLEANING SPECIAL FOR UCLA STUDENTS!
Pants -- reg. $2 Each, But Bring In 3

' --only $4.50!
Hem -- Reg Pants, only $4.00

UCLA ID MUST BE PRESENTED WITH INCOMING ORDER Expires Feb, 28

1074 Gaylcy Ave.
(near Baxter's)

208-6417
REAR PARKING AVAILABLE

Allure • Caressa
Mr. Seymour • John Higdoh
Beene Bag • Beverly Feldman
Paradox-Garoiini • Casadei

• and more!

With this coupon
Valid thru 3-30-86

208-6774 Comer of Weybiim & Clendon
Across from Bullock's

LosAngeles ^aiTlOtt Hotel
The Los Angeles Airport Marriott Hotel looks for
qualified individuals who are interested in pro-
viding "excellence in service and hospitability".

We offer full-time hours as v^ell as part-time hours
and flexible shifts depending upon the position.

Marriott offers many excellent benefits including:
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, Parking, Meals,
Vacation & Sick Leave, Profit Sharing, Credit
Union and many others.

If you are interested in ^ploring job oppor-
tunities, please visit our Employment Center.

To Complete An Application:

Mondays-Wednesdays: 9AM-5PM
Thursdays: 9AM-7PM
.-- - -. .- «

—

Interviewing Hours:

Mondays: 1PM-3PM
Tuesdays: 10AM-1PM^
Thursdays: 5PM-7PM

r^arriott
LOS .\ngi:ij:s
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ASK counselors reach out and
44. Ill questions annually

By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

With the intention of
establishing a counseling ser-

vice that would "reach out" to

UCLA students, the ASK Aca-
demic Peer Counseling pro-

gram was born 14 years ago.

Today, the 16 students who
serve as ASK counselors

44,000 questionsanswer an-

nually and find it very rewar-
ding.

**We wanted to make
counseling convenient, so we
took it to where the students

were — on campus," said

Catherine Behrens, ASK Peer

Counseling coordinator.

"The primary purpose
behind ASK is to combat the

stigma of the big, impersonal
administration housed in

Murphy Hall," she said. "The
student may not get the help

he needs if he has to run up
there or wait for two hours for

an appointment."
One of the best facets of the

program is that the counselors

^hare the student experience in

general, Behrens said. "They
know what it feels like to drop
a class, or about the pressures

Please see ASK, Page 9

LAWYER: Speaks on euthanasia
Continued from Page 6

the right to deny treatment to

himself, and the physician has

the obligation to listen to that,

he said.

In a situation when the pa-

tient does not want treatment

and is not "mentally incompe-

tent," Mikulicich said, "it is

not 'an absolute right' because

there are certain consequences

that can follow when you do
not receive that treatment."

For example, if you refuse

treatment to die with the

motive to allow members of

murder, Mikulicich said, ad-

ding that this law is what is

causing the debate surroun-

ding the Elizabeth Bouvia
case.

Attorneys are trying to force

physicians to assist Bouvia, a

74-pound quadripalegic cere-

bral palsy victim, in her at-

tempt to starve herself by giv-

ing her medication that would
relieve the pain.

"That's the aim of most of

these (right to die) societies,"

Mikulicich said. "Thev.are try-

ing to get the law in such a

euthanasia is justifiable for

physicians, a joint ad hoc
committee, formed of the Los
Angeles Medical Association

and the Los Angeles Bar
Association, set three
guidelines, he said.

The first is in the case t)f

"brain death," the second is if

the patient is "terminal" and
the third is irreversible coma,
he said. But the attorney felt

all of these were vague terms.

"It's really impossible to set

guidelines because you'll find

a hundred exceptions," said

^'

your tamiiy collect money on

an insurance policy, the provi-

sions in the policy can be

negated, he said.

The California Natural
Death Act provides for the

right for a patient to deny
treatment, and the Durable
Powers of Attorney's Act
allows a surrogate to make the

medical decisions when a per-

son is unable to, he said.

But all have provisions say-

ing that no one is justified for

euthanasia or suicide.

Assisting a suicide is a

felony, and in some cases.

flitUQtion whoro thoy can actu Mikullotoh, who advocates =g

ally aid the suicide."

As to removing life sup-

ports, he said, the court deci-

sion is "still in flux."

Just as some forms of

homocide are not illegal, such

as justifiable or excusable
homocide, some forms of

euthanasia are not illegal,

Mikulicich said.

The problems arise in the

decisions made by physicians

in treatment of terminally ill

patients, he said, when the

patient is nol^ able to spealc for

himself.

To help clear up when

system of "principles" to be
followed in making dcxiisions.

The first of the principles he
advocates should be **a

presumption in favor of sus-

taining life," he said.
Sometimes doctors decide
prematurely to stop treatment

to curb costs for maintaining

the patients.

The hospital has orders to

give patients basic treatment

where needed, and Mikulicich

said he felt, "When you do
not give treatment with a

physician-patient relationship

you are committing an act."
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From Lube & OH to Overhaul "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818) 785-4112 (213) 275-2865
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• :^iCAN'T STOP 8
WE CAN HELP

• Easy _
• Effective CALL NOW!
• Stressless ^^0 QC7Q
• Inexpensive aUO^Ow / w

^ACUPUNCTURE CENTER
WESTWOOD MEDICAL PLAZA
10921 Wilshire Bl.(at Westwood Bl.)

'^If you howled ss Goldie H3wn took on
the Army in ^Private Benjamin v you know
this wacky warrior can flatten any foe.
Goldie scores one of her merriest touchdowns

in th is rough-and-fumbie la rk.
—COSMOPOLITAN Guy Flatley

"Ha\A/n remains a preeminently delicious
comedienne. ^Wildcats* is

a laugh-getter.
—NEWSWEEK David Ansert
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^HOUVWOOO
Mann Vogue
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STARTS TODAY
• COVINA
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GALA program provides counseling

for those still inside the 'closet'

A. peer counseling program for gays and lesbians who have
not "come out of the closet" was started recently by the Gay
and Lesbian Association.

"Often it's hard for people who are still in the closet to find

. others who can provide them with support and understanding,"

said Dan Poirier, the program's director. "The program pro-

vides informal peer counseling for gay and lesbian people who
have no where to turn to."

"Opening Up Together," which was started Jan. 30, has five

gay and one lesbian counselors, Poirier said, adding that all the
counselors have gone through the process of accepting their

homosexuality and understand the emotions often involved.

"The process of coming out of the closet is a long process
because in this society you are assumed to be straight," he said.

"There are always more people that don't know that you are a

gay or lesbian."

The hardest part is getting started, Poirier said.

Some people have good reasons for not wanting to come out,
he said, adding that if they are not ready, it's better that thev
wait until they are.

OUT will counsel without pressuring a person to come out or
to be gay or lesbian, he said. "Some people may call who aren't
even sure." - .

Those who want counseling can call 825-8053 from 5-6 p.m.
or can leave . a message. The service offers over-the-phone or
in-person counseling.

— Michael Ashcraft

HANMHAND
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REMEMBER: Internment
Continued from Page 6

cond Ploor Lounge and at 6:30 p.m. in room 1200, Rolf

e

Hall.

A forum will be held from noon until 2 p.m. W'ednes-
day in the Ackcrman Union Second Moor Lounge , anii
will feature three speakers, Frank Emi, Aiko Herzig and
Dale Minami.
Emi was a former internee who resisted the Selective

Service because of his feelings regarding America, the
country which had denied him his civil rights.

Herzig, an authority on life in the camps, was a key
witness in the trial to overturn Japanese American Gordon
Hirabayashi's conviction of evading Executive Order 9066,
the order which removed all Japanese Americans from
"sensitive areas" of the West Coast.
The executive ordered, issued by President Franklin

Roosevelt February' 19, 1942, led to the internment of
10,000 Japanese Americans in 10 camps within the United
States.

OUTINGS: Some suggestions
Continued from Page 3
dors.

But if the weather doesn't

permit an outdoor Valentine's

Day weekend, you can always
take advantage of student dis-

count movie tickets available

at the Central Ticket Office.
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WOODEN: Pyramid of success
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Continued from Page 4
you must have enthusiasm.
"You have to like what you
.are doing," Wooden said.
"Whatever it is that you are
doing, do it to your best."

In addition, friendship,
cooperation and loyalty are
necessary for success because
"it's a small world, and we
need others in every part of
our lives," he said.' He feels

that friendship is "something
you must work on continually
because it is a mutual thing,"
whereas it is impossible to
"fulfill the abilities that you
have unless you have someone
to whom you must be loyal."

Self-control is the first ele-

ment in the next level of
Wood en's pyramid.
"Whatever you are doing, it

.should be under your self-

control, because when your
emotions take over reasons fly

out the window ." he said.

As the dictum requiring
alertness to be on his pyramid.
Wooden quoted Abraham
Lincoln as saying, "I never
met a person from whom I

did not, learn something.
The final two elements on

tlu second k'vel. initiative and
intenthess. teach us not to be
afraid of failures but rather
refinires us to make 'an effor^
t(» reach a realisuc (joal we s»:

foroiirselvev. ' Wooden said.

Condition, skills and team
spirit compo.se the third level

of Wooden's pyramid.
Wooden told the audience

that every year he used to tell

his teams that "we're gonna
be in a better condition than
any team against who we'll

participate," and tried to in-

still his notion of team spirit

— "an 'eagerness, not will-

ingness, to lose oneself for the

good of the group."

Wooden also said he feels

every player has different
skills — "there really is no
successful player that does not

have the supporting cast."

Poise and confidence then
come next in Wooden's hierar-

chy.

"Poise is just being yourself,

and when you maintain poi.se,

you are going to function very
clo.se to your own particular
level of competence because
you are not influenced b\' out-

side things."

And if you have all the

other factors under you, \on
will obtain confidence in

yourself, he added.

Finally, at the pinnacle ol

Wooden's pyramid is conv
petitive greatness, which h

.said is "not -dreading a di!

ficult situation \)\\i looking
forward tci^ difficult sitiia

tion,"

^ ^ iv^

ASK: Academic counselors answer 44,000 questions annually
Continued from Page 7

of being at a large and com-
petitive school, and the
frustration and loneliness that

comes with the territory."

Currently, there are 16
undergraduates from the Col-
lege of Letters & Science who
staff the program, Behrens
said.

"Each counselor works ap-
proximately 10 hours per week
throughout the academic
year," Behrens said. "When
they are in the field, they staff

five stations on campus in the
areas with the heaviest student
traffic, and there are also four

stations in the undergraduate
residence halls."

Many of the ASK counselors
have had a variety of rewar-
ding and unusual experiences
during their tenure in their

positions.

*'Last quarter, I had a
senior approach me with an
unspoken attitude that she
wanted me to tell her what to

do," said Melinda Lieberman,
an ASK counselor and senior

psychology major. "After a
few minutes it became ap-
parent that her academic pro-

blem was really a personal
problem. We talked for close

to an hour, and we reached
some agreements."

Lieblerman said the woman
finally agreed to talk to the
person she was having a
dispute with, and also decided
that it would be a good idea

to drop her class so that she

could have some time to get

_her life in order.

ASK Counselor Kevin
Warner said that, one woman
came up to him and ^Lsked a

normal question. "The next

minute, she was hysterical and
crying. She wanted to know
whether I thought she should
lie on a academically-related

form. I didn't know what to

say, because I am an
employee of the university,

but I could certainly sym-
pathize with her as a stu-

dent."

ASK Counselor Joanna
Washauer was recently con-

fronted with a more serious

problem.

"Yesterday, I had a young
man approach me and ask me
where the student
psychological services were

located. It looked as though
he were going to kill himself
or someone else," said
Washauer, a senior majoring
in philosophy. "I told him
where he could get help, and
he went straight there. As you
can imagine, I was quite
relieved."

This was the first time,
Washauer said, that she really

felt she had to be careful in

the manner in which she
handled an issue posed by a
counselee.

"There are definite limita-

tions as to what we can do
with this program," Behrens
said. "All of our counselors

work autonomously. There is

no phone available at the
campus locations, and there is

no one to turn to. Thus, our
people depend heavily on
referals, either academic or

other types."

The counselors have
parameters, she added, as to

what kind of topics they are

equipped to discuss. "This is

part of the training they
receive. They have to know
when to give a referral, and
when to simply say that they

can't help a person."

Training for the prospective

ASK counselors begins two
weeks for the first day of in-

struction in the fall, Behrens
said. "We train the students

extensively for 32 hours the
week before registration. They
review not only the material
that they have learned in-

dividually over^ the summer,
but new counseling tech-
niques. The very next week,
they start by working in

Ackerman Union with the
computer."

Registration week, along
with the several weeks that

follow, she said, are the
busiest weeks of the quarter.

"How busy we are really

ranges according to the time
in the quarter," Lieberman
said. ''During the fourth
week, I get many questions

about the drop deadlines. The
sixth week is when I get a

flood of people asking me if I

can give them a form to take

a class pass/fail. But I'm asked

for directions all year
around."

Requests for directions, ac-

cording to data published by

the ASK Peer Counseling pro-

gram, are the third most pop-
ular kinds of questions posed.

Following questions about ac-

ademic matters (41 percent),

and questions about petitions

(31 percent), 18 percent of the
inquires made in fall 1985
were asked by people who
were lost.

"The types of questions is

not the most important thing,-

but he fact that you are help-

ing people is," Washauer said.

"For me, one of the most
rewarding things is the in-

dependence that the job of-

fers. I also think its great that

we all get along so well
together. In short, it's fun."

"When you are sitting out

there, you feel like you are

breaking down some of the

walls and unfriendliness of

UCLA," Lieberman said.

Cogan, a former ASK
Counselor, said "having so-

meone come up to me with so

many questions that they don't

even know where to start, and
being able to deal with the

questions one by one," gives

her great satisfaction.
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Viewpoint

ROTC does not invite war Remembering Lithuania

'\'--r

By James Buckman
In response to the Viewpoint article, 'ROTC

Promotes War' (Bruin, Feb. 11), I would like

to address this article to my feelings towards
the military's role on developing American
foreign policy and their responsibility as the
branch of government organized for our na-
tional defense. ~.

Analysis of the left-wing or right-wing
perspectives of the "communist threat" or any
other threat around the wdrld is not my duty
or the duty of anyone else in the military, but
the job of our State Department and the

elected government officials who form our in-

ternational policy. The members of our armed
services carr>' out the duti^ that our elected

representatives call upon therti to perform.
The American electorate chooses the repre-

sentative bodies that deci^ete~these matters, not

the military, and selecting the military as the

scapegoat is aiming criticism at the wrong
target. Of course, military officials do act as

advisors to our policy makers, but they don't

have the final word on aggressive policy tac-

tics, and they certainly are not advised by
armed forces members at the ROTC level.

Peace-minded people seem to disapprove
study of the soI<Ji?r. Qi\ th€ thwry that if

starved of attej^tion he will eventually vanish.

That is unlik^. To register-one's dissent from
American acts of aggression by expressing

disgust for the military is erroneous. The per-

manence of the military role in our society

and the shift to an all-volunteer force are
powerful, urgent reasons why more enlighten-

ed and better educated citizens should not

turn their backs and not abdicate their respon-
sibility for controlling military policies.

To portray ROTC cadets as emotionless kill-

ing machines denies their humanity and in-

tellect. In ROTC units across the country,

there are cadets who are left-wing thinkers

and right-wing thinkers, those with brains and
those with brawn, and those who find the

idea that, someday, they might be called upon
to kill another human being as repulsive.

They've volunteered to protect our country

in case we are threatened. At a time in which
the general public can only perceive a highly

technological nuclear war, the individual is

forgotten. But someone must take responsibili-

ty for unpopular actions, and there is never a

popular facet to war or death.

Those who view ROTC units as a group of

war hungry kids playing ^vith toy guns can't

comprehend what the reality of war is for

these cadets. Someday, possibly, they might be
called upon to use their ecjuipment — some-
day, they may sacrifice their own lives. One
would need to know his gun and know that

the people you are fighting with know as well.

The all volunteer military has alleviated the
tensions that college men had about suddenly
being conscripted into military service.
Political involvement on campuses has chang-
pH to complacency — no longer does the-

|ft Noted historian Barbara Tuchman quoted^ one military officer as saying, "We have the

Lieutenant Calleys because those Harvard
bastards won't fight" — "Harvard " being
shorthand for all deferred college students.

Tuchman added, "Perhaps if there had been
more college bastards instead of Calleys there
might have been mutinies and sitdowns in-

stead of My Lais — certainly a preferable
alternative."

The leftist's sneer that the military man does
himself no honor, nor does it make one a bet-

ter person. Military people are people like all

others — good and bad, thoughtful and in-

telligent, some dimwits and dodos, some men
of courage and integrity, some slick operators,
some scholars and fighters, some braggarts.
Yes, the profession contains perhaps an over-
supply of routinized thinking but every group
has undesirable qualities that are occupational-
ly induced.

threat of the draft hang over the heads of col

legiates. That could change. Be grateful for
those who willingly serve in the military. We
may see student complacency and apathy
change to protest if our nation was to sudden-
ly reinstitute the draft and enter a military
conflict.

To the author of RQTC Promotes War', I

will agree that Ms. Liebman's article was
"Pollyanna-ish" and lacked a political perspec-
tive that was intrinsically cbntgrpversial, but
in your effort to criticize, do not reduce the
situation to pitiful name-calling.

Currently, I take graduate courses at UCLA
and consider my own political views to be left

of center, but having served in the Marine
Corps, I remeber that it was only 4 years ago
that I was baited and spat upon for wearing a
crew cut instead of a ponytail.

Thankfully, some things change, but other
things don't change — man does not learn
frorn the history of his mistakes, and as a
follower of world history, I can say with con-
fidence that peace is not the norm. Don't
blame these young men doing drill exercises
below Janss Steps for Central American and
Southeast Asian atrocities — look at your State
Department, look at your government, and
look at yourself.

By Tadas Dabsys ^^^

Freedom. Webster's New World Dictionary defines freedom

as: "1. being free; esp. a) independence b) civil or political

liberty c) exemption from an obligation, discomfort, etc. freely

d) ease of movement f) frankness. 2. a right or a privilege."

A good definition, but it leaves out one meaning —
"precious." Perhaps in an American dictionary, the term
"precious" could be left out or even replaced with "taken for

granted."

However, in many other countries, such as Lithuania, (a

small Soviet occupied Baltic coQntry), the term "precious" is

definitely included in the definition of freedom is not also oc-

cupied by such terms as "dream," "fantasy," or "hope."
Lithuania has been struggling for freedom for much of its 735

year history as a nation. Sixty-eight years ago Lithuania reached
its goal of freedom.

On F^ebruary 16, 1918 at noon in the capital city of Vilnius,

twenty members of the Lithuanian National Council formally
adopted and signed the official declaration of the Restoration of

Lithuanian Independence.

It was a document of only 106 words; yet this document
summed up the will of the Lithuanian Nation to be reborn after

over a century of foreign domination. Free again — at long
last!

This weekend, Lithuanians throughout the free world will

commemorate the 68th anniversary of the Restoration of

Lithuanian Independence. They will gather in their parish halls

and churches and talk of freedom.

Ttroir hope for freedom will rise again in renewed spiftF

With their faith rekindled they shall vigoriously work in their

communities to try to make people aware of Soviet injustice in

their homeland.
They will fight for the iridependence of Lithuania and many

other countries like it. However, they are few in number and in

need of support.

We Americans live in a free country — a great country. We
arie free to say, read, write what we want. But what would
happen if we lost our rights to do all of that? -

'

What would it be like if we could not speak, write, or read
the things we wanted to buy the things we needed or wanted,
or go to the churches or synagogues and pray to who we
wanted?

Well, it would be like living in the Soviet Union. Imagine
having all of your rights taken away from you — if you can!
Then take a good look at the rights you have and the freedom
you have.

Shouldn't all people be able to experience the type of freedom
we experience in the United States of America? Let's not take
freedom for granted here in the United States. Let's use our
freedom to spread freedom to all peoples of our world, and
make it a better place for all to livfe in.

Dahsys is vice president of the Lithuanian World Youth
Association.

Buckman is a graduate student of English.

Wealth does not measure value
By Chris Norlin

In his letter, William McNamara assumes
that fine and liberal arts majors are

unrealistic, do not plan ahead, and are

clogging up the welfare system (Bruin, Feb.

12).

His scenario, that today's kids are "given
everything by their parents without work-
ing for it," may describe his upbringing,

but hardly everyone else's.

Yes, the main cause of poverty is up-

bringing — 6ne-parent homes in which the

children do not finish high school, let alone

choose a college major.

McNamara vividly demonstrates his per-

sonal ignorance of the liberal arts by failing

to back up any of his assertions with histor-

ical examples. Perhaps he should be

reminded that when Hitler came to power,

he saw the university professors and artists

as one of his greatest internal threats, for

they stood in the way of his brainwashing

the nation, while the scientists became a

crucial part of his war machine.

Perhaps McNamara should be reminded

that today in the Soviet Union, technologi-
cally only a few years behind the U.S., the
noteworth dissidents are mostly writers,
musicians, composers, and dancers.

While there is some validity to the state-

ment, "the sciences . . .have more potential
to help mankind," it is also true that ap-
plication of these same disciplines has
created the possibility of ending the race
with the push of the button.

Perhaps he should be reminded that his
very ability to write a letter and express his
views understandably was taught him by an
English, not science instructor.

Lest I become too guilty of north/south
campus rivalry and McNamara's simplistic
stereotyping of liberals and conservatives, I

should point out that Ronald Reagan was
an actor, Jimmy Carter, a nuclear engineer.

I doubt either man would agree with
McNamara's disturbing implication that the
value of a human being is determined by
her/his ability to generate wealth.

Norlin is a junior majoring in Motion Pic-
ture/Television

Letters

Together
Editor:

As I was walking through
campus yesterday on my way
to class, I encountered a plea-
sant surprise — the first 1986
issue of Together, the on
campus feminist publication.

I, along with the rest of the
campus community, watched
last quarter as Together
struggled with the problems
upon unexpected problems, so
I was very interested to get a
look at the finished product.
To put it quite mildly, I

was very impressed. The issue
was informative, entertaining
and well written.

In a world where misogyny
has long been the rule and
compassion and sympathy
toward the women's move-
ment the exception, it was
refreshing to pick up the
paper and see positive things
written by and about women:
their pain, their joy, their
rights and their suffering.

This is not to undermine in
any way the outlooks, view-
points and struggles of the
other special interest papers.

However, Kate Mason, the
editor of Together, makes an

excellent point when she
observes that our feminist

newsmagazine represents the

51 percent "minority" of
women on this campus.

Since I have been at UCLA,
I have seen the various special

interest papers struggle with
budget problems, being
understaffed and intermittent
conflict, both internal and ex-

ternal.

Thanks to the efforts of the

diligent few who strive to

keep the students informed
about the issues that concern
us on a day to day basis,

we've yet to lose one of our
special interest papers.
To the students of UCLA, I

encourage you to pick up an<

read a copy of Together,
TenPercent, NOMMO, Pacific
Ties, La Gente or Ha'am. You
may not agree with all that is

written; you may not even
agree with the general views
of the particular special inter-

est group, Ijut you may learn

something.

The learning process does
not end in the classroom. As
students at one of the major
universities in the United
States, we have the opportu-

Continued on Page 11
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Continued from Page 10
nity to explore ideas and
cultures that we would not
otherwise have had the chance
to do.

The purpose of the special

interest papers is to inform
and educate, and we all have
the unique privilege of living

in a society in which free ex-

pression of views is not only
Jy tolerated, but encouraged. I

for one, intend to exercise that

privilege to its fullest.

To Kate Mason and the en-

tire ^aff of Together, con-
gratulations on a job well
done!

Peter Hayashida
Junior

Communication Studies

Lithuania
Editor:

All of us, as free peoples,

have a moral obligation to be
aware of worldwide oppres-

sion. The media has made us

aware of people striving for

freedom in South Africa, the

Philippines, and the Soviet

bloc countries, but there are

many other such places
around the world.

Lithuania is one such coun-

try, located in Eastern Europe

along the Baltic Sea. On Feb-
ruary 16, 1986, Lithuanians
throughout the free world will

commemorate the 68th An-
niversary of the restoration of

Lithuanian Independence and
the 735th anniversary of the

founding of the Lithuanian
State.

Regretfully, this country,
with such a long history, had
only twenty two years of

freedom in this century. On
June 15, 1940 it was invaded
and forcibly annexed into the

Soviet Union.
Last summer I had the rare

privilege to travel behind the

Iron Curtain and visit my
parents' homeland, and I have
seen how the government is

striving toj remove all traces of

Lithuanian culture. Religion is

one good example.

Religion is a very important
part of the Lithuanian
culture, yet many people that

I came in contact with, feared

to practice it. Being seen as a

regular church-goer would
jeopordize one's chances for

future job promotions. The
people of this country now
fear to do things that they had
been able to do many cen-

f

WOK ATHis HAiRis (MiB,.,!wwMmwHimn I?m
lar HIMum idemm hours (fpm^mpmm ims.
turies ago. These people fear

to do things that we in the

United States sadly take too

much for granted.

Here in the United States,

our president has been very
sympathetic to the plight of

Lithuania and forty other
captive nations. The official

policy of the United States is

not to recognize the illegal

annexation and incorporation

of Lithuania into the Soviet

Union.
We as free citizens here in

the United States must stay

informed and continue to urge
our leaders to address topics

such as independence for cap-

tive nations (such as
Lithuania) and elimination of

human rights violations
around the world. These
topics must be brought up in

the international arena
whenever possible.

More can be learned about
these topics at 12 noon on
Friday, February 14 at"

Meyerhoff Park when Linas

Kojelis, Special Assistant to

the President, will speak to

commemorate Lithuanian In-

dependence Day.
' Darius Jatulis

Junior
Applied Math

Continued on Page 12
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Hey Bonnie, word has it that the big pay off Is

in Advertising
Sure Clyde, Sure . . . What's the number?

825-2161 or 825-2221
V

MARSHALL iXEYElUD.

A

NEARSIGHTED?

CrVCT MEDICAL
C. I C SURGICAL

CENTER
A MEOCAL OROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
thalmoiogist specializing m contact
lenses & radial keratotomy surgery

Marshall;, keye^, m.d.
Opthalriiolopst/Eve 5urne<in

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optomerrist/ CL. Sp^ialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

Look no further,

THE KEYES
PLAN#I

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

$129 it EXTENDr.P WEAR
"SLEEi-iN"LEVr^S.B&cL03 o^i

4iftQ* BAUSCH <^. LOMB
KpCyy COMPLETE DAILY WEAR i»^>ft»p.n)

r

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION '

EYEWEAR 6t SUNGLASSES

• Price includes: FREE EXAM, Glaucoma Te«t,
CARE KIT, fitting, training & 2 months follow-up.

Here's the answer...

MYOPIA PXAN.

,/ PLAN #2

MYOPIA SURGERY
(Privf CI Lontati lenses m;iv he app!icJ to R K Surp'T^

Radial Keratotomv give; man, pccipie excjllcnt m
sion wirho'j* cor.racts or glasses. Th'' 10 niinure

painless micro-surgical prcccHurcMronsisrs of plaqn^;-

cny spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result :n improved \
•

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for rhis excitmi:.

new procedure call the .Marshal! Kcves office for an

appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca. 90404
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UC labs
jEditor:

On Wednesday, Februars
12, the Lawrence Liverniori'

Laboratorias will be recruitinj;;

on campus — looking for

technicians to design weapons
of mass destruction.

We feel that providing UC
facilities to the Labs is con-
trary to the purpose of the
University. The function of

the Livermore Labs is to
design nuclear devices, the on-
ly effect of which is to bring
civilization closer to a final,

catastrophic end.

It is high time that the
University used some judge-
ment when deciding which
companies can utilize the
limited resources provided b\

the placement office.

We wouldn't dream of
allowing the Nazis to recruit

our graduates, so why do we
allow Livermore?
The nuclear weapons

designed and tested by the
Labs -far exceed any Nazi's

dream of extermination.

The only answer is to con-
sider the ethics of a potential

recruiter before apprnviaj^

GRADUATING STUDENTS
ATTEND OUR

ORIENTATION MEETING
Wednesday, February 19, 1986

2:00 pm - Placement and Career Planning Center
FRITO-LAY offers rewarding sales management

careers with a dynamic, progressive corporation.

candidates should have: FRITO-LAY IS:

^ STRONG ACADLMIC RECORD | $2.8 Billion Division of PEPSICO
$ LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES I LARGEST SALES FORCE IN THE WORLD
> MOTIVATION

Sign up today in the Placement and Career Planning Center
for our orientation meeting and interview.

— Equal Employment Opportunity —

PRESENTING

EQUIT^I
r ' I o'soN

:i.

EPSOiVr QUALITY
IBM PC COMPATIBILITY
LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE

X.

N..-
FPsnN .'

Dual floppy disk drives

256KB RAM Memory
Serial and parallel ports

AT-type keyboard

Monochrome monitor

MS-DOS operating system
GW BASIC
One-year warranty

COMPLETE
UNDER $1200.00!

We also carry the full line of

EPSON Printers and Peripherals as
well as a complete line of software
and communications equipment to

satisfy all of your computing needs.

EPSON

SOFT>NA^^'-

SOFTWARE!

"^

ZENITH CONSULTING
&

DATA COMMUNICATIONS
West Los Angeles, CA

(213)-826-3776 f

An Authorized Epson * Dealer

on-cainpus interviews.

Diane Propster

Graduate Student

Education

Michael Stiber

Graduate Student
Computer Science

A new world? . .

Editor:

In response to William
McNamara's assertion that be-

ing a liberal or a liberal arts

major is both a waste and a

drain on our nation's vitality,

I must strongly disagree
(Bruin, Feb. 12).

It is true that science has

tremendously helped
mankind, yet science has also

placed the world on the brink

of total destruction. I am glad

that Mr. McNamara opened
my eyes to the fact that mak-
ing money makes you a better

human being, regardless of

how many others suffer in the

process.

I think he could go far as

an illegal toxic waste disposal

engineer. Also, I thought
unrestrained defense spending
and government borrowing
were other drains on conser-

vative pocketbooks. Silly me.

There is more to life than
carrying that new HP Pro-

grammable Calculator on
your belt. You need' words to

describe the beauty around us,

as well as the numbers and
formulas explaining their oc-

curances.

Albert Einstein himself said

that "Imagination is more im-

portant than knowledge."
Without imagination, I feel

you might as well be a robot.

If the notion of being sur-

rounded by spoiled, grabbing
liberals and liberal arts majors
is so distasteful, then Mr.
McNamara should create a

world in which science is

supreme.

Then he and his fellow con- .

servatives can live in a more
scientific and orderly society.

Let Reagan be Reagan, but let

Shakespeare be Shakespeare.

Ray Marrero
Junior

Political Science
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FILM

Havana Film Festival: A
gatheririg~bf firfii's finest
By Scott Cooper

It was a colorful, festive

gathering of over a thousand
film-makers, personalities,
critics, scholars, and students

from around the world. Near-
ly a hundred attended from
the U.S. alone, including such
luminaries as Jack Lemmon,
Harry. Belafonte, Robert De
Niro, Christopher Walken,
Treat Williams, and Haskell
Wexler. More than three hun-
dred films and videos were
screened and premiered, in-

cluding Oscar nominees The
Official Story (Best Foreign
Film) and Las Madres: The
Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo

^(Best Documentary Feature).

It was given ample coverage
by Variety, the L.A. Weekly,
The Village Voice— and even
a spot on The Johnny Carson
Show^ when Lemmnn, whe-
had been given an honorary
achievement award at the fes-

tival, appeared as a guest..

What ma k,p s this all

somewhat unusual is the festi-

val's location—Havana, Cuba.
While it was actually the sev-

enth annual International Fes-

tival of New Latin American
Cinema to take place in

Havana, this December's
event was the first to be so

highly attended and to offer as

many screenings and seminars
as it did— as well as the first

to attract so many noteables

and so much attention from
the "neighbor to the north."

As with any filni festival,

the offerings— features,
documentaries, and anima-
tions—were of mixed quality.

Howevpr, among the
numerous entries were ample
examples of truly excellent

work. Sadly, only a handful
will probably ever appear on
U.S. screens.

Official Story and Las

the best, though various others

merit note as well. The festi-

val's first prize, or "Coral,"

for fictional feature was

shared by Paul Le Due's
Frida, based on the tragic life

story of Mexican artist Frida
Kahlo, and noted Argentine
film-maker Fernando Solanas's

Tangos. Retrospectives of the

work of Argentine Fernando
Birri {Los Inundados, My Son
Che) and Brazilian Nelson
Pereira Dos Santos, the "fa-

ther of Cinema Novo"(Vidas
Secas, Memories of Prison),

provided additional high
points.

Surprisingly, of all the films

screened, the Cuban selections

seemed to be the least overtly

political. One that stood out,

On 3-and-2, is a moving fic-

tional account of an aging
baseball star, a thoughtful,

sobering Cuban alternative to

the more, fanciful The Natu-
ral.

Various others centered on
critiques nf ntschisma. Ql
these, the Cuban-Colombian
co-production of Time to Die,

a western-style vengeance
Continued on Page 17

'The Official Story': A second place tvinner at the Havana Film Festival and a Bruin Review
Weekend Pick.

"

r .

Weekend Picks
REVIVAL FILM prize at the Havana Film Festival (see the

* article in today' s Review).

* "Political thrillers" are argued about by left ^

J and right, but the film genre practically CONCERTS
^ owes its existence to the work of Greek

J filmmaker Constantine Costa-Gavras. Z is A memorable way to celebrate Valentine's

S his explosive expose of a trial that made Day! Few singers can match the passion

J Greek politics rumble; State of Siege is his and dignity of Judy Mowatt. A former

{ response to the downfall of Chilean presi- member of Bob Marley's masterful backup

* dent Salvador Allende. Both play on Wed- singers The I-Threes, Mowatt struck out on

Thurs at the New Beverly Theatre, at Bev- her own for 1979's Black Woman, widely

erly and La Brea.

CURRENT FILM

Argentina's The Official Story is a must-see.

It tells the tale of shattered naivete in a

situation where there can be no neutrality.

considered to be one of the finest reggae
records ever recorded. Her rare concert
tonight at the Music Machine will entrance
lovers and rockers alike.

RECORDS

^i^ucv..^.. TT..V-.- -- --- . The Dead Milkmen: Big Lizard In My
5 A woman must confront the atrocities of Backyard; Restless/Enigma. Snotty teens

* her government, which has killed and tor- with riotous ideas. This Philadelphia
* tured thousands — th^ **desparecidos." quartet have both the licks and the humor

i Ultimately, her search for answers leads to to make a run at The Ramones. Just listen

* her own otherwise complacent household, to "Bitchin' Camaro," the best song about

i The film has garnered unanimous critical car culture since Aretha's "Freeway of

* praise, an Academy nomination for Best Love," and "Nutrition," which turns hard-

i Foreign Picture and recently won second core punk's nihilism on its pinhead.
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*Sun City' calls

for true unity
Pop Off is a weekly column dedicated to alternative view-
points on all matters of media and culture. The opinions
expressed by the writers do not necessarily reflect those of
the Daily Bruin 's editorial staff.

By Jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

Why didn't "Sun City" sell? After all, philanthropy
became very in with USA for Africa's "We Are The
World." That single raked in the dollars, going quadruple
platinum and getting maximum airplay. But the "Sun Ci-
ty" single ground to a halt at number 38 on the U.S.
chart s, and radio statioits shieti »w»y from i t The alhtttw-
made a miserable statistical showing at number 56.

Why these disappointing figures? Quite simply, because
Steve Van Zandt and the others who worked on the pro-
ject refused to homogenize their political beliefs to suit the
tender palate of the average consumer. "Sun City"
challenges complacency, while "We Are The World" feeds
it.

For all its high-minded sentiment, "We Are The World"
doesn't ask us to look at the way we think. It encourages
us^ to-hold the comforting belief that everybody really^

wants to help everybody else — "It's true we make (not

could make) a better day for you and me." It implies that

brotherhood is not a goal, but a given. Discreetly (and,
from a strictly commercial point of view, wisely) it ne-
glects to point out that there is a reason why some people
ane hungry and some people aren't — those in power, in

Africa and in the U.S., profit from the hunger of those
they rule; they make sure some people stay hungry (which
explains the fact that much of the money USA for Africa
made didn't get to the people who need it). Similarly,

wealthy whites in the U.S. and in South Africa profit from
the oppression of blacks through the system of apartheid.
Sun City openly condemns the U.S. policies which sup-

port apartheid — "Our government tells us we're doing all

that we can / Constructive engagement is Ronald Reagan's
plan / Meanwhile people are dying and giving up hope /

This quiet diplomacy ain't nothing but a joke." No one
can, in good conscience, support Reagan and support Ar-
tists United Against Apartheid.

But it would not seem particularly incongruous for so-

meone (a Young Republican for example) to have a
Reagan/Bush sticker on one side of his bumper, and a "We
Are The World" sticker on the other. Conceivably, Reagan
could even take credit for the success of "We Are The
World." Nothing about it prevents him from saying, in his

best State of the Nation voice, "Great humanitarian strides

have been taken during this administration by the greatest

people in this, the greatest nation on Earth. We are in-

deed (big smile) 'the ones who make a brighter day.'" The
song employs essentially the same rhetoric Reagan does,

and many embraced it in the same way they embrace his

etherizing propaganda.
Sun City has nothing to do with mollifying rhetoric. It

points out that the concept of "we" (as in "we are the
world") too often turns into one of "us versus them" —
"Everybody uses black and white / To draw the line be-
tween wrong and right," says "Let Me See Your ID." It

challenges us to examine ways in which our attitudes and
actions may be adverse to the idea of universal
brotherhood.

"Sun City is in the mind," The Fat Boys rap out, imply-
ing that our own racist, divisive attitudes allow, and even
contribute to the state of the world which makes the ex-

istence of apartheid possible. All our good intentions and
all the money we send can go only a short way toward
solving "the problem in South Africa" so long as we think
of it as "the problem in South Africa," and not the pro-
blem pervading the good old U.S. of A.

The lyric "Where we live is where we stand" suggests
that awareness and the potential for change begin on an
individual level. In this sense, we are the world — each
individual who chooses to oppose the oppressive ethos of
apartheid in his or her own life opposes all forms of op-
pression. ^ —
5un Cify, then, has an honest, positive message. Artists

Continued on Page 18
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1986 Winter Class Schedule

I I (HI

IIIM)

2:00-5

2:00-5

200-5
3.00-5

4:00-<>

5:00-H
5:00-8

5 (K)-K

6:UU-8
8:00-1

2 (H)pm
2 (Htpm
00 pm
OO pm
00 pm
:00 pm
(»0 pm
OO pm
00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
1 :00 pm

l»-31

C-152
( -152

K-103

323
414

C-I2I
321

Kll

hOh
t-121
KM

8:00- II :00 pm C-l«>l-3

1 1:00- 2 :00 pm
I l:00-2:00pm
I I 00-2:00 pm
1 00-3 00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
5:00-8 00 pm
5:00-8 00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-800 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
8 00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
800-10 00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm

8 00-1 I (IKpni

8 00-11 (10 pm

2 00

2 OO
2:00

2 0(1

N 0(1

5.00
S OO-
S <)(»

>:0(i-

>O0-
800-
8 (M

-5 00 pm
-5:00 pm
-5 OOpni
-s rid pm
' IMI pm
8 00 pm
8 (M»pm
80(ipm
8 (lUpm

8 (lOpm
1 1 .00 pm

-I 1 01) pni

(-131

C-131

B-lOO
414

B-104 .

H-104
822

C-181-3
S-1'32

B-102
407

C-182-3
C-142
12
»'-2

h 2

L-2

f.04

401

C •Ih3

408

( 14:

( -Ihl

414

802
344
BlOl
( -ISf"

( IM
C-142
(1^3

MONDAY
l.^o\ Delcnsc
IN>(.h(>l()gical .•\>ses\meru I

FNychological Assessment II

Physiological Psvth(ilog>

.Advanced Obj Rel Theory
(iroup Supervision (I'raclicum) (OC)
(iroup Process*. Techmqiie (OC'>

Dream Xnalvsis II

Psychosomatic Disorders
Psychosynthesis
(iroup Prt»cess& Technique(()('>
Advanced Mealing lechniques&
Psychosynlhesis

Clinical Praclicum (OC )

T Ij E S D A V

Ethics and Lavvs

Hlhicsand l.aws(OC »

Statistics (OC)
(jroup Supervision (Practicum)
Learning and C ognition

Learning and C ognilion (OC)
Advanced Clinical Hypnosis
Proposal Research I. 1 1, ill (OC I

Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psychology
Psychopathology <& familv D\n
Proposal Research II. Ill

Psychop.iihology I (OC )

Psychoanalytic Theory Pt 2

Psychopathology 2

Child Psychoanalysis

Current Literature

Ne\v Bod\ Psvchotherapies
Theories ol MLC

C

DAYW E D N i; S
Human Sexuality

C ross-C ullural Mores & Values
Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Iherapy (OC)
(iroup Supervision (Practicum") (OC i

,
I unctional Human Anatomy
Wniings (i|Mclanie Klein I

Histoiv and Systems ol P>vchology
Proposal Research I

Psychological \ssessmenl I (0( »

C linical Practicum II

( I mical Practicum III

. H I M I -

1

1
( MH ' M i B i in P ii yMii i nttii

'

a i Pvyi'iui i ntiv luc i

8:0(1-
1 I (10 pm '04 Pathological Characters in Literature

•^ T H I R S D A Y
'>O0-l2O(tn ( 1^1-3 C linical Practicum I. II. Ill (OC(
V 30-1 1:30 am 414 Ciroup Supervision
10 30-12 3(ipm 4.14. (iroup Supervision
1

1

00-20(1 pm 403 Applied Fechnigues ol MK C
2:00-500 pni ^13 Psychol(»gv & Contemporary Society
2O0-V(Mtpm B 101 llisiorv andSvstem>(OC)
2O0-<iO(lpni B-KMl Statistics
s (10-8 OOpni BIOS Research Methods
s tM»_X (Ml pn) ^^^ Introductrcm it» hi:o Ps\ch(ilf»L'\

s-0(i-8 (Mlpm C-l'Jl Clinical Practicum I

5.00-800 pm C -Ihl Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

3 D C hllord. Ml)
3 Stall

3 Stall

3 TOIeson, PhD
3 D C hlTord. Ml)
2 D Primac. PhD
I t Jacobson, PhD
3 D Chllord. WD
3 L Singer. PhD
3 TOIeson. PhD .

1 R, Phillips. PhD
3 T Oleson. PhD

3 R. Phillips. PhD

3 M Karlovac.PhD
3 J Ciillespie. PhD
3 R Hunter, PhD
2 A Alvarez. PhD
3 M Karlovac. PhD
3 J. Ciillespie. PhD
3 T Moss. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 A Alv.ire/. PhD
3 M Karlovac. PhD
3 M Cicrson. PhD
3 L Weisbcnder. PhD
3 r Mcduirc.l'hD
2 J Van Buren. PhD
2 R Caper. Ml)
2 Y Hansen. PhD
2 R-Alexander.

Ml). PhD
3 S/usman. PhD
3 M (ierson. PhD

3 A Brovar. MI)
3 L Peters. PhD
3 A Panajian. PhD
3 Stair

2 D Primac. PhD
3 A Brovar. Ml)
3 \ Panaiian. PhD
3 I Peters. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 WR Johnson. PhD
3 A Panaiian, PhD
J K (iriimiLT. MP
1 Vv k Johnson. I'hl)

3 Ci Ciross. PhD

3 R Phillips. PhD
2 R I Johnson. PhD
2 J Packer. PhD
3 \ Alvarez. PhD
3 J Ciibbons. PhD
3 I Peters PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 Statr

3 L Weisbendcr. PhD
3 Ci Bloch. MDand

s 00-800 pni 408
8 (lO-l I Odpm 841

8 (Mi-10 (»(i pm P-l
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I 1 00-200 pm 403
s 00-8:00 pm C-Pl
s 00-800 pm 1-112

10:00-1 (10 pm 508

I (i0-3O0pm C 12|

C r(»ss-Cullural Mores & \alues (OC)
Psychopharmacology (OC)

Psychopjthology I

Psvchoanalytic Iheorv Pt h

Clinical Case COnlerence
Clinical C asc C onlerence
Narcissistic Disorders •

F R I D A Y
.Applied Techniques olMLCC (OC)
Social Bases ol Behavior

,

C omi'iehensive Review

S A T r R I) A Y
Diagnosis & Direction (OC )

Ciroup Process & Fechnigue (OC)

~ R Benitez. DSW
3 I Peters. PhD
3 D Del r.mcisco.

Ml). PhD
2 Staff

2 J (iooch. Ml). PhD
2 R (iruener. Ml)
2 I) M.ircus, \in
3 J V.in Huren, Phh

3 S Hendlin. PhD
3 B Weiss PhD

lijlair

3 L Jacobson PhD
3 I Jacobson. PhD

Professional Seminars
Most semin.irs gualilv lor continuing education lor Nurses and Social Workers Ihey are also approved
lor veterans benefits lor those who quality under VA regulations All professionals are welcome
to attend

CCil IS approved by the American Psychological Association to offer Continuing Education Seminars
Some are scheduled each trimester Please call the ( Cil office lor details

9:00-5:00 pm Sal I / 1 8 Krom I nderslandinK Kreud lo

'JOO-1 :00 pm Sup I/I'* I nderslandins Psychoanalysis
1

«*:00-5:00rv» Sal 1/18

'):00-3:00pm Sun I /I*)

*):00-5 00pm Sat 2/1

900-3 00 pm Sun 2/2
^00-5 00 pm Sat 2/ 1

5

9:00-3:00 41m Sun2/U.

6:00- 1000 pni In 1/24

9:00-5:00 pm Sal 1/25

9:00-5 00 pm Sa'i 2/1

9:00- 1 :00 pm Sun 2/2

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 2/8

9t)O-IO0pm Sun 2/9

9:00-500 pm Sat 2/15
9 00- I pm Sun 2/16

600-10 00 pm In 2/28
9:00-500 pm Sun 3/2

9:00-5:00 pm Sal 3/1

900-1 :00pm Sun 3/2

Social Kasi's of Behavior (OC)

Staff

B Weiss. PhD

An Thfrapy: Theory and Prarlice

The Psychological Implications of

WorkinK *>ith ( ancer Patients

Desire & Passion in (he Treatment of

Severely Disturbed Patients

The Therapeutic Process with Borderline

and Narcissistic Disorders

Treatment of Domestic Violence

Psvchosvnihesis (OC )

D Sharon. PhD

L Moss. PhD

\ Panajian. PhD

K \k\ander.
Ml). Phl)&
J \m Buren. PhD

M (ierson. PhD

I Oleson. PhD

R I Johnson. PhD

I Porim)ff PhD

S. lerrera. PhD

R Ciollra. PhD

9 ()()-< (lOpm S.II3/I5 Krom Object Relations 10 Self

9:00- 1 :00 pm Sun 3/ 1 6 Psychology (OC)

9 00-^ 00 pm Sal 3/22 Screeninu for Psychoneuroloeical
9 00-1 00 pm Sun V23 Impairment (OC)

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 4/5 Analvtical Applications of ( linical

9:00- 1 :00 pm Sun 4/6 Hypnosis (OC)

9O0-5O0 pm Sa( 4/12 (areerC rises amonu Souths. Middle Aijed

4 00- I 00 pm Sun 4/1 3 and Returning! Women

(lasses are held in West Ios Angeles and Orange C Ouniy (OC)
(iroup Theory and Practice is offered every nighl ol the week at the West Los Angeles location
Individual and Ciroup S^pcr\ised Training. Didactic Iherapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships arc
available bv arrangemeni ^

The Calilorma (iraduaie Institute has been approved b\ tbe Superintendent of Public Instruction,

State of Calilorma. I ducaium Code 94J10(b) lo award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and
an MA in Mice ,

Students who graduate from CCil meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
MFC C" licenses m the State ol California

Non-Profit. federal and state tax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel

For additional information or a catalogue. plea\e contact:

California Graduate Institute
SchiiiU ol l'rol('\ sional l''>\choloii\

C elebratmg 18 years of continuous education as the first independent
graduate sth<H)l of psychology in the nation

1100 Glend9n Avenue, lllh Floor

West Los ArtKeles, C alifomia 90024

J (213) 208^240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Orange Countv
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Stars hit campus

ihh,

Sid Griffin of the Lorifj, Ryders

Campus Events and
Cooperage/Coffeehouse
Entertainment have
brought us some great
talent this last couple
of greeks. Fetchin^
Bones and The Meat
Puppets tore doMrn the

CHRISTINE ROTHMAN

BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE

FACIPIC WALK-IN
THKATRKS

WESTWOOD

WESTWOOD
METIW
Westwd /Wilshr.

474-7866

F/X(R)
12:30-3 00-5 30-6 00-10 30

Fn Sat Sun Late Slww 1245

NATIONAL
109255 Lindbrook

206-4366

Tlif B«sl o( TlniM
12 3(^3 00^5 30^8 0010 30
Sat 8PM Sneak Preview

Coop a teMT Thursdaysl
back, ^vhile Blood On
"the Saddle appeared^
minus a lead singer,
with The Unforgiven,
Elektra^s ne^r prize
band. Sid Griffin of

Continued on Page 15

Todd Ross and John Hickman of The Unforgiven

Continued from Page 14

the Long Ryders did a
searing acoustic set
aldhg w^ith Steve
Wynn of the Dream
Syndicate last Tuesday
at the Coffeehouse. If
you missed any of

DAVID BOITO/Daily Brum

these events, don't
scream! Those rascals
in charge of entertain-
ing the masses around
here have some real
surprises in the iveeks
to come!

VILiAGE
961 Broxton

206^5576
12 00-2 30-5 15-8 0^10 3(5

Fn-Sat-Sun Late Show 12 45

HOLLYWOOD
UNERAMA DOME 0«l X AMca (P6)
Sunset Nr Vine 70mm 6- Track DOLBY STEREO
466-3401 11 Academy Nomtnadons Spec Engmnt

1004 15-7:30-10:35

MUIN Ooim Mtf Oiit la l«v«rty Hllh (R)
948 Broxton 12 30^3 00^5 30-8 00^10 3(5

20e-«998 Fn Sat Sun Late Show 12 45

HOUYWOOO PACIFIC Mta Fmm (R)
Hllywd Bl Nr Cahuenga 12 30-3:00-5 30-8 1010 50
<fr*-«111 Fn-Sat Late Show 1 15

WESTWOOD I

1050Gayley
206-7664

1 15-4 15-7 15-10

•nBll(R) HOLLYWOOO PACIFIC fftm
12,35^3 05^5 35^8 00 10 M

Fn Sat Late Slww 12 50

WESTWOOOII
1050 Gayley

208 7664

Murpliy't Remmce
12 30-3 00-5 30-8 00-10 30

HOUYWOOO PAUFK N
FrtMy

WESTWOOD III

1050 Gayley

206^7664

CIM of tlifl Cavt IMT
300-730

YMIMMMtfS
1245-515-945

NMitmarf m Elm St.

I RwwH Part II (R)

12404 45-900
Fn-Sat Late Show 1 00

PM«r(in
2:3O«40-10r5S

Steve Wynn ofthe Dream Syndicate and Danny ir Dusty
CHRISTINE ROTHMAN

Griffin roars!
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SANTA MONICA
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MANN WItSNIRE TWIN TlM C«lw Pwpla
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AVCO CINEMA W
Wilsh at Westwd
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LAEMMLE
THEATRES

LANDMARK
THEATRES

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS WEST L.A.
ROYAL Rm
11523 SM B^d "

Daily ? DOS 1^8 30
477 5581 Sal-Saa 11 A.M. SliakaspMra Fa«

MUSIC HAU Trip to BMRttfHl
9036 Wilshire Tues Fn 5 408 0O10 10
274-6869 Sat-Sun-Mon 10O3'?O5 4O8 00l010

In har awa UNM/Namfear mn
Sun

NUART
11272 SM Blvd

478-6379

SvWH oMINlfSl

730

WESTWOOD
1100

FINE ARTS Satta StOa
8556 Wilshire Tues-Fn 5 508 0O10 10
652 1330 Sat Sun Mon 1 303 405 508 0O10 10

SANTA MONICA
MONICA I Marpliy't Romanca
1332 2nd St Tues-Fri 7 309 40
394 9741 Sal Sun Mon 1 0O3 105 207 309 40

Sal-Saa 11 AM Oaaca Fast

MONICA II WNMai
1332 2nd St Tues Fn 6 308 45
394 9741 Sat Sun Mon 4 15^6 308 45

111 Oatmallaaa
SatSun-Mon 11:101250230

MONICA IN Prtzzl'i HaMr
1332 2nd St Toes Fn 7 209 55
394-9741 Sat Sun Mon 2 0O4 407 209 55
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1332 2nd St Tues Fn 7 00 9 00
394-9741 Sat Sun Mon 1 0O3 00 5 00 7 00 9 00

10600 Pico Blvd
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Wed Sat 1307 30
Smm Part N

Sun Tues 1 307 30
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1003 005 007 009 00
Fn Sat Late Show 11:00

6 301030
Rwaww Traki

430^30
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Daily 11 001002 45

Separate Admissions Reqmrad

MELNITZ
MOVIES

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Information Call 825-2345

Today(7 30/CTO)
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CENTURY PLAZA
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CAMPUS
EVENTS
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Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars
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Fn Sal Late Show 12 45
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MJLNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT F j^M PROGPAM

i
Presents

A Sneak Preview

DREAM LOVER
Afterwards, In Person

DIRECTOR ALAN PAKULA

Tuesday, February 18, at 8:00
P.M., in Meinitz Tlieater

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be obtained
"^J^ ?i *^ screening at ttie Central Ticket Offk:e Trailer
and ttie MacGowen Box Office at 10:30 am.

MeWtz Movies Is a productton of Itw GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIAIK
and wortcs In conlunctton wttti the UCLA HIM ARCHIVES,

^Sams
OREAT
YOGURT
STEAL

V

>
A

"MOUTHWATERING DELICIOUS"

LOW CALORIE FROZEN YOGURT

* 100% NATURAL
* 98% FAT - FREE

* AVERAGE 24 CALORIES PER OUNCE
* 1/3 THE CALORIES OF ICE CREAM

•COUPON Expires 2/21/86

4 to 5 ounce 7 to 8 ounce

only E only

!
GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR PARTY ^

1073 BROXTON -WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(2 DOORS NORTH OF AAH'S) 208-1130
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BAM's mind-expanding 'Games'

•*»

Michael Cerveris, Meredith Monk and Roner Bahb in Brooklyn Academy oj Mmics The Games.
'

By Jennifer Kim

Earth shrinks to a dingy brown scrap in one
of Ping Chong's slides. The post-nuclear
dancers who inhabit this scrap in Meredith
Monk and Chong's The Games seem equally
alien in our eyes. That's no planet Earth up
there on the screen; we see, instead, a twisted,
killed-off remnant. Those beings with scarred,
ghostly white faces, those are not people, not
really. We think we recognize their humanity
one moment; yet in the nex't we find we really
don't. The ambiguity becomes unsettling.

Thus, The Games (which arrived February
5th at Royce Hall as part of RAM's NEX-
TWAVE On Tour) reawakens and shocks our
.senses to the nuclear age with pinpoint
brilliance. Opera-epic maker Monk and
multi-media arti.st Chong have blended the
best of their creative juices without overdilu-
tion. A stupefying achievement when you con-
sider the very unique, occasionally clashing
qualities of these artists. You can barely detect
the sacraficial compromises that must have
been made, contributing to the opera's overall
seamlessness.

The opera begins well before "curtain" (no
curtain is ever used), which makes us feel that
we've intruded a continuum. Two elderly
people in dark, synthetic netting, gravely
watch the audience fill seats from opposite
ends of the stage. Tall aluminum walk and
combat netting, littered with vague repre-
sentations of helmets and weapons, semicircle
the stage. Chong's slide show screen, center
stage, display faded blue rectangles that subtly
shift in size and texture. From this point in
time the mystery begins. Who were these old
people? Why do they speak in gestures and
whispers, and why must they be graye?

The Games begins before we have a chance
to discover their identities; dancers with white
space suits (protection against a radiation-
potent atmosphere) march out Olympics-style

'^

We note their artificiaHty of movement and

emotion, as though they were androids and
not people. Then Monk, as the Gamemaster,
bops around the stage gleefully, singing one of
her nonsensical, range-hopping songs, yet in a
style remniscent of Vegas entertainers rather
than minimal vocalists. The old couple are
oastage as well, but stand quietly, swinging
shovels (shovels?). The stage grows dark again.
The slides, which, become our reference point
throughout the opera, translate in English
what the announcer says in German; the
dancers are the Gameplayers, and represent
the second generation. The Games are held for
the "harmony" the people, so that they may
"remember" pre-apocalyptic Earth. We
assume the elderly couple, then, represents the
first generation.

The message Monk and Chong gets across to
us is that the characters onstage are in fact
people, but that nuclear warfare had devasted
their humanity, leaving barely recognizable
shreds of human being. Monk, as
Gamemaster, must be extremely bright, enter-
taining,^ and energetic to help these more dead
than alive people remember what their
ancestors once were. So the games being
played are not the javelin throw, football, or
synchronized swimming, but Migration
("Foothills! Savannahs, Cliffs!), Fear (against
an unecessarily loud soundscore). Memory fof
such items as sushi and Volvos), and Red

^^k- ^ u^" Light, among others.
Inis theme is a strong and noble one; Monk

and Chong manage to get their anti-nuke
point across forcefully, as well as bringing us
to a deeper understanding of ourselves. The
very nature of The Games, which require the
dancers to sing, to call to each other as
ammals in the wild, to be children playing
primary school games, then appear as derang-
ed adults in a game show, parodies the world
as we know it, a world we may someday hold

^ aear to us as radiated zombies. Perhaps as
v:^ senior -citizens with . pale, radiation-burned

taces aimlessly swinging shovels.

Iron-poor 'Blood'
skates on thin ice
By Christina Skacan

If all you want from a movie is a couple of laughs resultingfrom bawdy humor, Youngblood is the film for you. However
It you Expect more than just a mediocre effort to jump on the
/?oc/ry bandwagon, stay off the ice.

Youngblood, the latest in the string of athletic underdog
hlms, unfortunately does little to advance the genre or excite
the audience. Rob Lowe, as Dean Youngblood, provides barely
enough of a character to root for, thus stripping the film of its
heart and soul. So much foj riveting action or touching
heroism. ^

ilf. Vu",T"H"'* ^^' ^^^" Youngblood is a young man,
slight of build, who aspires to play professional hockey. Enter a
rough-talking coach, a sympathetic teammate, and of course the
coach s sexy daughter. What more could we ask? The audience
figures out the entire plot in the first four and a half minutes of
the tum, and sadly is never proven wrong.

Writer-director Peter MarkJe allows an interesting opening
sequence which incorporates 'home-movies' and slow motion to
plunge into celluloid mediocrity. Youngblood has no intriguing
camera angles or movements, no plot twists, persistently dark
lighting, an inadequate lead performance and a weak premise
What fun! ^

Despite the bulky uniforms and heavy padding hockey
players must wear, Lowe finds ample reason to spend much of
the film minus his clothing. United Artists obviously feels that
mainstream America would rather spend considerable time
scrutinizing Lowe in the buff than concentrating on a rewar-
ding film.

*

Lowe's character is a wimp, undeniably a wimp, and a dim-
witted wimp at that. His claim to fame as a hockey player is
supposed to be his speed though-wi> sm only neo^io.>^
-^vidence of this. He spends the majority of the film playing the
tool to the shenanigans of his teammates and opponents
Lowe conveys neither the naive but determined innocence of

a budding young star or the iron will of a champion. His char-
acter needs to be prodded at every step by his brother, his
friend his father, his coach and his giri. What results is that
virtually every performance in the picture surpasses Lowe's in
intensity. Patrick Swayze and Jim Youngs, as his friend and
brother respectively, manage to convey a burning love for
iMx?key and a will to plav that Lowe does not

-^^^ ^^^
Since Lowe's character lacks the inbred intensity of a real

winner, the film's premise doesn't quite hit its mark. Ultimately
the point of the film is to never quit, no matter what, and after
much ado Youngblood finally does get to the point.
Rut the film also takes on the controversial topic of brawling

among hockey players as a method of tipping the game in their
favor. Here the message of the film lags a bit. Despite his con-
viction Dean Youngblood does finally brawl, albeit after the
final buzzer, sacrificing his morals for the rules of the hockey
world. Isn't that a fine little message for all those budding
young hockey players in the audience.

Youngblood lacks the ability to make the audience cheer, to
"Create that familiar knot in the pit of their stomachs or to tickle
their intellect. In other words, Youngblood never makes it out
of the penalty box.

Havana Film Fest
Continued from Page 13
drama co-authored by Latin
literary giants Carlos Fuentes
and Gabriel Garcia Marquez,
was especially impressive.

Latin music also played a

prevalent part. Films about
Argentine folk-singer Mercedes
Sosa and popular Cuban
singer Pablo Milanes combin-
ed with live concerts by
Milanes and other contem-
porary Cuban groups such as

Los Van Van and Irakere to

supply a driving Latin beat to

the festivities.

Finally, screenings and con-

certs were supplemented by a

series of seminars, scheduled
on most mornings of the
two-week festival. These dealt

with a variety of issues of cen-

tral importance to the practice

and purpose of Third World
film: the current economic,
political, and cultural situa-

tion of Third World cinemas,

the role of cine-clubs in pro-

moting film culture, the rela-

tionship of Latin American
aind African film, and the

potential for developing ties

between the Cuban and U.S.

film communities.
Indeed, the various events,

concerts, screenings, and in-

evitable late-night parties

made for an exciting— and ex-

hausting—festival. What
makes it especially noteworthy
is that it provided great im-
petus to Cuba's quest to

become the inspirational
center of film-making prac-
tices for Latin America and
the Third World today. As
was emphatically expressed by
Fidel Castro himself, address-

ing a closing night awards
ceremony audience of over
two-thousand: "What we have
seen in this Festival is so en-

couraging and so stimulating

that it more than ever con-

solidates our conviction that

we will not always be
culturally colonized, that we
will not always be dependent,
that we will not always be ex-

ploited. And one day, sooner
than later, our hour of libera-

tion shall arrive."

In light of such a strong

message, directed against the

U.S. stronghold on Latin
America and much of the
Third World, it might seem
surprising that the Americans
attending received as
hospitable a welcome as they

did. It was certainly an irony

to see Jack Lemmon come on
jitage to receive his award to a

Continued on Page 18
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Things are brewin'

I
in advertising.

Icall us at 825-2161

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Total
Permaflex ^^m^^
Permalens& v#Q
Bausch&Lomb ' ^
30 Day Extended ^"*^'

Additional Pair SRO
up to 2 weeks WW
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT a FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

QSS)
-\i>

~ • Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa H^omca Bt
. 0112

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
SlOOO/Lyg-Credit Program Arranged

LB.. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594
V.N 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anatieim. 414 StateCoilege Bl.. (714) 774-4510

L.A.. 1482 S. Robertson. (213) 278-1744
Hawthorne. 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 544-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Btvd

, (San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

^

A

WINE AND CHEESE
=^WRICAN STUDIES^

PRESENTS:

Mohammed Bakari
Visiting Scholar in Linguistics, UCLA

Will Speak On:

^

"THE STVD\OF AFRICAIMLAIVGVAGES"
TODAY, 12 Noon 11377 Bunche Hall

Open to the Public. Any Questions Phone African Studies 825-3682
Sponsored by African Studies Center and AAA

well even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That s in
In fact, well even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That s in
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees.

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarshfb Program
And here is how It works!

If you're selected for a Physicians Scholarship-from the Army, Navy or Air
Force—you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserves.

While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaming
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you II receive officer s pay and benefits, and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity of
patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.

But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.
For more information.-send in this coupon. There is no obligation.

VCCf "fell me how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
Kw« can help pay my medical school expenses I understand there is no ot)lig

Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, PO Box 2865
Huntington Station, NY 11746-2102

Check up to tf»r»«:n ARMY DNAVY D AIR FORCE
""

n«aM print all mtofmaiion clearly and contpletaiy "

obligation.
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Havana
Continued from Page 17
lengthy standing ovation just

moments before Castro em-
barked on his hour-long
challenge to the West.

Yet the Cubans are quick to

make a distinction betvt'een

their disapproval and fear of
official U.S. politics and
cultural and economic
domination, and their ap-
preciation of American artists

and people. Indeed, Bruce
Springsteen and Cindy Lauper
are top favorites of Cuban
radio, and U.S. movies often

^ play on T.V. via cassette*-

smuggled into the country
While the largest theater in

Havana is named the "Karl
Marx,," the second largest is

the "Charles Chaplin
Cinema!"

There may be much validity

to the suggestion that, in the

end, the U.S. embargo against

Cuba hurts both countries, as

cultural exhange is made all

the more difficult. One of the
great sorrows Cubans share is

that Americans no longer
know Cuba and no longer
understand her culture and
politics. Thus, it was with
gfeat satisfaction that the
"North American" guests to

the festival were welcomed,

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

ft

. _ Limited Offer (E«ept Fri.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475 osoo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA ID.

BARRINGTON PLAZA
HAIR DESIGNERS

FEBRUARY SPECIALS!!!
(with this coupon)

Perms (reg. $55), only $35!

Haircut & Blowdry (reg. $27), only $17!

Tints (reg. $27), only $ 1 7!

Highlight (reg. $60), only $40!—
,
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213-477-1521
ED OR TKERESA

• Tues or Wed only

1

1

736Wilshire Blvd.
West Los Angeles
PARKING A VAILABLE

and thei r celebrities showerCT
^

apwith admiration and
plause,

Two weeks is a very short

time in which to get to Jknow
a country, especially one as

politically, economically, and
culturally different than our
own. But (The could not help

huLijfc^tmck_by„theL_pride_of
the Cuban people, their
euphoria for their revolution

and for what they have
achieved.

Perhaps this festival and the

increased American participa-

tion is an indication that, if

not the political, at least the

cultural barrier which we
have put up between us might
finally start coming down. '

MP/TV grads Scott Cooper
and Pierre Desir will be joined
by Ginger Varney of the L.A.
Weekly to report on the
Havana Film Festival todav at

4:30 in Melnitz 2534.

EXPLORE
THECHALLENGE
AND UNLIMITED

I

Pop Off
Continued from Page 13

United Against Apartheid
sing together "/ ain't gonna
play Sun City," insisting on
"I" instead of "we" to show
that individual oppositions

of racism can combine to

become a powerful force

against the racist mentality.

Ultimately, Sun City
didn't sell according to its

worth because we're afraid

to confront racism close to

home, perhaps close even to

our own minds (maybe
that's why the crowd
quieted down so fast at

UCLA's big drvestment ral-

ly when speakers stopped

talking about South Africa

and started talking about,

say, Los Angeles). It's easier

to live as though every

mealy-mouthed platitude

Reagan can come up with

is true. Sun City didn't^ sell

for the same reason it has

greatness — it attempted to

be more than just a "Band
Aid" — it tried to do
something about the
wound.

/"I""

\\

OPPORTUNITIES^
THAT THE MAY COMPANY
CALIFORNIA HAS TO OFFER

Our representatives will be on campus Tuesday, February 18
between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. in Ackerman Union room 3530.

Why not stop by? No long lines, no bid points, just a casual open house.
Bring a copy of your resume (If you don't have one, don't worry)

We're interested in talking to people not looking at paper.
Light refreshments will be available.

\

May Co. Los Angeles

Hecht's Washington. DC.
Famous-BarrCo.. St. Louis

Kaufmann's. Pittsburgh

MAY
The May Department Stores Company

May Co.. Cleveland
Meier & Frank. Portland. Ore.

G. Fox & Co.. Hartford

O Neil S.Akron
MayD&F, Denver

• Strouss. Youngstown
May-Cohens. tJacksonville

Venture Stores -7 States
Volume Shoe Corp - 36 States

The May Department Stores Company ,s an Equal Opportunity Employer

K«vin WiUcy- Happy
Valentine's Dti^!

Today is going to be
the greatest! Thanks
for making me so
happy! Shall we

" ^ dance? Shall we
sushi? You egg!

Whipcream?! NAH!
Maybe a Brownie!! I

ruV #27111
My Lx)ve always-

LUa

KARIN OVOEPLER (X12)
Although this isn't new,

In another way,
I wanted to soy,

I LOVE you"

• • • • •

% JillyBean ^
5 HAPPY I
^ V-DH c»

MICHAEL FOK ^
' (eAX) ^
Thank you for ^

being the special ^
"guy" in my life ^

i

HEY GUYS, WE HAD THE SPACE SO I THOUGHT WHAT THE HECK!
A ROUSING ROUND OF APPLAUSE FOR THIS FANTASTIC VALENTINE'S ISSUE!!

MARCY..
Thanks for ruining viHir naiU hv doing countless IOB'»' Please Jtw'i adviw me to carry any more

ni>ppy dijks in the rain EVER AGAIN! Thanks a hunch. Let's luw do it again real MM>n...it'!i too STRESSFUL!
KIMBO..

I don't know what 1 would haw done without all your dedicated work!

LAURA..
Slop C^implaining! The Salad PreAsing and Pi::a were'mit <ui had!

AUBREY..
I hope you enjoyed your trip to SF. Feel Ciuilry! I'm here typing this while you're lumhing overlooking the hay!

CYNTHIA..
You are just mcredihle! Thanks for all your hard work!

STEPHANIE..
All thiwe hours out on Bruin Walk! Did they pay off Thanks a hillion you're the hesi!

MIKE..

Happy Valentine s
<?

^

^
2>N2'^5nug9leb«inl

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
Two years and Eight

Days Down...

forever to got

Lots of Love

Punklns o

Day
Obi 'II lobove yobou

obalwobaysl ^
Chobick O
aka Tessa ^

P cr? Q? <^ (^ C3? <5> <J?v

^ r^^ <y^ <-, 07 <>p (v; cy^ <^^ <7

_fiL

^r^

^
Happy Valentine's

Day to my fhree

worxjerful little sisters

CrIstlrKJ

Lauren
arxj Lisa.

REIO

Mrlanir and Palfir M.
<IIB<I>) '

Happy Val«wt iw«»- ^>"> _fiL .^o.

Dajr t« th« b««t big
•i*t«r«! T.T.F

L«T«, th« Scary Dna,
Chris & KrIstcD

Alex (D.J.)

Ttianks for tolerating my
|

[^C^v^ craziness. I love you.
"Family Ties" forever.

Love Your funny
Valentine

Ellen (Merritt) KA

C7 C7c <y^ c? ^ <y ^ c^ <5? «:? c:7 <5^

SWEET ^

HAPPY
VALEN-
TINE*S
DAY

LOVE YOU

I'm really sorry ahi>ur Sproul Hall! I DIDNT KNOW!! Thanks for kvrpint; our Mrnst- of humor up around here!

JANET.. WHERE ARE YOU'!'
OFFICE STAFF.. What a iremenji.u> joh you •uy> Jid! THANKS!!

SUSIE W.. (you get your own)! Thanks for cutting all thivx Mupid K>x«! You'rr Mahhvrlou^!

PAULA..
Thanks for dummying the paper sti heautifully! You really are the hest OperatK>ns Manager this paper has ever had..You 're a damn good'pal t<x>! Tell

(r.R. that I'm M>rry ahout yimr anniversary!

MARKIE..
St> What! We have out professional differences hut wh«> the hell cares! Thanks a millit>n for doing those corrections!

And thanks for hrmging some diMipbne to this :oo!!

DENISE..
I krK>w you're going to have a fit ahoui all of this space I have taken. ..hut I can't forget to say something to you! Thanks for all the hard work you

have done for this smashing issue! It is appreciated more than you will ever krutw! Also, thanks for letting me use the K".

LAST BUT NOT LEAST!! STEVERINO!!!
THANK'.S F( "R ALL THE PRi )M(nu )\S EXPERTISE' Kt'E COULD .\( )T HAVE [X )N£ IT

Wnm H T YOUR VAU 'ED ASSISTANCE:
YOU'RE ALL THE BEST!!!! HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

RB

LADDf!
Thanks for covering
my d^flcJtl It It truly

tom«ttiing I will

never forgetl I owe

. Maybe more!
Thanks, You're

the best there isl

;:«^:.>ae^

Q LORETTA ANDTAMIE q!
/Y YOU'RE THE iEST! V.

;l HAPPY VALENTINE'S
^ M^ ^

N/;DWAYNE. You're fhe first.

f ^^ Forever may our
bve be strong.

Love Slr^cere^^.

i
"*<*^^ "« • •

-'Sfds. >«

^ ^
^e^^'

SNUGS

f
PEA!t

YOU ARE
LOVED

o

CHRIS 1

r Erich Yost-r<t»B Big Bro ^^ Happy Valentine's! How can jj'

V? I reach you? Come by the J
T house for dinner Monday ro

at 5:30 pm.

« LYLS. Marina

The day
draws

closer...

And mean-
— while.^r;^

—

All my love,

Becky

1^
davId 9

u kevin chan ^*
\r If you break my \

:( heart,
•'

I'll break your face. ^

r? PC. - 9.

^.' a- C>

o

(7

CO B-YOWl
Will you be my
Valentine...

Forever

;' Rofl«r Duncanson-' 5^

trnrr'so proud of the ^j
•itrength and courage *|

voii have showt^ (jurir^^j *j

your recovery

Ai-V'SrJY^^ I Love You!!

Towncs

(AND always)
You hove mode
the post year on
incredible one
and in exactly
"23" days we'll

celebrate
Love. Tiffany c.

^f C?(7><:? vv vy ^;/v:'v:; Q? C7CH
j

^ OLEN AUOUSTINi

V HAPPY VALENTINES
Q? DAY!

^ ^Deonna Hoffey (KA)^ ^

9

cr

• •-»•• •.••

A.V
Ms. Snuggs:

Happy Valentine's Day!
(Did you figure out what

you want yet?)

Love you, \^
Jon ^-

Lisa (I.K)

^ lavt • irMt «ay! Tei'rt

r lit Mt U| lU aal

I
I liv ya tots!

Sy P.S. lest jMT w«'U Wife

|tt upfldrtsl

]

IL.

^ Baby Doll, ^
^ Five more years to 9
^ go!!! / love you! ^
^ Love, SA C?

^ DON HARTSOCK ^^
— Roses are red-
Violets ore blue
If you're going
to the islands,

Can we come
along too?

Love.

Beverly; Nina,

Doris, & Kyu

Just a little thank you •> I

5? tor everything you ^
if ladies have done.

r^^^
-_^ To my twtetie-

hof)«y Jol«nt:

I like your oytt.

I likt your cooking,

I like the time we
ipend together and

i love you.

I hope that ail your

dreomt come true.

Prom your stupid egg,

Joe

Perllta, ^'
-Happy Valentine's *f

Day !|

love you always.
Richard

r

Tami Bell (AAH) .1

1

On« could search the W
wt>ole world thru and

never find a friend like

you!! ^
Love Your Roommate . '

3-^ U$a Chait ]XIl) .^•—

'

)

)

P
Happy Valentine s

Day to Lisa, Ann,
Lisa and Heidy.

/

^.

^.' '-C7-

K- S«ai ' Gayla...

W Thanks for all your

Love and Support!

"HAPPY 14th!"

'iQP Lots of Love...

K

O-

^<P'l HKl Gjt^.^A-T \

You always make mr
smile* You re the best big

ils possible (understate-

. ment). You're perfect

Happy Valentine s Day
Love. YIS

^
David !

143 1

Carrie

y** KIM RAWL
i Roses ore red

(^ Violets are blue
Y You're gr8 LS
I So happy VD to youi c?
?[ See you on the slopes!^ -^ Love. Biff

7
t

IWt^at's Love? It^

f-. 20 months we
had together,

I and eternity to

• go... together.

•Happy "second*'

\ Valentine's Day

: ^:^ Paul ,..K.-^:2:3^sP-

V7>-*^

es! A

<7 07 c? c*7 r^ C7 07
l^TSM ^

I know flattery 07

gets me ^
nowhere, but ^

Happy ^
Valentine*s Day y
Ms. Gorgeous!! ^
Lotsa OOXX, :?

Guess Who ^
C707vyvvyvyo^v:^^

>ALrKJnMFS WKY o Hfippv V

t^ HuHiAn &

lake the

plunge with
US!

Div^ers go
deeper!
John &

tS^^, Mark
.. ..\

TOMMIT,
Mahal Kita

Buong, Mini

Mahal Kita!

Carmel Bound!
Happy Valen=-

tine's Day,
Cutie. Luv-Si

Mau Karen,

CATHIE HEACOX
Yev're the besti

HAPPT VALBMTIMB'S
DAT

LOVB. Mafc M.

Johhny
I rub you with ail my

heart. Happy Valentlnei
Day Sweetlel
XOXOXO

All

I

I
t

L^*' Dear Sweetheart
Michael,

f think you're a swell
person. You're so

funny and sweet. I am
glad I nnet you and

'

have you for my
fhend. Hopefully our
friendship will never
end. Have a Happy

- Valentine's D»y. v.^

your friend /fiSf

I

i

I

',.

i ,;

;1V

I
'i

>

-1-

>"\" . ^'

—-!r

nwpva* t, 1^ 1

.
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In pursuit of the Ideal

Valentine's note.

Three times prior to

this in the Bruin I

have wrote(!) Though
the words that I use

may not eloquent be.

Mere persistence,

perhaps, may assist

you to sec.

That 1 L/ove You
Robert

Tania.

Love is forever and I

believe in our forever.

Be my Valentine

Love. Jon

XOUHE SO

Doran,
I love you with

"All of my Heart"!

Happ^y Valentine's

Day!

Love, CHeri

^5A-t\

. ...y

i

^

TO SUNDAY
Happy Valentine's

Day
from your true love

D«ar AmdrMi
Happy Valentin*'* Dajr

Congrata on a grnat 6
Montha. kaap "Ex"
tarnlng ihcm out.

./ - 4.ova alnraya,
"^ Paul. Kavln, Hilary

m

1Xx

u I LOWS YOU » I LDv/t XOOl I- r
o ^ iUNS S

Dear *OU raiihfful, ^

It's tDeen a fantastic

g "almost year." YcxjVe
3' been so special to me
^ and I look forward to
- many more great times

o with you.
>'5^ Tl amo. Trapper

i

To my Big Sis JANNA,
and my 'Ul Sis

JENNIFER,
Hmpm ValMitta«'«

Dayl
I lov« yoflill

St«pbaBi«
j

\C To my
O truln sweetheart

Jim Ky.

I give you my
heart.

^
Anj|i«,

There's b«»en some good
and bad... Here's to
more good times. See

you tonight.

Love.

^^^<Ae^ Mark

rapper

Congratulations on n^'ttinji ^
'/ into Northrigc- MB.AI!

rj Happ\\,Valrntinc"\ lihtA

i I LOVE YOli^ Tanti Bacci V,

)

rC2-=r< ^y. 'S^^'fL'

^, Love, Frances

Going Ga-Ga over my
Valentines arrival

P.S. use my credit card

^ Dear Susi, ^^'
- You'll be my light. You'll be

O Danny S., ^7

Q Plus quo KTor, -^
rnoln* quo domoln. V

\? iotolmo. ^^ I lovo you and I lovo youf
^^ four honoy, luxxx ooooo ^

ELLEN GEWECKE:
Thanks for showing me
what the word "fnend'

truly means. Hove you

you goddess!

-S.
^C -rr p s Spaghetti Sauce

o
^^ Here's to forever us..Or.

JV in pidgin. Eh Brah. dis Is

Q7 It foreval

^ All my love,"
Joy-Joy

)

i>

»

<7:

9

=:=.0^

day arid night. You 'I

mine tonight.

Lgyt.

be

Q Steve

C?-'5=r<^

C?
Dear Anthony,
Will ycKj be my

Valentine 4-always
arxJ 4^ver^ Luv U with

oil my heart"

—

My sweetest Tracy-
You are the princess In

my fairy tale- you are
my love

V

Laura O.

To the boy who r>eed$

constant scolding: you can

eat granola in my bed

anytime! Happy Valentine's

I Day!!

I

%

and my...lady fair

U>ve always.

».• >5i^'' ^-se^: ->r#v' <^r< v.«&'- \^m^

Party Internal Announcement

To Ess,

Will you be my—Valentine? ^
Love,

Fred

^ C7 <::7,o <:?<::; <o <:? <:?

JEFFIE
BEAR

Nobody loves

me like you do!

Happy
Valentine's

©ay

SONY,
Prelude,, Nicturne,.
Paris.. Dallas. The
song never ends,
just a variation of

the theme...

I iove ^^uta
Love,

FEJ
P.S. I still want to
Jump offa train in
Ireland with );ou!

i

v'OV=^^;!

Love, Me

V Happy Volentlhds Day <^

:f
' To KarenG (*XO) and

}( EricV(Boto)l

p love, t: en
)

:C> O'^^. (^7
^cn^2;J

C;^<^
Y

•3«-

Dear

5i^ ^5«- >S«. >S«^ >S«. je

^ 9 m 1^ ¥1
^'

Mana, Karen, Ruth, Janice, Allison, Hark, Sherry, Susrria;"Heiai;

^ ,
Enfli Tiffany, Alice. Kaethy. Sheila, Kim ^-

1
»M*

i>9>

IT

I thank you ail from the bottom of my heairtor your hard work *^

and dedication. Party internal is better than ever because of you ^
wonderful people. S

Ellzobetti Holt AZ
I hope you are feeling
much better these days:

I'm thinking of youl
Psych up for inspo."~

Yoiir Mg Sit

To a gorgooat **2**

blonde-haired, blue-
. fyed windsurfer.
whow

y

|mt lia»^
to live upstairs.
I Love you babe!

Auds
(^.^ C:j>-> q;>-* ^w.

^ po r7
<Iacqueiine,

^ Wf have loo much fun

O togpth<»T. Please be

Qp Valentine.

^^ — Love, ^lyboy _:V P.S. Looking forward to

c'

^

fxy^

»>; .-ai^; >S»-:' ,•»&.' :«5-. •:«v>3K:

Dearett Markyf
f love you toooooo
nDuchI Forever yours,

. Nonce XO
PS. One Year!

:o'^=<^:

-^feuit^ s^

^ Happy Birthday!

Ir Happy Valentine's Day?

^ Ken Alimento

•w^ Grace Maki

All My Love.

Paula

il5^ -W- -^K- -SK- ;aK: •aKr; ;fliK<.vi3

ij » t^>v- YOU » I u>Ji. you: I- c
y JOMM. J
M «Ufprt«a_ ^
> ^ Thto ona'a for you 9
S Hoppv Volwittna't Doyl •
^ I Lev* Youl ~
•• Lotao Luv, R

p

So...Where's the party?!

Nsncy Wilson

Can you belt«ve it' Our lut VD

t)4 graduation' Thanks. for all the

kind words, lunches, and,

suppoa flackfamnion anytime'

Love.

W.ll.am

r.9" > y David Nochman *

^'^1 i You'ro mo most IFfCIAl <^
A^' porson In my IHo. Horo't to ^^' V many moro months of >

UNDERtTANDINO
, and LOVI ^^_^

C7, xUc7i^o"*«^. NV

TOM ZARKA
(ATO)

8 months and 20
days ago! I loved

you then and I

love you nnore~

now HAPPY
VAUNTINE'S
DAY. BABY!

<^ C7 <3^ the 12th!!

^<--i

<:? ^ <:?

MARIORIE ^1^ vt

o
I

HAPPY VALENTIN!
DAY TO OUR OE
lO MOTHERSI
Tom C, Tom L,

Dwight. Lorry

L Greta. Corka. Kristen

Your KA Ulfle Sisters

irt J

1;^ NADDOe
'H7

t
f

i

Roses ore red
Violets are blue

RIEIER 4 NORTH IS

THE GREATEST
from us to you
Love Virmo
arxj Alfredo

HAPPy
iVs VALENTINES DAY
V J 1^ "^y 'ovorfte Ben BIq
^*Si Brother UNCE VESTEY

From you KA Little Sister
: Jocquie Gokjstein

I

)M- •

Two Good Together:
Blonde & Brunette. Light
and Dark. A case of
opposites attracting. A
case of meeting someone

r^ very special

I

I Die YOU!t

Ivove, CR

Just wanted to lee you
know how much I LOVE
YOU!! Here's to a great

past and a wonderful future

Love,

Gizmo
• ••••• ••

^ALtfjn^i^

• • • •

fW.^ '-«TTt

^

You've added charm to
my life, and .. How Shall
Wo Call It? Cant wait
to see you In a tux-

twjcel \ I

Thanks for being

the greatest

sweetheart!

I love you-

Hoppy hniversor/

Ton Amie

ESMEE

-T-r-i-

WILDTHINcJ

• i •

CARMEL,
The times we spend in each other's arms are

the times I treasure the most.
Mahal Kita Baby.

BAMBI

fsTS^-V

Emily,

You are very

special.

. \ hope the future

holds as much
happiness for us

as the past has.

Happy Valentine's

Day!!

Love,

Jeff
«*M^^ Xva sciTiarUTNA xdiVM

To my Nttw ^*^

or

•1; Corf, ^'^\
V Thanks for being you. O
•( I love You!
}\ Happy Valentines

,?
' Day ^

I , kove. Yvonne V
)

«y.' <c?.

'^•st Buddy,
I wish you weren't

leaving today.
'Cause I think of
you in the most

special way. You're
trty favorite

Valentine I want you
to know. You're
taking my heart
to San Francisco.
*^*P»Py Valentine's

Day!!!
"•"H* Flr«rrt«n

Love you w<th all my v T
'>©art. Be mine on ]

Valentine's Day j

a
If

C> Love. Bo
j\^—T*' ^ Happy Anmversdry

X^
<?

<2jt9a c?

. (AZ)
Happy V-Ooy CMMl

-ciayl You have been
the bait Big Sis and I'm

reaNy going to miss yoa
LYU,

.S)

\
<7

o:;

r? =-;«->U
J«annln* Z.,

You're my "Iniplrotlon

"

Tt^afilc* (or coming Into

my life.

E.I.

PS. I love you.

MrZj21f!^^^

XJpham AAA
There once WQ$ g boy from theta Chi,£
"Who swore to t>e alog till the day he died p
Wlien he met tils beautiful Tri-delt,7

It was Love at first sigtit ttiat lie felt, )^

.,. and now.he is one hell of a lucky guy! '1"^

i^^i^kmLh H :.

,

r ;•-:.' :}^^:.

a daily bru

.f^" *"» »

»

Here's to the see'ond

time around: \ou're

the best qet.

Mkwanily httnrii

(Chester r*>
,

) I

\

y

l NANCY (the best UCl-A
- roommate possible!)

' Go ahedd, make your day!

^ Th<*n, let s gel trashed

tonight or TRUFFLED!
Happy Valentine s Day

Sue

fY
^^

PROVENCIE (ATA)
r^ The past montli has
s^ been a busy one,

Of course we both
know this; I never
am too busy

though, to blow my
bro a kiss.

And don't forget,

no riKitter what, I'm

still your faithful sis.

Happy Valentine's

Day,
Love. Did!

1

To oN Of my roomlot-AEe
Happy Valontlnot Day-

I Lovo you alll

bno of your follow'

active domniot.
Molinda

AE^

:c?:^=^c;^

\

C7

OF

C5>

f

CP

Sandra DeSio &

Annie Segal (KA):

Bet y'all thought I

forgot about y'all.

Well, Happy

Valentine's Day!

LYBB
• jim (L<DE)

Ladies of AAH
Thanks for

having us over.]

Dinner was
great.

Your Friends.

UCLA Surf Club
&Team

norrc

c?

RolMft Chrttf«n««n
(EAE)

I Lov« You ond miM
You vory much.

Kriston

^^OO"
1 >»

/^ ,« , , linai^ii
^ ^ _

I

My dearest Quinn,
-There can only be. you for me.

You moke it seem so right.

In my mind there's no other love.

YoiiYe the only girl my heart and soul is thinking of.

Happy Valentine's Day & Hoppy Anniversary Sweetheart
I Love You, Marty

Mike 9
(he's clinching)

Barllett ex
^. You're the best big

brottier!

I Hoppy vaiftfttiftft'i

r Day!

LYLS

(bodylanguoge)

r<I)B ^y>

i

i'

^<s-

To
5

Christie"
(LK)
How's

forever for

a start?

Love, GW

tj I L&VS YOU » I LDv/S you: I-
O ^ Oaire DeBriere AF
.^ I've heard all about you. '*

g I can hardly wait - •->-

to meet you!!

Too bad you're a Bruin!

Love,

Maui>=Nn iiOwA^ Easy} . .^.v/;i 2A01 I*

It. CRAIO ROSSELL QL^Vy ± \p Happy V-Day! After 3/1

I'm going to be a

P^ DEAR J^
^ ALPHA PHI,—
Would you_

believe a giant
group

Valentine?
, -^ Thanks for all

^the good times!
'^"""

Love,
Jeff (B)'

le.

"bkie-banarxj • f4eod
sneakers? Hove a

Smufffy Doyl
LYIS. RISA

JTp^^-^ Rob Lietzow
i y On this special day,
I^Na^ (exactly 500 happv
jf days together!!) I

\ wish for you to be

^
happy always,

I because that is how

Iyou have made me.
You're still my

¥ diamond among
rocks!

? I LOVE YOU!
Anne

r> .-r-r--

Vcr^

fx:?^

n Mr. Magoo-""

I hope that with

my life I can make

You as happy as

you make me.

You are my strength

and I Love You.

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY.

Greeneyes

1

I

I

1

Smurfettei^

Hugs, kisses,

and a'whole lot

more!
Love,

ILORBOY

:^

<•%* »>«

Valentine's

Day jor all the

Deltas and their

diidasH

May Delta-Love

be beautiful!!

I

I

or*

i

^ •

^1

.o;

^

I

Jess and Jen A^'

f

Happy Valentines Day Y*
. to trie best roomies in I

the wortd!! We love youl J-
*iQp Your 2 favorite goobs. rn
f I

•
Steff and Christine Vt

*

I

PASCAL,
Ti Voglio Bene

Tanto.

Always,

Your favorite

spoiled brat

!^
I

I

ito^

REMEMBER THE

KELTON CUCKOOST!
Beckers, Fire.

Marshmallow. Crum
and McMlltas...

Happy Valentines Day
Loye and miss ya all,

Steve Ragona
To the 2nd beat

dad In the World
I Love yat Happy

Valentlne*a.
Love,

^i^!H»t^ Worn

: .k-
Mcl .1

AAA Connie AAA
Happy Valentine's Day*

You're a super special

big sis!

I love you,

A Love.

*»yC»<^C^ Susie
J

((. MARC.
^ My Dearest, Darting.

Sweettieart
Honeytxinch, Sugar...l

LOVE YOU. Happy
Valentines Day.

Bryna &
Tammy
Happy

Valentine's

Day! (you
"fish")

Love, Debbi

^ Mehi Vicky-^
Szeretiek!

Ti Voglio

Bene!

Ich Liebe Dich!

Be my .

Vatentine...

forever.

Jose - * - »

y.p.
XV

/ loyE YOU
MARIO

c>

Bud- you'rf the greatest

You make everyday

Valentine's Day. 1-2-3

TheUX

USA

^^'^

:C>

To the Sigma
Kappa's
Happy

[Valentines Day-
LOOKING
FORWARD
TO GREEK
WEEK
LOVE,

The TEKES.

Roses arc red
And theyVe left on
your door
Just stick with me
And ril show you
much more.
Just trust me this time
Watch what my love

can do
What more can I say?

f LOVE YOV!

p^"x>

P- Happy V Day! ^•

if Do you really love 17
fl If not, just for fun. why

^ don't you aslcme (out)'? Q7

IC r^ Blu ii I

'

rs-< «5.*s^«-'- cy-'s-l^

ANNALEE, STACEY, AILEEN, and BEN:
Have a Great Valentine 's Day!

P.S. Don't Strain yourselves on the

massive I.O.'s

Let's Party,

Brian
(don't^ou love those location I.D. 's-rb)

4

f

tap

>>=
Happy Valentines

Day Ken
I Love You!!

Your sweetest,

. . Rebecca

This is a flimsy apology.
Alicia, but it is probably
all you will get. Happy

Valentine's Day from the

fool who stood you up.

.=.C7V It/ *»yc^oc^

w l>t •• * or

p
I

I
m

I
V
«

•• VV*

Dear Susan Kaye kj..

Thanl<s for the best

year of my life-I never
Icneu/ it could be so
fun and happy. Our

relationship is exciting

and very special. In all

your moments, you
are the perfect woman

for me.
I lx)ve You.
Steve H.

1
J

V:7>

J

>..v,"0-

Dear Pinhat] ^
Now that Valentine*s

Da^ has come and
gone, has anything

else? LeVs go back to

P.S., whollbe
sleeping where?

Remember Be Gentle,
'' Be giving. Be

steadfast.

Love,
Your 2 Favorite
Bitch Siatera ^

^-^^^ HAPPY
\7\ VALENTINES
^ DAY TO MY

GORGEOUS
LITTLE

SISTERS:
Jeannle
Lisa

LonI
TamI

Love, Tim

<y f^

0?

\l

"^

Jobs "Mr. Mean" LkMbciy.

I love you more than mustard,

pickles and onion sandwiches

on cheap white bread.

Happy Valentine's Day!!

Love, Norph

^^:r^

<::k''/^ v.j^y^ /^
C7

Dear

•^Christopher ^
Rohln*^-- ^

You really are too ^
cute! So far it's been ^
awesome! What's ^

next? A drill? Thanks

for the fun times and Q^

friendship! Luv Ya. (J

Geek!

Happy Valentine's Qay!

Love. "BW"

Twin Joe

^
Friend C.P.

^r ^miam

III 1 1'
' I 'I*

^

mpBXHp
Mam



i.

p-

wy A

^

'f

^ DAfD
(Thii is a Rhym*)

On* 7*ar from today
/^^0^ W*'r« going to say

Happy VolontliMs Too
And I Lot* You...(AGUDO)

y MAIOIA OnoniDIS. TO-BI

jVn CarolYn Rattcnb«rg-

j

N^ HappY Valenttn«'s Day
!

to an awesome,

I

lospfHng maslcian!
And I'm no lYrc(

I . See Y«. W

I

Pvi
Tracy-

More than ycaterday,
and leas than
tomorrow...

Happy Valentine's
Day, Sweetheart.

Joseph
]

«o»cpn
I

To the men of our
»ves at ATO;
DOUO'

tr>e Bobsey twfns love vou!
Happy Heorfs Day I!

love, Yuka & Tra

(7 07 C> ^yc? C? 07V <:? <5» <^ <:7 <r? <7

Ben Nickoll, %
How 'bout that (^

Yogurt? Be my ^
Valentine! From a o
mysterious Iplonde ^

girl'' o

DB CLASS STAFF
TRACY ^^ FELICIA
AMME ||^ REBECCA

9^cPA<:r^A^,fflp^^^^

Happy Valentine's Day
You are the Best Floor

Ever!

i Love You Allt

.xQ?
/

<2> ^^ CHRISTINA
Here It Is. our 2rKl valen-

tines ckjy together!

"^

P

roses? Thanks for the
best year ever!

Love. ROB

CATHY
STEVE
DONNA

JULIE
KARRI

Vx

JSi

it upl HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
MARK

«.^K!;<^5)3S^5l?J55£.^^ C.I

DEAR BISCUIT,
YOU ARE THE GREATEST!

I love you very much.
ARE YOU HAPPY?
Your frieridly

——ne»gt>boftKK)d -^^

—

XOUXw stockbroker
°

To my (ittle sisters. Natliy

<^ Napfur, Sari PHca,
and Julia Pickarins,

P
Happy Valentine i Day"

See you tonight.

Lapu LapM.
Love. YBB Larry

<?

1
)i

J

4k
KISS MH^^
Lisa L.G.

lISABAKfiR.
O Happy Valgntinp\ Day Q*

^^•"^

Looking forward to

n»any. many more to

•»pe,nd tcia«th«'L.

ij"' I Love You.

if

Happ^ Valentine's
to a very special
person as you can
see. So don't he
afraid to stop by

and take
advantage of me.
Mr. Irresistable^^

'o PEANUT V
'^ I LOVE YOU
h DODGE <p

c?

fC7

)

<7' <<?:

Susan.
You are a terrific

roomie! I.hope you
have a fantastic

Valentine's Day!

Love ya! Suzy
^—

^

y nB<D FRONT B: f
I (and Burley) <5

^ Hey you crazy gals, you ^
Y r>evor stop amzaing ^

I me.you're all awesome <7
polsl f

f]^ ^Susan, \

What else can I say

V besides you're ttie

greatest and I love you
. Get ready for the

lobster.

LQve. Mork v-

>(<:>0 TAWiN: ^<^AT \

Almost ttie big 211

Waiting for your
surprise? Forget NIklta

hies mine. Bell road
wkend? Happy V-Day

Love Ya. Tommit I

^ Dearest Lawrence ^
These past 2 years c?

have been so wonder- P
ful... looking forward ^
to spending many

more with you. Hap

py 2nd anniversary

I'll love you always,

Chelle

When's the balloon

DearKathryn
Eisenstein

Congratulations

for joining \E<J>

Welcome to

UCLA & Happy

Valentine*s

Day Love your

cousin, —

Scott,

I love you more
than words can say
ooooga Wooo
Your little mac

Oina

C7

C?

Of

or

Matthew M^d)

TO NUTTY CRUNCHY: ^}

LISA N. AAA
SLAVE TO LOVE
YOU'RE RUNNING
WITH ME DONT
TOUCH THE

GROUND WE'RE THE
RESTLESS HEARTED
NOT THE CHAINEO-

AND BOUND
LOVE,
KEVIN

OO WITH THe FLOVr
ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT

I LOVE YOU. HAPPY
VALENWNES DAY! rn

\r LOVE. ROSE y
I

C3K,

>--Q.^ rj.-^:^. 0.-=^ cgi-ZJ

% Me amas. «

I te Kornu. *

* -P \

C^^
. • • « » •

Mel llomin:
Hey babyl Happy

Valentine's Doyl See
you at Sunset Reel
From your lusting

(oopsi) lurking lover

w
xou*r.E so

Mark
Witti you as my hwot^y

Ttiings couldn't be neater.
But if you'll be my Valentine,

Life will be sweeter!
Lots of love, Philomene

sw»J-^:^^;

For over a year

v^e've been going

strong, I've been

having a wonderful

time, I hope this is

the start of a long

(relationship).

Won't you be my
Valentine?

MES

N^ MaryJane f . ft ^

^Annle D., Vymo E.

A; Rotes are red
'^ vIolMt are blue

( your lurking lovers are ^
wofching you

with eyes of an eogle
and ears of a cat
get psyctied up for

adventure
r tttat youll never forget

t your lurking lovers love

i

i.

t

t

it

TB.
The time wb've

spent together has
been fantastic.

I

don't know what
the future holds,

but I hope it only

gets better.

With Love.

B.C.

"^

C HEY KRISTIN CKKI) ?
-Well Happy Valentine^ ,

Day. I was wondering if
•

you would join me for
'^

a memorable dinner /
and evenir>g tonight so L,

I can express my
thanx to you for /

making my life n
Different. We can kick «
back ar)d do nothing ^

and have fun. y
Please do RSVP
Later. Jmmy '

be my valentine ^

To Kathy
Tamashiro-

I LOVE YOU WITH
ALL MY HEART

Andy AKA

\
O

H.H.
143

FOREVER
and

EVER!
GJ. of LA

\Kj\y'. 1-

ii

,j-

a ft n I i

1

1

J
Bruin Belles: ^

M Get excited for the *
Winter Formal ^
tomorrow night! J

j Sec ya in Newport «

C^ __

C5-

To Scott B0n
—Last year I was -

just falling in love

with my
Valentine. Now I

hope you'll

always be mine.

Happy Valentine's

Day!!

I Love You-Jen

AATT
. 'imVi \ALFNTINES QM'- I

: MXire ori iTkCrerxBLB Bra 56' :

YOXOK \JW.T(MM :

^sy
itOBtC'*

HOB''*'

v"oo^oven-;«».
me \ast

love
Jc-eVodl^

you^ s

Tony Rael
(652) -

^ Love is in the

air.

4.

Can you feel it?

Thanl(s for being
so very special!!

Love You, y
K-BABE ^

(552)

/

C7

TO: MICHAEL R.

ECLIPSE
Hoping and praying

For that time,

that place

secured in our dreams
No lifetime can erase.

£ All My Love, Marissa rn

Happy Valentine's Day

Joe M. Pete S. Jeff

Dean G. Greg S,

John H. Jeff H
DelU Sigma Phi

We could'nt ask for

better big brothers!

Bear hugs and chocolate

kisses from your Kap|>a

Deka Little Sisters

-. Kristen, Janet, Kelly,

Jennifer.Hlllary, and Nicole

.

F]

CATH!
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY

I treasure our
friendship and the
good times we've

shared. You deserve
the best. Hove a

Jtfonderful celebrotioni

OUR LOK IIO IROTHERS
ARE THE OREATEST1
MIctvael Chavez,
Alan Greengard.
MictKiel McLeslie

LOVE.
Usa Wolfson. Menltt Ososkle,

CIrKlv Kllgofe KA
--T

^
-O PAULA, STEVE, ROIV,
-^^ MARKA\Di.ADD

Vou are all really rad!
Happy Valentine's Day to all of you
and of course cnir special staff too!
1 hank you all for your hard work,

Marev

TTl ' Love ya,

^5t!i^ Bets.

TO BUGSY-
^^ I WUV YOU
f /f^ ) SOOO MUCH

O^C? ^<y C? 07 <^ q? cy ^<^<y <;i
**^ O

Willy ^
AAC's for time? O
Happy Valentine's ^

YOUR
BUNMY.

^^:r^

CHRIS CANTELMl (OKL)
Thanks for being such a

HOT Bit; Brol You're aa.
aweMime dude! ConKrats on

finally making it! Happy
Valentine's Day!

Love,

MISH (A«)

Day!
Love. Celine

Jay (LAM)
Happy Birthday!

Wish I were here to party
with you but have fun!

Love your real BIG BRO,
Daany (ZBT)

PIER-
Happy Valentine's

Day- .

Remember
presents are in

order- (just kidding)

(hot really).

Love. BRIGEE
p.s. good luck on
your, test today

big guy.

Roses are red,
|

Vk>lets are blue. =—•
Our BXBIg Brothers: t

We love you! ij.

KARL AND KEN •

XOXOLYKALS, I

Hillaiy and Michelle '

H.B. Rotenfeld,
To ttiink It all started witti

a motorcycle ride

Happy Valentlr>e's Day.
I Love You Sweetheart.

.. Diane

Kurt (triangle)

Happy Valentine's Day.

To a very special

person. (I can't believe

Its been almost q year ! )

I Ldve You,

t»yC»<Al^ Felicia

MICHELi CABRAL

I ruv my yacht twin rot si

Wonder Twin Powers-
Activate! Love Always.

^L^^^<^^
Lisa

•••->r»-»i- »»»-

Jeff Graves (AL<I>) ^f
You're a great big •

brottierl Happy \

Valentines Doyl
LYL$

Sharon Mc WIHiams (KA)

<;p
DIANE DUPREY ^1

\r The Romp-a-Room ?:

IL-

I
wants to know
Do you make
NOISE?!? 9

C>.^*rc ^.-=^. a.-=^ t^'JJ

Kelly Jacobs and Anne
~

Tarrant

(Georgetown University)

Two of the wildest

women in D.C. Fall

semester with you two
was "awesome". I miss

you more than you

know.

)
Love always-"D"

(Hoya Hoya Saxa) —

.'JVJ

CONGRATULATIONS:

DAVID FREY (ZBT)

UOP Dental School

The bros are proud of you!

J

r
To two very big
Sweethearts

Alice & Louisa
Hey, what can I say

\

you made it in the Bruin

HAPPY VALENTINES i^Y
Love you.
Hose

CJO ^
"Move you" ^
does not ^?r^ ^
enough. <^

...think Of what (3?

we might have <^

missedl ^
^My heart \^ <^

yours O
AJC ^

cp <:? <^ ^ <:? c;^ <:7ir'

Christy Brawner-

I hod to tell tt>e

whole world that I

amtotolly
in love with you!

Love. Mo

Mike & Scott
Roses are red

Violets are blue
WtKit woukj we ever
Do wIttKXJt youl?l?
We k>ve you

The Girls From Hell -,

V>-^ c».«i^-<. r7-»==r^ r>*--'

r

HOLLY MATSUO.
BE ALL MINE.

SWEEF VALENTINE. ,

LOVE, «

jv
Y.S.P.

To Bai-hara (leS) A^'
& v

Alex (AXft)
Here's to the dateless duo!! You
guys sure know how to party!

CO Love in the (^
M&.D V

)

L C7.*

< c?-*=r-f <;7

Stu*ay

t^'TKank you for making
my life brighter with

your smile, your hugs,

your wit. and just

being you. You're

just a "totar'

winner! Happy
Valentine's Day!

I Love You A LOT1I

y Steph

Dvar Alvin,

Through ^inxi times, and
bad, you've been there
for me. Thanks. ..you're

wonderful!! Have a very
special Valentines Day.

VXT^
_>«7

-^ ji^-.*'

Karen Christine, ;

Thank you for the •

past two years. ;

You have made •

every day a •

wonderful one. ;

Happy Valentine's •

Day :

Love, :

I Steven :

Sam:
A rose is

a rose,-

I love v**'

soft to the
touch,

beautiful

to the
eye. You
ore my
rose.

Love, Mike 5

I.

4M^«
'

k

'fmm
u-^--

^^

.>



«p

^mttrtm
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0^ <X7
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P
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^ b-

u^lSjclaiiy bruin s/-
y^'enfine's payJ*??^

<r
<y Q' C^

/>» 07 <P
<3? C^ <3? c? c^ <??

Brian c^'ei^
I lust wanteci to

let you know tiow
happy I cm.

You've ctionged
my ITTe $o much,
and I love you
more every day.
Happy Valentine's

< Day!
I love you always.

Gwenna

Dear Andrea,
I Love Yon Forever

.And Ever...

Happy Valentine's
Day

-Garrett

)

1

»iiM« K Q*
Thanks for alUhe incred

ible limes They just keep
getting better' ^

ic ^^'^ Yi

' ^ TO SHARON AND ^
WENDY SPRINGSTEEN^

(AK<D) (^
Look forward to m
GDotfier exciting p^
adventure in "the ^

trunk"! When you least ^
expect it., expect it. \)
Happy Valentine's a^

Dayi

We love you! ^^

Your Little Sisters. C^
Ttie moo and C7

C7 07^ ^C?' <r^ 07^ q? <:? ^C5>^ <7

CRAI6
KAKIHARA

\-\Qppy/ Valen-

tine's Day!

Pal

c?

o

(5

Q M«gon, Robin, LIndo C^
and Nutcti and tt>o

v' Infamous Front •: ^
(^ Happy Valontlno's Day rp
^^ Lovo Always, Allison^ T.T.F. ^

^ Debbie HIrsch,

MPPY VALENTINE S DAY. ^
SEXYf

Have your agent calf

my agent-well do ro

o
(
^

^t2

sushi.

^^L^Li;:? \^r^|r^^ Q? C? Q?
V^^Willy, Happy Valen-

ry TRICIA PATE,
You ore the best sister I

could have possibly

hoped for. I love you.

,
cutie!

Love and friends always.
' e^ (^CUnnea::^ c^ ^

9

I

tine's Day to my
Seattle bound

Sweetie!

A Love You!
Julie

"1

%

i

Xx'

Hi there Boo-Bool
Happy Valentine s

Day! I L4>ve You
lots and lots and lots!

Okay, cutie. surprise!
Luv, Nccc

•^^Dear Frances.

You niean the

world to me
iiJ

1

^^
"HAPPY

VALEtslTINES
DAY*

Love always and

.forever.

Marina L«la«r (LK) ana
Mary Pfflstarar (LK)> ar« Ratf,
Vialata ara Blaa

I caalda*t haT* mM\L*^
far a battar taatlly

tbaa jraa.
Laraya,
Raxaaaa

tov(

Mary-
For words to

distinguish, I had
suffered in

anguish. When a
vision I did see. It

said **Wint-o-

green'*. Happy
Valentine's Day.

—V V Lx>ve,

^ C>CK Jeff <^^

To Joyce Fugishige.

Have a Happy

Valentines Day
From one who
needs a shave

(

Iim

*

Little **0»^

I iitJeU you,

I want you

I have to have you

y'know

Until July *87

Love; Scott

f

^ Honcybear (ATll)

Someday we're going lo

to go back to the

mainline Happy Valentine $

Day"

Luv Ya.

The Cub

P
le.

Greg Erfani- ^*
Will you be my \;

Valentine? I-

Love, ^*
Batgirl

^-

C7-^<^

V,

''• To Ihe UCLA Helplinr ^'
Listeners:

r )
%» »>« » ->->•.

DAURAY, DEBBI[,

I

I

"l^'T r Jll- ' Tr *
' " '- ^ ' '

»r
t

EUZABETH, AND JEANNE

A-WOaHOO!!!

I Love You Guys!

Poddy Cokes ond

Friendship Forever!

Happy Volentine's Doy! I
4

V daily bruin • . VV> ' • • . VNd

love, Julio lOr.

.«• i

You guys mean so

much to me. Thanks
for being there Happy ^

Valentine's Day!? *i
|

NAItllY MR
I

C7 <'^^<:? <-^"

Happy Valentine's

Day from Paisley Park

LOVE,

YOUR PRINCELY
TROJAN

q;>^ C?^-^ C?>-» K)>^

<0

i

1 \2 Kerckhoff Mali

To Natdhe Torff

Lbs Angelf s C^JifornM 'KX)2A

r^W'^i* Mm

rrom LcjcJa

Re vJob Periorrnancr'

Cavegirt.

"-*<

I
Cavoboy

PS. You'r* Mln«

?

<7

C7•-*<:?

5 BUNNYTOE8. *
* I NEED, WAWT, J
J- MISS, AND, YES. 7
7 ADORE YOU! 7
^ SO DARLING ^
mam ^^# ^^^ ^1^ ^1^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^P ^^P ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^R*
^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^€

*">r\-»->-' »»•

* 1 '

P -.i

? s 4

DcarStwiflny O/
Here's to many more -

"

Hogs arnJ Quiches and
F un. Happy Valentine's

^ci^'r^ » love you ...I

f(r'

bear Reps.

YOU GUYS ARf URRIf IC! KU P II UPi

1
»»

I

I

I

^;^;: LORI, '
'

.yy.- Youre a special port of

my life and always will

be. Things will work out.

Happy Valentines Day! c

• "y^^. Love always. m

"'^rift';^ >
ROBERT -^1

H Dear J--

Just iNr«nt«4 %• let yu
knoiMT Chat jraaV* very

•pedal ta Ml*.

Happy Valcatlna**
Day!

L«>c and Whlpcrcafli,
S.

Danielle
Thanks for Mums

champagne. New V(»rk,

A drive in aw Audi. Asti

Spumante. Red Roses.

and back rubs

(•y^^C^ Love F.G P.

Dave Ficklin,

in the last

seventeen
months, we've
shared so much
together. Now,

.

Let us grant each

other trust and
the freedom to
grow. I love you
w/all my heart!

Dawn
PS. Believe in

your dream

FLY lOY
Be my Valentine at

midr^ht -ATE- mile high
club Encore.

kDve always,

C4683G

i

V
Bambie Eyes,

.V^^ Happy

m

J

\

Day
ITou are the
sweetest!

I Love You
Forever,

Bizzbee
P.S. B. the C.

needs a bath

Dearest Lndette, <

You'll always be the
heart of my life...

Happy Valentine's,
my dear!

Love always,

^I Van 1

J.A.A.

I stepped onto my
boards and pushed

off. Dropping over the

cornice, I knew this

was going to be great.

Well. I was right. And
as I pick my route 1

see there*s a lot of

vertical left.

I Love you.

_> V

A/ —

^

*'The Friday

Scandar'!!

It's everything

you've been
waiting for!

Plum West,

4:30pm Friday

Ic -^

-

Ni limt

Vou*ra the best
pleasure slave
arountf t Will we

survive AprllTf? I

Hepe natf Happy
V.D.f I Love yeut

P.O. Eyes

>«> - >>> »

1

IsSi ToW.J., I

I
\\o\)eyou.\ouTe

]

the beUt
\ Always Yours, I

J
, KcHh

j

To: JOY MILLER
As you carry the

tradition forward.
remember we love and

admire you!!

Welcome to UCLA.
^yi From: Your Fans

I

C7 —/f*»^-
Dear Auds.

Happy Valentines Day

I'll see you at the

North Shore.

With Love,

Paul
c?^

?

t

t
y^'

^
—

\1]1

KRISITI HOUGH- \n \

•J) You are the BEST big
^ sister and friend EVER.

Thanks for everything!!

LYLS, Pam

I MISS YOU AND
f AM AS CRAZY
AS MAD MAX
ABOUT YOU!!

AL

O-'

I
MY DEAREST TUANVAN Vv;

These past few yebrs that we've shared together >r
have been more special than words can express. <^
TtKinx for lifting my spirits wf>en I am down arxj for rj

being sun wfien I am not shining. I will forever ctierish \L
ttie day that I met such an understandlr>g arxj y

forgiving person that you are. Despite our distances Q?
apart. riKiy we treasure many more moments Vw

. together, for as the saying goes, "love is ttie shortest >^
^ distance between two hearts." Happy Valentines Dayt^v
^v

. , Love Ya Alot. Bachlan <Z^

—• YOU » I u:^/^ xovi i-
Dearest lUy,

Chart Home, the beginning.

Kathy GaBjgher s. the prejent.

Vatenune s Day. our fourth year

together Happiness. Joy. and

I Love You

5
I

i

5_ Shrimp

Attention Pom
Dugon, Lynne
Frank, & Tamie
Woods, through
thick and thin,

you're the best.

1

V XX NINA B. YOU !

ARE MINE I

AND I AM
i

YOURS "]

Michelle, Ellen,

Karin and Tobrcnc;
You are all the

greatest, Happy
Valentine's Day!!

xoui^t LYBB ROB "

daily bruil?^

To all my
buddies:

I love you all!

Bear Romias

O^ C>^^^ <>7^ <v^
<y^ (v;^ ^y

C^uerida Bety, ^
Te quiero,

Tuyo,
Martin

or

o

c
c
<

LOTTERY

NARIO GAVINA,
In every heart

there is a beam of

light that shines

within the soul...

,
Kalaguran Daka,

Always

CHfRRIE

SAPLALA

SUSAN GOLD
Ttie beach will never be
forootten. Anxious for
more S.F. nlgtits and
beach rendezvouses

I love you
YourlonelyValentlne

I.

U
TICKET

TRACY TRACY TRACY
You rf an iibtant winner with

this Valentinr! You win a

formal tnp h» Am»whfid

Mar. 1. Love. Bundles

I
1

*%>>

MiMne Jjl
• V —

S$^
%»

•

»>» ov<

r

JUUE MILLER (I OB)
You are a fabulous

little sis and will be

great on exec.

Congratulations!

I Love You.
^C^<f^ Jennifer

ROBBY J.,

^ "When you're in my arms

^ When I'm close to you

9 There's a magic in your
*

C touch

(^ That |ust comes shining

through"

HAPPY VALENTINE'S

DAY!

^O You

SQUEETSCH

U'-'^ *>-»•»•»•• • >•»-,-

Happy Valentine's i

)

Pair tn my Dougiqi-. ',
!

i V f
Love you forever,

Your lucky lime

irc>(7'^ ^ \/ :'^:'^;cp6c

^;:Jenny Poll, ^

NTH,
Thanks so much for

our friendship., and
more! Hope we can /

share this day
-J

together and make J
this V-day a special

one for

both of us!!

HAPPY ':o/

VALENTINE'S. -41

scorn J

I Love You-' j;

-.Your WAAH Baby.-^
.Katriryn .^

^ Kelly M. Tuber ^.
If Happy Valentine's V.
r^ Day and Happy life !•

O
o

^ 07

INDY GRIHALVA
Commies «re red

Letterman's suits are

:, You're Mr. Neutron

That's why 1 LOVE
YOU!!Four more days?!??

Taj^ Sheen

9
9

c>
togettier

1^ Love, Doug y
IWCX.^ ^.-«< c?,v=^ <:^JJ\

O
o

( »

^c?
LJ(CC)

*•>• pratty cl«*«
to Um •i^ltoaattl Caa oaly

eat kaitartf Hara'a to vaay
Biora Special ^my

to^atkar.
I Lava yoM.

K? ^ ^ Ky
Job

I

<^ o c>

Love ya. *)^^

VLittle One'^Xp)

o
Ryan MIzusaki L<DE
Have a good one-

I miss you!

LYLS, Jumpin' J.

9

07

9

Dear Lo, Jo,
Helen €f Potele,

Happy Valentine's Day!
You guys are truly

the BEST!
Love.

^C^<»^ Di

q; 07 c:? c? e? c^

^
cp

JMM(OeJR)
The best times M* ^^®®P
getting better I (slgr>) I

Love Youl
D6MR

I

i

{7 Through roadtrips JTV""^"^
and snow. I'm glad li>

'^ SHI X

\

HIYA DON-IDfAU
^turprlted?)-

Happy V'Day from
Nofto PacHIca I with I

could bo wttti you!

Love, tothony

f

a

-V

V

M-a-l-i-n-o-v-s-k-y

(what a name!)

Happy 26th!

J^Love You Pup,

You're the

Greatest!

Love, Heidi

you can flow. Thanks
for making and sharing

the best of

times this whole

year

I LOVE YOU
XQXO^ .

}

John
• • . N.V>—

I o my favorite modeP
HAPPY VALEN-

TINE'S DAY
GIna

Gegenheimer

Love You
Always v;i<

-Carlos

I

- - -
J

I

1

Mike, Tim, Darrin, Jim,

Damon, & Ctiris (A\ \)

Beach Blanket Bash
was a blast

To bad it ended so fast

We had a great time

Isn't this a cute

rhyme?
We hope you had fun

getting smasHed l

Happy Valentine's Day*

Love, Your n<t» Dates

TO IVIY LinLE
CABBAGE
ERIIM...

HAPPY
VAIFN.

"QK ROSES ARE RED
VIOLETS ARE RED

^ (OHHH HONEY,)
I'H pin you.

But only in becltn

- L

FINES nA\
i-o\ i:,

Charlie
J

love GordI (Gee. A. I.)

::r^

'i LJ^* '^o^ ' I a»/s you: I-

g To the little boy who ,^

?said I love you the ^
first time we talked S

- on the phone Thank Z
D you for four 5
>^r<n I

wonderful years. ^^ |»

^'^
Leiond <^.

r You're ttie nK>st special \
*

(
person I've ever Icnown, •

.

and I love you more j*
:^ than words can express, ro*

To the guy who call-

7

ed me (^tmn^fi and V
made me meet him 7
at the AXA wall for ^
a beer. I've had a (37

crush on you since, oo
Thanks for the too <^

few but very -^
special times. ^

—Love: You Know ^
Who ^

c? c? cr? ^ <:? C7 <::? <^v

^Stocey,''Shari,
Julie, Megan,
and Ciissy
I love you

roomies! Wishing
you a wonderful
Valentine's Day

filled with Lot's Of
Love.

Have a fantastic

Day! Much Love
Always,

Ann Chovies

MHAN KOSHLIY
(AKA-UC teffMey)

Congrotukatkxw on your
kxiQ-distance

candle-passlngi ^
Love In AOT, Your ^

••• k:C k^dSSsS:^ u\
Here are the people we wish to thank
who without we would have surely sank!

e
-e-
e
e
e
•

Art Brian
Aileen Darren
Alicia Denise
Annalee Dick
Bae Doug
Ben Eric

HAPPY VALENTINrS DAY7

George
John
Kim
Lan
Lanetta
Laura

Leslie
Liz

Satomi
Stacey
Susan G.
Susan W

SHCUT AUXAMMII-
Have a super dooper

Valentine's Day!
With lots of love, from

Patricia

'#rv

Joan

C? :.-:']

m -^- i[\?) wn^mber 2 thinos: !|

M;( Be good, and iTKSlce trie

i^l^j- rtOW dedilonl

q!nS^V^ onnii

To Step W. (AZ)
pledge pres. and
party animal
extraordinaire

May all of your
lascivious dreams
came true this „
Valentine^s day.
We love you!

p^^Your AZ pledge '

Boo
HAPPY •V" DAY

I LOVE YOU"
KISS ME .

HOLLY

r^>
Marcy ^^liy

•••••eeeeeeeeeeeeee***eeeeeeeeeeeee«eeeeeee

-^NORIE
BUNGALON

INI-IBIG-KITA!
Always and

forever, Vyma

DREW Phi Pti

To my foxy big brol

Happy Valentine's

Daylll

Love Your AAO
^a€^ Ul'sisl

J

t^ Kelly Beaudin ^ &

I AAA
I

^ Who loves ^
c you the |

^ most? Happy
Valentine's

Day!! ^

l^
DaurayAAA J

^ I LX>W - YOU » I LOv/i VOU
P ^ J«ll..
-~

**ttappv Vatwtln*'*^ DayTT"^
> Today's extra special heiau)«^

3 H's our "ONE YEAl
- ANNIVERSABVT- 1 ,um *ant

5 tosay -N.E.6.C0.Lr

LovcJaairc

I-

5

1

I u>w • YOU » I u>/t YOL> : I - r

^ Srierry, ?

Glad I found you ^
Happy Valentine's S

C>ay r

John ^ h1

2NCn liCKTK SAuCn I '.dOH HACn 1'

Jotin Joy-
Happy Valentines ddy

to my # 1 guy!
Always,
Una

Happy Valentine's

Day sweetheart.

I Love You
so much!

XOU*rE so Johbie

reddy"
It started on a MorxJay

Night ond now ft is

\
pure delight.

I love. "Betty"
J

XOUTlE SC> ETH-

»>**•

Icp

iS-m TO:
KATHY. LO»l. AND III

• (^Xft).(AKI>),(A*)

Hoppy Vo»entine's Day to

the three btgg^s*

swoettieorts at u.C LA
Love Ya,

oavtdam .

Tony
I*m crazy In love

for you!

Happy Valentine's

Day!
With all my heart.

^C^Ce^ Julie

- t

Deor Professor Corr,

A+ Is hard to Improve

on. but I'll give It the old

college try. SO OLAD
Chris was late!

Love,

AC.

iJOV«1

DEAREST
KRIS M.

BE MY VALENTINE
LOVE,
IMARC

Dearest

Hoser,

s^si^

'^Cr* YoCh.ck(eX) %\
|VCtV7 ' J"«* wanted to say how ij
I {^) much I really love you. il

HAPPYV-DAV straight {
from the heart. {

.v.vf^i

Happy
Valentine's

Day!!

I Love You,

Platypus Feet

AifCHe'^ A doornob, a

^od. a permaoem p»«dfc,
a no-life. low-life, and
the girl next door
Nice earrings

. Phil

Collins, more ccon,

please' People and

fncn<lk you've brought
into my 'ffc. thank you I

neede<t a little variety!

Happy Valentine's Day'

Charlotte

t\

\ :

'.I

,'^

&

i
ii

tt
i«M*M

«a
,
»- > I * ,

^m
H«i;iW»w—'w^'i^

iriMNH



IH «#

WM» rtti tmtmm umi^MifitM^—OTi i 'i i r»A»*r>^\<.»«*^«t.-t'^m •^•-••"i^v.

#=

./^

OC7C<7^0 C7^<:7<:?<27^^<7
Deaf Anr^d Bed'

lalid'. Hot yiot
)

Rjcquetbdli will never t;f

rhe s.^me Thinks for serv

ing up some terrific times

YfHjf Heart s Pannef

Sweet P

Of

or

o

^ I COULDNT BE ^
y HAPPIER... I LOVE YOU 1

:l WITH ALL MY HEART, J
GARFIELDI! C?

LLOVE MICHELLE 'i

<2,^ Ct.-tr--. (^.'^-r^ ^.-^

C7t--«^*—

^

T«ra NMfts ill/

Rotes are pink

I |ust want to uy
Wishin' you the best

NAPPY VAUNTtNE'S OAY
""

eARYl *"

EvM IkrMfli tkc iMfri ttniM,

^_^,^ 1 sun l«vt yoM. You art tlM

(j^^^r CMW Cnipi III my
/SriOk frKMytgiirt

Z'
yJ^f^ ivVpS 8wV «llwWS|

r y dmci*
^^^

"•"^^ >
^^ DKZ iYRB

Happy
Valentine's Day

JMZVM
r? FA

I

<7

y STEPHANIE WUNSCH AZ 1

j ,^

What an awesome
little sis! ••

HAPPY VALENEINE'S

OAY!

A

C7v^vJ'
DK2LYBS ..^cf' Vy'

>"!> '»'

Happy V-Day SMMT
Thank you for the

first y/i years of our
life together, in love.

/A> love, C.S.N .K.

Tim,

MAPfY VAlENTfNf S

DAY?
You hove mode me
so happy these post

8 months. Thonk-^ou-

fof evervthingl

ilovIyou!
Kisten

(?%. When is ft goir^g

to be. June 3rd?)

r^ 1

^ 1

nilicHlfluclll

r^^^ f HappY Valentine* Dayf
W^ J You mean ao much to me-

^^ Can't wail 'til August. •

and then December!
ILYF
Lisa

•enna Le ••«#.
May your Valentine's

Day b« happy and filled

with love?

From Patricia R.C.

'> >T0

i

n»'dr Ki'jly

I )enise, Jackie and Tammi*
f hanks lor being such a

wonderful family. You're
all terrilit'! Happy
Valentines Day!!

fCr-=:„ Love Always Kart

L

'>*-^itr>r^,fy

S«'

CO r^ ^

—

p

KEN MARTIN (my hero) \

HAPPY VALENTINES
\

V^

ANNIVERSARY
LOVE, BETH
(your heroin)

(Huh. Interesting.

.

v> yn >>» *

Ih

On tins ...,, .,

LOVBItS,\<

VALBMTtMCr
...LOVK. BItlAM

=-<7*

•I: To the Pledge Claases ol l! I

)

1

XA\ and lik<l> have a

very happy
Valentioe's Day

Love,

h" The Pledge Claa* oi A<t>^

ERIK

Close as we are

I'd just like to say

Ttx)t I hope you

I
have

\ a Happy

Valentine's Day .

EL.ISE
I LOVE
YOU

JESSIE CHERIAN
Please be mine
you doggone

/" Qini

Shirl

1

Carios,
ril always
love you!

J

C7

Bfi M inp

Baby
(please?)

I Have You!

-a

C7

|_ Love, Bunny I

^ ' MICHELLE SAEVKE (KA)^ ^
Q You've mode these lost CJ?

months very speciol!
^ Here's to love, friendship. V
07 ond 2341. Q^ Hoppv Volentlnes Doyf^ Love, Ken ^^ ,^
-^57 07^-^ v:/ A^~^-^

f7=^.r7v-=sO v=>;c7;

•i: Roses are red

,y Violets arc blue

{ Happy Valentine's

\ Day!
C To all the awebtmie

)

Phi Ma's I (

SO

Favorite

To all of

Roger Dunconson's
old friends:

Thanks for your tup-
port and concern

I'll be bock.
Love. Roger

HAPPY VAl FNTINE'S-^
DAY. RALLY
COMMIHEEI
LOVE. YOUR

CHOCOLATE FIEND
CPC

-J7^—T——r:- ^—

o

swTi^t s >:* Fo<V^ THt t;:;^^ >ajcft
\ Dear Hilary Poies ore Red

)

r

t

Happy
Valentine's

Day
MARY ALICE

I Still Love You
as much as I

ever have
Love, Pert

Hey Teen-
Tina (IK)!!!

.Jiearts are red

footballs are brown

Happy Valentine's

Day to the BIG StS

Who is the jamm-
ihg-est around!!!

Wuv Jean Jeanne
~

Hdppy \/dlent;ne'3-

Dc^v to all those

SffXY GUVS in
Circle K We go
\o\ Quality over

Quantity I

f nve. all the Circle

K Women
y^V'^ Guys It's Good

Exposeri
«*>^A x>^<i sar*ar>iaf>i^ xcuvm

)

)

viowtiar^Wue
—

rdwcrtk 113 Miles

Ai$t to see you!

Happv VoJeotine s Doy
V sJoft chorgino of 1 14)

love Wokio

•-5 I LDv* You * I uj\n vot>: i- c-

g fwimpv Jr
M The countdown begins ^3^ days to qqi _^

n^^ MARK DAGGETT ^^p^

Meeting you wos a
dream come true
Thar^ks for filling my

heoft wtfh happiness

y WTf.
# Even though I make your

^ life o IMng hell, you know

Y I'm still crazy atxxit youl

I Love.
^ the messy-haired brunette

^ Q7>->C7>-^ C7>-»»^'

I'd trode chocokate
for you onytlme

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
to my main squeeze

I LOVE YOU?!
always & forever

SUSAN

.

J (unttt our ttfe begins)
) Z Yours Always S

•V'
— —

1

John (from S.LO.) '

I'll never unders-
torxj why 68 girls

aren't lined up out-
side your door. I'd

,

love to be
your flrif .

Maybe I sow
' ^v*t;^^^2r> *<^^T>ethinQ in your -

\^,%J^' P'c^ure everyone

\^'"rv Xaj) ®'^ rnissed.

Love. Sue

\^
^^

<:^'' PILAR CARDENAS
(y/f love you and am very, very proud to be your

/ sister Good luck in years to come.

P:

^
S^.rOJV^-crr

Happy Valentines Day^H

Patricia
n -»

o

DiAR UI
Has it realty been five years

already?
I love you rrxxe ttxan everll

WW you be my VortenHne?
Love.

f

MIRTY-
Ros«« are Red.
Violets are Blue,
You're such an Animal
You belong In the Zoo.

Love jroar ever-
j^ Doetic Rock Woack

.^M'
N

I

,1 LbVS Yoo: I U3VE XOO» » «jum «;s

H><7 DEAR PRINCESS I

OB

IS

Together
Forever,

I love you
B.P.B. QpO

V̂
Wen II.S.»., €His

TliaiiH #«r toeiii9 W

.5

HOOTIE,
Deeper t(ian

the oceah,
Higher than
the moun-

You've
made my

days at UCLA
Brighter &

'O^"^

better than I

could have
ever inaoglned

All of my Love,
HOOTIE
OILLESPIE '

^ Undsoy
Your a great Httie lister ft even a better,
frterxj. Happy V-Day.

MicneHe
t Hked our talks about —S. Have a
great V-<lay

MeNssa
Hey cut»e. wtwt can i say. except Happy
V-Day

You're aN fantasttel AN

To CM's Pleasure U|- Sisters:

Melanie (IIB«)
Pizza annd Beer ASAP, so let's RAG€. PS.
My roonrwTKJtes k>ve your brownie* too
H's and k's

Mk:heNe(Ae)
Are you hkUng In Po*we«? Tatty Brownies
Anywayl Well, let's get togettw arxj
Kxxizzl. Beware oH kkirxippersl

Suzj (A^^)
If we stvxiy hard, we can party hard.
rlgtit? Key-Spa BrurKtv
Sure, wtiy not? You ore aN owesome.

Love, your PKP BB Craig

Angelo
I ttikik It woukj be nk:« to meet you. I

heard you're really ntee.Kat Jokin' Hey
we're getting togett^er soooooni

Ke«y (KKD
We«. mi Remember me? OK. nrty nonDe Is

Kart-KeNy. Let's get together!
Carol (xn)

Let's set a date orvj time arxj RAG€
togetherl Stay In touch. Karl

dtoily briiii^

PHI PSI LOVES THEIR LITTLE
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Hope the
awesome

Audrey
vacation was

Love, Rusty

great. You're

Marie. MeredHti, orxj EUzatDetti

You're great, give me a can and
get togett>er. Chris

let's

Good kx;k with crew
Sara

Your sweatshirt lor some cookies. See yo
soon

DkXKJ
Us Married people shoukj go out with
our spouses sorr>etlrr>e.

LYBB, Frank

Janef
Your beauty arxj kindness rryakes tor
proud BIG BRO. study ft party hard

Karen
I Love you babe, you re a sex dyrKirrx}

LYBB. Russ

Dkarw (UAH)
Here's to my olwoys Roglr>g little sister,

have a happy Valentine's Doy
Andrea (AAA)

Happy Valentines Dayl Here's to more
kite nights with tt>e UCPD. .

GwyrvKKKl)
Happy Valentine's Doyi Thaniis for dkv
ner DkJ you eat all your worms yet?

Love. Steve

Brandle (AD
I'd dye for you. V-Boll Fridays?

Suzanne (KAe)
Youl always be my Vatentlnel

AnnabeUe (KM

)

What would missed brunches and
breakfast klnaps be Hke wlttxxit you?

LYBB. Steve

Kattty and Julie (KKD
Now ItKit im bock and ready to go.
here's somethir^g I wanted you both to
know, even If I searched to a distant
star. You'd both be the best little sisters
by far!

LYBB,Erk:

Lorl (xn)
Your the greates HI sis arxJ I'm the most
forgetful big bro Happy hour soon. All

tt>e drinks on me. rxjt youl
Denise (KKI)

Go NIrwrsI Looklr^j foo^ward to partylr>g
soon with trie hottest rokJerette ever

Joanna (AD
No beer-No hockey tteket»-No big bro-
toobod

Corey

Happy Valentine's Day ILIZAMTN. Hows
rrxjrrled Hfe? Psych up for ttw ski trip next
weekerxj. We are Going to rogel
Happy Valentines Day LAURA. Come by
anytime and ptek up your little sister m-
Itkitkx) certMcate (It was 3 weeks ago)
Hey SIDNIY, Happy Valentine's Day.
Let's do sonr>etlng this weekendl I've only
heard you're o rager. PS. kx* out for

tt>ose bartcades
LYBB, BWy

Connie. Roi3ki and Hoity
"

ItoveyouoN

Karen
You spoN me rotten thanks for everythkig

ENzabeth
I stU owe you a night on ttie town, surv
ihlne. OK RANDY7

Lyrv)
Your smto is contogkxis

Tony

Christy (GDI). Deann (KKF),
and Kim (ne)

Tt>e sculpture gardens were greotl But
the cookie suppiy In recen weeks has
dropped to zerol Let's get together and
workonftKit.

LYBB. Andy

SISTERS*'^;^
277^-~ ma (xn) .

-

Sweetheart, You're the greatest ft
im the fkiklest, but somehow we stIN
havefua

ui s _^ O^bbkn (les)
We've wasted so much time to go piayl
Happy Valentine's Day «" -^

Love Yo, Guy

Kim arxj Sue
Ijjt^get together soon for sonrw good

YBBGreg

Mknl (n«) and Darxi (X«)
The cookie supply was pretty k>w ttils

quarter so the party on Thurs was
canceled. Better kick next timel

LYBB Jon

Debbie
I st« have to give you your x-mos pres-
•ntl Let's go out to hjnch?!

Trocy
We gotta have one of our taNcsl When?
Wei col eoch other.

LYBBVmce

Laura, Caro. and Janet (AAA)
To my detto Ustea three, you have been
so sweet to me. You delta gkis are oh so
line. Worn you be my Valentine?

GANLYBBB

Klra
Happy V-DoyI Let's Boogie offer
midterms Amy (prounounced
AmeeeeehD-Sometlme we shoukJ get
drunk together...lf Jon wIN let usi

Beth
Sure 11 Creech to Weshvood to get de-
sobered with youl

Love. Tom

Potty (AAIl)

and
was great txjt t think your srtMT

txownles woukJ put me more "at"

Lisa Jkj (AD
CAN YOU HEAR ME?l

Lisa(ne)
13 pitchers or Pirocctito's? Sure, why not.
Prepare for more drunden erxieavore

Katie (AD
I kjved the x-ttxm tree. especkiS/ the
AntsI Let's keep on raging

Pam (KKF)
De«)lte your dubkxis taste In movlet. i

itM ttiink you're kUnr
Love S.M.

TO THOSE GALS:
Kelly Kenedy, Vk^kJ Nieison

and JuHet Oer^ler
Happy Valentine's Day

Love. John

Borbee
You're ttw greatest barttee

Arvte
11 be ttwre rrxxe. youl see

Robert

Marina and Kelly
To my little and Big Sis's-both of you are
the greatest. Have a k>vely Valentine's
Day

Love. Rk:k

Kety A, KattYy F. arxj Deanna D
I'm truly In tove with a* of you

Mike

You
Day

To VAL, JENNIFER. AND DAWN
guys ore cooi Happy Valentines

Love. Steffo

to DIANA G., JOOY R, AND ASHLEY S.

You "sweet things " have been and wMI
always be specksl to met

HUBES

Martjkana
If only ttw ttw Orangutan's knew how to
party Hke youl

Terrl

Who says good thk^ don't corT>e In

smaN pockogest
Pom

Marathon extraordinaire, Knock'em
dead. You're Awesomel

Kenyon's 14 Sistera

Anja Ctxan arxl Usa Porogary
You guys are the cooiesti

Love your big bro Scott

To Becky. Kathie. Tkx3 and Wendy
Bob says, "Let's Rogel

"

LYBBB3

JNI

Let's get going orxj make a huge splash
ttw red of ttw year

Karen
Time to start workklg on ftxst tan

Maureen
Come on by arxl CHEER me upl

With Brotherly Love, Tony

You party hard ft DJ. Levy's krwws HI

LoveYo
ANsa

You. Me ft Bob Martey have a datel
Tammy

Lurx;h7 Dinner? How atxxjt |ust a ptxxie
conversatkxi? Just kkjding

Love Ya, Stiaun

Caroline onQ Susan
Thlr>gs con only get better.
Valentine's Day.

LYBB. Dave

Happy

T4

YouVe been the greatest big sisterl

Thanks for the great times and Happy
Valentine's Dayl

^^^
Jetstoo *

ler» see rrxxe dt each other In the
future Happy Valentine's Dayl

Maya
Happy Valentine's Dayl Let's get
togettier soon

Love, Rk:k

Usa
You might feel that you're not getting aN
my attentlorx but to rrw you're tt>e best
<Nttte sister I coukJ ever hove

Marde
To my gorgeous Nttle sister. I miss you.
let's do rrxjre stuff together

Brkjn

SaNy(KKn
You're a fantastic LS Lets drink that

Stterrl (AAA)
You're oweKxne. Lets rage again soorx

JM (KKT)
I tove my LS. Ttxx*s for being o good

Love. Mike

Rebecca (AAH)
-Congrats new inlttolei you're a total

I You kxjk man/elousi
Clndy(Ar)

You gorgeous fox. you feel rrxwvekxjsl
Kathy (KAO)

I kjve your cupcakes. Babel
LYBB. Dave

(AD
I told you I knew where the cheese cake
factory was. 25 Is loo oW but I stl k>ve
you

Narx:v (KKD
Congrats new Inmate. Maytse II see you
and Noel at Santa Monteo Beach

Kristen (AAA)
J don1 thhik I coukj hove survived me-
quorter wittxxit my cigarettes. Kazoo
orxJ the ring. Next ForreN's trip Is on mel

LYBB. Kenny

CardW
Here'i to the cutest little sister ever. Have
a tenWc day

VtoklS
So wtx3t If It's winter quarter. Lefs party
on ttw beachi Happy V-Day

Durray
Keep up that attitude. Happy V-Day

LYBB. Kevin

Terlft Joymie:
How are you. or thdk I say wtx> are you?
Joymie, kjnch (or something) In the near,,
future Is a rrxist. Terl. It's high time for a
txippyhour.

Toro
If' you're stN readlr>g this thing, we stfl

txive some celebfotlng to do
Adam

Bk*e, Kathleen, arxJ Arvw
To my ttvee ttxjt I would soon tove to
see. AN I con soy Is Happy Valentine's
day

Love YBB Chris

Pam(ne)
You're Awesonnel We'H party soon

Jen (KA0)
WRD NfTES AHEAD. BEWAREI

DahHa(XIl)
Happy B-Doyl How about a Kami

LYBB Todd

Moryorvie
I ttxxjght RoMng stops were legal tool
Oh weN. Happy 21st b^Joy

Undy
Being the WG CHEESE' Is fun go for It.

Goodkjckl
Kathy

Who's the kicky Phi PsI? Let's go out and
celebrate our B-Doys sometlnw sooni

Jeff

LoRoyne, Marfan, and Maria
Your big bro Is stw oNve

Jantoe (KKD
Medeighnka (AD
and Stocey (AD

Love yu ON very rTxx:*>l See you soonI
Joy

Try

-. To Andrea (Xft), Karen (AD,
and June (AD

••omlng how to poryl l^ti Shred
ttxjte mWterms. then wtx>'s to soy?

Love you AN. Steve

TamI U Kathy B, Lisa S. and Dkjne
Lets the disappointments pau. let ttw
taughter fM your glou. let your Mustons
kist, leu ttiey shatter.

Love, Matt

MIchele, Debbie, Laura
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI Sorry our
•ctwdules haven't rrxatctwd to weN up
to now. I promise to moke It up to you
ON before I graduate.

Love, Dove

Jeonnie (ne), Kathy (ad.
and JuH (KAO)

Hove o great Volenttoe's Dayl
about dkmer and drinks?

Love, WoNy (Sator

How

Brendo (AD. Lynne, and Beth (nse)
Remembei, the surest way to a nr>an's
heart Is through hU stoiTKx:h

LYBB Dennis

M D, Sandra R, and Wendy S
What a famlly...Love at first sight.
Party...Love You oHI

Eric

Lets

Karen
You're a sweettwart

You're a lox (sorry about tt>e pun)
Stephanie

You're a Goddessi (and o WK)
Loves Yo?

YBBChip

Who

-Ttrtr

con hovel

Lynrw, Morcy arxj Bl

most kJfof IR- licl^f^ O-flttf-

Love You, Tim

Sally
You're the bug-bug In my Hfe. I'H tove
you always

Carolyn
One happy hour doesn't cut It chlckl
Let's wortt on It

Angle
Mart('s tokkxj up too much of your time
away from me.

LYBBJknbo

Mectieola (kki)
-Hoppv^ V.D.Day Kiddotr 1:»t^ o«r
togettwr soon arxJ party hord

Card (nse)
Happy VoNey Times Doy Mysto womonll
Where are you hkjing? CaN me (20e-
1822) It stHI works

Angle (AD
Happy V-Doyl Let's break in your oport-
rT>ent with some real portylngll

Janr)eN(GDl)
Happy V.D. Day -Wemiss youll Come by
and pkiy with us. Those guys ki Rm 14.

LYPKPBBDAN

Lucto and Stephanie
Has your phone been misskxi A 2? Just
Kissing

Ooig

Kofhy-OPt
Lets PBBC, often tove roppin

Lito

How about kjnch w/ your big bro?
Denise

Happy hour or what?
Love, Rod

Patty
Always with you k) thought

MeNsa
Lefs talk secrets. Bkje Nile-Let's fty

Love, Srwrm

JockleMc
Let's sushi rrxxe ofteni

JockleS
You're a sweetheart. Let's find some
time.

M
A quortea renxitch Is ki order. WeN,
maybe noti

Drez

Celine
DIrvwr's at rrry plocel

Susie
Now do you beNeve I tove ya?

MeNrtda
I gueo me marriage Is off

YBB Scott
Karen

Wt»en does my coupon expire? I coNed
Oxjrthouse. It wIN wortt tf>ere too.

Stephanie
Wheter apart or togettwr It's apart or
togettwr. It's good to know you and me
ore hit.

Love. Kenny

Uttle Sister O Jon Effron

Tiffany

Thonxs for the toughs, for the core, and
the merrwrtes

Usa
Thonx for tfw furv and
and the goodies

Katie
Ttxvu for the ckMsmate, and the smNesI

"Rorte Hey you scorrwner. watch HI

"

'Tora O for 4? I tove Yo onywoy."
'trocy (monster) Thanks for being
key-ipa NT lisl"

Love. Matt

K
Wt^en are we going to have that study
break surprise

AJ.
Give me a coN- 1 don't have a new #

Jennifer B
TTxjf number you gave me lsn"t yours. It $

domtnoslHoHo
TA

love you alwaysl

Love to see yo

KeNy

Sue

Mink

FromMoh:
Kathleen

Don't let our Reno trodltton down-quit
wortc orxJ let's RAGEI

Kristen
Thanks for the cor>cert- I owe you
one...weN maybe a couple

Vkglnto
Ptzza and beers soon Lets stxaw Craig
and Metonie how It's donel

Lynr>e

can rrxjke cookiesYou krx>w,

tool J.KI

Susan
No time, I krx>w. but we stxxjto
together If not portyl CaN Mel

Love. Steve

we stxxjto study

Brian FInegoto's i sis'

JeormleW
Plato never hod It so goodi

Jamie F.

Please answer your phone. ki person
RtxxtdaS.

Get tob on Erics hair, but who ore youl

Cory. Mm. and Melanie
You'w tt)a graatestl Let's get tog>eltyr
-tortrkWsr party. Happy hour thta^^^

Your PKP Big Bro. Tom

Susie, Bridget, and Unneo
1 couWnt hove asked for better,
;^JVS are great

Love. YBB Todd

you

Amber Lee and Krystol Coop
Happy Valentines

YBB Erik

Marie
"Tt>e fun has only |ust begua.Hoppy V-
doy "

Noncy^
'1o my #1 (weN nrxjybe my #2) Valen-
tk>e- You're tt»e greatest

Dove

Mylene
D.B. Levy's extends you Its grotltude for
Its fiscal stabWty

Teri

We reoNy need to go out arxl seriously
over<io things beyond that which Is of
ON reasonable

Micaele
Don't windsurf down the "BeorIng
Straight" on Valenfkies Dayl

HVD LYB2 S

Corinne. TWarty, and Girxa
I'm stw thinking about you oN, lets get
togeft>ef orxj do kirx:**"

LovePoui

Stad (KAe)
MaveagreatV-daylCoNMe?^

Love, YBB Mike
Tamrrty, Lisa, qrxj Kattyyh

Hope to see you ON soon
LYBB Mike

Valerie, Marie, and Jennifer
Who toves you doNs. Eddie d course

Happy V-Day

Stacy
I missed you at WtkJtton How about If I

trade your champagne for anott>er
luppty d green )eNy beans

Lisa
Doni worry, mot tonch Is coming up
soon

How's the boyfriend doing?
Love Ya Anyway. Mike

Lad and Jennifer
You gkts are greotl Happy V-Oay

Love Chris

Tert. VtekJ. and LeNorw
Happy Valentine's Day. Let's
togettwr and party

LYBB Kurt

aM get

You guys
day

Trtdo. JIN orxJ Tlrx3

are owesomel Hove a good

Love, Marie

Cordyrx Tomnrva, and Trocey
Sorry. iVe been buiy with sct>od and tt>e

LYBB Randy

Yes, Im
goodto*.

Wendy and Jennifer
stM herel How about some

Love, Jeff

Krtsty and Stocey
HI, crew Is keeping me busy, but I stIN
tove you.

Eftc

Trido. Shoryl. and Stocey
Happy V-Ooy Study hard and give me
a COS.

Love. John

c?.

P.S.^OMING SOON SUNDAY BRUNCH!
ALSO SKI TRIP AND BUS FEES

ARE DUE BY MONDAY ''P

I

I

'

i

'.\..

^

iBBi
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e? Q?

Mi querida Linda,

Sueno contigo,

sueno con nuestra

vida en el futuro.

!A Europa!Vamos
adivertimos. Te

adoro.
?Encontraras

»tas carta^

E.

^'

LLeva,
It's been a wonderful few
months. Thanks for all

the great times, and
those to come.

Te Quiero Mucho,

^C^iAC^ JJ-Baby

Sari Prlc«, my very

special dreamgirl Happy
V^lgn^ing;^ Dayl My

HbAWi li ydufs forever. :

you ^^^ my everything, ,^

mltmwiif%,
4""

Love Ed (SIhned-man)-*/> Lov

;n^ •>r»-»T »"»"»-

Mario Christina- %[
Whenever I smell a Vl

rose or see an ij

electric cattle prod \
I ttiink of you

-Scott

Honey Pooh!!!

Happy Valentine's Day!

(I'll be ready at 8,

so come 'n get me!)

shut the door,

your H.P.
^C»c>t^

^ Don (eX), rp
jf Ouets what arxJ
^ did you Icnow? 9
Q? 9 together arxi (>

<J^
forever to go! (p

^ (U>ve, Monigue(AAA)^ <^

BANBI
ril love you

today, tomorrow

and always.

I Lub you.

CARHEL

<8? ^ C^

<?? <y <p <j? c^ <5>

iV

^
Morgio Drew A

Noncy La Potrtezo
Don't brealc too

fTKiny hearts, but still

hove fun.

LY(now)BB. Alan

Chrtstkxj Bird (Xft)

Happy Valentine's Day and
Congratulations on your
new omce. Your Httle sis

is so proud o( youl
I love you

J

Desperately
seeking
Kevin

Call: PHAM

Chris...

You fill the most special
place In my heart.

Happy Valentine's

Day, Baby 1

1

Love ya,

^^fi^At^ Sharon

i>»

i%*

I

«

\

To My tocic 8 luddies,
Mitch, iurfey, Meggle,

A BInneylips
I hope your wildest

dreams come true

ha! ha!

Happy Valentine's

Day! Love Ya,

Hutch T.T.F.

I

To Jennifer Endo-
A Valentine's

heart for you
Love,

AKA
P.S. Surprise!!!

r

c^^

love
0/' '

' .-) 'JX^o^'^ i<j- I

GHB(RC),
Thanks for

introducing

me to UD!
Best of luclc\
to you and

Sherry.

KDD (R.C./<I>M) 1

To My
Sweethearts,

Yochan Baba
Leiand Lai

Bernie Whang
Michael D. White

Charles D. Wilbur

Michael D. Woo
Edward Yao
Bing Yeh &
"DUDES"

Thanks 4 always

being there!

Love Ya, Bren

^
}} a ttimt^n^m»^nmnmim .**inmum••{
Oz\

hi

.t<- •. ^1•.^?iX?.

Patti Smock AI"

I've seen you gomg down Brum
Walk, Someone told me your

namf wai Smock. To g« »m
with you. I wish I might.

Because your smile is so bright!!

Much love and devotion

^C»<MC A Secret Admirer

Rosa Y. Ramirez

Rosa 0. Ramirez

Rosa U. Ramirez

Rosa R.Hamirez

Rosa B. Ramirez

Rosa E. Ramirez

Rosa A. Ramirez ,

Rosa U. Ramirez

Rosa T. Ramirez

Rosa I. Ramirez

Rosa F. Ramirez

Rosa U. Ramirez

EUu RaMirti

It would take more than a

dozen Rosas to say how

^autiful I think you are.

t

^ HAPPY ^^
^^=VALENT1^€S=
" DAY.1! *
yiu gu/s one giastir!

^^ . • • |M

^p:

%
"h

LARRY
Thank you for

the past
month and a
half. It's been
wonderfu l!

Happ7
'"'

I

Valentine's %
\ » Day! f

Love, Kimberly^>

: V

Rob Dust (OK2:)

Bob Baker (BE)
Rob Haney (AL<I>)

Tom Zarka (ATH)
Happy Valentine's

Day to a bunch of

real sweeties!!

Thanks for putting

up with all my
antics' Love, Ellen

ZECIS. ROBERT, "^O/

MARK. GERRY. HOT '\

ROD. and MOD: ,

You guys are the best!

—

•

^:vA>J/--=rv Love Ya Lots.
f

^«J«<\\o
n Mei Wu^iWiii^

Lynda Vasquez

I
Becky Montoya

Louise Botto

Kelly Klopp

Janelle DelCarlo

Ashley Stone

A<t>

Happy Valentine's

Day to my growing
Alpha Phi family!

Practice your
OAK TREE for

KEVIN (PEPE)

Can you b«ll«v« '^•'v«
only Just begun**?

You odd only happlnott
In my IHol

I lovo you afwoyt,

-^ —r^* 5

joe, the salad bar slave at N.C.

Melanie
Nebel

I

LOVE
YOU

AZ
(and Meenie,

Miney, Mo)
Here*s a

personal for

each of you so'<^

you can't say

no one has you
in their heart ^

today!

I Love You Ally

Terry A. ^

%\hk DELTA

JAU

Acmts

mimiAus
Am PLEDGES

HAPPY

VALENTINES

DAY

n the formal!!

|l Love, Ellen i

^ You have made the

.c?

lL-<5^

past 1 1 months so

wonderful! Here's to 1

year and more.
I love you!

<7-

i
^'

9-

'*\iyC%\
' ' '

'

T.Q.Ut. 1

TODD BONTEMP8
Happy Valentines Day
and Happy 21st! It's

nice to be
back with you v

"Your U g
Krlsten

^ ANNML SOVTHLANP PRE-HEDICAL CONFEREIICE
MARCH 1 . 1 986

? use Medical School Campus

^
Sponsored by USC Pre-Medical Honor Society and Minorities in Medicine

4 For more information, call Kim at (2 1 3)748-4264

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA LITTLE SISTERS 1
\

Get an earlyjump on the long weekend
Come to the House for a

LITTLE SISTER BAR-B-OUE & HAPPY HOUR
=1- __^ Tonight about 5:30

All the food you can eat & all the beverages

you can drink.

Get your weekend off on the right foot.

Come party with the bros & share some
plans for the weekend & Valentines spirit

Dear Jo,
Up till now it has

been a great year on
the team; its been

exciting and most of

all its been a lot of

fun. You are a
special part of the

team and mean so
much to me and the

rest of the guys.
Looking fonA^ard to

more fantastic times.

Happy Valentines
Day- see you in

Fresno (Smile Jo)

Love. Ferdie

Celine,
You're a big girl

now, but 1 still love
ya on Valentine's

Dayt
Dave

1

Danna,
With you -^

everyday is

Valentine's Day
as you are very

I
special in my

I
heart.

I

I love you,
I Vinson

dtafjy brSH?^

iOOD LUCK ON YOUR
MIDTERMS AND PAPERS,
WE'LL CELEBRATE ON

THE 21STII
H.

I

love yoo V. AEO

Dearest'^^

Angela^
weet is the
love that I

ave for you. I

will love you
always.
Tom

I

BRIAN & BRIAN
TULLER JACOBSEN
Best year ever
Exceptional guys
Many fun times
Inherentiy

thoughtful
Night time romance ^

C? Every girls dream ^
V We Love You. ^
^ Tamar&JanIs

l-OJC*^*""^ ' •>%•»">•• • »-*--,.^

C7 •ACv'- '^'••^•oyrBlgBrettiefiE^E^'

,yM; AIM MikeC -li

|><n} Rtb MIkeMc.

^YY HAPI»YVALEimMESDAY

«:&5L-/ca, l»9m Lisa

If «

1

DEAR NADI,
Meeting and getting to know you these
past few months has been incredible!
(You know it's never been boring!?!)

Mexico, Skiing, etc. was just a prelude to
the many happy (fun) times to come -I'm

looking fonvard to spending them with
you -but first- Will you be my Valentine?
====tove, Mr. Clear —

pC!?C?C?<J?(j)Q7(:7C:7

o

r

I

i-OJ ' •Nr»^n»« • •»%%•

WE LOVE OUR <I»K2:

BIG BROTHERS!
John B. Jack H. Nello

F. Topher'G. Reftw.
Luke. Jamie D. Lance M.
Steve Mc. Chris C. Jack

F, Chris C, Vinnie P.

Kevin L. and James W.
NAPPY ¥ALEN-
TINE*S DAY FROM

YOUR KA
LITTLE SISTERS

Maria, Kristen, Court-

f»ey, Caroling L>m

'yCy^r Nick Martinez (TKE) ^'f
•Vv-'>> To The best Big Brother V|

in the World! I'm proud J

• •>(>•»">•* • »•»—. ,
—.*» -

Dear H«rJi>» HOf
Happy Valentine's Day and

good luck on midterms!

Here's to more good

times together.

Love Eric

1

to* v^

Eric

Happy Valentine's
Day Sweetheartl

I Love Youl
Margie

1^ ll-Ml A
vCTs

%J

r^^
p

To my (ia:|

Big and Lir Bros, ,r

:f
STEIN and ALLY 1

A Happy V-Oay, Babesll J
Love your LflVBlg Sis, n

L Wendy (DZ) )(

1

07 0? C^C? 07 0?C7CJ? c;?

r ):f ^o *>« your Little Sister. -

k^/'^:/. ^^^y Valentine's Day ff

; Cheryl Hoey (Xft)"'v'

f
Words can not •!

express tiow I feel l|

for you.
v«jr^J/^ Milce R.

va>-

iLorena, Susan,

Stephanie, Wendy,

^ ^
Katie, Beth, Kelley,

Cindy, Jeni, Sharon and

Greta.

lir^ DEAREST ATO BIG
'^ BROTHERS

(Marfc. Dan. Todd, Marit,

Tom, Pat, Danny, Doug,
Rick, Dan, Jay, and J.J.)

HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY

Love Maria, Hillary,

Kritten, Jennifer,
Daniela, Lindiey, Cyndi,
Vicki, Becky, Susan.
Nicole. Miranda, and

Lisa

YOUR ADORING KA
=BTTL€SISTERS

Y^^ Kathy, J
I Happy Valentine's Day ^
^ from your favorite

J^
*

t Hoser! ro

> PS

•Aw M«f/H O >V3 VJT>< »arH3-Tv<

»^«

5^'

P.S. Happy Birthday to «

Walter.

^» »i* ov»

P"

lC7-'=r<^:

%
r

If, ^ AMY L, AMY p., ^ ^\
^ MICHELLE S. <^'

Hope you oil

have a very

SUITE Valentine's ^
ir. Day!!! V

orooke / |v%

.

r

I

to: Jackie, Kori,

Veronica, and Sarali~

(Apt. #214)

Happy Valentine's Day

to the best roommates I

.ever had (oops, better

. not let Mike see this!) I

miss our talks, Tito's

runs, quarters games,

etc! Tell the

cockroaches I said

Love, Lisa

I

r

^

4

^

o^<7'
(p To the Shoeless Beta, ^
Qy The last 9Vz months ^
-^ have been great. ^
^ 1 Love You-Your V
^ Comforter Stealer (P

t

I

AI Simone, Dave
Fray, Reuben

Sloan, Joel Sctiatz,

and Harry
Hirschman (ZBT)
Will you be our
valentine's?

»%r«

1
•
•

'..vc*

Love from your KA ^
Little Sisters, £/

Miranda, Jacquie, C-
Caria, Jill

Melina

-..vo. > • • . s> ...-»•

a-u

HAPRf VWJEVmis/E&T»fCs(^j^^^

VONNIE (Puffin),

Beyond all of the:

Geezo's; Wow's;
Blatant Disregard;

SORRY Vonnle's; I

want you to know
I love You!

4 Yedrs (Smile),

Corf (Honey)
P.S.HOW...IS that?l

§
MIKE AND TORI

BAGELS AND YOGURT
FOUR HOUR MEETINGS

AND DON'T BE CURT.

FOR THE CARRIES ARE

COMING
AND SO IS THE DROOL,

WITH OR WITHOUT ME
YOU'RE STIll PRETTY

COOL

THE HELD IS A PALACE

THAT WON'T BE

UPSTAGED,

D0N7 FORGET CTO

YOU CANT BE PAGED.

SO GET IT UP
FENCE rr IN WITH FUN

CAUSE TWO HEADS
ARE BETTER THAN ONEI

^ (UalMt oat't RED)

Mate It tht bait...

Lnva DouQ

\<^ Sunshine Girls,

(one more time)

With Cupid's Day,

Here at last

Three Girls Beauty,

Never Surpassed

Romantic at Heart,

Gentlman Three

You're All So Special,

We Will Always

Love Thee

^" nK*u*.'?''*'
^.B-Boxere and Humming Down Lambd7

^^, Chi Hallway Halloween Night, "Cute Cute Little Baby "7

<?/ ?t?^'J^' I^^ Artichoke Hearts. Morning Hour's.-.Skin Trip Babes. Hotel Keys, Little Princess Fast^
<• M ^^'''.^y*'"/" ^^"""^ Massages. Sunsets and?

Piz-«V McDonald s Wars. French Bread. Champagne andv/ za. Stars In My Eyes. Three OCIock A.M.. -The TTradi-

i DAY ALL YOU
PI PHI

I ANGELSII I

^ tion Begins (Jeanne and Kevin- Watch Out), Prince^^N Charles You Handsome Stud. But So Many Tissues.;^?
V. I ve fallen sport. BIG TIME ^
A\00*r^.>»v / V

I-ov« Always, Me .- • ^

T.T.F. r^
V LADtKH OF iiHMt

\

^ Nd<#^'!loo"j!JlhLBoys 3TV<

9.

:<3:
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STACY (A(D)

Lilies are white,

Forget-me nots are

blue,

"I like it out here!"

Reminds me of

you.

Happy Valen-

tine's Day!!!

LYLS, Brooke

^ Shawn ^
Almost 7 years

together and you're

as special to me as

when we first met.

Happy Valentine's

Dayl
I Love You.

Julie

TCI THF. IXIVBLV LvtOIKH

COIVTRMPI^nWG MRRUBRH OH FRIRWDLV TAKBOVRRH.
jHIGH RFIOTRWN KXPRfTTBD, NO WBRD FOR MAKBOVFJtH.

AFTBR BXPRRIBIMf:ilVU YOUR C:ilRVBH AWO DOIWG
BUHIWF.MN FOR WBBKS,

WE ARB RBAIXV IMPRF.NNBD WITH VOIfR JOB
BWRICHMBIVr TBC:HIVIQIJBfi,

IF IWSBRTIIVG ODR FIXIPPIBii TAKB8 TOO MlfC:H TIMB,
VOUR HAWDH OM PBRFORMAWCB WIIJ. HIIIT VH J|I»T FIWE,

COMPANiV POIJC:V MAY PROHIBIT OPBW DATIIVG,
Birr YOUR IX)W RISK/HIGH YIBI^ BARNS THB AAA RATIIVG

HAPPY VALBIVnWRM DAY,
CI^Y AMD THB BUflllVBSil BOYH

CX^K^'^OK^^"^

f<t^^^<rQ''<r<^<^ ^3Kj

Cool Baby,

Happy Valentine's

Day! You're the

Best! Get ready for

a terrific weekend

with no

or-di-na-ry guy.

Love. Bud

PS. Be on the alert

because an animal

XXXXSTXXXXCtt^XX \,mm^^n miTTTT

• • • *^.' •

6IVE IT STRAICHT
FROM THE HEART

CIVE LIFE, eiVE LOVE
\aiVE BLOOD

FEB. 14-18
• ( « • •
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THE DAILY BRUIN
' WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE
DOUG AND KEUY

TUBER
ON THEIR

MARRIAGE,
FEBRUARY 15. 1986.

BEST OF LUCK TO YOU
BOTHM

k .:>»&< >mf^.'^i9ai.mt^ xi!»:;vS»<: >5«f::

5?

4(4C)iCS|c4C)iC^4c:|C)icHC9iC)iC%9|C^

^ DWIQHT AARON8 ^^ Would you be my j^
A« Valentine? You don't 7
%* know who I am. but you'll 7
7 find out tonightl ^
J Your Secret Pal, ' J* I John 4:7.8 *
^^F^F^^^^^n ^^^^^p^^ 3|5 3jC 3|C 3jC 3|C 3|^

AZ Cyndee Wett:

Have an owetome
Valentine's Day!

Luv,

Your little sis'

Study Paks

CURE MIDTERM BLUES
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for
Chemistry, Economics, and Psychology classes.
Available only at the Lecture Notes counter located on Alevel. Ackerman Union.
Lecture Notes and Problem So/v/ng Guides are copyrlgtited by ASUCLA.

WANTED. Beauty contestants. Great
prizes for winning smiles. Place: Univer-
sity Hilton lnfo-(2 1 3)969-226 1

.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

i
^ -^ \ ijdvs you » I ldn^s \ov: i- q

I ^ '^
AZIZM, HAPPY

*

i I VALENTINE'S
£ . DAY. LOVE, g"

5 ASAL • c,i
>'2N01 noox 3A(r> i:oaA2A<n l'

Debbie (LK), ^
The last year and a ^
half has been the y

most wonderful time^
of my life. Each day v^

sj>ent with you is a nn

very special one. 21

I LOVE YOU L.
VERY MUCH ^

All mv love always,^
Sivw (SAIVfi^

(Z^(:p(^^<:pqpc^^

SJ,:

§
ft

«

\

V CSO Buddies:

Dispatcer, don't

send the car

the walk is not so

or«

1

f

• .vv»i

very far.

You walked me
home and

in the end

I'd found in you an

"escort" friend,

HAPPY
TINE'

. > • WSJ*

Elisha>y^^;gp
Hey Babe,

Happy Valen-

tine's Day
Hope you're

ready for a

terrific—t- -

evening*

Love, Charlie

INETTE ••CARDi" BERGER,
The night I lost you my life was shattered. What A

happened to the light, that once, shone sol
bright? So many special moments shared, or'

have I been imagining them from the start? We
exchanged so often our laughs and sorrow, our

\

pain and grief. I thought we were one, but oh!

how could I've been so wrong. I trusted you.

Damn Me! because I did! I gave you everything

and now, I am left with nothing. Oti! How could

I have been so blind? I loved you then and I

still do now. I love you.
From McCoy to Berger, "Forgive me Cardi"

***l love you" .

Love Always, Craig XOXOX

^S"*^ And when the year

Ijl BETH JOHNS HBO) -Mi
.Y Happy Valentine's Day ^: if

to rad chick, a special |
• f

friend and little sis.

JLove ya Sunflower!!

U* Love. Lisa

¥

¥
¥
¥
,¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

PHI ETA SI6MA FELLOWSHIPS
For the 1986-87 academic year the National Councii of Phi Eta Sigma will

A ^i!li2™"^^
$1000 and thirty $500 fellowships for graduate study.

Any MEMBER of Phi Eta Sigma who was or will be graduated in the •85-'86
academic year and plans to enter graduate or professional school in Fall
1986, IS eligible. Applicants are judged on scholastic record, evidence of

ability and potential success in chosen field, recommendations, and need.
Applications are available from 2224 Murphy Hall and must be recieved at the

National Headquarters of Phi Eta Sigma by MARCH 1, 1986.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

DQNORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank Up to $100/week. Minorities en-
couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

SPERM donor
Clinic 820-0377.

wanted. FGE Medical

LOST 17

QOLO bracelet lost Wed 2/12 noon.
Ackerman A-level, women's restroom or
Coop. Large reward offered. Call Christie
209-5542.

;4^»^^»^^^»^^»^»»¥¥¥¥^¥¥¥4^¥¥¥¥¥¥»¥¥»¥¥¥¥¥»»»4^^^^»»»¥¥-¥¥»¥¥¥¥¥-»¥¥¥¥¥»¥¥¥¥¥¥¥»^»»»4t

l,SEIII0IIStAIIP6IIADMTES

Give yourself some credit, sign op

for a Visa /Mastercard and otlier fine

credit cards N-W-F 9am-4pm at tlie

MNslwMd SHitffirt fetfcral €r«4H=
InlM (located behind Kerckhof

f

No employment required!!!

acceptance rate

SALES CLERK
MANAGER
TRAINEES:

Video Sales and
rental, retail record
and tape sales. Ad-
vancement pxDten-

lial. Entry level, wilL

LOST-2/5- Tricolor Gold Braided Bracelet
w/Heart Great Serillmental Value.
RewardlH Doris: (213)653-7917.

REWAROI 1-29-86 between USC baskM-
ball game and Hilgard. ladies gold Seiko
watch. Sentimental value (213)836-9820.

MISCELLANEOUS 9
"Can you sue a Tobacco Company?"
Bumper sticker. $2. Gidmark. 3060-1
Channel Dr Ventura. CA. 93003

— SPERM DQNORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research Will be well compensated Call

Victor 273-2463.

k ^

f
.O.

]

=S^v-Vrl^ \» o»

r

I

HIKE LOVES
ASYA,

ny ffaTorlte
alumnat

i
5

I

VH^Xv<lsa^^an^npwl^ y<^^^

<7

\/i

V^^ Lanca ft Ma.Lourd«s.

I
Happy Volantlna't

Day*

C? Looking forward to

I*
seeing you over tfie next

ir SOyearsI
M John
X-^ C7»-^ C?>-^ C7>-* C?'

^ Dear Shwee,
To my little

orphan:

Happy V-day-

I love you

very much!!

Jeff

I

I

L

^

. • . . v>^

ends

And all tears begin.

Four friends will say
' goodbye.

A hazy fire wilt sputter;

Yet something remains

in those lovely ashes;

Because friends like us,

Linda. Michelle,

the doors are always

open
-Happy Valentine's-

Frank/Paul

Randee
Everyday is

special when^
Tm with you.

Happy Valen-

tine*s Day!

Love, Michael

1

<»»»»:»:«giX«»:*»

to*
'^Hcibhio:

If you love uotneione
you will hv, loyal to

him no matter what
the cost. You will

always .believe in

him, always expect

the best of him, and
always stand ytjur

ground in defending
him.

Hev Somcjone!!

I L II ^ ^^
Drea ^t^

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
i¥

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
TO THE OIRLS WHO LOOK MAHVELOUS!

fliclittlto Oross (LK) Dude- Another personal!

Felisa (LAT) \¥ho't gonna drive you home 7!

Nancy (r<l>B) The graveyard shift llttfe sisterl

Patti (£K) Coolers, crackers, and chocolate instlnctsi

LF/LN (LK) Rocky Horror-INSA-A-A-ANE!
Janet (AO) Lefs guzzle transmission fluIdH —
Sue (rAl) Hey Mom, How the heck are ya!

No use coming to help me now
I've learned my lesson,

anyhowj
Believe me, once i get unposted

From all this pap^r I have
wasted,

I'll fry no other crazy caper^

ril read the Want Ads in

the paper,

And, if i tail to r-^d help there,

That's still no reason to

despair— i

Alon? says youve never really tried]

V Until you've run a Oassifivdl

¥
¥
¥

Sheila White, Sue Kula, Gall Tunick (!), Justine Hllllg, ^
Robin Craig, Jennifer B. (KA), Jacqui Greefi, Cattiy Miller- ¥

You know whooo yoooo are!!! *

Love, *
CAMIY (Fernando, "ADAM**, Hr. Xf) ^^

^ ¥

aaaaaaeeeeaaaaaaaa

froin. Full time posi-

tions only. Apply in

person on Monday,
Feb. 1 7 between
10:00and3:00.
MUSIC PLUS 1901

A/estwobd Blvd. WLA

ValentineM
Dttllooii BooQiie^s^

50% OFF
Bruin Special
UCLA Students,
Faculty, and Staff

jaEAUTYSc

II- tliiiis%
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION r CAMPUS

1 tm. 1» miM m IML mn •
ten tm»mat Mrt pm *r JM •
5 i iiiii irt ii<iH. U—i<nrlt. 4ia.« a
lmkwttmtmlwm4mi**mm J7t •
Qvi Dliptaf OpM RMi p« Mtan kNli S7.H •

M.»' a
a

DfAOUNf ^

I «qr la aaMMt fey 4W ^

»—»Mt <nn H atmmu fey 4FM Z
OWo I itaiii 111 MwfeiW Mai

ndarify. r««<M, m tma any HmNM «
HWmtkt- a

lyfenrta. «

The ASUaA ComnunicJtions Bowt) »u«v supports the a
Uflfvefsity of CaJrtofmi s policy on txw-dscnrrwunon a
No medium slut accept idwerlBements whirfi present a
penons of any ongm. race. nHignn. sex. or sexual a
onenUbon m a deineaning way or xnpty fetal fewy era •
hmiied to certain positions. capatMMwa. rotes or a
sums m society Neither ifw Oaay Brum nor the #
ASUCLA Commonicalions Board has nvestigatad any
o( the services advertised or advertisers represanlad m 9
Itw issue Any person betievmg mat «i adverHsemant «
m Itw issue vwiates the Boards pokey on non- «
discnmwation stated herein siwuid commuoicale
complainls m wnbng to Ote Bus«iess Manager. 0«ty «
Bfun 308 Westwood Plaza. KH 112, Los Angeles. CA ^
90(P4 For asststarKe with housing discnmination ^
pnittems. cal the UCLA Housing Office at 8?5-*«9l ^
or ca« the Westsxle Fair Housing Office at 475-9671 ^

HAPPENINGS 1

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING
(Quakers)

, Meeting for worship
Sundays at 10:30
572 Hilgard Ave.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

iOt? WItSMlRC BH/0 •SUIT! U)S - ^ I OS ANt.f I tS CA 'OO^S

I

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

OCLA DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

i»»:<«:»>:»>»:*>»r«>»:

Intarastad In maatlng
naxt yaar's frathman

and transfars?

Oriantatton Phona
Collars Naadad.

Appllcaftons Availabia
In A-316 Murphy

For Info: 206-AMS

UCLA Jazz Ensennble
sect. 2 needs trumpet— and tromtx>ne
players to join us for

class credit and to

perform at Jazz Festi-

vals and Concerts ttils

Spring. Come to

retvearsals Tuesdays
7-lOpm. Rml345

Schoenberg Hall. We
perform a variety of

Big Band Jazz and
tiave a good time \

doing Itl

PERSONAL 10

DEAR Maddie - It'll be our first time* Meet
me 7th week at the Blood Drive. Let's

give together. -Davtd.

DIANEY-To my favorite lady in the world.

It's hard to be so far away!! I love you
very much! Love, Jonathan.

HAPPY Valentine's Day to Debbie and my
awesome brothers and pledges of Delta

Tau Delta. "What can I say. The Purple

Iris Ball is on its way." Jeff L.

HEY Andrea, Hope you're having a

wonderful day. I'll be thinking of you. Love,

Daniel.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(618)840-8638.

JELI: I-N8 2 years of love. May it only be

the beginning. I Love You. Eternity. Lucas.

JONI G. (AEPi). Will you be my Valentine?

Love you always! Glen

NAOMI - Happy Valentine's- Love. Ron.

PATRICK Regalado, Cutie, '^I'm burning

up for your love!" Happy Valentine's Day.

Love, Lusting Lover.

PAUL- We've had some great times

together and there are so many more to

come. I will keep in touch with you! Happy
Valentines Day! I love you. Katie^

RICHARD: I love and need you too. See
you tonight Love. Debbie.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

TAPE kicker by engineering I on 2/13/86.

How about trying it without the rain? Dave

636-7718.

TEDDY, Don't go back to New Jersey. I

love you! Besides, you owe me a lot of

nrwney. Rosie. *

To Katie: Even though there will t>e miles

between us you will still t>e my special

Valentine! Hook 'em Horns. Love. Paul.

UNIVERSITY of Toronto graduates- The

University of Toronto alumni are hosting a

dinner to honor Dr. Connell. President of

the University of Toronto, on February 28;

for information call Lois O.Brien, Alumni

President (2 1 3)858- 1 093.

VALETINES DAY WITH BRUCE RARE
VIDEOS AND AUDIO $2 DRINKS. $5

COVER 21 PLUS. FOOTSIES,
^ASADENA 9PM-2AM. (816)449^*053

CAREER
ATA

STANDSTILL?

NEED AN AGENT?
If you qualify, we can introduce you

to AGENTS and CASTING DIRECTORS.

CALL

HEALTH SERVICES

PREGNAMT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WC CARE FRCC TESTING
COUNSELING & RESOUnCCS

AVAILABLE
WESTSiOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
Z024 PICO BLVD. SM

CALL 4SO S222
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

39S 1 I 1 1

<^^>^L/v^l^O •••••••••••••••••••••• ^ K,

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Saton Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, cotor. 652-

5766.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND.
MAKE MONEY 473-3708.

[Emm
o • •_• o o » » « o I o » » « o

VIDEO HEAD SHOTS
(213) 473-6621

Having
Rrobiemit?

General
Psychotherap];

Sliding S<xile Fees
BENiTA MAGiT
M»A»f n§,FmC»C*
10845 Lindbrook

Suite #2
Westwo<xl Village

8241524

PERSONAL 10

To Katie: Even though there will be miles

t)etween us you will still be my special

Valentine! Hook 'em Horns. Love, Paul.

UNIVERSITY of Toronto graduates- The
University of Toronto alumni are hosting a

dinner to honor Dr. Connell, President of

the University of Toronto, on February 26;

for information call Lois 0,Brien, Alumni
President (213)856-1093.

VALETINES DAY WITH BRUCE RARE
VIDEOS AND AUDIO. $2 DRINKS. $5
COVER. 21 PLUS FOOTSIES,
PASADENA. 9PM-2AM. (818)449-4053.

GOOD DEALS 7

FREE haircut Need straight hair models
for haircut class at JAPSS Hair Sak)n. Call

Masako at 271-1653.

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REOUESTT "BRUIN PRa
GRAM •• 'fliP\«qa.4407. f8imfl80-436l.

FERESHTEH
Master Hair Colorist

20% OFF
• Coloring

• Highlighting

$49 perm and cut

AOMA
Skin Care Expert

> $25 Europian facial

$20 Full Leg Waxing

Student Discount

In Beverly Hills

(213)273-1063 \ (213)271^^594

MISCELLANEOUS 9 OPPORTUNITIES 26

ANSWERING Service- $l0/mo. 24 hour^
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

FUTON business .. .ear beach, 3
yrs. old

. >fitable, _ tx able, inquiries

welcome Must sell. (213)398-0534.

%
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 jOB ROOM AND BOARD
OPPORTUNITIES 32 EXCHANGE HELR.>.62

Fill In yo«r w««k •
wHli «xtra $$$ {

Immediate openinys for •
secretarial skills, typists, {

clerks, receptionists. J
word processors. & all •

office skills. Work by the {
day, week, or month. •

STIVERS I
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL •

Call for appointment •
in Westwood 208-5656 S

WAITRESS
WANTED!!

LUNCH: Mon-Sat
(11:00-3:00)

DINNER: Mon-Sat
(4:00-11:00)
DINNER: Sunday
(4:00-10:00)
Salto-Asakuma

Restaurant
11701 Wllshire Blvd.,

LA90025
Call 826-0013

Mgr. AkI or Kawai

«

*
*
«

ATTCNTION: OPPOftTUNITY
HOftSON'S

nne btonded Ice Creams is

seeking HIOH ENEROY.
HARDWORKINO.

ENTNUSIASnC. REtPONSItLE.
PSRSONAM.E IndMduals wtK>

(«^ont to grow witti fhe teocJef in

^e«hly mode tceCfeom.
FuU-tlme/Part-tJrne, days.

evenings, weekends. Asst

Momger Posttkxi Avaiksble.

Ptease Apply In person at:

Hobsons
10923 Weytxjm

206-2233
E06-M/F

DRIVER/messenger; full or part time Fa-
miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurance,

copy of DMV Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto allowance Call (818)906-

0763

DRIVER and errand runner needed Must
have car and insurance Call David at

659-1891

EARLY morning childcare Female/driver

preferred Near campus. Great pay
Responsible, dependable 475-5723

EARN $600-$3000/month. Full/part-time

positions. Training provided Call SBN
days/evenings (213)376-2890.

ELECTRONIC Engineer wanted to design

a chip for display on TV tube. Call

(213)4613524.

ENTRY-level bookkeeper, A/P. general

ledger. Pacific Palisades resident prefer-

red. (818)573-5003, Sandi.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-

pointment, ask for Gloria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

Call(2 13)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GENERAL office person needed for Art

Publisher Part-time: flexible. Light typing,

light phones. Call Linda or April at 930-

2410.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT MINIMUM AGE 21 NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN, WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING 826-7000

IMMEDIATE openings: Valet parking at-

tendants Redondo Beach area. $5-7 hr

Will tram EOE/M/F/H (714)640-5857

INSIDE sales for art departmerit of

dqpartmgnt nhur. Pn i l »» full lirtiH fiail

10-6.473-3400.

PROFESSIONAL woman needs personal
secretary for typing.errands, etc. Must
have own car & know WLA area .Knowl-
edge of entertainment injustry helpful. Sal-

ary negotiable deending on skills Call Jeri

(213)874-3000

REAL ESTATE ANALYST Part-time Op^
portunity to learn improved real estate

private placement syndication evaluation.

Will sponsor for NASD Series 7 license

Santa Monica location Non-smoker
(213)395-3176.

RESTAURANT Reservationist. part-time.

4p m -8p m Mon.-Fri. The Ivy Call David
Lloyd Nelson 274-8303, Fri., Sat. after

10a.m.

SECRETARY part-time near UCLA, small
office, type 80 wpm, some record keeping
$10/hour, 479-8300.

SECURITY authorization agent Immediate
opening for a part-time agent within our
check payment services division After-

noons, early evenings and weekends
Ideal candidate will have excellent verbal
skills, good math aptitude and be detail

oriented COT exposure a plus. Apply in

person 8:30am-11am M-W or 1pm-4pm
Thursdays. Telecredit Inc.. 1901 Ave. of

the Stars. Suite 300

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work please call 452-9616.

SPANISH speaking person to teach
Spanish and translate/draft letters for

musician/businessman. (2 13)399-2181.

STUDENT companion for 8th grade boy
inexchange for private room and bath,
some board in Beverly Hills home 468-
4747 Ask for Carol

TELEPHONE Sales Photocopy supplies

Salary/commission/bonus. 'Leads*
Manager & trainees needed Call 395-
2009/8am-1pm

TYPIST, part-time, will train word process-
jng. SOwpm minimum, Mon-Fri Steady
-worK, $6 50/hour Marina Dei Rey. 306-
4625

LAST call for WLA Little League coaches
Boys & girls ages 8-12 Season goes
through mid-June. Come ^ get involved:

call Paul 470-3816.

ART dealer needs part-tinie office help in

Beverly Hills. $5/hr. 276-01 47.

_ASlAJfaval/study. 2 month*. $1295-$139&
covers all expenses work($6.00-$10 00/
hour) to offset cost (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT to President, knitting mill,

great opportunity for advancement. Call

Mr Behar. (213) 233-6888.

AT EASE Westwood is rK)w accepting ap-
plications for experienced sales people.
Flexible hours Please apply in pwrson
1001 Westwood Blvd.

Athletic-looking girls in Track and Field,

Swimming. Gymnastics. Tennis $100/day.
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431

•

ATTORNEY needed for court ap-
pearances Fee negotiable Please call

874-2569

LICENSED driver wanted to drive church
van Sunday mornings. Responsible person
needed, at least 26 yrs old. $6/hour Call

459-2358

LIVE and workin Japan! English teachers
needed for language school.
"TdergraduaTe degree required Call Ms7
Yama7aki:(7l4) 536-2308 or send resume
to: 305 West Utica, Hunington Beach. Ca
92648

MODELS needed for free haircut. Beverly
Hills, call Kozo 277-7045

MOTHERS helper - flexible afternoons,
possible weekends. Salary negotiable.

References required. Call for interview.

474-8123

VOCALIST for Christian demo, metzo/
soprano preferred Mark 854-2334 or 399-

4275^

WLA Raquetbail and fitness club looking
for an energetic sales-oriented person for

reception/membership sales Early morn-
ing hours available Hourly paiy plus
commission Please contact Rosemane
826-6648 after 10am

WQRK-study student neodod at medt
center; 10-15 hrs/wk, times flexible Duties
include secretarial, library and research.
Contact Dr. G Small ext 50291

$7 PER hour guaranteed salary plus extra
commission Telecommunications Oppor-
tunity. 4 to 6 hrs per day Part-time/
fulltime. Call Mr Davidson 8 a.m.-lp.m
(213)930-1891.

BABYSITTER for 3 yr. old in Santa
Monica. Easy access by bus. 25-30 a
week, days $4/hr References required,

English speaking, non-smoker. 450-8859
or 450-7761.

Bindery/Runner for Print shop $4 50/hr
Apply in person; 1 1 71 7 W. Pico. WLA
BLIND man needs reader or secretary/

typist to read in person, or a paralegal, (or

a volunteer!) Richard 938-5347

BLINDMAN - Hollywood Poet/historian "

would like secretary/typist, reader, friend,

gofer with cau4>enpal, volunteer Be my
Valentine. Shalon. Call Richard 938-5347
Write 5905 W. 6th. LA. 90036
BLONDE coeds 5'7 and taller needed for

bikini calendar Showcase-(2 13)278-7469 .

CAMPUS REP. WANTED-represent hot

new product -AEROBIE. Gain marketing,

RP, A sales experience. Contact Andy
Eidelman. (415)322-3953

••'CASHIER Wanted. Panama Reds,
days, $375-S425, Great fun place to

work. Apply in person, Mark or Otto

(213)826-7337

CHILD Care needed, evening hrs. In-

cluding homework, meals, & clean-up 3
days/week 906-8372 Stephanie

COUNSELOR-full-time positions now
available at leading residential treatment
center for teenage boys Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits. AFTER-
NOON/EVENING COUNSELOR, NIGHT
COUNSELOR (818)347-1326

COUNSELOR/companion for edelery
woman Approximately 15 hours/week
Morning/afternoon shifts No housework or

lifting Responsible and pattern $6.00/hr

399-1421

COUNSELOR-hadicapped teens Even-
ings or live-in weekends Excellent oppor-

tunity for psychok>gy ma|or. (213)479-0929
Driver-PT.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

t>ean, Hawaii. World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944 -4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DO You Have What It Takes? Black Tie

Promotions is now accepting applications

for part-time t-oking for ^ career

opportunity 'i. .,e pay. Call now
(213)468^776 " - -

$$NEED cash? $500/$ 1000 stuffing

ertvelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope -McManus Enter-
prises, Box 1458/DB. Springfield, OR
97477

PART Time office, work Japanese
language helpful 20 hours weekly - hours
flexible Peter 485-0160

PART-time telephone solicitor, no selling,

cash paid. 6-8pm. T-W. insurance office.

820-4839

PART-TIME fluent Spanish and English
WLA area. Call after 4pm (818)784-0769

PART-TIME telephone solicitor for high

demand insurance products. Good hourly
rate. Call Sonia at 479-4181.

PART-TIME driver needed HealthCare
(213)838-4420 Ask for Stan or Diane.

PART-TIME retail sales person. Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood
Ask for Stacy 820-7373.

PART-TIME - Big Bucks - distributors for

great anti-cancer dog food Tell Bruce Rod
sent you. Mon. and Thurs. meetings 7:30
PM. 2044 Cotner Ave. (off Olympic) or call

Rod 851-3338.

PART-TIME 6-HR/WEEK. secretary, non-
smoker, good with numbers, filing, phone
work, and some typing. (213)—474-9688

PART-TIME position as receptionist
available with CPA/Bus. Mgmt. firm

Located at Santa Monica and bundy M-
W-F 9am-1 :30pm $5 50 to start for non-
smoker with neat appearance and dyni^mic
personality Typing and auto required.

Call for interview 826-0800.

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public
relation persons, part-time, phone
experience.(213)854-6491/ 650-2269/^

Well organized individuals

to work as psychiatric/

psychologic research

assistants. P/T or full-

time, on UCLA projects

studying Alzheimer disease

_ Of depresseion in older

adults. Send initial

statement of interest and
qualifications ASAP to:

R NeskesM.D, WLA-VA
Ward 209-A LA. CA 90073

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

BRIGHT, energetic person w/some
background in art w/sales or marketing
experienceneeded to open gallery
(213)399-2181.

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs mature
business major for 16 to 24 hours per
week with working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus Intermediate accounting
helpful Great opportunity and compensa-
tion based on experience Send resume
to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd
»729. LA 90010.

FREE Gucci bags, free Carfier watches,
free trips to Paris and $200-$500/weekly
doing part-time selling. High qualiity and
unique European products. If qualified,
pickup your FREE Samples by appoint-
ment w/ Mr Lawrence at (21 3)550- 1 562.

CLUB GUIDE...... 40

IBM-PC/PC compatible owners Work at

home. Software/data management com-
pany needs data entry and software work
for compatibility test/instructions diskette

Send $3.00 to Visco Data Management.
141 IB Diamond Bar Blvd Suite 109-U
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

$200-$500 weekly doing, part-time selling

High quality French perfumes. If qualified

get your FREE samples and FREE attache

case Call Mr Phillips for appointment at(213)550-1551

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly furnished & utilities

noar V A. Hospital and UCLA bus. No
Kitchen. Available.$450/mo. 479-5638.

GUESTHOUSE, Bentwood. mountain
viewnearby, $395 plus 3 hours weekly
work Older male grad. student, foreign

welcome, car. 472-5726.

ONE Bedroom $750: Two bedroom/2 bath

$1195 Best WLA location. Carpet, drapes,

built-ins. fireplace, sunkin tub. view, securi-

ty parking/building, pool, sauna. 479-5672.

STUDIO, 1 -bedroom, 1 -bedroom with den
Kelton Towers. 208-1976.

WESTWOOD Apartment-large living zoom,
small bedroom. $6l0/month. Walk to

UCLA. Call6-8pm. 824-0243

$1200 Brentwood, brand-new. Walk to

UCLA 2 bedroom. 2 bath. Deluxe, small,

modern building 11675 Darlington, open
house 9-4:30. 827-4652.

$950 2 bedrm apts Palms area Laundry,

a/c, fireplaces Brand new Open 11-5 dai-

ly for viewing. 3650 Jasmine

APARTMENTS
FURNI^HEO..^^^^

ROOM and board and small salary in ex-

change for partial care of 5 yr old girl and
light housework Beverly Hills (213) 276-

3988

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELR...63

ROOM (with kitchen priviliges) for babysit-

ting (infant and 3 yr old) and light

housework a few evenings and a few

hours on weekend. Female student prefer-

red, quiet and reponsible. Call 392-1330/

825-4320

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

FURNISHED bedroom in large apt. Kitch-

en privileges, sunny patio Westwood area.

Reasonable 475-9205.

Hillside home, pool, private room Female
student preferred. Share bath with one.

$325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

OWn room in 3-bedroom plus loft. Pool,

Jacuzzi, parking, security. $344. Available

3/1/86. Call Stephanie/Sherri 837-9987

PRIVATE room & bath in spacious condo.
With garden setting. Security building v«[ith

pool. 3 m iles from UCLA. Close to all

transportation Female, non-smoker. $475
plus 1/2 utilities. Available 3/15. Please
call Susan (21 3)274-55 13

ROOMMATES.... 65

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment.

Walk Ucla. security building, great room-
mates! Much more! $350/mo 208-8991

roommaig^ wjirws4^^s^ enarg"^

WALK to UCLA- hooray! Furnished
bachelor apartment. Utilities included

Manager 644 Landfair #201 . 208-2676.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED .52

iTWOOO. Very ctean . I bed room,
carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator No
pets $680/month Only charging 1 month
rent, security/cleaning to move in 213-
678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. Huge
singles. One-bedroom $700 Call Mike at

824-9925. _^
NEW building

. 2 bedroom/2 bath. 1

bedroom/1 bath. $800 and up. il!475-5402.

#473-51 42(day).

$950/mo Venice Beach 2-bed, den, 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood floors. Refur-
bished. Build-in. Off street parking. 396-
1001.

bed/den Excellent location near Wilshire/

Bundy $425/mo Call Rob 478-7681 after

5pm.

FEMALE roommate: sunny spacious 2
t)edrooms, 1 bath March 1st move in. Call

824-2785, Diane

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in West Los Angeles apartment.
$240/month Call 477-1244. ^_
FEMALE roommate wanted for large one
tjedrqopi apt._ Ljymg room, full kitchen^
laundry facilities. Walking distance to

UCLA Strathmore/Veteran. $275.00/month
208-4408

FEMALE own spacious room, share
bathroom. $325 plus one-third utilities,

move in immediately, Beverly, days 536-
4088,828-5105.

FEMALE needed. Share room. 2-bedroom.
1 -bathroom apartment. 5 minutes walk to

campus 824-1614. 624-3521.

MALE roommate for Brentwood single.

Near shop, bus. Furnised. stove. $250/mo.
Ron 471-3569 after 8pm.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines Fully equipp>ed.
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)
785-9865

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE.... 54

PROFESSIONAL lady seeks female
roommate to share luxury condo. $550/
mo. non-smoker Nati. daytime: 478-
371 text 4229 evening: 390-1083

ROOMATE needed- Furnished house,
fireplace, jacuzzi, laundry facilities.

$300 /month (213)743-2376.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Projessionally
since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3136 or
Sherman Oaks (8 1 8)789-6064

ROOMMATE needed to share spacious 1

bed apartment in Brentwood Female.
Non-smoker $350/mo Call Jennifer or
Debby 826-7125.

UCLA student needed to share nicely fur-

nished single apartment. 625 Landfair - 10
minute walk to campus $243/mo Parking.
824-0134.

FEMALE needed to share bdrm in apt
near UCLA. $275/mo. plus security plus
utilities. 470-7931.

NEED roommate to share 3 bedroom
duplex. Own room. $635 Walk to UCLA.
Spacious Spanish style- with view,
fireplace, hardwood floors, yard. Clean,
considerate person needed, available
March 1st Call Ryan evenings/weekends
208-7529

OWN bed/bath in 2-bedroom luxury apart-
ment Sherman Oaks. Off freeway 15 min
to UCLA Sherry (818) 989-3780/(818)
988-8300

WRITER seeks apartment to share with
creatively-talented person UCLA area.

624J311 (ext 667). Anytime. Vernan.

'V'^-^-'-^^^'-^'i^^^^*'-^*-^^*-^^^?

•All clients screened w/photos

and rets since '71

•Daily computerized updates

'Listings throughout Southern California

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff

9701W PKoBd Century aty

3402 Pacific Ave Mama
556-2752

822S548
'^^^^^'^'^'^.v^r^rm

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

GREAT neighborhood Between Olympic
and Santa Monica 2 bedroom home, din-
ingroom. fireplace. Hardwood floors
Wonderful yard. $165,000 Wynn 477-
7001

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1. 1986. in exchange for
condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period
Call (213)553-3266.

SUBLET 66

O'MELVENY ft MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are Interested In

subletting your furnished

apartrT>ent any time

from May to August,

& possibly Yi Of

September, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
^-6539 or 669-6<

f.\r,

^

SUBLET >^ .w..,, 66

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer Second year

law students clerking w/our firm need
»(vestside housing Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext 557 before 400 at Manatt.

Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working m LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry.

(
213) 683-9100 for more information

.

WANT to rent or sublease office approx.

200 sq ft in Westwood. 208-1865.

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

WALK to UCLA and Village 2-bed/2 1/2

bath Vacant/Owner anxious
Joyce;Schreiber Realty. 274-2900.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

ENCIIMO $950. 2-bedroom 2-bath. securi-

ty, pool, tennis, prime location Sue 825-
0045,(818)885-0745.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious
students only, please Aircraft rental (818)
344-0196.

DANCE AND
:5ICAL FITNESS..82-

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE
POSITIONS OPEN. 4/86-6/86 SPRING
SEASON POST-HIGH SCHOOL EXPERI-
ENCE/COLLEGE LEVELS #213-874-7990
ENTRY DEADLINE 2/28/86

CHILD CARE 90

JYStTTER Wanted Tor 3 montfTbld M-F
4 hrs each day $3/hour. Call 839-4521

INSURANCE.. 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM" (818) 860^4407. (818) 880-4361.

AKiJO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Retusod?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip-
ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108 .,

JERRY'S moving & delivery The Careful
Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (2 1 3)39 1 -5657

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartnnents. Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

§1 daily bruin friday. february 14 1986 classified 33

SERVICES
OFFERED. >; 96

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS
RESEARCH EDITING' PhD IN' ENGLISI^
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS FAST SER
VICE! (8 18)798-8334

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers.
resumes? Professional help from publish-
ed author with journalism masters Dick
208-4353

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING ,. 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM- 10PM 7'days Type!
transcrioe & word process papers,
resumes, etc

, rushes welcome,' WLA
Marian. 391-3622

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE... 11

2

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo
flutist. Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting
pupils.669-5324

78 Honda Wagon A/l^, new tires, oanery
AM/FM cassette stereo. 1 -owner $1395,
292-8618

A better paper - Writchand Word Process-
ing Call Lois 828-84 10 _^^

PAINT jobs wanted Student owned paint
business Many local satisfied customers
References available 24 hrs Mark 820-
3349

A-JET speed typist Rush projects no pro-
blem Extremely experienced Accurate,
reasonable Pick-up and deliver Uura
410-2890

RESUMES... 104

PROFESSIONAL documentation services
Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/development/production Any re-
quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers
books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;
help in writing. Call Sami Kama!
(818)760-3149.

PROFESSIONAL editing master's and
doctoral theses, manuscripts References,
reasonable rates. (213)698-7078.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS. PAPERS
DISSERTATIONS. THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS RESUMES 473-4193

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional, Rate
neootiable. Call r2l3\4 74-0.31

3

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription Linda (213)204-0947 Call
noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC.
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,
dissertations, one day service. $1.50/page
WLA. Myung. 397-6344.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE $1-3/PAGE CALL
EVAN FOR INFO. (213)450-8719

ABIGAIL Harper: papers expeditiously and
professionally prepared on IBM PC XT/
Laserset Printer. From $2.00 Call 395-
1052. anytime

APPLE and I word processing MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1 50-$2.25
Theses, term, etc Dissertation disc
390-4588

RESUMES, $12ypg computenzed typeset/
-•a^®'" P.r>nt.er. typing & word processing
Papers $2/page & up Paper Tiger 821-
8091

78 2802, air 5-speed. sunroof, cassette
^9,000 m.ies $3800 o.b.o Call Ken at

(2 130)475-9097

79 Capri auto, power steering, power
brakes, a/c sunroof, stereo/cassette
53.000 miles, black/tan. $3i00. 202-1521

'81 Audi Coup Black. 5-speed A/C Ex-
cellent condition, $7000 obo Leslie 207-
2921

"82 VW Rabbit. 4-<Jr.. w/cassette. good
condition, interior very clean, runs great.

$3500. (213) 545-6342 Ed.

TRAVEL.... 105

EdMng & Typing
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your tiiesis

elegantly and economically
2 13-396-01 93

T

J

B^ar'm Editing and
Writing Service

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

DONOVAN Enterprises: Typing- profes-
sionalism aesthetics, editing, grammatical
considerations, swiftness, negotiable rates,
conscientiousness, pick up/delivery
(213)397-2945.

EXPERIENCES, term papers, disserta-
tions, etc:* on word processor 201-7486
479-1816, (818) 780-7022. «

SPRING Break. Save $ world wide Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels
(818)989-3123.

HONOLULU-$229B/T;
NAU|.$309B/T: #

LONDON-$519R/T: •
SoMc stadcnt dUcoaate S
avaUablcSOO/AIR-DEAL •

^ or (415)641.5043. Ask for •

P«talittl« ft Bomaacaia
yoar Ufa. Driva aa Alfa

Roaiao froai...

Bavariy HiUa Atfa
,3^74 S. Bobartaoa at

'' Natioaal
(213)559.77«6

MOPEDS 1 19

85 Yamaha Riva 180Z. black, runs great,
looks sharp, $975. David, evenings 477-
1178.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 1 12

HONDA Civic 82; mint condition; 19K; am-
fm-tape; $3500/obo, call Nelly 825-0182 or
399-2602

i ^ YAMAHA 83»84»85

MAZDA '81 GLC Sport 5-speed. sunroof.
AM/FM-cassette, 42 mpg, great condition
827-6883; Lon. Ask $3.500.

MAZDA GLC. 1980 Economical, 2-dr

.

am/fm, red $1800 o.b.o. Great little car!

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213) 837-8292

TUTORING
OFFERED .::.....:_:98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828-4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write dearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

UCLA ESL teaching certificate. Grammar,
conversation, pronunciation. Reasonable.
(213)651-3804.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor,

help with composition, grammar and pro-

nunciation and conversation. (213)658-
7213.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing All levels,

courses. CBEST prep . experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291-3158.

TUTOR for Calculus. Algebra, Physics and
Engineering Tutoring at UCLA or nearby
Reasonable rates, call Frank 512-1503
8am-5pm. 820-5862 evenings and
weekends.

TUTORING- English, history, social

science. German Experienced tutor. $12/
hour Call Ninette. (213)454-3975 or 459-

5090.

TUTORING - French, Italian Patient and
experienced Kids to adults. UCLA grad.

Call Lisa: 215-1862.

EXPERT typing/professional editing term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388

EXPERT typing at low cost. Theses and
disertations Near central LA Call John
(213)663-5690.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,
$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352^4343. (213)514-9245

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-
"ttorr format. "Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

(ri,3)477.1KSg;:

IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses/
resumes/ all jobs welcome Fast tur-

naround. $1/page 934-3458. 929-8423
after 6 pm.

JUST your type, anything, everything, all

letter quality disc retention, fast/
competitive. Karen/Laurie. (213) 470-0933.

THESES/Dissertation typing - Revisions
are faster and less expensive on Word
Processing SIMIAN Word Processing
Service specializes in thesis/PhD typing,

scripts/novels, resumes, and form letters

P.O. Box 85765 LA CA 90072. PH:
(213)467-2928.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

MUST sell - 79 VW Rabbit, 4 speed, tape
deck, am/fm. 6 speakers. Excellent
$1800. (213)394-6938
TOYOTA. Celica 1980 good condition, new
tires, great cassette, am/fm stereo $3800
call 624-3921

TOYOTA: '80 Corolla, 4-speed. AM/FM.
49K miles. Very dependable Cute
$2800/obo. (818)885-8131.

1971 MBZ 220. 4-door. s/r. new stereo,
>»t wj»f vAiiauoi. rfrirriavulaiV COnOIITUn
$3900. 470-71 1 1

1971 Opel G.T. Good condition, very
clean. $1295. Original owner, only 70,000
miles. 38 1-4528 days.

1971 VW fastback. Rebuilt engine. $800
negotiable, call Sousan 825-4821. or 828-
0605.

. i<
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St:ot)lin's &L, Accessories

?

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/lnsurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

1l3347 W. Washington Blvdt
! Los Angeles, CA 90066

*^T^13)306-7906 ^

.

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-
sional Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (2 1 3)653-3600

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (2^3YiO&-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block
from campus. Can type anything-fast. ac-
curate. dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing.
Reports, terms, manuscript Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited
857-0215.

1974 Datsun B2t0. New clutch, transmiss-
tion. paint, battery, upholstery, etc! $1,100
obo. Jay 824-0368

1974 Fiat Spider Convertible Runs Great.
Great Condition. AM/FM stereo. $1500
obo. (8 18)506-9670 after 2 PM.

1974 VW Bug. Excellent condition. New
brakes. $2800. Phone (213)387-5939 after
6pm.

1975 Mustang. New battery, shocks, muf-
fler, tune-up. Runs great. Must sell $800
obo. 207-4827.

1975 Mustang Ghia 8 cylinder. 60.000
miles. Air. 2-tone brown. Original owner
Best offer. (213)391-5159.

1977 924 Porsche, burgandy. tan leather.

4-speed. 47,000 miles, new Michelin tires.

$3000. (213)398-9936.

1978 Audi Fox. Excellent condition New
trans/tires. 66k, $1800. 667-9298. 207-
4003.

BARGAIN BOX..,,.»125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150 Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.9S/yard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126
*

LARGE rust colored couch. Good condi-

tion. $75. Call 208-6165.

Tutoring/Editing

By exptrienced PUD English Profaanr.

•English Gramnw'Cotnposrtion

•Thesis/Dasertations

•Esseys and Proposals

Cmll Dimnm (8iat990-79e0

sct: SSSST

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

PERSONAL -

SERVICES 95

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

JJJe
pollth & dean your hard. ••ml-«oft

g^w »o« contoct tertt«s whNe you vw3«.

^Mj^ITr^'^"' contoctf to "»ke n#W coo-
^Won. Feet and !•• b«tt«r

g;j;59?|. 1132 Wettwood Bd. 20S- 3011voMoted Portdr^20% OT With Thte Ad.

f PATfENT TUTOR %
5 MATH (arithmetic throughj

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.^

J Engineering, Reading. Gram- i
J mar, Study Skills. Work with a j
^ tutor who knows the subject S

well, and can patiently pres-^
ent the material in a variety ofJ

J ways. You will also learn theJ
^ proper way to study toJ
i achieve confidence and self-p

J reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-S

J TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-*
16463. X

Computer Word
Processing

Theses Dissertions

ASHLEY-WELLS & CO.
(213)477-7593

Oiw DAY rrpwn
ProtaMlonal wTlt«r wMh BA In

Englrf) w« type orvJ edN term
poperi. thetai . icflptt. reaumM.
•tc. Or edmng on(y. Over 25
yean expertenoe. Wettwood

VBoge. M Oelanay.

624.2S53or824^11t

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

ASTRONOMY TUTOR NEEDED IM-

MEDIATELY! UCLA SENIOR CALL
BLAIR. (818) 986-5818.

WANTED: Tutor for 12 yr. oW boy in Bev-

erly Hills home. Call Art 20W)170 between

7pm-10pm only.

••••e««e««««« ••••••••••

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

1978 Dodge Omni. am/fm. cassette,
automatic, air, roof-rack, original owner
Excellent condition. $3000 obo
(213)651-5230.

1978 HONDA Accord. $2900 Superb con-
dition. Incredibly low mileage. 5-speed.
sunroof, call Sam 472-9781

.

1979 Chevette. 2-door. a/c. radio, light

blue, economical, great for housewife/
student. $1350. (818)906-8372

1979 Volvo Wagon 245 DL Good condi-
tion. $5200 obo. Call Noma, (21 3)454-027

1

evenings or (213)3459-65607. leave
message.

1980 Chevette. midnight blue. Automatic.
54.000 miles. Good, reliable transportation.

$2.400 obo. (213)271-7825.

1981 Toyota Corolla 5-speed. A/C. AM/FM
cassette, cloth seats, 60.000 miles, good
condition. $3000. Call Manoj: Days: 206-
8680. eve.: (805)584-6553.

1981 VW Rabbit. Diesel, 2-door, sunroof.
• 4-spd, stereo, 48mpg, excellent condition,
$3500.470-7111.

1982 MAZDA 626 DLX-Sedan. Low
mileage, a/c, cc, am/fm, $4500/obo.
(213)821-6031.

'68 Buick Stationwagon. Low mileage.
Very dean. Good condition. Automatic.
$800. 640-1661 days/393-e734 evenings. >

'75 CHEVY Vega. Good Condition Need
to sell. $600 obo. Leave message 824-
0961.

iVi^ MATTRESSES T^T^
All new hotel letjt guaranteed

Twin Set 150
Fill! Srt t68
<,)iieen Set $88

King Srt t98
New .5 piece bedrcxim set $118
New full 5>i7.e or queen sleeper $139
New <iofa and love wat $159
Oak Finish coffee tables $20
Knd Tahln $1,5

Lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

MISCELLANEOUS». 1 28

DIAMOND ring. Suitable for man or
woman. Worn once. $250 or best Call

Dave (213)461-1863.

SPORTS
EQUIPMENT ^132

BRAND new men's Salomon SX 81 ski

boots (size 320 equivalent 6 or 7). Also
boot bag. Total value $285 00/best offer.

Also Roffe gloves men & womens. Call
(213)824-7946.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS.. 134

76 Ford Pinto, fully renwnufactured, too
rr^uch to list Call now, leave a massage.
747-1249.

'77 Firebird Esprit White w/ white intertor

,

new tires, new Am/FM cassette &
speakers, runs great. $2000 obo. 826-
8722.

APPLE II, 2 disk drives, monitor, printer

and system saver. $825. daft 8 AM- 5 Pm
477-6460 ask for Pat.

DISKETTES SSDD 52« DSDD 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #103.
Tele. (213)479-0345.

^m'wmtevrmfrvs^sTSfair'Sm
a .k.

T mtm
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BAUSCH & LOMB

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

TINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

-INCLUDES mriNG,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

rf»i

(PARI SALON HAIRSTYLING BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-W«d. 10^, Thun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6. Sat. 10-4 With this ad. -"P 2/28/86

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Higtiligtit

$30.06 (reg. S60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 '^°"!5"/®**/®5"<^"'®

(wimmbod) Both $l5.00

Women's softbaN

Continued from Page 41

season the senior announced
her retirement from inter-

collegiate Softball but later

reversed her decision, return-

ing to play out her final year

of eligibility.

Coach Gary Torgeson and
the rest of the Matadors did

not argue.

Just over the Santa Monica
Mountains in Westwood the

pitching situation has a tradi-

tion of its own but in high

school GIF competition. Ford
led Hart to four years of prep

excellence and the Bruins are

hoping she and freshman
teammate Michelle Phillips

(out of Norco High) will spur

UCLA on to the kind of

seasons Slaten has generated at

Northridge.

But yesterday nobody could

do much of anything because

of the rain. And plans for a

rematch are still tentative.

"Right now Sharron
(Backus) and Gary Torgeson

are deciding whether it's con-

venient to re-schedule for both

teams," said UCLA assistant

coach Sue Enquist. "Right

now it's up in the air."

Saturday's scheduled nine-

inning game against Fullerton

€ommunit>' Coiiege-i^-another

contest which is pending. En-

quist said Backus and Fuller-

ton's coach Margo Davis were

in conference Thursday night

to decide whether a Saturday

game would be feasible with

current weather conditions.

to rain.*'It's suppp se

d

There's two storms coming in

tomorrow morning," said En-
quist.

The coach continued, "We
don't know much about them
specifically, who they picked

up or anything like that.

"Both Sharron and I feel

that with Margo Davis as

coach they'll be a disciplined

team and they'll be tough.

The game will be a good
tune-up for next week when
we play (Gal Poly) Pomona."

Davis should field a good
team considering the coach
has produced such standout
players as former UCLA third

baseman Jennifer Simm (now
assistant coach under Davis)

and Backus herself when the

Bruin mentor played ASA
ball.

Simm transferred t)ut of

Davis' program three years

-ago when Fullerton took J.C
State championship honors,
the same season the third
baseman was named J.C.
Player of the Year.

Simm then went on to play
a major role in UCLA's 1984
and 1985 championship title

win with almost flawless ex-

ecution at her hot corner posi-

tion. Simm is only one of
many fine defensive players to

come out of Fullerton and
Enq^t stressed, tbjat UCI .A
expects a strong defensive
showing from their opponents
if the game should take place.

If Fullerton College's field

withstands the upcoming-
storms, game time is 1 p.m.

The NCAA post-season
basketball tournament in-

creased from eight teams in

1939 to 64 in 1985.

- - - -.^^.«»..».^«^v>—y>itn.tM....,

Women's basketball

Continued from Page 38

Enough said. Into the second
half the Bruins trailed 39-27
and the closest UCLA could
get was 10, at 41-31. From
there, more missed shots from
inside of 10 feet, and more
turnovers, helped the Wildcats
pull away.

And the Bruin's skipper
wasn't pleasefd.

"We seem to break down
between free throw line and
free throw line", said Moore.
"We spend a lot of time work-
ing on breaking a press but
obviously we have to work on
it a lot more.

"It's a mental thing. We did
well against Long Beach Sgate
and then we come out here
and it looks like we don't

know how to break a press."

Rebounding was one area
where UCLA did a satisfac-

tory job. The Bruins outre-

bounded 38-28 for the game.

But.Jthe shooting woes con-
tinued in the second half.

Center Sue Mead finished two
of eight from the field and
Ann Dean who usually pumps
in 20 plus, led all Bruins with
18. But on the other side of

the court things were a lot dif-

fgrant .
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COURSE ADDED
*FOR SPRING QUARTER*

CED 104: ''URBAN PLANNING
AND THE AMERICAN CITY''

ID# 21000 - TH. 6-9 pm - Botany 325
CED office: 80 Powell Library

WHY PAY -™°r PRICES? ,"-

UIDED ^24^737
pnrjJ 950 GAYLEY AVE.
•-J ^J *-* (Free Parking in Rear)

MOVIES * GAMES * VCR'S
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE
RENT 3 MOVIES OR MORE , r-ncr a
AND GET SECOND DAY X rntEl X

SAVE $4! I SAVE $5!

RENT 1 MOVIE
GET1 FREE!

coupon

VCR RENTAL
$6.95 A DAY

coupon

UCLA STUDENT &
STAFF SPECIAL!
LIFE MEMBERSHIP
NOW $30 (REG $100)

INCLUDES 12 FREE RENTALS

ELECTRONICCanOtl TYPEWRITER SALE CailOtl
Typest*! 5

• Letter Quality

• Courier 10 Cubic

PS Typestyles & Double
Width

• Automatic Garner Return.

Underlining & Centenng
• OnDisplay Correction
• One line Memory
• Silent Printing

• Factory Warranty
• Factory Reconditioned

Exp. 2/21/86

$9999
We also have the

new Typestar 5R
w/buiit-in interface

M79M
We also carry Brottier, Silver-Reed. Smifti-Corona & Stiarp typewriters

Typest*r 7
PERSONAL
TYPEWRITER

• Letter Quality

• Choice of typestyles

(optional)

• Auto Functions
• 32 Character Display

• 3 Page (6K memory)
• On-Oispiay Correction
• Expandable memory

$22999
Exp 2/21/86

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP

$799
Retail $29.00

G-2512

• UL approved 100w
• Asst Colors

Exp 2/21/86

^SANYO V.O.X.
PHONE

ANSWERING SYSTEM
• Vox Voice Activated
• Dual Tapes
• Memo Record

Also fvallable

w/ t)eeper1es remote,

vox, variable messages

TAS3100

85»«
Exp. 2/21/86 ^^ *^ ^®^ ^0<^8' TAS 1 100w3 Wpuy

INTERNkTIONkl

DISCIIII 111!

Pnc«s subiKl to cfuoge No( res()onsit)le lof lypograptac^ emjrs LimrtwJ to stock on hand

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. Lm Ang«lM. CA tOOM 390-4477 NOW OPEN 7 DAVS

MON SAT 11 r PM • SUN 12 5 PM

Arizona point guard Kirsten

Smith did a fine job of con-
trolling the Wildcat offense,

and many of their shots came
from inside the paint.

Arizona stretched the lead
to 67-48 with 3V^2 minutes to

play, and the Bruins four-

teenth loss of the yeair was in

the bag. Arizona now holds a
two-game winning streak in

the Bruin-Wildcat series but
UCLA still dominates the
'Cats by a 14-2 margin.
The NCAA informed the

Wildcats earlier this week that
they are being considered for

the NCAA post-season tour-

nament, and last night
Arizona played like they
belong there.

UCLA now travels to
Arizona State for a game with
the Sun Devils Saturday after-

noon.

Basketball
Continued from Page 36
really wanted to do," Olson
said. "I only remember one
first half bucket off their fast

break."

With the loss, UCLA falls

to a three way tie for third in

the conference with Cal and
Stanford, two games behind
leaders Washington and
Arizona.

They are now both 8-3.

Overall, the Bruins dropped
to 11-9, while the Wildcats
raised their record to 17-7.

BRUIN NOTES: Hazzard was not
calling UCLA's Pac-10 chances over.

JTilis, *JS ooly oncL conference game,
and they still have to come to
Pauley."

. . . The Arizona front line

outrebounded UCLA's 23-17, but
overall the Bruins outrebounded the
Wildcats 35-32. That is the third
straight game UCLA has outboarded
an opponent ... At the end of the
game, ArizonA sub Bruce Whealley
banked in a 20-footer from the
baseline. Olson said, "That really
typefied the kind of night it was for
us * Even Hazzard smiled about that
shot after the game . . . The
Wildcats shot 52.3% from the field
and 73.9% from the free throw line.

Arizona was IJ^S from the line while
UCLA was 6-8 . . . First place
Washington and Arizona play once
[nore this year. Where? Here at

McKale. Good luck, Huskies.

I-

THE MEN OF PHI BEJASIGMA
WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL
OF OUR SIGMA DOVES FOR
YOUR CONTRIBUTION
TO OUR ORGANIZATION

WITH LOVE,

THE MEN OF PHI BETA SIGMA
FRATERNITY, INC.

******************>j:*******************:,,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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P.S. HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY ! !

&VU 'decorated

~j^ Presents

omen OnGj

n
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT US AT

213-465-4474

DISCOVER YOUR INCREDIBLE POWER AS A WOMAN, AND OBTAIN THE

TOOLS YOU NEED TO -<HARN€-SS THAT -POWER i^N"TOUR RELATIONSHIPS.

MORE FULLY UNDERSTAND THE AWESOME RESPONSIBILITY OF THE

WOMAN, IN A RELATIONSHIP AND IN THE WORLD OF WORK . .

Ktj^-i- «a^M-TT^»-^- -.^y,— r T-

GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION TO ACQUIRE THE KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY

TO BECOME SUCCESSFUL IN VIRTUALLY EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR LIFE

OUR NEXT AVAILABLE SEMINAR IS FEBUARY 27, 1986
AT THE HOLIDAY INN, ON HIGHLAND IN HOLLYWOOD.

TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE NOW, COST IS 25.00, PLEASE, R.S.V.P. ^
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^ ADVERTISE^--

'
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1^ :

Hashtan
Tanning, Tomnfi irAerul^ic Centres

30%
UCLA Discount

Beverly Hills 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

«^

t--*

Wh W • ^®^^ ^'^ Sawtelle Center

M^0^mM. (North of Olympic)^

-

THE BEST DELUXE SUBMARINE SANDWICHES IN TOWN
High Quality • Generous Portions • Catering

Soups • Hamburgers • Hot Dogs • Party Platters

Over 60 kinds of combination sandwiches— including roast beef;

ham, turkey, post rr^i, meatball, tuna, bacon, cheese

r

L

$1 OFF ANY ORDER With this ad.

$3 minimum. Expires 2/28/86

21?1 -r '.I.eClvd ,
W L A. 477-1600 Open M-F n to 8/Sat. n lo 4

ACiJ-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain •Acne
•PMS

•Stress
•Arthritis

f FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENT
w/this ad • 1 st visit only

Dr. Yeung
2154WestwooclBI.

474-1060

Top recruits ch<

UCLA as their

• •

•F^Ydff^

DAILY BRUIINT^^-^
ADVERTISIIVG STAFF

Busines8 Manager
Marcy Levy

head women's volleyball
coach, announced that Daiva
Tomkus and Cinnamon
Williams, two of the nation's

top high school standouts,
have signed letters-of-intent to

attend UCLA this fall.

Tomkus is a 6-1 middle
blocker from Chaminade Prep
in Canoga Park. She led the

Eagles to the San Fernando
Valley League title this past

season while earning All-CIF
4-A first team honors.

In addition, Tomkus was
named MVP of the San Fer-
nando Valley League for the
third straight year- and All-

League for the fourth year in

a row.

She had career highs this

past season of 33 kills and 27
blocks in one match for
Chaminade, which was rank-
ed fifth in the CI^ 4-A divi-

sion and advanced to the se-

"xrond round of the CIF
playoffs.

"We believe that Daiva was
the finest middle blocking
high school prospect in the
country this past year," said

Banachowski.

Williams is a 5-9 ^tter from

school All-America, Williams
led her SCC team to the CIF
1-A and state titlas this past

season.

She was the co-MVP of the

CIF and state tournaments.
**Cinnamon will add

quickness and defensive ability

to our setting position," said

Banachowski. "She is a com-
plete player who will help us

as a hitter, blocker and in the
backcourt^^
"The addition of Tomkus

and Williams will help ease

the loss of senior middle
blocker Dawn Kenny (an
honorable mention AU-Pac
West conference selection and
UCLA's all-time leading
blcK'ker) and All-America set-

ter Michelle Boyette," adds
Banachowski.
The Bruins finished the

season with a 29-8 overall

record last year and a fourth
place finish in the NCAA
Championship tournament
after winning the national
championship in 1984. UCLA
returns nine letter winners for

the 1986 campaign while los-

ing a total of four seniors,

each starters , including Lia
Southern California Christian Masakayan, Katie McGarrey,
High in Anaheim. A Kenny and Boyette,

Tennis

Operation§ Manager
Paula Baker

Sale§ Manager
Ladd Richland

Cla§§ified Display Manager Classified Line Manager
Ron Blum — Mark Kingdon /

Promotions Director
Steve Ramirez

Creative Director
Mike Lau

Continued from Page 41
No. 1 slot. Homades and
Uribe will be at No. 2, and
Brown and Knudten will
"found out the lineup~arNo. 3.

South Carolina's Flighting

Gamecocks will take on the
Bruins Monday. The
Gamecock lineup boasts two
great Swedes, Jan Sandberg
and Johan Karlen. Sandberg
has wins over such tennis
greats as Guillermo Vilas and
Mats Wilander. Karlen also

has his own impressive win
column with a win over
Stefan Edberg and he has
teamed with Sandberg to win
the Swedish Open National
Championship.

At No. 2 will be Richard
Ashby, who along with Sand-

berg was ranked 22 at the
beginning of the season.
Karlen will play No. 3, Steve
Longley, a freshman, at No.
4,junior Brian Barker at No.
5, and most likely at Dave
DelcTnf aTNo . 6

.

^
""

Both the Fighting Tigers
and the Fighting Gamecocks
have very .young teams.
UCLA also has a very you.g
squad, with three of the top
six being freshman.

At the Long Beach match,
"the freshman showed- inex-

perience and were nervous,"
according to Basset t.

The Bruins will need the
freshman to be successful this

weekend. It will be a great
test and hopefully the win
column will be jacked up to
7 0.

t'

Display
Accoant Executives

Jim Frawley

Natalie Hale

Tom Hunnicutt
Erik Jackson
Erin OToole

Kathleen Thompson
Linda Seo

Athar Siddiqee

Internal Display Staff

Erin Brady
Maria Gooze

Tiffany Heitzenradar
Mark Karlin
Karen Kehela
Ruth Keidel

Allison Miller
Heidi Nigh

Susana Parks
Sherry Rose

Alice Striegel

KaethyStutes ^
Janice Tom

Classified Display

Execntives

Classified Staff

David Barry
R. Evans Curtice

Rebecca Farley

Karri Hendrix
Laura C. Lemmo

Felicia Reed

Cathy Schwartz
Steve Sokoloff

Julie Tabata
Susan P. Wheeler
Anne Young

Cynthia Cassinelli

Stephanie Choy
Mike Yanez
Janet Zaslaw

Basketball
Continued from Page 44

had five steals and four assists

in 36 •/2 minutes. "I don't
know how anyone can talk

about good point guards
without mentioning Steve
Kerr's name," Arizona coach
Lute Olson said.

Richardson did not play
badly himself. The freshman
had II points, 7 assists and 10
rebounds. Those 10 boards
were twice as many as any
other Bruin had.
UCLA had trouble with the

inside game right from the
start. The Wildcats' 6-6 center
John Edgar dominated Jack
Haley one-on-one, and that
got the Arizona wheels in mo-
tion. Then forward Sean
Elliott kept 'em going.

"At the start of the game
Edgar took the ball inside
well," said Olson, "and a big
dunk by Elliot really fired up
our time."

Elliot was the game's high
scorer with 20 points.

Miller, the Pac-lO's No. 1

scorer, was held to 16 points
before making his early exit.

The All-America candidate
was averaging 28.4 points per

conference game.
Besides Richardscm's 11, no

other Bruin scored more than
Montcl Hatcher's eight.

The Bruins' lack of success
shooting the ball did not
disappoint Olson.
"With UCLA not hitting

shots they normally hit, it

made our job easier."

Easy or not, what a job
they did. Arizona, which leads
the conference in holding op-
ponents to low field goal
percentages, held the Bruins
to 44.3%.
Coming in, UCLA was

shooting 50.3% from the
floor.

"This was the first team to
play a zone against us for a
whole game," said Miller. "It's

really tricky. It's actually a
1-1-3."

Hazzard was quick to note
Olson's coaching ability, .say-

ing he was impressed with the
way they played their match
up zone, and also with the
way they took the ball inside
offensively. But Olson credited
his players with carrying out
his plan almost too perfection.

"We controlled their transi-

tion game, which is what we
Continued on Page 35
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Continued from Page 42
200 yard breast at the Texas
meet. Only two tenths of a se-

cond separated the two Olym-
pians.

Kostoff, former Olympian
,
and member of the Stanford
cross-country team will also be
on hand. Kostoffs fortes in-

clude the 500 yard freestyle

and 400 individual medley, an
event Kostoff won last year at
the NCAAs.

Kostoff, is also likely to be
challenged by UCLA's
distance specialist John-Henry
rEscalas, who is also an Olym-
pian from his home country of
Spain.

Stanford also sports three
time NCAA individual cham-
pion (100 fly, 200 fly, and 200
I.M.) Pablo Morales. If the
name sounds familiar it's pro-
bably because Morales was a
prominent member of the
1984 U.S. Olympic team.

Morales' point totals will be
countered by UCLA's Tom
Jager. Jager's specialties in-

clude the sprints and
backstrokes, but no one knows
in what capacity Ballatore
will use him against Stanford.

After today's meet against
the Cardinal, the Bruins will

not be able to let their guard
down against the fourth-rank-
od Bears.

world record for the 50 meter
freestyle, while Biondi has set
American marks for the 100
and 200 yard freestyle.

Jager has gotten the best of
Biondi recently in their ongo-
ing rivalry. In Texas, Jager
bested Biondi by one tenth of
a second in the 100 yard
freestyle and then thumped
Biondi in the 200 yard relay
The Bruins placed first in that
event while Cal wound up
sixth /^

Besides Biondi, the Bears
also have John Mykkanen in
the distances. Mykkanen is one
of the best in the country and
is only a sophomore.
The Bears also showcase

sprinter Tommy Werner, IMer
Jeff Prior and breaststroker
Rick Gill.

The Bruins will have an ad-
vantage over both clubs from
the last time the teams met in
Dallas. The Bruins were
without the services of senior
sprinter John Saurland in
Texas because of a knee inju-
ry. Sauerland will be back in
action against both Pac-10
rivals.

Sauerland injured his knee
just prior to the Texas trip
while pursuing his teammates
in a friendly game of "smear
the queer." Sauerland's knee
bijckled without anvone hit-
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CHASE
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CHASE
VEAL PICCATA For 2
includes caesar salad, fettuccine Alfredo, & 2 FREE
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$13.99
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The Bears pose a threat in

, sprints and distance races.
One of the best rivalries over
the last three years has been
between Jager and Cal's Matt
Biondi.

The two Olympic gold
medal winners are arguably
the two fastest swimmers in
the wTnTd Jager holds the

-ling him. He suffered minor
ligament damage that called
for arthroscopic surgery.

"He's in pretty good shape
and he is going to swim/' said
Ballatore.

Ballatore was also optimistic
abjut the prospects for the en-
tire team. "I am real pleased
with the way everybody
looks," Ballatore said.

M

Women's swimming
Continued from Page 42

Kraft, a sophomore from
Sweden is ranked 16th in the
world in the I.M.
Along with La Barge, who

also excels in the distance
races, the Trojans have a host
of top notch swimmers, in-
cluding Olympic Silver medal-
ist Cynthia Woodhead. She
won the medal in the 200
\'ard freestyle.

The Trojans also sport An-
nis Anderson who is a fellow
countryman and a good friend

of Kraft. Anderson competes
in the short freestyle and but-
terfly events.

Other close races will be the
backstroke events where Diane
Graner and USC's Heather
Strang will be battling for the
top spots.

"We always look forward to
swimming against Tom Jahn,"
Lamount said. "It's a rivalry
of course."

Both teams are t?>(pected to

be healthy for the upcoming
meet, which will be the last

dual meet of the season for
both squads.

s^ *M '
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Baseball
Continued from Page 43
send sophomore Jeff Conine to
the mound in the opener
while junior Keith Shibata is

scheduled to start the night
cap.

In his first appearance of
the season Conine went the
di.stance and blanked Chap-
man College 8-0. Conine scat-
tered four hits and used his
fastball to strike out seven in
the seven inning contest,

Shibata .started the second
same of the San Diego State
doubleheader last weekend
and pitched four innings be-
fore giving wav to eventual
J^inner Bill Wenrick in the
•i<^th. Shibata .struggled again.st
the Aztecs giving up five runs
on seven hits and four walks

while striking out four.

Last season, the Bruins were
victorious in two contests with
USIU. UCLA won the first

game 14-4 at JRS in its .second

game of the season and beat
USIU at home again later in

the season 5-4.

Interestingly, UCLA coach
Gary Adams started two
freshmen on the left side of his

infield earlier in the week
against CSDH. Charlie Fiacco

started at third and made
some outstanding defensive

plays while also cracking his

first home run as a Bruin-^, a

.solo shot in the .second inning.

Bobby Holley started his

.seventh straight game at short-

.stop and, while he struggled a

bit in tlje field, he ripped a

two-out double doun the left

field line in the fifth inning.

Stan with a job as big as your

ambitions. Lead the

Adventure as a Navy Officer.

The Navy adventure

reaches into space, dives

beneath the sea and stretches

from Hong Kong to Italy and
back again.

It's a high tech, highly

skilled and challenging world.

A world where yoUr leadership

as a Navy Officer can be pivotal

.

There is no bix^i camp.

College graduates get leader-

ship and management
training at Officer Candidate

School. Plus further educa-

tional opponunities, once

you're commissioned.

You'll work with the best

and brightest in your field.

And you'll get the responsibilitv

and decision-making authority

you need to succeed.

The challenge, satisfaction

and rewards add up to personal

and professional growth no
other job can match.

When you Lead the

Adventure, you're steering a

course destined for success.

Contact your Navy Officer Re-
cruiter or call 1-800-327-NAVY.

The major-league leaders in doubles for one seasoh are

I

Karl U'ebb of the 1931' Boston Red Sox with 67 and Joe
' Medwick of thr 1036 CardinaLs, the National Leaeut

leader with 64. ' . LEADTHEADVENTURE.
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Tbniung, Toning&Aerobic Centres

30%
UCLA Discbunt

Beverly Hitis 277-7569
West LA. 479-1663

• !•Top recruits ch<

UCLA as their home

West LA. Sawtelle Center

(North of Olympic)

THE BEST DELUXE SUBMARINE SANDWICHES IN TOWN
High Quality • Generous Portions • Catering

Soups • Hamburgers • Hot Dogs • Party Platters

Oyer 60 kinds of combination sandwiches— including roast beef/

horn, turkey, pas* rr^'i, mealball, tuna, bacon, cheese

r

L

$1 OFF ANY ORDER With this ad.

$3 minimum. Expires 2/28/86

2131 -r -..lie Llvd ,
W L A. 477-1600 Open M-F 1 1 to 8/Sat. 1 Itw 4

I . J

ACUHERB CUNiC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain •Acne
•PMS ^g •Arthritis

1 FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENT!
w/this ad • 1st visit only

Dr. Yeung
2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060

DAILY BRtJIIV
ADVERTISIIVG STAFF

Bu§ine§s Manager
Marcy Levy ~~

.. Andy Banachowslci, UCLA's
head women's volleyball
coach, announced that Daiva
Tomkus and Cinnamon
Williams, two of the nation's

top high school standouts,
have signed letters-of-intent to

attend UCLA this fall.

Tomkus is a 6-1 middle
blocker from Chaminade Prep
in Canoga Park. She led the

Eagles to the San Fernando
Valley League title this past

season while earning AU-CIF
4-A first team honors.

In addition, Tomkus was
named MVP of the San Fer-

nando Valley League for the

third straight year and All-

League for the fourth year in

a row.
She had career highs this

past season of 33 kills and 27
blocks in one match for
Chaminade, which was rank-
ed fifth in the CIF 4-A divi-

sion and advanced to the, se-

cond round of the CIF
playoffs.

**We believe that Daiva was
the finest middle blocking
high school prospect in the
country this past year," said

Banachowslci.

Williams is a 5-9 setter from
Southern California Christian
High in Anaheim. A

Volleyball Monthly higli

school All-America, Williams
led her SCC team to the CIF
1-A and state titles this past

season.

She was the co-MVP of the

CIF and state tournaments.
"Cinnamon will add

quickness and defensive ability

to our setting position," said

Banachowski. "She is a com-
plete player who will help us

as a hitter, blocker and in the

backcourt.

"The addition of Tomkus
and Williams will help ease

the loss of senior middle
blocker Dawn Kenny (an
honorable mention All-Pac
West conference selection and
UCLA's all-time leading
blocker) and All-America set-

ter Michelle Boyette," adds
Banachowski.
The Bruins finished the

season with a 29-8 overall

record last year and a fourth
place finish in the NCAA
Championship tournament
after winning the national-
championship in 1984. UCLA
returns nine letter winners for

the 1986 campaign while los-

ing a total of four seniors,

each .startfiRs, inrhiHing I,Ung- .AZ.

Masakayan, Katie McGarrey,
Kenny and Boyette.

Tennis

Operations Manager
Paula Baker

Sale§ Manager
Ladd Richland

Classified Display Manager Classified Line Manager
- Ron Blum MarkJCingdon

Promotions Director
Steve Ramirez

Creative
Mike Lau

Continued from Page 41

No. 1 slot. Homades and
Uribe will be at No. 2, and
Brown and Knudt^n will
roundloLrt the^lineup aTNoTT.^

South Carolina's Fighting
Gamecocks will take on the
Bruins Monday. The
Gamecock lineup boasts two
great Swedes, Jan Sandberg
and Johan Karlen. Sandberg
has wins over such tennis
greats as Guillermo V^ilas and
Mats Wilander. Karlen also

h'ds his own impressive win
column with a win over
Stefan Edberg and he has
teamed with Sandberg to win
the Swedish Open National
Championship.

At No. 2 will be Richard
Ashby, who along with Sand-

berg was ranked 22 at the
beginning of the season.
Karlen will play No. 3, Steve
Longley, a freshman, at No.
4,junior Brian Barker at No.
5, and most likely at Dave

"DeTcTni atT«fo."~6. !7

Both the Fighting Tigers
and the Fighting Gamecocks
have very young teams.
UCLA also has a very you.g
squad, with three of the top
six being freshman.

At the Long Beach match,
"the freshman showed inex-

perience and were nervous,"
according to Basset t.

The Bruins will need the
freshman to be successful this .

weekend. It will be a great
test and hopefully the win
column will be jacked up to
7 0.
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Basketball
Continued from Page 44

had five steals and four assists

in 36»/2 minutes. 'T don't
know how anyone can talk

about good point guards
without mentioning Steve
Kerr's name," Arizona coach
Lute Olson said.

Richardson did not play
badly himself. The freshman
had 11 points, 7 assists and 10
rebounds. Those 10 boards
were twice as many as any
other Bruin had.
UCLA had trouble with the

inside game right from the
start. The Wildcats' 6-6 center
John Edgar dominated Jack
Haley one-on-one, and that
got the Arizona wheels in mo-
tion. Then forward Sean
Elliott kept 'em going.

"At the start of the game
Edgar took the ball inside
well," said Olson, "and a big
dunk by Elliot really fired up
our time."

Elliot was the game's high
scorer with 20 points.

Miller, the Pac-lO's No. 1

scorer, was held to 16 points
before making his early exit.

The All-America candidate
was averaging 28.4 points per

conference game. r^—

-

Besides Richardson's 11, no
other Bruin scored more than
Montcl Hatcher's eight.

The Bruins' lack of success
shooting the ball did not
disappoint Olson.
"With UCLA not hitting

shots they normally hit, it

made our job easier."

Easy or not, what a job
they did. Arizona, which leads
the conference in holding op-
ponents to low field goal
percentages, held the Bruins
to 44.3%.
Coming in, UCLA was

shooting 50.3% from the
floor.

"This was the first team to
play a zone against us for a
whole game," said Miller. "It's

really tricky. It's actually a
1-1-3."

Hazzard was quick to note
Olson's coaching ability, say-
ing he was impressed with the
way they played their match
up zone, and also with the
way they took the ball inside
offensively. But Olson credited
his players with carrying out
his plan almost too perfection.

"We contrc^lled their transi-

tion game, which is what we
Continued on Page 35
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Continued from Page 42
200 yard breast at the Texas
meet. Only two tenths of a se-

cond separated the two Olym-
pians.

Kostoff, former Olympian
and member of the Stanford
cross-country team will also be
on hand. Kostoffs fortes in-

clude the 500 yard freestyle

and 400 individual medley, an
event Kostoff won last year at

the NCAAs.
Kostoff, is also likely to be

challenged by UCLA's
distance specialist John-Henry
Escalas, who is also an Olym-
pian from his home country of
Spain.

Stanford also sports three
time NCAA individual cham-
pion (100 fly, 200 fly, and 200
I.M.) Pablo Morales. If the
name sounds familiar it's pro-
bably because Morales was a
prominent member of the
1984 U.S. Olympic team.

Morales' point totals will be
countered by UCLA's Tom
Jager. Jager's specialties in-

clude the sprints and
backstrokes, but no one knows
in what capacib^' Ballatore—uill use him against Stanford.

After today's meet against
the Cardinal, the Bruins will
not be able to let their guard
down against the fourth-rank-
e>. l Deaii.

world record for the 50 meter
freestyle, while Biondi has set
American marks for the 100
and 200 yard freestyle.

Jager has gotten the best of
Biondi recently in their ongo-
ing rivalry. In Texas, Jager
bested Biondi by one tenth of
a second in the 100 yard
freestyle and then thumped
Biondi in the 200 yard relay.
The Bruins placed first in that
event while Gal wound up
sixth.

Besides Biondi, the Bears
also have John Mykkanen in
the distances. Mykkanen is one
of the best in the country and
is only a sophomore.
The Bears also showcase

sprinter Tommy Werner, IMer
Jeff Prior and breaststroker
Rick Gill.

The Bruins will have an ad-
vantage over both clubs from
the last time the teams met in
Dallas. The Bruins were
without the services of senior
sprinter John Saurland in
Texas because of a knee inju-
ry. Sauerland will be back in
action against both Pac-10
rivals.

Sauerland injured his knee
just prior to the Texas trip
while pursuing his teammates
in a friendly game of "smear
the queer." Sauerland's knee
buckled without anvone hit-
- - — * - -
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The Bears pose a threat in

sprints and distance races.
One of the best rivalries over
the last three years has been
between Jager and Cal's Matt
Biondi.

The two Olympic gold
medal winners are arguably
the two fastest swimmers in
iHe^ world Jager holds" the

Women's swimming
Continued from Page 42

Kraft, a sophomore from
Sweden is ranked 16th in the
world in the I.M.
Along with La Barge, who

also excels in the distance
races, the Trojans have a host
of top notch swimmers, in-
cluding Olympic Silver medal-
ist Cynthia Woodhead. She
won the medal in the 200
yard freestyle.

The Trojans also sport An-
nis Anderson who is a fellow
countryman and a good friend

ting him. Me sutiered mlrtor
ligament damage that called
for arthroscopic surgery,

"He's in pretty good shape
and he is going to swim," said
Ballatore.

Ballatore was also optimistic
about the prospects for the en-
tire team. "I am real pleased
with the way everybody
looks," Ballatore said.

of Kraft. Anderson competes
in the short freestyle and but-
terfly events.

Other close races will be the
backstroke events where Diane
Graner and USC's Heather
Strang will be battling for the
top spots.

"We always look forward to
swimming against Tom Jahn,"
Lamount said. "It's a rivalry
of course."

Both teams are expected to

be healthy for the upcoming
meet, which will be the last

dual meet of the season for
both squads.

M 1 '« -
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Baseball
Continued from Page 43
send sophomore Jeff Conine to
the mound in the opener
while junior Keith Shibatrf^is
scheduled to start the night
cap.

In his first appearance of
the season Conine went the
distance and blanked Chap-
man College 8-0. Conine scat-
tered four hits and used his
fastball to strike out seven in
the seven inning contest.

Shibata started the second
game of the San Diego State
doubleheader last weekend
and pitched four innings be-
fore giving wav to eventual
winner Bill Wenrick in the
lifth. Shibata struggled against
the Aztecs giving up five runs
on .seven hits and four walks

while striking out four.

Last season, the Bruins were
victorious in two contests with
USIU. UCLA won the first

game 14-4 at JRS in its second
game of the season and beat

USIU at home again later in

the season 5-4.

Interestingly, UCLA coach
Gary Adams started two
freshmen on the left side of his

infield earlier in the week
against CSDH. Charlie Fiacco

started at third and made
some outstanding defensive

plays while also cracking his

first home run as a Bruin— a

solo shot in the second inning.

Bobby Holley started his

seventh straight game at short-

stop and, while he struggled a

bit in the field, he ripped a

two-out double down the left

field tine in the fifth inning.

Stan with a job as big as your

ambitions. Lead the

Adventure as a Navy Officer.

The Navy adventure

reaches into space, dives

beneath the sea and stretches

from Hong Kong to Italy and
back again.

It's a high tech, highly

skilled and challenging world.

A world where yoiir leadership

as a Nav\' Officer can be pivotal

.

There is no b(x>t camp.
College graduates get leader-

ship and management
training at Officer Candidate

School. Plus further educa-

tional opportunities, once
you're commissioned.

You'll work with the best

and brightest in your field.

And you'll get the responsibility

and decision-making authority

you need to succeed.

The challenge, satisfaction

and rewards add up to personal

:^nd professional growth no
odier job can match.

When you Lead the

Adventure, you're steering a

course destined for success.

Contact your Navy Officer Re-
cruiter or call 1-800-327-NAVY.

The major-league leaders in doubles for one sea.son are

Earl Webb of the 1931 Boston Red Sox with 67 and Joe

Medwick of the 1936 Cardinals, the National Leaeue
leader with 64.
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SCHOOL
CHECK LIST:
H^ books

5K school supplies

H/ and a copy of the

Dally Bruin

to read in class

Your Law Career Is Closer Than You Dreamed
Ke^ardless of your age, current

occupation or income level, it's

never too late to begin a career in

law.

The San Fernando Valley Col-

lege of Liiw in Sepulveda. an affil-

iate of the University of La Verne,

has helped thousands of people

reabze a legal career in its 22 yeani.

Ciraduates have entered a variety

of law-reialed fields—with private

firms, with government agencies,

in business and industry— or have

used their new knowledge to.open
doors and advance in their chosen
fields.

The San Fernando Valley Col-

lege of Liw offers modern facilities,

a H9.()()()-volume law librarv* and

other amenities often available (jjiJv

at larger schools. A full-time day

program or day or evening classes

in the part-time program are

available.

The San Fernando Valley College of Law
University of La Verne

8353 Sepulveda Boulevard • Sepulveda, California 91343 • (818) 894-5711

Apply today and make your dream a reality!

^k
Make her heart beat ...

with a gift of hearts from

1
14k Puffed Heart Charms
14k Heart Bracelets
14k Heart Lockets
14k Floating Heart Charms

$6.00 and up
$24.00
$35.00
$1 .00 and up

l^mm llaUnttite flag
15X disc, to UCLA Students, Facuhy & Staff thni Feb. 15

Ring w/diamond
$28.00

Shane's

DIAMOND HEART BRACELET $1 1 8.00
DIAMOND HEART NECKLACES $158.00

Retail

$236.00
$316.00

UCLA STUDENT'S MOST POPULAR STORE
FINESTQUALITY • LOWESTPOSSIBLE PRICES

Biggest Watch Sale Ever 30-50% Off!!

1065 Broxton Ave.
Westwood Village

208-8404

Mon.-Fri. 10:30-6:00

Sat. 10:30-10:30

Sun. Noon -6:00

Service
Continued from Page 44

Missouri, was impressed by
UCLA on her campus
recruiting trip.

Though she liked the
school, the determining factor

was that, "I really liked the

team when I came to visit,"

said Service.

In UCLA's four meets this

season. Service has had the

highest Bruin all-around score

in each. This is something that

Tomlinson has noticed.

"She is a very, very strong

all-arounder and that is a

tribute to her gymnastic ex-

pertise and to her desire," said

Tomlinson.
On January 25th, Service

came through with ^ sterling

performance in UCLA's win
over Arizona and Stanford.

She won four of the five

events and scored 38.10 in the

all-around to blow out the

competition.

Service describes her per-

formance as, "a lot more con-

sistent than in the past."

Recently, Service has been
bothered by what Tomlinson
believes may be a stress frac-

ture in her foot. So far, only
slight tendon damage has been
found but that is enough to ef-

fect her performance.
"That's the reason you only

iier

Tomlinson.
"It's causing me a lot of

pain but I try to block it out

during competition," said Ser-

vice.

So far this season. Service's

highest scoring event has been

the bars with a 9.70. Despite

this her favorite is still the

floor exercise.

"On the floor exercise you

can show more of your per-

sonality. You really perform

more."
Perhaps the thing that

pleases Tomlinson most about

his freshman gymnast is her

attitude. "Tanya wants very

much for this team to do well.

She shows everyone that she is

here because she wants to be,

not because she has to be,"

said Tomlinson.

As she prepares for tomor-
row's UCLA-LA Times Invita-

tional, Service is enthusiastic

for herself and the Bruin

team.

"I'm looking forward to it.

We've worked hard this week
and it should pay off," said

Service.

After bringing in his new
recruits, and getting off to a

successful start in 1986,
Tomliason seems pleased with

his team but none have been
made more of a mark than
Service.

"She's just very impressive.

see doing kiim vault. Sim Tanya in a vkny iiict? puz^aar

also has had to change a pass

on her floor routine," said

and very dedicated to

sport," said Tomlinson.
her

Women's gymnastics

Continued from Page 44
Nebraska is team that is on

the rise. Last season Nebraska
edg^d UCLA during
triangular competition in

Arizona for their first victory

over the Bruins during
Tomlinson's tenure as coach.

Freshmen Jeaneane Smith
and Crystal Savage have both
scored over 37.00 during this

season.

The last time UCLA com-
peted at home three weeks
ago, they scored a rousing

triangular meet victory over
Arizona and Stanford. In that

win the Bruins totaled their

highest score in two years,

183.30.

This year's invitational
.should be an emotional one
for the Bruins.

"Pauley Pavilion has a

magical effect on UCLA
athletes," said Tomlinson. He

added, "There's going to be a

lot of energ\' out there and I

hope they put it to full use."

While the f(x;us of attention

may be on freshmen all-

arounders Tanya Service and
Gigi Zosa, Tomlinson stresses

that the squad that receives

the best team effort will win
the meet.

"We'll need strong perfor-

mances from everyone on our
team to be successful," said

the Bruin coach.

Bruin Notes: UCLA students with
valid registration card and photo iden-

tification will be admitted free of

charge . . . This will be UCLA's first

time competing at Pauley Pavilion this

season . . . The event of the evening
may be the bars where UCLA's Ser-

vice (9.70) and Za.sa (9.65) will meet
former NCAA champion Brummer
from ASU . . . Fullerton State will

try to keep their hold on the UCLA/
LA Tinu* Invitational title they have
won three times including last year .

. . The la.st time UCLA's Trina Tinti
competed in this meet (1984) .she .set a
meet record 38.35 in the all-around
leading the Bruins to an impressive
187.35 .score.

Volleyball
Continued from Page 43

However, the Aztecs took
Pepperdine to five games, a
feat the Bruins were unable to

do.

Senior John Eddo has been
the hot man for SDSU with 35
kills at a .382 clip in the

Aztecs' recent match against

Santa Barbara.

Joel Rodgers was also hit-

ting well ii^ that match for the

Aztecs with 17 kills at .316.

Aztec setter Scott Sato,

Women's basketball

Continued from Page 44

out to an 8-2 lead early in the
first half.

But it was all Wildcats from
there.

Airizona guard Lava Acosta,
a tt-ansfer from Cochise
Community College, led the

Wildcats in convertihg .Br.uin

turnovers to points. Acosta

whose sister, Lynn, plays for

San Diego's women's team, is

coming off a slightly separated
shoulder but is expected to

play.

Brouk Vandeweghe, the
younger brother of UCLA
basketball great, Kiki, had 15

kills in the Santa Barbara
Match for SDSU.

Aztec coach Mike Warner is

in his second year with SDSU.
Last year, Warner registered a

13-12 record and placed 7th in

the conference.

Both weekend matches are

scheduled for 7:30 pm.

had 11 points in the first half,

and finished with 27.

UCLA not only had trouble"

with ball-handling but when
shot opportunities arose it

couldn't convert any.

Nine of 26 for 34.6% in the

first half usually will not keep
a team close, and it didn't 4ast

night.

In the first half, Arizona
made 16 of 29 for 55.2%.

Continued on Page 35
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts from $12
(all day long) w/coupon

perms - streaks - hi-lites from $30
Champagne & refreshments served

MORE CUTS PER CUT '**

The systMTi of simuKanaous tvatuatton A cutting pnciM multi-angtM Into •«

WMMqMMWy. A iddt mon wkum * body tor %w hiir

ttitJL€iai5fpg *>

Coming soon to S. Sassoon Hair Salon
see the newest formula hair cutting via video
Call for hair appt. while we're editing

Sassoon S. Sassoon
Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton
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X
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208-7277

208-4247

NOWWHYISNTTHIS
WOMAN SMILING?

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones(bring your own tape")
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Two free
colas

Get two free colas
with any 16" pizza
One coupon per pizza

Fast, Free Delivery
1371 Westwood Blvd.

Phone 824-5000

®

GOOD FEB 14, 1986 ONLY
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The improvement of young gymnasts like Curtis HoJdsworth have turned UCLA into mor
than just a three man team. I

Bruins seek revenge vs. Cardinal
Gymnasts face Cal, UC Davis after Stanford meet

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

By Greg Bolln

Revenge will Ik* in the air

as the UCLA men'.s gymnastic
team travels north to visit

Stanford and Cal this weekend
in conference play.

The Bruins, if you
remember, were upset by the
Cardinal last month in a meet
at the John Wooden Center
and if the Bruins hope to

challenge in the Pac 10 they
must get two wins this
weekend.
The Bruins will be led by

gymnasts Rob Campbell and
Brian Ginsberg. Ginsberg is

coming off a fine performance
in the Times/UCLA Men's
Gymnastics Invitational, and
is expected to have another
good outing against the Car-
dinal.

Senior Rob Campbell, who
will be seeing his last go round
against both Cal and Stanford
Jhis weekend, will be trying to
improve upon his sub-par per-
formance in the Men's Gym-
nastics Invitational. In that
meet the usually stellar
Campbell did not finish in the
top five. Prior to the meet, he
^as a contender to win the
individual title.

If the meet is anything like

the last ohe against Stanford,

the Bruins will be in for a

tough weekend. Despite the

performance of Ginsberg, and
Campbell's score of 57.00 in

the all-around, the young
Bruins were defeated by a full

point by the Cardinal due to

the consistency of their gym-
nasts.

But this is a different Bruin

squad than the one that com-
peted against the Cardinal
earlier this season. Largely

due to the improvement of

gymnasts Curtis Holdsworth,

and David St. Pierre the

Bruins have become a well-

rounded club.

This improvement was seen

in the ^ruins' run away vic-

tory at' UCLA's invitational.

In that meet Holdsworth was
outstanding, winning tTie

pommel horse with a 9.65. St.

Pierre had his best meet of the

.season.

The youth of the team has

been the turning point for the

Bruins.
'^

"The young guys have to

come through for us this

week," said Ginsberg. "We
definitely will be looking for

revenge."

Interestingly, the same
Bruins that could not quite

come through with winning

performances are the ones that

are coming through to help
win the big meets. In UCLA's
last meeting with Stanford,
the Bruins lost out largely due
to their lack of consistent
.scores in the last two pressure
events. Despite a 9.65 and a

9.70 on the high bar by
Ginsberg and Campbell,
respectively, the Bruins could
not catch the streaking Car-
dinal.

This meet will also be a

good testing ground for the

Bruins for the important Pac-

10 and NCAA meets. "Every
week we have to get better,"

said Bruin coach Art Shurlock.

"We have to improve with
every meet to do well later in

the year."
- -Following tbe'-St4Ui£oxd

meet on Saturday, the Bruins

will travel to Berkeley for a

triangular meet with Cal and
UC Davis. In the past, the

Bruins have experienced little

trouble with the Bears or the

Aggies.

The meets this weekend will

conclude conference play, and
will begin important invita-

tional and national meets.
But the key word is revenge

for the Bruins this weekend if

they hope to contend for the
Pac-10 title.

Sometimes the most
romantic evenings take
place right at home. Call

Domino's Pizza for dinner,

and have a happy
Valentine's Day! #

Heart-shaped pizzas

on request-Feb 14 ONLY

Fast, Free Delivery ^
1371 Westwood Blvd.

Phone 824-5000

I

Hours:
11AM-1AM
11AM.2AM

Sun. - Thurs

Fri. & Sat.

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.

Hfilted delivery area. /
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^TRAINING FOR LEADERSHIP SINCE 1 9 1 T

UPSILON AND BETA OMEGA CHAPTERS

PRESENTS

SEVENTH ANNUAL IMAGES OF BLACKS IN AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM

-JL,

FOUNDED

a:^ k.

IN 1911

THEME: Through EducatiotvCan We Make King's Dream A Reality?

->,,

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED: r

EDUCATION ECONOMICS HEALTH MASS MEDIA POLITICS ATHLETICS TECHNOLOGY
I
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Special Guest: Prominent Keynote Speakers, Professionals-High school Seniors-Undergraduates

Support Organizations: Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. .,:r=^

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. '

*

MAXINE WATERS - Keynote Speaker
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1986

10a.m.-4p.m.

UCLA Ackerman Union >

Description: The Symposium, a National Guide Right Program of the fraternity, will bring high school
students, college students, and community individuals to an awareness level of who and where they are
in American society. >

.

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. is constantly involved in activities that perpetuate opportunity for
youth, especially in the Black community, to train for leadership. Youth are indeed important com-
munity memt>ers, composing our future leaders

'',''

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the PAB . :.
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Opener rained out,

2nd game up in air
By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

The weatherman was right.

The UCLA women's softball

team's scheduled season
opener yesterday just didn't

happen due to rain which
began late Wednesday night

and continued through game
time Thursday afternoon.

The Bruins were slated to

take on the Cal State Nor-

thridge Matadors in a game
that would have featured pit-

ching youth vs. pitching expe-

rience. Senior FCathy Slaten

was to hurl for the Matadors

in at least the first game of the
doubleheader while rookie
pitcher Samantha Ford got the
nod from Bruin coach Sharron
Backus.

Both Slaten and Ford tote
impressive pitching statistics
but the difference is about
four years college experience.

Ever since Slaten walked
onto the CSUN campus, the
Matadors have speared a
NCAA Division II title behind
the pitcher's deceptive release
and bullet speed.

At the end of the 1985
Continued on Page 34

Tough matches ahead for natters
If sun comes out Bruins face LSU, S. Carolina
By Colinne Bartel

If the sun ever comes out
of the clouds this weekend,
the UCLA men's tennis team
is going to have their hands
full.

Saturday the Bruins will
take on No. 7-ranked Loui-
siana State University. The
two teams have met only
twice before and UCLA
leads the series 2-0. On Sun-
day play will resume as
UCLA plays host to ninth-
ranked South Carolina.
According to Coach Clenn

Bassett, in order for the

Bruins to win these matches
"We are going to have to
play a lot better than we did
against Long Beach." .

Fernando Perez, the No.
12 college player in the coun-
try, will lead the Fighting
Tigers. Although playing
without their top recruit,
Felix Barentos, who is out
because of knee surgery, the
Tigers' lineup is still very
strong.

The Tigers have only
played two matches so far
this year so UCLA will be

their first tough match.
Their set lineup will feature
Billy Uribe from Spain at

No. 2 and Jeff Brown of
Florida at No. 3. Carlos
Homedes (Spain), Jason
Noonan (Australia) come into
the match at No. 4 and 5
respectively while either
Mike Hammet or Jed Schw-
ing will assume the sixth

position.

Doubles will also be led by
Perez who will team with
freshman Van-Eckren at the

Continued on Page 36
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UCLA NIKKEI STUDENT UNION
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Over 40 years ago, the civil rights of an entire people were stripped away from them. During
World War II, the United States government uprooted Japanese Americans from their com-
munities and imprisoned them in desolate concentration camps. The UCLA Nikkei Student
Union's Week of Remembrance is a program that encourages the campus community and the
general public to learn about a tragic and embarassing chapter in American history. These
events are not sufficiently recognized in our high school and college curriculum. More important-
ly, the Japanese American internment during World War II must be understood and remembered
by all, so we can insure that American citizens will never be denied their civil rights again.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1986 THROUGH FRIDAY, February 21, 1986

"INJUSTICE REMEMBERED": THE PICTORIAL ACCOUNT OF
THE JAPANESE AMERICAN CONCENTRATION CAMPS"
This exhibit will feature the photographs of Toyo Miyatake taken during his internment at the

Manzanar Relocation Camp during WWIL
In cooperation with UCLA Cultural Affairs.

'

Kerckhoff Art Gallery, Kerckhoff Hall

Open from 8:00 am - 8:00 pm.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1986
"UNFINISHED BUSINESS"
This film, by Stephen Okazaki, tells the compelling story of three men who fought for their civil

rights by refusing to be imprisoned in the camps.

12:00 pm: Ackerman Union, 2nd Fl. Lounge

6:30 pm: Rolfe Hall, Room 1200
"--' 7»-' .M^-\.,1,\7-V^r\-1M

"1-"-—*'ir— ! ini iiiMt ! HI I T igfi I

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1986

__*INJUSTICE REMEMBERED" Voices from Three Perspectives

A speaker's forum featuring Frank Emi, a draft resister who fought for his indlienable rights;

Aikso Herzigy a former internee who is noCJb^ein authority on the relocation camp experience;

Dale Minamiy an attorney who represented Fred Korematsu in his successful bid to have his

conviction of violating Executive Order 9066 overturned.

J2:00pm: Ackerman Union, 2nd Fl Lounge

\' - Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the PAB
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Swimmers face tOEi teams in weelcend action

Divers give UCLA womenStanford, Cal to take on
UCLA come rain or shine
By Kevin Lynch

Three of the top five swim teams in
the country will compete at UCLA in
the next two days.
The first competitor will the be

top-ranked and defending national
champion Stanford Cardinal. Stan-
ford will butt heads with the Bruins,
rain or shine beginning at 2:00 today
at the Mens Gym Pool.

Cal-Berkeley, ranked fourth in the
nation, will take on the fifth billed
Bruirii tomorrow at 11 a.m.
The forcasted rain will more than

likely put a damper on the turnout for
this Pac-10 conference clash.
However, it will not dampen the
hopes of UCLA coach Ron Ballatore.
"We've had meets ia the rain before
and it didn't make any difference. It

doesn't matter when you have two
great teams going at it."

The only problem the rain causes
the Bruins is that it will ward off
potential spectators.

"I wish it wouldn't rain," Ballatore
lamented. "But hell, I have no control
over it."

Unfortunately the rain will not
ward off any of the 11 returning
members from Stanford's champion-

ship squad. The Cardinal has an
unblemished 5-0 record in dual swim
meets this year. They are also the only
team to defeat the Bruins here at
UCLA under Ron Ballatore's seven
year reign.

However, the mighty Cardinal is

not unbeatable. Three weeks ago at
the Dallas News Invitational at
Southern Methodist ^ University, the
Bruins surpassed the Cardinal in the
final standings. UCLA placed second,
amassing 273^2 points, one point off
the winning pace of the No. 2-ranked
Florida Gators, while Stanford placed
fourth, just behind the No. 3 Texas.

However a dual meet changes the
nature of the competition.

Stanford has a host of top swimmers
who can score a lot of points for them
including Olympic team members
Pablo Morales, Jeff Kostoff, and John
Moffet.

Moffet was an individual winner in
the 100 and 200 yard breaststroke
events, at last year's NCAA Champi-
onships. Moffet will be opposed by
stiff competition in UCLA's Giovanni
Minervini.

Minervini touched out Moffet in the
Continued on Pagg 37

an early lead against U$C
By Kevin Lynch

David has flung the first stone at

Goliath.

The underdog UCLA women's
shimming team has taken a head start

against the sixth-ranked Trojans
thanks to the UCLA divers.

The Bruins and Trojans match up
this Saturday at 1:00 at the Men's

Gym Pool. However, the meet has

already officially begun. The diving

leg of the meet was completed'Jast
Friday and the Bruins have drawn
first blood.

The young Bruin diving corp of

freshman Karla Goltman, freshman
Britt Williams and sophomore Andi
Littlefield took first and second in the

one- and three-meter boards to give

UCLA a 16-2 advantage leading into

the swimming competition this Satur-
day.

"Our divers are giving us a big
boost going into the 'SC meet," said a
grateful Tom Jahn, who is the
womeji's head coach.

Williams chalked up outstanding
marks in the one-meter board to run
away with that competition. The
261.45 points that Williams compiled

^

Goltman nosed out USC's Patti Lewis
for second by scoring 236 points.

In the three-meter it was Goltman's
turn to dazzle the crowd. Karla's
astonishing score of 294.25 won the
three-meter competition in a cake
walk. Andi Littlefield's 276.36 for the
three-meter was good enough for se-
cond place, use veteran Lewis again
placed third and turned in a 261.75
mark. -—

.^

"We have a steep hill to climb,"
said use coach Don Lamount. "We
have 14 events to pick up 14 points."
Even though the Bruins have push-

ed out to an early lead, they will need
every precious point if they hope to

^
beat the talent-laden Trojans who are
the clear favorites.

"We are certainly the underdogs.
Realistically, I don't know if we can
win, but it will be exciting and there

• will be a lot of close races," said Jahn.
One of the highlights of the day will

be the 400 Individual Medley. Karen
La Barge, who made it to the finals in
the NCAAs in two events and also
swam in the World University Games,
will be going for the^Trojans. She will
meet a formidable opponent in Sofia
Kraft.
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SAM'S FAMOUS
ALL-BEEF BURGERS

"UCLA SUNDAYS"
STUDEIVTS-$6.00!
Full-time. With ID.

Cash only.

I
COUPON EXPIRES FEB. 24, 1 986

|

SAM'S FAMOUS

HILIBURGER

SPECIAL RATES
FACULTY AND STAFF

15% DISCOUNT With ID.

Subject to availability

UCLA Center for the Arts/The Theatre Group Inc
Lewis Allen. James Nederlander, Stephen Graham. Ben Edwards

Present The American National Theater Production of
" ""*-"" '»°"u"ai iMBdier rroQuciion of

JASON ROBARDS
BARNARD HUGHES DONALD MOFFAT

EUGENE O'NEILL

L*529E'J2?JYi'£''P.'ifJ?J19^H'^1

1073 BROXTON • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(2 DOORS NORTH OF AAHS) 208-1130

"UCLA SUNDAYS" SPECIAL RATES.
For Sunday Performances at 3:00 p.m. Feb 23 March 2 & 9
Purchase tickets on campus at Central Ticket Office or at (he Doolittle
box office

For more info, call the Student Committee for the Arts

(213) 825-3253 or Central Ticket Office (213) 825-9261
Sandwiches, drinks, coffee and dessert available at mtermis'sion

^ Directed by

JOSEQUINTERO
NOW THRU MARCH 9 ONLY!
TuiBs.Sat at 7 00 p m . Sun matmees at 3 00 p m Student
Rush tickets available for all performances at Doolittle box officF
^7-hour before curtam $6 00 per ticket per full time student I D
Cash only Subiect to availability Advance tickets at regular prices
ivailablR at Doolittle box office, Ticketron or call

TELETWI\1 (213) 410-1062 • (714) 634-1300
Onqirully ,„od.HH .., ,hp .,„hn f Kenn^y Uen.er -o, m. Pe-lcmmg Arts
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UCLA's 4-3 batters

swing away against

USIU over weekend

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

The UCLA baseball team
will put its 4-3 record on the

line Saturday as it prepares to

take on United States Interna-

tional University in a
doubleheader at Jackie Robin-

son Stadium.

The first game, weather
permitting, is scheduled to

begin at noon and if the
Bruins have their way, the

afternoon should end with two
more notches in the win col-

umn.
The Bruins are coming off

of a 7-6 victory over Cal State

Dominguez Hills which had
little trouble handling USIU
when the two teams met
earlier in the season.

UCLA beat CSDH in the

bottom of the ninth inning

when the team's early season
leading slugger, designated
hitter John Joslyn, deposited a
2-0 pitch deep over the right-

center field fence to break a
6-6 tie.

The towering home run ball

didn't land until it Kad

Bruin spikers take on CIVA's No. 7, 9

ed close to 450 feet from
where Joslyn connected with
Toro pitcher Dennis Brady's
fastball. It was Joslyn *s third

rqund tripper of the young
season and left him with a
.611 average so far (11 for

IS)-

The Bruins are scheduled to

Continued on Page 37

Opponents send host of
heavy hitters Bruins' way
By Bob Brunwin

The UCiuA volleyball team
will be playing two matches
this weekend in the John
Wooden center.

On Friday, the Bruins take
on the Long Beach State
49ers and Saturday, UCLA
hosts the San Diego State
Aztecs.

The 49ers are currently
ranked No. 7 in the con-
ference with an overall
record of 9-4, 2-2 in the
CIVA.
Long Beach lost to No. 3

use in three quick games,
but defeated No. 4 Stanford
in five games. The 49ers are
coming off of a loss to San
Diego State on Wednesday.
Long Beach has been

working behind the leader-
ship of outside hitter Ali

Tazerouni. In the seventeen
games that the 49ers have
played, the 6-6 sophomore
has a total of 76 kills at a

BEN TONG/Oaily Bruin

Sophomore Matt Whitaker must maintain his impressive
setting in the Bruin offense attack to counteract the big
guns of CSULB and SDSL) over the weekend.

.331 rate.

If Tazerouni is able to

maintain this type of con-
sistency throughout the year,
look for him on the the All-

America lists at the end of
the season.

Andreas Koch is another
leader for the 49ers. This 6-4

junior has 51 kills with a

.352 percentage so far this

year. Koch 3so leads the
team in blocks with five solos

and nineteen assists.

The head coach for Long
Beach, Ray Ratelle, is in his

fifth year with a record of
73-57. During this time,
Ratelle has taken his team to
the NCAA finals twice.

Before coaching at Long
Beach, Ratelle was the head
coach at United States Inter-

national University in San
Diego for three years. While
at USIU, Ratelle won the
Western Collegiate
Volleyball Conference
Championship.

Ratelle played his college
ball at San Diego State,
graduating in 1968.

Ratelle also served as an
assistant coach to the 1973
NCAA champions at SDSU.

Saturday night, the Bruins
take on Ratelle's alma mater
when they meet No. 9-

ranked San Die^o State. Thfi-
"Aztecs are 3-2 overall and
2-2 in conference play.

SDSU defeated both UC
Santa Barbara and Long
Beach State in five games.
Their losses have come at the
hands of No. 4 Stanford and,
just like everybody else in the
conference, Pepperdine.

Continued on Page 38

Canterbury Westwood
Episcopal Ministry to UCLA

Holly Eucharist
Sunday 5:00 PM

Class: Mondays 7:30 PM
St- Alban's Church

580 HilgardFa. Giles Asbury
Chaplain

Member of URC

OFFICE
900 Hilgard

208-4830

SAN REMO

ALL "SWEAT'S" REDUCED TO
$2 WHILE THEY LAST!

Now, fresh-out-of-the-oven piiza... at home! We bake
your custom pizza almost to perfection. Then, all you
have to do is take it home and finish baking. In only 5
minutes you have the same hot, crispy crust pizza
that you love when dining at Italy's Little Kitchen.

Our "TAKE & BAKE" Pizza can be baked Immediate-
ly or refrigerated and baked later at your convenience.

You Ask For "TAKE & BAKE"— We Take $t OFF!

ITAfcYS

KlfCHEN
1 2423 WlLSHfRE BL, SANTA MONICA-WLA

826-9210
not valid with any other offer

NOW $20 NOW $20
HORRY FOR BEST SELECTION! AT THESE

' PRICES THEY WON'T LAST LONG!
I

SAN REMO
1055 BROXTON AVE.

(nearAah's) ^

208-4848
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Wildcats
Point guards Richjirdson,

Kerr highlight evening
By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

TUCSON, Ariz.—
Things got ugly for the
UCLA basketball team in

the first half of its 85-60
loss to Arizona Thursday
night. But^ in the second
half, they got uglier.

After referee Booker
Turner called the fifth foul

on Reggie Miller with 7:19
to play, the UCLA star

forward held his right hand
high in the air, then rubbed
his thumb against his
fingers.

This "bribe" gesture
directed at Turner did not
draw a technical foul— but
it symbolized the Bruins
frustration.

It wasn't the officiating,

however, that gave Arizona
the victroy.

Jhe Wildcats played like

they had not been fed since

their last game, a 62-56 loss

at Stanford.

"The Wildcats played
like a team," said UCLA
coach Walt Hazzard.

"Tonight they outclassed

us, and gave a very good all

around effort.'*

Arizona shot well, re-

bounded well, and played a
great match up zone
defense in raising its home
record to 13-0 this year.

And on the other hand,
UCLA didn't do much to
stop them. "Our young
players were shook up by
the crowd (a sell-out of
13,316)," said Hazzard.
"Our players lost a little

poise."

Arizona took excellent
care of the ball. Their five

turnovers were only one
more than the school recprd
low of four.

Point guard Steve Kerr
didn't turn the ball over
once. In Kerr's 11 Pac-10
games he has given up the
ball but nine times total.

Hazzard had nothing but
pr^ iiff*

-" rfTr~"trtB'~ TiTnior irniii

"

Pacific Palisades.

"Pooh (richardson) got a
lesson from Kerr tonight,"
said Hazzard, Richardson's
biggest fan.

Kerr scored 17 points.

Continued on Page 36

JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

Pooh Richardson registered 11 points, 7 assists and
chalked up a team high 10 rebounds for the Bruins in a
losing effort against Arizona Thursday night"^

LanVs Wildcat press

puts it to sluggish

Bruin women, 76-58

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

TUCSON, Ariz.— It was a
bad case of "zone-press
duress" that spoiled the UCLA
women's basketball team's
visit to Tucson Thursday
night.

Eleven first half Bruin tur-

novers and 19 overall, were
caused by a variation of
Arizona full-court presses in
the two teams' second Pac
West meeting this season. The
16-5 Wildcats went on to a
76-58 win over 9-14 UCLA.

"It was probably our com-
bination of different zones
that frustrated them
(UCLA)," said 'Cat coach
Wendy Larry. **Billie's
(Moore) team has a lot of tal-

ent, but they didn't play as a
unit."

Obviously Larry is enjoying
a bit of teamwork from her
squad in her first year at

Arizona after transferring
From last year's NCAA cham-"
pionship school. Old Domi-
nion.

The Bruins opened the
game looking like they would
get revenge for Arizona's 70-

65 victory at Pauley Pavilion
last month, as UCLA jumped

Continued on Page 38

Women gymnasts prepare for UCLA/LA Times Invite

UCLA freshman Tanya

Service has come on

strong in her 1st year

TT^^W^

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

It hasn't taken Tanya Service long
to make an impact on UCLA's
women's gymnastics.

A freshman. Service has already

recorded the second best all-around

score in school history and is helping

to revive the Bruins after a disappoin-

ting 1985.

Tomorrow evening several thousand
fans will gather at UCLA's fabled

Pauley Pavilion to watch Service and
the Bruins in action.

It was 10 years ago that Service

herself watched the .1976 Olympics
and became inspired to give gym-
nastics a try.

' For the past few years she has been
competing on the national level as a

three-time member of the United
States National team and represented

the U.S. at the 1983 World Champi-
onships.

In club competition. Service was a

force to be reckoned with as she rack-

ed up a number of impressive scores

and awards. For the past three years,

before coming to Westwood, she

trained under the guidance of Olym-
pic coach Don Peters.

Last season was a frustrating one
for Bruin coach Jerry Tomlinson.
After suffering through a flood of in-

juries, Tomlinson went on a recruiting

binge that brought 10 new faces to

UCLA.
Among the freshman class, none

have started out faster than Service.

"I've been vei;y impressed with her

since the first day I saw her," said

Tomlinson.
Service, a native of St. Charles,

Continued on Page 38

JEFF HARAND/Oai»v Briin

UCLA freshman Tanya Service will be taking part in the UCLA/LA. Times
Jnvitational despite a foot injury that has caused her pain in past competi-
tion.

Four of country's top ten

teams converge on Pauley

for prestigious event

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

Four of the nation's top 10 teams
will be in action on Saturday at

Pauley Pavilion for the UCLA/LA
Times Women's Gymnastics Invita-

tional.

Along with the Bruins, the meet
will feature No. 2-ranked Arizona
State, No. 6-ranked Cal State Fuller-
ton and No. 10 Nebraska.

In addition to the competition, the
meet will feature exhibition perfor-
mances by 1984 Olympic Silver medal-
ist Tracee Talavera and rythmic gym-
nast Stacy Oversier.

ASU will enter the meet led by two
former NCAA champions, Lisa Zeis
(two-times beam) and Jackie Brummer
(1984 bars).

Last season the Sun Devils beat
UCLA at the Wooden Center on the
way to a second place national finish.

Both should have a shot at the all-

around title on Saturday.
Defending champions of the

UCLA/LA Times Invitational, CSUF
hosted the Bruins earlier this season in

a triangular meet and came away
with a 3.00-point victory over UCLA.
Gymnasts to watch for the Titans are
37.70 all-arounder Taunia Rogers, and
Tami Elliot.

"Both teams have scored well over
182.00 and have averages slightly
higher than ours," said UCLA coach
Jerry Tomlinson. He added, "Both
teams feature small but well-packed
squads."

Tomlinson expects spirited competi-
tion because of the caliber of athletes
and, "knowing that no one likes trying
to beat UCLA like Fullerton and
Arizona State."

Continued on Page 38
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News: Stoney Burke
leaves UCLA to perform,
entertain residents of

Berkeley.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: Slavery
and fetuses should not

be compared, a reader
says.

See page 16

,4-.-.

Review: Sade's new
album Is 'adult pseudo-
jazz pop/ and sounds
like Carole King.

See page 20.

ygTrtyaiTXfvv^yg rtf:^' u^;

Sports: Bruin
hoopsters lose to both
Arizona teams over the
weekend.
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Mostly ck>udy.

High: 67, low: 50.

(Associated Press
forecast)

University of California Los Angeles H'uesday, February 18, 1986

Future of Westwood up in air;

villagers agree change is in order

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Brum

HIDING FROM THE RAIN - David Clemesha (left)

tries to stay warm and dry while waiting for his wife

outside Ackerman Union, but his three-year-old son
Alex (right) is much more intent on getting that last

spoonful of yogurt.

By Scott Pettit

Westwood Village is the
quaint college town of UCLA
during the week and the turf
of teeny-boppers cruising
blacked-out GTIs and BMW^s
at week's end.

It is a district of commerce

First in a three-part series

for its \.\ million square feet

of retail establishments, and it

is the front yard to residents

who call home the apartments
on its northwest and eastern

conclusion completely agreed
upon by those present was
that change had to be ef-

fected soon.

Gruen Associates, an ar-

chitectural firm contracted by
the Los Angeles City Planning
Department to evaluate the

current situation in
Westwood, issued a report last

December. In the report, the

general consensus of mer-
chants, property owners and
residents was that the current

trend toward "more nighttime
entertainment-related uses,"

namely fast food and novelty •

retail shops, and away from
neighborhood and student ser-

ving uses as well as high quali-

ty shops and restaurants, is

creating an imbalance which
threatens long-term economic
stability.

The fact that the various in-

terest groups in the village

have understandably different,

and at times opposing, views
as to what changes should '

take place in the area
Please see WESTWOOD. '

Page 7
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It also contains some of the

most expensive real estate west
of Rodeo Drive.

But behind the neon signs of

novelty shops and the pleasan-

tries of waitresses, all is not

well in the village. ^^
Indeed, at a meetingTield

Feb. 6 to discuss the future of

this distinctive are^, the only

Brown; Style, class, but substance
'Workaholic' continues divestment, apartheid struggle

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Since
the 1960s, he has been known
by many as a "promoter of
liberal causes." Some say over
the years, he has sold out to

big business and big bucks and
yet others say, he was never a
liberal idealist.

Californians love him and
hate him. Others admire and
envy him. The press has field

days with him because he is

considered one of California's

most controversial political

figures.

The power he holds in this

state is second only to the gov-
ernor's. His name is Willie

Lewis Brown, Jr., the speaker
of the California State
Assembly. The San Francisco
Democrat has been a member
of the Assembly since 1964
and speaker since 1980, mak-
ing him the first black to hold
the position.

He has been called a "con-
summate politician" by all

who know him. He has style

and class, which is reflected in

the $1,000 suits he wears and
the car he drives, which hap-
pens to be a Ferrari.

Brown is also an orator

premier, who can hypnotize
an audience when he speaks.

He did exactly that at the

1972 Democratic National
Convention in Miami, when
he gave his "Give me back my
Delegation" speech, where he
became nationally recognized.

Brown's role as speaker enti-

tles him full membership to

the University of California

Board of Regents.

As regent. Brown played a
significant role last May and
June when he urged the board
to sell its stock in companies
that have ties in South Africa.

Those who know Brown say
he is a workaholic, putting in

14-hour days as both legislator

and lawyer. The combination
of the two allows him little

time to do anything else.

However, Brown made time
last year to attend four of the
10 regents' meetings. At that

time, he left the Legislature at

one of the busiest times of the
session, when members were
busy piecing together a 1985-
86 budget.

"It may not have a good
record . . . but my primary
duty in life is being speaker
and that doesn't lend itself to

attending ancillary, non-
productive meetings where the

agenda doesn't cover anything
with great substance," Brown
said in a interview.
"At each meeting when

there's anything of substance,

I have attended . . . and will

continue to attend," Brown
said.

The four meetings Brown
did attend covered issues in-

cluding apartheid and UC's
investment portfolio. Last
year. Brown moved for both
VC and the state to complete-
ly divest retirement funds of

those companies doing
business in racial South
Africa.

Instead, the board, at the

request of UC President David
Gardner, created an advisory

committee to conduct a case-

by-case review of the UC's
stock portfolio and make sure
that those companies comply
with the Sullivan Principles.

The principles call for equal
treatment in the workplace
and the improvement of the
quality of life for South
Africa's blacks.

So far, the committee has

halted new investment in

Nalco Chemical Inc. and has

warned two other companies
that it will take similar action

if their policies do not change.
Brown is still pursuing

legislative action this session,

under a divestment bill by
Assemblywoman Maxine
Waters (D-Los Angeles) and a

unitary tax bill by
Assemblyman John
Vasconcellos (D-Santa Clara).

Apartheid, according to one
Assembly Democrat, is one of

Please see BROWN, Page 8

for questions, answers, dinner

By Marissa Prestinari

_ Hedrick Hall residents had an opportunity last Thursday
to meet and dine with Chancellor Charles Young and ask
his opinion on a variety of issues affecting UCLA students.

The chancellor commented on a wide range of subjects,

including the issues of earthquake safety, freedom of ex-

pression, alleged preferential treatment of athletes, frater-

nity affiliation with the university and the semester vs.

quarter system.

"It's a good way to find out what's on j^v^ople's minds
and to be able to meet them," Young said in reference to

the event.

The semi-formal dinner, which was sponsored and or-

ganized by the residents of Hedrick's seven north floor,

was a private gathering of 104 of the hall's residents and
the first of its kind in UCLA history, according to Resident
Assistant (R.A.) David McDonald.

"It was great having him come — I was really thrilled

that he was so responsive to the questions," said
McDonald, seven north's R.A.

The purpose of the event was to give Young a chance to

communicate with students other than student government
leaders and to improve student interaction with the

chancellor, he added.

"I wanted people to have a better idea of who a

chancellor is and what he does," said McDonald, who first

formed the idea for the event.

"I really don't want to spend much time, if any, talking

to you in a monologue," Young told the students in the

hall's Fireside Lounge after dinner. "I want to provide an
opportunity this evening for you to ask questions or make
comments and for us to try and have a little discussion."

In response to freshman LaTanya Johnson's (juestion

about recent studies which outline the potential damage of

university buildings in the event of an earthquake. Young
Please see DINNER, Page 14

Bl€>om Coanty is taking an extend-
ed vacation wliile its creator, Berlie

Breatiied, recovers from a serious
baci( injury suffered Jan. 22 in an
uitraligiit plane crasii.

Tlie last strip is running on page
4.

Opus and the gang will return in

four to eight weeks after Breathed
has recovered.
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TOMORROW
U C I A

campus events ^Np jhE MPTV STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION ARE PLEASED TO PRESENT

COLLEGE SATELLITE
NETWORK

Beginning at Spm - AGB
Come meet some of America's "Great Directors"

Peter Bogdonovich. Lawrence Kasdan. John Hughes and George Miller

Also don't miss the live performance of John Parr, The Cult and Midge Ure via satellite
from London's Hippodrome

V

^§§ eVe got Von Beethoven,
a Wall of Voodoo, Von Cllburn,

Von Morrison...

HUNDREDS of Records, Topes,

and Compact Discs all at

aO-«0«/oOFF/
Pop • Rock • Country • Classical
• Soundtracks • and MOREI

Also a selection of Sale Books,

(Including Penguin Paperbacks and
Classic movie tapes 8. 99- 12. 99)

February 17-23 Ackermon Potlo

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Tr^de Books / B level Ackerman Union / 825 7711 / M, 10 5; Tu F 8 5 30 Sal 10 5 Sun 12-5

More/

bruin
Feb. 18 to Feb. 23

TUESDAY

and

p.m

Campus Crusade for Christ sponsors "Primetime" filled with

music, prayer, skits, Biblical input vision emphasis. 7 p.m
Westwood Hills Christion Church, corner of Hilgard

LeConte. Call 393-2285, or 395-4532.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse presents Victoria Williams. 8

Free.

. UCLA Extention presents Yvonne Clearwater, instructor, en

vironental psychologist lecturing on "The Human Factor:

Psychologicl Issues for Humans in Space." 7-9 p.m., 2160E
Dickson Art Center. $12,

UCLA Extension presents Albert -41oxie, instructor, senior lee

turer in history, UCLA, speaking in the last of a series of "The
Delights of France, Part U." 7:30-10 p.m., 2276 Young Hall.

$10.

.

ISA General Meeting. 5-7 p.m., 400 Kerckhoff Hall. Call

825-168L

The Institue of Archaeology, UCLA, presents Prof. Frank
Fenega of CSU Long Beach to speak., Speech is titled, "On The
Eve Of Revolution", the procurement and production of food by
the Prehistoric California Indians. 8 p.m., Rolfe Hall Rm. 1260.

The Institute of Archaeology, Friends of Archaeology, and the

Archaeology Society present Dr. Christopher Chippindale of

Cambridge University to speak on "Stonehenge: Prehistory and
Astronomy, Truth and Speculation." 8 p.m. 4000A Math
Sciences.

Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science Honor Society) quarterly

meeting to welcome any new members and discuss upcoming
events including "Career Day" and spring elections. Must have
3.0 GPA overall and 3.0 Poll Sci GPA, 16 units in Poli Sci with
at least 3^ upper division classes. $25 lifetime fee. 5-6 p.m. 4269
Bunche. Call 825-6580.

UCLA Circle K meeting. The world's largest collegiate co-ed

service organization, new members welcome! 7:30 p.m. 3rd floor

air , Caii 478=3!3aS:

AIESEC general meeting, 6:30 p.m. Royce 246. Call 825-:^351.

UCLA Nikkei Student Union presents "Unfinished Business,"

an academy award winning film about the interment of Japanese
Americans during WWII. Noon, Ackerman Union 2nd floor

lounge and 6:30 p.m. in Rolfe Hall 1200. Both events are free.

Call 825-7184.

Central American Refugee Sanctuary Organization (CARSO)
meeting, Tuesday 6 p.m., 51 Dodd Hall.

UCLA Entrepreneur Association general meeting, Ackerman
Union 3517 5-7 p.m. New members welcome. Call 820-8509. _ -^

,

UCLA Nikkei Student Union sponsors a photo exhibit entitled

"Injustice Remembered: The Pictorial Account of the Japanese
American Concentration Camps." Tuesday through F'riday, 8
a.m. -8 p.m. in the Kerckhoff Art Gallery. Free.

Music Department sponsors a free concert, "Sound Prism:
Spectrum of New Music." 8 p.m., Jan Popper Theater in

ScHoenBe^Han.

^
,

WEDNESDAY
Bruin College Republicans general membership meeting, 6

p.m. Lu Valle.

Raza Women's general meeting, 4:30 p.m. Kerckhoff 322. Call
825-2399.

American Indian Women's Support Group general meeting.
Open to men and women interested in American Indian
Women's concerns. Noon, AIW studies Center, Campbell Hall.
Call 472-1975.

U(!!LA Extension sponsors a lecture series beginning with "Star
Wars": Technological Feasibility, Strategic and Economic Im-
plications." 7-10 p.m., 1200 Rolfe Hall. $8.

UCLA's Higher Education research Institute and the Graduate
School of Eduction present Dr. Joseph Katz, professor of human
development and chair of the Association of American College's
National Task Group on General Education speaking on reform-
ing general education. 3:30-5 p.m., UCLA Faculty Center.

Cultural Affairs Jazz Series presents Ralph Thomas. 8 p.m.,
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse. Free.

Jewish Student Union presents an Israeli dance class instructed
by David Dassa. 7:30 p.m., 900 Hilgard. Free to UCLA students
with ID. $3 to others. Call 825-8533 or 208-3081.

Asian-American Christian Fellowship meeting. Wednesday 3-5
p.m. Ackerman 3517. Call 829-9046.

Korean-Amercian Christian Fellowship Bible Study. 2-4 p.m.,
Ackerman 3520.

'

Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences presents Dr. Paul J. Crutzen,
Max-Planck Institute for Chemistry, Germany director. At-
mospheric Chemistry Research Division to speak on "En-
vironmental Consequences of Nuclear War." 4 p.m. Math
Sciences 7 1 24 . Call 825-4654

.

UCLA Nikkei Student Union sponsors "Injustice Remembered:
Voices from Three Perspectives.' Aiko Uerzig, Frank Emi and
Dale Minami will share their camp ordeals of their struggles to

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 10
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Stoney Burke moves his street theater back to Berkeley
By Bill Bowm^r. Senior Staff Writer

For the last five months, Stoney Burke has kept audiences on
Bruin Walk entertained, angered and sometimes just puzzled, as

he waved his arms, writhed on the ground, shouted obscenities

and expounded on the mysteries of politics and life.

Last weekend he left UCLA for Berkeley, where he will per-

form similar street theater for that city's residents.

Burke's activities at UCLA were not confined to performing

on Bruin Walk. He was arrested in last fall's anti-regents

demonstration, and testified before the Student Conduct Com-
mittee hearing on last spring's anti-apartheid protest arrests. In

less political moments, he said he performed at the Comedy
Store and painted walls.

In a rare TV appearance, Burke will appear on Wally
George's program on Channel 56 Feb. 22 at 11 p.m.
On the show, Burke pointed to George's red tie, and his own

red, white and blue tie, and accused George of being a com-

On (Wally George's) show, Burke pointed to

George's red tie, and his own red, white and
blue tie, and accused George of being a com-
munist while he, Burke, was the true patriot.

George was not amused.

\

HYUNGWON KANG/OaMy Bfuin

FAREWELL PERFORMANCE — Stoney Burke waves goodbye in the rain during his last

street theater performance on Bruin Walk. Burke left UCLA last weekend and took his act

:43ack to BerketeVr^ =

Losses from parking meter fund

may affect new West LA. parking
By Doug Nathan

Staff Writer

Parking structures in the

West Los Angeles business

district may not be built

because of a $L7 million loss

between 1981 and 1984 from
a parking meter trust fund.

The loss was part of $8.8

million the Los Angeles City

Council transferred from the

parking lot acquisition pro-

gram trust fund to meet other

transportation costs during ci-

ty budget shortages from
1981-84.

City officials believe,
however, that future Westside

parking programs will not be

affected.

"There will be probably no
effect at all on Westside park-

ing programs," said Bob
Camou, transportation
engineer with off-street park-

ing in the department of

transportation. "There is suffi-

cient money in the account

and more is accruing daily,"

he added.
The Westside district re-

tained $5.4 million of its park-

ing meter revenue.

However, other business

districts within the city are

concerned.

Two weeks ago. City Coun-
cilwoman Joan Milke Flores

introduced a measure to the

City Council which would
take money from the city's

general budget fund to reim-

burse the business districts and

stop such transfers in the

future.

The council referred Flores*

motion back to the finance

and transportation commit-
tees. "It has no support," said

Michele Krotinger,
spokeswoman for councilman

Zev Yaroslavsky.

"The trust fund was set up
in order to establish bff-s^reet

parking," said Marion Zom,
economist in the executive

idepartment of the mayor.
"The money was diverted

from its primary purpose into

administrative purposes."
These administrative purposes

consisted of transportation

costs such as sign repairs and
curb painting, as well as

salaries for some* city
employees.

After the passage of Proposi-

tion 13 in 1978, reduced pro-

perty tax revenues brought the

city to a "severe financial

crisis" in 1981, Krotinger said.

The city attorney advised the

city council that the parking

meter revenue fund ordinance
could be interpreted to allow

the diversion of funds to

counter budget shortcomings,

Zom said.

The City Council approved
the fund transfers as yearly

budget options, Zom said.

However, when the San
Pedro business district sought

to use their funds to buy a

$175,000 lot as part of a

revitalization effort, they
discovered their funds were
gone. The City Council was
also unaware of the depletion

of funds.

"It is very infuriating,"

Krotinger said. "I hate to say

(the transfers were) sneaky,

but (they happened) in a

somewhat deceptive manner."
The council was unaware of

the magnl|ude of the
transfers, she added.

Flores' motion sought to

recoup the diverted money,
Zom said. The reimbursement

ed in the first place.**

Besides receiving money
directly from the parking
meters, the parking reserve

trust fund receives money
generated by 1978*s Proposi-

tion A, a county measure
which created a one-half cent

sales tax to pay for public

mass transit such ,as

Westwood's shuttle service.

"Westwood does not need
revitalization. They are doing

just fine," Zom said. "San
Pedro is a special case."

munist while he, Burke, was the true patriot. George was not

amused. . ^_
"I'm on from 11 until 11:05. That's how you know you can

trust me," said Burke, adding that he was happy he was thrown

off the program. "Anyone who lasts past the first commercial

_break, you know he's sold out."
" Burke fans will also have one last chance to see him in "Alon^
in the T-Shirt Zone," a film scheduled for Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. in

Melnitz Theater.

Last week held a pleasant surprise for Burke. Charges filed

against him for his role in last quarter's protest against the UC
B>oard of Regents' divestment policy were dropped.

Reflecting on how UCLA has changed since the 1970s, Burke

.said, "I see a changing climate on campus, changing for the

better. It's really nice to see."

Burke said he was pleased by the "better things going on

around campus," such as Kerckhoff Coffeehouse concerts and

poetry readings. "It's better than the same old student stuff —
study, study, study."

He said he tries to raise about $20 each day from his student

audience and has lived on about $200 each week in Los

Angeles. In Berkeley, he said, his performances would lead to

other jobs, often as many as five per week.

"We street performers have been doing this longer than

there've been governments," Burke said.

In his farewell performance, peppered with such epithets as

"Nazil" "total scum," "fish-head'* and "scumbag," he noted that

Feb. 14 was not only Valentine's Day, but also should be cele-

brated as Jimmy Hoffa's birthday.

war:Primeval cataclysm to

speaker discusses nuclear winter
By John Sullaway

Imagine a blanket of smoke
and dust rising above Earth's

surface, blotting out the
nourishing rays of the sun and
killing thousands of species of

plants and animals.

The cause could range from
a primeval cataclysm respon-

sible for the death of dinosaurs

and other species to a major
global nuclear war, said Brian

Toon, an atmospheric
physicist and research scientist

for NASA/Ames Research
Center.

Toon was one of many
speakers addressing challeng-

ing scientific problems in a

, , - ,, .^ , series of lectures sponsored by
would come from the citys ucLA Extension.

Toon theorized that a dust

cloud raised by the impact of

general fund.

Yaroslavsky, chair of the ci-

ty finance committee, opposed
the measure. He believed

there was not enough money
in the general fund to reim-

burse all the lost funds, said

'Lisa Katz, Yaroslavsky*s chief

deputy.

"We do not know if that is

the best fiscal policy,**

KroHnfler said. "We are eon-

cemed with tying up the

money. That is what happen-

a meteor traveling at 40 kilo-

meters per second smothered

the surface of the Earth 65

million years ago, killing the

dinosaur as well as many
other forms of life.

"Fifty percent of the Earth's

species died at this time,"

Toon said. "We think it is the

remit of temperatures dfopp>

inc bccauap the sun couldn't

flMir »e WINTER, Pasr 11 Brivi Toon
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Dykstra resident thwarts burglary

attempt, dorm friends name hero

Runaways not adequately served

by LA. social agencies, study finds

By John Suliaway
1-"

Untold thousands of runaways live in ^os Angeles County,

and governmental and private services are not adequately able

to aid them, a UCLA School of Social Welfare study found.

"The problem is widespread," said Social Welfare Professor

Jack Rothman, who led the study. "It is happening in all of

L.A., not just one particular neighborhood."

Working with Rothman was a team of approximately 40

social workers who conducted interviews with runaways, police

and other authorities. Among the many aspepts covered in the

study were teenagers' domestic situations and their reasons for

leaving home.
"Only 50 percent of the runaways come from reasonable liv-

ing situations," Rothman said. The rest, according to the study,

are sexually abused or literally pushed out into the street.

Out of all of the runaways, 82 percent do not want to con-

tinue living on the streets, Rothman said.

The study also attributes the high numbers of runaways in

the county to the California state Legislature.

"Before, runaways were classified as 601s, meaning that they

had to be detained by the police," said study co-author Dr.

By Bill Bowmer, Senior Staff Writer

An early morning burglary in Dykstra Hall

Friday left one suspect in custody, a second at

large and one freshman a hero among friends

on his floor.

Kenneth Home, 25, was arrested on suspi-

cion of burglary, posession of stolen property,

trespassing and battery.

Because of outstanding Los Angeles Police

Department warrants for a traffic violation

and an unspecified misdemeanor. Home was

booked at the West Hollywood police station.

"Chris Steenslind is the hero of the day,"

said Robert Ruiz, in whose room the suspect

was caught.

Around 3 a.m. Friday, Christian Steenslind

was walking to the laundry room on the 10th

floor of Dykstra Hall. He saw the open door

of his friend Robert Ruiz's room.

Ruiz had left his door open because he ex-

pected his roommate to return late that even-

ing.

Looking into Ruiz's room, Steenslind notic-

ed an intruder. Immediately he began
shouting "Wake up! Thi.«; guy's trying to rip

you off!" Steenslind thr^w Home against a

door, tackled him and held him down.

As Steenslind and two friends held Horne
down, another dorm resident called the front

desk attendant, who called the University of

California Police Department.

The second suspect was described by

witnesses as a black male, with black hair,

about 5* 11," wearing a tan jacket and blue

j^aris.

The Dykstra front desk attendant chased the

second suspect to Gayley and Landfair
Avenues, but was unable to catch him. Several

reports suggest that this suspect resembles the

description of a suspect in a recent Southern

Suites burglary.

Steenslind was bitten in the scuffle, and had
to get a tetiinus shot.

Floor residents said everyone's valuables

were returned, except for one bottle of scotch

which is still missing.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

Thomas David, head of the Bush Foundation for Child "gnth

Family Policy, "but in 1976 the Dickinson law (AB 3121) was
passed, saying that teenagers no longer needed to be detained."

This, David said, led to the release of approximately 4,000

teenagers.

David recommended that social workers adopt a new view of

teenagers. "Social workers need to be trained to deal with

teenagers. Many have only worked with kids below the age of

16 and feel that older teenagers can take care of themselves^"

Please see RUNAWAYS, Phge 15 Ll^
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WILDERNESS FIELD STUDIES

Earn College Credit

Natural history, ticlJ ecology, wilderness history ane

manaiiement. Courses (or 1^\S6 in the Sierra Nevada,

Dtah and Hawaii. Spring Summer/Fall eiuarters.

For information, write or call:

Sierra Institute, Box C
Carriage Hcuise

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA CRUZ, CA ^)5064

(408)42^)'2761

THE SHIDLERGRANT™^
An Essay Competition in

Real Estate, Entrepreneurship and Value

$15,000 IN CASH AWARDS
• $10000 & $5000 for two best essays

• Top essays submitted for publication m
national real estate periodicals

• Open to undergraduate & graduate students

• 1 .500 words or less - due April 8- 1986

For comolele details & entry forms at U'C L A contact -

• Patty Minpr G S M 3.371

Scholarship Office A 129F Murphy Hall

or

Pam Woodard
THE SHIDLER GROUP

Call Toll Free 1-800-2P2 0899

ATTENTION: DENTAL, ART, AND PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS

MAKE UFEA BREEZE
WITHANAIR FORCE
SILENT COMPRESSOR

AIR FORCE III

$339.95
$255.99

PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB 17 - 28

REGULAR
SALE

AIR FORCE I

$429.00
$385.99

ASUCLA HEALTH SCIENCES STORE rrrsKS lMon-Thur 8-6. Fri 8-5; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5 X
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WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN OUR WEEK-LONG
- SALC-CELEBRATING THE BIRTHS QF-TW'
OF THE MOST DISTINGUISHED LEADERS
IN THE HISTORY OF OUR NATION —

GEORGE WASHINGTON AND ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
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nf% O/n ALL WOMEN'S
Xl I ^r-i- LONG-SLEEVED^W OFF SHIRTS, SWEATERS,
AND OUTERWEAR. PLUS: TAKE AN
ADDITIONAL 20% OFF ALL SALE ITEMS

15
O/n ALL ADULT SHORT

J^„ SLEEVED T-SHIRTS

OFF AND ADULT SHORTS.
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320 S^FF
ON MEN'S CASUAL AND
DRESS PANTS, SHORT
AND LONG-SLEEVED

SPORT SHIRTS. PLUS AN
ADDITIONAL 20% OFF

ALL SALE ITEMS.

20 OFF
OUR ALREADY
LOW PRICE FOR
JOCKEY UNDERWEAR;
THAT EQUALS 30% OF
THE SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE! '

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
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Lithuanian rally speaicers denounce Soviet aggression
mc^ll&i daily bruin tuesday, february 18, 1986

By Glenn Adams

Calling for U.S. support of

freedom forces in the world,
Linas Kojelis, special assistant

to President Reagan, was
among those denouncing
Soviet aggression at a Friday
r^lly.

The noon rally in Meyerhoff
Park, sponsored by the

ithuanian^ ^uHents ^"^Xisocia-

tion, commemorated the sym-
bolic 68th anniversary of

Lithuanian independence,
despite the fact that Lithuania

has been a province of the

USSR since the end of World
War II, when it was invaded

by the Soviet Union.
Although the anniversary

was the official reason for the

event, which drcNv about 100

people, the speakers concen-

trated primarily on more re-

cent world issues.

Kojelis, also a UCLA alum-

nus, cited Nicaragua, South

Vietnam and Laos as among
victims of Soviet imperialism

within the last 10 years. He
did not distinguish between
indirect Soviet support of

these countries and the dii^ect

invasion of Afghanistan,
claiming that all Soviet ad-

visers have "the same hope to

bring a Soviet kind of system
.

"

While citing Soviet gains,

Kojelis said there was still

reason for optimism. "There is

hope," he said. "The president

has repeated over and over

again that the U.S. will not

give up its support to the

forces of freedom throughout

the world."
However, Kojelis said he

feels that optimism hinges on
public support for Reagan's

foreign policies. "The presi-

dent cannot do it alone," he

said. "We can help by asking

(congressional) representatives

to bring arms to all anti-Soviet

(forces)."

Tomas Schuman, a journal-

ist and Soviet dissident who
claimed he was once a

member of the KGB, also

spoke out against the Soviets

and complained about what
he feels are inaccuracies in the

U.S. press coverage of the

Soviet Union.
In addition, Schuman

charged UCLA students with

"paying absolutely no atten-

tion to (Soviet) genocide."

Contending that student

concern over Nazi and South
African atrocities is

misdirected, Schuman said

protests should be about Soviet

actions during World War II

and current U.S. business rela-

tions with Angola.
"(There were) 66 million

innocent victims of com-
munism," Schuman claimed.

"and you don't give a damn.
Interesting, isn't it?"

He also claimed that apathy
occurs because of
"psychological warfare" and
"disinformation" from the
Soviet Union. "It happens
because of a consistent effort

to screw up your minds."
Answering a question by

political comedian Stoney
Burke about the recent Philip-

pine election in which
widespread fraud was
reported, Schuman said,
"What you see on your televi-

sion is a big, fat lie. I like

Marcos." He later ammended
the statment with, "I don't

like President Marcos, to be
honest. But I would gladly ex-

change Marcosj for Gor-
bachev."

Alex Cota, who ran unsuc-
cessfully last year for the state

assembly, also commented on
the situation in the Philip-

Please see LITHUANIA,
Page 15

TRIVIAL PUESUIT by Dom Polcino
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YOUNGER PROTESTERS - These two children were
among the protesters who gathered Friday to condemn
Soviet aggression in Lithuania and elsewhere.
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Half-Price Sale-All Books
1/2 of List Price

Gifts-Section

Room 22480 URL -

Feb. 24 - Feb. 28 -
1 week only __

Half-Price Sale.

THE NAIL GARDEN
'*over 12 years of quality service

If

Limited Offer (Except Fri.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.
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1025 Westwood
Blvd.

One Block South of UCLA
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One test v\iiere only
youknowthe score.

(Check One)

Yes No

U Do you want In be the
only one who knows
when yc)ii.us(;an(;cirly

pregnancy test?

Would you prefer a t(;st

that's totally private to.
pcjrforrn and totally

private; to read?

Would you like a test

that's portable, so you
cancarry it withyouand
read it in private?

CSind®'^
. u.t^*flttiS7 50 minimum

purchase.

And how about a simple,
one-stepKist with a dra-
matic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score.

P*rm«n«nt or Temporary
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I I
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Westwood Village

Sjjeafk Plan -—
Figure 22
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WESTWOOD: Villagers agree change is in order

Continued from Page 1

bordered by LeConte, Tiver-

ton, Lindbrook and Gayley
Avenues makes the task of im-
proving it a tedious process.

However, the City of Los
Angeles Planning Department
is currently playing the role of

mediator, and its contract
with Gruen Associates has

produced a Specific Plan that

attempts to support both the

landowners and merchants in-

terests as well as the residents.

A key proposal offered by
Gruen's Sp(?cific Plan entails

diversifying the clientele of

Westwood, which could in-

clude dividing the village into

specific di.stricts "where cer-

tain types of retail uses should

predominate and others be

restricted."

Under this plan Westwood
and Glendon Avenues would
be devoted primarily to up-

scale shopping and dining.

Ideally, fast-food restaurants

would be replaced by outdoor

cafes, and new movie theatres

and novelty shops would be

prohibited.

The area along Gayley
Avenue would concentrate

primarily on neighborhood
and student services, pro-

viding for fast-food or take-

out restaurants at a maximum
of three per block.

Broxton and Weyburn
Avenues, consisting primarily

of entertainment-related,
pedestrian-oriented uses,

would most closely resemble

the look of Westwood today.

Along the same lines, the

Gruen plan alsq encourages

"enhancing the pedestrian en-

vironment" in order to attract

a diverse. mixture of clientele.

Such enhancement migKt in-

clude the widening of

sidewalks, creating plazas and

"vest-pocket parks" and^

streetscape elements like foun-

tains and sculptures. Pat
Smith of Gruen Associates

cited Braxton Avenue and
'Westwood Boulevard as areas

where emphasis would be
placed first to accommodate
the existing demand for

pedestrian space "in the
village core."

Pedestrian space, however,
cannot be provided at the ex-

pense public parking Ki Suh
Park, Gruen's manging
a.ssociate for the Westwood
plan, explained. "Without
parking you're ground zero.

Without parking you can't

even improve the sidewalk."

If an angry woman who
spoke, out at the Feb. 6

meeting, identifying herself as

a "shopper who no longer

comes to Westwood because

it's too damn difficult and ex-

pensive to park there" is any
indication, a problem does ex-

ist.

According to a member of

the Village Merchants Associa-

tion, who attended the Feb. 6

meeting but declined to give

her name, the village needs a

larger, more economical park-

ing supply in order to be

competitive with other popu-
lar shopping areas.

In an attempt to eliminate

the parking deficit it currently

cites as over 3,000 spaces, the

Gruen plan suggests a

village-wide parking valida-

tion system with a major cen-

tralized parking structure on
Broxton Avenue. Such a struc-

ture would be financed by low

interest municipal bonds and
existing parking meter funds,

as well as fees from un-

validated parking.

According to the Gruen
evaluation, another key con-

cern, in addition to parking,

held by the interest groups in-

volved is the management of

nighttime activities in the
village, particularly on
weekends. The summary
report explains, "This concern
focuses on 'cruising' — both
for parking and entertainment
— and on the intensity and
mix of the crowd."

Although all three interest

factions agree with Gruen
Associates' suggestion to

discourage cruising for reasons

of security and appearance,
the manager of Nature's
Health Cove, as well as sever-

al other merchants along the

portion of Broxton recently

blocked off and converted into

diagonal parking, has reported

a 40 percent drop in customer
traffic since the experimental

move was enacted in early Oc-
tober.

While such complaints
seemed well-taken at the Feb.

6 meeting, the alternative cur-

rently suggested to alleviate

the pressing viljage traffic

problem, in which Westwood
becomes a parking lot every

Friday and Saturday night

may not- be much better. The
plan is to completely shut off

vehicle traffic in the village,

except for parking and
emergency access, leaving only

a "perimeter loop" formed by
Westwood Boulevard and
LeConte and Gayley Avenues.

The key to any of the sug-

gestions being implemented
and benefiting the Westwood
of the future lies, according to

the Gruen Specific Plan, in

the hands of property owners
and merchants whose interests

are there.

Park, at the Feb. 6 meeting,

called for "voluntary and
complete cooperattion" on the

part of tliese two groups in

order to implement "the vision

that the Specific Plan defines."-

Things are brewin'

in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

IBM COMPATIBLE
COMPUTER

$799!!!
• IBM )(T type mother traard • 256K RAM

• 2 360K Floppy Dnves • Keyboard ,

• Heavy duty 135W power supply
• Runs IBM software
• Color or Mono card

Epson Lx-80 Printer'239
with IBM cable

IBM Game Adaptor <35

10 Pack DS/PD Disks
from '9«'

CABLES. DISKEHES.

SUPPLIES & SOFTWARE-ALL

30% OFF WITH THIS AD

8322 Wllshire, L.A.
(3 BIks E of La Cienega Free Parking)

(213) 655-9214

HONDA
Present Student l.D. For

SPECIAL
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ABSOLUTELY 100% FREE
Jean Louis David Salon

needs women hair models for styling,

perms, and highlights.

all hair stylists are experienced and licensed

FOR AN APPOINTMENT CALL:

271-2131 or 273-4836
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BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

TINXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
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BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES HTTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. AU Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica
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J^-f BLVE & «OLD HAIR DESI6N
^;o''' Special Offer

PERNS $15 OFF
HEN^S HAIRCUTS $SOFF

WOHEN*S HAIRCUTS $10 OFF
V> w/this coupon Tues-Sat c^c
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

Westwood Classes every week-Sat

Sun, Weeknights. Inexpensive

Stimulating & Fun Locations also a

B^erly Hills S.M.. Culver City and

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099
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FRESHMAlV SEMIIVARS
8PRIIVG QUARTER

CLASSICS 7IF FRESHMAN SEMUVAR:
POmSR AND IMAGIIVATIOIV IN
BYZANTIUM
Prof. Andrew Dyck
Tu,Th 11:00 -12:15

The course will study the relations of authority and the in-

telligentsia in the highly centralized Byzantine Empire; topics

include: criticism of the Emperor, intellectual freedom and at-

tempfaf iwftiim.

PHILOSOPHY 97C* FRESHMAN SEMINAR
PHILOSOPHY IN THE AGE OF
THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLU-
TION: METAPHYSICS,
SCIENCE, AND KNOWLEDGE
The course will explore the relations between science and
philosophy in the 17th and early 18th centuries. It Is designed
for freshman students who would like to actively discuss

philosophical issues and improve their critical (and writing)

skills.

Jeremy Hyman, Teaching Fellow

Tu,Th 11:00 -1:00

* Consent of Instructor required.
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ON CAMPUS
TUESDAY
MARCH 4

X
Ask your Placement office for details on our upcoming
campus visit, or see our ad in this paper next

Tuesday, March 4 for additional information.

LLNL isan equal opportunityemployer, m/f/h. \JS. citizen-

ship is required.

BROWN: Style, class, but substance

Continued from Page 1

Brown's high priority issues.
^ . r^

"Apartheid is a moral issue to the entire Democratic Caucus

and an especially emotional one for the speaker," says Santa

Clara Assemblyman Sam Farr.

"I've never seen the speaker get so emotional about an is.sue.

But last year, his personal feelings about apartheid were shared

with the caucus," Farr said. "This may be the only i.ssue the

speaker really cares about."
^

• .

Last .summer, student protests at various UC campuses spark

ed new hope for those legislators in Sacramento who have been

opposed to apartheid, including Brown, who has helped push

legislation that would in some way ease the plight of thousands

of blacks in South Africa.,

Waters introduced a bill last year that would prohibit in-

vestment of new state pension funds in those companies that do

business in the racially troubled country. That bill was approv

ed by both the Assembly and the Senate, but was vetoed b\' the

governot, who said it went too far in enforcing limits on state

retirement funds.

That same measure, AB 134, has been introduced again this

session and has sailed through the Assembly is on its way for

Senate action.

"I trust that it will pass both houses and reach the governor's./

desk. And I am hopeful that the conditions in South Africa, as

well as the sensitivity of our citizens, and this being an election

year, that the governor will find it politically expedient to sign

it and allow it to become law," Brown said.

But, according to Deukmejian spokewoman Donna Lipper, it

is highly unlikely that the governor will sign the bill.

At the June regents meeting, rumors spread on campuses that

Brown would put the apartheid issue back on the agenda. At

the September meeting, student protesters gathered at UCLA in

hopes that Brown would do just that. But, he did not.

"I chose not to (bring it up) period!" Brown sai<L-^U-4nak<

~t

decisions not based upon whether or not they're political or

popular, whether or not they're entertaining to a single issue."

Brown emphatically said he makes decisions based on

whether he can truly have an effect of the ultimate policy.

When you hold the second most powerful position in state gov-

ernment,^you must know when and how to exercise power, he

said.

Protests and demonstrations are nothing new to Brown. One
reason he has been called "a promoter of liberal causes," goes

back to the early 1960s. After he was turned down from pur-

chasing a house in a white neighborhood. Brown staged the first

sit-in in Northern California.

Since then. Brown has supported "equal rights" legislation

which includes prohibiting discrimination in government pro-

grams, providing affordable housing for the state's citizens and

creating job training programs for the unemployed.

Brown also calls himself an "enthusiastic supporter of affir-

mative action programs in college." Brown frowned about UC's

record of improving the underrepresentation of minorities —
students, faculty, staff and administration.

"The university has a sufficient portfolio, an adequate income

to address what is basically a minor expense," Brown said.

"It's only the question of whether or not the university has

the will to do it," he said. "They have the work, but not the at

tion."

According the the speaker's Education Consultant Dale

Shimasaki, Brown is appalled that the country's best institution

has such a poor record of improving minority representation.

"There are 557 administrators at UC," Shimasaki said. "None

are women, one is Chicano and one is Asian, and those figures

upset the speaker."

For nearly two decades, the Legislature has incorporated

language into UC's annual budget as "a devise to probe the

university into an acting role on this issue," Brown said.

"But, we have not baen able to succeed," he said. "We'll keep

struggling, we'll keep trying."

According to Rose, Brown is "concerned that the state-sup-

ported university should have a population that is reflective of

the public and that is supportive and relies on it for research,

education, extraordinary teaching and public service."

At one point. Brown hopes there will be either a Board of

Regents or president that will achieve full affirmative action

and equal opportunity and "I hope to be around to see it hap-

pen," he said.

In the governor's 1986-87 budget proposal, UC affirmative

action programs would receive $1.1 million in state funds,

almost $5 million less than what UC requested.

"I would hope that they (members of the Assembly Ways and

Means Committee) would figure out how to honor UC's re-

quest," Brown said. But, with the state either close to or over

the state's spending limit, the hands of the legislators are tied

when they search for funds to implement new programs, like

affirmative a'ctlon.

"It's clear, under this cock-eyed budget that's been submitted
to us, each time that there is a problem that is addressed by in-

creased appropriation, we are going to have to find a place to

get the money from, for that appropriation," Brown said.
If each item in the budget, like affirmative action programs,

is financed at the level UC requested. Brown said, "we're going
to have to take it from somebody else."

--^
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No^Matter How Manic Your Mondays May Be, You Can Always Enjoy

THE NEW BANGLES ALBUM:
DIFFERENT LIGHT

FEATURING 12 EVENT-QUALITY
SONGS, INCLUDING THE HIT

"MANIC MONDAY"

...ijii
'

I

'

TODAY^-

—

—
and for the next three Mondays, you can try your

luck as a Banglophile. Look for a different Bangle

each week (this week it's Vicki), and you'll find the

word search puzzle below. Bring your entry to

Tower Records Westwood, and you'll have the

chance to win a SANYO Portable Cassette Player

iip®IRmeLES /• 1 1 Caayiey Ave. ;,

a cassette copy of the "Different Light" Album, and

a special edition Bangles T-Shirt.

(Courtesy of

PUT:
yourself in a Different Light. THE BANGLES NEW
ALBUM ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND
CASSETTES. NOW JUST $5.99 at

TOWER RECORDS
1 078 WESTWOOD BLVD

Vicki Peterson
Guitars, Vocals

*...

JUST:
Find the 7 words, names, or song ^^^
titles, hidden vertically, diagonally, or

horizontally in the letters below.

We've provided clues, but in the puz-

zle, itself, all or only part of the clue

may appear (See example).

BRING:
Your entry to Tower Records

Westwood. From all correct entries

one will be chosen at random.

WIN:
A portable cassette player from Af-

fordable Portables 1110 Gayley Aye^_

Westwood, A Bangles "Manic Mo-

day" T-ShIrt, and Casette.

CLUES;
VICKI PETERSON, BANGLES
N'MASH . SEPTEMBER GURLS,
JAMES, WALK LIKE AN EGYPTIAN,
DEBBIE PETERSON, DAVID
KAHNE

PUZZLE:

a''-''

%

W N

NAME:
ADDRESS:.
PHONE #:_

Mam
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/ADVERTISE
I 6> I

I

Margaret — ».

I
Women and Sexuality, Part U

communication in sexual relationships .

Noon - 1p.m.
Wonnen^s Resource Center

Room 2, Dodd Hail

Facilitated by Amy Goldner, MS, MFCC
of the UCLA Student Health Services.

Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Relations

w

Allure • Caressa
Mr. Seymour • John Higdon
Beene Bag • Beverly Feldman
Paradox-Garolini • Casadei

• and more!

With this coupon
Valid thru 3-30-86

208-6774 Comer of Weybum & Glendon
Across from Bullock's

Author of ''The Handmaid's Tale'' will be on campus ^ j/

FEB. 20, ll:30-12:30piir
to sign copies of her novel in the Book Department.

A§UCLA Students* Store Ackerman Union

naawMMMM

What's Bruin
Continued from Page 2

reveal the hidden truths about the U.S. governments actions dur-

ing WWII. 12-2 p.m., Ackerman Union 2nd floor lounge. Free.

Call 825-7184.

Progressive Student Alliance meeting, 5 p.m. Ackerman 3516.

Music Department sponsors a free concert by Mu Phi Epsilon

(the music fraternity) at noon in the Schoenberg Hall„
Auditorium.

Women's Resource Center sponsors a workshop on women and
sexuality, focusing on the topic of communication in sexual rela-

tionships with speaker Amy Goldner of the UCLA Student

Health Services. 12-1 p.m. in the Women's Resource Center

Dodd HalL Call 825-3^45. _[

Women's Resource Center/Student Psychological Services co-

sponsor a support group for retunring students. Student
Psychoiogical Services, Math Sciences 4223, 1-2 p.m.

"""^

The UCLA Undergraduate Student Accounting Society spon-

.sbrs a .speaker from Seidman and Seidman who will speak on im-

i portant accounting issues. 11 a.m., Ackerman 3517. Free.

I

THURSDAY
' Women's Resource Center sponsors a workshop entitled

"Hunger for Perfection." Jean Young, will speak about women
and compulsive eatin^. 12-1 p.m., in the Women's Resource
c-enter. 2 Dodd Hall Call 825-3945.

Bible Studies in the New and Old Testament, Noon, Ackerman

I

3517. Call -477-fSl()fi.

Nikkei Student Union 'meeting. A Japanese American organiza-

tion that brings people together sociall\, culturalh, and to helj^

educate people in the community about us. .All interested people
welcome! 5 p.m. Ackerman 3517. Call 825-7184.

UCLA Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning
present architect and educator, Charles Moore to give a free

public lecture, entitled "Projects." 8 p.m. Architecture 1102.
reception at 7 p.m. An exhibition of his design projects will be on
display Feb. 18-March 14 at the UCLA School of Architecture. 8

a.m. -5 p.m. Monday-Friday, except holidays.

UCLA Extension presents Allen W. Johnson, instructor, pro
fe.s.sor of Anthropolog)' at UCLA lecturing on "The Amazon —
Key to Ancit?nt and Mndern Ciiltiprp.s in Sn"»>> Amyrioa " 7 10
p.m., 2160F Dickson Art Center. $12.

~

Israel Action Coalition sponsors a dialogue between Israeli

Palestenian Mohamed Dwarsha and Israeli Jew Rafi Goldman. 2
p.m. Ackerman. Free. Call 208-3081.

UCLA Graduate School of Librar> and Information Science
with the cooperation of the Dept. of Economics presents 6r.
DM. Lamberon, visiting professor, speaking on information
policy. 3-5 p.m., Powell 300F.

UCLA Visitors Center sponsors a Visitors Center Discovery
Tour to the UCLA Map Library with David Deckelbaum speak-
ing. Free. Meet in the lobby of Schoenberg Hall at 1:30 pm
Call 206-8147.

Baha'i Campus Club Meeting to "Investigate the Possibilities
for World Peace." Everyone who has any ideas about the possi-
bility/impossibility of worlds peace is encouraged to attent. 6
p.m., 2410 Ackerman.

UCLA Extension sponsors John Reed, instructor, law professor.
New York University and Martin Shapiro, instructor, law pro-
fessor, UC Berkeley, speaking on "The Bill of Rights and
Freedom of the Press." 7-10 pm, 147 Dodd Hall. $5.

Student Committee for the Arts presents "Student Talent."
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. Free.
UCLA School of Medicine presents "Orthodox and Holistic

Medicine: Confrontation or Co-operation?" with moderator
Prof. Bernard Towers and panel of Associate Professors Micheal
S. Goldstein and Jacob Zighelboim. Noon to 1 p.m., Rm. 13-105
Center for the Health Sciences.

Presentation on Nicaragua by Peter Schev of the National
Center for Immigrants Rights, Inc. 4 p.m. Law School Buildinu.
Km. 1359. Sponsored by National Lawvers' Guild, UCLAW
Chapter. '

.

Overeaters Anonymous brown bag meeting. NPI C-8-538 from
12-1 p.m. Free.

Gay and Lesbian Law Students/Women's Studies Program
spoasors a lesbian social hour for graduate .students and staff
members. 4-6 p.m. in the 2nd floor Faculty Conference Room,
Law School. '

I

FRIDAY
SpeciaJ Olympics sponsors a "Behavior Modification Training

i

'src^ll »r^^^^ ^^^* Haegerty. 7-9 p.m. Ackerman

I

Muslim Students Association of UCLA sponsor a Jum'ah
,

meetmg at noon and general membership meeting at 1 p.m. in
!
Ackerman 3564.

sne?k'"on ?!""'*/?" Fellowship meeting, with Alice Liang to
speak on On Campus Evangeli.sm." 2:30-4:30 p.m. Ackerman

fp-^l^"^
"^1*" Coalition sponsors a National Asian Student Con-

te P^H
"" .'"^ "^'-^^ P"'-' 2240 Campbell hall. All people in-

ter^ted m volunteering are encouraged to attend. Call 825-7184.

S^fpfv
'^"''^ ^^"*^'' *"^ ^^ Department of Community

Sale
y sponsor a workshop entitled, "About Rape: Empower-

Comm T^c^"""''"^^^" ^^^'^^^ ^^^-^^'^ Lodge, of the Dept. ofCommumty Safety will speak. 12-1 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall Call

n!!^^'\ZT''Z"'''
''^"'^" " ^'^ ^^^'^ by harpsichordist

HaU Can 82"::i76^"'"
^" ^'^ J^" '^^^' ^^-^- in^Schoenberg

MiS r^lTu'"* .'P*""'^" * i"">°' r<^^ti«» by guitarist

KSerTheaT" ^""^ '^-^-n- ^ p.m in the Janropper I heater m Schoenberg Hall. Free. Call 825-4761.

SATURDAY

^
UCLA Special Olympics practice. 9 a.m..l2:30 p.m., IM

y
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GEIMERAL
REP.

BRUIN WALK
TABLE
MON, TUES,

&FRL 10-2

WINTER: Nuclear
Continued from Page 3

get through a cloud made by a
meteor."
A cloud composed of smoke

from nuclear war,^Toon said,
could produce similar effects
— lowering the temperature
of the Earth's surface to 20
Hpgrpfft centigrade for monthw

discussed

world arsenal of 15,000
megatons — and found that
only a minimal amount of nu-
clear arms were needed to

produce effects similar to that
of a meteor.

*'Only 100 megatons,
enough to burn half the cities

£JYOUR COIMIMECTIOIM TO
STUDEIMT GOVERIMMEIMT"

BY THE GEIMERAL REPRESEIMTATIVES of

USAC

leaving portions of the Nor-
thern Hemisphere dark for
weeks.

The.se two theories stirred

controversy in 1980 when he
and four colleagues proposed
their ideas in two articles

published in .scientific jour-
nals. Since then, the Issues of
dinosaur extinction and nu-
clear winter ha\e been both
debated l)\ meteorologists,
hiolotlist.s. astronomers and
other scicntist.s.

Toon first tleveloped his

theory of a deadly dust cloiui

when an inch-thick laver of

meteoric material datinii f)ack

to bo million B.('. wa.s found
in Italy. K.stimatinii the size of

the meteor to have been 10 ki-

lometers in diameter. Toon
and his colleagues theorized

.

that a rasuiting dust cloud left

the Earth dark for almost
three months, l)oth lowering
the temperature and almost
completely nullifying the pro-

cess of photosynthesis in
plants.

Most animals either froze or
starved from the disruption of

the food chain, leaving no
hope for dinosaurs and other
large creatures to survive.

**Nothing bigger than a
German shepherd survived,"

Toon said. "The smaller
creatures survived because
they required less food."

Following the principles of

this idea. Toon project,ed a

variety of scenarios involving

nuclear holocausts — one of

which involves the entire

-SURVEYS EVERY WEEK.
-YOUR NUMBER TO US 825-9962

in th9 NATO nirtittm anHi
j Qesl. REP. REPORT AVAffcABLf-WEEKL¥=

¥

¥
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¥
¥
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¥
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Soviet Union, will produce the
same effects," he .said. (

Though the results would
not be a.s extreme as those
.scientists have estimated for

the meteor impact, they
would be bad enough to

drastically change Earth's
ecosNstem.

"Portions of the Northern
Hemisphere would he dark for

weeks."' Toon said. Photos\ n-

thesis of plant.s would drop to

•5 percent, and t h e

temperature would go down
to 20-.]() degrees Fahrenheit,
he added.

I'oon said he [)<*lie\es it

would take onix 20 davs
following the l)last for smoke
to ri.se into the stratosphere

and vffom there drift irito the
lower hemisphere. "After 40
days, only half of the smoke
would .settle back down to the

Earth's atmosphere, " he said.

"(Human) deaths during the
first few weeks could range
from one million to one
billion." The.sc figures, he
noted, depend on a number of

factors, such as radiation
poisoning, food shortages and
diseases spread from rotting

corpses.

To help support his
theories. Toon pointed to a
meteorological phenomenon
on Mars in which dust .storms,

generated in a single location,

gradually spread and blanket
the entire planet.

Politics have no bearing on
his theory. Toon emphasized.

Please see WINTER, Page 15
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WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896 ^

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SALON
Exceptional Offer by Marica

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (rcg.'SO)

atS (incl. sh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35^ (rcg. *70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^•••••••^•T^^A^il^***^*^

OMEN IN

BUSINESS
FEATURING TOP SPEAKERS:

SHAHE NAJARJAN/Datlv Brum

Joan Zyda (left) and Louis Armnuind (right)

Comm Board reprimands
Singer for 'poor language'

Dr. Adele Scheele
Career Strategist

Author of SKILLS FOR
SUCCESS and MAKING
COLLEGE PAY OFF

>.

Leslie Hollingsworth

Senior Associate

Korn/Ferry International ^
- the world's largest

executive recruiting firm

By Laureen Lazarovici. Staff Writer

Ed Singer, chairman of the ASUCLA Communications
Board, was reprimanded last Thursday by the board for his

"use of poor language" in a Feb. 10 Daily Bruin interview.
Referring to the debate between Chancellor Charles Young,
jomm Board and st t idtn t gnvffrnment over the appoi

Barbara Edwards
Founder and President

California Host
- special events coor-

dinating firm

Anne Kimbell Relph
Educational Consultant

Executive Producer of the

Women of Achievement
Series

TOPICS OF DISCUSSION INLUDE:
• what companies are looking for in an executive

• how women are perceived in the corporate environment

• the advantages and disadvantages of being a woman in to-
day's business world

• the importance of^xtracurricular activities and building networks
i>

process to the board. Singer was quoted as saying, "the
chancellor has basically screwed over the Comm Board."

At the meeting, Comm Board Vice Chairwoman Joan Zyda
moved to censure Singer, claiming that he "displayed poor con-
duct."

Zyda said it was Singer's choice of words, not necessarily his
opinion, that she was opposed to.

"We shoufd not be alienating people," Zyda safd.^^'We should
have rational compromise." Zyda and four other members of
the board expressed those sentiments in a letter which appeared
in last Thursday's Daily Bruin.

Louis Armmand, a graduate board member, moved to re-
quest that Singer write the letter in order to "clear the air."

Singer was directed by a 7-1-2 vote to write a letter of
a[)olog\ to Young on behalf of the board.
Graduate board member Bruce Shih voted against the mo-

tion, and administrative representative Peter VVeiler and Singer
abstained.

Singer said he was willing to write the letter "on behalf of
the board, but not as a personal apology."
"What I said was a personal statement," Singer said. "I

regret that it was misunderstood as an official statement."
Singer said he would send the letter within two weeks.

Forum on black athletes to discuss

current treatment, past successes
An "

Athletes: Forum -^ Past

TOMORROW
7PM» JAMES E. WEST CENTER
Presented by the UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

and Present." discussing how
black athletes are treated cur-
rently and^ how successhil
athletes have made it through
the svstefn, will be presented
tonight at 7 in Ackerman
Union Sfcoiid Moor Lounge.

Scheduled speakers inelufle
Walt Haz/ard. UCLA basket-
ball coach, Tomniy Taylor
and <')scar KJwards. past'
[
(! V fnnthntl-plaUTS. audi

}' and Mieha'
IVmv.j). fast UCLA ?rnr>l- «...

order to help students realize

what some of the athletes are

g(ung through," said Van
Scott, chairman of the Black

Student Alliance, which is

sponsoring the event with
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.

Scott said the forum will

discuss *the phvsical and men
t a I strains athletes li ;

•

throuuh." and the perccptiot;

'lial 'what athletes contril)iit<

to {]](' nriiMTsity) is ;no:
''

" "Ahal they get in return

^mftmmmm.

WE MEAN BUSINESS
UPCOMING EVENTS:

Feb. 25 - Guest Speaker: Frank Scott

Mar. 4 -JOB FAIR '86
, j\

Funded by the CPC of the PAB

WAITERS «. WAITRESSES
DOUBLE YOUR PRESENT INCOME
AND KEEP YOUR PRESENT |OB

~ Full or Part-time

-

Become a Professional Restaurant Food
fji^^\7.J?' complete details phone
(2 1 3) 204-2 I 42 between 6:00-8:00 pm

or reply to: Mr. Eugene O. Hicks
Pres.. U.S. International

^-,__ Restaurant Assoc. . ,

-t/
J So. Beverly Drive. Ste. 1189
Beverly HIHs. CA 902 12

I ,

;
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UCLA NIKKEI STUDENT UNION

PRESENTS

c

Over 40 years ago, the crivil rights of an entire people were stripped away
from them. During World War II. the United States government uprooted
Tfapanese Americans from tne ir commun iUBs andnrfni in desoldt6

—
concentration camps. The UCLA Nikkei Student Union's Week of Remem-
brance is a program that encourages the campus community and the general
public to learn about a tragic and embarassing chapter in American history.

These events are not sufficiently recognized in our high school and college cur-
riculum. More importantly, the Japanese American internment during World War
II must be understood and remembered by all, so we can insure that American
citizens will never be denied their civil rights again.

\

r ,1 .

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1986 THROUGH FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1986

"INJUSTICE REMEMBERED": THE PICTORIAL ACCOUNT OF
THE JAPANESE AMERICAN CONCENTRATION CAMPS
This exhibit will feature the photographs of Toyo MiyataJce taken during

'—?—

his internment at the Manzanar Relocation Camp during WWU,
In cooperation with UCLA Cultural Affairs. .

•

~~^

Kerckhoff Art Gallery, Kerckhoff Hall

Open from 8:00 am - 8:00 pm, ,„^

—"-^ '

Iv "-'^ - -

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1986 _.
"UNFINISHED BUSINESS"

This film, nominated for an Academy AwardM' Stephen Okazaki, tells the compelling

story of three men who fought jor thcirciid rights by; refusing ^ '- '^-^-'m^^lu .n the camps
12:00 pm: Ackerman Union, 2nd Fl Lorm^ZC _ '

~ vn- Ro/^> W."/^ ^'vm- '^''i'
""""'''^^

^
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^
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violating hxccutivc ^Jrder -*(K^o ounuinea.
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DINNER: Hedrick residents host Chancellor Young

t

HYUNGWON KANG/Datly Bruin

CHATTING WITH THE CHANCELLOR - A semi-formal dinner with Hedrick Hall

residents allows Young to meet and exchange views with students.

Continued irom Pa^e 1

said he has serious (}iiesti()ns

re^ardin^ the validity of the

studies that have been made
because he believes they lack

data.

"One of the things that we
are j^oing to be doing is to

engage an engim»ering consul-

tant to come in and do what

..W4}.}think is a \ery thorough

study," Young said. "We have

plans and have tentatively set

aside funding which will pro-

vide funds for improvements

to the residence halls that
^
we

conclude will be required

following the study."

Another student read the

chancellor a letter which ap-

peared in the Daily Bruin

Viewpoint section last week
entitled, "Liberals." Among
the many criticisms expressed

in the letter, it inferred that

English, history, performing

arts and political science ma-
jors are "unprofitable" and
that people in these majors

tend to be liberals who "ex-

pect to take advantage Of
hard-working conservatives.

"

The student asked Young
what he thought of letters of

that nature which he (the stu-

CLA STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS PRESENTS

Jack Elliott ::

Music Director

\

With Special Guest Artists

RAY BROWN, bass
WARREN LUENING, trumpet
BILL PERKINS, saxophone

Thursday, February 20, Royce Hall

FREE ADMISSION*
.-/^.-T^ *—*'<*"n'^---' ' '- *"^'

-

making sure jazz is alive

and well at UCLA.

*bringyourl.D. UCLA
students will receive
preferred seating

».,r ^,

dent) felt starve only to on-
courage "guttersniping."

Young, who holds a doc-
torate in political science,
said, "If all of us have hjanci
opinions, then there isn't real-
ly anything to hear and react
to. There are going to be sonic
very extreme conservatives,
very far out liberals and there

. are going to be a lot of jH'opJc
in between — and we want to
be able to hear not only those
in between but those on the
extreme."

. **You're always going to
hear more from those on the
extreme in proportion to the
total group they represent
because they are people who
have very strong views and
want other people to hear
them," Young continued.
"Those in the middle aren't
writing the letters saying,
'Listen to me, I've got a very
strong middle-of-the-road
position.' That's the kind of
environment we want, one
that allows people to write let-

ters like that."

Student Greg Dougherty
asked Young why the universi-

ty tries to "push" direct affilia-

tion with fraternities when, in

his (the student's) opinion, the
fraternities do not want that

kind of relationship.

Young replied, "
i here havF

been some problems (with the

fraternities), in part with the
type of relationship that exists

with the administration and
fraternities."

The chancellor noted that

most of the problems stem
from, or are related to,

fraternity parties. . There have
been cases of "ethnic put-

down" and "sexual put-down"
at some of these parties.

Young claimed — "activities

that symbolize the uni\crsit\

in an improper way." In addi-

tion, there have been com-
plaints from the conuiHiiiitx

about noise, trash in the

streets and other disturbances

which he attributed to frater

nities.

A "simple" and "better"

way to resolve this problem
would be to have the frater-

nities affiliate directly with

the university. Young said.

In response to Michael
Libraty's (|uestion on the topic

of alleged preferential treat-

ment for athletes. Young said,

"I'm sure that on some occa-

sions — not as a part of

policN . but because something

happened that wasn't suppos-

ed to happen, or for a variety

of rea.sons — there have been

inappropriate things done

here. It is one of the many
jobs I have to see to so that it

doesn't happen or that at least

it happens only accidentally

and not as a part of regular

policy."

The chancellor was also

asked whether he favors the

semester or (|uarter system.

"I haven't seen any real

substained advantage in one

or the other as a whole, ayd I

dorft think f t makes a' n̂-rat

deal of difference which one

(cpiarter or .semester system)

you are on," he answered.

The chancellor was even

asked if he likes to surf.
'

"I have only tried to surf

once in my life," he said. "I

think I would like to surf if I

could do it."

Besides hearing Young's

views on many subjects, the

students also learned mucn

about the chancellors
background and his life out-

side the university.
-r,.^T» <» ' - 11..
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Continued from Page 11

"We are making this study for
purely scientific reasons: to
find out why the dinosaurs
died, and to see what the ef-

fects of a nuclear war would
be."

Toon said he feels the Pen-
tagon has inadequately resear-
ched the possible effects of
such a war. "In the 1950s and
1960s the army did plenty of
tests with single bombs, but
nobody has has done a serious
study of what would really
happen in the event of a full-

scale nuclear war."
Reminding his audience

that these theories are still

young and have not been fully

explored yet, Toon said,
"We've only mad^ these
discoveries in the Ikst few
years. There should be a lot

more work done.
"

Runaways
Continued from Page 4
David also said more

shelters are needed for
runaways. "There are only
four private licensed shelters

in the countv with about 30
beds each." He added that
SODA (State Offenders Deten-
tion Alternative), an existing

GRAND OPENING!

The 10th Inning
is Back Again!

FEATURING: •BEER (domestic, imported, and tap),

•POOL, &
^^H 'GAMES!

The 10th Inning ^^<:$
1880 WeStWOod Bl. (l bik. S. of Santa Monica)

475-5354

dMS HAIR BOUTIQUES

WBmf

Student Special

- -^V Haircut & Style $12

Nexus Perms $30
shamp., cond. ^'

For new cusfomers w/ad

1884 Westwood Blvd. 474-8516 • 470-8698

prog r am th 'a t operates
throughout the county, offers

only 28 beds for runaways.
Both Rothman and David

said family mediation is a

viable way to get teenagers
back home. "It's a way of get-

ting them (the runaway and
parents) talking and hopefully
resolving some of their pro-
blems."

The findings of the study
will be submitted to the
County Board of Supervisors
with recommendations.

Lithuania
Continued from Page 6
pines. He called Marcos a

"dictator" who "is similar to

Castro," *. .^
Cota went on to also attack

the Soviet Union, calling it "a
left-wing dictatorship that is

slaughtering people."

Comparing accounts of the
Soviet Union to early reports

on Nazi Germany that praised
Hitler's regime, Cota said,

"We must not be lured into a

false sense of peace when
there is slaughter."

"Fm not going to make ex-

cuses for a left-wing dictator

or a right-wing dictator,"
Cota said, urging students to

**be concerned about
Lithuania and also about the

Philippines."

After the event, Tadas Dab-
sys, vice president in charge of

administrative affairs for the

Lithuanian World Youth
Association and a UCLA
economics major, dissociated

Cota's remarks from repre-

senting the Lithuanian Stu-

dent Association. Dabsys said

Cota "went off on a tangent."
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In 1461, the bloodiest

battle of the English

War pf the Roses,
fought in a snowstorm
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dead and the York
army victorious.
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Counterpoint Counterpoint

Do not compare slaves and fetuses Appreciate sacrifices
By tlisa Hunt

It's getting a bit nauseating hearing the ex-

cited squeals from the moral majority (oh, ex-

cuse me, the 'Liberty' Foundation) as they

bastardize Constitutional freedom in order to

justify their point of view.

A good example is the cartoon printed in

the Bruin ( Bruin, Feb. 6). An ugly farmer
from the 1800's stood before us saying, "Slaves

aren't people. We can do what we want with
them — the Constitution says so."

This was followed by an even uglier woman
(corkscrew hair, three chins, horn-rimmed
glasses) saying — "Fetuses aren't people. We
can do what we want with them — the Con-
stitution says so."

Comparing a black person's harrowing ex-

istence in those times to that of a fertilized

ovum in the present day is ludicrous.

It is especially ludicrous that such a com-
parison is used to justify imposing a new kind
of slavery on 50 percent of the American pop-
ulation: women are to be enslaved by deci-

sions made by others on what should take
place in women's wombs.
What kind of constitutional freedom is there

for a woman who becomes criminal for being
ujopooF or disadvantaged to l>ear a child?

This woman out of desperation must resort

to coat hangers, unsterile and dangerous
secretive op)erations, and possible death or

mutilation in order to maintain her ability to

financially survive in this world.

It's not as though the government that en-

forces this kind of birth will in turn be con-

cerned for the child's financial well-being.

Governmental funding has in fact been cut

in areas aiding poor families. Between 1981
and 1984, school breakfast and lunch pro-

grams lost 40 percent of their federal support;

food stamps, 14 percent; aid to families with
dependent children, 19 percent; and' child

care, 34 percent. Is this demonstrative "of a

government's concern for the welfare of

children?

Abortion, legal or not, is not something
sought casually and lightly by any female. It is

a lonely and painful experience chosen only as

a desperate last resort.. How many women*
themselves have battled with the feelings of

guilt and torment over this emotional issue on-

ly to go through with it upon examining the

cjuality of life they had to provide for a child?

These are actions of responsible concern and
compassion, not selfish murder.
No one can conclusively determine where

life begins at this point. Scientists,
philosophers, and theologians alike cannot
agree on this, yet we are being called to res-

pond decisively on the issue nonetheless. We
arp to act upon the rights of the unborn

through legislation which will outlaw abortion

as well as certain effective forms of artificial

birth control.

This will not only be applied to economical-

ly disadvantaged women, but single teenagers,

rape victims, insane women, women who
know they will give birth to severely handi-

capped or deformed children, and women
whose lives are endangered by pregnancy.

Based on non-conclusive moral feelings and
zero evidence, are we to dictate the very lives

of these such women? Does the fertilized egg

have greater rights than the rape victim whose
rights have already been violated? The fetus is

not the only bearer of rights and freedoms

here yet what exactly is being implied about

the rights of women? That they are less?

Strict legislation can never be sensitive to

such issues.

Only the woman who it affects has the right

to weigh and decide upon these considera-

tions. Rather than assume that a woman is too

morally ignorant to make such decisions and
lilcewise make them for her, we should opt for

protecting her Constitutional rights and not

rest rict them based on personal ideology. ^

By Charles Click

I was disgusted to find out that there are people like Babak
Naficy who glorify the writing of graffiti on walls, and the fire

bombing of buildings, as a means of showing opposition to the

ROTC program on campus (Bruin, Feb. 11).

In response, I am wilting this letter in defense of the ROTC
program on campus. I^ is quite appropriate that this letter

should be in "defense of ROTC," since it is the men and women
who have undergone ROTC training who put their lives on the

line in defense of our freedoms.

Naficy is wrong in assuming that there is massive anti-ROTC
sentiment on campus. Oh, I will concede that there are a few

ungrateful students who reap the benefits of a free society,

while secretly trying to destroy it from within.

But on the whole, I believe that most students, like myself,

appreciate the sacrifices that these "few good men and women"
make in order to defend our rights.

Let us not forget that it was people like Captain Carla Smith,

who suffered at the hands of the communists when their coun-

try called upon them during the Vietnam War.

Where were the likes of Babak Naficy, who lived off, and
prospered from our freedoms, only to run like cowards when
asked to repay their debts?

Naficy finds it distasteful that ROTC students, in his opinion,

"fantasize about the day they will use real guns on real people."

jleAa ps. if our solditTs during World War II found it distastt'ft4-

If abortion and some forms of birth control

are outlawed, I suppose that women are still

left with some semblance of freedom and
choice. They can opt for a permanent
economic disadvantage and add to the 21 per-

cent of American children who are poor.

They can opt for prayers each month that

the rhythm method works. Or they can
become celibate and rediscover the Victorian

ethic that sex is undesireable (purely because it

is so dangerous)

.

Of course! That's what we're headed for —
an ethics of sex dictated by our government!
Married or not, women need to repress their

own sexuality (after all, only men really enjoy
it). And why? Because the Constitution says

so.

What a twisted way to

beautiful document.
I hope that the intelligent life at UCLA

plans on taking a stand on March 16th by par-
ticipating in The March for Women's Lives
sponsored by the National Organization for

Women.
The threat is real — American rights and

individual freedom is under siege. It's time
that the thinking majority drown out the
voices of the other unthinking and insensitive

few

.

.

to use real guns against real people (the Nazi soldiers), UCLA
today, might offer all its courses in German (I, of course, being

Jewish, would not be around).

However, I might concede that for the $32,600 the College of

L & S spends to train ROTC students, we might get more for

our money. Perhaps, we could set aside some funds in order to

educate people like Mr. Naficy. .

I am sure the ROTC program would not mind spending
money in order to provide Mr. Naficy with a one way ticket to

study abroad in a country more tolerant of his viewpoint; a

county with more freedom of religion, press, speech, and
assembly.

Maybe, in light of the recent USA/USSR spy exchanges, we
could exchange Mr. Naficy and his friends (who really don't

seem happy here) for those Soviet dissadents like Anatoly
Sharansky, who fully understand the cost of freedom.

read such a Click is a freshman majoring in political science.

Counterpoint

Hunt is a f^raduatc student oj MP/TV.

NEWS FLASHY bvestigations oontinue following the
suspected rr\vo^>se of long distaDce telephone access
cooa'h in the dorms. Police are still cluekss.

IN fiuDftPE5T?
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Recognize Reagan
By James Rice

About Kari Anderson's article (Bruin Fel).12). I just

wanted you to know that the sky is not falling and the

world will not ^rind to a halt tomorrow because a few of

us really like Ronald Heaj^an.

I am one of those in whom you will find true admira-
tion for our President, for Hea^an j^oes down in my book
as one of the greatest and most successful Presidents in our
country's history,

I hope that Miss Anderson's dismal outlook on life will

never cloud Ronald Reaj^an's achievements. He has
lowered inflation to the point that it is never even men-
tioned in conversation anymore.

Our economy is booming, as industries like the
automobile and hi-tech industries recently posted profits at

all time highs. Yes, Reagan did not speak to the Russian
leaders during his first term.

Though MiSjS Anderson chose to overlook Reagan's se-
cond term in which he did speak to them. In fact on

_J^"^|^*"y l'^^ Ronald Reagan became the second Americaiv
President ever to address the entire Soviet nation on na-
tional television.

Ronald Reagan will soon hold a place in history as one
of our greatest Presidents and his administrations ac-

complishments will stand behind him, but Reagan's
greatest success may never be documented.

Ronald Reagan has restored an intangible spirit of
America, and he has given us a new sense of pride and
patriotism. When we are down and out and all else fails,
we just need a smile, a little bit of self-confidence, and a
joly m the right direction.

Reagan gives us these non-material things, for that.
President Reagap will always have my admiration. .

Rice is a junior majoring in political science.

Viewpoint

Understanding the buds
Introduction: As National Student Lobby

Director, I have been working to protect the
federal financial aid programs under Title IV
of the Higher Education Act, such as the Pell
Grant Program, the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program, and the National Direct Student
Loan Program, for the students of the Univer-
sity of California and all college students in
the United States.

,
What I have found last spring and this past

fall in my lobby trips to Washington D.C. is

that senators and congressmen are usually
sympathetic to the needs of college students.
They realize that many college students will

be shut out of the chance to finish their
degrees if deep cuts are made into the federal
financial aid programs secured for students
twenty years ago under the 1965 Higher
Education Act, and yet at the same time,
these congressmen and senators feel a tremen-
dous sense of frustration when they perceive
students upset about cuts to programs that on-
ly affect students.

Every constituency, whether they be
veterans, or the elderly, or the disabled, has
someone come in to their office at least a cou-
ple of times a year, and complain to them that
they do not want their programs t() suffer any
cuts — let the cuts come from some other
domestic or" foreign programs, but not from
theirs.

Ai MuUwiitK, af; voters, and 05 citizong, W6

article on the budget entitled, "The Ghost of
Deficits Forever" written by the Senator. We
owe it to ourselves to read this and become
more aware of the budget process, so that as
students, those in positions of legislative power
will know that we have done our homework
when we come to them in defense of our fed-
eral financial aid programs.

In less than three weeks (from January
23rd) the automatic speeding of Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings will be triggered unless a
court challenge to the new law succeeds. The
papers will be filled with the confusion of fed-

eral agencies trying to fulfill the law and the
outrage of those program beneficiaries who see
their activities threatened.

Before the coming public panic consumes
us, we should review where we are, how we
got there, and where we are likely to end up
in our struggle with the deficit.

As a prelude, I should note that I am ex-

tremely optimistic about the' nation's economic
potential. We have solved problems of the

highest order. We have created millions of

jobs for "Baby Boom" workers. We have em-
barked on a new era of entrepeneurship an ris-

ing per-capita incomes. A leanness and
(juickness characterizes th^e private sector.

The only cloud on the horizon, and a cloud
of mammoth proportions in my view, is the

have the responsibility to be at least ac-

quainted with the budget dilemna that is con-
fronting our legislators in Washington D.C.

That is why in this section of the Bruin I

am using a mini-history of the budget crisis as

written by Senator Pete Domenici (R.-New
Mexico), who chairs the Senate Budget Com-
mittee, to bring us up to date on the problem
of balancing the federal budget.
The following is the first paft of a four part

mabihty of the government to control defic1l57

The deficit, simply put, remains the
foremost policy and political problem confron-
ting the nation. If I may borrow from
Dickens, I will call upon three ghosts to lead
us on out. budget odyssey. the ghosts of budget
past, present, and yet to come.

Editor^ note: This letter is the first in a
four-part series from the office of the National
Student Lobby.

Counterpoint
7^

Expanding your mind
By Daniel Shapiro

I was appalled by the narrowmindedness of William
McNamara's letter (Bruin, Feb. 12). If he looked around,
he may be shocked to find many liberal science majors and
many conservative political science majors in his own
school. ^

He criticized the "liberals" for majoring in "notoriously

unprofitable" majors such as English, history, performing
arts, or political science.

First of all, a major in history or political science can
lead to a career in law, a notoriously profitable profession.

This point only exemplifies Mr. McNamara's nar-
rowmindedness.

Graduates with majors in English and history often go
into educational careers. I admit that these are un-
profitable professions, but thank God for these people who
are willing to sacrifice financial wealth to educate the
young people growing up in this nation (including college

students).

I'm not sure if Mr. McNamara was mad at liberal arts

majors (who, by the way Mr. McNamara, are not neces-

sarily liberals) or liberals (in the political sense of the

word). He referred to "liberals"as people who think they
"can get something for nothing" when in fact many are

people who are willing to give something for practically

nothing, such as high school teachers (a number of whom
are conservatives).

Somehow Mr. McNamara was trying to use this bogus
and irrelevant relationship between liberals and liberal

arts majors to support his belief that liberals, "who can
not ^arn thgjr tfwn keep." are taking "hard earned" money
from conservatives to help the poor.

Mr. McNamara, liberals can and do earn their own
keep. Also, liberals pay taxes and, believe it or not, some
liberals are actually wealthy. I suggest, Mr. McNamara,
that when you graduate with your degree in Physics/

Computer Science that you avoid at all cost going back in-

to education. You may be surprised to discover that the

salary of a college professor is not "notoriously profitable."

Shapiro is a junior majoring, in biology.
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Viewpoint

Wanted: fluent English T.A/s
By Eric Fullerton

'

I'm writing this letter to express my utter

frustration in dealing with T.A.'^i who have
not yet mastered (or even come close to

mastering) the English language.
(

Don't mistake me for saying that Anyone
who speaks English as a second language
(or third, fourth...) is not capable of being
a competent T.A., but of the three T.A.'s I

hffve this quarter, not one speaks English
competently enough to communicate effe-

ciently with students, much fess facilitate

the mastery of course material!

I cannot count the number of times in

each of my discussion sections that questions
— very simple, straight forward questions
— must be asked three or four times (if not

more!) before the T.A. finally understands
exactly, or even partially, what the question

is — if the asker is so lucky!

Unfortunately, however, the outcome is

more often the student shaking his head and
saying "nevermind," or pretending to have
gotten a satisfactory answer, while another
student turns to the puzzled student and
says, "I understand what you are asking,

and the answer is..."

ParHnn me if I'm inmrregt, but th^re

We're learning about the logic behind the

structure of the English language from so-

meone who doesn't even understand the

logic herself! Native speakers of English

have enough trouble teaching the language
and teaching about the language — how
can someone who can't even s{x;ak it teach

it?

Don't get me wrong — I admire these peo-

ple greatly. They seem, in most cases, to be

outstanding in their fields, and they speak

English better than I will ever speak any
foreign language.

Nevertheless, this just isn't enough; com-
munication is a very important aspect of be-

ing a teacher, T.A., or student, and
therefore, the role of these particular T.A.'s

in the university system is, at this point,

counterproductive. .

Students are discouraged from going to

their sections, and if they do, rather than
gaining a better understanding and com-
prehension of what's going on in the cx>n-

current lectures or reading, they're leaving

more confused than when they entered!

Something must be done about this situa-

tion, as it is quickly becoming the nilo, not

'Counterpoint

Tunnelvision to wealth
By David Alvarez

Congratulations to Mr. McNamara whose editorial protesting

against liberals, north campus and the humanties in general is

the most ludicrous thing I have ever read in the Bruin (Bruin,

Feb. 12). I am forced- to replyr-

seems to be something wrong here!

My most frustrating experience yet has

been in the linguistics class I'm taking. I

find it incredibly ironic that someone who
can'f speak English is trying to teach it!

the exception. We are paying good money
for this education — it ought to be a good
one.

Fullerton is a sophomore majoring in
kinesiology.

At first I was angry with Mr. McNamara, but after reflecting

on it for a few days, I am now starting to feel sorry for him. He
is so caught up in your own greed and selfish desires that he has

developed a kind of tunnelvision.

At the end of the tunnel he can see only profit, power and

material wealth. I wish somebody would please explain to him

that there are more important things in life than material gain.

I can just hear Mr. McNamara's reply if someone asked him
his opinion of Shakespeare, Hemmingway or Mozart. He would
say something like: "Well, they're pretty much worthless, right?

I mean you can't make any money off that stuff."

Think about it! This man is insensitive, he would undoubted-

ly say that Shakespeare, art and the humanities are worthless.

He would level north campus because it is useless in his "real

world. " That's terribly say in my opinion. He's missing so much
in life.

We are human beings not only because we can think, but

because we can feel and love and help each other. Shakespeare's

plays make us laugh and cry; they make us more sensitive to

each other; they make us more human.

A computer can do physics, but only a human can write a

novel or act in a play. Art is life, Mr. McNamara. You know
nothing about the first because you know nothing about the lat-

ter. ,.- 1

In human society, art and science are the two pinnacles of

man's accomplishments, but they are two completely different

categories. To say that one is better or more important than the"

other is ridiculous.

The fact that artists put in a tremendous amount of time and
work (yes, hard work), but get paid very little for their efforts,

makes their lives all the more admirable.

Alvarez is a junior majoring in English.
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Perspective

Linguistic tricks
By Mitchell Bard
Bard's Eye View ^

_
The news media is very sensitive to charges oH^ias and inac-

curacy; consequently, there is normally a great deal of care
taken in the writing and broadcast of news stories.
The people who write the stories which are transmitted to the

public must be very careful to use language that is not only ac-
curate but appropriate.

Ordinarily, this is not a problem, but in the past few years
there has been a tendency to use certain words that do not
always seem appropriate.

Perhaps the most annoying example of the sometimes
Orwellian use of language is the reporting of "covert" opera-
tions. Does this strike anyone else as odd?
When a major American newspaper or network describes a

covert operation being carried out by the United States it

becomes common knowledge to virtually everyone in the world,
including those people who the operatioln is presumably
directed against.

How can a covert operation be carried qui if everyone knows
about it? Isn't it a little silly to refer to these operations as
"covert" since they cease to be covert the minute someone hears
or reads about them?
The overt effort to undermine the Sandanista government in

Nicaragua has been going'on for about five years. That effort
was supposed to be covert and is still referred to that way
despite the fact that hardly a week passes when a story about
the effort appears on the front page of the newspaper.

Is it any wonder that Nicaraguan strongman Daniel Ortega
predicts a United States invasion every other week—Annthpr word that is troubl^Qmp oppCflM in \hv. prt cedmg-
paragraph — "strongman",

Just what is a strongman? A strong man is a man who
possesses great physical srength, but "strongman" is generally
used to describe a dictator like Kaddafi or leader of a military
junta like Ortega.

What does this mean? Is Ronald Reagan a "weakman"
because he was democratically elected? Why arep't the Soviet
leaders ever called strongmen?
The word "strongman" no dooubt causes those who are sen-

-sitive about the gender of words tp^ringe, after all, aren't there
also strong women?

Wouldn't a more neutral word be "strongperson?" then
again, if one thinks of Margaret Thatcher maybe "strongman"
is appropriate.

It should be noted that the terminology employed by the
media is sometimes determined by that used by the people who
are supplying their information.

We have recently had an example of this when the leader of
the Angolan rebels came to visit. To much of the world he is a
terrorist, to the President he is a freedom fighter even though
one of the targets of his organization's attacks is an American
oil company.
The whole question of who is a "freedom fighter" and who is

a "terro^st" often appears to be so confusing that one is forced
to either use quotation marks or some relatively neutral word
like "rebel."

Bard is a gradute student of political science.
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DESCRIPTION:
Tired, stressed-out commuters, caught in daily
bumper-to-bumper traffic on the freeways of LA.

^^^' LOCATION:
Last seen in the following territories:

*

* Glendale/Burbarik
* Reseda/Tarzana
* Redondo/Hermosa/

Manhattan Beach

* Pasadena
* Van Nuys/No. Hollywood
* Compton/Carson/Gardena

r
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Save money, reduce stress and wear and teai. on

your car. Instead of battling the commiiter

;g^^ crunch, ride to and from UCLA in
^^

^ a luxury van, and use your time
more productively.

If you see anyone who fits this description, call:

UCLA RIDESHARING OFFICE 825-7639
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FILM

Runaway Train jumps the track of believability

CURT
1K\

By David Wisehart '

Runaway Train is a film out of control. At
its best, it is a cold and brutal depiction of life

in a maximum security prison; at its worst, it

is bungled parable on the futility of escape.

Escape for hardened criminals Manny (Jon
Voight) and Buck (Eric Roberts) means an
elusive shot at freedom, but Russian director
Andrei Konchalovsky {Siberiade, Maria's
Lovers) tries to instill their quest with deeper
significance. He seems bent on driving home
his parallel vision of a society out of control,
and neither the script nor the actors fare well
under the weight of his noble intentions.

At the film's epicenter is the massive, haun-
ting figure of a runaway train thundering
through the Alaskan mountain wilderness.
Manny and Buck, through a rather incredible
chain of events, find themselves aboard the
screaming metal monster after just escaping
their prison cells. At first they believe they've
secured their freedom, but slowly begin to
realize that there is no engineer at the con-
trols, that they have exchanged one set of
bonds for another, and that they are helplessly
alone.

Helpless, yes; alone, no. There is, it turns
out, a third passenger aboard: Sara (Rebecca

been nominated for an Academy award as

director oiRan. Unfortunately, something has

been lost in the translation. Or maybe a lot of

somethings. Whenever this many writers get

their hands on a screenplay, trouble can't be

far behind. Kurosawa's vision has been

swallowed by the committee and spit back out

in an unrecognizable form, resulting in an

overbearing pretentiousness and laughable

dialogue.

The acting doesn't help matters any. Jon
Voight, an Academy award-winner best

known for his powerful roles in Midnight

Cowboy and Coming Home, struggles with his

dialogue throughout and is forced to utter

such shlock lines as, "What doesn't kill me
makes me stronger." He overacts (he part, but

his forced histrionics are subtle understate-

ments compared tx) the theatrics of Eric

Roberts. Roberts, who drew popular and
critical raves for his psychopathic role in Star

80, can't .seem to control himself here. He
dances across the screen in a fidgety mass of

nervous mannerisms embarrassingly reminis^

cent, of hLs turn in The Pope of Greenwich
Village. Roberts wouldn't know subtext if it

bit him. The manic energv' that worked so

well in Star 80 is hard to take seriously here.

DcMorriay), a lailiuad wuiker who wa*;
Forf^rt Vuighr^ Rr'it Arfnr nnmin ;ition Om

-*.
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aboard the train when it first rolled free of the
railyard. She is the rational counterbalance to
the insanity of Manny and Buck.
Though filmed in color. Runaway Train

looks for all intents and purposes like a black
and white feature. The train is a speeding
black bullet against the pristine white of the
Alaskan snow. Dark trees and naked rocks
rush endlessly past us, and everything else

seems a pale shade of gray. The only notable
exception comes in an excruciatingly painful
scene where Manny's hand is crushed between
train couplings. The wash of blood, filmed
with a rather detatched nonchalance, draws a
sharp contrast to the untouched snow of the
surrounding landscape and jolts the viewer out
of the dull depression brought on by the rest

of the picture.

The script — by Djordje Milecevic, Paul
Zindel, Edward Bunker, and god only knows
who else — was based on an earlier screenplay
by the great Japanese filmmaker Akira
Kurosawa (The Seven Samurai), who has just

RECORDS

year; forget Roberts' Best Supporting Actor
nomination as well. The former is a fluke bas-

ed largely on the respect garnered by past per-

formances; the latter is beyond comprehen-
sion,

Rebecca DeMornay, nearly unrecongnizable
from her previous roles in Risky Business and
The Slugger's Wife, is more than competent as
the scruffy bystander caught up in cir-

cumstances beyond her control. Keneth
McMillan {Ragtime, Dune) is also very good in

a small role, as the railroad boss desperately
tryiVig to avert disaster.

If director Konchalovsky doesn't quite
manage to bring all these elements together in-

to a coherent whole — and he doesn't — he
does know how to tighten the thumbscrews,
sustaining and building suspense throughout.
Herein lies the film's strength. Each frame of
Runaway Train packs more tension than most
thrillers can boast of in their entirety.
Too bad he couldn't get the rest of this

Train on track
i

Roberts, DeMornay, and Voight face up to a cold-hearted review^

'Promises' it doesn't keep Sade's latest makes big

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL hUNUht ANY

(BUY ONE. GETONE FREE)
COUPON FROiyi OTHER

YOGURT STORES
\NE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

"Fantasize youR taste buds"
1101 GAYLEY AVE.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(213) 824-7707
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By Bob Remstein
Review Editor

Sade: Promise; Portrait/CBS.
Given the current state of

American pop radio, it should
come as no surprise that Sade's

second album has quickly shot

to #1 on the charts. Like
Diamond Life, Sade's spring

1985 debut. Promise contains

more smoky jazz-nightclub
atmosphere than the rest of

the Top 40 combined. At the

same time, any potentially

annoying traces of grit,

lowdown blues, or fiery sen-

suality have been assiduously

kept off the record; -"" !

In short. Promise is perfect-

ly programmable adult
pseudo-jazz pop. In other
words, for those whose
lifetimes or memories are too

short to recall what cool

nightclub jazz really should

sound like, Sade is the perfect

substitute. File her brand of

yuppie music between sac-

charin and Sanka. Heck, she

even sings a bit like Carole

King — and what self-respec-

ting yuppie could argue with

that?

However easy it may be to

poke fun at Sade's style and
image, though, she and her
band do make music that,

while rarely exciting, is often
beguiling. In a purely musical
sense. Promise takes a sizable

leap beyond the style set forth

on Diamond Life.

The songs on Diamond Life
were hardly songs at all —
they consisted of a single
midtempo groove with Sade's

lazy vocals floating above the

mix. On Promise, Sade comes
across as a real, live musician
— adding creative input to

several songs. On "Mr.
Wrong," she tosses in a semi-

scat intro, and on the opening
track "Is It a Crime," she
throws some intriguing melod-
ic twists around.

Overall, the songwriting is

quite strong on the new LP.
Only "Fear," with its chorus
in Spanish, fails to hit the

mark. On that track, Sade
demonstrates just how utterly

devoid of life her songs can be
when she tries to recreate

some old trashy style from
days past. One should take
note that the cassette version

of Promise includes two extra

Continued on Page 27
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This week\s ONCAMP-US Trivia winner David Rogers.
JEFF HARBAND/Dailv Brum

By Bill U'Ren. Stoff Wnter
^"

ti

The latest influx from the general public mostly involves the

opinion that in my lifetime I have seen two films.

The Godfather and Diner and that I listen only to David

Bowie. Both ideas have come from careful (cough) and in depth

analysis of the trivia questions printed here, but it is entirely

untrue. As a token of my goodwill towards that same public

(boing), this week's trivia question will be on something current,

and in a much broader vein (although I don't see why Coppola

is considered a cult figure, did he not graduate from here?)

My general feeling is that most of you would rather have

questions involving current media, instead of past. However,

isn't that what trivia's all about? I think the best way would be

to tie in something present with something past (like the Bob

Geldof question some five weeks back). Anyway, anything has

to be better than questions like "Who won the triple crown in

1902" or "Who hit the most fungos while singing Gershwin

back in '54." Besides, I don't think it is Review's duty to keep

you informed with Joe Garagiola's latest sports hijinx.

The real question is why am I going on like this? It's rather

pretentious of me to think any of you have thought more than a

milli-second about the contents of this column (When asked

"How's Life?" Don't you often reply, "I'm waiting for the

film.") I think it's time for the question, for I feel an onslaught

of cliches about to release themselves upon my system. (A

gruesome sight that would be.)

Actor Daniel Stern is featured in Woody Allen's current film

Hannah and Her Sisters. For the usual free LP from CBS and
Masterpromoter Dave Millman (a former shorstop in the Mets

minor league organization), what other Woody Allen film was
Daniel Stern in, and what was the part he played?

Last week, Dave Rojas called in to say that Diane Lane, Tom
Waits , as well as Glenn Withrow (in~smaller roles) appeared in

The Outsiders, Rumblefish, and The Cotton Club.

Now for public grievance number two. Consensus has it that

2:f5 ia a teffibk time for people to c^ in for the contest. la.

fact, anv time that isn't noon has become taboo here at the

Bruin. Great. Since it is my unforseen and favorite duty to

answer the phone here, the time must be placed in a millenium
whereupon I do not have class. Boom. Verily I say unto thee,

"How about 2:00? Okav?" And the number here at Review is

Continued on Page 27
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presents a film you won't forget.
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In Honor of Black History Month
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ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC
and

BLACK STUDENTS ALLIANCE
Present

ATHLETES' FORUM II
r

Past and Present

I . Come-and learn how black athletes are=betng used1=

li. Learn how these successful athletes made it through
the system! ^ .

'

Come find out how you as an athlete can help yourself

to a more prosperous career!
4 •

^

Learn why It's so important to get an education and be
politically aware of events.
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Ackerman Second Floor Lounge

jst^ Tommy Taylor-UCLA Football Star

Tommie Smith-1 968 Gold Medal
Walt Hazzard-UCLA Basketball All-American

Head Basketball Coach
Oscar Edwards-UCLA Football All-American

John Smith-UCLA Track All-American
^
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''

Michael Powell-UCLA Track Star
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'Stripper*: Seeing means misinterpreting
Jennifer Boynton

This movie made me
understand how Oedipus must
have felt after finding out that

the woman he'd been sleeping

with was actually his mother.
All that pleasure taken away
with one iitte bit of knowl-
edge.

I walked into Stripper un-

touched by press information /

Dancer/model Danyel performs at the First Annual Stripper's
Cnnventinn in a scene from *Sfrippgr.

'

for all I knew it could have
been about re-doing furniture.

I then sat through Stripper

(which is, by the way, about
those women who creatively

undress in public — but get

paid for it) in absolute rap-

ture. I pictured the review I

would write praising director

Jerome Gary {Pumping Iron)

for his ingenious and sublte

parody of the conventional
documentary film. I would
giggle as I described how
Gary pokes fun at the notion
that the documentary genre,

by offering up man in his nat-

ural habitat, can teach us

about humanity. Instead,
Gary had given his strippers

such insightful revelations as,

"I enjoy being the center of

attention," "I'm good at tak-

ing my clothes off," and (one

stripper explaining why she

wasn't with bikers anymore)
"I didn't enjoy being treated

like property, a piece of
meat."
Then I would thrill describ-

ing the clunky, artificial

dialogue and his brave u.se of

cliche. I'd applaud the blatant

manipulation of plot in the

staged "Stripper Contest" ^-

thc dramatic focus of the film

— as three of the five strip-

pers documented by the film

win prizes. I would rave

about his female stereotyping

and deliciously one-dimen-
sional characterization as he

parodies the use of the' stan-

dard "nice girl," "bad girl,"

and *'mature-underdog-we-
all-root-for girl." I would
chortle that Gary by intercut-

ting the bumping-and-grin-
ding with interviews in which
the strippers described their

violent childhoods, inner
shyness, and artistic preten-

sions, was trouncing the
documentarian's capacity for

cheap manipulation and
pseudo-insightful juxtaposi-

tion. I would exclaim that

Gary, by so obviously staging

every trite scene and scripting

every trite line, was taking

documentarians by their ears

and yelling, "Here's what I

think of your Objectivity.

Here's what I say to Realism!

Phoooey!" I'd admire Gary for

attacking conventional notions

of what is erotic. While the

film has more exposed flesh

EmmanueUv and • more sug-

ge stive moves than
FliLshciance, Gary, by pushing

thgm to their logical extremes.

turns Stripper into visual

saltpeter.

I would say that Gary was
like an Albert Brooks or Rob
Reiner in the rough; his film

like a Real. Life or Spinal Tap.
And since this was a parody,
so what if the strippers
themselves appeared to have
the intellectual depth of bran
muffins? If I'd wanted truth
and sincerity I'd have watched
public television or rented a
Disney nature film (maybe
Our Friend, The Mischievous
Beaver?).

But I can't write that
review. Because later, as I

curled up with the press kit

(purring Gary's name with af-

fection), I found that one
crucial and destructive bit of

knowledge.
You guessed it. Stripper isn't

a parody.

William Laud, ar*

chbishop of Canter-
bury, was executed in

1645 in the Tower of

London during the
English civil war.

Streisand Center for Jewish Cultural Arts
atUCLAHillel

proudly presents —~

—

*'SEEKING THAT WHICH MY SOUL LOVES:
- THE JEWISH WOMAN»S SPIRITUAL QUEST* '

CAROL OCHS
feminist theologian and philosopher, iuithor of Women and S()innuilit\, Behind the Sex o/Cioci^and

the forthctimin^ An Asicnt to /o\

Wednesday, February 19, 1986 at 8:00 p.m.
Streisand Auditorium"900 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles

./ StudentS"$3.00 Reserved--$ 10.00
UCLA Faculty--$5.00 Sponsor--$25.00

General Admission"$7.00

Tickets availahlc at UCLA Hillfl"(2 1 ^^ lOH-^OSl
''"

With thoi.H>|H'r;ituin(>lThf(>ntfr (or ihe Siudv <<f \X..miMi ,it I ( LA; The ( ommi-u.n on ^piritthilitv of the l.outKiI on lfwi>h
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Presents
COMM/SS/ON

A Noon Jam Session
featuring

The Jazz Fusion Sounds of

JEFFRICHMAN
AND ANOtHER LANGUAGE
Noon • Today • A-Level Patio • Free

Low Cost High Quality

-Women's Health Care
Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services
'

• Partners Clinic

Centi/i^
ffi^ i^oftmi Com

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

TIRED OF LOaSY
\

PERNS /BODY WAVES?!
I

Try this SPECIAL OFFER for

head turning results
}

Perm/Body Wave ^25®^
j

no bleached or tinted hair \

Ask for Pepi • 208-0836 |

BLaE-N-GOLD HAIR DESIGN i

I

I

I

10916 LE CONTE • WESTWOOd!
This offer good with coupon only

PRICE IS RIGHT

""" "~~ ~~ ^—^—^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^
SOFI D-Mi /\A/tAP CONTACT I.FNSfS I

$39/palr*
B&L O-J

SI FEP IN SOf T I ENSfS

189/pair*

ruANGf THFCOIOROF YOijj^

FYFSSDFnFNSF',

$89/pair*
B&l CifM CTl

fVFGlA'^SESSEXAM

153
'ndutifs ev»' cMfn GlHS\e', ten JisMru »• ik

fe,«Iifiq CKMf stfigip vision surKUiJ -i/e gUss

Il
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COMPLETHFYEEXAM |

$25
FORFYfGlASSfSONlY

DESIGNER FRAMES

LOW LOW I

PRICES

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PR\QE IN CQNTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SAIVITA MOINMCA 452-1039

rheLiifkyS^<>pp,ngCprMpr)

VIVVMAUfUfHAIffrf^

CAll US fO»yot« CONTACT
IflSRWPlACfMfNTs

wrMAil ATO(«fVfirOAY
low low pwrrs

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
• I4?l S RobenwnBtva
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Rush's Forum concert
tarnished their image

WHY PAY WESTWOOD ppicES' ^^^^WHY KAY
^i^^^gj

fKIV^Ca.
3Q_yQ.^^

QUARTZ WATCHES FREE
«^UItra-thin

•*Sharp, modern look

• Casio's 1 yr.warranty

Calculator
w/purchase
of this watch

Retail $25 00

CASIO

SIGMA" 100 °^sj<^OR PHONE

Rush

By Timothy Sales

Rush is the kind of band
that is almost always impec-
cable on record, performing
and shaping their music to

high degree of quality seldom
matched by any of their com-
petitors. Unfortunately, last

Thursday's concert at the
Forum tarnished their pristine

image as they had enormous
difficulties dealing with the

subtleties of rock and roll

acoustics. i >

But after you got past the

initial shock of muddy sound,

the show was a real treat. The
band was in high spirits and
while Geddy Lee and Alex

Lifeson romped about their

high-tech stage, Neil Peart put

all his energies into his in-

tricate drumming. Opening
with "Spirit Of Radio", it was
immediately obvious that
Rush was going to power
punch the crowd to life. And

for the first half hour they
kept on pounding out hit after

hit, playing songs like
"Limelight", "Subdivisions",

and "New World Man".

Through much of the show.
Rush employed many films to

accompany their songs. It

seems that in this important
image part of their careers,*

they have little taste. For ex-

ample, during a profound
song like "Manhattan Project",

they used a series of animated
characters depicting scientists

working on the atomic bomb.
Then when the followed these

trite cartoons with much more
effective documentary footage,

it simply elicted a number of

"Nuk'eml" shouts.

Though that was the wrong
use of image, the video shown
during "Distant Early Warn-
ing" was a superb compliment
to the song's tone. Dealing

with the threat of nuclear

war, the sombre quality of the

tune was overcome by the

I>erverse image of a young boy
with an ICBM. At the song's

climax, the boy climbed upon
the missile for a fantastic

voyage which ended with a

still of his amazed face staring

back at us.

Indeed, it was their most
intelligent visual statement,

being just enough of a pro-

paganda statement to really

do justice to Stanley Kubrick's

Dr. Strangelove from which it

is quoted. Along with "Red
Sector A," both from 1984's

moody Grace Under Pressure,

it was the concert's highlight.

Though the pacing was
thrown off by an unispired

drum-solo in the middle of

"YYZ", they ended up the

show with a joyous renedition

of "2112 Overture" and a

tongue-in-cheek "In The
Mood" from their first record.

'<^-2ZIIIII%J^

INTERNkTIOMkL
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• True Touch Tone Dailing

• MCI Sprint Compatible

• Ringer On-Ott Switch

• Fully Modular-plugs into

standard phone jacks

• FCC reg

• Mfg Warranty

$1999

Exp 2/28/86

Pnc«s utpct to chtngt Not responaMt lot lypograplacil errora Limrtad to stock on hand.

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREOrr CARD 4 MlHi i/''^?C^
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER I.IMIT 1/CUSTOMEH VISA' '(""^" '

j
'

12220 VENICE BLVD. — '
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/VLE LNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM

is pleased to bring you

A SNEAK PREVIEW

Grad Composers^ debut
Tonight at 8:00 pm,

the UCLA Graduate
Student Composers
present the second
concert in the Sound
Prism: Spectrum of
New MuBic Series^
The concert mrill be
held in the Jan Pop-
p e r The ate r ,

Schoenberg Hall.
Admission is free.
Four of the ^)«rorlis

feature a guest string

quartet. Other worl&s
call for mixed
ensembles or solo in*
struments. All eight
w^orics receive their
premieres at this
concert.
Members of the au«

dience are invited to
mingle with per-
formers and com-
posers at a reception
immediately follow-
ing the concert.

Starring Mickey Rourke and Kim Bassinger

Wednesday, February 19, atl8:00 P.M. /
in Melnitz Theater

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be obtained at the Central Ticket
Office Trailer at 9 am and at the MacQowen Box Office at 10:30 am.

Melnitz Movies is a production of the QFUkOUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
and vtfofks m cooiuction with the UCIA FILM ARCHIVES.
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TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1 433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 31

5

Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

Repetitive^Depeche a la Mode

1
%

«

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Higtillght

$30.00i (reg. $60.Q0).

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 Manicure & Pedicure

(wimitusoa) Both $15.00 >

Time Us...

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

.
..>-«*»'^\?.vyy^^*'HH^»,:.

c^***^

Fast, free Delivery
1371 Westwood Blvd
Phone: 824-5000

Hours:

11:00a m - 1 00a m , Sun -Thurs

1 1 00 am - 2 00 am, Fri. - Sat.

Guaranteed 30 minutes
or less delivery from the
time you place the order.

Count on it!

Our drivers carry less

than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
ei984 Domino's Pizza, Inc

Depeche Mode: Catching Up
With Depeche Mode; Sire/

Warner Bros. Catching Up
With Depeche Mode hardly

lives up to its name, since the

group hasn't progressed
musically since its inception.

The album, which
highlights Depeche Mode's
greatest hits from their debut
album in 1981 through 1984 's

Some Great Reward, finds the
band stuck in a groove. While
they are considered syn-
thesizer-oriented, the group
never changes their musical
direction to prove that they

can do something different.

Because of this, most of the

rec'ord's thirteen songs sound
similar, never ^traying too far

from the electronic beat
established on the first song
"Dreaming of Me." After a

few songs, monotony sets in,

and it's easy to lose interest.

Several songs, however, are

appealing enough to grab your
attention. "Blasphemous
Rumours, " which deals with
suicide, has a hesitating beat,

an almost dirge-like quality,

before the chorus arrives, too
upbeat and catchy to ignore.

The album's slowest song
"Somebody" is a nice try at a
love song, but gets dragged

down in its own sappy sen-

timentality. Although . these
two songs are sung with some
emotion, the rest seem devoid
of feeling. Like the syn-
thesizers, the vocalist seems
programmed, rarely varying
his style, as well as sounding
removed from the music,
especially on the group's
earlier songs, such as "New
Life" and "Just Can't Get
Enough."

If you're a dedicated fan of

Depeche Mode's, you'll pro-

bably want this album. If

you're not a devoted follower,
however, you certainly won't
become- orte based on this

album.

^ 30 minute
{ guarantee
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

L

If your pizza does not

arrive within 30 minutes

You get $3.00 off your

pizza.

No Coupon necessary.

Fast, Free Delivery
1371 Westwood Blvd.

Phone 824-5000
*
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College Satellite Network
to debut with 'Directors'

L

By Jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

"When I was a student, I thought it was
a real treat to be able actually to talk to a
film director about his work — students
don't often get to speak to them in person."
So says Leonard Maltin, film critic for TV's
Entertainment Tonight and moderator for

"The Great Directors," a College Satellite

Network production which will give UCLA
students the "treat" Maltin speaks of. The
program, which will be transmitted via sat-

ellite to over 300 colleges, originates from
-Grand Ballroom r^tomorrow hp,-

tween 3 and 10 pm.
Students will he able to pose (juestions to

directors Peter Bogdonovich, Lawrence
Ka^sdan, John Hughes, and Alan Parker.
"There's no question of the dire(!tors' ability

to offer interesting insights;" says Maltin,
"the variable in the equation is the stu-
dents. I hope they won't be afraid they'll
say something too casual or foolish.
Sometimes people get intimidated and ask
questions that sound like dissertations. I

don't think the viewers will want to hear
that — they'll want to hear some straight
talk."

*

Students at all the participating colleges
across the country will be able to speak to
the directors through link-ups permitting
two-way interaction. "Students -at UCLA
may be ttted to this sort- of interchange,"

says Maltin, "but this will be something
new and exciting for students in, say, Iowa.
I think it will 4)e particularlv interesting for
people who want to get into the film in-
dustry. "-^ ;— ~

Applications are now being accepted for qualified copy editors.
Only those who are seriously interested and have journalism/
English background are encouraged to apply. Please contact Amy
Stirnkorb at 825-2795 or 825-9898.
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The new Carole King
rinntiniierf from Paee 21 CU^r^^^rvrrr^ r if.. ^» Jf„j j:Xlontinued from Page 21

tracks, including the sassy in-

strumental "Punch Drunk," on
which the band sounds for

once like a true jazz ensemble.

Whereas Sade's success with

•'•^ fjff^ «jtommed direct-

ly from her success as a classy

style-monger, the suc«cess of

Promise is the result of a
seamless mix of style and
substance. It is a promise that
is starting to be fulfilled.

ONCAMPUSONC
Continued from Page 22

825-2538. Our policy has been to leave the phone off the hook
until that time, so if you get no answer (we have that elite call

waiting system you've all read about) or ^ busy signal, that

means you're calling too early (UCLA Standard Time) or that

we already have a winner and are too lazy to keep telling you

that it's over, history, archives.

FILM

Wednesday, February 19, Campus Events presents a screen-

ing of A Soldier*s Story beginning at 9:30 pm in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. Starring in this film, which garnered a best

picture nomination last year, are Howard E. Rollins, Jr.,

Adolph Caesar, and Denzel Washington (who's recently

featured in Power.) This special presentation is in honor of

Black History Month, admission is $1.

Thursday, February 20, Campus Events presents Jagged Edge
with Glenn Clo.se and Jeff Bridges screening at 7 pm, and St.

Elmo's Fire with Ally Sheedy screening at 9:30 pm in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. Admission to each film is $1.

Friday, February 21, Campus Events continues with a 7 pm
screening of St. Elmo*s Fire followed by Jagged Edge at 9:30

pm in Ackerman Grand Ballroom. Admission to each film is $1.

MUSIC

Tuesday, February 18, Victoria Williams ^ill perform for

free in Kerckhoff Coffeehouse beginning at 8 pm.
Also at 8 pm, the UCLA Graduate Student Composers will

present the second concert in. the "Sound Prism: $gectrum>of

New Music" Series in the Jan Popper Theatre. at Schoenl^erg

Hall. Admission is free. - '

At 12 pm today. Cultural Affairs presents their noontime
concert with a free performance from the Jeff Richman jazz

Group at Ackerman A-Level.

Wednesday, February 19, Cultural Affairs Jazz Series con-

tinues in Kerckhoff Coffeehouse wjth a free performance from

Ralph Thomas beginning at 8 pm.
Thursday, February 20, the UCLA Student Committee for

the Arts presents a free concert in Rovce Hall from The NEW
AMERICAN ORCHESTRA beginning at 8 pm The 60-piece-

ensemble will perform jazz pieces with sj^ecial guest performers,

including legendary jazz bassLst RAY BROWN, as well as Rob
McConnell, Warren Luening, Bill Watrpus, and Bill Perkins.

Drawing mostly from the best studio musicians in Los Angeles

and New York, the New American Orchestra is considered one

of the most versatile symphonies in the world, an idea sup-

ported by their recording of such works as the Vangelis' Sound-

track to Blade Runner.
Also at 8 pm, the Student Committee for the Arts presents

Student Talent at Kerckhoff Coffeehouse for free.

COMEDY

Tuesday, February 18, Cultural Affairs and the Cooperage

present Tuesday Night Comedy for free beginning at 9 pm.

Billboard's top hits
Hot record hits as they appear in next week's issue of

Billboard magazine. Copyright 1986, Billboard Publications,

Inc. Reprinted with permission.

l."How Will I Know" Whitney Houston (Arista)

2."Kyrie" Mr. Mister (RCA)
.
3."When the Going Gets Tough" Billy Ocean (Jive)

4. "Sara" Starship (Grunt)
5. "Living In America" James Brown (Scotti Bros.)

6. "The* Sweetest Taboo" Sade (Portrait)

7. "Life in a Northern Town " The Dream Academy (Warner

Bros.) ~i
8. "Silent Running" IS^ke & the Mechanics (Atlantic)

9."Burning Heart" Survivor (Scotti Bros.)

10. "That's What Friends Are For" Dionne & Friends

(Ari.sta)-Gold (More than 1 million singles sold.)

11. "Secret Lovers" Atlantic Starr (A&M)
12."A Love Bizarre" Sheila E. (Warner Bros.)

13."rm Your Man" Whaml (Columbia)
14. "These Dreams" Heart (Capitol)

15."Conga" Miami Sound Machine (Epic)

16."Tarzan Boy" Baltimora (Manhattan)
17."King For A Day" Thompson Twins (Arista)

18."Day By Day" The Hooters (Columbia)

19."Russians" Sting (A&M)
, ^

20."The Sun Always Shines On T.V." A-Ha (Warner

'
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lUcar QC Hear qc

Aiuerttae

825-21BI

(^^ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
\a/ complete '^I%QI% ^^ (WITH REBUILOABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

\BP
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
8 WXrk Battery Water1 Tune-up 4. OtI Change

2 Valve Ad) 5 Brake M\ 9 Intperi Front Fnd
3 Lube 6 Clulch Ad) 10. Compreuton Test

7. Service Air Cleaner 1 1 . (Presture Tesc Cooling System)

$59.95

Pan* & Ubor (Ga» ft Air FUfer xtra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

liiltn)Hll))A TOYOTA ^m $o9*95

Ml USED OAR DIAGNOSIS — SSO.O«
» THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE •

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

I

(Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

Feb. 1 - Feb. 21 at A-Level
Ackerman

Feb. 22 - March 30 at 312 A
Kcrckhott

March 31 - April 15 A-Lcvel
---/-,,:.^

:
Ackerman

Income Tax Forms
1040, 1040A, 1040E2 and

State

;;

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA S I U [) L N I f I I M (^ R O ( R A M

Presents

DREAM
LOVER

Starring Kristy McNichol

TONIGHT, February 18, at 18:00 P.M.I in Melnitz Theater

AFTERWARDS, IN PERSON
DIRECTOR ALAN PAKULA

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be obtained the day of the screening at the Central Ticket Office

Trailer at 9am and at the MacGowen Box Office at 10:30 am.

Melnitz Movies is a production of the GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION and works in conjunction with

the UCLA FILM ARCHIVES '
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The ASUCLA Communications Board tuHy suopofts rhe

Uoivervty o( Cililofma s po*cy on non discnmmanon
No medium shall accept advertisements which present

persons of any origin rjce rehgton se« oi seiual

onenlaOon in a oemeaning way or imply (hat they are

limited to ceiain positions capaDihties, roles or

sUtus in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the

ASUCLA Communications Board has investioaled any

ot the services advertised or atfverttsers represenled in

tho issue Any person twiteving that an advertisement

in th« issue violates the Boards pohcy on non

aiscnminatiori stated herein shook) : ommumcale
complaints m wnftng to the Business Manager Daily

Brum 308 Westwood Plan KH :i? ,os Angeles CA
900?4 for assistance with housing discrimination

proOtems cat the IXLA Mousing Offtce at 82M491
ti rail the Westside fair Housing Office at 47S96/'

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.

EDUCATION
1 SERVICES 4

MISCELLANEOUS 9 PERSONAL 10

UCLA Jazz Ensemble
sect. 2 needs trumpet

and trombone
players to join us for

class credit and to
perform at Jazz Festi-

vals and Concerts ttiis

Spring. Come to
retiearsals Tuesdays
7-lOpm, Rm 1345

Schoenberg Hall. We
perform a variety of

Big Band Jazz and
howe a good time

doing it!

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Meetings: Monday. Ackernxm
2410. 12:10-1:20, Wednesdays.

Neoropsychkjtric Institute C8-538,

12:10-120. For akcdhcMa or In-

dMduois wtx) have drinking

probleyn. 8500644 0^475-6368

GOOD deals:: 7

FREE haircut Need straight hair models
for haircut class at JAPSS HaJr Salon Call

Masakoat271-1653

INSURANCE WAR' WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT BRUIN PRO-
GRAM • (818)880-4407. (818)880-4361

ANSWERING Sen/ice- $l0/mo 24 hours

Be on in 3 minutes by phone 456-9644 or

455-1404

"Can you sue a Tobacco Company?"
Bumper sticker $2 Gidmark. 3060-1

Channel Dr Ventura. CA. 93003

WANTED Beauty contestants Great

prizes for winning smiles. Place Univer-

sity Hilton lnfo-(2 13)969-2261

PERSONAL 10

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

r

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara

(818)840-8638

NEED some inspiration? Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture Tomorrow (Wednes-

day) 'Chrstian Science and the

Redeemable Future ' 1200 noon, North

Campus, room 22.

NEED some inspiration? Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture Tomorrow (Wednes-

day) 'Chrstian Science and the
Redeemable Future." 12:00 noon, North

Campus, room 22

NEED some inspiration? Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture Tomorrow (Wednes-

day) Chrstian Science and the
Redeemable Future " 1200 noon. North

Campus, room 22.

NEED some inspiration? Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture Tomorrow (Wednes-

day) "Chrstian Science and the
Redeemable Future " 12:00 noon, North

Campus, room 22
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Liz Friedman

"You deserve a slap " You
deserve 20 slaps"

Happy Birthday

Love. Karin

P.S Is Adolescence

over yet?

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

THE UCLA PRE LAW SOCIETY
is pleased to present

LAW SCHOOL DEANS FORUM
deans

V

I

Congratuktiom to

Gamm Phi Beta's

Newl^ Elected Officers:

Hastings, Loyola, Whittier, and Pepperdine Campuses
Speaking on ttieir admissions policies

Wednesday, February 19

I
President. Valerie Stad^kkf Staniiariis Anne hung

"
Vice President. Lisadm PACE. JmHi'jMiM'

Tf^m. DeanrK Hombaker M.... ..'. Barbiefuentes

#
i

at 6:30 in ttie North Campus Student Center. Room 20

I
Pledge Trainer. Nanc^ Stratton House Manager. Ma/y V/oo l

z Soci^ Chairman. Ca^Otiinger Corresponding Sec MunaSusakti 2

I
Psnlieknic. Trac/Mner

'"
Recording Sec. JukMkr

i Scholarsliip. Jennifer King MW ....„ KimHInm ^
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i

A FUTURE NOT
CONTROLLED BY

THE PAST
f'

Christian Science and the
Redeemable Future

fn hp nivpn
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

[Ron, Ron, Ron, Ron.

J

What are we gonna
do wit you?

[thanx lor ail the help & patienceij

|& for your great Mnse of hurnor.

^Vis- ->^ CHEESEBALLI'" -'^'
V -~

^ 111 'n'7'
•'•"

—

I
(Hey \ook" we %o\(^ an ad!) d

a(onlY 1 78 more inches to go!!)Q

£ LOVE. YOUR STAFF '85r86 2
Uaoac t ctopU

•^^

i£l

Just 5 more
days til Cardiac
Arrest, Feb. 23.

Get ready
ALPHA PHIS

UC STACY1I
Bat oaly oa a clear

day. Happy Birthday,

Stacala.

Lova,

SE!: 6

Ally's

Don*t forget-

Scholarship/

Professor

Night is the

24th!! See
you all there!

—-—AA :

CUSTOM T-SHIRTS
SyVEAISBiaLS

(anything)

^ny Organization

Low Prices

Fast Service
208-4908
208-4806

TIhE ANYTHINCi
COMPANY

Located '.n

Wt^stwood Village

The Ladies of

Sigma Delta
Tau would like

to extend a

warm Welcome
^ to their

VlJ % professors

j^^-'^ for Scholarship

^r-> Night this

\^AJ evening.

U—

Sig Delts-

Good Luck
On

^-Midterms:!
Ill 1

1

Lecture Notes are the

Perfect Study Habit
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackerman Union, M-Th. 7:46-6:30; Frl. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-6: Sun. 12-5

ALPHA PHI
You guys are academic wizards! Congrats on being 1 1 on the

row for Fall Quarter! I'm so proud of you all!

AEG.
Deb

-rp

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED ;..30

MELANIE NEBEL (AXU):
A.K.A. "SQUEETSCH"

Thanx for making my Valentine's Day
so special and memorable.

I LOVE YOU!!!

KA would like to congratulate its new officer:

President Miranda Bishai

Vice President ,...Marcia Naurides

Secretary , ^ Lisa Villanueua

Treasurer Kristen Norberg

Ass't Treasurer. : v Kristen Barley

Editor , Cindy Kitgore

Membership halhy Gaffney

House Manager. .. Diane Krupsaw
Panhellenic , Lisa HUdenbrand

Social tiancy Goodman
Best wishes for the coming year—

^^ We Icnow you'll be SUPERIII

1 ' ...... I

Congrats

r^M Y ^^®w Initiates- your pledge class had the -

X^ best GPA on the Row!!

We're sooo proud!!

Love your Sisters

Sigma Delta Tau

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study tjeing conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

SPERM donor

Clinic 820-0377.

wanted. FGE Medical

LOST 17

LOST-2/5- Tricolor Gold Braided Bracelet

w/Heart. Great Sentimental Value
Reward!!! Doris: (213)653-7917.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

BLINDMAN - Hollywood. Poet/historian

would like secretary/typist, reader, friend,

gofer with car, penpal, (or volunteer?) Be
my Valentine, Shalon. Call Richard 938-

5347. Wrrte 5909 W. 6th. LA. 90036

CAMPUS REP. WANTED-represent hot

new product -AEROBIE. Gain marketing,

RP, & sales experience. Contact Andy
Eidelman. (415)322-3953.
** 'CASHIER Wanted, Panama Reds,
days, $3.75-$4.25, Great fun place to

work. Apply in person, Mark or Otto

(213)826-7337.

CHILD Care needed, evening hrs. In-

cluding homework, meals. & clean-up. 3
days/week 906-6372 Stephanie.

COMPUTER Sales: 1) mature sales person
experienced w/ multi user computer. Ex-

cellent ir>come possibilities 2) software

technical support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowledge prefer-

red. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104.

CONSUMER research ft/m $eeks assis-

tant. Good telephone skills Will train. 25
hours plus, days/eves., .WLA. Female
preferred. Mrs. Rost, 391-7232.

COUNSELOR-ftitf-tTme posttions now
available at leading residential treatment

center for teenage tx)ys. Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits. AFTER-
NOON/EVENING COUNSELOR, NIGHT
COUNSELOR (818)347-1326

COUNSELOR/companion for edelery
woman. Approximately 15 hours/week
Morning/afterrKX>n shifts. No housework or

lifting Responsible and patient. $6.00/hr

399-1421.

COUNSELOR-hadicapped teens Even-
nings or live-in weekends. Excellent oppor-

tunity for psychology major (213)479-0929
Driver-PT.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii; World!* Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944 -4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DEPENDABLE person with car to drive

and run errands part-time. Pay and
mileage. David 659- 1 89 1

.

DO You Have What It Takes? Black Tie

Promotions is now accepting applications

for part-time interns looking for a career

opportunity. Some pay Call now
(213)466^776.

SUMMER STAFF
needed for Arizona
Mountain Children's

Camp. Call J. Marks
(213) 475-4004

evenings.

L

GENITAL
WARTS?
Study being

conducted ttiroughi

ttie university

center for

infectuous

diseases. Treatnnent

is free. Receive
SlOO

reimbursement
(213)206-6723

SALONS 2

1

coccococcooccooeocoooo
^ b WAITRESS

WANTED!!
LUNCH: Mon-Sat
(11:00-3:00)

DINNER: Mon-Sat
(4:00-11:00)
DINNER: Sunday
(4:00-10:00)
SaitO'Asakuma

Restaurant
11701 Wilshire Blvd.,

LA 9O025
Call 826-0013

Mgr. Aki or Kawai

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks

models for haircuts, perms, color 652-

5766

OPPORTUNITIES 26

FUTON business for sale, near beach, 3

yrs. old, profitable, affordable, inquiries

Welcome Must sell. (213)398-0534

INCOME Opportunity - New pel food com-

pany iorking for distributors. Earn $600-

$1500 or inore part-time '(213)8b?-09f>0

call between 1-5 PM

«OV5020CO yz<y^

BILL bnaiJe" "TKei? ,'

tine's Day. but I do love y

NEED' some mspiiation" iA>('.<:^ to

•" Scte'! '" " Tof^'.'r. A ('

HEALTH
SERVICES

HE] PVVANTED \0^

d«»al*»r

^Akor,.- a—ffrrrt—*+rp-

STORE WE ^

Redeemah'o Fiitire

Campus, roomM2
oorv, North

NNED money? Too mRny D-ilr,'' ?.A Mr-

hotline " incon)e opp M.tke $500/mo or

more part-tin>e tf^Hw phoi>es -eft* tmsy

leave name and number on mach

(il?!®!^".?^ 1-1 _ __ ' '

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays Women's
Clinic 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021

Nancy. „

TAPE kicker by engineering I on 2/13/86

How about trying it without the ram? Dave

836-7718

UNIVERSITY of Toronto graduates- The

University of Toronto alumni are hosting a

dinner to honor Dr Connell, President of

the Universit^f Toronto, on February 28,

. for information call Lois .
Q.Bnen

, A'^n^ni
President (2 1 3)858- 1 093

Having
Frohtents?

General
Psychotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENITA MAGIT
M,A., M,F,C.C
10845 Lindbrook

Suite #2
Westwood Village

824 1524

.... to of . -.t. f?14)/3'i-7i03 day

fvening

At EASE Westwood is now aicoptmg ai

plications for experienced sales people

Flexible hours Please apply m person

lOOt Westwood Blvd. -

Aihletic-looking girls in Track and Field.

Swimming, Gymnastics. Tennis $l00/day

Acting, recording (2 13)430-5431

ATTORNEY needed for court ap-

pearances Fee negotiable. Please call.

874-2569.

BABYSITTER for 3 yr. old in Santa

Monica Easy access by bus 25-30 a

week, days $4/hr References required,

English speaking, non-smoker 450-8859

or 450-7761.
- • , .11-— -l.l I III.MIIII^I I ••

Bindery/Runnor for Print shop $4 50/hr

SALES CLERK
MANAGER

,

TgAJNgC^:
Video Sales and

rental, retail record
and tape sales. Ad-
vancement poten-
tial. Entry level, will

train. Full time posi-

tions only. Apply In

person on Monday,
Feb. 1 7 between
lOiOOand 3:00.
MUSIC PLUS 1901

A/estwood Blvd. WLA
Arv^%iw »•«- #v«»#Q^%«%. -1-i 717 VU -0*/^0-W4BAr

9'^ _ ._

DRIVER/messenger; full or part time. Fa-

miliar w/greater LA area. Must have
rettable economy car, liability insurance,

copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a

generous auto allowance. Call (818)906-

0763

DRIVER and errand runner needed. Must
have car and insurance. Call David at

659-1691.

DRIVER female preferred. MWF, 10am-
2pm, $5/hour. Permanent, my car my gas.

With time to study 81 8-344-41 70.

DRIVER part-time for elderly executive,

exceitent driving record required. 2-3 days.

hours 9-3. 829-2100.

EARLY morning childcare. Female/dfiver

preferred. Near campus. Great pay.

Responsible, dependable. 475-5723.

EARN $500-$3000/month. Full/part-time

positions. Training provided. Call S8N
days/evenings (213)376-2890.

ELECTRONIC Engineer wanted to design

a chip for display on TV tube. Call

(213)4613524.

ESTRAS needed! Attractive rT^odel types

find tffitimni faces for mowiaa awri TV.

(818)784-0044

EXTRAS Needed! Attractive model types

ar>d unusual faces for movies and TV.

(818)784-0044. . .

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid tor

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-

pointment, ask for Gloria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends Med-
ical interest required College student

preferred for busy Beverfy Hills^ office.

Call(2l 3)55(M)950 ask for Teena. '

GENERAL office. Light typing, phor>es,

basic accounting knowledge $&-$6/hour.

Compu-Dynamics 854- 1 1 04

IMMEDIATE openings: Valet parking at-

tendants. Redondo Beach area $5-7 hr.

Will train EOE/M/F/H. (714)840-5857.

INSIDE sales for art department of

department store Part or full time Call

10-6.473-3400

JEWISH conselor for a month Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated conselors, one month early

summer. (21 3)653-4771

Last can for WLA Little League coaches.

Boys & girls ages 8-12 Season goes
through mid-June. Come & get involved:

call Paul 470-3816.

LICENSED driver wanted to drive church

van Sunday mornings Responsible person

needed, at least 26 yrs old $6/hour Call

459-2358

LIVE and workin JapanI English teachers

needed for language school.
Undergraduate degree required Call Ms.

Yam£izaki:(7i4) 536 2308 or send resume
to: 305 West Utica Hunington Beach Ca.

92648

MOTHER'S helper -

possible weekends
References required

474-8123

flexible afternoons.

Salary negotiable.

Call for interview.

Wei! qrganrztjd fnrlividual^

to wori< as psychiatrto/

Dsvcholofjir a?searcn
)',

{.er

:\l • .-

.^:^ri z-Jij~\u T\

f3biO<3il

Temporaries, iric

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L A,

SS5 E Ocean Blvd . Lonq Bch
(213)491-5220
*^Sei.retdridl, »^ f?t'( eptiorusr

»^ Typists »^Ac(M.ifitinq.

'•^;'M/''' cssors

T OfT |OhN

i(K; N F.REE TO APr'LICANTS

\
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

$$NEED cash? $500/$l000 stuffing

envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped

addressed envelope--McManus Enter-

prises, Box 1458/DB, Spnngfield, OR
97477

NONtSMOKING driver

Prefer woman. 458-7977

2:30-6pm. M-F

OFFICE clerk Person needed to run er-

rands, sort mail, and perform all around

duties for prestigious WLA law firm. Hours

are Sam-1pm or 1pm-6pm, Call Gary

Carter. 312-4102.

OFFICE helpers Full/part-time Phones,

filing and errands for Beverly hills builder

Must have car and California Driver's

License Non-smoker (213)656-8968.

PART Time office work Japanese
language helpful 20 hours weekly - hours

flexibie. Peter 485-01 60

PART-TIME driver needed HeaHhCare
(2l3)83fr-4420. Ask for Stan or Diane.

PART-TIME retail sales person Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood.

Ask for Stacy. 820-7373

PART-TIME - Big Bucks - distributors for

great anti-cancer dog food. Tell Bruce r^od

sent you. Mon and Thurs meetings 7:30

PM. 2044 Cotner Ave. (off Olympic) or call

Rod 85 1-3338

PART-TIME 6-HR/WEEK, secretary, non-

smoker, good with numbers, filing, phone

work, and some typing. (213)—474-9688.

PART-TIME position as receptionist

available with CPA/Bus. Mgmt. firm.

Located at Santa Monica and bundy M-

W-F 9am-1;30pm $5.50 to start for non-

smoker with neat appearar>ce arnj dyruimic

personality. Typir>g ar>d auto required.

Call for interview 826-0800.

PERMANENT part-time employee. 10-15

hrs/week for clerk in the accounting

department Ask for Ms Stone 478-2541

.

PLEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK 7:30-6 30 am .

230-3:30 pm ,

M-F MUST HAVE CAR $50-$60/WEEK
BEVERLY HILLS. 275-6447.

-

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relation persons, part-time, phone
experience (213)854-6491/650-2269

PROFESSIONAL woman needs personal

secretary for typing,errands, etc Must

have own car & know WLA area Knowl-

edge of entertainment injustry helpful Sal-

ary negotiable deending on skills Call Jen

-( 213)874 3000 -.

REAL ESTATE ANALYST Part-time Op-

portunity to learn improved real estate

private placement syndication evaluation

Will sponsor for NASD Series 7 license

SaritD Monica location Non-smoKer

(213)395-3176

F^ESTAURANT Reservaiiomst, part-time

4p m -Sp m Men -Fri The 'vy Call Davio

Lloyd "Nelson 274-8303 ^r> Sat after

10a.m __^
SfcCRFTARY part-time near UCLA smaii

office type 80 wpm, some record keeping

11 0/houf. '179-8300

SECURITY authorization agent Immediate

opening for a part-time agent within our-

ctieck payment services division After-

noons, early evenings and weekends

Ideal candidate will have excellent verbal

skills, good math aptitude and be detail

oriented COT exposure a plus Apply in

person 8 30am- 11am M-W or 1pm-4pm
Thursdays Telecredit Inc , 1901 Ave of

the Stars, Suite 300.

SPANISH speaking person to teach

Spanish and translate/draft letters for

musician/businessman. (213)399-2181.

TELEMARKETERS needed No selling

$5/hour w/attractive t)onus Part-time 9-5

WLA, must have good phone personality

Cathy shanley 47»491 1

.

TELEPHONE Sales Photocopy supplies

Salary/commission/bonus 'Leads*
Manager & trainees needed. Call 395-

2009/8am-1pm.

t

Fill In your wc«k
wHb «xtr« $$$ 9

Immediate openings for •

secretarial skills, typists, «
clerks, receptionists, J
word processors, & all •

office skills. Work by the {
day, week, or month. •

STIVERS •
TEMPOWWtfPERSONNEL •

Call for a|b<>i>i^>n^"^ ^
in Westwc^) 208-5656 t

CASHIER
POSITION

We need a cashier for

part-tlrne work in retail

store In Santa Monica.
• Cashier Experience

Preferred
• Hours Needed fri (1-9).

"atdO-A). Sun(12-6)

Call: Off the Record
829-7379

'shire.

tar. -• Monica

-f-r-

TYPIST, part-time, will tram word process-

ing. 50wpm minimum, Mon-Fri Steady

work, $6 50/hour Marina Del Rey, 306-

4625

VOCALIST for Christian demo, metzo/

soprano preferred Mark 854-2334 or 399-

4275.

JOB -
OPPORTUNITIES 32

BRIGHT, energetic person w/some
background in an w/sales or marketing

experienceneeded to open gallery

(213)399-2181.

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs mature

business major for 16 to 24 hours per

week with working knowledge of IBM* PC
and Lotus. Intermediate accounting

helpful. Great opportunity and compensa-

tion based on experience Send resume

to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd.

#7g9. LA 90010

FREE Gucci bags, free Cartier watches,

free trips to Paris and $200-$500/weekly

doing part-time selling. High qualiity and

unique European products, if qualified,

pickup your FREE Samples by appoint-

nwnt w/ Mr Lawrence at (213)550-1562.

"I DONT KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-921

2

$200-$500 weekly doing, part-time selling.

High quality French perfumes. If qualified

get your FREE samples and FREE attache

case. Call Mr. Phillips for appointment at

(213)550- 1.5 5 1

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

WESTWOOD Apartment-large living ro6m,

small bedroom $610/month. Walk to

UCLA Call6-8pm 824-0243

$1200. Brentwood, brand-new Walk to

UCLA. 2 bedroom. 2 bath Deluxe, small,

modern building 11675 Darlington, open

house 9-4 30 827-4652

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD Very clean 1 bedroom,
carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator. No
pets $680/month. Only charging 1 month
rent, security/cleaning to nrtove in. 213-

678-6648

BRENTWOOD Super-clean 2-bedroom.

carpeting, drapes, stove. $1050/month.

Only charging 1 nr>onth's rent, security/

cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. Huge
singles. One-t>edroom. $700. Call Mike at

824-9925

NEW building , 2 bedroom/2 bath, 1

bedroom/I bath. $800 and up. #475-5402,

#473-51 42(day).

$950/mo Venice Bedch 2-bed, den, 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood floors. Refur-

bished. Build-in. Off street parking. 396-

1001.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

i
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SUMMER JOBS: WA San Juans
Interviews Feb. 18. 1986

1 Contac t PiQcennent Center. Student Employment
vsva^

First Manhattan Consulting Group

Leading management consulting firm headquartered in

New York with offices in Santa Monica and Chicago.

Our practice is specialized in serving the banking and

financial services industry. We are seeking a graduating

senior interested in becoming a research analyst. This

position offers excellent experience for 2 to 3 years

preparatory to graduate school Qualified candidates

will have a business focus m finance, economics, or

quantitative marketing. Ability to use personal

computer with standard analytic software is essential.

This position will provide exposure to top national—
^and worldwide financial institutions. Analyst will

—
contribute both primary and secondary research,

computer modeling, and will help create forceful,

concise analyses that generate practical profit-

improvement results. Travel will require being away

from home up to 2 days per week.

Send resume to:

Researcher Position

First Manhattan Consulting Group

429 Santa Monica Boulevard

Suite 650

Santa Monica, CA 90401

RESTAURANTS 46 VACATION
RENTALS 53

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly

near V A Hospital

furnished & utilities

and UCLA bus No
Kitchen Available $450/mo 479-5638

GUESTHOUSE. Bentwood. mountain
viewnearby, $395 plus 3 hours weekly

work Older male grad student, foreign

welcome, car 472-5726

ONE Bedroom $750 Two bedroom/2 bath

$1195. Best WLA location Carpet, drapes,

built-ms. fireplace, sunkin tub, view, securi-

ty parking/bu ilding-, pool, sauna 479-5672

STUDIO. 1 -bedroom, 1 -bedroom with den

Kelton Towers 208-1976. -

—

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house

surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)

785-9865.

APARTMENTS

NEED roommate to share 3 bedroom

duplex Own room. $636 Walk to UCLA
Spacious Spanish style with view,

fireplace, hardwood floors, yard Clean,

considerate person needed, available

March 1st Call Ryan evenings/weekends

208-7529.

OWN bed/bath in 2-bedroom luxury apart-

merX Sherman Oaks Oft freeway 15 mm
to UCLA Sherry (818) 989-3780/(818)

988 8300

PROFESSIONAL woman seeks female to

share 2 t)ed/2 bath apt, m W Hollywood,

balcony, dishwasher, easy commute to

UCLA Non-smoker $400 656-4062

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

NEEDED 2 female non-smokers to share

2-bedroom 2-bath Brentwood apartment

$262 plus deposit 471-4655

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

GREAT neighborhood Between Olympic

and Santa Monica 2 bedroom home, din-

ingroom. fireplace Hardwood floors

Wonderful yard $165,000 Wynn 477-

7001.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1, 1986. in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)563-3266.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELR...62

ROOM and board and small salary in ex-

change for partial care of 5 yr. old girl and
light housework Beverly Hills (213) 276-

3988.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

ROOM (with kitchen priviliges) for babysit-

ting (infant and 3 yr. old) and light

housework a few evenings and a few

;tvi>ur6 on weekerul Female student ptat

red. quiet and reponsible Call 392-1330/

825-4320

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen

privledges pool washer/dryer, utilities m-

need ca*. Graduate -student

preferred, $350. leave message Abbie

(818)783-5151

FURNISHED bedroom m large 3-bedroom
apartment kitchen privileges patio One
block oft Westwooo Blvd $260/month
475-9205

Hillside home pool, onvate room Female
student preterrea Share bath with one

$325 plus 1 0^'b utilities " 828- 1 537 ^

"

OWn room in 3-bedroom plus lott Pool

jacuzzi parKinq. security $344' Available

3/1.'86 Call Stepnanie/Sherri 837-9987

PRIVATE room & bath iri spacious condo
With garden setting Security building with'

pool 3 m lies from UCLA Close to all

transportation .'Female, non-smoker, $475
plus 1/2 utilities Available 3/15 Please

call Susan (213)274-5513

ROOMMATES.. 65

CLOSE, strategic Gayley location Female
roomie wanted for large one-bedroom.
$307 Call 208-0391.

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment
Walk Ucla. security building, great room-
mates! Much more! $350/mo 208-8991

.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share 2-

bed/den Excellent location near Wilshire/

Bundy. $425/mo Call Rob 478-7681 after

5pm.

FEMALE roommate: sunny spacious 2
bedrooms, 1 bath March 1st move in. Call

824-2785, Diane _^
FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in West Los Angeles apartment
$240/month Call 477-1244.

FEMALE roommate wanted for large one
bedroom apt. Living room, full kitchen,

laundry facilities Walking distance to

UCLA Strathmore/Veteran. $275.00/nrK)nth
208-4408

FEMALE own spacious room, share
bathroom. $325 plus one-third utilities,

move in immediately. Beverly, days 536-

4088,828-5105

FEMALE needed Share room. 2-bedroom.
2-bathroom apartment 5 minutes walk to

campus 824-1814. 824-3621

.

FEMALE student, share furnished one
room apartment $243/month. Available
March 1st 625 Landfair 659-8724

''^(K»l1jf>l^tc

•All clients screened w/photos

and refs stnce '71

•Daily computerized updates

•Listings throughout Southern California

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff

9701 W PKoBd

3402 Pacific Ave

Cer)turf Oty

Wanna

556-2752

322 5548

I"

I-

I-

I'

I-

* ^ - -^ -^ ^ '- '- ' -^ T - ^ ^ ^ '^^^

ROOMMATES ....65

MALE to share 1-bdrm apt New BIdg .

Westwood/National $250 00/mo , Furnish-

ed C all Howard 202-7371 *

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (8 1 8)789-6064

UCLA student needed to share nicely fur-

nished single apartment 625 Landfair - 10

minute walk to campus. $243/mo Parking.

824-0134

SUBLET 66

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer. Second year

law students clerking w/our firm need

westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext 557 before 4:00 at Manatt.

Phelps, Rothenberg,.Tunneyli Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call LirnJa Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for nfwre information.

WANT to rent or sublease office approx.

200 sq. ft. in Westwood. 208-1865.

O'MELVENY « MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any tinne
• from May to August,

& possibly /a Of
* September, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
669-6^39 Of 669-

CONDOS
FOR SALE 6T

WALK to UCLA and Village 2-bed/2 1/2

bath Vacant/Owner anxious.
Joyce, Schreiber Realty 274-2900

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Specai free in«ro serious

students only Diease Aircraft tental (818)

,^44-0196.
"

DANCE AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS..82

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE
POSITIONS OPEN. 4/86-6/86. SPRING
SEASON POST-HIGH $CHOOL EXPERI-

ENCEyCOLLEGE LEVELS #213-874-7^
ENTRY DEADLINE 2/28/86

SFORTS
CONNECTION

Progrom directors &
Private trainers

wanted. Seetcing

Exercise Physiologist,

Kines, P.E. & Sports

Medicine Majors. F/T

or P/T. SttJrting Pd at

$5/hr and commission
with advancement

opportunities to P/T at

$13/hr.

Ap>ply in person
Encirx>

(818)788-1220
Santo Monica
(213)450-4464

South Boy
' (213)316-0173

BEVERLY HILLS

(213)652-7812

CHILD CARE 90

ABYSITTER wanted for 3 month old M-F.

4 hrs each day $3/hour Call 839-4521

.

INSURANCE 91

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

iMM i^m

la

^/,

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 880-4407. (818) 880-4361

.

SERVICES SERVICES
OFFERED 96 OFFERED . 96

MOVERS 2i

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-

ped .
experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

J

^SomedayY^ur
PrintsWillCome.
How *bout—
Tomorrow?
Professional quality prints at a low,

low price, overnight. If you drop off

your film to us before 4PM, you'll

get prints back by 11AM the next

working day . . . and live happily

ever after.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

L
3SLJCld

CAMPUS PHOTO SnOlO
First Floor Kerckhoft Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8-6. Sat 10-3 • 206-8433

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

PROFESSIONAL editing master's and
doctoral theses, manuscripts. References,

reasonable rates. (21 3)696-7078. -^

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS. PAPERS
DISSERTATIONS. THESES MANU-
SCRIPTS RESUMES. 473-4193.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

Bmar*m Editing and
WriHng Service
•ALL aubiecta »

•Nothing Too Big
or T€)o Small

•We want to help

Sharon Bear. Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

ENGLISH as a second language tutor,

Mp with composition, grammar and pro-

nunciation and conversation. (213)658-,

7213

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutOring/editing/word proce8sir>g. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day,7days/week. 291-3158.

TUTORING
NEEDED .99

J
Edtting A Typing

Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically
213-396^193

PERSONAL
SERVICES 95

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poltsh h cleon your hard, semi-soH
ofxl »o« conloc' lof^tet *N*>«<e yow wo^i

Return your cofitocts to "like new" con-
dltton. Feel and see Oetler

Df Vogel, 1132 Westwood Bd 208 3011
Validated Parking-2C\ Or With This Ad.

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96'

RELAX! Scientific and technical support

-for^joctorirf. master's and proprietary ap-

plications available Services include

statistics, methodology, computerization,

scientific editing, and word processing.

Reasonable student rates. (818)780-6432

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional Rate

negotiable Call (2 13)474-03 13

TAXES: Short form $10: Long $30 Biggest

refunds Investments. 15 yrs experience

UCLA MBA 390-5055.

MATURE, professional will house-sit Long
term free, experienced and excellent

references (213)639-0652. (818)762-7823

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.

References available 24 hrs Mark 820-

3349

PROFESSIONAL documentation services

Ed»l»r>g, research, stattstH^s. theory, study-

design/development/production Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333

PROFESSIONAL editing term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal
(818)760-3149

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS FAST SER-

VICEt (818)798-8334. .

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,

resumes? Professional help from put>lish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

208-4353[^
Multiple

Color

Printing
Color Attracts Attention

Promote your fraternity, sorority,

business, organization or event with the

impact of color on your printed piece.

We print business cards with matching

letterhead and envelopes, brochures,

newsletters and invitations in a wide

variety of colorful inks and paper.

Come in and see our samples. Our staff

will be happy to answer any of your

questions.

3

r«« " -(Mikv*Resume
Package
Looking Like A Pro

-A resume that's typeset — not just dashed^

off on a typewriter — makes a good first

impression. It's neat, clean, easy to read

and shows that you're well-organized. But

you look even more impressive when your

resume, cover letter and envelope are aH

on matching paper stock.

Our Package Deal
Now, when you place an order to have

your resume typeset at Graphic Services

for $24, for a one-page resume ($17 if your

resume is already on file) get matching let-

terhead and envelopes typeset for just

$6.50 more (regularly $12.50).

3

WANTED: Tutor for 12 yr. old boy in Bev-

erly Hills home Call Art 209-0170 between
7pm-10pm only.

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resumes, etc rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622

A t)etter paper - Writchand Word Process-

ingC^U Lois 828-8410

A-JET speed typist Rush projects no pro-

blem Extremely experienced Accurate,

reasonable Pick-up and deliver Laura,

410-2890

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription Linda (213)204-0947 Call

noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $1 .50/page,

WLA. Myung. 397-6344

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3/PAGE_CALL.
EVAN FOR INFO. (213)450-8719.

ABIGAIL Harper: papers expeditiously and
professionally prepared on IBM PC XT
Laserset Printer From $2.00. Call 395-

1052/393-1174.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1 50-$2.25.

Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

390-4588

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869. -^

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates Dartene

Computer Word

Processing

Theses Dissertions

ASHLEY-WELLS & CO.

(213)477-7593

szzszzzszsz: zzs

C
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150

Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Mall

GIV^HIC
(A S U «J

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

DONOVAN Enterprises: Typing- profes-

sionalism aesthetics, editing, grammatical

considerations, swiftness, negotiable rates,

conscientiousness, pick up/delivery.

(213)397-2945 ^
EXPERIENCES, term papers, disserta-

tions, etc on word processor 201-7486,

479-1816,(818)780-7022.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing Virginia 278-0368.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,

$1 99/page Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343 (213)514-9245

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er Transcnption. resumes, UCLA dtsserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up Near UCLA 473-2550.

IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses/

resumes/ all jobs welcome Fast tur-

naround $1/page. 934-3458, 929-8423

after 6 pm.

'^

BEAR'S rSSEARCH t
WRITING SERVICE

• ALL subjects
• Nothing Too Big or

Too Small
•We want to help.

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
^213^837-6292

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150

Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GIV^HIC
c* u

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

TUTORING
OFFERED...... 98

TUTOR for Calculus, Algebra, Physics and

Engineering. Tutoring at UCLA or nearby.

Reasonable rates, call Frank 512-1503

8am-5pm, 820-5862 evenings and
weekends.

TUTORING - French, Italian Patient and

experienced. Kids to adults. UCLA grad

Call Lisa; 2 15-1862

TUTORING
OFFERED .98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828-4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates

(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

UCLA ESL teaching certificate. Grammar,

conversation, pronunciation. Reasonable

(21 3)651 -3804.

f PATIENT TUTOR T
5 MATH (orlthntetic throughj

ONfOAYTYFMM
ProtoMloml witter wtth BA In

Englih wl type and edt twm
popere. ttmnat, sciiptt, reaumec,

•to. Or edttlTHJ only. Over 25

y«are experterx:*. Wectwood
VMoge. M Deloney.

824-2S53 or 824-5)11

•Cpreer Guidance•

• Typing/Editing*
•Cr Low-cost W Proven results t:

<i Free Consultation ^
Call ACCESS
(213)477-364

1

Convenient WLA Location

* achieve confidence and self- |c

* reliance. FOR FRFE INFORIVIA
'

; TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

J

Z 6463. X

TYPING, word processing, resumes,

editir>g, proof reading, near campus, good

rates 475-5723

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-

sional Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600.

TYPING term papers - Masters thesis all

other $1 per page Barbara Barnett 824-

7347 Westwood

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

»NG NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1 503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

M ' I'" 1' "H^-r ••>—«ii|^~-^.

MiB^5:mw&nec>>%r7BlvT3^ '^-^"mmmam pn
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TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 b«ock

from campus. Can tyije anythinQ-fast, ac-

curate. dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

YOU need nne! Typing, word processing.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited

857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-

phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils 669-5324.
]_

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA. Any level, any age ,
Guitars

available Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching ail levels, styles. Near UCLA.

Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES.... 104

RESUMES. $l2/pg computerized typeset/

Iff pHwlf:~tvt>w<h~* wwd processmg.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821

8091

X L\x\V Hi^. .«•••••••••••••••.. lv/3

SPRING Break Save $ world wide. Lowest

airfares. 2^-75% off hotels/motels

(8l8)9e*<}l23. -

HONQLULU-$229B/T:
NAUI-$3t9 B/T;

LONDON-$519B/T:
S«fli« etadcat dtecoaats

•vidlabl«.M« /AIB4>EAL
or (415)Ml-5«43. Aek for

23e

239

SkiPUk VALUe fVT fPKMM LAH TO:

new YOM( fromS

CHtCAQO tromt

mAiftt fromS

HAWAII from*

LOMDOAf fromt

FRAtmPURT tromS

PAmS/AtnTBROAM tromt

TOarO fromt

TAHm tn

CtHJISe, 7daf tromt

SKI eUfWPe. tromt

Charttn, Tour*, CrutoM
Car t NoM Mm.

5M
5M
579
579
599
999

CAUL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON 02025

LONDON

AMSTERDAM

FRANKfURT

TAHITI

COPENHA6EN.$560

PARIS S599
• Some RestTlctkx* /^DpJy

EurolpauM
Issued on the spot

Z m - * •.««•» »»•••• *..* *

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105
«

ASUCLA Travel Service & The UCLA Expo Center Preserit

THE 1 5TH ANNUAL TRAVEL FAIR
Ackerman Grand Ballroom February 25, 9AM-4PM
THIS IS THE TRAVEL EVENT OF THE YEAR

TALK TO THE EXPERTS Travel Information will be available by representatives

throughout the travel industry. Airlines • Charter Companies • Rail Companies

• Tour Programs • Car & Cruise Experts • International Tourist Offices • Study

Programs • and more!

FIND OUT ABOUT THE BARGAINS Travel bargains to countries throughout

the world! From Europe to Asia • Hawaii to Mexico • Australia to Africa. You II be

able to find out information first hand from the experts who know Eurailpasses,

Britrailpasses, Youth Hostel Cards. Cruises, Europe Tours, and more!

SIGN UP TO WIN PRIZES Tickets to Eucope, Hawaii, Mexico. South America;

beach towels, t-shirts. flight bags, and more! Drawing^^will begin at 3:30PM at

Meyerhof Park, and you must be present to win, r^^^.T niiicc r>l ITI
PLUS FREE popcorn and balloons! ^^'^I^L^mt

COME JOIN US FOR A DAY OF FUN & EXCITEMENT!

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175 Mattress &

box spring $150. Brass headtx>ard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160 Bedroonf) set $495 Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
> ' 71 TRAVEL SERVICE
^Ql l^^l H/ A-Level Ackerman Union

M-F8:30:6, SAT 11-3

1^^ MATTRESSES Tiri^

All rw'w h«)td sets f{uariiiit(>ed

Twin Set ^'^^

Full Srt .,. W«
gueeii Set W«
KiiiRSet *9«

New 5 piece bedrci«)m set 1118

New lull size or (|u»*n sleeper-... $139

New sofa and love seat $159

Oak Finish i^ilfee tables....1 $20

Fnd Tables H^
I .amps $^

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

Pnces subject to cr>or>oe withcxjt notice limited ovoiiabthtv MISCELLANEOUS... 128

DIAMOND ring. Suitable

woman. Worn once. $250

Dave (21 3)461 -1863^

for man or

or best. Call

DISCOUNT AIRFARES
• Tokyo $499,

• Hong Kdng ^595
• Bangkock $759
• Amsterdam $489
• Rfo $699
tSaoPauto S69^

• AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

PataUttl* 4 Roaia»c«'lB

yovr lif«. Driv« mm Alfa

oai«o ffroMB...

B«v«Hy HlUa Alfa

jj NatioMal
^ (21S)559-77«6

ICNno Vtoa S'O
^ 30 day lnc«vtduc3l trgyel ^J

Coll HIS (America)
(213)613-0943

244V> E. Itt St. #19
CA90012
lR«M->-MOMt

1979 Chevette. 2-door, a/c. radio, light

blue, economical, great for housewife/

student. $1350 (818)906-8372.

1979 Volvo Wagon 245 DL. Good condi-

tion. $5200 obo. Call Noma. (213)454-0271

evenings or (213)3459-65607. leave

message.

4960 Chevette, midritght blue. Automatic

/.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

DATSUN 1974 260Z. Recednt engine

worK/paint Good condition. $2400/obo.

Call evenings (213—545-8900.

MAZDA '81 GLC Sport. 5-speed, sunroof.

AM/FM-cassette. 42 mpg. great condition.

827-8883; Lofi. Ask $3.500.

MAZDA GLC, 1980 Economical, i-dr..

am/fm, red. $1800 o.b.o. Great little carl

(213)477-1654.

MUST sell - '79 VW Rabbit, 4 speed, tape

deck, am/fm, 6 speakers. Excellent.

$1800. (213)394-6938.
TOYOTA, Celica 1980 good condition, new
tires, great cassette, am/fm stereo, $3800,

call 824-3921.

TOYOTA: '80 Corolla. 4-speed, AM/FM,
49K miles. Very dependable. Cute.

$2800/Obo. (818)885-8131

1971 VW fastback Rebuilt engine. $800

negotiable, call Sousan 825-4821, or 828-

0605

1974 Datsun B210. New dutch, transmiss-

tlon, paint, battery, upholstery, etc! $1,100

obo. Jay 824-0368

1974 DATSUN B210. One owner, $1100.

kx>k8 good, runs great (213)623-2884 of-

fice. (213)545^234 home. Josh.

1974 Fiat Spider Convertible. Runs Great.

Great Condition. AM/FM stereo. $1500

obo. (818)506-9670 after 2 PM.

1974 VW Bug. Excellent condition. New
brakes. $2800. Phone (213)387-5939 after

6pm.

1975 Mustang. New battery, shocks, muf-

fler, tune-up. Runs great. Must sell $800

obo 207-4827

1975 Mustang Qhia 8 cylinder. 60,000

miles. Air, 2-tone brown. Original owner.

Best offer (213)391-5159.

1975 MAZDA, RX$, stationwagon,
automatic, silver, 37K, good condition,

must sell, leave USA, $1000/obo.
(213)208-1226.

1977 DATSUN 810. /VC. automatic. AM/
FM radio, excellent engine, good condi-

tion, clean interior. $2,100 negotiable,

474-0059 evenings.

1977 924 Porsche, burgandy, tan leather,

4-speed, 47,000 miles, new Michelin tires,

$3000. (213)396-9936.

1978 Audi Fox. !Excellent condition New
transpires, 66k, $1800 667-9298. 207-

4003

1978 Dodge Omni. am/fm. cassette,

automatic, air. roof-rack, original owr>er.

Excellent condition. $3000 obo.
(213)651-5230.

1978 HONDA Accord. $2900. Superb con-

dition. Incredibly low mileage. 5-speed.

sunroof, call Sam. 472-9781

54,(X)0 miles. Good, reliat>le transportation,

$2,400 obo. (213)271-7825.

1981 AUDI 4000 Red, 4-door, auto, k)ad-

ed, excellent condition, one owner,

$3,900/obo, p/p, 213-393-2495 evenings/

weekends, 213-312-3128 M/F days.

1981 Toyota Corolla 5-speed. A/C, AM/FM
cassette, doth seats. 60.000 miles, good

conditk)n, $3000 Call Manoj: Days: 206-

8680. eve.: (805)584-6553. -

1962 MAZDA 626 DLX-Sedan Low

mileage, a/c, cc, am/fm, $4500/obo

(213)821-6031.

1962 M/^ZDA 626, auto, air, am/fm, 31 K,

excellent condition $5,0e5/obo. (818)340-

8662. .

'68 Buick Stationwagon. Low mileage.

Very dean. Good condition. Automatic

$800. 640-1661 days/393-e734 evenings.

69 VW Custom Camper. AC/DC frig, with 2

batteries. Re-built engine $1250. 825-

2714.(213)641-2630.

'75 CHEVY Vega. Good Condition Need

to sell. $600 obo. Leave message 824-

0961.

76 Fofd Pinto, fully remanufadured, too

much to list. Call now, leave a message.

747-1249

'77 Firebird Esprit. White w/ white interior,

new tires, new Am/FM cassette &

speakers, runs great. $2000 obo 826-

8722.

'78 Hor>da Wagon. A/C, new tires, battery.

AM/FM cassette stereo, 1 -owner. $1395,

292-8618.

MOPEDS 119

85 Yamaha Riva 180Z, black, runs great.

kx>ks sharp. $975. David, evenings 477-

1178.

^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^
',

T^ YAMAHA 83»84»85Tir

Scooters & Acqessories

.<

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!* "

(W/Insurance also available)

HTED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES A\D SERVICE

13347 W. Washington Blvd

j Los Angeles, CA 90066

ji!V (a 13)306-7906^^

78 280Z, air. 5-speed. sunroof, cassette

79,000 miles. $3800 obo. Call. Ken at

(2130)475-9097.

'82 VW Rabbit. 4-dr . w/cassette. good

condition, interror very clean, runs great.

$3500 (2 \ 3} 546-6342 Ed.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data

Bureau Inc 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #103.

jBle.<2t3)47a-<}a4a. ,

^^^^S^S.S.^^^^S^S.S.^^^^^^^^ ^*^^'^^^***^^^''^'^^^*-^'^^^^

JTell them you saw it in the

DAILY BRUlCr CLASSIFIEDS.
I-

i

i

*

ft^^^^ » ^^ ^^^^^i.i.^^^'-^--<^^-^^^^^t^-^^^'>^^1>S^l>^>^l'>'>^^T

>-<•;•»»>:•:•: >*«T*:•:•».•..' bS.v'CTL'^KS^,

No use coming to help me now
I've learm^d my lessen,

aryho^y/

Belhve me, orxe I get unfosted

Prom cli this paper I have

y/asfec?,

ril ^ry no other crazy caper, ^

ril read ^he Wan Ads in \

the paper
\

And, if I fail to fmd help there,

Ihaf'^ still no reason to

.Mom says ycnve never really 'thd\

V Until yot'Ve run a dasssvied! J

a
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Swimming
Continued from Page 34
UCLA freshman Mario Fer-

nandez, who flanked Moffet
in the middle of the pool,

were not far behind.

As the three swimmers flip-

ped the last turn and bobbed
for home they all seemed to be
neck and neck. However,
Moffet just touched out
Minervini and Fernandez and
delivered the final blow to

UCLA's hopes of upsetting

Stanford. "^

"Hell of a swim meet,"
Stanford coach Skip Kenney
said. "Thank God we have
Kostoff, Morales and Moffet,

because UCLA really swam
tough.

"Tomorrow, hopefully, we
will do better," Escalas said.

His comment was bathed in

irony. Escalas' victories in the

1000- and 500-yard freestyles

was key in the UCLA victory

over Cal. In the 500, Escalas'

4:27.54 was two seconds bet-

ter than sophomore Berkeley

sensation John Mykkanen.
Mykkanen was the youngest
member of the U.S. Olympic
team and earned a silver

medal in the 400-meter
freestyle. He is also the
American record holder in the

.800-meter :

**Escalas* swims hurt us

more than anybody," said Cal
coach Nort Thornton.

Cal was competing without
junior backstroker Dave
Roach, who jammed his

shoulder in Cal's 59-54 loss to

use Friday. Thornton,
however, did not make aiLJ5x-

cuse for Cal's defeat.

"We swam pretty well, but

UCLA swam better. I am not

surprised at the outcome,"
Thornton conceded.

Women's swimining

Continued from Page 38

Senior Kathy Clarke con-

tinued the string of victories

and also broke the qualifying

time for the NCAA's with a

speedy 1:04.73 clocking in the

lOb-yard breaststroke. Suzette

Moran's 1:05.72 time earned

her a trip to this year's NCAAs
in the same race.

Jean Badding took third in

the 100 breast with a lifetime

best of 1:05.95. Badding miss-

ed the NCAA standard by
six-one hundreths of a second.

The domination continued

in the 200-yard butterfly.

UCLA's Micki Ward's 2:02.86

time was more than a second

ahead of second place Trojan

Suzzy Fila.

In the next three events, the

Bruins swept the top spots in

the 100 free, 200 back and 200

breast.

In the 100 free Maureen
New won with a 52.01 time.

In the 200 breast Moran took

top honors by recording a

2:20.15 clocking— a blistering

time that shattered the quali-

fying standard for the NCAAs
by over a second.

In the 200-yard backstroke,

center stage again belonged to

Graner, who checked in with

"a 2:02.87. That was her best

time all year in that event.

At the end of the 200 yard

breast the Bruins had amassed

an unsurmontable 73-24 lead.

"Our kids wanted to win."

The Bruins capped off their

thumping with a sweep of the

last event, which was the 400

free relay. The lone Trojan

relay came in last.
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(/ •Effective CAU NOW!

• Inexpensive aUO~ww/%I

^ACUPUNCTURE CENTER
WESTWOOD MEDICAL PLAZA

;

10921 Wilshire Bl.(at Westwood Bl.)

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut&Blow'$ll
Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for a^>pt.

'/I 645 Westwood Blvd. • I BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl.
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"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 1 1-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

fl£L4X — "SwMc/i
loap^p*"

A tru* p«p« smofcvr
does not inhat*
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instruction
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UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"
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AU. NATURAL FROZEN YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/28/86 • limit one per customer

TUm vour diploma into the
right degree ok success.

They've been tough years. YouVe earned

your diploma. And Avantek realizes the commit-

ment and the wealth of knowledge your diploma

^•epresents. That's why Avantek takesthe time,

—

the extra effort, to help new engineers grow—into

the experienced, successful professionals of

tomorrow.

Since 1965, Avantek has pioneered the way in

innovative microwave technology. Today, Forbes'

magazine rates us as one of the 200 best small

companies in the United States. And we're con-

tinually broadening our scope, developing new
applications for microwave technology in cable

television, telecommunications, and defense

electronics.

At Avantek, you'll have a

talented team behind you, and a

.promising future ahead—

because we are expected to double in size by 1990.

We offer all of the benefits you would expect

from a large corporation—paid vacation and

holidays, stock ownership, profitsharingand
jTjgre—and individual respect and responsibility

you won't find anywhere else.

See us on campus Monday
March 3rd.

If youVe about to graduate with a degree in

electrical engineering, why not become a part

of the Avantek team? Sign up for your interview

at your Placement Office now. If you're not able to

see us when we visit your campus, please send

your resume to Cheryl Blaylock, College Relations

Department, Avantek, Inc., Dept. LA, 4401 Great

America Parkway, Santa Clara, CA 95054. An
equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship

required for most positions,

0AVANTEK
U^ wdMf yoM to qro\N w/tfi ins.
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Less than 5 minutms from Campus

Tablecloths . . . Napkins 'N' PIZZA tOO!

ALSO RNUUM MNNQI

(RATIO BEST BY AM L> (KAK>TV)-(m«R PUBLICATIONS)

LUNCH MON.-FRI. - COCKTAILS
Sated • BevvoQe & Onsvt)

1 1n m UgM tttmtml Ronwn SiylB

WEST LA 10929 W. PKX) 474-0102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEOA 787-ANNA

KEEP THAT SMILE SHINING BRIGHT!

see

Richard S. Phillips, D.D.S.
General Dentistry

REDUCED FEES/EXTENDED HOURS
CLEANING & EXAMINATION $18.00* "^^ seo

Located in Westwood Viliage at the Medical Plaza

10921 WILSHIRE BLVD #1007
• New UCLA Students & Faculty 208-4799

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

3. lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames
w/prescription lenses in plastic* -^tended iveciadd sio.oo

values up to $100.00« Now one low nrice oU professtonal services available

WEST HOLLYWOOD
SOOl Santa Monica BM.

650^88

HERMOSA BEACH
1046 Hermosa Avenue

376^919

WESTWOOD
1082 GlcndoB Avemic

208*3570

Expires 2/24/86

CANOGA PARK

6901 Topanga Cyn. Blvd.

(818) 884-EYES

E (^^mn

Positions for the

USAC Elections Board
are now open. Interested students may pick up
applications at the Undergraduate President's
Office . KH 304, and the Student Government
Information desk, third floor Kerckhoff Hall._

Women's liasketball _
Continued from Page 40

the Arizona game. That car-

ried the Bruins to an
assumably insurmountable
17-poin^t lead, to go into

halftime 36-19.

"I thought the first half we
played with a Iqt of intensity

and played hard," said UCLA
coach BJllie Moore. **We
didn't shoot well offensively,

but I thought our defense real-

ly gave them some problems

and took away some of the

things they wanted to do.
**

The Bruins got most of their

offensive production from
Jaime Brown and Shari Biggs

with eight points apiece in the

first half and 18 and 14
points, respectively, for the

game.
The Sun Devils only used a

quasi-token press that allowed
UCLA to bring the ball to the

frontcourt with ease, but
when the Bruins got there
they moved the ball around
for the open shot with,
remarkable consistency.

In the second half the
Bruins came out and increased

their lead to 20 points, 42-22,

early in the second period
behind some baseline jumpers
by Brown and a solid work
ethic .by the entire ^^am

—v^ •

Both teams traded ' baskets
for the next eight minutes,
then the Bruins went into a
shooting slump and only
managed one field goal for the
last six minutes of the contest.

That slump allowed ASU to

get back into the game, but
the clock was their own worst
enemy.

Applications are due by 5:00 pm
Feb. 21st at KH 304

EMERGEIMCY MEDICAL TECHIMICIAM
TRAINING COURSE

LEARN WHAT YOU CAN DO IN LIFE-THREATENING EMERGENCIES
THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS (ON AND OFF THE JOB)

MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

• CPR
• HEART ATTACK
• DIFFICULTY BREATHING
• UNCONSCIOUS STATES
• OVERDOSES, etc.

TRAUMA EMERGENCIES

• BLEEDING CONTROL
•AUTO ACCIDENTS
• ATHLETIC INJURIES sm-m »

• FRACTURES, STRAINS & SPRAINS
• BURNS

BOTH DAY AND NIGHT PROGRAMS NOW AVAILABLE. PRE-REGISTRATION
NECESSARY. FOR REGISTRATION DETAILS, DATES AND TIMES, CALL NOW:

(213) 825-4931; 206-0176

...OR COME TO THE UCLA EMERGENCY MEDICINE CENTER, OFFICE OF PRE
HOSPITAL CARE, ROOM BE-1 41 , CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES.

NEXTCLASS STARTS MARCH 31, 1986 '

. .

—

i

With time running out, the
Sun Devils l>egan reaching for

steals which sent the Bruins to
the foul line an inordinate
numbt;r of times.

Late in the game, Dora
Dome and Sue Mead fouled

out, and ASU tried desper-

ately to make a run at UCLA,
but it vyas just too little too

late for the Devils.

The victory was the Bruins

10th of the .season to go along
with 14 defeats.

Swimming
Continued from Page 38

Olympians dominated the re-

mainder of the meet.

Morales took the 200 yard
fly, UCLA's Tom Jager won
the 100 yard freestyle, Sean
Murphy captured first in the
200-yard backstroke, and
Kostoff got the best of Escalas
in the 500-yard freestyle.

With two events left on the
card, the Bruins trailed 50-38.
n takes just 57 points to win a
dual meet. The Bruins were
faced with the task of taking
first and second in the 200-
yard breast and then winning
the all or nothing 400-yard
freestyle relay if the team
wanted to achieve victory.

At that point the lone
swimmer between UCLA and
victory was the two-time
NCAA winner in the 200-yard
breast, Moffet.
The Bruins however,

countered with Giovanni
Minervini, who topped Moffet
recently at the Dallas Morning
News Invitational. But, even
if Moffet came in second a
Stanford victory was assured.
The standing room only

crowd wa5> silenced as the
timer raised his hand. With
the blast of the starting gun
the swimmers sprang into the
pool. Moffet emerged with the
early lead. Minnervtni and

'^
Continued on Page 33
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Gymnastsj-ecord high
scores in Bay Area
By Greg Bolin

The UCLA men's gym-
nastics team scored two tough
victories this weekend against
Stanford and Cal to seat the

Bruins in first place in the
Pac-10.

If UCLA's future meets are
anything remotely similiar to

the ones they had this
weekend, then UCLA could
be in for competitions
somewhat reminiscent to
"Twilight Zone" reruns.

Saturday, the Bruins had
what could be their finest

competition all season.
UCLA's score of 279.30 is the

highest in America this season,

as the Bruins avenged the
Cardinal for UCLA's only loss

this season in a dual meet at

the Wooden Center.
"Stanford was our best

competition all year. We got a

consistent effort from all our

g u >' s ,
" said coach Art

Shurlock. "U was great to

come away with a vvi!i."

Once again the Bruins got

an outstanding performance
from gymnast Hrian Ginsberi;.

David St. Pierres have pulled
the Bruins through the tough
meets.

"I thought our young guys
did very well this weekend,"
said Shurlock. "Holdsworth
won the pommel horse, and
Moriel and St. Pierre were
consistent through the whole
meet."
The revenge factor was also

important for the Bruins. "We
wanted to repay them for
what happened earlier," said
Shurlock. '*It was a good
match.

"It's good to face copetitive
teams because they make you
perform better."

The Bruins were without
the full services of ace gym-
nast Rob Campbell. Cafnp'betr
has been hampered with a
groin pull, and finished fourth
against the Cardinal. Camp-
bell only competed in two
events against Cal, the
parallel bars, and the rings.
Even with his injury, the
senior from Montclair, New
Jersew won the parallel bars
with a 9.65 against the Bears.
But when UCLA went

Ginii iniry. won t-hr aH-amiind' auruw; th^* b(i\' to Berkeley^
at Stanford with a 56.2. and
won the high bar with his best

performance all vear .scoring u

9.75. -1

That s^ore places him
among the best in the world
this year. Ginsberg also won
the rings with a 9.65.

But the key to the Bruins
win was the performance of
the junior from Belgium, Luc
Tuerlings. Tuerlings score of

55.90 placed him second in

the all-around in the Stanford
meet, and was his best per-
formance all season.

Tuerlings' performnace was
what the Bruins lacked in the
last meeting with the Car-
dinal.

His competition in the'Stan-
ford meet is typical with the
way things have been going
for the Bruins. In the past

three weeks the young gym-
nasts, the Curtis Holdsworths,
the David Moriels, and the

strange things began to hap-
pen. The team was io.st in a
scorer's twilight zone. Gal's
gymnastic team, nothing to
make you go out and run 10
red lights for, scored their
highest score this season by 8
full points. The Bruins scored
five points under their average
of 277 with 272. 70r:^

Although the Bruins came
away with a win, this one will
be classified under *U' for-

unusual.

"This wasn't our best meet
this season, we scored well
under our average, but we
won," said Shurlock.
The reason for the strange

goings on were the stinginess
of the scores.

The Bruins were once again
led by Ginsberg, who placed
second in the all-around with
a 55.55. Ginsberg won the
rings with a 9.55 and the floor
execise with a 9.65.

Women's gymnastics
Continued from Page 40
vice was not able to compete
on the beam and Maura
Driscoll was forced into ac-

tion. With only a couple of

moments to warm-up, Driscoll

provided the Bruins with a big
lift as she not only stayed on
the bar but scored a 9.35
leading off.

"She did a superb job on
the beam," said Tomlinson.

Four consecutive Bruins fell

off the beam before Zosa was
able to score a 9.55 and move
herself into contention for the

all-around title.

"They (the judges) just

seemed to be giving away
points on the beam and it's a

shame that we just laid there

and let the other teams take

them," said Tomlinson.
Despite their performance

on the beam, the Bruins
entered the final rotation, the

floor exercise, with a .slight

chance of catching Fullerton

for .second place.

Trailing Fullerton by .95,

UCLA got off to a solid but

unspec^clur start as each
score hovered around 9.0.

Lucena scored a 9.25, alnd

then, out onto the mat step-

ped Service, bad foot and all.

Service dazzled"The crowd

and surprised many onlookers
who had assumed she would
not be able to compete. Her
9.75 was best by a gymnast in

Pauley Pavilion in six years

and won the event going
away.

"She was hurting real bad,"
said Tomlinson. "She loves to

compete and I know*that if I

would have asked her to, she
would have found a way to

compete in all four (events)

and scored over 37.00 all,-

around. She's that type of per-

son.

"But that's the type of per-

son to save for Nationals. We
just don't want to take any
more chances with having her
hurt," said Tomlinson. ^

Zosa was left with the
unenviable task of trying to

follow Service. Despite a ^it

of trouble, Zosa pulled out a

9.05 to finish second in the

all-around with a season high
37.50.

"Gigi did really well
tonight, excellent bars, great

vault. . .just a fine job," said

Tomlinson.

Despite bringing only six

gymnasts to compete, Arizona
State finished with a 184.95

and showed why they are

legititmate contenders for the

national title:—^^ ^
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L^^OR. ROSS J. SOMERS, UCLAALUM
Computerized Eye Exam

Overnite Wear Contacts
('O' series or Softmate)

$88
Change Your Eye Coior Daily Wear Soft Contacts

Soft Contacts (O&L) (BS.LorA.0)

$98 $70*
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Visa and Mastercard accepted

ROSS J. SOMERS, O.D. 478-0596
11600 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 100 BRENTWOOD (next to V.A.) _
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California
Graduate Institute
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Class Schedule

M () N I) A \

PsvchologiL.il •\sM.'>>mcRl L

PsvcholojiiL.tl Assosmcni IT

l*h>M()l()gKal INvchtilo^iy

AUvatKcil ()h| Kcl I hci»r\

(in^up SupcrMMon ( I'Mtiicumi lOO
(iroup I'niCL'SN & rcchmqiic (<)( I

Dream Anal\M<. II

INsthcNomalk Disiirdcrs

|N\i hosvnitu'MN

(iroup Process & Tct.hnignc<()( i

Advanced Healing Icchnigucs &
INvthosvnihcMN
('lmicaH»riiciicum (()( )

T I E S I) A \

I ihiLN and I av*N «

Klhics and Laws (()(;)

StalisliCN (()('»

(iroup Supervision (I'raclKumt

I earnin>! and ( ofiniiion

I earning: and ( otjniiion (()( )

"Ad^.tntcd Clinical llvpnosis

Proposal Research I. II. Ill(()( i

Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psvchologv

Psvchopjihologv & I amiK D\n
Proposal Research II. Ill

Psychopalhologs 1 1()( )

PsychoanaKliL Fheorv Pi 2

Psvchopathologv 2

Child Psvchoanalvsis

( urrcni I iterature

New Body Psychoiherapicv
Theories ohMI CC

WEDNESDAY
Human ScKualily

CrosN-Cullural Mores & Values

PsychopulholotEy I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
(iroup Supervision (Practicumi (OCi
runclional Human .Analonn
Wrilin(!s ot Mclanic Klein I

llistor> and Svsiems ol I'svchologv

Proposal Research I

Ps>chol«)|:ical Assessment I (O^ l'

( linical Praclicum II

3 I) (lilVord. Ml)
3 Stall

3 JMall

X... roiesonl'hl)
3 D ( hOord Ml)
2 D Priniac. PhD
*r V. Jacohson. PhD
3 D ( lill(.rd. Ml)
3 I Sinjier, PhD
3 I Oleson PhD
I R Phillips. PhD
3 I ()les(.n. PhD

3 R Phillips. PhD

M Karlovac.PhI)

J (iillespie. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
A AKare/. I'hD

M Karlovac.PhI)

J (iillespie. PhD
I Moss. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
M (.erson. PhD
L Weisbcndcr. PhD
I Mc(iuirc. PhD
J VanBuren. PhD
R Caper. MD
Y Hansen. PhD
R Alexander.

Ml). PhD
3 S/usman. PhD
3 M (icrson. PhD
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Baseball enough and brought in Dana
Ridenour, who got (he next

two batters to end the inning.

Ridenour went on to finish

out the seven inning contest to

earn his third save of the

season and keep his O.OCf ERA
intact.

In the nightcap Bruin pit-

cher Keith Shibata pitched

three innings of ©ne hit, shut-

out ball before making a

predetermined exit in favor of

Craig Good, who began the

fourth.

UCLA spotted Good a 2-0

lead behind Hisey's second in-

ning home run, his second of

the season. After Hisey's HR
led off the inning Herman
followed with a double and

Bill Haselman singled and

stole second to give UCLA
runners at second and third.

Berman then scored on Cline's

sacrifice fly to left.

Good proved to be a perfect

target as the Gulls bombed
him for three earnfed runs and

Adams pulled him in favor of

Steve Stowell before the inn-

ing was done.

Stowell, who usually plays

rightfield for the Bruins,
hadn't pitched competitively

in over two years but did a

commendable job after enter-

ing the game with the bases

r loaded.^^fc-^avc up a twor

Continued from Page 39

fielder's choice play got the

Bruins one more out. Bonis
delivered a single that was
good enough to score two.
UCLA third baseman Scott

Cline opened the Bruin second
with his first home run at

UCLA to lock the game at 3-

3, but the Bruins were unable
to add any more in the inning

as Zeile was thrown out at the

plate attempting to scjore from
first on a Joslyn double.

As the game went on Con-
ine became stronger and l(X)k-

ed impressive retiring 10 USIU
players in a row. He set the

Gulls down in order in the

third, fourth and fifth innings.

In the meantime UCLA
stranded two runners in the
fourth before finally scoring
the winning run in the fifth.

After Zeile led off the inning
with a single, the Gulls went
to reliever Wally Trice. Trice

promptly walked Joslyn and
Hisey hit a sacrifice fly gcxxi

enough to move Zeile to third.

UCLA designated hitter

Gary Berman followed with a

fly ball to right that Steve

Hendricks misjudged and let

drop, scoring Zeile.

Conine opened the sixth by
issuing a double to left-center

that got by Esquerra and get-

::Mng Kelly to line out to third.

:

Adams decided he had seen run-scoring single to Waters Long Beach was rained out.

before retiring the next two
batters to end the fourth.

The Bruins had two on with
one out in the bottom of the

fourth but Tony Scruggs and
Lovullo both flew out to kill

the drive. In all, UCLA left

15 men stranded throughout

In the fifth, USIU added
two more as Stowell sur-
rendered consecutive singles to

Hendricks and Esquerra. Zeile
attempted to catch Hendricks -

napping on second but his

throw went into centerfield

sending runners tq second and
third with none out. Kelly hit

a sacrifice fly to center and
Bailey duplicated the feat,

scoring both runners.

Zeile finished the scoring in

the fifth leading off with his

first home run of the season
off of winning pitcher Mike
Poteet. Joslyn was caught in a
rundown later in the inning
and Cline was picked off the
same way in the sixth, killing

UCLA's final drives.

Weather permitting, UCLA
will take on Pepperdine tcxlay

at Jackie Robinson Stadium.
The game is scheduled to
begin at 2:30 and it will be
the second meeting between
the two teams this year. The
Waves won the first 8-4 at

Pepperdine.

Monday's game agflin st:

Shorts
Continued from Page 40
quarter, team members have
had to miss a total of nine

class davs.

against UCLA last Thursday
night. He had only one
against USC Saturday, and
now has only 10 total in 12

conference games this year.

By George, Don't Worry:—K<?rf-ehewl- T^bfHi^-the-only—Jrff George, the nation^ tnp^

way to take the ball away football recruit, went to Pur-

from Arizona's point guard due. That just mean.s that

Steve Kerr is if he sneezes. either Matt Stevens or Bren-
Kerr. a Pacific Pali.sades pro- dan McC'racken will he
duct, did not have a turnover UCLA's (juarterback in the

1987 Rose Bowl.

No Lead Is Tooooo Big:

The women's basketballers

held a 20-point lead in the se-

cond half at ASU Saturday,

and won by ^*ight. At Stanford

^rn January' 24, they had—ir
21 -point lead before winning
by three. Wonder if coach
Billie Moore's blood pressure is

an\where near normal this

Basketball
Continued from Page 40

as 46-41 with only 12 minutes
left in the game, but couldn't

keep the Sun Devils away
from the offensive boards.

ASU had 15 offensive re-

bounds in the second half and
overtime, and 27 total for the

game. That is by far the most
a Bruin opponent has had this

year.

Rebounding was not
UCLA's only problem against

ASU. Easy shots came few
and far between, while the
Sun Devils took advantage of
the Bruins' foul trouble, and
penetrated for some shots
from close range.

The most evident statistic:

UCLA was outscored 22-8 in

the second half from inside the
lane.

Miller had been driving to

the basket more often in re-

cent games, but trouble going
baseline was ever-present
Saturday. The reason was the
man who was probably the
Sun Devils' most valuable
player.

Forward Dave Kleckner,
who played 25 minutes, was
for 2 sh(X)ting and didn't score
a point. He also had no assists,

no bl(x;ks, and no steals— just

two rebounds. And he fouled
out with 4:17 to play in

regulation.

But Kleckner shut down
Miller, shadowing him for
most of the game. Reggie
finished with 21 points, below
his league-leading average of

25.5, and had only 14 before
Kleckner Ipft.

Miller was 1 for 5 sh(X)ting

in the first half, and had only

six points.

"Kleckner did a great job
on Reggie," former Bruin
center and now ASU coach
Steve Patterson said. "We had
Austin on him last time (at

Pauley Pavilion, where Miller
scored 35), but Kleckner has
been great defensively for us
lately.

"He guarded (Steve) Wood-
side when we beat Oregon
State, and (Tom) Lewis when
we beat USC."

Miller, who likes to go
one-on-one, praised the play
of his opponent.

"Kleckner is a good one-
on-one defender," Miller said.

"He had good pressure on me
most of the game.

"I had to work a lot hardei
for my shots."

One shot that Miller worked
extremely hard for was with
:04 left in regulation, and the
Bruins down by a basket.

Richardson gave Miller the
ball on the right side, about
20 feet out. Miller eyed the
clock, then while turning,
leaned over Au.stin to hit the
game-tying shot.

Two seconds remained, and
the Sun Devils called timeout.

Earlier in the week, Haz-
zard had said that he's always
scared going against a former
Bruin. Even though it
backfired, Patterson proved
why when he sent in a
brilliant out-of-bounds play.
Mark Carlino was to in-

bound the ball from the
UCLA baseline. He ran along
the baseline, and Miller
followed in front of him with
his hands up high in the air.
Then Carlino turned to run
back to the original spot the

i*—^

\ear?

referee had handed him the

ball.

Surprisingly to Reggie, 5-9

Arthur Thomas was standing
smack under the Bruin basket.

Miller ran into Thomas,
and knocked hirn down.
Carlino thought that a foul

would be called, but when he
dropped the ball and started

to walk away, the ref called a

five-second count against ASU
and gave the ball to UCLA.
The Bruins set up a play to

Charles Rochelin, who was to

leap up at the free throw line,

catch the ball, come down
quickly and then sh(X)t it.

But the ball came in to

Miller instead, and Reggie's
25-foot bomb at the buzzer
went off the rim, sending the

game into overtime, and obli-

vion.

If the ship hasn't sunk, then
the bad weather the S.S.

UCLA has run into lately had
better clear up fast, and stay

away during the last six games
of the 1986 Pac-10 season.

Bruin Notes: ASU's Carlino scored
a three-point play with 1:03 left (the

free throw proved to be the winning
point), when he rebounded Steve
Beck's missed shot, scored, and wa.s

fouled by Jack Haley. But it ap-

peared, live and on the television

replay, that Beck charged into Miller,

who was sent sprawling off the court

under the basket . . . The Sun
Devils' field goal shooting was less

than spectacular. In fact, 39.7%
doesn't win many ballgames. But it

won this one . . . Not one ASU
player shot 45% . . . Hazzard
wasn't admitting it, but he was
unhappy with the officiating. "We
lo.st key pUvers to fouls. I have no
comment on the officiating." . . •

Richardson had trouble stopping
Thomas, who continuously drove the

la^ in the second half and either

scored or was fouled. Thomas had 18

points.

^ ADVERTISEMENT

UCLA Cultural and Recreational Affairs

Basketball
season ends
Playoffs slated to begin soon
Men's basketball action

proved exciting as it closed

out the regular season of

play. Cagers in all divisions

competed in some high scor-

ing contests.

In the 5-foot- 10 and under

league. Gathering of the

Psychotic Leftovers. Icicles.

No Roger-No Rerun, and

Revenge of the Gonads all

recorded victories. Short
Arms of the Law were paced
by a l6^poinr performance by dmgton's 16 points outlasted

Stathi Marcopolous as they

downed the High Flying Cir-

cus, 30-26. Sigma Alpha Mu
used a balanced scoring attack

in overcoming Nikkei Student

Union. 39-28.

In the "D*" division Pee

Wee Roomies and BOut Time
We Won Again won im-"^

Carlos Simental contributed

14 and 12 points respectively

for Pee Wee Roomies in

their victory.

In **C" action, L. Bruksch

netted 15 points in a losing

effort as Family Docs fell to

Rollies Yeoman. 30-31.
Other victories were posted

by Maddonna-Be's and Joker's

Wild.

At the **B" level, the

Dropouts led by • R Bud-

the Mentally Departed M.D.'s.

Scott MacCabe's 26 points

lifted the Flying' Abu's over

the Ghetto Studs. The Studs

were led by Sang Lee's 1

7

points.

Baccalums and Don't Mess

improved their records by

iing games in the **A"~

Not only close plays but close games are part of co-ed Softball

Tough games abound
Women'.s and-co-ed sports filled with excitement

presssively. Ha Nguyen and division.

Tournament sign-ups

planned for this week
The sign-up deadlines for

the four intramural tourna-

ments scheduled in winter
quarter are this week. Action
in weightliftiong begins Wed-
nesday, followed by handball

and squash the following
week. The annual Intramural

Golf tournament is slated for

the second week in March but

players must sign-up by this

Friday.

Golf Tournamer)t signups

art b^ng taken.

The Weightlifting competi-

tion is the first of these

events and will begin on
Wednesday. Feb. 19 at 2 p.m.

Those interested in par-

ticipating should weigh-in at

the Men's Gym on Tuesday,"

Feb. 18. between 2 p.m-
5p.m.

Next week marks the
beginning of the squash and

handball tournaments, both

events begin play on Monday,
Feb. 24. Sign-ups for these

tournaments must be made by

Thursday, Feb. 20. It should

be noted that the handball

competition will be exclusive-

ly for singles contestants.

The golf tourney will be

held at the Ranch© Park

course on March 14, with the

opening tee at 8 a.m. There
is an $ I 1 .00 green fee for

those linksters wishing to par-

ticipate. There «^re only 80
slots available so those desir-

ing to compete are en-

couraged to sign-up as soon

as possible, the deadline is Fri-

day. Feb. 21.

Those interested in par-

ticipating should sign-up.

Action continued in

women's football and basket-

ball with impressive efforts

coming in both sports. In

co-ed Softball play last week
many tough games were
decided by two runs or less.

On the grid-iron Alpha Phi

posted victories over Delta

Delta Delta and the Kappa
Delta Killers. Other fine ef-

forts were turned in by Alpha
Delta Pi and the Pumas squad

which both recorded shutout

victories. Theta unleashed its*

explosive offense when it

erupted for 22 points in a

win over Pi Beta Phi.

Delta Delta Delta fared bet-

ter in women's basketball as

they defeated Gamma Phi

Beta by a score of 40-13

Quinn Owen and Holly Grain

carried the scoring load by

tallying 14 and 12 points

respectively, for the winners.

The Off The Wall team top-

ped ZTA while Kappa Sigma

came out ahead of a defen-

sive battle against Postponed.

The Hoopsters were able to

capture a forfeit victory over

the Driblets. Regular season

games conclude this week and

the playoffs will t>egin next

week. _

In co-ed softball action

DOA. Killer Watermelons.
Theta Xi/Gamma Phi, and
GSM Crackers all pulled off

close victories. In other
games, the Grand Slammers.

Phi Kappa Tau, the Warriors,

and the GSM Gophers all

won decisively. Julie Carr-

ington. Larry Alei, and Andy
Shapiro each scored four

times for the Gophers.

URA teams perform well
The UCLA fencing team

was in action Feb. I against

UC Santa Barbara and Cal Po-

ly Pomona. Leading the Bruin

fencers were John Morris and

Albert Yen who both finished

the'day with six wins and no
losses. Their efforts helped

UCLA take lopsided wins of

8-1 over UC Santa Barbara

Club roundup
and 9-0 over Cal Poly
Pomona. This fine finish

helped the men's foil team
move into first place overall.

Shinju Stopes lost one
match by a single point to go
7-1 on the day and led the

women's foil team to a pair

of wins. I 3-3 and 8-8 (winning

by 5 touches) over UC Santa

Barbara. The women's foil

team is in third place in league.

D D n •

The UCLA sailing team is

tied for third place with

Orange Coast College after

the first weekend of Pacific

Coast Intercollegiate Yacht
Racing Association competi-

tion. 18 boats from 10

schools participated in the

first two Southern Series

races held in San Diego Feb. I

and 2. The Bruin sailors,

finished fifth in the first series

and sixth in the second series.

They were led by Paul Blank

who took fourth and second

place finishes respectively.

The sailing team is in action

once again this coming
weekend at the Douglass Cup
Intersectional in Long Beach.

D n D
The UCLA surf team

entered two teams in the San

Diego Collegiate Surfing con-

test Feb. 8 and 9. Recent

storms had built the surf up

to 5-6 swells, which made for

exciting surfing action. Bobby
Mack, the National Scholastic

Surfing Association's top
ranked surfer, finished fifth

and Eric Mikutiet took 13th

out of 96 entered to lead

the Bruins Blue Team to a

fifth place finish. This moved
UCLA into eighth place in the

Western Region.
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earn hiah marks aaainst top 10 teams
NCAA standards fall ih 102-38 rout

against heavily-favored Trojans
By Kevin Lynch

It was the race that turned into a

rout.

The llth-ranked UCLA women's
swim team stunned the home fans

with a crushing 102-38 win over 6th-

ranked USC.
UCLA's domination was so com-

plete that the meet wasn't even as

close as the final score might indicate.

The lone highlight for the hapless

Trojans was the performance of All-

America distance swimmer Karin
La-Berge. LaBerge broke the quali-

fying standard for the NCAA's by over
11 seconds as she won the 1,650-yard
freestyle.

"(The) only bright spot was Karin
LaBerge in the 500 (yard freestyle)

and the 1,650," said USC coach Don
Lamount. "We have a lot of work to

do."

The Bruins expanded on the lead

the UCLA divers gaVe^ them a few
days earlier when the board competi-
tion was held. Britt Williams and An-
di Littlefield of the bruins gave the

team a 16-2 lead heading into Satur-

day's swimming portion of the com-

The Trojans wrested the lead
momentarily after All-Americas Lisa
Wen and Karen Gould finished one-
two in the day's third event, the 200
free. However, the rest of the day
belonged to the Bruins.

Team captain Diane Graner won
the 100 backstroke with a blistering

time of 57.59, which was just under a

full second better than the NCAA
qualifying standard. This was Graner's

fourth and last dual meet against

USC.

UCLA beats tough Cal team after

narrow 59-54 loss to No. 1 Stanford

"It's a great feeling," said Graner.
"(It) doesn't make me sad. I am happy
we did so well my last meet (against

the Trojans), ^e had a lot of support
and that was really nice."

Graner was referring to the stan-

ding room only crowd who weathered
the cold and light drizzle in order to

support the Bruins.

UCLA extended their lead in the

same race by having Vicki Davidson
and Tina Kluth finish right on
Graner's heels to complete the Bruin
sweep. Davidson's 58.61 clocking was
just twenty-two-one Jiundreths of a se-

cond shy of the qualifying standard of

58.39.
r;oti»mtt#*r< on Page 33=:

By Kevin Lynch

The spirited spectators that endured
the bad weather were treated to two
of the most exciting dual meets this

season at the Men's Gym Pool.

On Friday, the fifth-ranked UCLA
Bruins were barely nipped by the

top-ranked Stanford Cardinal 59-54.

In Saturday's matchup against No, 4-

ranked Cal, t|i^ Bruins made up for

the earilier conference loss.—UCLA barely beat Berkeley 62-51^
to record a mild upset.

"We swam great," said UCLA
coach Ron Ballatore, following the

heartbreak loss to Stanford. "We did

everything we had to do. Stanford is a

great team but so are we."
The Cardinal drew first blood by

taking the all or nothing opening
400-yard medley relay. The Stanford

squad of John Moffet, Pablo Morales,

Sean Murphy, and Dave Lundberg
recorded a winning time of 2:18.72.

Morales, Murphy and Moffet were
part of the squad that set the
American record in this event last

year.

In the next event, the 1000
freestyUf, llw Cardinal extended the:

lead to 13-3. Olympian Jeff Kostoff

held off UCLA's Olympian John-

Henry Escalas. Kostoffs winning time

was 9:10.57. " "^

In the next two events the Bruins

narrowed the gap to two points.

Freshman Craig Oppel bested Stan-

ford's Dave Louden and Kostoff in the

200-yard free while posting a 1.39.11.

Kevin Cavanaugh cut the water in

a 21.27 winning pace in the 50-yard

freestyle,

^wo gutsy performances by
freshman Ron Kemp and sophomore
Pat Errett kept the Bruins close in the

200 IM, an event that Stanford's Pablo

Morales received a silver medal for in

the 1984 Olympics. Morales won with

a time of 1:50.15 while Kemp and Er-

rett took second and third, respective-

ly.

Olympic hopeful Doug Shaffer kept

his 1986 record unblemished by again

contributing winning f)oints for his ef-

forts in the one and three meter dives.

Shaffer recorded a 411.00 in the three

meter and posted a 335.00 for the one
meter board.

The Bruins doggedly tried to gain

the lead the rest of the way as the

Continued on Page 34=

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your presents
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc - 1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

S.C.A. Talent Showcase
Thur. 2/20/86 7 p,m.

Kerckhoff Coffee House

Come Strut Your Stuff!

No competition - just fun.

To take part - Leave Name, Address & Phone for Tani,

53253 or 54403 or at Royce Rm. 154

For beautifully sharp images, color

brilliance, sound clarity, and
reliability. For VHS — and Beta —
format video cassette recorders.

Kodak Video
Cassettes

Regular Grade
VHS or Beta

/ Krxhk \

[Cohmatcii\

M«mbMltM-«7

/warn.
'The 35mm ami Video Speciaiisr

Ov*r 2.000.000 prints daily onQBQZQCQ Kodak Products.

Applications are available for

the position of

STaOENT
WELFARE

COMMISSIONER
at the Information Desk.
3rd Floor Kerckhoff Hall

DOE FRIDAY FEBRUARY 21, 1986,
5:00 P.M. in the President's Office

304 Kerckhoff Hall.

JliifMlliittril
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Aztecs, 49ers no match for Bruins
By Bob Brunwin

The 0CLA volleyball team
had a successful weekend
with victories over both San
Diego State and Cal State

Long Beach.

Saturday night's match
against the No. 7-ranked
A'ztecs gave the Bruins their

greatest difficulty. It took
UCLA four games of 15-4,

14-16, 15-7, and 15-10 to

beat SDSU.
Game one was fairly

routine. The Aztecs w^ere ex-

pected to be tough and they

were, but the Bruins' precise,

-methodical play did the job^
"They're (the Bruins) very

predictable," said San Diego
State's coach Mark Warner.
"It's just that everything they
do, they do well.

''We have a real
sophisticated offense. UCLA
doesn't, but they do their's

better than we do our's."

The Aztecs certainly did
sport a complex offense
which was led by setter Scott

Sato.

Sato set a total of 133
balls, 51 of which were con-
verted into successful assists

for a setting percentage of
.^ ^ -

—
Game two saw the Aztecs

come on strong with a 10-3

lead early in the game.
UCLA staged an amazing
comeback to tie it up at 14-

14, but it didn't seem to be
enough as the Aztecs pulled

it out, 16-14.

"I had Matt Sonnichsen set

the game. The timing was a
little different with Matt in
because I hadn't had him set
since Pepperdine," said
UCLA coach Al Scates.

"So, I think the timing
was just a little off on our
hitting."

_ Other than game twoT
senior Andy Klussman did
most of the setting for the
Bruins. Klussman totalled 37
setting assists at a percentage
of .514. He also had 13 kills,

a rate of .476. ^

Once again, Ozzie Volstad
was the main force for
UCLA, both offensively and
defensiveljr;

Volstad registered 22 kills

at a phenomenal rate of
.606. He also had 15 digs as
well as a team high four
block assists. This type of
strong performance has
become common for the
junior from Forde, Norway.

Jeff Williams also hit ex-
tremely well for UCLA.
Williams killed 22 sets and
chalked up a hitting percen-
tage of .382 for the match,
as well as digging out a team
high 19 balls.

SDSU's John Eddo led the
Aztecs with 24 kills and had
a=hitting perwntflge Of .340.
The 6-2 senior from San
Clemente added 13 digs and
two solo blocks.

As a team, the Aztecs hit

at a rate of .219, compared
to the Bruins .418 for the
match.

"They (SDSU) were Just a
tough, scrappy team, as they

always are," said Scates.

UCLA didn't have near as

tough a time with the No.
9-ranked 49ers, getting the
job done in three relatively

quick games of 15-8, 15-0,

and 15-12.

That's right, game two
was a skunk, a rare oc-

curance in intercollegiate
volleyball.

"It takes a little while to
get our momentum going
and to let them know that
we're UCLA. They just fold
after a whjle," said junior
quick-hitter Arne Lamberg.—

**We^-punish them, that's

all there is to it."

Lamberg came into the
match sporadically as Scates
felt he was needed. The
Bruin recorded five kills, one
of which was the match-
ender.

UCLA's skipper was
somewhat less confident than
Lamberg.

"This is a good team
(Long Beach). They can give
anybody a good fight," said

Scates.

"We didn't pass the ball,"

said Long Boooh onaoh Ray

Batters earn split with
Gulls on rainy weekend

Ratelle. "As a consequence,
we couldn't do anything at

all. We're generally a good
passing team, but they just

served us right off the
court." .

The 49ers had just 28 digs

for the match compared to

the Bruins' 44.

By Scott Alberts

Staff y^hier

Despite the weather pro-
blems that have plagued the
area, UCLA's baseball team
managed to squeeze in a
doubleheader with the Gulls
of United States International
University this weekend.
The twinbill was originally

scheduled to be played on
Saturday, but the rain
postponed the games until

Sunday.

. And when all was finally

said and done UCLA sloshed
out of the weekend with a
split— taking the first game
4-3 before dropping the
nightcap 5-3— and a lot of
questions as to how good
UCLA really is.

"I certainly don't think the
team is playing up to its capa-
bilities yet," said coach Gary
Adams, whose team has com-
piled a 5-4 record to date.

"I'm disappointed that we
haven't done that yet, but I

feel like we know what our
problems are and they can be
corrected.

'As a coach vou don't like

make some big strides in a
short time if it plans on being
competitive.

Case in point, the games
against USIU, whose only win
prior to dropping the Bruins
came against powerhouse
Point Loma Nazarene.

In the first game Bruin
starter and eventual winner
Jeff Conine started off shakily,
walking two of the first three
Gulls he faced. After catcher
Todd Zeile gunned down
USIU'S lead off hitter John
Bonis attempting to steal
third, clean up hitter Bob Es-
querra got his team on the
board with a run scoring
single.

Conine then struck out des-

ignated hitter Ian Kelly to end
the inning.

But in bottom of the inning
UCLA took the lead. Second
baseman Charlie Fiacco led
off the Bruin attack with a
single and stole
second. After Torey Lovullo
struck out, catcher Todd Zeile
came through with an RBI
single.

Gull starter Rian Long then
walked John Joslyn and iiisued-

to see your team making a double to Steve Hisey that
mistakes, but at the same
time, if it is going to make
mistakes you'd rather see them
early on and hopefully correct

them before Pac-6 play."

With the Pac-6 opener at

Arizona State just a week
from this Friday it has become
apparent that UCLA must

scored Zeile and gave UCLA a
2-1 lead.

USIU took the lead back in

the second however as center-
fielder Thomas Bailey opened
with a single. Catcher Mark
Waters added another single

one out later and, after a
Continued on Page 36
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COURSE ADDED
*FOR SPRING QUARTER*

CED 104; ''URBAN PLANNING
AND THE AMERICAN CITY''

ID# 21000 - TH. 6-9 pm - Botany 325
CED office: 80 Powell Library

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is about the

same as a semester m a U S college $3 670
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition com-
plete Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs

¥ i F 9
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SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10 -

w/thls ad.
For New aionts Only for short hair only

SINCE 1929
WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOf^ENS HAIR

1061 Gayley across from Baxters

college vou attend

your name *

yoof present street address

City state /ip

If you would Mkt Information on future programs giva
parmanani addrau balow

your permanent streehaddress

city slate /'P

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes

four hours a day, four days a week, four

months Earn 16hrs of credit (equivalent to 4

semesters taught in U S colleges over a two
year time span) Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a

US classroom Standardized tests show our
students language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in US
Advanced courses also

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar-

rangements

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan 30 • May 29

FALL SEf^ESTER — Aug 29 Dec 19

each year

FULLY ACCREDITED - A Program of Trinity

Christian College

For full information — send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway Lake Drive S E F-9

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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"""Tuesday night Comedy
featuring

RickCorso Greg Hfibers
and headlining

Greg Otto
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sports Rick Alexander. Sports Editor

Rick Schwarw. A%sistant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick. Aisistant Sports Editor

Arizona sweep ends Bruins' title hopes
Lack of inside game the difference in 74-73 OT loss

Cagers hold pn

to win after liig

lead vanishes
By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

Who said a ship can't sink

in the desert.

The S.S. UCLA did this

weekend in Tucson and
Tempe, as the basketball team
was swept by the two Arizona
schools in Pac-10 play.

Saturday's 74-73 overtime
loss at Arizona State, which
followed Thursday night's
85-60 drowning at Arizona,

capsized Bruin chances of

winning the conference in

1986.

UCLA is now 6-6 in the

Pac-10, and 11-10 overall.

.ASU moved, to 6-7, 12-11

overall.

In the LAX terminal after

the bumpy flight home. Bruin

coach Walt Hazzard told his

team to hang together and
keep looking forward. It

might be tough, but with Cal
and use on the schedule this

week, there's no time for

hanging heads.

Losing to the Sun Devils,

however, was especially dif-

ficult for many reasons, most
of all because the Bruins ap-

peared to have the game in

hand for the first 30 minutes.

Even after ASU had taken the

lead in overtime, UCLA had
the ball for the last shot, a

25-foot jumper from the right

wing by Reggie Miller.

The ball hit the front rim
and bounced off of some anx-

ious rebounders. The buzzer
sounded, blowing the Bruins
right out of the conference
race, and probably the NCAA
tournament.
On the last play of the

game, the Sun Devils had the

ball, and the shot clock was
only two seconds ahead of the

game clock. In-other words, if

ASU held the ball until :03

was left, and then fired a shot

hard off the rim, chances are

that the Bruins would not

have had another possession.

But UCLA got the ball back
when Sun Devil forward Alex

Austin fired a 15-footer from
the baseline that was re-

bounded by Jerald Jones.

"Austin did us a favor by
taking that shot," Hazzard
said of the Sun Devil
freshman.

When Pooh Richardson took

a pass from Jones and hustled

it up the court, it appeared as

though UCLA was about to

score somehow.
ASU didn't have all of its

players back to defend, and
the Bruins had Pooh and Reg-

gie in prime position.

Richardson had an 18-footer

but decided to dish off to

Miller in the corner.

"I didn't want to take the

shot 'cause in the clutch you

go to Reggie," Richardson

said. "The shot from the key

for me is good, but Reggie's is

better."

Hazzard agreed, and added

that he didn't want to use his

last timeout to set up a play.

"I wanted the last shot to

be taken by Reggie," he said.

"And I like the fast break in

that situation. We got the ball

to the right person."

Miller, who is among the

most accurate shooters in the

country, and arguably the best

from long range, said, "It wa.<;

just one of those shots that

didn't fall in."

Clearly though, it was a

position the Bruins didn't have

to be in.

UCLA had led bv as much
Continued on Page 36

By Nye Hospedales

. Staff Writer

TEMPE, Ariz.— After be-

ing blown out by the Arizona
Wildcats 76-58 on Thursday,
the UCLA women's basketball

team tried and succeeded in

avoiding being swept by the
Arizona schools.

Barely.

Before a small crowd of

481, the Bruins had to hold on
for dear life against the
Arizona State Sun Devils to

pull out a 76-68 win. UCLA
had led by as much as 20
points in the second half.

The victory put an end to

the Bruins' four game slide.

What a difference a couple
of days and a few choice
words can mean to a team.
After the Thursday night
thrashing, a game one Bruin
fan said was the worst he had
ever seen them play this

SCflfion, thc—Bxtiiaa: ^nm^ mi>

and tried to salvage their un-

salvagable season.

UCLA ojxjned up the con-

test with a renewed vigor and
pumf)ed in a couple of quick

The two charts above show the difference in inside scoring during the UCLA-ASU basketball game. The number indicates
which player took the shot while a circle around the player's number denotes if the shot was successful or not.

baskets that were promptly
answered by the Sun Devils.

ASU stayed within two
points of UCLA up to the 11

minute mark, but quickly fell

behind 21-11 when the Bruins
reeled off eight points.

That forced ASU to call a

timeout.

After the break in the ac-

tion, UCLA showed the inten-

sity that they sorely lacked in

Continued on Page 34

Beam baffles Bruins at Invite
m

UCLA takes third after four gymnasts fall

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

It seemed each of the four

teams at the UCLA-Los
Angeles Times Women's
Gymnastics Invitational left

the meet feeling just a little

disappointed.

Fourth-place finisher
Nebraska traveled all the, way
from Lincoln and ended up
well below their season
average at 179.10.

Jerry Tomlinson, coach of

the third-place Bruins felt that

if his team could have avoided

a number of falls off the beam
an upset of Fullerton would
have been possible,

"I wish we would have hit

(our routines) becau.se I just

think we're a better team,"
said Tomliason,

At the conclusion of the

meet, Cal-State Fullerton was
not especially pleased with
their runner-up position. They
gathered at the west end of

Pauley Pavilion as far from
the uneven bars as possible

after a 44.10 on that ap-

paratus, which cost them a

win over Arizona State.

While ASU seemed happy
to win the meet, they were
still thinking of their loss to

top-ranked Utah a week ago.

"We found out that they're

beatable," all-around champi-
on Jackie Brummer said of

Utah. "We're the team tq beat
them. If we hit like this we'll

do it."

UCLA started the competi-
tion vaulting, and even
though Tanya Service was
forced to sit out because of a

foot injury, the Bruins manag-
ed a 45.60 to claim second
after a single rotation. Gigi

Zosa, Amy Lucena, and
Lesley Goldberg all scored
over 9.0 for the Bruins.

Service was able to compete
on ^the bars and she turned in

a 9.40, which was topped on
the Bruin team only by Zosa's*

event winning 9.55.

Because of her injury, Ser-

Continued on Page 35

Around UCLA and
intercollegiate sports

JO€L CONARO/Oaity Bruin

Gigi Zosa does her dismount enroute to an apparatus-high

9.55 on the uneven bars.

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

Reiding is Fundamental:
The Daily Bruin has learn-
ed that the nation's top
basketball prospect, J.R.
Reid of Virginia Beach,
Va., is coming to campus
this week for his recruiting
trip.

And hopefully not for the
last time.

The 6-10 Reid is the kind
of player that can turn a
program around. Pooh
Richardson, this year's
great prize, is the same
kind of talent, but Pooh is a
guard, Reid is a center.
And God Knows: UCLA

needs a center.

Community Project: It is

believed that Reid will be
in attendance at the Cal
game this Thursday night
in Pauley Pavilion. Now
everybody knows what a
big crowd means, and that
UCLA should have. But
student section support and
originality in letting J.R.
know just how special he
would be here is key.
When J.R. was growing

up, his basketball idol was
David Greenwood

.

Everybody knows where
Greenwood played his col-

lege ball.

While at UCLA, he wore
No. 34.

Jn the eighth grade, or

somewhere thereabouts,
J.R. wrote an essay that

said one of his goals was to

play basketball at UCLA
and wear No. 34.

A bunch of blue number
34's held high in the air in

the student section Thurs-

day night won't hurt the

Bruins' chances.

And maybe a few "We
want J.R." chants could
help...

You Heard It Here First

(okay, maybe not, but...):

Not to put any undue
prassure on the kid, and not

that anybody is expecting

Reid to be the next Kareem
or Walton, but if he should
decide to follow in that

great tradition of UCLA
centers, you can bet your
reg fees that the Bruins will

be in the Final Four next

year.

Reading Is Also Fun-
damental: On this last

basketball road trip to

Arizona, UCLA sent aca-

demic advisor Dr. Joe
Ward along to supervise

study sessions. Of the first

24 days of school this

Continued on Page 36
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News: The Monterey
Bay comes to life inside.

See pictorial on page 3.

y Viewpoint: Publishers
fail to support freedom
of speech by coercing
chair, the Bruin says.

_ See page 16^ j_

Review: Hitcher, a
fast-paced thriller you
should not pass by.

See page 18.

Sports: There's Moore
to basketball than jusf

height.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Rain.

High: 62, low: 50.

(Dept of Atmos-
pheric Sciences forecast)
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-University of California Los Angeles

Student reps maV
resign from UC
investor committee

By George Olsen, The Do/7y

Californian

SAN FRANCISCO — Call-

ing the University of Califor-

nia's Advisory Committee on
Investor Responsibility
(UACIR) "a travesty of a
mockery of a sham," the
committee's two student
members threatened to resign

following a meeting here last

Wednesday.

The committee, which
evaluates on a case-by-case
basis the "corporate responsi-

bility" of companies in which
UC invests, was set up by UC
i^resident David Gardner tet=

^Wednesday. February 19, 1986

June following an unsuccessful
campaign by groups seeking to

have UC sell off its stock in

companies doing business in

South Africa.
~~~

During its meeting at the
San Francisco Airport Hilton,
the committee came up with
standards to evaluate cor-
porate behavior of lendfng' in^
stitutions and voted on
recommendations for a
number of stockholder proxy
resolutions, which had been
authored and supported by
other stockholders in the com-
panies which the UACIR is

reviewing.

After only one of the resolu-

tions passed, UC Berkeley
graduate student Gay Seidman

Please see UACIR, Page 10
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Sea foam bathes the craggy coast of Monterey California as fog lifts, revealing a couple huddled on the rocks.

Students will see little advantage
in a proposed speed limit increase
By Kim Kowsky

While college may be the fast track to

success, UCLA commuters will probably
find themselves in the slow lane, even if the
proposed 65 mile per hour speed limit is

approved.
Recommended by Caltrans and the

California Highway Patrol, the higher
speed limit would apply to about 1,300
miles of rural highway outside Los Angeles
County.
While a planning department survey

from last year reveals that over 30 percent
of UCLA students drive at least 10 miles to

attend the university, the 65 m.p.h. zones
closest to UCLA would be stretchy of In-

terstate 5 and 10, highways that run
through Bakersfield and areas east of the

San Bernardino Valley.

Arguments for raising the speed limit

vafy, but most pressing is the fact that the

current driving practices of California

motorists could result in a $30 million loss

of federal transportation funds to the state.

The national speed law requires that half

of a states* drivers comply with the 55
m.p.h. speed limit or the federal governm-
ent can withhold 10 percent of a state's

funds. Almost half of California drivers

currently exceed the speed limit.

"The average speed tends to be in the

middle 60s," said CHP spokesman Kent
Milton. "The speed limit is not slowing

anybody down."

In fact, some argue that the current
speed limit contributes to a kind of
lawlessness on the highways.

"It's a fact of life that people are driving
faster, than the speed limit," Caltrans
spokesman Gene Berthelsen said. "When
you have widespread disregard of laws, you
build disrespect for the law in general."

Although half of the state's drivers cur-
rently violate the posted speed limits, CHP
officials doubt that motorists will violate a
65 m.p.h. speed limit. "People tend to drive
at speeds they're comfortable at," Milton
said. "We don't think there will be an in-

crease in speeds just because we raise the

limits."

In the past, most speed limits were based
on engineering studies that determined the
preference of drivers, Milton said. Twelve
years ago, during the 1974 gasoline short-

age, energy conservationists lobbied for a
lower speed limit.

Although truck drivers would still be re-

quired to drive at 55 m.p.h., the higher
speed limit for automobiles would allow
state patrolmen to spend more time on city

traffic problems.

Highway patrolmen, who presently issue

one million speeding tickets every year,

could serve a larger number of people, if

the speed limit were raised, Milton said.

There is disagreement about the effect a

higher sjjeed limit would have on the
'highways. Some Caltrans officials have

Please see SPEED, Page 11

New luxury apartments may run

students out of Westwood Village

By Susie Kim. Staff Writer

Living close to campus may no longer be an option for UCLA
students.

In the past year, several developers have come into the
Westwood community and demolished 40 apartment buildings

to make room for luxury-priced apartments.
A total of 788 luxury units with prices averaging $1,300 for a

two-bedroom apartment were constructed during the pa5t year
in the area bounded by Veteran Avenue on the northwest
border, Gayley Avenue on the east and Le Conte Avenue on the
south.

Concerned residents and the city planning department began
voicing objections when many older, but architecturally

Second in a three-part series

I

valuable, apartment buildings were torn down resulting in the
eviction of over 1,000 fenants.

Tenants of the area formed the North Westwood Village Res-
idence Association in June 1985 and protested the disappearance
of affordable housing for students, the construction of large
apartment buildings that are not in keeping with the
neighborhood and the haphazard development of Westwood
village.

"The (old) apartments were all in good condition. Some of
them were beautiful and architecturally historical," said Bob
Breall, president of the North Westwood Village Residence
Association.

The development of a program for the Westwood community
that will preserve the village atmosphere, Breall said, could be
created with the input of all aspects of the community including
students, the UCLA Housing Office, fraternities, residents and
city planning officials.

"A lot of money is at .stake here, that's the key issue," Breall

said. "Unfortunately, human needs are not being taken into
Please see WESTWOOD, Page 12
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LETTIRS A. SCItNC£ [

GE OF LETTERS AND
FRESHMAIV SEMIIVAR
SPRIIVG QUARTER

CLASSICS 7IF

I

PHILOSOPHY 97C *

C'

FRESHMAJV SEMIIVAR:
POWER AlVD IMAGIIVATlOlV IIV

RVZAIVTIUM
Prof. Andrew Dyck
Tu.Th 11:00-12:15
The course will study the relations of authority and the in-

telligentsia in the highly centralized Byzantine Empire; topics
include: criticism of the Emperor^ intellectual freedom and at-

tempts at reform.

FRESHMAIV SEMIIVAR
PHILOSOPHY m THE AGE OF
THE SCIEIVTIFIC REVOLU-
TIOIV: METAPHYSICS;
SCIEIVCE; AIVD KNOWLEDGE
The course will explore the relations between science and
philosophy in the 17th and early 18th centuries. It is designed
for freshman students who would like to actively discuss
philosophical issues and improve their critical (and writing)
skills.

Jeremy Hyman, Teaching Fellow
3\i, Th irQO>l:Q0
• Consent of Instructor required.

Every book in the Oxford
catalog: dictionaries, fic-

tion, non-fiction, etc., is

now on sale for 15% off

the marked price. Please
take all books to the
Book Information
counter to have the dis-

count taken.

SpBOm ora&n tccspt&d, taxtbooki

not mtuded. An Oxford ropro-

toototnft Nvflv protooL

UNIVERSITY

PR SS
CATALOG
FEB r 4 A R 2

^ore/ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE ^ve^ifiii^
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Duke formally launches
re-election campaign
SACRAMENTO — Gov. George Deukmejian formally laun-

ched his re-election campaign Tuesday with a brief televised

speech asking Californians to let him lead them to "a second
California gold rush" of opportunity and prosperity.

"I am offering leadership that will keep California on a

course of steady as she grows. If you like living in California,

and if you are pleased with what we have accomplished, then I

hope that you will help me be re-elected/* he said.

Deukmejian's announcement contrasted his three years in of-

fice and his priorities with those of his Democratic predecessor ,>

Jerry Brown, and avoided even an indirect reference to his ex-

pected Democratic opponent this year, Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley.

"When we started, California was flat broke. We couldn't

pay our bills. Our schools were flunking the test of excellence.

Eleven percent of our people were out of work. Many criminals

were allowed to escape punishment by crawling through legal

loopholes.

. "Today, we live in a different California. With your help, we
have replaced an ordeal with a better deal. California has
traveled from hardship to leadership," he said in a speech
which contained more glowing generalities than specific ac-

complishments or promises.

The Republican governor's announcement was only a for-

mality, making official a re-election campaign which has been
operating near full speed for over six months and has already
raised $4.78 million toward a goal of $8 million.

Bradley plans his formal announcement next week. Bradley,
who was Deukmejian's Democratic opponent four years ago,
has also had a full-time campaign staff working for months,
and has raised over $447,000.
Neither DeukmeparrnoF Bffldioy fflCM fluy fl^Hftii^ ^pposiBmF

in their respective June 3 party primaries.

Philippines boycott protesting

Marcos' election takes effect

MANILA, Philippines — An opposition boycott protesting the
declaration of President Ferdinand E. Marcos as winner of a-

special election appeared to be taking effect today as banks
reported a run of withdrawals and prices of stock in a major
corporation fell.

Opposition candidate Corazbn Aquino made the call for a
boycott of corporations run by friends or associates of Marcos at
a huge rally Sunday, shortly after the National Assembly pro-
claimed Marcos the winner of the Feb. 7 election.
The 20-year incumbent called the election a year early as a

test of his popularity. Mrs. Aquino claims that voters rejected
him, but that she was cheated out of the victory by widespread
vote fraud.

The National Assembly, in which Marcos' New Society
Movement has a 2-1 advantage, said Marcos won the election
by about 1.5 million votes. Two organizations that provided
early, unofficial returns — the National Movement For Free
Elections, or Namfrel, and the government's election commis-
sion — continued to disagree on who was ahead and announced
Monday they would continue their counts.

San Miguel is considered one of the country's most stable
companies and was among the major corporations targetted by
the opposition. The others are mostly banks owned or controlled
by close friends or relatives of Marcos.
The respected newspaper Business Day said the fall in prices

was the biggest single-day drop in San Miguel's nearly 100-year
history.

The Manila Times quoted an executive of Commercial Bank
as saying its tellers had to ask Monday for double the usual
allocation for withdrawals to meet Monday's rash of pullouts.

For the record: ,

C)n Friday, Feb. 14 the article on Nikkei Student Union's
Week of Remembrance," stated that the number of Japanese

'"^^Tf^r^""^
^'"'^'^ ^^'^ " ^^ 10'^- The actual number

was 110,000.

Ao^rrJ^^A*^^^
^^^^y ^'*"*" ^^*^*^ erroneously stated that theAbUCLA Communications Board decided by a 7-1-2 vote to ask

Its chairman Ed Singer, to write a letter of apology to
Chancellor Charles Young. The 7-1-2 vote actually reprSents
the vote to reprimand Singer, while the vote to ask him to fv^rite
the letter was 6-1-4.
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Monterey: The beauty of a California coastal town

Above left, people gather in the Monterey
Aquarium to view fish swimming in their native

environment, while Pacific Coast Highway, above,

winds along the California coastline. Monterey's

Cannery Row is pictured below left, and a bird,

below, watches the tide go outi

Photos by
Jeff Harbrand/
Daily Bruin
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Fool-proof packaging for drugs

not in sight, manufacturers say

i.

By Robert FuHow, Associated Press

I;

WASHINGTON — There s no point in doing away with
medicine capsules in light of a poisoning linked to Tylenol cap-
sules since "a dedicated tamperer" could poison other forms of
medicine, too, a spokesman for drug manufacture^sjaid Tues=^
day. * -^^-

John T. Walden, senior vice president of the Proprietary
Association, which represents non-prescription drug makers, ac-
knowledged that the poisoning death — and the discovery o£_
cyanide in another bottle of capsules in the same Bronxville,
N.Y., community — had caused a "very large" public relations
problem for drug companies.

But major technological steps against drug-tampering may
riot be in sight, despite crash efforts by the companies, Walden
told reporters after leaving a closed meeting in which technical
experts were grappling with that very task.

However, he also said, "I think the industry is very confident
in the systems they now use" to prevent tampering.
He defended the industry's safety record, saying the current

uproar is about "two capsules of one version of one company's
medication found in one neighborhood of one community."

Billions of pills are still being sold on shelves nationwide "and
they, we think, are safe — as safe as we know how to make
them from tampering," he said.

Officials of Johnson & Johnson, parent company of McNeil
Laboratories, which makes Tylenol, said Monday that produc-
tion of Tylenol capsules would be stopi>ed.

However, Walden said, "The rest of the industry has no plans
at this time to walk away from capsules."

He spoke outside a closed meeting involving packaging and
manufacturing-control experts from throughout the phar-
maceutical industry — as well as representatives of the federal

Food and Drug Administration.

^ Walden, when asked about possible federal action to ban or
Testrict capsules, said, "I hope and I expect the federal gov-

New satellite station for college

students to start airing .today
By Jordan Kitaen

Four leading film directors will be on
campus today to participate in a new col-

lege programming service that will let stu-

dents from over 300 colleges ask questions

via satellite.

Beginning. at 3 p.m. in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom, "The Great Directors" program
is the first in a three-part showcase produc-

ed by the College Satellite Network (CSN),

an organization which is funded by spon-

sorship by Pepsi Cola Co. and commercial
air time.

The directors scheduled to appear are

Peter Bogdonovich (What's Up Doc, Paper
Moon)y Lawrence Kasden (Body Heat, The
Big Chill, Silverado), John Hughes
(Breakfast Club, Sixteen Candles) and
George Miller (Mad Max, Road Warrior).

Leonard Maltin of Entertainment Tonight
will moderate the program.
Although the discussion is being held at

UCLA, students from over 300 par-
ticipating colleges will be able to ask ques-

tions and take part in the program through
satellite link-ups permitting two-way in-

teraction.

"This will be the first large screen broad-

cast beamed to U.S. colleges in one day,"

-*^

said Cari Mars, publicity director for Cam-
pus Events — which along with the Motion
Picture/Television Students Association, is

presenting CSN. "Our goal in bringing CSN
here is to offer the UCLA community the
opportunity to participate in a^ totally

unique program while enjoying first-rate

entertainment."

The second part of the program, broad-
cast out of Washington, D.C., will feature
the National Association of College Activi-

ties Annual Awards that recognize popplar
performers selected by college stt nts
across the nation for excellence in college
entertainment.

Concluding the CSN premiere will be
"Live From London," beginning at 7:30
p.m. and airing from the Hippodrome in

London. The concert, directed by Live Aid
director David Garage, will feature such
British rockers as John Parr (St. Elmo's
Fire" theme). Midge Ure (lead singer of
Ultravox) and THE CULT. This program,
as well as the NACA awards, will be car-
ried across the nation and to UCLA via
closed circuit satellite.

emment does not see this ds anything but an. overreactive and
unhelpful solution."

Federal officials declined to meet with reporters.

r Asked if the technicians were discussing a relatively new
system of sealing capsules by sound waves — leaving them in

one piece rather than two and thereby perhaps making tamper-
ing more noticeable — Walden said that system wais being
discussed along with many others.
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RECORDER
BLOW-OUT!

CASSETTE-CQRPgR
Simplicity of recording - merely In-

sert a cassette and depress a single
button. Built-in electric condenser
type microphone. Adjustable tape
speed in playback mode. One touch
review. Model TCM-6DX.

SALE
PRICE

Reg. ^89.95

w/ad only

PORTABLE
CASSETTE-CORDER
Easy to use. Built-in electric

condenser microphone.
Built-in AC transformer.
Auto shut-off. Model TCM-
828.

SALE
PRICE

Reg. ^39.95

$2995
w/ad only

Ol^TMPUS
FM STEREO MICRO
CASSETTE RECORDER
FM stereo capability. Pause
control. Metal tape capability.

Fast playback. Model SR-1 1

SALE
PRICE

Reg. ^69.95

$995

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Frl. 9am-6pm

Camera Hi-Fi & Video sat ioam-6pm
AO EXPIRES: FEB. 22 1986 Parking validated at Allied & Village lot witti $7.50 minimum purchase.

Prices, listed are cash and carry and are subject to change. Quantities limted to stock on hand.

NOWOPEN
Visit Us /yt

Pico & Military

:**T.

^ *

OACKinncBOC
eK>l10M*KI» <N< 'WW———————— COUPON——————

—

Any One Supreme Sandwich or Classic Burger

FORn.59
• Bacon Cheeseburger • Swiss & Bacon Burger
• Mushroom Burger • Ham & Swiss Burger
• Chicken Supreme • Pita Pocket Supreme

Introducing ... Monterey Jack Burger
Served after 10:30 A.M. now through April 1. 1986

Valid at the Jack In The Box Restaurant

#3857-0 11010 Pico

SAVE 7»< ON MOFmREY JAOUWRGQ?** '^'*"*^" ^'^•
SAVE M< ON BACON CHaSaSSSEi
SAVE M< ON ALL OTTlS^^ "
SUT^pJTT^^."^^ '^"^ Not vaM m combination with any ^^wodmofePr^e does not indude tax. Ple«epre»^cou^u4i«,ord»^. hoodm-ker. Inc.. 1986
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Storm swamps Northern California witli 19 inches of rain
By Steve Wilstein .

Associated Press

The killer storm that has
swamped parts of Northern
California with up to 19 in-

ches of rain in a week, chased
more thjw 3,000 residents
from their homes and left at

least seven dead or missing
paused briefly Tuesday while
a new front headed in from
the Pacific.

Gov. George Deukmejian
declared Napa, Sonoma and
Humboldt counties were
emergency areas, a prelimi-
nary move to seeking federal
relief assistance. Authorities
advised 1,350 residents of a
fatming <x>mmunity in Glenn
County to evacuate because of

the threat of flooding from the
Sacramento River.

Five Nundred evacuees
stranded in a Guerneville
church awaited rescue by the

National Guard with
helicopters and boats as the

Russian River rose to record

heights. The American River
also neared flood stage.

The National Weather Ser-

vice, which predicted more
rain Wednesday and wet
weather through the weekend,
posted flash flood watches in

36 Northern California coun-

nesday," said forecaster Doug
Atkinson. "We're looking for

an inch of rain in San Fran-
cisco and probably a couple of

inches or more in northern
areas.

Kentfield in Marin County
led the state with about 19 in-

ches of rain since last, Wed-
nesday, Atkinson said.

Mudslides and avalanches
closed roads around the state,

destroyed dozens of homes and
threatened hundreds of others.

Telephone lines were down in

many areas, and 15,000
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
customers were without
power.
The death toll rose with

reports of two teens missing

and presumed drowned after a
raft overturned in Santa Rosa
Creek on Monday. A Suisun
City man also died Monday
when wind blew a 1,200-
pound piece of equipment on
top of him at San Franisco In-

ternational Airport.

All schools were closed
Tuesday in Napa, while most
schools were shut in Marin,
Sonoma, Santa Cruz and
Solano counties.

A wall of mud destroyed at

least two homes and threat-

ened others in the Lexington
Hills area of the Santa Cruz

tion. Another slide knocked a
home off its foundation in

Saratoga. Fifty people were
evacuated from the slide area.

Water overflowed a
drainage ditch and inundated
apartments in a Sacramento
condominium development.
Residents were ordered
evacuated.

"It's up to my hips when
I'm downstairs," said resident

Marjie Lambert. "Our sofas

are floating."

A sheriffs deputy monitored
on the radio said the crest of

the American River near
Sacramento State University
was within four feet of the top
of the levee.

The Auburn-Coffer dam, an
earthen dam some 30 miles

northeast of Sacramento, "ex-

ceededed its boundaries at

5:30 a.m." and dumped water

into a spillay. That forced
authorities to divert water at

of 125,000 cubic feet per se-

cond into the American River.

Down river at the Nimbus
Dam east of Sacramento,
authorities diverted the in-

creased flows into Folsom Res-

ervoir and the South Folsom
Canal, said Chuck Abraham,
Central Valley chief of the
federal Bureau of Reclama-
tion.

The 125,000 cfs diversion

"is the most we have had since

Folsom (reservoir) was built in

1955," Abraham said. In
1964, authorities ordered
diversions of 115,000 cfs.

Napa, in the heart of
California's wine country, also

called in the National Guard.
"We have 400 to 500 people

in shelters, but I understand
people who have left (their

homes) on their own could

number in the thousands,"
sheriffs Capt. Ken Narlow
said. 1

7

The normally tranquil Napa
River peaked almost five feet

above flood stage and left

much of the downtown area

flooded.

Stores were closed, and en-

trances were sandbagged to

keep water out. A red bam at

one end of town stood in four

feet of water. The Sonoma
Valley Airport outside of town
was under water.

The 1,350 residedt of
Hamilton City in Glenn
County were advised to

evacuate as the Sacramento
River rose to within a foot of

the top of eroding levees, said

Dan Roach of the U.S. Forest

Service.

TRIVIAL PURSUIT by Dom Poldno

ties.

"Another surge is coming in

and should hit by early Wed-

mountalns,—where a 5

devastating fire last summer
destroyed most of the vegeta-
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"Offers

30% OFF HAIRSTYLES
(w/Johnny)

10% OFF PRODUCTS
on Wednesday & Thursday

1 09 1 6 LE CONTE AVE (downstairs)

208-5863 w/this coupon

^S.S><.l>S>TH^'LS.S>S.^t^l,^.'L^^^^T^tLS^»^^^^^^^^^^>t^^l^tt^^,

TAKEANOTHER
LOOK

Student to Student: a time to share
life values & vision. We invite you
to our community to take another
look at Christianity during Lent.

WED: 12:30 Feb 19, 26, Mar 5, 12
mass at noon (includes soup)

ACKERMAN rm2412

THURS EVE: 7:00 Feb 20, 27, Mar 6, 13

UNIV. CATHOLIC CTR. 840 HILGARD
"Member of URC-

CALL 208-5015
For More Info

t
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OUR SONGS
r^

\i eVe got Von Beethoven,

G Wall of Voodoo, Von Clibum,

Van Morrison...

HUNDREDS of Records, Topes,

and Compact Discs all at

aO-«P»(oOFF/
Pop • Rock • Country • Classical
• Soundtracks • and MORE!

Also a selection of Sale Books,

0r)cludlr)Q Periguin Papert>ocks arxi

Classic movie tapes 8.9912.99)

February 17-23 Ackerman Patio

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE ^e^J^^e/
Tt.Kip Bonks / B level Ackprm.m Uniyn / 825 7711 / M 10 5 Tu F 8 5 30 S.il 10 5 Sun 12 5 J^ *^ ^
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Program offers students language

and cultural experience h Germany
By Michelte Perin, Staff Writer

Students who enroll in German 4, 5 and 6 simultaneously
next quarter will have to take these classes in Freiburg, West
Germany.
"We are trying to make language instruction more interesting

by integrating it with a first hand experience of the country,"
said German Department Chairman Hans Wagener.

Students will concurrently enroll in these courses at UCLA
and instead of attending here, take an eight-week intensive

German language course at the Goethe-Institute in Freiburg,
West Germany, Wagener explained.

In addition to UCLA credit for the courses, students will

receive a "2^rtifikat Deutsch" or German certificate of comple-
tion of the work done in Freiburg, Wagener said.

The program will begin spring quarter and students will at-

tend the Goethe-Institute from April 7 to June 4. The fall

quarter program will begin Oct. L
Please see Germany, Page 8

T

Various scholarships, research
programs avails' ' " """"

By Michelle Perin. Staff Writer

UCLA students can now apply for

various scholarships, fellowships and
research programs which offer programs

ranging from study in Europe to news

reporting in Arizona.

Rotary Foundation Scholarships:

These scholarships are avsdlable for stu-

dents and professionals who wish to study

or train abroad during 1987-88. They are

available in over 160 nations worldwide

and in five categories: undergraduate,

graduate, teacher of the handicapped,

vocational and journalism.

Included in the award is the cost of tui-

tions and fees of the school to be attended.

textbooks, room and board, round-trip

transportation and brush-up language in-

struction if necessary. Applicants must be

U.S. citizens, academically distinguished,

and indicate an interest in international

current events.

Students with the ability to study in a

foreign language are encouraged to apply.

While attending a foreign academic institu-

tion, students will be expected to speak

with the native people, learn about their

culture and in turn teach them about
American culture. Upon returning home,
the Rotary Scholars will be obligated to

speak to local Rotary Clubs about their ex-

perience.

Those interested in applying must attend
Please see SCHOLARSHIPS, Page 13
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3:00 The Great Directors

George Miller Lawrence Kasdan John Hughes Peter Bogdanovich

Hosted by Leonard Mcdtin
^^~

"6:00 National Association of Campus Activities Awards
7:30 Live From London

featuring John Parr, The Cult and Midge Ure (Ultravox)
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-^srael-S. Africa cooperation plaii^^

focus of gov't official's speech

By Michael Ashcraft

Staff Writer

Seeking to dispell "misin-
formation" about Israeli-

South African ties, Shim-
shon Zelniker, an Israeli

government representative
to South Africari activists,

will speak at noon today in

Ackerman 2408.

Zelniker, who represents

Israeli Prime Minister
Shimon Peres to such black
leaders as South African
Bishop Desmond Tutu, will

explain his plan for
cooperation between South
African black leaders and
Israel, said Deborah
Balaban, program director

for Hillel Students Associa-

tion.

"We want to to promote
dialogue between the black

and Jewish communities at

UCLA," Balaban said. "It's

a continuing process of

educating the community
about Israel's role in the

fight against South African

apartheid." __:___,

Alex Schonfield, co-
chairman of Israel Action

Coalitipn. claimed that

Israel's trade with South
Africa, then you're never

going to know the truth

(about the two nation's

relations)," Schonfield said.

Hillel Students Associa-

tion — a Jewish activities

organization .— Israel Ac-

tion Coalition and Zionist

Action Committee are spon-

soring the event.

Although in January,
Abner Weiss, a native
South African, spoke at

UCLA to address the sense

of "alienation" Jewish stu-

dents who oppose apartheid

yet support Israel, might
feel, Balaban said she felt

Weiss was just the beginn-

ing of educating the UCLA
community.

Weiss' assertation that

Israel does not support the

South African government,
was questioned by some.

Although Israel's trade

constitutes less than many
other nations, "it's not the

jquaatity but the quality of

trade (referring to alleged

military trade) that's impor-

tant," said Calvin Blake,

co-chairman of Rainbow
Coalition — a largely prp-

Zeiniker will be presenting

first-hand evidence of South
African- Israeli ties.

"If he's lying about

gressive dem ocr atic
organization formed to help

the 1984 Rev, Jesse Jackson

campaign.

Comm Board clianges requirements

4or Daily Bruin editors-in-chief^^
By Bill Bowmer, Senior Staff Writer

The ASUCLA Communications Board has changed its re-

quirements for future Daily Bruin editors-in-chief, making peo-

ple who have not worked at the Daily Bruin eligible if they

have "equivalent" experience instead.

Previous requirements insisted that an applicant must have a

minimum of one full year of experience as a paid staff member
of the Daily Bruin. The new requirement, passed by consent,

allows a candidate to have "the equivalent" experience.

Comm Board members said the new=^)olicy would allow for a

more diverse pool of applicants, including staff members of

UCLA's special interast publications, most of whom were in-

eligible under the old criteria.

"Personally, I know some people from SIPs, like the people

from La Gente, who are qualified — they turned their paper

around in a year," said Comm Board member Adrian Alvarez.

"I think what's important in an editor-in-chief is a sense of

what's going on in the UCLA community — he ought to be in

touch," said Comm Board member Bruce Shih.

Shih said he believes that even the previous requirement of

one year's experience on paid staff at the Daily Bruin did not

ensure qualified applicants.

"I had some reservations about the motion, but I didn't want

to hassle it," Shih said. ^'It wouldn't have made any difference."

He said, though, that he was optimistic about the new
criteria. "There shouldn't be a problem with the procedure, as

long as you have a responsible publications board."

In addition to determining criteria for the 1986-87 Daily

Bruin editor-in-chief, the Comm Board named Daniel

Rodriguez as campus radio station KLA's general sales manager.

Rodriguez had previously served as KLA's local sales manager,

and as a disc jocke>?^<
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INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION?

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1986

AHEND A PRESENTATION SPONSORED BY THE PROGRAM
IN HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT CAROLYN MOORE "~""~^

PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER - 825-2981

Congr^ mlmt cut $37 biHion

to, meet deficit-reduction target

I By Steven Komarow
^ Associated Press

i WASHINGTON — Con-

;gress was told Tuesday it

Imu^ cut $37 billion from

existing programs to meet

fiscal 1987 deficit targets,

but lawmakers said the

Congressional Budget Of-

fice estimate was too op-

timistic and could hurt the

push for reducing red ink.

"The outlook for reduce

ing budget deficits has im-

proved dr^atically since,

last summer/* CBO director

Rudolph G. Penner told the

Senate Budget Committee.
Cbngress' new detlfcit-

reduction law, although
facing a court challenge,

was helping its own goal by
promoting lower interest

rates and strength in the

Continued on Page 15

Presented by the- UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

WE MEAN BUSINESS

UPCOMfNG EVENTS:

Feb. 25 - Guest Speaker: Frank Scott

Mar. 4 -JOB FAIR '86

Funded by the CPC of the PAB
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CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™m.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

r

i.n,,,,, M.I Mcn-^ Women's
hairstyiing

Layer Cutting • Perms

Student Discounts

Open
7 days

UCLA

a
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'11132
* LINOBROOK

* •

Medieval school enrollments will

peak, then decline, study believ

a (J'-0*fc!t.&iOr>ai c or tlU^ dt'Ori

Lite Membei U C L A Aiumm Association • Speciali/mg'm ConiacI

Lenses Since 1971 • An Lens Types Available • An Cases Accepted
Wegatdiess ol Dificuily • Same Day Service Available • Validated

Parking • Enceiient Selection ol the Latest m Fashion Eyewear and
Sunglasses "Lab on Premises • Contacts Polished While You Wail

• Consultants lor Computer Vision Problems

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD.

LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

10911 Kinross Avenue
Wes(;virood Village

For Appt 208-6207

HI

^s^0^ CAMPUS SHOES
SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE SALE IN PROGRESS

Brand Name
Reg. 29.95 - 36.95

NOW $15.00

10936 Weybum Ave.
Westwood Village

824-1090

Shoes
Reg. 36.95 - 49.95

NOW $20.00

HOURS

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sat.

Sun.

10-9
10-11
12-8

With UCLA ID student/staff 10% OFF Reg. Stock
No additional discount on Sale Merchandise

"UCLA SUNDAYS"
STUDENTS-$6.00!
Full-time. With ID.

Cash only.

SPECIAL RATES*
FACULTY AND STAFF

15% DISCOUNT. With 10.

Subject to availability.

UCLA Center for the Arts/The Theatre Group, Inc

,

Lwis Allen, James Nederlander, Stephen Graham„Ben Edwards

Present The American National Theater Production of

JASON ROBARDS
BARNARD HUGHES DONALD MOFFAT
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• "UCU SUNDAYS" SPECIAL RATES.

For Sunday Performances at 3:00 p.m Feb. 23, March 2 & 9.

_ Purchase tickets on campus at Central Ticket Office or at the Doolittle

box office.

For more info, call the Student Committee for the Arts

(213) 825-3253 or Central Ticket Oftice (213) 825-9261.

Sandwiches, drinks, coffee and dessert available at intermission

^ Oirficted by

TOSEQOINTERQ
NOW THRU MARCH 9 ONLY!

Tues Sat at 7 00 p m , Sun matmees at 3:00 p m Student

Rush tickets available for all performances at Doolittle box office

Vrhour before curtain. $6.00 per ticket per lull-time student ID.

Cash only Subject to availability Advance tickets at regular prices

available at Doolittle box office, Ticketron or call

TELETrar\l (213) 410-1062 • (714) 6341300.
Originally produced at the John \ Kennedy Cenlei lot the Peitormmq Arts

by the American National Theater Peter Sellars. Director

JAMLVADQOLillLE
• T I It A I Kl

The Theatre Group. Inc . an eiciting ttew venture in the performing arts by the Center Theatre Group (Mark Taper Forum and Ahmanson Theatre) and UCIA

1615 N Vine St , Hollywood

• I

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The number of physicians

graduating annually from
American medical schools

probably has peaked and will

decline within a few years,

according to Internal Medi-
cine News.

In 1985, the number of

physicians graduated was
16,318. The number of
graduating physicians should

remain steady at this rate,

which represents an increase

of 2,600 graduates, compared
with a decade ago, for the

next few years.

At that time, the annual
number of medical school
graduates should begin to

gradually decline, says the

medical publication.

Enrollments in medical
schools have dropped off, the

Internal Medicine News notes.

Two years ago the total
number of medical school ap-

plicants was smaller than it

had been the. year Ifefore, the
first time in 25 years that this

had been the case.

As a result, a number of

medical schools have reduced
the size of their classes because
of the decrease in the number

of applicants.

On the other hand, 11 of

the nation's 127 medical
schools graduated 200 physi-

cians or more last year.

The largest graduating class

was 308 physicians at the
combined University of Illinois

schools of medicine. The
Morehouse School of Medi-
cine, in Atlanta, had the
smallest graduating class — its

first — with 20.

Women made up 5,000
members of the Class of 1985.

This was approximately 10
times the number of women
physician graduates of 20
years ago.
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GERMANY: Study abroad—
Continued from Page 6

The approximate cost of the program will be $2,500,
Wagener said. The student's UCLA fees will be transferred to

the Goethe- Institute.
The institute will provide housing, in a dormitory or family

home and two meals daily. Also included in the estimate is the

transportation cost, food, and pocket money.
"The Goethe-Institute is a German cultural institute which

specializes not only in language insruction but also tries to in-

troduce the populations of other nations to German culture,"
Wagener said. They have several locations worldwide, in-

cluding one in Los Angeles.
The Institute at Freiburg was selected because it is "a

beautiful university town in the middle of the Black Forest in

the southwest of Germany," Wagener said. Students will go on
various excursions planned by the institute within Germany.
Wagener added that students participating in the program

have the opportunity to travel around Europe either preceeding
or following the quarter of study.

Students interested in the program for either the spring or fall

quarters can attend a meeting in the German Department of-

fice, Royce 302, at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 26 or call the

department at 825-3955.

Burroughs Corporation is sponsoring a

COI\/IPETITION for outstanding industrial
designs of products that incorporate com-
puter capability and technology in the
human/machine interface.

The competition is open to upper level

industrial design students and recent grad-
uates.

First prize is $10,000, second prize is

$5,000, and third prize is $1 ,000.
All entries must be entered by Mar. 31,

1986. For more information, call 313-452-
4468.

UCLA NIKKEI STUDENT UNION

PRESENTS
'1

n

Over 40 years ago, the civil rights of an entire people were stripped away
from them. During World War II, the United States government uprooted

Japanese Americans from their communities and imprisoned them in desolate

concentration camps The UCI A Nikkei Student Union's Week of Remem-
brance is a program that encourages the campus community and the general

public to learn about a tragic ^nd embarassing chapter in American history.

These events are not sufficiently recognized in our high school and college cur-

riculum. More importantly, the Japanese American internment during World War
II must be understood and remembered by all, so we can insure that American

citizens will never be denied their civil rights again.

.i

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1986 THROUGH FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1986

"INJUSTICE REMEMBERED": THE PICTORIAL ACCOUNT OF
THE JAPANESE AMERICAN CONCENTRATION CAMPS

I

This exhibit will feature the photographs of Toyo Miyatake taken during

his internment at the Manzanar Relocation Camp during WWII.

In cooperation with UCLA Cultural Affairs.

Kerckhoff Art Gallery, Kerckhoff Hall -

Open from 8:00 am - 8:00 pm.

J

_^U.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1 9, 1 986

'INJUSTICE REMEMBERED" Voices from Three Perspectives

A speaker's forum featuring Frank Emiy a draft resister who fought for his

inalienable rights; Aiko Her^ig, a former internee who is now an authority

on the relocation camp experience; Dale Minami^ an attorney who

represented Fred Korematsu in his successful bid to have his conviction of

violating Executive Order 9066 overturned,

12:00 pm: Ackerman Union, 2nd FI. Lounge

\

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the PAB
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THE NAIL GARDEN

Limited Offer (E«ep' f" -S"" >

NAIL GARDEN ^zs^soo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA ID

CLOSEST SUPERMARKET
TO UCLA CAMPUS

Better than having a refrigerator on campus.
5 Blocks south of Wilshire on Westwood Boulevard.

Complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments.
Open 6 a.m. -7 Days a Week

YOGURTS
Dannon

55«8-oz. carfon

I FACIAL TISSUES
Kleenex

225-sheet
Box $1.09

AMERICAN CHEESE
——Kraft Deluxe ^

12-oz. pkg $1.98

PINEAPPLE
. Hawaiian

Fresh Extra

Fancy 23«

12-oz
cans

SEVEN-UP
or A&W Root Beer

6 pockyliOT

DR. PEPPER
Regular or Dief-

2-Uter
Bottles $1.19 ea.

COUPON
A

BURGER
FOR A
MUCK!

UACIR: Reps may resign
Continued from Page 1

carefully avoided saying that she and UCLA undergraduate

Frances Hasso plan to resign, but smd 'it's hard to imagine con-

tinuing on the committee."

Hasso and Seidman said they were "very disappointed" over

what they said they felt was the committee's failure to take any

action on divestment from South African-related companies.

"It's so clear this committee can't do anything," Seidman said.

"I don't want to say that the majority of the committee,

•doesn't want to do anything, " she said, "but that's the way it

L| comes out.
"

SAM'S ,

FAMOUS
ALL-BEEF
BURGER

NO GIMMICKS!
SAM WANTS
YOU TO TRY

THE BEST DARN
CHILI BURGER
IN TOWN...
LOADED WITH
PICKLES &

TOMATOES &
ONIONS &
MUSTARD &=CHIH—

GOOD FOR EVERYONE
IN YOUR PARTY
(EXPIRES FEB. 28. 1986)

1073BROXTON
"IN THE VILLAGE"

208-1130

Seidman accused Gardner of using UACIR to avoid dealing

with the issue of divestment. "(Gardner) keeps referring people

to the committee," she said. "He must know by now that the

committee can't,do anything."

Hasso echoed Seidman's concerns saying the committee is not

fairly representing all factions. "We feel students, faculty and

staff ace being ignored."

One action that could help validate the committee, Hasso

said, would be if the regents accepted as its presumptive stan-

dard in considering UACIR recommendations, that the universi-

ty place funds "only with banks which have a policy of refusing

to make or renew loans to any South African bank or corpora-

tion unless such loans are for purposes consistent with the nar-

row exceptions regarding loans to the public sector provided bv

the Presidential E.xecutive Order (12532) of Sept. 9, 1985.

The new standard approved Wednesday by UACIR prohibits

banks from making loans to the South African public and
private sectors except for public sector loans for educational,

housing or health facilities that are accessible to all South

Africans on a non-discriminatory basis.

UC Berkeley business professor Sherman Maisel said that bas-

ed on the information the university has already collected from

companies, he estimated that about 80 percent of UC-held len-

ding institutions would pass the university's requirements.

Seidman estimated that $200 million may have to be

withdrawn from banks that fail to meet UC's new standard.

**We wanted to sav we have tried ever\' avenue," Hasso said,

'Our hank (prp.'^umptive) in otir \hsi hopt? that tht! f^nmmitfnr

uiestuiard ho
iiiiAf^'l-'.^'

RRK%
Prices effective February 19 through February 23

WESTWOOO BRENTWOOO SHERMAN OAKS

i5i5Wesnw<x3BMJ 1

1

737 San Vcwte B«vO
,J?20

SejwivedaBjyd

qq^ 5 /^ lyi
OpenSAM Oqe<i 7 A M to Midnigrt

to 2 A M Daify
to 2 A M 0«(y SoncJay 8 A M to MidrNght

CaONIAL CORNERS
1 1666 Natjorai B^c

Open 7AM
to Midnigrit

^Blr

CI
DONT THINK

1

SAM'S SNEEKY /

"HE'S CRAZY! /

YEAH

m

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN 8c MEN

1007 Broxton Ave.
(atX3ve Marios Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new ciients witti od onfy)

Call: 208-1468
exp. 2/28/86

Streisand Center forJewish Cultural Arts
at UCLA Hilld
proudly presents

TD JlWin WOMAH^S SPIUTUAL QUISr

CAROL OCHS
feminist theologian and philosopher, author of Women and Spiritucdity, Behind the SexofGcd^ and

the forthcoming An Ascent to )oy

WedneKUy, February 19, 1966 at 8:00 p.m.
Scretaand Au<litoriuin«-900 Hilgard Ave., Lgmi Angrifa

Stu(ient»-$3.00 R6Mfv«5-$10.00
UCLA Facutty-$5.00 Spoo8Of-$25.00

General Admissioa-$7.00

Tickets available at UCLA HilleM213) 208-3081

With the cooperaCKvn of The Center tor the Scudv a( Women at UCLA. The Comm—on on S^cnrudirT of the r>M»*^ aa kv^
Lde. jFC. Creanve lew»h Wo«nmi AJli*n..e. Hmort of Keb^oo Pror«iTj at VCIA. jewiah Women'i RAOurcr Uhrmi, N.C.J.W.:

Wonwm'i SroJics Program at LCLA. Wornrn't ConleteriLf ai the )etna^ Fniei ttun ("^t*^

will do an>thing good.

Other UACIR members could not be reached for comment.
Seidman said she and Hasso began to consider resigning

following UACIRs votes to determine its recommendations on

stockholder proxy votes involving UC-held companies.
"We really tried to play by their rules," Seidman said.

"Boycotting is not a decision to be made lightly."

The committee failed to make a recommendation to the UC
Regents on two stockholder resolutions calling on 19 companies^

to withdraw their operations from South Africa. The committee-
was unable to achieve a majority vote for either side.

The committee also voted against making a recommendation
on third resolution asking banks to stop loaning money to that

country'.

Ronald Brady, UC senior vice president of administration,

argued against each resolution, saying that supporting them
would be "inconsistent" with ten universities' stance on in-

vesting in those companies.
At the June meeting of the board, the regents voted to invest

only in companies that met certain ratings on the Sullivan Prin-

ciples — a voluntar>' standard of corporate behavior in South

Africa adopted by many U.S. companies.
In a fourth proxy vote, UACIR voted unanimously in favor of

"a resolution urging Nalco Chemical Co. to adopt the principles.

UC has stopped purchasing new stock in Nalco until they adopt
the principles.

Seidman said the proxy recommendation's vote were "clearly

a farce," because without recommendations from UACIR the

regents will continue voting against stockholder proxy resolu-

tions.

The regents have voted in favor of two pro.\>' resolutions dur-

ing the past eight years.

Seidman said she felt that if the committee cannot come up
with recommendations, "there's no reason for the committee to

be meeting."

The University of California Students Association, which
chose Seidman and Hasso, met last weekend and decided to try

to put a representative on the speakers agenda for the UC
Regents meeting thursday and friday. to discuss the UACIR's ef-

fectiveness.

UCSA President Dan Greening, said the regents will vote

whether or not the President of the Associated Students of

Berkeley, Pedro NoRuera will speak.
"The committee^^UACIR) is stacked by the administration to

not do an\thing," Noguera said.

TeriAnne Carpenter and Amy Louise Kazman eontributed to.

this story

COLLEGE FRESHMEN CAN CALL A
TOLL-FREE NUMBER FOR HELP IN FIN-
DING FINANCIAL AID. THE NUMBER. 1-

800-AID-FIND. IS PART OF A NATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP MATCHING SERVICE
CALLED STUDENT AID FINDERS.
THIS SERVICE HAS COMPUTER-ACCESS

TO OVER 4 BILUON DOLLARS IN STU-
DENT AID.
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Challenger investigation threatens

to delay July West Coast launch

By Lee Siege!

AP Sc/ence Writer

LOS ANGELES — The
Air Force still hopes to

launch a shuttle from the
West Coast in July, but the
much-delayed event is like-

ly to be again postponed by
the investigation into the
Challenger disaster and
doubts about the safety of

new, lighter boosters.

Workers at the $2.8
billion launch complex at

Vandenberg Air Force Base
expect to start late this

week assembling the
lightweight boosters,
Vandenberg spokesman
Capt. Rick Sanford said.

He said the assembly should
be finished by month's end.

A statement issued by
Vandenberg last week said

preparations for a mid-July
launch continue as planned,
dependent on findings by
the presidential panel look-

ing into Challenger's Jan.

28 explosion, which killed

its crew of seven.

"Until the causes of the

disaster are understood and
corrective action taken, ob-
viously the systei^. is not

ready to fly," saiS Seymour
Hiinrnel, a retired National
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration official and
now a consultant to its

Aerospace Safety Advisory
Panel.

He called plans for a July
launch *'very tenuous at

best."

Vandenberg's debut as

America's second spaceport
— originally set for last Oc-
tober — has been postpon-

ed twice because of con-

struction delays, manpower
shortages, problems in

preparing military payloads
and launch facilities, and
troubles with NASA's
overall shuttle schedule.

Even before the
Challenger accident, it was
doubtful that the July
launch target would be

Continued on Page 14

SPEED: Gall for limit increase
Continued from Page 1

argued that it is "common sense that roads have more wear and

tear when vehicles are traveling at higher speeds because they

generate more friction."

But Berthelsen, Caltrans' Sacramento spokesman, said he

does not think a higher speed limit would cause deterioration of

the roads. s
——

:
—

"If you have slower speeds, you have greater weight," Ber-

thelsen said. 'There would be virtually no damage to roads.^

California is not the only state interested in changing the na-

tional speed law. Many western states with long stretches of

rural highway favor the higher speed limit, according to sources

at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

While legislators who resist the change generally come from

the east, .some California congressmen have spoken against the

65 m.p.h. speed limit.

"The current law saves lives and fuel and helps keep auto

rates Jower because you have less accidents then there otherwise

would be," said U.S. Representative Anthony Beilensen (D-Los

Angeles), whose district includes Westwood. In past statements

he has supported the 55 m.p.h. speed limit in the interest of

highway safety and energy conservation.

— Auto insurance companies tend to agree with Beileasen.

"It is likely that rai-sing the speed limit will cause people to

have more accidents and that the accidents would be more

severe," said Greg Ciezadlo, actuary for All-State Insurance.

But, he added, it is unlikely that student drivers would absorb a

disproportionate amount of the cost increase.

"In general," Ciezadlo said, "a higher speed limit would in-

crease the cost for everybody."

t

Georgetown

University

,. Summer
^^ * Sessions

1986

Programs at home
D Over 200 graduate and undergraduate

courses

D Approaches to Teaching Writing

O English as a Foreign Language

D Government Internships

D High School Programs

D Intercultural Training

D Interpretation and Translation Institute

D Language C>our5es

n Theology Conference

D Literary' Criticism Conference

D Parish Workshop

D Sacred Scripture Institute

D .Alumni College

Sessions

Pre- May 19-June 13

First—June 9-July 11

8-Week Cross Session—June 9-August 1

h-VVeek Ooss Session -June 23-August 1

Second—July 14-.\ugust 15

Programs abroad

n Antwerp. Belgium— Int'l. Trade

D China—Chinese

D Dijon. France— French

n Fiesole. Italy— Italian

n Leningrad. IT.S.S.R. -Russian

n Oxford. England— Business

Administration

n Quito. Ecuador— Spsnish

n Trier. West Germany— German

Send more information:

Name

Address

.

L_ Zip-

Call ^202) 625-8106 oi mail to:

SSCE— Georgetown Iniversity

306 Imercultural Cxnter

Washirigton. D.C. 20057

(ifonrtotim I nrfsih f. an ,uuahpportuinry'/alUrmaitu mtm institution in ,mplo\nuHl andMimnsioHS.
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Can you
afford togamble

with the LSAT, GMAT,
GREprMCAP

ProbablY not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college,

call. Why take a chance ™^pr

with your career? S?

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

rotai

Permaflex ^"7^
Permalens& ^ f SJ
Bausch & Lomb Jt,
30 Day Extended ^ '"r

Additional Pair aRQ
up to 2 weeks

tKAPLAN
SlANltYH K APIAN tDUCAT IONAl CENTER UD

The worids leading

test prep organization.

Soft
Daily.
Wear

Total

$65

c^^

ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

ENROLLING NOW! Visit us oi our renter

lIDlKi Wfishinqtoii Hlvd ('uIvpi Cilv CA
'Ai/' \2 O' call us di lys evenings or Aeet

eiK^s ' .''Uf phone nuntbef (213)

202-1924.

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1500 operations to date

Radio Keratotomy ^
In Hospital or Office Patient

) 1 000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

L.B.. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim. 414 StateCollege BL (714) 774-4510

L A.. 1482 S Robenson, (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7895

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTf J

TELL 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the

sensible reasons. Like

easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for nding with a friend * All

at an affordable price. They
rjnn't have tn know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.
m

HONDA.

1VI0T0RSC00TER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D CARD

• JUST MINUTESAWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

Student Committee Tor the Arts

CULTURE YOURSELF

^^^
).

V,

f'

I

""^t^

On Sale NOW!
Pro Muslcis: Robert Dick (flute) 3/15

UCLA Dance Company 3/15

VehudI Menuhin (violin) 3/ 1

6

Sat.

Sat.

Sun.

8pm
8pm
8pm

Schoen.
Royce
Royce

On Sale Monday, Feb. 24!

Aldo Ciccolini (piano) 3/2

1

Pro Musicis: Sharon Robinson CANCELLED 3/22

Paul O'Dette -CANCELLED 3/23

Vienna Chamber Orchestra 3/23

Fri

Fri

8pm
8pm

Royce
Royce

Sun 8pm Royce

Plus: Tickets available for:

Peter Schreier (tenor)

Philharmonia Baroque

3/6

3/7

Thurs.

hri.

8pm
8pm

Royce
-Rovce

Ticket Information. 825-926 1 or 825-3253

Current Reg. c^rd and Photo ID requifed;at time of purchase and at the door

the night of the performance |2 tickets per ID)

Available at the CTO (the trailer)- 8 30am
Made Possible bv STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS

>
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TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Pofnts, Pennzoil.

Adjust Clutch. Adjust Brakes. Ad)ust Timing
Check Battery & Front End Altgnm«nt

Replace all Shoes and Linings Pack Front

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In

spect wheelcyls. Master Cyl &-F1II System

VAl.LLY

1 OWING I

$39.95*

$49.95*
From Lube & OH to Overhaul -'iQuality at Lowest Prices

"

(818)785-4112(213)275-2865
A 1 AUTO 7957 Van Nuys Blvcj

. 2, BIks So of Roscoe * MOSf ModSiS

DEMO COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS FOR SALE
FUJITSU MICRO 16S 1695
:2DD, 128K, KYBRD, S/VV

FUJITSU COLOR MON 395
FUJITSU 13MB HARD DISK 1200
MONOCHROME MONITORS 70
PC COMPATIBLE CLONE 600
LEADING EDGE MDLM 995
:2DD, 640K, KEYBRD,
LEADING EDGE MDLM 1245
:640K, KYBRD, 10MB, SAV

NEC/8023 80 CLM 245
SWEETPEA PLOTTER CLONE 300
KEYTRONICS KEYBOARDS 100
MANNESMAN TALLY 160 500
CITIZEN MSP15 PRINTER 300
OKIDATA 84S PRINTER 695
FUJITSU 80 CLM PRT 395
FUJITSU 80CPS DAISYWHL 1400

HAYES 300 BAUD MODEM 1 95
HAYES 1200 BAUD EXTERNAL 300

* A\so in stock brand new Leading Ed^e Model D and AT& T PC*
* * Call for best pnces! * *

COMPU DYNAMICS (213)854-1104

Higher Education

Policy Seminar Series

HER

•- -«>^f-«

^'i^frn^'^

Professor of Human Development, SUNY at Stony Brook and

Chair, National Task Group on General Education, Assoc, of

American Colleges

REFORMING GENERAL EDUCATION

TODAY 3:30-5:00 PM
California Room UCLA Faculty Center

Sponsored by

UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute

and
The Graduate School of Education

OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Price •

Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

/lUyotfOfNMt
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR GROUP WrfH COUPON

CRAB LEGS • SHRIMP • OYSTERS • SALMON • CALAMARI •

BEEF & LEMON CHICKEN • EGG ROLLS • SALAD BAR...AND...

SUSHI, SUSHI, SUSHI, IN SUSHI BAR

JAPANESE
BUFFET

1389WESTWOODBL
3 biks. so. of Wilshire

473-9378

18234 Hawthorne Blvd.
next to "Big 5")

WESTWOOD: Costly housing
Continued from Page 1 • ^
consideration."

Responding to the concerns of the community and the city

planning office, the Los Angeles City Council imposed a

building moratoriumj^prLlheNorth \^^^ on Aug. 21, .

1985 which restricts the demoTition of existing apartment

buildings and the construction of new ones for 18 months.

The moratorium, however, included a hardship clause which

allows developers ^>liijAi if, after proving financial hardship,

they provide a designated percentage of student housing at a 20

percent discount rate and meet certain parking requirements.

As of last week five developers have been granted hardship

exemptions, limiting the effect of the moratorium.

Meanwhile, the city planning department is working on a

plan for the Westwood community. "Up until now, developers

have been coming out and tearing down all these buildings,"

Breall said. "The moratorium and the Westwood community

plan will prevent further deterioration of the Westwood area."

The availablity of affordable student housing is at stake, said

Sam Morabito, business enterprise administrator at UCLA. The

village apartments are an important source of student housing,

and the construction of luxury apartments are hurting the stu-

dents, Morabito said.

"It's extremely important to the UCLA community that what

is currently in the village is preserved for students and that

through development, we increase the supply of affordable

housing for students," Morabito said.

The moratorium is also concerned with preserving the ability

of students to live within walking distance of school. "Ideally if

the whole north village area were preser\'ed for students, it

would save parking and traffic problems throughout the area,"

said Don Taylor, Westwood planning coordinator of the city

planning office.

Not only are the apartment buildings in the north village area

subject to possible demolition, but so are the fraternity houses

in the area.

Although some of the chapters own their houses, according to

Breall, many of the fraternities lease their houses from the na:
—

—
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tional fraternity boards and are not immune to the same fate

of the apartments that were torn down in the past year.

"The fraternities think they're safe," Breall said. But because

many of the fraternities are old, have not been maintained pro-

perly and violate fire and safety codes, the city could feasibly

close them down, Breall added.

"If the developers wanted to, they could approach the na-

tional branches and buy out the fraternity houses, Breall added.

"There's politics and big money involved."

Representatives of the IntersFraternity Council could not be-

reached for comment.

Today in History
On this date:

•In 1473, the astronomer Copernicus was born in i Torun,
Poland.

•In 1846, the Texas state government was formally installed in

Austin.

•In 1878, Thomas Edison received a patent for his

phonograph.
•In 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed an executive

order that made wartime detention of Japanese-Americans
l)(>ssible.

THESIS SPECIALISTS

You've done your best on your thesis. Now relax while we do ours.
Bring your dissertation to Kinko's for copies that look t>etter than your
originals. On the right paper. With professional binding. All done
quickly, affordably and very carefully for a thesis that you can submit
with pride and confidence.

Great copies. Great peopte.

1 896 Westwood Blvd. (21 3) 475-0780

OPEN: Mon thru Thu 8am-Mldnight Saturday 9am-5pm
Friday 8am-9pm Sunday 12pm-4pm
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SCHOLARSHIPS: iVIany kinds available for students
Continued from Page 6

one of the informational
meetings held in A213 Acker-

man at EXPO, the Extramural
Programs and Opportunity
"Center. These meetings will

be held Tuiesiiay, Mar. 4 at 1

p.m., Wednesday, Mar. 5 at 4

p.m., Tuesday, Mar. 11 at

noon, and Wednesday, Mar.
12 at 1 p.m.
For more information, call

Julie Inouye, International

Programs counselor at the

EXPO Center at 825-0831.

The Scholarship Bank Scholar-

ships and Financial Aid:

The Scholarship Bank is a

private scholarship search firm

which can provide each in-

quiring student with 65
sources of directly relevant fi-

nancial aid from a data base

of over 25,000 scholarships.

The service takes into ac-

count major, location, age,

religion and type of aid

desired in the search for ap-

propriate scholarships. The
parent's employer, union and
military background is also

considered. Students interested

in the service should send a

stamped, self addressed
envelope to Scholarship Bank,

4626 N. Grand, Covina, Ca.,

01724. , . ==

1986 and April 1987, the pro-

ject proposal deadline is

March 28, 1986. For projects

conducted between May and
October, 1987, proposals are

ITue^by September TOT 1986.
Contact UREP, University

of California, Berkeley, 94720
or call (415) 642-6586 for fur-

ther information and proposal

forms.

Summer Undergraduate Af-

firmative Action Research
Program:

This program aims to ac-

quaint the "traditionally
underrepresented" student
with opportunities for gradu-

ate study in the biological and
agricultural sciences.

It is open to all qualified

students, but it is primarily in-

tended for ethinic ^ninorities

who have completed their

junior year in college. Stu-

dents will spend 8 weeks at

UC Davis working on a pro-

ject under the supervision of a

faculty mentor. Participating

students will receive five

quarter units of independent

research credit, a $1,000 sti-

pend and a scholarship to

cover expenses.

Applicants must be U.S. cit-

izens, California residents, or

permanent immigrants. Stu-

dents will be selected for the

progranw)n tbe^asis of their

academic record, letters of

recommendation, and their

level of interest in the
agricultural and biological

sciences.
" Interested students can con-

tact Dr. R. L. Rodriguez,

Department of Genetics, Uni-

versity of California, Davis

95616 for more information

and applications. The applica-

tion deadline is April 11.

1986 Undergraduate Summer
Research Participation Pro-

gram:
UCLA faculty members are

now accepting undergraduate

students into research pro-

grams for the summer in

energy-related research. The
full-time summer positions are

open to sophomores, juniors,

and seniors, with preference

given to sophomores and
juniors.

Applicants must be U.S. cit-

izens or have permanent resi-

dent status, good grades, and
two letters of reference.

The program is sponsored

by The Laboratory of
Biomedical and Environmen-
tal Sciences at~ UCLA and
Associated Western Univer-

sities, Inc. Students may write

to Robert Stoddard, UCLA
Laboratory of Biomedical and

Environmental Sciences, 900

Veteran Ave., Los Angeles,

90024 for applications. The

deadline for completed ap-

plications is March 14.

Pulliam Fellowships:

Students receiving
bachelor's degrees between
August 1985 and June 1986

are eligible for this fellowship.

Ten men and 10 women will

—be selected to work as

reporters or copy editors for

^^The Indianapolis News, the

Indianapolis Star, The
Arizona Republic, or The
Phoenix Gazette.

Each selected fellow will

receive a stipend of $2,950,

one third to be paid on receipt

of a letter of intent and the

rest to be distributed
throughout the fellowship.

The pro-am will run from

June 9 through Aug. 15, 1986.

Applicants must indicate a

commitment to newspaper
"journalism in terms of career,

an understanding of the social

and economic roles of a free

press, proven potential in

reporting, writng and editing,

high scholastic achievement,

personal integrity and maturi-

ty and be able to give

evidence of ability to work ef-

fectively with others under

pressure.

Applications may be obtain-

ed at UCLA in the Daily

Bruin office, 112J Kerckhoff

Hall.

University of California
Research Expeditions Pro-

gram:
This program aids in the

funding aind supplying of field

teams for UC faculty and

graduate students' research

projects for 1986-87. Projects

from any UC campus may
receive full or partial futiding

from UREP.
The proposed projects may

be in any academic discipline

with the stipulation that it can

be learned by selected "inter-

ested amateurs" from the

general public who will sub-

sidize the costs of the research

through tax-deductible con-

tributions.

These donor-participants

will also act as short-term

field assist^ts. Funds re<?eived

from UREP will cover travel

expenses, staff costs, and all or

part of other research ex-

penses. For projects to be con-

ducted between November

THEN COME TO THE
15TH ANNUAL
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PRESENTED BY ASUCLA TRAVEL
SERVICE & THE UCLA EXPO CENTER

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 25, 9AM - 3:30PM
ACKERMAN UlNirOlM GRAND BALLROOM

FREE INFORMATION FROM THE EXPERTS Want to know about discount AIRFARES WITHIN THE U.S., OR

TO EUROPE? Are youplanning a trip to HAWAII or TAHITI? How about an ADVENTURE TRIP ACROSS ASIA, or

summering in SOUTH AMERICA? Need the latest EURAIL PRICES or the best TOUR OF EUROPE? Or do you just want

to get in one last REALLY GREAT SKI TRIP this year? The information is ail here and it's all free. Talk to all the travel

experts about planning your nextjourney.

FREE FUN There'll be plenty of FREE POPCORN AND BALLOONS. And you can meet representatives from all parts of

the travel industry: AIRLINES • CHARTER FLIGHTS • TOUR COMPANIES • INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC

RAILROADS • CRUISE LINES • INTERNATIONAL TOURIST OFFICES • ADVENTURE TOURS • CULTURAL & STUDY

TOURS. You'll have first hand information on travel to all parts of the worldl •
,

TRAVEL GUIDE BOOKS & PASSPORT PHOTOS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE.

SIGN UP TO WIN FREE PRIZES PRESENTED FROM 3:30PM TO 4:30PM AT MEYERHOFF
PARK (You must be present to win.) AN STI TOUR AND FLIGHT TO EUROPE • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET TO LONDON

bN BRITISH CALEDONIAN AIRWAYS FROM STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET TO ECUADOR.

fouTH AMERICA ON EQUATORIAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO WITHIN THE U.S.. CANADA. OR

HAWAII ON AMERICAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO SAN FRANCISCO ON AIR CAL

• A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO PHOENIX ON AMERICA WEST AIRLINES • A FIRST CLASS RAIL TICKET FOR

TWO FROM BRITRAIL BETWEEN LONDON & EDINBURGH • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO SAN FRANCISCO

ON PSA* A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO ANYWHERE THAT SOUTHWEST AIRLINES FLIES

• FREE T-SHIRTS • TRAVEL BAGS • BOOKS • POSTERS
\

WE'VE GOT IT ALL AT
THE TRAVEL EVEIMT OF THE YEAR!

/^ ^^ YOUR ON-CAMPUS
^^ ^ -% TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830-6. sat ii-3

/ISUClV
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A-Level Ackerman Union

Prices subject to change without notice, limited ovailobiMtv
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ALJL NAillRALRIOZB4YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Wcstwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/28/86 • limit one per customer

COURSE ADDED J

*FOR SPRING QUARTER* 5

CED 104: ''URBAN PLANNING :

AND THE AMERICAN CITr' \

¥•

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

ID# 21000 - TH. 6-9 pm - Botany 325

CED office: 80 Powell Library

Shuttle

<|r**************************************

DR. SHIMSHON ZELNIKER
rsonal representative of Israel's Prime Minister Shimon Peres to
ishop Tutu and South African activists. He will be presenting a

report on a program of cooperation between South African black
leaders and Israel that he planned and developed.

"ISRAEL'S FIGHT AGAINST
APARTHEID" .—

.

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

ALSO: EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS

> ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!
Men & Women Welcome

Wed. Feb. 19 V
Noon

Ackerman Union 2408

FOR INFORMATION CALL 208-3081
SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION AND ISRAEL ACTION COALITION

AND ZIONIST ACTION COUNCIL

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5330 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (2'/i blocks East of Fairfax)

Margaret Atwood
On Campus
Thur. Feb. 20
11:30-12:30

Continued from Page 11

met. Now, of course, there are
hard new questions about the
shuttle system.

.,A report last Wednesday by
the NASA safety panet said

there is considerable concern
about the strength of the cas-

ings of the new booster
rockets.

Questions also have been
raised about the safety seals

between segments of the
rocket and how they might be
affected by stresses caused hy^
differences in construction of
the launch pads at
Vandenberg and Kennedy.
The lighter booster casings

are vital to helping the Air
Force overcome a serious
weight problem at
Vandenberg.
The new "filament-wound"

casings are made of
lightweight graphite epoxy,
replacing steel in the older
booster system.

"Until the issue can be
resolved with a high level of

confidence, the panel believes

the filament-wound case solid

rocket boosters should not be
used for space transportation
system launch, and certainly

not for the first launch from
Vandenberg," the Aerospace
Safety Advisory Panel's report

said.

More tests are under way at

Vandenberg and in Utah,
where the boosters are built.

If no modifications are
needed, and if NASA lifts the

moratorium on shuttle flights,

the Air Force would be ready
by July, said Gilbert Roth, the

safety panel's staff director in

-Washington^

0- "^^ setv^^
^^

'"^'C'^^^'
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Noted novelist and poet, Margaret
Atwood will sign copies of her new
novel, "A Handmaid's Tale", in the
Book Department of ASUCLA's
Students' Store on Thursday, Feb-
ruary 20 from 11:30- 12:30pm. A 40
minute video interview with Ms.
Atwood will be shown prior to her
arrival at 10:00 & 10:40am.

Her new novel, set in the near
future of a 21st century fundamen-
talist church-run USA, has been
universally acclaimed as her best
book ever, and has elevated her to
the ranks of Orwell and Swift.

i
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE Trade Books / Blevel Ackerman U nion

t

However, Gerard Elverum,
a safety panel member and a

vice president at TRW Inc. in

Redondo Beach, says he
believes some modifications in

the boosters will be required.

Uncertainty about the new
boosters is based partly on the

rupture of a graphite casing

last fall during a pressure test

at NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville,

Ala., Himmel said by tele-

phone from Lakewood, Ohio.

Because the graphite casings

are more flexible than the

steel casings, there was con-

cern the boosters might be

more prone to fuel leakage be-

tween segments, according to

John Pike, a space policy ex-

pert at the Federation of

American Scientists, and
NASA spokesman Charles
Redmond, who are both based
in Washington. The boosters

are manufactured in four

segments, then joined together

and sealed with "O-rings."
The possible failure of an

O-ring seal is one suspect in

the Challenger disaster.

Unlike Challenger's boost-

ers, the new rockets contain a

**capture feature device"
designed to prevent leakage by

tighdy clamping the booster

segments to prevent O-rings

from slipping.

A test of the capture feature

and other booster components
was planned during a test fir-

ing of a filament-wound
booster last Wednesday in

Utah. However, because Mor-
ton Thiokol Inc., the booster

manufacturer, was busy with

the Challenger investigation,

the test was delayed in-

definitely, said Redmond.
Because Vandenberg's fixed,

i^ 1

steel-and-concrete launch pad
is less flexible than the mobile

launch platform at Florida,

joints between booster seg-

ments may be subject to more
severe stresses.

Budget
Continued from Paj;** 7
economy, he said.

Penner's estimate of a $37
billion gap between projected
spending and the $144 billion
deficit target in the new law
was about $1 billion less than
the Reagan administration
estimated.

The CBO assumed 3.6 per-
cent growth in the Gross Na-
tional Product, not as op-
timistic as the Reagan ad-
ministration. Moderate infla-

^on ahH declining long-term
interest rates were also
predicted in the CBO report.

Unlike the president,
however, CBO assumed that
military spending will rise on-
ly to cover inflation.

The assumptions behind the
seeming good news brought
quick scrutiny by Senate
Budget Committee members.

If President Reagan's re-

quest for a Pentagon budget
increase is added. Congress'
cost-cutting task balloons to

$51 billion, said Senate
Budget Committee Chairman
Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M.

Using low-cost assumptions,

the CBO "makes the problem
appear less urgent," Domenici
told Penner. "It seems to me
that we have just 'assumed'
the deficit away."
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CVC MEDICALC T C SURGICAL

CENTER
A MEO«CAL GROUP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
thalmofogist specializing In contact
lenses & radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL J, KEYES, M>D>
Opthalmologist/Eyc Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optometrist/ C.L. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

NEARSIGHTED?
Look no further, Here's the answer./,

TH? KEYES MYOPIA PLAN.
PLAN #1 ' PLAN #2

CONTACT LENSES MYOPIA SURGERY
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

$129 it EXTENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LENeHS(B6.L03.O4)

^OQ* BAUSCH^ LOMB
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR (K>ftspin)

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
EYEWEAR & SUNGLASSES

* Price includett FREE EXAM, GUucoma Test,
CARE Kll*, fitting, tralnint & 2 months foUow«up.

(Price oi' contact icnses may be applied to R.K. Surgerv

Radial Keratotomy give^ man/ people excellent vi

sion without contacts or glasses. Th** 20 minute
painless micrO'Surgical prccedurc consists of placing

tmy spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved v i-

sion. To learn it you are a candidate for this exciting,

new procedure call the Marshall Kcyes office for an
appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca- 90404
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THANK YOU!
To the 1,200 Bruins that attended the UCLA Students
Against Multiple Sclerosis Kickoff party. Your support is

greatly appreciated. A special thank you to Theta Xi
Fraternity for the use of their house. They made it all

possible!
'~~^

HOW CAN YOU"
GET INVOLVED?
Help us win an MTV concert for our campus!
Become a Rock-Alike Contestant and move toward star-

dom. Applications at Ackerman and Kerckhoff info,

desks. Bruin Walk Table (when not raining), or
Residence Hall front desks.
Watch for more Students Against MS activities to come!

N

Contributions can be sent to: UCLA Students
Against MS, Box 379, 308 Westwood Plaza,
LA, CA, 90024.
Thank You.
For more info, call 824-1951.
Sponsored by UCLA Students Against MS

imm mm mm. ^ ^wjm ww ^'J
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Fight toxic contamination
By Lt. Governor Leo McCarthy
The best thing about a new year is the

opportunity to pull the old calendar off the

wsdl and throw it out the window.
All the mistakes of the last year go out

with it, and we can start with the hope

that we will do better this time around.

This year I hope that California's gov-

ernment and business leaders will join in a

simple, nonpartisan New Year's resolution:

Let's make 1986 the year we finally make
progress on toxics.

We know that we've made some mistakes

in the last year: Toxics clean up crept along

at a snail's pace; our Superfund list of toxic

sites got longer, not shorter; the number of

contaminated drinking wells grew with

each new survey; and toxics became a par-

tisan political football.

It's time to throw those old mistakes out

with 1985. We know what the problems

are, so let's take toxics out of the political

arena and move together toward real and

long term solutions to this crisis.

By working together we have everything

to gain. We can restore the public's badly

eroded faith in our ability to preserve the

state's economic prosperity and protect the

lives and health of Califomians. If we don't

work together we could lose it all.

To help focus on the future, I have made
five New Year's resolutions aimed at dif-

ferent parts of the problem:
• 1. Increase citizen involvement in toxics

control. Many Californians have lost faith

in government and industry's willingness to

solve the toxic contamination problem.

They see bureaucrats who conduct study

after study and yet are unable to give them

solid answers to their questions. They see

polluters who would poison their water to

protect their profit margins.

All people want are honest answers and

action to protect their families. I haven't

met anyone who lives near a toxic waste

site who feels they are getting those things.

The best solution to this problem is to in-

volve the people in toxics control decisions.

I will work in 1986 to increase citizen in-

fluence over identification and cleanup of

toxic health threats.

• 2. Shrink the size of the State's Toxic

Superfund list. Every year the State issues a

Superfund list of toxic sites needing

cleanup. The size of that list has tripled in

the last few years. We must reverse that

trend by cleaning up the most dangerous

sites this year.

• 3. Cut by one million tons the volume

of toxic waste going into land disposal by

increasing recycling and treatment.

California businesses must start thinking in

terms of treatment and recycling.

They will have to do it sooner or later —
and the longer they wait the bigger the

problems grow. If we don't move away

from dumping-toxics in landfills no amount

of time or money will keep California

clean.

By making a modest effort — and one

million tons is only 10 percent of the total

toxic wastes dumped each year — we can

ensure that our soil and water will not be

contaminated by leaking landfills.

• 4. Set tough standards to control the 10

most common toxic contaminants found in

our drinking water. Today we don't have

standards for many of the toxic chemicals

that have leaked into our water supplies.

Without standards it is impossible to be cer-

tain our water is safe.

That uncertainty affects water suppliers,

who may not know when their water is too

contaminated to drink, and consumers, who
face the frightening prospect of using water

contaminated with known carcinogens. No
person in California should have to drink

unsafe water.

• 5. Find all abandoned toxic waste sites

in the state. You can't solve a problem

unless you know it exists. Every day dozens,

perhaps hundreds, of abandons and uniden-

tified toxic waste dump sites are leaking

their toxic chemicals into the groundwater
beneath them.

We must find these sites and begin clean-

ing them up. Only half the counties in

California have been searched for old dump
sites. We need to know if there are more
Stringfellows out there jeopardizing other

communities.

These resolutions are ambitious but com-
pletely within reach if we all work
together. This year can be the turning point

on toxics for California, but for that to

happen. Democrats and Republicans must
put aside partisan motives and envirnomen-
talists and business leaders must find some
common ground.

There's nothing wrong with debating

over differences on toxics control, but the

debate must lead to some^olutions.

If we can accomplish this in 1986, it will

be a year to remember.

McCarthy is the Lt. Governor for the

state of California.

Editorial

Strong arm tactics
The freedom to voice one's opinion is a fun-

damental American right. This accord is

granted to all whether the comments or ideas

to be spoken are agreeable or not.

The ASUCLA Communications Board, as

the publishers of the Daily Bruin and six

special interest papers, should be among the

first to advocate free speech. Sadly, the Comm
Board has denied this right to its own chair-

man.
Last Thursday, the Comm Board moved to

reprimand Chairman Edward Singer for his

remarks which appeared in a Feb. 10 Daily

Bruin article.

Singer said, "the chancellor has basically

screwed over the Comm Board," in reference

to the debate by Chancellor Charles Young,

Comm Board and student government concer-

ning the Comm Board appointment process.

Granted, the remark could have been more

diplomatic. To reprimand Singer and suggest

that he tajke caution in making similiar

f^emarks in tilie future is a teasonable action for

the board to take.

However, the board found that insuffident

and turned to coercive measures. It demanded

that Singer write an apology to ChaiKJeUor

Young. While a letter from Singer to the

chancellor of his own volition would be wel-

come evidence of his acjknowledgement of the

gravity of the matter, a forced apology can do

nothing to repair the damage done.

The board must not dictate words tor Singer

to recite or actions for him to take.

It is Singer who is responsible for what he

says, whether it is profane or not.

Viewpointf

An internal view
By Duane Ruth

Let's take a moment to imagine what it would be like to not

exist until suddenly, something happens, a conception, and

there you are, you exist. This is probably the only definite thing

that can be said about you at this point in your existence, for

you are laiden with built in defects.

For openers, you have no language to think in and no one to

communicate your thoughts (that is if you have any that can be

communicated) to. In fact you probably can't even com-

municate with yourself (intelligably), so it is probably difficult

to understand why it's so dark and why you're floating in all

this fluid. As far as your consciousness goes, let's just say you

have a hard time paying attention to anything, which in turn

Continued on Page 17
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makes it difficult understanding an>?thing, that is assuming, of
course, that you know what it is to understand, or that there is

anything, yet, for you to understand.

Certainly you have a brain! This must be worth something?
But there's another problem. You don't know you have a brain,
or what a brain is, or what it's for, or what it does. You don't
know about all the really great things you'll be able to do with
it in a few years or so.

All this negativity probably makes life for this newly existing

individual seem pretty mondane or even pointless. But don't
worry. Outside his world. thgre is a mother, a grown woman.
Her life is not pointless or mundane. She does have a brain and
knows how to use it. She does understand and feel and have
emotions. She does communicate and have things to com-
municate with. She does have a language and thoughts and
people who judge her with this same language and thought.

The woman has prCvSsures and needs, goals and aspirations.

What is a brain and a nervous system compared to these things?

How can one argue for the safety and well being of this newly
created individual (nameless, thoughtless, and empty), against

the well being, piece of mind, pride, comfort, and desires of a

fully grown woman (or worse, a young teenager), completely
superior.

The abortion is not murder, not the deprivation of life. How
many times does sex occur without conception? Is the sperm or

the egg denied life in this instance? What is really the dif-

ference? In regards tp the so called right to life issue, does an ^^
individual have a right to something he simply has no concep- LGLtGrS
tion of? I think not. If this were so, then think how many such
unknown rights we may presently be denying ourselves of. Of
course, this is absurd, but equally absurd is the claim of anti- ToSCthCI*
abortionists that the fetus has rights. There is an old line that ^
says, "Your right to throw your fist into the air ends where my
noiW! hrfflo^." WelkAe iaghtairf:a:TfettisreQd: where ihemet

II I 1

'

(

begin as well.

And another thing, how many women say I'd like to get mar-
ried and get pregnant? More women probably say they'd like to

get married and have children! I hope no one ever tells me that

just because I committed the sin of a^cidently getting pregnant,

I will have to have my baby. Oh, but that won't happen to me,
will it? I forgot, I'm a man. I guess I better keep my nose out

of the whole issue!

Ruth is a sophomore.

Editor:

writing to respond to

Peter Hayashida's kind letter

both women and men, has
been astounding.

It is true, as Mr. Hayashida
remarks, that there are usually

everything written in a given

SIP, we exist to promote
dialogue. Clearly, as the

jiebate surrounding the anti-

(Bruin, Feb. 14). In his letter

he says he was impressed by

the appearance of Together,

UCLA's feminist newspaper.

As the editor of Together I,

too, have been impressed:

since first appearing on Feb.

12, the amount of support for

our publication, coming from

but a "diligent few who woflT abortion cartoon (Bruin, Feb.

on the special interest papers.

But it is immensely heartening
to realize that there are more
than a few people on campus
who read the papers once they
are published.

And again, as Mr.
Hayashida remarks, although
you may not agree with-

7) suggests such dialogue is

necessary. Like the Bruin, we
with the SIPs encourage
reader response.

Mr. Hayashida's remarks

are especially welcome after a

long week in production.

Thanks again.
. Kate Mason

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men) g,Q QQ

^ (Women)
^

Body Perm $25.00
(wim thU coupon ft UCLA I.D.)

International
Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
Exp. 2/28/86

,*^2^>^ V.^JC

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

(Ss)

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCai & Health Plans

\0 Contact Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount

^ program and all repairs. S\<!>'*r<p-^ ""^d^'J^'<4^A^^^

West Los Angeles -

12304 Santa Monica Bl, 0112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390
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...ITS EASY, JUST
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At Bruin Walk, North & South Campus

TO GIVE
Feb 24 -28 NEXT WEEK!!

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE

• AcKerman Union
• North Campus
• Lu Valle

• BLOOD DONOR CENTER (CHS)

M-F
M-W
TH-F
M-F

11:00-3:45
10:00-2:45
10:00-2:45
8:00 - 5:00

For More Info Call:

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION
KH312B 825-7586

Supported by : Bruin Bellm, Circle K, Panhellenic. ISO. BCF. MECHA, AC
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KLM's m)od dt-al begins with onv ot our loucst f;jrcs i linears--^-

ju«>r 52*^)^^50* c.kh u.jv, Los An^iolcs to AiiistcrJanj the heart of
Europe AnA.i ^rcat place to start vour Hun>pean vac.rtn)n.

A S2S.00 hi)nus disci>unt.

Tr.iwl am time hi'tween now and M.irch 15, U)86 and we'll ^ive

Viu'i a hi"»nus discount of $2500t(m'ard the purchase of vouf
round trip ticket

An Avis rental car with unlimited mileaj^e.

Yt>u can rent .in Avis car with unlimited mileage fv>r just $3000'

per persi>n, for .i whole week, based on two people sharing: the

car C^irs with automatic transmission are also avnilable at a

higher rate

"Mappv Moll.md Bargain" discounts.

Spending time in Holland ri^ht now means spending less monev,
-u'iih the dollar still strong And to make it ^o even further, you
cjn ^et the f^(i/>/)v Holland Harf^am package It ^ives you vour first

night's h()tel room from $500 to $22.00, includes discounts on
ever\ thin^ frt)m c.inal rides to museums, shopping, even air travel

KI.M's "Boutique in the Sky."

You'll ^et a Hutch Treat Sht^ppin^ Vcnicher (about an $800 value)

^ihkI tow ard the purchase of the many fine gifts available on
bo,ird your KLM flight To receive this voucher, have your travel

.ii:,{.'nr book you on t>ne of the KLM winter tours offered by Melia,

Tfie (.\)rtell (inMip, Cri>wnline, Traveline or Dial Bavaria.

Holland Leisure and Culture Cards.

For fees of only $7 50 and $15.00 respectively, you can get both

these cards which offer you additional discounts all over Holland,

hu ludmg concerts, operas, museums and other top attractions

For more information call the Netherlands Board of Tourism at

21 3-678-8802. And of course, in addition to our gc^od deal, you'll

be well taken care of with KLM's award-winning dedication to

passenger service and comfort.

Some conditions and restrictions applyt For more informa-—
tion call" ytuir travel agent or KLM at 1-800-KLM-7777.

• Round-tnp purchase rpquirvd

t For our Sprdal Winter Apex vou must travel now thnuigh

Apnim, 19H6andr\*tumhvMav31, 1986 Fares slightly higher

dunng holiday penixl and between Marfh 16. 19R6 and Apnl
K), l^iHh Minimum stay four days, maximum one month.

KLM
The Reliable Airline oftheW)rld.
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FILMS 1

Mom says, **Go see The Hitcher/
Just don't pick him up. Okay?-'

By Barton Randall

On a stretch of desert
highway, a solitary figure
Stands hitchhiking in the rain.

Jim Halsey (C. Thomas
Howell), a wide-eyed youth
from the Midwest, is driving
cross-country to deliver a
drive-away car. He stops for

the hitchhiker. "My mom told

me never to do this," Jim tells

him. So begins the
nightmarish odyssey of The
Hitcher, a harrowing new
thriller, that marks a

remarkable film debut for

director Robert Harmon.
Part Hitchcock, part Ter-

minator, and part Road War-
rior, The Hitcher is a white-
knuckler from its first few om-
inous opening shots. The man
Halsey picks up is no ordinary
passenger. John Ryder (Rutger
Mauer) is a cool, calm"

homicidal maniac. Over the
next 24 hours he will involve
Halsey in a deadly game of

cat and mouse. Before it will

be over, close to 25 people
will be dead, approximately
19 of which Ryder will have
been responsible for. All
Ryder asks of Halsey is that he
stop him.
As Ryder continues his

murder spree, Halsey is drawn

RECORDS

Rutger Hauer wants to clean C
in'^as an unwilling party. The
police certainly don't believe
him, and HaLsey winds up on
the run for his life. The only
one who'll even halfway listen

to him is»^Nash (Jennifer Jason
Leigh), a spunky waitress he
meets. As the body count
mounts, she too will become

Thomas HowelTs teeth in the worst

an integral part of the
madness and mayhem,

The Hitcher is the type of

film where plot is everything,

and to give away any par-

ticulars would be to^ spoil 4^
It's a high-kinetic contraption

that just winds itself, and you
watch it flv. One is instantlv

4

way.

drawn into Halsey's dilemma,
and as the story progresses,

escape seems an impo.ssibility.

Although stretching the
boundaries of plausibility at

times, you can forgive the
contrivances because the ac-

tion is so well-wrought.
Continued on Page 22

Sam Harris keeps on wailin' along
By Ernest Hardy

Sam Harris: Sam I Am; Motown.
Though this album is boldly titled

Sam I Am (a play on Dr. Seuss), Har-
ris seems less confident about his
musical identity when the time comes
to deliver. Since his Star Search days
he has borrowed liberally from the
singing styles of everyone from Patti
LaBelle to Janis Joplin to showcase his
own talents, and though this album
demonstrates that Harris is a singer
and not a mere imitator, his vocal in-

flections and phrasings still too often
ape Aretha, Patti, and other belters.*

To Harris' credit this album (his se^
cond) is far better than his del)ut
which featured a coy Diana Ross im-
itation ("You Keep M6 Hangin' On"),
an overbearing Patti LaBelle imper-
sonation (I realize that is a redundant
statement) and plain silliness ("Sugar
Don't Bite"). On this album he makes
an ever so subtle attempt to forge his
own style and personality, and is

especially successful at doing so on the
one cover included, "Always/The
Bells/I Need You" which achieves a
*60s-ish soul feel that eclipses
everything el$6 mnhraHeTm

i

"^

For the most part the albums's R&B
groove ably accommodates Harris'
tendency to be overly theatrical. "I'd
Do It All Again," the first single, and
"Forever For You, ' two of the album's
best efforts, are tailored so that Harris'
punctuating wails enhance rather than
distract from the songs and both have
catchy, ingratiating hooks.
"The H^art of the Machine" is a

piece of silliness ("Heart of the
machine / Truer than a human / Says
what it means / Doesn't have illusions
... I got my keyboard / Truth at my

1.^
Continued on Page 22 Sam Harris shows off his UC colors.

Bob Remstein. Review Editor

Kent Andrade. Aisociate Review Editor
jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor
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By Ernest Hardy

But Is There a Part for Joan Collins . . . There was
murder, mystery, and intrigue; high-fashion, double-deal-
ing, and bribery; the lead characters were rich and power-
ful, and the settings exotic. Another Joan Collins mini-
series? No, instead it was a battle for media coverage be-
tween Marcos* election farce in the Philippines and
Duvalier's flight from Haiti, both of which caught
worldwide attention last week. And who emerged the
champ of media coverage? Why, Marcos, of course. But
there is absolutely no truth to the rumors that the battle
was fixed ...

They Must Know Someone . . . Saturday Night Live
has fallen on really hard times, no longer going after cel-
ebrity hosts, but acquaintances of celebrities. In the last
two weeks, Ron Reagan Jr. and Jerry Hall (both celebrat-
ed more for who they know than what they know,
especially Jerry Hall — see this week's Quotes) have hof^ed-
the show. Maybe the producers have staged one two many
presentations of the skit Lifestyles of the Relatives of the
Rich and Famous ...

Overkill
. . .

CBS appears to be trying to'' trivialize one
of the most sensitive and volatile issues of the day: that of
child molestation. On February 9th, they broadcast
Child's Cry, (story of a little league coach molesting a lit-
tle boy); on February 18th, they broadcast One Terrific
^"y^ <a hrigh school teacher molesting female studerits)-
-February 51 wiH have Welcome Home, Bobby (homosex^
ual rape of a teenager), and on March 1 there will be
Betrayed by Innocence (statutory rape). "Issue" movies on
television are important and can potentially be of great
benefit to the viewing audience. To saturate' viewing time
with such films, however, especially ones dealing with
topics as sensitive as child molestation, runs the risk of
alienating the audience not only from the films, but from
the topic itself. Even worse is the panic and hysteria that
IS fed by such a deluge of these films. Educating the
public is one thing, sensationalizing tragedy under the
guise of education is quite another. Having finally been
exposed as a national crisis, this problem is too serious to
be treated in the same manner as some trashy novel
adapted for television. Through overexposure, it may
become just another "boring" issue for the television au-
dience, with the resulting apathy spilling over into "the
real world." CBS is not the only network guilty of such
overkill, but at the moment they are the worst

Try, Try, Try Again ... Poor Eddie Murphy. His
debut "serious" singing album. How Could It Be, was
voted the second best comedy album of the year in Rolling
Stone's Reader's poll . . . What do Prince, Madonna,
and Boy George have in common? Before your mind gets
cluttered: they all have albums coming out soon that can
and will dramatically decide the course of their careers.
Culture Club became a huge success with their first two
albums only to see their last one flop in a big way and
send their career spiraling downward. Their next album,
due out soon, could very well decide the future of the
band

. . . Madonna, like Culture Club, rocketed with
her first two albums and it will be interesting to see if her
staying power is longer than Boy George's . . . Everyone
predicted that Prince's follow-up to Purple Rain would
have to be phenomenal to maintain his new "crossover"
audience. Falling far short of that, he even succeeded in
alienating long-time fans with the disappointing Around
the World In A Day. His next album. Parade, is supposed
to b^ a return to "funkier" music, but judging from the
first single, "Kiss," Prince is playing it too safe and merely
recycling work from early in his career (i.e. "I Wanna Be
Your Lover," " Sexy Dancer," etc.) Far funkier and more
appealing is Falco's "Rock Me Amadeus," one of the best
songs on the radio now . . .

QUOTES . . . "Morality is simply the attitude we
adopt toward people whom we personally don't like." —
Oscar Wilde . . . "Well, my mother said there are three
very simple secrets to keepin' a man: Be a maid in the liv-

ing room, a cook in the kitchen, and a helluva whore in
the bedroom. I figure as long as I can hire a maid and a
cook, I can do the rest. I mean there's only so much a girl

can do in a day." — Jerry Hall, model, best known for
her relationship with Mick Jagger.

Before ending this column I, and other Review writers,

invite all of our readers to send us letters with comments
or suggestions.
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BRUIN
MOVIE GUIDE

MANN
THEATRES

WESTWOOD

WESTWOOO Westwd /Wilshr

474 7866

F/X(ll)

^ 12:30-3 00-5 3a«0ai«30
Fri-Sat Sun Late S^ow 12 45

NATIONAL
109255 Lindbrook
208-4366

WUAQC
961 Broxton

206-5576

TiM BMt of TlNMS
12 30-3 00^5 30-8 00-10 30
Sat 8 P M Sneak Preview

WIMcali(R)
12:00-2 3a5 1S^0ai0 36

Fri-Sat Sun Late Show 12 45

HOLLYWOOD
CINEIUMAOOME OtrtifAMnfPQJ
Sunset Nr Vine 70mm 6-Track DOLBY STEREO
466-3401 1 1 Academy Nominations Spec Engmnt

100^ 1S7 30-10 35

BNUjN OewR md Oirt In Bmtdy Hilts (R)
948 Broxton 12 30-3 00-5 30-8 00-10 30
208^998 Fri-Sat-Sun Late Show 12 45

MOUYWOOO PACIFIC OelU Force (R)
Hllywd 81 Nr Catnjetiga 12:30-3:0&5 3&« 1^10 5(5
<6<-<111 Fri-Sat Late Show 115

WESTWOOO I

lOSOGayley
206-7664

f«ill(R»
1:15-4 15-7 15-10

HOUYWOOD PACIFIC F/X(R)
12 3&-3:05-5 35-8 00-10 36

Fri-Sat Late Show 12 50

WESTWOOO II

1050Gaytey
206 7664

Moroky'i Rmmuco
12 30-3 00-5 30^8 Oa 10 30

WESTWOOO III

1050 Gayley

206-7664

ClM of Mm Cavo Boar

3 00-7 30
YooofMoodi

12,45-5 15-9 4S

HOU.YWOOO PAaFIC Niotitiiure on Elm St.

FroMy't Novonve Pari II (R)

IL' 40^4 45-9 00
Fn-Sat Late Show 1 00

Ptwor(R)
2 306 40-10 55
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WESTWOOO IV

1050 Gayley

206-7664

Uforta(PQ)
1:00-3 15-5 30-7 45^10 00

Fri-Sat Late Show 12 00

REGENT
1045 Broxton Ave
208-3259

PUZA
1067 Glendon
206 3097

LHty Jaoe (PG 13)

1 00-4 15 7 30^10 30

TiM Color Porplo (PG-13)

10^4 15-7 30-10 30

WESTWOOD

SANTA MONICA
AVCO CINEKM I

Wilsh at Westwd
475 0711

Oat of AMcj (PC 13)

1 00-4 157 3^:10 45"'

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN irsfl
1314 Wilshire Blvd Daily 4 30 7 30- 1 1

5

451-4377 Sat SunMon 1 30-4 3O-7.3O-10 15

AVCO aNEMA 11

Wilsh atWeslwd
475-0711

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Tko Color Parplo
1314 Wilshire Btvd Daily 7 0^10 00
451-4377 Sat-Sun Mon 1 00-4 0(V7 00-10 00

Qokksllvor ^^

12 45-3 005 15-/45 10 lb .\,
Fr; Sat Sun late Show 12 15 '

*
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AVCO CINEMA III

Wilsh atWestwd
4750711

12 30-3 00-5 308 00-10

LANDMARK
THEATRES

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS WJEST L.A.
ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-5581
Daily2 0O5 1S8 30

Sal-Son 11 A.M. SliakMpoaro fm
NUART
11272SM
478-6379

Tko Man WHO Envtoi
Blvd 500725^950
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MUSIC HAUL Trip to BountlfMl
9036 Wilsh<re Tues Fn 5 408 O0 10 10
274-6869 Sat Sun-Mon 1003 205 408 0010 10

In hor own llmo/Nombor oor dam
1100

WESTWOOD
Sun 11

FINF ARTS Solto Solto
8556 Wilshire Tues Fri 5 508 O0 10 10
652 1330 Sat Sun-Mon 1 303 405 508 0010 10

SANTA MONICA
MONICA I Morpky'i Romanco
1332 2nd St Tues Fn 7 309 40
394 9741 Sat Sun-Mon 1 0O3 105 207 309 40

Sat-Son 11 A,M Oanco Foot

MONICA II Wltnoss
1332 2nd St Tues-Fri 6 308 45
394-9741 Sat-^un-Mon 2 0O4 15-6 308 45

Goldwyn
10800 Pico Blvd

475-0408

ToiHoDlafy
12 0O2 0O4 0O6 008 0O1O00

SlioaliPartI

Wetl Sat 1 30 7 30
Skoali Port II

Sun Tues i 307 30

TyrttoOlary
1003 005 007 009 00
Fn-Sat Late Show 11 00

Geltfwyn

MONICA III Prtoii Honor
1332 2nd St: Tues Fn 7 209 55
394-9741 Sat Sun-Mon 2 0O4 407 209 55

Raapotla
6301030

RMNawayTrala
4 308 30

. tore YofI Boar
Daily 11 0O1 0O2 45

Separate Adn -^sions Required
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MONICA IV MIxod Stood
1332 2nd SL Tues Fn 7 00 9 00
394-9741 Sat Sun-Mon 1 0O3 00 5 00 7 00 9 00

PLITT
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Information CaH 825-2345

SNEAK PREVIEW
Today(8:0QrCT0) tVt Wooks(19e6)

(CTO) indicates free screemnos for wfitch
admission tickets are required Tickats are
available with UCLA ID on tha day of tha
screenioo only at the Central TIckat Offlca
^aMar at 90QAM and at Iha MacGowan Box
Office at 10:00

CENTURY PLAZA
Century Qiy
2040 Ave of ttie Stars

5S3-4291

Cftorva Um (P9-13t
Daily 1 45-4 15-7 609 36
Fn-Sat Late Show 12 00

CENTURY PtAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of ttie Stars
553-4291

WMtoNlfMa
1015

CAMPUS
EVENTS

Daily 2 0O4 45-7 30
Fri-Sat Late Show 12 45

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070

F«b 19 kUmm't
930
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FILMS ^

Quicksilver' is a cinematic flash-in-the-pan
By Christina Skacan

Quicksilver demonstrates
just how bland and
uninteresting a film can be
when there is minimal, if any,
plot, direction or character
development. Gone are the
days when each new year
brought an abundance of films

that delighted audiences with
clever situations and endear-
ing characters. Now those
skillfully crafted films which
create that certain feeling in

the pit of our stomachs are
few and far between, leaving
us with the likes of
Quicksilver.

Quicksilver is not the name
of a speedy xeroxing outlet or
copying service, but rather a
messenger service in New York
City. Kevin Bacon (Footloose)

,

as Jack Casey, is a man who
loses it all on the stock market
and who subsequently retreats
into the frenzied and sur-
realistic world of the bicycle
messenger.

Anyone who has had the
distinct opportunity to deal
with this motley group of traf-

fic-warriors knows that they
are a breed apart. Needless to
say the film fails to capture
lh« pace and intensity of the
professional messenger.
He ever, that is the least of
Qu cksilvers problems.

Bacon is unconvincing as a
me senger and even worse as

the stock market whiz in a
three piece suit. He lacks not

Continued on Page 23 Kevin Bacon and Larry Fishburne play bicycle messengers in 'Quicksilver.

'

Hungerfor Perfection:
Women and Contpuisive Eating

Facilitated by Jean Young, MA.

Tomorrow, Feb. 20, Noon-l pm
Rooni 2, Dodd Hall

Th€ Women's Resource Center is a service of the
Division of Student Relations

Fastest Tan In Town!
"

, . . This experience is a must

"

-L.A. Weekly
' ...LA.'s premiere suntanning sak>ns.

"

-In Style

FASTEST-VJsible results in

just one session. Guaranteed
SAFEST-New process filters out
virtually 100% of harnnful rays.

#1 IN EUROFE-New sanitary
and comfortable design
available onhj/ at RashtarT^

S0% OFF UCLA
fST SESSION FREEI

•Electronic

muscle toning
•Aerobics

^mning,Tbmttg&AerobicCentres
Beverly Hills—

,

,— West I.

A

BBshtan •showers
Jacuzzi

277-7569
9877 (liWej Sant5 Monica Blvd

AJj Credit Cards
479-1663

1055 |B<gf S«Tta Montca 8<vd

H^omen anA SextiaUfy, Vari \\
communication in sexual relationships

TODAY
Noon - 1p.m.

Women^s Resource Center
Rfpom 2, Dodd Hail

Facilitated by Amy Goldner, MS, MFCC
of the UCLA Student Health Services.

Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Relations

Across From Lot 1

10968LeConte

(213) 208-7171

Discount On Any
GIANT Sepi's
Submarine Sandwich

MON, TUES, WED
6 pm-close

SPECIAL!
Small Sub And
Small Drink $2.50

witti coupon

•••• Coupon •••# Coupon •••• Coupon

9
c

3

,
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Bruin Arts Guide
JlRT

Wight Gallery Hours: Tues. 11 a.m. -8 p.m., Wed.-
Fri. 11 a.m. -5 p.m., Sat.-Sun. 1-5 p.m. Closed Mon.
Info: 825-9345

(

MP/TV

Melnitz Info: 825-2345

Sunday, Feb. 23
In conjunction with FILM-UTSAV INDIA. Festival
of India 1985-86 presents "India Speaks" produced
and directed by Paul Lee Haller.

3 p.m., Melnitz Theater. FREE.
Info:"825-3384

Wednesday, Feb. 26
"UTU" — a powerful epic of the Maori land wars in
19th century New Zealand. Director Geoff Murphy
will be guest speaker.

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater.

THEATER ARTS

t

Thursday, Feb. 20
"Masks and Mime" with Lee
edia DellArte .

Iczuk of the Com-

4:15 p.m., 1330 MacGowan Hall, FREE.

Friday, Feb. 21

"Self Torture and Strenuous Exercises" written by
Harry Kondolean, directed by Sean Lovely.
12 noon, 1340 MacGowan Hall. FREE.

MUSIC ' '•
- . ... • .- -^^^^-^.^

I'

f

^

I'

Wednesday, Feb. 19

Noon concert: Mu Phi Epsilon music fraternity
12:00 noon, Schoenberg Hall
FREE.

Friday, Feb. 19

Noon concert: Nancy Sartain, Harpsichordist
(M.F.A. Recital)

12:00 noon, Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall
FREE.

Friday, Feb. 21

'

Micheal Greenfield, Guitar, and Erik Knutzen, Flute
(Junior Recital)

12:00 noon, Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall
FREE.

Monday, Feb. 24
Noon Concert: Rod Bennett, Percussionist (M.F.A.
Recital)

12:00 noon, Schoenberg Hall

FREE.

Wednesday, Feb. 26
Noon Concert: UCLA'S Men's Glee Club (Donn
Weiss, Director)

12:00 noon, Schoenberg Hall
FREE. -

for further info, please call the Music Dept., 825-

4761

DANCE

UCLA Dance Co. at Royce Hall

Fri., March 14 and Sat. March 15, 8 p.m.
Tickets: $8.00, $6.00, $5.00

The Arts Guide is for all students. If you have any
information about an event/presentation in the Col-

lege of Fine Arts, please submit info to TASC, The-

ater Arts Student Committee, Dept. of Theater Arts

and MP/TV, MacGowan Hall, UCLA.
Deadline is Monday morning of eveiy week.

^

i
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I (iVW\ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
1 ^P COMPLETE ^^A^ AA^-^ (WITH REBUILOABLE CORE) 1^ ^ifl^ ^^
INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION ^%9^%M%

NO hid6en charges includes tune UPI

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tunnip
2. VatM /M|.
3. L4iIm

4.0dClungi
SBralwAj;
6.aiilchA4.
7. Service Air Ocancr

8. ClMdi BMlery Wattr
9. liMp«:t Front End
10. ComprcMton Tm
11. (Prweur* Twi Coojlng Syten)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 2802 $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

Part* * Ubof (Gm * Air FMtr Mr*)

^M]©ff^P/«\ TOYOTA $89.95

m^ USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - tSS.ee
• THIS IS AN HONEST OaACqe
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

45S-4652 • 829-7012 —
IPM

*

;
A Resolution by the Undergraduate Student Association

Council proclaiming that the week of February 18, 1986 to
February 21, 1986, is the Week of Remembrance at UCLA.

WHEREAS, since the first immigrants from Japan arrived
in the United States over 120 years ago, Japanese
Americans have had to endure racial discrimination and
persecution such as laws preventing them from owning
land and from becoming naturalized citizens, simply
because of their race and their economic and academic
success; and

WHEREAS, this racism and persecution resulted in one of
the most blatant violations of civil rights in American histo-
ry-the imprisonment of over 110,000 Japanese
Americans, of which more than two-thirds were native-
born American citizens, in concentration camps during
World War II; and

WHEREAS, these American citizens and residents, sepa-
rated from their families and friends, suffered severe emo-
tional and financial trauma during and after thjs tragic
time in American history; and

WHEREAS, in our high schools and colleges, including
UCLA, this subject is given little attention, if at all, in

either classes or textbooks; and

WHEREAS, it is important that the internment of Japa-
nese Americans during World War II be learned about and
remembered to ensure that never again will American citi-

zens be refused their civil rights;

WHEREAS, February 19, 1986 is the forty-fourth anniver-
sary of the day that President Franklin D. Roosevelt sign-
ed Executive Order 9066 which uprooted all people of
Japanese ancestry from their homes and communities
and sent them to concentration camps, all located in the
most desolate parts of the United States; and

WHEREAS, the Japanese American community
throughout the United States annually recognizes Febru-
ary 19 as A Day of Remembrance; and

WHEREAS, George Duekmejian, Governor of the State of
California, has proclaimed February 19, 1986 to be a Day
of Remembrance; and

X
WHEREAS, the UCLA Nikkei Student Union is sponsoring
a series of programs during the week of February 18-21,
1986, which are designed to educate the entire campus
community about this dark chapter in American history,
therefore, be it

Resolved by the Undergraduate Student Association
Council, that the week of February 18, 1986 to February
21, 1986, be proclaimed the Week of Remembrance at
UCLA.
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Hauer and Howell s 'HItcher': heads over heels

ii

'Listen to tpur Mom next time, you Yankee whippersnapperl'

E€HANICAL und INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERS
> -•!..•.%•

...•!*•
>. V

-. . ^ : 5;^^ ^ -^i^ ^ : ,- —1—

n
t

k. t

is offering excellent summer internships in

the LA and San Francisco Bay areas for

senior engineers. Rehrig Pacific is the

nation's leading producer of plastic

injection molded shipping containers, and
metal components for computer disc drives.

The^ internships are an excellent

opportunity to learn about these two
rapidly growing industries.

We will be coming to interview

on campus

3/5/86

Read about us at your
placement office and sign up

for an interview.

\-,

Continued from Page 19

First time director Robert
Harmon is relentless in turn-

ing the screws on the action,

barely giving the audience a
chance to breathe before
plunging them into the next

entanglement. It's a stunning

example of bravura filmmak-
ng. Criticized on some 'toT*^

ners as being a gussied-up

slasher film, this argument is

invalid simply because this is a

thriller relatively free of
gruesome bloodletting. Vir-

tually all the violence is im-

plied, or happens off-screen.

What couldVe been a blood-

bath in lesser hands, is turned
into sophisticated dread by
Harmon.

C. Thomas Howell, as the

innocent dupe, is offered his

best role so far, and makes the

most of it. Jennifer Jason
Leigh also scores impressively,

making the cutest human
wishbone around. The real

standout, however, is Rutger
Hauer, as the murderously
enigmatic John Ryder. It's a
sly, subtly understated per-

formance that just oozes
menace. -

The Hitcher will definitely

not be everyone's cup of
poison, but for those willing

to have their nerves jangled
for 90 minutes, it's a hell of a
ride. And remember, always
check your French fries.

Harris
Continued from Page 18

fingertips / And I trust this_

-phone cord /More than"'
human lips") that could stand
as a love song for the '80s ( .

. . Me and my IBM home
computer), while "Suffer the
Children" is easily the worst
track included. An overblown
production featuring not one,
but two choirs (and one a
children's choir) is even more
gimmicky than Bonnie Tyler's

"Total Eclipse of the Heart"
from a few years ago.

The album's main flaw, aiid

one that even plagues Harris*

live performances, is that he
fills almost all his songs with '

intrusive wails and screams.
Like his idol, Patti LaBclle
(whom he imitates at every
turn), he takes the easy way
out, punctuating his songs
with loud, extended notes, but
holding back the emotion they
are meant to convey. What
comes across instead is an in-

credible workout for the lungs
and vocal chords, but nothing
for the heart or soul. If Harris
could only rid himself of all

his Patti/Aretha records, or
merely learn the difference be-

tween paying h<)mage and
impersonating, he could easily

develop himself jjnto a for-

midable talent who stands on
the same plateau as his idols.

Only then can he, like them,
have his own unique style and
identity.

IMionl of Oz' Has Lowest

Rating in 30 Yoare

NEW YORK (AP) — NBC,
with "The Cosby Show" and
five other programs in the Top
10, won the ratings in a week
made notable by the weakest
performance of "The Wizard
of Oz" in its 28 network show-
ings dadng back to 1956.

According to figures releas-

ed Tuesday by the A.C.
Nielsen Co., NBC averaged an
18.2 rating in prime time dur-
ing the week of Feb. 10-16.

silver*
Continued from Page 20
only authenticity, but the in-

tensity that can often make up
for a lack of it. Cranted he
has little to work with in

terms of dialogue and direc-

tion, but he produces minimal
character development and in-

sight into the psyche of so-

meone who is hiding from the
world until he can face his

failure. '

'

His is not the only weak
performance. No one else in

the film manages to prove that
they have any acting talent

either.

Two potential love interests

are introduced and dangled
before Bacon's blandly drawn
Casey, but again nothing
comes of either. In fact, the
scene with the most romantic
potential was stolen outright

from Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid. Remember
Paul Newman and Katharine
Ross playfully riding the bike
together? Well, forget it

because Quicksilver can't even
manage to steal a scene with
any skill.

Quicksilver is unable to

create an engrossing plot, in-

triguing characters, fast-paced

action, or crafty camera
angles and movements even
given its potentially intense

and original scenario. This
underdog formula film with a

modernistic twist in premise
never gets off the ground. It

doesn't even have a hot sound-
track to attract the teeny-
l)oppersr

Eventually Casey manages
to face his mistakes in the real

world and prove his prowess
with a bike, but the audience
doesn't care because it has
been bored to tears long be-

fore the film's premise is

realized. Quicksilver proves
that a good idea is not enough
to make a good film.

Writers with experi-

ence covering
meetings and
business csffairs are
soughit by thie
award winning
UCLA Daily Bruin.

Join a pace setting

team!
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE;

Fast, Free Delivery
1371 Westwcx)d Blvd.

Phone: 824-5000

,»*koy'^*'»^>^*^^V\yi

s Hours:
'

1 1 :00 am - 1 :00 a.m., Sun. - Thurs

11 :00 am - 2:00 am., Fri. - Sat.

Guaranteed 30 minutes
or less delivery from the
time you place the order.

Count on it!

^ .

----->

30 minute
guarantee

Our drivers carry less

than $20.00.
limited delivery area.
%1964 Domino's Pizza, Inc

I
If your pizza does not I
arrive within 30 minutes. I

You get $3.00 off your

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

L.

No Coupon necessary, j

I

Fast, Free Delivery I

1371 Westwood Blvd
Phone: 824-5000

I

I

J

Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students
Establish a good credit rating now. Apply for a
Sears Credit Card while you're still in school.

TlicTc arc a number of brncfiis you'll receive by *

applying for a Sears (Tcdit ('ard as a student As you
'may know, credit grantors ma\ assess your qualifica

lions dittercntly alter >()u graduate.

• M)u will have been in your new job only a

shon time.

• ^bu ma\ ha\e lived in your new residence onb
a short lime

• ^bu ma\ be earning an en(^r\ -level income.

All olihV aboxe are good reasons to apply for sour
'

iscars ( YeUil (uird now - while you're still in sc h(M>I

A Sears Oedit Card can identify you as a
responsible adult to other credit grantors

If >bu are a resjxmsible person, with the ability to pay
bills. Sears IhIk'nvs nou deserve credit And a Sears

(Tcdir (!ard could be vour first step in establishing

the treUit uu i II need in ilie tutuic

Here are a few of the many benefits you'll

'

receive w ith a Sears Credit Card:

• llicrcs no annual lee or hidden credit charges with
a Sears ( Tedii ( aril and c\er>ihing you purchase.- ik

backed In Sears famous promise. Satisfaction

(luaraiitccil or ^ou^ .\lone\ Hack.

"

\X hcrcNcr xou Ii\e. travel, or move, your .Sc-ars

i TCi litXlarii is>good at mwre than .UkK)Sc*arvRetaJt

and ( Catalog stores coast to coast

• With a Sears ( Tcdil ( ard. xou can stretch your
pa>nientso\er a period of months, if you wish

A Scars ( redit (^ard can be used to purchase items

Nou'll need after graduation, such as a new business

wardrobe tor iniemewingor furnishings for your
new home

Apply for a Sears Credit C>ard right on campus

DATE: EVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY

TIME: 9:00am - 4:00pm

PLACE: Westwood Student Federal Credit union

825-1211 ^ —

^

^^ 0^

-7^'^^^SIEARS

©tmn
Positions for the

are now open. Interested students nfiay pick up
applications at the Undergraduate President's
Office . KH 304, and the Student Government
Information desk, third floor Kerckhoff Hall.

« 1

J-

%\% ications are due by 5:00 pm
Feb. 21st at KH 304 ^ A

Wmmmi
-.i^
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CLASSIFIED INFORIVIAIION

TlM ASUCLA Conwnunicattons Board M)y tupoom tw
Univanity of CaMomi's potcy on norHtBcnnwutior

,

No madum thiM acctpt advwttsamenti «•tM:^ prvMnl

persons ol wy ongvi race, rekgnn sex. w sexual

onenteton in a demaanng way. or impty ttat tiey art

kmiM to cartae) positxm. capab^Wett rates, or

status m society NeWier tfw Oatfy Brun nor the

ASUCLA Convnuracainns Bovd ties investigaltd any

of the servtocs aiNeflned or atfverVsen representad In

9m ssue Any person baJiiwig mat an advertaemeni

In ttMS ssue vutales tw Board's pokey on non-

discnrnmaDon staled hentn s^ouM commuMcato

comptamts m writing to tie Busmest Manager Oaity

Boan. 308 Weslwood PUa KH 112. Los Angeles, CA

900?4 For assistance wlt^ housing discrvnnaton

protilems. aM the UOA Housing Office at 825-4491.

or can me WestsKte Fur Housing Office al 475-9671

PERSONAL, 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(8l8)e40-e638.

LIFE'S a gamble, lets even up the odds by
giving blood next week.

NEED son)e inspiratk)n7 Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture. Today (Wednesday):
"Christian Scier>ce and the Redeemable
Future." 12.00 noon. North Campus, room

N̂EED some inspiration? Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture. Today (Wednesday);
"Christian Science and the Redeemable
Future." 12:00 noon. North Campus, room
22.

NEED some inspiration? Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture. Today (Wednesday):
"Christian Science and the Redeemable
Future." 12:00 noon. North Campus, room

N̂EED sonf>e inspiration? Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture. Today (Wednesday):
"Christian Science and the Redeemable
Future." 12:00 noon. North Campus, room
22.

NEED some inspiratk>n7 Come to a Chris-

tian Science lecture. Today (Wednesday):

"Christian Science ar>d the Redeemable
Future." 12:00 noon. North Campus, room

N̂NED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

nrK>re part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup^

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

TAPE kicker by engineering I on 2/13/86.

How about trying it without the rain? Dave
836-7718.

WANTED: Women with Endometriosis for

ongoing medical treatnf>ent study at UCLA.
For information, please call Denise at

825-7755.

YOUR name in print. Writer needs story

on how your scar affects you. (213)821-

5153 message.

DEE ZEE PRE-INITIATES
Just a few more days to go

'Till all our secrets are yours to knpw^
Hope you're well-rested-can't be tired

. Because It'stime to get inspired!!

We Love You

Your Sisters

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

NATIONAL march for Women's Lives-

organizational^nformational meeting-
Thurs. I2:00pm North Campus Center,

^oom 22.

EDUCATIQN^
SERVICES 4

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Moetlngi Monday, Ackefmon

2410. 12:10-1.20. Wednesdoyi
Neuropcyc^k3trtc mitttute C8-538.

12:10-1:20. For ak»rK)lcs or Irv

dMduGii who have a drinking

problam. 650-0644 or 475-8366

AUDITIONS
for

SPRING SING COMPANY
Wed., Feb 19 in Royce Rehearsal

Hall. Sign up at James West
Center Info Desk for minute

ballad and up tempo. For more
info call 206-0524.

WE WANT YOU.
If you've got lips that can llpsync and a flamboyant personality,

then you've got what it takes to be a 1 986

What are you waiting for?! You've got nothing to lose except
maybe an internship with MTV.

Pick up your application TODAY at Kerckhoff or Ackerman—

—

Info. Desk, any residence hall front desk, or the
M.Sr Table on Bruin Walk. -1 =^

GOOD DEALS 7

FREE haircut. Need straight hair models
for haircut class at JAPSS Hair Salon Call

Masakoat2711653.
INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM ." (8 1 8)88(M407, (8 1 8)880-436

1

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

WANTED: Beauty contestants Great

prizes for winning smiles. Place: Univer-

sity Hilton lnfo-(21 3)969-2261

.

P.S. Watch for the M.S. Rock-Alike COntest coming your way.
March 5, 1 986.

Sponsored by Students Against Multiple Sclerosis

PHI ETA SIGMA FELLOWSHIPS
For the 1986-87 academic year the National Council of Phi Eta Sigma will

award nine SIOOO and thirty $500 fellowships for graduate study.
Any MEMBER of Phi Eta Sigma who was or will be graduated in the •85-*86
academic year and plans to enter graduate or professional school in Fall
1986, is eligible. Applicants are judged on scholastic record, evidence of

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

10884 Weytxjm Ave.

LA 90024

BIILES-lOOKS-aiFTS
M-W 10o-9:30p; m-Sot. lOo-np; Sun. 2-6

20«-94i2

PERSONAL 10

TT

IMPRESS THAT CERTAIN

SOMEONE
SHOW YOU'VE GOT WHAT

IT TAKES. GIVE BLOOD
7th WEEK.

Order of Omega
Applications

Deadline Extended
to Monday,
March 10.

Don't Miss Your
Last Chance to

Apply Now.
Applications

available in

2224 Muiphy Hall.

ability and potential success in chosen field, recommendations, and need
Applications are available from 2224 Murphy Hall and must be recieved at the

National Headquarters of Phi Eta Sigma by MARCH 1, 1986. ^

A FUTURE NOT CONTROLLED BY
THE PAST

Come hear a free lecture entitled:

"Christian Science and the

u

Redeemable Future''
to be given by Jean Hebenstreit, C.S.B.

Wednesday, February 19
12:00 Noon

North Campus Room 20
(adjacent to study lounge)
ALL ARE WELCOME!

Sporvmred hy The Christian Science Organization

v/^
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL, 10

Lecture Notes are the

Perfect Study Habit
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-levet. Ackerman Union, M-Th. 7:45-6:30; FrI. 7:45-6; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5

^******¥¥¥*'t-**¥*>f*>^¥-*¥-**¥>f***'m>HHfim>(.>^iHfif,^^^if^^K.^^^,^^^^i^,^if.
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N«il Codman A
Mike Coyne (ATO)
The best big bro/

HI bro combol I love
you guys-you're HOT!

LYL(L)S. Dinah

{

r ¥

*A Stephanie
Wvaech (AZ)
YOUR ROSE

BUDDY'S WAT-
CHING YOU!

AKZ

-, *

RESEARCH
^UBJECTS^

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm

bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests in seeking female vol-

unteers who fiave not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three months. $20 reimbursement for

jnedical history and blood specimen. All

informatk>n confidential. Call (213)386-

561 4 exg. 231 (Shirley).

¥
¥
¥
¥

THE BROTHERS OF
THETA XI

Congratulate our —
Blue Iris Queen Finalists

We look forward to your
presence at dinner tonight

atlhetaXi.
Your escorts wiJI-pick^you^tf)

promptly at 5:45 pm

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

t
¥
¥

t

t¥
¥
¥
¥

t
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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¥
¥
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¥
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COLLKGE
,

RBPUBLICAliS
General Member-

ship Meeting

Wednesday,
February \ 9,

¥ 6pm~LuValle

'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

K£:

THE RAID WAS GREAT.

AND SO ARE YOU.
IF THIS IS JUST A

SAMPLE.—THEir

WIU BE TOOl

LOVE THE
LADIES
OFOM

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

SPERM donor wanted.
Clinic. 820-0377.

FGE Medical

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office

appearance. Light typing and phones Sal-

ary open. Call Mr. Davidson. (213)930-
1891.

AEROBICS instructors wanted. $10/hr.

Experience preferred. Beverly Hills YMCA
Call Randyior Grant. 553-071

LOST .....17

L0ST-2/&- Tricolor Gold Braided Bracelet

w/Heart. Great Sentimental Value.
Reward!!! Doris: (213)653-7917.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

.MCOHAIR

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE .WESTWOOD VILLAGE

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

FUTON business for sale, near bMch. 3

yrs. dd, profitable, affordable, inquiries

welcoms. Must sell. (213)3960534.

INCOME Opportunity • New pet food com-

pany looking for distributors. Earn $600-

$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990

csM between 1-5 PM.

ALL around person. Full-time to handle
supply orderTng. clerical work, personnel
relatk)ns and more, in large Westside
board and care home. Warm, patient,

mature individual sought; potential for

growth. Mr. Hirsch 277-3165.

ART dealer needs part-time office help in

Beverly Hills $5/hr. 276-0147.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

AT EASE Westwood is now accepting ap-

plications for experienced sales people.
Flexible hours. Please apply in person.

1001 Westwood Blvd.

Athletic-looking girls in Track and Field,

Swimming, Gymnastics. Tennis. $100/day.
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431

.

BABYSITTER for 3 yr. old in Santa
Monica. Easy access by bus. 25-30 a
week, days. $4/hr. References required,

English speaking, non-smoker. 450-8859
or 450-7761.

CAMPUS REP. WANTED-represent hot

new product -AEROBIE Gain marketing,

RP, & sales experience. Contact Andy
Eidelman. (415)322-3953.

CHILD Care needed, evening hrs. In-

cluding homework, meals, & clean-up. 3
days/week. 906-8372 Stephanie.

COMPUTER Sales: 1) mature sales person
experienced w/ multi user computer. Ex-

cellent income possibilities 2) software
technical support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowledge prefer-

red. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104.

CONSUMER research firm seeks assis-

tant. Good telephone skills. Will train. 25
hours plus, days/eves., WLA. Female
preferred. Mrs. Rost, 391-7232.

COUNSELOR/companion for edelery
wonf>an. Approximately 15 hours^veek.

Morning/afterrKmn shifts.' No housework or

lifting. Responsible and patient. $6.00/hr.

399-1421.

COUNSELOR-hadicapped teens. Even-
ings or live-in weekends. Excellent oppor-

tunity for psychotogy >Tiaior. (213)479-0929

Dfiver-PT.

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time posittons

now available at leading residential treat-

ment center for teenage boys. Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME

COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR.(8l8)347-1326.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-

bMH. Hawaii, Worldtt Call for gukJe,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.
I

-

DEPENDABLE person with car to drive

and run errands part-time. Pay and
mileage. David 659-1 891

.

DO You Have What It Takes? Black Tie
Promotions is now accepting applications

for part-time interns looking for a career
opportunity. Some pay. Call now
(213)466-8776. _^
DRIVER and errand runner needed Must
have car and insurance. Call David at

659-1891.

DRIVER female preferred. MWF, 10am-
2pm, $5/hour. Permanent, my car my gas.
With time to study 818-344-4170.

DRIVER part-time for elderly executive,

excellent driving record required, 2-3 days,
hours 9-3. 829-2100.

EARN $500-$3000/month. Full/part-time

positions. Training provided. Call SBN
days/evenings (21 3)376-2890.

ELECTRONIC Engineer wanted to design
a chip for display on TV tube. Call

(213)4613524.

ESTRAS neededl Attractive model types
and unusual faces for movies and TV.
(818)784-0044.
"

EXTRAS Needed! Attractive model types
and unusual faces for movies and TV.
(818)784-0044. ^^
FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-
pointment, ask for Gtoria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
V-ilssistaQ,t for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

CalK21 3)5500950 ask for Teena.

GENERAL office. Light typing, phones,
basic accounting knowledge. $5-$6/hour.

Compu-Dynamics 854-1 104.

IMMEDIATE openings: Valet parking at-

tendants. Redondo Beach area. $5-7 hr.

Will train. EOE/M/F/H. (714)840-5857.

HAVING AN AFFAIR?,
Meet your friends at Bruin Bowl & Game

Center and let the good times roll!

GROUP RATES, BIRTHDAY & PRIVATE PARTIES.

Call now, no time to spare - 206-0829.

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

•LIVE and workin JapanI English teachers

needed for language school.
Undergraduate degree required. Call Ms.
Yamazaki:(714) 536-2308 or send resume
to: 305 West Utica, Hunington Beach. Ca.
92648.

MOTHER'S helper needed. 34 hrs. daily

for charming 3-yr.-old boy. WLA. Call Hedy
Flesh. 472-1587.

NON-SMOKING driver.

Prefer woman. 458-7977.
2:30^m. M-F.

INSIDE sales for art department of

department store. Part or full time. Call

106,473-3400.

JEWISH conselor for a nrK>nth. Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated conselors, one nrtonth early

summer.(2l 3)653^771

.

LAST call for WLA Little League coaches.
Boys A girls ages 8-12. Season goes
through midJune. Come & get involved:

callPaul470<3816.

OFFICE dark. Person needed to run er-

rarujs, sort mail, and perform all around
duties for prestigious WLA law firm. Hours
are 8am-1pm or 1pm-6pm. Call Gary
Carter. 312-4102.

OFFICE helpers. Full/part-time. P'hones,

filing and errands for Beverly hills builder.

Must have car and California Driver's

License. Non-smoker. (213)858-8968.

PART Time office work. Japanese
language helpful. 20 hours weekly - hours
flexible. Peter 4850160. ^

PART-TIME retail sales person. Needed
for gourmet chocolate shop in Brentwood.
Ask for Stacy. 820-7373.

PART-TIME - Big Bucks - distributors for

great anti-cancer dog food. Tell Bruce Rod
sent you. Mon. and Thurs. meetings 7:30

PM. 2044 Cotner Ave. (off Olympic) or call

Rod 851-3338.

O'Day
Eaiployfli«at Ac«acy

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215: after hrs. 393-6865

PART-TIME 6-HR/WEEK, secretary, non-

smoker, good with numbers, filing, phone
work, and some typing. (213)—474-9688.

PART-TIME receptionist for Westwood
Village consulting firm. Heavy pfK>nes.

light typing, general office duties Profes-

sional demearxK. Contact Rob or Kathy
(213)206-6777.

PART-TIME help wanted. Ice cream store,

Melrose Ave. Hours/days/weekends
available. 653-3451

PERMANENT part-time emptoyee. 10-15

hrs./week for clerk in tf>e accounting

department. Ask for Ms. Stone 478-2541

.

PLEASANT. RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK. 7:306:30 am . 2:30^:30 pm ,

M-F MUST HAVE CAR. $50-$60/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS. 2750447.

PRESTIGIOUS night club needs public

relation persons, part-time. plH>ne

experience (213)854-6491/ 650-2269.

PROFESSIONAL woman needs personal

secretary for typing.errands, etc. Must
have own car & know WLA area. Knowl-

edge of entertainment injustry helpful. Sal-

ary negotiable deending on skills. Call Jeri.

(213)874-3000.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
SEEKS NEW MOOEI^

Male/Female Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion, Commerctal. Theatrical
Can for Appointment

(818) 508-8680

We need a costlier for

part-time woric in retaN

store in Santa Monica.
• Costlier Experience
Preferred
• Hours Needed FrI (1-9).

Sat (10-6), Sun (12-5)

Call: Off ttie l9ecord
829-7379

2621 WNshire,

Santa Monica

1

*-|OBS
Telephone Sales. How
woukjl you like to work

part-time

(6:00- 1 2:00am) or

(l2:00-6:00pm) and make
$600/week comm. and

still be able to go to

school, so they can

teach you how t6 make
$300/weekMf you're

sharp, energetic and have

a good speaking voice,

call Ed (213) 337-9525

Fin la yo«r week
witli extra $$$ S

Immediate openings for •
secretarial skills, typists, {

clerks, receptk>nists,

word processors, & all

offke skills. Work by the
day, week, or month.

srrvBRS
TEMPORARY PERSONflEL

Call for appolnUBent

In Westwood 20S-5656

I
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HELP WANTED 30 RESTAURANTS 46

»» *'

PUT your conscience to work on
CALPIRG'8 Bottle Bill campaign Phone
bank, P/T, evenings. $lOO/wk Dale 473-
8491

REAL ESTATE ANALYST. Part-time. Op-
portunity to learn improved real estate
private placement syndication evaluation.
Will sponsor for NASD Series 7 license.

Santa Monica location Non-smoker
(213)395-3176.

RETAIL Sales in Fishermen's Village in

Marina Del Rey. Must want to learn all

about kites. Evenings and weekends; will

train; mature. 822-2561

.

SECURITY authorizatk>n agent. Immediate
opening for a part-time agent within our
check payment services division. After-

rH)ons, earty evenings and weekernja
Ideal candidate will have excellent vert>al

skills, good math aptitude and be detail

oriented. COT exposure a plus. Apply in

person 8:30am-11am M-W or 1pm-4pm
Thursoays. Telecredit Inc., 1901 Ave. of

the Stars, Suite 300;

SPANISH speaking person to teach
Spanish and translate/draft letters for

musician/businessman. (213)399-2181.

TELEMARKETERS needed. No selling.

$5/hour w/attractive bonus. Part-time 9-5.

WLA, must have good phone personality.

Cathy shanley 479-491 1

.

TELEPHONE Sales. Photocopy supplies.

Salary/commission/bonus. 'Leads*
Manager & trainees needed Call 395-
2009/8am-1pm.

VOCALIST for Christian demo, metzo/
soprano preferred. Mark 854-2334 or 399-
275.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

ROOMMATES 65 INSURANCE 91

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT. 49

WESTWOOD Apartment-large living room,
small bedroom $6l0/month. Walk to

UCLA. Call6-epm 824-0243.

$1300. First month free. Brentwood, brand
new. Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrooms. 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern,
building. 1 1675 Darlington. 827-4652.

450. Single apartment. Kitchen facilities,

laundry, carpet, drapes, utilities included.
Santa Monica. 397-41 1 7.

SUMMER STAFF
needed for Arizona
Mountain Children *s

Camp. Call J. Marks
(213)475-4004

=BV€nlngsf=

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED ...52

BRENTWOOD. Super-clean 2-bedroom,
carpeting, drapes, stove. $1050/month.
Only charging 1 nx)nth's rent, security/

cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. Huge
singles. One-bedroom. $700. Call Mike at

824-9925.

$950/mo. Venice Beach. 2-bed, den. 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood floors. Refur-
bished. Build-in Off street parktng
1001

WAITRESS
WANTED!!

1

$995-3 bedroom, 2 bath, built-ins, patio,

air. laundry, parking. West LA/Palms,
UCLA bus route. 479-6227.

L.

LUNCH: Mon-Sat
(11:00-3:00)

DINNER: Mon-Sat
(4:00-11:00)
DINNER: Sunday
(4:00-10:007^
Safto-Atakuma

Restaurant
11701 WHshire Blvd.,
^ tA-90025

Call 826-0013
Mgr. Aki or Kawal

VACATION
RENTALS 53

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES..... 32

BRIGHT, energetic person w/some
background in art w/sales or marketing
experienceneeded to open gallery.

(21 3)399-21 81.

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs mature
business maior for 16 to 24 hours per
week with working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus. Intermediate accounting
helpful Great opportunity and compensa-
tion based on experience. Send resume
to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd.

#729. LA 90010.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house^
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ck>se to everything. (818)
785-9865.

FANTASTIC weekend getaway. Horses,
fishing, camping, etc. About $15/wk. Call

(714)972-6404.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

FREE Gucci bags, free Cartier watches,
free trips to Paris and $200-$500/weekly
doing part-time selling. High qualiity and
unique j^uropean products. If qualified,

pickup -your FREE Samples by appoint-
ment w/ Mr. Lawrence at (21 3)550- 1 562.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

$200-$500 weekly doing, part-time selling.

High quality French perfumes If qualified

get your FREE samples and FREE attache
case. Call Mr. Phillips for appointment at(213)550-1551.

First Manhattan Consulting Group

Leading management consulting firm headquartered in

New York with offices in Sanu Monica and Chicago.

Our practice is specialized m serving the banking and

financial services industry. We are seeking a graduating

senior interested in becoming a research analyst. This

position offers excellent experience for 2 to 3 years

preparatory to graduate school. Qualified candidates

will have a business focus in finance, economics, or

quantitative marketing. Ability to use personal

computer with standard analytic software is essential.

This position will provide exposure to top national

and worldwide financial institutions. Analyst wjll

contribute both primary and secondary research,

computer modeling, and will help create forceful,

concise analyses that generate practical profit-

—improvement results. Travel will require being away

from home up to 2 days per week.

Send resume to:

Researcher Position

First Manhatun Consulting Group

429 Santa Monica Boulevard

Suite 650

Santa Monica. CA 9040

1

FEMALE, sfjare bedroom, two-bedroom
spacious apartment, security, dose UCLA.
lots extras! $260 call 839-5055

NEED roommate to share 3 bedroom
duplex. Own room. $635. Walk to UCLA.
Spacious Spanish style with view,
fireplace, hardwood floors, yard. Clean,
considerate person needed, available
March 1st. Call Ryan evenings/weekends
206-7529

NEEDED: 2 female non-smokers to share
2-bedroom 2-bath Brentwood apartment
$262 plus deposit 471-4655.

PROFESSIONAL woman seeks female to

share 2 bed/2 bath apt in W. Hollywood,
balcony, dishwasher, easy commute to

UCLA Non-smoker. $400. 656-4062.

SHARE 2bedroom apt. Fairfax area. $325
Part of Duplex. (213) 852-6926.

HOUSE
FOR SALE is

GREAT neighborhood. Between Olympic
and Santa Monica. 2 bedroom home, din-

ingroom, fireplace. Hardwood floors.

Wonderful yard. $165,000. Wynn. 477-

7001.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1, 1986, in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period

Call (213)553-3266.

ROOM AND BOARD
[CHANGE HKLR...62

PRIVATE room with bath for child care
and light housekeeping. Female prefer-

red. 472-6449.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

ROOM (with kitchen priviliges) for babysit-

ting (infant and 3 yr. old) and light

housework a few evenings and a. few
hours on weekend. Female student prefer-

red, quiet and reponsible. Call 392-1330/
825-4320.

ROOM
FOR RENT., 64

BEAUTIFUL, clean apartment. 1

bedroom/private bath, kitchen privledges.
Non-smoker and must have references.
$350/nfH). 473-4480.

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen
privledges. pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

cluded, need car. Graduate student
preferred. $350. leave message. Abbie
(8 18)783-5151.

FURNISHED bedroom in large 3-bedroom
apartment kitchen privileges, patio. One
block off Westwood Blvd. $260/month
475-9205.

Hillside home, pool, private room. Female
student preferred. Share bath with one.
$325 plus 10% utilities 828-1537.

LARGE furnished room in Pacific Pali-

sades Home, walk to beach. 454-7711
after 4 pm. Avail. 3/1.

OWn room in 3-bedroom plus loft. Pool,
jacu22i. parking, security. $344. Available
3/1/86. Call Stephanie/Sherri 837-9987.

PRIVATE room & bath in spacious condo
With garden setting. Security building with
pool. 3 m lies from UCLA. Close to all

transportation. Female, non-smoker. $475
plus 1/2 utilities Available 3/15. Please
call Susan (213)274-551 3.

ROOM/bath. kitchen privleges, UCLA bus
$300 female Spanish speaking student
preferred. Carol 828-2184 after 9 Pm
478-6355.

ROOMMATES 65

CLOSE, strategic Gayley location. Female
roomie wanted for large one-bedroom
$307. Call 208-0391

.

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment.
Walk Ucia, security building, great room-
mates! Much more! $350/mo. 208-8991

.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064

STUNNING view. 23rd floor, 2-bed/2-bath

security bidg.. underground parking.

Olympic pool, near campus $700/mo. plus

1/2 utilities. Available 3/22. Dennis. 479-

1208.

WESTWOOD luxury apartments. All

amenities. Fireplace, pool, jacuui, game
room, utilities paid. Walk to UCLA Male.

$307/mo. Leave message at 208^2372.

Ov^L3X^IJ>X •••••••••••••••••••••• v?x?

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer. Second year

law students clerking w/our firm need
westside. housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext 557 before 4 00 at Manatt,

Phelps, Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillips

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry.

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

WANT to rent or sublease office approx.

200 sq. ft. in Westwood. 208-1865

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

WALK to UCLA and Village. 2-bed/2 1/2

bath. Vacant/owner anxious.
Joyce;Schreiber Reality. 274-2900.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyt Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196 —-————-—^——-———-—

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

•^ ...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

LEGAL ADVICE 92

Specializing in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• permanent visas
• temporary visas
• rKiturallzatjon

• asytum/refugee
• vias extenlJbns
• labor certification

• employment
authorizations

for appointment
Call

507-1021
Si Habia Espanol
109E. Harvard

Glendale. CA. 91205

MOVERS 94

INSURANCE ^....9\

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (81 8) 880-4407, (618) 880-4361

.

t
GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

Multiple

Color

Printing
Color Attracts Attention

Promote your fraternity, sorority,
business, organization or event with the
impact of color on your printed piece.
We print business cards with matching
letterhead and envelopes, brochures,
newsletters and invitations in a wide
variety of colorful inks and paper.

Come in and see our samples. Our staff
will be happy to answer any of your
questions.

FEMALE own spacious room, share
bathroom. $325 plus one-third utilities.

move in immediately. Beverly, days 536-
4088.828-5105.

FEMALE needed. Share room. 2-bedroom.
2-bathroom apartment. 5 minutes walk to

campus. 824-1 814.824-3521.

FEMALE student, share furnished one
room apartment. $243/month. Available
March 1st. 625 Landfair. 659-8724.^ .

MALE to share l-bdrm apt. New BIdg..

Westwood/National. $260.00/mo.. Furnish-
ed. Call Howard 202-7371

.

d
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

(a S U c L

SERVICES

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

1*^1

msmm

-j»»^-

MOVERS ...94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-
ped, experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRYS nrraving & delivery. The Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391 -5657.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Prof9Sslonal Service, for Peanuts

PERSONAL

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polish 8i deon your hard, seml-sott
and soft contact lenses wt>lie you wait.
Return your contocts to "like new" coiv
cHtloa Feel and see t>etter

Or. Vooel, 1132 Westwood Bd. 208- 30I1.
Validated Parklno-20\ Oft WHh TNs Ad.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH, EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICEI (81 8)798-8334

FRUSTRATED .developing/editing grad

school ^atatements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish^

ed author with journalism masters. DicIT

208-4353.

MATURE, professional will house-sit. Long
term free, experienced and excellent

references. (213)839-0652. (818)762-7823.

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

destgr^devetopment/prodUbtion. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kama!.
(818)760-3149.

PROFESSIONAL editing master's and
doctoral theses, manuscripts. References,
reasonable rates. (213)698-7078.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING-EDITING SKILLS. PAPERS.
DISSERTATIONS. THESES. MANU-
SCRIPTS. RESUMES 473-4193.

RELAXI Scientific and technical support
for doctoral, master's and proprietary ap-

plications available. Services include
statistics, mettKXiotogy, computerization,

scientific editing, and word processing.

Reasonable student rates. (818)780-6432.

STATISTICAL arid computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TAXES: Short form $10; Long $30. Biggest
refunds. Investments. 15 yrs. experience
UCLA MBA. 390-5055.

SERVICES
OFFERED.

SERVICES
96 OFFERED 96

W INTRODUCING "^

i Gustom Black
&White _

Plrocessing.
For Students, for faculty and staff,

for professional photographers, for

everyone. Proof sheets, fast turn-

around and quality service. The only

location on campus that has this

service is . . .

OWPUS PHOTO STIOIO
First Floor Kerckhoff Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8-6, Sat 10-3 • 206-8433A

Editing 9t Typing
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elej^andy and economically
213-396-41193

Bear'm Editing and
WHting Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help
—Sharon Bear, Ph.t^.

(213)837-8292

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

ENGLISH as a secorid language tutor,

help with composition, grammar and pro-

nunciation and conversation. (213)658-
7213.

MOULTONS Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

TUTORING
i> ' !-»*-»l-/JC»JL<'»»»»»«»»»»»»»»»»»»««»«irT7

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus, algebra,

prot)ability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828-4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor.

UCLA ESL teaching certificate. Grammar,
conversation, pronunciation. Reasonable.
(213)651-3804.

TUTOR - female for 10th grade girl. Biol-

ogy, geometry. English in Santa Monica.
39»4305.

WANTED: Tutor for 12 yr. old boy in Bev-
erly Hills home Call Art 209^170 between
7pm-1 0pm only.

TYPINGAVORD

1i , PATIENT TUTOR
5 MATH (arithmetic throughj
* calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS.*

J Engineering, Reading,' Gram-

i

J mar, Study Skills. Work with a J
* tutor who knows the subject

![
* well, arxj can patiently pres- m
* ent tr>e material in a variety of$

J ways. You will also learn thieJ
* proper way to study to?
•S achieve confidence and self- *
J reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-S
JTION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-*
X 6463 ^

PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe, S word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A better paper - Writchand Word Process-
ing. Call Lois 828-6410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura,

410-2890.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

0i88ertatk>n8, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)2040947. Call

noorvSpm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $l.50/page,

WLA. Myung, 397-6344.

ABIGAIL Harper: papers expeditiously and
professionally prepared on IBM PC XT
Laserjet Printer. From $2.00. Call 395-

1052/393-1174.

r*0'°'Q'Q'g'OQQ<>ooooeooooooooooosoeoooooocooooooooocoooooooooQoooooeooooo^,

,
Ojhen you have

IQ real thing
I
for saving money
you know the value of Class

Advertising! You know
the easy, low cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money
saving purchases.

Enjoy saving

money^ Let

Classified make it

happen!

\ BRUIN
I CLASSIFIED

ADS

TYPINGAVORD TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100 PROCESSING 100

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu lO^m. $1 50-$2.25.
Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

3904568.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0669.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Dariene. "

DONOVAN Enterprises: Typing- profes-
sionalism aesthetics, editing, grammatical
considerations, swiftness, negotiable rates,

conscientiousness, pick up/delivery
(213)397-2945.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertatk>ns, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0368

FAST dependable typing/word processing,
$l.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCUV. 473-2550.

IBM wordprocessing: term, papers/theses/
resumes/ all jobs welcome. Fast tur-

naround $1/page 934-3458, 929-6423
after 6 pm.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-
sk)nal. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

TYPING term papers - Masters thesis all

other $1 per page Barbara Barnett 824-
7347 Westwood.

om PAT TYPim
PrataMlonai wiMer wtth BA In

Englrfi wM type and edK fwm
papera, theMt, acftpti, rMumet,
etc. OredMng oriy. Over 25
yeora e)^>ef«ence. Wettwood

824-2853 or S24^1 11

•••••••••••ee«ee«««««

i'

Computer Word

Processing

Theses Dissertions

ASHLEY-WELLS & CO.
(2l3)4n.7593

tr^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^

•Career Guidance •

• Typing/Editing •

vV Low-cost -ii Proven results .>

^ Free Consultation it

Call ACCESS
(213)4773641

Conven^ent WLA Location

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovif

(112 Kerckhoff)
for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!

'Some Restrictions Apply

<
'(

t»|

y
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TYPINGAVORD TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112
PROCESSING 100

' — — =
WORD PROCESSINQ-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE {,2\Z'iXib-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anylime. 624-3571

.

YOU need mel Typing, word processing.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupil8.669-S324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. Ail ages, all levels. ExperierKed
teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 47ft-4tS4.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect Job? We can
write you a resunrie ttiat will get it for you.

Call the Resunw Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES. $l2/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing A word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

> ••«»•*.• » mm m m <
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ASUCLA Travel Service & The UCLA Expo Center Present
\

THE 15TH ANNUAL TRAVEL FAIR [

Ackerman Grand Ballroom February 25, 9AM-4PM
I

THIS IS THE TRAVEL EVENT OF THE YEAR \

TALK TO THE EXPERTS Travel Information will be available by representatives

throughout the travel industry; Airlines • Charter Companies • Rail Companies
• Tour Programs • Car & Cruise Experts • International Tourist Offices • Study

Programs • and more\ -"^

FIND OUT ABOUT THE BARGAlKiS Travel bargains to countries throughout

the worldl From Europe to Asia • Hawaii to Mexico • Australia to Africa. You'll be

able to find out information first hand from the experts who know Eurailpasses,

Britrailpasses, Youth Hostel Cards, Cruises. Europe Tours, and rriorel

SIGN UP TO WIN PRIZES Tickets to Europe, Hawaii, Mexico, South America;

beach towels, t-shirts, flight bags, and morel Drawings will begin at 3.30PM at

Meyerhof Park, and you must be present to win.

PLUS FREE popcorn and balloonsi DON'T MISS OUTI
COME JOIN US FOR A DAY OF FUN & EXCITEMENTI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
-———-1 71 TRAVEL SERVICEACI Ir^l J^X A-Level Ackerman Union

M-F8:30-6, SAT 11-3

Pnces subject to change without notice, limited ovaiiobiiity

1974 Datsun 1200. Great transportation

car. $475.00 obo. Call Ron at (213)838-

7278. _^
1974 Fiat Spider Convertible. Runs Great.

Great Condition. AM/FM stereo. $1500
obo. (818)506-9670 after 2 PM.

1974 VW Bug. Excellent condition. New
brakes. $2800. Phone (213)387-5939 after

6pm.
.

1975 Mustang Qhia 8 cylinder. 60,000
miles. Air, 2-tone brown. Original owner.

Best offer. (213)391-5159.

1975 MAZDA, RX$, stationwagon,
automatic, silver, 37K, good condition,

must sell, leave USA, $1000/obo,
(213)208-1226.

1977 DATSUN 810. A/C. automatic, AM/
FM radio, excellent engine, good condi-

tion, clean interior, $2,100 negotiable,

474-0059 evenings.

1978 Dodge Omni. am/fm, cassette,

automatic, air, roof-rack, original owner.
Excellent condition. $3000 o.b.o.

(213)651-5230.

1978 HONDA Accord. $2900. Superb con-

dition. Incredibly low mileage, 5-speed.

sunroof, call Sam. 472-9781

.

"

1979 Chevette. 2-door, a/c, radk>, light

blue, ecorH>mical, great for housewife/

student. $1350. (818)906-8372.

1979 Rat Spider. New paint, new top.

Rebuilt engine. Asking $2400 obo. Must
sell. (213)826-6270.

1980 Chevette, midnight blue. Autontatk:.

54,000 miles. Good, reliable transportatk^n.

$2,400 obo. (213)271-7825.

AUTOSFOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE..! 12 ^^^•^^^^-•^^.•.^^^
Capri 1974, excellent conditk>n. AJC,
Blaupunkt stereo, sheepekin seat covers.

$1700. Ask for Jeff 20»3410.

DATSUN 1974 260Z. Recednt engine
work/paint. Good conditton. $2400/obo.
Call eveninoa f211 ^ifi flflflfl

TOYOTA, Celk» 1980 good conditkm, new
tires, great cassette, am/fm stereo, $3800,
call 824-3921.

TRANSPORTATION
EXP,$2800 655-8861

car-1982 Ford

Methods of Placing a

Classified Ad:

TRAVEL 105

I

SPRING Break Save $ world wide. Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818)969^123.

supen vALue r/t from lax to:
owe fmmS 238

CM9CmOO •••••• ffon^S fvv
^m»^^99 ••••••••••••'••••••••••••••••• ffUrf?^ A<9V

^W^vMVr» a'fm*•••••••'•*•••••••'•••• f^v^fW »^Wr

LOUDON trom$499
FPUMPCfURT tromt 589
PA/US/AMtSTEPOAtt fromS 599
TOKYO from$ 579
TAHim from$ 579
Cftt/fSc, 7dto|fS. trofnS 599
SKI EUnOPe tromt 999

CfMrters, Toun, Crutee*

Car « Hot*/ Am.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON 02025

LOW-PRICED reliable transportation cars
for sale. FinarKing available, fast k)an ap-

proval. 934-9504.

MAZDA GLC, 1980. Economical, 2-dr.,

am/fm, red. $1800 obo. Great little carl

(213)477-1654.

MGB 1979 convertible, racing green, great

conditk^n. 50,000 miles, rebuilt engine,

am/fm cassette, original owner, $2900 obo.
Days (213)825-8570, evenings (213)208-

3161.

1971 VW fastback RebuiH engine, $S0Qr
negotiable, call Sousan 825-4821, or 828-

0605.

1973 Mercury Capri, V-6 engine, sunroof,

new upholstery. (818)784-2818.

1974 Datsun B210 New clutch, transmiss-

tk)n, paint, battery, upholstery, etc! $1,100
obo. Jay 824-0368.

1974 DATSUN B210. One owner. $1100,
k)oka good, runs great. (213)623-2884 of-

fice. (213)545-4234 home. Josh.

f

HONOUJLU-$229B/T: f
MAUI-$3t9B/T: •

LONDON-$519B/T: •
Soaie etvdcnt diacoaate ^
avaUablc.8««//UB-DEAL •

J or(415)641-5M3.A»lifor {

I

LONDON

AMSTERDAM

FRANKFURT

lAHIiit I

$479

$495

$495

$579

COPENHAGEN.$560

* Some RMtrtcttont /Q^ply

EuraN posset
Issued on me ipot

jjt;tU«S3flyx!^-jggggro?siBw^gt^^

No use coming to help me now
I've learned my lessen,

anyhow!
Believe me, once / get unf osted

From cli this paper I have
v/osfec^

ril *ry no other crazy caper,
.

1

.

By Phone, with your Mastercard or

Visa.

2. By Mail, with a checl< (specify dates

and classification) \

3. IrrPerson, with cash, check or charge. 1

We are in Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA
Campus.

Hours: M-F 9-4

Classified: 825-222 1 , 825-2222

t

f

V

r// read ^he Wan Ads in

the paper
Ai)d, if I fail to fmd nelp there,

Ihaf'^ still no reason to

d050C/i'—
a

Mom soys ycuvo never really 'i:9d\

Until yoc'Ve run a C/ass;r7ed/ J

<r^s-

UCLA DAILY BRUiN CLASSIFIEDS
. PHONE UCLA 222

it is cheaper this year than last

for students to place a personal
ad. Just present a valid reg.

card and photo i.d. at the

classified window
(112 Kerckhoff) for details.

Welcome your friends back in

grand style with a personal
that over 20,000 people

will see!

SOME RESTRICTIOfVS APPLY

Kenny Easley

Easley
Continued from Page 36
fofod cverthing except that ^

ly Brutn

was primarily a running con-

ference.

"When I made the decision

to play safety. I wanted to

play in an area where I could
get exjxwure. The Pac-10 was

'He's bigger and
stronger than
most of our offen-

sive line/

— 1979. DaveMcLain,
Wisconsin head coach

a very good passing conference

which would allow me to

develope my skills."

That was one of the reasons

Easley chose UCLA over
Mighigan, another was the

weather. When Easley came
out on a recuiting trip he
realized that playing warm
weather football might not be
all that bad.

"The day I left Virginia it

was eight degrees below zero,

when I got off the plane in

California it was 87."

Easley is very close to his

parents and Mr. Easley
wanted Kenny to go to

UCLA, "My father influenced

me very much, he was my

athletic mentor from the time
I was seven to 14. He
always a big UCLA man.*
=^ Easley's dad was a

admirer of UCLA's immortal
football coach Red Sanders
who guided the highly suc-

cessful Bruin teams of the
1950s.

"He loved the single wing
offense and that is what he
coached," Easley remembered.
He got the single wing from
hatching UCLA football.
Kenny's dad was a great fan
eventhough he had never set

foot on California soil until

Kenny's last regular season
game against USC.
That December night in

1980 will always be
remembered by both Kenny
and his father. For Kenny it

was his only career victory

against the Trojans for his fa-

ther it was a dream come
true .

After the Bruins had down-
ed USC 20-17, the triumphant
Bruins headed for the locker-

room. "After the game he
gave me a big hug and a

handshake," Kenny said.

The team had its traditional

post game meeting. Mr.
Easley seized the opportunity.

He charged down the steps of

the darkened Los Angeles Col-

iseum and jumped on the

playing field. He then pro-

ceeded to run all over the

field.
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"He was just like a kid in a
candy store. It was like a-

dream come true for him to

run up and down the same
fi^ Red Sanders ran his

single wing."
That game was the greastest

memory among a storehouse
of many Easley has ac-
cumulated over his outstan-

ding four year stint at UCLA.
"Undoubtly 1980 when we
beat Southern Cal was the
best," Easley said without hes-

itation. * I would have felt

my collegiate career would
have not been complete if I

had not won that game."
Easley listed the USC game

as more important than any
bowl game, unfortunately
UCLA played in only one, the
Fiesta Bowl when Easley took
over full-time starting duites

as a sophomore.
When talking about the

rivalry Easley's voice and at-

titude took on a reverant tone
like he was revealing life's in-

nermost truths. Within the
arena of UCLA football
Easley was indeed dropping
pearls of wisdom when talking
about the UCLA-USC match
up.

"Everyone played their best

games against Southern Cal.

Tile Came raised your ability

to a new demension." Even
today Easley sand former
teammates and Ttojan players
still talk about thX old days.
"We'll sit around ii\^ a small
group with people like Charles
-White, Charle Young, and
Oscar Edwards and talk about
our experiences. It is like

opening a big history book,
you can just sit down and
reveal."

Football was only one part
of the full spectrum of experi-

ences that E#sely got out of

UCLA. "I had such a fantastic

time, I experienced a great
deal, and learned a great deal;

I grew tremendously. I don't

see how any kid out of high
school would deny an oppor-
tunity to go to UCLA, with
all its social, educational and
cultural dimensions."

It was not easy for Easley to

come from the sleepy com-
munity of Chesapeake to the
bustling metropolis of Los
Angeles, **It was cultXire
shock, it's a whole different

world. You could take
Chesapeake and place it in the
middle of UCLA and nobody
would notice."

Kenny did not overcome the
difficult transition easily. But
Easley grew accustomed to his

surroundings with the help oi
the relationships he established
at UCLA...

"I met so may outstanding
people, those people mean so
much to me. Having friends
like that takes a lot of fear out
of real life."

Kenny Easley achieved
greatness on the football field

as well as off while on the
campus of UCLA, "My overall
development really took
shape." It is inspirational to
know that within the UCLA
campus a person was taken
from a mass of human and
athletic potential and molded
into a great athlete as well as
person,

Easley is currently holding
down two jobs. During the
football season Easley strikes

fear into the hearts of wide
receivers as an All-Pro wide
safety for the Seattle
Seahawks. Easley also owns
an import-export business that
k^ps him tied to a desk dur-
ing the off-season.

But it's the first job that
qualifies Kenny Easley as one
of the "Greatest Bruins" ever.

Oaily Bruin

As a two-time All-America, Kenny Easley buttressed a tough UCLA secondary.

AUTOS FOR SALE...112 AUTOS FOR SALE...112 MOPEDS 119

1982 MAZDA 626. auto, air. am/fm. 31 K,

excollent condition $5.085/obo. (818)340-

8562.

69 VW Custom Camper AC/DC frig, with 2

batteries. Re-built engine. $1250. 825-

2714.(213)641-2630.

76 Ford Pinto, fully remanufactured. too

much to list. Call now, leave a message.
247-1249.-- " '

'^~

1981 AUDI 4000. Red. 4-dor>f, auto, load-

ed, excellent condition, one owner.

$3.900/6bo. p/p. 213-393-2495 evenings/

weekends, 213-312-3128 M/F days

1981 Toyota Corolla 5-speed. A/C, AM/FM
cassette, cloth seats, tiO.OOO miles, good

condition, $3000. Call Manoj: Days: 206-

8680, eve.; (805)584-6553.

SCOOTER/'84 Honda Passport. Great

condition! Can show in Westwood. $375
obo. Must Sell! 745-0845.

1982 Honda Urban Express. Black, good
condition, new registration, extremely

reliable. $300/offer. Todd. 478-2084.

85 Yamaha Riva 180Z, black, runs great,

looks sharp, $975, David, evenings 477-

1178.
"" '""^'^ ^^-^.... ,-

. .

^

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc 1633 Westvt^ood Blvd., #120.

Tele. (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major
band overstock, new w/warranty. Works
on all Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for deWe:

" -" —
'78 Honda Wagon. A/C. new tires, battery.

AM/FM cassette stereo. 1 -owner. $1395.

292-6618. ^__

78 280Z, air. 5-speed, sunroof, cassette.

79.000 miles. $3800 obo. Call Ken at

(2130)475-9097.

'82 VW Rabbit. 4-dr.. w/cassette. good

conditk>n, interkx very clean, runs great.

$3500. (213) 545-6342 Ed. _^

.FURNITURE 126 BARGAIN BOX 125
X

I I » t

allttte ^ BoflMiBCslB
llff«. Drhr« aa Alfa

Koasao Roai>««

BavaHy HiUa Atfa

9t74 S. Robartaoa at

NatloMi
- (21S)5S»-77»4

ii ii MATTRESSES ii if

All new hutd .lets guaranteMl

Twin Srt 150

Full Set $68

Queen Srt •««

King Set 198

New .5 piece hedroom iet 1118

New full si/r or queen sleeper $139

New sofa and love seat $159

Oak Finish coffee tables $20

End Tables $15

Lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE— 397-4030

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box sprir>g $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150 Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195 Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard 393-2338. ^

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

DIAMOND ring. Suitable for man or

woman. Worn once. $250 or best. Call

Dave (213)461-1863.

CONVENIENT

ECONOMICAL

BASICALLY

A GOOD IDEA
UOLA
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

Don't run a C'ossifieW, oc/,"

you said —
YOU'D sell the cows,

We'd he moiiey aheadi

Woll, we itill hove the cowi
And a c.-yis* reservotion,

Too latf to cancel lor our

Long p^cnned vocation;

The few cents we "saved"
Might not have been bad

If wc Kadn't lost all

0» the sense that we ^adjy
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ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

riean Ubuis David SALON
NEEDS HA1R MODELS
FOR STYLING.PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS "

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

WHY PAY WESTWOOD PRICES' ^^^^WHY PAY
^i^^^^g

KKIV^M.
3Q_^Q./^

FREE
Calculator
w/purchase
of this watch

9>

QUARTZ WATCHES
• Ultra-ttiin

i

• Sharp, modern look

• Casio's 1 yr.warranty

$-1799

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
. located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills, CA 90212

FS-10
Exp.2/28/86

Retail $25 00

SIGMA" 100 DESK OR PHONE
WALL

• True Touch Tone Dailing

• MCI Sprint Compatible

• Ringer On-Ott Switch

• Fuliy Modular-plugs into

standard phone jacks

• FCC reg

• Mfg. Warranty

$1999

Exp 2/28/86

iMTERNkTIONkl

OISCIINI Mill

Pncas subtecl ID dunge Not responsMe tor lypogriipNul errors LmthImJ to stock on tuMt

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDIT CARD «
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMfT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. Lm AnffdM, CA MOM 390-4477

f^
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON - SAT 11 7 PM • SUN 12 • 5 PM

"^ The UCLA Pre Law Society
is pleased to welcome

Deans of Admission from the

Hastings, Loyola, Pepperdine and Whittier Campuses
speaking on thcHr Admissions Policies

Tonight February 19 at 6:30 in the North Campus Student Center Room 20

Athletes
Continued from Page 35

* . • *

Women's swim team

In a dramatic upset, the

UCLA women's swim team
defeated a liighly touted USC
squad on Saturday, 102-38, to

record the Bruins' biggest win
over the Trojans since 1978.

The Bruins trailed only once

in the match, after the third

race when the Trojans took" a

13-12 lead. But in reality, the

Bruins were still ahead on the

strength of their diving per-

formance last week.

UCLA scored a maximum
of 16 points to the Trojans'

two in the diving competition,

but the points were not added
to the meet score until mid-
way through the 16-event
match.

So complete was the Bruins'

domination that the underdogs
came up with 13 wins and 10

official second place finishes in

the meet and completely
swept USC in five of the

races.

UCLA further showed its

effort in what has to be
described as the team's biggest
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2
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meet of the year— UCLA hacT

swimmers qualify for the
NCAA championships in eight

races, arid barely missed qual-

ifying marks in several others.

Seniors Diane Graner and
Kathy Clarke, in their last

home dual meet of their

careers, helped lead the Bruins

To~the wTrTwith outstanding

individual performances.
Graner won both the 100 and
200-yard backstroke, meeting
NCAA qualifying standards in

both races.

Graner was also on the
winning 400-yard medley
relay and 400 freestyle relay

teams.

Clarke won the 100
breastroke in NCAA quali-

fying time, the only individual

race she swam. Clarke also

swam the breast for the
medley relay team.

Sofia Kraft, Suzette Moran
and Micki Ward also qualified

for the National Champion-
ships with outstanding swims.
Kraft qualified in the 200
back and the 400 individual

medley while Moran topped
the standards in the 100 and
200 breast. Ward qualified in

the 100 butterfly.

Britt Williams topped the

standard in the one-meter div-

ing competition while Karla
Goltman and Andi Littlefield

passed the NCAA mark on the

three-meter board.

-l^ot- -ko-

r '

Moore
Continued from Page 32
my JC, there were usually
three or four real solid players
and then maybe one or two
weak players. That meant we
could ease up at times. Here,
you have to play 40 minutes
as hard as you can, you can
never relax on the court. I like
it that way/*
Competing against such fine

Division I athletes, Moore has
had to improve her own skills.

"IVe had to work on little

things that I've always been
able to get away with, like be-
ing able to dribble straight up
the court," Moore said. "IVe
had to use more crossovers,
more spin dribbles."

More specifically, Moore
has had to improve her left

handed game.
"The thing IVe had to ad.

just the most is going both left

and right equally," and "pass-
ing with my left hand rather
than my right when Vm going
left," said Moore.

Although Moore has seen
great improvement during her
time at UCLA, she continues
to work hard to bring her
game as close to perfection as

possible.

"Fm the type of athlete who
if I don't go 100 percent from
the field or 100 percent from
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the line IVe got a lot to work
on," said Moore. "I don't
think anyone can perfect their
game. There's always
something more you can do."
Moore began her basketball

career in high school, where
she succeeded not only in
basketball, but in track as
well. Despite Moore's love of
running, she easily chose
basketball over track because
basketball is a team-oriented
sport.

"I'm a very team-oriented
person, and track is so in-

dividualistic that it's not as
fun," said Moore. "You're not
directly involved with other
people and I really like to
work with other people."

Being such a team oriented
person, it's not surprising that
Moore's primary goal coming
to UCLA was to help her
team to a winning season.
"My goal before the season

started was to help my team-
mates to improve and to help
my team as a whole do the
best that they could do," said
Moore.
Even in her free tinre,

Moore enjoys doing other
athletic activities such as runn-
ing, biking, and camping.

She is not only a dedicated
athlete, but a dedicated
scholar as well. She was an
honor student in high school
and at ICC.
Moore is a sociology major,

and hopes to work with pre-
school children before entering
a coaching career.

"I w/int to pass my knowl-
edge on to other people, pro-
bably in some kind of
coaching," said Moore. "Part
of me wants to coach junior
high kids where the basic fun-

damentals are taught, but
diere's part of me that wants
to coach at the college level."

Moore has been dedicated
and worked hard to survive

the transition from small town
community college to big city

university, but she hasn't been
without the support of her
parents.

Both my mother and my fa-

ther have been out here once,

and they're coming out again
in March," said Moore. "We
also had some games in In-

diana that they came to."
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Baseball
Continued from Page 36

who was credited with the

Waves win earlier this year

over UCLA was not given a

very nice welcome as Todd
Zeile parked a pitch over the

outfield wall to tie the game.

UCLA scored another run

in the seventh inning to win

the game, again, on the.

strength of ^ home run. This

time, it '^asHCline's turn to

playiiero as the freshman

third baseman Wi his second

home run of theseason.

Cline was just inserted in-

to the UCLA starting lineup

last Saturday and as if to

prove UCLA coach Gary
Adams was a genius for mak-
ing the move, Cline earned

Prime Ticket Network's
player of the game honors.

Sanchez pitched into the

eighth inning and earned his

second win of the season

against no losses. When San-

chez gave way, Adams went
to his steady relief pitcher,

Dana Ridenour. Ridenour set

the Waves down for the last

IVi innings and earned his

fourth save in 10 games.

Ridenour has not allowed
an earned run in the 11' inn-

ings he has pitched.

USC-UCLA ticicets

still available for

February 22 game

There are three days

left but there's still time.

UCLA's basketball team
travel^ across town to face

the use Trojans 1^ a^-

Pac-10 matchup, at the

sports arena, February 22.

That's right, 72 hours re-

main before the biggest

rivalry in Southern
California surfaces once
more and believe it or not,

you can still purchase
tickets for the big event.

All UCLA students
bearing photo identifica-

tion and a current
registration card can pur-

chase tickets to the
Bruin-Trojan battle for a

$2. fee at UCLA's Central

Ticket Office.

Obviously, a tradition

such as the rivalry be-

tween Walt Hazzard's and

Stan Mgrrison's troops

does not go unnoticed, so

buy your tickets today.

Moore
Continued from Page 36

lege National Player of the

Year recognition and the

Kodak All-American selection,

also allowed her to continue

her basketball career.

At the end of her freshman
season, she was heavily
recruited by four year schools,

and by her sophomore year,

Moore had narrowed the
choices down to UCLA,
Oregon State, Texas Christian

University and Virginia Tech.
"After making my visits, I

really enjoyed UCLA the
most," said Moore. "I believed

in Billie's (Moore, UCLA's
head coach, no relation)
coaching philosophy and I

knew she was a great coach. I

was honored first of all just

that she had even considered
me, and to know that she real-

ly wanted me was more of an
honor."
After viewing films of

Moore, and sending last year's

assistant Jane Rosencrans to

watch Moore in action. Coach
Moore was confident the Il-

linois Central player could
successfully replace graduated
Angel Hardy at the point.

One of the aspects of play-

ing basketball at UCLA Moore
enjoys most is the pressure.

"I really like the pressure
and the expectations that
Billie has of each individual
player," said Moore. "I believe

everybody should push

themselves to be the best that

they can be."

Moore loves UCLA, and
doesn't think she could be
happier. The only thing she
found slightly difficult was the
transition from the semester
system to quarters.

"My first quarter here I

learned that you can't put
things off until tomorrow,
because if you do the quarter's

over and you've blown it,"

said Moore. "But it's pot too
bad, I enjoy the quarter
system."

During preseason, Moore
had a chance to get to know
the other players on the team
and was accepted right away.

"All through preseason, we
worked hard together and we
encouraged each other and
reached out to each other,"
said Moore. "We were with
each other so much that
everybody became friends."

Coming to UCLA from a
community college, Moore
faced quite a difterence in

competition,

"The individual players in

division one are definitely bet-

ter athletes," said Moore.
"They jump higher, they're a
little bit quicker, things like

that."

"The majority of the teams
have put five solid basketball
players on the court at one
time," continued Moore. "At

Continued on Page 31
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Women netters face
tough USD squad
By Karl Kimme

With a forecast of rain
threatening to soak their
chances for a dry match,
UCLA's women's tennis team
will go up against the Univer-
sity of San Diego today at the
Sunset Recreation Center at

1:30 p.m.
USD goes into the match

with a overall record of 4-3,

while leading the PCAA con-
ference with 2-0 mark. Moni-
que Javer, Cinny MacGregor,
and Ann Moeller will lead the
Toreros in singles competition,

while Mac Gregor and Kelly

Rapp will top off their dou-
bles effort.

The netters from San Diego
go into the match ranked
tenth in the ITCA poll, in ad-

dition to being a pre-season

PCAA favorite.

Jane Thomas, Jennifer Fuchs,

Maria LaFranchi, and Jane
Urban counter USD's lineup

in the top singles positions,

while the same four will pro-

bably mix it up for top seeded
doubles competition. The
Bruins come into the match
ranked seventh in the ITCA
pre-season poll, living up to
the ranking with easy wins
over Gal State Long Beach
and UC Irvine.

Last week, some of the
squad went to Houston for the
ITCA National Singles-Dou-
bles Championships.
However, Bruin coach Gayle
Godwin only sent girls to play
singles, and while this is un-
doubtedly UCLA's strong
point, few wins were record-
ed.

Without question, San
Diego will be the Bruins'
toughest match of the season
so far. Both of UCLA's
previous competitors, CSULB
and UCI, were unranked and
played accordingly. SDU, on
the other hand, has more
depth as well as a tennis tradi-

tion to keep up with the blue
and gold.

4SUUSoiith=Carollna
smashed by Bruins
By Colinne Bartel

There are only two words
that could describe the men's
Jennis performance this_

weekend— absolutely domi-
nant.

The Bruins faced No. 9-

ranked South Carolina and
Nb. 7-ranked LSU over the
weekend.

Obviously, no one told the
Bruins who they were dealing
with because matches between
teams of this caliber are sup-
posed to be close. UCLA,
however, disposed of both
teams by a score of 7-2.

On Saturday against South
Carolina, Brett Greenwood of

UCLA, at the No. 1 position,

defeated 10-ranked All-
America, Jan Sandberg, 7-5,

4-6, 6-4.

Freshman Buff Farrow,
who occupied the No. 2 spot,

also went three sets, finally

winning 6-4, 4-6, 6-4.

The three through five spots

were also dominated by the

Bruins. Dan Nahimy took his

match from Fighting
Gamecock, Johan Karlen of

Sweden, 6-2, 6-2.

UCLA's Tim Trigueiro, also

a freshman, had a relatively

easy match against No. 4

Brian Barker, beating him 6-

2, 6-3. At No. 5, Ken Diller

toyed with Steve Longley,

beating him 6-1, 6-1, and
freshman Patrick Galbraith
fell 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 at No. 6.

Doubles has been a weak
_point for the Bruins so far this

year, but this performance
was anything but weak. All

three doubles teams won their

matches.
The Bruins finished off the

Fighting Gamecocks 7-2.

Sunday the Bruins came out
to face LSU with the same
results, a 7-2 victory.

Greenwood played extreme-
ly well and defeated No. 12
ranked Fernando Perez of

LSU in yet another three set-

ter. Losing the first set 2-6,

Brett came back and won the
next two sets 6-2,6-0.

Farrow had a tougher time
on Sunday losing 6-4, 6-1.

Nahimy on the other hand
had no trouble with Carlos

Homedes sparing him only 3
games, winning 6-2, 6-1.

Trigueiro continued his

winning ways by beating Jeff

Brown 6-3, 6-3. Diller lost in

three sets and Galbraith
defeated Mike Hammett.

Again UCLA went on to

win all three doubles matches.

This weekend was a great

warm-up for the ITCA Na-
tional Collegiate Indoor
Championships to be held in

Louisville, Kentucky on Feb-
ruary 20-23.
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UCLA clashes with 49ers
CSULB looks to avenge Friday's thrashing

By Bob Brynwip

After a convincing thrc»e game vic-

tory over Long Beach Stale on Friday,

the UCLA volleyball team travels

down the San Diego Freeway to meet
the 49ers in a 7:30 p.m. match on the

campus of Cal State Long Beach.

On Friday, the Bruins put Long
Beach to shame in three games, 15-8,

15-0 and 15-12, that lasted a total of 1

hour 15 minutes, which is pretty quick

considering that there are 10-minute

breaks between each game.
,

**We adjusted to their hitting

enough to win the first game," said

senior outside hitter Reed Sunahara,
"and we adjusted totally in the second
game.

"In the third game we had a let-

down and we weren't concentrating

because we blew them out in game
two."

"We had to adjust our blocking,"
said UCLA head coach Al Scates. "We
had not seen much of this team (Long
Beach). I'd say the biggest thing was
that we adjusted and took away the
hits that they wanted."

Both Sunahara's and Scates's com-

jnents-are ^^ery^academic explanations

of the match. Basically what happen-
ed was UCLA just rolled ov^r the

49ers.

"We punished them and that's all

there is to it," said quick hitter Arne
Lamberg.
Lamberg was in high spirits after

the Bruins' victory on Friday night as

he came off the bench to make five

key kills including the final point of

the match.
"We weren't passing the ball," said

Long Beach coach Ray Ratelle. "As a

consequence, we couldn't do anything

at all."

The 49ers not only weren't passing,

they weren't hitting or setting either.

The Bruins out hit Long Beach .404

to .257 and out set them .475 to .343,

Five Bruins finished the match with
hitting percentages above .400.

Despite all these negative stats, the

49ers have moved upTon the national

ranking list from No. 9 to No. 7 due
to their upset victory over No. 4 Stan-

ford.

Nevertheless, there's a big difference

between No. 7 and No. 2 which is the

Bruins' ranking.

Bruins face 12-8 BYU
Women wind down, 4 games left

Western Ski Roundup
4AP)Hcrc are the latest conditions at Western ski mwrH ai rrported bjt

California State Automobile Association.

Heavenly Valley — Two inches new, 8-10 ft. base. Groomed. Running tram,

three triple chairs and one surface lift.

Mt. Reba — Sixteen inches new snow, 5-13 ft. base. Wet snow. One triple

chair, four double chairs.

Dodge Ridge — Eight to 10 inches new, AVt-\lVt ft. base. Groomed, pack-

ed. Three chairs, one surface lift.

By Nye Hospedale;

Staff Writer

It's been a long, long season for

the UCLA women's basketball team

as their 10-14 record may attest. But

the Bruins have only four games re-

maining in 1986, starting with

tonight's contest against Brigham
Young University.

The Lady Cougars are a Well-

disciplined team with a 12-8 overall

record and 6-0 in the High Country

Athletic Conference, but are 0-6

against the Bruins.

BYU loss three starters from their

1985 HCAC champion squad that

posted a 19-9 record before being

blown away by Cal State Long
Beach in the NCAAs. But 6-7 All-

kmerica center Tresa Spaulding
{returns for the Lady Cougars.

The junior averaged 19.1 points

and 9.7 rebounds a game last year

and has improved on both figures

this year to lead the Lady Cougars.

BYU, however, is not one player.

They have a couple of complimen-

tary forwards in Cathy Nixon and

Judi Hare who average 16.3 and 12.4

points a game, respectively.

The pair have been helping out

quite nicely on the boards and that

may just be where this ballgame is

going to be won or lost.

The Bruins can only hope to pull

their record to the .500 mark, but

that in itself may be a task. UCLA
plays use for their final home game.

But before any thoughts of cotton

candy or sugar apples can start danc-

ing in the heads of the Bruins they

have to take care of a tough BYU
team.

Anne Dean, UCLA's all-everything

guard has said that Coach Billie

Moore wants or hopes the team
would finish the season on a high

note. At this point that may just be

asking too much.

Over the weekend the Bruins rode

into Arizona on the crest of a naliiral

high but came back with quite a few
doubts, splitting with Arizona and
Arizona State.

The Bruins have tried every possi-

ble combination out on the floor but
nothing has clicked. The Bruins do
match well with BYU, however, and
may just come out and play one of

their best games of the season.

Sue Mead has made some im-

provement and has given the Bruins

some quality minutes on the floor. If

.she can hold her own against

Spaulding and keep her off the ^ass,

the Bruins should be able to eek out

a victory.

If not, it's going to be a long night

both for the Bruins and their fans.
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Happy Hair Hour • Cuts from $12
perms • streaks • hi-lites from $30

SaSSOOn S. SaSSOOn Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton
207-7277
208-4247

FAST FREE DELIVERY
UCLA

presents

The Kerckhoff Jazz Series

LARGE PIZZaL

$4.95
one topping ,

GOOD TILL 2/26/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY

except. Fri, Sat. & Sun

Valid only with this coupon, one Dizza per coupon

featuring

IJwu u
ANY LARGE PIZZA^

2 FORI
Men T jes only

GOOD TILL 2'26/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY

' 3 :>^' ^'i:^'ess

8:00 Tonight

in the Coffeehouse, Free

Valid only with this coupon one cizza per coupon

Delivery Hours: 4pm-1 1pm
Toppings Include Pepperoni, sausage.

mushrooms, green peppers,
onions and olives

Can Sodas 60c - 6 pacK S3 50

Mention Ad When You Place Orders
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UCLA's male and female Athletes of the Week
boosts team

at gymnastics meet,

swimmers upset USC

By Rick Alexander
Sporti Editor

Brian Ginsberg, sophomore,
gymnastics

Without the services of a
healthy Rob Campbell, the
UCLA men's gymnastics team
had to rely heavily on
sophomore Brian Ginsberg
during a swing through Cid
and^Stanford last weekend.

Ginsberg didn't disappoint
anyone as the Bruins emerged
from the weekend of competi-
tion with some impressive
scores and three wins.

Winning the all-around
competition on Saturday night
against Stanford, Ginsberg
tallied a 56.20 score. En route
to the showing, Ginsberg won
two individual events, the
highbar and the still rings.

Ginsberg scored ai 9.75 on
the bar while earning a 9.65
on the rings.

The next night, the Bruins
again won the meet, this time

__aAai_nrt Cal and UC Dttvia.

RICHARD HARTOG/Daily Brum

Sophomore Brian Ginsberg took all-around honors against
Stanford over the weekend, including a 9.75 performance
on the highbar.

And once again, it was
Ginsberg that \ed the way.

Ginsberg took second in the
all-around with a 55.55 score
despite what UCLA coach Art
Shurlock described as, inconsis-

tent judging^ that favored Cal.
Ginsberg also won the rings
and the floor exercise with a
9.65 and 9.55TespectiveJ,

Continued on Page 30

JEFF HARBA.NU.DjjIy Biuin

Team captain Diane Graner and the rest of the UCLA
ten's swim team scored an impressive upset over

cross-town rivals USC.

WAITERS «^ WAITRESSES

DOUBLE YOUR PRESENT INCOME
AND KEEP YOUR PRESENT |OB

— Full or Part-time —
Become a Professional Restaurant Food

Broker. For complete details phone
(2 1 3) 204-2 1 42 between 6:00-8:00 pm

or reply to: Mr. Eugene O. Hicks
Pres., U.S. International

Restaurant Assoc.
279 So. Beverly Drive, Ste. 1 189

Beverly Hills. CA 902 1 2

^^OR. ROSS J. SOMERS, UCLAALUM^ «{^ Comouterlzed Ev^ Exam

«!*;«

Computerized Eye Exam
ft

Overnfte Wear Contacts
('O' series or Softmate)

188*
Change Your Eye Color

Soft Contacts (B&L)

$9B*

Daily Wear Soft Contacts
(B&LorA.O.)

IJO*

. \

*PrJce includes one pair lenses, fitting, training, follow-up, and care kit. Exam witfi lens purchase only S 20. Exam witfKXJt purchase S 3 5

Same day service for most eyes Mention ad at time of purchase for tfiese fees

Visa and Mastercard accepted

ROSS J. SOMERS, O.D. 478-0S96
1 1600 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 100 BRENTWOOD (next to V.A.)

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS^

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)

Call For Directions ^ 389 -1682
* Other Locations

1310 San FemarKlo Blvd., Burbank

15745 Roscoe Blvd..Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock

7606 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd..Van Nuys

Warner and Magnolia. Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd.. Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St.. Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd.. Pico Rivera

$10 OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO IN STOCK

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT I.D.

10970 Le Conte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

2 1 3-208-8755 2 1 3-208-5275
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By Kevin Lynch

come • •>tball

Luckily for Rick Bashore
_and Jeff Dankworth, Kenny
Easlt) decided to play defen-
sive back. Instead of deflec-

ting and interc*epting passes

Easley could have been throw-
ing them.
Dankworth and Bashore

were the quarterbacks during
Easley *s four year reign at

UCLA and reign is definitely

the right- word. Easley,
although perhaps known more
for his bone jarring tackles

than his interceptions is still

the Bruin leader in that
category. Easley's 19 plucks is

by far and away the most,
besting Bruin standout Don
Rodgers by five.

However, Easley came out
of high school in Chesapeake,
Virginia as one of the most
highly recruited quarterbacks
in the country. Over 300 col-

leges wrote letters expressing
interest and about 120 schools

went on an active recruiting

:g»mpaign to try and lupc

Easley's ominous offensive

statistics overshadowed his

superb defensive skills. Most
coaches did not even realize

that Easley also played in the
defensive backfield for his

high school squad.

"I was just a good athlete

playing quarterback," a
modest Easley said during a
telephone interview from his

home in Seattle, Washington.
"I felt my real pontential was
in playing defensive back."

Wisconsin coach Dave Mc-
Clain would later say about
Easley, **He's bigger and
stronger than most of our of-

fensive line."

Consquently, Easley, with
the help from his mother, who
was in charge of the massive
operation, managed to cut
down the majority of colleges

who were doggedly trying to

recruit him.

From the word go,
however, Kenny was interest-

ed in just four schools. The
first was local-favorite North

the Wolfpack and he also

realized the football program
at N.C. State would not give

him the national recognition

he sought.

Easley then turned his sights

to North Carolina. The
Tarheels offered a solid Divi-

sion I set up that was also

near his home and family.

Again Easley had to worry
about exsposure. As a result he

turned his sights to Mighigan
and the mighty Wolverine

powerhouse. Easely fondly recollects.

"I had always played in Hicks is now a standout

cold weather and there was defensive back with the San

something about cold weather Francisco 49ers. Hicks, EasJey

and the Midwest, they were is eager to point out, is the

almost synonomous. They also

had a large, active crowd,

105,000 at every game."
Easley's enthusiasm increas-

ed when he meet senior

Wolverine defense back
Dwight Hicks who aided the

schodl in recruiting efforts.

"We became good friends,"

owner of two Super Bowl
rings and is also a former
All-Pro.

Easley's already gruff voice
got even deeper when he said

with passion, "Then, there
was UCLA."

For Easley the Big Ten of-

Continued on Page 29

Easley, and for good reason.

Kenny compiled some of the

most mind boggling statistics

this side of the Yukon. In his

senior year Easley tossed the

pigskin for over 2000 yards.

One might think that would
just about deplete all the yards
a high school football team
could squeeze ih^b oneseasoh.

Not neccessarily.

Easley also found time to

amass over 1000 yards
rushing. Those are the kind of

stats that have visions of na-

tional championships dancing
through a coach's heads.
There was only orie problem,
Kenny did not want to play
quarterback.

Carolina State. Easley's first

love at that time was basket-
ball, but as a junior in high
school Kenny realized that his

future in colliegate sports
rested on his abundant foot-

ball ability.

"I liked their basketball
program not their football. I

wanted to go there because of
David Thompson and their

great basketball team," said

Easley explaining that at the
time he was considering which
school to attend. North
Carolina State was number
one in the country after
beating defending champion
UCLA in the NCAA finals.

But Easley knew that he
could not play basketball for Kenny Easley holds the UCLA all-time record for career interceptions with 19

Moore gives her all for Bruins
Small town beginnings didn't stop point guard

JOEL CONARD/Dailv Bruin

Point guard Kristi Moore has directed the Bruin offense

throughout the season.

,_ ' .:'•
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By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer

,

Transferring from a small
community college in
Southern Illinois to UCLA is

not an easy transition academ-
ically or athletically, but nei-

ther is competing against
average starting lineups of six

feet when you are merely 5-6.

Th&se obstacles created no
problems for UCLA's women's
basketball player Kristi
Moore, who presently starts at

the point guard position.

Out of high school, Moore
was not heavily recruited.
"Everybody told me that I

wasn't flashy enough," said
Moore. But flash emerged in

her two years at Illirtois Cen-
tral College where she averag-
ed 14 points, 3 rebounds and 8
assists a game.

"I decided to go to a JC
because I figured that way I

could find out exactly what
level I was capable of play-
ing," said Moore.

"I went there knowing that
I had a two year commitment
and if I learned that I wasn't
a good enough player, I could
stop there."

Moore's talent, which earn-
ed her one of the six final

positions for the Junior Col-

Continued on Page 32

Zeile, Cline

in 8-4 rout
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

With revenge on their
minds, the UCLA baseball
team paid back Pepperdine
for an earlier loss with an
8-4 win at Jackie Robinson
Stadium.

The loss dropped the
Waves to 1-5 for the year,
the lone win coming in their
season opener against UCLA,
coincidentally, by an inden-
tical 8-4 score. UCLA is now
6-4 this season.

The Bruins pushed three
runs across the plate in the
second inning to open up the
Scoring. Designated hitter
Cary Berman started things
off with a single and scored
on Jeff Osborn's double.
Osborn later scored on

Scott Cline's double.
Freshman Bobby Holley con-
tinued the offensive with a
single that scored Cline.

Pepperdine got two of
those runs back in the third
inning. -r^:^

Andy Stankawitz walked
to open the inning and ad-
vanced to third on Steve
Kirkpatrick's double.
Stankawitz was allowed to

take home plate when pit-

hit homers
of Waves
cher Alex Sanchez balked.

Kirkpatrick also advanced on
the play.

One out later, Steve
Erickson singled home
Kirkpatrick.

The Waves took the lead

with two more runs in the

fifth inning.

Stankawitz was hit by a

Sanchez pitch and went to

second base when
Kirkpatrick singled. Both
runners advanced 90 feet on
Rick Hertensteiner's back-to-

the-box sacrifice.

Steve Erickson hit into a

fielder's choice that scored

Stankawitz and tied up the

game at 3-3. All runners

were safe on the play putting

men at first and second.
After Paul Torres struck

out, Sanchez intentionally

walked Scott Shockey to get

at Steve Delamico. The move
didn't pay off as Sanchez
proceeded to walk Delamico
as well and force in the go

ahead run.

After the fifth, though, it

was all Bruins.

In the sixth inning, Pep-

perdine brought in ace pit-

cher Mike Fetters, an All-

America last year. Fetters,

Continued on Page 32
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News: A speaker
marks the anniversary
of America's internment
camps

^-r-^e^bPage 3.

Viewpoint: Rims
are creating stereotypes
of foreign nations,

a reader says
Seepage 14.

Review: An in-depth
interview with the
director of Brazil,

Terry Gilliam.

See page 1 6.

Sports: TheBYU
womens basketbalkteam
upset UCLA at Pauley
Pavillion, last night

See back page.
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UCLA Weather
Scattered clouds. ^w^
High: 64, low: 57. / \
(Dipt ofAtmos-
pheric Scier)ces forecast)
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. . . WHERE ARE THOSE BOOKS? -
Researching historical information for a screenplay,

senior Don Payne, an MP/TV major, undertakes a

tedious task of searching through thousands of cards

at URL

Young voices views on >everse^

admissions bias, overcrowding
By Charles Lee, Staff Writer

In an informal question and
answer session that often
resembled a heated debate.

Chancellor Charles Young
discussed his views on topics

ranging from overcrowded
campus conditions to Universi-

ty of California divestment
from South Africa on Tues-
day.

Responding to a question

about UCLA's student body
size. Young told 35 Division of

Honors students in Kinsey
Hall that overcrowding is a
problem at UCLA and outlin-

ed some actions the ad-
oration is now taking to

solve the dilemma.
"We are overcrowded at the

moment, but we are working
forward now with very strong

support from the state to bring

about an improvement,"
Young said.

Current efforts to curb
overcrowding involve setting a

total UCLA enrollment cap of

31,000 students and planning
major renovations and expan-
sions of several campus
buildings, including Royce
Hall, the law school building

and the Life Sciences
building. Young explained.

Answering a question con-

cerning the possibility of

New bottle bill stalls in committee
Compromise is 'doomed to failure/ opponent says

By Mariko Takayasu
Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — A bill that would
establish a one-cent deposit on soft drink and
beer containers and create a new state recycl-

ing commission is "doomed to failure," accor-
ding to an opponent. Sen. Gary Hart (D^-Santa

Barbara).

The measure, authored by Assemblyman
Burt Margolin (D-Los Angeles), was held up
in the Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife
Committee on Wednesday because of what
Margolin called "gaps" and "weaknesses" in

the bill.

After 20 years of political struggles, the bev-
erage industries and environmental groups
have worked out their differences and have
co-sponsored Margolin's bill. Since 1984, 15
other mandatory deposit bills have been killed

in the Legislature.

Under the new plan, a state-regulated

recycling program would be created for glass,

aluminum and plastic beverage containers.

Distributors woiild pay a penny per container

and pass the cost onto consumers.
Consumers could then take containers to a

recycling center and get their pennies back.

"Consumers have the potential to get more
than the one cent they paid — a profit over

and above what they paid at tne store,"

Margolin said.

The potential gain would come from two
sources.

"First, there will be tens of millions of

dollars ; . . in uncollected refund values.

There always are people who never bring the

containers back .... That money is applied

in a formula to the refund value," Margolin

said, "so consumers can receive more than the

one-cent deposit."

The second source would be the scrap value
of the container material, Margolin said.

"Based upon marke^ conditions, a piece of that

may be available to the consumer."
Consumers would automatically receive a

two-cent deposit, beginning Jan. 1, 1991, for

those containers that have not achieved a 65
percent return rate.

"It is a compromise . . . that will establish

a framework to create incentives for large-

scale recycling of beverage containers and
other materials, and reduce the litter that's

associated with those containers," said Bill

Shireman, executive director of Califomians
Against Waste.
However, some committee members and

groups opposed to the bill say that the one-to-

two cent deposit may not be enough of an in-

centive for consumers to return those con-

tainers to recycling centers.

Hart, who represents a district that has

what he called a "veiy strong environmental
constituency and . . . one the best recycling

efforts in the state," said that the message he
has received from constituents is that the bill is

"a lousy compromise."
"They, don't think it does much in terms of

recycling," Hart said. "I've received almost
300 letters and phone calls from people in op-

position (to the bill) who think this is not go-

ing to accomplish its goal.",^

One-cent deposits on Muminum cans in

other areas "just don't work," Hart said, citing

Alberta, Canada as an example, where there is

a two-cent deposit on aluminum cans but only

a 40 percent return rate.

Please see BOTTLE BILL, Page 6

discrimination occurring
against whites and Asians as a
result of preferential admis-
sions status given to "under-
represented" minority stu-

dents. Young stressed the im-
portance of offering an "equal
opportunity" to those students
and denied that reverse
discrimination exists.

"What we have done by
and large here is reasonable,
and I would not call it reverse

discrimination, although I

think that becomes a difficult

concept to precisely define,"

Young said.

But he added he believes

tlie preferential admissions
system may hurt some non-
minority students' chances of

being accepted to UCLA.
Noting recent improvements

in retention rates of minority
students. Young said that, in

his opinion, the next three to

five years may see a stabiliza-

tion in minority enrollment
that could eliminate the
necessity_for preferential ad-

missions.

A large portion of the ses-

sion involved an extended
discussion on the issues sur-

rounding UC divestment from
South Africa and students*
rights to demonstrate on cam-
pus.

Young said he viewed selec-

DaMy Bruin

Chancellor Charles Young

tive divestment from South
Africa as more appropriate
than total divestment. He said

he feels UCLA is doing
everything it can to bring
about changes^in- the .South

-

African government.
"I believe it is not in the

best interest of bringing about
changes In South Africa for us

to engage in total divestment,"
Young said. "I believe that

(full divestment) would be a
very symbolic and essentially

Please see YOUNG, Page 8

Successful, aspiring entrepreneurs

to hold educational conference

By Lisa Rojany

Hundreds of young successful and aspiring entrepreneurs
representing over 300 universities, 48 states, and 12 coun-
tries, will convene in the third International Conference of

the Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs today through
Sunday.
The four-day array of events, held at the Sheraton Uni-

versal Hotel, includes entrepreneurial semitiars, keynote
speakers, a trade show and a banquet honoring Mayor
Tom Bradley Friday evening.

Bradley has designated an official Young Entrepreneur's
Day on Saturday to honor the efforts of hundreds of en-

trepreneurs, some of whom have succeeded in earning
millions of dollars while still in their undergraduate years.

"There are people going to the conference who are 18
years old with multimillion dollar companies that they
started on their own," said Maureen Lennon, a 22-year
old political science student and president of UCLA's En-
trepreneur's Association.

"The main benefit (of the conference) is for students to

learn from others how they've succeeded as well as how
they've failed. ACE (The Association for Collegiate En-
trepreneurs) is really a support system for students to net-

work in," Lennon said.

By the end of the conference, the participants will have
met enough people to compile a phone book of numbers of
other entrepreneurs and professionals who share similar

experiences, goals and hopes, Lennon said.

Speakers will include some famous and infamous
business entrepreneurs. T. Boone Pickens,^ who caused a
furor last year when he attempted to buy Unocal, and is

described by some as the- "Corporate Raider," will offer

his insights into entrepreneurship, as will Carl Karcher,
founder of the Carl's Jr. chain of fast food restaurants.

Vem Hamish, 27, national director for ACE, which
Please see CONFERENCE, Page 9
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JOIN STEVEA T THESE

BLOOD MOBILE LOCATIONS
Feb. 24 - 28 NEXT WEEK!!
• Ackerman Union
• North Campus
• Lu Valle
• Residence Halls
• Blood Donor Center (CHS)

For More Info Call Student Welfare Commission
' KH312B 825-7586

UCLABLOOD DRIVE GIVING BLOOD IS GIVING LOFE
SIGN-UP TODAY- Bruin Walk. North & South Campus

M-F 11:00 -3:45
M-W 10:00 -2:45
Th.F 10:00 2:45
M-F 3:45-•8:30
M-F 8:00- 5:00
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Philippine newspaper executive

killed; Marcos government suspected

GLENDALE, Calif. — An executive of the Philippine News,

a newspaper opposed to the regime of Ferdinand Marcos, was

shot to death at home Wednesday after receiving a threatening

note,* authorities said.

"The preliminary report indicated that the man (^assin)

went through the window, that he shot Mr. Salvatierra in the

head and then that he locked the door (to the bedroom). That

was the mark of a professional killer," said Philippine News
editor-publisher Alex Esclamado.

An unexploded bomb was discovered July 8 at the newspa-

per's Los Angeles office, said police officer Willie Wilson.

Larry Zabala, press attache to the Philippine Consulate in

Los Angeles, said, "We are terribly distressed over this. We
have known Mr. Salvatierra for a long while and have had
friendly relations with him" despite his anti-Marcos position.

"We urge local authorities to find those responsible for his

death and bring them to justice," Zabala said.

Aides to Sen. Alan Cranston, a longtime friend of Philippine

News publisher Alex Esclamado, said the FBI had been asked to

protect Esclamado and other News executives who had received

similar threats.

Cranston said he was taking seriously suspicions that agents

of the Marcos government were involved in the death.

"What Marcos has done to his country is criminal. He must
not be permitted to export his criminal activities to this coun-

try," the senator said.

The newspaper published a4982 story that said Marcos wore
fake medals and that $9 million had been offered to Esclamado
to cease publication, said Ben Aniceto, Los Angeles editor for

the News.

Engineer says he wamecT
against Challenger launch
WASHINGTON — An engineer at the firm that manufac-

tured the solid fuel booster rockets for the Challenger said today
he unsuccessfully argued against the space shuttle launch the
night before its fatal liftoff because he feared the effect of cold

temperatures^

—

'

.

Allan J. McDonald, a 26-year veteran of the Utah company,
Morton Thiokol, said he testified Friday at a closed hearing of

the presidential commission investigating the shuttle disaster

that he had talked to NASA officials at length on the day before
the Jan. 28 liftoff about his concerns.
McDonald said he told the commission his objections were

overruled by his boss, Joe Kilminster of Brigham City, who
transmitted a launch-approval letter to NASA.

Kilminster was unavailable for comment Wednesday, his

secretary said. ^

—

McDonald told the Ogd<e»<Sfaiidard-Examiner today of his

pre-launch concerns. /

He said he told the commission he continued to object to the
launch even after the letter arrived at Cape Canaveral, where
he was stationed the night before the launch.
McDonald said he turned over detailed notes of his conversa-

tions with NASA officials to the presidential commission.
In an interview published in the New York Times, McDonald

said most of his conversations concerning the shuttle had been
with Lawrence Mulloy, who heads NASA's solid-fuel booster
rocket project at Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Ala.

Reagan Administration split over

gun deregulation bill, memo states

M.^"^^
j^^^^^^ " ^^agan administration officials testified

Wednesday in support of a gun deregulation bill, but internal
1 reasury Department memos said federal gun law enforcers and
Attorney General Edwin Meese III have serious problems with
the legislation.

The memos were introduced at a House hearing after
Treasury Department official Edward T. Stevenson said the bill
stnkes a balance between the rights of law-abiding gun owners
. . .

and the requirements of law enforcement."
Meese said through a spokesman that the memo pertaining to

hi^ views IS maccurate and that he supports the bill. He declin-
ed an mvitation to testify on the measure, which is supported
by gun-owner groups and opposed by law enforcement
organizations. *
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Americans 'deprived of rights'

share internment experiences
6y Bill Bowmer, Senior Staff Writer

']

Marking the 44th anniversary orthe 1942
presidential order which led to the intern-^
ment of 110,000 Japanese Americans, two
speakers who had been held in those camps
shared their experiences as Americans
deprived of their rights during World War
n.
An audience of about 100 gathered in

Ackerman Second Floor Lounge Wednesday
afternoon as UCLA's Nikkei Student Union
held a "Day of Remembrance," with two
former internees joined by a lawyer who
has pursued financial redress for internees.
The three criticized the United States

government's treatment of Japanese
Americans during World War II.

"We had no freedom of choice, none of
the normal comforts of life," Aiko Herzig
said of her time in the camps.

Herzig spoke of the suffering and loss

caused by the internment and discussed the
pain of losing her citizenship, friends, in-

come, due process and other human and
civil rights.

"The government's action in excluding us
from our homes was a gross injustice — it

did grave injury to the democratic process,"
Herzig said.

Herzig detailed the historical background
of what the government called "the Japa-
nese problem." She claimed expert reports
from the World War II era stated that
potential security risks were already iden-
tified, and that Japanese Americans should
have been treated as individuals.

"Hate mongers had a field day — they
pointed to Pearl Harbor and alleged sabo-
tage and disloyal acts by Hawaiian Japa-
nese," Herzig said. She claimed internal
government memos of the era stated that

Hawaiian Japanese posed no security risk to
the United States, but that "we can only

jygSUIXUg President Roosevelt found it in the
national interest" to encourage anti-
Japanese hysteria.

"Were the aged, the young or the sick

potential saboteurs?" Herzig asked. She
cited the case of a 4-month-old orphan who
was sent to an internment camp. "Was she
a risk?" Herzig asked.

After the Battle of Midway, government
officials realized there was no military need
to continue the internments, but political

considerations kept the camps open until

spring of 1945, after Roosevelt was re-

elected, Herzig said.

She balked at terms used by the gov-
ernment to describe internees. "They cdled
us 'resident colonists' or 'evacuees' — we
say 'prisoners.' They called the camps
'relocation camps' — we say 'concentration
camps,' " she said.

Herzig described the friction between
those Japanese Americans in the camps who
cooperated with their captors and those
who resisted. She spoke out against tjj^e gov-
ernment's attempt to draft internees to fight

in the army and praised those Japanese
Americans who resisted.

"We should recognize the resisters as trp^
Americans" since they stood^ up foF
American principles in the face of the un-
just internment, Herzig said.

Herzig introduced another speaker,
Frank Emi, one of those who resisted the
draft as "a true American."
"To understand the resistance of Niseis

(second generation Japanese Americans) in-

terned in camps, you have to understand
the conditions in them," Emi said, j:

Emi described the "wholesale removal

Please see INJUSTICE, Page 8

Famous sports figures discuss black

achievement in sports and school

By Michael Ashcraft

Staff Writer

Head Basketball Coach
Walt Hazzard and 1986
UCLA linebacker Tommy
Taylor were among the six

coafches and athletes that
spoke Tuesday evening about
"linking the gap" between be-
ing successful black athletes
and successful students.

Reminding black students of
their heritage and encouraging
them to strive for higher levei^
of achievement, the sports fig-

ures, including Tommy Smith,
the 1968 gold medalist in the
440 meter, UCLA track Coach
John Smith, former UCLA
football payer Oscar Edwards

and UCLA track star Michael
Powell, spoke before 50 people
in Ackerman Tuesday evening
at the "Athletes Forum "^
Past and Present."

Hazzard said he felt UCLA
has aided the process of accep-
ting black people in athletics.

"It is the only institution that

has hired black coaches in

succession for high positions.

My hat is off to this university

for providing the opportunity
for us to do that.**

Hazzard said his idol was
Jackie Robinson, all-American
in UCLA track, football and
basketball, explaining that
Robinson was a hero for
blacks at a time when there
weren't many heroes. "He
proved that all a man needed
was an opportunity."

Since then, colleges have
changed their attitude toward
admitting blacks into their

universities, Hazzard said. "It

blows my mind to see
Mississippi and Alabama play
basketball."

UCLA adopted a policy of

admitting black athletes and^
hiring black coaches earlier

than most universities, he
said. "I came to UCLA
because it let blacks on the
field in the 1920s."

Smith and Smith spoke
about what they felt black
athletes should be doing to

succeed at the university,^

Tommy Taylor
TODD CHENEY

Tommy "the jet" Smith
wanted black members of the

Please see ATHLETES, Page 12

Shimshon Zelniker denies claims

of Israeli support for apartheid

y

By Michael Ashcraft

Staff Writer

Shimshon Zelniker, a repre-
"Sentative of Israel speaking to

protesters of South African
apartheid, attempted to de-
fend Israel from the criticism

aimed at its ties with South
Africa.

Zelniker, who claims to
have been active as Israeli

Prime Minister Shimon Peres'

representative to black leaders
including Bishop Desmond
Tutu, gave a 50 minute pres-

entation in Ackerman 2408
Wednesday. He discussed the
two nations' history and pres-

ent ties. Afterwards several
students asked questions about

DAVID BOITO/Daily Bruin

Dr. Shimshon ZekiHcor

J

his claim that Israel does not
support apartheid.

Before the 1973 Yom Kip-
pur War — in which Egypt
and Syria, among other na-
tions, attacked Israel — Israel

did not have ties with South
Africa, Zelniker said. Because
of a trade boycott imp>osed on
Israel by Arab nations, Israel

lost economic ties with many
African nations which were
pressured to cooperate with
the boycott, he claimed.

Reacting to this "trade
ostracism," Israel opened an
embassy in South Africa and
established economic ties, he
said.

Today, ties with South
Africa exist largely because of
economic and military trade
with the nation and the Jew-
ish people who live there, he
added.

Israel trades materials that
can be transformed into
military hardware, he said,

comparing Israel with nations
such as France atid the U.S.
which trade the actual hard-
ware to South Africa.

Discussing alleged trade of

nuclear technology, Zelniker
said he felt that "there is a
shroud surrounding" the actu-

al trade between Israel and
South Africa. The most
reliable sources, such as the
New York Times, have not
established any definite nu-
clear links, he said.

Explaining that Israel's

economic trade consists mostly
of diamonds, he said this trade

Please see ZELNIKER, Page 13

UCLA researcher to walk across

Africa, raise medical relief funds
By Margaret Arana

Last year, recordings, rock concerts and
other fund-raisers focused on the problem
of world famine.

This year, a UCLA researcher will try
another method of raising money for the
needy — walking across Africa.

Starting in March, British-born Roger
Whitehead will begin a 2,800-mile trek —
from Douala, Cameroon on the Atlantic
Ocean to Mombasa, Kenya on the fndian
Ocean — that he estimates will take him
approximately nine months. Much of the
walk, about 1,000 miles, will go across the
Congo basin.

Whitehead, a 27-year-old research
psychophysiologist, said he wants to put his

hiking and mountain-climbing abilities to

philanthropic use. He has a master's degree
in physical education and has done exten-
sive hiking in Europe and the United States.

About six months ago. Whitehead con-
tacted Direct Relief International (DRI), an
organization which specializes in crisis

relief, and asked them to help him with his

idea to hike across Africa. They are now
working with Whitehead to arrange promo-
tional strategies for the expedition.
Whitehead said.

A major reason why he chose to work
with DRI, Whitehead said, is that they
have no religious affiliations. Also, DRI
does not work specifically with fajrnine

relief. All the money raised by Whitehead's
walk will be used for medical supplies in

DRI's main areas of concern — Ethiopia,
Nepal and the Philippines.

Sponsorship money has already begun to

dribble in. Whitehead said, explaining that
he will need about $9,000 for the expedi-
tion itself and DRI will need an additional

$15,000 for promotion.
"Keeping it in the public eye is very im-

RogeriMMtehoad

portant," Whitehead said. "The money
coming in should be at least 15 times the
money spent."

DRI is planning to ^ake a VldecnBouT
its organization that will highlight
Whitehead's African walk. They also plan
to publicize updated reports of the trek as it

progresses.

». When Whitehead actually begins the
journey, his main worry will no longer be
money, but disease and sickness. He plans
to take along as much medicine as he can
carry, as well as receiving plenty of vac-

cinations before he leaves.

Malaria, typhoid and hepatitis are the
main dangers, he said.

Please see WALK, Page 6
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Tobacco bill put 'on hold' while

factions negotiate for agreement

To maintain low

avoid unneci

I I

XS-1

pressdre,

salt, stress

In ancient times, salt was a standard of value. It was used for

pay, was traded and fought over. Today, the war is against

high blood pressure, and the battle against too much salt.

Forty percent of the salt molecule is made up of the mineral
sodium. Sodium, along with chloride and potassium, regulates

the balance of fluids in and around cells. These minerals also

serve important functions in nerve transmission and in the
working of the heart.

The amount of sodium our bodies need each day is what we
get in a pinch of table salt and is found naturally in our diet.

The foods we eat, however, include more salt than needed,
usually six to 18 times the amount. The body then must absorb

the excess sodium. ^^ i^^^r-^

I The kidneys filter {sodium from the blood and eliminate it

through the^rine. The kidneys can also conserve salt and pump
it back into the blood in the rare event the body experiences a

deficiency. •

When the kidneys are unable to eliminate excess sodium into

the urine, the sodium causes the body to retain water, increas-

ing the volume of blood. Because of this fluid imbalance, blood

vessels become more sensitive to nerve stimulation. Th^ vessels

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — A bill that would re-

quire businesses to post signs in their retail

establishments warning smokeless tobacca

users about potential health risks was put

"on hold" at the request of the chairman of

the Senate Judiciary Committee on Tues-

day. The bill would also make penalties

more strict for selling smokeless tobacco

products to minors.

The bill's author. Sen. Nicholas Petris

(D-Oakland) agreed with Sen. Bill Lockyer,

the committee chair, to meet with opposing

factions and "sit down and negotiate an

agreement" on a proper warning sign, the

amount of the fine for violators of the

posting provision and the amount of the

fine if vendors sell to minors.

In the original bill, the sign would read:

"Warning: The use of smokeless tobacco, is

addictive and may cause cancer."

But, some committee members question-

ed if tobacco is addictive or if it is habitu-

ated.

"I don't think I've read any journal that

has actually come out and said for a fact

that tobacco is addictive," Sen. Milton

Marks (D-San Francisco) said.

Petris agreed to amend his bill to read

exactly like the current federal legislation

on smokeless tobacco warning labels which

is headed for the president's desk. Those

three labels are to be rotated, every four

months on smokeless tobacco^jackages.

"The first would read: This product

may cause mouth cancer. The second:

This product may cause gum disease and

tooth loss and the third: This product is

not a safe alternative to cigarettes," said

A.E. Davis, a lobbyist for the Smokeless

Tobacco Council in Washington.

If this measure receives Reagan's
signature, the state's cannot change the

wording or require any other kind of

change, either on the label or advertising of

these products.

Another problem with the bill, according

to committee members and those opposing

the measure is how miich of a fine would
be imposed on those vendors who did not

post warning signs.

Under the bill, there would be a

minimum of a $500 fine for the first of-

Please see TOBACCO, Page 6
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cont ract, le&uitiiig in high blood pressure.

This increase in stress on the circulatory system increases the

risk of stroke, heart problems and kidney disease. These conse-

quences of high blood pressure are more likely to occur among
overweight people, because the heart has to work harder to

pump blood to the capillaries in extra tissue.

However, excess sodium is not the only factor involved in

high blood pressure. Being under too much stress can set off the

release of hormones which signal the kidneys to retain sodium.
But even without stress, too much sodium can have serious con-^

' '^ '~- ~ Please see SNACMAN, Page 9
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BOARD OF CONTROL
FEBRUARY MEETING
12:30 PM FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 21 , 1986, ACKERMAN 3517

ON THE AGENDA

The February agenda includes the following

action and information items:

Budget Assumptions for 1986-87
Services and Enterprises Budget

Business Interruption Insurance
Coverage

Guidelines Governing Executive
Director's Authority to Change Budgets

Guidelines for Pursuing Significant New
Business Opportunities

Five Year Affirmative Action Report

Proposed Amendment to ASUCLA
Employee Discount Policy

Proposed Change to ^afd of Co
'^"*" "Slipem

Purchase of Additional ypisk Capacity for

Store Computer

Lu VaHe Commons R6od Service

Customer Satisfaction Survey

Lu Valle Commons Graphic Services
Customer Satisfaction Survey

ASUCLA Services & Enterprises
Communications Survey - 1986

The 1986 Communications Plan for

ASUCLA Services & Enterprises

Report on 1985-86 Programming Fund
Allocations by Student Governments

LAST MONTH

-^ -"^-'-" - f--
.

1

At the January regular meeting the following
actions were taken:

Approval of Revised 1985-86 ASUCLA
Services & Enterprises Budget

Approval of Resolution to Authorize the
Borrowing of Working Capital

Approval of ASUCLA Assuming
Responsibility for UCLA's Computer
Resale Program p—

—

\v
The Board of Codtrol Is tha studant-maforlty board that sets policy for
tha SarvlcBS arta Entarprisas ofASUCLA, Including the Students' Store
arKi Food Se/v/dw. All Board of Control meetings are open to the public,
and members of tfte campus community are Invited to attend.
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Former UCLA journalism prof dies;

served as first Bruin media adviser

Pipe break in Dodd Hall causes

'odorous' sewage flood problems

-James H. Howard, a
prominent UCLA journal-

ism professor who retired in

1979, died Tuesday, Feb.
11 frop diabetic complica-
tions. He was 60. _
Howard, born Aug. 18,

1925, began working at

UCLA as a lecturer in

journalism and an adviser

to the Daily Bruin in 1963.
He then went on to become
chairman of the Journalism
Department from 1974-
1979.

"I think James would
have most wanted to be
remerpbered for his love of

journalism and respect for

the news media," said
Howard's wife Joan. "He
wanted badly to pass on the

love he felt for the field to

his students. I think most
people that knew him
would agree that he did a
good job of it."

At UCLA, James taught
courses in journalism in-

cluding reporting, editing,

ethics and responsibility,

editorial writing and public
affairs reporting.

"Jim was a super nice
guy. The kids really looked
up to him," said Arthur
Atkinson, ASUCLA
publications typography
manager.

As the Daily Bruin's first

media adviser, from 1963 to

1970, Howard first met
resistance from many of the

students. "The students
were suspicious of Jim's real

purpose," Atkinson said.

"Many of' them felt he
would censor publication,

but in no time," he quietly

gained their confidence. He
really touched kids and wa&
respected by all his stu-

dents."

Brian Weiss, editor-in-

chief of the Daily Bruin in

1967-1968, agreed. "By vir-

tue of his tremendous
knowledge and ease with
people he eventually gained
the respect of everyone. Jim
was a valued and trusted

member of the Daily Bruin
family."

Howard is survived by
his wife and two children.

No memorial service is

planned.
— Yvette Jenkins

By Marian Berelbwitz

A pipe break caused a
rather odorous problem last

week when sewage flooded the
•basenf^^ar^ of Dodd HaH, the^

location of several UCLA ad-
ministrative offices.

Calling the event
"disgusting" and "gross,"
employees said they closed
their offices early and

evacuated the building at
about 3 p.m. on Feb. 11.

"I went into the bathroom
at about 2:30 p.m. and saw
sewage bubbling out of the
drain," said Afice Wfntef=iTr
employee of the Law Alumni
and Development Office.
"About 10 minutes later the
water came under the door
and went halfway into the
Please see FLOOD, Page 10
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Regents slated to discuss federal

budget, battle against toxic waste

IHLBO'S APE III

AND WE HAVE
~

THE LOOK

By James Bozajian

Administration Editor

The impact of the 1987 fed-

eral budget on education,
ways of helping the battle

against toxic waste and official

confirmation of the 1986-87

student regent nominee are

among the items slated for the

University of California Board

of Regents meeting at UC
Riverside today and Friday.

The board will discuss the

potential impact of the 1987

federal budget especially in

A

Cello
with

Cut & Blow

Open 7 days
and evenings

Hair weaving and Sculptured nails

10877 W.Pico Blvd.
(west of Westwood Blvd

)

New clients only 475-4586

relation to student financial
aid and agriculture. '*

The board will also discuss
various approaches to helping
the state deal with hazards
from toxic substances.

Discussion will include
Please see REGENTS, Page 11

Service to university recognized
by Cliancellor's Marshal awards

WHY PAY ""'"^^f PRICES? ^ave
VILLAGE 30-70%

By Marian Berelowitz

Graduating students who have shown excep-
tional commitment to serving the university

and the community may now apply for the
Chancellor's Marshal award, given annually
upon graduation from UCLA.

Applications for co^nmencement sjjeaker are
also available.

The approximately 120 students selected as

Chancellor's Marshals wear blue and gold
fourrageres at commencement to distinguish
them from other students. They are chosen by
Chancellor Charles Young.

Both undergraduate and graduate students
who received a degree after spring 1985 or are

QUARTZ WATCHES
• Ultra-thin

• Sharp, modem look
• Casio's 1 yr.warranty

Calculator
w/purchase
of this watch

i

Jitei

receiving one this or next quarter may apply.
No minimum grade point average is required.
The Student Commencement Advisory

Committee reviews applications and makes
recommendations to the chancellor. Naomi-
Ann Nakagama, SCAC chairwoman, said the
committee looks for applicants , who have
"given as much as they could have, consider-
ing their time and financial constraints."
Nakagama said about 350 applications were

received last year. The committee narrowed
the field by looking for students whose service
had gone "over and beyond the level of expec-
tation."

Those selected for the award included stu-

Please see AWARDS, Page 10
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Continued from Page 4
fense, going up to $6,000 for the third of-
fense.

"I've talked to people who are opposed to
these numbers. They feel they're oppressive,
and they may be right. Maybe it's much too
much on the high side. It's something we're
willing to look at," Petris said-

INTERNkTIOflkl
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mon LinMid to Mock an hvd
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w. Lm dmilia, CA MIH 380-4477 '*'^ ^^'^^ ' °ays

MON -SAT 11 -7PM. SUN 12- 5PW

Sen. Diane Watson (D-Los Angeles) ask-
ed Petris to reduce the fine for the second
offense from $1,500 minimum to $1,000
and change the third offense from $6^000
maximum to $3,000.
"The reason why I suggested this

amendment is that often in the community
stores ... a $6,000 fine could put them
out of business, and we're trying to main-
tain some businesses in the community, but
we're trying to say to them *you can't be
negligent in this regard' and I think a lower
maximum and a higher minimum might
catch they're attention," Watson said.

Petris said he is not opposed to reducing
the amount.

Urtder existing law, it is a misdemeanor
to knowingly sell tobacco products to
minors, punishable up to a $1,000 fine.
"There really are two penalties in current

law," Lockyer said. "Knowingly furnishing,
which is a misdemeanor and then . . . fail-

4

for &QtBBTnBnt~
ing to meet the posting signs that state it is

illegal to serve minors, and that's a $10 fine
for the first offense and $50 for subsequent
offenses," he said.

That means the current penalty for sell-

ing to minors is technically stronger for the
first offense, Lockyer said.

-—Lockyer encouraged Petris to^ work out
the problem areas of the bill with members
of the opposing groups, including the
California Vendors Association.
The bill will be reset for hearing in

committee in the next two weeks.
In other action:

• A bill authored by Assemblyman Lloyd
Connelly (D-Sacramento) which would
place warning labels on smokeless tobacco
products was unanimously approved by the
Assembly Health Committee on Tuesday.
The measure would also ban electronic
media advertising of those products.

Jt^^c^^*^*^^"
^"**^^''®^ ^y ^^"- Gary Hart

(D-Santa Barbara) that would tax smokeless
tobacco products was tabled by the Senate
Health and Human Services Committee last
weelc^^ According to Hart's Legislative Aide
Pat Flynn, the senator does not plan to re-
introduce the bUl, which would have given
a portion of the tax revenues to create a
Tobacco Education program.
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Continued from Page 1

"What your (Hart's) constituents are reac-
ting to is an unfinished proposal/' Margolin
said. "Everyone here ... will acknowledge
that there are gaps, there are potential
weaknesses, there are issues that have to be
further examined," he said.

Margolin asked critics to participate in the
legislative process to "improve the bill."

Opponents of the bOl include the California
Public Interest Research Group (CalPIRG),
the California Waste Management Board and
the Northern California Recycling Association.

"I think it's really the guts of what we're

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER

talking about. Are the economic incentives
significant enough?" Hart asked.
"You don't get for a penny the kind of

r^ponse that is going to meet the goals
set out m this bUl, " Hart contended.

Under the bUl's provisions, consumers would
take their containers to recycling centers,

dhai^
*"''*"'*^ """""^ **''«^ grocery

Hart said he does not understand why
California was developing such a complicated
system of recycling when other states, in-
cludmg neighboring Oregon, have met with
success in their programs.

A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION
FOR THE RK5HT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

WALK: Researcher to trek across Africa
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Continued from Page 3
Whitehead will have to rely on purchas-

ing food while traveling and most of the
time, he said, he will sleep out in the open
with just a sleeping bag. When he does pass
throu^ a major city (he will go through
three), he will sleep in a hotel.

''Loneliness may be a problem, *•

Whitehead said. His wife, however, plans
to visit him for the month of August and
bring him fresh camping supplies.

,«,li^^" tjj t^'P ^'^ P^Ple or five

n? I!."' Ki^**?^^,*^ '^'^^ "it's"^ something
1 11 be able to look back at and feel I didsome good.

WKif k'^^^^^i ^^^^ *° contribute to
Whitehead s African expedition can send a
check, payable to Direct Relief Interna-
tional, to: Africa Trek c/o Direct Relief

mc^Qs daily bruin thursday, february 20, 1986

AUTOGRAPH SESSION
THURSDAY^FEB. 20
BOOK DEPT.'STUDENTS* STORE

^^^
si Houghton MiffJin Company

2 Park Street , Boston, Massachusetts 02 108

« Houghton Mifflin Company 1986

*'Margaret Atwood's most daring work to date. ..It deserves an honored place on the

small shelf of cautionary tales that have entered modem folklore-a place next to,

and by no means inferior to Brave 'New World and 1984."

^ Publisher's Weekly

*'Sending me THE HAhlDMAID'S TALE was like offering Persephone an open

pomegranate in Hades. An irresistible, fatal, gift. 1 devoured it, it devoured me."

E.L. Doctorow

*'An accomplished novel so powerful as to shut out events in the real world, while

answering forever the question of whether there is such a thing as a woman s

noveV
Judith Rossner

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
General Books / B level Ackerman Union / 825-7711 / M Th 7 45^7:30; F 7 45-6; Sat 10^5; Sun 12 5

Noted novelist and poet, Margaret

Atood wii sign copies pf her new
novel, "The Handmaid's Tale", in

the Book Department of ASUCLA's
Students' Store on Thursday, Feb-

ruary 2p from ll:30'12:30pna. A 40
minutA video interview with Ms.
Atwoom will be shown prior to her

arrival tft 10:00 ^ 10:40am.

Her newwiov^l, set in the near

future of a2lst cmtury fundamen^
talist church'run USA, has been
universally acclaimed as her best

book ever, and has elevated her to

the ranks of Orwell and Swift.
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^' FOR THOSE \/\/H0 APPRECIATE QUALITY \

KEEP THAT SMILE
LOOKING BRIGHT

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

Tooth Bonding
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
•Stereo Headphones (bring your
own tape)
•Please mention this ad
•Credit Cards, Checks, and
Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Women's Studies

Feminist Books

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213)477-7300

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Ifattic School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every week-Sat
Sun, Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hiii& S.M.. Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

BLOWDRY
(new clients with ad only)

Call: 208-1468
Expires 3/02/86

Professional Care and Quality Lenses — The Difference You Can See and Feel

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley Jesson — Syntex — Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

25% OFF (OUR DISCOUNT
PRICES)

CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •

VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI •

CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED
OUANTITIES)

II

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BIFOCAL

SPECIAL

$39M*
COMPLETE

SkigtiiMon fraine and

IMH 'Qni giMs or

•r4aa0

$55««*frime md _ _

*CiurglttS(y
pUtticM 000 COMPLETE
OBCOUMT OOf S MOT AW.Y
TO SPfCWU. SALfS

Dr. Gerald Greenspan

i sight
Oplom^tric C#filv
ViM A Maalcrcard accwpiad
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OFFER EXPIRES 1-3l.«6

2370 Westwood Blvd.
Suite L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
West Los Angeles
Phone:(213)475-7602

A Complete

Daily Wear SPH Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

|K.4^^ Complete

Extended Wear Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Testing
• Complete Training
• Follow-up Visits for 6 Monttis
• Chem Care Kit

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written (Guarantee
• Personal Service
• Professional Care

$159
Complete

a Package
pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

• Amber 'Aqua •Blue • Green

Solfcolora not only corr«ct your vision,

th*y •nhanoe ttw color ol your eyes
Just ask our •y*-c«r» specialist for a
trial flnirtg at r>o charge

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Hungerfor Perfection:
Wonten and Compulsive Eating

Facilitated by Jean Younjg, MA.

Today, Feb. 20, Noon-1 pm
Room 2, Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center Is a service of the
Division of Student Relations

Aiko Kerzig
SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Dady Bruin

INJUSTICE: Remembrance
G«ii4*nued from Page:2:
and incarceration without any
semblance of due process"
which Japanese Americans
faced and his shock that this

could happen to him, when he
had considered himself a loyal

American.
Niseis "deeply resented" the

draft the government imposed
on them, which turned in-

ternees previously classified as

4-C — enemy aliens — into

prospective soldiers, Emi said.

Emi said his American up-
bringing taught him to resist

i4"stice and that hB ooff
sidered fighting the draft a
patriotic act. f

Also speaking was Dale
Minami, a third-generation
Japanese American who is an
advocate for internees seeking
financial restitution to com-
pensate for their time in the
campsr^ .^ izi

The anniversary was also

observed statewide, as Gov.
George Deukmejian proclaim-
ed Wednedsay "A Day of
Remembrance" in Galifomia.

YOUNG: Voices views
Continued from Page 1

non-useful action — but we
ought to keep

J
substantial

pressure on all the companies
that we have any ability to
put pressure on to change
their own activities in South
Africa to bring about change."

Responding to a charge that
UCLA is hostile to student
demonstrators. Young em-
phasized the administration's
resolve to enforce rules gov-
erning on-campus demonstra-
tions when the rights of others
are infringed. "There are ways
to protest that are reasonable
and there are ways to protest
that are unreasonable."
Young did, however, de-

nounce the UC Police
Department's alleged practice
of taking random pictures of
any person near the scene of a
demonstration.

Pressed to identify his
political bias. Young said he is

a "rationalist" — a liberal on
some issues and conservative
on others. He did concede that
he is "more conservative today
than I was 20 years ago."
On the topic of the effects

of growing private contribu-
tions to UCLA, Young said
that it "provides a little more
freedom at the fringes and it

provides the opportunity for
us to build upon the very
great base the people of
California provide us. We are
going to continue to fulfill our
primary role, which is to serve
the needs of the state of
California and the larger
American and international

society.'^

Young also answered a
question about the quality of
education at UCLA, based on
two conflicting polls that rank
UCLA fifth and 159th in the
nation. Young questioned the
credibility of both polls, say-
ing, "I think we're somewhere
in the top 10.

"On the other hand," he
added, "we are not as high in
terms of the quality of our
undergraduate program
relatively as we are in our
graduate program."
Young suggested that im-

provements in academic
counseling, smaller class sizes
and better-structured general
education requirements are
some factors that could helpupgrade UCLA's
undergraduate program.

Turning to the subject of
student-faculty relations.
Young discussed the percep-
tion that some UCLA faculty
are better-equipped to conduct
research than instruct, and the
concern that many regular
faculty members are being
"overshadowed" by more ef-
fective lecturers and visiting
professors.

Young urged students to
take issues of instructor
credibility more often to indi-
vidual departments and the
administration when such ac-
tion is deemed appropriate.
The event was sponsored by

the College of Letters &
Science Division of Honors
Student Execmtive CouncU

/•"
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SNACMAN: Avoid salt
\Continiied from Page 4

sequences.

For these reasons, you should have your blood pressure
checked at least once a year and watch the foods you eat. Our
"tolerance and appetite for salt is fui acquired taste, separate
from our bodies' needs, and therefore must be monitored.

Food producers are well aware of the appetite for salt and
add this mineral to their food products for flavor, unbeknownst
to the average consumer.

Snacks like salted crackers, nuts, pretzels and potato chips are

easy sources of sodium to spot, but others are not so obvious.

They include flavor enhancers, leavening agents, additives,

preservatives, canned foods, baked goods, pickled foods, dairy

products and even drinking water.

The point is that high levels of sodium can be found in many
products you would not expect, so read labels carefully.

Here are some suggestions for cutting back your sodium in-

take and helping prevent high blood pressure:

• Taste your food before salting it.

• Use herbs rather than salt to flavor your foods.

• Substitute fruits, unsalted nuts and other low-sodium snacks

for high-salt items such as potato chips.

• Have your blood pressure checked periodically.

• Maintain your ideal body weight.
• Be aware that processed foods, such as store-bought hozen
dinners, soups and entrees with gravies and sauces, can be

especially high in sodium content.
• Avoid eating fast foods as much as possible.

If you do have high blood pressure, follow medical advice

about altering your diet, maintaining good health habits and

taking prescribed medication.

If you have additional questions about sodium or wish to

have your blood pressure checked or receive a dietary assess-

ment, call the Peer Health Counselor Office (825-8462) or con-

tact a Student Health Advocate.

Compiled by Student Nutrition Awareness Committee (SNAC)
^^member EHana Johnston.

CONFERENCE: Entrepreneurs
Continued from Page 1

coordinated the conference, joined the Center for En-

trepreneurs at Wichita State University in 1982. When 250

people arrived lot the first meeting, Hamish and a friend

Jiom Harvard realized that many students were fascinated

^vtth business and the idea of becoming entrepreneurs.

On November 19, 1983, in "a darkened basement of a

Chinese restaurant in Harvard Square", ACE was born.

According to Hamish, the five leaders of Entrepreneurs

Associations from Dartmouth, MIT, Babson, Harvard and

Wichita State were successful in businesses such as soft-

ware development, electronics, and video production.

They shared stories of how they had "made it" and ex-

changed ideas. By the time the meeting was over, they

had decided to become a national organization.

Four months later, in April 1984, ACE hosted their first

National Conference at MIT.
"In that short amount of time, we ended up with

members (both professors and students) from 60 univer-

sities,and 24 states," Hamish said. "The conference went

so well that we decided to repeat the event."

The second conference, hosted in Dallas by Southern

Methodist University in March 1985, attracted interna-

tional attention. Over 600 people from 42 states and 12

countries, joined to exchange ideas and to encourage one

another, Harnish said.

Now, at this week's conference, some of the model en-

trepreneurs who will attend include Brett Davis, a 27-year

old who eamed $790 million last year, Neil Baiter, a 25-

year old and owner of California Closet Company, who
made $18 million and Jennifer Cherney, a 26-year old

who, with her partner, earned $115 million in real estate

deals in New York.

Saturday, ACE is sponsoring a free trade show, open to

the public. The potpourri of activities will include 120

trade exhibits, major companies seeking recruits and pro-

viding services, universities displaying their own en-

trepreneurial programs, young entrepreneurs looking for

partners in business, and people with published materials

on how to start one's own business.

Larry Vein, a 20-year old student, and member of

UCLA's Entrepreneurs Association, looked forward to at-

tending the four days' activities.

"This conference will bring me together with a lot of

individuals on my level," he said. "Entrepreneurs like

these, who are really working their tails off and suc-

ceeding, are rare individuals. These are people, like me,

who place no limitations on thfeir ability to reach their

goals. I hope to make close friends, exchange ideas with

them, and possibly start new businesses or branch out on

those that I have already started."

Vein has taken part in such ventures as Triadd CFC, a

clothing concem, interior advertising, and a campus pro-

ducts business, all of which have proven to be extremely

promising, he said.

Many of these young entrepreneurs are still attending

classes full-time and must make sacrifices with their social

lives and time schedules.

"I've slept an average of five hours in the last two

weeks, no kidding, " said Vein, "But I love what I'm do-

ing."
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Layer Cuittng * l^rms

Student Dlscountft

BAUSCH & LOMB

SLEEP-IN

$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

i

Q-icd^c fliut-m

(Chanye color of eyee)

SLEEP-Df LEmES
S119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTJICn
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on aU lenses.

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

I

\. <.^<

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monicxi Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Mastor Charge • VISA
Mon.Wed. \0S, Than. 10-7, Fri. 106, Sat. 1(M Withtkto ad, «q[>- 2mm

I

%

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

GCLA Student Special

$16CaT&BLOW
MUSTSHOW UCLA STUDEMT

ID. WrTH COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday • Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to any
client whose hair condition is unsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood B|yd

479-0014 475-3264

S.C.A. Talent Showcase
Today2/20/86 7p.m.

Kerckhoff Coffee House

_Come Strut Your Stuff!

No competition - just fun.

To take part - Leave Name, Address & Phone for Tani,

53253 or 54403 or at Royce Rm. 154

nAmmmMi --,.v- ^
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CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SIZZLINGLY HOT"
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 :30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

Delivery
208-1722

1

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

114 Gayley (located behmd National Theatre) 208-9214

^^..-i^N-iiN ••W^."^C^^^^v.^•?<vw^-. ^.--viv.

i UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

ALSO: EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS

> ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (2I6 blocks East of Fairfax)

USKIH-ROBBINS
With this coupon get:

2 for
on all sundae, malt or fountain item

ICE CREAM

Buy any pint, quart or V2 gallon, get the

SECOND AT HALF PRICE!
1 % DISCOUNT <*' '•"•' "'^'^ 'O'

Full Fountain, Splits, Floats, Shakes, Malts

15% DISCOUNT (w/ valid UCLA ID)

Ice Cream Cakes, Rolls, Pies, (custom made or from dessert case)

WE DELIVER!
Delivery service available, special discount bulk rates

to campus organizations,greeks, faculty.
^

Avculable at:

Westwood Village • CentHrv City Mall 552-2866

10916 Kinross ' * \^^, "^^I^ «'•'
^ftii°^oo

^^"°^^^
• 2461 Santa Monica Bl. 828-1222

(b/t GayUy and Wertwood Bl) , j^^ HiUn Mall, Culver City 390-2565

208-8048 •xp.3 2-86
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With the American Express® Card

you can buy everything from new

spectacles to some pretty spectac-

ular clothing The latest in audio

equipment and the latest albums.

The Card is the perfect way to pay

for iust about anything you'll want

during college.

How to get the Card
-^^— before you graduate.

Because we believe that college is the first

sign of success, we've made it easier for you

to gel the American Express Card. Graduating

students can get the Card as soon as they

accept a 510,000 career-oriented job. If you're

not graduating this semester, you can apply

for a special sponsored Card. Look for

student applications on campus. Or call

1-800THE CARD, and tell them you want

a student application.

The American Express Card.

Don't leave school without it.^

c
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Flood
Continued from Page 5

room." She added that sewage
also seeped through the walls

of an office not opening onto

the hallway.

White said the area "smell-

ed like a trout farm." She and
several other employees
received gamma globulin shots

as a precaution against infec-

tion.

Campus Sanitarian Adolph
Torres said gamma globulin is

normally given only if the per-

son having contact with
sewage has an exposed cut.

*We had to put plastic bags

around our legs to get out,"

said Barbara McCuiness, an
employee of the Housing Of-

fice.

White said she was
evacuated on a * cart brought
to transport employees down
the flooded hallway.

Custodians steam-cleaned
and disinfected the carpet, but

White said the smell did not

immediately go away and that

other workers have been com-
plaining about the persistent

odors.

The pipe break resulted
from the building's "very old

infrastructure," said Connee
Freeman, executive assistant

to the vice chancellor of ad-

-xmntistraHnn, nnting tha t

'there have been a number of

breaks in the last two years."

Awards
Continued from Page 6

dents who had participated in

philanthropic activities and"
organizations ^such as Bruin-
Belles, student government,"
dorm government and adviso-

ry boards.

SCAC tries to select stu-

dents from diverse
backgrounds, Nakagama said.

Members of the committee
also have diverse experiences
with various campus organiza-
tions and so are qualified to

determine which students are
most deserving, she said.

Students interested in being
the candidate's speaker at

commencement must write a~
speech for the graduation ad-
dress and submit a copy of it

with their application. Ap-
plications, available in the Of-
fice of the Dean of Students

(2224 Murphy Hall), are due
March 24.

Applications for
Chancellor's Marshall will be
accepted until March 6 and
can be obtained from the
Dean of Students Office,
James E. West Center recep-

tion desk. Academic Ad-
vancement Program Office
and information desks at the
North Campus Student Center
and Ackerman Union.
They are also available at

the circulation desks of the
Biomedical, Craduate School
of Management and Law
libraries; the Graduate Stu-
dents Division (1248 Murphy
Hall); the Graduate Students
Association Office (301 Ker-
ckhoff Hall) and the student
government information desk
(3rd floor Kerckhoff).

American forces under
Gen, Andrew Jackson

ated..4J^^itish in

in rRBBattte of
ew Orleans, the final

battle in the War of
1812.

Regents
Continued from Page 6
presentations from three en-
vironmental experts:
Theodore HuUar, UC River-
side chancellor and chairman
of the Governor's Task Force
on Toxics, Waste and
Technology; Jerold Last,
director of the university-wide
Toxic Substance Research and
Education Program and James
Seiber, a UC Davis professor
of environmental toxicology.

In addition, the board is

expected to confirm UCLA
sophomore David Hoffman as
the 1986-87 student regent. If

approved, Hoffman will
become a regent-designate un-
til July 1, 1986, when he
begins his one-year term as a
voting member of the board.
The regents will also decide

whether to amend th^ir
meeting calendar for 1986-87
to include six two-day business
meetings and three one-day
"issues and policy" sessions,

devoted to the consideration of
long-term educational issues.

Currendy, the board meets
nine times a year in two-day
sessions.

Today, the board's Commit-
tee on Educational Policy will

review a status report on the
success of UC's new multi-
application admissions' Jjrocess.
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$30-60,000
Attention Ph.D's-Liberal Arts
or candidates. Prestigious Top
Level Executive training com-
pany wants top presenters and
thinicers to grow witii us. Ex-
ceptional career opportunity.
Send Resume to KARRASS INC
1633 Stanford St. Santa Monica
90404

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut&Blow(Men)5 QQQ

(Women)

Body Perm $26.00
(wNh mit coupon SiTJOA LD.;

International
Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
Exp. 2/28/86
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When 2+2 = 5
Take a Break!

oLio 00 UNl(7fS

•» /

Meet your friends d!

Bruin Bowl and Gome Center!
Bowling 85« • Shoes 50«

Over SO video and
pinboll games!

s^^ ^V

7 ^*«/cr^

For a fun time
coll:

206-0829
••^m«,

W<».Ofl

Enkiraemeift

Order any two same-size, same-finish color

enlargement (5x7 to 30x40) from your color

negative or slide. Get a third enlargement
^

FREE. Come in and see us for more details.

HURRY special offer ends Feb. 28, 1986

Camera Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.

One Bloclc South of UCLA
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pin Sat. 10ani-6pni

(213) 209-5150
Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase

MARSHALL J. XEYES.M.O. NEARSIGHTED?
Look no further, Here's the answer...

THE KEYES MYOPIA PLAN.

CVC MEDICALC T II SURGICAL

CENTER
A MCOICAL OROOP

Staffed by Optometrists and Op-
tfialmofogist specializing In contact
lenses & radial keratotomy surgery.

MARSHALL;. KEYES, M.D,
Opthalniologist/Eye Surgeon

DR. DENNIS LEUNG
Optometrist/ C.L. Specialist

CALL: (213) 395-6111

PLAN#1

CONTACT LENSES
* SAME DAY SERVICE*

4i 1 7O* ^^TENDED WEAR
"SLEEP IN" LEN?^S(B6.L03-O4)

d>OQ• BAUSCH fL LOME
COMPLETE DAILY WEAR (»oft.pln)

1 A 0/ DISCOUNT ON ALL FASHION
lU /O EYEWEAR fit SUNGLASSES

* Price includett FREE EXAM, Glaucoma Test,
CARE KIT, fitting, training 4t 2 months foUow-up.

PLAN #2

MYOPIA SURGERY
(Price ui' contact lenses may he applied to R.K. Surgerv

Radial Keratotomy gives many people excellent vi-

sion without contacts or glasses. Th** 20 minute

painless micro-surgical procedure consists of placing

tiny spoke-like incisions in the cornea. These inci-

sions help the eye to focus and result in improved vi-

sion. To learn if you are a candidate for this exciting,

new procedure call the Marshall Kcyes office for an

appointment.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

1304 15th Street Suite #218 •

Santa Monica, Ca- 90404
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TIRED OF TWEEZIWG. BLEACHING
S WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

^ Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 Le Conte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

DEMO COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS FOR SALE
FUJITSU MICRO 16S 1695
:2DD, 128K, KYBRD, SAA/

FUJITSU COLOR MON 395
FUJITSU 13MB HARD DISK 1200
MONOCHROME MONITORS 70
PC COMPATIBLE CLONE 600
LEADING EDGE MDLM 995
:2DD, 640K, KEYBRD,
LEADING EDGE MDLM 1245
:640K, KYBRD, 10MB, S/VV

NEa8023 80 CLM
SWEETPEA PLOTTER CLONE
KEYTRONICS KEYBOARDS
MANNESMAN TALLY 160

CITIZEN MSP15 PRINTER
OKIDATA84S PRINTER
FUJITSU 80 CLM PRT
FUJITSU 80CPS DAISYWHL
HAYES 300 BAUD MODEM
HAYES 1200 BAUD EXTERNAL

245
300
100
500
300
695
395
1400
195
300

Also in stock brand new Leading Edge Model D and AT&T PC
** Call for best prices! **

COMPU DYNAMICS (2 1 3)854-1 1 04

•:->xv

V.^

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

3. lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames
w / prescription lenses in plastic • *extended wear add $10.00

values up to $100.00« Now one low price ^^^^ P^'of^^^^onal services available

Expires 2/24/86

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8001 Santa Monica Blvd.

6504)988

HERMOSA BEACH
1046 Hennosa Avenue

376^919

WESTWOOD
1082 GicadaB hvmtmm

208-8570

CANOGAPARK
6901 Topanga Cyn. E^.

(818)884-EYES

YOU CAN MAKE A
—DIFFERENCE!—

/•

Multiple Sclerosis is one of the fastest growing diseases that
strilces 18-34 year olds. Just when life is beginning this disease
takes hold of your central nervous system. There is no known
cause or cure. All we do know is that 200 new cases are being
diagnosed each week in the United States.

Unfortunately, this disease is a very personal tragedy for
hiany people in our community. UCLA Students Against Multi-
ple Sclerosis wants to make a difference. We can contribute our
energy and our money to help find a cure for this disease.
Please help us in our effort. Let's make tommorow a brighter
day for those less fortunate.

Please send your tax-deductible contributions to:

UCLA Students Against MS
Box 379
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

THANKS FOR CARING!
For more info, call 824-1951

Sponsored by UCLA Students Against MS

Athletesf
Continued from Page 3

audience to remember their

heritage in their search for

success. "When you wake up
in the morning and look in the'l

mirror, who do you see?" he
asked one black audience
member.

"Marcus," he answered.
"Wrong. You see a black

man. Don't you forget about
that," Tommy Smith said.

"You are a race of very
proud folks," he ^aid. "Many
of your grandparents got lyn-

ched because they were doing
what I am doing now."
Tommy Smith emphasized

the strength of black people
whose only weakness was not
believing in their own
strength.

He said blacks needed to

deal with whatever society

would impose. **If you're
strong enough to take it, you
can deal with it."

Edwards, Powell and
Taylor spoke about their suc-

cesses in athletics and educa-
tion and their dreams for the
future.

Recounting how after an
unsuccessful attempt to join

the ranks of professional foot-

ball he returned to UCLA to

attain a degree, Edwards
stressed the need for athletes

to—

o

btain an gduoation Ib-
order to succeed.

"You need to lock into a
dream and a drive and believe

you are going to have an im-
pact," he said.

Michael Powell, who is cur-
rently ranked 10th in long
jump in the U.S. and is the
UCLA track team captain,
said that athletics have been
central to attaining his
dreams, but that sports should
not be more important than
studies.

Tommy Taylor, a
linebacker who played in the
1986 Rosebowl, urged students
to prepare for the future by
studying hard. Taylor quotedhismother's
philosophy,"Failing to prepare
is preparing to fail."

Even though he had a good

"

time, he still studied and did
well in school, he said. "The
thrill of my life will be when I

see my mother in tears of joy

when I walk across that plat-

form and get my diploma."

John Smith emphasized the
need for black students to

strive for success. "Whatever
they throw at you in this uni-
versity, deal with, because
that's what they are going to

throw at you when you leave
the university."

He ended the meeting by
telling the audience to "link

the gap" between each other,

to make the effort to become
better united.

The Black Student Alliance
and Alpha Phi Alpha co-spon-
sored the annual event which
was held in Ackerman Second
Floor Lounge.

In an extraordinary
telephone news con-
ference in 1972,
reclusive billionaire
Howard Hughes
denied the authenticity

of a forthcoming biog-

raphy by Clifford Irv-

ing.

w^mmmMM ,>V.V.'.*.*^.V<.'
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Zelniker
Continued from Page 3
is "miniscule" compared with
that of other nations which
are not singled out as sup-
porters of apartheid.

Many people argue that the
volume of trade is not impor-
tant but simply the fact that
Israel trades with South
Africa, he said. But Israel does
not deserve the proportion of
blame it receives for its part of
trade, he said. "Israel is not
really doing that much dam-
age."

"We will institute a pro-
gram of great utility to South
Africans that will be instituted
in a very short time," Zelniker
said. South Africans will come
to Israel to receive training for

organizational skills, he ex-

plained.

One audience member, who
wished not to be identified,

objected that it is hypocritical
of Israel to claim to oppose
apartheid and continue^; to
trade with the government
that enforces it, especially
after Jews' past history in the
Nazi holocaust.

Zelniker felt that Israel is

being judged by a "dual stan-

dard" when it is expected to

-be-more sensitive to subjectsrflfc

apartheid because of Jewish
experience in the holocaust.

"Every country should be
criticized (for its involvement
with South Africa)," he said.

"Israel is singled out unfairly."

The same audience member
asked, "Are you saying that

our hands are dirty but not
that dirty?"

Zelniker replied negativly.

"What we are saying is, *Don't

blame us so much. We are all

guUty.-
"

One native South African,

who did not wish to be iden-

tified, objected that Zelniker

failed to bring up Israel's

"special ties" with South
Africa. He cited a visit of

former Defense Minister Ariel

Sharon to South African oc-

cupation troops on the
Namibia-Angola border in the

early 1980s.

Zelniker said he did not
believe that during the war
against the Palestine Libera-

tion Organization in Lebanon
Sharon would have visited an
army in Africa.

00
NOMA
Restaurant

1 5-SEAT

SUSHI BAR

=^

i

CATERING

FOOD-TO-GO

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • Teriyaki
Yakitori • Sukiyaki

Special Vegetarian
Dishes

,_ Open 7 days
Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dinner

Mon.-Thur. 5-10:30p.m.

FrI. & Sat. 5-1 1p.m.
Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

453-4848
^
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PHC
Peer Health Counselors

4 out of 5 Moms Recommend:
\ ^ojbM

•Chicken Noodle Soup
~

•And A Visit to the PHC Self Help Cold Clinic

From allergies to the common cold, the SelfHelp Cold Clinic will provide you information to teach you
how to combat these ill-fated impedences. After you finsh your self help examination, we will provide at no
cost, i.e.: Free-Non-prescription medication to alleviate some of the discomforts of the dreaded "Cold/*

Mother Knows Best
Keep FIT in the WINTER QUARTER

Sign up NOW for a FIT Clinic appointment.

For more information contact Peer Health Counselor
office at 825-8462 or visit Kerckhoff Hall 40 1.

sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC

#
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MAKING PLANS FOR DISTANT LANDS?

THEN COME TO THE
ISTH^NNUAL

PRESENTED BY ASUCLA TRAVEL
SERVICE & THE UCLA EXPO CENTER

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 9AM - 3:30PM
ACKERMAN UNION GRAND BALLROOM

FREE INFORMATION FROM THE EXPERTS Want to know about discount AIRFARES WITHIN THE U.S.. OR
TO EUROPE? Are you planning a trip to HAWAII or TAHITI? How about an ADVENTURE TRIP ACROSS ASIA, or

summering in SOUTH AMERICA? Need the latest EURAIL PRICES or the best TOUR OF EUROPE? Or do you just want
to get in one last REALLY GREAT SKI TRIP this year? The information is all here and it's all free. Talk to all the travel

experts about planning your nextjourney.

FREE FUN There'll be plenty of FREE POPCORN AND BALLOONS. And you can meet representatives from all parts of

the travel industry: AIRLINES • CHARTER FLIGHTS • TOUR COMPANIES • INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC
RAILROADS • CRUISE LINES • INTERNATIONAL TOURIST OFFICES • ADVENTURE TOURS • CULTURAL & STUDY
TOURS. You'll have first hand information on travel to all parts of the worldl

TRAVEL GUIDE BOOKS & PASSPORT PHOTOS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE.
»

SIGN UP TO WIN FREE PRIZES PRESENTED FROM 3:30PM TO 4:30PM AT MEYERHOFF
PARK (You must be present to win.) AN STI TOUR AND FLIGHT TO EUROPE • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET TO LONDON
ON BRITISH CALEDONIAN AIRWAYS FROM STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET TO ECUADOR.
SOUTH AMERICA ON EQUATORIAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO WITHIN THE U.S., CANADA. OR
HAWAII ON AMERICAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO SAN FRANCISCO ON AIR CAL
• A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO PHOENIX ON AMERICA WEST AIRLINES • A FIRST CLASS RAIL TICKET FOR.

TWO FROM BRITRAIL BETWEEN LONDON & EDINBURGH • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO SAN FRANCISCO
ON PSA» A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO ANYWHERE THAT SOUTHWEST AIRLINES FLIES

• FREE T-SHIRTS • TRAVEL BAGS • BOOKS • POSTERS

WE'VE GOT IT ALL AT
THE TRAVEL EVENT OF THE YEAR!

/ISUCLV^

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRAVEL SERVICE • m f 830-6. sat ii-3
A-Level Ackerman Union

Prices subfoct to change without notice, limited ovoilabilitv

• I,
,
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The ghost of budgets past

Counterpoint

Flawed^ illogical assumptions
By Randall Allred • Science has helped man more than lit-

In response to William McNamara's let-

ter, I would like to ask your readership how
a junior in physics at a major university

does not yet know how to construct a logi-

cal argument (Bruin, Feb. 12).

Perhaps Mr. McNamara needs the

assistance of some of us liberal arts majors

to teach him how to write.

I am further amazed at the profusion^f
logically flawed assumptions he was able to

cram into one brief letter:

• Liberal arts majors are financially un-

profitable

• Liberal arts majors do not prepare one
for anything of value
• Universities are supposed to prepare us

for the "real world"
• The "real world" consists of making

money
• Making money is our civilization's

highest good ' ^"*^^-

• Science majors are conservatives, and
vice versa
""• Liberal arts majors are liberals, and
vice versa

erature or history

• Profit and temporal well-being are the

only legitimate concerns of a civilized socie-

ty

• Scientists all make enough money to

support themselves
• Libera? arts people don't make enough

jnoney to support themselves
• Liberal arts people were raised by per-

lissive parents, who gave their childi

everything for nothing
• Liberal arts people oppose capitalism,

as a general rule

• Liberal arts majors are turkeys

I resent his broad generalizations, his

assuming the spokeman's role for conser-

vatives, and his unsavory reflections upon
the character of liberals and my chosen pro-

fession.

Incidentally, I consider myself a conser-

vative, and yes, I choose to be literate in

spite of it. It's a shame that so often the
conservatives who are mpst vocal shouldn't

be.

Allred is a graduate student of English.

By Sen. Pete Domenici
Editor*s note: This letter is the second of a four part mini-

history of the budget crisis.

Our Ghost of Budgets Past conjures up a scene of candidate

Ronald Reagan speaking in Chicago in September 1980. He ex-

plains in some detail his four-part plan for the economy and the

federal budget.

First, 10 percent across-the-board tax cut for individuals in

each of the next three years to increase take-home pay and the

dismal national savings rate. Second, major changes in the cor-

porate tax code aimed at reviving the staggering American
economy. Third, an all-out attack on waste, fraud and abuse in

government's programs, directed at saving tens of billions of

dollars a year. And last, a major increase in defense spending.

The president-to-be calmly explains that the increase in

defense spending will be "affordable," because his other policies

will yield a combination of new revenues to the government
(from economic growth) and less domestic spending (from a

shrinking of federal domestic programs)

.

Our ghost takes us to March 10, 1981. The president releases

the details of his 1982 budget, which replaces the budget of

former president Jimmy Carter. The budget is truly revolu-

tionary. It calls for domestic spending cuts in fiscal year 1982
alone of $67 billion. Between FY (Fiscal Year) 1981 and FY
1986, the domestic cuts would total $475 billion.

On top of unprecedented domestic spending restraint, the
tUs his second tmpaign^ promise by re-

questing the largest single defense increase in the nation's histo-

ry-

For FY 1982, this increase would reach nearly $29 billion and
would push defense spending from the FY 1980 level of $146
billion to $226 billion in just two years — an increase of 55 per-

cent.

The budget also keeps the president's promise on taxes. It re-

quests individual and corporate tax cuts of $54 billion in FY
-1982 and $718 billion through FY 1986.

Viewpoint

Dangerous movie stereotypes
By James McMullen
Menahem Golan's movie The Delta Force

opened nationwide at the weekend, and you
don't need a crystal ball to predict that it will

be the biggest moneymaker yet.

It's equally foreseeable that various groups
of individuals (e.g. movie critics, Arab-
Americans, rival producers) will condemn the

movie as being a piece of tasteless, simplistic,

jingoistic, rabble-rousing trash.

But give it four weeks, and it'll all be
forgotten. What's the point of getting steamed
up about it? After all, it's only a movie.

If it was only this movie, there would be lit-

tle to worry^abgut^However, the past year
has seen a number of movies dealing with the

Middle East in one way or another.

Starting with Goldie Hawn's fling with an
Arab head-of-state in Protocol^ through

^ Michael J. Fox's tangle with "the Libyans" in

Back To The Future, more recently we've had
Arab oil sheiks as the ultimate villians in

Power, Michael Dougles and Kathleen Turner
romping through North Africa in Jewel Of
The Nile, and last but not least, Lou Gossett

and a 15'year-old trashing an air-force and
bombing oil fields in Iron Eagle.

Television had been getting in on the act as

well with Hostage Fli0it (U.S. hostages over-

come and lynch a hijacker). Under Siege (Ira-

nians get the blame for Arab outrages) and.

for th^ historically-minded. Harem (the title

says it all!) Do we observe a trand here?
What might these great works-of-art have in
common?

First of all, they offer only crude, cartoon-
like, stereotypes in place of characters.

Secondly, they fail to distinguish between
different groups, different issues, different
loyalties. The complexity of the region and the
great diversity of peoples, policies and posi-
tions is totally ignored.

But the real danger of these movies lies less

in what Americans make of them than in
what they say about America to the rest of the
world. Through the miracle of VCR
technology, movies like The Delta Force can
and do penetrate every market worldwide —
Europe, the Far East, Latin America. . . even
the Middle East.

And the massage that is beaming into the
homes of exactly those people who are favor-
able disposes toward the U.S. (they wouldn't
have rented the movie otherwise) is that
Americans are a bunch of ill-informed,
blaspheming, trigger-happy, psychotics, who
would like to see most of the Middle East
marked out as a parking lot. Hardly the most
diplomatic message to be sending in troubled
times.

Above all, our ghost points to the line in the president's

budget that shows that if all his i>olicies were fully im-
plemented, the federal budget would be balanced by FY 1984
and would be running a $28 billion surplus by 1986.
Two major points overlooked by many in that first, fateful

budget will come back to haunt the nation. First, almost $75
billion in domestic cuts necessary for achieving a balanced
budget in 1984 are not itemized and "will be identified later."

Second, the economic projections underlying the budget
assume real growth in the economy almost double the historical

average for the past 12 years (4.6 percent projected compared
to 2.5 actual for the 1972-1984 time frame).

Finally, our Ghost of Budgets Past takes us to the private
conference room of the Senate majority leader, Howard Baker,
in early spring of 1981. In the room for an extraordinary
meeting is the president, who has left the White House and
journeyed to the Hill.

The president leans across the table and tells the 12
Republican members of the Senate Budget Committee that he
will not support a bipartisan attempt in that committee to
freeze cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) for Social Security
recipients as part of a deficit-reduction plan.

The senators relent. They go back to committee and vote

against the move to freeze COLAs. Social Security, although
larger than all the domestic non-entiUement spending programs
put together, is protected in future budget battles; it conprises

almost 25 percent of the non-interest spending in the federal

budget.

Domenici is a republican senator from New Mexico and is

chair of the Senate Budget Committee.

McMullan is ynojoring in applied linguistics^
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Letters

Don't include us
Editor: -- -

As Ph.D. students in
molecular biology, we wish to
make it clear that the terms
"hard working scientist" and
"liberal" are not mutually ex-
clusive (Bruin, Feb. 12).

We strongly disagree with
Mr. McNamara's assertions

on the following accounts.

First, Mr. McNamara
claims that liberal arts majors
are incapable of supporting
themselves. This is patently
untrue.

^ One needs only to open
one's eyes to observe liberal

arts alumni as members and
leaders of the political,
economic, business, and med-
ical communities.

The emphasis of
undergraduate studies means
little ultimately to the extent
of a person's success, that both
material and non-material.

Secondly, the letter claims

that the purpose of the college

experience is to prepare one
for the "real world." Mr.
McNamara has missed the

point entirely.

College should teach one to

listen, to think, to question; it

should stimulate and challenge

in all areas of thought.

If all you desire is a skill,

enroll in a trade school (it

w^ould also reduce the com-
petition for parking).

Lastly, the "real world" is

not always a pleasant place;
life is enhanced through con-
tributions of both those train-

ed in the sciences and liberal

arts.

So, Mr. McNamara, we
refuse to be included in your
group of "scientists."

Reactionary conservatism

has no place at either a per-
sonal or governmental level.

Steven Kliewer
Lee Fradkin

Graduate Students
Molecular Biology

Animal safety
Editor:

They're "Freeway Killers,"

'Monsters on Wheels.'

I'm not a spokesperson ad-
vocating a group against
drunk drivers who kill inno-
cent people every year, though
I greatly admire those
organizations.

Rather, I'm speaking on
behalf of those animals whose"
owners insist on driving them
around in the back of an open

MWM WAAW,WMmw WaW.

Whafd ihe

T.A. say?

I dunno,..5ourt(ed

WAA MwAH WAW../'

qrref.

pick-up truck — speeding
down»the freeways at 70 miles

per hour. v

These victims have no
legislative support, no con-

troversial protesting, no sup-

porters and activists.

Instead, they rely on their

owners for safety and protec-

tion.

But their owners only treat

them with neglect by shuttling

their dogs back and forth in

the open bed.

There are no barriers to

shield their "beloved" pets,

only the wind whipping by,

ready to throw the dog over-

board into the oncoming traf-

fic.

It won't be until much later

that the driver will realize the

unnecessary risk he took.

While he was tapping mad-
ly to the beat of his stereo, hLs

dog was tragically lost, and
probably killed, somewhere on
the road.

Must we continue to deal

with careless drivers who have
so little regard for their dog
that they are willing to sacri-

fice its life for a little more
room up front?

Andrea Pett

Freshman
Undeclared

(»

John D. Rockefeller

incorporated the Stan*

dard Oil Co^ in
Cleveland, Ohio, in

1870.

oM^ HAIR BOUTIQUE<
Student Special

S Haircut & style $12

..^ / Nexus Perms $30
shamp., cond.

For new customers w/ad

1884 Westwood Blvd. 474^516 • 470-8698

Kick back, relax —
read the

Daily Bruin
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"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

"Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness..."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGE OFOUR DELIVERY SERVICE!

470-2499

1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santi Monica)

2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)

Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

WTiether you have a small, delicious flavors. From Dutch

medium or large student b(xl\; Chocolate to Banana. And you

take it to Penguins Place'' for can top it off with anything,

a small, medium or large /^-^ Prom berries to Butterfingers.

frozen yogurt.

Penguins is less

than V2 the calories

of ice cream, with

the same great

taste and rich y

^.
^ \ ^ / So treat your

^- * )/^ (^^ student body to

^^^ ^
. Penguins soon.

, J No matter
iojiJ'^ . what size
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IVnK'uin''> low !•'
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spring (or thi' first.
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per ru'-tomt-r

VERYI0WCAIOME HMZBI VOGURr
Across from McDonald's in Westwood Expires Wed 2/26/86
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INTERVIEW

Gilliam: From Python to *Brazil*
By Barton Randall

^^ ~

As film historians take note
of the 1985 film year, one of

the most prominent stories

had to be the life and death,

and life again of Terry
Gilliam's Brazil, a film that

was in danger of falling into

the abyss of corporate meddl-
ing. Like Phoenix rising from
the ashes, the film was resur-

rected by virtue of having
won the L.A. Film Critics

award for best picture. In ad-

dition, Gilliam won awards
for his direction, and the
screenplay, which he wrote
with playwright Tom Stop-
pard and Charles McKeown.
It was rushed into release by
Universal, its reluctant
distributor, and has since gone
on to do strong busijiess at the
box office, and even garnered
a couple of Oscar nomina-
tions. All this for a film that

was at one time judged by the

FREEmi
FANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)

I^COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

(YOGURT 6NLY"T0PPiNGlxTRA"

ONf
« fEUSON

NOT VALID WITH
OTHER DISCOUNTS

EXP. DATE:

2/24/86
^

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER

YOGURT STORES
WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

"FantasIze youR taste buds"
1101 GAYLEY AVE.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(213) 824-7707

Studio head as non-commer-
cial and virtually
unreleasable. Not only did
Cilliam serve as both director

and writer, but also as
guerilla warrior in fighting for

BraziPs release. Taking out
full-page ads in the trades,

Gilliam waged a war of words
with Universal, and in par-
ticular, MCA president Sid
Sheinberg. His victory over
the studio wound up as one
for the books.

Born in Minneapolis,
Gilliam grew up in the toxic

splendor of the San Fernando
Valley, all the while setting
designs on becoming a film-

maker. Frustrated at not fin-

,ding the right in, he eventual-
ly wound up in London, as
the sole Yank in the enormous-
ly popular Monty Python's
Flying Circus. Working both
as player and cartoonist for
the group, the opportunity for
directing came through in
1974 with Monty Python and
the Holy Grail, a film which
he co-directed with fellow
Pythonian, TerrJ^ Jones.
Gilliam has since gone on to
helm Jabberwocky, Time
Bandits, and his masterpiece,
Brazil. He recently spoke at

Melnitz, after a screening of
Brazil, and was proof positive
that every so often, sanity
triumphs.

In the first of a two-part in-

terview, Gilliam discusses
among other things, why
Hollywood is dead, but just
doesn't know it.

DBx Back in 74, you co-
directed Graj7 with Terry
Jones. He went on to do the
rest of the Python films . . .

TO: I went on not to do
the rest of the Python films.

DB: Why was it decided
that he would do it?

TO: What was decided was
that I wouldn't.
DB: Was it a group deci-

sion?

TO: No, the group said
that Terry had the most
energy, and besides that, no-
body could stop him. Terry
and I saw a lot of things
similarly, but when we didn't
agree, itivas chaos. On Grail,
I just started working with the
camera, while he worked with
the guys. I realized then that I

Terry Gilliam, director and screenwriter of ^Brazil.
'

i.

didn't like directing other
people's things. I don't enjoy
the process unless it's my idea
that I'm carrying through.
DB: You've always talked

about having total creative
control. Is that one of the
reasons that you didn't stay in
Hollywood?
TO: I worked in

Hollywood, but I really wasn't
in the film business. I was
desperate to get in, but it

seemed rather clear to me that
the paths open to get in were
ones I didn't want to pursue.
I've never been able to work
my way up through a system

,

and somehow I've always
suspected that when you reach
the top, you're no longer the
person that came in at the
bottom. I prefer to maintain
some sort of virginity in this
process.

DB: Could a film like
Brazil have been made in
Hollywood?
TO: No. Absolutely not. I

wouldn't have been thinking
like this if I was in
Hollywood. People aren't en-
couraged to be inventive here,
that's the way the system
works. The problem is the
self-censoring begins at the
scriptwriting level. Everbody's
censoring because they figure
what's the point of writing,
when they know it'll never get
past 'those guys* (the studio

heads). The feeling then

becomes, 'I've got X amount

of years to work, so I'll do the

things I think I can pass.'

That's why my approach

was to leave L.A., and keep

going east, young man. I was-

out here for ages ajid couldn't

;

see how you got things off the i

ground. I didn't know how

one convinced middle
management that there was

an audience for what I was

doing. So I just kept moving}

until I found a place thati

understood what I was trying

to do. England was where I

found my audience. I just

think that you've got to pro-

tect this spark you may
possess, and also be arrogant

enough to think you have it.

You may not have a choice,

I'm convinced I never did. I

was victimized by having at

certain amount! of talent or'

skill, so I became driven. You;

wind up the victim of this

thing, where logically you

would say "Stop pushing, have

a nice life.", and instead you

just know you gotta do it.

DB: Was everything in the

film what was in the script, or

did you wing any of it right

there on the set?
'

TO: I usually pla|^|

everything out and then it

goes wrong. I'm usually grate-
j

fill for it going wrong, though

It's usually more interesting

' .•" I.

ir± s

than what I planned.
DB: Do you encourage the

actors to improvise at all?

TO: No, not really. It's

usually by the script. We
rehearse beforehand, go
through it and say these cer-

tain lines aren't working, so
we change the lines, but it's

not the great improv let's all

wing it' approach. Python
wasn't like that and I'm not
like that, I don't like too many
sun)rises. I like to think we
work in a reasonably efficient

way and get on with it. That's
how we're able to make films
as cheaply as we do.
DB: What was the budget

of Brazil?

TO: $15 million, but it

should have been cheaper but
I made some mistakes.
DB: You used some of the

same actors that were in Time
Bandits. Do you like to have a
repertoire that hou can draw
from?

TO: My problem is that
there's so many great people
that I've worked with along
the way, that I don't always
have parts for them. Ian
Holm, Katharine Helmond,
both great fun and on the
right wavelength, and of
course, Mike (Palin). I've
always got to work with Mike.
DB: How did Robert De

Niro come to the project?

Continued on Page 21

Bob Remscein, Review Editor
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How The Wedge
splits England
Pop Off is a weekly column dedicated to alternative view-
points on aU matter of media and culture. The opinions
expressed by the writers do not necessarily reflect those of
the Daily Bruin's editorial staff

.

Bym U'Ren. Suff Writer

In the past, this columii has been used (vehicled, as It

were) by Review writers to vent their frustrations on life,

media, art, and their eventual, intertwining, role in/out of
our lives. As the last writer in the cycle (at least round

-^-one), ^seems I have been left Wi^^ieseeisi^^
bility of tying it all together in a neatly processed package
of fashionable pessimisni. Maybe not.

Instead, this POP OFF Column urill be directed towards
informing you of something I think you should know
about — maybe not in deUil, but aiough so that you
understand the basic premise oC the' potential that music
has recently acquired.

In the past 14 months or so, we have seen recording ar-

tists unite against both famine and apartheid in Africa, as

well support the farmers of America, by donating time,
energy, and sometimes talent. Currently in England, this

concept of charitable musicians has gone one step further,

bv aligning itself with a political movement not only to

play charity gigs, but tn get itself directly involved in the
political activities surrounding such events.

Paul Weller, frontman for The Style Council and
former mainstay of The Jam, spearheads this new
politically-minded musical tour/package that has been
dubbed The Red Wedfle. Other prominent members in-

clude BiUy Bragg (who has been credited as the inspiration

and driving force behind the Red Wedge), Junior
Giscombe, Iferna Gee, The Cummunards, and Jerry
Dammers (formerly of The Specials). Some guest ap-

"pearances on The Red Wedge tour have been confirmed as

Spandau Ballet's Gary Kemp, The Smiths' Johnny Marr,
Big Country's Stuart Adamson, Tom Robinson, Stephen
Duiffy (the original singer for Duran Duran), Heaven 17's

Glenn Gregory and various members of Madness.
However, the tour will also be accompanied by daytime
events in each of the cities played, with meetings and
speakers, as well as Labour MPs and councillors on hand
to talk to interested members of the audience.

It is these accompanying features that make The Red
Wedge such a powerful idea. Its original concept basical-

ly, was to unseat English Prime Minister Margaret That-

cher, a conservative member of the Tory Party (similar to

our own Republican Party) by way of raising interest and
support for the Labour Party (much like our Democratic
Party). The amazing thing is that the party has
reciprocated immediately by sending Members of Parlia-

ment (MPs) and councillors to the aid of Weller and
friends in their effort to reach the uninformed masses of

England.
To put the movement into an American perspective,

imagine the Democratic Party directly linking up with

Lou Reed, John Cougar, or even David Lee Roth in an at-

tempt to jolt the minds of the media-oriented public into

political action. Not likely. More often than not, the

Democratic party, despite its labelling as the more radical

(on an American scale) of the two major parties, has lean-

ed towards getting the votes of the conservative-minded

public majority that has often aligned itself with the

Republicans. Tnis same fear of favoritism towards conser-

vative ideas <was expressed by public figures against The
Red Wedge in a debate recently published in Melody
Maker, a weekly English music magazine.

Greg Knight, Tory MP, was paired with Stewart

Copeland, ckummer for The Police, and Chris Dean,

leader of The Redskins (as well as an active member of the

Socialist Workers Party) in a debate against Weller,

Bragg, Dammers, and Clare Short, Labour member of

Parliament, concerning the value of such a politically

aligned movement as Red Wedge.
Eventually, many views were expressed and cut down,

one after the next, but the end result had critics Copeland
Continued on Page 20
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Forever fumbling, 'Wildcats* can*t score
By Julia Houston

A movie about a tough
woman who coaches a
street-wise high-school football

team and wins their respect

ought to be inspiring, or at

least fun.

But when that woman is

spunky rather than tough, and
the team not street-wise but
just foul-mouthed, you've got

something that's only silly,

and no fun at all.

Wildcats is the movie and
Coldie Hawn is the woman.
Hawn plays a divorced mother
of two who finally gets a

chance at her dream to coach

football. Before long (about a

day, in fact) she proves her

great coaching ability to the

team and leads them through

a lot of dull practice sessions.

A victory on the field sure doesn't insure Review will be won over.

We're asked to admire
Hawn because although she

has failed in the past this time

she is determined not to give

up, no matter what. But be-

fore the film ends she's given

up countless times and comes
out on top only because
everybody else has pulled her

reluctantly along.

Wildcats isn't about success;

it's about not being allowed to

fail.

Her ex-husband — more of

loser than she — naturally ob-

jects to Hawn's new job and
says he'll take her children

away from her if she doesn't

give up the team. (Let's" hear

it for no more stereotyp)^

male-chauvinist pig charac-

ters.)

All this might give Hawn
something legitamite to fight

for, if she could just stop be-

ing cute long enough to do it.

Instead Hawn "jazzersizes"

with the team, catches
laryngitis from yelling at the

games, cusses in court and
shows off her body in the tub.

Where's some nitty-gritty

female stamina? Where's some
talent for anything other than
Hawn's wide-eyed stare that
makes her look like a bleached
fawn? Where's some enter-

tainment?
Anywhere but here.

Wildcats is a sports movie
at its recycled worst and
Hawn doesn't bring anything
new to the screen, either. Too
bad nobody called "foul" on _

this one before it got to the
"

kickoff.

INTRODUCING
THE NEW \

By Commodore

EDUCATIONAL
GIVES YOU A CREA TIVEEDGE

DISCOUNT PROGRAM
NOW AVAILABLE TO THE

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY ONLY

* «

STUDENTS. FACULTY. ADMINISTRATORS

DATA SYSTEMS WEST
A FULL SERVICE COMPANY

SINCE 1971

INVITES YOU TO PARTICIPATE

IN COMMODORE'S NEW

/amjoa

*.\

\

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT

PROGRAM FOi

UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.

We invite you to coll for details of this short-term program to introduce

Amiga
to the educational community . These huge discounts apply only to

faculty and bonafide students and administrator^ of colleges and universities

CALL OR COME IN TODAY TO

DATA SYSTEMS WEST
AUTHORIZED AMIGA DEi^LER

SHERMAN OAKS - 4529 VAN NUYS BLVD
(818)907-9110 (213)872-3479

SAN GABRIEL - 421 W. LAS TUNAS DRIVE
(818) 289-3791 (213) 283-1185

FOR CAMPUS DEMONSTRATIONS CALL (818) 907-8046

Poppa Pete'^^

1 0759 PICO BOULEVARD
Restaurant

LOS ANGELES "Since 1973"
across from the WESTSJDE PAVILLJON

(213)4754158

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Featuring Complete Dinners

FRESH FISH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.25
^T : MON-SAT 6am 9pm . SUNDAY 8 am - 6pm

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

with ad only

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710 Westwood ViUage

Open 7 days

%

FREE FRAME SPECIAL

1910 Westwood Br
1 BIk South of
Santa Monica

475-1310

Complete eyeglasses from

$29
Including Plastic Tinting

*Ss(*ct*d stylM ¥vtth

purchu* of l*nMt

one day service available

CONCERTS
Live and Restless
tunes from some
crazy mavericks

By Bob Kemstein, Review Editor

Q. Bhagwan at Raji's is:

lA. A past tense Oregonian cult

to celebrate the establishment of tK^R"fcRSrfiby parent company Enigma Records.
"ei^oros laoel

If you answered (lA). you are WRONg! eO-Minutes-breathAny and all of the other answers, however are correct Ral 'sfor the unenlightened, is a new music club in Holl^^od bXe
CrJl ^ ?""^p ^^•''^, T" «* '^' "°^ defuncrCaThay dfGrande So far, Raji's looks like a good bet to succTJnll!replace the Cathay in the hearts of many Los Angelenos

'^

But not quite yet.

>Jt T^^'^u ^f '' "."*= " " ^P"^'""" «nd has nlenty oftables Even the downstairs eating area is okay; its a bit smalland Its pretty dark, but it serves the purpose adequatelv Theadjommg room where the bands perform, however, could standthree major adjustments:

*^
J' rT\"'Vj''t-'"°'^ ''?8^ "«''«"g - "o self-respecting con-cert club should have no lights on the band while they're pky-

2) It has to have some ventilation - if ifs going to be that hotand smoky on what was a cold and rainy night, ifs going to be.pure hel l on a hot and smoggy eveninqrtfafe^mnUf,
^

3) There is a big fat column smack in the center of the room -
sure It reminds you of the Cathay, but who needs a concertroom with one-third of the available space wasted?

As far as the sjiow was concerned, three bands performedeach signed to Enigmas new Restless Records label. Can-
tankerous Mojo Nixon and his washboard-and-assorted-other-
percussion-playmg sidekick Skid Roper opened the show with a

-r'^ .k"
^"^^^'^"^set of originals that dealt mostly with sex-and their mistrust of and dislike for certain public figures Nix-

on is a passable blues guitarist who has developed a good feel
lor keeping a crowd involved and entertained. Even Roper got

"Int'cTddtDa^^^^^^^
'" appropriately off-kilter sendup^f

Next up was 28th Day, the pride of Chico, Ca. The youthful
trio delivered a set of post-psychedelic garage rock that varied
considerably jn quality. At times, they seemed like a decent
stand-in for REM, the current lords of the genre. At other
tinies, they came across as impish brats, singing out-of-tune
and refusing to perform songs requested by the audience. When
one IS just starting out, darlings, one can't afford to be so picky

Last up were Philadelphia's own The Dead Milkmen, who
weathered the heat and smoke down in the Raji's underground
and did a snappy set of hotshot punk/garage pop. They could
be compared favorably to both The Dickies and the early
Wamones — their lyrics are often witty, satirical jabs at life in
America and their music jumps and jolts in bumpy fits and
? .;„. Py ^^ ^*^"'^ perform their best-known tune, the hilar-
ious "Bitchen Camaro."
Some people just can't stand success.

COLLEGE FRESHMEN CAN CALL A
TOLL-FREE NUMBER FOR HELP IN FIN-
DING FINANCIAL AID. THE NUMBER, 1-

eOO-AID-FIND, IS PART OF A NATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP MATCHING SERVICE
CALLED STUDENT AID FINDERS.
THIS SERVICE HAS COMPUTER-ACCESS

TO OVER 4 BILUON DOLLARS IN STU-
DENT AID.

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

ti

i..... ^ _ Limited Offer (Ewept Fri.-sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA ID.

^1 fSame Location For 31 Years!

Conte
$

HairStvlistskji^M,

All Models in stock

Buy from an alumnus

HONDJI 8JUITJI MOmCJI

829 - 4453

MEN & WOMEN
Expert Holrcuttlng
Body Permanent —^-^^
Hair Cok>rino —
Shampoo & Blow Dry
Manicuring & Pedicuring

10966J4 Le Conte Ave.
Westwood Village across from UOA
Parking '

-** * WHY PAY More? 208-7880
208-7881

COUFTEI^il^^
p^'

^o;^^'

K^""

DIRECTOR RAM COHEN WILL SPEAK
7:00 FEB 20

MELNITZ2534
FUNDING BY CPC AND GSA

I
need some advice on fash-

j.ion. I was in a terrific

woman's store last week trying to pick an outfit
for my interviews. There was a beautiful black tweed

T HHn'f K J.P °^ *®^ ^^^^ ^®^^ ^^^ ^ *1 15 blue blazer. But then
I didn t have enough left for a $65 silk shirt.

So I found a different blazer of a lighter blue for only $85 But there

XVc^stX^''"^'
"^'^ ''' '"''' ""'

'
^°''''^^ '"^'^ "^ ''' '^^^

Then I figured I could wear a dress instead. But you need new shoes fortosses-shoes that work with skirts Just don't ti^sfer, you know-and theKrrSr' ""' '''' "" ^'^- ^^ '''''''^' ^^^^"« ^^

fKo. u.^^^''' ^ ^"""^^ "P ^°^ ^ ^y interview In sort-of nice corduroy oants

SS "SS °''"'' '"^ '" '^ '"^ '''' ^^
'

-°°''^^

Help!

—Stripes with Argyles

DEAR STRIPES,

chin.

«

^fr^ *?^f ^°°^^'^ ^"^ ^^^^^ 250 dresses, 80 skirts, 400smrts, 100 pairs of pants and at least 500 other types of belts stockliu^ Dins

fTnH r'.w"'^r'
^' ^^^ ^^'^^^'^ combinrons ofo^iTST

EsSon ^^ ^ '''^"" ^°'' ^°" ''°"'' '^^ ''- ^^ ^^^^ moment.WaP
What you need isn't fashion advice. It's the American Express* Card.

YOU CAN GET THE CARD NOW.
Because we believe that college is the first sign of success we've made

eSi°y°' "^ ^'' ''! ^"^^^^^ ^^^^^ C^- GVacluating sUenYs^
get the Card as soon as they accept a $10,000 career^riented job If you're notgraduating yet, you can apply for a special sponsored CaM. Look for

student applications on campus. Or call l -

2!^^ 800-THE-CARD. and tell them you want a

I^(pg student application.

©1986 American Bxpress Travel Related Services Company. Inc

SERVICES
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Ick-Choo Moon's piano wizardry to sliine Friday^—^^ V

Ick-Choo Moon

i-

ol

Jack Elliott ^
Music Director ^

{s

^

^ With Special Guest Artists
«

RAY BROWN, bass
WARREN LUENING, trumpet
BILL PERKINS, saxophone

TONIGHT
j February 20, Royce Hall

FREE ADMISSION

w >

making sure jazz is alive

and well at UCLA.

*brjngyourl.D. UCLA
students will receive
preferred seating

"1

=]lSb=^CLA STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THTARTS PMbSbN I

S

UCLA's College of Fine
Arts, in celebration of its 25th
anniversary, in conjunctioo.
with the UCLA Music"
Department, is sponsoring a
Community Outreach Series
of free musical and theatrical
offerings in the Los Angeles
area.

Korean-born pianist Ick-
Choo Moon, who recently
joined the piano faculty at
^OLA, will open the series on

:

Friday, Feb. 21, at 8 p.m.,
with a concert to be held at
the Korean Cultural Service
(5505 Wilshire Blvd.). Moon
will play selections by Mozart
and Chopin. One of Canada's
outstanding young pianists,
Moon has received many
awards including prizes in the
Montreal, Geneva, and Gina
Bachauer International Com-
petitions. He is well known to
audiences in Canada, the
United States, Europe, and
Asia.

Opening the show for Moon
will be UCLATINO, our
campus* topnotch Latin salsa
band, and another UCLA stu-
dent ensemble, the Baroque
Trio
The concert is an unlikely

mix of musical styles, to be
sure — but it's free, and
anyone who has not yet heard
any of these three artists or
groups should not miss the
chance to hear all three at
once.

For further info, please call
the College of Fine Arts at
206-6465 or the Korean
Cultural Service at 936-1331.

Pop Off
Continued from Page 17
and Dean all but turn on their
Tory partner and join up
(Copeland, fierce capitalist
that he \s, pledged allegiance
if the movement would drop
the Socialist-based "Red" from
>ts 4abel, leaving **The,
Wedge") All, however, agreed
that The Red Wedge's value
shouldn't be based or judged
upon whether or not left/
Socialist ideas were accepted,
but on the fact that people
could and would make a con-
scious, informed decision in
the next election as a result of
the political awareness raised
by the movement and its
related tour package.

1- ,"-'i

Gilliam
Continued from Page 17
TO: He had worked with

Arnon Milchan, who produced
King of Comedy and Once
Upon A Time In America,
and since Arnon was produc-
ing Brazil e sent him the
script. Boh md always been
intrigued by Python, and I

tried to get him into Meaning
nfMf^ ^"* ^* didn't work out.
I gave him the script to Brazil
and told him to pick a part,
any part. Unfortunately, he
chose the part I had given to
Mike Palin. He wanted to
play Jack Lint, which is

understandable because he's a
more complex character. It
took me a couple months to
convince him to play Tuttle
but he did it and he's great.
DB: Where did Kim Greist

come from?
TO: She had only appeared

in C.H.U.D. and a Miami
Vice episode, ^either of which
1 had seen. I interviewed her,
and in the screen test she was
very good. When we started
filming and things didn't go
(juite right, I encouraged her
to do what she did in the
screen test. She said she
couldn't remember what she
did in the screen test. It got to
be a bit disconcerting.

DB: Did she have long h
when you Inet her?

—
TO: Yes, long blonde hair

that we chopped off. We had
a huge battle over that, but
now she wears it short, and
looks really good with it short.
She's odd, but there is
something really special about
her that is quite good. Her
4)art was originally bigger,
but we cut away everything
else and just left the nugget.
DB: Was her part cut for

reasons of time?
TO: (Impish grin) Occa-

sionally I'm diplomatic.
DB: There's a great scene

in the original cut that has her
in bed with Sam, with her
wearing nothing but a large
ribbon wrapped around her
chest. Why was it cut?
TC: Because I think I m^de

a mistake. One of the things
that keeps hamxjning is people
keep saying, ^en Sam comes
back to his mother's place,
why does Jill have long hair?
The scene you mentioned ex-
plains that it was a wig. It's

just one of those things that
happens on every film. You're
always under pressure to cut it

shorter. A film is carefully
constructed, then you get into
this thing where you have to
do a few compromises to just
get the film out on time, and
later you regret the choices
you made. I keep kicking
myself because I swear I won't
let myself be put in that situa-
tion again, but always do.
The one rule I know is the
minute you cut a scene, the
next person you meet is going
to say that their favorite scene
was the one you cut.

Tomorrow, Gilliam talks
about Brazifs look, its salva-
tion, and why he doesn't love
E.T.
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Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

• Pregnaacy Termination • Birth Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

Wbsl Los Angeles
12304 Santa Monica Bl 0112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Btvd
(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390
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M U VIES
A UCLA STUDENT FIIM PROGRAM

IS PLEASED TO PRESENT

Starring Rutger Hauer, C. Thomas Howell,
and Jennifer JasonLeigh

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21,
at 7:30 pm. in MELNITZ THEATER

Afterwards, IN PERSON,
PRODUCERS DAVID BOMBYKAND

KIP OHMAN
and SCREENWRITER ERIC RED

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be obtained on the day of
the screening at the Central Ticket Office Trailer at 9 am and at the
MacGowen Box Office at 10:30 am.

Melnitz Movies Is a proaram of the GRADUATE STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION and works in conjunction with the UCLA FILM ARCHIVES.
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In the Anthropology Department. Valentine was thought the devwMt of «l Hw. c^r^^^ -..

^nw™ .««rt circtes than the «h« g,«k„„ ^ZL. buTSSZL ^mLSTSjJth« h. w« engaort 10 a flirt <»,d tt» (leneral idea was m« sl^dIhZZI^

stayed two yMis. Ha had got a position at Sco« Ijnd and Cattle and dmct, ih. .tZ^nZhK maternal aunt had helped him secure il, there -asTiwitSiSljL^S^^
It was then the unusual happened After being readmitted to the AnthrDDok»w OmMimiin* ^
.n Short order advancing to candidacy for thi Pfi.D. VlnttnTbe^^
from bad to worse. A tot of people liked him^ theydS7L^ toS^hJ^io^hjmself togetf^r. He ,ust toW them to mind tt»irZt^^nsT^JZ^^^
Vancouver and one .n Berkeley But he dkJn't show up. He alwrti^SrtS™^^
ea man. You wouW hardly have recognized him; he was shabby and unwashed and wiid4»y«J

^^rT^'1i!!!fT'T l^^J'***^ ^ '"^ '^'W"^ that a gid w«i im«,lved

rS rfa^^^l:J!^ °^ '^^ '^'^"^''^ ""^ "~^ only in that the "girlwasin tact a setf-possess«l woman of (»)<rty^«toht. Who could tM bv whal accideni h« hi»H

to^ r^^r!^^^ "««; they lived in the same wodd. He never doubted that her

S^^SS^^jTHTl^f^^ "^ "^ ^'"^ It may have been that he'd have

wZr^^fiT!^^ taww too many graduate students to care much for anyone .n

S^^SrrrhlTXJ^:"^ tdcks. She tost her he«, completely abcx. Vatonfr.

S^TISFACTK)N ISN7 SUCH A QOOO THING ANmiv. miT,ry^T^,EsTE
SOMETHING-A SORT OF SEARCH HAS KEPT US GOINQ WE BEGAN WITH UTTlFcii
NOTHING. IT HAS TAKEN US A YEAR TO LEAVE OURSaVESUN^DEDBY aS^ff^ING EACH OTHER WARMTH. WILL WE PUT UP THE GUAR^A^IN^WHENY(^r%urn
TO LOS ANGELES? I WISH THAT WE HAD SPENT MORE nME TOGETHER I mL mYTODCPECT FAULTS IN YOU, AND FOR THE SAKE OF BOTH OFUSi^YO^ SJa WpJcTSOME IN ME WE CAN GIVE EACH OTHER A GREAT DEAL, I TWNK AND TmIF^LYSURE THAT I W0ULDN7 CRACK WHEN DROPPED AReS BEING HELD FOR A L^
TIME, BUT I MAY BE SHATTERED BY BEING DROPPED AT FIRSTT^. "^ '^ ^ '^

Valentine had a chivalrous soul. He had given up everything that made life worth living to him to

STv^l'^r? it:!:;
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ .n the wodd. Wh«, he rJSrU^

ZVSZS, .^^i;!;::^'.'^^'' t.""
''''^ *^"''^ a hm of beans for him

SLL"r£^rrrr ^ ^^-^ ^^ -^^ ^ Ji^^retun^rrtr^^-rs

BEING RUINED BY THE INCONSTANCY AND UNKINDNESS OP A LOVER I HOPE A miif

CRED^oi's "y^I^^GeZleZ:'^.^'"'
^AY%V l^ANo'^Rj^NO^'i^

S^7 AIU^^ fiSfo^^;^^^" ^° ^ ^^ '^^ ^^S^ "^ DECEITFUL

ZmP^^i Tiilr^LL^^^^ *"*^ ^^ ^'^^ >W)VAACfS, AND YOU MAY BEAR ME

mFvr^AT^^' i^^^ ' ^^^^^ f"^ ^^^ ^^'^ ^TH GRIEF AND ILL USAGE

CmrLTr^A^^J: '^ ^^^^^ ^'^ so MUCH ALTERED. I GO ALWAYS IN

Kfrppuc L?o^/?^ ^ THREADBARE AND IMPOVERISHED THAT THEY SCARCELY

PFrJI Z JLJU.^^^
^^^^ ^^- ^^^ ^'^^^ ^^f^ ^ f'^f^Y EITHER TO MY

4vn^^u^^5' ^^^ "^^ ADDRESSES TO ME; WHCH BEING THEN YOUNG

ui^u^^J:^! ^^^ ^'•^ ^^ ^^^y ^^ ^^^'^^' ^^ 5f£/UfO TO USE ME WITH SO
JJi^o.

^f/VOfft/VESS. AND HER CONVERSATK)N WAS SO ENGAGING THAT ALL MYCONSTANCY AND VIRTURE WERE TOO SOON OVERCOME; AND. TO DWELL NO LONGER

^^uc rlllr^f JUi^
^"^^ ^^" ^^^^ «fa£C7K)WS, / MUST CONFESS WITHSHAME THAT I WAS UNDONE BY THE COMMON ARTS PRACTKiES UPON ALL EASY

J2n^^c?frJif^^^ '^ ^' ^^^' '^ «^ ^^^^' "^f^ SOLEMN VOWS
ANDPROTESTATK)NS OF MARRIAGE WHEN SHE HAD ONCE GOT POSSESSION SHESOON BEGAN TO PLAY THE USUAL PART OF THE TOO FORTUNATE LOVER AFFECTINGON Aa OCCASKm TO SHOW HER AUTHORITY. AND TO ACT UKEA(X)f^ERO^^^
SHALL NEVER FORGET THE SPEECH SHE MAok ME ONE M0RNm(2^1^Zs
WHICH SHE DELIVERED WITH ALL THE GRAVITY IN THE WORLD SH^ ^JTMEMim^OF THE VAST OBUGATKMS I LAY UNDER TO HER. IN DOING SO MANYmiN^ FOR^OWN GOOD. AND TO TEACH ME MANNERS: THAT FROM HENCEFORWA^^ ^
P^^TEDHER WORD SHOULD BE A LAW TO ME IN ALL m^^^^^^B^^'m^FORHER. IF I HAD BEEN DAMNED, OR BURNT, OR SUNK TOmE BamS!%%

MATTERS BEING IN THIS POSTURE BETWEEN ME AND MY LOVER I flfcm/m «l
TELLJGENCE THAT SHE HAD BEEN FOR SOMETIME I^NQ \^pL^^%SL
TURES OF MARRIAGE TO ANOTHER GENTLEMAN C^mTNBGH^^SL^^ 2SHAPPENED SOME MISUNDERSTANDINGS BE^EEN ThLi^^^^^J^AND THREATENED TO BREAK OFF ALL COMMUNICAmN WITH^^J^ !S^OTHER SIDE, HAVING EITHER ACQUIRED ^QE^Y^i^lZ^^Z^
OFQEN^SiL^i^^r^/L^^'^ OCCA»OW TO SHOW SOME GREAT EXAMPLE

WORD^^Z^^^.^ ^' ^"^^^^^ '^^^ CONSIDGiAT10N,l SENT HBI^ ^T^T^taS^I^. t«ay 7D 8£ >» QUARREL BETWEEN llER ANOm

mmEWORLS^^
W WV OHW FAVOR, I WOULD STAND BY HER AGAINST HIM AND

HoS 'y^JI^JS!^^^ ^ ^"^^-AffOHOLY SUBJKl WHICH HOWEVER. I

n^;JS^c^-/^^'*^' ^'^ ^ HAPPINESS OF MY WHOLE UFE DEPENDS UPON
ufaS^oc^cJ^^ ^^^^^^eoratime, andgiveyour bestadv^ wwr
^imlf / ^"^'-'' ^^^^ ^0 PROTECT MYSELF AGAINST THEHAR^H^MD^^^ 'Hn ""I^ ''^ "^^ ^'^'^^' 'f*0ONSTAHT WOMAN. 1^«^^JJJOSmOWj^/iAO ALMOST FORGOT WHCH I THINK UNSUFFERABLE A^W^\mu
^.!^n^.^ «£ASOMaLf PERSON. WHETHER IT BE SoTSbf^y^i^^J^

^^1 T^!ul.^':!I^
'^'^^'' ^ ^ ^''^^ ^ ' CE^rJuN^GRiAT^WW SHAU BE NAMELESS, THAN AN ACKNOWLEDGED SUITOR TO MY DELUDED^'-

V Paw Advertisement

I'
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL ip PERSONAL,
•••••••••••

10

CLASSIFIED iriFORMATinrj
• •••

: PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL m PERSONAL, 10 PERSONAL 10

JT*2' " "*^» Mcy on nof^dholfnkMtai

Zmn^"^"^ '*'**"'«» •**« P«««P«owo» ny ortgln. rm, mglan, m. or mu^
ortJUJJfcn tniJOTMnfcig twy. or Imply tm §.„ «rt«

JO c»1*. pnMon*. CKMbWoa, rota, or

f?!!! .'",'°*». **** •• 0% an*, nor mASUCU OMnuricMom Bowl h« kwwtaM m
It. L^T^ *•"" * '**'*» * lopnowil In

r*Jr"v_r^ '•™*' **** •* " «»>«rtta»nwt
"**.*?* ***•" *• "««'» POlcy on nofv
*oWniion ttiM hmin HkmU communxMi
rampWiiU In wMng to Im BuokMat Mininii CMy
»i*. 30B WMlMood Plui, KH 112. Loo Angiin CA
W»4_For WWoii L i ««• hoMhio dtacnriAMaon
pn>«nni. cH tm UCLA Mowing Oflica « t^s^49^
or Mi •• »IM** f* Hourtng Ofllw it 475-8671

GIVE YOURSELF THE EDGE

!

Available on textbook shelves In the ASUCLA Students' Store.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.

- CAMPUS
1 HAPPENINGS

PERSONAL 10 HELP WANTED 30

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
"HAY LOOK US OVER WE'

ARE THE DELT8
AXO HERE WE COME'M"
GET PSYCH FOR A GREAT

GREEK WEEK
ATA

BE THE STUDENT SPEAKER
At "He 1986

COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
Applications available in the Office of the
Dean of Students. 2224 Murphy Hall.

Deadline: March 24, 1986 at 5:00 p.m.

i

t ,

MODIL CALL
Models needed for com-
position In Space Hair
Show. Must be 57" and

up. Ask for Jerry or
Jeanne. 208-4477 or

«
«

^
«
*
«
«

I

I

ALPHA^AU

-- 4

OMEGA
LITTLE SISTER

DINNER
T.9.Wl!g.HT.*?.00PIW
Be among those honored by the ChanceUor for

Outstanding University an<Vor community service.Wear the Blue and Gold Fouragerre at the 1985
Commencement

CHANCELLOR'S MARSHAL
Applications now available to Graduate and

Undergraduate degree candidates.
No minimum GPA.

DOE MARCH 6. 1986' Ita"• **•* "•^ C.-IHW. Nuphy Hall
2224, W—t C—tet BioMwl LOnm

BRUIN BLOOD
Anything else pales

in comparison.— Donate the best

next week.

t ALPHA CHI OMEGA
i "LIFT FOR LIFE" .

I
Fraternity Welght-Uft Contest j

for Cystic Fibrosis

February 23rd
5:00-8:00 PIVI.

Gift certificates, prizes,

troptiies, and
complementary dinners.

Sponsored by
The Good Eorthj,

=Today's TaapFlastv^n,
. and Acapulcos. I
* For more Info, call 208-9398 I

SPY vs SPY PARTY
ATTENTION AGENTS of: AT AAH ZBT 0S

TiMc—

-

—YOUR MISSION
TIME: Thursday Feb. 20, 9piii
LOCATION: Thcta Xi house
ASSIGNMENT: 1. Enter 0E basement

2. receive pistol and list of victims names,
3. assasinate victims

n

YOU too will be targeted for assasination
To lure your target in for the kill: dance
with them, offer them beer, punch, or
kamikazes, and have a good time,

EQUIPMENT: Sunglasses, trenchcoats, hats, tuxedos,
slinky black dresses.

WARNING:
HINTS:

SURVIVORS Of incest/sexual abuSe, sup^
port group 8pm Tuesdays Women^

San^
^'^ ^^^"^ ^213) 85^^21

*••••••••••

H^\!^*?l ^"^ engineering I on 2/13/867

WANTED: Women with Endometriosis for
ongoing medical treatment study at UCLA

GENITAL
WARTS?
Study being

conducted ttirough
the university

center for

infectuous
diseases. Treatment

]s free. Receive
$ioo

— reimbursement
(213)206^723

YOUR nante in print. Writer needs storv
on how your scar affects you. (213)821-
5053 message.

TTENTIO
CORINNE CANNING

IS tl TODAY!!
WHEN YOU SEE HER-GIVE HER A
BIRTHDAY KISS! (BETTER YET-
BUYHER A BIRTHDAY DRINK!!X

^i^^^^i^'S

I*

I*

T5<erGET ._
TONITE!!

LOVE YOUR BUDS-MIRANDA,
LINDLEY, CAROLYN, MELINDA,

AND SHARON
PS.TONITE THREATLESS IS OlPTfft

*
*
*
*
M

¥
¥

TO THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRL
IN THE WORLD!
CARRIE STILES

HAPPY BIRTHDAYtt
^LY BEAN

I LOVE YOU THE MOSTEST!!

TIM

RESEARCH BEAUTY&
SUBJECTS 12 HEALTH SERVICES

MORTAR
BOARD

Applications

GOOD DEALS 7

SUE IS^cFARlAN (DZ)-
I know we tioven't

been tollcino a lot

lotety, but you tKive
to know ttKJt you're
special In my tieort.

You're a great little

sisterl Hav« a grecrt

Inmotlonl
I Love You 1

1

Your Big Sis, Jil XXX

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEATANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANTYOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARSMULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. RCOUESTT^RUIN PRaORAM" (8l8)8e(M407. (8l8)e8o!436l
SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for facul-
ty and stunts. Good grades discounts.
t^aifJames Boord. (818) 716-0224

NATIONAL march for Woman's Llvw-
organizational/informational meeting-
Today. 12:00pm North Campus Center
Room22.

^ 10884 Weytxim Av».

>ir LA 90024

MtUS-IOOKS-aiFTf
M-W 10o-9:30p: Th-Sat. lOo-lIp; SUn. 2^

20t-r
'—

L_J ' «—

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10^mo. 24 hours.
Be on In 3 minutas by phone. 456-9644 or
456-1404.

PLAY Double-Up. circular 2-man strategy
game Tournament possible. For free In-
structions write: Warren Andrews, 120
Bedford Avenue. St. Lambert. Quebec,
J4R128.

WANTED: Beauty contestants. Great
prizaa for winning smiles. Place: Univer-
my Hmon ln<o-(213)9e»-2261

.

\

CUSTOiVI T-SHIRTS
SWEAISHIBIS'

(anyttiing)

or^ny Organizaijon
Low Prices
Fast Service
208-4908
208-4806

tHE ANYTHING
COMPANY

I
Located in

L Westwood

Multiph

Color

Printing
Color Attracts Attention

Promote your fraternity, sorority

irl^oL"^^',
opsonization or event with the

We n irJ h
°'°' °" ^°"'' P""<«<^ piece.

TJJ^Ih ^^'T^ ^"^'^^ ^i^^* matching
letterhead and envelopes, brochures
newsletters and invitations in a wfde
variety of colorful inks and paper.

2rL'"ht?? ^f °"' ^^'"P'es- Our staff
will be happy to answer any of vour
questions. •/ ui your

ANNUAL SOUTHLAND PRI-MEOICAL CONFERENCE
MARCH 1, 1986

use Medical School Campus.
Sponsored by USC Pre-medlcal Honor Society

and MIrtorlties in Medicine.
For More Information, call Kim at (213)748-4264

BE THERCf
TOVAYt
4;00

AT THE I.M. FIELD FOR THE ANNUAL:
TOP OF THE ROW

BOTTOH OF*THE ROW
SOCCER NATCHt

GOOD LUCK TO BOTH SIDES OF THE ROWi
SEE YOU THERE!

Sponsored by Paniiellenic

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to SKXVweek. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointnient.

FDA sponsored dinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver function tests in seeking female vol-

unteers wfH) have not used a spermicidal

product or birth control pills during the

past three months. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and bkxxj specimen. All

information confidential. Call (213)386-
5614exg. 231 (Shirley). _^
GENITAL herpes-study t)eing conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

wvE CAnt Fntt Ttx riNG

AVAILABLE
WESTSIOE nnECNANCV
COUNSELING CENTErY
2024 PICO BLVO $IVI-

CALL 4SO S222

305 1111

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

SPERM donor
Clinic. 820-0377.

wanted. FGE Medical

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research Will be well compensated. Call
Victor 273-2463

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

DOUGLAS Ranch Camps hiring
counselors /instructors for summer in

Carmel Valley. Interview Feb 2AJlk^See
Placement Center.

SALONS.. 21

i!^ businessman exchanges
'•'>0uage8 and cultures with native English
^•"^•^ '°' '""• W«nd8hlp. uehara
(618)640-8638.

«f»n«ra

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr
fwnine - income opp Make $500/mo ormore part-time. If our phones are busy.

First Floor
Kerckhotf Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff HallQMm
A S U\^M

:> U C L A 1

SERVICES

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs
Open M-Th 7:30-6
FrI 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

,

BETA LU Sister
BBQ

Tonight! 6:30
Come watch the Brothers

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Saton Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, cotor. 652-
5766.

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food tom-
pany tooking for distributors. Earn
$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-
call between 1-5 PM.

FREE haircuts. Cartton Hair International

needs models for advanced haircutting

class. Cin 475-8330.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

,(mm

HELP WANTED 30

lay Hoops. Kegs are
on the line!

fp

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office
appearance. Light typing and phones. Sal-
ary open. Call Mr. Davidson, (213)930-
1891.

AEROBICS instructors wanted. $10/hr.
Experience prefened. Beverly Hilts YMCA
Call Randy or Grant. 553-071

ALL around person. FulMime to handle
supply ordering, derk^al work, personnel
relatk>ns and mor; in Jarae WestskJe
board 4UKl care homa^ttttm, patient,

dual «>4Bb<llNll^.^
'

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYl-EY AVE . WESTWOOD VILLAGE

AT EASE Westwood is now accepUng ap-
plk:atk>ns for experienced sales people.
Flexible hours. Please apply in person.
1001 Westwood Blvd.

Athletic-kx)king girls in Track and FieW,
Swimming, Gymnastk:s, Tennis. $lO0/day.
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431

.

BABYSITTER for 3 yr. old in Santa
Monica. Easy access by bus. 25-30 a
week, days. $4/hr. References required,
English speaking, non-smoker. 450-8859
or 450-7761

.

.

CHILD Care needed, evening hrs. In-

cluding homework, meals, & decm-up. 3
days/week. 906-8372 Stephanie.

COMPUTER Sales: 1) mature sales person
experienced w/ multi user computer. Ex-
cellent income possibilities 2) software
technical support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowledge prefer-
red. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104.

CONSUMER research firm seeks assis-
tant. Good telephone skills. Will train 25
hours plus, days/eves.. WLA. Female
preferred. Mrs. Rost. 391-7232.

COUNSELOR/companion for edelery
woman. Approximately 15 hours/week.
Morning/afternoon shifts. No housework or
lifting Responsible and patient. $6.00/hr.
399-1421.

COUNSELOR-hadk»pped teens Fven-
ings or live-in weekends. Excellent oppor-
tunity for psychok>gy major. (213)479-0929
Driver-PT.

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time po8itk>ns
now availat>le at leading residential treat-

ment center for teenage boys. Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME
COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR.(818)347-1326.

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs mature
business maior for 16 to 24 ^mrrs pr-
week with working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus. Intermediate accounting
helpful. Great opportunity and compensa-
tk)n based on experience. Ser>d resume
to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd
#729. LA 90010.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $1^^30,000 Carri-
bean. Hawaii. WorldIt Call for gukje,
cassette, news servk^l (916)944-4444 x
UCLA Cruise.

DEPENDABLE person with car to drive
and run errands part-time. Pay and-
mileage. David 659-1 891

.

DRIVER and errand runner needed. Must
have car and insurance. Call David at
659-1891.

DRIVER fenmle prefen^. MWF, 10am-
2pm, $5/hour. Permanent, my car my gas.
WHh tinrw to study. 818-344-41 70.

DRIVER part-time for leMeriy executive,
excellent driving record required. 2-3 days,
hours 9-3. 829-2100.

EARN $500-$3000/month. Full/pail-time
posittons. Training provkled. Call SBN
days^evenings (21 3)376-2890.

EARN fromJgpM^l^, part-time. Earn
tpom $1300-$2S(» fuil-time. Salary plus
commisskMi. PL4 Enterprises. (213)294-
4052.

ELECTRONIC Engineer wanted to design
a chip for display on TV tube. Call
(213)4613524.

ESTRAS neededl Attractive model types
and unusual faces for nfovies and TV
(818)784-0044.

EXPERIENCED typist, approximately 30-
40 hrs./wk. Minimum 70 wpm accurate.
Preferred experience on IBM-pc. Beverty
Glen Canyon area. $9/hr. 279-1447.

EXPERIENCED waitress wanted. Full/

part-time tocated in Playa Del Rey Call for

appointment 545^710, Jill.

EXTRAS Neededl Attractive model types
and unusual faces for movies and TV
(818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical therapy akj for
busy orthopedic practice In Beverly Hills.

Kiniesok)gy student preferred. Call for ap-
pointment. ask for Gtoria 5500950.

FULL or part-time medical receptk>nist ar>d
assistant for evenings and weekends Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred for busy Beverly Hills offwe.
Call(21 3)5500950 ask for Teefia.

GENERAL office. Light typing, phones,
basic accounting knowledge. $5-$6/hour.
Compu-Dynamics 854-1 104.

INSIDE sales for art department of
department store. Part or full time. Call
1 06.473-3400.

JEWISH consekx for a month. Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedk:ated consekKs. one nKMith earty
summer.(2l 3)653-4771

.

LAST call for WLA Little League coaches
Boys & girts ages 8-12. Season goes
through mkkJune. Come & get involved:
caHPaul470<M16.

MOTHERS helper needed. 3-4 hrs. daHy
for channing 3-yr.-okJ boy. WLA. Can Had/
Fleah. 472-1587.

NANNY/Iight housework, errands. Liv»4n
Must

27r.

ART dealer needs part-tinf>e office help in

Eteverty Hills. $5/hr. 276-0147.

ASIA travel/study, 2 nwnths. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.0O4l0.00/
hour) to offset coat. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

L

NON-SI
Prefer woman. 458-7977

OFFICE dwk. Person needed to njn er-
rarxto. sort mail, and perform all around
duties for prestigkxjs WLA law firm. Hours
are 8am-lpm or 1pnf>-6pm. CaN Qary
Carter. 312-4102.
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

*STUD»m AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

*m,
Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A
f21S|«77.«0M

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
|21B|4#1.tl20
r* Secretarial, •Receptionist.

»^ Typists, ^^AcccHxitmg,

»^DataAVofd Processors,

and other office supportjobs

IOO%FREETOAPPUCANrS

:

:

$$$
Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
•TIVBmS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

In Wettwood 206-5656

Wen organized Individuals

to wor1( as psychiatric/

psychologic research

assistants. PfT or fuN-

time, on UCLA protects

studying Alzheimer disease

or depresseion in older

adults. Send initial

statement of interest and
qualifications ASAP to:

R. NeskesM.D..WLA-VA.
Ward 209-A LA. CA 90073

TELEPHONE Sales. Photocopy supplies

Salary/commission/bonus. 'Leads*
Maruiger & trair>ees needed. Call 395-

2009/8am-1pm.
.

TYPIST/secretary for Santa Monica law of-

fice. Qood work environment. Salary nego-

tiable. Call (213)393-6000.

VOCALIST for Christian demo, metzo/

soprano preferred. Mark 854-2334 or 399-

4275.

SUMMER STAFF
needed for Arizona
Mountain Children's

Camp. Call J. Marks
(213) 475-4004

evenings.

e
e
e
e
e
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e
e
e
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>FiSSIONAL PNOTOORAPHIr]
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/NoTHXc
for upcoming sessicxis

Fashion, Commercial. Theatrical
Call for Appointment

(818) 506-6660

PART Time office worK. Japanese
language helpful. 20 hours weekly - hours

flexible. Peter 485^160.

PART-TIME - Big Bucks - distritHrtors for

great anti-carKer dog food. Tell Bruce Rod
sent you. Mon. and Thurs. meetings 7:30

PM. 2044 Cotner Ave. (off Olympic) or caN

Rod 851-3338.

PART-TIME 6-HR/WEEK. secretary, non-

smoker, good with numbers, filirtg, phorw
work, and some typing. (213)—474-9688.

JOBS
Telcphorw Sales. How
would you like to woric

part-time

(6:00- 1 2.00am) or

-^-fl-2:00-6:00pn4-aw<j nf^ake

$600/week comm. and

still be able to go to

school, so they can

teach you how to make
$300/week? If you're

sharp, er>ergetic and have

a good speaking voice,

call Ed (213)337-9525

PART-TIME receptk>nist for Westwood
Village consulting firm. Heavy phones,
light typing, general office duties. Profes-

sional demearwr. Contact Rob or Kalhy

(213)208-6777.

PART-TIME help wanted. k:e cream slore,

Melrose Ave. Hours/days/weekends
available. 653-3451. ^^_
PART-TIME secretary wanted 'lor Santa
Monk» law firm. Bookkeeping. 4 P/C skMs
'>elpful. Typing 40-60 wpm. 18-24 hrs.

45<M483.

3ART-time office work, MWF, 9-2. $6^r.

Barringlon Hardware, Brentwood Village.

76-2864 contact Jan.

'ART-TIME lab technician, handling

inimals required, infertility lab in Beverly

•<iHs. Contact Kim (213)551-7965.

'ERMANEMT part-time empk>yee, 10-15

irsTweek for derk in tf>e accounting

jepartnr>ertt. Ask for Ms. Stone 478-2541

.

>LEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
VANTEO. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
KND BACK. 7:3a«:30 am , 2:30-3:30 pm ,

A-f MUST HAVE CAR. $5a$60/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS. 275^447

*ROFESSK>NAL woman needs personal

«cretary for typir^,errands. etc. Must

lave own car & know WLA area. Knowl-

idge of entertainment injustry helpful. Sal-

iry negotiable deernjing on skills. Call Jeri.

213)874-3000.

'UT your conscience to work on
;ALPIRQ's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
lank, PrT, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

491.

lEAL ESTATE ANALYST. Part-time Op-

ortunity to learn improved real estate

•rivate placen>ent syr>dk»tk}n evaluatk>n.

Vill sponsor for NASD Series 7 lk:ense.

ianta Monica location. Non-smoker.

213)396-3176.

(ETAIL Sales in Fishennen's Village in

Harina Del Rey. Must want to learn all

IxMJt kites. Evenings mn6 weekernis; will

-ain; mature. 822-2561

.

^ECURTTY authori2atk>n agent. Immediate

fMnirtg for a part-time agent within our

.^>eck payment servk»s divisk>n. After-

loons, earty evenings and weekends.

AttcntKNi WorkStudy:

Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400:

I • • a • • ^

6PORT6
CONNICnON

Program dhvctcrs 8i

Private troineffs

wanted. Sealdng
- Exsrcite Ptiyiiotooi^f

Klnes, Pi. 6t Sports

Medk^ine Mafors. F/T

or P/T. Startino Pd at

$5/tv arxJ commisikxi
with advarK^emant

opportunities to PfJ at

$13/hr.

Apply in person
Encino

(818)788-1220
Santa Monica
(213)450-4464

South Boy
(213)316-0173
BEVERLY HILLS

(213)652-7812

(kins, good math aptitude and be detail

)riented. COT exposure a plus. Apply in

Mrson 8:30am-llam M-W or 1pm-4pm
rhuradays. Telecredit Inc.. 1901 Ave. of

Jie Stars, Suite 300.
'

SPANISH spesking person to teach

Spanish and translate/draft letters for

'nusk:ianA)usinessman. (213)399-2181.

SUMMER day camp in Agoura serving

San Fernando & Conejo Valleys seeks

strong staff. Counselors;instructors:

gym,horses.arts A crafts, swimming,

animals: Odvers. $125-190 plus/wk. CaM:

(818)706-8256.

TELEMARKETERS needed. No selling.

SS/hour w/attractive bonus. Part-time 9-5.

WLA. nuMt have good phone personality.

Cathy shamey 479-491 1

.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

BRIGHT, energetic person w/some
t>ackgrour>d in art w/sales or marketing

experienceneeded to open gallery.

(213)399-2181.
;^

CPA FIRM in MkJ-Wilshire needs mature
business maior for 16 to 24 hours per

week with workir>g knowledge of IBM PC
intT t.dtu8. IntermMIAfe 'accounting
helpful. Great opportunity and compenaa-
tk>n based on experierice. Send resume
to McGinity and f^odar 3435 Wilshire Blvd.

#729, LA 90010.

FREE Gucci bags, free Cartier watcties,

free trips to Paris and $200-$500^veekly

doing part-tln>e selling. High qualiity aiKl

unkjue European products. If qualified,

pickup your FREE Samples tyy appoint-

mentw/ Mr. Lawrence at (213)550-1562.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

$20(K$600 weekly doing, part-time selling.

High quality French perfumes. If qualified

get your FREE samples ar>d FREE attache

case. CaN Mr. Phillips for appdintment at(213)550-15 5 1 .

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

VACATION
RENTALS 53

ASSOCIATE
HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATOR
Flagstaff Medical Center is

accepting applications and
resumes for the position of

Associate Administrator for

Ancillary and Professional
Services.

A Master's Degree in Health
Care Administration or a

Master of Business Admin-
istration is preferred. Ex-

perience in progressively
responsible management
positions is necessary. The
position reports to the CEO
for Flagstaff Medical Center

FMC is a 110-bed regional
referral hospital located in

the mountain ski resort city

of Flagstaff. AZ.

Apply to: Mr. Jeff Comer,
Administrator, Flagstsff
Medical Center. 1215 N.
Beaver, Flagstaff, AZ 86001

.

FLAC;STAFF MEDICAL

CENTER

equal opportunit>'

employer

BEAUTIFUL, spackMis, Yoeemite house

surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, ctose to everything. (818)

785-9665.

APARTMENTS

FEMALE, share bedroom, two-t>edroom

spackHJS apartment, security, ckMe UCLA,
tots extras! $260 call 839-5055.

NEED roommate to share 3 bedroom

duplex. Own room, $635. Walk to UCLA.
Spacious Spanish style with view,

fireplace, hardwood floors, yard. Clean,

considerate person needed, available

March 1st. Call Ryan eveningsAMreekernte

208-7529. ^
NEEDED: 2 female non-smokers to sfiare

2-bedroom 2-bath Brentwood apartntent

$262 plus depoeit 471 -4655.

PROFESSIONAL woman seeks female to

share 2 bed/2 bath apt. in W. Hollywood,

bakxKiy, dishwasher, easy commute to

UCLA. Non-smoker. $400. 65fr4062.

SHARE 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax area. $325
Part of Duplex. (213) 852-6926^

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

GREAT neighborhood. Between Olympic

and Santa Monica. 2 t>edroom home, din-

ingroom. fireplace. Hardwood floors.

Wonderful yard. $165,000. Wynn. 477-

7001.

RESTAURANTS 46 HOUSE bXCHANGE59

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES PROFES-
SIONAL RESAURANT COURSE. 90 DAY
GUARANTEE. "DOUBLE YOUR TIPS IN

30 DAYS" AS A RESAURANT BROKER.
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE. FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS REPLY TO:
EUGENE O. HICKS. PRES. US. INTER-
NATK)NAL RESTAURANT ASSOC. 279
BEVERLY DRIVE STE. 1189. BEVERLY
HILLS. CA. 90212.

SEEKING home in WLA for 3^ months
Deginning July 1. 1986. in exchange for

Dondo in Jerusalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)553-3266.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

GUEST houee. Culver City, quiet area
near MGM, single, kitchen, bathroom.
$400 utilities included. (213) 839-9152.

WALK UCLA hoorayl Spackxjs, furnished,

bachetor & single. Utilities included.

Manager- 644 Undfair #201 . 208-2676

WESTWOOD Apartment-large living room,
small bedroom. $610/month. Walk to

UCLA. Call6-8pm 824-0243.

WESTWOOD condo. 6 minutes to UCLA.
2-t)edroom, 2-t)ath., heated pool, security.

Available immediately-$950. Nancy.
(213)457-2609.

$1300. First month free. Brentwood, brand
new. Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrooms. 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern,
buikling. 1 1675 Darlington. 827-4652.

450. Single apartntent. Kitchen facilities,

laundry, carpet, drapes, utilities included.

Santa Monica. 397-41 1 7.

PRIVATE room with bath for chikl care

ind light housekeeping. Female prefer-

ed. 472-6449.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

ROOM (with kitchen priviliges) for batjysH-

ting (infam and 3 yr. oM) and light

housework a few evenings ar>d a few

hours on weekerxl. Female student prefer-

red, quiet and reponsible. Call 392-1330/

8254320.

ROOM
_ FOR RENT 64

BEAUTIFUL, clean apartment. 1

bedroom/private bath, l(itchen privledges.

Norvsmoker and must have references.

$350/mo. 4734480.

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen
privledges. pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

cluded, need car. Graduate student
preferred. $350, leave message. Abbie
(818)783-5151.

FURNISHED bedroom in large 3-bedroom
apartment kitchen privileges, patio. One
bk)ck off Westwood Blvd. $260/month
475-9206.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Super-clean 2-bedroom,
carpeting, drapes, stove. $1050/month.
Only charging 1 month's rent, security/
cleaning to rTX>ve in. 678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. Huge
singles. One-bedroom. $700. Call Mike at

824-9925.

HOLLYWOOD Hills apartntent. Nice 1-

bea/14S«rr. - W6^^ drive to UCLA. fc95/'
month. 850-1 036.

$950/mo. Venice Beach. 2-bed, den, 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood floors. Refur-
bished. Buito-in. Off street parking. 396-
1001.

LARGE furnished room in Pacific Pali-

sades. Home, walk to beach. 454-7711
after4pm. Avail. 3/1.

PRIVATE room & bath in spacious condo.
With garden setting. Security building with
pod. 3 m iles from UCLA. Ctose to all

transportatton. Female, non-snwker. $475
plus 1/2 utilities. Available 3/15. Please
call Susan (213)274-5513.

ROOM/bath, kitchen privleges, UCLA bus.
$300 female Spanish speaking student
preferred Carol 828-2184 after 9 Pm
478-6355.

L--.- '^'fiTt-f--

ROOMMATES 65

$995-3 bedroom, 2 bath, buiH-ins. patto,
air, laundry, parking. West LA/Palms,
UCLA bus route. 479-9227.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

FANTASTK: weekend getaway. Horses,
fishing, camping, etc. About $15/wk. Call
(714)972-6404.

CLOSE, strategic Gayley tocatton. Female
roomie warned for large one4)edroom.
S307. Call 208-0391

FEMALE needed. Share room. 2-bedroom.
2-bathroom apartment. 5 minutes walk to
campus 824-1814. 824-3521 .

FEMALE student, shars furnished one
room apartment. $243/month. Available
March Ist. 625 Undfair 659-8724.

MALE to share 1-bdrm. apt. New Bklg
Westwood/Nattonal. $250.00/mo.. Furnish^
ed. Call Howard 202-7371

A

ROOMMATES 65

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Profeaatonally
since 1971 Weetwood, (213)470^136 or
Sherman Oaks (818)789«)64.

STUNNING view, 23rd floor. 2-bed/2-balh
security bidg., underground parking,
Olympte pool, near campus. $700/mo. plus
1/2 utilities. Available 3/22. Dennis, 479-
1206.

WESTWOOD luxury apartments. All
amenWes. Fireplace, pool, Jacuzzi, game
room, utilHies pakj. Walk to UCLA. Male.
$307/mo. Leave message at 208-2372. ~

SUBLET 66

4-
( I'

-^

SUBLET your house or apartment while
you are away this summer. Second year
law students clerking w/our firm need
westskle housing. Plmse call Lesli Miller
312-4000 ext. 557 before 4:00 at Manatt
Phelpe. Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillipe.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-
dents working in LA seed apartments for
sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry
(213) 683-9100 for more infoTTTWtton.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-
nished apartments. May-September
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan
(213)680-2222.

WANT to rent or sublease office approx
200 sq. ft. in Westwood. 208-1865.

(VMELViNY ft MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SURLETS

If you are interested in

sublettlr>g your furnished
aportment any time
from May to August.

j& possibly 'A of.

September, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please Coil:

RECRUITING OFFICE
^9-6539 or 660-4

CONDOS

WALK to UCLA and Village. 2-bed/2 1/2
bath. Vacant/owner anxious.
Joyce:Schreiber Reality. 274-2900.

ECONOMICAL

BASICALLL

A GOOD IDEA
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro. serk}u8

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

CHILD CARE 90

2:45-5:45 Tu-Fri, two weeks on and two

weeks off. Must have car. $4.00/hr. Sunset

& Barrington. (213)476-5885.
'

H^SURANCE ..v....t«»^

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS,

MULTIBLE TICKETS. QOOD DRIVER

DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-

GRAM '

(818) 880-4407^818)8804361.

AUrO INSURANCE
MotorcydB Insunnce Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?
'

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

.}
-

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rste available. Completely equip-

ped. expenenosdXajl^nytlr^^

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

K/k>ver8. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

^0«««ee« eeeeeeeeeeee

S GUARANTEED •

TUTORING
OFFERED .....98

t PATIENT TUTOR
^MATH (arithmetic through1ghj

MOVERS
Cheerful & Cheap

; Careful & Complete I
• 397-8597 Anytime •

^•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee^e*

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

V 6463.

TUTORING

;
TUTOR - female for lOlh grade girl. Biol-

ogy, geometry. English in Santa Monica.
• 399-4305.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH, EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICEI (816)798-8334.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from put>lish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
2084353.

.

HEALTHFUL, theraputic, Swedish-Esalen
massage. Relaxing, also helps dean bodily

systems. Call Betsy at (213)476-5728.

^ » UHfc
, professfonar ww house sit, t-ong

term free, experienced and excellent

references. (213)839-0652. (818)762-7823.

OAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

3usiness. Many local satisfied customers.
References availat>le. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349

PROFESSIONAL documentation sen/ices.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/devetopment/production. /Kny re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.
.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers.

t)00ks, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call SamI Kamal.
(816)760-3149.

PROFESSIONAL editing master's and
doctoral theses, manuscripts. References,

reasonat)le rates. (213)698-7078.

RELAXI Scientific and technical support

for doctoral, master's and proprietary ap-

plications available. Services include

statistics, methodology, computerization,

scientific editing, and word processing.

R^aaonable student rates. (818)78<V6432.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students ar>d the professk>nal. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TAXES: Short form $10; Long $30. Biggest

refunds. Investnients. 15 yrs. experier>ce

UCLA MBA. 390-5065.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We pollah 8i dean your hard, temi-toft
and toft cor>tact lerwe« whie you wait.
Return your corttocts to 'Hke new" corv
dmon. Feel and tee t>etter.

Or. Vooel. 1132 Weetwood Bd. 206- 3011.
Valdated Partdno-20% Off WHh Thit Ad.

•'• Editing and
WHting S^rmiee
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$2amr. 828-4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concieely?
~"'

' professional help? RisaaonabJe rates.

(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a aeoond language tutor.

UCLA ESL teaching certificate. Grammar,
conver8atk>n, pronunciation. Reasonable.
(213)651-3804.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor,

help with composition, grammar and pro-

nunciation and conversation. (213)658-
7213.

MANDARIN tutor, from Mainland China,
help with starHtard pronur)ciatk>n, gram-
mar, vocabulary and conversation.
Reaaonable. (213)472-3265.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professkinal

tutoring/editin^word procesaing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7day^»eek. 291-3158.

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM 7 days Type,
transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome: WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A better paper - Writchand Word Process-
ing. Call Lois 828-8410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,
reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura.
410-2890.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Qiaaertationa, rapetithra tettars, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm. ^
A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $1.50/page,
WLA, Myung. 397-6344.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR. $1-3/PAQE. CALL
EVAN. (213)450-8719. _^_^
ABIGAIL Harper: papers expeditiously anc
professionally prepared on IBM PC XT
Laserjet Printer. From $200. Call 395
1052/393-1174.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50^.25.
Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

3904588.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message
Reasonat)le rates. Darlerw.

DONOVAN Enterprises: Typing- profes-

sionalism aestfietics, editing, grammaticai

consideratk}ns, swiftness, negotiat>ie rates,

conscientiousness, pick up/delivery
(213)397-2945.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: tern^

papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0368

.

FAST dependatrte typing/word processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343 (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCI-A disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00«

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses/

resumes/ ail jobs welcome. Fast tur-

naround. $1/page. 934-3458, 929-8423
after 6 pm.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
sditing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fa&t, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (21 3)653-3600.

UNTYPED paper due in the morning? Fast
typing, reasonable rates, early A.M. pick

up. Brk)ny 459-2942.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (2^3)^06
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate. deperKiatile-anytime. 824-3571

.
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Computer Word

Processing

Theses Dissertions

ASHLEY-WELLS k CO.

(2I3)477-7S93

a

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

TRAVEL ...105 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

•
e
e
e
•
e
e

{ 624-2S63 or 6244111
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*eee

Om DAY fVMN9
noPBMKjnai wme* wim ba w\

Enghh wM type andedtt leim

popen, Ifieset, •crtpti, lesumet,

etc Or edMno only. Ovsr 25

YOU need wm\ Typing, word proceeaing.
Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.
857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102 *

suFkavALutwrmomiAXTO:

rl^ir^lf ,.,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,, ^,,,^^^^^^^ frOfn# 239

•"^'^^^^"" •••••••••••••••••••••• frOfllV Wm9
PMn/AmrtaojuKi tmm$ see
S\^9K Fw •••••••••••«•«« ««a9«««ac, W0ff$9 9fW
*^^^' ••••••••••»•••••••»••••••••••• frOffl9 9wW
CRIMSE, 7dar:.i.,..^...^....tnmS See

Charfaru, Toun,Cruhm
RaMpaum, Car« NoMAm.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6
ASTRA TRAVEL

1100 QLENDON If2025

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former sok3
flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
ptiony, and Boston Pops is accepting
pupils.669-5324.

.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings novk
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 4784154.

I'

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

HONOLULU-$229B/T:
NAU|.$SMB/T:

LONI>ON-$519 R/T;
Soaie etadeat diecoaate

vailable.M« /AOI-DEAL
or (415)M1-5«4S. Aak for

{

LOW-PRICED reliable transportation care
for aale. Financing available, fast loan i^
proval. 934-9504. ''_

.

MAZDA GLC, 1960. Economical, 2-dr.,

am/fm, red. $1800 o.b.o. Great Mile carl

(213)477-1654.

MGB 1979 convertible, racing green, great
condHkMi, 50,000 miles, rebuilt engine,
am/fm cassette, ohgiruU owner. $2900 obo.
Days (213)825-8570, evenings (213)206-
3161. . _

TOYOTA. Celica 1980 good condition, new'
tires, great cassette, am/fm stereo, $3800,
call 824^3921

.

TRANSPORTATION car-1982 Ford
EXP,$2800 655-8861.

1962 Mercedes-220SE Coup. 2-door, 4-

speed, fuel injected, sunroof, European
model. Complete restoration, all receipts.

$7000, firm. 820-7207.

1971 VW fastbapfc. Rebuil engine, $800
negotiable, call Sousan 82S4821, or 828-
0605.

RESUMES 104

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

Capri 1974, excellent condition. A/C,

Blaupunkt stereo, sheepskin seat covers
$1700. Ask for Jeff 209<»410.

DATSUN 1974 260Z. Recednt engine
work/paint. Good condition. $2400i/obo.

Call evenings (213—545-8900.

1973 Mercury Capri, V-6
new upholstery, (818)784^2818.

1974 Datsun B210. New cMch.
tion, paint, battery, upholsluiy. atd $1,100
obo. Jay 824-0368.

1974 DATSUN B210. One owiw. $1100.
looks good, runs great. (213)623^884 d-
f»ce, (21 3)5454234 home. Joah.

1974 Datsun 1200. Great tr«ni|io(t«ton
car. $475.00 obo. Cal Ron ai (213)B3B-
7278.

1974 Rat Spider Convertible. Runa Qraat.
Great Conditk>n Mt/FU atarao. $1500
obo. (81 8)508-9670 after 2 PM.

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resunw that will get it for you
Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset
t^y^r nrinter tyninn A MMnrri

Papens $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 82?
8091.

TRAVEL 105

SPRING Break. Save $ world wide. Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels
(818)989-3123.

DISCOUNT AIRFARES
•Tokyo $499
• Hong Kong $595
• Bongkock $759
• Amsterdam ......$489

• Sao Paulo $699
• London $479
•Lima $659

I

China Vho $70

1

30doyjng^^jC|jiO¥X |

CoN HIS (AnMfffleo)

(213)613-0943
244</i E. Itt St. #19
LA. CA 90012

T«inr»(os)s«e>ss7i

MMMMMMMLONDON

AMSTERDAM

FfiANKFURT.

TAHITI,^

$479

i«9S

$49S

$579

COKNHAGEN.$540

FAMSnT—:i.$599
Scxna Rastftcttom /q3ply

Etfol pauM
Isiuad on ttia ipot

r

STUDENT
RATE!! *

That's Right!
It actually costs
iess this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified window
(112 Kerckhoff)

for details.
SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!

)ff

'Some Rrstrictions Apply

I
«^
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THE 1 5th ANNUAL

TRAVEL FAIR

-SCOOTER/'84 Honda Passport. Great
condition! Can show in Westwood. $375
obo. Must Salt! 745-0845.

1982 Honda Urban Express. Black, good
condition, new registration, extremely
reliable. $300/offer. Todd. 478-2084.

ATTRACTIVE/sturdy dresser. Moving:
must sell by Friday. Deliver Saturday if

needed. $100 obo. 274-9949.

HELVETIi
Only 6 Days Left for your charKe to win a FREE TRIPI ^ .^.^^ .^.^..w-^

Come Join the FunI TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, ACKERMAN UNION
GRAND BALLROOM 9.*00 am - 3:30 pm.

Information on travel to all parts o\ the world You'll meet travel experts from

airlines, charter flight companies, tour companies, tourist offices, cruise lines, and
railroads for \n\oxm3Wox^ on destinations around the worldl

GRAND PRIZE GIVEAWAY 3:30PM MEYERHOFF PARK - You must be

present to win! Free trips to Europe, London-. Hawaii, San Francisco - plus T-Shirts,

Flight Bags, and morel Plenty of popcorn and fun ALL DAY LONGI Don't miss

out on the TRAVEL EVENT OF THE YEARI

Sponsored by your on-campus travel experts

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE & THE EXPO CENTER

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
^

: 71 TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830 6. sat 11-3

^Ql l^^l Ay A Level Ackerman Union

^%^^^J^^^ li^lr (>K-es $viljK»ct fo cho»v^ without notice hmitecl ovaitabtiity

Ll.^.S.^'i.^tL'-tt^^^^S^S^*.^^

t^r YAMAHA 83»84»85T:r

Scooters &b Accessories

I

CO.WE.Vi'E.VT

ECO.VOMi'CAL

B.AS7C.ALLV

.A GOOD IDEA
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

;
STARTING AS LOW AS $499!»

' (W/Insurance also available)

^ w,v.^ ''^'^ EVANS
;

MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

;

13347 W. Washington Blvd
A Los Angeles, CA 90066

13)306-7906

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120.
Tele (213) 47»034S.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major
band overstock, new w/warranty. Works
on all Macs. $270. Call Rictwrd 876-2558
'or demo.

BARGAIN BOX 125

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

1 *

1974 VW Bug Excellent condition. New
brakes. $2800 PtK)ne (213)387-5939 after

6pm.

1975 IMustang Ghia 8 cylinder. 60.000

miles. Aif. 2-lone brown. Origtnsl owner.

j- Best offer (213)391-5159

1975 MAZDA. RX$. sUtionwsgon.
automatic, silver. 37K, good condition,

must sell, leave USA. $1000/obo.

(213)206-1226.

1977 DATSUN 810. A/C. sutomatic. AM/

FM radio. excaNent engine, good condi-

tion, dean intarior. $2,100 negotiable.

4740069 evenings.

197t HONDA Accord. $2900 Superb con-

dilion. Incradibly low mHaaga. 5-spead.

suncDof. caM Sam 472-9781

1979 Chavelte 2-door. a/c. radio. ligW

bkw. acononMcai. great for housawifa/

atudant $13S0 (818)906-837Z

1979 Rat Spider New paint, new top.

Rabun engine Asking $2400 obo Must

aal. (213)626^270 ^____^

1960 Chevette. midnight blue Automatic.

54.000 miles. Good, reliable transportation.

$2,400 obo. (213)271 7825

wttaals, great1960 MOB convertible. Wire
shi^.$2300 39»-2S31.

1961 AUDI 4000. Red. 4-door. auto, load-

ed, excellent condition, one owner,
$3.90Q^obo. p/p. 213-393-2496 evenings/
waaksnds. 213^12-3126 M/F days.

1961 Toyota Corolla S-speed. A/C. AM/FM
cassette, doth aaata. 60.000 miles, good
condition. $3000. Can Manof; Days: 206-

8660. eve : (806)564-6553

1962 MAZDA 626. auto. air. am/fm. 31 K.
exoatsm condition $5.085/obo. (818)340-

8562.

69 VW Custom Camper AC/DC fng with 2
batteries. Re-buiit er>gine $1250 825-

2714 (213)641-2630

76 Ford Pinlo. fuly remanufadured. too

much to list Can now. leave a massage.
747-1249.

"77 Honda Civic. Sunroof, 4-sp. stk. XLNT
corxj .$l350o.b.o. Sinf)eon 452-701 1

.

78 280Z. air. 5-speed. sunroof, cassette.

79.000 miles. $3800 obo. Call Ken at

(2130)475-9097.

'82 VW Rabbit. 4-dr., w/cassatte. good
conditkxi. interior very daan. runs great

$3500. (213) 545-6342 Ed.

HK3H quality items never used Sacrifice
©ncyctopedia 1965 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set
$150 Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160 Bedroom set $495 Sofa & love seat
$495 Dining room set $895 Carpeting
$5.9S/yard. 393-2338.

tda ^

(21S> S59-77««

FURNITURE... 126

MISCELLANEOUS... 1 28

DIAMOND ring Suitable for man or

woman Worn once $250 or bast. Call

Dave (213)461-1863.

^T^ MATTRESSES T^Tir
All new h«»tp| srts KtiarantM>d

Twin SH 150
Full Set ......9n
Queen Set... |^
Kins Set gQa** w^*
New S piece hedron«n set.. ...IIIII
New full sitt or queen tireper ||39
New «)fa and Uive veat ||S0
Oak FtnLsh c«>ffee lahlea fSQ
Knd TaSies ||5
l^niptt 17

THE WARKHXnrSF.
397 5030

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

S25-2221, 82S*2222
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Campanelli
Continued from Page 32

other Pac-10 teams to prove

themselves worthy opponents.

But its not.

The person solely responsi-

ble for th resurgence of

Berkeley b' jail, out of its

seemingly eteiaal rut, is first-

year coach Lou Campanelli.

At James Madison University

in Virginia, Campanelli never

had a losing season in his 13-

year tenure and made three

trips to the NCAA tourna-
ment.

"Its been like a whirlwind,"
said the 46-year-old Cam-
panelli. *'Its almost like a

blur. It has really gone by
quickly. We have accomplish-

ed a lot, both on and off the

court. As far as the program,
we have established some
credibility, some respectabilty

and that's important in our
first year."

Most Bruin fans will have
no problem remembering
Campanelli. The New Jersey

native orchestrated Cal's first

defeat of UCLA in its last 53
tries.

"It was like a real monkey
off people's back," said Cam-
panelli. "It (UCLA's win
.streak) wasn't a healthy thing

for either school. It was dif-

ficult for UCLA as well as

Cal. It just became larger

than life because people falked

about it all the time. It was
good from our stand point to

get it behind us and move
»»

on.

The fact Campanelli's team
defeated UCLA's marked
another milestone in his pro-

gram's transitional game.
In only his tenth month at

Cal he has given the entire

program a facelift.

"When I took over the job I

made a committment to pay
attention to details, do the

things I have proposed for the

program and what I feel is

important to help us rebuild,"

said Campanelli.
Rebuild he has, not only the

team's competitiveness but the

basketball offices, the film

room, the press room, and the

team room. -Campanelli also

was insistent that the name of

Cal's fabled home court,

Harmon Gym be switched to

Harmon Arena despite it

6,600 person capacity.

"We upgraded everything

and gave it a classier name,"
said Campanelli. "It's just a

new way of thinking. I just

wanted to change the way we
think about basketball, with

6,600 people in it (Harmon),
it's as exciting as any other

Clace to play in college
asketball."

rTf^rf^rntamafca^ Mil

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex 6^/\
Permalens & v /M
Bausch&Lomb ^T.
30 Day ExtencJed ^—

J}J^

Additional Pair vRQ
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily.

Wear

Total

$6S
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date

Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$ 1 000/Eve-Credit Program Arranged

LB 216oPaci1ic |2l3)59Mb94

V N 7232 Van Nuys (8181 786-5892

Ananeim 4:4 StateCo'iege Bi (714) 774-4510

LA 1482 S RoDenson, (213) 278-174^

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-789t

PT n OPTOMETRIST WANT£ J
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AUL NATURAL FROZEN YOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHnSTOHS YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 2/28/86 • limit one per customer

VILLAGE SALO
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

AND
HOTTEST HAIR SALON

Student Specials!
$14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114

vHl • • photo
929 westwood blvd.. los angeles, ca 90024

(213) 208^4502

hour service at
NO EXTRA COST

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
» NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
• SAME DAY AVAILABLE
• 2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDE

PROCESSING

SAVE UP TO $5 2/20

THIS AD ENTITLES YOU THE FOU.OWING DISCOUNT ON THE
COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 11 0, 126, OR
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM

12-EXPOSUREROLL
24-EXPOSURE ROLL
36-EXPOSURE ROLL

$1 DISCOUNT
$3 DISCOUNT
$5 DISCOUNT

ONE PER CUSTOMER. MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFFP

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 20, 1 986/

;

'g^*-^-^^^^^^^^^^^*-^^^*-^^^^'^'*^^*-*^*-^^^^^^^*-*-^^^^^^^''

LOOK

Student to Student: a time to share

life values & vision. We invite you

Xp our community to take another

look at Christianity during Lent.

WED: 12:30 Feb 26, Mar 5, 12
mass at noon _ (includes soup)

ACKERMAN rm2412

THURS EVE: 7:00 Feb 20, 27, Mar 6, 13

UNIV. CATHOLIC CTR. 840 HILGARD
"Member of URC-

t^^^lll'

CALL 208-5015
• For More Info

THE COMMITTEE FOR A NEW SOCIAL SCIENCE
PRESENTS A LECTURE BY:

CHARLES TAYLOR
(MCGILL UNIVERSITY)

entitled

"SOCIAL THEORY
AS PRACTICE"

UNDOUBTEDLY ONE OF THE MOST DISTINGUISHED
POLITICAL THINKERS IN NORTH AMERICA, DR.
TAYLOR HAS BEEN AN IMPORTANT PARTICIPANT
IN THE ONGOING DEBATE CONCERNING THE
"SCIENTinC" STATUS OF THE FIUMAN SCIENCES.

4269BUNCHE
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 21, 1986

9:30 am- 11:30 am

THE ?\JBUC IS CORDIALLY INVITED

SPONSORED B^ THE GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION AND
THE POtmCAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, UCLA

mmaamm^^-

30 Minute
Delivery...

Guaranteed.
^ominofs Pizza makes this

^commitment: your pizza

will arrive at your door-

step within 30 minutes.

Every pizza is custom-
made with fresh ingre-

dients and only 100% real

dairy cheese For twenty-

two years people have

been enjoying our hot,

delicious pizza when they

want, where they want.

With over one thousand
stores nationwide, we
deliver over 30 million

pizzas a year, making us

the largest pizza delivery

company in the world.

So when you're in the

mood for a pizza get the

guarantee. Give us a call,

we're just around the

comer.

Domino's Pizza Delivers"

Fast, FfM Dallvary"

1371 Westwood Blvd.

Phone: 824-5000

Our drivers carry less

than $20.00.

Limited delivery area
e 1 963 Domino's Pizza, Inc .

^

I

i

)

30
minute

guarantee

if your pizza does not

arrive within 30 minutes,!

you get $3.00 off

your pizza.

-=vr^

Fait, Free DeHver/*

1371 Westwood
Phone: 824-5000

>-..

>^

'^'*m>mm

'iif
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GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $ I I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

I 643 Westwood Blvd. • I BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl.

m BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^PVAfv QQ(WITH REBUfLDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR, INSTALLATION
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE

Baseball

I. Tunenip
t. VaKv A4|.

3. Lube

4.0UawrMc
5. Brake KA.
6. Qutch A^.
7. Service Air Cleaner

8. CiMcti Battery Water
9. Inifwct Front End
16. CompreMkMi Test
ll.(Pre«»ureTe«t Cookns Syrtem)

$59.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

Partt A Labor (Ga« * Air Filler Ktra)

[H1©[NIP^^\ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

Lmn
USED CAR DIAGNOSIS -r $30.0«

• THIS IS AN HONEST OARAGE *

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

1 I inpn WESTWOOD
1 JfU^hlH 824-4737
IrJ fJIgnJ 950 GAYLEY AVE.^^ ^UUI (Free Parking in Rear)

MOVIES • GAMES • VCR'S
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE
RENT 3 MOVIES OR MORE . pnpF ,

AND GET SECOND DAY X FncE *

THURSDAY FEB. 20
2:00 PM

ACKERMAN UNION 3520

SAVE $4!

RENT 1 MOVIE
GET 1 FREE!

coupon

SAVE $5! I
UCLA STUDENT &

VCRRENTAi I
STAFF SPECIAL!

$fi q^A nTv '-"'E MEMBERSHIP ~

?6.95 A DAY I ^OW $30 (REG $,oo)

coupon
I INCLUDES 12 FREE RENTALS

MUHAMMAD DARAWSHI
Parliamentary assistant to Abdul
Darawshi; founder of Arab-Jewish

dialogue groups.

''COMMUNICATION NOT CONFLICT:
JEWISH-PALESTINIAN DIALOGUE"

For information call Hillel-208-3081

SPONSORED BY ISRAEL ACTION COALITION AND
HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

Continued from Page 31

saves in four of the young
season's six victories. In addi-

tion, Ridenour has relied on
his heater to compile 13
strikeouts while giving up just

eight hits and three walks.
His latest save came when

he relieved UCLA starter Alex
Sanchez in the eighth inning
of an 8-4 decision over Pep-
perdine on Tuesday. Ridenour
owns a won-lost record of 1-0.

Offensively for UCLA, look
for catcher Todd Zeile to be
putting some more punch in
his swing. Zeile, who had a
UCLA career high 12 home
runs last season, hadn't con-
nected on a long ball this
season until he put one over in
a losing effort against USIU
on Sunday. Zeile hit his se-

cond round tripper Tuesday
against Pepperdine.
Another Bruin on a hot

streak is freshman third
baseman Scott Cline who col-
lected his second home run, in
the last three games, against
Pepperdine, the first coming
in the opener of the
doubleheader against USIU.

USC-UCU tickets

still available for

^zbJebniary 22

I

r
'

Get the latest infornnation on scholarships
and fellowships. Applications are
available at the Financial Supports Office
at Kerckhoff312A.———

—

--^
<"

VITA (volunteer Income Tax
Assistance):

Need help in filling out your income tax
returns? Help is available at the following
dates and places:

There are two days left

but there's still time.

UCLA's basketball team
travels across town to face
the use Trojans in a.

Pac-10 matchup at- the
sports arena, February 22.

That's right, 72 hours re-

main before the biggert_

rival r y in So^u

t

hern
California surfaces once
more and believe it or not,

you can still purchase
tickets for the big event.

All UCLA students
bearing photo identifica-

tion and a current
registration card can pur-
chase tickets to the
Bruin-Trojan battle for a
$2. fee at UCLA's Central
Ticket Office.

Obviously,' a Iradition
such as the rivalry be-
tween Walt Hazzard's and
Stan Morrison's troops
does not go unnoticed, so
buy your tickets today.

1

February 1 - February 2 1 : A level Ackerman

February 21 - March 31: Financial Supports
Kerckhoff 312A

March 3 1 - April 1 5: A level Ackerman

For more information call 825-7608

For the record
In yesterday's Daily Bruin,

a photo on page 29 was
misidentified. Rather than
Kenny Easley, it was former^
UCLA running back Freeman
McNeil that was pictured.
Above is an actual photograph
of Easley.

The Bruin regrets the error
and we hope that no inconve-
niences were caused by the
mixup.
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Letters
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UCLA's home record
justifies favoritism

HOP ON OVER
TO THE LOCAL

KIOSK • •

Editor:

Since the Bruin's sports
departmt^nt has chosen to

remove all doubts regarding
their ignorance towards
favorites and upsets, I would
like to submit some final

clarification.

_ The reason that I submitted
the Bruin's 307-25 record in

Pauley Pavilion was to demon-
strate the reason why they
were favored. Believe it or

not, this (home court) is the
main determinate as to who
will be favored in a given
game.
Earlier this year, na-

tionally-ranked St. John's
came into Pauley as an under-
dog. Had UCLA pulled out a

victory, it would not have
been an upset, although the

Bruin would tell us othenvise.

The Bruin did point out

that 12 of UCLA's losses in

Pauley have come in the last

4V2 years. However, they ne-

glected to mention that over

the same period, the Bruins

have won 65 games at home
for a winning percentage of

.844.

Conveniently, the Bruins
duplicated their earlier per-

formance against Washington
last week with a 25 point loss

to Arizona. Anyone who
believes that the Wildcats will

be favored come March 3

doesn't deserve to be covering

college basketball.

Damin Esper
Sophomore
Undeclared

Sports letters

Have a question or a point of view? Write a letter to the

sports editor. These letters can be on any aspect of UCLA
sports that interests Bruin fans. Submit your letter to the

Bruin's seoretaryr in 113 Kerokhoff Hall.

Written material submitted must be typed or written

legibly and must be double-spaced. All material must bear

the author's name, address, telephone number, registration

card number and affiliation with UCLA.

Names will not be withheld and phone numbers will not

be published. The Bruin reserves the right to edit letters

on the basis of space and readability.

AND

PICK UP THE
DAILY BRUIN.

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm Special

Perm, Cut, Style $46
^^ Cot Special

Cut, Style, Cellophane $25
Good w/Gary & Gloria

1061 Gwl«y 208-9681

STUDENTS
DONT MISS OUT
ON $900 IN PRIZES
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Women's Basketball

Continued from Page 32
game against BYU, but then

BYU reeled off six quick points

to go up 10-5 and never look-

ed back.

Coming into the game the

Cougars knew that UCLA
would have to take the outside

shot and they would have to

control the boards and that's

exactlly what they did.

They limited the Bruins to

one shot and got some offen-

sive boards of their own that

they promptly converted to

points.

Spaulding had twenty
points in the first half and had
Sue Mead, who seems to have

come down with that dreaded
disease-fumblitis, running

around in circles. Mead let

numerous passes and rebounds

slip right through her fingers.

The Cougars shot a sizzling

56% from the floor in the first

half, 52% for the game to

UCLA's paltry 32.5% for both

halves.

In the second half it was
much of the same. UCLA was
able to make a run at BYU
with 9:36 left in the game cut-

ting the lead to 9 points, but

could not get any closer.

When the Bruins tried to

take the ball inside on the

Cougars, Spaulding was just

waiting to stuff the ball down
their throat. All night long the

Bruins had to readjust their

shots to compensate for

Spaulding's 6-7 height^

Department of History

ROBERT COLLINS
=.^^^rofessor) UC Santa Barbara^==

Room 4269 Bunche Hall

Topic: SUDAN TODAY
1 2:00 IMoonAX^ine & Cheese Lecture

l'^"\

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™m.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Halff-Price Sale-All Books
1/2 of List Price

Gifts-Section

Room 22480 URL

Feb. 24 - Feb. 28 - 1 week only

Half-Prlce Sale.

^

UCLA

Jon D.Voqel. P.P.

EXPRESS DELIVERY
FREE TO YOUR BORM,

NO MINIMUM.

208-8671
good only in Westwood store
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$1 OFF
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"... by the wciy,nex+ Yme we play RA&E
in your room.**

m

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

riean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment calli^

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
,

'

9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

(g)

Steve^
A first name in ice cream.™

WHY MESS WITH THE REST,
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE

BEST?

COME INTO STEVE'S TODAY,
FOR A FREE TASTE OF OUR
INCREDIBLY CREAMY RICH,
HOMEMADE ICE CREAM!

Also try our famous MIXINS! We mix in

^our delicious candy, nuts and fresh fruit

right in front of your eyes to create a

heavenly treat!

ICE CREAM BY ANY OTHER
NAME JUST WOULDNT BE

STEVE'S

10918 LE CONTE AVE.
WESTWOOD

208-1309
(Across from UCLA's main entrance)

Tracksters entered in Times meet
World record holders highlight annual event

By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer

The 27th annual Times/
GTE Indoor Games are to be
held at 7 p.m. this Friday in

the Forum. Along with the
world class competitors which
consist of eleven world record

holders, a host of Bruins both
men and women will be com-
peting.

UCLA's men's track and
field team, coached by Bob
Larsen, has nine entries in the

meet.

Bruin competitors include

senior John Frazier and Junior

Jim Banich in the shot-put.

Frazier placed sixth in the

NCAA outdoor season last

year, and was second in the

Pac-10.

Junior Dwayne Washington
is competing in the triple

jump. He will once again be
facing a tough field, including

the recent world record setter

Charlie Simpkins. Simpkins
jumped a 57* 5" in the recent

Sunkist Invitational to break
Wille Bank's indoor record.

Senior Mike Powell is

entered in the long jump.
Powell—is—the—tenth ranked
long jumper in the world.

"Mike missed most of the
fall because he was sick," said

Larsen. "This will be a chance
to find out how he is doing.

This meet could qualify him
for the NCAA indoor champi-
onships."

about qualifying," said
Powell. "The distance is about

25-2 3/4. That's not that far.

If I do what I'm supposed to

do, I won't have any problem
qualifying and I can think

more about winning."
More Bruin entries include

freshman Brandon Richards in

the pole vault's Olympic
development category.

John Stanich, transfer from
El Camino College, will start

the UCLA mile relay team,

followed by senior Dwyan
Biggers and freshman Danny
Everett. Freshman Henry
Thomas will anchor. Thomas
was ranked No. 1 in the Track

and Field News final high

school ratings.

"I think they (the mile relay

team) have a good chance of

winning," said Larsen.
"They've run now as well or

better than any team in the

nation."

The relay team will com-
pete against USC, Texas and
Cal State Long Beach.

Women competitors include

UCLA's Nancy Brown and
Denise Ball in the mile, and
Choo Choo Knighten and
Nikk i Williams in the 60-vai:4-

clude USC, and Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo.
Coach Bobby Kersee would

like to see his mile relay team
qualify for nationals, as well

as his hurdlers and Devers in

the long jump. Devers has

previously qualified in the 60.

"The main thing that I

would like to do is to take a

couple of people back to in-

door nationals so that they can
get the feel of national col-

legiate competition," said
Kersee. "That would help
them attitude-wise, in terms
of outdoor, and give them
some experience. Being a

young team, I think we need
the experience -in competi-
tion."

In world class competition,

the pole vault promises to be
an exciting match, featuring

Americans Billy Olson and Joe
Dial along with Soviet Sergei

Bubka. Each vaulter has held

a world record at least once
already this year.

In the 1984 Times Invita-

tional, Olson and Bubka were
the first two men in history to

jump over 19 feet in the same
indoor meet.

Powell is confident about
""C^alifying, and wants to con-

centrate more on placing high.

"I'm not really worried

hurdles.

Gail Devers may be running
the 60-yard dash and will also

be competing in the long jump
along with Olympian Jackie

Joyner.

The UCLA women will also

be running Devers, Knighten,

Monica Phillips and Michelle

Banks in the mile relay, TfT

hopes to qualify for NCAA in-

doors. Their competitors in-

Other world class com-
petitors include triple gold
medalist Valerie Brisco-Hooks
who will sprint to keep her
world record 220 time against
Florence Griffith, Chandra
Cheeseborough and Grace
Jackson.

Olympian Greg Foster will

irompete once again Tor tHr
indoor 60 yard high hurdle
record.

Dry weather needed for opener
Team 'jittery' after workouts in Pauley Pavilion

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistar)t Sports Editor

Rainouts are expected when
it comes time to break out the

'ole glove and cleats but the

UCLA women's softball team
hopes the sun comes out today
for two games against Cal
State Dominguez Hills.

The Bruin women have
tried unsuccessfully to open
their 1986 regular season since

February 13 when the two-
time defending Division I

NCAA champions were
scheduled to meet Cal State

Northridge at Sunset Canyon
Softball field.

The doubleheader would
have been a classic matchup
as the games featured not only
the Division I national champs
but the Division II title

holders as well. Further, the
Matadors sport the same two-
time defending champion tag
in front of their name, just as

the Bruins do.

But obviously, the great
Softball player in the sky
doesn't hold ironies sacred and
the UCLA-CSUN matchup'
wasn't to be.

Neither was the second 1986
game against Fullerton Com-
munity College.

But after a predominantly
sunny day yesterday, the
Bruins just may have the op-
portunity to play some softball

at CSDH's field. The sky must
not only remain waterless,

however, but the field as well.

"We need dry weather for a

day and a half minimum to

have our field ready," said

UCLA coach Sharron Backus.
"And that's with just a

moderate rain, so if we get a
heavy rain . . . I'm worried
now with what's coming (the

current storm patterns)."

Field conditions are not the
only thing Backus has to
worry about. Rain forced the
team indoors for less intense
practice sessions under the
Pauley Pavilion lights and the
10-year coach said the situa-

tion has had an impact on the
team, making them jittery.

"It puts us inside. We've got
the blend of experience with
the newness, so hopefully that
experience will help carry over
the uncertainty that the kids
are feeling right now," said
Backus.

"They're anxious. It's tough
when they're anxious. You've
got to get out there and go
through it."

The coach continued, "I'm

glad we've had the opportuni-
ty to play this fall, it's helped
us. Hopefully it'll help us

through this time. We'll just

have to wait and see."

During the first quarter,

UCLA played five off-season

games, winning two while
surrendering three contests.

None of those games count
towards the 1986 overall
record, however, and Backus
doesn't know what column

—

win or loss— the first tallies of

the season will fall under after

the Dominguez Hills
doubleheader.

"I don't know what to ex-

pect. I know that a couple of

kids who were there went
with Cathy (Strahan, last

year's CSDH head coach) to

San Jose, so consequently I

really don't know what to ex-

pect.

"I'm not really preoccupied
at this stage with our oppo-
nents yet. I'm really more
concerned with seeing our
potential and what our capa-
bilities are," said Backus.
The Bruin skipper also said

that first-year CSDH coach
Mya Sanders "brings an expe-
rienced background.

"So they'll be solid. And like

everybody else, they want us,"

said Backus.

Basketball
Continued from Page 32
candidate when the season
began, Miller is showing that
he just may be one of the bet-

ter forwards in the NCAA.
The rest of the UCLA

frontline will also have to play
well if the Bruins want to
keep Cal from breaking all its

jinxes. Jack Haley will start at
center against Butler. Haley is

averaging 4.1 points per game
and 5.9 rebounds while Butler
comes into the game scoring at

an 11.6 clip while hauling in

eight rebounds a game.
Beside Butler is last year's

Pac-10 Freshman of the Year,
Leonard Taylor. Taylor is

scoring nearly 12 points a

game from his power forward
position.
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Top teams on tap in ITCA tourney
r

Bruins seeded third in Indoor Champioships
By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

LOUISVILLE, Ky.— The
world of college tennis has
served itself upon the city of
Louisville, Kentucky, for the
1986 Men's National Indoor
Intercollegiate Team Cham-
pionship.

Sixteen of the nation's top
teams, including the top 12,

are here to battle for No. 1

bragging rights until the
NCAA's talj:e place in May.
Here is a rundown of the

top four teams including No.
3 UCLA.
•Stanford: On paper the
Cardinal would win the
NCAA title this year.

They are hungry to prove
themselves worthy of a No. 1

pre-season ranking after los-

ing to Georgia in last year's

NCAA quarterfinals. In ad-

dition, coach E^ck_jGould's
team has not won the cham-
pionship since 1983.

The Cardinal, defending
champions of this tourna-

ment by beating USC 6-3 in

Jast year's final, return four

Talented seniors and one of

the nation's top sophomores.
At the top of the lineup,

Dan Goldie and Jim Grabb
are ranked No.'s 2 and 3 in

the country, and are backed
by the very talented Patrick

McEnroe, John Letts and
Eric Rosenfeld.

•Southern Methodist Uni-
versity: Coach Dennis
Ralston's team has gotten a
lot of attention as the team
to beat in 1986. Last year's

NCAA fourth-place finisher

returns their whole starting

lineup this season.

John Ross, an NCAA
quarterfinalist in '85, is a

tough serve and voll'»y player
and will be difficult to beat
on the fast courts of the
Louisville Tennis Club.

In the second and third

spots will be sophomore star

Richey Reneberg, the No. 5
collegiate in the nation and
senior Mark Styslinger. Not
many teams have the luxury
of three All-Americas on
their roster.

•UCLA: All-America Brad
Pearce leads the Bruins into

action.

Two other All-America
returnees are senior Mike
Kures and sophomore Ken
Diller, who won All-America
doubles honors with Pearce
last year.

Kures is working hard to

_regain the top form which
"left him late last season
because of a knee problem.
Another key player will be
the hard-hitting Dan Nahir-

ny. His teammates have
described him as a monster
on the fast indoor courts.

The Bruins' four freshman,
Nahirny, Tim Trigueiro,

Buff Farrow and Patrick
Galbraith, will be put to the
test this weekend in their

first college tennis pressure

situations.

•USC: A lot of inexperience

can be found throughout the

Trojan lineup, which lost

four of its top seven players

from last year's third place

finisher at the NCAAs.

Yet USC is the team to

beat according to UCLA
coach Glenn Bassett. "My
feeling is 'SC is the toughest

team here. I fear the Trojans

more than Stanford."

Like the Bruins, the Tro-
jan newcomers appear very

strong, and more than make
up for Todd Witsken's loss to

graduation.

One of the freshman, Luke
Jensen, is ranked 29th in

singles. He also teams with
use's top player Jorge
Lozano to form the No. 1-

ranked duo in the preseason

polL

Rick Leach and Tim
-Eawaat fQrHL_thfiJi£th-jr«j

team in the nation. They
went 26-5 last year.

NOTES: UCLA opens with
Oklahoma State tonight at 5 p.m.
(PST). The Cowboys are not ex-

pected to give the Bruins much
trouble, but the match will serve as

an opportunity for UCLA to get ac-

customed to the fast indoor courts .

k

Batters face Pomona s

All-America pitcher
By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

UCLA's baseball team takes

on the Broncos of Cal Poly
Pomona at Jackie Robinson
Stadium today. The game is

slated to begin at 2:30 p.m.
The Bruins enter the game

with a 6-4 record including
three victories in their last

four games. Cal Poly on the

other hand is winless in six at-

tempts thus far this season.

But don't let that fool you.

The Broncos are traditional-

ly slow starters and strong

finishers. Last season they
came on strong enough when
it counted to finish as the

runner up to the National
Championship among Division

II schools. En route thev also

knocked off UCLA 6-3 at

Pomona in the Bruins' opening
game.
The Broncos will be sending

All-America pitcher Mike
Munoz to the mound. Munoz
is a left bander, and has com-
piled a record of 0-2 this

season.

The brunt of Cal Poly's of-

fense is carried in the bat of

ilder Steve "M aneSr:

Manes is batting .478 so far

this year and is easily the

team's biggest offensive threat.

The Broncos have played a

three game series with Arizona
State already, losing by scores

of 10-7, 7-0, and 6-5. The
final game went into extra in-

n

i

ngs before the Sun Devils

were able to pull it out.

Cal Poly has also lost to Cal
State Fullerton twice .this

season by scores of 5-4 (in a
game called in the eighth inn-

ing because of darkness) and
8-2.

Pomona also dropped a
close game to the Anteaters of

UC Irvine losing that one by a
score of 1-0.

UCLA will send sophomore
hurler Jeff Conine to the
mound against the Broncos.
Conine, a 6-1, 205 pound
right bander, is coming off his

second victory against no
defeats.

Conine has allowed just two
earned runs in over 12 innings

pitched and leads the Bruin
starters with a 1.42 ERA. He
last pitched Sunday and earn-
ed the win in UCLA's 4-3 vic-

tory over United States Inter-

national University. In that

game, Conine went 5*/3 inn-

ings, giving up both of his

earned runs on four hits and
three walks while compiling
three strikeouts.

If Conine were to rnn into

trouble late in the game it

should be no problem for

UCLA-^inry all coach Gary
Adams has to do is turn to ace
reliever Dana Ridenour who
so far this season has iK^en un-
touchable.

Ridenour has pitched 11 in-

nings of scoreless ball tor the

Bruins, appearing in seven of

UCLA's 10 games and '^arning

Continued on Page 28
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JEWISH GRAD. STUDENT ASSOCIATION

FRIDAY FEB. 21
AT THE HOME OF

RABBI CHAIM SEIDLER-FELLER

THE FUTURE OFJEWISH LIFE IN AMERICA:
IS CHARLES SILBERIIAN'S OPTIMISM

JUSnFIED?"

CALL FOR RESERVATION and LOCATION,
208-3081

COST: $4.50 for members
$6.00 for non-members

SPONSORED BY HILLELJEWISH STUDENT UNION

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL t

^

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)

Call For Directions * 389 -1682
* Other Locations

1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burtank

15745 Roscoe Blvd.Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock

7606 Foothill Blvd., Tuiunga

14601 Vk:tory Blvd.,Van Nuys

Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd.. Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd., Pico Rivera

(ftakes total confidence.

And at Supercuts. we get that

confidence by training our

fDeople to cut hair perfectly.

That way no matter how
you like your hair cut, you're

going to get the cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or

your money back.

How do you guarantee a

haircut? It's easy
You make every cut a

Supercut.

And a Supercut is always $8/

\Ate're changing the way America cuts its hair.

Westwood 1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1 558
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7

•Shampoo and blow dry available at additional cost

SUN 10-5
© 1983 EMRA CORPORATION
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Bears still have some Bruin spells to conquer

Cagers hope there's ho
place like the Pavilion
By Rick Alexander

Shorts Editor

It seems as though
everytime the UCLA basket-

ball team takes to the road,
bad thin^ happen, whether
they be 25-point losses or the
ending of incredible winning
streaks.

But then the road trip ends
and once back home, the
Bruins )lay as though they in-

tend to add another banner to

the current collection that
adorns the rafters of Pauley
Pavilion. The team avenges

embarrassing losses and
destroys teams that should be
"destroyed.

In ( her words, it's good to

be home and the Bruins* 10-2

home record, one of the better

home marks in the Pac-10,
would seem to bear that out.

UCI.A puts that record on
the line tonight against Cal in^

Berkeley 'to add to the Bruins'

road woes, a 1-8 record which
ties them for the worst road

mark in the conference. Dave
Butler, the often injured Cal
center scored 23 points in that

game and Chris Washington,
a junior guard from the
Bruins' own backyard, netted

19.

With that albatross cut
from around the necks of the

Bears, Cal will try and end
another streak that has
haunted them for 26 years. It

has been that long since Cal
has won . a basketball game
against the Bruins in Los
Angeles. And the Bears have
never won at Pauley.

As they have been doing for

most of the year, the Bruins

will be looking to Reggie
Miller for a lion's share of the

offense. Miller, despite less

than spectacular showings in

Arizona, ^till ranks' as the na^
what promis^ to be a rematch
filled with a little basketball

and a lot of revenge. It was
Cal that put an end to one of

thf longest stretches of
doinir ition in college basket-

ball 1 ^tory, the Bruins' 52-

game. 25-year winnng streak

again^: the Bears.

Cal beat the Bruins 75-67 in

tion's No. 4 scorer with a 25.3

points per game average.

Against Arizona and
Arizona State last weekend.
Miller totaled 37 points, or

two less than he scored in his

previous game against
Washington State. —' -r-

^

Touted as an All-America
Continued on Page 30

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Oaily Bruin

UCLA forward Craig Jackson (52) will battle on the boards^

against Cal's Dave Butler (5) and Kevin Johnson (11) as the

Bears try for their first win ever at Pauley Pavilion.

Campanelli tlie

difference in

Cal comebacic

By Gary Shepard

The scene remains the same
in Berkeley.

The activists, artists and
students are all still there. But
on the day of a California

basketball game, many of
them switch stages— from
Telegraph Road to Harmon
Arena.

Cal basketball is the hottest

ticket in town. The Bears have
sold out their last five home
games and in the process have
become legitimate contenders

in the battle for this seasons's

Pac-10 crown.
Yes, contenders. Ones with

a chance at (shudder) a NCAA
tournament bid.

This is the same team which
has not had a winning season

since 1974-75, a winning con^.

ference record since 1970-71^
and has not played in a post-

season game since 1960.

People have been asking.

How? Why? Who?
The Who is simple. It could

be the Bears young team com-
ing of age. But its not. -

It could be the inability of

Continued on Page 27

Spaulding is no ball to Bruins
Center's play ensures a losing record for UCLA
By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

For the first time in UCLA
women's basketball history the

Bruins will have a losing

record.

Last night before an un-

suspecting crowd of 236 the

Brigham Young University
Lady Cougars defeated the

Bruins 81-68 dropping their

record for the season to 10-15

while increasing their own to

13-9 for the year.

"I know what Billie's goings

through 'cause we've had the

same thing," said BYU's coach
Courtney Leishman, referring

to UCLA coach Billie Moore's

first losing season as the
Bruins' coach. ''There's
nothing more frustrating as a

coach than to have those nag-

ging injuries so you can't play

to your potential. I've always

admired Billie's program. She

just had some hard-luck inju-

ries that just made a dif-

ference. She's a great coach."

BYU came out and took it

to the Bruins. Leading the

wav was their 6-7 junior

er Teresa Spaulding, who
in the first half and for that

matter the game was in one

word "unstoppable."

Spaulding was simply
dominating from the onset

and finished with a game high

34 points, 21 rebounds, and 9

blocked shots. Missing the tri-

ple double by one blocked

shot. The Bruins didn't know
what hit them.
For the first couple of

minutes UCLA stayed in the

Continiied on Frng/t

Spii^ers blow lead,

lose in 5 to CSULB

SHAHi NAJARIAN/DiNy Brub

In addition to her 34 points and 21 rebounds last night,

Teieas Spaulding (54) blocked nine UCLA shots.

By Bob Brunwin

LONG BEACH, Cal.—
.-..Jji...what has to be one of

the biggest Jeckel and Hyde
transformations in recent

memory, the No. 7-ranked
Long Beach volleyball team
defeated second-ranked
UCLA by scores of 3-15,

10-15, 15-8, 17-15 and 15-

12.

Long Beach came to the
Wooden Center last Wed-
nesday and the Bruins em-
barassed them in three
quick games.

In that match the 49ers
lacked basic skills, mainly
passing, reminding one of a
second-rate high school
team.

But Long Beach ate their

Wheaties over the weekend
and came out to play
serious volleyball.

"We weren't too happy
with the way we played at

UCLA," said 49er coach
Ray Ratelle. "We just look-
ed on the other side of the
net and gave up."
Game one was strictly a

mismatch. The Bruins
played the kind of controll-
ed, consistent ball that has
spoiled the fans in
Westwood.
The 49ers, on the other

hand, just were not getting
the ball over the net and it

looked like it was going to
be a short evening as the
Bruins cruised to a 15-3
win.

Came two was pretty
much the same thing. The

Bruins made a few more
mistakes but on the whole
they were still playing
relatively well as they won
15-10.

In game three. Long
Beach showed ther ability.

They blocked, they hit, and
yes, they even passed the

ball. They played the kind

of volleyball that defeated

No. 4 Stanford earlier in

the season.

The Bruins seemed
unable get settled in this

game. Coach Al Scates
made a number of substitu-

tions and the Bruins ended
the game with only three of

the players they started
with and two freshmen.
Matt Sonnichsen and Mike
Stafford, on the floor.

By game four, the 49ers

were thoroughly warmed
up and playing up to their

ability. But even when
you're playing your best,

it's touffh to defeat the
Bruins, but not impossible

as UCLA lost 15-17.

The Bruins just weren't
themselves Jn the final
game. They scored points,

but they couldn't put a run
together.

Ozzie Volstad hit .194.

That's right, Asbjorn
Volstad. The outside hitter

from Norway. The same
guy that hit over .510
aganst No. 1 Pepperdine
and has been nitting
around .500 in most mat-
ches so far this season.

Suffice to say Ihst Ozzie
was not feeling like himself.

«

News: Personal at-
tacks hampered produc-
tivity at Tuesday's USAC
meeting.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: A senator
discusses Congress'
problems with the 'ghost
of budgets present.'

Seepage 10.

Review: Terry Gilliam
of Brazil sings the
praises of Sisyphus in

an interview.

Seepage 12.

Sports: UCLA's
basketball team beats
Cal 76-63 to avenge an
earlier loss this season.
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Clear and warmer.
High: 68, low: 51.
(Dept ofAtmos-
phtiric Sciences forecast)
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Directors answer students' questions via satellite network
By Jordan Kitaen

Students here and across the nation had the
opportunity Wednesday to talk with four of
the film industry's leading directors and find
out how they became successful movie makers.

Directors Martin Ritt, Peter Bogdanovich,
George Miller, and Lawrence Kasdan were ori
stage in Ackerman Grand Ballroom at 3 p.m.,
fielding questions from UCLA students and
students at other schools who participated via
satellite linkups. Entertainment Tonight film
critic Leonard Maltin moderated the discus-
sion, which was presented by College Satellite
Network as part of a three-segment program.

"I think there is a great deal of potential in
satellite communication. It certainly could
play a major role in the way students are
educated in the future," Miller said of the
program.

UCLA students began the questioning, but
at 3:40 p. m., the satellites switched to -^
Washington, L>.C., where students from such fH^~of sequels to successful movies. A student

nique."

When a student from Florida State asked if

it was an advantage for an aspiring director to
major in a film-related subject, Maltin was
quick to point out that no one on the panel
had studied film in college.

"It's an incredibly demanding and tough
business, and the competition is fierce," said
Ritt, responding to a question about breaking
into the business. "Nevertheless, if you truly
have talent and a strong desire to create, you
can be successful in film making."
A student from the University of Maryland

phoned in and asked what the panel thought
about Steven Spielberg not getting an
Academy Award nomination for The Color
Purple.

"He got eleven other nominations, didn't
he? So what the heck is he complaining
about?" responded Bogdanovich, whose films
include What*s Up Doc and Paper Moon.
A popular topic of discussion was the malc-

JEFF HARBANO/Daily Bruin

NEW WAVE - This satellite dish provided the "up-link"
that allowed students across the nation to talk to four
leading film directors simultaneously.

schools as Vassar and Georgetown were able
to talk to the directors while the approximate-
ly 300 people in the audience here watched
those in Washington on a 15-foot by 18-foot
movie screen.

Pepsi-Cola Co., which sponsored the pro-
gram, used the commercial breaks to run
creative commercials. Crowd response in-
dicated that the ads were as entertaining as
the show.
Kim Anderson, a UCLA freshman, said she

thought the show was "interesting and infor-
mative." Anderson asked the panel whether
technique or creativity was the most important
element of screenwriting.
"An equilibrium must be developed," said

Kasdan, whose films include The Big Chill
and Silverado. "Technique is very important,
but it's dull without creativity. Creativity can
be too haphazard if there isn't a defined tech-

on satellite, from Washington asked Miller
what he thought of follow-up films.

"After the success of the Mad Max trilogy, I

must say I'm fond of them," Miller answered.
"(Sylvester) Stallone has been criticized for the
Rocky sequels, but I think overall he was very
concerned with creativity.'"

In response, Ritt, whose films include Nor-
ma Rae and Murphy*s Romance, said, "I don't
like sequels. It's an exploitation gimmick. At
least Stallone has said he won't make a Rocky
V — lucky for the Russians."

Kasdan spoke of his difficulties in building
his film credentials. "I spent seven years writ-

ing screenplays but selling nothing. I didn't

give up because I simply had no alternative

plans — writing was what I wanted to do.

Finally my scripts started selling and I gained
enough power to demand director."

Please see SATELLITE, Page 7

investor committee member urges,
stronger steps by regents to divest
By James Bozajian, Administration Editor

RIVERSIDE — Charging that it is "dif-

ficult to believe " that the University of
California Board of Regents is serious about
divestment Yrom companies with South
African ties, a member of the University Advi-
sory Committee on Investor Responsibility
urged the regents to take stronger steps toward
divestiture.

"It is not enough for this board to say that
it is against apartheid — it -must be willing to
prove this by taking further action," said
Frances Hasso, undergraduate representative
to the UACIR.

Speaking before the board's. Committee on
Investments Thursday, Hasso said she feels the
UACIR has been ineffective.

"This committee (UACIR) has been active
for approximately four months and has not
recommended any divestment," she said. "The
accepting of the Sullivan Principles as the only
standard for (measuring) 'good corporate^citLi_
zenship' has made this almost inevitable."

Hasso, a UCLA senior, claimed that out of
six resolutions brought before the UACIR, the
only action taken by the committee was to
recommend that the university make no fur-

ther investments in Nalco Chemical Company..
In addition, she charged that the UACIR
refused to recommend that the regents vote in
favor of several stockholder resolutions involv-
ing divestment.

UCLA Chancellor Charles Young, who
serves as UACIR chairman, also spoke to the
Committee on Investments. Young said he is

"personally very sorry" that Hasso feels the

way she does, but called her statements to the
regents "to a very considerable extent a
misrepresentation" of his committee's activi-
ties.

In addition to the action taken against
Nalco, he said the UACIR informed both
Dunn & Bradstreet and Baker International
that the committee would recommend divest-
ment of UC funds from them unless they sign-
ed the Sullivan Principles. Since then, the two
companies have signed the principles, and
Young said the UACIR is in the process of fur-
ther evaluation.

To approve of some of the stockholder reso-
lutions Hasso referred to would "violate" the
UACIR's policy because they call for total
divestment or similar proposals. Young main-
tained.

"(Full divestment) is not the position that
the committee has taken or that the regents
have taken," Young said. "They've taken a
position of selective divestment."

Hasso said that she wid Gaye Seidman,
raduafe representative to the UACIR, "have

decided that we can only continue on this
committee if we feel we can be effective."

Hasso demanded two changes in the com-
mittee's structure — changes that would re-
quire further action by the regents.

First she asked the regents to allow an
AFSCME (American Federation of State
County and Municpal Employees) employee of
the university to sit on the committee instead
of the current UC staff representative.

Hasso also requested that the Sullivan Prin-
ciples not be the only presumptive standards
in judging a companies good corporate citi-

zenship.

UCLA helps finance plans dealing

with future of Westwood Village

By Scott Pettit

Westwood Boulevard, the main thoroughfare of
Westwood Village, has been dubbed the gateway to

UCLA. This may not; make the village the exclusive front

yard and playground to the campus, but the two are very
closely linked.

Bordered by the campus to the north and west, and by
primarily student housing to the east, Westwood Village is

like an island surrounded by a UCLA ocean.

Last in a three-part series

In hopes of keeping it afloat well into the future, UCLA
is financing half of a Los Angeles City contract with
Gruen Associates, an architectural firm helping to plan
Westwood's future, and has come to play an integral role
in several aspects of the Gruen Specific Plan.

This participation, according to Carol Magnuson of the
office of the vice chancellor of public affairs, marks a
period of "renewed Activity'; for^UCLA, which has taken
little interest in Westwood planning over the past 10
years.

In that time, as Chancellor Charles Young expressed
Wednesday, "the village has deteriorated as a college
town," changing from a resident and student community
to one that strives "to generate outside revenue to meet the
cost of rising leases."

"The healthier and stronger the community around
UCLA is, the better we will be here," Magnuson said, ex-

plaining the importance of UCLA's involvement in an im-
provement process. "This is what the Specific Plan is

working toward."
UCLA has not confirmed any specific roles that it might

Please see WESTWOOD, Page 8
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IHEPROGRESSIVE STUDENT ALLIANCE PRESENTS:

THE U.S. GLOBAL
STRATEGY, AND THIRD
WORLD LIBERATION
MOVEMENTS

FEATURING SPEAKERS:

E. BRADFORD BURNS U.CL.A. HISTORY DEPT.
ZIBA JIYANE PAN AFRICANIST CONGRESS
HAGIT BORER u.C.I. LINGUISTICS DEPT.
CARLOS VASQUEZ editor of; Mexican-U.S. relations:

Conflict and Convergence

SPEAKING ON: (respectively) The liberation struggles in Central

America, South Africa, Palestine, and the U.S. They will be discuss-

ing these movenients in relation to the U.S. global strategy.

ALSO: CHUEY PEREZ CHICANO NUEVA CANCION

FEB 25 7:30PM UCLA

Every book in the Oxford
catalog: dictionaries, fic-

tion, non-fiction, etc., is

now on sale for 15% off

the marked price. Please
take all books to the
Book Information
counter to have the dis-

count taken.

op&aai onmrs Mcctpt&a, uxwooms

not JadudBd. Ma OxfonI npn-

i9ntMti¥9 ¥i4/ be prsMirt.

OXFORD
UNIVERSITY

^R ss
CATALOG
F E B 2 4 A R 2

Here/ASIMILA STUDENTS- STCmE ^ai^
Oafwral Books / B level Ackcrman Union / 826-7711 / M Th 7 4fr7:30: F 7 4S4 Sat lO* Sun 13* J^ ^B level Ackerman Union / 826-7711 / M Th 7 4»7:30; F 7 4&«. Sat ia«. Sun 12-6
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"\ news
compiled from the Associofed Press .

Marcos' old allies may
boycott his inauguration
MANILA, Philippines — Some traditional allies of President

Ferdinand Marcos appeared to distance themselves from his

government Thursday, as European countries considered
boycotting his inauguration and several ambassadors met with
Corazon Aquino.

"""^
- '^'^ ~ —

Mrs. Aquino, Marcos' opponent in the disputed Feb. 7 elec-

tion, met ambassadors from 14 European countries and Japan.
She told them she was determined to assume the presidency of

the Philippines at the "earliest possible time."

None of the ambassadors specifically endorsed Mrs. Aquino's
claim that she won the election but was cheated out of victory.

She had asked them not to recognize Marcos' government.
The election has been widely criticized here and abroad as

fraudulent.

Ambassador Wieger Hellema of The Netherlands, acting as

spokesman for nine European Common Market nations' envoys,
was asked about reported plans for ambassadors frond the trade
bloc not to attend the Marcos inauguration. "That is under con-
sideration in the capitals" because of the fraud allegations, he
said.

In Strasbourg, France, the European Parliament voted
unanimously Thursday to blame Marcos for most of the
reported abuses in the special election, called by Marcos in an
effort to prove his popularity.

Storms create polluted water

problem in Northern California

In the aftermath of a series of vicious storms that battered

Northern California, health specialists and engineers have found.
few serious threats of disease, despite polluted water suppii^
and backed-up sewage systems.

Specialists from the state Department of Health Services in 14

counties, from Monterey to Mendocino, surveyed water supplies

and worked with county health officials to prevent any out-

break of bacterial diseases.

Richard McMillan, regional engineer for the state health

department, said there was little danger from cholera or

typhoid fever, but intestinal organisms, such as salmonella
bacteria, did pose a problem. -— \-:^"-.—
As early as last Friday, health workers began warning resi-

dents to boil water before using it and distributed instructions

on how to decontaminate a well polluted by high 'waters.

Residents throughout the rain-soaked region on Wednesday
could be seen boiling their water or chlorinating wells. Rescue
workers and refugees who had waded through flooded streets

scrubbed themselves and their clothing after swimming through
waters contaminated by backed-up sewage systems.

The worst situation was in Sonoma County, where about
10,000 residents rely on independent water systems that take

supplies from the flooded Russian River, McMillan said.

State education rankings show—

-

improvement in American schools

WASHINGTON — Education Secretary William J. Bennett
gave the states a report card Thursday on test scores, dropout
rates and other measures that he cited as proof America's
schools are on the rebound.
He said rising college entrance test scores, and slightly lower

school dropout rates, show that "the excellence movement has
clearly helped our poor and minority populations."

In releasing the Education Department's third annual chart
of state education rankings, Bennett was following a tradition
that his predecessor, T.H. Bell, started to the dismay of some
state school superintendents.

Bennett acknowledged it is "a consternation-causing" exercise.

"When you have this kind of chart, some people are going to

come off looking better than others. It's inevitable," he told a
news conference.

But he added, "This is big news .... It is essential not to keep
these findings a secret, to tell the American people how we are
doing." ^ ^

The chart showed improvements in college admission scores
in 35 states since 1982.
"The news is good — our schools are improving again, our

children are learning more," Bennett said.
He said states with higher test scores also tended to have

lower dropout rates. "Is excellence a threat to the poor and
minorities? The answer is no," he said.
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HANDS ON YOUR BU2ZERSI - From left to right, senior Paul Schneider, Bill Fauvier, a
gradute student in education, senior Augie Miller and senior David Mermelstein took third

=ptace in regional College Bowl con>petition. .

—
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UCLA's College Bowl team takes
third place in regional competition
By Judy K. Park

UCLA's four-man College
Bowl team took third place

out of 20 teams entered in

regional competition.

The regional was held Feb.

15 and 16 in Fresno. The
UCLA team finished behind
UC Irvine and UC Berkeley.

"This year we had 40 teams
competing for the UCLA
Championship. The team that

won went on to represent

UCLA in the regionals," said

Jim Cosgrove, College Bowl
chairman and Mortar Board
member.
UCLA's team competed

against teams representing
other colleges from the region

whic|i included California,
Hawaii and Nevada.
The UC Irvine team, who

took first place in the regional

contest, will now go on to

compete in the College Bowl
sectional competition March
22 and 23.

"The College Bowl is like a

l.r [»Honor

with strong

searches for juniois

ic backgrounds; K I ;

By Andrea Liebman, Staff Writer

Searching fcyr 35 juniors with strong academic and leadership

abilities, UCLA's Mortar Board celebrates its 47th anniversary
this week.

"Mortar Board week promotes awareness of the board, and it

happens to fall right before our annual elections for new
members," said Dale Nishimura, UCLA's chapter president.

"Mortar Board is an honor society which, unlike honorariums,
requires members to be active."

Before graduation, members of the board select juniors who
will take over the chapter the following year.

Students may obtain applications at the Dean of Students of-

fice in Murphy Hall or on Bruin Walk between 11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Review of applications begins this month, and new members

will be notified by April.

"We're trying to select people with academic achievement
and who serve the community," said Cindy Pikus, coordinator

of Mortar Board week. "It's nice to get a group together who
share common interests."

- Applicants are required to write an essay about their unique
strengths and qualities. Recommendations are optional, and
there are no interviews.

Traditionally, members initiate the next year's group by
entering classrooms and "tapping" them individually on the

shoulder or head with a graduation cap.

"It's really a big honor to be tapped," Pikus said. "Everyone
knows to be watching at a certain time. Even if they haven't

applied, they know what's going on."

UCLA's chapter sends letters of congratulations and hosts a

celebration banquet.

"Hopefully, we can bring back some tradition to Mortar

Board that's at the East Coast schools," Nishimura said. "It

seems to thin out as you go west."

With national roots dating back to 1919, Mortar Board was
Please see MORTAR BOARD, Page 9

game show, a pyramid," ex-

plained David Mermelstein,
UCLA's team captain and a
fourth-year participant. "Each
of the teams are paired up
and the winning team keeps
moving up and playing other
winning teams until there is

eventually one winner."
Almost all the questions

asked are scholarly in nature,
said Mermelstein, a senior his-

tory student. "For example,
they might read a few lines of
a Robert Frost poem and ask
you to identify the poet."

Other team members in the
annual competition included
Paul Schneider, a senior
microbiology student. Bill

Fauver, a graduate student in

education and Augie Miller, a
senior history student.

— "In order to have a ginning
team, the students must know
a variety of subjects like

science, literature, history,
and math," commented
Cosgrt)ve. "It's not like Trivial

Pursuit, it's based on knowl-
edge itself."

In a change from previous
tournaments, each of the
games lasted for thirty
minutes instead of fifteen.

Although some think that

the way the teams are picked
is "unprofessional", the pro-
cedures are the same every
year, according to Mermels-
tein.

The UCLA Mortar Board a
senior honor society which
sponsors the event for the
UCLA division, puts an ad in

the Daily Bruin and interested

students sign up.

**There are three basic
classes that reply and par-
ticipate in the competition —
fraternities, dormitories, and
just groups of friends accor-
ding to my *home-grown'
observation," Mermelstein
said. "I wanted to play so I

called my friends and they
Please see COLLEGE

BOWL, Page 9

Personal attacks plague debate

during USAC meeting Tuesday
By Laureen Lazarovici

Staff Writer

Debate over constitu-
tional issues became
grounds for personal attacks

Tuesday at an
Undergraduate Students
Association Council
meeting.

Administrative Vice
President Deborah Owen
called Tuesday's meeting "a
mockery, revealing deep-
seated problems with
honesty and integrity."
Echoing Owen's sentiments.

Campus Events Commis-
sioner Mike Lejeune called

the session "a circus."

Controversy erupted

when several council
members tried to reapprove
Craig Eng as chairman of
the Elections Board. Debate
branched into a discussion

over the motivations of
council members in ques-
tioning the constitutionality

of many appointments, and
dissolved into an argument
between Undergraduate
President Ron Taylor and
Owen over meeting room
reservations.

Eng, who was originally

approved at the Feb. 4
USAC meeting, requested
that he be reapproved,
since he knew that his

dossier was not provided to

council members three days
prior to his recommenda-
tion. Concerned that his

appointment was improper,
Eng said, "My appointment
must be without doubt,"
since the Elections Board
oversees student gov-
ernment elections.

^Although Mark Kisicki,

CHRISTINE ROTHMAN

Ron Taylor

facilities commissioner, at-

tempted to ask Eng the re-

quired questions nominees
must answer before final

approval of their appoint^
ment, Taylor objected to

the questions on the
grounds that such an action

would "presuppose that all

of our other appointments
were improper." ' Taylor
added that only the Judicial

Board could determine the
constitutionality of an ap-

pointment. Owen said that

Please see USAC, Page 8

UCLA to close clinic which
helped kids with disabilities

By Douglas K. Glantz, Staff Writer

After 65 years of operation, the Femald Laboratory and
Clinic, which developed innovative approaches to helping
children with learning disabilities, will be closed permanently
by the UCLA administration.

The Fernald Clinic serves as a K-12 school for children with
education disabilities and learning disorders and is a training

ground for about 200 undergraduates and graduates annually.
The school, established in 1921, is scheduled to close its doors

on June 30.

"Over the past six years, a review process has been under-
taken to look at the training and research mission of Fernald
School," said J. Dennis O'Connor, dean of the Division of Life

Sciences of the College of Letters & Science.

"We have concluded that a different method of fund alloca-

tion would be more effective for research and training in the
area of childhood disorders than that which is currently going
on at Fernald," he added.
O'Connor said his committee is "redirecting" the resources

that are presently being allocated to Fernald in a manner which
would better maximize progress in the fields of research and
training with troubled children.

"The adminstration has felt that the school hasn't been pro-

ducing the caliber of training that it should be able to with the
jdesources provided," said professor Bertram Raven, jjsychology

department chairman.
The university has provided substantial resources for Fernald

School over the years. Raven said, and they feel that the school
has not been productive in the area of research and training.

"The psychology department won't be losing any resources, as

the funding formerly allocated to the Fernald School will be re-

tained by that department for other research programs,"
O'Connor said.

However, parents and administrators of the school feel that
the reason Fernald closed was that the UCLA adminstration
needed the land along Sunset Boulevard where the school is

located to move a child care center that is currently positioned
between Lot 1 and several tennis courts.
" "The thing we were struck with, and want to share with
others, is how sudden and inconsiderate the decision was," said
Linda Taylor, asssistant director of Femald School. "The uni-

.
- Please see CLINIC, Page 6
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State Student ai

ipt to automate
By Mariko Takayasu. Capitol Correspondent

SACRAMENTO - Students who rush to meet Cal Grant

ffiv ? rri^r***'"?
'"^ **•«" "i"^ ^"'t t" find out whether

!.,^" ^°' ^^^ *'*'"^ "^y "°t ''«ve to endure the lone

^l^. T^aT^^'
^«:°''l'?g to the newly appointed California

btudent Aid Commission director.

l„f'^l-
""'*'• ^^ ^V^ ^ P'""^ that produces an artificial ear-

ly deadline on application closing," CSAC Director SamuelKipp said at a CSAC Loan Study Council meeting, when
discussing the Cal Grant application deadline for next falls
grant recipients.

CSAC is the agency that administers state and federal finan-
cial aid programs for students attending California's collegesand universities.

"It just makes iio sense to continue with that kind of an
operation, he said. "We re committed to automating the grant

Plea^ see AID, Page 9

Alpha Phi fundraiser to benefit

Children's Hospital heart fund
To raise money for cardiac research, UCLA's Alpha Phi

sorority will hold its first "Cardiac Arrest' this Sunday at
the soronty house.

All pr(x»eds will go to the heart research and equip-
ment fund at the Children's Hospital of Los AngelesA vanety of people have been invited to participate in
the event, according to Kathrin Mayer, one of Alpha Phi's
philanthropy chairwomen.

"We;ii be 'arresting' faculty, staff members, sorority and
fraternity presidents, student government officials and
athletes and imprisoning' them in our house," Mayer said

fnliT f V^^^* '"u''*''
^^^ "prisoners" will be calling

tnends, family members and assofiiafffi tn port their baik-
-^-donations to the hospital.

. "^**fj^°["^
^"^ ^ ^'"^ ^^ ^'^^ ^ iail here and we're going

to hold them prisoners' untU people come to bail them
out, Mayer said.

Each one of the sororities has a different philanthropic
project which they focus on, Mayer said. "While we help
support cardiac aid, another sorority will help the blindand another wUl help senior citizens and so on

"

Billy Bariey
CHRISTINE ROTHMAN

USAC representatives make plans
to hold forums in residence halls
By Mark Talavera

Staff Writer

- Judy K. Park

To dispense information and answer ques-
tions about student government, the
undergraduate general representatives will be
conducting forums at the residence halls Feb
24-27.

The three general reps will meet with stu-
dents at 7 p.m. on Feb. 24 at Rieber Hall at
8 p.m. on Feb. 26 at Dykstra Hall and at 8:30
p.m. on Feb. 27 at Sproul in each halls' main
lounge. ,-'-—

"Last quarter we passed out general rep
reports, but we weren't given the funds to do'

=that thi'; quarter," said General Rep Billy
Barley. "Now we're having two-hour forumsm each (residence) hall to inform students of
what's going on in USAC (Undergraduate Stu-
dent Association Council)."
Ac^ding to general rep Mark Feldman,gen^ reps will be discussing ASUCLA's

sMicture and organization and explaining the
functions and purpose of different USAC of-
fices.

^Tlease see KUKUM, Page 7

Self Vetermmation A CULTURAL EVENING IN AFRICA

Featuring:

The BEST in Senegalese Cuisine:

Yassa, Mafe, Tiebou gor Djiguene

Ujima
^olltctivt work and I^csponsibtliry
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African Drumming & Dancing by the West
African Drums & Dance Group, and the

Liberian International Dance Co.
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DATE: Friday, February 21

TIME: 6 to 9 p.m.

PLACE: International Student Center

1023 Hilgard (between Lindbrook & Weyburn)
FOR MORE INFO: Call 825-1681 (ISA). 825-8051 (ASA)
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FREE ADMISSION
Voluntary Donations Accepted

FUNDED BY: USAC & Council on Programming

SPONSORFn BY:
UCLA AFRICAN

STUDENT ALLIANCE

320 Kerckhoff Hall
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-8051

AND

31
1 Kerckhoff Hall. UCLA

f°s Angeles, CA 90024
(213)825-1681
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County population jumps
8 percent in past 6 years
By Susie Kim, Stuff W/Tter

Increased birth rates within the hispanic and Asian
communites in Los Angeles contributed to an 8 percent in-
crease in the county's population over the past six years,
according to reports by the Department of Regional Plann-
ing-

From 1980 to January 1986, county population increas-
ed by 598,000 people, picking up the lagging pace of the

-1970s in which population grew by 435,000 people in the
entire decade.

"Los Angeles County's population ... is on a roll,"
said George Marr, chief of population studies at the
Department of Regional Planning. "The growth is sustain-
ing itself and should continue through the rest of the
1980s, at least."

Total population for the county is estimated at 8.075
million as of January, the first time the population Jevel
has exceeded 8 million.

Hispanics, blacks and Asians account for the sharpest
increases in population, with 70 percent of the growth
among Hispanics because of increased birth rates, accor-
ding to reports compiled by the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce.

"Higher and higher proportions of the population are
hispanic, black and Asian, who have higher fertility rates
than anglos, said Valerie Oppenheimer, a sociology pro-
fessor at UCLA. "As thop proportion of population that has
higher fertility rates increases, the population will in-

crease."

The increased population growth among ethnic
minorities has also caused shifts in the ethnic balance so
that non-hispanic whites are now outnumbered by the
combined total of ethnic minority groups.

Non-hispanic whites now compose 46 percent of the
population. Hispanics account for 31.1 percent, blacks.
^2.3 percent and Asians and Pacific islanders 10 percenf7
according to a 1985 report

.

Regents expected to approve plan

to change schedule for meetings
By James Bozajian, Administration Editor

«

RIVERSIDE — In a move designed to focus
more attention on long-range educational
issues and strengthen ties with the nine Uni-
versity of California campuses, the UC Board
of Regents is expected today to alter the scope
of its 1986-87 meeting schedule.

The board's Special Committee on itegents'

Procedures voted here Thursday to hold three
one-day meetings devoted to reviewing and
discussing the universitys' programs and
policies, in addition to six two-day business

meetings, from September 1986 to July 1987.
Currentiy, the board holds nine two-day

business meetings annually.

UC President David Gardner told the
regents that he sees the new agenda as a
method "of involving this board in the
strategic and policy concerns of the University
of California in ways the board has not been
involved in decades."
"A number of regents have expressed con-

cern to me that they feel so hurried in dealing
with our business that they are unable, in an
unhurried way, to "consider major, long-range
issues of value to this institution," Gardner
said. "What we have now is -a situation where
we can barely introduce 4 complex item,
you're obliged to take some action on it, and
then we move on."

Although the committee voted unanimously
in favor of Gardner's proposed schedule, sup-
port from individual regents ranged from en-
thusiastic to lukewarm.

Gardner said the three policy and issues

meetings will strengthen bonds between the
regents and UC's nine campuses — bonds
which he said have gradually weakened as the
university has grown in size and complexity.

Regent Frank Hope agreed with Gardner.
"This is a great opportunity for the regents,
evety three years, to see each of the campuses
and to have a chance to have a presentation
by that campus on its concerns."
Regent Frank Clark added, "I see a

tremendous potential to let the citizens of this

state know just what we are accomplishing."
However, Regent William French Smith ex-

pressed concern about the change and urged
the regents to carefully evaluate the new
schedule's suitability after its implementation.
"Anybody who would propose a change, as

the lawyers would say, has the burden of pro-
of of showing the need for the change," Smith
said.

—^Gardner explained that the board will

operate under the revised schedule for only
one year, after which the regents will decide
whether it is more effective.

"It has seemed to me the business of the

board can be at least as effectively transacted

by this board of regents on an every other

month basis as on a nine-month-a-year basis,"

Gardner said. He noted that the new system
will also serve to broaden the regents'

understanding of a wide variety of educational

issues.

Under the present system, Gardner told the

regents, "you are obliged to act on items, at

(PARI SALON HAIRSmiNG BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE

UCLASpecial^
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Highlight

$3O.O0) (reg.$60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 '^*'"'5"/®**/®5"*^"'®

(wtttitWsad) Both $l5.00 ^

"I clearly believe that this (system) will least in my opinion, where the level of knowF
work well, and I endorse it enthusiastically," edge underpinning the action is less complete
said Regent Robert Noyce. than I think it should be." .^
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JACU-lfEVBYuNlV
I
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
Smoking Control

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
1 FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENl

w/this ad • 1 St visit only

I
Dr. Yeung

I 2154WestwoodBI.
I 474-1060

•Facial Reruveriafion

SPECIALTIES

•Low Back Pain "Acne
'PMS

'Stress
•Arthritis

CAMPUS
ADVERTISING REP

Be responsible for placing advertising

materials on your campus buDetin boards.

-Wofiwt exciting marketing programs for

clients such as American Express, AT & T,

Sony and Sierra Qub. Choose your own

hours. Good experience and great money!

For more information call,

I-800-426-5537 9-5pm.

(West Coast time)
^^^

Representative Program

American Passage

500 Third Ave West

Seattle, WA 98119

CMICACO DALLAS USANGCLES NCWYOU SCATTIC

Canterbury Westwood
Episcopal Ministry to UCLA

Holy Eucharist
Sunday 5:00 PM

Class: Mondays 7:30 PM
St- Alban's Church

Fa. Giles Asbury
Chaplain

• 580 Hilgard

Member of URC

OFFICE
900 Hilgard
208-4830

Don St. James
specializing in

7 yrs experience
in the village

$3.00 off
with this coupon

208-4480
1007 Broxton Ave (above

Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOME

TINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

P~ '^Xfai^S'''KJJUlI^M^

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES HTTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thurs. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With tlmad. •xp. 2/28/86
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One-man show drawing on poet's

writings to be presented tonight
By Libby Moses Once you get to know hira-you find he has a

lot of insight to share.

In celebration of the College of Fine Arts

25th anniversary, a one-man show entitled "L
am Celso" will be presented tonight.

The production draws together material

from New Mexican poet Leo Romero's writ-

ings "During the Growing Season" (1978),

"Agua Negro" (1981), and "Celso" (1985) as

well as unpublished works developed especial-

ly for this production.

Directed by Jorge A. Huerta, a UC San
Diego drama professor, and featuring Ruben
Sierra, artistifR- director of the Group Theatre
Company of^ Seattle, as Ceiso, the one-man
show takes place in Celso's mountain shack.

"Gefto is 50 to 100 years old and tells stories

which give us insight into him being a

philosopher, poet and wino," said Romulus
Zamora^ visiting lecturer in the theatre arts

department. "He's not like every other wino.

"Huerta and Sierra collaborated to develop
this stag^ piece based on Romero's poetry.
Romero's character Celso stands out in his

poetry, so Huerta and Sierra developed him
for stage. The character speaks as if it was in

his own words," Zamora said.

- This production of "I am Celso" has been
performed previously in Seattle, San Diego,
San Antonio, and Ncnv York.

The Los Angeles premiere of *T am Celso"
will be presented tonight for one show only, at

8 p.m. in Macgowan Hall's Little Theatre.
The production is the second in a series of
presentations highlighting Mexican art.

Tickets are $5 general admission and $3 for
UCLA faculty, staff, and students, and are
available at the UCLA Central Ticket Office
and the Macgowan Theatre box office.

For further ticket information, call 825-
2581.

Documentary focusing on Indian

class to be shown Sunday
Continuing its series on India, UCLA Film

Archives will screen a new documentary Sun-
day, entitled "India Speaks."

The film, a one-hour national PBS special,

will be shown to the public at* 3 p.m. in

Melnifz Theatre. AdiiiiM>iuii i3> IreB.
^^^

Producer/Director Paula Lee Haller said she
chose the title because she felt it was time a
film let "Indians speak for themselves." Also,

Haller added, "most films on India are about
the British Raj and not about the Indian peo-
ple;^^

Haller spent four months filming in India
last year with a crew from the BBC. She con-

itrated her interviews on the middle class,

not the extremely poor. "The India that you
see with Mother Teresa is there, of course,"
Haller said, "but I wanted to show a part of
India that is ignored in this country, that In-

dia is not just poverty and dirt. This film is

about Indians just like us."

"India Speaks" focuses on the lives of a
widowed interior designer, a traditional
housewife, and also a group of journalists. "I

think-^^TT-personaiized the country a bit,"

Haller said.

Haller, who has also made a documentary
on China, said that her film also explores In-

dia's adaptations to the 20th century. "They
don't want to lose their many ancient cultures,

yet they know they have to relate to the
modern world " "^'^

Haller and the narrator of "India Speaks,"
Indian film star Kabir Bedi, will t>e available
to answer questions from the audience after

the screening.

— Margaret Arana

CLINIC: UCLA will close Fernald School
Continued from Page 3

versity was in negotiation with us for the past
two years, and we even offered to give them
.some of our land."

"However, I guess they decided that we
were vulnerable and weak. They were sure
that the psychology department wouldn't
stand up for us, and they took the school,"
said Taylor, a Fernald employee of 15 years.

UCLA must relocate the child care center
somewhere, Taylor said, and "they decided to
use us to do it."

Nancy Prisco, whose 19-year .son has at-
tended Fernald for the past two years, ques-
tioned whether a child care center should
"take precedence over the kinds of problems
that these children have."

Prisco's son, Ken, was offered admission to
Fernald School when he had just been released
from the hospital in 1984. He will graduate
this June.

"I don't know what we would have done it

Ken hadn't been offered a place at Fernald,"
Prisco said. "The problems he was having
couldn't have been handled at a public school,
and we couldn't afford a private school."

"The decision which was reached by my
collegues and I was independent of any deci-
sion to relocate the child care center," O'Con-
nor said.

"I don't know whether any decision has yet
been made as to the location of the child care
center,

" he added. "The decision (to close the
school) was a long-term choice which was
unaffected by any other issues."

The fact that these events are happening at
the same time, O'Connor said, doesn't mean
that they are causally related.

Howard Adelman, director of the Fernald
School, said, "It's not quite clear why they
would want to destroy Fernald School so they
could move in the child care center, when

there is space for both to exist."

"I just don't understand why someone
would like to do away with this facility. At a
time when there is so much concern focused
on the types of problems that children have, it

just doesn't make sense," said Adelman, who
has worked at Fernald for 13 years.

Another parent, Michael Cornwell, said his

daughter is very upset. "We just enrolled her
in the school last November, and up until

now, her experience has just been marvelous.
But now . . . most of the parents that I've

talked to are devestated and angry."

Cornwell said the fact that a decision of this

magnitude was made with no input from
parents was "reprehensible.

'

"Foiir months is just not enough time to

close a school when you are working with kids
with problems," Taylor said. "The university
can't get away with these shenanigans."

Prisco spoke of the "anguish and pain" her
son went through prior to attending Fernald.
"I would hate to see other people have to go
through that."

"If the chancellor thought that there are
^schools in the community to meet the needs of
- children with learning disabilities, they

haven't given me any names," Cornwell said.

O'Connor said he understands the parents'
concern, and that he will make every effort to
help in the transition of the Fernald students
to a new facility which will fit their needs.

"To my knowledge, there are schools in the
community that have as their focus the educa-
tion of children with learning disabilities," he
said.

The Fernald School's purpose now, said
Taylor, is to try to get this decision recon-
sidered. "The decision is just so premature,
because four months is much too quick to
close a facility with 50 employees and 150 stu-
dents."

* ,
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ALEX DEMYANENKO/Datly Bruin

NATIONWIDE FILM FORUM - Leonard Maltin (far left) moderated a discussion be-
tween directors (from left) George Miller, Peter Bogdanovich, Lawrence Kasdan and Martin
Ritt (far right) and students nationwide via satellite hookups.

.

SATELLITE: Directors
Continued from Page 1

The panel agreed that a great deal of qu
ty is lost during the reprinting of a film.

"After all the time and money, it's terribly

depressing to see the quality of your film

deteriorate because the reprints are so bad,"
Kasdan said.

The second part of the CSN showcase, air-

ing live from Washington, featured the Na-
tional Association of Campus Activities Annual
Awards which recognized popular performers.
Winners were chosen by students from across

the nation for achievements in campus enter-

tainment, and included Dr. Ruth Westheimer
for topickl lecture, and the musical group
Regency, which won the Coffee House Jazz
Music Award.

Concluding the program was "Live From
London," which originated from the Hip-

answer students
podronfe^in London. Midge Ure of UltravoJc,
'ohn Parr and The Cult performed live in

front of an energetic new-wavish crowd, while
the show was simulcast across the U.S.
The production of the three programs was

accomplished by first booking time on an or-
biting satellite. Then NETCOM communica-
tions company tested areas for their potential
to receive and send satellite signals and deter-
mined such factors as microwave interference
and dish placement.
"^rLos Angeles, Washington, and London were
chosen as the up- 1ink sitas, which send the
signal to the satellite, while over 300 other col-

leges receiving the signal were the down-link
sites.

The satellite link-up was presented by
Campus Events in conjunction with the Mo-
tion Picture Television Association.

Men & Women iS

halrstyling

Layer Cutting • Perms

Student Ptscount*
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A Week
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or
Westwood. Classes every week -Sat
Sun, Weeknights. Inexpensive.
Stimulating & Fun Locations also at
Beverly Hills S.M.. Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

10911 Kinross A9ieiiiie
Westwood Village

ForAppt aoe-eao?

Canyou
afford togamble

with the LSAT, GMAT
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-

lion students prepare for their

FORUM: Representatives to visit residence hails

grnd school oxanrtc. So If you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out 6T college,

call. Why take a chance jb^t'
with your career? ^jL

KAPLAN £
SIANIL Y I \ KAPLAN tDUCATIONAl CLNItR IID

The worid's leading
test prep organization.

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES
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Permaflex ^-v^^
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb * -^^
30 Day Extended ^^
Additional Pair SRll
up to 2 weeks WW
Soft=
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAlM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

5BS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patienj

$1000/Lye-Credtl Program Arranged

ENROLLING NOW! Visit us ot our ce"iH"

iiuuct v\/(jshii igi( n Hivrl Culve' <?itv '-'"^

Ai\'S^ '.>'< all US ddy. evemiigs or Af»f^i<

•iKiS JUr pt^OMf^ nufTiher (213)
202-1924.

L.B.. 2168 Pacific (213)591-1594

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818)786-5892

Anatieim. 414 StateCollege Bl.. (714) 774-4510

LA. 1482 S. Robenson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne, 3300 W, Rosecrans (213) 644-7895
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Continued from Paee 4
"We will also discuss the elections, cam-

paigns, internships and how students can get-

involved in these programs," Feldman said.

Barley said these forums are extensions of

the student government table on Bruin Walk
where students can get information on current

USAC activities.

"Ever since Freshman Orientation, the

general reps have been active and we want to

continue that for everyone that lives in the res-

idence halls," he said. "With the upcoming

elections, people want to know how to get in-

volved."

r If these forums are successful. Barley said, a
larger forum may be held in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom.

"We get complaints and concerns about
USAC, and we're the office through which
students should go," Feldman said.

According to Feldman, if students have any
questions about the forums, they can use the
General Rep Rap Line at the student gov-
ernment table on Bruin Walk.
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SALE! RITZ CLEANERS
DRYCLEANING SPECIAL FOR UCLA STJLIDENTS!

Pants -xcg. $2 Each, But Bring In 3
-^—-^ -only $4.50! ~

IHem ~ Reg. Pants, only $4.00
|

UCLA ID MUST BE PRESENTED WITH INCOMING ORDER Expires Feb 28 |

1074 Gayley Ave.
(near Baxter's)

208-6417
REAR PARKING AVAILABLE

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

TBIVIAL PPB8UIT
CHE.CK OUT hAY
CLASS SCHEPULt,

Qupes I

by Dom Folclno

Art/Architecture

Business/Economics

Journalism/Mass Communications

Politics

Semester programs incljjde 16 credits,

9-week internship, apartments, British faculty.

All programs offered Fall and Spring; Politics and

Journalism/Mass Communications also offered Summer.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE

STATE
( )

_ZIP_
Art/Architecture [11 Journalism/Mass Communications
Business/Economics \ ! Politics i3

_ Summer "86 Fall "86 Spring '87 Summer 87

Return To London Internships 143 Bay State Rd Boston MA 022 15 (617)353 9888
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LOS ANGELES PASADENA*
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WESTWOOD: Future plans
Continued from Page 1

play in Westwood's future as all sides are awaiting a

transportation analysis being conducted by the Los Angeles

Department of Transportation, that is due in April, before

moving forward. / ^

The Gruen Specific Plan, however, which Gruen repre-

sentative Pat Smith stresses is an "interim draft" open to

debate and revision, dbri:ently cites UCLA as an important
factor in three major aneasN

the Gruen Plan asserts that "parking, transportation

access, and character of development must be addressed

-through r-r^ a relationship between a village manage-
ment entity, the city, and UCLA."

The Gruen Plan offers several alternative plans to bring

about an improvement in each of these areas, such as

greater development of UCLA parking lots 31 and 32 to

provide more spaces, and a freeway interchange ramp
directly connecting UCLA and the San Diego Freeway in

order to reduce traffic problems.

However, the UCLA Planning Office is currently
evaluating the feasibility of Gruen's suggestions and could
give no comment on UCLA's position regarding specific

plans. Rodney Rose, Associate Director of Planning for

UCLA, said, "We don't know about specifics, but in

general we're looking for ways to help."

Regarding parking and access. Rose explained, "We're
part of the problem; we have to be part of the solution."

USAC: Personal attacks
Continued from Page 3
Eng came to the council for reapproval to ensure his "peace of
mind."
Mark Feldman, general representative, moved to ^approve

Eng. After witnessing the heated debate over his appointment,
^ver, Eng decided to resefnd his bid for reappovalr

"I am being used politically," said Eng in giving his reasons
for withdrawing his bid. "The Elections Board chairman should
never be involved politically in any action. I felt that (by) abs-

taining from the council debacle, I could best serve my posi-

tion.

Debate intensified when Kisicki informed the council that

they had to appoint a representative to speak for them at the
Judicial Board hearing contesting the constitutionality of Adrian
_Alvarez's appointment to the ASUCLA Communications Board^-

Kisicki and Feldman, though USAC members, have filed the
case against Taylor and USAC as students.

Lyle Timmerman, administrative representative to USAC,
asked Kisicki and Feldman to withdraw their case. "I have a
feeling that no matter what J-Board says, this issue will find its

way back to us."

Academic Affairs Commissioner Dean Florez echoed Tim-
mernian's concern. "This is a council matter. Mark Feldman
even called for consent (for the Alvarez appointment)," Florez
said.

Feldman denied that he called for consent, and the minutes
from the Jan. 14 USAC meeting do not indicate who called for

consent.

Taylor accused Feldman of "having selective amnesia" and
expressed his feeling that the Alvarez case was being handled in

an "underhanded and dishonest" way.
Addressing Kisicki, Taylor said, "If it bothers you that

Alvarez is Chicano, say it. Call a spade a spade."
Kisicki denied that Alvarez's ethnicity had anything to do

with the case.

Taylor then changed the subject from the Judicial Board to

Kisicki's competence. "If you are just a technocrat, maybe you
should resign. Maybe the Constitutional Review Committee
should revoke your position," Taylor said. "I have to question
your motives and integrity. You are humiliating all of us."

Kisicki responded, "I've got the constitution behind me. The
constitution is not a technicality."

Concerned about setting a precedent, Florez pointed out that
if there are problems with Alvarez's appointment, there might
be problems with the appointments of Judicial Board members
appointed by the same process. "We must look at the intent of
the dossier clause," Florez said. "It is to give us information
about people we don't know, but many of us know Alvarez.
Why aren't we filing against our J-Board appointments? What
J-Board are we taking this case to?"

Although USAC did not appoint a representative to the
Judicial Board hearings, Florez volunteered to represent USAC.
However, he later changed his mind, saying, "I will not repre-
sent council against council."

^J.^y}^^ *^®" ^^^ ^^y ^^ was being named in the case.
Kisicki replied that it was because Taylor nominated Alvarez
and the council approved the nomination.

Taylor also wondered why Owen was not mentioned in the
suit, since part of her responsibilities were to help distribute
dossiers in a timely manner.

But Owen replied it was never the administrative vice presi-
dent s job to collect dossiers. "I am not going to be a mind
reader and run around Kerckhoff looking for people," she said.

Taylor later told Owen that it was her duty to serve the
council, adding, "It is ironi^ that you cannot even get a room
reserved fo^^ us at 6:30." Owen replied that taylor's comment
was irrelevant but that Sintelle Ammons, Taylor's chief of staff,
had been taking care of room reservations.
The motion to appoint a council representative was finally

tabled and will be discussed at USAC's Feb. 25 meeting.
'

Commenting on USAC's increasing divisiveness, Timmerman
said he hoped Tuesday's meeting was "a catharsis."

College Bowl
Continued from Page 3
called their friends and so
on."

For those who are interested
in getting involved, only two
requirements exist. Each of
the teams must consist of four
members and of the four a
maximum of two can be
graduate students.

The campus wide competi-
tion was held Feb. 13 in the
residence halls.

When asked about what
motivated him to get involv-

ed, Mermelstein replied,"Once
I played, I wanted to win and
I played until I won. There's
no monetary reward or even
glory, it just drives you and
drives you and besides — it's a
lot of fun."

Mortar Board
Continued from Page 3

one of the first honor societies

exclusively for women. Its

goals were to promote and
advance the status of women.

However, men have been
granted membership to
UCLA's board. Pi Sigma
Alpha, since 1975. Eight of

the 35 members this year are
mala.

Stressing **scholarship,
leadership and community
service," the board claims over
200 campus chapters nation-

wide.

"What the group wants to

do is open," Nishimura said.

"One year, it might be very

social, like when I joined.

There's a big mix of majors on
the board."

All members must par-
ticipate in at least three group
activities or projects each
quarter, Pikus said.

Past projects have varied

from a "Can the Trojans"

food drive competition to

tutoring or designing the
UCLA appointment book cal-

endars for distribution on
campus.

Challenging their intellec-

tual capabilities against/other

university students, ^several

board members ate active

with College Bowl. Recendy,
the team placed third in a

match held in Fresno.

"I was happy with how it

went," said Jim Cosgrove, a

team member. "All the games,

especially the championship,

were very clo^ and excitiAg."

Aid
Continued from Page 4'

system."

Currendy, grant processing

is done by hand, which has

caused a lot of "unnecessary

duplication" and delay.

Kipp said he hopes to create

a "revolutionary" situation

where campus financial aid

officers, commission staff

members, and lenders could

"actually have time to counsel

and advise students, rather

than ask them to take
numbers and continue to

stand in line.*'

For eight years Kipp work-

ed for the California
Postsecondary Education
Commission, where he was a

financial aid specialist. He
developed the first con-

solidated database for student

financial aid in California. He
also developed a computer

model used to estimate the

enrollment impact and finan-

cial aid needs at the state's

public universities.
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FREE
LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & PoinU, Penruoil. I

Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes, Adjust Timirig.

Check Battery & Front End Alignment »

Replace ail Shoes and Linings. Pack Front '

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as receded. In-

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyl. & Fill System

L^l -

VALLEY
1 OWING

$39.95*

$49.95'

From Lube & Oil to Overhoul "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818) 785-41 12 (213) 275-2865
Al AUTO 7957VonNuysB»vd.2y.Blk$So ofRoscoe * MOSf MOd6tS'

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR _j

Perm Special
Perm, Cut, Style $45

Cut Special
Cut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary

.

1061 Gaylcy 208-9681

ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENTTHROUGH
AWARENESS
A rape prevention and education workshop
designed to enhance understanding of rape

and sexual assault.

TODAY
NOON-1 2 DODD HALL

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and
the Department of Community Safety

I
MEET US

* Every Sunday Morning

t 9:00am In Front of Dykstra Hall 1

I Look For The RED & WHITE VW BUS I

^ We Would Love for you to

5 Come and Worship ^3C^ith Us!

^ Sponsored by Students for Christ

^ ...Non-denominational...restoring and upholding

^ the principles of the early Christians!

^ For INFO please call 820-6924 or 202-7667 t
** T* 'T* 'T* 'T* ^* 'T* 'P 'T' ^t* 't' "r* 't* ^r ^r f^ ^*^ ^r ^r "P ^r ^r 'r ^r ^' ^^ "r ^^ ^^ '^ 'W* ^p 'frW

i

^'

U/UVDI^ WESTWOOD pDI/^CC? SAVE

I
WMT KAl

VILLAGE
^"'^"--'

30-7OI

(ft

QUARTZ WATCHES
• Ultra-thin

• Sharp, modern look

• Casio's 1 yr.warranty

Calculator
w/purchase
of this watch

.
> -au

$179ff

FS-10
Exp2/28/86

Retail $25.00

SIGMA' 100 DESK OR PHONE...—
. WALL ^*—TfllPMONf

• True Touch Tone Oailing

• MCI sprint Compatible

• Ringer On-Off Switch

• FuHy Modular-plugs into

standard phone jacks

• FCC. reg

• Mfg. Warranty

$1999

Exp 2/28/86

IMTERfATIONkL

DISCIINI MUI

Prtns MibiKt 10 ctnnoi Not rMponaMi tor typograpNcH •rrora LimM to itock on hmt

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDCT CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 9^ HIGHER LIMfT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
w. Lm Amiiii. CAMm 390-4477

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON SAT 1 1 - 7 PM • SUN 12 - 5 PM

100% FREE!

Jean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

©fooin]

Positions for the

USAC Elections Board

are now openJnterested students inayplclcup-

applications at tfTeTlndergraduate President's

Office . KH 304, and the Student Government
Information desk, third floor Kerckhoff Hall.

ft

Applications are due by 5:00 pm
TODAY at KH 304

*
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Editorial

Allow democracy in ifie Philippines
Ferdinand Marcos' reign of terror

in the Philippines may have crossed

the Pacific Ocean and hit home.

managing the affairs of the PhiHp-

pines. '

If the United States is to continue to

On Wednesday morning, Oscar
Salvatierra, a Los Angeles journalist

bitterly opposed to the Marcos
regime, was executed in his bedroom
one day after receiving a politically-

inspired death threat.

^ Salvatierra, 41, had been in the

forefront of anti-Marcos activities in

Los Angeles.

The assassination occurred just days

after Marcos promised a U.S. delega-

tion visiting the Philippines that he

would bring an end to political vio-

lence in his country.

Unfortunately for his family, that

promise did not protect the life of

Oscar Salvatierra.

The degree of corruption and use of

violent force in the Pilipino political

arena bear witness to the fact that

Marcos no longer is legitimate in the

eyes of his own people.

Yet, President Ronald Reagan con-

tinues to ignore this reality and tacitly

supports '-the Marcos regime. He dis-

counts many, including opposition

leader Corazon Aquino, as unable to

run the country.

But Marcos is now also one who is

widely criticized for not adequately

deal with the Philippines in a biased

manner, then the bias must change.

President Reagan must demand that

Marcos is replaced with a credible

ruler.

It is clear to the world that the

slightest spark — whether it be from
Marcos, Aquino or an unknown
assassin — could ignite an explosive

civil war.

The Pilipino people should be
commended for resisting the tempta-
tion of large-scale conflict up to this

point.

The United States must act to pro-

vide a legitimate government in the

Philippines as it has done in other

countries.

Practically, the government could
refuel the same jet that was used in

Jean-Claude Duvalier's recent flight

from Haiti and airlift both Ferdinand
and Imelda Marcos out of the Philip-

pines. This would surely relieve many
Pilipino and American anxieties.

The fears of communist infiltration

and the prospects of an even less dem-
ocratic regime must be laid to rest or

the United States' inaction may make
them a reality .v*

Viewpoint

The ghost of budgets present
By Sen. Pete Domenici
Editor's note: This is the third article in a four
part mini-history of the budget crisis.

Our Ghost of Budgets Present arrives, look-

ing weary and battered. He has watched three

.years of congressional deadlock; the deficits for

the first four years of the Reagan Administra-

tion have amounted to more than all the defi-

cits accumulated by all other presidents in the

nation's lifetime. America is amassing a debt
— ^corporate, individual, and governmental —
at a record pace.

Yet, no perceptible crisis is at hand.
Unemployment has subsided below the 7 per-

cent mark; inflation and interest rates are

down and dropping further the economy is

perking along at about the historical average
growth: 2.5 to 3 percent annually.

Our Ghost of Budgets Present reveals an in-

ternal congressional staff memo showing that

despite public displays of budget cutting en-

thusiasm. Congress has allowed large spending
increases sine FY 1980: an increase of $132
billion (99 percent) in nati^al defense; $169
billion in new spending for domestic entitle-

ment programs (an increase of 60 percent),
driven by new Social Security increases; an
additional $26 billion in domestic, discre-
tionary spending (a 17 percent hike).

It turns out that many of the "cuts" were
measured from baselines that assumed growth,
so even with a cut there was frequently an
acgtual increase in dollars. The memo also
shows that revenues have dropped off from
those original FY 1982 presidential projections
by about $150 billion in FY 1986.

Moreover, the gross national budget forecast
by that FY 1982 fell short of reality by $2.4
trillion for FY 1982-1986! Almost nothing is

"affordable" anymore, in the sense that the
word was used way back in September 1980.

Continued on Page 1

1

Counterpoint

A fetus' humanity
By James Eckloff—-^

•.
—

:

'

Duane Ruth's article deserves merit for one reason: it

presented a somewhat original argument in favor of choice

concerning the issue of abortion. (Bruin, Feb. 19) Unfortu-

nately, his argument was startlingly fresh in a manner
anala^ous to the development of a new weapon of mass
destruction.

While the common pro-choice argument asserts the

non-humanity of the fetus and proceeds with an analysis

of women's rights, Ruth begins with a description of a

fetus' sensual and psychological perception, implicitly sug-

gesting the "life" present in an unborn, yet continues with

a discussion regarding abortion as a legitimate response to

pregnancy (rather than, motherhood, as Ruth later states)

from a somehow "more alive" and "superior" woman.
Ruth even goes as far as stating the wonderful potential of

an unborn infant's brain before advocating its termination

should the mother perceive a threat to her "well-being,

peace of mind, pride and comort."
In stating that "the rights of the fetus end where the

mother's begin," Ruth brushes off without explanation the

root cause of the abortion conflict: namely that there are

many who believe equally as firmly that the rights of the

mother end where the fetus' begin. Justification of the lat-

ter statement can be foi|nd if one analyzes the biological

aspect of the issue.
,

Despite mankind's continuous efforts to overcome, there

on Earth a natural order wiiich governs the biologi=^

cal functions and relations of every organism, human be-

ings included. This order is frequentiy and inherently un-

fair to certain members and, in this case, genders of every

species. In this age, one of these perceived inequities is the

"unfortunate" result of sexual activity, pregnancy.
Simply put, sex by nature is our species mode of pro-

creation, like it or not. Each woman who willfully

engages in sexual activity must acknowledge the potential

consequence and consider the resulting responsibility,

regardless of how hard she or her partner attempt to avert

(through contraception) such a circumstance.
Ideally, the male must also accept the potential respon-

sibilities of pregnancy, but another of nature's unfairnesses

states that the woman shall shoulder the physical and
directly important duties of pregnancy. Unfair or not, this

is a fact of human reproduction and existence which
women and men cannot deny.
How many times have we been told, "Life isn't fair?"

However tragic the circumstances of a pregnancy, a

human being has been created in the womb of a ^oman.
The extermination of this life, whose potential existence

must be acknowledged before sex, for matters of conven-
cience, peace of mind, pride, or comfort is as murderous
and unnatural as any homicide.

The distinction between overcoming the natural order

to promote life (on the individual level) and allowing the

natural order to create life is important. Allowing an un-

wanted pregnancy to come to term does not contradict

(for example) advancement in the medical field, for both
actions concern the perpetuation rather than the exter-

mination of life.

Though I (or anyone else) cannot consciously remember
my months in the womb, I am strongly aware of my "Ex-

istence" and "life" at that stage, and I am glad that nature
was permitted to take its course.

Eckloff is a freshman majoring in electrical engineering.
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Continued from Page 10

Even worse, the restraint in spending that

has occurred has spared programs that stress

present consumption (pensions are a prime ex-

ample) and hampered programs that stress in-

volvement in the future (research in non-
defense scientific areas, basic physical in-

frastructure, education)

.

Interest payments on this debt are $200
billion annually and are the fastest growing
element of federal spending.

We now move to February 1985. The Presi-

dent has emerged from his reelection cam-
paign with one of the most overwhelming vic-

tories in America's history. Undeterred defi-

cit-fighters in the administration and in Con-
gress conspiPi^to make one last fight to get def-

icits under control.

The President's budget asks once again for

large domestic spending cuts, $180 billion over

three years, with the elimination of more than

a dozen major domestic programs as the

centerpiece of the plan. The budget also calls

^or a $30 billion increase in defense sj>ending

or FY 1986 alone, and rejects tax increases. It

projects a deficit of $144 billion in FY 1986."

The ghost now takes us to a dramatic mo-

ment.i^It is May 9, well past midnight. The
Senate has concluded debate on an unprece-

dented deficit reduction package, incor-

porating Social Security COLA freezes and

eliminating several programs. It not only will

meet the President's deficit reduction goal in

FY 1986, it will yield substantially lower

deicits by FY 1988.

Tiw vute^ stan(

troubled summer. The budget finally ham-
mered out between the House and Senate falls

far short of the Senate-passed version, in larj

part because the president finally opposes am
change in Social Security COLAs. His decision

dooms any significant congressional action.

Congress finds it impossible to pass almost
any significant bills. Senators Gramm, Rud-
man and Hollings conceive a new deficit-cutt-

ing mechanism and attach it to the debt limit

bill.

Our ghost now takes us to December 1985.

Congress sends the president a farm bill that

costs an estimated $50 billion during the next

three years, about double what the president

requested in his FY 1986 budget of nine mon-
ths earlier. Congress finds it difficult to comp-
ly with even the watered-down budget it pass-

ed just four months earlier. Congress staggers

through a chaos of short-term continuing ap-

propriations and short term debt extensions,

all of which threaten to shut down the gov-

ernment.
Finally, Congress passes more spending

bills, postpones action on a multibillion dollar

deficit reduction measure that the administra-

tion threatens to veto, and heads home. The
president signs the farm bill into law. He signs

all of the spending bills, even though they

contain in the aggregate about $40 billion

more in domestic spending than he wanted
and about $30 billion less for defense. He signs

the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill.

Within a fortnight, the Justice Department
announces that it will join in attacking the

constitutionalitv of GTamm-Rudman-Hollings,

*•

Hr»ir«i...Run to Knudsen
... dr»p o^f howework ... run back

agmnstirttfcyrn ^^ president 'asks for $4 billion more spen

ding for the Commodity Credit Corporation,

sending up his formal request December 23. A
year that began with high hopes for deficit

reduction fizzles into the winter rain of utter

failure. Our Ghost of Budget Present decides

to become a consultant to corporations on the

impact of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

Domenici, a republican senator from New
Mexico, is chair of the Senate Budget Commit-
tee.

' "

posal. Senator Pete Wilson of California ar

rives from ' a hospital, where he un4^rwent

emergency appendectomy surgery earlier.

Against a doctors' recommendations, he has

come to the Senate in a wheelchair, an in-

travenous tube in his arm, to vote. He votes

for the proposal. With the vote 49-49, Vice

President George Bush, in his capacity as

president of the Senate, votes for it. It passes,

50-49. ~ ^
Our Ghost of Budgets Present speeds over a

If-

J

Justice is the end of government, it is the

end of civil society. It has ever been and

ever will be pursued, until it either will

be obtained or until liberty be lost in the

pursuit, -s— — Alexis de Tocqxieville
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California
Graduate Institute
Classes heKin January 6 and end April II

1986 Winter Class Schedule

11:00

II 00
2:00-5
2:00-5
2:00-5

3:00-5
4:00-(>

5 00-8
5:00-8
5:00-8

~7rno-x
8 00-1

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
;00 pm
1 :00 pm

P-31

C-15^
C-152
B-103
323

444
C-I2I

321

811

60ft .

C-121

861

8:00-1 1 :00 pm C-l'>l-3

MONDAY
Hgo's Del'ensc

Psycholugical Assessment 1

Psychological Assessmeni II

Physiological Psychology
Advanced Obj Rel Theory
G roup Supc rvtsion < Prmrlicum > (iWf
Group Pr(Kess & Technique (OC)
Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Psychosynthesis

(jroup Process & Technique (OC)
Advanced Mealing Techniques & -

Psychqsynthcsis ^
Clinical Practicum (OC )

1

^
11:00- 2 :00 pm
1 1:00-2 :00 pm
II 00-2:00 pm
1 00-3:00 pm
2 ()0-5 OOpm
2:00-5:00 pm
2 (»0- 5 :00 pm
2:00- 5 OOpm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
8:00- 10.00 pm
8 ()0-10:0()pni

8:00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm

8:00-11 OOpm
8:00- 11 OOpm

2:00

2:00

2:00

2:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5 OO
8 OO
RIHI-

-5:00 pm
-5:00pm
-5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
-7:00 pm
-8 OOpm
-8 OOpm
-8:00 pm
-8:00 pm
8 OOpm

I 1 :00 pm
II nilpm

C-I3I

C-131

B-lOO
414

B-l()4

B-I04-

H22

C -181-3

S-P32

B-102
40"'

C-182-3

C-142
12
P-2

1-2

1-2

604
40!

(-163
408
(-142
C-161

414
802
344

BIO]
(-181

C-l>l

C-192

T IJ E S D
Hthics and laws
I Ihicsand l.aws(()C")

Statistics (OC)
(iroup Supervision (Practicum)

I earning and ( ogmlion
I earning and ( Dgnilion (OC)
Advanced Clinical Hypnosis
Proposal Research I. II. Ill (OC)
Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psvcholog)

Psychopalhology & I amily [).yn.

Pr«)p()sal Research II. Ill

Psvchopathology I (OC)
"

Psv choanal) lie Theory Pt 2

PsNchopalhology 2

Child Psychoanalysis

( urreni literature

New Body Psychol herapies

Theories or Mice

WEDNESDAY
Human Sexuality

Cross-Cultural Mores & Values

Psychopathology 1

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC )

(iroup Supervision (Practicum) (OC)
I iKictional Human Anatomy
Writings olMelame Klein I

History and Systems o( Psychology
Proposal, Research I

Psychological Assessment I (OCl
Clinical Practicum II

Llinu j| Pfiihtuum III

D. ClilVord. MD
StafT

Staff
- TOleson, PhD
D Cliflord. MD

'XT. rnntav. fnO
F. Jacohson, PhD
D ClilTord. Ml)
I, Singer. PhD

.

1 Oleson.PhD
R Phillips. PhD

. T Oleson. PhD

R Phillips. PhD

M Karlovac, PhD
J Gillespie. PhD

< R Hunter. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
J Gillespie. PhD
T Moss. PhD
R Hunter. PhD

' 1 A AJvare/. Ph[) '

M Karlovac. PhD
M (.erson. PhD
L. Weisbender. PhD
I Mc(iuire. PhD
J Van Burcn, PhD
R Caper. MD
> Hansen. PhD
R Alexander.

MD. PhD
S /usman. PhD
M(. erson. PhD

"jrnrr

800-
II llllpm

1 1 00 pm

9:00-1

9:30-1

1030-
1 1 OO-
2:00-5

2:00-5,

2 00-5
5:00-8

5-fK»-8

5:00-8
5 00-8

2:00 P

1 30 am
12 3()pm
2:00 pm
OO pm
OO pm
OO pm
OO pm
OO pm
OO pm
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(714) 637-5404 Orange County
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INTERVIEW
1

Gilliam: How the Sisyphus of Hollywood finally won
By Barton Randall

In this conclusion of a two-part interview, director / writer /

actor / corporate conqueror Terry Gilliam fires his last salvos at

bureaucracy and Universal, and sings the praises of Sisyphus.
DB: The look of Brazil is strongly reminiscent of the German
expressionist films of the 20's and 30's. Did you study any films
like Metropolisfor the design?.

TO: I watched it years ago, but no, I didn't study it. I don't
like most of the guys who seem to. be copying films these days.
They sit and watch the classics and copy them shot for shot.

DB: There are some that say the shootout at the Ministry Of In-

formation is a sendup of the Odessa steps scene from Potemkin,
TO: Maybe it is, but honestly, I haven't seen that film in ages.
Maybe my memory \s> that gcx)d. There are certain influences
present in Brazil, such as Citizen Kane, Kafka's The Trial, and
1984. I might try to remember my impression of a film and
what's going on, and then incorporate it into some filmic vo-
cabulary, but I don't want to be a copier.

DB: Do you see the film as having a British point of view?
TG: I don't know if it's a British point of view, I look at it and
think it's American. It's tempered by living 18 years in Britain,
but to me it's about America. That's the target. I think
bureaucracy is probably more deeply entrenched in England,
but one of the things that amazes me is that it is also here, but
the Americans don't seem to recognize *this. They still like to
view themselves as these free frontiersmen, and just because
they don't see film after film, and read book after book about
bureaucracy, it's like it really do^n't exist to them. This is also
true in England. That's why ru never want to get Involv^
with a place like Universal again. Actually, it's worse than a
bureaucracy there, it's more of a facist mentality at work.
They're petty, tiny-minded little people and they shall continue
to be so until the day they die.

DB: What do you think would ve happened to the film had it

not won the L.A. Film Critics awards?
TG: Oblivion. You know, there was a very frightening moment
just before the awards. We got a letter from Universal a few
days before the critics voted, saying I had so poisoned the
waters, there was no way Universal could release their supposed
"phantom" version. The letter also said that the film would be
released according to contractual obligations, only there were
no contractual obligations. My feeling was that this letter was a
ploy to defuse the L.A. Critics, figuring that they might make a
public protest, a special mention, or give the film a special
award, something like that. The critics got a copy of that letter,

along with an announcement that BrazU was going to be releas-
ed in February of 1986. We hadn't even b^n told that, but
they were. I got onto Jack Matthews of the Times and some
other critics I knew, and said you must understand what they
are trying to do.

DB: You were in England when you heard of the awards it

won?

Director Terry Gilliam
CHRISTINE ROTHMAN

TG: Right. I was stunned, none of u5 expected anything like it.

DB: How do you feel about the Academy Awards?
TG: I've always been fairly contemptuous of them, and I think
it would be unfair to change now. The films that I really
respect and think are worthwhile never get the awards, and I

don't think it's going to change.
DB: The ad you put in the trades urging Academy voters to see
the film, was that done for humor, or because of lack of sup-
port?

TG: Lack of support. They were selling Out Of Africa, and
some people perceived us as competition, which is rubbish.
Here's a chance for Universal to double the number of things
nominated, but, nope, we're competition. It's the system, you
see, the mentality. They're not able to chew gum and walk at
the same time I think, is their basic problem. It's pathetic, I

don't have much time for that world.
DB: You've said that you don't think you could ever make a
regular film. Why is that?
TG: I mean like a realistic film, ordinary people sitting around
talking, doing things. I don't know how to do that, because I

keep looking at those films and am mystified at how it's done. I

don't see the world like that, I see it as heightened reality. I

think it's these cartoonist's eyes I was born with, everything is

slightly distorted. That's why there's so much detail in Brazil.

DB: How much of the film is miniatures?
TG: All of the flying sequences, except the close-ups, and the
billboard raodway that you see the truck driving down. There
are others, but not as much as one might think. For example,
the truck chase through the streets is an excellent mixture of
models and live action, so it's really hard to tell.

DB: What about the Ministry Of Information?

Weeic
{ REVIVAL FILM
M
*

TG: The long grey corridors you see when Sam arrives at In-
formation RetrievaJ is actually a flour mill that was built in the
50's. The columns were there, and all we did was put in the
flats with the grey doors on them. When it looks like he's look-
ing down different corridors, he's actually just looking down the
same one. It's done by quick pans and changing the signs, that's

all. That's how you keep a budget down by doing something
like that. All the desks you see when the camera is tracking
down through the records department, are actually desks that
are also part of the mill. They're wooden things that are
painted grey and have had monitors stuck on top of them. You
wouldn't design something like that, because it's all wrong, yet
it works. What we also added were the filing cabinets that you
see on the wall. Actually, it's all hardboard with handles stuck

Continued on Page 15

* Within many a European director's work, you can find an

J homage or two to his/her chosen medium, the cinema,
M and the late French director Francois Truffaut is no excep-

J tion to this custom. Day for Night (1973) is Truffaut's

.^ award-winning, affectionate celebration of romance in

J
film. Set on an imaginary film set that's crossed with

^ lovers and personal entanglements. Day for Night stars

* Jacqueline Bisset, Truffaut regular Jeanne-Pierre Leaud,

J and Truffaut himself as (what else?) the movie director of ij.

{ a flighty love-interest story. The ironies abound as only a
* Gallic free-spirit and romantic genius could deliver them. J

Plays tonight and Sat. at the New Beverly Theatre, 7165
Beverly Blvd. Phone: 938-4038.

if

CURRENT FILM

For sheer, edge-of-your-seat thrills. The Hitcher makes
The Terminator look like Last Year At Marienhad. Within
90 seconds of the first frame, the excitement begins and
never lets up. See it with someone you can hold on to. At
the UA Coronet in Westwood.

CONCERTS

Tk

Jf

JfThe Polka Wars rage on! Friday, The Lingerie brings you
a second round of the music that even Lawrence Welk

i couldn't kill in his three hundred years worth of schmoozy *

J programming. L.A.'s own Rotondi will once again face J
•K San Fransisco's Polkacide with accordions ablaze. Topping if

* off the wonnerful-wonnerful evening is Texas* Brave Com J
^ bo, long praised for their wickedly twisted sense of humor
* and ultra-punchy roots attack. *

J Note to all readers: The Blow Monkeys' show, scheduled J
* for tonight at The Palace, has been cancelled. The group *

J ran into some problems with the folks at immigration arid
hope to reschedule their concert for a later date.*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
^

RECORDS

{

Director Gaiiam
CHRISTINE ROTHMAN

The Pogues: Rum, Sodomy and The Ljisb; Stiff Import.
Drink, dance and brawl away that workaday toil! The
Pogues serve up unreconstructed eulogies for outlaws, -.

unrequited loves, and the teeth they lost in last night's

J
festivities. These anthems bristle with unbridled Gaelic an- J

J ti-decorum: every jig and reel rumbles like a "Hallelujah }
J

Chorus" for hooligans. With the post-midterm lull upon us J
{ and St. Paddy's Day just around the comer, don't we need J
^ a rowdy slice of good ole Ireland? n-
^ 4*
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Two film biographies liglit L.A. screens
By Alex Demyanenko

We are truly fortunate if we
are able to witness great art in
the process of its creation. We
may leave the Louvre and on-
ly wonder how Leonardo Da
Vinci fashioned the Mona
Lisa's smile. We may leave the
theater and only marvel at the
technical construction in Fritz
Lang's Metropolis.
Now two newly released

documentaries enable us to
witness two of the greatest ar-
tists of the 20th century as
they create.

The comprehensive AK
features Akira Kurosawa as he
paints his portrait of the

Jtiuman condition his latest

movie Ran. The release of
1955's Mystery of Picasso, of-

fers us a unique look at the
direction of artist Pablo
Picasso's every stroke as he
works.

The revealing, beautiful AK
infiltrates the set of Akira
Kurosawa's epic Ran to give
the viewer a unique perspec-
tive on filmmaking. It serves
as a homage to a director, and
as a lesson in filmmaking;
Creating a montage of imagat—
from Ran and previotis
Kurosawa films all under
thematic chapter headings,
Chris Marker has fashioned a
memorable documentary on a
memorable film. Other "Mak-
ing of..." movies offer super-
ficial interviews with the
director and stars, all struggl-

ing to suppress their egos
while patting each other on

the back. AK, on the other
hand, has us as observer, of-

fering a view of the long ar^
duous process in making a
film, scenes often not seen.

AK is beautiful. There is the
juxtaposition of armor-clad
warriors marching in forma-
tion through cars and trucks
in the parking lot. AK is

revealing. There are the bored
male extras either sleeping in
the fields at the base of Mt.
Fuji or flirting \yith a flattered
female cast member.
AK is memorable. There is

Kurosawa, in a windbreaker
and tennis shoes, crowned
with a fisherman's hat. His
all-encompa.'^sing passion to

communicate his vision
through attention to detail has
him taking a part in creating
even most menial tasks such as

arranging dummies or dispens-

ing smoke.

Akira Kurosawa says "To
create is to remember."
Marker has created a
documentary that is itself

memorable and also a fitting

remembrance of a great artist

in the twilight of his career.

The Mystery of Picasso for-

tunatoly -e»«blf¥r~ns to hiiv<»-«»-

concrete tribute to the creative

genius of Pablo Picasso. The
documentary is, perhaps, the
most detailed glimpse at the
process in the making of a

great master's art. By filming
on the opposite side of an ab-
sorbant transparent piece of

glass, director Henri-Georges
Clouzot enables the audience
to view the method of Pablo

Picasso stroke by stroke. Sim-
ple dots or lines become in-—tricate or powerful scenarios^

as Picasso layers either line on
line, paint on paint.

Mystery is, in many ways, a
conceptual film. The picture is

black and white film printed
on a color negative—except
when the artwork is on the
screen. Also, the film lets the
art work speaks for itself and
Picasso. There is virtually no
speaking except for occassional
banter between artist and
filmmaker. Approximately 90

percent of the film consists of

viewing art in the process of

creation only accompanied ^by

the sounds of the artist's uten-

sils and Geoges Auric's bom-
bastic score. Auric's score is

perhaps the only major pro-

blem with the film. His loud,

overstated music, while
thematically appropriate,
tends to obstruct the art. It

often diverts attention away
from Picasso's magnificent
work and an effort to slice

through the wall of sound to

what is essential is often ex-

asperating.

All of the art work made
^urihg^Tilming was destroyed

immediately after filming so

that Clouzot's work would be

the only record of these par-

ticular works. As AK is a fit-

ting homage to the genius of

Akira Kurosawa, The Mystery
'of Picasso is a fitting remem-
brance and tribute to the

master artist Pablo Picasso.

Just as the viewing of their

work is essential, these two
documentaries should not be
missed.

Picasso caught at work in *The Mystery of Picasso.
'

ALL ''SWEAT'S" REDUCED TO
$20 WHILE THEY LAST!

NOW $20 NOW $20
HaRRY FOR BEST SELECTION! AT THESE

PRICES THEY WON'T LAST LONG!
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Nix to Nicks*
•m

newest noise
By Jennie Brown

Stevie Nicks: Rock a Little; Modem/Atco. Stevie Nicks is a
singer who usually projects an aura of pearls and lace of

latest album Rock a Little, and the only aura here is thatof vanilla yogurt. Spell that b-l-a-n-d
It's not that Rock a Little is a terrible album. If it was

terrible, it would be more interesting. This album is as flat

Niclcs-^ent^"
^"'^ ^ ^^"^"' ^^ ^ -^

--egrettable waste of

The alburn's title is accurate, for Nicks only rocks a lit-
tie, with T Can't Wait", which is reminiLnt of Pat
Benatar Unfortunately it is the only song on the album
that cooks. After that, the album just sinks

"Imperial Hotel", with its heavy organ and keen guitar
sounds almost Springsteen-like, but it has none of the
imagination or power of the original. Nicks is unsuccessful

;^^%'^t 1°"^/ "^ [°^ «f °*^«^ artists. Even the album's

hx. u ^^1 ' ^^ ""^ ^*''^» '* ^ "« ^^^^^ than the rest
of the garbage clogging Top 40 airwaves today. Its leaden

I
y^Tn'^^^S^ \y^ ^ng down like a barbell on a butterf-

ly, laik to Me would have benefited from a lighter and
quicker arrangement, a la "Gypsy". The only other song
of note IS Has Anyone Ever Written Anything For You"
which begins promisingly, but is eventually bogged down
by an annoying synthesizer (the bane of modern music).
Just using an acoustic piano would have sufficed, but
Nicks makes poor decisions throughout this album.
One cannot expect greatness — or even goodness —

trom an album with such inane song Utles as "Sisten-
Honey and "I Sing For the Things", and lyrics that ar^"
not worth mentioning, even in this review. If Stevie Nicks
wants to be remembered for her music, and not for just
tairies and lace, she must make her albums unforgettable
instead of just making albums.

Terry_Gilliam talks
Continued from Page 12

on them. In the whole wall, there might be 3 real drawers that
work.
DB: A great portion of your work, and the same could be said

of Python, involves a good deal of literacy. Do you find that
limiting in terms of an audience?
TO: My stuff is always coming from books, from paintings, and
music. I love Greek mythology. With Brazii,though, I think the
film is so visual that one can let the literate part disappear
somehwhat.
DB: So your creative style is decidedly different from say that

of Steven Spielberg?

TO: There's a difference, but there's also a similarity, tm very
-impressed by his technical skills, his ability to manipulate an
audience, but I'm not impressed by what he has to say. There's
nothing there, there's no literacy in what he has to say. He's
slipping into a world, which in another culture would be called

"manners" filmmaking. He's making films about films, not films

about life. He's not experienced life, is my feeling about him.
However, I wish that I was as good a filmmaker as he
sonjetimes is. He's so clear about, what he's doing, and why he's

doing it, except it's not about anything. It's like the soaps, like

Dynasty. I'm emotionally involved, but wait a minutel Like
E. T. . What's 'E. T. , but a bit of pandering.
You got a cuddly toy, po big deal about falling in love with

that, it's easy. What would be difficult was if he was really gro-

tesque, and you learned to love this thing and develop a rela-

tionship. The creature does whatever he needs to do to keep the
plot bubbling. If he needs to levitate, we pop that in about
two-thirds of the way into the film because we're running out
of ideas. That's using the creature, and not having any respect

for this extraterrestrial. He doesn't exist on his own, he's there
to pander to the kid. He was an extension of the kid, and I had
real difficulty with that.

DB: You mentioned Greek mythology. After the trials and
tribulations of the past year in getting Brazil released, is there

any character in mythology that you feel uou can identify with?
TG: Absolutely. Sisyphus was a wonderful character, more
clever than say Ulysses. He was a thief, that at one point held

Hades prisoner in the underworld. His problem was that he was
too clever. For his punishment he had this unbelievably tedious

task of having to push this giant rock up a hill, then having it

always roll back on him. It ends up that Brazil was like pushing
this rock up the hill, and we finally got it made, but then it

rolls back on top of us. Then we finally get it released, but now
I have to go on this junket. It. goes on like that, there is no end.
That'll teach me to make a thing like that.

Terry Gilliam appeared in conjunction with Melnitz Movies.

California is the only state in the union
where you can fall asleep under a rose

bush in full bloom and freezeTo death.

-W.C. Fields
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THE NAIL GARDEN
''over 12 years of quality sen/ice

'

'

Bear fic Bear Qe

Aduerttae

B25-21B1 Limited Offer (^"'=•1" f" Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475^500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

'NV
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^1^- To A BUSWr

IT'S JUST AROUND THE CORNER!!

SIGN UP NOW
^At^mm Walk, North & South Campus= ^=

TO GIVE
February 24-28

•Ackerman Union M-F 11:00-3:45 •LuValle Th.F 10:00-2 45
•North Campus M-W 10:00-2:45 •Residence Halls M-F 3:46-8:30
•Blood Donor Center (CHS) M-F 8:00-5:00 ^ * •

, _ For More Info Call

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE student welfare Commission KH31 2B 825-7586""^ ALL NEXT WEEK!!
Supported by Bruin Belles. Circle K. Panhellenic, ISG. BCF. MEChA, AC

iMN

DEMO-BLOWOUT!!
Save up to 60% on
with full guarantee

Reg. ^ Sale

NAD 6155 CasMtte Deck $398 $275
NAD 6125 CasMtte Deck 198 104
NAD 1155Pre-Amp 348 240
NAD 1020 Pre-Amp 149 105
NAD 3150 Integrated Amp 448 315
NAD 3125 Integrated Amp 228 160
NAD 4155 Tuner 398 270
NAD 7140 Receiver. 498 350
NAD 7125 Receiver 298 210
NAD 5125 Turntable 128 59
NAD 5120 Turntable... „ 198 79

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA
HOUBS: Moa.-Fri. 9aM-6pa

Camera Hi-Fi & Video %'isllV:tSi
Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase.

Prices listed are cash and carry and are subject to change. Quantities are limited to stock on hand
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Tlw ASUCLA ConvmailcMtoni Bowd My auppam •«
\|(MMnNy of CMonrii-t pofcy on nwv^taoMnaBon
Mo iwdhw ihn wtm i&mtmnmm wWd> prmrw
pareoni ol ay ortgln. ran. ratglon, an. or atmt
ortomatai In • tfamMning ««y. or ln«ty tM twy artMm to cwtain poaMoiM. nmliWn mlaa. or

atMM In aodaly NaMhar »« (My Bn*i nor to
ASUCLA Cownartmwa Bo«d Im ln»ia<)^tod My
o« tw aar«toaa atfMr«aad or adwarlaan ravraaanM In

Mi IHM Any paraon bilo«ing tiai an aJwrthawani

^ I" Mi tHM <MBlaa •• tant's polcy on mn-
ftariHwtwHeii aiatod haialn itum oommunkjm
ran$mm In mmnQ to tw Buamaai Managar. (My
Brum. » WaalwooJ Plaza. KH 112. La* Angatoi. CA
mo* For iiiinaiu i ««i Houatog dtoolmtnaaon
pratHama, cal ta UCLA Houaing OMoo at •25-4401.
or cai •• WaattMa Fair Houaing Offloa al 475>9e7i

OIna Sherman (AXA)
Happy 2 1 st Surprise

Birthday Party at 8.

I hope that nobody
drinks the bait.

*

Love Scott Your Date

Yes! It's the

Ganma Phi Beta
ski weekend!

Catch you on the

slopes...

I PARTY

J«Uil (AZ)
Get excited! Tonight's

initiation.

See ya there.

LYBS Martha
Woo Woo Woo Woo

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

OSNEL-
HAPPy r4-N-N-NlNETE£NTH
-WATCH OUT. WEVE GOT

SOMETHING UP OUR
SLEEVESIII

LUV, YOUR BREWIN BUDS
LIONARD ft KIWI

:y**A^>.^.'^>'*^^'*******^MEOAN (AAH)
it's been one constant
party since we three

met- and tonight will be
the wildest yetll

I

^ Happy BlrttKlay

!I Pi-Love Uso-Usa J

i
4*

Nayy-NM^th

You are the best Floor

in the whole world and

Xou need to know it!

Love you! Rondi

Pre-Rush Dinner

All Spring rushees ore invited to

0X for IMonday night dinner
Feb. 24 to meet the brothers and
become acquainted with the

excellent tradition which Thetd
Chi upholds. Happy Hour starts

at 5:30 followed by dinner at
6:00. After dinner the Rush

Chairmen shall be available for

questions and answers.
Coat and tie required.

Any immediate questions call

Rush Chairman:
David Katrosicy: 824-3342
Brian Walton: 824-0096

'e—'

TAPE kicker by engineering I on 2/13/86.

How about trying it without the rain? Dave
836-7718.

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING
(Quakers)

IS/leeting for worship
Sundays at 10:30
572 HIigard Ave.

PERSONAL 10

YOUR name in print. Writer needs story

on how your scar affects you. (213)821-

5053 message.

•••••••••••••••••••••g

g^ SIGMA KAPPAS |i:
Are yon ready ???

^
Only 8

nore days till...

MARCH Itt

EVERYONE HAS TO
LOSE IT SOMETIME.
BE A "FIRST-TIMER."-:

DONATE BLOOD
NEXT WEEK
ON CAMPUS

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(8l8)64<>-8638.

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $50(Vmo. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on machT
(213)852-0990.

SAM-Liquor can be expensive. Let's get
a natural high by giving bkxxJ on campus.
Anyday next week-Diane.

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818)880-4407, (818)680-4361.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

PLAY Doubie-Up, circular 2-man strategy

game. Tournament possible. For free in-

structions write: Warren Andrews. 120

Bedfofd Avenue. St. Lambert, Quebec,

J4fll28.

WANTED; Beauty contestants Great

pri20« for winnir>g smiles. Place; Univer-

sity Hilton lnfo-(213)969-2261.

CONNIE GEE (r<l»B)

HAPPY (EARLY) BIRTH-

DAY "HANGER!" Tfianitt

for being sucli a

special friend!

Love ya- Jaime

Dear Joyce (DZ)/
Can't wait till tonight,

when you become a

part of ttie sisterhood.

See you at initiation!

LYBS, Odilyn

AZ
Thanks for the great raid!

The EX. especially enjoyed it.

0X

A«ieii<ion
£<DE Little
Sisters

Sliftnber Party

tomorrow,

Saturday the 22nd,

9:00 pm sliarp.

Wear your PJ's.

li

Stephanie Reeves (AZ)
To n\e bettett Uttle sister

Inttiewortd.

Love ya lots.

LYBSLod
P.S. I found you on I.D.I

121

KA A £AM,
Get jDsyched for

GI^EK WEEK- It's less

ttxsn two weelcs
awayl Talent cx:t

practice today at 31

^IGMA ALPHA MU
UHLE SISTERS

T.G.I.F. BARBEQUE
BURGERS, DOGS,
AND DRINKS
TONIGHT 5:00

(YEA,YEA THATS A TICKET)

rMOMlCAUMo(M$ needed for com-
potHlon In Space Hair

Show. Mutt be 57- and
up. Aik tor Jerry or

Jeanne. 206-4477 or

*
*
*
*
*

^^r^^^^^^^^^ • . . « • f • • • f f *

PERSONAL 10

ZBT Ar OB
Trench coats and squirt

gnns taught us to spy,

Wo woro all on your llsis

So many of us diod.

Down to holl we all wont

Wboro tho timo was wall

spont

Drinking, Dancing, and a

lltdo romancing.

Thanks for tho
,

groat nitol

Lovo, tho AAn's

5:ae
You guys are

Wild! The pa-

jama exchange

was great! We'll

party with you

anytime!

Levef
The Chi-O^s

VcO

Michele
Boniols (AAn)
Congratula-
tions on your
engagement!

We're so
happy for you.

love, AAn

Zeta Activities and Dates
Are you ready?

The Jungle is HOT tonight!
For the Omega class*
^^Trepicai Passien^^

Pledge-Active '86
Holiday Inn by the Pier

9pm-lam
Invites Only

\

PSYCH UP

DELTA ZETA PLEDGESll

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT

YOU'VE BEEN

WAITING FOR!

CONGRATULATIONS TO

OUR SOON-TO-BE-

NEW-INITIATES.

SEE YOU AT THE
- HOUSE.

WE LOVE YOU!!

SKI BUNNIES
Thanks for

rrielting our
mountain! Our

slopes will

never be
. thie same.

I \ The ex
%*ifri^ii^*. Ski Team *

DELY LITTLE SISTERS
Little Sister Night 7:00
Movie Stai^ at 8:00
Call your big bro
for more info.
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Becky McFaiddeii
AAn

•- md ^^

m
Coliette
Schneider

Congratulations

on your
promises.

Good luclt!

Love. AAn

-£f GIVE YOURSELF THE EDGE

!

. '- - — —T
'

'"
'

'
" ~~i ' 7"*" '

t

ASUCLA Problem Solving Guides are especially written to complement and follow
UCLA course outlines for Chemistry, Economics, Math, PIC, and Psychology.
Availal»le on textbook shelves in the ASUCLA Students' Store.

Tera Koutz (AZ)

You're the greatest

III sis. I can hardly

wait til tonightl

Happy Initiation!

LYBS. Lori

j> V > ^i^i^,mtsn.i.n.^^^^i.i.<.,^t^^^,.^^^^it,^.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.
Nancy.

WANTED: Women with Endometriosis for

ongoing medical treatment study at UCLA.
For information, please call Denise at

825-7755.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS. 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-
couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermicidal products on
liver functkjn tests in seeking female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicidal
product or birth control pills during the
past three months. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and blood specimen. All

information confidential. Call (213)386-
5614 exg. 231 (Shirley).

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for lnfectk)us

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

SPERM DONORS 19
SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

BETA THETA PI

.Llllt^S^l.l.l.l.S.l.l.^lt^^.^'y--

AND

COLL€G€
PRESENT

TOUR/

HEALTH
SERVICES 22
THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

Having
Prohiemm?

General
Psychotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENiTA MAGiT

10845 Lindbr(x>k

Suite #2
Westwood Village

8241524

OPPORTUNITIES 26

DOUGLAS Ranch Camps hiring
counselors /instructors for summer in

Carmel Valley. Interview Feb 27th. See
Placennent Center.

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany kx>king for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or more. part-tinr>e. (213)852-0990
call between 1-5 PM.

.<

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical
Clinic. 820-0377.

PREGNANCY 20

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE CARE FREE TESTING
COUNSELING & RESOURCES

AVAILABLE
^ESTSIDE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLVD. SM

CALL 4SO S222
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

30S

SALONS 21
BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, cokx. 652-

5766.

FREE haircuts. Carlton Hair lnternatk>nal

needs nxxMs tor advarK:0d haircutting

dass. Call 475-8330

HOOPS ^HOMELESS
AN ALL ONIVERSITY 3 on 3 BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT AND SLAM DHNK CONTF.^T

I

MARCH 13-16.
GRAND PRIZE...A TRIP FOR THREE TO

(

t

COnVERSE

2nd Prize- Converse High top Baslietball Slioes
plus many otner prizes
All proceeds will benefit

SSISUNG 1 HE
.ENTRANCE FEES:

OMELESS

TOURNAMENT $45.00 per team
SLAM DUNK CONTEST $5.00

to benefit the Homeless of Los Angeles
* * All players must have valid reg card and photo i.d.*

*

For More Information Call: Mark Towery 208-2481
Tim Townsend 824-3868

I Free T-Shirt to all participants

V
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

Am

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office

appearance. Light typing and phones. Sal-

ary open. Call Mr. Davidson, (213)930-

1891.

AEROBICS instructors wanted. $10/hr.

Experience preferred Bevedy Hills YMCA
Call Randy or Grant. 553-071

ALL around person. Full-time to handle
supply ordering, clerical vvork, personnel
relatk>ns and nK>re, in large Westside
board aruJ care home. Warm, patient,

mature individual sought; potential for

growth. Mr. Hirsch 277^165.

ART dealer needs part-time office help in

Beverty Hills. $5/hr 276-0147.

ASIA travel/study, ^ months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

Athletic-kMking girts in Track and Field,

Swimming, Gymnastics, Tennis. $100/day.
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431.

CHILD Care needed, evening hrs. In-

cluding homework, meals, & clean-up. 3
days/week. 906-8372 Stephanie.

Attention WorkStudy:
Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400.

JOBS
Telephone Sales, How
would you like to work

part-time

(6:00- 1 2:00am) or

( 1 2:00-6:00pm) and make
$600/week comm. and

still be able to go to

school, so the/ can

teach you how to make
$300/^ek? If you're

sharp, energetic and have

a good speaking voice,

call Ed (213) 337-9525

CPA FIRM in Mkl-Wilshire needs mature
business major for 16 to 24 hours per
week with working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus. Intermediate accounting
helpful. Great opportunity and compensa-
tk>n based on experier>ce. Send resume
to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Bh^d.

#729, LA 90010.

CRUISESHIPS hiringi $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Woridlt Call for guide,
cassette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

COMPUTER Sales: 1) mature sales person
experienced w/ multi user computer. Ex-

cellent income possibilities 2) software
technical support for business systems.
UNIX and accounting knowfedge prefer-

red. Compu Dynamk» 854-1 104.

Mi Iprtnf. (nUHMm

CONSUMER research firm

tant. Good telephone skills. Will train. 25
hours plus, days/eves., WLA. Female
preferred. Mrs. Rost, 391-7232.

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions

now available at leading residential treat-

n>ent center for teenage boys. ExperierK»
preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME
COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR.(81 8)347-1 326.

e
•
e
e
•

SUMMER STAFF
needed for Arizona
Mountain Children's

Camp. Call J. Marks
(213) 475-4004

evenings.

s
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

DEPENDABLE person with car to drive
and run errands part-time. Pay and
mileage. David 659-1891 .

DRIVER ar>d errand runner needed. Must
have car and insurance. Call David at

659-1891

DRIVER female preferred MWF, 10am-
2pm, $5/hour. Permanent, my car my gas.
With time to study. 816-344-4170.

DRIVER part-time for elderly executive,
excellent driving record required. 2-3 days.
hours 9-3. 829-2100.

EARN from $700-$1500. part-time. Earn
from $i300-$2500 full-time. Salary plus

commission. PL4 Enterprises (213)294-
4052

ELECTRONIC Engineer wanted to design
a chip for display on TV tut>e Call

(213)461 3524.

ESTRAS neededl Attractive model types
and unusual faces for movies and TV
(818)764-0044.

EXPERIENCED typist, approximately 30-

40 hrs/wk. Minimum 70 wpm accurate.
Prefer! od expenence on IBM-pc Beverly
Glen Canyon area. $9/hr 279-1447.

EXPERIENCED waitress wanted. Full/

part-time located in Playa Del Rey. Call for

appointment. 545-6710, Jill.

EXTRAS Neededl Attractive nxxlel types
and unusual faces for movies and TV.
(818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-
pointment. ask for Gloria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred for busy Beverty Hills office.

Call(213)55<>-0950 ask for Teena.

GENERAL office. Light typing, phones,
basic accounting krK>wtedge. $&-$6/hour.

Compu-Dynamics 854-1 104.

GRCX^ERY dark. Part-time 6pm-midnight.
Some experience helpful. Westside
Mu rfcMl 477.3216.

HEAD COOK summer guest ranch near
Sur Valley. Idaho. Salary/room/board/tips

6/1-9/15 Also seeking ASSISTANT COOK
Days 382-8005. Eves 467-2340.

HOTEL night desk clerk. Saturday night

only iipm-7am. Edge of campus. 208-
-^ 3945

HOUSE cleaning and meal preparation in

» Woodland Hills honr>e 3 days per week
,, Occaisional weekends/overnight babysit-

_ t[ng Must haye transportation. Call eves
(818)704-9657 .

JEWISH conselor for a month Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated conselors. one month early

summer.(2 13)653-4771

LAST call for WLA Little League coaches
Boys & girts ages 8-12. Season goes
through mid-June Come & get involved:

call Paul 470-3816.

MOTHER'S helper needed 3-4 hrs. daily

for charming 3-yr.-old boy. WLA Call Hedy
Fte»h. 472-1587.

NANNY/Iight housewoik, errands Live-in.

Must drive, speak English. References re-

quired. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-6140

NON-SMOKING driver. 2:30-6pm. M-F
Prefer woman. 458-7977

OFFICE clerk. Person needed to run er-

rands, sort mail. ar>d perform all around
duties for prestigious WLA law firm. Hours
are 8am-1pm or lpm-6pm Call Gary
Carter. 312-4102.

OFFICE help, part-time. 18-20 hrs./week

Must type. Good with detail & numbers.
Car necessary. Salary open. Call Artene,

Monday & Wednesday: 8:30-2. (213)854-

3767 •*_

PART-TIME 6-HR/WEEK. secretary, non-

smoker, good with numbers, filing, phone
work, and some typing. (213)—474-9688.

PART-TIME receptionist for Westwood
Village consulting firm. Heavy phones,
light typing, general office duties. Profes-

sional demeanor. Contact Rob or Kathy

(213)208-6777.

PART-TIME fielp wanted. Ice cream store,

Melrose Ave. Hours/days/weekends
available. 653-3451

.

PART-TIME secretary wanted for Santa
Monica law firm. Bookkeeping. 4 P/C skills

helpful. Typing 40-60 wpm. 18-24 hrs.

4504483.

jj^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^^ ^Mfc

2 LA VAIF now Nrfng for JL

? GMtwakXXTW ?
ff^^'o^ ''*> CO" 41CM446 . ^S

#

part tlm« & on COM
podtlorv Evsninos ft

wsk<rxJi. Mutt t)aw
troTMportaitton.

GMt wsloorTW

f Uk yo«r w««k
witli extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Wettwood 208-5656

:

PART-time office work. MWF, 9-2 $5/hr.

Barnngton Hardware, Brentwood Village.

476-2864 contact Jan.

PART-TIME lab technician, handling
animals required, infertility lab in Beverly
Hills, Contact Kim (213)551-7965.

PART-TIME to market professional com-
puter seminars Must have car. (213)653-
4331

PERMANENT part-time employee, 10-15

hrs./week for clerk in the accounting
department. Ask for Ms. Stone 478-2541.

PET Lovers earn $1240/mo. sponsorship
Must be organized. (213) 384-8343

PLEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK 7:30^ 30 am . 2 30-3 30 pm ,

M-F. MUST HAVE CAR $50-$60/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS 275-6447

PROFESSIONAL woman needs personal

secretary for typing,errands, etc. Must
have own car & know WLA area. Knowl-
edge of entertainment injustry helpful Sal-

ary negotiable deending on skills. Call Jen.
(213)874-3000.

PUT your conscience to work on
CALPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank, P/T, evenings $100/wk Dale 473-

8491.
.

RETAIL Sales in Fishermen's Village in

Marina Del Rey Must want to learn all

at>out kites. Evenings and weekends; will

train; mature 822-2561.

SECURITY authorization agent Immediate
opening for a part-time agent within our
check payment services division After

noons, early evenings and weekends
Ideal candidate will have excellent vert>al

skills, good math aptitude and be detail

oriented. CRT exposure a plus. Apply in

person 8:30am-11am M-W or 1pm-4pm
Thursdays. Telecredit Inc., 1901 Ave. of

the Stars, Suite 300.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing Firm
needs P/T students to do clerical work
Please Call 452-9616.

SUMMER day camp in AgsauA 6»rvinq

San Fernando & Conejo Valleys seeks
strong staff. Counselorsjinstructors:
gym, horses, arts & crafts, swimming,
animals; Drivers $125-190 plus/wk. Call:

(818)706-8255.

TELEMARKETERS needed^ No selling

$5/hour w/attractive bonus. Part-time 9-5.

WLA. must have good phone personality.

Cathy shanley 479-491

1

TELEPHONE Sales. Photocopy supplies

Salary/commission/bonus. 'Leads*
Manager & trainees needed Call 395-

2009/8amlpm.

TRAIL GUIDE Summer guest rach near
Sun Valley, Idaho. Must have experience
with horses Ability to sing/pley guitar a
plus Musi commit 6/1-9/1'S. Days 382-

8005 Eves 467-2340

TYPIST/secretary for Santa Monica law of-

fice. Good work environment Salary nego-
tiable Call (213)393-5000

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES ..... 32
FREE Gucci bags, free Cartier watches,

free trips to Paris and $200-$500/weekly
doir>g part-time selling. High qualiity and
unique European products If qualified,

pickup your FREE Samples by appoint-

ment w/ Mr. Lawrence at (213)550-1562.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE" CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

NEED extra cash? We finally reached the

soiutk>n that works Send seK-addressed
envelope to; GIL Associates 10889
Wilshire Blvd Ste 960 LA, CA 90024.

$200-$500 weekly doing, part-time selling.

High quality French perfumes If qualified

get your FREE samples and FREE attache

case. Call Mr. Phillips for appointment at(213)550-1551.

RESTAURANTS 46

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELOR partly furnished and utilities.

Near V.A. hoapitai and UCLA bus. No
kitchen. $450/mo. 479-5638.

GUEST house, Culver City, quiet area

near MQfM, single, kitchen, bathroom.

$400 utilities included. (213) 839-9152.

SINGLE, pool, parking, block from campus
and village. Utilities paid $550/mo. 10966
Roabling Ave. 206-4253.

WALK UCLA hoorayl Spacious, furnished,

bachelor A single. Utilities included.

Manager- 644 Landfair #201 . 206-2676.

WESTWOOD condo. 6 minutes to UCLA.
2-bedroom, 2-bath., heated pool, security.

Available immediately-$950. Nancy.
(213)457-2609.

WESTWOOD.single apartment to sublet to

female student. 2 blocks from campus,

pod, penthouse, dean. $410. 208-1456.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49
APTS availible $750 and up Kelton

Towers. 515 Kelton 208-1976

UNFIRNISHED/single. Wilshire. $490. Full

kitchen, dressing room, charming older

building. 659-0370. Ask for Mickey. .

$1300. First morMh free Brentwood, brand
new Walk to UCLA *2 bedrooms. 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern,
building. 1 1675 Darlington. 827-4652

450 Single apartment Kitchen facilities,

laundry, carpet, drapes, utilities included

Santa Monica. 397-41 1

7

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52
BRENTWOOD Super-clean 2-bedroom.

carpeting, drapes, stove $l050/month

Only charging i month's rent, security/

cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

HOLLYWOOD Hills apartment Nice 1-

bed/1 -bath. Easy drive to UCLA $595/

month. 850-»036.

$950/mo Venice Beach. 2-t>ed. den, 1-3/4

bath Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood floors. Refur-

bished. Build-in Off street parking. 396-

1001.

$995-3 bedroom. 2 bath, built-ins, patio,

air. laundry, parking. West LA/Palms,

UCLA bus route. 479-6227.

ROOMMATES < 65 INSURANCE-.:... 91

VACATION
RENTALS..., 53
BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)
785-9865.

FANTASTIC weekend getaway. Horses,
fishing, camping, etc About $15/wk Call

(714)972-2220.

RENT fully furnished 3 bedroom. 2 bath
townhouse in Lake Arrowhead. 3/28-4/4 up
to 8 peo^4^ $800 Ce+4 Stephan ie-

(213)879-9494 or (818)891-3700

CLOSE, strategic Gayley location. Female
roomie wanted for large one-t>edroom.
$307 Call 208-0391.

FEMALE needed. Share room. 2-bedroom.
2-t)athroom apartment. 5 minutes walk to

campus. 824-1814. 824-3521.

FEMALE student, share furnished one
room apartment $243/month Available

March 1st. 625 Landfair 659-8724.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/
month. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE needed to share one-t>edroom
Gaylev apartment Excellent location - next

door to UCLA! Security building, pool, fur-

nished etc. $4l2/month. Call 824-1248 or
209-2342.

MALE or female Share 2-bed,l-bath.
Brentwood apartment $365-Dave 826-
2825 or 485-2721

MALE to share 1-bdrm apt New BIdg..

Westwood/National. $250.00/mo , Furnish-

ed. Call Howard 202-7371.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,
2-bath luxury apart. Pool. Jacuzzi,
microwave, dishwasher New security
building, walk to UCLA. Available now.
$350/month 824-0070.

ROOMMATE for you! We are a fast grow-
ing roommate referal service that Com-
bines personal communication with high
technotogy at a low cost (2 1 3)659-6958

.

STUNNING view. 23rd floor, 2-bed/2-bath
security bidg., underground parking.
Olympic pool, near campus. $700/mo. plus
1/2 utilities Available 3/22. Dennis. 479-
1208.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

..Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytime. 392-1108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable Jerry (2 1 ;^)39 1 -5657.

•
e
e
•
e

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

•
e
e
•

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

WESTWOOD luxury apartments. All

amenities. Fireplace, pool. Jacuzzi, game
room, utilities paid Walk to UCL^ Male.
S307/mo. Leave message at 208-2372.

PERSONAL
SERVICES...

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54
FEMALE, share bedroom, two-bedroom
spacious apartment, security, close UCLA.
lots extras! $260 call 839-5055.

NEEDED: 2 female rx>n-snr>oker8 to share

2-t}edroom 2-bath Brentwood apartment

$262 plus deposit 471-4655

PROFESSIONAL woman seeks female to

share 2 bed/2 bath apt in W Hollywood,

balcony, dishwasher, easy commute to

UCLA Non-smoker $400 656-4062

SHARE 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax area $325
Part of Duplex. (213) 852-6926.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59
SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1, 1986. in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period

Call (213)553-3266

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP...62

PRIVATE room with bath for child care
and light housekeeping Female prefer-

red. 472-6449.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...63

ROOM (with kitchen priviliges) for babysit-

ting (infant and 3 yr. old) and light

housework a few evenings and a few
hours on weekend Female student prefer-

red, quiet and reponsible. Call 392-1330/
825-4320.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen

privledges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

cluded, need car. Graduate student
preferred, $350, leave message, Abbie
(818)783-5151.

FURNISHED bedroom in large 3-bedroom
apartment kitchen privileges, patio. One
block off Westwood Blvd. $260/month
475-9205.
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SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polteh & clean your hord, semi-soft
orxj soft confoct lenses while you wait.
Return your coofocts to "Hke new coo-
dltkx^. Feel arxj see twtter.
Dr. Vogel, 1132 Westwood Bd. 208- 3011
Vottdafed Part(ino-20\ Off With This Ad

SUBLET 66
SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer. Second year

law students clerkir>g w/our firm need
west^de housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext 557 before 4:00 at Manati
Phelps. Rothenberg, Tunr>ey A Phillips

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-

nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan
(213)680-2222

O'MELVENY ft MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished
apartment any time
from May to August,
& possibly Yi of

September, our law
students will be needir>g
housing. Please Call:

RECRUITINO OFFICE
^69-6539 or 669-60i

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67
WALK to UCLA and Village. 2-bed/2 1/2

bath. Vacant/owner anxious.
Joyce.Schreiber Reality. 274-2900.

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96 -.

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICE! (8 18)798-8334

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
208^353

HEALTHFUL, theraputic. Swedish-Esalen
massage. Relaxing, also helps clean bodily

systems Call Betsy at (213)476-5728

MATURE, professional will house-sit. Long
term free, experienced and excellent
references. (213)839-0652. (818)762-7823

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349.

LARGE furnished room in Pacific Pali-

sades. Honrw, walk to beach.$300 454-
771 1 after 4 pm. Avail. 3/1

.

PRIVATE room & bath in spacious condo.
With garden setting Security building with
pool. 3 m iles from UCLA. Close to all

transportation. Female, non-smoker, $475
plus 1/2 utilities. Available 3/15. Please
call Susan (213)274-5513.

ROOM/bath, kitchen privteges, UCLA bus.
$300 female Spanish speaking student
prefened. Carol 828-2184 after 9 Pm
478-6355.

ROOM for rent In large 3 bedroom house
in Venice. Safe, quiet neighborhood near
beach. Fenced yard, fireplace.Must be a
non-smoker, responsible and very clean.
Graduate student or professional prefer-
red. Call Denise or Alberto. 392-3378.
$400. /month plus share of utilities.

Available March 2l8t.

FLYING
PARACHUTING ..;.... 76
LEARN to Flyl Special free intro, serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344^196

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/development/production. Any re-

quirement. (21 1 3)871 1 333. .

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;
help in writing Call SamI Kamal.
(818)760-3149.

RELATIONSHIP therapy for women who
"love too much Are you trying harder but
getting less in intimate relationships? Call

Phyllis Craig, Ph.D. (cand). Psych. Asst.

(213)479-7178.

RELAX! Scientific and technical support
for doctoral, master's and proprietary ap-
plications available. Services include
statistics, methodology, computerization,
scientific editing, and word processing.
Reasonable student rates. (818)780-6432.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TAXES: Short form $10; Long $30 Biggest
refunds. Investments. 15 yrs. experience
UCLA MBA. 390-5055.

CHILD CARE 90
"

2:45-5:45 Tu-Fri, two weeks on and two
weeks off. Must have car. $4.00/hr. Sunset
& Barrington. (213)476-5885.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR1 WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 880^407. (818) 8804361

.

EdMm9 * Typlafl
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economicaUy
21S^96-«19S

GD(gD^ daily bruin

TUTORING TYPING/WORD
OFFERED 98 PROCESSING 100

CALduS. statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828^029. 826-6928

^

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates

(213)935-7592.

ENGLISH as a second language tutor,

help with composition, grammar and pro-

nunciation and conversation. (213)658-

7213. ^
'

. ,

ITALIAN instructor, native. MA. Is looking

for exchange ot Italian instruction for

English. 65&0828, 654^4351.

MANDARIN tutor, from Mainland China,

help with standard pronunciation, gram-
mar, vocabulary and conversation.
Reasonable. (213)472-3265.

MOULTONS Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week 291-3158.— - -- .- - . .

SPANISH tutorin9 UCLA grad student.

Vast experience in language teaching.

824- 1 925 or leave message at 208-0 1 54

.

i PATIENT TUTOR }
5 MATH (;arithmetic through J

ABIGAIL Harper papers expeditiously and
professionally prepared on IBM PC XT
Laserjet Printer From $2.00 Call 395-
1052/393-1174.

APPLE and I word processing MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm $1 50-$2 25.
Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc
390-4588

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869

reliance, i-OK free INFORMA-*
JTIONCALL JIM MADIA. 383-«
r 6463. *

CANT type?. Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene. .

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,
$1.99/page. Make spelling correctk>ns
1(800)352-4343. ^13)514-9245.

IBM PC Wor^ processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-
tion format. Rush jpbs welcome. $2.00/
page and up Near UCLA. 473-2550.

IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses?
resumes/ all jobs welcome. Fast tur-

naround $1/page. 934-3458. 929-8423
aft?r6pm . - .; . . ..,.«

TYPING., word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-
sional. Low rates.' high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

TYPING and professional editing service
Terry} papers, research, manuscript^ pos-
ters, resu<nes. On campus pick-up.
(213)393U569 . •,- "

UNtYPED paper' due In the morning? Fast
typing, /easonable rates, early A.M. pick-

up. Briony 459-2942.
^

''

I

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jeah 476^154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCI^A
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012. ^^

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that wiH get it for you.
Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

,!.«.

TRAVEL. 105

SPRING Break, Save $ world wide. Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.
(818)989-3123.

t

:

OMI DAY TYMMO ^

HONOLULU-$229R/T:
MAUI-$St9 B/T:

LONDON-$519R/T:
SoHic ehideat diecoaato

avattable.SM /AU-DEAL
or (415)641-5t43. Aak for

••••• BoaBi«|««««tt

TUTORING
NFFOFD QQ

FRENCH tutor for 4tH grader Several

hours-week. Call Barbara eves. 934-5784

TUTOR - female for 10th grade girl. Biol-

ogy, geometry, English in Santa Monica.
399-4305.

'e

•
e
-e
•

wnier wMti BA ln~

aiG*ih wM type OfKl edit tern)

popen, tf>MM. scrtptt, resume*;

etc.Or edmng only. Over^S
yebrs experterx^.'^Wettwodd

VMoQe. Bli Dekjnay.

824-2853 or^824-51 it .

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112
n.
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TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING. 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM- 10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome: WLA;
Marian; 391-3622

A better paper - Writchand Word Prbcess-

ing. Call Lois 828-84 10

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

Mem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura,

410-2890.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC.
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $l.50/page,

WLA, Myung, 397-6344.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR $1-3/PAGE. CXlL
EVAN. (213K50-8719.

.^^^^'

Computer Won
fjrocessing ' '

Theses Dissertions

ASHLEYWELLS & CO
(213)4777593

Capri 1974, excellent condition. A/C.

Blaupunkt stereo, sheepskin &eat covers.

$1700 Ask for Jeff 209-3410.

DATSUN 1974 260Z. Recednt engine
work/paint. Good condition. $2400/otX).

Call evehings (213-^545-8900

LOW-PF^ICED reliable transportation cars

for sale. Financing available, fast loan ap-

proval. 934-9504.

SSS^SSC 33SS^

WOl^^D PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer -J block

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

P«t«littl« ^ Boaiaacoia
yo«r lif«. Drivo• Alfa

Roasoo froa...
B«v«rly Hills Alfa

3974 S. Bobcrtaoa at

7 Natloaal
(2 IS) 559-77«6

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.6^5324.
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A GOOD \DL\
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

Ojhen you hcsve

Q real thInQ
forsovlng money

I

you know the value of C
Advertising! You know
the easy, low cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money
saving purchases.

Enjoy saving

money-' Let

Classified make it
\^

happen!

BRUIN
CLASSIFIED
ADS

MGB 1979 convertible, racing green, great

condition. 50,000 miles, rebuilt engine,
am/fm cassette, original owner, $2900 otw.
Days (213)825-8570, evenings (213)208-
3161

TOYOTA. Celica 1980 good condition, new
tires, great cassette, am/fm stereo, $3800,

^call 824-3921

TRANSPORTATION car -1982 Ford
EXP,$2800 655-8861.

1962 Mercedes-220SE Coup. 2-door, 4-

speed, fuel injected, sunroof, European
model. Complete restoration, all receipts

$7000. firm. 820-7207.

1971 VW fastback Rebuilt engine, $800
negotiable, call Sousan 825-4821, or 828-
0605.

1972 Red VW new tires. Good condition.

$1200 479-7302

1973 Mercury Capri, V-6 engine, sunroof.
new upholstery. (818)784-2818.

1974 Datsun B210 New clutch, transmiss-

tion. paint, battery, upholstery, etcl $1,100
obo. Jay 824-0368

1974 DATSUN B210. One owner, $1100,
looks good, runs great. (213)623-2884 of-

fice. (213)545-4234 home. Josh.

1974 Fiat Spider Convertible. Runs Great.

Great Condition. AM/FM stereo. $1500
obo. (818)506-9670 after 2 PM
1975 Mustang Ghia 8 cylinder. 60.000
miles. Air, 2-tone brown. Original owner.
Best offer. (213)391-5159.

1975 MAZDA, RX$, stationwagon,
automatic, silver. 37K. good condition,

must sell, leave USA, $1000/obo,
(213)208-1226.

i r '

1977' DATSUN 810. A/C. automatic, AM/
FM radk), excellent engine, good condi-

tion, clean interior, $2,100 negotiable,

474-0059 evenings.

1978 Datsun 510 New paint, interior, tires.

brakes, must sell $1700 obo 456-2151

1978 HONDA Accord, $2900 Superb con-

ditk>n. Incredibly low mileage, 5-speed,

sunroof, call Sam. 472-9781.

1979 Fiat Spider. New paint, new top.

Rebuilt er>gine. Asking $2400 obo. Must
sell. t21 3)826^270.

1980 MGB convertible. Wire wheels, great

shape, $2300. 396-2531.

1980 TOYOTA Tercel, 4-speed. runs great,

$2450/Obo. (818)905-6483

1981 AUDI 4000. Red, 4-door, auto, k>ad-

ed, fxcellent condition, one owner,
$3,900/obo, p/p, 213-393-2495 evenings/

weekends, 213-312-3128 M/F days.

1982 MAZDA 626, auto, air, am/fm, 31 K,

excellent condition $5,085/obo. (818)340-

8562

69 VW Custom Camper. AC/DC frig, with 2
batteries. Rebuilt engine. $1250. 825-

2>14. (213)641-2630.

'76 Camero good conditk>n. AM/FM stereo

cassette, full power, excellent body, origi-

nal owner. 77,000 mi, air, $2,000 obo
454-3967

'

'77 Honda Civic, Sunroof. 4-sp. stk, XLNT
cond.. $1350 o.bo. Simeon 452-701

»

'79 VW Scirocco $3200 50.000 miles. 4-

speed manual. 837^4807.

'80 SW Rabbit, first owner. 4-door stick

shift, $38,000 miles, very good conditk>n.

Call 475-4702.

i
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That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified virindovif

(112 Kerckhoff)
for details.
SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!
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DEMO COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS FOR SALE
FUJITSU MICRO 16S 1695
:2DD, 128K, KYBRD, S/W
FUJITSU COLOR MON 395
FUJITSU 13MB HARD DISK 1200
MONOCHROME MONITORS 70
PC COMPATIBLE CLONE 600
LEADING EDGE MDLM ^ 995
:2DD, 640K, KEYBRD,
LEADING EDGE MDL M 1 245

NEC/8023 80 CLM 245
SWEETPEA PLOTTER CLONE 300
KEYtRONICS KEYBOARDS 100
MANNESMAN TALLY 160 500
CITIZEN MSP15 PRINTER 300
OKIDATA 84S PRINTER 695
FUJITSU 80 CLM PRT 395
FUJITSU 80CPS DAISYWHL 1400
HAYES 300 BAUD MODEM 1 95
HAYES 1200 BAUD EXTERNAL 300:640K, KYBRD, 10MB, S/W

* Also in stock brand new Leading Ed^e Model D and AT&T PC*
* * Call for best prices! * *

COMPU DYNAMICS (213)854-1 104

BE SOMEBODY
...HEAD THE
DAILY BRUIN

Don't let an
Amateur

Do your Teeth
PREVENTIVE AND

RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY
• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas ^^—
• Stereo Headphone (bring your own tape)
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms
welcome.

• Please mention this ad

For Appointment:
478-0363

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

BARRINGTON PLAZA
HAIR DESIGNERS

FEBRUARY SPECIALS!!!
(with this coupon)

Perms (reg. $55), only $35!

Haircut & Blowdry (reg. $27), only $17!

Tints (reg. $27), only $17!

Highlight (reg. $60), only $40!
^

213-477-1521
ED OR THERESA

• Tues or Wed only

11736Wilshire Blvd.

West Los Angeles
PARKING AVAILABLE

Tennis «

Continued from Page 24

fire him up.
~^

UCLA also got strong show-
ings from the fourth, fifth and
sixth men in the lineup, Tim
Trigueiro, Brett Greenwood
and Buff Farrow. All three

won with relative ease.

Now it's on to tomorrow
and Clemson. It is unusual for

two of the three top-ranked
teams in the nation to meet in

the quarterfinals, but when
the draw was made Clemson
was still just No. 6.

"They're (CHemson) a strong

team," said Trigueiro, "but

we have more depth. The key

is going to be the bottom of

the ladder. The top is going to

be tough.

"Hopefully, we'll get the

job done in singles."

The other scores from the

first round of competition
were as follows: Stanford d.

Harvard 5-4; SMU d. Min-
nesota 8-1; Clemson d. Arkan-
sas 6-3; use d. Miami 5-0;

Pepperdine d. Brigham Young
University 7-1; Texas d. South

Carolina 5-2; and Cal d.

Louisiana State 5-2.

MATCH RESULTS: Pat Connor
(OSU) d. Pearce 6-2, 6-4; Mike Kures

(UCLA) d. Robin Scott 6-3, 6-4; Dan
Nahirny (UCLA) d. Pat Harrisson 6-3,

6-4; Tim Trigueiro (UCLA) d. Chris

Schatz 6-2, 6-4; Rrett Greenwood
(UCLA) d. Paul Pearce 6-1, 6-2; and
Buff Farrow (UCLA) d. Sean Strickl-^

ing 6-4, 6-0.

Baseball
Continued from Page 23

enth innings with no major
drawbacks. In the' bottom of

the sixth UCLA added another

run after center fielder Alex

Sanchez tripled down the
right field line and then, after

Bobby Holley walked, scored

on Charlie Fiacco's infield

ground ball.

Stowell ran into some rough
waters in the eighth after

striking out Tom Lorenz to

lead off the inning. Stowell

worked infielder Bill Beeman
to a 2-2 count and then walk-

ed him. With Beeman on first,

Bronco first baseman Tom
Weeks sent Stowell's 1-0 pitch

just over the wall in right to

cut UCLA's lead in half, 4-2.

In the bottom of the eighth,

with Cal Poly reliever Darren
Gonzales on the mound, San-

chez singled and stole second

to lead off the inning. Holley

flew out and Fiacco reached

base on an error by Bronco

shortstop Marty Rivero. Gon-
zales walked LovuUo to load

the bases and Haselman rip-

ped a two run-single to left

giving UCLA its final two
scores.

Adams brought junior col-

lege transfer David Dale in to

pitch the ninth and in Dale's

first appearance as a Bruin he
struck out the side to earn the

save.

Basketball
Continued from Page 24

This time, Gaines threw the

ball to Miller in the corner.

Miller failed to score.

After halftime, Cal looked
like it was going to oontinue-

right where it left off. Guard
Chris Washington scored a

quick layin off a Kevin
Johnson pass to put Cal ahead
37-32.

At 39-34, the Bruins started

a roll of their own, scoring

ei^ht straight points to take

the lead for good. UCLA con-

tinued to outscore the Bears
stretching the lead to 59-48

after Jack Haley sank two
shots from the free throw line.

*

Haley scored 12 points in

the game, the second highest

total on the team. Couple that

with the junior center's 12 re-

bounds in the game and you
begin to think that the Bruins
might just have a legitimate

big man after all.

"Haley's progress has been

jlfifmesentative of hifi h»r4-
work," said Hazzard.
You couldn't argue with

that assessment. Haley spent
as much time diving for loose

balls and banging bodies in-

side the paint, playing defense

against Cal's Leonard Taylor.
"There was definitely a lot

of added incentive (to win this

game) because of the way Cal
celebrated their win over us,"

said Haley. -

"90 percent," said Miller

when asked how much Cal's

win earlier had motivated the

Bruins for this game. "It was
one doggone game they beat
us and they acted like it was
the end of the world.

"All we can do is beat them
here and keep them winless at

Pauley."

Women's basketball

Continued from Page 24

seems to be a pattern this

year.

UCLA also suffered its first

loss to Arizona earlier this

year at Pauley Pavilion and
then repeated the trick in Tuc-
son last week.

Interestingly, the Cardinal

is another team that has never

beaten UCLA.
The Bruins are expected to

start Anne Dean and' Shari

Biggs at the forward positions

with 6-5 center Sue Mead
completing the frontline.

The trio will be facing a

young but talented Stanford

team led by sophomore Kami
A*nderson. The 6-0 Anderson is

averaging 11.1 points per
game.

Joining Anderson is a pair

of freshmen, Evon Asforis and
Jill Yanke. Asforis, at 6-2 is

scoring at a 9.3 point clip

while leading the team in re-

bounding with 8.6 per game.
Yanke, 6-5, is scoring 12.5
points per game and collecting
seven rebounds per contest.

Stanford's guards possess the
team's experience. Virginia
Sourlis, a senior, and junior
Erica Mueser combine for
almost 20 points per game.

Applications are now being accepted for qualified copy editors.
Only those who are seriously interested and have journalism/
English background are encouraged to apply. Please contact Amy
Stirnkorb at 825-2795 or 825'9898.
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Scooters & Accessories

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!

•

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

J13347 W. Washington Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066

lT^(a i3)306-7906i^t

SCOOTER/'84 Honda Passport Great
conditioni Can show in Westwood. $375
obo. Must Selll 74&-0845.

1982 Honda Urban Express. Black, good
condition, new registration, extremely
reliable. $300/offer. Todd. 478-2084.

'85 Honda Elite 80 w/ basket. Best
transportation around. Must sell now. $950
Obo. Call 824-0777.

ADVERTISE
81S-tlll

FULL-SIZED bed w/mattress and box spr-

ing, 3 yrs. old. good condition. $50/obo.
Leave message (213)823-8275.

BARGAIN BOX 125

* 6 MATTRESSES ir*
All new hotel .set.s gtiaranteed

T*'" Set «i,...«„ $50
Fu" Set |6g
Queen Set $88
King Set fgg
New 5 piece bedroom set $118
New full size or queen sleeper $139
New .sofa and love .seat $159
Oak Finish coffee tableB.7rn7.~. $20
End Tables $15
Lamps 17

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150
Desk $150 Wail unit $150 Dinette set
$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160 Bedroom set $495 Sofa & love seat
$495 Dining room set $895 Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

DISKETTES SSOD 52«. DSDD 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc.^ 1633 Westwood Blvd., #120.
Tele (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives Major
band overstock, new w/warranty. Works
on all Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

DIAMOND ring. Suitable for man or
woman. Worn once. $250 or best Call
Dave (213)461-1863.
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Wilier ended the game wittr^
27 points to lead all scorers.

Bruin Notes: Reid attended, the
game with UCLA coaching legend
John Wooden and answered questions
from local reporters during halftime .

. . At the conclusion of the game,
Reid was escorted into the UCLA
locker room. Hanging on the wall was
a UCLA jersey with the number "34"

printed on it. Reid had .said that if he
came to UCLA he would want to

wear that number because it was
Worn by his idol, former UCLA All-

America David Greenwood . . .

Reid won't make a decision on which
college he will attend until the April
signing date.

i
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Bruins open season
with win over CSDH
By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA's women's softball

learn started their 1986 cam-
paign off right with a two
wins over Cal State Dom-
inguez Hills. _,_^______

In a doubleheader that
UCLA coach Sharron Backus
called a warmup to a tough
meeting with Cal Poly
Pomona on Saturday, the
Bruins utilized every inning of
regular play and then some to

defeat the Toros.

The first game went down
to the top of the seventh inn-

ing before UCLA could put a
run on the board and unfor-
tunately for the home team
Toros, that single tally proved
to be the winning margin, the
Bruins winning, 1-0.

In her first at bat as a

Bruin, freshman Karen
Walker drove in the winning
run with a hard line drive into

leftfield.

Former Hart High pitching
ace Samantha Ford went the
distance in the first end of the
doubleheader, striking out
nine, and allowing only two
CSDH batters to reach base.

base. Junior outfielder Kaelyn
Silva stepped up to the plate
and proceeded to punch out a
hit that scored Olivie.

Wattenburg not only ad-
vanced the runner on the scor-
ing play but put on an im-
pressive show behind the plate
is well.

"She did a really good job,"
said UCLA assistant coach Sue
Enquist, "not only physically
but with her calls as well. She
kept Dominguez o^f balance
all game."
Wattenbufg's bunt and

Silva's run bktted in weren't
good enough,' however as the
Toros camei back with a score
of their own to tie the game.
But Mary Ricks was put on se-

cond base at the beginning of
the second inningiand advanc-
ed to third on a ^tnjr^y se-

cond baseman Lisa.j^mketd.

" Sam' (Ford) pitched real^
ly well and so did Michelle
(Phillips, UCLA's pitcher in

game two)," said Bruin'
rightfielder Julie Henderson.

Phillips, like her pitching
partner Ford, allowed only

,tttwo hits in the game. The
freshman allowed one run
against her but With the help
of the International Tie
Breaker Rule (a ruling which
puts a runner on second base
if the score is tied after the

seventh inning), the Bruins
pulled out the second game,
2-1.

Came two went a marathon
11 innings due to the Bruins'

inability to capitilize on many
scoring opportunities, in-

cluding a bases-loaded, no-out
situation in the first inning.

«_ With the Tie Breaker Rule
in effect and Bruin Chris
Olivie positioned on second
base, catcher Shauna Watten-
burg advanced Olivie to third

Sam Arledge (dyKHit a shot
into right-center Weld to drive
in Ricks and win the game,
2-1.

"Overall it was a good
showing for our opening
season game, considering we
haven't been outside in a
week," said Enquist. "We
iwere happy with the tur-
nout.

"I thought we did really

good," said Henderson, "con-
sidering we haven't touched
the bat in a long time."

The Bruin Bruin team has
not collectively taken batting
practice for eight days due to
the inclement weather and
that those cuts came in a
scrimmage game, not an in-

tense hitting excercise, said
Henderson.

If the sun stays out, UCLA
will have one more day of
practice before they face Cal
Poly Pamona 1 p.m. Saturday
at Sunset Canyon softball
field.

The Mustangs are led by
junior All-America pitcher
Rhonda Wheatley who led the
team to the NCAA champion-
ships last season.

"If we don't adjust our of-

fense," said Enquist, "she's go-

ing to be very difficult to hit."

Bruins iiope for fair

weather against UCSB
By Karl Kimme*

UCLA's women's tennis
team meets UC Santa Barbara
tomorrow at the Sunset Rec.
Courts at 1:30 p.m.
The game will be the

Bruins' first team match since

January, as the squad w&s
rained out last Wednesday
against the University of San
Diego.

The only other action for

the team came when selected

singles players went to the

ITCA tournament in Texas.

While the blue and gold

sent only a few players to

Houston, the Cauchos, Avho
are 5-3 on the season, sent the

whole squad to Arizona to

play in the University of
Arizona's eight team tourna-
ment. /

In the quarter-finals the
team lost to Arizona State,

placing fifth on the sun-baked
Tucson courts.

Meanwhile UCLA is worry-
ing more about having enough
sun for today's match. Last
week's record-setting storm
created big enough rivers

around the Sunset courts to

move mountains of dirt onto
nearby walkways. Despite re-

cent flash floods through the

recreation center, however,
tomorrow's forecast for fair

weather should put frustration

over wet courts out of the pic-

ture.

UCSB will not worry the

Bruins quite as much,
although six-year coach Angie
Minissian has not had a losing

season yet. The squad rests its

weight on a fleet of freshman
and while inexperience
weakens their game, Mette
Frank and Liz Costa pick it

up.

While the Cauchos rely on
these two women,. UCLA
coach Cayle Codwin will un-
doubtedly look to Jane
Thomas, Jennifer Fuchs, and
Maria LaFranchi to lead the

Bruias.

The three leading ladies

have been at the top of
UCLA's roster for months
now, and have spurred the

team on for many of the wins
early in the season.
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LINEAR TRACUTTING °

System
TM

Describes yet another aspect of my newest haircutting technique that defies
op|W8rtionand contrasts any prior haircutting method. Hair is cut into (NOTJUbT OFF) with paint-like brush-stroke gliding angled cuts following specific
patterns determined only by my newest evaluatk>n process, geared towards the
most precisely finished hair design desired.

<jrl

Happy Hair Hour-cuts from $ 1 2 w/coupon V
foi H.TV

^ur 1 7th Year at 925 Broxton • 208-7277 208-4247
Now open Sunday 12-5 SASSOON S. SASSOON

proudly presents

AT TIHIE

*ilLL^lJt

r

SATURDAY FEB. 22
9:00 PM -2:00 AM

900 HILGARD
corner of Hilgard and LeConte

$2.00 COVER CHARGE (at door) Enters you in our raffle!

S9_guys put on your kdy Bans and girls put on those poo-
dle skirts and party to the music of the 50's and the 80's.

50's attire mandatory
For more info call Marcy, Steve, or Debby at 208-3081

This special event is sponsored by the Jewish Student Union

i
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WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SALON
Exceptional Offer by Marfca

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (ind. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (reg.'SO)

PERMS (inclsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35 (rcg. *70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.

'"

V^

//todak \

[Cohnimch]

V system/
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SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 105 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

SPECIALS
---- coupon -- —

20x28 COLOR PRINT
($25 value)

from your negative, with

$50 minimum purchase.

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
^ PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE 5

Not valid w/ My 6tMr OWr.
Exp 3-28-86

. • • » coupon- - • - «

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp $6 OFF
24 exp ..$4 OFF
12 exp .....$2 0FF
120format ..._^.»».$3 OFF
220format ........ ...:$5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-28-86

sa
WILailinCDL ^

I- -> - - coupon . - - -

.

FREE
ROLL OF FILM

with every roll developed
and printed.

fUm va lid w^^tny otncr oft

Exp. 3-28-86

•» • • coupon. • • •

SLIDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURS!

$10FF
w/ COUPON

Computer Generated
Slides Available

iwi voiiivj «/ «..7 v,w.«. w—
I Not valid w/ any other offer.

I Exp 3-28-86 Exp 3-28-86

l;«ii*«.---M--i-i>--'-*«ii-ii-ii--i>ip>iPM>i^

. « . . .coupon. « . . •

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20x28 24.95

20 X 24 22.95

16x20.....'. 18.95

12x 16 14.95

11 X 14 ...12.95

8x 12 ....5.95

8x 10 5.95

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-28-86

CUT OUT FOR CHICKEN THAT'S A BIT OF A HAM

STEAK & MALIBU CHICKEN

- NOW ^OaW^ (With this coupon)

INCLUDES ALL YOU CAN EAT FRESH FRUIT & SALAD BAR
With this coupon, you'll enjoy a tender breast of chicken
patty topped with ham and swiss cheese, to dip in our zippy
mustard sauce. Plus a juicy steak, a baked potato or french
fries and Sizzler toast.

Sizzler
Steak Seafood Salad

I

. Offer Good Only At:

Sizzler-Westwood Village

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788

NOT VALID FOR TAKE-OUT ORDERS

OFFER GOOD
FOR EVERYONE
IN PARTY THRU:

2-28-86

'i.

Tracksters open season

against SDSU, CSLA
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

Come rain or shine, the

UCLA track and field team
will open its season with a

triangular meet against San
Diego State and Cal State Los

Angeles Saturday. The field

events start off the day,
beginning at 11 a.m.

The meet, against two
teams not known for their

track programs, will give

UCLA coach Bob Larsen a

chance to evaluate and show
off his talented young
freshman class.

"Because it's our first meet,

w6 don't know what to expect

from our team," said" Larsen.

"We see this as a chance to see

some people in a good com-
petitive effort."

Larsen will be a little on
the short-handed side for the

meet because of the Los
Angeles Times/GTE indoor

meet tonight. Several Bruins

are scheduled to compete in

the Times meet so they won't

be running a full program for

UCLA.
This list includes Larsen's

prized fresh men H em y
Thomas, Danny Everett and
Brandon Richards. Thomas is

expected to run in just two
races for the Bruins on Satur-

day, either the 100 or 2Q0-

meter dash and a relay, said

Larsen.

The same can be said for

Everett who is entered in the

mile relay for UCLA in Fri-

day's Times meet.

Taking the place of the tal-

ented sprinters in Saturday's,

races will be Mike Marsh and
Willie Anderson. Marsh was
T ho m as' tea m m at e at
Hawthorne High School and
was the California 200-meter

champion after Thomas pulled

out of the meet because of an
emergency appendectomy.

Anderson's exploits are more
recognized on the football"

field rather than the track. A
member of the Bruins 1986
winning Rose Bowl team,
Anderson averaged more than
20 yards each time he caught
the ball and scored four
touchdown passes. Laurence
Burkley, another football wide
receiver, is also a member of

the track team this spring.

"We'll try to get them
(Anderson and Burkley) in,"

said Larsen. "We haven't had
any^ time trials so we don't

know what they'll run, yet."

Larsen will also have senior

transfer Mikfe Powell, one of

frhr rnnntry's best long:
jumpers competing Saturday,
along with returning All-

Americas John Frazier,
throws, Jon Butler, distances,

and Jim Connolly, javelin and
decathlon.

Busy weekend ahead
for UCLA's women
By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer
I

This weekend may prove to

be the UCLA women's track

team's busiest of the season.

After today's LA Times Indoor
Invitational, the Bruins will

have to quickly recuperate for

their outdoor season opener
the next morning against San
Diego State and Cal State Los
Angeles.

Field events begin at 11:00
a.m., with Pat Espinoza and
Tami Richardson in the jave-

lin throw. Toni Lutjens and
Kris Larson will be competing
in both the discus and shot
put.

Lutjens pulled herself
through several injuries last

year to make the National
team and place fourth in the
discus.

The 3,000-meter run will
start off the running events, at

1:30 p.m., with seven Bruins
entered. Shannon Stryker and
Mo Winner are expected to be
among the top finishers.
Coach Bobby Kersee is ex-
treniely pleased with this
year's distance team.
"The biggest thing that I'm

happy about is our distance
program," said Kersee. "I
have to praise Bob Messina for
the job he did in cross coun-
try, and I'm sure that's going
to be a big plus for our pro-
gram because the distance
program has never been as
strong as it is now."

This year's team promises to
place well in the National
Championships. Kersee at-
tributes the predicted success
to the amount of depth.

"I could list them from 'A'
to 'Z\" said Kersee. "We've
got very good depth this year.

our main philosophy being to

score some heavy points in

some areas, try to ge some
sure winning points, and then
just point people to death and
let them accumulate to place
high through our dual meets,
our conference meet and on to

the National Championships."
"If I could list everybody by

name in terms of people who
are going to contribute, I

would," continued Kersee. "I

think they all are going to

contribute somewhat.
The two outstanding

freshman in the sprint and
hurdle area on this year's team
are Choo Choo Knighten and
Nicolle Thompson.
"They are both outstandijlig

high school runners who are

fitting into the program well,

and overall I don't have any
serious cotnplaints," said
Kersee. Knighten is entered in

the 100-meter hurdles in

Saturday's meet.
Kersee is confident that this

year's squad will successfully

travel the road to NCAA's,
beginning with the season
opener this weekend.
"Our main goal this season

is to be patient because we
have a young squad, we have
a lot of talent, and we have a
lot of depth," said Kersee.

"We spoke earlier about tak-

ing our time and not over-
working the athlete to prevent
injuries. I always have a
philosophy that it's no fun in

the challenge unless you are
going for the NCAA champi-
onship.". ^__.
To add to their heavy

weekend schedule, several of

the Bruins will be competing
in the Michelob Invitational at

the San Diego Sports Arena
Sunday afternoon. ^

Gaels in Wooden Center
to prolong spikers' woes
By Bob Brunwin ^

the UCLA volleyball team
takes on No. 20 Mount St.

Mary's Gaels in the John
Wooden Center tonight at

7:30 p.m.

I'he Bruins are coming off

an extremely disappointing
five-game loss to No. 7 Long
Beich State on Wednesday.
February 12, the Bruins

smashed the 49ers in three
games.

"When you blow somebody
-^out like we did to Long Beach
(in their first meeting)," said

UCLA coach Al Scates, "it's

hard to have respect for them
the next time that you play
them. Long Beach just wasn't
intimidated by us and we let

them off the hook."
Scates felt that his team was

not blocking as well as it

should have and he indicated
that changes would have to be
made in the starting lineup.

**rm asking (Andy)
Klussman to do more blocking
in the middle and we may be
coming out with a different
lineup," said Scates.

One player who will

definitely sit out tonight is set-

ter Matt Whitacker.
Whitacker has had the flu
since Tuesday.

As for St. Mary's, they
aren't expected to be much
competition for the Bruins,
but then again, neither was
Long Beach.
As evidenced by the Long

Beach match, the national
rankings sometimes don't
mean a great deal. In the
world of collegiate volleyball,

positions in the rankings are
very precarious. Like any
sport, a major factor is always
reputation in regular con-
ference play and if a team
(CSULB) is able to play the
game without letting images
effect them, the result can be
an upset victory.

The Bruins found out Wed-
nesday night that it isn't who
you are, it's what you do.

"It doesn't matter who they
are," said Scates, "we go out
there to crush them^. We're go-
ing to go out there and try to
build some momentum for the
m^tch with USC on Saturday,
which is something I'm look-
ing forward to, particularly
after a loss."

Applications are now being accepted for
qualified copy editors. Only those who
are seriously interested and have journal-
ism/English background are encouraged
to apply. Please contact Amy Stirnkorb at

825-2795 or 825-9898.

UinPn WESTWOOD
J!|J^ 824-4737
SPririJ 950 GAYLEY AVE.
I«#LJ LJ I (Free Parking in Rear)

MOVIES • dAMES • VCR'S
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE
RENT 3 MOVIES OR MORE a CDCr j_
AND GET SECOND DAY X rntt X

SAVE $4!

RENT 1 MOVIE
GET 1 FREE!

coupon

rSAVE $5! ; UCLA STUDENT &
v/rppPMTAi ' STAFF SPECIAL!

«fi O^A HAY I

'-"'^ MEMBERSHIP
$6.95 A DAY I NOW $30 (REG $100)

coupon
I INCLUDES 12 FREE RENTALS

WESTWOOD LUGGAGE

25%-70% SALE
ONENTIRE STOCK!*

•Umbrellas •Briefcases

•Wallets

•Clocks

Luggage

^Portfolios

Gifts
wSCmm

^And Morel

'The Hidden Store With Something For Everyone'

940 Westwood BL
(comer of Westwood& Weybum

* UCLA STUDENTS AND n«^ '© Hungry Tiger)

STAFF ONLY, WITH VALID ID. ^-^^ Wff\f\f\
(VAUD UNTIL MARCH 7) 208-/900
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Bruins bust Broncos at JRS
Batters beat 3rd All-Anfierica pitcher, 6-2
By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

The weather around
Southern California, it

seems, has taken a turn for

the better. That means the
UCLA baseball team has
been able to play its

ballgames lately instead of
cancelling them and that in

turn has meant good things
for the Bruins.

UCLA had no major
problems in handing Cal
Poly Pomona a 6-2 defeat
at Jackie Robinson Stadium
yesterday. It was the
Bruins' fourth victory in the
last five games and fifth out
of the last seven.

But more importantly it

was UCLA's second solid

baseball game in a row— a
good sign that the Bruins
are determined to win some
ballgames this year.

"This is what happens
when we play up to our
capability," said coach
Gary Adams. "The pitching
was good, our hitting was
there when we needed it

and our defense was solid

as well. It looks like we fi-

nally put everythiivg'
together."

That indeed was exactly
what it looked like.

Bruin starter Jeff Conine
pitched five solid innings of

shutout ball to earn the vic-

tory, raising his record to a
team leading 3-0. Conine

allowed just two hits,
struck out four and walked
five before being replaced
in the sixth by reliever
Steve Stowell. d

But by the time Stowell
entered the scene the Bruins
had built a 3-0 cushion
against Bronco All-America
left hander Mike Munoz
and it was clear that UCLA
was prepared to take
whatever Cal Poly had to
offer.

The Bruins got into trou-
ble early after Conine
retired the leadoff hitter, he
walked second baseman
John Chapman. With a 3-1

count on the next batter,^
first baseman Tom Weeks,
Conine picked off Chap-
man at first.

However Conine went on
to walk Weeks, and the
next batter, rightfielder
Steve Menes, reached base
on a Torey Lovullo error at

second. Conine walked the
next batter to load the bases
before settling down and
striking out Keith Barrett to
end the inning.

With two outs and no-
body on in the second _

ing UCLA managed to load
the bases for its first scoring
threat of the day. Back to
Dack singles by Gary Ber-
man and Scotts Cline,
followed by a walk to Alex
Sanchez loaded the bases,

but Bobby Holley grounded
out to end the inning.

Conine faced just three
batters in the third while in
the bottom of the inning
UCLA finally cracked the
scoreboard. Charlie Fiacco
was hit by a pitch to lead
off the inning before
Lovullo walked.

After Lovullo stole se-

cond, and then took third
on a wild throw, left fielder

Steve Hisey singled to
center scoring the first

Bruin run.

The game was a pitcher's
battle from the first inning
on and it looked as if things
were going to stay that way
unta UCLA's half of the
fifth inning.

After Lovullo struck out
for the second 4ime of the
day backup catcher Bill

Haselman, getting a rare
start as Adams gave regular
catcher Todd Zeile the day
off, walked on four pitches.

Hisey replaced Haselman
at first after a fielder's

choice eliminated him and
designated hitter John
Joslyn took Munoz's 2-1
pitch deep over the
rightfield wall into the
eap seats (and I do meekit

Ihe cheap seats since there
are none there) for a two
run blast— his fourth
round tripper of the year.
From there Stowell, a 6-0

left handed junior, took the
mound and worked his way
through the sixth and sev-

Continued on Page 20
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//PREMIER YOUR SMILE TONIGHT"
Give Your Award Winning Smile the Care

and Attention it Needs!

Richard Phillips, D.D.S.

10921 Wilshire Blvd.

208-4779 Exp. 4/30/86

UCLA Students & Staff:

Get Acquainted Offer-

Cleaning & Examination

$W00 reg $70.00
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Haif-Price Sale-Ail Books
1/2 of List Price

Gifts-Section

Room 22^80 URL
Feb. 24 - Feb. 28- I week only

IHalf-Price Saie.

international Students Association

-k Language Exchange-weekdays———r^^—^ r-

• Volleyball- Fridays 9 to 1 1am at Men's Gym
5 to 7pm at James Wooden Center

• Coffee Break-5pm Mondays & Thursdays at Coffee House

• Evening In Africa-Friday 2/21, 6 to 9pm at ISC

• American Cultural Picnic-Sat. 3/29 1 1 to 5pm at Sunset Rec.

call 825-1834 for more information
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^ sports Rick Alexander, Sports Editor

Rkk Schwaru. Assistant Sports Editor

Andrea Tecrkk, Assistant Sports Editor
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Bruins avenge earlier loss, beat Cai 76-63

J.R. attends game but UCLA
won't Reid anything into it

By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

A full UCLA student section
let highly sought-after basket-
ball recruit J.R. Reid know
that he was wanted before last

night's game against Cal.
Chants of "We want J.R."

and J.R. Reid t-shirts and
banners filled the stands.

"It was nice to know that

_ we (UCLA fans) did that,"
said UCLA coach Walt Haz-
zard. "I think he feels ap-
preciated and I wish we didn't
have to send him back."
Then as if to drive the point

home, the Bruins tried to
show that Reid was as needed
on the court as much as he

^was wanted by the students.
UCLA squandered a 10-point
first half lead before pulling
away to a 76-63 win over the
Bears.

The win breaks the Bruins'

two game losing skid ami-iro.
proves their home record to
11-2, one of the best marks in

the Pac-10. It also avenges an
earlier defeat to Berkeley, the
first time the Bears had beaten
UCLA in 25 years.

UCLA appeared to be in

command of the match right
from the Bruin-controlled
jump ball. As might be ex-
pected, Reggie Miller scored
the Bruins' first points off of
that jump ball.

Never scoring more than
four points in a stretch, the
Bruins built up a 16-9 lead

that later became a 22-13 ad-
vantage when Miller sank a
high 16-footer from the left

corner. The basket was
Miller's nineth and tenth
points of the young game.
The Bruins continued to

creep away from the Bears as
they amassed the biggest lead
of the first half at 32-22. Then
disaster struck.

UCLA watched almost
helplessly as Cal scored 13
unanswered points to take a
35-32 lead into the locker
room.

"I thought we might have
run out of gas toward the end
of the first half," said Haz-
zard. "That was probably my
fault. I should have
substituted more."
UCLA's frustration was

characterized by guard Pooh
Richardson. Trying to set up a
play, Richardson passed the
ball to Corey Gaines with in-

struotJQnfi Qfl to where
should go

Gaines passed the ball back
to Richardson.
Once again, Richardson

threw the ball to Gaines and
shouted instructions.

For a second time Gaines
threw the ball back to
Richardson.

This time, with more than
hint of exasperation on his
face, Richardson passed the
ball to Gaines with instruc-
tions on where to throw the
ball.

Continued on Page 20

UCLA women host

Stanford en route to

JlrstJpsing season

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

Now assured of its first los-

ing season in school history,

the UCLA women's basketball
team will only be playing for
pride tomorrow night when
they host Stanford at 7:30
p.m.
UCLA goes into the gamev^

with a 10-15 record and three
games remaining on its
schedule, including the final
game against crosstown- rival .

use.
Earlier this year in Palo

Alto, the Bruins beat the Car-
dinal 65-62, but not without
some intense moments iov
UCLA coach Billie Moore.

*

The Bruins played an excep-
tional first half in that game
on their way to a 19-point
halftime lead.

UCLA increased that lead
to 21 points early in the se-
cond half only to have Stan-
ford stage a dramatic com-
eback helped by^ Bomfl poeF=

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Jack Haley scored 12 points and grabbed a game-high 12
rebounds in UCLA's 76-63 win over Cai.

Bruin gymnasts travellto ASU
Men, wQmen in action against tough field

free throw shooting by the
Bruins. But it was the free
throw shooting that eventually
won the game for UCLA.
Jaime Brown, with just se-

conds left in the game sank
both ends of a one-and-one
opportunity to give the Bruins
the final margin of victory.
The Bruins are coming off a

mildly surprising 81-68 loss to
Brigham Young Wednesday
night. It was the first time the
Cougars had ever beaten
UCLA. The first-time win

Continued on Page 20

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

TEMPE, Ariz.— Both
the UCLA men's and
women's gymnastics teams
will be in action tonight at
the Southwest Cup Invita-
tional hosted by Arizona
State.

UCLA, ASU, Nebraska,
and Houston Baptist will

send teams to meet at the
Sun Devils* University
Athletic Center.

After a very successful
trip to the Bay Area where
the UCLA men defeated
both Stanford, Cal and UC
Davis, Bruin coach Art
Shurlock will match his
team against powerful Cor-
nhusker and Sun Devil
squads. ,' ;,

At Cal, Brian Ginsberg
led the way for the Bruins
with a 9.65 on the floor ex-

ercise and 9.55 on the
rings. Freshman Curtis
Holdsworth added a 9.3 on
the high bar and a 9.4 on
the pommel horse.

Against Stanford
Ginsberg had another big
meet and received a lot of
help from Rob Campbell
who tallied a 9.65 on the
parallel bars.

Another Bruin, Luc
Teurlings, contributed a

very solid performance
featuring a 55.90 all-around
score that was good for se-

cond place.

Besides Holdsworth, the
Bruins have also been get-

ting help from freshmen
David St. Pierre and
Michael Chaplin. In
Berkeley, Chaplin com-
peted in every event except
the high bar with a 9.15 on
the rings as the highlight.

UCLA looks for a good
showing as only two home
meets remain before post-

season action.

For the UCLA women
the meet may seem 'like a
repeat of last weekend's
UCLA/ LA Times Invita-

tional. Both ASU and
Nebraska were in town a
week ago so the only new
face will be Houston Bap-
tist.

On paper the meet would
seem to belong to ASU. Led
by Jackie Brummer and
Lisa Zeis, the Sun Devils
have a strong team from
top to bottom. Brummer
captured the all-around ti-

de a week ago with a 38.00
and Zeis added a 37.25.

Perhaps the highlight of
the meet for ASU was Zeis*

9.8 on the beam.
There weren't too many

highlights at all for the

Cornhuskers during their
stay in Westwood.
Nebraska scored a 179.10
and came in fourth place in
the four-team invitational.

Formerly the nation's
lOth-ranked team, the Cor-
nhuskers* chances for im-
provement will depend a
lot on top freshman Crystal
Savage.

UCLA was left with
some mixed emotions
following last week's third
place finish.

On one hand, costly falls

on the beam kept the
Bruins from making a run
at second place. Tanya Ser-
vice was only able to com-
pete in two events and the
Bruins never really had a
shot at ASU.
On the other hand,

UCLA did well on the bars,
and Gigi Zosa rose to the
occasion by scoring a 37.50
in the all-around for second
place. Service was superb in
the events she did compete
in and when she wasn*t
there, Maura Driscoll filled

in admirably.
While the Bruin

freshmen Service, Zosa, and
Amy Lucena have led the
team in scoring, the per-
formance of the veterans
should make or break
UCLA's chances.

Bruins tie up Cowboys
in 1st round of tourney
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

LOUISVILLE, Ky.-
Thursday night was a nice,
relaxing evening at the
J^ouisville Tennis Club for
UCLA, as the Bruins roped
the Oklahoma State Cowboys

UCLA clinched its opening
win in the 1986 ITCA Men's
National Indoor Inter-
collegiate Team Champion-
ships in singles competition.

There won't be any time to
savor the opening round win,
because today at 1 p.m!
(PST), the Bruins will battle a
very strong Clemson Tiger
team.

*

New rankings were released
yesterday with UCLA and
Clemson tied for No. 2 in the
n^^tion. The Tigers jumped
from the sixth spot by virtue
of early season wins over
Southern Methodist University
and Pepperdine.

The match against the
Cowboys was a mere tuneup
for everybody except Brad
Pearce, UCLA's top player
Pearce, who has moved up to
No. 4 nationally, was upset by
Pat Connor 6-2, 6-4.

Everybody here expected
the Bruins to cruise past the
Cowboys but one factor
ui^LA had to overcome was
the extremely fast court sur-

face.

Apparently the change from
the slow courts back home
had no effect.

"Indoors is tough to adjust
to because our courts are so
slow,'* said freshman Dan
Nahirny. "The difference is

like night and day.**

Nahirny had little trouble
with Pat Harrisson, winning
6-3, 6-4. The Bruin usually
hits a huge serve which can be
even bigger here but didn*t
use it too much.

"I was serving well at the
beginning but he (Harrisson)
was returning better when I

hit the hard one, so I just
kicked my serve high."

This match marked the
return to top form of senior
Mike Kures, who says he
hadn't lost it in the first place.

"I served well, and played
well, but hey, for 62nd in the
country you can't expect that
much.*' ^
The Bruin No. 2 man was

referring to the absurd new
singles rankings, which lists
him at No. 62 in the country
because of two losses in early
season tournaments this year.
Kures finished last year at No.
9, and is the only Bruin to
remain undefeated in dual
matches this season.

But his new low ranking
seemed to upset him, and thus

Continued on Page 20
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News: Art, Westwood's
last newspaper seller,

discusses life, newspa-
pers, and change.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: Senator
Pete Domenici discusses
the 'ghost of budgets yet
to come.'
See page 14.

Review: A look at the

PInteresque Turtle
Diary, plus an interview

with director John Irvln.

Seepage 16.

Sports: UCLA's
basketball team loses to

a use team on the re-

bound, 79-64.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Continued warm.
High: 82. low: 60.

(Dept of Atmos-
pheric Sciences forecast)
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Dr Pepper's future up in air pending Coice takeover
V

'Alternative' soda on tap

concerns ASUCLATBOC

RAY MARRERO

ALL IN THE FAiVIILY: COCA-COLA, TAB, OR PEPPER - Coca Cola's pending acquisi

tion of Dr Pepper, one of the many sodas ASUCLA offers on tap, may jeopardize the Board
of Control's 'alternative beverage' plan, which was approved last October. BOC members
include Raymond Goldstone, dean of students (left) and Undergraduate President Ron
Taylor (right).

Federal budget battle may have
^drastic ' impact on financial aid

By James Bozajlan, Administration Editor

RIVERSIDE — President Reagan's pro-

posed 1986-87 federal budget and the

Gramm-Rudman Balanced Budget Act

could "drastically" reduce funds for student

financial aid, Medi-Cal and other programs
important to the University of California.

Outlining several possible outcomes of the

battle over the 1986-87 federal budget at

the UC Board of Regents meeting here Fri-

day, UC President David Gardner said

Gramm-Rudman "constitutes probably the

single most important influence on present

budgetary decision-making in Washington."
Gramm-Rudman, passed by Congress

earlier this year, requires that the federal

budget be balanced in five years and sets

annual ceilings on the size of the deficit un-

til the federal government achieves its

balanced budget goal. If Congress and the

president fail to agree on a deficit reduction

package by March 1, the act triggers

automatic across-the-board cuts in desig-

nated programs — and UC will be adverse-

ly affected by these cutbacks, Gardner said.

Federal funding is vital to the university,

Gardner explained, because more thpn 60

percent of UC research is federally funded

and federal programs provide over half of

UC students' financial aid.

Overall, funding for student financial aid

programs would be reduced and eligibility

requirements tightened. The budget pro-

vides for further decreases in programs
covering 1986-87 — initial student aid ap-

propriations are allocated one year in ad-

vance of when they are spent. The combin-
ed reduction would be $12 million or 8 per-

cent of all federal aid received by UC stu-

dents.

Additionally, William Baker, UC vice

president of budget and university relations,

estimated that total federal student aid fun-

ding for UC would drop by 35 percent or

about $54 million for 1987-88. This would
represent a 20 percent reduction in the

amount of student aid available from all

federal sources and effectively eliminate

from grant eligibility families that earn over

$24,000. About one-third of students now
receiving aid would no longer be eligible

for federal help.

"The administration's objective is to con-

tinue to meet the financial needs of low-

income students," Baker said. "The prin-

cipal impact of program changes and fun-

ding reductions, therefore, would fall on
middle-income students."

Please see BUDGET, Page 6

By Ron Bell and Mark Talavera

Staff Writers '

Four months after ASUCLA began purchasing Dr Pepper to

protest Coca-Cola's South African holdings, Coca-Cola Co..,

bidding to remain America's top soft drink maker, has agreed to

buy No. 3 producer Dr Pepper Co. for $470 million.

The Feb. 20 announcement, just 27 days after Pepsico

declared its own plans to purchase Seven-Up stock, would boost

the Atlanta company's market share to almost 46 percent.

"The addition of Dr Pepper provides an excellent strategic fit

for our carbonated soft drink business/' said Donald R.

Keough, Coca-Cola's president, reacfing from a statement

Thursday. "Dr Pepper is the premier product in the 'Pepper'

category and will enhance our existing product litie."

Both buv-out plans are still subject to review under federaL
anti-trust laws, out already one ASUCLA Board of ControF
member is voicing concern about the future of Dr Pepper in

ASUCLA food facilities.

"To be consistent, we still need to offer an alternative bever-

age," said Ronn Campbell, undergraduate BOC member. "We
can find some other alternative beverage real fast . . . we
could just get rid of Dr Pepper and throw in Shasta — it

shouldn't be too big of a deal." —,—-^^-^ —^—^. ^_^^_
Shasta Strawberry and 7-Up are other alternative beverages

offered at ASUCLA fountain concession areas. However, 7-Up's-

status as an alternative beverage will also be questioned because
of Pepsico's efforts to purchase the soda company.

Despite the pending takeover of 7-Up and Dr Pepper,

ASUCLA officials say any action to seek out more alternative

beverages or to eliminate some of the alternative beverages cur-

rently offered may be premature.
"It's a little early to fully understand the full situation," said

Rich Wheeler, director of ASUCLA food services, "but we will

continue to provide choices. If these choices are not the ap-

propriate choices then we will probably change these choices."

According to Wheeler, campus Dr Pepper sales have been
"fine," adding the association "should not yet take a position on
the matter" because the takeovers must be approved by the

Justice Department*-
"Seven-Up is in the same position," Wheeler said. "It just

makes us recall that the soft drink industry is getting smaller

and smaller."

ASUCLA's efforts to find alternatives to Coke were initiated

under an Oct. 25 BOC directive to determine student sentiment

about the association's contracts with companies doing business

in South Africa.

Additionally, the BOC approved $4,000 at that time for a

campus-wide education program sponsored by student gov-

ernment. The program, called SCORE (Social and Corporate
Responsibility), is tentatively scheduled for March.
The BOC directive resulted from controversy over ASUCLA's

contract renewal with Coca-Cola in light of the soft drink sup-

plier's -presence in South Africa. The contract was not renewed
and Coca-Cola is currently doing business with ASUCLA on a

day-to-day basis.

I

SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Daily Bruin
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WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SERIES:

Taking the Lead:

Developing Your Leadership Potential
A workshop designed to help women increase their leadership skills

in motivating others and delegating authority, as well as giving and
receiving criticism. Facilitated by Trudy Ferguson, Ph.D.

WED. FEB. 26
Noon - 1 p.m.

2DODDHALL
Sponsored by the Student Skills Building Program and the Women's Resource Center
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GRADUATING SENIORS
HERE COMESHBOAND COMPANY
THELARGESTHOSPITAL INFORMATION^
SYSTEMS VENDER IN THENATION
At HBO & Company our superior technology and exceptional

employees have made our products the authoritative choice in

inhouse minicomputer-based hospital information, financial and
departmental systems.

HBO & Company currently has a need for new college graduates to

fill the associate positions in our Los Angeles office. This position

offers exciting careeropportunities for bright, competitive, team-

oriented graduates in the areas of systems installation/customer -

service and applications programming.

Position qualifications include:

Bachelor's Degree with an overall GPA of 30 (4 point scale)

during last two years

Excellent leadership qualities as exemplified in past

achievements

Exceptional written and verbal communications skills

Systems installation/customer service positions open to all

majors; computer exposure preferred

Application programming positHwis open to all students

with degree emphasis in Computer Science or Management
Information Systems

If you are looking for an exciting, fast track career opportunity and
are graduating this Spring, HBO & Company would like to talk with

you!

Interview date will be Monday, March 10. We will also be

conducting invitational interviews in our Los Angeles office on

1\iesday, March 11. For interview consideration, send resume to:

For additional company
information, check with
your career conselor or
placement office. Don't miss
out on this exciting career
opportunity!

y

Mike Ewing
HBO & Company
301 Perimeter Center North
Atlanta, GA 30346
(404)393-6000

An Fqual Opportunity Kmployrr M/F

/ / / 7
7
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MONDAY

Phi EU Sigma/Alpha Lambda Delta (freshmen honor

societies) sponsor an Eyeglass Drive. Donate your old spectacles

to this collection drive. Collection containers will be located at

all residence halls, info desk on A-level Ackerman, URL,

Powell, Med. Center, Dean of Students office. Call 824-2645.

English Conversation-American Style, informal group

meetings for foreign students and visiting scholars. 10 am.-

noon, daily. Monday, Wednesday, Thursday in Ackerman 2410;

and Tue., Fri. in Campbell Hall HOIK (enter through 1201)

Free.

GALA/Women*s Resource Center sponsor Lesbian Rap, 4-5

p.m. Lu Valle Commons. Call 825-8053.

GALA/USAC sponsor Gay Men's Rap, an informal support

group for gay males whoi wish to explore issues and feelings

related to gay lifestyle. 7 p.m. Ackerman 3525. Call 825-8053.

Office of International Students and Scholars and Interna

tional Students Association sponsor a language exchange pro-

gram. Practice your new language with a native speaker. 8

a.m.-5 p.m., OISS and ISA at 695 Circle Dr. S. Call 825-1682.

Christian Science organization testimony meeting for UCLA
students, staff and faculty to come together and share the heal-

ing experiences that have resulted from studying and

demonstrating Christian Science. Weekly at noon, 560 Hilgard

(at Strathmore) Call 474-4016. r^ ^

Overeaters Anonymous meeting, '12-1 p.m., Ackerman 3520.^

UCLA Yugolsav Exchange Frogram and Druzba, UCLA
Slavic Students Organization are co-sponsoring folkoric,

ethnographic videos from Yugoslavia. "Hungarian Wedding in

the Area of Backq" will play at noon and 12:30 p.m. today in

the Instructional Media Center, 46 Powell Library. Free.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse presents "To Damac^QUs" and Carmaig

DcFOrcsf 61 S p.m. Fr^e;

Israel Action Coalition and Hillel Student Association presents

Professor Spriwzak, research fellow at Woodrow Wilson Interna-

tional Center for Scholars Washington DC, speaking on "The

Fallacy of Respectable Anti-Zionism." Noon, Ackerman 2408.

Call 208-3081.

The Political Science department sponsors Prof. Ehudsprin

zak, of the Hebrew University, to lecture on "The Iraeli

Radical Right." 3-5 p.m., Bunche 4269.

UCLA Extension sponsors a lecture series on "Intimacy: Ex_

ploring the Many-Sided Mystery." Burton Schaggner, instructor,

psychotherapist in private practice will be speaking with other

guest spKjakers. The series begins today, 7-9 p.m., Bunche Hall,

and will continue at the same time and place through March
31. $85.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a noon concert featuring Rod^
Bennett, percussionist (M.F.A. Recital). Noon, Schoenberg Hkll.

Free. Call the Music Dept. 825-4760.

Women's Resource Center sponsors a workshop on Child

Care Services. Judy Bencivengo, outreach coordinator, UCLA
Child Care Services will speak. The workshop is designed to

help parents make child care arrangements. Noon-1 p.m..

Room 2, Dodd Hall. Call 825-3945.

Science Fiction and Fantasy Club meeting, 8 p.m. Ackerman
3564.

TUESDAY
UCLA Art Council and the Wright Art Library exhibition

"The Macchiaiolli: Painters of Italian Life 1850-1900." Runn-
ing through April 20. Admission is free.

Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science Honor Society) quarterly

meeting to welcome any new members and discuss upcoming
events including "Career Day" and spring elections. Must have

3.0 GPA overall and 3.0 Poli Sci GPA, 16 units in poli sci with

at least 3 upper division classes. $25 lifetime fee. 5-6 p.m. 4269

Bunche. Call 825-6580.

UCLA Circle K meeting. The world's largest collegiate co-ed

service organization, new members welcomel 7:30 p.m. 3rd

floor Ackerman. Call 478-7365.

International Student Association is holding an ISA General
Meeting in Kerckhoff 400, 5-7 p.m. Call 825-1681.

UCLA Yugoslav Elxchange Program and Druzba, UCLA
Slavic Student's Organization are co-sponsoring folkloric and

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 8

Clarification:

A Feb. 21 Daily Bruin story erroneously stated that

Undergraduate President Ron Taylor had been named in a

Judicial Board case filed by General Representative Mark
Feldman and Facilities Commissioner Mark Kisicki. In fact,

Taylor has not been named in_the case, according to J-Board
Chief Justice Jennifer Harris.
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v-if news Lauren Blau. News Editor

Alt's Newsstand: A bit of WestwcxKl's history still lives

By Kim Kowsky

At Arthur's Newsstand,
business is not what it used to

be. The problem. Art said, is

that people don't know how to

read anymore.
The professors tell him that

UCLA students cannot read,

and the rest of the kids "never

pick up a book unless it's a
girlie book." The only ones

who can read are "youngsters

who go to private schools,"

"people who are into stocks

and bonds" and foreigners.

Art should know. Partially

sighted and unable to read a

word of print, he has been
selling newspapers on the cor-

ner of Westwood Boulevard
and Lindbrook Avenue for

more than 30 years.

He can see colors and
shapes, though, and he knows
the masthead of a New York
Times from that of a Herald
Examiner.

Art does not know how to

read print, but he knows his

A-B-Cs and he used to read

Braille. When his four kids

werf growing up, he i i.vidHtr

make them read to him. "A
chapter every night. I didn't

care what it was, but unlike a

lot of other kids, they now
know how to read."

Although his children have
all grown up. Art's memory
still serves him well. Ask Art

_the price of a paper and he'll

-tell you "it's a dollar, unless

you know how to read." Show
him the paper and he will tell

you from memory how much
it costs

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

Character of the man behind Art's Newsstand. 'You ju^ gotta make up your mind not to feel miserable. If you smile, the

whole world will smile with yoth^ __,^ '

-
.

; :__ ..
- _„ ,.,,.: -

' —

ink-stained hand.
"I more or less have to trust

them, but most people are

He has the prices of pretty honest."

dozens of publications in his

head and he trusts his
customers will make their own
change from the coins in his

Except for some trouble

with vandals and thieves. Art

has had good luck. "I quit a

Please see ART, Page 11

Students, regents meet to discuss

divestment, UACIR's effectiveness

Discussion groups aim at helping

students abused dunng chil
!IJL

By Michelle Perin

Staff Writer .

\

Students physically abus-

ed as children can now
alleviate painful feelings

through discussion groups

being x)rganized by the

California Self-Help
Center.

"The goal of the groups

is to decrease the sense of

deviance," said Steve Shop-

taw, a clinical psychology

graduate student and group

organizer. "A lot of people

who were physically abused

as kids feel something about

them is abnormal, and any
group can help lower this

feeling."

Another aim of the pro-

gram is to improve the stu-

dents* communication skills,

Shoptaw said.

These are not therapy

groups, but groups in

which through discussion

and disclosure, students are

able to help themselves

overcome low self-esteem,

problems with intimacy,

unresolved feelings and
self-blame, Shoptaw em-
phasized. "One thing typi-

cally found in adults is

self-blame. They somehow
think they're responsible."

I I II

The free support groups

of six to 10 people each will

be held for 12 weeks. In-

cluded in the three-hour

sessions will be audiotaped

instructions and exercises.

At both the beginning

and the end of the pro-

gram, students will be ask-

ed to fill out a question-

naire. The purpose of the

questionnaire, Shoptaw
said, is to measure the

degree of change achieved

concerning the student's

self-blame in the 12 weeks.

Upon completion of the

sessions, members of the

group will have the skills to

continue self-help groups on
their own, Shoptaw said.

"You may feel as if

you're alone in the world

and that no one else can

possibly understand what
you're going through. But

there are others facing the

same challenges and finding

courage by sharing their

thoughts and feelings in

self-help groups," Shoptaw
said.

For information about
the groups, which are form-

ing now, call the California

Self-Help Center at 825-

2287.

By James Bozajian. Administration Editor

RIVERSIDE — Students urged the Univer-

sity of California Board of Regents on Friday

to place UC on the "correct side" of history

and take stronger steps toward divesting UC
funds from companies conducting business in

South Africa.

About 15 regents and^' a slightly smaller

group of students debatea the university's posi-

tion on divestment and the effectiveness of the

University Advisory Committee on Investor

Responsibility during a half-hour informal

discussion, which took place immediately after

the UC Board of Regents meeting.

Pedro Noguera, UC Berkeley student body
president, said many students have becbme
"frustrated" with the UACIR and feel the

committee was "created to do nothing."

"I think that so far we've come to the con-

clusion that nothing has come out of it," he
said.

Noguera and Frances Hasso, undergraduate
representative to the UACIR, accused the ad-

ministration and staff representatives on the

committee of consistent bloc voting to prevent

any move toward divestment.

UC PresidenT David Gardner noted,
however, that the student representatives on
the committee also vote together on most of

the proposals.

Noguero said he feels the UACIR's failure to

approve many stockholder resolutions about

divestment and the committee's lack of a clear

policy on evaluating UC investments in banks

and financial institutions which do business in

South Africa underscore its ineffectiveness.

But UCLA Chancellor Charles Young,
UACIR chairman, claimed that approving

most of the stockholder resolutions Noguera
mentioned would violate UACIR policy

because they contained strict divestiture

clauses. He added that the committee is now
in the process of gathering the necessary in-

formation about banks and financial institu-

tions in order to make recommendations to the

regents.

Hasso said that whenever she attempts to

apply standards other than the Sullivan Prin-

ciples to judge a company's "good corporate

citizenship," other committee members offer

"obstructionist arguments."

Gardner responded by saying that the

regents, who created the UACIR last June,

have the sole authority to establish the com-

mittee's policy and that it is not the job of

committee members,to alter that policy to in-

clude criteria for good corporate citizenship

other than the' Sullivan Principles.

"They're (committee members) not doing

nothing — they're just not doing what you

would like," Gardner said.

Regent Robert Noyce told the students he

believes the main issue -the board must con-

sider is not apartheid — which has been uni-

versally condemned by the regents — but the

ramifications of divestment.

"I share your frustration, but that does not

necessarily mean that I would vote for full

divestment from any of these companies,"

Noyce said.

In response to a question about about

whether he feels the two UACIR student rep-

resentatives adequately reflect the views of UC
students in general, Gardner said the approx-

imately 150,000 students at the university

possess a wide range of opinions about divest-

ment.

"My guess is that the students serving on the

committee represent the views of some stu-

dents and not the views of other students," he

said.

Noguera had originally requested to speak

to the regents during the board meeting earlier

in the day, but regents' Chairwoman Vilma
Martinez explained that 20 regents (two-thirds

of all regents, both present and absent) had to

approve such a move, since Noguera was not a

schedule^ speaker.

Because there were only 19 regents present

at the meeting, it was impossible to change
the schedule. Martinez did, however, arrange

for the informal gathering after the meeting
and invited regents and other interested par-

ties to attend.
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Every book in the Oxford
catalog; dictionaries, fic-

tion, non-fiction, etc., is

now on saie for J5% off

tiie mariced price. Piease

taice aii booics to the
Boole Information counter
to have the discount
taken.

Special orders acceptetl, textbooks

not mdurM. An Oxford repre-

santsdm yidK be present FEB 24 ARCH 2

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
General Books / B level Ackerman Union / 82&7711 / M Th 7 45-7 30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10^5; Sun 12 5

Study of microtremors may aid
' * - * " "^ "

in proving safety of building sites

Beyond the

IVIicroscope

By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

Earthquake experts usually

deal with violent shifting and
major upheavals, . but a UCLA
professor is studying
microtremors, disturbances too

weak to register on the
Richter scale.

Professor Ajit K. Mai of the

UCLA Mechanical, Aerospace
and Nuclear Engineering
Department said he is hoping
he will be able to determine
the safety of building sites.

"Over the years, the obser-

vation of earthquake ground
motion has indicated that the

shaking is much stronger in

S
laces where there are soft soil

eposits, ,as opposed to places

where the surface is composed
of bedrock," Mai said.

"One objective of our
research is to provide this in-

formation in a manner that

could be used in the building

of safer structures," said Mai,

who considers himself to be
-primarily --jt—

"

theoreticia

simulating reality through
mathematical models.

The overall goal of the

study, Mai said, is to develop

more accurate and economical
design criteria for buildings,

so that they are neither over-

designed nor under-designed

for adequate safety.

"One of . the differences in

conducting this kind of

research is that we don't have
a great deal of information on

, earthquake ground motion
available in the variety of soil

conditions required, for our

study," he added.
Microtremors are small

ground vibrations that are

caused by large ocean waves
and other oceanic distur-

bances. These tiny tremors are

then transmitted to land,

where they are present, but

unfelt at all times.

"In addition, we want to

analyze the data to see if we
could relate the microtremor's

major features to the soil con-

ditions," Mai said. "That is

why we carried out this ex-

periment."

Mai was joined by Mete
Oner, UCLA civil engineering

professor. Professor Marijan

Dravinski of USC and three

visiting Japanese earthcJUake

engineers, under the direction

of Professor Ohta of Hokkaido

A (0/^P^Hl0N TO 09Jtt} Oi
wrttN WE CtT i^o/il CMttR
U5 UP VoHtH Wt £»£.T DOVJ/J.

So/-\tONt TO TA« CA^l

University in Japan.
For one week, observations

were made in the San Fer-

nando Valley, which the
research team divided into a
grid of 50 sites spaced^about-
two miles apart, Mai said.

Of the 50 points on the

grid, 47 were located on the

soft alluvial soil of the San
Fernando Valley floor, some
layers as deep as five miles,

Mai said.

In contrast, he added, the

other three spots were on
rocky outcrops located in the

Santa Monica Mountains, the

Santa Susana Mountains apd
adjacent to the Pacblma^Dafh.
The battery-powered in-

struments used to study the

microtremors in the valley

could not be obtained in the

United States and had to be
brought by the Japanese, Mai
said, adding that they are only

available in Japan.
"They (the instruments)

consist essentially of a small

pendulum, whose swings are

translated into electronic
signals and recorded on
magnetic tape. These squiggles

are something like the lines on
a electrocardiogram (EKG),
but are more difficult to

analyze."

When the group embarked
on the project, Mai said, it

was well aware of an impor-

tant fact vi^hich scientists had
established through empirical

observations.

"It was that the extent of

damage sustained by a struc-

ture during a strong quake
depends on the relationship

between earth vibrations,
which differ according to the

soil through which they pass,

and the natural vibrations of

the building, which vary
primarily according to its

height, materials and coa-,

struction methods."
"At the rocky outcrops, the

recorded lines were nearly

flat, indicating little or no
amplification of micrometer
waves, while on the valley

floor, however, the lines were
distinctively wiggly," Mai
said.

He said the researchers in-

terpreted the wiggly lines as

recurring vibration cycles at

two-to-10 second intervals.

The second intervals, Mai
said, can be defined as the

amount of time it takes a

building to sway from left to

right once, and the universal

time interval is one-tenth of a

second for every story height

of a particular building.

"In general," Mai said, "the

amplification of seismic waves
on the soft valley floor was
often two to three times
greater than on the rocky
sites."

Thus, a one story house
resonates at one-tenth of a se-

cond, a 10-story building at

one second, a 50-story struc-

ture at five seconds, and so

on, Mai. said. ,

'

"When the soil and building

cycles are of equal level and
duration, they reinforce each
other, resulting in maximum
damage during a strong
quake. For example, it would
not be advisable to build a

20-story tower on ground re-

sounding to a two-second cy-

cle, unless special precautions

are taken," he said.

In Mexico City, the result of

this was that only certain

Please see EARTHQUAKE,
Page 11
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TRAFHC
TICKET?
Traffic Scf>ool now at UCLA or

Westwood. Classes every week-Sat
Sun. We*»knights. Inexpensive,
Stimulatinq & Fun Locations also at

Beverly Hills S.M.. Culver City and
South Ray

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)478-7099

Men Ik Women's
hairstyiing

Lapr Cutting • P^rms

Student Discounts

111911 Kinross Aareniie
Wentwood Villftg«

f^t WMstm

SOFT CONTACTS i

MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex 6"7#\
Permalensft ^/M
Bausch&Lomb ^^

30 Day Extended ^ ^^
Additional Pair Onfl
up to 2 weeks \M\3

Soft
Daily.

Wear

jMiai

$65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date

Radio Keratolomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Eye-Credit Program Arranged

LB . 2168 Pacific. 1213) 591-1594

VN 7232 Van Nuys (818)786-5892

Ananeim 414 SlateCollege Bl (714)774-4510

LA 1482S Robertson (213)278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7«q

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTf J

STUDENTS FOR CHRIST
invites you to join us in

BIBLE

STUDY

Today at 1 2 noon
Ackerman 3517

Bring your lunch or a friend!

Students for Christ Non Denominational

Restoring and upholding the principles of the early Christians.

For more Info, call John 820-6924.
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n ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

-lean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING.PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

Si

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

c^ For an appointment call:

271-2731 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills. CA 90212

CfBdii Card
Sears, Roebuck end Ca

D DQDQD QDDDO D

N LEWIS
0000

ThiaCmdH Card kt Any i

Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students
Establish a good credit rating now. Apply for a
Sears Credit Card whUe you're still in school.

There arc a number ofbc ncfiis vou II receive bv
appK ing for a Sears ( redit ( ard as a student A.s nou
ma\ knou. credit grantors ma\ assess Nour qualifica
tions differenth arter nou graduate

• You will have been in Nour new job onlv a
short time

• >bu ma\ ha\e li\ed in \()ur new residence onlv
a shon lime: —— :

=

• \()u ma> be earning an entrv level income.

Ail of the abow are good reasons to appiv for vour
Sears (redit (ard now - while you re still in school

A Sears Oedit Card can identify you as a
responsible adult to other credit grantors

H ><)u are a responsible person, with the abilit\ to pa\
bills Sears Ih Ikavs \ou tiescnc credit And a Vars '

(redit ( ard coukl be \our first step in establishing
the credit vou II need in the future

Here are a few of the many benefits you'll
receive w ith a Sears Credit Card:

• llierc s no aninial fee or hitlden credit charges uith
a Scars ( redit ( ard and e\enthing nou purchase in

backed bN Scars famous promise-. Satisfac tion
(luaranu'cdor^our MoncN Back

• NXtiercNcr nou U\v. travel, or move. Nour Sears
Credit Card isgood at more than 3000 Sears Retail
and Catalog sH)res coast to coast

• NX ith a Sears ( redit ( ard. nou can stretch Nour
pa\nientso\cr a period of months, if nou wish

A Sc-ars ( redit ( ard can be used to purchase items
NOU II need after graduation such as a ucnn business
wardrobe for mtenicuinuor fiirnishimislor voun.-^-^
ncNN home

Apply for a Sears Credit C ard right on campas

DATE:
;
EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY. FRIDAY

TIME:—9:00am - 4:00pm
PLACE: Westwood Student Federal CrecJIt union

825-1211
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Tr • • •-wwK^ loyal to Marcos turned
,

from rebel camp by demonstrators
By Ruben G. Alabastro.

Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines —
Battle-dressed marines, firing

tear gas and swinging trun-

cheons, attacked civilians

manning street barricades out-

side a military camp at dawn
Monday.
They dispersed hundreds of

people supporting two senior

military officials in an adja-

cent military camp who are

demanding that President
Ferdinand E. Marcos resign

and hand over power to Cor-
azon Aquino. She claims she
defeated Marcos in the Feb. 7

presidential election.

Witnesses said some stu-

dents tried to link arms to stop
and block the marines.
Many people tumbled and

fell as they tried to escape the
troopers, according to radio
reports from the scene. There
were no immediate reports on
casualties.

The assault took place on a
side street near Camp Crame,
where ousted Defense Minister
Juan Ponce Enrile and Lt.
Gen. Fidel V. Ramos, former
deputy military chief of staJF^,

^were entrenched with troopT
loyal to them.

In Washington, White
House spokesman Larry
Speakes said Sunday evening,
"The president appealed
earlier today to President

Marcos to avoid an attack

against other elements of the

Philippine armed forces.

Regrettably, there are now
reports of an attack."

Speakes said Reagan sent

Marcos a message through

diplomatic channels saying

America "cannot continue our

existing military assistance if

the government uses that aid

against other elements of the

Philippine military that enjoy

popular backing."

Meanwhile, the Philippine

Roman Catholic church radio

station put rebel military of-

ficials on the air Monday to

claim that "tyranny" had been
defeated, and a station, an-

nouncer said President Ferdi-

nand E. Marcos was leaving

the country.

There was no immediate
confirmation of the Radio
Veritas report. Sources at the

presidential palace told
reporters that Marcos was
resting.

The pro- go ver n men t

marines launched their attack
minutes before 6 a.m., just as
dawn was breaking.

Six hours earlier, a furious

MllrjCQS acriispd Enrilp a^id-
Kamos in a television speech
of trying to seize power and
threatened to "sic the tanl^
and artillery on them." ^A second wave of mannes
backed by armored personnel
carriers entered Camp

Aguinaldo, across a highway
from Camp Crame, minutes
later, meeting no resistance
Witnesses said truckloads of
troops loyal to Marcos were
moving in behind the marines.
An Associated Bress cor-

respondent reported that at
about the same time, four
Philippine air force helicopters
lartded on a grassy field inside
the Camp Crame compound.
A man aboard one waved a
white flag and about 24 men
left the helicopters as rebel na-
tional police manning the
headquarters camp applaud^
ed.

Spectators outside the gates
cheered and chanted "Cory,
Cory, Cory," the nickname of
Mrs. Aquino.

Air force officials refused
comment on the helicopters'
arrival, but a police sergeant,
Eduardo Sanchez, said the air
force men had come "to pro-
tect General Ramos and
Minister Enrile."

Marcos went on television
at midnight Sunday and ac-
cused Enrile and Ramos of
seeking power for themselves
rather than for Mrs. Aquino.
fetfik and Ramos have in-

sisted since they began their
rebellion Saturday that Mar-
cos stole the special presiden-
tial election by fraud and
demanded he step down.

Please see PHILIPPINES,
Page 13

Continued from Page 1

"While Gramm-Rudman protects some
programs, most federal spending programs
of importance to the universitv remain un-
protected and vulnerable," (Gardner said,
estimating that research and student aid
programs could see across-the-board reduc-
tions of 15 to 20 percent.

Federal Medicare and MediCal pro-
grams, which provide nearly 40 percent of
the net operating revenue for UC's five
teaching hospitals, would also be cut. The
proposed budget provides about 5 percent
less in funding than would be required to
continue the current level of Medicare and
Medi-Cal services.

"Given the probable cost increases of
about 6 percent that our hospitals will ex-
perience next year, the likely net effect of
the budget proposals would be to make our
hospital problem about $20 million worse
than It is this year," Baker said.
On the brighter side. Baker estimated

that the budget for the Department of
Energy Laboratories will grow slightly
more than the rate of inflation.
The Department of Energy Laboratories,

tor which UC has management responsibili-
ty, are entirely supported bv federal funds

Additionally, in the area of UC research
the budget calls for a 5 percent increase,'
which Baker said should keep up with the
inflation rate.

"(Reagan's) budget was designed so that
It could reach the Gramm-Rudman deficit
ceiling for this year without raising taxes
while still maintaining the president's com-
mitment to defense spending," Gardner
said. Given the federal deficit and the

Impact on financial aid

TRIVIAL PUB8UII

manifest desire of the president and the
Congress to reduce it, we cannot expect to
be wholly unaffected by the spending
reductions which will occur."
While budgetary compromises between

Reagan and Congress might yield any
number of scenarios for UC, Gramm-
Rudman would automatically go into effect
if they remain at an impasse over the
budget.

Baker explained that the Gann Initiative,
approved by California voters in 1979, fur-
ther complicates the university's position in
dealing with budget cuts.

The Gann Initiative limits increases in
state spending to percentage increases in in-
flation and state population. The initiative
was not a factor in state budgets in the past
because of relatively high inflation rates
and low state spending.

But now. Baker said, with high levels of
spending in Gov. George Deukmejian's
1986-87 budget and a relatively low infla-
tion rate, the so-called "Gann limits" have
essentially been reached and state spending
will be constrained.

"It is likely, therefore, that federal cuts
would lead to much greater competition
within California for increasingly scarce
state resources," he said.

Baker provided the regents with detailed
information about Reagan's proposed $994
billion budget and its effects on funding for
specific areas in the university.

Gardner said the university will continue
to work with the Reagan Administration,
Congress and national higher education
associations in attempts to reduce the levels
of the proposec^.cuts.
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TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Pkjgi & Points. Pervuoil. >

Adjust Clutch. Adjust Brakes. Adjust Timir^.
Check Batteiy & Front End Alignment \

- Replace al Shoes and Lmir^. Pack Front t

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drunrw as needed. In-

.

spect wheel cyls. Master C/1. & Fi S/stem

FREE

VALLEY
1 OWING

$39.95'

$49.95'
From Lube 8i Oil to Overhaul "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)7854112 (213)275-2865
A1 AUTO 7957V<viNuy>Blvd,2'/iBl(csSoo(Roscoe * MOSf ModelS'

m
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"PREMIER YOUR SMILE TONIGHT
Give Your Award Winning Smile the Care

and Attention it Needs! __,./__

Richard Phillips, D.D.S.

10921 Wilshire Blvd.

208-4779 Exp. 4/30/86

f-

UCLA Students & Staff:

Get Acquainted Offer-

Cleaning & Examination
$18.00 reg. $70.00
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Youll Bis a Winner

If You Advertise In the Daily Bruin

^SIJF (HRmG THE 8TJUID8''*^* MOMDJIT NABCH 31)

Ask Atx>ut Frequency Rates for Discounts.

Call 825-2161

For only $90 per 5 col. In. X 2.5 In

Each space includes enough room for your display ad and a coupon.

I

Allure • Caressa
Mr, Seymour • John Higdon
Beene Bag • Beverly Feldman
Paradox-Garolini • Casadei

• and more!

With this coupon
Valid thru 3-30 86

208-6774 Comer of VVevbiirn & (;lendon
Across from Bullock's
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ethnographic videos. "Vlach (Romanian) George's Day and
Weddin/' will be presented in the Instructional Media Center,

46 Powell Library at noon and 12:30 p.m. Free.

Peter Chopivsky, M.D., assistant professor of family medl

cine, UCLA, wUl be speaking on "Bach & Mozart — Difficult

Patients," a discussion of the medical problems which plagued

these two great musicians. 5:15 p.m. in the Lawrence Library.

32-126 CHS. Free. Open to the public.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse presents Phranc at 8 p.m. Free.

Central American Refugee Sanctury Organization (CAR
SO)generl meeting. 6 p.m., 51 Dodd Hall. Everyone welcome.

UCLA Entrepreneur Association general meeting. ^-6:30

p.m., Ackerman 3517.

UCLA Extension sponsors "Medicine in Space.** One is a lee

ture series of "Space: The Dream is Alive." Douglas
O'Handley, instructor, chief of space station and comercializa-

tion, NASA/Ames Life Sciences, NASA/Ames Research Center

will be speaking. 7-9 p.m., 2160E Dickson Art Center. $12.

Law Women's Union, UCLA sponsors a debate entitled Rose

Bird and the Retention Election. Sheik Kuehl, Loyola Law
School associate prof, and Muhuel Klausner, representing Crime
Victims for Court Reform will be debating. 4 p.m., 1359 Law
School.

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society presents a speech by

Frank Scott. 7 p.m., James E. West Center.

WEDNESDAY
UCLA Center for International and Strategic Affairs sponsors

a seminar on "The New Nationalism" with Richard Bamet,
senior fellow. Institute for Policy Studies. 3 p.m. 4269 Bunche
Hall. Free.

UCLA Yugoslav Exchange Program and Druzba, UCLA
Slavic Student's Organization, are co-sponsoring folkloric and
ethnographic video from Yugoslavia. "Serbian George's Day"
will be presented in the Instructional Media Center, 46 Powell

Library at noon and 12:30 p.m. Free.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse presents Cultural Affairs Jazz series. 8
p.m., Kerckhoff Coffee house . Free^

Students For Life presents a semmar on women's Views

against abortion. 7 p.m. Ackerman 3517. Free.

Unergraduate Student Accounting Society is sponsoring a

guest speaker from Ernst and Whinney to talk about accoun-

ting. 11 a.m., Ackerman 3517. Free.

Korean American Christian Fellowship is holding a bible

study. 2-4 p.m., Ackerman 3520.

Progressive Students Alliance general meeting. 5. p.m.,
Ackerman 3516. All students welcome.
_ Federal. Elections Delegation of Students, affiliated with
Bruin Democrats, Republicans and Undergraduate President's

Office, general meeting. Project coordinator. Brad Taylor will

be speaking. 7-9 p.m., Ackerman 3520. Everyone welcome.
Women's Resource Center and the Student Psychological Ser

vices co-sponsor a returning students support group. 1-2 p.m.,
4223 Math Science building. Free.

The Women's Resource Center and the Skills Building Pro
gram are co-sponsoring a workshop designed to help women in-

crease thier leadership skills. Part three of the women and
leadership series. Trudy Ferguson, from the Graduate School of

Management, will speak on "Taking the Lead: Developing
Your Leadership Potential." Noon-1 p.m., Women's Rsource
Center, 2 Dodd Hall. Call 825-3945.
UCLA Extension presents "Real Security in a Nuclear Age."

Richard Barnet, instructor, senior fellow. Institute for Policy

Studies, Washington, D.C. will be speaking. Last in a lecture

series entitled "The Search for Security in a Nuclear Age." 7-10

p.m., 1200 Rolfe Hall. $8.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a lecture-recital entitled Perfor
mance Practices on' the Wooden Boehm Flute by Felix

Skowronek. 5:30 p.m., Schoenberg Band Room. Call 825-2006.
UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a noon concert by the Men's

Glee Club, Donn Weiss, director. Noon, Schoenberg Hall. Free.
Call 825-4761.

Association of Chinese Americans general meemig. Everyone
welcome. 5-7 p.m., 400 Kerckhoff Hall. Call 479-4788.
Women's Resource Center and Student Psychological Services

sponsor a Returning Students Support Group designed to

facilitate the development of a support network for mature stu-

dents, or students who are returning to school. 1-2 p.m., 4223
Math/Sciences. Call 825-3945.

THURSDAY
Baha'i Campus Club meeting to "Investigate the Possibilities

for Worid Peace." Everyone who has any ideas about the possi-

bility/impossibility of worid peace is encouraged to attent. 6
p.m., 2410 Ackerman.

Overeaters Anonymous brown bag meeting. NPI C-8-538
from noon-1 p.m. Free.
Urban Planning Program presents Thursday Evenmg Lecture

Series. Tonight, Margit Mayer, visiting professor from
Jl^rankfurt University, West Germany, will speak on "Urban
Grassroots Discontent and Green Politics in West Germany."

r/^?T
™^'^' Architecture Building. Call 825-8957.

UCLA ^^isitors Center sponsors a discovery tour of the
folklore and Mythology Center's Visual Media Archive lead by
Professor Wayland Hand. Free. Meet in the lobby of Shoenberg
Hall at 1:30 p.m. Call 206-8147.
ACLU's Beveriy HQls/Westwood chapter will hold an election

and plannmj? meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Westside Pavilion's

Tncrvl^.'" ^^^'P^J^ni^y room, located near the May Company at

10800 Pico Blvd. Open to the public. Free. Call 203-9525.

iTrir Aci
.^"Soslav Exchange Program and Druzba,

Ul^LAbiavic Student's Organization, are co-sponsoring folkoric
and ethnographic videos from Yugolsavia. "Winter/Spring Fire

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 9
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Ritual in Serbia" will be pres-
ented at noon and 12:30 p.m.
in the Instructional Media
Center, 46 Powell Library.
Free.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse pres-
ents SCA Freeway Series:
Ivan Roth, Jill Eraser and
Stuart Goldman. 8 p.m., Ker-
ckhoff Coffeehouse. Free.

Israel Action Coalition and
the Hillel Student Association-
present John Rothman, presi-

dent of the Zionist Orgainza-
tion of America, San Fran-
cisco District, who will speak
on **The Disease of Ter-
rorism." 2-4 p.m., Ackerman
3520. Free. Call 2pS8-3081.

Business Associates of the
International Student Center
is sponoring Lynn Coker,
regional manager of the ap-
plications planning center at

AT&T, to speak at their din-
ner meeting. Coker will speak
on "Telecommunications:
Transforming Today's and
Tomorow's Business." $12
general admission, UCLA stu-

dents $6.50, ISC/BA members,
no charge. Reservations a
must. Call 208-4587 or 825-
3384.

Bible Studies in the New
and Old Testaments. Noon.
Ackerman 3517. Call 447-
6106.

Women in Communication
present a communications
seminar discussing careers in

broadcasting. The associate

producer of AM Los Angeles,
TV Host of AM Los Angeles,
and press secretary for Coun-
cilman Zev Yaroslovsky will

be speaking. 7 p.m., 3520
Ackerman Union.

|^ Israel Action Coalition
ineeting featuring John
Rothmann, president of the
S.F. Chapter of the Zionist

Organization of America,
speaking. 2-4 p.m., 3520
Ackerman. Call 208-3081.

UCLA Extension presents

"Experimenting with
WorldClimate: Will We
Get Burned?" Ralph Cicerone,
instructor, director. National
Center for Atmospheric
Research, Boulder Colorado
will be speaking. One in a lec-

ture series of "Challenging
Scientific Problems III: Ma-
jor Issues with Divergent
Views." 7:30-10 p.m., 100
Moore Hall. $12.

UCLA Elxtension sponsors
The Thames — Path of At-

tack, Artery of Commerce,
and Preeminent Highway of

Britain's Civilization."
Thomas G. Barnes, instructor,

law and history professor at

UC Berkeley will speak. One
in a lecture series of "Great
Rivers of the Worid." 7-10

p.m., 2160E Dickson Art
Center. $12.

FRIDAY
UCLA Yugoslav Exchange

Program and Druzba,
UCLASlavic Student's
Organization are co-sponsor-

ing folkloric and ethnographic
videos from Yugoslavia.
"Winter Pre-Lenten Ritual in

Baranja (Baranjske Buse)" will

be presented at noon and
12:30 p.m. in the Instruc-

tional Media Center, 46
PoweU Library. Free.

Muslim Student's Associa

tion of UCLA sponsors a

Jum'ah meeting, noon, in

Ackerman 3564. Everyone is

welcome.
UCLA ImUoq Hawaii Club

general meeting. If you're

hrom the islands, or just inter-

ested, please join them. A
luau and other activities will

be discussed. Ackerman 3564,
5-7 p.m. Call 837-5779 or
824-0073.

UCLA Music Dept. presents
a Junior Recital featuring
Marcos Gerakos, guitar and
cameryne glass, flute. 4 p.m.
Jan Popper Theater. Free.
Call 825-4761.

Women's Resource Center
and Dept. of Community
Safety present a workshop
"About Rape: Empowerment
Through Awareness." Tina
Oakland, director. Women's
Resource Center, will speak.
The workshop is designed to

enhance understanding of rape
and sexual assault. Noon-1
p.m., room 2, Dodd Hall.
Call 206-8!^0.

UCLA Music Dept. presents
a junior recital featuring
DorisChen, piano. Noon, Jan
Popper Theater in Schoenberg
Hall. Free. Call 825-4761.

^ SATURDAY
The following is a list of the

UCLA Extension Saturday
Programs being offered Satur-

day, March 1. CaU 825-1901

for more info^

"Ancient Egyptian
Mysteries." Instructors:
Robert Ritner, lecturer in
Egyptology, University of
Chicago; John Callender, pro-
fessor of Egyptology and Cop-
tic, UCLA. 9 a.m. -5 p.m.,
100 Moore Hall. $40.

"Marketing Health Care:
Survival Skills for the Future."
Instructors: Gerald Friss,

principal, medical boardroom;
Virginia More, asst. ad-
ministrator. Kaiser Per-
manente Medical Center;
Michail Bley, director of
marketing, UCLA Ext.;
Phyllis Cooper, Health Care
entrepreneur; continuing
education specialist, UCLA
Ext. 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m., A^
660 Factor Building, $125.
"Working with the Hispanic

Client: Providing Culturally
Relevant Treatment." Richard
Cervantes, coordinator, asst.

research psychologist, UCLA
Spanish Speaking Mental
Health Research Center and
guest speakers. 9 a.m. -4 p.m..

^2214 Graduate School of
Management. $60.

"Revising Business Prose."
Instructors: Sonia Maaski
and Michael Moore, UCLA
writing programs. Business
and Technical Communica-
tions Group. 9 a.m. -4 p.m.,
3l1S Bunche HaU. $95.
"SAT/ACT Course II.

"

Kathleen McGuire, coor-
dinator, educational consul-
tant. 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Verbal Workshop. 2224 Young
Hall. $145.

"Media and the Law." Jef-
frey S. Klein, instructor, at-

torney, Los Angeles Times and
author of the weekly column,
"Legal View." 9 a.m. -5 p.m.,
146 Dodd Hall. $50.

"Cuisine and Culture: The
Rich History of the Worid's
Great Dishes." Charles Perry,
moderator, food historian and
journalist. Orange County res-

taurant writer, Los Angeles
Times, and guest speakers. 9
a.m. -5 p.m., G-33 UCLA Ex-
tension Building, 10995
LeConte Ave. $50.

**Small-Scale Mushroom

Growing." John H.D^
Rodwell, instructor, pres..

Meadow Mist Mushrooms,
Inc., Solvang. 9:30 a.m.-12:30
p.m., 325 Botany Bldg. $45.

"Preparing for Investment
Choices." Elizabeth Rowen,
instructor, broker, adjunct
prof, of finance and accoun-
ting. University of LaVeme. 9
a.m. -4 p.m., 161 Dodd Hall.

$65.

**The California Black
Bear." Instructors: David
Graber, research scientist. Se-

quoia and Kings Canyon Na-
" tional Parks; Richard Stowell,

naturalist and. former field

seminars director. Sequoia Na-
tional Park. 9 a.m. -5 p.m.,
2147 Life Sciences Bldg. $40.

Student Noncredit fee $15.

"Using Mental Imagery for"
Enhanced Performance and
Goal Achievement." Instruc-

tors: David Rapkin, asst.

research prof, of psychology;
Vivian Alvarez, M.A. 9 a.m.-4
p.m., Saturday and Sunday
Mar. 1&2 and Saturday Mar.^
8. 2232 Graduate School of

Management. $115.

KEEP UP TO DATE ON THE LATEST TRENDS,
READ THE DAILY BRUIN!

ANDS?

THEN COME TO THE
15TH ANNUAL

PRESEIMTED BY ASUCLA TRAVEL
SERVICE & THE UCLA EXPO CENTER

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 9AM - 3:30PM
ACKERMAN UNION GRAND BALLROOM

FREE INFORMATION FROM THE EXPERTS Want to know about discount AIRFARES WITHIN THE U.S.. OR
TO EUROPE? Are you planning a trip to HAWAII or TAHITI? How about an ADVENTURE TRIP ACROSS ASIA, or

summering in SOUTH AMERICA? Need the latest EURAIL PRICES or the best TOUR OF EUROPE? Or do you just want
to get in one last REALLY GREAT SKI TRIP this year? The information is all here and it's all free. Talk to all the travel

experts about planning your nextjourney.

FREE FUN There'll be plenty of FREE POPCORN AND BALLOONS. And you can mfeet representatives from all parts of

the travel industry: AIRLINES • CHARTER FLIGHTS • TOUR COMPANIES • INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC
RAILROADS • CRUISE LINES • INTERNATIONAL TOURIST OFFICEy«V\DVENTURE TOURS • CULTURAL & STUDY
TOURS. You'll have first hand information on travel to all parts of the worldl

TRAVEL GUIDE BOOKS & PASSPORT PHOTOS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE.

SIGN UP TO WIN FREE PRIZES PRESENTED FROM 3:30PM TO 4:30PM AT MEYERHOFF
PARK (You must be present to win.) AN STI TOUR AND FLIGHT TO EUROPE • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET TO LONDON
ON BRITISH CALEDONIAN AIRWAYS FROM STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET TO ECUADOR.
SOUTH AMERICA ON EQUATORIAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO WITHIN THE U.S.. CANADA. OR
HAWAII ON AMERICAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO SAN FRANCISCO ON AIR CAL
• A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO PHOENIX ON AMERICA WEST AIRLINES • A FIRST CLASS RAIL TICKET FOR
TWO FROM BRITRAIL BETWEEN LONDON & EDINBURGH • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWQ TO SAN FRANCISCO
ON PSA* A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO ANYWHERE THAT SOUTHWEST AIRLINES FLIES

• FREE T-SHIRTS • TRAVEL BAGS • BOOKS • POSTERS

WEVE Gdt IT ALL AT
THE TRAVEL EVENT OF THE YEAR!

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
^--—-—' ji TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 8 30-6. sat ii-3
jjQI li^l gkj A-Level Ackerman Union

PncM subject to chong* without notice, limited ovoilaDility
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Back by popular demand after a successful engagement last

year, the Great Meal II brings you the same good food and selec-

tion at even greater values. This year our dinner menu features a

cast of star-studded entrees, a host of classic accompaniments,

plus a beverage of your choice—all for one low price. Don't miss

this... It's t}ound to l}e a sell-out!
i ] ^^ , ,

**

Across Mexican Borders - Plays every Monday - Choose two of three

entrees, plus rice, and your choice of refried beans or vegetables.

Oriental Connection - Plays every Tuesday - Choose two of three stir-

fry entrees, your choice of fried or steamed rice plus stir-fry vegetables

and a fortune cookie.

:?

Jj

Ham Meets Turkey - Plays every Wednesday - Your choice of carved

roast turkey, or baked ham, plus dressing, vegetables, mashed
potatoes arid gravy or yams.

BBQ .Western - Plays every Thursday - BBQ Beef rib and 1/4 Chicken
plus baked beans, and your choice of vegetables or coleslaw.

All above features include any size soft drink, coffee or tea.
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ART: Newsstand lives with Westwood's history
Continued from Paii^e 3
lot of the ^ girlie magazines
because they kept breaking in-
to the stand," he said, but
now he does just fine.

Sitting in his fold-up chair
with a knitted cap over his
salt-and-pepper curls and a
tattered pouch around his
neck. Art is the mainstay of a
bustling corner. A passing
stranger can always depend on
him for directions to a local

bank or pet store. And Art has
a coterie of regulars who flock
around him for conversation.
Harvey Edwards, an old

friend and corner regular',

likes tp help his friend with
the sales, 'Depending on the
season, I used to be here
everyday, but Art could
always outsell me," he said.

Retired from newspaper
sales for the last 10 years,

Edwards explains how Art has
remained in business when so
many other newsstands have
folded over the years.

"He's, in a good location,"

Edwards said. "But it's also

his personality. He's always
polite and he smiles a lot."

Because of his location. Art
has seen a lot of stores go in

and out of business. Where
neon lights now glow Art
rpmcrmbers there:

because they were looking for

a job. Guys that had a newss-
tand could make $30-$40 a
week."
Today, Art's biggest selling

paper is La Opinion, a
Spanish language daily. Next

—

is the Los Angeles Times on
which he makes a dime for

each of the 40 copies. he sells

every day.

He may not be making
millions, but the job has its

advantages. One of the inter-

esting points about the
business, he said, is that he
gets to talk to a lot of peo-
ple."! meet people from all

over. This is one of the busiest

corners in the country."
As for the disadvantages to

the newspaper business. Art
can think of one: the rain.

What does he do, "Let it

rain."

Art rarely misses a day of

work. He has never been sick

and in all his years on the

corner he has only missed two

V-

in

days because of deaths in the
family.

Rain or shine he is there un-
til he cannot sell any more
papers, said Dennis Gory, the
general manag e r ^o-f-^^—r^he younger generation
Josephina*s; former location of "just want . what they can

While Art has many friends,

he sometimes feels disillusion-

ed by what he sees
Westwood.

the Bratskeller. When people
ask Art the name of a good
restaurant, he often refers

them to Josephina's. In ap-
preciation. Gory occasionally
takes him a sandwich.

get," he said. "I remember if

you were hard up you could
go out and beg and get a hot
bowl of soup. Today it's *if

you don't give me a 5 or 10

spot, you're no damn good.'
> >*

Regardless of how he feels,

he always tl^anks his
customers for buying one of

hispapers. Art has learned

atbeing miserable does not"

do one any good.

"You just gotta make up
your mind not to feel
miserable. If you smile," he
said, breaking into an impish
grin, "the whole world will

smile with you."

Earthquake
Continued from Page 5
types of buildings sustfned
serious damage. "No one ex-

pected that the Mexico City
quake would have been so

severe, because the epicenter

of the quake was 400 kilome-
ters from the city."

"However, Mexico City is

located under an old lake bed,
rich in soft soil. The presence
of the soil under the buildings

created a shaking on the two-
second scale, and thus we saw
the only buildings destroyed

were those approximately 20-

stories high, while 30-story

buildings were fine."

"The next question we will

try to address, is that if there

was a strong quake on the San
Andreas fault, could the same
thing thing that happened in

Mexico City affect the sedi-

mentary deposits in the Los
Angeles basin and San Fer-

nando Valley," he said.

The San Fernando Valley,
he noted, has soil more like

that of Mexico City than Los
Angeles.

"In future research, we
would like to conduct the
microtremor experiment in

downtown Los Angeles and on
the UCLA campus. We would
also like to develop a com-
puterized model to make a
more precise and quantitative

determination of the nature of

ground motion in the L.A.,
area."

once weig
"the big round lampposts like

you see on the sidestreets."

The fruit stands, butcher
shops and fish markets that

gave Westwood Village its

character have been replaced
by Carl's Jr., McDonalds,
Crown Books and Tower
Records.

"The village today is not a
village anymore," Art said.

"It's a metropolis or whatever
other name you want to put
to it — a monstrosity I"

Art has no interest in fast-

food joints, record stores,

movie theaters and trend
shops. "I never go into the
new stores. They've got
nothing to sell."

Art's customers, on the
other hand, tend to find what
they are looking for. "He
always has what I need," said

David Mackler, longtime
patron of the newsstand.
Mackler said he thinks people
seek out Art for more than just

his wares. "In an area where
lancunarks are 50 years old.

Art is a contradiction with his-

torical implications," he said.

Art refuses to reveal his last

name, but the fragments of his

past tell much about his life.

Art was born in 1916 in

Sioux City, Iowa, where, as

Art said, "the corn grows
tall." His father was in the

"hotel business" and moved
the family to Detroit when
Art was a year old. When he

was five years old, an il-

luminating gas lamp exploded

over his face and left him
legally blind.

The newspaper business

seemed like the best profes-

sion. "Considering my handi-

cap, it was the easiest thing

for me to get into," he said.

"Becoming a lawyer was the

only other thing to do, but I

never had a hankering for

law."
Art was 11 years old when

he took his first job selling

papers for the Detroit Free

Press. Art hollered the

headlines when the
stockmarket crashed, but the

breadlines of the depression

were not for people in the

newspaper business.

"People would buy a paper

^IISTQ

If your answers match ours, be sure to see us

when we're on campus: Monday, March 10th.

We'll be happy to go into detail on how we meet

your requirements for technical challenge,

career support, growth potential, salary and

benefits, and an enjoyable climate and lifestyle.

Power Systems Division

Discrete Smalij^Signal Division

Linear Division

Unable to schedule an Interview? Feel free to

send your resume to: College Relations,

Fairchild, 4300 Redwood Highway, San Rafael,

CA 94903. We are an equal opportunity employer.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF OF UCLA,
V \

AGREAI^CLA TRADITION IS IN
TROUBLEAND NEEDS YOUR HELP!!

1^

THE BEAR FACTS Beginning Monday February 24th and running through Friday February ^8th the
Student Welfare Commission of USAC, worl<ing in conjunction with Red Cross Blood
Services and the UCLA Blood Donor Center, is sponsoring a campus wide blood
donor drive to benefit patient blood needs in hospitals throughout the Los Angeles
area and the UCLA Medical Center.

In the past UCLA blood drives have been the largest in Southern California. We
were the envy of every college and university in this area. However, where we once
provided the Los Angeles community with up to 1 ,700 pints of blood during our week
lQ|P«xtraivaganza we are now lucky to see between 900 to 1 ,100 pteople giving.

The goal for this quarter is 2,000 pints, one pint from each donor. (And it would take
donations from only 4 percent of our campus population to meet this goal.) The
average person weighing 110 pounds or more can easily donate one pint with no ill ef-
fects. If you have never given before or your haven't given in a while please give now
and help us reach this goaL ^ »

It's time to put UCLA back on top, show our Los Angeles community what Bruins
are made of and renew a great UCLA tradition.

^^)![i5J '^^^ PINTS OF BLOOD ARE NEEDED EVERYDAY^—

^

TO MEET THE NEEDS OF LOS ANGELES AREA PATIENT^^
r>iv^ATiI?5^^'iR?' BLOOD DONORS ARE NEEDED EVERY-
3 PAtIeNtI

DONATIONjrOU make can BENEFIT UP TO
^ET'S DO OUR PART TO MEET THIS NEED AND RENEW A
l^fiV; UCLA TRADITION. DONATE AT ONE OF^fHE CONVE-NIENT LOCATIONS LISTED BELOW "= v^"" nt ov^iMVt-

'^M SvIng BLOOD^**
'*'^* YOirCANNOT CONTRACT AIDS

^"^oL%r^^A^ir.^lTZ^^^^^^ W,SH TO RECEIVE VOUR Gl'^^
MUST BE MADE AT THE UCLA BLOOD DONOR CENTER LO^ATEmN rSm aI i^ oc x.*^*^

EMPLOYEES). THAT YOUR DONATIONS
MEDICAL CENTER FUNDED PROOFS SSd APPUES tS aSoST EVeS?^aSIeT JaSUAL PEP mPM ^llik ^f

''^'" ^"'« '^ '^ ^^^
UCLA AND ASUCLA.

^^^^o i tvtM Y. CAREER, CASUAL. PER DIEM AND STUDENT EMPLOYEE OF

DONATION LOCATIONS
UCLA BLCX)D DONOR CENTER
UCLA MEDICAL CENTER
ROOM A2-260. just down the hall from Student
Health. HOURS 8:00AM TO 5:30PM MON - FRI -

^riiE;.^(i9M^-°0A'^) PLEASE CALL 825-0888 FOR
APPOINTMENTS. OPEN ALL YEAR.

LUVALLE COMMONS *

MEETING ROOMS FEB. 27 & 28
10:00AM TO 2:45PM

HEDRICK HALL
FEB. 27
3:45 - 8:30PM

RIEBER HALL *

FEB. 24
3:45 -8:30PM

"

SPROUL HALL
FEB. 26
3:45 - 8:30PM

ACKERMAN UNION *

2ND FLOOR LOUNGE
FEB. 24 - 28
1 1 :00AM TO 3:45PM

NORTH CAMPUS FACILITY
ROOM 22 FEB. 24 - 26
10:00AM to 2:45PM

DYKSTRA HALL
FEB. 25
3:45 - 8:30PM

THE UCLA GIFT OF 4 HOURS ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE WITH PAY OR TIME OFF WITH p"aY (FOR ASUCU)
This ad has been funded by the UCLA Blood Dono, Center, In conjunctton with the Student Welfare Commission.

NOT AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS.

Philippines
Continued from Page 6
"Some of the opposition is

saying that the president is in-
capable of enforcing the law,"
Marcos, 68, said in his live
broadcast. "They repeat that
once more and I will sic the
tanks and artillery on them."

Earlier Sunday, an attempt
by hundreds of pro-Marcos
soldiers and eight armored
troop-carriers to roust the
rebels was foiled by about
25,000 demonstrators whp
blocked them from reaching
the military camps.
The pro-Aquino

demonstrators jammed an in-

tersection less than two miles
from the camps, blocking the
troops.

I

Writers with experi-
ence covering
meet i ngs and
business affairs are
sought by the
award winning
UCLA Daily Bruin.
Join a pace setting
team!
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GRAN'D OPENING
Hairport Salon

f^^t^j/t^ Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $ I I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

1643 Westwood Blvd BIk. N. of Santa Monica B .

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^PVAP» QO(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLODfeS: PARTS. LABOR, INSTALLATION
NO hid6en charges

$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UPI

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tunnip
2. Valve A4.
3. Ubt

4.0llC3ungi
5. Brake AdT
6.aulchA4.
7. Scfvicc Air OMiitr

S. OMdi Butttiy Watn
9. liMfMct Front End
10. CompriMton Toi
11. (Piwwue Im Cooltog Sytw)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

l^rta A Labor (Gm A Air Film itra)

y©[N][D)^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

m^ USED CAB DIAGNOSIS - $3S.S«
* THIS IS AN HONEST OAHAGE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA

453-4652 • 829-7012

WORK YOUR MAGIC1
RECYCLE LIFE BY GIVING BLOOD.

THIS WEEK ONLY!! *
«

BLOOD MOBILES WILL BE AT:
•Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge* M-F 1 1 :00-3:45

• Rieber Hall M 3:45-8:30

•North Campus Facility #22 M-W 10:00-2:45

•Dykstra Hall T 3:45-8:30

•LuValle Commons Meeting Room Th,F 10:00-2:45

•Sproul Hall W 3:45-8:30

•Blood Donor Center CHS-A2260 M-F 8:00-5:00

t l ledrick Hall Th 3:45-8:30 ==

let

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE

*Tay Sachs testing Available

For More Information call: Student Welfare Commission
3128 825-7586

GIFTS RAFFLED FROM- FANTASY YOGURT, MRS. FIELD'S
COOKIES, & STAN'S DONUTS
•ATTENTION CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS DONATE THE MOST PINTS AND WIN
THE FIRST UCLA BLOOD DRIVE CHAMPION'S CUP^-

Supported by: Bruin Belles, Circled, Panhellenlc. BCF, ISG. MEChA. AsianCo. BSA
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buys a large

pepperoni pizza and

2 ice-cold Coca-Cola's

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary
Not good with any
Other offer.
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Viewpoint

The ghost of budgets yet to come

Give blood not excuses
By Ira Smalberg
The UCLA Blood Drive is being held this week from Mon

day, February 24 through Friday, February 28. This annual
drive is the largest one in the Los Angeles/Orange Counh^
region, with the collected blood going out to over 220 ho«:n.foi
(including the one here at UCLA)

.

""s»pitals

As you are probably aware, blood donations have been down
over 30 percent throughout the country. Surgeries have already
been delayed, occasionally with fatal results. Your donations are
desperately needed now, if our emergency rooms and hosoitaLs
are to operate with continued success. _ ,

People who have never donated before are sometimes
needlessly nervous about doing so. The 10 most common excuses
are:

)

TK^ A \ —T 7; *^"»"««/ ^«A iciunii pian m tne ^enaiine president and Congress have tax increase within the DlaR.

By Sen. Pete Domenici

Editor's note: This letter is the last of a
four-part mini-history of the budget crisis.
Our Ghost of Budgets Yet to Come offers

us a choice. First he takes us to February
1986. The president and Congress have
been given the size of the automatic cut
order (called a sequester order) mandated
by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill for FY
1986. It will take a total of $11.7 bUlion
from federal outlays, equally split between
defense and non-defense programs.

inJi^'^u*®*^^
defense spending in March

1986 about $40 billion less than the presi-
dent's original request for the year. Non-
defense programs wUl be cut in some cases
below last year's level. Senators up for re-
election later in the year are beseiged by in-
terest groups hit by the sequester.

Yet, this tiny cut pales in comparison to
what be necessary later in the year. Our
ghost reveals internal staff documents that
show deficits of more than $205 billion in
FY 1987, a full $60 billion over the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings target of $144
billion. The president presents his budget in
early February.

It contains a request for $20 billion more
in defense spending. It terminates scores of
federal programs through direct cuts and

—pnvatization ideas. It rejects new taxes. It
IS kept alive by Congress mostly as a vehicle
for repudiation.

Here, our ghost presents two scenarios.

—T-t f*

^"® ^ '"°'"® ^**^®*y *^*" ^^^ o^her.
The first scenario is the hope of many of us
who voted for Gramm-Rudman-Hollings —
a comprehensive compromise on the deficit
It goes like this:

• Late March 1986: The president and
Congress, unable to come up with a budget
for the 1987 year, agree to a "Grand Sum-
mit on the budget. Tax reform plans in the
Senate are temporarily laid aside in order to
focus on deficit reduction.
• April 1986: After weeks of negotiations.

Congress and the president agree on a his-
toric deficit-cutting package, including fun-
damental reforms and reductions in
domestic spending, a slowing of the defense
build-up, and new revenues.'
• May and June 1986: Congress passes

new laws implementing the "summit"
agreement and appropriations bUls that are
consistent with it. ^t
• August 1986: The Congressional BudW

Office and the Office of Management and
Budget compare their spending updates and
conclude that because of presidential and
congressional action, the deficit targets of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings will indeed be
met.

• The stock market surges, interest rates
drop, and the economy takes off. America
sores into the future.

But that scenario may be unlikely for
many reasons, so our ghost provides a se-
cond scenario, feared by many of us who
are familiar with the realities of both the

budget and of the politics of 1986:
• Late March 1986: The president's

budget has been rejected in all quarters.
Congress tries to devise its own budget and
fails. The president vigorously pursues his
tax reform plan in the Senate, opposing any

• April and May 1986: The Senate, with
30 members watching primary results that
will select their opponents in the November
elections, is stymied. Tax reform is stalled,
the budget cannot move, and appropria-
tions bills await some resolution of the
deadlock. The House puts off action, claim-
ing it cannot act until some initiative is
taken by either the President for the Senate „
• June 1986: The Supreme Court rules

Gramm-Rudmann-HoUings constitutional
• Summer 1986: As the stock and bond

market and most of the rest of the world
watch, America's government is nearly par-
alyzed. The size of the amounts needed to
meet the $144 billion deficit target prohibit
action: $30 billion from defense and from
non-defnese spending translate into as much
as $75 billion in budget authority from
defense spending (or almost one-fourth of
all new spending authority for defense) and
about $45 bUlion from non-defense pro-
grams (or about one-third of all new budget
authority in the appropriated, discreUonary

-

accounts). ^

• September 1986: Gramm-Rudman-HoU-
mgs m the amount of a $60 billion se-
quester (budget cut) goes into effect, caus-

wL^^^'in''''"''^''" ^'"^"g America's
Western Allies. Most Senate campaigns arenow in the post-Labor Day "hot" period
Groups that participate in federal domestic
propams, especially teachers and health
professionals, descend on Washington inhuge number Many state govemmnetsbe^n to lay off large numbers of employees
to try to compensate for cuts in state and
local aid.

lQ««^f^^',
^?^'' ^"^ '"^^^^ ^^^'^ the

1986 federal elections, the president decides
that his position as commander-in-chief
compek him not to sign the final sequester
order because it would violate his oath of
office to defend the nation's security.
Already more than 100 lawsuits have been
filed against the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
cuts by potential program beneficiaries

• Mid-October 1986: Congress, facedwith an unprecedented uproar, coupled
w^th a plummeting stock and bond market,
tnes to devise a way to cope with the newcmis. Everyone attempts to find a way toget out from under the new law. Someone
suggests that we need a budget forecast thatshows a recession sometime in the next four
quarters. The person who makes the sugges-
tion IS widely applauded as a genius and

• November 1986: Huge numbers of in-cumbent senatoi^ and representatives ofboth parties are defeated at the polls, sad-

Continued on Page 16

1. I'm afraid to give blood.
Everybody is the first time, but if you just take the time (and

courage) to make one donation, you'll wonder why you ever
hesitated. There's really nothing to it. (Pinch yourself on the
forearm just inside the elbow joint. It will hurt that little for amere second or two.

2. Other people must be giving blood.
You can gamble your life on that assumption, but please

don t gamble other people's lives. What a tragic and senseless
waste It would be if someone died because you did not care
enough to donate blood — if you left it for someone else to do.

3. My blood isn '/ the right type.
^ry t>pe^is^ the "right" type Both rare and Anmm^r, bh

types are needed all the time.

^ They wouldn't want my blood because of the illness I've

fhftlaJf ^°"?*l"g'
y°" are given a mini-medical check up byU^e staff on duty. They will also review your medical history

r ri' c T ?'" ^^""^ ^"y ^^"'^^^ they will check withyour doctor for final approval.

^: ^ ^^^^^ ha^e any blood to snare. _

If you are reasonably healthy, youVe got 10 to 12 pints in

n\^l\ ^^^°"ld,^>^.able to give regulariy every 2 months(up to five times a year) without any problems.

6. My blood isn't rich enough.

hl^'''"'^* r"".^
^"""^ ^'^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^«^^ yo" donate. If vourblood is deficient in Some way, at least you'll know and be able

to take action to correct it.

7 I'm afraid of being turned down. ^^ ^-

Jl ^"""l

are medically deferred, that's o.k. At least you tried. It

n3Sr^ wrn^:^7un'S^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^" '^^^^ '''

S.They1l take too much and III feel weak. -
The amount taken is less than one pint. Besides, your bodv"

rt^la^ ^- ~f""I'y-
'" f«^*- *« ^"'"-"^ y°" 8*ve will

STu^StirtdiZlS^^ "* '"•"^ '"* ~""""^ '"^^

— 9. I'm afraid of getting AIDS. --—
fo/draZa"!,^^ k/'^I ^^ '*"""""« *'"'«'• All the equipment

10. I'm too busy.

imatelv 4*^ f^^Z^tl ' ^ "^ "^^^^^ process takes approx-

Ttitou w^IToum""'" ""' """ "^'^ •" *" ''°°' ""^

ma^y"3;'r/''"ff^°?''
*'^.'"'' ^^at they'll ever need blood andnmny people put off donating until someone they know is in

Mniwh!^Z^.^ T^ """ "^^^y <iont have an advance

beTnthehoMh^ "'l^ "^T" ^''^ '"«'"« "^' blood must

this area.) 'f * *^^"' °^ * """ior earthquake in

bl^ tZiy%l,')l '^"f"'"'y " -PPort our community
this area « wtn Z .1

'^"^' Wood is needed in hospitals in

donor ^owf ' °^^' ^^^ «'""">'• decide to be a blood

apJoTntme"n?°or^Vwrky' ''^ '°"''"'"« '-'•«°- <-»'^- "^

3:«tT""
""'"" ~ ^"'^ ^°°' Lounge, Mon.-Fri.. 11 a.m .-

2:45T„,^'""^"'
^''"'"'' - "*^'" 22, Mon.-Wed., 10 a.m -

2:457.m*'
*^°"""°"' - '^***'"8 Rooms, Thur.^Fri., 10 am

5:£"^m~
^'*^ '^°"°' ^^"*«' (A2-260), Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m.-

Commti'on'at s'^'^T^sT""''
^''"^ '^' '^' ^'"^^"* ^^'f""

Smalh^^^^lh^diTectoT of the UCLA Blood Drive.
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Letters V
/

TA stereotypes
Editor:

As a TA who is concerned
about the quality of
undergraduate education I can
sympathize with students who
encounter communication dif-
ficulties with TAs who are not
native English speakers.

Certainly, I know from my
own experience that learning
is a thorny business even when
people think they are speaking
the same language.

Still, I find the Bruin's car-
toon intolerant of and in-
sulting to the non-native
English speakers at UCLA,
TAs as well as others (Bruin,
Feb. 20). The cartoonist
would probably say that the
nbhsense syllables spoken by
the Linus figure and reinforc-
ed above him in bold black
letters represent only what the
undergraduate can make of an
accent that is unfamiliar to

him/her, and that
undergraduates are poorly
served by TAs who cannot
speak English clearly or
fluently.

And I agree that students
are thus poorly served. But in

trying to make that point, the
^artoonist goes beyond
-criticism to cruel mockery ^
not only the speech but the
intelligence of non-native
English speakers.

I am disgusted that the
Bruin sees fit to perpetuate the
unfortunate assumption, so
common among native
English speakers, that those

who do not sneak our
language well are stupid, and
I believe the Bruin owes an
apology to those people it has
insulted.

Anne Richards

Graduate
English

Terror at home
Editor:

On Wednesday, Feb. 19
Oskar Salvitiera was
murdered.

It was a political terrorist

assasination. Terrorism can
and does affect everyone.
No one is immune to these

unreasonable actions.

In view of this persistent
problem, Mr. John
Rothmann, former adviser to
Pres. Nixon, and expert on
Middle East issues, will be
speaking on campus.
He will talk about terrorism

and what we as students can
do in response.

He will be sp#aking on
Thursday, Feb. 27 from 2-4

p.m. in Ackerman Union
3520.

This is an important issue.

This is going to be an interest-

ing and important lecture.

It will be a great opportu-
nity for you to find out what
you can do.

Cilya Weiss
Senior

Economics

Budget
1. "

FREE FRAME SPECIAL

l9lOWestwoodBI
y 1 BIk South of

Santa Monicfi

475-1310

Continued from Page 14
died with explaining their

position on Gramm-Rud-
man-Hollings. Our Ghost of
Budgets Yet to Come con-
cludes his gloomy scenario
by revealing an internal
staff memo that shows defi-
cits will be $200 billion or
more as far as the eye can

I conclude this little

budget journey through
time by saying that the
concept behind the second
scenario is a real possiblity

if both the president and
"Congress refuse to com-
promise on major deficit-

reduction options. The
amount of deficit reduction
needed to meet the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
targets, or to make any real

dent in deficits regardless of
any law, is very large.

'J

If the nation's leadership
fails to agree by late spring,

especially in a year charg^
with important elections,

the mechanism of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
will take effect. To allow
that th happen would be fc

national, and even interna-

tional tragedy.

Domenici, a republican
senator from New Mexico,
is chair of the Senate
Budget committee.

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

Call: 208-1468 -

—

Expires 3/02/86

WE'RE LOOKING FOR

CONTESTANTS
YOUR TEAM CAN WIN OVER

$60,000 IN CASH!
abc'S HOnESTNEWTV GAME SHOW

In Memoriam

James H. Howard

-A.

CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
(213) 284-8644

CONTESTANTS MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER

Teacher— Newspaperman— Friend

UCLA Dept. of Journalism
UCLA Daily Bruin Adviser

1963 - 1979
1963 - 1970

Jim's dedication to his family, his students,

his friends, this university and
this newspaper will always

^ be remembered "

i'
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Eat 1828

EO KOLPIN. S« . PROP

"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY**
IN SANTA MONICA

9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN 11-4

,v\\\w.

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX — Switch
totplpt"

A triM p«pe smok*'
doM not inhal*

Com* in )or our !'••

instruction

brochure

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. — SANTA MONICA
828-4511 •828-4512 t/

-X

Low Cost High Quality

Women's Health Care
Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services • Partner's Clinic

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

IT'S MANIC MONDAY!!!

Find the 7 words, names, or song titles, hidden ver-

tically, diagonally, or horizontally in the letters below.

We've provided clues, but in the puzzle, itself, all or

only part of the clue may appear (See example).

BRING:
^~ ~~ ~"

Your entry to Tower Records, Westwood. From all

correct entries one will be chosen at random.

WIN:
A Sanyo portable cassette player from Affordable Por-

tables, at 1110 Gayley Ave. Westwood, A Bangles

_!!Manic Monday!!_LShirt, and Cassette. _______
CLUES'

• SUSANNA HOFFS • RESTLESS
• HOW IS THE AIR UP THERE?
• MICHAEL STEELE
•THE BANGS • LIVE

IF SHE KNEW WHAT SHE WANTS
PUZZLE:

B M P S K H 1r M
1 D U C T H \/ c 1

L 1 Y R L E E :I F S
L 1 W 1 B W G II S T
U Q V A L H J (- L' "S'

F A N E V A L /f t
T G E H U T \4a T

S X J T 8 ^^i) D 1

E L E A
(ij

^i ^{ L R
R B R C R

" t
K (: A B

NAME:_
ADDRESS:
PHONE #: _

pUf.
—

—

Yourself in a Different Light. THE BANGLES NEW
ALBUM ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND CASSEHES.
NOW JUST $5.99 at

TOWER RECORDS
1078 WESTWOOD BLVD. .^

J

^ L 1T\ reifieuif Bob Remnein. Review Editor

Kent Andrade. Associate Review Editor

jenny Bleier. Assnlaryt Review Editor

FILM
4

Turtle Diary': a Pinteresque look at everyday absurdity
By Jennifer Boynton

Harold Pinter knows that brevity is the soul

of ambiguity; his dialogue for Turtle Diary is

written as though he was told as a boy that

words cause degenerative psychosis. His char-

acters are unwilling and nervous couriers for

his sentences who spend most of their time try-

ing to avoid speech. If pressed, they stammer,
their eyes dart, and they rack their brains to

come up with some innocuous phrase. They
will say anything to keep from saying
something — a 'yes, of course,* or 'why, natu-

rally,' or 'oh,' the last being a particular

favorite. This gives the characters the man-
nerisms of\ery bad, ill-at^ease double-agents

whose every words are codes. Pinter's clipped

and random speech is exactly what a screen

adaptation of Russell Hoban's novel needed to

keep it from a becoming a silly, sappy story

about animals and spiritual catharsis.

Pinter retains the basic story line: two
withdrawn and lonely Londoners, Neaera

Duncan (Glenda Jackson) and William Snow
(Ben Kingsley) with an affinity for sea

creatures, steal some sea turtles from the zoo

and set them free in the ocean. How sweet,

you may be thinking — a little of the old

Jonathan Livingston Seaturtle bit and Neaera
and William can go home refreshed, ready to

Tackle life anew.

Glenda Jackson and Ben Kingsley come out of their shells in ^Turtle Diartj.
*

INTERVIEW

Life isn't that simple. Pinter knows it, and
that is why he pulls the plug on that all too

obvious climax. Pinter dialogue creates a

heightened reality that is bound together by
endless surface tension. Every situation in this

world is infused with drama; every object is

dripping with suspense. Cleaning a stove is an
action as charged with paranoid possibilities as

stealing some turtles and every bit as impor-
tant to the psychological development of the

characters. When everything is dramatic and
important, when all events are given equal
weight within the story, the story becomes ab-

surd. If no distinction is made between crucial

and trivial than all becomes trivial — nothing
is important. A woman dies, the stove gets

cleaned, another day passes. This makes
Neaera and William's turtle theft just another
in a string of events. They go home the next

day with the awkward feeling that they've just

woken up together after a bad one night

stand.

Pleading guilty in movies, like in law, can
often lead to a reduced sentence. The embar-
rassingly tacky symbolism of freeing turtles

and freed souls loses its stigma when the char-

acters admit what they're doing. They steal

the turtles under the same principles that peo-

ple knock on wood or throw salt over our their

shoulders. They know it's superstitious, they
feel slightly ashamed and sheepish, but, hell,

what can it hurt?

Pinter's dialogue and the characters' per-

formances leave motivation gracefully by-the^

wayside. Some; "who like things plainly stated,

may be uncomfortable (or even bored) by this

Continued on Page 21

John Irvin's dear-*Diary'
By Anthony Fabian-Reinstein, Staff Writer

Suppose you're a filmmaker, with a few
-features under your belt. And one day, you
receive a phone call from a producer who
says, "I say, how would you like to direct a

film with Glenda Jackson and Ben Kingsley?

The screenplay's by Harold Pinter. It's called

Turtle Diary, based on the book by Russell

Hoban ..."

"Wonderful. When do we start shooting?"

"you ask eagerly.

"In three weeks' time," replies the producefr
"Aha," you think to yourself. "Not enough

time to prepare." But, to the producer, you
say: "Send me the script and I'll let you
know." He puts it in the mail. You read it. It's

intelligent, humorous, moving — clearly the
/

CONCERT

r

result of umcompromising artistic integrity.

Of course you're going to direct the movie!

"That's pretty much how it came about,"
says Diary s director, John Irvin. "I read the

—
script as soon as it came through the letter

box, and was enormously impressed by it. A
screenplay that good doesn't come most peo-

ple's way very often. So I didn't hesitate about
taking the project on

.

"

Nevertheless, Irvin had three weeks in

which to choose the rest of the cast, the crew,
and scout for locations. "Turtle Diary had
originated with a director^ at the BBC — this

was to be his first feature film," he explains.

"But, because of delays in getting the money,
and the limited availablitiy of theprinciple ar-

tists, Jackson and Kingsley) the film had to be

Continued on Page 21 John Irvin, director of ^Turtle Diary'

Eating up 'Flesh for Lulu' live at Hollywood's Roxy
By Margaret Arana

Flesh for Lulu's show at the

Roxy Sunday night proved

that they can shed the gloom,

keep the glam, and still be the

same wonderful group.

Once having more of a

dark/gothic image, their look

now is more in a fifties-punk

vein. Instead - of being in an

Flesh for Lulu

identity crisis, though. Flesh

for Lulu seem to be finding

their niche — a modern
rock'n'roll band with a little

flash. ^^_

Singer Nick Marsh has mov-
ed away from his heavily Lou
Reed-influenced vocals of the

first album. The band's new
material, along with Marsh's

vocals, is faster and punchier,

almost punk at times. "Cat
Burglar" and "Vaguely
Human" were standouts on

Sunday, and showed that

rock'n'roll can sound fresh in

1986.

Flesh for Lulu's influences

are still apparent (Rolling

Stones, Velvet Underground,
Sex Pistols), but not obtrusive.

Their energetic sound, along

with Marsh's charismatic smile

and guitarist Rocco's swagger,

kept the audience's attention

and the flashbulbs popping on
Sunday.

They closed the encore with
"Subterraneans," the cult

"standard" from their first

album and one of the best

songs released last year.

In their unpretentious style,

Flesh for Lulu don't seem to

stand for anything, yet they're

an example that you don't

have to go back to 1977, or

1957, to find good rock'n'roll.

It's here now — if you want
it.
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ONCAMPUS trivia winner Justin Wyatt
BEN TONG/IMly Bruin

WILDERNESS FIELD STUDIES

Earn College Credit

N'nturnl historw ticLl ecology, uilJcriicss history and
inanagcnu-nt. C\Hir>cs tor I^)S(> in the Sierra Nevada,
Utah and Hawaii. S{-iriivj; Suniiiier/Fall tjuarters.

For information, write or call:

Sierra Institute, P>o\ C
C^arriai^e House

I 'NIXHRSITV OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA CRLiZ, CA ^)50M

(408)42^)-276I

i

SCANDINAVIAN
SEMINAR tf

A CHANCE TO GET TO KNOW
YOURSELF AND SCANDINAVIA

•iT»J.^.---*r«t-f.:-i3t.a. .^-^^^^r^m^M..^^^

Spend an acddemlc year in DEisiMARK, FINLAND. NORWAY.or SWEDEN.
• live and study In a small, residential school among Scandinavians
• become fluent in the language of the country you choose to live in
• discover another way of life and gain new perpective on yourself—'——' UCLA Expo Center

For further information:
CONTACT: SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR
24 Dickinson St.

Amherst, MA 01002

DATE: Tues.. Feb. 25. 9:00 -4:00 PM
AHEND: 1986 UCLA Travel Fair
UCLA Expo Center
A-213 Ackerman Union
405 Hilgord Ave.

By Bill U'Ren. Staff Writer

Simon stepped down, but

one glance confirmed his

suspicions. The kiosk had,
ironically, been tipped over in

the typical Dutch fashion, and
there were no papers to be
found. Dutch tipping had
plagued his campus for the

last month or so, and it seem-
ed that he couldn't remember
the last time he got ahold of a

newspaper without having to

get it on the black market.
"The things I do for journal-
ism," he muttered sardonically
to himself as he continued his

trek across the campus.
Slowly, he passed the

checkpoint that bordered upon
the North Neutral and South
Neutral Zones. It was beginn-
ing to snow. The guards,
wearing their usual array of

post-olympic winter wear,
hailed him over to their sta-

tion with child-like but pow-
erful gestures.

"I'm sorry, but it's after 5 so
we have to go through ' the
procedure." Christ, this was
what he had tried to avoid.
He wondered if he wasn't, in

fact, trapped in a Franz Kafka
novel. In either case, it was
time to answer a few ques-
tions-and without the benefit
of hifl Sylvian Codfiz

As the taller of the two
guards rummaged through his

ID. papers, Simon sat down
and lit a Dunhill. He watched
the Neutral lights go from
white to blue. It was almost
Denigan Hour. "Okay, I'm
sure you know the routine.

Just answer them as quickly as
possible willya?"

Simon looked about the
room, calmly assessing his
situation. Both the windows
were barred,, and , the fence
surrounding the border cross-

ing was treated with infrared

Rumsfeld solution. Indeed, he
would have to abstain' from
his usual escape montage— it

was just too risky.

The guard continued,"In
the last 48 hours, have yt)u

read a newspaper?" "No."
"Have you muttered sar-

donically?"

"No."
"At nightime when you are

alone, do you watch reruns of
Speed Racer?"

"No, just Apple's Way."
"Who babysat little Ricky?"
"Mostly, Mrs. Trumball."
"Good. Just one more. Who

is Holly Golightly?"

Simon's mind raced fran-
tically searching for an
answer. All he could think of
were random parts of
Gilligan's Island questions.
They had always been the
standard bulk of the material
that closed the procedure. He
had spent years at The
Choumas Undercover
Academy preparing for these
situations, and the training
=bad always paid off, at least

~

until now. The guards
towards him as an unconscious
"Damnl" trickled off his lips.

He felt both bewildered and
embarrassed. "Who was Holly
Golightly?"

The taller guard leaned
Continued on Page 20
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GET tHE MOST
OUTOFJHEBES?r-

With SPSS Publications, it

you re already using SPSS X • - the
'inesl mainframe statistical analysis
software around - why not use it to
Its fullest potential These SPSS X
Manuals include all the litest prod
uct enharKemenis so you can lake
complete advantage of our power
'ul programs Send in the coupon
below to receive new information
at»ut SPSS manuals as well as
timely product announcements
And remember now you can order
all SPSS publications directly from
SPSS IfK for immediate delivery
So order the boohs that let you get
the most out of the best - today

SPSS-X BASICS
SPSSinc 1983(07 060524-6)
214 pages -soflcover
This introduction to the SPSS X
System lakes the user through
a series of tasks that cover the
bas.c components of computer
data analysis and report writ
ing Each chapter includes
exercises on analysis concepts
and SPSS-X syntax

NEW IN APRIL!
SPSS GIMDE TO
OAIA ANALYSIS
Mania J Norusis
1986 (918469 ?4-4(
An introduction
to the research
process from
questionnaire
design and sample
selection through
data analysis

Shows how to use
SPSS X along
the way

SPSS-X INTRODUCTORY
STATISTICS GUIDE
Mari)a Norusis
1983<0Q7 046S49-5)
276 pages - softcover
A review of basic statistics and
*XMt \o calculate them with
SPSS X including descriptive
statistics hypothesis testing
nonparametnc procedures
coffetalKXi analysis of variance
and regression With nurnerous
output examples and exercises
for each chapter

SPSS-X ADVANCED
STATISTICS GUIDE
Manja J Norusis
1985(07 046548-7)
432 pages - soflcover
A software reference for

researchers and a text tor the
rmiltivanale statistics course
Explains statistical concepts
and SPSS X procedures lor

factor discriminant cluster and
loghnear analysis as well as
multivariate analysis ot vanance
Includes exercises and an
'jppendix that reviews base
ofjerations

SPSS-X USERS GUIDE
Second Edition

SPSSinc 1985 (918469^ 18-X)
968 pages - soflcover
Designed to be both a guide and
reference text, this manual adds
SPSS X Release 2 1 enhance-
ments to the documemahon in
the first edition

Ordw lhM« publications
dIractN by phoning
312-3^3SM)ormaNinttta
coupon lo: SPSS Inc.. 444 N.
Michigan Av«., Chicago, IL
60611 and racaiva our latast
PutMcatlon Brocttura and
Ofdaf Form. Compiimantary
copias ara availat>ia by calling
or writing us today.
SPSS/PC SPSS X SPSS TABLES
and SPSS GRAPHICS ^r.. fradtmarkft
'if>PSS ln(

«44N MItHKiAN AVI
CHICAGO II fiOfill

T2/.1?<> 3600

I SPSS Publications

I Also send into on
I SPSS Mainframe Software

Graphics SPSS X
SPSS Micro Software

SPSS/PC Advanced
Statistics v„«.,.,

;
Mail to SPSSinc 444 N Michigan a!;^

I
Chicago IL 60611
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FAMOUS IN SANTA BARBARA
Homemade Italian Recipes

From Little Italy, N.Y.
1049 Gayley Ave. • Westwood

Deliver 824^1310 7 Days

Also 1012 State St. Santa BarbaraCHASE
Big Screen TV in
deli« Featuring
Monday Night
Football or all

Sports and Soaps*
Daily Specials

CLIP & SAVE • CLIP & SAVE • CLIP & SAVE • CLIP & SAVE • CLIP & SAVE • CLIP & SAVE

CHASE
Bar & Grille

Dinner For 2
(includes FREH ' : carafe of rec

or whitc'w'ine)
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;i!l Pc)^r;i, V hu Ur]^, i ir i

CHASE
Bar *Si- Grille

^February Speciar^
Dinner For 2

^ hoii c of \'ca\ Parnui^iiin, St. ;inipi, or Li>b^i(.'r Pi^ ^ ii(t;i

u k'ttuci iiii Alfredo, a FREIE hotrlc of i h.iinpaiziu-.

i acsars salaJ, 6j. hrcacl 6^ Inittrr

i

$24-99
'Hi. dH /)M VI Mf V (•!</ / X/'i'l V / J(- >0

CHASE
Sports Deli

LARGE PIZZA
2 salaJs
^ 1 '

CHASE
Sports Deli

2For 1

Any Large Pizza

w/2 items

TJ-

,.M /''( Mr:f .':<;...'. t ' •\f\
! ( , <
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CHASE
Sports Deli

2For 1

CHASE
Sports Deli

I
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Deli Sandwiches

vlooschcac

Miller Pitcher

Molson

22oz. $2.50
$1.89

22oz. $2.00

'.J V />T(A('T|f ^ (i!</)(iM
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NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!

FASTFREE DELIVERY ^S^1^^^
($6.00 minimum order)
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"Clockwork Orange Tech-
nique." The media age had fi-

nally taken its toll. From the

writing on the cell wall, he at

least had the consolation of

knowing that at one time^ so-

meone called Justin Wyatt
successfully avoided "The
Therapy." Apparently, he had
told them that Daniel Stern

played the role of "The Actor"

in Woody Allen's Stardust
Memories, but then again, he

probably did good Dylan im-

itations.

FILM

Monday, February 24,
Melnitz's Contemporary
Documentary Series continues

with free screenings of Erika:

Not in Vain, A Portrait(1984)

and One Man's Fight for Life

(1984) beginning at 7:30.

Tuesday, February 25,
Melnitz presents a free screen-

ing of Alone in the T-Shirt

Zone(1986) beginning at 8:00.

Also, in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom, Campus Events
presents Commando at 7 pm
and American Flyers at 9:30

pm. Each film is $1.

Wednesday, February 26,

Melnitz presents Utu(1983)
with an In Person appearance
)m director Geoff Murphy

tion that co-existed with it At 7 pm in Ackerman
irack in the 20th century. The ^rand Ballroom, Campus

Continued from Page 18

over the wax pillars and smil-

ed. "Look, Mr> Thursday, all

your papers are in order, and
we really don't want to give

you a hard time. It's obvious
that you don't know the
answer right now. So jus,t to

be fair, we'll give you a little

leeway on this one. Actually,

I'm feeling kind of generous,

seeing as it's St. Krebs Day
and all. So, we're going to put
you in the stronghold by the

winery for awhile, give you a

chance to cool off and do
some clear thinking. If you
come up 'with the answer, call

on the yellow phone in your
cell, 825-2538rafter 2:05 p.m..

And Mr. Thursday, don't call

us any earlier, you know the

consequences."
Indeed, Simon Thursday

knew the consequences, he
knew them all too well. The
guards had been more than
generous, but what was he to

do. All too quickly, he pic-

tured himself going through
"The Therapy". It was, in

fact, almost a fate worse than
death. He had heard tales of

people actually surviving it,

but had never seen any proof.

Even at the C.U.A., he had
studied the effects of the tor-

ture on -that American poj

Admission to this segment of

The Technicolor Series is $4

and $2.50 for students.

At 7 pm. Campus Events

again screens American Flyers

followed by Commando at

9:30 pm in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom. Admission to each
film is $1.

Friday, February 28,
Melnitz presents a special free

screening of Patu(1983) begin-

ning at 7:30 pm, followed by
an In Person appearance from
director Merata Mita, courtesy

of CINECO and the Student

Committee for the Arts.

Campus Events presents

Silverado at 7 pm and Pale

Rider at 9:30 pm in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. Following at

midnight, a screening of

Nightmare On Elm Street.

Admissioti to each film is $1.

MUSIC

Monday, February 24, a

free performance from To
Damascus and Carmaig
DeForest will begin at 8 pm
in Kerckhoff Coffeehouse.

Tuesday, February 25,
vocal stylist PHRANC will

play for free in Kerckhoff Cof-
feiehouse beginning at 8 pm.
Wednesday, February 26,

Uultural Affairs Jazz Series

continues in Kerckhoff Cof-

\-

results were more tt^in grim

,

Time was running out, and
he had to find the answer fast.

There wasn't any other way of

avoiding the 3 day session of

-vintage Knots Landing shows
that had been nicknamed

Events presents Pale Rider,

and Silverado at 9:30 pm.
Admission to each film is $1.

Thursday, February 27,
Melnitz presents Henry V
(1946) and Black Narcissus

(1947) beginning at 7:30 pm.

feehouse beginning at 8 pm.
Thursday, February 27, the

SCA Freeway Series continues

with Ivan Roth, Jill Eraser,

and Stuart Goldman, beginn-

ing at 8 pm in Kerckhoff Cof-
feehouse.

CHECK OUT OUR JUICE BAR!
CANDIES • NUTS •

SMOOTHIES
_^ 2 FOR 1^

(WMi UCLA ID) EXP«eS: 3/4/86

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9

•ri.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6

IIINUT
D WE SHIP

^ ^ "^ WORLDWIDE

^^^^^ . ^ . ••# * ^ Free V2-hr parking w/ $7
10912 Le Conte • Westwood ^,,,,,,,,,^^^00

(213) 824-7764
parking lot on Le Conte Ave.

S<^'

qO(<

A^^
00^

c^
N\\

^^^,io^^^ok'"9 for
That

Sj,^
^':?/

%.%
^,

Of,Oa%cy«

V Cycle Products West
Has the Exotics in stock NOW

Whether you are racing on the track or racing over to your next class,

we have' your motorcycle from the smallest Scooter to the largest Mus
cle Bike. _^_-_ . NEED REPAIRS??

Pick-up and delivery available
Full line of parts & accessories

Complete service department

11900 W.Pico Blvd.
(between Barrington & Bundy)

(213)477-0997

RECORD

Felt's newest
By Jack Dubowsky

Felt: Igaite the Seven Cannons LP and Primitive Painters

W single, imports oti 4 A.D. Is "Psychedelia" really com-

ing back?

H?^r But something is about to happen. Something

wonderful.

Current music is experiencing a resurgence of ideas and

methodologies that were always valid, but were surpressed

during the musical Dark Ages of the 70s. Many artists are

incorporating these concepts into their own unique musical

approaches, injecting into their music fresh sounds with a

rich history. These sounds are melding with the the airy

pop of the Three O'Clock, the heavy metal of the Cult,

the punch of Bauhaus graduates Love and Rockets, to

make it more than just airy pop or heavy metal. This isn't

Psychedelia, it's something much more, and something en-

tirely different to each of a plethora of artists organizing

sound in a variety of forms.

British press has lavished attention over Felt and

Cocteau Twins, who Have some ties to this band, because

these bands are new and refreshing to a British scene long

obsessed with fashion and style. Felt does not want to be a

fashion statement. Why, they don't even have pictures of

the band in drag on the album cover. Do you think maybe
they're more interested in the music?

Barraged with questions from British media whose sole

concern is to follow what's hip, these people don't have

much to say. Hey, they make music, okay?

Music. This is not Madonna, This is not dever-cute

lyrics to an endless disco beat with synthesizer beeps. Who
cares whether you can dance to it or not; this is music.

It's sensual, natural. The bfflR!-empha.st2es guitar and
bass. The drums play largely pop dance beats, but are

mixed in quietly so as not to give the Big Drum Sound.

Composer Philip Springer, songwriter for Frank Sinatra

and others, complains of the lack of melody in today's

pop, that all the emphasis is on rhythm.

Phil obviously hasn't heard Felt.

VILLAGE SALON
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

AND
HOTTEST HAIR SALON

Student Specials!
$ 14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7 i 14

m:'>

UfUVDAV WESTWOOD DDICF^O SAVE
WHY PAY „,...g, PRICtS.

3Q.^Q./^

SEIKO
QUARTZ WATCHES

ALL

'J 50%
OFF RETAIL
Exp.3/7/86

DESK OR WALL PHONE

SDl^ SIGMA' 100

I $1999
• Tna Toud) Ton* OMng
• MD Sprtnt CompiflMi
• nngir OM)R StMch
• hJt/ Modulir-pliigi Into stMrivd

2

Exp. 3/7/86

M^. wimnty

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP

$799
Retail $29.00 V^

• UL approved lOOw
• Asst. Colors

6-2512 ^ ^ ,_^

oliuetti
PRAXIS 20

PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER
> AulofnMIc cofTKton
mtmory

• IntMrhirnMMi daily

M^wtt & rnten
> 2 ktytiotnh for SMCttl

cttaradws A toraign

imguapH
• Carrying cot A oo¥«r

SPECIAL

»149»SExp.3r7/86

INTIRNkTIOflkL

OISCIIII lUI

PilcM sublKl to change Not raaponsMt tor lypograpNul arron LwnNad to stock on hwd

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNTS CREDfT CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 W* HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD. _ ,m Lm CA «o— IMI AA-n NOWOP^N 7 DAYS».•.««*«. \,mmm^ ^mi-mmii
,^^n sat 11 /pm.sun 12 spm

<4*«aM 1
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Still more Turtle Diary*

yu^

BEACH CHECK LIST:

Q' TOWEL
Q' BEAGH CHAIR
_ r RADJQ ^_
Q" SUN TAN LOTION
Q' Dally Bruin

OOCOCOOOCOOOOOOOC"!

\SKOAL BANDITS presents

Kingsley and Pinter (who makes a cameo appearance in ^Turtle*) yapping

Continued from Page 17

lack of exploration. Others may see in Pinter's

world an accurate mirror of the dread and
paranoia of day-to-day existence; one built on

the premise that true understanding and
communication between and within humans is

so absolutely impossible that it's absolutely

ridiculous.

Ben Kingsley prove* once again that he was
born to stutter through a Pinter script. His

performance as a nervous bookshop employee

is faultless. He seems most comfortable when
he's portraying the terminally ill-at-ease.

Clenda Jackson's performance as the insecure

and dowdy children's book author is only a

touch below Kingley's but that seems like

splitting haixs. And John Irvin's direction

meshes perfectly with Pinter's script. (You've

probably guessed by now that the operative

word for this film is "Pinter.") Turtle Diary is

simply an oddly wonderful and very funny

film that doesn't take the easy way out.

Director-John Irvin yaps on
Continued from Page 17

shot fairly soon. The other director had made
prior commitments, and was in a contractual

foul-up — so I was parachutted in."

Irvin was fortunate, in a sense, because

unlike a director who is involved with a pro-

ject from its inception, he didn't have to spend

a year or two trying to raise money — a pro-

cess which takes up a lot of time and energy,

and has little to do with directing. On the

other hand. Turtle Diar/s small budget was a

constraint — and the film had to be shot in six

weeks. "That always makes things difficult,"

he concedes. "I've never had an adequate

budget for what I've had to do. Or an ade-

luate schedule. But when you start with a

Temarkable book arid la veiy good scree

you already have a lot going for you."

Curiously enough, Irvin read the book after

he had read the screenplay. "If I had read the

book first, I probably would have said 'How
on earth can this marvellous book ever be

made into a film?' But I think Pinter's

brilliance was to adapt the book very faithful-

ly, and at the same time, to give it his own
point of view."
Much to Irvin's delight, Pinter attended the

rehearsals prior to principal photography. "He
was very enlightening and very helpful," says

the director. "The collaboration was a happy

one, and we want to do more work together.

"After we had finished rehearsing, Harold

and I went out for a drink and discussed the

film in fairly general terms. And when we
parted, he said: *By the way — beware the

curse of Pinter.' And I said, 'No problems.'
"

What Irvin had understood was that the

audience would inevitably think of Turtle

Diary as*'"A Harold Pinter Film" — with all

that that implies.

"I think that there is a tendency to label

everything that Pinter does 'Pinteresque,'
"

says Irvin. "It's true that he has a very distinc-

tive style. But in the case of Turtle Diary, I

think I played it faster than people might ex-

pect. In the script, when it said 'a pause,' I

often went straight through. I always took 'a

pause' to mean 'a beat' — no more than that.

I didn't want every bit of dialogue to be

overloaded with meaning."

In order to best serve the text, Irvin opted

for a straight-forward, deceptively simple ap-

proach to the film. "I wanted to make the

direction as spare, as invisible as possible. I

didn't want my direction to come between the

actors and the audience. One shouldn't always

be saying to the audience, 'Look at me, how
clever I am.*

"I think directors today tend to become in-

fatuated with their own importance. Film-

making is a collaborative effort. Obviously,

THE ALL-UNIVEBSITT
ARMWRESTUNC CHALLENGE

WHEN: FEBRUARY 26. 1986

WHERE: BETA THETA PI FRATERNITY HOUSE
TIME: 5:30 PM TIL HNISHED

Tins IS AN ALL-UNIVERSITY TOURNAMENT AND ANYONE IS

WELCOME TO PARTICIPATE. EARLYBIRD SIGN-UPS WILL BE
HELD ON BRUIN WALK FROM 10:00 am - 2:00 pm on FEB.26tli

AND 28th. THERE WILL ALSO BE SIGN-UPS AT THE DOOR.

THE TOURNAMENT WIU CONSIST OF FOUR MEN'S WEIGHT
DIVISibNS AND TWO WOMEN'S WEIGHT DIVISIONS. ITIS A
STO^IFRTTM^MAT^QW EVENT AND ALL PARTICIPANTS WILL

the director has to have vision, and he has to

pull the various disciplines into something

which is unified and coherent. But I think his

role has become overblown.
"I was brought up to admire filmmaking iEis

purely story-telling, and I think I still retain

that commitment to telling a story."

Irvin received his initial training at the

London School of Film Technique — the only

fihir" school in existance in London, in 1959.

But he left the school before the end of the

year. "I landed a job in the cutting rooms of

the Rank Organization, and got my (union)

'card' as assistant editor," he recalls. "While I

was there, I made a documentary, which I

later sold to the BBC. They then asked me to

go on making films for them. So throughout

the 60s, I was predominently making
documentaries for the BBC.

"In the 70s, I decided not to make any more
"documentaries. I then made a few *docu-

dramas' and, finally, television dramas and
drama series. This culminated in Tinker,

Tailor, Soldier, Spy in 1979.

"Finally, I was wooed by United Artists to

make Dogs of War, and since then, I have

been making feature films." Irvin made
Champions (for Turtle Diary producers

Richard Johnson and Peter Shaw) and Ghost

Story, starring Fred Astaire and John
Houseman. More recently, Irvin completed a

film called Raw Deal, with Arnold
Schwarzenegger

.

His next project takes a close look at a battle

in Vietnam called Hamburger Hill. "It was a

very bloody affair," he explains. "It will be

the story of a squad which had its first experi-

ence in combat at this particular battle. 19

year-old boys confronting the unspeakable . . .

It's a tribute to their heroism and their

humanity. It won't be a big budget film, but

we've seen what big budgets do to Vietnam."
For the most part, Irvin still has to rely on

being assigned to direct a particular project.

But he seems happy with his current status.

"I'm keeping good company," he remarks with

a smile, adding: "I am a hired gun. Mind you,

I would not make a film that doesn't in soine

respect take my fancy. I have to be able to

relate to it in some way. Generally speaking,

though, the films one wants to make most are

not the films that are going to get made, for

one reason or another.

"A film like Turde Diary comes along very

rarely — I mean, can you imagine sitting here

in the Polo Lounge (of the Beverly Hills Hotel)

and pitching the story to a set of studio execu-

tives? They would look at you, horror-struck.

Then they'd see to it that you were locked-up
—- hand-cuffed and dispatched. I wished I'd

done it . . .just to see their reaction."

BE REQUIRED TO COMPETE RIGHT-HANDED.

TROPHIES WILL BE AWARDED UPON COMPLETION OF THE
FINAL ROUNDS IN EACH WEIGHT DIVISION

ENTRY FEE: $2.00 FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
REFRESHMENTS: FREE DAVE MECKLp 824-0706

OBSERVERS: WELCOME BRENT CHAPEl 824-1258

KXNtXSC

We Support Libertyr

Camera &, Hi-Fi

RENTT
Bel Air Camera & Hi-Fi has one of the Largest Selections

of Rental Merchandise on the West Side of Town

• STILL CAMERAS • MOVIE CAMERAS • LENSES
• MOVIE PROJECTORS • SLIDE PROJECTORS

• VIDEO EQUIPMENT • DARKROOM EQUIPMENT
• STROBE (PRO) LIGHTING • LARGE FORMAT (4x5)

MEDIUM FORMAT • MOVIE(VIDEO) LIGHTING • ECT.

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA ^

hours;: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6p.m.

(213)208-5150
Parking valktoted at Allied & VtllaQa lot wtth $7.50 minimum purch—

e

t
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Study Paks cover more information for

MAXIMUM EXPOSURE ^ ^
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS the corresporxJIng ASUCLA Problem

Solving Guide for Chemistry, Economics, and Psychology classes.

Available ONLY at the Lecture Notes counter located on Aleve). Ackerman Union.

Lecture Notes <md Study Guides are copywrlted by ASUCLA

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
GINAK.!!!

LIZ AND MICH
THE GAMMA NU CHAPTER OF BETA THETA PI

ROUDLY WELCOMES OUR NEW INITIATES OF
THE FALL PLEDGE CLASS OF 1 985

••••••••••••• ••••***«

'CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.

CAMPUS
1 HAPPENINGS. 1

NNIMS,mm%MB CRAMATES

Gife yoirself some credit, sign op

for 1 Visa/Mastercard and other fine

credit cards N-W-F 9ani-4pm at tlie

_IMflMV StadaitTMcraicref^

JOHN ARMSTRONG

JEFF MOORE

JOHN CARMICHAEL

ANTHONY CUELLAR

RAY ARRIOLA

TOM ADAME

PAUL COTY

, SEAMUS FITZPATRICK

BILL FRYKMAN

MIKEKELLEY

TOM MOTHERWAY

BRIAN O'NEILL

ALEX ROEDLING

LANCE VETESY

DAVE ROHRBACHER
KEVIN LEACH

MAY YOUR ATTAIMMEIMTS EVER ADORN THIS,

OUR CHERISHED BROTHERHOOD"

Inlon (located beliind Kercldioff Hall)

No employment required!!!

90% acceptance rate

JEB:"We've been looldn fer days, where is it?"

ZEKE:"Itjjotta be just over them there hills."

MOONSfflNER
PAPPY McCOY:"The shootin begins March 14th."

UNCLE JEB:Tll take them Hatfield shot fer shot."

OZZIE HATFIELD:"They U pay so ever-clearly."

COUSIN YAKOFF:"What a country."

In Their All Consuming
Attempt to find

White Rose

—

Formal Dates:
The Brothers of

Sisma Nu
Remind You-

Tonight
10 pm

lite Rose FoTor Pai
By Invitation Oni^

ALPHA PHIS

LOVE THEIR

HOUSE-MOTHER,

MRS. SHEHORN

CUSTOM T-SHIRTS
SWEAIStiiaiS'

(anything)

ny Organization^

Low Prices

Fast Service
208-4908
208-4806

HE ANYTHINCi
COMPANY

Located in

Westwood Village

tT'^^"^'*-^"'-"'^''"''^''-^^^"'^^"'^'^"^^^

FIJI

b.T. (14!!)

Woo-Woo

.

The Brothers of

THETA XI FRATERNITY

KimE.,
H^py Birthday MometewntL

bn't it great...

noibw^iailbait?
Lov«.

The homey tcomey
Lisa

#
would like to announce our

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MM%iQk Monday, Adtsfman

2410. 12:10-1:20. Wdrmdatt,
NiuroptychiatTlc mimul* 08-538.

12:10-1:20. For cioohoic* or >v

(flvlduali who hcrte o cAfeAfeiy

proMm. 850O644 or 4754368

;i^^^^4^^^^^^^*^*IMMMM^

y
GOOD DEALS ...7

U ' " -JK

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818)680-4407, (8l8)68(Md61.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

•» y- *•• .it".*. ••^•- *

SURVIVORS of incMt/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 QtyTnpi«..jL2J3}„ 86a-2^
Nancy.

t9S6 BLUE IRIS COURT
KEllY BEAUDflV (AAA) KATHYLEMKE (KAB)

KAREN CALHOUN (AAA) MflVDYMcKEE (KAB)

^
A^*s welcome their

professors to Scholarship Nig^Rt
Dinner begins at 5:3u

RESEARCH ^

—

SUBJECTS.... 1

2

CEIA GlACOBBlfm) BROOKE ROBERTSON {HI}

ANNIE SUPPLE (KAB)

^. JjL_-i

ANSWERING Sarvio»- SKVmo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes t>y phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

PLAY DouMe-Up. circular 2-man strategy

game. Tourrmment possible. For free irv

structions write: Warren Andrews, 120

Bedford Avenue. St. Lambert. Quebec,
J4R128.

WANTED: Beauty contestants. Great

prizes for winning smiles. Place: Univer-

sity Hilton lnfo-(2l 3)969-2261

.

f MODIL CALL
f Models needed for com-
£ po<mon In Space Hair

« Show. Must be 57" and

S up. Ask for Jerry or

-I Jeanne. 208^447^

WANTED: Women with Endonietriosis for

origoing medical treatment study at UCLA.
For information, piease call Deniae at

825-7755.

YOUR name in print. Writer needs story

on how your scar affects you. (213)821-

5053 message.

I

V

PERSONAL 10

ARE you my type

the Blood Drive I'll I

Rnd out this week at

eeyoutften.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages artd cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)6406638.

NEED mor>ey? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

more part-tinrte. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotlif>e - irKome opp. Make $500/mo. or

more part-time. If our phones are tHisy,

leave name and numt>er on mach.
(213)652-0990

nace: 0X
Whew Tonite, Monday, Feb. 24

Time: 5:30 PN

Event: Spring Pre-Bnsh Dinner

Tonight's the night to see
the foundation of an

excellent fraternity. All

spring rushees are
encouraged to attend

dinner with the brothers

of Theta Chi and their

special guests for the

evening. Cocktails start

5:30 pm followed by dinner
and guest speaker.

HAVING AN AFFAIR?,
Meet your friends at Bruin Bowl & Game

Center and let the good times roll!

GROUP RATES, BIRTHDAY & PRIVATE PARTIES.

Call now, no time to spare - 206-0829.

TiM
incredible

Sydney (the GertiU) Morton-

FEAm
h't your 21st birthday today!

Don't worry, weTL be

there to protect you

We love you!

,
Tanuny ft Dino

'••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee**
AAA

—SOCIAL
Is coming
TNVUSe
nBetJ

tickets from
any Tridelt

or on Bruin

Walk
Aiiproceeds go

to UCLA
Children's

Hospital

Urn SMni«emura (AZ)

Initiationl Don't forfot

the password! Pm
*'sooo'* proud of youS

AZLuv.
YBS Dorsoy

30NORS needed for off-campus sperm

Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

Call 553-3270 for appointrtwnt.

FDA sponsored dinical trial investigating

potential effect of spermk:idal products on

Nvar fur>ctk>n tests in seeking female vol-

unteers vvho have not used a spermk:idal

product or birth control pills during the

pMl tfwee months. $20 reimtHjrsement for

medicai history and bk)od specimen. All

infomtatton confkjential. Call (2^2^y^al^

5614eKg.231(Shiriey).

GENITAL herpes study t>eing conducted

through ttw University Center for InfectkxiS

Diseaaes. Treatment is free. Receive $100

reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

^NORMAL healthy chiMren, 3-12 yearst

needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 625-0392.

SPERM donor wanted.

Clink:. 820^77.
FQE Medical

f
SIGMA KAPPA

ACTIVES
It's that time of the

year ^gain!!

ELECTIONS
TONIGHT

A Graduation
Proclamation
Don't put it off any longer.

Come into Campus Photo
Studio and select the style of

graduation announcement
that's right for you. You can
also order your degree cards
and pick up a package of
thank-you notes.

asucid

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
First Floor Kerckhott Room 150 • Men Fn 8-6 Sat 10 3 • ?06-8433

Apply to

Order of Omega
Become an

involved Greek
Applications

available in 2224
Murphy Dean of

Students Office

Deadline
March 10

Congratulations!!

To the AAA
Scholarship
winners:

JILL NANSKN

We're excited to

see you tonight

at 5:30

GENITAL
WARTS?
study being ->

conducted through
ttie university

center for

Infectuous

diseases. Treatment
Is free. Receh/e

$ioo
reimbursement
(213)206-6723

LAMBDA CHI,
Thanks for the awesome
exchange!! Get psyched

for Mardi Gras!!

Love.

KAPPA

ANNUAL SOUTHLAND PRE-MEDICAL CONFERENCE
MARCH 1. 1986

use Medk^ol School Campus.
Sponsored by USC Pre-medkx3l Honor Society

and Minorities In Medicine.
For More InfomrKitkxi. call Kim at (213)748-4264

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STOR& WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3706.

Having
Rrohiefmm?

General
Ps^fchotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENiTA MAGtT

10845 Lindtrook
^*'

Suite *2
WestuHxxi Village

824-1524

10 SALONS ..; 2 1 HELP WANTED 30

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
rTKxMs for haircuts, perms, ookx. 652-

5766.

FREE haircuts. Cartton Hair lnternatk)nal

needs models for advanced haircutting

dass. Call 475-8330.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

.ATCOW

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Ptdicure

208-8193
luir, CiAYLEY AVE,WES rWUJl) VILLAGE

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM dorlors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victof 273-2463.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

DOUGLAS Ranch Camps hiring
counselors /instructors for sumnf>er in

Carmel Valley. Interview Feb 27th. See
Placement Center.

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany looking for distributors Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990
call between 1-5 PM.

READ your way to financial successi Pro-

ven ar>d guaranteedl Send a self-address-

ed, stamped erwek)pe to: Directory to

Success. 2333 West 20th Street, LA.Ca.
90018.-2

HELP WANTED 30

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front offtee

appearance. Light typing arxJ phones. Sal-

ary open. Can Mr. Oavkteon. (213)930-
1891.— "

AEROBICS instructors wanted. $10l^r.

Experience preferred. Beverly HHIs YMCA
Call Randy or Grant. 553-071

ALBERT Lowry's real estate seminar pro-

gram. Cassettes-manuals. New sealed-

unopened. V^ price $140 (213)859-5500.

ALL around person. Full-time to handle
supply ordering, clerical work, personnel

relations ar>d more, in large Westside
board and care home. Wami. patient,

mature indivklual sought; potential for

growth. Mr. Hirsch 277-3165.

ASIA travel/study, 2 ninths. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

Athletic-looking girls in Track and Field,

Swimming, Gymnastics. Tennis. $100/day.

Acting, recording. (213)430-5431

.

CENTURY City Law firm has full time posi-

tion available for reception/gerwral office.

Call Rich 556-5800.

COMPANION-refined, rion-smoking senior

lady,to live in. No housewvork. Car essen-

tial. 454-3166. • -

COMPUTER Sales; 1) mature sales person
experienced w/ muKi user computer. Ex-

cellent income possibilities 2) software

technical support for business systems.

UNIX arKl accounting knowledge prefer-

red. Compu Dynamics 854-1 104.

CONSUMER research firm seeks assis-

tant. Good telephone skills. Will train. 25
hours plus, days/eves., WLA. Female
preferred. Mrs. Rost, 391-7232.

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions

now available at leading residential treat-

ment center for teenage boys. Experience

preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME

COUNSELOR/PART-TIME
COUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR (8 1 8)347- 1 326.

CPA FIRM in Mtd-Wilshire needs mature
business major for 16 to 24 hours per

week with working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus. Intermediate accounting
helpful. Great opportunity and compensa-
tksn baaed on experience. Send resunie

to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd.

»729, LA 90010.

CRUISESHIPS hiringi $16-$30,000 Cam-
bean, Hawaii, Worldll Call for guide,

caasette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLACmise.

DEPENDABLE person with car to drive

and run errands part-time. Pay and
mileage. David 659-1891

.

DRIVER ar>d errand runner needed. Must
have car and insurance. Call Davkl at

659-1891.

DRIVER female preferred. MWF, 10am-
2pm, $5/hour. Permanent, my car my gas.

With time to study. 816-344-4170.

DRIVER part-time for elderly executive,

excellent drivir>g record required, 2-3 days,

hours 9-3. 829-2100.

OPP THE RCCORO
NEEDS YOU.

for PH., Sat., Sun.

CaHt2f-737f.
OffdwIUcord

\2«2I WilaMr«Blvd.

ToB?
Telephone Sales. How
would you like to work

part-time

(6.00-I2:00ani)or

(l2:00-6:00pnn) and make
$600/week comm. and

still be able to go to

school, so they can

TP.^ch you how to make
S300/week? If you're

sharp, energetic and have

a good speaking voice,

call Ed (213) 337-9525

Attention WorkStudy:

Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400.

EARN $50045,000/month. Full/part-time

poeitk>ns. Training provkled. Call SBN
days/evenings (21 3)376-2890.

EARN from $70041500, permime. Earn -

from $130042500 full-time. Salary plus

oommisskMi. PL4 Enterprises. (213)294-

4052.

ESTRAS neededl Attractive model types

and unusual faces for nYovies and TV.

(8l8)764-0044.

EXCELLENT income for part-time hon>e

aasembly work. For info, call 504441-8003
Ext. 8737. __^_^
EXPERIENCED typist, approximately 30-

40 hrsiwk. Minimum 70 wpm accurate.

Preferred experience on IBM-pc. Beverty

Glen Canyon area. $9/hr. 279-1447.

EXPERIENCED waitress wanted. Full/

part-time kx^ted in Playa Del Rey. Call for

appointment. 5454710, Jill.

EXTRAS Needed! Attractive nxxlel types

and unusual faces for movies aixl TV.

(818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical tlYerapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverty Hills.

Kiniesptogy student preferred. Call tor ap-

pointment, ask for Gk>ria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time ntedical receptk>nist ar>d

assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student

preferred for busy Beverty Hills offk:e.

CalK21 3)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GENERAL office. Light typing, phones,

t>ask: accounting kriowtedge. $546/fKHir.

Compu-Dynamics 854-1 104.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERf
ENCE WITH CHILDREN, WATER
SPORTS;CAMPING. 826-7000.

GROCERY dark. Part-time 6pm-midnight.

Some experience helpful. Westside
Martcet. 477-3216.

GUYS. Hollywood Productton Company
needs you College athlete type 18-25 for

vkieos and calernlers. Call free 1-800-

421-3268

HEAD COOK summer guest ranch near

Sun Valley, Idaho. Salary/room/boardAipw.

6/1-9/15. Also seeking ASSISTANT COOK.
Days 362-6005. Eves 467-2340.

HOTEL night desk derk. Saturday night

only 1lpm-7am. Edge of campus. 208-

3945

HOUSE cleaning ar>d meal preparatk>n in

Woodland Hills honte.. 3 days per week.
Occaisk>nal weekerKls/ovemight babysit-

ting. Must have transportatkyi. Call eves
(818)704-9657

HOUSECLEANING needed once a week.
$20/week. Near UCLA. Call 3914187.

JEWISH oonsekx for a month. Camp
Young Judaea needs enthuastic and
dedicated consekKs. one month earty

summer.(21 3)653^771

.

MESSENQERS/Process Sen/ers. fuH and
pari-time poaitk)ns available. Must have
transportatton. Wages 6.20^r. (213)384-

8244.

MOTHER'S helper needed. 3-4 hrs. daily

tor channing 3-yr.-okJ boy. WLA. Call Hedi
Flesh, 472-1587.

NANNY/light housework, errands. Llv*-in.

Must drive, speak English. References re-

quired, Pacifte Palisades. (213)4544140.

NEED babysitter for 12 year okJ giri eve. &
weekends (Mar Viata). Call after 5pm.
313-2935.

NON-SMOKING driver.

Prefer woman. 456-7977.

2:3&«pm. M-F.

rx
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% witli «xtra $$$

2 Immediate openings for •

S secretarial skills, typists. S

J derks, receptionists, J
# word processors, & all •
^ offk:e skiUs. Work by the {
# day, week, or month. •
Z 8TIVE118 S
# TEMPORARY PERSONNEL •

# Call for appointment •
2 laWettwood20|f-5656 f

TELEMARKETERS n—696. No MMng.
$6/hour w/attractiw bonus. Pwl-tim« »^.

WLA, must havs good phons psrsonalHy.

Cthyshanfy47»4911.

TRAIL GUIDE. Sumirwr gusst rach nta
Sun ViNsy. Idaho. Must havs axpenenoo
vith horsaa. AbUlty to sing/play guitar a

ilus. Muat commit 6/1-9/15. Days 382-

1006. Evaa 467-2340.

TYPIST/aacratary for Santa Monica law of-

fioa. Qood work arwironmant. Salary nago-

tiabla. Call (213)393-5000.

WANTED: Basatxall coaches, voiuntaars.

Boys 13-15 yr. okto. Call Mark: 294-1733

or 392-621 2.

01>ay
Eaiploya«at Afl«acy

Administrative Assistants

Secretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215; after hrs. 393-6865

omccwoncEB
IwMdate P/T opcnins.

Maiical lab near UCLA.

t

t

fipfrifjica raqulrad. Must

have good tdcphone

presence «vldi doctors and

patients. Congenial

20M162

t

t

KISSIONAL PHOTOOBAPNiR
SEBCSNEWMOOaS
»/FefTK]le Pro/Nonhpro

for upcoming sesskxtt
Fashion. CommerckJi. Theatrical

Col for Appointment
(818) 508-8680

OFFICE di^rk. Person needed to run er-

rands, sort mail, arnj perform all around
duties for prestigkMJS WLA law firm. Hours
are 8am-1pm or 1prT>-6pm. Call Gary
Carter. 31 2-41 02.

OFFICE help, part-time, 18-20 hrs./week.

Must type. Good «vith detail A numt>ers.

Car necessary. Salary open. Call Ar1er>e,

Monday & Wedneaday: 8:30-2. (213)854-

3Z«L ^^

PART-TIME receptionist for Westwood
Village consulting firm. Heavy phones,
light typirtg, general office duties. Profes-

sional demeanor. Contact Rob or Kathy

(213)20»6777.

PART-TIME help warvted. Ice cream store,

Melrose Ave. Hours/days/weekends
available. 663^451.

PART-TIME aacretary wanted for Santa
Monica law firm. Bookkeepirtg. 4 P/C aklNa

helpful. Typing 40-60 wpm. 18-24 hrs.

45<M463.

PART-time ofRce work, MWF, 9-2. $5/hr.

Barringlon Hardware. Brentwood Village.

476-2864 contact Jan.

PART-TIME lab technician, handling
animals required, infertility lab in Bevarty

HMIs. Contact Kim (213)661-7966.

PART-TIME to market profeaakKial com-
puter aeminars. Must have car. (213)663-

4331.

PART-TIME file derk for Beverty HiNs

surgeorw good pay call (21 3)271 -21 77.

PERMANENT part-time emptoyee, 10-15

hrs./wek for derk in the accounting

department. Aak for Ms. Stone 478-2541.

PET Lovers earn $1240i/mo. sponsorship.

Must be organized. (213) 384-8343.

PLEASANT. RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK. 7:3(V8:30 am , 2:3(V3:30 pm .

M-f. MUST HAVE CAR. $6(>460/WEEK.
BEVERLY HILLS. 27S^447.

PRE-MED and pr»optometry. Need UCLA
freshman or aophomore. Clinical ar>d t>asic

reaearch. JSEI Tuea/Thurs. X2 years.

$e.40fhr. 12-15 hrsTweek 82&4749.

PUT your conscience to work on
CALPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank, P/T. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RETAIL Salaa in Fiahermen's Village in

Marina Del Rey. Must want to leam all

about kitea. Evenings and weekernte; will

train; mature. 822-2561

.

SECURITY authori2atk>n agent, immediate

opening for a part-time agar '''n our

check payment servteee dlvisk)n. After-

noons, earty evenings and weekerKla.

Ideal candklale wMI have excellent vert)al

akMs. good math aptitude and be detail

ortemad. CRT expoaure a plus. Apply in

person 8:30im-11am M-W or 1pm4pm
Thursdays. Talecredit Inc.. 1901 Ave. of

theSlys.8uHe300.

SMALL Santa Monica PubNahlng Rrm
needs P/T students lo do clerical work.

• Cai 462-9618.

SUMMER day camp in Agoura aarving

San Famando 8 Cona|o VaHaya aaaka
strong staff. Counaolor8:inatructors:
gym.horaoa.arts 8 erafla. swimming,
animila; Ortvarn. 8125-190 phM^ak. Cat:
(•18>7088BS6.

eeeeeee%
e
o
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SUMMEB STAFF
needed for Arizona
Mountain Children*9

Camp. Call J. Marks
(213) 47S-4004

evenings.

/
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•STUDENTS AND FACULTY*

Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

'^
Temporaries, inc.

850 Wifshire Blvd.. W.L.A;

ff21B|477-«OS8
555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Ech

|21IH#1-S220
^Secretarial, »^ Receptionist,

• Typjsts, »^ Accounting.

t^ DataAVord Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPUCANH

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES ..... 32

FEMALE dancer/choreographer needed as

model-collaborater for grant fur>ded Rne
Art project . Some pay available. Culver

CttyStudto. 558-8226.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
OO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-921 2.

NEED extra cash? We finally reached the

solution that works. Send self-addressed

snvalope to: Q.I.L. Aaaociatee 1(

WHshke Blvd. Ste. 960 LA. CA 90024.

CLUB GUIDE 40

UNRRNISHEO/slngle. Wilshire. $490. Fun
Kiicnen, oressir^g room, cnarmtng ouer
building. 6690370. Ask for Mickey.

RESTAURANTS 46

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

SINGLE, pod, parking, btock from carhpus
and village. UtHltiea paM $560/mo. 10966
Roebling Ave. 206-42S3.

WALK UCLA hoorayl Spackxja, fumiahed,
bachelor & single. Utilities included.

Manager- 644 Landfair #201 . 206-2676.

WESTWOOD condo. 6 minutes to UCLA.
2-bedroom, 2-bath., healed pool, security.

Available immediately-$950. Nancy.
(213)467-2609.

WESTWOOD.single apartment to auWet to

female student. 2 btocks from campus.
pool, penthouse, dean. $410. 206-1466.

$1300. Rrst month f^ee. Brentwood. tMwtd
new. Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrDoms . 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern.
buMdlng. 1 167S Ditfllnflton. 627^<662. -

2 bedroom. t>eai4NUI apartment, siyertu

tocation In Brentwood. $06O/month.
(213)«2»4249. Ote aingle $600.

460. Singpa apartment. KMcfian

APARTMENTS ROOM
FOR RENT 49 FOR RENT 64

CHILD CARE. 90

APTS availible $750 and up. KeNon
Towers. 515 Kelton 206-1976

QUEST house. Culver City, quiet area

near MGM, single, kitchen, bathroom.

$400 utHltiee induded. (21 3) 639-91 52.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Super-dean 2-bedroom,
carpeting, drapes, stove. $10S0/month.
Only charging 1 month's rent, security/

cleaning to move in. 678-6646.

HOLLYWOOD Hills apartment. Nk:e 1-

bed/1-bath. Easy drive to UCLA. $595/
month. 850-1036.

$950/mo. Venk^e Beach. 2-bed, den, 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood Poon. Refur-

bished. BuikMn. Off street parking. 396-

1001.

$995-3 bedroom, 2 bath, built-ins, patk>,

air, laundry, parking. West LA/Palms,
UCLA bus route. 479-6227.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spadous, Yosemite house
surrounded tyy pines. Fully equipped,

rates, dose to everything. (818)

EXECUTIVE Salt Lake duplex. Weekly
ralea, near four ski reaorts, furnished,

sleeps 8. (801)966-7966.

FANTASTIC weeker>d getaway. Horses,

fishing, camping, etc. About $15/wk. Call

(714)972-2220.

RENT fully furnished 3 bedroom, 2 bath

townhouse in Lake Arrowt>ead. 3/28-4/4 up
-to. 8 people $800. Call Staphani*
121 3)879-9494 or (81 8)891 -3700.

APARTMENTS

FEMALE, share t)edroom, two-bedroom
spackMJS apartment, security, doee UCLA,
tots extras! $260 call 839-5055.

NEEDED: 2 femato non-smokers to share
2-t)edroom 2-bath Brentwood apartment
$262 plus deposit 471-4655.

PROFESSK>NAL woman seeks female to

share 2 bed/2 bath apt. in W. Hdlywood,
k>akx)ny. diahwasher, easy commute to

UCLA. Non-emoker. $400. 6S6"4062.

SHARE 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax area. $325
Part of Duptox. (213) 852-6926.

STUNNING view. 23rd ftoor, 2-bed/2-bath

security bidg., underground parking,

Olympto pod near campus. $700/mo. plus

1/2 utilities. Availabto 3/22. Dennis. 479-

1206. - '

-

"

TOWNHOUSE to share. Non-smoker.
Female preferred. Utilities induded.
$462.50.

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3S months
beginning July 1, 1966. In exchange for

condo in Jeruaalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)65^^266.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP.,,,62

PRIVATE room with bath for chiW care
and light housekeeping. Female prefer-

red. 472-6449.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

317-4117.

BEVERLY HiHs fumished room, kitchen
privledges. pod. washer/dryer, utilities in-

duded. need car. Graduate student
preferred. $350. leave message. Abbie
(818)783-5151.

CONVENIENT, Century City room W/own
bath, utilities 3-way, $500/month. Dave
456-9178.

FEMALE preferred to rent room In 4-

bedroom home. $350 indudes utilities and
an houae privileges. $50 deposit. Call Sal-
ly.836<?671.

FURNISHED bedroom in large 3-bedrOom
apartment kitchen privilegee, patto. One
btock off Westwood Blvd. $260/month
47S9206.

LARGE fumished room in Padfto Pali-

SMJes. Home, walk to beach.$300 454-
7711 after 4 pm.AvaM. 3/1.

UALE to ihare single apartment. 1 btock
from UCLA. Fumiahed. Move in now.
$a43.0a/>nonth. 20»3362.

ROOM^balh. kMchen prMages, UCLA bus!
1300 female Spanish speaking student
P»a*wrad . Caral 62^2184 after 9 Pm.

ROOM for rent in large 3 bedroom houee

in Ventoe. Safe, quiet neighborhood nmr
beach. Fenced yard. fIreplaoe.Must be a

non-smoker, responslbto and very deen.

QrfKluate student or profeestortal prefer-

red. CaN Deniee or Alberto. 392-3378.

|400./month plus share of utilities.^

Availabto March 21 St. .

TWO rooms for rent near Doheny between

Dlympk: and Wllshirs. Mature mato stu-

jents, non-smokers. $300/$336. 206-O431

WEST LA $350/month small room,

spactous cortdo, indoor heated pod, park-

ng, more Eva: (213)604-4608 day.

[21 3)478-0374 evenings/weekends.

ROOMMATES 65

CLOSE, strategic Gayley tocatkxi. Female

roomie wanted for large one-l)edroom.

$307. Call 206<O91.

FEMALE student, share fumished one

room apartment. $243/month. Availabto

March 1st. 625 Landfair. 65»6724.

FEMALE, non-amoker needed to share

bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/

nwnth. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE needed to shars one-bedroom

Gayley apartment. Excdient tocatton - next

door to UCLAI Security buitoing, pod. fur-

nished etc. $412/nK)nth. Call 824-1248 or

209-2342.

MALE or femato. Share 2-bed, 1 -bath.

Brentwood apartment. $365-Dave. 826-

2625 or 485-2721.

MALE to share 1-bdnn. apt. New Btog..

Westwood/Nattonal. $250.00/mo., Fumish-

ed. Call Howard 202-7371

.

ROOMMATES UNLIMPTED Professtonally

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470^135 or

Shennan Oaks (818)789^064.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,

2-bath luxury apart. Pool, Jacuzzi,

rowava, diatnrastwr. Now sacurityr

2:46-6:45 Tu-Fri. two weeka on and two

weeks off. Must have car. $4.00/hr. Suneel

6 Barrington. (213)476-6666.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRKJES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR pUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TKJKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-

GRAM." (81 8) 88<M407, (818)8804361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

ECONOMICAL

BASICALLY

A GOOD IDEA
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
>nnNF UCLA 222

MOVERS 94

tMjikJing, walk to UCLA. Availabto rK>w.

$350/month. 824-0070.

ROOMMATE for you I We are a fast grow-

ing roommate referal service tttat com-
bines persorud communtoatton with high

technotogy at a tow coat. (213)65»69S8.

WESTWOOD luxury apartments. All

amenities. Fireplace, pod, iacuzzi, game
room, utilittos pato. Walk to UCLA. Mato.

$307/mo. Leave me«aage at 206-2372.

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

towest rate availabto. Completely equip-

ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 106

JERRY'S moving & ddivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced aind

rdiabto. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

SUBLET 66

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

SUBLET your home or apartment whito a ^ *
you are away tills summer. Secor>d year a GUARANTEED ^^
law students clerking w/bur firm need ^ MOVERS *
westskto housing. F>toase call Leeli Miltor e ^. «. . p g->* *
312-4000 ext. 557 before 4:00 at Manatt. • ^^.hCCrtUl <& ^^llCap •

Phdpe, Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillips. •^ Careful & Complete e
SUMMER 1966 Subtots needed. Law stu- • 397-8597 Anytime \
denta working in LA aeed apartments tor ? eeeeeeeeeeeeeee*
sublet during summer. CaN Linda Cherry. ^ • • • • • •

(213) 683-9100 for more infonnatton.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur- ^m^^m^^a^^^^m^ma^^^mm'
nished apartments. May-September. '

.

May-August. Contart Rose Camahan. SERVICES
(213)660^222. OFFERED -96

O'MILViNY h MEYERS
LAW FIRM

SUMJTS
If you are intere$ted in

$ublettlng your fumi$hed
apartment any time
from May to August,

& possit>ly Vi of

Septemt>er. our law
students wW iDe needing
housing. Please Call:

RECRUITINO OFFICE

ALL TERM PAPERS, REPORTS.
RESEARCH, EDmNQi PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER*
VICEI (818)796-8334.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Profeestonal help from put)lish-

ed author with Joumallam ntaaters. Dick
206-4353.

HEALTHFUL, theraputto, S«vedtoh-Eaaton

maasage. Relaxing, aleo heipe dean bodMy
systems. Call Betsy at (213)47»672S.

MATURE, profeestonal wiN houae eH. Long
term free, experienced ar«d exceltont
references. (213)8390662, (818)762-7823.

1

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

BRENTWOOD 1 bedroom/1 bath front

condo, spactous, tots of extras, all

amenittos 2 parking. $140,000. CaN a^ant
Uaette (213)451^3091.

WALK to UCLA and Village. 2-bed/2 1/2
bath. Vacant/owner anxious.
Joyce;SdV»lber Reelity. 274-2900.

CONDOS
FOR RENT,::,... ...,69

SPACIOUS
UCLA. 24 hour aecuvllyr pool, lacuol

CONVENIEim
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

•2S-222I, •21-2222

M-P.M

47M«7>.

QQCgOg) dally brulfli monday, february 24, 1986

SERVICES TYPING/WORD TRAVEL.
OFFERED ....96 PROCESSING 100

105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL. 105

P/MNT )obe wanted, aiudent owned peint

buatoeea. Many tocal aallafled cuatomera .

Retoranoas avalM)to. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PfK)FESSIONAL documentatton aen/toea.

Editing, reaearch. alattattoa. theory, atudy

daaign/development/productton. Any re-

qulrement. (2113)671-1333.

prK)FESSIONAL editing: temt papers,

books, arttolee. manuacripta. propoaato;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.

(618)7603149.

RELATIONSHIP therapy for women who
"tove too much." Are you trying harder but

getting toaa in intimate retottonships? Call

PhyNto Craig. Ph.D. (cand), Psych. Asst.

(213)479-7178.

f^LAXI SdentHto and techntoal support

for doctoral, maater's and proprietary ap-

plications available. Services Include

atatiattoa. methoddogy, computerizatton.

adentiflc editing, and word processing.

Reaaonabto student rates. (81 e)78(»^432.

STATISTICAL and computer conaulting for

theeto students and the profeaatonal. Rato

nagottobto. Can (213)474-0313.

TAXES: Short fonn $10; Long $30. BIggeet

refunda. Inveatments. 15 yrs. sxperienoe

UCLA MBA. 390^055.

A^ ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type.
tranacrit>e, & word proceea papera.

WLA;

A Iwttar paper • WrHchand
ing.Cal Lola 82^6410

AOET speed typist. Ruah protects no pro>

tilem. Extremely expertoftoed. Aoc^^ato,

raaaoneble. Pick-up aiKl daMver. Laura

41(^2690.

A Merala typing and editing eervtoe t>y a-

piotaaalonal. vary reeaorwbto. Word pro-

csialngavallabto. (213)3133656.

CiHitol 9t Typii
Published autfior/edUor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

degandy and economically

21S-S94-ei9S

TUTORING
OFFERED .98

—
' * - —

CALCUS, stati8tk», precalculus. algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.

$20/hr. 828-4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write clearty and concisdy?

Need profeestonal help? Reasonabto rates,^

(213)935-7592.

ITALIAN instrudor, native. MA. is kx>king

for exchange of Italian Instrudion for

English. 65fr0628. 654-4351

MANDARIN tutor, from Mainland China,

hdp with standard pronunciatton, gram-

mar, vocabulary and conversation.

Reaaonabto. (213)472-3265.

MATH, statisttes. Computer Science gd
you down? Expertonced teacher availabto

at reaaonabto rates. Call (213)657-4031

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Profeestonal

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr7day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

SPANISH tutoring. UCLA grad. student.

Vast experience in language teaching.

824-1 925 or leave message at 208^1 54.

TUTOR German, Italian, French. Ftexibto

fee. Availabto evenings and weekends.

Can Dorina (816)342-2087.

TUTORING-French kids to adults. French

native teacher. Call Brigitte. (213)826-

5606.

{ " DATifNT TUTOR {

A-PLUS word proceasing. Xerox 860.

DIsaartattona, repetitive letters, medical

tranacrlptton. Unda (213)204-0947. CaN
noor>4pm.

/^-PLUS quality word prooeaaing. IBM F*C.

IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

diissilatkana. one day servtoe, $1 .50/pege.

WLA. Myung. 397-6344.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WOfV) PROCESSOR. $1.3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN.(213)45<K8719.

/SBIQAIL Harper: papers expedittously and
profaealon—y preparisd on IBM PC XT
Laaerjet Printer. From $2.00. Call 396-

1062/393-1174.

APPLE and I word procaealng. MWThF
4'«pm: SaSu l0-6pm. $1.50^.25.
Theeee. term. etc. Dieeertatton disc.

3904568.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theees, disserts. . letters, resumes.

Ptek up/canyua M-W. Sheri 662-0669.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reaaorwbto rates. Dartene.

EXPERT typing/profeeatonal edKing: tenn

papers, tfteses, dissertattons, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0368.

FAST dependabto typing/word processing.

$1.99/page. Make spdiing corredions

1(800)362-4343. (213)514-9245.

lENERAL typing-Reports* totters* term r

papers, manuscripts, thesis. Rea8onat>le

rates. Call: Meena ph. no. (213)679-61 13

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcriptton. resunws, UCLA disserts-

tton format. Rush jot)s welcome. $2.00/

. page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses/

resunf>es/ all jotM weteome. Fast tur-

naround. $1/page. 934-3458. 929-8423

, after 6 pm.

TYPING, word processing, resumes.
'

editing, proof reading, near campus, good

rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profee-

stonal. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Servtoe (21 3)653-3600.

TYPING and profeestonal editing service.

. Term papers, research, manuscripts, pos-

ters, resumes. On campus pick-up.

(213)393-4569

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING. NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1 503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS. •*

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 btock

from campus. Can type anything-fast. ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 939-4303.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing,

f^eports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

c PATIENT TUTOR ^
^ImATH (arithmetic throughjt

T^alculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS;^

Engineering, Reading. Gram-^

t rTKir. Study Skills. Work wUh a

J tutor wtio knows the subject

?well. and can patiently pres-

¥ ent the material In a variety of

.

tways You will also leam the;

{proper way to study to

S.achleve confidence and self-.

Jrellance, FOR FREE JNFORMA-;

tIGN CAU JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former soto

flutist; Boston Symphony. Pittsburg Sym-

phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studto of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
availabto. All ages, all tovds. Experienced

teadtor. NGPT/MTAC. 472:6039

r

•v tmW '» » <>»"» » » * • 'O'K'O'WK'M'V^

,^^X^%.,K.%»hMJk |'>I»I»I»

THE 1 5th ANNUAL

TRAVEL FAIR ^^,
Tomorrovi^l Don't miss your chance to win a FREE TRIPI

-Come Join the FunI TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, ACKERMAN UNION

GRAND BALLROOM 9KX) ^m - 3:30 pm.

Infoimation on travel to all parts of ttie world. You'll meet travel experts from

airlines, charter flight companies, tour companies, tourist offices, cruise lines, and

railroads for information on destinations around the worldl

GRAND PRIZE GIVEAWAY 3:30PM MEYERHOFF PARK - You must be

present to win! Free trips to Europe. London, Hawaii, San Francisco - plus T-Shirts.

Flight Bags, and morel Plenty of popcorn and fun ALL DAY LONGI Don't miss

out on the TRAVEL EVENT OF THE YEARI

Sponsored by your on-campus travel experts:

ASUtLA TRAVEL SERVICE 4 THE EXPO CENTER

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
^

71 TRAVEL SERVICE
^Ql l^"^! iSx ALevel Ackerman Union

M-F 8:30-6, SAT 11-3

»*tK es subiett fo chof>ge without fxjiice limited avoitatMlitv

IIONOLULU-$229R/T:
NAUI-$S«9B/T;

LONDON-$519B/T:
Somm etadeat diecoaate

eeeilable.8f9 /AIB-DEAL

Off (415)M1-5MS. Aek for

II il

vn
LONDON
AMSTERDAM
BANGKOK.^
IRELAND

HONG KONG
•••••••••••a

$478

$49S

,$83S

$449

$670

• Some RMtrictlons /qspty

EuroH passes

Issued on me «>ot

Methods of Placing a

Classified Ad:

TUTORING
N KEUEU..... 99

{ 1 . By Phone, with your Mastercard or

\ Visa.

2. By Mail, with a checi<. (specify dates

and classification)

3. In Person, with cash, check or charge

We are in Kerckhoff Hall on the UCfcA

—• Gampus.—X.

FRENCH lulor (Of 4th gradw. Swwnl
hour».¥»—». Call B«rt)ar» «ve« 934-5784.

TUTOR lemala tor lOlh O'** 0''' Biol-

ogy, g»oin»tiv. English in Sania Monica. ^
399-4306. 4

i

Hours: M-F 9-4

That's Right!
It actually costs

less this year for

students to put in

personal ads!

Just present a
valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified window
(112 Kerckhoff)

for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style

that over 20,000
people vifill see!

Classified: 825-222 1
. ^^^^i.^^^,^^!

Some Rcstrictioni Apply

jt '

p^^n^ipq j —i 1 1 ^ai^l^jjp



>
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Basketbal
Continued from Page 32
the game, thanks mostly to

Reggie Miller's 'game-high 29

points on 11 for 17 shooting.

As a team the Bruins shot

51% for the game compared
to the Trojans' 47% .

With just over four minutes

left in the game and the Tro-

'jans holding onto an 11 -point

lead, UCLA made its final

run. Montel Hatcher started

- things off with a fast break

layin and Craig Jackson swat-

ted a Dowell shot on the other

end of the court.

Miller then made a spec-

tacular drive through the right

lane and up to the basket as

UCLA was gaining momen-
tum going into the
homestretch. It trailed by just

seven, 64-57

But that was to be the end

of UCLA's threat. USC called

a time out and decided it was
time to milk the clock, looking

for the best shots UCLA
would offer. The Bruins, in

turn, were intent on making

sure those shots were going to

be tough ones.

USC couldn't find an open

shot and it appeared the Tro-

jans would either take a bad

shot of turn the ball over. As

the 45-second clock ticked

down to zero, Kimble turned

and put up a 25-foot jumper

that hit nothing but net.

"The USC game is a big

game anytime it's played,"

said Hazzard. "Stan's (USC

coach Morrison) team played

very well and Kimble dropped

that 25-foot shot. We played

good defense and he dropped

it in the basket."

Tennis

Women's basketball

Continued from Page 32
into halftime with UCLA up

by only two, 26-24.

Jaime Brown kept the

Bruins in the game with 14

first-half points on seven-for-

ninfe shooting from the field.

"The offense is really

designed to get to the Jaime

Brown's, the Anne Dean's and

the Shan Biggs', the shooters,"

said Moore. "We did a nice

job of running the offense and

the results were we got some

nice shots for Brown.
Dean only scored two points

in the first half, the bucket

coming with 1:31 left on the

clock.

"I don't think Anne was ag-

gressively looking for her shot

as much as we would like her

to do," said Moore. "She

didn't have one of her better

shooting nights but I think it

was even more important that

Jaime was able to take up
some of the slack."

In the second half Dean
came out and fired off six

quick points to help UCLA
open an eight-point lead but

that was all the 1,000-point

club shooter could nab on the

night, for a total of eight

points.

From there the Bruins' of-

fense looked much better than

it did in the first half with

Brown continuing to lead the

way. The sophomore
-registered a z8-point cffeff-

Saturday night, her best ever

as a Bruin.

**It felt really good.
Everyone before the game was

up and together which was a

feeling we were lacking for a

long time," said Brown. ^
• "So we had a good idea we
jw/ere going to do something

tonight."
.

Continued from Page 32

Last summer Berger amaz-

ingly reached the round of 16

at the Open, the farthest any

amateur got, and won all of

the major junior champion-

ships in the country, ftcs

wasn't about to let his luck

change. "

It was like war out there.

Nahirny came out pumped up

and took the first set 6-1.

The second set went to a

tiebreaker, and at 5-5 in that

breaker, Nahirny was two

points from putting UCLA
ahead 4-2 in the match. But

Berger took the last two
points, sending the action into

a third and deciding set.

Nahirny came out for the

last set looking like the whole

ball of wax had already

melted. Berger got up 5-1 be-

fore the Bruin freshman
realized that he couldn't let

his antagonist get away easy.

Nahirny pulled to within

5-4, but Berger held serve to

send the teams into the dou-

bles at 3-3 in the win
category.

In the doubles, Matuszewski

teamed with Brandon Walters

to strike down UCLA's No. 1

duo of Brad Pearce/Ken
Diller, 7-6, 6-3. The
tiebreaker was a fantastic tac-

tical battle that ended 16-14.

Both sides hit many clutch_

winners when down a seT

point. But UCLA came up on

the short end, and the Bruins

now trailed 4-3.

Some 10 minutes later, a

look at the other two doubles

matches showed Clemson up a
- set and a break of serve in

each. But . . .

Fight, rally, call-H—what

TRAVEL. 105 MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

SUPER VALUE fVT FROM
NEW YORK fromS

CMKAQO fro^f

MIAMI fromS

HAWAII ....i....tromS

LONDOM fro^*

FRANKFURT ..,..t^.T,r^.. tromt

PARIS/AMSTEROAM fromS

TOKYO fro^f

TAMfTI fromt

CRUISE, 7dmf fromS

SKI EUROPE fromS

Chartf, Toon. Cntl—a
I. Car « Hofi Rm. _

ro:

236
}M
23$
239
499
5M
5M
579
579
599
999

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON #2025

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCL> Any level, any age. Gurtars

available. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles Near UCLA.

Michael Bondon (213) 277-701 2.

RESUMES ^.^. 104

SPRING Brea((. Save $ world wide. Lowest

airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818)989^123.
'

LCX)KING for that perlect job? We can

write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-

3274.

RESUMES. $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

resumes*
•Career Guidance

•

• Typing/Editings
<i LouxxMt -Ct Proven reaulta -Cr

ii Free Consultation <r

Call ACCESS
(213)477-3641

Convenient WLA Location

^ you will. UCLA's teams of

Kures/Nahirny and Farrow/

Trigueiro broke back, and

each won their second sets—

Farrow/Trigueiro in a

tiebreaker.

**We showed great com-

petitiveness," said coach

Glenn Bassett. 'Tm encourag-

ed by the fight we showed."

The crowd at the Louisville

Tennis Center flocked to the

viewing windows when word

i,^^^^Ct;**^<-LLLLkL

Computer Word

Processing

Theses Dissertions

ASHLEYWELLS It CO.

(213)477-7593

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

A--**-'*-'*'*^'*^*

om DAY rrmn
ProHsMlonal witter wNh BA m

frit^tah w« type and edn term

popen, ihecec tcrlptt, resumet,

etc Or edMno only. Over 25

i^jertenoe. Wectwood

VBooe. M Deioney.

824.2653 or 824.6111

Capri 1974, excellent condition. A/C.

Blaupunkt stereo, sheepskin seat covers.

$1 700. Ask for Jeft 209-3410.

DATSUN 1974 260Z. Recednt engine

work/paint. Giood condition. $2400/obo.

Call evenings (213—545-e900.

LOW-PRICED reliable transportation cars

for sate. FinarKing available, fast k>an ap-

proval. 934-9504.

MGB 1979 convertible, racing green, great

condition. 50,000 miles, rebuilt engine,

am/fm cassette, original owner, $2900 obo.

Days (213)825-8570. evenings (213)208-

3161

Track
Continued from Page 32

freshman out of Hawthorne.

In his first race of the day,

the 400 meter relay, Thomas
anchored a team that included

fellow freshmen Mike Marsh,

a high teammate of Thomas*,

and Danny Everett. Mike
Powell, a senior transfer from

UC Irvine, ran the third leg.

Three of those runnersviewiii)^ wii«av.»wa TT..V... ..^
1 nree oi muse luiin^i^

got out that th^L two finaK ^^^^peted in the Times meet,

niatches were both coming *^^^ despite being tired, the

down to third sets.

With furious whipping
groundstrokes, Kures and

Nahirny took their match by

winning the last set in yet

another tiebreaker.

That knotted the score at

4-4.

Meanwhile, Far-
row/Trigueiro were on serve

with opponents Craig Boynton

and Joe DeFoor. But Clemson

had the odd-numbered service

games, which can be a distinct

advantage, because an oppo-

nent has to hold serve at 5-6

with the match on the line.

And UCLA couldn't hold

serve.

The Tigers won on a Far-

row forehand volley that got

past the net man but just

missed the baseline long.

A dual match to end all

dual matches had ended.

UCLA went on to beat rival

TRANSPORTATION car"l982
EXP,$2800 665-8861.

Ford

Lonce's
One Day Typing

WHILE YOU WAIT SlRVICl

100 Free lottery tickets with tfiis '81 Dodge

Colt, twin stick, stereo, and l owner, prtce

$21 50 obo. 838-8546. ^___
1962 Mercedes-220SE Coup. 2-door, 4-

speed, fuel injected, sunroof. European

model. Complete restoration, all receipts.

$7000, firm. 820-7207.

1972 Red VW r>ew tires. Good condition.

$l20047»-7302

1973 Mercury Capri, V-6 engine, sunroof.

new upholstery, (818)784-2818.

1974 DATSUN B210. One owner, $1100,

looks good, runs great. (213)623-2884 of-

fice, (213)545-4234 home. Josh

1974 VW 412 Squareback. Good transpor-

tation, auto, AM/FM, new tires, air. $1600

otx). 820-2995. .

1975 MAZDA, RX$, stationwagon,
automatic, silver, 37K, good condition,

must sell, leave USA. $1000/obo,
(213)208-1226.

1977 DATSUN 810, A/C, automatic, AM/
FM radio, excellent engine, good condi-

tion, clean interior, $2,100 negotiable,

474-0059 evenings.

1978 Datsun 510. New paint, interior, tires,

brakes, must sell $1700 obo 456-2151

1978 HONDA Accord, $2900. Superb con-

dition. Incredibly low mileage, 5-speed,

sunroof, call Sam. 472-9781

.

1979 Fiat Spider. New paint, new top.

Rebuilt engine. Asking $2400 obo. Must

sell. (213)826-6270.

1980 MGB convertible. Wire wheels, great

shape, $2300. 396-2531.

1980 TOYOTA Tercel, 4-speed, runs great.

$2450/obo. (816)905-8483.

1981 AUDI 4000 Red. 4Kkx)r. auto, load-

ed, excellent condition, one owner,

$3,900/obo, ' p/p, 213-393-2495 evenings/

weekends, 213-312-3128 M/F days.

1982 MAZDA 626, auto, air, am/fm, 31 K,

excellent condition $5,085/obo. (818)340-

8562

69 VW Custom Camper. AC/DC frig, with 2

batteries. Re-built engine. $1250. 825-

2714.(213)641-2630.

'76 Camero good condition. AM/FM stereo

cassette, full power, excellent body, origi-

nal owner. 77.000 mi, air, $2,000 obo
454-3967.

"77 Honda Civic, Sunroof. 4-sp. stk, XLNT
cond.. $1350 o.b.o. Simeon 452-701 1

.

PataUttU it RoaMiac«fai
iiff«. Drhr*m Alfa

oai«o ffroM...

B«v«vly Hills Alfa
3974 S. Bob«rtaoa at

NatloMi
(21S)559-77M

MOI bl_)o«»«»«*««>«»>«««««»«» i i^

ITUDWTi

i98 04SS 30I-338S
•79 VW Scirocco $3200 50,000 milaa, 4-

p—d manual. 837-4807.

SCOOTER/'84 Honda Passport. Great

oonditk>nl Can show in Westwood. $375

obo. Must Setll 745-0845.

foursome set a new meet

record at 40.06. SDSU came

in second at 40.53.

"The guys that ran last

night, you can see how strong

they are, they came back and

ran today," said Larsen.

"They didn't feel 100 percent.

They came out and they were

a little bit sore."

The old meet record, 40.4,

had been set by UCLA's
quartet of John Costanzo,

Gerald White, Tony Banks

and Eric Brown in 1982.

Thomas' next race was the

100 meter sprint. After 25

meters, Thomas broke from

the pack and it looked like

he'd have no competition in

the race. But at the halfway

point Marsh also broke out of

the pack.

Thomas outleaned Marsh at

the wire to win the race in

Gal handily in a consolation IQ.42 . but Marsh's time of

match Saturday, Winning in HTR also puts him among the^

' ^ ^ -^ UGLA elite. It was a personal

best for Marsh.
singles, 5-1.

Pearce, Kures, Trigueiro,

Greenwood and Farrow all

were winners.

UCLA does not have to

wait long for a rematch.

Clemson comes to Westwood
and the LATC courts Thurs-

day, March 2 .

"He hasn't run the 100

much in high school but he

was very strong today
throughout the race," said

Larsen. "He also had a good

time in the 200 meters."

MOPEDS 119

1982 Honda Urt)an Express Black, good

condition, new registration, extremely

reliable. $300/offer. Todd. 478-2084.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
tx)x spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150 Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

COMPUTERS ANP
TYPEWRITERS........ 134

APPLE Macintosh 512K, image writer, ex-

ternal drive and popular software such as

Jaz2, MacPascal and Multiplan. All for

$2300. 477-5043.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134
DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data

Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120.

Tele (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major

"Mind overstock, new w/warranty. Wi.'ks

on all Macs $270. C(|: Richard a~3-255d

for demo. r

FURNITURE 126
FULL-SIZED bed w/mattress and box 8pr>_

ing, 3 yrs. old. good cornjition. $50/obo.

Leave message (2 1 3)823-8275.

SHARP electronic typowriter-New! Com-
plete w/ca-i«, pius extras, one key correc-

tion .1225 obo. 479-2779.

T^r^ MATTRESSES T^<r
All new hotel Kts guaranteed

Twin Set $50

Full Set 188

Queen Set 188

King Set W
New 5 piece bedroom set $118

New full size or queen .deeper .".t:...1139

New sofa and love seat $159

Oak Finish coffee tables $20

End Tables $15

Lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

CAT GOT YOUR TONGUI 7

SAY IT IN PRINT

(f

T
\

DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED
PERSONALS
825-2221
825-2222
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Volleyball
Continued from Page 30

Trojans .518 to .246, UCLA
was outblocked by 16-11.

"We weren't able to form a

two-jnan block because their

passing was good," said UCLA
head coach Al Scates. "They
pass well in this little place

(USC's North Gym). It's nice

for them, but when we get in-

to a bigger place like our

Pavilion, they don't pass as

.

well and we're able to get a

two-man block up, and we
score on them."
The leading hitter for the

Bruins was Arne Lamberg
with 17 kills. Lamberg also

had three digs and two block

assists.

Saturday night was the first

time that the Bruins have used

a 5-1 offense this season. This

means that they used just one

setter and five hitters.

Previously, UCLA has used a

6-2 set-up which uses two set-

ters and four hitters.

"We only had one day to

practice on it (the 5-1)," said

senior setter Andy Klussman.

"Mainly, we use it to get a

good blocking team on the

floor, but tonight, we didn't

block anything. Personally, \

think that it can work. We've
got a good team out there, but

tonight we just didn't have it.

It wasn't heads up ball is

—what Klussman meant—
"We didn't play a smart

game, and we didn't block a

smart game. The sole purpose

of that offense is to block a lot

of balls and that's something

we didn't do tonight."

Excluding the expected
routing of No. 20 St. Mary's

on Friday night 15-5, 15-4,

—15-6, the Bruins have now lost

two tough matches in the past

week, one to Long Beach
State and one to USC. For a

consistently winning team like

UCLA, this has got to be a big

frustration.

"We've always been able to

come back in the past," said

Klussman.
"When I was a sophomore

in '83, we lost two or three

matches in a row and we
came back to win our next 18

matches as well as the NCAA
(championship) . We've got a

lot more time to work. Right

now, we're a little shaky, but

come time for the Final Four,

we'll be ready."

^With the win against St.

Mary's on Fridav and Satur-

day's loss to use' UCLA is 4-3

in league and 17-3 overall.

Women's track

Continued from Page 30

with her and Knighten's first/

second finish in the 100 hur-

dles.

"I felt like 1 got out pretty

good," said Williams, "and 1

was really happy for both me
and Choo Choo to come in

together like that."

Kersee continued the praise

of the freshmen performances.

"They were real good per-

formances especially because

we haven't worked on it that

much in terms of running,"

said Kersee. "We've done a lot

of drills, and their mechanics

showed to have improved."

Kersee was also pleased

with their performances in the

400 meter hurdles.

"Basically, they took it

blind. The\ ju.st wanted to get

the feel /)f it." said Kersee

"For Choo C:ho() to wm it her

first timt" anc' for Nikk: to

finisfi makes me happ\ witii

thetr.

Restaurant

HAMLET GARDENS
Become a part of a truly unique restaurant whose character

and ambience sets it apart from all others Hamlet Gardens,

Westwood s new premiere restaurant and part of the trend-

setting Hamlet restaurant group, is seeking the following ex-

perienced professionals j

• Waiter/Waitresses
• Bus People
• Cooks

THE NAIL GARDEN
''oyer 12 years of quality service

ft

We would like to give you the opportunity to wQcii. in a

restaurant of which you can be genuinely proud, while hav-

ing unparalleled earning, benefits and advancement potential.

Apply in person at: 1139 Glendon Ave, Westwood,

10am-l2noon or 2-5pm, f^onday through Friday Equal Op-

portunity Employer

Limited Offer 'Except •=" sun.)

NAIL GARDEN ^^s-osoo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA l.u. |

iWfc.iC'.-.—

'

THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
1 023 Hilgard Westwood

PROUDLY PRESENT THE THIRD IN THE SERIES ON
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Thursday evening, February 27, 1986

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: TRANSFORMING TODAY'S AND TOMORROWS BUSINESS

Lynn Coker - Regional Manager - Applications Planning Center. AT&T

SERIES HOSTED BY: AT&T
DINNER MEETING 6:30 P.M.

ISC/BA STUDENTS - NO CHARGE OTHER UCLA STUDENTS - $6.50

PUBLIC -$12.00

MUST HAVE RESERVATIONS - PHONE 208-4587 or 825-3384

1. All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear* Soft Contacts

___ per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

3^ lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames
w / prescription l^nse$ in plastic ^ 'extended wear add $10.00

values up to $100.00» Now one low price "^'P'^^^i^x^pTerS^^^^

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8001 Santa Monica BM«

650^)988

HERMOSA BEACH
1046 Hennosa Avenue

376H8919

WESTWOOD
IMH GImdkHi hyfmmm

CANOGAPARK
6901 TofMuiga Cyn.WML

m8>l^-EYES

®

ufe cul hoir for uour e<)0 not our/.

.

UJHAT 15 A/UpCrCUt ?

A ^UpCfCUt i/ Cu/tom De/igrwd

A /VpCfCUl 1/ Prccl/ion Cut

A yUpCCCUl i/ o Pini/hed Product

fl yUpCCCUt i/ formervUJomen&CMIdren

fl yupcrCUt y BcoutiNii I
ond . . Q /lipCfcul i/ olmoy/

no Oppantment/

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1558
(Between Santa Monica Blvd. & Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 1 0-5

Sharnpoo and blowdry are available at additioi

C 1979 (n«v 1982) EMRA Corporation

M

t
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ST.GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

(.KLNAOA WKST INI)IK>

St Georges University Schcx)l of Medicine, with more than 975 graduates licensed

in 33 states otiers a fgorous, nine-sem«ster program leading to the degree of

Doctor of Medicine
In January 1985 The Journal of the American Medical Association pub

lishea a report which ranked St Georges number one of^all major foreign medical

schools in the initial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam'

70 medical schools m the United .States have accepted over 630 St Georges

students with advanced standing

St Georges has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships m
New Jersey sub)ect to regulations of the State Board of Examiners

A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number

of qualified applicants '
' ~~~

'
_

* •
:j:::i: .:-" -" i^-i^-m

For information, please contact the Office of Admissions:

St. George's University School of Medicine
•", The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation

One East Mam Street. Bay Shore. N.Y. 11706. Dept. C-1

(516) 665-8500

f^

^}

.Xi

Hear ue Hear He

AiuertiHe_ _

825-2161

X^ System
I

i TECHNI-CUTTJNG^* _-^
I Descritjes the newest form of haircutting s•m"«an«>"^«o

^^'^'f^'er.iHi^n^hp hTfrTc^^^
I into the hair while hair Is at its newly natural designed state, not just liftmg the hair & cuttmg it on.

' LINEAR TRACUTTING^^ ^_
I paint like brushstroke gliding angledcuts _^-^

I
Newest cutting system wrth its simultaneous evaluation & multi-angled cuts guarantee

j
MORE CUTS PER CUT controlled hair designs ««_«,^

\l' SSSSOOn S SdSSOOn (^'ow open Sun. 12-5)
208-7277
208-4247_j

All
Price

Gifts-Section

Room 22480 URL

Feb. 24 - Feb. 28 - 1 week only

Half-Price Sale.

JuniorsirSeniors

CIVEVOURSBf
SOMECRBMr!

•r^rm;

V

Just bring a copy of

your school I.D.

Wo cosigner required
"^

upperNOWtM CAMPUS^

^ate: Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

825-1211

CITIBANKQi

UCLA women waltz

over UCSB easily, 9-0

By Shawn A. Sanders

Is there such a thing as an

easy win in t?ompetitiye

sports? Well if a 9-0 final

score is the end result then the

dav's work can be considered
~5St

easy. '

Last Friday's women's ten-

nis match between UCLA and

UCSB was anything but close.

UCSB is not ranked in the

top ten and was not expected

to really push the lady setters,

who are ranked seventh, to

play hard.

"They (UCSB) didn't push

us to the max, but it was a

good preview" commented
coach Gayle Godwin.

Good matches prior to Stan-

ford is a must because Godwin

feels that her team is not as

sharp as they could be.

In singles competition Joni

Urban played No. 1 and beat

UCSB's Mette Frank 6-4, 6-0.

Urban played shaky in the

first set but was able to get

that service break to win. In

the second set it was all Ur-

ban, as her opponent lost her

game plan and all of her

serves.

=:^Jane Thomas's play ca

be described as simply
dominating. UCSB's
Elizabeth Costa was held to

winning four games total in

the match. Thomas won 6-2,

6-2.

Slotted in the three position

was Jennifer Fuchs for UCLA.
She faced Cori "Shades" Jones

from UCSB. This was the first

match that went three .sets.

Fuchs was playing fair tennis

in the first set, winning it 6-3.

_ In the second set however^—

she seemed to have a lapse in

concentration and didn't play

well. She dropped the set 7-5.

The final set was where

Fuchs turned the match
around and took it 6-1.

Playing No. 4 singles for

UCLA was Maria LaFranchi,

who has been the most consis-

tent player for the Bruins

throughout the playing season.

She disposed of Franchesca

Heron 6-1, 6-3.
"^

Bruin Catherine O'Meara
beat Jill Thompson 6-3, 7-5.

The second three-setter

came when Bruin Allyson

Cooper met Gaucho Becky
Barmore. The first set was

.won by Cooper 6-4. The se-

cond set gave Cooper fits as

Barmore moved Cooper
around, capitalizing on her

lack of speed.

Cooper lost the tough set

7-5.

Cooper got her second

wind and successfully closed it

out6-L
In doubles action again the

scene was all UCLA.
This win boosts the Bruin

record to 4-0.

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 31

highest score of the evening

for UCLA's team with a 9.8

on the pommel horse.

"Fm really proud of Cur-

tis," said Shurlock. '*He went

otu there and did his best

routine ever."

Perhaps the performer that

pleased Shurlock most was
Chaplin. The Bruin freshman
competed in the all-around

and scored 54.6.

"Michael was forced to^l-
in for Brian on several events

and he did a very good job,"

said Shurlock.

The only event where the

Bruins really stumbled was the

parallel bars. St. Pierres 9.05

was tops for the event.

Shurlock felt that UCLA's
routines may have been more
difficult than they were
credited for.

UCLA's 276.7 will give a

big boost to the Bruin seasonal

average because it will allow

them to replace a travelling

score of just over 272 from an

earlier meet in Palo Alto.

**We're disappointed
becasue we wanted to score

higher against ASU. but if we
use the experience we gained,

this meet could be very
valuable," said Shurlock.

Womm's gymnastics
Continued from Page 31

McMullin's 9.3 was the
highlight.

Caroline Lee led off bars

for the Bruins with a 9.05 in

her first outing in over a
month. That left Tomlinson
pleased.

"I was really happy for

Caroline Lee coming off the
bench and hitting her routine
her first time out," said
Tomlinson.

Meanwhile ASU boosted
their advantage with an

outstanamg performance on

the beam.
Trailing by a little more

than two points with only the

floor exercise remaining the

Bruins came up with a gutty

performance to beat ASU in

the Sun Devils' specialty.

Each Bruin scored 9.0 or

above for a total of 46.25.

While the floor exercise

margin did not win the meet

for the Bruins, it finished off

the night well.

"We just put it together.

Overall it was a great team ef-

fort," said Tomlinson.

CI t*rt 'Souw DaMiai *< « M«<i*». rcxc

SofdiaH
Continued from Page 30
the second game, looking like

they were going to avenge the
earlier loss?

scored Parks.

Then things fell apart for

the Bruins as CPP came to bat

in the sixth. Pomona's lead off

Jlitte£..gQt^board^Qn a tbrpw -

\
UCLA went out to quick

1-0 lead in th^ first inning
after Holmstrom tripled down
the right field line, bringing in

Janice Parks who walked. The
Bruins then scored their se-

cond and last run in the
fourth when Parks walked
again to lead off the inning.
Shortstop Samantha Arledge
sacrificed Parks to second, and
Monica Tourville followed
with a shot to right that

ing error by Arledge. The next

batter singled. And then, with

two on, the Mustangs began

to rally with a single that

loaded the bases.

The Bruins recorded one

out, but with two runners on,

Mustang Allison Stowell hit a

shot to shortstop that forced a

tWo-base throwing error from

Arledge. Two c3 Poly run-

ners scored on the play, the

third run coming on a suc-

cessful sacrifice fly.

-7\ "
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THE PROGRESSIVE STUDENT ALLIANCE PRESENTS:

THE U.S. GLOBAL
STRATEGY, AND THIRD
WORLD LIBERATION
MOVEMENTS

FEATURING SPEAKERS:

E. BRADFORD BURNS
ZIBA JIYANE
HAGIT BORER
CARLOS VASQUEZ

U.C.L.A. HISTORY DEPT.

PAN AFRICANIST CONGRESS
U.CI. LINGUISTICS DEPT.

editor of; Mcxican-U.S. relations:

Conflict and Convergence

SPEAKING ON: (respectively) The liberation struggles in Central

America, South Africa, Palestine, and the U.S. They will be discuss

ing these movements in relation to the U.S. global strategy.

ALSO: CHUEY PEREZ CHICANO NUEVA CANCION

FEB 25 7:30PM UCLA
ROLFE HALL 1200

H«»-
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UCLA's volleyball woes continue

with loss to Srd-ranked Trojans

J%a(V^A/MO^. iAA^*> -S a^SA^iViiVi . >i ,w!f,^.^.^v<.^•«^^Mi4^;v:^:v:;'

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special

college student program to

sharply lower your present

rates. Faculty and others

may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc. - 1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

LSAT GRE
GMAT

TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS

1433 Sanui Mur^ica Blvd., Suite 315

Santa Monica. California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

(PAR

By Bob Brunwin

UCLA's woes continued on

the volleyball court Saturday

night as the No. 2-ranked

Bruias Ipst to No. 3 USC in

frhree games of 15-7, 15-7, and

15-7.

The match took place in

use's North Gym, two of

which would fit nicely into

the Ackerman Grand
Ballroom.

Despite the limited space,

USC students showed up in

droves to root their team on.

The Trojan band was even

represented by a small group

which made the packed gym
seem even more crowded.

In the pre-game warm-ups,

the teams looked fairly even.

They were both hitting well

and looked charged up for the

match. But as soon as the

whistle blew, things got very

lopsided.

In game one, USC jumped
out quickly to a 7-2 lead and

never looked back. Arne
Lamberg scored the first point

of the game for the Bruins

with a big down-ball, but

Adam Johnson came right

back with a down-ball of his

own, giving side out to the

Trojans.

Johnson made another kill

on the next play to score. Tom
Duke followed Johnson's two

kills with another to give the

Trojans a lead they wouldn't

give up the rest of the game.

That was the story of the

whole match. For every ball

the Bruins put away, the Tro-

jans put away three; for every

block the Bruins made, the

Trojans made three more.

In short, the Trojans played

about as flawless a match as

you could ask for, and the

Bruins did a less than spec-

tacular job.

The referees let it be known
early in the match that any

player who set the ball other

than the setter ran the risk of

being called for double con-

tact, which means that he has

touched the ball twice instead

of with both hands
simultaneously. This Can be a

difficult call to make and refs

that use it a lot are very

scrupulous.

The close officiating didn't

effect the Trojans at all as

they hit an incredible .518 as

a team for the entire match to

the Bruins .246 average.

USC was lead by the hitting ^

of pre-season All-America

Adam Johnson, who hit .625.

Johnson, who is listed at just

6-3, was all over the court as

he got under five digs and up

on two impressive solo blocks.
" Freshman Tom Duke also

hit well for the Trojans, "with

13 kills at a rate of .556. The
Bruins keyed in on Duke late

in the match and shut him
down.
Chao Ying Zhang was the

real force for USC in this

match. Zhang had 15 kills and

no errors for a remarkable hit-

ting percentage of .833,

highest of either team.

Zhang also had eight digs

and five block assists. Both of

these numbers were highs for

either team.

Besides being outhit by the

Continued on Page 27

=Softball team swept by Cal Pol

HAIRSTYUNG BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE)

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow ^

$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. S60.00)
Fantastic Higtiligtit

$30.06 (reg. $60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
,^ , ^ ^ ^,^ ^ 479-9325 '^*'"l*L";,f5/SS '®

(wtmtfiitod) Both ^15.UO ^

^1-ranked Pomona shows Bruins no respect

MONDAY NIGHT

I

I

L

MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY
GOOD ONLY IN WESTWOOD STORE • UMIT 3 PER ADDRESS.

NO OTHER COUPONS ALLOWED

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

It doesn't happen very often

but the UCLA women's soft-

ball team dropped both ends

of a doubleheader.

Cal Poly Pomona swept the

Bruins, showing little respect

for the defending NCAA
champions in 3-0 and 3-2

decisions Saturday afternoon

at Sunset Canyon softball

fields

The Mustangs, who were

ranked as the top Division!

team in pre-season polls, are

very likely to remain as No. 1

after the wins this weekend.

Led by All-America pitcher

Rhonda Wheatley, CPP shut

out the Bruins in the first

game and came from behind

in game two to squelch
UCLA's hopes of splitting.

"We didn't come through in

some key spots," said Bruin

first baseman Gina Holmstrom
about the losses.

One of those key spots oc-

curred in the top of the sev-

enth inning in game one when
the Mustangs exploded for

three runs.

A Cal Poly batter started off

the inning with a double off

UCLA's Samantha Ford, but

remained at second after

Wheatley popped up trying to

sacrifice. With one out, the

Mustangs' right fielder walked

as did the team's leadoff bat
ter, loading the bases.

What happened next was a

series of bloopers and check-

swing shots that caught the

Bruins off balance, as the in-

field was playing in to record

the force out at home plate.

When the dust settled,
Pomona had two more runs

and the game in the bag.

With one out, UCLA coach
Sharron Backus went to the

bullpen to relieve a struggling

Ford. Michelle Phillips, who
was scheduled to pitch the

night cap, took her warmup
pitches, then proceeded to

strike out the first batter to

face her and force the second

to ground out, retiring the

side.

However, Phillips relief was
a little too late as the Bruins

were unable to put any runs

on the scoreboard in the bot-

tom of the seventh.
— Ford finished the game, giv*_

ing up all seven of Cal Poly's

hits, striking out five as well

as walking five.

UCLA registered only one

hit, a single by Holmstrom in^

the first inning.

"It didn't seem like they

beat us 3-0 in the first game .

. . that's a pretty high score,"

said Holmstrom.
The Bruins charged back in

Continued on Page 28

Tracksters fall short vs. SDSU
Devers runs best 100 meters in world this year

By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer

The second place finish of

UCLA women's track and
field team Saturday doesn't il-

lustrate how well the Bruins

actually performed.

Track coach Bobby Kersee

wasn't concerned about winn-
ing, but of gaining experience

and performing well.

"Right now I have a very

young team," said Kersee.

"I'm not worried about the

win-loss situation. I'm worried
about teaching them the
mechanics of track and field,

and in the end, the National

Championship.'
The Bruins accumulated

eight first place finishes and
five second place finishes in

the thirteen events in which
they competed. Because of

their heavy weekend schedule,

they had no relays entered.

As expected, sprinter/
jumper Gail Devers burst out

of the blocks to place first in

both the 100 and 200 meter
dashes. Devers' 100 meter
time of 11.32 qualifies her for

the NCAA championships
quite early in the season.

"I'm pleased with her starts

being good today because
that's one of the reasons I'm
running her indoors," said

Kersee. "It shows that she

does have a better concept of

her start."

Devers also placed first in

the long jump, jumping an ex-

cellent early season length of
20-4 Vi .

Freshmen Choo Choo
Knighten and Nikki Williams
displayed great potential their*
first time competing in Bruin
uniforms. Knighten placed
first in the 100 meter hurdles
in 14.37, followed closely by
Williams who came in at

14.57.

Both Knighten and
Williams showed strong per-

formances in their first time

ever running the 400 meter

hurdles. Knigten hurdled to

another first place finish,

while Williams finished at

fourth.

"I got out of the blocks fast

like I wanted to and my runn-

ing between the hurdles was
superb," said Knighten. "I felt

real great."

Knighten came from behind

to pass Margaret Hemmens of

SDSU in the last 10 meters of

the 400 race.

"The 400 is my race, and

coming off the hurdle, I felt a

little stronger and I was able

to have that finish," said

Knighten. "I really wanted to

win it because it was my first

time.'\

Williams was also happy

Continued on Page 27
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Gymnasts compete in desert

Ginsberg injured;

men place third

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

-TEMPE, Ariz.— UCLA's top . all-

arounder Brian Ginsberg was sidelined

with a shoulder injury as the Bruins

scored 276.7 en route to a third place

finish in the four-team Southwest Cup
Invitational.

Host Arizona State, led by All-America

Dan Hayden and meet all-around John

Sweeney, took the tide with a score of

281.2
Ginsberg hurt his shoulder during

warm-ups on the rings and was only able

to try a floor exercise and vault before

being forced to retire for the evening.

UCLA caoch Art Shurlock figures that

Ginsberg's trouble was the result of

either a pinched nerve or muscle.

"The fact that Brian was out definitely

hurt us," said Shurlock.

Despite the injury and team finish, the

Bruins gave Shurlock a number of things

to smile about.

UCLA did particularly well on the

vault where David St. Pierre, Luc Teurl-

ings and Michael Chaplin all scored 9.4

or better before Rob Campbell took his

turn.

Campbell completed a handspring

=5ne-and-a half flip with a half twist=to

score a 9.75 and add to the team total of

47.15.

On any other night, David Moriefs 9.7

high bar score would have won the

event, but Friday he had to share that

honor with Hayden.

_ Bruin Curtis Holdsworth provided the

Continued on Page 28

Women are No. 2

at Southwest Cup
By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

TEMPE, Ariz.— The UCLA women's,
gymnastics team approached the

Southwest Cup Invitational with a new
relaxed attitude, scored 183.25, and
caused No. 2 ranked Arizona State some
anxious moments.
Though ASU held on to score 185.25

and defeat UCLA, Nebraska and
Houston Baptist in that order, the Sun
Devils were forced to look over thier

shoulders most of the way.
"We developed a game plan during

the week to just go out and do gym-
nastics," said UCLA coach Tomlinson.

Because of the combination of men's

and women's competition, the rotations

were juggled and ASU and UCLA both

started on the vault.

After the Sun Devils kicked off the

meet with an impressive 47.2, UCLA
took up the challenge.

The Bruins put the pressure right back

on ASU by scoring all six vaults between

9.1 and 9.55. Lesley Goldberg, Amy
Lucena, Gigi Zosa and Tanya Service all

scored 9.4 or above as UCLA totaled

47.0.

"For vaulting everyone just relaxed,"

said Goldberg

Bruins headed for 3

game sweep of FSU
By Kick Alexander

Sports Editor

The typical reaction when
you tell someone you're bound

for Fresno is one of pity and
astonishment, kind of like

^•Why (he hell are yoii going

to Fresno?"

The reaction of the UCLA
baseball team, after what is

figured to be a sweep over the

Fresno State Bulldogs, will

probably be different.

UCLA had taken two of the

three games they were to play

against Fresno and were
leading the third game Sunday

night 10-5 after just six and a

hsdf innings.

The Bruins opened up the

third game very strong sen-

ding ten men to the plate in

the first inning. Of those, the

first five scored.

The lead was further padd-

ed when Todd Zeile hit his se-

cond home run of the season

in the second inning.

In the second game, on

Sunday morning, the Bruins

beat the Bulldogs 6-3.

Fresno State scored first in

the second game, tallying one

run in the third inning. But

While the Sun Devils were having

some trouble on the bars UCLA went to

work on the beam. Though they suffered

only one fall in six routines the Bruins

did not receive the type of scores they

would have liked. Maura DriscoU, Karen

McMuUin and Zosa scored 9.0 or above.

Continued on Page 28

the Bruins got the run liauK iif

the fourth.

John Joslyn walked to lead

off the inning and, two outs

later, scored* on a single by

Charlie Fiacco.

UCLA scored three runs in

the sixth inning behind the

power of Gary Berman's solo

home run and Scott Cline's

two run shot. The lead went
to 6-1 in the top of the eighth.

Fresno started a comeback
with a run in their half of the

eighth, after starter Alex San-

chez, credited with his third

win of the year, was relieved""

by BUI Wenrick. Wenrick got

out of the jam he created for

himself and picked up his first

save of the season.

The Bruins' trip to Fresno

started out on a good note

with UCLA winning the first

game 6-0 on Saturday.

Randy Hennis won his first

game of the year, against two
losses, for his 6Vi innings of

work. Hennis allowed just five

hits and struck out five.

Dana Ridenour earned his

fifth save of the year by pit-

ching the last 2V3 innings.

The total represents more than

any Bruin pitcher had last

year.

UCLA provided Hennis
with all the support he would
need in the first inning.

With two outs, Zeile walk-

ed and went to third on
Joslyn's double. The Bruins

loaded the bases when Berman
walked.

-— Jeff Osborn doubled—ttr
score two runs.-

The two runs in the ninth

were powered by Sanchez'

first home run of the year, a

two run shot with Cline at se-

cond.
The Bruins now have 19

home rufls-in just 14 games.

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
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UCLA women's

sports Rick Alexander. Sports Editor

Rick Schwartz, ^witant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick. A«<$tont Sports Editor

III pbys up

to its potential

By Nye Hospedales^.

Staff Writer

On Saturday night the
UCLA women's basketball
team was on the positive side

of a blowout for the first time
in a long time.

Before a Pauley Pavilion
crowd of 425, the Bruins pull-

ed away from the Stanford
Cardinal on their way to a
65-43 victory.

Earlier in the week the
Bruins were blown out by the
Lady Cougars of Brigham
Young University to ensure the
Bruins of their first ever losing

season.

"It's always nice to come
back off a loss and turn that

around and get a win," said

UCLA coach Billie Moore. "I

was pleased especially in the
second half. I thought we did
a nice job of taking care of the
ball and I thought our defense
really gave Stanford some dif-

ficulty.

Bruins are victims
Hoopsters lose ninth road

game in ten tries, 79-64

reversal

"We did a better job"^
running the offense and show-
ed a lot more patience on of-

fense."

In the first half, however,
patience was something the
Bruins were sorely lacking.
-Both UCLA and Stanford
turned over the ball quite
often within the first few
minutes but the Bruins
managed to build a five-point
lead after six minutes had ex-

pired.

From there Stanford came
back and started to trade
ba.skets and turnovers, going

Continued on Page 26

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

At a point in the season
when UCLA should be put-
ting forth its best effort

game in and game out, and
a team like USC should be
thinking about next season,
one would expect that the
Bruins- would run into few
problems in their second
meeting with the Trojans.

But this is UCLA-use,
and Saturday at the Sports
Arena there was a definite
role reversal acted out as

the Trojans played inspired
ball and made UCLA look
silly in a 79-64 victory.

"I'm very disappointed in

the effort of my team to-

day," said UCLA coach
Walt Hazzard. "But I have
to commend USC for play-
ing a very good ball game.
They were hungry, they
wanted the ball game more
than w^ did. They scratch

Gathers bucketed 18 points

and grabbed eight re-

bounds.
From the start UCLA

seemed to be a step behind
its crosstown rivals in just

about every department.
However, what stuck out

the most was the Bruins'

inability to get the ball in

their hands, and once that

was accomplished the pro-

blem became holding onto
it.

USC outrebounded
UCLA by 10, 37-27 in-

cluding 16 offensive re-

bounds. The Trojans also

finished the game with nine

steals, three each by
Gathers and Derrick
Dowell. And as if USC
stealing the ball often
wasn't enough, the Bruins

contributed to the cause
with 13 turnovers of their

own.

WPd /^

II

ed and clawed- -and fust

"1 was

beat us.

"Maybe that's my fault,

but I don't rebound and I

don't play defense. I'm not
making excuses and I'm not
blaming anyone. I was just

disappointed in our effort

as a team. Very disap-
pointed."

The Trojans were led by
freshmen Greg Kimble and
Eric Gathers, otherwise
known as USC's
Philadelphia connection.
Kimble totaled 22 points
and five assists while

- — very concerned
about this -game because-a--
team that's on a six-game
losing streak is going to be
a little bit hungry. They
were hungrier than we
were today.

"This is one of the worst
efforts that any team I've

ever coached has put forth.

I expect 100% effort and I

didn't see it today, but USC
beat us, outhustled us, and
outworked us."

However it was not all

bad as UCLA managed to

stay in the hunt throughout
Continued on Page 26
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USC's Bo Kimble shoots over the outstretched arms of
UCLA's Pooh Richardson (24) and Reggie Miller (31).

Clemson claws UCLA
5-Ajat tennis tourney_
By Rick Schwartz

Aisistant Sports Editor

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—
Clemson University athletics is

responsible for the latest trend
in sports identities.

First their football program
gave us a Refrigerator that is

actually a vacuum that is ac-

tually a person. Probably.

Now the Clemson tennis

program is giving fans a

bunch of Johnny Rambo's.
Coach Chuck Kriese's

Tigers came at UCLA from all

angles and defeated the Bruins
5-4 Friday night in the
quarterfinals of the USTA/
ITCA National Men's Indoor
Intercollegiate Tennis Cham-
pionships at the Louisville,

Tennis Club.

Kriese recently took his

troops to a secluded Georgia
mountain resort for "Rambo-
like two-a-day workouts."

*

"Be Prepared" took on a

new meaning. These Tigers

were ready to fight.

Hatcheting their way
through a jungle of brilliant

UCLA shots with various
makes of graphite weaponry,
Clemson 's players cut a path

to victory over a bear of an

enemy.
Nobody on either team was

quitting, even when a sword
would come devastatingly

close to the jugular. In fact, it

seemed like every time one
team was in position to cap-

ture a win from the other, the
player with his back to the
wall came up with escapes
seen only in, well, Hollywood
movies.

UCLA jumped out to an
early 3-1 lead after Brad
Pearce, Brett Greenwood and
Buff Farrow won their singles

battles. Only Mike Kures
dropped his, losing to Richard
Matuszewski, who displayed
every brilliant manuever
possible for one match,

Matuszewski was playing
better than when he reached
the second round of the U.S.
Open last summer in New
York.

,. „

Next Tim Trigueiro fell,

and the Bruin lead was cut to

3-2.

Last on the court was pro-

bably the best match played
all weekend in Louisville.

The two players were Clem-
son's Jay Berger, a guy who
looks as athletic as mashed
grits, and Dan Nahirny,
UCLA's tall, hard-hitting
freshman.

One of Nahirny's college

tennis goals is to defeat
Berger, who trained with Dan
at the Nick Bolletieri Academy
in Florida during high school.

Continued on Page 26

Freshmen display

talent in pair of

lopsided wins
By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

—

JEFF

Mike Powell hands the baton to UCLA's Henry
the way to a meet record In the 400 meter relay.

HARBAND/Oaily

Thomas
Bruin

on

UCLA track coach Bob
Larsen said before Saturday's
meet that you had to respect

his team's opponents, San
Diego State and Cal State Los
Angeles.

Apparently Larsen forgot to

tell his team the same thing.

The young Bruins showed
no respect at all to their more
experienced rivals as they
trounced SDSU and CSLA by
identical 117-37 scores.

Not much respect was
shown for the history of the
meet either as five meet
records were broken, three of
which involved the Bruins'
young freshmen.
Without question UCLA's

outstanding freshman class
was the star of the meet led

by No. 1 recruit Henry
Thomas.
Having competed in the

L.A. Times/GTE Indoor
Games track meet the night
before, Thomas was only used
sparingly in Saturday's com-
petition. But in the three
events that Thomas did com-
pete in, it was evident why
Larsen and the rest of the col-

legiate track world wanted the

Continued on Page 26
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News: A Senate sub-
committee shelves bill to
recruit and train minority
teachers.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: A reader
critiques the perfor-
mances of USAC
members.
Seepage 12.

Review: Kin. kill, kill

says all there is about
Chuck Morris' film The
Delta Force.'

Seepage 18.

Sports: Substitutions
by the Cardinal lead the
Bruin basketball team to

a 96-74 win.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Clear and hot.

High: 90. low: 65.

(Dept of Atmos-
pheric Sc/ences forecast)

O
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Consulates call

for IVIarcos' resignation
By Anthony Aarons and Doug Nathan, Staff Writers

Political turmoil in the Philippine government reached
California as Philippine Consulates located in the state called
for President Ferdinand Marcos' resignation.

Also resulting from the instability of the Marcos governmentr^
the Marcos-appointed president of Philippine Airlines resigned
his post Monday and his successor is receiving instructions from
the "provisional government" of Corazon Aquino.
The Los Angeles Consulate explained that its loyalty at the

present time is to the Philippine nation and not to a particular
governing body.

"Loyalty to the Philippines, not to Marcos," said Larry
Zebala, Los Angeles Consulate press attache. "We have taken
the position that Marcos should step down to avoid bloodshed
in the Philippines."

Philippine consulates in Houston, Honolulu and San Fran-
cisco made similar moves from the Marcos regime Monday.

"I call on Mr. Marcos to resign immediately," said Romeo
Arguelles

, Philippine consul general in San FranH^rn "R..rr.r.ry
' 1 A.A C. * * A —m. K — _ _ _ . _ ^.^^^^^^.^^^^^and speculations of misdeeds by the Marcos regime have given

-way to unmistakable evidence of gross fraud in the election."
Marcos claimed victory of the Feb. 7 national election d^pite

widespread accusations of voting fraud.
The Los Angeles Consulate's action will have a positive effect

on the estimated 400,000 Filipinos in the city, Zabala said.
"The decision of the consulate will bring about greater solidari-
ty amoung the Filipinos of Los Angeles because we feel they are
sympathetic to this view. They look to us for advise."
The State Department had no comment nn thf> rnncl^f^c' a^.

RICHARD MURPHY/Daily Bruin

LIGHT ON A UIMB — Spreading its wings,, this Monarch butterfly testifies that peo-
ple are not the only ones who vyelcome the W3ur\ dry weather after rainy djays.

^^

tions. Refering to the Philippine situation. White House Deputy
Press Secretary Larry Speakes said, "Attempts to prolong the
length of the current regime are futile."

Officials at the Philippine Embassy in Washington could not
be reached for comment. "The embassy is closed. We have
orders to close," said an embassy clerk, who declined to be
identified.

The struggle for power in the Philippines also affected the
operations of the government -subsidized Philippine Airlines. —
Monday morning Roman Cruz, the Marcos-appointed presi-_

dent of {he airline, resigned. The company's vice president,
Martin Vonoan, assumed the presidency vowing his allegiance
to the Aquino government.

"As far as Vonoan is concerned he is receiving instructions
from the Aquino government," said Salvador Efram, executive
assistant for Philippine Airlines. Efram stressed, however, that
"actually we're trying to get information from both (gov-
ernments)."

"Whoever is the government in power is the actual one direc-
ting 4is. Now we recognize the Aquino government," said Car-
minda Gutiairrez, public relations spokeswoman for the airline.

"I don't think the (resignation) act shows support in either
way," Gutiairrez said. "It was a diplomatic action."

Please see PHILIPPINES, Page 6

: I INew bin would require labels

pregnancy, health effects of alcohol

By Mariko Takayasu. Capital Correspor)dent

SACRAMENTO — Warning labels on beer, wine and distill-

ed spirits containers would be required under a bill introduced
on Monday, aimed at informing pregnant women about possi-

ble health effects related to those beverages.

The bill, authored by Sen. Gary Hart (D-Santa Barbara)
would require alcohol beverage containers to include a label

which would read, "Warning: Drinking alcohol during
pregnancy can cause low birth . weight, miscarriage and birth

defects."

"Consumers have a right to know the effect that a product
can have on themselves and on their unborn child," Hart said.

According to the State Department of Alcohol & Drug Pro-

grams, drinking alcohol during pregnancy can cause a cluster of

irth defects, known as Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), which
includes low birth weight, facial deformities and mental retar-

dation.

Each year, close to 600 newborns are afflicted with FAS in

the state. In addition, about 3,600^hewbonls in the state are

bom with less severe effects.

"The State Department of Health spends in excess of $140
million on children each year who have been adversely effected

by FAS," Hart said. Supporters of Sjenate Bill 2291, including

Please see LABELS, Page 6

Aquino, Marcos both take oath;
violence spreads in Philippines
By David Briscoe, Associattd Press

MANILA, Philippines — Corazon
Aquino took the oath of office Tuesday as
president of a provisional government
declared by military rebels batSing to end
the 20-year rule of Ferdinand E. Marcos,
who himself was sworn in later in his
guarded palace.

Marcos took the oath for a new six-year
term at noon from the Supreme Court's
chief justice, Ramon Aquino, but his vice
presidential running mate, Arthur Tolen-
tino, and the prime minister were not pres-
ent and there was no explanation. Just be-
fore the ceremony, the small, private televi-

sion station Marcos had used since rebels
seized the main station went off the air and
an aide said rebels had sabotaged it.

Earlier, Aquino had taken nearly the
same oath and addressed thbusands of
cheering supporters at a country club ring-
ed by troops who had followed the defense

minister and the acting armed forces com-
mander into rebellion on Sunday.

"I and Salvador H. Laurel are taking
power ... in the name of the Filipino

people," she said.

Aquino, 53, said Laurel, her vice
presidential running-mate in the Feb. 7
election she says Marcos stole from her in

fraud and violence, will be prime minister
in her new government.

Marcos, 68, remained with his family in-

side the Malacanang Palace, surrounded by
still-loyal troops taunted by a jeering pro-
Aquino crowd. The United States and other
Western governments say his election vic-

tory over Aquino was achieved by fraud
and he Aould step down.
Ten people were reported wounded when

soldiers fired at crowds of Aquino sup-
porters outside the palace and in a clash at

the main government television station,

which rebels took over in the middle of a

Please see VIOLENCE, Page 8
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IF YOU'RE IN THE
FRONT OF YOUR CLASS
PERHAPS YOU'D LIKE— TO SIT IN THE ~

RACK OF OUR&

EXPERIBlfOll THI! JOT OF

TEACHING
VISIT LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOL CLASSROOMS

Developed by United Teachers-Los Angeles (UTLA), the Experience the
Joy of Teaching Program offers college students a chance to observe or
participate in classrooms throughout Los Angeles County. Positions are
available in elementary, junior and senior high schools and special
education classes.

For application forms, contact Albert E. Aubin at the Placement and
Career Planning Center, or call (213) 206-1924 for more information.

Application deadline is March 7

Experience the Joy of Teaching is sponsored by UCLA's Office of
Academic Interinstitutional Programs (OAIP), Placement and Caree r

Planning Center, the California State Department of Education and
United Teachers - Los Angeles.

^ S¥BfY book m the Oxfot
catalog; dictionaries, fic-

tion, non-fiction, etc., is

now on sale for 15% off

tite marked price. Please
take all books to the
Book Information
counter to have the dis-

count taken.
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Wage gap for blacks nairows, but

20 percent remain in underclass

SANTA MONICA — Black men were earning 73 percent as

much as whites in 1980 compared to only 43 percent as much in

1940, but one-fifth of blacb remain "left out and left behind"

in a destitute underclass, a Rand Corp. study said Monday.

The 128-page study suggested that affirmative-action pro-

grams had not had significant long-term impact on improving

the economic situation of the average black.

The study, which covered four decades, said blacks gained as

much economically between 1940 and 1960 as they did in the

subsequent 20 years, when affirmative-action programs were in

effect.

"This suggests that the slowly evolving historical forces we
have emphasized in this report that enhance the labor market

skills of blacks — education and migration — were the primary

determinants of long-term black economic improvement," the

study said.

But the report's chief author. Rand economist James Smith,

said in a telephone interview that affirmative action programs

had had "a definite impact" on college-educated blacks, ac-

counting for about one-fourth of their economic gains.

The authors warned that they remained disturbed that 20

percent of working black men in 1980 "v^ere still part of "the

poor black underclass — a reminder that many blacks remain
left out and left behind." ^

Judge refuses to close Night Stalker

preliminary hearing to public, press

LOS ANGELES — A judge refused Monday to bar the public>
and the presss from the preliminary hearing for "Night Stalker"

defendant Richard Ramirez, saying he is convinced that a fair

jury can be found to try the multiple murder case.

"I agree that the right of a defendant to a fair trial is the

cardinal right to be protected," said Muncipal Court Judge
James Nelson. "I am, however, not persuaded that a reasonable
likelihood of prejudice exists at this time."
He said that Ramirez's lawyers would have been required to

show that the ultimate jury pool in Los Angeles County would
be tainted irreversibly by pr^s coverage of the preliminary-
hearing.

"Taint there will be," the judge said, "but there will be a fair

jury found in Los Angeles County."
Nelson said the vastness of the area and the huge pool of pro-

spective jurors ensures finding unprejudiced panelists if a trial is

ordered after the preliminary hearing.
The judge, meanwhile, delayed Ramirez's preliminary hear-

ing until next Monday after the defense asked for time to file an
appeal with a higher court.

The hearing will allow the judge to decide if there is enough
evidence to try Ramirez on Los Angeles County charges stemm-
ing from attacks on 28 people in their homes from June 1984 to

August 1985.

Facing strikes, defaults to creditors,

Eastern is taken over by Lorenzo
r

MIAMI (AP) — Racing strike deadlines from unions and
default threats from creditors, Eastern Airlines announced
Monday it would be taken over by aggressive, cost-slashing en-
trepreneur Frank Lorenzo and his Houston-based Texas Air
Corp.

Eastern, the nation's third largest airline, will remain intact
as a wholly owned subsidiary of Texas Air, which also operates
New York Air and Continental Airlines, if the deal is approved,
Texas Air said in a statement.

Lorenzo agreed to pay $606 million for Eastern, or $10 per

}^^!l^u J^' ^^-^ ^^^ and $3.75 in stock, the statement
said. The buyout agreement must be approved by Eastern's
creditors, shareholders and federal authorities.

Charles Bryan, president of the International Association of
Machinists local that represents 12,000 Eastern workers, sent
Lorenzo a telegram offering cooperation.

^ Bryan, who also sits on Eastern's board of directors, said
<-nairman Frank Borman told other board members he would
resign trom the company following the vote on Lorenzo's offer.
An Eastern spokesman denied that Borman said he would
resign.
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Alumni program sponsors
minorKy enrollment plans

By Hugh Brooks. Staff Writer

In an effort to increase undergraduate minority enrollment, a
UCLA alumni program is sponsoring two plans aimed at en-
couraging black, Hispanic and American Indian students admit-
ted to the university for fall 1986 to sign letters of intent to

register..

"It breaks your heart to lose high achieving students to com-
munity colleges and schools like the University of Southern
California that don't always offer them a lot of competition,"
said Delia Orvananos, coordinator of the -Underrepresented
Minority Outreach (UMSCH') division of the UCLA Alumni
Association Advisory and Scholarship Program.

Minority groups the University of California considers

"underrepresented" in its student population are American In-

dians, blacks, Hispanics and Filipinos. Students in these groups
are part of UC's Affirmative Action Program to attract and re-

tain students from underrepresented ethnicities.

Orvananos said UCLA sometimes loses prospective minority
students to less prestigious institutions because "they aren't real

educated" on the housing,, financial aid, honors and academic
support opportunities available at UCLA.
To remedy that problem, UMSOP is inviting about 300 ad-

mitted students belonging to underrepresented groups to attend

one of three presentations of its "UCLA Experience" program
March 8, 9 and 16. Attending students will learn about
available programs and can ask questions on issues that concern
them as incoming students. '

"It's like a shopping trip," Orvananos said. "We're just giving

them information on essentially what UCLA is about and
hopefully helping them make the right decision (on what school

to attendW^ i :

Jesus Roman, a jurlior who attended the UCLA Experience as

an incoming freshman in 1983, said the program helps alleviate

the fears of minority students who "feel uncomfortable because
they come from schools (whose student bodies are made up of)

90 percent their own ethnicity."

Roman said the program introduced him to such "support

systems" as the Academic Advancement Program, which pro-

vides counseling services to minority and low income students,

and special interest groups which he feels would allow him to

"communicate with members of my own race and other races."

Orvananos said one purpose of the program is to "personalize

UCLA. We try to break down the stereotype most people have
that UCLA is a big impersonalized place."

With Roman, the program succeeded. "I saw how personal

this place can get if you want to make it personal."

Roman, who received the Ralph J. Bunche Scholar award for

-iiighest academic achievement by an incoming affirmative ac-

tion student in 1983, is not atypical of the students invited to

attend the UCLA Experience. Because only those students ad-

mitted to UCLA -by Jan. 31, a date early in the selection pro-

cess, are invited to attend, all demonstrated high academic
achievement in high school.

Orvananos said the program is limited to high achievers— Please see ALUMNI, Page 6
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TODD CHENEY

UNDER THE BOARDWALK ~=^" A man hunts with a metal detector for treasure

buried in the sand and catches some shade from the brilliant day in the shadows
under the Santa Monica Pier.
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Senate subcommittee shelves

minority teacher training bill

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Corrtspondent

SACRAMENTO — A bill to create a

minority teacher training program for 300

prospective teachers at the University of

California arid California State University

was shelved Monday by the Senate Ap-
propriations Committee.

Assemblywoman Teresa Hughes (D-Los
Angeles) authored the bill, which would
identify and recruit minority students

enrolled in public schools into teacher train-

ing programs.
Currently, there is a shortage of teachers

in California that is expected to increase to

85,000 by 1990.

Participants of the program would be

given a series of diagnostic tests to identify

strengths and weaknesses and then "be pro-

vided with tutorial programs to address any

academic deficiencies all through their

undergraduate status," Hughes said.

If these participants decide to enroll in

UC or CSU teacher education programs as

graduate students, they would receive fi-

nancial assistance, depending on
undergraduate grade point averages.

"If undergraduate GPAs were at least

3.5, students would receive scholarships for

the full cost of tuition," said Bernard Cif-

ford, UC Berkeley dean of education. Stu-
dents with GPAs between 3.0 and 3.5
would receive partial scholarships.

The program is designed to increase the
level of interest among talented minority
students in the teaching profession, Gifford
said. "A lot of students don't see teaching as
economically rewarding, and so they stay
away from teaching in droves."
Opponents to the measure, including

Gov. George Deukmejian's Administration
and William Hamm, the legislative analyst,
believe that there are now programs that
provide the same support to prospective
teachers.

"We don't understand why there's
another $200,000 needed . . . when we
have similar programs that are well-funded
already," said administration spokesman
Dick Ray.
The governor's proposed 1986-87 budget

provides $1.2 million for programs
specifically targeted toward minority stu-

dents in the teaching fields.

The bill may come up for reconsidera-
tion. "A couple of the potential votes were
not there today," said education consultant

Jim Turner. The measure would need at

least fiv^ votes to get out of committee.
"It's going to l^ a tough battle," Turner

said, "since there are other programs that
basically do the same thing."

Researchers attempt to understand

physical changes in infants at birth

By Charles Lee, Staff Writer

In an effort to better understand the physiological changes

that occur in an infant at birth, researchers at University of

California San Francisco are experimenting with animal models

to simulate the human birth process.

In the new model, a pregnant sheep's uterus is opened using

surgical techniques developed at UCSF, and the fetal lamb is

partially removed from the amniotic sac.

Several instruments, including tubes in blood vessels, the

heart chamber and trachea, and a ballon cuff around the um-
bilical cord are attached and the fetus is then restored back in

the mother's womb.

The researchers said the surgery does not affect subsequent

functioning of the mother sheep or fetus, and the only dif-

ference is the addition of several thin tubes.

The process is significant because it enables the researchers to

examine how various events affect the lamb's cardiovascular

and metabolic functions.

According to Dr. Abraham Rudolph, UCSF professor of

pediatrics and principal investigator of the study, the major

changes that take place at birth are the establishment of in-

dependent breathing through rythmic lung expansion, a rise in

the blood oxygen level, elimination of placental blood circula-

tion by clamping the umbilical cord, and a substantial drop in

skin temperature as the newborn is exposed to air.

Noting that all these events occur in a rapid succession,

Rudolph said, "In our sheep model, we can simulate one action

at a time and examine the effect, then continue to add other

factors and see the integrated effect — all without the stress of

labor."

Already some preliminary results from the model have shed

Please see INFANTS, Page 9
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Exhibit slieds liglit on tiie IViacchiaioli painting tradition
By Libby Moses

A UCLA Wight Art Gallery
exhibition will give the North
American public its first op-
portunity to see the works, of
the Macchiaioli from today to
April 20.

The exhibition, entitled
"The Macchiaioli: Painters
of Italian Life (1850-1900),"
features more than 150 of the
most noted paintings by these
artists, as well as documentary
material and an audio-visual
presentation. Giovanni Fat-
tori, Odoardo Borrani,
Silvestro Lega and Telemaco
Signorini are among the bet-

ter-known Macchiaioli whose
works will be shown.
"The Macchiaioli, a group

of 19th centuary Italian paint-

ers, sparked an^nnovative
style that opened the way to

modernism in Italian paint-

ings. They painted the. Italian

countryside, its people and cit-

ies with a new realism and
freshness. Their vision was
warm and realistic, filled with
a love of the country and its

people," said Carol Heepke,
director of education and
communication development
at UCLA.
The Macchiaioli painters

received their initial inspira

in the French paintings. Their
descriptions captured the
imagination of other artists

who gathered at the Gaffe
Michelangiolo in Florence, she
explained.

These Tuscan artists
adopted the French treatment
of light and shade, giving it

their own interpretation based
on Italian experience.

tion after several artists from
Florence visited Paris in 1855
to see the World's Fair, said
Lynn Anderson, a
spokeswoman for the Wight
Gallery.

Returning to Italy, the ar-

tists told their friends of tech-
niques they saw and admired

Working during the time of
the Italian struggle for na-
tional unity, the Risorgimento",
the Macchiaioli artists often
chose subjects that reflected
the period's political and
social concerns, Anderson
said. Many artists were direct-

ly involved in the military
struggle for liberation, paint-
ing and drawing battle scenes
from fir;st-hand experiences.
Artists Abbati and Sernesi
were both wounded in battle,

the latter fatally. Many of
these historical depictions are
now national treasures of Ita-

ly-

The underlying motivations
of the Macchiaioli painter re-

mained rooted in a realistic

projection of the traditional
qualities of human life, she
said. They painted portraits pf
the common people, family or
fellow artists, sun-filled land-
scap^ enlivened by peasants
working in the fields, scenes of
vegetable gardens or the
bourgeoisie relaxing at cafes.

Despite the originality and
visual beauty of the works by
the Macchiaioli artists, they
remained virtually unknown
by the public outside of Italy
until approximately a decade

ago when a series of exhib-

itions was organized in

Europe," Anderson said.

The current exhibition is

organized by UCLA's Wight
Art Gallery in conjunction^-

with the Macchiaioli Archive
in Rome. The director of the

Roman Archives, Dario
Durbe, is one of the four co-

curators of the exhibit.

The fourth co-curator of the

exhibit is UCLA's Wight Art

Gallery director Edith A.

Tonelli. Tonelli has been a

major influence in the exhib-

ition's installation.

After its showing at UCLA,
the exhibition will travel to

the Harvard University Art

Museums, before returning to

Italy.

PhfUip Ragatz, head of
Wight Art Gallery security,

estimated that over 1,000 peo-
ple attended the opening of

the exhibit last Sunday.
"The Macchiaioli" is open

to the public during regular
gallery hours: Tuesday H
a.m. -8 p.m., Wednesday-
Friday 11 a.m. -5 p.m., Satur-
day and Sunday 1-5 p.m.
UCLA Art Council will

conduct tours of the exhibition
daily at 1 p.m. Group guided
tours may be arranged by call-

ing the Art Council office at
825-:^264.
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UCLAWomen's Studies Program
UCLA Center for the Study of Women

present

Commeinorating the 10th Anniversary of the -^
of the Women's Studies Program at UCLA

FLORENCE HOWE~
Professor of American Studies

State University of New York, Old Westbury
President and Publisher of Feminist Press

at the City University of New York

speaking on

WOMEN'S STUDIES:
lERE WE'VE COME FROM.
WHERE WE'RE GOING-
QUILDING TOWARD
TRANSFORMATION

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1986
4:00 P.M.
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Cuomo maintains 'Rocky' image througli recent gaffes
By Marc Humbert, Associated Press

ALBANY, N.Y. - In 1985, Gov.
Mario Cuomo went toe-to-toe with
President Reagan on tax reform and
won the initial round in a battle long
from over.

The slugfest with the popular
Republican president was heady stuff

for the New York Democrat who
sported a "loser" label four years ago
when he turned to the musical theme
from "Rocky" to pump some life into

his sagging political career.

Toward the end of 1985, many
politicians were touting the son of
Italian immigrants as the man ready
for a presidential title shot in 1988.
Cuomo moved up even further on

the contender's rating chart when
Massachusetts Sen. Edward Kennedy
announced in December that he
wouldn't run for president in 1988.

"It's a beautiful Christmas present
for (Colorado Sen.) Gary Hart and
Mario CuOmo," said California Sen.

Alan Cranston. .

—

But as the new year began, Cuomo
said and did some things that had top
Republican strategists hinting the gov-

ernor might have taken one too many
punches to the head.

In^mid-December, Cuomo said the
Mafia was "a word invented by people
... a lot of baloney." The governor
later explained that he didn't mean to

say there wasn't a Mafia, only that us-

ing the word as a synonym for orga-
nized crime unfairly sterotyped all

Italian-Americans.

On New Year's Eve, the governor
granted executive clemency to a state

prison inmate who had be^n convicted
of murder in the 1968 shooting of a
deputy sheriff. A state parole board
panel decided the inmate, Gary
McGivem, should stay in prison for at

least two more years.

And in mid-January, the governor
said he was increasingly concerned
about what he viewed as an an-
ti-Italian bias, commenting that "if

anything could make me change my
mind about running for the presiden-

cy, it's people talking about, 'An
Italian can't do it, a Catholic can't do
it.'"

"I'm beginning to think the gov-

ernor is a very disturbed man. I think

he sees persecution where there is

none." said Roger Stone, a political

adviser to President Reagan. "There
are a lot of good reasons to run for

president, but because you're an
Italian from the Northeast is not one
of them."
Even Vice President George Bush

got into the act. At a Conserv^ative

Party dinner in New York City in late

January, Bush brought up the issue of
Cuomo granting clemency for
McGovem.

"I can tell you one thing about the
difference between a liberal [X)litician

and a conservative one," said Bush,
"Gov. Ronald Reagan (when he was
governor of California) kept cop killers

in jail."

Nonetheless, even Stone said Cuomo
probably wasn't in much political

trouble in his home state.

Citing the New York GOP's inabUi-

ty to find a candidate willing to op-
pose Cuomo's expected re-election

campaign this year. Stone said, "You
can't beat somebody with nobody."

This month. Republican spirits were
buoyed briefly when word got out
that former Secretary of State Henry

A. Kissinger might challenge Cuomo.
Within a few days, Kissinger had
taken himself out of the running. In

bowing out, Kissinger said he had
been encouraged to run by Bush.

For months, top Cuomo political

advisers had been claiming that na-

tional Republican leaders were
pressuring their state GOP counter-

parts to "bloody" the governor in 1986
to make it harder for him to run for

president in 1988.

It wasn't hard to find the reasons

why Republicans were worried about
Cuomo. In 1985:
• His re-election bank account grew
to $9 million on the strength of a

record $3.4 million New York City,

fund-raising dinner in November that

came with the election still a year

away.
• In April, *Cuomo was selected by
the Mutual Radio network to share

weekday commentary duties with the

former U.S'. Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker. Mutual officials

boasted that the two were "potential

1988 presidential campaign rivals."

Please see CUOMO, Page 8
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Mechanical Engineers
Our mojor research programs are:

•Motlonol Defeniit (nucl«orwopon« otid defenslw sydems research) • Magnetic Fusion Eneray
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ON CAMPUS
TUESDAY
MARCH 4

See your Placement office for more information, or write to:

Lawrence Livermore National ixiboratory, RO. Box 5510, Dept. JCR,
Livermore. CA 94550.

An equal op)portunity employer m/f/h.

US. citizenship required.

University of California

1 1[ Lawrence Livermore
LjI NationdJ Laboratory
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The UCLA Ethnomusicology Students Association

presents

DR. ANKICA
PETROVIC

Music Academy, Sarajevo

speaking on

THE MVaiC OF THE SEPHARDiC
JEWS OFBOSmA (YUGOSLA VIA)

Wednesday, February 26, 1986
8:00 pm

Schoenberg Hall, Room 1325
(Choral Room)

Music Department
Sponaored by the UCXA Graduate Student* A»*ociat*on
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4
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TRAFHC
TICKET?
TiaMic School now at UCLA or
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Somh Bay
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SYSTEM ONE
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LEARN ABOUT THE U.C. BERKELEY
__SLOAN SUMMER INSTITUTE^

1986
FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN PUBLIC POLICY CAREERS
• For students who have completed the junior year
• Room and boardprovided on campus pius $125 per

. week stipend

• Five semester units of credit available
• Fellowships and aid available for Sloan Fellows during
the Master's Degree Program

• Application Deadline is March 31, 1986

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26,1986

Drop in Between 12 noon and 2:00 pm .

PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER
Library Rooms C-D

For Further Information Contact:

Patricia Ramirez-Cardenas
206-1930

......

MINORITY STUDErrrs

PHILIPPINES: Consulates
Continued from Page 1

In a later comment Gutiairrez contradicted herself, "Now we
are supporting the true government which is Aquino."

The political struggle in the Philippines has caused the
estimated 600 Filipino students at UCLA to take sides.

"The feelings of students that I have talked to are pro-
Aquino," said Arlie Ricasa, president of Samahang Pilipino, a
special interest group on campus. "The (Marcos) government
has mistreated people, and now people want to have self-

determination.""

LABELS: Pregnancy, alcohol
Continued from Page 1

Consumers Union, a non-profit publishers of Consumer Reports
say the public has a right to know and the bill will raise the
.consciousness of the effects of drinking while pregnant.
"We label cigarettes and we label medicine," said Jim Shultz

Consumer Union policy analyst. "What we're talking about is

the simple right to essential health information abput a pro-
duct."

Shultz said New York state has passed similar legislation
which re(}uires the posting of a warning sign in drinking
establishments. "There was a 14 percent increase of awareness
in New' York on the hazards of drinking while pregnant," he
said.

In 1979, similar legislation was introduced at the federal
level, but Congress held off from enacting alcohol health warn-
ings on containers in response "to promises by the beverage in-

dustry that it would engage in its own aggressive public educa-
tion effort," Hart said. "But those promises have not been
kept."

Hart said he expects "massive" opposition from the beverage
industr>'.

The bill would also create an alcohol hotline number and
establish an "Alcohol and Birth Defects Education Fund" to

fund training for medical and almhnl treatment providers t>ftd-

education materials.

ALUMNI: Minority program
Continued from Page 3

because it is modeled after UCLA's mainstream alumni advisor
program w hich takes only those students who receive a
minimum high school grade point average of 3.85 and an SAT
score of at least 1200. "We're dealing with the best and the
brightest." ^^^

Students' parents also receive invitations and attend the pro-
gram separately from their .son or daughter in order to allow
each to ask questions they might not otherwise want to ask in
thepresence of the other.
"We fmd students, when not near their parents, are more

hkdy to a.sk questions like 'Is (UCLA) reallv that hard (acaden>
icallv).^, ' Orvananos .said, adding that parents, when notTnhib-
ifed by the presence of their .son or daughter, are more lik^y to
express^ concerns about such issues as UCLA's co-educational Ves-
idence halls.

TTxVc^^iP^u^'^^
implements a program called the Phone Project.

rrr A S'.^^"""^^" J'"^ Baylor explained that the project has

ku i^^^j""*
^"o live-in the prospecttve student's

neighborhood call affirmative action students and, through a
sott sell approach, remind them that they have until Mav 1 to

submit letters of intent to register.
The alumni call students from a list of 577 incoming affir-

mative action students who live in the greater Los Angeles area
and have had high school grade point averages of at least 3.5.

TTr-T A "^u u
'"^""^^"^ students have three major fears:

u^^LA might be too big, too hard and too impersonal. "We
can do anything about the first fear, we have support services
to alleviate the second fear and the UCLA Experience and the
Phone Project help alleviate the third problem."

^
We hope what little (the Phone Project) has done has madesome contribution to familiarizing students with UCLA,"

laylor.said.

According to Rae Lee Siporin, director of undergraduate ad-
rnLs.sions and relations with schools, both the phone project and

.rnnc ^''.P^u^"''^
^'^ welcome components of the admis-

no^^nf'T'f" c
^ P^^Srams are obviously tied in as a verv im-

t^he un v^r'> /'"' ^''''^'" '^^ '^'^' ^'Anything that can present

avaihThlp h
'' ^"^ P^"^P^P*r "^^"^^"^"^ ^"d let them .see what is

available here is a great help."

Burroughs Corporation is sponsoring a
COMPETITION for outstanding industrial
designs of products that incorporate com-
puter capability and technology in the
human/machine interface.
The competition is open to upper level

industrial design students and recent grad-
uates. ^

e/inn P'lf^'^ $10,000, second prize Is
$5,000, and third prize is $1 ,000

lotH ^r^'*®^
"""^^ ^® ^""^^'^^ by Mar. 31,

4468
^^^^ information, call 313-452-

mc^U^ daily bruin tuesday, fetxuary 25, 1 986

(•

THE UCLA
UNDERGRADUATE
BUSINESS SOCIETY

I

welcomes
^\

V\
\ V. I

r-V

^ •

I

chief^executjvrofflcer

entrepreneur

author~7

lecturer

financial planner .'V.

real estate developer

Founder^f Red Carpet Realty - one of thenation's largest real

estate franchises

Chairman of the Board and CEO of a $1 00 million per year

real estate development company
Author of "How to Make Money and Keep It in the Crises of

the 80's"

Consultant to AT&T

TONIGHT
JAMES E. WEST CENTER

4

ft

7PM \

Applications for officer positions in the UCLA Undergraduate Business Society (1986-87) will be
available on Bruin Walk starting Mon. 3/3/86 (10am-2pm)

-. ..ft,

Funded by the CPC of the FAB • Special Thanks to the Student Alumni Association
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CUOMO: 'Rocky' image amid gaffes
Continiied from Page 5
• In May, the governor
was named a national Fa-
ther of the Year.
• \ji July, Cuomo was
named to Playgirl
magazine's list of the 10
sexiest men in America.
• In. November, the
Boston Globe reported that
of 50 state Democratic
chairmen surveyed, 24 said
Cuomo would be a strong
presidential candidate in
their state. Hart, the
senator from Colorado, was
mentioned by 23 chairmen
while Kennedy was named
by nine.

• On Dec. 1, the New
York Daily News reported'
that a statewide poll placed
the governor's approval
radng at 79 percent. Sixty-
six percent of those
surveyed said it would be
fine for Cuomo to run for
president while still serving
as governor.

Cuomo spent much of
the year saying he wasn't

getting ready to run for

president. He said it in

New York, Connecticut,
..Massachusetts, California,
Florida, ^ew Hampshire
and on several ococsions in

Washington, D.C. He add-
ed San Antonio, Texas, to

the list early this year.

However, Cuomo has
been careful not to take
himself out of the 1988 race
and has gone so far as to

say that if he ran for re-

election as governor in

1986, as expected, he will

probably not renew a 1982
pledge to serve a full,

four-year term as governor.
As 1985 ended, Cuomo

said he had been rejecting

too many out-of-state
speaking engagements for

fear that they would fuel

speculation that he coveted
the White House.

"I should have ignored
that," Cuomo said. "I think
we have some things to
say."

Already this year, the

New York governor has

twice gone to Florida. The
first trip featured an ap-

pearance at a fund-raiser

for Florida Gov. Bob
Graham and a speech to a

Jewish group in Palm
Beach. The second trip, for

an appearance on the Phil

Donahue Show, resulted in

Cuomo' saying it would be
"arrogant" for him to say:

that he wouldn't ever run
for president.

The attention focused on
Cuomo has left little doubt
that he could become the

most influential New York
Democrat since Franklin
Delano Roosevelt.

And the suggestion that

Cuomo could be a major
benefactor from Kennedy's
decision not to run for

president in 1988 seems
plausible.

Organized labor, a pow-
erful force in Democratic
politics, has been a strong
booster of the New York
governor.

VIOLENCE: Philippines
Continued from Page 1

Marcos broadcast.

More than 500 people at-

tended the palace ceremony,

which was disorganized from

the start. People at the rear

shouted "Sit down, sit downl"
at those in front blocking the

view, said Associated Press

Aquino and Salvador Laurel
the duly elected president and
vice president respectively, en-
titled to the recognition, obe-
dience and allegiance of the
Philippine people."

Reading of the proclania
tion was drowned out by the
crowd changing "Cory

WHERE WILL THIS DAIMGEROUS TREIMD EIMD

camous events

FILM FESTIV9\L
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TONIGHT
7:00 PM
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commAMDo

9:30 PM

American
Ryers

TOMORROW
7:00 PM 9:30 PM

CLINT
EASTWOOD

PALE
RIDER

•reporter Miguel Suarez, who . Cory," Aquino's nickname,
was present. The inauguration of Aquino
Marcos spoke slowly in tak- as president of the rebel-

ing the oath and in a short proclaimed government had
speech, in which he alluded to been scheduled to begin at 8
the rebellion, "I say to you, as a.m. (4 p.m. PST Monday)
I say to everybody else, we but she appeared three hours
will overcome these obstacles, later at the Club Filipino
We will advance for the People arriving for the cere-
future." mony were searched by the
The crowd raised their fists troopers.

and chanted, "Marcos, Mar- The two military chieftains
COS." who on Saturday launched the
Aquino took the oath of of- revolt against Marcos left

fice from an associate justice Camp Crame where they had
of the Supreme Court, been entrenched since Satur-
Claudio Teehankee, promising day and flew by helicopter to
to "fulfill my duties as presi- the club.

denJt of the Philippines." Former Defense Minister
Before she was sworn in, a Juan Ponce Enrile and Lt

proclamation signed by about Gen. Fidel V. Ramos, who
60 opposition legislators in the had been deputy armed forces
190 -member National chief, aijived at the hall with
Assembly was read. It said, a dozen soldiers escorting"We proclaim Corazon them. Before leaving the

camp, Ramos told reporters,
"Some 85 percent of the arm-
ed forces of the Philippines is

solidly under our control."
A thousand Aquino sup-

po^efs=^fiITed ihe hall, with
about 3,000 others outside.
The club is a private
establishment patronized by
many of Manila's wealthy and
was frequently used by
Aquino for *political meetings
in her campaign.

Marcos, 68,v who said Mon-
day his family was "cowering"
in terrorinside the
Malacanang Palace, has clung
to power although the United
States and other Western gov-
ernments say his election \ic-

tory over Aquino was achieved
by fraud and he should step

down.
Helicopter gunships, ap-

parently piloted by rebels, at-

.tacked Villamor Air Base ad-"/
jacent to the Manila Interna-
tional Airport, which remain-
ed open Tuesday, although
some flights were canceled.

Ramos said the Aviation Se-

curity Command that is

responsible for the Manila air-

port had defected to the in-^

surgents and "normal activity

at the domestic and interna-

tional airport has resumed."
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7.00 PM 9:30 PM 7:00 PM 9:30PM

American
Flyers iStaVERADO
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CLINT
EASTWOOD

Sale
RIDER

Budweiser.

IF YOU DRINK, DRINK RESPONSIBLY

USAC

The UCLA
Daily Bruin has
an ongoing train^

ing program for

new staff, con-
tributors and stu-

dents interested
in reporting or
reviewing for the

newspaper.

The group
meets from 7-9
p.m* Wednesdays
in Royce 248.
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Memorial service

for UCLA economist

to be held March 2

A memorial service for
former UCLA research
economist Paul Bullock will be
held March 2 in the Franklin
D. Murphy SculptureGarden.

Bullock died at his home
Feb. 14. The cause of death
has not been determined,
pending autopsy results.

Bullock, 61, spent 32 years
working with the UCLA In-
stitute of Industrial Relations
before his retirement in 1985.
Born in 1924, B^llock

received his. bachelor's degree
in ecohomi6s4#^m 6^d<^tal
College in 1948 "^ahd his
master's degree there in 1949.
Among Bullock's many

books were Aspiration vs. Op-
portunity: Careers in the In-
ner City, Watts: The After-
math — an Inside View of the
Ghetto by the People of
Watts, and Youth Training
and Employment: From
New Deal to Federalism.

Bullock served on several
community and government
boards, including the Watts
Labor Community Action
Committee, the Interracial
Center for Business Opportu-
=»lty and^he tor^ngeles City
Private Industry Council.

Bullock is survived by his

wife Connie. The couple had
no children.

Friends and colleagues of
Bullock are invited to the
memorial service which,
"case of rain, will be held
the McGowan little theatre.
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— Bill Bowmer

Infants
Continued from Page 3
new insight into the birth pro-

cess.

The researchers have found
that the major re-organization

of the circulatory system at

birth increasing the blood
flow through the lungs may be
caused by a release of hor-

mones rather than a rise in the

blood oxygen level resulting

from the infant's exposure to

air, as had been previously

believed.^ Rudolph said the

bindings may be significaril TnT

treating infants who do not

experience this process, a con-

dition known as persistent

pulmonary hyperextension.

Another finding from the

model showed that a high

blood oxygen level during the

birth process decreased the

amount of blood flow to the

heart and brain by almost

half. This has important im-

plications for treating con-

genital heart diseases in

newborns, Rudolph said.

The study also found that

clamping the umbilical cord is

not the major factor in

eliminating placental blood

flow. The researchers believe

the process is mostly con-

nected to the overall re-

organization of the circulatory

system.

Dr. Harriet Iwamotb, co-

investigator of the research,

said these results could be in-

strumental in treating
premature infants, although

complete understanding of the

-birth process requires further

study.

Rudolph and his collegues'

earlier research with fetal

lambs have led to a non-

surgical treatment of patent

ductus arteriosus, a common
heart defect in premature in-

fants.
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SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/tWsacl.
For New Clients Only (or short tKilr only

SINCE 1929
WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR

1061 Gayley across from Baxters
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BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB
XINXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DJULT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types oi contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With this ad, •xp- 2/28/86

California
Graduate Institute
Classes benin January 6 and end April It

1986 Winter Class Schedule

1 1 00-

11:00

2.00-5

2:00-5

2:00-5

3:00-5
4:00-6

5:00-8

5:00-8

5:00-8
6:00-8

8;(iO-l

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
1 00 pm

P-31

C-152
C-152
B-103
323
414

C-121

321

811

606
C-121
861

A Y

8 00- 1 1:00 pm C-19J-3

r
COUPON

"1

^

GREAT
BURGER
DEAL It

FAMOUS

DOUBLE

ONLY n.65!
EXPIRES MARCH 10,1986

GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR PARTY

11 00-2:00 pm
11 00-2:00 pm
11 00-2:00 pm
1 00-3:00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
5 00-8:00 pm
VOO-8 :00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm

8:00- 1 1:00 pm
8:00- II :00 pm

2:00

2:00

2:00

2:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

800

-5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
-7:00 pm
-8:00 pm
-8:00 pm
-8:00 pm
-8:00 pm
-8:00 pm
aiOOpm

8:00-1 1 :UUpm
8:00--

-

8:00-

C-131
C-131
B-lOO
414
B-104
B-104
822
C-181-3
S-P32

B102
407

C-I82;3

CI 42

T-2

P.2

E-2

L-2

604
401

C-163
408
C-142'

C-161
414
'802

344
B-IOI

C-181
C-151
c.iga

MONO
Ego's Defense
Psychological Assessment I

Psychological Assessment II

Physiological Psychology
Advanced Obj. Rel. Theory
Group Supervision (Practkum) (OC)
Group Process & Technique (OC)
Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders

t'sychosynthesis

Ciroup PrcKess & Technique (OC)
Advanced Healing Techniques Sl

Psychosynlhesis

Clinical Practicum (OC)

TUESDAY
Ethics and Laws
Ethics and Laws(OC)
Statistics (OC)
Ciroup Supervision (Practicum)
Learning and Cognition
Learning and Cognition (OC)
Advanced Clinical Hypnosis
Proposal Research I. 11, III (OC)
Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psychology
Psychopathology & Family Dyn.
Proposal Research II. Ill

Psychopathology I (OC)
Psychoanalytic Theory Pt. 2

Psychopathology 2

Child Psychoanalysis

Current Literature

New Body Psychotherapies
Theories ofMFCC

1-t.

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3
3-

- 1 1 00 pm
-llOOpm

9:00-1

9:30-1

10:30-

1 1 00-

2:00-5

2:00-5

2:00-5

5:00-8

5:00-8

5:00-8

5:00-8

2:00 n

1:30 am
12:30 pm
2:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
:00 prii

:00 pm

5:00-8:00 pm
8:00- 1 1 :00 pm

8:00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
8:00-10OOpm
8:00-10()0pm
8:00-ll:()0pm

II 00-2:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm

10:00- 1:00 pm
1 00-3:00 pm

cm
B-103
704

C-191
414
414
403
713

B-101

B-lOO
B 105

317
C19I
C-161

408
841

PI
1-6

C-2'

C 5

•314

403
C-171
El 12

508

C121

WEDNESDAY
Hupian Sexuality

•i-CiwiKrCullural Mores & Values
Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
Group Supervision (Practicum) (OC)
Functional Human Anatomy
Writings of Melanie Klein I

History and Systems of Psychology
Proposal Research I

Psycholrtgical Assessment I (OC)
L

'

linuial^ fatitwum 11

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

D Clifford. MD
StalT

Staff

T Oleson, PhD
D Clifford, MD
D Primac, PhD *

E. Jacobson, PhD
D Clifford. MD
L. Singer. PhD
T Oleson. PhD
R. Phillips. PhD
T Oleson. PhD

R. Phillips, PhD

M. Karlovac. PhD
J. Gillespie. PhD
R. Hunter. PhD
A. Alvarez. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
J.Ciillespie. PhD
T Moss. PhD
R. Hunter. PhD
A. Alvarez. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
M Gerson. PhD
L. Weisbender. PhD
F McGuircPhD
J. Van Buren. PhD
R. Caper. MD
Y Hansen. PhD
R. Alexander.

MD, PhD
S. Zusman, PhD
M. Gerson, PhO

A Brovar, MD
L. Peters. PhD
A. Panajian. PhD
StafT

D Primac. PhD
A Brovar. MD
A. Panajian. PhD
L. Peters. PhD
R. Hunter. PhD
WR Johnson. PhD

-3

Clinical Practicum III

Physiological Psychology (OC)
Pathological Characters in Literature

THURSDAY
Clinical Practicum I. II. Ill (OC)
Group Supervision

Group Supervision

Applied Techniques of MFCC
Psychology & Contemporary StKiety

History and Systems (OC)
Statistics

Research Methods
""""

introduction l«> Ego Psychology
Clinical Practicum I

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy^

3 A. Puna iia n . PhD

Cross-Cultural Mores & Values (OC)
Psychopharmacology (OC)

Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Theory Pt 6

Clinical Case Conference
Clinical Case Conference
Narcissistic Disorders

FRIDAY
Applied Icchmques of MFCC (OC)
ScKial Bases of Behavior
Comprehensive Review

SATURDAY

3 R. Gruener, MD
3 WR. Johnson. PhD
3 G Gross. PhD

y R Phillips. PhD
2 RE Johnson. PhD
2 J. Packer. PhD
3 A. Alvarez. PhD
3 J. Gibbons. PhD
3 L Peters. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 R Hunter. Phil
^- Slaff

3 L Weisbender. PhD
-5-^ G QlocR.MDand

R B'eniie/. DSW
3 L Peters. PhD
3 D Delrancisco.

MD. PhD
2 Staff

2 J Gooch, MD. PhD
2 R. Gruener. MD
2 D Marcus. MD
3 J Vari Buren. PhD

3 S Hendlin. PhD
3 B Weiss. PhD

SlalT

Diagnosis & Direction (OC)
(iroup PrcKcssA fechnigue (OC)

Professional Seminars

3 E. Jacobson. PhD
3 E Jaco^on. PhD

Most seminars qualify for continuing educ.ition for Nurses and S(Kial Workers TheyTfe also approved
for veterans behefils for those who qualify underVA regulations All professionals are welcome
to attend

CGI IS approved h> ihc American Psychological XsscKiaiion to olTcr Continuing Education Seminars
Some are scheduled each Inmesicr Please call the (Cil olTicc tor detail^

9:00-500 pm Sall/lX Frnm LnderstandinK Kreud to I Stalf

9:0QTl:00uro
Sat l/IX From LnderNtanding Kreud to

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-.V00pm
9:00-5:00 pm,
9:00-3:00^frni

Sd 1^1/18

Su^y? 1/19

Sat.3VI

Sun
S^r2/I5
Sun 2/16

Social Bases of Behavior ((K') 3 B Weiss, PhD

6:00-10:00 pm Fri I /24 Art Therapy: Theory and Practice

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 1/25
I D. Sharon, PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

The Psychological Implications of

Working with Cancer Patients

1 T Moss. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 2/8

Sun 2/9

Desire A Passion in Ihc TVcatmenl of

Severely Distuiiicd Patients
1 . A. Panajian. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 2/15

Sun 2/16

The Therapeutic Process with Borderline

and Narcissistic Disorticrs

1 R. Alexander.
MD. PhDA
J Van Buren. PhD

6:00-10:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm

Fri 2/28

Sun 3/2

Treatment of Domestic Violence 1 M. Gerson. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sal 3/1

Sun 3/2

Sal 3/15
Sun 3/16

Sat 3/22
Sun 3/23

Sat 4/5

Sun 4/6

Sal 4/ 12

Sun4/I3

Psychosynthesis (OO

•t

From ()bject Relations to Self

Psychology (OC)

T Oleson. PhD

RE. Johnson. PhD

Screening for Psychoneurological

Impairment (OC)
1 L PortnolT. PhD

Analytical Applications of Clinical

Hypnosis (OC)
t S. Ferrera. PhD

Career Crises amonx Youths. Middle A|ied

and Returning Women
1 R. Goltra. PhD

1073 BROXTON WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(2 DOORS NORIH OF AAHS) 2081130

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC).
Group Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at Ihe West Los Angeles location.

Individual and Group Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are

available by arrangement.
The California Graduate Institute has been approved by Ihe Superintendent of Public Instruction.

State of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and
an MA in MFCC
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
MFCC licenses in Ihe Stale of California.

Non-Profil. federal and state lax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel.

For additional information or a catalogue, please contact:

Galifomia Graduate Institute
School of Profe\ sional Psychology

Celebrating 18 years of continuous education as the first independent
graduate school of psychology in the nation.

1100 Glendon Avenue, 11th Floor

West Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Orange County
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WHY PAY ''I'Zl'i''
PI^'CES? ''ZVILLAGE 30-70%

SEIKO
QUARTZ WATCHES~—stt

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP

^99

m
50%
OFF RETAIL
Exp.3/7/86

Now Recruiting for Fall '86

NTERNSHIPS

UL approved lOOw
Asst Colors

Exp.3/7/86

SIGMA~ 100
nif

QDi^^ DESK OR WAU. PHONE

$1999

PRAXIS 20
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

nwmofy

• Tnm ToucD Torn OWkig
•MQSpfMComiMrtlMi
• Mngir OMW SwNcD

Exp. 3^/86

INfMl ft

• 2 la^Mrdt torindil

ImguioM

I

• Carrytng cast A ooMf

•^ Modutv^Mn Into stmdant ptana pcia

wwranly

1 «149?S

*^P
tv^^^^oXO

;t>^'
et»^

Exp.3/7/86

INTERNkTIOflkl

OISCIINI lUI

Pnc« st^iiecl to dunffe Not moonsUe tor typograolacjl •riors LiflMed to stock on hwd

'"K"PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNfTS CREDfT CARD &
CHECK PRICES 2 9% HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER bfM* t

" i n »|

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. Lm An9«lM. CA MOM 390-4477 NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON • SAT 1 1 7 PM • SUN 12 5 PM

For more
information

attend an
information
meeting in the

EXPO Center.

Meetings are held:
Tuesdays"@ 4 p.m. ---—

Wednesdays @ 12 p.m.
Thursdays @ 3 p.m.
The EXPO Center is located
in Ackerman A-213
The EXPO Center is a service of Student Services

MAKING PL^AM

THEN COME TO THE
ISTH ANNUAL

PRESEMEDBY--ASUCLA_rj?AVEL
SERVICE & THE UCLA^EXPO CENTER

"

fo!LoPF?A.T^"'?~^''°"^
^"^ EXPERTS want to know about discount AIRFARES WITHIN THE U S ORTO EUROPE? Are you planning a trip to HAWAII or TAHITI? How about an ADVENTURE TWP ACRnw aoa

'
'

summering ,n SOUTH AMERICA? Need the latest EURAIL PRICES or the best TOUR OF EUROPF^nr h^
'

°'

to get ,n one last REALLY GREAT SKI TRIP this year? The information is an here and irs Jl fre^ Talk rn .^i^h'^f
''
T'"'experts about planning your nextjourney. ' ^ '^"^ '° ^" '^<^ '^^^el

FREE FUN There'll be plenty of FREE POPCORN AND BALLOONS And vou ran m«e, ,=
'

the travel industry: AIRLINES • CHARTER FLIGHTS • TQUR COMPA^^IE^. IN?ERNAT7oNAiTNfr^ n^^^^^^
''°"' '" P^"^ °<

RAILROADS • CRUISE LINES • INTERNATIONAL TOURIST OFF^ES • ADVENTIIRF {^^p'^
AND DOMESTIC

TOURS. You-ll have first hand information on travel to all pans of fhe wo^ldi
^ ' CULTURAL & STUDY

TRAVEL GUIDE BOOKS & PASSPORT PHOTOS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE.

PA^»fVv''
^° ^."^ ''''^^ '''^'^^^ PRESENTED FROM 3>30PM TO 4:30PM AT MEYERHOPpPARK You must be present to win

) AN STI TOUR AND FLIGHT TO EtJROPF . a oT^V^rn,!.
""tYERHOFF

ON BRITISH CALEDONIAN AIRWAY^ FROM STUDENT TRAVEL NE?wOR7/AROUNnT^IPrjpT^ '°^°°^
SOUTH AMERICA ON EQUATORIAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TwS WI^H^m 75^^ ,

TO ECUADOR,
HAWAII ON AMERICAN AIRLINES • A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO SAn FPAMrlc^^ ^^ ^^ ' ^^^ADA. OR
. A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO TO PHOENIX ON AMERICAS A^R ^NES . a p^pc^riT^.T. ,^^'
TWO FROM BRITRAIL BETWEEN LONDON & EDINBURGH • A ROUNdXp TICKET FOR Tu/nrr^OV'^^^^

^^'^

ON PSA. A ROUNDTRIP TICKET FOR TWO ANYWHERE THAT SOUTHWEST AIRIIMpfp^ L^ ° ^^^ FRANCISCO
• FREE T-SHIRTS • TRAVEL BAGS • BOOKS • POSTERS "' aiklines FLIES

WE'VE GOT IT ALL ATTHE TRAVEL EVEIMT OF THE YEATW

/1SUCL4^

YOUR ON-GAMPUS

Prices subject to change without notice, limited availability.

From Europe to L.A.

people eat up Gummy

Bears by thousands

By John Weiss
Associated Press-

WINONA, Minn. - Gum.-my Bears by the millio^s.'tens
ot milhons. Squirms bv thp
bag and vat. ^ ^

^Stacks, racks and packs ofchewy tart-tasting candies that
are so popular nationwide
they are crowding the Schuler
Chocolates Inc. building in
Winona.
Demand for the candies is

so great, in fact, and facilities
so short that the company

is

seeking to boost Gummy Bears
and Squirm production witl^a
^1.5 million expansion that

+rwill add about 45 jobs, said
President William Schuler.

The^ expansion won't add
new/ space to the factory, but
will put more equipment in
existing space, Schuler said. If

done, it will triple production,
which is now around a billion
Gummy Bears and a quarter
billion Squirms a year.
Schuler is the first U.S. com-
pany to make the candies.

Schuler Chocolates now is

owned by Brock Candy Co. of
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Th e stor y o l how rife"

J

Gummy Bears — so popular
in Europe for so long — came
to be made in Winona actual-
ly starts in 1980 when
Schuler's son, Kurt, now 17,

made a comment.
As William Schuler tells the

story, his son came home from
junior h igh one day and ^ai
his German club was selling

the Bears, then produced in

Europe, to raise money.
"Those Gummy Bears are

great, you should make
them," he told his father.

Schuler knows a good idea

when he hears it. His market
research continued when he

asked t\yo clerks at a Twin
Cities candy counter what
candy sold very well, but

which surprised them in sales.

"They looked at each other

and they both said at the same
time 'Gummy Bears,'
Schuler said.

The company did more in-

depth investigation and
verified the demand.

But there was one problem.
Though the little candy bears

and worm-like Squirms seem
easy to make, it is actually

very difficult to get the right

tartness and texture, Schuler
said.

So Schuler Chocolates
worked for about a year to get

the candy right and continues

to work on improvements,
Schuler said.

Some of the testing involved

his son's friends and students

at colleges his older children

were attending. Schuler would
send them batches of different

attempts and his children

would give them to friends for

an opinion, he said. The
Brock Co. also employed pro-

fessional tasters for added in-

surance.

"For some reason or other

it, (the candy) never caught
on in this country," he said.

But now. Gummy Bears and

Squirms are big sellers and
supply can't keep up with de-

mand.

Once the market was ex-

plored initially, the success

didn't surprise Schuler. 'I

think they are a great piece of

candy," he said.

UCLA grad student

to run for Congress

UCLA graduate student
Eric Jacobson will announce
*"is_ candidacy for the 23rd

istrict of the United States
Congress, currently held by
democrat Anthony Bielenson,

^M noon today in 3517 Acker-
man Union.

Jacobson, 31, who heads the
UCLA Democrats for Pro-
gressive Leadership and is a
former campaign adviser to
U.S. Sen. Gary Hart, was
granted a leave of absence
from his doctoral studies by
the Political Science Depart-
ment in order to pursue the
Congressional seat.

Stressing the need . for
younger leadership and "new
direction within the Demo-
cratic party and nation as a
whole," Jacobson seeks the
support of students not only as

voters, but as the base of a
cohesive grass roots network.

He will meet with interest-

ed students and volunteers
following his announcement.

— Scott Pettit
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»"- BLUE & COLD HAIR DESIGN
Special Offer

PERNS $ISOFF
NEN^S HAIRCUTS $5 OFF

WONElTS HAIRCUTS $10 OFF
w/chis coupon Tues-Sat

L
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UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP
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INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS > Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (2V7 blocks East of Fairfax)

/SEMESTER

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
ON TIME...

r

Study around the world, vtsiting Japan, KoreaT
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,

Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 1 00 day voyages sail

in January and September offering 12-15 transferable

hours of credit ffom more than 50 voyage-related

courses.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger American-

built ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea

admits students without regard to color, race or creed.

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195
or write:

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

University ofPittsburg, 2E Fbrbes guadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

FILM PRESENTATION
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 26th at 12:00 NOON

ACKERMAN 2408

OR IT'S
$3.00 OFF!
Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood
824-500

Hours: ——^"-^^^

—

11am-1am Sun.-Thurs.

11am-2am Fri. and Sat.

Our drivers carry less

than $20.00.
"

Limited delivery area7~
e 1 984 Domino's Pizza Inc

I -——

1 30 minute
I guarantee
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L

If your pizza does not

arrive within 30 minutes,

you get »3oo OFF
your pizza.

No coupon necessary.

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood

824-5000

\

When you place your order, any restrictions to this guarantee will be communicated

•|

THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
1 023 Hilgard Westwood

PROUDLY PRESENT THE THIRD iN THE SERIES ON
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Thursday evening, February 27, 1 986

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: TRANSFORMING TODAY'S AND TOMORROW'S BUSINESS

Lynn Coker - Regional Manager - Applications Planning Center, AT&T
SERIES HOSTED BY: AT&T
DINNER MEETING 6:30 P.M.
ISC/BA STUDENTS - NO CHARGE OTHER UCLA STUDENTS - $6.50

PUBLIC -$12.00

MUST HAVE RESERVATIONS - PHONE 208-4587 or 825-3384

t
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Viewpoint

What about the rest of USAC?
By Nicole Lind
USAC Meetings. Kerckhoff 400. Tuesday

Nights at 6:30, You have to see it to believe

It. I've seen encm^ and it is^ not -aUfiozt:

dent shall be the assitant to the President

for administrative and executive tasks/"

Rumor has it that you have not been able

to flat a mom for Council to meet in; USAC.

Taylor, despite what is reported in the
Bruin.

Organized attacks by Mark Kisicki,

Deborah Owen and Mark Feldman are

visable, yet the Bruin has failed to present

these occurrences. I've read the critiques of

Ron Taylor and wondered what these

critics themselves were producing.

, I wish there was as much publicity about

student facility needs as there is about Fa-

cilities Commissioner Mark Kisicki's

patriotic reliance on the USAC Constitu-

tion.

Who cares about the "3 day dossier rule"

when I have to drive 20 miles from my
$500 a month apartment only to park 15

blocks away from campus. I want to know
about the "parking and housing rule."

How I pray that it's in the USAC Con-
stitution because if it isnt, I don't think

that Mr. Kisicki will know what I am talk-

ing about. Get your head out of the Con-
stitution and see the light ... oh I'm sorry,

there isn't enough lifting on campus to

see.

But let's get back to this dossier issue.

From what I have read in the Bruin, you
apply the Constitution only to one person.

Although several other USAC appointments

are subject to this same rule, you have
chosen to limit your complaint to a Mr.
Alvarez, not Ms. Schlar, Mr. Nixon, Ms.

Yaffe, and Mr. Wachler.
Are you sure this isn't the "3 day surname

dossier rule," Mr. Kisicki?

If this isn't enough, you and the very

general representative Mr. Feldman file a

case against USAC. For your information,

the Facilities Commissioner and the

General Representatives are a part of

USAC. Why are you suing yourself? Is this

constitutionally possible? Sounds like a hard

case, even for Judge Wapner.
Speaking of the People's Court, Here

comes the judge(ment). What have you

done for students? I know your opening

argument . . . the constitution says the Fa-

cilities Commissioner "shall represent the

Association to the Administration, faculty,

and ASUCLA on matters of student and
campus facilities."

OK, "when" is the question. You are con-

stitutionally responsible for Facilities: hous-

ing, parking, lighting and space. Stop

facilitating the words of the Constitution

and start facilitation the needs of the stu-

dents.

Kisicki said it all when he said in the

Bruin, Feb. 21, "I've got the constitution

behind me," which is where it belongs —
behind him. This bringi me to my next

topic: Deborah Owen.
What work does she do? According to

the Constitution (see Mr. Kisicki for further

elaboration) "the Administrative Vice Presi-

Lind in a sophomore majoring in
psychology.

For the health of it

went without a regular secretary fall

quarter; and the secretarial pool went dry.

Well so much for administrative tasks. Let's

examine your executive tasks.

You were given $14,500 to implement
three primary programs that supposedly

serve students. They are: UCLA Day, the

University Internship Program and the Ker-

ckhoff Courier. With only 13 weeks left in

your term, why do you still have almost

$12,000 left in your budget?
You mean to tell me that since you took

office in June 1985, you have only commit-
ted $2,500 to students? Where is this

money going?

Was UCLA Day held during a holiday or

was it held at another campus? The "Uni-
versity Internship Program" utilizes student

money to provide administrators with
undergraduate interns. Whose needs does
this program serve anyway?

And let's not forget the Kerckhoff
Courier, although this would be relatively

easy considering the fact that it premiered

in October 1985 and I haven't seen it since.
' In short according to Owens' statement

in the Bruin Feb. 21, I don't expect you to

"be a mind reader and run around Ker-

ckhoff looking for people," I just expect you
to do your job.

Ms. Owen, think about it, after three

years in student government, what have
you accomplished? What policies, pro-

grams, or student services have resulted

from your efforts? Who knows? Certainly

not the students. Well, on to more general

topics.

Mark Feldman (Spring 1985): Affir-

mative Action advocate, divestment pro-

tests, supporter of Third World causes and
endorsed by the Third World Coalition.

Mark Feldman (Winter 1986): Anti-

Spring 1985. Earthquake Safety. (Who
knows, who cares). Good Luck securing

your Bruin Walk table from the evils of ear-

thquake unpreparedness. That's general
representation kir you. Mr. Feldman, do
the students a favor and get specific.

All in all, this type of behavior is normal
or shall I say that it is typical during this

time of year —• election time. It is no secret

that Mr. Kisicki, Mr. Feldman and Ms.
Owen are all running for office and that

the oldest political strategy is that of
destroying the outgoing officer's credibility

and emphasizing his mistakes while inferr>

ing that the new candidate has leamc^d
from these mistakes and can therefore do a
much better job.

Nice job boys and girls, but did you stop

to think that UCLA students would rather
have condidates who are able to run on
their own merits?

Coping with stress
"I am so stressed out!" How often have you grumbled this to

yourself. It has not been scientifically proven, but is probably a

fact, that it is impossible to be a UCLA Bruin and not be

"stressed out" at regular intervals. What is stress?

"Stress" is the popular word for a long term demand on the

body to be physiologically activated for "danger." Release of

epinephrine and other sympathetic nervous system hormones,

increased heart rate, and increased respiration are all part of

the body's danger response.

Unfortunately, this type of response does not help us cope

with long term stresses such as academic pressure, relationship

conflicts, and general existential frustration. Instead, prolonged

stress can cause uncomfortable effects, and even damage body

tissues.

Chronic stress has long been associated with heart disease,

migraine headaches, chronic back pain, and, of course, com-

puEive eating. Recently, researchers have found that too much
stress may sdso be associated with increased susceptibility to

colds and other viruses, acne, and even cancer.

Coping with stress

Bad coping responses are ones that either avoid the causes of

your stress or ones that inflict wor^e damage upon you than

does the stress itself. Abusing dru^or alcohol, compulsive

eating, smoking, and maladaptive behaviors are all coping

resjxjnses.

But being addicted to a drug, becoming overweight, develop-

ing a lung illness, or worsening your interjjersonal relationships

wSl certainly not improve your situation.

For immediate relief of physical stress symptoms, you may
want to learn progressive muscle relaxation and guided imagery

techniques. These are learned "emergency skills" that can help

you to reduce immediate stress. The Peer Health Counselors of-

fer workshops on these techniques.

If you are stressed right now, here's an exercise you can try: a

deep breath and count backwards starting with,"Ten,,.." Ex-

hale with each count until you get to "Zero..." Then do the ex-

ercise again with you reyes closed.

Most people feel impatient with this exercise the first time,

which is normal, since the idea is to help you s-l-o-w d-o-w-n?

The exercise actually takes only a couple of minutes, so try to

take your time.

Moderate daily exercise also helps to reduce stress symptoms.
It gives your body a chance to "work out" its physiologically ac-

tivated state. Even a brisk walk through Westwood Village or

around your neighborhood after classes can do wonders.
Getting to the real causes

Alleviating physical symptoms alone are temporary. Only by

working on the sources of your stress — the things that make
you feel overwhelmed, apathetic, uncertain, harrassed, helplessr

or just dissatisfied — can you improve your stressful situation in

the long term

.

Behavorial causes

It may be that your only problem is having too much to do.

The idea of a time management workshop might revolt you —
nobody wants to "block out" their lives into segments or follow

a "Things to Do" list all day. Actually, good time management
can help you to have more free time and to worry less about
tasks.

Another hidden cause of stress may be that you're studying

hard but not studying "smart." A study skills workshop can give

you some energy saving tips and help you develop more effec-

tive study habits.

Finally, a common source of stress for college students,

especially those who are away from friends and family, is lack

of "social support." Having someone around regularly to con-

fide in during stressful times probably plays, a significant role in

your physical well-being.

One study showed that when "stressed" individuals were
given a chance to discuss their feelings, their physiological stress

signs went down substantially. So, if you're feeling uncomfor-
tably stressed, don't hesitate to speak with a friend, relative,

counselor, resident assistant, or other trusted individuals.
Psychological causes
A very common source of stress is not knowing what you real-

'What the heck

Why am I at UCLA?"
You are not alone: coundess professionally successful in-

dividuals desperately enroll in goal setting workshops. Most of

these successful individuals find that they have never really sat

down and pinpointed what they want out of their careers and

their personal lives.

If you feel insecure about your career goals, a visit to the

Placement and Career Planning Center may be helpful. The

Career Center offers workshops and conseling to help you iden-

tify your interests and skills, and to inform and clarify you on

the career fields that interest

rL vciy cuiiiinun source or stress is not knowmg v
ly want out of life. How often have you asked, "V
am I taking this class for?" or worse, "Why am I at

you.

If you'd like to work on changing self-defeating mental habits

such as these, you can call Student Psychological Services or the

u'^j^^^^'^
Counselors for information on workshops or to

schedule personal counseling.

For the Health of it appears as a service of the Health Educa-
tion Unit of UCLA Student Health. This piece was written and
researched by Andy Young
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Consulate officials seek freedom

Then...

By Loel Solomon
Consular officials are paid to make tough

and fateful political decisions, and staffers at

the Philippine Consulate in Los Angeles were
more used to making them than others.

Portraying their country as a bastion of

democracy to a city with America's largest Fil-

ipino population had become an increasingly

difficult task in the face of martial law,
political assassination and mock elections.

They had witnessed the demise of an
authoritarian leader and the rise of significant

domestic and foreign opposition to the
legitimacy of his rule.

But when the consular staff gathered last

Saturday night at the house of Acting Consul
General Leovigildo Anolin, they faced what
may prove to be one of the toughest decisions

they will ever make.

It was a decision on which careers, political

and personal integrity, even life itselJF hung in

the balance. It was a decision between betray-
ing a president they had sworn to represent
faithfully and betraying their [>eople.

"I thought of that," Anolin reflected, "but I

would rather be a traitor to one man than a
traitor to my country . . . The time has come
for Marcos to realize that he dosen't have con-
trol over the people."

Anolin and nine members of his staff had
decided to go on record calling for the resigna-

Hnn ftf Prf*«itder»» Ferdinand Marcos, transfer-

ing their loyalty to Lt. Gen. Fidel Ramos and
Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile who had
earlier in the day rose to challenge the presi-

dent.

The two men, affirming support for opposi-

tion candidate Corazon Aquino, hole up in

camps protected by rebel forces and civilians

while loyalist troops converged. Civil war ap-

peared eminent.

"We have to take a stand now if only to
minimize bloodshed in our beloved country,"
Anolin said, voicing concern about a potential-

ly explosive stand-off between opposing forces
as troops from the field return to Manila.

As soldiers are drawn to the urban conflict,

he added, the Communist New Peoples' Army
will be free to work their will in the outlying
provinces.

But the potential for violence stretches

beyond Philippine borders. Marcos has been
accused of sending hit sdquads to neutralize
political opponents in the United States.

The consul declaration's signatories ap-
peared fully aware of the danger they were
placing themselves and their families in.

Despite assurances of protection by local

police, the newly initiated dissidents were
visibly anxious. Tension filled the room. Doors
were double-locked and eyes peered out win-
dows.

"If it (the rebellion) fails - ffft!" Anolin
asserted, drawing his finger across his neck.

"The die is cast and we're ready to take the

consequences."

Recognizing the signifcance of his stand,

Anolin expressed concern for his relatives still

in the Philippines. "The Philippine family is

very close," he said, "but there are sacrifices

V
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which have to be made and if memebers~"of"
my family have to be sacrificed for the sake of

freedom and democracy, so be it."

- -
-

Solomon is a staff writer for the Bruin. His

views do not necessarily represent those of the

Bruin staff.

Reminder: For letters to be con-
sidered for publication by the Bruln^
they must be accompanied by a stu-
dent realstratlonr^card
phone number where the author can
be reached. Staff who wish to submit
should Include a campus phone
number where they can be reached
and their place of entployment.

=^ Canyou
afford togamble

with the LSAX GMAX
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.

Kaplan has helped over 1 nnil-

lion students prepare for their

grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college.

call. Why take a chance
with your career?

KAPLAN
SIANIEYH K APIAN EDUCATIONAl CENTER ITD

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

TIRED OF TWEEZING. BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently •

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

JElectrolysis by Linda
10% 109 16 Le Conte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTLRNAHONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus

TUESDAY, MARCH 4, 1986
to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at

PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER

—

1."

B4ROLLINO NOW! Visit us ot our center

III urn WdShihcjtoii HIvfl < ulve' City CA
Aiy V t.)» call us t*ivs evenings or week

ei'iJs ' 'ur phone nunibe' (2^3)

202-1924.

Lone Bruin

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

fotal

Permaflex 0"7r\
PermalensA ^f rJ
Bausch & Lomb J^,
30 Day Extended ^—

^

Additional Pair $qQup to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily.

Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT A FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
high noon

Westwood Plaza

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date

Radio Keratotomy

In Hospital or Office Patient

tlOOO/Eye-Credit Program Arranged

LB 2168 Pacific. (213) 59Mb94

VN 7232 Van Nuys. (818)786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege Bl .
(714) 774-4510

LA 1482 S.Robenson, (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7flq5

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTE J

camous events

rii>\s USAC

sc-'

qOc\^^^
^//?r%^^

Don't Race All Ovel*Town Looking
for That Special Motorcycle

Cycle Products West
Has the Exotics in stock NOW

Whether you are racing on the track or racing over
to your next class, we have your motorcycle from
the smallest Scooter to the largest Muscle Bike.

NEED REPAIRS??
Pick-up and delivery available
Full line of parts & accessories
Complete service department

11900 W.Pico Blvd.
(between Barrington & Bundy)

(213)477-0997
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FILMS

'The Delta Force.* Kili, Ji kill.

GURl
TM

tng
good...

means
eating good

FcintasyYogurt
is my choice

•100% Natural
•98% Fat-Free

•Low in Calories

By Stephen Dirrane.

Shelley Winters . . .

George Kennedy - . - Robert
Vaughan . . . Martin Balsam
. . . Wait — I see a trend —
all of my favorite, HOT actors

in the world along with, NO
— this is too mqch, Joey Bish-

op! Mister Entertainment to

you. Yes, friends, all of these

heavyweights come together
for one incredible, sensational
film: The Delta Force. You
want action, you want ex-

citement, you want the most
combined talent since The
Poseidon Adventure, you've
got it in this sensational new
film. But wait, film fans,
there's more. This epic stars
(as if the aforementioned
wasn't enough) Lee Marvin
AND Chuck Norris. It's the
film everyone will be talking
about.

If there are any more peo-
ple reading this, (I imagine
scores of students dropping
this paper midsentence and
running to their local m

'^k:^:-

viT

l1

*ci

J'
(^"""""•""MaMMW

**

^Low In Cholesterol

and best of all
it's delicious!

^ouse) please allow this hum-
ble and not the least bit sar-
castic reporter to give you the
inside dope on a film not only
your whole family can enjoy,
but also strains of ihterna-
tional terrorists and revolu-
tionaries. ^^^^^-^^, • ^ ^^

Let's whip down this highly
unusual and unpredictable
storyline, shall we? Abdul
(he's Mr. Terrorist) hijacks
plane. Abdul bad. Then Ab-
dul hits Joey Bishop. Maybe

Continued on Page 18

RECORDS
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"Nobody move, or the oxygen mask gets it!'

ranli

ONE
rfl PERSON

«<OT VAIIO WITH
OTHE» DISCOUNTS

EXP. DATE:

3/1/86

-. -J

?••

^CODPOW
BuyOne
Oet One
FREE !
FANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
lCOupon from other yogurt stores

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER

YOGURT STORES
WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

'Tantasize youR taste buds "

1101 GAYLEY AVE.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213) 824-7707

By Jenny Bleier. Aaistant Review Editor^
—'~~^

Phranc: Folksinger, Rhino Records. Phranclvnot all listener, will gravitate toward themusical stylings of The Official Jew shFeminist Lesbian Folksinger of the 7984Olympics (self-titled). But for those who tSof smarm, hoke, and hooey in folk, Phranc'!
straightforward style offers a wela^me Zr.

ofIw^ """^ on Folksinger have the flavor

roin Lrl^^A^"'^'"^^^'''^ °^ ""Wie Car-

Like^ Zfn Pr *"
*''f

^"^' ^""aJ'LiKe Uylan, Phranc makes funny acerhircomments on the corruptness of offici^rand
figureheads - she lambasts Noeuchi and ^t

oXnfabril r' -telligenc:^She ^l^ t
ELlf B.^/^.k'"^*"™ ]^^ •'"'""^ back Ztumself. But she does these things withoutDylans grace with language - vdthr.fKi
alternately wild and ^auHful m»f 1 "
without his love of worr Ph anTi£°th;fewest words possible - the m^^L^ Ue^son^ come across like clipped conveif^i ''"'

Her pretty guitar-playing counterbalancesthe sparseness of her lyrics and .sHp h
pleasing, distinctive voice fhe Itif .^ "

combined with her rproachabll ''
*""""

make you want to "Sing'^S^ang wUh Phr^n"""
'

and/oMnvitehertoyolrneftiS-i.

- she^sounds like she'd rather li^o^rZ

-class

Phranc — just your everyday Jewish lesbian Jolksinger,

By Ernest Hardy

DwI On Arrival ... It was inevitable that 91/2
Weeks virould be regarded as a major disappointment upon
release given its history. After spending more than a year
bemg edited, tried out on test audiences, and dropped as
too hot" by one studio after another, the film received ex-

tensive press coverage as "extremely controversial" long be-
fore release and had a lot to live up to. Expectations of a
ground-breaking, provocative, or just plain disgusting film
were high and the pre^ fueled these expectations when,
just days before the film's release, there was a flurry of
coverage on the film and its strange history. Those respon-
sible for the film, knowing the difficulty in delivering a
product that could justify the controversy, apparently did
not even try . . .

Would I Lie ... In last week's column I compared
the unfolding melodramas of Marcos* election farce and
Duvalier's flight from Haiti to a Joan Collins mini-series,
compete wUh murder, bribery, and ^ligji-fashion. A few-
people questioned my inclusion of "high-fashion" and
thought I was stretching the facts to make a point. In this
week's People magazine, however, the cover story on Im-
elda Marcos and Michele Duvalier reveals that "high"-
fashion may have been an understatement. On a
November '85 shopping spree to New York, London, and
Paris, Michele Duvalier reportedly spent $1.7 million
dollars in the "dassy shops" of those cities while the
average yearly income for Haitians is $100. Not to be out-
done, in 1982 Imelda Marcos, accompanied by 40 assis-

tants, went on a shopping expedition to New York and
filled 300 empty suitcases. Somewhere, Eva Peron is smil-
ing her approval . . . Also in last week's cplumn: I ques-
tioned CBS' saturatiqn of prime time with stories about
child molestation and felt that the network was capital-
izing on a tragedy. Many people brought it to my atten-
tion that sometimes such "overkill" is necessary not only to
inform, but to spark action (as shown by the Ethiopian
crisis.) While I accept that argument, I still feel that CBS
is to be taken to task for some of these tdevision dramas.
The recent airing of Oae Terrific Guy depicted a high-
school girl's revelation that she had been molested by a
teacher only to have classmates, teachers, and virtually the
entire community react in anger against her because the
teacher, loved by everyone, was "one terrific guy." After
all the time and effort spent by various groups and
organizations to encourage molestation victims to come
f6rwacd,-«iiGb^-a^film coufd have devesting repercussions,
forcing many victims to keep their "secret" in fear that
they won't be believed and are somehow responsible.

There is no excusing a film such as this one ...

Strange Bedfellows . . . San Francisco is rolling out
the '-H o«rnet for Joan Collins, having proclaimed March
8 "Joan Collins Day," With a retrospective (complete with
film clips) of Joan's 50 film career followed by a charity
gala, it promises to be quite a day. No word yet on the
reaction of the city's large gay population to Joan's recent
comments that homosexuality is fine "within reason, like if

two hairdressers live together." . . . Speaking of Joan: At
a recent charity bowling tournament, organized by
celebrities to raise money fdr an off-Broadway theat^,
there was a special Joan Collins Awaird — given to the
player who spent the most time in the gutter ...

Hurray for Hollywood . . . How much longer is An-

drew McCarthy, who opens this week in Freffy in Pink

and loola like a grad student, going to play high-school

chtiracters? ... Be on the lookout for Reform School

Girls, a new film starring Sybil Danning (who has built a

career out of films with titles like Chained Lusty Women
Caged In Heat) and Wendy O. WUliams, undoiibtedly the

*

new Meryl Streep. The film is set (where else?) in a prison

with Danning being the matron and Wendy O. as "the

meanest girl of all." I know /can't wait . . .

Quotes ... "A pretty big percentage of models are

stupid. I have a hard time associating with models because

most of them aren't exactly cultured. They don't exactly

read." — Paulina Porizkova, current "hot" $300,000 a

year model ... "Sex is very yummy with a, good friend."

— Helen Gurley -Brown, editor of Cosmopolitan
magazine.

/ and all other Review writers invite readers to send in

any comments or suggestions they may have about our

work.
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BRUIN
MOVIE GUIOE

MANN
THKATRKS

PACinC MrALK-IN
THBATRBS

WESTWOOD

WESTWOOD WesNwJ/WUshr
474-7866

fnm
12:30-3:00-5:304 00^10 30

Fri-Sat-Sun Lata Show 12:45

NATIOIUL
109255 LindtKook
206-4366

1%
12:00-2:3a5:0&«0ai0 30

Fri-Sat Lata Shorn 12 45

MUAOE
961 Bfoxton

206-5576
12:00-2:30-5 154 Oa 10 M

Fri-Sat Late Show 12:45

Snaak Praview Ffl B p.m.

HOLLYWOOD
CMBUMA DOME M«(Allki(PQ)
Sunset Nr Vine 70mm 6-Track DOLBY STEREO
466-3401 1 1 Academy Nominations Spec Engmnt

1:004:15-7:30-10:35

MUM DMni aai Oirt hi Umft HMa (R)
946 Broxton 12:30-3:00-5 3M 00-10 30
208-W98 Fri-Sat Late Show 12:45

WEtTWOOOl
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SANTA MOIMICA
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SANTA MONICA

I
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M^^ PhI H
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1332 2nd St
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Mon-Fri 7 309:40
Sat-Sun 1 003:105:207:309:40

11 A.M.

20O4 004:154:115-10:00

1332 2nd SI
394-9741

Mon-Fri 6:304:45
Sat-Sun 2:004:154:304:45

11A.H.

Saparila

2:004 0010:00
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12:004:004:00
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Daily 12:002:00
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1332 2nd SI.

394-9741
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CBfTUNY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stvs
5634291

CkarveUMM-lll
Daily 1:454: 15-7:609 30
Fri-Sat Late Show 12 00

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

CafTUNY PIAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

55^4291

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070
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FILMS

The Delta Force.' Kill,
By Stephen Dirrane

Winters . .

Roberr

GURli
TM

Qoking
good..,

means
eating good

FantasyYogurt
is my choice

S h e 1 1 e V

George Kennechr
Vaughan . . . Martin Balsam
. ... VV^it — I see a trend —
aJJ of my favorite, HOT actors

•in the world aJorig with, NO
— this is too much, Joey Bish-

op! Mister Entertainment to

you. Yes, friends, all of these

heavy-weights come together
for one incredible, sensational

film: The Delta Force. You
want action, you want ex-

citem.ent, you want the most
combined talent since The
Poseidon Adventure, you've
got it in this sensationjil new
film. But wait, film fans,
there's more. This epic stars

(as if the aforementioned
wasn't enough) Lee Marvin
AND Chuck Norris. It's the
film everyone will be talking
about.

If there are any more peo-
ple reading this, (I imagine
scores of students dropping
fhis paper midsentence and
ninning to thn'r itx-ai movfer

•100% Natural
•98% Fat-Free

•Low in Calories
•Low in Cholesterol

and best of all—

—

tfs^delicious!

house) please allow this hum-
"Bte and not the least bit sar-
castic reporter to give you the
inside dope on a film not only
your whole family can enjoy,
but also strains of interna-
tional terrorists and revolu-
tionaries.

Let's whip down this hf^Iy
unusual and unpredictable
storyline, shall we? Abdul
(he's Mr. Terrorist) hijacks
plane. Abdul bad. Then Ab-
dul hits Joey Bishop. Mavbe

rw
^ tiril

Continued on Page 18 "Nobody move, or the oxygen mask gets it!'

RECORDS

PKfancVphrank pholk is phi

BuyOne
Get One
FREE!
FANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

ONI
»! rftsoN

'not VAllO WITH
OTMft DISCOUNTS

EXP. DATE:

3/1/86

-..- m -r.w .-.- -.. — ^..— -_—

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER

YOGURT STORES
WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

'Tantasize yovR taste buds "

1101 GAYLEV AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213) 824-7707

By )«nnx~Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

Phranc: Folksinger, Rhino Records. Phranclv
not all listeners will gravitate toward themusical stylings of The Official JewishFem.n^t Lesbian Folicsinger of the 1984
Olympics (self-titied). But for those who tireof smann, hoke, and hooey in folk. Phrancs

naHv?
"^ '*^'" °""" ' ^^'^-"^ '^"«-

of H!?^ """^ on Fo/fa/„ger have the flavor

^ver o?te"^ '*''" t"1 '"^'"'^^ - nice

^ir^
The Lonesome Death of Hattie Car-

JL^ke Dylan, Phranc makes funny, acerbiccomments on the corruptness of off^i^andfigureheads - she lambasts Noguchi Lnd the

^^n^'^^r^ '"'^ intelligence^She ^s^ ha^Dylans ability to turn his humor back o^hirnseIf. But she does these things w^hou^Dylans grace with language - ,wtho.tZ
alternately wild and ^auHfi.l ^il l

^
without his love of worr Ph anTS°th;fewest words possible - the mlages^ tson^ come across like clipped conveif^io^

the"?,aS T^rS Td-rr-^

together, ^ "^'^^ informal get-

din'^circt^''Ss,'<7te^ 'r
'^""-

ing to win her any Ivrickm n^ '»°* S'^

gives no indication 'that she^s o^uT?„
®"* *"

- she^sounds like sh.d rl^thertil," oTrZ

Uinment .nd cTl.A*
^""* """* ^'«'-

^

mmammamtm I
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MAKING PLANS
FOR DISTANT LANDS?

ASUGES
TRAVEL SERVICE
CAN GET YOU THERE!

ASUCLA TRA VEL SERVICE—
MORE THANA FULL-SERVICE
TRAVEL AGENCY
ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE is a fully-appointed, com-

puterized, real travel agency located on campus in A-

Jevel of Ackerman Union, just abom the Students^

"Store. Our qualified travel consultants can help you
plan your travel arrangements to any part of the

world. Our airline computer reservations

system allows us to gim you updated infor-

mation and seat availability to both

domestic and international destinations.

ASUCLA TRA VEL SERVICE can issue your

airline tickets to any destination in the

world within minutes. Our convenient loca-

tion and expertise in finding the lowest

possible fares to any destination allows you,

the travel shopper, to utilize us as a one-stop

shopping convenience.

ASUCLA TRA VEL SERVICE has been serving the

UCLA community for over ten years. Students,

faculty, staff, and alumni can take advantage

of our sertnces; in fact, ASUCLA TRA VEL SER-

VICE is open to the public - so friends and
^family alike can make their travel plans

through our agency. ASUCLA TRA VEL SERVICE
is here for the UCLA community, and over the

^years we have grown to become one of the

largest campus travel agencies in the world!

That is why we offer one of the uidest selections

of travel products you 'II find anywhere. From
airline tickets to tours of China — ASUCLA
TRA VEL SERVICE will investigate to findyou the

lowestpossible rates and travelprograms that best suityour needs

FREE TRAVEL INFORMATION It costs you no more to use our travel agency, than if

you shopped directly with each and every airline, charter and tour company.
ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE can save you time and money because we are the travel

experts.

AIRUNE TICKETS Flights to San Francisco or Santiago - ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
can issue your airline tickets to anywhere. Our computer system will help us to

locate the least expensive fares for the time you need to travel. We have updated
access to everything from Super-Saver, No-Bag Fares departing at midnight, to

Apex, Business and First Class airfares. For passengers wishing to visit several

cities, including the Caribbean - ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE has information on
Unlimited Mileage Fares. For passengers wishing to travel around the world or to

several continents, ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE has updated information on these

fares. ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE represents every major airline; in fact, we offer

airline tickets on virtually any airline that flies!

CHARTER FUGHTS ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE prides itself in offering one of the

best selections of charter flights. We have many options available to destinations

such as London, Paris, Amsterdam, Zurich, Madrid, and Athens. Our expertise over

the years has helped us to locate charter companies with goo^ tr^ck records that

offer passengers an economical way to travel.

STUDENT FARES Discounts of up to 50% are available to students holding the

International Student Identity Card on various scheduled airlines to international

destinations. Flights to Europe, within Europe, to Africa, South America, Asia and

the South Pacific as well as around-the-world are available through ASUCLA
TRAVEL SEkVICE.

VCLA DISCOUNTS ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE can offer special discounts to the Bay

Area for the entire UCLA community. ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE also offers special

UCLA WEEK trips over the various school breaks. These trips are designed for thc_

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRA VEL EXPERTS!

• DOMESTIC & INTERNA TIONAL AIRUNE FUGHTS
• SPECIAL UCLA DISCOUNTS TO THE BA YAREA

• CHARTER AND STUDENTFUGHTS TO
INTERNA TIONAL DESTINA TIONS

• UNUMITED MILEAGE FARES

• ROUND-THE-WORLD TICKETS

• UCLA WEEK TRIPS TO MEXICO,
HA WAII, AND SKIING

• CUSTOM-DESIGNED GROUP.
TRA VEL ARRANGEMENTS

• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR GROUPS

• AMTRAK-USA. RAIL TICKETS

• EURAIL - YOUTHAND 1ST

CLASS TRAIN PASSES WITHIN t6

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

• BRITRAIL - YOUTH &
1STCUSS TRAIN PASSES

WITHIN ENGLAND,
SCOTLAND, AND WALES

• DELUXE & STANDARD TOURS

_ m YOUTH & STUDENT TOURS

CRUISES & CLUB MED
• SKIING & RIVER

RAFTIN&TRIPS-

VERLAND EXPEDITIONS
& TREKKING TOURS

• TRAVEL INSURANCE,

INCLUDING DEFAULT
PROTECTION

UCLA community and are offered at discount prices. Places such as Mazatlan,

Puerto Vailarta, Hawaii, as well as many ski trips to Utah, Colorado, and Europe are

available as all-inclusive packages: your transportation, accommodations, and
many extras are included for one low price.

RAIL TICKETS ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE can issue your Eurailpass (good for

unlimited rail travel in 16 European countries) and your Britrail pass (good for

unlimited rail travel throughout England, Scotland, and Wales) while you wait! In

addition, ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE will order your point-to-point rail tickets

within Britain and Europe. Amtrak Train tickets are also available at ASUCLA
TRAVEL SERVICE. These tickets can also be issued on-the-spot and are good for

train travel throughout the United States.

PACKAGES & TOURS Student and Youth Tours of Europe; Cruises; Treks;

Adventure Programs; and Club Med are all available through our service. ASUCLA
TRAVEL SERVICE also offers a wide selection of first-class and escorted tours

throughout the world for our UCLA faculty, staff, and alumni that would prefer to

travel in this fashion.

CARS & HOTELS If you have booked your flights through ASUCLA TRAVEL
SERVICE, we can arrange for your car and hotel reservations to destinations

around the world! This will save you important time, if you arrange this with us

before you go.

INSURANCE ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE highly recommends that all travellers pur-

chase travel insurance. We offer insurance to protect you against airline default/

bankruptcy as well as trip cancellation, medical accident/sickness, and baggage
insurance.

Where else canyou get Ibis much informationforfree?ASUCLA TRA VEL

SERVICE can help you with all ofyour travel needs.

Phranc — just your everyday Jewish lesbianm

SO PACK YOUR BAGS AND GET
READY TO SEE THE WORLD
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ADVENTURE
WITH-A SUCLA
TRAVEL SERVICE

1. YOUARE HERE.
BUT YOU COUID BE:
2. Snoozing in the sun in Mexico.

3. Skiing the Mammoth slopes.

4. Taking a bite out of ' 'the Big Apple
'

' New York.

5. Meeting a moose in Manitoba.

6. Cruising through the wilds ofAlaska.

7. Windsurfing offfamaica.

8. Sailing in the Caribbean.

9. Exploring the jungles ofSouth America.

10. Dancing the Samba in Rio.

11. Living luxuriously on a Cruise Liner to London.

12. Eating a scone in England.

13- Breaking bread in France.

14. Bicycling in Belgium.

15. Clicking castanets in Spain.

16. Yodeling in the Alps.

1 7. Beginning a train trip across Russia.

18. Makingfriends at the Great Pyramids.

19. Watching the sunset off Senegal.

20. Evading unruly rhinoceros in Africa.

21. Finishing up an exciting train tour across Russia.

22. Experiencing the wonders of the Taj Mahal.

23. Trekking in the Himalayas.

24. Dancing in Thailand.

25. Shopping in Hong Kong.

26. juggling all the great things to do in China.

27. Taking pictures inJapan.

-28. Seeing all, the beauties in the Philippim>s.

29. Walking the beaches in Bali.

30. Coming "in"from the Outback in Australia.

31. River-rafting in New Zealand.

32. Snorkeling in Hawaii.

33' Doing absolutely nothing in Tahiti.

&

/isucmT*
YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRAVEL SERVICE
A-Level Ackerman Union

M-F 8:30-6, SAT n-3
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ASUCLA
TRAVEL SERVIC
YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRAVEL EXPERTS
TO EVERYWHERE!

USA

179
189
«99

1129

The best bargain?} can be found right here! Discounted
airfares within America are abundant, and ASUCLA TRAV-
EL SERVICE has information on just about all of them!
Here are spme samples: (Of course, the fares change
almost daily—but ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE has all the
updated prices.)

From Los Angeles to:

Bay Area $29 Dallas
Phoenix $39 New York
Denver $49 Chicago
SeatUe $59 Boston
We also have SKI TRIPS to Utah. Colorado. Jackson Hole
and Sun VaUey as well as to Lake Tahoe and Mammoth.
Trips to Utah start as low as $229.

How about an adventurous River Raft trip this summer?
Raft trips through the Grand Canyon, the Snake River,
the Salmon River as well as in California are at affordable
prices.

There are Camping Tours across America for $33 per
day visiting 27 states plus Canada and Mexico. Budget &
first-class hotel tours are also available.

UCLA WEEK

Take a break over the school break! ASUCLA TRAVEL
SERVICE offers fun & relaxing vacations for the UCLA
community to enjoy Mazatian, Puerto Vallarta, Ha-
waii and the Bahamas start as low as $349 including
your roundtnp airfare, accommodations by the beach,
and other fun extras. For those that prefer first-class
accommodations, UCLA WEEK offers this upgrade for as
low as 130 more per week! Ski trips to Utah and
Colorado arc also available for as low as $229 for
one week of skiing. These trips are designed expccially
for the UCLA community — students and staff, as well as
all of your friends, to have a fun & relaxing vacation
before you head back to the rat -race!

MEXICO;
HAWAII & THE
CARIBBEAN
Soak in the sun on white sandy beaches. Drink Mai Tais
under the moonlight. Dance until dawn to the sound of
Reggae. Listen to a Mariachi Band while sipping a Marga-
rita. Visit a tropical rainforest or a cascading waterfall...

MEXICO starts with low airfares for everyone! From Los
Angeles you can fly to Mazatian for as low as $199
roundtrip. The best way to see Mexico is take an all-

inclusive paciuige: FROM LOS ANGELES, including air-
fair and hotels for 1 week:

• PUERTO VALLARTA from $360
• CABO SAN LUCAS from $368
• CANCUN from $576
You can also mix and match many destinations within
Mexico if you are interested in visiting the Yucatan to see
the ancient ruins, as well as rest on a beach.

HAWAII offers affordable airfares for as low as $198
roundtrip from Los Angeles! Packages to one island or to
four islands, for one week, are available for these low
prices:

• OAHU(Waikikl) from $299
• MAUI OR KAUAI from $529
• OAHU PLUS ONE ISLAND from $519
Remember, all these packages include your airfare, your
hotel, and in some cases, a car and your inter-island
airfare.

CARIBBEAN packages and airfares have become more
value-conscious this past year for travellers from Califor-
nia. Flights to Nassau, Bahamas from Los Angeles start as
low as $298 roundtrip via Miami. Here are spme sam-^
pie all-inclusive packages avaUablc from Los Angeles:
• BAHAMAS from $458
• JAMAICA from $455
• VIRGIN ISLANDS from $504
So, the next time you want to say "adios" to LA and
"aloha" to Hawaii, Mexico or the Caribbean - stop by
ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE - we're your vacation travel
experts.

w®m daily bruin

CRUISES &
CLUB MED
How would you hke to sail away on a luxury ship to an
exotic island tucked away in the Caribbean? Or, would
you like to go waterskiing. scuba diving and windsurfmg
at the very moment you feel like it? Seven course meals &
entenainment — its all included in one low price if you
take a CRUISE or a CLUB MED holiday.

CRUISE to Puerto Vallarta, Mazatian and Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico from LA on the TROPICALE; or spend 7 nights
cruising from Miami to the Bahamas, the Virgin Islands,
and Puerto Rico on the FESTIVALS. All this for only
1775! Takc^a wild and unforgettable weekend cruise
from LA to ErTsenada on the S.S. AZURE SEAS^ fqr only
«395. Yes. ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE has it all when it

comes to cruising! Even for those who prefer a more
"rustic, do-it-yourself type cruise WINDJAMMER
offers fun & adventureous schooner CRUISES around
the West Indies for only $475.
Then there's CLUB MED an all-inclusive (even your
meals and entertainment ) holiday for those that thrive on
watersport activities as well as relaxation. CARIB-
BEAN, MEXICO, BERMUDA. BAHAMAS, AND TAHITI —
rates start as low as $695 for one week including airfare
from LA.

So, don't leave home til you've talked to ASUCLA
TRAVEL SERVICE.

TAHITI,
AUSTRALIA &
NEW ZEALAND
Fly to Australia for $975 roundtrip and stopover in
Tahiti. Rarotonga. and New Zealand; or fly to Fiji for
$649 roundtrip these special student fares are availa-
ble through ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE. We can offer all
types of airfare discounts to all parts of the South Pacific
^''^ everyone,

Take a one week trip to Fiji for $695 including your
airfare, hotel. & a stop in Hawaii; or a two week trip to 4
islands in Tahiti for $674.
Contiki tours offers great exploration tours of both
Australia and New Zealand for about $35 per day
including your transportation within either country, spe-
cial excursions such as a camel safari or a wildlife cruise^-
accommodations at special stopovers — and meals are
only about $7 per day. There are also numerous fl^-
drivc trips in both New Zealand and Australia for
around $271 per week, including your accommoda-
tions and car. This will allow you to explore these two
countries on your own.
So if the South Seas are what you want to see let
ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE show them to you!

THE ORIENT
& ASIA

I

Hong Kong for $386l Tokyo for $4191 Bangkok for
$4291 Singapore for $5291 Believe it! The Orient is.

perhaps, the best international bargain around! These
prices are based on fares out of Los Angeles on a one way
basis So, if shopping in Hong Kong;, or seeing ancient
Buddhist temples in Japan; or visiting the Grand Palace in
Bangkok; or shopping for gems in Singapore appeals to
yo" then head to the Orient for the best bargains
around.

How about a 20 day first-class hotel tour of the Orient
visiting Japan, Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Tai Wan and
Hong Kong for $2139 including your roundtip airfare
first-class hotels. & sightseeing? Add a 10-day optional
excursion to China visiting Beijing, Shanghai, Xian and
other exciting cities in China Or take a tour to see the
wonders of India, Nepal and Sri Lanka.
Finally, for those adventure seekers, there are treks in
Nepal, including to the base camp of Mt Everest; jungle
hikes in Thailand visiting tribal villages; the Trans-Siber-
ian railroad across China and the Soviet Union; or I2V^
weeks across Europe in a Trans-Asia Expedition Most
tri.is range from $30 - $80 per day, including many
meals and guides, as well as your accommodations.
So, the next time you feel like wandering the earth

^^ndcT into ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE first!

AFRICA &
SOUTH AMERICA
Two fairly unexplored continents that offer two differ-
ent and fascinating worlds! Ruins; cosmopolitan cities
safari and jungle treks; mountain climbing; river cruises-
down the Nile and the Amazon; magnificent waterfalls-
Victoria and Iguassu; and a multitude of cultural events
Africa & South America - for the travelers that want to
discover new and exciting destinations.

Safaris through Kenya and Tanzania - exploring wildlife

& staying on game reserves; exploration trips to Egypt to

see the pyramids and cruise the Nile; visit the Seychelles

& lay on the most magnificent beaches; ASUCLA TRAVEL
SERVICE has information on all of this.

Packages to Rio start as low as $569 for one week
including your airfare and hotel! Discover the Andes in

Peru, and Machu Picchu; the Indian markets of Quito and
the Galapagos islands in Ecuador; the beaches of Brazil

and the cities of Buenos Aires & Santiago. Most South

American countries offer air travel passes good for unlimit-

ed travel within a country.

Flights from Los Angeles start at ....... —-r

• Lima from $359 "" ""~^ ~
"~'

l

• Rio from $519
• Nairobi from $702
Explore the world through ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE!

EUROPE

DISCOVER THE SIGHTS!
Stroll down the Champs Elysee; visit the crown jewels in
London; sip wine in a cafe in Florence; view the master-
pieces at the Rijksmuseum; take a boat ride along the
Fjords; fioat through the canals of Venice; hike in the
alps; or shop at Harrods; climb the Matterhorn; lay on
the beaches of Mikonos. St. Tropez, Portofino. or Major-
ca; there are castles to visit and museums to take in.

palaces to^^w and festivals to attend! DISCOVER EU-"
ROPE THIS YEAR!
DISCOVER THE FLIGHTSI Roundtrip airfares from LA.
low to high season prices:

London $498 - $699; Amsterdam $498 - $758; Paris
$645 - $780; Frankfurt or Munich $488 - $769;
Zurich $580 - $970; plus Madrid, Athens, Rome and
Moscow! ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE offers economical
charter fiights as well as discount fares on major sched-
ulcd airlines! ^ — - .-.- ^r^-^^^^-^r-,.- ..-

—

SEE IT BY TRAIN! OR DRIVE FOR THE SAME!
EURAILPASSES start at $260 for unlimited rail travel
throughout Europe (16 countries!).

BRITRAILPASSES start at $95 for unlimited rail travel
in England. Scotland, and Wales.

CAR RENTALS AND LEASES in Europe are very inex-
pensive, and start as low as $85 per week!
AND IF YOU WANT MORE - DON'T MISS OUT ON
THESE GREAT TOURS!
Students and young people alike can take advantage of
some fantastic and inexpensive tours through Europe
ISEs CLUB EUROPA and STIs EUROPE '86 offer the best
bargams in Europe Visit up to 19 countries for 50 days"'
for as low as $ 37 per day including your transportation
withm Europe, hotels, most meals, and special excur-
sions that even include a CLUB MED stay on Corfu
Greece! There are plenty of shorter trips available as well
Stop by ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE for more information

Student and Youth tours to the Soviet Union and Po-
land start as low as $^30 for one week! This is a new
and exciting opportunity that you wont want to miss
this summer!

There are also many trips that you cantake to EGYPT &
ISRAEL — a 17 day tour to both starts as low as $689!
For those of you who wish to travel on a budget but
prefer to stay at first-class hotels, ASUCLA TRAVEL SER-
VICE can offer you a variety of escorted sightseeing tours
to choose from. TWA offers great getaway tours for
about $70 - $80 per day including many meals, sightsee-
ing, transportation within Europe and First Class hotels
ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE has it all! Discover us then
discover Europe!

Prices subject to change uitbout notice.

AWCIAT
YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRAVEL SERVICE
A-Level Ackerman Union

M-F 8:30-6, SAT 11-3
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By Ernest Hardy

Dead On Arrival,. . . It w^ inevitable that 9 1/2
Weeks would be regarded »£ a major disappointment upon
release, given its history. After spending more than a year
being edited, tried out on test audiences, and dropped as
"too hot" by one studio after another, the film received ex-
tensive press coverage as "extremely controversial" long be-
fore release and had a lot to live up to. Expectations of a
ground-breaking, provocative, or just plain disgusting film
were high and the press fueled these expectations when,
just days before the film's release, there was a flurry of
coverage on the film and its strange history. Those respon-
sible for the film, knowing the difficulty in delivering a
product that could justify the controversy, apparently did
not even try . . .

\^

Would I Lie ... In last week's column I compared
the unfolding melodramas of Marcos' Section farce and
Duvalier's flight from Haiti to a Joan Collins mini-series,
complete with murder, bribery, and hi|^ fashion. A fow
people questioned my inclusion of "high-fashion" and
thought I was stretching the facts to make a point. In this
week's People magazine, however, the cover story on Im-
elda Marcos and Michele Duvalier reveals that "hi^"-
fashion may have been an understatement. On a
November '85 shopping spree to New York, London, and
Paris, Michele Duvalier repprtedly spent $1.7 million
ddUlars in the "classy shops" of those cities while the
average yearly inopme for Haitians is $100. Not to be out-
done, in 1982 Imelda Marcos, accompanied by 40 assis-

tants, went on a shopping expedition to New York and
filled 300 empty suitcases. Somewhere, Eva Peron is smil-
ing her approval . . . Also in last week's cplumn: I ques-
tioned CBS' saturation of prime time with stories about
child molestation and felt that the network was capital-
izing on a tragedy. Many people brought it to my atten-
tion that sometimes such "overldll" is necessary not onlyto
inform, but to spark action (as shown by the Ethiopian
crisis.^ While I accept that argument, I still feel that CBS
is to be taken to task for some of these television dramas.
The recent airing of One Terrific Guy depicted a high-
school girFs revelation that she had been molested by a
teacher only to have classmates, teachers, and virtually the
entire community react in anger against her because the
teadfier, loved by everyone, was **one terrific guy." After
all the time and effort spent by various groups and
organizations to encourage molestation victims to come
forward, such a film could have devasting repercussions,
forcing many victims to keep th^r "secret" in fear that
they won't be believed^ and are somehow responsible.

There is no excusing a film such as this one . . .

Strange BedfeOows . . . San Francisco is rolling out
the '^ o«^rpet for Joan Collins, having proclaim^ March
8 "Joan Collins Day." With a retrospective (complete with
film clips) of Joan's 50 film career followed by a charity
gala, it promises to be quite a day. No word yet on the
reaction of the city's large gay population to Joan's recent
comments that homosexuality is fine "within reason, like if

two hairdressers live together." . . . Speaking of Joan: At
a recent charity bowling tournament, organized by
o^brities to raise money fdr an off*Broadway theat«r^

there was a special Joan Collins Award — given to the
player who spent the most time in the gutter . . .

Hurray for HoUywood . . . How much longer ^ An-

drew McCarthy, who opens this week in Pretty in Pink

and loola like a grad student, going to play high-school

characters? ... Be on the lookout for Reform School

Girls, a new film starring Sybil Danning (who has built a

career out of films with titles like Chained Lusty Women
Caged In Heat) and Wendy O. Williams, undoubtedly the

new Meryl Streep. The film is set (where else?) in a prison

with Danning being the matron and Wendy O. as "the

meanest girl of all.*' I know / can't wait ...

Quotes ... "A pretty big percentage of models are

stupid. I have a hard time associating with models because

most of them aren't exactly cultured. They don't exactly

read." — Paulina Porizkova, current "hot" $300,000 a

year model . . . "Sex is very yummy with a good friend."

— Helen Curley Brown, editor of Cosmopolitan
magazine.

/ and all other Review writers invite readers to send in

any comments or suggestions they may have about our

work.
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Bette Midler flings some vinyl mud tonight
By Ernest Hardy

Bette Midler: Mud Will Be Flung Tonight; Atlantic. Long be-

fore Bette Midler crossed over into mainstream success she was

a cult favorite with gay and *hip' audiences. Through a unique

blend of camp, flash, and trash, (Midler recently asserted, "I

gave bad taste a good name — and I was the first!") She

developed an abrasive yet appealing persona that,

unfortunately, often overshadowed her musical and acting tal-

ents. In the last few years her attempts to gain credibility forc-

ed her to Harness the camp/trash aspects of her performing

style. With both her new album. Mud Will Be Flung Tonight,

and new movie, Down and Out In Beverly Hills, Midler returns

wholeheartedly to her camp roots and rejuvenates a career that

she herself has described as "feast or famine."

"I have no ideals, nothing's sacred here, and you'd better get

used to it because mud will be flung tonight — and into the

faces of some of your favorites," snaps Midler in mock hostility

as the album opens. Some of the "favorites" Midler takes on

are:

Madonna: "Pity the poor soul that has to wash out that

lingerie!" '^S

Bette Midler prepares to crack some jokes

"We Are the World" Recording Session: "I sang on that

record — 'We are the rich, we are the famous.' It was a fan-

tastic night. I stood next to LaToya — Bruce Springsteen was

there — he was chatting with the soloists." (Midler only sang in

the chorus.) _.^

Her "endowments": "We have not neglected my favorite

arena — jokes about tits — I'm living proof, big tits mean big

bucks."

The album's real highlight, however, is "Why 'Bother," an

endless stream of complaints delivered by Midler as a drunk in

"a^eazy nightclub. "H alley's cornet cuiiies every wventy=snr

years—^so~do I — .Why~~botherr' . . . T faisted fOr fwenty-five

days, I took a high-colonic every day — I lost three pounds —
Why bother? . . . You ever read the L.A. Weekly? You ever

notice how many ads for high colonics they have? Is this town
that full of shit? — Why bother?"

Not everything on the album works, though. The "Vickie

Eydie" and "Otto Titzling" bits are only humorous in spots, are

far too long, and eventually fall flat.

Continued on Page 17

DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, UCLA ALUM
Computerized Eye Exam

Overnlte WearContacts
('O' series or Softmate)—

•:
188- ^

Change Your Eye Color
Soft Contacts (B&L) .^

198
"

Daily Wear Soft Contacts
(B&LorA.O.) .^
$J0

~
•Price includes one pair lenses, fitting, training, exam.follow-up, and care kit Exam without purchase S35

Same day service for most eyes Mentran ad at time of purchase for these fees

Visa and Mastercard accepted

ROSS J. SOMERS, O.D. 478-059*
1 1 600 WILSHIRE BLVD . SUITE 100 BRENTWOOD (next to V.A.) 7 Days

STUDENT & FACULTY
J

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men)

*^Q QQ ;

(Women) i

BodyPerru^ $26.00»
(wtth this coupon ft UCtALD.) I

International ;

CoHfures i

1419 Westwood Blvd. !

479-8625 478-9316
|

Exp. 3/12/86 I

WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SERIES:

Taking the Lead:

Developing Your Leadership Potential
A workshop designed to help women increase their leadership skills

in motivating others and delegating authority, as well as giving and
receiving criticism. Facilitated by Trudy Ferguson, Ph.D.

TOMORROW
Noon - 1 p.m.

2DODDHALL
Sponsored by the Student Skills Building Program and the Women's Resource Center

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

• Pregnancy Termination • Birtti Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCal & Healtti Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Sania Monica Bl 0112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicpjitp Hn<;pital)

(213) 937-1390
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The Clltiihate Ozz
Continued from Page 16

Midler demonstrates that she is a master at what she does
taking the edge off her zings with self-effacement and self-
mockery. She turns her humor on herself, demonstrating that
she is not above her audience or her material, and that she is as
flawed as her targets. Her work, at times, even has a poignancy
(as shown in the otherwise only passable "Vickie Eydie" spot)
that breaks up the flow of wisecracks and prevents her from
coming across as a female Don Rickles. With this album she
proves she is light years ^ead of the currently hot pseudo-wits,
Joan Rivers and Eddie Murphy, and, by comparison,
underscores the cruelty inherent in much of their work.
Mud Will Be Flung Tonight shows everyone how it should be

done, and hopefully more of today's "comedians" will take
note.

*
. • .

By Timothy Sales

Ozzy Osboume: The Ultimate Sin; CBS Associated. Isn't Oz-
zy the anti-christ of rock and roll? Don't parents fear him and
want to ban his records? Aren't both the previous points good
enough reasons to snatch up every Osbourne record every press-

ed? Yes, yes, yes!

Under normal conditions the more we can believe in the Bliz-

zard of Oz and all his perversions, the more fun we can have
acting on all our own fantasies. But surprisingly The Ultimate
Sin, Ozzy's fourth solo recording, provides neither support for
Osbourne's demonic claims nor any substantial information to

justify most parents' fears. For the most part this album is a col-

lection of well-produced and premeditated heavy-metal songs
showcasing the most recent predilections in Ozzy's psyche.
The opening song, which is also the title track, doesn't deal

with some satanic rite involving the deflowering of virgins. It

seems that "The Ultimate Sin" is a twisted look at the loss of

love. This is no love song, as Ozzy sings choice lines like: "Bury
your anger and bury your dead / or you'll be left with nothing
and no one." He's been hurt by this affair as he intones with:
"Overkill, enough is enough / there's nothing left of me to

devour. '^^here's a lot of anger here, and guitarist Jake E. Lee
wades through muAdane power ^hording to emphasize -Ozzy^
emotion.

Maybe you don't believe me, but really Ozzy is more of a
humanist than a satanist. In "Secret Loser," he's concerned with
understanding why he's "obsessed with feeding his disease."

Obviously there's pain in his voice, and Ozzy's endless use of
Continued on Page 18

FAST FREE DELIVERY

LARGE PIZZA'

$4.95
• one topping ,

GOOD TILL 3/3/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY

except Fri. Sat. & Sun

Valid only with this coupon, one pizza per coupon

(§•'

ANY LARGE PIZZA^

2 FORI
GOOD TILL 3/3/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY
L '^ * 3 oe' address

Men Tjes only

Valid only with this coupon one pizza per coupon

Delivery Hours: 4pm-1tpm

Toppings Include Pepperoni, sausage.
mushrooms, green peppers.

onions, and olives

Can Sodas 60C - 6 pack $3 50

Mention Ad When You Place Orders

DPIIVEP CARRIES NO MORE ^^AN S20 • uOOD ONL V IN ^ES rWOOD S TORE

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

SPECIAL PROGRAM
•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

Low Back Pain •Acne

•PMS
Stress

•Arthritis

1 FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATM^N'
w/this ad • 1 St visit only .

Dr. Yeung
2154 Westwood Bl.

474-1060

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

tt

Limited Offer <e««p' Fri.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410 Westwood BL • Mon-Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present UCLA LD.

*
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WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SALON
Exceptional Offer by MailCa

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (reg.'30)

PERMS (inclsh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35 (rcg. *70)

Monday to Saturday - 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.
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TELL 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like

easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a fnend. * All

at an affordable pnce. They
don 't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.
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How not to have to
guarantee a haircut®
Get one at Sassoon S. Sassoon
Happy Hair Hour •Cuts from $12

TECHNI-CUTTING®
The system of simultaneous evaluation & cutting precise multi-
angles into the hair, not just cutting it off Eliminates deep wave
patterns, improves^ texture & manageatxlity, & adds more volume &
body for finer hair

.itch fo' H TV COMING TO S Scieissoon

Sassoon S. Sassoon
Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton

208-7277
208-4247

Read all about it!

Call Daily Bruin
Advertising now

825-2161

Ki
The UCLA Student Accounting Society

presents

'Bookkeeping for the Stars''

Featuring:

Nancy Braicensieic from
Ernst 8^ Whinney

Everyone is welcome!

Wednesday, Feb. 26, 1 1 :00 AM
Ackerman ^517
Sponsored by SAS

THE LOS ANGELES
JUNIOR CHAf^BER
OFCOf^MERCE

BUSINESS
NET '86

Network • Meet Local Business Professionals

MONDAY, MARCH 3, 5:30-8:30PM
Hyatt Regency Hotel • Grand Ballroom

71 1 S. Hope St., Downtown, LA
\

$3 Students $5 General Public

For more info, call (213) 482-1311

CHASE
Bar & Grille

^February SpeciaP^
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Choice ot \'cm1 I\innit;i;in, st.iiii[ti,
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CHASE
Sports ' Deli

Large Pizza

2 toppings

2 salads

2 Cokes
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m
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AN UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHIC fXtilBff
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by Christopher Coufol

February 25, thru March 6, 1986
Kerckhoff Student Gallery
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Delta*
Continued from Page 14

Abdul not so bad. Abdul and

happy, hairy friends take

hostages. Call in Delta Force.

Chuck Norris and his amazing
flying motorcycle tear up rev-

olutionaries with the help of

Lee Marvin (as the unforget-,.

table Colonel Nick Alexander)

and friends. They free the

hostages and kill the hijackers.

What more can you ask for in

entertainment value? Now
let's go through the plot again

for any severely retarded peo-

ple or use students reading.

Hijack, hostage, kill. Chuck,
Lee, kill. Kill, kill, kill.

America, apple pies,
Chevrolet, puke. Very good;

class.

Finally, let's briefly look at

the economic simplicities in-

volved in Delta force. As Lee
Marvin said with a straight

face and strong voice on Late
Night With David Letterman,
**I did it for the money,
David." Take note of this

grand revelation, children.

There'll be a test later . . .

Ozzy
Continued from Page 17

psycho-analysis has changed
hinii Hgg tt vcQ^ sonsitivo man
and though he's a loser who
has won, "underneath the sur-

face is a wound (Ozzy's heart)

that cannot heal."

And regardless of Ozzy's
personal jiroblems, he com-
municates a real love of
humanity in anthems like"

"Killer of Giants" and "Thank
God For The Bomb." Both
these songs deal with the
stupidity of nuclear war and
the danger of the arms race.

Though "Thank God For The
Bomb" is an insensitive title

for an anti-war song, one read
through the lyrics will prove
that Ozzy's concerned about
his problem.

It's evident that the whole
Parents Music Resource Center
(PMRC) movement has hurt
Ozzy's feelings, as he counters
their accusations in "Never
Know Why." Though those
nasty senator's wives think
they comprehend his message,
Ozzy insists: "We rock, we
rock, we rock (etc.), and
you'll never know why." Of
course we know his mission is

also to spread the words of
love and happiness to the beat
of blistering drum heads and
choking guitars.

So one can see that The
Ultimate Sin is the product of
a mature, conscientious artist.

The only problem here is that
Jake F. Lee will never match
the brilliance of the late Ran-
dy Rhoades. But the band has
still managed to borrow the
best riffs from the previous
three records to fill this album
with plenty of catchy,
earsplitting metal-rock.
Ozzy Osbourne is

everything his fans want him
to be, and taken with a grain
of salt, hardly a threat to
public safety. The real shame
is that the frightened minority
take everything he sings and
distort it into devil worship.
That sort of misinformed
blacklisting is the real
Ultimate Sin.

The U.S. House of
Representatives voted
for female suffrage in

1918.

1-
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nw ASUCLA Communicatons Board (uly supports the

IMvanily of CaMornii's poitcy on non-discnminaiion

No midium thai accapt attverbsemants wt«ch pr«s«n(

parsons of any origin, raoa. religion, sex, or sexual

orianuilon m a dameaning way, or imply lt«at Vwy are

Kmited to cartain positions. capaiMias. rotas, or

status m sociaty Nallher the Daily Bruin nor ttia

ASUCLA Commuracattons Board has mvesOgatad any

of Vte servioaa advarHaad or advwHsen represantad In

this issue Any peraon believing that an advefHsement

m this issue violates Ihe Board's pokey on non-

discnmtnatton staled herein should commumcala
complaints in writing to 0m Business Manager. Oalty

Brun, SOB Wastwraod Plaza. KH 112. Los Angeles. CA
90024 For aasManca with housing discnminatlon

problems, cal (he UCLA Housing Office at 825-4491,

or can Ihe Westside Fair Housing Offiw it 475-9671

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS, 1

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE ASIAN
CAUCUS OPEN HOUSE 12 NOON TO
2PM TUESDAY FEB. 25, 1986. ROOM
200 DODD HALL (THE COMMONS).
COME AND FIND OUT WHAT THE
M.S.W. PROGRAM HAS TO OFFER YOU.
SPEAKERS AND STUDENTS WILL BE
PRESENT TO ANSWER ANY QUES-:
TIONS YOU MAY HAVE. REFRESH-
MENTS WILL BE SERVED. FOR FUR-
THER INFORMATION CONTACT JANE
KUROHARA AT 825-2892.

V AND SALE

OF FINE PRINTS

(•oturlno tne vorVs of

OofH. Mottua. Morwt
Ptcouo. Wy<»m. Beoro
rt«v. Chooan. »<Kn
bcorxji. S«vTot. woftK)!
P«oo<r. Moodtte. Ourer.
Meotodi. Oegi.v ond
nonyothii.

SPfOAt
fEATURFS

• M C Etch«r ^rtnti
• Trov«l Post«ra
• Nofman Rockwall Collacllon
• Movl« Pott«n
• Am«rtcan Classic!
• iapan««« ^r>ti
Contemporary Graphics

•nd many Oth*ri

LCXATED AT

LUVALLE COMMONS PATIO
9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Tuesday. Feb 25 thru Friday, Feb 28

Over 600 Different Prints!

LOWSTUOfNT PRICES

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REOUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818)880^4407. (818)880-4361.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.
Call James Boord. (818) 71 6-0224

.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $lO/mo 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

PLAY Double-Up, circular 2-man strategy

game. Tournament possible For free in-

structions write: Warren Andrews, 120,

Bedford Avenue, St. Lambert, Quebec,
J4R128. ^_-.

'H^4^^««.^«««4|L«J&J
MODIL CALL

Models needed for com-
position In Space Hair

Show. fS^ust be 57" and
up. Ask for Jerry or

Jeanr>e. 208-4477 or

t

I

*

*
¥
*

L«

PERSONAL 10

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 868^021.
Nancy.

PERSONAL>... 10 PERSONAL .AO PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL. 10

WANTED: Women with Endometriosis for
ongoing medical treatment study at UCLA.
For information, please call Denise at
825-7755.

Lecture Notes Are Your

Study Passport —-
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackermor) Union. M-Th. 7:45-6:30; Fri. 7:45-6; Sot. 10-5: Sun. 12-5

YOUR name in print. Writer needs story
on how your scar affects you. (213)821-
5053 message.

3

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cuHures with native Eng<lsh
speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara
(818)84<K8638.

NEED nwney? Too many bills? 24 hr.
hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or
more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach
(213)852-0990

¥
¥
¥

One Stop
Sbopptng

Printing

Newsletters, invitations, flyers — whatever
your printing needs, Qur equipment prints
your job quickly and efficiently. Quality
printing on campus, for a low price.

Copying

Quick Copies can give you virtually any
number of copies while you wait, even on
legal-sized, colored or textured papers. Now
we've got self-serve copying machines on
Ackerman A-level and at Lu Valle Commons.

{ Come share the spirits at
\

Penguin's
between 7 and 1 1 tonight.

When you buy a yogurt, 20%
of the proceeds go to
AAll's philanthropy-

Ronald McDonald Houses. ^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

I

*

Wc got the hlntt
it's even paid for!
Herc'a your damn
personall Juat
kiddifHtf Have ^t.

;^'>^>^^^^^^^^'-*-^^^*~^^^'^^

terrific birthdayI

Love,
Your adoringfans at

the Bruin-
Anne, Tracy,

Suaan R., Felicia,

jl Becky, Karri,

^ Donna, Julie, and
B Suaan P. Wheeler, ft

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or
more part-time. If our phones are iHisy.

leave name and number on jnach.
(213)852-0990.

OIVINC BLOOD
SAYES LIVKS
Donate ••d
This WMk On

£

.'

#
S.S.«LS^»<^*»^*^^^^S,S.^^»A

Typesetting

Your flyers, brochures and resumes look
more professional when they're typeset.
Select from a wide range of typestyles. Ask
about our low, competitive prices.

Kerckhoff Hall
First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

(a s u c l a^

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

Patricia Anna Holguin
(aka Patee)

Happy 20th Birthday

YouVe really not perfect, but we
^-^ LOVE ya anyway!!

Love,

Aurora & Desiree

<

r Cheryl Ho«y (Xft)

^V_^ Hope your weekend was

I

-^T/^ g'"eat!
! When are you

I

going to ride the URL
I van again''

is

^

THE WAIT IS OVER!!
THE INFAMOUS

LANBDA CHI ALPHA
—GOLF PARTY IS BACKt!
WE'LL TEE OFF AT THE HOUSE
AT 8:00 PM. TONIGHT. THIS IS A
l^ONCE A YEAR PRODUCTION

DONT BE LEFT OUT!!!
(& C:

JYu"ii' »«>T -^il_ ii'l^iiM ^-!-«-

mmummtmn V4'*A I .'^4J. :& >Sk.^^N-l^* If MH-V*
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lACKIE FRANCO
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY
FROM FRIENDS ACROSS
AMERICA-"BIG APPLE''

'^^if^if^^¥*^¥^^¥^*^if^¥^¥'¥¥'¥'¥¥^¥¥¥¥^¥^ifif¥¥'¥¥-¥¥'¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^^*¥-^

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3706.

COMPUTERIZED EYE

EXAM
UCLA DISCOUNT

DR. SOMERS. CONTACT
LENS SPECIALIST

WILSHIRE & FEDERAL
478-059<

HELP WANTED 30

'STUOEiyrrS AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

TTTE

Stephanie W, Liz H, and all

the new AZ initiates:

:ONGRATULATIONS on your Initiation. Wasn t J?

worth the wait? It was great seeing you in chapter.
Love always,
Guess Who??

-• ^'
\.

r Your On-CamDus ^i
35mittSp^

We're your complete 35mm
specialist. The Studio carries a
full line of Fuji and Kodak film

for any lighting condition.
When you've finished shoot-
ing, we It process your film

overnight in full-frame, large
format or twin prints. Profes-
sional photographers are ori

staff to answer any of your
technical questions.

«^»™ k.
CAMPUS PHOTO STIOIO
First Floor Kerchhoft Room 150 • Mon-Fri 8-6 Sat 10 3 • 206-8433

PI PHI BIG
BROS

Thanks so much
for sharing pizza

and the Basketball

game with us!! We
all had such a great

time!

Love,

Your Pi Phi

little sisters

OPPORTUNITIES 26
1^;

DOUGLAS Ranch Camps hiring
counselors /instructors for summer in

Carmel Valley. Interview Feb 27th. See
Placement Center.

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany looking for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990

call between 1-5 PM.

READ your way to financial successi Pro-

ven and guaranteedl Send a self-address-

ed, stamped envelope to: Directory to

Success. 2333 West 20th Street, LA.Ca.
90018-2

Temporaries, inc.

11850 Wilshire Blvd.. WL A
-^ f21S|477-BOSB

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Lonq Bch
r2fS|Mf:.S220
• Secretarial. »^ Receptionist,

^Typists. ^Accounting,

»^ DataAA/ord Processors.

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS,

OFFICE WOBKEB
Imineifiate P/T opening.

Medical lab near UCLA.
Computer teiminal

experience required. Must
have good telephone

presence with doctors and
patients. Congenial

atmosphere. 206^162
between 9ani-4pfn

HELP WANTED 30

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office
appearance. Light typing and phones. Sal-
ary open. Call Mr. Davidson, (213)930-
1891.

6IVE
BLOOD

AEROBICS instructors wanted. $10/hr.
Experience preferred. Beveriy Hills YMCA

•^gtff^^tndy or Grant. 553-071"

Attention WprkStudy:
Varsity Scouting needs
team coaxes for inner

city youth program. $5.50
' per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400.

JlA

ALISON BOYLE (ZTA)

« JOHNNIE WALKER (AA)

Congratulations on your

engagenf>ent and wishing you

a lifetime of cheers!!

Love.

TheZetas

<»|l^»»»^»^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^j|LjMf^^^^^^^^^^^^

-1

President

First Vice President

Second Vice President.TTT

Recording Secretary

Corresponding Secretary.

Treasurer

Marshall

CONGRATULATIONS -
to the newly installed officers of
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA:

%t^^kihmmm» ««*«« VftlflVlflll 11.

Panhellenic Rep..

PuNic Relations..

Social Chairman..

Registrar

Rush Chairnian...

House Chairman.

r Fraternity Education

^ Philanthropy

* WERE LOOKING FORWARD TO ACREAT YEAR!!

J Love,

Your KKT Sisters

Nancy Fox

WernJy Rombold
Cathy Mueller

Chrissy Clark

Susan Wilkinson

Christine Nielson

Lisa CosaK)s

Jenny Doan
Celia Giacobbi

Diar>e Crowley
Erin Moriarty

Mary Eddington

Katie Meehan
Vicki Sutton

Amber Freeman

Janine Phelps

y Tour RKi bisters ^

|5<i^ Happy (lat«)21»t^ . Birthday. Ug G«y I Yov'rc
W^ tfc« gr«atMt bi« bro ever!

Thaaka for cvcrythiafl
I Laaav Yo«I

: Dvcky

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious
Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

NORMAL healthy chiWren, 3-12 years,
needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 825-0392.

SPERM donor
Clinic. 820-0377.

wanted. FQE Medical

—ALBERT Lowry's real estate semlharplfor
Oram. Cassettes-manuals. New-sealed-
unopened. '/^ price $140 (213)e5&-5500.

ALL around person. FulMime to handle
supply ordering, clerical work, personnel
relations and nwre. in large Westside
board and care home. Warm, patient
mature individual sought; potential for
growth. Mr. Hirsch 277-316S

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers aJJ expenses. wQfk($6 00-$TOOO/.
hour) lo offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening. '

Athletic-kwking girls in Track and Field
Swimming. Gymnastics, Tennis. $lOO/day'
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431.

CENTURY City Law firm has full time posi-

r^no'^t^i*
'°' ^•ception/general office

Call Rich 556-5800.

COMPANION-refined, non-smoking senior

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positi^oow available at leading residential tr^t

nrlTJ!:!'^'J°'
'^"^9* ^y« Experience

C O U^ <. p'^^o "i
^"«^'ts.FULL-TIMEOOUNSELOR/PART-TIMF

C O U N S E L O R / N , Q H TCOUNSELOR (818)347.1.1P6. '• ^ ^

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs matu?^
business major for 16 to 24 hou^s p^^week with working knowledge of IBM PC

Xul gL.
'"'^^^«<^'«»« accounting

«l?Hi-S
^^ opportunity and oompensa

toM^°"/:r"*"^ SendrSume

i7«^"2SoTo'
''"^" "^ ^"^^'- «^<^

bean, Hawaii. Woddll Call for aulde

P08itK)n8. Training provided. Call
days/evenings (213)376-2890.

^^.!^F^^^^' part-time.

GROCERY clerk. Part-time 6pm-mldnight.
Some experience helpful. Westside
Market. 477-3216.

GUYS. Hollywood Production Company
needs you. College athlete type 18-25 for
videos and calenders. Call free 1-800-
421-3268

SBN

^ Sl30(V$25(i)';ul7imr""^ary '^
SST'"^"

''L4 Enterpri««. ^273^

ANNUAL SOUTHLAND PRE-MEDICAL CONFERENCE
4V1ARCH 1, 1986

use Medical School Campus.
Sponsored by USC Pre-medlcal Honor Society

and Minorities in Medicine.
For More InfomrKitlon, call Kim at (213)746-4264

LOST 1

7

I

i

NORTAR
BOARD

Applications

due

Tomorrow

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

^^^ vwk. For info, call 504^1-8003

Preferred experience on IBM-pc. Bever^Glen Canyon area. Sft/hr 970.^:^^
^^^"^

LOST Black Brazilian Gauch Hat, February EXPERIENCED waitress wanton c :r.I5jt was left at the Laguna Terminals in Part-tlme tocated in FMarDjFSTp.r';"'
Borttar Hall. If found call Steve (213) 824- appointment. 54^^710 Jill

^^ ^"^

04l8.(Rawafd). kXFRAQ m.>^w^. - ^^i_ EXTRAS Neededl Attractive model tvu^and unusual faces w «»«.
^^^^ ^^^^^

o,->-»- zr^ 'ces for movies and TVCreative Castino ffliB^TH^^^ '
^

SPERM DONORS ,o SrlSF'^^-^^-'^'Hr
SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be weH compensated Call
Vknor 273-2463.

HEAD COOK summer guest ranch near
Sun Valley, Idaho Salary/room/boardAips.
6/1-9/15. Also seeking ASSISTANT COOK
Days 382-8005 Eves 467-2340.
HOTEL night desk clerk. Saturday night
only llpm-7am. Edge of campus. 208-
3945.

HOUSE cleaning and meal preparation in
Woodland Hills home 3 days per week.
Occaisional weekends/overnight babysit-
ting Must have tranaportation Call eves

J818)7»V.965Z ....,.„., .

IMMEDIATE help wanted for WLA carpet
store field measuring positton. Salary plus
car allowance 20-25 hours/week.
(213)657-4200.

MESSENGERS/Procees Servers, full and
part-time positions available. Must have
transpoftatkan. Wages 6.20/hr. (213)384-
8244.

JJPT^^^'S helper needed. 3-4 hrs. daily
tof chamiing 3-yr.-old boy. WLA. Call Hedy
^"teah. 472-1587.

NANNY/light housework, errands. Uve-ln.
Must drive, speak English References re-
quired. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-6140.
NEED babysitter for 12 year old girt eve. A"^^ <W«' Vista). Call after 5pm.

OFFICE help, part-time, 18-20 hrs./week.
Jjwat type Good with detail & numbers.
r^ nacesaary. Salary open. Call Artene.
Monday & Wednesday: 8:30-2^213)854-

DONORS needed for off-canHMJS sperm
bank. Up to SlOOAveek. MinorttlM en-
couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

FDA sponsored clinical trial investigating
potential effect of apermicidal products on
liver function teats in seeking female vol-

unteers who have not used a spermicktel
product or birth control pills during tf>e

paat three nrK>nths. $20 reimbursement for

medical history and bkxxj specinr»en. All

informatton confidential. Call (213)386-
56l4exg.23l(Shiriey).

SALONS 7i"

PO«ntment. ask for Gtoria 550^»«tfi

wwwam lor evenings and weekends Mod.

1^,
'nterest required. Colle^TItu^

preferred for busv R^iw^A.^^.
'^"°*"'

GIRLS neednri 7^ TZT, 771
flowers in

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Saton Seeks
niodels for haircuts, perms, cotor 652-
5786.

needed to se

pay Leave message 659-
hours,

2417.
good

FREE haircuts. Cartton Hair lnternatk)nal
needs models for a<^ranced halrcuttlna
dasi. Call 475^8330.

°"v^^,?UMMiR^^
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PorLGRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIER^ rrSS"
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEE^exp^p7ENCE WITH CHILDREN

^^'^^'''

SPORTS. CAMPING K^tCf^'
WATER

OFFICE cleric needed by pre8tlgk>us WLA
L«J^mi. Hours are 8am-lpm or 10am-
ojqpm. Call Gary Carter 312-4102 .

PART-TIME recepttonlst for Westwood

ruliU^
consulting firm. Heavy phones.

»gnt typing, general office duties. Profee-

ggwS^^ Contact Rob or Kathy

PART-TIME help wanted. Ice cream store,

-!Ia^ /"• Hours/daya/weekenda
available. 663-3451.

PART-TIME secretary wanted for Santa
Montea law fimn. Bookkeeping. 4 P/C skills

JjjIjJ^Typing 40^ ^pm. 18-24 hrs.

PART-time office wori<. MWF. 9-2. $5/hr.
Barrir^on Hardware. Brentwood Village.
476-2864 contact Jan

^
PART-TIME lab technician, handling
animals required, infertility lab in Beveriy
Hills. Contact Kim (213)551-7965.

PART-TIME to maritef profe«sk>nal com-
pear seminars. Must have car. (213)663-

GociOs daily bruin

HELP WANTED 30

PART-TIME file cleric for Beveriy Hills
surgeons good pay call (213)271-2177.

PART-TIME ooettk>n. telemariceting assis-
tant. exec ^t working condition in
Westwood. - 6 PM. Monday-Thursday
$S/hr.. Call (213)208-4102.

PET Lovers earn $1240/mo. sponaorship
Must be organized. (213) 384-8343.

PRE-MED and pr»opiometry. Need UCLA
freshman or sophomore. Clinical and bask:
research. JSEI Tueamiurs. X2 years
$6.40/hr. 12-15 hrs./week 825-4749.

PUT your conscience to work on
CALPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank. PfT, evenings: SlOQ/wk. Dale 473-
B491. ^.w—^^: ^
RETAIL Sales in Fishermen's Village in
Marina Del Rey. Must want to learn all

atxMJt kites. Evenings ar>d weekends; will

train; mature. 822-2561

.

SECURITY authorization agent. Immediate
opening for a part-time agent within our
check payment services diviskm. After-
noons, eariy evenings and weekends.
Ideal candidate will have excellent vertMl
skills, good math aptitude and be detail
oriented. CRT exposure a plus. Apply in

person 8:30anr>-11am M-W or 1pm-4pm
Thursdays Telecredit Inc.. 1901 Ave. of
the Stars, Suite 300.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing Firm
needs P/T students to do clerical work
Please Call 452-9616.

SUMMER day camp in Agoura serving
San Fernando & Coneio Valleys seeks
strong staff. Counselors;instructors:
gym.horses.arts & crafts, swimming,
animals; Drivers. Si 25-1 90 plus/wk Call
(618)70&-8255. >
TRAIL GUIDE. Summer guest rach near
Sun Valley. Idaho. Must have experience
with horses. Ability to sing/play guitar a
plus. Must commit 6/1-9/15. Days 382-
8005. Eves 467-2340.

TYPIST/secretary for Santa Monica law of-
fice. Good work environment. Salary nego-
tiable. Call (213)393-5000.

"LA FbotbaH is looktng tor volunteers
who are interested in a career in ooMegiate
athletics Call 825-8699 Ask for Football.

WANTED: Baseball coaches, volunteers
Boys 13-15 yr. oU^ Call Mark: 294-1733
or 392-82 12.

tuesday, february 25, 19d6 21

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES,.., 12

S^r^^gr^.—̂ ^
rl2?5? ^®^ P*y available. Cuh^rCityStudto. 55e-a2gft

'-uivwr

2,°?J!I »<NOW WHAT I'M GOING t5DO AFTER I GRADUATE' CarpcqWORKS (213) 655-Wti
^"^^""

APARTMENTS ROOMMATES fiS
FURNISHED so

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

TERRIFIC one bedroom available now.
Pool, spodesa new decor; $565. Marina
East. 4132 Grandview, Mar Vista: 313-
1818.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

CLUB GUIDE 40

UNFlRNlSHED/single. Wilshire. $490 Full
kitchen, dressing room, charming older
buikling. 659O370. Ask for Mtekev.

MALE graduate student preferred. Share
house, meals and meal prepartk>n with ac-
tive career parent and 16 year oW son
Pnvate room and bath. Charming Pali-
sades home. Mrs. Sheldon 392-9636
evenings 454-2829.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

HOUSE EXCHANOFSQ

MALE or female. Share 2-bed,1-bath.
Brentwood apartment. $365-Oave 826-
2825 or 465-2721.

MALE to share 2 bed-2 bath furnished
apartment. Quiet-dean, ctoee to school
(Veteran & Levering). Laun-
dry-pool-eundeck-kltchen. $26Q/mo. Call
Peter 206-2718.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Profe88k>naiiy
since 1971 Westwood. (213)470^135 or
Sherman Oaks (81 8)789-6064.

ROOMMATE for youl We are a fast Qrwh
ing roommate referal servkM that com-
bines personal communk^atkxi with high
technotogy at a tow cost. (21 3)659^958.

WESTWOOD luxury apartments. All
anwnKies. Fireplace, pool. Jacuzzi, game
room, utilities pakl. Walk to UCLA. Male.
$307/nx). Leave nrwssage at 206-2372.

CEARN to Flyl Special free Intro, serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

SKIS FOR RENT 85

KNIESSEL 190 cm. w/ Tyrolla bindings.
$75 obo. Also car radto. Digital Ptoneer.
$125 obo. 337-7566.

Child care 90

2:45-5:45 Tu-Fri, two weeks on and two
weeks off. Must have car. $4.00/hr. Sunset
& Barrington. (213)476-5865. - — '

APTS availible $750 and up
Towers. 515 Kelton 208-1976

Kelton

SEEKING home in WLA for 3^ months
beginning July i. 1986. in exchange for
condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period
Call (213)553-3266.

SUBLET 66

r/soo

s

COOC0
Telephone Sales n

Computer Supplies &.

Office Products

Flexible Hours
Salary or Commission

Daily Cash Bonuses and
Paid Medical

Any Sales experience

helpful

Modern, pleasant, West

LA location

Call or leave message

anytime

(213)204-6651

BEAUIIl-UL Bachelor, furnished, near

AvaHable March 4. Call today.(21 3) 826-

^r^Lr^"' ^"'^•' ^^' *'"*«" «^««near MGM. single, kitchen, bathroom.
»400 utilities included. (213) 839-9152.
S1NGL£. pool, partting. block from campus
and village. Utilities paid $550/mo. 10966
Roebkng Ave. 208^253.

WALK UCLA hooray! Spactous. furnished,
bachelor & single. Utilities included
Manager- 644 Undfair #201 . 208-2676.
WESTWOOD Condo. 6 minutes to UCLA
2-bedroom. 2-bath.. heated pool, security

WESTWOOD.sinole apartment to lutMmt »n
fwnale student 2 blocks from campus.
pool, penthouse, dean. $410. 208-1456.

$1300. First month free. Brentwood, brand
new. Walk to UCUK. 2 bedrooms. 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern.
buikjing. 1 1675 Dariington. 827^4652

2 bedroom, beautiful apartment, supert)
location in Brentwood. $950/month
(213)826^249 One single $500

450. Single apartment. Kitchen facilities
laundry, carpet, drapes, utilities included
Santa Monka. 397^1 1 7. .

RCX)M AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HRI.Pfi?

MALE graduate student prefen^ed Non-
smoker. Private room. bath, entrance in
channing Palisades home. Ck>se to bus
village, park and library. Car preferred but
not necessary. Negoetiable hours and
duties, including meal preparatton Travel-
ing parent and 16 year old son. Mrs
Sheldon 392-9636. evenings 454-2829.

PRIVATE room with bath for child care
and light housekeeping. Female prefer-
red. 472-6449.

SUBLET your house or apartment while
you are away this summer. Second year
law students clerking w/our firm need
westskJe housing. Please call Lesli Miller
312-4000 ext 557 before 4:00 at Manatt.
Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunney A Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Uw stu-
dents working in LA seed apartn>ents for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,
(213) 663-9100 for more informatton.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-
nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan
(21^)680-2222.

O'MELVENY Ir MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SURLETS

In

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRKJES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 8804407. (818) 880-4361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

CONVENIENT. Century City room w/own
bath, utilities 3-way. $500/month. Dave
458-9178

FEMALE preferred to rent room in 4-
bedroom home. $350 includes utilities and
all house privileges. $50 deposit. Call Sal-
ly. 836-0571. .,

$ublettlng your fumi$hed
apartment any tlrno

from May to August.
& possibly Yi of

September, our law
students will be needing

iKMJsing. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
^9-6539 or 669-6046

=COi\IVENIEI\l^

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52
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SUMMER STAFF
needed for Arizona
Mountain Children's
Camp. Call J. Marks

(213) 475^004
evenings.

BRENTWOOD. Super-clean 2-bedroom
carpeting, drapes, stove $1000/month.
Only charging i month's rent, security/
cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

HOLLYWOOD Hills apartment. Nice 1-

bed/1-bath Easy drive to UCLA $595/
month. 8501036.

$950/mo. Venice Beach 2-bed. den. 1-3/4
bath. Private deck, stove, refngerator,
fireplace, carpets, hardwood floors Refur-
bished. Build-in. Off street parlcing 396-

•••••••eee«eeeeeee«eee«

Fill In yo«r w««k
wHh extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
8TIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

In Westwood 20e-5656

$996-3 bedroom, 2 bath, built-ins. patio,
air, laundry, parking. West LA/Palms.
UCLA bus route. 479-6227.

VACATION
*^*^J^ 1 ALo»«» , ,,„ 53

9

I

:

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemlte house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, dose to everything. (818)
785-986S.

FANTASTIC weekend getaway. Horses,
fishing, camping, etc. About $l5/wk. Call
(714)972.2220.

LAKE Arrowf>ead. 3-bedroom house, week-
hr Of wefcend rates. 470-1472 after 7 pm.

RENT fully furnished 3 bedroom. 2 bath
townhouse in Lake Arrowhead. 3/2fr4/4 up
to 8 people $800. Call Stephanie
(21 3)87»9494 Of (81 8)691 -3700.

GUEST house for rent. Pacific Palisades.
Quiet responsible, non-smoker. $350/
month, kitchen, bath, washer, dryer 273-
2458. 459-^290.

HILLSIDE home, pool, private room.
Serious female preferred, share bath with
one. $325 plus 10% utilities 828-1537
LARGE furnished room in Pacific Pali-
sades Home, walk to beach.$300 464-
771 1 after 4 pm. Avai l. 3/1

.

MALE to share single apartment 1 block
from UCLA. Furnished. Move »n now
$243 00/month 208-3352.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom tor non-
smoker in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom Securi-
ty/laundry. Courtyard/patio Near UCLA
Rose near Overtand. $385/mo 839-9545,
ROOM/bath, kitchen privleges, UCLA bus.
$300 female Spanish speaking student
preferred. Carol 828-2184 after 9 Pm
478-6355.

ROOM for rent in large 3 bedroom house
in Venk». Safe, quiet neighbortHxxJ near
beach. Fenced yard, fireplace.Must be a
non-smoker, responsible and very dean.
Graduate student or professk)nal prefer-
red. Call Denise or Alberto. 392-3378.
$400./month plus share of utilities.
Available March 21st.

TWO rooms for rent near Doheny between
Olympic and Wilshire Mature male stu-
dents. non-smokers. $300/$335. 205-0431

.

WEST LA $350/month small room,
apadous condo. Indoor heated pool, park-
ing, more Eva: (213)604-4608 day
(213)47^0374 eveninga^>reekenda.

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

ECONOMICAL

BASICALLY

A GOOD IDEA
UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

BRENTWOOD 1 bedroom/1 bath front

condo. spacious, lots of extras, all

amenities 2 parking. $140,000. Call agent
Lisette (213)451-3091

WALK to UCLA and Village 2-bed/2 1/2

bath. Vacant/owner anxious.
Joyce;Schreiber Reality. 274-2900.

MOVERS 94

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

WANTED: female, non-smoker, neat,
responsible to share condo w/young (25)
professor on west side-private bedroom/
bath pool, iacuzzi. security. etc.-$460 & Vi
utilrtiee-Gtofia 837-8561

.

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

k>west rate available. Completely equip-
ped, experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful
Movers, Free Estimates, experierKed and
reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -565

7

•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
• •_

; GUARANTEED •

• MOVERS •

• Cheerful & Cheap S

I Careful & Complete S

; 397-8597 Anytime •

%aaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee«ee*

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

SPACIOUS studk). walking distance from
UCLA. 24 hour security, pool. |acu2zi,
weight-room. k>unge and microwave. $850-
indudes utilKiee. 479^)372.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Piofaitlonal Service, (or feanult

ROOMMATES 65

I ***>Wy. HlMiaB, pifilMi *M|tt. Mi f
MandlMesr riiwlMi li h fc^

carali

liM

WUI

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

to

apartment.
share

$240/

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

AGGRESSIVE sales person-consuHant
wanted to help students obtain scholar-
ships, financial aid. etc. Must possess ex-
c«"ont sales ability and desire to make
g^me buckal Call (81 8)961 -3289

FEMALE, share bedroom, two-bedroom
packNis apartment, security. ck>ee UCLA.
totsextrasi $260 call 83ft-50S5

PROFESSIONAL male seeks M/F to share
quaint 2-b^1-bath Westwood apartnMot.
Courtyard, washer/dryer. $395/mo. 473-
8682.

SHARE 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax area. $325
Part of Duplex. (213) 852-6926.

SINGLE woman seeks mature graduate

student/professor/professional share
apartment. ocean/San Vicente; $385;
393-2972.

STUNNING view. 23rd noor, 2-bed/2-bath

security bldg.. underground parking,

Olympic pool, near campus $700/mo. plus

1/2 utilities. Available 3/22. Dennis. 479-

1208.

TOWNHOUSE to share. Non-snDoker

Female preferred. Utilities included.

$462.50.

FEMALE, non-smoker
bedroom in a WLA
month. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE needed to share one-bedroom
Qayley apartment. ExceNent kxmton - next
door to UCLA! Security buMdlng, pool, fur-

nished etc. $412/nK)nth. Call 824-1248 or
209-2342.

FEMALE to share 3-bedroom/2-bath
apartment In Cuhw City. Non-emoking.
$325 each. Dana 83&0363.

ii A
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•All clients screened w/photos

and rets since '71

•Daily computerized updates

•Listings throughout Southern California

•20°/o Off w/ad to students and staff

9701WPicoBd CenturyCHy 556-2752

3402 PtaHc Aw M&ma
STSS:

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

825-2221, 82S-2222

M-F, 9-4

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITINGI PhD IN ENQUSH
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER^
V'Cgt(eie)79»^334.

EDITOR. PhO. Many year* manuecripl
>xperfence: dlaaertationa. artk:lee. truiete-

SS'-f??^ "'y*' "*'^'^' "o«-«ctlon.
213)393-0109.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
»chool statements, theses, papers—umm? Profeesional help from publish^
id author with JoumaMsm maaters. Dick
?0fr43S3.

HEALTHFUL, theraputk;. Swedish-Esalen
'T^asaage. Relaxing, also helps dean bodily
systems. Call Betsy at (213)476-5728.

PAINT Jobs wanted Student owned paint
business. Many k>cal satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349 ^^^
PROFESSIONAL documentatk>n services
Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
daslgn/devetopment/productkjn. Any re-
quirement. (2113)871-1333.

r
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TUTORING ^^TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL.

OFFhRED 96 NEEDED 99^ L^ ;

105
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PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal
(618)760^149.

RELATIONSHIP therapy for women who
"love too much." Are you trying harder but
getting less in intimate relationships? Call
Phyllis Craig. Ph.D (cand.). Psych. Asst
(213)479-7178.

RELAX! Scientlfjc and technical support
tor doctoral, masters and proprietary ap-
plications available. Services include

-statistics, nfiefhodology. computerizationr
scientific editing, and word processing.
f^eaaonabt9 student rates. (616)780-6432.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for
thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Can (213)474-0313.

EXPERIENCED English tutor wanted for

^p in sentence structure and grammar
S59-3034.

FRENCH tutor for 4th grader. Several
^KHjry-week Call Barters eves 934-5764.

TUTOR - female for 10th grade girl. Biol-
agy. geometry, English In Santa Monica
39^4305

THE 1 5th ANNUAL

HtLVETIA^30

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING.;,;.:.: loo

^^A ACCURATE 6AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe, & word process papers!
^••umes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A better paper - Writchand Word Process-
' ng. Call Lois 62fr^10.

r'm EdMmg and
WHtimg Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We uxmt to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

TUTORING
OFFERED.... 98

probability, tutoring by and. naar \,iCAA
%20/hr 826-4029, 826^928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates
(213)935-7592.

ITALIAN instructor, native. MA is looking
tor exchange of Italian instruction for
English 656-0e26. 654^4351.

MANDARIN tutor, from Mainland China,
help wrth standard pronunciation, gram-
mar, vocabulary and conversation
Reaeonabte. (213)472-3265.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-
Olem. Extrenf>ely experienced. Accurate,
reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2690.

(
A literate typing and editing service by a
9rofessk>nal, very reasonable. Word pro-
:»ssing available. (21 3)31 3-3556.

\

r^

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 660.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call
noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,
dissertations, one day service, $1.50/page
WLA. Myung. 397-6344.

AAA TYPING A EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN. (213)450^719.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
-9pm; SaSu ia6pm. $1 50-$2 25.
rheses, term, etc. Dissertation disc
39(M588.

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts

, letters, resumes!

g^NJ type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
Leave

TRAVEL FAIR
TODAYI Don't miss your chance to win a FREE TRIP!

Come Join the FunI TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, ACKERMAIM UNION
"GRAND BALLROOM 9:00 am -3:30 pfk—'"-'~:^'-^'-' -—

_-t;----

Information on travel to all parts of the world. You'll meet travel experts from

airlines, charter flight companies, tour companies, tourist offices, cruise lines, and .

railroads for information on destinations around the worldl

GRAND PRIZE GIVEAWAY 3:30PM MEYERHOFF PARK - You must be
present to wini Free trips to Europe, London, Hawaii, San Francisco - plus T-Shirts,

Flight Bags, and morel Plenty of popcorn and fun ALL DAY LONGI Don't miss

out on the TRAVEL EVENT OF THE YEAR!

Sponsored by your on-campus travel experts:

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE & THE EXPO CEINTTER

YOUR ON-CAMPUS-——— 71 TRAVEL SERVICE
ij wl li^l mXX a level Ackerman Union

M-F8 30-6. SATll-3

fmny«» withfuit ih>Ih'» iHrtiliHl ovoiltlbility

TRAVEL... 105

SPRING Break. Save $ world wide Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels
(818)989-3123.

nd evenirigs
Reasonable rates. Darlene

message

JGAVORD -—
PROCESSING,.. 100

ELITE Word Processing- Best rates of-
fered- Professional service, terms, disser-
tations, manuscripts, etc . Pick-up/Deliverv
204-5274. '

MATH, statistics. Computer Science got
/ou down? Experienced teacher availabte
at reasonable rates Call (213)657^403 1

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professwnal
tutoring/edfting/word processing All levefs,
courses. CBEST prep

. experienced staff!
24hr./day. 7days/week. 291-31 58

SPANISH tutoring. UCLA grad student
^^ast experience in language teaching
824- 1 925 or leave message at 208-01 54.
TUTOR German, Italian. French Flexible
fee Available evenings and weekends
Call Dorina (818)342-2087

EXPERT typing/professk)nal editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help with writing Virginia 278^)388.

FAST dependat)le typing/word processing,
"l.99/page Make spelling corrections
1(800)352^4343. (213)514-9245.

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term
papers, manuscripts, thesis Reasonable
rates. Call: Meena ph no. (213)679-61 13.

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,
short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates"
Kathryn 939-4303.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing.
Reports, terms, manuscript Student dis-
count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited
857-0215.

yiii^

PATIEMT TUTOR ^MATh (arithmetic througtij

J calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS. J
J Engineering, Reading, Gram- <|r

J mar. Study Skills. Work with a*
^ tutor who krK>ws the subject J

well, and can patiently pres-J

J ent the material in a variety of ^
{ways. You will also learn the*
^proper way to study toj
*, achieve confidence and self-

J

J reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-*
2 TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-*

6463. *^ 040J.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-
er Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-
fk)n format Rush jobs welcome $2 00/
page and up Near UCLA:^4^-2550
IBM wordprocessing: term papers/theses/
resumes/ all jobs welcome Fast tur-
naround $1/page 934-3458, 929^23
after 6 pm.

SPECIALIZE Term Papers A Resume
devetopment. Editn'ype Rush jobs OK !

Available 7-days/eves Leave message if

out- 478-7061.

^TYPING, word processing, resumes,
adJting, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-
sional Low rates, high quality Le»gh-Hi
1'yping Service (213)653-3600

TYPING and professional editing service.
Term papers, research, manuscripts, pos-
ters, resumes. On campus pick-up
(213)393-4569

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
WORD processing/laser printer 1 block
from campus. Can type anything-fast. ac-
curate, deoendable-anvtime 824-3571

.

ifc^ «* LL-^-^S.'.^^'.',..^^*

Computer Word

Processing

Theses Dissertions

I'

-^^*f'

Loncc*s
One Da

¥
¥
¥

I Wm J

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

STUPBIT^QWWnTYDBCOUNTS

¥
¥
¥

J98-04SS 191-118^

e
ONI DAY TYFma

'*W3»aMlonul wrtter with BA In

EfKJfch w« type and edit term
popen, thetes, JCrtpti. resumes.
etc. Or edmno on»y. Over 25
years experience. Wecfwood

VMoge.M Oelaney.
824.2853 or 824-51 11

e
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Methods of Placing a

Classified Ad:

1 . By Phone, with your Mastercard or

Visa.

^ 2. By Mail, with a checl< (specify dates

and classification)

3. In Person, with cash, check or charge.

We are in Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA
Campus.

Hours: M-F 9-4

Classified: 825-222 1 . 825-2222

^Career Guidance

•

• Typing/Editings
<r Low-cost \\ Proven results -d

•Ci Free Consultation t>

Call ACCESS
(213)477 3641

Conventent WLA Locutinn

MUSIC LESSONS 102
FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former sok
flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pope is accepting
pupils.669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. r4ew
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. Ail ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher. NQPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

lOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resunrw that will get It for you.
Call the Resume Conrtection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/
lazer printer, typing & word processing.
Papers $2/pag« & up. Paper Tiger 821-
8091.

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
studenU to put in
personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

l-d. at the
classified window
(11 2 Kerckhoff)

for details.
SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people will see!

•Some Rcitrictioni Apply

mcgOa daily bruin

Shorts
Continued from Pa^e 28

wants to let you all know
that. So go ahead, tell em
Walt.

**The students were just

great. I loved it. J.R. came
—walking out, and people were
chanting *We Want J.R.*, and
wearing J.R. t-shirts. He said

he's been a lot of places, but
none responded like here. It

was just fantastic."

Jammin': The Stanford
band knows how to have a
good time. They run on the^
field in the crucial moments of
football games, for one. How
about some other examples ofwhattheydo.
"Well, last night we rallied on
a major street corner in

Westwood," said one member.
'We played until traffic was
pretty much screwed up. Then
the police kicked us put.

"Well, last night we rallied on
a major street corner in
Westwood," said one member.
"We played until traffic was
pretty much screwed up. Then
the police kicked us out.

"We played a Bar Mitzvah
in San Diego this year. We
played for my grandmother's
birthday at the San Francisco
airp>ort. That was fun."
One cheerleader said

"They're crazy guys but we
have a great time with them.
Rallying on Hare Krishna cor-
ner last night. Wowl"
And speaking of bands:

When is the UCLA band go-
ing to start getting live? For a
while, the breakdancer was
fun and spontaneous, but not
much has been since. I know
I'll ^et some letters, but

maybe there are fans out there
who agree that the band needs
some new tunes that people
can really get into. Stanford
has "Alright Now", and that's
a great song to get the crowd
moving and singing when
they re winning. How about a
little more creativity and vol-
ume? I can't stand it when an
J^PP^nent's band outperforms
UCLA's, even when they have
a smaller number of members
with them.
Hav^iS seat, coach: One of

the Stanford assistant coaches
jumped up to scream at a
referee early in last night's
game when he thought that
one of his players was fouled.
"What the hell is going on!"
yelled the coach. The ref
sternly told him to shut up.
"I'm sorry, Vm sorry," the
assistant whimpered. "I just
get a little nervous."

Exjiress yourself: Stanford's
Andy Fischer disagreed with a
call in last night's first half,
and put things a bit more
bluntly to the ref. "That's
bullshit!," he squealed. Booker
Turner gave Fischer a
technical, then with a cold,
hard look, asked him if he
wanted to catch an early
plane back to the Bay Area.

Stringing It Out: With
non-California schools like
SMU, Clemson, Arkansas,
TfiiLas^ M innesota , Harvard,
and Oklahoma State all turn-
ing in great to better-than-
average performances at the
Louisville tournament last
week, college tennis is becom-
ing much more competitive
and much less predictable.

There's No Place... : Like
home, where this Wednesday

against Georgia Tech, Bruin
coach Glenn Bassett will be
looking for his 300th home
win. Under Bassett, UCLA is

28-0 at the two-year-old L.A.
Tennis Center.

1986 Pac-lOdinitis: UCLA's
basketball team has finished
above .500 in league play ever
since the conference became
known as the Pacific-10. The
last time a Bruin team ended
a conference season at .500 or
.below was 1948. UCLA
played in the Pacific Coast
Conference Southern Division,
and finished league play at 3-
y

.

Hail Gail, Meter Beater:
UCLA's Gail Devers ran the
fastest outdoor 100 meters by
a woman this year, turning in
a time of 11.32 last weekend.
The school record is 11.06, set
by Florence Griffith. Once wcr
get into the season a little bit,

that standard may take a
tumble. Devers will compete
in the TAC Indoor Champion-
ships at New York this week.
Downtown Jaime Brown:

Women's basketball player
Jaime Brown scored a career-
high 28 points against Stan-
ford last week. UCLA won
the game, the first time in
light years that the Bruins
have been on the high side of
a wipeout. Brown hit 13 of 17
shots for the young team,
fflflstly fronttKxtsxde;

Tubular Tennis: The No.
9-ranked women's team will
be on Prime Ticket television
against USC March 8.

It*s A Deep Fly Ball To
Left... : UCLA sluggers have
hit 21 home runs in the first

14 baseball games of the
season.

i^
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Capri 1974. excellent condition. A/C,
Blaupunkt stereo, sheepskin seat covers
$ 1 700 Ask for Jeff 209-34 1 .

CHEVETTE 1976 Neat little car Needs
some work. Clean body. A giveaway at
$e75/obo. 472-6120 or 825-4277.

CLASSIC 1966 Chrysler New Yorker.
Good condition, clean interior, a/c. cruise
in style! $850. 824-1316.

LOW-PRICED reliable transportation cars
for sale Financing available, fast loan ap-
proval. 934-9504.

MOB 1979 convertibferracing green: gTeir
condition. 50.000 miles, rebuilt engine,
am/fm cassette, original owner. $2900 obo
Days (213)825-8570. evenings (213)208-
3161

1981 AUDI 4000. Red. 4-door, auto, load-
ed, excellent condition, one owner
$3.900/obo. p/p. 213-393-2496 evenings/
weekends. 213-312-3128 M/F days.

1981 VW Convertible Rabbit. Good Condi-
-tion/40.000 miles $7,000/obo. 937^976.

TRANSPORTATION car-1982 Ford
gXP.$2800 655-8861. ~ -—
100 Free lottery^ tickets with this 1980
Riviera, electric suntoof. stereo, black.
S5750/obo 838-8546.

'82 Renault Le Car. 10.000 miles, sunroof,
cassette, rt. door damage. $1500/obo. Call
836^95.

1962 Mercedes-220SE Coup. 2-door, 4-
5P0«<1. fuel injected, sunroof. European

T^^ Complete restoration, all receipts.
$7000. firm. 820-7207.

1971 Toyota Corona. Good transportation
car Good running condition, new tires.
$550. 20&^987(days) 820-131 7(evenings)

!?IL"®*^ ^^ "®^ *'''®8 ^oo6 condition.
$1200 479-7302

1973 Mercury Capri. V-6 engine, sunroof,
[gw upholstery. (818)784-2818.

1974 VW 412 Squareback Good transpor-
«atK)n. auto. AM/FM. new tires, air. $1600
obo. 820-2995

.

1978 Datsun 510. New paint, interior, tires.
yakes. must se<l $1700 obo 456-2151
1978 HONDA Accord. $2900. Superb con-
aition. IncrediWy low mileage. 5-8peed
sunroof, call Sam. 472-9781

.

1979 Chevette. 4-door. hatchback, air/
auto, good condition. $1400 (213)478-
0934, leave metsage.
1979 Fiat Spider. New paint, new top.
rebuilt engine. Asking $2400 obo. Must
!gM2l3)826^70.

J^^^^apporro Mitsubishi 5-8peed engine.
10.000 miles. air-AM/FM cassette-new
brakes, clutch and tires Moving, must sell
Ug<3, 100.00 Phone:276-7070.
1980 MGB convertible Wire wheels, great
!!!gPgJ2300 396-2531.

^?®9 ^«t>b»t Deisel. air condition. 4-speed.

?ggOO Great condition 475-6224.

1980 TOYOTA Tercel, 4-speed, runs great.
glgO/obo (818)905-8483

V

1981 320i BMW 5-speed. air. sunroof,
stereo^assette. only 34.000mi. Excellent
condition, original owner, dealer serviced
$9400. 474-3205.

'76 Camero good condition. AM/FM stereo
cassette, full power, excellent body, origi-

-n#J owner, 77.000 mt. -air, $2,000 ebo
454-3967.

"76 280Z 4-speed. loaded, extras, must
see, must seH. $2.600. (21 3)658-8388

.

'77 Honda Civic, Sunroof. 4-sp. stk. XLNT
cond.. $ 1 350 o.b.o. Simeon 452-7011.

•78 Honda Civic CVCC hatchback. 5-

speed, sunroof, excellent condition, $1800.
(213)934-6821.

'79 VW Scirocco $3200 50,000 miles, 4-

speed manual. 837-4807.

'85 Honda Prelude, blue. 5-speed, air.

digital stereo/cassette, sunroof, clean, like

new. 14.5 m.. $10,800. Call weekdays
532-9024.

SCOOTER/'84 Honda Passport Great
conditioni Can show in Westwood $375
obo. Must Sell! 745-0845.

1981 Vespa P200E Burgundy and white.
15.000 miles. Excellent condition plus ex-
tras. $995 obo (818) 340-2092.

^

1982 Honda Urban Express. Black, good
condition, new registration, extremely
reliable. $300/offer Todd 478-2084.

'85 Honda Elite 80 $950 obo Must sell

Excellent condition First come first serve
824-0777.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134
APPLE Macintosh 512K. image writer, ex-
ternal drive and popular software such as
Jazz, MacPascal and Multiplan. All for

$2300 477-5043.

DISKETTES SSOD 52f OSDD 62*
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120
Tele. (213) 47»0345.

FURNITURE 126

j^>^>^>^>^^^^'-*-^^^^*-<^*^<^'-^*ti
T^ YAMAHA 83«84»85t^

Scooters Sl Accessories *

PvtalHtl* ^ BoaMiaccfai
yowr Ufc Driv*• Alfa

^ BoMico frofli...

' "^x B«vcrly Hills Alfa
^•74 S. Robartaoa mt

II Natloaai

i<^ (21S)559.77t6

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

SCHWINN "High Sierra" mountain bike.

18 speed, excellent conditk>n, like brand

new. $295 00. 479-1649.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 1 14

'83 Yamaha RXK50, runs great. Nice local

transportation bike. $250. Call 475-4427

eves. 821-7884 days.

I'

FURNITURE 126
FULL-SIZED bed w/mattress and box spr-
ang. 3 yrs. ok*, good conditlorr ^50/Obo
Leave message (21 3)823-8275.

i^lr MATTRESSES^T^
All new hotel sets guaranteed

Twin Srt |5(),

Full Set
!!...!!!!!!!!!!!w«'

V"«*n s« ..9m
•^'"RS*^ t98
New 5 piece bedroom set tl|K
New full size or queen sleeper $13<<

New sofa and love seat $1.59
Oak FinLsh t-offee tables $20
F:nd Tables

., $15
Lamps ~.

17
THE WAREHOIISF

397-5030

I-

*

*

I-

*

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AIVD SERVICE

J13347 W. Washington Blvd^
Los Angeles, CA 90066

[^ (a 13)306-79061^

BARGAIN BOX 125

RIDES WANTED 116

FROM Sun Valley Idaho to LA between

March 20-23. Share expenses, driving.

Carol 826- 1 089 message

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major
band overstock, new w/warranty Works
on all Macs $270 Call Richard 876-2558
for demo.

SHARP electronic typewriter-New! Com-
plete, w/case, plus extras, one key correc-

tion. $225 obo. 479-2779.

\

* ' • • »

"-^
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Basketball
Continued from Page 28
with six, followed by Hatcher
with five. Miller with four,
and Craig Jackson and Corey
Caines with three apiece.

Jack Haley led UCLA in re-
bounding with six, followed
by Richardson and Kelvin
Butler with five apiece as the
Bruins grabbed 33 boards.
The Cardinal managed just 27
rebounds.

"We just "got outquicked to
the ball on the boards and

_ that hurt us," said Stanford-
coach Dr. Tom Davis, whose
team fell to 13-13 on the
season and 7-7 in the Pac-10.

UCLA stalled out pushing
the ball up the court from the
beginning and gradually built
a 21-12 lead in the early go-
ing. At one point in the open-
ing period the Bruins sank
eight straight shots while
building a lead that eventually
reached 34-19.

The Cardinal closed the gap
however by outscoring UCLA
11-2 over a three-and-a-half
minute stretch. And when
guard Novian Whitsett hit a
top of the key jumper with
4:37 left in the half Stanford

had close<J to 36-30.
But the Cardinal would get

no closer as the Bruins scored
10 I points down the stretch
and went to the locker room
with a 46-39 lead.
The second half opened

with plenty of offense while
neither team's defense showed
up until over six minutes into
the period. Both teams scored
just about each trip down the
court until Rod Palmer nailed
a 15-foot jumper from the foul
stripe that started a string of
six straight UCLA points with
13:38 left.

^
_

^From that point on it was
Miller time, as the potential
All-America went so far as to
take a pass unguarded 10 feet
from the basket, then turn
and dribble it out to 18 before
sinking his patented jumper
with 7:31 remaining.
At one point in the first

period Miller sank seven
straight buckets, mostly from
beyond the 20 foot range, and
hit on five of six during one
stretch in the second half.
Miller left the court to chants
of "Reg-gie" as he swung his
arms around to the crowd.

"Tonight, the way Stanford
was taking chances and exten-
ding their defense toward half
court it left him (MUler) open

oa@l]a daily hruin

to just basically shoot set shots
with no one in front of him,"
said Hazzard.

In addition to Haley's six

rebounds he also put eight
points on the board and
played solid defense in his 31
minutes. The Bruins relied on
Haley to take care of the in-

side chores most of the night
after Jackson collected three
fouls in six minutes in the first

half and forward Jerald Jones
did even better, collecting
four whistles in four minutes.
When a reporter asked

Hazzard how his center could
go from points and re-

bounds against USC on Satur-
day to such a solid game two
days later he had this to say.

"Haley got two fouls early
'

in that game (against USC)
and he doesn't have enough
experience to play with those
fouls. He gets too worried
about fouling out and he
forgets to play basketball
sometimes. Tonight he was
very steady and played a solid
game."
The biggest cheer from the

crowd came when reserve
forward Jeff Dunlap swished a
20-footer from the left corner,
the same comer Miller abused
all night, to finish off UCLA's
scoring.

Substitutes
Continued from Page 28

cover his team's weak spots.

"It's designed to make up

for our lack of quickness and

jumping ability," he said. In

other words, it keeps
everybody fresh.

One reserve, Terry Taylor,

-was asked why more teams

don't use this system, which

on the surface seems to make
sense. "Because other coaches

have egos," said Taylor.
-^They want to be in control.

But a coach has no way of

knowing how tired a guy is."—

^

Davis said that with more
experience, certain players

will begin to play more.

"You noticed that Tpdd
Lichti played a lot of minutes
tonight." Lichti played 29.

UCLA's Reggie Miller and
Pooh Richardson usually play
just about all 40. For them,
going only 29 would mean be-

ing benched.

A sweaty Lichti said in the

post-game locker room that he
likes the system.

"Coach Davis tells us to stay
in until we're not going 100
percent. He figures that a
fresh guy is better than
anybody on our team going at

75 (percent).

"It kind of rewards the
starters," Lichti continued. It
gives them a little more of a
seivse of responsibility, and
makes them feel more a part
of the team."

The Stanford frieshman
stayed very fresh Thursday
night, scoring 26 points in his
29 minutes.

:'>.'>:*>;*;v;-;-;-;'>;<*;':S

Team
^Washington -.. ,^..

" Arizona
California

UCLA
Stanford

Oregon State

Arizona State

Washington State

USC
Oregon

Record
4i g.

IT
8

8
7
7

'6

6
4

4

3

6
7
7

7
9
8

11

11

in
PRESENTS:

NEW ZEALAND FILMS

Only one Cardinal player,
forward Greg Butler, played
more. He went 30.

One person has got to be
happy that the game is over.
Imagine how little the poor
Pauley Pavilion public address
announcer slept last night.
— "Substitute, substitute,

ahhhhhhh!"
—"It's okay, honey. Go

UaLK mSUteep;

.^n

—"But they keep coming.
Substitute. Go away, go
awayI"

Athletes

W.
yS$^^

l^JkJii

Continued from Page 27
ferent track meets on con-
secutive days. Friday, Devers
ran in the 1600 meter relay
team and also competed in the
long jump at the Los Angeles
Times/GTE Indoor Games.

Devers jumped well at the
Times meet and helped the

Bruins to a second place finish

I

in the college division relay.

If Devers was good on Fri-

day, she was great on Satur-
day.

:

(-V

The sophomore all-purpose
perfomer entered three events
and won three of those.

'/'^ -''X .

WED. 2ft FFR «PM
A Maori warrior discovers that British troops have razed
his village & masssacred his family & friends. He sets

—

hi^ lands
^^^^ ^^'s wrong, and to fight the conquerors on

With guest speaker-
director Geoff Murphy

V. FEB. T.v^O
The Incredible story of the 1981 South African Runhv/
Tour Of New Zealand. A film about the New ZeSan^who mobilized to STOP THE TOUR tho r»^,™:* .u^
they faced, and the vY<Ii^Bnce that emj^'d

'^^^ ^'"^

With guest speaker:
director Merata MIta

Free, Donations Welcome
^^« ^^"^^ ^^ ^^^ (Student Committee for the Arts) with CPC & COP UCLAFOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER

208-4587 and 825-3384

in the long jump, Devers
beat the field in the double-
dual meet with a leap of 20-
41/4, over two feet more than
her nearest competitor.

Devers took the 200 meter
dash with a hand time of 23.7
seconds.

But the best race of the day,
for Devers or anyone else, was
the women's 100 meters.
Devers ran away from the
field right from the start to
make her qualifying standard
for the NCAA meet.

In the process, Devers also
set the standard for the rest of
the world's sprinters. Her time
of 11.32 is the fastest 100
meters run this year.

Despite the impressive per-
formance, Devers 15 points in
the meet couldn't quite lift the
Bruins to victory.

Sunday afternoon, Devers
ran the 220 at the Michelob
meet in San Diego. In an im-
pressive world class field that
included Valerie Brisco-Hooks,
Devers took fourth with a
time of 24.69.

r.i. ! \>t>x. %*^'|.,i .f , J, ^ ^
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Former Bruins shine
at Los Angeles Open

RICHARD MURPHY/Daily Brum

Jt^wfls a successfoU ionieoomIng for three former
members of the UCLA golf team last weekend at the
Riviera Country Club.

Jay Delsing, Corey Pavin and Steve Pate, all former
All-America golfers for the Bruins, made the cut at the
Los Angeles Open.

Delsing finished the tournament nine strokes behind
winner Doug Tewell with a 279. But Delsing had the
local fans excited with his early play in the tourney.

In Thursda/s opening round, Delsing, who only
made the tournament because of the Seve Ballesteros
decision, shot a 66 to share the lead.

Delsing fell off the pace in the second round but still

shot vyell enough to earn $19,800 for the tournament.— Pavin, perhaps the greatest professional golfer in
UCLA history, had a poor opening round with a three
over par 74. After the shaky start, Pavin settled down
to record a second round 68 and followed that up with
a pair of 69s.

Pavin, who won the Hawaiin Open last week,
pocketed $14,568 for his effort.

Pate ended up the tournament with a 289.

RiCHARO MURPHY/Oatfy Bfuin
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ALL NAnJRAL FROZfw VJGURT

-^ -FREE YOGURT!^^—
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Wcstwood Blvd. •470-8834

• -Expires 3/10/86 ,- .limit ohe per customer

milk and
The
Daily

Bruin

•^•^•••^^J'S^^^SiSi^SiiSiiS?^

TIRED OF LOaSY
PERMS /BODY WAVES?
Try this SPECIAL OFFER for

head turning results

Perm/Body Wave ^25^®
no bleached or tinted hair

Ask for PepI • 208-0836
BLQE-N-GOLD HAIR DESIGN
10916 LE CONTE • WESTWOOD

This offer good with coupon only

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
SPRING '86

CANCEL
P.S. 133 International Relations of Sub-Saharan Africa. MW 3-5

CHANGE
P.S. 144 will be taught by Professor E. Marvick instead of STAFF

BRUINS,
LIE DOWN AND BE COUNTED!
-HELP ALLEVIATE A SEVERE BLOOD SHORTAGE

BLOOD MOBILES ON CAMPUS THIS WEEK ONLY
• Ackerman 2nd Floor lounge * T - F 11 .00 - 3:45

"J^P"^^ Qampus Facility#22 T,WiQ:00 -- 2^45

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE

• tu Valle Commons Meeting Rooms Th, F 10.00 - 2:45
• Blood Donor Center CHS - A2260 T - F 8:00 - 5:00

• Dykstra Hall T 3:45 - 8:30

Sproul Hall W 3:45 - 8:30
• Hedrick Hall Th 3:45 - 8:30

•Tay Sachs Testing Available

FOR INFO.:

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION
KH312B 825-7586

Gifts raffled from Fantasy Yogurt, Mrs. Fields Cookies, Stan's Donuts
ATTENTION CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS: DONATE THE MOST PINTS AND WIN THE

ElfiSI UCLA BLOOD DRIVE CHAMPION'S CUP!!
jupported by: Bruin Belles. Circle K. Panhellenic. BCF. ISG, MEChA. Asian Co. BSA

WILDERNESS FIELD STUDIES
Earn College Credit

Natural history, ticlJ ecology, wilderness history and
management. C AUirses for l^^SO in the Sierra Nevada,
Utah and Hawaii. Spring Summer/Fall cjuarters.

For inforn\ation, u rite or call:

Sierra Institute, Box C^

C \irriage I louse

l'\I\l:RSlTYOI-C\-\LirOR\IA
SANTA c:RUZ.C^A^)SO(q

L.

mmmmmmmm

W^itj^i*

x«v«^ii5*—^^xasBii*.

:
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Sullivan
Continued from Page 28

nists for the second consecutive
year.

The group of finalists for
the award symbolic of being
selected the top amateur
athlete in the previous year
also included:

V~~" Swimmer Matt Biondi,
who set a world record in the
100-meter freestyle twice at
last year's long course natinal
championships and became
the first man to break the 49-
second barrier with a 48.95
performance.

— Wrestler Mike Houck,
the first United States wrestler
to win a gold medaT in the
Greco-Roman World Champi-
onships.

_
—

- Snynchronized swimmer
Sarah Josephson, who swept
national solo and duet cham-
pionships and earned silver
medals in solo, duet and team
World Cup competition.
— Diver Michele Mitchell,

the winner of every major na-

tional and international plat-
form diving competition in
1985.

— Scott Verplank, wlror
became the first amateur
golfer to win a Professional

^
Golfers Association tourna-
ment since 1954 when he top-
ped the field in the Vyestern
Open last August.
— Charles "Karch" Kiraly,

selected the most valuable
player in the World Cup
volleyball competition after
leading an undefeated United
States team to its first cham-
pionship in the event.
— Cheryl Miller, the win-

ner of the 1985 Wade Trophy
sybolic of being selected the
most outstanding player in

women's collegiate basketball.

Benoit-Samuelson is the
33rd track and field partici-
pant to receive the award in
its history. The award is pres-
ented in honor of AAU
founder and former president
James E. Sullivan.

Athletes are ineligible to be
nominated for the award after
winning it.

Netters faceJMo. 19 Pepperdine
Waves #on't be a surprise after last year

^. _

,

By Karl Kimme

California is the only state in the union
where you can fall asleep under a rose
bush in full bloom and freeze to death.

-W.C. Fields

Coming off another easy

win on Friday over UC
Santa Barbara, UCLA
coach Gayle Godwin and
her No. 9-ranked team will

face Pepperdine today at

the Sunset Recreation
Center at 1:30 p.m.

Unlike the way Santa
Barbaras Gauchos played
the Bruins, the 19th-ranked
Waves (ITCA poll) should
be a good preview for this

weekend's game against
highly rated Stanford.

Pepperdine themselves
hosted UCSB on Thursday,
and like UCLA they put
another mark in the win
column with the effort.

Leading the Wave's to-

day at the one, two, and
three singles spots will be
Marsia Sanchez, Carole
Berterand, and Margaret
Hopkins, while Berterand
and Hopkins will pair up at
the number one doubles
spot.

Spearheaded by the
three's play, the team has a
4-5 overall record, and
recently beat 16th-ranked
'^felted States International

—

University from San Diego,

in addition to UCSB.
Gualberto Escuero

coaches the Waves and now
is in his eighth season at

that spot. Along with his

team he brings his own im-

pressive statistics of being

rated among the top fifteen

coaches in the US for the

past six years. *

UCLA is expected to go
with Jane Thomas, Joni
Urban, Jennifer Fuchs apd
Maria LaFranchi in the top

four singles spots, though
their order has yet to be
determined. ^

Urban is the highest
rated of that bunch with a
No. 22 ranking in the na-
tion. Thomas is close^
behind her teammate in the
polls with a No. 29 mark.

Fuchs, at No. 32, is also

considered to be one of the
nation's top singles players.

Thomas and Fuchs also

combine to give the Bruins
one of the better ^oubT^
tandem's around. Their No.
5 ranking is the highest for
the team and in the Pac
West conference.

Tomorro>y'g match won't
be a hot just because of the

scorching Southern Califor-
nia sun that is expected to
be present. The Bruins have
something to prove to the
Waves.

Last year, the Bruins
were experienceing a season
much like this year's, a
winning record and a good
national ranking*. J^hat all

changed after

.

\

The Waves handed the
Bruins their first loss of the
season, what would turn
out to be the first of quite a
few the Bruins would suffer
during the year. What
made the loss tougher to
accept was that the Bruins
^ad.had a lead before they
actually lost the game.
The loss to the Waves

marked the first time that
UCLA had lost to Pepper-
dine since the Maliby school
unveiled its women's tennis
team in the early 1970s.

It shouldn't too difficult
for Godwin to get the
Bruins up for this match
with those facts running
l^ut. Even if the Cardinal
is^looming in the backs of
the Bruins' minds.
UCLA has a 4-0 record—

going into the match.

BE THE STUDENT
SPEAKER

At The 1986
COMMENCEMENT
—CEREMONYn^

^HONDA _^
^ Present Student ID. For^

SPECIAL I
I DISCOUNTS! I
W~™~" ^'^k Join tne Elite'" I

ELITE™

Applications available : Office of
-the^ean of Students, 2224 Murph:

Hall, Ackerman Union,
^^

J

ames E. West Center.

Deadline: March 24, 1986
at 5:00 p.m.

A DIM SUM CAFE

INCLUDES -

4 cups of Scallions soup 4 eggroll
4 cups of vegetable

fried rice jz=—7-4 ^^^.^ ^^.
6 potstickers 4 pots of tea
4 bao

6 fried wonton

WE DELIVER! CALL 213-824-7869

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1091 BROXTON.L.A.

\

2 BriL ROBERTSON A SONS. INC H

R"

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
. PHONE (213) 466-7191

UCLA

SPOTLIGHf
o«(n» ARTS

COMMISSION

i A A^ I

TuesdayJlight Comedy
^ featuring

Dianna Jordan Larry Wilmore
and headlining

Tom McGillen
ilVEIBttSll\kV lIm nl1Mlun^^^ll^^m^m^nnnlllllIll^^^^„^y l.,..t,^, „^r

TONIGHT in the COOPERAGE • 9:00 P.M. • FREE usaccultural
AFFAIRS

'<
' t / mKtn ^mmmm mmmmmm
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UCLA's male and female Athletes^rthe Week
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By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

Todd Zeile, /unior, baseball

Although his powerful bat
had been relatively silent this
year, everyone who knows
Todd Zeile was sure that the
junior backstop would snap
out of it, 'i ' '

They were right.

Over the last week, Zeile
hammered out three home
runs to give him four this year
and a share of the team lead

-in that category.

But it wasn't just his power
that set Zeile apart this week.
He also hit safely in seven of
his official 17 trips to the plate
for a .412 batting average.

Zeile drove in five runs for
the Bruins this week and
scored seven times.

His offensive production
was instrumental in the Bruins
perfect record last week which
included wins over Pepperdine
and a three game sweep over
Fresno State in Fresno.

Zeile was also honored as
the baseball team's hitter of
the week.

.'Ut'

rodd ZeHe

Gail Devers, sophomore,
track

Gail Devers is turning out
to be the "iron man" of the
UCLA women's track team.
Over the past weekend,

BENJAMIN TONQDaiiv Bruin
Dcvcrs compcted in three dif-

Continued on Page 24 Gail Devers
JEFF HARBAND/Daily Bruin
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SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
• Speed Reading

' Photographic Memory
• Improved Test Taking Ability _
• Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount-
Free Demonstrations Thursday. 7:30 FM.

Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood. Registered Hypnotherapist

Director, (818)989-2923

14 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS

V

^''•'»'t't ^StatitaimtitkiA^^ts^

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

^___ CJCLA Student Special -

$18 CUT S BLOW ^ rmoo'o
VALID ONLY

SUN, MOM, and WED
Must shoLu UCLA student

I.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
^

Expires March 20, 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to
any client whose hair condition i^ unsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264

-'^ WE'RE LOOKING FOR

CONTESTANTS
YOUR TEAM CAN WIN OVER

$60,000 IN CASH!
abc'S HOTTESTNEWTV GAME SHOW

^gjgg/^ CAMPUS SHOES
SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE SALE IN PROGRESS

Brand Name
Reg. 29.95 - 36.95

NOW $15.00

CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
(213) 284-8644

CONTESTANTS MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER

Shoes
Reg. 36.95 - 49.95

NOW $20.00

10936 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood Village

824-1090

HOURS

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sat.

Sun.

10-9
10-11
12-8

With UCLA ID student/staff 10% OFF Reg. Stock
No additional discount on Sale Merchandise
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C sports Rick Alexander. SporVi Editor

Rick Schwartz, Aisistant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick. Assistant Sports Editor

News: A UCLA grad
student launches cam-
paign against an incum-
bent congressman.
See page 6.

Viewpoint: The Bruin
lauds the Philippine
people for their peaceful
quest for democracy.
See page 14.

,4.

Review: Harmon and
Red- have finally made It

in Hollywood with the
triller Hitcher.

Seepage 16.

Sports: Golfer Corey
Pavin has made a name
for himself and the
school.

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Hazy conditions. ^^-^
High: 81. low: 63. { >
(Dept of Atmos- ^^
pheric Sciences forecast)

Stanford
Milier, Hatcher

SHAUN CSULUVAN/DaJv Bruin

/
JEFF HARBANO/Daily Brum

UCLA coach Walt Hazzard (above) had to be
pleased with the performance of his basketball
team In last night's 95-74 win over Stanford. The
Bruins' Montel Hatcher (12, at left) seems to
have shaken the slump that plagued him for the
better part of a month-and-a-half. Hatcher sank
eight of 11 field goal attempts and scored 17
points In' the win. And of course, there's Reggie
Miller. Miller (31, at right) scored 37 points
against the Cardinal, just two points short of his
career high.

i

University of California Los Angeles ^Wednesday, February 26, 1986

without a win
SHAUN O-SULUVAN/Darty Bruin

Pavilion
•HM*

UCLA offense in 95-74 beating
ti%«it0

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

Was somebody saying the magic of
Pauley Pavilion is gone? If it is, you'd
have a hard time convincing the Stan-
ford Cardinal of that.

UCLA again put on the good side of
its season^long Jekyll and Hyde act for
the hometown folks, routing the Car-
dinal 95-74 before 6,441 and keeping
Stanford for Pauley. That's right,
Cal is not the only Bay Area team that
has yet to leave Pauley Pavilion with a
victory. ^ , .,

To say the Bruins were hot would
be an understatement comparable to
saying the Sports Illustrated swimsuit
girls are sort of cute. Yes, they were
that hot.

' Reggie Miller showed the Cardinal
why he is the No. 4 scorer in the
country by scoring 37 points, mostly
from the 818 area code. He made 16
of 22 shots from the field (73%) and

hitfive of five from the line.

"He's one of the greatest shooters
IVe ever seen," said UCLA coach
Walt Hazzard when someone asked
about the junior forward. "I played
with Jerry West and Lou Hudson and
they were great shooters. Reggie is

right in there with them."
But this was by no means a one

man show. In fact, it was more
reminiscent of a UCLA highlight film.
As a team the Bruins shot 62 percent
from the field (38 for 61) while
holding Stanford to 42 percent (28 for
66).

In addition to Miller's heroics,
guard Montel Hatcher had 17 points
on eight of 11 shooting, including four
of four in the second half. Jerome
"Pooh" Richardson added 14 points,
hitting six of nine from the field.

The Bruins also dished out a
season-high 26 assists, compared to the
Cardinal's 13. Richardson led the way

Continued on Page 24

Help Cardinal break losing streak

By Rjck Schwaru
Assistant Sports Editor

They are the All-Sweet-'n-Low
team. ._

Maybe there's a substitute for sugar,
but according to Stanford coach Dr.
Tom Davis, there's no substitute for
substitutions.

It could take 40 days and 40 nights
before some Cardinal players play 40
minutes.

For the next Stanford Cardinal
basketball game you attend, don't
forget earplugs. Between UCLA's 33
replacements and Stanford's 66 in last
night's game, the horn sounded 99
times. And that's not counting
timeouts.

The reason for such a rotation off
the Cardinal bench is because Davis
only supervises his substitutions. Car-
dinal starters just jump off the bench
and run to the scorer's table when
they want to come in. It's a system

that is unique to big-time basketball.
"The starters control the amount of

minutes they are going to play, and
the subs take what they can get,"-
Davis said after his team's 95-74 loss
to UCLA. "Starters play as long as
they want and as hard as they can. If

you're trying to guard a guy that's
much quicker than you, and you can't
keep up with him, you let the guy
behind you play a little bit."

That's got to be a first. A major col-
lege coach who ^ves the reins to his
ballplayers. s— - "

\

TODD CHENEY

A BOY AND HIS COMPUTER — Sitting in the sun on a hot Tuesday afternoon,
kinesiology student Barry Borm was approached by THX 747 Tech, a mobile com-
puter. Designed by computer science major David Liggins, THX 747 Tech features a
radio, camera remote, a television, a monitor for mini computer hook-up, lights and a
security system with alarm. Batteries probably not included (or needed).

Marcos flees, Filipinos

celebrate their victory
By Miguel C. Suarez, Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines — Ferdinand E, Marcos fled the
Philippines after 20 years in power Wednesday and Corazon
Aquino, the new president, told her nation "the long agony is

over."

Marcos resigned the presidency Tuesday night, driven from
office by a military and civil rebellion. He was taken with his

family in U.S. helicopters to Clark Air Base. Officials in

Washington said they left for Guam shortly after 5 a.m. Wed-
nesday.

A State Department official said the Marcoses would remain
in Guam "for some time," but he did not know their ultimate
destination.

'•—^^—— ^ —
After Marcos left the riverside presidential palace, where he

had been isolated for days by a revolution Aquino called "peo-
ple power," Filipinos swarmed into the streets for a carnival of
joy.

tted traffic jams^at

i' 'i
Alpha Tau Omega high council cuts

alcohol out of many frat activities

\- .,

By Michael Ashcraft

^taff Writer-—,—

Benoit-Samuelson takes Sullivan
Former winner says award carries responsibility

"I will make about one out of ten
(substitutiops) maybe, because of
changing defenses, or Til want to get
some play called. But almost all the
substitutions are made by the players
themselves."

What is the purpose of such
freedom? Well, Davis is quick to ad-
mit that the system was installed to

Continued on Page 24

By Hank Lowenkron
AP Sporu Writer^

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Joan Benoit-Samuelson, the
Olympic gold medalist in the
marathon who set a «world
record in her specialty last

year in the America's Mara-
thon, was named the winner
of the Sullivan award Monday
night as the U.S. Amateur
Athletic Union's top athlete
for 1985.

Benoit-Samuelson, 28,
became only the seventh
woman in the award's 56-year
history to receive the award.'
Though amateur athletics

have undergone major changes
in the 25 years since Rafer
Johnson received the Sullivan
Award, he says one thing re-
mains the same — the respon-
sibility that comes with winn-
ing the award.

"There's always responsibili-
ty when you receive an

award. In the case of the
Sullivan, the responsibility is a
major one," said Johnson. He
was a special guest for Mon-
day night's 56th presentation
of the award given annually
to an amateur athlete in
recognition of accomplish-
ments the previous year.
Johnson was the winner in

1960 after establishing a world
record in the decathlon.

"Obviously when you look
at the ones who have received
it (the Sullivan), you are
aware that you're joining an
elite group who have con-
tinued to make their com-
munity a better place to live,"
Johnson added. "They've also
gone on to improve their
country and the world. It

(winning the Sullivan) is a
gigantic responsibility and a
big honor."
The winner of the

prestigious award, presented
annually since 1930 by the

AAU, was announced at an
awards dinner in the In-
dianapolis Convention Center.

Last year's Sullivan Award
winner, diver Greg Louganis,
presented the award.
Benoit-Samuelson, of

Freeport, Maine, set a world
record of two hours, 21.21 se-
conds in Chicago last year.
She also won a 12-kilometer
race in San Francisco last May
and a seven-miler in Daven-
port, Iowa, in July. In August
she, returned to her native
New england to win the 7.1-
mile Falmouth Road Race.
Other finalists included

Willie Banks, who set a world
record of 58-feet-llVf inches
in the triple jump during the
national outdoor champion-
ships here last summer.

Sprinter Valerie Brisco-
Hooks, who set four world in-
door marks last year, and
Benoit-Samuelson, were final-

Continiied on Page 26

Around UCLA and
intercollegiate sports

By Rjck Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

1.,??® ^«®"y of Da Deep:
Wide World of Sports
should cover this attempt.
Even Evel Knievel would
shy away.

WOiile in Kentucky this
past week for the National
Indoor Tennis Champion-
ships, this reporter was.
talking with i woman of at
least 27 years, who told a
story about how her hus-
band had just won one
round trip plane fare to
Hawaii The contest prize
included a hotel room in
Oahu, and if he wanted to
bring her, all he would
have to do is buy a ticket
for her. But "it's too expen-
sive, so we're going to sell
his plane ticket and drive."
I don't have it on tape hut

really, Tm not kidding.
J. list R.ight: People who

were around J.R. Reid on
his trip out here said that
he fit right in, and the
players really liked him.
Now it's up to Reid. He
will make his decision
sometime in late March-
early April. Reports on
shows like Dick Vitale's col-
lege basketball say that"
J.R.'s parents don't want
him leaving the area, but
other reports I have receiv-
ed say that Reid's parents
are very well educated, and
want J.R. to make the deci-
sion which would be best
for him.

Hazzard Lights: Coach
Walt Hazzard is so pleased
with the student support
Reid was shown here
Thursday night, and he

Continued on Page 23

Alpha Tau Omega fraterni-

ty received a resolution from
its high council during winter
break that cuts alcohol out of

many fraternity functions, in-

cluding rush activities.

The provision also restricts

parties to "invitation only"
admittance. •^

" "I think it's great. I hope
other fraternities will follow

suit," said Scott Galloway,
president of UCLA's Inter-

fraternity Council. "It's
another example of pro-active

action by a fraternity concern-
ing alcohol related problems."

Largely because of alcohol-

related accidents in which
fraternities had been sued, the

council attempted unsuc-
cessfully to obtain "blanket in-

surance coverage" for its 151

active chapters, said Mark
Ribisi, UCLA's ATO presi-

dent.

The failure to obtain in-

surance led the council to pass

the "Resolution on Risk
Avoidance" which states:

• Chaptefs'i;halhTror serve

alcohol at rush functions.

• All chapter social functions

shall be by invitation only,

regardless of location of the

function.

• The fraternity shall not
charge for the alcohol.

• Only trained bartenders,

possessing knowledge of all

applicable laws, shall dispense

alcohol.

• Alternate beverages and
snack foods shall be provided

at social functions where
alcohol is being served.

• Social chairmen and other
chapter officers shall ensure
full compliance with host in-

stitution regulations and local

and state laws regarding
alcohol dispensing and con-

sumption.
• Chapters shall not sponsor

functions with a beverage
distributor or brewing com-
pany. They shall not lend the

fraternity name to activities

where alcohol is being
dispensed as a promotion.

Although compliance is

mandatory for all ATO
chapters, Ribisi said he does
not foresee immediate institu-

tion of all the measures. "We
are going to comply the best

we can," he said. "It's just a
matter of time until we fully

comply."
ATO may not institute a

"dry rush" this spring quarter
because of difficulties com-
peting with other fraternities

that are having a "wet rush,"
Ribisi said.

Although alcohol is not the
primary focus of Rush Week,
he said, "if you don't use it

you are going to be cut down
aliother notch."

"**"^

Ribisi claimed that the ATO
Council passed the resolution

because they became worried
after Kappa Alpha fraternity

lost close to $20 million in a
law suit by a pledge who was
paralyzed in a drunk driving

accident associated with Texas
University's Kappa Alpha
pledge activities.

UCLA is one of the last

campuses to have drinking at

rush, Ribisi said, prcKlicting a

"dry rush" for all the frater-

nities within a few quarters.

Other fraternities are
already moving toward a "dry
rush." Phi Gamma Delta has
been considering it for about a

year in order "to keep out
types who just want to sponge
bc«r," said Emmete Loverde,
graduate relations chairman
for the house.

IFC First Vice President

Bob Baker speculated that the

changes could influence all the

fraternities to have "dry
rushes."

midnight, chanting "Cory!
Cory!" for their champion,
who had refused to concede
after the National Assembly
declared Marcos the winner of

a Feb. 7 election marred by
violence and fraud.

Aquino said in a brief tele-

vision appearance early Wed-
nesday, "The long agony is

over. We are finally free, and
we can be truly proud of the

unprecedented way in which
\ye achieved our freedom —
with courage, with determina-
tion and most important, in

peace."

A crowd broke into the pal-

ace, wolfing food left on the

tables, carrying off shoes,

monogrammed towels and
other loot. They fought with
Marcos supporters left behind,
and Associated Press
photographer Bullit Marquez
saw one body in the lobby.

Aquino's military com-
mander ordered soldiers to

prevent looting or violence
against'Marcos loyalists.

Please see AQUINO, Page 9

With Marcos gone,

Aquino must take

care of troubles

By David Briscoe

Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines —
Corazon Aquino, the self-

effacing widow who in-

spired millions of Filipinos

to drive a president from
power, now rtiust sit down
to grapple with the

~
Analysis

economic and political
turmoil troubling her na-
tion.

Aquino, who took up her
husband's political mission
after he was assassinated,

mounted a "people's
power" revolution backed

Please see ANALYSIS,

Page 12

prohibiting abortions for minors
without parental consent icilied

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — An Assembly subcom-
mittee rejected legislation Monday night that

would prohibit minors from having abortions

without the consent of their parents, unless

they could prove in court that they were "suf-

ficiently mature" to make the decision
themselves.

After a long—and emotional debate on
Senate Bill 7, introduced by Sen. Joseph Mon-
toya (D-Whitfiery, the As^mbly Subcommit^
tee on the Administration of Justice voted
against the measure by a 4-1 margin.

After the bill's defeat, proponents of the

measure said they would bring the metisure up
in the full Judiciary Committee on Tuesday.
They did just that, but the bill was again
defeated. Although Montoya said he supported
a woman's right to choose abortions, he added
that the parents should have the right to be
participants in their child's decision to carry a
pregnancy to term or have the abortion.

The bill, Montoya said, "would help restore

parental rights and encourage family discus-

sion."

Supporters of the bill include Gov. George

Deukmejian, the Women's Lobby, Committee
on Moral Concerns and the state Department
of Health Services.

Opponents of S.B. 7 argued that the
measure would not change abortion behavior
among teen-age girls who would end up going
out-of-state where it is legal or seek out
"back-alley abortionists."

Frank Mendiola testified before the commit-
tee about his twin sister, who was raped by six

men in 1971. She died after having a "back-
alley abortion" because he _said her parents
would not allow her to have a legal one.

The Montoya bill would prohibit abortions
for "unemancipated" women age 17 or
younger except in a medical emergency or if

they had permission from a parent or guard-
ian.

A pregnant teenager could, however, peti-

tion in court for an abortion instead of turning
to parents. The court could then approve the

abortion if it finds her mature enough to make
the decision or decides the abortion would be
in her best interests.

Assemblywoman Maxine Waters (D-Los
Angeles), who voted against the bill, said, "Us-

ing the bill as a vehicle to decrease the

Please see ABORTION, Page 9
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MINORITY STUDENTS
LEARN ABOUTTHE U.C. BERKELEY
SLOAN SUMMER INSTITUTE— __ 1986

FOaiHOSE INTERESTED IN PUBLIC POLICY CAREERS
• For students who have completed the junioryear
• Room and boardprovided on campus plus $125 per
week stipend >

• Five semester units of credit available
• Fellowships and aid available for Sloan Fellows during
the Master's Degree Program

• Application Deadline is March 31, 1986

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 19d6

Drop in Between 1 2 noon and 2:00 pm
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

Library Rooms C-D
For Fu rthef-lnfermation Contactr
Patricia Ramirez-Cardenas

206-1930

VOO-BE

^

a
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FtE,
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OFFER
EXPtRES

9PM MONDAY
MARCH 3

1986

STEVE DAVIS
FITNESS CENTER
BRENTWOOD
(213)207-2202
1 1920 SAN VJCENTE
(at Montana)

oveB 2P09 ^\ebs _^

?^?5f.^|0AST TO
COAST

FROM

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
VISA-MASTERCHARGE

-s^

STEVE DAVIS
FITNESS CENTER
UNIVERSAL CITY

(818)766-5577
3859 LANKERSHIM BLVD.

(at 101 Fyyy across from Universal Studios)

TC

HljiJ-GlIi]L. !^ news
tom^/^•o• • u'M r/.r «,s..,

Mewspaper executive's son
denies killing father

.
PASADENA, Calif _ The son of a Philippine News execu

tive pleaded innocent Tuesday to a charge of murdering his fa'
ther in a case that originally raised fears that pro-Marco? ht
squads had struck near Los Angeles.
A commissioner said he will decfde~next~month if Amil

Salvatierra, 17, should be tried as an adult.
The youth, a slight figure with short hair, ^appeared at theheariftg m a giay sweatshirt, jeans and"tennis shoes.
He sat, head bowed and eyes closed, answering quietly "Y«

sir, when asked if he understood the proceedings •" '»
He is charged with a single murder count. Prosecutors were

still considering charges against his girlfriend, Teressa KavDeburger, 18 who also was arrested in the slaying, said district
attorney's spokesman Al Albergate.

«•" aistrict

Lbs Angeles County Juvenile Court Commissioner Robert A»
el set an April 18 hearing on a motion by prosecutors to have
Salvatierra tried as an adult. If convicted as a juvenile, he couldbe detained only until age 25. If convicted as an adult he cou dface 25 years to life in prison and another two years for using afirearm while committing a crime. ^
The youth is being held without bail in the slaying of OscarSalvatierra 41 the Los Angeles bureau manager for the SanFrancisco-based Philippine News, a 77,000-circulation weeldvpublished in English. Salvatierra, whose newspaper ZT^lopposed the regime of former Philippine President Ferdinand EMarcos, had received an assassination threat Feb. 18 A daylater he was shot to death in his Glendale home ^

tsradiey launches second
^ini|ialgnvfoi^_governoF

chS V ^^^J^^° - ^°^ ^"Seles Mayor Tern Bradley laun-

t^lv "^^^ campaign for governor Tuesday by attacking
Republican Gov. George Deukmejians links to alleged toxi?pol uters and stiffly refusing again to say if he willTuDoortChief Justice Rose Birds confirmation election.

^^
m« K T "^ "°I

"^'^ a governor whos a caretaker forthe rich and privileged," Bradley told rallies of about ^ each

S,e ?Sl '^i'*"^'
'" ^*" ^^"""'^«' «"d «"»=« the str^ fromthe Capitol in Sacramento. - - -

Altogether Bradley scheduled a dozen events in seven

SSlv for the n ^"""^^I-
'"'^ W^"«day to announce hi.sTandidacy for the Democratic nomination for governor

in his tormal announcement, the 68-year-oId former oolicelieutenant and son of a black Texas sharecropper s^r^h^humWe beginnings and the opportunities Califo^^fa gTv^llt

1 "S^'J!",''.?'''
^^ ^"^^ "'^ so "luch. Many years aeo the neopie of California opened their armsTo a youn^X from a fa^"^ing background, giving him a qualitv iucation and ll

T^rH"l!;V"^
P"''"'^ ^^^'^ -- poIicfoffS- Bradlev saiS

to t lltu^M/am r""'.'^." '^* ^''" °^ ^ f«™- -de "opyou th at I am a candidate for governor of California."

Marijuana advocates^plan-
to give books to students
ma'^rSaln^'ore^on an"^ Cair'''"

"'
i!"'"^"'^^^

'^ '«S^"-
a pro-marijuana bZ this wtlTiot'l" ''l"^' T'" T^ '^P^^ "^

by Rosebu'rg and oTher'^"::!;,!'-!"'""' -^^"'^"'^ '' ""'"

wSrs No"cio£"^aid'''hV''-''t«^!'°°'^ "*'«^ "The Emperor
that every OreSnSa'^r"'"^"^' "''"*^ '° "'"^^^ ^"^^

Sv»S^^-Se^i»
which has gained enonah c,"^ .

*^^ marijuana initiative,

November efit"^ bX "^''*"'^ ?° 'i^'^^^^y ^^ the state's

Reagan's iS JLtl^a'cZ'^ '? '^""*^^ ^"^ '^^y Nancy
her Lmpaign'ag'atst drug'^u"

'' '''""''"''' ="''°°' *" P""'"-

the high"Lffi?n crnbv' '"w^^^ 5'«""«'^ '^ ^^^^ outside

Thursday to iVCuff^^eoTiSr^"^ '" «"-"-« ""

organlzatSspon^^rirtt""""^ displays the names of the

Oregon and CaC[a^ '"'^"'"^ **» '^S''"^^ marijuana in

m©0£i daily bruin Votum* CXXM,

c^Hornta im^cX^rf;::.Js^rsrT' •"r^ii.A^te.?"
• -w '^MOciMion BMt N«w« Section. FIrtt P1.c«

copyright 1986 by the ASun a r,»™~

d,so.m,n«e.ontheba*sofance«ry c<Z n«.,C^!?L ""^ '" ""^ P"W.c«ion to anyone wvho
The ASUCU^ Communications Bo^d^as"*^' '!'»'"• "^^' "*'*«'°"' "" "^ "«"»' onenW,
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LA Schoof District adopts year-

numd system to ease overcrowding
By Susie Kim, Staff Writer

IT ^f-^l/^ru"* f^t!^*'
"^^''^ adopted Monday by the Los Angeles

Unified School District as part of its plans for the next two
years to combat overcrowding in the district.

—^~'~^

The plan calls for implementing the year-round system in des-
ignated overcrowded schools for the 1987-'88 school term ^

Other measures adopted for the 1986-87 school year include
adding portable classrooms to sending and receiving schools and
changing the definition of integrated schools from a 60 percent
minority and 40 percent white ratio to 70 percent minority and
30 percent white. .

Two other components added to the plan for the following
year include adopting the year-round school term and the
possible re-opening of selected schools in the San Fernando
Valley that were previously closed.
The plan for the 1986-87 school year also specified which

schools would be affected by the new measures. Pacific Pali-
sades High School will be adding portable classrooms, but its
integration ratio will remain the same. Other high schools in
the Westside will be unaffected.
The plan for the second year does not identify which schools

will be involved. The board will meet again in November or
December of this year to identify schools and develop specific
plans. ^

Although the adoption of year-round school terms is one year
away, it will most likely be implemented, said Gordon
Wohlers, coordinator of the school utilization task force.
The LAUSD, which projects 81,000 students k^ the district

will be without seats by 1991, is also planning construction of
new schools to combat overcrowding. Construction of 16
^lero^ta^ seheols Affi^fift the drawing board and flt least one
new high school will be built within the next six years, Wohlers
said.

Both projects will be funded by the State Construction Pro-
gram and money from the California Lottery, if Legislature
approves use of lottery money for new construction.

Currently, schools are prohibited from using lottery money
for purchases of real estate or capital outlay. Legislation is be-

ting introduced to remove this limitation in light of the
emergency the school district faces.

' Please see SCHOOLS, Page 10

WITH THIS
COUPON AT

I

Camera & HiTi |

PRINTS-
FOR THE
PRICE OF

Bring in this coupon with your roll of 35 mm, 1 10, 126
or disc film for developing and printing. Order one set
of color prints at the regular price, and you'll get the
second set for free to share with friends.

Offer Good on Wed., Feb. 26 & Mar. 5
ONLY, before 3:30 pm

CXhM not vali(ywith any other coupon or discount.

I

I

Camera Hi-Fi & Video
1 025 Westwood Blvd.

One Block South of UCLA
Hours: Men. - Fri. 9 am - 6 pm Sat. 10 am - 6 pm

(213)208-5150
Parking valktated at Allied & Village kX wUh $7.50 minimum purchase

nemis Lauren Blau. News Editor

K • f I and
speeds availability of AJDS vaccine
By Mariko Taka/asu
Capital Correspondent

_ SACRAMENTO -- A bi-pai:tisan group
of legislators'introduced a' bill Tuesday that
would encourage the development and
speed availability of an Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome vaccine.

Assemblyman John Vasconcellos (D-Santa
Clara) author of Assembly Bill 4250, said
his bill would provide AIDS research com-
panies financial incentives and limit pro-
duct liability to develop a vaccine in the
"near future."

Private companies now have the capabili-
ty to produce the components necessar>' for
the discovery of an AIDS vaccine, yet these
companies face market conditions that im-
pede the critical investment of capital,"
Vasconcellos said.

To date, more than 8,000 people have
died from AIDS, including 1,700 Califor-
nians. It is projected that 45,000 Califor-
nians would be afflicted by AIDS by 1990,
which would cost the state $7 billion for the
treatment and care of those victims.

Biotechnologist Tom Sanders, with
-Chiron Ge^zy^aid, "Although tlw oost-ol-

-«»y-<}alifornia manufacturer of ^n" . _.
approved AIDS vaccine for use on humans.
• The bill would create an AIDS Clinical
Trials Testing Fund for the first thVee'stat^
manufacturers of FDA-approved vaccine for
clinical trials with humans.
• It would guarantee that the sfate pur-
chase one million doses of the vaccine at a
maximum cost of $20 per dose when the
vaccine has been approved for human use
by the FDA. This would insure researchers
that there will be an existing market after
investment.

• The bill would create a state-funded
program to compensate those injured by the
non-negligent use of the vaccine. This
would include medical costs, loss of income
and for pain and suffering.

"The barriers to vaccine development
and production include the high costs of
research and development, the expense of
logistics of clinical testing and surveillance
of reactions and the difficulty of securing
liability insurance and the enormous costs
of lawsuits related with vaccine use," said
Robert Swanson, executive officer of
Genentech, a biotechnology company.

the bill's provisions will be borne by
California taxpayers, Chiron believes the
health and welfare benefits to be derived by
our state's citizens will outweigh the ex-
pense."

The bill calls for the state to appropriate
$26 million to this cause.
The bill provides four incentives:

• It would limit the product liability ,of

Dulh Chiron Corp. And Genentech said U
takes a minimum of five years to develop a
successful vaccine.

The bill is expected to receive support
from Gov. George Deukmejian, who said in
his state address last month that he would
"fully fund the fight against that ruthless
killer called AIDS." The state is spending
more than $15 million tin AIDS program
during this fiscal year which ends June 30.

UCLA Women's Studies Program
UCLA Center for the Study of Womeiv

-present

Commemorating the 10th Annhrersary of the foundino
__ of the Women's Studies Program at UCLA

ij ' ' »iy-'

FLORENCE HOWE
Professor of American Studies

State University of New York, Old Westbury
President and Publisher of Feminist Press

at the City University of New York

speaking on

WOMEN'S STUDIES:
WHERE WE'VE COME FROM,
WHERE WE'RE GOING-
BUILDING TOWARD
TRANSFORMATION

TODAY,
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1986

4:00 P.M.
PLAYA ROOM, FACULTY CENTER
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have alternatives to the basic savings account

Your

Business

T^M

By Paul Vannuki

Most college students have
very little spare money around
for making investment and
what savings they do have is
probably safely stored in some
type of savings account at the
local bank.
However, sii)ce most savings

accounts yield a meager SVi
percent annually, not in-
eluding their various service
fees and penalties, those with

be contributed yearly.
The most important feature

of an IRA is that money is

compounded year by year,
enabling the taxpayer to earn
tax-free interest on the princi-
ple desposited annually and
interest on interest from
previous years as well.
Over time this compoun-

dmg effect has a drastic in-
fluence on the amount of
money available at retirement.

sification and excellent liquidi-

ty.

By specifically investing in

"no-loads** the investor only
pays a minimal management
fee and no commissions —
unlike loaded mutual funds
that sometimes charge up to 8
percent in commissions.

There are literally hundreds
of mutual funds to choose
from specializing in almost
any type of investment imag-
inable. No-lQad mutual funds^
are available through some
brokerage firms or by writing
the mutual fund company you
are interested in.

r^''^.
"s r:.£ »

-^FSi- -9
alternatives. Here are five funds or ^K """^"^

suggestions: !i
^^ ^'^ °**'^'' investment^ devices approved by the gov-

1 c* i.- , ,
emment.

1. Starting an Individual

«.g-.«n, fl„.„cW plan. Moa Smi 6^^:^
"
'. "» "".'> ?'- be roll^i |„i.

-^ '^^ -"^ ~ ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

3. Series E Savings Bonds.
Savings bonds seem like an in-
vestment from the Dark Ages,
but now have acquired a loyal
following. Because in the past
they offered a fixed interest
rate, the return on Series E
Bonds was dismal, but now
that they have switched to a
variable rate, they must be
considered a legitimate in-
vestment for the small in-
vestor.

The interest compounds on
these bonds and are not taxed
until they are converted to
cash. This means that when
one savings bond matures the
money can be rolled into

ings bonds are usually $50,
and they are available at

almost all banks.

4. Real Estate Investment
Trusts. For those who are in-

terested in investing in real

estate, but who do not have
the necessary capital to buy
property, real estate invest-

ment trusts are the solution.
Many different companies of-
ffer these shares on the New

* York. Stock Exchange, ^ and
they quite often pay lucrative
dividends.

These dividends, which
range from about 8 to 10 per-
cent annually can be used
directly as a source of income
or reinvested into additional
shares of the trust. If you
think the real estate market
has "bottomed out" and is go-
ing to make a turnaround,
real estate investment trusts
are for you.

5. Certificates of Deposit. CDs
are offered at all banks and
have much higher yields than
savings accounts for in-
dividuals who do not have any
immediate need for their
money.

Yield and maturity levels
vary from bank to bank, but,
as a general rule, the longer^
the term of the deposit and
the larger the size of the de-
posit jthejbettei^ yield you

can expect.

There is one drawback thp
penalty for eariy withdrLwJ
IS usually equal to about thr^
to six months interest
Minimum deposits for CDs arp
usually $10,000 or $2,000 for
an IRA.

NEW YORK (AP)
Moi:e oil companies are
joining the latest round of
cuts in the contract price
for domestic crude, the
kind of move that has l^d
analysts to become more
optimistic about the U.S
economic outlook.
Texaco Inc., the nation's

?i w ''^f*
oil company,

said Monday it had cut the
price it will pay for West
Texas Intermediate crude
the top domestic blend, by
$1.50 a barrel to $20, effec-
tive last Friday. It was the
seventh cut since the start
of 1986, when Texaco was
paying suppliers $27.75 a
barrel.

But prices rebounded
sharply from seven-year
lows on the futures market
for petroleum, as some
OPEC members renewed
^orts to persuade oil pro-
ducers to support slumping
prices by limiting output.
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^Ha^' Hour with complimentarv hors dbeuvres

weekdays «Opm to 7:00 pm, Lapu-ypu.onIy 1 6.00

Open 7 days a week lunch dinner' cocktails

Emralv r, n ^'^r'^^^'^-J- ^'^'id-'^J Parkmg in building,
tntrante at 1 100 Glendon^A«nue. (2 1 3) 208 • 3977 , .
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Student lobby drectors work

store UCLA's lobbying powe
By Lyile Breler

UCLA's new liaison to the 0C Student Lobby, Randy Banis
IS pushing to restore UCLA's status as a major lobbying power.

"I plan to get UCLA back into the statewide picture," Banis
s.aid.

Banis, who was appointed UCLA's annex director to the Uni-
versity of California Student Lobby Jan. 29, left his former
position of UCLA metro lobby director open to Tom Soto, the
assistant director of external affairs.

As metro lobby director, Soto said he plans to work for better
local representation for UCLA and make information about
government legislation and lobbying easily accessible for stu-
dents.

The change in positions resulted from the resignation of
former annex director Kevin Sutherland, who resigned because
he said he felt there was a lack of direction from the
undergraduate president's office.

Both Banis and Soto were suprised at Sutherland's resigna-
tion, and both disagree with him about a lack of direction for
the lobbies. In fact, Banis said that that the system is "one of
the strongest student governments in the country."
Dora Tovar, external affairs director, was in charge of the

Banis and Soto appointments.
"We wanted to keep the changes in the lobby internal,"

Tovar said. "Randy was a perfect candidate for the job because
of his experience and extensive connections in Sacramento and

Please see LOBBIES, Page 8

TWEEZIWG, BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed^permanently
by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte —
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135-

NOWOPEN
Visit Us At-^

Pico & Military

OACKiniKBCK
e'OOOMAxlu 'W '<MU

COUPON.

Any One Supreme Sandwich or Classic Burger

FOR U.59
• Bacon Cheeseburger

"—
^_ • Swiss & Bacon Burger

• Mushroom Burger • Ham & Swiss Burger
• Chicken Supreme • Pita Pocket Supreme

Introducing ... Monterey Jack Burger
Served after 10:30 A.M. now through April 1, 1986

Valid at the Jack In The Box Restaurant
11010 Pico

^^3857-0 io%7 Santa Monica Bh^.
SAVE ?•< ON MONTEREY JACK BURGEH
SAVE 5«< ON BACON CHEESEBURGER
SAVE M< ON ALL OTHERS

(>N> coupon pn customer. One oflpr per roupon. Not valid in combination with any

other offpr Prirp does not inckide lax. Please present coupon when ordering, hoodmaker. Inc.. 1986
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TBIVIAL PUB8UII by Dom Polcino

WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP SERIES:
Taking the Lead:
Developing Your Leadership Potential
A workshop designed to help women increase their leadership skiUs
in motivating others and delegating authority, as well as giving and —
receiving criticism. Facilitated by Trudy Ferguson, Ph.D.

TODAY
Noon - 1 p.m.

2 DODD HALL
sponsored by the Student Skills Building Program and the Women's Resource Center

HOW TOBEAT THE SYSTEM
In ,He CREDIT CARD GAME©

RAISE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OVERNIGHT
CREDIT CARDS AND LOANS

BEAU ROBERT DAVIS ... the PLASTIC FOX, wiU show you step-by- step how
YOU too can secure all the major Credit Cards you need regardless of AGE,
INCOME , BAD CREDIT OR NONE ATALL just by ordering the COMPLETE
and informative CREDIT CARD GAME seminar in printed form and on audio
cassette tapes. What you will learn is the kind of information unavailable in
most libraries. You will learn about every conventional ^unconventional and
sometimes even ridiculous techniques that the PLASTIC FOX has used or has
observed being used to get you on your way to credit and financial success.

A CRASH COURSE TO A ' GUARANTEED ' APPT^OVAL ON YOUR N£5CT CREDIT CARD.
JUST MARRIED ? COLLEGE STUDENT ? NO CREDIT ? WELFARE ? NO PROBLEM •

OBTAIN CREDIT CARDS WITHOUT A SAVINGS ACCOUNT OR A SERVICE CHARGE
LEARN HOV/ YOU CAN OWN YOUR OWN CREDIT CONSULTING BUSINESS.
RECEIVE A LIST OF CREDIT CARD ' PUSHING ' LENDERS NATIONWIDE
LEARN HOW TO WIPE OUT YOUR DEBTS IN TWENTY FOUR HOURS C99LEARN HOW TO GET CREDIT CARDS WITHOUT AN APPUCATION. ^^•^*
LEARN HOW TO MAKE BIG MONEY ON YOUR CREDIT AND MUCH MORE !

ORDER TODAY ! A COMPLETE SEMINAR Manual And A 90 Minute Cassette
Tape. Please Send $39. 00 Plus $3. 50 For Postage And Handling To :

BEAU ROBERT DAVIS PROFESSIONAL ENTERPRISE INC.

9945 Lurline Avenue Suite 130 Chatsworth. California 91311 (818) 998-3611
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UCLA grad student announces plans to run for Congress
»*

^^ Jacobson rOOD bHtNEY

Py Scott Pettit

<

A NEW GENERATION OF
PROGRESS - JACOBSON
FOR CONGRESS read the
banner Tuesday that served as

the backdrop for the laun-
ching of Eric Jacobson's cam-
paign.

Standing in front of a small
crowd and addressing such
topics as the weakness of the
Democratic Party, changing
values in the l^eagan ^ra and
the importance of idealism,
Jacobson, a UCLA graduate
student, announced his intent
to challenge incumbent An-
thony Beilenson as repre-
sentative of the 23rd Congres-
sional District.

^^^ i >ii

Jacobson, who heads the
UCLA Democrats . for Pro-
gressive Leadership and was a
campaign adviser to U.S. Sen..

Gary Hart in the 1984
primaries, denounced the cur-
rent state of the Democratic
leadership as "caught in a rut
of defensiveness and cowar-
dice," offering no viable alter-

native other than the right-
wing for the American people.
Jacobson cited this as an ex-

planation for President
Reagan's 1984 re-election
despite item by item "agenda
unpopularity" saying, "The
right-wing in this country has
not so much earned the right
to govern as been ceded it "by
a timid and dispirited Demo-

cratic Party which offers nnivague and undirWted
aUe/natives to a people grot"weary of malaise." ^ ^"

By advancing "the progr^ive Ideals principles ^jleadership traditions of the fh
party of Jefferson, VV^^^^^
Franklin Roosevelt lohr^ i
Robert Kenned/'lnrtX
Luther King Jr.," the pS"ed goal of the DemocK;
Progressive Leadership -Tacok
son said he believes he wK
strengthening the American
^o-party system, giving theDemocratic Party leaders^n^S
the intellectualand

temperamental capacity to
Please see JACOBSON,

Page 10

Every penny doescount.

The heart of rock n' roll is still beating -
y right here at UCLA.
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Fritz says it's going to be great

Sponsored by UCLA Students Against MS

//
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It^ tax advice foi

March 3 in A-level
The Undergraduate Finan-

cial Supports Commission will
offer free income tax advice
beginning March 3 in the A-
level Ackerman lounge for
students who need help
preparing their tax forms.
The program will operate

Until April 15, the day income
tax forms are due, according
to David Rental, director of
-V^oluirtee-r Income Tax
Assistance (VITA) who is

working in conjunction with
the commission.

At UCLA, VITA is a stu-
dent organization guided by
the IRS, Rental said. "We
train students to do income

students begins

Ackerman kmnge
taxes and send them to one of
eight sites in the West L.A.
area, of which UCLA is one."
The program has 80 volun-

teers who are "expected to
help thousands of people by
the April 15 deadline," Rental
said.

VITA volunteers will be
available every weekday in the
Ackerman A-level lounge to
help students fill in and file

their income tax forms. VITA
volunteers will also have on
hand some of the basic tax
forms (1040, 1040A and
1040EZ), but no explanatory
booklets because. Rental said.

Please see TAXES, Page 10

Engineer says he protested
shuttle launch, cites weather

By Harry F. Rosenthal, Associate Press

WASHINGTON — A rocket booster ex-
pert testified Tuesday that on the night be-
fore the ill-fated Challenger explosion, "I
did all I could to stop the launch" because
of a predicted bitter cold night, but that his
firm's management decided to approve it.

Roger Roisjoly, an engineer for Morton
Thipkol, Inc. who deals in boosted rocket
structures, told a presidential investigating
commission that not a single engineer in a
private caucus of company officials on the
eve of the space shuttle launch was in favor
of going ahead the next morning.

"I have been distressed by things that are
appearing in the paper," he said, describing

that meeting. "There was never one positive
pro-launch statement ever made, by
anybody."
The engineer said he had expressed "deep

concern" about launching after a night of
sub-freezing temperatures. He said that
when they were cold, the rubber-like O-
ring seals between segments of the booster
rockets would not fit properly into their
seats.

-:-- ^.--^-,..--.^-^^. --.-.-.-- :.,.,.^,.- _i

Last month's Challenger launch was the
coldest in the history of the nearly five-

year-old shuttle program.
The shuttle was launched at 11:38 a.m.

on Jan. 28 and exploded 73 seconds later,

destroying the ship and killing all seven in

Please see SHUTTLE, Page 11
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HEIDI'S HAIR DESIGN q:^,

K^

Special for QCLA students

EXPERTINHAIR COLORINGAMD PERMS

I

Specializing in Organic Body Perms~{
i Reg. $60 Now only $30 I

Hours

'Pi
676 S.Cochran

,
Shampoo, Cut And Blow Dry $12

,
Mon Sat

(213)934-5752 i_, !;__<^«lJ^iPil5L^lirs!liLi.^®? I
9a.m. Sp.m.

« - ->
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NEW COURSE OFFERING
SPRING QUARTER 1986

C101andC201
SPECIAL TOPICS IN AFRO-AMERICAN

STUDIES

TOPIC:

RACE AND CLASS IN THE
ANGLOPHONE CARIBBEAN

AN INTRODUCTION TO CARIBBEAN SOCIETY INTEND-
=ED TO BROADEN OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE —

-

AFRICAN DIASPORA IN THE AMERICAS.

INSTRUCTOR: CHRISTINE HO, PH.D

DAY: THURSDAY
TIME; 2-5

ROOM: ROLFE 3131

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL THE CENTER
FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES AT 825-3776

LOBBIES: New directors
Continued from Pajre 5

Tom did an excellent job as my assistant, so his becoming metro
lobby director was a natural transition."

Banis, 25, is a graduating political science/public administra-

tion major. He has been involved in UCLA student government
since he came to California from Maine in 1979.

He said that being the annex director is, "not so much a new
job, just a new arena," since he has worked in all tlie major

capacities of UCLA's lobby systefti. In fact, his first main title,

in 1981, was UC lobby director.

"Lthink one of the main reasons that I was suggested for the

move is that T^ave been active in the three main lobby jobs

(UC, metro and national lobbies)," Banis said.— "Besides, things get very political around mid-March, wheiT
everyone is concerned with (student) re-election campaigns —
there's -i real lame duck period. ' he added. "Because I'ni

graduating in June, 1 gue.ss they figured I wouldn't be involved

in all of it." <

Banis said that UCLA has slipped from being a major lobby-

ing power, and aims to return it to "the top of the arena."

"I was at a leadership conference in Berkeley." Banis said.

"When the others found out I was from UCLA, they practically

pinned me up against a wall and wanted to know what the hell

was going on with our lobbies. It was then that I decided to ac-

cept the (UC lobby) job."

Banis said he plans to achieve his goal by concentrating

heavily on two bills. One is a, lab exemptions bill which argues

that university lab workers, who are mostly students, are not

covered under California's safety and health plan. Banis will

help introducea„uew bill that will cover students.

The second concerns open meeting policies. The UC system
now has no written legislation determining when it can close

meetings from the press. Banis said he hopes to develop a

definite policy that will force the regents to set specific stan-

dards.

In addition to being annex director, 4Janis is the chairman of

the Los Angeles Collegiate Council, a nonpri)fit organization

rr*-

I
i

^

composed of representatives from twenty colleges in the Los
Angeles area, including UC, California State Universities and
community colleges. The active lobbying group meets once a

month and is recognized all over the state.

Banis also works as an office manager in a Century City law
firm. He hopes to get involved in lobbying as a career as soon as

he graduates, but said it will be difficult because of the limited

clientel. He feels that if only one person who graduates gets a

lobbying job, it should be him, because of his tremendous expe-
rience working in UCLA's student government, which he called

"one of the strongest student governments in the country."

Soto a newcomer
Tom Soto, 21, is a third year political .cionce major who

transferred to UCLA from Cal Poly Pomona .^his fall. As the
new metro lobby director, he is concerned with proper repre-

sentation for UCJ.A as well as educating the student body.

~ *^*This is such a large school, with over 35,000 people." SotO"
said. "It's a city within itself that deserves adequate repre-

sentation. We're all citizens and it's not right to be paying all

that money without proper representation — that's where my
office comes in."

-SQto!s_^;oal_is_to_generate^ more legislative oriented programs^

X

^a-^'

2934 Wilshire ^Ivd., Santa Monica

BEATNIK BEACH
LIZA BRUCE

828-0175

from metro lobby to inform and teach students about local,

state and national politics. He said he feels that the majority of
students on campus are not aware of the issues that directly af-

fect them.

"Take the Gramm-Rudman bill. I mean, how many students
are really familiar with Gramm-Rudman and how it will affect
them? Fifty-three percent of the student body is on some kind
of financial aid program, and you can be sure that 53 percent
will be affected by Gramm-Rudman in some significant way.
Most probably they don't even know what the bill is."

Soto aims to solve this problem with his "pet project," the
Legislative Information Program (LIP). The program, Soto
said, is designed to provide information to students about
everything political, ranging from local politicians to national
legislation.

"Let's say a south campus student is taking Government 10
and needs to find information for a paper on some type of
legislation," Soto said. "Right now, it's difficult to find. I want
to have this kind of infomation easily accessible to students at
all times." ,

^

Soto said he also wants to increase the visibility of metro lob-
by on campus by bringing local legislators and other speakers to
the students. This, too, will help educate and inform the stu-
dent body about legislative affairs.

At Cal Poly Pomona, Soto held many offices, including assis-
tant deputy of legislative affairs, president's aid, chairman of
the academic affairs committee and senator of the school or
arts. When he got to UCLA, Soto was overwhelmed with the
size ot the univesity. He decided that student government was
his solution and got involved as assistant director of external af-
fairs.

P.f^'^mr "^"J^^^^r
'"any statewide organizations, such as Pro

??|.^ u *n
^.'nericans and the Boy Scouts of America,

wpr. rln"
basically feu on my lap," Soto said. "Mom and dad

were rad cal types of the 1960s - especially (with) Spanish pol-

AL^mbW^'TK ^' "^^ ^^^ ^'''^ M«"c«n ever elected to the

huiTJnlai}\uT'^' ^''^*^"g ^"^«*^^ »n community projects,

hesaTd " ?c I'u'
"™etro lobby is his first priority. In any case,

he said, »ts nothing new for me to overburden myself."

>isf*¥^^
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Facts on the Philippines
By the Associated, Press

THE LAND ->.

Located in the Pacific basin, the Philippines comprise

u^l
elands. About 1,000 of the islands are populated,

the biggest being Luzon. The country has a land area of
115,000 square miles.

Half of the year, the weather is sunny anAot, until the
typhoons begin. About 20 typhoons deluge the country
annually.

THE PEOPLE
About 85 percent of the 55 million people^ are Roman

X^atholics. Some 5 million Moslems* live on southern Min-

r

danao Island. It is a young country, with about half of the
people younger than 15.

Filipinos are mainly Malay people, with Chinese,
American and Spanish minorities. Family ties are close,

and families usually span three generations, including
grandparents who live with their children. .

There are 87 dialects, but English is spoken almost na-
tionwide.

r

THE ECONOMY
About six out of every seven Filipinos live in rural

villages, and are farmers. Average per capita income is

$400 annually^.

Most industries are located around Manila, and draw
people from the rural areas. The migration to Manila has
created sprawling slums.

About 70 percent of the people are said to live below
the poverty line. The United States and Japan are the
country's biggest trading partners. U.S. investments total

$2.5 hilliim.

HISTORY
Spain colonized the islands in the 16th century. About

2()J^ local ijisurrectioi^ocked Spanish rule untii U.S^ Ad-
miral George Dewey and Filipino revolutionaries ousted
the SpOhlarda m 18U8 =
American ruie lasted until 1946, when the United States

re<ognized Philipjiine independence. Japanese forces oc-

cupied the countr\ from 1941 to 1944 during World War
II.

Since 1946 Filipinos regularly changed presidents m
elections every four years until President Ferdinand E.
Marcos came to power in 1966. He declared martial law
in 1972, ruling by decree. In 1973 he proclaimed a new
^constitution with himself as president.

Martial law was lifted in 1981, and Marcos turned over
legislative powers to the National Assembly, saying he
would no longei rule by decree. He released political

prisoners, and was re-elected to a six-year term as presi-

dent with 88 percent of the vote.

The assassination of prominent opposition leader
Benigno S. Aquino in 1983 as he returned from American
exile sparked demonstrations calling for the resignation of
Marcos. A commission appointed by Marcos concluded
that a military conspiracy was responsible for Aquino's
death, but opposition leaders persisted in saying Marcos
was responsible. ^

.1
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AQUINO: Country celebrates
Continued from Page 1

Increasing U.S. pressure
combined with the military

and civil revolt, to end Marcos*
rule. He fled to the U.S. air

base 50 miles north of Manila
barely nine hours after a last

hurrah of being formally
sworn in for another six-year

term.

Aquino took the oath as

president in a rival ceremony.
Chief Pentagon spokesman

Robert Sims said in
Washington that the Marcoses
would spend the night at

Clark base, but "I do not

know what their plans are

thereafter."

Maj. Thomas Boyd, a Clark
public affairs officer, said they

stayed in the Distinguished

Visitors Quarters.

Official word of the resigna-

tion came first from
Washington. Secretary of

State George P. Shultz said

Marcos, a U.S. ally
throughout his presidency,
would be "welcome to come
to the United States."

In announcing U.S. recogni-

tion of Aquino, 53, Shultz

said: "The new government
has been produced by one of

the most stirring and
courageous examples of the

democratic process in modern
history. We honor the Filipino

people. They have resolved

this issue nonviolently and in a

way that does them honor."

Aquino said in her television

appearance, which began at

2:45 a.m. and lasted less than

a minute, "A new life starts

for our country tomorrow, a

life filled with hope and 1

believe a life that will be

blessed with peace and pro-

gress."

She urged people to "please

stay calm and observe sobriety

for the sake of our country."

ABORTION: Parental consent
Continued from Page 1

number of abortions is a realistic objective. But, as a vehicle by

which to force communication upon children and parents it is

totally unrealistic."

Last year, S.B. 7 narrowly passed the Senate and was

directed to the Assembly Judiciary Committee.

Members who voted against the bill said they feel there is a

need for more open family discussion and sex education courses

in schools on the issue.

Assemblyman Wayne Grisham (R-Norwalk), the one member

who voted in favor of the measure said, "I believe that a young

girl should have parental consent for abortion."

TEX MEX COMES TO THE BEACH
BSARIX TEX MEX PLAYA
1 18 Entrada Dr.,Santa Monica

459-8596

OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER 5-1 1p.m.

Friday & Saturday S-2 a.m.
Brunch - Saturday - Sunday 1 1a.m. J

New
March 1-Opch Daily for Lunch 1 1-5 p.m.

FULL BAR-GREAT MARGARITAS
BEST FAJITAS IN LA

(Don't forget our W.Hollywood Location)

COMBINATION
COUPON

$2.95
any 2 item combo

(reg. 4.95)

hinch or dinner
present this coupon

llSEntradaDr..
Santa Moitici

Good thru TElTMi
3/31/86

459-8596

'^^opy^^4421 Sepulveda Blvd.vo%6*^

>^W*«'^<^ V>3^°V!<^ VVt^^d^V.

J

.CoP^>
^
K^
^

1007BroxtonAve.^

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

CUT &
BLOWDRY

(n§w Clients with ad only)

EH

(above Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Call: 208-1468 --
Expires 3/9/86

Bigelow Tea Company
and

presents

The Kerckhoff Jazz Series

featuring

AMAZING
PHRAZING

In the Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

Tonight, 8:00 P.M., Free

If IlilJff f t'l huf''
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^t^^ BLUE & COLD HAIR DESIGN
•^V^ Special Offer

PERNS $15 OFF
NEN*S HAIRCUTS $SOFF

WONEN*S HAIRCUTS $10 OFF
-4.

w/this coupon Tues-Sat cV«'
:0^

10916 LeCohte Ave. 208-5863 ""' oo'

.^ _.

y

I

V 3

m.

±. :x.

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service

tf

Limited Offer 'f^"^^ fri-sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475^)500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present UCLA I.D.

WHY PAY WESTWOOD pRiQtc, SAVEWHY PAY
yi^^^^j

*^'*'^"-
30 70%

SEIKO
QUARTZ WATCHES

ALL

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMP

50%
OFF RETAIL
Exp.3/7/86

Retail $29 00

G-2512

$799

• UL approved IOOm^

• Asst. Colors

Exp.3/7/86

SIGMA~100

frfTBj
"^ DESK OR WALL PHONE

• Tna Toud) Tont OWkig
• MO SprM ConvMbto
• Rbigw OivOrf Swtlcti

• PCC rag

• Mig. wWnnty

Exp. 3/7/86

PRAXIS 20
I PORTABLE ELECTFWNIC TYPEWRITER
§ Automfc comcton

mvnwry
• MMdMnoMM dMY
otiMliHbton

• ? ktytaardi to( spam
chancten i tomgn
langiMQH

• Carrying ca«i A cow

SPECIAL

«149»«
1 Exp.3/7/86

iMTERNkTIONkl

OISCIIII Mill

Pnces sutnact to ctunge NotresponaMe tor lypognpfKilimin-LnnM to stock on hand

PRICES REFLECT CASH DlSCOUf^S CREDIT CARD i
CHECK PRtCES 2 9<** HIGHER LIMfT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
w. lm AntfsiM, CA toon 390-4477

USA* 'mmmttmt,.

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS
MON - SAT 11 • 7 PM • SUN 12 S PM

Village photo
929 westwood blvd., los angeles, ca 90024

(213) 208-4502

hour service at
NO EXTRA COST

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
• NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
• SAME DAY AVAILABLE
Ji-2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDE

PROCESSING-

SAVE UP TO $5 2/26
THIS AD ENTITLES YOU THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNT ON THE
COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 1 lO. 126. OR
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM

12-EXPOSURE ROLL $1 DISCOUNT
24-EXPOSURE ROLL $3 DISCOUNT
36-EXPOSURE ROLL $5 DISCOUNT
ONE PER CUSTOMER. MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 26,1986

CAMPUS
{L. rr STUDENT

Join other UCLA students, plus guests from
Northern California, for an evening of services,
dinner, singing, and talking.

m

SHABBAT

FRIDAY, FEB. 28
6;30 SERVICE 7:30 DINNER

PLEASE CALL BY THURSDAY FOR RESERVATIONS
208-3081

COST: $4.50 - Hillel members $6. - non-members
SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

^mmL

"^issnuf^

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP
CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

>ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!
Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

loin Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS —5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE TOf

935-7686 (21^ blocks East of Fairfax)

The UCLA Ethnomusicology Students Association

presents '.

DR. ANKICA
PETROVIC

Music Academy, Sarajevo

speaking on "'- -^

THE MUSICOF THE SEPHARDIC
JEWS OFBOSIMA (YUGOSLAVIA)

_ Wednesday, February 26, 1986-
^^^

8:00 pm r
—

—

Schoenberg Hall, Room 1325
(Choral Room)

Music Department
Sponsored by the UCLA Graduate Students Association

WE'RE LOOKING FOR

CONTESTANTS
YOUR TEAM CAN WIN OVER

$60,000 IN CASH!
abc'S HOHEST NEW TV GAME SHOW

CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
(213) 284-8644

CONTESTANTS MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER

Taxes
Continued from Page 7

because the volunteers are fuj.

ly trained to answer specific
questions. ' -Ij

VITA also plans to train
volunteers to fill out non-resi-
dent tax forms to accommo-
date non-resident students
Bental said. He expects to
have this service available
within the next month.

"VITA is dependent on the
goodwill of the university,"

Bental said. "Cooperation
from students and ad-
ministrators is essential for this

helpful program to operate.
VITA is really for the good of
the entire community because
we train UCLA students who
can then help other students
with their tax forms."

— Lisa Rojany

Jacobson
Continued from Page 6
oppose the Republican right-

wmg.

Jacobson's criticism of the
Republican Party under
Reagan centers mainly on
what he calls the "obscenity"
-olthe current regression to
"Gilded Ajge privilege (for big
business) and full fledged
social darwinism."

According to Jacobson,
Reagan's emphasis on selfishn-

ess and "me only" attitudes,

like his 1984 campaign slogan

"Are you better off today than
you were four years ago,"
creates an "entropic and
destructive trend" by instilling

in today's youth the percep-

tion that the future is only in

making money.

Jacobson said he believes

young people should be
challenged in a broader sense,

reciting emphatically Ken-
nedy's slogan, "Ask not what
your country can do for you
but what you can do for your
country . . .

." •

In reference to activism of

the late 1960s, he iasisted that

students today once again
perceive ideology and activism
as more than "quaint" and
called for a Democratic re-

joinder to "the painless
patriotism of a Wizard of Oz
president who encourages us

to 'stand tall' while asking us
to do nothing as citizens about
which we might justifiably

feel proud."

Jacobson, who received his

bachelor's degree from UC
Berkeley in 1978 and gradu-
ated from UC Davis Law
School in 1982, considers
himself, at 31, an example to

students and young voters in

general of the potential em-
powerment of the young.

• •

Continued from Page 3

Other options that were be-

ing considered have been
eliminated. Mandatory busing
of students to non-integrated
schools and increasing class

size were eliminated in

January.

Staggered schedules were
also vQted out at Monday's
meeting. "It's not as viable as

year-round or portables,"
Wohlers said. "The board feels

there are harms related to in-

struction."

Rutger Hauer, Rae

Dawn Chong visit

campus this week
Rutger Hauer and Rae

Dawn Chong, two stars who
have appeared in both movies
and television, will be speak-
ing on campus this week.

Rutger Hauer will discuss
his career and his role in the
recently released film "The
Hitcher" at noon today in

lAckerman Union's second
floor lounge. Hauer starred in
"Ladyhawke," "Bladerunner"
and the TV miniseries "Inside
the Third Reich."
Chong, who is speaking at 9

p.m. Thursday in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom, will be
discussing her latest roles in
the motion pictures "American
Flyers" and "Commando."
Chong also starred in "Quest
for Fire," "Choose Me" and a
Mick Jagger video.

Both appearances are spon-
sored by UCLA Campus
Events.

— John Sullaway

Shuttle
Continued from Page 7

its crew.

^A-leading^ theory ol ttie ro=
cident is that the seals failed,
allowing a deadly plume of
flame to emerge from the side
of the right booster rocket.

Boisjoly said a Thiokol
engineering superviser, Arnold
Thompson, tried to sketch for
Morton Thiokol management
their concern with the joint.

"When he realized he
wasn't getting through, he just

stopped," Boisjoly said. "I was
not even asked to give any in-

put on the final decision chart
... I was never asked nor
polled, it was clearly a
management decision at that
point . *!__

After Morton Thiokol
management decided to
recommend the launch, Bois-
joly said, "I left the room feel-

ing badly defeated, but feeling
that 1 did allX could to stop
the launch."

Boisjoly and Thompson said
they both warned their
management last summer
about a potential catastrophe
if problems with the seals on
previous flights were not
remedied.

Joe C. Kilminster, the Mor-
ton " Thiokol vice president
who finally signed the firm's

recommendation that the
launch proceed, said he did so

because he convinced that
there was a sufficient safety

factor in the seals.

"It led me to believe we
were in a position of having a
safe condition for recommen-
ding flight," he testified.

But earlier, Kilminster's
boss, Morton Thiokol vice

president Jerry Mason, had
acknowledged under intense

questioning that the company
lacked "enough data to quan-
tify the effect of the cold."

Another Morton Thiokol
engineer testified that "I was
absolutely positive" that top

NASA launch officials would
be told of his deeply felt op-

position on three grounds to

launching the Challenger.

The engineer, Allan
McDonald learned later that

Jesse Moore, the NASA official

with final say over launch,

never heard of McDonald's
fears over the effect of cold

temperatures on safety seals.

Please see SHUTTLE, Page 13
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SO, YOU'VE
NEVER DONE IT.
WHY NOT? Because you think it might hurt or make you
feel weak afterward? Well, it doesn't do either of these
things- What it DOES do is save lives- '

SO WHAT^S YOUR EXCUSE?

^ BLOODMOBILELOCATIONS: THIS WEEK ONLYH
•Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge* W-F 1 1 :00-3:45 .Blood Donor Center CHS-A2260 W-F 8:00-5:00
•North Campus Facility #22 W 10:00-2:45 •Sproul Hall W 3:45-8:30
•LuValle Commons Meeting Rooms TH,F 10:00-2:45 •HedrickHall y TH 3:458:30

^^^L For Info.: Call Student Welfare Commission KH312B 825-7586

^^^% OlFTSt<^PPlED FROM - Fantasy yogun, Urs. Field 's Cookies, Stans Donuts

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE GIVING BLOOD IS GIVING LIFE 3 DAYS LEFT!!
*Tay Sachs Testing Available

MECHANICAL and INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERS
•;v>K . .V»1
rS»

3^ckjg 3^^^ fompauy

is offering excellent summer internships in

ihe LA and SanJtancisco Bay areas for-^=

senior engineers. Rehrig Pacific is the

nation's leading producer of plastic

injection molded shipping containers, and
metal components for computer disc drives.

These internships are an excellent

opportunity to learn about these two
rapidly growing industries.

We will be coming to interview

on campus

3/5/86

Read about us at your
placement office and sign

^ for an interview.
*

t

"^^F

^ ii«i.
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Winter
Coupon Issue

Ad Deadline:

thur. Feb 27th

NASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

• FEATURING*

fi TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA
iT , UDON • COMBINATION PLATES • AND SUSHI!

I

I

I

I

I

OFF PURCHASE FROM OUR MENU |

I^ mXh this ad

1834WESTWOOD BLVD. 475-6355 ^'P^^^Tj

HAIR BOUTIQUE V %̂

Student Special

S Haircut & style $12

Nexus Perms $30
shamp., cond.

For new customers w/ad

1884 Westwood Blvd. 474-8516 • 470-8698

T

MA

LCLA
THE I3LACII\ STLDtNir AILILIaVNCC

-/kfCICAN iSTCcr

ASHREFKWESI
Wednesday
PARTI

AFRICAN ORIGIN
•*« * . ^

OF
CIVILIZATION

Thursday
PART II

*»

February 26

Dickson 2160E

7pm

AFRICAN ORIGIN
OF

JUDEO
CHRISTIANITY

February 27

-Kinsey 5

1

7pm '--*K

Both programs include slide presentations

Analysis
Continued from Pa^e 1

by the Roman Catholic
Church and much of the
business community. It pro-

noises a far different style of
government than Ferdinand
E. Marcos led during two de-

cades as president.

She already has accomplish-
ecj something that eluded ex-

perienced politicians: unifying

an opposition that was divided
and demoralized by Marcos'
dominance of Philippine life.

**We* must get somebody
who is almost the complete
opposite of what Mr. Marcos
is," the 53-year-old Aquino
said in announcing her
presidential candidacy last

Dec. 3, the day after 25
military men and a civilian

were acquitted in the 1983
assassination 'of her husband,
Benigno S. Aquino, Jr.

In the aftermath of Marcos'
ouster Tuesday, one of those

acquitted men, Maj. Gen.
Prospero Olivas, suddenly ap-

peared on television witR" new-
ly promoted Chief of Staff

Gen. Fidel V. Ramos,
Aquino's military chief.

But dealing with men once
accused of killing her husband
— she said Marcos was always
her No. 1 suspect — may be
the least of her problems.
From Maripos^ she

a $26 billion foreign debt, a

sliding Philippine currency,

increasing inflation,
widespread poverty, apparent-

ly endemic corruption in gov-

ernment, a discredited judicial

system, an often-hated
military, a constitution
designed for Marcos and a

growing Communist insurgen-

cy.

Her accession to power also

poses new problems: The ex-

isting Philippine Parliament is

controlled by Marcos partisans

opposed to her, and her own
support covers such a wide
political spectrum that many
inevitably will be dissatisfied

with her performance.
Aquino also has a power-

fully articulate vice president,

Salvador H. Laurel, who has

yearned for the presidency
himself for years. She has des-

ignated Laurel to serve also as

her prime minister.

Two other men winning
immediate appointments in

the Aquino government had
been among Marcos' most
powerful and loyal supporters

just three days earlier —
Defense Minister Juan Ponce
Enrile and the new chief of

staff, Ramos.
In her two-month election

campaign, Aquino made sev-

eral specific promises that, if

carried out, would mark a

drastic change from the Mar-
cos years.

She promised to rewrite the

Marcos-designed constitution,

give up the president's
emergency arrest powers,
retire older generals, free

political prisoners, declare a

six-month cease-fire with

Communist rebels, end gov-

emment monopolies in sugar

and coconuts and go ahead

with local elections scheduled

in May.
She also vowed not to live

in Malacanang Palace, Mar-

cos' presidential headquarters,

a sprawling compound that

was ravaged by almost
100,000 people after Marcos

fled Tuesday night.

Editor's note: Briscoe is

Associated Press bureau chief

in Kfanila.
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Shuttle
Continued from Page 1

1

"I'm very surprised at that,
I can hardly believe that,"
McDonald said. "The issue
was so controversial, I was
sure they were aware of that."
"Low temperatures were, in

the direction of badness" for
the sibility of rubber-like seals
called O-rings to seal joints in
the solid rocket boosters,
McDonald said he told a con-
ference he)d the night before
-the launch.

McDonald and his super-
visor, Jerry Mason, both told
the commission they felt
NASA officials were pushing
them to agree to the launch.

Asked if he felt pressure by
NASA to go ahead with the
launch, Kilminster replied:
"I did not feel a significant

amount of pressure in that
regard."

At the end of a morning ses-

sion of sharp questioning by
commissioners, chairman
William Rogers asked Mason:
"Did you fully realize ...
that they wouldn't launch
unless you agreed?"

"Yes," Mason said.

"Did you fully realize that
in effect you were making the
decision to launch, you and
your colleagues?"—l^Yes. sir^ -^

Commissioner Sally Ride,
an astronaut who has twice
flown the shuttle, asked
whether the firm paid ade-
quate attention to the fact

that seals are considered by
NASA to be "criticality one"
items — meaning that a
failure would be catastrophic.

Mason replied that despite

the designation, Morton
Thiokol managers "did con-
sider that there was some pro-

tection" from secondary seals

if the primary seal failed in

the flight's early moments.
But Ride replied: "I don't

think the system allows" that

interpretation.

Mason replied, "I can't real-

ly address the propriety of it."

Pressed further. Mason ac-

knowledged, "We didn't have
enough data to quantify the

effect of the cold. We didn't

know for sure the effect of the

cold."

Rogers opened the hearing

by saying that the investiga-

tion still was pursuing all

potential areas, including the

external tank and that the

cause of the tragedy "may in-

volve human error, as
distinguished from equipment
failure."

McDonald, 26-year veteran

of Morton Thiokol, said he

questioned the launch for

three reasons — most impor-

tantly, for fear that sub-freez-

ing pre-launch temperatures

would chill safety seals in the

rocket boosters to the point

where they would not move
into their sealing position

quickly enough to prevent

gases from flowing past. A
leading theory of the accident

Js that this in fact happened,

ultimately allowing a plume

of flame to escape from the

side of the booster.

"I didn't think it was pru-

dent t6 launch under those

kind of conditions ... I said

all three of these together

should be mo/e than sufficient

to cancel the launch."

McDonald said specifica-

tions say the shuttle has to be

capable of being launched be-

tween 31 and 99 degrees "but

I'm not aware that all of the

elements and subsystems were

ever qualified for that.
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VALID

WITH THIS COUPON ^ar 86 ^

COCA COLA 1500 Westwood Blvd
'

* THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER 1

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES ™„.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

The Dance
HILLEL'S CITY-WIDE^ ""BLACK AND WHUE^

DANCE
COME IN YOUR BESTBLACKAND WHITE ATTIRE

In Advance: $4 with Hillel card
$5 w/out card

At Door (Everyone): $6
SATURDAY MARCH 1 8:30 PM

UCLA HILLEL
900 HILGARD

For information call: 208-3081

SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
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1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES. CA 90024
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Our intrepid explorer, "Python" John, has just

sent us a cargo of scientific, technical b aca-

demic treasures from the steaming publishing

jungles of America! All 20 TO 80% OFF!

February 24 to 28 Ackerman Patio

^•i<yf irsA
TECHNICAL
JUNGLE

OUT there:

W^

^•>;i^•i•WmM
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Technical Books / B4«v«4 Ack«rman Union / 825-7711 / M Tb 7:46-7:30; F 7:464; S«t 104; Sun 124
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Viewpoint

No good reason for closing Fernald
By Rick Alexander
Do you remember when you were a child

and your grandmother would always say that
there was a good reason for something bad
happening to you?
And even though you couldn't understand it

at the time, yQu gccoptflH frhr explanation

M-

knowing that somewhere someone had
reason.

Well, here I am, twenty-two years old and
about' to graduate from UCLA and all of a
sudden I felt very young again, like about six
or seven. I read in the Daily Bruin that my
beloved university wants to close down a small
branch of the Department of Psychology
known as the Fernald School

at Fernald were getting practical training. I've
been of the opinion that a student can only
learn so much from a book. Books are fine for
theories, but the real learning comes from
practical hands on experience. Fernald provid-
ed undergrads, and graduate students, with
the type of tra ining necessary to learn Qbn i i»

I could even hear my grandmother telling
me that someone had a very good reason for
this decision as I first read about it in the
paper.

The reason that was given by J. DennisU Connor, the Dean of Life Sciences in the
College of Letters and Sciences, was that Fer-
nald didn't quite live up to the mission that
was planned for it when it opened in 1921, to
provide research and training.

O'Connor and the other administrators that
helped make this decision feel that the funds
used to run the Fernald School could be put to
better use else where in the Department of
Psychology. Well I'm not buying that as a
good reason.

'

I used to work at Fernald. I know about the
good things that are done for those special
children by the staff and, yes Mr. O'Connor
the trainees.

'

For two years I was a woodshop teacher at
l^ernald. I also spent a good part of my time
workmg in the front office. It is safe to say
that m my two years at the school, I came in-
to contact with just about every student that
attended Fernald.

To say that the children at this school were
special would be an understatement. And the
help that these kids were given by the staff of
Fernald, I felt, was something I could be pro-
" M ^V"°*

^"^y ^ ^ member of the Fernald
staff, but also as a member of the UCLA
community.
By working with these children, the many

undergraduates, such as myself, that worked

learning disabilities, the type of training that a
book could never provide.
We've all seen the advertisements that

UCLA airs during the halftime shows of foot-
ball and basketball games. They say that
UCLA is a community service-type institution
and an investment in the future.
What better way Ls there to invest in the

future than to help teach and mold these
-special children into highly productive compo-
nents of society? Some of these children had
little or no academic skills when they first
came to Fernald but are now enrolled in two
year community college programs. And UCLA
IS about to turn its back on these kids by clos-
ing their school.

TT^/! *Tu ^^'^ ^"''^y "^"""g '"y ^our years at
tn^LA. 1 have many memories that I can look
back on and smile. A good portion of those
memori«; came while I was at Fernald Iknow that when the school closes after .65
years of service to people with learnirTg
disabilities in the Southern California area
those memories won't be closed down as well

'

But I can't help but feel that the UCLA
students of the future will be denied access to
those same niemories and experiences. Thev
will be denied access to the same type of train-
ing that I had a chance to have
But most of all, I can't help but feel thatUCLA IS denying these special children achance to be educated by people that areaware of their needs and are capable of deal-

ing with their problems.
This is the part I don't understand and I'm

not sure if I will ever understand the decision
to close down the Fernald School

It's going to be hard to tell my grandmother
that after all these years, there isn't always a
gCKKl reason for bad thin^ happening, just'^ask
the 150 students that don't have a school
anymore.

Alexander is the Bruins Sports Editor His
views do not necessarily represent those of theBrum Editorial Board.

Letters

Buy the ^ook
Editor:

Rationale for fanatical book
buying (i.e., why I eschew the
library):

1) Inconvenience: Libraries
are either too far away, clos-

ed, or both when the urge to
read a particular book strikes.

2) Inadequacy: Libraries, if

nearby and open, probably
don't have that particular
book you covet.

3) Frustration: Libraries, if

nearby and open and holding
your book, have doubtlessly
checked it out to some other
sap who be^t you to the
punch.

4) Frustration Revisited:
Libraries, if nearby, open,
holding your book and it's ac-
tually there, have another
surpise for you: the aforemen-
tioned sap has decided to "re-
tain" a portion of your book
as momento, so he won't
again have to go thorugh
what he's already gone

through to obtain his momen-
to: a page, or chapter is miss-
ing.

5) Cruel and Unusual
Punishment: Libraries, if
nearby, open, holding your
book and it's actually there
and fully intact, will dispatch
^"urgent message to your
address the next day informing
you of the severe penalties in-
curred should you fail to
return the book within x days:
your prescious volume has

Continued on Page 15

Editorial

A chance for freedom
Today, mankind's faith in democracy may

have been renewed. A new nation has
replaced an old one marred by tyranny and

'

injustice.

Ex President Ferdinand Marcos fled the
Philippines for Guam with the assistance of
the United States, thus raising ho^ interna-
tionally that there may be a fully democratic
state in the Philippines.

Many are relieved that Marcos did not use
falsified election results to extend his dic-
tatorship.

Even though newly-elected President Cor-
azon Aquino has proclaimed that the "agony
is over," many potential snares still lie in the
path to freedom for the Philippines.

Given Aquino's admitted political inex-
perience she is bound to place a great deal of
trust in others, especially those who have
played a role in Pilipino politics before.

While their assistance will to an extent be
invaluable^ any heavy reliance—^poft bt
political influence by the military in par-
ticular would be undesirable.

In order to avoid a recurrence of the in-
justices which took place under Marcos, the
people must continue to voice the loudest
and clearest opinion in Pilipino politics.
They have demonstrated throuiA their ac-

tions in this most trying of situations, that
they have a legitimate right to be heard after
bemg ignored for so long.
Assuming that Aquino will allow

democracy to take its natural course,
Pilipmos can also look forward to economic
^owth. There should not be any repetition
of some events which caused the devaluation
of the currency such as Marcos' attempt to
buy votes with currency he created.
But the focus of the attention will still re-

main upon the Pilipino people who are to be
commended for a most remarkable feat. In
return for the violence that has characterized
the Marcos regime, the people of the Philip-
pin^ refuted his acts with an extraordinary
exhibition of peace.

Their courage, determination and passivity
are a shming example to aU the world. As a
just reward for their actions, may Aquino
elevate the Philippines into a secure,
peaceful and fully democratic state.

.
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More letters
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Continued from Page 1

been recalled.

6) Coup de Grace: Library is

nearby, open, holding your
book and it's actually there
and fully intact and you check
it out and no one recalls
it.. but alas, in your euphoria
you carry your gem with you
everywhere, including on the
bus.. .where it remains after
you have alighted. . .the
replacement fee charged by
the library would have pur-
chased your book at the
outset, with none of the
depreciation on your body and
spirit that has resulted from
your ordeal. Next time, but
the bookl

And then there are jour-

nals...

Kennneth C. Warner
Graduate

Political Science

Earthquake error
Editor:

A few minor errors crept
into the otherwise well written
article on our research on ear-

thquake ground motion
(Bruin, Feb. 24).

The following statements
^ould pn-event any possible

misunderstanding.
The simple relationship be-

tween the number of stories of

a building and its natural
period, mentioned in the third

column on page 5 , Ls very
approximate and is used in

crude estimates of the
building's possible response to

earthquakes.

In the case of Mexico City
(which, by the way, is located
over an old lake bed and not
"under" it (p. 11) inspite of its

apparent invisibility from the
air!), the several hundred
buildings that were either
destroyed or severely damaged

during the September 19, 1985
earthquake, ranged from 5 to

21 stories. The natural period
of most are believed to be
near about 2 seconds, which
was also a distinctive charac-
teristic of the ground motion
recorded in Mexico City.

Finally, the alluvium depos-

it in the S^n Fernando Valley
area is much stiffer than in

Mexico City and is, therefore

likely to perform better in an
earthquake.

Ajit K. Mai— Professor

Engineering

1 3 +ha+ Coke.

or Dr. Pepper r

IT REALLY D0E5NT
MATTER ANY MORE, DOES
IT?!? 50 MY ss^summ
APARTHEID'.? I BET THAT
RUlNS^iflUliPAY. WHAT

THE WORLD

TO? l-UP!
NEED l-UP...

..5HA5TA...

Legal or Not
Editor:

You can argue all you want
about the pros and cons of
abortion, the right to life of
the fetus, and women's rights
to control their' own bodies,
but the fact is that abortions
took place prior to legalization
and they will continue to take
place if legalization is revok-
ed.

The differences are that
more illegal abortions result in

permanent injury and death to
the women who obtain them,
and women of different classes

have unequal access to illegal

abortions.

When abortions were il-

legal, middle and upper class

women could more easily af-

ford the exorbitant fees charg-
ed by doctors who were either
sympathetic or who were out
to capitalize on women's
plight. Lower class women
had to resort to coathangers
and dangerous herbs.

But make no mistake about
it, abortions did and will con-
tinue. Try as you might, ybu
can't legislate women's bodies.

::Abortion shouldn't even be=
an issue to be decided by the
courts. It's a personal (and
difficult) decision that every
woman faced with this
dilemma has to make for
herself.

Cassandra Tondra
Graduate

'~ Sociology'
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GLOW FOR IT!

xREE • Color Analysis .

• Personalized Beauty Break .

• European Clay Facial |

CaU Beverly at 477-6150
(no purchase necessary) I

I
i
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

fiUyouctiNC/if
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR GROUP WITH COUPON

JAPANESE
BUFFET

OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Price -

Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

CRAB LEGS • SHRIMP • OYSTERS • SALMON • CALAMARI •~

BEEF & LEMON CHICKEN • EGG ROLLS • SALAD BAR...AND...

SUSHI, SUSHI, SUSHI, IN SUSHI BAR
1389WESTWOODBL

3 biks. so. of Wilshire— 473-9378

I
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Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

Pregnancy Ternrjination • Birth Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing

•PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica Bi
. 4U]i^

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Am
6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicenfe Hospital)

(2t3) 937-1390

ARE YOa
EX-RATED?

Applications available for

HOMECOMING
1986^—

-

EXECUTIVE^
COMMITTEE

Positions available:

* Activities * Parade

* Public Relations * Special Projects

* Publicity

Applications available at the
James E. West Alumni Center

Information Desk

DUE FRIDAY,
MARCH 7, 5PM

UCLA Student Alumni Association ^^,. „ ,^

SpooKxad Dv "» UCLA AJumrt Awockatton
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INTERVIEW

Robert Harmon make
By David Wisehart

"^ Breaking into Hollywood is

seldom easy. It takes per-

sistence, determination, and
lots of luck; talent is strictly

optional. Director Robert
Harmon and screenwriter Eric

Red have managed to put

together all of the above in

creating The Hitcher^ a new
thriller starring C. Thomas
Howell, Rutger Hauer, and
Jennifer Jason Leigh.

The project began with an

eventful cross-country trip

from New York City to Los

Angeles As young filmmaker
and ex-taxi driver Eric Red
drove alone through a dark

Texas night, he found himself

starting to doze off at the

wheel. "I picked up a hitch-

hiker," explains Red, "just to

pass the time. To help keep

me awake. But the guy just

sort of sat there, smelling dirty

and staring at me. I started

across Texas, Red kept turning

the story over in his mind,
wondering what would have
happened if the hitcher hadn't

left willingly. By the time he

reached Austin, he was nearly every production company in

broke. "I stayed in Austin a Los^ Angeles. It .was an un-
month to write the solicited inquiry to spark in-

screenplay," Red recalls, "and terest in the story, telling

sent a short ten-line letter to Continued on Page 21

Rober t Harmon, director of 'The Hitcher.1

INTERVIEW

feeling uncomfortable about
the whole situation and
thought maybe it wasn't such

a good idea picking him up.

He had a rough edge. I finally

stopped the car a few miles

down the road and asked him
to get out. He left willingly

enough, and that was it."

From such experiences are

nightmares born. Continuing C. Thomas Howell and Rutger Hauer in a scene from ^The Hitcher.'

Rutger Hauer: He*s_not just a villain anymore
By David Wisehart

When Rutger Hauer landed the plum
leading role of a heroic knight in last year's

Ladyhawke, he made a promise to himself: no

more villains,—. —

—

— -<r '•

'

,—

^

• A lot can happen in a year. ""

Hauer gives us one of his most haunting and
effective performances as serial killer John

Hitcher, a new thriller eo-starr-

ing C. Thomas Howell and Jennifer Jason

Leigh.

Despite his promise, Hauer felt that the part

of the psychopathic hitchhiker was too good to

pass up. "The script hit me pretty hard," he

explains. After reading the script, Hauer met
with Robert Harmon, the director, and was
shown Harmon's previous short film, China
Lake. He was so impressed that he immediate-

ly agreed to play Ryder. "Wednesday I got the

script; Thursday I saw the director and the

film; Friday a deal was made. I've never

made a decision so quickly."

Hauer isn't overly concerned about portray-

ing a villain in this particular instance. "I lik-

ed the script and I liked the director. I

thought I could do something interesting to

the character. I liked his vague identity. He
doesn't really exist. Well, he does and he
doesn't. I liked that a lot. I like to kind of nail

a character's personality down without nam-
ing it. Just by acting it out," he says, adding
that he also took the role to get it out of his

system.

But the popular view of Hauer as a villain

has little basis in fact, he claims. "Yes, I

played a villain in Nighthawks^ and then there

was The Osterman Weekend. I'm known for

one and a half villains, I would say, because I

don't consider my character in Blade Runner a

villain."
~~

Of Hauer's twenty-six films, only seven have

been American projects. The other were film-

ed in his native Holland or in Germany,
Belgium, and England. Still, Hauer hasn't

escaped stereotyping. "I feel as if I'm known
for villains. I do like it in the sense that I

don't think there would have been another

way to get into this country and get work. I

can't see that (Hollywood directors) would of-

fer me a leading role coming from Europe. I

wasn't ready for that. I'm kind of looking at

this as a step, a phase. People ask, 'What is

this villain bit you're doing?.' Part of it is not

true, and part of it is that I want to do
everything I can."

When Hauer was first approached by direc-

tor Richard Donner about Ladyhajvke, T>tm-~

ner wanted Hauer as the villain. Hauer
declined: "I said, 'Sorry, but I don't want to

do that anymore. But if you want to let me
play the good guy, the male lead, I'm here.'"

Donner wasn't the least bit interested in Hauer
as a lead, and went shopping for a younger
actor. However, that actor later stepped away
from the role — ten days before shooting was
to begin — and Donner was in a bind. Thus,

Hauer was offered his first heroic role in an

American feature.

It wasn't his first starring role, however. He
played a gallant freedom fighter in Soldier of

Orange. Filmed in Europe, it was released inj

America in 1979 and subsequently won thej

L.A. Film Critics Award. It was his most suc-

cessful film to date and served as his calling

card when he arrived in the States in 1980.

"That was the film that did jt for me," he

says.

Hauer still recalls what led him towards a

career in acting. "I saw a film when I wa^
seven that really hit me. I didn't think I was
going to be an actor at the time, but the im-;

age of that film and that character has been

sitting in my mind for a long, long time. That
was James Dean in Giant. I also admired

Marlon Brando and Steve McQueen."
Though Hauer has worked with a number

of well-known directors and actors, he declines^

to mention those he would like to work with

in the future. "There are quite a few, but I

would rather not put them in print to the ex-

clusion of others. One of the most exciting

things about this business is working with tal-

ented unknowns. Robert Harmon was
unknown before (directing The Hitcher), and

Continued on Page 21

) I

Rutger Hauer as the murderous hitchhiker John Rider.
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PACIFIC WALK-

THBATRKS

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD
NATIONAL
109255 Lindbrook

20ft-4366

9Vt

12:00-2 30-5 00-8 00-10 30
Fn-Sat Late Show 12 45

METRO
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.Tri^Sat Sun Late Show 12:45
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Sneak Preview Fri 8 p.m.
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HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC
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1050 Gayley
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Ufaria (PQI

345-815
L»<ty Jan*
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300-710-1115
Fri-Sat Late Show 1 00
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TIM Caler Purple (PG-13)

1 0O4 15^7 3010 30

SANTA MONICA
AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwd
475-0711

Out of Africa (PG-13)

1 GO 4 15 7 3010 45

MANN WtLSHIRE TWIN
1314 Wilshire Blvd Daily 4 307 20^10 30 .ycm,*
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WEST L.A.

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS

«OYAL -^

11523 SM Blvd

477-5581 Sal-San 11 A.M
Daily2 0O5 15 8 30aHyZOOS 15

CENTURY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

553-4291

CkarM Una (PG-13)

Daily 1 45 4 15^7 009 31^

Fn-Sat Late Show 12 00

Fast

MUSIC HALL Trip to Bountiful

9036 Wilshire Mon-Fri 5 408 OO 10 10

274^869 Sat-Sun 1 0O3 205 408 O0 10 tO

In Nr awn ttma/Number aar dayi
Sun 11 00

CENTURY PLAZA
CenhJry C;ty

2040 Ave of the Stars

553 4291

WKIta NInMt
Daily 2 004 45-7^3010 15

Fn-Sat Late Show 12 45
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FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire

652 1330

Sotto Sotto

Wed-Thurs 5 508 0010 10

Starts Fn Kaos

-GRCAT WBSTBRN-
THEATRES

SANTA MONICA
MONICA I Murptiy't Romance
1332 2nd St Mon Fn 7 JO 9 40
394-9741 Sat Sun 1 0O3 105 207 30 9 40:

Sat-Sun 11 AM Oanca Fait

MONICA II WItnan
1332 2nd St. Mon-Fn 6 308 45

394-974

1

Sat-Sun 2 0O4 1 5-6 308 45

Sal-Saa 11 A.M. Samaral Faat

CULVER CITY

CULVER 1 Th* Evil Oaad(R)

«82e W Washhngton Blvd 1 00-4 20 7 40 1 1 00
838^ 1 893 Ralam at Tha Uv1n« Oaatf(R)

2 35-5 55^9 •'^

S2 50 W/UCU ID

MONICA III

1332 2nd St

394-9741

Prizzl'tHaaer

Mon Fn 7 209 55

Sat-Sun 2 0O4 407 209 55

CULVER 2

9820 W Washington Blvd

838-1893

$2 50W/UCLAID

Raal Gaala«(PG)
12:45-4 05-7 25-10 45

SaNMMr Raatal (PG)

2305:50910

CULVERS

MONICA IV Mliad Blaad

1332 2nd St Wed-Thurs 7 00 9 00
394-9741 Starts Fri: The Jewel of the Nile

9620 W Washington Blvd

836^1893 Mad Mai Bayaad THa

FrifM NlaHKR)
12055 4 5S8 45

LANDMARK
THEATRES

$2 50W/UCLAID

PfCWOOO
Pic/Westwd

rJ72-239

2.506 45-10 40

m
12 403:105 408 101030

WEST L.A.

MELNITZ
MOVIES

NUART
11272 SM. Blvd

47M379

AMral
6:304 201010

Sat-Sun 3:004 454 308:20-10:10

WESTWOOD

loeoo Pico 8M1.
475^)406

TarNaOlanr
1 2:00-2:0(M:0O6:0O«.00 10:06

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Information Call 825-2345

Today(8:0Q^ee) Ma (1963)

IN PERSON DiKKtor Geoff Murphy
sdteduie perfnitttng

(CTO) indicatas free scrnaninos for wfiich

admission tickets are required Tickets are
available with UCLA ID on tf>a day of the

scraaning only at the Central Ticket Office

trailar at 9:0QAM wd at Sw MacGowan Box
Onica at 10:00

I

Wad-Sat 1 307:30

Sun-Tuas 1:30-7 30

1:00-3l(l05(J07 0O900

n 305 45-9:45

Raaaaray Trani

1 30345-745
wra YaflBaar

Daily 12 00200
Safiarate Admissions Required

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOIVI

24 HOUR INFORMATION 82S-1070

Fab 25
700

930
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The Iceman Cometh' is classic theater
Byjohhison ^,'_ ^

You can believe the critics

on this one. The Iceman
Cometh, Eugene O'NeiU's
five-hour glimpse into the
"dreams that sustain and stifle

drunken men's lives, is essen-

tial theatre. ^

Set in 1912, after a rise of

patriotic fervor and social

radicalism in America, before
World War I disillusioned
millions, O'Neill's drama rings

true even now. Especially
now, perhaps, given our
culture's obsession with
escapism.

O'Neill, America's greatest

playwright, grasped the
American Dream's ambiguity
that torments men and women
even today. Does the dream
keep them alive, or does it

prevent them from experienc-
ing life to the fullest? How
does the dream manifest itself,

in a career aspiration, in a
mission for social reform, or in

a love for the Bottle? That
O'Neill examines all these
manifestations without judge-
ment or sentimentality makes
^he Iveman Comrth a classic
play

It also makes Iceman an
ordeal to sit through, however
compelling it may be. You
should expect to see twelve
alcoholic reclusive bums, as

_lost as the Apostles with no
^iffn of Christ around, sitting

ir. Harrv Hone's ^Barnard
Continued on Page 20 Jason Robards and John Pankow in a scene from *The Iceman Cometh.'

Coupon Coupon•••• Coupon Coupon

By Commodore^INTRODUCINC^
THE NEW -^^//MUGA

//
GIVES YOU A CREA TIVE EDGE

DISCOUNT PROGRAM
NOW AVAILABLE TO THE

>UCATIOWAL COMMUNITY OK
STUDENTS. FACUI,TY. ADMINISTRATORS

DATA SYSTEMS WEST
A FULL SERVICE COMPANY

SINCE 1971

INVITES YOU TO PARTICIPATE

IN COMMODORE'S NEW

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT

PROGRAM FOR

UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.
furnished at time of purchase)

We invite you to coll for detoils of this short-term program to introduce

to the educational community . These huge discounts apply imly to

faculty and bonofide students and administrators of colleges and universities

CALL OR COME IN TODAY TO

DATA SYSTEMS WEST
AUTHORIZED AMIGA DEALER

SHERMAN OAKS - 4529 VAN NUYS BLVD
(818)907-9110 (213)872-3479

SAN GABRIEL - 421 W. LAS TUNAS DRIVE
(818)289-3791 (213)283-1185

FOR CAMPUS DEMONSTRATIONS CALL (818) 907-8046

A/

Discount On Any
GIANT Sepi's
Submarine Sandwich

• Across From Lot 1

I 10968LeConte

I (213)208-7171

Coupon Coupon

MON, TUBS, WED
6 pm-close

SPECIAL!
Small Sub And
Small Drink $2.50

with coupon

•• Coupon •••<

?

B

THE SHIDLERGRANT
1986

An Essay Competition in

Real Estate, Entrepreneurship an(d Value

$15,000 IN CASH AWARDS
• $10,000 & $5,000 for two best essays

• Top essays submitted for publication m
national real estate periodicals

• Open to undergraduate & graduate students

• 1,500 words or less^due April 8, 1986
For complete (Jetails & entry forms at UC.L A

. contact:

Patty Minor GSM 3371
Scholarship Office. A 129F Murphy Hall

or

Pam Woodard
THE SHIDLER GROUP

Call Toll Free 1-800-222-0899
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Feb 28, 3:30 pm, Dickson Auditorium
Ensayo de im Cnmen/Rehearsal of a Crime, 1955
Director: Luis Bunuel
Based on a novel by Usigli, set at the time of the

Mexican Revolution

followed by La Rosa BlancalThe White Rose, 1957
Director: Roberto Gavaldon
Directory of Photography: Gabriel Figueroa

A Mexican family struggles to retain their farm
against the interests of foreign oil companies in 1937.

FREE

—

"— -. .» ,-„', -.»--

. I
, ;;;

Mar. 7, 3:30 pm, Dickson Auditorium
La PerlalThe Pearl, 1946

Director: Emilio Fernandez
Director of Photography: Gabriel Figueroa

Starring: Pedro Armendariz
Based on the Steinbeck novel. The Pearl

A reception will directly follow the film at 5:30 at

the Wight Art Gallery.

FREE

MUSIC DEFT.

TTetJ., reu. zo
Noon Concert: UCLA Men's Glee Club (Donn Weiss,

Director)

12 noon, Schoenberg Hall.

FREE.

Fri., Feb. 28
Junior Recital: Doris Chen, Piano

12 noon, Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg HalU—

—

FREE.

Fri., Feb. 28

Junior Recital: Marcos Gerakos, Guitar, and
Cameryne Glass, Flute "

—

—

4 pm, Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall.

FREE.

SAVE! CAMPUS
Only $13.95 PACK
comparable retail $24.00

digital quartz watch

with each CAMPUS PACK ordered.

Retail value $14.00

>Easy to read LCD display

•Shows twur/minute and rrxmth/date

•Extra heavy duty 1000 Denier

waterproof nyton

•Front organizer compartment with

pen & pencil slots, calculator

pocket, velcro closed money
pocket and zippered pocket for keys

A small items. *

•Waist strap and reinforced padded

adjustable shoulder strap

•Carry hang loop at top

•Dimensions: 16" X 12" X 4 1/2"

•Colors: Navy, Burgiindy, Khaki

— " WiNSORliOUSE DEPT. S2
4499 Via Marisol, Suite 335C/Los Angeles, CA 90042

YESI Please rush me the CAMPUS PACK with my FREE quartz watch I enctose a check or

money order (payat)<e "WlMor Ho<iw"y:

[] One tor onlv $13.95 ^ $1 50 post/hdlg(total $15.45)

n SAVEI Two tor only $25.90 ^ $2 00 post/hdig (Total $27 90)

in the foltowing cok)r(s); Navy Burgundy_ Khaki (Sorry, no COO's) Altow 2-3

weeks for delivery.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Name : :

Street address

city^i:::

.Apt.

State Zip

CA rMtdants kM ta>

^

Mon., Mar. 3

Noon Concert: Deborah Erftenbeck and Geraldine

Keeling, Pianists

12 noon, Schoenberg Hall. .

^f^Er. ' -

Wed., Mar. 5

Noon Concert: Jamie Lamb, Violinist (M.F.A.

Recital) with Dr. Robert Winter, Pianist.

12 noon. Organ Studio (1655-A Schoenberg).

FREE.

THEATER ARTS

Fri., Mar. 7
,

—^'^"^

—

Nina Blanchard, speaks on her recent book "How to

Break Into Show Business."

1 pm. Little Theater, MacGowan Hall.

FREE.

The Arts Guide is for all students. If you have any in-

formation about an event/presentation in the College of

Fine Arts, please submit info to TASC, Theater Arts Stu-

dent Committee, Department of Theater Arts and MP/TV,
MacGowan Hall, UCLA.

Deadline is Monday morning of every week.

I'

The UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies presents

BLACKS IN AMERICAN POLITICS

MINION KC MORRISON
Professor of Political Science

Syracusetiniversity~

"BLACK POLITICAL LEADERSHIP IN MISSISSIPPI

INTRAGROUP CONFLICT, VIOLENCE AND
POLITICAL IMPRISONMENT"

Wednesday, 26 February 2:00 p.m.
~" 9383 Bunche Hall

~
For further information call 825-7403

*
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Go OB — b* a eritiel! Tlit Bruin Rtritw ii looldiil for • ftw |ood

rt¥itwtnl Wt BMd book, Jaii, pop ud thoator writort. Tht only

roqiiromoati iro Uloat ud t littlo iolf-ri|htoo«fbom. AU intor-

oftod writort ikoBld tmni Ib a lamplo roriow — two to throo

typod pagoi, dOBblo ipaood — to III Korokbofr HaU. Doa't

forfot to attaeh yomr plMBO BBmbor OBd aamol Aay qaoftioBsf

OaU Bob, KoBt BBd JoBBy at 8t8-a888. Tko BndB Boriow: iff

Bot jBit a Job; it*f froo rooorda, ooaoorta , books aad •bowil

Discover
the Arts!

Student Committee for the Arts

SCA Tickets On Sale Now!

Sat 3/15

Sat 3/15

8pm

8pm

¥
¥"¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥

I Pro-Musicis: Robert Dick (flute)

{ UCLA Dance Company

t YehudI Menuhin SOLD OUT

{ Aldo CIccollnl (piano)

J Pro-A/Iuslcls: Sharon Robinson (cello) Sat 3/22 8pm

J Paul O'Delte CANCELLED

Vienna Chamber Orchestra

Schoen. J

Royce

Fri 3/21 8pm Royce

Royce

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Sun 3/23 8pm Royce J

•Ticket Information: 825-926 1 or 325-3253

•Current Reg. card and Photo ID required at time of purchase and

at the door the night of the performance. (2 tickets per ID)

•Available at the CTO (the trailer) - 8:30 am

•Made Possible by STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
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The University Religious Conference

presents:

A videotaped series of Meditations

Led by

BISHOP DESMOND TUTU
Wednesdays 12:00-1:00

Feb. 26, March 5, 12, 19

Ackerman Union Room 3525

$10 OFF
AMY RTYI F

TUXEDO IN STOCK

\. '

B ^UXECLOxutn
10970 Le Conte Avenue

Westwood Village

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT I.D.

Los Angeles, California 90024

213-208-8755 213-208-5275

t.

^CLA SUNDAYS*^
STUDENTS-$6.00I
Full-time. With ID.

Cash only.
X

"^™^ECIAL RATES
FACULTY AND STAFF

15% DISCOUNT. With ID.

Subject to availability.

UCLA Center for the Arts/The Theatre Group, Inc

.

Lewis Allen. James Nederlander, Stephen Graham, Ben Edwards

Present The American National Theater Production of

JASON ROBARDS
BARNARD HUGHES DONALD MOFFAT

by

EUGENE O'NEILL
, - Directed by

JOSE OUINTERO
"UCLA SUNDAYS " SPECIAL RATES.
For Sunday Performances at 3:00 p.m. , March 2 & 9.

Purchase tickets on campus at Central Ticket Office or at the Doolittle

box office.

For more inloTcallfie^eritraTTrclcet Office (213) 825-926f

Sandwiches, drinks, coffee and dessert available at intermission

NOW THRU MARCH 9 ONLY!

Tues.-Sat. at 7:00 p m . Sun. matinees at 3:00 p m Student

Rush tickets available for all performances at Doolittle box office

'/?-hour before curtain $6.00 per ticket per full-time student ID
Cash only. Subiect to availability Advance tickets at regular prices

available at Doolittle box office, Ticketron or call

TELEiraril (213) 410-1062 • (714) 634-1300.
Onqinally prortuced at the John F Kennedy Center lot the Perlofmin9.Afis

by the American National Theater Peter Sellars Director

JAMES:A DOOLITTLE
T II I A-[ K [

The Theatre Group, Inc
. an eiciting new venture in the perlormmg arts by the Center Theatre Group (Mark Taper Forum and Ahmanson Theatre! anij UCLA

1615 N Vine St , Hollywood

'Iceman Cometh*
Continued from Pa^e 18

Hughes) bar — for four acts.

Expect to hear rambling ex-

position out of two ex-anar-

chists, one as bitter as he is

compassionate (Donald Mof-
fat); the other as venal as he is

innocent-looking (Paul Mc-
Crane). In fact, expect
•"nothing in the way of "plot

development" during the first

act.

Not until Act One*s final

moments does the play "pick

up," when Hickey (Jason
Robaxds) appears, formerly
the most deluded of them all,

now preaching their salvation

from their dream-sodden
doom. Then the joint jumps,
but in anticipation of Harry's

birthday, or in dread of the

day when their drunken cele-

bration must end? O'Neill

gives you plenty of time to

figure it out . . through
three moife acts.

But ypu won't be bored.

O'Neill's monologues contain
some of the most captivating

poetry heard this side of

Shakespeare, and even the
minor characters are vividly

drawn and sensitively per-

formed.

Jason Robards, reprising the

brought him fame-
thirty years ago, practically

convinces you of his false

redemptive power. Robards
presents a Hickey with
demons to spare hidden
behind a backslapping smile,

and he courageously reveals

the pain of a man struggling

throughout his life with delu-
sions and their consequences.
Perhaps Robards' own
alcoholism gave Robards em-
pathy for this broken man, or
maybe it's simply his masterful
artistry- In any case, his is a
performance as classic as
O'Neill's drama.
No less powerfully played

are Moffat's ex-anarchist
Larry Slade and Hughes'
Hope. Moffat portrays Slade,
who has traded his protest
days for liquor and regrets, as

a poet who is too afraid of his

own sensitivity, a fighter
afraid of his brutality. He an-

ticipates the farce in Hickey's

reform attempts whether he
wants to or not; Moffat keeps
us acutely aware of this ten-

sion. - ,...., -

,.

As sarcastic as His nam^ is

ironic, Hughes has a brittle

fragility that passes for
toughness in' this pipe-dream
atmosphere. Harry Hope has
remained inside this bar since

his wife died 20 years earlier;

sheltered by friends and li-

quor, he hasn't had to leave

his newfound womb. Hickey
urges him outside, but only
for a moment. In the course of

the play, Hope's control un-
ravels, leaving him anxious,
wondering what Hickey did to

make the liquor so weak.
Befitting the high-quality

production, others in the cast

are equally fine. Roger Robin-
son as the self-hating black Joe
Mott, Bill Moor as the bluster-

ing Captain and James Greene
as Jimmy Tomorrow stand out
among these performances.
Less vivid but still noteworthy
portrayals include John
Pankow's bartender Rocky,
who "manages" two pro-
stitutes but who denies that he
"pimps" them, and Harris
Laskay's bartender Chuck,
who deludes himself into
thinking he can retire any 'day
to a farm in New Jersey.

Only Paul McCrane, as Par-
ritt, the weasel-like child of
the anarchist movement, fails

to impress. A man who sold
his mother'^ freedom for a
buck, Parritt should work for

your pathos to avoid your con-
tempt. McCrane is miscast,
working for little in this

demanding role.

Director Jose Quintero, who
has staged definitive produc-
tions of both O'Neill and Ten-
nessee Williams' work, returns
to his roots with this Iceman.
Like O'Neill's characters,
Quintero's direction keeps up

Continued on Page 21
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Harmon
Continued from Page 17
them that the script was
available."

He received responses from
about forty percent of the
companies. One letter, from
David Bombyk (producer of

Witness)^ asked to see the
script. That script was later

sent to director Robert Har-
mon, whose previous credits

include the short film China
Lake^ a one-year stint as a
Playboy photographer, and
camera work for numerous
UCLA student films. "I im-
mediately responded to Eric's

script," says Harmon. "I was
in a rather awkward position

at the time, in that I wanted
very much to do a feature film

but had already said 'no' to a
number of possible projects.

The story had fascinating
characters and, more impor-
tantly, few characters. That
was a definite plus since I was
a first-time director and
wanted a project that wasn't
too big to handle."
Harmon attended film

school at Boston University,

but left after several conflicts

with his professors. Says Har-
mon, '*I really didn't in-

vestigate the school much be-

fore attending. It wasn't right

for me ; it wasn't what—I-

wanted to do; it wasn't where
I wanted to go in film. They
were too concerned with film

theory instead of film prac-
tice. They all talked about
films, but I wanted to make
films. In Hollywood."

-^ And now both Robert Har-
mon and Eric Red have made

•~4hat dream come true — with
a nightmare called The Hit-
cher.

Hauer
Continued from Page 16

it was very exciting to see him
come to this project and suc-

— ceed."

Hauer has also lost the ac-

cent he had when he first

came to America. When asked
if this was part of a conscious

_ decision to improve his
American appeal, he became
defensive. "I don't think I

have to answer that. You can
answer that one for yourself,"

he replies in a purely Western
American voice.

"If I feel there are any
blockades to success," he adds
pointedly, "I'll get rid of

them. I want to be open to a

lot of work. I'm getting
closer."

Rutger Hauer will be speaking
today at .noon in the Acker-
man Grand Ballroom. He will

answer questions afterwards.

Iceman
Continued from Page 20
the tension between passionate

hope and numb futility. He
makes Iceman a prose opera.

Befitting the play's tone,

Ben Edwards' scenery is

painted in greys and browns,
* with flashes of pastels.
Thomas R. Skelton's lighting

perfectly captures Harry's
Bar's dour mood. You almost
forget the subtle changes until

it's almost too late, affecting

you as do all the play's ele-

ments.

The Iceman Cometh, pres-

ented by the UCLA Center for

the Arts/The Theatre Group,
Inc. in conjunction with
Lewis Allen, James
Nederlander, Stephen Graham
and Ben Edwards, is

American theatre at its most

Jason Robards
prim al.

FROM ITALY!
Women's Boutique Leather Shoes and Handbags

ALEXIS OFF-PRICE SHOE CENTER
WHERE YOU'LL ALWAYS FIND THE BEST
ITALIAN-MADE SHOES AND HANDBAGS

AT 30% TO 50% BELOW LEADING STORES & BOUTIQUES!

/SEMESTER \

WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
Take An Additional 20% - 50% off

February 26-March 10!*

EVERY MEM IS CURRENT SEASON, FIRST QUALITY
AND REPRESENTS

THE BEST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY

Item

TOSONIMODA
ALL-LEATHER
PUMP

Reg Price In
Our Off-Price

Leading Boutique ^^^ ^^^ ^^'^^

S85-$95

MICHAELANGELI $110
HANDCRAFTED

CARREER
LEATHER
SHOES FROM
SPAIN

$48

$39.80

$58.50

$19.50

Clearance

$31.60

$46.80

$11.70

* UCLA Students & Staff

with valid I.D.

HOURS; Mon-Sat 10-6.30

Sun 11-5

ALEXIS OFF-PRICE SHOE CENTER
854 S. Robertson Blvd.(N. of Olympic Blvd )

Los Angeles. CA 90035

(21 3)-854-1 1 36 (21 3)-652-6322

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,

Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 1 00 day voyages sail

in January and September offering 12-15 transferable

hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-related

courses.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger American-

built ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea

admits students without regard to color, race or creed.

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195
or write: '

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

^University of Pittsburgh, 2E Fbrbcs Quadrangle:

Pittsburgh, PA 15260

FILM PRESENTATION
WEDNESDAYvFEB. 26th at 12:00 NOON

ACKERMAN 2408 —

^*9^

i
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IfGod exists, why is there so much suffering in the world?^\

-^—- TONIGHT^— ~-——
. ^ A Panel Discussion

The Meaning of Suffering
at: University Catholic Center 840 Hilgard 7PM

UCC is a member of the University Religious Conference

THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
1 023 Hilgard Westwood

PROUDLY PRESENT THE THIRD IN THE SERIES ON
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Thursday evening, February 27, 1 986

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: TRANSFORMING TODAY'S AND TOMORROW'S BUSINESS

Lynn Coker - Regional Manager - Applications Planning Center, AT&T _
SERIES HOSTED BY: AT&T
DINNER MEETING 6:30 P.M.

^^ L
ISC/BA STUDENTS - NO CHARGE OTHER UCLA STUDENTS - $6.50

PUBLIC - $ 1 2.00

MUST HAVE RESERVATIONS - PHONE 208-4587 or 825-3384

1. AU Baasch & Lomb
DaUy Wear* Soft Contacts

per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqaa, green,
topaz, blue • each

3, lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames
W / prescription lenses in plastic • *extended wearadd $10.00

values up to $100.00« Now one low price oil profes^oruil sewic^avaikible

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8001 Santa Monica Blvd*

650^88

HERMOSA BEACH
1046 Hermosa Avenue

376-8919

WESTWOOD
10S2 GI«adoa Avmmic

208-S57«

CANOGAPARK
6901 Topanga Cyn. BM.

(818) 884 EYES

aata It* «!
A,
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OPPORTUNITIES 26 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

CLASSIFIED INFORIVIATION

T?w ASUCLA CommuMcaaons Boam luty luppons tM
UnMarMy o( Caltofrta's pokey on non<fttauTWMiMi

Mo mtOum iM accafM advedttamanis wtacti presant

panons of any orton. raca. raNgnn. aax. or saxuK
onantaMon in a damaanatg way. or imply fliat tttay ara

kmrtad to cartam poslboru c^aimiai. rolas or

staba m aoaaty NaHhar Iha Oaty Brum nor tm
ASUCLA Communcallons Board has nvastioalail wy
of the sarvKas ttfyervsad or advaniaar^ raprasanM in

n«s «sua Any parwn bMmvtoQ 0ui tr advamsement
m tNs oauc violaias Ihr Board s pokey on non

discnmmalion suiad harem sDoUd communicaic
cofDolatnls m iMlOng to the Businass Mwiagar Oaity

Brum 300 WattMXX) PU/a KH 112. Los Angaias CA
nop* For asststancc with housmg dscnmmation
proWems. cat Iha UCLA Housmg OfAca at 82S-M91.
(V ran the Westsida Fair Housmg Oflica al 47Vgg7i

MISCELLANEOUS 9 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

MODfL CAU
Mcxiels needed for cdrrv

potltlon in Space Hair

Show. Must be 57" and

Lup.
Ask for Jerry or

Jeanne. 206-4477 or

^••••••••••••••••••••«

• ••• •••••••••••••• • ••

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

PERSONAL 10

BRUINS-Give someone a chance to live.

Give blood this week - only 3 days left!

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)64a^638.

NEED money? '^Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp Make $500/mo. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(2l3)853-0990.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1

PHI GAMMA
JJELTA __

FUI
PIIE-RU8H
DIimrER

Where: Thursday 24

Time: 6:00

Place: at the house

533 Landfair

Come and share
the Brotherhood
of PHI GAMMA

DELTA.
Coat and Tie.

••••••••••••••••••••
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RAE DAWN CHONG
' —- sta r of=^ =

Be among those honored by the Chancellor for

Outstanding University and/or community service.

Wear the Blue and Gold Fouragerre at the 1985
Commencement

CHANCELLOR'S MARSHAL
=^pplications now available to Gradu^e and

Undergraduate degree candidates.

No minimum GPA.
DUE MARCH 6, 1986

Pkk «p at AU Info Desk, North CaapM, Murpky Hall

2224, West Center Bioacd Library
—

Congratulations to

SIGMA CHI*S
NEW

SWEETHEART
KATHLEEN
SELF neo

We are so excited

for you &
proud ot you.

Love, Your Pi Phi

Sisters

"Commando ,

"American Flyers" ancT

"The Color Purple"

' speaking in Ackerman
- Grand Ballroom

TomprrpiMf night--
~ OsOOpm
Following 7:00 screen-

ing of "American Flyers'UCLA
>vents

-^

DOUGLAS Ranch Camps hiring
counselors /instructors for summer in

Carmel Valley. Interview Feb 27t|h. See
Placement Center.

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany kx>king for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990
call between 1-5 PM.

READ your way to financial success! Pro-

ven and guaranteed! Send a self-address-

ed, stamped envelope to: Directory to

Success, 2333 West 20th Street. LA.Ca.
90018.-2

HELP WANTED 30

ALBERT Lowry's real estate seminar pro-

gram. Cassettes-manuals. New-sealed-

unopened. ^/2 price $140 (21 3)859-5500.

ASIA traVel/study. 2 nwnths. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. wort(($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

Athletic-looking giris in Track and Field,

Swimming, Gymnastics, Tennis. $100/day.

Acting, recording. (213)430-5431.

BABVsiTTER. 5 yr. old boy. Afternoons/

weekdays. Close to campus. Car neces-

sary. 381-03e6(days)/475-9003(eves.).

CENTURY City Law firm has full time posi-

tion available for reception/gerieral office.

Call Rich 556-5800.

COMPANION-reftned, rK)n-snK>king senk>r

lady to live in. No housework. Car essen-

tial. 454-3166.

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions

rnm available at leading residential treat-

n>ent caq|^ for teenage boys. Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME

COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR (81 8)347-1 326.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

(c^

SPEJ^KERS USAC

ANNUAL SOUTHLAND PRE-MEDICAL CONFERENCE
MARCH 1. 1986

I, SENIOIIS, AND 6IIAPMTES

Give yourself some credit, sign op

for a Visa /Mastercard and otlier fine _
credit cards N-W-F 9am-4pm at the

Weslwood Student Federal Credit

inion (located behind Kerckhoff Hall)

No employment required!!!

acceptance

4 use Medical School Campus.
Sponsored by USC Pre-medlcaj Honor Society

and MlrK>ritles in Medicine.

J
For More Information, call Kim at (21 3)748-4264 J

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

UCCCU i

Fl/tFliMENT ?

David Steele,

Thank you for the

flowers. Let's do
lunch. My treat. Write

back or call me.

NIcholeU/.

KKT #1 Pledge CIm:
We cant' wait for this Friday

to paint " the town red,

Kappa are wild partiers around

here it's been said.

New Initiates and Actives will

be quite a mix,

At the
•

'colorful" Pledge/

I±: Active of 1986 !!

EDUCATION
SERVICES

w

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

M—ttngfc Mondoy. Actewmon

2410. 12:10-1:20, WedRMdoyt,
Neuroptychkitnclnitttut* C8-53a.

12:10-1:20 for (Jcohdct o» Irv

dMduoli who hove a drtnMno

probifn. >50-0644 or 4754366

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-

GRAM. " (818)880-4407. (818)8804361.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/nrK>. 24 hours.

Be on In " minutes by phone 456-9644 or

455-1404.

PLAY Double-Up. circular 2-mar^ strategy

game. Toumantent possible. For free irv

structtons write: Warren Andrews, 120

Bedford Avenue, St. Lambert, Quebec.

J4R128.

An

EXHIBITION

AND SALE

Of FINE PRINTS

(•aturtng the «vofl(S of

Dan Mottua Mooet
Picouo. wyem. B«o»d
l*»V 0000« 9«rr\

txorxJi. SevToi worrxy
Penok Moortti*. LXj*©*,

Bteretocn. Deg*.^. end
>• , nonyot^if.

feATuws

•MC.f»crv«rPr«nU
• Irovei fotten
• Norman Roclrwell Co(i«ctiort
• Movte foften
• Amertcon Cloulct
• Japanrntm Mntt
• Contemporary Giaphict

•nd m*ny olftmrt

LOCATED AT

.LUVALLE COMMONS PATIO
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

TuMday, Fat) 25 tttru Friday. Fab. 28

Over 600 Different Prints!

LOW STUOCNT PRICES

AE<P hashers
You gays are

the best! Looking
forward tp tonitet

Love*-
AE«

See you there!

(Where?)

Love, TiM Activts

TKs BibU hat mucK to toy
about each of those • ond
much more !!

For free, ingenious study mat-

erials, write -

TREASURE PACKAGE
10801 Wilshire Boulevard
Post Office Box 24610

90024^

•••••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
i^ JILL HANSEN (£K) I

i^ Congratulations on !

J^ winning the Tri-delt •

• e* Scholarship! You've e

9 ^ made us SO proud! 2

J
^ Love, Your Sisters •

\eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeei

CoTkorotulatlons

Lindy Bruce (AF)

on your preslderv

tiol election!

Love,

The Bros of ZBT

ADPi
CAREER

HAKE EASY $
Show the hottest line of

RESORT. BEACH,
& ACTIVEWEAR
TO YOUR HOUSE

CaH479-7l44

Tonight

7 p.m.

refreshments

PERSONAL 10

NNED nwney? Too many bills? 24 hr

hotline - income opp Make $500/mo. or

nwre part-tinrw. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.

(213)852-0990.

MBBTA
CHALLBNGE
DONATE BLOOD

TODAYI
tntt*

SIGMA KAPfA CONGRATULATES THEIR 1986-1987 ELECTED OFFICERS K^
President Sam Takasago
Vice President Lisa Fishman
Rush Chairman .-.T.i,r....; ;.. J ;c.

'

.;;......̂ ..w;............;;n;7.v. Carol Lee

V.P. Pledge Education Jamie Adier

Recording Secretary Leeanna Izuel

Chapter Treasurer Barb Gelb
Panhellenic Rep '. Marcia Bacura
Social Chairman Mary Pfisterer

House Manager Patti El>ert

Senior Rep.,^^....'. , «...Linda Kinsley

jiinior ixep..*..>...>...tf**«»i*«*.«.ab*«*««.*«.«*«.....«*.....«...,«....,..,..««.a.c«....«.«.,.,.,..,..,,,/\^arina Lamer
Sophomore Rep '.

, Jenny Huddle
Corresponding Secretary ....Lilyn Djie

House Treasurer •. jenelle Yaplee
Party Chairman Stacey Gilmer

^
I I

V.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases Treatment is free Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 825-0392.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SPERM donor wanted. FOE Medical
Clinic. 820O377.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Saton. Seeks
nfKxJels for haircuts, perms, cotor. 652-
5766.

FREE haircuts. Cartton Hair lnternatk>nal

needs models for advanced haircutting

class. Call 475-8330.

HEALTH

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708

CpA RRM in Mid-Wilshire needs mature
business major for 16 to 24 hours per

week with working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus. Intermediate accounting
helpful. Great opportunity aruJ compensa-
tion based on experierK:e. Ser>d resume
to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd.

#729, LA 90010.

CRUISESHIPS hiringi $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruiae.

EARN $500-$5,000/month. Futl/part-tim^

positions. Training provided. Call SBN
days/evenings (213)376-2890.

EARN from $700-$1500. part-time. Earn
from $1300-$2500 full-time. Salary plus

commission. PL4 Enterprises. (213)294-
4052.

EXCELLENT income for part-time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8737.

EXPERIENCED typist, approximately 30-

40 hrs./wk. Minimum 70 wpm accurate

Preferred experience on IBM-pc. Beverly

Glen Canyon area. $9/hr. 279-1447.

EXPERIENCED waitress wanted Full/

part-time kx»ted in Playa Del Rey. Call for

appointment. 546-6710, Jill.

"CXTRAS Neededt Attractive modet typor
and unusual faces for nx)vies and T.V.

Creative Casting (818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesoiogy student preferred. Call for ap-

pointment, ask for Gk>ria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student

preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

Call(213)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GIRLS .needed to sell flowers in

prestigious restaurants. Car a must, short

hours, good pay. Leave message 659-

2417

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO
GRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN, WATER
SPORTS, CAMPING. 826-7000.

GROCERY clerk. Part-time 6pm-midnight.

Some experience helpful. Westside
Market 477-3216.

TICKETS
Re$tauranf k Bar
Now Interviewing for

experierx^ed
personnel for late

March employment.
(cooks, sautee &

broiler, salad persons,

food servers,

barterKlers,

.
hostesses,

txjspersons, &
dishwastiers).

Apply in person:

11150 0lymp>lcBlvd
(lobby)

at the San Diego
Freeway

2-5pm Thursdays

& Fridays

10am-2pm Saturd<

GUYS. Hollywood Production Company
needs you. College athlete type 18-25 for

videos and calenders. Call free 1-800-

421-3268

HEAD COOK sumnier guest ranch near

Sun Valley. Idaho. Salary/room/board/tips.

6/1-9/15. Also seeking ASSISTANT COOK.
Days 382-8005. Eves 467-2340.

HOTEL night desk derk. Saturday night

only 11pm-7am. Edge of campus. 208-

3945.

HOUSE cleaning and meal preparatk>n in

l^oodlar^d Hill» home 3 days per week.
Odcaisional weekends/overnight babysit-

ting. Must have transportation. Call eves
(818)704-9657

IMMEDIATE help wanted for WLA carpet

store field measuring pos(tk>n. SeUary plus

car allowance 20-25 hours/week.
(213)657-4200.

MESSENGERS/Process Servers. fuU and
parl-time poaitkHis available. Must have
transportation. Wages 6.20/hr. (213)384-

8244.

MESSENGERS. Westwood Lawfirm has
openings for PfT messengers. Must be
available to work mornings. Must also be
dependable, have own car, insurance and
good drtvir>g record. Call Tracy after 2pm
478-2541. -^ -^.-—

NANNY/light housework, errands. Live-in.

Must drive, speak English. RefererKes re-

quired. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-6140.

NEED babysitter for 12 year old giri eve. &
weekends (Mar Vista). Call after 5pm.
313-2935.

OFFICE help, part-time, 18-20 hrs./week.

Must type. Good with detail & numbers.
Car necessary. Salary open. Call Artene,

Monday & Wednesday: 8:30-2. (213)854-

3767.

OFFICE derk needed by prestigious WLA
Law firm. Hours are 8am-1pm or 10am-
6:30pm. CaU Gary Carter 312-4102.

PART-TIME secretary wanted for Santa
Monica law firm. Bookkeeping. 4 P/C skills

helpful. Typing 40-60 wpm. 18-24 hrs.

4504483. ^
PART-time office work, MWF, 9-2. $5/hr.

Barrington Hardware, Brentwood Village.

476-2864 contact Jan.

PART-TIME lab technician, handling
animals required, infertility lab in Bevedy
Hills, Contact Kim (213)551-7965.

PART-TIME to market professional com-
puter seminars Must have car. (213)653-

4331.

PART-TIME file derk for Bevedy Hills

surgeons good pay call (213)271-2177.

PART-TIME pariting fot attendant. Neat

appearance, California Driver's license re-

quired. Must be availible weeknights and
weekends. References r>eeded. Apply at

Diredors Guikl of America, 7950 Sunset
Bh^dd. Hollywood. CA.

Pliotograpli«ri
Wanted for Studio

Portraits. Must be

expen
very friendly. Flexi-

ble hours. Week-
days & weekends.
CallJackie IO-l,(M-F)

(213)477-5566

Attention WorkStudy:

Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck

Hayes at (213)413-4400.

,^ 9|C 9|C 9|C 9|C SfC)it4SSk4c 9|C)|C)|C 9|C9|^

J LA VALJET now Wrtng for ^? part hrne 8i on call j|,? positioa Evenirxjs & . jl

5 weekerxis. Must have .jt

J h^orwpoftatkxv ••

410-4446
iC4e9|C^3|C9|C)|C3|e^3|C9|C9K9|e3iC:|C^

•STUDENTS AND FACULJy
Looking for extra money?

Work temporary for

/IbiMil

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L.A
f21S|477-80SS

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
(21S|«#1-S220
• Secretarial. ^ Receptionist.

,*^ Typists. •Accounting,

• DataAA/ord Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TOAPPUCANTS

PART-TIME poeitfon, telemarketing aadlj^

tant, excellent working condition in

Westwood. 4-8 PM, Monday-Thursday.
$S/hr., Call (213)206-4102.

PET Lovers earn $1240/mo. sponsorship.

Must be organized. (213) 384-6343.

PRE4^ED and preoptometry. Need UCLA
freshman or soplwmore. Clinical and basic

research. JSEI Tues/Thurs, X2 years.

$6.40/hr. 12-15 hrs./week 82S4749. -—

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
t)ank, pA, evenings. $100^Mk. Dale 473-

8491. *

SECURITY authorization agent. Immediate
opening for a part-time agent within our
check payment services division. After-

noons, eariy evenings and weekends.
Ideal candidate will have excellent vertial

skills, good nrwth aptitude and be detail

oriented. CRT exposure a plus. Apply in

person 8:30am-11am M-W or lpm-4pm
Thursdays. Telecredit Inc.. 1901 Ave. of

the Stars. Surte 300.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing Firm
needs P/T students to do clerical work.
Please Call 452-9616.

SUMMER day camp in Agoura serving

San Fernando & Conejo Valleys seeks
strong staff. Counaelor8;in8tructor8:
igym, horses.arts & crafts, swimming,
animals; Drivers. $125-190 piu8^vk. Call:

(818)706-6255.

TRAIL GUIDE. Sumnr>er guest rach near
Sun Valley. Idaho. Must have experience
with horses. Ability to sing/play guitar a
plus. Must commit 6/1-9/15. Days 382-

8005. Eves 467-2340.

TYPIST/secretary tor Santa Monica law of-

fice. Good work environment. Salary nego-
tiable. Call (213)393-5000.

UCLA Football is kx>king for volunteers

wtK) are interested in a career in collegiate

.athletics. Call 825-6699. Ask tor Footbt

UCLA-Harvard School of Medicine doctbris

and America's finest doctors & scientists

"just" develop>ed this opportunity. Earn
$1,55O-$3,000/mo. 1-2 hours a week of

your time only. WitfK>ut selling details.

Thurs. Feb. 27th, 7:30 pm. Holiday lnn-120

Cotorado Street at 2nd Street. Behind Sarv
ta Monica Mall.

WANTED: Basetmll coacfies, volunteers.

Boys 13-15 yr. okto. Call Mark: 294-1 >d3
jr 392-8212.

X£R0X operator for Print Shop 9200
series. Full/part time. Call 477-1540 or ap-

ply: 1 1717 W. Pico Blvd. WLA.

Fill la yo«r wc«k •
wHk extra $$$ {

Immediate openings for •
secretarial skills, typists, ^

clerks, receptionists, J
word processors, & all #

office skills. Work by the {
day, week, or month. •

STIVERS X
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL i

Call for appointment •
WcitMOod 208-5656^f

OFFICE WOBKEB
Immediate P/T opening.

Medical lab near UCLA.
Computer terminal

experience required. Must

have good telephone

presence with doctors and

patients. Congenial

atmosphere. 20S-8 1 62

between 9am-4pm
4

r

^Soooo

Telephone Sales

Computer Supplies &.

Office Products

Flexible Hours

Salary or Commission

Daily Cash Bonuses and

Paid Medical

Any Sales erperience

helpful

Modern, pleasant, West

LA location

Call or leave message

anytime

(213) 204-66SI
s

JOB r^

OPPORTUNITIES 32

I •

---^rL _L

AGGRESSIVE sales person-consultant

wanted to help students ot)tain scholar-

ships, financial aid. etc. Must possess ex-

cellent sales ability and desire to make
some bucks! Call (818)961-3289

FEMALE dancer/choreographer needed as

nrnxjel-collaborater for grant funded Fine

Art project Some pay available. Culver

City Studio 556-8226

.•• -J

COMPUTERIZED EMPLOYMENT
FED UP WITH YOUR JOB? ABOUT TO
GRADUATE? UNEMPLOYED AND
SEEKING A FULL TIME POSITION?

THE OLD FASHIONED WAY OF

ANSWERING ADS OR SIGNING ON
:_WITH A PLACEMENT AGENCY

LEAVES YOU COLD OR D0ESN7
WORK? OUR REVOLUTIONARY NEW
METHOD SHOULD HEIR SOLVE

YOURi>ROBLEMS, SINCE

EMPLOYERS WILL CALL YOU.

WRITE "APEC" C/0 6725 SUNSET
BLVD. STE. 504, LA. 90028 OR
CALL US NQW AT (213)

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

PROFESSIONAL male seeks M/F to share

quaint 2-bed/1-t>ath Westwood apartment.

Courtyard, washer/dryer. $395/mo. 473-

8682.

SINGLE woman seeks mature graduate

student/professor/professional share
apartment, ocean/San Vicente: $385;
393-2972.

TOWNHOUSE to share. Non-emoker.

Female preferred. Utilities included.

$462.50.

/-

HOUSE
TO SHARE. 37

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GFIADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

NEED extra cash? We finally reached the

solutk>n that works. Send self-addressed

envek)pe to: GIL. Associates 10889
Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 960 LA. CA 90024.

CLUB GUIDE 40

UNRRNISHED/single Wilshire. $490 Full

kitchen, dressing room, charming oMer
buikjirtg. 659-0370. Ask for Mickey.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

— •

'^
<r$nrn _

APTS availible $750 aHWlJp. Kelton
Powers . 515 Kefton 206-1976==:

MALE graduate student preferred. Share
house, meals ar>d meal prepartkxi with ac-

tive career parent and 16 year old son.

Private room and t>ath. Charming Pali-

sades home. Mrs. Sheldon 392-9636,
evenings 454-2829. <9lk

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3^ months
beginning July 1, 1966, in exchange for

condo in Jerufalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)55^^266.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP...62

FEMALE, preferably grad-student or upper
classman, non-smoker, experienced w/
children wanted for t>abysitting after school

& carpooling in exchange for room &
::taar(i in Beverty HUts & weekly companss^

BEAUTIFUL Bachelor, furnished, near
campus, laundry facility, $365/mo.
Available March 4. Call today.(213) 826-

0173.

GUEST house. Culver City, quiet area
near MOM, single, kitchen, bathroom.
$400 utilrties included (213) 839-9152.

SINGLE, pool, parking, block from campus
and village. Utilities paid $55C.'mo. 10966
Roebling Ave. 20»4253.

WALK UCLA hoorayl Spacious, furnished,

bachelor & single. Utilities included.

Manager- 644 Landfair #201 . 206-2676.

WESTWOOD condo 6 minutes to UCLA.
2-t>edroom. 2-bath.. heated pool, security.

Available immediately-$950. Nancy.
(213)457-2609

WESTWOOD,single apartment to sublet to

female student. 2 blocks from campus,
pool, penthouse, clean. $410. 206-1456.

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-in
allowance, furnished singles. Patio,

elevator, A/C. 10989 Rochester 479-7485,

managed by Moss & Company.

$1300. First month free. Brentwood, brand
new. Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern,
building. 11 675 Darlington. 827-4652.

tk>n. Call Sandy, 271-9060.

MALE graduate student preferred Non-
snfK>ker. Private room, t>ath, entrarKe in

cftarming Palisades home. CkMe to tMJS,

village, park arnl lit>rary. Car preferred but
not necessary. Negoetiat>le hours and
duties, includir>g meal preparatkxi. Travel-

ing parertt and 16 year oM son. Mrs.

SheMon 392-9636. evenings 454-2829.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...63

FEMALE preferred. rK>n-smoker to take

room free in exchange for very light

housekeeping ar>d t>abysitting. Access to

pool, and bus (818)907-5226.

ROOM and tMard in exchange for chiki

care, light housekeeping. Pacific Palit

454-4127.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

—'^-,%»'r-

2 bedroom, beautiful ^apartment, supectx

location in Brentwood. $950/month
(213)8264249. One single $500.

$675 WLA/Purdue. spacious, bight upper
1-bedroom, balcony, carpets, drapes, wall

panelling , breakfast bar, parking, no pets

Luisa 47&0694.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED .....50

TERRIFIC one t>edroom available now.

Pool, spotless new decor; $565 Marina

East, 4132 Grandview, Mar Vista 313-

1818

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD Super-clean 2-bedroom,

carpeting, drapes stove $l000/month.

Only charging 1 nwnth's rent, security/

cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

HOLLYWOOD Hills apartment. Nice 1-

bed/1-bath Easy drive to UCLA. $595/

nwnth. 850-1036

$950/mo Venice Beach 2-bed. den, 1-3/4

bath. Private deck, stove, refrigerator,

fireplace, carpets, hardwood fkx>rs Refur-

bished. Build-in. Off street parking 396-

1001. >"-

CONVENIENT, Century .City xoom w/own_
bath, utilities 3-way, $500/month Dave
456-9178.

FEMALE preferred to rent room in 4-

bedroom home $350 includes utilities and
all house privileges. $50 deposit. Call Sal-

ly, 836-0571

.

GUEST house for rent Pacific Palisades.

Quiet responsible, non-smoker. $350/
month kitchen, t>ath, washer, dryer. 273-

2458, 459-4290

HILLSIDE home, pool, private room.
Serious female preferred, share bath with

one. $325 plus 10% utilities 828-1537

MALE to share single apartment. 1 bkxM
from UCLA Furnished Move n rH>w.

$243.00/month 208-3352.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-
smoker in 2 bedroom/2 t>athroom Securi-

ty/laundry. Courtyard/patio. Near UCLA.
Rose near Overiand $385/mo. 839-9545.

ROOM for rent in large 3 bedroom house
in Venice. Safe, quiet neighborhood r>ear

beach. Fenced yard. firepiace.Must be a
non-smoker, responsible and very clean.

Graduate student or professional prefer-

red. Call Denise or Alt>erlo 392-3376.
$400./month plus share of utilities.

Available March 21st

TWO rooms for rent near Doheny between
Olymp«c arKJ Wilshire Mature male stu-

dents, non-smokers $300/$336. <.T5-0431.

WEST LA $350/montti tmiill rodrnT
spacious condo. indoor heated pool, park-

ing, more Eva: (213)604-4608 day,
(213)478-0374 evenings/weekends.

VACATION

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house

surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)

785-9865.

RENT fully furnished 3 bedroom, 2 bath

townhouse in Lake Arrowhead 3/28-4/4 up

to 8 people $800 Call Stephanie

(2 1 3)879-9494 pr (818)891-3700.

ROOMMATES ..65

FEMALE, rx>n-smoker r>eeded to share
bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/
month Call 477-1244.

FEMALE needed to share one-t)edroom
Gayley apartment. Excellent kxation - next
door to UCLA! Security building, pool, fur-

nished etc. $412/month Call 824-1248 or

209-2342.

FEMALE to share 3-bedroom/2-bath
apartment in Culver City. Non-8nx>king.

$325 each. Dana 836-0363.

I
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ROOMMATES 65 LEGAL ADVICE 92
TUTORING

MALE or female. Share 2-bed.l-bath
Brentwood apartment. $365-Dave. 826-
2825 or 485-2721

.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally
since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE for you! We are a fast grow-
ing roommate referal service that com-
bines personal communication with high
technology at a low cost. (213)659-6958.

WESTWOOD luxury apartment. All

amenities. Fireplace, pool. Jacuzzi, game
room, utilities paid Walk to UCLA Male
$307/nfK>. Call Eric (714)54frO900.

SUBLET... 66

SUBLET your house or apartn>ent while
you are away this summer. Secortd year
law students derKing w/our firm need
westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext. 557 before 4:00 at Manatt.
Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunney A Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.
(213) 683-9l00for more information

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur
nisheo apartments. May-September
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan
(213)680-2222.

O'MELVENY 1^ MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are Interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time
from May to August,
& possibly '/; of

)tember, our low

—

students will be needing
housing. Please Call:

RECRUITINO OFFICE
669-6539 or 669-6046

CONDOS - ' ^

FOR SALE 67

BRENTWOOD 1 bedroom/1 bath front

condo. spacious, lots of extras, all

amenities 2 parking: $140,000. Call agent

Lisette (213)451-3091.

CONDOS
TO SHARE.... 68

WANTED: female, non-smoker, neat,

responsible to share cor>do w/your>g (25)

professor on west side-private bedroom/
bath pool. jacuz2i. security, etc.-$460 & */i

utilities-Gloria 837-8561

.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

SPACIOUS studk). walking distance from

UCLA, 24 hour security, pool, Jacuzzi,

weight-room, tounge ar>d microwave. $850-

irtcludes utilities. 479-0372.

FLYING
PARACHUTING ....... 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

SKIS FOR RENT 85

KNIESSEL 190 cm. w/ Tyrolia bindings

$75 obo. Also car radio. Digital Pioneer.

$125 obo. 337-7566.

CHILD CARE 90

2:45-5:45 Tu-Fri, two weeks on and two
weeks off. Must have car. $4.(XVhr. Sunset

& Barrington. (21 3)476-5885.

SERVICES SERVICES vTccnur* oo
OFFERED ; 96 OFFFRED 96 NEEDED... 99

Specializing in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• permonent visas

• temporary visas

• naturalization

• asylum/refugee
• vies extensions
• labor certification ,

• eroployment
auttK>ri2atlons

for appointment
Call

507-1021
Si Hoblo Espanol
109E. Harvard

Glendale.CA.91205

KSMILE...Before It'

Too Late. ^
Now is a good time to have your

Graduation Portraits taken, be-

fore our Studio gets crowded. We
offer official academic apparel

(with or without the mortarboard),

or you can choose your own /^^
favorite attire. Call 206-8433 to

^
make an appointment, or stop by.

dSUCid

^ C/WPUS PHOTO STIOIO
^^^ First Floor KercKhott Room 150 • MonFn 8-6, Sal 10 3 • 206 84332

- MOVERS 94

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
QRAM." (818) e8(M407. (818) ee<M361

AUTO INSURANCE
h/htorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payinents

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-^21 Ask for Ken

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first tor

lowest rate available Completely equip-

ped, experienced Call anytime. 392-11 08

JERRY'S moving & delivery The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
^1-8597 Anytime:

For All Your
%•••••••••••••••••••••<

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936^2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Sorvico for Peanuts

J

SERVICES
OFFERED ...•.96

^LL TERM PAPERS^-REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICEt (818)798-8334.

EDITOR, PhD. Many years manuscript

experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels, rK>n-fiction.

(213)393-9109.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
rchool statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

-ed author with
j
ournalism masters. DicK

20^4353.

HEALTHFUL, theraputic, Swedish-Esalen
massage. Relaxing, also helps clean bodily

systems. Call Betsy at (213)476-5728.

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/developnr>ent/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333. -__

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149.

RELATIONSHIP therapy for women who
"love too much." Are you trying harder but

getting less in intimate relationships? Call

Phyllis Craig, Ph.D. (cand.). Psych. Asst.

(213)479-7178.

RELAX! Scientific and technical suppOfT
for doctoral, master's and proprietary ap-

plications available. Services include

statistics, methodology, computerization,

scientific editing, and word processing.

Reasonable student rates. (81 8)780-6432

.

STATISTICAL- afnd computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate

negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

Graphic & Printing

Needs ^
Quick Copies

Need to get copies in a hurry? Quick Copies can
give you virtually any number of them while you
wait. Choose standard, legal-sized, colored or
textured papers.

Quality Printing

3

Need that professional look for your newsletters,
invitations or flyers? Our new equipment will print

your job quickly and efficiently at a low price. —

In A Bind?

Need your thesis or research papers bound? We
can do it for you with protective vinyl or hand-
some hardcovers and can goldstamp your titles

too, for that look of prestige.

EXPERIENCED English tutor wgnted ifsr

help in sentence structure arKi grammar.

659-3034.

FRENCH tutor for 4th grader. Several

hours-week. Call Barbara eves 934-5784.

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM- 10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622

A%)ET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura

410-2890. °

A literate typing and editing service by a

professional, very reasonable. Word pro-

cessing available. (213)313-3556.

A-PLUS word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC.

IBM Letter quality printer Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $1.50/page,

WLA. Myung, 397-634/.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN (213)450-6719.

APPLE and I word processing MWThF
4-9pm, SaSu l0-8pm. $1 50-$2.25.

Theses, term, etc Dissertation disc.

390-4588

Ai WOnOWORKS Word processing,

papers theses, disserts ,
letters resumes

Pick up/campus M-W . Sheri 662-0869

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daylime

and evenings Leave message.
Reasonable rates, barlflne. •

•^spi:

ELITE Word Processing- Best rates of-

fered P'^ofessionai service, terms, disser-

tations, manuscripts, etc Pick-up/Delivery.

204-5274

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses dissertations, languages.

Help with writing Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing.

$l.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.
— - — I. - —I. -—4 - -.. ,

I
I

I

GENERAL typing Reports, letters, term

papers, manuscripts, thesis. Reasonable
rates. Call: Meena ph no (21 3)679-81 13.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resum^, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

SPECIALIZE Term Papers & Resume
development. Edit/Type. Rush jobs O.K. U
Available 7-days/eves Leave rriessage if

out- 478-7061

.

"

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus,
rates 475-5723.

Lonec*s
One Day Typin

I MM Wat^ I

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

MOA
STUDBfT/QUANTTTY OOCOUNn

C J98-04S$ 391-338^

Kerckhoff Hall

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150 r^
Open M-F 8-6 ^—

Sat 10-3

206-0894

GIWHJC
u c

^
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs^ Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

, Om DAY TYMNO
^rolealonai wrtter with BA In

Englih w« type and ed» temi
popert. fhetei . tcrtpts, re«unr>et.

etc. Or edmng only. Over 25
years expefter^ce. Westwood

VHoge. B« Oeloney.
824-2853 or 624-5111

'•^e^.

e
e
e
e
e

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poliih & clean your hard, semi-soft
orxJ soft contoc* lenses whHe you wait
Return your contacts to Hke new" coo-
dltion. Fee< orxj see t^etter
O Vogel. 1132 Westwood 8d. 208- 3011
VoUdcrted Pa»WnQ-20% OfJ With This Ad.

- --—«^— i^-f^—,„ -^- TUTORING

EjdMm^ at Typliis
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically

213-39^^193

OFFERED 98

TUTORING
OFFERED 98
MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7day8/week. 291-3158.

SPANISH tutoring. UCLA grad. student.

Vast experience in language teaching.
824-1925 or leave message at 208-0154.

TUTOR German. Italian. French
Jee^ .Available evenioge..

Call Dorina (818)342-2087.

f
7

Flexible

J|

•'• Editing and
Writing Sereicm
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Srrtall

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

CALCUS. statisttes. precalculus. algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828-4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates
(213)935-7592.

ITALIAN instructor, native. MA. is looking
for exchange of Italian instruction for

English. 656-0828. 654-4351.

MANDARIN tutor, from Mainland China,
help with standard pronunciation, gram-
mar, vocabulary and conversation.
Reasonable. (213)472-3265.

MATH, statistics. Computer Science got
you down? Experienced teacher available
at reasonable rates. Call (213)657-4031

.

i PATIENT TUTOR {
J MATH (arithmetic through?

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS. {
J Engineering. Reading, Gram- ¥
J mar. Study Skills, Work with a*
^ tutor who krxjws the subject J

well, and con patiently pres-J

J ent th»e material in a variety of

{ways. You will also leom the*
.^proper way to study toj
achieve confidence and self-

J

reliance. FOR FREE 1NFORMA-*
JTION CALL JIM MADIA.- 383-*
X 6463.

'My dining chain
(oak to the core)

Werent my gtyle anymyre
td ordered new o»«i

Made of chrome
To rr%pdefmte

My :l)anging home.

I heafd a voice tay

"ClassiHt^"'

Can" be denied,
I iold *he o(;^<

^lad thfom^ tit i if

And :^ow I $hin^

lime I ti(

\ t^PHONF UCUi 2^.

7

^'^

r.

TYPING/WORD RESUMES ..,>> ,U;> 104 TRAVEL,
PROCESSING 100

105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL, 105

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

TYPING and professional editing service

Term papers, research, manuscripts, pos-
ters, resumes. On campus pick-up.
(213)393^569

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD processing/laser printer 1 block
from campus Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependable-anytime. 824-3571

.

^

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn^939-4303.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist: Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-

3274.

RESUMES, $l2/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091

JL Jl\/» V C>A^............. ..••«•• Xv/^

SPRING Break Save $ World wide Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.
(818)989-3123

•.-^

ii\

SUPER VALUE R/T FROM LAX TO:

NEW YORK trornS 236

CHICAGO fromS 198

MUkMI fromS 238

HAWAII fromS 239

LONDON fromS 499

FRANKFURT 'romS 589

PARIS/AMSTEROAM..., fromt 599

TOKYO fromS 579

TAHITI fromS 579

CRUISE, 7dmf tromS 599

SKI EUROPE IromS 999

Ctfrtmn, Toun. Crul9»»

Rallp——. Cmr A HofI R—.

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 GLENDON 112025

RATE!! *

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified window
(112 Kerckhoff)

for details.

SAY IT WITH
IIMPACT

in a grand style

that over 20,000
people vifill see!

'Some Restrictions Apply

EURora
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
ISE/CLUB EUROPAf«^STI#=TOP
DECK • CONTIKI • AESU

Beach BBQ on a Greek Island • Flamenco show in Spam • Bicycle trip around

C )penhagen • Cruise down the Rhine • Club Med stay on Corfu Island

• CerM:rally located hotels • All major sightseeing

• Travel \/ia deluxe motorcoach • Meet students from all over the world.

14-50 days •1-18 countries • All this for ONLY $36 PER DAYI

We've got It all and we'll help you plan the trip that's right for you. Our
Europe Travel Advisors offer free travel advice and the best travel values

to Europe. Stop by and see us for more Information!

YOUR ON-CAMPUS^———
-: 71 TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830 6. sat ii-3

^Cl li^l Ay A-Level Ackerman Union

Prices subiect to change without notice, limited availabilitv

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHEREI

IVri

LOS ANGELES to...

-Bay Area team S2^

'Me\

lew Yoric from $89

RT

From

LONDON $478

AMSTERDAM......$495

BANGKOK $835

IREUND $449

HONG K0NG..4670

• Some Restrictions Alx^N
Euralt passes

issued on trie spot

London from $265
Lima from $359

"»Tokyo from $429

Rio r.^:- from $519

Round World from $1357
/LA-Hong Kong-Bangkok-Delhi-London I M

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR OIM-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

Honolulu from $129

Frankfurt from $320

Hong Kong from $386

Sydney from $498

Nairobi from $702

T^fiTrr^T* TRAVEL SERVICE • m f 830-6. sat n-3
ovoKooiiif,

HONOLULU-$229 R/T|

MAUI-$309R/T:
LONDON-$519R/T:

Soaic snidcnt discoaaU

avaUabie.800 AIR-DEAL

or (415)641-5043. Ask for

••••• BoBBi«|99999

w

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

CLASSIC 1966 Chrysler New Yorker.

Good condition, clean tnterior, a/c, cruise

in style! $850. 824-1316.

100 Free lottery tickets with this 1980

Riviera, electric suntoof stereo, black,

$5750/obo 838-8546.

AUTOS FOR SA^E..il2

'82 Renault Le Car, 10,000 miles, sunroof,

cassette n. door damage, $1500/obc. Call

836-0695

1962 Mercedes-220SE Coup 2-door, 4-

speed, fuel injected, sunroof, European
model Complete restoration, all receipts.

$7000, firm. 820-7207.

1971 Toyota Corona Good franspc-latwn

car. Good running condition, »ew t»rea.
-
$S50. 206^987(days) 820-1 317(eveningsr"

'

1972 Red VW new tires. Good condition.

$1200 479-7302

f

1974 VW 412 Squareback Gooo transpor-

tation, auto, AM/FM, new tires, air ^1600
obo 820-2995

«K

.^en uo'j Biovi

for soving money
you know the value of Classified

Advertising! You know
the easy, low cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money-
saving purchases.

Enjoy saving

money? Let

Classified make it

happen!

BRUIN
CLASSIFIED
ADS

r

I

^*'

imm^mt
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Pavin
Continued from Page 29
in a restaurant. It's the little

things that make the dif-

ference," said Pavin. "When
you can bk at home and play

at a golf tournament at the

same time it's a real treat."

Pavin said that he doesn't

really have any plans for
himself beyond the next year.

He just hopes that he can still

play golf and be competitive
in the game. He said that he'd
like to win more than one golf

tournament this year stating
that "It's about time I become
a multiple winner on the
Tour."

One thing that Pavin does

hope for his future is that he
becomes a better known
golfer. He said that he hasn't

had a chance to help UCLA
with recruiting since being on
the pro tour but that Jie
would be more than happy to

do so when his name became
more recognizable. •

"I try to help out when I

can," said Pavin. "I usually

play in a fund raiser tourna-

ment that they have, butjj
can't think of any high school

players that vl've talked to

about UCLA.

'

Even if he never recruits a

player, Pavin has done more
than most, just by helping to

put UCLA golf on the NCAA
map. RICHARD MURPHY/Daily Bruin

mmymmmmmmm: ^
v;^<%->:i:-:-i:v:-x:::>:-::-. ;?

Wc-x«c->x-:-:x-:<v:-»:-x-:-:-K-:-;

Corey Pavin lines up a putt in the r^cently completed LA. Open. Pavin won $14,568 for his

top-ten finish.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 MOPEDS 119 BARGAIN BOX 125

1978 Datsun 510. New paint, interior, tires.

brakes, must sell $1700 otx) 456-2151

1979 Chevette. 4-door, hatchback, air/

auto, good condition, $1400 (213)478-

8934, leave message.

1979 Honda Civic. 4 speed, great condi-

tk>n, $1200. Must sell. 451-2188. leave
nf>essage.

1979 Sapporro Mitsubishi 5-speed engine,

10,000 miles, air-AM/FM cassette-new
.brakes, clutch and tires. Moving^ must sell.

US$ 3. 1 00.00 Phone:27g^70tO.

1980 MGB convertible Wire wheels, gret
shape, $2300. 396-2531

1980 Rabbit Oeisel, air condition, 4-speed.

$2000. Great condition. 475-6224.

1980 TOYOTA Tercel, 4-speed, runs great,

$2450/obo (818)905-8483.

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5, hftback,' 5-

speed. AM/FM stereo cassette, A/C, low

mileage Excellent condition $4200 654-

5750.

1981 320i BMW. 5-speed, air, sunroof;

stereo-cassette, only 34.000mi. Excellent

condition, original owner, dealer serviced.

$9400. 474-3205.

'76 Camero good condition. AM/FM stereo

cassette, full power, excellent body, origi-

nal owner, 77,000 mi. air. $2,000 obo
454-3967.

'76 280Z 4-8peed, k>aded. extras, must

see, must sell, $2,600. (213)658-6388.

'77 Honda Civic. Sunroof, 4-sp. stk, XLNT
cond.. $1350 o.b.o. Simeon 452-7011.

•--r-

PatalHtU ^ Boaiaaccfai
yoar lif«. Drtv«• Alfa

' ~^^
~ BoMco nrosa...

«^\ B«v«riy HiUb Atfa
3074 S. Bob«rtooa at

Natioaal
<21S)559-7706

MOTORCYCLES
'77 Toyota Celica GT, 5-speed, A/C, new "p/^'R CAT P 1 1J.

:chrome. brakes. Very reftaWe. a^—£\li\ 0/\LC»a>>^«.>.......>ll^

ing $2,500. 379-7361

1981 Vespa P200E Burgundy and white,

15,000 miles. Excellent condition plus ex-

tras. $995 obo (818) 340-2092.

1984 Honda Areo 50. Must Selll $325 obo
- as is. Call Chris at 209-1 1 43.

1985 Honda Elite 801 Excellent condition.

Must sell. $899 obo. Extremely
economical, convenient. Call 824-0777.

FURNITURE •• 126

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard. 393-2338.
'

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

idoo1981 AUDI 4000 Red, 4-door, auto, load-

ed, excellent condition, one owner,
$3,900/obo. p/p. 213-393-2495 evenings/

weekends, 213-312-3128 M/F days

1981 Cutless Brougham 4-door, excellent

condition, all luxury optk>ns. white: blue,

vinyl top, always garaged. $3700. 454-

4434. -^
1981 VW Convertible Rabbit. Good Condi-

tion/40.000 miles. $7,000/obo. 937-6976.

'78 Datsun 200 SX, good condition, air,

auto, trans, new brakes, price negotiable.

Call Gk>ria. 836-2364.

'78 Honda Civic CVCC hatchback. 5-

speed, sunroof, excellent condition, $1800
(213)934-6821.

'79 VW Scirocco $3200 50,000 miles, A-

speed manual. 837-4807. __^_

'85 Honda Prelude, blue, 5-speed, air,

digital stereo/cassette, sunroof, clean, like

new, 14.5 m., $10,800. Call weekdays
532-9024.

RIDES WANTED 116
FROM Sun Valley Idaho to LA between
March 20-23. Share expenses, driving.

Carol 826-1089 message.

'83 Yamaha RXK50, runs great. Nice local

transportation bike. $250. Call 475-4427
eves. 821-7884 days.

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

PEUGEOT PH-501 racing, lightweight,

12-speed. black, like new, $250 obo, Mike
474-1080.

RALEIGH Mountain Tour 18 speed moun-
tain bike. Brand new. $250 or best 837-

8343.

SCHWINN "High Sierra" mountain bike,

18 speed, excellent condition, like brar>d

new, $295.00, 479-1649.

FULL-SIZED bed w/mattress and box spr-

ing. 3 yrs. old, good condition. $50/obo.

Leave message (213)823-8275.

_i^^MATTRESSEST^tV
_^_ All new hotel seLs guaranteed

Twin Set $50

Fiill Set
' $68

Queen Set.... tAW

King Set. .TTr:::7. 198

New 5 piece bedroom set $118

New full -flze or (jueen .sleeper $139

New sofa and lo\e seat $159

Oak Fini.sh coffee tables $20

tnd Tables $15

Lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

APPLE Macintosh 51 2K, image writer, ex-

ternal drive and popular software such as

Jazz, MacPascal and Multiplan. All for

$2300. 477-5043.

DISKETTES SSDD 52< DSDD 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #120.

Tele (213) 47»0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Maior

brand. New w/warranty. Works on ail >

Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558 for

demo. "==

«

MODEMS/Hayes compatable 300/1200
Baud external smart modems, comes w/

comuserv & OAG Only $225.00. Call

Richard 876-2558.

SHARP electronic typewriter-New! Com-
plete, w/case. plus extras, one key correc-

^

tion. $225 obo. 479-2779.
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Women's softbaN
Continued from Page 31

The same goes for Phillips

who came in to relieve Ford
in the seventh inning in thexi

first Cal Poly game and then
went the distance in the night

cap.

Kim Lee and Diane Lewis
are the expected 49er starters

to oppose the Bruin hurlers.

"It's our home opener and
we're looking forward to play-

ing the Bruins/' said
Manarino.

"Hopefully it'll be a good
couple of ball games

. "-

Women's tennis
Continued from Page 30

Jennifer Fuchs had to deal'

with the same crowd as Urban
did, but managed to pull out

an easy, if not controversial,

6-2, 6-3 win.

Coach Godwin noted that

the Pepperdine fan did cause

some problems with his

"rowdiness" for both Urban
and Fuchs, but added that

they should be prepared for it.

"It's part of college tennis,"

she said.

The rest of the day went
like this: Maria LaFrachi lost

to Ei Ida at the number four

singles, 5-7, 5-7; Catherine
O'Meara beat Nikki Lusty at

,the number five spot, 6-2, 6-3;

while Allyson Cooper beat
_piana Chavez, 6-3, 5-7, 6-4^
Tn the number six singles posi^

tion.

In the only doubles action

of the day, the number three

team of Cooper and Colinne
Bartel, beat Lusty and
Chavez, 6-4, 6-1.

Pac-10
^Continued from Page 28

CANT SMILE BECAUSE OF

V

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

TOOTH BONDING _ .

• Nitrous Oxide ror Appointment:
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape) 478-0363
• Please mention this a^ .re
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCL\ Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

CLOSEST SUPERMARKET
TO UCLA CAMPUS

Better than having a refrigerator on campus.
5 Blocks south of Wilshire on Westwood Boulevard.

Complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments.
Open 6 a.m.-7 Days a Week

BREAD
Wonder Homepride

$1.29
Whole
Wheat loaf

ALI HAIR SALON 20% OFF
All Services

Initial

Customers
Only

Exp. 3/07/86

FREE GIFT WITH THIS AD

INTERNATIONALLY
ACCLAIAAED HAIR
ARTISTS
• LONDON
• THE ORIENT
• NEW YORK
FEATURED EXCLaSIVELY IM

PLAYBOY
GENTLEMAN'S QUARTERLY
COSMOPOLITAN
VOGUE
Let the specialists in hair & beauty
create an exciting new you!

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION

093 Broxton Ave. V^cstv\,ood Village. Ca

(213)208-6300

AMERICAN SINGLES

Kraft

1-lb. pkg. $2.79

Lunch
Size

APPLES
Red Delicious

49«.b

12-oz.

Cans

R.C. COLA
Diet Rite Cola

6 pack ^laOy

PAPER TOWELS
Gala

Big Roll 69^

YOGURTS
Knudsen

All

Flavors 8-oz. 53« ea.

uiestuiard ho
RRK.

Prices effective February 26 through March 2

WESTWOOD BRENTWOOD SHERMAN OAKS

1515 Westwood Bfvd 11737 San Vicente Blvd ^^520 Sepulyeda Blvd

nnpnfiAM Open 6 AM Open 7 AM. to Midnight

to 2A M Daily ^ 2 AM Daily Sunday 8 AM to Midnight

COLONIAL CORNERS
11666 National Blvd

Open7AM
to Midnight

—^ac-10 with a 5 25 record and
things do not seem a lot

brighter in '86.

Top returners for the Tro-
jans are Terry Brown and Al

Villasenor who both hit over
.300 last season.

use sports a 7-4 non-
conference mark but will have
to open league play this

weekend against Cal.

Ski Roundup
III

'
. I I —B '

•

I

Here are the latest condi-

tions at Western ski resorts as

reported by the California

"Slate Automobile Association.
-

•Tahoe Donner: No-new on
a 8-12 ft. base. Groomed and
spring. Five double chairs, ac-

c^s gondola.

•Squaw Valley (8,200 ft.):

No new, 13 ft. base. Groomed
and spring. Cable car, gon-

dola and 13 chairs.

•Squaw Valley (6,200 ft.):

No new on a 3 ft. base.

Groomed, packed powder and
spring. Six chairs, two surface

lifts.

•Heavenly Valley: No new
on a 10 ft. base. Groomed and
packed powder. Tram, five

triple, seven double chairs,

four surface lifts.

•Sierra Ski Ranch: No new,
8Vf ft. base. Spring. Three
chairs.

•Kirkwood: No new on a
15-21 ft. base. Groomed and
packed powder. Seven doubles
chairs, two triple chairs and
one surface lift.

•Mammoth: No new on a 15

ft. base. Groomed, packed
powder and spring. Two gon-

dolas, 24 chairs, four surface

lifts.

•Sierra Summit: No new, 8

ft. base. Spring. Four chairs,

three surface Hfts.

CHASE
Bar & Grille

^February Special'

'

Dinner for 2
C^h<>ito ot X'o.il P.nniiizinn, m anifM,

or lobster pii.\.uta w ii"ttu».\i''ii

Alfrcclo, w I'Rlil: hiMtlo ot C^h;inip.i.mu\

CHASE
Sports ' Deli

Large Pizza

2 toppings

2 salads

2 Cokes

iMi .l»t. |M\ M $24.99 I \p. 4 -'(> S(> I \p. 4 liy S^

1049 Gavlev Ave Westwood • 824-1310 1051 Gayley Ave • Westwood • 824-1310

(
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SPRING QUARTER 1986

LIRRARY SCIENCE 253

READING INTERESTS OF CHILDREN

The reading interests of children and their literature from picture books and

fantasy to the new realism is studied in this course. Emphasis is on acquiring

a broad knowledge of children's books through extensive reading and

evaluation and the role of the librarian, teacher, or parent in responding to

the needs and abilities of children through individualized reading guidance.

English 112 or an equivalent is a recommended prerequisite.

Professor: ^Mary I. Purucker

Class Hours: Wednesday Evenings 6-9 p.m.

Room: Powell Library Building 326
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AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others

may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc 1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

FRlt

! OAN
CARS II r 1

TUNEUP
LUBE SOIL

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Pomts. PennzotI

Adjust Clutch, Acijust Brakes, Adjust Timing.

Check Battery & Front End Alignrpent

M
Al i.!

>

JOWINT

Replace all Shoes and I inings. Pack Front

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In-

spect wheel c/ls. Master Cyl. & Fill System.

$39.95*

$49.95*

MARCH 3
^W^--m^- 41^'<«HI»- •4H*- *4^P- '^^^ '4B^ ^B^ ^H

'iil

RELINE .

BRAKES

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices'

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865

BEL AIR COLLEGE CONCERTS

presents
—'^^ ~

Al AUTO 7957 Van Nuys Blvd 2 ; BIks So of Roscoe * MOSt MOClOlS

BLUE
AND^

Offers

30% OFF HAIRSTYLtS
(w/Johnny)

10% OFF PRODUCTS=
on Wednesday & Thursday

1 09 1 6 LE CONTE AVE (downstairs)

208~Soo3 w/this coupon

> In concert

FRIDAY UARCH 7

8:00 p.m. at Bel Air

PrcsbYterian Church

FREE ADMISSION FREE PARKING

16221 Mulholland Drive

-Take the 405 North or South to

Mulholland Dr (West) Exit Go
west for a half mile Turn right

at sign.

Call Jady for more
Information -

(818)788-4200

Half-price Sale-All Books
1/2 off List Price

Gifts-Section

Room 22480 URL
Today through Friday

Half-Price Saie.
"} k.

/Kodak \

[Cohiwatch]
V Systemy

SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 105 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

SPECIALS
---- coupon --»
ENLARGEMENTS

SPECIAL
20 X 28 24.95
20 X 24 22.95
16 X 20 18.95
12x16 14.95
11 X 14 12.95
8 X 12 5.95
8 X lO 5.95

Not vend w/ o^/ o»V»' >f©f.

Exp. 3-2b-e'

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
.n PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE m

WILSHIRE BL

!«---- coupon - • - -

FREE
ROLL OF FILM

with every roll developed
and printed.

Not v&lid w/ any other offer.

Exp 3-28-86

Pac-10

as

Continued from Page 32

all enter the *86 season

All-America candidates.

Ramos will be a very im-

portant player for the Car-
dinal this season. Last year he
hit .347 with 66 runs-batted-

in and started in all 62 games.
Ramos is an excellent defen-

sive player and will have the

job of. handling a talented pit-

ching staff.

Led by McDowell, who has

a 2.06 ERA this season, the

Cardinal will have some good
pitching. Besides McDowell,
Stanford has a number of

freshman hurlers including

Jim Price who sports a 1.80

ERA.
Freshmen Ron Witmeyer

and Ed Sprauge lead the team
in batting average at .462 and
.444 respectively.

With an 11-4 record, the

Cardinal are the nation's 8th-

ranked team.
After starting out the season

9-0, the California Bears have
lost three of their last four

outings. Despite this, the
Bears are still the conference's

top-ranked team nationally at

No. 6.

Returning four All-
Conference selections in-

cluding two pitchers, the
Bears will have some experi-

ence to fall back on.

In any thrr.c gamp rnn-

top-10 team Cal State Fuller-

ton in Orange County.
Another big non-conference
win came at the expense of

Pepperdine.

Over the past weekend
UCLA traveled up 1-5 and
swept a three-game set from
Fresno State.

John Joslyn has carried a
big bat for UCLA coach Gary
Adams this year. Joslyn has
spent most of the season
hovering around the .450
mark while providing a lot of

power. ^
Todd Zeile, the Bruin cat-

cher, hit .333 last season and
has been keeping it up in '86.

Zeile also contributes a lot to

the UCLA team defensively.

Bruin second baseman
Torey Louvello raised his bat-

ting average nearly 100 points
last season and while that will

be hard to match, Louvello *

will be a key to the Bruin ef-

forts.

Pitching figures to be a
strentgh for the Bruins as both
Alex Sanchez and Randy Hen-
nis have shown a lot of poten-
tial. Sanchez is a hard-throw-
ing righthander with three
wins already this season.

Hennis was 4-0 last season
as a freshman.

ferenc^ set, Cal can send to

the mound two of the best

hurlers on the West Coast in

Mark Sampson and Andy
Wortham. Sampson is 2-1

with a 3.55 ERA and Wor-
tham is 2-0 with a 2.19 ERA.

Also returning are third
baseman Lance, Blankenship
and rightfielder Jeff Weiss.
Both are hitting .317 through
13 games.

First baseman Jeff Goff
leads the team with a .479
batting average and six home
runs.

The only team to really cool
off the Bears this season was
nationally ranked Cal State
FuUerton. The Titans took
two of three from Cal at

Fullerton last weekend.
While Arizona, Stanford,

aind Gal fight it out for the
conference title, the three
teams hoping to surprise in '86

are UCLA, Arizona State, and
use.
UCLA has shown the poten-

tial to have an impact on the
Pac-6 race. Earlier in the year
the Bruins claimed a win over

"He is a definite prospect
and could well emerge as the
top pitcher in the Pac-10,"
i«iri Arizona c-oadi J«rry lUfl-

Baseball

win the

Continued from Pager 32
Bruins went on to
game 6-2.

Relief ace Dana Ridenour
raised his season long .string of
.scoreless innings pitched to 14
when he pitched in the first

game of the Fresno series.

Ridenour earned his fifth save
by relieving starter Randy
Hennis in the seventh inning
with the bases loaded and
UCLA up 4-0. The Bruins
went on to win it 6-0.

Surprisingly, freshman Scott
Cline leads UCLA at the plate
with a .435 batting average.
Cline has three round trippers
to date to go with six RBI's
and a .913 slugging percen-
tage.

Long Beach will send either
Tim Phenecie or Greg Mayer
to the mound. Phenecie is a
6-2, 170 pound right hander
who has a 1-1 record and a
3.86 ERA this season.
Phenecie's, and Long Beach's,
lone win thus far came wherl -

dall,

Arizona State has lost a
number of great hitters from
last year's third place team
but one still reamains.

Centerfielder Rick Morris
leads the nation with 10 home
runs and 35 RBI's. If he can

_ ke^. that pace. Morris will he
everyone's All-America in '86.

Since regaining his eligabili-

ty a week ago, first baseman
Ted Dyson has been on a tear.

He is hitting .538 and went
4-5 with 3 home runs against
Oklahoma.
Tony Harris is off to an in-

credible start on the mound
for the Sun Devils with a 6-0

record and 1.96 ERA. In 23
innings of work, Harris has
recorded 24 strikeouts.

Pitcher Mike Thorpe is 3-1

and threw a 1-hitter against
Cal Poly Pomona.
Once upon a time the USC

Trojans and their mentor Rod
Dedeaux were the toast of the
Pac-10.

Times have changed.
Last season the Trojans

finished at the bottom of the

the 49ers pounded St. Mary's
13-5 in their .second ganie of
the .season.

Mayer has yet to earn a
decision while pitching in two
games so far. The 6-3, '215
pound junior hasn't had too
much early success as his 9.00
ERA will attest to.

At the plate. Long Beach is

led by designated hitter Craig
Robison. Robisoh, a 6-2 200
pound senior who plays out-
field as well, is hitting .375
with nine hits in 24 at bats
thus far. Included in Robison's
stats are two triples and
RBI's.

The 40ers have lost to Nor-
thridge (18-3), Loyola twice
(6-3 and 7-2), and lost to
Riverside (5-3) in the first

meeting of the season this

year. Long Beach has had
seven games rained out this

season including a meeting at

Long Beach with UCLA.
Last season the Bruins were

victorious in both games as

they beat the 49ers 5-4 at JRS
and 13-9 at Long Beach.
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Corey Pavin has won a pro tournament each of the seasons
he has been on the PGA Tour.

Pavin
Continued from Page 32
PGA Tour, he was given
„Rnnkie nf fha Year honoro m
he set a Tour record for earn-
ings by a first year player.

Pavin's paychecks totaled over
$265,000 his first year, break-
ing the mark that Hal Sutton
had set the year before. But
unlike Sutton's record, Pavin's
mark has stood for more than
a year.

Included in that record sum
was Pavin's first PGA win, at

the Phoenix Open. It was
after the Phoenix tournament
that Pavin started to hit his

stride. After missing two cuts

early his first year, Pavin
didn't miss another one.

The next year, it wa^ more
of the same for Pavin and the
PGA Tour.' One win and a lot

of money.
This time Pavin won the

Colonial Invitational in Fort
Worth, Texas and played his

way to the upper echelons of

the money list.

Pavin finished the year as

the No. 6 earning professional

with over $306,000. He made
up for the single win with a

Tour-high 13 top ten finishes,

one more than the No. 2

money man Lanny Wadkins.
Once again, Pavin is prov-

ing to the golf world that he
may be the best golfer in the

school's history. After a brief

struggle earlier this year,
Pavin broke out of his slump
with a win at the Hawiian
Open and a top ten finish at

the Los Angeles Open.
So far the third year pro has

netted $120,000 this year to

bring his earnings for two-plus
vears of play to approximately
$700,000. But don't think that

Pavin is out ordering his yacht
just yet.

"People . don't realize how
much it costs to be. on the

Tour," said Pavin. "I think

that we spent $60,000 last

year for travel expenses which
is quite a bit of money.
"Of course there are dif-

ferent ways to travel. My wife
and I like to be in a comfor-
table place— certainly not the
most expensive place, B,ut

..somewhere where wm

«

can bo
comfortable.

"People arfti't aware that a
person like (former UCLA
teammate) Jay Delsing is listed

as exenipt which means that
he is a successful golfer in the
Tour's eyes. But Jay only
made about $46,000 last year.

I know that his expenses had
to be at least 30 and probably
40 thousand.

"That doesn't leave very
much left over."

Pavin's wife continues to
travel with him while on the
Tour, but according to Corey
that will be changing, at least

temporarily, very soon.

"She'll only travel up until

the Master's at the end of
May," said Pavin. "We're ex-

pecting our first child- about
then. I hope that she can go
that long anyway, I don't like

to travel by myself. It's no fun
coming off the course and go-

ing to an empty hotel room."
After the baby is born

(Pavin said he doesn't care if

it's a girl or a boy jsut as long
as it's a healthy baby) Pavin
anticipates that his wife and
child will join him on the tour
for at least the next four years.

"Once it's time for school

we'll have to figure something
out, but until then, I'd like to

keep my family with me while
I play," said Pavin.

With a family on the way,
Pavin appreciates tournaments
that are closer to his West Los '

Angeles home, like the recent-

ly completed Los Angeles
(Open.

Pavin had trouble in his

first year at the Open, but has
since started to burn up the

course that the Bruins call

home.
"I don't think that being at

home is a distraction, I think
it helps. I can come to my
own home and sleep in my
own bed. I don't have to eat

Continued on Page 26

EXPRESS DELIVERY
FREE TO YOUR DORM,

t/0 MINIMUM.
208-8671

good only In Westwood store

f2 OFF i ^i OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA

\ ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
ONE COUPON
PER ORDER.

DELIVERY ONLY. NOT
VALID WITH ANY
OTHER ORDER.

TELL 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All

at an affordable pnce. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling^

that grabbed "you.. •
-

'-l.^^

Thp Elite 80 Practicality

never looked so good.
Tur

HONDA^M
'V. '.It' , .«'••' 'fV .^'<^ tUHi*'***'

MOTORSCOOTER
AND SE

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUST MINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYS AND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

1 I ii l li I w

r lAiriP/ni?

UNITED PUERTO RICANS ^ UCLA^

PRESENTS

Hon* Miguel Hernandez Agosto
President, Senate of Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico: Its cultural, economical and political uniqueness.

Monday, March 10th 1102 Architecture

5:00 P.M. FREE
' Question and answer session will follow

- Lecture will be in English

FUNDED BY CPC

'^w^

^*-^—•-iwi PMria

WM^r^e'm^.mmiftw si-
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Bruins meet Georgia
Tech without No. 1

By Rick Schwartz

Aisi%Xant Sports Editor

Today at 1:30 on the
courts of the LAXC, the
UCLA tennis team will host

Georgia Tech,
The 9-1 Bruins will be

without their top player,
^rad Pearce. He is in the
desert this week playing at

the La Quinta professional

tournament.
That will move .senior

Mike Kures into the top
spot. Kures was plagued by
the flu recently but
recovered and played well
in last week's National
Men's Indoor Intercollegiate

Tennis Championships.
It is not yet clear

whether Dan Nahirny, who
filled the No. 3 spot in the
lineup during the trip to

Kentucky, will be moved
up to No. 2. The UCLA
freshman has some pain in

V

his lower back, and coach
Glenn Bassett may decide

to rest Nahirny.

Others exp)ected to play
singles for the Bruins in-

clude freshmen Tim
Trigueiro, Buff Farrow,
and junior Brett Green-
wood. ; Sophomore doubles
specialist Ken Diller and
freshman Patrick Calbraith
may also break into the
lineup today.

Doubles wins have not
come easy for UCLA thus
far in 1986. But because of
Nahifny and Kures* per-

formance against Clemson
Friday, Bassett has in-

dicated that he seems to

have found a No. 2 doubles
team.
Farrow and Trigueiro are

likely to get another chance
at No. 3.

This will be Georgia
Tech's second match on its

West Coast swing.

Netters roll over Waves, 5-2

Pepperdine is no match for UCLA's women
By Kari KImme

• It was not another rout, but

UCLA's women's tennis still

defeated Pepperdine, 5-2,

yesterday at the Sunset Can-
yon Recreation Center. 7

Unlike the majority of the

Bruins' opponents, the nine-

teenth-ranked Waves made
the day seem very long— so

long that the number one and
two doubles matches were
stopped due to darkness.

Still, the Malibu squad
didn't make the day quite as

long as last year's meet, when
the Waves upset the Blue and
Gold for the first time since

the school began women's
tennis.

**We're not looking for

revenge," said UCLA coach
Gayle Godwin before the
match. "We just want to build

some momentum for Stan-
ford."

>Now with an overall record
of 5-0, the ninth-ranked

Bruins have momentum for

this weekend. But yesterday's

match doesn't really fit in

with such a lopsided record.

Indeed, Godwin was right

when she saw Pepperdine as

the ^'toughest match" for

UCLA thus far.

Jane Thomas probably
agreed, as the Waves' Mansa
Sanchez gave her trouble from

the very start of the match. In

spite of Thomas' usual feroci-

ty, Sanchez got on tpp of her

early 1-5 in the fitst set. Then,
serving to Pepperdine,
Thomas let the final point of

the set slip by her.

In the second set Thomas
was like her old self, again.

Her aggressive play, along

with some well placed shots,

finally went to work, helping

her beat Sanchez in the second

set 6-2.

In the final and deciding set

Sanchez and Thomas played

fairly evenly, moving from 3-2

in favor of Sanchez to 5-4 in

Thomas' favor. The final

game was similar, as the two
played evenly until Thomas
broke loose from a 40-^ point

advantage to taka-ttye match.

Joni Urban, who played
Carole Berterand in the
number two singles match,
also found her caoch's pro-

J)hecy a menace to her game.
In the first set of the match.

Urban looked as though she

had Berterand under control,

as she went out ahead of her
early, 5-1, but with time, as

well as with some uninspiring

comments from a Pepperdine
fan, the hard-hitting
Berterand forced the set to 5-

5.

Here, Urban finally regain-

ed her poise, closing out the

set 7-5. That was the only set

she'd win. Berterand finished

off the match against Urban
with a patFof close sets, winn-
ing 5-7, 7-5, 6-4.

At number three, freshman

VoHeyball
Continued from Page 31

arc ginotional and when two

the Bruins three losses. Each to No. 3 ir. the national rank-
has come in very small facili- ings.

teams are fairly even, it's easy

for one of them to ride the

crest of an emotional wave to

a victory. An enthusiastic
crowd in a small gym can be
a major force in giving a team
that necessary emotional
'swell.

Thjg hoc Kaoti fKo cf^ty ^

ties which were packed with a Tonight's road trip to Stan-

pumped-np crowd- rooting fur ford will be UCLA's last uiltiL

the other side.

In each match, the Bruins
have played well, but not

with inspiration. They've got-

ten down and been unable to

late in April and the Bruins

are in for yet another tough
match.
The Cardinal has three

preseason All-Aniericas on the

preseason pick for the Bruins. rankings, Shaw mentioned
— Stanford also lost a match that any team from No. 5 on
to Long Beach State earlier in up has a good chance at the
^thg~seasoTr^at^Lggg^ Bcach^and—NCAA^^rhant^lonships as

re-group against their rallying squad including outside hitters

opponents. John Boot, Chris Brawn, and
Despite these tough losses, MidSe blocker Scott Fortune.

Jhet Bruins have only .dippftd Qy.y.iPL Vnl»cfj|d is the unl^

also to Pepperdine,. who re-

mains undefeated. The Car-
dinal is yet to play tiSC.- ,

According to Stanford co-

coach Don Shaw, outside hit-

ter John Root has been out

with an injured ankle ^nd is

still not playing^t 100%

evidenced by UCLA's recent

chanrrpionships when they
were ranked below No. 2.

UCLA coach Al Scates said

earlier in the season, "We go
out to crush 'em, no matter
who they are."

The match is scheduled for

>iial —743044>night.

BUSINESS
NET ^86thelosancei.es

junior chamber
of commerce

Network • Meet Local Business Professionals

MONDAY, MARCH 3, 5;30-8;30PM
Hyatt Regency Hotel • Grand BalTroom

711 S. Hope St., Downtown, LA

$3 Students $5 General Public

For more info, call (213) 482-1311
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SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
Speed Reading

• Photographic Memory
.

• Improved Test Taking Ability

' Stop smoking, lose weight and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount
Free Demonstrations Thursday, 7:30 P.M.

Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director, (818)989-2923

14 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS
• « >* « « M m ^^ • ya-^i' rth#^ ^11*1

Men ^ Women's

Layer Cutting • Perms

Student Discounts

OpCA
7 days

UCLA YUGOSLAV
EXCHANGEPROGRA^

under the auspices of the GCLA International Studies and
Overseas Programs,

with support from the Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs of the United States Information Agency
and the GCLA center for Russian and East European
Studies

presents the Fourth Yugoslav Studies Seminar

February 27-March 2, 1986
(JCLA Campus

North Campus Facility, Room 22

CONTEMPORARY
YUGOSLAVIA THROaCH

LITERATaRE'AND THE ARTS
Exhibit of library materials in the University Research
Library

Folkloric-ethnographic videotapes from Yugoslavia shown
daily, February 24-28, 1986, 121 p.m.,

Instructional Media Center. 46 Powell Library,

with the assistance of "Druzhba," UCLA Slavic Students
Organization

5ArW^BMWTS presents:
o

•mm
THE ALL-UWIVERSITY

ARMWBESTLPfC CHALLEWCE
WHEN: TONIGHT!
WHERE: BETA THETA PI FRATERNITY HOUSE
TIME: 5:30 PM TIL FINISHED
THIS IS AN ALL-UNIVERSITY TOURNAMENT AND ANYONE IS

WELCOME TO PARTICIPATE. EARLYBIRD SIGN-UPS WILL BE HELD
ON BRUIN WALK FROM 10:00 am - 2:00 pm on FEB.26th AND 28th.

THERE WILL ALSO BE SIGN-UPS AT THE DOOR.
THE TOURNAMENT WILL CONSIST OF FOUR MEN'S WEIGHT DIVI-
SIONS AND TWO WOMEN'S WEIGHT DIVISIONS. IT IS A SINGLE
EIJMmATION EVENT AND ALL PARTICIPANTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO

TROPHIES WILL BE AWARDED UPON COMPLETION OF THE FINAL
HOUNDS IN EACH WEIGHT DIVISION

ENTRY FEE: $2.00

REFRESHMENTS: FBEE
OBSERVERS: WELCOME

FOR MORE INFORMATION CAU:
DAVE MECKLER 824-0706

BRENT CHAPEL 824-12S8

iastaa! We Support Liberty!

10911 lantwl ililiSite
Wesewood A^Ila^

tftiM West of Wh«feli«M«r iKec<ittl»

for Appt a08-62<>7 -%

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex t^^JT
Permalens& v/Cj
Bausch & Lomb ' y^
30 Day Extended

'"*^'

Additional Pair oRQ
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Dally
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
_ CARE KIT A FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratofomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
$1000/Eye<:redit Program Arranged

L3 2'68Paci'ic 2'3i 59'-'!)94

VN '232 ^3"Su,s 8'9i'3»J-5392

^ A U82S siooe'^s:" :-j :'9 'ii
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UCLA slides into Lorij

Beach to meet 49ers
By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

Following a two-game loss

to the No. 1 team in the coun-
try, the UCLA women's soft-
bali team hopes to rebound
against the 49ers of Cal State
Long Beach in non-conference
pjay this afternoon.
Over the weekend the

Bruins were swept by a pow-
erful Cal Poly Pomona team
that hit UCLA's pitching for
six runs in the doubleheader
played at Sunset Canyon soft-

ball field. Led by All-America
pitcher Rhonda W^Heatley, the
Broncos blanked the Bruins in
game one, allowed two tallies

in the second but held on to
take that game as well.

If UCLA has it their way,
however, things will be a little

different today as they travel
to Mayfield Park to meet the
49ers.

CSULB's coach Pete
Manarino doesn't think the
Bruins will get away with two
easy wins by any means.

"I think we're fairly confi-
dent," said Manarino. "We
'have d ball club that returned
14 players and our experieTi^
has shown early, so I think
we'll do O.K."
CSULB comes into the

doubleheader toting a 5-2
record after splitting with Cal
State Northridge on Sunday,
1-0, 0-1. With three more
games under their belts than
UCLA, including the tough-

pair against CSUN, the 49ers
should give the Bruins some
trouble.

Heading the 49er attack is

the current leading hitter,
Nancy Craham. In the early
going, the third baseman has
registered a .375 batting
average.

On the field, firj^ baseman
Sandy Winchester could pose
problems for the Bruins with
her strong defensive play.

Besides Craham, however,
the 49ers haven't come out red
hot offensively in their first

seven contests. Last season's
WCAA conference-leading hit-

ter, Lisa Limp, is currently
wrestling with an average in
the low . lOO's after batting for
an excellent .337 clip in 1985.

"She (Limp) started off the
same way last year . . . but
she is starting off pretty slow.
She's two for 18, I think," said
Manarino. "She'll start hitting
as the season progresses. I'm
not worried about Lisa."
As for the rest, of the

CSULB squad, nobody can
touch Graham's .375 mark so
the 49ers may come up short
at the plate against the Bruiii_

Bruins face off with Caidinal
Spikers to play on heels of two tough losses

pitching tandem of SamantHa
Ford and Michelle Phillips.

Although Ford struggled in
her second outing of her
UCLA career against Pomona,
the freshman is no stranger to
the game and her high school
as well as ASA ball experience
should kick in to aid her.

'- Continued on Page 27

By Bob Brunwin

The UCLA volleyball
team makes its way north
this evening to take on the
4th-ranked Stanford Car--
dinal in what will be the
Bruins' eighth league
match.
The Bruins are now. 4-3

in the CIVA after two ex-

tremely disappointing losses

to Long Beach State and
use.
UCLA* lost to Long

Beach State on February
19th in five tough matches
that lasted a total of two-
and-a-half hours. They lost

to use over the weekend in

three games that took an
hour and forty-five
minutes.

Both of these matches
were emotional and big let-

downs for the Bruins.Thecommon
denominator of all three of

UCLA's losses including the
loss to No. 1 Pepperdine is

that the Bruins were the
visiting team in each. This
inay ^ not j^eem to.be very

BENJAMIN TONG/Oaily Bruin

After two losses in the last three games. Reed Sunahara
and the rest of the Bruins have to revert to early season
in tonight's game at Stanford.

important, but it is,

especially in a volleyball

match.

The balance of an entire

match can change with just

a few points and a few
points can be scored in

short bursts. Most matches
Continued on Page 30
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Things are brewin'

in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
frarttc School now at UCLA or
Westwood. Qa&s«s every week-Sat
Sun. We^knigfats. Inexpensive,
Stimulating & Fun. Locations also at

Weverly Hills S.M.. Culver City and
South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVA riONS

(213)478-7099

HOMIIA
Present Student l.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Bllte"^

fXi^ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
vVYf COMPLETE

ttlQIl "*
-^ (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO HID6eN CHARGES

00

INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
I . Tun«-up
2 Valve Ad).

3 Lube

4 (XI Change
5. Brake A<^ **

6 GuicH Ad)
7. Service Air Cleaner

8. Check Battery Water
9. Inspect Front End
10. Compression Test
i 1 . (Pressure Test Cooling System),

$59.95

Part* & Ubor (Gas & Air Filter xtral

MAINTENANCE SEttVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA) ^ QA 95

\'y-um\. TOYOTA

mn USED CAR DIAGNOSIS — $30.00
» THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE »

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453^652 • 829-7012

^ \:^' \ ^

Puerto

Vallarta

Acapuico

Mexican
Riviera

Cruises

Ski Utah

WAIKIKI
$259

$^99 Maza

$399 Canci

Rounrtlrip Air

4 n;«v .1 NiQhts Hnlpl

Mazatlan

$429
$199

Cancun

Caribbean

Cruises

Expo. '86

$239
$409

$945

$493

i^Mmmmm^mmmmmmmmmm^mMm^^Mmi mmmM^M!??m
Infinity Travel

1018 W Gardena Blvd . Gardena. CA 90247
1 -800-631 -1 71 7 21 3-538-9984

Arrive In Style

AERO'''

Co on a Spree"*

TM

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL^

A

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burbank

1 5745 Roscoe Blvd . .Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd.,Van Nuys

Warner and Magnolia, fountain Valley

1627 Fullerton Rd., Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd . Pico Rivera

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

Jean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS-
FOR STYLING.PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA90212

^
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rvu sports Rick Alexander. Sports Editor

Rick Schwartz. Assistant Sports i<iitor

Andrea Tetrick. Assistant Sports Editor

reatest Bruins ever

orey has been win' the way^for Brum gon

UCLA's most successful golf product has

made a name foiLhimself^and his school

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

Not too many years ago, the

UCLA golf team was con-

sidered just another team,
nothing special, certainly

nothing to write home about.

All that seemed to change
when a skinny 17-year old

from Oxnard decided that he

wanted to go to school in

Westwood. Since then, the

Bruins have had five Pac-10

players of the year in a seven

year period and twice, a

UCLA gol^^er has been picked

a5 the NCAA player of the

year.

While credit for the tur-

naround can't go exclusively to

Corey Pavin, it sure seems as

though the presence of the

four-time All-Pac-10 player

has given a boost to the UCLA
program.

Pavln came to UCLA iif

All-America and the NCAA
Player of the Year.

"I was in a different situa-

tion than most players," said

Pavin about his recruitment.

''Because I was born in

November, my last year as a

junior was when I was 17.

That year I won the Junior

World Tournament and the

Los Angeles Men's Champion-
ships.

"By the time I won those

tournaments most schools had

already given out their five

scholarships. Plus, I wanted to

stay somewhere near home
and near my golf coach in

Camarillo. UQLA was near

home and they had a scholar-

ship left.
^

"Besides USC didn't recruit

me," joked Pavin when asked

RICHARD MURPHY'Daly Brum

:orey Pavin yelled "Fore!" when a shot at the LA. Open

vent off line, but it could have been a warning to the PGA

our that the pro from Oxnard is on the scene.

came"
time for the 1978 golf season

and right away he made an

impression. During his

freshman year, he was chosen

for the conference's second

team, a rarity for a first year

player.

After his second year, all of

the schools that passed Pavin

by when it came tirpe to

recruit golfers two years

earlier had to be Kicking

themselves. Pavin won six

tournaments in his sophomore
year, a school record that

stood until last year.

For his spectacular play,

Pavin was named a first team

why he didn't go to a school

with a richer golf tradition,

like USC.
iLveryone expected Pavin to fc^ian .

of the year. It still jvasn't as

good a year as 1979, but a far

cry from 1980.

Despite being in school for

five years, Pavin didn't get his

degree, something that he said

bothers him now.
"It's something that I wish-

ed I had done," said Pavin.

"It seems as though I always

had a difficult time
motivating myself for school

work back then.

"I've thought about going

back to school or taking a cor-

respondence course to get my
degree. In hindsight, I would
have worked harder to get my
degree when I had the
chance."

Since joining the Profes-

sional Golf Association Tour,

Pavin hasn't had much need

for a degree in psychology, his

major at UCLA. He's doing

quite well at his chosen pro-

continue his junior year at

UCLA right where he left off

his sophomore. It didn't hap-

pen that way as Pavin failed

to make the All-America
squad and was relegated to

the Pac-lO's second team.

"The thing that I learned

most at UCLA was during my
third year," said Pavin. "I had
a terrible year and it taught

me how to deal with not win-

ning. It was a big letdown

after my sophomore year."

Pavin closed out his career

in 1982, after redshirting his

fourth year, as an All-America

and as the conference's player

I think I always wanted to

be a pro golfer," said Pavin.

"I certainly couldn't give you

a time when the dream actual-

ly hit me, though. But until

my sophomore year at UCLA,
that's all it was, a dream.

"After I was chosen as an

All-America, that's when I

started to realize that the

dream was something more
than a dream but actually a

possibility. I mean when
you're an All-American, you're

one of the eight or 10 best

golfers in the country."

In Pavin'sv first year on the

Continued on Page 29

Batters to begin Pac-6 play after facing CSULB
Bruins will

teams in tough conference

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

Some of the best collegiate

baseball in the country is

played right here in the West
and that has the southern sec-

tion of the Pac-10 baseball

race up for grabs.

Currently, three of the

league's six teams are ranked

in the Collegiate Baseball

top- 10.

Picked by several publica-

tions to take the 1986 title, the

Arizona Wildcats will field a

veteran team. Each of the

jight regulars with the excep-

tion of hot-hitting shortstop

Dave Rudy saw extensive ac-

tion a year- ago when the

W^ildc0*s came in second.

Returning All-Pac-6 catcher

rodd Trafton is off to a great

start with a .413 batting

average and a lot of power.

His six home runs and 25 runs

batted in are both team highs.

The Wildcat outfield has

been helping to provide some
punch as both Dave Shermet

and Chuck Johnson have bat-

ting averages over .340 and
slugging percentages well

above .500. *

So far, strong hitting has

been a trademark of the *86

a .328Wildcats who sport

team average.

Relief pitching has also been

a plus for Arizona as Jeff Hird
has a 1.46 earned run average

and Gary Alexander has also

been a stopper with a 3.00

ERA and 22 strike outs in 21

innings of work.

Over the past weekend the

Wildcats took two of three

games from. Hawaii and
Arizona is currently the na-

tion's lOth-ranked team.

If the league title does not

end up in Tucson, there are a

couple of teams in the Bay
Area ready to take the crown.

A year ago, Stanford won
the Pac-6 title, the Western
regional and a trip to the

baseball World Series in

Omaha. While the Cardinal

lost several key players from

-last year's 47-15 team, they do
return some fine players.

Baseball observers often say

that strength up the middle is

the sign of a good team. If

that's the case then the rest of

the conference better look out

for the team from Palo Alto.

Catcher John Ramos, star-

ting hurler Jack McDowell,
. .. ,^» ... ^ _i ^ . . r, .

and centerfielder Mark Davis Torey Lovullo (3) will be counted on to help th^ Bruins

Continued on Page 28 overcome the Pac-6's big three this season.

UCLA plays^Bnal

tuneup against a

weak 49er team

RAY MARRERO

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

Riding the wave of a three

game sweep of Fresno State

last weekend, the UCLA
baseball team returns to Jackie

Robinson Stadium this after-

noon for a 2:30 contest with

Long Beach State.

Winners of five straight

games, the Bruins will carry a

10-4 record into the
showdown with the 49ers who
at press time were in the mid-

dle of a game with UC River-

side. Long Beach "took a 1-4-1

record into that game.
UCLA has also been vic-

torious in seven of its la^

eight games as well, which is

a good sign as the Bruins enter

their final tune up game be-

fore opening Pac-6 play this

weekend at Arizona State.

UCLA will probably send

right bander Jeff Conine to

the mound to try and subdue
the 49ers. Conine is 3-0 and
has a staff leading 1.86 ERA
among starters. In his last

outing, Conine threw five shut

out innings against the Bron-

cos from Cal Poly and the

Continued on Page 28

News: UCLA students

give their reactions to

the fall of Marcos.
See page 3.

Viewpoint: One reader
explains why bagels cost

more on South campus
than on North campus.
See page 15.

Iteview: 'Pop Off
takes a critical look at

the Grammy winners.

Seepage 19.

Sports: Pac 10 names
'Pooh' Richardson
'Freshman of the Year'.

See back page.

UCUV Weather^.
Hazy, slightly coole.'. i}
High: 75, low: 54. V^ i

(Dept. of Atmospheric
Sciences f€)recaat}

University of California Los Angeles
^Thursday, February 27, 1986
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State budget analyst recommends student fee increase
By Marikb Takayasu

Capital Corrtipondent

SACRAMENTO — Student

fees would increase by 7.5

percent and faculty salaries

would increase by 1.4 percent

for the 1986-87 fiscal year if

the state Legislature's non-

partisan budget analyst has his

way.
Legislative Analyst William

Hamm released his critique of

the governor's proposed
budget on Wednesday which
calls lor a reduction to the

UC's budget by $44.6 million.

Every year, the legislative

analyst recommends to the

Legislature how the state's ex-

penditures and revenues can

be used efficiently.

Haihtn recommended that

..annual student fees increase

by 7.5 percent, the same re-

quest made by the UC ad-

ministration to the governor.

This would increase^ annual

fees of undergraduates by over

$100 and $51 for graduates.

Last year, "the Legislature

passed and the governor sign-

ed legislation setting in a

statute, a procedure for

establishing student fees for

the future," Hamm said.

"What I am recommending is

consistent with that statute."

But in January, the gov-

ernor proposed buying out

student fee increases by pro-

viding $12 million from the

general fund. "What he pro-

posed in his budget is not con-

sistent with that statute,"

Hamm said.

But under legislation signed

by Deukmejian last year, a

long-term fee policy was to be

implemented this coming
fiscal year to eliminate sharp

increases that students experi-

enced in the early 1980s.

"I don't even expect the

student lobbyists to oppose me
on this," Hamm said.

Kirk Knutsen, UC Student

Lobby associate director, said

the lobby is supporting the

concept of the long-term
policy, but does not think It

will support the analyst's

recommendation fbr. an in-

crease.

"The governor has kept this

commitment to get fees back

to normal levels and this does

not contradict the long-term

fee policy," he said.

Hamm also said that UC
faculty could maintain parity

with comparable universities

with a 1.4 percent salary in-

crease, instead of the gov-

ernor's proposed 5 percent in-

crease.

In a California Postsecon-

dary Education Commission
(CPEC) report, UC faculty

salaries are about 5.2 percent

ahead of the average of eight

comparable universities, in-

cluding University of
Michigan, Harvard and Yale

in the current year.

"This will save the state

$27.2 million," Hamm said.

UCLA's proposed $75
million chemistry and biologi-

cal^cience-^ukUtioa-woukLaot.

receive $1 .35 million for pre-

liminary plans proposed by
the governor under the
legislative analyst's plan.

"The university (UCLA)
Please see BUDGET, Page 11

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley

second

BOC approves raise in stipend,

payments to student presidents

By Mark Talavera, Staff Writer

Seeking to better compensate student representatives,

the ASUCLA Board of Control raised stipends for student

members and granted stipends to the undergraduate and

graduate presidents.

At its Feb. 21 meeting, BOC increased the stiperyd to

$200 per month. By a 5-2-3 vote, they also deleted ^1973
BOC guideline which made the undergraduate and gradu-

ate presidents ineligible to receive compensation as BOC
members and^voted 5-3^^o allow those student leadeis to

Lists education, crime, environment as top priorities

By Anthony Aarons and Doug Nathan

Staff Writers

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley announced

his second campaign for governor Wednesday

night front of a crowd of 1,000 people, saying

that this year will be different than 1982.

Bradley, who lost to Gov. George Deukme-

jian by the smallest margin in this century,

thinks this year will be different. "We have

come to claim the victory deprived from us in

1982."
,

Bradley, who was making his I2th stop of a

two-day tour of the state, abandoned many of

the anti-Deukmejian themes he used earlier.

At other stops in the state, Bradley had at-

tacked Deukmejian, saying, "California does

not need a governor who is a caretaker for the

rich and privileged.'*

In Bradley's formal announcement made
Tuesday in Sacramento, he said his top

priorities would be education, crime and pro-

tecting the environment. "We can have quali-

ty schools in California. We can clean up toxic

-^
_L»:

pollution and clean up our drinking waters."

Bradley, who like Deukmejian has no major

opposition in the June primaries, is concen-

trating the June primary campaign on his

November opponent.

In his "kick-off" appearance at the

Hollywood Palace Wednesday night, Bradley

was distinctly more upbeat centering on the

need for unification to defeat Deukmejian in

November. "I've got the energy, determina-

tion, drive, power and will, and we are going

to win this time."

This was a theme echoed by other speakers

of the evening including former pro basketball

player Jamaal Wilkes. "This time we are going

to nave to try a little harder and dig a little

deeper to win."
^

The crowd at the Palace included such

celebrities and local politicians as actor LeVar
Burton, actor Michael Warren and Coun-

cilman Zev Yaroslavsky.

Bradley ended the evening with a statement

that reflected the task that Ties ahead of him.

"Tomorrow the serious work begins.

receive BOC stipends.

"As directors of a $52 million company, we have to be

aware of (ASUCLA) sales, finances, services, etc.," said

Ronn Campbell, undergraduate BOC member who pres-

ented the motion. "Most of us sit on two to^three commit-

tees, and compensation is not even where it should be."

However, the motions to raise the stipend and compen-

sate student presidents, approved 6-2-1, were not passed

without controversy.

Some BOC members felt students may see the stipend

raise as having been "railroaded through the board"

because the matter was discussed late during the BOC
meeting's seventh hour. IT"

^
Although BOC members discussed the issue for about an

hour, they questioned the constitutionality of the BOC
granting students who serve on a board of directors any

compensation.
"Besides the fact that legislating matters like this in a

meeting's seventh to eighth hour is unwise, I think it

perfectly appropriate to make sure nothing is being vio-

lated," said Raymond Goldstone, dean of students and

BOC member.
Goldstone and faculty representative Richard 3iarthol

yoted against the measures.

Gold^one said any additional compensation of BOC
members should be decided by the bodies which appoint

members — either the undergraduate or graduate student

governments.
But Campbell said, in a later interview, that student

BOC members have not received a raise since 1973, and

that a total increase of $3,525 for all student members is

not significant.

"We will just be making $25 more than (undergraduate)

commissioners, and I think we do more than the commis-

sioners," Campbell said. "The (undergraduate) president

at (UC) Berkeley makes three times more than our presi-

dent, and (UCLA's) president is also a director on the

^^^•"
Please see STIPENDS, Page 13
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U.S., UpLA students
Support for changes evident
By Jordan Kitaen

"Going, Going, Gone"
read .a sign hanging in the
Samahang/Pilipino office
Wednesday, summing up the

feelings of some students on
campus toward the ousting
of Philippine President Fer-

dinand E. Marcos.

John Tipton, a sophomore
biology major and member
of the Samahang/Pilipino
student organization said,

"Our organization is very
happy to see the end of Mar-
cos" rule, especially since

there was such little blood-

shed. Our office has been
celebrating all day."

Tipton, who was born in

the Philippines also said, "I

myself have disliked him ever
since he began to enforce
martial-law, curfew hours
and exile policies. Now the
island is rid of his oppressive

government."
Tai Lee, business manager

for Pacific Ties, UCLAs
Asian special interest paper,

"

Bald he—thinks the reeenF
developments are fantastic.

"Finally the Filipino peo-
ple are free to determine

their own destiny and to

progress in a normal fash-

ion," Lee said. He also
pointed out that many Fili-

piiTto dissidents are now ap-
plying for visas to return to
their homeland.

Most will support the new
government and add man
power to the country, he
said.

A random sampling of
people in Royce Quad un-

''covered similar satisfaction

with the resignation of Mar-
cos.

"A government should
• reflect the peoples desires,"

said freshma^n Stacy
Damron. "The people
wanted Aquino, and they got
her, so Fm glad it (the ab-
dication) happened. Plus, " I

read an article in People
magazine about how greedy
Marcos* wife is. That really

made me sick."

Although anti-Marcos sen-

timent was shared by all

those asked, support for

Aquino was not quite as

widespread.
Marne Bullion, a junior

Please see STUDENT,
. Page 12

Administration won't seize, freeze Marcos' holdings

By Terence Hunt, Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Reagan Ad-
ministration said Wednesday it does not plan .

to seize or freeze Ferdinand Marcos' vast

holdings in the United States, and was silent

on whether it would resist legal efforts by
Corazon Aquino's government to claim his

assets.

:—A The deposed president flew to Hawaii, and
there were indications his odyssey from the
Philippines might end there.

Discussions already have been conducted
with Marcos or members of his entourage "as
to what his wishes are and the possibility of

him staying in Hawaii," said presidential

spokesman Larry Speakes. No decision has
been made, he said. j

He praised Aquino's efforts to restofe

stability to her country after days of crisis,

saying, "So far she's\done a very good job."

Speakes said President Reagan probably
would send a message to Aquino on Wednes-
day and would speak with her soon. He also

said it was possible the president would send
a message to Marcos.

Reagan's envoy, Philip Habib, was due to

arrive in Manila during the day for talks "on
how the U.S. can help in addressing the pro-

blems of economic revival, national securi-

ty," Speakes said.

Marcoy is reputed to have exlemive leal -

estate holdings in the United States, in-

cluding four commercial buijldings in

Manhattan and a 14-acre estat
1

on Long

Island that a House subcommittee estimates
have a combined value of $350 million.

A recent U.S. intelligence report estimated
the wealth of Marcos and his family at $3
billion, the Wall Street Journal reported. It

quoted an adviser to Aquino, Heherson
Alvarez, as saying her government will use
any legal means available to reepver assets

Marcos and his family allegedly sent
overseas.

Speakes said any discussion of the gov-
ernment freezing Marcos' assets "had no
standing within in the administration."
"Whatever attempts will be made about'

his holdings here — I don't have anything 'on

that," he said. / ^j--

Speakes, at aWws brtefing, also mention-
ed reports "that the United States gov-
ernment was going to seize and freeze his

assets. No."
On Capitol Hill, Rep. Stephen Solarz,

(D-Nnew York) said he is drafting legislation

to help Aquino's government pursue Marcos'
holdings in the United States.

"We're talking about massive am(5lints of
money here . . . amounts that dwarf the
annual level of U.S. aid to the Philippines,"

said Solarz, a longtime Marcos critic and
chairman of. a congressional investigation of
MarcoF assets in the United States. "These
resources were swindled and stolen from the
T'^hpino people:"

—~

—

-"'" —
As to whether the administration would

oppose any attempt bv Aquino's government
Please see REACTION, Page 12
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Some non-resident students may

be eligible for reclassification

By Lynne Redman

Some UCLA non-resident students may qualify for a
$l,27p per quarter reduction in their tuition as a result ol
a recent reinterpfetation in University of California's

policy.

Students previously denied California residency for tui-

tion purp)oses because of financial dependence on their

non-resident parents may be eligible for reclassification

^T>ecause of the policy reinterpretation. California residents

currently pay $433 fees per quarter, while non-residents
pay $1,703.

^—In the past, any financial dependence on- non resident

JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

WATCH OUT — These cars lining Gayley Avenue will have to clear out Tuesday night for

street cleaning.
,

New parking restrictions on Gayley

for Tuesday^lght street cleaning
New "no parking" signs placed on the east

side of Gayley Avenue between Montana and
Le Conte Avenues threaten to tow away cars

parked there between 11 p.m. Tuesday and 6

a.m. Wednesday for street cleaning.

The Department of Transportation, stating

that the work order did not come from their

office, suggested that the signs were put up at

the request of campus officialSr -

"The signs are city signs and were put up by
the city," said Mary Hook, manager of Cam-
pus Parking Setvice. "There may have been

some coordination with the university about

the hours."

Getting Gayley Avenue empty enough to

sweep has been a problem for years. Hook
said.

Doug Anderson, an official for the Depart-

ment of Transportation, said the department

will conduct an investigation and provide in-

formation as it is available. '' ^'

"It probably wasn't initiated in this office,"

he said. "But if it was it was probably done by

parking management."

— Anne Mulkern

parents during the two years previous to petitioning for

feclassifation automatically disqualified a student from
receiving California residence status.

Under the new interpretation from fall quarter,

jj however, financial dependence will constitute only one
factor in determining a student's eligibility.

In order to establish residency for fee purposes, a stu-

dent must present evidence of intent to make California a
permanent residence including a California driver's license

or identification card, voter registration and documenta-"
tion of bank accounts maintained within the state. This
evidence must be coupled with continual physical presence
in the state one year prior to petitioning for a change of
status.

Although the new regulation was in effect for students
registering in fall 1985, the Registrar's Office did not
notify students of the change on an individual basis

because the office could not afford to send letters to all

non-resident students, said Assistant Registrar Anita Cot-
ter.

"The UCLA General Catalog states that students should
consult a residency deputy about changes in policy," Cot-
ter said. "We thought anyone who is a non-resident
would, in the normal course of concern, come in and talk

with a deputy."
However, for students who did not petition for resi-

dence reclassification, the Registrar's Office will accept re-

troactive applications for the fall 1985 and winter 1986
quarters if a student is eligible for a change in status. Cot-
ter said.

A major factor in the change was that non-resident stu-

dents may remain financially dependent on their parents
because they must pay approximately four times more in

fess than a resident student, said Registration Supervisor
Cathy Lindstrom.

"
*

A student can best determine his or her eligibility for

residency status by filing a petition for residence
reclassification with the Registrar's Office. Petitions for

spring quarter are available through April 4 at 1134 Mur-
phy Hall.

'c' y
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Calcuim is essential for bones 'under construction^

MAPlOI-OCrY

SNACMAN
*pTC

Many of us have vivid
childhood memoities of our
mothers* reminders to drink
our milk, though most of us
had no idea what good advice
it really was.

Most people think of bones
as inert structures such as
wood beams or steel girders.
But bone is a living tissue that
is always "under construc-
tion."

Bone metabolism is a very
active process in which old
tissue is removed from bone
and new bone tissue is laid

down throughout one's life.

Crucial to this metabolism
is calcium. Calcium, along
with phosphorous, fluoride,
vitamin D and other
nutrients, is essential to the
formation of bones and teeth.

j\bout 99 percent of the calci-

-nm in your body is contained
in the bones and teeth.

Adequate amounts of calci-

um are also necessary for the
functioning of muscle contrac-
tion, nerve transmission and
blood clotting.

With such major roles to
play in the body, calcium

must be furnished to the cells

on demand. Thus, bones serve
as banks where calcium can
be deposited and withdrawn
as needed. When the blood
level of calcium falls, calcium
in the form of crystals is ob-
tained! from the bones.
The guarantee that the

body maintains its blood cal-

cium levels does not mean that
calcium can be excluded from
the diet. If your diet lacks cal-

cium, you will pay the price
— perhaps not today, but
years from now — in the
weakening of your bones.

This weakening is caused by
the removal of calcium frbm
your bones to meet your
body'is calcium demands. Be-
tween the ages of 20 and 50
you can lose up to a third of
the total calcium in your
skeleton if you do not take in

enough calcium from your
diet.

Osteoporosis, which literally

means "porous bones," is the
disease of weakened bones. It

is the underlying cause of most
broken bones in older adults.

Because of hormonal dif-

ferences between men and

women, women are eight

times more likely to suffer

from osteoporosis than rpen.

Women have less bone mass

than men and also lose bone

at a faster rate, especially

after menopause. By eating an

adequate amount of foods

high in calcium and exercising

regularly, young women may
be able to prevent this disease,

from developing later in life.

Physical activity is vital for

preserving healthy bone ti^ue.

An important contributer to

bone loss may be a general

decline in physical activity as

people age. Not only is there

some evidence that exercise

may stimulate new bone
growth, but it appears thiit

certain types of exercise may
enhance calcium retention and
absorption.

The best exercises are

"weight-bearing" activities in

which the limbs are stressed

for the body will not
withdraw as much calcium

from bone that is stressed and
demands calcium. Good activ-

ities include jogging, biking,

TRIVIAL PUBSUIT

dancing, tennis dnd racquet-

ball.

E^jkh time you put your

heel to the ground, you put

1.2 to 1.5 times as much stress

on your bones as would be

caused by your body weight

alone, making even walkiag a

good weight-bN&aring exercise.

To obtain the best bone-

building effects of exercise,

you should perform weight-

bearing activities and ingest

an adequate amount of calci-

um throughout your lifc^

"^It is always better to get

your nutrient needs from the

grocery store, not the drug

store. With a little planning,

you should be able to plan

your meals to meet your calci-

um needs.

Some good sources of calci-

um include: milk (1 cup 300
nig)» yogurt (1 cup 350
m.g.), cheese (1 ounce 100-35Q

m.g.), cottage cheese (1 cup
200 m.g.) and tofu (3Vt ounce
130 m.g.).

The Recommended Dietary

Allowance (RDA) is 800
milligrams per day for adult

men and women. It is

estimated that the average
American woman consumes
only about 500 milligrams dai-
ly-

If you feel yoii are not get-
ting enough calcium in your
diet and would like to take a
supplement, consult a health
care practitioner before doing
so. It is recommended that
people with a personal or fam-
ily history of kidney stones
should not take calcium sup-
plements except on a physi-
cian's advice.

Additionally, bone meal
and dolomite, two forms of
calcium supplements, may be
contaminated with lead .or
other toxic metals.

If you have questions regar-
ding calcium or wish to
receive a dietary assessment,
call the Peer Headth Counselor
Office (825-8462), or contact a
Student Health Advocate.

Compiled by Student Nutri-
tion Awareness Committee
(SNAC) member Diana
Johnston

by Dom Polclno
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Hauer overcomes fear of audience, discusses film career
By Jonn Sullaway

When actor Rutger Hauer
spoke Wednesday in Acker-
man Union, he expressed an
emotion not expected from the

villains he has played in films

like "Blade Runner" and "Hit-
cher:" fear.

"I haven't walked in front

of a large audience for seven
years," said the tall blond
Dutch actor to a crowd of ap-

proximately 500. "But it still

scares the hell out of me."
Nonetheless, Hauer discuss-

ed his latest role ii> "Hitcher"
as well as the acting
challenges encountered in a

career spanning 26 films, in-

cluding "Ladyhawke" and
"Inside the Third Reich."
Hauer started acting in his

native Holland at the age of

20. After spending five years

touring thp Dutch countryside
'with a theater group and ac-

ting in a television mini-series,

Hauer landed his first film

role in the movie "Turkish
Delight," which was
nominated for best foreign

film in 1974.

Hauer admitted that the
great amount of nudity in that

film embarrassed him. **I

hadn't accepted the fact that

your body is a costume and
that nudity doesn't mean
anything."

After acting in Germany for

about seven years, Hauer
came to America in 1980 for

the role of a terrorist in the

film "Nighthawks."
"I thought I knew it all. I

was basically an ignorant
prick," Hauer said. "But even-

tually, I realized that I was
faced with a difficult story

and difficult actors."

Ignorance, however, did
not set Hauer back, and he
continued to get parts, in-

cluding roles in "Blade Run-
ner," "Inside the Third Reich"
and "Ladyhawke."
Hauer said his favorite role

was the vengeful android Roy
Batty in the Ridley Scott sci-fi

thriller "Blade Runner."
"I loved the twists of that

story," he said. "I liked the

fact that you could fall in love

with a machine and that a

machine could fall in love."

In describing his most curv

rent role, the homicidal hit-

chhiker in "Hitcher," he ex-

plained that he attempted to

give a human dimension to his

sinister character. "Normally,
bad guys don't get a 'person,'

they get a psychological ex-

planation whi^h is very bor-

0713 fSH] nm^

ing. I wanted to make this

character more of a person."

Hauer credited careful
editing as a key to his power-
ful screen presence. "I cut my
lines and that is one of the

reasons I am intense. My per-

formance is compressed."

Hauer also saw violence as

an often misinterpreted ele-

ment of movies. "I don't think

you should cut violence out of

movies. I think there is a lot

more to violence behind the

surface."

Hauer characterized
America as ' a "very generous
country," but said that the

movie industries in Europe
and the U.S. were very similar

in their complexities.

"You have to deal with f)oli-

tics in the movie business. I

don't know how to do that. It

is the same thing With the

press. You talk for twO^
minutes and you get one line

printed. I don't understand."

Hauer's appearance was
sponsored by Campus Events.

B1 5cotr seRH

Rutger Hauer

canious events presents, in Person

The UCLA Undergraduate
Business Society presents

TUESDAY MARCH 4 10AM-3PM

SPEAKING IN ACKERMAN
GRAND BALLROOM _
AT 9:00 PM • FREE

TONIGHT! (J

STAR OF:

•COMMANDO
•AMERICAN FLYER
•CHOOSE ME
•QUEST FOR FIRE

•BEAT STREET

PLAYING
TONIGHT!

$1 EACH 4^ W ^'^^^
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CAMPUS EVENTS WOULD LIKE TO
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Med Center vows
By Andrea Liebman. Staff Writer

Doctors and residenU -ut the UCLA Medical Center have
joined the efforts to febuild Mexico City General Hospital,
which Nvas destroyed in the Sept. 19 earthquake.

Mexico City General has been a sister hospital of UCLA "

said Dr. Ronald Katz, chief of staff at the UCLA Medical
(center. It was the largest for training medical students and
residents m a^l areas. And it was. the biggest hospital for the
poor people of Mexico;" ^ ^
During the destruction of the eight-story hospital, 80 residents

and four anesthesiologists died. ,

;

The United States government sent aid until Mexico City was
no longer in a state of emergency."
But many believe the hospital depends on continued support.On Sept. 13, Katz chaired the first meeting of the Mexico Ci-

ty General Hospital Earthquake Committee.
"We prornised we would stay beyond the initial stage when

it s exciting, Katz said. "It's easy to get a lot of people involved
right after the disaster. But they lose interest when the excite-
ment wears off."

At the meeting, UCLA Chancellor Charles Young took the

• • • for quake-damaged hospital

at Occidental

position of co-honorary chairman.
Armand Hammer, chairman of the board

Petroleum, was named honorary chairman.
Hammer agreed to match funds of $10,000, raising the total

amount to $20,000 for the project.
In addition, he donated the use of his airplanes to the com-

mittee.

"I J^new him as a humanitarian and as a friend of Mexico,"
Katz said I knew he had helped other countries before. " .

. ?^^^^' ^' '**^^ *^ ^^^ M^ C«"*er have sent approx-
imately $10 million in donated medical supplies and equipment
to the hospital.

"Because of our efforts, we have restored 10 of the operating
rooms, but we still hope to restore 30 more," Katz said. "We're
still m the planning stages."
On Dec. 18 the hospital re-opened, and doctors performed

three ojjerations.

^case see MED CENTER, Page 9
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GREAT SUMMER EXPERIENCE

WeVe taking applications now
Tor fantastic summer jobs at the"

UCLA Alumni Association's

new Family Resort-BRUIN
WOODS. Try this. You spend
your summer in the mountains

at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50
other students live together in

the Cedar Lodge, eat with our

guests and help carry out a
"

super family camping program
for 60 UCLA Alumni Families

each week all summer long.

There are many different

jobs—Arts & Crafts Center,

Aquatics staff, Boat drivers.

Housekeeping, Grill, Dining

Room, Utility Rovers. Grounds.

Field Trip Leaders, Front Desk,

Counselors—even an Athletic

Director and Program Director.

F3esides your basic job you help"

put on the opening and closing

musical shows, as well as other

evening entertainment.

Best of all you'll really get

to know the other UCLA

students also hand-picked to be
"
part of BRUIN WOODS. You'll

spend most of your time out-

doors in a healthy and vigorous

environment, you'll eat well,

and take a great summer break

from your studies.

Get more information and

an application at the West

Center. Mail it back to us as

soon as possible since we'll be

interviewing the most promising

applicants eariy

.
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Mexico City General Hospital Earthquake Aid Committed (From left) Jaemin Chang
J5(|||wn« Hussey, Jack R. Magit (vk^e chakman, executhre director), BM

with Angela Moreno and Una Gonzales

BRUIN MEADOWr^ALL FIELD :

-Site of Field Day Here's where 1

and weekly 4th of umped the East/

July picnic. West Softball show-

NATURE TRA1L__ AMPHITHEATER
Saras and my Was part of Song

favorite path. and Dance Group

Tough to find at for opening show—

CRAFT HOySE"
Made Mom a ^lase

on Staff Craft

Night. No wonder

XABANA
Helped set single

Jacuzzi record of 17

at one time last

XHILDREN'S
PARK
Subbed for Betsy in

the 3-4 vear old

CEDAR LODGE
This place is not a

staff dorm— it's a

1st class adventure.

7^^^
torn row).

\
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Tabiecloths . . . Napkins . . W PIZZA tOOl
(RATH) BEST BY AM iA (KAeOTV)-(m€R PUBLICATIONS)

AMwi

dSdE*-^ ^^^^ ^ ''•CO 474-0102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEDA 787-ANNA

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffk: School now at UCLA or
Wesfwood. Oasses every weel«-Sa»

Fun. Locations ajso at

South Bay

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213)47S.7099

Same Location For 31 Years!

Le Conte Hair StyUsts

MEN & WOMEN

', :^i^

Expert Haircutting
Body Permanent

—

Hair Coloring
Shampoo & Blow Dry
Manicuring & Pedicuring

10966^jLe Conte Ave

^a^kl;^°??t'(""'°^
°^^°" '^^^^ WHY PAY MORE? 208-7880ramng LOT I

208-7881

/O

"Can you recall
a time when you

noticed the
difference between c. ^ {

yourself ^^— \ \
—^-^

^nd others?" V /^^-rV^^

^5?

r;.
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With V2 the calories of ice

cneam, Penguin's Place'"
FrozenYogurt fills yo
up. But not out.

And Penguins
tastes just like

icecneam.With

lots of great

I

I

L

flavors. And over 21 different

toppings. From fresh fruit to

crunchy granola.

So pig out at

Penguin's.

And outfox

everyone

0/ A. else.

Penguins love to

travel in pairs. So
you spring for the
first, and we'll treat

you to the second.
Small, medium
or large.

VERYlOWCAIOME mOZENYOGURT
Across from McDonald's In Westwood

ztorTI

I

I

3/8/S6 J

But to J<eep

Penguins from
becoming an

endangered
species, only
one coupon per
customer.

With L. Ron Hubbard's SELF ANALYSISyou lleam how to understand you>«lF your

uiANtTICS hand book provides ner
«>nal,ty tests and a detailed chan of h^man
D -J- characteristics and behaviorBuy and read SELF ANALYSIS. A qualrty

paperback for only $9.00.

1
ENJOY SELF ANALYSIS
BY LRON HUBBARD

SATURDAY'S
CHANGEOVER
Helped Sugarbuck

team set record of

cleaning and making

up 12 units in 3

hours. 41 minutes

on Julv 18.

VOLLEYBALL
COURT
They should have

let the staff field

a team.

LAKE
ARROWHEAD
Premier alpine lake

resort in Southern

California.

DINING RCK)M
My home away from

home—served 144

meals, every one

with a smile

(almost).

TENNIS COURTS
Was seeded ^18 on

staff ladder but thev*

really liked my
outfit.

SKI BOAT
Yippee! Finally

learned to ski^not

a bad fringe benefit.

PONT(K)N BOAT
L(.)ved the moon-

light cruises with

staff after hours.

Caught a fish Uist

week of camp.

4t$T.

BRUIN WOODS
Uke Arrowhead, CA 92352 P.O. Box 160 (714) 337-2478
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Califbmia Lutheran disinvests from

companies whh South African ties

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif. (AP) - California Lutheran Uni-
versity, to express its condemnation of apartheid, has sold the
last ot Its stock m companies doing business with South Africa,
university officials said.

' «

—

%

About $50,000 in Chevron Corp. stock was sold after the
^hools Board of Regents met on Jan. 11 and endorsed full
div^tment of stocks in firms doing business in the racially
divided nation, university President Jerry H. Miller said Tues-
day. ^ __

Smith College students protest

investments, barricade building
By Peter Pae. Stoff Wr/ter

The divestment for the private college, with an enrollment oY
^,J50 students, included only 2 percent of the school's $2.5
million endowment, but Miller said the action had wider
si^ificance because it was "a further expression of our moral
indignation" at South Africa.

To continue the university's commitment. Miller said all
alumni gifts of stock in corporations with commercial interests
in South Africa would be accepted only with the understanding
they would be sold as soon as possible, he said.

Many colleges and universities now restrict their investments
to busin^es which adhere to the Sullivan Principles, a code
developed in 1977 by Philadelphia minister Leon H. Sullivan.
The code calls on foreign companies in South Africa to im-

prove life for blacks by desegregating workplaces, providing
equal pay for equal work, upgrading job conditions and suppor
ting an end to apartheid. —

^

California Lutheran adh6red to that pode until students
pressed regents to adopt a stricter stance.

He said the university had sold about 10 percent of its cor-
porate stock during the past five years to weed out holdings in
companies failing to adhere to the Sullivan Principles

More than 100 Smith College students

continued to barricade themselves in the

administration building Wednesday to pro-

test a decision by the board of trustees to

retain their investments in companies doing

busi^tess in South Africa.

Smith is a 110-year old women's college

in Northhampton, Massachusetts with an
enrollment of 2,500.

According to Louise Arkel, managing
editor of campus newspaper The Sophian,
nearly 200 students took over College H^ll

Monday, demanding that the trustees meet
again and accept an October student-facul-

ty proposal for divestment. The proposal
called for the withdrawal of the college's

$22.3 million in stocks over a two-year
period from companies with South-African
ties.

The board of trustees voted Feb. 22 to
sell the college's stock in one company that
did not sign the Sullivan Principles, a set of
guidelines for companies to assure racial
fairness in hiring in South Africa.
The trustees announced that "the college

will divest itself in an orderly fashion from
companies that do not adhere to the

Sullivan Principles." They indicated they
J would review what steps the other 21 com
panies could take to bring about the change
in South Africa's racial system.
A sit-in began last Thursday as students

"legally" occupied the administration
building by not disrupting normal business
However, on Mondays ' morning, 200 stTi-

dents began occupying the hallways and
began a sleep-in, Arkel said. '* ^
The doors were barricaded Tuesday mor-

ning forcing workers in the building to
move to the home of the president of the
college. President Mary Maples Dunne an-
nounced Tuesday, that College Hall would
be closed for the duration of the sit-in.

A similiar demonstration occurred at
Brown University Monday where 100 stu-
dents occupied the administration building
for two hours. The protesters ceased the
sit-in after administration officials agreed to
discuss the dispute with the student pro-
testers.

Amy Carter, daughter of former Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter, was involved in the
protest calling for total divestment of
Brown University's $35.2 million investment
portfolio in companies dealing with South
Africa.
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Skis and
Boots

Vaurnet,
Bolle and
Suncloud
Sunglasses

./>^'r*^<

Wobf
and

Cotton
Sweaters
Starting at

i .-A-.i

J
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$ 1^00

Parkas
As Low As
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1057 Gayley Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 208-7474
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• • •Speakers hit U.S.

for contras. South Africa
By Glenn Adams _ '

Calling for public support for changes in U.S. foreign policy,
four speakers discussed Tuesday U.S. involveijiegt in Central
America, the Middle East and South Africa. —

-

Speaking on Central America, UCLA history Professor E.
Bradford Burns urged the audience of 80 in Rolfe Hall to lobby
their congressmen to end U.S. support for Nicaraguan contras,
referring to Reagan's request for an additional $100" million in
aid Tuesday.
^"The only way to prevent (increased support to the contras) is

to work on your congressmen and make sure they vote against
it," Burns said. "It is in our best interest to make sure that
allocation is defeated."

Burns also spoke on more general issues in Central America,
contending that U.S. policy has historically been and is now
opposed to change.

"There have been five revolutions (in Central America),"
Burns said, "and we have opposed all five."

The people of Latin America want change. Burns feels, and
will not "enter into the 21st century shackled to the chains of
the 19th. "^ ^

"People (in Central America) want those basic minimums —
food to eat, education, housing (and) health care. They're not
asking for anything you don't take for granted," Burns said.

"We (the U.S.) are imposing a military solution on Central
America," Burns said. "That military solution is going to be a
disaster for Central Americans. In the long run, it will be nega-
tive for the United States as well," he claimed.

Hagit Borer, a professor of linguistics at UC Irvine, spoke on
the Middle East, specifically calling for U.S. citizens to question
military support to Israel. Borer argued that the U.S. uses Israel

to indirectly aid countries that voters otherwise would not allow
U.S. arms to go to.

Israel has been referred to as a "proxy" for the United States,

Borer said. "Israel fulfills a very convenient role for the U.S. I

think that is obvious.
"—'- —

Borer also said the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and
alleged mistreatment of Arabs in that area are reasons to,recon-
sider U.S. military aid to Israel.

"What we're seeing (in the West Bank) is not just the denial

of self-determination but a deliberate colonization," Borer

claimed. •
.

Ziba Jiyane, a UCLA student and ex-broadcaster for the Pan
African Congress, an outlawed opposition group in South
Africa, called for an end to U.S. support for the apartheid

regime. * * f

Contending that U.S. policy in South Africa is based on the

iprinciple that "change can only come through the (the current

South African government), and only this change can be ac-

ceptable," Jiyane found U.S. policy to be "defined by two evils

— racism and economic greed." ^

Carlos Vasquez, a Los Angeles journalist, called for U.S. con-

cern for the greater good of the world.

"It (is) important for us join up with movements of solidarity

in the Third World," Vasquez said.

Concentrating on domestic issues, Vasquez also protested

racism, the assassination of civil rights' leaders of the 60s and
what he called the general repression of that movement. " "

"~

The speakers were sponsored by the Progressive Student

Alliance.

MED CENTER: Quaice support
Continued from Page 6

Dr. Rosemaria Durazo, co-vicie chairwoman of the cornmit-

tee, said she hopes for further progress in refurbishing the

hospital. ^
"It was a 2,000 bed hospital, but now it has only 1,300

beds," said Durazo, who is chief of anesthesiology at the Jules

Stein Institute. "They rehabilitated the parts that were
salvagable."

Plans to construct a new obstetrics-gynecology addition and a

residency house are underway, according to Durazo.

Students or organizations interested in helping the Mexico Ci-

ty General Hospital Earthquake Committee should contact

Angela Moreno at 825-7850.

ALI HAIR SALON
irSTERNATIOMALLY
ACCLAIMED HAIR .

ARTISTS
•LONDON .^'-

• THE ORIENT
• NEW YORK ^

1
20% OFF

I All Services

' Initial

I

Customers

I

I

I

j
Exp. 3/07/86

I

FREE GIFT WITH THIS AD

FEATURED EXCLUSIVELY IN

PLAYBOY
GENTLEMAN'S QUARTERLY
COSMOPOLITAN
VOGUE
Let the specialists in hair & beauty
create an exciting new you!

PERSONALIZED COriSULTATION

093 Broxton A\c. Wt'sKvood Villdcjc'. Ca

(213)20JB-6300

I IT MAKES
I
—

" CENTS TO
I

ADVERTIS.C

BRUIN.
.U

u '/ /y

825-2161

Poppa Pete'5
Restaurant

10759 PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES *'Sln09 1973"
across from the WESTSIOE PAVILLION

(213)475-6158
~

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Featuring Complete Dinners

FRESH FISH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.25
MON-SAT 6am 9pm . . SUNDAY 8 am - 6pm

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

/::>

< N. r — '<

—
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2934 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica

BEATNIK BEACH
LIZA BRUCE

828-0175
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AU.NArjRAL FROZEN VJGURT *

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free'

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834
Expires 3/10/86 • limit one per customer

Men & Women's
halrstylin^

Layer CuKinf^ • Perms

Student Discounts

WOMEN^S VIEWS
AGAINST ABORTION

A SEMINAR PROBING THE QUESTION OF
WOMEN'S RIGHTS VS. THE RIGHTS OF
THE FETUS.
SPONSORED BY STUDENTS FOR LIFE, A STUDENT
ORGANIZATION TO PROMOTE A DEEPER
UNDERSTANDING OF LIFE ISSUES.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27
^ 7:00 PM

ACKERMAN UNION
ROOM 3517

t<J9il KStiroas Awjnue

^M Wwtt of w»ve«bou*e Record*

rQrAppt20«'6207

y
NOW IN ADRAY'S DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE

Graphics
^

I N T F R rINTERNATIONAL

FRAMED GALLERY POSTERS

Special Orders and Low Cost Quality

Custom Framing.

$5>0FyiA/l7H

ON EVERY $50.00 PURCHASE OR ORDER OF
FRAMES AND POSTERS! (Maximum Discount ^SO.^)

LIMITED EDITIONS EXCLUDED Valid thru 3/20/86

OPEN 7 DAYS!-

11201 W.Pico BL
(1 bik. W. of Sepulveda)

(213)473-3400

I'm
a classical music buff.

]
^^^'' XBut. hey, I 'm a pretty cool

guy too. I mean. I can kick up a storm on a dance
floor that a girl would think she's out on the Mojave

—not taking a twirl at the local pub.

-Well, last week I had a big party At the last minute, I went to get some
tunes for the party tape. Problem was— I got, once again, hooked on the clas-

sic. I only brought enough cash for Beethoven, Tchaikovsky and Stravinsky
Sure, I felt guilty But all I could get myself to do was return two piano concer-
tos for two reggae disco albums.

Well, despite serving enough food and drink to feed a summer camp of
sumo wrestlere, the party was a disaster. I was a dervish of the dance, rede-
fining the concept of gyration itself. But I was alone out there. Not one other
person could get down to the rocking syncopation of the "Emperor Concerto!'
What's wrong ?rlth these people? Or is it me?

—Classically confused

DEAR CONFUSED,

Lighten up, Ludwig. Not everyone can mOve from the sublime to the
ridiculous with such ease and grace. There's nothing wrong with you or your
friends. Just with your shopping habits.

Most people never agree with their friends' tastes. One likes the Roman-
tic period, the other likes New Wave. One wants to see the latest horror movie,
the other sees only art films. You got caught short;.

So next time you go out, remember to take along the Amerifcan Express""

Card. That way your friends will rock around the clock. Not go dancing out

into the streets.

YOU CAN GET THE CARD NOW.

Because we believe that college is the first sign of success, we've made
It easier for you to get the American Express Card. Graduating students can
get the Card as soon as they accept a 110,000 career-oriented job. If you're not

graduating yet, you can apply for a special sponsored Card. Look for

student applications on campus. Or call

l^^r 1-800-THE-CARD, and tell them you want

I SERVICES ^ Student application

.

County supervisor opposes ^le

sTfandlTear VA, files Inunction

By Anne Mulkern, Stoff "^nXtr
^

County Supervisor Ed Edelman has filed an injunction to

stop the federal government's sale of public land near the

Veteran's Administration Hospital.

The 2.13 acre site on Sepulveda Boulevard south of Wilshire

Boulevard was most recently used by the city of Los Angeles for

the "Flyaway" bus service to the Los Angeles Airport. While the

federal government has represented the land as availablcjfof

commerciaP development, county officials contend the federal

government has falsely advertised the property, since it is zoned
"p," restricting it to "public or semi-public uses."

"The county has zoning laws and the federal government is

acting as if those laws don't exist," said John Stodder, a

spokesman for Edelman's office. "We are determined that this

property be used for the public's benefit."

The "Flyaway" sitie is in unincorporated county area and has

been zoned R-4, high-density residential use. Under the County
General Plan, however, the property is designated "p." This

zoning supersedes the R-4 zoning, Stodder contended.

The request for an injuction follows Edelpian's written re-

quest to U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) officials in

San Francisco to correct their advertising or "call off the auc-

tion." The ads, placed in the Los Angeles Times and the Wall
Street Journal on Jan. 13, contained no mention of the "p" des-

ignation.

"We have not received any indication that the federal gov-

ernment intends to correct the inaccurate advertisements prior

to the March 27 auction date," Edelman said.

"The GSA cut off negotiations and has launched a slick,

misleading campaign to attract big commercial developers,"

Edelman added. "The county's pnly resort is to seek an injunc-

tion against the federal government to either halt the sale or

correct the misinformation."
j

Officials at the GSA'tfisagreed with Edelman's assessment of

the sale.

TtTP formal zoriinjj on thti property is R-4, high-density res^

idential use," said Mary Philippini, a GSA executive assistant.

'The General Plan in L.A. does not give zoning. It only states

the intention of the community as toWhat they would like to

see the land used for."

Philippini added that while the zoning is stated as R-4 in the

advertising, potential bidders are told to contact the county zon-

ing department for an\ restrictions. __

'We tell the bidders that it is their responsibility to find this

information out, Philippini said. ,. ^_.^__^^,^ ,^_ ^^^.:_._^_^^_._.^^^^

' The sale of the Sepulveda property is part of the Reagan Ad-
ministration's proposal to auction off more than 100 acres of
what it calls "surplus" public land. The revenue from the sale

of property in the Los Angeles area is estimated at $360 million.
"About a year ago, the GSA conducted a property utilization

survey of the VA's sites in Westwood and the San Fernando
Valley," Philippini said. The GSA made a recommendation to
the VA based on this survey."

\

The areas involved in the proposed sale include a strip west
of the National Cemetery on Veteran Avenue, a palm garden
near the San Diego Freeway off-ramp at Wilshire, parking lots

and lawns near Ohio Avenue, open land behind the Air Force,
Army and National Guard Armories on Federal Avenue and
49.6 acres between the the VA's psychiatric hospital and Brent-
wood The proposal also includes VA- holdings in the San Far^
nanpo Valley.

While the VA hopes to raise $360 million from the sale, the
county supervisor's office believes the government has over-
appraised the land because it cannot be used for commercial
purposes. -«-

Supervisor Edelman's office is not the only opponent of the
sale.

"The VA is sorry to see (the property) go," said Ed Spohr,
chief of management support staff at the VA in Westwood.
"We feel that up in the Brentwood area, we need to keep a buf-
fer zone between the community and the psychiatric hospital."

Other VA officials also expressed concern that the land may
be needed in the future.

"World War II veterans are now rapidly reaching the age of

65, which entitles them to free medical care," said Frank Terry,
associate regional director of the VA's public affairs office. "In a
few years we will not have the capacity for them."

U.S. Rep. Anthony Beilenson, whose district includes
Westwood, also opjjoses the sale.
"The proposal appears to be very dramatic," said Kay Van

Horn, a spokeswoman for Beilenson. "While they may be some
surplus land, to simply talk about taking away so much land
may be short-sighted."

Beilenson also expressed concern for increased traffic pro-
blems the sale may produce as well as possible increases in pa-
tients at the Westwood VA hospital.

>
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If God is lovCy why is there so

much suffering in the world?
-Pginel Discussion-

Thurs. Feb. 27
7pm

Univ. Catholic Ctr.
840 Hilgard

M ^CC is a mcmhcr ofURC
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Budget -I-— .' .

»

Continued from Page 1

cites deficiencies in existing

space as justification for con-
struction of the new
building," Hamm said.

The report recommends
deletion of the entire $1.35
million for tfie plans because
UC has not justified the need
for additional space and
should evaluate' less costly
alternatives such as remodel-
ing.

The budget analyst claimed
that some new building con-
struction should not be funded
by the state, including San
Diego's Pacific Rim Institute.

In the legislative analyst's

report released on Wednesday,
"UC has the ability to ac-

complish the new program obr
jective."

Knutsen said UC should not
have to take on this program
without the state's support
because "the prograrn would
increase the state's linkages

with other Pacific Rim nations

and have positive long-term
economic effects for Califorr

nia.

Hamm recommends that

the Legislature reduce the
governor's proposed $3.9
million for computer equip-

ment at UC Berkeley's Life

"ScTence Building addition by
$345,000. Other capital pro-

jects, including San Diego's

Engineering Building Unit 1.

would receive $1.5 million less

than proposed by the governor

for computer programs.
"We find that the expanded

resources should be considered

in priority order with the fun-

ding program Tor mcfeased
computer resources proposed
to be financed in the universi-

ty's support budget," the
report concludes.

UC hospitals, including Ir-

"vine and San Diego, should

finance building improve-
ments from funds generated

by operation of the teaching

hospitals and not revenue
bonds, Hamm said.

Under the governor's pro-

posed budget, UC Irvine Med-
ical Center would receive

more than $2; million from"
state funds and San Diego
would get more than $5
million for administrative
faculty.

The report states that UC
did not provide information

on the hospital projects.

Hamm recommended the

more than $7 million used to

fund the two should be
deleted from the UC budget.

Hamm also recommended
that the Legislature cancel

UC's $1 million request for

state funds to continue studies

on :he $3 billion Superconduc-

ting Super Collider (SSC). If

built, the SSC would be the

world's biggest atom smasher,

but Department of Energy of-

ficials say the project may
never be built because its costs

are so high.

"We do not believe that the

federal budget situation will

provide construction funds for

the SSC given the recent

enactment of the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings balanced

budget amendment ... ,"

the report concluded.

Beginning next Monday, the

UC portion of the state budget

will be reviewed by a Senate

subcommittee. UC President

David Gardner is expected to

attend and give his response to

both the governor's plan and

the legislative analyst's

recommendations.
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Low Cost High Quality

Women's Health Care
Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services • Partner's Clinic

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

— i4ARDI GRAS '86

ALL COMMITTEE MEETING
TODAY

. THURSDAY FEB. 27

AT 7:30 PM
IN THE JAMES E. WEST CENTER

CONFERENCE ROOM

grarse

WAITERS & WAITRESSES
I -

^

DOUBLE YOUR PRESENT INCOME
AND KEEP YOUR PRESENT |OB

— Full or Part-time -

Become a Professional Restaurant Food
Broker. For complete details reply to:

Mr. Eugene O. Hicks

Pres.. U.S. International
Restaurant Assoc.

279 So. Beverly Drive. Ste. 1 189
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

THESO'sAREIN

AND WE HAVE THE
LOOK ^

NEW CLIENTS ONLY

FREE Cello
with

Cut & Blow

J.7r.4CQ^ OPEN 7 DAYS &f / <J ^^\3\3 EVENINGS
SEBASTIAN Pro6u.is^^

Scuip/urec^ i^ai/s

10877 W. Pico Blvd.
(west o/ Westwood Blvd.)

WE'RE LOOKING FOR

CON
YOUR TEAM

C

$60.5^0^'' CASH!
ah o^ ST NEW TV GAME SHOW

CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
(213) 284-8644

CONTESTANTS MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

• Art Architecture

•Business Economics

•Journalism

Mass Communications

• Politics

Semester programs include 16 credits.

9-week internship, apartments. British faculty

All programs ottered Fall and Spring; Politics and

Journalism Mass Communications also ottered Summer

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

NAME _^

ADDRESS _
CITY

PHONE

Art Archilecture

Business Economics

_ Summer 86 Fall 86

( )

__2iP_STATE

Journalism Mass Communications

Politics

_ Spring 87 _ Summer "87

Reiufn To London inietrihips 143 Bay Stale Hd EJoslon MA022ib (617)3539888

Representative on campus Wednesday March 5, 1986

3:00-4:00 Expo Center, Roonn A-213 Ackerman.

-f

if MINO'S
PIZZA

DELIVERS
ON TIME

OR
IT'S $3.

.-^ast, Free Delivery'

1371 Westwood
824-5000

II OFF!

^V

•
,

«

Hours:
1 1am-1 am Sun.-Thurs.
1 1am-2am Fri. and Sat.

Our drivers carry less

than $20.00.

Limited delivery area.

© 1984 Domino's Pizza inc.

I

; 30 minute
guarantee

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Li
When you place your ofder. any restrictions to this guarantee will be communicated

If your pizza does not !

arrive within 30 minutes,

you get »3oo OFF S

your pizza.

No coupon necessary. S

,
I

Fast, Free Delivery" !

1371 Westwood
J

824-5000 I
I
I

I
I

...........J

I
' - I

,
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AFGHANISTAN NOW
YOU ARE INVITED TO EXPLORE THE REALITY OF TODAY'S AFGHANISTAN...

ProfcMor Nak* Kamrany (USC Dapaftnwnt o( Economics) wM spMk on

"THE SOVIETIZATION OF AFGHANISTAN"
Ms. Jantcs Ptmgm (Simon Wi6««nthal Center (or Hokx:«ust Studies) wiH give a slide presentation on

"THE PLIGHT OF THE AFGHAN REFUGEES'

'

Refreshments will be provided by AFGHANISTAN CUISINE, of Hollywood.

TIME: Surylay. March 2. 7:30 pm
PLACE The MERCURY ROOMMercury Savings BWg 10435 Santa Monica Blvd Los Angeles

A $5 donation o requested: th» will go directly to the AFGHAN REFUGEE FUND
Pud rwMrvaUona ar* r»comm«n(t»d ,

For furttter intoonation, please call (213) 433-4052

' FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE QUALITY ^

^^^^;^##>.********

1^

4>

x:areers T.j-

TELEVISION
and

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

TONIGHT
Thursday, February 27

7:00 PM
ACKERMAN 3520

' . I
I » <

_^NOTICE
TO

UCLA STUDENTS

* Special Guest Speakers *

*DAVID HOFFMAN
- T.V. Host of "AM Los Angeles
on KABC.

*CLAUDIA RAMIREZ
-Associate Producer of "AM

__ Los Angeles" on KABC.
*MICHELLE KROTINGER
-Press Deputy for LA City

Councilman, Zev Yaroslavsky.

sponsored by WICI

»»

The SEKONIC L398 Studio

Deluxe Light Meter
(recommended by UCU Film School)

Is on special pricing to UCLA
STUDENTS ONLY
Retail $99

NOW ONLY »68.95

Extended by popular demand

ONE OF A KIND BLOW-OUT

VIVITAR.... $49.00

130 LX Meter

SPOTMETER ATTACHMENT $49.00

130 LX \

WEIN FLASHMETER ..^;Tr::.. • .. $49^00

WP 1 000 *

CALCULIGHT XP... $69.00

Light Meter

"ORIENTAL PAPER IN STOCK
Up to 70% OFF Discount for UCLA Students

Camera Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
(213)208-5150

Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase.
Valid UCLA ID required for maximum discount.

Student
Continued from Page J"

majoring in
,
political science,

expressed concern about
Aquino's leadership ability.

"Now is when the trouble

really begans," Bullion said.

"Aquino is a novice politician

taking over an emotionally

charged country. Problems
will inevitably arise that will

threaten her current populari-

ty. Plus, soon there will be an
oppoisition party, like their is'

in every country."

Tipton expressed concern
with Aquino's policies towards

the U.S.

"Marcos was an injportant

military ally," he said.
"Hopefully, Aquino will con-

1

tinue to be supportive of the

United States."

Lee also expressed concern

wit|i Aquino's limited
background. "I'm weary of

her lack of political experi-

ence, but I believe her will-

ingness to work hard and her

popular support will pull her

through."

Reaction
Continued from Page 3—-
to go through U:S. courts to

obtain Marcos' assets, Speakes

said, "I just can't jump ahead

to hypotheticals."

Speakes revealed that the

r^

.group of people fleeing with

Mai'cos had tripled from the

original report, which said on-

ly 30 people were airlifted

from the presidential palace

by U.S. helicopters.

Marcos now is accompanied
by 89 family members and

associates, he said.

The size of the original con-

tingent was restricted by"

limited helicopter seating,

Speakes said. "We made addi-

tional arrangements for people

to join and- they have done
»»

He said they all have the

promise of safe haven in the

United States.

The first balloon
ascension in the Unit-

ed States was made in

T793 in Philadelphia

by Jean-Pierre Blan-

chard of France.

CENTER

THE ARTS
Music Department

AN UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT
by Christopher Coufal

~~~: '
: February 25, thru March 6, 1986

^ Kerckhoff Student Gallery
PRESENTED BY

UCLA

SPOTLIGHT
on the ARTV

COMMISSION

Opcralit double lull

Puccini's

Gianni Schicchi
AM)

Gilbert &Sullivan>«

Trial by Jury.
»<^Hh fiilU staged lipO cuhtunicO!

I (ilAOpiTa V,<)rksh<>p and
I ( .lA Symphony ( )rchcsira

SamiK-l Krachmalnit k, (otntiutny

Thursday through Sunday,
March 6 through 9, 8 pm _____
Schoonberg Hall $7.5*

Charge-by-Phone
(213)825-9261
UCLA Central Ticket Office 6fiO Westwood Plaza

-

Daily 9 am 5 pm Weekdays 10 am 3 pm (Sun pfione

orders only' '$5 Student tickets wltfi full-time ID

iLimited availability! Ru^fi at stiowlime for students

anrtSrciti/ens Program date, timers place suhied

toctiange * •

Stipends
Continued from Page 1

According to Deborah
Howard, graduate president
and BOG chairwoman, the
"increase does not even match
inflation."

"This proposal is probably
the smallest dollar proposal
the BOG had all year," she
said. "It's really minor com-
pared to other BOG pro-

1 iK)sals
,

" -*-
;
- '--^—>^ . .ir „,.

However, Howard abstain-
ed from voting on the motions
pertaining to stipends for the
undergraduate and graduate
presidents because of a "con-
flict of interest." She also
refused the retroactive stipend
granted to her by the
measure.

Questioning BOG members*
concerns about the constitu-
tionality of payment to stu-

dent men»bers, Gampbell
agreed with Howard that this

raise is relatively small.
' "This is just a $3,525 in-

crieasei and why is the con-
stitution is cited over this in-

crease when we (BOG) just

spent $18,000 on a software
system?" he asked.

Gampbell said he is "just

trying to bring this job to the
level it should have" and that
he will not benefit from this

raise because the motion will

take effect in June.
"Also, Campbell argued thaT

the stipends could be used as a
disciplinary measure.

•*If a BOG (student
member) is not participating

fully," he said, "BOG can take
a portion or all of his or her
Stipend for that month. "_ ::.

In 1461, the bloodiest

battle of the English

War of the Roses,
fought in a snowstorm
at Towton, Yorkshire,

ended with 28,000
dead and the York
army victorious.

YOUR SMILE
INCREASES
YOUR FACE
VALUE -

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

• Nitmus Oxide

• Tooth Bonding
•y StereO^ HeMdj^turra'

s
•

(bring your own tape)

• Please Mention This Ad
• Credit Cards, Checks and

Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S.

(UCLV^raduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd.

(between Wilshire &.

Santa Monica)

For Appointment:
478-0363
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m^ BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE r AP'APi' QO^—

^

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR. INSTALLATION

NO HIDDEN CHARGES
$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1 Tunc-up 4 OtlChanoc
2. Valve Adj. 5 Brake Ad).

3. Lube 6 Gulch Ad)
7. Service Air CIcarter

8. CtMdi Battery Water
9. Inapcct Front End
IQ. Cotnpresaion Test
1 1 (PrcsMire Teat CooUnfl Syatcm)

$59.95

Partt A Labor (Gaa A Air Film itra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

y©ff^Dm TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

Ml USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $3«.0«
* THIS IS AW HONEST GARAGE »

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

•••••••••••••••••••*'•••••

TECHNI-CUTTING®
TM

»
^ 5McribMlhen«w««t form of haircutting airhuHanaous to

^ evaluation of aach & avary cut mada into ttia hairnvtMla hair

)f is at its nawty natural dasignad stata. not just lifting tha hair

j^ & cutting it off.

UNRECOGNIZED LAYERS®
jA. Mawaat cutting systam with its simuttanaous evaluation &
.^ multi-angiad cuts guarantee MORE CUTS PER CUT

' 7 controllad hair deaigns

% Happy Hair Hour • Cuts i-rum ^ i ^ if

'^^^^^MnnrBifiKii'Mi'KimiiiiiiiiMi imrnTiMBB^
; Sassoon S. Sassoon ^^^„ gun 12-5) 208-12775
J Our 1 7th Year at 925 Broxton 208-4247J

UCLA YUGOSLAV
EXCHANG^PROGRAM

under the auspices of the GCLA International Studies and
Overseas Progranns,

with support from the Bureau of Educational and Cultural

Affairs of the United States Information Agency

and the GCLA center for Russian and East European
Studies

presents the Fourth Yugoslav Studies Seminar

February 27^March 2, 1986
GCLA Campus

^ North Campus Facility, Room 22

CONTEMPORARY
YUGOSLAVIA THROUGH

LITERATURE AND THE ARTS
"Exhibit of library materials in the University Research '

Library

Folkloric-ethnographic videotapes from Yugoslavia shown
daily, February 24-28, 1986, 12- 1 p.m.,

Instructional Media Center, 46 Powell Library,

with the assistance of "Druzhba, " GCLA Slavic Studerits

Organization o
—"^—7—^ ' ~ -'——^

THE PRICEiS RIGHT

SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTAC

$ 39/pa
B&L, WJ

L

^CTL£NStS i

Ir*

CHANGE THE COLOR OF YOUR
EYES SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
B&L Ciba. Cir*"

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$53
IrKludPS eye px^m GUssev (of JisJdnce or |

I

leddmq Cleai single vision standard si/t glass

or plastic lenses an6 frames from our special

selection First dtv spfiandcyl

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
B&L W J Cooper. Hydraurve

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

$25
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

DESIGNER FRAMES

LOW LOW
PRICES

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SA^rrA monica 452-1039
^605 Line pin Blvd (at Ocean Park in

t'he I urtfv S^oppinq Centef| (-^^1 U5 FO» YOUR CONTACT
UNS f?fPLACEMENTS

Wf MAIl AT CXJR fVfRDAV
tow \0\h P»ICfSVISA/MASTf P( HAtfG£

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
s' 1421 S Robertson Blvd

^^ I'/if Wk S of Pifo)

•Professional Sefvirr^ Frtra

-----'^

/-"

w/extra cheese

2 ice cold Cokes

2 dinner salads

30^Minutes
or Less
On all regular

priced pizzos

or you get

$3.00 Off
Your Pizza

Exp. 4/26/86

MTiTgMi.fWn^TWglB

CHASE SPORTS DELI
lOSKuivlcvAvc.

824-1310

FAST FREE DELIVER Y 208-4729

V¥»

-r-*-
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KimbeHy Nod. Viewpoint Editor

Michael Flory. Assistant Viewpoint Editor
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Viewpoint

\>

Craig Steinberg

'UCLA has always been one of the finest

research universities in the world. In light

of this, the closing of the research-ofiented

Feraald Clinic in June to make way for the

relocation of the UCLA Child Care Center

is a rather cruel and ironic move on

UCLA's part

Fernald is a research and training facility

focusing on learning problems. Students of

the fac3ity range in age from 8 to 21. Their

learning problems are dealt with by pro-

viding a personalised s^ttirtg^ matched
around each student's specific learning

needs. Fernald is one of the few facilities of

its kind to provid^ this type of learning. at-

mosphere for the student.

Besides functioning as a primary learning

center for these problem students, it also

serves as an intermediate step in gradually

transitioning some of the students back into

the public school systeni. """"
'^

With the closing of Fernald, there will be

no transition at all. The welfare of these

kids* future seems to be of little importance

as seen by this extremely hastily-made deci-

sion.

The closing of Fernald affects not only

the students of Fernald, but UCLA
undergraduates and graduate students as

well.
'

'

The Ferniald Clinic currently provides

training opportunities for 20 graduate

clinical psychology students and several

others frorp different departments. More
than 300 undergraduates take one or more

courses from the Psychdogy 132 A,B,C
Learning Disabilities series, which are some

of the few courses^ at UCLA to provide

"hands on" experience valuable to those in-

terested in pursuing a career in psychology

or education. These courses would have to

"be eliminated if Fernald closed. The
Department of Psychology should realize

this loss to its department and take action

to prevent it.

Being a Psychology 132B student, I great-

ly enjoy working with these kids and play-

ing a role in their motivation and develop-

ment. .

-

Therefore, in concern for the students of

Ternald and ot UCLA, and ot the reputa-

tion of UCLA as an outstanding center of

research, the closing of Fernald would be a

terrible mistake. One thing for sure is that

Fernald will not go down without putting

up a fight.

Steinberg is a junior majoring in

psychology.

Viewpoint
m

Editorial

Frats drink with care
Finally, UCLA fraternities will soon join the ranks

of the dry rushers.

Alpha Tau Omega, leading the way for other

fraternities, will abide by a resolution passed down
from its high council that limits the abuse of alcohol.

The resolution was drafted in response to the

denial of insurance coverage to the organization. The
"blanket insurance coverage" was denied because of

many alcohol-related accidents in which fraternities

had been sued.

It calls for no service of alcohol at rush functions,

restricts parties to "invitation only" admittance and

regulates the conditions under which alcohol may be

served.

While this is a refreshing move by a fraternity, it

is still far from what is needed throughout the entire

Greek system.

Until the Greeks understand the true severity of

unregulated alcohol abuse, such resolutions may be

just a public relations ploy. -^
Fraternities need to actively regulate alcohol con-

sumption themselves and not try to just appease the

high council.

Although we are not against alcohol consumption,

moderation must be used by each individual as well
'

I . _ 1» - I M il >

as each fraternity. After ail, you can have a good

time without killing yourself or someone else.

Viewpoint

Box office victims
By AH Galedary

1 would like to support James McMullan's Viewpoint article

on the negative effects of films like Delta Force and Iron Eagle

(Bruin, Feb. 20). What he failed to mention specifically, though,

is who the local victims of such films are.

Muslim Americans are well aware of the fact that each time

the media sensationalizes Middle Eastern issues or events, their

religious and community centers (where entire families, in-

cluding children, congregate), become objects of vandalism,

telephone death threats, and sometimes bombings.
Last summer, a mosque in Dallas, Texas was bombed. Just

l« ,<;f pionth, two Islaniic centers, one in Los Angeles and the

"N-Are options in medicine limited?

other in Lomita, were vandalized. It's sad to note tTiat THe

minister of the Lomita mosque is a refugee from Afghanistan,

who fought and was severely wounded resisting the Soviet oc-

cupation of his homeland.
Since the average American receives very little accurate in-

formation about Muslims and the Arab world through the

mainstream media, these simple-minded movias tend to have an

overly significant impact on popular opinion.

Hollywood's reliance oh the Middle Eastern stereotype for

box office draw serves only to create an atmosphere of hysteria

toward Arab-Americans and Muslims in general, the result of

which is tacit approval or silence when these citizens become
victims of local terrorists.

Galedary is a senior majoring in history.

i

By Brian Allen

I never thought 1*9 ever sit down and spend

time writing a letter to the Bruin, but as I am
seeking a general opinion, I figured that this is

one good way to get it.

I am only a freshman here at UCLA, but I

have already experienced many negative im-

prp^dnn^; of thft medifal field which I am in-

terested in.

I am not alluding to the competitiveness or

the hard and abundant classes which are re-

quired. I am referring to the result of my
work after having received my medical

degree.

I have been warned that socialized medicine

is just around the comer because the high

prices which private physicians are charging

cannot be afforded. I have also been warned

that once I graduate from medical school and

finish my internship and residency, it will be

nearly impossible for me to begin my own
practice.

IVe heard that I will have to settle for a

$60,000 a year Salary in an HMO, in a profes-

sion which used to be among the most pro-

fitable. I have been further warned that there

will be uncontrollable overcrowding of doctors

in the field with fewer places for them to go.

In short, the message that I have received

since I began UCLA has been that the medical

profession takes years of hard work and
dedication only to attain a position which no

longer provides the options it used to.

I* would also like to add that I am not inter-

ested in mcxiicine because of its monetary
reward; I am fascinated with medical
technology and would love to pursue it as a
career.

I am eager to know if any of these claims

are true. Can the medical field take an unex-

pected turn due to the potential of genetic

engineering? I would deeply appreciate if the

students and faculty members would respond.

Allen is freshman majoring
psychobiology.
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Viewpoint m

North vs. South again
By Andy Aligne

This South Campus/North Campus debate has lasted
long enough. Let us put an end to the calculator-on-the-
belt-Poindexter and the good-fofrnothing-Artsy-Fartsy
stereotypes. Both of these portrayals are meaningless.
_The real conflict over liberalism and conservatism can

be found in one simple question: "Why does a bagel and
cream cheese cost 65^ at North Campus but 90e at the
Bombshelter?"
Why? Because UCLA is controlled by North- Campus

people who overtly and shamelessly discriminate against
the fine citizens of the South.

Obviously, there is good reason ^r students to feel that
they are being abused and ridiculed by narrow-minded ar-
tistes who sit behind closed doors, oblivious tb the real
world engaging in un-American activities while their
neighbors in South Campus toil and slave over their lab
equipment in a morally correct environment designed to
emphasize the finer points of American virtue and pro-
mote the spread of logic, capitalism, republicanism, and
science to the corrupt liberal heathens at work destroying
this great country bit by bit in an orgy of hedonistic anar-
chy as symbolized by the Great Bagel Injustice perpetrated
upon the heroic denizens of South campus.

I also want to know why North campus has two indoor
eating facilities with attached bookstores while South
campus has none.

This is the real North/South issue and the only one the
Bruin and ASUCLA should be concerned with.

Aligne is a junior majoring in biochemistry.
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No quorum means no business

Reminder: For tetters to be con^
-Bidered for puhUcation by the Bruin,
they must be accompanied by a stU'
dent registration card number and a
phone nuntber where the author can
be reached. Staff who wish to submit
should include a campus phone
number where they can be reached
and their place of employment.

By Dave Green ,

I'd like to commend Mark Feldman, Mark
Kisicki, Mike Lejeuhe, and Deborah Owen for

their presence at what was supposed to be

Tuesday night's USAC meeting.

Unfortunately, none of the other eight

elected members of USAC deemed it impor-
^ant enough to show up. In doing so, they

prevented council from meeting quorum (the

2/3 of council needed to undertake business,

i.e. have a meeting).

Perhaps all eight were inflicted with the

same illness; or perhaps, just perhaps there

was something on the agenda they didn't want
to deal with. Maybe the USAC chairman was
afraid he wouldn't be able to preside effective-

ly over the meeting, as he was unable to last

week. —

—

.

'
.

'• '

. . - .

(For proof of this, just look at a copy of the

minutes' from last week's meeting, they're

public documents available from any council

member — 3rd floor Kerckhoff Hall).

USAC officers are elected to serve the stu-'

dent body. If they don't meet, they can't con-

duct business, and therefore can't accomplish
anything. How does this serve the student_

body? Nothing is accomplished~b3r~avoiding"
the issues. '

Is there something that those council
members are hiding from? I can't wait for

next week's "scheduled" meeting. I'll be there

waiting. I'll have to, it's probably going to be
a pretty long meeting with two weeks worth
of work facing the councils .

Green is sophomore majoring in political

SCienceM=r=z ^nr:r^ ~^^~

23rciYear

GUADALAJARA SUMMER PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
JUNE 27—August 1 , 1 986

Courses fully accredited by the Western Assoc atlon

of Schools and Colleges (WASC). Spanish language
at all levels, Bilingual and Special Education, Art,

Folk Dance, Literature, Folklore, History, Sociology,

Guitar, Political Science, Psychology, Cross-Cultural

Studies. Tuition: $460 for 8 undergraduate units,

$490 for 8 graduate units. Room and Board with a
Mexican Host Family: $480. Apartment and Hotel

rates from $400 per month. =—

University of San Diego also has an M. A. program in

Spanish. Students may earn credits toward the

degree by attending the Guadalajara Summer
Program.

Information: Prof. G.L. Oddo, Ph.D., University of

San Diego, Alcala Park, San Diego, Ca 92110

Professional Care and Quality Lenses — The Difference You Can See and Feel

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley JesSon — Syntex— Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

25% OFF (OUR DISCOUNT
PRICES)

CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •

VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI •

CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED
QUANTITIES)

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BIFOCAL

SPECIAL
Single vision frame and #Qni|ll*

$55»«*
lenses *Clearplass or

plaslir'>4Q0O
COMPLETE

Frame and lensas

'Oar glass or

plasties 000 COMPLETE
DISCOUNT DOES NOT APPLY
TO SPtCIAL SALES

OFFER EXPIRES 1-31-86

Dr. Gerald Greenspan

i sight
Optonwiric C«nter ,

Visa & Mastercard accepted
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

2370 Westwood Blvd.
Suite L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
West Los Angeles
Phone:(213)475-7602

f%t\ Complete
a Package
pair

Daily Wear SPH Soft Lenses

Includes Eye Examination

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

|fi^ i\i\ Complete

Extended Wear Soft Lenses

Includes Eye Examination

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eye Examination

.

• Glaucoma Testing .

• Complete Training
'^ ~^

• Follow-up Visits for 6 Months
• Chem Care Kit

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee
• Personal Service

• Professional Care

$159jrc
Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

• AmiMr "Aqua •Bttt« • Qreeh

SoHcokKS oot only corrwct your vtsion.

' tt««y anhance the color of your eyas
Just ask our •y»<ar« spsciaHsl (or a
tnal fttiing at rx> charg*

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

ABOUT RAPE:

EMPOWERMENTTHROUGH
AWARENESS

A rape prevention and education
workshop designed to enhance
understanding of rape and sexual
assault.

TOMORROW
NOON - 1 2bOOD HALL

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
and the Department of Community Safety

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
SHOW YOU CARE BY GIVING BLOOD AT:

TODAY & TOMORROW:
• Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge*
• North Campus Facility #22
• Blood Donor Center (;HS-A2260

TODAY ONLY:
" • Hedrick Hall 3:45 - 8:30

1 1 :00 - 3:45
10:00-2:45
8:00 - 5:00

1

•laySachs Testing Available

For More Info. Call:

Student Welfare Commission KH 31 2B 825-7586
Gifts raffled from - Fantasy Yogurt, Mrs. Field's Cookies, Stan's Donuts

_ • CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS: DONATE THE MOST PJNTS AND

JJQLy^ BLOOD DRIVE win the first blood drive CHAMPIONS CUPH

Suppoded t>y BruinBellM. Circto K. Panh«llenic. BCF, ISO. MEChA. Asian Co. BSA

-t
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The recruiter for Sony Lcmguage Lczboratory"
School to interview interested applicants on
March 13, 14 & 17. Pre-intenriew meeting at
9:00 A.M. -11:30 A.M. on Thurs., Mar. 13. Op-
portunity to teach and see Japan.

Make appbintment at ECS in the .

Placement Center, 206-1924.

Ww^' '

^^S^
Bear qe Hear ue

AhumtBt

B25-21B1

r

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD

is seeking applicants for the positions of

1986-87 DAILY BRUIN EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
- AND

1986-87 DAILY BRUIN BUSINESS MANAGER

Applicants must be registered UCLA students at time of

"appftcaftoiT with a rfftfnmum 2.5 GPA (tJndergraduat
3.0 GPA (graduate), and not on academic probation.

For job description and application contact: Susan Wolfe
in the ASUCLA Publications OfficeJ 12 Kerckhoff Hall.

4-—.~r

APPLICATION DEADLINES:
Dally Bruin Business Manager - Thrusday, February 27, noon

Daily Bruin Editor-in-Chief - Thursday, March 6, noorv

Lafe applications wili not be accepted.

.1
o»

Get Your Act Together Now!

APPLICATIONS DUE
TOMORROW.

Available in the Jifmes E. West=-- information desk

For more information call 206-0524

STUDENT AL,aMNI ASSOCIATION

Sponsored by the tJCLA Alumni Association

t

Perspective

Eight viruses to avoid
By Michael Mastro and Holly Waddell
A research study recently concluded that a sizable portion of

the student population suffers from certain distinct neuroloizical

disorders.

As a public service, we herewith identify eight of the rnore
common maladies. If you feel you may faJl into one of these
categories, or know someone who does, we urge you to seek
help immediately. •

.

^ 1. Sue Sororogal (Sororitus maximus). Sue shoves up 3-10
rmnutes late for each class; thank goodness her 'sis' donna Delta
has saved her a seat in the 10th row, center (pahdon me, 'scuse

me, pahdon me...).

• 2. Eileen Economia (Titus wadius). Eileen can't understand
the professor's annoyance at her leaving every 15 minutes to put
money in the meter for her car^. She thinks that perhaps she
should take after her male coi^iterpart, Sam Schwinn, and br-

ing transportation that she can park in class, behind the pro-
fessor.

• 3. Mark and Mona Muncher (Consumus insalas). "Two
hours is a helluva long timj to go without food," says this

quaint couple. Fortunately for them. North Campus is only a
hop, skip and jump from Moore 100 (basically...). Vending
machine items are verboten to "M & M". Kids, Pepperidge
Farm thanks you.

• 4. Paula Periodical (Tabloida exploita). Ask any professor
what's more upsetting, a death in the family or a student
reading the Bruin in his/her class. Poor Paula perpetually per-
sues the personals; why hasn't her big bro revealed iier secret
pal? Paula's roomie, Vanity Vogue, hasn't time for the
trivialities in the paper. "Are hoop earrings in this year or not,
damn it?" cries this forlorn Bazaar subscril^r.
• 5. Willie Whatdidimiss (Alarma noworka). This young man -

possesses more integrity than any of the aforementioned types.

^ past tfie^
hour, and grills his neighbors about the effect^ of ther--
mo-nuclear dynamics in the Third World, and will this infor-
mation be on the midterm^ d'you think? Quickwitted students
say " no," to divert any posible trip to the Xerox machine after
class.

• 6. Danny Dozer (Dormus duratio). Danny's a laid back ^

kinda guy. So laid back, as a matter of fact, he's horizontal!
There're so many saws flying around the kid it's like a wood-
working class. Danny's smart epough to know not to ask so-
meone for notes as it would be a dead give-away to his condi-
tion. '

,

• 7. Gabby 'n' Gary Groper (Duo erotica) . Something tells us
this tumultuous twosome owns a vah. Textbooks and the scent
of pens are apparent aphrodisiacs. The sound of a professor's
voice lends to a provocative atmosphere for making whoopie^-
Those seated behing Gab 'n' Gar are always in for a special
treat, and few adjectives that they may never have heard of be-
fore in an institution of higher learning.
• 8. Jenny Jetsetter (Tiempo minimo). Yup pup Jenny has got

so many gosh-important things to do — QE II christening.
Presidential inauguration, Nobel acceptance party, discovering
a cancer cure, mediating arms talks...Why else would she leave
20 minutes early at the end of every class? This would be an-
noying, but, like, there's more to life than school, ya know?
We've identified these eight personalities in the hope that we

can monitor and prevent these types of disorders from
^alating. Remember — stay aware and informed, and fight
back, and don't let any of these people sit near you.

Mastro is a senior majoring in history and Waddell is a senior
majoring in design.
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American rock: Long Ryders-style

GURl
Looking
good,;
means
eating go^A .

FantasyYogurt
is my choice

/

•100% Natural

•98% Fat-Free

•Low in Calories

•Low in Cholesterol
=r^-r h

and best of alf
it's delicious!

' ^~~ ,

•TV ' . Ti

BuyOne
Oet One
fuee!
FANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY^

' (BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
^COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

ONE
rtl PEBSON

NOT VAIIO WITH
OTMEU DISCOUNTS

Expires: 3/5/86

By Sean O'Donnell
-^^

Although his band has just

returned to the U.S. after a
highly successful stint as the

Latest Darlings of England's
vapid, poseur-infested music
scene that just might induce
Boy George and his ilk to junk
their synthesizers and begin a

crash program of testosterone

injections and Hank Williams
45s, Long Ryders' drummer
and resident mouthpi'ece Greg
Sowders steadfastly claims the

group hasn't compromised on
their desire to make no-
nonsense, slash-and-burn
rock:"Our music still has more
in common with John
Steinbeck than John Lennon."

Indeed, with the exception

of last year's model hype band
Lone Justice, Sowders and his

fellow Ryders (vocalist/
guitarist Sid Griffin, guitarist

Steph en McC arthy, and
bassist Tom Stevens) are
perhaps the most prominent

"Inembers of -a rismg group -of

local and uniquely American
bands, including The Raver
ups and Blood in the Saddle,
who combine the hard-edged
sensibilities of garage-band
rock with lyrical and musical
infusions of country and
western.

_.. As is their wont, critics have
labelled these electic and orig-

inal group of bands with the
generic, catch-all title of
cow-punk. This indiscriminate
categorization rankles Sowders
and his mates, "As far as

we're concerned cow punk is

out to pasture. From the
beginning we'vebeen
associated with everything
fro m^.!J. t h e paisley
underground" to "post-punk"
to whatever. Hey, we're just

an American rock band."
Anyone who has heard the

band live or on vinyl will

readily agree that the Long
Ryders' cross-b^ed sound is as

boldly American as Carl
Perldn's blue suede shoes or a

Miller beer commercial. On
thieir latest Island Records

release Stat^ of Our Union,
songs like "t-ooking for Lewis
and Clark" and "WDIA" give
acerbically humorous, . critical
observations of life ih i980's
America set against a musical

backdrop which tastefully

blends elements of piychdelia,

C&W,and straight-forward
rock. Explained Sowders,
"Our songs are very tongue in

Continued on Page 23

The Long Ryders

FILM

7, 7

*9 1/2 Wee|(s* is timeless trash

i

V-

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)

COUPON FROM OTHER
YOGURT STORES

WE WANTYPU TO HAVE THE BEST

pANTAsizE yOUR TASTE buds ''

1101 GAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213) 824-7707

r^

By Alex Dem/anenko

After going through four
studios, at le^t 10 screenplay
drafts, and the cutting of sup-
posedly some of the most
shocking sex scene^ever shot
in Hollywood, 9 1/2 Weeks
comes to the public. Adrian
Lyne (Flashdance) fogs up the
screen with a film that is, at
once, daring and unique and
also sexist and reprehensible.
A film that will anger many,
arouse others, and bore a few,
9 1/2 Weeks is about a truly
personal subject and it will
provoke truly personal opi-
nions.

The film chronicles a rela-
tionship between two New
York yuppies: a mysterious,
suave businessman, John
(Mickey Rourke) and a lonely,
beautiful art dealer, Elizabeth
(Kim Basinger). Elizabeth,
once under John's spell, finds
it difficult to break away, as
his sexual deviance and her
life careens out of control.
This passionate obsession lasts,
as the title suggests, for 9 1/2
Weeks.

Continiied on Page 22
Mickey Roarke comforts Kim Basinger foUowing the Revieii>'» thrashing of *9 1/2 Weeks,
truth, like sex, ain*t pretty. ^

' The
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about
the Grammie^
Pap Off is a weekly column dedicated to aU forms ofcommentary concerning entertainment and the media.m t>iw« ejq^ressed do not necessarUy reflect 0me of the
DaUy Bruin Editorial staff.

^ ^

By Bob Remstem, Review €<*tor

**^ fworte oi Yuppledom's death me givatly exag-
gefaled." (with apoiogtes to Mark Twaln^

Tctesday ni^t's presentatiott of the ]8»th Annual Gram-
iny Awards showed once again how pedestrian the music
business can be. When the membefs of ^w National

i

„^adein)^<)fJ^cm:^^^ fefc:
memselv^ aiMl judge wEo are worthy of their hig&ort
praise, they look lor sales figures and lamBlar names.mmy do ttiey lavi* new and dhaileii^g musicians with
awards — ^ nempsk out vital new mmk wf^&im more
thiua a qp»idk $caii ol year^eod sales figuies.

This Is not to say that the Acadbmy members aie ig.
iKM^ant of what Is lm|Nwtiat in fK^fwOli^i^^ other than
m^ tecMksai as|>ect8 # the music Itself. Ilbey did, aftesr

A^^ For Afdca s "We Are Tl» WorkT the
«eeaf^-«tf-thi^^ aiHTilrdi^1^
Vocal awards, not so much lor die quaUty erf the soi^ but
more for Its db^^ Impact^ the worlds cbf»d6noe and
cmlec^ve pqcketl^dolQi*

In^ iiij^ano0, the Grainmy voters gave ci:edit where
^_mm 4m, whUe American jk^ muslG orltics (Offered
ktkeiMrati» praise, at best. As Bobc^ Hilbum of the Lps
Angeks Times wrote, ''Maybe tibe record seemed to be too
slmi^ and sweet a gesture for writers wImj {»elFer m<Me
bitliig and sc^E^ilstlcatod commentary. But part of pop and
rodkfs most valuaye asset has been Its ability to inspire.

**

.

''We Am Tht W^d" did JusI ^lal. It ini^red us to
donate $40 mtM<m for famine relief, even (houj^ it sounds
more likea oda ad^ban aii inspiring piece ol music.

Aam{[^ng^<iMit4l«» Grammy voters weie aslutie enocigh
tojHtw^We Ai» The Wof^ »««^^ socia!
o(»nmentary «tid not iwk a qiauMruple-plathium selling
Jungle, i«% ii it Q^iMctI^ more de«pty Into
thii rtfiitr <if rfeii jSri^liiijPKMiB^^ Hm iiniilii, altaMt^
aiidpedbrmanees i$$k wl^ make a dH^eienoi^
(C^ yup^ Til© AJlHim of the Yeia^ aiprard kft the

time period of C)ct/ i, I0g4 throuj^ Sept. 30, 1985 went
to M>/ackee ^qmimd^ the third solo LP by everyone's
favorite n^^f^borhood $^ pco, Pm Collta. Sure, It had
three Top JO sin^, hut does It really merit Album of the
Year honors? Can anyone hone^y look back at 1^5 and
say that CoilinsV album was die BEST ALBUM of the
year? Worse y^, d6 we want to look back at 1985 from a
vantage point ten years, or even only Hve years later and
have to remember that album »s the best eirample of what
American pop music had to oHer?

I diink not — or at least I hope not. What Collins
achieved with Afo Jacket Required was die dubious (eat of.
creating the year's most average album, die one that sold
most, offended least and rodtod ruiry i boat. In odber
wt»ds, ir acottt^taly leltected the Yuppie mentality: dean,
oofi*l«*ative, iii0l^^aiiv» to the pohit of rigMlty, and
sodo-politically apathetic.

But wait, m^te are more examples ol the Yupple^atioil
of the Gramniys. Take Sadc, for instance. Please. She won
the Best New Artist award because of her hi^y successfdi

<M>ut, the prophetically and apdy titled Diamtmd Life.

One can hear champagne s^asses and cappuccino cups
clinking as Sade's pa^vely groovy tunes float in and out
of your brain like ether. Sure, it's pleasant, but wouldn't it

be nice to see an Innoyatlve artist win Bert New Artist?

Sade foim a the irf Biest New Artist wiiinciv which; ovtisr

die leit ten years, has included sudb utdrnportAnt mi4
non4astlng figures as Ddbhy Boine, A Tttste ol Honey,
ObMrl$to|4i^ Cloe»» Hen At Work and Culture Club. lM*s
face It, with die eioepekin ofHk^ Lee pmm^ die lait ten
BNAs have not wltiii^lood even tb^
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1332 2nd St.

304-9741
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UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
_For MtomMlon Cal 825-2345

,_ TtCMNKXXOR THE GLORY YEARS
Today(7:3Q^.OO.t2.50 sludantt 4 mUnj

WEST L.A.

CAAIPUS
BVBNTS

camMVPuzA
CaniMyOty
2040 Awa. of iia Sttn
56M291 :

0^17404:157:853
Fr^SM Lali Show 12:00

canwYPuzA

asa-,-. "ta^^l

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR MPORM^TNM 626-1070
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pJean Louis David 8AL0N
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYUNQ.PERMS,
AND HIOHLlohTS"^

^llhilFily|li{iiiFiiXB«Flin§ttl— Inillwnitf

F9F in MpelntmiRi Mil!

271-1111 or I7MIU
IwiM In

liMiinln
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Don^t just sit there! Be a revie^wer!
Hey buddy! Get off your buns and sub-
mit!! The Bruin Review is searcliing for
book, music (pop, jaz2 AND classical), film
and theater reviewers! All we require is
talent and some gall. Any self-righteous
individuals who feel strongly about Los
Angeles' cultural scene and don*t mind
50,000 peo|»le hanging on their every
w^ord should turn in a sample review^
(two or four typed pages — double spaced)
to 112 Kerckhoff Hall. AH submissions
will be considered, but special attention
w^ill be paid to w^riters w^ho submit POP
OFF-style entrees — short cultural criti-
ques that emphasize political and social
trends in their treatment of media and
entertainment (see page 19 for an exam-
ple). Any questions? Phone Bob, Kent or
Jenny at 8125-2538. The Bruin Review. It's
not just a iob; it's an adventure, complete
w^ith free movies. record«,-books and con>
certs.

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOME

XINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
SI 19 —

r

BAUSCH & LOME
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on 2dljenseu.

INCLUDES FITTING,—
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Scmta Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
lion.-Wed. 10^ Tkun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. lO-4 WitlilEis^~ 3/15/86

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Student Special

$16 car & BLOW
MUSTSHOW UCLA STUDEnT

ID. WITH coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to suiy

client whose hair condition is unsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd

479-0014 475-3264

.cO
,0^̂

^ ^/>?/-%̂ ^^

Don't Race All Over Town Looking
for That Special Motorcycle

Cycle Products West
Has the Exotics in stock NOW

Whether you are racing on the track or racing over

to your next class, we have your motorcycle fronn

the smallest footer to the largest Muscle Bike.

NEED REPAIRS??
Pick-up and delivery available
Full line of parts & accessories
Complete service department

11900 W.Pico Blvd.
(between Barrington & Bundy)

(213)477-0997

FRONT OF YOUR CLASS
PERHAPS YOU'D LIKE

TO SIT IN THE
RACK OP OURS.

—

EXPBIUElfOB THX JOY Or '"^

TEiU!HING
, VISIT LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOL CLASSROOMS

Developed by United Teachers-Los Angeles (UTLA), the Experience the
Joy of Teaching Program offers college students a chance to observe or
participate in classrooms throughout Los Angeles County. Positions are
available in elementary, junior and senior high schools and special
education classes.

For application forms, contact Albert E. Aubin at the Placement and
Career Planning Center, or call (213) 206-1924 for more information.

Application deadline is MarcFT?

Experience the Joy of Teaching is sponsored by UCLA's Office of

Academic Interinstitutional Programs (OAIP), Placement and Career
Planning Center, the California State Department of Education and
United Teachers - Los Angeles.
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HONDA^m
BEYOND

T^BANSPORTATION

All Models in stock

Buy from an alumnus

HONDA SANTA MONICA

829 - 4453

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA

''Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the
friendliness and taste the freshness...

"

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads
and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to goT
IVfSTlVOOD; JAKEADVANTAGEOF Ol IR DELIVERY SERVICE!

470-2499

1776 We!>iwood Blvd. (corner cf Santi Monica)
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

JR. LEAGUE OF L.A.

RUMMAGE SALE
SATURDAY MARCH 1

9a.a.-4p.ai.

SANTA MONICA CIVIC
AUDITORIUM

1855 MAIN ST., SANTA
MONICA

BARGAIN PRICES:
• NEW & USED CLOTHING
• SPORTING GOODS
• FURNITURE
• HOUSEHOLD GOODS
• LINENS. CHINA.
GLASSWARE
•BOOKS. RECORDS &
MUCH MORE

ADMISSION FREE!

Interminable 'Weeks'
Continued from Page 18 ,.,,„„

9 1/2 Weeks is unique in that it is a big budget Hollywood

film that graphically portrays sexual deviance as not merely

titillation or as a supporting sidelight, but as the main subject

of the film. Taboo subjects like rape and female masturbation

ar^ not ignored but showcased. 9 1/2 Weeks is reprehensible

because it is more sexist than sexy. The two main characters in

the film are stereotypes which have no place in society.

John is a high-stakes broker that puts a lot of stock into

bondage and other forms of kinky sex. Fruits, vegetables and all

byproducts thereof are his forte. He sweeps Elizabeth off her

feet onto a bed, the floor, table, and other assorted furniture.

Few questions are asked, few are answered.

.

Basinger and hex character are the only sympathetic charac-

ters in the film; you feel sorry for both. Basinger is God's gift to

the male gender. She is the closest thing to a perfect woman.
She is sensually and sensuously spectacular. With her steamy

presence, effective acting, and sheer beauty, she is the only con-

stant in this turbulent work. At times, she seems sexier fully

dressed than undressed. She displays an impressive array of

emotions in a film which speaks visually rather than verbally.

As a showcase for he^ sexuality and her acting, 9 1/2 Weeks
succeeds.

*-^

As a film, 9 1/2 Weeks does not. >i.

Lyne's first half hour shows promise, with the two lovers

making eye contact, later meeting, and then cavorting on the

boardwalk. Despite looking like a Levi's 501 jeans commercial,
these scenes effectively convey a budding, cute, frolicking

romance. The major problems arise as the harmless flirting

turns to harmful sex. The cutting to satisfy studio heads and
film censors apparently takes its toll. There are some very rough
edits, unresolved scenes, and disjointed plot twists. So much of
the sex has been obviously cut, that there are many scenes
which suggest sex, yet never resolve or even materialize.

Another major problem with the film is Mickey Rourke.
Rourke seems to be starting a trend towards roles in which he
plays despicable^ disgusting individuals (recall Year of the
Srsgoti^. Kinky sex=!5 not wha^ offends. What is offensive and

spect

reprehensible is his^ character's irritating and often infuriating
sexist attitudes. John wants to do everything for Elizabeth, take
care of her so that she doesn't have a care in the world. Only in
bed does he ask her to perform. She is relegated to a submissive
sex slave. John brushes her hair and spoon feeds her; she stops
eating only to put on a blindfold and take off her clothes. The
one instance she refuses to submit, John forces himself on her in
what amounts to an incidence of rape. While Basinger is often
without protection against the elements, Rourke rarely even sh-
eds his shirt. Hp even chimes in "Open your legs for daddy!"
Sick. .

—
When does social reponsibility take precedence over artistic

license? Is the filmmakers' intent of 9 1/2 Weeks to glorify the
character of John as a hero? Many feel such use of artistic
license is irresponsible and a detriment to society. However, if

the true intention is to portray Rourke as an anti-hero, a sexist
who is merely a reflection of society's ills, is there no instance of
irresponsibility? According to Lyne, this is the story of a woman
trapped in a self-destilictive, defeating nightmare who must
gain control of her life. But, if this is the intent, invariably
there will be those who misinterpret this message of the film
and embrace Rourke's John as hero and role model. Where does
society draw the line? S ould public opinion or societal mores be
a factor in^ discussing artistic freedorsr These important ques-
tions make 9 1/2 Weeks more controversial a film than regular
Hollywood offerings. These questions have already been ad-
dressed, to some extent, in the storied and turbulent history of
the film . After much reediting and rewriting it was hoped that
answers would emerge. Instead, what has emerged is a power-
ful, sexist, disjointed, and despicable film.
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It 'soneofthe first things you'll

notice as a Navy Officer,

The recx)gnirion that you've

got what it takes to Lead the

Adventure.

That adventure can lead

you around the world and back
again . And along the way
you're picking up experience

I hat builds confidence it takes

years to get elsewhere.

ThereVino boot camp.
Col lege graduates start with

management and leadership

trainingat OfficerCandidaie

School . Once commissioned

,

you'll haveeven more edu-
cational opportunities that can

further professional growth.

You'll uncover your fx)ien-

tial and get the responsibilit\'

and decision-making auth-

ority success needs. The
challenge, satisfaction and
rewards add up to personal

and proiessional growth no
other jobcan match

.

When you Lead the

Adventure you start out with

pride and respect. It puts

you a step ahead . ( Contact

yourNaw ( )t ficer Recruiter

orcalJl.86o-327-NAVY.

Go on — b« a eritie!! The Brain Review ii looldnl for a few |ood
reviewen

t We need book, Jaii, pop and theater writers. The onlj
reqnirementB are talent and a little self-rl|hteoiineti. AU inter-
ested writers should tiira in a sample review — two to three
typed pa|es, double spaoed — to lia Xerckhoff Hall. Don*t
for|et to atUeh your phone number and namel Any questions?
CaU Bob, Kent and Jenny at 8a8-«888. The Bruin Review: it's
not just a Job; it*s ftree records, oonoerts, books and showsl

//

VILLAGE SALON

NAVY 1^ OFFICER.̂
UtmtXxTti^* *jt rf .

'
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LEADTHEADVENTURE.

WESTWOOD'S NEWEST
-^ AND

HOTTEST HAIR SALON

f

Student Specials!
$14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Villaae 824-

Ryders
Continued from Page 19
cheek, but we also focus on
important themes-such as the
decline of the American farm-
er-in our music. Life isn't a
24-hour party and the band
feels a responsibility to address
important issues affecting this

country,issues which we feel

havQ been neglected/L

.

- Sowders's love/hate relation-

ship with America extends to
his dissatisfaction with the
current status of the L.A.
music scene, "Musically sp>eak-

ing, Los Angeles is a very fer-

tile area, with a lot of terrific

young bands around. But
these days the fans have this

attitude that *Hey, I can check
out Lone Justice or Los Lobos
any night of the week* — and
that's just not true because
these groups aren't going to be
the house band at the Club
Lingerie forever."

Sowders and the rest of the
Ryders have ample reason to

be a little indignent towards
the local club scene. After sev-

eral years of relentless playing
on the local scene and
building a loyal if small
following, the Long Ryders
decided to pull up their roots

and head to England. The
Ryders felt their innovative

4Rtght ealeh the eoHec--
tive ears of British fans look-
ing some exciting, vital music
to fill the vacuum created by
the banal English synth-pop
bands of the past several
years. The band's hunch paid
off in spades as they gained
wide-spread acclaim for their

energetic live shows,and their

latest release State of Our
Union sky-rocketed up the
British charts.

However, being a local
band intent on making their

music heard from coast to
coast in their own country.
Long Ryders have returned to
the U.S. .Among their im-
mediate plans are a two
month tour of the Statas dur-
ing which they will head-line
at small clubs as well' as open

^ior bleeding-heart rockers the
Alarm at ^eVeral Tar ge

r

venues. In early April, the
band will be appearing in a
free outdoor show at UCLA
with Lone Justice and The
Alarm, and in June the Ryders
go back into the studio to
record a follow-up to State of
Our Union. At this point in
time Sowders is very op-
timistic about the band's
future,"We feel we've just hit
the tip of the iceberg musical-
ly. We're still looking to pro-
duce our own White Album."

Can you
afFondtogamble'

"

with the LSAX GMAX
GREprMCAT?

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil-
lion students prepare for their

. grad school^exQms. -So ifyoii "~

need a refresher class, or even if

you're fresh out of college. ----

call. Why take a chance ^gapr
with your career? ^2^

fSsgKAPLAN
SIANIFYH KAPIAN EDUCAIIONAl CENIERllD

The worlcfs leading
test prep organization.

ENROLLING NOW! Visit' us (Ji oUi eerier
lll»()() WrishinqfOM HIvrJ ( ulver Cily CA
^i>'.^^ (.)f coll us days oveninqs or wf»eV

^•'cJs Our phoiie itumber (213)
202-1924.
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mystery map <>' los angeles— a unique literary event!

Follow private eye Philip Marlowe to over lOti L.A.
locations listed in Raymond Chandler's 7 great
novels, Including *# •

THE BIG SLEEP, THE LONG GOODBYE
and FAREWELL, MY LOVELY

Features full color, original Illustrations, thorough
research and full documentation

You can find

the RAYMOND CHANDLER MYSTERY MAP
at the ASUCLA Student Boolistore

or order it from
MYSTERY MAP
\l800 S. Robertson
LA/CA 90035

.1 ,

7

M

- Wiih thf Anieritan Express* (]ar(l

you can buy everything from new
spectacles to .some pretty spectac-

ular clothing The latest in audio
' equipment and the latest albums

The Card is the perfect way to pay

for )usl al)out anything you'll want

during college

How to get the Card

efbre you graduate.:

Because we believe that college is the first

sign of success, weve made it easier for you
to get the American Express Card Graduating

students can get the Card as soon as they

accept a S1(),(XK) careeroriented job If you'r^

ni)t graduating this semester, you can apply

for a special sponsored Card Look for

•student applications on campus Or call

1 HOOTHE CARD, and tell them you want

a student application.

The American Express Card.

-Don't leave school without it.'**
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION I PERSONAL.. 10 PERSONAL; 10 PERSONAL, la PERSONAL 10
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Tlw ASUOA Commumcattons Bovd luly supporti me

Uravtrsty 01 CaMoma's poMcy on non-discflminatton

No mMkiMTi shit accafM advvniMments «•t«c^ presani

panons of any ongai. raca. ratgnn. sa>. o< saxual

onanuaon m a damaanng way or unfti that tfiey are

Inatad to cadafn postOons, capaMMas. rotas, or

status in soaaty NaMttar Iha Oaiy Bnan nor •»

ASUCU Corrwrajncatons Board has nvasaoatad any

ot Bm sarvKM a(N«r«aad or aifvarlaan raprasantad m

Ms nua Any parson batawig mat an advarwanwtt

m tas aaua moMm tia Board's potqr on non-

diacrtnanalMn stalad haraln ttouM communtcata

compiwitt in wfltno to •« Bualnasa Manapar. Oaity

Brum, 30e Waslwood Plan. KH 112. Los Angatas CA

90024 For aaaialanca with housino dIscnnanaOon

problame. cal Sw UCLA Housmg Oflica at a2S449l

.

or cal me Wastsida Fair Housinp Offica at 475-9671

Study Paks cover more information for

MAXIMUM EXPOSURE ; ^
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS the correspor^ding ASUCLA Problem

Solving Guide for Chemistry. Economics, and Psychology classes.

Available ONLY at the Lecture Notes counter located on Aleve!. Ackerman Union.

Lecture Notes and study Guides are copywrlted by ASUCLA "

Teny Yang
Happy Birthday,

"sheow-dee"! Hove a
superb doyl

In His Gracious Love
Me

r—• ^m

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

NarKy.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.

'Get ready t(

go wild
tonight! We
can't wait!
Theta at
5:30

Love, Theta

COME share the Joy off winning
at the annual, UCLA Special

Olyiapio Invitational. March 2«
Opening ceremony begins at
9i30 am. Games begin at 10i15
am. All volunteers must attend
either Tues. Feb. 2S or Thurs.
Feb. 27, Dykstra Hall Fireside

f ALO),
Thanks so much
for the raid- hers
d' ourves and all!

EEYou guys are
'

fabulous!!

Love,
rcDB

P.S. "The
Legend"lives on!!!

For All Your

Graphic & Printing

Needs
TKii

Be among those honored by the Chancellor for

Outstanding University and/or cotnmunity service.

Wear the Blue and Gold Fouragerre at the 1986
Commencement~ CHANCELLOR'S MARSHAL

Applications now available to Graduate and .

Undergraduate degree candidates.

No minimum GPA.
DUE MARCH 6, 1986

Pick «p at AU Info Desk, North CaaipM, Murphy Hall

2224, West Center Bioaed Library

Thte Jewish Shident
Union would like to
exterxj many ttionks

to Steve Oingoid
(ZBT) and Marcl
Merdler (TOE) for

ttirowing a hell of a
party last Saturday.
We can't wait for the
or»e In the Spring!

Your frierxJs from \t\e

JSU

. Quick Copies

Need to get copies in a hurry? Quick Copies can
give you virtually any number of them while you
wait. Choose standard, legal-sized, colored or

textured papers.

Quality Printing

Need that professional look for your newsletters,

invitations or flyers? Our new equipment will print

*your job quickly and efficiently at a low price.

In A Bind?

zy

Need your thesis or research papers bound? We
can do it for you with protective vinyl or hand-
some hardcovers and can goldstamp your titles

too, for that look of prestige.

BETA THETA PI
Ih Conjunction With

COU.€G€ XOUR/
ii'^'

wie/
COnVERSE

PRESENT

HOOPS -HOMELESS
AM ALL GMIVERSITY 3 on 3 BASKETBALL
TOGRNAMENT AND SLAM DGNK CONTEST

MARCH 13-16.
*AII Tournament Matches are 2 out of 3 games to 13 including a consolation bracket

r - SO all teams are guaranteed 2 matches.

GRAND PRIZE...

IA TRIP FOR THREE TO

Prizes will also be given to 2nd, 3rd & 4th places,

and consolation bracket winner.

nsiGN gp SQQN BECAUSE SPACE 18 LIMITED!

Allproceeds

will benefit People Assisting The Homeless
.ENTRANCE FEES:.

10884 Weytxjm Ave
lorf LA 90024

BliLES-BOOKS-OIFTS
M-W 10o-9:30p; m-Sat lOo-llp; Sixv 2-6

20S-S432

<^^ Thanks to those who participated in AO's

^ Cardiac Anreet-you've helped to mend hearts

f^
——^nd make our event a BIG success!!

^ Thanks again ^^
The Alpha Phis S^

-.r

First Floor

Kerckhoff Half

Room 150
Open IVI-F 8-6

Sat 10-3

206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR/^HIC
(a s

Lu Valle Commons-
Downstairs

U )

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Open M-Th 7:30-6

F 7:30-5:30

Closed Sunday
825-7568

TOGRNAMENT $45.00 per team
• SLAM DUNK CONTEST $5.00

to benefit the Homeless of Los Angeles

**AIT players must have valid reg card and phoECr i.d.*'^

Sign up today on Bruin Walk or anytime at BETA, Rm 4 or Rm 13.

For More Information Call:

Free T-Shirt to all participants

Mark Tovs^ery 208-2481
Tim Tov^nsend 824-3868

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVIIR

DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM '(818)88(M407.(818)88(M361.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.

Call James Boord. (818) 716-0224.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/nfK>. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes k>y phor>e. 456-9644 or

455- 1404 :
^ —^ '-^ ^

f- '̂ ^s^s^ '-^^^^^^^^^^^^'-S.'

SAVE A LIFE

GIVE BLOOD
Today Sr Tomorrow

Only
iisos r55n^55 33:

VIa» Tonight's your night.

r*p- ' jutt Hol«, Penny. ar>d you.

We can't wait to party

It's long overdue.

Love. JBP mm4

PERSONAL 10

ALPHA JPHI sorority needs hashers. Call

206-4008

BRUINS - show you've got what it takes.

Save lives this week by giving blood - on*y

2 days leftll

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
lar>guages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship Uehara
(8ie)84(V^638.

NEED nfH>ney7 Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - inconrteopp Make $500/mo. ctr

nK>re part-tinne. If Our phor>e8 are busy,

leav# name and number on mac^.
(213)852-0990.

,

j;^- •M ii'

Vy Hope you enjoyed your

^\ ydoughnuto and O.J. we
i^A4>^ wanted to start your day

*^
off the right way!!

Love,
I

The Phi't ^^c

ACKERMAN UNION
SPRING QUARTER
ROOM RESERVATIONS
will begin on Monday, March 3, 1986 at 8:00

am, at the Student Union Operations Office

(A-216) located on the A-level of Ackerman

Union. At that time, one will receive an

appointment time for March 4th, 5th, or 6th to

meet with a reservaltanist to place
'

holds' on

AU facilities for the Spring Quarter.

IHGP
AN ALLU .

FRIDAY

OAX 547 GAYLEY

OKT UFE ACCORDING TO ALAN
Marty and Carryl will be planning for a big band and blues,

while Gary and I go swashbuckling for props and good

booze,
AAA and r4>B are both out of sight, and a perfect

combination to help us collect at TWO award nights,

so plan on long nights, hard work, and lots of fun,

*cause we*re gonna show UCLA we've only just begun!!

P.S. Thanks Sandra!!

PHI PSI

and CHI-0

Toga, Toga, Toga!

Psych up for the

amazing Greek

Week Exchange!

(Traditional Greek

Attire Required!)

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr
hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. ot
more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS^ ...A2

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
~

t>ank. Up to $100i/week. Minorities erv

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study t>eing cornlucted

through tf>e University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206^723.

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 825-0392.

SPERM donor
Clinic. 820-0377.

wanted. FQE Medical

GENITAL
WARTS?
Study being

conducted ttirougti

\t\e university

center for^
infectuous

diseases. Treatnrient

is free. Receive
SlOO—leiTT^bursefDent—*

(213)206-6723

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
nfK>dels for haircuts, perms, color 652-"

&766.

FREE haircuts. Carlton Hair International

needs OKxlels for advanced haircutting

class. Call 475-8330.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicxire • Pedicure

208-8193
'

101.') GAYLEY AVE . WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWLY INITIATED

SIGMA ALPHA MU, IOTA PLEDGE CLASS

e

e

(AE«)
Craig (RM 8lg UCSB)

pvifMng. W9 ra so napfyy

for youl

Lovo, Tbo Wfra of AE«

^g Questions? Call Student Union Operations at

206-0836, Monday - Friday between 9 am and 4 pm.

,AEPhr
Get your tee shirts and markers ready,

There's no need for drawing pages.

Our writing hands are steady,

We'll let our party animals out of their

cages..And you can bet our party rages!

The Bro's of Siama Pi

Ell Ben-Shmuel

Isaiah Blady

Doug Brown

Paul Corraledo

Maik Devore
Mike Donibrower

Scott Epstein

•f

Mark
Aivaro Levin

Wayne Levin

Mike Lifton

Steve Ligtitfoot

Michiael Malloy

Mltcti Moss

Fabian Oberfeid

Todd l?icti "

Josh l?udnick

Brent Saydman
Jay Silver

Eric Sussman
l?ichard Wang
Paul WeissDavid Hemand

•WE ARE ALL PROUD TO HAVE YOU AS BROTHERS-
You Know Who

^~>

u
!;('-^

v,^

\>

V.1

•j)

.\

<^^v.
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PERSONAL ..-.10 PERSONAL.... 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL,,; 10 HEALTH

SERVICES 22

infi~r: GREEK WEEK EVENT

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE -1«' LOSE WEIQHT AND
MAKE MONEY 475^3708

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND TMOUGMTS?

WE CARC Fn^m TESTING
COUNSELING & RESOURCES

AVAILABLE
WESTSIOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLVD. SIVI

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
JOS 1 1 1 1

TKE
M)0 ol Hie TKE

EXCHANGE
Bring yourMe

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity New pet food com-

pany looking for distributors Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time (213)852-0990

call between 1-5 PM.

READ your way to financial success! Pro-

ven and guaranteed! Send a self-address-

ed, stamped envelope to: Directory to

Success. 2333 West 20th Street, LA.Ca.

90018-2
r:>-/j

Congratulations to the new OM
Executive Board:

President

Vice Pres.

Treasurer
Recording Sec*y
Rush Chairman
Phi Director

Social Chairman

Jackie Eddy
Sonya Maier
Celeste Clary
Kristen Cesario
Roma Manning
Leanne Nakanishi
Christa Schroeder,

Congratulations to the

Sigma Alpha Nu
^ ,

^Executive Council
Kevin Sutherland Prior
Urry KItg- Vice Prior
Jonathan Davidson Exchequer
Jeff Neinstein Recorder
Hey Guys, YouVe Hot-Jeff, David, Jeff, Kevin

Cotffesponding Sec'yDana Valentino

House Managei Pilar Parducci
Panhellenic Rep Yuka Suzuki

A —^ _ _ __ t*

Congratulottont on your •ngagem^nfl

ivm^»

Home It on Valentine's

Daylllil

i(r»»)

(UI)

C7^ IkotfUx^ of&ta c/f[fifui CfiufiUx,

^fista CfiL ^xuUznliy ^zoudfy announce thzix ig86

ifiy <^uncUz±on CfzitAtina Xan^Uy^ 1/

\. i2'£xdv>'iN /\Jl^*»*»*««********** IVJ

HELP WANTED 30

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office

appearance. Light typing and phones. Sal-

ary open: Call Mr Davidson. (213)930-

1891.

AID elderly woman Need own car.

Transport to appointments, shopping, light

housekeeping Female 272-2442.

ALBERT Lowry's real estate seminar pro-

gram Cassettes-manuals. New-seaied-

unopened. ^/z price $140 (213)859-5500.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months $1295-$1395
covers all expenses work($6.00-$10 00/

hour) to offset coal (714)734.7103 day
evening.

Athletic-looking girls in Track and Field,

Swimming, Gymnastics, Tennis $100/day.

Acting, recording (213)430-5431

.

BABYSITTER. 5 yr old boy Afternoons/

weekdays. Close to campus Car neces-

sary. 3ei-03e6(days)/475-9003(eves.).

BOOKKEEPER. Part-time weekend $7/hr.

will train in experience. Diversified duties,

heavy phones. 10 key touch. Moderate typ-

ing. Cash handling. Non-smoker.
'

(g l S>3 e=463 . '

CENTURY City Law firm has full time posi-

tion availat>le for reception/general office.

Call Rich 556-5800 .

COMPANION-refined, non-sn>oking senk>r

lady to live in. No housework. Car essen-
tial. 454-3166.

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions

now available at leading residential treat-

ment center for teenage boys Experience
preferred Excellent benefits FULL-TIME
COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
C0UNSEL0R.(818)347-1326.

TOGA
WHERE THE DELTA SIGS

AND AZ'S ARE ^^
PUT ON YOUR SHEETS
AND BE AT ALa>
THURSDAY-9:00

^Dks. <cR£.A Carnation Qaeen txrdi (j£ p.X£.i£.nt£.d at ths

36tfi annual J^cd Carnation !Ba[[, ^axcfi 7tfi, cik tfU

<Santa UBiawaxa JDiLtmoxe..

^^ ^^ »x^ ^^ *^^ ^^ %^^ *^^ ^^ *^A ^^ %^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *^^ %j^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^#' %t^ %1^ %l^ ^1^ ^^ %)i/_

VV^^ ^9 ^9 ^9 ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^9 ^9 ^9* 9^ ^^ ^P* *^ ^T* ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^K ^K ^^^^^^^^ ^V

ZBT AFFAIR "SLAM OFF"
Tonite at 9 O'clock

at DB Levys. Ttie winning
fraternity and sorority will

eacli receive
25 ZBT Affair Tici<ets

•X"

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X*

The Ladies of Pi Beta Phi
are pleased to announce t
the arroiMfman ffinalistsx

Eric LizerbramOE
Tim MatthewsAXA
Jon WardOKV

Mike DealyEX
Jim FragerBOn

•X-

•X"

X-

IT'S COMING
MARCH 15,

1986
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PERSONAL, 10 PERSONAL lo HELP WANTED.: 30 HELP WANTED 30

To the women of

AO
Come romp in our jungle

tonight

at the Safari Exchange
_ 0X Bushmen _

P.S. Don't let the boa constrict ya!

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY*

Looking for extra money?
' Work temporary for

IS
biqail

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED ....30

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A.
f21S|«77-SOS< ^

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
(21SIM1-S220
*^ Secretarial. */- Receptionist.

^Typists, »^ Accounting.

*^ DataAVord Processors,

and other office support jobs.

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

CPA FIRM In MId-Wilshire needs mature

business major for 16 to 24 hours per

week witfi working knowledge of IBM PC
and Lotus. intermediate accounting

helpful. Great opportunity and compensa-
tion based on experience. Send resume

to McGinity and Nodar 3435 Wilshire Blvd

#729. LA 90010.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Card-

bean, Hawaii, Worldl! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise. '^_

.

DRIVER/helper, part-time $100/wk. (13-20

hrs.) Carpool driving, marketing & daily er-

rands. Own car, seat belts required. Bever-

ly Glen canyon. 279-1447.

EARN $500-$6,000/month. Full/part-time

positions. Training provided. Call SBN
days/evenings (213)376-2890.

EXCELLENT income for part-time home
assembly work. For info call 504-641-8003

Ext. 8737

EXTRAS Neadadl Attractive ^nodel tyf

and unusual faces for movies and TV.
rreatlve Casting (81 8)784-0044. "*

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills

Kiniesoiogy student preferred Call for ap-

pointment, ask for Gloria 550-0950

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student

preferred for busy Beverly Hills office

Call(2 13)550-0950 ask for Teena.

©IW I: "Friday 'teedwf part^tme; afternoorw

1:30-5 00 general office/reception work
$4/hr. 204-4678.

GIRLS needed to sell flowers in

prestigious restaurants. Car a must, short

hours, good pay. Leave message 659-

2417.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN, WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING. 826-7000.

GROCERY derk. Part-time 6pm-midnight.
' Somd experier>ce helpful. Westside

Market. 477-3216.

GUYS. Hollywood Productk>n Company
needs you. College athlete type 18-25 for

videos and caler>ders. CsH free 1-800-

421-3268.

HEAD COOK summer guest ranch near
Sun Valley, Idaho. Salary/room/board/tips.

6/1-9/15. Also 8e«Kir>g ASSISTANT COOK
Days 382-8005. Eves 467-2340.

HOUSE cleaning and meal preparation in

Woodland Hills home 3 days p>er week.
Occaisional weekends/overnight babysit-

ting. Must have transportation. Call eves
(818)704-9657

LEGITIMATE phone work. Public Relations

for charities, environmental groups, public

TV statk>ns. Earn guaranteed $5.S0/hr.

plus tx>nuses. P/T. Good personality and
speaking voice helpful. Call Brad (213)

464-3686.

MESSENQERS/Process Servers, full and
part-time po8itk>ns available. Must have
transportatton. Wages 6.20mr. (213)384-
8244.

MESSENGERS. Westwood LawTirm has
openings for 9n messengers. Must be
available to work mornings. Must also be
deperujabie, have own car, insurance and
good driving record. Call Tracy after 2pm
478-2541.

NEED txabysitter for 12 year old girl eve. &
weekends (Mar Vista). Call after 5pm.
313-2935.

OFFICE help, part-time, 18-20 hrs./week.

Must type. Good with detail & numbers.
Car necessary. Salary open. Call Arlene,

Monday & Wednesday: 8:30-2. (213)854-

3767.

OFFICE dark needed by prestigious WLA
Law firm. Hours are 8am-1pm or 10am-

6:30pm. Call Gary Carter 312-4102.

PART-TIME to market profes8k>nal com-
puter seminars. Must have car. (213)653'

4331.— « —
PART-TIME parking k>t attendant Neat

appearance. California Driver's license re-

quired. Mutt be availible weeknights and

weekends. Raferenoes needed. Apply at

Directors Guild of America. 7950 Sunset

Bfvdd. Hollywood. CA.

PART-TIME poaitk>n. telemarketing assis-

tant, excellent working condition in

Westwood. 4-6 PM, Monday-Thursday.

<S/hr.. Call (21 3)20»4t02.

TICKETS
Restaurant 8i Bar
Now Interviewing for

experierx:ed
personnel for late

March employment.
(cooks, sautee &

broiler, solod persons,
food servers,

. bartenders,

hostesses,

buspersons, &
dishwashers).

Apply In person:

lllSOOIyrripicBlvd
(lobby),

at the San Diego
Freeway

2-.')pfn Thursdays—
& Fridays

10am-2pm Saturdays

- Attention WorkStudy:

Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400.

OFFICE WOBKEB
Immediate P/T opening.

Medical lab near UCLA.
Computer terminal

experience required. Must

have good telephone

presence with doctors and

patients. Congenial

atmosphere. 208-8 162

between 9am-4pm

WANTED: On Monday and Wednesday
afterrKwns 4pm-6pm. $7/hr. Someone to

assist resistant 12 yr. old boy with

homework. We live near Laurel Canyon
and Hollywood Blvd. 876^898.

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-
nent basis. Typir>g. letter writing, light

t)ookkeeping. Salary open, parking provid-

ed. Good locatk>n. Shorthand or speed-
writing deisreabie. Phone for appt. 272-

8437.

WORD processor/typist: flexible hours, will

work around your schedule. 5-10 hr./wk.

experienced on IBM-PC w/ micro soft word
preferable. Westwood Village office. $6/hr.

824-1034. Ill I 11

XEROX operator for Print Shop 9200
series. Full/part time. Call 477-1540 or .ap-

ply: 1 1 71 7 W. Pico Blvd. WLA.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

AGGRESSIVE sales person-consultant
wanted to help students obtain scholar-

ships. finar>cial aid. etc. Must possess ex-

cellent sales at)ility and desire to make
somebucksl Call (818)961-3289.

FEMALE dancer/choreogr8^}her needed eis

nHXtel-collatx>rater for grant funded Fine
Art project. Some pay availak>le. Culver
City Studio. 558-8226.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GfUDUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

NEED extra cash? We finally reached the
solution that works. Send self-addressed

envek>pe to: GIL. Associates 10889
Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 960 LA. CA 90024.

CLUB GUIDE 40

— - — - "^

'

Fill in your week
with extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists.

clerks, receptionists.

' word-proces«€>ffs, & ail

office skills. Work by the

day. week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Non-pro
for upcomir>o sessions

Fashion. Commercial. Theatrical

Call for Appoinfment
(818) 508-8680

^km ttt# ^^0 ^l# ^^0^^ ^k^^M^ ^^0 ^^0^M ^0 ^^P^^^^^ftA^P|%^p ^^ #^ 0^0^^P^P 0^0^0^0^ ^1*0^ ^^1k\
LA VAlfT now Nrlng for

pxsrt time & on coil

posltkxv Evenings &
weekerKls. Must fiove

traruportotioa

Girls welcome
for Info CON 410-4446

UNr iRNtSHED/stngte Wrtstrtre $490 "Futt

kitchen, dressing room, charming oidec-

building. 659-0370. Ask for Mickey.

RESTAURANTS 46

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES PROFES-
SIONAL RESAURANT COURSE. 90 DAY
GUARANTEE. "DOUBLE YOUR TIPS IN

30 DAYS'." AS A RESAURAMT BROKER
.EOEE-FIACEMENT ASSISTANCE,~4^43R
COMPLETE DETAILS REPLY TO:
EUGENE O. HICKS. PRES. US. INTER-
NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOC. 279
BEVERLY DRIVE STE. 1189. BEVERLY
HILLS. CA. 90212.

iiiii^^^^^^^^:i^^iiii^ APARTMENTS

Mito AMwiwH/WnfUcal C—-twfckii

Uvt-taTM

I W kMMr. ExpSOMCM M MQI

m4 ImsmImM on li prfvMt M

I HIV His w^M* 1^^^ I ^Mv w^H

WLA IWM. RMMt EflfiWi/QM^ tnvMf

ilM t%nMm a CMpia.
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Mod«ls Waiit«d
for award winning

student photographer.

Prints for pay^_

Asicior. Melissa^

e
e
•
e
e
•
e
e
•

FOR RENT.....;....,,*.....49

APTS availible $750 and up. Kelton
Tovwrs. 515 Katton 208-1976

BEAUTIFUL Bachelor, furnished, near
campus, laundry facility. $365/mo.
Available March 4. Call today.(213) 826-

0173.

*

Photographeri
Wanted for Studio

Portraits. Must be

experienced, fast &
very friendly. Flexi-

ble hours. Week-
days & weekends.

Call Jackie I0-1,(M-F)

(213)477-5566

PET Lovers earn $1240/mo. sponsorship.

Must be organized. (213) 384-6343.

PRE-MED and pr^optometry. Need UCLA

freshman or sophomore. Clinical and basic

research. JSEI Tuea/Thurs. X2 years.

S6.40/hr. 12-15 hr«.A«reek 825-4749.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank. pA, evenings. $100^«vk. Dale 473-

8491.

RADIOLOGIST needs volunteer research

assistants at Hartx>r UCLA. Prefer pre-

med students. (213)533-2808.

RECEPTIONIST-Prr-pleasant voice, pro-

fessional appearance, responsible &
dependable 6.50/fH>ur. Ms. Schaefer 473-

4428.

SMALL Santa Monica Publishing Firm

needs Prr students to do clerical work.

Please Call 452-9616.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS $7/hr. guaran-

teed salary plus extra commisskm 4 to 6
hours per day. Partime/Fulltime. Call Mr.

Davidson 8-1pm. (213) 930-1891.

TRAIL GUIDE. Summer guest rach near

Sun Valley, Idaho. Must have expeherKe
with horses. Ability to sing/play guKar a
plus. Must commit 6/1-9/15. Days 382-

8005. Eves 467-2340.

UCLA FoottMll Is looking for volunteers

who are Interested In a career In collegiate

athletics. Call 825-8699. Ask for Football.

WANTED: Baseball coacf>es. volunteers.

Boys 13-15 yr. okto. Call Mark: 294-1733

^ or 392-8212.

-SINGLE, pool, parking, block from campus
and village. Utilities paid $550/rT>o. 10966
Roebling Ave. 208-4253.

WALK UCLA hooray! Spacious, furnished,

bachelor & single. Utilities included.

Manager- 644 Landfair #201 . 208-2676.

WESTWOOD.single apartment to sublet to

female student. 2 bkx;ks from campus,
pool, penthouse, clean. $410. 208-1456.

WESTWOOD prime kx»tk>n. $100 move-in
allowance, furnished singles. Patio,

elevator. A/C 10989 Rochester. 479-7485.
managed by Moss & Company.

$1300. First month free. Brentwood, brand
new. Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrooms. 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern.
bulkJlng. 1 1675 Darlington. 827-4652.

2 bedroom, kMautiful apartment, superb
location In Brentwood. $950/month.
(213)82fr'4249. One single $500.

$675 WLA/Purdue, spacious, bight upper
1 -bedroom, bakx>ny, carpets, drapes, wall

panelling , breakfast bar, parking, no pets.

Lulaa 478-0694.

780 Culver City. 2 bedroom. 2 bath, nice

view/area. Built In drapes, carpet. 826-

6907.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

Bachelor apt. Fumisf)ed. Veteran near
Wilshire, $525/nfK). Excellent location.

(213)275-1427, 379-6570 evenings.

TERRIFIC or>e bedroom available now.
Pool, spotless new decor; $565. Marina
East. 4132 Qrandview, Mar Vista: 313-

1818. .

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Super-clean 2-bedroom,

carpeting, drapes, stove. $1000/mor(lh.

Only^ charging 1 month's rent, security/

cleaning to nH)ve In. 678-4648.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED ;.52

2-bedroom unfurnished apt. Excellent loca-

tion. Available now. 1390 Veteran,
$l050/mo. (213)275-1427, 379-6570 even-
ings. * -

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemlte house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ctose to everything. (818)
785-9865

RENT fully furnished 3 bedroom, 2 bath
townhouse in Lake Arrowhead. 3/28-4/4 up
to 8 people $800. Call Stephanie
(213)879-9494 or (81 8)891 -3700.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

DESPERATELY seeking 2 female room-
mates. 1 -Bedroom, large living room,
kitchen, utilities, furnished. Only $230/
nfKMith. prin>e kx»tk>n. Susie-208-1021.
824-9782.

FEMALE roommate needed, Santa Monica
area. Non-smoker. $210/mo. plus utilltiea.

452-9078. ^
NEEDED: 2 non-snfH>king females share 2
bedroom, 2 bath Brentwood apt. $262
plus deposit. 471-4655 .

PROFESSIONAL male seeks M/F to share
quaint 2-bed/l-bath Westwood apartment.
Courtyard, washer/dryer. $395/mo. 473-
8682

SINGLE woman seeks mature graduate
student/professor/professlonal share
apartment. ocean/San Vicente: $385;
393-2972

TOWNHOUSE to share. Nor^^tpoker.
Female preferred. Utilities included.

$4fty.no

HOUSE EXCHANGE59

SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
t)eginhing July 1, 1986, in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)553-3266.

ROOM^SND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

FEMALE, preferably grad-student or upper

classman. non-sn>oker, experienced w/

chiklren wanted for t>abyslttlng after scfK>ol-

& carpoollng In exchar>ge for room &
board In Beverly Hills & Mfeekly compensa-
tk>n. Call Sandy. 271-9060.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

FEMALE preferred, fwn-smokar to take,

room free In exchange for very light

housekeeping and baby8ittir>g. Access to

pool, and bus (818)907-5226.

MOTHER'S helper needed In exchange for

living In Beverly Hills guestfHXJse 20 hrs.

of t>abysittlng per week. References re-

qulred. 276-9844.

ROOM and board in exchange for child

care, light housekeeping. Pacific Palisades

454-4127.

ROOM
FOR RENT. .64

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen

prh^ledges. pool, washer/dryer. utMitiea in-

cluded, need car. Graduate student

preferred. $350. leave ntesaage, Abbie
(818)783-5151. .

CONVENIENT, Century City room w/own
bath, utilities 3-way, $500/nK>nth. Dave
458-9178.

FEMALE preferred to rent room In 4-

bedroom honf>e. $350 Includes utilities and
all house privileges. $50 depoeit. Call Sal-

ty, 8360671.

FEMALE student, rent reductton \r\ ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room. Lovely Weet LA home. $100y
mo. Sylvia. Eve. (213)748-7042.

GUEST house for rent. Paclfk: Pallaadea.

Ghjiet responsible, non-emoker. $350/
month. kitcf>en, bath, washer, dryer. 27^>
2458, 459-4290

HILLSIDE home, pool, private room.
Serious female preferred, share t>ath with

one. $325 plus 10H utWtiee. 828-1537.

JUST decoratedl Weetwood furnished ef-

federnry single, vmm carpet, peint, mini-

Minds, oentrahair/heet. Norvemoker $495
Ind. utilities. (213)475-7066.

MALE to share single apartment. 1 bk)ck

from UCLA. Furnished. Move In now.
$243.00/month. 206-3352.

MASTER t>edroom/bathroom for non-
smoker In 2 bedroom/2 bathroom. Securi-

ty/laundry. Courtyard/petk). Near UCLA.
Rose near Overland. $38S/mo. 839-9545.

!"
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ROOM
FOR RENT 64

ROOM for rent in large 3 Iwdroom house
in Venice. Safe, quiet neighbort^pod near

beach. F^enced yard, firepiace.Must be a
rK>n-8nx>ker, responsible ar>d very clean.

Graduate student or professional prefer-

red. Call Denise or Alberto. 392-3378.

$400./month plus share of utilities.

Available March 21 st.

'

TWO rooms for rent near Doheny between
Olympic and Wilshire. Mature male stu-

dents, non-smokers. $300/$335. 205-0431

.

WEST LA $350/month small room,
spacious condo, indoor heated pool, park-

ing, more Eva: (213)604-4608 day,

(21 3)478-0374 evenings^veekerKls.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom Jn a WLA apartment. $240/
nfwnth. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE needed to share one-bedrOom
-Qaytey apartn>ent. Excellent k>catk>n • next
door to UCLAI Security buikJing, pool, fur-

nished etc. $412/nK>nth. Call 824-1248 or
209-2342.

FEMALE to share 3-bedroom/2-bath
apartment In Culver City. Non-smoking.
$325 each. Dana 836-0363.

MALE or female. Share 2-bed,l-t>ath.

Brentwood apartment. $365-0ave. 826-

2825 or 485-2721

.

NON-SMOKER female for 1 bedroom
Brentwood apartment. Pool, security,

$245/mo. including utilities. 820-2508.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-^064.

ROOMMATE for you! We are a fast grow-

ing roommate referal service that com-
bir>es personal communicatk>n with high

technology at a k>w cost. (2 13)65»«958 —

SKIS FOR RENT 85

KNIESSEL 190 cm. w/ Tyrolia bindings.

$75 obo. Also car radio. Digital Pk>r>eer.

$1 25 Obo. 337-7566. .

INSURANCE 9

1

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 6e(M407. (81 8) 88(M361

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

k>west rate available. Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S movif>g & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

SERVICES TYPING/WORD
OFFERED 96 PROCESSING 100

TRAVEL 105

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professk>nal. Rate

negotiable Call (213)474-0313.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

WESTWOOD luxury apartment. "ATT
amenities. Fireplace, pool. Jacuzzi, game
robrn, utilities paid. Walk to UCLA. Male
$307/n>o. Call Eric (714)646-0900.

SUBLET 66

SUBLET your fiouse or apartment while

you are away this summer. Second year

law students derking w/our firm need
rUUiimO. Meeae cdl Letii MmST

•
e
e
•
e
e
e
e

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

:.\

e
e
e
e

e
e
e
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CALCUS, statistk:s. precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
,

$20/hr. 82fr4029. 826-^928. '
. „

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professk>nal help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

ITALIAN instructor, native. M.A. is kx>king

for exchange of Italian instructk>n for

English. 656^)828, 6544351

.

LEARN French the easy wa^ by experi-

enced Native Parisian teacfier. Recom-
mended by the French department and the

French Consolate. 874-0934.

MATH, statistics, Computer Science got

you down? Experienced teacher available

at reasonable rates. Call (213)657-4031

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7daya/week. 291-3158.

SPANISH tutoring. UCLA grad. student.

Vast experience in language teaching.

824-1925 or leave message at 208-0154.

TUTOR German, Italian. French. Flexible

fee. Available evenings and' weekends.

Call Dorina (818)342-2087^

J PATIENT TUTOR J
J MATH (arithmetic througt^J

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS, ,|t

J Engineering, Reading, Gram-*

J mar. Study Skills. Work withi^aj

^ tutor who knows the suDjectJ
well, and can patiently pres-^

J ent tr\e material in a variety of -S

J ways. You will also learn ttie*

{proper way to study toj
achieve confidence and self-^

reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-i
*TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-J

6463. *

A-PLUS Word Processing. Xerox 860
Dissertatk)ns, repetitive letters, medical

tran8criptk>n. Linda (213)2040947. Call

noon^6pm.

A-PLUS Word Processing. Xerox 860.

Dis8ertatk>ns, repetitive letters, medical

transcriptk>n. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

rKX)n-6pm.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN. (213)450^719.

APPLE and \ word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term. etc. DiS8ertatk>n disc.

3904588. ___^
A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resurrtes.

Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 83^4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

ELITE Word Processing- Best rates of-

fered- Professional service, terms, disser-

tatk)ns. manuscripts, etc.. Pick-up/Delivery..

204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term

papers, manuscripts, thesis. Reasonable

rates. Call: Meena ph. no. (213)67»61 13.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tton format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

SPECIALIZE Term Papers & Resume
development. Edit/Type. Rush jobs O.K. I

Available 7-days/eves. Leave message if

out- 478-7061

TYPING, wofd processing, resumes,

editing, proof reading, near campus, good^

rates 47S^7g^:

—

SPRING Break. Save $ world wide. Lowest

airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818)989-3123.

Rom

LONDON .$478

AM$TERDAM_$495
BANGKOK 1835

IKbLAN1/•••••y^^y
HONG KONG..„$670

' Sorne Restrictions /Qsply

EuraH passes
Issued on ttw spot

312-4000 ext. 557 before 4:00 at Manatt,

Phelps. Rotfwnberg. Tunney A Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

' sublet during sumnter. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

SUMMER law derks need housing. Fur-

nistied apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan.
(213)680-2222.

CMELVINY ft MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUILETS ^ ^.

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any tinie

from May to August.

& possibly !4 Of

September, our law
students will be r>eedir>g

txxjsing. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
M9-6539or669-6046

CONDOS
FOR SALE... 67

BRE^f^WOOD 1 bedroom/1 bath front

condo, spacious, lots of extras, all

anf)enities 2 parking. S140,(X)0. Call agent
Usette (213)451-3091.

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

WANTED: female, non-snK>ker, neat,

responsible to share condo w/young (25)

professor on west side-private bedroom/
bath pool, Jacuzzi, security, etc.-$450 &
1/2 utilities-QkMia 837-8561

CONDOS
FOR RENT .69

SPACIOUS Studio, walking distance from

UCLA, 24 hour security, pool, Jacuzzi,

¥veight-room, kMjnge ar>d microwave. $850-

indudes utilities. 479-0372.

FLYING
~

PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Ryl Special free Intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344^196.

gERVICE3
OFFERED 96

ALL TERM PAPERS, REPORTS.
RESEARCH, EDITINQI PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTf. FAST SER-
VICEI (818)798-8334. .,

EDITOR, PhD. Many years' manuscript

experience: dissertatkjns, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels, non-fictkxi.

(213)393-9109.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,
resunies? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dk:k

206-4353. ^
PAINT jobs wanted. Student ownedppint
tMiSiness. Many k)cal satisfied cusfSmers.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editir>g, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/productk>n. Any re-

quirenrwnt (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals:

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149.

RELATIONSHIP therapy for women who
"kyve too much." Are you trying harder but

getting less in intimate relationships? Call

Phyllis Craig. Ph.D. (cand.), Psych. Asst.

(213)479-7178.

RELAX! Scientific and technical support

for doctoral, master's and proprietary ap-

plications available. Services include

statistics, methodok>gy, computerizatk>n,

scientific editing, ar>d word processing.

Reasonable student rates. (818)780-6432.

lUrURlNIU
NEEDED..:...

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600.

TYPING and professional editing service.

Term papers, research, manuscripts, pos-

ters, resumes. On campus pick-up.

(213)393-4569

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

.99

FRENCH tutor for 4th grader Several

hours-week. Call Barbara eves. 934-5784.

NEEDED: Tutor to get me started on
Apple lie. Private home. Call Demott
Davis 464-3746.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622 .

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura

410-2890.

A literate typing and editing service by a

professional, very reasonable. Word pro-

cessing available. (213)313-3556.

A-PLUS quality word processing IBM PC,

IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $1 .50/page.

WLA, Mvung. 397-6344.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 bkx:k

from campus. Can type anything-fast, ac-

curate, dependabie-anytime. 824-3571

.

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations.

sf>ort papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 93»4303.

YOU need me! Typing, word processing.

Reports, terms, manuscript. Student dis-

count. Call Dorothy/Words Unlimited.

857-0215.

SUPER VALUE fVT FROM LAX T

NEW YORK tromS 236

CHICAQO fromS 199

MIAMI fromt239
HAWAII trom$239
LOM>OM fronts 499
FRANKFURT tromt 5M
PARIS/AMSTEROAM tromS 5M
TOKYO tromS 579
TAHITI fromt 579
CRUISE, 7dmyt fromS 5W
SKI EUROPE fromt »W

Ctmfn. Toun, Cntlwm
nBUpmun t Qu* 9 Will i Hs^i

CALL 208-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100GLENDONit2025

(•••••eeeeeeeeeeeeeee^
OMI DAY TYPlim

ProtaMkxxil wTtter wtm BA In

Engitf) wH type orxj edH temt
papers, tt>eMc scripts, recumet,
etc. Or edmng onty. Over 25
yean experience. Wettwood

VMoge.M Oetonay^

e
e
•
•
e
e
e

• 824-2853 or'82i5in J••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*

e

RESUMES 104
LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resunra Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES. $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.
Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-
8091

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
—

"

A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

—
82S-221I, 82S-2222

M-F, 9-4

Bmar'm EdMng and
Writimg Service
•ALL mibjecta

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polish ft dean your hard, semi-soft
OTK) soft contact lerwes whNe /ou wait.
Return your cor>tocts to Tike new" corv
dltloa Feel and see better.
Dr. Vooel. 1132 Westwood Bd. 208- 30n.

,
Vddated Partdno-20* Off With TNs Ad.

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105

i6th Annual Spring Break Trip

UCLA WEEK
FLY TO
MAZATLAIM, MEXICO....$349 March 31 - April 7
Includes roundtrip airfare from LAX. Welcome Cocktails, 7 nights at

hotel by the beach, nightly cocktail parties, dinner, and morel

HURRYI Only a few spaces leftl

You must sign up by Friday, March 71

~ March 31 -April 6

If you hove difficulty

achlevino orgasm orxJ wouM
be Irrteresfed In Joining a
women's group, contoct ttie

Numan SexuolNy Program of

•250243. $20 per session for

six week group.

e

•
e
e
e
•

SKI UTAH $279

SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS,
COLORADO $329 March 30 - April 6
Includes roundtrip transportation via deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and morel
DONT MISS OUT ON THESE
WILD AND EXCITING TRIPSI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830-6. sat 113
A-Level Ackerman Union '

Prices subiect to change without notice limited availability/isuciV

Volleyball

Continued from Page 30

Chris Braun. Braun hit .513

for the match. According to

Scates, UCLA keyed in on
Braun and shut him down by

the end of the match.

'*We tried just about
everybody on him before we
finally figured him out," said

-Despite losing, the Car-

dinal hit .406 as a team for

the match to the Bruins .320.

Scates mentioned that Neil

Ridell came off the bench to

hit an impressive .267 in game
five. ^^^-i

UCLA's record in the CIVA
' -^ is now 5-3 and the Bruins are

ranked No. 3 in the nation.
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MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

Eat In

or

Take Out!

I

I

I

I
'(!

• FEATURING •

TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA
UDON • COMBINATION PLATES • AND SUSHI!

------I
I

OFF PURCHASE FROH/I OUR MENU I

^^ with this ad '

1 834 WESTWOOD BLVD. 475-6355 Exp 3/31(86

1

Open7Days

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men)3^QQQ

(Women)
^

Body Perm $25!bO
(wtm this coupon h UCLA I.D.)

International ^
Coiffures

141? Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 ^78-9316
Exp. 3/12/86

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE...112 MOPEDS.. 119

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo
*

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-

phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils 669-5324 ^_^
GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. Ne^
Brentwood location. Openings nowi

available. All ages, all levels. Experienced,

teacher. NGPT/I^TAC. 472-6039.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

yowr liff«. Driv*• Alfa

RoM«o froai...

B«v«riy Hills Alfa
3e74 S. Robartaoa at

// . Natloaal
^ (21S) 559.77e6

1981 Vespa P200E Burgundy and white,

15,000 miles. Excellent condition plus ex-

tras. $995 obo (818) 340-2092.

1981 VESPA P200E.
$850471-5101.

Excellent condition.

1983 VESPA P100 sport, green, excellent

condition, rack $700 obo 824-0989.

1984 Honda Areo 50. Must Sell! $325 obo
• as is. Call Chris at 209-1 1 43.

CHEVROLET Bel-Air 1971 Runs perfect.

Immaculate body. $1 200 (21 3) 469-9373.

CLASSIC 1966 Chrysler New Yorker.

Good condition, dean interior, a/c, cruise

instytet $850. 824-1316.

100 Free lottery tickets with this 1980
Riviera, electric suntoof, stereo, black,

$5750/obo 838-8546.

'82 RerMult Le Car, 10,000 miles, sunroof,

cassette, rt. door damage, $1500/obo. Call

8360695

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

-PEUGEOT PH^SOt racingnightweight.

12-speed, t>lack, like new, $250 obo. Mike

474-1060

RALEIGH Mountain Tour 18 speed moun-
tain bike. Brand new. $250 or best 837-

8343

SCHWINN "High Sierra" nf>ountain bike,

18 speed, excellent condition, like brand

new. $295.00, 479-1 649

MOTORPYCT.ES
1971 Toyota Corona. Qood transportation

car. Good running coiidition, new tires.

$550. 206-6987(day8) 820-1 31 7(evenings).

1972 Red VW new tires. Good condition.

$1200 479-7302

1974 VW 412 Squafeback. Good transpor-

_. tatk>n, auto. AM/FM, new tires, air. $1600
obo 820-2995.

1975 OLDS Delta Convertible, AM/FM
cassette, power everything, 67K miles,

great shape, $2195, (213)275-9727

1978 Datsun 510. New paint, interior, tires,

brakes, must sell $1 700 obo 456-21 51

1979 Chevette, 4-door, hatchbadk, air/

auto, good conditk>n, $1400 (213)478-

8934, leave message.

^
1979 Honda Civic. 4 speed, great cqrjdtZ!
tion. $1200. Must sell 451-2188. leave

message.

1979 Sapporro Mitsubishi 5-speed engine,

10,000 miles, air-AM/FM cassette-new
brakes, clutch and tires. Moving, must sell.

US$ 3,100.00 Phone:276-7070.

1980 Rabbit Deisel. air cor>dition, 4-speed,

$2000. Great condition. 475-6224.

1980 TOYOTA Tercel. 4-speed. runs great,

$2450/obo. (818)905-8483

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5. liftback, 5-

speed, AM/FM stereo cassette, A/C, low
mileage. Excellent condition $4200 654-

5750.

1981 Cuttess Brougham 4-door, excellent

condition, all luxury options, white; blue,

vinyl top, always garaged. $3700. 454-

4434.

1981 VW Convertible Rabbit. Good Condi-
tion/40,000 miles. $7,000/obo. 937-8976.

1981 320i BMW. 5-speed, air, sunroof,

stereo-cassette, only 34,000mi. Excellent

condition, original owner, dealer serviced.

$9400 474-3205

1984 Datsun 300ZX Coup. 14,000 miles.

Like new. $12,250 obo Steve 479-2014.

'76 Camero good condition. AM/FM stereo

cassette, full power, excellent txxly. origi-

nal owner. 77.000 mi, air. $2,000 ot>o

454-3967

'76 MUSTANG II. V-6 automatic, stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $1400 obo.

837-9709 after 6 p.m.

'76 280Z 4-speed, loaded, extras, must
see, must sell, $2,600 (213)658-8388.

'77 Toyota Celica GT, 5-speed, A/C, new
paint, chrome, brakes. Very reliable. Ask-

ing $2.500. 379-7361.

'78 Datsun 200 SX. good conditk>n. air.

auto, trans, new brakes, price negotiable.

Call Gloria. 836-2364.

'78 Honda Civic CVCC hatchback. 5-

speed, sunroof, excellent condition. $1800.

(213)934-6821.

'79 VW Scirocco $3200 50.000 miles. 4-

speed manual 837-4807.

'85 Honda Prelude, blue, 5-8peed. air,

digital stereo/cassette, sunroof, clean, like

new. 145 m., $10,800. Call weekdays

532-9024
*

FOR SALE 114 '

19809 Suzuki GS550-E. Mint condition.

9.000 mi., new tires $800 820-7207.

'83 Yamaha RXK50, runs great. Nice \oca\

transportation bike. $250. Call 47&4427
eves . 82 1 -7884 days

.

a^zsazBZXz: X4X«
<rYAMAHA 83»84»85<r

RIVA
Sr:nnters &, Accessacifi&

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

Insurance aiso avattatrfet

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

13347 W. Washington Blvdf

Los Angeles, CA 90066

1^(213)306-7906^

RIDES WANTED 116 FURNITURE 126

FROM Sun Valley Idaho to LA between

March 20-23. Share expenses, driving.

Carol 826- 1 089 message.

advertise

BARGAIN BOX 125

i!V<rMATTRESSESi^<r_
All new hotd »ft5 injaranteed

Twin Set.... ISO
Full Set 168
Qu«n Set .< $88
King Set |96
New 5 piece bedroom .set j $118

' qu«». ii »teepef ....'...tlW
New sofa and love seat $199
Oak Finish Qoffee tables $20*
End Tables ....:.:... $15

Lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

HIGH quality itens never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &

box spring $150. Brass headboard $150

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495 Sofa & love seat

$495 Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

FULL-SIZED bed w/mattress and box spr-

ing, 3 yrs. old, good condition. $50/otx).

Leave message (21 3)823-8275.

Methods of Placing a

Classified Ad:

1

.

By Phone, with your Mastercard or

Visa.

2. By Mail, with a checl< (specify dates

and classification)

3. In Person, with cash, check or charge.

We are_in Kejxkhoff Hall on the UCLA.

Campus.

Hours: M-F 9-4

Classified: 825-Z221 .
815-1111

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major

brand. New w/warranty. Worits on all

Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558 for

demo.

MODEMS/Hayes compatable 300/1200

Baud external smart modems, comes w/

comuserv & OAG. Only $225.00. Call

Richard 876-2558.

SHARP electronic typewritef-Newl Com-
plete, w/case, plus extras, one key correc-

tion. $225 o.b.O. 479-2779.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE Macintosh 51 2K, image writer, ex-

ternal drive and popular software such as

Jazz, MacPascal and Multiplan. All for

$2300. 477-5043.

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62C

Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data

Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #120.

Tele. (213) 47W)345.

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovir

(llZICerckhoff)
for details.

SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!
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Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

'-'

V

•v,

^.

I,

ORIGINAL

^

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1682

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd.. Burtank

15745 Roscoe Blvd.Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock

7606 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd..Van Nuys

Warner and Magnolia. Fountain Valley

1627 Fullerlon Rd.. Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St.. Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd . Pico Rivera

Florence Ave. at Seville . Huntington Park

TRAFFIC
\<^r^ SCHOOL

$14
(with this ad) exp. 6-86

463-2222

PRESENTS:

NEW ZEALAND HLMS
MELNITZ THEATRE

«;

FREE FILM!
ROBERTO ROSSELLINFS CLASSIC

A

^'OPENCITY iy

Starring Anna Magnani and Aide Fabrizi

First of a series of films dealing

with "Crisis and Conscience*'

SUNDAY, MARCH 2,

6:30PM
WESTWOOD PRESBYTERIAN

=CHURCH —
10822^ Wilshire Boulevard

(next to Avco Theaters)

Free parking Discussion led by film director

Matthew Barrows

FRI. 28. FEB, 7:30 PM
The mcredible story of the 1981 South African Rugby
Tour of New Zealand. A film about the New Zealanders
who mobilized to STOP THE TOUR, the opposition that

they faced, and the violence that erupted.——„—_ . with guest speaker:
director l^erata IVIita

FreerDonations Welcome
Funded by SCA (Student Committee for the Arts) with CPC & COP, UCLA

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL THE INTERNATIONAL

STUDENT CENTER 208-4587 and 825-3384

Westwopd
Village

exp. 3-9-86

ST. PAULI OIRL $i.99
6-pack

• FREE, FAST DELIVERY
(except on specials) ^_

• Parking Validation at Gayley Center

1117 Gayley Ave«
(next to Cafe Casino)

Open 7 days 208-6569 Fri. & Sat. 'til I am

GreenwcKxl
Continued from Page 35

it doesn't bother me. I want to

win but I don't get nervous

thinking about the fact that I

might lose. I.,think that

helps."

In the meantime, he still

tries just as hard.as everybody

else. Some people say that to

be successful, an athlete has to

be starving for wins. Green-

wood and his relaxed attitude

dispel that theory

The Bruin star has beaten

such well-known collegiates ^i&

Eric Rosenfeld of ' Stanford,

Tim Pawsat and Ric Bengston

of use, and Robbie Weiss of

Pepperdine. He has also

beaten Pepperdine's No. 1,

Kelly Jones.

Thus far in 1986 Green-

wood is 8-2. His two losses

were both 6-4 in the third set.

"I- don't worry about the

lack of publicity, ^^ says

Greenwood. "I just like to

have as few losses as I can."

Now that is a team player.

Those that have watched

Brett Greenwood play tennis

will recognize his huge
forehand. He hits it for win-

ners harder and more often

than anybody else on the

team. Last year, when his

backhand wasn't as strong.

Greenwood used to run
around jt and hit a forehand.

"Anywhere on the right

three-fourths of the court, I

would hit a forehand. But this

year my backhand is getting

better, sq I'd say it's down to

about two-thirds."

Greenie is the

every coach.

kind of guy
anv sport.m

would love to have. He wins
in the clutch, everybody likes

and respects him, and he gives

you all he's got.

Yesterday, Greenwood,
ranked 98th in the country,

defeated Kenny Thorne 6-4,

_

7-6. Thorne is currently rank-

ed No. 27.

Bassett summed it up well

when he said, "Greenie gives

you 40 miles to the gallon."

MATCH RESULTS: SINGLES:
Mike Kums (UCLA) d. Bryan Shelton-
6-3, 6-0. Brett Greenwood (UCLA) d.

Keniiv Tliornf ft-4, 7-6. Buff Farrow
(UCLA) d. Mike Chinchiolo 6-3, 2-6,

7-6. Tim Trigiieiro (UCLA) d. Richey
Gilbert 6-1, 6-2. Dan Njihirny
(UCLA) d. Mark Avedikin 6-7, 6-4,

6-4. Ken Diller d. George Paulson 6-

3, 6-1. DOUBLES: Shelton-Gilbert
(GT) d. Farrow-Trigueiro 6-4, 4-6,

6-2. Diller-Patrick Galbraith (UCLA)
d. Thorne-Chinchiolo 6-4, 5-7, 7-6.

Mark Ferreira-Jatnie Talbot (UCLA)
d. Avedikin-Paulson 2-6, 6-4, 6-4.

Volleyball
Continued from Page 34

Bruins struggled with the new
offense in the USC match.

It appears that the Bruins
are smoothing out just a bit

with this win.

"~Reed Sunahara came
through for UCLA in a big
way with his 19 kills at a rate

of .531. According to Scates,

Sunahara was only blocked
twice.

"Reed had a great game.
He was really moving well,"
said Scates of Sunahara's per-

formance.

Ozzie Volsta3 hit just .238,
but he had 92 digs. That's
right, 92. This has got to be
the reason Ozzie has been
visiting the chiropractor lately
for his back.

The Bruins did have trouble
with Stanford's outside hitter.

Continued on Page 29

Women's swimining
Continued from Page 36
fying standard times during
the course of the season.

The NCAA swim champion-
ships are just like college
basketball's NCAA Tourna-
ment where the winner of the
tournament is declared No. 1

in the nation.

Despite the laid back at-

mosphere, Tahn is extremely
concerned aDout the upcoming
conference meet which will be
the last chance for the swim-
mers to achieve qualifying
times.

Last year at this time, the
Bruins had all five of the
relays already make standard.

This- year, however, only the
400 yard medley relay is

assured an appearance in this

year's NCAAs.
The team can take consola-

tion in the faet that two weeks
ago in a dual meet against the

USC Trojans, UCLA had nine
of its team ; members' either

break the qualifying times in

their events or lower standards
already set.

Numerous other times, in

the Bruins 102-38 walloping of

USC, were teetering right on
the borderline of an all out
qualification. UCLA was not

nearly as rested as they are

now, which should aid them
in achieving standards this

weekend.
Vicki Davidson and Tina

Kluth were among those who
were just fractions of a second
off the qualifying times.
Davidson turned in a 59.61 in

the 100 backstroke and Kluth
had a 59.83 in the same race.

The qualifying standard is

59.39.

Freshman Jean Badding was
also a hair off in the 100 and
200 breaststrokes. Badding's
1:05.95 was a few one hun-
dreths of a second off the

standard which was set at

1:05.89. In the 200, Badding
came in with a time of
2:22.88. Qualifying stands at

2:21.89.

Freshman sprinter Tami
Ellis suffered the same fate in

the 50 freestyle. Her 23.92
mark just missed the standard

Uy at 23. 79^
Junior Kelley Wely was frac-

tions off the pace when she
turned in a 57.13 clocking in

the 100 butterfly. Qualifying
time is just .14 seconds faster.

One shoo-in relay will be
the 400 yard free relay team
of Diane Graner, Maureen
New, Jenny Susser and Kathy
Long who clocked a 3:29.36.

The qualifying time is

3:28.49.

"If we have a chance to

score in the top ten we are go-

ing to score in all our relays,"

Jahn said in reference to the

NCAA Nationals. '*This
weekend will give us an in-

dication on how well we will

do at nationals."

YOU
TOO

CAN
WRFTE
FOR
SPORTS
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Things are brewin'

in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

r.

SOFT CONTACTS

Permaflex ^mj^
PermalensA v/Q
Bausch&Lomb ^
30 Day Extendecj ^«*al

Additional Pair
up to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
C*RI: KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

oiai

Total

$65
-EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
$1000/Eye-Credit Program Arranged

LB 2168 Pacific (2l3l 59M594
V.N 7232 Van Nuys, (818)786-5892

Anaheim 4^4 StateCollege Bl (714) 774-4510

LA 1482 S Ronenson |2i3l 278-1744
Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecranb (2i3)644-7ftqs

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTEJ

oo
NOMA
Restaurant

18-SEAT

SUSHI BAR

^

CATERING
FOOD-TO-GO

Sushi # Sashimi
Tempura • Teriyaki
Yakitori • Sukiyaki
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

Open 7 days
Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dinner

Mon.-Thur. 5-1 0:30p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 5-11 p.m.

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilsliire Blvd.

Santa Monica

V^
453-4848

Bring In Business
with the

Winter
Coupon Issue
Ad Deadline:

Thur. Feb 27th

"X=*»-

UCLA
THE IBLACI^ STUIDENT aVLLIaVNCC

ArciCAN iSTCcy

L»A» Contemporary Dance Theater
Lula Washington, Artistic Director

FRIDAY: February 28,1986 * 8 p.m.
-^ — UCLA Wadsworth Theater

(Wilshire &. San Vicente in Westwood)

MODERN / JAZZ / AFRO DANCE by:

Jho Jenkins * Karen McDonald * Ruby Millsap * Otis Sallid * Lula Washington
TICKETS:$12, $10, $6 for students/seniors INFO: (213) 678-6250

Purchase at: UCLA Central Ticket Office, 650 Westwood Plaza (213) 825-9261 <213) 825-8051

Ticketmaster Charge By Phone: (2 1 3) 480-3232 Ticketron outlets: (2 1 3) 642-5700

an evening of cultural entertainment you'll never forget. »

Coordinators of 1984 Olympic Black Dance Festival!!

Msmmti t .m#*.-'ypr^
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HO'S ^**'"^^^ SKJlMGHJli

» Delivery
208-1722

CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON SIZZLINGLY HOT"
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (11 :30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

SAME MODERATE PRICES ^
Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

1114Gayley (icxated Oehmd National theatre) 208-9214

SPIRIT
Interested In judging
the 1986 Spirit Squad
Try-outs?
Applications are
now available In 161
Kerckhoff Hall.

Due March 5.

A
C

ssociation of

hinese

mericans

SAACHW^O
WAG>N\U

A CONCERT ONASIAN/PACIFICAMERICANA

This nationally renowned Asian acting troupe will delight

you with their humorous, musical, and dramatic skits on
the Asian Pacific experience! Come and enjoy a night of

laughter and song On the Orient Express.

FUNDED BY USAC & SCA

TUES. MAR. 4
7:30 p.m.

AU 2nd FLOOR
LOUNGE

.' . :_THE

FEDERALIST SOCIETY
FOR LAW & PUBLIC POLICY STUDIES

and the John M.. Olin Foundation

PRESENT

-»

i

GROVER REES III
Special Counsel for

Judicial Selection, United States

Department of Justice

.

' ..(111 -

-
'

.1 , IMI ..

"Judicial Selection"

MONDAY, MARCH 3 4:00 PM

LAW SCHOOL, ROpM 1345

OPEN TO ALL U.C.L.A. STUDENTS

Clarke
Continued from Page 36
neck. But she will more than

likely live on in the memory of

her team mates and coaches as

a gutsy team competitor.

Even though Clarke snap-

ped the school mark in the 50
yard breast and is also the

current school record holder in

the 100 yard breast, her
fondest swimming memories
are team victories.

"I have two favorites. One
was beating 'SC two years

ago, and the other was
finishing fifth on the 400 yard

medley last year in the
NCAAs."

Clarke said the high placing

was especially sweet because

the relay team beat USC
which was in the lane next to

the Bruins.

Kathy was able to add a

third favorite memory when
the Bruins beat the high flying

Trojans 102-38 earlier this

year.

"The team is very serious

about swimming this year,

really motivated. You can go
to practice feeling down and
everybody is ready to have a

good work out. It really

helps," Clarke said.

Kathy enjoyed the team
concept the minute she came
to UCLA after graduation
from T.QS- Catos High School
in Northern California.

"Being on the team really

helped me, because if you
didn't swim well the team was
there to support you. It was a
lot different from high
school."

In high school, Clarke was
the team. Three out of her
four years there, she was
named most valuable swim-
mer.

One might think all this

swimming might have water
logged the brain, but that's

not true of Kathy. She has
taken on the tough kinesiology

major here at UCLA and
maintained a solid B average.

"I think she is really the
model student athlete," Jahn
remarked. "She has her career
goals lined up and has really

considered what she wants to
do with her life."

Clarke aspires to be either a
physical therapist for children
or get into the field of
respatory therapy. "I wanted
to go to med school, but with
swimming I couldn't hack the
chemistry," Clarke confessed.

Unlike most sports, swimm-
ing does not have an off

season during the academic

year. In the fall, ^ the team
competes in the long course

season. During the winter and

part of the spring, swimming
engages in its NCAA competi-

tion. Then the rest of the spr-

ing is devoted to another long

course season.

Despite four years of ardent

training year round, Clarke is

still going to graduate on
time. "It is tough to swim and
graduate within four years,"

said Jahn. t-^— v- ---—

—

Even though Clarke has

broken school records and
achieved All-America status in

her sport, her life does not

revolve around swimming.
That, among other things, at-

tracted her to UCLA and

Kathy Clarke

especially to coach Jahn.
"He's really a unique

coach," said Clarke. "Unlike
most coaches, he said that

swimming is not your life."

Along with the coach,
Clarke was also impressed by
UCLA. "I hadn't really
thought about it (which school

to attend). I really loved the

school itself. I liked the area
and the campus. At the time,

I really didn't know what I

was going to major in."

Clarke is very close to the

team and feels that n tight

knit squad performs better.

Clarke's enthusiasm even ex-

tends to the men's squad. One
swimmer that especially sends
Clark's heart aflutter is junior

swimmer Kevin Cavanaugh.
The swimming duo have

recently announced plans to

be engaged. One of the hap-
piest engagement presents they
could recieve would be a pair

of his and her All-America ti-

tles.

T fi e UCLA
Daily Bruin has
an ongoing train-

ing program for

new Staff, con-
tributors and Stu-

dents interested

in reporting or
reviewing for the

newspaper.

The group
meets from 7-9

p.mi. Wednesdays
in Royce 248.

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
,j.. -•» *.•-.-* .11

cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710 Westwood ViUage

Open 7 days
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Bruins drop two at Long Beacli
Ford, Phillips haven't replaced Doom, Compton
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

When Tracy Compton and
Debbie Doom graduated from

UCLA last year, the Bruin

Softball team lost two of the

most dominant pitchers the

game had ever seen.

And after winning three na-

tional championships in their

four years, it's safe to say that

the rest of the collegiate soft-

ball ranks weren't quite as sad

to see them go as UCLA coach
Sharron Backus.

It was figured that the loss

of the two would hurt the

Bfuins that the rest of the

world picked the defending

champs as the No. 6 team in

the country.

The rest of the world was
right.

UCLA dropped two games
last night to Cal State Long
Beach to bring the Bruin
record to a dismal 2-4 with
four straight lossesr

Monica Phillips pitched the
first game for UCLA and end-
ed up on the losing end of a
3-1 decision. Phillips is now
1-2 for the year.

The Bruins got their lone
run when Chris Olivie singled
and was brought home by
Janet Pinneau's triple.

Long Beach received their
runs in the form of a gift. The
Bruin defense, usually
renowned ai one of the best in

the country, committed five

errors in the first game.

In the second game, Saman-
tha Ford was victimized just

like Phillips.

Ford was given only one
nm to _work with but the
freshman couldn't make it

stand up as the Bruihs again
booted the ball five times.

~"

Ford struck out nine hitters

as she saw her record fall to
1-2.

The Bruins got their only
run after Mary Ricks walked
and advanced to second base.

Ricks went to third on Sliauna
Wattenburg's sacrifice and
came home on Gina
Holmstrom's single.

Recruiting rules may get face lift

NCAA official supports restrictions on alumni

By Herschel Nissenson '

AP Football Writer

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Recruiting is the only thing
wrong with college sports, and^
alumni and boosters must be^

disassociated from athletic
programs, NC^A Executive
Director Walter Byers said
Tuesday.

"The only weakness we
have is in the area of
recruiting," Byers told a group
of sports writers and coaches
who attended the NCAA's an-
nual College Football
Preview.

"The contest, as L see it, is

essentially whether the presi-

dents and chancellors uphold
the stewardship of higher
education and set the policy
for college athletics or
whether a minority of
unscrupulous coaches and in-

flamed, immature boosters
and alumni are going to set

the policy."

By^rs threw his support
^^ehind a <*«nfKMr«^t Con-

ference amendment, proposed
and then withdrawn at last

month's NCAA convention,
which would have limited all

recruiting contacts to a
school's staff members.—Current rules prohibit

the NCAA terms "repre-
sentatives of an institution's

athletic interests" — i.e.,

alumni, boosters — from any
off-campus recruiting.

Byers called the action of

the NCAA Presidents Commis-
sion at last June's special con-

vention in pushing through
tougher penalties for major
rules violations "a good first

half."

He said it is "time now to

move forward," citing the

mood of most NCAA mejmbers

as "a renaissance of a spirit

and a willingness to conduct
intercollegiate athletics in an
honorable fashion." But he

said the NCAA needs help

from its iilembers in cleaning

up violations, which he said

will "never reach 100 percent

purity.**—:: :
—"^

"The next step is to embrace
at least the concept of the
Southwest Conference pro-
posal and remove outsiders,

boosters, non-staff members
from the recruiting process.^

^oach Grant Teaff^oT
Baylor University said the*

SWC legislation was
withdrawn for lack of support
but would be resubmitted at

the 1987 convention after con-
siderable reworking.

"I'm for it in principle,"

Teaff said, "but, for example,
90-95 percent of our players
get their summer jobs throi^gh

alumni. That's just one of the
things that has to be
clarified."

Byers did not condemn all

alumni who are involved with
athletic programs, pointing
out that they have contributed
large sums of money to build

facilities, endow scholarships,

etc. He said the "sincere and
dedicated alumnus and boost-

er is not particularly interested

in participating in the
recruiting process."

—

Time to give Pomona some respect
Editor:

Speaking of no respect!
(Bruin Feb. 24 "Pomona
shows Bruins no respect."
How about a little respect for
Cal Poly Pomona? Afterall,
there's a school half the size of

/UCLA who continues to be
- one of the Bruin's toughest

opponents in women's softball.

First of all, it's the Cal Poly
Pomona BRONCOS, not the
Mustangs.^ Perhaps you've con-
fused them with the Cal Poly
SLO Mustangs, which is

understandable since the two
schools are only about -230
miles apart.

Secondly, how about some
more names? Here is these
players' big chance to be
famous and you refer to them
as "Mustang's rightfielder"
and "a Cal Poly batter."

Maybe, just maybe, when
the #1 ranked BRONCOS win
the championship, beating out
UCLA, the Bruin can show
Cal Poly some respect.

Kathleen Fazio
B.S. Cal Poly Pomona, 1984

Graduate Student

Applied Math

Track & Ffefd
Editor:

We are writing in response

to your coverage, or lack

thereof, of the field events at

Saturday's (Feb. 22) track and

field dual meet. We feel your

coverage was very one-sided in

that it ignored the outstanding

performances by the team's

throwers.

Our women's track team

may have been defeated by

San Diego State University

72-64, but the female
throwers outscored their op-

ponents 25-2. This score in-

cluded a sweep of the javelin

throw by Kris Larso, All-

America Toni Lutjens and

Tami Richardson, respective-

ly, and first and second place

finishes in the discus and shot

put by school record holders

Lutjens and Larson, respec-

tively.

In addition, the male
throwers outscored SDSU 25-

II, lead by All-America
throwers John Frazier (first in

hammer throw and shot put)

and Jim Banich (first in

discus). The team swept the

discus throw, took first in the

hammer throw, first and se-

cond in the shot put, and se-

cond in the javelin throw.

These outstanding perfor-
mances were contributed by
Carl McMahon (javelin),

Chris Sweeney (second in shot

put). Matt Gallo (second in

discus), and Pete Thompson
(third in discus)

.

You also failed to mention
many of the other field events,

including the pole vault in

which we took first, second

and third, the long jump, and
the high jump. Our team
members did very well in all

of these events.

We hope that in the future

you will give credit where
credit is due. The throwers

train just as hard or harder

than the other members of the

team and do not deserve to be

shunned by the Daily Bruin.

At the remaining meets this

season we hope you will pay
more attention to these
valuable and talented athletes.

/'

Jennifer Rinne
Debbie Serlin

Freshmen

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm Specrlal

Perm. Cut, Style $45
Perm & Style $35

Cut Special
Cut. Style. Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary .

1061 Gayley 208-9681

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY ^

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP
CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED

Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (2H blocks East of Fairfax)

''They must be playing RAGE again."

«

from ^ mL%3jP 4

Vallarta irom $299 Mazatia

Acapuico Irom $o99 Cancun

Rnundlrip Aif

4 nay 3 Nights Hotel

Mazatlan

Mexican
Riviera

Cruises

Ski Utah

$429
$199

$239
$409

$945Caribbean 5945
Cruises imm ^
Expo. '86 from $493

Infinity Travel
1018 W Gardena Blvd , Gardena. CA 90247

1-800-631-1717 213-538-9984

ICE CREAMBASKIN-ROBBINS
with this coupon get:

2 lor 1 or
on all sundae, malt or fountain item

Super Party desserts

25% OFF

10% DISCOUNT ^^^ """^'^ ^^^ ^^>

Full Fountain, Splits, Floats, Shakes, Malts

15% DISCOUNT fw/ valid UCLA ID)

Ice Cream Cakes, Rolls, Pies, (custom made or Irom dessert case)

WE DELIVER!
Delivery service available, special discount bulk rates

to campus organizations,greeks, facility. \

Available at:

Westwood Village • Canturv city Mali 552-2866

10916 Kinross * ^^^^ WUBhire B1., Santa Monica 394-0773

,.„,.,,. • 2461 Santa Monica Bl. 828-1222
(b/« G«yl«y and W«.twood Bl) . f^^ Hills Mall, Culver City 390-2565

208-8048 .sp 39-86
^
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Spikers back on track in Bay Area

,f .

'

Bruins come around

to^Scates' new 5-1

offensive formation

By Bob Brunwin

The UCLA volleyball team
turned its newly formed 5-1

offense around last night in

Palo Alto and beat the No. 4
ranked Stanford Cardinal in

five games of 19-17, 5-15, 10-

15, 15-8, and 15-12.

UCLA coach Al Scates
recently began running the 5-1

offense in an effort to get

more blockers into matches.
Previously, Scates ran a 6-2,

which means he used two set-

ters and four hitters.

With a 5-1 set-up, there are

five iiitters «nd only one set-

ter. The advantage of the 5-1

is that it gets the bigger
players into the game.
The 6-2 offense allows for

more flexability between the

setters and hitters simply
because there are twice as

many people to set the ball.

Earlier in the season, the

Bruins were not blocking well

and although Scates bad prac-

ticed the 6-2 for this season,

icrmade the change. A tra

Batters beat CSULB
13-8 for sixth straight

tion of this magnitude iS; not
too easy to take and the

Continued on Page 30

RICHARD MURPHY/Daly Brum

Ozzie Volstad recorded a match high 92 digs as U^LA beat

Stanford last night in five games.

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

The UCLA baseball team

goes into this weekend's

conference opener with^ a

tide of momentum on its

side. ™^L
The Bruins won their

sixth straight game yester-

day with a sloppy 13-8 win

over Cal State Long Beach.

Starter Jeff Conine got

just about all the offensive

support he would need

right off the bat as UCLA
scored seven runs in the

first inning.

Charlie Fiacco led off the

bottom of the first for the

Bruins with a walk from

49er pitcher Craig Mayer.

Fiacco didn't stay on the

base paths very long as

Torey LovuUo hit into a

fielder's choice that erased

the runner at second.

Lovullo went to second

on Todd Zeile's single and

came home on John Joslyn's

double.

Steve Hisey drove in

Zeile and Joslyn with the

Bruins' second two-base hit

of the inning. Jeff Osbom
struck out to give the

Bruins two outs.

It was then that the slop-

piness started. Scott Cline
hit a shot to Chris Her-
nandez at third base that

the Long Beach defender
promptly booted, putting
runners at first and third.

Alex Sanchez, the Bruins
best pitcher as well as their

best centerfielder, played in

the latter role yesterday and
doubled home Hisey and
Cline to collect two RBIs
and put UCLA ahead 5-0.

Hernandez wasn't done
though.

Bobby Holley hit one to

Hernandez and the third
baseman recorded his se-

cond error of |jbe inning."

Fiacco followed with a
grounder to shortstop Ryan
Sands that went for an er-

ror. This miscue scored
Holley. •

-

Conine got credit for the
win to put his record at 4-

0.

Sanchez was a perfect

three for three with four

RBIs while Lovullo broke
out of h is recent hitting

siump with a three-run
homer in the third inning.

A $1,000,000 HAIRCUT?
(.KAN I \\]\ BAKKIKMXS A flKRIlK Of f I K

lOKVOD. M( Will CilM NOll Ml> kU.l I AK
S^"^ SIM l\(. (OK II 'sl Mi AM) \ ( M IfOK
NIA lOI II KV IK Kf I*. A C HA\( I lO \VI\

Bl(, AND lOOk (.Kl AI \l I HI SA\U I l\^l .

GRANT THE BARBER
1 1777 SAN \l( INI! KIM).

I ( )S \N(.| I I S, ( A.

(2n)»2()-44b7

THIS AD TO Rf f'RlSFNTK) AT flMF OF APPOINIMFNT

"THE LOS ANGELES
JUNfOR ^.iji^BER
.OF COMMERCE

BUSINESS
=NET'86=

Network • Meet Local Business Professionals

MONDAY, MARCH 3, 5:30-8:30PM
Hyatt Regency Hotel • Grand Ballroom

71 1 S. Hope St., Downtown, LA

43Stifdefrts^ $5 General Public

For more info, call (213) 482-1311

CHECK OUT OUR JUICE BAR!
fiTiJ CANDIES • NUTS •

SMOOTHIES
2 FOR 1

(WHb UCLA ID) EXPnES: 3/4/86

NUTC Dl ' ^ WESHIP ^
(gj

^ WORLDWIDE ^

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9

Fri.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6

DQ
70972 Le Conte • WeStWOOd

Free V.hr parking ^/ $7

tOI '\\ MA. 7764
purchase at AmpCo

K^'-'fO^'* ' ' o** parking lot on Le Conte A ve.

New

TEX MEX COMES TO THE BEACH
MARIX TEX MEX PLAYA
1 18 Entrada Dr.,Santa Monica

459-8596

OPEIiDAILY FOR DINNER 5- 1 lp.m.^_
Friday & Saturday 5-2 a.m.

Brunch - Saturday - Sunday 1 1a.m.

March 1-Opcn Daily for Lunch 1 1-5 p.m.

. FULL BAR-GREAT MARGARITAS
BEST FAJITAS IN LA

(Don't foiset our W.Hollywood Location)

I

COMBINATION
COUPON

$2.95
any 2 item combo

(reg. 4.95)

lunch or dinner
present this coupon

118 Entrada Dr.,

SuiU Monica

Good thai

3/31/86

459-8596

Sieved
does it again!

FREE
ICE CREAM!

!

*i.. •

Buy one of our famous MIXIN'S with

ICECREAM and get the 2nd FREE!!

Steve
A^ijt name in ice cream.'*

2 fori
ICE CREAM

&
MIXIN'S

10918 LeConte Ave
208-1309

(across from UCLA main entrance)

VI/86
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Pooh' honored for Pac-10 play

Richardson scores a

first as he is named

Freshman of the Year

/ON KANG/Daily Bruin

Jt
Is likely there \mII be no stopping UCLA freshnnan Jerome

"Pooh" Richardson from having a fantastic career as the
Bruin point guard.

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

For the first time since the
Pac-10 started giving out such
things, a UCLA basketball
player received the con-
ference's Freshman of the Year
award.
Jerome "Pooh" Richardson

and Ariijona's^ Sean Elliot were"
selected as the co-recipients of

the prestigious award.
"I think both are excellent

choices for the award," said
UCLA coach Walt Hazzard.

Richardson leads the Pac-10
in assists with 6.7 per game
and is considered by Sport
magazine as the best freshman
point guard in the nation this

year. Richardson is also rank-
ed as the conference's ninth
best field goal shooter with a
.523 success rate.

The 6-1 guard from
Philadelphia is UCLA's third=

leading scorer, with an ILS
average, and fourth top re-

bounder at 4.8.

Elliott has led the Wildcats
into a tie for first place in the
conference, despite losing the
team's top two players to
graduation last year. Elliott is

averaging 15 points and 5.3
rebounds a game.
Joining Richardson and

Elliott on the conference's
All-Freshman team are Todd
Lichti from Stanford and
use's Tom Lewis and Eric
"Bo" Kimble.

Lichti and iCimble are
guards, while Lewis is a for-

ward.

Pearce beats top
players at La Quinta

BEN TONG/CMIv Bruin

Sophomore Brad Pearce, UCLA's No. 1 tennis player, is

sending out a warning to the pro tour. Playing in a tour-
nament this week at the La Quinta Hotel, Pearce has won
his two matches in straight sets to move into the round of
16. Tuesday Pearce knocked off the 1983 NCAA singles
champ, Greg Holmes, 7-6, 6-3. Holmes, currently ranked
No. 34 in the world, beat Jimmy Connors 6-3, 6-0 in this
tournament last year. Wednesday, Brad whipped the No.
26 player in the world, Sweden's Peter Lundgren, 6-2, 6-

4. Today at 10 a.m., Pearce will batde another Swede,
"the world's No. 9 player, Joakim Nystrom. Pearce had
giv^n coach Glenn Bassett a verbal commitment to stay
the whole year, but should he beat Nystrom, the 19-year-
old may have to review his plans.

Swimmers prepare foi^NCAAs at Pac West
Bruins set to compete

in conference meet

on way to

By Kevin Lynch

Judging from the casual atmosphere
at pool side one might think that the
UCLA women's swim team was
preparing for a dual meet against
Mickey Mouse U. instead of the con-
ference championships.

"It's hard not to be relaxed on a day
like this," coach Tom Jahn said under
ninety degree, blue skies. Jahn traded
in his normal coaching trousers for a
pair of shorts in order not to miss any
valuable rays. "All the work has been
done. We just have to swim well
now."
The coach is refering to the

rigorous training schedule that the
Bruins embarked upon within the last

couple of months in order to prepare
the t jam for the conference meet and
.ne f^CAAs. Now the team is engaging
in light workouts so the swimmers will

get a chance to rest up before the big
meet.

"~^(Our) real purpose for conference
is to get people to qualify, but our
team goal, of course, is to score well,"
Jahn said. — --^-J —-

His main concern is to get swim-
mers to achieve qualifying standards
set annually by the NCAAs. Swimmers
cannot compete in the NCAA Cham-
pionships unless they meet the quali

Continued on Page 31

ASUCLA Photography

Kathy Clarke \Anll be competing in her last conference meet with the Pac
West Championships starting tonight.

Clarke has helped put

JJCLA's women's swim

team back on the map
By Kevin Lynch

Tpm Jahn faced a tremendous
challenge when he took over head
coaching chores for the UCLA
women's swim team four years ago.

Jahn's task was to take the team
back to the national prowess they had
attained in the 1970s. Last year Jahn
came light years in accomplishing that
task when an upstart UCLA team,
which was ranked 14th at the season's
beginning, placed eighth in the I^CAA
Nationals.

It was a great effort that surprised
many swim experts. As a result Jahn
earned Coach of the Year honors for
last year's WCAA Conference.
However, Jahn would not have cap-
tured the award if it was not for a
fantastic team effort.

, One swimmer who was an in-
rtrumental part of the Bruins top ten
drive of a year ago, was then-junior
Kathy Clarke. Amidst the incredible
pressure of the NCAAs, she swam the
fastest 100 yard breaststroke of her
life, and set a school record, while
tallying valuable points for UCLA.
Much like the team of 1985, Clarke

will probably never have her name go
down in swimming annals as an aB-
time swimming great, nor have an
Olympic gold medal dangle from her

Continued on Page 32
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News: Fifth annual
Special Olympics meet
to kick off 1986 Greek
Week celebration.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: UCLA physi-
cian urges ASUCLA to stop
selling cigarettes on cam-
pus.

Seepage 10.

Review: 'Uforia' makes
going to the movies a
believable experience
once again.

See page 19.

Sports: The UCLA
baseball team opens
Pac-6 play at Arizona
State tonight.

See back page. .

UCLA Weather
Cloudy, slight chance of
clearing. r
High: 66, low: 56. \
(Dept. of Atmospheric^^
Sciences forecast)

|.
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University of Cdllfornia Los Angeles
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'Deteriorating' science could pose safety
By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

Chemistry research labs in
Young Hall, which are
"deteriorating at a rapid
rate,'* ^ould pose health
hazards for students who use
them.

"These labs need to be fixed
and we're doing all we can
with the resources allocated,"
said A. B. Hoelscher, Young
Hall laboratory manager.
"During the period between
the 1950s, when this building
was constructed, and the pres-
ent, the law has changed and

so have the safety codes. The
codes that are in effect today
are much better than they
were then." _

Hoelscher cited several pro-
blems that 4ure currently pos-
ing safety hazards.

"Deteriorating fumigation
ducts and hoods, which allow
fumes from dangerous chemi-
cals to escape from the lab en-
vironment to the outside of
the building, are making our
facilities inadequate for
research," he said.

These fumagation ducts are
becoming corroded and per-
forated in many of the labs.

Hoelscher said. "No one has
been injured from this threat
so far, but it's not good."

Holes in the fumigation
ducts, Hoelscher said, are
reducing-the effectiveness -of
the ventilation system. "It is

possible that students could
breathe these chemical fumes
if the suction level was reduc-
ed substantially. The effects of
exposure to the fumes on the
student depends on a wide
range of variables."

Many of the labs in the Life
Sciences building do not have
fumigation hoods, said Ken
Sais, administrative analyst for

the biology department.
"The few labs that do have

fumigation hoods are
borderline as far as being able
to handle the amounts of con-
taminated kit traveling
through them," Sais said.

Motors that work in con-
junction with the fumigation
ducts do not draw up enough
air, chemistry Professor Kyle
Bayes said. "When the motor
breaks down, and it's not all

that uncommon of an occur-
rence, students are immediate-
ly aware of a flow of fumes
back in their direction, and
the experiment must stop."
Another problem, Bayes

said, is that Young Hall does
not have a proper enclosure to
handle carcinogenic materials

suspected carcinogens used at
labs all over the nation, in-

Please see SAFETY, Page 5
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"We are in a teaching in-

stitution and we should be
able to teach our students how
to handle carcinogens. We
applied for a significant
amount of money from the
administration, enough to be
able to build a carcinogen
handling facility." Baves said
But we were given only part

of the amount requested, and
it was insufficient for building
the desired facilities."

Now the chemistry depart-
ment cannot have any of the
carcinogens on the California
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
(CalOSHA) list on the
premises, and they obviously
cannot be used in experimen-
tation, Bayes explained.
"There are thousands of

Faculty members

bill to

increase lab safety

By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

Many UCLA faculty
members favor a state
Senate bill which would
provide increased safety for
university students working
in laboratories.

bnate Bilf 1741,
sponsored by State Sen.
Nicholos Petris (D-Oakland)
and the University of
California Student Lobby,
would give students the
same rights as other
employees working in non-
commercial laboratories
under the California Oc-
cupational Safety and
Health Administration
(CalOSHA) regulations.

The current CalOSHA
Hazardous Substance and
Information Training Act,
which applies to all com-
mercial laboratories and
most non-commercial labs,

exempts "labs not engaged
in production for commer-
cial purposes provided that

Please see LABS, page 6
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Graduate students must study next to lab tables in the crowded conditions at Young
Hall. Such proximity has been pointed out as a potential safety hazard.

Initiative would limit building sizes
Proponents link density of development with traffic jams

By Kim Kowsky

An initiative to limit the size of new
commercial buildings in large areas of Los
Angeles* was announced by City Council
members at a Tuesday press conference.

Co-sponsored by Councilmen Zev
Yaroslavsky and Marvin Braude, the initia-

,tive would cut in half the density limits of
commercial building projects in areas adja-

cent to residential neighborhoods. The "Ini-

tiative for Reasonable Limits on Commer-
cial Buildings and Traffic Growth" may be
the ai\§wer to some of Westwood's traffic

problems, according to supporters of the
measure.

"There is a direct link between larger

commercial buildings and heavier traffic,"

Braude said. By limiting the size of
buildings, this proposal will keep Los
Angeles from becoming one massive traffic

jam, he said.

The initiative applies to all comnriercial

buildings in areas coded for residentially-

adjacent height zones, biit will not affect

development in ^he Wilshire Corridor,
which falls within a different allowable
height zone.

Some of Westwood's most heavily con-

gested traffic areas will not be affected by
the initiative.

The size of building developments along
the intersection of Westwood and Wilshire
Boulevards, for example, will not be curbed
by the proposal. The intersection has the
highest average daily traffic flow for a sur-
face street in Los Angeles, according to Rex
Lotery, director of the Urban Innovations
Group, an arm of UCLA's Architecture and
Urban Planning Institute.

Although he said he prefers not to take a
position on the initiative at this early date,
Lotery has doubts that the measure will
have an affect on the real cause of
Westwood's rush hour bottlenecks.

"I don't know that the initiative will

(reduce Westwood's traffic problems),"
Lotery said. But, he continued, the reduced
density level is not appropriate for Wilshire
Boulevard anyway.
The initiative may fall short of some

ideals, but Yaroslavsky believes the initia-

tive is a good plan. The amount of conges-
tion that will result from the three or four
buildings under construction on the old site

of Ship's Coffee Shop is negligible compared
to the amount of damage that can take
place on other streets, Yaroslavsky said.

Please see INITIATIVE, Page 9

Public meeting to discuss
prospects for campus pub
By ^ill Bowmer, Ser)ior Staff Writer

Prospects for UCLA obtaining a campus pub will be the sub-
ject of a public meeting Monday night.

Students will be invited to discuss the ongoing controversy
with several of the individuals most closely involved.

Jason Reed, executive director of the Associated Students of
UCLA, will join Craduate Students Association president and
Board of Control chairwoman Deborah Howard to explore the
obstacles preventing alcohol on campus.

"After talking to a number of students, I realized there is a
desire for a pub on campus, and frustration that nothing is be-
ing done," said Greg White, GSA commissioner of research and
the program's organizer.

White said he would like the meeting to explore "the possibil-
ity of organizing a group to lobby" for a campus pub.

"I have a nucleus for such a group in the Student Facilities
and Services subcommittee of the GSA Forum, but I'm looking
for a broader involvement," White said.

Reed will speak for about 20 minutes and will answer au-
dience questions for about a half hour afterward.
Howard will not give a formal 5fpeech, but will be prepared

to discuss the issue from her perspective on the ASUCLA Board
of Control. .

-

Previous efforts to secure an on-campus pub have focused on
*

three approaches.

One suggestion has been to establish a facility which would
only admit patrons over age 21. Another would have both
alcohol and food served at one location accessible to all ages. A
third approach wojild institute a "bottle club," to which stu-
dents could'bring their own alcoholic beverages.

Students will have an opportunity to discuss the relative
strengths and weaknesses of these approaches, as well as the
other issues surrounding campus alcohol.
White cited student control of a pub, the atmosphere

Please see PUB, Page 8
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ACKERMAN UNION
SPRING QUARTER
ROOM RESERVATIONS
will begin on Monday, March 3, 1986 at 8:00
am, at the Student Union Operations Office

located o the A-level

Union. At that time, one will

)f Ackerman

receive an-
i%* appointment time for March 4th, 5th, or 6th to

meet with a reservationist to

^ ^<?:^,mr. AU facilities for the

holds' on

QuarteL

Questions? Call Student Union Operations at

mmm 206-0836, Monday - Friday between 9 am and 4 pm.

FAMOUS IN SANTA BARBARA
Homemade Italian Recipes
From Lirtje Italy, N.Y.

1049 Gayley Ave. • Westwood

Deliver 824' 1310 7 Hays

iHUi i m i ji ii .i i i M viiii . i n. ii n. ii . iCHASE
CUP &, SAVF: • CLIP vk SAVE • C LIP & SA\'H • (^LIP &i SAVH

Big Screen TV in
deli. Featuring
Monday Night
Football or all

Sports and Soaps.
Daily Specials

(:LIP6iSA\'H -CUP ^SAVh

BAR & GRILLE
CHASE
Bar & Grille

Dinner For 2
(includes FREE '/: carafe of red

or white wine)

$13,99
On all pasta, t hic ken, or eecplant dishes

CHASE
Bar & Grille

^Champagne Special

Dinner For 2
I hoKc ..( \'imI P.irmiKuin. Si.impi. or L.>hstir Pin.ntii

v^ (ittin
> irii Altn-do. ;i FREE honk' of i hiimp;iKrn-.
t.ii's.irv s.ii.ij, cn. rriMii ^m hiirtrr

M -I '11 1 •llf^-

$24,99
/"'f'lUv -i Jfi

SPORTS nFTT
CHASE
Sports Deli

LARGE PIZZA
2 toppings

2 salads

2 coke's

$8.99

N.Y. PT77A

CHASE
Sports Deli

2 For 1

Any Large Pizza
w/2 items

iJM />Tt vcnf . iir((>i»i
/ ./Mr, > ^
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CHASE
Sports Deli

2For 1

CHASE
Sports Deli

DRAFT BEER
on al

Deli Sandwiches

Mooschcad
Miller Pitcher

Molson

22oz. $2.50
$1.89

22oz. $2.00
[li ,1-1 I", >, rif ,i.|,;>i f <!•!', - / .Vi

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!

FAST FREE DELIVERY ^^ff
^29

824>mo(^«'.A^ minnnimi • -rJiri
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Prosecutor recommends acquittal

of Bulgarians accused in Pope plot

ROME — The prosecutor recommended Thursday that three

Bulgarians be acquitted because he could not prove they con-
spired in the shooting of Pope John Paul II.

He said he was not given time to complete his case.

Antonio Marini appeared to suggest in his lengthy summa-
tion, however, that the jury exercise its right to ignore his

recommendation. Italian law requires prosecutors to ask for ac-

quittal if they feel the evidence is insufficient.

Acquittal on that basis stops short of complete absolution,

with the possibility of future prosecution left open.
At the last minute, Marini tried to have the nine-month-long

trial reopened so he could call more witnesses. Judge Severino
Santiapichi denied his request.

Three Bulgarians and four Turks were charged in the con-
spiracy case. The panel of two judges and six citizen jurors is

not bound by the recommendation and all defendant&_in-
custody will be held un^il a verdict is delivered, probably late
^next month. -^ '

Italian juries reach their decisions by majority vote.
Acquittal would cast doubt on the alleged Bulgarian and

Soviet connection in the assassinaton attempt carried out May
13, 1981, in St. Peter's Square by Turkish gunman Mehmet Ali
Agca. He is serving a life prison term for the shooting, in which
the pope was seriously wounded.

Great Peace March could be stalled

if organizers can't I MM insurance

LOS ANGELES — The biggest bane of a cross-countrv nu-
"Ctcar disarmament march might not be bombs, but bonds.

The 8 Vz -month Great Peace March to Washington D.C. is

scheduled to kick off here Saturday, but officials from cities

along the route say an inability to get required insurance
coverage may stall the 3,235-mile march in its tracks.

Without coverage, the California Department of Transpbrta-
tion and some cities have said they will not grant parade or
other permits for PRO-Peace, the sponsoring group.

"If they don't get insurance by March 1, I am told by them
they will not go," Lt. John Kielbasa of the California Highway
Patrol said Thursday. The CHP has been contracted to escort
the estimated 1,200 marchers, whose ranks may swell to 5,000
during the march through 37 cities in 15 states.

But without insurance, Kielbasa said, "they can't march as an
organized group or have us escort them (on the streets). It'll just
be people walking on the sidewalk, waiting for the stop signs
and red lights. That's not their intent. Thev want to march as a
group."

PRO-Peace spokesman Anthony Benson said the group has
been negotiating with insurance agencies for six months.

"\ye expect 'to go to the wall with this and we expect to get
it," Benson said.

•
' ...

iAfomaa^wba foresaw advancofr

air travel wins $50,000 in contest

NEW YORK — A Radcliffe-educated octogenarian who cor-
rectly foresaw 700 mph aircraft, advanced jet engines and
helicopter shuttle service in the 1980s has won $50,000 in Trans
World Airlines' "Cosmic Contest" of 1955.
The airline asked its customers in 1955 to predict what air

1^ .

^^""^"^ ^^ ^'^^ ^^ >'^^^'' ^" ^^^ f^t^'-e, and 80-year-old
Helen Thoma&of Cambridge, Mass., was judged to be the most
accurate of 13,000 entrants. Entries were locked in a vault until
last year.

Thomas was the first woman in U.S. history to receive a doc-
torate m the history of science.

K f^''"'T^'''^\
^''?/"^^* ""^ ^" ^^'P^'^ ^i" have ranges of about

5,000 miles and will cruise at about 700 mph," Thomas wrote
in her entry. "Airports and factories will be located in places
which are now uninhabited waste space, and the long, tedious
ride to board the plane will be eliminated by helicopter shuttle
service between the airport and the business and residential
districts of any town."

She was the only contestant who foresaw common use of a
bypass jet engine, a fuel-efficient turbine also called a fan jet,
which then was just -a drawing-board concept for commercial
aircraft.
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Facing decline in blood donors,
UCLA struggles to meet demand
By Darryl Shimo/ama

TODD CHENFY

PERUSING — Robert Montes, a junior majoring in his-

tory, trades URL for a sunny study spot near Janss
Steps.

'^'-
~^~

Faltering donor support iff

recent years has created a
struggle for the UCLA Blood
Donor Center in meeting the
intense demand for blood.

In* the Los Angeles area, the
current demand for blood is so

great that up to 95 percent of

the blood given each day is

used up by hospitals in about
,10 days, according _io "Xhe
Bear Facts," a pamphlet
published by the UCLA Blood
^onor Center.

During the recent holiday
season from Thanksgiving
through New Year's Day, the
UCLA Medical Center exp>eri-

enced a severe shortage as the

blood supply dropped to
critically low levels, forcing

one surgery to be postponed.
"We had to resort to ex-

ti"aordinary measures to find

enough donors to bring the

blood supply back up to
reasonably safe levels," said

^avid Glassey, coordinator for

the Donor Center.

Glassey said UCLA blood
drives, once the largest in

Southern California, have
fallen on hard times. The
drives, which previously have
brought in over 20 percent of

the 1,400 pints needed daily

by Los Angeles area patients,

now provide only 12 jjercent

— a decline of over 560 pints

during the week of the drive.

According to "The Bear
Facts," out of all people eligi-

ble to give blood, only about
five percent actually do so, i^n

a regular basis. It is this fiv6

percent that must provide the
blood for the rest of the popu-
lation. Blood shortages in-

evitably occur during the
summer and winter seasons,

when many of these rrimial

donors are on vacation.

The blood supply has also

suffered in recent years as a
result of widespread fear
among donors and potential

donors that they will contract
AIDS from donating blood.
This fear is completely un-
founded, Glassey said, adding
that the sterilized equipment
used to take blood is used only
once and then destroyed.

General qualifications for

becoming a UCLA blood
donor are that a person must
weigh at least 110 pounds.

tion are advised to contact the

—Donor Center first

.

Volunteer donor William
Mengle, a sophomore, found
the process of giving blood at

the Donor Center relatively

short and simple. After
registration, Mengle received a
short, confidential mini-
physical exam from a trained
nurse. This included questions
about his health history, a
temperature, pulse and blood-
pressure reading and the tak-

ing of a small blood sample to

test for iron deficiency.

Next, Mengle was led to a
chair resembling one u^ed in a

dentist's offite. Here, the
nurse carefully cleaned
Mengle's forearm just inside

the elbow joint. The actual

donation took only about 10
minutes, and the only pain in-

volved was a short pinch as

the needle was inserted.

Afterward, Mengle was of-

fered refreshments and relaxed
for an additional 15 minutes

never have had hepatitis, not before being allowed to leave
have any symptoms of a cold
or flu at the time of donation
and be between the ages of 15
and 66 (15- and 16-year-olds

must have written parental
consent). Persons on medica-

The total process took approx-
imately 45 minutes.

"I can't say that giving
blood was really fun," Mengle
said, "but it was something I

Please see BLOOD, Page 8

African achievement and culture

overlooked, traveling lecturer says
By Glenn Adams

Al-guing against many theories taught in

Western schools and claiming African culture
is overlooked, Ashra Kwesi, a traveling lec-
-turer, spoke on African and world history in

Dickson Hall Wednesday
Kwesi, a co-founder of Khmet Nu Produc-

tions, an organization to "raise awareness
about higher African consciousness," addressed
an audience of about 50. He documented
evidence contradicting a "psychopathic
racism" he feels exists among educators who
he claims attempt to cover up African
achievement.

"Black people have been taking all kind of

abuse on all levels — grade school, junior high
and high school. We were systematically

taught to hate Africa, and hating Africa, we
hate ourselves," Kwesi said.

Kwesi argued specifically against a percep-
tion of Africans as barbarians. He feels this is

a misconception that stems from historians not
understanding the Africans' unity with nature.

"Our language system, our culture and our
sciences all came out of the Africans' relation-

ship with nature. The further you get away
from nature, the more barbaric you are. The
closer you are to nature, the more spiritual

you are," Kwesi said.

Referring to nuclear weaponry, Kwesi con-
tinued, "A barbarian is someone who is

holding a bomb over you."

As part of evidence to what he feels is a

cover up of African achievement, Kwesi show-
ed slides of artifacts with the noses and lips

mutilated. He feels that the artifacts were
debased by European colonists who wanted to

cover up obvious black features.

"The noses are knocked off, the lips are

knocked off (and) the heads are knocked off

because the whites destroyed African civiliza-

tion in the mother land and in the spirit of the

hearts and minds of African-Americans in this

country," Kwesi said.

Kwesi feels that historians have made peo-

ple out to be white when in fact they were

black. For example, Kwesi said the pyramids
in Egypt were built by black Africans.

"People still come from all over the world to

pay homage to our ancestors, even though
they don't know it," Kwesi said, referring to

tourists viewing the pyramids.

Greek Week planned to

promote campus unity
By Judy K. Park

Current historians also belittle African
scientific advancement, Kwesi said.

He cited advancements in astronomy, medi-
cine, and mummification as examples of areas

where blacks were either not given credit for

new discoveries or where the credit for the
discovery was transferred to whites.

"Long before Copernicus, long before
Galileo, long before Newton's Law, (Africans

had) the concept that the sun was in the
center of the solar system," Kwesi claimed.
"Keep in mind that in 1492 they (Europeans)
told you you'd fall off the side, (showing
where) their science was at."

"The black man and the black woman were
building a great civilization in Africa when
they (Europeans) were in the caves and hills of

Europe eating meat raw," he said.

Kwesi alsp charged Euroi>eans with cultural

imperialism. He feels that European invaders
stole many ideas from the Africans and then
took the credit for themselves.

This, he felt, stemmed from "mutant bar-

barians coming down into the African civiliza-

tion (and) attacking."

"They dwelt among the people — studied
our ways and our culture," Kwesi claimed.
"How can you believe they stole us and didn't

steal the knowledge?"
This cultural imperialism extended to

religion, Kwesi claimed. ":

He also felt that many of the ideas of Chris-

tianity derive from concepts that were first

held by Africans. Specifically, he referred to a
slide that showed ^ mutilation of an artifact,

which he said was caused because the art

depicted evidence of an immaculate concep-
tion story that preceded the Christian one.

"They (Europeans) plagiarized and copied

to make up tne version of Christianity we
Please see KWESI, Page S
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To promote unity among Greeks and students while
benefiting the community, a series of events is planned for

Greek Week 1986, to be held March 2-6.

"What we hope to accomplish for Greek Week is to br-

ing the campus and the community together with the

common goal of service," said Naomi Nakagama, presi-

dent of Panhellenic Council.

Many of the activities on the agenda will be philan-

thropic in nature .

Kicking off Greek Week will be the fifth annual Special

Olympics, taking place Sunday, March 2 at Drake
Stadium from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
About 500 phy.sically and mentally handicapped adults

and children have been invited to participate in the

games, said Joshua Woodard, this year's co-executive

director and Sigma Chi fraternity member.
"We've invited certain teams from Los Angeles County

and Orange County," Woodard said. "We'll also have
about 700 volunteers made up of both Greeks and non-
Greeks, but primarily Greeks."

Volunteers will be filling a variety of positiotis such as

team escorts, team registration volunteers, timers and
buggers.

"Huggers will be waiting at the finish line and as soon

as the athletes cross the finish line, they'll be hugged as a

positive reinforcement," Woodard explained.

The "Sunrise Run," a 3.1 mile run open to the com-
munity, will take place Monday. Proceeds from the $1 en-

trance fee will benefit Multiple Sclerosis.

Tuesday night, the Greeks will hold their own variety

show — "Late Night..^ith the Greek?" — at 7:30 ji.m. at

the Wadsworth Theater. Actor Joe Penny of the television

show "Riptide" will emcee.
Prizes will be awarded to the best performances in dif-

ferent categories, and some professors will be judges, said

Jodie Colucci, Greek Week chairwoman and Chi Omega
sorority member. "It's just basically a cultural night to

show the talents of the Greeks." '-

Speaking Wednesday at 6 p.m. on this year's Greek
Week theme, "Where the Greeks Are and Why," guest

speaker Marta Brown, an alumna of Gamma Phi Beta
sorority, will focus on motivational skills regarding par-

ticipation in the houses, alcohol abuse and improvements
of perceived problems within the Greek system, Colucci
said.

"Casino Night," a public dance at the Berwin Enter-

tainment Center, will wrap up the week Thursday. Tick-

ets cost $7 per person, with proceeds going to the John
Wayne Cancer Clinic.
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CSUN fratemityt suspended after

registration fraud is discovered

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The Phi Delta Theta fraternity
at California State University, Northridge, was suspended
and a far-reaching probe ordered after campus officials

discovered what they called widespread registration fraud.
The fraternity was suspended for the spring semester for

its alleged involvement in a class registration scheme that
enabled fellow fraternity members and friends to
fraudulently register in popular classes, campus officials-

Public buildings proposed as bom ;^"<; sbehers

said Wednesday.
Three students also face disciplinary action, said Ed-

mund T. Peckham, dean of students, who ordered the
suspension.

The suspension is the latest in a series of CSUN fraterni-

ty problems.
In January, members of Phi Kappa Alpha destroyed a

rented condominium in Mammoth Lakes, causing all

CSUN fraternities to be banned from the area. Also that
month, four Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity members broke
into a sorority house following a night of Super Bowl par-
tying to steal plaques, trophies and T-shirts they said they
planned to exchange for party invitations.

Last November, the Sigma Chi fraternity was banned
from sporting and social activities because of fighting and
loud noise at a party that attracted 400 people.

Residents around the campus have also criticized frater-

nities for loud noise, litter, boisterous behavior and late-

night parties.

"We are going to look at the entire fraternity system,"
said Peckham, one of four officials conducting the probe.
The investigation was launched after a registration of-

ficial reported catching Phi Delta Theta fraternity
members distributing^ class registration cards that could be
used to enroll students in classes fraudulently. Officials
confiscated 103 cards.

Peckham blamed the cheating problem on an anti-
=qaat€d registration systen* Ihal is vulnerable to fraurfFi^

Homeless citizens in Los

Angeles may find temporary

relief in public buildings on

cold and wet nights if a pro-

posal by City Councilman
Richard Alatorre is approved.

The shelters, which are to

be used only for sleeping, will

be the lobbies and foyers of

office buildings and the lower

levels of parking structures.

*Tt's a humanitarian effort

TRIVIAL PUB8UIT

— Councilman Alatorre is in-

terested in providing shelter

for the homeless people," said

Tom Sullivan, press secretary

for the councilman.

The proposal is scheduled to

take effect in two or three

months, upon the completion

of a survey of public buildings

and facilities and identifica-

tion of which buildings might

be utilized for the homeless.

The survey only covers
public buildings owned by the
city, county or state. No
owners of private buildings
have been approached^
although their participation is

welcomed.
It has not been determined

what weather conditions will
warrant the use of the shelter.

Sullivan said weather reports-

Please see SHELTERS, Page a
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new computerized system will be installed next year and
"will prevent many of the problems," he said.

Chuck Farmer, president of Phi Delta Theta, said the
fraternity got the cards legally but wrongfully distributed
them to members.
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
,Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get 'A order of Dim Sum free! * |

(with coupon) |
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•ROASTED MEATS I

Expires 3/20/86

•DIM SUM &. SALADS
•SOUPS, NOODLES,
&. RICE

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
M-9pm

•After 3 p.m.

•YJEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

I

— VISA ahd
MASTERCARD
Accepted

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1Q(

W.L. A. (Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)
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Safety
Continued from Page 1

eluding ou^," Hoelscher said.

The carcinogens on the
CalOSHA list, which we don't
use, are primarily those used
in industry where the exposure
levels are very high and cons-
tant."

The CalOSHA list includes
16 chemicals that have been

^ shown to cause cancer. Among
"the chemicals listed are
asbestos, acetylaminofluorene,
aminodiphenyl, acrylonitrile,

ethyleneimine, vinylchloride
and benzidine.

"Often, when students are
dealing with suspected car-

cinogenic material, they don't

know what chemicals are
dangerous and which aren't,"

said a UCLA graduate chemis-
"tfjTstudent and lindergraduale^

chemistry lab teaching assis-

tant, who declined to be iden-
~ tified.

—

:-— '-— ^-.^-.^^

"Most of the hazards are

described in their textbook,

but even if they did read it,

they usually forget," he said.

"I always also tell them in sec-

tion, but within a couple of

weeks, that too will be forgot-

ten."

Graduate desks located in

the laboratory are another
potential hazard, Hoelsher
said.

place to study.

"Sometimes reactions go off

and chemicals and other items
are literally thrown across the
room. If you are sitting at a
desk studying when an event
like this occurs, you could be
killed or blinded."

The research labs in Young
Hall have "terrible" over-
crowding as well, Hoelscher
said.

The chances for a serious

.11We havB to get the gradu«

ate desks out of the
laboratories where many of

them are presently located,"

he said. "^There are chemical
reactions constantly going on
in these locales, and this en-

vironment is simply not

accident to occur increase in

an overcrowded atmosphere,"
he said. "The more people,

chemicals and solvents you
have, the more accidents as

well.

"One of the most important
points of safety is to maintain
clean, organized and un-
crowded laboratories."

The labs in the biology
department are "overcrowd-
ed" as well, Sais said. "It's

important to haye adequate
walking space in the lab en-

vironment so that people are

not walking over each other.

Also, because of crowding and
a lack of storage space, it

could be necessary to pile

equipment along the walls in

a lab, which also could be a

hazard."

The Life Sciences building,

Sais said, has inadequate cab-

inet storage space for chemi-
cals and other reagents.

On^another safety issue, thg

tion allocated $79,000 to the

chemistry department for eye
wash fountains in each of th^
labs. Unfortunately, Hoelscher
said, that money will only pay
for fountain installation in

about one-third of the labs.

"Therefore, we are looking
at placing the fountains in the

corridors between the various
lab entrances and exits," he
said. "But, because putting
fountains in the halls flies in

the face of the CalOSHA

code, will have to apply for a

variance, which we probably
won't get."

Sais said he could only think

of two places in the Life

Sciences building which pres-

ently have eye wash facilities.

"A lot of the equipment we
are working with is old, and
what you find yourself doing
Is trying to make do with
what you have," Sais said.

"You get more of a danger
factor in that the Life Sciences

building was not designed to

handle the kind of experiments

that are being carried out to-

day"
Another problem, Sais said,

is that the Life Sciences
building "needs a major
renovation."

The building has labs
without adequate numbers of

electrical outlets for the
modern research equipment,
Sais said. "With a shortage of

Please see SAFETY, Page 9
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CalOSHA regulations require

that every laboratory have one
eye wash fountain. Presently,

almost none of the labs in

Young Hall have eye wash fa-

cilities.

This year, the administra-

) ..

- JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

Oh May 21, 1985, 50 UCLA students and professors were evacuated from the Molecular

Biology building after a laboratory accident released hydrochloric acid vapors into the air.

Two persons involved in the accident were treated at the UCLA Medical Center emergency

room and released. v

WAITERS & WAITRESSES
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DOUBLE YOUR PRESENT INCOME
"AND KEEP YOUR PRESENT JOB

~

— Full or Part-time —
Become a Professional Restaurant Food
Broker. For complete details reply to:

Mr. Eugene O. Hicks
Pres., U.S. International

'

Restaurant Assoc.
279 So. Beverly Drive. Ste. I 189

Beverly Hills, CA 902 I 2
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TEX MEX COMESTO THE BEACR.

MARIX TEX MEX PLAYA
1 18 Entrada Dr.,Santa Monica

459-8596

OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER 5-1 1p.m.

Friday & Saturday 5-2 a.m.
Brunch - Saturday - Sunday 1 1a.m.

COMBINATION
COUPON

$2.95
any 2 Hem combo

(reg. 4.95)

lunch or dinner
present this coupon

New 118 Entrada Dr.,

March 1 -Open Daily for Lunch 1 1 -5 pr.rn.

FULL BAR-GREAT MARGARITAS
—

BEST FAJITAS IN LA
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Canterbury Westwood
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LABS: Faculty responses
Continued from Page 1

the laboratory is under the supervision and regular observation

of an individual who has knowledge of health risks associated

with the use of the particular substances involved."

In state universities, the individuals who have knowledge of

the health risks are the faculty members. "That's why the UC
colleges are exempted," said Suilene Grant, legislative aide to

Petris.
, , .11 1

"Basically, this bill, if passed, will remove the exemption of

students from the Hazardous Substance Training Act," she add-

ed.
. .

-

TheCalOSFTA HazardoU.^ Substance AcTipctves workers infor-

mation about which toxie substances they may be exposed to in

labs and mandates various safety standards, Grant said.

"Under the current guidelines, labs that fall under the code

are required to keep material safety data sheets on file and let

workers know that they are available for examination at all

times," Grant said.

Material safety data sheets, she said, are documents usually

pro\ ided b\ the chemical manufacturer, which outline informa-

tion on a substance's- manufacturer, hazardous ingredients,

physical characteristics, fire and explosion data and radioactivi-

tv information.

SLAM

In addition, the data sheets discuss the "acute and chronic"

health effects that exposure to the hazardous substance may
cause and what kind of equipment should be used or worn dur-

ing experimentation, she said.

The Hazardous Substance Act further states that "employers
must provide their employees with training of how to deal with
hazardous substances in the work area at the time of hiring and
whenever a new hazard is introduced."

An exailiple of this training. Grant said, would be giving

workers an explanation of how chemicals are labeled.

"The only problem with the bill is that even if it is passed,

CalOSHA can issue all the violations against the university that

it wants, but it can never fine them," said Marianne Brown,
Field Occupational Health Program coordinator of the UCLA
Center for Labor Research and Education.

SOWlffiBV

(mm

GREAT

CONTEST

P

The university is a state agency and so is CalUSMA. (JTTtTF

simply, the state can't fine itself," Brown added.
R.L. Weiss, chemistry department vice chairman, said, "My

personal feeling is that this bill does virtually nothing that this

department is not already in the practice of doing."
The chemistr\ department already keeps a file of data safety

sheets sent to it by chemical manufacturers, and these files are
kept in the chemistry librar\ and upper division store rooms
where students have access to them, said A. B. Hoelscher,,
Young Hall laboratory manager.

"

-j-—-"As far a.s"freedom of information goes, it's like motherhood
and apple pie. No one in this building could argue that at the
present time we don't already have that kind of information
available," Hoelscher said.

"Our primary concern is always safety. We care about e\erv
student, staff and facult\ member," he added.
The bill sounds like a good idea, said Ken Sais,' an ad-

ministrative analyst in the biologv' department.

, ^^^^ Please see LABS, Page 7
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ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH

AWARENESS

A rape prevention and education
workshop designed to enhance
understanding of rape and sexual
assault.
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Labs
Continued from Page 6

"As chemical companies are

becoming more aware of the
health risks of working with
certain compounds, we are

receiving many of these data
sheets, and they are placed in

a file where students can look

at them," Sais added.

Donna Bryan, lab manager
of the UCLA Molecular Biolo-

gy Institute, said "on the face

of it," it sounds like a positive

bill. "As I see it, unsafe condi-
tions are due to either a lack

of good housekeeping or a lack

of awareness that a hazard
even exists."

Kyle Bayes, a professor in

the chemistry department,
said the department is just

beginning to implement the
OSHA -codes* for its normal
employees, who, unlike stu-

dents, are not exempt from
the code.

"The bill is a fine idea.

Anything that creates safety

awareness for the students'
benefit should be done," Bayes
said.

Thp. prnpospri hill wrju fai:

also create an ombudsman on
each UC and California State

University campus to provide
safety information and a con-

fidential contact point for stu-

dents. One of the primary
reasons for the creation of the
ombudsman. Grant said, is

that students do not report

hazards, fearing retribution

from faculty members.

However^ Bayes questioned

this reasoning. "I don't agree

with the theory that students

are scared stiff about raising

safety matters in the labs. I

don't think most faculty
members would penalize stu-

dents for bringing safety mat-
ters up front."

Bayes added that an om-
budsman would be acceptable

if it didn't create a whole new
bureaucratic structure.

Bryan agreed. "It would
seem that there already are

mechanisms for students to

report unsafe conditions. In

this building, anyone can
report anything, if I don't

beat them to it," she said.

Hoelscher said that he
understood the students' point

of view but questioned the

need to establish another om-
budsman. "Over the years the

students have not been terribly

bashful about calling to our

attention and if students do
report safety hazards to the

chairman or the vice chair-

man, they will not be com-
promised."

Cathy Capriglione, an ad-

minstrative assistant in the bi-

ology department, said there

is an ombudsman on campus
already and that she cannot

see why another is necessary

to handle chemical safety pro-

^ blems.

"There are several other

sources of information on

campus which students can

make use of instead of going

to the ombudsman. There is

also the Office of Occupa-

tional Safety and Health and

the Occupational Health Fa-

cility," she said.
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Stan with a job as big as your

ambitions. Lead the

Adventure as a Navy Officer.

The NavT adventure

reaches into space, dives

beneath the sea and stretches

from Hong Kong to Italy and
back again.

It's a high tech, highly

skilled and challenging world.

A world where your leadership

as a Navy Officer can be pivotal

.

There is no boot camp.

College graduates get leader-

ship and management
training at Officer Candidate

Schcxjl. Plus further educa-

tional opportunities, once
youVe commissioned.

You'll work with the best

and brightest in your field.

And you'll get the responsibility

and decision-making authority

you need to succeed.

The challenge, satisfaction

and rewards add up to personal
and professional growth no
other job can match.

When you Lead the

Adventurcyou're steering a

course destined for success.

Contact your Navy Officer Re-
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Pub
Continued from Page 1

ASUCLA would seek to create
in a pub and failures of
previous strategies to obtain
alcohol on campus as primp
concerns of the meeting.
Hedescribed the

Cooperage, Lu Valle Com-
mons and the soon-to-be
renovated Ackerman

A-level
as possible sit^ for a pab and
joked that with the current
climate among graduate stu-
dents, he believes "there might
even be some support for a
pub in Murphy Hall."

I 1073BROXTON
"IN THE VIULAGE"

! 208-1130

*
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Daily Wear* Soft Contacts
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2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each
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w/prescriptionlensesin plastic a • . — —

^^'"^^ «P *^ ^ l««-00* Now one low price ^^^^ro!^^^^ct'J^Sc^,
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6901 Topanga Cyn. »wd.
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Blood
Continued from Page 3
fettl-should dsr

Physical side effects from
giving blood are quite rare,

and even when they do occur
they are usually only mild
feelings of light-headedness or
"warming" sensations that go
away after a short period of
time. Donors can safely
donate as often as every 56
days, with a stat^-fequired
maximum of five consecutive
donations in ^ 12-month
period.

After it is typed and tested

for hepatitis, syphilis and
fffLV-III (AIDS) antibody,
blood donated at UCLA~goa
to help patients at the UCLA
Medical Center in^many dif-

ferent ways.
The blood can be processed

into such important products
as packed red blood cells (used
in surgery and for patients

with low red cell counts),

fresh-frozen plasma (used for

surgery, patients with clotting

problems and burn victims)

and platelet concentrate (used

for cancer patients arid pa-

tients with clotting problems).

Today is the last day of this

quarter's blood drive. Special

donation centers will _be

located at Ackerman Union
second floor lounge from 11

a.m. -3:45 p.m. and Lu Valle

Commons meeting rooms from
10 a.m. -2:45 p.m. . ^

Kwesi
Continued from Page 3

have today," Kwesi claimed.

More generally, Kwesi
spoke of an African culture

that he felt concentrated on

spiritual and intuitional
knowledge of nature, whereas
he felt Europeans were more
into intellectualism and sen-

sualism.

Van Scott, chairman of the

Black Student Alliance, which
sponsored the event, said that

his reaction to the speaker was
favorable.

"He's (Kwesi) taken a lot of

things that we take for

granted today, and he's shown
where a lot of things came
from. You learn different

reasons why some things are

prevalent and others aren't,"

Scott said.

Shelters
Continued from Page 4
will probably be used to

determine whether or not

shelters will be open on a par-

ticular day.

Limitations on the number
of people per shelter will be

imposed and a monitoring
system, possibly provided by

charitable organizations, will

be established.

— Susie Kim
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Initiative
Continued from Page 1

"Developers have begun to
build to the limits," Yaroslav-
sky said. While most commer-
cial property is not developed
to its full potential density,

the few projects that have
been built to the limits have
done "a tremendous amount
of damage," he said.

While some contend that
the initiative may be "too lit-

tle, too late," Br^ude explain-
ed that the initiative was not
designed to be all things to all

people.

"Sure it would have been
better, if we could have
achieved this 10 years ago,"
said Braude."We don't repre-

sent that we're solving all the

property probfelms until the
end of time, but we do believe

the time has come for this

idea."

In deciding to send the issue

through the initiative process

rather than regular legislative

channels, the councilmen
hoped to get around the
bureaucratic delays that often

hold up major reform.

"It's legislatively quicker to

go through an initiative,"

Yaroslavsky said. "It would be
an administrative nightmare
to try to redo the zoning code
of the whole city.'

While supporters anticipi

resistence from the real estate

industry, they believe they

will have no trouble gathering

the 70,000 signatures needed
to place (he initiative on the

November ballot.

Safety
Continued from Page 5
electrical outlets, students are

forced to use extension cords,

which could overload the cir-

cuit and are a fire hazard." -

In addition, none of the lab

buildings ever hold fire drills.

"We never have fire drills

because it is disruptive to in-

struction and research,"
Hoelscher said. "The last time

Lsaw a drill around here was
an air-raid drill held in 1961,

'and that's when we thought

the atomic bomb was sur-

vivable."

The after-hotirs alarm
system in Young Hall is "not

the best," Bayes said. "There
have been enough false alarms

that people don't respond as

quickly as they should."

However, despite all of the

safety problems, individuals

within many of the laboratory

science departments maintain

that their safety record is good

under the circumstances.

"We haven't had a really

serious accident (in Young
Hall) in years, but you should

always expect that something

like that could happen,"
Hoelscher said. "I think,

generally, this building has

one of the best safety records

on campus."
The biology department has

been extremely fortunate with

regard to accidents, Sais said.

"Most of the types of accidents

that we've had are the kind

you would find in your own
home — cuts, bruises, scrat-

ches, sprained ankles and feet

and strained backs. However,

there are exceptions."

One exception occurred in

May 1985 when 50 UCLA
students and professors were

evacuated from the Molecular

Biology building when a

graduate student dropped a

chemical reagent that released

hydrochloric acid vapors. The

student received acid bums on

her legs and had to be treated

at the UCLA Medical Center.
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Thanks for nothing BOC
By Linda Kinsley and Josh Woodard

Congratulations ASUCLA Board of Control,

you got a raise, the total cost of which will be

$3,525 It's rather interesting and ironic to note

that the sum, minus $25, is the exact dif-

ference between what Greek Week Special

Olympics requested and what we received.

Our modest request of $5,000, which is less

than what was spent last year, was reduced to

a mere $1500 upon granting it.

Ronn Campbell stated "that a total increase

of $3525 for all student members is not signifi-

cant." Later he says that it is "just a $3525 in-

crease."
:— Deborah Howard is quoted as saying that

"it's really minor compared to the other BOC
proposals." It is only natural to assume that

the $3500 which they did not grant us is a

minor sum also. So why did they give us only

$1500? I honestly do not know, nor can I

understand it.

Every year $25 of each student's reg fees

goes to Student Government. Where is that

money going and why? Why are we giving

raises to a government besieged with con-

troversy that is almost out of office? Couldn't

that money be better spent helping others?

Greek Week Special Olympics is a fantastic

opportunity, anxiously anticipated by 400-500

developmentally disabled (mentally retarded)

athletes. But, it costs money. EMT's and an
ambulance cost money. Rental equipment
such as the United States flag, tables, chairs,

walkie-talkies, and a P. A. system all cost

money.
It it weren't for the donations from outside

sources, such as Straw Hat Pizza, the costs,

which are already difficult to meet, would be

.fiven greater. lJL»:ould be impossible to com-
pensate for all those costs with only $1500,

and even with other donations, there are just

some things which cannot be donated; there

are bills you must pay.

You got a raise BOC, that's great. You also

put a downer on an otherwise exciting event.

Thank you to Panhellenic and IPC for work-
ing so hard to make up the difference.

BOC could have given us the sum we re-

quested, and still had $25 left over. Afterall,

$3525 is "not significant" so $3500, the dif-

ference in what we requested and what we
received, must not be significant either. It's

significant to Special Olympics, but it must
^M>t be to BOC. — __

But, evidently, BQC's raises were more im-
portant than providing the best experience for

500 developmentally disabled athletes. We'll

get by, and so will the athletes. Special Olym-
pics will still be an exciting and rewarding ex-

perience for all involved, but only because of

Panhellenic, IFC, outside donations, and the

hundreds of greek and non-greek, non-paid
volunteers willing to put their time and effort

toward making the 1986 Greek Week Special

Olympics a success.

.
It's nice to know that there are people at

UCLA who do care about others. If I had to

judge from looking at BOC I wouldn't be so

confident of the fact.

P.S. We extend an invitation to the entire

UCLA community to join us in sharing, caring
and giving, on Sunday, March 2nd, at 9:30
a.m. at Drake Stadium. Let's show them how
much UCLA really cares.

Kinsley and Woodard are the Executive
Directors of Greek Week Special Olympics

Letters

Thanks/ friends
Editor: ——

—

A thousand thanks to a

young and courageous passer-

by who noticed a thief snatch

my purse last evening in front

of theNPI.
Richard (he declined to fur-

ther identify himself, except to

mention that he was an actor)

pursued the thief at top speed

and succeeded in wrestling the

bag from the robber as he at-

tempted to jump into the

cruising car of his accomplice.

My rescuer told me he had
witnessed a similar occurence
a week previously in New
York City — there a number
of people observed the theft

and joined in pursuit of the

thief.

Thanks also for the kindness

of another passerby who
helped me retrieve the con-

tents of my spilled briefcase.

Such acts affirm the will-

ingness of people to get in-

volved, and reaffirm our faith

in our fellowmen. Thank you,
kind sirsl

Virginia Hansen

Conservative?
Editor:

Although I am a conser-

vative on some issues of
foreign and domestic policy,

that will not prevent me from
criticizing a group of
hypocrites who call themselves

Continued on Page 11

Viewpoint

Dealing in death
By Harvey S. Frey, M.D. Ph.D
ASUCLA sells cigarettes in its bookstores! I

Surely I don't have to detail the terrible medical conse-

quences of the smoking epidemic to you.

350,000 deaths per year. The major preventable cause

of death in this country. Deaths from lung cancer, from
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, from heart attacks,

more deaths in women than from breast cancer. The
Surgeon General, the American Cancer Society, the

American Lung Association, the American Heart Associa-

tion, dozens of journals, hundreds of papers have all de-
^

nounced the health effects of tobacco.

How many deaths is 350,000? It is seven times more
deaths every year than the U.S. suffered in the entire

Vietnam War. Seven times more than die in automoblie

accidents every year. And hundreds of times more than
the number of blacks killed annually by the white South

African regime.

While doctors labor at the south end of campus to

ameliorate the terrible effects of smoking, tobacco is open-

ly peddled to students all over campus, and by an
organization owned by the students themselves.

Over the past several years, I and other concerned
physicians on the faculty, have urged the Medical Center
to ban the sale of cigarettes on its premises. They are still

being sold, allegedly on the basis that:

U ifl legal to Mil olgarotiBBF
• People will just buy them elsewhere
• ASUCLA insists on selling cigarettes because they

need the money. p
This sounds distressingly like the disinvestment con-

troversy, but with one big difference: the "Students "of
UCLA are on the wrong sidel

Certainly, it is legal to sell cigarettes. It is also legal to

invest in South Africa. Why then shouldn't we do either?

Because it is wrongl Cigarettes kill hundreds of thousands
of people a year. South Africa is a slave state, and it is

immoral to profit from either, legal or not. The students
of UCLA, via ASUCLA, should not be involved in peddl-
ing the major lethally addictive drug of our age!

The argument that people will just buy cigarettes

elsewhere is every bit as specious as the argument that if

we sell our South Africa stocks, someone else will buy
them and make the profits. The unavailability of ciga-

rettes for sale on cafnpus will underline the disapproval of

the university community and may discourage students
from starting or continuihg to smoke.
The students of UCLA, through ASUCLA, continue to

take the standard 'business-as-usual' approach. How like

the Regents, when they were asked to take a stand for

freedom at some monetary expense. If ASUCLjA cannot
survive without the blood-stained profits from tobacco
sales, it doesn't deserve to continue in business. The stu-

dents of UCLA can surely let ASUCLA know that they

want to be out of the tobacco business!

One person has recently died in New York from taking

extra-strength Tylenol, and every bottle of this medication
has been removed from druggists' shelves. Meanwhile,
next aisle over, the drug that kills 350,000 people per year

is openly pushed.

Let's tell Russia and South Africa how to run their af-

fairs after we have taken care of this disgrace on our own
doorstep.

Dr. Frey is a Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology
and an Associate Research Biologist in the UCLA Medical
Center.
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Counterpoint

Thumbs down
By Alex Demyanenko

Ms. Tanya Mayers states that Bruin Review is a
"tougher critic than Mikey, and he hates everything"
(Bruin, Feb. 27). She goes on to assert that every day she
reads -the Bruin and that she can count on one hand the
times she has "read an article praising a movie, concert, or
album." Either Ms. Mayers does not read or she has very
strange hands.

As lovable Mikey (from the famous Life Cereal com-
mercial) had the good taste to choose a superior product
over inferior nourishment. Bruin Review tries to tab
superior entertainment over product inferior.

In the week preceding the publishing of Ms*. Mayer's let-

ter (Feb. 19-26), there were nine favorable reviews of_

Tilms, concerts, and albums. "That is nine good reviews^ in
six papers. And that's not even mentioning Review's week-
ly feature. Picks of the Week, which recommends the best
current and revival film, concert, theater, and record for
the week. That's Picks of the Week, not Pans of the Week.

Ms. Mayer wants Review to "praise" some entertain-

ment. Here are just a few select headlines of articles writ-

ten by those reviewers who always, according to Mayer,
offer "thumbs down": "The Iceman Cometh is classic the-

ater"(Feb. 26) "Phranc's phrank pholk is phirst-class"

(Feb. 25, Okay so it's a little cryptic.) "Mom says. Go see

The Hitcher* "(Feb. 19). Would our approval have been
clearer if we'd have written "Tanya Mayers, Go see The
Hitcher.' " My own review of two documentaries, AK and
The Mystery of Picasso y stated ,"... these two documen-

taries should not be missed (Feb, 21).

Ms. Mayer please go see all these recommendations and
check up with us afterwards... if you haven't graduated by
then. Your assertion was unfair and is indicative of the

stereotypical view many hold of a Review section trying a

lot harder than most realize to offer the best in entertain-

ment coverage.

And Ms. Mayer, regarding your letter... Bruin Review
says "Thumbs Downl"

Demyanenko is a contributing film critic for the Bruin.
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More letters

Continued from Page 10
"conservative" and then pro-

ceed to make a mockery of the

conservative concept of
limited government.

These people comprise the

"moralistic" wing of the con-
:servattve movement. Their
views are heard, in particular

on the subject of abortion.

I do not believe that politi-

cians or ministers have any
business whatsoever in con-

demning abortion or in trying

to have antiabortion laws
established. I was shocked to

learn that President Reagan
had officially endorsed the

pro-life film "Silent Scream."
As a Conservative who osten-

sibly favors limited gov-
ernment, Reagan should have
known better than to endorse
a film which advocates the

Big Brother ideology that a

woman's body hfilnngs tn thfc.

State.

In North Korea, which is

ruled by one of the most op-

pressive dictatorships in the

world, a man and woman
must obtain permission to

have a love affair. Would it

really be so different if an
American woman had to ob--

tain permission to have an
abortion? In my opinion, the

morality of abortion should be
debated at a family level, not
a national one.

I would like to conclude
this letter by addressing a
niessage to all Moralists: con-
servatives generally support
^limited gov^raiawit. PUasg:

find a new name for
yourselves, seeing as you sup-

port not limited government,
but rather, extensive gov-
ernment which is capable of

infringing basic personal
rights.

,

• Jeremy March
-_• Junior
Political Science

U *^ A

campus events i» » »!'
I

AND BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE
COMMISSNX

& In Association with the

UCLA AFRICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
present

-REMEMBER BOB MARLEY
AN ALL DAY - NON STOP - LIVE REGGAE PERFORMANCES FEATURING:

PARTI
KUSHITE RAIDERS, REBEL ROCKERS, REDEMPTION AND ENO WASHINGTON^ -THE POWER OF THE DRUMS

DATE: Saturday, March 8
TIME: 12noon to 6pm,
LOCATION: UCLA Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

This is a FREE event but donations will be accepted

BOB MARLEY
1945-1981

PART II

u ^OggMARLl

RAS MICHAEL, JOE HIGGS, SWELELE, JAWGE & THE UNKNOWN BAND,
MATUZALEM AND MORE

DATE: Saturday, March 8
TIME: 8pm to 1am
LOCATION: UCLA Ackerman Grand Ballroom
ADMISSION: $5
Tickets will bosold at the door ., '

FOOD AND CRAFT BOOTHS ^or info please call (213) 825-805 1 or 470-0541

^ MUSIC WILL be provided BY ONE LOVE PRODUCTIONS
USAC STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ART

K

'•s»,i
^'

RAS MICHAEL JAWQE 4 THE UNKNOWN HAND MATUZALEM REBEL ROCKERS

f

X n.

'Mf
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California
Graduate Institute
(7i/\\<'\ htxiii Jiimi(v\ t> iitui end April II

1986 Winter Class Schedule

MONDAY
11:00-2 :00 pm P-31 Hgos Delcnse
II 00-2 00 pm C-152 Psychological Assessment 1

2:00-5:00 pm C-152 Psychological Assessment II

2:00-5:00 pm B-103 Physiological Psychology

2 00-5:00 pm 323 Advanced Obj Re! Theory
3:00-5:00 pm 414 Ciroup Supervision ( Practicum) (OO
.4:00-6:00 pm C-121 Group PTocessA Technigue rOCr~^
5:00-8:00 pm 321 Dream Analysis 1!

5:00-8:00 pm 811 Psychosomatic Disorders

500-8:(M)pm 606 Psychosynthesis

6:00-8;0U|>ni C-121 Group Process & Technique (OC»
8 00-1 l:0()pm 861 Advanced Healing Techniques &

^ Psychosynthesis

Clinical Practicum (OC)

T II F. S I) A V

C-131 Klhics and laws'
(-131 Ethics and laws (OC)
B 100 Statistics (OC)
414 Group Supervision (Practicum)

HI 04 Learning and C ognition

B-104 I.earning and Cogniluin (()( )

822 Advanced Clinical Hypnosis

8:00- 1 1 00 pm C-I9I-3

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
OO pm

1 1 :00-

1 1 :00

1 1 00-

1:00-3

2:00-5

2 ()0-*i

2:00- 5:00 pm

3 D Clifford. MD
3

,

Staff

3 Staff

3 T Oleson, PhD
3 I) Clifford, Ml)
2 DPrimac. PhD
T RJacob'son.THD
3 D. Clifford. MD
3 L. Singer. PhD
3 T Oleson. PhD
1 R Phillips. PhD
3 T. Oleson. PhD

3 R Phillips. PhD

3 M. Karlovac. PhD
3 J Gillespie. PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
2 A AKare/. PhPy
3 M Karlovuc. PhD
3 J (iillespic, PhD
3 1 Moss. PhD

200-5
5O0-8
VOO-S
.>;()(l-«

roO-H
5O0-8
8:00-1

H 0(1-1

HOO-1
« (Hl-.l

OO pm
:()0 pm
()(i pni

Oil pin

OO pm
(lOpm
0:00 pm
OOO pni

().()() pm
0:00 pm

8 (Ml- I I 0(l I'm

8 0()-Il:()()pm

2:00

2:00

2:00

2 OO
5 OO
5 OO
5 OO
5:00

•^.OO

5:01)

JLUiX.

jmrr
8:()0-

8:00-

4 (K).

9 30-

10 30

1

1

00
20tl-

2O0-
2O0-
^nrr

5O0-
^oo
5 00

-5O0pm
-500 pm
-5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
-7 OOpm
8O0pm
8 OOpm
•8:0(1 pm
•8 Ollpni

800 pm
. I 1 00 pm

1 1 on pm
I lOdpm
\\ :00 pm

12:00 n

H:30.im
-12 3(lpni

'-2O0 pm
5 Oil pm
5 00 pm
5:00pm
R on pm
80(lpm
8 (Ml pni

8 OOpm

C-181-3
S-P32

IM()2
407

C-lW-3
CI 42

T-2

P2
1-2

()(I4

401

C-16"!

408 '

C-142
C-l(.l

414
802
344
H-IOI

C-I8I
c:i^i

C.IW?

Proposal Research I. II. Ill (OC)
Resistance Resolution

|)evcl()|*«»icnt.il Psychology

Ps\chopaiholtigy & l-.imily Dyn. .

Proposal Research II. Ill

Psychopalhology I (OC)
Psychoanalytic Theory Pi 2

Ps>chopdth()l<)gy 2

Child Psychoanalysis
_

( urrent Literature

New B(»d> Psvchotherapics

rhcoricsol Ml ( {

W K I) N K. S I) A V

Human Sexuality

Cross-C uilural Mores & Values

Psychopalhology 1

Psycho.maKtic therap> (OC )

(iroup SuperviMon (Practicum I (OC)
I unctional Human Anatomy
Writings of Mclanie Klein 1

Hisiorv and Svslenisol Psychology

Proposal Research 1

Psychological Assessment 1 (OC)
( Imnal Pfai In lint 11

"1 R Hunter. Phi:)

3 A Alvarez, PhD
3 M Karlovac, PhD
3 M (lerson.PhI)

3 L Weisbeiider, PhD
3 I McCiuire. PhD
2 J VanBuren. PhD
2 R Caper. Ml)

J ^ Jl^inscji.Phl)

2 R Xirxandcr,

Ml), PhD
3 S /uiman.l'hl)
3 M (k-rson, PhD

3 A Brov.u MD.
3 L Peters, PhD.
3 A Panajian. PhD
3 Staff

2 D Primac. PhD
3 A Brovar. MD
3 A Panajian, PhD
3 L Peters. PhDX R Hunter. PhD
3 W R Johnson, PhD

.J A P:mi..:.n PhD

y review Bob Remscein.'Aevfew Editor

Kent ArKlrade. Associate Review Editor

Jetiny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

DANCE

A dazzling, high-steppin' weekend!

5 00-8:00 pm
8 00-1 I OOpm

8 00-10 (Ml pm
8.00-10 0(1 pni

8:00- 10:00 pm
8 OO-IOOOpm

c- im
B-103
704

( -191-3

414
414
403
713

B-l(i|

H 100

3n
C-WI
Crl6l

40tr

841

PI
r-6

C 2

C-^
X:m)i- 1 1 OO pt«%—^+4^

1 ! 00-200 pm 403
5:00-8 00 pm CPl
500-8:00 pm E-112

tOOO - 1 :WO-pm iOX-

(. Iinical Pracdcum III

Phvsiologicai Psychologv (OC)
Pathological C haracters in Literature

T M I K SI) A V

Clinical Practicum 1. II, IIKOC)
Ciroup Supervision

(iroup Supervision

\pplicd lechniques olMLC C"

Ps\cholog\ & C Onietiiporary Society

History and S> stems (OC)
Statistics

Re s ea rcTi Atctfrnrf?

Introduclion lo I go Psychology

C linical Practicum I

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Cross-Cultural Moies & \alues (OC)
Psv*.hopharmacology (OC )

Psychopathologv 1

Ps>(.hoanal>tic lheor> Pi h

( linical Case Corrlerence

( linical { ase ( dnlerence
Nitrct'<Msiic Disoftiers - —

-J—R iifuencr. Ml)

—

3 '^WR Johnson, PhD
3 G Ciross. PhD

F R I I) A Y
Applied Icchniquesot Ml ("C (OCl
Social Base^ ol Behavior

Comprehensive Review

S A T I R I) A V

D iagnos is& LiuccliuniliCX

R Phillips, PhD
Ri; Johnson, PhD
J Packer. PhD
A Alvarez, PhD
J (iihbons,Phl)

1 Peters, PhD
R Hunter. PhD
R Hunter, PhD
Staff

L. Weisbender. PhD
G Bloch, Ml) and

R Benac/,DS\^
L Peters, PhD
I) Del rancisco.

Ml). PhD
Stair -

J Ciooch.MD. PhD
"R (iruener. MD
D Marcus, MD

^ J Van Buren. PhD

S llcndlin, PhD
. B Weiss, PhD

Staff

iiib-jon. Ph|)^

L Jacohson. PhD-l:0()-3:00pm C-121 (iroup Procesv & lechnique (^)C)

^Professional Seminars

Most seminars guaiifv Tor coniinuing education Tor Nuiscs and Social Workers Thc\ are also approved

lor vetyrans henelits lo r those who uualiK under V'A regulations /\\\ inulessKmals arc welcome

•-^

loatrcnd

CCjl IS approved by the American Psychological Association to offer Continuing Hducation Seminars

Some are scheduled eath trimestei Please call the CCil office lor details

9:00-5 OOpm
9:00- 1 OOpm

9 00-5 00 pm
9:00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3.00 pm

Sat 1/18

Sun 1/19

Sat I / 1

8

Sun 1/19

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/15

Sun 2/16

From CndersUinding Freud lo
._

I'nderslanding Psychoanalysis

Social Bases of Behavior (OC)

J Stiff

.

3 B Weiss. PhD

6:00-10:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm

Fri 1/24

Sat 1/25

Art Therapy: Theory and Practice 1 D Sharon. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 OOpm

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/8

Sun 2/9

The Psychological Implications of

WorkinK with Cancer Patients

Desire A Passion in the Treatment of

Severely Disturbed Patients

The Therapeutic Process with Borderline

and NarcissisticJ[)isorderN

Treatment of Domestic Violence

! T Moss. PhD

1 A. Panajian. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 OOpm

Sat 2/15

Sun 2/16

Fri 2/28

Sun 3/2

I R. Alexander.

MD. PhD&
J. Van Burcn. PhD

6:00-10:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm

1 M Gerson. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 3/1

Sun 3/2

Psychosynthesis (OC) 1 T. Oleson. PhD

9:Ofl-5:OOpm

9^- 1:00 pm
Sat 3/15
Sun 3/16

From Object Relations to Self

Psycholoxy (OC)
^\ R.E Johnson. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 3/22

Sun 3/23

Screening for PsychoneuroloKfcal

Impairment (OC)
1 L. Portnoff. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 4/5

Sun 4/6

Analytical Applications of Clinical

Hypnosis (OC)
1 . S. Ferrera. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1:00 pm

Sat 4/ 12

Sun 4/13

Career Crises among Youths. Middle Aged

and RetuminK Women
1 R Goltra. PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC).

Group Theory and Practice is offered every night of the wceli at the West Los Angeles location i

Individual and^liroup Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are

available by arrangement

The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Slate of California, Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and

an MA in MFCC.
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and

MFCC licenses in the State of California

Non-Prorit, federal end sute tax exempt, non discriminatory in si^y^g^tog students and personnel.
'iSi?g*

For additional irtformation or a caialo^e. please contact

California Graduate Institute
School of Professional Psychology'

Celebrating 18 years of continuous education as the first independent

graduate school of psychology in the nation.
^

1100 Glendon Avenue, 11th Floor

West Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208-4240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Oranse County

Time to find those turbo-

—boosted dance slippers this

weekend, as you jet yourself

ftom one concert to the next

across Los Angeles. It's

another of those Los Angeles

dance weekends-in-concen-
trate, which benefit neither

the audiences nor company
ticket sales. C'est L.A. The
L.A. Contemporary Dance
Theater, a local force on the

"black dance scene, Witt be per^

forming at Wadsworth The-

ater, Friday Feb. 28, at 8:00.

This concert salutes Black His-

tory Mopth and is co-spon-

sored by the Black Student's

Alliance. Rumors from the

heated psuedo-press con-
ference between company
directors and local dance
critics last Sunday indicates

that a very . . . spirited even-

ing will be had by all Friday
evening. Be prepared. Also

__catch Murray Louis Dance
—Company from NYC this Fri-

day and Saturday. Feb. 28-

Week
RECORDS

Mar. 1, at 8:00. They'H be
performing with Dave
Brubeck Quartet at Royce
Hall. Louis is currently setting

his Porcelain Dialogues on
members of the UCLA Dance
Dept. this year for the UCLA
Dance Company performance
in March. For more info and
ticket reserx'ations on the L.A.

Contemporary Dance Theater^

Murray Louis, and the UCLA
Dance Company, call the

Center For Performing Arts

Ticket Office at' 825-2953.
Other stuff: Asian American
Choreographers at the
Japan-America Theatre Mar.

and tap-dancer extraor-

dinaire Chester Whitmore at

-the— Los Angeles Theatre
Center on March 2nd. Phew.
Told you so.

Tom Waits: Rain Dogs*, Island. Now here's a record worth
getting excited about 1 This nineteen song collection
sparkles with invention — it ranges from Chicago urban
blues to New Orleans folk to Stones-influenced rock to
folkish ballad*^ and much, much more, Add to this Waits'
colorful lyrics'^^The Boss could take a f«w lessons from
him) and Waits' heartfelt vocals, alternately gruff and
tender, and you get a 45 minute Wonderful World of
entertainment. This is one album that lives up to its hype.

CONCERTS

On first glance, one would not exactly call this week a
spectacular one for concerts. But there are two worth see-

ing — by groups that one might overlook. The Long
Ryders (Friday night at Club Lingerie) and The Rave-Ups
(Saturday night at Club Lingerie) are two bands that play
around town fairly often —- so often, in fact, that we take
them for granted. Someday soon, though, they will gradu-
ate to a higher status level, and we won't be able to see

them much anymore. See them now, while they're hot. If

you miss them, you might just regret it later.

THEATER—^ -^

4t Okay, so Tfie Iceman Cometh's lour and a half hours of

Jrrftlcoholism and anxiety -and uniiappiofiitt; Bnt
good, long intermission, during which you can cross the

street and taste the most amazing mocha-chip ice cream in

the universe. And truly, nobody breathes life into dread
like O'Neill does in this exhaustive look at the pretty un-

truth we called (and still call) the American Dream. This

Iceman isn't just any revival, either — Jason Robards
recreates the role that made him famous thirty years ago
with such vitality and freshness that "rcjcreates" seems a

misnomer. Why not take some time out for a cat-hartic

aesthetic experience? The Iceman Cometh runs through

March 9 at the James A. Doolittle Theatre in Hollywood.
Student rush tickets are available for $6. Call 825-3253 for

information.

CURRENT FILM.
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Bliss is a weird Australian import that, like Brazil, toys

with the boundary between reality and nightmare. But if

Brazil beats about the head with its stiflingly unoriginal

effects and plot, Bliss is subtle seduction as it tells the story

of a man, dead for four minutes, who returns to find ^
( everything and everybody is slightly askew. Enchanting, ¥
¥ slightly discomforting fun. ........... ....^^^^^^^^^
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-Jennifer Kim Members of Murray Louis Dance Company ^It^^^^^^^^**^*%***¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*
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'Clforia': Sweet, understated and entertaining
By Susy Sulami

Uforia is a movie to believe in. Written and directed by Jon
Binder, it is a weird, comic portrayal of America's beliefs; a
disturbing vision of what makes this country tick.

Sheldon, a travelling man (Fred Ward) comes to a small
town to meet an old friend (Harry Dean Stanton), who's the
local preacher. Brother Bud doesn't believe in anything but
conning the folks of the town while Sheldon only believes in
"getting drunk, getting laid and making a fast buck." He picks
up a woman (Cindy Williams) at the local supermarket, hoping
for a little romance, but finds that he has gotten more than he
bargained for.

Arlene, it seems, is a devout Christian who also believes in
UFO's. She believes that Jesus came to earth in a flying saucer
and will soon return to take everyone back up with him.

In no time at all, Arlene's got a foUowing. Though Sheldon
initially believes that his girlfriend is crazy, he quickly changes
his mind when she starts drawing crowds. He organizes mini
rock concerts while Brother Bud starts charging for services.
While it's funny watching all the crazy ideas and philosophies

people will buy into, the film is also a frightening portrait of
gullible people. With so many preachers on TV, "healing" peo-
ple and bfeeoming millionaires, it's not hard to see how naive
people can be.

One of the several points Uforia makes is that people need
something to believe in, no matter how absurd. Sheldon and
Brother Bud pity the dumb folk of the town, but they still take
advantage of them. At the same time, the townspeople pity the
two men for not believing in anything. It is this dynamic strug-
gle that keeps Uforia continually interesting. Overall, the movie
is funny and charming, full of wit and creativity. So, if you
believe in movies, go for Uforia. "

^^ ^-r -- - ^^ -- --- /
Fred Ward, Cindy Williams and Harry Dean Stanton, the stars of Vforia.
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Nightmarish 'Lover* is less than dreamy
By Greg Poiricr

Dreamlover, the new film

from mega-director Alan J.

Pakula (Sophie's Choice, All

The President's Men), is a taut

thriller with some highly orig-

inal concepts. Sadly, the film

suffers some unfortunate
credibility gaps that leave the

viewer ultimately unsatisfied.

The most surprising thiog

about Dreamlover is Kristy

McNichol, who sheds her

goody-two-shoes image once

and for all and delivers a

richly texured, honest por-

trayal that makes the rest of

Kristy McNichol, the tormented girl of 'Dream Lover.

the so-called Brat Pack (Molly

Ringwald, Ally Sheedy, et al)

look like- so many Phoebe
Gates. —

McNichol plays Kathy; a

wealthy young woman who
moves to New York City in

classic suspense film style to

pursue a jazz career. She is at-

tacked in her apartment her

first night in town, defends

herself, and manages to stab

her attacker.

The real trouble starts later,

when she goes to bed; her

mind is filled with nightmares

about the attack, so horrible

she winds up afraid to sleep at

all. In a nice twist, the
nightmares are not about her

fear of the attack itself, but
about her guilt over the ex-

uberation she felt when she

drove the knife home. At first

she simply tries to stay awake,
but soon realizes that she
needs professional help.

She finds it in the form of

young doctor Kevin McCaan
(Justin Deas), an under-fund-

ed dream researcher who
operates in the basement of a

New York sleep institute. He
fiornially experiments on
and he is delighted by the pro-

spect of a willing human
guinea pig.

One of the film's major
flaws stems from this charac-,

ter, whose total lack of regard

for Kathy as he lets her sink

deeper and deeper into her

nightmare world makes their

K^il dding romance seem

ludicrous. This man is a

worm, a wretch, like a

modern day grave robber,

willing to carry on with his

experiments no matter the ef-

fect on Kathy's psyche. This is

one film that wouldn't have
suffered had the love interest

been dropped.

The second major flaw is

that the entire premise of the

last half hour relies on a

magical elixir, a drug that

makes people get up and act

out their dreams. It is sad that

the filmmakers couldn't find

something more original, and
at the same time believable.

Isn't it also interesting to note

that Kevin, supposedly falling

in love with Kathy, is willing

to give her this drug while

she's dreaming about stabbing

people to death? I wonder
what's coming next, he said,

gripping the arm of his

chair...

In spite of these two major
problems, some unconvincing
flute pantomime by McNichol,-
and what I like to call an
**Oh, right" ending,

lover manages to b«=
pretty darn scary, a good flick

for munching popcorn and
hanging on tight to someone
you love (or would like to). It

beats House, and certainly

The Hitcher. If pure frights

are your bag, and you don't
put too much emphasis on
credibility, then Dreamlover is

probably for you.
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i TECHNI-CUTTING®
i Describes the newest form of haircutting simultaneous to evaluation of each & every cut made

-k into the hair while hair Is at Its newly natural designed state, not just lifting the hair & cutting it oft.

tXINEAR TRACUTTING®

5

If

*

)f

*

paint like brushstroke gliding angled cuts

MORE CUTS PER CUT®
Newest cutting system with its simultaneous evaluation & multi-angloi

oyts guarantee MORE CUTS PER CUT controlled hair designs

Look for H/TV Coming soon to S. Sassoon

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts from $12

Sassoon S. Sassoon
{tkMt open Sun. 12-5) w/coupon

Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton

208-7277
208-4247

the laughter.

the friends,

the talk.

the hurt

the passion,

the pressure.

the real world.

A JOHN HUGHES PRODUCTION

« \

BRUINS:
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE!
TODAY ONLYl
SHOW YOU CARE BY GIVING BLOOD AT:

ACKERMAN 2ncl FLOOR LOUNGE* 11:00-3:45

LU VALLE COMMONS MEETING ROOMS 10:00-2:45

BLOOD DONOR CENTER CHS-A2260 8:00-5:00

'T^y-Sachs Testing Available

For info call: ^
Student Welfare Commission _
KH 312 B 825-7586

GIFTS RAFFLED FROM-
FANTASY YOGURT MRS. FIELD'S COOKIES. STAN'S DONUTS

I iT^i A t>i r\r\r\ r%Di%#c your donation of blood
UCLA BLOOD DRIVb can save up to s lives

• •ON'T MISS OUT

pretty in Pink
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS MOLLY RINGWALD HARRY DEAN STANTON
"PRETTY IN PINK" JON CRYER ANNIE POTTS JAMES SPADER AND
ANDREW M CARTHY EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS JOHN HUGHES
AND MICHAEL CHINICH WRIHEN BY JOHN HUGHES PRODUCED BY
LAUREN SHULER DIRECTED BY HOWARD DEUTCH A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
PC 13 PUNNTI ITMMfill CAWT1MIU TV
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We "want you!
Hey buddy! Get off your
buns and submit?! The
Bruin Revie^v is sear-
ching for book, art,
dance, music (pop, jazz
AND classical), and the-
ater revieivers! All 'we
require is talent and
some gall. Any self-
righteous individuals
ivho feel strongly about
Los Angeles* cultural
scene and don't mind
50,000 people hanging on
their every ivord should
turn in a sample revie^v^
(tivo or four typed pages
— double spaced) to 112
Kerckhoff Hall. All sub-
missions^ iv ill be con-
sidered, but special at-
tention ivill be paid to
^vriters ^vho submit POP
OFF-style entrees —• short
cultural critiques that
emphasize political and
social trehdis in their
treatment of media and
entertainment (similar to
^ 1* c a P P r oaches o f
Ho'ward Rosenberg and
Dave Marsh). Any ques-
tions? Phone Bob, Kent or
Jenny at 82S-2538. The
Bruin Revieiv. It's not
just IT fob; it's an^ adven-
ture, complete ^vith free
movies, records, books
and concerts.

Things are brewin'

in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

SOFT CONTACTS
'

MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex
Permalens &
Bausch & Lomb
30 Day Extended

Additional Pair
up to 2 weeks

Total

$79
Total

$50
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm Special

Perm, Cut, Style $45
Perm & Style $35 ,

Cut Special
Cut. Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary

1061 Gpylcy ^ 208-9681

M',

^<1 •

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Qye-Credit Program Arranged

LB. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim. 414 StateCollege Bl.. (714) 774-4510

L.A . 1482 S Robenson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7R95

PT'FT OPTOf^ETRIST WANTED

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

Hm UCLk §tlydl®inillg ^ Uaeyifty

WHEN YOU PURCHASE LUNCH OR
DINNER ON MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY. JUST SHOW YOUR I.D.

AND AN ENTREE OF EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE IS

Ik «.».. ,^ <,.

at

PHIRASAK'S THAI KITCHEN

(213) 478-2838

1275 WestwcxKJ Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024
(2 Blocks South of Wilshire)

Exp. 3/31/86

/Kodak \

(Coioiwatch,

\ System J

STUDIO-COLOR LAB"—
1105Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

W
V

'.

SPECIALS
---- coupon ----s

SUDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURS!

OFF

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
,. PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE ^

W/COUPON
Not vaMd w/ any other offOf

.

—Exp. 3-28-86^

' O
CO

WILSHIRE BL ^

i« - « « coupon . « - -

1

FREE
ROLL OFFILM
with every roll developed

and printed.

—Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-28-86....P

WHY PAY "Xof "'^^"^ .o' 0,.

Canon ItliKS SALE canon
TYpest*r5

-Tvpes,*r 7

• Letter Quality

• Courier 10Cut)ic

PS.Typestytes & Double

Width
• Automatic Carrier Return.

UnderMnino & Centering
• On-Oispiay Correction
• One Nne Memory
• Silent Printinfl

• Factory Warranty
• Factory Reconditioned

Exp. 3/7/86

We also have the

new Typestar 5R

w/tHJilt-in interlace

COMPUTER INTERFACEABLE
. TYPEWRITER

• Letter Quality

• Choice of typestyles

(optional)

• Auto Functions

• 32 Character Display

• 3 Page {6K merrwry)

• On-Oisplay Correction

• Expandable nwrnory

M79" $22921
SIGMA^IOO

^ DESK ORWAa RHONE

r
I
^SANYO V.O.X.

PHONE
ANSWERING SYSTEM

^ $1999
• Vox Voice Activated

• Dual Tapes
• Memo Record

• Trw ToMd Tom DMng
•MDSpfMCompMMi
• Mngtr OMXT SwMi
• Rily Modulv-iilugi IMo mmterd
• roc 119
• Ml|. Wnmnty

Exp. 3/7/86

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
w/ beeperles remote,

I

vox. variable messages

I
TAS31M ^

I
Exp 3^/86

$RQ99
, WWNewMtNew Model TAS 1100

IMTERNkTONkL

DISCIIII III!

Pricts sub^ to dungt Not mpomMt torlypogr^Ncal arrora LKnUKl to ttoc* on hand

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUffTS CRCDfT CARD A
CHECK PRtCES 2 9% HIGHER LIMfT 1CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
W. LM AnMlM. CA tMM 390-4477

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON SAT 1 1 • 7 PM • SUN 12 5 PM

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD

Is seeking applicants for the position of

1986-87 DAILY BRUIN EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Applicants must be registered UCLA students at time of

application with a minimum 2.5 GPA (Undergraduate) or

3.0 GPA (graduate), and not on academic probation.

For job de^riptlon and application contact: Susan Wolfe
in the ASUCLA Publications Office, 1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Daily Bruin Editor-ln-Chief - Thursday, March 6, noon
Late applications wiil not be accepted.
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UrovefSty o( CaMofiM s poicy oo non-dKcnmmation
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Brun. 30e Westwood Ptaa. KH \\2 Los Angelas. CA
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protittma. cal Ow UCU Housaig Office at 82S-a9i.

or ctf Sw Westside Fair Housing Offlce at 47V9671
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NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.

(213)852-0990

NNED nwney? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/nrK). or

nx>re part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.

(213)852-0990.
_^

PSI CHI meeting Friday 7th at 3:00 in

Franz 3rd floor (UGPL) members interest-

ed in tjecoming officers must attend. All

interested psychology majors are welcome.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's

Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

KAPPA ACTIVES:
GRAB A FOXY

PAINTER AND YOUR
PAINTBRUSH AND
FIRE-UP FOR THE

PLEDGE/ACTIVE
BECAUSE TONIGHT:

"PAINTERS GET
PLASTERED!"

YOUR NEW
INITIATES

STINKY-
^ From the unlormar last

year to the real forrnal this

year It's been arrxszingl I'm

so fired up
-we're going to rage!

Love & XX's

Punky

Get your act together |

NOW! %

SPRING SING ^
I

APPLICATIONS DUE TODAY! %

Available at the James West Center
^ information desk

I for more information call 206-0524

BRUIN COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS
Meeting 6pm
LuValto Wod^

March 5
• Approval of

Constitution
• Ouost Spoakor
• Information on
ttio stato

convention

Lecture Notes Are Your

study Passport
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
A-Level, Ackerman Union, MTh. 7.45^:30; Fri. 7:45^; Sot. 10-5; Sun. 12-5

Lecture Note* and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS. 1

^:i ;
'.^

TO THE BEST BIG

BRO ON THE

ROW;-
AIRKAL

Sunset Rec.

was just wtiat I

neeciGQ.
Thanks,

XARCHIE)

!> An

^ EXHIBITION

-^1 Jfi- AND SALE

' ')^llliy ^^ Of FINE PRINTS

(•ofurlno ttte worths o<

OoH. MatUsa Monet
Picouo. wy«©»rv Beco-
itav. Ongoi. Rem
bfontjt. SevTOt. WoftKsi

Rertod. Moodtte. Ou(e<.

Bteotodt . Oeo<-< o^^

SPfCJAl
FEATURES

•MC. Etcfvef Print!

• Travel Gotten
• Nofman Roclniv«ll Collection
• Movte Potter*
• American Clottlct

- • Japar>ete Prtntt

• Contemporary Groptiict

LOCATED AT

LUVALLE COMMONS PATIO
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

— Tueeday, Feb 25 thru Friday. Feb 28

Over 600 Different Prints!
' lOV STUOCNT PRICES

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING ^

_ (Quakers)

Meeting for worship

Sundays at 10:30— 572 HHgard Ave.

—

HEY! <I»K£

LITTLE SISTERS
Lots of things come
in a gross. I meori,

you con ger>erally

get about a
hurxjred of this or

that, but ttiere is

onty 1 - \-
—

"hundred club"
arxl it's tonight.

Come by arxj see
how k>ng you lost.

SIGMA KAPPAS
ANP DATES

Prepare yourselves for the biggest party yet,,

VIOLET BAtL '86
iJn tiU oatxa^zous and ^ox^e^ous Cimba^Si^

<l/VLxs: <J^oornand^bo[tifiLn Cuwdrnt^
c/fmuaA anaox <^ot£,L

<WLn: OfiL± SatuxAaxf nC^flt <Maxck 1

fus-finaA, and ^usy i be-^t boAh. .

.

SIG DELTS
Get ready- the
time is near

our
Torchlight Boll

wili soon be
here!

lcaxj Saturday,

March 1st,

1986

X//OP
ALL YOOP'/PNO: ALL-y

T0N?GHT-.iSL._28

0^}^ 541 6ftYLCr

\^ ^^ ^t^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ %^ n^ ^^ ^J^ ^^ ^^Z^
TH* #^^^ •^^^^^^^^^^^ ^3fv

t THIS IS IT!!! t

l-JilVE BLOOD I
^ TftHAV »TODAY
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TAMAR (AXn)
It's been a year today.

And wtxit a year
It's been.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
I LOVE YOU

IRIAN

lYLLi 1/4-

Happy 18th Birthday!!

—Uiope you havea
fantastic day! I

lloveyou, Lori 1/4

^DOUO AND DAN (ATQ)
Party Much?
Let's hope so.

Your fonTKal will
-— hfto

Love,

Kelly and Cory (A<»)

HELP WANTED.........30

HEY PKP LITTLE SISTERS,

Start ttie weekend off rigtit,

JANET (A<l>)

To the wildest.

craziest, laughingest,
most odventuresonDe,

furvlovfng

igirtfriend ever.

NAPPY 21st

(Woo-Hool)
No rrvDre B.S.ing the
waiters (but take It

eosy on the bubbly:..)

Love, Dave (FUl)

Klappy BirttKlayl

KELLY SMITH (AAA)
ttie best little sis on

tt>e row!

I love you.—'— Susan

JOSH WOODARD
ax)

(the REST Co-Chair!)

see you Surxjay at

5 a.m. (after oerobicsl)

as our

Special Olympics
dream becomes

a reality!

»»»»v^Mnda(ElO

Tzx: mm^^S

"The Friday
"

Scandal"
Ready to be
scandalous?— Be here to

celebrate
PerinPs 21st &

Reilley's 20thl!l

Plunr^ West
4:30pm

^^^^^^'-^^^^^^^'-^^^'-^^^^

HAPPY ilRTDAY LYLLEH
(arxJ Welcome M. and

D. Breierl)
(

— I love you more ttxsn

motel 6 and
carob chips!

Roctiei

Glue OO!

YEA YEA THATS THE TICKET
Sammy Little sister T.G.I.F.

tonight 6:00
SIO DELT PLEDGES
Gei psyched for Itve-

in weelc. Now ttie fun

begirt.

We love you aij—-The Activ^_zz:

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-

GRAM " (8l8)88<M407.(ei8)8e(M361

Xft Thanks
- for the
RAGING
exchange!
Fire up for

greek week
Phi Psi

The brothers of

OKI: would like

to sincerely
thank the hap-
pening chicks
of AXn for the
best toga party
since orgies
were common

place.

TO THE GENTLEMEN OF
TAU KAPPA EPSILON

Thanks for a fantastic toga exctiangel
Greek week will be a blasti

Love, The Sigma Kappas

Hove a great walk.

'/^"V"^ Don't forget to come
\24)E back. We'll miss you.

\/ Michael

* GIVE BLOOD t

I TODAY .

t THIS IS IT!! J

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.,^.. 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm

bank. Up to $100/week Minorities en-

couraged . Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100

reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

NORMAL healthy children. 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20

for 2 hours. 825-0392.

SPERM donor wanted. FQE Medical

Clinic. 820-0377

HEALTH
oiir\ V Lv^od ««•»••••••••• ^^

hlgtlc-tooiclng gtrts in Tiack and Fieltl
Swimming, Gymnastics. Tennis. $100/day.

Acting, recording. (21 3)430-5431.

ATTORNEYS needed for malpractice

case. Fees negotiable. 874-2569.

BOOKKEEPER, Part-time weekend. $7/hr.

will train in experience. Diversified duties,

heavy phones, 10 key touch. Moderate typ-

ing. Cash handling. Non-smoker
(213)306-4630.

BRUIN WOODS Looking for student

worker who also plays the piano. This per-

son can play by ear, lead campfire, songs,

create mood and scene changes in staff

shows. Play for cocktail parties, and

possibly give a Sunday afternoon concert.

Apply at the West Center or call

(714)337-24TO. '

CENTURY City Law firm has full time posi-

tion available for reception/general office.

Call Rich 556-5800.

CHARMING & clean cut females and

males needed for sales & promotiofv m
Beverly Hills and Century City. Part time/

full time. Flexible hrs. (213) 479-/771

.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plus/week

Full/pan time. Top wages Flexible hours

Excellent working conditions. Friendly

people to work with. Benefits. Call 828-

0664. V

HELP WANTED 30

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 CarrU

bean. Hawaii. World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DRIVER/helper. part-time. $lOO/wk. (13-20

hrs.) Carpool driving, marketing & daily er-

rarrds. Own car, seat t)elts required. Bever-

ly Glen canyon. 279-1447.

EARN $500-$5.000/month. Full/part-time

positions. Training provided. Call SBN
days/evenings (213)376-2890.

EASY extra Income!! $500/1000 stuffing

enevelopes - Guaranteed! Rush stamped
self-addressed envek)pe • ADCO Enter-

prises. 614 S. 500 W. #2 Provo. Utah

84601.

EXCELLENT income for part-time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003

Ext. 8737.

EXTRAS Needed! Attractive nK)del types

and ynusual faces for movies and T.V.

Creative Casting (818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical* therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap*

pointment. ask for Gloria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and

assistant for eveningt and weekends. Med-
leei inlefesi requifed. Co»ege etudeni

,)«•

preferred for busy Beverly HiUsL-Qlfica.

Call(2l 3)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GIRL Friday needed part-time, afternoons.

1:30-5:00 general office/reception work.

$4/hr. 204-4678

GIRLS needed to sell flowers in

prestigious restaurants. Car a must, short

hours, good pay. Leave message 659-

2417.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN
8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM. 2-WEEK HIGH SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. MINIMUM AGE 21. NEED EXPERI-
ENCE WITH CHILDREN. WATER
SPORTS. CAMPING 826-7000.

GUYS. Hollywood Production Company
needs you. College athlete type 18-25 for

videos and calenders. Call free 1-800-

421-3268 —

—

^'

A^

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

Having
~ Rrt>biminB? _:

General
Psi^chotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees

BENiTA MAGIT

^10845 Lindbrook
Suite #2

Westwood Village

8241524

COMPANION-refined. non-smoking senior

lady to live in. No housework. Car essen-

tial. 454-3166.

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions

now available at leading residential treat-

ment center for teefia^e twys Experience

preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME
COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR (81 8)347-1 326

Counselors - girls group home-live in half

week 479-0929.

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs business

major for 16 to 24 hours per week with

working knowledge of IBM PC and Lotus.

Intermediate accounting helpful. Great

opportunity and compensation. Send
resume to McGinity and Nodar 3435

Wilshire Blvd. #729, LA 90010. (213)386-

6564.

INVESTMENT agency needs someone,
preferably Spanish speaking to teach D-

Base 3 and Word Perfect on IBM personal

computer Good pay! Good hours! Please

call Ena mornings and ESME afternoons,

at 413-0048.

MESSENGERS/Process Servers, full and
part-time positions available. Must have

transportation. Wages 6.20/hr. (213)384-

8244.

MESSENGERS^ Westwood Lawfirm has

openings for P/T messengers. Must tie

available to work mornings Must also tie

dependable, have own car. insurance and

good driving record. Call Tracy after 2pm
478-2541 .

MESSENGER needed for production com-
pany. Must have own car. Contact

Michele. (213)550<4556.

; Mod«l8 Wanted ;

; for award winning •

• student ptnotographer. •

• Prints for pay •

PREGNANCY> 20 OPPORTUNITIES 26

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/nrK). 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

PERSONAL 10

ALPHA JPHI sorority needs hashers. Call

208-4008

Alpha Sigma Chapter

of
Delta Gamma

Cordially; invites

the sisters of_

FUl LITTLE SISTER BBO- TODAY
5:00. AT THE HOUSE. BE THERE!!!!

AT
Delta Gamma
and their dates

FUl LITTLE SISTER BBa TODAY
5:00. AT THE HOUSE. BE THEREIII!

AT

GROUP 9 original music, experienced

club band available for any club furK:tion.

Hot cpntempo rock, call Blank Frank

(213)671^6667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara

(616)64(^6636.

to the winterformal on

Saturday, March 1st, 1986

Fairfields Harbortown Hotel

Ventura, California

PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES

the

Purple Iris Bait
March 1, 1986

at the Los Angeles
New Otani Hotel

ROilN OAUOf (AH
and

DAVID OOLOFAH (LAM UtC)

CongrotutaWom on your pinning.

LO¥t,

Your Datto Gamma SMws

PffEGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE CARE FRCe TCSTIMG

AVAILABLE
WESTSIDE PREGNAWCy
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLX/D. SM

CALL 4$0 5222

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-

pany looking for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990

call t)etween 1-5 PM.

READ your way to financial success! Pro-

ven and guaranteed! Send a self-address-

ed, stamped envelope to: Directory to

Success. 2333 West 20th Street, 'LA,Ca.

90018.-2

Attention WorkStudy:

Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck

Hayes at (213)413-4400.

I

M

Congrahikrtlons to

the new little sisters of

Maranatha Executive

Board: TWfarTy HoUlday

. (president). SandrcL-

Juno (vice-presi-

dent), Janet Domena
(ctKiplain). Lorl

Sctvnltt (pledge cap-
tain), and Koreen
Wang (secretary)

Ptiil. 4:8

SALONS 21 j^£Lp WANTED 30

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks

models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

FREE haircuts. Cartton Hair Internattonal

needs models for advanced halrcutting

class. CaH 475-8330.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3706.

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office

appearance. Light typing and phones. Sal-

ary open. Call Mr. Davidson, (213)930-

1891.

AID elderly woman. Need own car.

Transport to appointments, shopping, light

housekeeping. Female. 272-2442.

ALBERT Lowry's real estate seminar pro-

gram. Cassettes-manuals. New-sealed-

unopened. ^/i price $140 (213)859-5500.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months $1295-$1395

covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost (714)734-7103 day

evening^ _^__

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY*

Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A
f21B|«77-«088

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
|21BK«1-I220
»<' Secretarial. •Receptionist,

• Typists, •Accounting,

• DataAVofd Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

OFFICE WOBKEB
Immediate P/T opening.

Medical lab near UCLA.

Computer terminal

experience required. Must

have good telephone

presence with doctors and

patients. Congenial

atmosphere. 20S^162

between 9am-4pm

I

^•••••••••••••••••••^

I
FUl la yofur WMk

J

J
Immediate openings for •

I secretarial skills, typists,

( clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVBUS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656

-STC-li*
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-

nent basis. Typing, letter writing, light

bookkeeping. Salary open, parking provid-

ed. Qood location. Shorthand or speed-

writing deisreaWe. Phone for appt. 272-

8437.

NEED babysitter for 12 year old girl eve. &
weekends (Mar Vista). Call after 5pm
313-2935.

OFFICE clerk needed by prestigious WLA
Law firm. Hours are 8am-lpm or 10am-

6:30pm. Call Gary Carter 31 2-41 02.

PART-TIME parking lot attendant. Neat

appearance, California Driver's license re-

quired. Must be availible weeknights and

weekends. References needed. Apply at

Directors Guild of America, 7950 Sunset

Blvdd. Hollywood. CA.

PART-TIME position, telemarketing assis-

tant, excellent working condition in

Westwood. 4-8 PM, Monday-Thursday.

$5/hr.. Call (213)208-4102.

PART-TIME receptionist/office clerk. Typ-

ing and correspondence required. Please

call after 1pm. 652-9770.

PHONE solicitor for insur€^^nce office. 20-40

hrs./wk. Some office work. $5/hr. Flexible

hours. 479-5556.

PRE-MED and pre-optometry. Need UCLA
freshman or sophomore. Clinical and basic

research JSEI Tues/Thurs, X2 years.

$6 40/hr. 12-15 hrs./week 825-4749.

PUT your conscience to work . on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign Phone
bank, p/t. evenings. $l00/wk. Dale 473-

8491 ^^
RADIOLOGIST needs volunteer research

assistants at Hartwr UCLA. Prejer pre-

med students. (213)533-2808. .

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-pleasant voice, pro-

fessional appearance, responsible &
dependable 6.50/hour, Ms. Schaefer 473-

4428.

RESPONSIBLE adult to accompany child

to NYC around April 4-6 and return April

18-20. Fly TWA Cash offered

STUDENT w/ car to pick up 2 children at

school, bring home and babysit for 2

hours. Pay negotiable. Call after 6pm.

474-8134

:^ELECOMMUN»CAT»ONS $7/»»f qyafao-

WE are taking applications for fantastic

summer jobs at UCLA Alumni Associa-

tion's new family resort-BRUIN WOODS.
You spend your summer in the mountains

at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50 other stu-

dents live together in the Cedar Lodge, eat

with our guests and help carry out a sup-

per family camping program for 10 weeks.

Jot>8 include: Arts and Crafts. Aquatics.

Housekeeping. Grill, Dining Room,
Grounds, Front Desk and Counselors. You
also help put on the opening and closing

musical shows and other entertainment.

Get an apfiUcation at the West Center.

Mail it to us by March 12: BRUIN WOODS
P O. Box 160 Lake Arrowhead, CA. 92352

(714)337-2478

WORD processor/typist: flexible hours, will

work around your schedule. 5-10 hr./wk.

experienced on IBM-PC w/ micro soft word

preferable Westwood Village office $6/hr

824-1034.

XEROX operator for Print Shop 9200

series. Full/part time Call 477-1540 or af>-

ply: 11717W Pico Blvd WLA.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

AGGRESSIVE sales person-consultant

wanted to help students obtain scholar-

ships, financial aid, etc. Must possess ex-

cellent sales ability and desire to make
some bucks! Call (8 18)96 1-3289

as

ine

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

2-t)edroom unfurnished apt. Excellent loca-

tion. Available now 1390 Veteran,

,$l050/mo. (213)275-1427, 379-6570 even-

ings.

$500 1-bedroom. Lower. .^ Spacious.

Redecorafed. Appliances. Parking. 5

mile/campus. Suitable for staff/faculty

members. Non-snfK>kers. 652-2699.

FEMALE dancer/choreographer needed
model-collaborater for grant funded Fine

Art project. Some pay available. Culver

City Studio 558-8226.

teed salary plus extra commission 4 to 6

hours per "day. Partime/Fulltime Call Mr.

Davidson 8-1pm (213)930-1891

TYPIST, part-time, will train word pr^ess-

ing, 50wpm minimum. Mon-Fri. Steady

work, $650/hour Marina Del Rey. 306-

4625

UCLA Football is looking for UCLA student

volunteers who are interested in a career

In collegiate athletics Call 825-8699. Ask

for football.

WANTED: Baseball coaches, volunteers

Boys 13-15 yr olds. Call Mark; 294-1733

or 392-821 2. '
'

WANTED: On Monday and Wednesday
afterrKwns 4pm-€pm. $7/hr. Sonrteone to

assist resistant 12 yr old boy with

homework. We live^^ear Laurel Canyon
and Hollywood Blvd 876-6898

Ffiotograpii^ri
Wanted for Studio

Portraits. Must be

experienced, fast &
very friendly. Flexi-

ble hours. Week-
days & weekends.

Call Jackie lO-MM-F)

(213)477-5566

5^0GNT KNOW WHAT I
'M OOlNCrTQ:

DQ AFTER I GRADUATE." CAR££R:-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENHRTAINMENT
Public Relations

Intern at celebrity public

relations firm. No pay
but great opportunity to

learn arKJ gain experi-

ence. Call Sonio at

,213)276-^001

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35
BABYSITTER wanted for 1 1 mo. old. Just

off campus. Thursday afterrnxin. Call

nmhrft 208-5879.

Telephone Sales

Computer SuppUe* 6l
*

Office Productt -

—

Flexible Hour*

Salary or Commission

Daily Cash Bonuses and

Paid Medical

Any Sales experience

helpful

Modern, pleasant, West

LA location

Call or leave message

anytime

(213)204-6651

TICKETS
Restaurant h Bar

{Slow Interviewirjg for

expertenced
personnel for late

Marct) employment.
(cooks, sautee &

broiler, salad persons.

food servers,

barterKlers. r—
hostesses.

buspersons. &
dishwashers).

Apply In person:

11160 Olympic Blvd

(lobby)

at the San Diego
Freeway

2-5pm Thursdays

Afftdays
10am-2pm

APARTMENTS —
FOR RENT 49
Apartments available S690/up. Kelton

TowecB-SIS-Kelton. 208-1976.

BEAUTIFUL Bachelof. furnished, near

campus, laundry facility. S365/mo.
Availat>(e March 4. Call today.(21 3) 826-

0173. .

SMALL 1-bedroom apt. S650 includes gas.

I^ear UCLA. Lease. 1-2 quiet adults. 1^

pets 206-3797.

WALK UCLA hoorayl Spacious, furnished,

bacfielor & single. Utilities included.

Manager- 644 Undfair #201 . 206-2676.

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-in

allowance, furnished singles. Patio,

elevator. A/C. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485.

managed by Moss & Company.

$1300. First month free. Brentwood, brand

new. Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrooms. 2

bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern,

building. 1 1675 Darlington. 827-4652.

2 bedroom, beautiful apartment, superb

location In Brentwood. $950/month.

(213)826-4249. One single $500.

$675 WLA/Purdue, spacious, bight upper

1-bedroom, balcony, carpets, drapes, wall

panelling , breaKfast bar, parking, no pets.

Luisa 478-0694.

780 Culver City. 2 bedroom. 2 bath, nice

view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-

6907.

APARTMENTS
;

FURNISHED -50
Bachelor apt. Furnished. Veteran near

Wilshire. $525/mo. Excellent location.

(213)275-1427, 379-6570 evenings.

TERRIFIC one bedroom available now.

Pool, spotless new decor; $565. Marina

East, 4132 Grandview, Mar Vista: 313-

1818.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Super-dean 2-bedroom,

carpeting, drapes, stove. $1000/mon|lh.

Only charging l ninth's rent, seciirlty/

cleaning to move in. 678-664^.

BRENTWOOD Super dean, spacious. 1-

bedroom. carpet, drapes, stove. No pets.

S700/mo. Only charging 1 -months rent,

security/cleaning to ffK>ve in. 678-6648.

VACATION
RENTAL^ 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house

surrounded by pines Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)

785-9865.

APARTMENTS

DESPERATELY seeking 2 female room-

mates. 1 -Bedroom, large living room,

kitchen, furnished. Only $250/month,

prime location . Susie-208- 1 02 1 ,
824-9782

FEMALE roommate needed. Santa Monica

area Non-smoker $2l0/mo. plus utilities.

452-9078

NEEDED: 2 non-smoking females share 2

bedroom. 2 bath Brentwood apt. $262

plus deposit. 471-4655.

PROFESSIONAL male seeks M/F to share

quaint 2-bed/1-bath Westwood apartment

Courtyard, washer/dryer. $395/mo. 473-

8682.
•

SINGLE woman seeks mature graduate

student/professor/professional share

apartment, ocean/San Vicente; $385;

393-2972.

TOWNHOUSE to share. Non-smoker.

Female preferred. Utilities included.

—

$462.50.

440tJSE EXCHANGE59,
SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months

beginning July 1, 1986, in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)553-3266.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

FEMALE, preferably grad-student or upper

classman. non-snx)ker, experienced w/

children wanted for babysitting after school

& carpooling in exchange for room &

board in Beverly Hills & weekly compensa-

tion. Call Sandy, 271-9060

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

FEMALE preferred, non-smoker to take

room free In exchange for very light

housekeeping and babysitting. Access to

pool, and bus (818)907-5226.

MOTHER'S helper needed In exchange for

living in Beverty Hills guesthouse. 20 hrs.

of babysitting per week. References re-

quired. 276-9844.

ROOM and board In exchange for child

care, light housekeeping. Pacific Palisades

454-4127.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

ROOMMATES, 65 INSURANCE >»-91

BARRINGTON. 3 roommates need fourth

female. Share with one. 3-bed/2-bath.

471-0789/472-2495.

FEMALE to Share 3-bedroom/2-bath

apartment in Culver City. Non-smoking.

$325 each Dana 836-0363.

FEMALE needed to share one-bedroom

Gayley apartment. Excellent location- next

door to UCLA! Security building, pool, fur-

nished, etc. $350/month. Call 824-1248 or

209-2342.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share

bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/

month. Call 477-1244.

NON-SMOKER female for 1 bedroom

Brentwood apartment. Pool, security,

$245/mo. including utilities. 820-2508.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

WESTWOOD luxury apartment. All

amenities. Fireplace, pool, Jacuzzi, game
room, utilities paid. Walk to UCLA. Male

$307/mo. Call Eric (714)546-0900.

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.

MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-

GRAM." (
818)880-4407,(818)880-4361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle hsurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392 9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS >»-94

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen

prMedges. pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

duded, need car. Graduate student

preferred, $350, leave message. Abbie

(818)783-5151.

CONVENIENT, Century City room w/own
bath, utilities 3-way, $500/month. Dave
458-9178.

FEMALE preferred to rent room in 4-

t)edroom home. $350 ir>cludes utilities and
all house privileges. $50 deposit. Call Sal-

ly. 836-0571.

FEMALE student, rent redudion in ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room. Lovely West LA home. $100/
mo. Sylvia. Eve. (213)748-704^.

QUEST house for rent. Pacific Palisades.

Quiet responsible, rion-smoker. $350/

month, kitchen, bath, washer, dryer. 273-

2458, 459-4290.

HILLSIDE home, pool, private room.

Serious female preferred, share bath with

one. $325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

JUST decorated! Westwood furnished ef-

feciency single, new carpet, paint, mini-

blirKls, central eiir/heat. Non-srr>oker $495
incl. utilities. (213)475-7066.

MALE to share single apartment. 1 block

from UCLA. Furnished. Move in now.

$243.00/month. 206-3352.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-

smoker in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom Securi-

ty/laundry. Courtyard/patio. Near UCLA.
Rose near Ovedand. $38S/nfH). 839-9545.

TWO rooms for rent near Doheny behween
Olympic ar>d Wilshire. Mature male stu-

dents, non-smokers. $300/$335. 205-0431

.

WEST LA $350/month small room,

spacious coTHk), indoor heated pool, park-

ing. n:K>re Eva: (213)604-4608 day,

(213)478-0374 evenings/weekends.

i
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•A// c//enfs screened w/photos

and refs since '71

•Daily computerized updates

•Listings throughout Southern California

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff

9701 W. Pico Bd. Century at^ - 556-2752

3402 Pacific Ave. Marir)a 822-5548 ^

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-

ped. expenenced_CalUnyt^^

JERRY'S moving & delivery The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

'^fll

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936^2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

•••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

-•
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GUARANTEED—^mOVERS
Cheerful & Gheap^

^areful & Complete
-#

SUBLET your house or apartment whiTe

you are away this summer. Second year

law students clerking w/our firm need

westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext. 557 before 4:00 at Manatt,

Phelps. Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for nrwre information.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-

nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan.

(213)680-2222. —
.

O'MELVENY h MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SURLETS

^ ^,
If you are interested In

subletting your fumlstied

apartment any tlnr>e

from May to August,

& possibly Vi of

September, our low
students will be needing

housing. Please Call:

RECRUITINO OFFICE
or669-M46

^97-S597 Anytime
% • e eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee***

PERSONAL
SERVICES 95

k9-6ft39

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polish ft cleon your hard. sem^soTt
and sort contact lenses wNUe you wolt.

Return your confocts to "ttke rww" corv
dlttoa Feel and see better.

Or Vogel. 1132 Westwood B<1 206- 3011.
VoNdoted ParkJr>g-20% Of? With This Ad.

SERVICES
OFFERED

CONDOS
FOR SALE-.* .67

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EOmNGI PhD IN ENGLISH.

ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-

VICE! (818)796-8334. _-

EDITOR. PhD. Many years' manuscript

experience: dissertations, articles, trartsla-

tloos, poetry, atays. novels, non-fiction.

BRENTWOOD 1 bedrooin/l t>ath front

condo. spacious, lots of extras, all

amenKies 2 pariting. $140.000«Call agent

Usette (21 3)461 -3091^ ^

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

WANTED: female. norvsmoKer. neat,

responsible to share condo w/young (25)

professor on west side-private bedroom/

bath pool, jacuz2i, security, etc.-$450 &
1/2 utilities-Gloria 837-8561

.

CONDOS
FOR RENT.~...T:n:..™.69

SPACIOUS studio, walking distance from

UCLA, 24 hour security, pool, Jacuzzi,

weight-room, lounge and microwave. $850-

includes utilities. 479-0372.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers^
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed auther with journalism masters. Dick

20^4353.

PAINT )obs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.

References available. 24 hrs. Mart( 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/production. Any re-

quirement^
PROFESSIOhML editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.

(818)760^149.

RELAX! Scientific and technical support

for doctoral, master's and proprietary ap-

plications available. Services include

statistics, nr>ethodok>gy, computerizatk>n,

scientific editing, and word processing.

Reasonable student rates. (818)780-6432.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate

negotiable Call (213)474-0313.
,

t

FLYING ,

^

PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyt Special free intro, serk}us

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

SKIS FOR RENT .85

KNIESSEL 190 cm. w/ Tyrolia bindings.

$75 obo. Also car radto. Digital Pk)neef.

$1 25 obo. 337-7566.

e
e

WOMIN: If you have difficulty

ochlevlrtg orgasm and would
t>e Interested In |olnir>g a
women's group, contact the
Human Sexuality Progrdm al-
S2S0243. $20 per sewlon for

six week group.

e
e

e

'• Editing am*
Writing Smrvicm
•ALLmblectB

•Nothing Too Big

or Too Small
•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
[213)837-8292i

.A.

TUTORING
OFFERED

CALCUS, 8tatistk», precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.

$20/hr. 828-4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write dearty and concisely?

Need professk>nal help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592

LEARN French the easy way by experi-

enced Native Parisian teacher. Recom-

mended by Ihe French department and the

French Consolate. 874-0934.

MATH, statistics. Computer Science got

you down? Experienced teacher available

at reasonable rates. Call (213)657-4031

.

MATH tutoring- elementary through

calculus Tough made easy. Call Bruce.

(818)505-9927. '

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158

TUTOR German. Italian, French. Flexible

fee. Available evenings and weekends

Call Dorina (81 8)342-2087.

PATIENT TUTOR J
{math (arithmetic througtij

calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
,n

^ Engineering, Reading, Gram- ^
J mar. Study Skills. Work with a*
J tutor wtio knows ttie subject J

well, and can patiently pres- ^
ent the material in a variety of ^

l! ways. You will also learn the

Jproper way to study to*
achieve confidence and self-J

reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-*

t TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-*
6463

TUTORING ., TYPING/WORD
2§. NEEDED 99 PRCX:ESSING .-..

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR SALE>,.112

100

arYPlNG/WORD-
-4>ROCESSlNG.,

NEEDED: Tutor to get me sUrted on
Apple lie. Private hon>e Call Deniott
Davis 464-3746

TUDOR needed for high school student in

Advanced Placement Pascal. Call
(818)904-9455. after «pm.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,
reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2890. -

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,
IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertations, one day service, $1.50/page,
WLA, Myung. 397-6344.

A-PLUS Word Processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcriptk)n. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN. (213)450-6719.

APPLE and I word processing^r MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-6pm. $^.SQ^S^^5
Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

3904588.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts , letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

ELITE Word Processing- Best rates of-

fered- Professional service, terms, disser-

tatk}ns, manuscripts, etc.. Pick-up/Delivery.

204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388. „.

MRS. Foxgrover's Typing/Word Prpcessing

Servk:e. Fast, reliable, error-free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-

3.00/page. 277-7102. ^_
PROFESSIONAL Typing, editing and rush

jobs Call Val 477-6220. (9am-10pm)

SPECIALIZE Term Papers & Resume
devek)pment. Edit/Type. Rush jobs O.K. !

Availat>le 7-days/eves. Leave messafjis,^ If

out- 478-7061. »

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 939-4303

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Mk:hael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can

write you a resume that will get it for you

Call the Resume Connectwn. (213)478-

3274

RESUMES, $l2/pg computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

TRAVEL 105

SPRING Break. Save $ world wide Lowest

airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels

(818)989-3123 ^
• eeeeeeeeeeeeee.eeeee

ONI DAY TYPINO
ProfetttorKri wrtter wttti BA tn

EngMih w« type and edit term

papea. th&eet. tcrlptt. resumes.

etc. Or edltlna onty Over 25

yean experience. Westwood
VMoge. BM Detoney
824-2853 or 024-5111

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
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HONOLI)LU-$229 B/T;

• LONDON^19 ByT: •
2 Soac etadeat diacovati^ ^ ^
• availablc.SM/AIB-DEAL •
2 or (415)M1-5«4S. Aak for J

Loncc*s
One Day Typing

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

IBH Word

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

ucu
STUDCNT/QUANTTTT OOCOUNTS

*

*
*
*
*

.4oa

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe. & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;

Marian; 391-3622.

A literate typing and editing service by a

professional, very reasonable. Word pro-

cessing available. (213)313-3556

"FAST dependable typing/word procei

$1.99/page. Make spelling correctk)f»s-

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term

papers, manuscripts, thesis. Reasonable

rates. Call: Meena ph. no. (213)679-61 13.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up Near UCLA 473-2550

045S 391-228^

MUSIC LESSONS 102

Fat a llttla ^ . Roasaaca tai

IKHsr Ufa. Driva aa Alfa

oaiao ffroas...

3t74 S. Bobartaoa at
/ Natftoaal

(21S)559-77#(S

CHEVROLET Bel-Air 1971 Runs perfect.

Immaculate body. $1200 (213) 409-9373.

CLASSIC 1966 Chrysler New Yorker

Qood oonditk>n, dean interkx, a/c. cruise

instylel $850. 824-1316.

FORD Pinto '75 Runs Great. New brakes,

etc...$600. Must sell, returning ta Frar>ce.

(213K71-4S84. ,
-.

MAZDA '81 GLC Sport 5-8peed. sunroof.

AM/FM cassette. 42 mpg. excellent corxll-

tion. 827-6883. Lori. Ask $3.50(y

100 Free lottery tickets with this 19eQ,

Riviera, electric suntoof, stereo, black.

$5750/obo 838-6546r

'82 Renault Le Car, 10,000 miles, sunroof,

cassette, rt door damage. $1500/obo. Call

836-0695

1971 Toyota Corona. Good transportatk>n ^

car. Good running condition, new tires.

$550. 206-6987(days) 820-1 31 7(evenings).

1972 VW Squareback. Runs great Rebuilt^-

engine w/3000mi. New brakes. Very

reliable. $1500 otx). Call Sally weekdays
825-9061

1974 VW 412 Squareback. Good transpor-

tation, auto, AM/FM. new tires, air. $1600
obo 820-2995

1975 OLDS Delta Convertible, AM/FM
cassette, power everything. 67K miles,

great shape, $2195, (213)275-9727
^

1979 Chevette. 4-door, hatchback, air/

auto, good conditk>n, $1400 (213)478-

8934. leave message.

1979 Firebird. Excellent cond. Auto. V8.

68K miles, all power, am/fm. $3900 o.b.o.

825-1819/394-2118.

1979 Honda Civk:. 4 speed, great condi-

tion. $1200. Must sell. 451-2188. leave

message.

1979 Sapporro Mitsubishi 5-speed engine.

10,000 miles. air-AM/FM cassette-new

brakes, clutch and tires. Moving, must sell

US$ 3.100.00 Phone:276-7070

it
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TeU them 'you saw it in the

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS.

I
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FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist; Boston Symphony. Pittsburg Sym-

phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano New
Brentwood locatiorf. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fusion,

rock. jazz, etc Call Bruce. (818)506-9927

Excellent references!

1980 Datsun 310 GXHB. 5-speed, 2-door,

AM/FM cassette, sunroof Excellent condi-

tion. $2500 Call 6-9pm 476-4601

.

1980 Rabbit Deisel, air condition. 4-speed.

$2000. Great condition 475-6224.

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5. liftback. 5-

speed, AM/FM stereo cassette. A/C. low

mileage. Excellent condition $4200 654-

5750

1981 Gutless Brougham 4-door. excellent

condition, all luxury options, white; blue,

vinyl top, always garaged. $3700. 454-

4434.

^convenient.
Ieconomical.

basically
|a good idea.
|daily bruin
'classified

!825-2221, 825-2222
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Kick back, relax —
read the

Daily Bruin
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V^omen's gymnastics but will compete.
V "It's a question of whether

Continued from Page 23 we will pressure her to go

ing from a foot injury as well all-around," said Tomlinson.

Gymnastics

Continued from Page 23

have a full routine" said

Shurlock."It should be a good

experience for the young
guys."

The meet may come as

somewhat of a let down to the

Bruins. Both BYU and UC
Santa Barbara have not scored

in the top five in the country,

and the Bruins have recently

come off a stretch where they

have faced the best teams in

the country.
,

"I don*t think will be as

high as last meet, but I think

the fact that we'll have new
routines and being at home
will get us up for the
meet, "said Shurlock. "I want
to know what they can handle

this close to the NCAA's."

This meet will be the first

home dual meet since the

Bruins were upset by Stanford

earlier this season. The meet

will also be a warm up to the

Cal State Fullerton meet this

Tuesday. Fullerton competed
in the UCLA/Times Invita-

tional, and is one of the top

teams in the country.

But once again the key to

the success of the Bruins will

lie in their consistency, and in

the performances of the young
gymnast's. Without the ser-

vices of Brian Ginsberg, the

Bruins will have to find a way
to win. But with a healthy

Rob Campbell the Bruins look

good for th^ weekend.

If the Bruins regain the

All-America form of a healthy

Rob Campbell, they will

definitely be one of the top

teams in the country. Camp-
bell, if you are not familiar, is

the gymnast that had three

lO's in last years NCAA meet
and is perhaps one of the best

gymnast's in the country.

This nationally renowned Asian acting troupe will delight

you with their humorous, musical, and dramatic skits on

the Asian Pacific experience! Come and enjoy a night of

laughter and song On the Orient Express.

FUNDED BY USAC & SCA

TUES. MAR. 4

7:30 p.m.

AU 2nd FLOOR
LOUNGE

^tollevbalL The Bruins return home on

Wednesday to ptay PenrrStater

Continued from Page 24

the Bruins, "The regulars

didn't play well. It just wasn't

inspired ball."
^^

It's hard to play inspired

ball against a team that is yet

to win a league match.

in Pauley Pavilion. After

finishing what seems like an

endless series in the tiny gyms
of their opponents, coach
Scates mentioned that it will

be a welcome change for the

team to play a few matches in

the great indoors of the

Pavilion.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 RIDES WANTED 116 BARGAIN BOX 125 FURNITURE ..126

1981 VW Convertible Rabbit. Good Condi-

t>on/40.000 miles $7.000/obo 937-8976

1981 320i BMW. 5-5peed, air, sunroof,

stereo-cassette, only 34,000nii. Excellent

condition, original owner, dealer serviced,

$9400 474-3205

1984 Datsun 300ZX Coup 14,000 nniles

Like new. $12,250 obo. Steve 479-201

4

•75 Mazda RX4 Wagon, runs great, 53m.

r

excellent body, must sell, leaving USA.

$1000 obo Klaus(213>451-0812.

'76 MUSTANG II. V-6 automatic, stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $1400 obo.

837-9709 after 6 p.m.

'76 280Z 4-speed. loaded, extras, must

see, must sell. $2.600 (213)658-8388

'77 Toyota Celica GT, 5-speed, A/C, new
paint, chrome, brakes. Very reliable. Ask-

ing $2.500. 379-7361

'78 Datsun 200 SX, good condition, air,

auto trans, new brakes, price negotiable.

Call Gloria. 836-2364

'78 Honda Civic CVCC hatchback. 5-

speed, sunroof, excellent condition. $1800.

(213)934-6821.

'82 Rabbit convertible, 5-speed. red with

white top. a/c, Blaupunkt removable AM/

FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9300 obo.

(213)394-6430.

'85 Honda Prelude, blue, 5-speed, air.

digital stereo/cassette, sunroof, clean, like

new. 14.5 m., $10,800. Call weekdays

532-9024.

FROM Sun Valley Idaho to LA between

March 20-23 Share expenses, driving.

Carol 826- 1 089 message ^

MQPEOo««»»««*««*»«*»****** * ^ -^

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &

box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195 Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5 95/yard. 393-2338^ «,

WOODEN futon frame, folds into couch,

brand new, $250 obo. (213)559-5392.

1981 Vespa P200E Burgundy and white.

15,000 miles. Excellent condition plus ex-

tras. $995 obo (81 8) 340-2092

FURNITURE J.-... 126

1981 VESPA P200E
$850 471-5101.

Excellent condition.

1983 VESPA PI 00 sport, green, excellent

condition, rack $700 obo 824-0989

1984 Honda Areo 50. Must Sell! $325 obo

-as is. Call Chris at 209-1 liU3.

BEAUTIFUL dining room set w/china cabi-

net, buffet, 6 cane-back chairs. $900 o.b.o.

825-1819/394-2118. ^___
WOODEN futon frame, folds into couch.

Brand new. $250 obo. (21 3)559-5392. ^

All new hotel sets guaranteed

Twin Set $.50

Full Set $68

gueen Set $88

New 5 picx bedroom set ...7.^118

New full size or queen .sleeper $139

Nrw sola and love seat. i.$159

Oak Finish c-offee tahles $2()

End Tables ....; $15

Lamps V .... $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-.S030

1985 Horida Elite 80! Excellent condition.

Must sell this weekend. $825 obo. Ex-

tremely economical. S24-Off7.

'84 Yamaha 180Z scooter, black. 320

miles, like new, $1200 obo. 471-5925

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE Macintosh 51 2K, image writer, ex-

ternal drive and popular software such as

Jazz, MacPascal and Multiplan. Alt for

$2300.477-5043.

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62C
Lifettrtie warranty/ best prices. E)«ta

Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd , #120.

Tele. (213)479-0345. '_^

MACINTOSH 800K external drives Major

brand. New w/warranty. Works on all

Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558 fo

demo.

MODEMS/Hayes compatable 300/1200

Baud external smart modems, comes w/

comuserv & OAG. Only $225.00 CaJI

Richard 876-2558.

SHARP electronic typewriter-New! Cdm-
plete, w/case. plus extras, one key correc-

tion. $225 obo 479-2779.

sosocooooooooooo;

'85 Honda Aero 50 Driven only 1 month

Including helmet and Kryponite lock. $650.

655-8168. .

BICYCLES
FOR SALE......,....>».»-113

PEUGEOT PH-501 racing, lightweight.

12-8peed. black, like new. $250 obo. Mike

474-1080. ^^_^_
I m i

—

SCHWINN "High Sierra" nnountain bike.

18 speed, excellent condition, like brand

nwt, $296.00, 479-1649^

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

1960 Suzuki QS550-E Mint condition.

9.000 mi., new tires. $800. 820-7207.

1900 Suzuki GS550-E ^int condition.

9.000mi..newtire8. $800. 820-7207.

'83 Yamaha RXK50. runs great. Nice kxal

transportation bike. $250._Call 475-4427

821-7884 days^

'^^^*-^^^*^*-^^^^^^^^*-^^'t

T^ YAMAHA 83»84»85Tlr

Scooters &> Accessories

I

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

^3347 W. Washington Blvd

Los Angeles, CA 90066

lir (a 13)306-7906^
I2i zzx^c^csz

illhen you have
QreolthlnQ
for sQvlncj money

<><

you know the value of Classified

Advertising' You know i

the easy, low cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money
saving purchases.

Enjoy saving .

money? Let

Classified make it *

happen!

BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

MISCELLANEOUS».128 8 ARS
MAMIYA ZE camera with 2 lensea. auto

zoom, make an offf . (213)55»-5392. ^oooooooooocoooo

Swimming
Continued from Page 22

having problems toppling the

Bruins, is swimming's answer
to John Wooden. He is enter-

ing his third decade of Trojan
coaching and has nine na-

tional titles under his beltt

**He is a great coach. He
has coached the Olympics and
he was coaching when I .was

swimming," said Ballatore, a

former All-America
backstroker at Southern Il-

linois University.

The Bruins will also have to

be wary of NCAA finalist

Dave Cademartori, who
specializes in the butterfly

events.
-

—

" .^

Ballatore hopes to have the

Trojans within range going

down to the last relay which is

scored on a winner take all

point basis, seven points to the

winner and a goose egg for

the loser. If the Bruins are six

points or closer going into the

relay, then the chances are

very good for an unprecedent-

ed seventh straight win over

use.
The Trojans, just like the

Bruins, are coming off good
swims against the conference's

Northern California foes two
weeks ago. USC narrowly lost

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

XirlTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES .

$119
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Senace on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

Men & Women Welcome

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Moii.-Wed. 10-6, Thura. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With this ad, exp. 3/1 5/86

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (254 blocks East of Fairfax)

to top ranked Stanford and
then managed to topple the

then fourth ranked Cal Bears:

UCLA had similiaT luck
against both Cal and Stan-

ford.

"Ought to be a great college

dual meet," said Ballatore.

Hopefully for the coach and
the UCLA Bruins, the rivalry

will still persist in tradition

only.

Women's swimming
Continued from Page 24

Long, Tami Ellis, Susser and
Vicky Davidson.
— On a team basis the sprints

of Long, Susser and Ellis

vaulted the Bruins past USC
at mid-meet.

The three swimmers took

second, ^ird and fourth
respectively and did a flip-flop

with the Trojans for second

a'nd third place."

""We have a "good team and
our energy is really good,"

said Jahn.
All alone in first place is the

third-ranked Stanford Car-

dinal. Stanford dominated the

evening from the meet's first

event. A Stanford swimmer
won every individual final

race, including the 50 free.

However, Stanford swim-
mer Jenna Johnson needed a

conference record shattering

23.55 to finish ahead of the

three UCLA swimmers.
Stanford leads the competi-

tion with 330 points. UCLA is

far behind with 233 while

USC is a close third with 218

points. Arizona and Arizona

State round out the scoring at

155 and 139 respectively.

Day two of the three day

event starts today at 11 a.m.

with the prelims. The finals of

the prelims will start at 6

p.m.

Softball
Continued from Page 22

Cardinal in its first WCAA
conference doubleheader of

the 1986 campaign on Satur-

day. The 0-2 Stanford team is

led by the twin combo of Lisa

and Laura Buchanan.
After the two games with

the Cardinal, the Bruins travel

to San Francisco State for a

twinbill against the Dons on

Sunday afternoon. ^,^^

After tomorrow's
UCLA-DePaul
Basketball game,
bring in your
ticket stub to

Sepi's and get:

• 50C OFF ANY
GIANT SEPrS SUB!

• A SMALL SUB AND
SMALL

The need for fast, quality copies doesn't

necessarily begin and end with the typical

working day. So neither do we. Kinko s is open
early, open late and open weekends to take care

of all of your copying needs.

kinko's
®

Great copies. Great people.

1 896 Westwood Blvd. (21 3) 475-0780

OPEN: Mon thru Thu Sam-Midnight Saturday 9am-5pm

Friday 8am-9pm Sunday 12pm-4pm

Across From Lot 1

1 0968 LeConte
(bring in this ad)

ONLY $2.50!
^

Call Ahead Foryour Order

208-7171

f»

Now, fresh-out-of-the-oven pizza... at home! We bake

your custom pizza almost to perfection. Then, all you

have to do Is take it home and finish baking. In only 5

minutes you have the same hot, crispy crust pizza

that you love when dining at Italy's Little Kitchen.

Our "TAKE & BAKE" Pizza can be baked immediate-

ly or refrigerated and baked later at your convenience.

You Ask For "TAKE & BAKE"

We Take $1 OFF!

mHEN
12423 WILSHIRE BL, SANTA MONICA-WLA

826-9210

not valid with any other offer

NOTICE

UCLA STUDENTS
The SEKONIC L398 Studio
Deluxe Light Meter
(recommended by UCLA Film School)^

Is on special pricing to UCLA
STUDENTSGNLY __ _
Retail $99

NOW ONLY $68.95

Extended by popular deoiand

ONE OF A KIND BLOW-OUT

VIVITAR $49.00
1 30 LX Meter

SPOTMETER ATTACHMENT $49.00
130 LX

WEIN FLASHMETER $49.00
WP1000

CALCULIGHT XP $69.00
Light Meter

ORIENTAL PAPER IN STOCK
Up to 70% OFF Discount for UCLA Students

Camera Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pfn Sat. 10am-6pin
(213) 20S-5150

Parking validated at AlUcd & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase.
Valid UCLA ID required for maximum discount.
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Swimmers take on 'rival' USC
Bruins look to extend six meet win streak

By Kevin Lynch

Ah, college rivalries.

They are the stuff that

makes the popularity of

sports in this country soar

and one of the great ones is

the traditional wars waged
between USC and UCLA.
The annual battles of the

football programs has ex-

tended to include the entire

garnet of athletics that both

schools engage in.

, However, recently in

men's swimming competi-

tion, the rivalry has existed

Ballatore openly admits
that the Bruins will be hard

pressed to extend the win
string to seven, "They are

ranked higher than we are

so they should be favored to

win." A recent swim poll

has the Trojans ranked fifth

in the nation while the

Bruins are right behind oc-

cupying the sixth spot.

Last year the Trojans lost

by one point to UCLA in

the closest duel meet in the

history of the 27 year series,

57-56.

Southern Cal will

nly. During the ch allenge the.Bruin s inm name o
seven year reign of head

Bruin coach Ron Ballatore

the Trojans have only
managed one measly vic-

tory in dual meet competi-

tion. Currently, UCLA has

strung together six straight

wins dating back to 1980.

This year the trend could

change course, when the

two teams meet at . USC
tomorrow afternoon.

almost every^rea, especial-

ly the distance races. The
Trojans sport one of the

best distance swimmers in

the country in Mike
O'Brien.

O'Brien captured a gold

medal in the 1984 Olympic
games in the 500 yard
freestyle and is also the

reigning NCAA champion
in the same event.

Another bright spot on
the USC swim team is

freshman Nicolai Klapkarek

^rom West Germany. It

may be possible that
Klapkarek will match up
with one of UCLA's own
freshman sensation's Ron
Kemp. The two are most

likely to clash in one of the

backstroke events.

Kemp will not be the on-

ly one put to the test.

UCLA's breastroke ace
Giovanni Minervini will

also be pushed by the Tro-

jans' breastsroke specialist,

Steven Bently. Rently is a

Bruins iooic to breaic

out of early slump

junior college transfer who
was a breatstroke finalist in

the nationals a year ago.

Trojan Thomas Fahrner
is likely to challenge Craig
Oppel or Tom Jager in the

100 or 200 freestyle depen-

ding on how use head
coach Dave Daland wants
to juggle the lineup.
Daland, although recently

Continued on Page 21

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA's women's softball

team takes to the road this

weekend with the chance to

swing their season record to

the winning side against Stan-

ford and San Francisco State.

The Bruins currently hold a

dismal 2-4 record, the likes of

which coach Sharron Backus

can't recall ever carrying this

early in a season. Even in the

Softball program's initial

season (1975), the Bruins

sported a winning record.

Backus said

as Long Beach State earlier

this week.
"What we've run up against

this year is kinda like a buzz

saw,'* said Backus.
"Everybody has the tendancy

to play a little bit better, a lit-

tle bit more intense, and we
just haven't ri.sen to the occa-

sion yet."

Added to the improved play

of their opponents, the Bruin

squad has been plagued with

a combination of mental and

physical errors on the field, as

well as unproductive batting.

So far, the results have pro-

ven disastrous.

"Right now we^ust CATiyt

get it together. We're •jtrst a

safe or out away from turning

the corner, which is hard

because we need to make it

happen and we've just not

done that," said Backus.

After winning the year's

opening doubleheader against

Cal State Dominguez Hills,

the Bruins went into a skid,

falling to the No. 1- ranked

Cal Poly Pomona team as well

, Backus is baffled and
frustrated about UCLA's early

sluggishness but believes the

season is young enough to

enable the Bruins to turn

things around.

"We have to

our intensity a

put the past in

just have to go for it more and

take that kind of approach."

UCLA meets the Stanford

Continued on Page 21

try and raise

little bit and
the past. We

ENTERTHE

High Life.

^;„v;\rar

You could win S 10,000 plus a trip for four to

the College Basketball Finals!

Grand Prize:

S10;000 plus a trip for f()ur to theXollege Basketball Semi-Firials

and Finals March 29-31 in Dallas, TX
" "^^

^TTirsf Prizes:

SI,000 plus a Giant Screen TV to catch aU4hepla)t^action

25 Second Prizes:

VMS Video Recorder/Player

1,000 Third Prizes:

t)fficial A! McCJuire Sports Bag

/

on do:
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r ENTERTHE OFFICIAL ENTRY FORMT

/lisir (PLEASE HAND PRINT) __.^

Hk;h Wvv.. ——
^

I

WIN d<«FINALS ^*"^ —

—

HOW TO ENTER:
To be eligible to win a prize you must

complete this entry form and mail to:

MHL "Win tite Finals" Sweepstakes

RO. Box 4945
Blair, NE 68009

ADDRESS.

CITY

(No PO Boxes. Please)

STATE ZIP-

telephoneL J^GE.

Yes, I would like to attend the College Basketball Finals with Al!

His seat number is: Section Row Seat

Please Note The section, row and seat nuniber for Al McGuire's ticket can be i

found on specially designed Miller High Lif> "Win the Finals" Sweepsfal(es I

displays at your participating Miller High Life retailer See Official Rules for |

connplete details I

I state that I am of legal drinl<ing age in my state of residency and hold no I

interest in any alcoholic beverage license. No purchase necessary Void in the
|

states of KS, MO, OH, TX. VA, WV. and wherever prohibited by law I

OFFICIAL RULES NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Here's How To Enter:

1 On an official entry form or plain piece of 3" x 5" paper, hand print your name and address and indicate the section,

row and seat number appearing on Al McGuire's ticket to the College Basketball Finals.

Please note: the section, row and seat number appearing on Al McGuire's ticket can be found on specially

designed Miller High Life "Win the Finals" sweepstakes displays at your participating Miller High Life retailer.

If you cannot find the special Miller High Life Win The Finals ' Sweepstakes number, send a sell addressed stamped

envelope to Seat Number Request PO Box 4046. Blair, NE 68009

Limit one request per envelope Requests must be received by Feb 28 1986 Residents of the state of WA only need

not affix postage to their self addressed envelope

2 Mail your entry in a hand-addressed envelope no larger than ^V%" x gv?" (#10 envelope) to Miller High Life Win
the Finals " Sweepstakes, PO Box 4945. Blair, NE 68009 Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed

separately and received by March 19, 1986 We cannot be responsible for lost, late or misdirected mail

3 Winners will be determined in a random orawing from among all entries received under the supervision of the D L.

BLAIR CORPORATION, an independent judging organization whose decisions are final on all matters relating to this

offer In order to be eligible for a prize, you must correctly indicate the section, row and seat number appearing on Al

McGuire's ticket to the College Basketball Finals

4 This sweepstakes is open to residents of the United Slates who are of legal drinking age in their state of residence

at tinrie of entry The Miller Brewing Company, Philip Morris, Inc , their distributors, affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising

and promotion agencies, retail alcoholic beverage licensees and the employees and families of each are not eligible.

Thi^ sweepstakes IS void in the states of KS MO. OH, TX, VA, WV, and wherever prohibited by law Limit one prize per

family Taxes on prizes are the sole responsibility of prizewinners All federal, state and local laws and regulations

apply The odds of winning a prize depend upon the number of eligible entries received No substitution of prizes is

permitted Prizewinners will be obligated to sign and return an affidavit of eligibility within 5 days of notification In

the event of noncompliance within this time period, an alternate winner will be selected

5 Grand Prizewinners and traveling companions must be of legal drinking age m the state of Texas and must a^ree to

return and depart.on dates specified by the sponsor Any prizes returned to the sponsor or to the L Blair Corporation

as undeliverable will be awarded to an alternate winner All prizes will be awarded The approximate retail values of the

prizes are as follows Grand Prize-$14,000, First (*rize-$3,000 ea , Second Prize-$350 ea , Third Prize—$6 50 ea

6 For a list of prizewinners, send a separate, self-addressed, stamped envelope to Miller High Life "Win the Finals'

Winners List, PO Box 4950. Blair. NE 68009— ^' 1986 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wl

Tracksters take small

squads to San Diego

By Amy Stroud

Sxnii V^rilN

Even after last weekend's

narrow defeat by San Diego

State, the women's track

team once again will not be

running any sprint relays.

But with performances by

Gail Devers and the return

of Polly Plumer, the Bruins

will still be tough to defeat

in Sunday's Long Beach In-

vitational.

Gail Devers, Nicolle
Thompson, and Nikki
Williams are all running

the 100 meter hurdles, and
will no doubt dominate the

event.

Thompson and Williams

are also entered in the 400

meter hurdles, along with

Choo Choo Knighten.

In the distance medley
relay Kristen Dowell,
Monica Keegan, Kiki
Laborteaux and Tania
Fischer will compete.
" Toni Lutjens and Kris~

Larson will be competing

in both the shot put and
discus. ?he powerful duo
should capture the first and
second places.

Freshman Tiffany Smith

of Westfield Massachusetts

will be running the hep-

tathlon Saturday.

Junior All-America Polly

Plumer will be coming off

yet another of her countless

injuries to compete in the

four by 880 meter relay.

She placed fourth in this

year's NCAA cross country
championships.

Carrie Lautner will also

be appearing for the first

time this season in the four

mile relay. Lautner finished

her cross country season
placing 59th in the NCAA
championships.

UCLA men's track team
has an even busier weekend
scheduled. Mike Powell and
Dwyan Biggers will be the

sole Bruins competing iiT

the Northern Arizona In-

door Invitational. Initially,

UCLA's indoor mile team
was to compete, but
freshmen Henry Thomas
and Danny Everett are sit-

ting out this weekend
because of slight foot

soreness. It will be Powell's

last chance to qualify for

NCAA indoor nationals in

the long jump.— The two other meets
scheduled are the Aztec In-

vitational on Saturday, and
the Long Beach Invitational

on Sunday.
''Saturday will be the

better part of the squad,"

said coach Bob Larsen.

"Sunday, are the guys for

the most part that are not

quite on our dual meet
team yet, plus the
decathletes.'*"^

—

Net an
inoedible
deal*

$5.95

;
I I

Now thr(>ut:t) March \t, v*ni can

cnjov a frc>h filcl of Pacific Rod SnapTHT.

iKcan-frcsti Si>li' or frcsti Troin.

-Ytmr ffrtrtf^rt*m^ wilh^Mtn-ripfncJ-

wtiftablo. Brown rice pilaf. Icn-jjrain

roll>. and a cri<.p j:rccn salad or ht>l tu>mc'

made M>up.

\\\ all for ttie incredible price ol

onlv $5.9S. And onlv at the (i*H»d Kartb

Restaurant.

Served lunch and dinner.

/
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Gymnasts prepare for NCAAs
Bruins rely on youth
in weekend tri-meet

By Greg Bolin

The UCLA men's gymnastic team will

take on BYU and UC Santa Barbara in a

tri-meet Saturday night at 7:30 in the John
Wooden Center.

The meet will be a testing ground for the

Briuns who will be coming of a tough loss

at the hands of ASU in the Southwest Cup
in Tempe last weekend. It was the Bruins

first loss in tournament competition this

year.

"This is a valuable week for us in that we
have changed some routines around," said

Bruin coach Arthur Shurlock. "We changed

Women host Gophers
as season winds down

the routines around for the NC^AA^

The Bruins will be without the services of

ace gymnast Brian Ginsberg this week.

Ginsberg will be competing in the

American Cup against some of the finest

gymnast's in the world. Ginsberg, who
happens to be the youngest American ever

selected to compete in this prestigious event

at 19, will compete with Bruin alumnus

Tim Daggett against gymnast's from the

USSR, China, East Germany, and Japan.

_^ The Bruins, however, will compete with

Rob Campbell at 100%. Campbell had a

groin pull that has been ailing him over the

t three weeks, andJf ihe Bruins are to

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

The UCLA women's gymnastics team
begins the stretch run towards NCAAs
tomorrow night when they host Minnesota
at the Wooden Center.

After competing in a number of invita-

tional meets both at home and on the road,

the Bruins have only two more dual meets

remaining before post-season action begins.

With that in mind, UCLA coach Jerry

Tomlinson has altered the Bruins' workout

schedule.

when we go

pas
be a success this weekend lie must have a

great performance from him.

This weekend will also be a testing

ground for the young Bruin gymnast's,

Curtis Holdsworth, David Moriel, Michael

Chaplin, and David St. Pierre. Without

Ginnsberg in the meet, the youngsters have

got to come through.

"This will be the first week that

Holdsworth, Chaplin, and St. Pierre will

Continued on Page 20

back and rework some of the routines," said

Tomlinson.

As the season progresses, the gymnasts
add more difficult tricks to their routines to

gain higher scores.

The event that the Bruins will be concen-

trating on this week for the match-up with

the Gophers will be the uneven bars. At the

Southwest Cup Invitational a week ago, the

bars were a bit of si disappointment.

While the gymnasts showed flashes of

brilliance on some tricks, most seemed to

have trouble hitting entire routines.

"It's a matter of focusing from beginning

to end," said Tomlinson^
"'*We use planned-out air3 concise

workouts so that no one gets banged up,"

said the Bruin coach.

Despite these efforts, the Bruins are still

having to deal with some injuries.

Sophomore Trina Tinti is experiencing

soreness in the same right foot that required

surgery and kept her sidelined a year ago.

Tanya Service, who has been UCLA's top

all-arounder throughout the year, is suffer

Continued on Page 20
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Batters face Sun Devils

in^ conference opener
By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

The UCLA baseball team will

begin its 'real' season tonight at

Arizona State as the Bruins open
the 1986 Pac-6 conference play

with a three game series against the

Sun Devils. The first game starts

tonight at 7:30 while the series will

conclude with 1:00 games on
Saturday and Sunday.

After winning its last six pre-

season games to post an 11-4 early

season record, the school's best start

since 1982, UCLA will find out just

how good the team is this weekend.
Unfortunately for the Bruins,
Arizona State has proven to be a

tough place for UCLA to win.

. Since the Bruins swept the season

series with the Sun Devils in 1979,

they have managed to win just

three games on ASU's home turf

while losing 15. In fact, since 1979
UCLA has compiled a record of just

6-30 against the Sun Devils who
have been a baseball powerhouse in

recent years.
~

Last season UCLA was ^-5

Hennis will try to improve on his

1-2 record and 4.90 ERA. The
Bruin pitcher for Saturday's game
has yet to be determined but coach
Gary Adams did announce that

Bruin ace Alex Sanchez would pitch

the Sunday game.
The Sun Devil pitching staff is

led by Tony Harris who has a 6-0

record and a 2.3 ERA. Harris has

struck out 32 so far this season and
given up 20 hits.

At the plate ASU's clutch hitter

has been Rick Morris in the early

going. Morris leads the nation in

RBI's with 38 while hitting 10

home runs and batting .440.

Winners in nine of their last 11

games, the Bruins have posted some
impressive statistics early on com-
pared to other teams in the Pac-6.

UCLA's 11-4 record is good for

fourth place behind ASy (16-5),

Arizona (13-6) and Cal (11-3).

As a team UCLA is batting .298

with 142 hits in 475 at bats. The
pitching staffs team ERA of 3.99 is

the second best in the league behind
Stanford's 3.82. In addition the

Bruins have hit 22 home runs in

against Arizona State. ASV swept just 15 games while ASU leads the
all three games at home by scores of

9-2, 7-6, and 8-1, then beat the

Bruins again at the Riverside Tour-
nament, 8-3. UCLA came back to

take two out of three at home,
winning by scores of 6-5 and 11-10,

and losing 9-8. ,

The Bruins will send Randy
Hennis to the mound tonight as

league in that category with 26
round trippers in 21 games.

Individually, UCLA's Dana
Ridenour is the top pitcher in the

league so far. The big right bander
hasn't given up an earned run all

season while pitching 15 innings in

nine appearances. Ridenour has a

1-0 record and five saves.

DePaul, Comegys come to

for shootoutWestw<
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

• I* •

With Saturday's basketball game
against DePaul on the horizon, UCLA
had a problem. The game was on na-

tional television, a mediun^ on which
the Bruins have yet to win this year.

Apparently, some executive at the

National Broadcasting Corporation
likes the Bruins because the game was
changed to a regional telecast starting

at noon. UCLA has won on regional

television.

Of course, the simple matter of

what part of the nation gets to watch
the Bruins play on television shouldn't

really have a lot to do with the out-

come of the game. Still, you can bet

that there are some Westwoodites
breathing a sigh of relief over the

change.

Now all UCLA has to do is contend
with the Blue Demons on the court,

now that they've gotten rid of the

demon of the airwaves.

Going into the game, most people
are concerned with how the Bruins

match up with DePaul on the
frontline. Too many UCLA faithful

remember, all too painfully, how
^Dallas Coniegysr Marty Embiy
Kevin Holmes played havoc on the

Bruins' inside game.
With the three big men plus now-

graduated Tyrone Corbin in the

game, the Bruins inside game con-

sisted of Reggie Miller shooting from
25 feet out.

The same can't be said about
DePaul. Comegys scored 19 points to

lead the Blue Demons to a convincing

80-61 win. The victory tied the series

at 6-6.

"They're a ver>', very good, strong

physical team," said UCLA coach
Walt Hazzard. "I'd put them close to

North Carolina and Louisville based

on inside strength."

Comegys leads the Blue Demons in

scoring, with 14.5 per game, and is

also the No. 2 rebounder on the team.

Comegys hauls in almost six rebounds

a game.
If the Bruins have a clear advantage

anywhere, it's in the back court. Se-

cond year coach Joey Meyer starts a

^pair-of ' freshmen at his guard spots,

Rod Strickland and Terence Greene.

Strickland may give UCLA's Jerome
"Pooh" Richardson a run for the title

of best freshman point guard in the

country. From New York, Strickland

brings the same type of playground
toughness that has characterized
Richardson's first year with the^

Bruins.

Strickland is the team's No. 2 scorer

at 13.5 per game and he dishes out a

little over five assists each time he

plays.

Greene has also proven to be an
adept ball handler as his 82 assists this

will attest to.
'

DePaul is 15-11 this year coming off

a resounding loss at Notre Dame. The
loss comes on the heels of an 81-72

win over nationally ranked St. John's,

a team that beat the Bruins in

December 69-65 at Pauley Pavilion.

By the way, the UCLA-St. John's

game was on national television and
one of only two games the Bruins have
lost this year at home.

Cagers clash with the Titans
Bruins try for second straight win vs. Fullerton

By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

Tomorrow night the 11-15

UCLA women's basketball
team will take on the 10-15

Cal .Stale Fullerton Titans at

Titan Gymnasium in Fuller-"

ton.

After defeating the Stanford

Cardinal 65-43 last Saturday

on what may have been the

Bruins best performance of the

season, UCLA's coach Billie

Moore has to hope that her

Bruins can sustain the intensi-

ty and finish the season on a

high note.

The Titans are a team on
fire at present. They've won
three in a row and four of

their last six contests.

Last week the Titans
defeated Hawaii twice at

home to raise their record to

10-15 and played Nevada Las
Vegas last night but the results

of that contest were not
available.

this game. The Bruins need to

prove to themselves that they

can win when they are sup-

pose to win. ~

UCLA is getting good play
from Jaime Brown and Anne
Dean at present. The pair lead

Leading the way for the

Titans is senior guard Robin
Holmes with 20 points per

game, but in her last four

games has averaged 25.7
points.

Unfortunately Or fortunate-

ly, depending on how you
look at it. Holmes is the only

player of note on the Titans

team and the only starter scor-

ing in double figures.

For UCLA, there is no
question of the importance of

llie team w ith 10.9 and 14.^
points a game, respectively.

UCLA holds a 17-8 advan-
tage in the series.

The key to this game may
be the bench. Dora Dome,
who has been in Moore's
doghouse recently could be a

key for the Bruins if she can
stay out of foul trouble.

UCLA has to find a more
productive unit and CSF will

have to get back on transition

more effectively than they
have done thus far.

Spikers glide past St. iVIary's

Scates empties bench against unranked Gaels

By Bob Brunwin ^ —^

—

-^^-^

As expected, the UCLA volleyball team

defeated the St. Mary's College Gaels without

a great deal of effort in four games of 15-4,

15-13, 12 - 15, and 15 3 .

taking stats on the Bruin bench., Ozzie didn't

even suit up for this one.

Reed Sunahara and Andy Klussman also sat

the match out. This will give you a good idea

of how seriously coach Al Scates was taking

this match. ^

Sprinters lead UCLA
IcTZnd at Pac West
By Kevin Lynch

Sure, they lost one, and if you saw the

match that the Bruins played against St.

Mary's at the John Wooden Center, you'll

realize that it probably took some effort to

drop a game to the Gaels. Not that St. Mary's

is a bad team in their own right, it's just that

UCLA plays, or is supposed to play, a dif-

ferent brand of volleyball.

But, hey, the Bruins just got finished

beating No. 4 ranked Stanford in a tough five

game match and they deserve a little time to

take it easy with the unranked Gaels.

Ozzie Volstad hdd a fine match last night

"I kept on subbing," said Scates. "I wanted
to give everyone a shot."

Both Matt Sonnichsen and Matt Whitacker
took ?m the setting duties for UCLA.
Freshman Mike Stafford had his biggest

match as a Bruin with 6 kills. Scott Schwart-

zbaugh had 3 of his own.
As far as blocking was concerned, Arne

Lamberg and Don Dendinger put on a show.

Between the two of them, there were five solo

blocks and thirteen assists.

Despite these perforni^nces, Scates said that

Continued on Page 20

The most exciting event

of the first day at last

night's Pac West Champi-

women's swim team occur-

red after the meet was
over.

The main objective of the

conference meet is to get as

many swimmers as possible

to break qualifying stan-

dards for the NCAA Na-
tional Championships. If

the swimmer does not break
the qualifying standard set

by the NCAA, then the

swimmer can not compete
in the Nationals. *

Tonight's Pac West
Championships are the last

opportunity that UCLA
swimmers have to reach the

qualifying standards.

For freshman Jenny
Susser it was a day of

frustration. In the morning
prelims, Susser covered the

50 yard freestyle in 23.96.

The qualifying time 23.79.

Later Susser had an op-
portunity to make standard
-in the 50 free finals. Sus.ser

came even closer but
couldn't reach standard.
-5he raced the 50 in 23.85.

Coach Tom Jahn con-
vinced officials to give
Susser one more chance
after the meet. With fans

filing out of the East Los
Angeles College Swim
^Complex, Susser mounted
the blocks for her la.st op-
portunity to break the stan-

dard and earn a trip to

-Fayetteville, Arkansas, foi^

this year's Nationals.

Flanked by two fellow

UCLA swimmers, Susser

dove into the pool a t the

sound of the gun. As she

flipped and headed for

home the entire UCLA
team was jumping up and
down on the sidelines and
yelling encouragement.
This included the usually

unemotional Bruin head
coach.

Susser touched the pad
and looked back at the

scoreboard which flashed a

standard breaking time of

23.73. Susser melted into

the water with an ex-

hausted smile.

"Jenny Susser making the

50 was great, the 50 free is

her best event; she made
her standard and she is go-

ing to Nationals," said Jahn
after the special race.

Teammate Sofia Kraft
also snapped the standard
for the 200 individual
medley. She won the con-
solation round of that event

with a time of 2:05.82.

Kraft had previously broken
the 400 IM standard earlier

in the season.

The UCLA sprinters put

together a series of brilliant

swims to launch the 200^

free relay team into Na-
tionals by collectively
breaking the qualifving
standard of 1:35.79. The
team will consist of Kathy

Continued on Page 21
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Partial afternoon clear-
ing. '^v^
High: 67. low: 55. ' V C -

(Dept. of Atmospheric^
Sciences forecast)
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City Hall send-off for peace march draws over 6,000
By Scott Pettit

In hopes of bringing about
"100 percent global . disarma-
ment of nuclear weapons,"
over 6,000 supporters -of -the^

PRO-Peace Great Peace
March gathered outside Los
Angeles City Hall to inaugu-
rate the nine month, 3,235
mile journey to Washington
D.C.

The ceremony occurred dur-
ing official PRO-Peace Week
in Los Angeles as proclaimed
by Mayor Tom Bradley and
was highlighted by several

guest speakers including
Bradley, actor Robert Blake,

actress Teri Garr and written

messages from actor Paul
Newman ^rid-^ae^ess BorbgyF

fleet of over 80 support vehi-
cles used to transport daily the
24-acre campsite.

Although the proceedings
began at 1 p.m. with a jazz
band—playing t

accompanied by hundreds of

supporters, did not arrive at

City Hall from the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum
until after 2 p.m.

cfowd composed mainly of
poHtical activists waving signs

demanding everything from
"Soviets out of Latvia" to

"Peace only through God,"
the legion of 1,420 marchers,

p a rse Crossing - 1st Stree t onlo the
west lawn of City ' Hall; the

marchers Were greeted by loud
cheers from the escalating
crowd and were welcomed by
folk singer Holly Near singing

Continued on Page 9

Determination of marchers will be

tested by sacrifices, lack of funding

By Doi^ Nathan, Stoff Wnter - ^ -

~C^.M~.

Problem solvin
j:
^ is what the Pro Poaoc? marvh (nr yUha] nn .

DOUG NATHAN

Pro Peace ralliers gather across the street from LA. Col-

iseum t)efore marching on to the Civic Center.

Streisand thanking the mar-
chers for their sacrifices.

Such sacrifices include quit-

ting work or school for 10

months, sleeping in a tent for

255 nights, and trying to xaise

funds to biiy nine months of

food for what is projected to

grow to 5,000 marchers by
May 1 as well as insure the

Taylor defends record on campus issues, staff turnover

By TeriAnne Carpenter

Politics Editor

As undergraduate president, Ron
Taylor is under fire from many
groups on campus who question

student government effectiveness.

In the first of a three-part series,

Taylor anstvers questions on how he

feels the president's office is serving

students, his stand on campus issues

as well as on apartheid, and the

personnel changes in his office and
in the Undergraduate Students
Association Council. .V
Daily Bruin: Has your perception

of the president's duties changed
since you went into office?

Taylor: I think my perception

hasn't changed, because I read the

constitution before I came into of-

fice. But there is no way to know
the tremendous amount of de-

mands, the magnitude and the

scope in the job of undergraduate*

president. I recognized coming in

that this was not a programmatic
office, but that does not mean we
do not do programming. Specifical-

ly the aims of programmers come
out of Campus Events, Cultural Af-

fairs and Community Service.

This office, I think, prides itself

in its ability to represent the inter-

ests of students, and oftentimes that

is done in a meeting environment or

going to a hearing or going to a
conference. •

It's not so much day-to-day pro-

grammatic needs but overseeing

that students have representation in

a variety of ways.
DB: There have been comments
that you have not been effectively

doing your job or that you are ne-

glecting campus issues. How do you
respond?
Taylor: I do not believe that this

office has overlooked the issues of

importance to students on campus.

I simply believe the media has the
^ '•»*««««*

ability to control what makes the

paper and what does not. Toward
the middle of summer and the

beginning of the year, the only issue

that came out (in the media) of

student government and the BOC
was issue of the renewal of the

Coke contract.

The misperception is that this

was the only issue of concern to us,

when in fact we have members sit-

ting in committee meetings and fly-

ing to Sacramento to deal with our

UC lobby but that never goes in the

Bruin. The day-to-day things that

go on in the office don't make
headlines.

Some issues that concern students

are parking or housing or increases

in reg fees and financial aid. The
president's office is currently having
a parking forum that is planned
and upcoming.

Also, we have people on our staff

who sit in on financial aid commit-
tee meetings.

Dan Jordan, who is our national

lobby director, goes to Washington,
D.C. to sit down with many of the

folks who are making the decisions.

We also have folks analyzing the

UC budget.

Parking is something that has

been a problem. I believe to bring
about some significant change to

students that is a long range plan
that deals with facilities (commis-
sion) .

Campus safety is a concern, we
have campus safety forums planned
for this quarter and on into next

quarter. !l ,

DB: Some students say you have
spent too much time and resources

on the issue of apartheid, others say
you have not spent enough. What
position do you wish to take and
where do you stand right now?
Taylor: I do not feel that this of-

fice has been so involved (in anti-

apartheid issues) in any way that

Please see TAYLOR, Page 3
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1

^-»^ #^

"fliear disarmament is all about.
"^ But before holding its 24-hour silent vigil in Washington,
D.C. nine months from now, the commitment and determina-
tion of the transcontinental marchers will be put to the test.

*AVe are not just walking across the country. We are building
a peace city," said Pat Cates, coordinator of the peace march
education program for grades K-12. "If we can live peacefully
Together and resolve our conflicts when they come up in

stressful situations, we can say, 'Hey people look at us, it is

Please see MARCHERS, Page 7
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IN CELEBRATION OF
NATIONAL WOMEN'S
HISTORY WEEK

The Women's Resource Center

Presents:

M Recovering Our Past: The Struggle
for Women's Suffrage "

A slide presentation on the history of Women's suffrage
in the United States

<

TUES., MARCH 4tii
ROOM 2, DODD HALL

NOON -1PM ^__
Jhc Women's Resource Center is a service <^4he Division of Student Relations
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^ A^fv^^*^AS°^"^'^^"'^'^SIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
ddJ^^I'^J?-^!'^^^'^'^

ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
PRICING. PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE
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'
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MR. CONRAD HOHENER
VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

2020 E. FIRST STREET
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your school I.D.
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APPLYNOWON CAMPUS!
Date: Every Monday, Wednesday. Friday

Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

825-1211
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MONDAY
Science Fiction and Fantasy Club meeting. Role playing games will

be discussed as well as other subjects such as conventions, bog^, and
movies. 8 p.m., Ackerman 3564.

Pi Sigma Alpha is asking undergraduates to submit research papers
which they feel are of high caliber. These papers must be related to

political .science. Please attach a bibliography as well. Submit them, in

an envelope, to 427" Bunche. Deadline is March 28. Call 825-6580.
International Students \s.sociation sponsors an International Cof-

feebreak,, 5 p.m. kerckhoft (A)ffeehou.se, Mondays and Thursdays
Call 825-1681.

UCLA Circle K meeting, the world's largest (collegiate service
organization — All V\ 'Icome! 7:30-8:30 p. in Ackerman 3517 Call
478-7365.

.

«

Phi Eta Sigma Alpha J.j-mbda Delta (frcbi.ncn honor iOcielies) spon-
sor an eyeglas-s drive. D-'tiatt' your old .spcctaclt's to this collection

• drive. Collection containers will f.e locate.! at: all residence hall.v. mfo
desk on A-le\el Ackerman, UHL, Powell, vied. Center, Dean of Stu-
dents office Call S24-2t>4o. ~

—

-^——

—

—^—^—
English Conversation-.\merican Style. Inf'-rni' group meetini;s for

foreign students and visiting scholars. 10 am. -noon, daii\ . Monda>

.

Wednesdd), Thursday in Ackerman 2410 and Tuesday, Priday in
Campbell Hall HOIK (enter through 1201) Free.

GALA Women's Resource Cente.r sponsor Lesbian Rap, 4-5 p.m Lu
Valle Commons. Call 825-8053 «*«
GALA/USAC sponsor Gay Men's Rap, an informal support group

for gay males whoi wish to explore issues and feelings related to gav
lifestyle. 7 p.m. Ackerman 3525. Call 825-8053.

Office of International Students and Scholars and International Stu-
dents Association sponsor a language exchange program Practice your
new language with a native speaker. 8 a.m. -5 p.m., OISS and ISA at
695 Circle Dr. S. Call 825-1682.

Christian Science Organization Tesimony Meeting for UCLA stu-
dents, staff and faculty to come together and share the healing experi-
ences that have resulted from studying and demonstrating Christian
Science. Weekly at noon, 560 Hilgard (at Strathmore). Call 474-4016—Overeaters Anonyti^u^'mccting, 12-1 p.m , Ackeiinau 3520.
UCLA Art Council; and the Wight Art Library present an exhibition

of "The MacchiaiolUf painters of Italian Life 1850-1900." This exhib-
it will run through April 20. Admission is free.

The UCLA Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning
presents an exhibition of Roman architecture by architect William
MacDonald. On display in the Architecture Building from 8 a.m.-5
p.m., Monday-Friday until March 14. Free. Call 825-3791 or 825-
7858. --- "^^

Christian Science Organization Testimony Meeting for UCLA Stu-
dents faculty and staff to come together to share healing experiences
with have resulted from studying and demonstrating Christian Science.
560 Hilgard, Noon. Call 474-4016.

^ ^^

TUESDAY
Alpha Lambda DelU and Phi Eta Sigma (Freshman Honor

Societies) onentation^ meeting for all interested new members. 4 p.m
Ackerman 2408. Call 825-3871

.

- -^

. u"rf'IIJ!'^"*!.
^*"^®"'* Association general meeting. 5-7 p.m., Ker-

ckhoff 400. Call 825-1681.
» F

» «:

C.A.R.P presents Ashley Crosswhite, education director for
Southwest C.A.R.P. to speak on "Creationism vs. Evolutionism" 1-3
p.m., Kerckhoff 400. Call 392-7922.
Semper Fidelis Club sponsors an exhibition drill sequence perfor-

mance. 12:30 p.m.. Architectural Quad. Free.
International Student Association is holding an ISA General Meeting

in Kerckhoff 400, 5-7 p.m. Call 825-1681.
'

—Westwood Village Rotary Club 4s^4ioldiTi^ aTrinformal meeting. DTcir
Littlestone will speak on Rotary International Scholarships at 1 p m
in the Expo Center, A213 Ackerman. Call 825-0831.
The Graduate School of Library and Information Science will hold

HP A'i'^rS
«"^»*»^;J^7g.Rfnge Planning for Library Automation:UC-DLA Plans and Goals. Edwin Brownrigg, director of the Division

ot Library Automation, will be speaking. 3-5 p.m. in Powell 300F.Open to everyone interested.

Campus Events presents a film program in honor of Women's Week.

"mLT- TPHn "^'^^ P^.^y «\6 p.m., "Sweet Dreams" at 8:30 p.m. and

nri a\\ A
P";-' '" ^^"^^^^^^ Grand Ballroom. All films are $1.

w.fh !:A^I

';^"^^''«'-«^"«*« B"sin«ss Society is holding a Job Fair. Meet

^tr'rnt'crZ'^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ''^ "^^^-- '' ^-^ P- i"

Association of Chinese Americans presents a concert. "On the

plrX A
^ P"*P°""' °^ '""^i^' humor and skits about the Asian/^

J-acitic American experience. 7:30 p.m. in Ackerman 2nd FloorLounge. Free. Call 825-7184 or 479-4788
^^•^^^'"«" 2nd Floor

^io^ i^r^"'
Organization is holding a Latina support group rapsession, 12-1 p.m., Ackerman 2412. Call 825-2399.

»'»~ «5 f H

Please see WHAT'S BRU)|N, Page 7
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Special Olympics unify Greeks, campus, disabled
By Judy K. Park

The Olympic spirit was
rekindled for eight hours Sun-
day, but in these games, there
were no losers.

A crowd of about 1,000
supporters were on hand at
Drake Stadium to attend the
fifth annual Special Olympics
Invitational featuring between

350 and 400 disabled athletes

from Los Angeles and Orange
County. ' ^*

Opening ceremonies began
at 10 a.m. as members of

UCLA's ROTC, cheerleading
team and band lead a parade
of the Olympic teams. The
crowd cheered on as the
athletes frantically waved to

their family and friends.

"The purpose of Special
Olympics is to unify the Creek
system with the campus and
by doing so, benefiting a ma-
jor portion (^f the development
of the disabled people," sajd

Linda Kinsley, co-executive
director of Special Olympics.
"We provide a wonderful ex-

perience for the athletes which
they don't encounter as often

as they should."

According to Sue Wheeler-
Ayres, coach of the East San
Gabriel Valley team, which
brought about 40 athletes,

"The youngest the athletes can
be is eight years old, but there

are no upper age limits . . .

as long as they can themselves
run a track m^t."
A one-mile run, wheelchair

race, frisbee toss, long stan-

ding jump and a softball
throw were some of the events
highlighted in this year's meet.
One team member, Mary

? arnhart, 26. who par-
ticipated in Sunday's softball

throw and frisbee toss, said

she had been taking part in

such events for a "long time"
and that "it's fun."

"It (the games) gives them a

lot of self-confidence that they
can do something for
themselves," Wheeler-Ayres
explained. "For me, I get a
good feeling (from being a

part of JSpecial Olympics).
Plus, as a teacher I get a. sense

of accomplishment by seeing

the athletes grasp concepts
you've—be^n- firesenting—to

the coaches of the teams. "The
coaches are really the greatest

part of the Special Olympics,"
Kot said. "They spend a lot of

extra time with the children
on Saturdays and Sundays
when they could be doing
something else."

Her 19-year old daughter
Katherine who is a runner,
competed in the 50- and
100-meter runs.

Jennie Marmolejo, whose
daughter Theresa was also in

the 50-and 100-meter runs,

explained that events like

these are often like a
"
family

JEFF HARBAND/Daily Bruin

VICTORY — Disabled athletes and their coaches march around Drake Stadium track Sun-

day during the opening ceremony of the fifth annual Special Olympics, where no one was a

loser. :
——
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them — like being able ta pass

the baton in a relay."

Ribbons were awarded to

the winners of the competi-
tions. Most of the family
members along with the
coaches agreed, however, that

winning was not the main
goals of the games.
According to Wheeler-

Ayres, the athletes tend to

bolster each other. "It's not

weird to see a race going on
and one person falling down
and the whole race itself stop-

ping to help pick him up and
then resuming."
Mary Kot, a mother from

Walnut Gi:ove said, "it keeps
them (disabled athletes) active

and teaches them how to be
and work with others at the
same time."

Kot also expressed praise for

affair:" She said two of her
other children ^re involved in

coaching the team. ^ ——-—
Working as an instructional

aide at a junior high school,

Marmolejo said slie has
witnessed that "regular kids

are rude, but if these (disabl-

ed) kids like you, it's true love
— it's from way inside them.".
The disabled athletes

especially look forward to the

UCLA Special Olympics^
because of all the enthusiastic

and supportive students, said

Tom Nichols^ volunteer ooor - hi III 111 Kill

dinator and third-year par-

ticipant.

Nichols said he particularily

loves Special Olympics
because a lot of athletes
remember him from previous
years. "They recognize me
and they say *hey, how're you
doing — I remember you' —
that's neat."

^though co-executive direct

tors Josh Woodard and Linda
Kinsley were also pleased with
the Special Olympics' out-

come, they said they were
disappointed with the amount
of ASUCLA Board of Control
funding they were allocated

for the event.

Kinsley said, "We had to

take the cheaper way out than
going with what would have
been the most-j effective way,
in most cases. "-i

—
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TAYLOR: Defends record on • f essing campus issues
Continued from Page 1

we have neglected other issues. The
only contact has been the educa-

tional campaign.
I can say that relative to other

campuses you find that the activism

has increased.

I think in terms of where we are

in the issue, there needs to be a dif-

ferent strategy to be addressed — I

don't think the rallys are as effec-

tive as they were last year. I think

we need to begin to educate folks

on a different level.

Everybody can agree that apar-

theid is wrong, but the question is

how are we going to educate in-

dividuals on the implications be-

tween what we do here on the

campus as students and what goes

on in the world around us.

So, anti-apartheid is not the only

issue by any stretch of the imagina-

tion but it is important. There are a

lot of important issues like reg fees

and parking, housing and campus
safety.

DB: What is happening with the

SCORE (Social and Corporate
Responstihility) educational pro-

gram now?
Taylor: We're at the point now
where we are contacting a variety

of people — some from our own
campus, some from our city, county

and state elected officials.

We are working to bring all these

individuals to the campus and make
this an event that will deal with
many questions about the alter-

natives and the strategies that can
be employed, and what the connec-
tions between our investments by
ASUCLA and the university are.

We are definitely going to put
together a program that is going to

be of tremendous value to all of us.

DB: Why has the program been
posponed since its originally
scheduled date tn January?
Taylor: Realizing that we are go-

ing to put on a program of signifi-

cant magnitude, we are going need
a significant amount of time. For us

to confirm the kinds of individuals

that we want to have, we just can't

call somebody up in three weeks
and say we want them to come.

There is no way to briAg a con-

gressman or mayor to campus in

three weeks. If we are going to get

top billing we have to give a person

a significant amount of time to res-

pond. We want the kinds of people

who are knowledgable on the sub-

ject and individuals who have
something to say on it.

DB: Out of your staff there have
been two resignations and one fir-

ings what effects have those transi-

tions had?

Taylor: I think that it has made
us a lot more cohesive as a staff.

Anytime there are personnel
changes the office goes through a

transition period. I think the office

has been able to make the necessary

changes, and was able to work with
that — business as usual.

DB: To what do you attribute the

staff attrition?

Taylor: (Former National Lobby
Director) Danny Weiner resigned

having nothing to do with the of-

fice, he realized that he ju.st could
not serve.

(Former UC Lobby Director)

Kevin Sutherland's resignation came
as a surprise. Ldid not know it was
forthcoming and after talking to

Kevin, I still was not clear as to

what his motivation was. I think it

was somewhat political.

A lot of things that he mentioned
in the paper did not come out in

our conversations.
~ Now, with the (former Budger
Review Director) Marc Cohen inci-

dent, I think that everyone in the
office collectively felt that there just

wasn't the time, committment or

the effort put into the office (by

Cohen) — that's bad for morale.

Marc Cohen just wasn't working
out, but I understand his comments
as well.

There is a reaction that takes

place 'well if that's the way you feel

then this is the way I feel,' but the

sophisticated person can see
through that.

DB: How have the resignations of
former Financial Supports Commis-
sioner Laura Orvananos and Stu-

dent Health Commissioner
Catherine Jayne affected USAC?
Taylor: One of the things that I

think needs to be made explicitly

clear is that there is no connection
between what was going on in the

(president's) office and what is go-

ing on in USAC.
We have a new financial sup-

ports commissioner, Alma Cer-
vantes, and she was received quite

warmly.
We have not yet filled the posi-

tion of student welfare commis-
sioner, and I think next Tuesday I'll

be coming up with some kind of a

recommendation

.

"^ On Tuesday and WednesdayT
Taylor will discuss the council's

working relationship, its current
divisiveness and student perceptions

of the undergraduate student gov-
ernment.

Taylor also comments on the

undergraduate constitution — how
closely it should be followed and
changes that should be made in it.
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Radio telescopes, computers reveal new galaciic

A Qo©D^ daily bruin monday, march 3, 1986

Beyond the

Microscope

By John Suilaway

New types of celestial bodies
have been discovered at the
center of the Milky Way
galaxy.

"We don't know exactly
what they are," said Mark

^Morris, a UCLA astronomy
professor who participated in
the discovery. "Right now we
can only pose hypotheses."

Morris captured the images
of the "strings," the term for
the bodies, with computers
and radio telescopes at the
VLA (Very Large Array)
astronomical center, located in
Socorro, New Mexico.
"The strings, which are 100

light years in length, appear

to be in in the center of the
galaxy near the direction of
Sagatarius constellation,"
Morris said. "We think they
are magnetic structures that
confine shining ionized gasses.

They are extremely hot — all

of the particles inside of the
field are traveling at the speed
of light/' .^

Morris said one hypothesis is

that tjie strings are indications
of a larger magnetic field that
surrounds the universe. "This
would he a larger version of
the coronal loop, the field that
surrounds the sun. Their
brilliance could be attributed
to energy being trapped in the
field."

According to another
t

theory, the strings are defects

in the fabric of space that

were created when the uni-

verse was forming. Morris
compared this process to the

freezing of water.

-—^*When you freeze water,

yoiT can see crystal structure

break up into different do-

mains. The beginning of the

universe was similar. Before

the formation of the present

universe, space and. matter
were unified. But with the

formation of matter, the uni-

verse was separated into dif-

ferent domains. The strings

mark areas where those do-

mains were separated."

Morris added that the
energy inside of the strings

could be space that existed be-

fore the Big Bang.

Though the strings ap-
parently exert no profound ef-

fect on the rest of the galaxy,
Morris theorized that these
bodies could have attracted
huge amounts of matter in the
past, eventually leading to the
creation of galaxies.

According t^ Morris, further

research mav lead to the

discovery of even more strings.

"Two others are beginning to

come into view, but there

might be hundreds. I don't

know whether we have just
got the tip of the iceberg, or if
these are very unique
phenomena."
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

J TECHNI-CUTTING®
k Describes the newest form of haircutting simultaneous to evaluation of each & every cut made* into the hair while hair is at its newly natural designed state, not just lifting the hair & cutting it off

{ LINEAR TRACUTTING©
^ Hair is cut into (NOT JUST OFF) with paint-like gliding angled cuts

following specific patterns determined only by my newest evaluation process

MORE CUTS PER CUT®
Newest cutting system with its simultaneous evaluation & multi-angled
cuts guarantee MORE CUTS PER CUT controlled hair designs

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts from $12

Bassoon S. Sassoon
(Now open Sun. 12-5) w/coupon

Our 1 7th Year at 925 Broxtbn

208-7277 J

208-4247 i

ASUCIAXOMMUNICATIONS BOARD

is seeking applications for tiie position of

1 986-87 DAILY BRUIN— EDITOR-IN-CHIFF

Applicants must be registered UCLA students at time of
application, with a minimum 2.5 GPA (undergraduate)

-or 3.0 GPA^graduate). and not on academic probation.

For job description and application contact Susan Wolfe
in the ASUCLA Publications Office, 1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall.

Application deadline:
^'^

Daily Bruin Editor-in-Chief - Thursday, March 6, noon
I-ate applications will not be accepted.
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S U M IVi E R S E S S ION S""
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Registration is now open!

Catalogs:

\

aWiSiSS^is:

Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students
Establish a good credit rating now. Apply for a
Sears Credit Card whUe you're stOI in school.

nicrc arc a number of benefits vou 11 receive by
applying for a Sears Credit Card as a student As you
jna\ knt)w, credit grantors ma\ assess vour qualifier-—
tions dilkrenily after you graduate

• ^bu will have been in your new job only a— shon.ttmr: /
'—

—

• ^bu ma> ha\e lived in Nour new residence onlv
a shon lime

• ^bu ma\ be earning an entn level income
All of the aboNv are good reasons to appK for \()ur
Scares Credit Card now - while you're still in school.

A Sears Credit Card can identify you as a
responsible adult to other credit grantors

If vou are a responsible person, with the abilitv to pav
hills, y-ars belicNes nou deserve credit And a Sears
(red It ( ard could Ix- vour first step in establishing
the credit vou II need in the h.iture.

^^=^l!ere are a few of the many benefits you'll
~"

receive with a Sears Credit C:ard:

• ITierc s no annual fee or hidden credit charges u iih
a Scars Credit (ard A\^i\ cwnihing vou purchase l^
nacked h\ Vars famous promise. Satisfaction
(tuaranteed or ^our Monex Hack"

• Vi hercNcr vou lixe. travel, or mine. Nour Sears
C redit ( ard isgood at more than ^()()() Sears Retail
and ( aialog .stt)res coast to coast

• With a scars ( redii ( ard. nou cm stretch Nbur
paxnicnisovcra period of months, if you'wish

A .Scars ( redit ( ard can he used to purchase items
N<)>| I! need after graduation, such as a neu businessu ardrohc- for intcniewing or furnishings for vourneu honic. ^

Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

DATE: EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY. FRIDAY
TIME: 9:00am - 4:00pm
PLACE: Westwood Student Federal Crecjit union

825-1211

The 1 986 edition of the UCLA Summer Sessions catalog is now being mailed to

all UCLA undergraduate students and graduate students fexc^pt thos„ein medicaL
dental or law schools}. The catalog is .being distributed to UCLAitudents before

it is senlto anyone else. The catalog has everything you need to register, including
a mail registration form.

Early Registration: You can register now, even before receiving the catalog. Simply visit the—--— Summer Sessions Office, 1254 Murphy Hall, to pick up an in-person registration-

form and look at the Schedule of Classes. Enrollment in all classes is on a
first-come, first-served basis. Early registration is your best opportunity to get a

•^'
"V"-" """'•• - place in a limited enrollment course and gives you priority in all summer courses.

Early registration also enables you to avoid long lines of people registering at

V

[fie last m inute and gives you the conven ience of getting you r summe r reg isirafiofT

card before the term begins. Remember, you have to pay all fees when sub-
mitting your registration form to the Main Cashiers, with cash, check, MasterCard
or VISA.

^

UCLA Summer Sessions is a self-supporting program and is supported entirely

through student fees. There is a $1 35 term fee in addition to the course fee of

$40 per unit- $50 per unit for all courses in the School of Engineering and Applied

Science, graduate courses in the Graduate School of Management, and language
courses in East Asian Languages and Cultures. A few special programs have \

different fees; some are higher, some lower^
''

^

There are no nonresident surcharges. The fees are the same for both

undergraduate and graduate students. _ *

:_JHere are some sample fees; the exam'pfes assume all courses are inThe

\
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_J,

same term:

4 units

8 units

12 units

4̂0 pe r unit

$295
—

•

'. <

$455

$615

^50 per unit

$335

$535 —
$735

New in 1986. You can now use MasterCard or VISA to pay UCLA Summer
Sessions registration fees. —

-jfv&i^

,rr-» "« * » y -r-y
•.•"-.•.•V.^ .^ ,T V-» >

Dates: FiRSi TERM

Summer Housing

Six-Week Session:

Eight-Week Session

Ten-Week Session:

SECOND TERM

Six-Week Session:

June 30- August 8

June 30- August 22
June 30- September 5

August 11 J- September 19

n'

On-campus housing in the residence halls and residential suites will be available

this summer. Rates begin at $620 for a shared residence hall room, including

room and board (six weeks). Consult the Summer Sessions catalog for details.

V

y

Summer Parking Permits go on sale May 1 , and applications are not accepted any earlier. Summer
parking permits are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. Consult the Summer
Sessions catalog for details.

For more information, please visit the Summer Sessions Office, 1 254 Murphy Hall,

or calU21 3) 825-8355.
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Rally defends research, training

at Fernald, protests its closing
By Michael Ashcraft, Staff Writer

Anger over the closing of the Fernald
School drew an audience of more than 30
Friday to a rally in Meyerhoff Park.
A few Perfect Student Union members

played minature golf among cardboard
tombstones on the grass as part of the pro-
test.

Written on the tombstones were:
"Undergraduate Nursing Program," "Jour-
nalism Dept.," "Glass Blowing Dept.," —
departments closed by university ad-
ministrators — and "Fernald."

"Fernald is one of the very few places in

the United States where this type of

research is going on," sard Natalie Shifrin, a

UCLA student and teacher at Fernald. "If

you take away Fernald, where is this

reijearch going to take place?"

The Fernald Laboratory, established in

1921 and located between Circle Drive and

Sunset Boulevard, serves as a K-12 school

for children with learning disabilities and as

a training ground for close to 200 UCLA
students.

Administrators decided to close the clinic

because "a different method of fund alloca-

tion would be more effective for research

and training in the area of childhood

disorders than that which is currently going

Please see FERNALD, Page 7

J-Board to^ rule on complaiiits

lodged against USAC, Taylor

By Laureen Lazarovici and Mark Talavera

Staff Writers

The undergraduate Judicial Board agreed unanimously Feb.
27 to rule on complaints filed against the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Association Council and its president by three student gov-
ernment members.

Undergraduate General Representative Mark Feldman and
Facilities Commissioner Mark Kisicki lodged a complaint at the

Feb. 27 J-Bbard hearing against USAC and Undergraduate
President Ron Taylor, claiming that Adrian Alvarez's appoint-
ment to the ASUCLA Communications Board was unconstitu-

tional because his dossier was not presented to the council three

days before his nomination.

Feldman and Kisicki filed their case as undergraduates and
not as USAC members.

Please see J-BOARD, Page 9
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New books added daily!
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30 TO 90% OFF BOOKS IN ALL CATEGORIES!
)ver a thousand hardcovers under-42 and mo:
than two thousand paperbacks under $1.50...plus

even more Penguin paperbacks!

Literature. • History • Psychology • Health
Anthropology • Current Events • Dance • Film
Humor • Philosophy • Biography • Art • & more

Ackerman Patio SAM to 6PM Monday through Friday
Saturday 10AM to 5PM, Sunday 12 to 5PM

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Trade Books / B level Ackerman Union / 82S7711 / M Th 7:45^7 30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10^5 Su
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What's Bruin
Continued from Page 2
AIESEC is holding a genera) meeting of the International Associa-

tion of Students of Ecomonics and Business Management. 6:30 p.m.
Royce 246. Call 825-3351. .

Alpha Lambda DelU and Phi EU Sigma (Freshman Honor
Societies) are holding an^rientation meeting. 4 p.m., Ackermwi 2408.
New members are welcojne. Call 825-3871.

Because of space restrictions, the rest of What's Bruin will run in
Tuesday's paper.

MARCHERS: Determination
Continued from Page 1

po.ssible.'
"

Stressful situations could come from two sources,. according to

the marchers. The first source is the 3,235-mile trek itself, mov-
ing from Los Angeles through the Mojave desert, over two con^
tinental mountain ranges and across the Great Plains.

The second source is that Pro Peace, a non-profit, non-par-
tisan organization, has been unsuccessful in getting enough fun-
di rig for liability tnsurance;"shower facilities ani other equip-
ment.
"What is important is that we are unified today," said a mar-

cher over a bullhorn as 1,400 of the marchers started their walk
Saturday to the Los Angeles Civic Center from outside the L.A.
Coliseum.
The day's march was planned to begin inside the Coliseum,

but becau.se of problems ac(|uiring liability insurance, Pro Peace
was notified that the marchers could not meet on the state's

property.

"Ever>'thing is in a state of flux now," said Lucy Woods, a

marcher from Colorado.
Without liability insurance, the march is having difficulty ob-

taining camping permits. "Some camp locations are a little

uncertain now," Woods said. "We might have to break up and
bus through those areas."

=The marchers will average 15 miles a day for 255 dflyK^fter

Things are brewin'

in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

—^ach day, they will set up tents and create Peace City.

The city occupies 25 square acres and is divided into six

towns which are subdivided into six villages. If the city had to

be divided for a night, each village could support itself, Woods
said. T, ..

The uncertain location of some campsites does not bother

» Woods, though. "It means we have to live simply, and be ready

to respond, but that's in keeping with.how we feel anyway."
Woods lived in a trailer in Colorado with her family. In

November 1985, she and her husband, Eric Darby, decided to

join the march. Their sons, three and .seven years old, would
travel with them.
They .sold the trailer. She quit her part-time job at a healtK

food store. He clo.sed his small appliance repair business.They

J _ would march as a family.

To help families march together. Pro Peace has educational

programs for all grades.

"We offer a lot of experiential learning in nature, geology,
• geography, peace studies," Gates said.
- Woods and Darby plan to teach their boys themselves,

however. "We have home schooled in the past and will con-

tinue to do so," Woods said.

"It is a real nourishing experience," she said. "It i.s our step

^-ior personal involvement and evolvement
.
'*/

For most of the marchers, theTiope tor peace is enough to

justify any discomfort. "We're forgoing a lot of conveniences in

life. Right now we don't have showers or laundry trucks or

trucks with shelves to permanently store our belongings,", said

Jeff Polikoff, a marcher from Santa Cruz.

FERNALD: Protest rally over closing

Continued from Page 6

on at Fernald," said J. Dennis

O'Connor, dean of the Divi-

sion of Life Sciences.

In addition to benefiting the

150 students who attend

school or are tutored there,

Fernald gives close to 200

psychology students hands-on

experience, Shifrin said.

Future psychology students

will be have to learn more
from textbooks, she claimed.

"Don't you think training ex-

perience is more effective?"

Shifrin said that "laboratory

experiments" will not be as ef-

fective as practical application

and revision of theories about

disabled learning.

**Chancellor (Charles)

Young says he's interested in

education at UCLA. Why,
then, is he closing^these valid

classroom experiences?"

Young could not be reached

for comment.
"For me it*s not fair for

Fernald to close down," said

Fernald student Andrea
Freedman, 15, struggling to

overcome her emotions. "It's

hard to leave Fernald beoaysc

it's special to me." '
»

One older boy said^he
believed the Fernald School

gave a better education than

his high school could. "Ijt

helped me to understand a lot

of things that I couldn't do in

high school," said Ken Weigel,

19.

Jaime Graft, 16, explained

how she flunked out of her

previous school. "My father

said I needed an education,"

she said. "And I never believ-

ed him until I came to this

school. Now I know I need an
education to be a success.

They really bend over
backward for you."

Several speakers challenged

Young to come to the Fernald

Clinic and talk to the stu-

dents. They asserted he would
not close it if he did.

"Today, we are just playing

a game of minature golf,"

Shifrin said. "But there are

others playing elsewhere; and
their games are a lot more
fatal."

At the end of the rally, the

protesters finished their golf

and picked up* the •gFav^ones.
they had knocked over.

Men 5( Womien's
hairstyling

Layer Cutting • Perms
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Low Cost High Quality

-"Women's Health Care
Gyneologlcal Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Servicas • Partners Clinic
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11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.

826-0818
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TIRED OF TWEEZING, BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

—by EleetTi^ysis —
• ._ Complimentary Consultatiorv-

—

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135
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STUDIO-COLOR LAB
11 05 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

SPECIALS
«... coupon ----
1 HOUR DEVELOPING

& PRINTING

36 exp $6 OFF
9A pxD $4 OFF
12 exp....T:::r:7r:.$2 0FF
120format $3 OFF
220format $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer.
exp 3-28-86

ALL DAY VALIDATED
PARKING W/ MINIMUM
,. PURCHASE.

KINROSS AVE 03

WILSHIRE BL

!»•••• coupon • « • -

.

FREE
ROLL OF FILM

with every roll developed
and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 3-28-86

aMMaa^
THE

FEDERALIST SOCIETY
FOR LAW & PUBLIC POLICY STUDIES

and the John M. Oliri Foundation

PRESENT

GROVER REES III

Special Counsel for

Judicial Selection, United States

Department of Justice

on
"J^^^ici^l Selection"

—-—TODAY 4:00 PM
MONDAY, MARCH 3

LAW SCHOOL, ROOM 1 345

OPEN TO ALL U.C.L.A. STUDENTS
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The UCLA Undergraduate
Business Society
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•ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
BRING RESUMES

^EMTRY LEVEL

posmoNS^

•BE PREPARED FOR
MINI-INTERVIEWS

^VmmerV6b^~-
paid internships

make contacts

Meet with college recruitersfrom over 50 companies.
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Aetna Casualty & Surety Co
Air Force Officer Progr'^ms

American Medical international^

Arthur Andersen & Co.- --

Arthur Young

Broadway

Bullocks

City National Bank
"

Clorox Co.

CompuServe
Consolidated Electrical Distrib "^rs

Coopers & Lybrand

Daily News
Deloitte Haskins & Sells

Ernst & Whinney
Equitable Life Assurance Society

Gould

IBM
John Hancock Financial Services

JW Robinson's

Lincoln Savings & Loan
Lockheed-California

Mercer-Meidinger

Mikasa

Navy Officer Program
Peace Corps

Peat. Marv/ick & Mitchell & Co.
Price Waterhouse
Prime Computers
Progressive Casualty

Prudential Insurance Company

Quaker C5ats Co.

Roadway Express
RR Donnelley & Sons
Scripps Clinic & Research Foundation
Seidman & Seidman
Southern California Gas Co.
Southland Co.

Tandy Corporation

Thor Agency
Ticor TKIe Insurance

Transamenca Insurance Group
Union Bank
United Way
US Migration & Naturalization Service
.y^Jlace Computer Services

>X%'

EVERYONE IS WELCOME

Hgg^gtfi^ \
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Trask to leave UCLA administration

for VP post at Univ. of Washington
Tallman Tra.sk III, UCLA's vice chancellor for academic ad-

mini.stration, will resign his post this spring to become the Uni-
versity of Washington's vice president for finance and ad-
ministration.

Trask's resignation is expected to be approved by the UW
lioard of Regents in the late spring.

Trask said he has "a lot of attachments" at UCLA after spen-
ding "about a third of my life here, including my years as a
student" and has mixed emotions about leaving.

However, he said he feels the UW job is "an opportunity
worth taking" and is looking forward to it.

A UCLA administrator for 10 years, Trask has served in his
current position since 1984. In addition, he has also taught
classes in the history of American higher education.

In his new position, Trask will manage services relating to
UW's teaching, research and public service programs and par-
ticipate in the development of policies relating to those services.

Marian Berelowitz

J-BOARD:To rule on complaints

Continued from Page 6

JrBoard also received a
complaint agair^st Taylor from
Undergraduate Budget Review
Director Marc Cohen, who
allegedly was fired Feb. 6 by
Taylor.

Cohen claimed the firing

was unconstitutional because
it was not formally approved
by council.

anyone to look at and the ap-
plicant's name was placed on
the agenda."

J-Board also decided to hear
Cohen's complaint. Cohen
claimed that he has not yet

had a hearing before USAC,
despite Ammons' contention
that an executive session hear-
ing was held Feb. 21.

PRO PEACE: Send-off draws 6,1 I

Continued from Page 1

"We are wajking for our
lives" as they converged on
the building's front steps.

There the peace marchers
sat, sang, danced and cried

during the next three hours
as speakers, singers, and an
excited crowd celebrated
their cause.

Bradley, who was wear-
ing a PRO-Peace T-shirt,

presented a proclamation of
merit to march organizer
David Mixner who received
a standing ovation from the
marchers, and received in

return the first PRO-Peace
flag to unveil before the
crowd.

Referring to the problems
Mixner and his staff have
faced in getting insurance
for-- the traveling city of

2,500 tents, six mobile
kitchens, six shower vehi-

cles, a laundry unit, a
mobile library and a medi-
cal unit, Bradley asserted;"

"this grand crusade across

AiTierica is bigger than any
insurance company."

Calling the marchers his

"brothers and sisters,"

Blake, who plans to march
the entire trek that will

cross 15 states and the
District of Columbia and
even pledged to "take a
boat to Europe if we need
to," followed Bradley and
stressed, "We're not
radical, we're not political

activists, we're just the folks

— the folks who finally

took to the streets to end
this nonsense."

Blake then pleaded to the

crowd, "Give us your
money — we need your
money to eat," a theme he
repeated throughout the
day, and started marchers
shuffling through what^
peared to be a generous
crowd with large plastic

trash bags to accept dona^
tions.

Mixner, introduced by
Blake as a dedicated peace
lover and understudy to

Martin Luther King Jr. in

the early 1960s and who
has been actively planning
the Great Peace March for

14 months now, gave the

most emotionally charged
speech of the day compar-

ing the PRO-Peace move-
ment to other historical

causes including Rosa Parks
desire for civil rights and
Mahatma Ghandi's drive
for Indian liberation.

"This march is to provide
a voice that's been missing,

a voice that says we can
make a difference," Mixner
said.

Despite critics' claims
that organizational pro-
blems such as inadequate
insurance and lack of camp
sites for many nights will

mar if not stop the trek,

Mixner called the send-off a
"celebration of the missiles

ling down .

"

Perhaps the most
politically significant mo-
ment of the day occurred
when a representative from
the Asian-Pacific Americans
for Nuclear Awareness lit a
torch that will be carried
by the marchers to
Washington D.C. where
they are scheduled to arrive

on Nov. 14. The spark was
transferred from the Flame
of Peace which was
dedicated in Hiroshima i

3n
'We're moving into a for^

mal hearing in both cases,"

said Jennifer Harris, Judicial

Board chief justice. "Both par-

ties had standing, and both
issues were timely.'' Dates for

the formal hearings have not

be^. .set. . ...

J-Board Justices Nancy
Yaffe, Blake Rummel, Lisa

S c h 1 aTi BTTa n W a c h 1 e r

,

Darnell Nixon, Associate Chief
Justice Allen Marino and Hai"-

ris unanimously agreed to hear
the cases because both parties

filing complaints proved it

proper for J-Board to rule on
the issues, Harris said.

About 20 spectators in

Ackerman Union 3520 heard
Sidney Gibson, counsel for

Feldman and Kisicki, argue
that the ' two, as registered

UCLA students, had the right

to lodge their complaint.
Dean Florez, undergraduate

academic affairs commis-
sioner, said Kisicki and
Feldman are pitting council

members against each other

on a political, not judicial,

issue. _____
Florez also stressed that he

was speaking as a student and
not as a USAO member.

"This matter will come up
for review and is still pending.

USAC memb* ^s can bring
problems to c(> iicil. It is not

proper for J-Board to hear

something that is still pen-

ding," Florez lid. "In terms

of standing, it is a legislative

matter — I ion't think in

U.S. history tv\< senators ever

argued over omething" in

court.

Speaking on Taylor's behalf,

Sintelle Amm , the presi-

dent's chief oi taff, question-

ed why the undergraduate

president was named in the

complaint and ^*^<ro ' sep-

arate from USA^.
Responding to Ammons,

Gibson said that the president

nominated Alvarez and that

Taylor "is not separate from

council, but he is distinct from

council."

Ammons argued that

Feldman and Kisicki did not

have the right to bring this

case to J-Board because "the

applicants' names (for Comm
Bowd) haveh^.in the {if«i>: »

dentV office since June for

with ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL AGENCY

IT'S THE 6th ANNUAL
UCLA SPRING
BREAK BASH

FLY TO
MAZATLAN _
March 31 -April? —
ONLY $349 Includes your—
roundtrip airfare, 7 nights at a hotel

the beach, cocktail parties,

dinner & more!

by

^\

m^.

SKI UTAH
March 31 - April 6 T279
SKI STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS# COLORADO
March 30 - April 6 $329
Includes your roundtrip transportation

via deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and more!

MAZATLAN
HURRY-Only a few spaces leftl

You MUST sign up by this weekl

SIGN UP NOW!
SPACE IS VERY LIMITEDI
It's the wildest trip of the year!

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

^^ , ^ TRAVEL SERVICE • M-F9-6:30. SAT 11-3

>ICI 1^1 A 7^ A-level Ackerman Union
^\^\J\^\.fw f^** sviOIBClJo Change wonout notice; limited ovoilotiilltv
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Counterpoint

ATO on alcohol
Qy Mark Ribisi

In response to the recent news, article and viewpdiint

story the brothers of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity feel that

some of the points covered by the proposed "Resolution on

Risk Avoidance" need clarification (Bruin Feb.26, 27).

First of all, the Alpha Tau Omega chapter at UCLA has

always complied with the points of the resolution with the

exception of a "dry rush." Rather than following the na-

tional fraternity's resolution for rnisb activities, we will be

following the Interfraternity Council guidelin^^

Viewpoint 4.

Get the facts straight on Fernald
t— -

—

,

—«-

^y Linda Taylor —

Secondly, this resolution is a measure by our national

fraternity to lower the possibility of legal liabilities for in-

surance purposes. The editorial implies that insurance

coverage was denied to our chapter. Alpha Tau Omega at

UCLA does in fact have liability insurance.

Thirdly, the phrase "invitation only" is merely an effort

to prevent non-students and minors from attending our

social functions. Alpha Tau Omega will not prohibit

UCLA students from attending our rush activities.

Finally, the headline, "Alpha Tau Omega high council

cuts alcohol out of many frat activities," needs further

clarification (Bruin, Feb.26). The resolution is by no
means a ban of alcohol from "many" fraternity activities,

as the headline implies. It merely introduces guidelines to

be used at the discretion of the fraternity to aid in the

limiting of m vulnerabttttytD legal action. =
Ribisi is the president of Alpha Tau Omega. Editor's note:

The Bruin apologizes for any misunderstanding that might
have resulted from the error in our editortaVof February
27. The Bruin incorrectly stated that Alpha Tau Omega
would be participating in dry rush activities.

Four points made by the campus ad-
ministration in the Bruin article and in the
formal letter announcing the closing of Fer-
nald warrant some rebuttal. The Administra-
tion claims: — —'

' ^

• A six year review process was under-
taken. This suggests that the decision to close
Fernald was based on extensive reviews and
recommendations made by the reviewers. «

The actual facts are: it was only last year
that the administration arranged for formal
reviews. Two were carried out. One was done
by a team of two visiting psychologists who

- made a one day site visit to Fernald; the other
- was a cursory review done by four UCLA

faculty members who spent a dozen or so
hours — including one 2-hour visit to Fernald.- Neither committee recommended closing the
facility. In fact, one of the reports stated that
the research program at Fernald "is a serious

and extensive program and represents a point
of view distinctive in the field of learning
disabilities.... Fernald (also) has been used in

the past two years as a research site by
undergraduates, graduate students, and some
faculty. Each has been a discrete
study... apparently meeting the purposes of the
individual investigator."

The reviewers' major recommendation was
to plan ways to .expand Fernald's use as a
clinical training and research facility.

• Funds provided by the state are to be
redirected "toward a coherent program of
graduate training and research in childhood
disabilities." This suggests 1) that there are

^ considerable funds to be redirected, 2) there is

not a coherent research and training program,
3) plans for a new and coherent program have
been formulated, and 4) the proposed focus on
childhood disabilities will encompass the type
of woric being terminated.
The facts are as follows: Of Fernald's cur-

rent operating budget (approximately
$650,000), state funds constitute less than
$100,000 or about 1/5. It is these funds that

are to be redirected, and in terms of person-
nel, this means about one staff psychologist,

one parttime research associate, and a clerk-

typist. This will not underwrite very much
research and training — less than currently is

being carried out at Fernald — and certainly

will not allow for establishment of a major
center for research and training.

As last year's reviewers indicated, Fernald
I: has..been evolving a very coheiifint and distinc-

tive research and trammg program and has

provided research opportunities for others on
campus. (And there is an ample set of publica-
tions to document the fact.)

While the idea of evolving a center has been
suggested at a couple of meetings in the last

year, no specific plans have been formulated.
Thus, there is absolutely no guarantee that
anything of substance will evolve. (And it

should be noted that when the idea was rais-

ed, it was discussed in terms of such a center
evolving within the context of Fernald.)

Not only is there no guarantee that the
center will become a reality, there seems little

doubt that whatever arises will not have the
capabillty^of^mrsuingThe type of research and

~

development on comprehensive interventions
for major learning problems that has been a
central focus of the Fernald laboratory's ef- *•

forts. (The chances are that the focus would
be on such childhood-disorders as hyperactivi-
ty, mental retardation, and autism and would
not involve comprehensive interventions to
improve learning disabilities.)

• Loss of Fernald is no problem because it

is only a school and there are plenty of other
schools around who do the same thing. This
suggest that Fernald is simply a school and the
research and training related to the school fac-
ets of Fernald are unimportant and easily
replaced.

(Using such suggestions as arguments for
closing Fernald are like saying the UCLA
hospital should be closed because there are so
many other hospitals in the area or that the
UCLA campus itself should be closed because
there are so many other institutes of higher
education in the area4

Counterpoint

The actual facts are as follows: Fernald is

not a school; it is a laboratory and clinic
which offers a wide variety of services to at-
tract clientele to participate in research and
training activities. This clientele has con-
tributed greatly to a significant amount of
research and graduate/undergraduate instruc-
tion. (There are ample figures to support this
fact, and the flood of letters and petitions
from clients, university graduate and
undergraduate students, and colleagues in the
field also testifies to how much the facility has
been valued.)

While there are, indeed, schools in the area
that serve such clientele, they do not do
research and training. They are designed to do
as well as they can given the current state of
knowledge. But the current state of knowledge

Cbhlinued on Kgc 1
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Citing the positive.
By Don Weinstein

I would like to address the wild accusations and uninformed
data presented ^y Nicole Lind in her classic piece "What about
the rest of USAC?' (Bruin, Feb. 25).

As Internal Affairs Director for Ron Taylor, I can tell any
student exactly what is happening on the third floor of Ker-
ckhoff. And I must say that everything Ms. Lind says is certain-
ly Jiews to me.

^

^^s. Lind questions the work this year of three people she
Iterates: Mr. Ki.sicki, Mr. Feldman, and Ms. Owen. Well, 1 can
honestly say the Mr. Kisicki has done more than any Facilities
Commis.sioner in recent years. He sits on a very important
committee, "Capital and Space Planning" and I know that he
has served student needs with respect to lighting. He has
developed a comprehensive study on lighting and the need for
more of it on campus.

Mr. Feldman, one of the three talented General Repre-
sentatives, has effectively worked for students. He has improved
the meal coupon situation in the residence halls, reinstated the
Blue and Gold Sale Days in Westwood during Homecomine,
and implemented the Student Discount Card. This General
Representative has also implemented the General Rep. phone
Ime on Bruin Walk and the forums in the residence halls.
On the subject of Ms. Owen's duties, Ms. Lind is terribly

oit-base. She is correct in her description of the Vice President's
duties in relation to the President, and anyone can attest to the

[f !r^'^^
l^eborah has gone out of her way to assist Ron Tavlor.

Ms. C^wen has executed the tasks of the President on many oc-
casions when Mr. Taylor was not able to attend meetings or
perform administrative duties.

Regarding her. programming responsibiIitfes,'~Ms. Owen has
done a brilliant job. She has successfully implemented three
programs: the USAC Internship program, the Administrative
internship I rogram and the Student Government Newsletter.
MS. Kind asks who really benefits from the Administration In-
ternship Program. Well, I'll tell you. When, for example, a stu-
dent can work for the Dean of Students and attend ASUCLA

v!l. kr''r"^^'''^^'
*^''* ^^*^"^ that student is getting an in-

vdh.able learning experience that will help them in their
careers. ' ..

^

Funny, this does not sound like Ms. Lind's description of the
three commissioners. I believe that if these three people cho.se to
nm or office they could certainly run on their own merits.

F.ntn Tu v^"""^'
however, Ms. Owen was graduating.

fh.irf, \ ^'^r^;
*^^* 'Students such as Ms. Lind should get

\T.\ c
^ ^^'^^^ ^''^"'^* they accuse their .student govern ment^^=^^'

icdders o! wrong doing or incompetence. Misleading the .student*.,

ti^LluH f"^''
*^'^ ^''^^ ^t'^d^"t Government and conscien-

tious students can eliminate.

t 'rm
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Fernaid
Continued from Page 10

That is why a facility such as Fernald is needed. It is

unique in its ability to develop and study comprehensive
and innovative intervention approaches designed to revolu-
tionize the ways individuals with learning problems (in-

cluding learning disabilities) are assessed and taught.

• Closure of Fernald has nothing to do with relocation
of the child ckre center. The fact is, various faculty have
been told that the Child Care Center will be relocated to
the Fernald site.

A related question is, if it is true that the closure had
nothing to do with the need for immediate relocation of
the Child Care Center, why is the administration is such a
rush to close Fernald? Usual practice would call for a
more gradual phasing out of a facility that has been con-
tributing for 65 years. (Such a gradual phase out also

would have reduced the hardships on the many children
who have to be relocated, the staff who have abruptly lost

their jobs — some after 10-20 years of service, the univer-
sity students whose training plans have been disrupted,
and the researchers whose current studies have been
undermined.)

We hereby call upon Chancellor Young to publically
correct the record with a forthright statement acknowledg-
ing that:

1. Fernald has made a contibution with its research and
training activities,

2. there are no specific plans and only a very limited

I

6L5E COMES 7D 6REMAWW
Letters i

commitment to a new research and training center, and
3. the intention is to relocate the Child Care Center to

the Fernald site.

.- If such an acknowledgement is not forthcoming, we call

on those who believe in due process and fair play to exert
pressure on the administration to be accountable for its ac-

-tions. And if the actions^are^^s inappropriate at thav tsum.
we hope there will be pressure to have the decision to

close Fernald reversed.

Taylor is the Assistant Director of Fernald. Editor's

note: This letter was co-signed by members of the Fernald

Staff and a list of those signatures is on file at the Bruin

office in 112 Kerckhoff.

Cigarettes
Editor:

ASUCLA is very concerned

about the people of South
Africa.-— ^

—

So ASUCLA doesn't invest

in companies doing business in

— However, it is difficult for

me to understand why
ASUCLA as well as the stu-

dent community is not doing
anything about another issue

concerning the people riglk

here.

ing cigarettes is profitable. ^
I would like to see the stu-

dents' store take a giant step

by stopping the sale of tobacco

products, just for the health of

the UCLA community.

i

South Afrteg Everybody knows the ^ ."''ge ^he canipus com-

The student government
allocated $4,000 to educate

the campus community on the

subject of apartheid.

I appreciate the stand taken

by the student government
and ASUCLA on apartheid.

harmful effects of tobacco
products. Recently the UCLA
medical center became a

non-smoking hospital.

Despite this, the Health
Science store continues to sell

cigarettes. Why? Because sell-

munity to take this matter

seriously and to write letters

to they Bruin until ASUCLA
stops selling tobacco products.

^I.S. Sarma
Graduate Student

Engineering

ANALYST
Entry level position with opportunities to progress to manage-
ment responsibilities. Degree in manufacturing eJigineering,

mechanical engineering or industrial engineering required.

Will assist in projects related to methods improvement, utili-

zation oi materials and equipment and efficiency studies. Ex-

perience, ti>otl m;mutacturing knowledge helpful.

Initial assignment \mII be in Sacramento, California. Salaries

are competitive, heneCits include a wide range otemplover-paid

programs and a stock bonus plan. Interviews will be held in

vour area. Detailed resumes should be sent no later than March

CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY
Personnel Services

6200 Franklin Blvd.
^—^Sacramento, CA 95824^

HEIDI'S HAIR DESIGN ^^^
Special for UCLA students

• EXPERT IN HAIR COLORINGAND PERMS

I

Specializing in Organic Body Perms
|

I
* Reg. $60 Now only $30

676 S. Cochran j
Shampoo, Cut And Blow Dry $12

(2 1 3)934-5752 l
offeMc^piresMarch 3j^.2986

I

Hours .

I

Men - Sat

I
9a.m. - 6p.m.

Kquiil Opporiunii«' F.mplt>vrr.M F

^

STUDENTS FOR CHRIST
invites you to join us in

\.

BIBLE

STUDY

Today at 1 2 noon
Ackerman 3517

Bring your lunch or a friend!

Students for Christ Non Denominational

ReStering and upholding the principles of the early Christians.

For more info, call John 820-6924.

XV TTT^

IRANIAN STUDENTS' GROUP

PRESENTS

ASPECTS OF PERSIAN
JEWISH RELATIONS

A lecture-seminar pre^etited by

Mr. Estalchr. All are invited.

Monday March 3rd 4:30 pm
Ackerman 3530
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ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

-«L _-:

flean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

"T— For an appointment call: ^ r^

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

IT'S MANIC MONDAY!!!

Susanna Hoffs
JUST:

Find the 7 words, names, or song titles, hidden ver-

tically, diagonally, or horizontally in the letters below.

We've provided clues, but in the puzzle, itself, all or

only part of the clue may appear (See example).

BRING:
Your entry to Tower Records, Westwood^. From all

correct entries one will be chosen at random.
^

-

WIN: ______
A San^ portable cassette p layer from Affordable Por-

tables, at 11 I0l5ayley Ave. Westwood,XBangles

"Manic Monday" T-Shirt, and Cassette^^r:

CLUES:

PUZZLE:

• Dover Beach
• Angels Don 't Fall In Love
• Following
• Mojo
• Hero Takes A Fall
• Return Post
• Let It Go -^ -

H
C

W K U D L L A
L H H s S U M

A s E K A T
J^. E H

E 1 N t H CH^a) B
B L 1 T 1 e--t.^ L E

R M D J^^.^ A L L

PE >k).-A G X M
V N ^%^ L M U P

z!JP<, C K J T D A
D G|T^ 1 W L L F

NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE #:_

-~i^

PUT:
Yourself in a Different Light. THE BANGLES NEW
ALBUM ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND CASSEHES.
NOW JUST $5.99 at

TOWER RECORDS
1078 WESTWOOD BLVD.

^

n^-

L.^

THEATER
-r»— T. c—

'Legends-embarrasses Chan
By John Ison

When Carol Channing's
backless sequined gown pushes
up Ground her thighs.
Legends, her new comedy
playing through March 22 at

the Ahmanson Theatre,
reaches its high point.

What does this say about
the state of today's American
Theateirr* Not even the com-
bined talents of two great

ladies from the Broadway
stage (Channing and Mary
Martin) and Pulitzer Prize-

winning playwright James
Kirkwood can ensure a taste-

ful evening at the Music
_Center.__ .____

You'll only get heartburn if

you expect to see Hello, Dolly

meets The Sound of Music
meets A Chorus Line. If you
can't trade in the $35-plus

lickeb . buy a roll nf Ttttm-

her home. Then she
remembers she wouldn't invite

a rat to her home, so she

"borrows" an apartment from
a friend on Park Avenue. On
arrival, she discovers that the

friend's fat sassy black maid
Ai*etha — yes, Aretha — (An-

nie-]^) is giving a party that

night, complete with male ex-

otic dancers and brownies lac-

ed with pot. Guess who has

the party instead?

It's definitely not you, the

theatregoer.

Well, you might like

Legends if your idea of theat-

rical wit has to do with
women of a certain age using

junior-high-school level
language. And looking embar-
rassed while using it, too.

If Mary Martin learning
how to pronounce the
synonym of "posterior" is your
idfia nf pint rievelnpment. then

embarrassed more than amus-
ed. You only wonder how
Channing and Martin, who
have seen (and starred in) bet-

ter plays, must feel.

Not only is the book
degrading to senior citizens of
the silver screen, it seems to
wallow in racism. Annie-Joe
triumphs as Aretha in spite of
her stereotypicallyTdrawn
character's subservience (w i io

and prepare to watch this

country's equivalent of a drag
show done by Benny Hill.

The plot, as it were,
follows. Sleazy producer Mar-
tin Klemmer (hammy Gary
Beach) offers down-and-out
movie queen Sylvia Glenn
^Channing, in an un-
characteristically black wig) a
chance to return to the stage,

with one catch: she would co-

star with arch-rival Leatrice

Monsee (Mary Martin), self-

Tighteous sweetheart of
Hollywood. Desperate for suc-

cess, Glenn agrees to meet
with Monsee and Klemmer at

RECORDS

Legends is for you. For the
rest of us, there's always Noel
Coward.

Granted, the appeal of
Legends lies in its almost-
autobiographical contrast be-

tween these diverging divas of

the stage — one outrageously

camp (Channing), the other so

blandly brilliant she is camp
(Martin). Who will survive

The Ego Ordeal? you are ex-

pected to ask.

You would care to ask if the
vehicle itself deserved the sen-
timent. Kirkwood's book
mocks these women's reputa-
tions so mercilessly that you're

else but a stereotype would
cancel a 50-person party on
such short notice?). If she had
chosen to appear in The Color
Purple, Annie-Joe would have
chosen the lesser of two of-

fenses.

Martin appears most un-
comfortable as the pretentious

Leatrice Monsee. In her af-

fected moments (pretending to

have a lunch date at "21"

when she's living on food
stamps), she gives away her

sham e. When requi

fight it out with Sylvia Glenn,
Martin loses her place,
shadowboxing instead.

Only Channing gets away
scot-free. Using a voice like a

foghorn doing backflips,
bright eyes and a yummy
grin,. she overcomes the tricky

program with a few tricks of

her own.

Admittedly, Legends is the

ideal title for a Carol Chann-
ing-Mary Martin showcase.
But this Clifford Williams-
directed showcase is far from
ideal. Won't someone please

write, a play worthy of these

two legendary ladies? tflro/

SaVageiRepublic: innova

UCLA's own Savage Republic
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1 1106 OLYMPIC & SEPULVEDA • 473-6322

FREE CHEESE QUESADILLA
OR TACO

,i->.

'•'r

*','•

with purchase of $2.50 Exp. 3/31/86

t Olympic & Sepulveda • 473-6322

TANNING
«-BODYWRAP

SUMMER'S OVER.
The truth is now apparent. If you

or someone you love is a TANorexic,

now there is someone you can call.

EUROPEAN FACIALS

275 S. Robertson Bl.

(2 blksS. of Wilshire
at Gregory Way)

r
a CLIP AWD SAVE'

I

"1

ttJRIOSlTY SPE€fAt

B54-0758

i„
FOR $10

— 3 TANNING SESSIONS FOR SlO

SUNSATIONS • 275 S. Robertson Bl. • Beverly Hllls^_B54.dl5flL

1776 Westwood Blvd. 2222 WilshirerSanta Monica 17644 Ventura:Enclno

470-2499 " 829-7829 986-0722

nWHY PAY WESTWOOD VILLAGE PRICES

SAVE 30-70% WALKMAN
WM-11^

IMTIKfATlOMa

DiSCimil NUT

CLIP AND SAVE n

$2.00
Off Any Pizza

1776 Westwood Blvd. 2222 WilshirerSanta Monica 17644 VenturaiEncino

470-2499 829-7829 986-0722

Offer Expires 4/30/86

CLIP AND $AVE

^SAIMVO VyO.X.

PHONE
'<«)

^LORUS

stereo Cassette Player

Stereo Headphones

$2599

ANSWERING SYSTEM
• Vox Voice Activated

• Dual Tapes
• Memo Record

Also available

w/beeperless remote,

vox. variable messages

TAS3100
>85»«

Exp.3/1S/86

$5999
Model TAS 1110

^'''discountO^
MART

PrtoM autpct to cringe McX rtspomWe lof lypoortpTical «Tor» Umltod Ir itocfc on hwd

PRiCtS REFLECT CASH OISCCXJ^frSC«IOfT CARD*: f^fjj^^ |/^
CHECK PRICtS 7 «m M»GH€R LIMfT I^USTOMER --JSJ^ k V
12220 VENICE BLVD. ':^,;tv;

W. Lo< Aw9tl», CA tOOtt 390-4477 ,^.5^111 7PM. SUN 12 5PM

r^Art£\rt ELECTRONIC
t^ctllilll TYPEWRITER
Typest*! 5

• Letter Quality

• Courier 10 Cubic PS.
Typestyles & Double

Width
• Automatic Carrier

Return, Underiining &
Centering

On-Display Correction

One line Memory
Silent Printing

Factory Warranty

Factory Reconditioned

SALE

We also have the

I
new Typestar 5R
w/built In

interface$0099

Canoti
TYpest*r 7
COMPUTER

INTERFACEABLE
TYPEWRITER

• Letter Quality -:—- "

• Choice of typestyles (optionaO
• Auto Functions
• 32 Character Display

• 3 Page (6K memory)
• On-Oisplay Correction

• Expandable memory

$22999
. ™"^^fcxp 3/15/86
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I
GREAT TASTE WITH NO MSG

»«*-

"Tf-IE BEST
CHINESE
CHICKEN SALAD
IN TOWN"

JAPANESE /

CHINESE CUISINE

FAST FOOD

r

FEAST FROM THE EAST

1949 WESTWOOn BLVD
475-0400

International
Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

CLIP AND SAVt

Feast From the East

1949 WESTWOOD BLVD.

..^ 475-040
Mon-Sat II .30-7:30 p.m

OO oWtOMBO.SAVE$ 1
PLATE ORlARGE CHfCKEN SALAD

one coupon per customer
^

Expires 3/2 1 /86

r
CLIP AND SAVE

•GREAT BURGERS
•GREAT SMOOTHIES

NOW FEATURING double burgers only $1 .65

MARCH SPECIALS! smoothies only $1 (yes, one!)

Just Say You "Saw it in the Bruin!"

1073 BROXTON AVE. "IN THE VILLAGE" 208-1130

International Coiffures

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow Dry $10.00
Men & Women
Body Perm $2S.QO

(with this coupon & UCLA I.D.) Qp^„ j (,^y, gxp. 3/30/86

1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625 478-9316

j- COUPON CLIP AND SAVE COUPON--

DOUBLE -
BURGERS

only

i
MARCH SPECIAL! MARCH SPECIAL!

I GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR PARTY GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR PARTY

I SMOOTHIES!

! SMOOTHIES!

\ SMOOTHIES!

I
only

i
MARCH SPECIAL!

I GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR PARTY

^f

#%^
ill

d^S-1073 BROXTON^i3/Z/4r-1073 BROXTON

2 PRINTS
FOR THE 4 Bring in coupon with your roll of

35mm, 11 0, 1 26 or disc film for

developing and printing^ Order
one set of color prints at the
regular price, and you'll get the
second set free to share with
ifriends.

OffoLGoodon Tues. and
Wed. Only Until March 19,
1 986 before 3:30 pm

.

([Not valid with any other coupon or
discount)

1025 W«stwood Blvd.
On* aiooli Sou*« ol UCLA

^ ^-« US C8 A \/iH^O Hour* Moo Fd»«m 6pm S* 10 am •(»»»>

Camera rli-ri oi viaeu (2i3)2omi5o
I A VMM* tOiwmnriC inMmufn puntrnm

I r—

•* »

Camera Hi-Fi & Video

PRINTS
FOR THE ^—
PRICE OF I

_ Offer Good on Tues. and Wed.
Only Until March 19, 1986 before

'

3:30 pm.

(Not valid with any other coupon or discount)

~~~~
"CLTp"AffD fAVC^-——=^=^=

SA Q5 LARGE

ONE TOPPING
EXCEPT FRI., SAT. & SUN

DELIVERY ONLY

GOOD TILL 3/31/86

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza. r*
'

..i--^-^.

CLIP AND SAVE
J

1

$ii QC LARGE^"^^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

EXCEPT FRI., SAT. & SUN

DELIVERY ONLY

GOOD TILL 3/31/86

208-8671 -
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza.

PMLT BRVIN CdVPCU ISSUE MONDAY
MARCH 3

Cycle
Products

r CLIP AND JAVC

Cycle Products West
n

West
FREE

Pick-up

or
Delivery

mumnmttmfmi^mafW^

.»»The Shop of the 80's'

I 1900 West Pico Blvd., W.L.A.
HOURS: Tues.-Fri. 9am-6prTr Satn0am-6pm 477-0997

GRAND OPENING
TOKYO FAST FOOD

Open 7 Days: 1 1 am - 9pm
11921 Santa Monica Blvd.

West L.A. (2 bik. east of Bundy)

Tire installation with

F^EE purchase of any tire we
'

sel

1 1900 W. Pico Bl.

W.LA.

( 477-0997

CLIP AND SAVE

Iree
-i

sO

478-
3603 Many fine Japanese Dishes

478-
3603

BEEF OR CHICKEN TERIYAKI BOWL
All^ Diirchase ot any menu ilt-ni except sifle oiOei ot tjevfraot-

exp 2 28-86

WITH THIS AD
sO

Calit. Roll (10 pieces) $3.80

• Tekka-maki (12 pieces) $3 00

• Tekka Kappa-Maki (12

pieces) .,,,,,,,.$2.90

Salmon Roll (10 pieces) $3.80

Beet Of Chicken Teriyaki $3.75

• Yakisoba $2 80

• Stutled Eggplant S3. 95

-* Udon Of Sot)a S2 5042 9^

1 * IQ^l® F4ST FOOD #11921 Santa Monica Bl.gjijcjastd Bundy

r~^
^ ^^r^-CLIP AND SAVE " "'^ ^'^7~

THE80'sAREIN
AND WE HAVE
THE LOOK

$20 of products FREE with
purchase of $50 of services

Sebastian Products' &
Sculptured Nails

CLIP AND SAVE

GuaSalajarsi Pub & Grill

2 for 1 --:
I Buy 1 Combination or special of the i

i day and get 2nd one
' must be 2 people present

I L :-----—
,

! 1 303 WESTWOOD BL. 2 BLKS. SO OF WILSHIRE 478-2282 I

I

I

I

r

/,

1 1
—

^

«4IP

]
"'

-

' >-?—— -

I

|07<= COUPON exPiRCS ^/\/&h r«^7<

BRING IN THIS COUPON AND GET

A DISCOU^4T ON OUR DISCOUNTS!

rE'rE JA/*V«\ED TO-THC RAFTERS v^lTH En/ERYTHING VoO NEED

• NEW 4 USED LPs AND ^TAPES *

BLVJES • FOLK- IHTERNATVoHAL- OCOlES ..•

io% coopoN cxPiRaft &/\/5h I07,

.nZO \A/ESTV>iOOD BLVD.
OPHN '^ OAVS

,<V''»''«"»''>«'» •'•*«'»*rf •' »'^'. •.•-».•-•,••>• .«.•-.» », » • • • «.» m90m.f»^*a*»tr*»*
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. Westwood

J 071 Gayley,
"" 208-8988

~

HELEN'S
CYCLES

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 10-7
Sat. 9-6

Sun. 11-5

Santa Monica

2501 Broadway

829-1836

10% OFF Parts & Accessories with UCLA ID

Flats fixed while you wait.

CLIP AND SAVt ~-

HELEN'S
CYCLES

FIERA 10 Speed

=r $99.95=
MONGOOSE Scooter——$92.95——

——^^Reg. $112

$119
$139

BEACH CRUISERS
one speed Reg. $1 49
five speed Reg. $179

NAIL GARDEN
• complete manicuring service
• sculptured nails

• waxing
• facials

Quality service for over 12 years

, 141^ Westwood Blvd.
• Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • 475-0500

CLIP AND fAVt

ACRYttCrtlAfLSt:;;^25
FILLS $16

free bottle of nail polish ivlth manicure or pedicure *

-^ NfAILGARDEN^^ ^
1410 Westwood Blvd • 475-0500 • Coupon expires 4/1/86

|

OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER 5- 11 p.m.

Friday & Saturday 5-2a.m
Brunch - Saturday.- Sunday 1 1a.m.

JVew March 1 -Open Dail^Hor Lunch 1 l-5p.nv. -

FULL BAR-GREAT MARGARITAS BEST FAJITAS IN LA
(Don't forget our W Hollywood Location)

2934 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica 828-0175

Good thru 3/3 1 /86

$2.95
any 2 item combo

lunch or dinner

118 Entfddd Dr. . present this coupon

Santa Monica 459-8596
CLIP AND SAVE ^^-

^irr^^^^ CELEBRATE
our 1st Birthday

with

1

m*s shorts^

& swimwear

Receive a FREE
small or medium
T-shirt with any
purchase &
coupon

^ ^^ ^w^ .^^ Women's
"P*° 50% OFF clothing &

swimwcar
VALID ONLYON 3/14, 3/15 or 3/16

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!

CHASE
Sports Deli - Bar & Grille

Homemade Italian recipes from
Little Italy, N.Y* Big screen
T.V. in deli featuring all sports
&L soaps. Daily specials.

CHASE IS THE PLACE!!

FAST FREE t)£LIVERY
($6.00 minimunn order)

208-4729 824-1310
. . 7-

1049 Gayley Avenue - Westwood

CHASE
Bar& Grille

Champagne Special"

Dinner for 2
Choice of Veal Parmigian, Scampi, or
Lobster Piccatta w/fettuccini Alfredo.
a Free bottle of champagne, caesar's

salad, bread &. butter

$24-99
please present coupon

I CHASE
Bar & Grille

Dinner for 2
includes FREE '/z carafe of

red or white wine

$13.99
On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant

dishes

I

Sports ' Deli

DELIVERY MANIA!!
30 Min.
or less 1

1

On ail Large pizzas or
you get

I

$3.00 Off!! I

Large Pepperroni Piiza
w/extra cheese

- 2 dinner salads
'2 ice cold Cokes

I

-J.

• • •••••••••••••••• •

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

1 «n. 1* •* * •"•
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OfhM LKadM 112 KatkaA Hall

riM iiiwuinnirt iwanrai ft* M<Kto*lM« rtfiii la

duag*. rvciaaaity. ravtia, ar rttM aty ciaaalflad

(tfMrtMniMi aal nMtail *• rta»«arti al Ika Oat-

The ASUC:* Coftwnunicilion& Bcjrd tuKy supports me

UniveiSity ut UKomu s prtKy ao ooc-OiscnnKuhai
'

No medium 5MI accept attverHsofrxjnts »rtHch pfeseni

persons ot ifiy jngic race 'Hiflwr se» oi se«ual

oneoUOon m 4 Oemeamog way or Knply 0ut they are

limited to -ertaiP positions tapatnliOes rotes 01

status '" society Nerther the 0«y B(u»r nor Bie

/kSuaA Commonications Board has lovasooated any

-Ji\ tt* Mfvices advertisad of atfvertsers rapresanted m

this issue Any person beteving thai an advettserrwnt

in itHS issue yiotates Ihe Board s poltcy on non

discrimination stated herein should communtcale

{ompumts M wntNig to the Business Manager. Daily

Bf\,in 308 Westwood P»a«. KH 112. Los Angeles CA

90024 For assistance wtth housing dscnmmatrar

problems cM the UCLA Housing cmtce at 8?S-4491.

o( r;ili me WestswJe Fair Housing Otflce at 475-9671

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM ' (818)992-6966. (213)873-3303.

FREE 8

MODELS needed for free haircut in Bever-

ly Hills. Call Kozo 277-7045.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $lO/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by pfidne. 456-9644 or

455-1404 V-

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Moetlnos: Monday, Adwrmon
2410. 12:10-1.20. WednMdoys,

Neuropsychlatrtc hstttute ce-53«,

12:10-1:20. For (*X)holcs or Irv

dMduoli who hove a drinking

problem. S500644 or 4754366

PERSONAL 10

ALPHA PHI sororfly needs hashers. Call

208-4008.
"

'

GROUP 9 original music, experienced
club band avaiiabte for any club function.

Hot contempo rock, call Blank Frank
(21 3)871 -6667 after 5 pm.

IF anyone had to pay a towing fee

because his car was hooked up, but be-
fore it left the parking area, kindly contact
the undersigned for a claim of refund, Wm.
Goichman, Atty. 2040 Avenue of the Stars,

Suite 400. LA. 90067, (213)556-1 191

.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship Uehara
(818)840-8638.

Classified r^

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL. 10

Studying tiardfoi^Finals?
» I

MAKE ITA GRANDJONALE
ASUCLA LECTURE N OT E S
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on ALevel in Ackerman Union.

w .)

Study Paks give you

TINALS FINESSE
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for

Ctiemistry, Economics, and Psyct^ology classes.
Lecture Notes and Problem Solving Guides are copyrlgtited by ASUCLA.

Available only at ttie Lecture Notes Counter, located on ALevel in Aclcerman Union.

r-V

Lioda Kioslcy Special Olympics Co-Chair
AJisoo MarahaU Serenadcs/Educ. Forum Co<:hair
Tloa Lucas Sunrise Run/Volleyball

Your Sigma Kappa Tournament Co-Chair
sisters congratulate you all on an

"awesome job!! Greek Week will be fabulous!!!

. AE€>
Krc-Kush and Lff

__ Sister BBQ
Tuesday, March 5 5pm

Come out and enjoy the food
and the fun at the Sig house
on 525 Landfair. Sweatshirts

are in Sigsters!!

Rush Chairman:
Chris Chatard 824-2041

Alpha Epsilon Phi Congratulates Its New
1986-87 Small Board

President-Debby Tisherman Social Chairmen-Doree Jurow

Vice Pres-Rachel Brandel

Pledge Moms-Lori Margolis

and Melinda Ruben

Treasurer-Heidi Group

and Adrian Glauberman

Rush Chairman-Marta Goldman

Secretary-Lisa Spielman

House Manager-Jill Goldberger

Good Luck LML.

Your AEO Sisters

Jhanks to the old Delta Gamma officers for a super job! Congratulations to the new officers!

President

V.P. Chapter Relations
V.P. Rush
V.P. Pledge
V.P. Scholarship

Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Treasurer

Panhellenic Delegate
House Manager
Ritual Chairman
Foundation Chairman
Anchora-Public Relations

Sunshine Chairman
Fraternity Education
Song Chairman v

Social Chairman
Activities-Historian Chairman
Assistant Rush Chairman
Membership Chairman
Assistant Treasurer ,

Assistant House Manager
Alumnae Relations

old

Sheila Lx>rd

Mary Lockington ,

Tracy Skidmorc

Heidi Amacher
Devon Hass
Janet Koewlcr

Regina Hall

Brooke Robertson

Julie Rhoades

Holly Janis

Kathy Radisich

Maria Smith

Andrea Zaharia

Alyson Wix
Robin Gallop

Diane Radar-^

Karen Wamick
Lindy Bruce

Brandie Dye
Natalie Rooney

Elise Miller

Julie Stone- —

*

Beth Shelton

Sue Kerby

Lindy Bruce
Brandie Dy^
Lisa Bruzzone
Kathy Radisich

Sue White
Karen Bogard
Felicia Reed
Jill Frazee

Patty Smock
Stacy Gabrielson

Karen Wamick
Stephanie Munro
Melissa Cooper
Katie Chalberg

Nancy Crum
Andrea Crozier

Rosie Cosgrove
Julie Stone
Kathy Balzhiser

Lauren Loscialpo

Lynn Sappington

Kathy KJos
Julie Anderson

• Beth Sydow

PHI KAPPA SIOMA
Here's to the best

Greek Week ever!

Wltti our

Modonno's there's

no way we could
lose. Get excited

for on
unforgettable

Sdoysl
Love.

Delta Gomrpn

£K8rKi:
Psych up for a great {

MARDI ORAS
We ore going to

tKive a blostll

TAMMIE (EAT)
3 Honor

Societies and
now o Peer
Heam

Counselor
We're so proud

of you.

Love,
Your Sitters

s^.m^m

v:.e'<^

V.\xo'

\

l\ >l-.

TT
^i.
'»¥»'

timm
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PERSONAL 10 SALONS 21 OPPORTUNITIES 26 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WA^QTED, .30

DBli K. S-BWU DING.
SAB. SUS.

THANKS FOR
fVERYTHINO!

Get psyched for S.B.

Connie

FREE haircuts Carlton Hair International

needs models for advanced haircuttjng

Hass Call 475-8330

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-

pany looking for distributors Earn $600-

$1500 or more, part-time (213)852-0990

call between 1-5 PM.

HEALTH
SERVICES ,.22

-THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
-50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

HEALTH
SERVICES

:

JON ANDERSON ALO
GREEK WEEK:

WHAT A CONCEPT!!
Hero's to a

winning week!
Love, Your AZ co-chaIr

I

,t

.
'/ > NEED money? Too mar»y btMs? 24 l^r.

hotline - income opp Make $500/nrK). or

more part-time. If our phones are busy.

T leave name and number on mach.''*

(213)852-0990.

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/n>o. Of

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.

(213)852-0990.

- :^*v.\Lonely?
Tired?

Depressed?
- '

' Individuals*Groups

f , Couples* Family.
Fee: Sliding Scale —

3744 S. Harrington Call Open Paths
WcstL.A. (213)398-7877

Hey Sigma Chi-

We are psyched for a WILD
and WINNING Greek Week!

I'he tun starts tonightrbee
ii you at the Serenade.
r*-^ Love AEO

^M«l^RCTd«nt7Ph^caroire- - Seeking

responsible Live- in Team Leader with
high energy, stamina, physical

strength, and good sense of humor.
Experienced in both physical and
household care to provide At Home
Support to aJn active quadript^dc

Businessman and his wife. Full-Time
with flexible daytime hours. Excellent

Salary plus Room and Board. Private

room in beautiful WLA home. Fluent
English/Good driving record/ Kitchen
skills and references desired. Will also

consider a couple. Starts late Spring.

(213)553-3629

^SB

•A'

RSI CHI meeting Friday 7th at 3:00 in

Franz 3rd floor (UGPL) memt)ers interest-

ed in t)ecoming officers must attend. All

interested psychology majors are welcome

SURVIVORS of incestysexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021

Nancy.

'- HELP WANTED......i..30 !

YESII THETA DELTA CHI'S PRE-RUSH
DINNER IS HERE! THROW ON A SUIT

AND TIE AND BE A PART OF THE AC-

TION TONIGHT AT THE HOUSE. (547

GAYLEY). 6pm.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

\

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
*7 bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraoed. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases Treatment is free Receive $100

reimbursement. (213)206-6723. ^

NORMAL healthy children. 3-12 years.— needed for research project at UCLA. $20

for 2 hours 825-0392

SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical

Clinic. 8200377.^ ^

GENITAL
WARTS?—- Study being

conducted through!

the university

center for

infectuous

diseases. Treatment
Is free. Receive

$ioo
reimbursement
(213)206-6723

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills tramp Hair Salon Seeks

models for haircuts, perms, color 652-

5769 ,
-.

'^

LuCia

.: 1

Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Nfanicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVF . WESTWOOU VILLAGE ,

,
-JH

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office

appearance Light typing and phones. Sal-

ary open. Call Mr. Davidson. (213)930-

1891

ADVERTISING assistant. LA retail chain.

Graphics, PR. retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services. 3125 Western Avenue,
Seattle. WA 98126.

AID elderly woman. Need own car.

Transport to appointments, shopping, light

housekeeping. Female. 272-2442.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evenir>g.

Athletic-kx>king girts in Track and Field,

Swimming, Gymnastics. Tennis. $100/day.

Acting, recording. (213)430-5431

.

ATTORNEYS needed for malpractice

case. Fees negotiable. 874-2569.

BOOKKEEPER. Part-time weekend. $7/hr.

will train in exp>erience. Diversified duties,

heavy phones, 10 key touch. Moderate typ-

ing. Cash handling. Non-smoker.
(2l3)30fr4630.

BRUIN WOODS Looking for student

worker who also plays the piano. This per-,

son can play by ear. lead campfire. songs,

create mood and scene changes in staff

shows. Play for cocktail parties, and
possibly give a Sunday afternoon concert.

Apply at the West Center or call

(714)337-2478.

CHARMING & clean cut females and
males needed for sales & promotion in

Beverly Hills and Century City. Part time/

full time. Flexible hrs. (213) 479-7771

.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plus/week
Full/part time. Top wages. Flexible hours.

Excellent working conditions. Friendly

people to work with. Benefits. Call 828-

0664

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions

now available at leading residential treat-

ment center for teenage boys^ Experience

preferred Excellent t)enefJra.FULL-TIME
COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR.(8ie)347-1326.

Counselors • girls group home-live in half

week. 479-0929.

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs business

major for 16 to 24 hours per week with

working knowledge of IBM PC and Lotus.

Intennediate accounting helpful. Great

opporiunity and compensation. Send
resume to McGinity and Nodar 3435
Wilshire Blvd. #729. LA 90010. (213)386-

6564

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii, Worldll Call for guide,

cassette, news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DRIVER/helper. part-time. $10(Vwk. (13-20

hrs.) Carpool driving, marketing ft daily er-

rands. Own car, seat belts required. Bever-

ly Glen canyon. 279-1447.

««e*ee***************tt
• HAAOiMDAZS e

e IS HIRING
I

J Part-time help In the e
Santa Monica Store. •

Call Chris @ 828-7048 or I
e in ttie Brentwood Store •

• callPam@820-1666 I*eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee,ae

GIRLS needed to sell flowers in

prestigious restaurants. Car a must, short

hours, good pay Leave message 659-

2417

INVESTMENT agency needs someone,

preferably Spanish speaking to teach D-

Base 3 and Word Perfect on IBM personal

computer. Good pay! Good hours! Please

call Ena mornings and ESME afternoons.

at 413-0048.

MESSENGERS/Process Servers, full and

part-time positions available. Must have

transportation. Wages 6.20/hr. (213)384-

8244. ^__^___
MESSENGERS. Westwood Lawfirm has

openings for P/T messengers. Must be

available to work mornings Must also be

dependable, have own car, insurance and

good driving record. Call Tracy after 2pm
478-2541.

MESSENGER needed for production com-
pany. Must have own car. Contact

Michele. (213)550-4556.

OFFICE clerk needed by prestigious WLA
Law firm. Hours are 8am-1pm or. 10am- .

6:30pm. Call Gary Carter 312-4102.

PART-TIME parking lot attendant. Neat

appearence, California Driver's license re-

quired. Must t>e availible weeknights and
weekends. References needed. Apply at

Directors Guild of America. 7950 Sunset
Btvdd Hollywood. CA.

PART-TIME position, telemarketing assis-

tant, excellent working condition in

Westwood. 4-8 PM. Monday-Thursday.
$5/hr.. Call (213)208-4102.

PART-TIME receptionist/office clerk. Typ-

ing and correspondence required. Please

call after 1pm, 652-9770.

PART-TIME assistant for doctor's office in

Beverly Hills. Cedar-Sinai Medical
Towers: (213)852-3539.

PHONE solicitor for insurance office, 20-40

hrs./wk. Some office work, $5/hr. Flexible

hours. 479-5556.

PRE-MED and pre-optometry. Need UCLA
freshman or sophomore. Clinical and basic

research. JSEI Tues/Thurs, X2 years.

$6.40/hr. 12-15 hr8./week82&-4749.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RADIOLOGIST needs volunteer research
assistants at Harbor UCLA. Prefer pre-

med students. (213)533-2808.

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-pleasant voice, pro-

fessional appearance, responsible &
dependable 6.50/hour, Ms. Schaefer 473-

4428.

RESPONSIBLE aduH to accompany child

to NYC around April 4-6 and return April

18-20. Fly TWA. Cash offered. (213)391-
2453.

It

TICKETS
Restaurant 8i Bar

jsiow interviewing for

experienced
p)ersonnel for late

March employment.
(cooks, sautee 8i

broiler, salad persor^s,

food servers,

hostesses,

buspersons. 8i

dishwashers).

Apply in person:

niSOOIyrripic Blvd

(lobby)

at the San Diego
Freeway

2-6pm Thursdays

& Fridays

10am-2pm Saturdays

IV/fpHone S<ile5

Computer Supplies &.

Office Products

'

~^
Flexible Hours

Diiilv (^ 'I'-li l^'iiusc- .itid

,. Paid Medical

"^

Any Sales experierice

: , helpful

Modern, pleasant, West

LA liKation

Call or leave mes.sage

anytime

(213)204-6651

oocoooS

t
^A^^^^ ^0 sliiif 4t. ^tJtJt ^Lt^ 4ii~
mfr^ vj^ #J* ^f% *1^ v|^fV^b* ^1^'^ *w^ ^1^ 1**¥**^5^

>£, LA VALff now hiring for

IT part tlnr>e 8i on call
'

7 position. Evenings & m
7 weekends. Must hove If
? trarvsportatkDa, -—; 7
y Girls welcome 7
jr. for Info call 410-4446 ^^?
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^p^ ^^^

HELP WANTED 30 I

I Models Wanted
J for award winning

^— student photographer.

Prints for pay.

Ask for Melis<;p'

Attention WorkStudy:

_ Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400.

Fill In yo«f week #
wHh extra $$$ J

• Immediate openings for •

secretarial sktfls, typists^ ^
clerks, receptionists, •

word processors, & all •
office skills. Work by the }
day, week, or month- •

STIVERS #
TEMPORARY PERSOflNEL •

Call for appointment •
in Westwood 208-5656 f

STUDENT w/ car to pick up 2 children at

school, bring home and babysit for 2

hours. Pay negotiable. Call after 6pm.

474-8134.

SUMMER day camp In Agoura serving

San Fernando & Conejo Valleys seeks

strong staff Counselors;instructors:

gym, horses, arts & crafts, swimming,
animals; Drivers. $125-190 plus/wk. Call:

(818)706-6255

TELECOMMUNICATIONS $7/hf. guaran-

teed salary plus extra commission 4 to 6

hours per day. Partime/Fulltime. Call Mr.

Davidson 8- 1pm. (2 13) 930- 1891.

TYPIST, part-time, will train word process-

ing, 50wpm minimum, Mon-Fri. Steady

work. $6.50/hour Marina Del Rey, 306-

4625

UCLA Football is looking for UCLA student

volunteers who are interested in a career

in collegiate athletics. Call 825-8699. Ask'

for football.

WAITER/Waitresses to work Tues.n"hurs.

1 1-2:30 at Dim Sum Cafe. Call 478-4162.

WANTED: On Monday and Wednesday
afternoons 4pm-6pm. $7/hr. Someone to

assist resistant 12 yr. old boy with

homework. We live near Laurel Canyon
and Hollywood Blvd. 876-6898.

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-
nent basis. Typing, letter writing, light

txx)kkeeping. Salary open, parking provid-

ed. Good location. Shorthand or speed-
writing deisreable> Phone for appt. 272-

8437.

WE are taking applications for fantastic

summer jobs at UCLA Alumni Associa-

tion's new family resort-BRUIN WOODS.
You spend your summer In the mountains
at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50 other stu-

dents live together in the Cedar Lodge, eat

with our guests and help carry out a sup-

per family camping program for 10 weeks.
Jobs include: Arts and Crafts, Aquatics,

Housekeeping. Grill, Dining Room,
Grounds, Front Desk and Counselors. You
also help put on the opening and closing

musical shows and other entertainment.

Get an application at the West Center.
Mail it to us by March 12: BRUIN WOODS
P O. Box 160 Lake Arrowhead. CA 92352
(714)337-2478.

XEROX operator for Print Shop 9200
series. Full/part time. Call 477-1540 or ap-
ply: 1 1 71 7 W. Pico Blvd. WLA.

EASY extra Incomelf $600/1000 stuffing

enevelopes - Guaranteedl Rush stamped

self-addressed envelope - ADCO Enter-

pri999, B\4 S 500 W. #2 ProMO, UiaTT

84601.

EXTRAS Needed! Attractive model types

and unusual faces for movies and TV.
Creative Casting (818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesoiogy student preferred. Call for ap-

pointment, ask for Gloria ^50-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and

assistant for evenings and weekends Med-

ical interest required. College student

preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

Call(21 3)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GIRL Friday needed part-time, afternoons.

1:30-5:00 general office/reception work.

$4/hr 204-4678.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENnRTAINMENT
Public Relotiorts

intern at celebrltY public

relations Arm. No pay
but great opportunity to

learn arKi gain experi-

_ ence. Call Sonka at _
k213)276-6400|

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

AGGRESSIVE sales person-consultant
wanted to help students obtain scholar-
ships, financial aid, etc Must possess ex-
cellent sales ability and desire to make
some bucksl Call (81 8)961 -3289.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (21 3) 655-921

2

I
r -iiu.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

BABYSITTER wanted for 11 mo. old. Just

off campus. Thursday afterr>oon. Call

Debra 208-5879.

MOTHER'S helper, afternoons, some
evenings, 3 yr. old. Local references and
experience, non-smoker Car preferred.

(213)398-4823. Leave message.

RESTAURANTS 46

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES. PROFES-
SIONAL RESAURANT COURSE 90 DAY
GUARANTEE. "DOUBLE YOUR TIPS IN

30 DAYS" AS A RESAURANT BROKER
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE. FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS REPLY TO:
EUGENE O HICKS. PRES. US. INTER-
NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOC. 279
BEVERLY DRIVE STE. 1189 BEVERLY
HILLS, CA. 90212.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

Bachelor apt. Furnished. Veteran near
Wilshire, $525/mo. Excellent location.

(213)275-1427, 379-6570 evenings.

TERRIFIC ^ne bedroom available now.
Pool, spotless new decor; $565. Marina
East, 4132 Qrandview, Mar Vista: 313-

1816.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52
BRENTXyOOD. Super-clean 2-bedroom.

carpeting, drap«^. ftove. $100(VnfH>nth.

Only charglr>Q 1 month's rent, security/

cleaninatomovein. 678-6648.

au—
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APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious, 1-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove. No pets.

$700/mo. Only charging 1 -months rent,

security/cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

PRIME Westwood Village executive

apartments. $775 and up. Fireplace, pool,

parking, a/c. 208-3306.

2-bedroom tinfurnished apt. Excellent loca-

tion. Available now. 1390 Veteran,

$l050/mo. (213)275-1427. 379-6570 even-

inqs. o

$500 1 bedroom, spacious, stove, new
carpet, drapes, parking. 5 miles-campus.

Suitable for staff-faculty members. Non-

smoker. 652-2699.

if

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63
5sm1 I06p070sw070sl080f025
ERROR

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Apartments available $690/up. Kelton

Towers-515-Kelton 208-1976. r—

FEMALE preferred, non-smoker to take
room free in exchange for very light

housekeeping and babysitting. Access to

pool, and bus (818)907-5226.

MOTHER'S helper needed in exchange for

living in Beverly Hills guesthouse. 20 hrs.

«< i^ubyuitttng^per week. References re-

quired. 276-9844.

ROOM and board in exchange for child

care, light housekeeping. Pacific Palisades
464-4127.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

SKIS FOR RENT... 85

KNIESSEL 190 cm. w/ Tyrolia bindings.

$75 obo. Also car radio. Digital Pioneer.

$125 obo. 337-7566.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

INSURANCE 91

BEAUTIFUL Bachelor, furnished, near

campus, laundry facility, $365/mo.

Available March 4. Call today.(213) 826-

0173.

SINGLE for 1-2; walk UCLA-Westwood,

partially furnished, laundry, pool,

dishwasher, ac, fireplace. 5 nK>nth lease

April-August; $675 mo. includes water,

gas, parking. Kris or lisa, 209-0885.

WA\;K UCLA hooray! Spacious, furnished,

bachelor & single. Utilities included

Manager- 644 Undfair #201 . 208-2676.

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-in

allowance, furnished singles Patio,

elevator. A/C 10989 Rochester 479-7485,

managed by Moss & Company.

$1300. First month free. Brentwood, brand

new Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrooms, 2

hathrnnms Dftluxe. small, modern.

FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

6wn room. Lovely West LA home. $100/

mo. Sytvia. Eve. (213)748-7042.

GUEST house tor rent. Pacific Palisades.

Quiet responsible, non-smoker. $350/

month, kitchen, bath, washer, dryer. 273-

2458, 45»4290.

HILLSIDE home, pool, private room.

Serious female preferred, share bath with

one. $325 plus 10% utilities. 828-1537.

JUST decorated! Westwood furnished ef-

feciency single, new carpet, paint, mini-

blinds, central air/heat, f^on-smoker $495
incl. utilities. (21 3)475-7066.

MASTER bedroom/bathroom for non-

smoker in 2 bedroom/2 bathroom Securi-

ty/laundry. Courtyard/patio. Near UCLA.
Rose near Overland. $385/mo 839-9545.

a

ROOMMATES 65

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM" (818) 992-6966, (213) 673-3303.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 » Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

kjwest rate available. Completely equip-

ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 106

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

EdMiit A TyRlat
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegandy and economically

21S-S94-«19S

'• BdMmg and
WrMmg S«rvic« '

•ALLaubfecte
•NoOiing Too Big

or Too Small
•We want to help

Sharon Bear, PfuD.
(213)837-8292

'STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students ar>d the professional. Rate

negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term

papers, manuscripts, ttiesis. Reasonable

rates. Call: Meenaph.no. (213)679-6113. >

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

MRS. Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing

Service. Fast, reitable, error-free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-

3.0(ypaoe. 277-7102.

PROFESSIONAL Typing, editing and rush

lobs. Call Val 477-6220. (9am-1 0pm).

SPECIALIZE Term Papers & Resume
development. Edit/Type. Rush jobs O.K. I

Available 7-days/eves. Leave message 11

out- 478-7061

.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 47S-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sk>nal. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (213)653-3600.-

41
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GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

•
e
e

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828^4029, 826^928.

CAN you write cleariy and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

LEARN French the easy way by experi-

enced Native Pansian teacher. Recom-
mended by the French department and the

French Consolate. 874-0934.
•

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (2A3y30&'

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 939-4303.

"
Building. 1 1675 DarTingfon. 827-4652.

$675 WLA/Purdue, spacious, bight upper

1 -bedroom, balcony, carpets, drapes, wall

panelling . b'eaktast bar, parking, no pets.

Luisa 478-0694 -

780 Culver City. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, nice

view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-

6907.

VACATION
RENTALS ;...:.. 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)

785-9865

EXECUTIVE Salt Lake duplex. Weekly
-rates, near four ski resorts, furnished,

sleeps 8. (801)966-7986.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

DESPERATELY seeking 2 female room-

lates. 1 -Bedroom, large living room,

kitchen, furnished. Only $250/month,

prime location. Susie-208-1021 , 824-9782.

FEMALE roommate needed, Santa Monica
area. Non-smoker. $210/mo. plus utilities.

4529078.

NEED female to share large 1 -bedroom
apt. Walk to campus. $275/mo. Veteran/

Strathmore. 206-4408.

NEEDED: 2 non-8nf>oking females share 2

bedroom, 2 bath Brentwood apt. $262
plus deposit. 471 -4655.

PROFESSIONAL male seeks M/F to share

quaint 2-bed/1-t>ath Westwood apariment.

Courtyard, washer/dryer. $395/mo. 473-

8682.

SINGLE woman seeks mature graduate

student/professor/professional share
apartment, ocean/San Vicente; $385;
393-2972.

YOUNG professional wishes to share 2-

bedroom, 2-bath, beautifully furnished

Brentwood apartment. Female, non-

smoker. (213)471-0052.

$250/nr»onth, own room. South Mar Vista,

391-6874, best time to call 6:3O-8:30pnfv

HOUSE EXCHANGE59
SEEKING home in WLA for 3-6 months
beginning July 1, 1986, in exchange for

condo in Jerusalem Israel for same period.

Call (213)553-3266.

FEMALE—to Share—3-bedrooni/2-batM

apartment in Culver City Non-smoking.

$325 each Dana 836-0363

FEMALE needed to share one-bedroom

Gayley apartment. Excellent kx^tion- r>ext

door to UCLA! Security building, pool, fur-

nished, etc. $350/month. Call 824-1248 or

209-2342

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share

bedroom in a WLA apartment $240/

month. Call 477-1244

MALE roommate for Brentwood single

Near shop, bus, furnished, stove. $250/

month. Ron 471-3569. After 8pm.

NON-SMOKER female for 1 bedroom

Brentwood apartment. Pool, security,

$245/mo. including utilities. 820-2508.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Shennan Oaks (81 8)78»6064.

WESTWOOD luxury apartment. All

amenKies. Fireplace, pool, jacuui, game
room, utilities paid. Walk to UCLA. Male

$307/mo. Call Eric (714)546-0900.

SUBLET 66

% eeee»ee»eee»»eee»e»»»*

MATH tutoring- elementary through
calculus Tough made easy. Call Bruce..

1818)505-9927

ELEPHANT
MaVING

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291-3158.

^•••eeeeeeeeeeaeeeeee*^
• ONI DAY TYfINt •
* ftOiSMlonol wHter w^lli BA In ^

type aid edtt temr

936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer. Second year

law students clerVing w/our firm need

westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext 587 before 4:00 at Manatt,

Phelps. Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Uw stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more informatton.

SUMMER law clerits need housing. Fur-

nished apartments. May-September.

May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan.

(213)680-2222.

O'MELVENY li MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUSLETS

^ ^,
If you are interested In

subletting your furnished

apartrrient any time

from May to August.

& px)ssibly Vi Of

Septennber, our law

students will be needing

tKXJslng. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
1-6046

/

HOUSING

GERMAN medical doctor couple would like

to housesit in /\pril and May 399-681 5.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELR>-.62
FEMALE, preferably grad-student or upper

classman, non-sn>oker, experienced w/

children wanted for babysitting after school

A carpooting in exchange for room &
board in Beveriy Hills & weekly oompensa-
tlon.CaM Sandy, 271-9060.

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

WANTED: female, non-smoker, neat,

responsible to share condo w/young (25)

professor on west side-private bedroom/

bath pool, jacuzzi. security, etc -$450 &

1/2 utilities-Gloria 837-8561

SERVICES
OFFERED ...96

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH, EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECT^" FAST SER-
VICE! (818)798-8334.

EDITOR, PhD. Many years* manuscript

experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels, non-fictton.

(213)393-9109.

^FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,

resumes? Professk>nal help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

208-4353.

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?

Establish your portfolk) today. Call Linda's

Photography Studio. (213)278-5063

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many kx^al satisfied customers.

References available. 24 hrs. Merit 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/developnf>ent/productk>n. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.

(818)760-3149.

RELAX! Scientific and technical support

for doctoral, master's and proprietary sp-

plications available. Services include

statistics, methodology. computerizatk)n,

scientific editing, and word processing.

Reasonable student rates. (818)780^432.

^FittiONAL PHOTOORAPHERJ
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Fomalo^ Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion. Commercial. Theatrical

Call for Appointment
(818) 508-8680

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poteh a clean your hard. aemUort
ana soft contact tenses vvtiNe you wait.
Return your contacts to "Nke^neW corv
dltkxi. Feel and see better
Df. Vogel. 1132 Westwcod Bd 20ft- 30U.
VaWated PafWno-20% Off With This Ad.

{ PATIENT TUTOR J
J MATH (arithmetic through J
* calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS,^

J Engineering. Reading. Gram- ^
J mar. Study Skills. Work with a*
^ tutor v/ho knows the subject J
* well, orKl can patiently pres-^
j ent the material in a variety of 4t

J ways. You will also learn thej
^proper way to study tor
,achieve confidence and self-.||

* reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-*
JtION call JIM MADIA. 383-

J

^ 6463. *

» pcpeo, thssss, scftpts. re^umet. «
e etc. Or edmng only. Over 25 e
* years experterxre. Westwood *

2 VSoge. M Oeloney. *

« 624-2S53 or 6244111 1

Lonec*s
One Pay Typing

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

*
* ITUDfTAQIMWIIIT OMCOUJCTl

TT

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

NEEDED: Tutor to get nr>e started on
Apple lie. Private honw. Call Demott
Davis 464-3748. '

'

in.FLYIN
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Py! Special free intro, sertous

students only, plwse. Aircrafl rental. (818)

344-0196. ^

e

e

e

WOMfN: If you have dimculty

achlevlr>g orgasm and would
be Interested in joining a
women's group, contact the

Humon Seiuallty Program at

•2ft0243. $20 per MMlon for

•Ix week group.

e
e
e

e

%eeeea«a«««««*«#«««««**

TUDOR needed for high school student in

Advanced PIscement Pascal. Call

(818)904-9455, after «pnv

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers.

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome: WLA;
Marian; 391-3822.

A>iET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laurs

410-2890.

A-PLUS quality word processing. IBM PC,

IBM Letter quality printer. Term papers,

dissertatk)n8, one day service, $1 .50/page,

WLA, Myung, ^7-6344.

A-PLUS Word Processing. Xerox 880.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcriptk>n. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

rKX>n-6pm.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR. $1-3/PAQE. CALL
EVAN.(213K5<V8719.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu lO^pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

39(M588

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.

Pick up/campus M-W Sheri 662-0869.

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings Lesve messsge.
Reasonat)le rates. Dariene.

ELITE Word Processing- Best rates of-

fered- Professtonal service, terms, disser-

tatk>ns, manuscripts, etc.. Pick-up/Delivery.

204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professk>nal editing: term

papert. theses, dissertattons. languages.

Help with yyriting. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typlng^ivord processing.

$l.90/paoe. Make speNlng correcttons

1 (800)352^4343. (213)614-9246.

oU.

J08-0455 391-338^

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former soto

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.6e9-S324.

GINGER Adam Studk) of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher. NQPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fuskxt,

rock. jazz. etc. Call Bruce. (818)505-9927^
Excellent references!

"

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Mk:hael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connectknt. (213)478-

3274.

RESUMES, $l2/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word prooessir>g.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

WINNING resumesi Student special $25.

Free consultatkm. Free copies. Or>e-day

servk^e . Open weekends (2 1 3)85 1 -07 1 7.

•Resumes*
•Career Guidance

•

• Typing/Editing •

it Low-cxMt ^ Proven reauhe ^
•(r Free Conendtation a

Call ACCESS
(213)477-3641

Convenient WLA Location

TRAVEL. 105
~^

supm vALue ivr i

Mew rO*WC fmrnt 2JS
CMICAQO .froriS fSS

AMAMI tmm$ 238

HAWAII tromS 239
LOMDOU fromS 499

nUkMKFimT trotnS SM
PAMS/AMSTEttyAM trom$ 599

TOKYO tromS 579

TAHm - fromS 579

CtWISE, Tdart fr'omS 599

tKi eunope fnms 999

Toun, Cful»9t
CarSNMafAM.

CALL 209-4444, M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 QLENDON 0202s

\

a
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J
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TRAVEL vl05 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 RIDES WANTED 116 MOPEDS 119

6th Annu^fTspring Break Trip

UCLA WEEK
FROM Sun, Valley Idaho to LA between
March 20-23 Share expenses, driving.

Carol 826-1089 message.

1
-march 31 - Aprtf 7

FLY TO —
MAZATLAIM, IVIEXICO»..$349—~
Includes roundtnp airfare frorrn_AX; Weteofr^ C^jdaaiis,Jjnights^

-hotel by the beach, nightly cocktail parties, dinger, and more!

HURRYI Only a few spaces leftl

You must sign up by Friday, March 7!

SKI UTAH $279 x^March 31 - April 6

SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, ^ „ ^

COLORADO $329 March 30 - April 6

Includes roundtrip transportation via deluxe motorcoach, lilt tickets,

accommodations, parties, ^"d mofet^ -^-^~—-^-—,^^g—
WILD AND EXCITING TRIPSI

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
^ ' -51 TRAVEL SERVICE • M f 830 6, sat ii-3

^Ql l^^l A/ A-Level Ackerman Uruon

^1 ^^^^^^^ l^rlr Prices subject to change without notice limited availabiiitv

FURNITURE. 126

BEAUTIFUL dinmg roomset w/china cabl-

et. Outfet. 6 cane-back chairs. $900 o.b.o.

^5-1819/394-2118. ^

MOPED, Vespa Ciao with h&imet. gas can.

cable & lock. Sacrifice, moving, must sell

:mmedial«ly, (2l3>478-2244^

1981 Vespa P20(JE^ Burgundy and white,

"•^,000 miles. Fxcellent condition plus ex-

rras. $995 obo (61 8) 340-2092

1981 '(/ESPA P200E. Excellent condition.

$850 471-51 01.

1984 Honda A'ro¥50;"K<usrgelTI''$32roBb

- as IS. Call Chris at 209-11 43.

"84 Yamaha •320

WOODEN futon frame, folds 'nto couch.

Brand new, $250 obo. (213)559-5392. _
\?VoobEN futon frame, folds into couch,

brand new. $250 obo. (213)559-5392.

TRAVELING?
COUNCtL TRAVEL
and Alpha Tau Omega (ATH)

—^—Present ---—-—-.

iNDEFENDENT TRAVEL THROUGH EUROPE
FREE SEMiNAR: LEARNABOUT THE BASICS

FLIGHTS
EURAIL
BRITRAIL

_. INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. CARDS
\ YOUTH HOSTELS

BUDGETACCOMODA TIONS- TRAVEL GEAR —
FOREIGN CURRENCY

_^ TRA VEL LITERATURE
** 'AND MUCH MORE'"-

Wednemday, March 5, 1 986 6:00^:S0pm
515Gayley

Can(213}824 7725

** %

RT

From

LONDON....^ $478

AMSTERDAM
BANGKOK^.
IRELAND

HONG KONG

$495

$835

$449

$670

' Some Rwtrtcftoni /iqsfSly

Eural panel
issued on the 4x>t

SPRING Break. Save $ woHd wide. Lowest

airfares 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818y9e»^123.
'^

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

'82 Rabbit convertible, S-speed, red with

white top, a/c, Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9300 obo.

(213)394-6430.

'85 Honda Prelude, blue, 5-speed, air,

digital stereo/cassette, sunroof, clean, like

new, 14.5 m.. $10,800. Call weekdays
532-9024.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

1978 BLACK BMW Sunroff. stereo, spoke
wheels, excellent condition; (213)273-

3796,(213)859-7286.
;

1979 Chevette, 4-door, hatchback, air/

auto, good condition, $1400 (2 13)478-

8934, leave message.

1979 Firebird. Excellent cond Auto, V8.

68K miles, alt power, am/fm. $3900 obo.
825-1819/394-2118.

1979 Honda Civic, 4 speed, great condi-

tion, $1200. Must sell 451-2188, leave

message.

1979 Sapporro Mitsubishi 5-speed engine.

10.000 miles, air-AM/FM cassette-new
brakes, clutch and tires. Moving, must sell.

US$ 3, 1 0000 Phone:276-7070.

1980 Datsun 310 GXHB, 5-speed, 2-door,

AM/FM cassette, sunroof. Excellent condi-

tion. $2500. Call &-9pm 47&4601

.

1980 Rabbit Deisel, air condition, 4-speed,

$2000. Great conditton. 475-6224.

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5, liftback, 5-

speed, AM/FM stereo cassette, A/C, low
mileage Excellent condition $4200 654-

5750.

•981 Cutless Brougham 4-door, excellent

condition, all luxury options, white; blue,

vinyl top, always garaged. $3700. 454-

4434.

1981 VW Convertible Rabbit. Good Condi-
tk)n/40,000 miles. $7,000/obo 937-8976.

1981 320i BMW. 5-speed, air, sunroof,

stereo-cassette, only 34,000mi. Excellent

corxlition, original owner, dealer serviced,

$9400. 474-3205.

1984 Datsun 300ZX Coup 14,000 miles.

Like new. $l2,250o.b.o. Steve 479-2014.

'75 Mazda RX4 Wagon, runs great, 53m,
excellent body, must sell, leaving USA.
$1p00obo. Klaus (213)451-0812.

'76 MUSTANG II. V-6 automatic, stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $1400 obo.

837-9709 after 6 p.m.

'76 280Z 4-speed, k>aded, extras, must
se^. must sell, $2,600 (213)656-8388.

'77 Toyota Celica QT, 5-speed. A/C. new
paint, chrome, brakes. Very reliat>le. Ask-

Ing $2.500. 379-7361

.

'78 Datsun 200 SX, good conditk>n, air,

auto, trans, new tKakes. price negotiable.

Call Gtoria. 836-2364.

'78 Honda Civic CVCC hatchback. 5-

speed. sunroof, excellent corKJitk>n. $1800.
(213)934^821.

;^T^ MATTRESSES^^
' All' nfw hotel .set.s jjuarantetxl .

Tnvii. Set..'....... .ISO

Full Srt ::.' '...$08

yut-en Set ; $88

Kin^S^t $9«

New 5 \tvec* bedrtiom .set $118

New full Mze or (|iieen sleeper.......$139
New sofa and love seat $159
Oak Finish wiffee tables 820

Knd Table^ $15

I .amps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

CHEVROLET Bel-Air 1971 Runs perfect.

Immaculate body. $1200(213)469-9373.

=etASStC 1986 Ctirysler New Yortcar:

Good condition, clean interior, a/c, cruise

in stylet $850 824-1316.

FORD Pinto '75. Runs Great. New Brakes
etc. ..$600. Must sell, returning to France(213)471-4584.
MAZDA '81 GLC Sport 5-speed, sunroof,

AM/FM cassette, 42 mpg. excellent condi-

tion, 827-8883, Lori. Ask $3,500.

100 Free -lottery tickets with this 1980
Riviera, electnc suntoof. stereo, black,

$5750/Obo 838-8546.

'82 Renault Le Car. 10.000 miles, sunroof,

cassette, rt door damage. $1500/obo. Call

836-0695

1966 Wy Baja Bug. Qpod condition.

30.000 on rebuilt Sunroof. $1850 negotia-

ble Bob (8 18)348-7937

1971 Toyota Corona. Good transportation

car Good running^ condition, new tires

$550. 206-6987(days) 820-1 31 7(evenings)

1972 VW Squareback Runs great Rebuilt

engine w/3000mi New brakes Very
reliable $1500 otx> Call Sally weekdays
825-9061

1973 VW K-Ghia, orange; newly rebuilt

engine, documentation: needs some
cosmetic body work; $3500/obo: Dan
(21 3)470-01 74 evenings

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIW
CLASSIFIED

82S-2221, 82S-2222

^80Z scooter, black.
^^

m iles, tike new. $t200 obo. 471-5925. :

'85 Honda Aero 50. Driven only 1 month.

Including helmet and Kryponite lock. $650.

655-8168

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134
APPLE tic with screen, stand, 2nd disk

drive. Imagewriter printer, some software,

all in excellent condition. $650/obo. Call-

Bill (213)824-1274.

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data

Bureau Inc 1633 Westwood Blvd , #120.

Tele. (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major

brand. New w/warranty. Works on all

Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558 for

demo.

MODEMS/Hayes compatable 300/1200-

Baud external smart modems comes w/

comuserv & OAG. Only $225.00. Call

Richard 876-2556.

PERSONAL computer word processor

XEROX 820 CPM with software $300 or

make offer: (213)472-4654.

""Pow'f fvn o C/o»sified od,"

Toirisnf=-
yOU'D $e/f fha cows;

—

——
We'd be money ahead!

Well, we slill have the cows
And a cruise reservation,

Too late to cancel for our

Long planned vacation;

The lew cents we "saved"

Might not have been bad

ff we hadn't lost all

V Of the sense that we ^adl^

t*^

.4975 OLDS Delta Convertible, AM/FM=
cassette, power everything. 6iK miles,

great shape. $2195. (213)275-9727.

MISCELLANEOUS... 1 28

MAMIYA ZE camera with 2 tenses, auto
zoom, make an offer. (213)559-5392.
n I . 1

Pat a little ^.BoeaeacelB
yo«r Ufe. Drive• Alfa

oas«o ffroas...

Beverly Hille Alfa
S«74 S. Robcrteoa mt

\jj Natioaal
(213) 559.77««

Why let people fish around?

Let them know what you've got!

BICYCLES
FOR SALE 113

PEUGEOT PH-501 racing, lightweight,

12-speed, black, like new, $250 obo, Mike
474-1080.

SCHWINN "High Sierra" mountain bike,

18 speed, excellent condition, like brand
new. $295.00. 479-1649.

MOTORCY<|LES
FOR SALE 114

1980 Suzuki GS550-E. Mint condition

9.000 mi., new tires. $800. 820-7207.

1980 Suzuki GS550-E. Mint conditk>n.

9,000 mi., new tires. $800. 820-7207.

'83 Yamaha RXK50, runs great. Nice k)cal

tran8ponatk>n bike. $250. Call 475-4427
eves. 821-7884 days.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150 Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & k)ve seat

$495. Dining room set $M5. Carpeting
$5 95/yard 393-2338. .- .-^

*5e
Daily Bruin Ciassifieds

'Catch" us at 825-2221

ieiiif
Bob Remstein, Ke^^ew Editor

Kent Andrade, Assoctote Review Editor
jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

ingi iviartin, and audience

m
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>/ Charming and Mary Martin in 'Legends'

•^ *'-«ii.

,^ .' "<

e music, lesser lyrics
*eter Henne, Staff Writer

[age Republic: Ceremonial;
lependent Project. Way
|k in the early '80s — 1982
be exact — Savage

)ublic released a limited-
jase, low-budget album,
\f^c Figures, that went lit-

[noticed but was an artistic,

:ess. At a time when hard-
punk was hammering out
last speed chords worth
iding one's teeth at, the
)ublic's experiments with
|rd World music and poly-
?ussive textures provided a
anza for the L . A

.

^erground. Unfortunately,
group was little heard
again, and issued only

seven-inch records in the
ling years.

roup guitarist Bruce
ler promised an LP when
band's finances could

lit one. With drummer
fk Erskine, the one other
iving member of the orig-

line-up, the two have
[led four new musicians
at last issued a second LP,
^rnonial.

ie new album is a mixed
What had made Tragic

hires flavorful, even
|ue, was the group's blen-

of vaguely Middle

Eastern, propulsive and
multi-layered rhythms with
scaling, monotonic, shimmer-
ing guitars. As much of their

music suggested the dark
streaks of PiL (but cut with
surf riffs!) as it did severe

Arabic chants and a Biblical

desert set at twilight. Most of

the first side of Ceremonial is

occupied by more soothing

and flightier melodies than SR
material previously ifyontained.

Stretching your musical
horizons may be a good thing,

however on this side of Cere-

monial the Republic mostly

gives away the driving bite

and energetic center that

previously lent their music its

strong appeal. What's worse,

though, is that the new
songwriters in the band have
forsaken the group's earlier

sense of humor. There are

lyrics here that want to be

taken as Serious Poetic State-

ment, but simply can't be. A
sample: "Don't sit down on
the Bishop / He won't leave

you alone / Don't ask him for

forgiveness / He'll twist your

eyes around." If there are two
kinds of bad propaganda,
bald-faced and confusing,

their songwriting strolls with

both.
~~'

T
^

If one hap^/cns to stick with

' this record through side two;
however, he or she will be
rewarded. The lyrics get the

boot here and we're better off

for it; the group settles into

three well-thought, beautiful

instrumentals that bring back
their needed edge and display

stirring musicianship. Subtle

accents and musical mean-
derings are concentrated on.

What Savage Republic does
best is synch one ominous
musical subject with another,

thereby creating an aural
montage of moody drama in

each song. The first track on
this side, "Ceremonial" sets a

mesmerizing tone in its open-
ing passage: impressionistic

clattering and twittering
guitars which seem perched to

shriek create preliminary ten-

sion, then fall back to let Er-

skine roll out his adventure-

film drum beat. "The Year of

Exile," over nine minutes
long, is ambitiously divided

into four excursive sections

and is highlighted by lustrous

guitarwork. On the last track,

"Land of Delusion," a little

whimsy returns by way of

Vangelis-like keyboards

.

Savage Republic's line-up of

musicians is better th&n ever;

why not recruit some fresh

lyricists?

.^^
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MOVIE GUIDE

^
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THEATRES
PACIFIC WALK-IM

THBATRBS

WESTWOOD

WESTWOOD Westwd m\shr
474-7866

12 30-3:00-5:3M 0010 30
Frt-Sat-Sun Late Show 12 45

NATIONAL
109255 Lindbrook
206-4366

^•Ity hi Phil
12:30-2 45-5:15-8 00-10 30

Fri-Sat Late Show 12 30
HOLLYWOOD

V

f;

VHIASE
^^ 961 Broxton
^ 206^5576

^ -

^ MHim
948 Broxton

-5^ 20W998

12 00-2 30-5 15^8 06-10 30

^ MsfAMnM) W
Sunset Nr Vine 70mm 6-Tracli DOLBY STEREO
466-3401 11 Academy Nominations S<MC Engmnt ^

1:00-4:15-7 30-10 35

Omm m4 Girt In Beverty HIHe (R)

12 30-3 00-5 30-8 0010 30
Fn-Sat Late Show 12:45

HOUYWOOO fAcmc
HUywd Bl Nr Cahuwwa
464-4111

WESTWOOO
Vy lOSOGayley

L 208-7664

^ _

12302304 30«S
8301030

FrvSat Late Show 12:30

1;15-4:15-7:15-10

irKll(R)
HOU.YWOOO PAcmc F/XdQ

12:4O3;0O5;2O7;45-10;Q6

tV WESTWOOD N

^ lOSOGayley

^ 208-7664
12 002^^007 301015

HOU.VWOOO PACIFIC

12 35-3 06-5 3Wld6-T036

i^
.

WESTWOOO HI

l!V 1050Gay»ey

.
206-7664

-5^

it

TrMWa hi MhK
12 303 005 308 0010 30

WEtTWDOOIV
J050Gaytt».

it 206-7664

^ —
. REGENT
TT 1045 Broxton Ave

. 208-3259

J.i^

ir

j2l

I

1% WMki
12 303 005 308 001030

Fn-Sat Late Show 12 45

WESTWOOD

flAZA
1067Gten(k)n

206-3097

TIM CSlir Pwiric (PO-13)

1:004 15-7 30-1OM

SANTA MONICA
. MANN WILSHME TWm inzll
vr 1314Wilsh)reB»vd Daily 4 307301030

_; . 451^aZ7 Sat-Sua 1.3W;3O7;3O10JD

ImT MANN WILSNINE TWIN
. 1314 Wilshire BtvdW 451^77 Sat-Son

AVCOCMBMI^
Wilsh atWtelwd
47W)711

OM «l AMca (PQ-Y3I
1004:15-7 36-10 45

AVCOCMEMAN
Wilsh alWestwd
475-0711

12 45-3 00515-7:45-1015

TIM Celer Parpla
Daily 4 007 001015
12 30-3 45-7 001015

AWCDCIimiA III

WMsh at Westwd
475-0711

12:30-3:005 308^105!

^

it

it

j^

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS
ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd.

<77-5581

LANDMARK
THEATRES

WEST L.A.

NUART
11272 SM BM
47^6379

-

Mon-Fri 5 15-8 30
S«l-Son 2 0O5 15^ 30

M-t«i 11 A^M. tlltinun Fut

750
A NNNTIU.tE ON BM ITREn

6009:35
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it

iz
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FINE ARTS
8556Wilshire

6521330

^-
^ MUSKHALL
it 9036 Wilshire

« 274-6869
it

ir

it

i^

i^

it

i^

i^

ir

Trty M ItMrtttMl

Mon-Fri 5:406 0O10 10
Sat-Son 1003 205 408:001010
W ROT VWV DMvWIMBMr Mlf flVVt

Sun 11:00

WESTWOOD
TmMOMn

10800 Pico Blvd 12 002 004 006 008:0010 06
475^)408

Moo Fn 5 0O8 30
Sat-Sun 1 305 008 30

I

Wed-Sat 1 307 30
tlMrt pHt 11

Sun-Tues 1:307 30

SANTA MONICA

1332 2nd St

394^9741
Mon-Fri 7:309:40

Sat-Sun 1:003 105:207 309 40
M-tMl 11 A.M. Dmm F«I

1 0O3 .X^5:(»-7 0O9 00

1332 2nd SL^
394-9741

ir —
Mon-Fri 6:306:45

Sat-Sun 2 0O4 1S6 306 45
11 A.M. iMMTil FmI

MkM«MF«lM«
12:15-2 304 45-7 15-9 30

Hvy oMfV Yifi iMf
Sat-Sun 12 00

Separata Admissions Required

'^ 1332 2nd St
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iz

it
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394-9741

Pitzzl'i Hmmt
Mon-Fri 7 209 55

Sat Sun 2 0O4 407 209 55

11:19 A.M. U

MONKAIV
1332 2nd St.

394-9741

TIM iemel «^ '%•

Mon-Fn, 00 9 10
Sat-Sun 1 302 404 507 0O9 10

11:11 A.M.«MM If Utarty

UCE. A/IV7ELNiTS HALL

TodayfTBA)
For Informalton Can 625-2345

CAMPUS
EVENTS

WEST L.A.

CENTURY PIAZA
Century City

2040 Ave. of the Stars

553-4291

Um(P0-13I
Daily 145-4 15-7 509 30
Fri-Sat Late Show 12 00

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATKM 825-1070

March 5.6.ft7

CENTURY PUZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

55^^4291

Daily 2 004 45-7 3010 00
Fri Sat Late Show 12 30

6 00

830

10:30

(CTO) indicatss free screeninas Ibr which
admission tickets are required Tickets are
available with UCLA ID on the day of the
screening only at the Central Ticljet Office
tr»lef at 90QAM and it the MacGowan Box
Office at 1O00
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ONCAMPUSONCAMPUSON
By Bill U'Ren Staff Writer

James 'Harcourt had always
been infatuated with blondes.

Ever since his days as boxing
champ of the Navel Academy,
James had had an undying
passion for blondes of the
female persuasion. Mostly, he
had met them on PR" tours of

the smaller towns near An-
napolis and they had 'always
proved to be fruitful ventures.

-Now, however, he was begin-

ning to think that they were
bad luclc'fbr him.

He began back- tracking a

list of his ex-girlfriends. "First

Kaddie, then Kami. They're

both blondes. Katrina.
Kassandra. Kendra. Karoline.

All four of them as well. And
Kasi, of course." Indeed, they

all had been blondes. "And
they all done me wrong," he
added in between swigs of

Dewar's and Soda.

Even in his early years with

the Agency, Harcourt had had
a good share of run-ins with
blondes, all with grim results.

It was because of the German
ones, like Hilke and Majj, that

he wasn't promoted to Direc-

tor of Operations. And it was
because of the French ones,

"itke Dominique and Jeunaire,

that he was transferred over to

this quiet, routine outpost in

Dubrovnik.

"Damn blondes," he mut-
tered as he made his way over

to the jukebox. Unfortunately,

Mikhail beat him to it and
promptly slid in a coin. Har-
court awaited. Click. Click,

^^^fhe^ jukebox resonated with a

large crack as it began to play

Mikhail's selection. Ini-

mediately, the cafe was filled

from end to end with "Bring
on the Night." Harcourt winc-
ed in anguish.

"Even more blondesl" he

yelled as he ran to the street.

"Goddam Mikhail! I'll have
his headl-'™^^^ " '~~"^

Mikhail,' in fact, had proven
to be a terrible partner for

Harcourt. Only about twen-
ty-five and completely green
in the espionage field, Mikhail
had impressed Harcourt's
superiors with astounding and
endless stories of the women
he had slept with to get his

books published. After the
release of The Ferraro Papers,

Mikhail had managed to have
eight bestsellers within sixteen

months, leading the top brass

at Interpol to sign him on in

communications.

The New Yorker had called

him the Lionel Richie of fic-

tion, but that hadn't stopped
him. Somehow, he had
managed to talk his way into

Harcourt's territory. Why,
however,̂ remained uncertain.

Harcourt believed 'Mikhail's

motives were solely for gather-

ing material for his next work.

"Christ, Mikhail if you're

going to do that, you may as

well hit the harmony part."

"You know Harcourt, I was
analyzing that list of ex-es you
were talking about in the se-

cond paragraph."

"Yeah? And?"
"And... and did. you ever
notice that all their names
begin with the letter *K'?"

"Gosh, you're right, Mikhail.

But..."

"But nothing. I think it's.more

than coincidence, you know. I

mean all this blonde business

is simply ludicrous. Did you

ever think that the letter K
might be your problem? What
about breakfast. Do vou ever

MPaSONON
eat 'Sioecial K? Huh Har

court?' ^

"Look Mikhail, I think your

literal mind has snapped.

Besides, your theory only ex-

plains the domestic girlfriends.

What about the international

ones?"

"Well at least you've got a

chance of dating American

blondes again. And there's no

English ones in your past, so

^maybe now l.pan enjoy The

Police in peac?, eh?"

At that moment, a leather-

clad brunette bumped iirto-

both of them, while
simultaneously dropping a

package into Mikhail's hands.

She smiled and ran off into

the night and out of the on
campus section. Harcourt
quickly unwrapped it to find a

box containing a VHS tape.

The two hailed a cab and
headed directly for their siiite

at The Royal Andric.

As Harcourt mixed them a

pair of Martinis, Mikhail slid

the .videotape into the Sony
player. A prominant Dutch
actor came on the screen at

once. Mtich to Harcourt's

dismay, he was blonde (Har-

court was not completely
^rattsfted^with Mikhail

V

theory.) The actor began to

speak.

"Hello, my name is Rutger
Continued on Page 23

In either case, he was there,

and not even the editors could

do anything about it.

"My life is opaque," Har-
court sang as he ambled down
the Rue de Razic looking for

another sidewalk cafe to oc-

cupy his time. Mikhail follow-

ed and casually added backing

jyocals, "Oooooh, so opaque,
yeah."

TODD CHENEY

ONCAMPVS trivia winner Elaine Adams^

i.:..m.t^€- uai/y Brum}
t»Wlt»tttt»tf•«•#»»»*••»»—•t******^
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PRESBYTERIAN
FELLOWSHIP

- IP YOU'RE IN THE
^

FRONT OF YOUR CLASS
PERHAPS YOU'D LIKE

TO SIT IN THE
RACK OF OUR&

1

EXPERISNCE THE JOY OF

TEACHING
VISIT LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOL CLASSROOMS

Developed by United Teachers-Los Angeles (UTLA), the Experience the

Joy of Teaching Program offers college students a chance to observe or

participate in classrooms throughout Los Angeles County. Positions are

available in elementary, junior and senior high schools and special

education classes.

For application forms, contact Albert E. Aubin at the Placement and
Career Planning Center, or call (213) 206-1924 for more information.

Application deadline is March 7

Experience the Joy of Teaching is sponsored by UCLA's Office of

Academic Interinstitutional Programs (OAIP), Placement and Career
Planning Center, the California State Department of Education and
United Teachers - Los Angeles. • « ft f

TUESDAYS, 6-8 P.M.— SUPPER and FELLOWSHIP
Special C3uest Speaker

REV. ELIZABETH NORDQUIST
of Bel Air Presbyterian Church speaks on

FRIENDSHIP AND PRAYER
^07 Malcolm Ave., 1 block east of Hilgard and Le Conte.

Call 208-5979 or 474-2069 for more informa-
"^

tion or if you need a ride.

Member of the University Religious Conference
at UCLAat UCLA _k

BUSINESS
THE LOSANCEi.es
JUNIOR CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE NEt '86

Network • Meet Local Business Professionals

MONDAY, MARCH 3, 5:30-8:30PM
Hyatt Regency Hotel • Grand Ballroom

711 S. Hope St., Downtown, LA

$3 Students $5 General Public

For more info, call (213) 482-1311

if!
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Continued from Page 22
Hauer. Before I made
American films like Blade
Runner, Nighthawks
and TheHitcher, I worked in

Holland with a director nam-
ed Paul Verhoeven. In one of

his films, I played a European
moto-cross champion. What
was the name of that film and
what was the name of my
character?" Hauer's chiseled

features slowly faded from the

screen as a woman entered the

picture.

-^^Oood evenmg gentlemen
I'm Elaine Adams. I was the

first to call in and tell Simon
Thursday that Holly Golightly

was Audrey Hepburn's charac-

ter in Breakfast at Tiffany's. I

saved his life and also got a
free LP from CBS' Dave
Millman. Now listen, if you
call 825-2538 at 2:05, and no
earlier, not only will you get
an LP, but also the chance to

defeat The Copies."
The Copies, of course, were

the largest independent crime
organization in Yugoslavia. A
clean conviction against them
would mean immediate pro-,

motions for Mikhail and Har-
court.

Both of the men, however,
remained frozen in front of

the screen as Elaine's image
dissolved and the tape began
to rewind. Dubrovnik was a
big town, but was it big
enough to to hold the answers

to Hauer's question?

FILM

Tuesday, March 4, Melnitz
presents a free screening at 8
pm of Grunt! The Wrestling
Movie followed by an In Per-

son appearance from director
Allan Holzman.
Wednesday, March 5, A

Salute, to the Oscars Series

begins in Melnitz with free

Screenings of The Informer
(1935) and The Lost Weekend
(1945) beginning at 8 pm.
March 5-7, Campus Everi^ts

presents Mary Poppins at 6
pm. Sweet Dreams at 8:30
j)m, and Mask at 10:30 pm in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.
The program is presented on
all three days in honor of
Women's Week, each screen-
ing is $1.

Thursday, Melnitz's Techni-
color Series continues with a
free screening from The Bell

System Science Series: Our
Mr. Suii(CBS, 11/19/56) at

5:30. Also, for $4 or $2.50
with ID, you can see Moulin
flou^e( 1952) and Moby Dick
(1956) beginning at 7:30 pm.

Friday, March 7, Melnitz
presents a Sneak Preview of
Cros$roads( 1986), directed by
Walter Hill and starring
Ralph Macchio. Special Guests
will appear after the 7:30
screening. Tickets, free to stu-

dents with ID, are available
at the CTO Trailer at 9 am
and at the MacGowan Box
Office at 10:30 am.

MUSIC

Wednesday, March 5
Cultural Affairs presents Jazz
at Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
beginning at 8 pm. The pro-
gram is free.

Thursday, March 6 Campus
Event5^*^iahd Stage Right pres-

ent a free performance from
Burning Sensations at 9 pm
and Babylon Warriors at 10
pm in the Cooperage.— —

^C|CQ^;«r|

Women'sJAteek
v.. i»-

^^.-^r^^

In celebration of National Women's History Week
and

International Women's Day

MONDAY, MARCHT^
*Pick up information on the National
March for Women's Lives (IVIarch 16)

1 1 -1 :00 Bruin Walk tables

TUESDAY, MARCH 4
*Participant organizing meeting for

"National March for Women's Lives

—12:00, North Campus 22 —

THURSDAY, MARCH 6
* First Annual Chicane History Day,
historical presentation, discussion

~and refreshments
^^

1-3:00, Bunche 6275
Sponsored by Women's Division,

Chicane Studies Center, 825-2363

:*l.ecture:JMhe Use & Misuse off Feminist

Sponsored by Bruins for Equality

* Slide show: Reclaiming Our Past:
The Struggle for Woman's Suffffrage

12:00, Dodd 2

Sponsored by Women's Resource Center

•Film:''LaOperacion",
followed by discussion

12-4:00, Ackerman 2408
"Sponsored by Raza Women's
Organization

iHistory in the Sexuality Debate!^
Fulbright Scholar Sheila Jeffreys

4:00, Bunche 2173
Sponsored by Women's Studies

FRIDAY, MARCH 7
* Presentation: "Carribean Women's

to British Colonialism:

J"

r~"

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5
*Panel: ''Equal in the Eyes of the Law?"
Asian/Pacific-American women lawyers

12:00, Ackerman 2408 /

Sponsored by Asian Coalition

* Lecture: ''The 60's Activists Revisited:

Gender Differences in the
Causes & Consequences of Activism

'

'

Prof. Doug McAdam, U. of Arizona
~'^

-

3:00, North Campus 22

Sponsored by Dept. of Sociology,

Afro-American Studies, Center for

the Study of Women, Women's Studies

All are welcome / Events Monday
for information, call

The Case of Nanny of the Maroons"
—Sister Farika Birhaa —

^

12:00, Campbell 3107
Sponsored by Afro-American Studies
and Women's Studies

SATURDAY, MARCH 8
^Conference: "Creating Women: Literary
Contexts and Texts" (Fee)_

9:00-5:00, Haines 39 '

Sponsored by UCLA Extention, Center
for the Study of Women, English Dept., ^—
Women's Studies
To register, call 825-2272

through Friday are free

206-8101
wfwyrffiTiifrr iViriiaiM«K itfii fiiftil rriTTTiii^^
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"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY"

IN SANTA MONICA
9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 11-4

VVAW

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX- -SwHch
toaplp0"

A true p<pe smoker
does not inhale

Come in tor our free
instruction

broctiure

'UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MOMtCA
828-4511 • 828-4512 ^

SKI UTAH!!
POWDER COUNTRY

3 night package-from ^ 1 99.^® per perso

4 night package-from ^229.^^

inci: Roundtrip air, hotel, tax. transfers, lift tickets.

AIR ONLY-$65.00 each way LAX-SALT LAKE
Wed & Thur Departures-Sunday return

WESTWAYS TRAVEL (213)473-4591

I'i^ — i^

(PARI SALON HAJRSIYLJNG BY

VtOALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATE

L

'

U C LASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.S25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Higtilight

$30.06 (reg. $60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 ^^i^'^ure & Pedicure

(wtmthtood) Both $15,00 ^

GALIFOPNIA IbACAJ^ >.> CONStrA/A[i(..)fNi yOTFRS

Work to qualify a safe drinking water initiative for

the 1 986 ballot and effect political change.

Organizers, Couriers, Activists

Part-time/Full-time positions

Working hours 5-9pm

$5.200 -$l3.000/yr.

CALL: (213) 826-8812
12217 Santa Monica Blvd. W. Los Angeles. CA 90025

^

//aye you heard about

TiHiii ^iFi^osM "^sm^m iiPEMi \%m\
conference

dates : Tues, WfidLfLThura March ^5uiL6^1986~:
times: 6pm-8pm all three days'
place: UCLA

EREE

Topics

Mar 4

North

Campus

Rm 22

Mar 5

3530

Aclcerman

Union

r I

...,r

Mar 6

2nd

floor

lounge

n ^•*«>.'-

of discussion and invited participants include:
-Racism. Sexism. Capitalism and its Effects on

African Women and the Community

Laverne Sims- nOYE support

Subira Kifano- us Organization

^—Safia Omari- New African Peoples' Organization-^——:

—

Vickie Mayes- UCLA faculty
- African Women in the Strugg le

Bobbie Betts- American Friends Service Committee

Tonya Fitzgerald- African Womens* Collective

Chana Lee- African Womens Collective

Awet Hafaish M'Balia- African Womens Collective

Nehanda Imara- All African Peoples' Revolutionary Party
~ -Celebrating apd^Bebuiiding the African Family,

featuring poetry and dance.

Beverly Johnson-UCLA faculty

Phavia Kujichajulia-Poetess

African Dance troupe

Sponsors:

AEilfiftIL SttQHEIUL coiLgCTi!fP jj^j^^g^^ otupput ALLiAiiiy

For inro:825'2420 EVEBYpNL iS.iMm£IL m.£AS£,.AXl£^ -v-

Baseball
Continued from Page 32

Osborne, Bobby Holley and
Charlie Fiacco to load the

bases. With two outs, ASU's
Vince Shinholster, the regular

third baseman, came into

pitch and got Torey LovuUo
to fly out to rightfield.

In the fifth inning, the

Bruins finally got on the

board. With two outsv
Shinholster issued back-to-
back walks to Todd Zeile and
John Joslyn. •'

Steve Hisey followed with a

first-pitch home run to left

giving Sanchez and UCLA a

3-0 cushion.

In the bottom of the sixth,

ASU's Mariucci cracked his se-

cond HR of the series, this one
a two-run shot^ after Smith
had reached base on a sin

up the middle.

UCLA finished off /ts en^ of

the scoring in the top of the

eighth. Shinholster opened the

inning with consecutive walks
to Joslyn and Hisey and was
pulled in favor of the Sun
Devil's ace stopper Tony Har-
ris. — — -

Harris, who got the win
and raised his record to a

perfect 7-0, gave up a run-
scoring sacrifice fly to Cline
while Tony Scruggs followed
with an RBI single . Hnwnvor,
Lovullo hit into a double play
to end the Bruin rallv.

Sanchez looked good
^throughout the game, collec-

ting nine strikeouts and 'allow-

ed four scattered hits in
almost eight innings. He
threw 125 pitches and walked
four before giving way to

—Ridenour. , ^

In the series opener, UCLA
won at ASU for the first time
since 1982 as starter Randy
Hennis pitched 6V3 innings to

earn the victory. Hennis was
relieved by Ridenour who held
the Sun Devils., to one hit

while striking out three and
earning his sixth save.

In that game, UCLA was
powered by Fiacco's two-run
homer and consecutive dou-
bles by Joslyn, Hisey and
Offte—tir +h«—third inning—
Cline was three for four in the
game as the Bruins collected
12 hits.

In the second game, ASU
greeted Bruin starter Bill
Wenrick with a rude and ear-
ly exit on his 21st birthday as

Wenrick was unable to get
through the first inning.

Wenrick gave up four runs
on four hits before being pull-

ed, but his relief could fare no
better as the Bruins used five

pitchers in the game.

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^s—

^

Permalens& v/Q
Bausch&Lomb ^ ^^
30 Day Extended ^^*^'

Additional Pair Sj^Qup to 2 weeks

Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
_ CAHE KIT a FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELtMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
SlOOO/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB 2168 Pacific. (213) 59M594
V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege Bl .
(7i4) 774-4510

LA. 1482 S Robertson (213) 278-1744
Hawthorne. 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7R95

^" "^i OPTO-.1E rR.<^T vVA.MTf J

IhV-rv^vvT^^Tvfc'
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Continued from Page 27

a three-bagger while catcher
Janet Pinneau Kit for two
RBIs.

The turnaround at the plate

was refreshing, especially for

Pinneau who was hampered
earlier with a slight case of

tendonitis in the shoulder. But
Pinnedu, who hit in the winn-

-ing run in the 1985 NCAA
championship game against

Nebraska, is again healthy,

sharing the duties behind the
plate with Wattenberg.
Things were also looking up

for the Bruins as far as pit-

ching goes as both Samantha
Ford and Michelle Phillips

'evened out their individual

records to 2-2 against the
Cardinalj^ Ford pitcjjed-steadi^

Iv^-in-^e Tirsf 'contest while
^*™llips had a perfect game

going until the fifth inning of
game two.
On Sunday, it was more of

the same for the Bruins. But
better.

UCLA pummeled San Fran-
sisco State with uncommon
Softball scores of 16-0, 19-0.
Both games were called after
five innings due to the also
uncommonly issued 10-run
rule.

In the first game, the Bruins
came unleashed at the plate
for a total of 12 hits. Sam
Arledge led the attack with 6
RBIs including three doubles
while Parks added two triples.
Ford went the distance on

the mound for UCLA.
In game two, UCLA blasted

the Dons for 20 hits. Pinneau
smashed a triple, Walker hit

^4wa doubles-afld- HolrilstroiYi .

connected for a two-bagger to /
"fearf the Bruin onslaught. ^

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

^'•^TfP^^f ^^**"^ •'^y »'«k Sat.
Sun. WMknlghtt. InexpoMlvc.
Sdmulatlna & Fun. Locatkms abo at
B«v«ly Hflk. S.M., Culver City and
South Bay.

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213) 478-7099

•• •'

? MARDIGRAS'86
BOOTH CHAIRMEN

groFse The first booth meeting is

Tuesday, March 4 at 7:00 p.m.
in the L.A. Tennis Center Clubhouse.

This"meefin^{i^AlSnSSTO^^ make sure that
you or a representative from your group is there.

The UCLA
(flEltic (EnlUnjutum Presents

^

Women's gymnastics

Continued from Page 31

They were laughing and
joking and I was afraid they
might not have their minds on
the meet, but they sure did
get the job done," said the
Bruin coach.

UCLA started on the vault,

which has been probably the
team's best event throughout
the year. Saturday was no ex

score, but it was junior Karen
McMullin that led the Bruins
on that event and to the
coveted 186.00 plateau.
Up second for the UCLA,

McMullin combined her
choreography with some sharp
tumbling to earn a 9.5.
The rest of the Bruins came

through and UCLA ended up
with a floor exercise total of
46.40.—

L

ception as UCLA piled up a
46.85 powered by Gigi Zosa
and Amy Lucena's event win-
ning pair of.9. 55 scores.

"Bars was our scary event
but we really handled it

tohight with agressiveness,'*

said Tomlinson. -^—

The Bruins hit five of their
six routines on^jhe way to a
46.70 team total.

Consistency was the name
of the game on the beam
where UCLA bunched five

scores between 9.05 and 9.45
to keep the evening's torrid
pace going.

With only the floor exercise
remaining it was obvious that
UCLA was on pace for a big

ruoeng, whfl wai figliting
an illness through the week,
competed in three events and
scored 9.55, 9.4, and 9.2 for
the Bruins.

On a night when UCLA
won with consistency and
team effort, it seemed ap-
propriate that Service and
Zosa tied for the all-around ti-

tle with a 37.60 total.

KimMcCone
St. Patrick's College, Maynooth, Ireland

MV?S.

"This meet will definitely
help our confidence," said
Tomlinson. He added,
"Hopefully it will start some
momentum^*

Fire^ Society^ and the Arts:
Some Tripartite Patterns in Early Irish— rJHyth and Hagiography^ ^=

While one score does not a
season make, for Tomlinson
and the Bruins, UCLA's
186.35 sure makes for a satis-

fying weekend.

Gymnastics ^nd of the meet^

Continued fron^Page 31—'

formance."

His highlights included
scores of 9.5 or above on the
floor, rings, vaiilt and high
bar.

The Bruin freshmen, Mike
Chaplin, Curtis Holdsworth
and David St. Pierre came
through to help ease the
absence of Ginsberg.
"They are real troopers,"

said Shurlock of his team.
UCLA really put on a clinic

at the high bar as they hit five
of six routines and scored a
47.70 total.

Chaplin opened up with a
9 1 and St. Pierre theTi elec-
trified the crowd with a 9.75.
Holdsworth added a 9.7 and
Teurlings and Campbell hit
for 9.5 and 9.65 respectively.
One of the most clutch per-

formances came at the very

"David Model hit a vault

(9.5) that really helped us get

to 279.00," said Shurlock.

With the season winding
down, Shurlock and the
Bruins are concentrating on
two things besides simply run-
ning up victories. Seasonal
score average and difficulty of

routines both come into play
with the postseason right

around the corner.

"We didn't really suffer

from it (Ginsberg's absence)

because we get to replace a

lower score (for seasonal
average)" said Shurlock.

As for the adjustments in

the UCLA routines, Shurlock

was pleased as well.

"They handled the changes

very well in most cases. The
problems will be taken care of

in the future," said the Bruin

coach.

TODAY
at 3 P.M.

Bunche 2168

^!l^^^^'ii^:^AS°^.}^'^^^'^y>'̂ '^^» " M.y.>x..l.. HeT«ei«d hirdortorate in Philokigy from Oxford University. One of the most innovative young scholars in the
field of Old Irish studies today, he has published several ground-breaking articles on Irish and

rS'l^P^"]*^^^^"' ^****^ mythology, and early Irish saints' lives in noted Celtic journalssuch ate fcriu and Peritia.

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED
Funded by a grant from the CPC mini-fund

A p

ssociation of

hinese

mericans
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GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon

Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $ I I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

^ Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

^1

V K

I

ACHIV^O

'645 Westwood BlvH • 1 RIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl.

SK

A CONCERT ON ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICANA

This nationally renowned Asian acting troupe will delight

you with their humorous, musical, and dramatic skits on
the Asian Pacific experience! Come and enjoy a night of

laughter and song On the Orient Express.

FUNDED BY USAC & SCA

TUBS. MAR. 4
7:30 p.m.

AU 2nd FLOOR
LOUNGE

/
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^ ADVERTISEMENT

UCLA Culturaland Recreational Affairs

« »

It's Intramural playoff time
Women's, Co-ed

action continueg^

in second season ,j^

Women's intramurals continued

last week in both basketball and

football. Standout performances
by the lady hoopsters and gridders

made for exciting competition.

The Driblets, paced by Diane

Iruin's 16 points, squeezed by the

Tri Delta Squad in basketball ac-

tion. Sherri Puhl netted 13 points

in that losing effort. In a defensive

battle. Sigma Kappa held off Zeta

-Xau Alpha. Julie Edwards, Marci

Gelb, and Tina Tavrayo led the

Sigma Kappa defensive charge.

In football last week. Alpha Chi

Omega, PI Beta Phi and the Pumas
team all recorded shutout vie-

tbnesT Sigma Kappa managed only

a safety against the Dykstra 4th

Floor, but it was enough for the

victory. Theta improved its record

to 3-1 by downing ADPi, 6-0. The
Theta squad consisted of Bliss Col-

ton, Kathy Lemke, Julie Harlan,

Cindy BIek, Susan Kuhn. Jessica

J*icl<u~ Melanie Kaegohm. Jodie

Janssen. Kim Norris, Marcie An
ton, and Maria Newkirk, Jenny

Knowlton, and Kathy Lacheet.

This week marks the beginning

of the coed softball playoffs.

Men's basketball

m&af>d

point to the finals
Playoff action began last week in

both men's basketball and men's
soccer. Tough action in both
sports provided some high level

action.

In the championship bracket of

the *A' soccer division, the Kickers

defeated Phi Kappa Sigma, while

Kappa Sigma downed the
Associate . 1n the co n so I a 1 1orT
bracket, ZBT will advance after

the TK€ team.

Scott Brennafi of Snow Blind II grabs a rebound during an IM game

Weightllfters battle

for IM championship
The Intramural Powerlif-

ting Tournament took
place on February 19 and a

strong field of participants

pressed each other for

some stiff competition in

seven different weight
classes.

The 133-148 pound class

had only one entry in Jon

Arenberg, yet his solid per-

formance would have
earned him a second place

in the next weight division.

In the 149-165 division,

Mike Higuchi outtifted

some tough competition

from Ken Hake and Dave
Douglass. The division was
rounded out with Andrew
Skarupa, Tim Strader. and

Ray Barrera all finishing

closely.

Scott Olsen finished

atop the 166-181 lb. with

a total that was third best

overall. Tony LoCasio
squeaked by Tony Hirsh by

only eight pounds to take

second place in the same
class. The 182-198 lb. class

provided the overall win-

ner with Kevin Sanderock
pumping an impressive 1380
lbs. in the three events,

while Bob Moulas follow-

ed him.

Deric Wisleder's 560 lb.

deadllft was a tournament
best, however, it was only

enough to gain him second
place in overall competi-

tion. It was enough to
earn Wisleder a title.

The Body Bagers, Phi Psi, Son
of the Got Burned and Dykstra all

received byes in the first round of

the *B' division. pie^-Sting outkick-

ed Sigma Nu in another playoff

match.

Hoopsters action continued in

all divisions as the playoffs got
underway. Sigma Chi defeated^
Theta Chi in the *AA" champion-
ship bracket, while the GWM Bad
Boy's nipped ATO, 42-41. Silk,

also won downing Committment
to Excellence. In consolation play.

Lambda Chi, SAE. Delta Sigma and
BFD all recorded victories.

In a second round match in the

A' division. Alpha Phi Alpha
eliminated the Behe's.

fiowllngclub:

Photos by Bill Sandko/lntr.mutal.Competition during the IM weightlifting tourney was fierce

strikes it up

at Fresno St.

The Bowling Team
recently attended the an-

nual Association of Col-

lege Unions International

Tournament at Fresno
State University where they

finished a very strong 1 2th.

Representing UCLA were
Jo-An Pacunayen, Jon
Avila, Craig Shinozaki, Fer-

dinand Cajulis, George
Bohovquez, and Brian
Snell. Ferdinand Cajulis led

the Bruins with a high

series of 633 and a high

game of 223. He was well

supported by Brian Snell

who bowled a high series

of 588.

COURTESYBEAUCHAMP
DISTRIBUTING rvp CAMPUS
COMPANY v*^ * BEPRESENTATIVE

^'AlLfiFA"^ UTE BEER lOHNCHEVAUER
CO»O^ON-CA „,„„ «„„^_„^^,, (213)639-5320
(21 C; 639*5320 ^^^ responsible use of

V

\ \

Basketball
Contiiiued from Page 32
right? Wrong.
Holmes was fouled by

Jackson and went to the line

with a chance to tie the game.
He did, 63-63.

The Bruins took the B3l out
of bounds with 15 seconds left

on the clock, after calling
their second time out in the
last 25 seconds of game time.
Working against intense

pressure from the DePaul
guards, the Bruins worked the
ball to Miller, standing just in-

side the right hash mark.-
Miller just stood there as the

DePaul forwards packed the
lane to prevent any typ)e of an
easy lay-in that would win the
game. Still Miller stood there
as the student section counted
off the clock.

Seven. /

Six.

Five.

Four. c'>

Miller started forward and
Strickland came out to meet
him, giving Miller what
amounted to a five inch height
advantage over his defender.
With three seconds on the
clock. Miller launched his
shot, a 15-footer as he leaned
into Strickland.

that they didn't have.
Eventually, they threw the

ball inbounds, but no one
caught it and the final buzzer

. sounded.

"No, there was no way I
wasn't going to take that

-«not, said Miller after the
game. "When I got the ball I
knew that I was going to
shoot.

*

"That's my first game win-
ner.

there was a question as to
whether Miller's shot should
have been called a charge.
Miller jumped into Strickland
and the small 6-2 guard went
to the floor without much
coaxing.

"Im not sure if it was foul
or not," said Meyer. "There's
a rule about that sort of thing
but I'm not sure how they call
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FREE YOGURT!

The shot touched nothing
but net.

The Bltte Demons looked
around the arena confused as

the final three seconds ticked
away.' ^
They looked to the referee

for a whistle that never came.
They tried to call a timeout

it out here.

"In the Midwest it probably
would have been called."

"There's a rule of verticali-
ty," said Miller. "If the man
jumps straight up and I jump
into him then it's a foul on
me. But if he jump at me then
1 have the room to do
whatever I want.

"Normally, someone doesn't
jump straight up though."

Miller and his teammates
gon'tJiave much time to rest
on their laurels. Right On the
heels of the DePaul game is

tonight's contest against the
Arizona Wildcats.
Earlier this year the

Wildcats beat UCLA by 25
points in Tucson and as Miller
said, "It's payback time.'^—
Game time is 6 p.m.

Kaplan.
The father of
test prep.

Nolie' Stanley H. Kaplan
was the 6rst. And nearfy
50 years later, he's still the
best in test prep __^~ Kaplan will chop ctown any
fears you may have about "

taking the SAT. LSAT. GMAT
MCAT.GRE.NTE.CPA.or '

others. His test-taking tech-
niques and educationaJ pro-
grams have helped over
1 million students boost their
scoring power and test confi-
dence. He can do the same
for you.

So ifyou have "presidential"
ambitions, cail Kaplan. And
prepare with the expert.

Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHHSTOH'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 3/ 1 7/86 . Hmit one per customer- - ittiiit \jig^ y^g uuaiuiiifzr -

TIRED OF LOaSY
PERNS /BODY WAVES?
Try this SPECIAL OFFER for

head turning results

no bleached or tinted hair

Ask for Pepi • 208-0836

BLQE-N-GOLD HAIR DESIGN
10916 LE CONTE • WESTWOOD

This offer good with coupon only

Women's basketball g^od with a jumper from the

S1ANUY H KAnAN fOUCAnONAl QNTH UO
DONT COMPETE Wmi

A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

mROLUNG NOW! Visit us at our center
11000 Wast^ingfon Blvd Culver City CA
-^2j2 Of call us ctoys evenings or week
ei ds duf ph6ne number (213)
202-1924.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE d^m^m qq>-< (WITH REBUILOABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO hid6en chargeshe I -y ^m NO HIDDEN CHARGES

^-JkapijinI ^^^^i^^
$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

1. Tunc-up
2. Vatvc Ad.
3. Lube

4 OtldMIHt
SBmImAJ:
6. amdi A(|.
7. S«rvloi/Ur<

t. Qmck Baony Walv
9. IiMiMct Front End
10. rniptwrtuii Jmt
ll.CPiniiBiTwtCoofcigSvt—

)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.'*
I'mIs * Labor (Gm A Ak FllMr >tn)

H^OINIO^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - SSS.SS
* THIS IS AN HONEST OABAQE

Continued from Page 30
trailing 28-25.

That* put an end to a
strange first half that saw
UCLA's two top scorers Anne
Dean and Jaime Brown have a
total of 9 points with the lat-

ter having all nine. Both
teams shot 41% from the field
in the first half.

In the second half UCLA
came out and fired off 7 quick
points to take the lead at 32-—2H- From there t)Oth ' tearn^
just traded buckets and tur-
novers, z

FuUerton took the lead^late
in the second half 48-47 but
UCLA came right back
behind Tessa Franken's free
throws to take the lead. The
score seesawed until Dora
Dome put the Bruins up for

baseline.

The Titans made a charge
with two minutes left in the
game, but with 40 seconds
remaining, Franken came up
to the line and sank two
pressure free throws tq^clinch

the game.
The Bruins finished the

game shooting 48% from the
field to Fullerton's 34% but
were outrebounded and had
six more turnovers than the

Titans. - -.-

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 • S29-7912

I

,5
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.•.•..».m»ss PREMIER YOUR SMILE TONIGHT

The only real positive thing

that could be said about this

game, other than Jaime
Brown scored 22 points to lead

the way, was that the Bruins

scored five more points than
the Titans and that's the bot-

tom line.

Robin Holmes scored 14

points for the Titans.

Give Your Award Winning Smile the Care
and Attention it Needs!

Richard Phillips, D.D.S.

10921 Wilshire Blvd.

208-4779^" -btp. 4/30/86

'^*^*^*^*^',*,*
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UCLA Students & Staff:

Get Acquainted Offer-
~deaning & Examination
r^TT-T $18.00 reg.STO.tW

^iimumm

Softball
Continued from Page 30
Karen Walker. The Cardinal
held the Brujns, however, un-
til the top of the seventh inn-
ing when catcher Shauna
Wattenberg powered a base
hit that scored Ruelas.

The two runs from Bruin
bats were enough to record a
win as recent trends in defen-
sive performances have proven
latal for UCLA. Last week the
two-time defending national
champs lost two decisions to

Cal State Long Beach largely

due to 10 errors, five in each

game. ,

But Saturday was different.

Much different.

In the second game the

Bruins again registered a big
"10" for the records but this

time under the hits column.

Everybody was hitting against

the Cardinal, including Chris

Olivie, Janice Parks and Mary
Ricks who all chalked up dou-

bles. First baseman Gina
Holm.strom also connected for

Continued on Page 25

MONDAY MADNESS
$8.50 buys a large

pepperoni pizza and
2 ice cold Pepsi's

Fast, Free Delivery
1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

EATINGDISORDERS
THERAPY GROaP

now being fornned by

Clinical Psychology practice
in Westwood

If interested, call Janet Woznica, M.A.

213-824-7027

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary
Not good with any
other offer.

'jSjfc

IT'S MADNESS!
•^'m'^mmm^M w^^m- ^ ^ >m •
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use swimmers scrape by Bruins

With 60-53 win, Trojans breal< 6-meet losing streait

-V-

FRrt

LOAN
CARS

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points. Ppnn/oil
Ad|ifttX:)trtrh, Ad|ust Brakes, Adjust Tim.ng

•Check Battery & Front tnd Alignment

Replace all Shoes and L.nings Pack Front
Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyl. & Fill System

VAl LtV

lOWlNC:

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

From Lube & OH to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

^(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
7957 Van Nuys Blvd 2 , BIks So of Roscoc * MOSf MOdeJS

$39.95*

$49.95*

Al AUTO

\

SUPER HAI I Ĵ

OAKLEY'S^
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/thlsad.
Fof New CNents Only tor short nair omy

SINCE 1929
,

r\ll^^ * ^^^ ^^^ * WOMENS HAIR
,

lOoi Gayley across from Baxters i

1
-I

By Kevin Lynch

In one of the most exciting

dual meets of the season the

use Trojans just nipped the

Bruins and snapped UGLA's
six meet win string over USC
with a 60-53 victory on Satur-

dav.

Under cloudy skies at the

Trojans' home pool the Bruins
swapped leads with USC until

the meet's second to last

event, the 200 yard
breaststroke. Going into the
event the Trojans lead 52-45,

meaning that UGLA needed
to win the race in order to

stav afloat.

*-. _

The race brought together
Bruin Giovanni Minervini
(who had only lost once -all

season, to two-time NCAA
champion hreaststroker John
Moffet from Stanford) and
Trojan freshman Steve Bentley
whd had gone undefeated in

1986.

The race began with
Minervini taking the lead,
however, at about the 100
yard mark Minervini began to
fade as the Trojans' Bentley
and John Clark along with

_LBjuins Mario-Jemandez and

time of 2:01.49 he brought

home the first USC victory

against UCXA in six seasons.

-It was later learned that

Tend and Fernandez had
shaved for the meet, probably

explaining why they had over-

taken the usA^ally faste£_

Minervini.

There was no doubting the

very confident Bentley. The
Trojan swimmer thought his

team would win even before

the meet began. "I had a

faster time tha n Gipyanni
Minervini, a full second. 1

didn't see him (Minervini)

dropping (his time) from look-

ing at his past results. 1 knew

929 westwood blvd., los angeles, ca 90024
(213) 208-4502

hour service at
NOEXTRACOSI

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
• NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
SAME DAY AVAILABLE

Jeff Tend emerged as the con-
testarits. On the last turn
however, the two USC swim-
mers had taken a lead that
they would never relinquish.
When Bentley touched the

pad with a pool-shattering

1 would drop my time from
two weeks 'dSm^^

For both^ teams the meet
was marred from the beginn-
ing by a one hour delay
because -the starter failed to

show. As a result all races

were started with a harn in-

stead of a gun or beeper. The
meet sounded more like a
Marx Brothers movie than a
swim competition.

"It (the delay) was an em-
brassament to our institution,"

disgruiltled Trojan swim
coach Pete Daland said. "Yqh-

ed to do both of these in the
meet's first event while
simultanously drawing first
blood from the Trojans.
UCLA's 3:20.11 in the 400

medley relay topped the pool
mark set by the Cal Bears just
_two weeks earlier. More im-
portantly the tyne also beat
the Trojans who finished not
far behind with a 3:20.38.
The Trojans shot right back

in the meet's next event, the
1,000 freestyle. Mike O'Brien
set a meet mark with a
9:06.05 time and also blew
away UCLA's distance
marksman John-Henry
Escalas, who come in with a
9:19.15.

In the 100 free, senior Tom
Jager added another record to

his scores of others when he
broke the pool mark of 44.55
set by Cal's Matt Biondi with
a time of 45.41.

This was Jager's last dual
meet. The Bruin will be
graduating along with sprinter

John Sauerland, team co-cap-
tian Steve Martz and diving
standout Doug Schafer.

"It's been fun swimming
dual meets. It's a little hit nf a

can't say to athletes, 'wait just

15 minutes more.'
"

Despite the lengthy delay
and the cold weather a few
meet records were snapped, as

well as some intercollegiate
pool bests. The Bruins manag-

letdown after winning three
years in a row.

"I am sure we will fight
back and have a great Pac-10
and a great NCAAs. That will
make it all worthwhile," Jager
said after the meet.

Women's swimming

• 2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDE
PROCESSING

SAVE UP TO $5 3/3
THIS AD ENTITLES YOU THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNT ON THE
COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 11 0. 126. OR
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM
1 2-EXPbSURE ROLL

''

$1 DISCOUNT
24-EXPOSURE ROU $3 DISCOUNT
36-EXPOSURE ROLL " $5 DISCOUNT
ONE PER CUSTOMER. MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 3, 1986

Continued from Page 32
as she raced to a 4:21.35 time
in the 400 yard individual
medley. The next closest com-
„petiter^usan Bapp of where
else— Stanford— touched in

with a mark of 4:23.60.
Kraft, being a very staunch

competiter tried to block out
the pain. "I tried not to think
about it. I guess I am a little

tired from yesterday I didn't
feel that good I just wanted to

I'

i

CAREERS IN BIOLOGY
or

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH
A BIOLOGY MAJOR?

A Career Information Panel

Speakers representing a variety of fieids
will present Information regarding
careers witti a Life Science bacicground.

WednesdoY, March 5, 1986
2:00 - 4:pO P.M.

Placement & Career Planhirig Center
Career Resources Library

Sponsored by:

Placement & Career Planning Center
The Biology Department

Tf)e Student Alumni Association

Just one event later, team
captain Diane Graner shut out
the Cardinal in the 100
backstroke. Graner topped
backstroke nemisis Michelle
Donahue from Stanford by
compiling a winning mark of
57.51.

Donahue clocked in a body
length later at 58.15. "I know
that she is a strong finisher, I

just wanted to feel good
throughout the race," a happy
Craner expressed after the
day's competition was over.

|
The Bruins probably would

have made the meet closer ex-
cept that four of their top
swimmers, Kraft, Graner,
Suzette Moran and Micki
Ward did not shave for the
Conference Championships.
These swimmers are saving

themselves for the NCAAs.
The score, however, was"

not the main concern of Jahn
who wanted more than
anything to get as many quali-
fying times as possible for this
year's^ NCAAs. The conference
finals are traditionally the
biggest stepping stone to the
Nationals because that is

where most of the times are
established.

The coaching staff's first

goal at the conference meet
was to get all five relay teams
qualified . Going into Ttnmg mto inurs-
day's competition the Bruins
had only one relay team, the
400 medley, achieve standard.

In the opening event the
Bruins easily snapped standard
for the 200 yard medley relay
with a time of 1:46.27. The
standard time is 1:46.89.
On Friday UCLA's team of

Jenny Susser, Maureen New,
Kathy Long and Vicky David-
son shattered the standard for
the 200 freestyle relay. The
team went 1:46.27, and the
standard is 1:47.89.
On the meet's last event

UCLA blew away the stan-
dard for the 400 yard relay.
The Bruins threw together a
brilliant time of 3:26.02
breaking the standard of
3:38.49 by more than two full
seconds.

The last relay was qualified^

^e Tiard vyay. TTie combined
scores of 200 yard freestylers

Susser, Long, Davidson and
Kell^ Wely added up to a
time that just beat the quali-

fying-rtandard of 7:33.19. It ir
much, easier to qualify by
swimming the relay because
each swimmer gets a better
jump than a swimmer would
in a individual race.

Even though UCLA was
Trounced along with the rest^

of the p^ck by Stanford^OheyJ

Track

can take consolation in the
fact that they did beat the
Trojans.

It looks as if the squad will

be able to improve upon its

ninth-place ranking of last

year. But Jahn is only
cautiously optimistic about the
team's prospects in the Na-
tionals. "You never know
team with a young team.
They showed a lot of charac-
ter here. Some of them did
not start out well but they did
finish fast," said Jahn.

"They placed second in the
conference and I was real
proud of that."

The Bruins will need both
pride and talent if they hope
to bust the very competitive
top ten at this year's NCAA
Championships.

i
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Continued from Page 30
fy for the indoor track and
field championships. Powell
easily qualified, and is eager
to improve at the national
championships.

"It was the best jump this

year in college," said Powell.
"I have a good shot to win na-
tional indoors if I jump in the
high 26's. I want to jump 27
feet."

The intention to qualify was
also Biggers' goal in the 500
meter .'dash. Because of iite^

high altitude and thin air, he
didn't push it any further.

"I looked up at the clock
and saw my time and knew I

had it," said Biggers. "So I
cruised in."

Biggers clocked in at 1:01.6.
"We went to qualify," said

Biggers. "They asked me if I

wanted to run finals and I
said 'no.'

"

Biggers expects to place
among the top five in the na-
tional championship meet.

In San Diego, the Bud
Light Invitational was a
chance foi: the Bruins to

evaluate their team quite early
in the season, before the
results count. Points were not
tallied at the meet, but the
Bruin results promise future
success, even without the help
of freshmen Danny Everett
and Henry Thomas who took
the weekend off to rest.

UCLA football player
Willie *Tlipper" Anderson
placed first in his heat of the
100 meter dash, sprinting a
10.65. In the 5,000 meters,
Tom Grewe placed third com-
ing in at 14:19.24.

-.hfi:—* _
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WHAT'S HAPPENING
_IN MARCH...

SUN MON TUE WED THU FBI SAT

American Youth
Symphony

(Royce, 8pm)

"Beneath Pacific

Seaa" an unHerwatej;
photo exhibit,

KSAG thru March 6
Men's Basketball vs.

Arizona
(Pauley, 8pm)

10

Job Fair ^86

{lOam 3pm, James^

E. West Center)
Women's Gym-

nastics vs. Penn St.

(Wooden, 7:30 pm)

Kerckhoff Jazz
(8pm, Coffehouse)

MOVIE: Mary Poppins
'(€pm,AGB7)
Sweet Dreams
(8:30pm, AGE)

Mask
(10:30 pm, AGE)

Budweiiier

Coco Shinomiya
"Tyrannosauras Rex!
^-£nter at your own

risk" KSAG, thru

March 28

11

Tuesday Night
Comedy

(9pm, Cooperage)

12

16
^mm^ir^mm

Women's Basketball
NCAA, First Round
Yehudi Menuhin,

Violin, (Royce,8pm)

4^
'i^ ^"

DEAD WEEK
St. Patrick's Day

18
II ij--., J-..

Kerckhoff Jazz:

Rama Pria
(8pm, Coffeehouse)
Women's Softball

vs. Sacred Heart
(UCLA, 1pm)

Women's Basketball vs.

USC (Pauley, 8pm)
Peter Schreier, tenor,

(Royce, Spm^
MOVIE: Mary Poppins

(6pm, AGE)
Sweet Dreams (8:30pm,

AGE)
Mask (10:30pm, AGE)

1

Philharmonia Baroque
Orchestra of the West

(Royce, 8pm)

ttoaHftrrsc^

la
Last day to pay for

Spring *86 parking
permits (new permits

only)
MOVIE: Cocoon
(6pm,I0pm, AGB)
The Gods Must Be
Crazy (8:15pm)

MOVIE: Mary Poppins
(6pm,AGB)

Sweet Dreams
(8:30pm, AGB)

Mask (10:30pm, AGB)

K^ciucisjer

Women's Gymnastics
-vs. Minnesota

(Wooden, 7:30 pm)
Women's Basketball

vs. De Paul
(Pauley, 8pm)

Murray Louis and Dave
Erubeck Quartet
(Royce, 8pm)

8

14

i9

-* 23
Women's Basketball NCAA

West Regionals
Vienna /Chamber Or-

chetra/Philippe Entremont,
conducting (Royce Hall)

30

Palm Sunday

24
FINAL

EXAMINATIONS
First Day To Enroll For

Health Insurance For Spr-

ing Quarter

31

Administrative
Holiday

25

« :dvccis,.:'

20

J " tj-jji^

First Day Of Spring
Women's Basketball

NQAA West
Regionals

Women's Basketball NCAA,
First Round

Women's Softball vs. Texas A
&M (UCLA, 1pm)
Robert Dick, Flute

(Schoenberg,8pm)
UCLA Dance Company

(Royce,8pm)
The Gods Must Be Crazy
(6pm, 10:30pm, AGB)
Cocoon (8:15pm, AGB)

*Jl.d\vci.siii

W

K~

2L

26

FINAL
EXAMINATIONS

FINAL
EXAMINATIONS

27

FINAL
EXAMINATIONS

—Last Day To Withdraw
Women's Basketball

NCAA West Regionals

Kronos Quartet

(Schoenberg, 8pm)
Aldo Ciccolini, Piano

(Royce, 8pm)
FREE MOVIE: After

Hours (8pm, 10pm, AGB)

t^nuci^

Women's Basketball
NCAA, First Round
Women's Softball vs.

Texas (UCLA, 1pm)
Robert Dick, Flute
(Schoenberg, 8pm)
UCLA Dance Com-
pany (Royce, 8pm)

^

28

FINAL
EXAMINATIONS
Quarter Ends

RELAX-THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU]

Instruction Ends
Women's Basketball

NCAA West
Regionals

Women's Softball vs.

Oregon
St.(UCLA,lpm)
Sharon Robinson,
Cello (Royce, 8pm)

29

GOOD LUCK ON EXAMS!
HAVE A GREAT SPRING EREAK!

And Remember...

* .-.

'

Axiheuser- Busch Campus Rep: Alan-824-5618

29
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Bruins pull out win
in error-filled game

*

TT

By Nye Hospedales
Staff Writer

In what was described as
a "strange game/' the
UCLA women's basketball
team eeked out a 62-57 vic-
tory over the Cal State
Fullerton Titans in- front of
150 spectators at Fullerton.
The word that could best

summarize the play of both
teams would have to be
sloppy. There was good in-
tensity on both teams' partr
but careless mistakes coupl-
ed with some crazy calls by
the referees led to a

J^O"L scalp. That was the
case for both coaches.

In the first half of the
ballgame UCLA gave the
Titans an exhibition in the
art of futility. The Bruins
couldn't buy a basket for
the first few minutes and
added to their ineffec-
tiveness with numerous
turnovers— a total of 13
turnovers for each squad.

Get the picture?
The Titans held an 8-2

tead early in the contest on-
ly to see the Bruins come
back to knot up the score at
eight. Fullerton then took

Softballers go

everything for

the Bay Area

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

softball

frustra t ing n ight for both—advan tage of thfe Bruins
turnovers to go on an

sides.

This was the kind of
game a coach can only
hope to get out of with a
>yin. When basketballs start
going everywhere else but
in the basket it tends to put
a few more gray hairs in

8-0
run to lead by 11 points
with five minutes left in the
half.

Gradually UCLA crept
back into the contest and
went into the locker room

Continued on Page 27

UCLA's women's
team is back on track.

After a sluggish 2-4 start in

the early going, the Bruin
women traveled to the Bay
area over the weekend, put-

ting four hash marks in the
win column, upping their ear-
ly season record to a respect-

able 6-4. -

The Bruins began their
winning ways against Stanford
in a Saturday doubleheader on
the "Farm." UCLA swept the
Cardinal, 2-0, 6-0, by
generating an explosive of-
fense, a component that the
Bruins have lacked in earlier

contests this season.

In the first game, Debbie
Ruelas initiated the scoring
drive with a sacrifice fly in
the fourth inning that drove in

Continued on Page 27

Powell, Biggers in AZ;

others in San Diego
By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer
^

"
]

~~

On Saturday the UCLA men's track and field team was
divided in more ways than one.

While Mike Powell and Dwyan Biggers were the only
Bruin competitors at the Northern Arizona IndoOr In-
vitaitonal at Flagstaff, the largest portion of the UCLA
squad competed in the Bud Light Invitational, an outdoor
meet, in San Diego. '

The Arizona meet was the last indoor qualifying meet
before the NCAA indoor championships in Oaklahoma.
Both Powell and Biggers qualified in their events.

The meet was Powell's second indoor competition of the
seasorf,"and he7iimped 26-3^4 , to wir{ the event.

"I went there with the intention of qualifying," said
Powell. "I didn't care about the competition and I didn't
care about winning, Jt was just me against the officials."

In the recent Tii^es/GTE Invitational, Powell's first in-
door competition of the season, he used a new approach
technique that he hadn't quite perfected yet, he fouled his
jumps and wasn't able to qualify.

"I made a major technique change in my approach be-
fore the Times meet," said Powell. 'T wasn't used to it

yet."

The Northern Arizona meet was his last chance to quali-—————-^= — '—^.—~^ Continued on Page 28
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Gymnasts breeze^o easy wins in dual triangular meets
Bruins improve average

with wins over UCSB and

BYU, Ginsberg absent

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer
—

^ 1 ill
,

I
I «

j I I
I

It's a good thing that the UCLA
gymnastics team is self-motivated,
because they sure didn't get much
competition from BYU and UC Santa
Barbara as they scored a convincing
win on Saturday.

While thf Cougkrs and Gauchos
floundered at 2G1.25 and 256.25
respectively, the Bruins used a team
effort to roll up a 279.50.

Without the services of top all-

arounder Brian (Jinsberg. who is busy
at the prestiguous America's Cup In-

vitatfoiial this weekend, the Bruins
receivi'd a number of strong perfor-

mances to 6{fset his absence.

"We knew we were handicapped
going into the meet without Brian, we
really wanted to do well," said UCLA
coach Art Shurlock. He added, "This
was a great meet for us. When he's

back we'll really be ready to tear into

some teams." i

Veterans Robbie Campbell and Lite
Teurlings lead the Bruin scoring in the
all -around and had some spectacular
individual performances. ^

Campbell won the floor exercise
and vault with matching 9.75 scores,
shared the rings title with Teurlings
and captured the all-around with a
56.95.

Teurlings turned what Shurlock
called, "a very solid all-around per*.

Continued on Page 25

Women score best mark

in two years on way rout

of Minnesota and UCSB

By Steve K^Miold
Staff Writer '

The scene at Collins Court on
Saturday night following the UCLA

* women's gymnastics team's win over
Minnesota and UC Santa Barbara was
much like one earlier in the year.

About a month ago the Bruins
scored a 183.30 while defeating a
tough Arizona squad and at the time
it was thf- sepf ind highwit woore in the

TeuHings for meet high. Campbell also won the all-around in Saturday's

nation and brought (juite a cheer from
the UCLA fans andteani,

This time the cheer was a little
louder, the smiles were a little bigger,
and the score was much, much higher!
186.35 to be exact. -"Z^'L-

"We went out and we finallv met
our potential, " said UCLA coach Jerry
Tomlinson. "'^—

—

~r^
—~^-^

To put this meet in perspective
consider that the Bruins had not
previously gone over 183.30 in two
years.

Consider that the score will lift
UCLA's seasonal average so much that
it put them weir on the way to the
NCAA bid that eluded them a year
ago.

Finally, consider that while the
Bruins were tearing up Collins Court
the five-time defending NCAA cham-
pion Utah team was in Arizona scor-
ing just over 185.00.
The warm-up period left Tomlinson

just a little worried.

-rr

VILLAGE SALON
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

AND
HOTTEST HAIR SALON

Student Specials!
^T*:::Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114

Continued on Page 25
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Graduate Dance Association and
Student Committee for the Arts

-^ present ^

ASIAN DANCE CONCERT SERIES #2.

SAHOMI TACHIBANA
Classical & Folk Dances of Japan

Concert: Wed. March 5, 7p.m. - Rm 208
Workshop: Thurs. March 6, 1p.m. ^ Rm 214 Dance

Building

$10 OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO IN STOCK

^tcC Produced by Tan!
Funded by C.p C. of the P A B , S.C.A.

.Facilities permission of Dance Dept.

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT LD.

1 0970 Le Conte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

2 1 3-208-8755 2 1 3-208-5275
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Miller sjnksjast-second shot to beat DePaul, 65-63

Thumb injury has no effect on hot
shooting hand/ Reggie scores 24
By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

You could almost hear the groan all

across Los Angeles Friday morning
when it was learned that star basket-
ball player Reggie Miller migKt not
play in Saturday's DePaul game.
Who cared if the game wasn't on

national television, the curse of the
Bruins basketball team this year ?

Who cared if the Bruins were
favored by 2V2 points by Las Vegas
oddsmakers ?

Who cared if UCLA coach Walt
Hazzard was trying to tug at the fans'

heartstrings by starting seldom used
senior forward Jeff Dunlap?
- None of it mattered because the
UCLA offense. Miller, had a splint/
cast on his left hand. Granted, it

wasn't his shooting hand, but you
have to have two hands for basketball,
don't vou?

Apparently not.

"I thought we'd lost him on Friday
d iip,tn the injury to his left hand.

Kevin Holtnes, by far the most dan-
gerous Blue Demon on this day, grab-
bed an offensive rebound, after a mad
scramble between both teams for the
loose ball, and cut the lead to three.

Less than 30 seconds later, Rod
Strickland went the length of the
court for a 360 degree lay-in.

DePaul had closed to just one point
59-58.

The Blue Demons rnach, Joey

said Hazzard after the Bruins' 65-63
win. "But then I went home and
reflected for awhile and said That's
Reggie Miller of the Miller family and
he'll figure out a way to get out there
and play' and he did."

Miller did suit up for Saturday's
game. He even started alongside
Dunlap. And. yes, he was even able to
shoot the basketball with a fair degree
of accurac>' even if^ie^fd^ have just

one hand:
Miller scored 24 points in the Bruins

win over the Blue Demons, but it was
the last two points that were the only
two that really mattered.

It looked as though the Bruins were
going to win this game with just a
minute-and-a-half left. Craig Jackson
had gone to the line and sank one of
two free throws to give UCLA a seem-
ingly secure 59-54 lead.

Then the lead did a thing that was

Meyer, called his team's last timeout

Jo set up a defense that would hold
the Bruins. It did hold the Bruins, but
when the Bruins are held. Miller finds

a way to break free.

UCLA' broke through the full court
press that Meyer planned and Miller
drove the lane for a lay- in that should
iiave dosed the door with just 49 se^-

conds left on the clock.

Strickland made sure that the door
wasn't closed, though, as he drew a
foul from Jack Haley, the Bruin
center's fifth of the game. Strickland
connected on both charity attempts.
Again the lead wa^i dnwn ¥^m <ingl^

worthy of the great Houdin i — it

escaped. T" "

point, 61-60.

In an attempt to set up a sure-fire

play, Hazzard used his first timeout of
the half. Naturally, the play was
designed for the shooter that really

was the Bruins' offense game-in and
game-out. Miller.

;— Miller never did make the shot that
was intended for him. Before he got it

off, Dallas Comegys fouled sending
the 6-7 forward to the line;

"He was the last person we wanted
to foul," said Meyer.

With 21 seconds still on the^etock.
Miller calmly sank both ends of his

one-and-one. And again the Bruins led^ three, 63-60.

Usually in a situation like this, you
give up a concession basket and then
run out the clock. But that would be
too easy.

Instead, Holmes took the ball to the hyungwon kANc/Daiiy Bruin

left side of the basket and muscled in ^^^ it a charge or wasn't it? Reggie Miller leans into DePaul's Pod
a shot semi-jump shot. Two points Strickland as he gets off his last-second jump shot that won Saturday's

. .^
, ^ ^ _ game 65-63.-^-— ^ —

'

'

Continued on Page 27

ASU takes series by 2-1 margin
Bruin bats explosive but home team holds on

44

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

TEMPE, Ariz.— In a
game that coath Gary
Adams would give anything
to have back again, the

UCLA baseball team ran
out of gas in the Arizona
sun and dropped a 6-5 deci-

sion to Arizona State.

"We had them where we
wanted them," said Adams
whose team built an early

lead. "(Dana) Ridenour all

year long has been getting

everybody out. He just

didn't have it today."
The game was tied 5-5

going into the bottom of

the ninth inning when Sun
Devil centerfielder Rick
Morris smashed Ridenour's
0-1 pitch over the leftfield

wall.

Morris' hit completed
ASU's comeback in the
game and the series as

UCLA took the first game
Friday night, 6-4, the Sun
Devils coming back to win

a slugfest on Saturday, 12-

8.

The Bruins had their
chances to put Arizona
State away early in the
series finale, but couldn't
manage to capitalize with
men in scoring position.

UCLA stranded 11 men on
base.

UCLA was cruising along
with a 5-2 lead going into
the eighth with pitching ace
Alex Sanchez still on the
mound. It seemed the
Bruins had everything
under control until with
one out, ASU third
baseman Roger Smith hit a
solo home run to right-

centerfield.

Next, Bruin third
baseman Scott Cline robbed
designated hitter Dwight
Thomas of a sure double
down the line with an im-
pressive back-handed play
and follow up put-out at

first base.

Sanchez appeared to be
losing the edge on his

fastball and after walking
Steve Mariucci on four pit-

ches, Adams decided to go
with the percentages and
bring in Ridenour.

But for the first time this

season, Ridenour didn't
have his best stuff. Pinch
hitter Dan Rumsey greeted
him with a double to the
alley in left that scored
Mariucci and brought ASU
within one, 5-4.

ASU catcher Tim Esmay
followed with a clutch run
batted in single to shallow
left that was good enough
to score pinch runner John
Sinn from second base.

Esmay, a backup cat-
cher, gave the Bruin pit-

chers trouble all weekend as

he collected four hits and
four RBIs throughout the
series.

UCLA chased Sun Devil
starter David Cassidy to th^
showers just five batters in-

to the .second inning after

surrendering singles to Jeff

Continued on Page 24

Swimmers keep 2nd
place; Stanford first
By Kevin Lynch

A gutsy UCLA women's
swim team, that was shaken
before the season's beginning
by losses of key swimmers
from a year ago, emerged
from this year's conference
championships with more
NCAA qualifiers than they had
last season.

In March of 1985 the Bruins
strode into the NCAAs with 18
qualifying times. This season
UCLA has 19 times qualified

We have got to put it together
at NCAAs," said swim coach
Tom Jahn. "They have pulled
together as a team."

Another team that pulled it

together was Stanford Univer-
sity. The Cardinal put
together the biggest rout this

side of the Chicago Bears.
Stanford won the six team
Pac-West by 248 points.

The next closet team was
UCLA who finished up at

674. use placed third with a
cumulative three day total of

UCLA's men's swim team lost to USC Saturday 60-53.
See the story on page 28.

and has one meet left on the
card to get even more.
The Bruins accomplished

this feat without the swimm-
ing expliots of Suzanne Nilsson
who returned to her home
country of Sweden at the
behest of her parents.

"I think we have a good
chance of making the top ten
with what I saw today. Our
biggest question mark is that
we have a lot of young kids.

615. The Arizonia schools
finished off the scoring,
Arizona tallied 475 Vt and
Arizona State finished up with
433 »/t.

Stanford's domination was
so complete that they never
lost a final event until a sore

shouldered Sofia Kraft snap-
ped the streak for the Bruins.
In the nineth event of the

meet Kraft walloped the field

Continued on Page 28
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News: Hospitals must
discharge the elderly
'sicker and quicker,' a
study finds.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: The ad-
ministration should not
close the Fernald
School, the Bruin says.
See page 12.

Review: Allan
Holtzman's Grunt! The
Wrestling Movie is not

pleasureable to watch.

See page 14.

Sports: UCLA's
basketball team lost 88-

76 to Arizona, which is

leading the Pac-10.
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Mostly sunny. ^
High: 68. low: 55. 7^ \
(Dept. of Atmospheric \ ^ a
Sciences forecast)

©ua
University of California Los Angeles
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University plans direct affiliation for Greek system
By Hugh Brooks, Staff Writer

UCLA fraternities and sororities

will come under more administrative

control than ever before a.s a result of

the surrounding community and sev-

eral UCLA special interest groups.

"The university felt that the time

had come because of years of problems

to find a better wav to interact with
a now—affiliation—policy the ad- .the Gieek systeii

ministration plans to implement by
next fall.

The policy would give the university

the right to warn, suspend or

First in a two-part series

"withdraw" from unrversity affiliatioir

any Greek organization that fails to

adhere to a list of 10 standards.

It has been criticized by several

members of the Interfraternity Coun-
cil, the governing body of UCLA
fraternities.—Adminij;tratore t>ee the policy 'ah ag
answer to questions of university

liability and responsibility, which have
been raised in the wake of complaints
about fraternity behavior from police.

le L»ieeK system,—sar

a.ssistant vice chancellor of student af-

fairs. Yarnell is charged with submit-

ting the direct affiliation agreement
for api)r()val to Chancellor Charles

Young and • Winston Doby, vice

chancellor of student affairs.

But the present version of the

agreement does not effectively achieve

that goal, according to IFC President

Scott Galloway, First Vice President

Bob Baker and three other IFC
members.

Jieff Dollinger, president of Sigma
Alpha Mu fraternity, expressed con-

cern over the amount of responsibility

ttre^rgf^^m^nt ptao^~tmhe ha

d Allen Yarnell, oui rights," To

and maintain authority over
themselves," Dollinger said.

Beta Theta Pi President Mark
Towerv echoed Dollinger's sentiments.

"That document takes away a lot of
" ""

said.
—
"Gianted,

The party and subsequent protest-
brought into focus a problem Yarnell
said was one of a "series of problems
which had been nagging the university

for vears" that the direct affiliation

rignts, loweiy saiii.—orai
the Greek system does have proWems
and they need to "be corrected, hut

direct affiliation is not the answer."
Tovvery said his fraternity is oppos-

ed to the agreement because "it gives

the university the sole right ta-

punish."

"Part of being in a fraternity is ta'k-

ing" ontKe respohsibility of selF^

government, and part of self-govern-

ment is learning to solve problems on
our own," he said.

Last year, Towery's fraternity held

a ''Tequila Sunrise" theme party
which sparked a week-long protest by

of MEChA, UCL:?^^
the university.

"I have deep beliefs about responsi-

bility and authority — it's important

that fraternities establish responsibility

Hispanic special interest group. Group
members alleged that the party
perpetuated a demeaning social

stereotype of Latinos.

agreement addresses.
~— ^

Specifically, the agreement states

that fraternities cannot hold ])arties

which tend "to promote degrading or

demeaning social stereotypes based on
race, ethnicity, tnilture, gender or sex-

-ual orientation."

In the February-March issue of La
J^fi^te, UCLA's latino special interest
paper, MEChA authored a commen-
tary which viewed the direct affilia-

tion agreement as a "response, though
not one of total satisfaction," to the
MEChA protest and later demands
that the university take action on the

theme party issue.

Despite- lauding the agreement ta

"one step forward to crush the dread-
ed horror of Institutionalized Racism
(sic) that lives here at the UCLA cam-

Please see AFFILIATION, Page 6
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Gardner calls for salary incri ;>1's^X

affirmative action funds in budget

By Mariko Takayasu, Capital Corresponder^t

SACRAMENTO — During the first round of budget talks,

UC President David Gardner testified before a fiscal subcom-
mittee on Tuesday, calling for faculty salary increases and state

funding for affirmative action programs.

At the Senate Budget and Fiscal Review Subcommittee,
Gardner asked that the governor's proposed 5 percent faculty

salary Increase remain intact for fiscal 1986-87, a move to re-

main competitive with comparable universities.

"The single most important factor in assuring the future qual-

ity of the university Is^ouT ability to compete effectively for

faculty," Gardner said.

"But 'Legislative Analyst William Hamm I'ecOmmended last

~^eek that faculty salaries increase by 1.4 percent in order to

achieve parity with eight comparable universities in the coun-
try.

However, Gardner contends that salaries need to be above
average if UC is to be truly competitive on the national scene in

the recruitment and retention of faculty.

Gardner identified affirmative action as UC's "highest priori-

ty among new program initiatives." Last fall, the regents re-

quested about $7 million to implement such programs, but Gov.
George Deukmejian's proposed budget sets aside only $1.1

million.

"The proposed level of funding for affirmative action pro-

_grams in the governor's budget falls short of what I believe is

needed to move us forward in this area," Gardner said.

The number of students and faculty who are ethnic

minorities and women, compared to their representation

statewide is poor, according to several legislators, including

Assemblyman John Vasconcellos (D-Santa Clari) and Speaker
Willie Brown (D-San Francisco).

|
An area of concern for students — fee increases — was not

discussed in much detail by Gardner, who requested for a 7.5

percent hike for fiscal 1986-87.

The governor indicated in his proposed budget that he will

provide $12 million form the state's general fund to offset the

proposed increase.
•^ Last year, the Legislature and governor approved a bill that

establishes a long-term fee policy, where student fees could not

increase by more than 10 percent within any given year, and
students would have a 10-month notice before fees were to be

increased.

"However, the governor . . . chose not to raise fees and in-

stead, provided state funds to replace revenue that would
otherwise have been generated by the fee increase," Gardner

said.

This policy matter will be discussed throughout the budget

process, he said.

The governor's proposed spending plan for UC includes state

funds of $1.8 billion for operations, an increase of 8.8 percent.

The proposed budget will provide support for an additional

2,700 undergraduates and an additional 200 graduate students

primarily in the engineering and computer science fields.

HYUNGWON KANG/CMiv Bnin

All-Amerlcan candidate Reggie Miller had another fine game scoring 29 points, but it

was not enough to beat Pac-10 champions University of Arizona, 88-76. See story on

back page.
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1007 Broxton Ave.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new clients witti ad only)

Call: 208-1468
Expires 4/21/86

Seniors! The last day for

yearbook portraits is

Friday, March 21.

Don't wait—make
your appointment

today! Call

213»206-8433

or stop by Campus
Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 1 50 to sign

up. If you miss

the senior portrait

deadline, you won't

be a part ofJ

BRUIN LIFE 86,

the Yearbook at UCLA.

Therost of a

portrait sitting?

Just $10, to cover

^th the $5 sitting

fee and the $5

space reservation

fee. And if you

buy a yearbook in

advance, we reduce

the fee to just $5

total. This is your

last year, your senior

year, and your graduation

portrait belongs in BRUIN LIFE 86.

.»• y

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
'' Kerckhoff 150 •206-8433 *

Photographers For

BRUIN LIFE 86
u The Yearbook at UCLA
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urges Congress to

$100 million in aid for contras

WASHINGTON ^=«^ President Reagan called on Congress
Monday to support $100 million in assistance to anti-communist

rebels in Nicaragua, saying those who resist will be held "fully

accountable by history."

Redgan said that if the Sandinista government achieves finah^"
victory, it would "open up the possibility of Soviet military

bases on America's doorstep, threaten the security of the
Panama Canal and inaugurate a vast migration march to the

United States by hundreds of thousands of refugees."

The president issued his statement in the Cabinet Room as he
was flanked by the top leadership of the resistance forces,

known as the Contras, ^nd by more than two dozen U.s!

business supporters of the rebel cause.

Reagan spoke a few hours after Secretary of State George P.

Shultz outlined the stakes in Nicaragua in similar terms during
a speech to the Veterans of Foreign Wars.

If the United States fails to back the Contras, "our worry will

then be a Soviet and Cuban base on the mainland of Latin
America, a regime whose consolidated power will allow it to

spread subversion and terrorism throughout the hemisphere,"

Shultz said.

Congressman vows to probe building

project, alleges link to Marcos

SAN FRANCISCO — A New York congressman, promising
to investigate a San Francisco development project allegedly

connected to deposed Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos,
says the $33 million building may be part of Marcos' "billions in

diidden assvfa."

Rep. Steven Solarz, D-N.Y., said he plans to help Corazon
Aquino's new government recover valuable U.S. assets held by
Marcos.

In a copyright story Sunday, the San Francisco Examiner
reported that the Union Square prof)erty, known as 212
Stockton St., was owned by the General Service Insurance
System pension fundv

GSIS, which also owns Philippine Airlines, was controlled —
until the regime fell last week — by a top Marcos aide, Roman
A. Cruz Jr., who was a protege of former Philippine first lady
Imelda Marcos.

GSIS owns the project through ownership of a Netherlands
Antilles corporation that in turn owned a California corpora-
tion, the newspaper reported. That company is called
Jamestown, and its president is a Filipina-American real estate

dealer named Sylvia Lichauco.
Solarz said of the GSIS ownership of 212 Stockton St., "It on-

ly confirmed what we suspected all along: that Marcos's $350
million real estate empire in the New York area is only the tip

of the iceberg. They undoubtedly control billions in hidden
assets,"

Drug Testing sfioufd be employed :

to combat trafficking, panel says
WASHINGTON — Drug trafficking is organized crime's

most jucrative enterprise and constitutes a national emergency
th^at should be met with workplace drug testing and aggressive
mtervention by the U.S. military, a presidenHal panel conclud-
ed Monday.

In a report to President Reagan, the Cbmmission on Orga-
nized Crime said law enforcement agencies are able to do little
more than hold the line against illicit narcotics traffic
generating an estimated $110 billion a year.
The solution is to bolster police interception of narcotics with

anti-drug programs aimed at reducing the demand for illicit
substances, the report said. ^.'^

It added that the U.S. drug problem has become a threat to
national security and justifies drastic measures such as drug
testing in the workplace.
"No attempt to eliminate organized crime from this country

can possibly be complete without a concerted nationwide cam-
paign to reduce the demand for narcotics in the United States,"

„L''T'"'''T V"^*"^/'"^^"'
2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

Judge Irving R Kaufman, said in a stktement as the report was
submitted to the president. "The gaps that now exist between

rI^!^n^'T
who seek to reduce supply and planners who want to

reduce demand must be closed."
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cost-cutting measures
ofelderiy

By Charies Lee. Staff Writet. xal-related services, due to the medically bias-

A 68-year-old man with heart failure and
emphyzema admitted to the hospital for

vomiting and shortness of breath was released

seven days later with the same symptoms. He
died in the ambulance taking him home.

This extreme case typifies a growing na-

tional problem included in the findings of a

three-year study conducted at the University

of California San Francisco. At a time when
the number of elderly in the general popula-

tion is on the rise, the study concluded that

hospitals across the United States are forced to-

discharge older patients "sicker and quicker"

as a result of changes in Medicare regulations

and cost-cutting measures.

The study also found that the newly
discharged patients are turning to nursing

homes, home health programs and outpatient

community agencies for treatment, causing

those facilities to alter their services at the ex-

pense of the chronically-ill elderly already liv-

ing there.

According to Dr. Carroll Estes, directorW
the UCSF Institute for Health and Aging, the

federal government's cost-cutting measures,

such as the 1983 Medicare diagnosis-related

group (DRG) program, are forcing community
SOFVlCM tcrbcoomo "m^icalized;^

ed reimbursement policies," Estes said in

reference to DRG.
As a consequence, non-profit agencies can

no longer simultaneously offer multi-services

to their patients, such as transportation and
nutritional care, while meeting financial

obligations. In order to directly compete for

the private payments, these non-profit agen-

cies have adopted tactics used by the profit-

motivated home health agencies that thrive on

providing highly specialized services to those

who can afford them.—^*As non-profit agencies adopt the

DRG is a system which pays hospitals a

predetermined amount of money to treat pa-

tients instead of adding up the daily cost of

their treatment. The program, implemented as

a direct response to skyrocketing hospital bills,

gives hospitals a financial incentive to shorten

st'ays and reject certain patients.

"Many community agencies that had been"

committed to delivering a coniprehensive

range of social and health services are beopm^
ing providers of primarily medical or medi-

same-
business incentives as proprietary agencies,

there emerges the potential of a serious 'no-

care zone' for certain types of individuals who
are unable to pay for their care," Estes said.

She added that these changes, along with

the current management and treatment

oriented health system and its fragmented

structure that impedes cost efficiency, are con-

tributing to "grossly inadequate long-term care

services."

"If we are concerned about the hea)th of

the elderly, chronic illness and disability ser-

vices cannot easily be separated from acute

and primary care services. Nor can the need

for social services be separated from that for

=medicsA seniccgif^^steg said;

However, Dr. Linda Bergthold, project

director of the Institute, noted that it may -not

be necessarily bad for the elderly to leave

hospitals earlier. "The point is whether we
have adequate services in communities to sup-

port this change," she said.

The preceding discoveries take on an added

significance in light of related findings about

the changing number and composition of

America'^elderly population.
Please see STUDY, Page 8

JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

RUNNING HARD — Lambert Prudholm, who par-

ticipated with the UCLA-sponsored team, ran in the

50-meter sprint during last Sunday's Special Olympics.
4_

UC Acad^inic Senate will vote

on affirmative action committee

By Douglas K. Glantz, Staff Writer

Creation of a permanent committee on student affir-

mative action is among the agenda items for todays-

meeting of the University of Cahfomia's,Assembly of the

Academic Senate. " -

"> '

"

^

The meeting, the second of the 1985-86 academic year,

will be held from 10 a.m. -4 p.m. in the California Room

of the UCLA Faculty Center.

According to a recent proposal prepared by the UC
special committee on affirmative action, "the level pf aca-

demic performance and the rate of success of affirmative

action students depends mainly on their interaction with

faculty."

The committee's report further stated that, "research

has begun to delineate methods of faculty involvement

which can increase substantially the fraction of minority

students who succe^ully complete certain courses and

programs at the university."

Tliere has been an ad hoc committee on student affir-

mative action for several years now, said David Krogh,

assistant to thfe chairman of the Academic Council, the ex-

ecutive committee of the university-wide Academic Senate.

"The ad hoc committee has made several findings that

show the need for a permanent committee," Krogh said.

"If the proposal before the Academic Senate passes, then

the ad hoc commitee on student affirmative action will

become a permanent committee of this body."

"My guess is that the proposal for a permanent commit-

tee will pass, but you never know,** he added.

Also on the agenda, at the r^uest of UC Berkeley Pro-

fessor Paola Timiras, is a discussion on the increasing

"phenomenon" of students taking more than four years to

graduate and the implications of this situation for

undergraduate education at the university, Krogh said.

In addition to these issues, a proposal to create a doc-

torate degree in nursing science at UCLA will be discuss-

ed, Krogh said.
• ^ , „k

"University of California President David Gardner will

also be speaking extemporaneously at the opening of the

meeting," Krough said. "He will be speaking to the faculty

members about matters which he feels are of pressmg in-

terest to^ university."
, . , ., U J„

The Assembly is the offical nine-campus legislative body

of the Academic Senate and is the faculty organization

responsible for admission a^ degree standards and cur-

ricula«

Taylor discusses USAC factionalism.

upcoming
By TeriAnne Carpenter

Politics Editor

In the second of a three-

part series, Undergraduale
President Ron Taylor discusses

how he feels members of the

Undergraduate Students
Association Council are work-

ing with or against each other,

how people on campus
perceive him and student gov-

ern m ent and how the
undergraduate student gov-

ernment system might he
changed for the better.

Daily Bruin: There seems to

be a lack of cohesiveness on
council (USAC) lately. Is it

dividing into factions? If so,

why?
,

Taylor: First of all, I think

that council is somewhat
dichotomized at this point,

which is not unusual given

that this is February and elec-

tions are coming up.

I do believe there are cer-

tain members on council that

have articulated that they feel „

they are in the minority in

perspective or ideology.

Because they are in the

minority on some of the issues

that come before us, they tend

to be on the side that does not

prevail. As a result of feeling,

*rm voting but things are not

going my way,' they feel they

need to disrupt or find a way
to not let these issues go

through.

As a result, we begin to see

people filing Judicial Board

oases over people not filing

dossiers. We begin to see folks,

out of frustration, trying any

way possible to disrupt the

business of council.

When it takes an hour to

approve an agenda that has

already been set forth, that is

problematic. The issue here is

folks are running for office.^

What better way to (cam-

paign) than to discredit the

person that is in office so his/

her name is in headlines?

There are individuals on

council who are not concerned

with the progress on council,

but are concerned with their

own personal gain and per-

sonal benefit. They will find

any way possible to disrupt

the orderly business of council

in order to create a

smokescreen for issues that^

have no substance.
"

DB: Does that mean that the'

council is going to stop func-

tioning until elections and
continue like it did two weeks
ago, a meeting that lasted two
or three hours longer than
usual?

Taylor: That is a council

decision. Anyone who wants-

Please see TAYLOR, Page 10

RtCHARO MURPHY/DaMy Bruki

Ron Taylor
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Westwi
By Anne Mulkern

Staff Writer

• • • merchants vote to make Broxtoh one-w^

After a four-month trial

period, Broxton Avenue is

now officially a one-way
street.

The Westwood Village
Merchants Association voted

14-6-2 last Wednesday to

make the permanent change.

"The merchants are very

happy with the decision, as is

shown by the vote," said

Linda Arnel, coordinator for

the association. "Business has

been very good."
Located between Gayley

Students can meet with over

50 employers at job fair today

Students will have a chance to meet over 50 potential
employers at a campus Job Fair today.
"The Job Fair is all about bringing companies and stu-

dents together," said Kevin Goodman of the
Undergraduate Business Society, the group sponsoring the
event.

_

—

Goodm iIan suggested that students aHend even if they are
not yet seeking jobs, so they can learn what companies
look for in employees. x^

—

^^^?
He said a prepared resume and a suit "wUTfielp students

look the part," but are not necessary for the event, which
will run from 10 a.m. -3 p.m. in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom.

"There is something for every major, every interest,"
Goodman said. He said employers will be looking for in-
terns as well as full-time employees.

~^~
"A lot of the Job Fair consists of mini-interviews,"

Goodman said. These interviews, he said, will give stu-
dents and employers a chance to find out about each
other.

Goodman said previous years' Job Fairs have drawn "a •

couple of thousand" students, and said he expects 3,000
-this year -

Avenue and Westwood Boule-

vard, Broxton became a one-

way street on a trial basis last

November in an effort to in-

crease parking and enhance
business.

The original idea to convert
Broxton arose last March. It

was presented to the mer-
chants association by David
Gimple, owner of Bon Appetit
restaurant, and implemented
by City Councilman Zev
Yaroslavsky.

ri "We wanted to increase
parking and also eliminate the
heavy cruising on Friday and

Saturday nights," Gimple
said.

Controversy arose in
December, however, when
Westwood was hit by a retail

slump. Gimple said he
believes the sales decline wtis a
result of the opening of
Westside Pavilion, a shopping
mall located on Westwood
and Pico Boulevards.

Another Westwood mer-
chant, though, attributed his

lack of business . to Broxton *s

one-way status, Gimple said.

"He hired a lawyer and sent

around a petition to change

Broxton back to two-way traf-
fic," Gimple said. "On the
basis of that petition, we held
another meeting and took a
vote.

"

Converting Broxton to a
one-way street has had other
beneficial effects, he said
Cruising has been almost
totally eliminated, and more
adults have returned to the
village, improving business
prospects.

Another goal of the conver-
Please see BROXTON,

Page 11
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"It's important for students to go, even if they are
sophomores or freshmen, so they can research and prepare
for the future," Goodman said.
Among the over 50 companies attending will be: Ar-

thur Young, Broadway, Bullocks, City National Bank,
IBM, Lockheed-California, the Peace Corps, Prime Com-
puters, Transamerica Insurance Group, the United Way
and the US Immigration and Naturalization Service.

-- Bill Bowmer

IT SAYS HERE. ,

VOU'Re XAKIN& '

YOUR Cl-A6r!
'* PASS/NOT PASS'l
VOU CAN'T PO THATf

YOU Meeo
TO PEC\Pt

yovj
WAKlTf

by Dom Polclno

.^^^yij,

IN CELEBRATION OF
NATIONAL WOMEN'S
HISTORY WEEK ^—

The Women's Resource Center
Presents:

Recovering Our Past: The Struggle
for Women's Suffrage ""

A slide presentation on the history of Women's suffrage
in the United States

~^ ^~
TODAY^ MARCH 4th
ROOM 2, DODD HALL

NOON- 1PM
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Relations —

AMPLiCON FINANCIAL,
AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHFR "^tatcOF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT. IS CONSSTCNTLY CHOSEN BYINCMAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CORTORATONS IN AMEw8a.

J^.'^E'i^i^'^'^'^^'^ ORIENTED, HNANCIALLY MOTIVATED, ENERGETIC AND ANOUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YO^U THIS
^^2^, REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EO^MENT RNANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES

^
I^a9.^^-^.S°,¥^"E^^'^E training PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF

p^'^cIIKpI^o^dJ^^k^^S^I^e^^'^e^a^^^^^^^^

mr. conrad hohener
vice president
amplicon, inc.

2020 e. hrst street
santa ana, ca 92705

Net an
incredible

N»m thrt.ut-h March 16. vt»u can
cn,t,> a fresh filoi of Pacific Rod SnapiKr.
(K-can-frish S>lc *»r fn^h Tn»ut.

Your cntric ct>mc> with Nun-rinincJ
vc|:clahU>. Br,»un rice pilaf. Tcn-urain
n.lls and a crisp yricn salad or hot home-
made soup.

Il s all for the incredihie price of
onlv $S.**S. And onlv at the C;*H»d Earth
Kc-staurant.

Served lunch and dinner.

/

the

gbojd earth^^ Restaurant and Bakery

w..«.ss, N.,u, K-,: ,. .,..,^, /,;;;,
- -

' ^^^^ ^^
w.^jw K... N,..a..„. ...
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COMPANIES IN ATTENDANCE:

Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.

Air Force Officer Programs

American Medical International

Arthur Andersen & Co.

/ni LI lUI I KJUl 1^ -^

Broadway
Bullocks

City National Bank

Clorox Co.

CompuServe
Consolidated Electrical Distributors

Coopers & Lybrand

Daily News
Deloitte Haskins & Sells

Ernst & Whinney

Equitable Life Assurance Society

Gould

IBM
John Hancock Financial Services

JW Robinson's

Lincoln Savings & Loan

Lockheed-California

Mercer-Meidinger

Mikasa

Navy Officer Program

Peace Corps

Peat, ManA/ick & Mitchell & Co.

Price Waterhouse

Prime Computers

Progressive Casualty

Prudential Insurance Company
Quaker Oats Co.

Roadway Express

RR Donnelley & Sons

Scripps Clinic & Research Foundation

Seidman & Seidman

Southern California Gas Co.

Southland Co.

Tandy Corporation

Thor Agency

Ticor Title Insurance

Transamerica Insurance Group

Union Bank

United Way
US Migration & Naturalization Service

Wallace Computer Services

The UCLA
Undergraduate
Business Society
presents

« w

If

J

- A chance to meet with representatives from over

50 companies to discuss career opportunities i

ompanies are recruiting for

• entry level,positions

• summer jobs
• paid internships

- All Majors Welcome
• Bring resumes
• Be prepared for a. mini-intervievy^

1QAM-3PM
ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

Sponsored by The Placement & Career Planning Center

rnmi^m' wm MM
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Crraduate Institute
Oafirt bfKin January 6 and end April 1

1

1986 Winter___ Class Schedule

1 1:00-2:00 pm POI
ll:00-2:00pm C-I52
2:00-5:00 pm C-152
2:00-5:00 pm B-103
2:00-5:00 pm 323
3 00-5:00 pm 414
4:00-6:00 pm CI 21
5:00-8:00 pm 321
5:00-8 00 pm 811
5:00-8:00 pm 606
6:00-8:00 pm CI 2

1

8:00- 1 1 :00 pm 861

8K)0-ll.00pm C-I9I.3

MONDAY
Ego's Derense
Psychological Assessment I

Psychological Assessment II

Physiological Psychology
Advanced Obj. Rel Theory '

Group Supervision (Practicum) (OC)
Group Process &. Technique (OC)
Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders
Psychosynlhesis
Group Process &. Technique (OC)
Advanced Healing Techniques &
Psychosynthesis^
Clinical Practicum (OC)

I
11:00-2 :00 pm
II 00-2:00 pm
11 00-^:00 pm
1:00-3 :00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
8 00- 1 0:00 pm

8:00- 1 1 :00 pm
8:00-ll;00pm

r-I3l
C-I3I
B-lOO
414
B-I04
8-104

822
C-I8I-3

S-P32
8-102
407

CI 82-3

C-142
T-2

P-2

E-2

L-2

604
401

TUESDAY
Ethics and Laws
E,thics and Laws (OC)
Statistics (OC)
Group Supervision (Practicum)
Learning and Cognition
Learning and Cognition (OC)
Advanced Clinical Hypnosis
Proposal Research I, II. Ill (OC)
Resistance Resolution
Developmental Psychology
Psychopathology & Family Dyn
Proposal Research II, 111

Psychopathology I (OC)
Psychoanalytic Theory Pt 2
Psychopathology 2

Child Psychoanalysis
Current Literature

New Body Psychotherapies
Theories ofMFCC

3 D. ClifTord, MD
3 Stair

3 Stair

3 T Oleson. PhD
3 D. ClilTord. MD
2 D Primac, PhD
I E Jacobson, PhD
3 D. ClilTord. MD
3 L. Singer. PhD-^ T Oleson. PhD
I R.Phillips. PhD
3 T Oleson. PhD

3 R. Phillips. PhD ""

3 M. Karlovac, PhD
3 J Gillespie, PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
2 A Alvarez. PhD
3 M Karlovac. PhD
3 J Gille,spie. PhD
3 T Moss, PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 A. Alvarez. PhD
3 M Karlovac. PhD
3 M Gerson, PhD
3 L. Weisbender.'Phl)

3 F McGuire, PhD
2 J Van Buren. PhD
2 R Caper, MD
2 Y Hansen, PhD
2 R Alexander,

MD, PhD
3 S. Zusman, PhD
3 M. Gerson, PhD

Womeh^s Week examines history,

present contriinitions to society

By Kyndall Patrick Wilson

2:00

2:00

2:00

2:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5:00

5.00-

5:00-

8:00

8:00

8:00-

8:00-

-5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
1 1 00 pm
1 1 00 pm
1 1 :00 pm
1 1 :00 pm

C-163
408
C-142
C-I6I
414
802
344

B-IOI

C-I8I
C-I5I
C-192
CI 93

B-103
704

WE D N E S D TTV*
~

Human Sexuality

Cross-Cultural Mores* Values
Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
Group Supervision (Practicum) (OC)
Functional Human Anatomy
Writings of Melanie Klein I

History and Syste'ms of Psychology
Proposal Research I

Psychological Assessment I (OC)
Clinical Practicum II

Clinical Practicum III

Physiological Psychology (OC)
Patholotical Characters in Literature

'^

9:00-1

9:30-1

10:30-

11:00

2:00-5

2:00-5

2:00-5

5:00-8

5:00-8

5:00-8

5:00-8

2:00 n

1:30 am
12:30 pm
2:00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm

C-19
414
414
403
713

8-101

B-lOO
B-105
317

C-191

1-3

THURSDAY
Clinical Practicum I. II, III (OC)
Group Supervision
Group Supervision
Applied Techniques of MFCC
Psychology & Contemporary Society
History and Systems (OC)
Statistics

Research Methods
Introduction to Ego Psychology
Clinical Practicum I

3 A Brovar. MD
3 L Peters, PhD
3 A Panajian, PhD
3 Stair

2 D Primac, PhD
3 A Brovar, MD
3 A Panajian. PhD
3 L Peters. PhD
3 R Hunter, PhD
3 WR Johnson, PhD
3 A. Panajian, PhD
3 R. Gruener, MD
3 WR. Johnson. PhD
\ n firnH. PhD

Focusing on this year's theme* "Women:

Builders of Communities and DreamS,"

Women's History Week is exploring the con-

tributions women have made to society.

"National Women's History Week allows us

to set aside a time to ask what the American

woman is doing today," said Mary Ruthsdot-

ter, co-director of the National Women's His-

tory Project. "We (at the National Women's
Project) try to provide materials to rediscover

answers to those questions.

"In the telling of U.S. history, the story of

the American woman h ignored."

Women's History Week began Sunday and

continues through March 8.

Several student special interest groups on

campus will be participating in this week's ac-

tivities.

The Women's Resource Center is sponsoring

a slide show "Reclaiming Our Past: The
Struggle for Woman's Suffrage" at noon today
in Dodd 2. From 12-4 p.m. today the Raza
Women's Organization will show the filni "La

Operacion" with a discussion followina •

Ackerman 2408. ^ ^^

There will also be a participant organizing
meeting today at noon in North Campi^
Room 22 for the National March for Women's
Lives on March 16.

The Asian-American Coalition plans to
present a program focusing on how women
entered their fields and what they are doing to
serve the community, said Rani Do, women's
prograipmer of the Asian-American Coalition.

The presentation^ which will be held Wed-
nesday from 12-1:30 p.m. in Ackerman 2408
will be of interest to women of all colors Do
said. .,

Speaking on "how they got into their
fields," women lawyers drawn from various
segments in the Asian-American community
will share their views. Do said, adding that
the women will also discuss tbeir roles in their
community.

"Sometimes they speak on the career and
forget about the community," she said. "We
J Please see WOMEN. Page 8

,^ychoanalytic Psychotherapy

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

R Phillips. PhD
RE Johnson, PhD
J. Packer, PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
J Gibbons. PhD
L Peters. PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
Stan

"1. Weisbender, PhD
G Bloch, MDa.id

5:00-8:00 pm
8:00-1 1 :00 pm

408 Cross-Cultural Mores &. Values (OC)
84

1

Psychop harmacology (QQ

8:00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
8 00- 10.00 pm
8 00- 1 1 :00 pm

M 00-2:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm -

5:00-8 00 pm

10:00-1 00 pm
1:00-3:00 pm

R Beniie/. DSW
3 L. Peters. PhD

-i D. DeFfanciscoT"

PI
T-6

C-2
C-5
314

403
C-4 74

El 12

508

CI 2

1

Psychopathology 1

Psychoanalytic Theory Pt. 6
Clinical Case Conference
Clinical Case Conference
Narcissistic Disorders

F R I D J Y —^

Applied Techniques ofMFCC (OC)
Socnrhftascs of BehavtOT
Cortiprehensivc Reviev^

S A TURD A Y
Diagnosis &. Direction (OC)
Group Process & Technique (OC)

Professional Seminars

1 J^D, PhD
2 StaJT

2 J. Gooch. MD. PhD
2 R, Gruener, MD
2 D Marcus, MD
3 J. Van Buren. PhD

_ 3 S Hendlin.PAD..
3 B Weiss PhD

SlafT

3 E Jacobson, PhD
3 E. Jacobson. PhD

Most seminars qualify for continuing education for Nurses and Social Workers They are alsoannroved

to ancnr'
"^ ""^' ^^" '^^^"^^ ""'" ^^ regulations. All professionals^/iH'-^yr''

^ll\T'T^
by the American Psychological As«H:.al,on to offer Continuing Education Semin irsSome are scheduled each trimester Please call the C(il office lor details.

^em.n.irs

y:00-5:00pm Sal I / 1 8 From UnderMandinR Freud lo
9:00-l:00pm Sun 1/14 I nderslandini; Psychoanalysis

9:00-5:00 pm
9:()0-3:{)0pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3.00 pm

6:00- 10:01) pm
9:00-5:00 pm

.9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5.00 pm
9:00-1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9.00- 1 :00 pm

.Sat 1/18

Sun 1/19

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/15

Siyi2/lh

In 1/24

Sal 1/25

•Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/8

Sun 2/9

Sal 2/15
Sun 2/16

Social Bases of Behavior (OC)

1 Staff -

3 B Weiss. PhD

AFFILIATION: Fraternities, sororities
members would have to be
vacated to provide living space
for the advisers.

Sororities will not : be af-

fected by the switch to direct

affiliation because they do not
WId theme parties and
already have advisers living in

their houses.

Galloway called the re-

quirement "fiscally ignorant"
because the cost of employing
a resident adviser would be
too much of a burden to bear
for some fraternities already
suffering financially. "The res-

ident adviser rule puts another
nail in the coffin of the
smaller houses."

According to Dollinger,
Galloway's statement could b*
true. "Unless an alternative is

suggested, we may not be able

to live in this house any
more."

Lambda Chi Alpha Presi-

dent Jeff Wagner said the ad-

viser requirement would force

his fraternity to depart from
tradition .

"We have a—longstanding.^

ALLEN YARNELL
Continued from Page 1

pus," the commentary said it

contains "many 'pro-Greek'

SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Daily Bruin

the time responding to their
accusationsT* ^

Art Therapy: Theor> and Practice
I I) Sharon. PhD

The Psychological Implicaliotts of
Working with ( ancer Patients

Desire & Passion in the Treatment of
Severely Disturbed Patients

The Therapeutic Process with Borderline
and Narcissistic Disorders

•n
6-00-10:00 pm Pri 2/28
9:00-5:00 pm.-^-Sun 3/2

nr Moss. PhD

A P.i'na.iidn. PhD

K Mexandcr.
Ml). PhD&
J Van Buren. 1'hl)

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9.00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9.00- 1:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

Sun 3/2

Treatment of Domestic Violence

Sal 3/15
Sun3/I6

Sat 3/22
Sun 3/23

Sat 4/5

Sun 4/6

Sat 4/ 12

Sun4/I3

From Object Relations lo Self
'

Psychology (OC)

Screening for Psychoneurological
Impairmenl (0( )

Analytical Applications of Clinical
Hypnosis (OC) * »

Career Crises among Youths. Middle Aged
and Returning Women

I

M. (ierson. PhD

T Oleson. PhD

R.h. Johnson. PhD

L Portnoir, PhD

S Ferrera. PhD

R Goltra, PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC).
Group Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Anneles locaimn
Individual and Group Supervised Training, Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and InternshmsarPavailable by arrangement >'<cmMiipsare

The California Graduate Institute has been apprbved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction
State of Califoriiia, Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in PsycholoKv andan MA in MFCC. ^'

?!"i*"!^
'*'^"8''^^"'*'« f^'^"'" <^G' '"e*^' 'fie educational requirements for Clinical PsycholoBv anrtMFCC licenses in the State of California.

ey anu .

Non-profit, federal and state tax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel

For additional information or a catalogue, please contacfT

California Graduate Institute
School ol Professional I'syiholo^ '

Celebrating JS years of continuous education as the first independent
graduate school of psychology in the nation

1100 Glendon Avenue, lllh Floor

West Lcs Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208-1240 or 879-I533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Orange County

loopholes.

The theme party stipulation
and the rest of the agreement's
l^gulations were based on
recommendations of the 24-
member Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities
which met every other week
last quarter and the first week
of this quarter to examine the
direct affiliation issue.

Galloway and Baker, both
of whom served on the com-
mittee, said they feel the
committee did not' adequately
consider fraternity interests in
its final recommendations.

Yarnell called the commit-
tee, which consists of ad-
ministrators, staff members,
alumni and active members of
fraternities and sororities, stu-
dent council representatives
and members of the Black
Student Alliance and MEChA,
a "diverse group of in-
dividuals."

Baker, however, said he
feels the presence of special in-
terest group and student coun-
cil members on the committee
was inappropriate.

"I didn't see the necessity of
them being there," Baker said.

Galloway concurred. "It's
true that a lot of (the special
interest group members') bad
feelings are warranted, but
the committee was not the
proper forum for them to air
their concerns. We spent half

^s common Intelligence
that when you change a
system, you have internal
people make the decisions,"
Galloway said. "You don't call
in an electrician to fix the
plumbing."

MEChA representative Bob
Alvarez said he "can't make
any apologies" for his group's
actions.

"It was a 'sign of our
frustration over the universi-
ty's failure to deal with the
theme party problem,"
Alvarez said. "The committee
had to understand how we felt

about the issue."

Yarnell defended the par-
ticipation of outside interests.
"This was not an all-Greek
^sue — this was an institu-
tional issue."

Galloway disagreed, saying,
"The lack of consideration
from committee members
knowledgeable on the subject
of what is and isn't feasible
for fraternities is evident in
the agreement." He pointed to
a stipulation which states that
each sorority and fraternity
house must eventually employ
a resident adviser.

Employing an adviser incurs
nnancial loss in two ways.

First, fraternities would
have to pay the advisers*
saianes. Second, rooms which
normally house three or four
dues-p ayljtg„ija t€jai4

tradition that no non-brothers
live in our house," Wagner
said. "Whether you respect it

or not, we have a common
bond that deserves a certain

amount of sanctity."

Yarnell said the requirement
would be phased in over time
with consideration to the fi-

nancial implications that ac-

company it.

"We're not out to put
anybody out of business," he
said. "We're prepared to nego-
tiate in good faith with the

smaller houses."
Yarnell added that "every

house will have the option of

not being affiliated."

Despite their objections to

the direct affiliation agree-

ment, most of the presidents
agreed that the right to use
the university name is a

privilege worth bargaining
for.

"We've always had a strong
relationship with the universi-
ty," Galloway said. "Peter
Weiler (assistant dean of stu-

dents) is a fantastic adviser
and Ray Goldstone (dean of

students) has always treated us

with the greatest integrity."
"We'll always be affiliated

with the university whether
it's official or not," Baker said.

"We would rather it be of-

ficial, but there is a problem
when the university tries to

dictate the conditions.*'
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What's Bruin
.. \

. WEDNESDAY
Friends of the UCLA libraries and Book Collectors Club of California

sponsor a lecture and slide presentation of "Printshop in a cowpasture or;

making books in the Woods" with James Robertson of the Yolly Bolly

Press, 4 p.m., Exhibit Room of Dept. of Special Collections at URL.
FREE.

Israel Action Coalition, Institute of Students on Faculty on Israel,

Flillel Students Association Center sponsor Dr. Yehoshua Porath to speak

on > the "Emergence of Palestinian Nationalism." FREE, 3 p.m. 4269

Bunche Hall. Call 208-3081.

Women's Resource Center and the Student Skills Building Program

sponsor a workshop on "Speaking to be Heard: Women and Group
Communication." Trudy Ferguson, Ph.D., UCLA Graduate School of

Management will be speaking. Noon-1 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall. Call 825-

3945. . .-, / '

UCLA Undergraduate Student Accounting Society presents Rodger

Karrenbrock, a Big 8 accounting firm partner and UCLA^ management
professor speaking on the accounting field. 11 a.m., 3517 Ackerman
Union.

Dept. of Anthropology presents its Annual Anthropology
Undergraduate Reception. All are welcome. '!-4 p.m., Haines 352.

Photo Club new member sign-up meeting. 4-6 p.m., 3564 Ackerman

Union. Call 826-3002.

S3F: London-Los Angeles (for British Sci-Fi Fantasy Enthusiasts)

meeting. 7-11 p.m., Dodd Hall 121.

Korean American Christian Fellowship Bible for English-speaking

Koreans. 2-4 p.m., Ackerman 3520. Call 208-6351.

PREP-Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program general meeting.

7-9 p.m. Ackerman Union 2408. Call 825-2727.

Cultural Affairs Kerckhoff Jazz Series featuring light fusion jazz group

Kroog. 8 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffee House. Free.

Raza Women's Organization general meeting. 4:30 p.m., Kerckhoff

Hall 322. Call 82.5-2399.

Women's Resource Center and Student Psychological Services sponsor

Returning Students Support Group. 1-2 p.m. Math Sciences 4223. Call

825-3945 or 825-0768.

UCLA Music Dept. presents Chamber Music performed by M.F.A.

candidates in the dept. Nt)on, Schoenberg Hall. Call 825-4761.

UCLA Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences presents Ronald D. McPherson,

chief, short-range Modeling Branch, National Meteorological Centers

speaking on "An Overview of Meteorological Data Assimilation." 4 p.m.,

MS 7124. Call 895.46,54 :— \—

_
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Something's
always
cooking

Bruin Advertising
825-2161

THE NAIL GARDEN
''over 12 years of quality service"

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or
Wcatwood. ClasMs every wcekSat.
Sun. Wecknlghts. Inexprnalvc.
Stimulating i Fun. Locations alto at

Bcvcriy Hifia. S.M.. CuK«r Qty and
South Bay.

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213) 478-7099

Limited Offer (Except Fn.-SunO

NAIL GARDEN fs^^oo
1410 Westwcxxj Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present Student I.D.

i%¥'¥ftW:y^:v:'''W:v:-:-:v:v mrnmmmmmMmii•;fy:

BSA presents the film "Bless Their Little Hearts." 2 p.m. CAAS
Library, 1232 Campbell Hall. Call 825-8051.

Federal Elections Delegation of Students — a mock

by Bruin Democrats and Republicans and USAG —
with Brad Taylor, project coordinator speaking. 7-9

Union 3520. Call 209-0755.

Cultural Affairs Jazz series presents "Kroog" 8 p.m. FREE, at the Ker-

ckhoff Coffeehouse.— —
-r^

: —r-i

—

"'
'

,

—

election sponsored

general meeting

p.m., Ackerman

POLITICAL EMPOWERMENT
IN THE

CHICANO COMMUNITY:
Problems and Promises

DR. RICHARD SANTILLAN, associate professof of Ethnic and Women's Studies at Cal Poly Pomona will give a
presentation on the methods used historically to dilute the Chicano vote (redistricting, gecrymandering. etc.).

DR. GLORIA ROMERO, CSRC policy anolyst and reseorch associate of the Spanish Speaking Mental Health

Center will have a presentation on the moverDent In Pomona, California to place a chicano on tt>e City

Council.

MR. PHILIP TREVINO, from the Mexican ArDerican Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF) will give an
overview of tt>e litigation presently In progress addressir»g the above problems.

MR. JUAN GUTIERREZ, executive director of the One Stop Immigration Center, will speak on the potential o?

empcwermerit for Mexican immjqra.nts through concerted naturalization and citizenship training programs.

Tuesday, March 4, 7:00 pm
1243A School of Urban Planning and Architecture

u

Food
THURSDAY

UCLA Armenian Students Association presents an Armenian

^nd Dance Performance . 11 a .m . -3 p .m . , ArchTfecture Quad.

Women's Resource Center and Student Psychological Servicessponsor a

Women's Therapy Group facilitated by Nancy Levy and Sharon Fleigel

of SPS. 3-5 p.m. Call 825-798.5.

UCLA Campus Events present "Pee Wee's Big Adventure" at 8 and 10

p.m. and "Rocky Horror Picture Show" at midnight. Tonight and Fri-

-dav, Ackerman Grand Ballroom. Cost; $1 per film. Call 825-1957.

UCLA Campus Events present "The Unforgiven" and "The Nelsons.
"

9 p.m.. Cooperage. Free. Call 825-1957.
"

Business Associates of the International Student Center dinner meeting

with Robert Neumann, regional manager, Technolog>' Planning Center,

AT&T speaking on "Telecommunications: Then, Now, and Tomorrow.

$12 per person for community i^ersons; $6.50 for UCLA students; ISC/

BA members are free. Call 208-4587 or 825-3384.

Creek-Americans to 1 a"Wors»r

dona-

UCLA Greek-American Club invites ^all

Bowler" contest. 8:30 p.m.. Bruin Bowl, A-LeVel Ackertnan Union.

—VCLA VKI tois Centc i pnxnis a discovery iour entitled, organ

tion, "The Gift of Life." Deborah Besberis, Regional Organ Procurement

Agency based at UCLA will be speaking. 1:30 pm, Schoenberg Hall lob-

by. Call 206-8147.

UCLA Graduate School fo Architecture and Urban Planning presents

Dean Richard Weinstein of the dept. giVing a talk entitled "Backwards

and Forwards." The talk will begin at 8 p.m., 1102 of the Architecture,

preceded by a reception at 7 p.m.

Bible Study of I Corinthians II by Tim Geftakys sponsored by

Studies in the New and Old Testaments. Noon, 3517 Ackerman.

Ren Almanzor for more info.

Black Student Alliance presents a Pot Luck Social. 6 p.m.. Sunset

VLsta Room. Free. Call 825-8051.
,,

Student Committee for the Arts presents "Student Talent, 8

KerckhoffCoffeehou.se. ....... c xju ia

Baha'i Campus Club meeting. "Investigate the Possibilities for World

Peace." Everyone who has any ideas about the possibility/impossibility of

world peace is encouraged to attend. 6 p.m. Ackerman Union

\

Because

day.

of space restrictions, the rest of What's Bruin will run Wedncs-

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18

Women $22
with ad only

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzlers

824-0710 Westwood Village

Open 7 days

I represent all the graduate* students at UtLA. Last year, I helped

^develop ASUCLA's Textbook Rebate Program so that thousands of

UCLA students can get money back on their textbooks. Saving students

money is important to me. That's why Tm a fan of the Bruin Gold

Card. When I use my Bruin Gold Card to buy lunch, 1 know that I'm

paying less for my meal and I'm making life a little easier for myself.

With the Bruin Gold Card in my wallet, I don't have to worry about

finding the time to cash a check— I know I can get a meal at virtually

any ASUCLA Food Service location.

The Bruin Gold Card — don't come to campus without it.

Deborah Howard
President, Graduate Students Association

ASUCLA Food Service
Another Service of the Associated Students UCLA

^mmm^
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* TECHNI-CUTTING®
'T Oaicrtbtt ttw n<»> kvm of haircufting simuMaoaous to •valuation
]^ of aach A avary cut mada into the hair while hair n at ta nawty natural

]^ daaignad atato, not )ust lifting the hair & cutting it off

i UNRECOGNIZED LAYERS®
^ This newest cirtting system more precisely evens & blends

J unevenly cutlayers, layers that begin and abruptly drop to aW much longer ler>gth or end These multi-angles cut into the h^ir

7^ instead of just cuttirtg your hair off. improves texture and
]^ fTwnageability. and ad<» more vdunte and1)ody to finer hair

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts From $12
Itch fo' H TV Conrng soon to S bassoon

SKI UTAH!!
POWDER COUNTRY

3 night package-from I 99. per perso

4 night package-from *229.
inci: Roundtrip air, hotel, tax, transfers, lift tickets.

AIR ONLY-$65.00 each way LAX-SALT LAKE
Wed & Thur Departures-Sunday return

WESTWAYS TRAVEL (213)473-4591

J Sassoon S. Sassoon ^^^^, gun. 12-5) 208-7277}
34^0ur17thYearat925Broxton \<iJcoupon 208-4247?
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

3^ 100*s of the latest Fashion Frames
w / prescription lenses in plastic • *extended wear add $10.00

values up to $100.00« Now one low price all professional services available

1 WEST HOLLYWOOD HERMOSA BEACH WESTWOOO CANOGA PARK

1 8001 Santa Monica Blvd. 1046 Hermosa Avenue 10S2 GicndoB Avmtmm 6901 Topanga Cyn. EHvd.

1 650^)988 376-8919 208-3570 (818) 884-EYES

i

i

//^K(? you heard about. \^

"TiH]! ^iF[gO(gM "m^m iiPiMi mmr
' conference

dates: Tues. Wed & Thurs March 4, 5, & 6, 1986

limes: 6pm-8pm all three days

place UCLA

ER£E

Topics

Mar 4

North

Campus

Rm 22

Har 5

of discussion and invited participants include.
-Racism. Sexism. Capitalism and its Effects on

—African Women and the CflmmiioJlvL

Laverne 51ms- MOVE support _^
Subira Kifano- Uv'i Organization

Safia Omarj- New African Peoples' Organization

^ "^
Vickie Mayes- UCLA faculty '

~

— - African Women in the Struggle ^zr- ^

3530

Ackerman

Union

Mar 6

2nd

floor

lounge

Bobbie Betts- American Friends Service Committee

Tonya Fitzgerald- African Womens" Collective

Chana Lee-African Women's Collective

Awet Hafaish M'Balia- African Women's Collective

Nehanda Imara- All African Peoples' Revolutionary Party

Celebrating and Rebuilding the African Family
,

featuring poetry and dance.

Beverly Johnson-UCLA faculty

Phavia Kujichajulia-Poetess

: African Dance Troupe^ t"
—

^

1:

Sponsors:

For inro-'825-2420

IJLACaL ailMm. ALLiAMcr

ILV£RK)NE_ iS,lMVITED PLEASF ATTEND!

Study
Continued from Page 3

The study reports that there

were dramatic increases in the
number of clients at the non-
hospital agencies and in the
number of clients over the age
of 75.

Some significant findings
include the following figures:

• In 1980, there were over 25
million Americans 65 or older,

representing 11.3 percent of
the total population. By the
year 2000, these numbers are
expected to increase to 35
million and 13.1 percent
respectively.

• The elderly account for 31
percent of personal health care
expenditures.

• The Western United States
will experience the greatest in-

crease in its elderly population
— 45 percent — from 1980 to

2000, almost twice the na-
tional rate.

• In California, MediCal
spends more than $1 million a
day for nursing homes. The
number of residents in nursing
homes is expected to increase

by 82 percent by the year
2000.

These figures, coupled with
the questions of social and
economic costs of programs
serving the elderly, will pres-

ent serious problems to the na-

tion's ability to cope with the

growing xm^^ the dbriefly
the study concluded.

Women
Continued from Page 6 •

them to speak on the
community also." ^

Tf you wish to enter law,
you'd be interested in the lec-

ture. " she said. "Yon dnn t

in

t?ome.

law

have to be Asian to

Anyone interested
should attend.

"It's not only an issue of
entering law, if you are a

woman they say you have
more barriers regardless of
color. This event will show
how women can counter that

discrimination."

Professor Doug McAdam of
the University of Arizona will

-speak on "The 60s Activists

rKevisTTed; Cendor D if-
ferences in the Causes and
Consequences of Activism" at

noon in Ackerman 2408. His
speech is sponsored by the

Department of Sociology^
Afro-American Studies, Center
for the Study of Women and
Women's Studies. .

As part of the First Armuaf
Chicano History Day, an his-

torical presentation and
discussion, sponsored by the
Women's Division of the
Chicano Studies Center, will

take place Thursday from 1-3

p.m. in Bunche 6275.
Fulbright Scholar Sheila Jef-

freys will speak on "The Use
and Misuse of Feminist Histo-
ry in the Sexuality Debate"
Thursday at 4 p.m. in Bunche
2173. Her speech is sponsored
by Women's Studies.

Sponsored by Afro-
American Studies and'
Women's Studies, Sister
Farika Birhan will present

"Carribean Women's
Resistance to British Col-
onialism: The Case of Nanny
of the Maroons" Friday at-
noon in Campbell 3107.

'

A conference on "Creating
Women: Literary Contexts
and Texts" will be held Satur-

day from 9 a.m. -5 p.m. in

Haines 39. It is sponsored by
UCLA Extension, Center for

the Study of Women, English

Department and Women's
Studies.
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S U M ME R 8 E 8 N 8
Registration is now open!

.-,f

Catalogs:

Early Registration:

The 1986 edition of the UCLA Summer Sessions catalog is now being mailed to

all UCLA undergraduate students and graduate students [except those in medical,

dental or law schools). The catalog is being distributed to UCLA students before

it is sent to anyone else. The catalog has everything you need to register, including

a mail registration form.

You can register now, even before receiving the catalog. Simply visit the

Summer Sessions Office, 1 254 M-urphy Hall, to pick up an in-person registration

form and look at the Schedule of Classes. Enrollment in all classes is on a
first-come, first-served basis. Early registration is your best opportunity to get a

place in a limited enrollment course and gives you priority in all summer courses
Early registration also enables you to avoid long lines of people registering at

-the tasffr>ffitite and

'/V

gives you -^^istrat ion
card before the term begin?. Remember, you have to pay all fees whf ^"^ suh
milting your registration for. i to the Main Cashiers, with cash, check, i^'lastei wc. J

or VISA,

/•'..

%

UCLA^mmer Sessions is a self-supporting program and is supported entirely-

through student fees. There is a $1 35 term fee in addition to the course fee of

$40 per unit- $50"per unit tor all courses in the School of Engineering and Applied

Science, graduate courses in the Graduate School of Management, and language

courses in East Asian Languages and Cultures. A few special programs have

ijifferent fees; some are higher, some lowerr-

There are no nonresident surcharges. The fees are the same for both

undergraduate and graduate students.

Here are some sample fees; the examples assume all courses are in the

same term:

4 units

8 units

12 units

:$4 per-unit

$295

.
$455

$615

$50 per un it.

^-^

$335

$535

$735

New in 1986. You can now use MasterCard or VISA to pay UCLA Summer
Sessions registration fees.

Session Dates: FIRST TERM

Six-Week Session:

Eight-Week Session:

Ten-Week Session:

June 30- August 8
'

June 30- August 22

June 30-September 5

SECOND TERM

Six-Week Session: August 11 -September 19

3umr7ier Housing;

Summer Parking

On-cam^/us housing in the residence halls and residential si litos will 'oa available

this summer. Rates begin at $620 for a shared residence hall room, including

room and board (six weeks). Consult the Summer Sessions catalog for details.

Permits go on sale May 1 . and applications are not accepted any earlier. Summer
parking permits are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. Consult the Summer
Sessions catalog for details. "^

For more information, please visit the Summer Sessions Office, 1 254 Murphy Hall,

or call (213) 825-8355. V

%:•'•'• • fJf .
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TAN YOUR BRUINS'
THE MOST LUXURIOUS TANNING SALON IN CAUFORNIA

">

BODY TAN
SPECIAL ll\/TRODUCTORY OFFERI

3 SESSIONS ONLY $ 1

2

UCLA Students/Faculty Special with this ^6
\ St 3 sessions only, not \/3\\(l with ^n\/ other offer Expires 3- 1 4-86

• UCLA's Favorite l^nrimq ^\on
• Walking Distance ?xorr{ Campus
• 1 2 Luxurious Room's,

• Everyday Student Discount Prices

WE FEATURE THE WOLFF SYSTEM^^
"The safest, most advanced equipment \n the world."

Open Late- 7 Days

824-2826

"Fritz says it's going to be HOT"

/

«>

STUDENTS AGAINST MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

ROCK ALIKE CONTEST
/

MUSIC TELEVISION

Master of Ceremonies: FRITZ!

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Tomorrow, March 5th 8:00 p.m.

UCLA will pick our Rock Alike winner.

$3.00 Admission at door
All proceeds go to Multiple Sclerosis

Thank you to the Administrative V.P!'s office for sponsoring this ad.

Taylor
Continue^ from Page 3
to talk about a particular
topic can put it on the agen-
da. If members of council are
going to want to talk about
issues that are going to
stimulate a debate, then so be
it.

What we are going to talk
about is not within my deter-
mination. I don't set the~
agenda, I just shepherd the
meeting. It's my wish that we
can get to council any neces-
sary issues that we need to
deal with.

When I was a council
member last year I think we
had factions in council, I dont
think they were as vocal or
noticeable as we have this
year.

DB: In last week's USAC
meeting quorum was not met
Is this a reflection of the same
problem?
Taylor: No. People had to
study for midterms.

^^\ Student government is

faced with students who ask,
what is being done? Is the
council more or less in touch
with students and has the
situation gotten better or
worse?
Taylor: Any given year you
can go to a residence hall
£ick 10 students and ask thenL-

name two council members
or what is student government
doing with the registration fee
money. The average person
could not tell you the answer
to that question. In that sense,
we are no different from other
councils that preceded us. —

I do think this year there
J?as^een a significant amount
of coverage given to student
government and that coverage
has centered around con-
troversy — questionable
events that do not represent
s^tudent government

•

. I

whole. I think media just has
a tremendous ability to shape
and form the perceptions of
students on campus.
DB: Then do you think that
the press is ignoring other
issues or do you think there is

just more coverage this year
than in the past?
Taylor: I think last year's
student government did not
receive this much attention.
I'm not sure what the reason
behind that is. I think that
there (are) a lot of positive
aspects of student government
that the average student has^
not been informed of.

'

DB: How do you think
UCLA's undergraduate stu-
dent government compares to
others in form and effec-
tiveness? ^
Taylor: In traveling to dif-
ferent parts of the country and
talking to students, I have
found that we have a very
unique system. Most schools
that I have come in contact
with have the student Senate
form, like USC and Berkeley.
We have a system that I

thmk works within the UCLA
community pretty effectively,
hut I think there are some
changes that need to be made
to increase our efficiency.
DB: What are some of those
changes?
Taylor: The undergraduate
president is charged with an
array of responsibilities. Cur-
rently, I think we would be
better served in having an
elected person for the external
aspect of the office. On other
campuses, even on our own
Graduate Students' Associa-
tion, there xs a president and

Please see TAYLOR, Page 11

Taylor
Continued from Page 10
an external affairs vice presi-
dent.

I think our external affairs
director should be elected as
an external affairs vice presi-
dent. That way, you have the
lobbies all in one area and a
person who is spokesperson
and an authority on external
issued.

As it is now, Dora Tovar
works on our staff, but she is

most knowledgeable on /what
is going on system-wide.
There is no way that one per-
son can be knowledgeable
about all the thin^ going on
system-wide and attend to
Board of Control and USAC.
rd like to see it come up

and go to the constitutional
review committee, then have
council discuss and vote on it.

I'm also of the mind that
academic affairs, which is

now called a commission,
should be a vice president.
The Academic Senate is the
primary faculty controlling
body on campus and the kind
of decisions made at that level

really run the university. A
commissioner in my mind is

more programmatic, this per-
son (who attends Academic
Senate meetings) is dealing
more in terms of policy and
decision-making.
Many people on council

have also called to question
how functional the facilities

commission is. And is that
something that we really need
someone elected to do.
DB: But you said before that
the facilities commission
should handle such issues as
parking and lighting?

Taylor: I do, but we have
to ask ourselves, is that really

happening? If it's not, can it

happen better in a more ap-
propriate form?^—:

Broxton
Continued from Page 4 -

sion, increased parking, has
also been accomplished with
the addition of 30 parking
spaces to the avenue.
—"The increased parking is

goodV said Keith Horwitz, an
assistant manager at Aahs.
"There are usually spaces
available now and before
there never were."

Wednesday's ballot also in-

cluded landscaping recom-
mendations, Arnel said. Each
merchant could contribute
suggestions regardless of their

vote.

Current plans to improve
the appearance of the avenue
include replacing the wooden
barricades at the south end
and the choke island at the

southeast end.

"The barricade does present

an eyesore," Horwitz said.,

"We've even had customers

say things about it."

A newsstand or fountain

may replace the choke island.

At the present time, the

merchants association does not

have any plans to change any
other Westwood streets to

one-way status.

Surveyer Seven made a

soft landing on the

moon in 1968, ending

the American series of

unmanned explora-

tions of the lunar sur-

face.
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The next USAC Programming Com-
mittee Hearing is March 14, 1986 in

KH 400. The last day to submit _
proposals to be considered

at this hearing is March 7^ 1 986. The
proposals are to be turned in to the
Undergraduate President's office/

KH 304, by 12:00 noon,

March 7, 1986.
.
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A potpourri of music,
comedy, and skit on
the Asian Pacific

American
experience.

presented by the
Association of Chinese
Americans

7:30 p.m.
AU 2nd floor

lounge

FUNDED BY USAC AND SCA i.

i
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Editorial

Fernald: don't ignore humanity
There is no substitute institution that can

supplant the role of the Fernald School on the
UCLA campus.

Yet, the administration presses forward to

For 65 years Fernald has been offering prac-
tical experience to students who wish to focus
their studies on treating learning disabilities.

The school has allowed students to gain
practical hands-on experience aiding children
with special learning disabilities rather than
just reading about such children from text-
books.

And while the administration has alluded to
-another institution that could function for
both the students and children, no practical
plans or similar institutions currently exist.

The June closure will also come at a most
inopportune time. Parents have three months
to try to secure instruction for their children.
Student teachers have three montlis to either
conclude their research or find other projects.
Teachers have even less time to try and secure
employment. ,

Why the administration would force such
an abrupt end to such a long-term project is

unknown. Ironically, the month of June will

also bring about another move. The child-care
center must relocate to a yet undisclosed loca-
tion.

Hopefully, those who benefit from Fernald
arc noi sutfenng )ugt because the child-carF
center is given a higher priority in terms of'

securing a location outfitted for education.
Furthermore, the administration is sup-

posedly basing its decision on a six-year review
of Fernald. But, the review of the facility by
two psychologists and four UCLA faculty
members, although brief, did not call for the
closure of the school.

There is no logical rationale supporting
closure for the administration to embrace.
Perhaps there is some complicated matter that
demands that these children be left to iend for
themselves in institutions ill-equipped to help
them.

Whatever the reason, it unmasks a sad day
in the history of UCLA. The administration
must take the time to consider the human
element of this situation: the children, stu-
dents and employees, all inextricably linked to
Fernald. This school deserves more than a
cold, cut-and-dried business deal. Fernald
must not be closed.

Coumerpoint

Hope for the medical student
By Joel Sercarz

— I am writing in response to a Viewpoint
article by Brian Allen entitled "Are optioi;s
in medicine limited?" As a senior medical
student, I am beginning to have some
perspective on the concerns that he ex-
presses.

Although I am confident that Brian is not
primarily interested in earning a large sala-
ry (despite recent surveys of college
freshmanl), I would caution him on the
statement,"...! will have to settle for a
$60,000 salary." Many outstanding PhD
candidates in this university cannot expect
such a "settle"-ment, despite years of hard
work and dedication analogous to medical
training; the thought of such a salary is not
discouraging to me.

Medicine continues to offer tremendous
rewards for those who are willing to
undergo the many years of training. For
example, after graduation this year, I will
embark on a 6 year residency program. The
workload during my surgical internship will

make my undergraduate and medical
studies seem like a springtime jaunt through
north campus. If Mr. Allen is prepared for
this type of experience, he can expect in-

estimable rewards both from helping others
and from seeing the practical application of
the medical technology that fascinates him.

I, for one, am thrilled with my decision to
attend the UCLA School of Medicine.

Indeed, the Class of 1986 enters a
relatively crowded medical community —
there are more urologists here in West L.A.
than in the entire nation of Sweden (if my
friend's figures are correct). However, by
travelling about 25 miles to East LA., one
finds a community hungry for qualified
physicians. I suspect that socialized medi-
cine is not "just around the comer" and
that underserved Americans, both in the
inner cities and in rural area, will continue
to need excellent doctors until 1993, when
Mr. Allen will potentially graduate from
medical school.

With respect to the future, although
genetic engineering may not change the
outlook for M.D.'s significantly, it might
have a robust effect upon the executives at
biotechnology firms.

Most of my classmates are happy with
their decision to enter medical school, but I

suspect that many M.B.A. students feel
likewise. Furthermore, if Brian Allen enters,
business, he will finish training before
my^lf and could be my boss when I look
for the much dreaded (?) job at a health
maintenance organization!!

Sercarz is a senior at the UCLA School of
Medicine

Viewpoint

Reconsider the pub

the

By Rick Schwartz
Should we have a UCLA campus pub?
There are three Wkys to look at this ernigma -

moral view, the economic view, and the social view.
Morally: Prohibition didn't end yesterday. As a society

we have been ingesting alcohol into our systems for quite a
long time. I don't particularly believe that one beer a day
H good fprois^jtfr some {Ifcple do. And I rarely drink
alcohol myself. But nobody can convince jjie that there is

a moral(reason for not hapng a pub on campus, unless
they canWnvince me that^ere is a moral reason lor not
having a pub anywhere, period.

Sure^m are a lot of people at UCLA that are under
age, anfthey wouldn't be able to enjoy the facility. Yet.
Now let's see, with the remaining students, faculty and

staff, that only leaves about 20,000 people who could en-
joy the pub. And that doesn't count atumiii.
Then there is the argument that alcohol and education

don't mix. I'd have to say that this is true in the sense that
having an open pub might encourage some students to
come to class buzzed. But any student who takes his
education seriously can make the cut-and-dried decision on
whether that would hinder his or her learning experience.
Besides, there's ways around that. The pub doesn't have to
open until mid-afternoon. Anyway, what's to prevent
somebody from having a beer at home before coming to
school if he or she so chooses?

Economically: UC Santft BftrbflFtt. UG ferkele>v andfc
Cal State Northridge, to name a few, have flourishing
on-campus pubs. At UCSB the pub brings in, according to
manager Luis Sanchez, "off the top of my head about an
average of $25,000 per month gross. Last October it was
$33,000." Though one does not have to be a substitute for
the other, I can't picture the ice-cream bar in the Coop
bringing in that much, though it is possible (no figures
were available at the time of this writing).
And the UCSB campus has considerably less people than

UCLA. "Ld like to add," said Sanchez, "that we have an
absolutely clean record with ID's. We have never had a
problem."

That's because at UCSB, a sign is posted which states
that anybody who looks 30 or less will be checked. That's
one way to avoid a fine, while not allowing those who are
Under age to partake.

SociaDy: It's much better for eligible cdlege drinkers towme tcT a campus pub, where they can drink and not
have to drive home. No, I'm not talking about dorm resi-
dents, most of which are ineligible. Tm talking about the
ttiousands of community residents that live within walking
distance. *

iiXil^^^^"^^J^"^^ ^two-and-a-half years of coUege atUCSB, and left just before turning 21. But many of my
older inends at the time had a number of enjoyable nights
sittmg back with a beer or a glass of wine while listening
to a wide variety of music and comedy at the campus pub.

I love coming to UCLA, and after I graduate this June,
1 can t picture myself saying to a college buddy, "Hey,
whaddya say we go over to UCLA and catch a soft ice-cr^m? It may be good but it's not ^/la^ good.

Education and alcohol is clearly not a matter like
church and state. Drinking won't be imposed upon
anytxKiy. So \eVs stop avoiding the truth. It's time for
those against the campus pub to reconsider.

Schtvartz is the Bruins Assistant Sports Eititar. His
1'7!' lo"'''."^''^'^'^'^^ ''''Pr^'^^f those' of the Bruin
tdttpruU Board, .'...
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Letters

Don't blame CIA
Editor:

I am writing to respond to
an article that appeared
recently in the special interest
paper La Cente. This article
reported the recent epidemic
of "dengue," a feverish ,disease
transmitted by mosquitos, that
has invaded Nicaragua for the
first time in that country's his-
tory.

After giving useful insight
into the nature of the disease,
the article claims that the
CIA's hand is behind this
epidemic, thus faulting this
VS agency of germ warfare.
This, by the way, is the same
position taken by Nicaraguan
authorities.

I would like to point out
that no proof of this alleged
action exists, and that a
responsible journalistic
organization would stop short
of any accusations in such a
case as this.

Secondly, I would like to
shed some light on how easily

Nature can do what would
take man some effort.
"Dengue" is a viral disease
transmitted when a particular
species nsjf mosquito comes In
contact with the virus in ques-
tion as it ingests human blood.
The same mosquito can then
move on to its next customer
and deposit the virus in his or
her body.

Even if the disease had
never existed on Nicaraguan
soil, it is very easy to change
Jthe_couree_of_histoiXL^peci^^

ly when the climate and
species of mosquito required
for the yirus' existence and
propagation are present in
Nicaragua, as the La Gente
article points out.

Thirdly^rii would like to
relate a story that took place
on my homeland, Cpba, while
I was still liveing there. An
epidemic that received the
name of "dengue" (notice the
similarity of nomenclature)
attacked the island during the
late 70's. As in Nicaragua,
Cuban authorities pointed out
that this had never happened
in Cuba before and proceeded
to blame the CIA for the
mischief.

After some research, the
Cuban Health Department
found that "dengue" has its

origin in Africa, and it was
hypothesized that Cuban
soldiers coming back from
Angola had brought the
disease home. The study also
suggested that the virus
associated with the epidemic is

extremely harmful to under-
nourished individuals, and this

is not uncommon in Cuba, as
many people's deaths were
caused by the epidem ic . Fi -

rx;«0«-uwa^'*«^w»n5rtt/

that it was the US, through a
free gift consisting of powerful
pesticides, that put an end to
the tragedy.

It is quite possible that one
of the many Cuban military
advisors, teachers and doctors
who are currently visiting
Nicaragua has been the carrier
of the disease onto Nicaraguan
soil. The probability of this

appears to be higher than that
of any CIA involvement.
Ironic, isn't it? Unlike La

nally, the report pointed out
that bad sanitary conditions
within the island contributed
to the rampid growth of the
epidemic.

All of these findings seemed
to point to internal problems
leading to the problem and
not to outside influences out-
side of that of Angola. To end
this story , I must point out

Gente, I will not claim th is to artieks tm/ l ritr.A m.
be the trutn, as l have no b.^j^ ^ave brought forth some

safety
Editor:

We wish to thank those
people who brought up the
issute of Residence Halls secu-
rity.

- We are glad the campus is

becomming aware of the
present security problems the
residence halls are facing.
Although, it is not a new pro-
blem, it has been magnified in

light of recent incidents on
and off campus. The recent

tte:

time to seek a solution to thos«
problems in the Residence
Halls as well as on campus.
We invite any interested

residents to work with us. You
can do this by attending the
Safety and Security Commit-
tee meetings in Rieber Hall.

We realize that safety and
security are important. Work-
ing as part of the University,
we hope to implement any
and all needed changes.

Ian Chick
Ufidrick/No. Suites.

proof

Suffice it to say that Nature
is far more powerful than the
CIA and that perhaps the
blame rests not upon the "evil

of the basic concerns that we
as staff and residents have
about our safety.

It is essential that all stu-

dents as well as residents be

"Michelle Wrenn
Rieber/So. Suites

Rusty Ginise

Sproul Hall

Brian Hart
Dykstra Hall

Imperialist Moulders" of the aware that we have security
US. problems. Although we are

Eduardo Suastegui fortunate enough to have our
Freshman campus located in a more fa-

^lectrical Engineering—vorable environmen t,—t* is-

Editor^s note: Chick,
Wrenn, Ginise and Hart are
front desk supervisors of the
residence halls yr suites that

-they represent.
— '

CHASE
Sports " Deli

DELIVERYMADNESS"
Large Pepperoni Pizza

w/ 'Xtra cheese
-2 dinner salads

-2 ice cold Coke's30 min.
or less

on all large

pizzas

or you get

$3.00 Of¥[

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
—(JCLA Student Special—

$18 CUT & BLOW .^1""shampoo

VALID ONLY
sun, MOM, and WED

Must show (JCLA student
I.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Expires March 20. 1986

Mo^>Co'^l

We reserve the right to refuse service to

any client whose hsUr conditiori is unsiutable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264

please present coupon

1051 Gayley Ave. 824-1310

CYCLE PRODUCTS WEST
•The Shop of the 80's"

1 1 900 W.Pico Blvd.. W.LA.

477-0997

#/^ CAMPUS SHOES
SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE SALE IN PROGRESS

Brand Name
Reg. 29.95 - 36.95

NOW $15.00

10936 Weyburn Ave
Westwood Village

824-1090

Shoes
Reg. 36.95 - 49.95

NOW $20.00

HOURS

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sat.

Sun.

10-9
10-11
12-8

With UCLA ID student/staff 10% OFF Reg. Stock
No additional discount on Sale Merchandise
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FILMS

'Grunt!': weak film for small audience

CURT
TM

Looking
good,.,

means
eating good

By Christina Skacan
^ • •

Grunt! The Wrestling Movie bounds
into the ring at Melnitz tonight leading
off a series entitled "Financing Low
Budget Films: Making Movies With
(Almost) No Money Down." Unfortu-
nately Grunt! is quite enough to make us
thank heavens there are big budget films.

Despite some cleverly directed scenes,

this semi-documentary style tongue-in-
cheek romp is not a pleasurable experi-
ence to watch. It is in fact much like the
wrestling world itself: loud, unorganized,
campy. Semi-professional, and lacking in

tact.

The plot idea isn't bad: a wrestler
returning from a supposed suicide
disguises himself as someone else in order
to reclaim his chance at the champion-
ship. But the plot is virtually ignored in

favor of a supposedly inside look at the

wrestling world. Do we see any agoniz-
ing attempts by the wrestler to reconcile

with his alter ego? No! Do we see what
it takes to become a wrestler or the toll it

takes on one's personal life? No! Do we
see any inkling of character development
at all? No!

Subsequently the dialogue that follows

is worthy of someone who earns his liv-

ing faking like he mutilates his opponents
and growling at the audience. Catch this

gem: "Is it possible that Mad Dog Joe De
Curso, the baddest of the bad, has now
become the goodest of the good?" It

sounds like something Robin the Boy
Wonder would say in the Batcave.

It is amusing to see how well talk

show host Wally George (Hot Seat) com-
plements these ruffians with his usual

overbearing demeanor. He is just as ob-

noxious as they are and this film reduces

his credibility to a sub-zero level.

However, his presence only adds to the

film's distasteful atmosphere.

Grunt!'s documentary camera work
makes the film difficult to watch comfor-

tably due to jumpy camera movements
and odd angles. The lighting and use of

flashbacks works for the "newsreel"
scenes, but looks amateurish for the rest

of the film. And, despite the theatricality

inherent in the wrestling world, the

wrestlers in this film cannot act. They
simply brag, bolster and brawl.

At thp very least Grunt! The Wrestling
Movie takes violence, duping the au-
dience and media commentary lightly, to

the point of making it farcical.

It is unfortunate that this film, which
attempts to "communicate the wrestling
world and show what's not seen on TV,"
does nothing of the sort and only mirrors
the barrage of kitschy hype that stifles a
sport which was once heralded as great
by the ancient Greeks.

FantasyYogurt
is my choice

•100% Natural

•98% FatFree
•Low in Calories

•Low in Cholesterol

and best of all

it's delicious!

After a technically and visually in-

triguing opening scene, shot in a
newsreel style black and white, the film
takes off on an abrasive trek through the
most boisterous and unappealing side of
wrestling ^4he pitch. We see endless
scenes where wrestlers are interviewed as^

their loud and barbarous selves putting
on a macho fa^'ade for the narrow au—
^dience of wrestjing enthusiasts who evi-

"v^iffntly enjoy being yelled at by a hulking
illiterate and his surly sidekick.

INTERVIEW
Wrestling — part of your nutritious breakfast!

BuyOne
Get One
FREE!
KANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
I^COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

ONE
Pt« PERSON

NOT VAIID WITH
OTHER DISCOUNTS

Expires: 3/10/86

No stutters for 'Grunt!' director

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)

COUPON FROM OTHER
YOGURT STORES

WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

Fantasize youR taste buds "

1101 GAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213)824-7707
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By Christina Skacan

If someone were to film
Allan Holzman's trek to the
director's chair it would slip

neatly into that filmic tradi-

tion which American film-
goers thrive on — the under-
dog triumphs after much
duress!

Holzman has recently
directed Grunt! The Wrestling
Movie which will have an ad-
vance screening at Melnitz at

8:00 tonight. But for this par-
ticular director the normal,
almost insurmountable
obstacles to the helm of a pic-

ture were not the only pro-
blems he had to face. Since
the age of six Allan Holzman
has been a chronic stutterer. .

"As a stutterer I always had
to have a spokesman for me
and I kept getting delayed,
ripped off and further into
debt . . . stuttering has been
called the hidden handicap
because you can walk around
and say a few things and no
one notices."

Before landing a director's

job, Holzman worked as an
editor for both United Artists

and New World Pictures
where he met Roger Gorman,
who eventually gave him his

directorial debut with Mutant
(Forbidden World).
He edited Gandy Stripe

Nurses and Grazy Mama at

New World and eventually
managed to get Gorman to
watch his API student film
Skin. "It went well, he onlv
fell asleep once."

After thi^ Holzmar) yorked
up the courage to ask Gorman
for his chance, but when they
came face to face "I couldn't
say the word 'direct,'"
Holzman remembers. Gorman
never even knew what he

Smokey Bites the Dust, where
Holzman effectively collected

crash scenes. "My job was to

take them from the talking

scenes to the crash scenes . \>I;'

Allan Holzman, director of
'Grunt! The Wrestling Movie.

'

wanted.
It was such a shattering

event that Holzman quit films
entirely, abandoning his g6al
to direct. "I went into con-
struction and wrote novels.".
But he coi^ldn't stay away
from the silver screen for long,
returning to New World to
edit Battle Beyond the Stars,
in effect saving it for Gorman
who now owed him one.

"After that I asked him
(Gorman) to djrect eight
times." Thc^ result was a s'tiht

ai second ujmT director on

. I once did 94 set-ups in one
day."

Grash scenes weren't
Holzman's only forte. On his

next picture, a Kung Fu film,

he won Gorman's heart with a

series of fight scenes using a

woman. "Every time they had
a skirmish she lost one article

of clothing — Roger loved it!"

Then came Holzman's
chance at that director's chair
when a spaceship set became
available for one day and one
day only. "Roger .said if I

could write, direct and pro-

duce a seven or eight minute
opening tp a space movie that

could go anywhere, I could
direct."

Using an astronaut, a robot
and outtakes from Battle
Beyond The Stars, Holzman
put together the first version
of Mutant. "Roger saw a
sneak preview, one where the
audience laughed. I was in

seventh heaven . . . but
Roger punched the guy
laughing the loudest. He said.
This is bad laughter, Allan.' I

said, 'Roger, laughter is

laughter:'
"

Holzman had to cut down I

the film, eliminating the
scenes which evoked laughter,

but was finally able to arrange
a showing with many of the
original scenes, along with a

well -received screening at

Melnitz, Mutant eventualh
]

-• *?-w^- — I

won first prize for Best Film
and Best Special Effects at the
1982 Paris International Film
Festival of Science Fiction and

; Fantasy. '•7''^'" .'-—r'~

"For a year and a half I

was attached to about eight

potential movies, but none
developed ... I had a lot of
difficulty as a stutterer, I

could do okay with expressing
ideas, but when it came to

small talk I had problems.
"

One particular problem for

Holzman was the fact that he
could not say the word
"million." For obvious reasons
this can be catastrophic in

terms of budget or salary
discussions, —r

After floundering for a
while, Holzman became in-

volved with Out of Gontrol, a

teen film which was ultimate-
ly a disappointing project, due
Holzman feels, in part to his

own lack of control over the
film. First, it was supposed to

take place in Seattle during
the summer, but they shot in

Yugoslavia during the winter.
After shooting was completed
the producers wouldn't allow
Holzman, who cuts his own
films, in the editing room. As
a result of these emotional
events "My stuttering got real-

ly bad," says Holzman, "and I

decided to go into therapy at

the Sheehan Clinic at UGLA. "

According to Holzman,
traditional speech therapy
taught to children who stutter

does more harm than good.
"They learn tricks to .stop stut-

Continued on Page 17
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By Ernest Hardy

•

Grammy Condolences ... To: Review editor Bob
Remstein, who-berated the Grammy awards in last week's
Pop Off column and was especially disappointed in the
choice for Best New Artist (Sade -~ a choice that I'm
perfectly willing to live with), feeling that the award has
become meaningless since it is inevitably given to some ar-
tist who quickly fades into relative obscurity (i.e. Men At
Work, Debby Boone, etc.) What Bob doesn't realize is

that sometimes giving these people an award is small price
to pay for the assurance that th^y will soon disappear
altogether. The real disappointment is when such a
strategy backfires, as in the case of Sly Stallone who
refuses to disappear. Remember, after all, that he was
given an Academy Award for his first effort (Rockv 1) and
we all know, what that led to . . . And condolences to
tny speech professor who, at a Grammy after-party, met
Nick Rhodes and was disappointed to discover that he was
-gP^-a. member «f Duran 4^iirnn,^iM^ nof r>n^. uf-thir
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Psychedelic Fuzzballs"
Do As I Say, Not As I Do . . . After spending the last

two weeks exposing the hypocrisy of the Marcos regime,
having the world witness Marcos' abuse and manipulation
of the Philippine media, and listening to his name-calling
of his opponent, the American media had to turn its eye
on its own backyard as President Reagan lashed out at
ABC News for providing equal time to the Soviets in
response to his defense speech last week. "I don't know
:^hyt^hdl the media j^ to lendsupport to the
Soviets," Reagan was quoted as saying. Following
Reagan's comment. Rep. Robert K. Dornan (R- Garden
Grove) proceeded to label Vladimir Pozner (who delivered
the Soviet perspective) as, "(a) little flunky ... a paid
communist propagandist . . . (and) a disloyal little Jew."
So much for America's finger-pointing at Marcos. Richard
Wald, senior vice-president for ABC news responded with,
"I . . . agree that . . . Pozner was allowed too much
scope ..." but he stops short of an apology, as he
should. What ever happened to freedom of the press? Or,
as iropically pointed out in the L.A. Times, "Would we
want our government to censor TV the way the media are
censored in the Soviet Union?"

Although it is generally agreed by experts that Pozner's
speech was laced with erroneous information (as President
Reagan's has been on more than one occasion), that is not
what upset the president and Dornan. Their anger stems
from the fact that equal time was given to a view oppos-
ing the president's. For some reason, I always thought that
the equal time procedure was not only encouraged, but
necessary to spark thought and progress, as well as reveal
the position of "the other side," a staple in America's
democracy. As for Dornan's comments that Pozner is a
"flunky" and "propagandist," is Larry Speakes (to
paraphrase Howard Rosenberg of the L.A. Times) any
more than that? Hardly, but he can get away with it

because "he mouths the Reagan line."
Perhaps we should not only welcome Marcos into the

U.S., but give him a government job as well. It appears
that he and his old practices would fit right in . . .

Like Father, Like Son . . ; Geraldine Ferraro's son,
John Zaccaro (nicknamed the "Pharmacist" at Middlebury
College, which he attends) was recently arrested and
charged with selling cocaine to an undercover policeman.
His dalliance with drugs, however, is apparently nothing
new, seeing that in the April Fool's issue of his school's
newspaper, there was an ad (over a picture of John) that
spoofed Ferraro's Pepsi commercials. The ad read, "My
mother may drink Pepsi, but I like COKE." I guess we
now know why Ferraro's Pepsi commercials only featured
her daughters. The men In her family (remember thaf her
husband was involved in a real estate scandal that greatly
damaged Ferraro's own credibility during the '84 presiden-
tial campaign) seem to have a perverse determination to
seal her political career . . .

That's What Friends Are For ... It looks like the days
of Whaml are gone-gone. George "But I don't own a shirt
with buttons" Michael announced in late February that
he was going solo but somehow neglected to inform part-
ner Andrew Ridgeley who learned of the decision through
the press. With friends like that ...

Just Stuff ... It has been obvious for a long tirne that
many of today's "pop rebels" (i.e. Billy Idol, any of
Prince's proteges, etc.) are prime La.s Vegas material, with

Continued on Page 17
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DAMCE

Tulsa Ballet Theatre^oes the classics best
By Berkeley Choate

Tulsa Ballet Theatre is a company with
quite a bit going for it. Figuring prominently
are its co-directors, Roman Jasinski and
Moscelyne Larkin. Both are alumni of the
famed Ballet Russe from the 1930s to 'SOs.

They bring with them a strong technical
background and importantly, many of the
classic ballets from the Ballet Russe repertory.
Jasinsky and Larkin have been building the
company since 1956, but it is just recently that
the company has achieved full professional
status. This long track record gives the com-
pany a strong technical base and a level of
maturity lacking in many younger companies.

In their four piece program February 23 at
tWe Wadsworth Theatre, the company
displayed a distinct personality of its own.

The first ballet. Swan Lake, Act 2 is an
immaculately staged piece of ballet history.

Unfortunately it was treated with all the gusto
of a history book. Matthew Bridwell danced a
sensitive but strong Sigfried while Ena Naran-
jo brought a strained precision to the role of
Odette. The rest of the cast was careful and
uninspired.

The second piece, an excerpt from Arthur
Mitchell's Rythmetron: Ritual of the Winds is

a weak attempt to connect with Oklahoma's
Indian roots. The rote precision of the ballet

format seems wholly out of place in trying to

express the -American lndia» experi«noe i

* Somehow a trio of very WASP-y women on
pointe with three cavaliers in Pseudo-Indian
-garb doesn't quite cut it when it comes to

making a real statement on this theme.

Arthur Mitchell's The Greatest: The First

Kiss turned out the strongest performances of A pose jrom'Rhythmetron: Ritual o} the Winds/

the evening. Set to music sung by George Ben-

son, it is a love duet that could be trite, but

was danced with such feeling as to make it

believable and even touching. Cynthia Crews
and Timothy Fox glided about stage with a
precision, style and ease lacking in the earlier

works.

Gaite Parisienne is another of Tulsa's

reconstructions. Originally choreographed by
the legendary Leonide Massine, the piece

follows an evening in the notorious Cafe Tor-

torne of the *30s. It is complete with comic
waiters and waitresses, strutting soldiers with

their girls, a bevy of can-can dancers and
assorted other figures. This piece reveals a side

of the Tulsa Ballet rarely found in other pro-

fessional troupes, a marvelously naive ex-

uberance. Instead of displaying only cool

precision, the Tulsa dancers supplemented
their fine character-dance training with a lusty

bravado. Standing out especially were the

beautiful Glove Seller (Kimberly Smiley) and
the smooth, uproariously funny Peruvian
(Marc Hughes).

Tulsa Ballet seems most capable when doing
lighter material, where their self-consciousness

isn't as evident. With time comes confidence,

and the company should soon be able to per-

form its dramatic pieces more convincingly.
What is puzzling is why the Tulsa company
would want to show campy modern pieces at

all when it has sucb a wealth of classic ballets-

in its repertory. Included in this repertory are
important works not presently being perform-
ed anywhere else in the world. This is not to

say that they should be solely in the business
of revivals, but dance audiences would be bet-

ter served if more of these old treasures were
.shown

WORLD CLASS
SERVICES
475-8896

SUITE 100 THE BEAUTY SALON
Exceptional Offer by Marica

DESIGN HAIRCUTS (incl. sh.& blowdry)

w/ad^l2 (reg.'SO)

PERMS (incl.sh.) and HIGHLIGHTS
w/ad ^35 (reg. 570)

. Monday to Saturday- 1736 Westwood Blvd.
only by appt.

FAST FREE DELIVERY

"Disneyland
LARGE pizza'

$4.95
one topping ,

GOOD TILL 3/10/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY

except Fri, Sat. & Sun

Valid only with this coupon, one pizza per coupon

FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1986 • 8:00 PM-1:00 AM
Students, Foculty, Staft FamWes, and Quests moy
en|oy ttils special value:

V ExcluslvB Prtwale Porty-nor open to the
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V FfBe Portdng-|usf stKJw your porty ticket
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V Everyone wins a girt tram tt>etat)ulousGlft-GivBr

Extraofdinaire Mactilne

V Dancing at Videopols

ANY LARGE PIZZA^
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GOOD TILL 3/10/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY
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11

9
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For tickets contoct:

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
JAMES WEST CENTER
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Mon Tjes only

Valid only with this coupon one pizza per coupon

Delivery Hours: 4pm-11pm
Toppings Include Pepperom, sausage.

mushrooms, green peppers,
onions, and olives

Can Sodas 60c - 6 pack $3 50

Mention Ad When You Place Orders
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Earnest Erneist
Continued from Page 15
leather and paisley substituting for feather boas and fake
eyelashes, the rebel pose being merely another gimmick,
not the personal statement that many fans interpret it to

li
^ u

^"^"^*^^ ^ ^*"e ^^^^ you see these artists turn
and embrace the very things they mock through their
work or persona; then not only does the gimmick ring
false, but so does the artist.) Now comes the announce-
ment (in last Sunday's L.A. Times) that SheUa E. wUl be
waiUng kbout her love bizarre for the polyester and
leisure-suit crowd in Vegas. The glamorous fife indeed . .

. The makers of Friday the 13th are responsible for the
new film House, and given their penchant for sequels I
can already imagine future offerings: Apartment, Condo,
Villa

. . Maryland record retailers have banded
together to fig^t a new bill before the Maryland senate
which would call for store owners who sell "offensive" (as
determined by the state) records to minors to be fined and
arreted. Frank Zappa warned us . . . First Halph Mac-
chio starred in The Karate Kid in which his m^tor was
an elderly Japanese man; now he*s about to release
Crossroads in which his mentor is ah diderly black ma^
and that i$ to be followed by Karate Kid 2, Macchio's
career alone h doing more for minority repits^tation on
nlni than some Hollywood studios . .

QUOTES . *Tou*re 18. Take the spoon out of your
nose, take the needle out of your arm, take the beer out of
your mouth, and vote. Vote like a beast," — Frank Zappa
. . . "Christopher Cross, The Captain and Tennille,
Ohvia Newton-John, Carly Simon, Wayne Newton, and
Kenny Rogers will join together with a coalition of
superstars to make an album benefiting insomniacs — (the
project will be) called Sleep Aid," — Glenn O'Brien, In-
terview magazine.
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SPIRIT
Interested In judging
the 1986 Spirit Squad
TryTOuts?
Applications are
now available in 161
Kerckhoff Hall.

Due March 5.
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.
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.
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n
,1
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WEST L.A 10929 W PKX) 474-0102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEOA 787-ANNA.

Director Holzman
Continued from Page 15
terin^ which don't work in the
long run."

"Every now and then you'll

have a day where you don't
5tutter. You think, my God I

don't stutter anymore — then
^ou start again VT . "When I

was 13 I stopped stuttering for

10 days. When I tried to tell

my mother that I didn't stut-

ter anymore, I stuttered."

The Sheehan Clinic has
taught at UCLA Extension for

37 years and does not promote
fluency as a goal, but stresses

voluntary stuttering instead.
The idea is to get stutterers to

accept themselves as stutterers

and not to treat it as
something unacceptable They
teach stutterers to slide on the
first syllable of certain words,
the most pleasant of all stut-

tering techniques, taking
pressure off of the rest of
speaking.

"As a stutterer I would

avoid making eye contact, put
my hand over my mouth,
substitute words," or avoid us-
ing words at all, claiming not
to remember them in the hope
that others would sav them in-

stead." The Sheehan Clinic
has taught Holzman to over-
come these habits, the worst
of which was his inability to
attempt the voluntary stutter-

ing in front of his friends.

Now he speaks wHh little dif-

ficulty and volunteers his time
working with stutterers at the
clinic.

GruntI the Wrestling Movie
came into existence when Roy
Cox at New World suggested
a wrestling film since wrestl-
ing seemed a reasonably hot
item at the time. Holzman
had the treatment back in two
weeks and Grunt! was under-
way for $750,000, a 17 day
shooting schedule and a hand-
ful of big burly wrestlers.

Continued on Page 18

ASIAN COALITION^
&

PACIFIC AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

**EQUAL IN THE EYES OF THE LAW:
Asian Pacific American Women Attorneys''

Estelle Chiin

Featuring Guest Speakers:

— Asian Pacific Legal Center

Linda Wong

Jeannie Tanaka

—-Violet Kabaya

Mexican American Legal

Defense Education Fund

Seaki and Jarvis

TRT CTICE

— Wednesday, March 5, 1986 -
2408 Ackerman Union

12:00 ^ 1:30 p^m*
iNC£LEfiBAnON OF INTERNATIONAL WORKING WOMEN'S DAT

Funded by Minifund ofCPC

INTERNSHIPS

MARDI GRAS *86
BOOTH CHAIRMEN

The first booth meeting is TODAY at 7:00~
p.m. in the L.A. TENNIS CENTER
CLUBHOUSE. This meeting is MANDATORY,
so make sure that you or a representative from
your group is there.

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP
CHIN
FACE^
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!
Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 CJ^ btocks East of Fairfax)

-<.

m
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ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

Jean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS"
FOR STYLING.PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylidts are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273^836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wiishire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

It SOFT DAIY WEAR CONTACT LENSES

139/pair*
8&L; w-j

CHANGE THE CaO« Of YOUR
EYES son LENSES

$89/palr*
B&L. Cia. CTL

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

«89/palr*
B&L. WJ Cooper, Hydraurve

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

I

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

IS3
includn (yr rx«n GUun for dHiancr or

I

rvadng Clear unq^vncn sundard iut glass

a plasoc kmti and framn from our special

landisetecDon Fn(( ley!

125
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

DESIGNER FRAMES j

LOW LOW !

PRICES

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION ^

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039
2605 Ltncotn Blvd |at Ocean Park in

the Lucky Shopping Center) call us for youw con ract
UNS BePLACEMENTS

WE MAIL AT Ot«f fVEROAY
LOW LOW P(WCESVtSAMAASTEUCHASGE

BEVERLY HILLS 2740653
1421 S Robertson Blvd

(Wblk S ofPicol

•Pror«jiona( Sffvicej Extra

Holzman

PRESBYTERIAN
FELLOWSHIP-

rUESDAYS, 6^8 P.M.
SUPPER and FELLOWSHIP

Special Guest Speaker— ____ =^

REV. ELIZABETH NORDQUIST

of Bel Air Presbyterian Church speaks on

FRIENDSHIP AND PRAYER

{

-i-ic-i

907 Malcolm Ave.,

1 block east of Hilgard and Le Conte.

Call 208-5979 or 474-2069 for more
- information or if you need a ride.

Member of the University Religious Conference
at UCLA -^

MOSS
OUTOF THE BEST

With SPSS Publications. If

you re already using SPSS- X "- the

driest maintrame statistical analysis

software around - why not use it to

lis tuilesi potential'' These SPSS X
-Manuals include all the latest pKxJ-
uct enhancernenls so you can lake

complete advantage ot our power
lui programs Send in the coupwn
tx'low to receive new inlormation

about SPSS manuals as well as

Andfemembef now-)

all SPSS publications directly Irom
SPSS Inc lor immediate delivery

So order the books ^hal let you gel

the most out ot the best - today

SPSS-X BASICS
SPSSIrv, 1983(07060524 6)
214 pages - sot tcovef

Thts introduction to the SPSS X
9y<tent lakes the usexJhrouoh

"* '"" lasWtes of tasks IftaTcover itie

basiC components of computer
data ciflalysis and report writ-

ing Each chapter includes

exercises on analysis concepts
and SPSS X syntax

NEW IN APRIL!
SPSS GUIDE TO
DATA ANALYSIS
Marina J Norusib.

1986(918469 24 4i

An introduction

to the research

process from **

questionnaire

design and sample
n.lnin iliiuuijli "

SPSS-X ADVANCED
STATISTICS GUIDE
Man|d J Norusib

1986(07 046548 7)

432 pages - softcover

A soTlvv3re rpterence for

reseafcttefs ^nd a i«xi lo« >h» .

Tiultivanate statistics course

Explains statistical concepts
and SPSSX procedures lor

tactor discriminant cluster and

SPSS-X IPifTRODUCTORY
STATISTICS GUIDE
Marija Norusis
1983 (0 07-046549-5)
276 pages - softcover

A review of basic statistics and
how to calculate them with

SPSSX including descriptive

statistics hypothesis testing

nonpaiametric procedures
correlation analysis of variance

and regression With numerous
output examples and exercises

for each chapter

loqlinea r ana lys is as well aa
fnuiiivariaie anatysis^ofVc

Includes exercises and an
appertdix that reviews basic

operations

SPSS-X USERS GUIDE
Second Edition

SPSS Inc 1985(918469 18 X)

988 pages - softcover

Dpsignpri lo be ^th agu!0e4O0,
ri>tpr('ni i text this manual adds
SPSS X Release 2 1 enhance
menl's to the documentation m
the tirsi edilmn

Order these publications
directly by phoning
312-329-3600 or mail in the
coupon to SPSS Inc •444 N
Michigan Ave . Chicago. IL

60611 and receive our latest

Publication Brochure ar>d

Order Form Complimentary
copies are available by calling

or writing us today
' '. iL o''bb X it .

•;

,ii>fl SPSS ( .hahhh;s h'*- ttrt(i».rti,i..s

data analysis

Shows how to use
SPSS X along
the way

U.l N MICMKiAls* AVI
tHILAOO 11.60611

.i\2i3n 3600

I m interested' Send your new brochure on
SPSS Publications

Also' send inio on
SPSS f^^ainframe Software

Graphics SPSS-X Tables

SPSS Micro Software

SPSS/PC
Advanced

MAM(

OF<GANI/ATl()N

Tables

GraphicsStatistics

l^ail to SPSS Inc 444 N l^ichigan Ave
Chicago IL 6061

1

t SPSS Inc "Iflf,

ADDRESS

I ITY STATt f'lP

I'HdNF

Continued from Page 17

Needless to say the saga does

not end there.

Th6 film was released for a

trial run in the Southwest in

November 1985 — the
weekend of a horrendous hur-^—
ricane that prevented poten-

tial movie-goers from filling

the theatres. New World pull-

ed GruntI out of the theatres

and seemingly would have
shelved it, were it not for

Holzman's virtually singular

effort to get it re-released.

Two thousand phone calls

and four months later New
World is premiering Grunt! at

the Twentieth Century Fox
International Theatre this Fri-

day evening, and Holzman
may finally^be securely seated

in a director's chair, provided

audiences are charmed by his

semi-documentary, tongue-
in-cheek view inside the
wrestling world.

In trying to achieve the

semi-documentary, half-

serious, half-humorous at-

mosphere of the film,
Holzman and his collaborators

._

did considerable research at

the UCLA Film Archives, and
used various techniques to

achieve that vintage
"newsreel" type photography
at some spots in the lilui . he
even drew blood while
shooting — his own.

"I wanted the character of

the Mask to drop kick into my
hand-held camera. I laid
down on the canvass and ask-

ed him to do it again and—

—

again, yelling 'closer, closer!'

He finally slammed down into

Tny face^ needed five stitches^=^

but the wrestlers respected
me, saying 'Welcome to the^

—
wrestling business.'

"

Holzman's idol is David, „
and like Lean, he edits

his own films. "It boils down
to what you want to see and
how you want to do it.

Editing is as creative as writ-

ing or directing. For me once
4he—shootingsjstops it bcgins-
again in the editing room.
Prndiippr<; ^tnA liV^ ^^>^v log^!

-^ /

SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOP
SATURDAY, MARCH 15th

9 a.in. - 1 p.m.
«

A 4 hour workshop led by the Lx>s Angeles Commissionon Assaults Against
Women designed to prepare women psychologically and physically to deal

.^ with assaults.

YOUR OWN BODY MAY BE YOUR BESTWEAPON

[^ SIGN UP IN ROOM 2, DODD HALL OR CALL
206-8240

>

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety

control; they say 'Allan you're
too close.' But for me it's

discovery. I know when things
work."

"I just want to keep making
movies . . . The opportunity
to direct a movie is always
worth what it took to get

there — 17 days or eight mon-
ths, the thrill is still there.

Grunt! The Wrestling
Movie is the first in a series of
three films entitled "Financing
Low Budget Films: Making
Movies With (Almost) No
Money Down." The series
continues next Tuesday even-
ing with X: r/ie Unheard
Music and ends with The Way
It Is, a New York Art Film.
This film series is sponsored by
the Entertainment Manage-
ment Association of the UCLA
Graduate School of Manage-
ment.

21 DAY AUSTRAUAN CAMPING SAFARI

Jiilr 19 t« Aniatt 16. 19IC

* M«cial 4ltc««at avail.

CMlacI ftttr OT Rarry at :•

AUSSIC ADVENT URC TOURS,
PO Ut 124J, Rarfaa^a taack.

CA.9027I Tal:213-379-43Sl

r W.M -. X-^ •»»rt**vn*'l'»r''' (

-\-

' ' ^

Classified
.;

^^i

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL lo PERSONAL.. ZZT^ PERSONAL ZZTq

Studying Hard for Finals?

Tht ASUCLA Coffwnuniutions Board fttfy supports ttw

U»w«n«v of CaMomia's policy on non-dBcnmmiiion
No madiuni iM mxtfH advedisements wtNch protenl

persons ot any ortgin, race. reMgwr). s«x. or sexutf

orlonbllon in a demeaning wiy, or iit^ mat itwy are

kmM to canam positions. capatMlities. roles, or

status in society Neither lt)e OaHy Brum mr «w
ASUCLA CommuntcaHons Board tias investigated any
of the services advertised or advertisers represented m
9m Inus Any person believing that an advertisement

Hi W9 mit vioUlae the Boards pokey on non-

discnmination staled herein should communicale
complaints m »fr1ting to the Business Manager. Daily

Brum. 308 Westwood Ptaza. KH 112. Los Angeles. CA
90024 For assistance with housing discnrnmation

proWems. cal the uaA Housing Otflce at S2S-449^.
or call the WesWds Fair Housing Office at 475-9671

MAKE IT A GRAND FINALE
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-Level in Ackerihap Union.

}

¥3
Study Paks give you

FINALS FINESSE
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCIA Problem Solvina Guide forChemistry. Economics, and Psychology classes.

»oiving «,uiae for

l^^ctiJreNotot and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCIA.
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on ALevel In Ackerman Union.

i

»

f

i

CAMPUS CAMPUS CAMPUS ^P^HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS...... l ^
OPEN HOaSE/ORIENTATION MEETING

for

ALPHA UHBDA DELTA/PHI ETA SIGMA

(Freshman Honor Societies)

Ackerman 2408
=^=

7
flarcli 4^^98fr

4:00 p.m.

Wd J:i ofabove WinterW, Spring '85

'85, you may be eligible for membersMp.

Please come, by and find outL

A Graduation
Proclamation
Don't pi^t It off any longer.
^ome Into Campus Phot(P
Studio and select the style of
graduation announcement
that's right for you. You can
also order your degree cards
and pick up a package of
thank-you notes.

FREE
GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'J WANT
YOUR "BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTt "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM •• (818)992-6966. (213)873-3303

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for facul-
ty and students. Good grades discounts.
Call James Boord. (818) 716-0224.

MODELS needed for free haircut in Bever-
ly Hills. Call Kozo 277-7045.

PERSONAL 10

8 PERSONAL 10

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

ALPHA PHI sorority needs hashers. Call
208-4008

EAT YOGURT SEND A BRUIN TO DC
EAT YOGURT AT PENGUIN'S BETWEEN
7-1 1 TONIGHT. 20% OF THE PROCEEDS
WILL BENEFIT THE UCLA GOV-
ERNMSNT INTERNSHIP ASSOCIATION.
EAT YOGURT. SEND A BRUIN TO DC.
EAT YOGURT AT PENGUIN'S BETWEEN
7-11 TONIGHT. 20% OF THE PROCEEDS
WILL BENEFIT THE UCLA GOV-
ERNMENT INTERNSHIP ASSOCIATION

MISCELLANEOUS 9

LOOKING FOR QUALITY
EDUCATION ABROAD?
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS UNIVERSITARIOS

XOCHICALCO/^^
Currlcutum structured to the need* of United
States studeniss
Pull governmeni accredllalloo •r>d Nsled wttfi

Campos In Entenada. on beautiful Baja Pe-
ninsula ( 80 miles Soulth or San Diego

)

Guaranteed student k>an programs avallat>«e
VA approved

MEDICINE
NURSING

• PSYCHOLOGY
• VETERINARY

W
Siraistir Biolns:

AUGUST 1986
Now icciptlig inroilmeni

ipplicillons until:

July 1986

GROUP 9 original music, experienced
club band available for any club function
Hot contempo rock, call Blank Frank
(213)871-8667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)840-8638.

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr
hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or
more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach
(213)852-0990. ^
NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr
hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or
more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach
(213)852-0990

PSI CHI meeting Friday 7th at 3:00 in

Franz 3rd floor (UGPL) members interest-

ed in becoming officers must attend. All

interested psychology majors are welcome.

RAMA Seminar-March 6 to 9. 7-1 1pm.
.L.A. Convention Center, 1201 S. Figueroa
St Students FfT 25 & under. 20 00 w/id;

j
others $200. Covers 4 nights, no personal
(checks please Rama is a world-reknown-
ed teacher of mysticism & meditation.
Rama is ENLIGHTENMENT
SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021
Nancy.

Coin-Operated
Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy.

Unljke other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for just
a nickel. And we've got several locations
to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level
(near the elevators) and First floor (near
the information counter), in the North
Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at
Lu Valle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to
the Bombshelter and North Campus. -

y

CONTACT C.E.U.X.
U.S.A. OFFICE («10) 575-7707
PO. Box 6044 Chula Vista. CA 92011
(1-706-67) 4-08-34)P
P.O. Box 1344. Ensenaaa. Mexico B.C.

!^
C^

Transfer
Students

Dial Direct
(1-706-67) 4-08-34
Ensenada, Mexico

EAT YOGURT SEND A BRUIN TO D C
EAT YOGURT AT PENGUIN'S BETWEEN
7-11 TONIGHT 20% OF THE PROCEEDS
WILL BENEFIT THE UCLA QOV-
ERNMENT INTERNSHIP ASSOCIATION
EAT YOGURT SEND A BRUIN TO DC
EAT YOGURT AT PENGUINS BETWEEN
7-11 TONIGHT 20% OF THE PROCEEDS
WILL BENEFIT THE UOLA GOV-
ERNMENT INTERNSHIP ASSOCIATION

I

EAT YOGURT SEND A BRUIN TO DC
!
EAT YOGURT AT PENGUIN'S BETWEEN
7-11 TONIGHT 20% OF THE PROCEEDS
WILL BENEFIT THE UCLA GOV-
ERNMENT INTERNSHIP ASSOCIATION

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150 /^.
Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Closed Sat & Sun
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GE/^HIC
U C L

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs
Open M-Th 7:30-6
Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

t^-mh.J'^ V

•Pi
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL...... 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

ima would
congratulate and

announce
WHITE RO!

1986

Udies of AEPhi
Thanks for the

wild
exchange.

We'll jump on
the

"Party Train"

with you
anytime.

Love, Sigma Pi

lllon*ytorCol«g*T

11$ al around you, » you know

where to look! Our nortkxvwkle

Academic Data Service

gurantees 5 to 25 Rnancid Aid

Sources for your r^igher

education or your money bock.

FresrwDen. sophomores, and

ongoing groduate students

ONLY, cai toil free

l-aOO-544-1574 ext. 639 or

write P.O. Box 16493.

Chattanooga. TN. 37416

T^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'«^^^^^'

Leslie Cariani

LizDaniig

Sarah David

Erin Noriarity

Katie Neulieisel

Kris Petersen

Julie Smith

Greek Week *86

presents:

"LATE NIGHT
WITH THE
GREEKS"

featuring Riptide*s

Joe Penny as MC
and great acts by

the Greeks!-

, TONITE!!
7:30 pm,

Wadsworth
Theater, Free

Admission-

Be There!

i<

SI6HA nn
«REEK
WEEK IS

.<

PSYCH
UPtt
LOVE,
KAPPA

Ai:a»

Frel ^shamlLir
rl. ^erBBQ

Tuesday, March 5 5pm
Come out and enjoy the food
^nd thefun at the Sig house-

^ha^fel

=on^25^Landfahv^weatshirts^
~~ are in Sigsters!!

Rush Chairman:

Sigma Chi Fraternity would
like to thank Linda Dun^i for

a fine job In "85" and
congratulate Kathleen Self
"^^— for being elected

«weetheart^86'^=^

To D. L. and M, my
3 favorite BORES.

You guys are

awesome!-
You can CALL me
anytime! Thanks for

maky^g my birthday

so special.

Loye and-lmJ

forever,

^YLLE 1/4

SPERM DONORS 19 -

SPERM donors needed tor medical
ssearch. wm Be weTtxoinpensated. Ca ll

Victor 273-2463.

Chris Chatard 824-2041 f
Spacey

rv r< \^

Jeh Megquire
Congrats on
youToffrcerr
know you'll

be a terrific

sponsor
chairman!
Delta Love,

Kathie

To Christa. Rachel, Q
Raquel
(mv4N

I'd rather

with you
else In

Thanks for

b-day
You deserve
aintx)w
LOVE

\ rV^
^

LYLLE

MIDNIGHT TALKS,
G. SESSIONS,

BAKO, MUD PIE,

ROOMMATE
NIGHT, SPLIT ENDS,
B. HAIR, TICKETS,
^VUtK TH€ CeW;r^
Aah the feehng! (t's

>o good to have you
for a roommate.
Love ya. Me

Alice,
Happy Legalizing

Birthday, it*s about
time!

Love, The Gang

Congrats to Zeta Psi's Arm-Wrestlers!!
All-U Light Heavyweight Champion

Pete Babagiaa
4th Place Lightweight Runner-Up

~'

Bob Traa
Way To Go!!

In TKO. The Bros (Tues.)

I Congratulations on your engagement!
Melissa Brereton (FOB) Ann Nunn (TcDB)

ciiristine Silk (TOB)
and 7 and

—— and

Frank Mitchell ^.
^^^j/'J^,

Scott Smith (in)Blame if on
dientlne's Day!!!!!

'/

En
FARDAD p

YADHTRIB YPPAH ^ ""

AVCNIU'3 AddVH

LITTLE SISTERS
_i AND RUSHEES

TONIGHT:
REFRESHMENTS 5:30

DINNER 6:00

LAM- Thanks so much
~^Tor the exchange

Thursday night. What a

FANTASTIC way to

start off Greek Week
and get better

acquainted with our

winning teammates.

Let*s win it tonight

in the talent show!!

Love, Kappa Delta

KAPPA DELTA
If Thursday & last night was any

indication of what's going to happen
this week, the others had better watch
out! Get Psyched! Ent. Nt. Is tonight!

Greek Week '86 is ours!

love,
i:am

f*^XftlEin€r^KT^'*^

I The Winning

J
Greek Week

^
Combination!

I Tonight at the

^ Wadsworth the

I- "Greecers" and

t 'Talking Heads'

[
will steal the

tshow!!
Good Lack!!

ititifH-kififHififikififififi^

Ik'
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RESEARCH
SUBJECTS..,>^>, i2

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center tor Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is freo.'tlliLeive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

NORMAL healthy children. 3-12 years,
needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 625-0392.

SPERM donor wanted.
Clinic. 820-0377.

FGE Medical

Wanted: Patients age 14 and older with
diagnosed periodontal (gum) disease to

participate in research project providing

periodontal care (monitoring, instruction,

x-rays, surgery) 825-9792 for appointment.

SALONS ^ 2

1

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color 652-
5766.

FRtE haircuts. Carlton Hair International
needs rhodels for advanced haircutting
class. Call 475-8330.

FREE haircut-need models for haircut
class at Japss hair salon. Call Masako at
271-1653.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708.

~ Having
Rrablema?

General
Psi^chotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENITA MAGIT
—n§,A,p n€»F,CCm
'J0S45 Undbrook

Suite #2
-Westwood Village-^ 8241524

COMPUTERIZED EYE
"~ EXAM —

UCLA DISCOUNT
DR. SOMERS. CONTACT

LENS SPECIALIST

WILSHIRE & FEDERAL
478-059<

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany looking for distributors. Earn $500-
$1500 or more, part-time (213)852-0990
call between 1-5 PM.

HELP WANTED 30

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant Front office

appearance. Light typing and phones. Sal-

ary open. Call Mr. Davidson. (213)930-
1891.

ADVERTISING assistant. LA retail chain.
Graphics, PR. retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services. 3125 Western Avenue.
Seattle. WA 98126.

AID elderly woman. Need own car.

Transport to appointments, shopping, light

housekeeping. Female. 272-2442.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses work($6.00-$ 10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

Athletic-looking girls in Track and Field.

Swimming. Gymnastics. Tennis. $100/day.
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431

BOOKKEEPER. Part-time weekend. $7/hr.

will train in experience. Diversified duties,

heavy phones, 10 key touch. Moderate typ-

ing. Cash handling. Non-smoker.
(213)306-4630.

BRUIN WOODS Looking for student
worker who also plays the piano. This per-

son can play by ear, lead campfire, songs,

create mood and scene changes in staff

shows. Play for cocktail parties, and
possibly give a Sunday afternoon concert.

Apply at the West Center or call

(714)337-2478.

CASHIERS & Sales PT cashiers & sales

people needed for our WLA location, hours
flexible. Applicants must tw sports-minded
& like dealing w/the public Please apply
in person Oshman's Sporting Goods
11110 W. Pico Blvd WLA, CA 90066
equal opportunity employer M/F.

CASHIER needed for record store in Santa
Monica Must be available on Fri, Sat, and
Sun. Experience necessary. Call "Off the

Record" 829-7379.

GD^Og^ dally bruin tuesday, march 4, 1986 21

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 APARTMENTS"
FOR RENT ...49

TICKETS
Restaurant & Bar
Now interviewing for

experienced
personnel for late

Marcti employrnent.
(cooks, soutee &

broiler, salad persons,

food servers,

hostesses.

buspersons. &
dishwastiers).

Apply in person:
11160 Olympic Blvd

(lobby)
at ttie San Diego

Freeway
2-5pm Ttiursdays

& Fridays

10am-2pm Saturdays

Photoflhraph^r:
Wanted for Studio

Portraits. Must have

knowledge of

photography ^ be

willing to learn.

Flexible hours.

Weekdays &
weekends. Call

Jackie lO-l.(M-F)

(213)477-5566

PART-TIME, Westwood- clerical/
messenger for financial advisers to enter-
tainment industry Must have own car 15
hrs^week $5/hr plus gas & mileage Start
April 7th (818)954-6164

PHONE solicitor for insurance office, 20-40
hr8./wk. Some office work, S5/hr. RexiWe
hours. 479-5556.

PRE-MED and pre-optometry. Need UCLA
freshman or sophomore. Clinical and basic
research JSEI Tues/Thurs. X2 years.
$6.40/hr 12-15 hr8./week 825-4749. -~™:-

$1300. First nionth free. Brentwood, brand
new. Walk to UCLA. 2 bedrooms. 2
bathrooms. Deluxe, small, modern,
building. 1 1 675 Darlington. 827-4652.

$675 WLA/Purdue, spacious, bight upper
1 -bedroom, balcony, carpets, drapes, wall

panelling
, breakfast bar. parking, no pets.

Luisa 478-0694

780 Culver City. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, nice
view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-
6907.

CHARMING & clean cut females and
males needed for sales & promotion in

Beverly Hills and Century City. Part time/
full time. Flexible hrs. (213) 479-777 1

.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plus/week.
Full/part time. Top wages. Flexible hours.
Excellent working conditions. Friendly
people to work With Benefits Call 828-
0664

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs business
major for 16 to 24 hours per week with
working knowledge of IBM PC and Lotus.
Intermediate accounting helpful. Great
opportunity and compensation Send
resume to McGinity and Nodar 3435
Wilshire Blvd #729. lA 90010. (213)386-
6564

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

Call(2 13)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GIRL Friday needed part-time, afternoons.
1:30-5:00 general office/reception work.
$4/hr. 204-4678.

INVESTMENT agency needs someone,
preferably Spanish speaking to teach D-
Base 3 and Word Perfect on IBM personal
computer. Good pay! Good fK)urs! Please
call Ena mornings and ESME afternoons,

at 413-0048.

MESSENGERS/Process Servers, full and
part-time positions available. Must have
transportation. Wages 6 20/hr. (213)384-
8244.

MESSENGERS. Westwood Lawfirm has
openings for P/T messengers. Must be
available to work mornings. Must also be
dependable, have own car, insurance and
good driving record. Call Tracy after 2pm
478-2541

MESSENGER needed for production com-
pany. Must have own car. Contact
Michele (213)5S(M556.

PART-TIME parking lot attendant. Neat
appearance, California Driver's license re-

quired. Must be availible weeknights and
weekends. References needed Apply at

Directors Guild of America, 7950 Sunset
Blvdd. Hollywood, CA. _^^ '

PART-TIME position, telemarketing assis-

tant, excellent working condition in

Westwood. 4-8 PM, Monday-Thursday
$5/hr.. Call (213)208-4102.

PART-TIME receptionist/office clerk. Typ-
ir>g and correspondence required. Rease
call after 1pm, 652-9770.

- - *
,

PART-TIME assistant for doctor's office in

Beverly Hills. Cedar-Sinai Medical
Towers: (213)8523539

PART-TIME temporary clerical position

available with international student ex-

change program, 12 hrs per week, $6/hr
Requires basic typing, filing, and general
clerical skills; 382-9446

PART-TIME txwkkeeping Brokerage expe-
rience. Inglewood. 5 hrs/week Non-smoker
$7/hr 477- 1679

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?

Worl< temporary for

riDD

all

of

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions
now available at leading residential treat-

ment center for teenage boys. Experience
preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME
COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR.(8l8)347-1326.

^Counselors - girls group home-live in half
-week 479-0929

Temporaries, inc.

I 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L.A.
f21S|477-80S8

555 E. Ocean Blvd., Long Bch
r21S|M1-S220
^Secretarial, .^Receptionist,

•^Typists, •Accounting,

• Data/U/ord Processors,

and other office support /obs

100% FREE TO APPLICAA/TS

Fill In yoMTwk
witli mmtrm $%%

Immediate openings for
secretarial skills, typists.

clerks, receptionists.
word processors. & all

office skills. Work by the
day, week, or month.

STIVERS
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

Call for appointment
in Westwood 208-565&

APARTMENTS
FURNisHED..::i::::.,.....5o

Bachelor apt. Furnished. Veteran near
Wilshire, $525/mo. Excellent location.

(213)275-1427. 379-6570 evenings.

$795 LARGE 1-bed w/parking. Nice view.
Walk to UCLA & Village. 729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

Attention WorkStudy:
Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400.

^ f •••••••••••«•••••••««

Models WaffH«d
for award winning

student photographer.

Prints for pay.

Ask for Meliss;*

7:

NAAOEN DAZS
IS HIRING

l»art-tlme help In n\e
^Sdnfa Monico Store.

.A.

; Call Chris & 828-7048 of
• in the Brentwood Store

J call Pom @ 820-1666 !•••••••••••••••••••••

BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious. 1-

bedroom. carpet, drapes, stove No pets.

$700/mo. Only charging 1-nrK>nth8 rent.

security/cleaning to move in. 678-6648. -

BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious. 2-

t)edroom. carpet, drapes, stove No pets.

$980/mo. Only charging 1 mo rent, securi-

ty/cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

PRIME Westwood Village executive
apartments $775 and up. Fireplace, pool.
parking. aJc 206-3308.

2-t)edroom unfurnished apt. Excellent loca-

tion. Available now.- 1390 Veteran,
_$1050/mo (213)275-1427. 379-6570 evM(k.
"ings. ^r~
$500 1 t>edroom. spacious, stove, new
carpet, drapes, parking. 5 miles-campus
Suitable for staff-faculty memtwrs Non-
srTKJker. 652-2699.

VACATION
CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii, World!! Call tor guide,
cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise
'

_^.-i

)RIVER/helper. part-time. $100/wk. (13-20
hrs.) Caipool driving, marketing & daily er-

rands Own car. seat t>elt8 required, Bever-
ly Glen canyon 279-1447.

DRIVER/MESSENGER full or part-time.

^Familiar with greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car. liability insurance,
copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto allowance. Call (818)906-
0899; (818)906-0763

EXTRA'S needed Now casting attractive

model types for movie & TV. Creative
Casting: (818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy Ofthopedtc practice rn Beverly
Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-
pointment, ask for Gloria 550-095

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign Phone
bank. p/t. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
849r —^

70B zzzz
OPPORTUNITIES. ..3^ RENTALS..••••^•••••••••rcr33

RADIOLOGIST needs volunteer research
assistants at Harbor UCLA. Prefer pre-
med students (213)533-2808.

BACK^ office person needed in fast-paced
^chiropractic office Must be energetic and
personable Will train. Contact Sara 658-
8661

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipoegr
reasonable rates, close to everything (818)
785-9865.

u_iij' •

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-pleasant voice, pro-
fessional appearance, responsible &
dependable 6.50/hour, Ms. Schaefer 473-
4428

"I DONT KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE. • CAREER-
WORKS (21 3) 655-921

2

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

RESPONSIBLE adult to accompany child
to NYC around April 4-6 and return April

18-20. Fly TWA. Cash offered (213)391-
2453

SECRETARY receptionist wanted full-time.

$1000 nice office environment 854-0466

ruoEi
school, bring home and babysit for 2
hours Pay negotiable. Call after 6pm.
474-8134.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
Put>lic Relatkxu

SUMMER day camp in Agoura serving
San Fernando & Conejo Valleys seeks
strong staff Counselors;instructors:
gym. horses. arts & crafts, swimming,
animals; Drivers. $125-190 plus/wk Call

(818)706-8255.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS $7/hr guaran-
leed salary plus extra commission 4 to 6
hours per day. Partime/Fulltime. Call Mr.
Davidson 8-1pm. (213) 930-1891

.

TYPIST, part-time, will train word process-
ing. 50wpm minimum. Mon-Fri. Steady
work. $6.50/hour. Marina Del Rey. 306-
4625.

UCLA Football is looking for UCLA student
volunteers who are interested in a career
in collegiate athletics. Call 825-86§^>Ask
for football.

WAITER/Waitresses to work Tues/Thurs.
11 -2:30 at Dim Sum Cafe. Call 478-4162.

Intern at celebrity public

relations firm. Ho pay
but great opportunity to

learn arxj gain experi-

ence. Call Sonia at

K 21 3)276-6400

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

BABYSITTER needed, some evenings.

non-smoker. 3-yr. old. (213)836-8883.

MOTHER'S helper, afternoons, some
evenings. 3 yr. old. Local references and
experience, non-smoker Car preferred.

(213)398-4823 Leave message

DESPERATELY seeking 2 female room-
mates. 1 -Bedroom, large living room,
kitchen, furnished. Only $250/month.
prime location. Susie-206- 1021. 824-9782.

FEMALE roommate needed. Santa Monica
area Non-smoker. $210/mo. plus utilities

452-9078

MALE to share 3 bedroom Available now!
$191 plus security Glenrock Ave. 208-
3270.

RESTAURANTS 46

WANTED; On Monday and Wednesday
afternoons 4pm-6pm. $7/hr Someone to

assist resistant 12 yr. old boy with
homework. We live near Laurel Canyon
and Hollywood Blvd 875-6898.

(WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-
nent basis Typing, letter writing, light

bookkeeping. Salary open, parking provid-
ed. Good location. Shorthand or speed-
writing deisreable. Phone for appt 272-
8437.

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES PROFES-
SIONAL RESAURANT COURSE. 90 DAY
GUARANTEE "DOUBLE YOUR TIPS IN

30 DAYS" AS A RESAURANT BROKER
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS REPLY TO:
EUGENE O. HICKS. PRES US INTER-
NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOC 279
BEVERLY DRIVE STE. 1189 BEVERLY
HILLS. CA. 90212.

NEED female to share large 1 -bedroom
apt Walk to campus $275/mo Veteran/
Strathmore 208-4408.

NEEDED: 2 non-smoking females share 2
bedroom. 2 bath Brentwood apt $262
plus deposit. 471-4655.

YOUNG professional wishes to share 2-

bedroom. 2-bath. beautifully furnished

Brentwood apartment. Female, non-
smoker. (213)471-0052.

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

COZY guest house in Beverly Glen area. 1

bedroom with firplace. $490/mo 474-4201

STUDIO guest house available /Vpril 1st

Quiet, single, non-smoking profesional

$650 829-5688

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

WE are taking applications for fantastic

summer jobs at UCLA Alumni Associa-
tion's new family resorl-BRUIN WOODS
You spend your summer in the mountains
at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50 other stu-

dents live together in the Cedar Lodge, eat
with our guests and help carry out a sup-
per family camping program for 10 weeks
Jobs include: Arts and Crafts, Aquatics.
Housekeeping. Grill, Dining Room.
Grounds. Front Desk and Counselors You
also help put on the opening and closing
musical shows and other entertainment.
Get an application at the West Center
Mail it to us by March 12 BRUIN WOODS
P O. Box 160 Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352.
(714)337-2478.

XEROX operator for Print Shop 9200
series. Full/part time. Call 477-1540 or ap-

ply:117l7W>icoBlvd.WLA.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Apartments available $690/up. Kelton
Towers-515-Kelton. 208-1976

SINGLE for 1-2; walk UCLA-Westwood.
partially furnished, laundry, pool,
dishwasher, ac. fireplace. 5 nYonth lease
April-August; $675 nx). includes water.
gas, parking Kris or lisa. 209-0885.

WALK UCLA hooray! Spacious, furnislYBd.

bachelor A single. Utilities included.
Manager- 644 Landfair #201 208-2676.

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-in
allowance, furnished singles Patio,
elevator. A/C 10989 Rochester 479-7485.
managed by Moss & Company.

FEMALE, preferably grad-student or upper
classman, non-smoker, experienced w/
children wanted for babysitting after school

& carpooling in exchange for room &
board in Beverly Hills & weekly compensa-
tion. Call Sandy. 271-9060.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

FEMALE preferred. non-snx>ker to take
room free in exchange for very light

housekeeping and t>aby8itting Access to

pool, and bus (818)907-5226.

MOTHER S helper needed in ex^ange for

living in Beverly Hills guesthouse. 20 hrs.

of babysitting per week. References re-

quired 276-9644.

ROOM and board in exchange for child

care, light housekeepirig. Pacific Palisades
454-4127.

«ri)«*i
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HOUSING SUBLET i 66 TUTORING TUTORING »- TYPINGAVORD
NEEDED .60 ^^ OFFERED 98 OFFERED 98 PROCESSING 100

GERMAN medical doctor couple would like

to housesit in April and May 399-681 5.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room. Lovely West LA home. $100/

mo. Sylvia. Eve. (21 3)748-7042.

JUST decorated! Westwopd furnished ef-

feciency single, new carpet, paint, mini-

blinds, central air/heat. Non-smoker $495

incl. utilities. (213)475-7066. ^

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE needed to share one-bedroom

Gaytey apartment. Excellent location- next

door to UCLA! Security building, pool, fur-

nished, etc. $350/nf>onth. Call 824-1248 or

209-2342.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share

bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/

nrwnth. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath with

3 others $300/nrK)nth Parking Walk to

campus Call 825-5858 days, 824-5869 or

824-4886 evenings.

FEMALE roommate needed to share 1-

bedroom apartment in Westwood; $337/

Mfwnth Call 824-1340.

MALE roommate for Brentwood single

Near shop, bus, furnished, stove. $250/

month. Ron 471 -3569. After 8pm.

O'MELVENY ft MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUILETS

If you are interested In

subletting your furnished

aportment any time
from May to August,

& possibly 'A of

September, our law
students will be needing

txxjsing. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
69-6539 or 669-6046
^

CALCUS, statistics, precaiculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr 828-4029, 826^928.

PATIiNT TUTOR J
(arithmetic through*^{ MATH

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

LEARN French the easy way by experi-

enced Native Parisian teacher. Recom-

mended by the French department and the

French Consolate 874-0934.

MATH tutoring- elementary thVougTi

calculus. Tough made easy. Call BrUce.

(818)505-9927

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

CONDOS
FOR RENT ..........69

LARGE 'WL>V cbndo: 2-bedroom. 2-bath,

security building, close to campus $1250
655-6710.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious

students only, please Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.
" • ' :

INSURANCE 91

.achieve confidence and self-^^j

J reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-i
JTION CALL JIM MADIA.

383-

J

J 6463. X

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

•••••••••••••••••••••
WOMIN: If you hove difficulty

achieving orgotm and would
be Interested In folnlng a
women's group, contact the
Human Sexuality Program at

82S0243. $20 per session (or

six week group.

NEEDED: Tutor, to get me started on

Apple lie Private home. .XalLDemott

Davis 464-3746. \
TUDOR needed for high school student in

Advanced Placement Pascal. Call

(818)904-9455, after «pnv

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

ON-SMOKER female for 1

B^AOtwood' apartment. Poot;

bedroom

$245/mo including utilities 820-2508.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064

SEEKING non-smoking males to share 2-

bed/2-bath WLA apt $195 or $380/mo

(shared or own room) plus deposit 820-

7905 __^, .

-WESTWOOD luxury apartment. All

amenities. Fireplace, pool, Jacuzzi, game
room, utilities paid Walk to UCLA. Male

_ $307/mo. Call Eric (714)546-0900. •'>

\MGE WA R! W&H±:
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRa
GRAM ••

(818) 992-6966. (213) 873-3303

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle tnsursnce Refused?

...Too High?
' Cancelled? __

B^iBr'm Editing and
WHting S^rvicm
•ALL Bvhjecta

•Nothing Too Big

or Too Small
•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213) 837-8292

(

•All clients screened w/photos

and refs since '71

•Daily computerized updates

•Listings throughout Southern California

A •20<Vo Off w/ad to students and staff

Low Monthly Payments— STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621.. Ask for Ken

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LEMSES

We polish 8i cleon your hard, semi-soft

OTKJ soft contoct lenses wtiie you wait.

Return your contocts to 'Hke new" corv^

ditkxi Feel ortd see better.

Dr. Vooei, 1132 Westwood Bd. 20ft- 30tl.
VolkJated PacWno-20lfc Off With This Ad.

idfX '^^tydciS \ ;
MOVERS 94

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;

Marian; 39 1-3622

A^ET speed typist Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick up and deliver. Laura

"yTO-2890.

A quality word processing IBM PC, IBM

Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-

tations, one day service, $1 50/page, WLA,

Myung, 397-6344.

ACADEMIC word processing. Xerox 860

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)2044)947. Call

rK)on-6pm. —

-

.

AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN. (213)450-8719.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING.
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR.
SPELLING, GRAMMAR. PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE CENTURY CITY

SANDY (213)479-3719.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu l0-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

390-4588.

At WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.

Pick up/campus M-W Sheri 662-0869.

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EDITOR. PhD Many years' manuscript

experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tk)ns. poetry, plays, novels, non-fiction.

(213)393-9109.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typing/word processing.

$1.99/page Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term

papers, manuscripts, thesis. Reasonable

rates. Call: Meena ph. na (213)679-61 13.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

MARIA'S word processing-dissertations,

thesis, term papers, etc. @ $1 .50/page.

256-51 75 or 206-1 486(ask for Maria Ortiz).

MRS Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing

Service. Fast, reliable, error-free. Term

papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-

3.00/page 277-7102.
,

PROFESSIONAL Typing, editing and rush

jobs. Call Val 477-6220. (9am- 1 0pm).

TYPING, word processing, resumes,

editing, proof reading, near campus, good

rates 475-5723.

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-

riaionat. tjow rates, hig^ o^amv Li

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
;

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 939-4303.
'

•
e
e
e
•

^••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*,
I ONI DAY TYMN*

Profesikxxal witter virith BA In

Efxjiih w« type OTKJ ««tlwrrr

papers. tt>etes. scripts, reaunrws.

etc. Or edltlno only. Over 25

yeora experience. Westwood
VHoge. BM Deloney.

824.2853 or 824-5111

e

1^ 9mft PkoBH CenturyCHy

3402 Padlie Ave Manna

556-2752

822-5548

xsz

ECOhKDMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-

ped. experienced_Callianytim^^

JERRY'S moving & delivery The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (2 13)39 1-5657

SUBLET >..»66

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer Second year

law students clerking w/our firm need

westside housing Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext 587 before 4:00 at Manatt.

Phelps. Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry.

(213) 683-91 00 for more information

SUMMER law clerks need housing Fur-

nished apartments. May-September.

May-August Contact Rose Carnahan.

(213)680-2222.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936^2009

Apartments, Offices
Professional Service for Peanuts

••••eeeeeeeee ••••••••••

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

The
Resume
Package

School Papers, Resumes
overnight, while you wait

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, SM

* HEADSTART f
{ Make arrangements

now to sublet )rour

apartment for the

summer, we have a

number of terrific law

students who need a

summer home in Los

^ Angeles. If you would

{ like a reliable tennant

J we've got just the

M candidate for )rou.

J Please call Denise

AlvaradOat(2l3)

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself all

that worry at the

end of May

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

WESTWOOD large upgraded 1 -bedroom.

1-1/2 bath condo: security buildir>g. walk to

UCLA. Call agent. 277-5571

.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-

yiCEl (818)798-8334. ^

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,

resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

20&-4353

HOUSEKEEPER/Babysitter wants work 1-2

days/week Call 471-1587.

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?

Establish your portfolio today. Call Linda's

Photography Studio. (213)278-5063,

PAINT jobs wanted Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/devetopment/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing Call Sami Kamal.

(818)760-3149.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate

negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

Looking Like A Pro

A resume that's typeset— not just dashed

off on a typewriter — makes a good first

impression. It's neat, clean, easy to read

and shows that you're well-organized. But

you look even more impressive when your

resume, cover letter and envelope are all

on matching paper stock.

Our Package Deal

Now, when you place an order to have

your resume typeset at Graphic Services

for $24, for a one-page resume ($17 if your

resume is already on file) get matching let-

terhead and envelopes typeset for just

$6.50 more (regularly $1 2.50V

Lencc*s
One Day Typing

RESUMES 104 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112 MOPEDS 119

LOOKING for that perfect )ob7 We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.
Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/
lazer printer, typing & word processing.
Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-
8091.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

fid ISM Word

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

RipMWM LMan IS<4tHr UCLA
r/QUAIfTTTY OOCOUNn

¥
¥
¥
¥

298-0455 19I-338S

•Career Guidance*
• TypinslEditing*

-ti Low-coat li Proven results -v

<r Free Consultation ^r

Call ACCESS
(2l3yi77364l

convenient WLA Location

First Floor

KercKhoff Hall

Room 150

Open M-F 8:30-5:30

I
Closed Sat & Sun

Kerckhoff Hall

GIV^HIC
Ca u D

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons-Paul Fried, former solo

flutist; Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-

phony, and Boston Pops is accepting

pupils.66&-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fusion,

rock, jazz, etc. Call Bruce. (818)505-9927.

Excellent references!

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.

Michael Bondon (213) 277-701 2.

WINNING resumes! Student special $25.
Free consultation. Free copies. One-day
service. Open weekends (21 3)851 -071 7.

1975 FIAT 128 Spider convertible; new
paint. $900: 820-7207.

1975 OLDS Delta Convertible. AM/FM
cassette, power everything. 67K miles,
great shape. $2195, (213)275-9727.

1975 Toyota Corolla, exceient condltk>n.

$800 or best offer. Call 651-1731 after

5pm.

1976 Convertible superbettle VW. Yelfow
w/Mack top. Rebuilt w/15K. Runs great.
Original owner w/all work receipts. $3900
leave message 459-6657

TRAVEL i 105 TRAVEL 105

•77 Toyota Celkx QT, 5-speed. A/C. new
paint, chrome, brakes. Very reliable. Ask-
ir>g $2.500. 379-7361.

'78 Datsun 200 SX, good conditfon. air.

auto, trans, new brakes, price negotiable.

Call Gtoria. 836-2364.

'80 Mazda RX-7 loaded, must sell, $5300
obo. 452-6731.

'82 Honda Prelude, excellent condition,

nrumnroof, AM/FM cassette. A/C. blue.

(818)769-7576.

'82 Rabbit convertible, 5-speed, red with
white top, a/c, Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9300 obo.
(213)394-6430. ' —

^

TRAVEL 105

"MW ^, In

Alfa

B«v«rl|r mile Alfa
.3«74 S. BobOTtooa at

Natloaal
<21S) 559.77M

1964 Honda Areo 50. Must Sell! $32S obo
- as is. CaN Chris at 209-1 143.

'84 Yamaha 180Z scooter. Mack,
miles, like new, $1200 obo. 471-5925.

320

'85 Honda Aero 50. Driven only 1 month.
Including helmet artd Kryponite \ock. $6S0.
655-8168.

/*

MOPEDS 1 19

1961 VESPA P200E. Excellent condition.
$850 471-5101.

/I
X

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

FrI 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

TRAVEL 105

SPRING Break Save $ world wide Lowest

airfares 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818)969-3123. ^
-trs-

,j

i''-^*^-j»EUROPE
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
ISE/CLUB EUROPA • STI • TOP
DECK • CONTIKI • AESU

Beach BBQ on a Greek Island • Flamenco show in Spain • Bicycle trip around
Copenhagen • Cruise down the Rhine • Club Med stay on Corfu Island

• Centrally located hotels • All major sightseeing

• Travel via deluxe motorcoach • Meet students from all over the world.

14-50 days •1-18 countries • All this for ONLY $36 PER DAYI
We've got It all and we'll help you plan the trip that's right for you. Our
Europe Travel Advisors offer free travel advice and the best travel values

to Europe. Stop by and see us for more Informatlonl

*

T^ YAMAHA 83»84«85ir

nsvA
Scooters &, Accessories

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

J13347
W. Washington BlvdJ

Los Angeles, CA 90066

1^213)306-79061^

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150 Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. BeAoom set $495. Sofa & love seaU
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

' s

FURNITURE 126

^^^ '«^ '«^•«'«.'%'%%.-^^ ^ •* J

T^Tir MATTRESSES TirtV
All new hotel sets guaranteed

Twjn Set |5o
Full Set ..............$M
Queen Set |gg
King Set |9g
New 5 piece bedroom set.............|I18

New full size or queen sleeper. .... $139
New sofa and love seat |1<S0
Oak Finish coffee tables $20
End TaWea ||5
Lamps |Y

THE WAREHOUSE
397S030

/isuciV
TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830 6. sat ii 3
A-Level Ackerman Union
Prices subiect to chonge without notice, limited availability

mods of Placmgir

Classified AdV

'•''^MiMs.

TRAVELiNG?"

COUNCIL TRAVEL
and Alpha Tau Omega (ATSi) "^

iNDEPENDENT TRAVEL THROUGH EVROPE
FREE SEMtNAR: LEARNABOVT THE BASiCS

^—: —^_, FLIGHTS-
EURAIL
BRITRAIL

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. CARDS
YOUTH HOSTELS

BUDGETACCOMODATIONS
TRAVEL GEAR

FOREIGN CURRENCY
TRA VEL LITERATURE

-^' 'AND MUCHMORE"

'

Wmdnemday, March 5, 19S6 StOO^zSOpm
515 0ayl^

BICYCLES
^OR SALE. 113

PEUGEOT PH-501 racing, lightweight.

12-8peed, black, like new, $250 obo, Mike
474-1080.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

YAMAHA XT 2^. St-Iegal dirt bike. '81,

12m, red, $550. Call Gerhard, 6-7pm:
474-9207.

1980 Suzuki GS550-E. Mint condition.

9.000 mi., new tires. $800. 820-7207.

Jm^ By Phone, with your MastercardTJT

—

J—-Visa.
— -

\ 2^By Mail, with a checl< (specify dates—

} and classification)

} 3. In Person, with cash, check or charge

I
We are in Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA

} Campus.

r'
Hours: M-F 9-4

Call (213)82^7725 \

1980 Suzuki GS550-E. Mint condition.

9.p00 mi., new tiros. $800. 820-7207.

Classified: 815-111 1 , 815-1111

HONOLULU.$229R/T: J AUTOS FOR SALE,>,112
NAUI-$Sff B/T; •

LONI>ON-$519R/T; •
SoBic etadeat diecoants ^
availabU.Mf/AIR-DEAL •
or (415)641-5M3. Aek for {

:

1978 BLACK BMW. Sunroff. stereo, spoke
wheels, excellent condition; (213)273-

3796,(213)869-7286.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

CHEVROLET Bel-Air 1971 Runs perfect

Immaculate body. $1200(213)469-9373.

MAZDA '81 GLC Sport 5-speed. sunroof.

AM/FM cassette, 42 mpg. excellent condi-

tion. 827-8883. Lori. Ask $3.500.

MUST sell: Dodge Colt/Mitsubishi, 1983,

40,000 m, $3250/obo, excellent condition,

Dwight 478-1 195.

1966 VW Baja Bug. Good condition.

30,000 on rebuilt. Sunroof. $1850 negotia-

ble Bob (818)348-7937.

1970 VW Bug. Runs great, new tires.

Rebuilt engine $1100 moving - must sell.

470-2755

1971 VOLVO 142S: runs well, good
transportation, good shape. $900/otx).

Call evenings 275-1802.

1972 VW Squareback. Runs great. Rebuilt

engine w/3000mi. New brakes Very

reliable. $1500 obo. Call Sally weekdays
825-9061

.

1973 AUDI lOOLS; auto, am/fm stereo

cassette, air; sharpi $1200. 391-1113

evenings.

1973 VW K-Qhia. orange; newly rebuilt

engine; documentation; needs some
cosmetic body work; $3500/obo; Dan
(21 3)470-01 74 evenings.

1973 164E Volva sedan. Safe, depen-

dable, looks great. Resonable $1600.

(213)825-4563, evenings (818)909-9149.

1978 FIAT X19; engine, interior, body in

excellent condition, 3 speaker, am/fm
cassette w/equilizer, sheepskins, contour
carcover$2i00/obo(213)824-1713.

1979 Firebird. Excellent cond Auto. V8.
68K miles, all power, am/fm. $3900 o.b.o.

825-1819/394-2118.

1979 Honda Civic. 4 speed, great condi-
tion, $1200. Must sell. 451-2188, leave
message.

1980 Datsun 310 GXHB. 5-speed, 2-door,

AM/FM cassette, sunroof. Excellent condi-

tk)n. $2500 Call 6-9pm 476-4601

.

"

1980 HONDA Civic: automatic clutch, new
fm/am stereo, new brakes, runs perfect.

(818)788-7399. $2500/obo.

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5, liftback, 5-

speed, AM/FM stereo cassette, A/C, k>w

mileagf). Excellent condition $4200 654-
5750.

1981 Gutless Brougham 4-door, excellent

condition, all luxury optk>ns, white; blue,

vinyl top, always garaged. $3700. 454-

4434.

1984 Datsun 300ZX Coup. 14,000 miles.

Like new. $12,250 obo. Steve 479-2014.

'73 BMW 2002 til, fueMnjectk>n, 4-speed.
sunroof, good condition, $6000 obo.
(213)829-5833.

'75 Mazda RX4 Wagon, runs great, 53m,
excellent body, must sell, leaving USA.
$1000 obo. Klaus (213)451-0812.

•76 MUSTANG II V-6 automatic, stereo

cassette. Excellent conditk>n. $1400 obo.
837-9709 after 6 p.nw

'77 Hinda Civk:. white, low mileage. 4-

speed. cash only, firm $1400. 475-4309.

FURNITURE .•126

BEAUTIFUL dining room set w/china cabi-
net, buffet. 6 cane-t>ack chairs. $900 o.b.o.

825-1819/394-2118.

WOODEN futon frame, folds into couch.
Brand new, $250 obo (213)559-5392

WOODEN futon frame, folds into couch,
brand new. $250 obo. (213)559-5392

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

BRIDAL Gown, new. never been worn.
^^Piccione gown-k>w neck, short sleeves,

size 7/8 half price. (213)^4-1713.

MAMIYA ZE camera with 2 lenses, auto
zoom, make an offer. (213)559-5392.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE lie with screen, stand. 2nd disk
drive. Imagewriter printer, some software,
all in excellent conditk>n $850/obo. Call
Bill (213)824-1274.

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62C
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #120.
Tele. (213) 479-0345:

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Ma)or
brand. New w/warranty. Works on all

Macs. $270. Call Rk:hard 876-2558 for

demo.

MODEMS/Hayes compatable 300/1200
Baud external smart modems, comes w/
comuserv & OAQ. Only $225.00. Call

Rtohard 876-2558.

PERSONAL computer word processor
XEROX 820 CPM with software $300 or
make offer: (213)472-4654.

.^
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AU. NATURAL FROZEKVOGURT

FREE YOGURT!
• Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

I

I

I

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

-Ixptres 3/17/86 • limit one per customer

^

SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/thlsad.
TocNSw Clients Only (or short txilr orty

LSAT ORE

\ WE J

1Q61

1
I

t

SINCE 1929
STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR^

Gayley across from^axters

• • •

CMAT
TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS

1433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 31 5

Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

^
The UCLA Student /Accounting Society

presents

''The Consulting Firm of

Kennetii Leventhai'
199

XeaturingL

lack Rodman, Managing Partner

with Kenneth Leventhal.

Everyone is Welcome!

The Paralegal Career

Paralegals conduct le^al <incl factual research, analy/e legal documents

a,Td handle procedural matters. One of the fastest growing careers m
^

the country, the paralegal profession has job opportunities m private

taw firms, corporations and government agenc.es. UWLA has provided

educational programs for paralegals since 1071.

Fully approved by the American Bar Association sin^j^^f

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

Evening clashes and special day program for college graduates

Financial aid and scholarships Placement service

^ A.H Spring evening classes begin April 28

Fall day and evening classes begin September 2

juniversily of West Los Angeles School of Paralegal stud.es

12201 Washington Place

Los Angeles, CA 90066 • (213) 313- 1011.

y-

DID SHERLOCK
FIND A CAVITY?

Baseball'
Continued from Page 28

ing a series sweep by their

beloved Sun Devils.

This year they have drop-r

ped the broom trick, presum-

ably to concentrate their ef-

forts on one thing: directing as

many lewd, crude, rude, loud

and obnoxious remarks as is

humanly possible during one

baseball game toward the^

visiting team.

"It's really disgusting," said

one ASU student. "They go to

all the games, and other sports

too. You can't even sit near

them without getting spit on."

On more than one occasion

the umpires have taken mat-

ters into their own hands and
ordered assorted members to

leave the stadium. Even Sun
Devil head coach Jim Brock

has been known to demand
that security give them the

boot when things get too out

of hand. But much to Brock's

dismay they keep coming back

for more.

V'-

Wednesday, March 5, 1 1 :00 AM
Ackerman 3517—— Sponsored by SAS — '-'-

See: Dr: Friedman

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:— 478-0363

The
University Religious Conference

presents:

\ videotaped series of Meditations

Led by

BISHOP
DESMOND TUTU
Wednesdays 12:00-1:00

Feb. 26, March 5, 12, 19

Ackerman Union Room 3525

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Stereo Headphone (bring your own tape) .

• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome ^
• Please mention this ad^T :~~ "T '""' ~~7 •'"

1 , Urry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate) '

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

ANALYST
Entry levelposition with opporturnties to progress to manage-

ment responsibilities. Degree in manufacturing engineering,

mechanical engineering or industrial engineering required.

Will assist in projects related to methods improvemen t , utili-

zation of materials and equipment and efficrehcy studies. Ex-

perience, food manufacturing knowledge helpful.

Initial assignment will be in Sacramento, California. Salaries

are competitive, benefits include a wide range ofemployer-paid

programs and a stock bonus plan. Interviews will be held iii

your area. Detailed resumes should be sentjio later than March
10 to:

CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY
Personnel Services

6200 Franklin Blvd.

Sacramento, CA 95824
bqual Opportunity Employer M / F

CHASE
Bar & Grille

^February SpeciaF^

Dinner for 2
ol WmI \\\\ .in. sv ,in>pi.

OI' loi

CHASE
Sports ' Deli

Large Pizza

2 toppings

2 salads

2 Cokes

$24.99 I \p 4 -'m ^'>

1049 Cnnlcy Ave Westwood • 8241 MO 1051 Gavlcv Ave • Westwood • 824-1310

ip"i*

**They give~irto you pretty"

good there/' said UCLA coach

Gary Adams, who was un-

doubtedly the central target of

abuse throughout the
weekend. "I'd say there and
the University of Arizona are

the wnrst places to play as far

as that goes. As a coach, when
they yell at me that is all part

of it. That's part of my profes-

sion and you just have to learn

to ignore it."

It's a good thing Keio Uni-

versity is keeping its visit

strictly to California. Keio, is

what Adams calls the Japanese

equivalent of Harvard in th&
classroom. And On the field?

Well, they are the national

champions of Japan's fall

season, one of two annual
seasons that are of equal im-

portance according to Adams. ~^

Keio plays in a league ball-

ed The Big Six which is the

"cream of the crop" according

to Adams.

The team wi>ll play 11

games throughout California

during an 18 day stay. The
game will not ie^counted on—
UCLA's record.

Women's golf

Continued from Page 26

by one stroke to Jody Rosen-

thal, who's on the= (LPGA).

Tour now."

Kay Cockerill was the No. 2
Bruin scorer in the tourney.

Cockerill was second overall

after 36 holes of play, but
ballooned to a final round 81

on the par 74 course to finish

at 231.

Diane Irbin, 247, Lana
Perhacs, 251, and Sharon
Goo, 254 rounded out the
Bruin scoring.

Tulsa had a scorching final

round to finish second in the

tournament at 933 while USC
was third with a 934.

"It was a tournament where
every putt counted," said

Steinmann. "We only lost by
six strokes. For three rounds,

that's pretty close.

"We showed that we are

contenders for Nationals this

year. This may be the best

team I've ever had here."

The Bruins have already

qualified for the NCAA
Championships this year, the

earliest a Steinmann coached
team has qualified for the Na-
tional tourney.

:T.
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Shorts
Continued from Page 28
fly, triple,-- and walk, in that

order. All told, four runs, four

hits, and three walks in eight

batters. ASU won the game
12-8.

Nose-Up Behavior In The
Bigs: Keith Hernandez of New
York Mets and cocaine fame is

baseball's biggest prima don-
na. And that's no easy honor

"to receive.

One of the better offensive

players during the last 6
seasons, apparently Hernandez
has had one too many hits.

Apparently, the silver spoon
that was in his mouth during
birth is now just north on the
anatomical map. He gets
caught using coke and all he
can do, instead of thanking
Commissioner Peter Ueberroth
for giving him a chance to

play in 1986, is bitch and
moan and file a grievance.

Ueberroth's decision to either

suspend players involved in

the Pittsburgh drug trial or let

them play if they give 10% of

-their salaries to drug educa-
tion programs, do 100 hours
of community service and
submit to drug testing was ex-

actly between the liberal and
conservative positions. It was
very fair.

Maybe Hernandez would
rather =tell his adolescent fans

why he likes to snort coke be-

fore games.
There are many professions

that are not in society's
spotlight, but some are. And
part of the deal that goes
along with that kind of job is

a display of mature, adult

behavior.

— Forgetting the money and/
^^or publicity athletes make to

go out and field a fe\y

grounders or shoot a few
baskets, theirs is a career that

influences many of the young
~nr"0ur society. Without the

press making these guys out to

be role models, attendance
would dive, and so would pro
salaries.

Maybe Hernandez is just
testing Ueberroth's power for
the player's union. Some tele-
vision reports on Sunday said
that Hernandez will win his
case. That would be a shame.

The problem is
everywhere— high school, col-

lege, pros. The clean up starts

with guys like Ueberroth, not
guys like Hernandez. Com-
mendations go to Enos Cabell
of the Dodgers and Dale Berra
of the Yankees for being the
first to accept the pen^ties>
They know they blew it, so to
speak.

Sub-Freshman But Not
Sub-Par: UCLA-bound Trevor
Wilson had 18 points and 22
rebounds for Cleveland High
in the City Semifinals against
San Pedro Friday night.
Wonder what Craig Jackson
thinks about that?

Strong on the offensive
boards, the knock against
Wilson is that he can't shoot.
That remains to be seen.

Cleveland will play Cren-
shaw and Syracuse-bound
guard Stevie Thompson in the
finals.

Fresh-Man: When substitute

freshman Charles Rochelin got

Into Saturday's game against
DePaul, the Bruins were down
14-21. When the half ended,
with Rochelin still in, UCLA
led 29-23. He helped Corey
Gaines and Reggie Miller key
the rally with two big jump
shots and a strong rebound
under the Blue Demon basket.

Last night against Arizona,
Rochelin was a factor off the
bench in the second half, hit-

ting clutch jumpers, and
following his own shots. Now
if Charles can learn to play
tougher defense, Hazzard yill

have an Unexpected blue and
gold nugget next year.

DR. HANS ROGGER
Professor of Russian History, UCLA;

_ Author, JEWISH POLICIES AND RIGHT-WING—
POLITICS IN IMPERIALIST RUSSIA

'O'HE QUESTION OF JEWISH
EMANCIPATION IN CZARIST

RUSSIA"
TUESDAY MARCH 4
BUNCHE HALL 6275

3:00 PM
for information caU: 208-3081

SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENT ASSOCIATION, JEWISH
FACULTY,ASSOCIATION AND JEWISH STUDENT UNION

E D U C A T I OL.N. MAJORS

TEACHING BEYOND/
TEXTBOOKS

A DiscussiiMi iihoiit Waldtirf SchtH>l Teachinn-

Presented by the WitlJorf Institute at

Highland Hall Open House 1-4 P.M.

Saturday March 8 3:30 P.M.

NORPHOfh

Highland Hall
A-WAtrH)RF SCHOOL
1 7100 Superitir Street

N()rthrid»»e. CA

Daily Bruin t
Advertising t
, 825-2161 ^
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VILLAGE
SALON
Cellophane &
Hair Design

$25 with Karen

1015 Goyley Ave #105
Westwood 824-7114

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

TIN (IKV (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
SI 19
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DJULT CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES HTTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Mon.-Wed. 10-6, Thura. 10-7. Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With thii ad, esp. 3/1 5/86

Caiio^
TWO ranonTSO is Canon's
The uno" ^^^^^ SLH

^* Bu\\t-m PO^«\j'Mnc. one-

Simples*
SIJR~"

—

Oamera

. BOOV ONLY

$157
v,i50mm1V8Lens...

..-»-*
-

~«,28-70Tol«naZoomLens...5ZZ»

with ad

BBL>^y,,6eo
OneBlocUSo^hofUCLft^

Camera
AD EXP.BES.3/8'86^^»*;^v^--^no

a-.-%-«rs:i:SSSKS
change

";p^rt \^ctPd are cash

^^^^i^^^^^^ii^%^^.^,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.s.n.L^^tlllllHtmiH.M^\lllllL LgXS^T^

~The UCfcAOraduat^5chool ofttbrsRTandlh^^
invites you to a free public lecture ^

-

The Second Samuel Lazerow Memorial Lecture
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Tracksters stride towards championships

Bruins have an impressive

outing at Long Beach Relays

By Rick Alexander •

Sports Editor

UCLA's women's track

team continued its march to

the NCAA championships
with another National quali-

fying standard, two individ-

ual wins and some impressive

times at Sunday's Long
Beach Relays.

Kris Larson took the

women's discus with a toss of

169-8, a personal best and an

NCAA qualifying mark. Lar-

son's performance gives the

Bruins three athletes that

have qualified for the NCAA
Championships so far this

season. The other two are

Toni Lutjens and Gait
Devers.

Lutjens was close behind

Larson in Sunday's discus

with a 167-1 effort. But Lut-

jens got the best of Larson in

the shot put. Larson had a

put of 45-4 */4 while Lutjens

scored a 45-6 Vi

.

Nikki Williams was the se-

rnnd Bruin to win a race

team took first in the meet.

Team captain Shannon
Stryker led the squad to the

win with a 5:02.7 mile split

time.

The distance medley relay

team also was victorious for

UCLA. In this race, the four

runners all run a different

distance. In the lead-off,

freshman Kristen Dowell ran

a 3:39.2 for 1320 yards.

Kiki Laborteaux ran the

second leg, a 440 yard dash,

in "58.5 seconds before han-

ding the baton to Monica

Keegan. Keegan ran the 880

for the relay team in 2:20.2.

Tania Fischer ran the mile

anchor leg in 5:06.2 to com-

plete the winning time.

The Bruins had two teams

in the 4x880 relay. Neither

team won, but the UCLA
did finish in the Nos. 2 and 3

spots.

The "A" team featured the

return of Polly Plumer. It

was Plumer's first competi-

tion since her fourth place

Sunday, the 100 meter hur-

dles. The race was Williams'

first win as a Bruin. Timed
in 14.69, Williams just nosed

out teammate Nicole Thomp-
son.
::::^The Bruins entered three

relay races Sunday and end-

ed up on the better side of

two of them.
UCLA's four mile relay

finish at the NCAA^womenV
cross country championships

Paula Bresnan led off the

second place team with a

2:25 half mile time. The
Bruins quickly improved on

that with Plumer's 2:14

clocking. Denise Ball and
Nancy Brown followed up
with a 2:16.3 and 2:13.6,

respectively.

Parker, Bruins

show promise at

spring tourney

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor
-r-

Fort Ord, U.S. Army in-

stallation.

It seems more a kind of

place to dodge flying bullets

rather than golf balls, but on

Sunday, the UCLA women's

golf team finished the Patty

Sheehan golf tournament at

the Fort Ord golf course.

UCLA took fourth place

after leading the 54-hole event

by a stroke going into the last

day. The Bruii^ three day

total of 935 w$s six strokes

behind winner San Jose State.

It was a good showing for

the Bruins considering the im-

pressive field tliat should send

nine teams jto the NCAA
Championship^, according to

UCLA golf coach Jackie
Steinmann. But what was
even more impressive was the

play of junior Kristal Parker.

Parker won the tournament

with a four over par 226.

Opening with a first round of

75, .Park^'y fnllnwcd with

JEFF HARBAND/Dai>v Bruwr

With an NCAA qualifying toss, Kris Larson won the

^scus at the Long Beach Relays.

scores of 76 and 75, proving

consistency as well as good

scoring.

"Kristal did a very outstan-

ding job," said Steinmann.

"She was very consistent this

weekend.
"She came here to win this

tournament. Last year she lost ^
Continued on Page 24
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Why not go this Spring quarter

(April 14-June 29)

Programs each Sennester also

In addition there are places in Law, Medical

Research, Business, Museums, Town

Planning, The Arts and Communications.

I

STUDENT & FACULTY |

SPECIAL

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex 0"70
Permalens & v /M
Bausch & Lomb

^^^g,
30 Day Extended ^^g%
Additional Pair V^Q
up to 2 weeks

Total

^^<«
Cut & Blow (Men)

g^^ qq \

(Women)
I

frfi

FULL DETAILS FROM EPA,

MARYMOUNT COLLEGE, TARRYTQWN, -

N Y 10591 Phone (914) 631-3200

or the INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OFFICE

on Campus.
Open 7 Days

Body Perm S25.0<
(wtth this coupon & UCLA I.D.)

International

Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd. i

479-8625 478-9316
J

Exp. 3/1S/86 I

Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date

Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$ 1 000/Cye-Credit Program Arranged

L.B.. 2168 Pacific, (213)591-1594

VN 7232 Van Nuys. (818)786-5892

Anaheim, 414 StateCollege BL (714) 774-4510

L.A.. 1482 S Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne, 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7R9;

PT/FT OPTOMETMIST WANTEO

Tuesday Night Comedy

1
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^ Tony Edwards
and headlining

Carey Odes
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UCLA's male and femalelVthletes of the Week
Pearce, Ginsberg in top form,
Parlcer wins first spring tourney

By Rjck Alexander

Sports Editor

Brad Pearce, sophomore, tennis

UCLA tennis coach Glenn Bassett

had to breathe a sigh of relief when
his number ' 1 singles player^^ Brad
Pearce finally lost at the La Quinta
tennis tournament.

Pearce had been setting the profes-

sional world on its ear with convinc-

ing wins over Greg Holmes and Peter

Lundgren. Holm^ is ranked No. 34 in

the world while Lundgren is con-

sidered 27th best tennis player around.

Joakim Nystrom finally beat Pearce
in the round of 16, in straight sets, 6-

4, 6-3. Nystrom, the No. 9 player in

the world, went on to win the tour-

nament beating former UCLA stan-

dout Jimmy Connors in straight sets in

the semi-finals, and Yannick Noah in

the final.

ws the first Soviet winner since 1979.

Ginsberg was the leader after five of
the six events and appeared well on
his way to the title with only the high
bar remaining. Ginsberg considers the
high bar his favorite event.

Tikhonkin scored a 9.9 on the high
bar while Ginsberg tallied a 9.55 on
the apparatus to allow the Russian
gymnast to claim the title.

Ginsberg's all-around score was
58.10.

Kristal Parker, junior, golf

Kristal Parker won her first tour-
nament of the spring golf campaign
with a four over par 226 at the Fort
Ord golf course.

Parker shot an opening round 75 to
place two shots behind teammate Kay
Cockerill after 18 holes. But Cockerill
faded and Parker took up the slack

with subsequent rounds of 76 and 75.

Despite the winning effort by
Brian Ctlisberg, lophomoro, gym- ParkCP, Ihd Bruins couldnt wm the

ASUCLA Photography

KrJstal Parker won the Patty
Sheehan Golf Tournament over the
weekend with a four over par 226
total for 54 holes.

nasties

Considered one of the better gym-
nasts in the collegiate ranks, Brian
Ginsberg proved this week that he was
also one of the best in the world.

At the America's Cup competition,

Ginsberg placed second to the Soviet

Union's Alexsei Tikhonkin. The result

team competition. UCLA took fourth
in the tourney.

Parker seems to hold the key to the
Fort Ord golf course. Last year at the
same tournament, Parker took second
place, just one stroke behind Jody
Rosenthal, now a member of the
Ladies Professional Golf Association
Tour.

>-.

INORIYAS SAHLEMIKAEL

Brad Pearce advanced to the third

round of the LaQuinta Tennis Tour-

nament before yielding to Joakim
Nystrom, the eventual champion
and No. 9 player in the world.
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Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

I UCLA Discount Rates

}
SPECIAL PROGRAM

I

I
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I

I
•Low Back Pain •Acne

i-™S--Stress^^^!^

^Smoking Control

facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

I
1 FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMEN1

' w/this ad • 1 st visit only

I Dr. Yeung

i 2154 Westwood Bt.

I 474-1060

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

WHEN YOU PURCHASE LUNCH OR
DINNER ON MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY, JUST SHOW YOUR LD.

AND AN ENTREE OF EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE IS

Ik ^..i t

at

PHIRASAK'S THAI KITCHEN

(ai3) 47S-2838

1 275 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles. CA 90024
(2 Blocks South of Wilshire)
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SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
Spe^d Reading

• Photographic Memory
• Improved Test Taking Ability

Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount

Free Demonstrations Thursday. 730 P.M.

Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director. (818)989-2923

14 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS

V

HONDA
Present Student I.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite'"

Arrive in Style

AERO'''

Co on a Spree'"

iTM

UUiJik
6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

PHONE (215) 466-7191

BE THE STUDENT
=SPEAKER^

^>

At The 1986
COMMENCEMENT

CEREMONY
Applications available: Office of

the Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy
Hall, Ackerman Union,

James E. West Center.

Deadline: March 24, 1988

at 5:00 p.m.
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QUARTZ WATCH SALE t
• Water Sports
• ChfOfK) Alarms
• Heavy Duty
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LQ
• Men's
• FarKy
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& Women's
Dress Watches

UP TO

50% OFF LIMITfO TIME OFFER!

Exp 3/15/86
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My^
SONY.

WALKMAN
. WM-1

1

• Stereo Cassette
Player

^« Stereo
\ Headphones

$2599
Exp 3/15/86

©SANYO V.O.X.
PHONE
ANSWERING SYSTEM

• Vox Voice Activated
• fXial Tapes
• Memo Record

AIM ivail«M«

w/beeperless remote,

vox, vanaMe message's
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Arizona clinches title, beats Bruins, 88-76

ii'i
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By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

'"Tnstead of UCLA fans
celebrating after the last

home game of a season, it

was a small group of red and
blue clad Arizona partisans

that were dominating the

otherwise stifled croivd of

8,672 at Pauley Pavilion

Monday night.

The Wildcats got their
first-ever victory over UCLA
at Pauley, and the 88-76 win
also clinched at least 4. tia.for

its first-eveiL Pac-K) basket-
ball championship.
After losing 85-60 "in

Arizona, UCLA pointed
toward this meeting as
pa> back time. However
payback t i m e b e c a ni e~

playback time real quick.

"They^-shot- the ball very
well," said UCLA coach
Walt Hazzard, refering to

Arizona's 75% shooting
percentage in the Second
half, after his Bruins held

them to 46% in the opening
period.

"**We kind of lost our pa^
tience, and lost our poise,"

continued Hazzard, "and
maybe I got outcoached (by

Lute Olson). Whatever it

was, I'm sorry we didn't win
our last home game this

Miller and Pooh Richardson
each collected his third short-

ly into the second half.

Another problem with the

man defense was the Bruins'

inability to stop Arizona's 6-8

Sean Elliott, who finished

the game with 28 points.

The UCLA defensive
switch was ineffective
because Arizona guards
Craig McMillan and Steve

Kerr, who combined for 20

points in the second half,

missed just two shots from
the fit^ld while firing oxer the

"I dont ' thirik >'ou can

zone us. We have too inanv

gcKid outside shooters," said

Kerr. "I'nj sure Hazzard
went to the zone because no-

bo d \' c o u 1 d s t o p Sean
(F^Uiott), but that's why we

-arfi a, good teanL=-you-can^X
man us either."

While UCLA's defensive

schemes were failing,^
Arizona's were becoming
more and more effective.

"It was a box-and-one,"
replfed H^rTarH^T^^rrihinp

26.

The NCAA-bound
Wildcats raised their record

to 23-7 overall, 14-3 in the

Pac-10, while UCLA felL^o^

14-12 and 8-8.

ARIZONA (88)

Cook 4-7 O-l 8, Elliott 915 10-10

28, EdgaV 4-7 2-2 10, McMillan 6-12

6-8 18, Kerr 5-8 5-6 15, Turner 1-2

1-2 3, Lofton 2-4 0-0 4, Cooper 0-0

0-0 0, Wheatlev 0-0 0-0 0, Haskin

0-0 2-2 2, Jacobs 0-0 0-0 0, Fraser

0-0 0-0 0. Totals 31-55 26-31 88.

UCLA (76)

Miller 13-20 3-4 29, Jackson 3-4 1-3

7, Haley 1-3 2-2 4, Hatcher 5-16 2-2

12, Richardson 5-6 0-0 10, Gaines

1-3 0-1 2, Jones 0-0 0-0 0, Rochelin

4-7 0-0 8, Butler 0-0 0-0 0, Palmer

2-3 0-0 4, Dunlap 0-1 0-0 0. Totals

34-63 8-12 76.

Halftime—UCLA 44, Arizona 39.

Fouled out— None. Rebounds-
Arizona 28 (Edgar 10), UCLA 28

(Miller, Halev 7). Assists— Arizona

14 (McMillan 5), UCLA 12

(Richard.Min 5). Total fouls— Arizona

13, UCLA 24. A—8,672.

year. I'm very disappointed."

The Bruins went to the

seldom used 2-3 zone defense
eafty iri the second^ half,

after the man-to-man defense

and Reggie Miller's 21 first

half points had the Bruins up
44-39.

UCLA switched to the
zone because of foul trouble.

"the defense that helped stop

Miller.

"MoMillan pushed him
around quite a bit. We
wanted to attack the gaps
that they were leaving, but

we just didn't execute
anything tonight."

UCLA hit its first six shots

in a row to start the game
"and still managed to^ finish

shooting 54% for the night,

while the Wildcats finished

at 56% . But the Bruins also

comitted 24 fouls resulting in

31 Arizona free throw at-

tempts, of which it converted

Bruins to face

collegiates from

Japan at JRS
By Scott Alberts—Staff Writer

\yhen the" UCLA baseball

team takes the field at Jackie

Robinson Stadium for today's

1:00 exhibition game with
Keio University of Japan,
there won't be many people
there to watch since atten-

dance has been a long stan-

din^ ^nnblvm for the Bruin

l^atters.

But then' again, lookinjLi at

thf brighter side, jierhaj/s just

being back in friendly ter-

ritory will bo good enough for

UCLA which took more than
its share of abuse from the biii

crowds at Arizona State last

—weekend:

DAVID^BOITO/Daily Bfuin

Arizona coach Lute Olson congratulates Anthony Cook
ater the Wildcats clinched their first Pac-10 basketball ti-

tle.

chords.

There is one group of far^

that stands above the rest.

And fortunately, in the good
name of Arizona State fans,

the^ are the exception rather

"lanlhe rule. —j^-—

-

h's a group of 15-20 male
students known as the
"Sweeper Crew" that regular-

ly occupy the seals directly

above ASU's third base dug
out. They apparently picked
up the nickname in earlier

years when they used to bring
brooms to the games, signify-

Continued on Page 24

Gymnasts prepare for NCAAs
Women try to continue Men to face Fullerton

surge agamstPenn St. on heefs oT a big win

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer ^ v

UCLA's women's gymnastics team traveled
to Cainesville for a meet with Florida a month
ago.

While the scenery may have been nice, the

meet was not as the Bruins ended up on the

short end of a 185.50-180.15 score.

Tonight the Bruins will continue their quest
to earn an NCAA berth and redeeming trip to

Gainesville as they take on Penn State in a

jlouble dual meet.

In the last three^weeks, the Bruins have
made comparisons to last month's performance
nearly obsolete.

Starting at their own UCLA-LA Times In-

vitational the Bruins moved In the right direc-

tion with a 182.40.

The trend continued in Tempe as the Bruins

scored 183.25 at the Southwest Cup Invita-

tional.

What happened next depends on how you
look at it.

^^

From a purely statistical standpoint, UCLA
scored a 186.35 and crushed Minnesota and
UC Santa Barbara.

_ Emotionally, the meet provided the Bruins

with an enormous boost.

UCLA coach Jerry Tomlinson put it simply,

"We went out and we finally met our poten-

tial." I

Now, the liruins are left to try to continue

their hot streak.

Penn State is also in the running for an
NCAA bid and they are led by Pam Coree a

37.55 all-arounder.

Coree's specialty is th^ vault where she was
NCAA runner«up A year ago .

—

.
:

By Greg Bolin

.The UCLA men's gymnastics team, coming
off it's widest margin of victory this season,

will face Cal State Fullerton Tuesday night at

7:30 in the Wooden Center,

The Bruins defeated BYU and UC Santa
Barbara by 17 points. In the process the

Bruins regained the services of All-America
Rob Campbell.

Campbell, coming off one of his best {per-

formances all season, won the all-around with
a 56.95. Campbell's best this season is a 57.00
against Stanford in an earlier dual meet.

Campbell won the floor exercise and the
vault with 9.75 s, both his top marks for the
season. It looks pretty clear that the senior

from Upper Montclair, New Jersey, is back
from a nagging groin injury that has kept him
from being 100 percent.

Along with Campbell's success, the Bruin
gymnasts also have something to get excited

about in Brian Ginsberg. The sophomore sen-

sation, came in second place at the American
Cup this weekend in Richmond, Virginia.

If that isn't good enough news for Bruin
coach Art Shurlock, the performance of Luc
Tuerlings is.

Tuerlings was consistent all night as he tied

for the lead in both the rings and the parallel

bars. •

Tuesday's "hiatch against the Titans should
be the first time since early in the year when
the Bruins have had the three of these gym-
nasts healthy and all at the same meet.

This meet with Cal State Fullerton is the

last of the dual meets for the Bruins before the

Pac-10 and NCAA meets, so this meet is of

special importance to ShurlOck. \

Around UCLA and
lintercbllegiate sports

By Rick Schwartz

Assistar)t Sports Editor

Stroke, Stroke: Scheduled for April 12 is the Maury
Grossman Cup. No, it's not for the best shaved corned
beef this side of New York. It's probably the biggest inter-

national event of the year for Bruin athletics.

The UCLA, Cal, and Oxford crew teams will compete,
with the race beginning at the UCLA boathouse. More in-

formation will run in the Daily Bruin next quarter.
Oxford participated in the first intercollegiate athletic

competition of any sort when its crew team rowed against
Cambridge in 1829. If those athletes could only see what
has happened since. \

Bad Call: DePaul coach Joey Meyet_was yelling and
screaming at the ref, complaining about Reggie Miller be-
ing protected from charging calls against the Blue Demon
defense. At one point Meyer screamed, "He's not that
goodl" Wonder what Meyer thought about Miller on the
plane trip back to Chicago.

X-Ray: Sitting next to former DePaul coach Ray Meyer
at the DePaul-UCLA game was a great learning experi-
ence, as he was very willing to talk about the game of
basketball. He said that he still misses the game. It seemed
that he really misses DePaul, as evidenced by how he an-
nounced the game for a Chicago-area radio station.

After a string of less-than-great officiating late in the
first half, Meyer continuously made comments over the air
like, "Oh, nol Oh, no, no, no!" And once, forgetting that
he was on the air, he turned to me and said, "Cari ymi
believe this officiating? This always happens to DePaul on
the road." '

Would Have Been A Good Time For A First Drink:
Saturday at Arizona State, Bruin starting pitcher Bill

Wenrick was celebrating his 21st birthday by making his
first start of the season. He walked the first batter. Then
Wenrick gave up a sinjgle, double, walk, single, sacrifice

Continued on Page 25
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News: Breadth re-
quirements should be
uniform at all UC cam-
puses, Gardner says.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: The Bruin
praises David Gardner's
attempt to continue pro-,

viding quality education.
See page 14.

Review: John Hughes'
Pretty in Pink is pretty,

but that's about all it is,

a reviewer says.

See page 16.

Sports: Forrrier Brum
great Bill Barrett talks

about his swimming ac-

colades.

See back page.

J'

UCLA Weather
Morning tow ctouds. ^.

High: 67. tow: 55. /~>^
(Dipt of Atrrtospheric V Si ^

Sciences forecast)

f « ^"^~~^

University of California Los Angeles ^Wednesday, March 5, 1986

ASU's Packard Stadium, an
on-cainpus facility, holds
8,000 fans and while it never
quite filled up for the opening
weekend Pat-6 series, the fans

that did show up certainly

made up for missing vopol —

TODD CHENEY

AERIAL ART — A massive puff of cloud hangs in the

northern sky overshadowing UCLA's Sculpture

Gardens.

Greek system affiliation

spurs myriad of questions
By Hugh Brooks. Staff Writer

UCLA's decision to adopt a direct affiliation policy for

fraternities and sororities will increase the university's legal

liability, decrease Greek organizations' autonomy and generate

a number of legal and philosophical questions.

One issue the policy has raised but failed to directly address is

whether the regulations it sets forth conflict with the interests of

the national fraternities that have chapters at UCLA.
Both the administration and the Interfraternity Council, the

fraternities governing body, have sent copies of the direct af-

filiation agreement to each national fraternity and have yet to

receive an official response from a majority of them.
~^

"I whole-heartedly endorse some of these issues," said Stan

Strom, national director of chapter development for Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

Strom said he felt national fraternities would probably refuse

to sign any agreement that conflicted with their own by-laws.

Second in a two-part series

The SAE official added that he could not definitely ascertain

whether the UCLA policy will conflict with Sigma Alpha Ep-
silon's regulations because the university has not officially en-
dorsed a final version of the agreement. "But," Strom said, "I

can say that I don't think UCLA would make that kind of

move." N^

Although he could not comment specifically on the UCLA
agreement, Strom said he could see how "there may perhaps be

some questions on the ambiguity of the guidlines (in the agree-

ment) which allow the university to circumvent the fraternities*

judicial system."

"The main point is, *How will the university view violations

of,the agreement should they happen?' " Strom said.

Strom's remark, touched on an aspect of the agreement that

has been a common source of criticism from several fraternity

presidents.

IFC First Vice President Bob Baker said he is dissatisfied with

Please AFFILIATION, Page 10

UC Council of Chancellors to vote

on lowering student wage rates
By Lisa Rojany

A proposal which would provide each Uni-

versity of California campus with the option

of lowering total student wage rat^ as much
as 40 percent is scheduled for a vote today by

the UC Council of Chancellors.

UC chancellors will meet with UC President

David Gardner at University Hall in Berkeley

to take action on the systemwide student wage
revision proposal which, if approved, will give

individual campuses an option to lower wage
rates to the federal minimum wage.

Representatives from the UC Student

Association initially requested a systemwide

policy to eliminate the possibility of arbitrary

wage cuts at individual campuses. The
resulting proposal, they claim, has loopholes

that the administrati(5n has been unwilling to

addreff.

Administrators argue that by providing for

greater use of the federal minimum wage,

campuses would be able to offer more jobs to

students.

The present system in use at all UC cam-
puses since 1981 is the Assistant Series By-

agreement, a four-level wage system which

classifies pay rates tor jobs that are set aside

specifically for students.

The current per-hour wage rates range from
$3.36 for students classified in Level I to

$1L71 for those in Level IV.^Each individual

campus uses its own discretion in determining
the pay rates for each class.

Although there are similarities in methodol-
ogy, no two campuses use the same process in

adjusting.

Chris Dodson, UCSA vice president for

legislative affairs, said the proposed system

would retain the Assistant Series and not

direct wage cuts immediately. Instead, the

Assistant Series would be applied as a two-tier

system.

''Continuing student employees* wages
would probably be frozen at their present

^age," Dodson said. "The wording (on the

proposal) Indicates that entering freshmen and
new student employees will be making
minimum wage, and that there would be up
to a 40 percAt total cut in wages for all stu-

dents employed."
Although ASUCLA is an independent legal

entity, "its employees would be affected by the— '^ ' please see WAGES, Page 9

State residents denied entry to

-

engineering programs, panel says
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — Califor-

nia residents are being denied

admission to graduate
engineering and computer
science programs because a

large number of foreign stu-

dents are enrolled in these

programs, a Senate budget
committee was told on Mon-
day.

University of California
President David Gardner told

members of the Senate Budget
and Fiscal Review subcommit-
tee that an increase in the

number of graduate students

in the applied sciences are

needed to help meet the needs

of high technology industries

that are vital to California's

economy. "^

But Legislative Analyst
William Hamm argued that

the state is being shortchanged

because UC is accepting a

large proportion of highly

qualified foreign students over

domestic students into these

programs.

"Deans of engineering have
advised us that niost Califor-

nia applicants are technically

qualified for admission, but

are not admitted because
other foreign and out-of-state

applicants are 'better' quali-

fied," Hamm said.

In 1985, about 35 percent

of new graduate computer
science students enrolled at

UC were foreign students and
less than half were California

residents. Of all the graduate

students in UCs' computer
science programs, 24 percent

are foreigners.

About 33 percent of the

engineering graduate student

openings are awarded to

foreigners. Recently, half of

the engineering doctorate
degrees have been given to

foreigners. *^ ^'

According to a California

Postsecondary Education
Commission study on the sub-

ject, "The proportion of appli-

cants from California and the

rest of the country are two to

threes times greater' than the

percentage frpm foreign coun-

tries."

UC argues that diversity of

nationalities in the student
body is academically
enriching, Hamm said, but

"this is not the case."

"At Berkeley, 137 foreign

engineering students are from
one country, ^hile at Davis,

55 percent of the foreign stu-

dent applicants for computer
came from the same country,"

he said.

Taiwan sends more gradu-
ate students to UCs computer
science and engineering pro-

grams than any other country.

According to the Hamm,
upon graduation, between 25
to 50 percent of foreign grad-

uate students return to their

country and join high-
technology companies which
compete with U.S. firms. ^
"We cannot identify how

California derives a large
public benefit from supporting

1,227 graduate engineering
slots for foreign students, and
awarding to foreign students

Please see ADMISSION,
Page 9

1985-86

Campus

The University of Caiifomia Graduate FTE Enroilment I

Proposed 1986-87

\
Authorized Actual Difference Increase

BERKELEY
DAVIS
IRVINE
LOS ANGELES
RIVERSIDE
SAN DIEGO
SANTA BARBARA
SANTA CRUZ

Total

7,655

2,934
"

1,388

7,652
1,270

1,387

1,925

496

24,707

7,934
3,062

1,409
7.468
1.275

1.582

2.012
613

279
128
21

-187

5
195
87

117

20
50

25,355 648

50
40
40

200

Total

7,655
2,954
1.438
7.652
1.270
1.437
1.965
536

24,907

k ««
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Large Pepperoni
Pizza

• vv/extra cheese

• 2 ice cold Cokes
• 2 dinner salads

f

30 Minutes
or Less

( )n all Tc^uliiT

$3.00 Off

CHASE SPORTS DELI

FAST FREE DELIVER Y 208^472^)

f
I champi(^n ytiur undergraduate interests here at UCLA. When it

comes to student government I take the initiative andlec^tiirt you are

"wetrrepresented. And when it comes to eating, ASUCLA Food Service

takes care of me—with the Bruin Gold C^ard. My life is a little less^om-

plitated because of the Rruin Giild Card. I save on mr.iK. uid 1 always

have *'lunc h money" in my wallet, even when 1 run out of i ash.

While you're taking care of your work, let ASUCLA FiH>d Service

take care of you, with the Bruin Gold Card.

The Bruin Gold Card —> don't come to campus without it.

(Aon JcLiA^^
Ron Taylor

PraMdtnt, lind^rgri^duate Students Association

IXSUCIA Food Service
At litthat Sty/i//rr of the Assnc/ntrd Sfi/dr/yf^ ilCI A

r^
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Aquino claims new documents

link Marcos to stolen wealth
MANILA, Philippines — The government of Corazon Aquino

said Tuesday it has new evidence that ousted President Ferdi-

nand E. Marcos and his family and friends may have plundered

up to $10 billion of the nation's wealth.

Former Sen. Jovito Salonga told a news conference that

documents found at the presidential palace after Marcos hur-

riedly abandoned it Feb. 25 link Marcos to purported illegal

purchases of property in United Statas.

Salonga is chairman of a five-member commission Aquino

created last week to recover "all ill-gotten wealth" that the

Marcos family and its associates allegedly accumulated and

secreted under dummy names during Marcos* 20-year rule.

Asked how much money was involved, Salonga replied,

"maybe $5 billion to $10 billion." He did not elaborate.

The estimate was the largest yet. The 1985 national budget of

the financially strapped Philippines was $3.3 billion.

The nation's foreign debt is $26 billion and, according to the

Marcos government, the average per capita income of the 55.5

million Filipinos last year was $136.

Rep. Stephen J. Solarz, D-N.Y., told a news conference at

Manila airport Tuesday he believes the U.S. government "ought

to be doing everything we can to facilitate the recovery of these

assets" l>ecause they were "stolen and swindled from the pockets

of the Filipino people."

Botha may lift state of emergency

Friday, offers Namibia statehood
CAPK TOWN, South Africa — President P.W. Botha an-

"nounccd that tlir l^^day-oTd state^^ einergency^4m]

fight anti-apartheid turmoil in South Africa probably would be

lifted on Friday.

His announcement Tuesday was praised by the United States

and was given a cautious welcome from some South African

lil)erals. But it provoked expressions of concern from the largest

anti-apartheid grouping, the United Democratic Front, that the

emergency would be supplanted by repressive legislation. T

Botha also made a new offer of statehood for Namibia, pro^

posing an Aug. 1 target date for starting moves toward the ter-

ritory's independence. He made it conditional on a withdrawal
of Cuban troops from neighboring Angola.

Police reported two blacks were killed by security offI

They said police shotgim fire killed a man in the western

Transvaal province ana a youth died of injuries suffered when
police quelled a riot in Potchefstroom, southwest of Johan
nesburg.

They also reported that two whites were seriously hurt when
their car was stoned in the south of the country.

Botha made his announcements to a packed parliamentary
chamber in the country's legislative capital .^^^

Violence spreads in West Bank

foHowing assassination of mayor
TEL AVIV. Israel — Violence spread in the occupied ter

ritohes Tuesday, two days after an Israeli-appointed mayor was
murdered, but Prime Minister Shimon Peres vowed to continue
easing control over West Bank citiet.

Israeli troops fired on a group of young Paleitinians in the
market place at Nabliis. whose mayor was aisa.ssinated Sunday,
wounding a 22-year-old in the leg, military sources reported
They said the Palestinians had refused to stop for questioning
and some began throwing stones.

The markrtnlace is near the sp<it where Mayor Zafer al-Masri
was shot Sunday while walking to the city hall in Nablus, K)
miles north of Jerusalem.

In (KXMipied (;«7.a, Palestinian youths threw a smoke grenade*
at an Israeli army Jeep patrolling the market of Gaza City,
cau.sing no casualties, and soldiers erected roadblcK-ks, the
military sonices said.

S<ildiers fired on demoastrators throwing stones Monday at a

refugee camp near Nablus, killing a Palestinian man and woiin
ding his son. At least 5(),(XX) mourners, equivalent to more than
half the city's fxipulation, filled the streets during al-Masri's
Cnneral later in the day.

For the record: ^
In a March 4 article on fraternity affiliation the president of

Lambda C:hl Alpha fraternity was incorrectly identified. Royce
Sharf is the president of that fraternity.
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UC Academic Senate, subcommittee • • ess issues
Affirmative action panel formed

By Douglas K. Glantz, Staff Writer

Gardner calls for unifoffnUC breadth requirements

A permanent committee on student affirmative action was
established Tuesday by the University of California Assembly
of the Academic Senate.

The body unanimously passed a proposal creating a per-

manent committee on student affirmative action in .accor-

dance with the Assembly's stated goals. Its goals are to "in-

crease the number of minorities who are eligible for UC
undergraduate admission, those who are admitted and grad-
uate from UC campuses and (to increase) minorities who at-

tend UC graduate and professional schools."

The meeting, held in the UCLA Faculty Center, was at-

tended by approximately 50 faculty representatives from the
nine UC campuses. The Assembly is the faculty organization
responsible Tor admission and degree standards and curricula.

"It's a good move," said N. J. Smelser, vice chairman of

the UC Academic Senate and a UC Berkeley professor. "I'm
sure that the new committee will be a valuable organization
to have around. Affirmative action is an issue that affects the

university as a whole."
"The committee will undoubtedly be useful, and I'm

pleased that the academic assembly recognized that," Smelser
said.

In 1983, the Academic Council established an ad hoc
committee on student affirmative action, said M. C. Caserio,

Academic Senate chairman and a UC Irvine professor. "The
committee was asked to recommend within two years

whether the Academic Senate should recognize it as a stan-

dtfi)5 «ommHtee tA the senate, fn Jamtary of this year , a for-

mal recommendation was forthcoming."
The purposes of the committee, as stated in the pro{X)sal,

are "to encourage the involvement of UC faculty In address-

ing the goals of affirmative action through both traditional

and innovative ways, including outreach programs."
The committee should also "champion support for UC

campus activities that focus on faculty involvement in

meeting the goals of affirmative action, and disseminate rele-

vent information to UC faculty members expn^sing the

urgency of affirmative action."

There Is a definite desire, on the part of faculty membcn
in the university, to stimulate greater involvement m the area

of affirmative action, UC President David Gardner said.

"Everywhere ^ I go in this state, talking to educators,

legislators and bnsintH»s |>(>ople. I sense a keen interest in af-

firmutivr action." (^urdner said. "A major item in our 1986-

87 budget are new affirmative action programs.

Please see SENATE, Page 10

By Douglas K. Glana
Staff Writer - ; '.

' I

Differing general educa-
tion and breadth require-

ments should be uniform on
all University of California

campuses, UC President
David Gardner told the UC
Academic Senate Tuesday.

Currently, Gardner said,

the Master Plan Review
Commission, which was
established in 1985 by the
state Legislature to discuss

matters related to higher
education, is focusing on thc^

role of California's communi-
ty colleges (CCC).
The community college

transfer function substanially

affects other segments of
higher education, Gardner
said.

"It affects the UC system
in relation to our general

education and^ breadth re-

quirements which the CCC's
and the California State

different requirements,
Gardner explained.

;
' y .

——--

"The solution to this pro-

blem, and it is a very real

problem, is , to establish
reciprocity between all of the
UC campuses such that if a
student has met the breadth
requirements at one campus,
he has met the identical re-

quirements at every UC
campus."

However, the commission,
which is comprised of repre-

sentatives from institutions of

higher education from
around the state, believes the
problem could be solved by
establishing a "core cur-
riculum," Gardner said.

"Although the concept of

core curriculum has not been
defined, if would probably
establish some sort of general

curricular standard to be ap-
plied in the CCC, CSU and
UC .systems. The general im-
plication is that it could pose

a threat to the aqtonomny of
iJniveriity (CSU)-~gygtgm. ^tvigionat faculty In
have articulated as being
non-uniform."

"For example, if a student

at a junior college wants to

attend UC campus A, he will

take the courses that meet
the breadtli re<]uirements for
that specific campus," Gard-
ner said.

^f" the student is admitted
to campus A, then
everything will be fine.

However, if the student is re-

J€vtc*d at campus A, and he
ends up gf)ing to U(' campus
B, he will probably end up
taking tw(» or thre*' clavstrs he
had not plannc^J on to nHH*t

riculum matters.

Gardner said he does not

feel the creation of a core
curriculum is the best solu-

ti(m to the problem.
•'If th? University of

^ttfoTntr^stablisher^
reciprocity within its own
system; then it would wash
away the articulatioas made
by the CCC's and CSU that

^i»r 4ine<|ual breadth re-

quirements make it difficult

for their students to transfer

to Vil campu-seS, ' (>ardner

.said. "And it would make it

possible for ii.s to argue
agaifMt tlie principle of a

HYUMGWON KANG/Oaiy Bfuin

David Gardner

core curriculum."

However, Gardner warn-
ed, "if we are unresponsive,

we will have a very real pro-

blem in dealing with this

situation."

Turning his "attention* to

fiscal matters, Gardner .said

that although it Is too early

to know how the state
idgBttng prooiisr^wltl^ gn for

UC, he predicted success In

one area.

"The affirmative action
programs in our budget have
been well-received by the
legislators."

T^However, the funding re-

questcni for higher graduate
student attendam^e and for

the expani.son of graduate
programs which are the most
|N>pular is a "sticking- |M)int,"

Gardner said. "Many of the

graduate students in the uftHi

versity are foreigners, iind

that's a problem with some
legislators

"

Please see UC. Page 8

Taylor discusses istitution.

plans for thej'fist oLhia term
By TeriAnnc Carpenter

Pontics Editor

In thr Iant of a thrrr part

^rrir.H, Vndrtfiraduatv- Vrrni-

(ifnt Hon Taylor talks about
the rawititutionalittj of nomr
of the pernonnvl decisions he
hoH made that are heinn quen-

tinnrd by fellow council
members, the role of the
undernraduate conntitutinn in

making decitiitnii and what he
platxH to do with the rent of his

term in office.

Dally Bruin: Thara haa
baan quaatlon that you
hava not followad tha

Ron Taylor

undargraduata constitution
In making soma daclaiont.

For axample, Facllitlas
Comnr>ittionar Mark Kislkl

and Ganaral Rapraaantatlva
Mark Faldman hava fllad a
Judicial Board caaa against

tha Undargraduata Studants
Association Council and the

undargraduata praaldant
ovar tha appolntmant of

Adrian Alvaraz to tha
ASUCLA Communications
Board. Thay clalmad It waa
unconatltutlonal bacauaa
U8AC did not racaiva
doaalara thraa daya prior to

tha maating whan ha waa
approvad. How do you raa-

pond?
Taylor: USAC as a council

have a collective responsibility

to all parts of the constitution

and Roberts Rules of Order. I

believe 'the accusation by
Klsiki and Feldman are simply
ploys and ways to further

dichotimize the council.

I find it ironic when Mark
Feldman votes in the affir-

mative for a particular ap-

pointment and then comesi
back the next day and says no
no no no I want to file a J-

Board case against that pro-

6ess. I have a problem with

them identifying one individ-

ual when at that same
meeting there were other ap-

pointments — Judicial Board
nieiiibeis weie ap^wTtnted- -at

that meeting. Why single out

an individual?

DB: You said Mark
Faldman originally voted in

tha affirmatlva. Couldn't
that indicata that It Is not
tha parson In question but
the appolntmant procaaa?

Taylor: What is the pur-

p<ise when you had everybody
that was at the meeting vote

in the affirmative? What is

the purpose of calling in 100

people that we appointed
because a dossier wasn't in

thrc9e days in advance? The
council has collectively decid-

ed that these are the in-

dividuals we endorse.

DB: lan't It poaalbia that

ha la filing tha caaa ao that

aomaona alaa won't file ona
a yaar from now? For ex-
ample, the proce^ by
which aoma QSA appolnt-
manta ware made waa
quaationed after the ap-
polntmanta had baan aarv-

Ing In their appointed poal-

tkKi a yaar. lan't It better to

queatlon tha appolntmenta
before the appolntaea mn
too far Into their term than
to wait until later?

Taylor: If that was the in-

tent, why didn't they name all

of the appointments and then

go through the process? If the

intent was earnest and sincere

that we have made an over-

sight and we want to correct

4h€tk—oversight,—I—wo*»kliv4-

Please see TAYLOR, Page 12
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PAINT ON A HAPPY FACEI - As part of the

Special Olympics festivities last Sunday, Lisa Goff dec-

orates Heather 's^faceiMth hed t ts.
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This vveek 'Your Business' answers your tiuestiohs

I

T

Your

Business

By Paul Vannukl

Q: Tve read that the
clause in the Cramm-Rud-
man-HoUings bill calling for

across the board spending cuts

if Congress fails to eliminate
the deficit by 1991 has been
declared unconstitutional.
How will this affect the bill,

and the deficit reduction, as a
whole?

A: In my opinion, the ef-

fect of Cramm-Rudman-Holl-
jngs has been significantly

reduced because of the
elimination of this contingen-
cy. What separated Gramm-
^Rudman-Hollings from the in-

effective deficit reduction
plans of the past was this

mandatory cuts clause.
Without the threat of across

the board cuts, (Congress ha.s

less of an incentive to reduce

far in 1986?

A;;. The stock market has

performed extremely well this

year as measured by the Dow
Jones Industrial Average
which has risen almost 11 per-

cent in only two months. As
far as specific industries go,

savings and loans stocks have
risen a whopping 27.4 percent

so far in 1986. Homebuilding
stocks and automobile stocks

closely follow as the best per-

formers, both posting im-
pressive returns of over 20
percent. These stocks have
benefitted form a decline in

interest rates. Becau.se of a

sharp decline in oil prices, off-

shore drilling stcx:k.s have led

the way as the worst jht-

formers of 1986 with a net

change in jH'rforrnance of -.

32.6 iHTcent, -

Q: 1 am a student who is

the Wall Street Journal can be

difficult and, fortunately for

you, there is a book designed

to ease this problem. "The
Dow Jones Irwin Guide to Us-

ing the Wall Street Journal"

by Michael Lehmann is an

easy to read business-invest-

ment primer.

Q: I've heard that treasury

bills are a good investment

because th6y are backed by

the government, but I do not

know what terms or

TBIVIAL PUaSUIT

denomination they come in.

Could you give me more in-

formation on the purchase of

T-bUls?

A: The minimum pur-

chase for treasury bills is

$10,000, and they come in

terms of three months, six

months and one year. They

can be bought at banks or

brokerage houses for a small

service charge and are sold on

a "yield-to-maturity" basis.

This means you will not hear

the prices quoted like a .stock,

but rather as a discount. 1 For
example, a six-month T^tlj
may sell for 96.5 cents on a
dollar. This is a discount of
3.5 cents, which is referred to
as a yield of 7 percent. If the
liquidity offered to you by
treasury bills is unimportant,
you might consider investing
in bank certificates of deposit.
CDs offer higher returns with
no service charge at similar
short-term lengths of maturi
ty.

by Dom Polclno

UET ANYONE ifn
YOU LOOKS OONY
MEAN ANYTHING.'

deficit TtpcindinK. As W standjg |ust h<*glnnlng to Impit
in it.s current form, Granun-
Rudman-Hollings is like a gun
to Congres.s' head that doe.sn't

have any bullets.

Q: I'm interested in in-

vesting a jx>rtion of my money
into the stock market and
~1(^Id tike to knov% uhat six

tors of the e<*(niorn\ have Ivad

-tlie bf^t |H*rforming stocks so

details of the financial world.

ThnMigli one of \w\ tvononiics

t'las.ses I subs jri bed to (Ih'

\N all Street Journal, but I

oflrn have, trouble nnderstun

ding some of the rn(»re sjM'tifir

points ^s^~ busin<'ss and . in

\ •sting What should I do?
A. Interprrtiuki some of

tlie more eoinplitatetl ideas 4n

'6>--'kk;> \m sx>h \ A. n^ill ^^ '"^'"^
'

^^^' ^"^ ^'^*^ ^*
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SPROUL HALL
RESIDENT

ASSOCIATION
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BLACK
In Association with the , ^

UCLA AFRICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
present

AEMEMBEEBOBJ\/IARLE¥
AN ALL DAY - NON STOP • LIVE REGGAE PERFORMANCES FEATURING:

PART I

KUSHITE RAIDERS. REBEL ROCKERS. REDEMPTION AND ENO WASHINGTON
-THE POWER OF THE DRUMS

DATE: Saturday, March 8 ~~^

TIME: 12noonto6pm,
LOCATION: UCLA Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

->•—
__: .

This is a FREE event but donations will be accepted
—

BOBMARLEY PART II

1 Qdi; 1 QA1 "^^ MICHAEL, JOE HIGGS, SWELELE, JAWGE & THE UNKNOWN BAND
' y4:>-i ybi matuzalem and more

DATE: Saturday, March 8
TIME: 8pm to 1am
LOCATION: UCLA Ackerman Grand Ballroom
ADMISSION: $5
Tickets will be sold at the door

FOOD AND CRAFT BOOTHS for info please call (213) 825-8051
MUSIC WILL BE PROVIDED BY ONE LOVE PRODUCTIONS

USAC STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ART

or 470-0541

RAS MICHAEL
REDEWPTIOM MATU2ALCM REBEL ROCKERS

^^^^^^^2_^-_2^^^^^^^^_^^
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Mimic Springsteen's, Madonnas Meeting focuses on pub issue
to 'Rock Alike' for M.S. research

A mimic Bruce Springsteen
and several Madonnas will be
among the 13 UCLA contes-
tants competing in a "Rock
Alike" Contest at 8 tonight in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom to

raise money for research to

eliminate Multiple Sclerosis.

Fritz Coleman, a KNBC
weatherman and part-time
comedian, will guest-host the
contest that is sponsored by
Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis.

The winner of tonight's
Rock Alike, who is voted by
audience members with $1
donations to fight M.S., will

go on to compete in one of

eight regional contests na-
tionwide, said Mike Cohn,
chairman of Students Against
M.S. at UCLA.
The contestents are already

getting sponsors to donate

Most students favor alcohol on campus, surveys say
money and receiving votes,

Cohn said.

Each regional winner will

produce a lip-sync video to be

shown on MTV over a

seven-week period. Viewers
can phone in their votes for

the national winner, Cohn
said.

-""It's so much fun, and it's a

great way for young people to

get involved in the fight

against M.iS.," said Kelley
Case, the 1986 spring quarter

president of Panhellenic and
one of tonight's Madonna im-

personators.

Door prizes will be awarded
to members^fjthe audience,

and all proceeds from the

three-dollar entrance fee will

go to fight M.S., Cohn said.

— Michael Asheraft

Services for Professor Knapp
to be held Thursday at 2 p.m.

A nii>niorial service for

UC'LA engineering professor

William J. Knapp will Ik* held

Thursday at 2 p.fii. in the

C^alifornia R<m«u of tlu* UCLA

He joined the UCLA Sch(K)l

of Engineering in 1949 and
was appointed professor in

1957, a |K>st he held until his

death He alsi) served ax asftis-

By Bill Bowmer
Senior Staff Writer

Over 35,000 of UCLA's stu-

dents, faculty and staff are of

drinking age.

Ten of them met Monday
evening to discuss the possibil-

ity of obtaining a pub on
campus.
UCLA holds a unique

distinction in that "it is the

only college campus in

California that wants to serve

beer and wine that is not do-

ing so," ASUCLA Executive

Director Jason Reed told the

gathering, as he joined Crad-
uate President Deborah
Howard in offering comment
on the campus alcohol issue.

"There Is no social focus fof

graduate students on campus,"
said Creg White, GSA
research commissioner and
program organizer,, explaining

why he l)elieves UCLA needs
a pub.

White said his informal
surveys jlead him to believe

that most UCLA students sup-

port alcohol on campus, and
Reed concurred with this

a.sses.sment;

"We dn gurvevs from timr

Faculty Onter.
Knupp. the victim of a hit-

and-run accident, died while

jogging near his Brent w(hk1

home Jan. 15. He nnus tt9.

In 1939, Knapp rtt-eived j^
"#,^. from Alfred I niversit>*

II S e . D . from

tant dean from 1969 to 1975. to tkne of what .students want patrons.

Despite widespread student
support, two previous at-

tempts at winning state ap-
proval for a campus pub,
together costing ASUCLA
$25,000, have failed.

Some students attribute this

to the influence of Edward
Rada, a UCLA professor of

public health who has lobbied
against campus alcohol.

"Dr. Rada is tan excellent

customer of ours — I see him
frequently at the Cooperage
— but he has been effective in

rai.sing opposition to a pub,"
Reed .saijd.

Howard and Reed both cau-
tionied against the common
assumption that Rada 4i9s

singlehandedly preven;|e(J
U(>LA from getting a campus
£M>, saying he reflects a

common concern of (California

residents.

"I think I have .some sen.se

of where Dr. Rada is coming
fr(mi becau.s*' of our common
background in public health,"

Howard .said.

She .said she is M'lisitive as

an ASUCJLA Board of (Control

member to the |)ossibility of

lawsuits that might Ih> filed by

V o n 1 e—i h i u r e d

—

hx—nub

for a pub," Howard said.

"Can we do it again? Can
we write another contract?
Possibly," Reed said. "But the

situation is changing. My own
assessment is that there is not
such red hot feeling on the

BOC anymore."
Some of those attending

suggested lobbying state
lawmakers. "If 75 percent of

the campus community is of

drinking age, then 75 percent
is of voting age," said Mat-
thew Schall, GSA research
commissioner.

The meeting's small tur-

nout, with more than twice as

many empty .seats as people
present in North Campus
R(N)m 22, disccmraged soriie.

The next me^ti^g to di.scuss

the prospect of obtaining
alc*ohol on campus will be
held Tuc^ay, March 18 at 8

p.m. in Ackerman 3564.

^ ±

In his honor, a William ]

Knapp Scholarship fund has

been estpblished by th<'

engineering faculty.

Knapp is survived by by his

wife Nancy, a sister, a %*m, a

daughter and two gra

Massachusetts Institute of

rtH.'hnolog\ in 1942.

that isn't offered." Reed saixl.

A pub is alwavs high on the

list."

ASU(CLA would earn a

pro(M)rtionally .small revenue

from a pub^ Reed said. "The
C4M»p does $2 million fier year

^ ^Th sales a pub would do ofi-

— Judy K. Park ly m few hundred thousand."

In addition, she said she is

concerned that the current

climate <>f I'oncfrn for health

and recognition of aU^ohoPs ef

fects may color public opinioin

against alcohol on campus. .^__—
**l wonder if it's th«' right

time T)r if there are the rigfit

confluences coming JLog^her

-My MAMmMo

Jason R«#d
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„*ltW*"—••- THE M.
WHEN:

WHERE

Tonight, March 5 - 8:00 p.m.—

^

$3 admission (no I.D. required)

All proceeds go to Multiple Sclerosis

Ackernrian Grand Ballroom

-<

—

—J-

FOR:
"X -,

The event of the year

o-

The countdown is over. Tonight, don't miss the students that dared to go rock-alike in
their first campus-wide performance

!

Tonight the"winneTwni be^eTected by the amount oTvxreseac1iconWsTam?ias. ThfF
rock-alike with the most votes wins. So tonight, vote for your favorite rock-alike and
help them win. Votes may be purchased for $1 each. All proceeds will go to Students
Against Multiple Sclerosis^ . _ .-:^, .,^

xl-

THE ROCK -ALIKE

. V

^'

Jim Sourlis

as

''Bruce Springsteen-

John Freeman
as

"Prince '^"^^

Michael Stem
and

Mike Byrne
as

4

Andrea Edwards
as

Tma Turner''
It'

^

/

iiiMI'

Kelly Case
as

"Madonna"

Jackie Franco
as

"BDebarge"

iM

'-t

r- ".
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CONTEST
THERE.

Also, don't miss Fritz Coleman, celebrated^
weatherman and comedian, who writ be the
M.C. for the evening.

The moment you've been waiting for.. .The M.S. Rock - Alike Contest!

DON'T MISS IT.
Besides... Fritz says it's going to be hot. /

gAspflfiiatthgnKyoutOthe
/

sfpossibfeF

Undergraduate Student Association Council Contemporary Security Service Yien Yien Restaurant
Orvil e Redenbacher Popcorn D.B. Levy's Restaurant Scallions
Carol and Randies Penguins Yogurt Kieth Endo-Light Design
Bay Distribution Company Dominos Pizza Inc. UCLA Campus Events

-=-
,
7^ -^ rhanks alsato Carry KTrrfTor advertising and photographer Jeff Neinstein

--—

CONTESTANTS

'C

.ewts

as

••Jane Wiedlin"

of the

•^Go-G&'s

>s?
3o^

«o

f^ff

Bradford DeMoss
as

"Huey Lewis
ft

Contestants not pictured:

Pam Davis, Lisa Tucker
and Hilary Masels as a

"Madonna Trio
.:^ 'f

Mark Jessee
as

"Barry ManHow ft

Sylvia Sabes as

"Var' froni^'A Chorus Line"

Lucas Eskin as

"Madonna"

Bryan Stewart as

'.'Billy Idol"

MUSIC TELEVISION
(»)

\
\

• VvV-
'^*

-^ .— -

\

SPONSORED BY STUDENTS AGAINST MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ADMINISTRATIVE V.P. DEBORAH OWEN FOR SPONSORSHIP

». ^

,-^^-

'^.
P"
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Continued from Page 3
On the issue of the federal

budget, Gardner said that
"all of the scenarios that
have been projected with the
Reagan's budget give the the
University of California less

funding."

_ "If the president's budget^ passed, which I doubt will
occur, we will have a major
decrease in the level of stu-

calls
dent aid that could cost the
UC up to $20 million oi'er

the next several years," he
said.

The Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings budget bill, Gard-
ner said, has almost no good
poii^.

_ Gardner also announced
Ihat starting next academic
year, the format of the Uni-
versity of California Board of

Regents* meetings will be

changed.
Currently, he said, the

board holds nine two-day
business meetings every year.

"It is extraordinarily dif-

ficult under the current for-

mat for me to put important
policy issues that I think the

regents should be advised of^

the table," he said

that the board hold one
business meeting every other

month, for a total of six

business meeting annually."

The three remaining
meetings, he said, would be
reserved exclosiu^ly for

policy matters. '

on o«.^.
"^ **There are several regents

"fhereforey I am proposing ^ ^ « ^ ''^Jf.1^ _ *A^."__^iil

thusiastic about this idea
but they are not expressing
themselves. As for the ma
jority of the board, the> are
pleased with the change.''

Gardner added that
previous to the change nianv
of the regents ha4 been com
plaining that they were "not
able to sink. their teeth into
any policy issues."

Choosinga longdisfance
company isa lot lil®choosing

oroomnurte.

AW

lt!s bettertoIcnow^vtiatthey're
lii«e lieforeyoumove in.

Ky

Living together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service vou're
used to. - >.. . .—

With calls that sound as close as next door
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Dav
Kate-so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers
Operator assistance and collect calling

So when you're asked to choose a long dis-
tance company, choose AT&T Because whether
you re into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.
Reach out and touch someone?

01^ !•

©1985 ATaT Communications

i'

The right choice.
•Lr.

'^m ^ ^^ .»-*^^...,»,.V ><•. .> a^i^H '»'. . •
II

I
I

f
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X
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WAGES: Chancellors to vote on cuts
Continued from Pa^c I

ru-v wajre proposal tx.H ause \SU(:LA i.s tie'l to
the Assistant .Scrus hy a Statement of
Understandlnu in toe ASU(,i.A l)ncljyet l)ook,
said Scot Spicer, a yraduate represent.a •.»> t(-

the ASUCLA Board ol Control.
AC UCLA Exec 11 five Dn wtor Jason Reed

said he has not received any information
about the propo.sal ;aid would not comment.

The administration's overriding motivation
is the desire to "provide a balance between
wage levels while maintaining the maximum
employment opportunities for student
employees," said Lubbe Levin, UC assistant

vice president of administration and author of

the proposal.

"We are not establishing the minimum
wage concept for the first time," Levin said.

**It has been in place for a long while, and Is

appropriate. This proposal is not a change in

wages but a change to improve methodology.

"We are simply suggesting a specific method
for each campus in how they survey the local

labor market to arrive at the wage ranges for

each level in the Assistant Series.
"

Some student leaders, however, said the

mandatory local market comparisons that the
prop>osal wo^ld require for each campus are il-

logical. Comparing a lab assistant position on
campus to a similar position in the surroun-
ding area, they argue, should result in an in-

crease to a student's wage, not a decrease.

(Levins office) ^hen breu^ht s*ud» nts irjto the

Levin referred to the ieakaye of the con
Nd(nt\ai report as a "mischaraetf»rization.

'

' V\'e alwa>s work on the first drati of policy

issues in consultiaion with personnel managers
and chancellors, and that first draft was not
ready for review vet,* :iht said.

Over the last four months. Levin's office
and UCSA have met several timas to discuss
the student wage revision Lssue in an effort to
reach a compromise in which both student
and administration concerns would be
satisfied.

UCSA board members said they feel the ef-

fort at conciliation has failed.

"We made our concerns about the substance

of the report known and worked with them to

try to change the draft such that, in our opi-

nion, the proposal would not result in cuts to

wages near the minimum wage," Knutsen
said. "After three rewrites, the changes made
were cosmetic at best — the parts we were
substantively objecting to were not changed."

But Levin attributed the lack of compromise
to other causes. "At the last meeting we ex-

tended the review an entire month. We
wanted concrete suggestions. They (stucjents)

did not have any."

MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

Eat In

or

Take Out!

I

f
I

• FEATURING
TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA
UDON • COMBINATKDN PLATES • AND SUSHI!

Exp. 3/3 1/86
I

OFF PURCHASE FROlVi OUR MENU t
with this ad '|

1834AVESTWOOD BLVD. 475-635a I

"Basically, instead of specific suggestions,

they continued to insist that they disagreed

with the entire method," she said. "Because it

"If the local market concept is applied to appeared that they had not done their

fuuU wrvtee workers at UCLA, the student —homoworironttmerlt was Impossifate to tate
wage would be lowered to the mininium
because you're comparing their position to a

similar one at places like McDonald's," Dod-
son said. **

In early 1985, student concern heightened
in the wake of what appeared to be somewhat
arbitrary student wage cuts at UC Santa Bar-^

bara, UC Davis and especially UC Riverside,"

UCSA President Dan Greening said.

Later that spring, in meetings with Gardner
and the University of California Board of

Regents, the Student Body Presidents' Council,

the former name of UCSA^ requested a review

of the policies leading to the wage cuts.

UCSA, concerned about the inequity of

wage levels and wage .setting p>olicies, asked

the regents to develop a policy which would
put a stop to wage cuts on UC campuses and
to allow for student consultation in the review

process.

"President Gardner referted the issue to UC
Vice President Ron Brady," said Kirk Knutsen^
director of legislative affairs for the UC Stu-^

^enf Lobby in Sacramento. "Brady met with

students in Berkeley in the spring, informing

them that their requests would be met, and

that Levin's office would be gathering data

over the summer to allow for the formulation

of the new wage setting policy.

their concerns into account or to reach a com-
promise."

Dodson echoed Knutsen's disappointment.

"The policy relies on the federal minimum
wage as the goal and this will result in further

wage cuts on every campus. They (Levin's of-

-fice) , have never provided us with data to

'^show how this will result in greater student

employment."

"I know that students working on campus in

the libraries and as research assistants work in

skilled jobs, and in a lot of cases, there is no

comparable labor market pool with .similar

needs and experience in the area," he .added.

"In these cases, tj»e local market comparison to

determine appropriate wage levels is illogical."

Consequently, UCSA has submitted to the

UC Council of Chancellors their 6wn report

on the proposal, delineating their concerns

and requesting that UCLA's Chancellor
Charles Young and others reject the proposal

and start negotiations anew.

ALI HAIR SALON
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Knutsen claimed that in October 1985 a

university official leaked a confidential copy of

the draft report to a UCSA board member.

"We were disappointed that Levin's office

had gone way beyond merely asking questions

and gathering information and had actually

drafted a wage report without student con-

sultation, " Knutsen said. "When we told them

that we had made the draft public, they

—^'Chancellor Young supports the prop)Osal in-^

principle, but will be obtaining more informa-

tion at the -Council of Chancellor's meeting,"

said Shell Slaton, Young's administrative rela-

tions coordinator.
j

Describing negotiations with Levin's office '

^is "futile," Greening ^aid, "We oppose the en- i

tire proposal. If this student wage policy
,

passes, we will do our best to see that it could

not be implemented."

Dodson concurred. "This policy is too

vague. It has loopholes which leave the door
open for the arbitrary wage cuts we originally

tried to prevent. We are not opposed to a

system wide policy — we want one — biit not

this one."

ADMISSIONS: State students denied

SHABBAT AT HILLEL

DEENA NEWMAN
UCLA Graduate Student in Dance

IN ISRAEL WITH ETHIOPIAN JEWS:
-iPersonal Reflections from 1983-1985 _

FRIDAY MARCH 7

6:30 SERVICES
7:30 DINNER
8:45 PROGRAM

Cost: $4.50 - Hillel members

$6.00 - non-members

CALL BY THURSDAY FOR RESERVATIONS: 208-3081

sponsored by Hillel Students Association*"

Continued from Page 1

one-half of all doctorate
degrees in engineering," said

Stewart Marshall, assistant to

the Legislative Analyst.

However, UC maintains

that foreign students do not

displace California residents.

"We are not turning away
qualified domestic applicants.

We have a shortage of those

who do not want to go to

graduate school,'* said

William Frazer UC vice presi-

dent of academic affairs.

The most qualified
undergraduate students tend

to go into high technology in-

dustfy after graduation,

Frazer said.

CPEC's report states that

although California outranks

other states in the number of

foreign students in its gradu-

ate science and engineering

programs, the percentage of

those students are less in

California than in many other

large states.

"Because of the quality of

college and university pro-

grams in California, and the

state's relative proximity to

Asian countries that send large

numbers of their students to

America, the fact that
California enrolls more foreign

students in science and
engineering graduate pro-

grams is not surprising," the

report concludes.

UC requested an additional

200 slots for graduate com-

puter science and engineering next week on this issue^

students, whicii would cost

the state $876,000. The new
positions would be needed to

meet an increased demand,
UC contends.

But the CPEC report con-

cludes that since 1980, there

has been no steady increase in

either the number or percen-

tage of foreign graduate stu-

dents in computer science or

engineering.

Hamm said that instead of

adding 200 new spots, "reduce

the number of foreign gradu-

ate students in engineering

and computer ^cien^e by
enrolling more resident
California students in these

programs."

—
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Kaplan.
The father of

test prep.

^4o lie' Stanley H. Kaplan
was the first. And neaiiy

50 years later, he's still the

best in test prep.

Kaplan will chop down any
fears you may have about

taking the SAT. LSAT. GMAT.
MCAT.GRE.NTE.CPA.or
others. His test- taking tech-

niques and educationed pro-

grams have helped over
1 million students boost their

scoring power and test confi-

dence. He can do the same
for you.

So ifyou have "presidential"

ambitions, call Kaplan. And
prepeue with the expert. ,
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4 eggroll ~
6 fried wonton
4 shui mai
4 pots of tea

W CSTWOOD V ILLAGCH09 1 BROXTON ^ LA.

SENATE: Affirmative action panel
Continued from Page 3

"This proposal is a welcome
measure for the long-term

well-being of the University of

California and its faculty

members."
Also on the agenda was a

proposal to create a nursing

science doctorate degree at

UCLA, which passed
unanimously after a brief

debate.

Last year, the UC Academic
Council rejected 3-9 an an

identical proposal to the one

passed Tuesday before it could

reach the Assembly floor The

Academic Council is the exec-

utive committee of the Aca-

demic Senate.

The reason for the Academ-

ic Council's rejection of the

proposal was that "the majori-

ty ' of the Academic Council

could not conclude that the

professional research program

was appropriate or necassary

at that time," Caserio said.

"The council," she added,

"was not persuaded that the

research elements of the pro-

gram were not already found

in the existing academic

degree programs at UCLA."
This year, the Academic

Council approved the measure
for a vote on the Assembly
floor, concluding that the
degree is not offered by an\
other department at UCLA
and that it requires specific

clinical research not offered

by other departments.

In other business, an
amendment to Academic
Senate Bylaw 98 which
changes the composition of the
Academic Senate editorial

committee was approved.

AFFILIATION: iVIyriad of questions
Continued from Page 1 .

.

the language establishing criteria by which to

judge whether a fraternity's theme party con-

forms to the agreement's rule that no fraterni-

ty may host an event that perpetuates

stereotypes based on race, gender or sexual

orientation.

One' criterion states: "Are the cir-

cumstances surrounding the action or activity

similar to those surrounding other events

which the fraternity knows or reasonably

should know have resulted in inciting slurs or

to have involved situations where a breach of

the peace was threatened?"

Baker said he felt the criterion was not

corded clearly. "Who ultimately decides what

"Reasonable means — the fraternity

university? That's too vague for me."

Baker also criticized the section of the

agreement that states what services the univer-

sity will offer to affiliated Greek organiza-

tions. He cited a portion of the section which

states that the university will provide

assistance to fraternities in collecting dues

from members.
'^The agreement) doesn't specify how the

university will help us," Baker said. "These

are all things they should put in writing."

Beta Theta Pi President Mark Towery said

he felt the agreement's stipulations "as listed

are really ambiguous."
Allen Yarnell, assistant vice chancellor of

student relations, said that some of the agree-

ment's points will "be defined as they become
operational."

"We don't think it's too vague. In a docu-

ment this large, there will sometimes be points

that are-subject to interpretation," Yarnell

said. "Documents like this one tend to evolve

overtime."
Yarnell commented on the criticism that

IFC members have directed toward the uni-

versity's plan. "One can expect criticism from
vested interests in situations like this who
didn't get what they wanted."
The crux of most complaints has not been

aimed entirely at the end which the direct af-

filiation agreement strives for. Rather, it is the

means the university is using to implement the

policy that has upset critics.

"It's not the concept I disagree with — be-

ing affiliated with the university is something
we could be proud of," said Royce Sharf,

president of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.

Z"My biggest problem is that I don't feel the_

Interfrafernity Council has been treated with
the respect it deserves,' Sharf said. "The uni-

versity should recognize that the Greek system
is a legitimate and responsible system and has
been for decades. It has cultivated some of

UCLA's finest graduates and enhanced the ex-

perience of thousands and thousands of stu-

dents."

Sharf said he felt the university's primary
motivation in fashioning the direct affiliation

agreement was to quell concerns about theme
parties voiced by special interest groups.

"I don't want this to result in the university

listening and acting on which every special in-

terest group screams the loudest," Sharf said.

"If that is the avenue of change, then we'll

have to start screaming — I would rather

work it out calmly."

UCLA is not the first university to imple-

ment a direct affiliation policy.

Stacy Campos, an administrative adviser at

U/iiversity of California, Berkeley, said Greek

organizations at the school have been directly

affiliated for as long as she can remember.-

"UCLA's decision is a positive move," Cam-
pos said. "Direct affiliation is good for the In-

terfraternity Council because if an individual

house acts irresponsibly the council does not

take as much of the blame."

UC Berkeley does not presently require

fraternities to employ resident advisers, a
*

mandate which the UCLA policy will enact

over the objections of many IFC members,

Campos said. "But we are currently consider-

ing a similar requirement.'"

The aspect of the agreement allowing the

university to suspend or withdraw from af-

filiation any fraternity or sorority that

breeches any of the policy's standards has

spurred much Greek opposition. However,

Campos felt the increase in control is "really

in (the fraternities') best interest."

"Suspension gives the fraternity a chance to

stop, think and take positive action toward be-

ing reinstated," Campos said.

Stan Strom, SAE's National Director of

Chapter Development, said universities across

the nation are increasingly opting for increas-

ed control over fraternities. "As administra-

tions collectively evaluate the status of their

Greek systems and find problems, we will see

more of a trend toward direct affiliation."

Strom said SAE's University of Kansas

chapter, a school that has direct affiliation,

was suspended last May. "Rather than board

up our doors, we became a private 'club.'

When the university administration felt we
had made progress, they reinstated us."

One anomaly to the current trend is the

University of Texas in Austin. Although

fraternities are sponsored by the university as

ocial organizations, they, are more
autonomous than those at other institutions

because they own and operate the Interfrater-

nity Council.

"The university cannot require fraternities

to hire resident advisers and probably would

not regulate theme parties if we had a pro-

blem with them," said Eric^Webber, director

of 4he-f4^aternity-owned IFCr

Weber is satisfied with the University of

Texas system. "I'm not a proponent of univer-

sity influence over the day-to-day governance

of fraternities."

Back at UCLA, IFC member Mark Towery
said he also is not a proponent of university

control. But he feels the "us against' them"
atmosphere that has developed in the Greek
community as a result of the direct affiliation

controversy is "unhealthy."
"Greeks have to realize that we have to

work with the administration to solve our

problems," Towery said. "We can't deny our

connection w;th the university."

Reminder: For letters to he con^
sidered for publication by the Bruin^
they must be accompanied by a mtU'
dent registration card number and a
phone number where the authtn' can
be reached. Staff who wish to submit
should include a campus phone
number where they can be reached
and their place of employment.
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S U M M E-R S E S SIGNS
Catalogs:

I .

Registration is now open!

The 1 986 edition of the UCLA Sumnner Sessions catalog is now being mailed to

all UCLA undergraduate students and graduate students [except those in medical,

dental or law schools}. The catalog is being distributed to UCLA students before

it is sent to anyone else. The catalog has everything you need to register, including

a mail registration form.
* .

Early Registration: You can register now, even before receiving the catalog. Simply visit the

—

^
Summer Sessions Office, 1 254 Murphy Hall, to pick up an in-person registration

• . form and look at the Schedule of Classes. Enrollment in all classes is on a

first-come, first-served basis. Early registration is your best opportunity to get a

_ - plac9 in a limited enrollment course and gives you priority in all summer courses.

^EarlyHEegistration ateeenables yeu^o avo id longiines et^^ptexegisteriag at

—

=
tlie fast minuTe andgives'yoti the convenience of gettingyour summer registration-

card before the term begins. Remember, you have to pay all fees when sub-

mitting your registration form to the Main Cashiers, with cash, check, MasterCard

or VISA.
• ' ^

\

f

f

».

I-

»,

i

UCLA Summer Sessions is a self-supporting program and is supported entirely

througTTstudent fees. ThereTsar$T35 term tee in addition to the course Tee of ^

$40 per unit - $50 per unit for all courses in the School of Engineering and Applied

Science, graduate courses in the Graduate School of Management, and language

courses in East Asian Languages and Cultures. A few special programs have

different fees; some are higher, some lower.

There are no nonresident surcharges. The fees are the same for both

undergraduate and graduate students,

Here are some sample fees; the examples assume all courses are in the
^

same term:
4r

•/

4 units

8 units

12 units

^$40^ per unit

$295

$455
"~

$615

$50perunir

$335

$535

—^735

—

'

New in 1986. You can now use MasterCard or VISA to pay UCLA Summer
Sessions registration fees.

Session Dates: first term

Six-Week Session:

Eight-Week Session

Ten-Week Session:

SECOND TERM

'T^ ''T?

June 30- August 8

June 30- August 22
June 30- September 5

Summer Housing:

Six-Week Session: August It-September 19

On-campus housing in the residence halls and residential suites will be available

this summer. Rates begin at $620 for a shared residence hall ro©m, including

room and board (six weeks). Consult the Summer Sessions catalog for details.

Summer Parking: Permits go on sale May 1 , and applications are not accepted any earlier. Summer
parking permits are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. Consult the Summer
Sessions catalog for details.

For more information, please visit the Summer Sessions Office, 1 254 Murphy Hall,

or call [21 3] 825-8355. .

-f

\
i I
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FANTASTIC 2 DAY SALE
FRI. AND SAT. - MARCH 7th AND 8th

I I
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

NEWTON. GRUMBACHER. KROY, AIRBRUSHES, ETC. YES. EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

/

/ A MICHAEL'S ARTIST AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES

t 151 8 N.HIGHLAWD (CORNER OF SUNSET) (21 3) 466-5295 FREE PARKINGV I
M - F: 8:30 - 6:30. SAT:%s^ CASH. CHECK. VISA. M.C.. & AM. EX. ONLY

-«

**--*lMMJggjjM^n i MS«i«^B||^|^.i<»«»*-* ifcilii—II— . an MjUM iii. . iw iw . h mm ii n *m«i»^MMMm——»> ! iiiiMpi—— i
ii iii m i ! I ll i m^iMMM y n.,

—
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The Students' Store:
Low Prices,

Convenient^ocotion

PentelDAY
=lMARCH ^—

A Penlel
representitivc will

be present from
11:00 to 2jCML

40%
suggested retail
price on selected
Psntd pencils

Quantiti/ limited

to stock on hand.

Sign up
to win

FREE
Universal

Amphitheater

concert ticlcets!

Monday-Thursday ^45-7:30: Friday 7:4&6: Saturday IMfe Sunday 12-6

Taylor
Continued from Pa^e 3

have a problem with that.

If J-Board members. Elec-
tions Board members. Student
Health advisory members and
all these other people have
gone through the same pro-
cess, then why don't you look
to them?
Why do you single out

somebody that you just don't
like? I think that's the bottom
line.

A dossier serves to inform
council members of the
qualifications and background
of applicants. The members of
the council table have an op-
portunity to ask any questions
they feel they did not have
adequate information on.
Why raise the question about
not receiving information,
from a dossie^r that ybu could
have obtaineil from a ques-
tion?

Adrian Alvarez has been
around Kerckhoff for so long
that it is no mystery (to coun-
cil members) what his
background, interests and
perspective is.

DB: Why weren't the
dossiers brought out three
days before?

Taylor: They were not de-

liberately withheld. What
happened is that they had to

1

get through to (Administrative
Vice President) Deborah
Owen by a certain date and if

they don't make that initial

packing they don't get out. I

would hope that when
Deborah Owen is preparing
the agenda and is knowl-
edgeable of the agenda, she
would be able to spot that —
"Oh, Ron forgot to give me
these dossiers." But all this

stuff goes by everybody,
which is unfortunate.
DB: Another matter that

has been questioned as un-
constitutional is your deci-
sion to fire "former"
Budget Review Director
Marc Cohen. Do you believe
that it was unconstitutional?

Taylor: As the constitution
reads now, f do not have the
official judgment to release or
fire someone. The problem is

in the constitution. j

The council approves many
different kinds of appoint-
ments from interns to
members, of standing commit-
tees such as Board of Control
and the Communications
Board. Our guiding document
does not currently differen-

tiate between those groups of

people.

While I can understand if

we were calling into an ap-
pointment that represents
USAC, we as a group should
be able to say that your (the

appointee in question) position
has not been performed ade-
quately.

But in this case (concerning
Mark Cohen), I am the person
who is supervising and hiring
this person, I am the person
who signs the check and the
parking permit and judges the

performance. Who is in the

position to know whether this

person is perfoming or not —
council or myself?

If a person does not live up
to their responsibilities and
does not perform adequately
then I have no justification for

giving that person a sparking

permit.

Now, the official decision
rests in the hands of council,
but that's another consititu-

tional revision the committee
(Constitutional Review Com-
mittee) needs to undertake.

Please see TAYLOR, Page^S-

Taylor
Continued from Page 12
DB: Should the constitu-

tion be followed or should it

be used as a guideline? And
in a situation in which you
think you should do
something, but the constitu-
tion says council should
decide, do you thinic the
constitution should be
followed, overlooked or
changed?

' Taylor: The constitution is

a guiding document to
facilitate the working of stu-
dent government. It's not a
perfect document and it con-
tinually needs some revision.

There are some aspects of
the constitution that do not
help but hinder the workings
of council, and I think those
are the ones that should be
changed.
Ithink it should be

challenged. If we become
complacent and do not
challenge it, outgrows its

usefulness.

DB: Whenever you
c tra I I e n g e the
undergraduate constitution
then, are you planning to
follow through and bring it

to the Constitutional Review
Committee?

Taylor: Yes, I definitely
would.
DB: Then why were

there only two people at the
Constitutional Review
Committee two weeks ago?
Taylor: Well that's

Deborah Owen's task to en-
sure council members will be
present at that meeting. Last
Tuesday I couldn't make the
meeting because I had class.

DB: What issues will the
president's office address
In the last few months of
your term?

Taylor: We have a park-
ing forum upcoming which
will give students the oppor-
tunity to articulate their
frustrations ideas and ways of

improving the parking service.

We're looking (to schedule it)

in the ninth week of this

quarter.

We are also finding ways to

"perfect the constitution so we
can better serve students.

At the BOC level, there are
issues that need to be resolved

in terms of discounts for stu-

dent government interns who
work for basically free.—r^:

We are also looking at the
budget for next year. There is

a lot of tension between
groups because the pie that we
have to allocate funds from is

only so big.

If one group receives
money, other groups see they
are doing so at another
group's expense,

enlarge our pool.

Currently we
$7 per student

from reg fees some other cam-
puses receive $10 or $15.

DB: Do you think the
funding board has been
biased to any groups, for

instance does the group
that's more vocal or the
group that's more needy
get the money?

Taylor: I don't think there

is a bias toward any group I

think you have to look at the

value of programming certain

groups do.

If you want to talk about

bias, last year, programming
committee gave a total of

three fourths of the budget to

campus events, cultural affairs

and community service
because they do a large vol-

ume of programming relative

to other groups.

We need to

only receive

per quarter
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ADVERTISE : free VALID
MAR. '86WITH THIS COUPON

• 10 oz. CUP OF COCA COLA 1500 Westwood Blvd

• THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
«!* I II I I 1^ •^1WCbiBC^<

SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOf^ =
SATURDAY, MARCH 15th

9a.m.-l p.m.
o

A 4 hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commissionon Assaults Against
Women designed to prepare women psychologically and physically to deal

with assaults.

YOUR OWN BOD\^MAY BE YOUR BESTWEAPON

C^ SIGN UP IN ROOM 2, DODD HALL OR^ALL
206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety

r
i

Cj —

) .

. . . The Agony ofAcademia Ailing You?

FOR A DAY OF ALL-OUT, ACTION-PACKED.

ABSOLUTELYAW^OME ACTIVITIES!

1 DA Y ONL Y! MARCH 6th 9AM to 4PM
•-4

^i--"
;.?>.• •'/-aV

'.'*»'tl/-i''.
«%^t

T THE COOPERAGE

'•>>*,

j;?^^??^

FREE CONCERT Featuring 'TOP ART
at 2PM And FREE Large Salad tvitb purchase

ofany Large Pizza.

T BRUIN BOWLING t GAMES
FREE Videos & Pinball on selected games.

FREE 14'0Z. Plastic Soda Mug when you Bowl. f\

T LECTURE NOTES
Win 5 FREE Lecture Notes Subscriptions

\for Spring Quarter.

f f

T TRAVEL SERVICE
Dratvingfor One FREE ROUNDTRIP
to SAN FRANCISCO.

:*i

',m

I PITY DA
FOOL THAT
DON'T JOIN

IN THE FUN!'

—Mr. "A

m.^7^m

¥M

riM^.^*c«'l

LSOONALEVEL:
Graphic Services Self-Service 50 Copiers

Book Buyback/Ride Board

Expo Center

Home Federal AnytimeJailer

and Fresh, Hot Popcorn Served March 6th.

NO...
HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS
New Account Sign-Ups—
from 11:30 to 3:00PM.

—

-

/

.^UiL^''

>"> A^5i^'
U»*f''i
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m
^$^m6

Another service of the Associated Students UCLA.
>

t
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Viewpoint

Parking misfortunes

Editorial

Working to improve UC education
In order lo auiacl and retain qual- of the UC system, they must be

ity faculty, the University of Califor-

nia must try to compete with other
institutions whenever possible.

Realizing this goal specifically in-

volves offering higher salaries to both
incoming and current faculty.

Fortunately, for the sake of pro-
dding a better education, UC Presi-
dent David Gardner has supported

^
Gov. George Deukmejian's proposed
5 percent increase in faculty salaries.

If approved, the new faculty
wages would place UC system facul-

ty wages above parity, thus attrac-

ting higher qualit^^ instructors.

UC faculty wages are below
average at this point compared to

other comparable universities. Mere-
4y raising the wages to parity or

financially compensated for their

ability.

Students would not be hurt finan-

cially by the move, as funding re-

quired to implement the wage incen-^
"tives would not come from the

By Steven D. Evans

r consider myself fortunate to have received a parking sticlcer

even though 1 am often forced to allow the stack parking atten-

dants to drive my car. Last week, however, my fortune ran out
I parked my car in the stack parking Hne on the 3rd floor of

Lot 8. I made my normal check of my car for any dents (there

weren' t any), and then I surrendered my keys to the parking
attendant.

When I arrived back at my car six hours later, I noticed a
small dent on the top of my right fender. It appeared to me
that the dent could have been made by the side-view mirror of

another car. I immediately went to the stack parking office and
reported the incident.

After Howard Hamburg, the manager of Systems Parking for

Lot 8, inspected my car, he sent me a letter stating that I had
sustained only "minute damage" to my car. I don't know what
kind of car Howard drives, but until I sustained the "minute
damage" last week, I had a new 200 SX that was in perfect

shape. I had a repair estimate done over the weekend, and the
total damage is over $300 (not a very "minute" sum).

Mr. Hamburg logically explained to me that it could not have
been his workers hitting a side-view mirror with my car that
caused the damage, because there was no damage to the exten-

sion portion of my front bumper.
While Mr. Hamburg's theory is very intriguing, it makes ab-

soiutely no sense. I am calling for Systems Parking to accept
their lesponsibility for damaging my car and pay for its repair.

Mr. Hamburg has already been a great help by taking some
"high grade wax" to the dent.

Thank you Mr. Hamburg. The n»xt time I break an arm or a
leg, I'll come to you and let you pour iodine all over it until the
break heals.

already-planned 7.5 percent student—fee—increase, ^ut leather, i^ would"
come from money diverted from the

state's general fund, according to

Deukmejian.
The increase in student fees will

allow the commencement of building

\ and maintenance projects.

Gardner should be commended for

his efforts to raise the standards of
education at the University of
California.

Evans w a medical student.

Editor's note: Mr. Hambtirg stated in response, ^'Due to the
location of the one-fourth inch mark on the top of the right

fender, it is my experi conchmon that the aforementioned piark
ivas not caused by stack parking and therefore, toe are unable
to justify compensation.

"

Viewpoint

average is insufficient.

Potential faculty must be drawn to

more than the name and reputation

His attempt to provide the mos t

qualified educators possible should
be both lauded an emulated on all

levels.

Attack on humanity
By Jamil Momand

„.^.- I was pleased to read Ali Galedary's eye-opening view- ^

point on terrorist attacks against Muslims in the L.A. area

Counterpoint

Don't push morality on smokers
By Rick Vernier

Dr. Frey*s viewpoint suggesting that
ASUCLA stop selling cigarettes hMScause

they are "bad," and that ASUCLA must not
have anything to do with "bad" thin^, is

symptomatic of a growing enthusiasm for

compulsion and coercion, and the cor-

responding contempt for those to be coerced
(Bruin, Feb.28).

Dr. Frey puts the selling of cigarettes in

the same odious category of immorality as,

. say, selling undivested Coke at North Cam-
pus. The comparison is apt. What is sug-

gested in both these cases is a solution to

the "problem" that involves the .moral
judgements of a few people forcing changes
in the consumption behavior of other peo-
ple in accordance with the **moral ones"
wishes and priorities.

Again and again, what is evident in this

"morals bullying** is a profound distrust of
-people's capacity to ju4ge for themselves,

and act according to their own Judgements
of what is proper or moral in their own
lives.

Some people are so impressed by the
"fact" of something being evil that they lose

all appreciation of the complex and subtle

consequences which "confronting evil"

miAt nonetheless Have i(M: JJifi^actiiMMLjQf

individuals.

No disclaimers that Dr. Frey is

uninterested in forcing people to give up a
bad habit will be convincing to any reader
of his letter or of the AMA's other heavy-
handed attempts to censor cigarette adver-
tising, etc.

His letter attempts to enact "tobacco
prohibition," the religious moralism of
temperance and alcohol prohibition having
in his case been replaced by the number-
crunching moralism of "public health
substance policing."

The consequences of a campus ban on
tobacco are likely to do no more than force
some poor sob to race into the Village be-
tween classes; often being late; and being
constantly inconvenienced.

Where is the good, beyond the smug
satisfaction of Dr. Frey that "his" campus is

untainted by tobacco, that comes from the
deliberate annoyance trf thousands of cam-
pus members?
Few things are as likely to produce

mischief as the earnest endeavors of some
people to do good.

By the way, I don't smoke.

(Bruin, Feb.27).

According to the March 1, L.A. Times, "incidents of vi-

olence and vandalism against members of the Muslim faith

have become Los Angeles County's most serious new trend
in racial or religious turmoil, the county's Human Rela-
tions Commission said.»/' The commission's report in^
eluded attacks against Arab-Americans and said that "the
attacks seem based on crude ethnic stereotypes."

I might point out that Arab-Americans, a single ethnic
' group, are about evenly divided between Muslims and

Christians. Muslims, on the other hand, are a rather
diverse religious group, both ethnically and racially.
A Muslim can be from Nigeria, Yugoslavia, Egypt, In-

dia, Indonesia, or from any number of countries in Asia,
Africa and Europe. A Muslim can also be an American

Continued on Page 15
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Vernier is a graduate student majoring in
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion

of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other col-

umns, letters and artwork represent the opinions
of their authors. They do not reflect the views of

the Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin complies with
the Communication Board's policy prohibiting the
publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory
cultural or ethnic stereotypes.
Written material submitted must be typed or writ-

ten legibly and must be double-spaced. All material
must bear the author's name, address, telephone
number, registration card number and affiliation
with UClA._JSIame» %irUi not b* withheld M*d phone
numbers will not be published. When multiple
authors submit material,' some names may be kept
on file rather than published with the material.
The Bruin reserves the right to e<(lt submitted

material and to determine its placement in the
paper. All submissions become the property of
The Bruin. The Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure for resolving com
plamts against any of its publications. For a copy
of the complete procedure, contact the Publica
t ion s oWite at 1H KgrrkhOff Hall .
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Comm Board
Editor:

We, the UTldersigned
members of the ASUCLA
Communications Board, want
to point out that Comm Board
members Edward Singer
(chair) and Bruce Shih
resorted to baseless and

malicious statements about us
in a Bruin article (Bruin, Feb.
13).

Both Singer and Shih
wron^ully asserted in that ar-
ticle that it is anti-Semitism
that is behind the reasons why
we have reservations about
Singer's chairmanship of the
Comm Board.

Their assertion has no basis

in fact, and Singer and Shih
both know this. They are us-

ing this bogus charge as a
smokescreen for the com-
plaints that we have lodged
against Singer's chairmanship. ^

We call on these two in-

dividuals to make a public
apology for their outrageous

charge and for their reckless

disregard for the truth.

Adrian Alvarez
Louis Armmand

Peterson Sheppard
Omawali Jabali

'

. Joan Zyda
L-

''

REAL TURKEY
Mow very

in(decent,

r must 5au.

Editor's note: The above
authors are members of the

Communications Board and
Zyda is vice-chair.

Only $60,000?
Editor:

After reading Bryan Allen's

viewpoint (Bruin, Feb. 27), I

became deeply concerned
about this unfortuante per-

son's future. Being confined to

earning a mere $60,000 a year
is a terrible injustice. What
kind of person is responsible

for this? It must be those lu-

natics who support socialized

medicine.

Complaining about a possi-

ble iricome as high as $60,000
is absurd when many people
who have labored through
college do not even earn half

as much. Bryan, if you really

love medicine, then concen-
trate on your studies, instead

of worrying Chi

make the fortune five hun-
dred.

Steven Willinger

,
Communication Studies

Stop stereotypes
Editor: ^

It is odd that North Cam-
pus sells bagels and cream
cheese at 65^, while the
Bombshelter sells it for 90c,

and perhaps this issue should
be addressed; however,
slavery in the south has been
abolished since the days of

Lincoln. What would
Abraham do if he were here

today?

In response to the».**south

campus toil and slave" article

last week comes this response

from a "good-for-nothing-
artsy-fartsy" stereotyped per-

son.

By addressing the
stereotypes on this campus,
the article failed to increase

awareness of the problem,
that of the inconsistancy of

prices at eating places, and
focused on the stereotypes of

our north and south campuses.
In other words, get a

clue... not all Art majors are as

virtuous and logical as the

southerners, but it may take a
Lincoln to free the South of its

stereotypical remarks.

Tony Rael
Senior

Art

Humanity
Continued from Page 14

licrefore, an aUa^k=
against Muslims and
Arab-Americans is really an
attack against humanity.
All fair-minded Americans
should voice their outrage
over this reappearance of
racial and religious bigotry
in our state.

Momand is a graduate
student majormg in

chemistry

THE NAIL GARDEN
''over 12 years of quality service

ff

Limited Offer (Except Fri.-sun.)

NAIL GARDEN ^^s-osoo
1410 Westwood 81. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present Student I.D.

o^-sl^^i^ = el
\K^ System TM

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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My newest coloring system defies opposition and contrasts regimented prior methods whereby

any given area of hair is colored or lightened and processed by cap or foil weaved. without

predetermination in approach to keeping your hair protected before & during the entire process,

using less chemical while accelerating action. By making precise simultaneous evaluation, and

changeiS in formula and timing, hair will approach a more healthy-natural color desired.

^l.-^'*^'*'^! -^^

r/-

MORE CUTS PER CUT
Newest cutting system with its simultaneous evaluation & multi-angled

cuts guarantee MORE GUTS PER CUT controlled hair designs

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts from $12
Perms - Streaks - Hi-lites from $30

20% Off all Nexxus products

7Fre¥ clear cellophane w/above serVTceT

^:

208-7277
Sassoon S. Sassoon—208-4247

(Now open Sun. 12-5) w/coupon
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Our 1 7th Year at 925 Broxton

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL f

A

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

JDpen 24 Hours.

2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)

Call For Directions * 389 -1682
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4315 Anaheim St.. Long Beach
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Fionflce Ave."ar^0vir, Honttngton Paric

CAREERS IN BIOLOGY
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WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH A
BIOLOGY MAJOR?

A Career Information Panel

Speakers representing a variety of fieids wiil present information
regarding careers witti a Ufe Science bacicground.

Wednesday, March 5, 1986
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Ttie Bigloay Department
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30% OFF HAIRSTYLES
(w/Johnny)

10% OFF PRODUCTS
an Wednesday & Thursday

1 09 1 6 LE CONTE AVE (downstairs)

208"5863 w/this coupon
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EYEGLASSES ™o„.

DRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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a
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LOS ANGELES. CA 90024
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SAVE $2
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on photofinishing
When you buy 2 KODAK

Video Cassettes
Kodak will send you a check good for $2

off on your next Fox Photo photofinishing

'order if you buy two KODAK Video

Cassettes now!

Record your favorite shows on video cassettes you can trust and

save money on quality Fox Photo photofinishing, too!

HURRY! This offer good March 1 through April 30, 1986.

VMS

~KadalrVtdeo Cassettes

Regular Grade
VHS or Beta

" The 55tnni Sfxrialist.

'

Over 2 000 000 pftrtis daily on fJW^WTiW^Q Kodak Products Meabar ItS^ST
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reifieiiif
Bob Remstein. Review Editor

Kent Andrade, Associate Review Editor

Jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor
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*Pretty in Pink' is really pretty — pretty stupid!
By Julia Houston

Take yet another reworking of Romeo and
Juliety throw in some of Sixteen Candles^ add
some good fashion sense, stick on a soundtrack
featuring a five-year-old song by the
Psychedelic Furs and you've got Pretty in

Pink.

Once again Molly Ringwald plays a high
school student in love with a cute senior (An-

drew McCarthy). Once again there's a sweet
nerd (Jon Cryer) in love with her. Once again

a pair of star-crossed lovers (this time Molly
and Andy) fight the odds to date each other.

And that's it. That's the whole plot unless I

give away the ending.

Pretty in Pink tries to make up for giving us

nothing to think about by giving us a lot to

look at. Molly and her friends are all semi-

punk, anti-rich kids and dress very creatively.

Andy and his friends are all rich and Ifve in

beautiful houses.

But there's not many who will be dazzled

enough to miss the incredible simple-
mindedness of this glittering story of teen love.

Characters are clothes-horse stereotypes

with personalities going no deeper than the
costumes they wear. Molly in pink stockings
purses her lips. Andy in a casual Italian suit

smiles. Jon in yellow paisley suspenders trips

over his own feet.

Molly especially seemsTrozerninto one at-

titude, her nose permanently up in the air

with that same princess-like demeanor which
marked her performances in Sixteen Candles
and The Breakfast Club (both written, as is

Pretty in Pink by John Hughes)

.

Hughes' supposed claim to fame is that he
remembers his days at high school and gives

teens characters they can relate to. I don't
know what high school Hughes went to, but it

couldn't have been in my neighborhood. Nei-

ther his conformists nor his nonconformists
ever seem like real students.

So little is done to develop actual people in

this film, Molly could live happily ever after

with the neighbor's dog for all we are made to

care.

There are a lot of talents lying around in

Pretty in Pink, especially Ringwald herself. It's

too bad her character never becomes anything
more than pretty in pink.
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Molly Ringwald gives obnoxious preppie James Spader the brush-off

EILMS

"Hey baby, can 1 wipe my nose on that handkerchief you're wearing?*'

*Parting Glances'c^jyorth more than a parting glance
By Jack Dubowsky

Parting Glances shows how
a six year relationship breaks

down in 24 hours. Using New
York City as a backdrop. Par-

ting Glances examines the
tenuous connections which
hold three men together but
which restrain intimacy.

Writer/Director Bill Sher-

wood has constructed charac-
ters with depth who deal with
situations in believable ways.
Sherwood presents a full view
of their lives, revelling in the

humor and implying the
graphic.

Robert and Michael struggle

with the monotony in their

relationship and allow
Robert's job to expedite their

separation. They are affected

by Nick Spangler, Michael's

best friend who has AIDS,
struggles with his isolation and
watches MTV all day waiting
for his band's -video to be
aired. Michael cares for him
but Robert can't bear to see

hini. Nick, however, isn't a

tragic figure, but a vibrant

small-time rocker who
stimulates the film with
humor and gives it some of its

best moments. Robert,
Michael and Nick learn that

salvation lies with each other

and not with abandoning each
other.—Th is—movie is—se

—

profess-

would suspect it's a low
budget independent. Director

of Photography Jacek Laskus
has shot several music videos

directed by Oscar winning
animator Zbigniew Rybczyn-
ski, among them Art of Noise's

Close to the Edit which won
MTV's Best Experimental
Video award. His
cinematography makas Parting
Glances visually exciting
despite a tight budget and
small indoor locations. A fine

selection of diverse music
enhances the film, notably
Brahms and Bronski Beat.

Parting Glances propagates
the media's new All-American
Boy gay stereotype seen in

such TV movies as Consenting
Adults and An Early Frost,

but balances it with other
characterizations. Robert and
Michael are young, ordinary,
handsome, and successful, but
they don't have athletic
trophies around the house like

the national prime time TV
gays who were such "ideal

^ons" it seemed contrived •

Michael and Robert are more
developed and realistically

portrayed by newcomers
Richard Ganoung and John
Bolger.

Thankfully, Parting Glances
doesn't try to educate or
beeQme preoccupied with gay
issu^x*No time is wasted ex-

plaining med ical deta ils
-

"Wow, I could ve had a V-8!

matic coming-out scenes. In-

stead, this film is universal in

ge*,- with sonr» "4QQ*'

world. Some lingo or jokes

may seem foreign but the film

is easily understanHahle and

Parting G/ances, now show
ing at Cineplex, is a well

made independent film whose

nent separation in their lives,

and their interactions with
other fascinating characters is

sionally done that no one AIDS. There are no melodra- tional commentary on the'giay can be enjoyed by alt: central characters face immi- insightTuTaTid entertaining.
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Topper Headon scores the best ex-Clash LP
By Bill U'Ren. Staff Writer

Topper Headon: Waking Up;

-Polygram Jimport only). This

—is the first recorded effort

from former Clash drummer
Topper Headon since his

unceremonious jettisoning

from the group back in 1982.

At the time. The Clash had
just released their American
breakthrough LP Combat
Rock^ and were about to em-
bark on a nationwide stadium
tour opening for The Who.
Headon never went on that

After an AWOL Joe
Strummer reemerged in Paris,

Headon was replaced first by
Tferry Chimes, than later by
Pete Howard. Strummer's
decision to drop Topper, the

sole writer of many Clash

tunes including "Rock the

Casbah," had been based on a

supposed heroin addiction that

the latter had picked up
somewhere between London
Calling and Sandinistal

.

Strummer's actions ignited a

feud between him and
guitarist Mick Jones, resulting

in the latter's ejection from

the band as well.

Waking Up indicates that

Topper has spent the last three

.years listening to a lot of soul

music. And all of it can be

found in various forms on his

LP, probably the best work of

any of the post-Combat Rock-^ Continued on Page 19

r

Continued from Page 18

/post-Clash recording efforts.

Waking Up has more range
and variety than Mick Jones*

Rig Audio Dynamite LP and
more rhythm and hooks than
Strummer's Cut the Crap,
both released late last year.

Ironically, Topper has emerg-
ed from The Clash break up
the least tarnished and most
unaffected by the politics

behind the split.

On the ten track LP, Top-
per has enlisted former Clash
keyboardist Mickey Callagher
(London Calling, Sandinistal)

along with new faces such as

Jimmy Helms on vocals, Bob-
by Tench on guitar, and
Jerome Rimson on bass to

make up the core of the
group. D^pite the fact that he
has written all of the songs on
the LP (except one Booker T.

Jones instrumental). Topper
abstains from any heavy-
handed solo LP performances
(such as singing) by only play-

ing the drums. The rest he
leaves to his new band —
which is augmented, in part,

by a terrific horn section,- con-

sisting of Geoff Miller, Tom
Harris, Mark Graham, and
Martin Dobson.
A track by track exami

& Baby's First Xmas

Topper Headon in action!

Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon
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tion of Waking Up reveals an
almost complete history of

R&B starting off with side

one's "Leave it to Luck,"
which sounds suspiciously like

James Brown and "Papa's Got
a Brand New Bag." However,
-after this apparent homage,
we get the LP's first single

"I'll Give You Everything,"
lasting a terrifically Clash^
.influenced soul riff that brings

to mind the textures of the big

band arrangements on London
Calling.

Then, we shift to
Philadelphia, 1977, for the in-

strumental smoothie "Hope
For Donna," slightly reminis-

cent of Harold Melvin and
The Blue Notes, or even
"Walking in Rhythm" by The

Blackbyrds, which is followed

by a great piano performance

from Gallagher on the Edwin
Starr-like "Got to Keep on Go-
ing." Side one closes with

"Dancing," a reggae-styled

tune which, although weak in

the lyric department, mirrors

the jubilance of Clash pieces

like "Wrong 'Em Boyo."
The best track on the

album, however, is side two's

"When You're Down," which
presents beaming falsetto

backing vocals amidst guitar

and horns that sound almost

like a soul battle between The
Rolling Stones and The Clash.

The LP closes with the most

important track, lyrically

Speaking, "Monkey on My
Back." In this piece. Topper
alludes to the heroin problem
he battled and apparently has

come to terms with, over a

Cotton Club-like atmosphere,

complete with restless crowd
and "Jimmy Jazz"-style croon-

ing.

Now that Joe Strummer and
bassist Paul Simonon have
kicked out Mick Jones' and
Headon's replacements, and
are begging Jones to rejoin

The Clash, it seems the

group's original split was
Therely air-tH-fated decision on

York Dolls, and Prefab' Sprout

can't be all bad — and if that

band should happen to be

Baby's First Xmas (which in

this case it most certainly is) it

can safely be said theyVe
darned good.

Proud of their reputation as

"the worst band ever to play

the Troubadour" (the unc-

tuous club manager's com-
ment as he watched the band
warm up for their show,
which the un-unctuous au-

dience enjoyefl), these intrepid

UCLA students — except for

guitarist Paddy-O, whose
lifestyle is shrouded in mystery
— continue in their quest, as

lead singer Gabe Brahm says,

to "have fun and be famous."

Brahm sings a little like a

cross between a very young
Lou Reed and Fozzie Bear;

co-vocalist/percussionist
Pamela Bailey sounds like a

quirky, off-key Nico, and they

play like any number of

garage bands who could use a

mite more practice (the EP
was recorded in an actual

garage because drummer
Laura Brahm's trash can
wasn't allowed in the studio

— no poseurs these).

"We've developed a lot

The album was record^

says Brahm, "but I'm
since

Strummer's part. However, ^ ••

maybe a new, more sincere ^^^ly ^^^y^^ ^f j^, anyway."
Clash could only be formed p^jde well-placed. First
without Strummer, perhaps a recording efforts of recent
Jones/Headon lineup. In either memory have rarely been this

case, Jones has already com- unaffected, and rarely have
mitted himself to Big Audio

^j^^y ^^^^ ^^is clever. Brahm
Dynamite, thus keeping his in- ^rjtes lyrics with an in-
tegrity, while Topper, once genuousness and a feel for the
asked, would do right to reply absurd reminiscent of The
"I'm^ my own songwriter now, ^^^^ Puppets' Kurt Kirkwood,
]oe" • or of folk's king of whimsy,

^
Jonathan Richman-

The record (available at

Rhino Records) is the size of a

single, but it isn't one — it's

Baby's First Xmas: Walk With an official EP. Those interest-

A Winner, Fission. A band ed in "alternative" musit

whose members cite as their should be pleased to have this

influences artists as diverse as alternative, and should listen

Eugene McDaniels, The New for future BFX efforts.

By jenny Bleier

Assistant Review Editor

The
University Religious Conference

presents:

A videotaped series of Meditations

Led by

BISHOP

AMPLICON FINANCIAL,

DESMOND TUTU
Wednesdays 12:00^1:00

MarchS, 12, 19

Ackeniian Union Room

AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE
OF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT, IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INC.
MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.

IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED. RNANCIALLY MOTIVATED, ENERGETIC, AND AN
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YOU. THIS
POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIP-
MENT HNANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES.

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION.
PRICING. PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE.

COMPENSATION IS SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD, AND
THEREAFTER. $22,500/YEAR-f COMMISSION.

IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS. AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS, PIrEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TO:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER
VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

V

2020 E. HRST STREET
1 _ _ 8ANTA ANA, CA 92705 —

Gabe Brahm and Pamela Bailey of LA^s ownlBahys First Xmas,
I r ' * I II |l| Tr-Mtr

I
IT MAKES
CENTS TO
ADVERTISE

BRUIN.

th-''-^^

i

I

•I

^
825 2161

HONDA,^a
BEYOND

TRANSPORTATION

All Models in stock

Buy from an alumnus

HONDA SJIMTJl MONICA

829-4453

^> HAIR BOUTIQUE '<tt

Student Special

i •Ir Cellophane $15
- F Highlights $20&up|
T* * Facial Waxing

L
1884 Westwood Blvd. 474-8516 • 4708698

t.iijv BAV WESTWOOD ppirFS? ^^^^
WHY PAY TILLAGE

*^*^^^^^
' 30 70%

'Av.y.v.w.

IMTERNkTIONkL

DISCIINI III!

Pnces subiect 10 change Not responsiWe »of lypograpNcJl errors Li«iwle«J to ilock on hand

12220 VENICE BLVD. Z^:
W. Lot CA 390-4477

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON - SAT 1 1 7 PM . SUN 12 - 5 PM

Family Planning

Associates

Medical Group

(Si)

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
student Healtti Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica Bl . 0112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

eOOO San Vicente BM
(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

i

rmt'f mm HFi»w -
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UCLA Child Care Services
Presents a lecture by

Dt Benjamin •It ok
a
Through the Looking

Glass With Dr. Spook:
Growing Up 1946-1986"

Monday, 10 March 1986 7:30 pm
Wadsworth THeater

Ticket Prices: $15.00, $10.00 (with student I.D.)

, and group rates for 1 or more -

For information call: 825-5086

Tickets,are also available at: Children's Book and Music
2500 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica
__, —_—(213) 829-0215

CONCERTS

2Cfe0 puckers up better ttfan euer:

ffli.A^^.f •: 0nlfl 0IHI& for laugifH

Graduate Dance Association and
Student Committee for thp Arf<s

'—^ -present —

—

ASIAN DANCE CONCERT SERIES #2.

SAHOMI TACHIBANA
Classical & Folk Dances of Japan

Concert: Tonight, 7p.m. - Rm 208 _
Workshop: Thurx March 6,Tp.m. -l{m214Dahce

Building

\<^ Produced by Tani
Funded by C.P.C. of the P.A.B., S.C.A,
Facilities permission of Dance Dept.

By Annamaria Di Santo

Alive with their usually
highly visual performance.
Kiss hit the concert stage at

the Forum February 11 with a

tremendous sutge of energy
and force. Although their past

two tours have been great

disappointments as far as song
lists are concerned, this year
was not the case. The material
was a great mixture of classic

songs like "Strutter" and of

course "Rock 'n' Roll All

Night" along with stronger
material from their last two
albums Asylum and
Animalize,

The concert was well-pac-
ed, combining loud, crazy
songs with ballads and
humorous sex-orientat^ raps.

Surprisingly, Kiss strayed from
their usual gross antics for

which the band, especially
Gene Simmons, has been
noted; Paul Stanley was the
highlight of the evening with
his sexy non stop dancings

*.'•

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREEI

riean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
A|VJD HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced -

and licensed

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

great voice, and elaborate
multicolored costume. Kiss'

entire polytech show was
complete with flames, explo-

sions, sparklers, and Simmons'
famous fire breathing circus

act, which was stupid looking
without the complete dragon
costume he used to wear.
Everything was flashy, sexy,

loud, and intense —r typically

Kissl

After releasing their 19th
album. Kiss certainly proved
that they are still' at the top
playing strong heavy metal
music, even without their

Paul Stanley of Kiss tries it with his mouth open
ANNAMARIA DI SANTO

painted face cartoon image. In

fact, musically Kiss is better

than they ever have been.

When the band eliminated the

makeup, they worked instead

to make their music more at-

tractive. They had to — or

their audience would^not keep

coming back for more.
W.A.S.P was a perfect

opening act for Kiss. W.A.S.P
is also a very visually orien-

tated band, though they are

far more crude and gross than
Kiss. Blackie Lawless, front

man, lead vocalist and bassist

for the band, spits out lyrics

which are easily vulgar
enough to irritate any card-,
carrying P.M.R.C. member.
Though W.A.S.P. may be
vulgar, they, arid their songs
are very ridiculous. They may
think they're trying to be
serious, but all one gets, is a
big laugh from their show.

ORIGINAL STUDENT THEATER

Winter Quarter one-acts today!
What do sptrm donori,

primitivt women, and mtthod
tetori havo in common?
Tlity*ro aU in the lit bill of

the Winttr ^arttr Ori|inal

Ono-Acti. Thtao playi are

writton, diroetod, prodveod

and aetod in ontirtly by UCLA
ttvdonti!

Tho playa are Liquid
Manhood, a comedy, writ-

ten by P*dean Warman and
directed by Kevin Schaeffer;

Daaghter (the cast if pic-

tured in makeup and costume
at ri|ht), a drama, wriUen by
Oathy Moya and directed by
Brian Velson; and
Method to Murder, a
thriller, written by Eric Dia-

mond and directed by Brent
Morris.

Last chance to see all three

plays is today at 3:18 p.m.

The cost: 28 cents complete for

ALL THREE PLATS! WHAT A
BAROAIH!

So make sure you head on

over to the Little Theater at

•lacOowan Hall for this inex-

pensive treat featurind the

up-and-comin| in the world of

the theater. j

'

And brinf a date. You'll be

ilad you did!
^

The^ast of 'Daughter'
RAY MARRERO

^

^M

'•flr-iA'

'

• ;,

X
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Bruin Arts Guide
THEATER, FILM & TV

»

Wednesday, March 5

One Acts: Liquid Manhood, written by P'dean War-
man, directed by Kevin Schaffer, Daughters, written
by Catherine Maya, directed by Brian Nelson, Method
to Murder, written by Eric Diamond, directed by Brent
Morris.

3:15 p.m., The Little Theater, MacGowan Hall, 25c.
"

Friday, March 7

Women, Advertising and the 1950s
Lynn Spigel, Denise Mann and Mariala LaPlace will

speak about different aspects of women in the 1950s.

4 p.m., Melnitz 2534, Design Room, FREE

MUSIC

Wednesday, March 5

Noon Concert: Jamie Lamb, Violinist (MF.A. Recital)

with Dr. Robert Winter, Pianist, 12 noon, Organ
Studio, 1655-A Schoenberg, FREE

Thursday through Sunday, March 6, 7, 8, and 9
Gilbert and Sullivan's naughty comedy "Trial by Jury"
and Puccini's comedic masterwork "Gianni Schicchi"

presented by UCLA Opera Workshop (Heinz Blanken-
burg. Director), UCLA Musical Theater Workshop
(Gary Gardner, Director), UCLA University Symphony
Orchestra (Samuel Krachmalnick, Conductor) fully
.*-^«^j ^^j

8 p.m., Schoenberg Hall, reserved seating: $5 (general),

$3 (students, faculty, staff and senior citizens) For fur-

ther information, please call 825-2953.

Friday, March 7 ____^j__

Junior Recital: Kathryn Dayak, Percussionist, and
Caroline Reutter, Flute

12 noon, Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall,

FREE

Friday, March 7

Junior Recital: Tony Cervantes, Guitar, and Cynthia
Clayton, Soprano

4 p.m., Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall, FREE

r

Monday, March 10

Noon concert: UCLA Women's Glee Club (William
Hatcher, C'onductor)

12 noon, Schoenberg Hall, FREE

ART & LECTURES _^___

Wednesday, March 5

co-sponsored with the Dept. of Italian in the exhibition.

The Macchiaioli: Painters of Italian Life 1850-1900

Alessandro P'alassi — "Italian Culture and Traditions

of the 19th Century"
Giovanrii Cecfeetti^

—
"Italian Lrfteratu re and The

Machiaioli" \ •

4 p.m., Wight Art Gallery, FREE

Friday, March 7

20 Minute Focus Talk in the exhibition The
chiaioli, "The Domestic Interiors of the Macchiaioli"

12:30 p.m., Wight Art Gallery, FREE

Mac

Sunday, March 9 \?

FILM, The Leopard, directed by Luchino Visconti,

1962, 185 min. scheduled in conjunction with the ex-

hibition The Macchiaioli.

1:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater, FREE

Tuesday, March 11

20 Minute Focus Talk in the exhibition The
chiaioli, "The Paintings of Giovanni F'attori"

5 p.m., Wight Art Gallery, FREE

Mac-

Friday, March 7

TILM—LaPerla/The Pearl, 1948, a captivating por-

trayal of Steinbeck's classic novel The Pearl. Part of the

Mexican film series, discussion following,the film.

3:30 p.m., Dickson Auditorium, FREE. """"
""

The Arts Guide is for all students. If you have any in-

formation about an event/presentation in the College of

Fine Arts, please submit info to TASC, Theater Arts Stu-

dent Committee, Dept. of Theater Arts and MP/TV,
MacGowan Hall, UCLA.

Deadline is Monday morning of every week.

i<

.'

i<
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I

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
I Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get 'A order of Dim Sum free!

*

Expires 3/20/86

I

I

I

I

I

I -DIM SUM &. SALADS
I •SOUPS, NOODLES.
1 8. RICE

I
HOURS:

I
Mon-Sat

I
! l-9pm

VISA and
I MASTERCARD
I Accepted

AS* • C, (wiAi coupon)

„ 'After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd.,

W.L. A.(Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)

479-4774

Free
Parking

^iFFORDABLEPORTABLES
1H0P ON OVERt

\

$i
list

I $99

sup^vSmahs ««;»„„

SOMY WMKMftNS 0« '\
S4b 66

93 88

CO. PORT 0-5 I

W

SONY nt\N ^-^ ,„„ab>i.w
^ ,,^

TeCHH.CSStrr;l;,,,.Ho.a^

^fSSSSpTSe^ SIMPLY ^^

Just

jiwni)

Records
.Oo»byB^CNH S':

Ao.P.tchCon^ ^

i6C

$298^

^ns>Ne^\nq
Machine

TELEPHONES

ric:^.--
S4»tt8

60% OFF you can buy

iikmanit'

uam

I.Al'*

cimy iw»0»'"

'

HOURS. Mon. Wed Fn. SaMl-9

Tues Thurs1l-7 Sun 1-7

TORRANCE - 18234 HAWTHORNE BLVD (next to Big 5 )

WESTWOOO VILLAGE - 1110 GAYLEY AVE, 1 BLK N OF WILSHIRE

370-7877

208-6996

Nikon
NICE-TOUCH
"^aSE-OUT

The Nikon Nice-Touch is a modestly priced 35mm camera that gives

you high quality pictures and yet simple to use. So simple, the

hardest part about using the Nice-Touch is waiting to see your

results.

Other features:

• Automatic focusing, film loading, advancing and rewinding.

• Built-in lens cover.

• 1000 ASA.
• Nikon Inc., USA limited warranty application included.

NIKON L35 AF
Previous displayed cameras with 90 day warranty.

$99

1025 Westwood Blvd.
^_ •^-^*m^«« One Block South of UCLA
Camera Hi-Fi & Video (213)208-5150

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6t)in Sat. 10am-6pm

Prieet IWed tre cash md carry and are tubiect to change. Parking validated at Allied & Village tot with $7 50
n .1.1 II 1. .1 . ^^1. .. I....I minimum purchase.
Quantities limited to stock on hand.

*^

«-* --w-».-%^** *•.--.,-..-»AD EXPIRES 3/8/86

mAAm t I

^-v^
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

The ASUCLA Communications Botnl tuRy supports t^e

Umvcrsity ot CaJilomia s pofccy on non-dtscnmtnanon

No madwrr) shall accept adverHsaments wtticti present

persons of any ongm. race rekgton. sei. or sexual

orteniabon tn a (temeanirtg way. or imply that Itwy are

Nmtad to certain posrtnns capaMtMs. roies. or

status m society Netttwr ttte Daily Btuki nor the

ASUCLA Communicatiom Board tos mvesbOatad any

ol the services advertised or adverVser^ represented m
this tssue Any peraon betevtng Hut an advemsemanl

m ihB ssua vwiales (he Boanl's poMcy on non-

discnminat)on staled herein should communicale

complaints in wrWng to the Busviess Manager. Daily

Brum. 306 Westwood Plaza. KH 112. Los Angeles CA

90QS>4 For assistance with housmg discnmination

problems, cal the uaA Housing OfAce at 825-4491

or can the Westside Fair Housing Office ai 475-9671

« CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

PERSONAL 10

HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority.

Call 208-4008.

GROUP~^-^origmal music, experienced

«lub band available for any club function.

Hot contempo rock, call Blank Frank

(21 3)871-6667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English^^

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(8l8)840-6638. ^^^^^
KAPPA DELTA is proud to sponsor 2

ROCKALIKES in the Multiple Sclerosis

Rockalike ContestI Good Luck LORI
LEWIS (a.k.a. JANE WIEDLIN) and
KELLEY CASE (alias MADONNA!) BUST
M.S.It

KAYDEES AND SAMMIES - KILL THEM
IN VOLLEYBALL TODAY AT 2:00! THEN
WELL SEE YOU ALL LATER AT THE
MgLTIPLE SCLEROSIS ROCKALIKE.

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1

PERSOI .̂AL • 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL .10

JINMRS, SENIORS, AND 6RADNATES
m

-CtteyoMseltsomecredit sign lip

for a Visa /Mastercard and other fine

credit cards im at the

Westwood Student Federal Credit

Vnlon (located behind Kerckhoff Hall)

No rment required!!!

90% acceptance

EDUCATION
SERVICES

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MeetlnOfc Monday, Ackarmon
2410, 12:10-1:20. Wednosdoys,

Neuropsychlatilc Institute C8-53fl,

12:iai:20. For olcohoNcs or irv

dMduali wt>o have o drInUng

problem. 8500644 or 475-«368

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818)992-6966, (213)873-3303.

PERSONAL 10

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

PSI CHI meeting Friday 7th at 3:00 in

Franz 3rd floor (UGPL) memt)ers interest-

ed in becoming officers must attend. All

interested psychology majors are welcome.

RAMA Seminar-March 6 to 9. 7-1 1pm,

L.A. Convention Center, 1201 S. Figueroa

St. Students F/T 25 & under. 20.00 w/id,

others $200. Covers 4 nights, no personal

checks please. Rama is a world-reknown-

ed teacher of mysticism & rrMdItation.

Rama is ENLIGHTENMENT.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women^s.^

Clinic. 9012 aympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancv.

FREE 8

CUTE puppy free. Call (818)991-8607 aak

for Joan, or (21 3)553-8607 ask for Uz

MODELS needed for free haircut in Bever-

ly Hills. Call K020 277-7045^

MISCELLANEOUS 9
ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

c/d//W. "StMe
•/*

Spiritual Psychic Reader
Tarot Cards it Horoscope Readings

By appt. only Private &
(2 1 9) $5S- fi«0 Confiden tial

Beverly Hills

Advise on all matters of life

Theta Chli
Get ready to

win Greek
Week... We're

having so

much fun with

you guys!

Love, PI Phi

To Stcphaoie (AXO):
— Happy 21»t

—

Birthday.

Wish I could be
there to celebrate it

with yon. Good IucIk

on your exams.

§ Jlope to see you in

4 weelis.

Love, Kasey

LK FOOTBALL
&

BASKETBALL
ALL-STARS

We think you're all

fantastic!!! Keep it up and

we'll be heading for the

Championships again!

Love, Yonr Fans

' ' » 1 ' » « ' 1 "i T 1
iJ

Ben Tang
=you*refhe=

greatest

^^ Your Secret Pal __

Happy Birthday

Lindsay Suttan

We Heart You!-

Butt Hip-Cat
Squealer That-Guy
P.E. -- Coop ^

The Freeze
How old are you

anyway?

<g=^

ecoocoooocoo:
8 ex.

• Thonks for the

S exchange last Thursday
Hope we can do

X soon!
Love,

X The Alpha P
Coocoeo

KKr

ADAM, HAPPY 20th
BIRTHDAY!!!

I know it's late, but
ttien again, so is the
bureaucracy!!! Your

Friend, Brian

r L I -r- 111 I I I - i
-
±i

Special Olympic
Clowns

YOG WERE ALL THE
GREATEST! THAISKS
FOR PUTTIMG OM A
TERRIFIC SHOW!

Carol Ann

Get Excited

TRIDELTS
lt*s our week!!

.

i

LX/AEO Volleyboll

Teem: Good luck in

ttie Greek Week
tournament. We're all

ctieering for you.
#1 GreekWeek Team

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS:

Do You Know Where All The

Greeks Are Going To Be

Tonight at 6:00pm? At I'<DB

for a stimulating Educational

Forum featuring

Marta Brown speaking on

Where The Greeks Are—-— and Why? ^_

Phi Kappa

To our favorite

guys in togas-
Thanks for the
awesome

) exchange!
Love, The Alpha

Chi's

g Congrats
' Eric

LIzerbraunn

You're our

#1 Arrowman!!

Love, PI Phi

«. Be there Tonightf^L.

P.S. Officers are

encouraged to attend

New AALLYCMM
"= ~" officers:

Congrats to you all

and hava tha funnast,

bastast, and "ralliast**

l986-a7I

Lova, Jad

Happy 20th Birthday

Co«rtB«y Maraa <KA)
1 More Year Left!

Love Your Ul' Sis*

Kris

THE^AS!
GET READY FOR TONIGHT'S
-^ — EXCHANGE

ALL FUN ** WORK
A CLASSICAL THROWDOWN

GUARANTEED
PRE-PARTY AT LIGHT & ,

HEALTHY 7:00

PARTY STARTS 9:00.

BE THERE!
LAMBDA CHI
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A<^ and ATO Greek Week
Dancers are awesome!

Thanks you guys for your

hard work. You re hot!

Ashley Doug
Ellen Ed
Rene« Mark
Gia Ken
Becky Joe

Kerrie Dan

Love, Cory

i/(ij

XO and a>K'¥

VOLLEYBALL
STUDS!

GOOD LUCK
YOU GUYS!

Monay for CoWsgs?

M*$ oN around you. if you Imow

where to tookl Our notkDrvwkJe

Acodemic Data Servtee

gurantees 5 to 25 Rnandot Akj

Sources for your higher

educotkxi or your nrxxwy bock.

Freshmerv sophorTKxes. ond

onQOiOQ graduate students

Of*.Y. CO* ton free

l-«00-544-if 74 ext. 639 or

wrWa PC), tox 16493.

Chottanooga. TN, 37416

Sigma Chi
Set up your
roommate

for
tomorrow
will be
a great
date.

Hey Telces!!

Get Psyched!!
Greek Week's fi-

nally here! Let's

here It for the
best

pair on the row!!
Love, The Sigma

Kappa's
P.S. Thanks for Ite.

ucu^ awesome exchange!!

IN 1926
ALO PRESENTED THE
BLACK & WHITE...
UCLA'S FIRST
FORMAL. SIXTY
YEARS LATER
IT PCTIIPMg
11 KeIUKNq.

BRUIN COLLEGE

REPUBLICANS

Meeting: Wednesday.

March 5

6pmLuValle

•Speaker: Congressional

Candidate, George

Wohferton

•Approval of the

Constitution

•Information on the State

Convention

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. 12

DONORS r>eeded for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointnf>ent.

GENITAL herpes-study l>eing conducted
througti the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours 825-0392.

SPERM donor wanted. FQE Medical

Clinic. 820-0377.

Wanted: Patients age 14 and older with

diagnosed periodontal (gum) disease to

participate in research project providing

periodontal care (monitoring, instruction.

x-rays, surgery). 825-9792 for appointment.

SPERM T)ONOFlS 19

^PERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SALONS 21

Beverly HIIIs Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
nfKxlels for heurcuts, perms, cotor. 652-

5706. - ' .

FREE haircuts. Carlton Hair International

needs models for advanced haircutting

class. Call 475-8330

FREE haircut-need nrnxlels for haircut

class at Japss hair salon. Call Masako at

271-1653.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Front office

appearance. Light typing ar>d phones. Sal-

ary open. Call Mr. Davidson. (213)930-

1891.

ADVERTISING assistant. LA retail chain.

Graphk^s. PR, retail sales Resunries to:

Creative Services, 3125 Western Avenue,

Seattle. WA 96126.

AID elderly woman. Need own car.

Transport to appointments, shopping, light_

hous<>keep«ng. Female. 272-2442.

Studying Hard for Finals?

MAKE IT A GRAND FINALE
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES ~
Available only at tt)e Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-Level In Ackerman Union.

Congratulations
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
2nd Highest G.P.A.

on the row!

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

ASIA travel/Study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

Athletic-looking girls in Track and Field.

Swimming. Gymnastics, Tennis. $100/day.
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431

.

BOOKKEEPER, Part-time weekend. $7/hr.

will train in experience. Diversified duties,

heavy phones, 10 key touch. Moderate typK

ing. Cash handling. Non-«moker.
(2 13)306.4630.

e«e*ee«eee*eeeeee»v<
* HAAOiN DAZS
• IS HIRING

J Part-time help In tfie

e Santa Monica Store.

J Call Chris ® 828-7048 or
e in tt)e Brentwood Store

Z call Ram ® 620-1666

e

DRIVER/MESSENGER full or part-time.

Familiar with greater LA area. Must have
:xBtiabte economy car, ttabitlty insur^kAce,

BRUIN WOODS Looking for student
worker who also plays the piar>o. This per-

son can play by ear, lead campfire. songs,
create mood and scene changes in staff

shows. Play for cocktail parlies, and
possibly give a Sunday afternoon concert.

Apply at the West Center or call

(714)337-2478.

CASHIER need^d for record store in Santa
Monica. Must be available on Fri, Sat, and
Sun. Experience necessary. Call "Off the

Record" 829-7379.

CASHIERS Waiters/Waitresses to work at

a Dim Sum Cafe. Preferably Tuesday
Thursday. 1 1 30-2:30 Call 478-4162

CHARMING & dean cut females and
males needed for sales & promotion in

Beverly Hills and Century City. Part time/

full time. Flexible hrs (213) 479-7771

.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plus/week.
Full/part tinrte. Top wages. Flexible hours.

Excellent working conditions. Friendly

people to work with. Benefits. Call 828-

0664.
^

COMPUTER JOCK- versed in DBASE II.

framework, or symphony. For programm-
ing and consulting for Beverly Hills Com-
pany. Flexible hrs, and compensation. Call

Greg 277-3275 -__

COUNSELOR-full-time/part-time positions

now available at leading residential treat-

ment center for teenage boys. Experience

preferred. Excellent benefits.FULL-TIME
COUNSELOR/PART-TIMECOUNSELOR/NIGHT
COUNSELOR.(818)347-l326. _^

Ck)unselors - girls group home-live in half

week. 479-0929. ^-

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3706.

^ COMPUTERIZED EYE

EXAM
UCLA DISCOUr4T

DR. SOMERS. CONTACT
LENS SPECIALIST

WILSHIRE & FEDERAL

478-059I

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-

pany kx)king for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990

call between 1-5 PM.

MOVIES. Extras, bits needed. Filming

soon, rrwior n>otion picture. 827-5212.

lOam-IOpm.

HELP WANTED 30 S

CPA FIRM in Mid-Wilshire needs business

maior for 16 to 24 hours per week with

workir^ knowledge of IBM PC and Lotus.
.

Intermediate accounting helpful. Great

opportunity and compensation. Send
resume to McGinity and Nodar 3435
Wilshire Blvd. #729, LA 90010 (213)386-

6564.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16.$30.000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, WoridI! Call for guide,

cassette, news service' (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise

DRIVER/helper. part-time $l00/wk (13-20

hrs.) Carpool driving, marketing & daily er-

rands. Own car, seat t>elts required. Bever-

ly Glen canyon. 279-1447.

Attention WorkStudy:

Varsity Scouting needs

team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50

per hour. Call Chuck
Hayes at (213)413-4400.

#

Fill ta iKNur week
witli cxtni $$$:

copy of DMV Earn an houriy wage plus a
generous auto alkswance. Call (818)906-
0899; (818)906-0763

EXCELLENT income for part-time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003

Ext. 8737.

EXTRA'S needed. Now casting attractive

model types for movie & T.V. Creative

Casting: (818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time j)hysical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beveriy Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-pointment's^
FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student

preferred for busy Beveriy Hills office.

Call(213)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GIRL Friday needed: Receptionist/General

office. FlexitMe hours Must have pleasant

manner. 452-7677 Professor Lift.

GIRL Friday needed pari-time, afternoons.

1:30-5:00 general office/receptk>n work.

$5/hr. 204-4678

HASHERS for Alpha Phj sorority. Call

206-4008

INVESTMENT agency needs someone,
preferably Spanish speaking to teach D-

Base 3 and Word Perfect on IBM personal

computer. Good pay! Good hours! Please
call Ena mornings and ESME afternoons,

at 41 3-0048

MESSENGERS/Process Servers, full and
part-time positions availat)ie. Must have
transportatk>n. Wages 6.20/hr. (213)384-

8244.

MESSENGER needed for production com-
.pany. Must have own car. Contact
Michele (213)550-4556.

PfT typist, good organizer. 15 hr. week.
Advertising specializes company in Beveriy

Hills. (818)343-1386.

PART-TIME receptionist/office clerk Typ-

ing and correspondence required Please
call after 1pm, 652-9770.

PART-TIME temporary clerical position

available with international student ex-

change program. 12 hrs per week, $6/hr.

Requires basic typing, filing, and general

clerical skills, 382-9446

PART-TIME txwkkeeping. Brokerage expe-
rience Inglewood. 5 hrs/week Non-smoker
$7/hr 477-1679

PART-TIME, Westwood- clerical/
messenger for financial advisers to enter-

tainment industry. Must have own car. 15
hrs/week $5/hr plus gas & mileage. Start

April 7th (818)954-6164

Models Wiffit27
for award winning

student photographer,

Prints for pay.

Ask for Melissa.

J213I 3 I0-9Q82.

t

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skiUs. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656

t

^Ma^R«»d!nt/R35re«re533ng
responsible Live-in Team Leader with

high energy, stamina, physical
strength, and good sense of humor.
Experienced in both physical and
household care to provicfe At Home
Support to an active quadriplegic

Businessman and his wife. Full-Time
with flexible daytime hours. Excellent
Salary plus Room and Board. Private
room in beautiful WLA home. Fluent
Enfflish/Cood driving record/ Kitchen
skill^ and references aesired. Will also

coniider a couple. Starts late Spring.

^^^^(Bia)w5^^a^^^^^

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

O'Day
Eaiployfli«Bt A9«acy

Administrative Assistants

Secretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215: after hrs. 393-6865

PART-TIME assistant for doctor's office in

Beverly Hills. Cedar-Sinai Medical
Towers: (213)854-3539.

PART-TIME persons wanted for phone
work in private club fun job. (213)854-
6491. 12pm-9pm.

PART-TIME secretary for nrtornings. Must
have law office experience and good typ-

ing sicills. Gall Kim at 652-501 5.

PHONE solicitor for insurance office. 20-40
hrs./wk. Some office wortt. $5/hr. Flexible

hours. 479-5556.

PLEASANT. RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK THROUGH JUNE. 7:30-

8:30am. 2:300<3:30pm. M-F. MUST HAVE
CAR. fMVWBPK BFVPRI V HH > iS .37&.

6447.

PRE-MED and pre-optometry Need UCLA
freshman or sophonx>re. Clinical and basic

research. JSEI Tues/Thurs, X2 years.

$6.40/hr. 12-15 hrs./weei( 825-4749

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, pA. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank. p/t. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491

TELECOMMUNICATIONS $7/hr guaran-

teed salary plus extra commission 4 to 6
hours per day. Partime/Fulltime. Call Mr.

Davidson 8-1pm. (213)930-1891.

TRAVEL agency at busy Westwood loca-

tion seeks part-time clerical. Minimum 1-

hours weekly (flexible). $4/hour. Corifact

Manager at 824-0921

.

TYPIST, part-time, will train word process-

ing. 50wpm minimum, Mon-Fri. Steady
work. $6.50/hour. Marina Del Rey. 306-

4625.

UCLA Foott>all is kwking for UCLA student

volunteers who are interested in a career

in collegiate athletics. Call 825-8699. Ask
forfoottMUI.

WANTED: On Monday and Wednesday
afterr>oons 4pm-6pm. STfhr. Someone to

assist resistant 12 yr. old boy with

honr>ework. We live near Laurel Canyon
and Hollywood Blvd. 876-6898.

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-
nent basis. Typing, letter writing, light

txwkkeeping. Salary open, parking provid-

ed. Good kx:atk>n. Shorthand or speed-

writing deisreable. Phone for appt. 272-

8437.

RADIOLOGIST needs volunteer research
assistants at Hartwr UCLA. Prefer pre-

med students (213)533-2808.

RECEPTIONIST-P/T-pleasant voice, pro-

fessional appearance, responsible &
dependable 6.50/hour. Ms. Schaefer 473-
4428.

RESPONSIBLE aduH to accompany child

to NYC around April 4-6 and return April

18-20. Ry TWA. Cash offered. (213)391-

2453.

SECRETARY receptk>nist wanted full-time.

$1000 nice office environment 854-0466

STUDENT w/ car to pick up 2 children at

scIhxjI, bring honf>e and t>abysit for 2
hours. Pay negotiable. Call after 6pm.
474-8134

SUMMER day camp in Agoura serving

San Fernando & Conejo Valleys seeks
strong staff. Counselors;instructors:
gym, horses, arts & crafts, swimming,
animals: Drivers. $125-190 plus/wk. Call:

(818)706-8255.

Miotosiii'sph^i*:

Wanted for Studio

Portraits. Must have

knowledge of

photography & be

willing to learn.

Flexible hours.

Weekdays &
weekends.. Call

Jackie 1 0-1.(M-F)

(213)477-5566

WE are taking applications for fantastic

summer jobs at UCLA Alumni Associa-

tion's new family resorl-BRUIN WOODS.
You spend your summer in the mountains

at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50 other stu-

dents live together in the Cedar Lodge, eat

with our guests and help carry out a sup-

per family camping program for 10 weeks.

Jobs include: Arts and Crafts, Aquatics.

Housekeeping, Grill. Dining Room.
Grounds. Front Desk and Counsekirs You
also help put on the opening and ck>sir>g

musical shows arul other entertainment.

Get an application at the West Center.

Mail it to us by March 12: BRUIN WOODS
P.O. Box 160 Lake Arrowhead. CA 92352.

(714)337-2478. ,

$5/hour plus bonuses for telephone
qualifier. 3 shifts. M-F. 8 AM-12 PM.
12:3(M:30 pm. 5-9 pm. Contact Jim Buch
or Jim Eskey at 477-401 7. Call for appt.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

BACK office person r>eeded in fast-paced

chiropractic office. Must be energetic and
personable. Will train. Contact Sara 656
8661

Easy extra irKome! $500/$1000 possit)le.

Rush stamped self-addressed envek)pe-

McKinney & Assoc., Dept LA2, 100 E
Hillcrest Blvd Suite 209, Inglewood. CA
90301

••r DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (2 1 3) 655-92 1

2

TICKETS
Re$taurant Bl Bar
Now intervlewino for

experferx^ed
personnel for kite

March empkDyment.
(cooks, soutee &

broiler, salad persons,

^. food servers, ^

nosTesses,

buspersor^, &
dishwashers).

Apply In person:

11150 0lympk:Blvd
(k>bby)

at the San Diego
Freeway

2-5pnr> TtHjrsdays

& Frkkiys

Ji

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN INnRTAINMENT
Pyjbkic Rek3tions

Intern at coletxtty public

relations firm. No pay
but great opportunity to

learn and gain experl-

ence. Call Sonia at

K';213)276^00|

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

BABYSITTER needed. sonr>e evenir>gs.

non-smoker. 3-yr. old. (213)836-8883.

BABYSITTER needed 3-7 pm for five year

old. Must have transportatk>n. 829-5355
(work). 470-2964 (home) Valerie.

CHILDCARE 2:4&-5:45. Tues.-Fri. 2 «veeks

on, 2 weeks off. Must have car. $4.00/hr.

Near Sunset/Barrington. 476-5865.

MOTHER'S helper, afternoons, some
evenings. 3 yr. old. Local referervces ar>d

experier>ce, non-snfK>ker. Car preferred.

(213)396-4823. Leave message.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, sp«ck>us. VoMmite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, dose to everything. (818)

>. ^%ff>->m^h\ - < a *»» -^m t.-^f^mn »vy'^p»**»^^^i m.*#» %»wi* *̂'*
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CfcUB GUIDE, AO HOXSh
FOR RENT.

SUBLET. .......:.66 LECAT APVICE 92. MOVERS...'. 94
.55

COZY guest house in Beverfy Glen area ^

bedroom with firplace S490/mo 4/4-421; i

STUDIO guest house avai|al>ie April 1st y
Quiet, single, nor t,moKny pro>os«onal

$050829-5688

? bedroom 2*^ hath unfurnished targe

house Westwood wafking distance to

campus Beautiful garden 3 months or

more lease $2400/month (2.3)935-0712

HOUSE

VIEW view view! $3000 bonus to buyer.

Gorgeous townhouse, near beach w/2
bed/loft/den, 3 baths and private sundeck.
Big kitchen. Security building Many
upgrades, lovely decor Move-in condiiton

$187,000 Sheri- Fred Sands Realtors even-
ings 473-6156. days 391-6721. (to receive

bonus, you must ask for Sheri)

HOUSING
NEEDED... .60

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Anartmentt avatta&to $680/up. KMM

GERMAN medical doctor couple would like

to housesit in April and May 399-6815.

REAL ESTATE..... 61

WESTWOOD North Village, 6 units pride

-^ ewnershtp Prtefme condttten . Excellent

S'J^IFT your ho«.v5e cr apartment while

you are away this" summer Second year

•aw student*: rlerking w/our firm need
wostsidp hotjuinc Plear>f oa'i Lesli Millef

312 400C' 3x1 S87 tx;fore 4 00 at M%natt,

Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunney &. Phillips....

SUMMEFI '986 Sublets' needed Law stiT
dents working i/ l^ seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-

nished apartments. May-September
May-August Contact Rose "Carnahan.
(213)680;2222.

O'MELVENY ft MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested in

sublettir>g your furnished

apartment any time
from May to August,
& possibly Yi of

September, our low
students will be needing

housir>g. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
669-6539 or 669-6046

Sfx'cialirAnii iti

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLANP
— Attornnj at Imw
• permanent visas

• temporary visas

• naturalization

• asylum, refugee
• vias extensions
• labor certification

• employment
authorizations

for appointment
Call

507-1021
Si Habia Espanol

o 109 E. Harvard
Glendale.CA. 91205

ECONOMY MOVING call us f.rat. for

lowest "^ate ava.lable Complete'^ equip

oed, experienced Call anytime 392 1 108

JERRY'S moving ^ delivery The Careful

"Movers, Free E;>!imates. experienced and

reliable, jerry (2 1 3)39 1 -5657.* ^__

r'

MOVERS 94

Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
^old those old

bikes and—
unwanted furniture

to make seme extra

money for our trif)

this summer!!

J

J now to sublet your

"f apartment for the

HEADSTART ¥
Make arrangements J

Towers-Si 5-Ketton. 208-1976.

SINGLE for 1-2; walk UCLA-Westwood.
partially furnished, laundry, pool,
dishwasher, ac. fireplace. 5 month lease
Apr! August; $675 mo. includes water.

gas, parking. Kris or lisa. 20»O885

SINGLE, pool, parking. Block from cam-
pus/Village. Utilities paid. $500 10966
Roe^ling Ave 208-4253.

WALK UCLA hooray! Spacious, furnished,

bachelor & single. Utilities included.
Mnnogef- 644 Landfair #gOl 206-g67e .

—

owner/user. Principals only. Broker Russ/
Max 828-5683

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

ROOM and board in exchange for

housekeeping and child care, close to

campus, small salary, days-556-3025.

-CaroL

WESTWOOD prime location $100 move-in
allowance, furnished singles. Patio,

elevator, A/C. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485,
managed by Moss & Company.

780 Culver City. 2 bedroom. 2 bath, nice

view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-
6907.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELR...63

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥

T
¥
¥

:~wmnwr. we have a -

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

tttfgft #»»#
number of terrific law

students who need a

summer home in Los

Angeles. If you would

like a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvarado at (213)

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
PfOlGSSlonol Service for Peanuts

^

rs hei^ne<

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself all ^
. that worry at the ¥

end of May. ^
SERVICES
OFFERED.

SERVICES
96 OFFERED ..96

Bachelor apt Furnished. Veteran near
Wilshire. $525/mo. Excellent location

(21 3)275- 14?7, 379-6570 evenings

$795 LARGE 1-bed w/parking. Nice view.

Walk to UCLA & Village. 729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

MOTHER'S heifer needed in exchange for

living in Beverty Hills guesthouse. 20 hrs.

of babysitting per week. References re-

quired. 276-9844

ROOM
^^R RENT . »«64

CONDOS

WESTWOOD large upgraded 1 -bedroom,
1-1/2 bath condo; security building, walk to

UCLA Call agent. 277-5571

.

BRENTWOOD. Super clean, spacious, 1-

bedroom, carpel, drapes, stove. No pets

$700/nK). Only charging 1 -months rent,

security/cleaning to nr>ove in. 678-6648.

BRENTWOOD. Super clean, spacious, 2-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove Uo pets.

$980/mo. Only charging 1 mo. rent, securi-

ty/cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. T

bedroom for $675/mo. Call Mike at 824-

9925.

PRIME Westwood Village executive

apartnienta. $775 and up. Fireplace, pool,

parking, a/c. 208-3308.

2-bedroom unfurnished apt. Excellent kx:a-

tion. Available now. 1390 Veteran.

SlOM/mo. (213)275-1427, 37^^70 even-

irtgs.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

DESPERATELY seeking 2 female room-

matea. 1 -Bedroom, large living room,

kitchen, furnished. 0»My $250/month.

prinw loctton. Su8te-20B>1021. 824-9782.

FEMALE roommate needed, Santa Monk:a

area. Non-smoker. $2l0/mo. plus utilitiea.

452-9078.

M/F - private bedroom, share bath. WLA,
pools, Jacuzzi, non-smoker. $395/mo.
204-4678.

flEED female to share large 1 -bedroom
apt Walk to campus. $275/nx>. Veteran/

Strathmore. 206-4408.

NEEDED: 2 non-snK>king females share 2

bedroom, 2 bath Brentwood apt. $262
plus depoart. 471-4655.

YOUNG profe88k>nal wishes to share 2-

bedroom, 2-bath, beautifully furnished

Brentwood apartment. Female, non-

smofcaf, (21 3)471 0062. —
$385/rTx>., near bus, good beach. Call

302-2009 after 1 1 pm and before 9 am.

FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room Lovely West LA home $100/
mo Sylvia. Eve. (213)748-7042.

FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady,

^wn room Lovely West LA home. $100/^
mo. Sylvia Eve (213)478-7042.

JUST decorated! Westwood furnished ef-

feciency single, new carpet, paint, mini-

blinds, central air/heat. Non-smoker $495
incl. utilities (213)475-7066.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE r>eeded to share one-bedroom
Gayley apartment. Excellent kx:atk>n- next
door to UCLA! Security buikJing, pool, fur-/

niahed. ate. $350/nrK>nth. Call 824-1248 dr
209-2342

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/
month. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath with

3 others. $300/month Parking. Walk to

campus. Call 825-5658 days; 824-5869 or

824-4886 evenings.

FEMALE roommate needed to share 1-

bedroom apartment in Westwood; $337/
month. Call 824-1340.

FEMALE share 1 bedroom, ck>8e to UCLA.
$265./month, pool, security buildir>g, park-

ing. Available /Kpril 1 . Taytor, 478-3579.

MALE roommate for Brentwood single.

Near shop, bus, furnished, stove. $250/
month Ron 471-3569. After 8pm.

NON-SMOKER female for 1 bedroom
Brentwood apartment. Pool, security,

$245/mo. Including utilities. 820-2506.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professk>nally

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

SEEKING non-snx>king males to share 2-

bed/2-bath WLA apt. $195 or $380/mo
(shared or own room) plus deposit. 820-

7905

$400. (X) male only. Three's Company
Room mt patkj in contto . Beverty Mills

area. $400.00 deposit. Available im-

nf>ediately. Jane 277-4584.

CONDOS - =-

FOR BENT....... 69

LARGE WLA condo: 2-bedroom, 2-bath,

security building, close to campus $1250
655-6710.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyt Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

INSURANCE 91

One Stop

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM "(818)992-6966, (213) 87»<M03.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

Printing

Newsletters, invitations, flyers —- whatever
your printing neecJs, our equipment prints
your job quickly and efficiently. Quality
printing on campus, for a low price.

Copying
Quick Copies can give you virtually any
number of copies while you wait, even on
legal-sized, colored or textured papers. Now
we've got self-serve copying machines on
Ackerman A-level and at Lu Valle Commons.

Typesetting

Your flyers, brochures and resumes look
more professional when they're typeset.
Select from a wide range of typestyles. Ask
about our low, competitive prices.

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICE! (818)798-8334.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

HOUSEKEEPER/Babysitter wants work 1-2

days/week Call 471-1587.

First Floor

Kerckhoff Halt

Room 150
Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Closed Sat & Sun
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

A S U C L D
SERVICES

valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs
Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday '

825-7668 —-
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SERVICES X. SERVICES TYPINGAVORD TRAVEL 105
OFFERED 96 OFFERED 96 PROCESSING 100

TRAVEL, 105

SCRATCHED. DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We poUsh ft ctean your hard. seml-»o(t
and sow contact tenses ^t^iio you wait.
Return your contacts to 'like new" corv
dHkxv Feel and see better.
Dr. VoQe«.n32 Westwood Bd. 206- 30n.
VoUdoted ParWno-20% OTJ With This Ad.

•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
{ WOMIN: If you hove dINIculty J
• achieving orgasm and would e
e be Interested In joining a *
* women's group, contact the *

•
e
e
e

Editiafl Jk Typing
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically.

913-396-0193

e
e

Human Sexuality Program at

825-0243. $20 per seulon (or

six weeit group.

B«4*r*a Editing and
Writing Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

• We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213) 837-8292

K,
IfouPreserve
AnAward,
PERMA PLAQUE®
preserves your diplomas,
certificates, photos,or
awards under a protec-

tive layer of hand-
finished clear plastic that's

mounted on fine hardwood with an
elegant touch of gold trim.

asuefa :

k.
CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
1st Fl. Kerckhoff Rm. 150 • Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30. Closed Sat-Sun • 206-8433 A

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette

or birthday party- we make it special. John
(213)559-4089

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?

Establish your portfolio today. Call Linda's

Photography Studio. (213)278-5063.

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/production. Any re-

quirement (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus. algebra,

probability tutoring by and near UCLA
$20/hf. 828 4029. 826-6928

GAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates

(213)935-7592.

LEARN French the easy way by experi-

enced Native Parisian teacher Recom-
mended by the French department and the

French Consolate. 874-0934.

MATH tutoring- elementary through
calculus. Tough made easy. Call Bruce.

(818)505-9927.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

J
PATIENT TUTOR {

MATH (arithmetic through J
calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS,^

J Engineering, Reading, Gram-*

I mar. Study Skills. Work with a J
5 tutor who knows the subject J
<«(well, and can patiently pres-J

ent the material In a variety of ¥
J ways. You will also learn the J
Jproper way to study toj
*.achieve confidence and self-^

reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-

.

^TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

^-A ACCURATE^flAI^OPM. 7 days Typej_

transcribe, & worcT process papers,'
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA,
Marian; 391-3622.

A Better Paper. Writehand Word Process-

ing Call Lois at 828-8410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura

410-2890.

A quality word processing. IBM PC, IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-

tations, one day service. $1 .50/page. WLA,
Myung. 397-6344.

ACADEMIC word processing. Xerox 860
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm. '^7 w ~,~-

_AAA TYPING & EDITING SERVICE ON
WORD PROCESSOR. $1-3/PAGE. CALL
EVAN. (213)450-8719.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR
SPELLING, GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY.

SANDY (213)479-3719. ^

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

NEEDED: Tutor to get me started on

Apple lie. Private home. Call Demott

Davis 464-3746.

TUDOR needed for high school student in

Advanced Placement Pascal. Call

4818)904-9455. after tpm. _z:

APPLE and I word processing MWThF
4-9pm: SaSu 10-8pm. $1 50-$2.25.

Theses, term, etc Dissertation disc

390-4588.

A1 WORDWORKS. ^otd processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.

Pick up/campue M-W. Sheri 662-0869

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious,

dependable, IBM. Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-

ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EDITOR. PhD. Many years' manuscript

experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels, non-fiction.

(213)393-9109.

EXPERT typing/profe8Sk>nal editing: term
papers, theses, disaertatk>ns, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST dependable typlng/word processing,

$1.99/page. Make spetllrH] correctkMis

1(800)352-4343 (2 13)614^9245.

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term

papers, manuscripts, thesis. Reaaonat>ie

rates. Call: Meena ph. no. (213)67»^1 13.

IBM PC Word prooessing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcriptk>n, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush fobs wekxxne. $2.00/

page and up Near UCLA. 473-2SS0.

MARIA'S word prooinatng-d'««»^»tk)nt,
thesis, term papers, dc. • $1 .50/page.

2S6-S175 Of 206-14a8(aaktof Maria Ortiz).

MRS. Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing

Service. Fast, reliable, error-free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-

3 OQ/page. 277-7102.

PROFESSIONAL Typing, editing and rush

jobs. Call Val 477-6220. (9am-lOpm).

TYPINQ-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sionai. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600. .

'-*

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
,

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 93»4303.

WORD processing/laser printer 1 block

from campus. Can type anything- fast, ac-

curate, dependable- anytime. 824-3571

.

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!

tsri

e'
e
e
e
e
•
e

ee

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*,
ONI DAY TYPINO

ProfesalorKil writer with BA In

EngHsh wH type and edit term

paper*, ttwtes. scripts, resumes,

etc. Or editino only. Over 25
yeara experterx^e. Westwood

Vloge. M Dahsney.

824-2853 or 824-5111

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

LOS AIMGELES to...

Bay Area . .

.".
. .from $ 29

Honolulu from S129-

Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong from $386
Sydney from $498
Nairobi from $702

New York.Z.... from $89
London. :from $265
Lima .from $359
Tokyo from $429
Rio from $519
Round World from $1357
|LA Hong Kong Bangkok-Deirii-London-LA)

ASUCtA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

^ ^ YOUR ON-CAMPUS

>lSUCl>l/TP^Y^^ SERVICE • M-F 8 30-6. SAT 11-3
>n yJKJK^LTV A Level Ackerman Union ,„ cna « .. «'"^i nom:, „m,.,o cI dvotiotwifv

School Papers, Resumes ^
overnight, while you wait

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, SM

¥
¥
¥
¥

Loncc*s
One Day Typing
and IBM Word

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

STUOBITOUAHTmr DBCOUHTS

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

J98-04S5 391-338^

MUSIC LESSONS 102

GINGER Adam Studio Of Piano New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

_n©ar UCLA. Any levpl any apft Guitfn;^

available. Jean 476-4^15^"'

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fusion,

rock, )az2, etc. Call Bruce (818)505-9927.

Excellent r«ferencesl

TRAVELING?
COUNCiL TRAVEL
and Alpha Tau Omega (ATil)

Present

INDEPENDENT TRAVEL THROUGH EUROPE
FREE SEMINAR: LEARNABOUT THE BASICS

FLIGHTS
EURAIL
BRITRAIL

* INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. CARDS
YOUTH HOSTELS

RunnFT ArrnMnnA TinNfi

TRAVEL GEAK
FOREIGN CURRENCY
TRA VEL LITERA TURE /
• 'AND MUCH MORE ' '

'

Wednesday, Marcfc 5. 1 986 etOO-ScSOpm
515 Goyfey

Call (213)824-7735
i

^UTOS FOR SALE...1 12 (818)989-3123

SPRING Break Save $ world wide Lowest

TlrotBls/mulaljL:

VOICE, piano, organ guitar 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can

write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-

3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg computerized typesety

lazer printer, typing & word processing

Papers $2ypage & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091. ^___
WINNING resumes! Student special $25.

Free consultation. Free copies One-day

service. Open weekends (213)851 -0717.

CHEVROLET Bel-Air 1971 Runs perfect

Immaculate body. $1200 (213) 469-9373 .

FORD "Pfhto '75, runs great, new brakes.

87 tag, 60.000 miles, must leave country.

(213)471-4584.

MAZDA '81 GLC Sport 5-Speed, sunroof.

AM/FM cassette, 42 mpg. excellent condi-

tion. 827-8883. Lon Ask $3,500.

MUST sell: Dodge Colt/Mitsubishi, 1983,

40.000 m, $3250/obo. excellent condition.

Dwight 478-1 195.

1966 VW Baja Bug Good condition

30.000 on rebuilt Sunroof. $1850 negotia-

ble. Bob (818)348-7937.

A Jlx/\ V CL^f •»••»••••»*•••••»* L\Jj^

m
from

LONDON $478

AM$nRDAM_$495
BANGKOK $*35

IRELAND.. $449

H0N6 KONG..>.$670

* Som* RMtrtctlons AQspiy .

EuralpauM
Itiu^d on tn* ipof

1970 VW Bug. Runs great, new tires

Rebuilt engine $1100 moving - must sell

470-2755

>971 VOLVO 142S runs well, good
transportation, good shape $900/Dbo
CalJ evenings 275-1802

1972 VW Squareback Runs great Rebuilt

_Mflioe^_w/3000mi. Uew brakes Very
reliable $1500 obo Call Sally weekdays"
825-9061

1973 AUDI 100LS; auto, am/fm stereo

cassette, air; sharp' $1200. 391-1113
evenings.

1973 VW K-Ghia. orange, newly rebuilt

engine; documentation; needs some
cosmetic body work; $3500/obo. Dan
(213)470-01 74 evenings.

1973 164E Volva sed^n Safe, depen-
dable, looks great Resonable $1600
(213)825-4563. evenings (818)909-9149.

1975 FIAT 128 Spider convertible; new
paint. $900: 820-7207.

1975 OLDS DeHa Convertible, AM/FM
cassette, power everything, 67K miles,

great shape. $^195. (213)275-9727.

1975 Toyota Corolla, excelent condition.

$800 or best offer. Call 651-1731 after

5pm.

1976 Convertible superbettle VW. Yellow
w/black top. Rebuilt w/15K. Runs great.

Original owner w/ali work receipts. $3900
leave message 459-6657 ;

1977 Datsun 8210. Stick shift, good
mechanical condition. Plate #384 RLT.
$1500 obo. Call 390-2011.

1977 Porsche 924. 4-speed, sunroof, mint

condition, must sell. $4900 obo. Call Chris
838-3125.

1978 BLACK BMW. Sunroff. stereo, spoke
wheels, excellent condition: (213)273-

3796.(213)859-7286.

1978 FIAT X19: engine, interior, body in

excellent condition. 3 speaker, am/fm
cassette w/equilizer, sheepskins, contour
car cover $21 00/obo (213)624-1713.

1979 Firebird. Excellent cor>d. Auto. V8.
68K miles, all power, am/fm. $3900 o.tx.o.

825-1819/394-2118.

1980 Datsun 310 GXHB. &-speed. 2-door.

AM/FM cassette, sunroof. Excellent condi-\
tion. $2500. Call 6-9pm 476-4601

.

SUPER VALUE fVT FROM LAX TO
NEW YORK from $236

CHICAGO ,.-, from $198
hAIAI^I from $238
HAWAII from $239

LONCK>N from $499
FRANKFURT from $589

PARIS/AMSTERDAM from 1599

TOKYO from $579
TAHITI from $579

CRUISE. 7-days from $599
SKI EUROPE from $999

CHARTERS. TOURS. CRUISES.
FIAILPASSES CAR. AND HOTEL

RESERVATIONS
CALL 208-4444 M-F 9-6

~^^. ASTRA TRAVEL '— t—
-noO GLENDON 02025

3!T^r

t^

AUTOS FOR SALE.., 112

Put • little it . Romance in

yoar life. Drive an Alfa

Roaeo froas...

Beverly Hills Alfa
:t074 S. Robertaon at

National
(213)559-7706

'My dining chairs —
•

(oak to th*t core)

We^ent my style anymore
\

I'd ord^t ed new ontfs
j

^'iade of c/>forve

To mo."/9rnL'c

My i.hancfiu^ nome.

' .leorc/ o vof'ce $aY

"Classi*isd'

(S'ji.h f»n« ,9$vff»

Can'* he dsni-^'f,'

/ iK>'d ft 9 oak
And chrori€ »o fit

And row i ihlu oaclrUJ

CO
CO

r.)

AJ

.i

~r-
^f^m

«
i'^M^jr ••«.'. '>>.;« .>«.i^ AW. •cMrv^« ^ ^•^——

"
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V -! Tournament
Continued from Page 29 '

and you are out. That exp>eri-

ence of sudden death will

definitely help in the NCAA."

Bruce Pearl, Davis' associate

head coach at Stanford, said

the prospects of the Pac-10

tournament appeal to the

Cardinal program. **This

weekend does not mean a

thing," said Pearl,-^ —
n;-

quarterfinals of the tourna-
ment will be held on Friday in

which the remaining eight

teams will meet. Those mat-
chups are to be determined by
seedings, the highest seeded
teams wiM play the lowest re-

maining seeds.

The semifinals are slated for

Saturday and the finals will be
played and televised national-

ly on Sunday, March 8. r^—

Kupchak undergoes surgery—

Center's left knee causes concern for Lakers

"We (Stanford) wish there

was a conference tournament
this year. It would give us a

chance." That's something the

14-14 (8-8 in Pac-10) Cardinal
obviously doesn't have this

season.

Following the first two
games on Thursday, the

The four-day schedule will

be rigorous on the players,

who rarely play more than
two games a week. "I think it

is rough," commented Davis
on the tough weekend. "But
I'd play three games on the

last day if I had a chance to

go to the NCAA tournament."

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)

— Center Mitch Kupchak of

the Los Angeles Lakers, who
has sprained his left knee
twice in the last 10 days, will

undergo an arthroscopic exam-
ination of the knee Wednesday
by team doctor Dr. Stephen
Lombardo, the NBA team an-

nounced Tuesday night.

While no major surgical

procedures are anticipated, a

team doctor did indicate that

minor ^repair work could be

done during the examination

if warranted, the club said.

No announcement will be

made concerning how long

Kupchak will be sidelined un-

til after the examination.

Kupchak originally sprained

his knee at Philadelphia on
Feb. 23 and twisted it again

during Monday night's 127-

117 Los Angeles victory over

Golden State at the Forum.

In addition, the Lakers

said, forward James Worthy is

listed as questionable and
forward Maurice Lucas is

listed as doubtful for Wednes-
day night's game against Utah
at the Forum.

Worthy missed six games
due to a groin contusion be-

fore playing 13 minutes in the

first half of the Golden State

game. Lucas didn't play
against the Warriors because
of a hyperextended right

elbow.

AUTOS FOR SALE...112 AUTOS FOR SALE..112 AUTOS FOR SALE...112 MOPEDS 119 FURNITURE 126

1980 Toyota Celica. Excellent condition,

bright red, 5-speed, stereo, air, r>ew

perellies. Julie 654-7002.

1980 VW Rabbit, excellent condition,

$2900 obo. (818)509-3026 or (213)473-

1484. ask for Cindy.

1982 Nissan Sentra, standard S-spd,

queen, stereo, new tires, $4000 obo 851-

1983 Chevy S-10 Blazer. 4 wD, V6. %-

speed, MAGS. Original Owner, Car cover,

excellent, $8700. 454-6723.

1984 Datsun 300^ Coup. 14,000 miles.

-Like new. $12.250 oJ}.o. Steve 479-2014

1980 HONDA Civic: automatic clutch, new
fm/am stereo, new brakes, runs perfect.

(818)788-7399 $2500/obO.

1980 Plymouth Horizon. AM/FM cassette

Low miles, very clean, new battery/radials.

Must see $21 95 (2 1 3)382-71 1

1

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5, littback, 5-

speed, AM/FM stereo cassette, A/C, km
mileage. Excellent condition $42(X) 654-

5750.

1985 Nissan 200SX Sedan, 5-speed, air,

power steering. AM/FM 5-year warranty,

4700 miles, $7000. (213)473-2137.

'73 BMW 2002 tii, fuel-injection, 4-speed.

sunroof, good condition, $6000 otx).

(213)829-5833.

C().V\'E.V1E.\T

ECO.VOMIC.AL

B.ASIC.ALLV

A GOOD IDEA

INSTANT CRfDIT
I

with GMAC fof recent

__ Grcds (low OS 9.9%)
- UASf/ttlY/TRADl

'

new/used car/truck

FrM Cradiff Check!
Lee 20a-3407

UCLA DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

HONDA Magna 700. 1984 2400 miles, li-

quk< cooled, shaft drive; helmets included

$2000; 393-9398 Carl

YAMAHA XT 250. St-legal dirt bike, "81.

12m. red, $550. Call Gerhard, 6-7pm:
474-9207.

1980 Suzuki GS550-E. Mint condition.

9,000 mi., new tires. $800. 820-7207.

1980 Suzuki GS550-E. Mint condition

9.000 mi., new tires. $800. 820-7207.

'75 Mazda RX4 Wagon, runs great. 53m.

excellent body, must sell, leaving USA.

$1000 obd Klaus (2 13)45 1-08 12

'76 MUSTANG II. V-6 automatic, stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $1400 obo.

837-9709 after 6 p.m.

'77 Honda Civic, white, low ^mileage, 4-

speed, cash only, firm $1400. 475-4309.

'79 Scirocco. Xint condition, platinum gray,

air-conditkxiing, radk), 4-spd, k>w-miles-

58M $3495 (818)789-7727 eves.

'80 Mazda RX-7 k)aded, must sell, $5300

obo. 452-6731

.

'82 Rat>bit corwertible, 5-speed, red with

white top, a/c; Btaupunkt removat>te AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9300 obo.

(213)394-6430

MOPEDS 419

HONDA Spree: basket, cover. $180 cash.

Firm. Neal (213)836-2671 evenings.

NEW Honda Spree (Red). Less than 200
miles, best offer. 209-2459 (Vince)

'

1981 VESPA P200E. Excellent condition,

$850471-5101.
j

1985, Honda Spree New Under warranty;

great transportation. $400 obo. 659-9477.

'84 Yamaha 180Z scooter, black, 320
miles, like new, $1200o.b.o. 471-5925.

'85 Honda Aero 50. Driven only 1 month.

Including helmet and Kryponite lock. $650.

655-8168.

'85 Yamaha Riva 180Z. Beautiful Black

with gold pinstripes. Like new, only 550

miles. Was $1800 new, best offer. 275-

8150.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyctopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &

box spring $150. Brass headtward $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & k>ve seat

$495. Dining room sat $8W - Carpeting:

BEAUTIFUL dining room set w/china cabi-

net, buffet, 6 cane-back chairs. $900 o.b.o.

825-1819/394-2118.

WOODEN futon frame, folds Into couch.

Brand new, $250 obo. (213)559-5392.

WOODEN futon frame, folds into couch,

brand new, $250 obo. (213)559-5392.

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

MAMIYA ZE camera with 2 lenses, auto

zoom, make an offer. (213)559-5392.

$5 95/yard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126

i^T5r MATTRESSES^^
All new hotel seU giiiirantet^d

Twin Set $50

Full Set .',..... 168

Queen Set s .....ISg-

KingSet 198

"New 5 piece hedrwim .vet $118

New full size or queen sleeper $139

New sofa and love seat $159

Oak Finish coffee table*...,!... $20

Knd Tables $15

Lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397 .5030

vl-

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE lie with screen, stand, 2nd disk

drive, Imagewriter printer, some software,

all in excellent condition. $850/obo. Call

Bill (213)824-1274.

DISKETTES SSDD 52« DSDD 62C
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
^Offfflilnc^t633 Westwopd Blvd.. #12QZ
Tele. (213) 479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major

brand. New w/warranty. Works on all

Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558 for

demo.

PERSONAL computer ' word processor
XEROX 820 CPM with software $300 or

make offer: (213)472-4664.
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Included tti those scores was a

57.25 total by Rob Campbell.
The past three weeks have

been tough for the senior
All-America. Campbell has
been nagged with a^ groin pull

that has kept him from his

best performances. Last night,

Jiowever, Campbell showed
the country that he is back in

the form that won him three
lO's in last year's NCAA
championship meet.

Another bright spot for the
Bruins was the performance of

freshman Curtis Holdsworth.
Holdsworth's score of 56.50
was not only his best score of

the year, it was his most im-
pressive. For starters,
Holdsworth .scored a 9.8 on
the pommel horse to win the

event, the score becoming the

highest mark of any Bruin this

season.

Holdsworth went on to

score a 9.65 on the high bar,

and a 9.55 on the rings. The
Bruin ended up edging out

teamamte Michael Chaplin to

take the rings.

"We knew Brian wouMn't
be here tonight so it caused us

to pick up the slack. His loss

just pushed us to be bett^,"

said Holdsworth aftar thp

meet

.

"
"

• ~ :

Shurlock was equally pleas-

ed with Holdsworth's perfor-

mance.
"When we saw Curtis as a

sophmore (in high school) we
knew' what h© could do. He is

just a tremendous talent, and
these meets with this type of

competition aje just going to

make ^im better arid—

a

more confident," said
Shurhx^k.

Once again, as has been the
case all season, UCLA's young
gymnasts came through with
the score needed for the vie

tory. Half of the Bruin's 282
points came from freshmen

This type of youth move
ment pleases Shurlock.

"The young guys have been
tremendous," said the Bruin
coach. "Curtis (Holdsworth)
had his best meet, David St.

Pierre and Michael Chaplin
both had their best scores of
the year.

"These types of meets are
great for their confidence."

Tonight's display against
CSUF is the type the Bruins
will need in the upcoming
Pac-10 meet. With the added
punch of Ginsberg, things are
looking up for UCLA.
"The thing that pleased me

most about tonight was our
consistency," said Shurlock.
"We came out and had our
best floor exercise of the
season tonight, and we didn't
let down on the parallel bars
like we have been.

"We were really solid in

every event."

So with the murderers' row
of Ginsberg, Campbell, Luc
Tuerlings~(who placed third in

the overall with a 56.10) and
the youngster Holdsworth, the
Bruins do possess a formidable
l ineup . But that lineup AviU-be-

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^-^^
Permalens& v/

M

Bausch&Lomb ' ^
30 Day Extended

Additional Pair

Total

up to 2 weeks $50
Soft
Daily.

Wear

Total

$65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CAR^ KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Check it out

bdily Bruin

Advertising
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EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Lye Credit Program Arranged

LB. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege Bl . (714) 774-4510

L.A , 1482 S Robedson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7R95

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

tested Tn the hostile at-
mosphere of Tempe, Arizona
where the Pac-10 meet will

take place.

One of the Bruins' three
losses this year came at the
hands of the Arizona State

Sun Devils in their home
gymnasium.

"It's going to be tough in

Arizona7" salth HoMsworth.
"They get really excited and it

is tough to win back there."

Women's gymnastics

Continued from Page 32

had a lion's share of their

evening's problems on the
bars. Because of numerous
falls, Penn Statue scored only
43.80 to fall to an immediate
3.00 deficit. — -
The first small sign of trou::_

ble for the Bruins came on the
bars when Maura Driscoll and
Lesley Goldberg had falls and
scored 8.55 and 8.30, respec-
tively. The other four gym-

irflasts scored 9.10 or above and
UCLA only had to count one
of the two routines with falls.

Three falls on the beam
crippled Bruin hopes-of
another big score.

Of the five routines counted
by UCLA, two were below
9.00 including an 8.30. ^.
"The whole trouble all

night was nerves," said UCLA
coach Jerry Tomlinson.

After two shaky routines on
the floor exercise the Bruins

got back into form.
Karen McMullin continued

her recent success with a 9.25.

Lucena added a 9.3 and Gigi

Zosa scored 9.45. Service
finished things off with a

9.55.

Though the score was , one
of UCLA's highest of the year,

Tomlinson was not pleased.

"Maybe I was depending
too much that they would do
the same thing as Saturday
night," said Tomtinsoir

BARRINGTON PLAZA
HAIR DESIGNERS
March Specialsit

(with this coupon)

Perms (reg. $55), only $30!
Haircut & Blowdry (reg. $27)« only $12!
Tints (reg. $27), only $ 121

Highlight (reg. $60), only $351

213-477-1521
ASK FOR LORRAINE

flLLyoucfiN€tit

17736 Wilshire Blvd.
West Los Angeles
PARKINGAVAILABLE

J

1
I

JAPANESE '

BUFFET

OPEN 7 DAYS

OfFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN rOUR GROUP WITH COUPON

CRAB LEGS • SHRIMP • OYSTERS • SALMON • CALAMARI •

BEEF a LEMON CHICKEN • EGG ROLLS » SALAD BAR...AND^
SUSHI, SUSHI, SUSHI, IN SUSHIBAR

j
Dinner. $7.95 ^^^IF^FTV^TV^P 473-9378 •

»" oO^,e<^^4421 Sepulveda Blvd.\o'^^6*
'

'•^c/t Culver Citv .'^91 -fi?l 7 ^^'.^c^'* f^'-VlCulver City 391-6217 "^lo"^^

^o Contact Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount
'^>^s^>t<^ ''^^'€:p->:

<^.e<*

"I~^on't know ^vhat-W-was

—

tonighlr* said Tomlinson.

"We haven't had two meets
this close together all year,

there wasn't much of a crowd,
and it was mid-week. Maybe
it was a combination of

things," said the Bruin coach.

Bruin Notes: Service won the all-

around title gr»'ng away with a 37.85

. . . UCLA kept up the great work
on the vault scoring a team total 46.85

for the .second consecutive meet. That
will compete with any team ill the na-

tion . . . Only a fall on her mount of

the beam kept Bruin freshman Zosa

from making a serious run at the all-

around title . . . Tomlinson was very

happy with the performance of
sohpmore co-captain Caroline Lee. He
.said, "Caroline has been unbelievably

mentally strong. I'm glad she's work-
ing as hard as she is." . . . The
183.30 team score will help the
UCLA's all-important seasonal score

average that may well prove to be
their ticket to NCAA's in April.

o program and all repairs. >^ ^o- w- ^- c'

Barrett
Continued from Page 28

Wine Company and was
recently on campus interview-

ing prospective graduates for

possible employment at Gallo.

Barrett has enjoyed his

move from water to wine.

**Gallo is an extraordinary
company to work for."

Barrett has discovered that

many of the values he learned

in college he can and does

employ in the business world.

"I learned the ability of hav-

ing a balanced life and the

importance of communication

with other people. I also

learned a little bit about suc-

cess and failure," said Barrett.

"There is tremendous talent

on this campus," Barrett went
on to say, "a lot of goal-

oriented people who are not

scared to make a committ-
ment."

Bill Barrett was not one
who shied away from goals or

committment, a big reason

why Barrett is a Bruip Great.

But more than that Barrett's

ability to look honestly at

himself and bounce back from

his own downfalls has made
Barrett a great in life.

"UCLA SUNDAYS"
STUDENTS-$6.00!
Full-time. With ID.

Cash only.

"s-

SPECIAL RATES
FACULTY AND STAFF

15% DISCOUNT With ID

Subicct to flvailabiiity

UCLA Center for the Arts/The Theatre Group. Inc

,

Lewis Allen. James Nederlander. Stephen Graham. Ben Edwards

Present The American National Theater Production of

JASON ROBARDS
BARNARD HUGHES DONALD MOFFAT

in

br

EUGENE O'NEILL
>

*"UCLA SUNDAYS" SPECIAL RATES.

Final Sunday Performance March 9 at 3:00 p.m.

Purchase tickets on campus at Central Ticket Office or at the Ooolittle

box office.

For more info, call Central Ticket Office (213) 825-9261.

Sandwiches, drinks, coffee and dessert available at intermission.

Directed by

JOS£ QUINTERO
HURRY! CLOSES SUNDAY. MARCH 9!

Tues.-Sat. at 7:00 p.m., Sun. matinees at 3:00 p.m. Student

Rush tickets available for all performances at Ooolittle box office

^-hour before curtain. $6.00 per ticket per full-time student ID.

Cash only. Subiect to availability. Advance tickets at regular prices

available at Ooolittle box office, Ticketron or call

TELETrani (213) 410-1062 • (714) 634-1300.
V

Originally produced at the Jodn F Kennedy Center lor the Perlorming Arts

by the American National Theater Peter Sellars. Director '

JAMES A DOOLITTLF
T- 1 M A I K 1

The Theatre Group. Inc . an eicihng new venture in the perlorming arts by the Center Theatre Group (Mark Taper Forum and Ahmanson Theatre) and UCLA

1615 N.Vine St.. Hollywood u_
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1007BroxtonAve.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

WE3TWOOD VILLAGE

CUT &
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

Call: 208-1468
Expires 4/16/86

^
t

Interested in JUDGING
the 1986-87 Spirit Squad

>/-etits? Student=

.a:

applications are now
available in Kerckhoff 161
«ae TODAY!

/

-Disneyland

FRIDAY MARCH 14, 1986 • 8:00 PM-1:00AM
Students, Foculty Staft Families, ond Guests may
enjoy ttils special value:

V Exclusive Private Porty-not open to ttie

General PubNcI

$1150n Adults (ages 13 and over)

$050
V Admission to Disneyland and unimlfed use of

al ottractlons (except arcades)

V Free Porklng-jusl show your party ticket

(a $200 value)

V Everyone wins a gift from the fbbulous GIft-Glver

Extroordinaire Machine

V Dancing at Videopois

9 Children (oges 3 ffKu 1 2) , ^,^_______
Children 2 years and under free

Regulof Oteneytond Generol PuWIc Possport S16 50

A imiBd numtxf or iw<*5 wl be (MlaMa on o fitsKame. flrsi-served txae
me nigMcifmeeventtoranodd»lonoi$200p»WT)ium

For tickets contact:

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE -
JAMES WEST CENTER
«. 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

-T- __I
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Barrett _
Continued from Page 32
However, after six years of
adolescent competition Barrett
decided to hang up the gog-
gles and swim suit.

"I had been swimming for

six years, and I was burned
out." Barrett, although ex-

periencing great success in the
pool wanted to try different

sports. After a few years of
athletic

. experimentation the
Barrett family moved to Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

There Barrett returned to

the pool in an effort to break
into his new surroundings. A
few years later, Barrett got an
inkling of just how good he
was. The young swimmer
shocked many people,
especially himself when he
broke the state record for the
50-yard freestyle.

"I was very lucky. I won it

on talent only, I swam only
once a week! I don't think it

was something I deserved to

win, some people were train-

ing four or five hours a day,"
Barrett said.

Like bees to honey, Barrett's

record shattering time in the
50 brought the attention of
many swim coaches from
around the country. But above
all other school, UCLA caught
Barrett's eye.

"Thf^re was a

world stage. Barrett was the
odds-on favorite to capture the
gold in the 200 IM.

"It (the Olympics) is a
dream you have for a long
period of time. You were not
allowed to experience the
fruits of your own labor.
Regardless of right or wrong it

(the U.S. pull out) was
something that had to be ac-
cepted," Barrett said.

Barrett struggled with the
decision for a long time but
then came to the quick con-
clusion that life moves on.
The National Championship

of 1982 helped reduce Bar-
rett's pain after missing the
Olympic Games. The champi-
onship is Barrett's most endur-
ing memory of hLs college ex-
perience.

There is no doubt that
UCLA could not have achiev-
ed No. 1 status without Bar-
rett's swimming exploits. Bar-
rett was the top point man at
the Nationals. However, Bar-
rett looks at the championship
as being far from an individu-
al achievement.
"You even should credit

guys like Tim MacDonald and
Brian Goodell who never won
a national championship, but
were determined to turn
UCLA into a power," Barrett
said.

After basking briefly in the

i

que about California, and
when you think about
California you think of
UCLA, John Wooden and all

that sort of thing. I was also
looking for academics as
well

.

"

Barrett, however, was not
the ideal student and he could
not directly^et into UCLA.
IHe^ouId have opted to go^to
a college where academics
were not highly emphasized,
but none were offering
scholarships.

Barrett's parents offered to
shoulder some of the load for
college, but Bill had other
ideas. "It was something I

wanted to do on my own."
When a community college in
Fort Pierce, Florida came
through with a one-year
scholarship Barrett opted to
return to Florida and attend
Indian River College.

"It was one of the best
things I have ever done. I

learned to budget my time
and keep everything ift

balance," sai Barrett.

Ballatore who spotted Bar-
rett right out of high school,
noticed a big difference in Bill
after his one-year stint at In-
dian River. "In Florida he
turned his life around, he got
organized at Indian River,"
said Ballatore. "I was impress-
ed with his attitude."

Barrett's first year at UCLA
was one of the best and worst
years of his life. The new
Bruin was on top of the
swimming world, he set the
world record at the NCAAs in
the 200 IM. He also aided the
Bruins to a 4th place finish
nationally with another win in
the 200 breast.

After the Nationals were
over most swimmers ease off a
little but Barrett continued to
train hard in order to get
ready for the 1980 Olympics
in Moscow.

Iways a myst i- glory of the 1982 NHt irmn}̂
Barrett again returned to the
pool to train for the 1984
Olympic Cames. Bill practiced
along with Ron Ballatore's
swim teams in 1983 and '84.

However, Barrett did not
train in earnest. When the
Olympic trials rolled around
in 1984 Bill was not prepared.
As a result , he f;^iled to do
"welTm the t rials an^ did not
make the Olympic team.

"January through March I

did not pay the price of total

conmiittment, and when I got
there I panicked. I did not re-

ly on past experience.^Any
goal you want to reach you
have to go 100%."

It is easy for an unemo-
tional observer to look at the
vast achievements that an
athletic great like Bill Barrett
has acquired, and then forgets
that behind all the fanfare is a
struggling human being, who,
although blessed with tremen-
dous talent, still grapples with
the same day-to-day problems
that badger all of us. —

Barrett had won a^ational

Then came the blow. It was
all over for Barrett and the
rfest of the American Olympic
hopefuls when President Jim-my Carter decided to pull the
American team out of the
Games due to the Soviet inva-
sion of Afghanistan.

This denied Barrett the op-
portunity to compete upon the

championship, and he was
still the owner of an American
record. He had trained hard
for years, living, eating and
breathing swimming. But
towards the end, at the most
crucial moment, he got burn-
ed out.

"On that given day, at that
given time, you have to take
something like that and move
forward," said Barrett.

"It was a tough period. I

had to do two things: No. 1,1
didn't try to fool myself on
why I didn't make it. No. 2, I

had to get on with my life,

start a whole new chapter."
Bill has moved on from

swimming and UCLA with a
positive outlook, an stc-

complishment that may over-
shadow his many achieve-
ments in swimming. "There is

not much I would change. I

would still come to UCLA and
I would still want to swim
and enjoy college."

Instead of putting his
energies toward cutting as
quickly as possible through
water, Barrett is now busy
selling wine. Bill is currently
an executive with the Gallo

Continued on Page 27
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• tproves tournament
UCLA will host first post-season showdown
By Gary Shepard

After 8^ straight victories

John Wooden was bound to
lose a game. Similarly, after
eight years, the Pacific- 10 con-
ference was destined to have a
post-season tournament.

Pauley Pavilion will play
host to the inaugural Pac-10
tournament, scheduled to
begin one year from today,
Thursday, March 5, 1987.
This leaves the Big Ten and
the Ivy League as the only
conferences without a post-
season tournament.
One problem remains for

UCLA fans, however. With
the tournament not beginning
until the end of next season,
the Bruins have no chance at

gaining an 1986 NCAA bid. It

will be different in 1987.
Under the adopted format,

all 10 teams from the con-
ference will play and shall be
seeded in accordance to their

Pac-10 conference record. The
first six teams draw first-round
byes, while the No. 7 team
will battle the No. 10 team
and the No. 8 team will meet
the No. 9 team on opening
night.

definitely increase the Bruins*
chances of victory in next
season's event. "If we were a
50-50 team at home*, it

wouldn't matter" noted the
second-year assistant. "But our
team plays so well at home, it

will be a tremendous advan-
tage. Our players love the
Pauley baskets."

The decision to hold the
tournament ends years of
debate between Pac-10
coaches, athletic directors and
university Presidents. Many
originally opposed the idea
but have since switched
allegiance.

One of those converts is

use head coach Stan Mor-
rison, who was at first
philosophically opposed to the
tournament. "We (USC) were
in a position to recruit and
become one of the top three

Many in the Pac-10 viewed
Pauley as the most logical

place to hold the first tourna-
ment. According to UCLA
assistant coach. Kris Jason,
many university repre-
sentatives at the Pac-10
coaches meeting last
November 7 in Burlingame
favored conduct

i

ng the first

tournament in Westwood.
"The Administration Com-

mittee felt Los Angeles pro-
vided the best opportunity for

success," said Arizona Athletic
Director Cedric Dempsey,
"because of its large base of
Pac-10 alumni, concentration
of media and UCLA's tradi-

tion of excellent attendance."
Said Stanford coach Dr.

Tom Davis, formerly of
Boston College in the Big East
conference: "It will be a hard
sell the first couple of years,
but Los Angeles is the best
area to begin."

Jason said that having the
tournament at Pauley will

thp Pac-10 this season with
Oregon, and no doubt Mor-
rison wishes there was a con-
ference tournament this year.
USC would have a chance,
rare at that, to earn an
automatic NCAA tournament
bid, the reward that comes
with winning the Pac-10 tour-
nament.

Despite USC's 4-12 con-
ference record this year, Mor-
rison changed his opinions
about the tournament before
the start of the season. "I

think it is critical that we
have one,** said Morrison.
"There is money to be made.
Basketball is a tournament
sport. It would be a mistake
not to have one."
Tournaments do help those

schools which get off to poor
starts. Two years ago,
Virginia finished sixth in the
Atlantic Coast Conference but
won the conference tourney.
The Cavaliers, gaining an
automatic bid in the NCAA
tournament, advanced and
were one of the Final Four
teams.

Cal coach Lou Campanelli,
whose teams' two games up in

iiVashington this v»cH?kend will

Kris Jason

teams in the conference," said
Morrison.

"I was selfish. I was oppos-
ed to the tournament because,
one, I thought it might
eliminate us if we were that

third-place team. Two,
preparation and time Ls inher-
ent in conference play. With a
tournament there is no time,
you play three games in a
row. A lot is left to luck."

But things change, like ftie

weather and the quality of the
Trojan team. USC shares
basement dwelling duties in

determine their NCAA
destiny, is a definite propo-
nent of the tournament plan.
"I think it's good for the con-
ference," said the Bears' first-

year leader from James
Madison. "It's going to be a
step in the right direction. It

puts us (the Pac-10) up with
the ' other top conferences 4n^
the country.**

Many coaches share dif-

ferent opinions on the effects

of the tournament. Some feel

that their team's competitive
edge will fall as the season
draws to a close and the tour-

nament edges near. On the
other hand, some feel that the
weaker teams will play a
greater role in the conference
race by attempting to avoid
finishing last, thus forced to

face the No. 1 team in the
tournament.
"The tournament will give

us (UCLA) the extra experi-

ence," said Jason. "One game
Continued on Page 26

Sailing crew wins regatta
Bruins cruise to South Series victory at UCSB

.'

By Paul Blank*"": ^ '

"

Bruin sophomore sailing
skipper John Carpenter, with
his crew Mark Watkins, sailed

to an easy victory in B Divi-

sion Varsity at last weekend's
South Series Regatta.

The regatta was hosted by
UC Santa Barbara and was
sailed in varying winds with
moderate chop just outside of

Santa Barbara Harbor.
Carpenter's victory, coupled
with Paul Blank's top-five per-

formance in A Division, gave
UCLA its first South Series

Regatta win since the late

seventies.

Carpenter got to the top of

his fleet with consistently good
starts and an adaptability to

the surrounding conditions.

With winds so varying, it

would have been easy to get

caught in an unfavorable posi-

tion on the race course. This

could lead a boat to the back

of the pack very quickly.

^^

Carpenter kept up good
communication with his crew,
and they were able to manipu-
late the changing conditions

perfectly. This was not the on-

ly element in his success.

Superior boat handling and
trim are the cornerstone of

fast sailing.

The South Series of regattas

are the qualification process

for the Pacific Coast Champi-
onships which lead to College
Nationals. Prior to last

weekend, UCLA was tied for

third with Orange Coast Col-

lege.

Just ahead was San Diego
State University, and barely

trailing the Bruins were the

Anteaters of UC Irvine. Last

weekend's performance put
UCI and OCC far behind,

and allowed UCLA to
polevault over SDSU into sole

possession of second place.

USC still leads the series.

Because it was sailed in

Santa Barbara, the regatta at-

tracted many of the northern
schools who will attend at the
Pacific Coast Championships.
Most notably, Stanford, UC
Berkeley, Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo, and the University of
Hawaii were outsailed by the
Bruins last weekend.
The top five schools from

Southern California, the top
five schools from Northern
California, and the University
of Hawaii will meet in
Newport Beach on May 10-11

for the PCCs. The top two
schools go on from there to

the Collegiate Nationals in

Providence, Rhode Island.

A home waters advantage
will be enjoyed by Carpenter,
Watkins, Blank and the rest of

the UCLA sailing team at the
next two South Series which
UCLA will host. These regat-

tas will be sailed in the ocean
off Playa del Rey, March 22-

23. The team will definitely

be fired up to roll over USC.
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Valentine's aunt wrote to him at
follows:

I RECOGNIZE YOUR HAND IN THE
BREAKUP Wrm "THAT UNKIND.
INCONSTANT WOMAN" (see "DAI-
LY BRUIN." 2/20/86. p.21). YOU
CAN'T DENY YOU HAVE. IN THE
past; enjoyed PIECING
TOGETHER THE SEMBUINCE OF A
CONVENTIONAL EXISTENCE. ONLY
TO SMASH IT TO SMffHEREENS
WHEN IT THREATENED TO CUUM
YOU TOO FIRMLY INTO THE CIR-
CU OF NORMALITY. ULTIMATE-
LY. IT'S ALWAYS BEEN YOU THAT
HAS NOT BEUEVED IN THE POSSI-
BILITY OF HAPPINESS. AND THE
IIVES YOU'VE CREATED FOR
YOURSELF HAVE BEEN IRONIC
PIAYS THAT YOU BRING TO AN
END ONCE YOU'VE GOTTEN ALL
THE PLAYERS TO BELIEVE IT'S

REAL. YOUR MOST RECENT
DEBACLE APPEARS TO HAVE TWO
CAUSES: 1) YOU DID NOT TRY
HARD ENOUGH. SUCH AS HELPING
WITH MUNDANE TASKS. OR
APPLYING YOURSELF TO
LEARNING MORE DIFFICULT
TASKS LIKE PLUMBING OR
DEVELOPING COMMON INTERESTS
UKE SIERRA CLUB HIKES OR EVEN
GOING FOR WALKS WITH HER.
AND 2) YOU GOT UP AND
WANDERED OFF AT TIMES IN-

STEAD OF SATISFYING HER NEED
FOR CONTACT - YOU ACTED AS A
TEENAGE DEPENDENT. IT NEVER
OCCURRED TO YOU TO WORK AT
BEING A FRIEND. OR BEING
DEPENDABLE. YOUR FATHER
WAS LIKE THAT. WHEN OFFERED
Ai TRIP OVERSEAS. AS HE TOO
OFTEN WAS. HE NEVER ACTED ON
WHAT CONSEQUENCES THERE
MIGHT BE FOR HIS FAMILY. I

HAVE A LETTER FROM YOUR LATE
MOTHER TO HIM AT A TIME HE
WAS. I BELEIVE. OFF LOBBYING
FOR A PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACT
IN WASHINGTON. D.C. SHE
WROTE: "Even if you can't find

satisfaction in your career there's

an alternative - together we can-
equip Valentine physically and
mentally for a future no other
generation has had to face, that of

the atomic age with all it's In-

securities." APPALLING TO
REAUZE THAT YOUR FATHER HAS
SO OFTEN WANDERED OFF FROM
PEOPLE. EVEN THOSE HE LOVED.
YOU SHOULD NOT BE PAR-
TICULARLY PROUD OF THE
PYSCHOLOGICAL PATTERNING Mi.
PARTED TO YOU BY HIM. AND IT

WOULD BE WEU FOR YOU TO AC-
CEPT ANY UNDERSTANDABLE
CODE THAT WILL GET YOU BACK
INTO LIFE. THERE IS NOTHING
ABOUT YOUR FATHER THAT I FIND
INTERESTING OR ATTRACTIVE. HE
HAS ALWAYS TREATED ME UKE A
BLOODLESS INSTITUTION. I

WOULD NEVER WANT TO EVEN
SOCIAUY DANCE WITH HIM FOR
FEAR THAT HE WOULD CRUSH MY
METATARSALS. AND I WOULD
NEVER BE ABLE TO DANCE AGAIN.
Valentine replied to his aunt ai
follows: YOU MUSTN'T CRITICIZE
MY FATHER TOO SEVERELY. I

HAVE BEFORE ME A POSTCARD HE
WROTE FROM JAVA DATED 6/12/

83: There was a toUl ellipse of the

sun yesterday. Solid cloud cover
all afternoon, but a small patch
cleared at totality, so I gel a good
view. Immediately clouded up
afterward, and rained later, no
more sicy at all. The dots of light

"imderitie trees were all crescent-

shaped just before and |ust after

the eclipse, but pointed opposite
directions. Twilight came rapidly

as the sun got smaller and smaller

(but still fiercly bright), then a
beautiful diamond ring. I thought
this lasted long enough to look at

It, but it was just a flash. The last

bit of sun went out and the corona
became visible. Lots of colors. The
sun loolted as if it wore a huge
hat. Quite dark. Then I noticed-lhat

light could still be seen on the

clouds to the south, and after 30
seconds, it rapidly expanded and
swept before me.... HE MUST
HAVE BEEN FAIRLY CLOSE TO THE
EDGE OF THE PATH OF TOTALITY
AT THAT TIME. I'D HAVE UKED TO
HAVE BEEN THERE WITH HIM
WHEN THE SUN RE-APPEARED.
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Happy Hour with complimentary hors dbeuvrcs

weekdays 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Lapu-Lapu only ! 6.00

. Open 7 days a week • lunch dinner • cocktails

1057 Tiverton Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at 1 100 Glendon Avenue. (213)208-3977

CLOSEST SUPERMARKET
TOUCLACMMPUS

Better than having a refrigerator on campus.

6 Blocks south of Wilshire on Westwood Boulevard.

Complete grocery, produce, meat & deli departments.

Open 6 a.m.-7 Days a Week

12-oz.

-earn

R C Cola
Regular or Diet

\-9 pOCK^1^9
CHEDDAR CHEESE

J.L Kraft

Sharp
8-oz. pkg. $1.89

APPLES
Golden Delicious

Lunch
Size

EHfillSH MU
Thiomas*

PAPER TOWELS
Coronet

Bonus
12-pack $1.99

BloRoll 59^

RAISIN BREAD
Pepperidge Farm

$1.49Mb. loaf

tuestuiard ho
RRK%

J>rices effective March 5 ihrough March 9

WESTWOOD
1515 Westwood Blvd

Open6 A M
to 2 A.M. Daily

BRENTWOOD
11737 San Vicente Btvd

OpenSAM
to2AM Oaii^

SHERMAN OAKS
4520 Sepulveda Blvd

Open 7AM to Midnight

Sundays AM to Midnight

COLONtAt CORNERS
11666 National Blvd

Open7AM
to Midnight

THESIS SPECIALISTS

\

You've done your best on your thesis. Now relax while we do ours. Bring

your dissertation to KinKos for copies that look better than your originals. On
tt>e right f>aper. With professional binding. All done quickly, affordably and

very carefully for a thesis that you can submit with pride and confidence.

kMco's
9

U.>

Great copies. Great people.

1 896 Westwood Blvd. (213) 475-0780

OPEN- Mon thru Thu 8am-Midnight Saturday 9am-5pm

Friday 8am-9pm Sunday 1 2pm-4pm

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

Raying in a goodwill exhibition series in the United States the Keio University

Sball team ^stopped by Jackie Robinsor. -Stadium Yf^^^^ay for a garne w^^^

UCLA Bruins. Keio edged UCLA by a 64 score after having lost to Cal State Nor-

thridge the night before 9-2. After the game, the Bruins and Keio exchanged hats.

Baseball
Continued from Page 32

his credit.

Anteater left fielder Tom
Baine is hitting .375 with

fim»hk*s and nine RBIV

The Bruin bats have been

hot lately as UCLA pounded

out 34 hits in the ASU series.

In the 12-8 loss the Bruins had

a season high 13 hits.

UCLA has also shown the

ability to hiiahe long bail thi5

Baine, a senior, played
baseball at UCLA for two
seasons before transfering to

Irvine as a junior.

The Bruins will send Jeff

Conine to the mound to try

and extend his 4-0 record and

lower his 3.21 ERA. Conine's

last appearance was a relief

^blein last weekend*s 12-8 loss

to ASU. He pitched 4.3 inn-

ings, giving up two hits, four

runs and striking out four.

season as the Bruins have rap-

ped out 27 home runs in just

18 games. UCLA had four

round trippers against the Sun
Devils last weekend of which
two belonged to freshman
Charlie Fiacco, his second and
third of the season.

date is freshman third
baseman Scott Cline who has

started off at a .394 clip.

Cline has hit safely in 15 of

his 38 at bats and his stats in-

clude three home runs, four

doubles, and eight RBIs.

:Oth€r facts and figaTes=4n:

Todd Zeile leads the team

with' five HRs and John
Joslyn is right behind him
with four.

The team's leading hitter to

elude: 2^ile leads the team in

hits with 22, Joslyn is the

leader in runs with 19, dou-

bles with eight and walks with

16, and Gary Berman is the

leader in game winning hits

with three.

In pitching, Alex Sanchez

leads the staff in strike outs

with 33, Dana Ridenour's 1 .6^1

ERA is tops among pitchers

with more than two innings

pitched.

Bruins compete in top tourney
Trigueiro, Diller awarded spots in main dxaw
By Colinne Bartell

This weekend a few of the

UCLA men's tenni.s team
members will be taking on the

nation's best at the Southern

California Intercollegiate

Championships.

The Valley Hunt Tennis

Olub in Pasadena will play^

host to eighty players from

across the coimtrv. The main

draw will consist of 32
players, 16 of which have

already been granted rights in

the main draw,

—

Sixty-four other players will

be battling for the remaining

16 positions in pre-<iualifying

when play begins tomorrow .

Two Bruins already in the

main draw are Treshman T4n^

Trigueiro and sophomore Ken
Diller. Players still having to

qualify for the main draw for

UCLA are Mark Ferreira,

Jamie Talbot, Eric Wee.
Noyan Gharemani, Abelardo

Venezuela and Ken Wagner.

A tournament of this caliber

will be tough but competing

and gaining match experience

will definitely help the Bruins.

With eight UCLA players in

the draw, the team from

Westwood should do some
serious damage.

Miller a unanimous Pac-10 pick
Welp, Olson awarded top conference honors

WALNUT CREEK, Calif.

(AP) — University of
Washington center Chris Welp
on Tuesday was named Player
of the Year and Lute Olson of

Arizona was named Coach of

the Year in Pacific- 10 basket-

ball.

Welp, a 7-foot, 245-pound
junior, headed up the All-

Pac-10 team. The player
awards were determined by
head coaches* votes.

Welp ranks second in the
conference in scoring and re-

bounding, averaging 19.7
points and 8.4 rebounds a
game. He holds all of
Washington's records for
blocked shots, including six in

one game, 58 in a season and
114 in a career.

Others on the all-conference

first team were UCLA's Reg-
gie Miller, a unanimous selec-

tifljn...along with Welp;

Arizona' Steve Kerr, Oregon
State's Jose Ortiz, Paul Fortier
of Washington, Kevin Johnson
of California, Stanford's Todd
Lichti, Washington State's
Keith Morrison, Jerry Adams
of Oregon and Derrick Dowell
of the University of Southern
California.

Miller, a junior, leads the
Pac-10 in sconng with a 26-
point average.

Kerr tops the conference in

free-throw percentage at .909
and is among the leaders in
scoring, field goal percentage,
assists and steals.

Ortiz, a junior, is averaging
16 points a game to go with
7.9 rebounds and 1.4 blocked
shots.

Fortier, who missed three
games with a sprained ankle,
is scoring 15 points a game
and pu lling down 7.4 re-

bounds.

Johnson, a key player on

California's much-improved
team, is scoring 14.5 points a

game, shooting free throws at

an .806 clip and averaging 5.8

assists.
I

Lichti is the first freshman

to make the all-conference

team since Southern Califor-

nia's Cliff Robinson in 1978.

He averages 17 points a game.

Morrison, twice an All-

conference selection, leads the^

conference in steals with 2.1 a-

game to go with averages of

14.3 points and 4.3 assists.

Adams, a senior, leads the

league in rebounds with a

10.2 average and is second in

field goal percentage with a

.558 mark.

Dowell is averaging 15.

5

points a game and 7.8 re-

bounds. ,- -..-a-^, -^-^ .-

i
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Netters face SMU,
use following spit
By Shawn A. Sanders

Coming off a trip up north
last weekend, the UCLA
women's tennis team split

matches against Stanford and
California. The Bruins lost to
Stanford Saturday 8-1, then
turned around Sunday and
beat the Bears 6-3.

This week's Bruin schedule
is just as tough because SMU
and use lie ahead. Today at
1:30 on the Sunset Courts,
UCLA meets the Mustangs,
the 19th-ranked team in the
nation. The seventh-ranked
Bruins don't seem to be
stressing too much over this

one.

UCLA's record against the
Mustangs stands at 2-0. Ob-
viously, the tennis team from
Texas has not traveled to
Westwood very often, but
when they come to play, the
brand of tennis SMU brings
has always been a challenge
for the Californians.

"This will be a very im-
portant inter-regional
match," said Bruin coach
-Gayle Godwin^ Thp piirpr><^.

ot these inter-regional mat-
chups is two-fold; one to

compare the competition in

various parts of the nation,
arid two, to determine na-
tional team seedings.

Anticipating a good
match, Godwin commented,
"We should win, and the
match will be very coni-

petitive." The coach added,
"SMU is a good team."

In fact, it's the third best

team > out of Texas (number
one and two being Trinity
and Texas)

.

^^
Representing the Mustangs

in singles competition
numbering one through six

are Gene Marie Sterling,
Lynda Tate, Heather
Hairston, Jennifer Santrock,
Julie Baird and Ani Gelats.
Sterling is the only na-
tionally-ranked player for
SMU. She falls in at No. 20.

In doubles competition for

4he'|Mustangs are, at No. 1,

Tartimy Christensen and
Gene Sterling; No. 2 Heather
Hairston and Jennifer San-
trock; and No. 3 Julie Baird
and Liz Burrus.

SMU is currently on a roll,

beating their last few oppo-
nents handily while only
allowing them a few mat-
ches.

The Bruins, however, have
four nationally-ranked
players who will see action
this afternoon. In singles
^competition, ioni-dUrbi
Jennifer Fuchs, Allyson
Cooper, Maria LaFranchi,
Catherine O'Meara and
Patricia Hy will take to the
courts first. Bruin doubles
will be composed of Jennifer
Fuchs and Debbie Caccato,
Joni Urban and Maria
LaFranchi, and Colinne
fiartel and Allyson Cooper.

Spikers face Penn St. at Pauley
Bruins play at home after extended road trip
By Bob Brunwin

Finally, the UCLA
volleyball team will be play-
ing a match at UCLA. The
Bruins take on the No. 8 rank-
ed Penn State Nittany Libns
tonight in Pauley Pavilion at

7:30.

Tonight's match will be the
Bruins' fir§t iiome match since

January 24 when they
defeated the now No. 2 rank-
ed use Trojans. UCLA has
been all over playing everyone
from Pepperdine (The Waves
are still undefeated at 12-0) to
lowly St. Mary's up in the Bay
Area. ^\

,

This extended road trip has
not been a smooth one for

UCLA. The Bruins are now
ranked No. 3 in the nation
with their 20-3 overall record
and 6-3 mark in league play.
The great spaces of the
Pavilion will be a welcome
change for the t^am and head
coach Al Scates indicated that
the home court advantage will

be considerable.

"We rarely lose in Pauley
Pavilion," said Scates, "It's a
trenmm
disadvantage to a team who
plays in a gym that resembles
a closet to come into a place
like Pauley because the depth
perception is greatly different
and they have trouble passing
the ball."

There certainly won't be
any side outs or lost points
because of the ball hitting the
ceiling at the Pavilion. This

has been a big annoyance in

the smaller gyms of the
Bruins' recent opponents.
A greater annoyance for the

Bruins was their stagnant of-

fense that became a problem
while on the road. Earlier in
the season, UCLA just wasn't
controlling their opponents the
way they have in past years.

Traditionally, UCLA has
been a^team with superior tal-

ent. They haven't had to rely

on a great deal of tricks in

their offense because they've
been far and away better than
their opponents.

This year, they don't have
Ricci Luyti^, Doug Partte,
Dave Saunders, Karch Kiraly,
and Wally Martin on the same
team like in '84 when the
Bruins went undefeated. That
year, like others in the past,

UCLA simply dominated the
competition.

This year, the Bruins sport
Ozzie Volstad as a pre-season
All-America, Don Dendinger
hitting extremely well, and
Reed Suhahara at not quite
100% since his leg injury last

year.

linger has been -our"
leading hitter," said Scates.

"He's been our steadiest player
in all our matches this
season."

As for Sunahara,* "Earlier,
he wasn't playing as much as
the other players on the
team," said Scates, "but
recently he's been playing all

the way. Originally^iiL was
pulling him out to rest him

and also because he wasn't
quite as mobile as he was be-
fore the accident.

"He doesn't dig as well as

he used to although his Jigg-
ing is improving just like his::^

blocking and hitting. Probably
in another month or so, he
won't be coming out at all."

Is Sunahara back to 100%
yet? Scates said, "No, he's Tiot

even close. I think he started
at about 50% this year and
he's come a long way."

Because of problems like

Sunahara's injury and general-
ly because the team has not
been playing as well as they
have in past years, Scates has,

changed to a 5-1 offense
which means that he now uses
just one setter and five hitters

where before he had two set-

ters in matches at all times.

"(Andy) Klussman has
adapted to this 5-1 offense
quite well," said Scates, "For
the second and the third spot,
there's a lot of competition
right now."
The team seemed to be un-

comfortable with the n6w
setup in their three-game loss

to use orrthe February 22r~
but they have been improving
as evidenced by a victory over
fourth-ranked Stanford last

week.
The Bruins ought to be very

comfortable with their offense
by now and they should put
Penn away quickly, but, as we
all know by now, one should
never judge=i=^teaH^ ^ ite=
ranking.

THAT WAS THEN...
(before tooth bonding)

THIS IS NOW!!!
See Dr. Friedman

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

= ' For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
•Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCL^ Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

TEX MEX COMES TO THE BEACH
MARIX TEX MEX PLAYA
1 18 Entrada Dr.,Santa Monica

459-8596

OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER 5-1 1p.m.

Jriday & Saturday 5-2 a.m.

New
Brunch - Saturday - Sunday 1 1a.m.

March 1-Open Daily for Lunch 1 1-5 p.m.

FULL BAR-GREAT MARGARITAS

'

BEST FAJITASJN LA
(Don't forget our W-Hcllywood Location)

COMBINAnON
COUPON

$2.95
any 2 Item combo

(reg. 4.95)

1

lunch or dinner
present this coupon

118 Entrada Dr..

Santa Monica

Good thru

3/31/86

459-8596

Are you: *a Freshman?
Sophomore? Junior?

Senior?

* sick of midterms?
* interested in FUN?
Ready To DANCE?

Israeli Dancing - the best

study break you'll ever take.

r

at: 900 Hilgard Ave.

at: 7:30 TONIGHT

Free & Fun for UCLA Students w/I.D.
-

I

Sponsored by JSU

$10 OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO IN STOCK

Sxutn fux£,do

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT I.D.

1 0970 Le Conte Avenue
Westwood Village

Lqs Angeles, California 90024

213-208-8755 213^208-5275
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sports Rjck Alexander. Sports Cdiar

Rick Schwartz. Assisum Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrkk. AssaUmt Sports Editor

Greatest Bruins ever

Barrett's swimming still making waves in tlie

Former Bruin maintains record

after a remarkable career

Former UCLA great Bill Barrett still holds the American and NCAA record of 145.00 in

the 200-yard individual medley.

By Kevin Lynch

Staff Writer

Swimming records are

about as fleeting as a shooting

star.

Like waves the evolutionary

march of swimming sweeps

over old records and is con-

stantly replacing them with

new. A world swim mark is

about as enduring as a

Hollywood marriage.

But there are exceptions to

every rule. One American
record has been nailed down
by the same man for the last

six years. He set the mark in

1980, broke his own time once
again in 1982 and it still

stands today as the fastest

time ever.

The event, one of swimm-
ing's most demanding, is the

The time is an American and
NCAA record mark of
1:45.00. The man is UCLA
great Bill Barrett.

Of course the record setting

time that is living an eternity

upon the books overshadows
Barrett's many other swimm-
ing feats, which include
NCAA-erowns in^^

three years in a row (1980-82).

Barrett also achieved All-

America status in each of
those three years along with
winning the 200-yard
breaststroke at the Nationals
in 1980.

Along with compiling a
long list of personal accolades,
Barrett also had the distinc-

tion of being a fine team
swimmer. He was an integral

part and co-captain of the
immortal UCLA National
Championship team of 1982.

"He was a great team
player and worked hard,"
UCLA coach Ron Ballatore

said. Ballatore went on to say
that at times Barrett was not

always the easiest of swimmers
to coach. "We had our dif-

ferences but who doesn't?"

The differences, however,
have not endured. Both caoch
and former swimmer have
great admiration for one
another. Barrett does his best

as a former swimming great to

lure the nation's top recruits

to come to UCLA.
crrett^ own ruad to

'

Batters to face

Irvine after two

straight losses

UCLA began when he was
just a small boy in Florida.

Barrett began his illustrious

swim career at the wee age of

six years old, taking to the.

water like a big mouth bass,

"I was involved with a lot of

swim club programs. I had
success at the more structured

and began competinj
more and more.
"Of course it was fun, as a

little ki^ I had a ton of

energy," Barrett recollected
over afternoon Java at UCLA's
Kerckhoff Coffee House.

Continued on Page 28

Both Bruin gymnastics squads score wins
ii.

By Scott Alberts^
' Staff Writer

» UCLA's baseball , team will

entertain the Anteaters from
UC Irvine at Jackie Robinson
Stadium today. Came time is

2:30.

The Bruins enter the contest

in the midst of a two game
skid— not including a 6-4 ex-

hibition game loss to Keio
University of Japan yesterday.

-The Bruins broke a seven
game win streak last weekend
by losing the final two con-
tests of a three-game series at

Arizona State. The losses to

ASU dropped UCLA's record
to 12-6 overall, 1-2 in Pac-6
play.

Irvine enters the game with
a two game win streak going
and an overall mark of 7-6-1.

It's record includes victories

over use (9-7), Loyola
Marymount (8-6), and Cal Po-
ly Pomona (1-0).

The Anteaters list
sophomore hurler Craig Brink
as the probable starter. Brink,
a 6-3 right bander, is 2-1 on
the year with a 3.38 ERA.

At the plate Irvine is led by
first basemanCene
Roumimper who is hitting an
even .400 this season.
Roumimper has seven doubles,

19 RBI's, and one home run to

Men record top

mailc in nation in

blowout Fulerton

By Greg Bolin

The UCLA men's gym-
nastics team has to be fly-

ing after they breezed by
the Cal State Fullerton
Titans 282.60 to 274.30 last

night. The Bruins did all of
this without their best, and
arguably the hottest gym-
nast in America, Brian
Ginsberg.

The Bruins' score of
282.6 is the best in the na-

tion by a full point, better-

ing the mark set by the
Stanford Cardinal earlier

this season.

"We were pleased with
our performance tonight,"
said UCLA coach Art
Shurlock. "Our score is the
best in the nation and it is

good to come so close to the
end of the season."

If this good news doesn't

make Shurlock happy
enough then high scores
from the entire team
should. Five of the six com-
peting Bruins came through
with their best scores of the

1986 season in the victory.

Continued on Page 27

I . ^ -r 1. . ... ^^^ NAJARIAN/Dailv Brum
Luc Teurlings took third place In the all-around last
night during UCLA's dual meet with Cal State Fuller
ton. Teurlings scored a 56. 1 0.

Fals hamper, but^

women hold on to

defeat Penn St.

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

UCLA's women's gym-
nastics team^' was cruising

down the road to a repeat
of last weekend's 186.35
score when they ran into a

treacherous obstacle.

After piling up the points
on the vault and bars, the
Bruins failed to successfully

negoiate the slipperly,
four-inch wide balance
beam and suffered three
falls. The result was a

disappointing 44.55 team
total for the event.

UCLA recovered on the
floor exercise and finished
with a 183.30 score, good
enough to tie their second
highest total of the year
and defeat visiting Penn
State by over two points.

Beginning on the vault,

UCLA asserted their control
of the meet. Bruin Amy
Lucena took only one vault
but made the most of it

with a 9.55. Tanya Service
added a 9.6 and the Bruins
were off to another big
start.

Meanwhile Penn State

Continued un Page 27

News: GSA mid-year
reviews through the eyes
of its elected officials.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: One stu-
dent writes of similarities

between th^ Philippines

and South Korea. See
page 14.

Review: A review of

the Murray Louis Dance
Company with Dave
Brubek says they are
hot. See page 16.

Sports: Previews of

Cheryl Miller and the

use Women's Basket-

ball team's game at

UCLA. See back page,^

UCLA Weather
Hazy Skies.

r^^^c^^v.
High: 69. low: 53. { /^\
(Dept. ofAtmos- ^ -^
pheric Sciences forecast)

f » r

University of California Los Angeles ^Thursday, March 6, 1988

Unsafe USC dorm buildings

force eviction of students

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Students living in the two
oldest dorms at USC have been told to move because the
buildings are earthquake safety risks and will be closed.

The 233 students living at Teuton Hall and the Harris
Plaza Apartments received their eviction notices on Feb. 6,
sparking student demonstrations in front of the Student
Union and campus housing office.

University officials have guaranteed new quarters for all

the displaced students, but the students claim the new
housing will cost as much as $800 a semester more than
they're now paying.

In addition, students claim the crime rate around off-

campus housing, which they will have to use, is higher.
Other students are angry they didn't know about the

problems. The buildings were identified by city inspectors
in 1981 as being at medium risk.

"I feel like the university was lying to me," said Stacey
Gong, 18, student president of the Harris Plaza Apart-
ments. 'I know my~parents are furious that I was living in"

an unsafe building," the sophomore said.

"There have been conversations specifically about
Touton Hall for two years," countered Kristine Dillon,
associate vice president of student affairs. "There's been a
lot of time to evaluate the situation and for the students to

have their input."

"I think the thing that people were upset about was that
it took Mexico City for them to make a decision," said

J.C. Braam, 18, a Touton Hall freshmftn.' "Before that
they were procrastinating.^^

^ ^
The students have asked the university to renovate the

buildings and keep them open. The 134-student Touton
Hall on 34th Street and 99-student Harris Plaza on Exposi-
tion Boulevard are the oldest student residences on cam-
pus.

Ms. Dillon said the relocation was called for student
safety and noted the buildings are not in violation of city

safety codes and never have been.
The university will receive citations by November 1986

ordering the buildings be abandoned or renovated, said

Allen Asakura, chief of the earthquake safety program.
— He said more than 8,000 buildings were placed on an
earthquake safety list in 1981 and the owners of 2,600
buildings ^ave "Been issued citations ordering either

renovation or abandonment.
The USC buildings were on the medium-risk list,

Asakura said, but city inspectors started with high-risk

buildings.

JULIE ANDERSON

BRADLEY GEARS UP — Mayor Tom Bradley speaks during Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy's
campaign appearance in downtown Los Angeles.

McCarthy announces candidacy,
«niphasizes=Bradley's=icampaign~
By Anthony Aarons, City Editor

In what could have passed as a stop for

Mayor Tom Bradley's gubernatorial campaign,
Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy annouced his can-
didacy for re-election Wednesday at a senior

citizens home in downtown Los Angeles.

"As in the past campaigns and in 1982 Tom
Bradley and I will be working together for

—voter participation and registration in this

election," McCarthy said at a press conference
—following the announcementv^

Drive, unity ways to raise biacic

women's influence, speaker says

By Glenn Adams

Initiative and greater unity
are ways for black women to

achieve more influence in to-

day's society.

During a forum on "racism,
sexism and capitalism" Tues-
day, Vicki Mays, a UCLA
associate professor of
psychology, referred to a fa-

miliar Virginia Slims cigarette

slogan and questioned its ap-
plication to black women.
'*You talk about this,

'You've come a long way
baby,* " Mays said before an
audience of about 60 people.

"I think we need to examine
that."

Citing what she feels is a

lack of black anchorwomen
and the absence of black
women on the U.S. Supreme
Court, Mays questioned the

representation of black women
in positions of power.

"Being more supportive of

one another" and "taking your
future into your own hands" ,

are . ways to promote better

representation for black
women, she said. "It's very
important that you become
aware that you have to take

an initiative in progress."

Subira Kifano, vice chair-

woman for "Us," an organiza-

tion geared toward the
"liberation of African people,"

opposed the degeneration of

some black relationships into

what she termed "cash,"
"flesh/* -'force" and
"dependency connections."

Instead, Kifano suggested
that black women and men
need to reach a sense of
spirituality together. The shar-

ing of certain values, having
common interests, reaching
"clear terms," having a "quali-

ty commitment" and "con-
tinual renewal and reinforce-

ment" are ways to overcome
baser connections.

Claiming that whites exploit

problems within black rela-

tionships to split blacks among
-^ Please sec UNITY. Page 12 I

The effort for Bradley, however, was
highlighted by speeches by Bradley, and L.A.
County Supervisor Ed Edelman, who made
the Bradley campaign the main theme of the

day.

"I am here to wish Leo good luck and say I

look forward to working with him in

Sacramento in 1987," Bradley said.

Edelman then took the podium and echoed
the scptijnent, "I am proud to have a great

tickef of Bradley and McCarthy leading the

Democratic ticket in November. And we need
^o work to make sure we don't just have Leo
in Sacramento alone but with Tom Bradley up
there with him.'*

McCarthy, who is facing no major opposi-

tion in the June primary, related what he felt

were his accomplishments during his term as

lieutenant governor, in such fields as the elder-

ly and toxic waste.

"We have worked to give our senior citizens

homes that don't abuse its residents, and a

clean water system free of toxic waste," he
said.

McCarthy's statement on senior citizens was
particularly well received by the crowd of 50
-residents tyf the Angelus Plaza Senior Citizens-
home where McCarthy spoke.

Former Lt. Gov. Mike Curb and State Sen.

H.L. Richardson (R-Glendora) are the main
contenders for the Republican nomination.
Richardson in the past has critized McCarthy
for his use of the elderly and toxic waste as

major issues.

McCarthy responded to this charge Wed-
nesday, saying, "I want you to tell the 2,500

Californians that were poisoned from toxic

waters that is not an issue.

The 55-year-old McCarthy appeared in Los

Angeles as a part of a four-city campaign sw-

ing. He was joined by his wife Jackie and his

three grown children.

Support group helps returning
students share ways of coping
By Margaret Arana

Most 18-year-old
freshmen would probably
agree that UCLA can be a

very impersonal campus at

times, but for an older stu-

dent who has been away
from school for several

years, the feeling of isola-

tion can be even stronger.

In response to this situa-

tion, the UCLA Women's
Resource Center and the

UCLA Student
Psychological Sevices are

sponsoring a returning stu-

dents sup{X)rt group Wed-

nesdays from 1-2 p.m. in

Math Sciences 4223.

"People give a lot of sup-

port at the group," said

Counseling Psychologist
Susan Bakota, who leads

the group. "Returning stu-

dents are usually very
motivated people, but they

do not always have a lot of

confidence at first."

The support group gives

the returning student a

chance to meet other stu-

dents of the same age and
hear how others are coping

in a similar situation,

Bakota said.

Most of the students who
participate in the group
have a full-time job and
families. Group members
range in age from 25 to 60

„

Bakota said.

The group is not a thera-

py session. Bakota attends

every meeting, but said, "in

some ways they don't even
need me. They get a lot

from each other."

Dale Newman, a 42-

year-old senior, said the

group is "a sharing of
resources, both academic
and emotional."
Please see SUPPORT, Page 12
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Newspaper reports Marcos tampered -

with Benigno Aquino murder trial

SAN FRANCISCO — Deposed Philippine president Ferdi-
nand Marcos issued instructions to a judge and prosecution
lawyers and otherwise tampered with evidence in the trial of 26
defendants charged in the murder of Benigno Aquino, the San
Francisco Examiner reported Wednesday.

In a copyright story, the newspaper said the trial's onetime
chief prosecutor, Manuel Herrera, said crucial evidence and
prosecution legal briefs were supplied to Marcos in advance and
that Marcos insisted on changes beneficial to the defendants.

Herrera quit, frustrated with the interference, in what he
called "a flagrant violation of due process," the newspaper said.
The defendants, 25 military men and one civilian, were ac-

quitted in Manila last November. The defendants included
military chief of staff Gen. Fabian Ver, who fled to exile in
Hawaii with Marcos.
Aquino, chief opponent of the Marcos regime, was

assassinated Aug. 21, 1985, as he stepped from an airliner at
Manila.

The story said Marcos met secretly in January 1985 with the
chief judge and four attorneys in the case and that Herrera was
present.

Marcos was reported to have talked of the need to engage in
"moro-moro," characterized as an idiomatic term meaning
play-acting, to assure the trial with appear credible^- .

Herrera quoted Marcos as saying, "I'm a grateful man, I

know how to reciprocate." ' '

NASA may return to 'throwawa/

to launch waiting satellites-LH 4S

WASHINGTON — With dozens of satellites waiting to be
launched and the shuttle grounded, NASA may return to
throwaway rockets and make room for commercial payloads on
the few launch vehicles still on hand.
The space agency had contracted to deploy six commercial^

communications satellites from the shuttle in 1986 and six in
1987. In addition, its biggest customer, the Defense Depart-
ment, had booked all or part of 12 shuttles in the two-year
period.

3Cr -------

^n five of those fli^fe, nothing is known^f tlie cargo but
presumably all involved launching one or more satellites.' The
others were to carry at least 11.

Although the cause of the Jan. 28 explosion that destroyed the
shuttle Challenger and its crew has not been determined, NASA
officios exp^t it will be at least a year before another attempt
U5 made to launch a shutde. That has NASA managers looking
for other ways to hold onto its customers in an increasingly
competitive market.
The agency is concerned that its customers, who have heavy

investments in satellites, might turn to the European consortium
Ananespace.
"We have had inquiries" from Americans who want to putup satellites, said Jacqueline Schenkel, spokeswoman for^

Ananespace. She said the consortium had six to eight spots-
available in the next two years. _^

^ ^ ,^
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Defense contractors seek to build

new radar-evading stealth fighter

fiJrm.n!.''hT w^ ^T" '"T^ '^^^^'^ contractors filed

.^lifh^L ,u^^"^^''y 1° ''""^ " "e^ radar-evading

m!^ lQ(^f
^' ^^^ ^" ^°"^ ^°P^ ^"' '"'« the skies by the
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GSA President Howard looks back with satisfaction
By Bill Bowmer, Senior Staff Writer

fc

After two terjns as pr^iderit of the
Graduate Students Association,

, Deborah Howard said she has achiev-

ed her goals.

"There's nothing I have left to do —
I'm satisfied," she said.

Howard, the first woman to serve

two terms as GSA president, said she
considers her second term to have
been more productive than her first.

"In my second term, I worked half the
time and accomplished twice as

much.".
Howard pointed with pride to the

textbook rebate she helped pass as a
BOG member which she said will

return at least $400,000 to students
this year, and as much as $2 million

or more in the next four years.

She said she was proud of a student
health insurance subsidy she initiated

which made a year's insurance, nor-

mally $380, available for $100 to stu-

dents on financial aid.

"These two issues had the broadest
impact on the greatest number of stu-

tts," she said .

title to be 'student' first, then 'gradu-

ate,' then 'president.""

Howard described her current con-
cern with the "pay differential" be-

tween student and non-student
ASUGLA employees, with students
working 60 percent of ASUGLA's
-compensated hours, but only receiving

40 percent of the pay. She said she
would like to see ASUGLA move
toward parity.

j'o the charge that tliis.-proposal wilL

Howard said^i|he believes she struck

"a good balance," between on- and
off-campus issues during'her terms.

The campus issue which received

the most attention last quarter was
GSA's failure to properly follow its

constitutionally-mandated appoint-
ments process. Unlike some GSA of-

ficers, Howard said she saw the dif-

ficulties in a positive light.

"The appointments controversies
had a very positive impact on my
term," Howard said. "It was one of

the best things to happen to GSA —
the system worked really well to try

and solve the controversies."

An issue which has caused intermit-

tent trouble for GSA is its budget. In

its first six months, GSA overran its

budget by $241 in office expenses and
$173 in programs and publications.

Line 'item revisions in the budget will

resolve the problem and leave $75,338
of its $106,814 Gentral Office budget
to be spent in the last half of the year.

"One thing I would have done dif-

rferently is insist my predecessocs. had:

benefit undergraduates rather than
graduate students, Howard replied, "I

consider the order of priorities of my

compiled a president's manual on how
to accomplish things," Howard said,

adding that she hopes to make future

presidents' jobs easier. "I'd like to

leave a legacy of information and
organization so'^ my successors ddn^t
have to go through what everyone else

has before them."
"The single biggest problem with

student government^4s^4l

tinuity, which means that every year

we re-invent the wheel," Howard
said. She believes her two terms as

Greening reflects on term as
GSA external vice president
By Bill Bowmer, Senior Staff Writer

Dan Greening said he believes he
has learned and accomplishedmuch in

his term as Graduate Students Associa-

tion external vice president.

"I've learned to address problems
head on — constantly," he said. "This

last year has been the most pressure

filled year I've had in my entire life."

Greening said he ran for office last

year "to show that gay people can
make great leaders and that people's

discrimination is ill founded." He said

he believes he has succeeded, although
there have been some surprises along
the way.

"It's not what I expected — it's a

lot harder," he said. "It takes more ef-

fort to get things done than I ex-

pected."

As, external vice president. Greening
is a member of the University of

Galifornia Student Association
(formerly the Student Body Presidents'

Council). He is also the organization's

president. '^

"The Vice President-External Affairs

shall be the representative of the GSA
to the University of California Student
Association; shall be the representative
of the GSA to the systemwlde Academ-
ic Senate; shall consult regularly with

the Forum and Assembly; shall consult

regularly with the Cabinet and Council
Presidents; and shall be the GSA rep-

resentative to the UCLA Alumni

SHAME NAJARIAN/Da«ly Brutn

Dan Greening

"I believe I'm the best UGSA presi-

dent there has ever been," said Green-
ing, pointing to "more projects than
ever before and successfully ac-

complishing a number of them, and
consistently getting near a full spec-

trum of members."
He pointed to the "likely success" of

the toxics bill sponsored by state Sen.

Nicholas Petris (D-Oakland), for

which UGSA lobbied, as an example
of his effectiveness on UGSA.

Greening said he believes he has

succeeded in strengthening the UG
Student Lobby, a goal which he said

has grown in importance to him since

he took office.

He pointed with pride to his role in

obtaining an additional $950,000 for

students systemwide as a result of UG
Student Lobby's claim that UG ad-

ministration had misused for ad-

ministrative purposes between $3-5

million in fees meant for student ser-

vices.

During last year's campaign Green-

ing focused on the problem of how to

increase graduate student involvement

in departmental decision-making. He
now calls it "the toughest problem to

solve," since he took office.

"The education department at

Please see GREENINC, Page 10

graduate president have ffven her a
unique long term view,
Howard said she believes some

members of undergraduate student
government focus on their political

futures at the expense of serving stu-

dents. "I don't see it as much in

GSA."
She said her greatest regret was "not

standing up for my position during the
open meetings controversy," last year,

in which she said she opposed GSA
and BOG closing meetings to the
press. "It would have made me feel,

better about myself."

Howard said it took tirnelor her to

grow into her role as president, and
that there were surprises along the

way.
"One of the surprises at the very

beginning was that I did not know
how much authority the presidential

position could carry with it," Howard
said.

She said the power at GSA's
disposal took much getting used to. "It

floored me that students have as much
cnntrnl as they do, on Financial Aid-

Deborah Howard
ANNAMARLA DiSANTO

Committee, Board of Control
and other committees. The size and
expanse of student authority shocks
me.
Howard said she believes her time

in office has changed herr

She described her main weaknesses
as "a desire to please everyone all the
time," and difficulty in delegating

)thers,"l\^improved in th<

two areas, but have some way to go."
Her greatest strengths, she said, are

Please see HOWARD, Page 10

"The Preskkmt shall act as chief
executive officer of the GSA; shaH be
responsible for calling and conducting
ii^fflfaigs of the Cabinet; shaU be rep-.

Tessfittrtfve of the GSA in UCtA cam-
pus affairs; shall coordinate the work
of the Cabinet and ail GSA repre-
sentation to UCLA campus commit-
tees; shatl be a representative of the
GSA |o the ASUCLA Board of Control;
shall- be jointly responsit>le with the
Vice President-lntemal Affairs for Cen-
tral Office expenditures; shall recom-
mend a budget for the GSA Central
Office annually in the spring; and shall

be responsible for calling and conduc-
ting meetings of the Appointments
Board."

Student government is just not

as easy as it looks, Toma says
By Bill Bowmer, Senior Staff Writer

Robin Toma, Graduate Students
Association internal vice president,

said his perception of student gov-
ernment has changed during his term
in office.

"From the outside it looks much
easier," Toma said. "It's much more
complicated than I perceived at first."

Asked to name programs he is pro-

ud to have worked on, Toma said, "I

have to admit that my job is very ad-

ministrative." He said, however, that

he has found satisfaction in improving
the administrative structure of GSA.
Among Toma's chief promises last

year was a pledge to increase the effi-

ciency of the Forum,
"I think that central goal is taking

place now with the tjommittee struc-

ture," he said.

The Forum recently created four

committees to discuss issu^ before
they are brought to the full Forum, in

the hope of streamlining the organiza-
tion of the body. The committees deal

with academic affairs, student services

and fees, campus and community en-

vironment, and operations and
policies.

Toma said that in retrospect, he
wishes he had encouraged the FoKim
to reorganize eailier in the year. ^
think I could have tried to set up
committees early on. It would have
made me a lot happier."

During his campaign, Toma said

that he did not want the Cabinet to

make m^jor decisions that he believed

were more appropriate for the Forum.
Ironically, the Forum did spend

much of fall quarter making decisions
-«- decisions that Toma believes bogg-

ed down GSA.
"The problems with the Forum

"The Vice President-Internal Affairs

shall be responsible for calling and
conducting meetings of the Assembly
and Forum; shatl. t>e respon8it>(e for

calling and conducting meetings of the
Council Presidents; shall be jointly

responsible for Council expenditures
with the Council Presidents; shall be
jointly responsible with the President
for the Central Office expenditures;
and shall t>e acting President in his/her

absence."

were much more serious than I

thought," said Toma, who said he
believes the Forum did not effectively

handle the issue of appointments last

quarter.

"I can sympathize with "what ex-

cessive bureaucratic requirements can
do to a body," said Toma, reflecting

on the time spent resolving several ap-
pointments controversies.

Toma said he has been involved in a
GSA investigation of campus affir-

mative action programs. "We've got a

Please see TOMA, Page 9
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Robin Toma
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Alcohol provides non-nutritional calories, serious problems

Alcohol has been a part of
American life throughout his-

tory.

We are exposed to alcohol
in social situations all the
time, but how much of what
we hear about alcohol is really

fact and what is fallacy?

First, to start off with nutri-

tional queries, does alcohol
have any nutritional value?

Technically, alcohol can be
classified as a food item.
Although it yields calories
when metabolized, alcohol has
no nutritional value, because
it does not provide any
vitamins, minerals or protein.

In essence, each time you
consume a serving of alcohol
you get approximately 150
calories with no redeeming
nutritional value.

Another question commonly
asked: Is alcohol really a
depressant drug?=

Alcohol might feel like a
stimulant at first, because it

releases tension, inhibitions
and judgment, but it actually

has a narcotizing effect.

Alcohol in effect puts the
brain to sleep. It starts with
the frontal lobe, where reason-
ing is located, thus loosening
the reins of restraint. As the
dose increases, speech and vi-

sion centers are impaired and
voluntary mu^ple coordination
is affected. frSenough alcohol
is consumed, the brain func-
tion can become so depressed
that a coma or death could
follow. -

Can giving someone a cup
of coffee help sober them up?

The only was to sober up is

with time — about one hour

per serving of beer, wine or

liquor. Neither exercise nor a

cold shower can erase
alcohol's effects. Giving so-

meone a cup a coffee only

makes the person a^ wide-
awake drunk.

~~^

According to the latest fig-

ures, alcohol causes or is

associated with 200,000 deaths
every year. Among those
under 25 years of age.

eraem

alcohol-impaired driving is the

leading cause of death and in-

jury. Although young people

aged 18-24 make up only 11

percent of the population, 13

percent of licensed drivers,

they -constitute approximately

40 percent of all driving vic-

tims.

What can you do if you
think your friend has or may
be developing a problem with

alcohol?

First, let him or her know
you care and don't be afraid

to approach him and show

your concern. Remember, the
probem drinker is usually the
last to realize he has a pro-
blem. Be specific about this

concern and the problems it is

developing, without preaching
or criticizing.

For more information, call
Clive Kennedy in Student
Psychological Services (825-
4207)r-^---

—-•

Compiled by Student Nutri-
tion Awareness Committee
(SNAC) member Diana
Johnston
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Can you build up a

tolerance to alcohol to
decrease its negative effects?

No. A high tolerance to

alcohol indicates a pattern of

heavy use and a developing
alcohol abuse prohlrm Heavv

TRIVIAL PUaSUIT

L Alcohol is a narcotic, that
is, it produces drowiness or an
insensible condition by dulling
the nerves, and was used for

centuries as an anesthetic. To-
"day, this drug continues to be
used as a type of social
anesthetic, especially to relieve

anxiety.

=3rinking can cause lualnuTfP
tion as a result of substitution

of alcqhol for food in the diet.

Liver disease, brain damage
and even death can occur. In-

dividuals with a high alcohol
tolerance are not immune to
this drug's negative physical
and mental effects, even if

they think they are.

by Dom Polclno
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USAC appoints Sublett to fill

welfare commissioner post

Amid some dispute, the Undergraduate Students
Association Council appointed Toni Sublett student
welfare commissioner Tuesday.

The position was vacated Feb. 5 when Catherine Jayne
resigned for health reasons.

oved by USAC after1 Alvarez re^.^-.^. . __. ,^ ^,»«-

heated questioning on SIPs, Israel

Sublett, a junior majoring in psvchobiology, holds a
nursing license and has worked for the Red Cross. Some
council members, however, questioned Subletfs nomina-
tion since she has not worked in the commission before.

General Representative Mark Feldman said the commis-
sion "needs continuity," but Second Vice Pi-esident Erwin
f?"yiptores said, "it is wrong to imply that Toni isn't qual-
ified just because she hasn't worked in the commission be-
fore.

"

General Representative Bill Barley said he was impress-
ed with Sublett, but noted that she was coming into the
commission two-thirds of the way through -the year and
asked her how she would handle that obstacle.

"I am running three programs of the same type, and I

understand the programs well," Sublett replied. T feel I

nave a-stfOBfir mind."

Hovijever, UCLA Blood Drive Director Ira Smallberg
who also applied for the position, said, "We don't need
anyone from the outside coming into the office" at this
point in the year.

Subletfs appointment was approved by a 6-2-3 vote
Feldman and Facilities Commissioner Mark Kisicki voted
against the motion.

^ Laureen Lazarovlcf

By Laureen Lazarovici, Staff Writer

After heated debate before more than 40
I spectators, the Undergraduate Students
1 Association Council reapproved a recent
I

Communications Board appointment as well
as Election and Judicial Board appointments
Tuesday. "^

Adrian Alvarez was reapproved as a

member of Comm Board after being question-

ed by Facilities Commissioner Mark Kisicki

and General Representative Bill Barley.

Kisicki sought Alvarez's views on the role of
Comm Board and the special interest papers.

"Comm Board should publish the SIPs with
the same energy and interest that it takes in
the Daily Bruin," Alvarez said. He also admit-
ted the SIPs were "political" and said their
role was to explore the interests that the Daily
Bruin does not have the opportunity to ex-
plore.

When Alvarez was asked what the role of
Ha'Am was, he replied that it was to represent
the special interests of Jewish students. Kisicki
continued his questioning, asking whether
Alvarez thought Israel has the right to exist.

Alvarez answered yes, but when the au-
dience showed displeasure in Kisicki's ques-
tion, the council member defended himself
saying, "You (Alvarez) have been accused of
making anti-Semitic statements, and I would
feel safer knowing that you will treat all SIPs
fairly."

pie _ Jewish people, Hispanic people. Native
American i>eople, Palestinian people," Alvarez

replied.

Kisicki also questioned Alvarez about h
views on fraternities, but Alverez said he felt
that issue was "irrelevant" and added that h
would be willing to talk to Kisicki about it
anytime.

"You confuse me," Alvarez said to Kisicki
"On one hand you talk about principle and
the constitution, but I think you are being
selective. You are questioning me as if you
think blacks and Chicanos can't be objective "

Kisicki replied that he thought Alvarez
could not represent "the students of UCLA "

Barley also questioned Alvarez, asking
whether he could divorce his opinions from his
role as a Comm Board member.
"How can I stop standing up for the rights

of aH human beings?" Alvarez answered.
• Barley tried to yield the floor to Beta Theta
Pi fraternity president Mark Towery, but the
council voted to not let Towery speak.

Undergraduate President Ron Taylor said he
thought that "the constitution is not the issue

"

and framed the issue in terms of MEChA ver-
sus the fraternities. "Are w'e reliving last year?
Pepple will see these issues as connected."

Council voted to reapprove Alvarez
judicial Board members Lisa Schlar, Darnell
Nixon, Brian Wachler, Nancy Yaffe, and Elec-
tions Board Chairman Craig Eng by a vote of

T? f^*^'^^*
^"^ General Representative Mark

Feldman voted against reapprovai w1

,^"{a,'ai:''E"r'=ite ^^=..r?V=£.-sTimmerman and Administrative Vice Presi-
dent Deborah Owen abstained.
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Asian women lawyers encourage
breaking stereotype ^f]passivity
By Michael Ashcraft, Staff Writer

Claiming that assertive lawyers are
counter to the stereotypes of Asian Pacific
American women, four attorneys spoke
Wednesday on the importance of breaking
out of roles assigned by their cultures to
establish careers in law.

"People have told me that I haven't been
assertive enough," said Linda Wong, a
lawyer for the Mexican American Legal
Defense Education Fund — a law institute
that serves legal problems in the Chicano
community.
Wong admitted to the audience of 30 in

Ackerman 2408 that she once was afraid to
offend people. "When you're in a leadership
position, you're going to offend people. So
what the hell? Why not stand up for, jthe

things you believe in?"
^

Violet Rabaya said that before resigning
from a law firm and starting her own prac-
tice, she encountered opposition to her
assertiveness. Others in 6ie firm equated
confidence with arrogance, because she is

Filipino and female, she said.

Jeannie Tanaka, a lawyer for the firm of
Seki and Jarvis, also felt that acquiring
assertiveness and agressiveness had been dif-

ficult because of cultural constraints. "I
came to appreciate American society after
returning from Japan," because America
accepts women's equality more than Japan,
she said.

the good they can do for their community.
Wong urged students to be prepared to

know what they want to accomplish. "You
have to have a clear idea of what you want
to do in law school, because it's not a sym-
pathetic environment, especially to minority
students."

She also felt that her work with other
minority groups has shown similanties be-
tween minorities. "Reach out and see what
you have in common with others. That's
been a very rewarding experience for me."

Estelle Chun, now an attorney for the
Asian Pacific Legal Center, said that when
she worked as a legal secretary, she came
into contact with Korean women involved
in divorce cases and felt she could "sym-
pathize (with) and help these clients better
than most white attorneys."

Chun said she wants to help the Asian-
American community by educating them in
law. Her work follows the motto of the
Peace Corps, for which she worked before
going to law school: "Give a man a fish,

and he'll eat that day. Teach a man to fish

and he'll eat for a lifetime."

Rabaya is a veteran civil rights defender.
She started her career working on police
brutality cases for the public defender's of-

fice. Now she has a private practice which
she uses to help people in the Filipino
community.

She said , "T implore you to get into law.
The speakers encouraged Asian-American because there are a lot of things you can do

students to pursue careers in law because of in the Asian community."

Student-Staged comic—
operas to open tonight

By Margaret Arana -

UCLA students will stage productions of Gilbert and
Sullivan's "Trial by Jury" and Puccini's "Gianni Schicchi" dfv
Schoenberg Hall Theater tonight through Sunday at 8 p.m.

Presented by UCLA's Opera Workshop and Musical Theater-
Workshop, both comic operas will be fully^ staged, costumed
and sung in English, with accompaniment 6y the UCLA Uni-
versity Symphony Orchestra.

Directing "Trial by Jury" will be Gary Gardner, a UCLA
professor in the department of theater, film and television.

Gilbert and Sulhvan's comedy is about a "mock trial concern-
ing a breach of promise," Gardner said. The main character,
Edwin, is tired of his fiancee Angelina and falls in love with
someone else. Angelina then decides to take him to court, where
the comic plot is carried out.
"We've used theater majors and non-theater majors for the

production," Gardner said. "In fact, one of my best singers is a
political science major."

Samuel Krachmalnick, general director and conductor of the
Opera Workshop and University Symphony, will conduct both
productions. Krachmalnick made his conducting debut with
"Gianni Schicchi" at the New York's JuUiard School of Music in
1958.

"Gianni Schicchi" is the comic story of a will, where the
character Schicchi and the family of the deceased try to rewrite
it and get the money. The director will be Heinz Blankenburg,
an internationally-known baritone who made his debut with the
San Francisco Opera in 1955.

"Gianni Schicchi" has more opera-like singing in it then
"Trial by Jury," Krachmalnick said. "We need deep voices for
this one.

Tickets are $7 for the general public and $5 for students,
faculty^ staff and seniox citizens with identification. They may—

/-*>

be purchased in advance at the UCLA Central Ticket Office, at
the UCLA Music Department or at the Schoenberg Hall Box
Office at performance timer
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WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, SUPPORT THE
NATIONAL MARCH FOR WOMEN'S LIVES

ON MARCH 16, 1986 IN LOS ANGELES:
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TOMA: Student government
Continued from Page 3
foot in the door," he said of
GSA inquiries into depart-
ments* compliance with affir-

mative action standards.
He said he is proud to have

encouraged participation in

the Forum by several of the
minority graduate student
associations, most notably La
Raza Graduate and Profes-
sional Students Association.

Seeking to fulfill another
campaign promise, Toma said
he has attempted to reorganize
his office to encourage acces-
sibility.

"We are going to investigate

changing the entire structure
of GSA," Toma said. He said

he believes GSA would benefit
from eliminating the
Assembly, as its effectiveness is

limited because of the difficul-

ty in obtaining quorum and
keeping members informed.
"What's the purpose of having
such a body?" Toma asked.

Toma said he was surprised
by the long hours he has had
to spend on GSA business.

"I'm fortunate to get by doing
as little studying as I do."

^ith the many respon

ment issue," Toma said, "I've

spent a lot of time thinking of
strategies that would be more
effective than those used in

the past." . _.

Toma said he has learned
much about procedure during
his term. "I'm much more
aware of just how certain code
provisions can have a stultify-

ing effect on bodies — ap-
pointments taught me a lot."

He said he expects GSA to
improve in the future. "I
think there's all kinds of
possibilities — GSA has a long
way to go, and can only get
bettor."

His plans for next year are
"very preliminary," but Toma
said he expects his pursuit of
an M.A. in urban planning
and J.D. in law to take up
enough time that he will not
serve in a campuswide elected

office.

"I've pretty well decided
I'm not going to be an officer

niext year because of the time
committment," Toma said.

He said, however, that he
would like to continue to play
some role in student gov-
ernment.

sibilities of his job, I'oma said

he has not found the time to

acomplish all his goals, in

GSA or as a student.

"I wish I could have had
time to continue the divest-

••J'd like to be on the
Forum," he said. "Now I

think that Forum members
can make things happen — it's

a more worthwhile position

than in years past."
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THURSDAY 7pm
Come, Strut Your Stuff!
Anything Goes!!! Mar. 6 __

CallJanJ at825-4403 , or drop off your name , act, phone at

Royce Hall, Roonn 150. Come Support Your Classmates!

STGDEMT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS • ROYCE HALL • GCLA • LOS ANGELES
• CALIFORNIA • 90024
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The Nikon Nice-Touch is a modestly priced 35mm camera that gives

you high quality pictures and yet simple to use. So simple, the

hardest part about using the Nice-Touch is waiting to see your

results.

Other features:

« Automatic focusing, film loading, advancing and rewinding.
• Built-in lens cover.

• 1000 ASA. - '

• Nikon Inc., USA limited warranty application Included.

NIKON L35 AF
I 1» I

II

Previous displayed cameras with 90 day warranty.
^^99
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Poppa Pete'^^

»r»

Restaurant
1 0759 PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES *'Slnce 7973'
across from the WESTSIDE PAVILLJON

(213)47S-ei56

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Featuring Complete Dinners

FRESH FISH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.25
MON-SAT 6am 9pm . SUNDAY 8 am - epm -
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

with ad only

cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

T^

CASTLE HILL PRODUCTIONS INC Presents A MELVYN J tSTRlN Profludwn A HAl in6 MARILYN WEINER Hm "THE IMAGEMAKER'

D^ .

Sl*'""9M'CHAfL riOURl.ANNE TWMEv • IRRV ORBACH . JESSICA HARPER ano FARLEY GRANGER as tr>e Ambassaoo.Producfon Des.gne, EDWARD PiSONI D.wor o> Photography JACQUES HAITKIN Wnnen Dy DCK GOLDBERG anOH^S WEInTrS
Executiw Produce: MEL\^N J ESIRIN Produced Dy MARILYN and HAl WpNER Oirecied by HAL WElNERf

' MTau.iM. JK—I * ^^^"-^ ""^l- PWOUCTIONS INC Release f^-v- >«sc*sti( «,, pmoouhons *r

1C[ ^.TxsxfsssrJ STARTS TOMORROW
Cineplex Beverly Center call theatre

652 7760 Beverly Blvd at La Cienega FOR SHOWTIMES

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzler

824-0710 Westwood ViUage

Open 7 days

The bestJazz In town is right here at UCLA...and it's FREEI

.^^ . ^^

THE WADSWORTH

this month featuring:
-

—

~r^

rts-. THEKENNY BURRELL QUARTET—

Kenny Burrell ............Guitar

Buster Cooper Trombone
4

Buddy Collette. :.. Saxophone

Billy Childs.. Piano*

Greening
Continued from Page 3
UCLA is very good in involv-
ing students," as has been the
computer science department
this year, Greening said. But
he said he believes many more
have problems.

"In some areas, student
government is impotent — in
those areas where student rep-
resentatives are specifically ex-
cluded," Creening said, citing
as an example the fact that
UCLA students serve on advi-
sory committees iSut not on
the main committee which
sets campus affirmative action
policy.

Although generally pleased
with his performance. Green-
ing acknowledges that he will
not be able to keep all of his
campaign promises.

"We were ambitious," he
said. "There will be some
goals that will be unattainable
— parking may be one of
those goals."

Greening said he believes
GSA would benefit from a
reorganization. "Abolishing
the Assembly would avoid
wasting a lot of time."
Greening pointed to last

quarter's problems with ap-
pointments as another exam-
ple of student governmenT"
wasting time.

"The Appointments Board
process had to be one of the
worst experiences in the GSA
business," Greening said.
"Had we been more picky
about the implementation of
the rules, we could have
avoided^ne quarter of^wasted
effort:"^

~~~' '~~~

Greening expressed
displeasure with his role as

GSA representative to the
Alumni Association, saying he
considers many of its members
uninformed, especially on
budgetary matters. He said he
often found himself asking
"Why am I doing this?" at

Alumni Association meetings.
His time in office, he said,

has made him "a lot more
tolerant and patient," than he
was before, but he acknowl-

\ Sunday March 9
7-9 pnr

—

—

FREE ADMISSION

also thanks to Musicians Union,
Local 47, UCLA Center for the
Arts, David L Abell Fine Pianos
and KKGO-FM 105.1 info: 825-3253

4udeH4 Comiiiittee for the Arts

edged some flaws in his per-
formance. "Fm too critical of
people — I have to constantly
watch myself."

Greening said he has not
made a firm decision about
whether he will be involved in

student government next year,
but is still evaluating his op-
tions.

"I probably won't run for

GSA president," Greening
said, "but it's too early to tell.

I might do something
peripheral like the Board of

Control. My strengths lie in

the vice presidential positions,

because they coordinate peo-
ple while the president does
not."

Howard
Continued from Page 3
that "I'm a hard worker and
I've honed my analytical
skills."

Howard said she will have
to spend more time on studies

as she pursues her doctorate in

public health. "Publish-or
perish will be my theme next

year."

She may, however, remain
involved in student issues. "I

will probably work on a

systemwide committee,
possibly the Academic
Senate."

"It has been a very good

experience." Howard said.

"I'd recommend it to a

dedicated individual."

mm0-
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Catalogs:

v^

Early Registration:

r-

Registration is now open!

The 1986 edition of the UCLA Summer Sessions catalog is now being mailed to.
all UCLA undergraduate students and graduate students (except those in medical,
dental or law schools). The catalog is being distributed to UCLA students before
it is sent to anyone else. The catalog has everything you need to register, including

a mail registration form.

You can register now, even before receiving the catalog. Simply visit the

Summer Sessions Office, 1254 Murphy Hall, to pick up an in-person registration

form and look at the Schedule of Classes. Enrollment in all classes is on a
first-come, first-served basis. Early registration is your best opportunity to get a
place in a limited enrollment course and gives you priority in all summer courses,
P^rlv/ ronJQtratinrt alcr^ Qr^aKIc *YOU to avo id loag lines of people register ing
the last minute and gives you the convenience of getting your summer registration

card before the term begins. Remember, you have to pay all fees when sub-
mitting your registration form to the Main Cashiers, with cash, check, MasterCard
or VISA.

' ^ —
-a;!.

J.

UCLA Sumrrier Sessions is a self-supporting program and is supported entirely

through student fees There is a $135 term fee rnadditioh to the course fee of

$40 per unit - $50 per unit for allcourses in the School of Engineering and Applied

Science, graduate courses in the Graduate School of Management, and language
courses in East Asian Languages and Cultures. A few special programs have
different fees; some are higher, some lower. ____^.^

There are no nonresident surcharges. The fees are the same for both

undergraduate and graduate students.

Here are some sample fees; the examples assume all courses are in the^

same term:

4 units

8 units

$40 per unit

, $295

$455 .

$50 per unit

$335

. $535

+2^nits^ ^615 $735

New in 1986. You can now use MasterCard or VISA to pay UCLA Summer
Sessions registration fees.

Session Dates: FIRST TERM

Six-Week Session:

Eight-Week Session

Ten-Week Session:

SECOND TERM

June 30- August 8

June 30- August 22
June 30-September 5

Summer Housing:

Six-Week Session: August 1 1 -September 19

On-campus housing in the residence halls and residential suites will be available

4his summer. Rates begin at $620 for a shared residence hall room, including

room andLboard (six weeks}, Consult the Summer Sessions catalog for details.

Summer Parking Permits go on sale May i
, and applications are not accepted any earlier. Summer

parking permits are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. Consult the Summer
Sessions catalog for details.

For more information, please visit the Summer Sessions Office, 1 254 Murphy Hall,

orcall [213] 825-8355.

I .^•iM^

>i \ m
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GRAND OPENING

r

Hair|^ort Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

u--.^-" Cut & Blow $11
Hi-Lite $20 and up

r- ^effn $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

1645 Westwood Blvd. • I BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

A DIM SUM CA F/E

INCUUDES-
4 cups of Scallions soup
4 cups of vegetable

fried rice

6 potsticl<ers

4 bao

WE DELIVER! CALL 1213-824-7869

,4eggroll

6 fried wonfon
4 shul mai
4 pots of tea

WFSTWOODV1L1AGI»1091 BROXTON'L.A.

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group

sag
• Pregnancy Termination • birtn Control

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur./MediCal & Health Plans

West ios Angeles

12304 Santa Monica Bl . 01P

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

(San Vicente Ho'ipilali

(213)937-1390

^

v^

TIRED OF TWEEZIWG. BLEACHING

& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have It removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda^
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

Support

Department of Theatre, Film & Television
presents

__NINA
blAnchard

THE Hollywood talent agent who represents

Chetyl Tiegs,
the world famous model

Ted McGinley
of "The Love Boat"

Shari Belafbnte-Harper
of "Hotel"

lecturing on
r

'"How to Break into Motion
Pic^iresi^Television, :zi

Commercials, & Modeling^
MARCH 7

MacGowan Hall
1PM

Be there...and find out how YOU can enter
the "Be a Caress Woman " contest.

The next USAC
Programming Committee
Hearing is March 14, 1986

in KH 400, The last day to

submitproposals^oHbe
considered at this hearing

is Tomorrow, March 7
^

1986. The Proposalsare to

be turned in to the

Undergraduate

Continued from Page 1.

Newman, who transferred

to UCLA from Mission Col-
lege in San Fernando, first

came to the support group
during her second quarter at

UCLA. After attending Mis-

sion College for two years, she
said she felt very alone at

UCLA at first.

For Newman, a Spanishr
linguistics major, going to the
support group is "a way to

feel part of the system. It's

nice to go somewhere where
someone knows your name."
Newman, howeVer, is not

always able to fit the meeting
into her busy schedule. She
currently has two part-time
jobs, while taking one class at

Mission College and three at

UCLA. In addition, Newman,
who plans to go to graduate
school, has a husband and a

14-year-old daughter.
Like Newman, many stu-

dents come to the support
group to see how others are

able to juggle the pressures of

family, job and school, Dakota
said. Although older students

may get along with younger
students, it is still sometimes
difficult for them to share ex-

periences.

Unity
Continued from Page 1

themselves and draw attention

away from racism, Kifano
said it is important for black
women and men to remain
united.

"We (blacks) have pro-
blems, but we have to unden-
tand, too, that we cannot ac—

j

cept our European oppressors'

interpretation (of these pro-
blems)," Kifano said. "We
should keep (the focus) always
on the oppressor."

Safiya Ornari, coordinator
of the Los Angeles chapter of

the New African Peoples'
Organization, agreed on this

point, commenting that black
involvement in the women's
movement serves to de*em-
phasizp what <;hp fptf»l<; is

more prevalent problem of

racism

The forum was sponsored
by the African Womens' Col-
lective and the Black Student
Alliance.

President's office,

KH 304, by 12:00 noon,

Tomorrow, March 7, 1 986.

t^^^^ *^ *^^ **^ '*^^^ *^ *^^*^***"''-****'^*''''^^*-^^^^'-^^'-'^^'-'-'-'-*-'^*-*-^^^^^*^ ^^^^ *-^ *-^^

TONIGHT

Take another look at Christianity

*^esus vs. American culture
'^"^

Join us For a discussion at

ff

^- The University Catholic Center ^
840 Hilgard 7:00 p.m.

Especially welcome non-Catholic or non-practicing Catholic students.

V, Formore infornnatton call: 208-5015
ace is a meriibcr ofORC

oo
NOMA
Restaurant

18-SEAT

SUSHI BAR
CAT€RING

FOOD-TO-GO

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • Teriyaki
Yakitori • Sukiyaki
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

—— Open 7 days-:—
Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dinner

Mon .-Thur. 5-10:30p.m^
FrI. & Sat. 5-1 1p.m.

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

^J-

453-4848
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What's Bruin
FRIDAY

UCLA Department of Art,
Design and Art History will host
"Arts and Histories Reconsidered:
A Symposium on the Current
Debates." Speakers will discuss
developments in history,
philosophy, literary studies and
film theory. Free. First come,
first serve. 3-7 p.m. in Dickson
Hall, room 3273.__Call 825-4578
or 825-1770. —^—
UCLA Imiloq Hawaii Club

general meeting. If you're from
the islands, or just interested,
please join them. A luau and
other activities will be discussed.
Ackerman 3564, 5-7 p.m. Call
837-5779 or 824-0073.
Pre-Law Society presents

Richard Katz, California state
assemblyman. 12 p.m., Ackerman
Union. Frecf.

Muslim Students Association of
UCLA is holding a Jum'ah
meeting at noon and a general
meeting at 1 p.m. in Ackerman
3564.

International Students Associa-
tion is holding ISA volleyball
practice from 9-11 a.m. in the
Men's Gym, room 200. Call 825-
1681;

SATURDAY
UCLA Department of Art,

Design and Art History will host
"Arts and Histories Reconsidered:
A Symposium on the Current
Debates." Speakers will discuss
d e y e 1 o p m e n t s in history

(V^^^^BUG ENGINE REBUILD\Jy COMPLETE- "

$595.«0(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATIONNO HIDDEN CHARGES

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

I
.
Tunr-up

2 Valv« Adi.
3. Lube

4 OtI Ch«ng<
5 Brake Ml
6 Clulch Ad) 10 Compression Tesi

8 Check Bdllery Water
9. intpecl Front End

7 Service Air Cleaner 1 1 (Pre««ufe Te«l Cooling Systei")

$59.95

Pant & Labor (Gak A Air Filler Kira)MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA) ^ Oft 95

ilOINIli))/'^\ TOYOTA
USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30.<»0

* THIS IS AN HONEST GAaAGE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829-7012

philosophy, literary studifiih

film theory. Free. First come,
first serve. 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Dickson Hall, room 3273. Call
825-4578 or 825-1770.
UCLA Special Olympics is

holding a practice. 9 a,m.-l p.m.
on the IM field. Call 206-8025.

SUNDAY
^ Alpha Lambda Delta and Phi

-Eta Sigma (Freshman Honor
Societies) members are invited to
the Dean's Honor's List reception.
Call 825-3871.

In 1957, Sir Anthony
Eden resigned as Bri-

tain's prime minister

after less than two
years in office. Ill

health was given as

the reason, but '1\is ac*-

-tion—wa^s g e n er ally
ascribed to the reac-

tion to Britain's role in

the Suez invasion of

the previous winter.

ALI HAIR SALON

You deserve the tjest!

INTERNATIONALLY

ACCLAIMED

HAIR ARTISTS

LONDON • THE ORIENT* NEW YORK

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION
1093 BROXTON AVE.,WESTWOOD VILLAGE, CA

(213) 208-6300

200/0

OFF

ALL

SERVICES

1ST TIME

CUSTOMERS

ONLY

7-

^

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"
I

"Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness..."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGE OF Ol IR DELIVERY SERVICE!
47G-2499

1776 Weiiwood Blvd. (corner of Sant: Monica)
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)

Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829^_

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

HONDA
Present Student l.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite'

Arrive in Style

AERO'""

CO on a Spree"*

TM

BILL ROBERTSON & SONS INC

liJiiUrriniiNiu.i'i'j'ki
6525 SANTA WONICA BLVD.

PHONE (213) 466-7191

You can use llu' AiiRTitaii Kxprt'ss*^ (^ard

to buy conce rt tickets for your favorite

groups or airplane tickets for vour vaca

tions It s the perfect way to pay for all the

little things, and the big ticket items, that

you 11 want during college

How to get the Card

before you graduate.

Because we Ix'lieve college is the first sign

of success, weve made il easier for you to

get the American Kxpress (^ard (iraduating

students can get the Card ;ls s(M)n as they

accept a JIO.OOO career oriented job If

you re not graduating yet, you can

apply for a special sponsored Card Look

for student applicati(tns on campus

Or call I .sooillK CARD and tell them"

you want a student application

The American Kxpress Card.

Don't leave school without it."

®
IRAVll
RFlAFtD
SfRMCES

— iiiai riatiBiiinninfctiri'^ v t •. .
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Kimberiy Nod. Viev/point Editor

Michael Flory, Assistant Viev^nt Editor

For the health of it
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Viewpoint

Parallelsin state corruption
By Ann I. Park

Marcos is gone. The Philippine people
have triumphed in a truly amazing
-deomonst ration of demn<^raHr power, to 1

democratic government that enjoys the true
support of the Korean people. If anything,
Chun's repression only breeds increasing

ing down a twenty-year dictatorship of cor-
ruption, brutality, and violence.

The extrordinary events in the Philippines
(and also in Haiti) present powerful lessons
for other authoritarian regimes, and for the
reevaluation of American foreign policy
towards such regimes. South Korea is a par-
ticularly outstanding case in point.

The parallels between South Korea and
SeZPhilippines are inescapable. South
Korea, like the Philippines under Marcos,
suffers under brutal authoritarian rule!
South Korea's President, Chun Doo Hwan,
who seized power in a 1979 military coup
d'etatm maintains his rule through the
ruthless repression of dissent.

Chun's rule bears striking resemblance to
that of Marcos. Major South Korean opposi-
tion leaders are barred from political activi-
ty; students, church leaders, and other op-
ponents of Chun's regime are silenced by
the government; newspapers, television,

^-ancLother media are^purged of political dtf^
sent; and hundreds of political prisoners
languish in South Korean jails.

As in the Philippines, popular opposition
in South Korea is fueled by the powerful
desire for democracy, justice, and human
Tights. As was Marcos' practice, the Chun
regime continually claims that an-
ti-government dissent is com-
munist-inspired. It is not

Rather, the South Korean opposition is a
grassroots popular movement, arising from
the compelling human need for political
freedom. The Korean people, like the
Pilipinos, are fiercely pro-American. It is in
part the strong familiarity with the

- American politick experience that helps in-

spire the struggle for democracy in Korea.

The Chun dictatorship, like that of Mar-
cos before his last days of power, enjoys the
support and aid of the United States gov-
ernment. As in the Philippines, the United
States has a vital strategic interest in South
Korea, and maintains a considerable
military presence there.

The North Korean threat heavily in-
fluences the American government's stawart '

backing of the Chun regime. The Reagan
Administration tolerates, even supports, a
high degree of authoritarian repression in
South Korea, believing such repression
justified in the goal of maintaining a strong
bulwark against communism on the Korean
peninsula. But this is a short-sighted and
ultimately indefensible policy, as the
-Philippine experience shows.

United States' interests in a strong and
stable South Korea are best served not by
the current dictatorial regime,^ but by a

-Sympathy for communism, and increasing
distrust of the American government.
Authoritarian rule is the cause of political
instability, not its solution.

Opposition to Chun's illegitimate rule
runs deep in South Korea. The memory of
Kwangju — where, in 1980, government
forces killed hundreds of anti-Chun
demonstrators — remains embedded in the
Korean popular conscience. Anti-govern-

Avoid sports injuries

Have you ever wondered why so many people limp around
UCLA with their legs in casts and their arms in slings? Sports
injuries — not mere klutziness or fate — cause the most sprain-

ed ankles, torn muscles, and other painful accidents.

If you are competing in very high-risk sports such as orga-

nized team football, expert downhill skiing, or gymnastics,
following the advice of your coach or instructor is the only way
to go. '

Sports injury prevention consists of three area: ponditioning

warm-up, and body awareness. .

Conditioning. A good conditioning program shoud, 1) in-

crease your flexibility in joints and body parts that take the

most punishment, 2) strengthen the supporting muscle tissue in

these areas, and 3) develop heart-strength to increase your
. resistance to fatigue.

Stretching to increase flexibility is particularly important for

sports that demand sudden and extreme movement of delicate
joints. Field sports on rough terrainmake one especially prone to
pulls and strains.

Muscular conditioning is particularly important for activities

that apply continual long-term demand on specific joints — the
knees and hips for runners, the elbow for raquet sports players.
Warm-up. A warm-up should be between three and ten

minutes; it should include beginning with easy stretching
followed by light jogging or other cardio regular exercise, then

rtient demonstrations on streets and
universtiy campuses continue, only to be
brutally put down by the police.

The South Korean opposition movement
has recently launched a massive petition
drive to obtain ten million signatures in
support of direct presidential elections. The
Chun government has proclaimed this peti-
tion drive illegal, and has taken action to
stop it.

President Chun's term of office is due to
expire in 1987. However, Jthfiie:::is con- -^
siderable speculation that, like Pr^Tdent
Parl^ before him , ^}htm~will"refuse to step
down, and will want to continue his cynical
hold over the country.

The recent Philippine experience serves as
potent inspiration for democratic forces in
South Korea. Despite government consor-
ship of news, the Korean people have no
doubt heard word of the remarkable popu-
lar revolution that has brought down Mar-
cos in the Philippines.

Emboldened by the Philippine example,
anti-gvoernment protesters in Korea are
bound to take to the streets in increasing
numbers. Chaos, confusion, and violence
are the inevitalbe concomitants of growing
unrest, as Chun uses police and military
forces to suppress revolt. Such an explosive
political situation would make South Korea
most vulnerable to North Korean oppor-
tunism.

The United States should act decisively to
prevent anti-government unrest in South
Korea from reaching a level of widespread
fury and violence. The American governm-
ent should withdraw its support for the
Chun regime, and encourage the peaceful
transition to a truly democratic form of
government. Only democratic rule can
secure both the enduring will of the South
Korean people and American interests on
the Korean peninsula.

Recent events in the Philippines must be
causing Chun and his cronies to tremble in
their boots. The lessons of Marcos'
downfuall are clear: tyranny can not long
prevail against the sheer force of popular
will. Marcos is gone. Is Chun next?

Park is a graduate student in the School
of Law.

more stretchmg.
The stretching may help prevent connective and muscle tissue

strains and sprains, while the light cardiovascular warm-up
(enough to make you perspire) raises maxima* oxygen intake,
optimizes muscle response, and reduces the resistance to
pulmonary blood flow.

At competitive events, you may also want to "run through
the motion" (e.g. easy sprints, practice lay-ups). Practice
warm-up helps you focus on the coming action, and some
research suggests that there is an activation of "neuromuscula r

memory" that occurs in practice runs that iftcreas^s^ coordina-
tion — and consequently, decreases chances of injury.
Body A>^areness. Learning to recognize the difference be-

tween effort and suffering takes time and conscious effort but is

essential. Tolerating the discomfort that mav build verv slowly
as you exercise is different from enduring pain. If vou feel
sharp, localized pain, especially at a joint, vour body is signal-
mg you to slow down or stop. If you continue to participate you
will probably sacrifice proper form and technique to compen-
sate for the pain, and you could inflict extensive damage on an
existing injury.

You should also earn to recognize fatigue. It may reduce only
your coordination and concentration, making you susceptible to
an accident ,_Tq recognize fatigue, ask youi^ielf the^oUowiog.

"Tjiresttonsr:

• Am I performing the exercise incorrectly? Am I in poor
form?

• Do I feel numb, heavy, or otherwise unusual in any part of
my body?
• Do I feel dizzy, nauseous, or generally unwell?
For more information and advice on conditioning and injur)

prevention, you can call the Peer Health Couselor FIT (Fitness
Inventory Testing) Clinic at 825-8462. The FIT Clinic also of-
fers complete fitness assessments to determine your flexibility,
strength, cardiovascular condition, and body composition, and
can help you to plan a personal conditionins program tailored
to your goals. -^ ^ /*

For the Health of It appears as a service of the Health Educa-
tion Una of UCLA Student Health. This article was written
and researched by Andy Young.
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Editorial Board

Editor-in-ChM

Peter Pae
Managing Editor

Jeante Kim
Ne%»r$ Editor

lauren Blau
Viewpoint Editor

Kimberiy Noel
Features Editor

Barbara D/iuba
City Editor

Anthony Aarons
Section Editor

James Bozajian
^•"•O' Copy Editor
Amy Stirnltorb

Sports Editor

Rick Alexander
Review Editor

Bob Remstein
'*hoto Ed«tor

HyuHRwon Kang
SlaH Representative
Douglas K.GIantz

\

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion
of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board. All other col
umns, letters and artwork represent the opinions
of their authors. They do not reflect the views of
the Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin complies with
'"^ /^^'^'^"n'cation Bcjard's policy prohibiting the
publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory
cultural or ethnic stereotypes.
Written material submitted must be typed or writ-

ten legibly and must be double-spaced. All material
must bear the author's name, address, telephone

"T • '' '*8'«*'*»'on card number and affiliation
with UCU. Names will not be withheld and phone
numbers will not be published. When multiple
authors submit material, some names may be kept
on file rather than published with the material.

•he Brum reserves the right to edit submitted
material arf« to determine its placement in the

Th^^B
'^'^ submissions become the property of

•ne Brum. The Communications Board has a
media grievance procedure for resolving com-
paints against any of its publications. For a copy
o' the complete procedure, contact the Publica-
tions office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
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Viewpoint Letters

PIO rejects inequitable stipulations
By John A. Coulding
The Middle East, strictly from a U.S.

perspective, seems to emerge intermit-
tently in terms of democratic intran-
sigence and acts of "uncivilized" ter-
rorism.

This political distortion of the Middle
East by the U.S. is best exemplified by
the recent dissolution of attempts at
regional peace between Jordan and the
PLO.

U.S. interests in the region are best
represented by the procurement of
resources, primarily oil, and the deter-
rence of Soviet power in that part of the
world.

Consequently, Israel becomes an im-
portant link in protecting and fostering
these interests, creating a reciprocal rela-
tionship between the two states that
work to bolster the prowess of each
regime.

^
How do the interests of the U.S^

distort the political dimensions of the
Middle East? What is their significance
in relation to the disintegration of
dialogue between the PLO and Jordan?
The cessation of talks between the

PLO and Jordan focused on the U.S.
desire for the PLO to incorporate certain
rpractices into their political machinery hF
exchange for tacit U.S.- recognition.
When the PLO refused to quench U.S.
stipulations, the talks ended.
The first of these three ramifications

sought PLO adherence to specific U.N^
proposals. These resolutions (242 and
338) would have put the PLO in a posi-

tion to recognize the sovereignty of Israel

in exchange for land captured by, and as

^f now still possessed by, the Israelis^.

Essentially, the PLO would be receiv- lence.

ing land that was originally theirs (if

not, then Syria's and/or Jordan's) to
begin with in exchange for a precarious
position that would not be beneficial to
the mainline leadership of the PLO and
its political future. The PLO has abso-
lutely nothing to gain from such a one-
sided exchange.
On the other hand, the U.S. and

Israel, ~ would reap lucrative benefits
through an increase in Arab disunity and
ideological fragmentation, resulting in
continued dominance by the U.S. and
Israel, not to mention the more
moderate Arab states that would tag
along from the fear of a radical hardline
reaction from renegade states.

The second element involved U.S. de-
mands for the PLO to directly negotiate
with Israel.

First of all, for the PLO to negotiate
with Isf-ael, a state which refuses to ac-
cept their legitimacy and existence,
would also entail a hostile reprisal from
desperate, radical states, who feel ready
to account for the lack of power and
conviction given up by the PLO.
The U.S. is demanding that the PLO

simply relinquish their political and
military leverage in the region for, at

^iirost, a potential for regional peace;

—

which in no way would guarantee them,
in any sense, a legitimate and safe

homeland.
By coercing the PLO into a situation

that will assure them, at most, a radical

reaction and, at least, a possibility for

peace, the U.S. can expect either a PLO
absorbtion by its Syrian master and/or
an increased independence that would
emphasize an intensified struggle for vi<3K~~

The PLO seeks Paslestinian self-deter-

mination, not U.S. self-determination.
By far the most contradictory aspect of

these proposals is the third one: for the
PLO, alone, to renounce terrorism.

To expect a political community to re-

ject terrorism of any kind is like asking a
sucessful entrepreneur to reject the quest
for profit and wealth. The daily chore of
survival, no matter what the ideological

premise may be, is what is at stake in

the Middle East.

With rejection of U.S.- demands by the
PLO, in its dissolution of talks with Jor-
dan (an obvious fact), what oppor-
tunities for peace are left for the region?

There is the potential that the PLO
may be absorbed by Syria or, worse,
they could further factionalize — the ex-

treme scenario being an emergence of

hardline elements wresting control from
the mainline PLO.

Obviously, for Israel, the further
fragmentation of Arab unity would work
to their benefit; it would also be
detrimental to their interests if the PLO
became radicalized or was used as a
foreign policy tool by the Syrians.

For the U.S., too, the Palestinian

question become problematic. The lack

~o{ success in imposing a pro-U.S. struc-

ture around the activities of the PLO has
contributed to the opposite of what the

U.S. wanted.
Compromise and fluidity of political

action should not rest solely on the

shoulders of the PLO; it should be
delivered evenly by all parties — in-

cluding the U.S.

-Goulding is majutine. in paliticuL
science.

Mary Poppins
Editor:

I was thoroughly shocked
and dismayed to discover the
Mary Poppins is among the
films Campus Events has
chosen in honor of Women's
Week.
Mary Poppins is portrayed

as the ideal Victorian woman.
She is clean, modest, and
deeply involved with the
children. The children's
mother, on the other hand, is

scatterbrained, childish,
negligent of her house, hus-
band and children.

Thus, Mary Poppins is the
recipient of love and affection

of all, while the mother is

alternately ridiculed or
marginalized. Indeed, the en-
tire point of the movie is to

reconcile the children with
their father, not their mother.
We learn from this film that

women who center themselves
on domestic life reach the full

potential of womanhood.
(Mary Poppins, herself,
achieves this to such a degree
that she is goddess-like)

Women who are involved in

the "men's world" of politics.

are deviating from theiF
societal role as nurturers, and
never mature beyond the
realm of childhood.

Hopefully, the next time
Campus Events chooses to
honor Women's Week, they
will decide upon a movie that
truly does honor women.

•? Megan Ducy—
-

- Junior
History

UCLA Women's Studies Program
presents

Sheila Jeffreys
Fulbright Scholar-in-rcsidcncc In Women's Studies,

Clark University, author of The Spinster and Her
Enemies: Feminism and Sexuality 1880-1930

on

The Use and Misuse of Feminist
History in the Sexuality Debate— ^^TODAY

4:00-5:30 p.m.
Bunche 2173

Public Welcome/For more information
call 206-8101

Professional Care and Quality Lenses — Thie Difference You Can See and Feel

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakon — Wesley Jesson — Syntex — Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR

25%OFF (OUR DISCOUNT
PRICES)

CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •

VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI •

CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED
QUANTITIES)

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BIFOCAL

SPECIAL

COMPLETE

Single vision frame and

lenses 'Cleer glass of

0^5110 4 000

$5500*Frame arvl lenses

'Cleaf glass or

plastic M OOO COMPLETE
WSCOONT DOCS NOT AW.V
TO SPECIAL SALES

Dr. Gerald Greenspan

i sight
Op(om«trK C«rTter

Visa & Mastercard accei/tet)

VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OFFER EXPIRES 1 31-86

2370 Westwood Blvd.
Suit* L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
West Los Angeles
Phone:(213)475-7602

'

$99
Complete

a Package
pair

Daily Wear SPH Soft Lenses

Includes Eye Examination

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

ih^ftft Complete

Extended Wear Soft Lenses

Includes Eye Examination

COMPLETE PACKAGE
JNCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Testing ^-=

• Complete Training

• Follow-up Visits for 6 Months
• Chem Care Kit

• Same Dav Service Most Lenses
• Written (iuarantee

• Personal Service

• Professional Care

«Pion pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes

Eye Examination

Complete

a Package
• Amber •Aqua •Blue • Green

SoWcotofi not only correct your vlaion.

ttwy •nhanc* Iha color of your ffyM
Juat aak our ayv-care tpacMNat tor a
trial niting at no charoa.

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

THE DIVISION OF HONORS

1986 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS

stipends of$1000per student will be awarded to students for full-time

schiolarly researcti or academic study during ttie summer of 1986.

Students from the following groups ore eligible:
^^

-College Honors
"Honors Status

-Departmental Honors
-Departmental Scholars

— —
-all other students with 3.5 or higher GPAs

Deadlines

Friday, March 14, 1986

Applications are available in the Division of Honors office, A31 1 IVIurphy Hall, from

8:30 to 4i30. For further information, please call 825-1653.
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DANCE

HOT!: Murray Louis Co. with Brubeck
By Jennifer Kim

For the audience, the Mur-
ray Louis Dance Company
concert at Royce Hall Feb.
28th was a wonderful surprise

party, a party that also
became one of Dave Brubeck's
finest and most spirited gigs.

How long has it been since

modem dance was performed
in one breath? Murray Louis'

group enabled us to feel as if

it's been a very long time.

Louis' dancers have the knack
of dancing his choreography
mind, body and soul, and
finishing what they've started;

GURl
^ -^^t^ify

Looking

means 153

eating good

FantasyYogurt
is my choice

t '

t

•100% Natural
•98% Fat-Free*^
•Low in Calories
•Low in Cholesterol

and best of all^^^^
it's delicious!

"ii/3:

*""COUPON^
BuyOne
Get One
FREE!
FANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
I^COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

Murray Louis Dance Company's Trail Demon.

CONCERTS

Brothers

they move in one long exhale
and stop on a dime. Lately,
there's been such a dearth of
flow and completeness in dan-
cing (modem, or what not),
that the concert became one
of the finest we've had in L.A.
this year.

Glances (choreographed by
Louis, 1976) opened the show
with exceptional examples of
dance in flow and continuity.
Reflecting the bizarre slides of
geometric shapes shown
against the backdrop, the
choreography takes its dancers
through a curious montage of
movement which at once
resemble children at play and
the skittering delicacy of in-

sects, often like waterbugs or
microscopic pond water
creatures. The choreography
demands clarity, sharpness,
and breath, and Louis'
dancers rise undaunted to this

challenge, with a kind of
fearless joy. Both the

^choreography and the rich,

experimental jazz score by
Darius Brubeck (Dave's son)
fold smoothly together; in
fact, every element in the
piece works with a profound
"and complete sense of har-
mony.

Nexf, tlie cKdreographer
himself, as if it isn't enough,
:^hows us that this kind of
dancing is most powerful at its

source. The now elderly, but
vivacious Murray Louis per-
formed a solo. Frail Demons
(created for him by mentor
Alwin Nikolai in 1984) that
bares the pit of the peach, so
to speak. The quick and fer-

vent bourrees introduced in

Glances now reach light-speed

Jevels witk Louis; his footwork
glitters across the stage, his

torso hummingbird-balanced
over his legs. The score by
Nikolai blurp>s, bleeps, and

Continued on Page 20
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NOT VAIID WITm|
OTME« DISCOUNTS

Exp. 3/12/86
J

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER

YOGURT STORES
WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

^Tantasize youR taste buds-
1101 GAYLEY AVE.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(213) 824-7707

J^

Catch a free taste of the Caribbean at the Cooperage tonight!
At 9 pm, Babylon Warriors (pictured above) and Burning Sen-
sations will be cookin* tropical style with reggae and steel
jiriuns. The Warriors are world-renowned rockers wirile The

Sensations are a long-forgotten LA band featuring former
members of The Motels. I and I wish to make sure you attend.
Well be irey jammin* so check out the Coop stylee, mahni

Bob Remstein. Review Editor
'

Kent Andrade. Associate Revtew Editor

jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

Media gays: 1986's
Cabbage Patch kids

P^p Off k u weMy column dedicated to oB form of
commmkfry €mcer^in$ e^meinmmi md i^ m^
The viem exipfmfd ute not nmemr^ thorn of^ tMh
Bndn EMtor^$$aff,

Sy^tMiowiky

^ott Icnow?
kirn.:m% mmd Urn of othieHc ttophie$,
^ handtome. He fis«> A^mtkk popen, and

tfyott s^ h^ « Nn^* W^am been watdNIi^^ too nnidb

yi9kmm^o tibe new AII*Am«fiDftii Boy |^y
You've «ei^ It in Comeomg Adults trni AnC^ « .,^
two nafloiiid |ifiiiie tim© TV movies gcixed txy 0iSkiO9H»^
fmmlo. ¥dii*ve mea U In Dymsty. And you've tettd It in
Al^iiiim'«dk1roo¥ei^^
Utese htV0 d^icted hommmm mdoi m young, ordi-

iMury, h^idbo^ suopessliil, tialh»poib^
tton. They have d^icted thenn a$ such Ideal sons It seems

For extmi^^ Newswexk's "Citiwing Up Gay" cover
story tried lo be dli^eolive by locui^Eig on the true stwy of
one gea^iiliie boiiieii^ni^. ]H0mw^ w^Moky had to look
pine^band to ^nd tjbls one, n due cfrilege boy 9a^ athlete
wfeo ^mfm ew»y tmm md pjsi^^dxemsi boy.

Aiid O0 Idievliioa, JeiBr In Qx^
his swim te«m, and he and his lover Stiiait go to mieA
m^md lofelitiar. MIciiadI In An Emtfy FroiA h a stH^oes!^
lawyer upwftr% mobile In his firm, and was a -state runn-
ing diai^^^bn. And Stx»lM» In Dynm^ k Intelligent,
always maks out In Um» lamlly gym, and his new
boyfriend k a kiy>y^ and the son of Senator Ftilmont.

So^ fDlhUkuf^if#^ iNsing a htdrdremrP
The pm» mAiy fre obsessed with trying to replace

olde» mmol:ipm alml gl^ men, and In doing so aie
eieaib^ a msw one. *

They re M^to^mtOceif^hommim^ who k not guy.
The new hi^nosexual males In the media are devt»d of

gay culture and gay folkways. They sec^ disconnected
from gay society. TTbey l^gn i|ptiorance of Its eilsteoce.
Why has media created homoseirual characters who aie
straight?

Because ggy culture Is powerful. Though gay culture Is

varied and complex, containing c^mtradlctlng philosc^hies
and idesh {mickQ, camp, and others), it has evoked
change, helping to move gays into the mainstream. Not
bad for a minority that has been <rfflcially oppressed In the
United States even recently. So it*s okay to be gay •— just
don't have a subculture that could threaten baseball, apple
pie and Chevr^et»
No one Is consciously conspiring to suf^ress gay culture;

that would be overstoplH^sKllon. Some wdU>intended
pathos can be lesponslbk.
B«l the new stereotype hurts In its denial erf gay

humanity In favor of stick figures who just happen to not
be diasing women^ all the time. Homosexuals portrayed in
the media don't have any flaws because being gay is their
tragic flaw. Newsweek told the touching story of Mr.
All-American whose only drawback is that he's homosex-
ual.

Crossl

But fear not! Now, thanks to Newsweek, we can realia:e

he*s really m okay guy, and we can fedl sorry for him
because he's the perfect dude except he had the misfortune
to be a faggot.

This Is not to sav that homosexuals can't be or aren't
doctors, lawyers, adiletes, or jstialgjKt-acting. But absolute-
ly no one Is fiawless. Ifmmmmmy Is mote like a facet of
a ^aracter^lan 11$ driving |(»rne; tmt Hollywood's at-

tempts to dhow thfe have badkflred. Homosexuals are por-
trayed ns or#[iary or Ideal sons, and their sexual orienta-
tlon» instead of being a facet of thc^ perscmallHes,

becomes tiMr tragic flaw.

Wm^MihomosextHdfdetmstandup?

J

m
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*Bliss*: Weird and unpleasant dreams

•li>«iMl^.
^ I liiifi tfj—i^^^B^-

ii 1

By Scott Cooper '

recent of the numerous cur-

D,. J. ^ , ^ , ,
^®"* releases which make ex-

Bli^, directed by Australian plicit allusions to dreams and
Ray Lawrence and winner of as in this case, dream-like
his country's 1985 award for states.
best film, is among the most Such "dream-films" have

not all been of the same mold, the past decade. Here, the au-
Dream Lover and Nightmare dience is drawn into a
on Elm Street II, for example, vicarious nightmarish experi-
are of the psychological hor- ence of one chilling adventure
ror-film variety which has after another,
been especially popular during Bliss, howfever, is an exam-

Horn/ Joy's less-than-sympathetic family in 'Bliss.

'

ŜUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/thlsad.
Fof New aientj Only (or short hoir only

SINCE 1929

pie of the alternative,
somewhat counter-cultural
variety, which is now beginn-
ing to make its way into our
movie^screen consciousness.
These films take their cues
more from the artistic tradi-
tion of surrealism than from
that of the horror genre.
Though they both share cer-
tain devices and ingredients,
the point of this alternative
type is not to induce
nightmare as a vicarious thrill,

but rather to shock us out of
the complacency of everyday
life, to begin to see the mun-
dane in hyper-extended, often
critical ways.

Brazil has been touted as a
current masterpiece of this
variety. Imaginative and visu-
ally stimulating, it utilizes its

surrealistic vision to conjure
up a critique of a fictional,

oppressive society which, ac-
cording to director Terry
Gilliam, is meant to represent
our own.

Bliss is a more subtle ver-
sion, utilizing similar tech-
niques to place familiar char-
acter-types in a bizarre and
exaggerated context, bringing
out the contradictions and
horrors of the mundane. A
comparison betweeiL__the twQ=
films should not be taken
much further, however, as
Bliss by no means contains the
highly fantastic, richly com-
posed visual stimulation of
Brazil. Rather, it is a simpler, —
domestic, and at times below-
the-belt vision which is

nonetheless biting in its com-
Continued on Page 19 "—
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^ ^ CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WFFKFMncnMi V

I
WE STYLE & CUT'"MEN & WOMENS HAIR g

I J-5 -1^9Y!®.)1 SlPIPJi ^^^^ Baxters »

CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON SIZZLINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHATgCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).
OPEN 7 DAYS

BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (11:30-4 00)
DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

AUSTRALIA

Delivery
Z08-1722

^AME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

1114Gayley docaieobeh.nd Nationat Theatre) 208-92 1

4

$1895
fx LAX

28 DAY AUSTRAUAN CAMfING SAFARI^

Inlj 19 t« Aagatt 16. 19IC '

* ft#«cial 4ltc«a«t avail.

!

-

C««tact Ptttr f Kerry at:-

AUSSIC ADVENTURE TOURS.

PO B«i 1243. U49U* ttaclli-

CA.9027I Tfi:213-379-43ST

and
asNceirrs

QpOPE/S^^
present

REGGAE
i
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•<l
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-
V̂*

' TONIGHT! - .

FREE
9:00 PM

IN THE COOPERAGE MAN
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Haunting-*Bliss*
Continued from Page 18
mentary.

Here, main character Harry
Joy, a successful advertising
executive sympathetically por-
trayed by actor Barry Otto, is

given a completely new
perspective on life after a close
brush with death. His
resulting clarity of vision
reveals the hypocritical nature
of his materialist suburban
world, as the protective blind-
ers with which he has been
accustomed to viewing . his
family, friends, associates, and
self are abruptly peeled away.
We perceive his newly-found
insights as alternatively
madness and genius, depen-
ding on from whose view we
are seeing them observed.

In this way, the film works
on various levels — as a story
about life and perceptions of
life, it is also about perception
itself. We can never be certain
what is real or not, whether
the whole film is not in fact a
fanciful tale of Harry's death.
Harry is introduced as an avid
story-teller, and, indeed, the
narrative seems to be of his

own telling. But at times we
are also privy to the perspec-
tives of the others involved

—

his wife, his lover, even the
waiter tit Itis favorite restau-
rant. The film thus uses
various strategies to incite us
to question and re-examine
our own perceptions.

The film's incredulous,
sometimes grotesque cinematic
playfulness is reminiscent of
the youthful exuberance of
such U.S. films as David
Lynch 's Eraserhead, Joel and
Ethan Coen's Blood Simple,
and U.C.L.A. grad Alex Cox's
Hepo Man. But what puts
Bliss ahead of the others is

Lawrence's and screenwriter
Peter Carey's ability to convey
further meaning through their

cleverness. While it may not
be as cinematographically in-

novative or striking, their film
is a social and philosophical
indictment which includes but
goes beyond the parody of
Blood Sim pie and the
pseudo-psychological dream-
vision of Eraserhead. It is a
satire with an underlying op-
timistic vision of heaven and
hell together on earth, rather
than with the apocolyptic
cynicism of Repo Man.

While the film's narrative
layering may at times get a bit

lost and confusing, and while
its occasional triteness and
final romantic "return to par-
adise" metaphor may weaken
its punch. Bliss is nonetheless
noteworthy as a film which
provokes clear-headed, critical

thought. Imaginative social

commentaries such as this are
refreshing alternatives to their

vicarious and ultimately un-
critical horror-genre counter-
parts.

Harry Joy (Barry Otto) has a party AFTER he's been decalred
dead.

CHASE
Sports " Deli

DELIVERY MADNESS
Large Pepperoni Pizza

w/ 'Xtra cheese
"2 dinner salads

-2 ice cold Cokeys30 min.
or less

on all large

pizzas

or you get

$3.00 Off! 11 please present coupon

USAC
1051 Gayley Ave. 824-1310
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Sf:

Women s Studies

Feminist Books

Ii

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213)477-7300

' -i-;>!.^^«-^>%^j^ ĴJUIML sooo

FINALS COMING "

SELF HYPNOSIS
Means No Cramming, No Worries

It Could Mean As For You
Private sessions-Student discount, Gail Success Center
Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist, (HEC)

Director. (818)989-2923

CHECK OUT OUR JUICE BAR!
CANDIES • NUTS • GIFTS
SMOOTHIES

2 FORI
(WHhUCLAID> EXPW£S:S/lS/8«

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9

Fri.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6

IINUT
"DD

^

^ WE SHIP ^
* WORLDWIDE ^

10912 Le Conte • IVesfivoocT
^'^^ V2-hr parking w/ $7

(213) 824-7764 ^ purchase at AmpCo
parking lot on Le Conte Ave.

v

I

AMPLICON FINANCIAL
AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE
?/J"A.^F.^^'^^^^^^ON EQUIPMENT, IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INCMAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.
IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED, FINANCIALLY MOTIVATED, ENERGETIC, AND AN
SVoT^X^^^^^^ UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YOU THIS
POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILITY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIPMENT HNANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES

^
WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION—^
PRICING. PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE. '

?.9.^^r?i15^I^^^ ^^ SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD, AND
THEREAFTER, $22,500/YEAR-l- COMMISSION.
IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS, AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS, PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TO:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER
VICE PRESIDENT
AMPLICON, INC.

2020 E. FIRST STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705 — 4

IF YOU'RE IN THE
FRONT OF YOUR CLASS
PERHAPS YOU'D LIKE
__ TO SIT IN THE

RACK

EXPERIENCE T^L JOY OF

TEACHING
VISIT LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOL CLASSROOMS

Developed by United Teachers-Los Angeles (UTLA), the Experience the
Joy of Teaching Program offerjs college students a chance to observe or
participate in classrooms throughout Los Angeles County. Positions are
available in elementary, junior and senior high schools and special
education classes.

For application forms, contact Albert E. Aubin at the Placement and'
Career Planning Center, or call (213) 206-1924 for more information.

Application deadline is March 7

Experience the Joy of Teaching is sponsored by UCLA's Office of
Academic Interinstltutional Programs (OAIP), Placement and Career
Planning Center, the California State Department of Education and
United Teachers - Los Angeles.
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BEACH CHECK LIST:
|

0* TOWEL ^^

> S- BEACH CHAIR
Q' RADIO "

S' SUN TAN LOTION
Q' Daily Bruin

MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

Eat In

or

Take Out!

•FEATURING
TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA
UDON • COMBINATION PLATES • AND SUSHI!

Louis

oott

Exp. 3/31/86
I

OFF PURCHASE FROM OUR MENU |

with this ad |

BASKIK
With this coupon get:

ROBBINS

2 fori
on all sundae, malt
or founteuu item ®'

Buy any pint, quart or Vi gallon, ^STthe

10% DISCOnNT (w/ valid UCLA ID)

'^ Fountain, Splits, Floats, Shakes, Malta

15% DISCOUNT (w/ valid UCLA ID)

u«. f^^^^ ^*^**' "°"*' '''*''' ^*='""*°" "*^* °' ''°°» d«««rt case)WE DEUVERl Delivery service available, special discount bulk rates to
campus organizabons,greeks, faculty. Available at:W—tiwrood Village • Century City Mall 552 2866 ^ ^ -

10916 Kinross • 1227 Wilshire Bl., Santa Monica 394-0773
(b/t Gayley & WMtwood Bl) * ^461 Santa Monica Bl .828-1 222

Ona QiiAQ • ''°» '^^ ***^' Culver City 390-2565

mm^^^^^ti^'^^ E«P 3 16 86

L - - _ i J2?.iuESTWOOp_BLyp^475;635g

THE NAIL GARDEN
' 'over 12 years of quality service

'

'

^1 ^ .. ^ m -i.-^ . Limited Offer (^^cept Fri.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon>Sat 9-7. Sun 10-4 • present Student ID.

MOVIES
A UCLA S T U D [ N I M t M H k (.m , R a M

Js pleased to present -w*-

A SNEAK PREVIEW

CROSSROADS

U & FAt
I

I

ISPECIAL

Body Perm $25.00

'

(with this coupon & UCLA I.D.) I

Continued from Page 17
popcorn pops away while
Louis' lengthy arms
mechanically chops the air or

slices it with his high batte-

ments; yet, Louis performs
with an inordinate amount of

smoothness and nonchalance
thoughout.

His stillnesses are absolute;

and as Louis assumes several

still poses before the true en-

ding of each section of music,
Nikolai's quirky false endings
had the audience deliriously

stumped. Louis urged our
nonforthcoming applause with
a look of chagrin at the end of

• the second section. This look
later changed to approval at

the end of the third section,

when we anticipated the false

ending a little better and
clapped at the correct time.

Phew. For Louis, even the

audience isn't spared of
rehearsal.

The Dave Brubeck Quartet
roared onstage after intermis-
sion with a mini-cncert of
their own, playing four eye-
opening sets of jazz. Artistical-

ly, the group is kin to Louis'
company in a most important
way; their music has a clean,
subtle yet full-bodied quality,
with a natural sense of con-

class^ified

!•

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

I
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T)M ASUCLA Commuracallora Boinl fuly supports 9m
Un^nMy o( CaMomw's pokey on non^scnmmjtion
No nwdhtiT) shal acc«p( uNenisefnenls «»««c^ present

pervms of wy ongw. race, rekgnn. stx. or sexuil

onentiikm In < denwaiting way. or Impty tut Owy an
KmitMl to certain positkms. capabNMn. rolis. or

status «i socialy NeWter the Daty Bruin nor Itw

ASUCLA CommuntcaDons Board has nvestigalBd any

of in services adverttsad or advertisers represonM In

tht Inua Any person bekevmg that an ailvwtlMnwrt
in this «sue vwiales tm Board's polcy on non-

dacrimmalion sutad herein siMMid conununicaM
comptamts in wnlino lo Vw Business Mttuger. (My
Bruin. 30B Westwood PUza. KH 112, Los Angeles. CA
90024 For assistance with housing discrimtnatlan

problems, cat dw UCLA Housing Ofllce at 825-4491.
or ran me Westside Fair Housing Office at 475-9671

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10

Study Paks give you

FINALS HNESSE .

Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide (or
Ctiemistry, Economics, and Psyctiology classes.
Lecture Notes and Problem Solving Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.
Available only at ttie Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-Level In Ackerman Union.

Studying Hard for Finals?

MAKE IT A GRAND FINALE
AS U C L A L E C T U RE NOTES
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-Level In Ackerman Union.

I

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.... 1

BASEBALL fans! 1986 UCLA Rotisserie

League now starting Draft a major-league
team. Call Charlie. 209-0592

^ International •

Coiffures !

1419 Westwood Blvd. I

479-8625 478-9316
}

Exp. 3/15/86 I

Contemporary American Indian
Art: Diversity in Traditions

Lecture Series
UCLA

tinuity. In Tntonis Tor exam-
pie, sax player par excellence
Bobby Militello performed in-

-

tricate passages in double oc-
tave into his flute. The spec-
tacular result was not th^^
achievement in itself, but a
smooth, strong sound that
rode right on the harmony
from the keyboards (Dave
Brubeck in control).

As ideal a band this may
have been for the Louis com-
pany, Louis' Four Brubeck
Pieces was unable to follow
through with choreography to
match. True, the dancers
churned out solo after im- .

pressive solo (as jazz musicians

—

will jam individually from the
band); but the concentration
tevel had somehow dropped
among the dancers, through
no fault of the choreography.

EDUCATION
SERVICES 4

GROUP 9 original music, experienced
dub band available for any club function.

Hot contempo rock, call Blank Frank
(213)871-8667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun. friendship. Uehara
(81 6)840-8638.

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

more part-time. If our ptiones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

F

ii
LOOKING FOR QUALITY
EDUCATION ABROAD?
=CENTRO DE ESTUOIOS UNIVERSITARIO

XOCHICALCO
iHr Currlcirium structured to the ne«ds of United

Stales studentss
• Foil Qovernrnent accreditation and listed wtth
W HO.

• Campus In Ensenada. on t>eautlful Baja Pe-
ninsula (80 n^lles Soulth o( San CMego)

e Guaranteed student loan programs available
e VA approved

• MEDICINE
• NURSING

• PSYCHOLOGY
• VETERINARY

CONTACT C.E.U.X.
—U.S.A. OFFICE (619) 575-7707

P O Box 6044 Chula Vista. CA 920i
(1-706-67) 4-08-34)P
P.O. Box 1344. Ensenaoa. Mexico B.C.

Sinistir BiBins:

AUGUST 1986
Now icciptiig inrollmeni

ipplicilions until:

July 1986

Transfer
—— Students

Dial Direct
(1-706-67) 4-08-34
Enaenada, Mexico

A^ Actives
START think-

ing about the

pledge-active

on the 14th.

WANNA
PLAY?

It's a simple calculation:

AAA 4- AXA one ragingj

Greek Week!
exchange!:

"TASTY MEAL, SUPER SHOW" -Rex Reed, LA Times

Love,
The NJ/s

HEY DEE ZEE'S
Professor/

Academic Dinner
Tonight at the
House. See you
there at 5:30.

The THETA XI
DINNER

an^

SLIDE SHOW

. **

Starring Ralph Mocchio
and Joe Seneca

Directed by Walter Hill

=RIDAY, MARCH 7
at 7:30 PM in

MElMTZ THEATER

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be
obtained on the day of ttie screening at ttie
Central Ticket Office Trailer at 9 am and at
the MacGowan Box Office at 10:30 am.
Melnitz Movies is a program of the GRADUATE
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION and works in con-
Junction with the UCLA FILM ARCHIVES.

Jean LaMarr, Poiute/Pit River Graphics
Artist-in-residence of the Indian

Education Center
Susonville, CA

March lO, 1986 - Monday evening
Slide Lecture - 6:00 pm Dickson

Auditorium
Reception/"Meet the Artist" - 7:30 pm

Dickson Foyer

Loui.s' movements for tne
Brubeck work had a heart-
racing pulse and funkiness to
it, maintaining that intricate,
skimming Louis quality,
though with much less the
breath and flow we experi-
enced in the first piece.
But overall excellence re-

mained; the high flying solos
dueling then duetting with the
musicians were breathtaking
to behold and the dancers and
musicians alike seemed to
radiate lethal quantities of
energy. All imperfections were
forgiven by the audience who
awarded them a rousing stan-
ding ovation.

±__GOOD DEALS....... 2L PERSONAL 10

AXA
The exchange
was great!

We're
definitely-
the best "Mardi
Gras" duo ever!

Thanks*. Theta

"Spring Rustiees, don't miss this!" -Tim Holey, Rusti Ctir.

OPENS MONDAY 3/10

5:30 6:00 "More sexy girls ttxjn o ZZ
Happy Dinner Top Vicleo".J.J. Jackson
Hour MTV

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818)992-6966. (213)873-3303

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.
Call James Boord. (818) 716-0224.

FREE ,8

CUTE puppy free. Call (818)991-8607 ask
for Joan, or (213)553-8607 ask for Liz

.MODELS needed for free haircut in Bever-
ly Hills. Call Kozo 277-7045.

Congratulations
MIKECOHN ^

for being selected UCLA 's

All-American Greek!
The Brothers of— Sigma Alpha Mu

MISCELLANEOUS 9

Information: Margaret Archuleta
Annerlcan Indian Studies Center
_^ 3220 Campbell Hall—

UCLA
—

—

(213)825-7315

™^A^y' ^P^^y^J^OQTQTris Committee of the Pro-

S rM.*
^^

')^'.^'f
'• ^^a^^""^

Commfttee forthe Arts. Museum
Stud^i'rl^^

Deportment of Art. American\nS
r)^^^S^^^\^^^^^^^ '"^^Q" Women's SupportGroup. Native American Graduate Student AssocintinnAmencon Indian Undergraduate StudenTA^^^

Special thanks to the College of Fine Arts. UCLA.

Surveyer Seven made a
soft landing on the
moon in 1968, ending
the American series of
unmanned explora-
tions of the lunar sur*
face. 7-

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

^^
10864 Weytxim Ave.

,iv LA. 90024

ItLIS-BOOKS-OIFTS
M-W lOo-PtSOp; Th-Sat. lOo-llp; Sua 2-«

- M lOt-8432

UCLA
BASEBALL
TEAM

Thanks for

"Alpha Phi
Day". We had
a blast at the

baseball game!!
ve, The A^'s

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE KAO

TRAFHC
•nCKET?
Trifftc School nam at UCLA or

Sun.W inexpensive.
S^rauJrtfiQ i Fun. Loimtion» aiao at
Bevorfy Hffl.. S.M.. Culver Oty and
South Bay.

CAU FOR RESERVATIONS
(21S) 478-7099

MoiMV fof Col9fl#T

It's al around you, If you Icnow

wher» to lookl CXjr notiorvwide

Acodomic Data Servic6

gurantees 5 to 25 Rnondol Aid

Sources for your tiig^>er

education or your morwy txx^
Frestimen, sophonxxes, and
ongoirHl groduate students

ONLY. caN toN tree

l-aOO-544-1574 ext. 639 qr

wrtte P.O. Box 16493.

QKittonooga, TN. 37416

,,».,v

FIJI
Pledge Active

PURPLE
HAZE

March 8th

'^^OOCOOOOOOGOOOOv

Presidenf

V.P. Efficiency.......

V.P. Pledge............

Treasurers

House Manager.,

Rush

Jennifer Marsh Soph. Rep.,— Kathy Goodwin

Melinda Miller Panhellenic Reps,

.Cindy Becic & Pam Watrous Activities.,—...^^ Judy Ross Service.,

Lemke Fraternity Education«

'•••••••tM»H»IMtf«M«t«l

Membership Chairman Tracy Morrow

fiecommendation ChairmarL Sandy Simmons

Scholarship Kathy Kachelt

Social .Iracy Gallagher

Recording Secretary. , Uje Dougherty

Corresponding Seaelary. Stacy Plotkin

Courtesy Chairman. ........Tori Engel

Purchasing fund Diane McCullough

Pictures/Composites Dena Fischer

Vl . l\v|J..M.....«M.......M.M.........M....t.....Muan..H..w.M.IVUlWl I vl IvIvUIUW

X KBp«..«.............M...„..,..««.«.«.............„.„.«...jerviy Knowtton

CABINET!!

.Kimberly Norris

.Stacy Saracino

Liz Danzig & Korey Nixon

.Laura Balcer

Irisha Brownwell

Nicole Goidner

'•••4M**««Mt*Mt«ttt«tM«*«

• miMftt—tt—tWtl

Food Nancy Ciccarelli

Song ........ .Carrie O'Connor

MarshalL™..
. Bliss Colton

rUVJl I 11 II I\VIVIIIV/I ld..H........M.M.M.MMMM.M..M...M.M.....M.M^nWlv ONTIS

Hospitality^ L MIndyMcKee

IIUI W'VIW.««..»»M.».«»..»....MWWW»«t.W.M..«W.W.«M..»M M.mLWU wI IvU

Deputy Treasurers

cditor...M..„„.,

Intramurals,

Chaplain.

•••••••••MMMtMtMtttMM«MMt*»M•MMMMttMM**

M»»*».»»«...-—...,
., TTTffHHHltumi t.

Susie tier &lj$aFranl(el

n...M.MM.....MM/ll I lK VUL^^K

LisaWalen

Jessica Pick

Standards. ..........Anne Cov0y

/
v.

J!

/

-^mimmmt •f^rmf'^i <f t «wi iij .

^^
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- wowr
look at those
Chl-o's on the
Greek Week
Committee:

MItCilliRi Exicitive Director

tori IMt. VirMy Ni|M Djrectir

VMi OhN CrtM Niffet Directir

Siffi Skiwsfeiri PiMkity Oniniwi

Thanks to you,
"Greek Week was a

success!
Love. Chi-O

^j

ATA
Thanks for the
awesome '

Greek Week
Exchange.
We had a
great time!^ Love, The
Alpha Chls

Axa

HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority.

Call 20&4008.

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

PSI CHI meeting Friday 7th at 3:00 in

Franz 3rd floor (UQPL) members interest-

ed in t)ecoming officers must attend. All

interested psychology majors are welcome.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.
Nancy.

YO Kappa Delta and Sammy Spiker^l You
dudes and dudettes are HOTI Congratula-

tions on making volleyball finals! Good
luck today - WIN!

The PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
BOARD (PAB) and its two
principle committees, the
CAMPUS PROGRAMS

COMMITTE (CPC) and the
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

COMMIHEE (CAC) is hoiding
a PUBLIC HEARING Thursday,
March 13, 1986 from 6:00 to
7:00 p.m. in 161 Kerckhoff

Hail. The purpose of this hear-
ing is to discuss proposed
changes to their Guidiines

Z and Charter for the
Academic Year 1986-87.

*yt/4^, ^€t4/e
•/«

Spiritual Psychic Reader
Tarot Cards it Horoscope Readings

By appt only Private &
1213) 658-1 $99 Confiden tial

Beverly Hills

Advise on alt matters of tlfe

Dear llAMmlet -
JTHANKS for a TERRIFIC
Greek Weekl We'll hove
'lots to celebrate tonight

at Coslrx) NIghtl

Love, ttie

KAPPA DELTAS

Computers are fun

Preludes are sporty

Happy Birttiday Steve Lui

Here's to many more(ty)

Your poetic secret pal

J

AN ALL aiSIVERSITY 3 on 3 BASKETBALL
gRNAMENT-AND SLAM nflNK-TOMTF

KKr New Inmates,
Thanks so much for

tho Incredlblo Plodgo
AcMvo. Well get

"plastorocr with you
onytlmol

Lovo, Tho Actives

MARCH 13-16.

BETAJTHETA PI
In Conjunction Wltli

^Oi4€G€-J©UR/

Karen Kersey,

Roses are red. (|ust ask
your mom). Today you're

-2J « so let's go out and
\ / get bombed!

Happy 2 1 st Baby!

Love, Freddie

canvERSE

PRESENT

SKOfi^^

J

•
^•,

1

'"'""
1

1^1

Vmri Pallai (xn):
Thanks for all your

hard work for

GREEK WEEK!
You are woman!

Love. Tll« Clli-0*S

l^t-dB 1

r

FOR
THEHONELESS

.^A^IRIP F( xa

^ i^
DilTA TAU DfLTAS: ^

Your borttones end bosses
hcmrxxiJzed poftectly with

. our sopranos arxj altos! .

Thanks for Monday Night's

SerBnodot
Love. KAFfA DfLTA

-

—

2nd Prize - Converse Basketball shoes.
,,:^,-—_3rd Prize - Spaulding Basketballs and many other pri

*AII Tournament Matches are 2 out of 3 games to 13 including a
consolation bracket so all teams are guaranteed 2 matches. ^ -

SLAMmm CONTEST......GRAND PRIZE $100.00"

ii SIGN aP SOON BECAaSE SPACE IS LIMITED i^
All proceeds will benefit

People Assisting The Homeless -

TO scon
AND MIKE (BX),

You're the best big bros

on ttie row.

We k)ve youll

LYLS. Cathy
and Frenqlz

.ENTRANCE FEES:.

Throw on your
shorts-don 't

forget the

shades and get

ready to RAGEI
See you

tonight!L
KAPPA
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL lo PERSONAL 10 HEALTH"
SERVICES

'Tred glided down the stairs,

a vision in black & white''

^Ginger
i'Even in theface of death, Bond looked calmT-
cooU & collected in the his black & white tux.

"

-I. Flemming
*Vo you Have anything in a peach leisure Tux?**

^^ 'Rupert Pinpkin
\> AEO; The Black & White

Congratuiations to ait the new Pi Beta Phi Officersand Thanks to all the old officers for doing a areat ioht
'^^'^ent Teri Fochi

Yr'n U**^ ^^^^^
K*« if^*^——---—-•M,,...Mic/iek Maaamoto
V.P. Sodal (pledge trainer). Alison Mitchell
Aast Pledge Trainer..—....* ...T^any Steward
Rush Chainnan. Robin Rivers
Secretary Micaela Daly
Treaswer. Megan Yates
Asst Treasurers. Wendy Minichello

Sally Fox
Treasurers Correspondent ..;.....;...Coro/ IVarrf

Responding Secretary Lynda Jakovich
tffciency Chairman Christa Deremiah
Ahim Rehtions lo^i Sase
?^ ^^f^'^'^n. i^ni Santos
Asst £U^ Sister Chairman. Lori Farino
^ng Chairman Ke/ty Walsh
Fhilanthropies Chairman. Julie Ann Hawkins
Fundraiser Chairman. Haa Fiekl
Schokarship Chairman. Lbia Mahney

™^«^«.«™__^^
House Manager. Cathy Hutchinson
^fcksl Chairman (parties). ^ Caroline Hunt
Social Chairman (exchanges). Beth Jones
Panhelknic Delegate. Suzanne Connolly
Jr. Panhellenic Delegate. Teri Morse
Membership Chairmari. »».^.,„Kathleen Self
Asst Membership Chairman............... Lpri Levy

fjlstorkm. Julie Frances Hawkins
Arrow Correspondent Shieh Yates
Phot Rehtions janet Fisher

Jt?^^;:
KristenCope

I.M. Chatrman Qhris Rowley
^fortweaar Chairman....... Kami Peden
Retreat Chairman Molly Brodie

The Brothers of Zeto PsI Fratemlty would like to wish
G Happy 22nd Birthday to

RICK DEANS

RESEARCH

and congratulate Nm upon his recent engagement to
SHIMli DICKEY

in TK«
Your Brott)ers

. DELTA SIGMA PHI
Pre Rush Dinner

«_AII perspective rushees are ^—
—invited to attend our coat and~
tie dinner on Monday, March 10.

Cocktails : 5:30prn

Dinner : 6:00pm
Special Guest Speaker : 6:30pm

SUBJECTS 12
DONORS needed for off-campu8 sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-
couragefl. Call 553-3270 for appointnwnt.

GENITAL herpes-study t)eing conducted
through the University Center for Infectkjus
Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursenr>ent. (213)206-6723 .

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,
needed for research pro^ at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 82S-0392.

SPERM donor wanfd. FGE Medical
Clinic. 620-0377.

Wanted: Patients age 14 and older with
diagnosed periodomal (gum) disease to
participate in research project providing
periodorrtal care (monitorir>g, in/structlbrtr

x-fays, surgery). 825-9792 for appointment.

If you have any questions call

Bruce Morgan, Rush Chairman at

824-0332 or 208-9247.

ZBT

GENITAL
WARTS?
Study being

conducted ttirougt)

the unlvefsity

center for

infectuous
diseases. Treatment

is free. Receive

_ SlOO
reimbursement

—(213)206-6723—

f-

*~

- TOURNAMENT $45.00 per team
SLAM DUNK CONTEST $5.00— to benefit the HomeleSs^s of Los Angeles"

"

**A11 players must have valid reg card and photo i.d.**
Sign up today on Bruin Walk or anytime at BETA, Rm 4 or Rm 13.

ForJVVore Information Call:

Free T-Shirt to all participants

Mark Tow^ery 208-2481
Tim To\ynsend 824-3868

^^^^^•^^Am'^'AA'
« #»JI»9-«.VW • VL* •'|b# ' - -m, 'C*^

PLASH
- Missing Creed

Report
Oeschp: Extremely Vertxw

Unusual Charac: says "Pkl Hi Ctm^*"
Last Seen: South Wall,#M Date Room

Reward: Negotiat)le

Any info leading to wtiereabouts of the

Creed-Mappers-Please contact

Missing Creed Bureau

at«M2»l113

» »^ # * >•_• if->.»• f &•••«.•

UTTLE SISTERS
pickrup your ZBT i

Affair invites

*Today at Drinl<~ i

of the Month
Club,5:30.

I

Dinner will be j

CArv^H

: SPERM DONORS 19
• SPERM donors needed for medical
• research. Will be vvell compensated. Call
• Victor 273-2463.

: SALONS 2

1

• — '

• BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
• models tor haircuts, perms, colof. 662-
: 5786.

FREE haircut-need models for haircut
dass at Japes hair salon. CaM Masako at

271-1653.

Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Bedicure

208-8193
l.r. CAYl-KVAVE

. WESTWOODVILLAC.E

Lonely?

HEALTH
22 SERVICES......TT.;;..;;;;;; 22

Tired?

Depressed?
Individuals

T^iiplcs*Family.
Fee: Sliding Scale

3744 S. Barrington Call Open Paths
WestL.A. (213)398-7877

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE CARE FREE TESTING
COUNSELING 6. RESOUnCES

AVAILABLE
WESTSIOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 r*ICO BLVD. SM

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
iOS 1111

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany k)oking for distributors. Earn $500-
$1500 or more, part-tinrte. (213)852-0990
call between 1-5 PM.

HELP WANTED...> 30

HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority. Call
208-4008

HELP wahtckt. Outgoing, energetic people
needed to fill all positions. Weekend and
eve. hours available. Apply in person.
Mann's Westwood Fourplex Theatre - 1050
Gaytey Ave or Mann's NatkHial Theatre -

10925 Lindbrook.

INVESTMENT agency needs someone,
preferably Spanish speaking to teach D-
Base 3 and Word Perfect on IBM personal
computer Good pay? Good hours! Please
call Ena mornings and ESME afternoons,
at 413^X)48.

MESSENG^RS/Process Servers, full and
part-time posftk>ns available. Must have
transportation. Wages 6.20mr. (213)384-
8244.

HELP WANTED 30

MESSENGER needed for productk)n com-
pany Must have own car. Contact
Michele (213)550-4556.

ADVERTISING assistant LA retail chain
Graphics, PR, retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services. 3125 Western Avenue
Seattle. WA 98126.

ASIA travel/study. 2 nwnths. $1296-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$10.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

Athletic-looking giris in Track and Field.
Swimming, Gymna8tk». Tennis. $100/day!
Acting, recording. (213)430-543 Ir^

MODELS. Advertising agency seeking new
male/female models for upcoming spring
and summer work Call for app. (213)556-
3577.

Prr typist, good organizer. 15 hr week.
Advertising specializes company in Beverly
Hills. (818)343-1386.

PART-TIME receptionist/office clerk. Typ-
ing and correspondence required. Please
call after 1pm. 652-9770

PART-TIME temporary clerical positk>n
available with internatk)nal student ejt^

ATTORNEY needs receptionist w/good typ-
ing skills to work part-time. 9:30-12:30 M-
F. Some flexibility w/hrs. Call after 1 30
(213)550-7696

BRUIN WOODS. Looking for student
worker who also plays the piano. This per-
son can play by ear, lead campfire. songs,
create nr>ood and scene changes in staff
shows. Play for cocktail parties, and
possibly give a Sunday afternoon concert
Apply at the West Center or call
(71 4)337-2478. ^^^
CASHIER needed for record store in Santa
Monk». Must be available on Fri. Sat. and
Sun. Experience necessary. Call "Off the
Record" 829-7379

CASHIERS WaitersA^/aitresses to work at
a Dim Sum Cafe. Preferably Tuesday
Thursday. 1 1 :30-2:30 Call 476-4162.

CHARMING & clean cut females and
males needed for sales & promotk>n in
Beverty Hills and Century City Part time/
full tin>e. Flexible hrs. (213) 479-7771.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plu8^veek.
Full/part time Top wages. Rexible hours.
Excellent working conditions, friendly
people to work with Benefits Call 828-
0664. ^ .

COMPUTER JOCK- versed in DBASE H.
framework, or symphony. For programm-
ing and consulting for Beveriy Hills Com-
pany Flexible hrs. and'Compensatk>n. Call
Greg 277-3275

Counsetors - girls group home-tive Jn half
week. 479-0929. ^

change program, 12 hrs per week, $6/hr:
Requires basic typing, filing, and general
clerical skills; 382-9446

PART-TIME bookkeeping. Brokerage expe-
rience Inglewood. 5 hrs/week Non-smoker
$7/hr 477-1679

PART-TIME. Westwood- clerical/
messenger for financial advisers to enter-
tainment industry. Must have own car. 15
hrs/week $5/hr plus gas & mileage. Start
April 7th (818)954-6164

PART-TIME assistant for doctor's office in

Beverly Hills. Cedar-Sinai Medical
Towers: (213)864-3539.

PART-TIME persons wanted for phone
work in private dub fun job. (213)654-
6491 12 pm-9pm.

, r. f ,i1l i,*,r f.^.t.H 1 t.t fci<.tia> »^*m.m»m,

Attention WoHcStudy:
Varsity Scouting needs
team coaches for inner

city youth program. $5.50
per hour. Call Chuck

Hayes at (213)413-4400.
i • »« »»«»«««« «

e

e

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeewve*^—-IT NAAOINDAZS 2
IS HIRING

Part-time help In the
Santa Monica Store.

Can Chrte® 828-7046 or
In ttie Brentwood Store
CON Pom o 820-1666

CPA FIRM in Mkl-Wilshire needs business
major for 16 to 24 hours per week with
working knowledge of IBM PC and Lotus.
Intermediate accounting helpful. Great
opportunity and compensation. Send
resume to McGinity and Nodar 3435
WHshlre Bh^d. #729. LA 90010. (213)386-
6564. ' ^^
CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-
bean. Hawaii, Worldit Call for gukJe,
cassette, news servk^el (916)944-4444 x
IX^LA Cruise.

DRIVER/MESSENGER fuN or p^rt-tkne.
FamHiar with greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurance,
copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto aNowance. Call (818)906-
0699; (618)9060763

EXTRA'S needed. Now casting attractive
model types for movie & T.V. Creative
Cating: (818)784^044.

FULL or pan-tinte physk;al therapy akj for

tH«y orthopedk: practice in Beverty Hills.

Kiniesotogy student preferred. Call fcx ap-
pointnrwnt, ask for Gtoria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medteal receptk)nist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred for busy Beverty HiHs office.

CalH213)S5<M)950 ask for Teena.

GIRL Friday needed: Receptk>nist/General
offk:e. Flexible hours. Must have pleasant
manner. 452-7677 Professor Litt.

GIRL Friday needed part-time, afternoons.
1:30-5:00 general office/receptk>n work.
$5/hr. 204-4678.

"*•
m can Ptim « 820-1666 I•••••••eeeeeeeeeee«^e*

IMMIDIAn OKNINOS
for part-tlnie. temporary

DATACOMM
with major Teft Publisher

NIAR CAMMS
Can (213)478-2061

nCKHS
R^ttourant 8i Bar
Now Intervlewino for

•xpertericed
parsormel for late

"March •mployment.
(cooks, sautee &

broNer. sakxJ parsons,
food servers.

fK>stesses.

buspersons. &
cHshwashers).

Apply In person:
inSO Otyrnplc Blvd

(lobby)
at ttie San Diego

Freeway
2-5pm Thursdays

&Frldayji

10afTv2pm Satui
-fr-' 1

^m

A
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mcgn^ dally bruin
SERVICES

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED,> 30 APARTMENTS

PLEASANT. RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANJED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK THROUGH JUNE 7:30-
8.30am. 2:30a3:30pm, M-F. MUST HAVE
CAR. $50WEEK. BEVERLY HILLS 275-
6447.

FOR RENT 49

PRE-MED and pre-optomdtry. Need UCLA
freshman or sophomore. Clinical and basic
research JSEI Tues/Thurs. X2 years
$6.40/hr 12-15 hrs./week 825^749
PUT your conscience 1o w^ork on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank. p/t. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491.

RESPONSIBLE adult to accompany child
to NYC around April 4-6 and return April

18-20. Fly TWA. Cash offered (213)391-
2453.

SECRETARY receptionist wanted full-time.

$1000 nice office environment 854-0466

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm
needs part-time students to do ctericat

work. Please call (213)452-9616.

STUDENT w/ car to pick up 2 children at'

school, bring home and babysit for 2
hours Pay negotiable Call after 6pm
474-8134

PART-TIME secretary for mornings Must
have law office experience and good typ-

ing skills Call Kim at 652-5015.'

PART-TIME receptionist 8-1 must have law
office experience. $5.50/hr. Call Kim at

652-5015 after 1p.m.

PHONE solicitor for insurance office. 20-40
hrs./wk. Some office work. $5/hr. Flexible

hours. 479-5556

PHOTO-model wanted for txMk-cover &
fantasy magazine. 874-9302 I need help

to start a political magazine.(conservative)
No experience necessary Part-time 874-

9302

. . PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Mal«/F«mal« Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming s«ttlons

Fashion, Commorical, Thootrical

Call for appolntmonf
(•1S)50<-S6SO

SUMMER day camp in Agoura serving
San Fernando A Conejo Valleys seeks
strong staff. Counselorsiinstructors:
jym, horses, arts & crafts, swimming,
animals, Drivers. $125-190 plus/wk. Call:

(818)706-8255.

SUMMER day camp needs enthusiastic,

high-energy people who have experience
working with children. Positions available:

Counselor/driver; Specialists in gym-
nastics, nature, arts & crafts, dance,
horseback riding, and WSI swim instruc-

tors. For application, call 472-7474

Fill In your week
wHh extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the
day, week, or month.

^TIVERr
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656

r

THAV&L agertcy at busy Westwood 10CF
tion seeks part-time clerical Minimum 1-

hours weekly (flexible) $4/hour. Contact
Manage r at 824-0921

TYPIST, part-time, will train word process-
ing. 50wpm minimum, Mon-Fri. Steady
work, $6 50/hour. Marina Del Rey, 306-
4625

UCLA Football is looking for UCLA student
volunteers who are interested in a career
in collegiate athletics Call 825-8699 Ask
for football

WE are taking applications for fantastic

summer jobs at UCLA Alumni Associa-
tion's new family resort-BRUIN WOODS
You spend your summer in the mountains
at Lake Arrowhead. You and 50 other stu-

dents live together in the Cedar Lodge, eat
with our guests and help carry out a sup-
per family camping program for 10 weeks
Jobs include: Arts and Crafts. Aquatics,
Housekeeping. Grill. Dining Room.
Grounds, Front Desk and Counselors You
also help put on the opening and closing

musical shows and other entertainment
Get an application at the West Center
J4ail it to us by March 12: BRUIN WOODS
P.O. Box 160 Lake Arrowhead. CA. 92352.
(714)337-2478.

$5/hour plus bonuses for telephone
qua lifier 3 shifts, M-F, 8 AM- 12 PM.

^JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32
ATHLETE/Sales Experience- assistant
manager and full-time salesperson needed
for Westside's best athletic shoe and ap
parel store. Let your athletic background
help you succeed at Front Runner's. Pay
commeserate w/experience Apply in per-

son. 470-4141.

BACK office person needed in fast-paced
chiropractic office. Must be energetic and
personable. Will train. Contact Sara 658-
8661 ^

SINGLE, pool, parking. Block from cam-
pusA/illage Utilities paid $500. 10966
Roebling Ave. 208-4253.

WESTWOOD prime kx:ation. $100 nwve-in
allowance, furnished singles. Patio,
elevator, A/C 10989 Rochester. 479-7485.
managed by Moss & Company

2-bedroom. 2-bathroom $1150. Best WLA
location Carpet, drapes, built-ins.
fireplace, sunkin tub. view, security, park-
ing/building. pool, sauna. 479-5672.

$575. 1 bedroom apt. Pool, security, lower
Beverly Hills adjacent. 874-2569

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50
$795 LARGE 1-bed w/parking Nice view
Walk to UCLA & Village. 729 Gayley Ave.
208-8798.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52
BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious. 1-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove. No pets.

$700/mo Only charging 1 -months rent,

security/cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

BRENTWOOD. Super clean, spacious, 2-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove. No ,pets.

$980/mo. Only charging 1 mo. rent, securi-

ty/cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. 1

bedroom for $675/mo. Call Mike at 824-

9925

PRIME Westwood Village executive
apartments $775 and up. Fireplace, pool,

parking, a/c 208-3308.

VACATION
RENTALS 53 _

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELR,>62

- _ • ' m
f-

ROOM and board in exchange for

fK>usekeeping and child care, close to

campus, small salary, days-556-3025.

Carol

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELR>.63
SECRETARY needed in exchange for

room. 15 hrs./week Typing, filing, phones
Secretarial experience a must. 276-4000.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64
FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room. Lovely West LA home. $100/

mo. Sylvia. Eve. (21 3)478-7042.

PRIVATE room and full bath in spacious

condo. garden setting, security bidg. Pool/

Jacuzzi, underground parking, female,

non-smoker. Available imnr>ediately. $475
plus 1/2 utility. Call Susan (213)274;^5513.

ROOMMATES 65"

FEMALE needed to share one-t)edroom

, Gayley apartment. Excellent location- next

door to UCLAI Security building, pool, fur-

nished, etc. $350/month. Call 824-1248 or

209-2342.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
ISedrddm in a WLA apartment. $240/
month Call 477-1244.

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom. 2-bath with

3 others. $300/month. Parking. Walk to

campus. Call 825-5858 days; 824-5869 or

824-4886 evenings.

FEMALE roommate needed to share 1-

bedroom apartment in Westwood: $337/
month Call 824- 1340

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

SERVICES SERVICES
OFFERED 96 OFFERED .>....>,,.>,,, 96 OFFERED 96

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

MUSIC LESSONS 102

WESTWOOD large upgraded 1 -bedroom.
1-1/2 bath condo: security building, walk to

UCLA. Call agent 277-5571.

FEMALE share 1 bedroom, close to UCLA
$265./month. pool, security building, park-

ing Available April 1 Taylor. 478-3579.

FEMALE needed Share room. 2-bedroom.
2-bathroom aartment. 5 minute walk to

campus 824-1814

Vr MALE roomgiate for Brentwood single.

TO SHARP S4 '^68^ shop. bus. furnished, stove $250/
month. Ron 471-3569 After 8pm.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69
LARGE WLA condo: 2-bedroom. 2-bath.
security building, close to campus $1250
655-6710.

FLYING
"

PARACHUTING 76
LEARN to Fty! Special free intro. serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

INSURANCE 9T
INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTfBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM.'^ (818) 992-6966, (213) 873-3303.

^ )fc )(c Sic 9ic :ic 3|c :ic 9ic :|c :|c))c :ic %)|C 3|L

•K- AUTOMOtlLE INSURANCE ^
•N- SPECIAL ^
•H" College Student Progrcam #^ Free Quote i^
-j^—"-^*Ask for Marvin Gelb i¥^

* (213)822-1221 *
/^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ %1^ ^0 ^^ ^^ ^t^ ^ft^ ^ft^ ^^ ^MW^W #1% ^^ ^f^ ^^ ^^ ^f^ ^^ ^^ ^^ rf^ ^^ ^^ ^w ^p #1*

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Paynwnts-
BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)

785-9865

APARTMENTS

STUDENT DiSCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94

12:30-4 30 pm. 5-9 pm Contact Jim Buch
or Jim Eskey at 477-401 7 Call for appt

Mod«ls Wanted
for award winning

student photographer.

Prints for pay.

Ask for Melissa.

(2 131 3 1 0-9082

Easy extra income! $500/$l000 possible

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc. Dept LA2. ^X F
Hillcrest Blvd Suite 209 Inglewood. CA
90301.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT
Public Relations

intern at celebrity public

relations firm. No pay
but great opportijrrfty to

learn and gain experi-

ence. Call Sonia at

fC;213)276-6400

Photofhraphcr:
Wanted for Studio

^rtraits. Must have

knowledge of

photography & be

willing to learn.

Flexible hours. ,

Weekdays &
ZZ weekends. Call —
Jackie 1 0-1.(M-F)

(213)477-5566

•STUDENTS AND FACULTY

•

Looking for extra money?
"Work temporary for

Milflbtaail.

n^bboV
Temporaries, inc

1 1 850 Wilshire Blvd , W L.A

f21S|477-80S«
555 E. Ocean Blvd., Long Bch

(21SK91.S220
• Secreiaridl, »* Recepttonisi.

»^ Typists. »^ Accounting,

*^ Data/Word Processors

arid other office support pbs
f 00%FREE TO APFUCAfVTS

CHILD CARE
WANTED ...35

BABYSITTER needed, some evenings,

non-smoker, 3-yr. old. (213)838-8883.

BABYSITTER needed 3-7 pm for five year

old Must have transportation. 82^-5355
(work). 470-2964 (home) Valerie

CHILDCARE 2:45-5:45. Tues.-Fri 2 weeks
on, 2 weeks off Must have car $4.00/hr

Near Sunset/Barrington. 476-5885.

MOTHER'S helper, afternoons, some
evenings, 3 yr old. Local references and
experience, rran-smoker. Car preferred.

(213)398-4823 Leave message.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49
Apartments available $690/up. Kelton
Towers-5l5-Kelton. 208-1976.

Apartments available $690/up. Kelton
Towers-5 1 5-Ketton . 208- 1 976

.

SINGLE for 1-2; walk UCLA-Westwood.
partially furpished, laundry, pool,
dishwasher, ac, fireplace. 5 month lease

April-August; $675 mo. includes water,

gas. parking. Kris or lisa. 209-0685.

M/F - private t>edroom, share bath. WLA,
pools, Jacuzzi, non-smoker. $395/mo. 202-

7777.

M/F Grad. student preferred. Large
bedroom, private full bathroom in a nicely

furnished 3-bedroom security condiminium
in WLA. $450/month. Non-smoker. 826-

5970.

NEED female to share large 1 -bedroom
apt. Walk to campus. $275/mo. Veterar7

Strathmore. 208-4408

TWO professional women will share with

same. Lovely, spacious, 3-t>edroom, SM
apartment, over 25, non-smoker $300/
month 829-1115.

YOUNG professional wishes to share 2-

bedroom, 2-bath, beautifully furnished

Brentwood apartment. Female, non-

smoker. (213)471-0052.

$385/mo , near bus, good beach. Call

392-2009 after 1 1 pm and before 9 am.^

HOUSE nnn
FOR RENT 55
3 bedroom, 2V2 bath, unfurnished large

house. Westwood, walking distance to

campus Beautiful garden. 3 months or

more lease. $2400/month. (213)935-0712.

HOUSE
""

FOR SALE 58

VIEW view view! $3000 bonus to buyer.

Gorgeous townhouse, near beach w/2
bed/loft/den. 3 baths and private sundeck
Big kitchen. Security building Many
upgrades, lovely decor. Move-in condiiton

$187,000 Sheri- Fred Sands Realtors even-
ings 473-6156, days 391-6721. (to receive

bonus, you must ask for Sheri)

WONDERFUL townhouse, heart of
Westwood, 2-bedroom, 2'/i bath, mint-

condition $275,000. 540 Kelton Coldwell
Banker. Anne Ruby. 451-5471 .476-6981

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professiorially

since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

$400.00 male only. Three's Company.
Room w/ patio in condo. Beverly Hills

area. $400.00 deposit. Available im-
mediately. Jane 277-4584.

' SUBLET 66

APRIL 1- JUNE 1. Sublet. Quiet. 1-

bedroom apt. Furnished, Utilities included.
Palms- 4 5 miles UCLA, one SM. Busr
$5l0/mo. 204-3460

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip*
ped, experienced. Call anytime 392-1108

JERRY'S moving & delivery: The Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

t

; GUARANTEED
; MOVERS
• Cheerful & Cheap
• Careful & Complete
i 397-8597 Anytime

SUBLET your house or apartment while
you^ are away this summer. Second year
law students clerking w/our firm need
westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext. 587 before 4:00 at Manatt.

.
Phelps. Rothenberg, Tunne^ & PhiUips,

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during surnmer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

SUMMER law clerks need housing Fur-
nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan
(213)680-2222.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments, Offices
Profosslonol Service for Peanuts

SERVICES
OFFERED ;...T:....96

O'MELVENY li MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time
from May to August,
& possibly l/j of

September, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please Call:

RECRUITINO OFFICE
669-6539 or 669-6046

ALL TERM PAPERS, REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EOmNG! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS FAST SER-
VICE! (818)798-8334

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers.
resumes? Professional help from publish-
ed author with journalism masters. Dick
208-4353

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

GERMAN medical doctor couple would like

to housesit in April and May. 399-6815.

{ HEADSTART t
i Make arrangements J
J now to sublet your -H

•^ - - apartment for the J—

r

WELLWORTH PLAZA*

/APARTMENTS* ^

New Building

Deluxe Apts

1 & 2 Bdrms

• Roofdeck Spa
• Gated Garage

• Fireplaces

10980 Wellworth Ave

WWood. (213)479-6205

2nd y«ar Law Students
n««d W«tttld« housing
from approximotoly
Juno through August.
Contact Donna Francis

of Wyntan, lautzor
551-34S7 A.$A.P.

REAL ESTATE 6

1

WESTWOOD North Village. 6 units pride
of ownership. Pristine condition. Excellent
owner/user Principals only Broker Russ/
Max 828 5683

^summer, we have a~
number of terrific law

students who need a
'

summer home in Los

Angeles. If you would

like a reliable cennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvarado at (213)

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself all

that worry at the

end of May.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

HOUSEKEEPER/Babysitter wants work 1-2

days/week Call 471-1567.

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette
or birthday party- we make it special. John
(213)559-4089

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?
Establish your portfolk) today. Gall Linda's
Photography Studio. (213)278-5063.

PAINT jobs wanted Student owned paint
business. Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349.

PROFESSIOtsJAL documentation services.
Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/development/production Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL, editing: term papers,
books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149. ~ '

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

KSMILE...Before It's

Too Late.
"

Now is a good time to have your
Graduation Portraits taken, be-
fore our stu(j[p gets crowded. We
offer official academic apparel
(with or without the mortartx>ard).

or you can choose your own /f^
favorite attire. Call 206-8433 to '^
make an appointment, or stop by. ^

^'-~

L
^3SUCl3

CmPUS PHOTO STUDIO
1st R. KercWwff Rm. 150 • Moo-Fri 8:30-5:30. Ctosed Sat-Sun • 206-8433 J

i»

ASUCIA
Coin-Operated^

Resumes: Typeset

Because The First

Impression Counts!
Preparation

FLUTE te8K>r>e- Paul Pf\96, former aolo
fluttat. Boston Symphony. Pittsburg Synv
phony. Boston Pops, is aooepting pupils.

6e»S324.

QINQER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
avaiiabla. AN agM. aJI lev«ls. ExpariwKSSd
taschsf . NQPT/MTAO-. 472-6039.

QuHar iMSons by profMSk>n«l iMchsr
near UCLA. Any levsl. any age. QuHafS
available. Jean 47»41 54.

PRO guitar Issaons . AM styfas- fusion^
rock. jazz. etc. Call Bruce. (818)505-«827.
Excoltent ra«srancaai

If

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35
teaching aN lav^als. stytos. I^aar UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

,«

.1

''\

Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy

Unlike other copiers on campus you caa
still get copies from our machines for just
a nickel. And we've got several locations
to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level
(near the elevators) and First floor (near
the information counter), in the North
Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at
Lu Valle Commons.

3

Preparing your resume is a lot like dressing for a
job interview: in both cases the first impression
counts! A resume that's typeset — not just
dashed off on a typewriter — can help make your
first impression a good one.

ne Professional look
zA typeset resume is neat, clean, easy to read andl
shows that you're well-organized. You can
choose from seventy different typestyles.

Our Low Prices

A typeset resume looks expensive — but at
_ASUCLA Graphic Services, your investment is—
Tnodest. Your typesetting is just $24 for a one-^r
page resume and you can have copies made for
a small additional charge on fine quality paper.

RESUMES 104
LOOKING for that perfect job? Wa cm
write you a resume tfiat will get it for you.
Call tf>e Resume Connection. (213)478-
3274

i
'^1

RESUMES. $l2/pg. computerized typasal/
lazer printer, typing & word processing.
Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-
8091

WINNING resumes! Student special $2S.
Free consultation. Free copies. One-day
service. Open weekends (213)851-0717.

TRAVEL 105
SPRING Brealc. Save $ world wide. Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off fiotels/motels.
(818)989-3123.

. 1

'«**»

:

:

i

Look for our new copiers coming soon to
the Bombshelter and North Campus.

HONOLULU-$129B/T:
MAUI-ISMB/T;

LONDON.I519 B/T;
SoM« stii^rat Aacoaats
avaflaMcMf /AlB-DEAL
or (415)M1.5«4S. Aak for

t

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Closed Sat & Sun
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR^HI
S U C L D

n.

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6
Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

SUPER VALUE fVT FROM LAX TO:
NEW YORK from $236
CHICAQO itam $198
MIAMI tnm $238
HAWAII torn $239

FRANKFURT.~~~Z.
PARIS/AMSTERDAM from $699
TOKYO hvm $679
TAHITI r:.:;...::. hom $679
CRUISE. 7-day». *am 1500
SKI EUROPE. from $999

CHARTBiS, TOURS. CRUISES,
RAILPASSES. CAR, AND HOTEL

RES£RVATK)MS
CALL 2l»-4444 M^ 9S

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100 QLEHDON §2025

c

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100
A1 WOROWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sher i 662-0869.

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious.
dependable. IBM. Dissertations, theses,
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747 _ -

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150
Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Closed Sat & Sun
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GR^HIC
A)G sue

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20fhT. 828-4029, 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates

(213)935-7592

QERMAN/French major available for tutor-

ing students in years 1-3. Call Cory 824-

0152 or 206-91 18.

MATH tutoring- elementary through
calculus. Tough made easy. Call Bruce.

(818)505-9927.

i

B^ar'm Editing and
Writing Smrvice
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big

or Too Small
•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213) 837-8292

1- PATICNT TUTOR
MAUI (arithmetic through J
calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS. {

J Engineering, Reading,^ (iKam- 4c

{mar. Study Skills. WorlTwIth a J
^ tutor wtK) knows ttie subject r
iwell, and can patiently pres-J

J ent the material in a variety of

«

J ways. You will also learn the¥
^proper way to study toj
achieve confidence and self-T

J reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-*

J TION CALL JIM MADIA 383-

«

J 6463. t

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/weel(. 291-3158.

TUTORING
NEEDED 99
SPANISH tutor to English as a second
language students. Two times per week.
Salary negotiable. Call Maggie. (818)840-

5865. days.

Tudor needed for high school student'in

Advanced Placement Pascal. Call

(818)904-9455, after <pm.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING.,. .;;... 100
A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622. -__

A Better Paper. Writehand Word Process-

ing. Call Lois at 826-6410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2890.

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100
A quality word processing. IBM PC, IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-

tatk)ns, one day service, $1.50/page, WLA.
Myung, 397-6344.

ACADEMIC word processing Xerox 860
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947 Call
noon-6pm.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING.
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR.
SPELLING. GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY
SANDY (213)479-3719 .

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-$2.25.
Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

390-4568.

ONI DAY TYHNO
Prdettlm iul writer wttti BA In

EnoMih wfl type and edH temn
popen, thatet, ta^pH, reaumec.
etc OredMno onfy. Over 25
yawaaqpertenoe. Wettwood

VBoge. Ml Oeloney.
924-2863 or 024-5111

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EDITOR, PhD. Many years' manuscript
experience: dissertations, articles, transla-
tions, poetry, plays, riovels. non-fiction.

(213)393-9109.

ELITE Word Processing - best rates of-

fered - professional service, terms, disser-
tations, manuscripts, etc.. picit-up delivery,
204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 276-0386.

FAST dependable typing/word processing.
$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343 (213)514-9245.

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term
papers, manuscripts, thesis. Reasonable
rates. Call: Meena ph. no. (213)679-61 13.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-
tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550

MARIA'S word processing-dissertations,
thesis, term papers, etc. <Q $1.50/page.
256-5175 or 206-1 466(ask for Maria Ortiz)

RT

From

LONDON $478

AMSTERDAM....„$495

BANGKOK $83S

IRELAND $449

HONG K0NG,„$670

* Some Restrlctkxw A)3p^
EuroNpoMM

issued on th« ipot

Sch(X)l Pcipers, Resumes
overnight, while you wait

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, SM

MRS. Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing
Service. Fast, reliable, error-free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-
3 00/page 277-7102.

,
PROFESSIONAL Typing, editing and rush
jobs. Call Val 477-6220. (9am- 10pm)

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-
sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112

Lonee*s
One Day Typing
M(4 MM Wof^

WHILE YOU WAIT SEIIVICE

iTUDfTAQ^Mwrmroacomfn

¥
¥
*
*
*
*

J98-0455; 391-338^

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates
Kathryn 939-4303.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block
from campus. Can type anything- fast, ac-
curate, dependable- anytime. 824-3571

.

MAZDA 81 GLC Sport 5-speed, sunroof.-
AM/FM cassette. 42 mpg, excellent condJ-
tion, 627-6663, Lori. Ask $3,500.

MUST sell: Dodge Cott/Mitsubishi, 1983.-
40,000 m, $3250/obo. excellent condition,
Dwight 476-1 195. - ,_. .

1966 VW Baja Bug. Good condition.
30,000 on rebuilt. Sunroof $1850 negotia-
ble. Bob (8 18)348-7937.

1970 VW Bug. Runs great, new tires.

Rebuilt engine $1tOO moving - must sell.

470-2755

1971 VOLVO 1428: runs well, good
transportation, good shape. $900/obo.
Call evenings 275-1802.

mmmm '
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Miller
Continued from Page 32
everywhere we've travelled
weVe broken all kinds of at-
tendance records. She's known
nationally. I think the Olym-
pics helped that somewhat.
You just can't say enough
about what she has done for
our program and really wl\a,t
she's done for women's
basketball."

When Miller first came to
use there was so much praise
for her basketball prowess and
quite a bit of criticism for her
theatrics on the floor, but in
the four years she has grown
from a young girl to a young
woman.

**Cheryl has defintely
grown," said Sharp. "She was
just a kid when she came in
here. She has really matured.
She has become more poised,
more sure of herself, on and
off the court."

There has been so much
written and said about her so
called hotdogging, which on
the most part has caused a lot

of people to look beyond what
she can do on the basketball
court

''Everybody has their own
style and if my style is hot-
hogging then so be it," said
Miller. "But you can't say I

haven't played the game well
and added a lot to the game.
It's just a different style for
me and it's been successful
and I'm not going to stop do-
ing what has gotten me where
lam.''- ""7^
That was one of the reasons

why Miller decided to go
use. She was aware of the
coaching style of other coaches
and chose USC because of
Sharp's ability along with
what they had to offer her ac-

ademically. —
"It's tough to play in pro-

grams where the coaches are
so dominant and so forceful

that players aren't able to get

loose and go oyt there and do
what we're supjwse to do,"
said Miller. "We never have ta
look over our shoulders with
coach Sharp. We have the
utmost confidence in her
coaching style and skills and
that relaxes us. We can go out
there and be ourselves and
show our own personality on
the court, and that has always
been successful for 'SC."

In the last four years Miller
has received more exposure
than any other college player
in the country, and amazingly
she still has a clear head about
where she's from and where
she wants to go.

There was some talk of her
joing a professional women's

basketball league or even try-

ing out for the NBA, but
Miller, who majors in com-
munication, has other ideas.

"I might play during the
summer with the world
games, but as far as pursuing
a professional career in
basketball, no" she said. "I

would like to do something
else. I'd love to get into
broadcasting. I'd love to do
some acting. Joan Bonvicini
(Cal State Long Beach's
coach) and (UCLA's Coach)
Billie Moore said that I am a
great actress, so I decided to
take them up on that. I'm do-
ing very well in that category,
thank you. I have them to
thank for that career option,"
Miller said laughingly.

That's a side of Cheryl
Miller the public doesn't get to
see. They see or remember her
doing cartwheels after a vic-

tory, or sitting on the rim
after winning the National
Championship.

But that's Cheryl Miller.

**It is definitely (a
psychological ploy)," said
Miller. "A lot of people start

with *I can't believe she's do-
ing this' and get taken out of
their game, and that makes
my job easier."

Sharp said "I think that's

part of Cheryl. Cheryl is just

Cheryl. She's having fun. I

i ii::^] basketbait
Continued from Page 32
ment in Anchorage, Alaska,
where they defeated Utah
State (115-54) and SMU (121-
61) before losing to Northeast
Louisiana in the finals, 70-68.

Leading the way, you

guessed it, was Miller. She, at game, respectivejy,

present, leads the team in

don't think she has ever done
anything intentionally to
humiliate the opposition. She
plays hard with a lot of inten-
sity and definitely with a lot

of spirit. I think because she's

so visible every action she
makes can be taken any way
it wants to be taken by the
individual."

When Miller went down
with a neck injury and a con-
cussion on February 1st
against UCLA, her immortali-
ty was broken. With 5:44 left

on the clock and USC up by
23 points, some UCLA people
questioned whether Miller was
faking injury after seeing her
get knocked to the floor much
harder.

"I was very upset and I

thought it was a lack of class

on their part," said Miller.
"There's been a lot of people
who've said they didn't say it,

but inside sources on the team
have confirmed that they did
and I would have to say to
whomever said it, and they
know who they are, that I

think that's really sad.

"I don't think a person can
fake a concussion and if they
can they're a darn good ac-
tress. And I don't think that
I'm that good, yet."

That night was an unfortu-
nate moment in her life, but
she had her family there for

support. In fact her parents
try to make all the home
games.

"I think her family is her
support system," said Sharp.
"When she's had problems she
has gone to her family.
They're a great family and I

have jreally enjoyed working
with all of them. It's really
nice to see a young person
come from a family that' so
strong as the Millers. She has
her mom and her dad. A lot
of kids today don't have both
parents so she's very for-
tunate."

People have a tendency to
look at Miller and say that
she's got it made, which may
be true, but she did work to
get there and has given some
back that tlie public doesn't
get a chance to see.

She has been the spokesper-
son for charities, but is also
the founder of Athletes for
Kids which helps cancer-
plagued kids fullfill their
lifelong dreams.

People might just be sur-
prised by how much of a* per-
son Miller is.

"Everybody judges a book
by it's cover and you shouldn't
do that," she said.

Life has been an open book
for Miller, but many chapters
are yet to be completed.

^^h^^may have USC looking Inng one in thii; yuar^K scries of

both scoring (26.5) and re-

bounds (12.5) per game, but
she's not the only asset to this

team. Guard Cynthia Cooper
and center Cherie Nelson both
average in double figures at

18.0 and 12.6 points per

The Trojans defeated the

Brdlns earlier in the season
89-67, in a game that saw
Miller go down with a neck
injury and concussion. Some
unfortunate things were said

by a UCLA assistant coach
about Miller faking the injury.

for blood tonight.

If the Bruins to have any
chance against the Trojans
they will have to hold onto
the ball and put it through the
basket a few times, but since
they have demonstrated their
lack of ability to do both, this

game may just be another

losing efforts.

In what has been a bleak
season for the Bruins, some
light did shine through. Anne
Dean has a go^d scoring
average (14.7) and was just^

named to the second team
GTE Academic All-America
squad.

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHERE!

\9fM:gW*'

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112
1972 VW Squareback Runs great. Rebuilt
engine w/3000mi. New brakes. Very
reliable. $1500 obo. Call Sally weekdays
825-9061

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114
1974 Yamaha 350-RD. 2 stroke, excellent
condition. 12,000 miles, bookrack. fairing.

LOS AIMGELES to...

Bay Area from $29
Honolulu from $129
Frankfurt from $320
4=*oi

VJI I

New York.— from $89
London..... from $265
Lima ..from $359
Tokyo v.r...,.._frQm_$429

Rio from $519
Round World from $1357

1973 AUDI 100LS; auto, am/fm stereo
cassette, air; sharp! $1200. 391-1113
evenings.

1973 VW K-Ghia. orange; newly rebuilt
engine; documentation; needs some
cosmetic body work; $3500/obo Dan
(2 1 3)470-01 74 eveninga

manual. $550. (213)4670552

1980 Suzuki GS550-E Mint condition.
9.000 mi., new tires. $800. 820-7207.

MOPEDS 119
HONDA Spree: basket, cover. $180 cash
Firm. Neal (213)836-2671 evenings

NEW Honda Spree (Red) Less than 200
miles, best offer. 209-2459 (Vince)

SCOOTER- 85 Honda Aero-50. Less than
50 miles on her. Must sell. $700 459-
7810. -r-—-^

Sydney ifrom $498 >

Nairobi from $702
(LA Hong Kong Bangkok Delhi-London-LA)

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTS!

^ ^ YOUR ON-CAMPUS

Ji^\ IP! A^ TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f eao^dTsAfTn3/I \JKJ\^ l>Tr ^-leve) Ackermon Union ^-. ^ ^,r^, r^,.^, .,„

BARGAIN BOX 125
HIGH quaJity items n«y»r used. Sacrifice

1973 164P Voix/n ««Han Q,«^ w ^ encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &

dabfe.^^^KsTe°at"^:a"son̂ ^ ^$^: ^:j^Z''s^^^^ ^T.JS^r^
^^^

Sarah (21 3)825^563. evenings Z?!!^ ^^ ^*i' ""V*^^° ^'"*"® ^^
(818)909-9149

~— ' Heclmef $195/ Futon sofa sleeper

1Q7*; CIAT .OP o ^ ^ V?P ^^'^^ s«t $495 Sofa & love seat
Mtrb f-lAT 128 Spider convertible; new $495. Dining room set $895 Carpeting
paint. $900: 820-7207 1l i ^ • > ^ >$5.95/yard 393-2338.

. OVCWOOMlly

1975 OLDS Delta Convertible. AM/FM ^^^*^^™^^'^^^^^"^—"^
cassette, power everything. 67K miles. FT TRMIXT TU17 ^-.^
great shape. $2195. (213)275-9727 .

r^^lViXll UKC, 1Z6
1975 Toyota Corolla, excelent condition.

BEAUTIFUL dining room set w/china cabi-
$800 or best offer. Call 651-1731 after

"**• ^"^®*' 6 cane-back chairs. $900 o.b.o
5pm. —" ^ .

825-1819/394-2118.

1976 Convertible supertjettle VW. Yellow Q'-'^EN size bed. matching dresser and
w/black top. Rebuilt w/l5K. Runs great ^®^*^' '''^® "®^- $200. Eves and weekends
Original owner w/all work receipts $3900 call (213)821-9547.

leavemessage 459-6657 WOODEN futon frame, folds inlT^^ii^

TWO brand new red Honda Sprees 1985.
Great for summer. Excellent condition.
$550/each obo 824-0180.

1985 Honda Spree. New. Under warranty;
great transportation. $400 obo 659-9477
'84 Yamaha 180Z scooter, black. 320
miles, like new. $1200 ob.o. 471-5925.
'85 Honda Aero 50 Driven only 1 month.
Including helmet and Kryponite lock $650
655-8168

'85 Yamaha Riva 180Z. Beautiful Black
with gold pinstripes. Like new. only 550
miles. Was $1800 new. best offer 275-
8150 .

rrzszzzzzs

AUTOS FOR SALE.,,112 AUTOS FOR SALE., 112 1977 Datsun B210. stick shift, good Brand new. $250 obo"'f2l3°55Vs392

1980 Datsun 310 GXHB. 5-speed. 2-door,
AM/FM cassette, sunroof. Excellent condi-
tion. $2500. Call 6-9pm 476-4601.

1980 HONDA Civic: automatic clutch, new
fm/am stereo, new brakes, runs perf^t
(818)788-7399. $2500/obo.

1980 Plymouth Horizon. AM/FM cassette
Low miles, very clean, new battery/radials.

Must see $2195 (213)382-71 1

1

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5. liftback. 5-

speed. AM/FM stereo cassette, AJC, low
mileage. Excellent condition $4200 654-
5750.

1980 Toyota Celica Excellent condition,
bright red. 5-speed, stereo, air. new
perellies. Julie 654-7002.

1980 VW Rabbit, excellent condition.
$2900 obo (818)509-3026 or (213)473-
1484. ask for Cindy /

1982 Nis?an Sentra, standard 5-spd.
queen, stereo, new tires. $4000 obo 851-
9564

1983 Chevy S-10 Blazer, 4 wD. V6, 5-

speed. MAGS. Original Owner. Car cover,
excellent. $8700. 454-6723.

^t a Utile ^ RoaiaacciB
your lif«. Drhr* an Alfa

Roaico ffroM...

B«v«rly HUla Alfa
3074 S. Robartaon at

National
(213)559-7706

1985 Nissan 200SX Sedan, 5-speed, air.

power steering. AM/FM 5-year warranty,
4700 miles. $7000. (213)473-2137

'69 Chevrolet Impala convertible. Silver/red
interior. Full power, immaculate
"American Ragtop Classic." $5500 obo
(213)828-7000

'69 Datsun 510 wagon, stick shift, new
tires, brakes. Must sell $500. Call
Stephanie 836-7626.

'73 BMW 2002 tii. fuel-injection, 4-speed.
sunroof, good condition. $6000 obo
(213)829-5833.

'74 Beetle convertible. Like new. Starving
artist sale $3200 (2l3)822-0525/Karen.

"75 Mazda RX4 Wagon, runs great. 53m.
excellent body, must sell, leaving USA
$1000 obo. Klaus (213)451-0812

'78 VW Rabbit. Great transportation.
Looks ugly - runs great New engine, plus
$1950 Ob o (213)828-7000

'79 Scirocco Xint condition, platinum gray,
air-conditioning, radio. 4-spd, low-miles-
58M $3495 (818)789-7727 eves.

'80 Mazda RX-7 loaded, must sell $5300
obo 452-6731.

'82 Rabbit convertible, 5-speed, red with*
white top, a/c, Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette Moving must sell $9300 obo
(213)394-6430.

,

'84 BMW 3l8i 5-speed. superb, grey/
beige, warranty, alarm. *best offer Eric
552-0822.546-6266

WOODEN futon frame, folds into couch
brand new. $250 obo. (213)559-5392.

^ TV MATTRESSES ^ ^
All new hotel sets guaranteed

Twin Set |ijq

Full Set > |gg
Vueen Set Mg
King Set

; '|gg
New .-5 piece bedroom »et IHg
New full size m «|ueen sleeper ^139
New sofa and love seat ||5g
Oak Finish wiffee tables...

^ $20
Fnd Tables nj
l.am|)s.

K WAREHOUSE

1

mechanical condition. Plate #384 RLT
$1500 obo Call 390-2011

1977 Porsche 924. 4-speed, sunroof, mint
condition, must sell. $4900 obo. Call Chris
838-3125.

1978 BLACK BMW. Sunroff, stereo, spoke
wheels, excellent condition: (213)273-
3796.(213)859-7286

1978 FIAT XI 9; engine, interior, body in

excellent condition. 3 speaker, am/fm
cassette w/equilizer. sheepskins, contour
car cover $2l00/obo (213)824- 1713.

1978 MUSTANG, bright red with
removable T-top. German V6 with 4 speed
stick Autoreverse casette, air conditioning
more Must see. Call Jeff 209-5476 even-
ings.

1979 Firebird. Excellent cond. Auto. V8,
68K miles, all power, am/fm $3900 obo
825-1819/394-2118.

1979 Toyota Celica-GT Black on black .

57.000 mi. sunroof, A/C, AM/FM cassette.
^^^LE IIC with screen, stand, 2nd disk

all extras, great condition, very sharp!
^"^^' 'f"a9ewriter printer, some software.

LiiimvrsT
1^ YAMAHA 83«84»851V

Scooters &. Accessories

I

THE V

!

.$7

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS., 134

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AIVD SERVICE

p347 W. Washington Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066

1^(213)306-7906^

I'

^^ •^^ %^*-*--%^^^^* 4

must sell $3100 (818)995-0374 all in excellent condition
Bill (213)824-1274.

$850/obo. Call

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

HONDA Magna 700 1984 2400 miles, li-

quid cooled, shaft drive, helmets included
$2000; 393-9398 Carl.

YAMAHA XT 250, St-legal dirt bike, "81,

12m, red. $550 Call Gerhard, 6-7Dm
474-9207.

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd #120
Tele (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives Major
brand. New w/warranty Works on all

Macs $270 Call Richard 876-2558 for
demo.

GARAGE SALES 127
GARAGE sale- Sat. 1st. 10-5. Everything
from office equipment to household goods.

.

Everything must go! 1134 Chelsea Ave.
Santa Monica. 828-2918.

MISCELLANEOUS>.. 1 28
MAMIYA ZE camera with 2 lenses, auto
zoom, make an offer (213)559-5392.

PERSONAL computer word processor
XEROX 820 CPM with software $300 or
make offer; (213)472-4654

INSTRUMENTS 145
TAKAMINE acoustic guitar w/hard case.
Excellent condition Fantastic price $225.
395-8249

I -"ii*
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Hazzard seemed in a reflec-

tive mood the entire press con-'
ference, looking back at the
season rather than looking
-forward to perhaps defending
the tournament championship.
For example, Hazzard's open-
ing statements were as
follows.

"I want to thank the Bruin
-fans for being so supportive
this season. The students
especially were tremendously
supportive and we appreciate
that. We tried hard, but un-
fortunately we weren't able to

do the things we set out to this

season.

"It's been an interesting
year, one that I've learned a
lot from. The major thing I've

learned, and what I've always
known is true, is that you
have to be able to play
defense and rebound to win in
basketball. We just weren't
able to do that.

"I even had to go against
my own philosophy on occa-
sion and play more zone than
I like to. I didn't want to, but
I had no choice in the mat-
ter."

When questioned as to why
he seemed to be singing a
swan song rather than his
usual optimism about upcom-
ing games, Hazzard explained"
himself.

"I'd like to win bo'th
games," said Hazzard. "But
it's going to be tough. Oregon
is playing very well and
Oregon State has always been
a tough place for us to play.

"I'm not as optimistic as I

was earlier in the week,— especially with us being so
banged up. But we are going
there to play basketball.
UCLA is never a push."
Meanwhile, Oregon State

has been suffering through a
season of disappointments that
even outdo UCLA's woes.
The Beavers record stands

at 12-13 overall and 8-8 in the
— Pac-10 as they stand deadlock-
_ed with UCLA and Stanford

for fourth place in the con-
ference.

After opening the season
with road victories at USC
and UCLA then returning
home for wins over Oregon
and Washington State, the
bottom dropped out on their

, season.
~ Oregon State went on to

lose six of the next seven Pac-
10 games— winning only
against Cal at home. The
Beavers will finish out their
season Saturday with a home
game against USC.
Bruin Notes: UCLA's

basketball program was dealt
a huge blow when it was
reported yesterday that top
recruit J.R. Reid announced
he would be attending North
Carolina. "I have not spoken
to J.R.," said Hazzard.
"However his father called me
yesterday (Tuesday) and gave
me the news. He said he
wanted to stay close to home
(Virginia Beach, Va.). We
play them each of the next
three years, so we'll be seeing
enough of him." ... It was
also announced yesterday that
Chris Welp of Washington
had been Mimed Pac-10 Player
of the Year, a selection Haz-
zard couldn't quite unders-
tand. "I thought Miller was
the best player in the con-
ference, maybe even on the
West Coast. Did you see
where he was shooting that
ball from? He was five feet

further downtown than Fred-
die Brown.

uiympic amateurism may be past history
IOC moves^tb address imbalance caused by state sponsorship

ROME (AP) - The presi-
dent of the International
Olympic Committee said
Wednesday he expects a
quick resolution of the few
remaining problems involv-
ing amateurism in the
Games.

"At present we have some
problems only with soccer,
tennis and ice hockey, but I

feel they will soon be solv-
ed," said Juan Antonio
Samaranch attending
meetings of the Association
of Summer Olympic Interna-
tional Federations.

The ASOIF covers 23
sports taking part in the
Summer Games. Its
meetings, chaired by Primo
Nebiolo of Italy, head of the
International Amateur

Athletics Federation, end
Thursday.

Samaranch's comment
came amid reports that dele-
gates from Eastern and
Western nations were
clashing on a new eligibility

rule which would signify the
formal opening of the Olym-
pics to professionals.

"No problem," Samaranch
said. 'We took the word
'amateur' out of the Olympic
charter 10 years ago. We
want to regulate the presence
of athletes in the Olympics to
the best interest of all — the
Games, the International
Federations and the athletes.

The ASOIF delegates were
discussing a draft of the new
formula which would be
worded carefully to allow

the federations to adjust it to
their needs in this prelimi-
nary stage, said an Olympic
source, on condition of
anonymity.

"There is no way they will
agree now on a standard
format for all," the source
said. "It will take some time,
perhaps a year or two, to
have all sides digest the idea
of the new formula. Mean-
while, the various federations
will come up with changes in

their own eligibility rules
opening to the pros."

Despite the strong pressure
on the delegates from many
sports circles and federations
to come up with a change,
there were reports that no-
body wanted to push a
touchy political issue at a

time when a dozen cities

were seeking votes in their
bids for the 1992 Winter and
Summer Games.
"When things have cooled

off everyone will be able to"
look at this big change with
no reservations," the source
said. "It will be a great
opening to the pros and it

will change the face of the
Olympics.

"It will take some time to
convince the Eastern bloc. So
far they have promoted their
own professionals through
state subsidies which their
political structure allows.
They dominate many sports
and they will lose their
supremacy should the pros
move in. But sooner or later
they'll have to give up.

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

t/®ir y©L^ sttydl®initti5 §i t/asyfltty

=WHEN YOU PURCHASE LUNGRO
DINNER ON MONDAY THROUGH

THURSDAY. JUST SHOW YOUR I.D
AND AN ENTREE OF EQUAL OR

LESSER VALUE IS

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES P„o„.

AND

BRUiN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

at

PHIRASAK'S THAI KITCHEN

(213) 47S-a838

1275 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024
(2 Blocks South of Wilshire)

Exp. 3/31/86 ^GV.

THE lAAAGE OF THE
FEMME FATALE

IN
CENTURY EURdPEAH
UTERATURE

n [_,. . itesB'O'irji CO' por

UCLA
lE CONtf

C

AEvBuWN

KlNHQSS
I.

1132

4 NOBHOO"

lectu re by

Lrfp Mpmbrr UC L A Alumni Assor.-il or • Specalii.ng m Conidt.!
Lenses Since 19;- • An Lens Ty(ws Available • All Cases At cepled
Rrgjfd'ess ot DiMiiuily * Same Day Service Available ' vaiidaied
Parking • Enceilenl Selection ol me Latest in Fashion Eyewea' and
Sunglasses 'Lao on Premises • Coniatis Polished While vou Mail

• Consullanls lor Computer Vision Problems

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

PROFESSOR GEORGE SCHOOLHELD
Yale University

FRIDAY. MARCH 7
1:00 P.M.

ROYCEHALL 164
--J

(Please note.- this Is a room change)

Sponsored by
THE PROGRAM IN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

and
THE SCANDINAVIAN SECTION OF GERMANIC LANGUAGES

For further information please call:

825-2432 or 825-7650

CYCLE PRODUCTS WEST
"The Shop of the 80's*'

1 1900 W.Pico Blvd.. W.LA.
477-0997
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LLAGE SALONI I^':!^
Letters

WESTWOODS NEWEST
AND

HOTTEST HAIR SALON

Netc
incredible
deal.

$5.95

Student Specials!
$14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114 xsg:

MiMiMiMUW

QUARTZ WATCH SALE I

• Water Sports
• Chrono Alarms
• Heavy Duly
• JRunnerS

iiculali

UP TO

T

N.»w lhroui;h March Id. n,)u i.in
tn,.n ii frish (ilii of Pacific RcJ Sii.ip,vr.
iKi.in-lrish Solo or trcsh Trout.

\our i-ntnc ct>m«.'> uith >un-ripcnid
MUflahlo. Brown rice pilaf. Kn-j;ram
rt>lls. and a crisp ttn-cn >alad or hot honu

.•.r-t LQ 35ic*y

• Men's & Women's
• Fancy Dress Watches

^0% OFF LIMITED TIME OFFER'

Exp 3/15/86

MlhuiwttulyriUu

-
*""r'

Ie'> all for ihf incrcdihlc- price o(
*»nl\ $S.9S. And »>nK at the- (uhhI I arth
Restaurant.

Served lunch and dinner.

good earth^^ Restaurant and Bakery

^"^"^Vlkman
I ®p^HS.r°

v-o-x-

WM
• Stereo Cassette
Player _

• Stereo
- Headphones

=ANSWHRfN^YSTbM
' Vox Voce Activated
• Dual Tapes
• Memo Record

Also avallaM*

w/beeperless remote
vox, vanaWe messages
TAS3100

•e5»«

Eqi3^)&«6

^5999
N«*M«le<TAStllO

Fnim.1 17.'!.' \ii,fii, , l-J. I (i„ii .1 ,.
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>•"">• III rM>. I NofihrKts. ] <^). \ 'ii.-f-. ,1..
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===RvM«^d \ rfhtV lA-W..,„^rfT ', "' ^ .l" ;, .:7. ^"
"""^'!5?"^:^ '^' '>V.:l..r„.V
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PncwsUpcttoctange Not responabte »o» lypogfaphcai errors Lirrilad to slock on I

12220 VENICE BLVD. EB'
W. Lm

, CA 390-4477 NOW OPEN 7 DAYS
MON SAT 11 7 PM • SUN 12 • 5 PM

1 . Ail Bauscli & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8001 Santa Monica Blvd.

650-0988

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green^
topaz, blue • each

^- *•<;'» Of tne latest Fashion Frames
'^/P^^cription lenses in plastic. .— --

values up to $100.00. N#ii>, ^«^ . „ f^^^^^ed wear add $10.00^^vv.VUe WOW one low price ^^^ professional services available

S 1 UDIO (;:iTV — bxpires3/i4/«fi
HERMOSA BEACH WESTWOOD12103 Ventura Blvd. ifUfi Hprm^c. a

wc;,.wuuo CANOGA PARK

(818) 766-1919 ^^^"3^737^^^-^^^ 1082 G.eodoo Avenue 6901 Topanga Cyn. Blvd.
208-3570

(818) 884-EYES

CHASE
Bar & Grille

Champagne Speciar

'

Dinner for 2
du-ki-ot W-al r,irnii.i;i:iii, si.impi,
.nlol^-UTpkxMtr.i u fottiuxiiii

AllrcJo,
.1 IRL-1: hoiik- otCl,;,„,p.m,u-.

> .K^.ir's >,i|,kI, Cs:, huMel ^ hiitlcr

1049 Gayley Ave Westwood • 824-1310

CHASE
Bar & Grille

I
(includes FREE Vz carafe of red

or white wine)

WHY PAY ^i'7°°° PRICES? ^^^^
VILLAGE 30-70**/

byy.

Continued from Page 31
because we took them light-
ly.

"

^—
Sunahara was the best hit-

ter for the Bruins at .217.

This match really puts a
topper on Penn State's
California road trip. The
Lions have beaten both
Chapman College and San
Diego State in recent matches.

The Nittany Lions rallied
behind the awesome hitting of
Chris Chase, who had 18 kills
at a percentage of .375. Chase
hit some key balls that really
got Penn State fired up.

And that is the way the Nit-
tany Lions were for virtually
the whole match.
They played like a team

possessed. Another big reason
for this was the outstanding
setting of Javier Caspar.
Caspar had a setting percen-
tage of .420 and he put away
seven dump balls for a hitting
percentage of .250. Caspar is
a 6-0 sophomore out of Rio__
Piedras, Puerto Rico, and he is

-^

an absolute terror on the
court. *

This brings up another in-
teresting point: all of players
on the Penn State team are
from east of the Mississippi. If
vnlleyball 4^^-W fr5 t e Ma

UCLA band: Is their

sound getting stale?
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Editor:

I am responding to Rick
Schwartz's "Around UCLA"
column that was printed in
the Daily Bruin (Feb. 25). I

wholeheartedly agree with his

comments regarding the
UCLA band.

1 have felt disappointed at

various stages of both the
football and basketball seasons

when they have been
outplayed and outlasted by
other bands. I was a student
in the late •70s, and I

remember how every win in

Pauley. Pavilion was a celebra-
tion.

Now, the band plays a few
recycled songs and leaves. The
conrr m'rk Hon't CVCU bothcr tO

stay for more than a couple of

numbers. The band and cheer-
4ng squad are doing ta
""Rocky" what they did a cou-
ple of seasons ago to "On
Broadway". Can't both groups
expand their repertoire?

With a lot of the "fusion
"

type of songs around now,
they could be really good. As

the other hand changes most
its tunes each year. Those
other bands sound different
since you see them only once
or twice a year.

Band instruments are direc-
tional in nature. How loud the
band sounds is related to
where they sit in the arena.
The Bruin Band does not
sound as loud as other bands
since they are stuck sitting in
the comer while the visiting
b^ndsi are allowed to spread
out across the opposite
baseline.

As for creativity. Bruin
Band Director Gordon
Henderson is considered one of
the top directors in the coun-
try. If you get a chance to
check out his resume it is

rather impressive.

The members of the band
are giving their own time to
help cheer the Bruins on.
They are not paid for their
services as the members of
many other university bands
are These students are doing
their best for the team just

HONDA,^m
BEYOND

TRANSPORTATION
All Models in stock

Buy from an alumnus

HONDJI SANTA MONICJl

829 - 4453

UIDED WESTWOOD
824-4737

950 GAYLEY AVE.
(Free Parking in Rear)

MOVIES • GAMES • VCR'S
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE
RENT 3 MOVIES OR MORE
AND GET SECOND DAY * FREE *

NO PARKING ON
THE DANCE FLOOR

Mount St. Mary's
College Dance
March 7, 9-1 AM

Admission $3.00
BRING ID

L

SAVE $41"

RENT 1 MOVIE
GET 1 FREE!

coupon

SAVE $5!
T

I

VCR RENTAL
j

$6.95 A DAY I

I

UCLA STUDENT &
STAFF SPECIAL!
LIFE MEMBERSHIP
NOW $30 (REG $100)

coupon
I INCLUDES 12 FREE RENTALS

, Hereare all ^
the excusesyou
need to eat out.

dominated sport, it won't be
for much longer. Penn State
was just as competitive last
night as any team in the coun-
try.

=="Volleyball is a national
sport/' said Nittany Lion
coach Tom Tait rather em-
phatically. "Men's volleyball
needs more intersectional mat-
ches of this caliber, and
hopefully this victory today
will lead to that. The United
States has got to understand
that it is a national sport, not
a regional sport."

This match was not a big
one for numbers. Penn State
won with a team hitting
average of .202, yet this was
not really indicative of their
play. They won the final
game with an average of just
.056.

It is, the stagnation is similar like any other student wfiu
to use's band which plays on-
ly two songs.

Perhaps they will change.
One can always hope.

Stephanie N. Hokama
UCLA Administrative
tant

School of Dentistry

Assis-

takes the time to come support
the Bruins. I think it is unfair
to criticize them.

I, for one, am -proud of the
Bruin Band and the way they
represent our university.

Richard Martin
Alumnus '83

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^mJT
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch&Lomb ' ^
30 Day Extended ^°*^'

Additional Pair S^(\

So, why didn't the Bruins
ever get themselves going? No
one had any definite answers,
the team just seems to have
had a lull where nothing
seemed to go right.

"I have a feeling things are
going to be a lot different for
the (Collegiate) Classic this
weekend," said Clark.
UCLA is now 20-4 overall

and 6-4 in the CIVA.

Editor:

Did you know . . .

"Alright Now" is considered
the Stanford fight song just

like "Sons of Westwood" is

considered the UCLA fight
song. I think "Sons" gets the
crowd going just fine,

use is playing the same
pop charts that they played six

years ago. If you're really for-

tunate you can go to a USC
men's/women's basketball
doubleheader and hear those
same songs twice. UCLA on

Editor*s Note: Mr. Martin
makes some valid points, but
he states that band instru-
ments are directional in
nature, and are allowed to

spread out across the baseline.
In fact, opposing team 's bands
are required to sit in the
bleachers, the same direction
UCLA's band sits behind the
other basket. In regards to
volume, they are actually a
few feet farther away from
the action than UCLA's band
is.

^ —~^_ ^

Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
_ CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Total

$65

I

I

I

I

VALID EVERYDAY

SIRLOIN STEAK $5.49s^^^i.-
INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT

& SALAD BAR
Served with cheese toast and choice of potato

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN I

I

I

I

^»A«TY WOW THRU ; 3-23-86

1

1

Offer good only.

I at Sizzler-WestwoodVillage
- 922 Gayley Ave

208-6788
COUPONI?

208-6788
Sizzler

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
SlOOO/Cye-Credit Program Arranged

LB 2168 Pacific (213)591-1594
V N 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim, 414 SlateCollege Bl (714) 774-4510

LA 1482 S. Robertson (213) 278-l7'44
Hawthorne, 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7fl95

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WAMTED

I

I

I

I

I

I

STEAK&HiIaCHI^^
CHICKEN $5.99

INCLUDES ALL YOU-CAN-EAT SALAD BAR

1^

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTY NOW THRU: 3-23-86

Offer good only:
at Sizzler-Westwood Village

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788^ ^" "^ i^ COUPON ^m

Sizzler

Tom Fears, a Los Angeles Bam wide receiver, set an
NFL record for most receptions in one game with 18
against Green Bay in 1950.
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Saturday March 8

THE AMERICAN FRIENDS
SERVICE COMMITTEE

will hold its annual public meeting,

Strangers Among Us, Immigrants and Refugees
at: Holman Methodist Church
3220 West Adams Blvd. Registration at 12:30p.m.

Los Angeles Deputy Mayor
Grace Montanez Davis

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

CUT&
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

1007 Broxton Ave.
(atx>ve Morto's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Call: 208-1468
Exp. 4/17/86

HILLEL HIGHLIGHTS

will open the session at 2:00 p.nrir-

Daniel Seeger, Executive Secretary of
AFSC, New York Region

will speak at 7:30 p.m.

A variety of workshops will be offered.

Dinner available, Reservations necessary.

Admission is free; The public is invited.

For Information (8 1 8)79 1 - 1 978

cc

A FREE SCREENING...

THURSDAY, MARCH 6

7:30 PM
The most controversial and honored motion
picture ever to come from Israel.

Winner: First Prize International Critics'
^Q0^ —

..
—

VENICE FILM FESTIVAL

BEYOND THE WALLS"
WARNER BROTHERS
BURBANK STUDIO
Meet at Hillel at 6:00pm

900 Hllgard Ave.
For information call Hillel - 208-3081

SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
AND ISRAEL ACTION COALITION

Ishael Action Coalition

presents

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

/'Conflict between _

Religion and Stat^ in— Modern Israel"

Today, March 6
2:00 pm
AU 3520
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Netters give SMU harsh welcome
yCLA women romp over Mustangs in 7-2 win
By Shawn A. Sanders

Tennis Southern Califor-
nia-style proved to be to
much for the visiting SMU
team from Dallas. UCLA
looked fresh asthey beat.
SMU 7-2.

Arriving at UCLA expec-
ting to enjoy some fantastic
weather, the Mustangs
must have been disap-
pointed because they only
found fog and the UCLA
women's tennis team.
Under a cool, gray

blanket of heavy air, the
Bruin netters added another
win to the record. It now
stands at 7-L
The first p^rt of this

week's tough schedule
started with a good win.

Playing in the No. 1

singles position for the
Bruins was Joni Urban. Ur-
ban beat SM U's Heather
Hairston 6-2, 6-2. As usual
Urban was pounding away
from the baseline, breaking
Hairston's serve a total of
four times in the match.
Bruin Jennifer Fuchs,

playing No. 2 singles, suc-
'

-o£

6-3, 6-3.

In the No. 3 slot, Allyson
Cooper had a little trouble
with Mustang Lynda Tate.
In the first set. Cooper's
forehand kept Tate on the
run, and the Bruin took the

- set easily, 6-2.

In the second set Cooper
lost her crispness and her
hard hitting forehand found
the net too often. Tate
managed to scramble and
win the set 6-4. The third
and final set is where
Cooper regained her com-
posure, and returned to her
solid form of hard-hitting
baseline play. Cooper won
6-3.

UCLA's Maria LaFranchi
and Patricia Hy both had
three set matches at No.'s 4
and 6, which unfortunately
ended with Mustang wins.
LaFranchi 's score was 6-4,
4-6, 1-6. Hy's score was 4-

6, 6-0, 3-6.

No. 5 for UCLA was
Catherine O'Meara, who
had an intense match
against Tammy Christensen
from SMU. Marked by
some extremely long points.

o«s6fully diapnsrri vi Jeaii the ftm set rcdtTIOT^e^

started to cheer for its

respective player. The extra
help from the UCLA par-
tisans and the tenacious
play from O'Meara won the
tiebreaker (7-5). Not losing
her momentum O'Meara
quickly closed the second
set out 6-2.

In doubles play the
Bruins swept the Mustangs
3-0. .

^

MATCH RESULTS:
SINGLES: Joni Urban
(UCLA) d. Heather
Hairston 6-2, 6-2. Jennifer
Fuchs (UCLA) d. Jean
Marie Sterling 6-3, 6-3.
Allyson Cooper (UCLA) d.
Lynda Tate 6-2, 4-6, 6-3.

Jennifer Santfock (SMU) d.
Maria LaFranchi 4-6, 6-4,
6-1. Catherine O'Meara
(UCLA) d. Tammy
Christensen 7-6(7-5), 6-2.
Ani Gelats (SMU) d.
Patricia Hy 6-4, 0-6, 6-3.

DOUBLES: Fuchs-Thomas
(UCLA) d. Christensen-
Sterling 6-1, 6-2. Urban-
LaFranchi (UCLA) d. San-
trock-Hairston 6-4, 7-6(7-
5). Colinne Bartel-Cooper
(UCLA) d. Julie Baird-
III » 1 . m 5^ " .

Baseball
Continued from Page 32 .

grounded a ball to shortstop
Bobby Holley.

However, Holley, going into
the "game had eight errors in

17 games. After that play, it

was nine in 18 contests.

The freshman shortstop
hobbled the ball allowing
Baine to score and keeping the
bases loaded.

~ Mike Fay stepped to the
plate and Conine walked him
to force in a run.

Irvine almost added to that
lead when Chris Gallego
walloped a shot down the left-

field line that UCLA third
baseman Scott Cline got in
front of for the third out.

Conine took the loss despite
not giving up an earned run in
his three- innings. However,
the pitcher did allow six walks
during his brief stint.

Kent picked up the win to
push his record to 4-1 while
reliever Doug Linton was
credited with his second save
bf the year.

uUMiau«*te MMM MMMMMMMMMMMM MMMWMMMmMDMMMCMhMfr.
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Bruins no match for Penif Sfafe
Spikers suffer first

three game loss at

Pauley Pavilion

Mane Sterling from SMU and the crowd of supporter; e^^
"""^ ^^' ^^'

Softball
Continued from Page 31
ed with strength on the
field will help UCLA plow,
through So. Florida and the
UNLV Classic field.

"We hope they'll do it

again, because we always
stress consistency. The key to
anything we do this year will
be consistency," said Backus.

The meat of the road trip
begins Friday morning when
the Bruins face Wichita State
in a 9 a.m. game in the
opener. Hosted by a
strengthening University of
Nevada Las Vegas squad led
by second year coach Frances

competitors, Utah, Cal State
Fullerton and UCLA.

Friday's scheduled action
also includes two more UCLA
contests against UNLV and
Oregon at X and 5 p.mrr^
respectively.

The second day of the
classic holds two games for the
Bruins, the first beginning at
11 a.m. vs. Mesa Community
College while the first pitch in
the second contest against
Oklahoma State is slated for 3
p.m.

If UCLA advances to the
semifinals, it will compete at
10:30 a.m. on Sunday for a
g[mnce_tQ take the first-«verCox the luuinament boasts a UNLV Softball Classic titlT^tough field which includes

fhr^ 1Q«5 ^jrAA tournament
a game beginning at 12:30
p.m.

The recruiter for Sony Language Laboratory
School to interview interested applicants on
March 13, 14 & 17. Pre-interview meeting at
9:00 A.M. -11:30 A.M. on Thurs., Mar. 13. Op-
portunity to teach and see Japan.

Make appointment at ECS in the
Placement Center, 206-1924.

By Bob Brunwirr

The saying 'Never judge a
team by its ranking' held true.

Penn State's No. 8 volleyball
team defeated No. 3 UCLA,
and they did it last night in

three straight games of 15-10,
15-6, and 15-9.

Word around the sports in-

formation department has it

that this is the first time the
Bruins have ever been swept
in Pauley Pavilion.

If you were at the match
(and judging from the size of
the crowd, you probably
weren't), you'd agree that the
Bruins simply looked flat.

They had a season low hitting
percentage of .080 and two of
the starters, Andy Klussman
and Neil Riddell, hit in nega-
tive numbers.
UCLA assistant coach Roger

Clark said, "It looked like lack
of motivation. They didn't
show a lot xii ^ionfidance -i«-

Softballers to take
a chance in Vegas

1>

^

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Arne Lamberg (16) was about the only bright spot for UCLA
last night as the Bruins lost to Penn State in three games.

themselves." Clark played on
the undefeated *84 Bruin team
that won the NCAA champi-
onship.

"When we stepped out on
the court, we went flat," said
senior Reed Sunahara. "I
think that's how Penn State
got their confidence. We just

didn't get fired up, probably

Continued on Page 28

By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

After a record setting
weekend in the Bay Area,
the UCLA women's softball
team travels to the enter-
tainment capital of the
world for a tournament and
an extra game beginning
this afternoon.

Today in Las Vegas the
Bruins meet Southern
Florida College for a single

warm-up game. That will

precede an action-filled
weekend at the Inaugural
UNLV Softball Classic,
beginning Friday.

'*We know the (So.
Florida) pitching but we
don't know anything about
the team," said UCLA
coach Sharron Backus,
whose team was scheduled
to play Mississippi State in

the slot now designated for

South Florida.

Laurel Romero; a stan-

dout pitcher for the Shilohs,

a summer softball team,' is

the major force for the So.

fcrida team. Some of the
Bruins have competed
against the pitcher during
the summer leagues,
however, so Romero's stuff

won't be anything new.
Last weekend, however,

the Bruins were experienc-
ing a lot of new things, in-

cluding unprecedented

run-production and record-
shattering performances.
The young Bruin squad

pummeled the San Fran-
cisco Dons in two games,
16-0, 19-0, setting their first

school record by scoring the
most runs in a single game
(19) in the doubleheader's
night cap.

UCLA also snared such
team marks as most hits in
a game (20), set in the se-

cond game of the
doubleheadet (that broke
the previous standing
reqord of 17 vs. JJNLV i»^
1981); and most doubles in

a game (3), which the
Bruins accomplished in
both games. That ties the
UCLA record.

Besides the team record,
several individual bests
were scored as well; most_
hits in a game (four) by
Janet Pinneau ties a school
record; most triples in a
game (two) by Janice Parks
ties the UCLA standard;
most RBIs in a game (six)

by Sandra Arledge ties the
previous school record set
by Gail Edson in 1980 vs.

Pomona; and Karen
Walker's most doubles in a
game (two) ties the existing
mark.
The head coach and the

rest of the Bruins hope the
fresh offensive surge coupl-

Continued on Page 30
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I Same Location For 31 Years!

\LeConte Hair StyUstsv^
MEN & WOMEN

FREE YOGURT!

-I

I

I

I

I

I

Kick

Expert Haircutting
Body Permanent
Hair Coloring
Shampoo & Blow Dry
Manicuring & Pedicuring

10966V, Le Conte Ave.
Westwood Village across from UCLA
Parking Lot 1

J^«-

Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

^ Expires 3/ 1 7/86 « ij^it one per customer

I

I

I

I

back, relax —
read the

Daily

WHY PAY MORE? 208
208-

7880
7881

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL

w

WORLD FAMOUS
~HAMBURGERS"

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1 682

moH
•*4t«. usiopurouR

HNGERSIN
TDURVOGUm;

Now, fresh-out-of-the-oven pizza... at home! We bake
your custom pizza almost to perfection. Then, all you
have to do is take it home and finish baking. In only 5
minutes you have the same hot, crispy crust pizza
that you love when dining at Italy's Little Kitchen.

Our "TAKE & BAKE" Pizza can be baked immediate-
ly or refrigerated and baked later at your convenience.

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd.. Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd.Sepulveda
1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foottilll Blvd.. Tujunga

14601 Victory Blvd..Van NuyS
Warner and Magnolia. Fountain Valley
1627 Fullerton Rd . Rowland Heights
4315 Anaheim St.. Long Beach
9301 E Whittier Blvd . Pico Rivera
Florence Ave. at Seville. Huntington Park

j

v--^

You Ask For "TAKE & BAKE"
We Take $1 OFF!

imvs

RIfGHEN
12423 WILSHIRE BL, SANTA MONICA-WLA

826-9210
not valid with any other offer

No, silly, not those fingers, flavors

Butterfingers. Rich crunchy licious

nuggets of Butterfinger candy Not to

bars. Its a great way to top Mi\ Oreos,
your frozen yogurt at

Penguin's Placel

But if you don't

like fingers, try our
bellys. Jelly Bellys,

that is. Delicious

jelly beans in

a variety of

I

I

L

TOmNG
Hi. I'm your coupon

for a free topping at

Penguins. That's any
topping. Not like my
cousin. He's a coupon

Just two of over 20 de-

toppings at Penguin's,

mention our crushed
Crumbled brownies.

A And hot fudge.
^* So come in

to Penguin's.

You'll love

getting

your hands
on our

fingers.

TOmNG
tlNGUlMl at a place that would

never run a deal this

good. So let's go. It's

getting real boring lymg
around this newspaper.

VERY lOWCAIOME HMZBI YOGURT
Across from McDonald's in Westwood

Expires 3/1

1
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1,1 I powerhouse

By Nye Hospedales

Sxaii Venter . .-

Tonight at 7:30 the UCLA
women's basketball team will

play their final game of the
season at home against the
Cheryl Miller-led USC Tro-
jans.

To say this has been a
disappointing season for the
Bruins (12-15) would be the

understatement of the year,

but that's exactly the case.

This is the first year that

the program has had a sub-
.500 record, and the same
goes for coach Billie Moore,
who spent some time as the
boss at FuUerton.

For the TS'ojans, things
couldn't be better. Tonight
will close a chapter in
women's basketball, in fact for

basketball as a whole. Miller

will be playing he r last

Tegular season game in her I1-"

lustrious career as a Trojan.
This year the Trojans boast

a 26-4 overall record and a
perfect 7-0 in the Pac-West.
In the Associated Press Top 20
poll, they are ranked third in

the country.
^

Last week USC competed in

the Northern Lights Tourna-
Continued on Page 26

Miller's lasf^PaoWest flame
Cheryl brings women's game
to higher plane with exploits

By Nye Hospedales_

Staff Writer
_ i._. ,,

All-America accolades.

For the past four years Los
Angeles has gotten to know
Cheryl Miller and vice-versa.

At times more than we may
care to, and at others not
enough.
Miller has become a

household word in many of

L.A.'s households not as a
beer, but rather for the
basketball exploits of both
Cheryl and Reggie. But it was
Cheryl that got most of the
ink.

Before she placed a sneaker
on the basketball court at the
Sports Arena, Cheryl's legend
was already growing. She was
the most pursued women's
basketball player in the coun-
try out of high school. Her
feats at that level made many
a jaw drop to the floor in an-
ticipation that she may attend
their university^

. SHAHE NAJARiAN/Oaity Bruin

Cheryl Miller will be making her last regular season ap-
pearance in Pauley Pavilion tonight.

Four-time high school All-

America, 105 points scored in

a game, and state champion
in her senior year are only
some of Cheryl's, accomplish-
ments in high school.

When she entered USC
Miller did not skip a beat. In
her first two seasons, USC
won the National Champion-
ship and Miller was also given

Well, as the saying goes, all

good things must end. For
Miller, that may be true as far

as the regular season goes.

Tonight she will take on the
UCLA Bruins for the last

time.

"I'm excited," said Miller.

"What better way to end a
season than to play the rivals,

the archrivals, the Bruins. It's

going to be a good game. I'm
definitely going to go out
there and try to have the best

game of the season before go-
ing into the playoffs.

"I'm excited and sad. You
never want to stop doing
something that you've loved to

do for 16 years, but it's time
to move on to bigger and bet-

ter things."

One wonders what could be
better for her.

Ask USC coach Linda Sharp
and she won't argue with -

that

"She's definitely been our
catalyst, and as far as I'm
concerned the greatest player
to play the game so far in

women's basketball," said
Sharp. "I think her impact on
women's basketball has just

been trmendous. One, she has
brought so much more atten-
tion to the game, and two.

Continued on P^e 26

Anteaters fall down.
Bruins just fall, 3-0

Finally, UCLA's last road trip
Bruins face Oregon State boasting 1-9 road record

By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

The UC Irvine baseball
team had problems keeping
its feet vesterday. but it

was the Bruins that took
the ultimate pratfall in a
3-0 loss to the Anteaters.

Three times, UC Irvine

players fell for no apparent
reason causing laughs from
the sparse Jackie Robinson
Stadium crowd of 104.
Even the Anteaters' own
fans seemed to get a
chuckle when second
baseman Ed Clark stepped
up to the plate in the first

inning.

Clark drew a walk from
UCLA starter Jeff Conine
with one out in the inning.

On his way to first for his

free pass, Clark fell, seem-
ingly over the chalk line.

In an attempt to hide the
error, Clark scrambled
quickly to his feet, but it

was too late. The stadium
was in the midst of all out
laughing.

As if to make up for the
slight mishap, Clark stole

second base and continued
to third when catcher Todd
Zeile threw the ball into

right-centerfield. After Tom
Baine walked to put run-
ners 'on first and third, Jim-
Roumimper flied to deep
center, scoring Clark.
The Anteaters* troubles

standing up continued in

the fourth inning.

UCLA's John Joslyn was

at the plate with one out
and-~a^man on first. Bo
Kent, the Irvine pitcher,

was behind on the count
2-0 :

•

The^ two^all-no^strike

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

count soon added another
ball. Only this time, Kent
fell. As he went to plant his

left foot, he slipped. Once
more, after it was apparent
that Kent was not hurt, the
fans at JRS started to
laugh.

It wasn't about to stop.

On the very next pitch,

Kent fell again in exactly
the same way. This time,
the Irvine coach appeared
on the field. After a bit of
repair work to the pitcher's

mound, the game con-
tinued, with no more falls

from the Anteaters.

Irvine scored its other
two runs in the third inn-
ing.

Clark started the inning
with a fly ball to Alex San-
chez in centerfield. Baine
followed that with a one
out double.

It was then that Conine's
control decided to take a
vacation. The Bruins'
righthander, who entered
the game with a 4-0 record,
walked two straight batters

to load the bases.—Mike Sugar struck out to

give the Bruins a slightly

comfortable feeling with
two away. It looked like

Conine was out of the jam
when catcher Doug Kline

Continued on Page 30

The road.

It's been a long and win-
ding one for the UCLA
Jiasketball team thii _ .season

and tonight's game might not
change anything at* all. The
road takes the Bruins to
Oregon State University
tonight where they will try to

beat the Beavers in a 7:30
contest.

UCLA has been victorious

on the road only once this

season— that being an 81-80
double overtime victory at

Washington State. But this

weekend, which also includes
a game at Oregon on Satur-

day, is do-or-die for the Bruin
season.

Coach Walt Hazzard has
stated on more than one occa-

sion that if his team doesn't

finish the regular season
(which concludes this
weekend) with a record over
.500 then it doesn't deserve to

defend its National Invitation

Tournament Championship.
UCLA's record now stands

at 14-12, 8-8 in the Pac-10.
To make matters worse, the

Bruins will hobble into Cor-
vallis without the full services

of Corey Gaines (dislocated
knee cap) and Charles
Rochelin (strained achilles
tendon). All-Pac 10 forward
Reggie Miller's left thumb is

still hampering him as well.

"Right now our team is

pretty banged up," said Haz-
zard at his weekly press
breakfast. "Yesterday I had a
team at one end of the court

running Oregon State's offense
and nobody at the other end
^the court to defend it.

"I've still got some questions
in my mind as to whether or
not we will accept a bid (from
the^J^UT). I am not definitely-

set on the NIT at this moment
because we are an injured
team. We weren't that deep of
a team to begin with, and
when injuries start picking
away at us . .

.**

-Continued on Page 27

J.R. Reid is headed
for North Carolina
The "Dean" of recruiting has done it again. J.R Reid,

the nation's top basketball recruit, is going to North
Carolina.

Tar Heel coach Dean Smith has added another weapon
to his already fortified arsenal. Reid, who had narrowed
his choices to Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, Iowa
and UCLA, announced Tuesday that he will stay relative-
ly near his Virginia home and enroll at North Carolina in
September.

J.R. was not talking yesterday, but when asked why
J.R. chose North Carolina, Herman Reid, J.R.'s father,
listed his son's main reasons.

"North Carolina has a good communication's program,
and they have coach Smith. He likes the type of players
that have been recruited, and the type of players they
already have.

"J.R. stated that he didn't want to be the only player In
a program. He wanted to be with a good supporting cast.
They have that at North Carolina."And also, it was the North Carolina basketball tradi-
tion.**-~

.

It's a tradition that just got taller.

During the early signing period last fall, UCLA lost the
recruitmg battle for one of the Southland's best preps,
center Scot Williams. He will also attend North Carolinam the f^ll.

So Brum fans that were so great to J.R. when he took
his recruiting trip to Westwood two weeks ago won't get
to see him regularly in Pauley Pavilion. But they will get
to see both Reid and Williams when the Tar Heels open
next basketball season at Pauley.

— Rick Schwartz
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Newsr-trFglslative
analyst William Hamm
leaves Sacramento.
See page 3.

Viewpoint: Special
Olympics volunteers
paid for efforts with a
smile. .

See page T2. ^

Review: Porter's
"Mississippi/Jade" can't
pull Its feet out of the
mud.
Seepage 14, .^-^

Sports: UCLA keeps
NIT hopes alive with a
74-63 win over Oregon
State in Corvallis. -~ -

See Back Page

UCLA Weather
Mornng low clouds with
partial clearing.

High: 65. low: 55.
(Dept. of Atmospheric ^^
Sciences forecast)

Amended bottle bill sails

through Senate committee
By Mariko Takayasu, Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — A heavily amended anti-litter bill that
would require a one-cent deposit on soda and beer containers
was unanimously approved Wednesday by a state Senate com-
mittee.

After two decades on the battle front, the beverage industry
and environmental groups reached a tentative truce with the
help of Assemblyman Burt Margolin (D-Los Angeles), author of
the bill.

The measure. Assembly Bill 2020, passed out of the Senate
Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee, 8-0. It would"
create a one-cent per container deposit on those cans and bottles
that are currently "no deposit, no return," which supporters
hope will be enough of an incentive to return containers to
recycling centers.

Recycling centers, under the amended version of the bill,
would be located in areas close to the place where the beverages
were purchased.

ecycHng opportunfttes include increased TetiiT dealer and
shopping center locations, independent and industry recycling
operation and other recycling systems that assure efficient and
economical return of beverage containers, " Margolin said.

Last week, the same committee postponed a vote on the
measure because members^ including state Sen. Gary Hart (D-
Santa Barbara), were concerned the bill did not provide
economic incentive for consumers to return containers to recycl-
ing locations. Additionally, questions about recycling centers
and convenience to consumers stalled the vote for another week.

-—Margolin changed his bill to require stores to list those recycl-
ing locations within the "immediate vicinity" of the dealer's
place of business. If there was no center in the immediate
vicinity, stores would be required to provide recycling locations
at their place of business.

The fevised bill also would increase to three cents the deposit
of containers that do not achieve a 65 percent recycling rate by
Dec. 31, 1991, a move to encourage consumers to recycle.
"Coupled with bonuses which are automatically paid under

the bill for those consumers who do recycle, these containers
would be worth at least four or five cents when recycled,"

^ .J^argolin said

JOEL CONARD/Daily Bruin

THE JOY OF LIP^YNGING - Mike Byrne (left) and Michael Stein (right) imper-
sonated teenybopper favorites Wham! at the Rock-Alike contest Wednesday
night in Ackerman Grand Ballroom. The event raised funds for Students'
Against Multiple Sclerosis. More psue<k>-rockers. Page 3.

Opponents of the measure, including the California Public
Interest Research Group, say the one-cent deposit Ls not visible
enough or large enough to provide an incentive for consumers
to return containers.

Is lottery creating problems?
Some players may become compulsive gamblers

"We demand that the Legislature pass a real bottle bill,"
said Deborah Bruns, legislative advocate for CalPIRG, "(a bill
that would provide) the simple, convenient, and proven system
that is working effectively in nine states."
— However, for the last 20 years, the beverage industry has
heavily lobbied against CalPIRG 's proposal for a mandatory
five-cent deposit on soft drink and beer containers because they

Please see BOTTLE, Page 9

By Lynne Redman

The California state lottery creates
winners — but experts say it may also

create addiction.

Roughly 0.5 to 1 percent of the ap-
proximately eight to nine million peo-
ple who participate in the state lottery
will become compulsive gamblers, ac-

cording to Robert Singer, a University
of California Riverside psychology
professor. —r-*^^ t

Once attracted to the lottery, many
of these new compulsive gamblers will

turn to more expensive forms of
gambling. Singer said, adding that the
lottery draws compulsive gamblers
because it is legal, seemingly inexpen-
sive and easily accessible.

^ Singer and several colleagues have
Toposed the formation of a Center
or Gambling Studies at UC Riverside

and are seeking financial support for

the project from the State Lottery
Commission. The facility would help
conduct research to develop preven-

tative measures and treatment tech-

niques for compulsive gambling.

I

"Actual treatment should be done
by county mental health facilities and
in private practices," Singer said.
"The important thing is to develop
methods and techniques of prevention
and treatment."

Singer said he believes the state has
a particular responsibility to con-
tribute to research in thill field because
of the proceeds it receives from ticket

sales and the rise in incidents of com-
pulsive gambling the lottery creates.

Proposition 37, which sanctioned
the California lottery when approved
by state voters in 1984, calls for the
state to ced^ up to 16 percent of the
money taken in from lottery sales to
the State Lottery Commission for ad-
ministrative purposes. Singer said he
feels the commission should contribute
0.5 percent of their allotment to the
proposed center. Although the com-
mission has taken no action on the
proposal thus far. Singer said he
believes lottery officials have "kept the
door open" to his inquiries.

But Bob Taylor, communications
Please see LOTTERY, Pag? 9

Professor claims his workfare
plan could change U.S. welfare
By Michael Ashcraft. Staff Writer

The U.S. welfare system could
begin to change if Columbia Pro-
fessor Charles Hamilton's concepts
of welfare and workfare — the
receiving of financial aid in ex-

change for work — are instituted

by the 1988 presidential administra-
tion.

Hamilton, who works with the
Ford Foundation, told an audience
of 40 Thursday that the government
attitude of welfare eligibility should
be changed and that people have a
right to work.
He claimed that although the

current administration's policy has
been to cut social welfare programs
and previous policies have b^n to
give without return, his policy of
workfare would settle much of the
controversy surrounding social aid.

After the 20-minute presentation
in Bunche 4269, the discussion was
opened to questions.

1

The right to a job is not a con-
stitutional right, as the fight for
civil rights in the 1960s was, but an
idea introduced with Franklin
Delano Roosevelt's New Deal,
Hamilton said.

"In terms of race and civil rights,
it's very clear to me that the initial

thrust against racial discrimination
is over," he said.

The focus has changed from civil

rights to a "more equitable distribu-
tion of resources," he said. Our-
concept of social insurance is based
on the idea that you are entitled to
take out of society what you con-
tribute, Hamilton said.

The United States' current policy
of social welfare is based on two
principles, the first of which is to
avoid social dependency, he said.

Since America's core value is

self-reliance, it is more concerned
with those Who are dep>endent on
the state than those who are in
Please see PROFESSOR, Page 10
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It takes total confidence.
And at Supercuts, we get that
confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly.

That way no matter how
-you like your hair cut, you're^-
going to get (he cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or
your money back.
How do you guarantee a

haircut? It's easy
You make every cut a

Jupercut. *

And a Supercut is always $8/

We're changing the way America cuts its hair.
Westwood 1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1 558

,^, M-F 0-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5
^WW

Shampoo and blow dry ava.lat>fe at additional

4

tr

TWO LENS KIT

S!L^.lOoo
"ntsuxm
M 8 56 4 ^.8

80-200mm f4.5
MACRO ZOOM LENS

28mm f2.8
WIDE ANGLE

$49

BUY
BOTH
$129

BONUS 2X TELECONVERTER
Doubles your lens, SOQ OR
with case ^iL79m^%J

1025 Westwood Blvd.

One Block South of UCLA
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.nh—

^ V bit Ki 5^^- ^^ a.m.-6 p^m.

Camera « ni-ri (213)208-5156

AD EXPIRES: Marclfi 13, 1986

Parking valld^ed at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum pujchase.^^^ lisjed are cash

and carry
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Soviet spacecraft, Vega 1,

flies near Haiiey's comet
MOSCOW — Jubilant scientists hailed a Soviet spacecraft's

encounter with Halley's comet Thursday as a space triumph and
said early data indicated smooth sailing for probes that will
venture even nearer next week.

The crowded control room at Moscow's Institute for Space
Research erupted in applause as images of the comet arrived
nine minutes after Vega 1 passed 5,270 miles from it at 10-20
a.m. (2:20 a.m. EST).
The pictures provided the closest look at a comet and were

believed to be the first view of a comet's icy core.
Television monitors showed color-enhanced images of a fiery

red-brown center, believed to be the nucleus, surrounded by
wide bands of yellow and blue. The core is believed to be about
2V2 miles in diameter.

"It is a triumph, it is truly a triumph," said Fred Whipple of
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge
Mass., one of many foreign scientists monitoring the mission
"It's the first time in history we have had this sort of imaging
system this close to a comet."
Whipple hypothesized in 1950 that comets had solid cores in

what became known as the "dirty snowball" theory.
When asked whether he thought the images from Vega 1

supported his theory, he replied, "I think so.". ?

Subcommittee taices up issue
of scrambling satellite T.V.
WASHINGTON — Urge<

f —

^

rr^ news Lauren Blau. News Editor

Hamm quits legislative analyst post

to take position with Oaldand S&L

nisandj;-4rf letters li^€nf
constituents, a House subcommittee on Thursday sought to
balance the claims of people with backyard satellite dishes
agair^t TV programmers trying to keep control of the signaa-'
bnf down from orbit.

Major pay television services and the TV networks are begin-mng to scramble their satellite-delivered signals so those not
authorized to see them can't watch.
Some 2 million Americans have purchased earth stations -

satellite dishes - to plsom the sky. They are worried that themoney they spent - $3,000 or more^^ will be wasted if all
signals «re scrambled

.

Even if all of the companies that say they are going to
scramble actually do, there still will be some 70 unscrambled
channels available to dish owners, including the popular Chris-
tian Broadcasting Network and C-SPAN, the channel that
delivers the House of Representativers debates.

So far, all of the cable networks with announced scrambling

wf^f^K"'"'V.^r^'l'"^'^'^'"^'*"g technology and those whowish to buy a $400 decoder and pay a fee to watch the shows
can do so.

5;^j:

IMixon cglls for a new era
of U.S./sovlet cooperation

and are subject to change. Quantities limited to stock on hand

LOS ANGELES — Former President Richard Nixon savine

Thurrav'^ir
°' ''"*""*' T '""^^^ '=«" ^ resurrected Zm

Jv^^ftZ Vni^LT'.
«'« °f cooperation and competit on be-tween the United States and the Soviet Union.
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By Mariko Taka/asu, Sacramento Correspondent
m

== SACRAMENTO Legislative Analyst William Hamm an-
nounced Friday that he is resigning his $83,380-a-year job for a
position with the sixth-largest savings an4 Ipan association in
the state.

The 43-year-old Hamm is expected to leave his post in April.
He will then become vice president for operations analysis for
World Savings and Loan, headquartered in Oakland.
Hamm said he could "happily" remain the state's non-par-

tisan budget analyst, but "the challenges and opportunities of-
fered by my new job were just too appealing to pass up."

The legislative analyst is responsible for issuing an annual
critique of the governor's proposed budget. Last week, Hamm
released a 1,753-page document on Gov. George Deukmejian's
spending plan, which will be used by members of the
Legislature as a non-partisan tool in drafting the final version of
the budget for next fiscal year, which begins July I.

In the analysis, Hamm recommended that student fees for the
University of California and California State University colleges
be increased by at least 7.5 percent. Deukmejian's proposed
budget calls for no fee increases.

However, a long-term fee policy was~impleifiented by the
state last year, so that students would not experience unexpected
increases like those which occurred in the early 1980s.
Hamm expects "a lot of heat" for the fee recommendation,

but said there is no "reason why the state should abandon a
policy approved by the Legislature and the governor within the
last six months." '

Although his recommendations are disputed By various
legislators, Hamm is regarded highly by both Democrats and
Republicans for his non-partisan analysis of the budget.

Recently, Deukmejian criticized Hamm for making "irrespon-
sible" statements that Californians would be paying $2.4 billion

more in the state taxes during the governor's tenure because of
increased taxes and revenue changes.

Hamm is a former federal budget analyst. He graduated
magna cum laude from Dartmouth College and received his

M.A. and Ph.D. in economics from the University of Michigan.

Please see ANALYST, Page 11
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ONCE IN A SHOWTIME - Tuesday night's Greek Week talent show featured this

one-time-only appearance by memt)ers of Phi Kappa Psi fraternity and Chi Omega
sorority as simulated Talking Heads, appropriately lip-syncing the hit single 'Once in a
Lifetime.' :

I «i

AND BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE
In Association with the

UCLA AFRICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
present

Jv

=^REMEMBER^OB MARLEY
AN ALL DAY - NGN STOP - LIVE REGGAE PERFORMANCES FEATURING:

PARTI
KUSHITE RAIDERS, REBEL ROCKERS, REDEMPTION AND END WASHINGTON

-THE POWER OF THE DRUMS
DATE: Saturday, March 8
TIME: 12noon to 6pm,
LOCATION: UCLA Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

This is a FREE event but donations will be accepted

BOB MARLEY
1945-1981

PART II

PAS MICHAEL, JOE HIGGS. SWELELE, JAWGE & THE UNKNOWN BAND,
MATUZALEM AND MORE

DATE: Saturday, March 8
TIME: 8pm to 1am
LOCATION: UCLA Ackerman Grand Ballroom
ADMISSION: $5
Tickets will be sold at the door

- v--i*f-

FOOD AND CflAFT BOOTHS foR 'nfo please call (2i3) 825-8051 or 470-0541

MUSIC will be provided by one love productions
USAC

REDEMPTIOM
MATUZALEM REBEL ROCKERS

-r-rrr-
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Eberly expresses student concerns on Board of Regents
Jou ve heard <d>out them, read about them and signed away

^hZ "^TV° "T"- *"' "''^ <"« ""^^ individuak, what are

aJui^T "^^"^ "i expertise, and what do they feel<^out the burning issues confronting the University of Califor-

They are the UC Regents.

SO^i^fJZ'^"'' A^^' «"" "'"' "*"" "^^'V '»««'« g'"^ these30imtividuals- who are responsible for administering one ofthe largest and most prestigious universities in the world -
Jhousands of your dollars

inJl!!Z%o'^*^""l^'" "&* '^'"»P'*« the UC Board of Regents^«^ w^nfcm who are appointed by the governor, feven

H'^uZ members who are regents by virtue of other officesthey iMld m the university or the state, and one student regent.

rlnV ^^"/""'l
^ *^ ^"* '" " '^^ "i P'^fil^ "'hi^h will

By Lynne Redman
y

Many students, immersed in the pressure of

studies and the demands of social life, find lit-

tle time to participate in the resolution of far-

reaching university issues during their years in

college.

As this year's student regent on the Universi-

ty of California Board of Regents, investing a

great deal of time and energy in expressing the

concerns of UC's approximately 150,000 stu-

dents is Janice C. Eberjy's task.

Eberly described her position as the board's

only student regent as "extremely demanding,"
She must familiarize herself with a variety of

student activities in order to stay in touch with
student concerns, and the nine board meetings
she attends during her one-year term — from
July 1985 to June 1986 — require extensive

background research.

"Being an active participant at the (regents')

meetings is wherexcredibility -is estabH^hed,"
said EberH', the 10th indi\idual to serve as

student regent. *i have (juite a bit of experi-
ence with student concerns, and I believe one
of the most challenging opportunities for a
student of the UC svstem is to convev concerns
to the board."

Eberly, from Falibrook. Calif., is a member
^ the State Agricultural Aiivisory Com mittee.---
an arm of the California departments of
Public Instruction and Agricultural Education.
A third-year agricultural economics major at
UC Davis, she plans to graduate this June and
eventually pursue a career in international
economics.

Eber l y . ^i. l sli^ i-uiit^ldor!] th^ dllocahon ol Uetause the Master Plan defin^^

poses for which they're intended receive
port." ^P"

On the same note, Eberly said she does n
approve of student education fees contributin
to the university's financial aid proeram
Under this arrangement, one student essential
ly helps pay the college costs of another stn
dent, Eberly said. "I feel student financial airi
is a state responsibility."

Currently, Eberly has her own proposal be
fore the board concerning UC's relation with
the U.S. Department of Energy laboratories at
Livermore and Los Alamos. Managed by th
university and funded entirely by th^ f^erJ
government, both national laboratories pa/
ticipate in nuclear weapons development
The relationship is, to me, inconsistent

with the university's current purposes and role
in our state and society," Eberly said.

Because the term of the student regent lasts
only one year, Eberly understands her efforts
cannor.always produce immediatelv
recognizable results. "The small accomplish
ments at least give a feeling of reward regar-
ding a direction which may have been initi-
ated. Realizing the achievement in that direc-
tion will take a great deal of time."

Regarding the future of education in the UC
_^istei7i, Eberly said she believes the oommuni-
ty will see greater efforts on the university's
part to increase it^wareness of international
cultures, especially those of Latin America and
the Pacific Rim nations.

Eberly also cited the ongoing review of the
California Master Plan for Higher Education
as an important part of the universJty'.s future.

Janice C. Eberly
RICHARD MURPHY/Daily Bruin

:„v« r-v

student fees to be among the major issues fac-
ing the university during her term. On some
UC campuses, registration fees, intended to
support student ser\'ices, are partiallv ap-
propriated to registration and admissions of-
fices, she explained. -. '

,.
--—

Eberly said she feels anv funding not going
directly to student services denies students
valuable resources. "We need to analvze close-
Jy the allocation of fees to assure that the puT^

r ^ 1 r ' —^ respective
roles of California's three higher education
systems - UC, the California State University
and the community colleges — any changes in
policy may affect UC.
With three months remaining in her term,

-^berly said she views her position on the
board as "a challenging combination of im-
niediate demands upon the individual, coupl-
ed with results that are most commonly realiz-
ed Far in the future.
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"Copturej the heart and soul of the Games."
J.OS Angeles Herald Examiner
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The 1986 edition of the UCLA Summer Sessions catalog is now being mailed to
all UCLA undergraduate students and graduate students (except those in medical,
dental or law schools]. The catalog is being distributed to UCLA students before
it is sent to anyone else. The catalog has everything you need to register, including
a mail registration form. .-.-.-.- —. . .

-.'.:......, -:.

^jrlyJJggJstrgtJQnj,, Y can register now, even before receiving the catalog. Simply^yisitthe
Summer Sessions Office, 1 254 Murphy Hall, to pick up an in-person registration
form and look at the Schedule of Classes. Enrollment in all classes is on a
first-come, first-served basis. Early registration is your best opportunity to get a
place in a limited enrollment course and gives you priority in all summer courses.
Ear ly rRnistra t ion also enab les vou to avo id long lin fts of ponp in rng intor ing at
the last minute and gives you the convenience of getting your summer registration
card before the term begins. Remember, you have to pay all fees when sub-
mitting your registration form to the Main Cashiers, with cash, check, MasterCard
or VISA.

UCLA Summer Sessions is a self-supporting program and is supported entirely
through student fees. There is a $1 35 term fee in additidhToThe course fee of
$40 per unit- $50 per unit for all courses in the School of Engineering and Applied
Science, graduate courses in the Graduate School of Management,and language
courses in East Asian Languages and Cultures. A few special programs have
different fees; some are higher, some lower
There are no nonresident surcharges. The fees are the same for both

undergraduate and graduate students. „^ „
^ere are some sample fees; the examples assume all courses are in the-

k

same term:

4 units

8 units

12 units

$40 per unit

$295

$455

$615

$50 per unit

$335

$535

$735

New in 1986. You can now use MasterCard or VISA to pay UCLA Summer
Sessions registration fees.

'

Session Dates: first TERM

Six-Week Session:

Eight-Week Session

Ten-Week Session:

SECOND TERM

June30-August8
June 30- August 22
June'30- September 5

.Six-Week Session: August 11 -September 19

Summer Housing: On-campus housing in the residence halls and residential suites will be available

: ..
this summer Rates begin at $620 for a shared residence hall room, including

room and board (six weeks). Consult the Summer Sessions catalog for details.
JO. I'l^ fii'-

ffff •

Summer Parking: Permits go on sale May 1 , and applications are not accepted any earlier Summer
parking permits are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. Consult the Summer
Sessions catalog for details.

For more information, please visit the Summer Sessions Office, 1254 Murphy Hall,

or call (21 3) 825-8355.
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n«iuf«l dw<gn»d lUf. rwt |u« Mfliog the hair 4 cutting it off

UNRECOGNIZED LAYERS©

cK,^.r^.,^ mu«Kar>0te5 cut into the hair instead of jZt

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts From $12
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Debbie Janssen Erik Gosen

UCLA students to study ip England
as Rotary Club scholarship winners
Two UCLA students wifr

travel to England to study
for a year as winners of
W.estwood Village Rotary:
Club scholarships.

Erik Gosen, an
economics major, plans to
obtain a master's degree in

management at the Univer-
sity of Kent at Canterbury
esign majur DebtoF

~This scholarship is great
because you choose the uni-
versity and the program
>u would like to study.""zz:
"I'm excited," Janssen

said. "I think the whole
program through the
Rotary Club is a lot better
than going on your own.
YouVe a lot more involved
with the club and stuff-^

Janssen will continue her
studies through the gradu-
ate program at the Univer-
sity of Bath.

"I think it's great,"
Gosen said. "The Rotary
Club is different in that
they give you an advisor to
help you along the way.

Rotary Foundation
scholarships are awarded to
students for one academic
year of study in one of the
160 foreign countries in
which branches of the
Rotary Club are located.
—Applying students choose
five universities which offer
their discipline of study and

the Rotary Club attempts
to arrange for the student
to attend one of the univer-
sities on the Rotary Foun-
dation Scholarship, Gosen
said.

Scholarships for 1987-88
are currently available.
Students need not speak a
foreign language to apply.
^pplieattom^ can be obtain-
ed at the Extramural Pro
grams and Opportunity
Center (EXPO), A213
Ackerman Union. For more
information, call EXPO at

825-0831 or Rotary Club
representative Dick Lit-
tlestone at 454-6818.

— Michelle Perin

Jews for Judaism takes offensive
Group fights against 'misrepresentation' of religion

Its still a few days 'till St. Patrick's Day but the party
IS already rolling at Baxter's. You could win a one ounce
gold coin! Just find one of the hundreds of four leaf clovers
were hiding, and you could win free T-shirts, free hats
tree mugs, free food, and a chance at a gold coin

And try our delicious Irish treats like corned beef
and cabbage, hot corned beef sandwiches, and those
wonderfully big Irish potatoes, stuffed with all sorts of
tasty things. And all at special prices, begorra.

We're creating a new Irish legend ... and you could be
a lucky winner. .

.
any day from now to St. Patrick's Day

•- S I .> (I ' ,i n f
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Baxter's can't be beat

By Sean Foran

Trying to prevent the conversion of Jews toChnstian.tv by campus missionaries, a newgroup has been formed at UCLA to counter

^J^ calls the --misrepresentation'^S

l„^f^Jr u^ organization which has 50

list ot 50-60,000 m the Los Angeles area.We re here to give students the information

slr/saSvEdr'^' ?^"''" missionTriS"said bandy Edry, a sophomore psychology ma-jor and group member. "What we are^aWn^
f
^« f« Jews. We don't try to change^ou

Jest: a%'h:tXt^srt?ir 'r^.d the issue. The Jue^^tttesIL*"

NefeVrBeftai^Hol^naer^^^t"^-

bal:d"'in'\ft',lu'"r''^^
"'n^'""-

believe in h^l ^^' and that they should

MeJirhLtiTthe^'to'^d''^^ ^^-'^-^

jews tor Judaism was started 10 years ago.

m-

R>mona
309 East Rx>fhiII Blvd

(714)596-6466

FuUcrton
501 North State College

(714) 87W)433

HtiHGngton Beach
1S872 B^ach Blvd
(714)964-4112

Viewport Bcadi
5iaO Birch StTwt
(714) 833-1600

Cajon
1025 Fletcher F^ kway
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two years after Jews for Jesus, said Miriam

.Jwu'
^^"^^^^ Student Union administrator.

What I personally resent is the idea that
our religion somehow isn't legitimate," said
Jews for Judaism member Ron Trunk, a

_sophomore_jeligiou^ s^^ies^ „^aj^ _-j4„^
^oups are misrepresenting Judaism to convert
Uewish students) to Christianity."
Caiden said this misrepresentation is more

than a matter of Biblical interpretation. She
Claimed organizations, particularly Jews for
Jesus, are using Jewish symbols and themes to
sway Jews from their religion.

Snyder countered, "The charge that were
deceptive itself borders on deception. It's a
tactic designed to scare people away from the
real issue. Since when does Jews for Judaism
have a copyright on the Star of David?"

Caiden claimed one such deception was a
jan Z2 presentation sponsored by Messianic
5>tudente where Nazi concentration camp sur-
vivor Dr. Vera Schlam was to discuss her ex-
periences. According to Caiden, whose
organization monitored the program, the
woman spoke of her wartime ordeal for no
more than 10 minutes before pulling out a Bi-
oie and delivering a proselytizing Christian
sermon. ^ • e,

A member of Messianic Students, who wish-
ed to remain anonymous, said Schlam talked
at length about Christianity, but gave an
equal amount of time to her experiences in the

Please see GROUP, Page 9
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Disneyland's UCLA night to feature

entertainment, car giveawayIX
Students, alumni and their family and friends can enjoy

Disneylands rides and entertainment at a discount price and
perhaps win a new car at Disneyland's UCLA Campus Night
Party on March 14.

*- &

"The park will be closed to the general public," said
Disneyland representative Judy Poxon. "This will eliminate the

Visual long lines at the most popular rides.
Poxon added that everyone who attends the party, which will

•

take place from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., will receive a prize of some
sort. The prizes range in value from popcorn and ice cream to a
1986 Pontiac Firebird.

A Disneyland "Passport" grants unlimited access to the
amusement park and generally costs $16.50, but those who pur-
chase tickets at the UCLA Advance Ticket Office will onlv have
to pay $11.50.

^

Live entertainment during the event will include rock music,
ragtime piano and a performance by the Sax Quintet.
Poxon can be reached at (714) 999-4000 for more information

about Campus Night.

— Tim Heyman

Computer equipment stolen from

Boelter Hall; suspects sought—
By Doug Nathan. Staff Writer

^
Computer equipment worth $10,900 was stolen from

Boelter Hall sometime between 7 p.m. last Friday and 8
a.m. Monday.

At 6;24-Q.m. Monday^ ^ univeisily umpluyw Ktopp^ji^
two teenage black males, dressed in black clothing, who
were carrying property in garbage bags at the northeast
corner of the loading dock at the Life Science Building
and retrieved computer equipment worth $4,200, said
Det. B.J. Franklin of the University of California Police
Department.
When the employee went to call the police, the suspects

ran away and have not been apprehended, Franklin said.
"There vyas no sign of forced entry into Boelter Hall,"

said Franklin, who is conducting the follow-up investiga-
tion of the case. "We are still in the initial stages of in-

vestigation, but right now we do not have any solid
leads."

It appeared that a master key was used to enter the
building or else a door was left open, Franklin said.

Another university employee later reported seeing the
two suspects leaving from the southeast exit of Boelter Hall
early in the morning of March 3.

Both suspects appeared to be in their late teens, dressed
in black clothing and wore black caps, according to the
police report. One was 5. feet 9 inches tall with a thin
build. The other was 5 feet 5 inches tall and weighed
about 135 pounds.—The equipmen t reiiiuved from Boelter Hall included att

IBM computer with video display screen and keyboard, an
,IBM personal computer with components and an IBM
model XT computer with a Hewlett-Packard printer and
other hardware.
The equipment recovered included an IBM keyboard

and monitor, a Hewlett-Packard printer and an IBM PC-
XT.
The employee who took the bags of computer equip-

ment from the suspects was not able to provide enough in-

formation for a composite identification, Franklin said.

"This is the first (computer theft) this year," Franklin
said. "We had one in December 1985, I believe, out of

Boelter Hall where there was some computer equipment
taken also."

Pair of concerts Saturday to salute

music of reggae artist Bob Marley

By Glenn Adams

In celebration of the music of reggae artist Bob Marley, an

all-day music fest will take place Saturday, March 8.

The event will be split into two segments. An afternoon per-

formance featuring the Kushite Raiders, the Rebel Rockers and

Redemption and Eno Washington is free and will take place in

the UCLA Sproul Hall Entertainment Center from nl5on to 6

p.m.

_ In tlxe evening Ras Michael, Joe Higgs, Swelele, Jawge & the

Unknown Band and Matuzalem are among those appearing in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission

for this second part will be $5.

"It's very much needed that cultural values are promoted on

this campus," said Djiby Nam, chairman of African Student

Alliance, which is co-sponsoring the event with Black Student

Alliance! "Reggae represents one of the displaced cultures that

has struggled and survived in the western world, away from the

motherland."
, t i u

Although in the past two years the event has t)een held on

February 6, Marley's birthday, this year it would have con-

^ -
'"

Please see MARLEY, Page 1
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The UCLA Pre-Law Society

is Pleased to Welcome

State Assemblyman Richard Katz

vi^

Speaking on his career in Politics

Today at NOON
Ackerman Grand Ballroom 2nd Floor Lounge

All Are Welcome
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NOW 2 GREAT
LOCATIONS!

®

LOS ANGELES
7200 W. Beverly Blvd.

Phone (213) 953-0284

PASADENA*
44 So. Raymond
Phone (818) 795-4985

FREE PARKING VALIDATION AT PASADENA STORE
Up to one hour at lot opposite store with purchase

OPEN MON. THRU FRI. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
SAT. 9:50 a.m. • 5:50 p.m.. SUN 11 a.m. t04 p.m.
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ABOUT RAPE: " "

EMPOWERMENTTHROUGH
AWARENESS
A rape prevention and education workshop
designed to enhance understanding of rape
and sexual assault.

-^=-TODAY —-*

—

'—

-

NOON-l 2DODDHALL
Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and

the Department of Community Safety

RITA'S NAIL
BOUTIQUE

Complete Noil Service

Specializing in:

• Sculptured Nails

• Manicures
• Pedicures

10% Discount
withttilsaci

470-4048
1328 Westwood Blvd. jy^^
S^®1® 9am-6pm

*

WINE & CHEESE
The UCLA African Studies Center

PRESEIMTS:

JEANNE MADDOX-TOUNGARA
VISITING SCHOLAR/LECTURER
UNIVERSITY OF IVORY COAST

^ IVORY COAST TODAY
11377 BUNCHE

12 NOON
FRIDAY MARCH 7th

FOR MORE INFO CALL ASC 825-3686

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get 'A order of Dim Sum free!

*

Expires 3/20/86

•DIM SUM &. SALADS
•SOUPS, NOODLES,
&. RICE

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
1 l-9pm

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

VISA and
MASTERCARD
Accepted

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd..

W.L. A. (Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)

479-4774

Free

Parking

OOCOCOOCOOCO&SOOC0050SOCOCOOCOCOOCOC090SO!

ilM FRI^MARt^TTH
DISCUSSION: 7-9 PM
DANCE: 9PM- 1 AM

oooso^

Raza Unite

(
L

ENCUENTRO 11
RAZA DISCUSSION & DANCE
1243 ARCHITECTURE BLDG.

DJ & REFRESHMENTS
SPONSORED BY:

Chicane Studies Research Center, Raza Organizations, & Community Programs Office

Residence halls' musical

to open tonight at Dykstra
"Babes in Arms," an inter-

residence hall musical about

the struggle of apprentice ac-

tors to stage a revue, will open

tonight at 8 in Dykstra Hall's

Fireside Lounge.
After four and a half weeks

of rehersal. Director Tom
Wheatly, a theater art$ faculty

member, and 18 students liv-

ing in the residence halls and

suites, unveil the story of

Valentine White, an unknown
actor — played by senior

Tony Rael — and his struggle

to coordinate a revue.

The revue's success seems

distant, but morale is boosted

when a famous actress, Susan

Skok — played by freshman

Jennifer Owen — joins the

cast.

The developments of a love

triangle and a conflict with

Skok's other acting obliga-

tions, along with the problem
of getting a theater to stage

the revue, impede production.

But as it comes together,
hopes escalate when a famous
Hollywood director attends
opening night.

"Babes in Arms," written by"

Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart, first starred Mickey
Rooney and Judy Garland on
Broadway in the 1940s.

In addition to tonight, the

play will run in Sproul Hall's

Entertainment Center at 6:30

p.m. Sunday, Rieber Hall's

Fireside Lounge at 8 p.m.
Monday and Hedrick Hall's

Fireside Lounge at 8 p.m.
Tuesday. Admission is free to

all performances.

— Michael Ashcraft

Predictions of inventions win UCLA

student an award from Honeywell

By Michelle Perin, Staff Writer

For predicting the use of the human body as a power

source and the invention of a mechanical language

translator by the year 2010, a UCLA sophomore received

$2,000 and an opportunity for a summer internship with

Honeywell, the sponsor of the 1986 Futurist Awards Com-
petition.

"It's a big surprise because I wrote the essays with the

intention of winning but didn't think I would because it's

such a nationwide thing," said electrical engineering major

Danny Chi. "I guess I got lucky."

Contestants were asked to submit three essays, two
predicting future developments in the areas of electrical

communications, energy', aerospace, computer science,

manufacturing automation, or office automation and a

third predicting the social impact of these advances.

Chi's essays outlined the possibilities of a biological

power source which would convert sugar to electrical

energy, a mechanical language translator and the effect of

such a translator on 2010 society.

Chi was one of ten winners chosen out of 450 entries

from 324 United States colleges and universities. He also

has the chance to be chosen as the grand prize winner and

receive an extra $8,000.
_^ _-,r—

The purpose of the contest was "to increase the

awareness of students regarding Honeywell," said Lynne
Meany, Honeywell Futurist Contest spokes|>erson . "Th
corporate office, which does the recruiting, would like

good college students to hear about Honeywell.**

Honeywell scientists and engineers and a national

science editor judged the entries based on creativity, feasi-

bility, clarity of expression and legibility.

Honeywell is a high-technology corporation with

holdings in control products, control systems, aerospace

and defense and information systems.

At 'r^^K $10 million in S. Califomia

estate

LOS ANGELES (AP) — At least $10 million worth of

Southern California real estate, and probably much more, was
linked Thursday to associates or relatives of ousted Philippine
president Ferdinand Marcos.

State Sen. Paul Carpenter (D-Cypress) and Los Angeles
County Assessor Alexander Pope said $8 million to $9.3 million

worth of Los Angeles County property belongs to Marcos'
youngest sister, Fortuna Marcos Barba, and to a former Marcos
girlfriend, Dovie Beams Villagran.

Carpenter also listed $2 million worth of property in San
Diego County as being linked to Marcos.
"We have strong suspicions that it was all purchased with

Marcos' money," Carpenter said during a news conference out-

side the half-million-dollar Pasadena mansion of Mrs. Villagran. -

Carpenter assigned members of his Senate Select Committee
on the Pacific Rim to investigate parcels of land "which have
apparently been hidden behind all sorts of front names to con-"
ceal the true nature of the ousted dictator's holdings."

Pope said he was releasing his list in response to public inqui-
ries. ^^

More than 100 parcels of land are being investigated, in-

cluding the Pasadena mansion and a "huge block of land" in

the Carlsbad area near San Diego, Carpenter said.
Carpenter handed out a news release listing nearly $2 million

worth of property in San Diego County, including two unim-
proved parcels worth $326,912 owned by Ivar N.V. Corp. in

Please see MARCOS, Page 9
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BOTTLE: Passes committee
-Continued from Page 1

feared increased prices for those products. --
After months of negotiations, "bottle bill" adversaries reached

a "delicately balanced compromise," according to Sen. John
Seymour (R-Orange) and "our responsibility in the Legislature
is to continue to refine this bill to satisfy all parties."

Hart, who last week was opposed to A.B. 2020, said the new
version of the bill "is a vast improvement" and he recognized
that Margolin was attempting "to get a good bottle bill passed."

Margolin's bill would also create an eight-member beverage
-container recycling advisory committee under the Department
of Conservation to administer the program.

Highlights of the amended version of A.B. 2020:
• Consumers would pay a one-cent deposit per container, and
will receive, in addition to the deposit, a possible bonus for
those containers returned to recycling locations.
• The bonus would come from unredeemed funds that the ad-
visory committee would funnel to consumers through the recycl-
ing centers and from the market value of the scrap materials. If

containers do not reach a 65 percent recycling rate by Dec. 31,
1989, consumers would receive two cents per container and
three cents by Dec. 31, 1991.
• Grocery stores and other retail outlets selling soft drinks and
beer would be required to post signs which lists the hours of
operation of those recycling centers near their places of
business.

• If there is no recycling location near the store, then the store

would be required to provide recycling locations near their
place of business for all types of beverage containers.
-•-Aft eight-member advisory committee to administer the pro-
gram would be established under the Department of Conserva-
tion.

LOTTERY: Creating problems
ContioMed from Page 1

^anager for the California Lottery, questioned the lottery's re-

sponsibility for funding such a tacilityr

"The commission didn't think the lottery should be singled
out for any reason as to contributing to compulsive gambling,"
Taylor said. He mentioned several studies about the lottery in-

dustry indicating that lotteries in other states don't contribute
significantly to compulsive gambling — at least at the level of

instant games, such as those available in California.

The compulsive gambler seeks a sense of risk and excitement
which the purchase of instant tickets does not provide, Taylor
said.

Of the 22 states which run lotteries, six have developed a
mechanism for allotting money from lottery income to research
and development in the field of compulsive gambling.

GROUP: Fighting 'misrepresentation'
Continued from Page 6
concentration camp.
Tony Garcia, the group's adviser with the Center for Student

Programming, said he felt the event was not deceptive because
the promotional flyer clearly stated, "Dr. Vera Schlam, survivor

"of Nazi concentration camp, tells story from Holocaust to Mes-
siah."

A particular concern of Jews for Judaism is that most of the

Christian missionaries come from off campus. Rabbi Chaim
Seidler-Feller, director of UCLA's Hillel Council, argued that

missionaries were not present on campus because of a need from
within the UCLA community, but because of a "policy decision

to invade the space and minds of students" from outside cam-
pus.

Jews for Jesus has no official membership, but of the group's

12 active missionaries, some of whom are often seen passing out

leaflets in Bruin Walk, none are UCLA students.

"We try to have a high profile everywhere," Snyder said.

"The reason we like to be at UCLA is that UCLA has tradi-

tionally been a wonderful place for the free exchange of ideas."

Last year 400 United States Jews adopted Christianity

because of Jews for Jesus, Snyder said. He was unable to give

an estimate of the number of converts at UCLA, but said the

group was "successful."

"We're very successful or else we wouldn't be here," Sid Stern

of Beth Sar Shalom said. "If we weren't successful, Jews for

Judaism wouldn't be here either."

During this quarter, Jews for Judaism plans to initiate a class

fostering Jewish awareness and in March, L.A. Raiders defen-

sive end Lyle Alzado is scheduled to speak on the group's

behalf.

MARCOS: Real estate links
Continued from Page 8

San Diego and two properties in Carlsbad with a combined

assessed value of $1^6 million owned by P.R.L. Properties

Management Inc.

However, Carpenter's figures surpassed Pope's figures for Los

Angeles County holdings by about $1 million, and assessor

spokesman Mark Ryavec said this may be because Carpenter's

figures are a year old, and many properties he listed may have

since been sold. Several properties listed by Carpenter were not

on the assessor's list.

However, even so, Ryavec said the properties currently listed

as owned by people with ties to Marcos in Los Angeles County

are probably worth more at market value than the $9 million

Carpenter suggests.
. . .,

"It's probably low," Ryavec said, explaining that the

assessor's office lists only assessed valuation, which reflects the

value of the property at the time it last changed hands.

r'
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read the
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AMPUCON FINANCIALr
AN ORANGE COUNTY BASED LESSOR OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OTHER STATE
OF THE ART AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT, IS CONSISTENTLY CHOSEN BY INC.
MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING CORPORATIONS IN AMERICA.

IF YOU ARE CAREER ORIENTED, HNANGIALLY MOTIVATED, ENERGETIC, AND AN
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, WE HAVE A POSITION FOR YOU. THIS
POSITION REQUIRES THE ABILtTY TO STRUCTURE AND MARKET MAJOR EQUIP-
MENT FINANCING PACKAGES TO FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES.

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
LEASING: TAX AND ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION,
PRICING, PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND SALES TECHNIQUE.

COMPENSATION IS SALARIED DURING THREE MONTHS TRAINING PERIOD, AND
THEREAFTER, $22,500/YEAR+ COMMISSION.

IF YOU MEET OUR REQUIREMENTS, AND ARE PURSUING SIMILAR OBJECTIVES TO
OURS, PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUMES TO:

MR. CONRAD HOHENER' "^
' — VICE PRESIDENT ^ '—^- " "

'

'''

AMPLICON, INC. .

2020 E. FIRST STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705 I
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STUDIO-COLOR LAB
1 105 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7

(213)824-7767

SPECIALS

I

- coupon ---
SLIDE PROCESSING

IN 2 HOURS!

OFF
W/COUPON —

Not valW w/ony othef ofler_

Exp. 3-28-86

I VALIDATED PARKING
» AT GAYLEY CENTER
! s

KINROSS AVE ^
O

(0

I* - - - coupon . - - -

—FREE

WILSHIRE BL ^

Troll of film
I

' with every roll developed

j and printed.

' Not valid w/ any other offer.

-t -. Exp. 3-28-86
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WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT liJNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR^9 AM MCA CO*MPi*Khff

Europe Applauds Africa.
-SWEDEN-

"Most of all Out of Africa' does not tell about then, but about now and about lov-e, friendship, equality,
warmth and understanding. It is told in images and sounds as never before and with the best of aaors."

—Jacob DabUn.SwedtsbSatkmal Radio Pi
——K

SPAIN
"Noble, brilliant melodrama a story woven of many threads, each one of them a noble film in itself,

the end results multiplying that nobility." ^

— El Pais
#<•

— DENMARK-
"Highest Rating Sydney Pollack's Out of Afria' is a peari of a fdm on all levels. A superior and moving
tribute that is succes.^l above all expeaations. Meryl Streep presents another magnificent performance

"

— BT (Copenhagen ) __,

-HOLLAND —— ^
'Do not miss *Out of Africa' if you have a romantic nature Brandauer, Redford and

especially Streep are brilliant
"

-De Telegraaf

~
' ^ GERMANY-^ ~ "

.

y 'A wonderfiil film, a nostalgic, romantic and dramatic story with an extreme dear-siehtednesstowards
feelings and multiple human characters seldom seen in a Hollywood movie. Sydney PoUack has produced

a great and moving film
"

: —n (Munich)

^ _I -ITALY- L ^_
_ __ . A film capable of sedudng every kind of audience without discrimination of age."

^'
~

—CorHertDeUaSen'

'The three star cast makes the fUm shine. . and together with all the other technical and artistic
performances put it among a particular group of piaures — those which deserve Academy Awards."

—LaRepuhlica

ROBERT REDFORD MERYLSTREEP.^
SYDNEY POLLACK.,.

UACADEMY
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

IN<Xn)I.M.

BLST PICTURE
BLST DIRECTOR BESTACTRtSS

Sydney PoUack Meryl Sireep

BLST SI PPORTING ACTOR
Klaus Mana Hrandauer

AiSK"''"'"KLAUS MARL\ BRANDAUER n;mc:,,Ku, mm^^^
jVT)'iTMTiirR.MAN...,ANNA(:AiAi.r>i Km\ BARRY ".'KURT LUEDTKE '--;»-SYDNEY KMJAcK
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Now Playing at a Theater Near You

Advertising representative named

'86-87 Daily Bruin business manager

T""«7"*W~~"^"W

' Cynthia Cassinelli, a junior majoring in communication
studies-mass media, was appointed 1986-87 Daily Bruin business

manager'Thursday night.

"As business manager, I want to ensure continued growth for

the Bruin and strengthen some weak areas I've oKserved in th«

two years I've worked here," Cassinelli said.

Serving as chief executive business officer, she will be respon-

sible" for advertising sales^ advertising production, promotion
circulation and efficient business operation. of the Daily Bruin. ^

Cassinelli has woVked for the Daily Bruin as an advertising

account representative for the past two years.

— Judy K. Park

Senior appointed business manager

of Pacific Ties; aims to increase ads

Christopher Fating, a senior history major, was appointed
Pacific Ties business manager March 6 by the ASUCLA Com-
munications Board.

Fating, one of three applicants for the position, has had
previous experience working on the layout, advertising and
design of the Asian-Pacific special interest newspaper.

"I hope to establish and increase the advertising market and
also increase reader circulation for Pacific Ties," Fating said.

— Judy K. Park

PROFESSOR: Proposal on workfare
Continued from Page 1

poverty, he said .

The second principle, he said, is to provide assistance only
until a person is able to "stand on his own again."

In contrast, Hamilton said his first principle is to give work
to those who are in need, and his second principle is to make
sure everyone receives an education.
"Work is fundamentally critical," he said,"and society needs

to commit itself to the idea that we need to achieve literacv bv
age 18." — '—^-

Hamilton endorsed the idea of workfare. "There are an awful
lot of human service jobs that we can put people to work at,"

he said.

People legitamately object to the funding of workfare and
similar government programs, he said, but fail to mention the
huge amounts of money which the government spends on the
military. "If you are going to bring up cost, you've got to be
willing to put military spending on the table."
He claimed that cutting these programs' will not make a

substantial dent in the deficit. "Basically, you pay for what vou
get," Hamilton concluded. ^

One member of the audience, who did not wish to be iden-
tified, asked how the professor planned to sell the concept of
entitlement to the public.

Hamilton explained that he would begin with the idea of
reciprocity. People are willing to buy into programs if they feel

they will get .something in return, he said, explaining the work
done would be a legitimate return.
Dwaine Marvic, a UCLA professor of American politics, felt

that work in itself would not answer the needs of people. He
felt that a better plan would be to provide jobs that have op-
portunities for advancement.
Hamilton admitted the objection vvas a problem in his plan.

.

"But if I can establish the principle of a guaranteed job, then I

can move on to the next step."
Hamilton's speech was presented by the UCLA Center for

Afro-American Studies as part of the series, "Blacks in American
Politics."

Later in the month, Michael Preston, a professor of political
science at the University of Illinois, will speak on black politics
in Chicago, March 13 at 2 p.m. in Bunche 4269. Also, Lucisus
Barker, professor of public affairs at Washington University,
will give a speach entitled: "Thurgood Marshall, Martin
Luther King & Jesse Jackson: The Debt of American Law &
Politics to Black Americans," March 20 at 2 p.m. in Bunche
4269.

'^

Srtuo'i?
Corporation is sponsoring a

coMPETiTiON for outstanding industrial
designs of products that incorporate com-
puter capability and technology in the
human/machine interface.
The competition is open to upper level

industnal design students and recent grad-
uates. ^

*I!^ P*"'" '* $10,000, second prize is
$5,000, and third prize is $1 ,000.

ioll ^r**"'®®
•""** *^ entered by Mar. 31,

4468
'"°^* information, call 313-452-

r-
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Marley -*—r. •I J_

Continued from Page 7
flicted with another Bob
Marley commemoration on
the same day in Culver City,
Nam said.

"I'm not surprised that
more programs are being car-
ried out as a memorial to
him," Nam said of the artistry
and influence of Marley, who
died of cancer in May of 198L

r"What he's done in reggae,
nobody (else) has done. He's
responsible for spreading it

around the world."
Nam said that although

Jimmy Cliff was first to hit

the international reggae scene,
Marley "surpassed him in
many ways, (among^hem) in-

ternational fame and talent in

writing lyrics — the words.
^is^(M^rley's) music is

Tinfque."

Analyst
Continued from Page 3

*

Selected for the state posi-

tion in 1977, Hamm oversees a
staff of 90. He is the third per^
son to hold the position since

the office was established in

1941.

Hamm's replacement will

be selected by the Joint
Legislative Budget (Commit-
tee.
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t NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? 1
MEET US

Every Sunday Morning

9:00am In Front of Dykstra Hall

Look For The RED & WHITE VW BUS
We Would Love for you to

Come and Worship With Us!

Sponsored by Students for Christ

...Non-denominational,..restoring and upholding

the principles of the early Christians!

For INFO please call 820-6924 or 202-7667
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THE NAIL GARDEN
"over i2 years of quality service"

Limited Offer (^'^cept Fn -Sun

)

476-0500

1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present Student I.D.

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

riean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed-..

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills. CA 90212

CSPP
CAREERS COMBINING

PSYCHOLOGYAND BUSINESS
Ph.D. Program in

Organizational Psychology

at Los Angeles

PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY -^ BUSINESS THEORY =
ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT FOR THE 1990s

S\^tems Theory

( Computer Applications

Training in Assessment Interxention and Diagnostics

Human Resource Management

(Career Development
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Here's some important info, you should know about
^using the Daily Bruin to publicize your events.

L Daily Bruin has a special staff for you. Just call

825-2161 and ask for "On-Campus" advertising.

2. You can get a reduced rote by signing a contract
(But hurry, the sooner you start the sooner you
save). One of our "On-Campus" ad representatives
"
show you how.

3. Our creative staff will be happy to design,

typeset, and layout your Bruin ad at no charge.

4. UCLA Students use the Daily Bruin as their main

source for campus news and Infoimatloa r^ ^i "^ n

5. We are here for you. so take advantage of us. ^ H 'P— —^'^^

CALL 825-2161
Ask for "on-campus" advertising.
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A\\ A \\
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Viewpoint

Tragedy of the special Olympics
By Paul Marshall Whprp vvas the tragedy? The athlel

Have you ever wanted to. be a kid "again?

There was certain magic in a child's smile that

made everyone else feel good. Last Sunday,

some special children were sharing smiles at

UCLA's 1986 Special Olympics.
Unfortunately, this day was marked by a hid-

den tragedy.

-The event was a climax of dedicated. work.

parents, and volunteers outnumbered the fans.

As a matter of fact, the athletes and parents

outnumbered the volunteers. Either this was
the best kept secret since \\mrld War II or no-

body cared.

-While I had hoped the former would be

\r-

Many monthes ago, an executive committee
sat down and planned a schedule for these

kids. Numerous volunteers donated their time

and energy in making the plan successful.

All who worked on the Special Olympics
did so for the sake of a smile. All the frustra-

tion and hassle of directing mobs of people

without getting paid, these people did it for

that smile. I'll be the first to say that they did

a great job.

The athletes and parents were the main
event of the day and they loved every minute
of it. Parents waved wilcUy at all the kids and
cheered for all the events. All these athletes

were happy to get such recognition and their

smiles expressed it. They .ran, leaped, jumped
and threw just for the spirit of the games.

They really had heart and determination.

true, apathy probably conquered most people.

This tragedy did not hurt the kids, it hurt

those who didn't watch the smiles and didn't

feel good because of them. They overlooked a

positive, rejuvinating experience.

I would like to challenge my fellow Bruins.

Where were the rest of the Greeks? With 27

fraternities and who knows how many
sororities, I expected a better turnout than

those that were present. How about the "dorm
dwellers"? Sure the schoolwork's mounted up
but that didn't stojp anyone from taking a

break on Saturday night. How about you, the

reader? The event was mentioned in the Bruin

and what did all of you do last Sunday.

In brief, this tragedy didn't have to happen.

These kids will bring you back every year

because they are magical. Be careful, you
might just walk away feeling like a kid again.—

Marshall is a freshman majoring in biology

Counterpoint

Stop blatant Islamic attacks
By Amid M. Borhanmanesh

After reading Mr. Bard's virulent attacks

on Islam in Ha'am's current issue, I felt

-outrage, not as the emotional reaction of a

Muslim, but because a Ph.D. candidate in

political science who has made quite a rep-

utation for himself in his department for his

biased, irrational polemics, has delusions of

being an expert theologian, justified to in-

terpret Islamic scriptures and draw conclu-

sions from it. That the purpose of Mr.

Bard's article was mainly to hurt the feel-

ings of Muslim students, and to dispense his

anti-Arab sentiments in a subtle but seem-

ingly "scholarly" form was rather obvious.

Last year, Mr. Bard lectured on "Islam

vs. the West: Incompatible Differences."

This was originally meant to be an exten-

sion of the observation of Sabbath, which is

held at Hillel every Friday, but Mr. Bard
used it as an opportunity to express his

hatred of Islam and Arab culture, and on
.broader scale, Arabs in general.

about mine?
Furthermore, why didn't Mr. Bard read

through just a couple of the hundreds of

books on Islamic texts just to see who or
what the Koran is referring to in each
"sura?" There is an abundance of Islamic
literature in the Near East Center, URL,
Powell and other libraries - the status of
"dhimmi" is clearly explained, so are the
historic events relating to Islam.

The "dhimmi" in Moslem Spain, for H-
ample, enjoyed equal status and were often
administrators and respected scholars. This
was not even referred to by Mr. Bard.
Respect for the Torah and its adherents, the

Jews, has continuosly appeared in the
"suras" of the Koran, but Mr. Bard never
cared to take a closer look.——,

I do not find this compatible with the

"chesed" or Jewish kindness which is
'^

often taught in Judaic scriptures — and this

proves how little Mr. Bard knows about his

own faith. Obviously, he did not stop short

of forfeiting his Shabbos. How^can this per-

son, who hardly knows anything about the

tenets of his own faith, make judgements

Finally, I cotisider Mr. Bard as a disgrace
to his own people, and I'd much rather
listen to his fellow Zionists, who although
they espouse an ideology I staunchly and
^vehemently oppose, have a clear premise on
which they base their arguments. They
"have read, studied, and dialogued more;
and among other things, they have not
stooped so low as to use religious slj^der as

a weapon for hurting and humiliatinig.

Borhanmanesh us a senior majoring in

Spanish. -'

^

Counterpoint / ~

True road to peace
By Michael Flory

There are alWays many lessons found in the past that

policy makers can base future decisions upon. Ann Park's

viewpoint parallels the Philippine experience with that of

the situation currently going on in South Korea with the

Chun government but, her recommendations for United

States' action are riddled with flaws (Bruin, Feb. 6).

There are admittedly problems which must be addressed

within the current South Korean regime, but withdrawing

American support for its ruling body is not the answer.

It was well over 36 years ago that the United States

declared that South Korea fell outside of it's defensive

perimeter in South East Asia. In essence, the United States

eliminated its willingness to support South Korea.

Dangling before North Korea was the virtually un-

protected southern territory. With the support- of the

Soviet Union, North Korea rambled over the 38th parallel

in June of 1950 and proceeded to attain much of the dem-

ocratic South Korean state.

Of course, the United States was forced to reconsider its

former comments regarding South Korea's importance

within its defensive strategy. The United States entered a

war that, quite possibly, would have never occured had it

not originally removed its support for South Korea.

Rather than withdraw its aid to the Chun administra-

tion, it would be much more appropriate for the United

States to take advantage of its poUtical influence over

South Korea to bring about change. Removal of United

States support will very likely cause political turmoil afitl"

instability in the region. This, in turn, could prompt fur-

ther North Korean actions, both militarily and politically,

in the region.

The United States played its cards very carefully in the

Philippines by not directly retracting its support for Mar-

cos until a transition to Aquino was assured and in-

evitable. In South Korea, the United States must take the

same approach.
Chun would never willingly step down, therefore, the

United States must apply increased pressure to his regime

for reform and change. If this fails, hope rests in South

Korea's national elections in 1987.

If these elections proceed as planned, the United States

should insure that they are legitimate and representative of

the popular concensus. This is the true path to a peaceful

transition to a truly democratic form of government.
In the event that they do not occur, it is then the re-

sponsibility of the United States, as it did in the Philip-

pines, to lend its support to opposing democratic parties in

the state and to slowly withdraw political backing for

Chun.
It will be a momentous occasion when and if Korea is

ever reunified. Hopefully, this will occur with democratic
rule and self determination for all the people of that na-

tion. However, if the US acts decisively by withdrawing
its support for South Korea, this dream of unification may
come simultaneously with the repressive rule from the

North.

. It is my hope that Pjesident Chun will respond to the

Philippine example with reforms that will help maintain
peace and democracy within his nation. During this

crucial period, Chun needs all the American input and
support he can get. Without this support, the voice of the

popular will which Ms. Park speal^ of may never be

heard.

Flory, a sophomore majoring in political science, is the

Bruin's Assistant Viewpoint Editor. His views do not nec-

essarily represent those of the Bruin Editorial Board.
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Viewpoint

lighten up UCLA
By Tom Mott ^

When Andy Aligne and I wrote our letter pointing out
the discrepancy in bagel prices between North and South
campus, we did not expect anyone to take our explanation
for this phenomenon seriously.

Granted, there is a problem, but we were merely trying
to show how foolish the whole North Campus liberal/

South Campus conservative debate really is. Frankly, we
think most people know this portrait is untrue.

Unfortunately, one reader apparently felt it necessary to
respond to our viewpoint article (Bruin, Feb. 27) and ac-
cuse us of perpetrating the stereotypes that have so often
plagued both North and South campus students. I would
like to reply by saying that I would never accuse any
liberal arts major of being "worthless" solely because that
person is a liberal arts major.

This issue is just the tip of the iceberg. I think everyone
at UCLA, both North and South campus, should take a
step back and look at themselves. All too often, many of

us get so caught up in college life that our actions ap-
proach the point of absurdity.

No matter how inane or irksome a letter is, it's not the

end of the world. I find the editorial page of the Daily
Bruin much funnier than the comics because it's amusing
to see how incensed people become over such worthless

issues.

To the Daily Bruin, I chastize you for purposely prin-

ting inane letters in an effort to ^et a debate, going, and
then taking yourselves seriously as journalists. Why not

put some real humor in the paper, so we can laugh with

you iristead of at you? To the rest of you, I say "Lighten

up i
" Let's see some smilai out there . After all, isn't that

Letters

what life is all about?

Mott is an undeclared freshman

Foreign grads in
Editor:

I am writing in response to

the views of Legislative
Analyst William Hamm, as

expressed on the front page of

the Daily Bruin on March 5. i

Mr. Hamm seems to take

offense at the intelligence and
willingness of foreign students

to work. He blames such stu-

dents for often returning to

their own countries where
they work for firms that com-
pete with US industries;

however, according to his own
figures, between a half and
three-quarters of them remain
in this country, many times to

be subjected to the kind of

prejudice Mr. Hamm em-
bodies, while making millions

for the state's high-tech in-

dustry. (At least it is a comfort

to see that Mr. Hamm does

not object to those 50 to 75
percent of foreign students

staying to take jobs away from
hard-working, patriotic, true

blue-eyed Californians).

If California wishes to shoot

itself in the foot by restricting

its graduate programs in

computer soionoe and Meal lliai,luy'i
'

engineering to residents, it is

— as far as I am concerned —
welcome to try. The results

should be interesting twenty
years down the line.

Pascal Thomas
Graduate

. Mathematics

Stolen scooter
Editor:

This letter is written to-

whoever stole my brand new
scooter on Monday. Thank
you. Thank you so much for

taking my entire summer's
savings. Sure it was only
worth $1400 — only 400
hours of work, which you took

from me in just five minutes.

You are probably the same
person who stole my bicycle in

the fourth grade and who will

try to steal my car in a few
years. Sure, my scooter was
locked. Did that stop you? No,
my property became your
property, my loss was your
gain.

You can't possibly be a stu-

der)t at this University. Stu-

dents here have goals and
higher aspirations than rob-

bery. Students here are
preparing themselves for a

future, not a life of crime.

Oh, but you left my helmet.

Why don't you come back and

Just for money?
Editor:

This letter is in response to

Brian Allen's viewpoint.
(Bruin, Feb. 27)

Because a profession sud-

denly isn't as "profitable" as it_

once was, does it suddenly lose"

its "options" as a viable
career? Is $60,000 a year too

little to "settle" for as a physi-

cian? Is it right that some
people in America can expect

excellent medical treatment
when and where they need it

while others can't? I say no on
all accounts.

Dear Mr. Allen, since you
claim not to desire a medical

career just for "its monetary
rewards," I suggest that you
be happy for the privilege of

saving lives and contributing

to medical knowledge. It

could be worse! You could

spend years getting a Masters

of Ph.D. in Education and
have to settle for $30,000 a

year. Just think, if some
dedicated yet underpaid
teacher hadrft decided that

education was more important
than "monetary rewards," you
might not even be at .UCLA

I.

I

David Swope
Freshman

Design

puwuing fl mcdicfll profossloni

N.J. Jones
Graduate
MP/TV
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8:00-1000 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm

8rm)-ii:0(Vpm
8O0-II:00pn\

181-3

2 00
2 00
2:00

2:00

5:00.

5:00-

5:00-

5O0-

S 00-

K <IM-

TTirr:

8O0-
8O0-

-5:00 pm
-5O0 pm
-5O0pm
-5:00 pm
-7O0pm
8O0pm
ROO pm
8:00 pm
8f»0 pnr
8O0pm
1 i on nni

CI 3

1

(-131

B-lOO
414
K-104

B-104
822
(18
S-P32

B-102
407

(-182
(-142
1-2

l'-2

1-2

12

604
40!

CI 63

408

•C 142

C-161

414
802

344

B-101

181

( -IM
( .W

Class Schedule .^

M O N D A V

Fgc)\ ndensc
Psychological Assessment I

—

'

Psychological Assessment II

Physiological Psychology
Advanced Ohj Rcl Theory

Group SuperMsion (Pfaclicuni) (OC)
(iroup Process & lechmguc (()( »

Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Psvchosynthesis
( iroiip Process A lechmguc (OC)
Advanced Mealing Techniques &
Psychosynthcsis

Clinical Practicum (OC)

T I E S D A V

Fthits and laws
liihics and laws (OC)
Slalislics (OC)
(iroup Supervision (Practicum)
I earning and Cognition
I earning and Cognition (OC)
Advanced Clinical Ihpnosis
Proposal Research I. il.lllKK)
Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psychology
Psychopalhology & Tannlv Dyn
Proposal Reseauh II. ill

Psychopathology I (()( i

Psychoanalytic Theory Pi 2

Psycho|>aiholog> 2

( hild Psychoanalysis

Current literature

New Body Psycholherapies
Theories of MKCC

' W i: D N K S I) A Y
Human Sexuality

( ross-Cultural Mores & Values
Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
(iroup SuperMsit)n (Practicum) (0( )

I unciional Human Anatomy
Writings olMelanie Klein I

Histoi v an d S\ stems of Psychology
Tfoposal Research!
Psychological Assessment l({)C)

L liniti^l I'MciihUin II

3 1) ChlTord. MD
3 • Stair

3 Stan

3 T Oleson. PhD
3 |) Chllord. MD
2 D Primac. PhD
I h. Jacohson. PhD
3 D Chllord. MD
3 I Singer. PhD
3 T Oleson. PhD
1 R Phillips. PhD
^ T Oleson, PhD

3 K Phillips. PhD

ilntr- ,1 ii

n review Bob Remstein. Review Editor

Kent Andrade. Associate Review Editor

Jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

THEATER

-M. Karlovac. PhD •

J (.illespie, PhJ)

R Hunter. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
J (iiUespie. PhD
T Moss, PhD
R Hunter. PhD
A Alvarez, PhD
M Karlovac, PhD
M (lerson. PhD
l. Weisbender, PhD
} Mc(Juire. PhD
J Van Buren. PhD
R (apei.MD
Y Hansen, PhD
R Alexander.

Ml). PhD
S /usman, PhD
M (ierson. PhD

A phony, less than precious *Mississippi/Jade*

I I nil pm
1 1 OO pm
I I OO pm

Ml IS! seminars" quaTiTv rorc()n(rnumg education Tor Nurses and Social Workers Thev are also jppr( )v c d
~ ~ lor vefViTaffx henclits tof iKose w ho gualilsTunder V'A i'egulations All proTcssionals are welcome

to attend

( (jl IS approved hy the American Psychological Ass(Kiation to oDer Continuing Education Seminars.
Some arcNcheduled each trimester Please call the C(il oHice lor details

4 00-1 2.00 Vi

'*:30-ll;30am
10:30-12:30 pm
II 00-200 pm

^2:00-5 00 pm
200-5:00 pm
200-5:00 pm
5:00-«:00pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5^00-8:00 pm

5:00-8:00 pm
8 00- 1 1 :00 pm

8:00-10 00 pm
8 00-IOOOpm
8:00-10:00 pm
8O0-|0O0pm
8 00-1 1 (10 pm

II 00-200 pm
';:00-8O0pm
s (1(1-8 (10 pm

lOOO-IOOfim
1 O0-3 00 pm

THTT
B-103
704

C-l'Jl^

414

414

4^3
7T1
B KM
B-lOO

B-105
317

C-i9r
c-161

408
841

P-1

T-6

C-2

C-5
314

41)3

C-I7I

r-112

508

( -121

( linical Practicum III

IMusiological Psychology (OC)
Pjthological Characters m I ilerature

T H I R S D A Y
(iinical Practicum I. II. Ill (OC)
(iroup Supervision

(iroup Supervision

Applied Techniques oTMTCC
psychology & Contemporary Society^

History and Systems (OC)
Statistics

3 A Brovar. MD
3 . L Peters. PhD
J A. Panajian. PhJ)

3 Stan

2 D Primac. PhD
3 A Brovar. MD
3 A Panajian, PhD
3 I. Peter>, PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 WR Johnson. PhD
i A M ti n iiii ii n PhD—
3 R (jruener, MD
3 WR Johnson. PhD
\ (idross, PhD

Research Method's
~~

Introduction to Igo Psychology
( linical I'r'acticum I

Psythoanafytic Psychotherapy

(ross-Cultural Mores & Values (OC)
Psychopharmacology (OC)

Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Theory Pi 6

Clinical ( ase Conference
Clinical Case Conference
Narcissistic Disorders

FRIDAY
Applied Techniques olMF-CC (OC)
S<Kjal Bases of Behavior
(Omprehensive Review '

S A T I R D A Y
Diagnosis & Direction (OC)
droup Process & Technique (0( »

Professional Seminars

3

•2

2

3

=T
3

3

"T
3

3

3

3

3

2

2

;
2

3

R Phillrps, PhD
RE Johnson, PhD
J Packer. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
1 tfibhons. PhD^
l. Peters. PhD
R Hunter, PhD
R Hunter. PhD
Staff

I Weisbender, PhD
(i Bloch. MDand
R liemlez. DSW
I.. Peters. PhD
D. De Francisco.

MD. PhD
Staff

J (iooch. MD, PhD
R. Gruener. MD
D Marcus. MD
J Van Buren. PhD

3 S Hendlin. PhD
3' B Weiss. PhD

Stan

3 E Jacohson. PhD
3 E Jacohson. PhD

4 (10- 5 (to pm
'JOO.IOOpm

y:00-5i)0pm
4 00-3 00 pm
900-5:00 pm

--9:0O-3:(M)pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9'00-3 :00 pm

Vat ,1/18

Sun 1/lw

Sal 1/18

Sun 1/19

sum ~

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/1 5

Sun 2/16

Krnm I nderslandine Freud lo

I ndersliicidinu I'svchounalysis

.Social Bases of Behavior IOC )

Stall

3 B Weiss. PhD

By Sean O'Donnell

J. Paul Porter's one-act
Mississippi/Jade (through
March 16th at the Beverly
Hills Playhouse) begins with
an an intriguing premise; a

strung-out rock star nick-
named "The Pharmacy" O.D.s
and winds up in hell, where
he is confronted by a mythical
black blues musician who ac-

cuses him of stealing black

music for sport and profit.

This promising idea fails to

come to fruition on stage,

however, as Mississippi/Jade

contains all the urgency and
excitement of a Las Vegas
lounge act.

One dosen't need a PhD in

music history to know that

rock 'n* rock evolved from the

primal ooze of the Mississipi

delta region, where musical
legends such as Robert
Johnson and Muddy Waters
created a raw musical form
that gained it'a emtHiona l

power from generations of

poverty and perscecution.
That musical form is known
as the blues, and from Elvis

Presley onwards young white
musicians have taken the^

essential elements of this music
and altered them for a larger

white audience. As a result

many rock stars have acheived
a sex-and-drug drenched
fulfillment of the American
Dream while old-time blues

musician have lived and died
in realitive obscurity.

Kenneth Robert Shippy and Steve Stephenson y stars of 'Mississippi/Jade.
'

"^ Given this background, one
might expect an emotionally
charged confrontation of
pent-up black outrage and
youthful white arrogance as

the two musiciafns square off

against one another. Unfortu-
nately, Porter's play explodes
like a pack of wet fire-crackers

as no real dramatic tension or

energy develops between
Mississippi Blue and Jade
Bentson.

'

T
In any production where

there are a small number of

characters, there is an inher-

ent danger if the characters

and their emotional concerns

are not sufficient enough to ef-

fectively engage the audience.

6:00-10:00 pm In 1/24

9:00-5:00 pm Sal 1/25

900-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

900-5:00 pm
.9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/8

Sun 2/9

Sat 2/1*5
,

Sun 2/16

Art Therapy: Theory and Practiee

The Psychological Implicalions of

Workint! wilh ( ancer Patients

Desire & Passion in Ihe Treatment of

Severely Disturbed Patients

The Therapeutic Process wilh Borderline

and Narcissistic Disorders

6:00-10:00 pm Fri2/28
9:00-5:00 pm Sun 3/2

900-5 00 pm
9 00- 1:00 pm

900-5:00 pm
9:00-1 00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-l;00pm

Sat 3/1

Sun 3/2

.Sal 3/15

Sun3/I6

Sat 3/22

Sun 3/23

Sat 4/5

Sun 4/6

S^l4/I2^
Sun 4/13

Treatment of Domestic Violence

Psvchosynthesis (OC)

From Ohjecl Relations lo Self

Psyeholosy (OC)

Screening for Psychoneurological

Impairment (OC)

Analytical Applications ofClinical

Hypnosis (0()

Career Crises among Youths. Middle Aged
and Relumini! Womeo i_—

I D. Sharon. PhD

I T Moss. PhD

I A. Panajian. PhD

1 R Alexander,
MD, PhD&
J Van Buren, PhD

1 M (ierson, PhD

1 T. Oleson, PhD

I R.E.Johnson, PhD

1 I. Portnoff. PhD

i S Fcfrera. PhD

R GoHra. PhD
i*-

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC)
(jroup Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at Ihe West Los Angeles location

Individual and Group Supervised Traiftiflg. Didaciic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are

available by arrangerpent _ _

The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

State of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and
an MA in MKCC
Students who graduate from C(il meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
Ml CC licenses in the State of California

Non-Prufil, federal and state lax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnej.

For additional information or a cataloguf. please contact:

California Graduate Institute
School of frofessional Psychitloffy

Celebrating 18 years of continuous education as the lirsl independent
graduate school of psychology in the nation

1100 (ilendon Avenue, 11th Floor

Wesf Los Anjjeles, C alifornia 90024 ^
(213) 208-4240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Orance County
Jade plays air guitar for Mississippi.

This is the fatal flaw which
ultimately submarines
Mississippi/Jade. What, starts

out as a dramatic, tension-
filled situation quickly
deteriorates into a lanquid and
anti-climatic dramatic
equivalent of a Mexican
stand-off. Porter's charac-
terizations of the animalistic

rock star and chuckling,
good-natured blues musician
fail to rise above hackneyed
stereotypes, and the play's

central theme- the whole-sale
exploitation of black music by
white musicians-is never ade-
quately addressed. Crucial
momentsjk>f conflict arise and
dissipate awkwardly without
any real resolution, leaving

the audience frustrated and
unsatisfied.

Although the script is the

main culprit for the fatal lack

of dramatic energy in
Mississippi/Jade, the two ac-

tors, Kenneth Robert Shippy
and Steve Stephenson, fail to

keep the play afloat. While
Stephenson brings a subtle

authority and dignity in his

portrayal of the mythical
Mississippi Blue, Shippy's
strung-out rock star Jade Bent-

son lacks the manic presence

nessacerry for this pivotal role.

flShippy gives a jittery,
[hyperactive performance
which is often out of control

and inconsistent, bringing to

mind a soap-opera Mick Jag-

ger.
—^r^ -

While plays about rock

music and it's impact on
American culture are nothing

new (Sam Sheperd gave an in-

cisive examination of the sub-

ject in his Tooth of Crime),

Porter's Mississippi/Jade at-

tempts to take an innovative

look at this fascinating theme.

Unfortunately, something is

lost in the translation and the

play wallows in own lack of

dramatic urgency.

Mississippi/Jade plays at the

Beverly Hills Playhouse on
Saturdays and Sundays
through March 16th. All tick-

f*ts are $6.00. For inforamtion
phone: (213)874-3678.

^•••••••••••••••••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Week
-i-iJlIcWlM"'.-

REVIVAL FILM

J

¥
¥
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¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
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¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Ingmar Bergman is the conjurer of our dreamlife. Of all

his films. Cries ^nd Whispers is his most emotive, pro-
vocative, and probing work. Three of the director's
favorite actresses, Liv Ullmann, Ingrid Thulin, and Har-
riet Andersson, in fugue slip through their characters' lives

on a path of haunting discovery. The performances are
pitched, shuddering, cathartic, truly unforgettable. This is

a film that will move you long after you've left the
theatre. At Melnitz Hall on Wednesday night.

CURRENT FILM

X: The Unheard Music chronicles the rise and slide of Los
Angeles' most acclaimed punk band, focusing mainly on
the period between 1980 and 1983. Some inventive visual
touches and several bristling live performances by the
band lift this semi-documentaiy above the level of most
rock history films. It opens today at the Four Star The-
ater, 5112 Wilshire Blvd. in Los Angeles. Call 936-3533
for info. Also, the film will be screened Tuesday at 8 p.m.
at Melnitz for free. Director W.T. Morgan and Producer
Chris Blakely among others involved with the prodt^ction
will be present. -

CONCERTS . >

Last time The Fall swept into L.A. they all but burned
down the crystal Palace. This week the angry British

avant-gardists will get a second chance to make their

combination experimental fusillade of sound and rockabil-

ly roots raze the home of L.A's night-club bourgeois. Look
out for a stunning evening of surrealistic political malcon-
tent at the Palace on Wednesday night.

'

RECORDS

Elvis Costello ind The Costello Show: King Of Ainenca;
Columbia. His best since Imperial Bedr(X)m and supposed-
ly his last as Elvis Costello — according to a recent inter-

view, he's returning to his original name, Declan Mac-
Manus. As on his last few efforts, he sometimes scores

more points on the lyric sheet than in the music itself, but
his batting average is improving after that distressing lull

and his voice has never been better. Three-quarters of this

album dazzles like the stuff of his glory days: "Indoor
Fireworks" may be the best George Jones song he never
recorded and "Brilliant Mistake" lays Elvis Costello in his

bitter, if proper grave. A must buy!!

t
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An- interminably boring Torever. Young*

.^/ -

By Aaron Mendelsohn

Playing for a quiet one-week
engagement at the Beverly
Cineplex, Forever Young is

one 5f tKe- weaker, less memo-
rable installments in David
Putnam's five-film "First Love
Series." Originally made for

British television, this tongue-
in-cheek drama simply does
not have enough substance to

its storyline to make the dif-

ficult transition to the Big
Screen.

Forever Young is a dreary

film dealing with such James
Joycian devices as jealousy

among friends, guilt, loss of

pious faith, and maternal
defilement. The plot follows

Father Michael (Nicholas
Geeks), a young rock-and-

rollin* priest who lusts after

Mary — not the Virgin Mary,
but the young separated
mother Mary (Karen Archer)
— as he soulfully sings the

oldies at the weekly church
dance. Mary has a twelve

year-old son Paul >yho is as

passionately devoted to Father
Michael as St. Paul was to

Jesus. As one can see, con-

trivances become quickly ap-

parent.

Suddenly and without in-

vitation, Jimmy, Father
Michael's old friend and
former cohort in a college

band, decides to come to

town. It seems the two had a

falling out twenty years before,

when Jimmy's girl fell for the

pre-Cloth Michael. So to gain

belated revenge, Jimmy
sweeps Mary off her feet at

Father Michael's dance, bring-

t.

•
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Meet the filmmakers and the wrestlersTONIGHT
At the Fox—Live wrestling at 6:45p.m.

"IT'S MORE THAN A MOVIE. IT'S A MOVEMENT!'
—ANDY WARHOL

WW^'-

f^ rI
Mtt \H-Wnni IIIBI' ?

Exclusive Engagement

STARTS
TODAY

SORRY. NO PASStS ACCEPTED
KMt THIS ENGAGEMENT

Rfx'Jnt&matmial
620 Lincoln Blvd • Vcnic* 396-4215
Monday-Friday 7:30 & 9:30 PM

Saturday and Sunday 4.15 • 6:00 • 7:45 & 9:30 PM

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOMB

TINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
^^ jg —

^

.—
BAUSCH & LOMB
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES nrriNG;
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-

tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Men. -Wed. 10-6, thurs. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 With lhi« ad, exp. 3/1 5/86

OPENING TO
RAVE REVIEWS

"Couldn't be
better!" *••• "PERFECT'

1
I
I
I
I
I

^m^m^^mmmmim m

"I found a place

that gave me
exactly what I

wanted, what I

$8
was looking for,

and at a

reasonable cost.

I am delighted!"

The $8 haircut as seen on CBS TV NEWS that

received a higher rating than a $50 Beverly Hills cut!

WEST LOS ANGELES

$1

2945 Sepulveda Blvd
, (213) 473-0044

North of National, Next to Hamburger Hamlet

Haircutting Excellence for* the Entire Family

No Appointments

OPEN 7 DAYS. WEEKDAYS 9 AM - 8 PM
, |

00 off with this AD !
We're Cutting America's Hair. ^ 3/1 4/86

1

BGOLESTAN RESTAURAf^
Persian and

Genuine Middle - Eastern Cuisine

- 1 5% OFF
With this coupon

Ifyour first order isn't enough,
we will serve you FREE the same^

dish un tilyou are sa tisfied

Fllet MIgnon Kabob - $7.00 (LAMB)
.

Chicken Kabob - $5.50
—

Ground Veal Kabob - $4.50
Bademjan (Eggplant stew) - $4.50
Bamieh (Okra stew) - $4.50
Fesenjan (Pomegranate and walnut stew) - $4.50

470-3867
1 1 :30 AM- 1 0:00 PM Mon-Sun

f 398 Westwood Blvd.

I

I

I

I

ing the two reunited friends

once again to odds.

To top it all, young Paul
becomes despondently jealous

of. both Father Michael's and
his mother's preoccupation
with Jimn>y (played adequate-

ly by James Aubrey). Unfor-

tunately, Paul's snotty,
catatonic behavior makes you
want to strangle the little brat

in^ead of feeling sorry for^

him.

As the situation grows^ more
difficult (and boring), one
hopes for a quick, satisfying

resolution to this mire of jeal-

ous conflict. But instead,

director David Drury chooses

to end Forever Young at the

point of greatest gloom and
discomfort.

Though Forever Young is

only eighty-four minutes long,

it quickly becomes tedious in

its drive to expose every facet

of the characters' decaying
relationships. One simply
does not care enough about
these characters to have any
interest in their well-being.

Forever Young does have a

few bright spots. Most of the

newcomer cast produce decent

performances. Norman
Langley's well-photographed
black-and-white flashback
scenes are interspersed with a

delightful collection of '50's

tunes. But again, there is not

enough substance to Forever
Young to constitute raising it

to anything more than a re-

spectable television drama.

•acu-herVcuniV
I
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

I UCLA Discount Rates

^SPECIAL PROGRAM
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1 f FREE ACUPUNCTURE TREATMEN^
wAhis ad • 1 St visit only

I
Dr. Yeung

i 2154 Westwood Bl.

I .474-1060

•Smoking Control

•Facial Rejuvenation

SPECIALTIES

low Back Pain •Acne

'PI^S
.stress

•'^^^""^
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ftm ASUCLA CofTununlcations Boan) tuly supports Itw

Uniwtfiity of Califtxnu s policy on non-dscnmmitwi
No mMkum %tu» accept adveriiMments wh«* presant
parsons of any origin. rac« rattgrnn sex. or sexud
orianubon m a dameanmg way or imply that ihey are

limilsd to certain positions. capaMrtMs. rotes, or

status m sodely Neither Vte Daily Bruin nor the

ASUCLA Corrununicalions Board has nvestigatad any
of Itie servKes advertJsed or aitvertisers represented m
Ms mtut Any person baHniino tut an advw«seman(
in this issue vniates the Board's policy on non-

discnmmalion stated herem slwuM communicala
complaints m writing to Ihe Business Manager, IMy
Brum. 308 Westwood Plan. KH 112. Los Angeles. CA
90024 For assistance witti housing discnminalion

problems, cal the UCLA Housing Office at 825^4491.

or call ttie Wesiside Fair Housing Office at 475-9671
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Study Ppks give you

FINALS FINESSE
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving Guide for
Chemistry, Economics, and Psychology classes.
Lecture Notes and Problem Solving Guides are copyrlgtited by ASUCLA.
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-Level In Ackerman Union.

••••••••••••• ••••••

studying Hard for Finals?

MAKE IT A GRAND FINALE^
ASUCLA LECTURE NOTES
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on ALevel In Ackerman Union.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS.

JiMORSt SENIORS, AND 6RADIATES

uive yourseii

for a Visa/Nastercaid and other fine

credit cards N-W-F 9affl-4pm at tlie

WeslwMd Studcnl Federal Credit

Inioii (located iMhind Kercldioff

No employment reqoired!!!

acceptance

tyAe ^au^4^90fua ^'tiUamyn, ^naJUe^

BASEBALL fans! 1966 UCLA Rotisserie

League now starting. Draft a major-league

team. Call Charlie. 209-0592.

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING -\
(Quakers)

Meeting for worship
Sundays at 10:30
572 Hllgard Ave.

"•»

PERSONAL 10
HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority.

CaH 208-4008.

of
SIQNA PHI EPSILON

VIOLET & ROSES BALL 1986

AO Actives:

PHINISH
finding your

dates! It's time

them—:£0 geL
into shape!

We luv U.

the N.l/s

^^^^ ^^M ^H# ^^V ^^V ^^^0 ^M# ^^v ^^w ^^w %^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^hA
^P^ ^F ^r ^F ^r ^r ^r ^r ^r ^r ^r ^F 'f' 'r 'r ^fC

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRa
GRAM " (818)992-6966. (21 3)873-3303

.

FREE 8

CUTE puppy free. Call (818)991-8607 ask

for Joan, or (21 3)553-8607 ask for Liz

MODELS needed for free haircut in Bever-

ly Hills. Call Kozo 277-7045.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404

GROUP 9 original music, experienced

club band available for any club function.

Hot contempo rock, call Blank Frank

(21 3)871 -8667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker' for fun. friendship. Uehara
(8l8)840-8638. ^
? Libertarians. Objectivists, Heinfeirr

futurists at UCLA ? Call Steve at 824-2754,

late evenings, keep trying.

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/rno. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

MISCELLANEOUS 9

Money for Coiege?
IfI al around you. If you know

where to Vxk\ Our notiorvwkle

AcocJerr^k; Data Servtee

gurantees 5 to 25 Rrxxx:k3l Aid

Sources for your higher

educcrtion or your nrxxwy bock.

Freshmen, sophonxxes. and

ongoing graduate students

ONLY, coi to« free

l-«00-544-1574 ext. 639 or

wrttePO Box 16493.

Chattanooga. TN. 37416

9i*m^ 7.30 ^.m. ^•mif 9 00 /k

Connie and LIto —
(LAT)

We're so happy that

you picked us- we're
proud of you two.

You're such
Awesome Little

Sitters.

We both love you.

Sig Deft Love, 4^
Kelko and Elaine ^

3|e%% :|c :|c :|c Dfc^j|c :{( :|c :|c^ 9ic :|c 3|L'.

ALPHA SIGMA
'^—

BUCK & WHITE

PUBLIC NOTICE^,

The University of Califomia, Lbs Angeles
(UCLA) and Intemational Union of Operating

Engineers, Local 501 are preparing to begin

meeting and conferring under ttie Higtier

Education Employer-Employee Relations Act

(HEERA) for a successor agreement to the

current agreement wtiich is scheduled to

expire on April 30, 1986. Pursuant to Section

3595 of HEERA, public notice meetings will

be held as follows: lUOE, Local 501- Marqti

12, 1986 from 11am to 12 Noon; March 18,

1986 from 10am to 11am. Botti meetings will

be held in the Conference Room at 21 26
Peter Ueberroth Building.

t

ouun

miuxa, omixi r»

MMIlM ' li
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NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

nrwre part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(21 3)852-0990.

PSI CHI meeting Friday 7th at 3:00 in

Franz 3rd floor (UGPL) members interest-

ed in becoming officers must attend. All

interested psychology majors are welcome.

How to have a fformali
T. Brothers and dates board

^

chartered Amtrak party coach,
commencing weekend festivities.

2. Brothers and dates stumbie off

train in San Diego, where
waiting beer buses shuttie the
entourage to the Bahia Resort
Hotel.
3. Brothers and dates spend
an excitement-fiiied night
dancing and partying,

overiooi<ing romantic
IVIissioh Bay.
4. Brothers and dates reiax

at pooiside in the morning,
armed with Bioody Marys,
awaiting the departure of

SIGMA KAPPA Con^atulates

LAURIE EISENBERO
On her selection as

ALL-ANERICAN OREEKt
Your £K Sisters are SO proud of you

10 PERSONAL........ 10.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL, 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL. 10

fff

R£BELKA^S
Get psyched for tonight as we search

for a cause! (Do we really need

one?) It's the KAPPA DELTA
PLED6E ACTIVE- Friday night

at the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilriont May wildness, rowdiness

i^P and anarchy prevail!

ATil
PRE-RUSH
DINNER
MONDAY

5:00

-* *«r^n>«»M«>ak^ *» *
>\««<«V«\^«-«\-»\-«t-%>-V^««^«.«\-«

CONGRATULATIONS
to met 1986-87 TrIDelt Officers

Jti^, *jaS/e
^^"^ Spiritual Psychic Reader

Tarot Cards it Horoscope Readings
By appt Only Private &

lit(213) 858-1369 Confidential

Beverly Hills

Advis^e^Aall rrvatLe(3 of life

Delta Sigma Phi
58th Annual Carnation Ball

March 8, 1986
The BahIa Resort Hotel
San Diego, California

PTMidonf
Chopioin
Pledge Tralnef

Schotorahip

Sodai Devetopment
SockH Events

EVP
Treasurer

Rush OxjlfifKX)

Sponsor Chairman
Frotemtty Educotton
foitieieHL Beg .

Recordir>g Secretary

MorshaM
House Momoer
Reference Chairman
Coturrvxi Reiattons

CorresporKJIno Secretary

PhNanttvopy
Acttvtttes Chairman
TrKJent CorresporKJer>t

PuMc Reiattons

HWortan
Mustc Chairman
Ubrartan

one weeit dowrt.

Tammy Iroxton
Jennifer Mellrte

Karen Calhoun^ -*

Sam Suggett
Cora Collier

Sydrtey IMorton
Cindy Suggett
Stephanie Tt)|pmpson
Faryt Rose
Jennifer Meguler
-Shelll Goth -

TO DEBBIE. LORI.
AND MELISSA

WE LOVE ALL THE 1/ 4*1

OF THE BORESOME
FOURSOME! THANKS
FORtHE CHAMPAGNE.

LOVE,
MOM & DAD BREIER

BIna Genovo
Joan Neimeyer
Laura Upttom
Monica McNIcholos
Debbie Clartt

Ctirlsty Noel
Susie Rumsfeld
Jone Ur>dsay
Laura Oeliraker ^
JennI Pesci
Ct>eryl Honselman
Noitcy treuer
Susie Tollman
VIcldlyn Gllcr^st

an excltiftg year to goll

Congratulations
Sara DavM on
LN White Rose

, Court!

Love,

Delta Ganrinria

leta Alplja Chapter of

10 Prnub to Anmmnirc

^****3|C3|C5|C*5fC**5|C5|C5iC5|C

w Alisa Stein *
^ Congratulations for AXA ^
•K- Crescent Court. We're ^^ proud of you! ^
^ Love, Delta Camma ^
'^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^A^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^t^ ^^ ^^ ^^^*
^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^! ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^1^"^"

Teri $ SbeHy (XO)
Have fun ivfth Jo-Jo and
Toddles this Friday, sorry
Louie aiKl I couldn't make

it. And Terri. pimamm
don't answer the door!

Terri

S^lfe #anta iSarfaant

iBtltttwre Hotel

tn the diiral (Easuui

Ellen Olockner
Thanks so much for

your enlightening

presentation on Euro-

pean travell

i'm'/l^iz. Love. The Sisters oC

yv^^

3&
r^B

To Chrtsta. Rachael.

Riquel, and Tiffany,

We'd rather eat with you

than nf>ovie stars any day.

Love,

Mom and Dad Breier

KecettttO!

UttSa
Jinmtmicem^nt at tift Cf^ueett at
Bunting t0 S^oxmh iC.A. Htitil

i AZ's- Don't forget

I the

* FRIDAY SCANDAL!— «
t 4:30 at Plum West J

Bob (£0E)

I can't wait for

tomorrow! Let's

party with Mr.

Cast! Safe lan-

dings next trip!

Love, Gina

1(1 down 2to go!)

Delta Zeta Congratulates—x>UT AZSweetheart
and Men of the Rose

Court:
Tofiy Rodnquez^
Jean Legere

Stuart Wolfensen
David Mclntyre
Trent Anderson

Cynthia Cassineiii

CONGRATULATIONS
8«-87

^ r, Qally Bruin
=;=r~^Businen Manag«rr==—

:

Good Luck-the fun
is Just startini

iMve, Marcy and the D.B. Ad Staff

The brothers of
Delta Sigma Phi are

proud to
announce their

1986 Dreamgiri Court
Sdrl Price

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-:

couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $2Q.
for 2 hours. 825-0392. ™
SPERM donor wanted. FGE Medical
Clinic. 820-0377. : .,

Wanted: Patients age 14 and older with

diagnosed periodontal (gum) disease to

participate in research project providing
periodontal care (monitoring, instruction,

x-rays, surgery). 825-9792 for appointment.

Karen Feinberg
Julie Craig

Jaimi McFarlin^
DiiiyChaux

Having
Pirobfema?

General
Psychotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENITA MAGtT

10S45 Lindbrook
Suite #2

WestwcKxi Village

824-1524

PERSONAL 10

^^^^^^j^^j^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

TIHEOUTtt
*^^^^^M

Thetas..

-RODNEY-
_HOPE YOU HAVE

"TAKIIbSI 2Ist

BIRTHDAY EVER!
THANKS FOR THE

SAFETIES!
LOVE. YOUR WIFE AND
YOUR SISTER-IN-LAW

t- '•.•.».»;

^ Suit up for action, and grab a playmate
j[

J
The indoor sports start at eight. {

J
Advance your token to Hotel Park Place, {

J Celebrate our victory, well win the race. J
t It's Theta^s Pledse-Actlve, i

t so give a cheer^ |i

t ''Game's People Play" is finally here!! t

Allison:

|-ley blondie!! Just

wanted you to know
you're the best

roommate/friend ever?!

^
^Care Package soon!

Love ya!! Laura

MOVIES

SMking patients for CalK.

State licensing exann.

dental exanv
filling, cleaning, or

crown for those qualifying.

Financial renumeradon $.

(818)363-6444

How do I live through my life?

Homecoming 1 986

Executive

Committee

Life In Taipei

318
SAT
7piii

Applications due today

5 pm, James E. West Center

t-^X^
Phi Kappa Psi

Little Sisters

Start Your Sunday
Off Right!

Champagne Brunch
Begins At IP:00

Bridge of Jan-len

Marriage

3/9
SUN
7pin

Chinese Student Association

Funded by CPC Mini Fund IMOORE 1 I I

HOUSING NEEDED-
Century City law firm needs

furnished sublets for law students

this summer- May-Aug., May-Sept,

May-indefinitely. Please call

Kevinn Villard or Ileene Berman at

(213) 201-4526

T?"
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PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED.....»>:30

THETA XI
Pre-RHSh Dinner

Tonight!
5:30 Happy Hour
6:30 Dinner —

-^^z

followed by our "world renowned" slide show

Rush Chairmen: '

Tim Haley 824- 1 775 Jeff Ortiz 208-9999

tkmw/

It for

television based

.
PR Agency. $8/hr.

20-25 hrs per week.
Hours adjustable to fit

class schedule. !

Advancement is

possible.(2 13)655-3656^^
10am-6pm weekdays.

Happy 1 34th Birthday Phi Mu
The Nation's Second Oldest Na-

tional Soroity And Congratulations

to Our Founder's Day Award

Recipients: Romayne Riddell, Kelly

Bozza, Laura Murphy, Rachel

Wiesen ajld Roma Manning

PREGNANCY 20 HELP WANTED 30

Pr?CGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE CAWfc ^r?CE TESTING
COU.«MSELING & fTESOUfTCES

AVAILABLE
WESTSIOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLVD. SM

CALL 4SO S222
ron APPOINTMENT CALL

30S

ASIA travel/study. 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6 00-$ 10.00/

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

;

Athletic-looking girts in Track and Field.

Swimming, Gymnastics, Tennis $lOO/day
Acting, recording. (213)430-5431.

ATTORNEY needs receptionist w/good typ-

ing skills to work part-time. 9:30-12 30 M-
F Some flexibility w/hrs. Call after 130.
(213)550-7696 ^ : .... -^

GIRL Friday needed: Receptionist/General
office. Flexible hours Must have pleasant
manner. 452-7677 Professor Litt.

GIRL Friday needed pan-tii7>e,> afternoons.

1:30-5:00 general office/reception work.
$5/hr. 204-4678.

HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority. Call

208-4008

HELP wanted. Outgoing, energetic people
needed to fill all positions. Weekend and
eve. hours available. Apply in person.

Mann's Westwood Fourplex Theatre - 1050
Gayley Ave or Mann's National Theatre -

10925 Lindbrook

MARKET-RESEARCH, coder's needed
Require detail oriented person to code
market research surveys. Non-permanent
minimum 20hrs/wk in small Westside firm.

477-8501 ask for Anna.

MESSENGERS/Process Servers, full and
part-time positions available. Must have
transportation. Wages 6.20/hr. (213)384-

8244.

NON-SMOKER! Founder of Non-Smoker
Liberation Movement seeks collaborator

for the Direction Committee Get involved!

Need also media-publicist, fund-raiser.

874-9302.

PfT typist, good organizer, 15 hr week
Advertising spec^all^es company in Bovofly

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

¥york. Please call (21 3)452-961 6.

SUMMER day camp in Agoura serving

San Fernando & Conejo Valleys seeks

strong staff. Counselors;instructors:

gym. horses, arts & crafts, swimming,
animals: Drivers. $125-190 plus/wk. Call:

(818)706-8255.

SUMMER day camp needs enthusiastic,

high-energy people who have experience

working with children. Positions available:

Counselor/driver; Specialists in gym-
t' nasties, nature, arts & crafts, dance,

horseback riding, and WSI swim instruc-

tors. For application, call 472-7474.

TELEPHONE Survey. 5-9pm. M-TH. $5/hr

call Tom (213)459-7578

UCLA Football is looking for UCLA student

volunteers who are interested in a career

in collegiate athletics. Call 825-8699. Ask

for football.

17 yr. old high school senior tray needs to

live w/ mature student who can function as

Big Brother & provide supervision arid

socialization. Salary open 394-3010.

$40 EACH for two people to lift and
transport chest. Approx 2 hours on

Thrusday March 13 and Monday March
17. $20 more if you have van. Call: Dr.

Lehman 393-0800

$5/hour plus bonuses for telephone

qualifier 3 shifts, M-F, 8 AM-12 PM,
12:30-4:30 pm. 5-9 pm. Contact Jim Buch
or Jim Eskey at 477-401 7. Call for appt.

$5 PLUS PER HOUR. RETRIEVE ARTI-

CLES FROM UCLA LIBRARY COM-
PUTER A PLUS REPLY: INFO PLOSION
729 WASHBURN AVE TEANECK. N.J.

07666

Hills. (818)343-1386.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research program Compensation. Contact

Kim 551-7965.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks
modeis for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.
.

FREE haircut-need models for haircut

class at Japss hair salon Call Masako at

271-1653.

liEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany looking for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-tinne. (213)852-0990

call between 1-5 PM.

HELP WANTED 30

A secretary/bookkeeper needed. 60 plus

wpm accurately Computer & word pro-

cessing experience preferred. Westwood
Village. 15 hrs. Flaxibie. Dr. Frank 206-

5550.

ADVERTISIN(3 assistant LA retail chain.

Graphics, PR, retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services, 3125 Western Avenue.
Seattle. WA 98126.

for award winning

student photographer

Prints for pay ^

Ask for Melissa.

(2111 310-9082_

BUSBOY'S wanted Lunch and/or dinner

shifts 246 26th street, Santa Monica App-
ly between 5pm-6pm, Wed through Sun

CASHIERS Waiters/Waitresses to work at

a Dim Sum Cafe. Preferably Tuesday
Thursday, 1 1 30-2:30 Call 478-4162

CLEANING service Earn $200plus/week
Full/part time Top wages Flexible hours

Excellent working conditions. Friendly

people to work with Benefits Call 828-

0664 .

COMPUTER JOCK- versed in DBASE II,

framework, or symphony. For programm-
ing and consulting for Beverly Hills Com-
pany Flexible hrs, and compensation. Call

Greg 277-3275

CRUISESHIPS hinng! $T6-$30,000 Cam-
bean. Hawaii, World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise

DRIVER/MESSENGER full or part-time

Familiar with greater LA area. Must have
reliable ecor>omy car, liability insurance,

copy of DMV Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto allowance. Call (818)906-

0899; (818)906^763

EXTRA'S needed Now casting attractive

nnxlel types for movie & TV Creative

Casting: (818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time physical therapy aid for

busy orthopedic practice in Beverty Hills.

Kihiesology student preferred. Call for ap-

pointment, ask for Gloria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required College student

preferred for busy Beverty Hills office

Call(2 13)550-0950 ask for Teena.

* HAAOIN DAZS I

PART-TIME temporary clerical position

available with international student ex-

change program. 12 hrs per week, $6/hr

Requires basic typing, filing, and general
clerical skills; 382-9446

PART-TIME bookkeeping. Brokerage expe-
rience. Inglewood. 5 hrs/week Non-smoker
$7/hr 477-1679

PART-TIME. Westwood- clerical/
messenger for financial advisers to enter-

tainment industry Must have own car 15
hrs/week $5/hr plus gas & mileage Start

April 7th (818)954-6164

PART-TIME assistant for doctor s office in

Beverly Hills. Cedar-Sinai Medical
Towers: (213)854-3539

PART-TIME persons wanted for phone
work in private club fun job. (213)854-
6491. 12pm-9pm

PART-TIME secretary for mornings. Must
have law office experience and good typ-

ing skills. Call Kim at 652-501 5.

PART-TIME receptionist 8-1 must have law
office experience. $5.50/hr. Call Kim at

652-5015 after 1p.m.

PLEASANT. RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK THROUGH JUNE 7:30-

8:30am, 2:300-3:30pm, M-F MUST HAVE
CAR $50/WEEK. BEVERLY HILLS. 275-
6447

PRE-MED and preK>ptometry. Need UCLA
freshman or sophonx>re. Clinical and basic

research. JSEI Tues/Thurs, X2 years.

$6 40/hr. 12-15 hrs/week 825-4749.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRGs Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk Dale 473-
8491.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRGs Bottle Bill campaign Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-
8491.

IS HIRING
Part-time help In the
Santa Monica Store.

Call Chris @ 828-7048 or

In ttie Brentwood Store

call Pom @ 820-1666

RE firm seeks P/T receptionist/secretary to

work M.W.F 12-5:30 pm Must type 50
WPM. $7/hr. Contact RaeLynn. (213)820-
5151.

'•••••••••••••••••••^#

SECRETARY receptionist wanted full-time.

$1000 nice office environment 854-0466

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
for part-time, temporary

DATA CODERS
with rTKSjor Test Publlshier

NEAR CAMPUS
Call(21 3)478-2061

Telemarketing

•Trainees welcome
•Salary or commission

•Momino and evening shifts

•Dally cash bonuses
'

•Beautiful location

•$500-|100(Uwfc realistic

Call Alan or Ian

551-0446

MaJ« Attendant/Physical Care-Seebng
responsible Live-in Team Lyeader with

high energy', stamina, physical

strength, and good sense of humor.
Experienced in both physical and
household care to provide At Home
Support to an active quadriplegic

Businessman and his wife Full-Time
with flexible daytime hours. Excellent

Salary plus Room and Board. Private

room in beautiful WLA home. Fluent
English/G<xxl driving record/Kitchen

skilu and references oesired. Will also

consider a couple. Starts late Spring.

(213)553-3628

Photofhrapher:
Wanted for Studio

Portraits. Must have

knowledge of

photography^ be
" willing to learn.

Flexible hours.

Weekdays &
weekends. Call

Jackie 1 0-1.(M-F)

(213)477-5566

I
FUl ! ytMir w««k
with extra $$$

Immediate openings for •
secretarial skills, typists, J

clerks, receptionists, J
word processors, & all Z

office skills. Work by the ^
day, week, or month. •

STIVERS i
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL •

Call for appointment #
in Westwood 208-5656 f

TICKETS
•Rgstauront Oi B(

Now interviewing for

experierxDed
personr>el for late

March employment.
(cooks, sautee &

broiler, salad persons,

food sen/ers,

hostesses,

buspersoru, &
dishwashers).

Apply in person:

lllSOOIyrripic Blvd

(lobby)

at the San Diego
Freeway

2-5pm Thursdays
& Fridays

10am-2p>m Saturdays

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

ATHLETE/Sales Experience- assistant

manager and full-time salesperson needed
for Westside's t)est athletic shoe and ap-
parel store. Let your athletic background
help you succeed at Front Runner's. Pay
commeserate w/experience. Apply in per-

son. 47CM141.

BACK office person needed in fast-paced
chiropractic office. Must be energetic and
personatrfe. Will train. Contact Sara 658-
8661

Easy extra income! $500/$1000 possible.

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc., Dept LA2. 100 E
Hillcrest Blvd Suite 209. Inglewood. CA
90301

GOVERNMENT Jobs $16,040-$59.230/yr.
Now hiring. Call (805)687-6000 ext. R-
10105 for current federal list.

"I DON'T KhOW WHAT IM GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (2 1 3) 655-92 1

2

INTERNSHIPS 34

LIARN ENTfRTAINMENT
Publk: Relotlons

Intern at ceiet>rtty put>lk:

relations Arm. No pay
but great opportunity to

learn and gain experi-

9nce. Coil Sonia at

r';213)276-6400|

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Apartments available $690/up. Kelton

Towers-5 1 5-Ke(ton . 208- 1 976
_—_—- ^ ——^-^—

APARTMENT for lease. New carpet,

drapes, ref., stove. Water paid. Near V.A.

shuttle 478-1705.

SINGLE for 1-2; walk UCLA-Westwood.
partially furnished, laundry, pool,

dishwasher, ac, fireplace. 5 nrK>nth lease

April-August; $675 mo. includes water.

gas, parking. Kris or lisa. 209-0885.

SINGLE, pool, parking. Block from cam-
pus/Village. Utilities paid. $500. 10966
Roebling Ave 208-4253.

UNFURNISHED/ single, Wilshire $455/

mo. Kitchen. Charming older buildmg.

659-0370. M-F. Mickey. -

WEST LA, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, available

March 15th $950/month. 473-4840.

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-in

allowance, furnished singles. Patio,

elevator. A/C. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485,

managed by Moss & Company.

2-bedroom. 2-bathroom. $1150. Best WLA
Location. Carpet, drapes, built-ins,

fireplace, sunkin tub. view, security, park-'

ing/building. pool, sauna. 479-5672.

$575. 1 bedroom apt. Pool, security, lower

Beverly Hills adjacent 874-2569.

$760. Culver City. 2-t)edroom, 2-bath, nice

view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-

6907.

WELLWORTH PLAZA*

* APARTMENTS
*

New Building

Deluxe Apts

l &2Bdrms
• Roofdeck Spa
• Gated Garage

• Fireplaces

10980 Wellworth Ave

WWood. (213)479-6205

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

$795 LARGE 1-bed w/parking. Nice view
Walk to UCLA & Village 729 Gayley Ave
20828798.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED.> 52

BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious. 2-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove. No pets
$980/mo. Only charging 1 mo rent, securi-
ty/cleaning to move in. 678-6648.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. 1

bedrbom for $675/nx). Call Mike at 824-
9925.

PRIME Westwood Village executive
apartments $775 and up. Fireplace, pool.
parking, a/c. 208-3308.

m

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, close to everything. (818)
785-9865

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

M/F -

pools,

7777.

private bedroom, share bath. WLA,
Jacuzzi, non-smoker. $395/mo. 202-

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

BABYSITTER needed, some evenings,
non-smoker, 3-yr. old. (213)838-8883.

BABYSITTER needed 3-7 pm for five year
old Must have transportation. 829-5355
(work). 470-2964 (home) Valerie .

CHILDCARE 2:45-5:45, Tues.-Fri 2 weeks
on, 2 weeks off Must have car $4 00/hr.
Near Sunset/Barrington 476-5885

MOTHER'S helper, afternoons, some
evenings, 3 yr. old. Local references and
experience, non-smoker Car preferred
(213)398-4823. Leave message

M/F Grad. student preferred. Large
bedroom, private full bathroom in a nicely
furnished 3-bedroom security condiminium
in WLA. $450/month Non-smoker. 826-
5970.

NEED female to share large 1 -bedroom
apt. Walk to campus. $275/mo. Veteran/
Strathmore 208-4408.

TWO professional women will share with
same. Lovely, spacious, 3-bedfoom. SM,

-apartment, over 25, non-smoker $300/
month. 829-1115.

YOUNG professional wisheS^^ to sh^ire 2-,

bedroom, 2-bath. beautifully furnished'
Brentwood apartment. Female, non-
smoker (213)471-0052.

$385/h>o.. near bus, good beach. CalT
392-2009 after 1 1 pm and before 9 anv

HOUSE
FOR RENT ...55

3 bedroom, 2'/? bath, unfurnished large

house. WesNvood. walking distance to

campus. Beautiful garden 3 months or

more lease. $2400/month. (213)935-0712.

t ;
-

. «»

T

HOUSE-
FOR SALE 58

CHARMING Sherman Oaks 2-br., 1-ba.

home south of Ventura Blvd. Easy com-
mute to UCLA. Large yard. 825-3320.

VIEW view viewl $3000 bonus to buyer.

Gorgeous townhouse, near beach w/2
bed/loft/den. 3 baths arnj private sundeck.
Big kitchen. Security building. Many
upgrades, lovely decor. Move-in condiiton

$187,000 Sheri- Fred Sands Realtors even-
ings 473-6156, days 391-6721. (to receive

twnus. you must ask for Sheri)

WONDERFUL townhouse. heart of

Westwood, 2-bedroom, 2^/t bath, mint-

condition. $275,000. 540 Ketton . Coldwell

Banker. Anne Ruby. 451-5471 ,476-6981

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

GERMAN medical doctor couple would like

to housesit in April and May. 399-6815.

2f>d y«ar Low Stiid«nfft

n—d W*tttld« housing
from opproxifnafoly
Juno through August.
Conffoct Donno Francis

of Wymon, loutzor
551-3457 A.%Jk.P.

REAL ESTATE 61

WESTWOOD North Village. 6 units pride

of ownership. Pristine condition. Excellent

owner/user. Principals only. Broker Russ/
Max 828-5683.

ROOM AND BOAREt

SUBLET 66 MOVERS..... ...94 TUTORING TYPINGAVORD

APRIL 1- JUNE 1. Sublet. Quiet, 1-

bedroom apt. Furnished, Utilities included.

Palms- 4.5 miles UCLA, one S.M. Bus,

$5 10/mo. 204-3460

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer. Second year
law students clerking w/our firm .need
westside housing. Please call Le^ Miller

312-4000 ext. 587 before 4:00 at%lanatt.

Phelps, Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-

nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan.
(213)680-2222.

TERRIFIC one-t)edroom, furnished, securi-

ty, A/C. pool. Adjacent UCLA. $950/nfK}nth.

Re8ponsit>le female only. 454-9542.

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

k>weet rate available. Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytinw. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers, Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

O'MELVENY ft MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUiLETS

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time
from May to August,

& possibly ^4 of

September, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
#69-6539 or 669-6046

e

e

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

•
e
e
e
e
e
•

e

PERSONAL
SERVICES.., 95

EXCHANGE HELP....62

ROOM and board in exchange for

housekeeping and child care, close to

campus, small salary, days-556-3025.
Carol.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

SECRETARY needed in exchange for

room. 15 hrs/week. Typing, filing, phones.
Secretarial experience a must. 276-4000.

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-

change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room Lovely West LA home. $100/
mo. Sylvia. Eve. (213)478-7042.

PRIVATE room and full bath in spacious
condo. garden setting, security bidg. Pool/

Jacuzzi, underground parking, female,
non-smoker. Available immediately. $475
plus 1/2 utility Call Susan (213)274-5513.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath with

3 others. $300/month. Parking. Walk to

campus. Call 825-5858 days. 824-5869 or

824-4886 evenings. _.
FEMALE roommate needed to share 1-

bedroom apartment in Westwood; $337/
month. Call 824-1340.

FEMALE share 1 bedroom, close to UCLA.
$265./month, pool, security building, park-

ing. Available April 1 . Taylor. 478-3579.

FEMALE needed. Share room. 2-bedroom,

2-bathroom aartment, 5 minute walk to

campus. 824-1814.

MALE/female grad/professional share 2-

br./2-ba. Vince walkstreet house.
Fireplace, garage, security. No pets, r>on-

8nK>ker. $450 plus 1/2 utilities. 306-5171

.

MALE roommate for Brentwood sir>gle.

Near shop, bus, furnished, stove. $250/

month. Ron 471-3569. After 8pm.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

SPRING quarter roommate: luxury 2-

l>edroom, 2-bath. across street from cam-
pus. parking. $387. 824-9902-

$400.00 male only. Three's Company.
Room w/ patio in condo. Bevedy Hills

area. $400 00 deposit AvailatHe im-

mediately. Jane 277-4584.

" HEAPSTART

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

Make arrangements .

now to sublet your

apartment for tiie

summer, we have a

number of terrific law

students wtio need a

summer home in Los

.

Angeles. If you would

like a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvarado at (213) -

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself all

that worry at the

end of May.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

as^^^^T^«««»TtT^^t*tt'

•All clients screened w/photos

and refs since '71

•Daily computerized updates

»Ustings throughout Southern California

•20'¥o Off w/ad to students and staff

9701W PiooBd. CwtuyCity

3402 Picnic Ave Marina

556-2752

822-5540

T^^^>.f,i.i.t^^S.S.^^^.S.^^^^^-
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CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

— - ""-'^

BEAUTIFUL, bright designer, very large.

1 -bedroom. l-t>ath condo in one of Doheny
Drive's nicest buildings, is offering this

penthouse for sale or lease-option. Seller

tx>ught another home. Agent Julie Jordan

478-4111.

WESTWOOD large upgraded 1-t}edroom.

1-1/2 bath condo: security building, walk to

UCLA. Call agent. 277-5571.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

LARGE WLA condo: 2-toedroom. 2-bath.

security buiidir>g, close to campus. $1250
65&«710.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Ryl Special free intro. serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)

344-0196.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818) 992-6966, (213)873-3303.

SERVICES
OFFERED ....../j, 96^
ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS,
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICE! (818)796-8334.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,

resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

2084353.

HOUSEKEEPER/Babysitter wants work 1-2

days/week. Call 471-1587.

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette

or birthday party- we make it special. John
(213)559-4089

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?

Establish your portfolio today. Call Linda's

Photography Studio. (21 3)278-5063.

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business Many local satisfied customers.

References availatjie. 24 hrs Mark 820-

3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/develppment/production Any re-

quirement (2113)871-1333

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

EdMiia * Typiiifl

Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

etegantly and economically
213-396^193

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High? -

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

i PATIENT TUTOR {
Jmath (arithmetic through J

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS. ^^

J Engineering, Reading, Gram-
Jmar. Study Skills. Work with a
^ tutor wtx) knows ttie subject

{ well, and can patiently pres- i^

¥ ent the material in a variety of i
J ways. You will also learn the^
^proper way to study toj
¥ achieve confidence and self-m
{reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-*
JTION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

J

16463. X

OFFERED 98 PROCESSING 100

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,

prot)ability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 82^4029, 826-6928,,

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonat>le rates.

(213)935-7592.

EXPERT, individualized tutoring by cer-

tified tutor. Test preparation (GRE, LSAT.
GMAT, etc). Academic subjects. 824-

7179.

GERMAN/French major available for tutor-

ing students in years 1-3. Call Cory 824-

01 52 or 208-91 18.

MATH tutoring- elementary through
calculus. Tough^rnade easy. Call Bruce.

(818)505-9927. *"^-

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

SPANISH tutor to English as a second
language students. Two times per week.

Salary negotiable. Call Maggie. (818)840-

5865. days.

^^^^ ' ^^^^^^^' >^^i>: ^x

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rustles welcome: WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A Better Paper. Writehand Word Process-

ing. Call Lois^at 828-8410.

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-

t>(em. Extremely experief>ced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2890

A quality word processing. IBM PC, IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-

tations, one day servioe, $1 .50/page, WLA.
Myung. 397-6344

ACADEMIC word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical

transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING.
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR.
SPELLING, GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY.

SANDY (213)47»3719.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $1.50-^.25.

Theses, term, etc. Dissertation disc.

3904588.

At WORDWORKS Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

Tell them 'you saw it in the

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS;

*

.s.^ '^.^ '^^^ft.^^^^^ la ^ ji ' *^^^^^^^^*^**^^^**-^*^

i

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified virindovif

rilZICerclchoff)
for details.
SAY IT WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people vifill see!

'

I

\
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'Some Restrictions Apply

^ ^ '
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TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

BEAUTIFUL typing, most cxDnsciencious.

dependable, IBM Dissertations, theses,
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
Ing/grammar. Edith 933-1 747

BEAUTIFUL typing, nrost conscienctious,

dependable, IBM Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1 747

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message
Reasonable rates Darlene.

EDITOR. PhD. Many years' manuscript

experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels, non-fiction.

(213)393-9109.

ELITE Word Processing best rates of-

fered - professional service, terms, disser-

tations, manuscripts, etc., pick-up delivery.

204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388

FAST dep>endable typing/word processing.

$1.99/page Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

GENERAL typing-Reports, letters, term
papers, manuscripts, thesis. Reasonable
rates. Call: Meena ph. no. (213)679-61 13.

MUSIC LESSONS 102 AUTOS FOR 8ALE...1 12 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 MOPEDS ........119^

Women's basketball
'Continued from Page 28 —

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up Near UCLA. 473-2550.

'—

MARIA'S word processing-dissertations,

thesis, term papers, etc @ $1.50/page.
256-5175 or 206-1 4e6<ask for Maria Ortiz)

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (213)653-3600

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723

TYPING. Fast and Accurate. $1.25/page.
-Susan 454-7946, before 900 pm .

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former sold

flutist. Bo^on Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony. Bosjfon Pops, is accepting pupils.

669-5324

GINGER ^dam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 476-4154.

PRO guitar lessons All styles- fusion,

rock, jazz, etc. Call Brucer (818)505-9927,
Excellent references! ' -

:,

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles Near UCLA
Michael Bondon (213)277-7012.

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connection (213)478-

3274.

RESUMES, $12ypg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing

Papers $2ypage & up. Paper Tiger 821-

WINNING resumes! Student special $25
Free consultation. Free copies One-day
service. Open weekends (2 1 3)85 1 -071 7.

TRAVEL 105

GO CLUB MED to Mexico: Cancun. Playa
Blanca. Ixtapa. Call Group Travel NOW!
MaryAnn (213)829-0828

SPRING Break. Save $ world wide. Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.

48 1 8)989-3 123 :_

MUST sell: Dodge Colt/Mitsubishi, 1983,

40,000 m, $3250/obo. excellent condition,

Dwight 478-1 195.

1966 VW Baja Bug Good condition.

30,000 on rebuilt. Sunroof. $1850 negotia-

ble Bob (81 8)348-7937.

1970 Ghia auto, stick, new parts, runs

great $1650 399-5450.

1970 VW Bug. Runs great, new tires.

Rebuilt engine $1100 moving - must sell.

470-2755

1971 VOLVO 142S: runs well, good
transportation, good shape. $900/o^
Call evenings 275-1802.

1973 AUDI 100LS; auto, am/fm stereo

cassette, air; sharp! $1200, 391-1113
evenings.

1973 VW K-Ghia, orange; newly rebuilt

engine; documentation; needs some
cosmetic body work; $3500/obo; Dan
(213)470-0174 evenings.

1973 164E Volvo sedan. Safe, depen-
dable, looks great. Reasonable $1600
Sarah (213)825-4563, evenings

\J81 8)909-91 49.

I , :—V—
1974 Datsun B-2l6 New paint, upholstery,

cluth, transmission, battery, etc. Must sell.

$800 firm. Jay 824-0368.

1975 FIAT 128 Spider convertible; new
paint; $900: 820-7207.

1975 OLDS Delta Convertible, AM/FM
cassette, power everything, 67K miles.

great shape, $2195. (213)275-9727
—

1975 Toyota Corolla, excelent condition.

$800 or best offer Call 651-1731 after

5pm.

197^ Convertible superbettfe VW. Yellow

w/black top. Rebuilt w/15K. Runs great.

Original owner w/all work receipts. $3900
leave message 459-6657

1977 Porsche-924. 4-speed. sunroof, mint
condition, must sell. $4700/obo. Call Chris

_2Q2:flfiQ5

1983 Chevy S-10 Blazer. 4 wD. V6. 5-

speed, MAGS, Original Owner. Car cover.

excellent. $8700. 454-6723.

1985 VW Cabriolet Convertible Red, load-

ed, alarm, warranty. Must sell immediately

$10.900.(818)701-9751.

'69 Chevrolet Impala convertible. Silver/red

interior. Full power, immaculate.
"American Ragtop Classic.'' $5500 o.b.o.

(213)828-7000.

'69 Datsun 510 wagon, stick shift, new
tires, brakes. Must sell. $500. Call

Stephanie 836-7626. f

'73 BMW 2002 tii, fuel-injection. 4-speed,

sunroof, good condition, $6QP0 obo.

(213)829-5833.

'74 Beetle convertible. Like new. Starving

artist sale. $3200 (213)822-0525/Karen.

'78 VW. Rabbit. Great transportation.

Looks ugly - runs great. New engine, plus.

$1950 o.b.o. (213)828-7000.

'79 Scirocco. Xint condition, platinum gray,

air-conditioning, radio. 4-spd, low-miles-

58M $3495 (818)789-7727 eves.

'80 Mazda RX-7 loaded, must sell. $5300
obo. 452-6731 . ^

^~^ " —

~

•'81 Jetta. 2-dr , automatic, A/C, alloys,

white/beige, extra nice. $4,500. 208-7725.

HONDA Spree: t>asket, cover. $180 cash.

Firm. Neal (213)836-2671 evenings.

NEW Honda Spree (Red). Less than 200

miles, best offer. 209-2459 (Vinee) •

SCOOTER- '85 Honda Aero-50. Less than

50 miles on her. Must sell. $700. 459-

7810.
;

TWO brand new red Honda Sprees 1985.

Great for summer Excellent condition.

$550/each obo 824-0180.

YAMAHA '85 Riva-125, seats 2! $799 must

sell. 209-551 3. Goes up to 80 MPH.

'85 Yamaha Riva 180Z. Beautiful Black

with gold pinstripes. Like new, only 550

miles. Was $1800 new, best offer. 275-

8150.

BARGAIN BOX. 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon. sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895 Carpeting

$5.95/yard. 393-233a

r

Pat a little 4 , Roaiaac« la

yoar Ufa. Driv« aa Alfa

Boaiao nroai...

Beverly Hilla Alfa

,3974 S. Robertsoa mt

jj- Natloaal
^ (213)559-7706

FURNITURE 126

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE {2\^^3a^
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers IBM PC reasonable rates

Kathryn 939-4303.

lOMon.
law ToflL.

IJWr/f-

iJOfr/t-

4SHr/t'

-|7f'/ir/f

WORD processing/laser printer 1 block

from campus. Can type anything- fast, ac-

curate, dependable- anytime. 824-3571

.

••••••••••••••••••••••^
• Om DAY TYfWH •
• PfO*Wiiuiiul witter w(th BA In •

2 Engltfi wa type and edH twm \
• papers, ttatet, •cr%>tt. rMunwt. «
• etc Or edmno only Over 25 •
• yean eigjerterKe. Wectwood •

2 VBooe. M (Money. *

• 824-2853 or 824-5111 I

Loncc*s
One Day Typing

IOO-AM)IAi or (4IS)MI-9041

Aikloflorarit
' nrrw rMtrtcMont oppty

MM W<j^ I

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

^ t^^^l ^^^^^m^^ ^^H^^

ffUDBfT^QUAIfTTTY INKOUPfTS

J9804S5 39I-338S

convenHntTI
economical.

'

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED _^

•2221,825-2222^

1978 BLACK BMW Sunroff. stereo, spoke
wheels, excellent condition: (213)273-

3796.(213)859-7286.

1978 MUSTANG, bright red with
removable T-top. German V6 with 4 speed
stick. Autoreverse casette, air conditioning,

more. Must see. Call Jeff 209-5476 even-
ings^

1979 Toyota Celica-GT Black on black.

57.000 mi. sunroof, ^C, AM/FM cassette,

all extras, great condition, very sharp,

must setl. $3100 (818)995-0374

1980 HONDA Civic: automatic clutch, new
fm/am stereo, new brakes, runs perfect.

(818)788-7399 $2500/obo.

1980 Plymouth Horizon AM/FM cassette.

Low miles, very clean, new battery/radials.

Must see $2195 (213)382-71 1

1

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5, liftback. 5-

speed, AM/FM stereo cassette, A/C. low
mileage. Excellent condition $4200 654-
5750.

HONDA Magna 700. 1984 2400 miles, li-

quid cooled, shaft drive, helmets included.

$2000; 393-9398 Carl.

YAMAHA XT 250. St-legal dirt bike, '81.

12m. red, $550. Call Gerhard. 6-7pm:

474-9207.

1974 Yamaha 350-RD. 2 stroke, excellent

condition. 12,000 miles, bookrack. fairing,

manual. $550. (213)4670552.

MOPEDS 119

i

^ iV MATTRESSES T^ T^
All new hotel .sets guaranteed

'

Twin Set...." LSO
Full Set 168
Queen Set $88
King Set „ $98
Ne^w .5 piece bedroom set $118
N||u full size or cjueen sleeper $139
New sofa and love seat $1S9
I U\ Unlrh iwH- Ub iw........... |M
Fnd Tables $15
I .am|K $7

THE WAREHOU.se
397-5010

r.^^'^^^^'t^^^^^^^^'^^^^^T^^'yi

.'

I-

1980 Toyota Celica. Excellent condition,

bright red. 5-speed, stereo, air, new
pet^ellies. Julie 654-7002.

1980 VW Rabbit, excellent condition.

$2900 obo. (818)509-3026 or (213)473-
1484. ask for Cindy.

1982 Nissan Sentra, standard 5-spd.
queen, stereo, new tires, $4000 obo 851-
9564

'82 Mazda 626, auto, air, AM/FM, 31k, ex-

cellent condition, $4985 obo. (818)340-

8562.

'84 BMW 31 8i. 5-speed, superb, grey/

beige, warranty, alarm, best offer. Eric.

552-0822,546-6266.

<r YAMAHA 83»84*85t^

Scooters &. Accessories '

QUEEN size bed. matching dresser and
desk, like new, $200 Eves and weekends
call (213)821-9547.

GARAGE SALES 127

LAWN sale. Bedding, furniture, office,

small appliances, clothes and books. A lit-

tle of everything. Saturday 10-4. 1134
Chelsea ave. Santa Monica.

*STARTINGASLOWAS$499!
;! (W/Insurance also available)

TED EVA1V8
J

MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE k;

1 13347 W. Washington Blvdfc

\ Los Angeles, CA 90066

I li (a 13)306-7906^

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

APPLE lie with screen, stand, 2nd disk
drive, Imagewriter printer, some software,
all in excellent condition. $850/obo. Call

Bill (213)824-1274.

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. t633 Westwood^Blvd., #120.
Tele. (213) 479-0345.

MACII^OSH 800K external drives. Major
brand. New w/warranty. Works on all

Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558 for

demo.

ing opportunity.

It was pathetic, to say the
least.

All year long turnovers were
one of the Bruins major pro-
blems and tonight that pro-
blem shot out of the stat sheet

''^i- like a cannon. UCLA commit-
te<J 18 turnovers in the first

half and 29 for the game,
which was also a season high.

But that was not the low
•point. A critical facet o( the
sport of basketball is to get the
ball in the basket, which was
something UCLA had troubl-

ing doing in the first half

much less the second. But in

order to get the ball through
^ the hoop you have to be able

to inbound it.

"The whole season it (the

zone press) has been pretty ef-

fe^ctive,** saicT Miller. "'We
have just got to make it work
against the better teams."
At this point UCLA is

definitely not one of those.

After being down at the
half 26 points, 49-23, UCLA
came out in the second half

and made a run* at the Tro-
jans, but it was a case of

much too little, much too late.

use just threw it into over-

drive and steamrolled over the

hapless Bruins. It was their

27th victory against only four

dwfaatf* for the ~yearr Mean=
while, UCLA stood in the

shadow of its 16th loss

wondering if anyone got the
lisence plate of that truck.

The number of that truck
was 31, and answered to the

name Miller. She finished
with 29 points and 15 re-

bounds.
The season v& over for the

- Bruins, and in the off-season

there should be some soul-

searching on the part of both
the players and the coaches.

Hopefully by next year the
women's basketball team will

remember what those four let-

ters on their uniform stand

for.

^

PERSONAL computer word processor
XEROX 820 CPM with software $300 or
make offer: (213)472-4654.

tOhen you have
ipreo! thing
Ifor saving money

Basketball
Continued from Page 26
Miller was fouled on an inside

basket and converted the.

three-point play. With the
lead back to six, it was OSU
that called the timeout.

But from there it was all

UCLA. With about two
minutes remaining and the

Bruins up by 11, UCLA went
to its version of the four-

comer stall offense. It was
really more like a two-corner,

with Miller and Pooh Richard-

son taking turns handling the

baU.

you know the value of C
Advertising! You know
the easy, low cost way to
find a cash buyer for

those Items you no
longer need o*- use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money
saving purchases.'

Enjoy saving .

money? Let •—-
Classified make it

happen!

BRUIN
CLASSIrlED
ADS

Reggie^had 19 in the first

half, coming mostly with
Tyrone Miller in his face. It

got so bad early on that once,

when UCLA had the ball, the

referees had to stop play just

to tell the two Millers to

"knock it off." But the
message didn't sink in,

because on the inbounds pass,

Tyrone pushed Reggie and
was whistled for a foul.

In the second half, Darrin

'Houston drew the chore of

trying to stop Reggie, but by
that point it was obvious that

nobody was going to stop him.
From the opening seconds one
could tell Miller wanted this

one.

"Coach Hazzard tdld me to

just go for it," said Miller.

"When everybody saw that 1

was going for it, they said

'Hey, if Reggie's gonna go for

it, so will I."
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in advertising.

Call us at 825-2161

Summer or Fall 1986
Summer 1987

WASHINGTON
OR

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMERSESSION ONLY

at Wadham College

of the University of

OXFORD
Accredited courses in government,

. economics, journalism and pre-

law by an outstanding faculty.

Full Academic Year Programs at

the London School of Economics,
St. Andrews Universities, for

Qualified Juniors and Seniors.

All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia

(Founded in 1776)

Inquiries to:

Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D.

Admissions Director

The Washington International

Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136

(gp/AA} ~

DM COMPATIBLE CONniTEB

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor

.

Keyboard

only 9o9%f
E.S.C. Computers

(213)855-0623

EATING DISORDERS
THERAPY GROUP.

now being formed by

4^ Clinical Psychology practice
in Westwood

If interested, call Japet Woznica, M,A.,

213-824-7027

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs
T~~^—t-

s.

Kaplan.
The father of

test prep.

No lie' Stanley H. Kaplan
was the 6rst. And neariy

50 years later, he's still the

best in test prep.

Kaplan will chopdown any
fears you may have about
taking the SAT. LSAT. GMAT.
MCAT. ORE. NTE. CPA. or
others. His test-taking tech-

niques and educationcd pro-

grams have h€lF>ed over
1 million students boost their

scoring power and test confi-

dence. He can do the same
for you.

So ifyou have "presidential"

ambitions, call Kaplan. And
prepare with the expert.

IKAPUUM
STANUYH KAnANEOUCAnONAiaNTttlTD

DONT COMPETE Wrm
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

mROiUNO NOW! Visit us at ouf center

HUGO Washington Blvd Culver City CA
s>0232 Or call us days evenings or week
ends Our phone number (21J)
202-1924.

PARIS

WEST AFRICA
ITALY

LAKE PLACID

JAPAN

>•

.^.. -^-r-r,^;;^-'-^-^-^-^
-r-r-r-r-r •r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-
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NEW YORK
International programs offer courses including painting, drawing,
fashion, graphic design, photography, decorative arts, architectural

history, art history, archaeology, ceramics, fibers and metals.

Undergraduateand graduate credit is available to qualified

students. For more information, mail the coupon below or call the

Office of Special Programs : (21 2) 741-8975

Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs,

66 Fifth Avenue. New York, NY 1001 1

—

—^—

Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special Summer Programs.

Name '

,„^»./--»-r-

H
A

C

Address

8A
State Zip

I am a D college student D teacher D other

^

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each'

3. lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames
w/ prescription lenses in plastic « ^extended wearadd $10.00

values up to $100«00« Now one low Orice o^^ professional services available^
Expires 3/14/86

WEST HOLLYWOOD STUDIO CITY HERMOSA BEACH WESTWOOD CANOGAPARK
8001 Santa Monica Blvd. 12103 Ventura Blvd. 1046 Hermosa Avenue 1082 Glcndon Avenue 6901 Topanga Cyn. Blvd.

650-0988 ' (818)766-1919 376-8919 208-3570 *"
(818) 884-EYES

5f?^

y
MPi k'Hnar*nrB<^^>«n
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friday, march 7, 1 986 Q0(SD^ daily bruin

tOED WESTWOOD
824-4737Pnnj 950 GAYLEY AVE.

-• •— U I (Free Parking in Rear)

MOVIES • GAMES • VCR'S
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE
RENT 3 MOVIES OR MORE _. CDCC _i_
AND GET SECOND DAY K rnCC W

SAVE $4!
"T

RENT 1 MOVIE
GET1 FREE!

coupon

SAVE $5!

VCR RENTAL
i

$6.95 A DAY I

I

UGfLA STUDENT &
STAFF SPECIAL!
LIFE MEMBERSHIP
NOW $30 (REG $100)

coupon
I INCLUDES 12 FREE RENTALS

i

IT MAKES
CENTS TO
ADVERTISE

BRUIN.

825-2161

1
HAIRSTYLING BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADB/IY GRADUATED

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic HIghllgtit

$30.06 (reg. $60.00),

1435WestwoodBlvd
473-0066 47»-932S

(wrtttittiiscxj)

Manicure & Pedicure——Both $K.OO _ ;^

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex t^^X
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb ' V
30 Day Extended ^^
Additional Pair vRlj
up to 2 weeks

S6ft
Daily.

Wear

Total

$65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
$1000/Lye-Credit Program Arranged

LB, 2168 Pacific. (213)591-1594

V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anatieim. 414 StafeCollege Bl.. (714) 774-4510

LA.. 1482 S. Robenson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7R95

PT'FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

PRESENTING:

THE LEGEND_OF
MUHAMMAD ALI

WITH NEVER BEFORE SEEN FOOTAGE FROM HIS
EARLIEST FIGHTS

TODAY. MARCH 7. 1986
BUNCHE HALL. ROOM #9383

4:30 p.m.

WH£N:
WHERE:
TIME:

SPONSORED BY:
Rainbow Coalition & Afro-American Studies Center

«»•

TEX MEX COMES TO THE BEACH
MANX TEX HEX PLAYA

EX J 1 18 Entrada Dr. .Santa Monica

459-8596
'

OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER 5-1 1p.m.

Friday & Saturday 5-2 a.m.
Brunch - Saturday - Sunday 1 1a.m.

New

L

March 1-Opcn Daily for Lunch 1 l-5p.m.

FULL BAR-GREAT MARGARITAS
BEST FAJITAS IN LA

(Don't forget our W.Hollywood Location)

COMBINATION
COUPON

$2.95
any 2 item combo

(reg. 4.95)

lunch or dinner
present this coupon

llSEntradaDr..
Santa Monica

Good thru

3/31/86

459-8596
J

&» '^°:jk^'^l<p"'\z'^^ >'!d^*v^<^>'".

s
i^<A^e<^^4421 Sepulveda Blvd.so%6*

L^^*^"-* Culver Citv 391-6217 ^^o<^

xi^-^
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^^
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Voli^yball
Continued from Page 28

Beach then lost to the still 7th

ranked Santa Barbara
Gauchos, but they beat the

then No. 2 Bruins at Long
Beach. After all this, the 49ers

are still ranked No. 9 in the

nation.

The only consistent play in

the league has come from

Pepperdine and USC. The
Waves are 12-0 overall and
9-0 in league. USC is 7-0 in

the CIVA and has only one

loss overall which was to

UCLA in the Kilgour Cup.

With the possible exception

of the top two spots, anything

can happen in CIVA competi-

tion. Even these top two spots

aren't totally certain for this

weekend. Pepperdine and
USC are extremely talented

teams, but Pepperdine hasn't

played in Pauley yet this year

and USC has played there on-

ly once and lost.

UCLA head coach Al Scates

said before the Penn State

match that it can be difficult

for visiting "teams to play in

Pauley because the depth
perception is greatly different

in the cavernous spaces of the

Pavilion. However, Penn State

seemed to have little problem

with this in their three game
swoop of the Bruins.

Sunahara mentioned after the

match that he felt there
wasn't enough competition
within the Bruin squad during
practices. He said that in the

past, the first and second
teams have been more com-
petitive and this has made for

harder work in practice. This

season, there is too much of a

difference between the two
squads and, consequently, the

whole team doesn't work as

hard according to Sunahara.

T Sunahara also said that the

team might have been over-

confident coming into the
match with Penn State and
they were surprised by the

Lions.

The Bruins will be in for

some serious competition this

weekend and any feeling of

overconfidence that they
might have had was certainly

destroyed last night.

Assistant coach Roger Clark
said, "I have a feeling that

things are going to be dif-

ferent at the classic this

weekend."
Clark agreed with Sunahara

that the Bruins weren't work-
ing as hard as they ought to in

practice and that the squad
could benefit from some more
competition for starting posi-

tions within the squad.
The matches this weekend

pit the top teams in the nation

UCLA's Trigueiro still

in hunt at top tourney

t

By Colinne Bartel

The Southern California In-

tercollegiate Championships at

the Valley Hunt Tennis Qub
in Pasadena have been playing

host to some of the best col-

lege players in the country.

Among them is Bruin
freshman Tim Trigueiro.

Getting into the main
draw, Trigueiro beat Gllberto

Cicero of Pepperdine 7-5, 6-3

in the opening round of play.

Tim will now face Scott

Melville, the No. 6 seed today

at 11 a.m.
Melville, a strong serve and

volley player from Rice, will

have all he can handle when
he steps on the court to take

on Trigueiro. According to

coach Glenn Bassett, "It's go-

ing to take a really tough
player to beat Tim. He has

improved in the last few
weeks.

Should the Bruin win he
will face the winner between
Greg Miller and Kevin
Gillette, both from CSULB.

Sophomore Ken Diller also

competed in the tourney fall-

ing to Mike Cadigan in three

sets 1-6, 7-5,6-1.

After last night's rather

shocking loss, the Bruins' ad-

vantage in Pauley Pavilion is

questionable. The Bruins were
as flat as a team could be last

night.

Bruin outside hitter Reed

against one another or at least

who the national rankings say

the best teams in the nation

are. Hopefully by Monday,
everyone involved will have a

better idea ' of where they
stand going into the NCAA
finals.

Women's tennis

Continued from Page 27
ry, Hy will be in top form
soon. Her experience has
helped many of the players on
the team during some tough
situations on the court. Before
taking off last year to play the

pro circuit, she played No. 1

for the Bruins.

Leading the Trojans will be
Caroline Kuhlman who won
the current Riveria tourna-^

The rest of the Trojan
lineup will probably include

Heliane Stedan at two, Mary
Norwood at three, Maeve
Quinlan at four, Ginny Purdy
at five, and Claudia Her-
nandez at six.

The Trojans are known for

bringing their own peanut
gallery to their matches to

cheer them on. Last year the

cheering must have helped
because the Trojans won the

NCAA crown.
The UCLA Bruins ar^

I •

Baseball
Continued from Page 28

that UCLA swings the biggest

clubs in the Pac-10— they

don't. But they are on par,

average-wise, with Stanford

and have more power.
UCLA is hitting .294 with

27 home runs after 19 games
and .317 in conference play.

The Cardinal is hitting around
the .298 mark but with just 12

home runs in 21 games.
Despite this lack of punch at

the plate, Stanford is rated in

the top 10 nationwide.

yCLA is in the midst of a

four game losing streak,
although one of those games
was an exhibition against Keio

University of Japan. The
Bruins' latest loss came against

UC Irvine in a completely

listless display of baseball.

"I really can't explain why
we played so poorly today,"

said UCLA coach Gary Adams
after Wednesday's loss to the

Anteaters. "We just didn't

come out to play today.
Maybe the guys took Irvine

lightly, maybe we were look-

ing ahead to Stanford. __
"I really don't know, but

we can't let it hapj>en again."

UCLA has a 12-7 record go-

ing into the series with a 1-2

mark in the conference. The
Cardinal, on the other hand,
are cruising along at 15-6 with

a good 2-1 Pac-10 mark after

beating Arizona twice in Tuc-
son.

Stanford is currently on a

three game winning streak.

i

ment that hosted the nation's

best women player's. Last
year as a freshman, Kuhlman
reached the semi-finals of the

individual NCAA's in
Oklahoma City. Kuhlman's
power forehand will be fought
off by the equally powerful
forehand of UCLA's Jane
Thomas.

definitely in the running for

the NCAA title, and this

match will be a very impor-
tant one. Crowd support will

be a factor, sd* be at the

Sunset Recreation Courts at 11

a.m. this Saturday. Hop>efully,

the Bruins will give the Tro-
jans all they will ever want to

encounter.

1

Women's track

Continued from Page 26
17:17.84 held by Robyn Root.
Brown speculates that the

meet will show a talented
Bruin squad.
"We have a very fine

team," said Brown. "This
meet, we are still at ground
level, and development will

start to be seen happening."
All-America Kristen Dowell

and teammate Kiki

Laborteaux will be running
the 800 meter dash. Dowell
holds the 1985 state high
school title. Laborteaux has

only run 2Vt years for Santa
Monica Track Club's Joe
Douglass.

Choo Choo Knighten, Nikki

Williams and NicoUe Thomp-
son will be teaming up in both

the 100 and 400 meter hurdles

along with Junior Gayle
Kellon.

Track
Continued from Page 26
we'll be going at the same
time. Everyone will be able to
compare times with each
other."

About the only ASU runner
worth comparing times with
will be Kenny Robinson in the
sprints. Of course, Robinson
will have to contend with the
Bruins' trio of Henry Thomas,
Mike Marsh and Flipper
Anderson. Robinson may do
something to break up the
three, but no other Sun Devil
will.

Keeping with jast one de-
cent athlete per race, ASU
will have Jim Camp trying to
best the UCLA contingent of
John Frazier, Jim Banich and
Chris Sweeney. Camp may
win, but the Bruins are going
to score valuable points with
their depth.

One of the more interesting
races could be the 400 meters.
ASU landed the California
State Champion in Chip Rish.
The freshman from Hun-

tington Beach decided to go to

ASU on a football scholarship

instead of USC for track.

Rish will face the man he
beat in the State finals, Danny
Everett. UCLA will also run
Xht|hony Washington and
John Stanich in the 400. Both
Everett and Washington have
qualified for the Pac-lOs.

Distance runner Dan Fisher
and middle-distance man Treg
Scott will give the Bruins a go
on the track.

Some of the best competi^
tion for the Bruins should
come in the 5,000 meters.
Butler, Nitti and Jerry Marsh
will be running against a pair

of Arizona runners that were
instrumental in the Wildcats'
lofty fourth place finish at this

year's NCAA cross-country
championships.

Arizona's Andre Woods arid

Jeff Canada figure to finisli in

the top group of racers in the

5,000 although their places

will not count against UCLA
in the dual meet point scoring

system.

Tennis
Continued from Page 27

But so far, no sale. We need
them. We have to have
them."

It's hard to figure that there

is a problem with that par-

ticular doubles tandem when
its dual match record is 7-1.

But many of the wins have

been way too close for com-
fort.

The problems go beyond
Pearce and Diller. Bassett has

yet to find another steady

twosome that complements
each other's game.
He has tried 11 combos.

Pearce and Diller along with

Patrick Galbraith and Mike
Kures are the only teams to

have won more than two mat-

ches. Galbraith and Kures are

3-2.

Dan Nahirny and Tim
Trigueiro are 2-3, and Buff

Farrow and Trigueiro are 1-1.

Seven other combos are 1-0.

One player that has yet to

be tried in doubles this year is

singles sensation Brett Green-

wood. In Greenwood's first

two years as a Bruin, he and
his partners compiled an 18-0

record. But the co-captain's

slower-than-average serve

worries Bassett.

"It would be tough to win
in doubles at the NCAA's (on

Georgia's slow courts) with his

serve. But I'll tell you what.

That guy is a winner, isn't

he." Bassett then suggested

that he is considering giving

Greenwood a shot at doubles

this weekend.
At the Pacific Coast Dou-

bles, where any inter-
collegiates who wish to may
enter. Greenwood and
Galbraith made it to the

quarterfinals. There they lost

to Stanford's No. 1 team of

Dan Goldie and Jim Grabb,
6-2, 5-7, 6-4.

UCLA has four matches
against relatively average op-

ponents before three of the

best teams in the country,

Miami, Clemson, and USC,
come to the LATC March 19,

20, and 22. Arizona State,

whom the Bruins meet again

in Tempe next Friday, has

some big hitters that are more
tuned for fast courts, so Sun-

day's match may not cause

much suspense. But Bassett

has sounded the wake-up
warning, just as he did before

Long Beach State came to the

LATC earlier this season.

UCLA squeaked a 5-4 win in

that one.

"Whether Arizona State can

challenge us I doubt," said

Bassett, "but they never have

beaten UCLA, and they'll be
fighting to crack us."
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VILLAGE
SALON
Cellophane &
Hair Design

$25 with Karen

1015 Goyley Ave #105
Westwood 824-7114

Canterbury Westwood
Episcopal Ministry to UCLA
Holy Eucharist «

Sunday 5:00 PM
Class: Mondays 7:30 PM

St* Alban's Church
580 HilgardFa. Giles Asbury

Chaplain
Member of URC

OFFICE
900 Hilgard

^8-4830
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He fought his first battle

on the Scottish Highlands in 1536.

He will fight his greatest battle

on the streets of New York City in 1986.

His name is Connor MacLeod.

He is immortal.
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UNO(N \7 RfQumrS «CC0MP«Mrill6
PANfNT ORAOUIT GUMCHAII Featuring Original Songs by QUEEN

STARTS TODAY

SOMTMCK km VIUMl ON

am ecoRos t casshtes

11WfSTWOOO
• Generol Cinema s

Avco Center Cinema
4750711 IHX
Doily 7 l^ • ? 45 . i IJ

HOUVWOOD
• UA Egypiion

4676167
oo«Y 1 00 • 3 M • ^ JO
8 00 t 10 I) PM
fii $01 lOlf S<HMl 12 30 *M

LONG BEACH

LONG lEACH
MARINA
UA Movies

5946525

ORANGE CO

•REA MALL
UA Movies ^
714 990 4022

PICO RIVERA
Fiesta Onvt-ln

946 3671

lOfiG BIACH

^cnttTOS
UA Twin

924-5514

.' BUENA PARK
Bueno Pork Onve-ln

714/8214070

• BUENA PARR
UA 8 Movies
714/9524992

• COSTA MfM-^~
Horbor Twin

714/6313501

•^ fr»«.AtM ID Cint ti

|V*«r AM car Natfio »i P<K1<*« N.«ie « Vouf ip*tk»n

ORANGE CO

• COSTA MESA
Soutti Coosi PlQ^O

714 546 2711

• EL TORO
El Toro

714 581 9500

• HUNTtNOTON BEACH
Cnorter Centre

714 8410770

iRvmi
Woodbfidge
714 5510655

MISSION VIEJO
Viejo Twin

714 830-6990

ORANOf
Oronge Onve-ln

714/6349361

ORANGE CO

• ORANGE
Orange Man Cmemo
714 637 0340

ORANGE
UA City Cmemo
714 634 3911

• WESTMINSTER MALL
UA Twin

714 895 5333

PAS SAN GABl VAt

• ALNAMBRA
Aihambro Pioce

818 281 0980

• ARCADIA
Sonta Anita Citfema

818 445 6200

• A2USA
footmii Center

818/969-9632

PAS SAN GABl VAL SFVALGINOI
PASADENA
UniteO Artists

681 5171

• PUENTE HILLS
Puenie 10

818 810 5566

SE VAl GLNOl

.'CHATSWORTH
WinnetKO Dnve-ln

818 349 6806

• OLENDALE
Roxy

816 243 6393

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
UA Movies
818/7664317

• P'INMH

• NORTHRIDGE
Fashion Cente'

Cmemo 816 993 0111

• SHERMAN OAKS
Sherman Oot<s

Cmemo
818 986 9660

• TAR2ANA
volley west
818 996 1300

• THOUSAND OAKS
UA Movies

805 497 6708

WOODUND HRLS
UA Worner Center

818/9992130

SOUTH BAY

» REDONDO BEACH
South Boy Cmemo
542 4361

SOUTH EAST I A

• U MIRAOA MALL
LO MirodO

714/9942400

VENTURA CO

• OXNARD
Corrioge Square
805/485 6726

WESt I A

MARINA Ofl RiY
UA Cmemo
822 2980

DD(^ ] r
MM. «0»lM«>CCI»<IOIO« >>'«••»•«««•<

CARSON South Boy Orivt-ln 532 8611

- +
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FINALS COMING
SELF HYPNOSIS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean As For You

Private sessions-Student discount, Gail Success Center

Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist, (HEC)

Director, (818)989-2923

•'•'•'•'i:
' •'^••*"*'' -^r.-.i > *

Don St. James
specializing in

BLACK HAIR
7 yrs experience
in the village

$3.00 off
with thu coupon

208-4480
1007 Broxton Ave (abov^

Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

T
I

.4

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENILY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

Softballers beat So. Florida 6-5

Head into Vegas tourney with five game streak

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

The UCLA softball team

was riding a four game winn-

ing streak going into yester-

day's game with the Universi-

ty of Southern Florida, refer-

red to as the other USF
around these parts.

Florida isn't highly regarded

in the softball world but it

was all the Bruins could do to

keep the winning streak from

being broken. It took UCLA
eight innings to beat Florida

6-5.

It should have been more.

The first three innings

shaped up like a pitchers'

duel, as most softball games

are supposed to be. The
Bruins were coming off an ex-

plosive offensive performance

against the West'Coast USF,

the University of Sian Fran-

cisco. In those games UCLA
beat the Dons 16-0 and 19-0,

scores unheard of in anything

but beer league softball. -

Basketball
Continued from Page 28

thought we would do that."

UCLA ran off to a big lead

early as it held the Beavers to

38 percent field goal shooting,

not to mention 44 percent (7-

16) from the line. OSU was

Alas the "USF'' ma^"
wasn't working this afternoon.

UCLA didn't get on the board

until the fourth inning when

they managed a single run,

but the lead didn't last long as

Florida also scored in the

fourth.

After six innings, the score

was deadlocked at 4-4. Gina

Holmstrom broke that tie with

a solo home run, her first

round-tripper this year.

But again Florida refused to

say "die."

The Bruins were caught

again in the bottom of the

first half and play a&<^GorlfjA

we did, both offensively,

defensively, and at the free

throw line, you don't expect to

come out of it alive," said

Miller. "We tried but it was

almost an impossibility."

In the second half, UCLA
staved off a furious 0$U rally

seventh when Florida scored

its fifth run of the game.

UCLA finally won the con-

test when Sam Arledge drove

home Janet Pinneau.

Monica Phillips started the

game for UCLA but gave way
to Samantha Ford in the sev-

enth inning. Ford picked up
the win, her fourdi against

two defeats.

Holmstrom and Arledge
each drove home two runs in

the game to lead the Bruins to

the win.

UCLA starts the UNLV
Softball Classic today with a 9
a.m. game against Wichita
State. The Bruins also play

UNLV and Oregon today with

Mesa Community College and
Oklahoma State on the slate

for tomorrow.

Li

particularly hapless in i\w fiisl tu linl rl nn for tho victoiy

half as it converted just 9-33.

shots from the floor.

Needless to say, Ralph
Miller wasn't pleased with his

club's performance.

"When we come out in the

After the Bruin lead reach-

ed a high at 35-14 in the first

half, UCLA was outscored

32-14 as the Beavers closed the

gap to 49-46 with 10:22 left in

the game. At that point OSU's

crowd was going wild, and

the Beavers had outscored

UCLA 12-2 over the last four

minutes. But Hazzard opted

not to call a timeout, and let

his team play.

"I just wanted to keep play-

:

ing," said Hazzard. "I didn't

want the team to feel a sense

of panic because they had

made a run. We knew they

would make a run at it before

the game was over and we
just had to ride it out."

The strategy worked as

Continued on Page 23

Men & Women Welcome

^* 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 ^'^ blocks East of Fairfax)

Tracksters have busy weekend

iiiBiiiimiiiii BONusHnni||
ip^^^^N^ ^^ ^ ^'_ homemade Hj

Ice cream m
parlour hJeffs

Westwood's IstMix-ln Store

2 fori
(on cones or cups of equal or lesser value)

ALL ICE CREAM MADE ON PREMISES—
- Boston Style Mix-ins, Tof uttl. Shakes. Express©

"Lisa's" Cookies and Brownies

WE CATLR PARTILS

9

2099 WLSTWOOD BLVD.
(between Santa Monica and Olympic)

closed Mondays 470-05 1 5 Expires 3/1 4/86
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Advertising

825-2161

ASU's depth problem

may benefit Bruins

By Rick Alexander

^orti Editor
,

If the UCLA track team has proved

anything in this short season it's that they

are deep. What Arizona State, the

Bruins' opponent this weekend, has
shown is that tKey aren't. '^

UCLA has depth in the sprints where
four runners have already qualified for

the Pac-lO's 100 meter championships. In

addition to the 100, the Bruins have two
qualifiers in both the 200 and 400
meters.

The Bruins have depth in the distances

with Jim Ortiz, Mark Junkermann, Joe
Nitti and All-America Jon Butler.

And in the field, UCLA's depth is just

starting to show.
In the pole vault competition in the

Bruins' dual meet with San Diego State,

UCLA took the top five places, and
swept the shot put and the discus. All in

all, the field performers have placed 11

people in the Pac-lOs.

The Sun Devils have some athletes that

may push the Bruins, but nothing to

really challenge them for the dual meet
win.

"They aren't as strong as I originally

thought they were," said UCLA coach
Bob Larsen. "They do have some good
athletes but they aren't deep at all. They
have about one strong athlete in most of
the events."

Perhaps the saving competitive grace
in this meet will be the presence of USC
and Arizona at the stadium.

"We're trying to set up a meet with all

four teams at one site but just competing
in a single dual meet," said Larsen. "So
this weekend we'll be in Tucson (home of

Arizona) to go against ASU. At the same
time, 'SC and Arizona are running a
dual meet.

"In the track events, except the 5,000
and the steeplechase, we'll run at dif-

ferent times, buf in the vertical jumps

Continued on Page 24

Women host CPSLO
in non scoring meet
By Amy Stroud «

Staff Writer

The No. 1 ranked track team in divi-

sion two will be visiting Drake Stadium
Saturday to compete in a dual meet
against the UCLA women.

^ The non-scoring meet against Cal Poly

San Luis Obispo will be a chance for the

Bruins to reveal their talent against a
very competitive team.

"Non-scoring meets take some of the

pressure off of the teams," said assistant

coach Calvin Brown. "We won't try to

beat them, and they won't try to beat us.

We can just work on our tracK season."

In last year's meet, the Bruins made
eleven meet records of seventeen events,

four by U.S. Olympian Jackie Joyner.
Other records are held by Kris Larson

in the shot put, Toni Lutjens in the

discus, and Polly Plumer in the 1500
meter run. This year Plumer is entered in

the 3000.

Sophomore Gail Devers will be defen-
ding her meet record of 23.4 in the 200
meter dash, but won't get a chance to

defend her 100 meter hurdle record.
"We have a lot of hurdler^ on the

team," said Brown. "There are six in-

cluding her. Since we don*t need her
now, and she's so good in other things
we won't use her in the hurdles."

Devers is also entered in the 100 meter
dash, and mile relay, as well as the high
jump, long jump and triple jump.
The javelin throw will begin the ffeld

events at 11:15. Toni Lutjens along with
three other Bruias will be competing
against CPSLO's Deena Bernstein who
has a best of 171'6". Lutjen's best is

158'10".

Denise Ball, Shannon Stryker and Car--
rie Lautner lead the Bruin entries in the
5000 meter run beginning at 1:30. All

three runners have personal records bet-

ter than CPSLO's meet record of

Continued on Page 25
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Netters host hapless

Devils in Pac-10 play
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

Things look glossy on the
surface These days for
UCLA's 10-1 tennis team^

This Sunday at noon the

Bruins host Arizona State in

the second Pac-10 match of

1986. And not to worry,
ASU is 0-21 against UCLA
in the 20 years since Glenn
Bassett's first season as

Bruin coach.

But not all is well on the

LATC courts.

Bassett has not seen
enough fire in his team late-

ly. And with more and
more teams on the rise in

college tennis, winning
takes a lot of effort. As
Bassett put it, "We've gotta

roll in the dirt a little bit."

There's an old saying
about working hard. Tf you
want to dance, you have
got to pay the band.' And
right now, there are a few
Bruins who are acting like

they don't much care to

hear the music.

"I just butchered the

i^ys this week tn^ praetiee,"-

said Bassett. "They really

needed the conditioning."

The team's problem is

not singles, where UCLA is

54-12. The problem is dou-
bles troubles.

Brad Pearce and Ken
Diller, consistent winners
last year at No. 1 as
freshmen, "have not been
playing like a team, just not
covering the court well
together," according to
Bassett.

Pearce and Diller were
knocked off in the second
round of last weekend's
Pacific Coast Doubles tour-
nament in La JoUa. Eric
Rosenfeld and Scott Moody,
Stanford's No. 3 team, did
a number on the Bruin
duo.

"We can't win the
NCAA's with that happen-
ing," said Bassett. "They
have really got to get with
it."

The coach indicated that

if Pearce and Diller don't
start bringing in th6 results

they should, he would not
hesitate to break up the
combination that has been
together since juniors com-
petition.

Bassett added. "They just

RAY MARRERO

don't look excited out there.

You've got to get excited.

Continued on Page 25

UCLA will need twice the usual effort from everybody, including Maria LaFranchi (left) and
Joni Urban, to beat No. 3 USC Saturday.

Women face rival Trojans
Natters face last years NCAA champions

"V

''I

i
i

By Colinne Bartel

This Saturday the women's
tennis team will take on
crosstown-rival USC. Contrary
to last year, the Bruins will

have an extreniely good
Chance of t&king th6 Ti^ojans.

With a very strong and deep
lineup UCLA goes into this

match determined to add

another match to the win col-

umn.
The No. 3 ranked Trojans

are tough but their weakness
is in doubles, which just hap-
pens to be the Bruins hot spot.

Proving their doubles strengt

h

this past weekerid against a
tough Berkley team, the
Bruins won all three doubles
matches to close out the score

at 6-3.

The UCLA lineup should

have Jane Thomas at No. 1,

freshman star Jennifer Fuchs
at two, All-America Joni Ur-

ban at three, Allyson Cooper
at four, Catherine O'Meara at

fiV6 and TaTricla Hy finishing-

off the lineup at six.

Coming off a shoulder inju-

Continued on Page 25
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THESmDLERGRANT
1986

An Essay Competition in

Real Estate, Entrepreneurship and Value

$15,000 IN CASH AWARDS
• $10,000 & $5,000 for two best essays

• Top essays submitted for publication in

national real estate periodicals

• Open to undergraduate & graduate students

• 1,500 words or less— due April 8. 1986

For complete details & entry forms at UCLA contact:

Patty Minor GSM 3371

Scholarship Office, A 129F Murphy Hall

or

Pam Woodard
' THE SHIDLER GROUP
Call Toll Free 1-800-222-0899

\

CARLTON HAIR
NTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special

$16 CaT & BLOW
I MUSTSHOW UCLA STUDENT

i.D. WITH coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse semke to any
client whose hair condition is unsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 WestwoodBivd

479-0014 475-3264

^Td kill for a word processor
I could rent by the hour/'

If you've S2dd it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call

DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super

mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-

vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll

save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss

with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print

a paper, document, or letter on our letter quaUty printer.

IVe even provide access to a copier so you cai; duplicate

your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard

in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-lit, and there's

parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to

find out more about our services and costs. Students

receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with

I.D.).

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

11645 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 977

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779

30 Minutes
or Less
On all regular

priced pizzas

or yoii get

$3.00 Off
Your Pizza

1: Exp. 4/26/86

Large Pepperoni
Pizza

• w/extra cheese

• 2 ice cold Cokes
• 2 dinner salads

^ES
CHASE SPORTS DELI
lOSK.ivlcvAvc.

824-1310

FAST FREE DELIVERY 208-4729

y—

^

r<^r«Hap
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It

suffer

ting end

to a long ^f 'rK ^ I

By Nye Hospedales

Staff Writer

Rarely can it be said that a

contest is over before it even
begins, but last night's UCLA
vs. use women's basketball

game was just the case.

Before an impressive crowd
of 3,822 at Pauley Pavilion,

the Women of Troy beat the

living daylights out of UCLA
89-57.

"It was kind of like
racehorse style of basketball,"

said use's Cheryl Miller, who
_was playing in her last regular

season game. "That's definite-

ly the kind of style we want to

play, but we weren't as effec-

tive as we usually are."«*

If last night was a so-so

jiight for the Trojans, an op-

posing team would hate to

catch them on a good night .

Miller and the rest of her
cohorts gave UCLA a lesson in

the sport of basketball.

The Bruins opened up the

.contest with the first three

points and kept 'SC scoreless

for the first three minutes, but
From then on UCLA missed

scoring opp<)rtunity after scor-

Continued on Page 23

Student-athlete Anne Dean
ends impressive UCLA career

By Rick Schwartz .

^%%\sXxir\t Sports Editor

UCLA senior Anne Dean
has given Bruin basketball

fans much to cheer about over

the last four years. And
though she wasn't smiling
after scoring only four points

in last night's loss to USC,
sorhewhere ihside a ray of

warmth had to exist.

Dean has been more than
just a fine player over the

years. She has been the kind
.of model student-athlete that

you just don't find much
anymore in the world of col-

lege sports.

As team captain. Dean has

exemplified leadership on the
court, but she has also demon-
strated how academics is at

least as important as athletics

1^364 career points, an 11.7

average, places Dean 5th on
the all-time UCLA scoring

list.

She scoreds 401 points this

season.

Dean has led the team in

scoring average in each of the

last two years. This year she

finished at just over 14 points

per game.

Though this was not the

best of seasons for the team,
her 20-foot jump shots have
helped send many opponents
down to defeat since 1982-83.

Looking tired outside the
locker room after her final

game, a worn out Dean
reflected, "All in all, the four
years have been really good.
I've had a lot of fun.

SHAHE NAJARIAN/0«»y Bruin

Senior Anne Dean closed out the season with only four
points against USC but the long-range sharpshooter -had an
outstanding four years as a Bruin. ^.-^

DealT^as named this week as 7 ?
.^"" ^""^ rV *.^ ^^^ .!^

end this way. It looks really

bad, but as soon as it dies

down, in retrospect, I know I

wouldn't change these four
years for the world."

And with what Anne Dean
the person and player has
done for the team and the
university, neither would
UCLA.

a 1986 GTE second team Ac-
ademic All-American.

Anne is also currently Presi-

dent of the UCLA Athletes

Academic Advisory Board. .

Only seven other Bruins in

history h%ve scored more than
1,000 points in a career at

UCLA along with Anne. Her

UCLA wins at OSU 74-63

NIT a possibility; Miller scores 41 points

r

Batters at Stanford

^or^Afeekend series

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer .

=- CORVALLIS, Ore.—
Almost every game played ^it^

Oregon State's Gill Coliseum
is headlined by a Miller in

the next days newspaper.
UCLA's 74-63 victory before

just 7,767 fans on Thursday
night was no exception.

There's Ralph Miller,
OSUs head coach, and the

winningest active coach in

Division I basketball.
There's Tyrone Miller, the

Beavers' 6-6, 220-pound
senior forward whom the

fans call T-bone because of

his brutal defensive tactics.

And then there's Reggie
Miller. UCLA's Miller, that

is, who stole the headlines in

this show by scoring a career

high 41 points while leading

his team in its most spirited

road effort of the season.

The victory was only the

Bruins' second away from
home this year. But most
importantly, injuries or no
injuries, UCLA -showed
coach Walt Hazzard that it

doesn't want its season to

end this Saturday at Oregon.

_r"They just wanted it,"

said Hazzard. 'jfThey clime
in and played a game, and
Reggie was outstanding. It

was a good win. I think we
were hungry to win this

ballgame.

"I wanted to see it (good
effort) and they went out
and showed it tonight. As
far as the NIT (National In-

vitation Tournament) goes,

I'm getting closer to saying
yes.

"We need to have another
big game on Saturday and
we'll talk about the bid^

when we get home. It's hard

to turn down a post season

bid. This team has had its

ups and downs but it never
quit. If we do well on.;

Saturday, we will match last

season's record. Nobody
Continued on Page 26

By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

To most Kibservers, the
Bruins whole rac- 10 baseball

season could ride on this

weekend's series with Stan-

ford, and even more
specifically, tonight's game.
The Cardinal open the

series with their ace. Jack
McDowell on the mound in an
attempt to win the first game
and set the tone for the other
two. It just might work.
McDowell is considered a

sure bet to make All-Pac-10

and has a good shot at All-

America honors if he can
duplicte last year's numbers.

So far, he is on his way with a
5-1 record and a 2.05 earned
run average.

UCLA will counter
McDowell, not with their ace^
Alex Sanchez , but with Randj^_
Hennis. With a 4-0 record a
year ago, Hennis showed the
promise that made him a ma-
jor league draft choice right
out of high school.

But things haven't gone as

smoothly for Hennis this year.
The big righthander has
struggled to a 2-2 record and
a less-than-respectable ERA of
5.02.

What the Bruins do have to
their advantage is hitting. Not

Continued on Page 24

Spikers host nation's
best at CCV tourney
By Bob'Brunwin

Tonight in Pauley Pavilion
UCLA, Pepperdine, USC, and
UCSB will compete in the
10th annual Collegiate Classic
^Volleyball Tournament.

HYUNGWON KANG/DiHv Bfuln

John Wooden, UCLA's living legend, must have been all

smiles last night after hearing that the Bruins had beaten
Oregon State 74r€3.

The first round pits the No.
1 ranked Pepperdine Wa>?es
against No. 6 Santa Barbara
at 5:30 p.m. At 7:30, No. 3
ranked Bruins take on No. 2
U^C.

Friday's losers will play a
two-out-of-three consolation
match at 5:30 on Saturday
and the winners will go on to
a five-of-seven championship
match at 7:30.

If there is a favorite for this

contest it has got to be the

undefeated Waves, but recent

matches in the CIVA have in-

dicated that predictions aren't
worth a whole lot, that is if
you base your predictions on
the CIVA nation-wide coaches
poll.

Last week. No. 7 ranked
Santa Barbara beat No. 5
Hawaii. UCSB then proceeded
to lose a match to No. 8 Penn-
State earlier this week. Penn,
of course, beat No. 3 UCLA
last night in Pauley Pavilion,
but according to Penn*s head
coach, the Lion's lost a match
to an unranked mid-western
team earlier in the season. No.
4 Stanford lost a match to No.
9 Long Beach State. Long

Continued on Page 24

f

News: ASUC spent
$106,000 in 1985 to in-

fluence the state
Legislature.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: A hunger
project coordinator in-

vites UCLA students to

fight against hunger.
See page 10 ;

Review: Trouble in

Mind, Alan Rudolph's
new film, is his best
work.

See page 12.—=? —

Sports: Despite losing

80-65 to Oregon Satur-

day, the basketball teant
will play in the NIT.

See back page. r—.—
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UCLA Wealher
Showers.
High: 60, low: 50.

(Dept. of Atmospheric

Sciences forecast)
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UCD student arrest may be linked to Gardner bomb threat
By Lisa Renberg

Califorr)ia Aggie

UCWire

DAVIS — University of

California police arrested a

UC Davis student government
official last Wednesday on
three felony charges against

the university^ a._public affairs

representative said.

After receiving the warrant
for his arrest, police arrested

Jim Burns, an Associated Stu-

dents of UC Davis executive

council membpr. at his resi-

dence at approximately 4

p.m., said Pat Bailey of the

UCD public affairs office.

Campus police charged

Burns with two counts of

making a false bomb report

and one count of burglary, she
said. Entering a dwelling with
the intent to commit a felony

is considered burglary.

Burns allegedly called the

UCp Police Department
Monday night and made a
bomb threat while UC Presi-
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dent David Gardner was
speaking in Ereeborn Hall,

UCD police Sgt. Mike Corkery
said.

The first bomb threat was
made at 7:50 p.m. Monday
from a public telephone on G
Street near, the Davi^ Food
Co-op, Corkery said. The
§uspected caller said, "There is

a bomb in Freeborn."
Gardner was told about the

bomb threat but decided to

continue with his speech to

the Panhellenic Association,

said Paul Pfotenhauer, a UCD
public information repre-
sentative. The police told
Gardner they had made bomb
sweeps of the area and that it

was "adecjuately secure."

The second bomb threat

wa.s made; from a public tele-

phone in Wellman Hall at

8:50 p.m., Corkery said. The
caller said there was a bomb
in Freeborn and said it was
going to go off at 9:30 p.m.
Even though many people

use the telephones, the police

are going to try to match
fingejrprints from the twa
phones, Corkery said.

Burns declined to comment
on whether he had made the

bomb threats and expects ad-

vice from his attorney before
he will divulge more specific

information.

Burns said the police ap-

proached him outside of
Wellman at approximately
9:30 p.m. and detained him
for questioning for about four

hours.

-"'^"Burns said he does not want
the bornb threats oh^rgeH to

Please see DAVIS, Page 8

Feminist discusses historical

parallel of pornography debate

By Bill Bowmer
Senior^taff Writer

MICHAEL ASHCRAFT

SPIRITUAL UNITY — Praying for campuswide unity and evangelism, over 200 members
of various UCLA Christian organizations gathered in Architecture Quad for an inter-group ral-

ly^itiday^ ^ —
l

Campus Christian groups gather

w pray for 'oneness/ evangelism
By Michael Ashcraft, Staff Writer

Over 200 members of various UCLA Chris-

tian groups gathered in Architecture Quad to

pray at noon Friday for campuswide Christian

unity and evangelism.

"God gave us a vision to get the whole body
of Christ (Christians) together just as they did

in Acts 2:37-47," said Kenny Luck, rally orga-

nizer and a leader for Campus Crusade for

Christ (CCC) — a Christian group whose
primary focus is evangelism. "We're just con-

tinuing one of the oldest of Christian tradi-

tions — praying that people would come to

know Jesus Christ personally and what He ac-

complished for them at the cross."

The crowd, representing *at least seven dif-

ferent groups, sang Christian songs, listened to

Christian student group leaders and prayed for

"a spiritual awakening at UCLA through the

unification of the body of Christ."

Jason Willoughby, president of Alpha
Gamma Omega — a Christian fraternity, and

and Luck were among the seven leaders who
led the group in prayer.—

"i think this is a significant achievement for

the Christians at UCLA who have traditional-

ly been fragmented," said Rev. Larry Dunn,
adviser for University Christian Fellowship,

claiming that an inter-group prayer meeting

has never been held on campus. "We are see-^

ing a renewed desire to experience the oneness

of Christ's church on the earth, particularly at

UCLA."
Many members of the crowd were happy

that different Christian groups were joining

together to be visible to the campus communi-

ty.

"It's really neat to see all the Christian's

realize that they all have the same goal of tell-

ing the world about what Christ can do for

it," said Steve Hinrichs, a senior and member
of CCC.

>

John Eickemeyer, a third-year graduate

student and prayer coordinator of Bruin Chris-

tian Fellowship — the local chapter of na-

tionwide Christian group called Intervarsity

— said he firmly believed that prayer can be a

catalyst for desired ends.

"The attitude of the world is to not discuss

religion," Eickemeyer said, but added that

religion is a vital part of people's lives. "It

needs to be discussed. We're not trying to

force anyone to become a Christian, we just

want our presence to be see."

Tracie Warren, a senior and the publicity

coordinator for CCC, said prayer was a neces-

sary precursor for evangelism. "I just feel that

people are missing out on the joy of a personal

relationship with Jesus Christ, and it's our re-

sponsibility to communicate that."-

Alleging that some
feminists have mis-
represented the sexual at^

titudes of turn-of-the-cen-

tury women, a self-describ-

ed "lesbian and revolu-
tionary feminist" spoke
Thursday on historical

antecedents of feminist
debate on pornography.

Sheila Jeffreys, currently

of Clark University, origi-

nally from the University of

London

Torsten Lofstedt, a senior and member of

UCF, expressed concern for spiritual revival

on campus. "J hope we can start to reach^

those who have never heard about Christ or

those who are nominal Christians — Chris-

tians in name and not in deed."-

Luck said Christians pray for evangelism so

others will learn about Jesus.
""^

"Students are finding out at UCLA that life

is pretty one dimensional, i.e. attend school to

get a good job to make money to accumulate
things," Luck said. "It's not that these things

are bad, but I believe that they are finding

out that there is still a vacuum in their lives.

Jesus Christ is the only one that can fill that

void."

Spinster and Her Enemies,
spoke before an audience of

25 in Bu*nche 2173 as part

of National Women's Histo-

ry Week.
"I. think I am one of the

few, if not the only radical

feminist historian looking at

the history" of feminism in

Great Britain between 1880
and 1930, she said.

She told the group that

the current debate over an-

ti-pornography laws, be-

tween feminists who sup-

port them and others who
oppose them as censorship,

was mirrored in history by
the feminist movement of

the 1880s to 1920s in Great
Britain.

This movement, she said,

fought against sexual ex-

ploitation of women and
children, and many of its

adherents proudly called

themselves "spinsters,"
shunning sexual intercourse

as a social and political

statement.

She equated modern an-

ti-censorship feminists with
the sex reform feminists of

the earlier era, who viewed
sexual intercourse as neces-

sary for well-being. Anti-

pornography feminists, she

said, are in the tradition of

the spinsters, who refused

to let men exploit womenT

SheHa Jeffreys .

bodies.

"The confusion around
prostitution shows a central

confusion," which relates to

the pornography debate,

Jeffreys said. The socialist

school, she said, sees pro-

stitutes as joyful rebels

against sexual norms, while
the radical school sees pro-

stitutes as doing a joyless

job.

To spinsters, Jeffreys
said, sexuality was not
taboo, only sexual inter-

course, which was seen as

perpetuating many of socie-

ty's ills, but this position

was distorted by opponents.

**Why were womenls-
struggles around sexuality

eliminated from history?"

she asked. Jeffreys places

the blame on what she

labels the "sex reform wing
of ff^minicm ^._^

Jeffreys accused the "sex

reform wing" of feminism
of trying to force sexual in-

tercourse on women, label-

ing them abnormal or sick

if they refrained from rela-

tions with men.
Please see FEMINIST,

Page 8
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ASUC hits top-10 education lobby list

Spent $106,000 in 1985 to influence state Legislature

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent • ,

SACRAMENTO'— The Associated Students
of the University of California spent over
$106,000 in 1985 to lobby the state Legislature
and government agencies, according to a
report released Thursday.
ASUC is among l.,372 state lobbying

organizations that spent more than $74 million
last year to influence government" decision-
making, the Fair Political Practices Commis-
sion concluded in its annual 1985 report.

Although all of the UC Stucjent Lobby ex-

penditures were used for salaries and elxpenses
of lobbyists directly employed by the organiza-
tion and not for contribtutions to legislators,

the lobby has a great deal of influence on the
legislative process, said Kirk Knutsen, associate
lobby director.

"For 15 years, we've done our homework.
Legislators can trust the information we- give
them," Knutsen said* "It's a valuable com-
modity, even though we don't have any

money to contribute to individual legislators."

All lobby expenditures come from campus
contributions.

•

___l.

Assembly Speaker Willie Brown (D-San
Francisco) said that the political process is

ultimately where the decisions are made.
The lobby has "tremendous impact ju.st by

virtue of your number," Brown said. "The
student population could have a tremendous
effect on the ultimate fate of what politics

would be like in the state because you would
begin to elect and unelect."
At last month's UC Student Lobby

Legislative Awards Banquet, Brown gave the
keynote address and praised the lobby's efforts

in the last 15 years which have "paid off in

handsome kinds of pieces of legislation that
have moved from both houses and signed into
law by the governor."

Last year, the lobby supported a number of
bills including:

• Senate Bill 417 by Sen. Gary Hart (D-Santa
Barbara) which creates- a state work-study

Please see MONEY, Page 7
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TODD CHENEY

Leader singer of Jawge and the Unknown Band per-

formed in Ackerman Grand Ballroom Saturday night as
part of the African Student Alliance 'Remember Bob
Marley' day.

THE DIVISION OF HONORS

1986 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS
r'

Stipends of$1000per student will be awarded to students for full-time

scholarly research or academic study during the summer of 1986.

students from ttie following groups arejeHgiblsi:

-College Honors
-Honors Status

Deadline:

-Departmental Honors
-Departmental Scholars
-all other students with 3.6 or higher GPAs

Friday, March 14. 1986

Applications are available in the Division of Honors office, A31 1 Murphy Hall, from
8:30 to 4:30. For further information, please call 825-1553. *
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Fine Gems, Jewelry, Watches, Engagement Rings, & Wedding Bands.

40 - 50% Off on all Seiko & Citizen Watchies
4

(next to Wherehouse Records) 1093/2 Broxton Ave 208-2955
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Childhood cancer linked to multiplication of abnormal gene

Beyond the

Microscope

cancer immunology' and biolo-

gy.

A high number of copies of

the oncogene N-myc present in

the cells of patients with

neuroblastoma cancer in-

TBIVIAL PVBSUII

dicated a dangerous tumor,

while the presence of a few

copies forecast a far less dan-

gerous tumor. _^ -^ ;^
Neuroblastoma is a

childhood cancerous disease of

the peripheral nervous system
which originates in the ab-
domen and spreads to other
parts of the body. It causes
death in 65 percent of all cases

Please see CANCER, Page 9

byDoih Polcino

ByKichelle Perin

Staff Writer

A type of childhood cancer
has been found to be linked to
a gene that goes out of con-
trol, reproducing multiple
copies of itself in the cells.

It's the first report that
multiple copies of the on-
cogene (the abnormally ex-

pressed gene) correlate with
rapid tumor growth after
diagnosis," said Robert Seeger,
principal investigator and
UCLA professor of pediatric

PIP VOU KNOW >

ALMOST SO PERCENT
OF TM6 STUPeNT'
POPL'LATION ,

ENGAGES IN

FRtt *>6X ?

4-
i
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Works by Coco Shinomiyc and Friends

Kerckhoff Student Gallery

On the 2nd Floor of Kerckhoff Hall

OdBlll
iJiLira

there will be an artists

reception from 7 to 9pm on

monday, march lO.

admission by secret

password only.
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The Division of Honors Student Executive Council

proudly presents

»!*

An Evening Featuring Student Productions in the Visual and Performing Arts

March 1 1 , 1986 r'
V. _,.

7:00^9:30 p>m ,

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

j^—^^"^i"*^

7:00- 8:00 p.m:
Reception & Visual Arts Display

8:00 -9:30 p.m:
Performing Arts

- Refreshments served -

- Semi-formal -

SPONSORED BY THE DIVISION OF HONORS & CULTURAL AFFAIRS

OSOOGCOC^
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GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon
Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $1 I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

1645 Westwood Blvd. • I BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

V^

Iv.

K

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or
Westwood GiMM every wMk-Sat.
Sun. Waduitahte. Inespcfwlvc.

Sdmubtlna ft Fun. LocatkNM abo at

Beverly HflU. S.M.. Culver Oty and
South Bay.

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213) 478-7M9

THE NAIL GARDEN
"over 12 years of quality service"

Limited Offer <^cept Fri.-Sun.)

NAIL GARDEN 475 osoo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present Student I.D.

:<'
k<^ ^c^
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Glee clubs entertain with

varied musical repertoire
i

By Chris Saigal '
>

I

OiK' cliaracttVistic UCLA's men's and women's ^\ev , clubs

have in conirnori is their uncommonly varied selection of music
cojnpared to other i^lee cluhs.

While nian\ collej^e ^lee clubs specialize in only one kind of

nuisic, the vClA Men's Glee Club is unicjue in its repertoire of

a "wide variety of music," Assistant Director Michaei Ar-

sha^ouni said. ^ _ ,

Afisha^ouni credited the group's rriusical flexibility to the at-

titude of Director DonWei.ss; who "appreciates all kinds of

music, as long as it's good." As a result, the group is adept at

singing Renaissance piece's as well as modern pop compositions^

In auditioning for the 45-member group, a person must per-

form both a classical piece and a pop piece.

Weiss has been the guiding force behind the club since he
became director and rebuilt the club 21 Nears ago.

The group's excellence is recognized worldwide. After per-

forming in Japan for its 20th anniversary, it was asked back to

ptTform as the featured group in another concert in Kumonioto,
Japan/ »

The members of both the men's and women's glee clubs come
from a variety of majors, ranging from chemistry to music. In

the women's glee club, most niembers are non-music majors.
Director William Hatcher said.

The women's glee club, which has 45 members, is more than
30 years old. However, until H^^her became director fpur-

^and-a-half years ago, the group was in something of a sluntp
with only se\en members.
The group "needed an identity," Hatcher said. With increas-

ed success, the group attracted more people. The resulting
growth has been the most gratifying asp,ect of his job as direc-

tor. Hatcher said.

The women's glee club, which, like the men's, sings a mixture
of classic, contemporary nnd folk mii«;if' iiv;iii»lh

jP Contact Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at''208-57d2 for student discount

. , music, usually tfives one con-
cert each quarter, **hc#^ tiave been invited to sing in March at a
women's choral concert at Loyola Marymount University.

Ba.ss Bill Munda\ of the men's glee club expressed the feelings
of many of the singers when he said, "The reason I'm in the
glee club is because the feeling of performing is like nothing
else, and in the glee club, I know we're performing the best

way possible.
" -—---—

—

_ The women's glee club's next performance is todav at noon irj

Schoenberg Hall. Admission is free.

_ The men's glee club will perform on Apri l 28 in Schoenberg^
at 8 p.m. Admission is $3 for students.

Seniors&G • 'K

GIVEYOURSELF
SOMECREMr!

*«.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^^Aiv QQ
(WITH REBUII DABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1- Tune-up
2 Valw Adj
3 Lub«

4. OtI Char^.
5 Brake Adj

6 Clutch Adj
7 Service Air Cleaner

8 Check Batlerv Waier
9 Inspect Front End
10 Compression Test
1

1

(Pretsure Test Cooling System)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

. Paru It Labor (Gas & Air Flher xira)

TOYOTA

«j

•f^ . ' i iiwe, '

•*—jr

• Just bring a copy of

your school I.D.

No cosigner required

APPLYNOWON CAMPUS!

/
-

Date: Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm '

Place: Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

825-1211

CmBAN<0>

DATSUN $89.95

*^V^S/i^ DIAGNOSIS - SSO.OOTHIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE
1 925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829*7012

TIRED OF LOaSY I

PERNS /BODY WAVES?;
Try this SPECIAL OFFER for

|
head turning results .

00 I

I

1

Perm/Body Wave ^

^^^ no bleached or tinted hair

Ask for Pepi • 208-0836 j

BLaE-NGOLD HAIR DESIGN i

10916 LE CONTE • WESTWOOD
j

This offer good with coupon only |

INTRODUCTORY^
OFFER

$14
with ad only

cut, conditioner & blou/dry

Reg. Men $18
Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up .

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzler

824-0710 Westwood Village

Open 7 days

••"MwaiMiMMllHato
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Smith reappointed

to full 12-year term

on Board of Regents

William P>ench Smith was
reappointed Thursday to serve
a full 12-year term on the
University of California Board
of Regents t)y Gov. George

" Deukmejian.
"I am honored to be reap-

pointed to the Board of
Regents," Smith said. "Univer-
sity of California is on^^pfsthe
outstanding educatioaari in-

stitutions in the worldT and I

am indeed pleased to be a
part of it."

Smith, who has been on the
board for 17 years, is a senior
partner at the law firm of

Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher
in Los Angeles.

Chairman of the Board of

Regents in 1970-72 and 1974-

76, Smith earned nationwide
recognition when he served as

United States Attorney
General from 198 1 to i^SS

.

T He was first named to the
board in 1968 by then-Gov.
Ronald Reagan to complete
departing Regent Dorothy
Chandler's unexpired term.
Reagan reappointed him to a
16-year term in 1970.

- Smith is a graduate of
UCLA and Harvard Law
School and lives in San
Marino.

— Charles Lee

Money
Continued from Page 3
program. This is a two-year
bill, and is currently awaiting
action in the Assembly Educa-
tion Committee.
• Assembly Bill 1134 by
Assemblywoman Maxine
Waters (D-Los Angeles) would
prohibit state pension fund in-

vestments into companies that

do business in apartheid South
"Africa. The measure was
vetoed by Gov. George
Deukmejian. Waters re-in-

troduced the mea.sure, A.B.
134, which passed the
Assembly and is awaiting ac-

tion in the Senate.

• A.B. 195 by Sen. Ken
Maddy (D-Fresno) established

a long-term student fee policy

to help avoid skyrocketing fee

increases which were experi-

enced in the early 1980s. The
bill was signed into law.

Last year the lobby oppos-

ed:

• A.B. 1001 by Assemblyman
Allister McAlister (D-Santa
Clara) would have tightened

the state's open meeting law
for state agencies and would
have required the University

of California to provide
reasons for why meetings are

closed.

• S.B. 7 by Sen. Joseph Mon-
toya (D-Los Angeles) would
require minors to obtain per-

jnission from parents or a

judge to get abortions. This is

a two-year bill that was tabl-

ed in the Assembly Judiciary

Committee two weeks ago.

The student lobby ranked

with companies like General

Electric, East Bay Municipal

Utility District and Holiday

Inn, Inc. The largest .spender

was Pacific Gas & Electric

~hr^-
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.€o77^hich spent $11,805,832.

The second largest spender

was Pacific Telesis Group,

spending $3,426,244.

' ASUC, spending $106,339,

ranked 10th among the state's

top . 10 education lobbying

organizations for 1985.

^Td kiU for a word processor
I could rent by the hour."

if you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast; super
mini<computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-
vrde tlie,tr4iaing (it woli't take long to learn.) And we'll
save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed piuiters to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letter quality printer.
We even provide access to a copier so you can duplicate
your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-lit, and there's

parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to

find out more about our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with
I,D.);

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

n645 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025—^ (2 13)-826-9779

—

—

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

*
•

riean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

*U-.

• For an appointment call:
'

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills. CA 90212^

it
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STUDENTS F0ft€HRIST
Invites you to join us in

BIBLE

STUDY

Today at 1 2 noon
Ackerman 3517

Bring your lunch or a friend!

.^
Students for Christ Non Denominational

Restoring and upholding the principles of the early Christians.

For more info, call John 820-6924.

WHY PAY
WESTWOOD PRICES? ^^^^^

WMT KAI VILLAGE
•^•^'^'''' 30-70%

CASIO. i4»t-ORUS

SEIKO

QUARH WATCH SALE

--, Bt»t*ft*!"!

PHONE ^SANYO
ANSWERING MACHINE
• Vox Voice AcltvaM

UP TO

SONY.
WALKMAN
WM-1

1

• Stereo CasseMe
Player

• Stereo

1^!
Headphones

,99
Exp 3/30/85

•«•»«

Canon
ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER

1ypcst*r 5• Letter QuaNty

•J^oofief 10 Cut*: PS.
• T^twstytes & OootMe Width

• Automattc Carrier

Return. Underlining &
{

Centering
• On-Olsplay Correction

• One Nw Memory
• SHent Printing

• Factory Warranty

• Factory Ftecondmoned

Exp 3/30/86

We tho carry Brolfief S4v«r Reed Smith Corona. Odvem

i, Sharp Typewrtters

V9999

iMriRNkTiONkL

DISCIIII1 Mill

Pncessubteciloch»oe Mol responsitHe for typographKal error? Lin^teO to siocti on hand

12220 VENICE BLVD.
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

W. iM imylM . CA wow 390-4477 ^^^ sath 7pm.suni2-5pm

Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students
Establish a f^ood credit racing now. Apply for a

Sears Credit Card while you're still in school.

There arc a number of bi ncfii.s xoull rccci\'C by
appK ing for a Scars ( Tcdil (arcl as a siudcm .\.s \t)ii

ma> know, credit grantors ma\ assess your qualiilcii

tions differently ;ifter \()u graduate

_• \ou u ill haw been in >c)ur ncu job onh a
.

short time

• \ou may ha\e lived in \()ur new residence onh
a short time

• ^bu ma> be earning an entr\ level income..

/Vll of the above are good reasons to apply for xour

Scars Credit (ard now - while you re still in school

A Sears Oedil Card can Identify you as a

responsible adult to other credit grantors

If Nou are a responsible person, with the abilit\ to pa\

bills. Scars belioes you deser\e credit And a Sears

(Tcdit ( ard could be Nour first step in establishing

the credit nou II \uxd in the future.

Here are a few of the many benefits you'll

receive with a Sears Credit Card:

• Hiere s no annual fee or hidden credit charges with

a Sears Credit ( artl and e\er>lhing you purchas*.- 1^

backed by Scars famous promise. "Satisfaction

(luaraniced or >bur .\lone> Hack"

• VC'herever nou live, travel, or move. >{)ur Scars

(Tcdit (!ard is.good at more than 3()()() Scars Retail

and (Catalog stores coast to coast.

•• \\ ith a Scars ( redit ( ard. nou can stretch Nour _1_

—

paN'menis over a period of months if yoti wish ;

•

.\ Scars (redit (!ard can be used to purchasc^jlenis

NOU II need ;ifter graduation, such as a ncNS business

wardrobe for inteniewingor furnishings for Nour

ncNN home

Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

DATE:—ZIEVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY

TIME: 9:00am - 4:00pm

PLACE: Westwood Student Federal Credit union— ^ 825-1211 — -

.
'1 < . _._ » -! , » f
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Hey Bonnie, word has It that the big pay off is

^ _ in Advertising
Sure Clyde. Sure . .^ What's the number?

Davis

CHASE
Bar & Grille

CHASE
Bar & Grille

Champagne Speciai'l Dinner For 2
Dinner for 2

C hoiccol \ c\il r.irinii^i.in, s»..iin[^i,

i>i lohstcr pi^wirt.i w tcttiu\ im
Altrivli>, a FRliL" hoidc o(C'h.iin}\ii:iv

^ .U's;ir*s s.ilaJ, vSi hrcij vSl hiittcr

(includes FREE Vi carafe of red

or white wine)

1049 Gay ley Ave Westwood • 824-1310

mWMSZ
On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

pK .1^1 pri. »v Ml I
I \iv 4 2h S(i

1051 Gayley Ave • Westwood • 824-1310

f ^urmet coffee
for Beans!

Continued from Page 1

the anti-apartheid movement
because there are many fac-
tions in the movement, each
with its own methods of nro
test.

^

A bomb threat is **a
borderline violent act," Burns
said. "I have long advocated
non-violence." Violence is not
an alternative, but there are
individuals on this campus
who advocate violence as a
viable means of protest.'*

Given the chance to speak
to Gardner, Burns said he
would say, "I'm sorry that this
has happened. I don't want
anyone to fear for their life."

Police waited to arrest
Burns until they were able to
prove to the court that the ar-
rest was warranted, Corkery
said.

Corkery said he could not
disclose more on the evidence
acquired in the case against
Burns. "If people knew more
about the investigative pro-
cess, they would be \more
adept-at beating^ tbe^ystfeMT
The n>aximum penalty lidt:

making a bomb threat is three
years in a state prison or a
$10,000 fine, said Nick Pohl of
the^Yolo County District At-
torney's Office.

yep police tookir Burns tir

$5. 05/Lb. The Best Price Around.

n
^Sh

Take home a pound of fresh, gourmet-blend
coffee from one of our three campus locations,
and you'll save up to $3.00! That's how much
more some other local merchants are charging
fq.r the same high-quality coffee beans.

ASUCLA
Decafe $5.05
(Swiss Water Process)

Colombian 5.05
Espresso 5.05
French 5.05
Kona 5.05

jCoffcc Bean
& Tea Leaf Merchants

$6.89

the Yolo County Jail, where_
"He was held on $3,000 bail,

said Lt. Larry Justus, jail

commander. Burns was
photographed and finger-
printed and was released last

Wednesday at 10:30 p.m.
after posting the required bail

amount, Lt. Ron Moore said.

Burns' arraignment is

scheduled for March 25 in the
Davis Municipal Court, said
Yolo County Sheriffs records
clerk Louise DeMaise.

Burns said he will continue
with his council duties despite
being arrested.

Feminist

With the advent of higher wholesale coffee
prices, you should stock up now and store
some in the freezer. Our coffee is also available
by the half-pound.

GET YOURS TODAY!
KERCKHOFF COFFEEHOUSE
2nd .Floor Kerckhoff

Mon-Fri: 7AM- 1AM
Sat: lOAM-MIDSun. lOAM-MID

BOMBSHELTER
^ourt of Sciences

Mon-Fri: 7:30AM-5PM
Sat: 10AM-3PM Sun: CLOSED

JIMMYS COFFEEHOUSE
Lu Valle Commons-
Mon-Fri: 7:30AM-MID
Sat: lOAM-llPMSun: llAM-MID

Continued from Page 1

"These new feminists talked

about the foys of sex and con-
traception, but they neglected
to mention things like marital
rape and incest," she .said. .

Jeffreys pointed to the
"political spinsterism" of the

earlier era, much like modern
"political lesbianism," she
said. This spinsterism, she
said, predated the sexual
reformers, though it was even-
tually quashed by their ef-

forts.

"Sexual intercourse had ter-

rible contra-indications for

women" in feminists* minds,
Jeffreys said, being equated
with rape and incest and op-

pression, and thus some
feminists advocated sexual in-

tercourse only for procreation.

Feminists of the time con-
sidered the surplus of women
to be crucial to their success,

Jeffrey said. Before World
War I there were 1,064-
women for every 1,000 men in

Great Britain. After World
War I the ratio rose to 1,086
to 1,000, a fact which she said

encouraged spinsterism, in-

cluding the politically-
motivated variety. But its

prominence was short-lived.

"By the end of the 1920s,
the assault against the old
feminism was virtually com-
plete, and little was left of
their campaigps." ^she said.

_*'This spinsterism faded out
under the onslaught of sex

reformers* efforts to see that
all women were involved
sexual intercourse."

m

y

mm
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Cancer
Continued from Page 4
and is the most common solid
tumor found in children.
Seeger said. "At best, 10 per-
cent get rid of their tumor."
Oncogenes, called proto-

oncogenes in their normal,
regulated state, are genes
which somehow get out of
control. "If they are abnor-
mally expressed, they can
possibly become a factor in
causing cancer or making it

worse once it has started,"
Seeger said.

Another major significance
of these findings is that they
"refine one's ability to predict
how the patients are going to
do," Seeger said. "We can
avoid overtreatment by
categorizing patients at
diagnosis into groups for
treatment."

The number of copies of
N-myc in the cells helps
determine treatment, because
it is related to the stage of the
di.sease, Seeger explained. Pa-
tients in the early stages with
Tewer copies of the oncogene
can be treated with surgery,
local radiation, and mild
chemotherapy, rather than the
conventional "atom bomb
treatment," full body radia-

tion, which should only be us-

ed for"palicnts in the advanc-

GDc^ns daily bruin monday, march 10, 1986
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HAIRSTYUNGBY
VIDALSASSOON
fCAD^Mi GRADUATED

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.S25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
$30.00 (reg. S60.00)
Fantastic Higtillgtit

$30.0d (reg. $60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 M<3nicure & Pedicure

(wtthmisod) Botti $lS.OO ^

Isn't it time for

a check-up?

PREVENTIVE AND
l^ESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BON[:)INC;
• Nitrous Oxidf (laughint; gas)
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)

• • Please mention this ad
• C het ks. C redit Cards and Insurance Forms welcome

I drry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

ed stages of neuroblastoma.
The most dangerous tumors

in the advanced stages of
neuroblastoma may have 200
to 300 copies of the oncogene
N-myc, Seegersaid.
The research was conducted

by Seeger, Garrett Brodeur of
Washington State University,
and members of the Children's
Cancer Study Group. They
studied 89 patients in varying
stages of the di.sease.'^

Neuroblastoma occurs in
four stages. In stage I, the
tumor is confined to the organ
or structure of origin. In stage
II, the tumor extends beyond
the origin, but not across the
middle of the body, or
midline.

Stage III involves the exten-
sion of the tumor beyond the
midline and the spread to

nearby tymph nodes. In .stage

IV,' tumors are present at

many sites throughout the
body, including bones, bone
marrow, organs, .soft tissues or
groups of distant lymph nodes.

The amplification of the
gene, anywhere from three to

300 copies, was found to occur
in 38 percent of all the tumors
in the patients, but it was
most frequent in tho.se patients

in the advanced stages of the

disease.

Specifically, multiple copies

of N-mvc were found in 12.5

percent of patients at stage II,

65 percent of patients at stage

III, and 47.5 percent of pa-

tients at stage IV. Only a

single copy of the oncogene
was detected in all stage I

tumors.

The researchers also
"HTscovered that the amplifica-

tion of N-myc was indepen-

dent of the age of the patient.

'A final significant finding is

that N-myc may be u.seful in

distinguishing neuroblastoma
tumors from other kinds that

occur in similar childhood
cancers. "It may be a

marker," Seeger said. "It looks

like it's fairly specific for

neuroblastoma."

But Seeger also said that

copies of N-myc have been

found in the childhood cancer

retinoblastoma, a tumor of the

eye, and the adult lung disease

small-cell carcinoma.

\.. _r*^ <—».. M"^

SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOP
_ SATURDAY, MARCH 15th———9 a.m. - 1 p.m.—1

—

A 4 hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults Against
Women designed to prepare women psychologically and physically to deal

with assaults.

YOUR OWN BODYMAY BE YOUR BESTWEAPON
Q^ SIGN UP IN ROOM 2, DODD HALL OR CALL

206-8240...^
Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety

iH

buys a large

pepperoni pizza and

2 ice-cold Coca-Cola's

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary
Not good with any
other offer.

I •
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vieinrpoint Kimberly Noel. Viewpoint Editor

Michael Flory. Assistant Viev/point Editor

Kimbertey Lance, Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Counterpoint

Viewpoint

join the battle to end hunger
By Joe Vigneux
We watch iLon the

international commissions have come toWe watch ilL^nn the evening news, day >»ff.r ^mi I r aT h..r"7.
"""^^ come to one

^j^

way. Some of us cry and some shake their
heads m disbelieving sorrow. Db you wonder
how many people will remember them tomor-
row?

In qualifying these few lines from a song I
wrote many months ago about hunger and

..starvation in the world today, I find it inter-
estmg to note that we seldom anymore see the
desperate, hungry children on TV — the
helpless eyes with which we had become so
accustomed to seeing. It is indeed tragic that
despite the atrocity that thousands of children
die day in and day out — because it is the
norm, it is not news. For example, imagine
our concern, and the attention of the world's
media, were an earthquake to strike San
Francisco, killing 35,000 people in a single
day. Imagine our concern were a virus to de-
scend on London, killing 18 children per
minute with no end in sight, week after week.
Imagine our concern were nuclear weapons to
explode in the capitals of the world's major
industrial countries, killing 13 million and
maiming and injuring a billion more in the
surrounding countryside. These are figures of
human devastation resulting from hunger — 1
billion are chronically undernourished 13-18
million die each year, 35,000 die a day, 24 die
a minute, of whom 18 are children.

Despite these astounding figures, the facr
remains that in study after study, prestigious

technology and know-how to end hunger. The
key ingredient missing is the will to act on
that ability.

Last semester, we the students at Northern
Illinois University banded together and arenow raising $17,000 toward the end of
hunger. Our hunger project took place in the
residence halls (in cooperation with Food Ser-
vice) and consisted of over 3,000 students
skipping one meal per month and then having
that money donated to the Hunger Project a
non-profit, non-religious organization whose
goal IS to make the end of hunger an idea
whose time has come.

1 would like to invite you, the individual
students of UCLA, to join us in the fight
against hunger. Be it a senior staff member a
student or faculty member, I urge you to or-
ganize you own hunger project in time for
next fall. While the media has all but forgot-
teri. It IS up to us to keep hunger in the news.

1 his etter is appearing in more than 80 ma-
jor college and university newspapers
Ihroughou^ the nattmr. -If we stand toĝ THiT"we have a voice of o^er two milliw! Let ussmg loud and strong, "committment generates
action, and action transforms an idea into
reality.

»-—

Punish Chun not Korea
By Charles Lee

Refjarding Michael Flory's reaction to Ann F. Park's editorial
(Bniin, Mar, 6) on U.S. policy toward South Korea, I would
like to add a few comment.s to clarify the nature of the i.s,suc
that is beinj; di.scus.sed (Bruin, Mar. 7).

Flory mainly objects to Park's letter on the ground that
withdrawing U.S. support for .South Korea will induce a sense
of iastability that the North Koreans -might f)e tempted to ex
ploit to their advantage.

"If the U.S. acts decisively by withdrawing its support for
^»outtl Korea, . .

.
unification may come .siniultaneouslv with thi.

repressive rule from the North.
"

However, what Park ad\()cated was not an abrupt halt to theUS. support for the Soi5th Korean people but for the dictatorial
Chtin ref-tme that cannot remotely claim to represent the will r.f
the South Korean people.

Park, in fact, said The American fovernment should.

Korea
"* '" '"P''"" ^"' ^^^ ^'"'" regime," not for South

In my opinion, there seems to have been a slight confusion onflorys part that equates the dictator with the South Korean
people which significantly alters the nature of the issue

Further I agree with Flory that U.S. should "take advantageof Its political influence over South Korea to bring aboutchange. However, I completely disagree with him when hesays that hojie rests in South Korea's national elections in 1987
(actually, the elections are scheduleded for 1988)"— -
...!^°..""c'^':"f.''"^

*'"'' P?'"*- ^f '""^t discuss the realities of th^> u. . ..,l Suud
. Korean electoral .system. Under the existing con-

stitution, the South Korean president is not elected directly by«^e people. Rather, he is elected by an electoral college whosemembers are Chun sympathizers. The system allows for Chunto hand pick a succes.sor even if he himself does not win thee ectioas in 1988. What purpose would the elections then seve
If one dictator may be replaced by another dictator?

sponsored°bv'fhe\* 'hV^'" '' "°^ ^ "'^^'^'^ P^t't'o" drivesponsored by the South Korean opposition movement to changethe current constitution so that it will allow for a direct elSnof the South Korean president in 1988. The Chun reLirnTha^

ITk^Mr FbrJ'f .K^ ""'T'^l"«r''- *" -PPrt tKrve 1
sTandf for inTh,^ ' u '^^}'"'^ °^ "''^''"'^ '^'^ ^^S- which

Surlfv the US '\"°
u^

'" dt">ocracy should be supporting?

till the re^uhs of ih TofisT ^ '«""""« '"''^ efforts and wait

gests
^ ''''^"''"' ^"'"'^ '2 '" ^'^t »^ flory sug-

fai^s^^nh'^erentrlr l"
'"'"^'""' '" "'^^' "»"°"''' P»'»'^al af-

about nory's statelnt thT"Chun nLSllThrA^'^"'""""^^
nut flnH cnr^r^^^f k » ^ .

"^^^ ^^^ the American in-

naive theTu h
7"" ^ ^f^"'' ' '"'^ '" ""SSest this alter-iidiive. rne j>outn Korean neonie np^^Hc -ill fk.. a

and support they can get Kder to .ni
^,"^^"^^" '"P"^

la.<:tinaXrr.^.-»J. :„
" ^ ^^^^^ ^^ cnsure a transition to a.«^t»»m ieiiiocraoy in their country .

Vigneux. a Northern Illinois University
f-fduate student, is the Coordinator of theNI (J Hunger Project.
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Leftovers could feed the needy
By Patricia Ramirez-Cardenas
What a wastel Why? This campus drives

me crazy sometimes but this time it's even
gone beyond that.

Hobody overorders food willingly for an
event. They know they're going to get stuck
with the bill, and it won't look too pretty if
they face an exaggerated sum unnecessarily.
The truth, however, is that no one can
kndw exactly how much food will be con-
sumed when they are planning a meal, and

-inevitably there are leftovers,
In the case of the Minority Career Day

and Tuesday's UBS Job Fair, there was an
excessive amount of food thrown out. Yes,
and this is common practice, I'm told!
ASUCLA makes a habit of throwing out
huge quantities of leftovers day after day,
week after week. Why? Supposedly, they
are avoiding problems with liability for
food spoilage cases. Th^t makes
sense,... kind of.

First off, not all food is perishable, at

indeed rtal^But T.'T
''"''''

^'T'" """^"^ "" ^outh Korea is

bul'^onUnue supS ing a dicfa'to i'l""""
'\""' ""'^ '^""^°"*-

that Marcos desS U S un™^^^^^^^^ u^" **" '" '^''""'

anti-communist ttC A ^ P^''^' because he was a staunch

wi oHZher nLnl. •?"'" P^^^. '^"»'^«" "'"•'» ^^»P«>t the

Haiti/ C''^:^:&rXT:Zt'Zn,' a'"'^?'""
^"'

ti-authoritarian Dolicie< «f ^Itu 1
"^ American an-

in toppling the"lifcMt::stDSe:? '™^ "'""^ '^^'^ '""'

col^hZ^Clractled"'""^'" '". "^'' '''""PP'"- -d Haiti

Iran or Nfca^sua i en t,
"^'' ?"^ ""*>• ''^^^ ''^^n salvaged

by the Amerrafgovemment'at trul'''
''^" '"'""P"y f""""*^^

government at truly propitious moments.

s^enc'e a^TLTo^u^^^^
views of the Bruin

'''"'^' ^^ "^' necessarily reflect the

least not immediately. Do they really have
to dump leftover donuts, cookias, sliced
lemons, etc.? A donut can sit in someone's
car for quite a while before it perishes
(Maybe it gets stale and hard as a rock but
as for its toxicity, I'm not sure.)

Secondly, even the perishable goods could
be put to use. There are countless charity
organizations that would welcome it with
open arms. Why can't ASUCLA arrange to
sign some sort of waiver, relieving them of
legal responsibility for food spoilage and
make this food available to charities? After
all, there's a tremendous need for this food
in L.A. County.

It seems simple enough. What's the big
deal with allowing some group to come in
routinely to pick up leftovers to feed the
homeless, the hungry, or even orphans?
C'mon, have a heart — please don't keep
throwing out perfectly good food!

Ramirez-Cardenas is a senior majoring in
biology.
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Letters

Just entertaining
Editor:

I must .say that I lind Miss.
Ducy's interpretation (if one"
can call it that) ol Marv Pop-
pins (juite intcrcstinj^ and
laughal^le, as well. If 1 niav
(luote one of mv "roommates,
my suggestion to' Miss Ducy is

to "relax." p:nj()\ the movie
for what it is and what Walt
Disney intended it to be
(which, by the way, happen
to be the same thing). Mary
Poppins is an enjoyable film
with a beautiful blend of live
action and animation, music,
and excellent performances by
Julie Andrews and Dick Van
Dyke.

Disney intended the film to
be entertaining. While he was
alive, the goals of his films
were to create a mood that
the whole family could enjoy.
Of these films,' "Mary Pop-
pins" is his crowning
achievement. Take mom, dad,
brother, sister, and grandma to
see the film. "Relax" and en-
joy it. If you like it a lot, buy
the record and sing along!
There's no relevant social
issues to discuss, no moral
Issues, just an entertaining
film with a good time guaran-
teed for all.

.
Now Miss Ducy, if you

would like to get critical, that
I can be as well. Did you ever
think that perhaps the film
could be about a single
woman (like Mary Poppins)
who can make it on her own
and. prove that a single

woman can have control in
vyhat many call, a i«an\s
world? Obviously not.
Should you ever find

yourself with the urge (and I

hope you donl) to evaluate
another Disney film, read a
few -bjQoks on the films, or
better yet, on the men that
created them (like Walt
Disney). That way, you might
understand their intent before
commenting on the output.

Chris Fuller

Sophomore
Communications

No PLO pity
Editor: '

.

Pity the PLO. John A
Goulding paints for us a
lamentable picture, where the
PLO is the innocent victim of
distorted views, unreasonable
demands, and threats by
radical enemies (Bruin, Mar.
6).

Goulding points out that
the PLO is being forced into
accepting "a precarious posi-
tion that would not be
beneficial to the mainstream
leadership.:* Precarious in-
deed. since the m ainstream

now, was the State of Israel.

positicm, qf. th9. PLO is that
"armed struggle is the only
way to liberate Palestine and
is therefore strategy and not
tactics" (PLO National Cove-
nant, Article 9).

. The PLO was founded in

1964, when the West Bank
and Gaza were under Arab
rule. The "Palestine" that it

sought to "liberate" then, as

Shed a tear for the PLO,
who isn't recognized by a
country it has sworn **to
throw -into the sea." Goulding
says the PLO seeks to "li-

quidate the Zionist entity
politically, economically,
militarily, culturally, arid
ideologically" (Declaration of
the Fatah Revolutionarv Con-
gress, June 1980).

'
•

Lament for the PLO,
coerced into the "contradic-
tory " proposal to rtjinouneg
terrorism. Goulding likens it

to an entrepreneur forced to
gite up his quest for profit.

All the entrepreneur is being
asked to give up is bribery,
extortion, and murdering its

competition .

Yes, pity the PLO. '

Ron Trunk
Junior

Religion
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Advertising Est

ED KOLPIN

®I|e (Binhtt Mok
"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY"

IN SANTA MONICA
9:30-9:00 — SAT 9-6 — SUN. 11-41928

SR PROP

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX- Switch
to « pify

'

'

A true pipe smoker
does not inhale

Come in lor our tree
instruction

brochure

'UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES'

Reminder: For tetters to be
considered for publication
by the Bruin, they must be
accompanied
registration
and a phone

by a student
card number
number where

th^—author cwm he reached
Staff who wish to submit
should include a cantpus
phone number where they
can be reached and their
place of employment.

NOTICE
TO

UCLA STUDENTS
The SEKONIC L398 Studio

Deiuxe Light Meter
(recommended by UCLA Film School)

Is on special pricing to UCLA
STUDENTS ONLY
Retail $99

NOW ONLY ^68.95

Extended by popular demand

i

ONE OF A KIND BLOW-OUT

VIVITAR $49.00

1 30 LX Meter

SPOTMETER ATTACHMENT $49.00
130 LX

WEIN FLASHMETER $49.00

WP1000

CALCULIGHT XP ...»„.»........ $69.00
Light Meter

ORIENTAL PAPER IN STOCK
Up to 70% OFF Discount for UCLA Students

I

Camersk Hi-Fi & Video
1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
(213)208-5150

Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7.50 minimum purchase.

Valid UCLA ID required for maximum discount.
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LLAGE SALOnI 'Trouble In Mind'; Intelligent filriimaking with a twist
1 I I - III imhM"*^*''

' II—— " "
I Bv Steohen Dirrane • __

IT

WESTWOOO^ NEWEST
AND

HOTTEST HAIR SALON

jO

[Student Specials!
$14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gaylcy Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114
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DEBBIE PETERSON • l7/7//Af5

THIS:

One's easy. Just use 25 words or less to

describe the Bangles. Mind-Controlling
Words Win: .

By Stephen Dirrane

^ter the mythical world of Raincity where
purity gets rusted, evil gets dusted, and famil-
iar storylines take on a new light stemming
from the imagination of director/writer Alan
Rudolph. Trouble In Mind is his latest and
perhaps best work. It features an ecletic array
of actors who enchant the viewer with some of
the freshest characterizations seen in recent
memory.

The storyline is simple. Kris Kristofferson is

Hawk, the cop who was sent to jail for illegal-

ly killing a criminal known as Evil Itself. He
returns to his old haunt, Wanda's, to see how
time has changed life as he knew it. Hawk
watches over the city and the people who
were drawn to it with the "promise of
something better, the faint perfume of tomor-
row's fortune." Kristofferson wears this role
like an old coat. He has never been smoother
as an actor, more solid as the moral backbone
of the story. In a world where evil has no
limits, he counters by fighting by his own
rules.

Hawk takes a room from Wanda
((;enevieve Bujold), an old flame who is the
film's philosopher, a passive observer full of

and glowing insight . She

plf^e upon coming to the city. Coop finds a
connection into the underworld there in the
person of Solo (Joe Morton) and starts to work
as a two-bit thief in order to buy the life the
city advertises. Georgia works as a waitress at
Wanda's under the protectful - eyes of Hawk
who sees the trouble Coop is headed for.

This is where the story takes off as a
modern fable. The dialogue becomes full of
twisted cliches adding new outlooks to worn
views. Rudolph takes advantage of this
scenario by mixing the past with the future
and vise versa until Trouble In Mind emerges
as a rejuvenated epic, the last picture of a new
frontier.

runs ^

Every day, Coop takes on physical charac-
teristics which personify the evil way of life he
is ingesting. By the end of the film, he has
become his own Portrait of Dorian Gray
demonic in appearance and vulgar in attitude,'
until he is almost consumed by his own greed
Rudolph steps out of the bounds of reality to
shift his story into larger than life character
and Hawk and Coop take on Daedelus and
Icarus like proportions.

Trouble In Mind is a film which plays on
^"^/"'"d and in the mind. Don't be fooled bv

Keith Carradine, had hoy of the Pompadour Cluh and star of 'Trouble In Mifid'

CONCERT

cafe which is an asylum for all the transient
trash which finds its way to the decadance of
the city. A young couple. Coop (Keith Car-
r:»Hjne) Pnd Garcia (Lori Singer), roost at her

Hi i itatlons, this movie Ls genuinely 'out th€fe^
and full of wild imagination and great per-
formances. For those tired of the same old
stuff and willing to go in orbit for a while,
this flick's a sure bet.

it
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Prince usurps Sheila E.'s throne

BRING: _
Your entry to Tower Records, Westwood.
From all correct entries one will be chosen
at random.

WIN:

A Sanyo portable cassette player from
Affordable Portables, at 1 1 10 Gayley Ave
Westwood, A Bangles "Manic Monday"
-I^ Shirt, and Cassette.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE (Sf^
—
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By Bob Remstein
Review Editor

Sheila E.'s Thursday night
concert at the Universal Am-
phitheatre would have been a
realtive disappointment if tit

hadn't been for one small sur-
prise.

Prince.

His royal purpleniess showed
up for three encore num t)ers

PUT:

Yourself in a Differem Light' THE BANGLES'
NEW ALBUM ON COLUMBIA RECORDS
AND CASSEHES.-^

-NOW JUST at

TOWER RECORDS
1 078 WESTWOOD BLVD.

at the end of Sheila E.'s show,
transforming what had been
an overblown bore into an
entertaining evening.
When Prince and his bartd

joined Sheila E. and her band
onstage for "A Love Bizarre,"
he basically took over the rest

of the show. Gyrating across
the stage like a top possessed.
Prince revved through "A
Love Bizarre" before romping
down the aisle into the anx-
ious crowd and nearly causing
a riot.

Back on stage again, he
donned a guitar and zoomed
through a jazz and then rock
solo, leading into a bang-up
version of "America." After
tossing in a quick jab at Mor-
ris Day ("Let's chop down
The Oak Tree* !"), he
delighted the crowd by ending
with "Kiss," his simple but
very attractive new single.

Prince kept the garbage at a
minimum, and just delivered
20 minutes of non-stop, rock-
steady entertainment.

Sheila E., on the other
hand, did just the opposite —
giving the audience more junk
than music, more extended

solos than well-sung
and much more chit-

than necessary. The
woman has beaucoup talent,
but her shows are disorganized
and work Hainst her songs
rather than with them.

Case in point: "The
Glamorous Life" is a great
single. Sheila E.'s best. But
she made the classic mistake
made by so many pop artists

today — she sang less than
half the sOng herself, choosing
instead to implore the crowd
to .sing it for her. "C'mon,
L.A. — sing!," she pleaded
ad nauseam. Eventually the
c row d g a ve in t iy h e r

browbeating approach to

entertainment. Frankly, I felt

like telling her, "No, you sinj^,

dammit!"
In another unwise decision,

she jettisoned livelv tunes like

"The Belle of St.' Mark' in

favor of extended drum solos,

costume changes, and pajania
purring. At least her band
jammed, roaring through
some sax and^rmga .«;olos, but

she failed to really capitalize
on them. In her defense, she
had to overcome ten minutes
of sound problems at the
opening of the show.
The Untouchables opened

the show with several songs
that were not bad, but too
long. The L.A. group is riding
high on the moderate success
of their major label debut.

DANCE

'One 'O Clock
Jump' falls flat

drum
songs,

chat

Prince, narcissi^ and Pompadour Cluh prhsident

By Jennifer Kim

Falling under the
heading "The Hardest
Things To Do On Earth" is

having a bad tap dance
concert. Bad tap dance

^concerts rarely happ^^n So
we might say Chester
Whitmore's One OClock
Jump: A Musical Tribute to

Count Basic at the Los
Angeles Theatre Center
March 2nd was a rare and
unique event in the world
of dance. Time to believe in

the second coming of the
Smog Monster.

Billed as a dance concert
and ending up as an em-
barrassing attempt at
musical comedy, the show
was, perhaps, rehearsed
once. The live band, about
the size of a "real" swing
orchestra and containing,

admittedly, some fine musi-
cians, was as ill-rehearsed

as the dancers, screeching

and squawking their way
through what seemed like

Rock-A-Bye Basic and
Chicago Blues. .

The dancers smiled with
gritted teeth as they crashed
into each other on the tiny

Tom Bradley Theatre stage,

cummerbunds flying off the

men, suspender straps
snapping loose and flapping

about in midflight, and
mini-mikes liberating
themselves joyously from
the performers, only to

drag unmercifully against

the stage floor. No one
knew what the timing was,
conductor Roger Hamilton
Spotts doing a Herculean

job of keeping the show in-

tact. The vocalists included
a grating Madonna sing-
alike, and the props assum-
ed a life of th^ own at

every opportunity, irrespec-

-^ t ive of J^ent, timing, nr
who it was they were
honoring, i.e. Count Basic.

Most of the audience
evacuated at halftime.

Whitmore's unforgivable
slovenliness with the show
doesn't stop there. The
worst situation of all was
that the majority of the
dancers were good. Had
they only known what they
were getting into — a con-
cert hardly on the level of a
high school recital — they
might have looked to Solid
Gold as a more honorable
form of employment.

In all fairness, two
numbers from the twenty-
seven (a total of over three
unpleasant hours) displayed
some form of polish and
prowess, and they were
pure dance, small ensemble

-pieces; if only those
numbers alone were the
concert. There's no excuse,
they have dancers that
know ' their stuff — Whit-
more, Ronney Maurice
Marshall, Alan Shawl, and
Monica Dalsasso to name a
few. However, any talent

was all but buried beneath
this* extended musical
nightmare that should
never have been. For the
performers and the au-
dience alike, that fact alone
was the greatest injustice of
all.
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PLAZA
1067 Glendon
208 3097

Tile Color Purplo (PG-13)

1 0a4 15-730^10 30

WESTWOOD

SANTA MONICA
MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Brntl

lcl^)?(ll^^"^
^'^"^ Oa'ly 4 30 7 30 10 30

451-4377 Sat Sun 1 30^4 30 7 30^10 30

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Tlie Color Purplo
1314 Wilshire Blvd Daily 4 00 7 OG 10 15
451-4377 Sat Sun 12 30-3 45 7 00-10 15

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh atWestwd
475-0711

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh atWestwd.
475-071

1

Out Of Africa (PG-13)
1 00-4 15 7 30-10 45

Qutcksllvor

02 45-3 00-5 15-7 45-10-15
First Show Only $3 00

AVCO CINEMA III

Wilsh atWestwd
475^0711

HloHlMtfor (R)

12 15-2 45-5 157 45 10 15
First Show Only S3 00

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS

UMITCD ARTIST
THEATRES

ROYAL
11523SM Blvd

477 5581

Rm
Mon Fri 5 15 8 30

Sat Sun 2 00 5 15 8 30
Sal Sun 11 A.M. Saketpoaro Fast

WESTWOOD
EGYPTIAN
10887 Liridbrook Dr
208-4575

MUSIC HALL Trip to BountlfHl
9036 Wilshire Mon Fn 5 40 8 00 10 10
274-6869 Sat Sun 1 00 3 ?0 5 40 8 00 10 10

Ir har own lima/Numbor our dan
" - SunirOO

12 15 2 154 156 15

8 15^10 15
Fn Sat Late Show 12 15

UA CORONH HItcliar (R)
10889 Wellworth 12.00-2 00^ 10< 20^8 30^10 42
4759441 .
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FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire

652 1330
Mon Fn 5 0^8 30

Sat Sun 1 30^5 0^8 30

Kaos UACOWMn Haaiiaii and Har Sldart (PG-13)
1 0O3 2aS4O8 0ai0 20

SANTA MONICA
••ONICA I Murptiy't Romanca
1332 2nd St Mon Fn 7 30^9 40
394-9741 Sat Sun 1 Oa3 laS 20^7 30-9 40

Sat Snn 11 A.M. Danca Faat

UA CORONET Nakad CafO (R)

12 15^2 15-4 15^6 158 20^10 20

UACOflONH Oolta Forca (R)

12 30-3 00^5 30 8 10 10 40

MONICA II whmh
1332 2nd St Mon Fn 6 30-8 45
394 9741 Sat Sun 2 00 4 15 6 30^8 45

Sat-San 11 A.M. Samurai Faat

MONICA HI PHnis Honor
1332 2nd St Mon Fn 7 20^9 55
394-9741 Sat Sun 2 00 4 40^7 20^9 55

Sal Sun 11:15 A.M. LiiMadm

PLITT
THEATRES
WEST L.A.

MONICA IV Wkat Havo i Dona to Ootorvo Thlt
1332 2nd St Mon Fn 7 00 9 10
394 9741 Sat Sun 12 30^2 4a4 50^7 0^9 10

Sal-SiM 11:15 A.M. Statua af Uborly

CENTURY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

5534291

Back to Ifto Futuro (PG-13)
Daily 2 00-4 30 7 15 9 45
fri Sal Late Show 12 00

70mm HPS 4000

CENTURY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave ot itte Stars

553-4291

Wlitto NIoMt
Daily 2 00-4 45 7 3a 10 00

Fn Sat Late Show 12 30
70mm

WEST L.A.

NUART
11272 SM Blvd

478^79 Sat Sun 2 3(M 15-6 66^7 459 30

RAONI
6 00^7 45^9 30

WESTWOOD
10800 Pico Blvd 12 Oa 2 00^4 00-6 00-8 oJ 10^
475-0408

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Information Call 825 2345

CONTEMPORARY DOCUMENTARY SERIES
Todayl 7 SVfree) Tha Stona Carvor«( 1 984)

Htpi: Songa of Ifta Fourtti Wortd(1984)
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SNaii Parti

Wed Sat 1 3(^7 30
SHoah Part II

Suf»-To« 1 3(K7 30
Oiora YofilMr
Sat Sun 11 30

Myttafv a(

.

1 00-3 (W-S do- 7 00-9 00

UCLA ACKCRMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 82S 1070

12 15-> 1M 15^ 30^8 45

March 13 COCOON
60&10 30

TIM QidB MmI lo Cnoy
8lS
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By BMI U'Ren. Staff Writer

Davei, Millman, athlete and
CBS promoter, arrived lat| as
usual, and of course, dried
from head to toe in li^wer
colored silk. "Simon, have^u
been waiting long?" True to
form. Dave only spoke in rhe-
torical questions. "That must
be difficult," Simon Thursday

—thfnight as he motioned for
their waiter.

Both of them ordered "the
usual" while the waiter
marvelled at Dave's new
hairstyle. Dave was the kind
of guy who always had new
hairstyles, despite Lola
Falana's insistence that he
keep it red — "It will go with
your clothes, baby" she had
said as she cooked them
breakfast.

"Dave," Simon countered.
"What about this one?" Im-
mediately, Simon turned the
book to a section he had
marked with an opera pro-
gram. "What were the names
of the effeminate hairdressers
that Eddie Murphy and Joe
Piscopo played on Saturday
Night Live?" Of course Dave
knew the answer, but couldn't
figure out a way to phrase it

rhetorically. Simon smiled. "I
didn't think voii could do it^."

the wiitei and record-As^

throughout lunch. He turned
to Simon and introduced
himself. "Hey babe, I've read

_ all your stuff. Hot, man, real-

ly. You know. I'm the guy
who won last week - that
thing in The Brighton
Observer — Rutger Hauer
played (ierrit Witkamp in

Spotters. And this time, call at

2:05 for the Murphv/ Piscopo
deal, 825-2538. ' '"

Quite surprised at Ajay's
sudden outburst, Simon could
hardly conceal his laughter.
Dave, on the other hand, was
autographing baseballs for
nearby fans.

FILM
•

Monday, March 10 Melnitz
Contemporary Documentary
Series continues with a 7:30
screening of The Stone
Carvers followed by Hopi:
Songs of the Fourth World,
both films are free.

Tuesday, March 11, Melnitz
presents a special screening of
The Unheard Mii5ic( 1985), as
part of the Financing Low
Budget Films Series. The film
centers upon L.A. based music
group X, as well as the Iwal
music industrv and
.underground. The free screen

^Classified

promoter/former star for the
N.Y. Mets launched into their
main courses, Ajay Sahgal sat

himself down in an adjacent
table, accompanied, of course,
by a nameless social climbing
blonde whose identity would
change periodically

I

mg begins at 8 pxp, aft,t»r.wlnch

Director W.D. Morgan, Pro-
ducer Chris Blakely, Co-
Producer Everett Greaton,
and Associate Producer
Alizabeth Blakely will appear
In Person.

Wednesday; March 12,
Melnitz's Salute to the Oscars

series continues with free

,
screenings of Vittbrio De Sica's

Two Women (1961) and In-

gmar Bergman's Cries and
H7iM/>er.s(1972) beginning at 8
pm

.

Thursday, March 13, Cam-
pus Kvents presents Cocoon at

6 and 10:30 pm and The Gods
Must Be Crazy at 8:15 pm in

Ai^Gtmsm Grand Ballroom ~
each film is $1.

Al^o, Melnitz's Technicolor
Series continues with The Bell
System Science Series:
Gateways to the Afjncf(NBC,
10/23/58) at 5:30 for free. At
7:30, two Hitchcock greats,

i?ope( 1948) and Veiti^o( 1958)
will screen for $4 and $2.50
for students.

Friday, March 14, Campus
Events presents The Gods
Must Be Crazy at 6 and 10:30
pm with Cocfwn at 8:15 pm
in ACkerman Grand
Ballroom. Admission to each
film is $1.

At 7:30, Melnitz presents a
special sneak preview of Just
Between Friends starring
Mary Tyler Moore and
Christine Lahti. Director/
Writer Allan Burns is schedul-
ed to appear In Person after
the screening. Tickets, free to
students with ID; are
available at the CTQ Trailer

continues in Kerckhoff Cof-
feehou.se with a free j)erf()r-

mance from Rama Pria J)egin-

ning at 8 pm.
Also, the UCLA Music
Department presents the
UC'LA Wind Ensemble in

Schoenberg Hall beginning at

8 pm. Tickets are $3 for stu-

dents and $5 for general ad-

tnission
.

' ''V-"— •"
I

^

SPEAKERS

Tuesday, March 11, the

Jewish Student Union, in

cooperation with Jews for

Judaism, presents LYLE
ALZADO speaking on "Being
i^^truh ir. fhp NFL", in

Ackerman Union 2nd F|por

Loimge from n()on-2 pm.
Thursday, .March 13, the
UCLA Studeiit Committee for

the Arts presents P^xene
(A*rvenka, lead singer of X,
and poet Michael C Ford, in

the last spoken word perfor-

mance of The Freeway Series

in the Cooperage beginning aX.

^ pm. The program is free.

COMEDY

Tuesday,March 11 Cultural
Affairs presents Tuesday Night
Comedy beginning at 9 pn in

the Cooperage. Admission is

free.

at 9am and at the
MacGowan Box Office at
10:30 am.

MUSIC

Wednesday, March 12,
Cultural Affairs Jazz Series

T^-

IL
ONCAMPUS trivia winner Ajay Sahgal

DAVID BOITO/Daily Bfuin

PLEASE NOTE ERROR

PRINTED IN THE SPRING

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES:

Russian 140C
should read

RUSSIAN PROSE:

CONTEMPORARY— WRITERS —-•

(Not Russian Poetry)

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
cut 8c Blow (Men)

(Women)

Body Perm
(wtth thJs coupon & UCLA I.D.)

lnternational_—_Coiffures
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Kaplan.
The father of

test prep.

No lie' Stanley H. Kaplan
was the first. And neariy

50 years later, hes still the
best in test prep.

Kaplan will chop down any
fears you may have about
taking the SAT LSAT. GMAT.
MCAT.GRE.NTE.CPA.or
others His test- taking tech
niques and educational pro
grams have helped over
1 million students boost their

scoring power and test confi-

dence. He can do the same
for you.

So ifyou have "president ral"

ambitions, call Kaplan. And
prepare with the expert.

Open 7 Days

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316
tixp. 3/15/86

Htere are all
the excusesyou
need to eat out.

I

I

I

I

I

•I

The Paralegal Career . .

.

I'.ir.ilt'^.ils iDiiduit lf>;.il .inJ f.utu.il n-stMnh, annlv/r lf>;.)l di>tunu'n(>
.ind h.mdU' priKrdur.ll m.ittfr^ One of thv fastest ^rovvin>; c.ireers in

the country, tht* pjrciif^.ii pri)frs,i.K>n has ji)b i>ppnrtunitK's m private
l.ivv firm;-, «.i>rporatii>ns and Kover'nmcnt a>;enties UVv'l.A has pri>vided
cduiatuinal proKrams K>r paralt'^aJs suHf Ji^Tj. —

Fully approved by the American Bar Association since 1975
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
Evening classes and special day program for college graduates
Financial aid and scholarships Placement «;prvirp

Spring evfnnisi clanst'^i />cy;M April 2S

C all or u riti'
^'''' '^"-'^ ""'^ nvrunx classes hejfin Septemher 2

I

University of West Los Angeles SchiH>l of Paralegal studies
'12201 VVashingt()nP1aif

Los Angflos. C A ^)()6h •(213) .113-11)11

iUUILA^

SIRL II
VAUD EVERYDAY

STEAK $5.49
INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT

& SALAD BAR
Served with cheese toast and choice of potato

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN -

PARTY NOW THRU: 3-23-86

Offer good only:

SAVE SI 50
OR MORE

at Sizzler-Westwood Village
922 Gayley Ave.

208-6788

I

I

I

I

1^

IKAPLAM
SIANlf y H K API AN fDUCATONAl CINni ITO

DOtfT COMPETE WITH—^ A KAPLAN STUDENT^BE ONE

MBOUINO NOW! Vi&it us at our center
llOOu ^ashit\gtot> Biva Cu'ver City C*
Aj/ it df can us cl<iyi uvei >m gs o' A^'ok

6' OS Ouf phoie iiurriDe' (213)
20^-1924

COUPON

Sizzler_ I

STEAK& HliACHI '

CHICKEN $5.99
INCLUDES ALL YOU-CAN-EAT SALAD BAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTY NOW THRU: 3-23-86

Offer good only:
at Sizzler-Westwood Village

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788 •

Sizzler

I

I

I

I

I

I

COUPON

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
-^^

|l SOFT DAILY \^EAI? CONTACT LENSfS

I $ 39/pair *
I

B&L. W J

CHANGE THE COLOR OF YOUR
EYES SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
8&L Cit)i CTL

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES I

$89/pair
B&L J/ J Cooper. Hydrocurve I

I

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

ISi"
[

inf(u)« pye ewm GMaes tor distanre or |

i| leadmq C(Mr<,inqtf vi^nrt ^anOira M/e r^nss I

ll
or pMstif lenses .ind frames frpm nur sppr wi •

II selwtion fifsi J'v spfidrxnyl |

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

$25
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

I
DESIGNER FRAMES

LOW LOW
—PRICES

T

DRS. KUA/IMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN COMTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

JL

SAMTA MONICA 452-1039
VbOS Lincoln Blvd (dt Occ^n PmK in

rhp Lucky Shoppinq Cenier)
' f -^1

1
us ff)(?you(? CONTACT

IfNS SfPLACtMfNTS
VfWMASTfWHAW.f ^f W-^'l AT OUft f VFWDAV

m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^0\A/ lf)WPI?KF<,

BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653

1

•4/1 S »?or)ertson B/vd ,

I'/, DIk S ofPifo) I

•Pt' pfcssKiorfi S«TVKP\ f«tfa

\ ,

• •••••••••••••••» • • ,

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
••"« Si.7«
I inn pm iay _.jk
layi. 15 Mrti m Iml Jiijt

Eac* aMMMMi Mrri pm 5 tlmM gjt
Clm MMlav 0»M Rm pm bUmm tMk V M
%ptM IMMi Rii. «.«.

-Smm HhMcMmm A^Vtv

OEAOUNE
QmsUm.

1 •trfclag day In tfvanct by 4nM
ClM MMlay

2 wtrklHQ day* t« Btnme* ky 4PM
OffiM LocatiM 112 Kwckofl Hail

1U mmannmm tmrn^m Om CMMMtaa r(|M to
cMatrrwiaBrtfy. rwtaa. m nttH aay ctaaNM
aivwttaaiMal Ml waatalt Mm !!< <i ol Mm m
hrlrala.

The ASUCLA Communicjbons Board My supports (he
Umvafsity of CaMoma% pohcy on noo discnmination
No medium shaN accept advertisements whicri preseni
persons o( any ongm. race, religion, sex. or sexual
onenUbon in a demeaning way. w imply that ttwy are
limited to certain positions, capabilities roles or
status in society Netlfwr the Oady Brum nor the
ASi;CLA Communicabons Board has investigated any
o( the services advertised or advertisers represented m
this lisue Any person believing that an advertisemeni
in this issue vioUtes the Boards policy on non
discnmination stated herein shooW communicate
complaints in wnting to the Business Manager, Daily

Brum. 306 Weshwod Pla/a. KH 112 Los Angeles. CA
90024 For assistance with housing discnminafton
problems, can the UCLA Housing Ofhce at 825-4491
or rail the Westside Fair Housing OWice al 475-9671

PERSONAL. iO PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL IQ PERSONAL. 10

Studying Hard for Finals?

MAKE IT A GRAND FINALE
ASUCLA LECTU RE ^ NOTES
Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on ALevel In Ackerman Union.

Study PdVs give you

•••••••• ••••••« ••••

FIRST AID for FINALS
Current quarters Lecture Notes PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving
Guide for Chemistry, Economics and Psychology classes.

Ls^u?^l?s.T^ ""^l^^J;^^^'^
^^*®' ^°^"*^^' '^^^^ ^^ A.|evel Ackerman Union.Lecture Notes and Problem Soiving Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA.

CAMPUS CAMPUS "

HAPPENINGS ,.;.! HAPPENINGS

JraiORS, SENIORS,m 6RADVATES

EDUCATION
1 SERVICES ,^>.;;;;7:;;;::.;:;:» SERVICES .7" ^T

EDUCATION

Give yoarself some credit, sign up

~lot a Visa /Mastercard and other fine

credit cardsNWF 9am-4pni at the

WeslWMd Sludenl Federal Credit

Vnlen (located behind Kerckhoff Hall)

No employment reqoired!!!
~ '

90% acceptance rate

LOOKING FOR QUALITY
EDUCATION ABROAD?
^KNTRO OE ESTOOIOS ONIVERSITARIOS-

XOCHICALCa
Currlculom structured to the needs of Untted
S;ales studentss
Full flovernmeni Bccredltatlon end listed wtthW H.O.
Carnpos in Entenada. on beautiful Ba|a Pe-
ninsula (80 miles SouHh of San Diego)
Guaranteed student loan programs available
VA approved ~

MEDICINE
NURSING

• PSYCHOLOGY
• VETERINARY

Simestir Bigtns:

AUGUST 1986
Now icciptlng inrollmsfll

ippllcittons unlil:

July 1986
"<^

X

CONTACT C.E.U.X.
U.S.A. OFFICE (619) 575-7707
PC. Box 6044 Chula Vista. CA 92011
(1-706-67) 4-08-34 )P
P.r3. Box 1344. Ensenaoa. Mexico B.C.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Meettnoi: Monday. Ackerman
2410. 12:iai:20. Wednesdoyi
NeuropsychtaWc Institute C8-538
12:10-1:20. For alcoholc$ or In-

dMduab wtK) have a drtnidng

problem. 8500644 or 475-6368

, ALPHA PHI
I am so proud to be

Fraternity Educator! I

will give it my very best!

Love and AEO. Michelle

PS. ELLIE and

CHELLE
. Thanks fer-

your support! Love

You! "

W^
Transfer
Students

Dial Direct
(1-706-S7) 4-08-34
Ensenada, Mexico

MISCELLANEOUS,

Nancy Wilson
(axu)
and

Eric Samuelson
(2:<I>E Cat. B)

Congratulations
on your pinning
and Good Lacltf

Love,
your Alpha Chi

sisters

MISCELLANEOUS .9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or
455-1404.

Money tor College?
It's all orourxj you. if you know
where to look! Our nation-wide

Academic Data Service

-gurontoos & to^&finanaaf Aid

Sources for your higher

educatkx) or your money bock.
Freshmen, soptyxnores, orxj

ongoing graduate students

ONLY, can ton free

1-800-544-1574 ext 639 or

write P.O. Box 16493.

Chattanooga. TN. 37416

Order of

iDmcga:

GOOD DEALS 7 PERSONAL 10

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LEARNING
MORE ABOUT YOURSELF? BCI will open
your eyes to your jewishness - open house
at the Brandeis - Bardin Institute. Sunday.
March 16 t pm. Call Myla (818)348-7201.

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818)992-6966. (213)873-3303.

FREE 8

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays Women's
Clinic 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy. ' " *

CUTE puppy free Call (818)991-8607 ask
for Joan, or (21 3)553-8607 ask for Liz

PERSONAL 10

AT. I hope thi^notejMxnjKJDfiffi-Stniles
tcrygurTace (jolam. •;

HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority.

-Call 208-4008

'-»ROUP 9 orfginal music, experienced
:lub band available for an^ club function
Hot contempo rock, call piank Frank
(21 3)871-8667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun. frieridship. ^ Uehara
(818)840-8638. ^

RUSH THE DELTS
RUSH DINNER_
TONIGHT

PUBLIC NOTICE
The University of California, Los Angeles

(UCLA) and International Union of Operating
Engineers, Local 501 are preparing to begin
meeting and conferring under the Higher

Education Employer-Employee Relations Act
(HEERA) for a successor agreement to the
current agreement which is scheduled to

expire on April 30, 1986. Pursuant to Section
3595 of HEERA, public notice meetings will
be held as follows: lUOE, Local 501- March

12, 1986 from 11am to 12 Noon; UCLA
March 18, 1986 from 10am to 11am.

.

Both meetings will be held in the Conference
Roomatj126 Peter Ueberroth Building.

V-.

Applications

due Today at

5:00 P.M. in

the Dean of

Students Office

2224 Murphy
Hall.

Good Luck

ZBT and AAO
To the most

dedicated and
persevering
Greek Week
Duo on the

Row!!
More great

times ahead!!'^

ATA Fraternity

649 Gayley
Happy Hour: 5:00

Dinner: 6:00

Spring Rushees

Welcome
Coat and Tie

PERSONAL..... 10 PERSONAL....... 10

TKE-
Greek Week was Great!!
Thanks for making it so
fun!! We'll always be a
winning combination!!

Love-

CK

rjaU'
^ Spiritual Psyct)ic Reader

Tarot Cards it Horoscope Readings
By appt only Private &

(213) 85B-lSe9 Confidential

Beverly Hills

Advise on all matters of life

^
|l>Ct>l

NORTHERN
SUITES B-STERS
Rich, Mike, Craig. Geoff,

j

Mark, Dave. Dave, and

Dave (in spirit)

How Many Teams
Make it t6 the

Final Four?

Congratulations!!

-Your very Proud BIdg.

, r*— I
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LAE
PRE-

AND PARTY
WEDNESDAY MARCH

LITTLERUSHEES.

Congratulations to
Axn and AO's

Champion Dance
iJ^ _-:r Team -^

—

-

SISTERS.
RUSHEES

You guys are HOTHI

COCKTAILS DINNER
PARTY

LORI LEWIS AND
KELLEY CASE (KA)

1^ you did great at the

Rockalike! Congratulations

JANE (LORI)-2Dd PUccI
AOT- Yoar Kappt Deha

Slaters

"SIGMA pr~
The

exchange
was great!
We definitely

=«ron't "write-
—^-you ofPi—

r

Love,
AE<D

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
PRE-RUSH DINNER

TONIQHT
HAPPY HOUR 5:00^ .—H
Dinner 5:30

All Potential Spring
rushees welcome
Questions? =

RUSH CHAIRMAN:
Doug Cox 208-2037

THANKS for an exciting

GREEK WEEK and
exchange!!

The "Oaks** were the best and
volleyball was great!!

The Bros of ATA

Thanks for a
terrific Greek
Week. You

Seekingpatients for Calif.

State licensing exann.

dental exam-
filling, cleaning, or

crown for those qualifying.

Financial renumeration $.

(818)363-4444

Wendy Gruber (AE<t>)

Richard (LAM)
Congratulations on your
pinning! We wish you the

best.

Love, The Sisters of

»ooooooooooooo<coo»ooco>.

DELTA SEGMA PHI
Pre-Rush Dinner

All perspective rushees are invited

to attend our coat and tie dinner
Tonight! ^_____

THETAXI
Pre-Rush Dinner

Tonight!
5:30 Happy Hour
6:30 Dinner
followed by our "world renowned" slide show

Rush Chairmen:

Tim Haley 824-

1

77Sr Jeff Ortiz 208-9999

l_J^ I 1 1"1—I—I

—

r--r

Dear KA 85 Pledge Class- -^

The Dean even

approved of the

terrific Pledge/Active!

Thanks!

Love. KA Collegiates

.' . » .With a Cause (YOU!) I
'

I ! I

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,.. 12

Cocktails: 5:30pm
Dinner: 6:00pm

Special Guest Speaker: 6:30pm
If you have any questions

call Bruce Morgan,
Rush Chairman at 8240332

or 208 9247

-9^. >m!^. .>»ft^ >8K-- ;^K^. ,:>SK< >S9^. :^^»^ym^*:ism::mt<^m^)SK^

i

i

\kmf\ae-[jMQ Omehpm\os

^ssL House Manager-Marina ViMpando

Assi Pledge Schohr.-Barbara Murphy

AssL Pledge Social-Debby McFadden

Assi RituaiS'Rochel Minster

Assi Sodal-Anette Kittredge

Assi Treas. BooksMarti DeLong

Assi Treas, Resak-Gran Hodjian

Big Bro^Chmn.TerTi Randieman

CONGRATULATtONS TO
mm$S7Jr.Exec.Membm:

Historvin-Marybeth loyd

IntramitralsStephanie Arnold

Parltamentarian-DonnaMarie Gakinte

Picture ChmnrKathy Ckaison

Philanthropy-Betsy McCorkk

Pubbc Relations-Julie Kell

Rituals-Katherine Gallagh&

Sisterlink-Carol Diesel

Social Development-Joanne Lake

Song Chrmn.-Debbi Razo

NORMAL heafthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA $20
for 2 hours 825-0392

SPERM donor wanted FGE Medical
Clinic 820-0377— ——h
Wanted Patients age 14 and older with

diagnosed periodontal (gurn) disease to

participate in research project providing
periodontal care (monitoring, instruction,

x-rays, surgery) 825-9792 for appointment

WANTED Vounteers sensitive to food ad-
ditives or flavor enhancers to answer a
questionnaire. Answers will be used to.
select subjects tor a study Subjects"
selected will be paid $1 0.00.

LOST 17

FLUTE lost in Moore 100 on 3-6 Thursday
am. Armstrong Emeritus #74-4259, black
case. Please return to music dept. or call

478-7840. Reward

SALONS 21

^'SKK:>mf^.>sief^,::m<}mf^>mf^?s^
BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color 652-
5766.

RESEARCH RESEARCH
SUBJECTS ;12 SUBJECTS." 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank Up to $l00/week Minorities en-

couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases Treatment is free Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723,

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research
project at UCLA. 1 time only Earn $12 00
Call 825-0392

FREE haircut-need models for haircut
class at Japss ^air salon Call Masako at
271-1653

TOP beauty salon in Beverly Hills Looking
for female models from 18-25 yrs. for hair-
cuts, colors, perms Free of charge Every
Wednesday night. 5:30-930 Cristophe
Salon 348 N Beverly Dr 274-0851

HEALTH
-§ERVICES^....,,——..22

HEALTH
SERVICES .>:,.......,....... 22

GENITAL
WARTS?
Study being

conducted throughi

tt>e univefstty

center for

Infectuous
diseases. Treatment

Is free. Receive
SlOO

reimbursement
(213)206-6723

Tired?

Depressed?— Individuals•Group^
Couples•Family.
Fee: Sliding Scale

t7y^^ ?• ^B^^rington Call Open Paths
West L.A.

, (213) 398-7877

•jT- \
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SPERM-DONORS 19

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
Eiiropeaji Facials • Waxing

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 (iAYLEY AVE

.
WtSrvvooU VILLAGE

-H i.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity • New pet food com-
pany iooking for distributors. Earn $500-
$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990
call between 1-5 PM.

HELP WANTED 30

A secretary/bookkeeper needed. 60 plus

wpm accurately Computer & word pro-

cessing experience preferred. Westwood
Village. 15 hrs. Flexible. Dr. Frank 208-

5550.

ADVERTISING assistant. LA retail chain.

Graphics, PR, retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services, 3125 Western Avenue,
Seattle. WA 981 26

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$ 1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$ 10.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ATHLETIC-looking girls jn track & field,

swimming, gymnastics, tennis: $100/day
acting. Recording; (213)430-5431.

r/-

Asatotaat for

television based— PR Agency. $8/hr.—
20-25 hrs per week

~
Hours adjustable to fit

claiss schedule.

Advancement is

possible.(213)655-3656,

10am-6pm weekdays.

HELP WANTED ^o HELP WANTED ^0 HELP WANTED 30

*f.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be wed compensated Call
Victor 273-2463.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research program. Compensatk>n. Contact
Kim. 551-7965.

ATTORNEY needs receptionist w/good typ-
ing skills to work part-time. 9:30-12:30 M-
F. Some flexibility w/hrs. Call after 1 30
(213)550-7696.

BUSBOVS wanted. Lunch and/or dinner
shifts. 246 26th street. Santa Monica App-
ly between 5pm-6pm, Wedthrough Sun.

CASHIERS, waiters/waitresses to work at
a Dim Sum Cafe Preferably Tuesday
Thursday. 1 1 30-2:30. Call 4764162.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plus/week.
Full/part time. Top wages. Flexible hours.
Excellent working conditions. Friendly
people to work with. Benefits Call 828-
0664.

Clerk cashier $5-$7/hr. Hours to be ar-
ranged. 7-11 Food store. 630 Wilshire.
Santa Monica. Call Gene 10am-l2noori
(213)393-7330.

COMPUTER JOCK- versed in DBASE II.

framework, or symphony For programm-
ing and consulting for Beverly Hills Com-
pany. Flexible hrs. and compensation. Call
Greg 277-3275

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-
bean, Hawaii, World!! Call for guide,
cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x
UCLA Cruise.

DRIVER/MESSENGER full or part-time.
Familiar with greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurance,
copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto allowance. Call (818)906-
0899; (818)906-0763

DRIVERS needed to deliver balloons!
Wow!! Own car, flexible hours, hard work,
but fun job! Van owners & singers get-
extra $! Balloon Celebrations-10922 Le
Conte Ave. Wwood: (213)206-1 180.

EXTRA'S needed. Now casting attractive
Hfiodel types for movie & T.V. Creative
Casting: (818)784-0044.

ffT assistant for news coverage & office

work Japanese language helpful. Jifi Press
(213)488-0958.

Restaurar^t

HAMLET GARDENS
Become a part of a truly unique restaurant whose character
and ambience sets it apart from all others. Hamlet Gardens.
Westwood's new premiere restaurant and part of the trend-
setting Hamlet restaurant group, is seeking BUS PEOPLE.
We would like to give you the oppdrfunity To woTk fn a
restaurant ofc which you can be genuinely proud, while hav-
ing unparalleled earning, benefits and advancement potential.

Apply in person at: 1139 Glendon Ave., Westwood, 2-5pm,
Monday through Friday Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP wanted. Outgoing, energetic people
needed to fill all positions. Weekend and
eve. hours available. Apply in person.
Mann's Westwood Fourplex Theatre - 1050
Gayley Ave. or Manns National Theatre -

10925 Lindbrook.

MARKET-RESEARCH, coder's needed.
Require detail oriented person to code
market research surveys. Non-permanent
minimum 20hrs/wk in small Westside firm
477-8501 ask for Anna.

MOTION Picture and television Agency
wants intern Tuesday and Thursday after-
noons. Training in return for effort. Call be-
tween 9:30 and 12 noon -652-6033.

PART-TIME receptionist 8-1 must have law
office experience. $5.50/hr Call Kim at

652-501 5 after 1pm. .

PART-TIME receptionist. Good phone
voice. Light filing. $5.00/hr. Call after 3:00
pm. (818)990-3131.

PLEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK THROUGH JUNE 7:30-
8:30am. 2:300-3:30pm. M-F. MUST HAVE
CAR $50/WEEK. BEVERLY HILLS. 275-
6447.

It

PfT typist, good organizer, 15 hr. -week.
Advertising specializes company in Beverly
Hills. (818)343-1386.

PART-TIME temporary clerical position
available with international student ex-
change program, 12 hrs per week, $6/hr.
Requires basic typing, filing, and general
clerical skills; 382-9446

-»ffOFf$SIONAi-
PHOTOORAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Mal«/F«mal« Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming tottlons

foshlon, Commoricof, Tttootrlcal

CoN tor oppolntmont
(•1t)S0S-«6«0

HELP WANTED 30

Wanted for Studio -
Portrait$. Mu$t have

knowledge of .

photography & be
willing to learn.

Flexible hours.

Weekdays &
weekends. Call

Jackie 1 0-1.(M-F)

(213)477-5566

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk Dale 473-
8491.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRGs Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RE firm seeks PfT receptionist/secretary to

work M,W,F 12-5:30 pm. Must type 50
WPM, $7/hr. Contact RaeLynn. (213)820-
5151.

REAL Estate EXPO needs personable
salesperson to earn high commission sell-

ing booths. Jobs lasts for one month. Start

immediately. Hours flexible. Need own
transportation. Hurry and call (818)282-

4908 _^
RESPONSIBLE parties to interview public,

p/t kKal market research firm, flexible

hours, including weekends arnJ evenings.

Call Trisha (213)824-1811 for appt. be-

tween 1 -4pm MWF only.

SECRETARY receptionist wanted full-time.

$1 000 nice office environment 854-0466

FULL or part-lime pl>yeH>al therapy aid for HAHT-TIMC bookkeeprng Brokerage expe^
busy orthopedic practice in Beverly Hills.

Kiniesology student preferred. Call for ap-
pointment, a^k for Gtoria 550-0950.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred for busy Beverly Hills office.

CalK2 13)550-0950 ask for Teena.

GIRL Friday needed: Receptionist/General
office. Flexible hours. Must have pleasant
manner. 452-7677 Professor Lift.

HASHERS
208-4008

iSMALi. Santa Monica pubUshing^tlmr

rience. Inglewood. 5 hrs/week Non-smoker
$7/hr 477-1679

PART-TIME, Westwood- clerical/
messenger for financial advisers to enter-
tainment industry. Must have own car. 15
hrs/week $5/hr plus gas & mileage Start
April 7th (818)954-6164

PART-TIME persons wanted for phone
work in private club fun job. (213)854-
6491. 12pm-9pm.

Models Waiit<
for award winning

student photograpfier.

. Prints for pay.

Ask for Melissa.

12 131 310-9082

for Alpha Phi sorority. Call

PART-TIME secretary for mornings. Must
have law office experience and good typ-
ing skills Call Kim at 652-50 15.

Restaurant

A NEW HOT SPOT IN ENCINO
A brand new restaurant is about to open in the heart of Encino. It's

going to feature the finest food and drinks, a fun atmosphere and
great service. You can be part 6i the action. We are currently look-

ing for:
— ..-

^ r Ti -Mill

• Waiters/Waitresses • Bus People
• Cashiers '

If you've got restaurant experience, entftusiasm and the desire to

make our newest location a hit, apply in person at 14156 Magnolia,

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423, Monday-Friday, 9-1 1am. Equal Oppor-

tunity Employer.

Guys in their 20*s

just like you are

making $25,000/

year, part-time,

$50,000 and more

full-time. Are you

hard-working and

reliable? Do you

want to earn more

big money? Call us, we
will train you and

give you an

nitV to canr

money in direct

sales. Call today,

ask for Mr. Lake

(213) 932-0575

needs part-time students to do clerical

work. Please call (213)452-9616.

SUMMER day camp needs enthusiastic,

high-energy people wIh) have experience
working with children Positk>ns available:

Counselor/driver; Specialists in gym-
nastics, nature, arts & crafts, dance,
horseback riding, and WSI swim instruc-

tors For application, call 472-7474.

TEACHERS/ED MAJORS. Would you con-

sider a permanent job as GOVERNESS-
type live-in for great MAUI home with 3
young children? Send qualifications to L.A.

Lucy. 845 Front St. Lahaina. Maui. HI

96761(808)661^4811

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Opportunity. $7
per hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commission. 4 to 6 hrs per day. Part-time/

full-time. Call Mr Davidson. 8am-1pm.
(213)930-1891. .

TELEPHONE Survey 5-9pm. M-TH, $5/hr

call Tom (213)459-7578

responsible Live- in Team Leader with
high energn^, stamina, physical

strength, and good sense of humor.
Experienced in both physical and

household care to provide At Home
Support to an active quadriplegic

Businessman and his wife. Full Time
with flexible daytime hours. Excellenr^
Salary plus Room and Board. Private
room in beautiful WLA home. Fluent
Endish/Cood driving record/ Kitchen
skills and references desired. Will also

consider a couple.

^^^^(2l3)W^e^^^^^^

r^% ^P ^n ^P ^n ^P ^F ^^ *i^ *^ '^ T^ *j^ ^r^ 3f^ *^*

Bed-n-Bath
New Hirrina

Unique fast paced Retail Store now
hiring Full and Part-Time Cashier/

Fill la yo«r week
wMi extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists.

clerks, receptionists.

word processors. & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONMEL
Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656

^M|»MM«ri«HB«B^H

Sales and btock persons. Irhm^diate

openings and flexible hours to fit"

"^ :|e 3fc 9fc 9|c 3K 9|c 9|c :|c :|c a|c 9|c4c 3|cs|c#

TICKETS
Restaurant & Bar
Now interviewing for

experienced
personnel for late

almost any scheduler-

March employment.
(cooks, sq^tee &

broiler. sak3d persons,

food servers.

', hostesses,

buspersons. &
dishwashers).

'^>

Call Mr. Coleman: 820-0938

Apply in person:
lllSOOIympteBlvd

(tobtoy)

at the Son Diego
Freewdy

2-5pm Thursdays
8t Frkjays

10arTv2pm Saturc

^
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HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

UCLA Football is looking fof UCLA student
volunteers wtw are interested in a career
in collegiate athletics. Call 82^-6699 Ask
for football.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT ......49

WANTED part-time. Secretary^ X>i| perma-
nent basis. Typing, letter writing light

bookkeeping. Salary open, parking provid-
ed Good location Shorthand or speed-
writing desireable. Phone for appt 272-
8437.

17 yr old high school senior boy needs to
live w/ mature student who can function as
Big Brother & provide supervision, arwd

socialization. Salary open 394-30 1 0.

$40 EACH for two people to lift and
transport chest. Approx 2 hours on
Thru?day March 13 and l^onday March
17. $20 m>re if you have van. Call: Dr.
Lehman 393-0800.

$5/hour plus bonuses for telephone
qualifier. 3 shifts, M-F. 8 AM-12 PM.
12:30-4:30 pm. 5-9 pm. Contact Jim Buch
or Jim Eskey at 477-401 7. Call for appt.

$5 PLUS PER HOUR RETRIEVE ARTI-
CLES FROM UCLA LIBRARY COM-
PUTER A PLUS. REPLY: INFO PLOSION
729 WASHBURN AVE TEANECK. *N.J
07666.

TECHNICAL TYPISIt
/JOB. EVES/ WKKENDS QIC

NEDOWNaiTtaC TYP/

WOfiO^DOOSSOft (PRINTER)

ACCURAa OVER SPEED

(SOWPMOK) TYPE NO EOS.,

M/T SPACING MUST BE GAGED
TO AUOW FOR THEM. BOTH

VERTCAUY AND HORUONTAUY
DU DAnS Sn BY XX.nASH

PHOPOSf VR PMCMG FOAMUA
SUBMn 2/3 SAMPUS ft BRKF RfSUME TO
MOOGAN. 3624 LONG VlfW VUY BO

: ^ so. CA 91423

HOUSE ROOM AND BOARD
FOR RENT....... 55 ^^PEXCHANGE HELP....62

UNFURNISHED/ single. Wilshire $455/
mo, Kitchen Charming older building
659-0370. M-F Mickey

WEST LA. 2 bedroom. 2 bath, available
March 15th. $950/month 473-4840

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

ATHLETE/Sales. Experience- assistant
manager and full-time salesperson needed
for Westside's best athletic shoe and ap-
parel store. Let your athletic background
help you succeed at Front Runner's Pay
commeserate w/experience. Apply in per-
son. 470-4141

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-in
allowance, furnished singles Patio,
elevator. A/C. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485^
managed by Moss & Company.
2Tbedroom, 2-bathroonfr $1150. Best WLA
location Cai^pet. drapes, built-ins,
fireplace, sunkin tub. view, security, park-
ing/building. pool, sauna. 479-5672.

$575. 1 bedroom apt. Pool, security, lower
Beverly Hills adjacent. 874-2569 .

$760 Culver City. 2-bedroom, 2-bath. nice
view/area. Built in drapes, carpet 826-
6907. •

01>ay
Efliployai«at Ag«acy

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries * Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215. after hrs. 393-6865

BACK office person needed in fast-paced
chiropractic office. Must be energetic and
personable Will train. Contact Sara 658-
8661.

N-
Easy extra income! $500/$ 1000 possible
Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc., Dept LA2. 100 E

' Hillcrest Blvd Suite 209, Inglewood, CA
90301

GOVERNMENT Jobs $16,040-$59.230/yr
^Now hiring. Call (805)687-6000 ext. R-
10105 for current federal list.

•STUDEWTS AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

T V̂ot
Temporaries, inc.

I 1850 Wilshire Blvd., WLA
555 E. Ocean Blvd., Long Bch

f21S>M1-S220
^Secretarial, »^Receptiorxst.

^Typists, 'Accounting,

--—
' •^ Data/Word Processors.

.T and other o/fice support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

"I DONT KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212.

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

WESTWOOD VIliAGE

GRAND OPENING

J50.00 CASH lOMUS

BABYSITTER needM, some evenings.
non-smoker, 3-yr. old (213)838-8883

CHILDCARE 2:45-5:45, Tues.-Fri. 2 weeks
on, 2 weeks ofi Must have car $4.00/hr.
Near Sunset/Barnngton 476-5885

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

.
if you rrtove In between

March 10-31

BRAND NEW APT. BUILDING
• 1 bdmn from 925 CX)
• 2 txjm from 1225.00
•Roof deck
•Spo
• Gated Goroge
• Rreplaces

'

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENnRTAINMiNT
Public Relations

intern at celebtlty public

relations Arm. No pay
but great opportunity to

learn arxj gain experi-
"" erce. Call SorOa at

C;21 3)276-6400 j

Apartments available $690/up Kelton
Towers-5l5-Kelton. 208-1976.

APARTMENT for lease. New carpet,
drapes, ref., stove Water paid Near V.A.
shuttle 478-1705

10980Wellwortri
2 biks south of Wilshire, 1 bik

east of Vetaran

213/479-6205

%^

GORGEOUS 1-bedroom, l-bathroom,
hardwood floors Spa in unit. UCLA.
Close.$895 00 479-6981

SINGLE, pool, parking Block from cam-
pus/Village Utilities paid $500 10966
Roeblmg Aye. 208-4253.

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

1-BEDROOM, immaculate Modern freshly
decorated, ckwe to campus. $825-$895.
Also singles, same location. $650/mo.
Contact manager at 208-2730.

$795 LARGE 1-bed w/parking. Nice view.
Walk to UCLA & Village. 729 Gayley Ave.

-% 208-8798

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

LF. latcnM -a two year extra curricular career

development program in the growing field of

compensation and benefits-is now considering appli-

cants for 1986-88 internship opportunities.

Successful candidates work in full-time paid positions with

area or national firms during the two summers before

.graduation and attend required educational seminars in

' Uis Angeles during the academic year.

I.F. latenM is for the energetic sophomore seeking to

channel adademk excellence toward valuable business

experience. All majors invited to apply. Students need not

=^ declare a career choice to qualify. Minimum 3.0 GPA

—

required. Deadline^or

application is March 15. 1986.

BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious, 2-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove. No pets.

$980/mo Only charging 1 mo rent, securi-

ty/cleaning to n>ove in. 678-6648 .

EXCELLENT Westwood location. 1

bedroom for $675/nx) Call Mike at 824-
9925.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

Additional information available from Student

Employment. Placement and Career Planning Center,
~ or directiy from:

Elaine Hutchinson, Regional Director

I.F. INTERNS
International Foundation of Employee Benefits Plans

1 1966 Woodbine Los Angeles, CA, 90066
213-397-5627

(The International Foundation is a

nonprofit educational organization)

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
8urrour>ded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, dose to everything. (818)
785-9865.

EXECUTIVE Salt Lake duplex. Weekly
rates, near four ski resorts, furnished,

sleeps 8. (801)966-7986.

APARTMENTS
"~

TO SHARE .54

M/F - private bedroom, share bath. WUV,
pools. Jacuzzi, non-smoker. $395/mo. 202-
7777. ^
M/F Grad. student preferred. Large
bedroom, private full bathroom in a nicely

furnished 3-bedroom security condiminium
in Wl-A. $450/month. Non-smoker 826-
5970.

TWO professional women will share with
same Lovely, spacious. 3-bedroom, SM
apartment, over 25. non-smoker $300/
month. 829-1115.

$385/mo., near bus, good t}each

J92-2009 after 1 1 pm and before 9 am.
Call

3 bedroom, 2^/2 bath, unfurnished large
house Westwood. walking distance to

campus. Beautiful garden. 3 months or

more lease. $2400/month. (213)935-0712.

ROOM and board in exchange for

housekeeping and child care, close to

campus, small salary day8-556-3025.
Carol

HOUSE ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP...,63

CHARMING Sherman Oaks 2-br.. 1-ba..

huge den. Faculty home south of Ventura
Blvd. Easy commute to UCLA. 825-3320.
(818)995-4407.

VIEW view view! $3000 bonus to buyer.

Gorgeous townhouse. near beach w/2
t}ed/loftyden. 3 baths and private sundeck.
Big kitchen. Security building. Many
upgrades, lovely decor Move-in condilton

$187,000 Sheri- Fred Sands Realtors even-
ings 473-6156. days 391-6721. (to receive
tx)nus. you must ask for Sheri)

WONDERFUL townhouse. heart of
Westwood, 2-bedroom. 2V2 bath, mint-

condition. $275,000. 540 Kelton Coldwell
Banker, Anne Ruby. 451-5471 ,476-6981

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

SUMMER housing needed for out of town
summer associates. June 1 -August 10

Please contact Jane Mika; Buchalter,

Nemer, Field, Chrystie, ar>d Younger:
(213)626-6700.

2nd y»ar Low Sfud^nft
n—d Wetttlcto housing
from opproxlmotely
June through August.
Contoct Donno Francis
=of Wymon, Boufi«r=

SECRETARY needed in exchange for

room. 15 hrs./week Typing, filing, phones.
Secretarial experience a must. 276-4000.

ROOM
FOR RENT ..'. 64

FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-
change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room. Lovely West LA home. $100/
mo. Sylvia. Eve (213)478-7042

PRIVATE room and full bath m spacious
condo, garden setting, security bidg. Pool/

Jl^cuzzi. underground parking, female,
non-smoker. Available immediately. $475
plus 1/2 utility. Call Susan (213)274-5513.

PRIVATE, quiet room, bath, light kitchen
priveledges. graduate student or
employed, non-smoker. San Vicente Blvd.

Santa Monica near beach. $375/month.
395-2141. Cain -8 pm.

551-3457 A.fJ^.P.

REAL ESTATE 61

WESTWOOD North Village, 6 units pride
of ownership Pristine condition. Excellent

owner/user Principals only. Broker Russ/
Max 828-5683

ROOMMATES ...65

MALE/female grad/professional share 2-

br./2-ba Vince walkstreet house.
Fireplace, garage, security. No pets, ,nOn-

smoker. $450 plus 1/2 utilities. 306-5171.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

since 1971 Westwood. (2l3)470-3i3^_ot.
Sherman Oaks (81 8)789-6064. ^
—

c

—

^

——^—

.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 3-bedroom
house in Mar Vista. 15 min. to UCLA. Call

Gisela after 7pm at 313-2714.

SPRING quarter roommate: luxury 2-

t)edroom. 2-bath, across street from cam-'
pus, parking $387 824-9902

$400.00 male only Three's Company.
Room .w/ patio in condo. Beverly Hills

area $400 00 deposit Available im-
mediately. Jane 277-4584

No use coming to help me now
Vve learned my lesson,

anyhow!
Believe me, once I get unposted

From all this paper I have
wasted,

VII try no other crazy caper,

VII read the Want Ads in
^^

ffie paper,

And, if I fail to fmd help there.

That's still no reason to

despair —
Mom $ays youve never really tried

Until youWe run a Classified!

V

^
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ROOMMATES 65

nrt

'cr^
UCLA DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath with
3 others $300/month. Parking Walk to
campus Call 825-5858 days; 824-5869 or
824-4886 evenings.

FEMALE . roommate needed to share 1-

bedroom, apartment in Westwood, $337/
month Call 824- 1340 ^

FEMALE share 1 bedroom, close to UCLA
$265./month, pool, security -building, park-
ing. Available April 1 . Taylor. 478-3579

»

FEMALE needed. Share room 2-bedroorTf.

2-bathroom aartment. 5 minute walk to

campus 824-1814.
,

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
t>edroom in a WLA apartment $240/
month. Call 477-1244.

FITNESS-minded female to share half of

2-bedroom apartment $365 Dave. 826-
2825,485-2721

SUBLET 66

BEAUTIFUL 2 Bdrm./2 Bath Apartment
Available for Sub-lease June through

August. Fully furnished, equipped
W^estwood location $1.000/month plus

utilg 473-9573.—: : ri- ^ H"- : ^
SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away thi6 summer. Second year

law students clerking w/our firm need
westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext. 587 before 4:00 at Manatt,

Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunpey & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents' working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-

nished apartments. May-September
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan.
(213)680-2222.

TERRIFIC one-bedroom, furnished, securi-

ty. A/C. pool. Adjacent UCLA $950/month
Responsible female only. 454-9542.

CONDOS
FOR RENT 69

MOVERS 94

LARGE WLA condo: 2-bedroom, 2-bath,
security building, close to campus $1250
')55-67l0
Br —^

.^

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for
lowest rate available Completely equip-
ped. experienced Call anytime 392-1 108

JERRYS moving & delivery The Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable Jerry (21 3)391 -5657

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

TYPINGAVORD .

PROCESSING 100

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro. serious
students only, please Aircraft rental (818)
344-0196

}

INSURANCE 91

1

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

EdMas * Typlag
Published author/editor

with IBM/PC
Will finish your thesis

elegantly and economically
213-396-019S

••••••••••••••••••••»
ONI DAY vrwmm

ProfeMJofKH wTtter wm BA In

Engllih w« type and edH term
poperi, tt^Mes, icrtpti, rMumec,
•to. Or ecHttng only. Ovw 25
veori experterx:*. Woctwood

VlQoe BM Oekvwy
624-2853 or 824-5111

^4

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST BRUIN PRO-
GRAI^." (818) 992-6966, (213) 873-3303

•K- AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE 11
SPECIAL ^

Colleoe Student PrograffT ~*
Free Quote ^

Ask for Marvin Gelb #
(213)822-1221 ¥>

•Jf-

•X-

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

TUTORING
OFFERED.. 98

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus, algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA
$20/hr. 828-4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help?. Reasonable rates
(213)935-7592.

EXPERT, individualized tutoring by cer-
tified tutor Test preparation (GRE, LSAT,
GMAT. etc) Academic subjects. 824-
7179 •

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?
Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

PERSONAL
SERVICES...

GERMAN/French major available for tutor-
ing students in years 1-3. Call Cory 824-
2423 or 208-91 18.

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

im.'^i*^ * ^'®^" y°^' ^f<^ semi-softono soft contoct lenses v,nie you wolf»etum your contacts to like new" corv
attlon. Feel and see befter

S^iJ^Sfli L'^i
Westwood Bd. 208- 3011.

Valiaated Partclng-2C% Oft with TN» Ad

SUBLET... 66

HOUSING NEEDED-
Century City law firm needs

furnished sublets for law students
this summer- May-Aug., May-Sept,

May-indefinitely. Please call

Kevinn Villard or Ileene Berman at

(213) 201-4526

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

O'MELVENY <i MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested In

subletting your furnished
apartment any tinne

from May to August,
& possibly /2 of

September, our law
students will be needing

tiousing. Please Call:

RECRUITINO OFnCE
669-6539or662^6046

^

HEADSTART
Make arrangements

now to sublet your

apartment for the

summer, ^e have a

number of terrific law

students who need a

summer home in Los

Angeles. If you would

like a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvarado at (213)

489-4000 Ext. 465 .

and save yourself all

'-—that worry at the=
end of May.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH, EDITING! PhD IN Ef^GLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS FAST SER-
VICE! (61 8)796-8334

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

206-4353.

HOUSEKEEPER/Babysitter wants work 1-2

days/week. Call 471-1567.

I will videotape your recital, party, gig, etc.

VHS or Beta. Special $15/hr. plus tape.

(213)665-1707

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette

or birthday party- we make it special. John
(213)559-4069

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/development/production. Any re-

quirement (2113)671-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
books, articles, manuscnpts, proposals;
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal
(818)760-3149.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (2 1 3)474-03 1 3. __„..-:_-..

Bear*B Editing and
WHting Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big

or Too Small
•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213) 837-8292

f^
cM̂ !¥Jovo

St

V^et
cV\^o^

* end of May. ^

r Your On-Campusil
35inin Specialist

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

BEAUTIFUL, bright designer, very large,

1-bedroom. 1-bath condo in one of Doheny
Drive's nicest buildings, is offering this

penthouse for sale or lease-option Seller

bought another home. Agent Julie Jordan
478-4111. ^^___
WESTWOOD large upgraded 1-bedroom.
1-1/2 bath condo; security building, walk to

UCLA Call agent. 277-5571

.

'1

k

We're your complete 35mm
specialist. The Studio carries a
full line of Fuji and Kodak film

for .any lighting condition.

When you've finished shoot-

ing, we'll process your film

overnight in full-frame, large

format or twin prints. Profes-

sional photographers are on
staff to answer any of your
technical questions.

C/WPUS PHOTO STUDIO
1st Fl Kerckhoff Rm 150 • Mon-Fh 8:30-5:30, Closed Sat-Sun • 2064M33 JL

MATH tutoring- elementary through
calculus. Tough made easy Call Bruce
(816)505-9927

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?
Establish your portfolio today. Call Linda's
Photography Studio. (213)278-5063
Low,low pricesM*

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint
business Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349

MOULTONS Tutorial Service. Professional
tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses. CBEST prap.. experienced staff

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291-3158.

J PATIENT TUTOR J^MATH (arlthnnetic through J
calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS, J,

J Engineering, geadinyT- Qiuiiu^ :

Jnnar. Study Skills. Work with a*
•K tutor who knows the subject J

well, and can patiently pres- J
J ent the material in a variety of ^
J ways. You will also leajn the "If

.^proper way to study to*
achieve confidence and self-

J

J reliance, FOR FREE INFORfVIA-*

J TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-4
r 6463. -f

EXPERT typing/professidnai editingMerm
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable Available for all types of stu-
dentwork Raymond Thomas 876-3376.

FAST accuarate, IBM Selectric. close to
campus Call Barbara 826-9714.

-r—

FAST dependable typing/word processing,
$1 99/page. Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343 (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-
er. Transciiption. resumes, UCLA disserta-
tion format Rush jobs welcome $2.00/
page and up Near UCLA..473-25bO.

MARIA'S word processing-dissertations,
thesis, term papers, etc. @ $1 50/page.
256-5175 or 206-1486(ask for Maria Ortiz).

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-
sional Low rates, high quality Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (2 1 3)653-3600.

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723

TYPING. Fast and Accurate. $1 25/page
Susan 454-7945. before 9:00 pm
WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS
WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,
short papers IBM PC reasonable rates.
_Kathryn 939-4303^^

I'

WORD processing/laser printer 1 block
from campus Can type anything- fast, ac-
curate. dependable- anytime 824-3571

15:

School Papers, Resumes
overnight, while you wait

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, SM

TUTORING
NEEDED.. 99

SPANISH tutor to English as a second
language students. Two times per week.
Salary negotiable. Call Maggie (616)840-
5865. days.

¥
¥
¥

Loncc*s
One Da
and IBH Word

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

iLrtttnlSCMwUCU
trUDBfT^QiMimTY DBCOUai ¥

J98-04S5 }9I-318S

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM 7 days Type,
transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.. rushes welcome: WLA;
Marian; 39 1-3622

A Better Paper Writehand Word Process-
ing. Call Lois at 828-84 10

FOR RENT 101

GARAGE torfent. storage only, residerilial
area $95/mo plus $15 non-refundable
cleaning fee 475-7066

MUSIC LESSONS 102

A-JET speed typist Rush projects no pro-
blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,
reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2890.

A quality word processing IBM PC, IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-
tations, one day service, $1.50/page. WLA,
Myung. 397-6344

i i ^_—.

ACADEMIC word processing Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947 Call
noon-6pm.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING.
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR
SPELLING. GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY
SANDY (213)479-3719.

APPLE and I word processing MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu. 10-8pm $1 50-$2.25.
Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

3904588.

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes
Pick tip/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former solo
flutist ^ston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, Boston Pops, is accepting pupils.
669-5324 .-

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano New
Brentwood location Openings now
available All ages, all levels Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

r

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consctencious,
dependable, IBM Dissertations, theses,
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar Edith 933-1747

BEAUTIFUL typing, most conscienctious.
dependable, IBM. Dissertations, theses,
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates Darlene

.

EDITOR, PhD Many years' 'manuscript
experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels, non-fiction.

(213)393-9109.
'

ELITE Word Processing - best rates of-

fered - professional service, terms, disser-

tations, manuscripts, etc.. pick-up delivery.

204-5274.

My dining chairs

(oQk to f/i0 cor«j

Worenf my ffy/e anym^^rw
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MUSIC LESSONS 102 TRAVEL 105 AUTOS FOR SALE...m AUTOS FOR SALE...H!
Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available Jean 476-4154.

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fusion,
rock. jazz, etc Call Bruce. (818)505-9927!
Excellent references!

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

GO CLUB MED to Mexico; Cancun, Playa
Blanca, Ixtapa. CaH Group Travel NOW!
MaryAnn (213)829-0828

SPRING Break Save $ world wide. Lowest
airfares. 25-75% ofl'-tfotels/motels

'

(818)989-3123

RESUMES 104

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that wilt get it for you
Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES. $12/pg.. computerized typeset/
lazer printer, typing & word processing
Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-
8091.

BUICK Skylark- 1981, Air-con. AM radio,
power steering, brakes. 72.000 miles
(818)905-8654

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $4 throught
the U.S. Government? Get the facts to-
day! Call 1-312-742-1 142. Ext 8147.

MUST sell Dodge Colt/Mitsubishi, 1983,
40,000 m. $3250/obo. excellent condition
Dwight 478-1 195.

1970 Ghia auto, stick, new parts, runs
great $1650. 399-5450.

1970 VW Bug Runs great, new tires

Rebuilt engine $1100 moving - must sell
470-2755 '.. ~- -----^

'

=^^^ •Hesumes^
•Career Guidance*
• Typing/Editing*

-it Low-cf>3t tV Proven results ^

I
-Ci Free Consultation -ft

'" Call ACCESS
(213)477'3641

Convenient WLA Location

ArXxV V C>1^*«***«««*»«««»««,»«« XV/J

From

LONDON $478

AMSTERDAM„....$495

BANGKOK $83S

IRELAND $449

HONG K0NG„...$«70

* Some Restrictions A)3ply

EuroH passes
Issued on the spot

1971 VOLVO 142S runs
transportation, good shape.
Call evenings 275-1802.

well, good
$900/obo

QUESTIONS ABOUT
TRANSPORTA TION/CREDIT?
Call a student for help! Instant

G.MA.C credit for 2 & 4 yr

Grads on new GM cars.

Also available -

Buy/Sell/Trade/Lease new/used
cars. Lee 208-3407

TRAVEL 105

1971 VOLKSWAGON Superbeetle Ex-
cellent condition New tires, new weather
stripping Pale yellow $2500 208-8671
Nancy 10-4pm.

1973 AUDI lOOLS; auto, am/fm stereo
cassette, air; sharp! $1200. 391-1113
evenings.

1973 164E Volvo sedan Safe, depen-
dable, looks great Reasonable $1600.
Sarah (213)825-4563. evenings
(818)909-9149.

1974 Datsun B-210. New paint, upholstery,
cfuth, transmission, battery, etc. Must sell.

$800 firm. Jay 824-0368 -^-- - !

1975 FIAT 128 Spider convertible; new
paint. $900: 820-7207.

1075 OLDS Delta Convertible, AM/FM
cassette, power everything, 67K miles,

great shape. $2195. (213)275-9727.

1975 Toyota Corolla, excelent condition.

$800 or best offer. Call 651-1731 after

5pm.

1976 Convertible superbettle VW, Yellow
w/black top Rebuilt W/15K. Runs great.
Original owner w/all work receipts. $3900
leave message 459-6657

1977 Porsche-924 4-speed. sunroof, mint
condition, must sell. $4700/obo. Call Chris
202-8605.

RIDES OFFERED 115

^ SHARE driving/gas money to New York.

Boston. Wash DC. My car leaving April

13.14.15. (617)566-3475 Call between 4

and 7 pm.

WANTED 118

1975-1980 American make six cylinder,

good condition Runs well. Will pay $1200
or less. 206-0224.

MOPEDS 119

SUPER VALUE fVT FROM LAX TO:
NEW YORK from $236
CHICAGO fmm $196
MIAMI from $238
HAWAII ...from $239
LONDON from U99
FRANKFURT from $589
PARIS/AMSTERDAM from $599
TOKYO from $579
TAHITI ,.... from $579
CRUISE. 7-days from $599
SKI EUROPE. from *999

CHARTERS, TOURS. CRUISES.
RAILPASSES. CAR. AND HOTEL

RESERVATIONS
CALL 208-4444 M-F 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1 100 GLENDON 02025

1978 MUSTANG, bright red with
removable T-top. German V6 with 4 speed
stick. Autoreverse casette. air conditioning,
mora Must see. Call Jeff 209-5476 even-
ings.

1979 FIESTA Sport. Air-conditioning.
Needs work(brakes and clutch) but runs.

$400 obo. 391-3146

1980 HONDA Civic: automatic dutch, new
fm/am stereo, new brakes, runs perfect.

(818)788-7399 $2500/obo.

1980 Plymouth Horizon, AM/FM cassette.
Low miles, very clean, new battery/radials.

Must see $2195 (213)382-71 1

1

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5. liftback. 5-

speed. AM/FM stereo cassette, A/C, low
mileage. Excellent condition $4200 654-
szsn

HONDA Spree: basket, cover. $180 cash.

Firrn. Neal (213)836-2671 evenings,

NEW Honda Spree (Red). j.ess than 200
miles, best offer. 209-2459 (Vince)

SCOOTER- '85 Honda Aero-50 Less than

50 miles on her. Must sell. $700. 459-

7810.

$160 VESPA CIAO Moped with helmet,

basket, gas can, lock and cable, moving.

must sell. (213)478-2244

'85 Yamaha Riva 180Z Beautiful Black

with gold pinstripes. Like new. only 550
miles. Was $1800 new, best offer. 275-

8150.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175 Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150 Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195, Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5 95/yard. 393-2338.

\
- 8 <
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SAIL AWAY
THIS WINTER
CRUISES:
Mexico S.S. AZURE SEAS from $395
West Indies WIIMDJAMMER SCH(3t)IMER from $450
Caribbean MARDI GRAS from $975

CLUB MED HOLIDAYS:
Guaymas Mexico from S550 includes Airfare

Eleuthra Bahamas from $420
Bora Bora Tahiti ...from $735

1980 Toyota Celica. Excellent condition,
bright red. 5-speed. stereo, air. new
perellies. Julie 654-7002.

1980 VW Rabbit, excellent condition.
$2900 obo (818)509-3026 or (213)473--

1484. ask for Cindy.

1982 Nissan Sentra. standard 5-spd,
queen, stereo, new tires. $4000 obo 851-
9564

FURNITURE 126

FULL size sofa bed. perfect condition.

$250. Teak desk/Dresser combo. $175,
assorted tables. Private party. (213)473-
5252.

All prices include all meals, accommodations, entertainment and * *

activities, some airfare...
[

^
STOP BY AND SEE US - WE'RE YOUR

_ _ ^ OINKAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI
YOUR ON-CAMPUS

> . - TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 8 30-6. sat 11-3
^Qi ix^l a/> A-Level.Ackerman Union _^^ :

^I^/^^^^L^Tr Prices subject to change without notice limited avoilobility

>SO0COOaQO0000O04

hcsve
IQ real thing
.i money

1983 Cfievy S-10 Blazer. 4 wD. V6. 5-

speed. MAGS, Original Owner. Car cover.
excellent. $8700. 454-6723.

1985 VW Cabriolet Convertible Red. load-
ed, alarm, warranty. Must sell immediately
$10.900.(818)701-9751.

'69 Chevrolet Impala convertible. Silver/red
interior. Full power, immaculate.
"American Ragtop Classic." $5500 obo
(213)828-7000.

69 Datsun 510 wagon, stick shift, new
tires, brakes. Must sell. $500. Call
Stephanie. 836-7626.

•71 VW Bug for sale ASAP Clean, fun^
runs'great. $1300 obo. Sally 277-8188.

"73 BMW 2002 tii, fuel-injection. 4-speed.
sunroof, good condition, $6000 obo
(213)829-5833.

'74 Beetle convertible. Like new. Starving
artist sale. $320 (2l3)e22-0525/Karen

'78 VW. Rabbit Great transportation.
Looks ugly - runs great New engine, plus.
$1950 obo. (213)828-7000.

'79 Scirocco. Xint condition, platinum gray,
air-conditioning, radio. 4-spd. low-miles-
58M $3495 (818)789-7727 eves.

'80 Mazda RX-7 loaded, must sell. $5300
obo. 452-6731

.

QUEEN size bed. matching dresser and
desk, like new. $200 Eves and weekends
call (213)821-9547.

^ tV MATTRESSES ^ ^
All n<rw hotel yg\s i^uaranterd

Twin Srt $50
Full Set 168
Queen Set $88
KingSrt $98
New ,5 piece bedroom set $118
New full size or queen sleeper $t39^
New sofa and love seat $159
lOak Finish coffee tables. $20
End Tables..,..^..,^,.^„...^,^.„.,...$15

Lamps $7
THE WAREHOUSE

397-5030

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

i^\

you know the value of Classified

Advertising! You know
the easy, low cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money
saving purchases.

'

Enfby saving .

money? Let ""7

Classified make it

happen!

BRUIN =
CLASSIFIED
ADS

"81 Jetta. 2-dr.. automatic. A/C. alloys.
white/beige, extra nice $4.500. 208-7725.

'81 Rabbit convertible, air. am/fm cassette,
excellent condition. Must sell. $7000 obo
(818)761-2757.

'82 Mazda 626. auto. air. AM/FM. 31k. ex-
cellent condition. $4985 obo. (818)340-
8562

DISKETTES SSDD 52< DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120
Tele. (213)479-0345.

MACINTOSH 800K external drives. Major
brand. New w/warranty. Works on all

Macs. $270. Call Richard 876-2558 for
demo.

^U£k.i

'84 BMW 31 8i. 5-speed. superb, grey/
beige, warranty, alarm, best offer Eric
552-0822.546-6266.

^

P«taUttl« ^.RoMaaccIa
y<Nur Ufa. Driv«• Alfa

Roatao froaa...

Bavariy Hilla Alfa
3«74 S. Robcrtaoa at

// Natioaal
^ (213)559.7706

,'"0or'. rstn a Cicisi'^'r.'/ a<i,"

You said —
YOU'D 5ci' fSr ov. •.

We'd I-.'. <.;^>, iv uheadf
Woll, tve i'.'.li huvc tii9 cows

And o Ci'v/ise reservation,

Too Ictv to cancel for our

Long p'c-t-ied vacation;

'^he few centi we "saved"
Might iiof have been bad

If w*i hadn't lost all

'> Os the sense that we iioc/'

/

1^.
r-H

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE.,> ii 14

HONDA Magna 700 1984 2400 miles, li-

quid cooled, shaft drive, helmets included
$2000. 393-9398 Carl.

YAMAHA XT 250. St-legal dirt bike. '81.

12m. red. $550. Call Gerhard. 6-7pm
474-9207. ^^^^^
1974 Yamaha 350-RD 2 stroke, excellent
condition 12.000 miles, bookrack. fairing
manual $550 (213)4670552

\ MR
SALE

©

i> *

-*-» .

'¥

The weekend in

UCLA sports

Basketball

UCLA (65)

Jackson 1-4 0-0 2, Miller 6-16 6-8
18. Haley 0-2 0-1 0, Hatcher 11-16
0-0 22, Richardson 4-13 0-0 8, Gaines
4-5 1-1 9, Morris 0-1 0^0 0, Palmer

- 1-3 0-0 2, Jortes 0-1 1-2 1, Bufler 1-1
1-2 3, Dunlap 0-1 0-0 0, Rochelin 0-1
0-0 0. Totals 28-64 9-14 65
OREGON (80)

Balderston 7-12 4-6 18, Taylor 5-10
13-16 23, Adams 6-14 7-10 19
Mouton 4-8 2-2 10, Osborn 3-6 2-4 8 ^

Girley 0-1 0-0 0, Kyei 0-0 0-0 0, Ran-
niger 0-2 0-0 0, Deuster 1-1 0-0 2
Senior 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 26-54 28-38
80.

Halftime—Oregon 40, UCLA 33.
Fouled out—UCLA Hatcher, Haley.
Rebounds— UCLA 33 (Haley 9),
Oregon 35 (Adams ,16). Assists—
UCLA 13 (Richardson 6), Oregon 16
(Taylor 6). Total fouls — UCLA 31,
Oregon 16. Technicals— UCLA
Miller. Oregon, crowd, team. A—
9,074.

Track

100— 1) Marsh (UCLA) 10.64
(wind aiding 0.5 MPS); 2)
Anderson (UCLA) 10.70.
200— Powell (UCLA) 22.07
(wind against 1.0 MPS). 400 _
Everett (UCLA) 47.06. 800—
Phillips (UCLA) 1:51.49.
1,500— Crewe (UCLA)
3:55.12. 5,000— Butler
(UCLA) 14:56.76. 110
HURDLES— 1) R. Young
(UCLA) 14.26; 2) Boyd (ASU)
14.31; 3) K. Young (UCLA)14.41.3,000
STEEPLECHASE— Junker-
m^n (UCLA) 8:51.30. 400
RELAY- 1) ASU. (Rish,
Parker, Senior, Robinson)
39.8; 2) UCLA (Burkley,
Anderson, Marsh, Powell)
40.4. 1,600 RELAY— 1)UCLA (Marsh, A.
Washington, Stanieh, Everett)
3:09.50; 2) ASU 3:11.08. HJ—
Haines (UCLA) 6-10^4. PV—
Johnson (UCLA) 16-0^4. LJ—
Powell (UCLA) 24-4 '/4. TJ—
Powell (UCLA) 50-4. SP— 1)
Camp (ASU) 62-10^2; 2)
Frazier (UCLA) 62-8^4; ^
Banich (UCLA) 61-1 »/2 4)
Sweeney (UCLA) 58-8. DT—
1) Banich (UCLA) 199-10; 2)
Thompson (UCLA) 189-5; 3)
Gallo (UCLA) 180-6. HT— 1)
Ryer (ASU) 205-11; 2) Payne
(ASU) 195-2; 3) Frazier
(UCLA) 181-3. JT- 1) Con-
nolly (UCLA) 197-8; 2)
McMahon (UCLA) 196-1.
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SPRIIVG QUARTER 1986
LIRRARY SCIEIVCE 353

READIIVG INTERESTS OF CHILDREIV
The reading interests of children andtheir literature from picture books andlantasy to the new realism is studied in this course. Emphasis is on acquiring
a broad knowledge of children's books through extensive reading and
evaluation and the role of the librarian, teacher, or parent in responding to
the needs and abilities of children through individualized reading guidSice.-
t.nglish 112 or an equivalent is a recommended prerequisite. I

Prpfessor: Mary I. Purucker
Class Hours: Wednesday Evenings 6-9 p.m.
Room: Powell Library Building 326

i

i

UL

•• •' ^'" iinnTt.n'
i m'im....l.l 'i

I 1,1

-••. i -

^^ ^-^^-^^ •% ^^*-*^ *..^^^^i

Appreciation
off

Fine Arts is

sometiiing-
you don't

have to earn .

$4 SCA TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
UCLA DANCE COMPANY
AldoCiccollnl

David Gordon Pfck up Company

David Gordon Pick up Company

The Acting Company

The Pasadena Chamber Orchestra

English Baroque Soloists

The Acting Company

Sat

FrI

Sat

Sun

FrI.

FrI.

Sat

Sat

3/15

3/21

4/4
/•'•

4/5

4/11

4/11

4/12

4/12

8pm

8pm

8pm

8pm

8pm

8pm

8pm

8pm

Royce

Royce

Wads

Wads

Wads

Royce

Royce

Wads
«

Pro Musicis: Sharon Robinson

Paul O'Dette

2/24

2/23
CANCELLED

Ticket Information; 825-926 1 or 825-3253 —
Current Reg. card and Photo I.D. required at time of purchase and at the door
the night of the performance (2 tickets per ID)

Available at the CTO (the trailer) - 8:30 am
Made Possible by STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS

^-

i ^
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FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Wcstwood Blvd. •470-8834 w/

Expires 3/24/86 • limit onc per customer

The recruiter for Sony Language Laboratory
School to interview interested applicants on
March 13, 14 & 17. Pre-interview meeting at
9:00 A.M. -11:30 A.M. on Thurs., Mar. 13. Op-
portunity to teach and see Japan.— -f'

Make appointment dt ECS in the
Placement Center, 206-1924.

Accesibility

• Availability

• Value
• Quality Care

THE REASON WHY MORE
UCLA STUDENTS SEE

RICHARD PHILLIPS D.D.S.
FOR THEIR DENTAL CARE

THAN ANY OTHER DENTIST
IN THi^OyTHLANeff—

r

For UCLA students and faculty-
Get Acquainted Offer
CtEANINC & EXAMINAriON $18 reg. $70

10921 Wilshire Blvd.
208-4799 f.p 4,„,«,

UCLA out of tourney
after Fullerton loss

J

TRADE MEDIA LIMITED
Interviews On Campus

For jobs in marketing and magazine
journalism in East Asia, IVIarch 13-14
1986. Open to 1986 undergraduates
with some coursework in Business,
Economics^ or Communications. Abili-

ty tospeak Chinese, Japanese or
Korean helpful. Please sign up at the
Career Planning Center and furnish
the center with a copy of your resume.

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex t^m^'T
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch&Lomb * ^
30 Day Extended Total

Additional Pair %^^Xi
t^P to 2 weeks WW
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
_ CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

After a .solid round robin
performance within its divi-

sion, the UCLA .Softball team
lost in the first round of
championship play at the Uni-
versity of Nevada at Las
Vegas Softball tournament.
The Bruins lost to their

ionip^-tlme nemesis Cat State"
Fullerton 2-1 in 10 innings
Sunday morning to be knock-
ed out of further competition.
UCLA had been 4-1 in

round rdbin play, one of the
better marks in the tourna-

ment. -The Bruins opened up
the tourney on Friday with a
1-0 win over Wichita State,
but rebounded impressively
with a 10-2 decision over
UNLV and a 4-0 whitewash
of Oregon.

Play continued on Saturday
with a 1 (J-(jA^fctory at tTTe ex-~
pense of Mesa Community
College and __a_JL:2_lQss^ to_

Total

$65
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Ov.r TOOoDeralionfitnrlaifl
Radio ^cratntgmy
In Hospital or Office Patient
$lOOO/rye-Cfedil Program Arranged

L.B.. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594
V,N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim, 414 StateCollege Bl.. (714| 774-4510

L.A.. 1482 S. Robertson. (213) 278-1744
ftawthorne, 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7R95

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WAMTEO

Basketball
Continued from Page 24

Ducks held onto a 51-45 lead.

Haley and Hatcher eventually
fouled out.

"They were officials, they
did their job," said Hazzard
declining to comment any fur-

ther on the officiating. "We
shot no free throws in the se-

cond half aac;! tljey shot 38 for
the game. We must be a real
bruising team," Hazzard add-
ed later.

"We ran out of manpower.
Everyone knows our bench
isn't that deep to begin with

and we had a lot of players in

foul trouble. We even had to
play with three guards."

"You can't blame the refs
for a game like this," added
Miller, who bumped and
bruised his way to 18 points
on six of 16 shooting. "There
were some calls that weren't
fouls and there were some
missed calls that were fouls,
but you can't blame the refs."
You couldn't blame Miller

either. Oregon coach Don
Munson devised a defensive
scheme tiiat had Miller
covered ,which ever way he
turned.

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc 1081 Westwood BJvd. #224

CUT&
BLOWDRY

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN

TUNEUP -

LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

VALLLY
1 OWING

—New Bosch Plugs & Points, PennzoiT a ^ -

Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes. Adjust T.m.ng Q^O O^*
Check Battery & Front End Alignment - ^%JTmT^
Replace all Shoes and Linings. Pack Front
Wheel Bearings. Turn Drunns as needed In-

spect wheel cyls Master Cyl. & Fill System $49.95*

(new clients with ad only)^

1007 Broxfon Ave:
(atxjve Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Call: 208-1468
Exp. 4/21/86

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality af Lowest Prices"

,^,„J818) 785-4112 (213)275-2865
'" AlHQ^ ,n, vu,

,
Nuvs Mva r: »ii.s so p, rqscoc » Mosf Models

UlOOHF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO IN STOCK

LSAT
3i GMAT
TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 31

5

Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT L0_

1 0970 Le Conte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

2 1 3-208-8755 2 1 3-208-5275

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

^

WHEN YOU PURCHASE LUNCH OR
DINNER ON MONDAY THROUGH

THURSDAY, JUST SHOW YOUR I D
AND AN ENTREE OF EQUAL OR

LESSER VALUE IS

FREE ^
at

PHIRASAK'S THAI KITCHEN
(213) 478-2838

1275 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles. CA 90024
(2 Blocks South of \A?ilshire)

Oklahoma State in 10 innings.
UCLA/s record for the

season is 10-6.

— Rick Alexander
*"

V
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Spikers swept away in Classic
use beats Gauchos for first. Bruins fourth

burn

By Bob Brunwin

The CIVA national
coaches poll will most likely
be going through a lot of
changes after the Collegiate
Classic volley-ball- -4ottfft«-
ment.

_^USC, currently ranked
No. 2 in the nation, won.
the tournament from none
other than the No. 7 UCSB
Gauchos. No. 1 Pepperdine
took third place in the con-
solation round from No. 3
UCLA, who is now in the
middle of a four game los-

ing streak. ^

The first match on Fri-
day was between Pepjjer-
dine and Santa Barbara
and this was easily one of
the most exciting matches
of the season. UCSB won it

by scores of 15-6, 15-4, and
19-17.

The Waves didn't look
quite as huge and in-
timidating inside of Pauley
Pavilion as they do in their
own smaller' gym. The
Gauchos, on the other
hand, were cool, calm, and

Events Center, which is a
lot like Pauley, and we beat
them. So, I think that we
knew what to expect from
them."

_The Ga^j^s ouLhit_
pepperdlne ;.34"2 to .213
and four of Santa Barbara's
starter's hit over .300.

collected:

"I've always played well
in Pauley. It hasn't ever
been a problem for me,"
said UCSB setter Jared Huf-
fman. "We played Pepper-
dine up in Santa Barbara
on Wednesday at the

The Gauchos* middle

il'T n''
^^"' Larson, had

17 kills, which was the high
for both teams. Larson did
a lot of damage quick hit-
ting and came out of the
match with a .519 hitting
percentage.

Pepperdine .sorely missed
the play of pre-season All-
America Tro\' Tanner, who
was unable to plav because
of nerve damage^o his foot.
The second match on

hriday was between UCLA
. and use. The Bruins lost

this one 15-11, 15-11, and
^

i<^- 1 1

.

In the pre-game warm-
ups, the Bruins looked as if
they were going to be a lit-
tle bit more pumped up
than they have been in re-—rent

aren't doing anything par-
ticularly well.

They hit an anemic .176
in this match and .289
against Pepperdine in the
consolation round. The
Waves only hit .252 in the

^ consolation match and they;_
~~still managed to beat the

slumping Bruins by scores
of 7-15, 15-12, and 15-12 in
a best two-out-of-three
match.

Ozzie Volstad hit .219,
Reed Sunahara hit .226'
Don Dendinger hit .186,
and Arne Lamberg hit
.137.

Thus far, the Trojans are
lead by the outstanding hit-
ting of freshman Tom Duke
who is hitting .452 for the
season. Duke had 12 kills in
the championship match
against UCSB.

Adam "Johnson, who won
the MVP award for the
tournament, hit an even
• 500 in the championship.
Johnson played his normal-
ly great matches throughout
the weekend.

women get rained out
By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

When UCLA track coach
Bob Larsen looked at the list

of athletes on the Arizona
State team his reaction was

rfhat Saturday's meet was one
the Bruins should definitely

matches. Mriwuvijr, ircr- u j i ^ .

hev hit thf^ floor fl; ., V^^. '^^ad coach Bob

wm.

"They were pretty weak just
as I suspected," said Larsen
after his team had beaten ASU
126-32 in an interesting dual
meet that also featured a
USC-Arizona dual. "They
don't have much of a tean\ at
this point."

The Bruins' day was charac-
terized by Mark Junkerman's
outright win in the 3,000
meter steeplechase. All four
Pac-10 .schools competed in
the stc^plechaNc at the same
time.

Aaron Ramirez of Arizona
was winning the race with less
than a lap to go when
Junkerman reached for his
finishing kick. The extra speed
he found overtook Ramirez
and helped Junkerman set a
personal best at 8:51.30.

PR of 189-5, i mark that is

believed to be close to the na-
tional junior record. Mike
Gallo completed the sweep
with a PR of 180-6.

UCLA ran the meet without
the services of freshman
speedster Henry Thomas, who
is nursing a ~sore tooTrBiiF
with a deep corps of sprinters
that includes Thomas' former
Hawthorne High School
teammate Mike Marsh, the
Bruins seemed invincible in
this area as well.

Marsh lead off the winning
1600 meter relay team. After
Anthony Washington and
John Stanich ran their legs,
the Bruins were in a virtual
deadheat with the Sun Devils
with just 400 meters to go.

UCLA's anchor man for the
race was freshman Danny
Everett while ASU counttred
with their own freshman.
Chip Rish. In the California
State Championships last vear,
Rish blew away Everett iri the
400 meters.

>«

once they hit the floor, th..
same old flat-footedness set
in and the Bruins had yet
another uninspired perfor-
mance.

It isn't that UCLA is do-
ing anything particularly
poorly, it's just that they

Yoder has brought his team
a long way since the begin-
ning of the season. The
Trojans are coming along
just as Yoder predicted;
they are peaking just as the
season is beginning to wind
down to the NCAAs.

i PROFESSOR STAN t
« OEDZELNAN IS BACK! t

J Teaching Atmospheric Sciences 3 in Spring Quarter J
t "Introduction to the Atmospheric t
{ Environment" |
* Tues-Thur 2-3:15 —'-^-

t
t Dodd Hall 147 I

t lOff 15820 t

As has been the rule tHE^
year, UCLA also looked im-
pressive in the weight events,
but none moreso than the
discus. Jim Banich took the
event with a personal best of
199-10, narrowlv missing the
exclusive 200-foo't club.

Pete Thompson, just 18
years old, took second with a

Saturday, *tt was Everett's
turn . Ri^h uhullent>eH Fvfrr'tt
down the backst retch, but it .

was Everett's race. UCLA
beat ASU by a second-and-a-
half in the race, thanks mainly
to Everett's 45.3 over tht- 1st

leg. ^=-
Saturday's women's meet

against Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo was cancelled due to
rain.

BBS

DM COMPITDLE CONPUTEB

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only So99
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0623

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm S|lecial

Perm, Cut, Style $45
Perm & Style $35 •

Cut Special
Cut, Jtyle, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary

1061 Gaylcy 208-9681

Exp. 3/31/86

MONDAY NIGHT SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 105 Gayley Ave,Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7
(213)824-7767

/Kodak \

[Colonfatch

\ Systemy

MwntM 190$ $6 SPECIALS

/>

---- coupon ---

HEADSHOT
COMPOSITES

only

VALIDATED PARKING
AT GAYLEY CENTER

KINROSS AVE

8

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp 4-13^6

1 HOUR DEVELOPING— & PRINTING

WILSHIRE BL

i- - - - coupon . - - ..

; FREE

I
ROLL OF FILM

j
with every roll developed

J
and printed.

MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY
GOOD ONLY IN WESWOOD STORE • LIMIT 3 PER ADDRESS.

NO OTHER COUPONS ALLOWED

36 exp ^.^.^^.$6 OFF
24 exp....T...: $4 OFF
12 exp $2 OFF
120 format $3 OFF
220 format $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer

Exp. 4-13-86

ENLARGEMEN
SPECIALS

20 X 28....^........ ,.._24.95

16 X 20 18.95
12 X 16 14.95
11 X 14 12.95
8 X 12 5.95
8x 10 5.95

Not valid wf tnv other offer

Exp 4-13-86

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 4-13-86

SLIDE PROCESSING
{ IN 2 HOURS!

i $1 OFF-
j W/COUPON

Not valid w/any other offer.
,

. ..Exp 4-13-86
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Rick Alexander. Sporu Editor

Rick Schwartz, Ass/Jtont Sports Editor

Andrea Tetnck, AiU5tar)i Sports Editor

•Airiki

UCLA muddied by Ducks 80-6^

Hoopsters open IMIT with UC Irvine at Pauley

News: USAC mid-year
reviews begin today and
run through the end of
the week.
See page 3/ «

—

Viewpoint; USAC
members must stop their

infighting and do their

jobs, the Bruin s^ys.

See page 10.— "^-

Review: The Unheard
Music, W.T. Morgan's
new film, is creative and
a film worth seeing.

See page 12.~- —

Sporto: The Bruin golf

team placed last in the
College Border Olympics
Golf Tournament.
See back page. -^—'

UCLA Weather
Partly cloudy.

High: 57, low: 47
(Dept of Atmospheric
Sciences forecast)

Q^

By Scott Alberts

Staff Writer

EUGENE, Ore; — Pride.
That's all the University of

Oregon basketball team had to

gain by winning its season fi-

nale with UCLA Saturday.!

The Ducks had no chance
of finishing any higher than
ninth place in the Pac-10. A
victory would leave them with
an overall record of 11-17—
and that wasn't going to affect

their sideline sea;t^ for
postseason play, either.

UCLA, on the other hand,
was trying to build up a head
of steam, the same type of

momentum that propelled it

into last year's National In-

vitation Tournament champi-
onship. Two road victories to

end the season were just what
the doctor ordered.

Somebody, however, forgot

to tell Oregon about the
Bruins' plans. The result was a

convincing 80-65 victory for

the Ducks before a hnisteroi

earn the Bruins a berth in this

li^year's NIT. Late Saturday
'evening UCLA coach Walt
Hazzard discussed the matter
with Athletic Director Pete

Dalis and it was determined
that UCLA would indeed de-

fend its title.

UCLA's first game will be
at Pauley Pavilion Thursday
night against UC Irvine.

Game time is 7:30.

Hazzard should hope that

no NIT opponents saw the

Ducks J)ut on a clinjc ^iti^how
to beat the Bruins.

UCLA opened up an early

17-6 lead and it appeared
Oregon wasn't going to
recover from the emotional
pre-game ceremonies. The
Ducks hit just two of their

first 14 shots.

It was at about this time

that Oregon discovered long
range shooting wasn't going to

beat the Bruins. But pushing
the ball inside, and pounding
the boards was.

crowd oT 9,074 at rickety
MacArthur Court.

The loss dropped UCLA's
record to 15-13 for the regular

season and 9-9 in the Pac-10.

That mark was UCLA's worst
conference record since 1953
when it finished 6-6 in the

Pacific Coast Conference.
However, it was still good
enough for a fourth-place
finish.

It was also good enough to

is The Duoks worked tho ball

another 18 points and six re-

bounds for, Oregon's other
'forward, Keith Balderston.
That's a combined 60 points

' and 29 rebounds for "the
Ducks' starting front line.

^Oregon converted 12 field

goals in the second half, at

least nine of which came from
inside the 10-foot range.

By comparison, UCLA's trio

of Reggie Miller, Craig
Jackson, and Jack Haley com-
bined for 20 points and 18 re-

bounds. Montel Hatcher pro-
vided most of UCLA's spark,

hitting on 11 of 16 shots for 22
points. Corey Gaines was
equally impressive for the se-

cond straight game connecting
on four of his five attempts.

T h eTe w as one more
crushing result from Oregon's
domination of the inside
game. In trying fruitlessly not

to be outmuscled inside, the

Bruins instead wound up be-

ing whistled for 31 fouls

resulting in 38 Oregon free

throws and 28 points.

inside for eight consecutive
baskets in as many attempts.

With 7:02 remaining in the

half forward Anthony Taylor
adc^ed two free throws to the

end of that string and put
Oregon on top for the first

time 22-2L — —
The end result was 23

points, seven rebounds and six

assists for Taylor, 19 points

and a career-high e(|ualling 16

rebounds for Adams, and

Men sloppy in win;

ysiomen netters lose
By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor

To an outsider, it might
"Tound like men's tenniis

coach Glenn Bassett is cry-

ing wolf.

Bassett's team had just

raised its Pac-10 record to

2-0 by beating Arizona
State 8-1 at the LATC Sun-
day, and he was complain-
ing.

But Bassett isn't crying
wolf. He's crying dog, as in

dogging it.

The Sun Devils were 0-10

in conference last' year,
while UCLA, on the other

hand, reached the NCAA
final.

Yet the Bruins' fell

behind in four of the six

singles matches before rally-

ing to win the final two sets

of each.

Take it away, coach.

'There's just not enough
spirit,*' said Bassett, who
made the team run five laps

around the stadium courts,

and then do *suicide' court

coverage drills after the
match.
**I*m thoroughly

frustrated and disappointed
ilbout this team. They make
excuses that tough players

don't make. It comes from
all the courts.

That's not UCLA tennis.

Guys who make excuses are

not the guys who win
NCAA championships."

Bassett knows thatywhen
Miami, Clemson and USC
roll in next week, this team
won't be able to compete
unless it geb rolling right

about now.

"That was one of the
worst performances I've
ever seen in all my years of
coaching at any level. It's

chemistry. We just don't
have it.

"Up until today I felt

good about our singles.

Now we have two pro-
blems, doubles and singles."

Enough said? Nope.
"I've been trying to get

the point across for a long
time. We're not ready for

the big teams."

UCLA hosts Kansas
Tuesday, but then plays at

ASU and Arizona this
weekend.

''They're going to be
twice as good down there,"

Bassett said.

To be continued.

* • ^

In women's tennis, USC
resoundingly walked all

over the Bruins at the
Sunset Courts Sunday.
The Trojans won aU six

singles matches while giving

up only one vs^,^ that to

Bruin Catherine O'Meara
on the No. 5 court.
O'Meara eventually fell to

Maeve Quinlan in three.

Doubles results were not

available at press time.

by halftime, with Oregon
leading 40-33, Hatcher and
Gaines had each collected
three fouls and three more
Bruin starters had two apiece.

The refs, however, were just

getting their whistles warmed
up.

Before six minutes were
gone , in the second- period

Jackson, Gaines and Haley
were all on the bench with
four fouls. Miller and Hatcher
were playing with three each
and Hazzard was so shor-

thanded he was forced to go
to with a lineup consisting of

three guards. Meanwhile, the

ontinued on Page 22
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Jerry Adams (34) was uncontrollable as he pounded the

Bruins for 19 points and 16 rebounds to help Oregon beat
UCLA 80-65. r

Stanford successfully stalls Bruins
Marquess protests after second game restarted -77^

By Andrea Tetnck
Assistant Sports Editor

PALO ALTO, Ca.— Under
protest and cloudy skies, the

Stanford Cardinal baseball
team took the first end of a

scheduled doubleheader away
from UCLA 4-2.

Nobody could claim the
nightcap, however, as the
game was called due to rain

before five complete innings of

play elapsed. After the first

two games of the series were
postponed due to the weather,
as well, Sunday's first game
was moisture free.

But then came the rain.

And the trouble.

Cardinal coach Mark Mar-
(|uess announced his club
would re.sume the nightcap
under protest after the rain

delayed game was restarted in

the fifth inning. Apparently,
Marquess felt the field, which
sported standing water on sev-

eral areas of the infield, was
in no condition to play
baseball.

Since the two teams had not
completed the required five

innings, the game was not
considered official. It would
have been in Stanford's best

interests to call the game con-
sidering Bruin Steve Hisey's

first inning three-run homer to

leftfield giving the Bruins a

generous cushion.

The second game was
delayed twice, the first halt

lasting 34 minutes while the
second delay lasted 20.

"We got punished the most
becase we had a legitimate 3-0
lead," said UCLA coach Gary
Adams. "If it could have gone
five innings the game would
be continued the next time we
met. Now they still have a
chance to win the ballgame.
"They took it right out from

under as.

Alex Sancliez moved from
centerfield in game one to the
pitcher's mound in the second
contest and certainly was
more prepared than the Car-
dinal's second pitcher Steve
Chitren. Sanchez was nursing
a perfect game going into the
rain-delayed fifth inning v^hile

Chitren couldn't seem to find
the plate. »•

Kevin Kunkel relieved
Chitren but Marquess took
advantage of the natural delay
a pitching chang«^ produces,
calling up Al Osuna after
Kunkel pitched only Va of an
inning.

Osuna continued Stanford's
stall tactics by ambling from
the bullpen and then stopping
at the edgp of the infield to tie
his shoe.

'CThroughout the whole
game their players and

coaches were just talking to

the umpire about calling the
game," said Adams.

"They just did not want to

play us that second game."
In the first game of the

doubleheader the Bruins
started off well but two costly

errors gave the Cardinal a

final 4-2 winning margin.
Before the game. Marquess/

commented on several dangers

'

ous players^ specifically citing

second baseman Torey
Lovullo.

^That Lovullo," said Mar-
quess. "He's going to make a
living'off us."

If Marcjucss ever loses his

job as the Cardinal skipper he
can go into the fortune telling

business. Lovullo led dff and
promptly hit Jack McDowell's-
first pitch 335 feet and then
some over the rightfield fence.

,

The Bruins only other run
of the game came in the
fourth when Hisey scored
after freshman third baseman
Scott Cline hit„ a blooper that
first baseman Doug Bobbins^
-dropped.

^

Weather and field condi-
tions permitting, the Bruins
will wrap up the series against
the Cardinal in a
doubleheader played today.
The first game is scheduled for

11 a.m.

Voi— .

shanties despite reprisals

BEN TONGAMty Bn*i

RISE AND FALL OF A UC SHANTYTOWN - A rannshackle construction symbolic of a
South African shanty house gathers rain and curious stares from passing students (above).

Below, facilities personnel move one of the 'UC out of South Africa Coafition' structures

from Royce Quad to Westwood Raza, near the BfuiFi bear.

By Bill Bowmer
Senior Staff Writer

A coalition of protesters
who manned three
unauthorized shanties on
Royce Quad Monday, despite

administration warnings that
they faced possible arrests and
their structures faced demoli-
tion, succeeded in obtaining
official pern\ission to move
their protest. —'

—

'——^^—

Instead of three shanties in

Royce Quad, one structure
will be built in Westwood
Plaza, as part of a Divestment
Education Project now spon-
sored by Dora l^ovar^^xternal
affairs director of the
undergraduate pr^ident's of-

ftce:
~

;

The protesters, advocating
University of California
divestment from companies
which do business with South
Africa, had built their struc-

tures before noon Monday.
"These thr^ areas are a

liberated zone," said Frances
Hasso, a protest organizer and
member of the University Ad-
visory Committee on Investor

Responsibility. She said the
shanties represented the homes
in which South African blacks

must live.

As spray paint fi^nftes en-

circled the structura, several

protesters sat in the rain
beneath the , slogans **The
Regents invest in death" and
"Chuckie supports genocide,"
as a tape deck played "Sun Ci-
ty."

Soon after the protest
began, Berky Nelson, director
of the Center for Student Pro-
gramming, and CSP Student
Affairs Officer Robert Ringler
told the protesters that the
administration had ordered
^the shanties dismantled by
5:30 p.m., and that if they
refused, facilities personnel
would destroy them.
The protesters had some

faculty support. "I think it's a
very important issue. I think
they should negotiate with.

it fi^flftes

tufw, se^

Chancellor Young For permis-
sion," philosophy professor
Donald Kalish said. "It plays
an important educational role.

I would like to see these stay
up.

Ringler and Nelson returned
shortly after 4 p.m. to. remind
protesters that the shanties
would be demolished at 5:30,
after which the group remov-
ed their smallest shanty to an
undisclosed location. "It's just

like a bank account — it's

there if we need it,*^ Mark
Pederalty said.

The protesters then decided
Please see SHANTIES, Page 9
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Young iinics timing of Fernaid
closing to moving child care center

Senate panel votes to maintain

student fee leMjia faculty pay

By Douglas K. Glantz, Staff Writer

— UCLA Chancellor Charles Young, address-

ing an angry group of 60 Fernaid School sup-

porters Sunday, admitted the necessary reloca-

tion of the child care center did play a role in

the timing of the decision to close Fernaid.

It was not, however, the primary reason for

the decision. Young said. "The Fernaid Advi-

sory Committee concluded that the activities

taking place at Fernaid in the areas of

research and training wete not meeting the

goals of the university in these fields.'*

"This decision was not made because we
analyzed the Fernaid School and determined
that it was doing a bad job," Young said.

"This was not an attempt to reduce the

dedication and hard work of the people who
have worked at Femald." _ _ .

/

The committee was formed in iaIl»T984 In

response to a request from Dean of Life
Sciences John O'Connor to examine Fernald's
research and training mission.
Some committee members felt that the uni-

versity's needs in research and training would
be better served by closing Ferndd and
creating a separate organized research unit
(ORU), which would not use children with
learning disabilities. Young said.

"The chancellor has finally admitted what
weVe known for a long time," said Fernaid
School Director Dr. Howard Adelman.
"On Feb. 11, when he first called me into

his office to inform me of the decision, I asked
him why the rush, and he told me then that

the child care center needed the space,"
Adelman said. "Several of the parents who in-

quired intially were given the same response,

but when the controversy began, he changed

Please see FERNALP, Page 7

By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent f

SACRAMENTO — A Senate budget committee voted
on Monday to keep next year's student fees at their current
level and increase faculty salaries by 5 percent.

Despite Legislative Analyst William Hamm's recom-
mendation to increase student fees for 1986-87 by at least

7.5 percent, the Senate Budget and Fiscal Subcommittee
decided to accept Gov. George Deukmejian's proposal for

the state to buy out those increases mandated by law.

Hamm said that a mandated long-term fee policy was
established by the Legislature and the governor last year

which would increase student fees annually at a gradual,

moderate and predic*able level. This was the result of the

massive increases in fees experienced in the early 1980s.

"Since it is late in the year, the state should fund those

fee increases this year," said Sen. Jim Ellis (R-San Diego),

"so students won't be caught short."

The three-member committee also approved a 5 percent

faculty salary increase for next year to keep salaries com-
petitive with comparable institutions in the country.

Although the Legislative Analyst's Office recommended
to increase UC faculty salaries by only 1.4 percent in order
to achieve parity with eight comparable universities, in-

cluding Harvard and Stanford, the committee voted for a
5 percent increase.

"The comparison group is intended to provide a ben-
chmark for the Legislature to use in determining what
salaries UC should offer in order to compete successfully

for top quality faculty," said Stewart Marshall, from the
analyst's office.

- Marshall said if salaries increased by 1.4 percent, it

would save the state $27.4 million. _, r .

UC Budget Director Larry Hershman argued that

anything less than the 5 percent the governor proposed in

his budget "would be detrimental."

"With the higher cost-of-living in this state, compared
to other states, an increase of 5 percent is what it takes to

Please see BUDGET, Page 8
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INTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special

$18 CUT & BLOW rmpoo
VALID ONLY

SUN, MOM, and WED
Must show UCLA student

LD. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Expires March 20. 1986 ~

We reserve the right to refuse service to

any client whose hair condition is unsuitable.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

^79-0014 475-3264
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UCS/y bicks formation of unkm

to fight student wage policy

0^ CAMPUS SHOES
SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE SALE IN PROGRESS

. -f
Brand Name
Reg. 29.95 - 36.95

NOW $15.00

Shoes
Reg. 36.95 - 49.95

NOW $20.00

10936 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood Village

_824-1090^

HOURS

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sat

Sun. \

—

10-9
10-11
12-8

With UCLA ID student/staff 10% OFF Reg. Stock
No additional discount on Sale Merchandise

Nikon
NICE-TOUCH

J.*lV-^,

The Nikon Nice-Touch is a modestly priced 35mm camera that gives
you high quality pictures and yet simple to use. So simple, the
hardest part about using the Nice-Touch is waiting to se^ your
results.

Other features:

• Automatic focusing, fHm loading, advancing and rewinding.
• Built-in lens cover.

.• 1000 ASA.
• *Nikon hie, USA limited warranty application included.

NIKON L35 AF '-^

-^ -.

Previous displayed cameras with 90 day warranty....:.. *^ r~^
"—"— M

M

#»^

I

1025 Westwood Blvd.

Camera HI-FI & Video %%''2^r5V5«"^'^
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm

Pfkn IWtd art eaUi Md carry and are tub|ad to chanfla. Parking validated at Allied & Villaoe lot with «7 ^^
Quantttiat limHad to stock on hand. minimum purchase
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B)r Amy Louise Kaznnan

Od/7y Califomian

UCWirt

SAN FRANCISCO — In response to. a wage policy Uni-
versity of California President DavidHQardner approved
last week, the UC Student Association (UCSA) decided
Sunday to encourage students to organize an
undergraduate student employee union.

"If student (employees) don't qj-ganize right now, they
vdll definitely face drastic wage^eiits in the future," UCSA
President Dan Greening said during an association
meeting at UC San Francisco.

Gardner's wage policy -— adopted last Wednesday by
the UC Council of Chancellors — allows UC system
schools to set student wages based on local market business
conditions, and reserves for the campuses "the ability to
set wa^es approximating federal minimum wage."

In an interview last week, UC Assistant Vice President
Lubbe Levin denied that the intent of tiie policy is to cut
student wages. She said the point was to clarify the pro-
cess through which wages are set.

However, UCSA board members meeting at UCSF. ac-
cused the UC administration of trying to use the new
policy as a means of cutting student wages as much as
possible.

"If they don't intend to cut students *to minimum
wage,' why have they used that language in the policy?"
Greening asked.

Xast year, in theiaoe^ arbitrary wiige-^u^Fgr
UC campuses, UCSA asked that systemwide administrators
review the method for setting wages.
UC Berkeley representative Denise Abrahams said the

intent of that request was to protect students from wage
cuts, not to provide a systemized basis for further cuts.

Please see UNION, Page 8

UACIR moves to pressure rege

to reform 'corporate behavior'

By Amy Louise Kazmin
and George Oisen
Daily Californian

UC Wire

BERKELEY — The Univer-
sity of California's Advisory
Committee on Investor Re-
sponsibility (UACIR) voted
Friday that the UC Board of

toward pressuring UC-held
companies to reform their
"corporate behavior" in South
Africa — averting the resigna-
tion of the committee's two
student members. .

The committee evaluates on
a case-by-case basis "corporate
responsibility" and has focused
so far on companies doing
business in South Africa.
UACIR's two student repre-

sentatives, UC Berkeley grad-
uate student Gay Seidman and
UCLA undergraduate Frances
Hasso, had threatened to
resign in protest over what
they felt was the committee's

to

failure to divest from com
panics with South-African ties

UACIR voted Friday
divest $12 million from an
undisclosed company, to stop

placing money into undisclos-

ed banks, which make loans to

the South African gov-
ernment, and to endorse a

^kholder proxy resolution
urging a number of UC-held
companies to pull out of South
Africa by 1987 unless there are

improvements in the condi-
tions of non-white South
Africans.

However, UCSA members
greeted the actions with skep-
ticism.

UCSA president Dan Green-
ing told association members
at a UCSA board meeting
Sunday at UC San Francisco
that the only reason the mo-
tions passed was because "two
anti-divestment members of

the committee were absent."

For the record:

An article in Monday's Bruin incorrectly stated that the men's
glee club will perform April 28. They will actually perform
April 25.

Two items published Monday in What's Bruin — the music
department noon concert and the UCLA wind ensemble concert— were listed as hj^ppening Tuesday. They will actually take
place Wednesday. ^^
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Year Reviev\^s
Barley works on campaign
promises, other projects

..»,<*;:

By Laureen Lazarovici

Staff Writer

This year General Representative
Bill Barley has worked on not only
fulfilling his own campaign promises
but also helping another USAC office

with its projects.

Barley- and other members of the
general reps office aided the Academic
Affairs Commission with its fight to

save the sixth-week add/drop deadline
by collecting approximately 12,000
signatures in support of the cause.

According to Barley, "Whatever the

current issues are, the general reps are
prepared to help."

One of Barley's campaign promises
was to reform the use of dorm meal
coupons, which used to expire if they
were not redeemed by a specific date.

As a result of help from intern Rox-
anne Carlos and Barley's negotiations

with representatives of ASUCLA and
the residence h^ls, the system has
been modified.

Beginning this winter quarter, stu-

dents who live in residence halls could
save their meal coupons for up to one

Please see BARLEY, Page 5

"The general representatives shall represent to the council general student in-

terests. They shall be responsible for functions not delegated to other officers.

Specific duties shall be those delineated in the by-laws and other functions as
delegated by the council." ;

— Job description accortffng to the USAC Constitution

Chang pleased by 'quantum
leap in listening to students'

By BilfBowmer
Senior Staff Writer

.Having tried to address both
campus and international issues in

on Bruin Walk has been a success,

but that meetings with fraternity

and dormitory residents have pro-

duced mixed results.

his tenure as an undergraduate stu--^

dent government general repre-

sentative, Wonkoo Chang said he is

pleased with the progress his office

has made.
"Compared to last year, I think

we took a quantum leap in listening
to students," Chang said.

Hie said he believes the general

representatives' Information table

The Bruin Walk table and tKe^
tables during the Freshman and
Transfer Summer Programs best

represented what this office should
be doing," Chang said.

He said, though, that early in the

year "not too many people knew we
were here to talk about issues," and
students came to the table primarily

to ask about becoming involved in

Please see CHANG, Page 5

Number Of weekly USAC meetings attended -

Fall Quarter Winter Quarter

Bill Barley

Wonkoo Chang

Mark Feldman

total meetings held

8

9

9

9

6

6

7

7

Feldman strives to keep
students^ interests in mind
By Mark Talavera

Staff Writer

Seeking to keep the student.̂ ' heat
interests in mind when forming pro-

grams, General Representative Mark
Feldman has fulfilled virtually all his

May campaign promises.

From initiating the Bruin Blue and
Gold days, where UCLA students
were given discounts at various
Westwood retailers during Homecom-
ing week (Oct. 21-25), to providing a
student discount card, Feldman said

students have responded positively to

these programs,
"During Blue and Gold days, there

were 24 retailers participating, and
after the prograni ended, some of ^tfae

participants reported that 90 percent
of their business that week was from
UCLA students," Feldman said.

Regarding the Student Discount
Cards, Feldman said 35,000 cards
were printed and approximately
25,000 cards have already been
distributed.

"The Student Discount Book (which
Feldman had originally wanted in

Please see FELDMAN, Page 4
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THE NAIL GARDEN
''over 12 years of quality service

tt

Limited Offer 'Excep' Fri.-sun.)

NAIL GARDEN ~~ 475^500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present Student I.D.

«

Family Planning— Associates

Medical Group

SsS)

• Pregnancy Termination • Birtti Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exaths

Student Health Insur/MediCal & Health Plans

1^,9/ Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica Bl . 0112

(Z13) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd.

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

TRANSFER TRAUMA?

ATTENTION COMMaNITY
COLLEGE TRANSFERS:

_D0 YOU HAVE CONCERNS, WORRIES, OR QUESTIONS
ABOUT YOUR UCLA EXPERIENCE? IF SO, THEN PLEASE

COME TO A TRANSFER MEETING ON:—
Wed, March 12; 2:00-3:30

Tennis Center
or

Thurs, March 13; 6i00-7:30

Rieber Hall

Cosponsored by the GCLA Student Gov. and by the OAIP Transfer Alliance Pro-

gram. For more info, call Jaime Perez or Denise Trudeau at Hedrick Hall 825-2965.

FREE PIZZA!!!
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FELDMAN: Strives to keep students' interests in mind
Continued from Page 3
May) became a card," he said.
"We have 14 sponsors and the
cards are intended iFor both
graduate and undergraduate
students."

Feldman also hoped to ex-
pand and revive internship— programs for student gov-
ernment and has actively par-
ticipated in accomplishing
that goal.

"Last year, working at
Freshman Orientation, the
general reps were in charge of

^ the (student government) table

__ at the Activities Fair," he said.
"We must have passed out at
least 50(0 applications and at
least 300 people were even-
tually placed in internship
positions."

The general reps have also
changed their office's intern-
ship format, combining the in-
terns assigned to each general
rep into one "team."

"Last year, each general rep
had his/her own intern staff,

and that didn't work out too
well," he said. "We have to
work together as one when
we're working as general
reps.f

To gauge student opinion
on pertinent campus issues,

the general reps took surveys
^ throughout fall quarter and

'vJ--

Additionally, Feldman and
Facilities Commissioner Mark
Kisicki sparked further con-

troversy by filing a complaint
with the student Judicial
Board against USAC and the

undergraduate president
becau^ of a perceived un-
constitutional appointment by
USAC to the ASUCLA Com-
munications Board.
Feldman, who served as an

assistant to the second vice

president, the USAC liaison to

all SIGs, said "last year, I felt

people needed'' to know about

culture and ethnicity."

"But this year as a general

rep, there's more than the

SIGs to cater to and we have
to evaluate funding proposals

that will be effective for all

students," he said. "If I do
vote against (a proposal), it's

because (the proposal) is not

helping the SIG or the general

campus.
According to Feldman, the

general reps have concentrated
on "more grass roots issues
that directly affect students."
"When I vote, I try to vote

in the best interest of the stu-
dent population, and I tried to
stay on issues that directly af.
feet students," he said.

Feldman also said he plans
to run for second vice presi-
dent in the spring.

> ^..

THIVIAL PUB8UIT l>y^Dom Polclao

also revived the Bruin Walk
Table — a student governm-
ent table manned by the
general reps interns and other
USAC officials to directly in-

teract with students.

"We did at least 200 surveys
a week last quarter,". Feldman
said, "and they were very suc-
c;pssful although we did get

SHAHE NAJARtAN/0«ly Bruin

Marie Feldman
Complaints from certain
(USAC) members that we
didn't concentrate on (getting
response from) certain special
interest groups."

Feldman disagreed with
these contentions, citing there
"was a good flow of people
from different groups" parJ*
ticipating in the survey's. >

Despite positive results from
student oriented programs,
Feldman has had problems
with a divided student gov-
ernment council. —

COMC WCTH ME
TO THe LANP
OF eCSTASY,

LOWe .'

OKAY. SLECP TALKING
5 FfNt^ BUT IF he:

STAJ^TS ANYTMIN6 WITH
THAT T6DCrt'- I'M
WA»C\NG MJM \Jptl

ecu ggTS BBKI^,>.
I tX)Nl KAjovj WHAT VtXJg^

**Last (academic) year,
there was a little bit of divi-
sion, but this year it has turn-
ed into a polarization," he
said. "Because I'm white, Jew-
ish and Greek (fraternity
member), I've been sort of
shunned, not by the student
population, but by certain
members of council."

A \AjHOie uor, COM iN{,

F^2oM yog.
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, ,tr '- - YoungrSuccessful and Rich*
TWO ENTREPRENEURS SHARE THE

I jtk.

:CESS AND HOW THEY MADE IT.

* *lfm an undergraduate and
WflOO people wear my
CLUB SPORTSWEAR/'

/

Tonn Knapp

-rr--

'Tm nineteen and my first

car was a Ferrari. I made my
millions inmfown company
ZZZZ BEST CARPET

^

CLEANING/'

rv

BARRY MINKOW

TONIGHT 7:30 P,M; NORTH CANI^S
22
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Bill Barley
SHAHE NAJARIAN/Da.ly Brutn

BARLEY: Prepared to help
Continued from Page 3
week. "They (meal coupons)
have been a campaign issue

for at least the past four years.
I am really happy that the
situation got solved," Barley
said.

LasT year Barley also pro-
mised to get teacher* evalua-

-tions used in tenure decisions.
"?! realize now that it was a
naive pron^ise," said Barley,
noting there are legal pro-
blems with students making
personnel decisions. Echoing
concerns of the Academic Af-
fairs Commission, however.
Barley said "undergraduate
teaching is not the priority

here in comparison to gradu-
ate research."

In cooperation with the Ac-
ademic Affairs Commission,
Barley has also succeeded in

setting up a program to make
class syllabi available to stu-

dents before classes begin.
"The syllabi will probably be
available on Thursday and
Friday of reg week next
quarter."

Maintaining visibility to the
student body has been an im-
portant concern of the general
representatives' office. "We
are proud of the Bruin Walk
table and we've really set a
precedent for consistency,"
-Barley sai

'

TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or
Westwood Claaaca every week-Sat.
Sun, WeeknlghU. Inexpensive.
Stimulating i Fun. Locations also at
Beveriy Hills, S.M.. Culver Oty and
South Bay.

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213) 478-7099

» TECHNI-CUTTING®
!i Er!2!?T •*• '**'•* *?^ ^ hvroMna tknutUfwoM lo •vakMttoA
* i?;** •*'*y'^''^*«*»''*oth»hii»fwfil« half It « to nw»»y neural
j^

d—ignadaUf, no<)uiimingth»h«k acult>ng»oft ^^

i UNRECOGNIZED LAYERS®
^ This newest cutting system more precisely ev^ns & blends

J unevenly cutlayers, layers that begin and abruptly drop to a
^ much lor>ger length or end. These multi-angles cut into the hair
If- instead o» iust cutting your hair off, improves texture and
jf

managaabtWry. and adds mew •

set up, and the general reps
have visited the residence halls
to explain USAC's duties to

students there.

However, Barley has en-

countered some frustration,

claiming that some of his

fellow council members have
not participated at the Bruin
Walk table and have-not at-

tended the forums.
"Our surveys (which asked

for student opinion on issues)

have been mocked" by the
council, and "we don't have
any more general rep reports

(which summarize USAC
meetings and results of the
surveys) because we couldn't

get more* funding," Barley
said. Nonetheless, "The posi-

tonp^tltg" ttve has outweighed the nega-
general rep rapline has been tive".this year.

CHANG: Improved listening
Continued from Page 3
student government.

"Before, the problem with
tables was a lack of consisten-

cy," he said, noting that this

year the general reps*Or their

interns have staffed them for

12 hours each week.
The Undergraduate Stu-

dents Association Council
Constitution defines the
general reps* role as to "repre-
sent to the council general
student interests," and to "be
responsible for functions not
delegated to other officers."

To this end, Chang said he
is happy with the mix of issues

the general reps have address-

ed this yeaF. Although he
views himself as a liberal, he
said he tries to respond to the
range of student viewpoints.

"I consider myself pro-
gressive," Chang said, "but I

try to understand where others

^re coming from."
While running for office last

year, Chang promised to work
on establishing an ethnic
studies requirement for UCLA
undergraduates. He now says

it is the responsibility of Aca-
demic Affairs Commissioner
Dean Florez, though he ex-

pressed a willingness to assist

in work on the issue. '

Chang said he could name
no single area in which he
thought the general reps could

SHAHE h4AJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Wonkoo Chang
have done better in office,

"fm the type of person who
believes everything could have
been done better — more
people at the tables, more
stores on the Bruin Discount
Card," he said.

Expressing disappointment
at "the lack of cooperation
and communication among
council members," Chang said

that he prefers working with
students at the Bruin Walk
table to working with officers

at the USAC table.

Chang said the general reps

were working on several stu-

dent government forums and
gathering information on
parking "so next year's gov-

ernment won't have to
duplicate research."

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS ^
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS^
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5320 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 10T

935-7686 (2l6^lQcks East of Fairfax)^
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Gay or Lesbian?
ARE YOU

Coming Out?
WE'RE HERE TO LISTEN.
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TIRED OF TWEEZlWg BLEACHING
& WAXING aWWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from aCLA 475-4135
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What's Bruin

SEMINAR
^'PERSONALIZING YOUR
PROFESSIONALIMAGE'^

TOMORROW
James E. West Alumni Center

_ 12-2PMZZI:
All UCLA Community Welcome!

Seminar and Personal Consultation
on

• How to develop a career wardrobe on an affordable
budget

^'^What **Dressing forSuccess** really means today"^^

WEDNESDAY

Peer Health counselors are holding outreach clinics on special topics at the residence halls

and suites. They will be held in the following locations at the following times: Dykstra

Hall, 8th floor at 7 p.m. Topic: FIT Clinic; Hedrick Hall. 7th floor south at 7 p.m.

Topic: Stress Reduction-Progressive Muscle Relexation Techniques; Rieber Hall, 3rd floor

south at 7 p.m Topic: Stress Reduction-Progressive Muscle Relexation Techniques;

Southern Suites, G-26. 8 p.m. Topic: Contraceptive Awareness Resources and Education

(CARP) class; Northern Suites. B-24. 8 p.m. Topic: Contraceptive Awareness Resources

and Education (CARP) pla.« 2n8-02.'>2 or 825-8462.
,

UCLA Placement and Career Planning Center and the Student Alumni Assoication are.

co-sponsoring a seminar entitled "Personal izJng Your Professional Image." ILse Metchek.

president of Ilse M of California (manufacturer of career apparel), will speak on how to

develop appropriate career wardrobe, and how to get value for clothes budget in design,

fabric and workmanship. Free person consulations will also be available. 12-2 p.m. in the

James E. West Alumni Center. Free. 825-2981.

The Department of^tonOapharic Sciences presents a speech by John McCinnis, graduate

student, who will speak on "A Stud> of the Vorticity Budget of the Upper Troposphere

Over the Asian Summer Monsoon Region." 4 p.m.. Math Sciences 7142. 825-4654.

Students for Life is sponsoring a film entitled, "The Silent Scream," a well-known, con

troversial film of an actual abortion as seen from within tlie womb. 12 p.m., Kerckhoff

400. Free.
"~"~~

'-

'

Undergraduate Student Accounting Society presents speakers from Coopers and Lybrand
who will discuss a topic in the field of accounting. 11 a.m., Ackerman 3517. Free.

Newman Club is holding a general meeting. 8:30 p.m. at the University Catholic Center.

International Solidarity Committee presents a film showing of "The Struggle for

Democracy in Chile." 6 p.m., 3170 Bunche. 386-3021.

Monday Morning DaDa Club sponsors "Savage Republic Slag Day and Men^rship
Driva," come get an application and join our happy. Bru-Ha-Ha-ish clubl Noon-4 p.m.

Bruin Walk.
Westwood Village Rotary Club is holding an informal meeting to discuss Rotary Interna-

tional Scholarships. 1 p.m. in the Expo Center. A213 Ackerman. 825-0831.

Korean American Christian Fellowship is holding a bible study. 2-4 p.m., Ackerman
3520.

Women's Resource Center and the Student Psychological Services co-sponsor a returning

students support network for mature students, or students who are returning to school. 1-2

p.m., 4223 Math Sciences. Free.

JeMosh Student Union is holding a general fonun. 6 p.m., Ackerman 3520. 825-8533 or

208-3081 „_

• How and where to shop
• What is appropriate attire for different professions
• How to get value in design, fabric, and workmanship
—and much more!

THURSDAY

CAUSA presents a lecture and videotape on the International Aspects of Won-Wa-Do.
Dhana Fulkerson, vice president of CAUSA, will speak. 1-3 p.m., Ackerman 2412. Free.

396-7922.

UCLA Elxtension lecture series on "Great Rivers in Ancient Times — The Legendary
Nile: Egypt's Eternal Lifeline." John B. Callender, UCI.A near eastern languages and
cultures professor. "The Tigris and Euphrates of the Fertile Crescent: Nurturer of the An-
cient Sumerians. Babylonians, and AssvTians" and Elizabeth Carter. UCLA associate near
aartaro iiHOta>j«it and oul turet ^ttit^sMn 7-10 p m 2l(UW. Dirkson Art r^nt«r S l fli

' UCLA Elxtension lecture series 'Star Wars: Divergent Views of Its Science and
! Technolog\'" with Marvin Goldberger. president. California Institute of TechnplogN'; and
', Robert W. Selden, associate director for Theoretical and Computational Physics, Los

! Alamos National Laborator>-. New Mexico. 7:30-10 p.m.. 100 Moore HgU. $12.

Campus Events presents the films Cocoon (6 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.) and Tlbe Gods Must
1

0e Crazy (8: 15 p.m.) in Ackerman Grand Ballroom. $1 per film.

UCLA Visitors Center is holding a discovery- tour of the UCLA Institute of Archaelogy.
George Gumerman. archaeologist, will speak on "Prehistoric P'indin^ from Rose Valle\ in

Eastern California." Meet in the lobby of Schoenberg Hall at 1 :30 p.m. 206-8147.
International Students Association sponsors an International Coffeebreak, 5 p.m. Ker-

ckhoff Coffeehouse, Mondays and Thursdays. 825-1681.

Overeaters Anonymous brown bag meeting. NPLC-8-538 from 12-1 p.m. Free.

Bible Studies in the New and Old Testaments. Noon. Ackerman 3517. 447-6106.
Nikkei Student Union is holding a meeting, 5-7 p.m., Ackerman 3530. 825-7184.
The Baha'i Campus Club sponsors a meeting to "Investigate the Possibilities of World

Peace." 6 p.m., Ackerman 2410.

GALA and USAC sponsor a general meeting featuring Adele Starr, founder of Parents
and Friends of Lesbian and Gays (Parents FLAG) discussing "coming out" to plirents. 7

p.m.. North Campus rm. 22. -^
Cuban American Bruins general meeting. 2 p.m.. Ackerman 2408.

Because of space restrictions, the rest of What's Bruin will run on Wednesday.

r"^-
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ARCHITECTURE QUAD
Sponsored by Bruins for Choice

CYCLE PRODUCTS WEST
"The Shop of the 80V
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Quake safety topic

of panel meeting

Earthquake safety and a
speech by the graduate presi-
dent are items on the agenda
for today*s meeting of the
UCLA Assembly of the Aca-
jdemic Senate,

f -k if if w ir*if if if ^^-^ if if if if if i^ it

FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE. QUALITY^..,........,.^
*

ISMIVlMrweed Blind.MTMr Ohl»M««
V « # .^ ^

The meeting, which will be
held in the California Room
of the UCLA Faculty Center
at 2 p.m., is the second session
of the Assembly for winter
quarter.

In conjuction with a motion
_of the Assembly in its Jan. 28,
1985 session, the Earthquake
Safety Committee will present
several short-term recommen-
dations for action toward
^reduction of earthquake risks,

said Professor Sam Aroni,
chairman of the Earthquake"
Safety Committee.
"The three short-term

recommendations that the
committee will propose deal
generally with the posting of

-warning signs outside of
substandard structures, the
reduction of use of substan-
dard buildings and the
establishment of a timetable
for upgrading substandard
structures," Aroni said.

Other issues of interest will
_include a vote on the revision

-of Appendix 5 of the "Manual
of the Academic Senate" arid a
discussion on the disestablish-

ment of the department of
engineering science, said Pro-
fessor Fred Massarik, chair-
man of the Assembly.
Craduate President

Deborah Howard will be ad-
dressing the Assembly on the
topic "Graduate^ Students and
Federal Financial Aid —
What the Future May Hold." '

— Douglas K. Glantz

L

Read all about it!

Call Daily Bruin
Advertising now

825-2161

BAUSCH & LOME

SLEEP-IN
LENSES
$99
NEW BAUSCH & LOME

XINXED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
SI 19
BAUSCH & LOME
SOFT DAILY CONTilCTS
$79

Written Money Back
Guarantee on all lenses.

INCLUDES nrriNG,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS
Same Day Service on most con-
tacts. All Types of contacts fitted

-EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL^
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica

(213) 829-9839 • AMEX • Master Charge • VISA
Men. -Wed. 10-6. Thun. 10-7, Fri. 10-6r Sat. 10-4 With this ad, ..p. 3/15/86

Fernald

—

Continued from Page 1

his story." -

- ..j'" —
"I. was shocked to hear of

the chancellor's intent to close

Fernald this June," said com-
"mittee member professor
Bruce Baker. "I feel that both
the decision and the way* it

was made harm both the
psychology department and
the clinical area.

"It was my understanding,
from the meeting that the

committee has had, that Fer-

nald was to gradually evolve

over the next two years into

on ORU," he continued. "It

was specifically stated that

services would not be ended
abruptly." .

An independent study con-
ducted in January 1985 by Dr.
Seymour Sarason, a professor

of psychology at Yale and Dr^
Irving Siglel, a psychologist at

the Educational Testing Ser-

vice at Princeton, found that

/'Fernald has developed a
number of services that are
useful to the community and
of great potential for research

.and training such as
demonstration classrooms, the

tutoring service, the assess-

ment service and the informa-
tion hotline."

"I have re-read both of the

reports mentioned within the

last 24 hours, and the reports,

taken together, make it clear

that Fernald's potential is not

being realized because of the

j^ difficulty in doing research in

the Fernald environment,"
Young said.

Department of Political Science
Women's Studies Program, and
.Center for \he Study of Women

present

"DOES THE WOMEN'S VOTE MAHER?
HOW DO WE KNOW?"

tfT

niARBARA FARAH, Ph.D.

Director of Surveys, New York Times

Tuesday, March M
2:00 p.m.

Bunche 4269
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Ego's Defense
Psychological Assessment 1

^sycnoiogicai Assessmenl II

8:00-1 1:00 pm C-I<*l

Physiological Psychology
Advanced Obj. Rel Theory
Ciroup Supervision (Praclicum) fOCl
Group Process & Technique (OC )

Dream Analysis II

PsychosomalJc Disorders

Psvchosynthesis

Group ProcessA TechniguelOC)
Advanced Healing Techniques &
Psvchosynlhesis

•3 Clinical Practicum (OCT

3 D CliiTord. MD
3 SlalT

1 Hu^f
3 T Oleson. PhD
3 D Clifford, MD

^^T" D Primac. PhD
I E Jacobson. PhD
3 D Clifford. MD
3 L Singer, PhD
3 T Olesop. PhD
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3 T Oleson. PhD
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B-lOO Statistics (OC)
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B-104 I earning and Cognition

B-104 Learning and Cognition (OC)
822 Advanced Clinical Hypnosis
C181-3 Proposal Researchj.il. Ill (OC)
SP32 Resistance Resolution

irT«2 l)cvero]M?U'ntal PsychoTogy =;

407 Psvchopathologv &. Family Dvn
C-182-3 Proposal Research II. Ill

•142 Psychopathology I (OC)
-2 Psychoanalytic Theory Pt 2

-2 Psychopathology 2

-2 Child Psychoanalysis
-2 Current Literature
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Human Sexuality

Cross-Cullural Mores & Values
Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
Group Supervisi(»n (Practicum) (OC)
Functional Human Anatomy
Writings of Melanie Klein I

History and Systems of Psycholog>

Proposal Research I

Psychological Assessment I (OC)
Clinical Practicum II
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3 M. Karlovac. PhD'
3 J Gillespie. PhD
3- R. Hunter. PhD
2" A Alvarez, PhD
3 M Karlovac. PhD
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3 T Moss, PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 A Alvarez. PhD
r • M Karlovac\^^hD
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3 . L Weisbcnder, PhD
3 F McCiuire. PhD
2 J Van Burcn. PhD
2 R Caper. MD
2 Y Hansen. PhD
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3 M (ierson, PhD

3 A. Brovar. MD
3 L. Peters. PhD
3 A Panajian. PhD
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3 R Hunter, PhD
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Pathological Characters in Literature

THURSDAY
Clinical Practicum I, II. Ill (OC)
Ciroup Supervision

Ciroup Supervision

Applied Lcchmqucs of MLCC
Psychology & Contcmpordry Societv

History and Systems (OC)
StaliNiics

Research Mcth«KJs

3 Ci Gross. PhD

Introduction to Ego Psychology

Clinical Practicum I

PsychoanalviH Psychotherapy

C'ross Cultural Mores & \alu,es(OC )

Psychopharmacology (OC)

Psy'cho(>alhology I

Psychoanalytic Theory Pt 6
^

Clinical Case C onference

Clinical Case Ccmference
Narcissistic Disorders
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Social Bases of Behavior

Comprehensive Review
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R E Johnson, PhD
J Packer, PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
J Gibbons. PhD
L Peters. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
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Staff

L Weubender. PhD
Ci BliKh. MDand
R Benitcz DSW
L Peters. PhD
D DeFrancisco.

MD. PhD
Stall

J-Go»)ch. MI) PhD
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S Hendlin. PhD
B Weiss. PhD
Staff
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Professional Seminars

Most seminars qualify for coniinutng education for Nurse), and Social Worker.'., ithey are also approved

-fof v#t»nm»-hen4UusJm-ihos£.whQ q ualify under VA regulations. All profesMonalvarc welcome
^

to attend - ' '" '

CGI IS approved by the American Psychological Association lo offer Continuing Education Seminars

Some arc scheduled each trimester. Please call the CCil office for details.

CHINESE

Lunch, Dinner,

Late Night

Take Out and Delivery

824-7869

WESTWOOD VILLAGE«1091 BROXTON»L.A.

*) 00-5 OOpm
9:00-1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9.00-3:00 pm
9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-3:00 pm

6:00-

9:00-

10:00 pm
5:00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

Sat I / 1

8

Sun 1/19

Sat 1/18

Sun 1/19

Sat 2/1

Sun 2/2

Sat 2/15

Sun 2/16

Fril/24
Sat 1/25

Sal ?7r
Sun 2/2

Sal 2/8

Sun 2/9

^?tl7l5
Sun 2/16

From I inderstandini Freud to

I ndertUindlnR Psychoaiuilysis

Social Btsts ot Behavior (OC)^

1 SUfT

Y Weiss. PhD

Art Therapy: Theory and Practice I D. Sharon. PhD

The Psychological Implicationit of

WorfciHK with Cancer Patients

Desire A Passion in the IVeatment of

Severely Disturbed Patients

1 T Moss. PhD

A. Panajian. PhD

The Therapeutic Process with Borderline

and Narcissistic Disorders

R. Alexander.

MD. PhD*
j Van Burcn. PhD

6:00-10:00 pm Fri 2/28

9:00-5:00 pm Sun 3/2

9:00-5:00 pm Sal 3/1

9:00- 1 :00 pm Sun 3/2

9?0O-5:00pm Sat 3/15

9:00-1:00 pm Sun 3/16

Sal 3/22
Sun 3/23

Treatment of Domestic Violence M. Gerson. PhD

Psychosynthesis (OC) T Oleson, PhD

From Object Relations to Self

Psycholoxy (OC)

R.E. Johnson. PhD

L Porinoff PhD
ImDtinnriit (O^) _ .

Analytical Applications of riinical

Hypnosis ((K )

S Ferrera. PhD

Career Crises among Youths. Middle Aged 1 ' R: Gollra. PhD

Sat 4/5

Sun 4/6

sai^TTi _

Sun4/t3 and Returning Women

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

9 00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
900- V OOpm

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC)

Group Iheory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location

Individual and Ciroup Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy, Dissertation Study, and Internships are

available by arrangement.

The California Ciraduaie Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

State of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees \p Psychology and

an MA in MFCC.
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational reguiremenls for Clinical Psychology a<id

MFCC licenses m (he State of California

Non-Profil. federal and state tax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel.

For additional injormalion or a laialoguf. please vnnlact:

California Graduate Institute~"~
School of Professional P\vcholoK\ ^

'^

Celebrating 18 years of continuous educatiorx.as the first independent

graduate school of psychology in the nation

1100 Glendon Avemre; 11th Floor

West Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208-4240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 OranKe Countv V
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Phc Be FIT and Spring into Spring
Peer Health Counselors

i

?
.wS

\

lun and the Beach are jQst around the co
Make the right turn and visit the FIT Clinic

Sign up (RIGHT NOW) for a FIT Clinic appointment. The Peer Health Counselors

are offering supervised fitness tests to measure strength, flexibility, cardiovascular

fitness and percentage of body fat. \ , .

Also Individualized Exercise Programs designed to FIT your needs are

available. '

Come by the FIT Info Table at Wooden Center TJh 11-2,W 12-3

TOTALLY FREE TO UCLA STUDENTS.
\ • - ^

For more Information come to 401 Kerckhoff Hoi! or coll 82&-8462 for an appointment

Sponsored by SHS and SWC/USAC
'^"
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The Division ol Honors Student Executive Council

proudly presents

Union
Continued from Page 2

Greening, UCLAs vice
president of external affairs

said that despite many
meetings between UCSA rep-
resentatives and Levin, the
policy that emerged did not
reflect UCSA's views at q|l

"We made it clear that we
oppose this policy complete-
ly."

William Frazer, UC senior
vice president of academic af-

fairs, told UCSA members
that the wage policy was
adopted as an interim policy,
to guide administrators until aT

further proposal more satisfac-

tory to students can be worked
out.

"There is plenty of room to

talk," said Ad Brugger, UC
dean of students. "We would
like to see specific suggestions
as to what you would like to

see, and we will take those
proposals seriously."

But Greening said he did
not believe the administrators'
statements came from good in-

tentions.

"If history proves us rightV
this is hogwash," he said.

"Adoption of this policy is a

gesture of bad faith by the
university toward the stu-

dents."

Greening and othfir urSA=

An Evening Featuring Student Productions in the Visual and Performing Arts

TONIGHT"——^

—

March IL 1986 — ^=^—

7:00 - 9:Q0 p.m.
Ackerman G w—

7:00- 8:00 p.m:
Reception & Visual Arts Display

8:00 -9:30 p.m:
Performing Arts

numbers predicted that the

interim policy will continue
until students complain
enough to force the ad-
ministration to eliminate it.

UCSA representatives ap-
proved a proposal to in-

vestigate the possibility of set-

ting up a system wide
undergraduate student
employee union. They are also

asking students to call their

chancellors and express
displeasure with the policy.

Greening said UCSA will

also develop an alternative

student wage proposal for the

systemwide administration
that will include a commit-
ment to not cutting student
wages and possibly tying stu-

dent wage levels to [jermanent
full-time staff wages. '

Budget

- Refreshments served -

- Semi'formal -

k—

^

Continued from Page 1

be competitive and recruit the

best faculty members in the

country," Hershman said.

The committee also approv-
ed a $1 million proposal to in-

crease research for the Super-
conducting Super Collider
(SSC), the world's largest
atom smasher, if built.

The legislative analyst was
opposed to the $1 ' million
budget request because of the
high probability that the $3-6
billion machine would not be
built in the near future
because of the federal budget
crunch. Instead, Hamm pro=

JU*.

I

SPONSORED BY THE DIVISION OF HONORS & CULTURAL AFFAIRS

C00080009S< 5

posed that $250,000 be set

aside for the research.

In the past year, the SSC_-
has been a high-priority issue

for the governor, members of

the Legislature, the California

congressional delegation and
various universities in the

state. A state task force was
set up last year to seek an ap-

propriate site fpr the SSC.
It's not a University of

-^California project," said
,

William Frazer, UC senior

vice president of academic af-

fairs. "This is a project design-

ed to benefit California."
The research device would

cost more than $300 million a

year to operate and^ would
create about 3,000 jobs.

—
u
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Shanties
Continued from Page 1

to stay in one shanty
refuse to leave.

At 5:25, as protesters had
gathered in one of the two
remaining structures, facilities

employees began to demolish
the empty shanty. Nelson
rushed toward TF^ shouting
"Stop I" Despite his objections,

it was destroyed a. few
minutes later.

Negotiations continued, and
Allen Yarnell, assistant vice

chancellor of student relations,

joined the administrators pres-

ent, and he and Nelson con-
tinued talking to the pro-
testers.

"There is no negotiation —
these were put up illegally,"

Yarnell first said, but as

negotiations continued he
shifted his position. Yarnell

first refused to sign a facilities

use form while in the quad,
but later changed his mind.

At 6:30 p.m., UC police

pulled three cars up to the

remaining shanty and began
to shine their lights. Several

protesters charged that this

was an attempt to intimidate

them, others seemed happy for

the lighting they provjded in

t^ie dark.

Shortly before 7 p.m., an
jigreement was_ reached, and
"as protesters cheered as^

Yarnell and Assistant
Chancellor John Sandbrook
signed the facilities use form,
a facilities truck was readied
to move the remaining shanty
to its new location.

Yarnell said he would not
sanction protesters sleeping in

the structure, but a number of

protesters observed that they
could stay awake in the shanty
and remain in compliance
with the form.

"They destroyed ^ one, and
they couldn't destroy the other
— we can declare victory,"

Hasso said, pleased by the

outcome.
Others were more restrain-

ed. "Otir expectations and
satisfaction rest merely on
divestment," Pederalty said.

"Right now, it's all for nought
—.rir they dTv^t, it's all lor

everything."

The protest was conducted
by the UC out of South Africa

Coalition, including repre-

sentatives from many other

campus organizations.

tuesday, march 11/1986

HONDA.
Present Student l.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Join the Elite"*

Arrive in Style

Co on a Spree'"

•TM

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

PHONE (213) 466-7191
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ADVERTISE ¥no
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Auto Audio
1423 6th St.

Santa Monica

(213)393-6164

Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

Free Flashing

LED
with any stereo

. purchase

10% Off for UCLA Students MJtf

CLIFFORD •^-SECO-LARM z
m Enfc^cer

$199- -
$399 ;

Enfc^cer

$349

PIRANHA

Remote w/

Back-up battery

$399

Prices include installation

20% pff all Blaupunkt & Kenwood
* Personal attention is our specialty

* Your satisfaction guaranteed

The Student Travel Network still thinks
travel is an aciventure!^a=^^,^We can get
you to Australia on
scheduled airline

put you on the
back ^^1
a horse.

kayak or on top of^

faster & cheaper
with us to Sydney
trip, with tree stop-

&

in a
Ayers Rock

tharianyone. Fly

from $975 round
overs in the

Pacific. CaU us in LA ^at (213) 934-8722,

380-2184 or (818) 886-0804.

m^ STUDtMT
THAVffl ^-^
NHWOKK 7204 Melrose Avenue • LA 9VD46

The UCLA Student Accounting Society
presents

(<Coopers & Lybrand**
Featuring:

Tom Lumsden , Audit Manner; and
Chuck Curds , Personnel Specialist,

representing Coopers 8^ Lybrand.

Everyone /S Welcome!

Wednesday, March 12,11 :00 AM
Ackerman 3517
Sponsored by SAS

CHASE
Bar &L Grille

*'Champagne Special

Dinner for 2
o\ \\'a\ W .in, s^

.

or lohs(iM pu\ ;lt(.l w

•\llrc\lv\ .1 IRlil: l\M(li'ot CMi.iin[\

CHASE
Bar &L Grille

Dinner For 2
(includes FREE '/: carafe of rec

ov white wine)

SKW£
On all Piista, chicken, or ciz^phnu dishes

-VA''.-'''+V^.^f-'

I \p. 4 J(> ^<i I \p. A J(> ^(^

104^) Gaylcy Ave VVcstwood • 824^1310 1051 Gayley Ave • WcstwooJ • 824-1310

ij

PRESBYTERIAN FELLOWSHIP

Special Guest Speaker
Pete Crouch

A Seminary Student at San Francisco theological Seminary

, Discusses
Friendship Across the Nations

with highlights from his trip as a peace delegate to the Soviet Union.

:.
—^- Tuesday, 6-8 pm

90^ Malcolm Ave., 1 block east of Hllgard 8^ Le Conte.

For more info, call at 208-5979 or 474-2069.

Rides to and from the meeting are available.

fain Us For Dinner!
' Member of the Religious Conference at UCLA

V
.'Vi;^,(M---.*. > 4.:»^,V;J^-. • 'J./ .**..*; t-i, .^<.-JL.i . ^'Ui. iM e A .. ^r> A
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Editorial

Political infighting limits USAC
Look to USAC council meetings for

prime campus entertainment. These
events are plagued with fighting,

disorder and poor behavior — all at a

great disservice to the student body.

USAC members must stop their

constant political infighting and
remember those students who they

were elected to represent. The chaos

an^ confusion at last Tuesday's
eeting is by far one of the clearer

examples of how little council
meetings actually accomplish.

It is all quite amusing unless you'

expect USAC members to act accor-

ding to their constitutional duty
rather than personal whim. Council

meetings have become a forum for

venting the anger and dislikes of one

council member toward others.

A new actor in this scenario of late

has been the audience. It is becoming
increasing unruly and inconsiderate.

As chairman. Undergraduate Presi-

dent Ron Taylor, m^t gain control

over both the conduct of the meetings

and all of those present — including

the audience.

In the role of constituents, the au-

dience certainly has both the right

and duty to attend all meetings.
However, they must respect the
membership at all times, even though,

given the conduct of the council
members themselves, this is admitted-

ly difficult.

Neither USAC members or students

observing council meetings should
engage in or sanction intimidation

tactics. All board members must feel

free to speak their minds and
thoroughly discuss the issues.

USAC meetings must further
general student interest rather than
the particular political interests of

some members. This is a gross abuse
of political power which cannot be
tolerated.

There is only one USAC council

meeting left this quarter. All members
of the council and the student body
must work to make it free for politick-

ing and personal attacks.

How can USAC ever hope to be ef-

fective in championing the student
cause if they continue to bicker over
which elected representatives are
legitimate?

Counterpoint

r^i

Escaping from reality
By Raymond A. de Turenne ^—. »
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Ah, poor Mr. Dubowski. Your article on the "All-American

Boy gay stereotype" iri mainstream media found the crime, but

failed to find a criminal (Bruin, Mar. 6). |

Is it a surprise to you that network television and commercial
news media has to white-wash and sugar-coat the chunks of

reality it serves up to the public? Do you think that homosex-
uality is the only subject that the media has to cover with
make-up to render it acceptable?

Come onl Where do you think youVe living? This is America.
True, we have a, proud tradition of freedom of speech. But we
are talking about mainstream media.

That means that the television programming has to offend

the least amount of people as possible. That means that every

sentence spoken on the tube and written in the newsmagazines
has to keep in mind that commercials and adverstisements have
to be 'taken in consideration with content and realism. That-
means that even the television and magazine news-stories have
to select and present their items on the basis of truth with
ratings and circulation in mind. :.>j^^^ ^ ^

And the last thing that we want in our media is realism.

We're locked in a vicious cycle: we honestly believe true-life is

ugly, senseless, and painful. And so reality is the last thing that

we want to see. TK^ popular movies and programs do not even
pretend to be real. The "true-life docudramas" are nowhere
near the truth. And the network news and major
newsmagazines successfully portray current events so that

they're more edible than credible.

We don't want content in our entertainment; we want con-
tentment. We want our entertainment to be a diversion from —
not a reflection of — real life. Escaping reality has bepome a
major American pasttime.

True, this keeps us from growing, keeps us from actively par-

ticipating, and keeps us running from things that we judge to

be ugly, senseless, and painful. We're very good at closing our
eyes and burying our heads in the sand.

So whg wants to see an average human life? If you expect us

to find a woman attractive, you better cover her up with tons

of barbie-doll make-up and costume. If you expect us tp respect
a man. you better give him He-Man machismo.

Do we want to see an average homosexual on the screen
when we're addressing the issue of homosexuality. Hell nol You
better make him handsome, "straight"-acting, and flawless. If
there is even a hint of a lisp or a limp-wrist, he's a dead man. I

won't even tell you how to doctor-up a lesbian to make her ac»-
ceptable.

Just remember that the only way we will swallow a slice of
reality is if it's covered with maple syrup and served on a deco-
rative platter.

As for the criminal that eluded you in your article — well,
you can blame the network producers or the commercialism or
the writers or the viewing audience. I'm not going to blame
anyone. I'm going home to watch Hill Street Blues and see
what a police precinct is really like•»•-"

£
'

de Turenne is a junior majoring in English.
4-i-
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Letters

More parking?
Editor:

While walking to campus
through the neighborhood be-

tween Beverly Glen and
Hilgard Avenue, I noticed
that parking was restricted to
cars with permits, yet there
were almost none of these cars
on any oi the numerous
streets. It seeins a terrible

waste that so much available
parking space is going unused,
especially considering the lack
of parking at neighboring
UCLA.

It strikes me as unfair that
the residents of this area
should be able to exclude their

neighbors at UCLA from
parlgiag there. It is clear from
the empty streets that they do
not need the space themselves.
The only legitimate reason

for using such exclusive and
discriminatory restrictions on
public streets is to allow resi-

dents of a community to park
near their own homes. In this

neighborhood of driveways,
garages, and empty streets,

this justification simply does
not apply.

I urge the UCLA communi-
z^, especially tho9e_Q£_yQtt irt
positions of authority and
power, to petition the city of

Los Angeles to act. One possi-

ble compromise with the resi-

dents would be to make per-

mits available to students
rather than lift the restrictions

entirely. Another possible
compromise would be to set

aside portions of each street

for residents who might occa-
sionally wish to park there.

Doubtless, many other solu-

tions could be devised to pro-

vide a substantial amount of

parking and to still ac
domodate what legitimate
needs area residents may have.

However, no solution will

come about without your
help.

Tom Rabin
UCLA School of Law

No mudslinging
Editor:

In his skillful attempt ^t
character assassination last

week. Amid Borhanmanesh
did everything but ^ call my
mother names (Bruin, Mar. 6).

I find it remarkable that so-

meone I .have never met could
make judgements about my
knowledge of Judaism.

Since he did not attend the
Shabbat ^alk I was invited to

i
give at Hillel, he has no basis

for charging me with violating

the Sabbath and promulgating
hatred for anyone. The people
who did attend the lecture can
attest to the fact that it was
not an effort to denigrate
-Mam or Arabctdture .

-

As for his attack on my
reputation in my department,
I find it equally amazing that

an undergraduate in the
Spanish department would
know anything about my
conduct in Bunche Hall. If he
had ever taken a course of

mine, which he has not, he
would know that I have never

discussed my views on the
Middle East and, outside of

class, have discussed them on-
ly with friends who do not
know Mr. Borhanmanesh.

As someone writing a
dissertation on U.S. Middle
East policy and who has pres-

-ented and published papers
everywhere from the
American Political Science
Association Convention to

Commentary, to the Chicago
Tribune my expertise on the
subject is less in doubt than
that of my accuser!

Mr. Borhanmanesh was far

less skillful in rebutting the

substance of my Ha'am arti-

cle, but, then again, there is

an old adage that when the
evidence is against you, throw
mud. He threw more than a
handful but rather than res-

pond in kind let me point out
that while the political
analyses and conclusions in my
article are largely my own, , found implications for inter
the theological analyses which national politics and therefore

Majid Khadduri, a leading
expert bn Islamic law. I wel-

come Mr. Borhanmanesh to

cite equally respected sources

to counter the substance of my
article.

The attitude of Muslims
toward non-Muslims has pro-

he takes exception to were
drawn from the work of such
distinguished scholars as

Gustave Von Grunebaum, the

namesake of our department
of Near Eastern Studies,
William Brinner, Chairman of

the Near Eastern Studies
Department at Berkeley, and

an informed discussion of that

subject would be far more
useful than hurling unfounded
accusations at a fellow stu-

dent.

(_ Mitchell Bard
Graduate Student

Political science

\
•

ifirr

Pi Sigma Alpha announces their annual
call for political science research
papers to be published in POLITICUS.
You need nbt be a political science ma-
jor to enter. Deadline for submission is

Friday, March 28. 1986, at 4277 Bunche
Hall. Papers must pertain to one of the
following areas:

FAST FREE DELIVERY
H) International Relations
2) Public Admn.
3) Pohtics
4) Comparative Gov't
5) Theory
6) Public Law __^

ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

TONICS FOR:
• Intelligence .• Fatigue

• Sports Injury • Pain

• Voice ^ • Digestion

• Grey Hair • Arthritis

• Hypertension • Menstruation

Dr. Yeung
2154WestwoodBI.

474-1060

LARGE PIZZA

$4.95
. one topping ,

GOOD TILL 3/17/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY

_-u

except Fn. Sat. & Sun

Valid only //ith tnts coupon one pizza per coupon

ANY LARGE PIZZA^

2 FORI
GOOD TILL 3/17/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY
_ ^ , 3 j3pr address

mi 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for ail the

sensible reasons. Like

easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for nding with a fnend. * All

at an affordable price. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The ^lite 80. f'ractica/iiy
'

never looked so good.

JIOMDA
•/M.i«i;r(t>/ii I,'. lit I .«'.<• 'I\ .'.'I' iiinirtt>

Men Tues only

Vai'd only with this coupon one pizza per coupon

Delivery Hours: 4pm-11pm

Toppings Include Pepperoni. sausage.
mushrooms, green peppers.

onions, and olives

Can Sodas 60C - 6 pack $3 50

Mention Ad When You Place Orders

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUST MINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTuNa BL. SHERMAN OAKS
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Kent Andrade. AssocMtc ileview Editor

Jenny Bleier. Assistont Review Editor

FILMS

*The Unheard Music': worth seeing
By Bob Remstein

Review Editor

In the mid-1970s, the pop
music world sank to its lowest

energy level in years. While
the rest of the music industry

spooned out mellowhess and
disco, the Worldwide musical

underground prepared to ex-

plode. ^

That explosion of musi(^l

and creative speed and energy

was punk rock — spearheaded

in England by The Sex Pistols

and The Clash and, shortly

thereafter, in Los Angeles by

X. Widely praised by critics as

America's finest punk rock

band, X is now the subject of

The Unheard Music, a seml-

"rockumentary" chronicling

not only the rise of X, but also

the dawning of an entire

punk-related culture.

The Unheard-^Music goes

beyond merely presenting his-

torical facts or recording live

performances, though — it is

itself a creative statement,
commenting on both
mainstream and progressive
'80s culture from an inten-

tionally skewed perspectiver-

—

The film includes a touf
through the now desolate and
deserted Masque, Hollywood's
formative punk club, given by
its former owner, Brendan

-r-r
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X: Billy Zoom (no longer with the band), Exene Cervenka, D.J. Bonebrake and John Doe.

INTERVIEW

Mullen. Later, guitarist Billy

Zoom shows off his jazz

clarinet abilities, and drum-
mer D.J. Bonebrake plays xy-

lophone while discussing the

pros and cons of writing songs

to the accompaniment of a
"percolating coffee pot.

Best of all are scenes with
singer Exene Cervenka and
singer/ bassist John Doe, X's
heart and soul. Their in-

terplay isri^ascinating. On one
hand, they playfully sing
country tunes, with the im-
provised harmony of a brother
and sister, almost. On the
other hand, Exene ' discusses

her sister's death, which hap-
pened on the way to the
band's last gig at the Whisky-
a-Go-Go.

Unfortunately, the film's

uneven tone causes it to lose

momentum during the last 20
minutes as its creativity gives
way to straightforward per-
formance clips. The ending
fizzles out instead of wrapping
things up in a definitive man-
ner.

i Despite a few weak spots,

m^ Unheard Music per-
nArtpntly captures a band that
tf|fr few people understand
and too few appreciate.
Maybe now they will.

The Unheard Music screens
tonight at Melnitz for free at 8
pm. Also, it plays daily at the
Four Star Theater (5112
Wilshire Blvd).
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By Ernest Hardy

This week's column is devoted solely to nnusic and what
I personally feel are some of the best and worst songs on
the radio right now. The first part of the column, in
which I list the "best" of what is on radio, is especially
dedicated to Tanya Mayers who iecently wrote that the
Bruin review staff was "a tougher critic than Mikey, and
-hebates^veFythingrSo^ Tanya ,...,~-^This is^ for yoth

Tlw BMt 0f Rido aigHt V««

1. "We Don't Have to Take Our Clothes Off* — Jer-
maine Stewart. From the opening notes to the last, this is

a compelling dance track that should easily become one of
the yc^'s top party songs. Its "message" is also perfectly
timed *to coincide with the current "hot" topic for the
media: teen-age pregnancies.

2. **Kiss" — Prince. So, two weeks ago I wasn't impress-
"^; i guess it's grown on me. I find amusing, however, iBe"
lyrical waxings ("Act your age, not your shoe-size") of this

"latest" Prince compared to the Beatles-influenced Prince
of Around the World In a Day.

3. "I've Got A Crush On You'* — The Jets. Yes, I know
we college types are only supposed to listen to dark,
somber music in which we question life and our sexuality,

and that in comparison this is nothing more than fluff, but
this is also bubble-gum at its best. Besides, it has a good
beat and it's easy to dance to.

4. "Manic Monday" — The Bangles. A lot of reviewers
have given a thumbs down to this Prince-penned track,

but I think the Bangles* *60s-ish girls-group delivery is ap-
pealing. "_ -

•

Continued on Page 14

Director W. T. Morgan: What does X mean to me?
By Sean G'Donnetf 1

It's a week before his first

film The Unheard Music, an
extremely provocative and ex-

citing documentary on the
mold-breaking L.A. rock band
X, goes into release, and one
would rightfully expect to find

director/writer/producer W.T.
Morgan to be feverishly gulp-
ing Valiums and chain-smok-
ing Camel non-filters.

However, at an interview in

the offices of the film's
distributors, Skouras Pictures,

Morgan is a model of repose
and good humor. "After all,"

he explains, "when you spend
five years on a project, you
find there is a lot of room for
unexpected surprises."

Morgan has reason to be in
good spirits. Nearly aihalf de-
cade after its initial inception.
The Unheard Music has made
it to the big screen with a
highly enthusiastic response
from local film and music
critics. Like X, the band
whose music and outlook on
life fuel the documentary. The
Unheard Music is unconven-
tional, highly energetic, and
always challenging.

Unlike conventional
"rockumentaries" such as The
Kids Are Alright or The Last
Waltz, Morgan's picture ex-
pands far beyond the conven-
tions of the documentary
genre, combining concert

footage, interview segments,
fictional narratives, with
unusual montage and anima-
tion sequences, presenting a
unique and vital vision of
modern American culture. As
Morgan succinctly puts it,

"The Unheard Music is more
than being about X. It's an
examination of X's music and
the cultural forces that led to

its creation."

Yet, The Unheard Music,.
while encompassing many dif-

ferent themes and subjects, is

nonetheless a film about X,
and any fan of the band, or of
rock music in general, should
greet the film \yith ecstatic

glee. Where else can one see

guitarist Billy Zoom rendering
a virtuoso rendition of "Star-
dust" on — of all instruments!
— the clarinet, or drummer
D.J. Bonebrake hammering
out the theme song to The
Addams Family on his xylo-
phone? The -film exposes all

aspects of the band over a five
year period as it views them
on stage, in the recording
studio, at home, and on the
road, providing a consistently
fascinating and boldly creative
look at this most original of
rock bands.

Morgan's undying en-
thusiasm for his project, as
well as the dogg^ tenacity
required to complete the film,
should serve as a tonic to any
world-weary independent

4
filmmaker disheartened with

Corporate HoUyVood. "From
the outset," explained
Morgan, "I wanted to create a

film with personal expression,

that was very interpretive,

while at the same time being a

film about this band I loved."

Little did he know it would
take five years to complete.

Like the vast majority of

independent filmmakers,
Morgan and his associates

(co-producers Christopher
Blakely and Everett Greaton,

and production designer
Alizabeth FoleyJ didn't have a

throng of Hollywood studio

executives prostrating
themselves on their doorsteps.

Instead, they had to rely

primarily on their own money
as well as the contributions of

private investors. "We ran out

of money on the first day of

shooting," said Morgan,
laughing at the memory.
"After that we realized we

couldn't* pay a normal crew,

so we shot at night, on

weekends, any time we could

get free labor and borrowed

equipment. We still owe a lot

of favors to friends."
«

In retrospect, however,

Morgan found the experience

of working within the con-

straints of a small budget to

be constantly challenging,

"We had to find inventive

ways of using as little film a^

possible while creating
something out of it that was
both significant and interest-

ing. Our controlling aesthetic

was whatever worked!"
As for the film's continually

inventive and jarring visual

images, Morgan explained,
"We deliberately planned for

the film to have an inconsis-

tent tone to it. I wanted it to

be fragmented, like a Cubist
pointing, where you look at

an object from dif-
ferenteperspectives and you
use different textures to ex-

press what you see. Our intent

was to make every scene
register with its own unique
style, and to use all these dif-

ferent variables in telling the
story of X.
"The audience that I've en-

visioned are people with an
adventurous spirit, who want
to see " something fresh and
unusual," replied Morgan
when asked what kind of per-

son would be attracted to his

motion picture. Indeed, The
Unheard Music is a consistent-

ly challenging and entertain-

ing movie which may very
well shake up the viewer's

perceptions of X, the
documentary genre, and even
American qulture in the IdSOs.

It is not recommended for the

film-going faint of heart —
and W.T. Morgan probably
wouldn't have it any other

way.

Exene C^enka as a silent film star in 'Because 1 Do,* the

movie-within-a-mopie that forms- part of "The Unheard Music.'*
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FILMS

*The Unheard Music': worth '^

By Bob Remstein

Review Editor
**

In the mid-1970s, the pop
music world sank to its lowest

energy level in years. While
the rest of the music industry

spooned out mellowness and
disco, the worldwide musical

underground prepared to ex-

plode.

That explosion of musical

and creative speed and energy

^as ptink rock — spearheaded

in England by The Sex Pistols

and The Clash and, shortly

thereafter, in Los Angeles by

X. Widely praised by critics as

America's finest punk rock

band, X is now the subject of

The Unheard Music, a semi-

"rockumentary" chronicling

not only the rise of X, but also

the dawning of an entire

punk-related culture.

The Unheard Music goes

beyond merely presenting his

torical facts or recording live

performances, though — it is

itself a creative statement,
commenting on both
mainstream and progressive
'80s culture from an inten-

tionally skewed perspective.

The film incudes a tour
through the now desolate and
deserted Masque, Hollywood's
formative punk club, given by
its former o\yner, Brendan
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X: Billy Zoom (no longer with the hand), Exene Cervenka, D.J. Bonebrake and John Doe

INTERVIEW

Director W. T. Mora
By Sean O'Donnell

It's a week before his first

film The Unheard Music, an
extremely provocative and ex-

citing documentary on the
mold-breaking L.A. rock band
X, goes into release, and one
would rightfully expect to find
director/writer/producer W.T.
Morgan to be feverishly gulp-
ing Valiums and chain-smok-
ing Camel non-filters.

However, at an interview in
the offices of the film's
distributors, Skouras Pictures,
Morgan is a model of repose
and gooc^ humor. "After all,"

he explains, "when you spend
five years on a project, you
find there is a lot of room for
unexpected surprises."

Morgan has reason to be in
good spirits. Nearly a half de-
cade after its initial inception.
The Unheard Music has made
it to the big screen with a
highly enthusiastic response
from local film and music
critics. Like X, the band
whose music and outlook on
life fuel the documentary. The
Unheard Music is unconven-
tional, highly energetic, and
always challenging.

Unlike conventional
"rockumentaries" such as The
Kids Are Alright or The Last
Waltz, Morgan's picture ex-
pands far beyond the conven-
tions of the documentary
genre, combining concert

footage, interview segments,
fictional narratives, with
unusual montage and anima-
tion sequences, presenting a
unique and vital vision of
modern American culture. As
Morgan succinctly puts it,

"The Unheard Music is more
than being about X. It's an
examination of X's music and
the cultural forces that led to
its creation."

Yet, The Unheard Music,
while encompassing many dif-

ferent themes and subjects, is

nonetheless a film about X,
and any fan of the band, or of
rock music in general, should
greet the film with ecstatic

glee. Where else can one see
guitarist Billy Zoom rendering
a virtuoso rendition of "Star-
dust" on — of all insttjuments!
— the clarinet, or dirummer
D.J. Bonebrake hammering
out the theme song to The
Addams Family on his xylo-
phone? The film exposes all

aspects of the band over a five
year period *as It views them
on stage, in the recording
studio, at home, and on the
road, providing a consistently
fascinating and boldly creative
look at this most original of
rock bands.

Morgan's undying en-
thusiasm for his project, as
well as the dogged tenacity
required to complete the film,
should serve as a tonic to any
world-weary independent

filmmaker disheartened with

Corporate Hollywood. "From
the outset," explained
Morgan, "I wanted to create a

film with personal expression,

that was very interpretive,

while at the same time being a

film about this band I loved."

Little did he know it would

take five years to complete.

Like the vast majority of

independent filmmakers,
Morgan and his associates

(co-producers Christopher
Blakely and Everett Greaton,

and production designer
Alizabeth Foley) didn't have a

throng of Hollywood studio

executives prostrating
themselves on their doorsteps.

Instead, they had to rely

primarily on their own money
as well as the contributions of

private investors. "We ran out

of money on the first day of

shooting," said Morgan,
laughing at the memory.
"After that we realized we

couldn't pay a normal crew,

so we shot at night, on

weekends, any time we could

get free labor and borrowed

equipment. We still owe a lot

of favors to friends."
*

In retrospect, however,

Morgan found the experience

of working within the con-

straints of a small budget to

be constantly challenging*

"We had to find inventive

ways of using ^ little film as

press

was
regist<

style,

ferent

story of X.

"The a^idience that I've en-
visioned anjp people with an
adventurods spirit, who want
to j^ee something fresh and
unusual," replied Morgan
when asked what kind of per-

son would be attracted to his

motion picture. Indeed, The
Unheard Music is a consistent-

ly challenging and entertain-

ing movie which may very
well shake up the viewer's

perceptions of X, the
documentary genre, and even
American culture in the 1980s.

It is not recommended for the

film-going faint of heart —
and W.T. Morgan probably
wouldn't have it any other

way.

Exene C^enka as a silent film star in 'Because I Do,* the

movie-within-a-movie that forms part of "The Unheard Music.
"
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FROM hiking in thejnountains to Shakespeare under the stars, it's all

in our new, colorful course bulletin of summer 1986 classes,

NOW you can combine a national reputation for educational excellence

with a summer full of activities. All at the University of Colorado. Boulder

MuUen. Later, guitarist Billy

Zoom shows off his jazz

clarinet abilities, and drum-
mer D.J. Bonebrake plays xy-

lophone while discussing the

pros and cons of writing songs

to the accompaniment of a

percolating coffee pot.

Best of all are scenes with
singer Exene Cervenka and
singer/bassist John Doe, X's

heart and soul. Their in-

terplay is fascinating. On one
hand, they playfully sing
country tunes, with the im-
provised harmony of a brother
and sister, almost. On the
other hand, Exene discusses

her sister's death, which hap-
pened on the way to the
band's last gig at the Whisky-
a-Go-Go. >^^

Unfortunately, the film's

uneven tone causes it to lose

momentum during the last 20
minutes as its breativity gives

way to straightforward per-

JormanctL clips. The finding:

OU^ summer session offers aspectacular array of academic and recre-

ational classes, professional performing arts, outdoor activities and a

distinguished guest and resident faculty.

SEND for our free course bulletin. , ^—^—
CLASSES begin June 9, 1986:

IVIAIL the coupon or call 303-492-7424 (24 hours)
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fizzles out instead of wrapping
things up in a definitive man-
ner.

Despite a few weak spots.
The Unheard Music per-
manently captures a band that
too few people understand
and too few appreciate.
Maybe now they will.

The Unheard. Music screens

tonight at Melmtz for free at 8
pm. Also, it plays daily at the
Four Star Theater (5112
Wilshire Blvd).

By Ernest Hardy

This week's column is devoted solely to music and what
I personally feel are some of the best .and worst songs on
the radio right now. The first part of the column, in
which I list the "best" of what is on radio, is, especially
dedicated to Tanya Mayers who recently wrote that the
Bruin review staff was "a tougher clitic than Mikey, and
he hates everything!" So, Tanya. . . . This i^ for you.

TIM B«t of RUi9 ailht V«« . . .

1. "We Don't Have to Take Our Clothes OfP — Jer-
maine Stewart. From the opening notes to the last, this is

a compelling dance track that should easily become one of
the year*s top party songs. Its "message" is also perfecdy
timed to coincide with the current "hot" topic for the
media: teen-age pregnancies.

2. **Kiss*' — Prince. So, two weeks ago I wasn*t impress-
~ guess it a -grown on me. 1 find amusing,^ however^ ihe

lyrical waxings ("Act your age, not your shoe-size") of this

"latest" Prince compared to the Beatles-influenced Prince
of Around the World In a Day.

3. "IVe Got A Crush On You"— The Jets. Yes, I know
we college types are only supposed to listen to dark,

somber music in which we question life and our sexuality,

and that in comparison this is nothing more than fluff, but
this is also bubble-gum at its best. Besides, it has a good
beat and it's easy to dance to.

4. "Manic Monday" — The Bangles. A lot of reviewers

have given a thumbs down to this Prince-penned track,

but" I think the Bangles' *60s-ish girls-group delivery is ap-

pealing.

Continued on Page 14
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Morgan has reason to be in

good spirits. Nearly a half de-
cade after its initial inception.
The Unheard Music has made
it to the big screen with a
highly enthusiastic response
from local film and music
critics. Like X, the band
whose music and outlook on
life fuel the documentary, The
Unheard Music is unconven-
tional, highly energetic, and
always challenging.

Unlike cquv entlonal
"rockumentaries" such as The
Kids Are Alright or The Last
Waltz, Morgan's picture ex-

pands far beyond the conven-
tions of the docdmentary
genre, combining concert

dust" on — of all instruments!
— the clarinet, or drummer
D.J. Bonebrake hammering
out the theme song to The
Addams Family on his xylo-
phone? The film exposes all

aspects of the band over a five
year period as it views them
on stage, in the recording
studio, at home, and on the
road, providing a consistently
fascinating and boldly creative
look at this most original of
rock bands.

Morgan's undying en-
thusiasm for his project, as
well as the dogged tenacity
required to complete the film,
should serve as a tonic to any
world-weary independent

ened with

od. "From
xplained
to create a

expression,

terpretive,

me being a

d I loved."

it would

mplete.

fiajority of

mmakers,
associates

iristopher

t Greaton,

designer
dn't have a

3od studio

.strating
doorsteps.

d to rely

^i««ii«iii^ v/ii ctawAA own money
as well as the contributions of

private investors. "We ran out

of money on the first day of

shooting," said Morgan,
laughing at the memory.
"After that we realized we

couldn't pay a normal crew,

so we shot at night, on

weekends, any time we could

get free labor and borrowed

equipment. We still owe a lot

of favors to friends." ^

Wha^t
- I

" ! I I
I

.
I 1»l jll .

I '

mean

In retrospect;, ^however,

Morgan found the experience

to
of working within the con-

straints of a shiall budget

be constantly challenging,

"We had to find inventive

ways of using as little film as

possible while creating
something out of it that was
both significant and interest-

ing. Our controlling aesthetic

was whatever worked!"
As for the film's continually

inventive and jarring visual

images, Morgan explained,
"We deliberately planned for

the film to have an inconsis-

tent tone to it. I wanted it to

be fragmented, like a Cubist
painting, where you look at

an object from dif-
ferenteperspectives and you
use different textures to ex-

press what you see. Our intent
was to make every scene
register with its own unique
style, and to use all these dif-

ferent variables Jn telling the
story of X.
"The audience that I've en-

visioned are people with an
adventurous spirit, who want
to see something fresh and
unusual," replied Morgan
when asked what kind of per-

son would be attracted to his

motion picture. Indeed, The
Unheard Music is a consistent-

ly challenging and entertain-

ing movie which may very

well shake up the viewer's

perceptions of X, the
documentary genre, and even
American culture in the 1980s.

It is not recommended for the

film-going faint of heart —
and W.T. Morgan probably
wouldn't have it any other

way.

Exene C^enka as a silent film star in 'Because I Do/ the

movie-within-a-moiHe that forms part of "The Unheard Music.

"
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FILMS )

'House* trie^, but jgets

stucco between cras:ks
By Alex Demyanenko that could have come straight from

. Time Bandits^ :—

.

House is a difficult film to appraise.
This thriller/Korror film is a reviewer's

nightmare. The people who brought
you Friday the 13th surprisingly
deliver a film which differs, in many
respects, from films of the normal hor-

rnr genre . However, a]

emerges as a dreamy, ambitious
breath of fresh gore, it is a film

plagued by problems typical of such
films. *A' for effort but . . .

William Katt (Greatest American
Hero) delivers an imjpressively varied
performance as a horrdr;Writer a la

Stephen King. He inherits a supposed-
ly haunted house which is vacated by
an aunt who recently hanged herself

in the upstairs bedroom. More impor-
Jantly, it is the site of his son's

mysterious' disappearance years ago.

-So, of course, he has to move in. Bad
move. Throw in some flashbacks to

Vietnam (not again!) and you've got
some standard horror fare, right? Not
quite.

Halfway through the film^ House
abandons the norm and reveals a
complex, novel plot with touches of

strange humor. The novelist's retrieval

of his son becomes his only means of
self-redemption. Redemption from a
war and its haunting memories.
Redemption enabling him to write of

his war experiences. To reveal more
would reveal the whole film. While
this House offers numerous standard
J'what's behind the closet door?" mo-
ments, it also throws in a few sur-

prises, such as some fantasy moments

House, however, 'is not nearly as

successful as Time Bandits. The humor
often doesn't succeed either due to bad
timing or because it's just not funny.

The admiring and nosy next door

neighbor (played by George Wendt,
Nornv on Cheers) provides the only

successful comedic relief in the film.

Wendt virtually steals the spotlight

with his John Candyesque exploits.

The Vietnam flashbacks look like they

were filmed in the greenhouse at The
House of Plastic Plants. ^
The filmmakers can't seem to decide

whether the monsteris in the film

should be comic book characters,

vicious alien sea creatures, or crazed

muppets. Much of the film's scary

moments are just not scary...A.Jot of

attention is given to special effects and
very little is devoted to the develop-

ment of suspense or plot. Our hero

tries desperately to convince his

neighbor that the house is haunted,

yet when he finally has proof, he

keeps it to himself.

To whom does one recommend this

film? Horror fans will be disappointed

because the film is not very scary and
"

I
Othersits plot is too "seridus."|otners won"

be willing to deal with the suspension

of logic and cleanliness necessary

when viewing films in this genre. The
film doesn't have a niche in which to

settle.

House doesn't have a bad founda-

tion but, at an asking price of 6
dollars, you'd be better off investing

your money elsewhere.

rmtfmtrmtjlltmmf^^m^^

Earnest Ernest's hits
Continued from Page 13

5. "West End GithT — Pet Shop
Boys. Provides the "truly hip" with

the chance to gloat that they were
listening to that a year ago. Ignore

them and enjoy the song
6. ** O verjoyed*' — Stevie

Wonder. I never really lilced "Go
Home" and "Part-Time Lover" suf-

fered from overplay within a week
of release, but this is classic Stevie.

classic Stevie.

7. "Life In a Northern Town" —
The Dream Academy.
I wouldn't buy it, but it sounds
great on the radio.

8 . *Don*t Let Me Be
Misunderstood** — Elvis Costello.

(Okay, Tanya, you mi^t wjtnf
to turn the page now; this is where
the column turns **typical/*)

tht^ fkat SiMOi Bt BwiytA Off

fitlirvtvii

1. 'How Will I Know' -^

Whitney Hotuton, I dcm't think
anyone much cares anymore,
Whitney.

2. "Rodt Me AmtdemT — Faloo*
Onoe amusing, now just obnoxious.

3. •^Di^tal Display*' ^ Ready
For Hie Worid. And you thou^t
"Oh Sheila" was annoying.

4. "Love Bizarre" — Sieila E. A
recycled Prince by any^^oiSicr name
... is still recycled Prince.

5. "Living In America" — James
Brown. For this we should be pro-
ud?

6. "Theme from Rocky IV* ~~

Survivor. I don't know which is

more frightening, the prospect of
Rocky V or the certainty that this

group will sing the theme song.

7. **King for a Day^ — Thomp-
so nT w i n s

It*s boring.

8. "Do Me Baby" — Meli'sa

Morgan. Prince's old self-in-

dulgences are best left in the past.

^ust Stuff . . . There's a rumor
that Vanity actually sings on her

new song "Under the Influence."

Sounds risky, but sh# should be

commended for trying something

new . , . Remember dOI the times

you listened to Duran Duran and
thought, "God, why doesn't Simon
LeBon let someone else handle the

vocals? They couldn't do any
worse." Well, John Tay|or has just

released his theme from 9 1/2

Weeks ("I Do What I Do") and
makes LeBon sound like Caruso. I

can't help thinking that soihewhere

LeBon is oB laughing and the joke

is on us ... I recently had the

privilege (?l) of seeing Angelyne's

video and I mus^t„Jftdmii:« heir

courage in allowing so many close-

ups. When the term "*Goas wet-

nurse" was coined, Ang^yne was
who they had in mind . . . It's

really disappointing to see such tal*

entad and established acts as Ar^a
Franklin and the Pointer Sisters

make spectacles of themselves in the
effort to compete with the MTV
crowd. The Points Sisters have
^esompietely abandon^ se}l-re^|N9£>l^

with their latest single/video in

which they sound like anv other

mediocre talent and look like the

spawn of Boy George and Cindy
Lauper. Aretha Franklin's obvious
discomfort in her new "punk" look

only underscores the silliness in her
trying to pull off such an image.

Net an

L'nji*> nappiT,
Nou thnujoh March 16, you can

*> a fresh filft of Pacific Red

tKcan-frcsh Sole or fresh Tri>ut

Your entree comes with sun-ripened

voKetahles. Broun rice pilaf. Ten-^rain

rolls, and a crisp yreen. salad o^r_hot^ home-

made soup.

It's all for the incredible price of

onK $S.9S. And onU at the Cnnxl Earth

Restaurant.

Served lunch and dinner.

qood earth
^^ Restaurant and Bakery
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ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

Jean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS-
FOR STYLING.PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

sP^<^s<A^^:
•O" ^^ ..v-^"^^

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get 'A order of Dim Sum free!

*

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

4 Expires 3/20/86
I I

I •DIM SUM &. SALADS
I •SOUPS, NOODLES.
I &. RICE : - .

I

I

I

I

/" VISA and
I MASTERCARD

Accepted

*a«»c4^^ (with coupon)

— • After 3 p.fTTr

)Gmxkn
<inlliii?ha.ill

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
n-9pm

•ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKEOUT

I

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd.,

W.L.A.(Olympic @ Bundy In Westslde Plaza)

479-4774

• Free
Parking

Classified f-?

D

• •

•

•••••••••••»•»»» • •

I

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
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hrlrata.

Tlw ASUCLA Convnunicaaons Bowd (uty supporli •»
UnlMntty o( CaMofnia't pofcy on non-discflinlnatton

No madum thai aooapl aiKaftiamenb Mftvcli praient

panons o( any ofigin. race, relgun. sax, or tanul

onentalion m a deniaantng way. or impty thai ttiay are

kinted to cartain positions capabttttas. roias, or

status in sodaty NeWwr the Oaity Bn*) nor Itw

ASUCLA Communtcaaona Board has Investioatad wiy

of 0w tarvKoa advantsad or t&mHstn represantad in

Ow «aua Any parwn (MAevmo Itui m advwusamant

(1 Sils isaue vtalatBS a«a Boards poMcy on non-

discrimmalkin statad haratn should comnxmicala

compiaints in wrWng to the Susmass Manager. 0«ty

Brum. 308 Westwood PUa. KH 112. Los Angatat. CA
90Q?4 For asaistance with txxjsing dlicrtnanalion

proMems, cal 9m IXXA Housi:)g Offlca at 82S-4491.

or ca« the WastsMa Fair Housing OMca at 475-9671
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Studying Hard for Finals?

MAKE I3NU6RAND FINALE-
ASUCLA LECTURE h4^0 T E S
Available pnly at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on ALevel in Ackerman Union.

Study Paks give you

FIRST AID for FINALS
Gnrreiit qaart«n Lecture Notef PLUS an ASUCLA Problem Solving
Guide for Chemistry, Economics and Psycliology classes.

Available only at the Lecture Notes Counter, located on A-level Ackerman Unioa.
Lecture Notes and Problem Solving Guides are copyrlgtifed by ASUCLA.

GOOD DEALS. 7

MISCELLANEOUS 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

Money tor CoieQe?
-ifs at around you. # you fcnow-

where to lookl Our notlorvwlde

Academic Data Service

gurantees 5 to 25 HrKir>ciai Aid

Sources (or your higher

education or your money bade
Freshmea sophomores, and

ongoirx) graduate students

ONLY, col tol free

1-600-544-1574 ext. 639 or

write P.O. Box 16493.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LEARNING
MORE ABOUT YOURSELF? BCI will open
your eyes to your jewishness - open house
at the Brandeis - Bardin Institute. Sunday,
March 16. 1 pm. Call Myta (818)348-7201

.

INSURANCE WARI WE'LL bIaT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS;
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRa
GRAM." (818y992'6966. (213)873-3303.

_SP§CiAL low cost auto f>sufarwe tor facul-

ty ar>d students Good grades discounts.

Call James Boord. (818) 716-0224.

FREE 8

Chattanooga. TN. 37416

PERSONAL 10

CUTE puppy free. Call (818)991-8607 ask

for Joan, or (21 3)553-8607 ask for Liz

PERSONAL 10

AT. I hope this rK>te brirtgs more smiles

to your face. Golam.

HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority.

Call 208-4008.

BRUIN Knights: Mandatory meeting
toi^tght at Phi Kapp, 9:00pm. Beer and
pool to follow at the Blue Flame...

GROUP 9 original music, experienodd

club band available for any dub function.

Hot contempo rock, call Blank Frank

(213)871-8667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)840^638.

JULIE Bates-We kept our mouths shut 'till

now, but we couldn't resist to tell you
Congratulations! You're pinnedl Love your

yaaschooi buddies, KJJOKg
NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/nK). or

fDore part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

nfK)re part-time. If our pfK>nes are bwsy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

EDUCATION EDUCATION
SERVICES 4 SERVICES 4
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ASUCLA
Coin-Operated
Copiers Are Still

Only 50 Per Copy.

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for just

a nickel. And weVe got several locations

to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level

(near the elevators) and First floor (near

the information counter), in the North

Campus RestAirant, and downstairs at

Lu Valle Commons.

Congrats on
winning

Greek Week
Let's have a

repeat

performance at

-Mardi Gras

K£

Look for our new copiers coming soon to

the Bombshelter and North Campus.

ATI!
Greek Week

was no
"Swear*

You guys ore
HOTIR

TftGA-TftGA
Love,
The

Alpha Phis

3 A
First Floof

Kercktioff Hall

Room 150 y<-T—

r

Kerckhott Hall

GIWH
U C L A3Open M-F 8:30 5 30

Closed Sat & Sun QCDV A^^CQ
206-0tt94 OUl \ VIV^CO

Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

"i*!**

""-*•- •^.- '')
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Resumes: Typeset

Because The First

Impression Counts!
Preparation

Preparing your resume is a lot like dressing for a

job interview: in both cases the first impression

counts! A resume that's typeset —- not just

dashed off on a typewriter — can help make your
first impression a good one.

ne Professional Look

A typeset resume is neat, clean, easy to read and
shows that you're well-organized. You can
choose from seventy different typestyles.

Our Low Prices

A typeset resume looks expensive — but at

ASUCLA Graphic Services, your investment is

modest. Your typesetting is just $24 for a one-
page resume and you can have copies made for

a small additk>nal charge on fine quality paper.

3

f

\

i

^ts^
Ybo^

First Floor

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 150

Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Ck>sed Sat & Sun
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GIV^HIC
(a s u D

*^ T.

SERNdCES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30^
Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Ck)sed Sunday
825-7568
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DELTA TAU DELTA PRESENTS
DOZEB'S 3rd BIRTHDAY BASH'
SATURDAV

MARCH 15
*Thats 21

Yr. 9:OOpm
Invitation Only

for you and Mel/

€>KT
Well, we finolly got
our act together

" orKl won variety

nigtitl Ttianks for

making
GREEK WEEK

^ blast! YOU'RE #1!

Love Always,

The Chi-O's

^tA^mrm^

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS,., 12
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DONORS needed for off-campus sperm

bank. Up to $lOO/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study t)eing conducted

through the University Center "for rnfectious

Diseases. Trtfatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (21 3)206-6723. .

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research

project at UCLA. 1 time only. Earn $12.00.

Call 825-0392.

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20

., r, ,-^, for 2 hours 825-0392. „

SPERM donor Jwartted-iTGE^ Medical

Clinic. 820-0377.

WANTED: Patients age 14 and older with

periodontal (gum) disease ^19^

participate in research project providing

perkxlontal care (monitoring, instruction,

x-rays, surgery). 825-9792 for appointment.

WANTED: Vounteers sensitive to food ad-

ditives or flavor enhancers to answer a

questionnaire. Answers will be used to

select subjects for a study. Subjects

selected will be paid $10.00. Call N.

Murphy at 825-5703.

It

J

ATA
Alumni •Little

Sister Dinner
TONIGHT^=

5-7 P.M. Reception

7:00 P.M. Dinner Semi-Formal Dress

Socializing 'til 10\ Don't Miss It!!

~

To the Sisters ot Siflaia Kappa:
Greek Week has proven what I knew all along:

You're the TOP of the row!!!

Love, Bev j
Greek Week Chair *86

LOST • 17

LOST: Earring. Silver triangle with flam-

ingo design in k>t 32 on 3/5/86. Please

Help! Reward. 934-7680.

cristina lozon

(A.G.O. Little

Sister Pledge)
Happy 19th

Birthday!_
LYBS'IC,

Criseida,

Cristeta, &
Crischarlene

Hebrews 2:13

Robin Sudakow
(LAT)

You've been a
terrific President

__this past year
and we
love you.

Love,

Your Sig Delt

Sisters

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research program. Compensation. Contact
Kim. 551-7965.

Sigma Delta Tau

tAi^, ^€tMe
Spiritual Psychic Reader

Tarot Cards Horoscope Readings

By appt. only Private &
(219f B5B'1$09 Confidential

Beverly Hills

Advise on all matters of life

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. Seeks
nrK)dels for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

FREE haircut-need rrnxlels for haircut

class at Japss hair salon. Call Masako at

271-1653.

TOP t>eauty sak>n in Beverly Hills Looking
for female nxxlels from 18-25 yrs. for hair-

cuts, cotors, perms. Free of charge. Every
Wednesday night. 5:30-9:30. Cristophe
Sak>n. 348 N. Beverly Dr. 274-0851

.

is Proud to announce their

1986-1987 Executive Board:
President: Robin Leviton

Isi Vice President: Judy Porter Treasurer: Jeanette Riensche

2nd Vice President: Nancy Luna Secretary: Syra Wllarreal

Rush Chairman: Maryesther Medina Panhellenic: Gail Tunick

Social Chainnan: Elly Venegas House Manager Jennifer Luz

The Triangle Fraternity
Spring Annual

Pre-Rush Barbeque and

Slide Show

Tomorrow at 5:30

The TriangJe Tradition

continues...

COHGRATULATIONS TO
ALPHA PHI^S I98e-8J
EXECUTIVE BOARDt!

President PAVLA LYONS
Vice President:

Rush Chairman:

Scholarship Chairman: ANDREA OLSEN
~

Fraternity Trainer:

Recording Secretary:

Corresponding Secretary: KELLY KLOPF ^

Treasurer: SHERYL AXLME
6«od LucN in the ipcMiIng Ycarl

AdBlnistatm Assistant: KAfHLEEN
BRENNAN

|

Chapter Promotions: RHONNA COLDSfEM— House Manager: CATHI RATTO
Panhellenic Representative: DILLY CHAiX

Philanthropy: VENETIA SMITH

Social (parties): KATHRIN HAYER
Social (exchange): ASHLEY STONE

Chaplin CAROLYN JAYNES

-^It-

health
services 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany looking for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or nrK>re, part-time. (213)852-0990

call between 1-5 PM.

HELP WANTED 30

A secretary/bookkeeper needed. 60 plus

wpm accurately. Computer & word pro-

cessing experience preferred. Westwood
Village. 15 hrs. Flexible. Dr. Frank 208-

5550.

ADVERTISING assistant. LA retail cfiain.

Grapfiics, PR, retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services, 3125 Western Avenue.

Seattle. WA 98126.

ASIA travel/study. 2 montfis. $1295-$1395

covers all expenses _work(f6.j()0-$ 1 .00/_

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day

evening.

ASSISTANT retail food service manager
for Boston Brownies (Westwood location).

We are: Since 1981 Boston Brownies has

been the nation's leader in selling highest

quality, fresh baked brownies. We are a

company that is fanatical to the point of

being psychotic about quality-about pro-

duct, our people treatment, & pur

customer service. We are kx>king for: We
are looking for a bright, energetic person

with good natural instincts & common
--.ense The quatttied tndtvidtmf wiH hawriF
the proven history of ability & driving sales

ttirough superb customer service & staff

motivation, while simultaneously maintain-

ing controllable costs At least one year of

experience & a willingness to learn & grow

as needed What we offer: strong salary &
bonus package Ground floor opportunity

immediately prior to significant company
expansion. Chance to join a dedicated &
capable team & get very close to a lot of

great tasting brownies. What to do: apply

in person to Boston Brownies in the

Westside Pavillion (3rd level next to Nord-

stroms), l)etween 4 & 5pm March 10-14.

l0800West Pico. (213)470-4166.

ATHLETIC-looking girls in track & field,

swimming, gymnastics, tennis: $100/day
acting. Recording: (213)430-5431.

ATTORNEY needs receptionist w/good typ-

ing skills to work p>art-time. 9:30-12:30 M-

F. Some flexibility w/hrs. Call after 1 30

(213)550-7696.

BUSBOY'S wanted. Lunch and/or dinner

shifts. 246 26tt) street, Santa Monica. App-

ly t>etween 5pm-6pm. Wed.through Sun.

CASHIERS, waiters/waitresses to work at

a Dim Sum Cafe. Preferably Tuesday,

Thursday. 1 1 :30-2:30. Call 478-4162.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plu8/week

Full/part time. Top wages. Flexible hours.

Excellent working conditions. Friendly

people to work with. Benefits. Call 828-

0664.

HELP WANTED 30

DRIVER/MESSENGER full or part-time
Familiar with greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car. liability insurance,
copy of DMV. Earn an hourty wage plus a
generous auto altowance. Call (818)906-
0899; (818)906-0763

DRIVERS needed to deliver baUeons!
Wowll Own car, flexible hours, hard work,
but fun jobi Van owners & singers get
extra $1 Balloon Celebrations-10922 Le
Conte Ave Wwood : (2 1 3)208- 1 1 80.

ELEGANT private dining club in Westwood
seeking exceptional waiters for part time
employment Please call June or Ginny be-
tween 9-1 1am for appointment. (213)208-
1443.

EXCELLENT income for part-time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8737.

"

EXTRA'S needed. Now casting attractive
model types for movie & T.V. Creative
Casting: (818)784-0044.

F/T assistant for news coverage A office
work Japanese language helpful. Jifi Press
(213)488-0958.

HASHERS for Alpha Phi sorority. Call
208-4008

HELP wanted. Outgoing, energetic people
needed to fill all positions. Weekend and
evfl. hours available.- AppV-trr person:
Mann's Westwood Fourplex Theatre - 1050
Gayley Ave. or Mann's National Theatre -

10925 Lindbrook. ~~~' ^ •

MARKET-RESEARCH, coder's needed
Require detail oriented person to code
market research surveys. Non-permanent
minimum 20hrs/wk in small Westside firm.

477-8501 ask for Anna.

MOTION Picture and television Agency
Wants intern Tuesday and Thursday after-

noons. Training in return for effort. Call be-
tween 9:30 and 12 noon - 652-6033.

Models W«tit4
for award winning

student photographer.
~~

Prints for pay.

Ask for Melissa.

J213I 310-9082.

responsibie Live-in Team Leader with
high energy, stamina, physical

strength, and good sense of humor.
Experienced in both physical and
household care to provicK At Home
Support to an active quadriolegic

Businessman and hi$ wile. Full-Time
with flexible daytime hours. Excellent

Salary plus Room and Board. Private

room in beautiful WI^ home. Fluent
Endish/Cood driving record/ Kitchen
skills and references desired. Will also

consider a couple.

^^^^^m3)g^6^^^^^^

to begin immediately. Must have own in-

sured vehicle. No weekends call 475-
0700.

P/T typist, good organizer. 15 hr. week.
Advertising specializes company in Beverly
Hills (818)343-1386.

PART-TIME persons wanted for phone
work in private club fun job. (213)854-
6491. 12pm-9pm.

PART-TIME secretary for mornings Must
have law office experience and good typ-

ing skills. Call Kim at 652-5015.
* —

—

1

PART-TIME receptionist 8-1 must have law
office experience. $5.50/hr. Call Kim at

652-501 5 after 1p.m.

PART-TIME receptionist. Good phone
voice. Light filing. $5.00/hr. Call after 3:00
pm. (818)990-3131.

PLEASANT, RESPONSIBLE DRIVER
WANTED. DRIVE 2 GIRLS TO SCHOOL
AND BACK THROUGH JUNE. 7:30-

8:30am. 2:300-3:30pm. M-F. MUST HAVE
CAR. $50/WEEK. BEVERLY HILLS. 275-

6447.

POSITION open. Salespeople wanted
part-time or full-time. Pacific Bookstore.

Required: bookstore selling experieence.

typing skills, references, daytime hours.

Call between 9:30-6. 451-5746. 515
'Vilshire Blvd. Santa MonicaT ;

'
"

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill Campaign. Phone
bank. pA, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491 —

>

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank, pA, eTenrngs. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RE firm seeks PfT receptionist/secretary to

work M,W,F 12-5:30 pm. Must type 50
WPM. $7/hr. Contact RaeLynn. (213)820-

5151. _

REAL Estate EXPO needs personable

salesperson to earn high commission sell-

ing booths. Jobs lasts for one month Start

immediately. Hours flexible. Need own
transportation. Hurry and call (818)282-

4906.

RESPONSIBLE parlies to interview public,

pA kx;al market research firm, flexible

fK)urs. including weekends and evenings.

Call Trisha (213)824-1811 for appt. be-

tween 1-4pm MWF only.

Clerk cashier $5-$7/hr. Hours to be ar-

ranged. 7-11 Food store. 630 Wilshire.

Santa Monica. Call Gene 10am-12noon

(213)393-7330.

COMPUTER JOCK- versed in DBASE II.

framework, or symphony. For programm-
ing and consulting for Beverlw^^Hllls Com-
pany. Flexible hrs. and comp0nsatk)n. Call

Greg 277-3275 Z
COUNSELOR - full time and part-time

positions now available at leading residen-

tial treatment center for teenage boys. Ex-

perience preferred Excellent benefits.

Full-time counselor. Part-time counsetor.

(818)347-1326.
'

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

be^n, Hawaii. Worldll Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

CONSIDER
ACAREER
IN POIITIX.
Progressive Kiiropean

men's ciothinj.? store s(»eks

energetic salespersons and

cashiers to work full and

part-time in their new

Westwood Y\\l\iic location.

Please mail resume to:

Mobn, Inc.

10880 Wilshire lilvd.. Suite 19(M)

Us Angeles, CA 9(M)24

(213) 170-1891

POLITIK
^K. —^^^^^"

HELP WANTED 30—
J

,

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clerical

work. Please call (213)452-9616.

SUMMER day camp needs enthusiastic,

higfvenergy people who have experience

working with children. Positions available:

Counselor/driver; Specialists in gym-
nastics, nature, arts & crafts, dance,
horseback riding, and WSI swim instruc-

tors. For application, call 472-7474.

TEACHERS/ED MAJORS: Would you con-

sider a permanent jot) as GOVERNESS-
type live-in for great MAUI home with 3

/oung children? Send qualifications to LA.
Lucy, 845 Front St. Lahaina, Maui, HI

96761(806)661-4611.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Opportunity $7
per hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commission. 4 to 6 hrs per day. Part-time/

full-time. Call Mr. Davidson. 8am-1pm.
;21 3)930-1 891.

TELEPHONE Survey. 5-^pm. M-TH. $5/hr

call Tom (213)459-7578

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-
nent t>asis. Typing, letter writing, light

bookkeeping. Salary open, parking provid

ed. Good kx;ation. Shorthand or speed-

writing desireable. Phone for appt. 272-

8437.

-..17..yr. old high school senior boy needs to.

live w/ mature student who can functk}n as

Big Brother & provide supervision and
socialization. Salary open 394-3010.

$5/hour plus bonuses for telephone
qualifier 3 shifts, M-F, 8 AM-12 PM.
12:30-4:30 pm, 5-9 pm. Contact Jim Buch
or Jim Eskey at 477-401 7. Call for appt.

$5 PLUS PER HOUR. RETRIEVE ARTI-

CLES FROM UCLA LIBRARY COM-
PUTER A PLUS. REPLY: INFO PLOSION
729 WASHBURN AVE. TEANECK, N.J.

07666.

•••archer/
Assistaat for

television based
PR Agency. $8/hr.

20-25 hrs per week.

Hours adjustable to fit

class schedule.

^-^Advancement is

possible.(213)655-3656.

10am-6pm weekdays.

J^^0 ^^W ^^V ^^V ^^V ^^V ^M# ^^^V ^^^V ^^^V ^M^ ^^^ ^^^P %^^ ^M^ ^^WA
^^^ ^^% ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^% ^^^ ^^^ ^r*

Fill la yonr wc«k
wtth extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Call for appointment

in Westwood 208-5656
^^R ^^# ^^^ ^^f ^^^ ^^f ^^f ^^^ ^^^ ^t^ ^^^ ^S# ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^Of^
^% ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^m^

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

CHILDCARE 2:45-5:45, TuM -Fri. 2 weeks
on, 2 weeks off. Must f>ave car. $4.00/fir.

Near Sunset/Barrington. 476-5885.

JOB VACATION
OPPORTUNITIES 32 RENTALS 53

ATHLETE/Sales. Experience- assistant BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
manager and full-time salesperson needecL ^urrounded by pines. Fully equipped
for Westside's best athletic shoe and ap-'

parel store Let your athletic background
help you succeed at Front Runner's. Pay
commeserate w/experience. Apply In per-
son. 470^141.

'ea8onat)<e rates, dose to everything. (818)
785-9865. *

Easy extra incpmel $500/$1000 possible.

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-
McKinney & Assoc . Dept LA2, 100 E
Hillcrest Blvd Suite 209, Inglewood, CA
90301.

/

GOVERNMENT Jobs. $16.040-$59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call (805)687-6000 ext. R-
10105 for current federal list.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

large

Sheila

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE • CAREER-
WORKS (21 3) 655-92 1 2.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENnRTAlNMENT
Public Relations

Intern at celebrity public
—^elattons llrm. No pay
but great opportur^ty to

leam and gain experi-

ence. Call Sonia at

r(^l 3)276^400]

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Apartments available $690/up. Kelton
Towers-5t5-KBlton. 208-T976— —

~ ' - ,

AVAILABLE prime location Brentwood. oi>e

bedroom $340.00/mo to share '

beautiful 3 bedroom apartment.
after 4pm 659-5455

AVAILABLE prime location Brentwood, one
bedroom. $340.00/month, to share large,

beautiful 3-bedroom apartment. Shell*
after 4pm. 659-5455.

M/F - private bedroom, share bath. WLA,
pools, Jacuzzi; non-smoker. $395/nK). 20^.
7777.

M/F Grad. student preferred. Large
bedroom, private full bathroom in a nicely

furnished 3-t)edroom security condiminium
in WLA. $450/month. Non-snrwker. 826-
5970

-TWO professional^vomen will share with-

same. Lovely, spacious. 3-t>edroom. SM
apartment, over 25, non-smoker $300/
noonth. 829-1115.

$385/mo.. near bus. good beach
39^-2009 after 1 1 pm and before 9 am

Call

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

APARTMENT for lease New carpet,
drapes, ref.. stove. Water paiil. Near V.A
shuttle. 478-1705.

GORGEOUS l-bedrooov 1-bathroom,
hardwood floors. Spa in unit. UCLA.
Close $895 00 479-6981.

SINGLE, pool, parking. Block from cam-
pus/Village. Utilities paid. S500 10966
Roebling Ave. 208-4253.

UNFURNISHED/ single. Wilshire. $455/
mo. Kitchen. Charming older, building.

659-0370 M-F Mickey

WEST LA, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, available

Marcn 15th $950/month. 473-4840

WESTWOOD prime location $100 move-4n
allowance, furnished singlo.$ Patio,

elevator. A/C. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485,
managed by Moss & Company.
2-bedroom. 2-bathroom $1150. Best WLA
location. Catpe^. drapes, built-ins,

fireplace, sunkin tub. view, security, park-

ing/building. pool, sauna. 479-5672.

$450 FURNISHED bachelor apartment.
One bkx:k UCLA, utilities furnished. 944
Tiverton Ave. 824-0181

.

$455 - 1 bedroom. Stove/refrigerator All

utilities paid. 19301/2 So. Bedford (

$575. 1 bedroom apt Pool, security, k>wer
Beverly Hills adjacent. 874-2569.

$760. Quiver City 2-bedroom, 2-balh. nice

view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-
6907.

WELLWORTHPLAIA*

'APARTMENTS'

New Building

Deluxe Apts -

1&2Bdrms
• Roofdeck Spa

•Gated Garage

• Fireplaces

10980 Wellworth Ave

WWood. (213)479-6205

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

1 -BEDROOM, immaculate. Modern freshly

decorated, ctose to campus. $825-$895.

Also sirtgles. sanr>e kx:ation, $650/mo.

Contact manager at 208-2730.

^ bedroom 2V» balh, unfurnfehed faf

g

e ^

house Westwood. walking distance to

campus. Beautiful garden. 3 months or

more lease $2400/month. (213)935-0712.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

CHARMING Sherman Oaks 2-br . 1-ba.,

huge den. Faculty home south of Ventura
Blvd Easy commute to UCLA. 825-3320.
(8l8)99&-4407.

VIEW view viewl $3000 bonus to buyer.
Gorgeous townhouse, near beach w/2
bed/loft/den, 3 baths and private sundeck.
Big kitchen. Security building Many
upgrades, k>veiy decor Move-in cor>diiton

$187,000 Sheri- Fred Sands Realtors even-
ings 473-6156, days 391-6721. (to receive
bonus, you must ask for Sheri)

WONDERFUL townhouse. heart ol
Westwood, 2-bedroom, 2'/i bath, mint-

conditwn $275,000 540 Kelton . CoWwell
Banker. Anne Ruby 451-5471 ,476^961

HOUSING "T——~

NEEDED .60

NATIONAL downtown law firm seeks fur-

nished Westside summer sublets mid-May
through mid-September Please call Dorrie
Sykes at (21 5)486-4600.

SUMMER housing needed for out of town
summer associates. June 1 -August 10.

Please \contact Jane Mika; Buchalter,
Nemej/^ Field, Chrystie. and Younger;
(213)^26-6700.

Law Prof««aor

'm tntv^rested in r»nting/sub(«tting

house w townhouse In western Los
Angeles or Santa Monica tor

four- to SIXVeek period in

midsummer (June to late August
1986. exact period to t>e negoti-

ated) Will not t>e accompanied t>y

family or pets Please write Thomas
Morawetz at University ot

Conneticut Sctxxil of Law. 65
Elizabeth Street, Hartford . CT

06105-2290 or call ?03>24 1-4666
(office) or 203-67SO602 (hnmet

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED.;......52

BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious. 2-

bedroom. carpet, drapes, stove No pets.

$920/mo. Only charging 1 month rent, se-

curity/cleaning to move in. 826-3638.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. 1

bedroom for $675/n>o Call Mike at 824-

9925

$800 SPACIOUS 1 bedroom, Ihring room,

dining room, hardwood floors, stove,

refrigerator Robertson Bkr 271-3487.

REAL ESTATE 61

WESTWOOD North Village, 6 units pride

of ownership. Pristine condition. Excellent

owner/user Principals only. Broker Russ/

Max 828-5683.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....6i

ROOM and board in exchange for

housekeeping ar>d child care, ckwe to

campus, small salary. day8-556-3025.

Carol.

\

I \

i

Timmmm
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ROOM CONDOS
EXCHANGE HELP....63 FOR SALE .....67

RCX>M and Board plus gasoline in ex-

change for mother's helperftequires car.

Mrs Mofriaa. 274-6726.

SECRETARY needed in exchange for

room. 15 hrs./week. Typing, filirig, phortes.

Secretarial experience a must. 276-4000.

BEAUTIFUL, bright designer, very targe.
1 -bedroom, 1-bath condo in one of Doheny
Drive's nicest buildings, is offering this

penthouse for sale or lease-option. Seller

bought another home. Agent Julie Jordan
47*4111. ,

TENNIS 80

MID-WILSHIRE tennis dub has immediate
openings for experienced tennis profes-

sional. Must have extensive experience in

running tennis programs. Call 365-6487.

MOVERS 94

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

CONDOS
1. w jn.Ar\.Jc«>»>««»»«»«»»«»«««o8

1 —
BEDROOM for rent in 2 bedroom apt.

2 blocks from Venice Beach
On Santa Monica #2 bus route
$350/month & ^/i utilities.
$450 deposit Jim 396-851 8.

FEMALE student, rent reduction in ex-
change for keeping eye on elderly lady.

Own room Lovely West LA home. $100/
nx) Sylvia. Eve. (213)478-7042.

PRIVATE room and full bath in spacious
'^ condo, garden setting, security bidg Pool/

Jacuzzi, underground parking, female,
non-snwker. Available immediately. $475
plus 1 /2 utility. Call Susan (213)274-5513.

PRIVATE, quiet room. bath, light kitchen

pnveledges. graduate student of

.

empkjyed. non-smoker. San Vicente Blvd.

Santa Monica near beach. $375/nfK>nth.

396-2141 Cain -8 pm.

SHARE luxury. 2-bedroom/2-bath. Sher-
man Oaks condominium. Tennis courts,

pools, washer/dryer, wet bar. fireplace etc.

$475: (818)788-4824.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro. serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344^196. -

*

INSURANCE 91
,- ^ ,

ROOMMATES 65
.,.4^

FEMALE share t bedroom, ctose to UCLA
$265 /month, pool, security building, park-
ing Available April 1 . Taytor . 478-3579.

FEMALE needed Share room 2-bedroom.
-2-batnroom aartmerH. 5 minuw walk !6
campus 824-1814.

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 992-6966. (213) 873-3303.

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcyde Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low hAonthty Payments—

FEMALE, non-snx)ker needed* to share
bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/
month Call 477«1244

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621. ........... ..Ask for Ken

FEMALE share 1 -bedroom, dose to UCLA,
pool, security building, parking: $265/
month Available April 1st: Taylor; 478-
3579

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment
walk LICLA. security building, great room-
mates' Much morel $350/month: 208-
8991

FITNFSS-minded female to Share half of

2-bedroom apartment $365 Oave 826-
2835.485-2721

MALE/female grad/professional share 2-

br /2-ba. Vince walkstreet house
Fireplace, garage, security. No pets, non-
snx)kef $450 plus 1/2 utilities 306-51 71

.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Pio.'essionally

since I97i Westwood. (213)^70-3135 or
Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064

ROOMMATE wanted to share 3-t)edroom
house in Mar Vista 15 mm to UCLA. Call
Giseid after 7pm at 313-2714

SPRING quarter roommate luxury 2-

t)edroom. 2-bath. across strec* from cam-
pus. parking. $387. 824-9902

V^'-^*-*^^*^^*****^^^'!^**^^^^^

^Mro ctn itw9 Cheaper th$n e***

•All clients screened w/photos
and refs since '71

•Daily computerized updates
•Ustlngs throughout Southern CaHfomia
•20% Off w/ad to students and staff

9701W.PIooBd. CamMyOlf
3402PmMcA¥: MMhi

566-2752

822-6646

*

i

i

*

I

I
._

SUBLET 66 |

¥
¥
¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

SUBLET 66

2nd y«or Law Students
n—d Wvtttkto housing
from opproxlmotoly
June through August.
Contact Donna Francis

ol Wyman, lautzor
551-3457 A.SJk.P.

O'MELVENY & MEYERS
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS ^

.

If you are interested in

sublettino your furnished

apartment any time
from May to August,

& possibly V4 of

September, our Jaw
students will be needing
housing. Please Coll:

RECRUITINO OFFICE
b9-«539 or 669-6046

VH^^^^IM^^g|f ^^^^^M^^^^

BEAUTIFUL 2 Bdrm72 Bath Apartment
Available (or Sub lew Jurw through

August. Fully furnished, equipped.
WMMvood location. Sl.OOCVmonth plus

Utife. 473^673.

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer. Seoornl year
law students clerking w/our firm need
weetslde housing. Please call Lesii Miller

312-4000 ext. 587 before 4:00 at Manatt.

Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1966 Sublets needed. Law stu-

-dents worklrtg in LA seed apartments for

sublet during sumn>er. Call Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for more information.

HEADSTART
Make arrangcmcnis

now to sublet your

apartifnent for the

suminer. we have a,

number of terrific law

students wtio need a

summer home in Los

Angeles. If you would

iilce a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvarado at (213)

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself all

that worry at the

end of May.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

f*j|f*|^******¥¥***¥*¥4

Century City law firm needs
furnished sublets for law studer^ts

this summer- May-Aug., May-Sept,
May-indefinitely. Please call

Kevinn Villard or Ileene Berman at

(213) 201-4526

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-
ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

i GUARANTEED
1^

MOVERS
Cheerful & Cheap

• Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

I

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

CALCUS, Statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
S20/hr. 828^1029. 826-6928

.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

EXPERT. ifHlivtdualized -ttftermg by oer-

tified tutor. Test preparation (GRE, L$AP.'
GMAT, etc). Academic sub|ect^. 824-

7179.

GERMAN/French major available for tutor-

ing students in years 1-3. Call Cory 824-

2423 or 208-91 18.

MATH tutoring- elementary through
calculus. Tough made easy. Call Bruce.

(818)505-9927.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7day8/week. 291-3158.

J PATIENT T^ioR *
J

J MATH (arithmetic througtij
calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSfCS,J

J Engineering, Reading, Gram- ^
J mar, Study Skills. Work witti a J^ tutor wtK> knows tlie subject-

J

well, and can patiently pres-J
¥ ent the material in a variety of

J ways. You will also leam the*
^proper way to study to*
i.achieve confidence and self-

J

^reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA

¥

¥
¥

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

Loncc*s
One Day Typing

I IM4 Wcf^ I

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

JTUDOfT/QUANIIIT MKXMifn^

¥
¥

J08-045S 39I-138S

PERSONAL
SERVICES,..

TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-

6463.
{

95

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LENSES

We polish & clean your hard, sefn^soft
and toft contact lentet while you wait.
Return your contacts to "iike new" con-
dition. Feei arxl see better.
Dr. Vooei. 1132 Westwood Bd. 208- 3011.
Vaidcited Part(ino-20\ Orr With This Ad

UTORINO-
NEEDED.... 99

SPANISH tutor to English as a second
language students. Two times per week.
Salary negotiable. Call Maggie. (818)840-

5865. days. -.

•Career Guidance*
• Typing!Editing*

•it Low-coat vV Proven results -ii

<r Free Consultation -Cr

Call ACCESS
(213)477-3641

Convenient WLA Locatton

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm: SaSu 10-8pm. $1 50-$2.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

3904588.

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0669.

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious,

deperulable, IBM. Dissertations, thesea^^

papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

BEAUTIFUL typing, most conscier>ctious,

dependable, IBM Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar^^

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EDITOR, PhD. Many years' manuscript
experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels, non-fiction.

(213)38^9109. '^^—
i

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

Bear's Editing and
WrMnQ Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

•We want to help
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

SERVICES
OFFERED^ 9vS

ABC EDITING SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR
NEEDS BY EXPERIENCED UCLA PRa
FESSOR. (818)990-7980 - ..

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICE! (818)798-6334.

ELITE Word Processing - best rates of-

fered - professionaJ service, terms, disser-

tations, manuscripts, etc., pick-up delivery,

204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing Virginia 278-0388.

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable Available for all types of stu-

dent work Raymond Thomas 876-3378.

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable. Available for all types of stu-

dent work Ins Browning 938-4081

.

FAST accuarate. IBM Select'ic. close to

campus Call Barbara 826-9714

FAST dependable typing/word processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343. (2 1 3)5 1 4-9245

.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-

tion format Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

A Graduation
Proclamation
Don't put it off any longer.
Come into Canripus Photo
Studio and select the style of
graduation announcement
that's right for you. You can
also order your degree cards
and pick up a package of
thank-you notes.

L
dSUCld

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
1st R. KercWwff Rm. 150 • Moo-fri 8:30-5:30. Closed Sat-Son • 20M433

School Papers, Resumes
overnight, while you wait

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, SaIi

OMOAYTYMN*
Protaaitonat wittw wMh lA In

Encikh «• typ* and vdif twm
po^mn, thamt, ta^pH, imumas,
a*c O •dNIng only.Om 25

•24-2863 or 824-5111

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
208-4353. _^^
I will videotape your recital, party, gig. etc.

VMS or Beta. Special $15/hr. plus tape.

(21 3)665-1 707.

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette

or birthday party- we make it special. John
(213)55»4089

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?
Establish your portfolio today. Call Linda's
Photography Studio. (213)278-5063.
Low.tow pricesHt

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers.
References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349.

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
destgn/devek>pment/production. Any re-

quirenrwnt. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
books, articles, mianuscripts. proposals:
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal
(818)760-3149.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable Call (213)474-0313.— — °

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,
transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome: WLA:
Marian: 391-3622.

A Better Paper Wntehand Word ProcMS-
ing. Can Lois at 828-6410. —
A-JET speed typist. Rush projects no pro-
blem. 'Extremely experienced. Accurate,
reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2890.

A quality word processing. IBM PC. IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-
tations, one day service. $1.50/page. WLA.
Myung. 397-6344.

ACADEMIC word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertattons. repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call
noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE $1-3 PER PAGE
CALL EVAN FOR INFO (213)450-6719.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING
EDITING ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR'
SPELLING. GRAMMAR. PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY
SANDY (213)479-3719.

t

MRS. Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing
Service. Fast, reliable, error-free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-
3.00/page. 277-7102.

PROFESSIONAL typist, theses, term
papers, manuscripts, reports. diasertatkHts.

$1.50/ds page. Santa Monica. Crystal
452-7180.

THESIS/Dissertation typing - Revisions are
faster and less expensive if you start your
1st draft on Word Processing. SIMIAN
Word Processing Service also specializes
in scripts/novels, resunrtes, and form lel-

ters. Call Rick at (213) 467-2928 .

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profee-
sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-HI
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

TYPING. word processing, resumetr
editing, proof reading, near campus, good
rates 475-5723.

TYPING. Fast and Accurate. $1.25/page
Susan 454-7945. before 9:00 pm.

TYPING-Term papers, theses, all other.
$1 per page. BartMra Barnett 824-7347-
Westwood.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
WORD Processing of thesir . dissertattons,
short papers IBM PC reasonable rates.
Kathryn 939-4303.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 bMck
from campus Can type anything- fast, ac-
curate. dependable- anytime. 824-3571

.

WORD processing/data entry on your
computer. Typing and transcription.
Reasonable rates Debbie (818)782-4540.
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FOR RENT .101 AUTOS FOR SALE...tt2 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 MOPEDS 119

GARAGE for rent, storage only, residential

area. $95lvno. plus $15 non-refundable
cleaning fee. 475-7066.

1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5. liftback. 5-
speed. AM/FM stereo cassette. A/C, low
mileage. Excellent condition $4200 654-

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former solo
flutist. Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony. Boston Pops, is accepting pupils.
669^5324.

I

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. t4ew
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels, Experienced
teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 476-4154

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fusion,

rock. jazz. etc. Call Bruce. (818)505-9927!
Excellent references!

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

CUSTOMIZED resumes and cover letters

that bring results. Free consultation. Free
resume evaluation New westwood office.

Career support services - The "Paper
Connection" to better jobs. (213) 476-
4188.

1980 Toyota Celica. Excellent condition
bright red. 5-speed. stereo, air. new
perellies. Julie 654-7002.

^980 VW Rabbit, excellent condition
$2900 obo (818)509-3026 or (213)473^
1484. ask for Cindy.

TSg^ Nissan Sentra. standard 5-spd.
queen, stereo, new tires. $4000 obo 851-
9564

BUICK Skylark- 1981 >^r-con. AM radk).
power steering, brakes. 72.000 miles
(818)905-8654

^
1970 Ghia auto, stick, new parts, runs
great $1650 399-5450.

1971 VOLKSWAGON Superbeetle. Ex-
cellent condition. New tires, new weather
stripping Pale yelk>w. $2500. 208-6671
Nancy 10-4pm.

1974 Datsun B-2lp New painL upholstery.

LOOKING for that perfect job? We can
write you a resume that will get it for you.

Call the Resume Connection. (213)478-
3274.

RESUMES. $12/pg computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

1983 Chevy S-10 Blazer. 4 wD. V6. 5-
speed. MAGS. Original Owner. Car cover
excellent. $8700. 454-6723.

1984 Rabbit Convertible 5-speed cham-
pagne/black am/fm cassette, air. low
miles, mint condition. 838-6177: """

1985 VW Cabriolet Convertible. Red. load-
ed, alarm, warranty Must sell immediately
$10.900.(818)701-9751.

'69 Chevrolet Impala convertible. Silver/red
interior. Full power, immaculate
"American Ragtop Classic." $5600 obo
(213)828-7000.

'69 Datsun 510 wagon, stick shift, new
tires, brakes. Must sell. $500. Call
Stephanie. 836-7626 .

•71 VW Bug for sale ASAP. Clean, fun.
runs great $1300 obo. Sally 277-8188.
'74 Beetle convertible. Like new. Starving
artist sale $3200 (2 1 3)822-0525/Karen

'78 VW. Rabbit. Great transportation
Looks ugly - runs great. Mew engine, plus
$1950 obo. (213)828-7000.

duth. transmission, battery, etc. Must sell.

$800 firm. Jay 824-0368

1975 OLDS Delta Convertible, AM/FM
cassette, power everything. 67K miles.
great shape. $2195. (213)275-9727 '

1977 Porsche-924. 4-speed. sunroof, mint
conditk)n. must sell. $4700/obo Call Chris
202-6605.

1978 Datsun B210. Automatic. /V/C. am/fm
cassette, rebuilt engine. $2,000. (818)701-
9667.

1978 MUSTANG, bright red with
removable T-top. German V6 with 4 speed
stick. Autoreverse casette. air conditioning,
more. Must see. Call Jeff 209-5476 even-
ings^

1980 Plymouth Horizon AM/FM cassette.
Low miles, very clean, new battery/radials.
Must see $21 95 (21 3)382-71 1

1

TRAVEL ........,„ 105

'79 Scirocco. Xint condition, platinum gray,
air-conditioning, radio, 4-spd. low-miles-
SeM $3495 (81 8)789-7727 eves.

'79 VW rabbit. Auto/stereo/good condition
$1995.828-1529.

*'81 Jetta. 2-dr., automatic, /V/C, alk>ys.

white/beige, extra nice $4.500. 208-7725

_'8i Rabbit convertible. air» am/fm raci^^ft

PatalittI* ^.BoMMMcia
yoauUtm, Driv*• Alfa

~niba«o froai...

B«v«rly Hills Alfa
^•74 S. Bobsrtaoa at

JJ NatioMd
^ (21S) 559.77*6

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE. 114

Bxcottent condilTon. Musi sell. $7000 obo
(818)761-2757.

GO CLUB MED to Mexico: Cancun, Playa
Blanca, Ixtapa Call Group Travel NOW
MaryAnn (213)829-0828

PSA Round trip 2 for one certificate.

$80.00 391-7497.

SPRING Break Save $ worid wide Lowest
airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.
(818)989-3123.

'82 Mazda 626. auto, air. AM/FM. 31k. ex-
cellent condition. $4985 obo. (818)340-
8562.

HONDA Magna 700. 1984 2400 miles, li-

quid cooled, shaft drive, helmets included
$2000: 393-9398 Cari

'84 BMW 318i. 5-speed. superb, grey/
beige, warranty, alarm, best offer. Erw.
552-0822,546-6266.

1974 Yamaha 350-RD. 2 stroke, excellent
condition 12.000 miles, bookrack. fairing,

manual $550. (213)4670552

.

'82 Yamaha 550 Vission. 16 mo old 2.500
miles excl cond. $1200 824-0542

TRAVEL 105̂ RIDES OFFERED 115

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHEREI
LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area from $29
Honolulu... .from 5129
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong,from $386
Sydney from $498
IMalrobl.Trrr.from $702

j_^ *
SHARE driving/gas money to New York.
Boston, Wash DC. My car leaving April
13.14,15. (617)566-3475 Call between 4
and 7 pm.

5

'f»i

New'York ..from $89
London from $265
Lima.........:..... ..from $359
Tokyo from $429
Rio from $519

MOPEDS 119

Round World , frornJUS?
(LA-Hohg Kong Bangkok-Delhi-Loodon-LA)

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR OIM-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

^
YOUR ON-CAMPUS

iQl in i7* TRAVEL SERVICE • mf S30-6. sat n-3
r^OV/W l^lr A-Leve( Ackermon Union ,0 « witnoui notic* NmtM a»a»atmt^

HONDA Spree: basket, cover. $180 cash.
Firm. Neal (213)636-2671 evenings.

NEW Honda Spree (Red). Less than 200
miles, best offer. 209-2459 (Vince)

SCOOTER- '85 Honda Aero-50. Less than
"50 miles on lier. Must sell. $700. 459-
7810.

'85 Yamaha Riva 180Z. Beautiful Black
with gokl pinstripes. Like new, only 550
miles. Was $1800 new, best offer. 275-
8150.

dlhen you hove
p real thing
for sQvinQ money'
you know the value of Classi
Advertising! You know it's

the easy, low-cost way to
find a cash buyer for
those items you no
longer need or use.
And you also know
it's a good place to
shop for money-
saving purchases.
Enjoy saving .

money? Let
Classified make it

happen!

fied

Cj

K \wr3/^,

BRUIN
CLASSIFIED
ADS

Ll>l.l^^^^»,ttt^^^^l.,,<^^^»j
|

'T^ YAMAHA 83»84«85t^

Scooters &, Accessories

FURNITURE..^,. 126^ ^^^ -

FULL size sofa bed, perfect condition,
$250. Teak desk/Dresser combo. %Mfi,
assorted tables Private party. (213)
5252

STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

IW/Insurance also available)

TED EV>UV8
MOTORaCLE SALES ANB-SERVaCE

J13347 W. Washington Blvdf
Los Angeles, CA 90066

1^ (a 13)306-7906 i^^.

QUEEN size bed. matchir>g dresser a/KJ
desk, lik^ new, $200 Eves arxJ weekends
call (213)821-8547. -

^> MATTRESSES li^t^
All new hbtel sets guaranteed •

Twin Set 150
Full Set %ML
Queen Set .....$88

King Set .-....$98

New 5 piece bedroom set 1118
New full size or queiM) sleeper 1139
New .sofa and love seat $150
Oak Finish coffee tables $20
End Tablet ^115
Lamps 17

THE WAREHOUSE
3975030

L

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyctopedia 1985 set $175 Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150
-Desk $160. WaH tmit $150. Dinette set
$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495 Sofa & love seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

^^

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
-Bureau tnc. 1633 wastvHsod BTvd:, § \ Qfy~
Tele (213)479-0346

MACINTOSH 800K external drives Major
brand. New w/warranty. Works on all

Macs $270. Call Richard 876-2558 for

demo

"Oon'f run a Classified ad,"

You said—
YOU'D sell the cows.

We'd he money ahead!

Well, we still have the cows
And a cruise reservation.

Too late to cancel for our

Long plann^ vdcoT/on;

The few cents we "-taved"

Might not have been bad

If we hadn't lost all

V. Of the sense that we kodU

UJ ^"^

CO
CO

FURNITURE 126

OUEEN-SIZE l>ed set: manress and foun-

dation. Restonic Ortho. like new. $100
Call 207-6391.

' I t I II •(

tiw

No use coming fq help me now
I've learned my lesson,

anyhow!
Believe me, once I get unposted

From all this paper I have
wasted,

VII try no other crazy coper/ -=^

/'// read the Want Ads in

the paper.

And, if I fail to find help there.

That's still no reason to

despair ;

—

Mom says youVe never really tried

Until you've run a Classified!

J

\

\

7

y/' --

UCLA DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222

^^7"^
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BLUE & GOLD HAIR DESIGN i

Special Offer '

PERNS $15 OFF I

. NEH*S HAIRCUTS $f OFF I

iWOHEN'S HAIRCUTS $|0 OFF !

-Aw/chis coupon Tue«<Sat-

10916 LeConte Ave. 208-5963 r^-'r^^

THIS WEEK,
DON'T MISS!

Student Committee for the Arts

UCLA DANCE COMPANY

LUCY DAWIDOWICZ
Author of:

The Golden Tradition:
Jewish Life & Thoucht In Eastern Europe

&
The War Against the Jews 1933 - 1945

^AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Jt

HISTORY
TUESDAY, MARCH 11

4:00 PM
D0DD112

for information call: 208-3081
SPONSORED BY HILLEL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION •

THE 1939 CLUB CHAIR IN HOLOCAUST STUDIES

WHY PAY WESTWOOD ddiceS' ^^^^WHY KAY
^i^^^^jg

rKIV^M.
3Q_^Q.^^

CASIO. ^ LORUS
SEIKO

QUARH WATCH SALE

UP TO

50%
Exp. 3/30/86

PHONE ^SANYO
ANSWERING MACHINE
• Vox Voice Activatad

•Dual Tapes
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^I'd kiU lor a word processor
I could rent by the hour/'

If you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super
mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-
vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll

save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingore

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letter quahty printer.
We even provide access to a copier so you can duplicate
your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard"
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-lit, and there's
parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to
find out more 2ibout our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with
I.D.).

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

11645 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

«
•" - per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

'extended wear add $10.00

Wm^mm

3. lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames
w/ pres<:ription lenses in plastic o

values up to $100«00o Now one low nrice oil professional services available

1 Expires 3/21/86
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Athletes
Continued from Page 23 ^

Reggie also grabbed 20
bounds in the three games

re-

while playing 39 minutes in

each contest.

Samantha Ford, freshman,
Softball.

Softball, much more than
baseball, is a pitcher's game.
UCLA proved that the last

four years with Debbie Doom,
Tracy Compton and three na-

tionsJ titles.

This year, the ace of the

Bruin staff is Samantha Ford.
Last week Ford appeared in

five games, four in the Uni-
versity of Nevada at Las
Vegas Softball toufhament and
compiled a 3-2 record for the

week. : ^n

Ford relieved Monica
Phillips in the first game of

the week against Southern
Florida, a game the Bruins

won 6-5. In her two innings of

relief. Ford struck out three,

batters and allowed just one
hit as she blanked the Gators.

The freshman hurler con-
tinued her winning ways in

the opener of the tourney pit-

ching a one-hit shutout against

Wichita State. In this contest,

10 opponents were fanned by
^&gr^

Ford pitched again that
day, this time the Oregon
Ducks were the victims. Ford
allowed just two hits and
struck out eight.

The \ii:inning streak finally

came to a halt on the second
day of the tournament.
Oklahoma State nipped the
Bruins 3-2 in 10 innings. Four
OSU batters got a hit off of

Ford and three runners cross-

ed home plate, although only
one of those runs was earned.
Ford struck out seven batters.

Perhaps the crowning
achievement of the week came
in the Bruins' final game, a
2-1 loss to Cal State FuUerton.
The Titans needed 10 innings
and the International
Tiebreaker Rule to beat Ford.

VtLLAOE
SALON
Cellophane &
Hair Design

$25 with Karen
1015 C^yley Ave #105
Westwood 824-7114

WHEN YOU NEED MORE
THAN TELLING A

FRIEND . .

.

WE DO MORE
THAN LISTEN
Crisis is when even your
best friend can't help.
And that's exactly when
Crisis Normalisation can.
Immediate help for the
everyday crisis situations
that happen to everypne:

• Intimacy relationships

& sex problems
• anxiety or depression
that you just can't shake

• Job stress
• Family problems

Short or long term, non-racist,
non-sexitt, non*oppr«ttive.
Fees based on ability to pay.

We can do more than listen.

We can help.

L.A. Center for Crisis
Normalization

473-9350

Co-
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Bosox power way to
first victory of spring

V
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VERO BEACH, Fla. (AP)
— Dwight Evans drove in

Ihree runs And the Boston Red
Sox put together a 16-hit at-

Tack Monday to s<5bre a 7-6

-win over the -Los Angeles
Dodgers in an exhibition
baseball game.
Evans also had a pair of hits

to lead a balanced Boston at-

tack in a see-saw game in

which the lead changed hands
four times.

"This is what I like to see,"

said Boston Manager John
McNamara. "Hitting is one of

this ballclub's biggest strengths

and we hadn't been doing
much of it. A day like this was
very nice."

Ed Romero, Bill Buckner,
Tony Armas, Dave Stapleton

and Marc Sullivan also had
two hits each for Boston.

Los Angeles ace right-

hander Orel Hershiser gave up
seven hits and two runs in his
three innings of work and the
Red Sox scored three times,
including two unearned runs,
in two- innings against left--

bander Jerry Reuss
"They gave up some runs,

but I thought they both threw
the ball well at times," said
Dodger Manager Tommy
Lasorda. "They both had good
velocity. The control will
come later."

Outfielder Mike Marshall
had three hits and drove in
three runs to lead Los
Angeles, while Bill Madlock
and Mariano Duncan had a
pair,of hits each. Los Angeles,
1-2 on the spring, travels to
Tampa Tuesday to battle the
Cincinnati Reds. Boston, 1-3,

battles the Baltimore Orioles
in Miami.

tuesday, march 11, 1986
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DM OMPITDLE OOMPUTEB

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

_pnly 9o99
- I I >IIIMW|^

E .S ._C , .Computera.
(213) 855-0623

Shorts
Continued from Page 24
Bruin Stuart Gray scored

five points against the
Philadelphia 76ers Sunday
in his reserve role. But two
of liiA free liuuwv—in tiiw

first half hit the rim so hard
they made the arena crew
rub off the "Spalding" at

halftime.

Dayelight: Another
former Bruin, Darrin Daye,
scored 20 points Saturday
in helping his Washington
Bullets beat the Boston
Celtics. Former Bruin Mike
Sanders has been playing
well for the Phoenix Suns,

too.

Family Ties: No. 1-

ranked Duke has a young
man in its starting lineup

named Jay Bilas. Jay's sister

Sharyl was a UCLA
women's volleyball
freshman this year, and is

expected to see more play-

ing time next season.

A Passing Fancy: Pooh
Richardson had 174 assists

than Reggie Miller. Reggie
had 66.

UCLA's B-31 Bomber:
Miller averaged 26.2 points
for all games, and 27.8 in

the Pac-10. The conference
average is a Pac-10 record.

Rank Rankings: The new

this year. Next highest on
the team was none other

tennis rankings are out.
UCLA is ranked fifth,
which is about right lately.

But the individual rankings
have some discrepancies.

Brad Pearce, at No. 5, is

the only Bruin in the top
50. Mike Kures is ranked
75th, Brett Greenwood is

90th, and Dan Nahirny is

tied for 97th.

Jim Grabb of Stanford,
one of the top three players
in the country, has missed
some matches for the Car-
dinal because of injuries,

but that is no justification

for dropping him out of the

top 100 collegiates.

On The Women's Side of

Things: UCLA is ranked
9th, and also has only one
player in the top 50. Joni
Urban is No. 40.

And now, back to your
professor.

Golf
Continued from Page 24
five, the Bruins would have to

come up with a tournament
win.

UCLA still has •'five more
tournaments left on the card.

The Bruins next tournament is

this weekend in Guadalajara,

Mexico for the Rafael Alarcon

Invitational.

Go OB — be a eritiel! The Braiii Roviow it looldiil for a fow |ood

rovitwtnl Wo aood book, Jtsi, pop and thoator writon . Tho only

roqiirtmoata art taloat and a littlo solf-ri|]itoo«SBOu. AU iiitor-

Mtod writtrt ilMvld tvn in a lamplo roviow — two to throo

typed pt|os, doablo spaood — to lit KorokhofT HaU. Don't

forgot to attack yomr pkoao nambor and iiamol Any qaoitioiisf

OaU iob, Koat aad Joaay at Sas-assa. Tko Brvia Roviow: it*i

not Jnat a Job; it'i flroo rooordi, oonoorti, books and ikowi 1

BEWARE OF THE

BLACK CAULDRON
OFDECAY!!

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide (laughing gas)

'

• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)

• ^ease mention this ad
• Checks, Credit Cards and lnsura.nc^Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCL^ Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

EATING DISORDERS
THERAPir GROaP

now being formed by

Clinical PsycJbNology practice
.— In Westwood -

:,. , ;
•

^f interested, call Janet Wofznica,.M.A7

213-824-7027

—-*-

"JAMAICA FOLKLORE:
PAST AND PRESENT"

LOUISE
BENNETT
ONE OF JAMAICA'S
PIONEER FOLKLORISTS

TUESDAY
MARCH 11
ROOM 22
NORTH CAMPUS
1:30 PM

'*

SPONSORED BY: THE CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN OTUDIES
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TERSIANTART SHOW^

^ .^ 'V-

Gome and see rare and exotic

art works from Ancient Persia

to Modern Iran.

\

^

Wed. March 1 2, Thurs. March 1 3 1 0:00am - 5:00pm

Ackerman Union Second Floor Lounge

c
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Kansas visits LATC
vs. struggling Bruins
Weather permitting,

UCLA's men's tennis team
will host the University of

Kansas on the LATC courts at

1:30 today.

Freshman Buff Farrow of

the Bruins, who hails from
Wichita, was heavily recruited

by Kansas but chose UCLA.
When Kansas was put on

the schedule for this season, it

was expected to provide a

tune-up for the Bruins before

heading into the difficult part

of the year. But lately UCLA

has been havin| trouble get-

ting up for the lesser teams.

Coach Glenn Bassett went
off on the team in a pgstgame

meeting Sunday. He cited a

lack of enthusiasm in the

Bruins* play of late.

Today's match may give an

indication whether or not

Bassett's message sunk in.

UCLA, now ranked fifth in

the country, is 10-1 on the

year.

— Rick Schwartz

NIT tickets available
Student tickets are now on sale for UCLA's opening

game of the 1986 National Invitation Tournament.

The Bruins host the Anteaters of UC Irvine' at 7:30 p.m.
this Thursday night at Pauley Pavilion.

Tickets can be obtained from the Central Ticket Office

at a cost of $4 each. No guest tickets can be bought for

this game. .,\

BENJAMIN TONG/Oaily Bruin

Jeff Conine (36) will start today's baseball game against

Gonzaga if the contest isn't cancelled by rain.

Baseball
Continued from Page 24
lefthander, Harris sports a 1-1

record with a 3.00 ERA. He is

a power pitcher and has
recorded 14 strikeouts in just

13 innings of work.
Conzaga returns three All-

Pac-10 performers from a year
ago. Outfielder Vince Barran-
co tore up the league last

season for a .360 batting
average.

Jeff Hainline, a big lef-

thanded first baseman has
tagged 31 home runs in the
past two years and helps to

power the Conzaga attack.

Senior catcher Scott
Burkhardt was also an all-

league performer.

One person that is no
stranger to Bruin coach Gary
Adams is Conzaga coach Steve
Hertz. After Adams ended a
stint of coaching at UC Irvine,

he was replaced by Hertz.

The Bruins managed to get

in only one game of a
scheduled three-game set with
Stanford and that was a 4-2

loss.

Trying to turn the tide of a
four game losing streak, the
Bruins will start Jeff Conine
who has a 4-1 mark and an
impressive 2.90 ERA.

YOU COUL
DAY WITH MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN CASH

That's right, and all you have to do is call 1 -900-21 0-2-WIN! And if Irish Eyes are smiling

when you call you will become one of the many instant winners winning 100 CALIFORNIA LOTTERY

TICKETS and your chance at the grand prize of millions of dollars in cash!!. This will all take place

on Monday March 17th ONLY between the hours of 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. Remember, if at first you

don't succeed call and call again. And May the luck of the Irish be with you.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!

For a complete set of rules send a S.E.S.E. to; Rules 2 WIN P.O. Box 5786 Sherman Oaks" CA 91414 Note: AT&T

charges 50<^ a call Void where prohibited. »
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At the University Cooperative Housing Association, you
don 't have to sacrifice your social life for studying. You 're

always meeting people-having dinner, planning a skit for

talent night, or watching a movie. It's a quiet place to study
and a great social atmosphere, right next to campus.

The University Cooperative Houeing Association
500 Landfair Avenue
Phone 208-8242

Are you
getting
only half

a pizza?

Some pizza places make
pretty wild claims. They
offer two pizzas for the
price of one or low, low
prices. Domino's Pizza

thinks you should com-
p>are pizzas before you
buy. We think you should
have all the facts, too:

We'll tell you our true

size. Don't be fooled by
terms like "large", small",

or "medium". Our small

pizza is actually 12" in

diameter Our large pizza

is a full 16" in diameter

You should also know
that Domino's Pizza
uses only 100% pure
dairy cheese. We could
use a cheaper imitation

cheese, but we just can't

bring ourselves to do it.

As always, we deliver.

We do it in 30 minutes or

less, and we deliver free.

Part of our promise of

service and quality is that

your pizza will always be
hot and delicious. And all

you'll ever have to do
is call us.

Don't settle for less.

Domino's Pizza Delivers.

C1981 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Limited delivery area.

Our drivers carry less

than $10.00

f- "\ .
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$3.00 off any 16"
large Deluxe or Vagi I

pizza. I

One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 3-14-86 S

Fast, free delivery

824-5000 I
1371 Westwood Blvd. |
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UCLA's male and female Athletes of the Week
Miller scores 88, Ford
strikes out 39 to earn
weekly athlete honors^

By Rick Alexander ^
Sports Editor

'

Reggie Miller, junior, basketball.

When Reggie Miller was recruited by UCLA in
1983 he was being cast in a pretty awesome
shadow— his sister Cheryl.

But the shadow didn't stay long.

Last year Miller started to make a name for
himself as he won the Most Valuable Player award
at the National Invitation Tournament. He was the
first sophomore to lead the Bruins in scoring since
Bill Walton had turned the trick in 1972.

This year. Miller has become a star and last week
he may have shone brightest.

Miller put his name in the UCLA record books
last week beside such names as Lew Alcindor
(Kareem Abdul-Jabbar), Gail Goodrich and
Walton.

The junior forward accounted for 88 points in the
Bruins' three games last week, including a career
high 41 points in UCLA's road win over Oregon
State. The 41 points was the highest total for a
Bruin player since Walton scored 44 in 1973.

Samantha Ford pitched
Bruins during a week in

tournament.

ASUCLA Photography

in five games for the

Las Vegas for UNLV

""Miller also became just the third person in UCLA
history to score more than 35 points in a game more
than once in a year. He did it five times, once more
than Goodrich but three less than Alcindor.

Miller was incredible from the field last week
with a shooting percentage of 57 percent, which in-
cludes a poor day, six of 16, against Oregon on the
last day of the season. Miller was also pretty accu-
rate from the free th^gw line hitting on 18 or 22 at-
tempts for 82 percent.

Continued on Page 20

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bfuin

Reggie Miller carved his name into the UCLA
record books with his 88-point production last

week.

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex eV^
Permalens& ^/

M

Bausch & Lomb '
_^,

30 Day Extended ^^^
Additional Pair SkIi
up to 2 weeks WW

1

Soft Total

Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS
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SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
All Haircuts $10

w/this ad.
For New Clients Only for short tiair only

SINCE 1929
WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR

« 1061 Gqyiey xjCRmftCT^Mygi^_j

CHASE
Sports " Deli

DELIVERY MADNESS'

'

Larue jt^jK^
i T>; PT

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MINIMIZE GLASSES

Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Eye-Credit Program Arranged

L.B.. 2168 Pacific. (213)591-1594

V.N. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim. 414 StateCollege BL (714) 774-4510

L.A.. 1482 S. Robertson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7R95

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

\ ,%Ansion^
I

v.-^ Aa NATURAL FROZeKtOGURT

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. • 470-8834

Expires 3/24/86 • limit onc pcf customef
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30 min.
or less

on all large

pizzas

or you get

$3.00 Off!

w/ 'Xtra cheese
-2 dinner salads

'2 ice cold Cokeys

please present coupon

1051 Gayley Ave. 824-1310
\

i
THE DIVISION OF HONORS

1986 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS

c/

V
'

stipends of$1000per student will be awarded to students for full-time

scholarly researcti or academic study during ttie summer of 1986.

Students from the following groups ore eligible:

-College Honors
-Honors Status—

-Departmental Honors
—Departmental Sctioiars--

—

•

-all othjer students withi 3.5 or higtier GPAs
Deadline:

, Marcti 14, 1986

Applications are available in thie Division of Honors office, A31 1 IVIurphiy Hail, from

8:30 to 4:30. For furttier information, please call 825-1553.
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mn sports Rick Alexander. Sports Editor

Rick Schwartz, Assistant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick. Assistant Sports Editor

Sanders wins Daily Bruin /Clia59 Deli Pac-10 contest

i
After months of basketball, the books can finally

be closed on the Daily Bruin/Chase Deli Pac-10
basketball contest.

Fifty people responded to the contest announce-

•n-

ment tha't was made back in December. The
premise was simple— pick the order of finish for
the Pac-10 basketball season.

For instance, picking UCLA to finish first would
score three minus points because of its fourth place
finish. The entrant with the lowest amount of
minus points below the Bruin would receive a free
pizza each week from Chase Deli during spring
quarter. In the event that more than one person
beat the Bruin, the lowest score would win the con-
test.

When all the scores were tabulated, five people
fared better than the Bruin. But one score was by
far the best.

Mark Sanders took the grand prize going away"
with an amazing score of just 16 points. Sanders did
this while getting only one place exacdy right.

The Bruin scored a total of 24 minus points.
Sanders* picks were as follows:

1. Washington —
2. UCLA
3. Arizona
4. Arizona State

5. Washington State

6. Oregon State

7. Stanford
8. California

9. use

Team
—4. Arizona

'

~^. Washington
California

4. UCLA
5. Arizona State

6. Washington State

7. Stanford

8. Oregon State

9. Oregon
10. use

Overall

_1 . Washington
2. Washington Stat6

3. UCLA
4. Oregon State

5. Arizona State

6. California

7. Stanford

8. use
9. Arizona

10. Oregon

Conf.
- 144

13-5

10-8

9-9

8-10

8-10

8-10

8-10

6-12

5-13

an eighth place team. She chose Stanford as the No.

7 team, her only correct prediction.

Vinzon lost 14 of her 22 points on four teams.

:She chose Arizona as fifth place in the Pac-10 and:

?2-8

19-11

19-9

15-13

14-14

15-16

14-16

12-15

11-17

11-17

Kretzchsmar scored 19 points to place second in

the contest. His two main stumbling blocks were his

picks of use as the No. 4 team in the Pac-10 and-

Sanders showed that his Pac-10 basketball knowl-
edge was even deeper than picking the final stan-

dings by correctly naming four of the five members
of the conference's all freshman team.
The other four contestants that beat the Bruin

were Kurt Kretzchsmar, Daisy Vinzon, Barbara
Bonner and Amy Eskanos.

his choice of Cal for eighth place. Kretzchsmar,
however, did tab the top two teams in order,

Arizona and Washington.
Vinzon, Bonner and Eskanos all scored 22 points

for a third place tie.

Escanos' main stumbling blocks were Oregon
State and Arizona. She had picked Oregon State for

No. 3 in the conference while Arizona was seen as

California as the No, 7 team, both of which cost

her four points. The other six came on her thought

that UCLA was the best team in the conference and
Stanford as the worst. Vinzon picked two teams
correctly, Washington as the runner-up school and
Oregon as the ninth best in the conference.

Bonner lost most of her points on three selections.

She lost five points by tabbing Cal as No. 8 in the

conference, while losing four points each for her

predictions of Arizona and USC as the fifth and
sixth place teams, respectively.

Bonner scored exact predictions with her picks of

Washington as the No. 2 school in the conference

and Stanford as No. 7.

^AH four of the runners-up had great picks, uhfot-

tunately we can only congratulate them on a job

well done.

Some interesting trends emerged from the con-

test. More than half of the respondants picked

UCLA for first in the conference, while an almost

equal number had USC and California, the Bruins':

two biggest rivals, near the bottom of the heap.

Most people lost points with the picks of Cal and
Arizona. Few expected either to come through with
such a great season.

The Bruin lost most of its points on one pick. We
lost eight points just because we figured that

Arizona had lost too much of their game with the

graduation of Eddie Smith and Pete Williams.
The Bruin wishes to thank Chase Deli ior llwir

support of this contest.

Because of the tremendous response to the Pac-10
contest, the Bruin is planning another contest in-

volving the NCAA ^nd NIT basketball tournaments.
Details for the new contest will be available later

this week.

—Rick Alexander

par in Texas tourr
hurts chances for NCAA

« «

By Kevin Lynch

Staff Writer

At the same time it was
"raining hard here in Califor-
-iii«,^No;- 1-ranked Oklahoma
State University was once
again reigning supreme in
Texas.

To no one's surprise tHe
Cowboys* men's golf team
won the College Border
Olympics Golf Tournament in
Laredo, Texas. By the way
the Bruins placed last in the
eight team competition.
UCLA's team tally of 914

was exacdy 30 strokes shy of
OSU's winning mark of 884
for the 54 hole tournament.
Houston University, the na-
tion's second ranked team
finished right behind OSU
with a score of 889.
- Even though UCLA had a
dismal team performance
there were some bright spots
on an individual level,
especially the play of

sophomore Bobby Lasken, a
returning member of the
14th-ranked Bruin squad of a
year ago.

Lasken stayed in the hunt
throughout the four days of
golf. He shot an opening
round of 71 and was in strik-

ing distance only three .strokes
off the pace.

Three rounds later Lasken
finished up the tournament
with a 216, only four shots
short of Lamar's Phillip Jonas
who won with a 212. Lasken's
score placed him sixth on the
final leader board.
"We had some brief mo-

ments down there," head golf
coach Eddie Merrins said by
phone from the Bel Air Coun-
try Club. "We got a good per-
formance out of Lasken. He
played well, better than he
has the last two years."

—

'-^.—
Merrins also cited the play

of freshman Rob Sullivan,
who finished up with
cumulative total of 226.

"Rob Sullivan played well
for two rounds. That was a
good sign."

Junior Alberto Valenzuela,
who was born in Mexico City
and makes his home in Paris,
France, finished with a four
round total of 231.
Freshman Ken Tanigawa,

^hawas last year's CIF-

Around UCLA and
intercollegiate sports

a

Champion as a senior at
Loyola High School, finished
off the scoring for UCLA with
a 237.

The last place finish dimm-
ed the Bruins chances of get-
ting an invitation to this year's
NCAA championships. Accor-
ding to coach Merrins, the
Bruins have to be one of the
district's top five teams in
order to get invited.

Last year at this time
UCLA had salted away seven
victories. This year, however,
the highest a Bruin team has
placed is third. In order to
place within the district's top

Continued on Page 21

By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

Just One Question: Does
anyone miss football
season?

Okay, One More: Is

played USC and Stanford
three times each. The total

SCO re... Opponents 48,
UCLA 6.

New Recruits: During
Saturday's game at Oregon,

^. ^TTrw, r ,,
^ confused CBS announcer

there an NIT for voI]eyballL__aold fans how,(ame$ "Pooh!'-NCAA "We'll Take The Richardson and Rod

Batters hope for clear skies
UCLA to face Gonzaga after rainy weekend
By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

After batding rain and the

Stanford Cardinal in the Bay
Area over the weekend the
UCLA baseball team will at-

tempt to host Conzaga Uni-
versity tommorow at Jackie
Robinson stadium in a 2:30
matchup.
Attempt is the key word

after two days of rain make
chances of. a game tenuous at

best.

To make matters worse,
while the Bruins were in Palo
Alto, there was no tarp on the

JRS infield.

For all the uncertainty as to
whether the game will even
take place, there is probably
some question among Bruin
fans as to where Conzaga is,

much less what their baseball
team is like.

, Well, believe it or not, little

Conzaga, located in Spokane,
Washington, is a member of

the Pac-10.

That's right. Up there with
Wahsington, Washington
State, Oregon, Oregon State,
and Portland State, Gonzaga
rounds out the northern sec-
tion of the Pac-10 baseball
division.

.

Already Gonzaga has had a
game rained out during their
roadtrip to sunny Southern
California so they are anxious
and ready to play tomorrow.
Greg Harris will go to the

mound for Gonzaga. A senior

Continued on Page 22

Most Representative
Teams" Tournament: Pic-
t u r e this Final
Four...Marist, Drexel,
Mississippi Valley State,
and Arkansas Little Rock.
Regional finalists could be
Ball State, Montana State
(who was 14-16), Brown
(the Bruins did make it),

and Akron.
Unfortunately, every year

there are a few early
upsets, and 1 think Fair-
field, Northeast Louisiana,
Davidson, Richmond,
Jacksonville, Texas Tech
and Northeastern just might
get bumped off early.

Facility Futility: After
the rains came Saturday,
UCLA's women's tennis
match with USC was mov-
ed to Sunday, but not until
2 p.m.
There are no lights on

the Sunset courts, so coach
Gayle Godwin and her
crew were a little upset
about the late starting time.
The reason was the Rec.
department refused to
cancel reservations.

Too bad the courts
weren't booked up all day.
Final score...USC 9, UCLA
0.

Broken Record: In the
last season-and-a-half, the
women's tennis team has

Walton were in the
backcourt for the Bruins.
For What It's Not Worth

(To Bruins): Ex-UCLA
coaches Larry Brown (Kan-
sas) and Gene Bartow
(UAB) are in the NCAA
tournament, and both have
very good teams.
The Official Story:

UCLA was whisded for 613
fouls this year. Opponents
were called for 526. In
Pac-10 games, UCLA was
called for 401 fouls, oppo-
nents 337.

Jack Haley fouled out of
nine games. Craig Jackson
was disqualified from five.

Haley had 106 fouls, the
only Bruin to reach the
•100' club in 1986.
And That's Not All:

UCLA shot 561 free throws
this year. Opponents shot
680. And in Pac-10 games,
the Bruins shot 363, oppo-
nents 450.

If the calls had been just

a little more even things
would have been better for

UCLA. The Bruins' percen-
tage from the line was 72.4
in all games, 75.5 in con-
ference. Opponents were
66.9 in both all games and
conference.

Good Thing They Have
Breakaway Rims: Former

Continued on Page 21

News: Facilities, aca-
demic affairs and com-
munity service commis-
sions reviewed.
See page 3.

Viewpoint: ASUCLA
should not sell cigarettes
to help smokers commit
suicide.

See page 12.

Review: Fine Young
Cannibals have got a
nice beat but need more
energy in concert.

See page 14.

Sports: Coach Bill

Mulligan is just glad that

UCI is in a post-season
tournament.
See back page.

UCLA Weather
Some morning clouds
High: 68. low: 49.

(Dept of Atmo-
spheric Sciences forecast)

University of California Los Angeles
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TOOO CHENEY

ALL AGLOW — Seen from a Hedrick Hall window, UCLA becomes a land of en-
chantment when the sun sets and lights sparkle.

UCLA student to join other delegates

for Nicaragua 'fact-finding' mission
By Hugh Brooks

Staff Writer

UCLA graduate student
Robin Toma will need a cou-
ple of extra days to finish his

classwork this quarter.

Patty Fado agreed with
Toma, stressing that the group
is non-partisan in nature. "We
want to gain insight into both
sides of the issue."

Fado said that a group of

18 0C student observers will

Sandinista regime and the
contra rebels will be useful in

shifting the public's focus from
the ^'abstract and maybe
imagined power struggles be-
tween political entities" to

-
. u f. -ir

"***® specific social problems .^ .— — ._^ ...„^^^ ^^— .-^....^ «.._y v^«...p^., ^....v....j.« ti..t.i wc
loin^ along with five other that result from^ those ^trag- accmniyatry the delegates".—have defTnTte criterra ^fablishing ^>;i;TFiich buildings should be

University of California stu- gles."
. „ Each of the observers will labeled and how it should be done."

Academic Senate resolves

to upgrade quake safety
By Douglas K. Glantz. Staff Writer

- Warning signs should immediately be posted on seismically—
substandard campus buildings, the Legislative Assembly of the
UCLA Academic Senate advised the UCLA administration
Tuesday. *

"^

.

The amended resolution, one of three short-term recommen-
dations proposed by the Ad-Hoc Joint Senate-Administration
Earthquake Safety Committee, was approved by a vote of 26- ^—
16.

The second resolution states that "The UCLA administration
should prepare by March 1, 1987 a plan for upgrading of all

sub-standard campus buildings."

This plan should include Project Programming Guides
(PPGs), which are evaluations of seismic stability of individual
campus buildings. In addition, quarterly reports should be
made to the UCLA community on progress toward earthquake
preparedness and .safety, said Profe,s>s(>r Sam Aroni. f\arthquakc_
Safety Committee chairman.
The third resolution passed in amended form and stated that

the university should make "every possible effort" to reduce the
use of these buildings, and thus diminish the number of people
at risk.

"With the language of 'making every effort' you are bringing
this issue into my court," UCLA Chancellor Charles Young ,

said. "I can tell you that not many buildings are going to have —

r

their hours reduced or be closed."

When asked whether the administration would adhere to the
senate's advice by putting up earthquake warning signs. Young
said, "I don't know. There is a great deal of opposition within
the administration. The university's liability insurance at best
will increase if the signs are posted, and people may become
cynical, which could also be bad."
By putting signs up, the alternatives are identified for people

who use the structures, education proJFessor Julie Wrigley said.

"That way i>eople can make informed choices on whether they
want to study in Powell Library and parents can decide —
whether they want their children in a child care center in a
substandard building."

In disagreement was biomathematics professor Carol Newton
who said, "In medicine we have an old saying: label as such. I

am very shakey about labeling any campus buildings until we —

i

f

dent delegates, will leave Los
Angeles on a midnight flight

tonight that will mark the
beginning of a two-week fact-

finding mission in Nicaragua.
"We have two goals," said

Colette Pozzo, an organizer of
"Protocol for Peace," a pro-
gram that ultimately hopes to

produce a United States/
Nicaraguan peace agreement
that will be signed by univer-
sities across the nation and
sent to the U.S. Congress for

consideration.

Protocol for Peace delegates
will travel to Nicaragua in an
attempt to provide UC stu-

dents with a first-hand
perspective on political and
social developments in that
country and to allow the dele-

gates to learn about democrat-
ic processes through practical

experience, Pozzo said.

Toma, who serves as gradu-
ate vice president of internal

affairs, said he is ready to help
the delegation meet both those

goals — especially the first.

"I see Trotocol for Peace' as

an attempt to humanize oi|r

perspective on one hand,"
Toma said, "and at the same
time view the problems that

exist directly, rather than
through the eyes of the media
and the somewhat outspoken
advisers to President Reagan."
Toma said that gaining a

fresh viewpoint on the current

struggle between Nicaragua's

Sponsored by the Associated
Students of the UC, the trip

comes at a time when the
Reagan Administration is lob-

bying hard to get the presi-

dent's request for $100 million
in aid to the contras through
Congress.

Although he is admittedly
critical of the present U.S.
foreign policy toward
Nicaragua, Toma said he will

try to leave any biases he may
have at home.
"You can never be totally

objective — anyone who says
they can is lying," Toma said.

"It is a matter of being con-
scious of your biases and
avoiding any snap judg-
ments."
The delegation will meet

with Sandinista government
officials and attend lectures on
a variety of subjects, including
a discussion on contra activi-

ties. Toma feels the itinerary's

"balanced" nature will posi-

tively effect his attitude.

"I don't plan to look for

views that reinforce my
perspective," he said. "Rather,
I will go there with a 'blank
slate' and reassess my opinions
based on the information J
gain."

Toma said that "some peo-
ple may interpret the trip as a
statement of support for the
Sandinista government — but
that is not the case."

Protocol for Peace organizer

work .with one delegate. "We
have a wide variety of dele-

gates and observers (in terms
of political orientations)."

Pozzo added, "We have
made it a policy to consider
the delegates' educational
qualifications rather than their

personal convictions."

Please see TOMA, Page 11

Young also addressed the Assembly about his chairmanship of
the University of California Advisory Committee on Investor
Responsibilty. "This committee was established by a general ac-
tion last September by the Regents in response to c^ls for UC
divestment from South Africa," Young said.

The committee has been spending most of its time, he said,

looking at investor responsibility by examining, on a case-by-
case basis those companies which the university has invested ip

to determine whether they meet a standard of corporate respon-''

Please see SENATE, Page 9

Plan to study foreign grad students'

work, residence history OK'd
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — A resolution which
requests the state's universities to study the

employment and residence of their foreign

graduate degree holders was approved by
the Assembly Subcommittee on Higher
Education.

The measure, authored by Assemblyman
Tom McClintock (R-Ventura), is in

response to the legislative analyst's recently

issued report which said that in nAny case^

foreign students are forcing out qualified

California students in computer science and
engineering graduate programs.

"I have heard figures as high as 40 per-

cent of California students are being
displaced by foreign students," McClintock
said.

The resolution requests that a study be
conducted to find out whether foreign stu-

dents who attended California computer

science and engineering graduate programs
were staying in the state or leaving in large

numbers, McClintock said.

Although there are no precise figures on
the number of students who return to their

countries. Legislative Analyst William
Hamm said that many of them do return.

"We believe that a case can be made that

California students are being denied admis-
sion to graduate engineering and computer
science programs because of the large
numbers of foreign students enrolled in

these programs," Hamm said. T
Last month, Hamm recommended that

UC reduce the number of foreign graduates
in computer science and engineering by
enrolling more resident California students
in these programs. p

Systemwide, 24 percent of the graduate
students in computer science are foreigners.

Foreign students also hold about one-third
of the engineering graduate student slots.

Please see FOREIGN, Page 6
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get '/i order of Dim Sum free!

*

(with coupon)

Expires 3/20/86

•DIM SUM &. SALADS
•SOUPS. MOODLES,
&. RICE .

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
n -9 pm

VISA and
MASTERCARD
Accepted

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd..

W.L.A. (Olympic @ Bundy In Westslde Plaza)

479-4774

- Free

Parking

L.J

neinrs
compiled from <hr Mwrinrvif-Prrsl

Survivor of Night StalJcer attacic

identifies Ramirez as
LOS ANGELES — A survivor of a

"
Night Stalker" attack

picked out defendant Richard Ramirez in court Tuesday as the

man who shot her and fled from her apartment building mo-

ments before she found her roommate slain

Maria Hernandez, who was wounded in the hand, said

Ramirez was the man who crept up on her with a gun on

March 17, 1985, as she was about to enter her condominium.

She was testifying at a preliminary hearing to determine if

Ramirez will stand trial on Los Angeles County charges of 14

murders, five attempted murders, seven rapes, five acts of oral

copulation, seven of sodomy, three lewd acts on children, two

kidnappings, 19 burglaries and six robberies.

Ramirez, 26, a drifter from El Paso, Texas, also is charged in

Orange County with attempted murder and seven other

felonies, and San Francisco police have linked him to a murder
Police say some of the victim's bodies were mutilated, and

Satanic slogans wer^ scrawled on the walls of some of their

homes.
"(I heard) a noise from behind me," testified Hernandez, 30.

"I turned around to see what the noise was. I saw a man; he

was pointing a gun at me. ... He started walking toward

me."• ' I'll- r. ' I

.

I . . . 11

She said the man didn't say anything as he pointed the gun
'right up at my face. He pointed it in my face and shot me. . .

. I put my hand out for protection."

Soutli Africa police shoot blacks

to scatter crowd outside courthouse

h

Seniors! TTie last day for

yearbook portraits is

Friday, March 21.

Don't wait—make
your appointment

today! Call

213«206^33

4 or stop by Campus
Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall

Room 1 50 to sign

up. If you miss

the senior portrait

deadline, you won't

be a part of

BRUIN LIFE 86,

the Yearbook at UCLA.

SSi

The cost of a

portrait sitting?

Just $10, to cover

both the $5 sitting

fee and the $5

space reservation

fee. And if you

buy a yearbook in

advance, we reduce

the fee to just $5

total. This is your

last year, your senior

year, and your graduation

portrait belongs in BRUIN LIFE 86.

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
. Kerckhofif 150 •206-8433

Photographers For

BRUIN LIFE 86
The Yearbook at UCLA

pij(
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JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Police said they^iHoT
dead two teen-agers and wounded 81 other blacks Tuesday in

scattering a crowd of about 2,000 outside a courthouse near
South Africa's eastern border.

They said the blacks wielded sticks and ignored warnings to

disperse, but the Star newspaper of Johannesburg said riot

squads fired after the crowd agreed to leave.

The shooting occurred in Kabokweni, a black township near
the Mozambique border, where thousands had gathered for the
trial of eight blacks on riot charges, a police statement said.

The statement said that after the crowd* refused to leave,

police fired tear smoke and then birdshot, killing a 15-year-old
boy and wounding 80 people. In two other cases, birdshot kill-

ed a 14-year-old boy and wounded a 17-year-old, it added.
On a day that saw authorities in a conciliatory mood on some

issues related to the country's anti-apartheid unrest and
unyielding on others, the government: ~ t^
—Lifted expulsion orders against three CBS journalists accus-

ed of violating a police ban on filming a black funeral; —
- —Imposed tough restrictions on two leading anti-apartheid
campaigners despite a chorus of disapproval from both white
and black communities;

—Permitted the Rev. Allen Boesak, an anti-apartheid activist

facing subversion charges, to travel to Sweden for the funeral of

assassinated Prime Minister Oloii^mg. '
™

House votes to raise

funds after California

WASHINGTON — Spurred by multimillion-dollar flood
damage in northern California last month, the House voted
Tuesday to boost from $30 million to $100 million the limit on
federal funds that each state can claim in 1986 for emergency
relief projects resulting from a single natural disaster.
By a voice vote and without audible dissent, the House also

approved raising from $30 million to $40 million the annual
amount the Corps of Engineers can spend on small flood control
projects without seeking congressional approval.
^The bill, sponsored chiefly by Rep. Douglas H. Bosco, D-
Calif., is virtually identical to a measure introduced in the
Senate by Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and Pete Wilson, R-Calif.
The House measure also would make U.S. territories such as

the Virgin Islands, Guam and American Samoa eligible for fed-
eral emergency relief funds, retroactive to April 15, 1983, with
an annual ceiling of $5 million on all such spending in the ter-

ritories.

The House Public Works and Transportation Committee,
which approved the Bosco bill on March 5, said current annual
limits on federal relief funds are inadequate to finance flood
control projects needed to minimize future damages from natu-

I S^ S [or relief
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USAC MlCI-Year Reviev\^s
Many commission projects
suffeMrom iacic~of funds

—By Mark Talavera. Staff Writer

Despite efforts to maintain various

service programs, the Community Ser-

y- vice Commission, headed by Marcia
~~Choo, has been plagued by funding

problems.

Because funding boards allocated

little or no funds to five out of 14 ma-
jor community projects — Prison
Coalition, Black Tutorial Project,

Special Olympics, Senior Citizens Pro-

ject and Hunger Project, Choo has
been hard pressed to seek adequate
funding.

"This year has definitely been a
precedent," Choo said. "Never have
five whole groups received zero fun-

. ding, especially if the working budgets
are so Targe."

Funding boards such as the Pro-

gram Activities Board (PAB) and

"The community service commissioner shall

develop, organize, and execute the associa-

tion's community service outreach programs as

head of the community service commission
and its representative to the USA Council.

Specific duties shall be tfK>se delineated in the

by-laws and otfter functions as delegat<Kt by

theoouncH.

"Job description according to the USAC
Constitution

Marcia Choo

Dean Florez

Mark Kisicki

total meetings held

Fall Quarter

9

8

8

9

Winter Quarter

6

6

7

I 7
--*i

USAC Programming Committee are

major funding sources for CSC.
Choo said Black Tutorial Project, a

program where UCLA volunteers

tutor inner city elementary school stu-

dents, had to be discontinued as a

result of lack of funds.

- However, Prison Coalition, a pro-

gram existing for almost 10 years

Please see CHOO, Page 9

Kisicici says he has gained
realism, lost idealism in term

Florez discusses role

in undergraduate programs
-^y Laureen Lazarovtct ^-

Staff Writer

An advocate for undergraduate
education, statewide communica-
tion, the sixth-week add/drop
deadline and cultural studies. Aca-
demic Affairs Commissioner Dean
Florez said he believes he has had a

The academic affafrs commissioner shall repre-

sent the association to the adn^istrstion and
faculty on matters of academic poUcy as head of

the academic affairs commiaaion and its repre-

sentative to the USA Council. Specific duties shall

be those delirieated in the by-laws and other funo-

tions as delegated by the council.

~/ob dtoci^iMy} accordfrig to tfie USAC
.

,

.
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By Bill Bowmer, Ser\\or Staff Writer

Facilities Commissioner Mark
Kisicki said he has learned much and
lost some illusions during his term in

office.

"The student government has taken

a lot of my idealism away and put

realism in its place," Kisicki said.

Kisicki called the past year "dif-

ficult" for the Undergraduate Students

Association Council and said he often

feels he cannot make all the changes
"he woQld likeT

The facilities commissioner shall represent the
association to the administration, faculty, and
ASUCLA on matters of student ar>d campus facili-

ties as head of the facilities commission, and its

representative to the USA Council. The commis-
sioner Shalt appoint, with council approval, the
undergraduate members of committees and
boards concerning facilities. Specific duties shall
be those delineated in the by-laws and other func-
tions as delegated by the council.

— fob description according to the USAC
Constitution

senting "the association to the ad-

ministration, faculty and ASUCLA on
tatters of student and campus facxli*

'good year so far."

Please see FLOREZ, Page 8

i- feel impotent as one vote on
council," Kisicki said. He said he has

also come to realize that some con-

cerns are beyond his immediate in-

fluence.

"There aren*t quick fixes — I think

that's something I didn't understand as

fully when I took office as I do now."
The Undergraduate Student Gov-

ernment Constitution defines the Fa-

cilities Commissioner's duties as repre-

tiesj

To fulfill this duty Kisicki's office

was -given a $2,945 budget for the ac-

ademic year, and so ^ar he has spent

only $370, with almost one-third of

that on telephone costs, and the re-

mainder coming from his allowance
for stipendsr '

—~^~

—

'

Kisicki said the reason so much of

his budget has not been spent is that it

Please see KISICKI, Page 7

Coupon Coupon! Coupon Coupon

Medium Soft Drink
with the Purchase of

any GIANT Sepi's

Submarine Sandwich

oO

Across Fronn Lot 1

10968LeConte

(213) 208-7171

MON, TUBS, WED
6 pm-close

SPECIAL!
Small Sub And
Small Drink $2.50

with coupon

o
o
c

3

o
o
c

''ROCK, ROLL, WRIGGLE & WRITHE— — with

^|UNGLEDINI^_
AND THE TRIBE

Mii^^

f.

at

MADAME WONG'S WEST Fri . March 1 4th
2900 Wilshire. S.M. 9 p.m. sharp!
(213)829-7361

ADJVUSSION JUST $ 1 .00 WITH AD!

Coupon Coupon Coupon

THE DIVISION OF HONORS

1986 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS—-
stipends of$1000per student will be awarded to students for full-time

scholarly research or academic study during the summer of 1986.

students from the following groups ore eligible:

-College Honors -Departmental Honors . _ .

•.

-Departmental Scholars

-all other students with 3.5 or higher GPAs
-Honors Status

Deadline:

Friday, March 14, 1986

Applications are available In the Division of Honors office, A31 1 Murphy Hall, from

8:30 to 4:30. For further Information, please call 825-1 553.

J
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Drop In discxHint rate to 7 percent HI Id

Your

Business

rates they are paying on their
^ loans from the public sector

are lower, then their overall

costs are lower.

Reduced interest rates also

spur economic growth as both

producers and consumers are

more inclined to borrow
money. Officials are hoping

that it is this borrowing that

will create new jobs and

pump some needed growth in-

">o an fi^^ryntnv ^bat has been

growing at a rate of about 2.5
percent annually.

Sectors of the economy that
are expected to benefit the
most are housing, savings and
loans,and automobiles.^—"";
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TRIVIAL FUBSUIT by Dom Folcino

By Paul Vannuki

"-On Friday the Federal
Reserve Board slashed the dis-

count rate from 7.5 percent to
7 percent, an event that is cer-
tain to create a ripple effect

on interest rates throughout
the economy.

The discount rate is what
the Federal Reserve Board
charges on .its loans to fman-^
cial institutions. This specific

cut iis especially significant

because the fed announced the
cut shortly after West Ger-
many and Japan annouced
similiar cuts.

This international round of

discount rate cuts could be a
first step in establishing
greater coordination of
monetary policies amongst the_

industrialized nations. This
Tarely-found international
cooperation comes amidst
ongoing efforts of the Reagan
Administration to promote
such cooperation.

The current 7 percent dis-

count rate is the lowest in

eight years and was echoed by
most major banks who promp-
tly responded by cutting their

prime rates by half a point to
9 percent. With the recent
gain in the unemployment
rate and the continued drop in

many prices, especially oil,

many experts believe further
rate reduction is likely if

economic indicators continue
providing sluggish signs of
growth.
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Lower interest rates have a
variety of effects on fhe
economy. The stock market,
which usually rallies upon
news of a discount rate cut
rose a modest three points on
Friday. Many analysts believe
the gain was so small because
the market had been expecting
the "announcement for several
weeks and had already been
prepared for it.

For the government a rate

reduction means it is

significantly cheaper to fi-

nance the national debt. If the
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Parenting problems have changed
since the 1940s, Dr. Spocic says
By Angela Nosari

Parents in the 1980s have to worry about
social problems, not the medical problems
from when they were young, said Dr. Ben-
jamin Spock, renowned pediatrician and
author.

Speaking before approximately 800 peo-
ple Monday, Spock began his lecture by
contrasting the worries of the parent in the
1936s and 1940s, when his book Dr. Spock's
Baby ir Child Care came out, with the
problems of today.
He pointed out that in the 1930s> and

194Qs the concerns of parents were more
medical than they are now. Parents worried
about ear absysses, polio and pneumonia
because there were no wonder drugs. Most
of those diseases now either have cures or
vaccmes.

However, according to Spock, there is no
cure for the problems of today's young
children. "Today you have to worry about
teenage pregnancies and drugs. I don't

know which is more worrisome, polio and
pneumonia -or -teenage pregnancies and
drugs."

Spock said he feels parents are afraid of

expressing their views about almost
everything because they grew up in such a

different time that now they don't know
what is acceptable.

"

^ "Parental hesitancy was a problem back
in the 40s and parental hesitancy is a pro-

blem no>v- I would say that is the com-
monest problem among conscientous

parents. This fear that if you do something,
-you'll probably do something wrong. So it's

better to stall or just look baffled, and
children immediately know when your baf-

fled and they take immediate advantage."

Parents no longer try to intimidate
children and that means that children are
not afraid of the consequences of anything
they do, he added.

Spock also addressed the problem of day
care. He said that today both parents are
forced to work in order to provide a
physical home for their children. However,
because of the poor quality of some day
care centers, parents have to be careful, he
said.

Although only the wealthy can afford the
best child care now, Spock believes that

government subsidies could provide better

services for everyone.

He also strongly advocated political

pressure to improve the current state of

child care services. **Only parents
themselves will have to remedy this situa-

tion through political activity."

Other subjects addressed by Spock were
the high percentage of teenage suicide, the
fear children have of nuclear annihilation

and the effects of television violence on
children, who "on the average upon
-reaching adulthood^ l»ave^^vatched 18,000-

Undergraduate president's office

to support anti-hunger program

murders on television," according to Spock.

The UCLA Child Care Services presented

"Through the Looking Class with Dr.

Spock: 1946-1986."

By Mark Talavera. Staff Writer

Raising funds to fight national hunger, the undergraduate
president's office is promoting UCLA participation in a nation"
wide anti-hunger program. ^—r—rr

-^

Known as "Hands Across America," the program hopes to

form a human chain of 10 million people across 16 states at

nKX)n on May 25 and raise $100 miljion for combating hunger
and homelessness in the United States.

"We want to have a collection of students, faculty and staff

representing UCLA to join hatnds for about one mile," said

Undergraduate President Ron Taylor. "I'd like to see 10 percent
of the campus population participate."

To join in the "human chain," a donation between $10-$35
will be expected, Taylor said.

Sporisored by Coca-Cola and headlki by Ken Kragen, who
was instrumental in forming "USA for Africa" and the "We Are
the World" single, "Han£ Across America" is "the largest

philanthropic event in the world," said Larry Vein, the event's

California state college director.

"We can also get students involved in fundraising to purchase
spots (in the chain) for thbSfe" whl) cbuldirt olhefwBe^^

Vein said.

The president's office is also actively seeking individuals to

coordinate and manage UCLA's efforts in "Hands Across

America."

"There are two levels of recruitment," Taylor said, "one on
an organizational level (and the other is to) be part of the
chain."

Although the president's office is spearheading the campus
j)romotion efforts for the event, Taylor said he wants to involve

"Other student government officials as well.
—

The Cultural Affairs Commission already has a "Culture
Fest" program planned for April 26 that will be "tied in with
Hands Across America," said Jason Luckett, Cultural Affairs

commissioner.
"(Our efforts) are just at the embryonic stage," Taylor said.

^
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Better than having a refrigerator on campus.
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_ Tropicana

Chilled
64-oz.
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SHERMAN OAKS
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Sunday 8 A.M. to Midnight
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to Midnight
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or

?'**^^ Cla»M» every week Sat.
Sun. WceknlghU Inexpensive.
Stlmiilaring & Fun. Locations also at
B«veriy Hlfis. S M.. Culver Qty and
South Bay.

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213) 47S.7099

CHASE
Sports « Deli

DRAFT
22 oz. Moosehead $2.50
24 oz. Molson $2.00_
22 oz. Miller $1.00

1051 Gayley Ave. • 824-1310
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'March for Women's Lives': Rally

to support pro-choice legislation
By Jordan Kitaen

^The National Organization for Women is

in the process of rallying 50,000 people to

participate in a "March for Womens* Lives"

this Sunday, which will begin at 10 a.m. in

Century City and follow a one-mile route

to Rancho Park. ^ "

A button attached to the purse of Lisa

Hunt, a UCLA campus coordinator for the

upcoming march to support safe and legal

birth control, summed up sentiment sur-

rounding the march. It read, "U.S. out of

Women's wombs."
Susan Burns, vice president of com-

munications for NOW and coordinator of

campiis recruitment for the march, said it

will be the largest political rally in West
Coast history.

.'T.eQple, iure.. coming., in.from all xxver. the.

country to participate," Burns said.

"This is a once in a life time opportunity
to be involved in something this monumen-
tal. It will be comparable in size to the civil

rights marches of the 60s — people will be
just beginning the march as others are cross-

ing the finish line."

According to Burns, the march is partly a
response to the increasing threat by anti-

abortion groups who hope to reverse the
1973 Roe vs. WadeSupreme Court ruling

^whichTegalized abortion:-^

TIRED OF TWEEZIWG. BLEACHING
& WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

;

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 10916 LeConte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

"These groups are using violence as a tool

to express their desires," Burns claimed.
"They remind me of the Nazi's."

Burns also claimed that last year alone
there were over 209 incidents of arson,

bombings and attacks on people and institu-

tions offering abortions. 1
"That's worse then all the terrorist at-

tacks on the U.S. last year from all coun-
tries combined," she said. "This peaceful
demonstration will be a contrast to their
strong-arm tactics."

Burns said another goal of the marchers
will be to show the media, the public and
the policy-makers how they think the ma-
jority of the population feels on this issue.

She claimed a 1985 Harris poll said, "Nine-
ty-one percent said they were against the
Human Rights Life Constitutional Amend-
ment (proposed by Reagan which would
outlaw all abortions regardless of cir-

cumstance), and 67 percent said they were
pro-choice (meaning the decision should be
solely up to the woman). Public sentihient
is v.ery clear, yet Reagan continues to go

against the will of the people on this issue. " ^

Chaney Holland, a program assistant fot.

UCLA Extension and a march organizer on
campus, said she feels it is important for
students to get out and protect their rights.

"It was a very difficult struggle to get
birth control and abortion legalized in the
first place, but we (students) were too
young then to remember," Holland said.

"But now the older people can't do it

themselves — students have got to get out
and stand up for those hard won rights

which we have taken for granted.

"Our age group will be the most affected

by anti-birth control legislation because we
are at the prime of our reproductive years."

Holland also pointed out that students
can use the march as a platform to show
political leaders they are concerned with
"issues affecting- their Hves. ^ "We cariT jusF
sit back and let them make up our minds
for us."

J

Hunt, a first-year motion pic-
ture/television graduate student, is also
organizing students for the march. She was
responsible for a full-page ad which ap-
peared in the Bruin last Thursday listing

the names of 400 march supporters on cam-
pus.

"The issue here is as much pro-choice as
it is pro-abortion,

" rHtmt- said.
" "Women

should have the right to make decisions af-

fecting their lives and their bodies."
"Pro-choice doesn't mean anti-life, it

means that the decision of what is best for
an individual woman should not be made
by the government," Hunt added. "Many of
the marchers will be there in support of
"freedom of choice."

Burns said she doubted any counter-
demonstrations would be staged at the
march site by anti-abortion supporters
because "they represent such a small frac-
tion of the population and showing up Sun-
day would only make that obvious."
NOW is hoping that at least 6,000 UCLA

students, faculty and staff will participate
in the march and the rally following it.

Marchers will meet at the corner of Le
Conte and Westwood Boulevards at 9 a.m.
Sunday and take a bus to the march. There
will be a $5 charge for the round trip bus
ride.

Bruins for Equality is sponsoring the
campus campaign and can be reached at
652-5572.

The Paralegal Career .. . I
Students can shoot

Paralegals conduct legal and factual research, analyze legal documents
and handle procedural matters. One of the fastest growing careers in
the country, the paralegal profession has job opportunities in private
law firms, corporations and government agencies. UWLA has provided
educational programs for paralegals since 1971.

Fully approved by the American Bar Association since 1975
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
Evening classes and special day program for college graduates
Financial aid and scholarships Placement service

Spring evening daises begin April 28

Call or write:
'^**" ^'^^ '*'"' evening classes begin September 2

University of West Los Angeles School of Paralegal Studies
12201 VVashington Place

Los Angeles, CA 90066 • (213) 313-1011
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By Glenn Adams

To raise money for the
homeless, a basketball tour-
nament and a slam-dunk con-
test vv^ill be held at Beta Theta
Pi fraternity from Thursday to
Sunday.
An indefinite number of

three-man teams will be com-
peting in the tournament. The
slam-dunk contest and tour-
nament are open to all UCLA
students, and sign-ups will
continue up until the tourna-
ment begins.

Each team must pay $45 to
play in the tournament, with
a $5 fee for slam-dunk par-
ticipants. Proceeds of the
event will go to the oraganiza-
tion, People Assisting The

Homeless (PATH).
Prizes will be awarded for

first through fourth places of
the tournament and for first

place in the slam-dunk con-
test.

The first prize for the tour-
nament, donated by College
Tours, is a trip to Mazatlan
for each team member. Se-
cond prize is three pairs of
basketball shoes donated by
Converse. Third prize is a
basketball for each team
member, donated by Spalding
and sweats from Pure Sweat
go to the fourth-place team.
The prize for the winner of

the slam-dunk contest is $100,
donated by Skoal Bandits.

' Through the tournament.
Beta Theta Pi hopes to raise

$1,000 for PATH, said Mark
Towery, the fraternity's presi-

dent.

PATH is an organization
that provides food and
clothing for the homeless of
West Los Angeles. It is a good
organization for the fraternity
to su|)port, said Bud Coberly,
treasiirer of Beta Theta Pi,

because it directly affects the
UCLA area and its immediate
vicinity.

"We want this to be an an-
nual, campus-wide event that
hopefully will reach other
campuses, too," Towery said
of his hopes for this and future
tournaments. "Fd like to see
this turn into a larger thing."
The tournament will be

held weather permitting.

FOREIGN: State graduate students
Continued from Page 1

Recently, half of the doctorates in engineer-
ing have been given to foreigners.
The subcon^mittee also approved another

resolution, ACR 38, by McClintock which
would request UC and CSU to study the
costs associated with educating students in
technical fields, including engineering and

computer science." 1 ___^
—

T^~^'

The UC. Student Lobby is opposed to the
measure, said UC Student Lobby Associate
Director Kirk Knutsen, because it is a first
step toward the imposition of differential
fees for graduate and professional students
in technical fields of study.

The exotic cherimoya:
may be love at first bite
By ChaHes Lee. Staff Writer

Geneticists at University of
-California Riverside are play-
ing an unusual and instrumen-
tal role in promoting what
they call "the New World's
tastiest fruit:" cherimoyas.
Norman Ellstrand and other

rese^rcAiers at UC Riverside
are currently operating one of
only four laboratories in the
world devoted to the genetics
of exotic cherimoyas. The
researchers eventually hope to

transform the fruit into a
permanent commercial crop
for consumers.
"You don't need to learn to

like them," Ellstrand said.

"After our first encounter with
the frait, my colleagues and I

were hooked."
Cherimoya is also the fruit

which Mark Twain once
praised as **deliciousness
itself."

According to Janet Lee,
Ellstrand's research associate,

cherimoyas taste like a mix-
ture of papaya, banana and
pineapple with a hint of
citrus-like flavor. The fruit is

green in color, looks like a
common artichoke or large
pine cone at first glance and
has a custard-like flesh

distinguished by large, black
seecis.

Cherimoyas originated from
the high altitudes of the
Ecuadorian and Peruvian
Andes. Because of its good
taste, the cherimoya was
thought to have a promising
future in California when its

cultivation began a century
ago. However, its requirement
of hand pollination and its in-

ability to tolerate frost or heat
made it difficult to fulfill

those earlier expectations. And
after severe frosts of the 194Cs
crippled cherimoya crops, a
long period of disinterest en-
sued.

"Records regarding the
varietal identity of tr©^. wergL
Tost. In fact, nothing remained
of most of the original
cherimoya seedlings planted in

this country," Ellstrand ex-

plained.

Yet by 1980, there were
about 3,000-4,000 fruit bear-
ing cherimoya trees in
Southern California, and
another 10,000 non-bearing
trees will be ready to yield

fruit in the near future,
Ellstrand said.

He added that the resurgent
Please see CHERIMOYA,
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KISICKIrSays he's gained realism
operated for short, unpredic-
table periods of time, he said,

so students were unsure if they
were available. Second, the
dormitories were open 24
hours and competed with
lounges.

Kisicki is unsure whether he
will emphasize the issue, since

he sees so little support on
ASUCLA's facilities commit-
tee. "There's no reason to

push if it'll just be shot
down."

Although he has not yet

succeeded in fulfilling his

third promise, Kisicki said he
is happy with progress made
toward creating a campus
pub.

"We're going to see a pub
at UCLA — I'm still op-

•^tknistic about that," Kisicki

said.

He noted that the current
plans for renovating Acker-
man A-level include space for

a pub, and said he expects

lessons learned in the last at-

tempt to allow success by the

time construction begins in

1988.

Kisicki said his proudest ac-

complishment in office was his

handling of the Kerckhoff
Hall space allocations earlier

this year, for which he was
criticized by many.

"I think the manner in

which that was handled, on
non-racial lines, aimed at

meeting the needs of groups
we're directly affiliated with,

was a success," he said. "It

was the hardest thing I've

done — being called a racist

for trying to enforce a fair and
impartial policy." -
Among Kisicki's greatest

disappointments are USAC
meetings, where he said he
dislikes consistently being
overridden.

Mari( Kisicki

Continued from Page 3
was allocated on the assump-
tion his office could create a

24-hour study lounge which
would need funding, and that

in its absence he feels it is in-

appropriate to spend money
for purposes not approved by
the council.

During his campaign,
Kisicki emphasized three
priorities: campus lighting,

the 24-hour study lounge and
a campus pub.
"The lighting project is

completed," Kisicki said.

Although improved lighting

has yet to be installed, Kisicki

pointed to a study compiled

by his commission which built

on research done by UCLA's
facilities division.

"Finding the research they'd

already done was one of my
few pleasant surprises in stu-

dent government," he said.

"I'm proud to be part of the

lobbying effort."

Kisicki has been unable to

arrange for a 24-hour study

lounge, and said there is little

"support for it among non-

students.

"There's no sentiment on

the facilities committee for it,"

he said.

Previous study lounges,

Kisicki said, failed for two

reasons. First, they were

Although he said he has no
definite plans, Kisicki said he
has considered his future on
USAC.

"I think I'd make a good
president," he said. "I've given

a lot of thought to it."
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best in test prep.

Kaplan will chop down any
fears you may have about
taking the SAT. LSAT. GMAT.
MCAT. GRE. NTE. CPA. or

others. His test-taking tech-

niques and cducationzd pro-

grams have helped over

1 million students boost their

scoring power and test confi-

dence. He can do the same
for you.

So ifyou have "presidentizil"

juTibitipns, call.Kaplan. And
prepare with the expert.
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"HH"

Classified Display Manager
Ron Rlum

Promotions Director
Steve Ramirez

Classified Line Manager
Mark Kingdon

*.-—

Creative Director
Mike Lau

i»-

Jim Frawley
Natalie Hale

Tom Hunnicutt
Erik Jackson
Erin OToole

Kathleen Thompson
Linda Seo ,

.

' TitharSiddiqee .

Internal Display Staff

Elrin Brady
Maria Gooze

Tiffany Heitzenradar
Mark Karlin

Karen Kehela
Ruth Keidel

Allison Miller
Heidi Nigh

Susana Parks
Sherry Rose

Alice Striegel

Janice Tom

OiMified staff

David Barry
R. Evans Curtice^

Rebecca Farley

karri Hendrix
Laura C. Lemmo

Felicia Reed

Cathy Schwartz

Steve Sokolof

f

Julie Tabata

Susan P. Wheeler
Anne Young

Classified Display

~ Bxeciti¥es

Cynthia Cassinelli

Stephanie Choy
Mike Yanez
Janet Zaslaw
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GLOW FOR IT\

Get ready for summer

• Color Analysis

\ '• Personalized Beauty Break
• European Clay Facial __

Call Beverly at477-« 1 50

L J^[^^^^^
*P'''"9 vacation appointment now

*

BLUE
AND ,

^GOLD V
Offers

30% OFF HAIRSTYLES
(w/Johnny)

10% OFF PRODUCTS
on Wednesday & Thursday

1 09 1 6 LE CONTE AVE (downstairs)

20a>5863

CHASE
Bar & Grille

Dinner For 2

$13.99

FLOREZ: Discusses role

ii;i;; >
'>'

10-. I L.ivliN \\i • Ui>t\\i»»>il • S24-I HO

AUSTRALIA
28 DAYS FOR ONLY

$1895
iacl. alrfart*

21 DAY NIGNLI6NTS OF AUSTMlfA TOUR

July 19 t« AugMst 16, 19l«

'25% discount avail.

F«rTTWO ~i7oclMire> ConTaTTi

AUSSIE ADVENTURE TOURS,

PO B«i 1243, Redondo Batch,

CA.9027t Ttl: 213-379-43S1

ANNABELLE STAUNTON

Dean Florez

m ^ ^ ^^w
- <^www^ : w/thts couporr—

7

Leave The Searching To Us !"

Information For Term Papers
& Thesis Is At Your Fingertips

DM CONPATDU: CONPUTEB

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only SboW
E.S.C. Computers

(213) 855-0623

If M's Been Published. PRA Con Get If For You!

w««. . .
^••*'<'P'*"»oufofanORIONi«arch?

Wo^. T""""
"" ''^•^^^ ^**""'^" 'o' VO"' ~«^rch project?JVondT H anyone else ha. wrttten a the.l, on ygyr .ubJ^T

wocki lor mU«ln« booh, of ort»c»«»
"^^^nfl inlomKillon - imI i«afeh(ofl tf»« library

ft u. provide you wm. bibliography. afoHatic.. ab-roC. MM ,.x, ortlcl...

CALL I213 459-18251
COMPUTERIZED
INFORMATION
ACCESS

Pacific Research Associates
16601 peoueno place
PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIFORNIA 90272 ^S^'SE

i-
Bisnefllond-

FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1986 •8:00 PM-1:00 AM
Studenti^ Foculty, Stoft FamHiet, and Guests moy
•n)oy ttils special value:

VExckJSlVB Private Porty-nof open to ft>G

General Publcl

V Admission to Dteneytand and unlmlted use of
ol attradtons (except arcades)

V Free PofWng-just stww your party ticker

(a $200 yalue)
.

$1 |50 Adults (OQM 13 and (MM)

$050 Cttfdfw (ages 3 ttiru 12)W Childran 2 years and undundarfiM

RagiAir Disneyland General Pubic Passport $16 50

A ImSBd numftw rf iw«»s \Mi be (MJlott* 00 nrsi^ama nrsHifVMi hm*

V Everyone Wins girt from Itie fabulous G<ft-Glver

ExtraordlnalTB Mactilne

VOandngatVldeopols

For tickets contact:

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
JAMES WEST CENTER

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Continued from Page 3

Florez said he knew that his

unsuccessful campaign to save
the sixth-week add/drop
deadline would be difficult

since so many faculty
members and Chancellor
Charles Young opposed it.

"It was disheartening to lose

^by only four votes (in the Ac-
ademic Senate)," Florez said.

He said, however, that the
issue of the add/drop deadline
would be back next quarter,
since new minimum progress
requirements forcing students
to take at least 12 units per
quarter have also been pro-
posed.

Another issue that Florez
may propose is a foreign
language requirement. He said
he will have to explore the
specific issues in the plan be-
fore he decides how his com-
mission will lobby.

Stressing statewide com-
munication, Florez helped
create a statewide academic
affairs council that meets once
a month and works with Uni-
versity of California President
David Gardner on such issues

as creating an ethnic studies
requirement.

"People lack a fundamental
knowledge about other
cultures," Florez said. "In ad
dition,^ our GE (general
education) requirements arp

' eurocentricT^ Fr6rez will be
presenting a proposal concern-
ing ethnic studies to the
Committee on Educational
Policy, part of the Academic
Senate, in two weeks.
Having promised to ^nake^

professors more accessible and
stating that "students need a
close, intellectual experience
in their first year of college,"
Florez has also been working
on a freshman seminar pro-
gram that he hopes will be in
place by next year.
One program Florez has

continued is the mini-grant
program, which has been in
place for over a decade. The
program allocates money to
undergraduates for doing
research and conducting pro-
grams. Ten students received
grants this year.

Florez has written a 60-
page booklet entitled "The Ig-
nored Undergraduate," which
will be published in April and
distributed to the Univpr^ity of
Californfa Board of Regents.

According to Florez, the
booklet will address "questions
like 'What should we stress in

undergraduate curriculum?'
and 'What is the mission of
education?* " The booklet also
will address the reward struc-
ture for professors.

As a candidate, Florez pro-
mised to work toward better
incentives for teaching.

According to a survey ad-
ministered by the academic
affairs commission, depart-
ment chairmen "feel that
research counts more than
teaching," Florez said. "We
need to find a way to en-
courage professors to teach
lower division courses.

Apparel maker to speak -

on wardrobe planning
Advising students on career wardrobe planning, apparel

manufacturer Use Metchek, wUl speak at the James E. West
Alumni Center from 12-2 p.m. today.

"I think it will be a particularily valuable seminar for stu-
dents that are graduating soon and meeting with employers (for
perspective jobs)," said Beth Beeler, career counselor of the
Placement Career Planning Center.

Co-sponsored by the PCPC and the the Student Alumni
Association, the seminar entitled "Personalizing Your Profes-
sional Image Nvill not be a fashion show but more like a semi-
nar lecture, Beeler explained.

According to Beeler, Metchek will be interacting with the

wardr^o'be^Un'^*"
respond to any questions concerning career

For free individual consultations, students are encouraged to
come dressed for an interview.

— Judy K. Park

Smeal to rally support
for prb-chok:e march
^^^M^^'P 'f'^ '"PP""^ '°^ " pro-choice march, the president of

Ktchlie^trQu^Id" '" ^°'"^" ""• '»-'"' '* "««" '"^"^

rn.^n^Jl^/if"'**"*
^'*""°' ^"""^' ^i" discuss the issues sur-

hTi^c*!, "P-«>n'ing "March for Women's Lives," being
held this Sunday in support safe and legal abortions.

nv^Z""^ ,QTf
c* "^ *''^"*' f^""" anti-abortion supporteis to

overturn a 1973 Supreme court ruling which legalized abortion.

NOW lit- ^"T*^*'''
'*"^"? '•*'' '*«'"d term as president ofNOW (National Organ|2ation of Women), which is responsible

tor organizing the march.
The speech is sponsored by Bruins for Equality.

— By Jordan Kiuen

r
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CHOO: Projects lack funds

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

MarciaChoo

Con^ued from Page 3
where volunteers tutor 12-18
year olds at local juvenile
detention facilities, and UCLA
Specikl Olympics, an Olym-
pics-style competition for men-
tally and physically handi-
capped children and young
adults, are still functioning.

"Prison Co. and Special
Olympics are hanging on

=%ecause they are among the
strongest programs in the
commission," she said.

Senior Citizens Project, a
program to assist senior citi-

zens at local rest homes, is still

in progress and the Hunger
Project, a project to distribute
surplus fo<)d to the needy,
have been operating at various
times throughout the year.

"Instead of having pro-
grams, we have to look for

funds," she said. "IVe had to
make cuts on Prison Co., and
Special Olympics is fundrais-
ing on their own."
Although funding from

private sources has con-
siderably cut into time that
could have been devoted toi

other projects, Choo said, "we
have no choice — we can't sit

here and wait for money to

fall out of the skyZl

But, according to Choo,
limited funding has caused
CSC to not reach its full

potential this year although
the other funded nine projects,
such as Amigos Del Barrio and
Asian Education Project, are
"doing well." ,_^

~

Despite these problems,
Choo, who ran unopposed for
community service comissioner
in the May elections, has at-

tempted to fulfill her cam-
paign promises of developing a
CSC newsletter and expanding
CSC staff and programs.

"I did create staff positions,

but funding overshadows what
IVe been able to do. In little

ways IVe been able to ac-
complish things, such as work-
ing on the newsletter, but un-
fortunately five people resign-
ed for personal problems," she
said. "WeVe not been able to
go out full force this year."

^ Additionally, CSC did par-
ticipate in new projects such
as an ecology program and is

currently working on a Bruin
Big Brother/Big Sister pro-
gram.
"We are trying to be cost

effective though," she said.

'(CSC) is sending volunteers

The community service
commissioner, an
undergraduate elected office,

is student government's link to

community service projects
and coordinates these activi-

ties.

using existing programs:
In light of CSC's funding

troubles, Choo said that if she
"could have done things dif-

ferently" perhaps some of the
funding decisions affecting
CSC could have been altered.

"Had I known the (funding)
guidelines in more detail, I

could have directed them the
right way. I maybe could
have taken more advantage of
my position as a USAC official

and have done more lobby-
ing," she said.

Most students, however, do
not associate CSC with stu-

dent government, Choo said,

and she did not want to en-
tangle CSC in USAC politics.

"There's an overwhelming
amount of work in CSC, and
it's different than anything
else in student government,"
_Choo safdv "I gave my best

with the people who advise

me though I feel I know so

much more now than I did
coming into office."

Choo said she does not plan
to seek re-election or election

to other USAC p>ositions.

SENATE: Quake safety
Continued from Page 1

sibility.

"There were three firms in which UC has investments which
were neither signatories to the Sullivan Principles or not doing a

good job in meeting the terms of the Sullivan Principles,"

Young said.

"We communicated with two campanies and told them that

unless they met these guidelines," he said, "it would be our in-

tention to recommmend divestment to the Regents."

In the case of the third company. Young said, all the

evidence indicated that they were not making an effort to meet
the principles, and the committee concluded that they would
recommend divestment.

The issue of the Femald School closing also came before the

Assembly.
"On the Fernald School matter, I have been getting many

questions and concerns expressed by colleagues on and off cam-

pus," said professor Fred Massarik, chairman of the Legislative

Assembly of the Academic Senate.
*^

-^ "My concern with the Femald issue has to do with process,

and I think the decision making process could have been better.

This important matter could have been handled so that it

would have created less turbulance," Massarik said.

The decision to close Femald was made about six weeks ago.

Young said. "The question here was whether the school was

cbntinuing to make the kind of contribution to the teaching and

research program of the psychology department that it nefeds to

make."
The operation of the UCLA Medical Center can be compared

to Femald, he said. "If it is serving the teaching and research

functions of the UCLA .School of Medicine, then it should con-

tinue. If not, then it would be necessary to bring about the

termination of that operation."

CHASE
Spt>rts - IX'li

'INSAMWtDNtSD.W
Lar^e Pcppcroni Pizza

Nv/ -\tra cheese
-2 liitiinT salati^

, -2 ice cold Coke's

^^^^^H^^^Auto Audio
V^^^ 1423 6th St.

Hk^^^ Santa Monica

BflH (213)393-6164

Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

10% off for UCLA Students•
Free Flashing

LED
wttt^ any stereo

purct^ase

30 min.
or l«M I

on all larat I

pitiat I

or you gri
j

$3.00 Off! ij

$8.99
1051 Gavlev Ave. 824-niO

rOFFORD SECO-LARM
Enforcer

$349

T^PIl^mHA

iiiiiiiiiit

20% off all Blaupunkt & Kenwood

! Remote w/

Back-up battery

Z $399

Prices include installation•I
Personal attention is our specialty

Your satisfaction guaranteed

7

I

T£U EM .

IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like

easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for nding with a fnend. * All

at an affordable pnce. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling

that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality

never looked so good.

HONDA.
* Vf.i>i'rii/>ii 'iiiii/ I ,i<>.ii ifv J3P poiiiuls

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD

• JUST MINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYS AND VENTURA BLVD

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

<ii^ <»«* < I

dBMK

UNBELIEVABLE
BUT TRUE

—»"^>'»"tg:<rT*-

I

Superlmage5x7
Color Prints Only 39$ ea.

BEL AIR CAMERA & HI-FI, where we only offer you only the best quality process-

ing is proud to announce a new servlce.Now on develop and print ofders, you can

get extra-large 5"x7" prints at the time of processing for only 39^ each, plus

$2.29 for the cost of developing your 35mm film.

BEL AIR gives discourrts to UCLA Students.

Faculty and Staff with valid ID card.

20H on mod Amatuor RLMS'
10H on moot Procotsing /

Camera & Hi-Fi
1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.

North of Wilshire, On« Block South of UCLA in Westwood Village
Parking Validated at Allied or Village lots with S7.50 minimum purchase

I REGULAR HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9a.m.-6p.m. Sat. I0a.m.-6p.m., (213) 206-5150

V

I
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^Td kill for a woid processor
I could rent by the hour/'

H youVe said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. CaU
USB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super
mmi-computer-based word processing system. Well pro-
vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And well
save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to hiss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing otf-line. Then enter your corrections and print
apaper, document, or letter on our letter quality printer.
We even provide access to a copier so you can duphcate
your masterwork. ^

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-ht, and there's
parking available, pall us to make an appointment. And to
find out more about our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (mih
I.D.). .

ADVERTISE
IMTHB

DAILY BRUIN
821-2161

SKI UTAH!!
POWDER COUNTRY

3 night package-from ^ I 99. per person

4 night package-from ^229.
I'lci Roiiiidtnp ,1 r, hotel. t>Tx. n\Tnsk"-s. nniln fcso'-t lift i'c!'aj;s

AIR ONLY-$65.00 each way LAX-SALT LAKE
Wed & Thur Departures-Sunday return

WESTWAYS TRAVEL (213)473-4591

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

1 1645 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)^26-9779

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuralde, Inc. - 1081 Westwood Blvd. #224

^

'i

3 DAYS ONLY
NARCH IS 13 14

THE BERRY BEST
in adult sweatshirts

Choose from a great selection
in adult sweatshirts

Look for the Bruin Bears for your 15% off savings!

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE Bearwear / Blevol Ackerman Union / 825-7711
Mon-THuff 7:45-7:30: Fri 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

Cherimoya
Continued from Page 7
popularity of cherimoyas may
be linked to the growing
number of young urban prc^
fessionals whose demand for
exotic fruits and vegetables
have created a strong market
for the obscure fruit.

**In addition. Southern
California has had an influx of
immigrants from the Asian
and Latin American tropics —
immigrants who know the
cherimoya and its relatives
and are willing to pay for
them," Ellstrand said.

Apart from being extraor-
dinarily good- tasting,
cherimoyas also provide a
unique research opportunity
for geneticists, Ellstrand said.

"The cherimoya has lots of
variability which most crop
plants have lost due to
domestication. It is convenient
to study genetic variation that
results from crosses between
varieties, because each fruit

contains a number of seeds."

Ellstrand and his coUegues
began their cherimoya
research with the identifica-

tion of existing varieties.

Through the use of a tech-

nique known as "isozyme
anaysis,"—which emi
biochemical analysis of plant

enzymes, they succeeded in

classifying at least 20 different

cherimoya varieties in

California.

The researchers then set out

to determine the most
desirable characteristics of dif-

ferent cherimoya varieties for

practical breeding.

Results show that the white
variety has the most flesh per

seed and that there is substan-

tial diversity in cold tolerance

among the different varieties.

Furthermore, the resear-

chers are now looking into

alternatives to the current

practice of hand pollinating

J cherimoya trees and are ex-

ploring the possibility of insect

pollinations.

"In its native habitat, the

^erimoya is thought to be

pollinated by a small beetle,"

Ellstrand said. "But because

the beetle can also be a pest to

other fruits, its importation

would be difficult."

Lee also hopes some of these

findings can eventually help in

broadening the cherimoya's

cultivation environment. Pres-

ently, cherimoyas can only be

grown in a narrow strip

within 15 miles of the coast

from Goleta to San Diego. .

Ellstrand believes the

cherimoya will prove to be

more than just a social fad

and will find a permanent
foothold in California. "With

the current consumer interest

in exotic flavors, the
cherimoya has a strong
future."

Along with related
American pawpaws, sweet-

sops, soursops, sugar apples,

pond apples, road apples,

bullock's hearts and
guanabana, cherimoyas are

now under serious cultivation

in Chde, Bolivia, Peru, Mex-

ico, Spain and New Zealand.

In Southern California, they

are currendy selling for up to

$7.50 per pound.

The California Rare Fruit

Growers recently named
Ellstrand the association's

"Researcher of the Year" for

his contributions to the hor-

ticulture and improvement of

cherimoyas.

Greeks participate

in LA. marathon

to fight against cancer

By John Sullaway

~ More than 100 members of
11 UCLA fraternities and
sororities competed in last
Sunday's Los Angeles mara-
thon to help fight the batde
against cancer.

These Greeks ran to raise
money for Cancer Care Inc.,
a non-profit service organiza-
tion that offers soci^ and
psychological help for cancer
patients.

"I couldn't believe how
many of the runners went
ahead and finished the race. It

was really thrilling," said
Virginia Conkling, director of
the Los Angeles office of
Cancer Care Inc.

To help encourage the run-
ners in the event. Cancer Care
manned an aid station at the
18th mile.

"We had about 30 volun-
teers working there, but a lot

of bystanders helped out in
giving water to the runners,"
Conkling said. "At first our
runhefs started trickling in,

but then for about two homy
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MORE CUTS PER CUT ®
My ne»«t cutttno systBfSwtSnS'wnuJSSeaS^^ '

'

mulfi-anoled cuts guaranty MORE CUTS PER CUT controHad hair

LINEAR TRACUTTING ^

m£,2S, ..iSiP^^
*"*' '*"•"•* '>n«»»-»«roto gMing anoted cuts

CMS, gaarad twwids iha most pfedse^y llniahad hair deakw deajrad

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts From $12
CiVTrfKj SCJOri ;,} S bciL->SO(

issoon S. Sassoon
?w7^voo'7r^f^^ (now open Sun. 12^) 208-7277
Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton TL..„«„ ' 208-4247w/coupon

Midterms are overy

You studied till 2,

IfyouWe ready to DANCE
We're ready for YOU- -

most of them began to come
in pretty steadily."

"I had stomach cramps for
the first 15 miles," said Glen
Augustine, a member of the
Kappa Sigma fraternity who
ran a 3:45 time, "but after
that I really began to feel

good."

Participants in the fun-
draiser had been soliciting

sponsors for the past few mon-
ths.

"I have about $250 from
about 30 people," Augustine
said. "The average pledge is

$8 just for finishing."

Cancer Care Inc. is a 44
year-old New York based
organization that began opera-
tions in Los Angeles this year.

"We felt that a charity
event would be a good way to

let people know of our services

in L.A:,^ Conkling^said.

. „ In order to show their ap-
preciation. Cancer Care Inc.

gave the Greeks a free spagetti

and garlic bread dinner at the
Mustache Cafe in Westwood
in February.
The organization expects to

collect all of the pledges by
the end of the week. "We
think we have opened up
hearts to patients," .Conkling
said. "Cancer victims often

feel alone. If they call us, they

can get help."

Toma
Continued from Page 1

Toma said he feels he meets

those qualifications. His abili-

ty to speak Spanish fluendy

and the fact that he once

worked closely with a

Nicaraguan United Nations of-

ficial who he said "taught me
a lot about how Nicaraguans

feel about what is happening

in their country" are among
those qualifications.

__^

Toma, who already must
balance his regular studies

with his duties as internal vice

president, said the trip will

increase the weight of his aca-

demic burden. But he is "mak-

ing a valiant effort" to keep

up with his workload.

"It is a real struggle to live

up to my academic require-

ments and balance that with

this opportunity that I cannot

pass up," Toma said.

r

Bel Air Presbyterian Church
College Fellowship
Sunday, 9:30 a.m., Evans Lounge

Wednesaay, 7:00 p.m., Fireside Room
Bus Shuttle from UCLA'

8:48 Kelton & Levering
8:50 Glenrock &. Levering
8:52 Gayley &l Strathmore
8:55 Dykstra Hall
8:58 Sproul Hall

Steven M. Marsh, Pastor of Student Ministries

16221 Mulholland Drive

9:00 Reiber Hall
9:03....... HedrickHall
9:10 Hilgard & Manning
9:25 Arrive at Bel Air

Los Angeles, CA 90049 (818) 788^200

Just sJioiv Up on time
7:30 TONIGHT
900 HILGARD
Come on in and get psyched!

It's FREE and it's easy

So don't hesitate

ISRAELI DANCING is really

1st ratel

ISRAELI DANCING
at 900 HUgard

Tonight, 7:30pm
FREE to UCLA Students w/ID

f

i

(Sponsored by JSU)

}

A DIM SUM CAFE

NEW:
WINE & BEER
CHOICE SELEaiON
PLUS-

SAKE
SPECIALS!—

LCHlMESi

Lunch, Dinner,

Lote Night
Take Out and Delivery

824-7869

WESTWOOD VILLAGE-1091 BROXTON-L.A.

^ t^';

Keep Atarttani Birth Control

UCLA RALLY
for the

National March :

for Women's Lives

ilLEANOR SMEAL

i

PRESIDENT OFNOW
i

Wednesday, MARCH 12
NOON

ARCHITECTURE QUAD
Sponsored by Bruins for Choice

UCLA Department of Music and the Undergraduate Composers Association

present:

An Evening of
Original Music
From Classical to Contemporary to Pop

Thursday, March 13,1986 8:00 PM
Schoenberg Hall - Jan Popper Theatre Admission Free!

Funded by the Center for Student Programming Mini-Fund of the PAB

ir
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Picture
IF YOO Will...

—-Three T^tplcgriats onr-
^n Airplane. The—

—

engine catches fins,

and there'5 onl}L

one parachute...

I AM TWt LEADER OF THE!

FREE WORLD. .IT'5 MiNE...
Viewpoint

Someone's crazy-

Counterpoint

Stop pushing addictive drug
By Harvey S. Frey, M.D., Ph.D. =-

In response to my letter opposing the sale

of tobacco products by ASUCLA, Rick Ver-
nier essentially accused me of being a
zealot. I plead "Guilty as charged."

In twenty years as a radiation therapist, I

have seen almost 2500 people die horrible,

agonizing deaths from lung and head and
neck cancers caused by tobacco. Doctors
were able (;o do little for them except
sometimes provide temporary relief of pain
and choking. 1,000 people die like this

every day in our countryl
Anyone who could see these victims of

the tobacco industry dying of their addic-

tion, and not become a zealous opponent of

tobacco would have to be a heartless

monster. Before Mr. Vernier .sneers at my
opposition to tobacco, let him leave North
Campus Ivory Tower and spend some time
on the wards of South Campus.
To the second accusation, that I want to

deprive people of their freedom, I plead a
vigorous "Not Guilty1" Quite the contrary 1

I happen to believe that everyone has the
responsibility for his own life. If he wants
to do something self-destructive like ride a

motorcycle without a helment, drive a car

without a seatbelt, or smoke cigarettes, that

is entirely his business as long as he harms
no one else.

By the same token, people should not be
forced to support activities they feel to be
immoral. I don't want to give money to the

Regents and have them invest it in South
Africa. I don't want to sell dope. I don't

want to give money to ASUCLA and have
them use it to push a deadly, addictive drug
on campus.

I don't believe the students of UCLA,
having proven there idealism, will want to

stay in the murderous tobacco business

either. The question is not the morality of

the smoker, who is but a poor, trapped vic-

tim, but of the seller who is a vicious,

greedy drug pusher.

Society has never lacked apologists for its

most horrible excesses, the Inquisition,

slavery, child labor, etc. There will be no
lack of them now to defend selling tobacco,
as long as it makes someone a profit.

Mr. Vernier objects to the efforts of peo-
ple to do good. There are only two other
alternatives, tn dn evil or to do nothing 4n"

the face of evil. Which of these do you sug-

gest, Mr. Vernier?

150 years ago, the plantation owners of

the South held several million Blacks in

slavery. A few upstart abolitionists (do-

gooders) started a movement which led to

the freeing of those slaves. The descendents
of those selfsame plantation owners now
hold 50 million Americans in slavery to the
drug they peddle. Must ASUCLA be an
agent of that slavery? Do you, who
ASUCLA represents, want to be an agent of
that slavery?

Anyone has the right to commit suicide,

but the rest of us have no obligation to help
him do it.

By Martin Blythe

I note with some concern the screenings on campus this week
of the South African film The Gods Must Be Crazy. The deci-

sion to schedule it strikes me as somewhat tactless in view of

ASUCLA's stated opposition to Apartheid, and the reap-

pearance of shanty towns on campus. After all, it doesn't take

much imagination to read the film as an Apartheid allegory, an
Afrikaaner fantasy.

Contrary to popular wisdom, the film does not treat

Bushman, Bantu and Afrikaaner as all the same under the

African sun. It selectively treats the Bushman through
ethnographic/documentary film techniques, while it treats the

Afrikaaners through comedic techniques. In this way, the

Bushman is converted into the familiar figure of the generic

Noble Savage and the Afrikaaners remain as individuals with

whom we can feel comfortable.

This might not sound so bad were it not for the effect of

laughing at the Bushman for his failure to understand the

Western culture of Coke bottles and jeeps, and for the orienta-

tion of the narrative around the Afrikaaners, who are a lot less

cute nowadays as battle lines are drawn in South Africa. The
latter actually sounds American (their accents are dubbed) as

part of the necessary attempt to camouflage the ideological

codes which threaten to reveal the film's national origin.

Since The Gods Must he Crazy is now th most successful film

ever imported in the United States, I can only conclude that

lAttdieneeft hstt h^vo a blind spot when it oomos to^^iry-

beneficent about "marginalised" cultures; they fail to confront

why those cultures are that way, and this film ties American
audiences in with a racist Afrikaaner fantasy of nostalgia for a

lost innocence before African resistance grew powerful.

If UCLA students plan to see this film, then they should

remember that director Jamie Uys is South Africa's most suc-

cessful film-makers and that he is usually given to more ob-

viously racist fare; this film was banned for black audiences in

South Africa and Apartheid is not some abstraction that can be
discussed separately from the cultural politics in which films

like this are nourished.

Blythe is a Ph.D. student for the Department of theater, film
and television. . — ... ..^ ,

Frey is a ^Clinical Associate Professor of
Radiology.
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Letters

fiTpoor taste
Editor:

My initial reaction after

reading John A. Goulding's

assertion that it is unfair of

the U.S. and Israel to demand
that the PLO renounce ter-

rorism since "to expect a

political community to re-

nounce terrorism of any kind

is like asking a successful en-

trepreneur to reject the quest

for profit and wealth" was
naturally that of horror and
disbelief. (Bruin, Mar.6)

However, a minute later,

considering that Mr. Goulding

is a political science major and
that he certainly knows that

mafia hitmen in some circles

are also considered "successful

entrepreneurs," I came to the

conclusion that Mr.
Goulding's assertion must have
been made in joke. (Right Mr.
Goulding?) -^-—•"n
Even so, I found Mr.

Goulding's humor to be in

very poor taste, especially

considering that in the past

three years, terrorists (excuse

me Mr. Goulding, I mean en-

trepreneurs) have made
sizable "profits." The most

publicized of which were the
murder of 239 U.S. Marines in

Beirut, the murder ol an in-

nocent passenger aboard the
hijacked Achille Lauro cruise

ship, and the murder of 19
passengers, including an 11

year old girl, at the Rome and
Vienna airports^ —

As I was finishing this letter

I again remembered that Mr.
Goulding is a political science

major and concluded that he
must be well aware of the
above incidents, and hoping
that he would not condone

^ Continued on Page 13

Better gay image
By Steven L. Wallace

I find myself in the unique jf^tlon oOlefen^ing the^

media's recent portrayal of gay men in response to the

criticism of Jack Dubowsky in "Pop Off (Bruin, March
6).

I agree with Mr. Dubowsky that the new "gay
stereotype" is the All-American Boy, but I disagree that

this is a negative development. I contend that it is para-
noid to argue that the media is scheming to "make a
homosexual who is not gay" by representing them as

"devoid of gay culture and gay folkways." Mr. Dubowsky
is confusing several issues.

First of all, it has been the gay (male) movement's goal
for some time to show that gay men are, indeed, just as

"All-American" as heterosexual men, and, therefore,
deserve first class citizenship and inclusion under the 1964
Federal Civil Rights Act.^ .

Secondly, the blurring of the distinction between gay
(male) couples and heterosexual couples has been noted to

be due to gains in women's and gay rights (e.g., in 1984,
Time Magazine referred to (straight) Yuppie marriages in

San Francisco as "Heterosexual Gays").
Thirdly, most gays do not bdieve in "gay culture."

However, they would agree that Aere is, indeed, a gay
community, and that it is powerful, v

Mr. Dubowsky incorrectly blames the press and televi-

sion for being "obsessed with trying to replace older
stereotypy; about gay men, and in doing so... (create) a
new one." This is incorrect, the gay movement has finally

succeeded in getting the media to kill old, unfair
stereotypes, and replace them with realistic images of posi-

tive gay male lives. Just a quarter of a century ago, gay
men were represented by characters like Sebastian Venable
(Suddenly Last Summer) — a sick, promiscuous homosex-
ual who uses people and is murdered in the end. Even the
supposedly positive film interpretation of Lillian Hellman's
"The Children's Hour" portrayed Shirley MacLaine's
closeted lesbian character as tortured, tormented^ and bet-
ter off after she hung herself.

I ask Mr. Dubowsky what is so wrong with showing
positive, successful, happy gay male lives? Nobody is say-
mg that there is anything wrong with being a hairdresser.

WaUace is an alumnus.
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More letters

them, I finally realized that
Mr. Goulding's main purpose
in writing his article was to
find a sucker, like myself, who
-would be gullible enough to
-take him seriously and take-
the time to write a response.
That's not nice, Mr.

Goulding: we all have finals

to study for, which certainly
isn't funny. Still, I'm relieved
— for a while there, I actual-'
ly thought you were serious

Igor Fineman
Freshman

Bio-Engineering

Second of swing
Editon r^ ~—~-~

—

It only lasted 20 seconds.
We had flirted with it many
times and finally, that feeling
we had all wondered about
had come.

_ I remember the sound of
the water rushing underneath
the wafer-thin hull of the
fragile wooden boat/ I

remember how our hands
flowed hypnotically forward
and back for 12 — exactly 12
— strokes of perfection.
Oarsmen refer to the experi-

=JBnce as "swing" and It can ori=

ly occur under one condition:

when all eight athletes are in

precise unison pulling with
every ounce of strength they
possess.

It saddens me very deeply
to know that at UCLA these

special moments may never
occur again — the university

is seriously considering dropp-
ing its rowing program.
"Crew doesn't bring in enough

money," they say and unfor-
tunately I can't argue that
point. »

But where are the univer-
sitit_es priorities here? Isn't

p rovTding studen ts with
maturing experiences just as
important as turning a profit?

My point is this: I

remember those 20 seconds so
vividly because they weren't
20 seconds at all. In actuality,

they were 30 weeks of endur-
ing agonizing training, 30
weeks of concentrating on
technique, 30 weeks of
cooperating with seven other
athletes.

Ted Graham
" '^ Senior

Kinesiology

Ms. Poppins?
Editor:

I am very sorry that the in-

tention of my article was evi-

*dently misunderstood. If

Campus Events wishes to
show Mary Poppins, I have no
problems with that.

What offends me is Campus
Events' claim that it is honor-
ing women by showing this

film.

Afl to ynnr assertion that
Mary Poppins is an example of
an independent woman, I find
that laughable. If one studies
the "working woman" of the
19th Century up until quite
recently, one will discover
that the only Option for a re-

spectable unmarried woman,
without independent means,
was to find work as a gov-
erness in a well-to-do
househole. Therefore, Mary

FREE
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Poppins is not an example of

an unusually strong, indepen-
dent woman.

I would also lilce to state

that in my original letter, I

mentioned the fact that the

mother is mockingly portrayed
as a suffragette. The Daily
Bruin chose to omit this. I

apologize for any
misunderstanding that resulted.

I was never criticizing

Disney's obvious talent, or the

fact that people around thcr

world adore his work. I am
merely questioning Campus
Event's point in showing Mary
Poppins during Women's
Week, as the film does not

honor women or portray
women in a non-stereotypical

light. I do not apologize for^

this.

Megan Ducy
Junior
History

;.*.sss%;.y.y.•.•••..*.•.%*.

Clarification

The Editorial, entitled
Political infighting limits

USAC (Bruin, Mar. 11),
.contained a typographical

X

error in the second to last

paragraph. It should read,

"All members of the council
and the student body must
>yoFk Xq make it free from
politicldhg and personal at-

tacks."

^N LONDON—
THISSUMMER

Share British Education
with British Students

July 14 - AUGUST 15,1986
• Study alongside British students in small seminar groups on the
only summer school accredited for both US and UK students

• Degree credits transferable to US institutions

• Beautiful English country park campus located only 30 minutes
from the heart of London

• Outdoor swimming pool, tennis, golf, horse-riding and other
sports, plus opportunities to travel

Choo%B from 40 courses Inclading

ARTS Dance, Drama, Fine Art

HUMANITIES British and European History, English

Literature

LANGUAGES French and Spanish

SOCIAL SCIENCES/COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Economics, Psychology, Communications, —
Women's Studies, Science and Society

COMPUTING AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS Micro and

main frame applications *
,

$950 total cost Including single room and half board

Contact EXPO Center A213 Ackerman Union or write direct for a
brochure: Admissions Enquiries (ref C1230), Middlesex
Polytechnic. 114 Chase Side, London N14 5PN. England.

Telephone 01 1 441 886 6699 (24 hour answering service).
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TRADE MEDIA LIMITED
Interviews On Campus

For jobs in marketing and magazine
journalism in East Asia, March 13-14
1 986. Open to 1 986 undergraduates
with some cbursework in Business,
Economics, or Communications. Abili-

ty to speak Chinese, Japanese or
Korean helpful. Please sign up at the
Career Planning Center and furnish
the center with a copy of your resume.

Family Planning
Associates

-—Medical Group

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur/MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Sanla Monica Bl
, 0112

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente.Hospital)

(213) 9371390

ATTENTION :S£^rSf:ORGANIZATIONS

Here's some important info, you stiould know about
^using the Daily Bruin to publicize your events.

1. Daily Bruin has a special staff for you. Just call

825-2161 arxJ ask for "On-Campus" advertising.

2. You con get o reduced rote by signing a contract
(But tiurry, \he sooner you start the sooner you
save). One of our "On-Compus" ad representatives

will show you how.

3. Our creative staff will be happy to design,
^

typeset, and layout your Bruin ad at no charge.

4. UCLA Students use the Daily Bruin as their main

source for campus news and infomriation. 2^ &
5. We are here for you, so taice advantage of us. ^1 H P—
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CALL 825-2161

Ask for "on-campus" advertising.
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Fine Young Cannibals have (English) beat, need verve
By Sean O'Donnell

After hiding for years behind the
charismatic presences of Ranking
Roger and Dave Wakeling, ex-English
Beat members Andy Cox and Dave
Steele- finally—unveiled thei r long- nieut—of
awaited new^ band The Fine Young
Cannibals before an enthusiastic sell-

out crowd at The Palace last Friday
evening, presenting an all-too-short 50
minute set that was technically impec-
cable but painfully lacking ii) energy
and verve.

In their days \vith the Beat, Cox
and Steele were largely responsible for
that band's irresistible trademark

on vinyl, their stage show at The Pal-
ace was devoid of any real dynamism.
Cox and Steele are still up to their old
tricks on stage, which means they are
uncharismatically hunched over their
instruments, igniting all the excite-

i cxjqple of aging "asfro^
physics professors.

were clowning with the audience and
causing vast throngs of pubescent girls

to swoon. Cox and Steele could be
seen lurking in th^^ background, in-

dustriously laying down the intricately
chorded sonic undercurrent that was
so essential to the Beat sound. To their
credit, these two musicians have
brought their same bag of seductive
musical hooks to their new band, as
evidenced iyi^the-well-deserved s

of their hit single "Johnny We're
Sorry."

Yet while the Cannibals may cook

This left the burden of entertaining
the audience on the thin shoulders of
newcomer vocalist Roland Gift. Gift,
with his Marvin Gaye looks and silky-

smooth Al Green vocal style, is a
likable presence. However, at The
Palace la^ Friday Gift seemed ill at

ease in hi^Vole as frontman for the

Wak©Untt^.K-£f""*^i^'^^ ^^ attempted onlv a few
^''sHff and tentative dani steps during

the band's set. Only during the en-
core, when the Cannibals rendered-
winning versions of "Johnny We're
Sorry" and Frankie Valli's "You're Just
Too Good to Be True," did Gift loosen
up and exhibit a little showmanship.

As shown on their new I.R.S.
release Fine Young Cannibals, Cox
and Steele are a couple of musicians

Truly keen pop music sensibiliti^:^
Yet at this juncture of their fledgling
career, the Cannibals as a live band
are strictly vegetarians.

films

Artists and businessmen are strange bedfellows indeed. But
when it comes to making movies, the two seem inextricably

bound — one group cannot survive without the other.

Hence, one often hears a lot of grumbling from both sides:

artists (actors, writers, directors) complain that "money people"
(studio executives, producers) know nothing about the movie-
making process, or what it takes to make a good film. Similar-
ly, businessmen tend to become frustrated with their "irrational

associates," who refuse to understand that the whole point of

making movies is to MAKE MONEY.
"Up until the I920s^Jiiis problem did not exists" says British-

actor-turned-producer Richard Johnson. "It was the actor/

manager who ran the show — for centuries. But when the
movies came along, 'the show' couldn't be run on a shoe-string
any longer; cinema became a hugely profitable venture, and
there needed to be financiers to run it. That's when these
peculiar animals called producers first appeared."

According to Johnson, these "peculiar animals" gradually
took over the business, and rendered the artist powerless. "As
an actor, you really are in the hands of the shit-merchant," he
says. "And you are hoping that somebody will pull you out."

So, rather then hang himself by the telephone cord, (while
waiting to be offered a job) Johnson resolved to undermine the
system. He banded together a group of fellow conspirators —
Albert Finney, Glenda Jackson, John Hurt, Maggie Smith, John
Wood and Diana Rigg — and formed a production company
called United British Artists.

The group is not without precedents. Indeed, "the name
U.B.A. is a nod to our distinguished forebearers — the old
United Artists," remarks Johnson. Nevertheless, the basic func-
tion of these "co-ops" is to put the business back into the hands
of the artists.

U.B.A.'s main concern is quality control. As Johnson so elo-
quendy puts it, "Personally, I don't mind if we don't make a
fortune — but I do mind if we make a load of shit.

"The exigencies of an actor's career are such that, over the
years, the amount of work you can look back on and say, 'Well,
that was worthwhile' is pretty minimal. Especially when it

comes to movies."
In other words, an individual artist may not have the power

to pick and choose — but on the strength of their collective
name, U.B.A. board members could raise money, find, develop
and produce "worthwhile" projects.
And that is precisely what they have done. "In 1983, we sat

around and talked for a year, read scripts for a year," recalls
Johnson. "Then in 1984 we got into production and put on four
plays in the theater; we also did a television adaptation of one
of them, and of course, we made a feature film — Turtle
Diary

r

The members of U.B.A. are proud of the latter project, and
so they should be. Turtle Diary, starring Glenda Jackson and
Ben Kingsley (also co-starring Johnson) stands as a testament to
what can be done when exceptionally talented artists col-
laborate, each contributing his best.

"It has a disarming quality — if one surrenders to that,"
reflects Johnson. "Charm is something that people either like or
dislike, like people's eyebrows. But happily, the charm that is at

work in that story and in the way it is being presented as a
screen story does seem to vv^jirk."

Despite its very attractive "elements" (i.e., the stars, and
Harold Pinter as the author of the script), 'turtle Diary had to

be shot for under $2,000,000 — one-sixth the cost of the
average Hollywood feature. But as Johnson explains, "If you're
going to spend 'x' amount of somebody's money, you have to

find a way to give it back. By keeping the upfront costs down,
we stand a much better chance of doing that."—U.B.A. alscr stands a better chance -of^making a profit.

Nonetheless, one of the keys to keeping a budget lOw is to ask

everyone involved to work for a relati^ly modest fee. Accor-
ding to Johnson, this has posed no problems so far. "You simply
have to explain, 'Look, we are making this thing because we
believe in it. We are offering you a wonderful piece of work,
and a terrific part.' Then, if their heads are in the right place,

they'll do it for nothing even though there will be a lot of

pressures on them not to do so (from their agents, managers
etc.). But, I think that tlure is an instinct among certain per-

formers that it is better to do good work than bad work, even if

it means you're not going lo ha\ e the yacht . .^^
In recompense, the pari u ipant.s are given a percentage of the

profits. "And they can be sure that we aren't going to screw
them. We give them a genuine piece of the film, and the com-
pany retains a certain percentage — because it has to, in order
to continue to make films."

As chairman of U.B.A., Johnson and his partner, producer
Peter Shaw, keep things running smoothly, while the aforemen-
tioned board-members busy themselves with projects of their

own. "Everyone has the freedom to act in other people's pro-
ductions," explains Johnson.

This seems reasonable enough, since not every project U.B.A.
develops can have a part for every board-member. "Indeed,
some of them haven't worked for us yet. Eventually, everyone
will; but in the meantime, they know that what we are doing is

good work — for the good of the company and for the good of
the profession.

"Also, don't forget that they are all extremely in demand —
they work all the time, in one way or another, and we don't
restrict their other activities at all."

Indeed, U.B.A. is not exclusively interested in finding projects

for board-members. "It is not a sine qua non of what we do to

necessarily involve our people," says Johnson. "What will be in-

volved is our taste — and we won't do productions of which
any of us disapprove."

Projects are given the "go-ahead" at U.B.A. basedWa ma-
jority vote. As Jo^inson explains, this is part of the reason the
company has rennained small: "We get quite a lot of people
who would like to join. But I think that if one allows a group
like this to grow, then the decision-making machinery becomes
frightfully complicated. As it stands, six people have to see

everything that we are proposing, and that's a hell of a job,

because our people are workmg all over the world. More_

Richard ]ohnson, producer and co-star of ^Turtle Diary*

members would make it unwieldy and uncontrollable. So we
haven't expanded it since the beginning."

Johnson has a simple recommendation for those who bemoan
U.B.A.'s "no vacancy" sign: "Go form your own groupl"

If they have any sense at all, more committed artists should

be taking his advice. "*"^
.^ .
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«1-4377 Sat-Sun 12:303 45-7 001015

AVCOCMEMAR'
Wilsh at Westwd.
4760711

AVCO CINEMA M
Wilsh at Westwd
4754)711

LAEMMLC
THEATRES

W.L.A./BEV. HILLS
ROYAL
1 1 523 SM Blvd

477-5581

SH-Sm

Moo Fri 5 15-8 30
Sat Sun 2 0O5 15-8 30

11 A.M. SUMSMra FmI
E6YPTIAN
10687 LindlKook Dr

20M575

MUSIC HALL
9036 Wilshire

274^869

1332 2nd SI.

394-9741

MONICA H
1332 2nd St

3949741

MOMU III PriQii Hmmt
1332 2nd St. Mon Fn 7 209 55
394 9741 Sat-Sun 2 0O4 407 209 55

SH-Sm 11:15 A.M. Im maim

IV

1332 2nd SI

394-9741

^
-^ FWEARTS

. 8556 Wilshire^ 6521330

Trip to BMRtHHl
Mon-Fn 5 408 0010 10

SatSun 1 003 205 408 0010 10

Sun 11 00

UACORONH

^
1245-3 005 15-7 45^1015 ^

First Show Only J3 00
''^

^
12 15-2:45-5 15-7 45-1015 ^

First Show On»y $3 00 -^

.

"5^

UMITBO ARTIST
TMSATRK

WESTWOOO

12 15-2 15-4 166^
815-1015

Fn-Sat Late Show 12 15

jO^WeHwwfl 12:002 0O4: 106 20^ 3oTo'4d

Moo Fn 5 0O8 30
SatSun 1 305 008 30

UACOMMH HaMili«itfH«rtirtM(P«-13
100 3 205 406 0010?

SANTA MONICA UA NAiiCaM (N)
12 15-2 15-4 166 16^201020

Mon Fri 7 309 40
SatSun 1 003 105 207 309 40

SH-Sm 11 AM. Omm FmI

UACOMMn
12 303:005 306:1010^

WltoMs
Mon-Fn 6 308 45

Sat-Sun 2 0O4 15-6 308 45
SMfaR 11 AM. SMMrH F«l

PLITT
THEATRES
WEST L.A.

WlM Itovt I Omm ti Dmww TMt
Mon-Fn 7 00 9 10

Sat Sun 12 302 40-4 507 0O9 10

SM4m 11:1B A.M. SMm •! Ukwty

CENTURY PIAZA
Century City

2040Ave of IheSUrs
553-4291

•Kk to Om Firtm (Pe-13)
Daily 2 004 307 15-9 45
Fri-Sat Late Show 12:00

70mm HPS 4000

CENTURY PIAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of 0w Stars

553-4291

WEST L.A.

NUART
11272 SM Blvd

476^79
6:007:45-9:30

Sat Son 2 304: 1S< 007:45-9:30

WESTWOOO

10800 Pico Blvd

4764)406

TarttoOton
12;0O2:0O4;0O6:0O8:0Oia00

I

WW-Sat 1:307:30
Hma FM II

Suh-TOM 1:307:30
HnNtoraViUlMr

Sat-Sun 11.30

1:0033:dO5;d07 009:00

12:15-2:1S4:1S«:304:45

r^ ^, ^ f« 'ntonwltoo Cal 825-2345 VV
Today(8:0»free) TsaWtaw^igsi)

Cri«MtfWlitopira|i972i it

if

ir

Daily 2 00-4 45-7 301oSd
Fn-Sat Late Show 12:30

70nf»m

MELMITZ
MOVIES

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070

MarcM3
60O1O30

"?3
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*! J5ANCE

American Ballet Theatre's stunning 'Giselle'

np

By Berkeley Choate

How long has it been since

you were swept off your feet

by a good old-fashioned
jromantic ballet? How long

_ since a. corps of thirty some-
odd dancers performed in

perfect unison, making little

more sound than a cat scurry-
ing across the floor? How long
since a single ethereal maiden
made you weep in spon-
taneous emotion? American
Ballet Theatre's production of

Giselle does all of these things
and more.
What sets this production

above the multitude of other
incarnations of Giselle is that,

despite the superb perfor-
mances of several individuals,

the ballet as a whole stands
out. It's true that the sets are
old-fashioned, that the
costumes lack the conspicuous
excesses of Cinderella. While
we're at it, we can also ques-
tion the cohesiveness of a pro-
duction that lists no less than
six contributors to its

choreography. But to harp on
these points would be to miss
the most important one: it all

works magniflcenttyt The"
costumes and sets don't
dLstract from the dancers, but
enhance the overall effect.

The updated choreography
avoids the dullness that can
result from slavish reconstruc-

tions. In ABT's Giselle one
doesn't see egos, just for-

midable talents working
together to. recreate and
enliven a masterpiece.

The March 8 matinee
crowd came nowhere near fill-

ing the massive Shrine
Auditorium, but while the
rain raged outside, Cynthia
Harvey created a whirlwind
of emotion and virtuosity in-

side. Harvey is a magnetic
\ performer and it would be dif-

ficult to conceive of a more
perfect Giselle. If her deep,
haunting eyes and expressive

face doesn't captivate you, her
dazzling dancing will. Her
portrayal of the tragic heroine
covers the entire range of

emotions except anger, which
is foreign to her character.

Alas, her leading man
Patrick Bissell fell short of

niatching Harvey's perfor-
mance. On the outside, Bissell

is the perfect Albrecht. He's
tall, handsome, strong, has
impeccable technique and is a
gracious partner. Unfortu-
nately, he comes up short as

an actor. Bissell was rarely

convincing and occasionally
disconcerting as he moved his

lips in accompaniment to the
mime passages; but when he
danced, all was forgiven. Here

long limbs 'cut=-

ting the air with simultaneous
finesse and power:

As Hilarion, Clark Tippet
provided a perfect foil for

Bissell. He plays an emotional,
sincere but. confused Hilarian.

Tippet dances and acts in

unrestrained spurts as opposed
to Bissell's cool grace. This
fine acting raised Tippet's
corner of the deadly love
triangle to new highs. Also of

note in the first act were Anna
Spelman and Lisa Rinehart
for their fine character roles as

Giselle's mother and the
Prince's daughter respectively.

Johan Renvall showed himself

as a talent to watch for, far

outshining his three compa-
nions in the pas de quatre.

In the second act were the

most precise corps de ballet

this reviewer has seen since

the Bolshoi. The Wilis were
the epitome of ethereal grace,

transporting the viewer to a

surreal world where all

disbelief was suspended. At
their head was Leslie Brown
as Myrta, queen of the Wilis.

Her performance waS
somewhat disappointing, the

port de bras weak and the

leaps strained, but was per-

formed with a commanding
presence nevertheless. One of

the day's big surprises was the

inspired performance by the

unheralded Lucette Katern-
dahl in the small part of

Zulma. Although not even of

soloist rank, she put on an ex-

hibition matched only by Cyn-
thia Harvey herself.

American Ballet Theatre's
production of Ciselle is about

gDod as It gets. If you^s areas
worn out from too many
overwrought Swan Lakes and
third rate Nutcrackers, this

fine ballet may well restore

your faith in the romantic
genre. ABT displayed a

wealth of individual talent as

well as a much needed im-
provement in the quality of its

ensemble work.

r
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Cynthia Harvey in A.B. T. *s productian oj 'Giselle'

INTRODUCING
THE NEW Y

By Commodore

EDUCATIONAL
GIVES YOU A CREA TIVE EDGE

DISCOUNT PROGRAM
NOW AVAILABLE TO THE

—EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY ONLY
STUDENTS, FACUITY. ADMINISTRATORS

DATA SYSTEMS WEST
A FULL SERVICE COMPANY

SINCE 1971

INVITES YOU TO PARTICIPATE

IN COMMODORE'S NEW

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT

PROGRAM FOR

UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.
D. must b« furnished at time of purchase)

We invite you to coll for details of this short-term program to introduce
M,' ..

I

W^GA
to the educational community . These huge discounts apply only to

faculty and bonafide students ond administrators of colleges and universities

. CALL OR COME IN TODAY TO —
' DATA SYSTEMS WEST

——

^

AUTHORIZED AMIGA DEALER

SHERMAN OAKS - 4529 VAN NUYS BLVD
(818)907-9110 (213)872-3479

SAN GABRIEL - 421 W. LAS TUNAS DRIVE
(818)289-3791 (213)283-1185

FOR CAMPUS DEMONSTRATIONS CALL (818) 907-8046

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

Urn UCL/^ @ttydl®in)1t8 ft i7si(gy0ily

WHEN YOU PURCHASE LUNCH OR
DINNER ON MONDAY THROUGH

THURSDAY, JUST SHOW YOUR I.D

AND AN ENTREE OF EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE IS

FREE
iw r,*,. » _, ,,,,^

at

PHIRASAK'S THAI KITCHEN

(213) 479-2838

1275 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024
(2 Blocks South of V\?ilshire)

-
;
™ternattonal Student Union7~1023 Hilgard. Call for
more info: 208-4587/825-3384
.Student and ISC: $3.50, Public: $5

Exp. 3/31/86

UCLA
CENTKR
F( )R Tl IE
ARTS

ucuv
DANCE

COMPANY

Common Ground i Martha Kalman/Wolf)

•Idyll II Cavern iCarol Scolhorn/Henri La^arof)

tin the Begmning iMargalit Oved Marshall)

Porcelain Dialogues i Murray Louis/Tchaikovsky)

Two Bits iAngeiia Leung Fisher/Aaron)

'l A Premiere —

~

tRevival

Bruin Arts Guide
MP/TV

Friday, March 14

"Documentary and Technolo^,** ^m
speakers: Steve Dunsky, John 'Ramirez and Michael
Renov.

4 p.m.. The Design Room, Melnitz 2534, FREE.

THEATER ARTS

Tuesday, March 18, 4:15 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 19, 3:15 p.m.
3 ONE-ACTS:
"Second Chance" written by Stewart Margolis
Directed by Sheri Rycus

'

"Shatter" written by Brian Nelson, Directed by Tracy
Spurlock

"Somewhere Foreign" written by Dennis Clontz,
Directed by Sean Lovely
The Little Theater, MacGowan Hall, 25<|;.

March 12-22

Wednesdays-Saturdays 8 p.m., Sunday 2:00 and 7:30
p.m., no performances on Monday and Tuesday
"Hamlet," adapted and directed by Carl Mueller
General Public — $5, Students and Staff — $3.

Friday, March 14

Indian "Pantomime" by Niranjan Goswami^ a
Ttstling professor and artist from India, 8 p.m.. In-

Wednesday, march 12, 1986 iwtow 17

*

Carol Scothorn. Director

Murray Louis Guest ctioreograptier
''

Dons Einstein Siegel, Ligtiting Design

UCl A's fine modern dance company performs
works by guest choreographer Murray Louis
and faculty choreographers

Friday and Saturday. March 14 and 15
8 pm Royce Hall $8 6 5*

CHARGE BY PHONE (213) 825-9261
UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

. 650 Westwood
Plaza

• Daily 9 AM-5 PM Weekends 10 AM-3 PM
(Sun phone orders only) -$5 Student tickets with
full time I D (limited availability) Rush at show-
time Students & Sr Citizens with I D Program,
date, time & place sut)|ect to change

Saturday, March 29 ^^—

^

The Pantomime Workshop, Develop your 5 Senses
and Improve Your Acting Skills. Call ISC for more
info: 208-4587/825-3384.

Fine Arts Students Needed: Volunteer entertainers,
puppeteers, mimes, clowns for Health Fair. Free
health screening and pediatric screening, Main Plaza,
Medical Center. Saturday, April 12, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Contact: Vivian Bean 825-1490.

MUSIC

Wednesday, March 12 7

Noon concert: University Chorus and Campus Choir
-^onn Wei^, ^^rector), 12:00^-noon, Schoenberg
Hall. FREE.

MLyoucfiN€tit
OFFERGOOD FOR EVERYONE M YOUK GROUP WTTH CCXJfON

JAPANESE
BUFFET

OPEN 7 DAYS
Regular Price -

Lunch: $4.95
Dinner: $7.95

BEEF & LEMON CHICKEN • EQQ ROLLS • 8ALAP BAR...AND...

SUSHI. SUSHI, SUSHI, IN SUSHI BAR ,,.^ uiire™^,. o. •
1 389 WESTWOOD BL j

3 Mks ao. of Wilshire -^

:473-9378

!

i

Wednesday, March 12
UCLA Wind Ensemble (Dr. Thomas Lee, Conduc-
tor), 8:00 p.m., Schoenberg Hall, Admission: $5
(general), $3 (students, faculty, staff, and senior citi-

zens with ID)

Thursday, March 13

Noon Concert: UCLA Concert Band (Gordon -,

Henderson, Director), 12:00 noon, Schoenberg Hall. I

FREE. •
!

!

Friday, March 14 ,'

Junior Recital: Mark Dillon, Harpist, and Anthony
Milosevic, Pianist.

4:00 p.m., Jan Popper theater in Schoenberg Hall.

FREE.
>

Sunday, March 16
UCLA Madrigal Singers (Donn Weiss, Director)

g 4:00 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

I Admission: $5 (general), $3 (students, faculty, staff,

I and senior citizens with ID)

Sunday, March 16
Senior Recital: Stephanie Kaufmann, Harpist

8:00 p.m., Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall.

FREE.

The Arts Guide is for all students. If you have any in-

formation about an event/presentation in the College of

Fine Arts, please submit info to TASC, Theater Arts Stu-
j.

dent Committee, Dept. of Theater Arts and MP/TV,
;

MacGowan Hall, UCLA.
;

Deadline is Monday morning of every week. -^ ^=,,^^1

USAC SPONSORED

DO YOU THINK YOU MIGHT BE

Gay or Lesbian?
ARE YOU

Coming Out?
WE'RE HERE TO LISTEN.

825-8053

\

r

A/IOIM.-FRI. 5pm-6pm

Opening
Up

Together

•8

GAV AtviO LESe^Arsi ASSOOATOTs* uCi-A • 500 Ke«CK«-0=F fHALL • BSS-eOS?

Bigelow Tea Company
anc

UCLA

^^SiL^ PRESENTS

present

The Kerckhoff Jazz Series
featuring

indo-jazz with

RAMA PR!

A

r*

Don't miss this final show of Winter Qtr.

Tonight, in the Coffeehouse
8:00 P.M. Free .1^

m
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
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• PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL 10 PERSONAL. 10 PERSONAL 10

Tht ASUCLA Conmunlcalani Beard My Mpportt Vw #
UntMnNy ol CUtonii'i polcy on rnrwIwMmioir «

ptraom ot My ortgln. ran. rilgion. hx. or mmI #
ohmmttm In <>iii—*ig My, or Imply •«( «wy m #
ImNid to oiflitn paMon. capiMHw; ratH. or «
MM In HcMy. NtNtar tw (My Bn*i nor t«

ASUCLA Oownatoloni
lor I

Any pirvfln biflMinQ nil w <

on nor^ . ^

In «ittno to •• BifltaH Mwogv. (My ^
Bm>r». » WMfood Pton. KH 112. Loo AnpiHo. CA g
90024. For oMtotonoo wMi tauino dtouln^nlon ^
proMMno. ol Bm UCU Howmg Omoo « «&44B1. ^
or cUBio WiiliHi Fiir HouUng OHco it 47Mr< ^

BETA THETA PI
PRr-RUSH BBO
Come by and meet the

brothers of 6011 and

our little sisters before

rush begins. All spring

rushees welcome.

Tonite 6:00

Congrutulationm to our newiy inmtaiimd

_^^ i^ AAIio/flccr*.
President Katherihe Wilson

V.P. Efflciency *. ^. Jennifer Lowry

V.P, Pledge. - Sharon Cohan

Treasurer. Valerie Warshawsky
Kathy O'Prey

Social.....^. Jill Collins

Lisa Massing

Members at Large. • /Kngela noy ^

Gina Gordon

Panhellenic Rep. Laura Brenneissen

Rush Chairman. Rosie Ferraro

Scholarship Carol Com^o
Standards..... Lynn Cooper

House Manager. Betsy Brown
Thanks to ait our old E.C. offlcmrm.

Wm atntrmciated your wcork.

Am LiniE SISTER

—UKER GAME -

THURSDAY NIGHT
Call your

HEALTH
SERVICES

.yi^. ^a^k
Spiritual Psychic Reader

Tarot Cards it Horoscope Readings

Private &
Confidential

By appt. only
(219) SSS'liSS

' ' Bevwly Httts
—"—:

^ Advise on all matters of life —

.

reserve
brother
ticketr-

MaH« CrisafvUl (£K)

Oaly m ff«w aior* weikm
till yoBB b«coai« m

-mctAAmaniarBMi
wish«« ! yoBur fBitBur*

id«avorsl

CAMPUS CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1

N SENIOIIS,AW eiUNATES

=fike yourself someatdit, sign ufb

for a Visa/Nastercard and other fine

credit cards N-W-F 9aii-4pm at the

Wcstwoid Studcnl Federal Credit

iRleil (loated behind Kerchhoff HaU)

[ployment required!!!

acceptance

Please help Kappa Delta
|

support the Prevention ^
of Child Abuse- buy a

8t. Patrick's Day Car-

nation-Gram on Bruin

Walk now through Friday

for only $1.00. Your

-ieprechaun wfH get hts/hef

carnation on Saturday

March 15th, and you'll help

KA prevent child abuse!

St«v« Shflib«,

It's your 21st birthday &
it's time to celebrate.

Happy 21«t Bfarthdayl

Can't wait till tonight.

Love,

YoBBT hmmfmt Mttd

Michelle Modor-KKr
Happy 19th Birthday!

Get ready for some
serious partying!

Love, Tiffanie, Stephanie,

Lucia, and Tracy

LAE PRE-RUSH
TONIGHT

COCKTAILS 5:30
DINNER 6:00
PARTY .9:00

UTTLE SISTER RUSHEES WELCOME

TOt K«a, CkristophM.
Jolui, Dav«, 8«aB
(SLAMMING SAMMYS)

Together we were a smash!

LOVE. THE KAYDEE
KILLERS

JUl, KatrlM, Olaa,
StaphaBito. Da«lca

S«ekinf patients for Calif.

State iicenslnf exam.
niKB dental exam-

miK filling, cleaning, or

crown for those qualifying.

Financial renumeration $.

(SIS) 343-4444

EDUCATION
SERVICES ...-.•

MISCELLANEOUS 9

Let's party again...

(We don't even have to

hiave a reason!)

_ Love, LAM

= ^RESEARCH-

POLITICAL 1

1

WHO is John Gait? Libertarians, Objec-

tivists (Any Rand), Heinlein futurist at

UCLA? Call Steve (21 3)824-2754.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMMt

MMMngk IMonday. Acfcerman

2410, 12:10-1.20. Wwjnaidayt.

NturepsycNotrtc muttute C8^38.

12:10-1:20. For alooholcs or Irv

- aviduc* who hoveKi<Mr*ino

B500644II47S4368

GOOD DEALS 7

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LEARNING
MORE ABOUT YOURSELF? BCI will open

your eyes to your jewishness - open house

at the Brandeis - Bardin Institute. Sunday,

March 16. 1 pm Call Myta (ei8)348-7201

INSURANCE WAR! WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-

GRAM." (818)992-6966, (213)873<^303.

ANSWERING Service- $1(Vmo. 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

455-1404.

Money tor CotsgsT
iri ol around you. ir you know

where to lookl Our notion^wtde

AcQdimlc Data S«viQ>

guronlees 5 to 25 Rnondol Akj

Soucet for your higher

education or your money bode

FrsBhrnerv sophomores, and

OTQOIno graduate students

ONLY, col tol free

1-80O-544.1574 ext. 639 or

wrtte P.O. Box 16493.

Chattanooga. IN. 37416

nmrimm Lalner (EK)

Congrats on malcing

S<iitf«ii< ItoaHH

We love ya!

The Sigma Kappas

THETA CHI^S
LITTLE SISTERS
Kings Hockey Game-

SUBJECTS 42

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $100/week. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted

through the University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research

project at UCLA. 1 time only. Earn $12.00.

Call 825-0392.

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 825-0392

SPERM donor wanted.
Clinic. 820-0377.

FGE Medical

Toni!

ID...tQh TO PLEDGES

J IJi L GEORGE4 T
i KEfTH

11,III atr

^^ (THETA XI)

WSHMG YOU ONE NOI Of A WEEK!

LOVE. DABS &HH

The Good or Boys of

SIGMA PI FRATERNITY
cordially invite you and

one buddy to our bodacious '

Bus leaves sharp<

Bring $5.00 and your UCLA
student discount tickets

MISCELLANEOUS 9

PERSONAL .-. 10

PERSONAL 10

GROUP 9 original music, experienced

dub bar>d available for any club function.

Hot contempo rock, call Blank Frank

(213)871-8667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
lar>guages arnJ cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(ei8)64»6638.

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - irKX>me opp. Make $500/mo. or

rotate part-tlnte. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

•NNED rTK>ney7 Too rrwny bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or

rTKxe part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
ainic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.

Nancy.

Debby Tisherfnan(AEO)

Congratuiations on being

elected house President!

Are you listening my

flower of paradise?

LYBB Howard (LAM)

NINTH ANNUAL

MOONSHINER!
Friday, March 14, 1986 9:00pm-?

HillbHlv attire Invitation only

Sig Deit New Exec Board

Judy SiYO

Noncy Jennlief

Gol

By
I'm looking

forward to work-

ing wtttiol of you. Wei
make a great Team. I k>ve

you al very mucti

Your new prez

Robin Beth

^^^r
Sigma Pi Fraternity 61 2 Landfair. Los Angeles. CA 208-9 1 3

1

SIGMA ALPHA MU-PRE RUSH DINNER

PRE-RUSH

iVTONIGHT^
S:30 PRE-RUSH

WHEKE: S2Z lANDFAlR LAM HOUSE WEAR: CASUAL QUESTIONS: 824- 1 9S

I

BETA
UTTLE SISTER

~Conne relax and have *

good meal before the

nightmare of finals

begins

Tonite 6:0d

WANTED: Patients age 14 and older with

diagriosed periodontal (gum) disease to

participate in research project providing

periodontal care (nxHiitoring, instruction.

x-rays, surgery). 825-9792 for appointment.

WANTED: Vounteers sensitive to food ad-

ditives ' or flavor enhancers to answer a

questionnaire. Answers will be used to

select subjects for a study. Subjects

selected will be paid $10.00. CaH N.

Murphy at 825-5703.

WANTED 15

BAND wanted: Vocalist with powerful

stage presence and stror>g voice seelcs ex-

isting band(pop. rock...). Dawn (213)824-

2754.

LOST 17

LOST: Earring. Silver triangle with flanf>-

ingo design in lot 32 on 3/5/86. Please

Help! Reward. 934-7680.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SPERM donors needed for medical

research program. Compensation. Contact

Kim. 551-7965.

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks

models for haircuts, perms. ookK. 652-

5766.

FREE haircut-r>eed models for haircut

dass at Japes hair salon. Call Masako at

271-1663.

TOP beauty 8ak>n in Beverly HHIs. Looking

for female modela from 18-25 yrs. for hair-

cuts, ookxs. perms. Free of charge. Every

Wednesday night. 5:300:30. Cristophe

Sakm. 348 N. Beverly Dr. 274-0861

.

Hamimg
Rrobtemm?
^General

Psychotherapy
Sliding Scale Fees
BENITA MAOiT

10M5 Undbrook
Suite #2

Westwood Village

824-1524

OPPORTUNITIES 26

ir^COME opportunity • New pet food com-

pany kwking for distributors. Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time. (213)852-0990

call between 1-5 PM.

HELP WANTED 30

A secretary/bookkeeper needed. 60 plus

wpm accurately. Computer & word pro-

cessing experieiKe preferred. Westwood
Village. 15 hrs. Flexible. Dr. Frank 206-

5550.

ADVERTISING assistant. LA relaH chain.

Graphk», PR, retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Servk:es, 3125 Western Avenue,

Seattle, WA 98126.

ASIA Uavel/study, 2 ninths. $1295-$1395

Mvert alt expenses. work($6.00-$lO.

hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day

evening.

ASSISTANT retail food service manager
for Boston Brownies (Westwood kx»tk>n).

We are: Since 1981 Boston Brownies has

t>een the natk)n's leader in sellir>g highest

quality, fresh baked brownies. We are a

company ttmt is fanatical to the point of

being psychotic about quality-atXHJt pro-

duct, our people treatment, & our

customer service. We are kx)king for: We
are looking for a bright, energetic person

with good natural instirtcts & common
sense. Tfie qualified indivklual will have

the proven history of ability & driving sales

through superb customer service & staff

motivatk>n, while simultaneously maintain-

ing controllable costs. At least one year of

experience & a willingr>ess to learn & grow

as needed. What we offer: strong salary A
bonus package. Ground fkxx opportunity

immediately poor to signifk»nt company
expansk>h. Char>ce to join a dedicated &
capable team & get very close to a k)t of

great tasting brownies. What to do: apply

in person to Boston Brownies in tt>e

Westside PavillkMt (3rd level next to Nord-

stroms), between 4 & 5pm March 10-14.

10600 West PkX). (213)470m 66.

ATHLET)04ooking girts in track & fieM.

swimming, gymnastkx. termis: $lOO/day

acting. Recording: (213)430-5431.

ATTORNEY needs receptkxiist w/good typ-

ing skills to work part-tinfw. 9:30-12:30 M-

F. Some flexibility w/hrs. Call after 1:30.

(213)550-7696.

BUSBOY'S wanted. Lunch and/or dinner

shifts. 246 26th street. Santa Monk:a. App-

ly between 5pm-6pm, Wed.through Sun.

HELP WANTED 30

CASHIER/saiee. female, part/fui-time in

women's shoe and ctothing store. Mekme
on Mekoee Ave. 864-7734.

__^

CASHIERS, walters/waitreseee to work «l

a Dim Sum Cafe durtng daytime. Cai
47»4162.

CLEANING servtoe. Earn $200plu8/week.

FuN/part time. Top wagee. Flexible hours

Excellent wrorking cor>ditk>ns. Friendly

people to work with. Benefits. CaN 828- ,

066\

Clerk cashier $5-$7/hr. Hours to be ar- .

rar>ged. 7-11 Food store. 630 WHshire.

Santa Monk^a. CaN Gene 10am-12noon

(2^3)398-7330. .

COUNSELOR - full time and part-time

posittons now available at leading reskler»-

tial treatment center for teeruKje boys. Ex-

perience preferred. Excellent benefits.

Full-time oounsetor. Part-time oounsekK.
^

(816)347-1326.

CRUISESHIPS hirtngi $16-$30.000 Carrl-

bean, Hawaii. Wortdll CaN for guMe.

cassette, news servksel (916)044-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DELIVERY person wanted nights or

weekends, must have car. CaH Arlerw

(213)655-9342.

DRIVER/MESSENGER fuN or part-time.

Familiar with greater LA area. Must have

reliable economy car, liat)ility insurance,

copy of OMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a-
generous auto altowance. C^aN (818)906>

0699; (818)906^763

DRIVERS needed to deliver befloonsi

Wowit Own car, flexit)le hours, hard work,

but fun jobi Van owners & singers gel

extra $) BaNoon C;elebratk>n»-10022 Le

Conte Ave. Wwood: (21 3)206-1 1 80.

ELEGANT private dining dub in Westwood
seeking excepttonal waiters for part time

empk>yment. Please call June or Ginny be-

9-1 1am for appolntmerM. (21^209=
1443.

EXTRA'S needed. Now casting attractive

model types for movie & T.V. Creative

Casting: (818)784-0044.

F/T assistant for news coverage & offk»

vM>rk Japanese lar>guage helpful. Jifi Press

(213)488-0958.

HELP wanted. Outgoing, energetk: people

needed to fill ail po8itk>ns. Weekend and

eve. hours availat>le. Apply in person.

Mann's Westwood Fourplex Theatre - 1050

Gayley Ave. or Mann's Natk>nal Theatre -

10925 Lindbrook.

INCREDIBLE Income; F/T. P/T $2000-

$80(X) ninthly. No experience. Make own
hours. Rudy. (81 8)366-5452.

ff

•STUDENTS AND FACULiy
Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

1^
Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd.. W.L.A
f21B|«77-MS8

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch
(2fS|<M1-SnO
p" Secretarial, »^ Receptionist.

• Typists, »^ Accounting.

»^ Data/Word Processors.

and otfier office supportjobs

100%FREETOAPPUCAWTC

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708.

Restaurant

A NEW HOT SPOT IN ENCINO
A brand new restaurant is alx>ut to open in the heart of Encino. It's

going to feature the finest food and drirtks. a fun atnfK)sphere and

great service. You can be part of the action. We are currently look-

ing for:

• Waiters/Waitresses • Bus People/Assistant to Waiter

• Cashiers * Bartenders

If you've got restaurant experience, enthusiasm and the desire to

make our newest location a hit, apply in person at 14156 Magnolia,

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423, Monday-Friday, 9-11am. Equal Oppor-

tunity Employer.

n

^•^••••^•iiwip
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MARKET-RESEARCH, coder's needed.

Require detail oriented person to code

market researdi surveys. Norv-permanent

minimum 20hr8/wk in small Westside firm.

477-6501 ask for Anna.

PWIOTION Picture and television Agency

wramts intem Tuesday and Thursday afler-

'^loons. Training in return for effort. Call be-

<ween 9:30 and 12 noon - 652-6033.

NEW delivery service is now hiring drivers

to begin immediately. Must have own in-

sured vehicle. No weekends call 475-

0700.

OFFICE helper in Beverly Hills. Full/part-

time, pnones, Tiling, ^rranos. musi

car and California drivers license. Non-

8nx)ker. (213)277-0312.

P/T weeker>d maid hotel next to campus.

$4.00/hr 206-3945.

P/T student assistant in microcomputer

lab. S5.80/hour. Working knowledge of

PC/DOS. Basic programming. Call Tony,

825-3034.

PART or full-time help wnated in men's

retail store. Salary negotiable. 395-0397.

PART-TIME receptk>nist 8-1 must have law

office experience. $5.50^r. Call Kim at

652-501 5 after 1p.m.

PART-TIME receptionist. Good phone

voice. Light filing. $5.00^r. Call after 3:00

pm.(818)990-3131.

RESPONSIBLE parties to interview pubUc,

p/l tocal market research firm, flexible

hours, including weekernJs and evenir>gs.

Call Trisha (213)824-1811 for appt. be-

tween l-4pm MWF only.

SALESPERSON to work giftshop and
boutique. Located in nice hotels. ' Salary

determined upon experience. Flexible

hours. 272-2353.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm

needs part-time students to do clencal

work. Please call (213)452-9616.

SUMMER day camp needs enthusiastic,

high-energy people wfK) have experience

mg wrth^ children. Posit ions ava ilable :
-

Counselor/driver; Specialists in gym-
nastics, nature, arts & crafts, darice,

horseback rkling, and WSI swim instruc-

tors. For applicatk)r\^call 472-7474.

TEACHERS/ED MAJORS: WouW you con-

skJer a permanent job as GOVERNESS-
type live-in for great MAUI home with 3

your>g children? Send qualifications to L.A.

Lucy, 845 Front St. Lahaina. Maui, HI

96761(808)661-4811.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Opportunity. $7
per hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commisskm. 4 to 6 hrs per day. Part-time/

full-time. Call Mr. Davklson. 8am-1pm.
(213)930-1891.

TELEPHONE Survey. 5-6pm, M-TH, $7/hr

-calLlQni(2Ja)4&9-^578. .^^^^^..^^
PART-TIME Century City, light offtee and

phone. Call (213)277-1306. Ask for Larry

or Scott.

PART time programming job (15-20 hrs.

per wk.). Cornputer Science major, familiar

wtth VAX or PDP-1 1 . GPA 3.0 or better re-

quired. Initial salary $6.00/hr. Non-Smok-

ing environnwnt. Contact Liz Loree, Pro-

prietary Software Systems, 394-5233..

POSITION open. Salespeople wanted

q;»an-tlm0 or futt4traa. Pacific

Required: bookstore selling experieer>ce,

typing skills, references, daytinr>e hours.

Call between 9:30-6, 451-5746, 515

Wilshire Bh^d. Santa Monica.

PRINTER for afternoon shift in mini-lab.

Noritsu 601 enlarger experier>ce helpful,

but will train. Must be interested in

photography. Photo classes helpful. 206-

2989. See Sue

PUT your conscience to work on

CaJPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign Phone

bank, pA, evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491.

RE firm seeks P/T receptionist/secretary to

work M,W,F 12-5:30 pm Must type 50

WPM. $7/hr. Contact RaeLynn. (213)820-

5151.

REAL Estate EXPO needs personable

salesperson to earn high commission sell-

ing txx>ths. Jobs lasts for one nK>nth. Start

imn^ediately. Hours flexible. Need own
transportatk)n. Hurry and call (818)282-

4908

USHER Jobs available Wittem Theater,

Wilshire ar>d Western. Gerierally weekend
nights, rock concerts, presentatk>ns. Apply

in person, 3790 Wilshire Blvd. M-F 106 In-

fo (213)388-1400

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-

nent basis. Typ«r>g, letter writing, light

bookkeeping. Sealery open, parking provkl-

ed. Good kx^ation. Shorthand or speed-

writing desireable. Phorte for appt. 272-

T. =
17 yr. old high school senk>r boy needs to

live w/ mature student wfx) can functk>n as

Big Brother & provide supervision and
socializatky). Salary open 394-301 0.

$5 PLUS PER HOUR. RETRIEVE ARTI-

CLES FROM UCLA LIBRARY. COM-
PUTER A PLUS. REPLY: INFO PLOSION
729 WASHBURN AVE. TEANECK, N.J.

07666.

TECHNICAL TYPIST
/J0ftEVES/\MB(BC)60IC

NEE)0WmBMaC-1YP7
waS>4>«OCQS0S (FRifTBO.

ACOJRACYOVRSFffi)

tUl SPACMG MUST K GAGS)
TO Allow FOR T>flM, BOTH

VemCAilY AND HORBONTAaV

CXJE DATES SET BY Xia/TASK.

PROKME VR. PRCV4G FOAMULA.

SUSMT 2y3 SAMPliS It WBF RESt*« TO
MOOGAN. 3624 LON&-V«W VUY HD.

SO. CA 91423

H(4c9te9|e3|c)|c9|c^3|c:|c)|eic)|c)lc9|c^

^ FUI la yoturwk
# vltiiatr«$$$

J Immediate openings for

^ secretarial skills, typists.

J clerks, receptionists,

^ word processors, & all

Jlk offkre skills. Work by the

^ day, week, or month.

^ 8TIVER8
2 TEMPORARY PERSOnNEL

^ Call for appointment

# In Westwood 208-5656

Sales Clerks

Manager Trainers

Video sales and ren-

^tals, retail record and.

tape sales. Full Time

position, advancement

potential. Will train.

' Apply in person on

Friday March 1 4 be-

tween 1 0-3 pm at:

Music Plus 1901

Westwood Blvd, LA

^9|c:|C9|c:K^:|eaic3|c*3i(9|c)ic^*3(f>

CONSIDER
ACAREER
IN POLinX.
Progressive European

men's clothing store seeks

energetic salespersons and

cashiers to work full and

part-time in their new
Westwood Village location.

Please mail resume to:

Moba, Inc.

10880 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1900

Us Angeles. CA 90024

(213)470-1891

FOLiTlX

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES ..... 32

ATHLETE/Sales. Experience- assistant

manager ar>d full-ttnf>e salesperson needed

for Westside's best athletic shoe and ap-

parel store. Let your athletic background

help you succeed at Front Runner's. Pay
commeserate w/experier>ce. Apply in per-

son.47(M141.

Easy extra incomel $500/$l000 possible.

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-

McKinney & Assoc.. Dept LA2. 100 E
Hillcfest Blvri Suite 209. Ir^gtewood. CA
90301.

"

GOVERNIWIENT Jobs. $16.040-$59.230/yr.

Now hiring. Call (805)687-6000 ext. R-

101 OS for current federal list.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (2 1 3) 655-9212.

Producer of TV shows
that appear on ABC
and Metro Media TV
seek* Models 18-45,

M/F. Pro/Non Pro.

Legit. Fashion Shows.

Call for Appointment
-will train-

213-465-2467

i^^^^^^i.^t*^^^^^***^***^*^***'^*^*^*^*^^^*^^^^ ^Z
CLUB MED

Seeking individuala to atoff vacation vlllagea. If you are

hardworking and enjoy people, please check the main
' information counter at the ptacement center.

Availablefrom April to November ^

Speaking Knowledge of French and/or Spanish
With the necessary qualtficatlons to teach one or

several of the following:
l)Sailing, Windsurfing, Water Skiing, (with boat drivers

liscense). Scuba Divers (NAUI Divemaster, Instructor, Assis-

tdniTnstniciorTat YMCA Instructor), Snorkeling, Swimming
Instructor (WSI), Tennis, Land Sports, Golf,

Archery, Aerobics.
2)Other Talents
.Entertainers, Costume Technician, Set Technician, Sound and
Light Technicians, Disc Jockey, H€>stesses and
Boutique Sales,
3)Administrative Assistant Functions
Bank, Room Pkinning, Tnrffic, Nurse RN with 1 yr ER, Tow-

Guides (bi-lingual French/Spanish)
4)M€Mintenance
Plumber, Electrician, Ccarpenter, Mechanic, Assistant

Housekeepers, Assistant Laundress
5)Computer Program
Ability to teach and program Rudimentary BASIC Atari and
Apple Computer,
-ejcuisine—= ^ """'—;'

'

Bartender, Chefs, Restaurant Managers, Assistant Food and
^

Beverage Managers,

^'^^^n.^^n^^^^^.^.^.^^^n^^n.n.n.n.^.^.^^.K^K'K^WKW^Tl

INTERNSHIPS 34

LiARN INTfRTAINMINT
PubNc Relations

Intern at celebrtty public

relations flrm. No pay
but great opportunWy to

leam and gain experi-

ence. CaN Sonia at

t^l3)276-6400j

RESTAURANTS 46

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES. PROFES-
SIONAL RESAURANT COURSE. 90 DAY
GUARANTEE. "DOUBLE YOUR TIPS IN

30 DAYS" AS A RESAURANT BROKER.
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE. FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS REPLY TO
EUGENE O. HICKS. PRES. US. INTER-

NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOC 279

BEVERLY DRIVE STE. 1189 BEVERLY
HILLS. CA. 90212.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Apartments available $690/up. Kelton

TowefS-51 S^<elton . 206- 1 976.

APARTMENT for lease New carpet,

drapes, ref.. stove. Water paid. Near V A.

shuttle. 478-1705.

GORGEOUS 1 -bedroom, 1-batfiroom.

hardwood fkx>rs. Spa in unit. U.C.L.A.

Cloee.$89S.OO 479-6081

.

UNFURNISHED/ single. Wilshire. $455/

mo. Kitchen. Charming older building.

659-0370. M-F. Mickey.

WEST LA, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, available

March 15th. $950/nrK)nth. 473-4640.

2-bedroom, 2-bathroom. $1150. Best WLA
location. Carpet, drapes, built-ins,

fireplace, sunkin tub. view, security, park-

ing/building. pool, sauna. 479-5672.

$450 FURNISHED bachelor apartment.

One block UCLA, utilities furnished. 944

Tiverton Ave. 624-0181

.

$455 - 1 bedroom. Stove/refrigerator. All

utilities paid. 19301/2 So. Bedford 477-

8968 Mrs. Rosen

$575. 1 bedroom apt. Pool, security, tower

Beverly Hills adjacent. 874-2569.

$760. Cuh^er City. 2-bedroom, 2-bath, nice

view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-

6907. ^A

WESTWOOD VHiAGC

GRAND OPENING

7S0.00CASIi|0NUS
M you mov« In between

March 10-31

- BRAND NEW API. BUHDING
• 1 bdrm from 925.00
• 2bdrmfrom1225.00
• Roof deck
•apo
• GotedGofOoe
• Rrepkx:**

10980 Wellworth
2 biks south of Wlltf*», 1 bNc

•ott of Vetoron

213/479-6205

WELLWORTH PLAZA

'APARTMENTS*

, New Building

Deluxe Apt$

^^ 18i2Bdrms_
• Roofdeck Spa

• Gated Garage

• fireplaces

10980 Wellworth Ave

WWood. (213)479-6205

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE, 54

ROOMMATES 65 CONDOS

AVAILABLE prime location Brentwood, one

bedroom $340.00/mo to share large

beautiful 3 bedroom apartment Sheila

atter 4pm 659-5455

AVAILABLE prime location Brentwood, one

-bedroom, $340.00/month, io share large.

beautiful 3-t)edroom apartment. Shelia

after 4pm. 659-5455.

M/F Grad. student preferred. Large

bedroom, private full bathroom in a nicely

furnished 3-bedroom security condiminium

in WLA. $450/nfK)nth. Non-smoker. 826-

5970.

TWO professional women will share with

sanf>e. Lovely, spacious. 3-t>edroom, SM
apartment, over 25, non-smoker $300/

month. 829-1115.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

MALE professional to share large house

with male/female. $400 plus utilities, non-

snwker. non-drinker. 391-7082^ ^

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

1 -BEDROOM, immaculate. Modern freshly

decorated, dose to campus. $825-$895.

/^so singles, same locatkin. $650/mo.

Contact manager at 206-2730.

$775 large, sunny one bedroom with park-

ing, new carpet, stove. Sundeck, walk to

campus. Short term lease ok. 792 Gayley ,-

Ave. 20&6796.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Super clean, spacious, 2-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove. No pets.

$920/mo. Only charging 1 nwnth rent, se-

curity/deaning to move in. 826-3636.

$800 SPACIOUS 1 bedroom, living room,

dining room, hardvvood floors, stove,

refrigerator. Robertson Bkr. 271-3487.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house

surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,

reasonable rates, dose to everything. (818)

785-9865.

HOUSING
NEEDED .60

CHARMING Sherman Oaks 2-br... 1-ba.,

huge den. Faculty home south of Ventura

Blvd. Easy commute to UCLA. 825-3320.

(81 8)995-4407. ^
WONDERFUL townhouse, heart of

Westwood. 2-bedroom. 2i/i bath, mlnt-

conditkw. $275,000. 540 Kelton . Coldwell

Banker. Anne Ruby. 451-5471 .476-6981

_$2000 bonus to buyer! Professionally dec-

orated townhouse in Westwood with 3-

bedrooms. 4-t>aths. Large master. Good
closets/storage. Pool and spa. 9.5^
assumable k>an. Asking $235,000. Sheri.

Fred Sands Realtors. Eves. 473-6156.

Days 391-6721 (to receive bonds, you

must ask for Sheri.)

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

ROOM and Board plus gasoline in ex-

char>ge for mottier's helper. Requires car.

Mrs. Morrisa. 274-6726.

SECRETARY needed in exchange for

room. 15 hrs./week. Typing, filing, phones.

Secretarial experience a must. 276-4000.

ROOM
FOR RENT..: 64

BEDROOM for rent in 2 t>edroom apt.

2 blocks from Venice Beach
On Santa Monica #2 bus route
$350/month & ^h utilities.
$450 deposit Jim 39&8518.

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen

priveledges. pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

duded. need car. Graduate student prefer-

red. $350. Leave message Abbie
(818)783-5151

PRIVATE room and full 6ath in spacious

oondo. garden setting, security bidg. Pool/

jacuz2i, underground parking, female,

rwrvsmoker. Available immediately. $475
plus 1/2 utility. CaM Susan (213)274-5513.

PRIVATE, quiet room, bath, light kitchen

priveledges, graduate student or

employed, non-snK>ker. Sem Vicente Blvd.

Santa Monica near beach. $375/month.
395-2141. Call 1-8 pm.

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

NATIONAL downtown law Arm seeks fur-

nished Westside summer sublets mid-May

through mid-September. Please call Dorrie

Sykes at (21 3)486-4600.

SUMMER housing needed for out of town

sumnrter associates. June 1 -August 10.

Please contact Jane Mika; Buchalter,

Nemer, Field, Chrystie, and Younger.

(213)626^700;

VISITING professor would like to house sit

July. August, while you're on vacation.

Refs. (818)906-1895.

m

HOUSING NEEDED-
Century City law firm needs

furnished sublets for law students
this summer- May-Aug., May-Sept,

May-indefinitely. Please call

Kevinn Villard or Ileene Berman at

(213) 201-4526

PERSONAL TUTORING TUTORING
FOR SALE..,. 67 SERVICES 95 OFFERED 98 OFFERED 98

FEMALE needed. Share room. 2-t>edroom,

2-bathroom aartn>ent, 5 minute walk to

campus. 824-1814^
"'

I

FEMALE, non-snH>ker needed to share

bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/

month. Call 477-1244.

FEMALE share 1 -bedroom, ck)se to UCLA,

pool, security building, paridng: $265/

month. Available April Ist: Taylon 478-

3579.

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment

walk UCLA, security buikjing, great room-

mates! Much more! $350/month: 206-

8991.

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom, 2-t>ath with

d others. $300/month. Parking. Walk to

campus. Call 825-5858 days; 824-5869 or

824-4886 evenings.

FEMALE graduate student on professional

woman wanted to share 2 t>edroom house

in Santa Monica. Will have own bedroon.

Must be non-smoker. $260/nfK>., first and

last required. Available April 10. Call 450-

5345.

FITNESS-minded female to share half of

2-bedroom apartment. $365. Dave. 826-

2825.485-2721

.

MALE/female grad/professk^nal share 2-

br./2-ba. Venice walkstreet house.

Fireplace, garage, security. No pets, non-

smoker. $450 plus 1/2 utilities. 306-51 71

.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally

5ipce 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 or

Sherman Oaks (818)78»6064.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 3-bedroom

house in Mar Vista. 15 min. to UCLA. Call

Gisela after 7pm at 313-2714.

Roommate, furnished house- Redondo,

fireplace, Jacuzzi, dishwasher, laundry.

Available immediately. $300/month
(2 1 3)375-2325 or 743-2376

SPRING quarter roommate: luxury 2-

^bedroom, 2-bath. across street from cam-
~ pus, parking. $387. 824-9902. '

BEAUTIFUL, bright designer, very large.
1 -bedroom, 1-bath condo in one of Doheny
Drive's nicest buildings, is offering this

penthouse for sale or lease-option. Seller

bought another home. Agent Julie Jordan
478-4111.

CONDOS
TO SHARE..................68

SUBLET ^>... 66

BEAUTIFUL 2 Bdrm./2 Bath. Apartment

Available for Sub-lease June through

August. Fully furnished, equipped.

Westwood location. $1.000/month plus

utils. 473-9573.

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer. Second year

law students clerking w/our firm need

westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext. 587 before 4:00 at Manatt,

Phelps, Rothenberg,Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. CaH Linda Cherry,

(213) 683-9100 for nwre information.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-

nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rosq Carnahan.

(213)680-2222. .

TERRIFIC one-bedroom, furnished, securi-

ty. A/C, po(^. Adjacent UCLA. $950/month.

Responsible female only. 454-9542.

2nd y«<ir Low tfud^iitt

n««d W«tttld« housing
from opproximololy
Juno fhrough August.

Contact Donno Francis

of Wymon, loutzor

55VS457 A.tJLF.

SHARE luxury, 2-bedroom/2-t)ath, Sher-
man Oaks condominium. Tennis courts,

pools, washer/dryer, wet bar, fireplace etc.

$475: (818)788-4824.

FLYING
PARACHUTING ..:.... 76

LEARN to Fly! Special free intro, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

TENNIS 80

MID-WILSHIRE tennis club has immediate
openings for experienced tennis profes-

sional. Must have extensive experience in

running tennis programs. Call 385-6487.

INSURANCE 91

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
=MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818)992-6966, (213)873-3303.

SERVICES
OFFERED. 96

~^^%^C~^^~^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^p ^^ ^P ^^ ^^ ^^^^C'

^ AUTOMOMLE INSURANCi #^ -^ ^v. sPfCIAL ^
¥: Cdleoe Student Program ^
^ Free Quote .\ ^
^ AskforMarvtnGelb ' *
* (213)822-1221 *"$****#•

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621. Aak for Ken

ABC EDITING SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR
NEEDS BY EXPERIENCED UCLA PRO-
FESSOR. (818)990-7980.

ALL TERM PAPERS, REPORTS,
RESEARCH, EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICE! (818)796-8334.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school statements, theses, papers,

resumes? Professk>nal help from put>lish-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick

208-4353.

I will videotape your recital, party, gig. etc.

VHS or Beta. Special $15/hr. plus tape.

(213)665-1707

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette

or birthday party- we make it special. John

(213)559-4089

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?

Establish your portfolio today. Call Linda's

Photography Studio. (213)278-5063.
Low.tow prices!!!

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-

3349.

PfK>FESSK>NAL-dQCumentetK>n
Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/devek)pment/productk>n. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333. ,

_PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,

txMks, articles, manuscripts, proposals;

help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149.

GERMAt4/French major available for tutor-

ing students in years 1-3. Call Cory 824-

2423 or 208-91 18.

MATH tutoring- elementary through

caknjius. Tough made easy. Call Bruce.

(81 8)505-9927.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professk>nal

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day,7days/week. 291-3158.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus. algebra,

probability, tutoring by arxl near UCLA.
$20/hr. 826-4029, 626^028.

CAN you write dearly and condsaly?
Need professkxuU help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

ETES-vous Francais? An>erican, fluent in

FrefK^h wiN teach you English. Telephone
Suasan at 205-0625.

EXPERT, ir>divkJualized tutoring by cer-

tified tutor. Test preparatk>n (ORE, LSAT.
QMAT, etc). Academic subjects. 824-

7179.

PATIENT TUTOR

WrMmg S«r«lc«
•ALL subjects

•NoOting Too Big

or Too Small
•We uHUtt to help

Sharon Bear, PhD.
(2t3) 837-8292 ^

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate

negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

T{PATIENT TUIOK N J
MATH (ortUimetIc ttirougtip

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS.^'

J Enolr>eerlng, Reading, Gram-
rmar. Study Skills. Work with a
5 tutor wt^o kTKDws tt^e subject

_

^ well, arKJ can patiently pres-'.

J ent the material In a variety of.

J ways. You will also learn thie*

J proper way to study to'

-It. achieve confidence and self-i

* reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-

J HON CALL JIM MAPIA. 383--
* 6463.

UTORING
NEEDED 99

SPANISH tutor to English as a second
language students. Two times per week.

Salary negotiable Call Maggie. (818)840-

5865. days -.

:

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING..... 100

_ ^

^ Buy Some Film
Just For Fun

LEGAL ADVICE 92

OmiLVENY ft MYERS„
UW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER SUILETS

If you ore interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time

from May to August, &
possibly ^ of September,

our law students will be
needing txxjsina

Please CaN:

RECRUmNO OFFICE

669-6SS9 or 66»-6046

* HEADSTART
J

^ Make arrangements ^

t ^

Specializing in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• permanent visas '

-•temporary visas —
• rxituralization

• asylum/refugee
• vtas extensions
• labor certification

• employment
auttxxizatlons

for appointment
Call

S07-1021
SI Hoblo Espand
109E. Harvard

Glendale.CA91205

^
Campus Photo Studio is your

complete on-campus film sup-

plier. Stock up on rolls for up-

coming birthday parties, dorm
parties, frat & sorority parties,

beach parties, beat USC par-

ties, formal gatherings, dances^
concerts, mardi gras . .

.

dsucl3
*"'

kjC/^^PUS PHOTO STUDIO
1st R. Kerckhon Rm. 150 • Moo-Fil 8:30-5:30. Closed Sat-Sun •-2064M33 -J

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,

resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 39 1-3622 ^
A>JET speed 'typist. Rush projects no pro-

.

biem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up aruJ deliver. Laura

410-2890.

A quality word processing IBM PC. IBM
Letter quality printer Term papers, disser-

tatk>ns, one day service, Sl.50/page, WLA,
Myung, 397-§344.

ACADEMIC word processing Xerox 860.

Dissertatk>ns, repetitive letters, medical

transcnption. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

rKX)n-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE Si -3 PER PAGE.
CALL EVAN FOR INFO. (213)45<>8719.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING,
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR.
SPELLING. GRAMMAR. PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY.-
SANDY (213)47»3719. — -

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 1(>8pm. $1.5042.25.

Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

390^4588 _^
A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resuniea.

Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0668.

gOOOflH^ftO

mben jouhove
Q real thing'— '^'^"inQ money

MOVERS 94

t

I

now to sublet your

apartment for the

summer, we have a

number of terrifK law

Students who need a

summer home in Los

Angeles. If you would

' like a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvaradoat(2l3)

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself ail

that worry at the

end of May.

m

¥

t
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

t

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-

ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

I

ELEPHANT
MOVING
93&-2009

Apartments. Offices

Prof«$ilonal Service, for Peonufi

you Ichow the value of Class

Advertising! You know
the easy, low-cost way to

find a cash buyer for

those items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to

shop for money-
saving purchases.

Enjoy saving 'V

money? Let

Classified make it

happen! ^;

BRUIN
CLASS iFI

ADS

i

4.

-n" IT

MHI
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TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious,

dependable, IBM. Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-

ir>9/grammar. Edith 933-1 747

BEAUTIFUL typing, most conscienctious,

dependable, IBM. Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-

ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytinie

and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene. .

•j'-r- t ^ttffc-

MUSIC LESSONS 102 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL ....105 AUTOS FOR SALE..112

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former solo

flutist. Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, Boston Pops, is accepting pupils.

609-5324.

EDITOR, PhD. Many years' manuscript

experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, r>ovels, norvfiction.

(213)393-9109.

ELITE Word Processing - t>e^ rates of-

fered - professional service, terms, disser-

tations, manuscripts, etc., pick-up delivery,

204-5274.

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable. Available for all types of stu-

dentwofk. Raymorxj Thomas 876<?378.

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable. Available for all types of stu-

dentvwxK. Iris Browning 938-4081

.

FAST accuarate, IBM Selecthc. dose to

campus. Call Bartwra 826-971 4.

FAST deper>dable typingNvord processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling correctk>ns

1(800)352-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. TranscriptkKi, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

Loncc*s
One Day Typing

f t^lMMoi

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICC M
.#iil II . *

^ 1^ IJTi'tiiwi iif Khw tn a M

i98-04S^ 391-318^

MRS. Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing

Service. Fast, reliable, error*free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-

3.00/page 277-7102.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano.

Brentwood location. Openings now
available. M ages, all levels. ExperierKed

teacher. HQPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars

available. Jean 476-4154.

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fusk>n,

rock, iazz, etc. Call Bruce. (818)505-9927.

Excellent refererKesI

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teachirig all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

CUSTOMIZED resunr»es and cover letters

ttiat bring results. Free consuttatk>n. Free

resume evaluatk>n. New westwood office.

Career Support Services - the "Paper

Connectkxi" to better jobs. (213) 478-

4188.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing.

Papers $2/page & up. Paper Tiger 821-

8091.

X £xx\ d^***'***************** X\/3

GO CLUB MED to Mexico: Cancun, Playa

Blanca, txtapa. Call Group Travai NOWI
MaryAnn (213)829-0828

PSA Round trip 2 for one certificate.

$80 00 391-7497.

SPRING Break. Save $ worid wide. Lowest

airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818)989-3123^

Om DAY TYmn
^olSMiond wfllec wllli BA In

Englih «rfi type orvj edH temi

imieti Itieset, tcilptt, retumet,

etc Or edmng only. Over 25

VBoge. MOetprwy.
824-2853 or S24^i 11

PROFESSIONAL typist, theses, term

papers, manuscripts, reports, dissertations.

$1.50/ds page. Santa Monica. Crystal

452-7180.

School Papers, Resumes
* overnight, while you wart—

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, SM

SUPER VALUE R/T FROM LAX TO:

NEW YORK troip $236

CHICAGO trom 1/98

MIAMI from $238

HAWAII... from $239

LONDON from $499

FRANKFURT 1? from $589

PARIS/AMSTERDAM from $S99

TOKYO from 1579
TAHITI from »579

CRUISE. 7-days from f599

SKI EUROPE ~ from $099

CHARTERS, TOURS. CRUISES.

RAILPASSES. CAR. AND HOTEL
RESERVATIONS

CALL 208-4444 M-F 9^
ASTRA TRAVEL

1 100 GLENDON •2025

THESIS/Dissertation typing - Revisions are

faster and less expensive if you start your

1st draft on Word Processing. SIMIAN

Word Processing Service also specializes

in scripts/novels, resumes, ax\6 form let-

ters. Call Rick at (213) 467-2928.

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-

stonal. Low rates, high quality. LeIgfvHi

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600.

TYPING. Fast and Accurate $1.25/page.

Susan 454-7945, before 9:00 pm.

TYPING - very, very reasonable. Term

papers, etc. Gk>ria (213)938-0219 (after 6

pm) __^
WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertatk)ns,

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 939-4303

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 bkx:k

from campus. Can type anything- fast, ac-

curate, depernlable- anytinw. 824-3571

.

WORD processing/data entry on your

computer. Typing and transcription.

Reasonable rates. Debbie (818)782^4540.

FOR RENT 101

GARAGE for rent, storage only, residential

area. $95/mo. plus $15 rtorvrefundable

daaningf—.475-7066.

LONDON $478

AM$TERDAM.^$495
IAN6K0K $835

IRELAND>$83!

$44^

HONG KON6.^70

* Som« RMtrlctloni /Qj|r9y

EuraipanM
Issued on ttw ipot

MUSIC LESSONS 102

VOICE Instructor wanted: Recent graduate

seeks inexpensive lessons. Call Dawn

(213)624-2753.

DISCOUNT
AIRFARES TO
EVERYWHEREI
LOS ANGELES to...

Bay Area ..from $29
Honolulu from $129
Frankfurt from $320
Hong Kong from $386

Sydney from $498

Nairobi from $702

^jty

Vlli

New York -aviir....from $89

London.... ...;..from $265

Lima. from $359

Tokyo from $429

Rio ......from $519

Round World from $1357

•'81 Jetta. 2-dr.. autonriatic. A/C. alloys.

wtiite/beige. extra nice. $4.500. 208-7725.

'81 Rabbit convertible, air. am/fm cassette,

excellent condition. Must sell. $7000 o.b.o.

(818)761-2757.
^

•82 Mazda 626, auto, air, AM/FM, 31k, ex-

x»llent condition. $4985 obo. (818)340^

8562.

'82 Rabbit convertible, 5-speed, red with

white top, a/c, Blaupunkt renwvable AM/

FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9200 obo.

(213)394-6430.

'84 BMW 3181. 5-speed, superb, grey/

beige, warranty, alarm, best offer. Eric.

552-0822,546-6266.

(LA-Hong Kong-Bangkok-Delhi-London-LA)

ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL EXPERTSI

. ^ YOUR ON-CAMPUS

>ici li^i a 7^ travel service • M-F 8:30A sat ii-3
/\dUwl^V A-Levol Ackerman Union <« -» <«imoui none* umitM clovatottNlfy

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

BUiCK Skylark- 1981. Air-con, AM radio,

power" steering, brakes. 72,000 miles.

(81 8)905-8654.

1970 Ghia auto, stick, new parts, runs

great. $1650. 399-5450.

1971 VOLKSWAQON Superbeetle. Ex-

cellent corKlition. New tires, new weather

stripping. Pale yeltow. $2500. 208-8671

.

Nancy 10-4pm.

1974 Datsun B-210. New paint, upholstery,

cluth. transmissk>n, battery, etc. Must sell.

$800 firm. Jay 824-0368.

1975 OLDS Delta Convertible, AM/FM
cassette, power everything, 67K miles,

great shape, $2195, (213)275-9727.

1976 Chevrolet Monte Cario Landau.

Showroom condition. Loaded, original

owner $2100. (213)977-6686 weekdays,

(818)990-3558 evenings.

1977 Porsche-924 4-speed, sunroof, mint

condition, must sett, $4700/obo. Call Chris

202-8605.

1978 Chevy Monza station wagon-6
cylinder. Power steering, a/c, very good
condition. $1500 825-7558.

1978 Datsun B210 Automatic. A/C. am/fm
cassette, rebuilt engine $2,000. (818)701-

9667.

1978 MUSTANG, bright red with
removable T-top. German V6 with 4 speed
stick. Autoreverse casette, air conditioning,

more. Must see. Call Jeff 209-5476 even-

ings^

1984 Rabbit Convertible 5-speed cham-
pagne/black am/fm cassette, air, low

miles, mint condition 838-6177.

1985 VW Cabriolet Convertible. Red, load-

ed, alarm, warranty. Must sell immediately.

$10.900.(818)701-9751.

'69 Chevrolet Impala convertible. Silver/red

interior. Full power, immaculate.
"American Ragtop Classic." $550^ ab.o.

(213)828-7000.

QUESTIONS ABOUT
TRANSPORTATION/CREDIT?
Call a student for h^l Instant

^^.MATCrtredlt for2& 4 yr.-^

Grads on new GM cars.

Also avallatyle -

Buy/SeH/Trade/Lease new/used

cars. Lee 208-3407

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE .1 14

1974 Yamaha 350-RD. 2 stroke, excellent

oorKJitk>n. 12,000 miles, bookrack, fairing,

manual. $550. (213)4670552.

'82 Yamaha 550 Visston, 16 mo old. 2,500

miles exd cond. $1200 824-0542

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

•2S-2221, 825-2222

I

Methods of Placing a Classified Ad:

1. By Phone, with ybur Mastercard or Visa.

,2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
•3. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.'

Our Classified window is right next to the Ackerman Stu-
dent Store. Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.

is.l.l^^^^.^^^^^^^^it'g'g^ . t.^'^^^^^s.^ 'g.^^^^'gI^^lltll

r

That's Right!
It actually costs
less this year for
students to put in

personal ads!
Just present a

valid registration
card and photo

i.d. at the
classified vifindovif

(112 Kerckhoff)
for details.
SAY !T WITH
IMPACT

in a grand style
that over 20,000
people will see!

'Some Restrictions Apply

Baseball
Continued from Page 26

Bruin coach. He explained
that the rain has effected the

UCLA team.
"With the rain we've spent

too much time in the hotel

room (during a rained out

series against Stanford) and
not enough on the field. Our
hitters haven't been able to

stay sharp."

Bruin Notes: UCLA hosts New Mex-
ico today at Jackie Robinson Stadium

in a 2730 matchup . . . Alex Sanchez
will start for the Bruins ... In the

last three games UCLA has managed
only three runs. As a result, Adams
has the team showing up early for

some extra batting practice before to-

day's game.

Softball

Continued from Page 26
Vegas' tourney, Pinneau
remains the frontrunner in

the hitting percentage
category, sporting a .444

average.

Other UCLA leading hit-

ters include freshman Janet
Walker who has collected

six hits in the last six games
for a .350 mark. The
Bruins' first baseman Cina
Holmstrom also "toasts a

batting average over .300,

coming in with a .333.

-As-far as pitching goes in

the doubleheader against

Sacred H^art, expect
Samantha Ford to take the

mound in game one while
her partner, Michelle
Phillips, will assume the

starting role in the night

cap. ————

—

Ford totes a 6-4 record in

her debut season with five

shutouts, 84 strikeouts and
17 walks. Phillips, who has

started in eight games (two
less than Ford) carries a 4-2

overall record with two
shutouts, 26 strikeouts and
only seven bases on balls.

The starting 'lineup
should remain basically un-

changed for the Bruins to-

day. But shortstop Sam
Arledge complained of a

sore ankle and missed prac-

tice Tuesday.
**Sam's ankle's bad and

we have to see how she's

gonna feel," said Backus.

A tidal wave in the

Dutch West Indies
claimed 1,200 lives in|

1907.

^
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Shabbat
at the home of

RABBI PATRICIA KARLIN-NEUMANN
Enloy the beauty of Shat)bat In a warm and

comfortable enviroqment with other students.

FRI. MARCH 14
6:30 SERVICE 7:30 DINNER

FOR RESERVATIONS AND LOCATION CALL: 208-3081

Sponsored by Hillel Student Association

J '. .' L_

^^tV^TO'^^^; ^^ '.•^ff-l'ff'W^

lo^^nnrvno^''

WHY PAY "-"oe" ""'CES?
3^*,"o'

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
is seeking applicants for the position of

1986 TENPERCENT BUSINESS MANAGBR
" TenPercent is UCLA's newsmageizine covering issues

of concern to the gay and lesbian community

Applications are available in the Publications^^^
Office. 1 1 2 Kerckliofr Hall.

Application deadline: Friday* April 4, noon.

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, KLA, Bruin Life,

Ha'am, La Gente, Nommo, Pacific Ties, TenPercent,Together

Mjlii^^^^^gj^^i^gigjlig^^^^^

.•.V.
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CASIO. ^LORUS
SEIKO

QUARH WATCH SALE

UP TO

PHONE '
^^^^^

ANSWERING MACHINE

WALKMAN
WM-11

• Stereo Cassene
Player

• Stereo
Headphones

,99
Exp 3/30/85

• Littor Qualty
• Courier 10 Cubic PS
• Typastyles & Ooubto
• Automllc Carrier

Return. UnderMrig &
Centering

• On-Omiiy Conection
• One IneMenKxy
• Slent PrtnUng
• Factory Warrinty
• Factory Recondmoned

Exp. 3/30/86

We liw cwry BnMlwr, SMr-RMd. SfflWi Coront, OMH
t Siwp TypewrMwi

$9999 1^

IMTERNkTIONkl

DISCIIN1 Mill

tHket iUNki to dMoot. Mot nsoonsui tor tMugrainc* anon.LMHB

1

VISA'

—11

PACES BEFL£CT CASH DISCOONTS CWEOIT CAHD *"

CHECK PRCES 2 0% HIGHER LIMrT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VBNICt BLVD. '

W. Loe AnBilii. CA 390-4477
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

MON - SAT 11 • 7 PM • SUN 12 • 5 PM

village photo
929 westwood blvd., los angeles, ca 90024

(213) 208-4502

hour service at
NO EXTRA COST

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
• NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
• SAME DAY AVAILABLE
-T-2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDt

PROCESSING

SAVE UP TO $5 3/12

THIS AD ENTITLES YOU THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNT ON THE

COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 1 lO, 126. OR
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM

12-EXPOSUREROLL $1 DISCOUNT
24-EXPOSURE ROU. $3 DISCOUNT
36-EXPOSURE ROU. $5 DISCOUNT

ONE PER CUSTOMER. MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 12, 1986

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL ^

it

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)

Call For Directions * 389 -1 682
* Other Locations,

ISICSfln FsfMndo Bhfd., BuftMnk

15745 Roscoe Blvd.,Saputveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd.. Tujunga

.14601 Victory Blvd..VanNuys
^

Warner and Ma0rK)lia. Fountain Valley

1627 FuUerton Rd.. Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E . Whittiier Blvd .. Pico flrvera

Florence Ave. at Seville, Huntington ParkJ

*».

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 RIDES OFFERED 115 FURNITURE 126

09 Datsun 510 wagon, stick shift, new
tires, brakes. IWIust sell. $500. Call

Stephanie. 836-7626.

'71 VW Bug for sale ASAP. Clean, fun.

runs great. $1300 obo. Salty 277-6188.

74 Beetle convertible. Like new. Starving

artist sale. $3200 (213)822-0S25/Karen.

'78 VW. Rabbit. Great transportatton.

Looks ugly - runs great. New engine, plus.

$1960 0.b.0. (21 3)828-7000 .

'79 VW rabbit. Auto/stereo/good condition.

$1995. 828-1529.

BARGAIN BOX 125

HIGH quality Items never used. Sacrifk»

encyclopedia 1965 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.

Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper

$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & k>ve seat

$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting

$5.96^yard. 393-2336.

MOVfNG sale: stereo, brassbed, lamps,

amplifier, kaaimi, mirror, k>veseat. bike.

dishW (21 3)207-2782 L. Badaiian.

SHARE driving/gas money to New York,

Boston, Wash DC. My car leaving April

13.14,15. (617)566-3475 Call between 4

arul 7 pm. ____^

FULL size sofa bed, perfect conditkMi,

$250. Teak desk/Dresser comtx), $175,

assorted tat>les. Private party. (213)473-

5252.

\^OPEDo«>«*»/»«»««»«««»*»**^ *-^

HONDA EIHe-80, 1986. white w/biack trim,

2200 mi.. $895 obo. 824-0938 Dan.

SCOOTER- *85 Honda AefO-50 Less tfwn

50 miles on her. Must sell. $700. 459-

7810.

FURNITURE 126 Ti

T^T^ MATTRESSES T^i^
All new hotel teti guaranteed

Twin Set $50

Full Set '. 168

Queen Set $88

King Set $98

New S piece bedroom aet $118

New full aim or queen ileeper $139

New aofa and love Mat $159

Oak Fintoh coffee taUei $20

EndTabiea $16

Lampt $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5090

QUEEN Size bed. matching dresser and

desk, like new. $200. Eves and weekends

call(21 3)821 -9547.

SUPER buys. 6 Dr. Chest 24"x 51" - $49.

8 Dr. Chest 29" x 51 " - $59. 6 Dr. Dresser

- $59. 9 Dr Dresser - $79 Richard's Fur-

niture. 11030 Washington Blvd. Culver Ci-

ty, CA9W3a559^l6r

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS........ 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. DSDD 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120.

Tele. (213) 47»0345.

Methods of Placing a

Classified Ad:

1

.

By Phone, with your Mastercard or

Visa.

2. By Mail, with a checl< (specify dates

and classification)

3. In Person, with cash, check or charge.

We are in Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA

^ ^Campus. ,

.^

Hours: M-F 9-4

Classified: 825-2221 . 825-2222

mfmmm
^itttmm
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NASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

Eat In

or

Take Out!

•FEATURING •

TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA
UDON • COMBINATION PLATES • AND SUSHI!

I

I

I

Exp.3/31/86|>

OFF PURCHASE FROM OUR MENU %,

with this ad |f

EUROPE 'y CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR .
9000 Sunset Boulevard*

Los Angeles, Calif. 90069

Mail this ad for Special
Student/Teacher Tariff.

n RENTAL D LEASE D PURCHASE

TODAY
Professional Image Seminar

James E. West Alumni Center—-— 12-2 PM— —

—

^ All UCLA Community Welcome!

How to make transition from campus clothes

:^e=e€ireer wardrobe=
How to dress for an interview

How and where to shop
How to develop personal style and image...

and much more!
Presented

By .

Use Metchek, Career Apparel Consultant •

Sponsored by

UCLA Placement and Career Planning Center and Student Alumni Association

m

"*»

PERSIAN ART SHOW

Come and see rare and exotic

aFfWorKsffom AnciehfFefsfa

to Modern Iran

.

B^rry, Dawkins among
All-America choices
By Dick Joyce

AP basketball Writer

^EW ¥ORK {APy In- a

college basketball season load-

ed with outstanding guards,

backcourtmen Johnny
Dawkins of Duke and Steve

Alford of Indiana were named
to the Associated Press' Divi-

sion I All-America

rzrSkilea

Tuesday.
St. John's 6-foot-8 center

Walter Berry, the top scorer

and rebounder for Big East

Conference tournament
champions, was the only

unanimous selection on the

squad. Maryland's Len Bias

and Kentucky's Kenny
Walker, both 6-8 forwards,

completed the first team.

All except Alford and Berry,

two juniors, are seniors. Bias,

Dawkins and Walker were
second-team selections last

season.

A panel of 10 sports writers

and broadcasters made the

choices.

The second team consisted

of four seniors — guards Scott

, fri, of Michigan StatO:

and Dell Curry, 6-4, of

Virginia Tech; 6-IIV2 center

Brad Daugherty of North
Carolina and 6-6 forward Ron
Harper of Miami of Ohio —
plus 6-11 sophomore forward

Danny Manning of Kansas.

The third team included

three juniors — Dwayne
*'Pearl" Washington, 6-2

guard from Syracuse, 7-0

center William Bedford of

Memphis State and David
Robinson, 6-11 Navy center.

Mark Price, Gerogia Tech's

6-0 senior guard, and 6-11

Roy Tarpley, a ^nior center

from Michigan, completed the

squad.

Dawkins, 6-2, is the leading

scorer in Duke history with

2,403 points and No. 2 all-

time in the Atlantic Coast

points on 54 percent field goal

shooting and 81 percent from
the free throw line this season

and, with point guard Tommy
Amaker, led the top-ranked
Blue Devils' pressure defense,

which forced an average of 19
turnovers a game.
Dawkins also became the

first player in ACC history to

accumulate more than 2,000

Wed. March 1 2, Thurs. March 1 3 1 0:00am - 5:00pm

Ackerman Union Second Floor Lounge

Morrison
Continued from Page 28
Athletic Director Mike McGee
prior to the 1984-85 season.

"Seven years ago I stood
here in the same suit," Mor-
rison told the press gathering.
"It was probably the happiest
moment of my life. This mo-
ment is not nearly as gratify-
• »
mg.
McGee said that a search

for a replacement will begin
immediately.

The Trojans, co-champions
of the Pac-10 with a 13-5

record and 19-10 overall mark
last season, completed this

campaign at 5-13, the con-
ference's worst record, and
11-17 overall.

This year was not without
incident, either. The Trojans'
leading scorer, freshman Tom
Lewis, said he was considering
transferring, but later
recanted. Lewis said he was
frustrated with the Trojans'
losing record and complained
that players were being given

pointy, 500 rebounds and 500

assists in a career.

Duke, 32-2, won the ACC
4n—both regidar season ^and.

postseason . J
Alford's outside shooting led

Indiana to a 21-7 record and a

runner-up spot in the Big Ten
Conference. With ,56 percent

accuracy from the field and 87
: rrOiTT cnc iout "Hne, no

averaged 22.4 points this

season, going over 30 points

five times.

Alford, 6-2, the only 1984

Olympian still playing college

ball, ranks as Indiana's No. 4

all-time scorer with 1,665
points.

Berry, the Big East's player

of the year in the opinion of

the conference's coaches,
averaged 22.9 points and 11.3

rebounding mark despite be-

ing double- and triple-teamed^

most of the season.

Already a winner of the

Wooden Award as college

basketball's top player. Berry
Temerged from the shadow of

All-America Chris Mullin this

season and took over the

.center spot vacated by 7-0 BUL
Wennington.
The left-handed Berry, who

spent his freshman season at

San Jacinto (Texas) Junior
College, displayed great leap-

ing ability, unorthodox style

and a soft touch to lead the

Redmen to a 30-4 record. He
connected on 60 percent of his

field goal tries and holds the

school record for total points

in a season and blocks.

Maryland's Bias hit from
the outside for 22.9 points on
55 percent shooting from the

field and 86 percent from the

foul line in the Terrapins' 18-

13 season.

Bias, the AP's unanimous
choice as the Atlantic Coast
Conference's Player of the

Year, became Maryland's all-

time leading scorer this season

with 2,092 points, passing
rt King.

Walker led Kentucky, 29-3,

to Southeastern Conference ti-

tles in both the regular and
postseason this year. He
averaged 19.6 points on 57
percent shooting from the
field, moving him to third on
Kentucky's all-time list with
1,976 points. He also averaged
7.6 rebounds.

preferential treatment.

With three games left in the
season, junior forward Derrick
Dowell, the Trojans' second-
leading scorer and top re-

bounder, was suspended from
the team. Morrison said at the
time that Dowell asked out of

the Trojans' starting lineup for

the second half of the Trojans'
65-63 loss to California.

These were not Morrison's

first confrontations with top
players. For various reasons,

Purvis Miller was dismissed
from the team* midway
through the 1980-81 season.

Ken Johnson quit the team at

the start of the 1982-83 season
and transferred to Michigan
State, and Gerry Wright quit

the team late in the same
season and transferred to
Iowa.

'

Morrison had been the Tro-
jfens' head coach since 1979.
His seven-year record at the
school is 103-95 overall and
62-64 in the Pac-10.

\
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Mulligan
Continued from Page 28

tomorrow night than even
Murphy or Rogers.

Engelstad will go one-on-

one against Reggie Miller.

''^Engelstad's got fairly quick

feet," Mulligan said, "but he's

about 225 pounds."
High-scoring Anthony Jones

^of l^NLiy had more than his

share of troubles against
Engelstad, whose defense
helped lead UCI to a 3-1

record over opponents that

reached the NCAA tourna-

ment (heatingl^UNLV twice,

Nebraska once, and losing to

Pepperdine)

.

They're sounding pretty

tough, right? Well, what
about those two season-ending

losses to Cal State FuUerton?
Mulligan provided an ex-

planation that hits dose to

home.
"Our team is up and down,

a lot like Walt's team. I have

no explanation for it, other

than that it might be a mat-

ehnp problem against

teams.

"I've hardly seen UCLA. I

would think except for Reggie,

we match up pretty well.

We're not going to zone or

anything like that."

§gems like Pauley Pavilion

will house two teams with

uniTor images Thursday night.
^ So far.

But the one place UCLA
should attack is in the transi-

tion game. The Bruins are

speedy, while the Anteaters

don't figure to get many
blisters on their feet. ;_

Oddly enough, however
slow UCI may be getting back
on defense, it doesn't shy
away from the running game.
"We're not very quick,"

said Mulligan, "but you can
run without being very
quick."

The reason for the
Anteaters' upbeat style is

strictly Mulligan's philosophy.

He can't stand watching
slow-paced games, and he
knows that the fans won't
come out unless UCI can put
on a show. :_

"The only Division I school
in California that I know of
that sells out consistently is

Fresno State, and I'm not go-
ing to make any comments
about living in Fresno."

Saying that this game is a
big one for UCI would be
slightly understating the fact.

Winning at Pauley against a
Pac-10 school in a tourna-
ment, even if it is the NIT,
would probably get some stu-

dents at that campus to forget
about their biology tests.

It might even make some
people finally realize that the
PCAA is not a pushover

anymore.
At least not for the Pad- 10.

"We've tried to go home
and home with the Pac-10
schools but it's difficult to get
them on the schedule. If I

were a Pac-10 school I pro-
bably wouldn't play the PCAA
schools either because they
dont have as much to gain as

we_dQ^" said Mulligan. .

From. Sonoma Stat© to
knocking on the doors of the
Bruins. Things have really

changed in Irvine.

And for the Anteaters, the
'70s are hopefully gone
forever .

. SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex ^-«!%
Permalensft v/Q
Bausch & Lomb _^,
30 Day Extended ^ ^Vj^

Additional Pair pRll
upto2«voak8 WW
Soft
Daily
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS

Don't Clown
Around

Advertise

in the

Daily

Bruin

25-2161

"There's so many boring
teams in the country. Go see a
game with two teams that

play zone defense. We should
try to entertain as much as we
ckn.

"You can't just entertain
and lose, you've got to win.
But I don't think we can play
the way Fresno (State) plays

and entertain the people in

our community.

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE
MNfMtZE GLASSES—

Anteater forward Johnny Rogers will be one of the front court

threats against UCLA in the first round of the NIVT.

Tennis
Continued from Page 28'

win more than four games in

each.

Now here's the Bruin bonus.
UCLA played without its top
two players. Brad Pearce and
Mike Kures. Bassett held
Pearce out because he is

scheduled to play in a pro
tournament that begins Mon-
day in Florida, and therefore

Pearce may miss this
weekend's trip to Arizona. So
Bassett wanted to get those

who will play in the desert

some more match experience.

Kures, who is 9-1 in singles

ihis year, was just getting a

well-deserved rest.

Freshman Tim Trigueiro
filled Pearce's shoes at No. 1

yesterday, and came through
with a 6-3, 6-1 win over Mike
Wolf, who is ranked 43rd in

the nation.

Trigueiro played his best

match of the season, as did

No. 3 Buff Farrow. Farrow,

also a freshman, was raised in

Kansas but turned down the

school's offer to play there. He
won his singles match 6-0, 6-

3.

"It was fun playing against

the guys I grew up with," said

Farrow.

Interestingly, Farrow's op-

ponent was Kevin Bradley,

whom Farrow beat in the

Kansas High School State

Championships. Bradley was a

senior at the time. Farrow a

sophomore. ,

-

Buff now has the b^st

singles record on the team at

11^ -_
Things turned sour for those

two freshmen as the teams

headed to doubles, though.

"Buff and Tim played well

in singles," said Bassett,/ "but

they have to realize tha^

you've gotta come out for the

second half."

Farrow and Trigueiro
teamed at No. 2 doubles, but

lost 6-1, 6-1. That's one way
to kill a high.

All in all, the Bruins per-

formed a lot better than they

had during the last few mat-

ches. And with their 12-1

record, things are beginning to

look up again.

MATCH RESULTS- SINGLES:

Tim Trigueiro (UCLA) def. Mike

Wolf. 6-3, 6-1; Brett Greenwood
(UCLA) def. Mfchael Center, 6-1,

6-3; Buff Farrow (UCLA) def. Kevin

Brady, 6-0, 6-3; Dan Nahirny

(UCLA) def. Darin Herman, 6-3,6-2;

Patrick Galbraith (UCLA) def. Larry

Pascal, 64, 6-1; Ken Diller (UCLA)

def. Jim Secrest, 6-2, 64. DOU-
BLES: Nahirny-Mike Kures (UCLA)

def. Wolf-Center, 7-5, 6^ default

injury; Brady-Pascal (Kan.) def.

Trigueiro 6-1,6-1; Diller-Greenwood

(UCLA) def. HermarvSecrest 6-3,

6-0.

Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$1000/Eye-Credit Program Arranged

LB .2168 Pacific (213) 59l--;b94

V N . 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Ananeim 4i4 StateCoHege Bl (714) 774-451C

L A 1482 S Robertson (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne, 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7«9!:

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

WHEN YOU NEED MORE
THAN TELLING A

FRIEND . . .

WE DO MORE
THAN LISTEN
Crisis is when even your
best friend can't help.

And that's exactly when
Crisis Normalization can.

lie help for the:

SNEEKY

everyday crisis situations
that happen to everyone:

Intimacy relationships

& sex probrems
anxiety or depression
that you just can't shake

• Job stress
• Family problems •

Short or long torm, non-racist,

non-s«xitt, non-oppr«8sive.
Fms basod on ability to pay.

We can do more than listen.

We can help.

L.A. Center for Crisis

Normalization

473-9350
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SAM*S
'ALL BEEF"

DOUBLE
BURGER

LOADED
WITH

•LETTUCE
• TOMATO
• PICKi-ES

• ONION
• MUSTARD
• CHILI

I

I

I

i

1073BROXTON
. "IN THE VILAGE"=208-113©=

j:i£ii^i:iS:;;Vi(!^^

:•::•:•«•:

y-vs:-

_J^_ ^ Ct Ct |::::::::::

GOOD FOR EVERYONE
IN YOUR PARTY

EXPIRES MARCH 17,1986

'^Nursing

UNIQUE
NURSING

OPPORTUNITIES
Century City Hospital, a
195-bed acute ccu^ facility,

offers nurses rewarding
career opportunities. Excel
lent salary, outstanding ben-
efits, state-of-the-art equip-
ment and a staff of suppor-
tive professionals await the
successful candidate.

COMPROMISED
IMMUNITY UNIT
Staff RN's
• New multi-disciplinary

unit designed to provide
care and support to im-

ents.
The unit will assure that
the Nursing Staff ratio is

appropriate to the pati-

ent's needs.
2-3 years prior acute care
experience and I.V. oer-

tification are required.
• 12-hour shifts available,

full or part-time.

Interested applicants may
send resumes to:

Dennis Amick. RN or
Felice Klein. RN. ADN
(213) 201 6616

Equal Opportunity Employer M / F

LhNTtRY
criY

HO^nTAL
2070 Century Park East

Los Angeles. CA d0067

mmm^m^iiii^i^^M
.•*-;'.'.'A%S% :-u:-:v:-oii

A National Medical
Enterprises Health
Care Center

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP
CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
"INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED

Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

\o\n Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5620 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (2'/^ blocks East of Fairfax)

'' em «**
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Bruins out of top 207
take on Sacred Heart
By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

Just like humankind Ian-

"^dlng on fhe fnbon, a lot of

people didn't think this

would happel^. But it did.

The UCLA women's
two-time defending na-
tional champion softball

team fell out oFtTie top 20
.rankings.. .,.,„ .—„... ;.,

The Bruins hope to get

back on track this week,
however, with a three-

game home stand beginning
this afternoon. UCLA faces

Sacred Heart College of

Connecticut at 1 p.m. at

Sunset Diamond, taking on
the Stanford Cardinal on
Friday.

The real test comes on
Saturday when the 10-6

home team plays in possibly

its most crucial contest to

date. Texas A & M comes
to town for a doubleheader
that could mean the dif-

ference between post-season

play and a long vacation.

A major factor in gaining

-tm—NCAA bid is otit'of%

region records against
highly ranked teams. If a

team like UCLA performs

poorly against solid teams
in other regions, the
chances of NCAA playoff

considerations are slim— no
matter how good a team's

overall record. If, however.

the Bruins play soundly
against the ranked teams,

the scales tip towards a bid.
~-

So, UCLA Icfolcs to rev

up against Sacred HearF
and Stanford and gun past

the Aggies on Saturday.

"What we've run up
against all the time with
the teams we've faced so far

is everyone is really peaking
and prepared to play uSy'*

said Bruin head coach
Sharron Backus.

"We just have to come in

there ready to execute and
take it away from them."

After the Bruins* exhib-

ition in last weekend's In-

augural UNLV Softball

Classic (where the team
registered a 3-2 mark).
Backus is confident her
squad can handle the added
burden of being the much
sought after NCAA champs.
"The kids are coming

along.

"I was really
^
pleased

with the way they handled
themselves maturity-Wise on
and off the field in Las

Vftga^r'- twid Backus^ "H
experience forwas a good

them."
Currently spearheading

th^ UCLA offensive attack

is senior catcher Janet Pin-

neau. Although the Bruin
played in only two games
in the University of Las

Continued on Page 23

Batters strand runners^ lose 3-1

Lovullo's blast not enough to squelch Gonzaga

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

•

For seven innings the UCLA
^asel&aTT team squandered
Scoring opportunitii^ and held

to a 1-0 lead but the law of

averages caught up with the

Bruins as Gonzaga scored one

in the eighth and two in the

ninth to take a 3-1 win.

To make matters even more
frustrating for UCLA, the

Bruins wasted seven shutout

innings hurled by starter Jeff

Conine..

Torey Lovullo got the
Bruins off to a quick start in

the first frame when he pulled

a pitch from Bulldog starter

Ron Davis over the 365 ft.

sign in right field.

Conine ran into trouble in

the third when Gonzaga plac-

ed two runners on base with

only one out. A groundout

and strike out later, the Bruins

were back in the dugout
unscathed.

In the fifth Conine utilized

the pitcher's best friend, the

double play, to get out of a

jam as he induced Bulldog
tteher Seett Burkhardt to h^

his sophomore hurler.

While pitching kept UCLA
ahead, the Bruins missed on

numerous chances to extend

theleadr

a grounder to third baseman
Gary Berman who ignited the

5-4-3 twin killing.

Conine settled down to

retire the side in order in both

the sixth and seventh.

"He struggled at the beginn-

ing but did a very good job

with runners on base," said

UCLA coach Gary Adams of

The first timrir
lack of hitting as much as lack

of luck.

To lead off the sixth, Gon-
zaga centerfielder Vince Bar-

ranco robbed Steve Stowell of

what seemed a sure hit as he

made a diving catch on a sink-

ing line drive. Next, Barranco

raced to the wall to grab a

drive off the bat of Lovullo. —
Todd Zeile then rapped a

single to left and John Joslyn

hooked a single, into the left-

field corner. Davis recovered

quickly to retire Charlie Fiac-

co and the Bruin threat was
ended. .

Conine left the game with a

shutout after seven innings of

work and was replaced by
Dana Ridenour. The Bulldogs

gave him a rude welcome as a

single, followed by Chris Spr-

ing's double, tied the game.
The Bruins came to bat in

the bottom of the eighth with

the score tied and^ suffered

-throu gh a th o r ou gh l y

the odds and issued an inten-

tionial walk to Zeile and pit-

ched to lefty John Joslyn.

Cunningham promptly
-struck out -Joslyn and Charlie-

4^tacica stepped to the plate.^

He didn't stay there long as

Cunningham tagged him in

the hip with a fastball to load

the bases with blue and gold.

Once again the Bruins went
away empty-handed as Cunn-
ingham forced Berman to foul

' out.

Gonzaga opened the ninth
- with back to back singles and
Adams pulled Ridenour in

favor of lefty Bill Wenrick.
After walking Bulldog first

baseman Jeff Hainline to load

the bases, Wenrick struck out

two Gonzaga hitters and
seemed on the way to getting

out of the inning.

With a 2-2 count on Gon-
zaga's Jeff Cummins, Wenrick
barely missed the outside cor-

ner on two consecutive pitches

and the go ahead run trotted

across the plate. Tim Vaughn
added an RBI single to take

Cunningham to a 3-1 advan-
tage.

With two Bruins on and.

frustrating inning.

Stowell walked and Lovullo

sacrificed him into scoring

position. Bulldog coach Steve

Hertz had seen enough and
pulled Davis in favor of hard-

throwing righthander Troy
Cunningham.

In an interesting strategical

move, Cunningham disdained

two out in the bottom of the

ninth, Cunningham retired

Lovullo to seal the Bulldog

victory and pick up his first

win of the year.

Adams was left to shake

head.
— "We've got to start hitting

with people on base," said the

Continued on Page 23
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Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

U^'-VvCulver City 391-6217 ^u<r^

{P Contact Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount Happy Hour with complimentary hors dbeuvres

weekdays 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Lapu-Lapu only ! 6.00

Open 7 days a week lunch dinner cocktails

1057 Tiverton Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at 1100 Glendon Avenue. (213) 208 • 3977

'

$10 OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO IN STOCK

J3zuin ^uxzdo

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT I.D.

10970 LeConte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

2 1 3-208-8755 2 1 3-208-5275

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

Jean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING.PERIVIS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For ^n appointment call:

=^ 271-2131 or 273-4836 -^^^

located in

I- Magnin \
9634 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills, CA 90212 I
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Spikers try to break losing streak against Gauchos
After third straight loss Bruins face No. 4 UCSB
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

Just two yeaFs ago, people
trround the country would
speak in hushed, reverent
tones while discussing the
UCLA volleyball team. Of
course, at that time the team
was 38-0 and had just won its

fourth consecutive national
championship.

#-1

Nowadays, people still talk

about UCLA in hushed tones,

only this time the whispers are

asking what has happened to

this once great team.

Sure the Bruins are 20-6, a

mark that most teams and
coaches would sell their souls

for. But remember, this is

UCLA, coached by the new
Wizard of Westwood. Winner
of 11 of the last 16 NCAA ti-

tles.

It is safe to say that UCLA
coach Al Scates is experiencing

something that is unfamiliar

to him. His Bruins are in the

midst of a three game losing

slieak and things aren't going^

to get any easier with tonight's

match against UC Santa Bar-

bara.

The game starts at 7:30 in

Pauley Pavilion.
.

•^^^^ UCLA's path won't get any

on Friday night.

The Cauchos are the No.
4-ranked team in the country
with a 13-7 record. But UCSB

first the Bruins had ever suf-

fered in Pauley. However, a
similar fate had fallen on
UCLA exactly 12 years earlier.

has been on a tear lately, and
after the recent UCLA Col-
legiate Classic, you've got to
know that they like Pauley
Pavilion.

*

UCSB drew the unenviable
task of playing top ranked
Pepperdine in the Classic's

first round. The Cauchos sur-

prised everyone by scoring a
convincing three game upset
of the Waves. It was the se-

cond time in three days that
UCSB had beaten Pepperdine.

On the other side of the net

are the Bruins.

To put it mUdly, UCLA has
not played as well as people
have expected. At the start of

the season, the Bruins were
regarded as the No. 2 team in

the country and although they
are ranked No. 3 at the mo-
ment, you have to wonder if

the ranking isn't based more
on reputation than on merit.

What is positively a record
is the two three-game losses in

one season.

And the three

home losses.

consecutive

easier after the Santa Barbara
match as they also host USC

The Bruins' last three losses

have all come on their home
court of Pauley Pavilion, and
two of the losses were in three

games.

U^CLA lost to Penn State in

a match last Wednesday. At
the time, it was believed that

the three-game loss was the

It is not hard to imagine
that if the Bruins continue the
skid with more losses this

week, they may have a dif-

ficult time getting into the

NCAA regionals, let alone
making it to the Final Four. If

the Bruins did fail to make the

Final Four, it would be the

second consecutive year that

has happened— another first.

UCLA has had two prior

contests with ihe Cauchos this

year, scoring wins in both. In
the All-Cal Tourney, the
Bruins scored an easy two
game win 15-7, 15-8 in pool
play. \

The next time the two
-schools met, the Brums again
ended up on the positive side

of a 15-5, 16-14, 17-15 score.

Tonight's game will be tele-

cast live by the Prime Ticket

cable television outlet with
Chris Marlowe and former
UCLA basketball and
volleyball star Keith Erickson

calling the action.

r
^^^^^^^^-

i

SHAHE P4AJARIAN/IMIy Brtin

Jared Huffman (1) and Jose Gandara (11) will lead the

Gauchos into action against the struggling Bruins.

CHASE
Bar & Grille

'Champaj»ne Speciar

Dinner tor 2

HONDA,^m
BEYOND

TRANSPORTATION

You've done your best on your thesis. Now relax while we do ours Bring

your dissertation to KInko's for copies that look better than your originals On
the right paper. With professional binding. AM done quickly, affordaWy and _
very carefully for a thesis that you can submit with pride and confidence.

Icfnlfo^'
Great copies. Great people.

1 896 Westwood Blvd. (21 3) 475-0780

OPEN: Men thru Thu 8am-Mldnight Saturday 9am^pm

Friday 8am-9pm Sunday 1 2pm-4pm

•••v.

ATTENTION COMMaNITY
COLLEGE TRANSFERS:

DO YOa HAVE CONCERNS, WORRIES, OR QUESTIONS
ABOUT YOUR UCLA EXPERIENCE? IF SO, THEN PLEASE

COME TO A TRANSFER MEETING ON:
Wed, March 12; 2:00-3:30

Tennis Center
or

T Thurs, March 13; 6:00-7:30
Richer Hall

Cosponsored by the UCLA Student Gov. and by the OAIP Transfer Alliance Pro-

gram. For more info, call Jaime Perez or Denise Trudeau at Hedrick Hall 825-2%5.

FREE PIZZA!!!
-m¥~
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sports
Up and down UC Irvine to face Bruins in NIT

f

Rick Alexander, Sports Editor

Rick Schwartz, Assistant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick, Assistant Sports Editor

Anteater coach Bill Mulligan hag
brought his team far in six years
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

To most UCLA basketball fans, UC
Irvine is just a team from the Pacific
Cush Athletic Association, located
somewhere down the 405.

But before assuming that the Bruins
will walk away from UCI tommorrow
night in the first round of the National
Invitation Tournament, UCLA fans
have to examine the facts.

The best place to start is by compar-
ing the UCI basketball schedules from
the 1970*s and 1980*s, which gives an
idea of where the program used to be,'

and where it is now.
Back in the 70s, the state of the

Anteater program was obvious
without even looking at the win-loss
record. And what a sad state it was.
Sonoma State, Stanislaus State,

Moorhead State, North Dakota State

and Humboldt State were the typical

Qptxmftnta for UC}. Once in-g while^

UCI.
Mulligan knows the history of his

team, so he is not going to worry
about playing UCLA in Pauley
Pavilion. He's just glad to be in a
post-season tournament.

"I really didn't care who we play,"
said Mulligan at a press conference in

the J.D. Morgan Center Tuesday
morning. "In fact, to play UCLA is

fine because we really enjoy playing
Pac-10 schools. It gets our student
body excited, and there isn't much
that gets them excited except a bio
test."

The bio on the '85-'86 Anteaters has
to begin with front-liners Tod Murphy
and Johnny Rogers. Both are excellent

shooters. Murphy has a team-leading
20.5 average, while Rogers is right

behind at 20.4.

Murphy, a 6-9 senior from
Lakewood, was named first team
All-PCAA for the second straight year.

real toughies like Puget Sound, Spring
Arbor, Ambassador, or MacMurray
College would come to the south-
Southland.'

Even Ken Howard (remember The
White Shadow'?) once tried to
schedule a game, but Coolidge had a
toothache, so they backed out.

But now, things are different.

In 1986 UCI played nonconference
schools like Pepperdine and Loyola
Marymount. And during conference,
the Anteaters played highly-ranked
University of Nevada Las Vegas twice.

But it's not only the schedule that

has gotten tougher for UCI. The team
has too, beating UNLV both times.

Mucli of the credit has to go to Bill

•Mulligan, the 1986 PCAA Coach of

the Year who is in his. sixth season at

He is VCls all-time leading soorer
with 1,747 points and is the No. 2
career rebounder with 813 boards.

Rogers is a 6-10 senior from Foun-
tain Valley and is the team leader in

•rebounding with 8.7 a game. He has
scored in double figures in 51 straight
games, and made the All-PCAA se-

cond team , for the second year in a
row.
The Anteaters best guard is 6-1 Joe

Buchanan, who spent two seasons at

Notre Dame before transferring.
Buchanan leads the team in assists

with 99, and will match up well with
UCLA's Pooh Richardson.
There is one other UCI player to

note. His name is Wayne Engelstad.
Bruin fans might possibly become
more familiar with UCI's No. 30

Continued on Page 25

UC Irvine's coach Bill Mulligan doesn't care if his teann must face the
Bruins at home in the first round of the NIVT, he's just happy to be in a
post-season tourney.

V "s.

Kansas clicks heels, still lose 8^t

SHAHE NAJARIAN/0«ily Bruin

Buff Farow raised his team-leading singles record to 11-1

with a win over Kansas Tuesday.

Tennis team grants

wish, sends Jayhawks

home after stormy trip

By Rick Schwartz '

Assistartt Sports Editor

There is nobody named
Dorothy on the Kansas
men's tennis team, but after

losing 8-1 to UCLA Tues-
day, everybody still wanted
to go home.
~ The Bruins had been in a
slumber lately, but ap-
parently coach Glenn
Bassett's fiery kick in the
rear during last Sunday's
team meeting inspired the
team to play at the level at

which it is capable.

"We actually destroyed
them in singles," said
Bassett, whose team is now
31-0 at home since moving
to the Los Angeles Tennis
Center during the 1984-*85

season.

"It's pretty tough to

destroy a decent team, but
we really gave them a
whipping."—Kansas was very happy
to see the singles action
come to an end. The
Jayhawks could not manage
a set, and they failed to

Continued on Page 25

Morrison steps down.
accepts director's post
By Ken Peters

AP Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
use basketball coach Stan
Morrison, whose Trojans
finished last in the Pac-10
Conference this season after a
co-championship season a year
ago, announced Tuesday that
he has resigned the post.

Morrison, 46, said at a press

conference that he will
become an associate athletic

director at the university.

"I've decided it's in the best

interest of USC and its

basketball program to step
down at this time," said Mor-
rison. "I have always had a
desire to get into the ad-
ministrative side of college
athletics, and the position of
associate athletic director for

administration offers me just

such an opportunity.
"I am leaving my coaching

job with great pride with
what we accomplished at
USC."
Morrison said he had

discussed moving into an ad-
ministrative position with USC

Continued on Page 24

%

HYUNGWON KANG/DaNy Bruin

USC basketball coach Stan Morrison announced his resigna-
tion yesterday at a special press conference held at the col-
lege.
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News: Eleanor Smeal
urges student participa-

tion in a Sunday pro-

choice march.
See page 5. «

—

\
Viewpoint: USAC must
observe parliamentary
procedures, the Bruin
says.

See page 16.
'^

Review: Punk diva Ex-

ene will be at Kerckhoff

Coffeehouse tonight.

See page 18.

Sports: UC Irvine has
everything to gain when
they play the Bruins
tonight in the NIT.

See back page.

UCLA Weather^
CkHJdy.
High: 62. low: 47. X'^^
fOepf. ofAtmo- -(- ^
sptmic SderKes forecast)

titntvsfsity of Catifornia Los Angeles ^Thursday, MarcfTl3n38r

TODD CHENEY

'POWER OF DANCE' — Rick Dania (left) and Lisa Simonson (right) demonstrate

ballroom dancing at Arts Night '86. See story Page 9.

Assembly budget panel OKs funds

for UC affirmative action programs
By Mariko Takayasu

Capital Correspondent

SACRAMENTO — An Assembly budget
committee on Tuesday approved state funds

for a number of UC affirmative action pro-

•^ams for next yearr
The Assembly Ways and Means Subcommit-

tee on Education voted to provide $100,000 in

state funds for a Graduate Outreach Program
despite attempts made by the legislative

analyst's office to eliminate those funds from
Gov. George Deukmejian's proposed budget.

The purpose of the program is to entice

promising affirmative action candidates —
minorities and women — to the university

through faculty contact and campus visits.

But Legislative Analyst William Hamm
argued that the program fails to provide direct

incentives needed to influence the decisions

made by minorities and women to choose
graduate study.

"A recent article in the Washington Post in-

dicated that black students are foregoing

graduate schools due to the lack of funds/'

Hamm said. When facing a decision of going
7<]eeper inta debt by continuing their education

or find a job, many students are choosing

employment, he said.

UC would match state funds — an addi-

tional $100,000 — for the new program which
will target specific colleges and universities

with high minority undergraduate enrollment

and specific disciplines where minorities and
women are seriously underrepresented.

The university currently provides $150,000
from student fee revenues for graduate
outreach efforts.

The President's Fellowship Program, which
Please see BUDGET, Page 8

Reagan blasts UCLA professor
Accuses Burns of writing 'propaganda/ 'disinformation'

By Douglas K. Glantz

Staff Writer

UCLA Latin American his-

tory" Professor E. Bradford
Bums said Wednesday that he
challenges anyone, including

President Reagan, to deny the

truth of any sentence in his

writings on Central America.
Bums, who has been study--

ing and writing about Latin

American history for 20 years,

was accused Tuesday by
President Reagan of writing

"propaganda" and **disinfor-

mation*' on behalf of
Nicaragua's Sandinlsta regime.

Rea^m made the anertkm
at a quetdon-aiid-aiiswer

rion with reporters.

' "The other day I had hand-
ed to me this slick paper
publication — $3.75 an issue

— and this magazine is

published by the Nicaranian
Information Center. It is filled

with propaganda against the

Contras, against us and in

favor of (the Sandinista
regime)," Reagan said.

— Reagan also asserted that "if

this what he tells his students.

Cod help them, because it is

pure propaganda."
Bums, who has written ar-

ticles for the Lo8 Angeles

Timet^ Chicagp Tribune, Los

Ana/des Herald Examiner and
OMand Tribune, replied, "I

make my challenge because I

can vertfy every word ol my

work." *

Bums said he is "grateful"

to the press for reaching out
and letting him air his side of

the story.

"I used to be very critical

about the role of the press,**

he said. "But I have found the

members of the media to be a
friendly, positive and in-

telligent group. They have
given me a human experience

from this incident."

Bums said he is pleased

about Reagan's remarks
because they will focus atten-

tion on the issue of United
States aid to Nicaragua. "I

believe that we must focus a
great deal of attention on

SM BUBNS, n«» 13

sec recommends letter

of vyarning for protesters
By Laureen Lazarovici

Staff Writer

In a confidential statement
to Chancellor Charles Young
dated March 4, the Student
Conduct Committee recom-
mended a letter of warning be
sent to four anti-apartheid
protesters.

The letter, to be sent to the

students accused of violating

the student code of conduct at

an anti-apartheid demonstra-
tion at Murphy Hall last spr-

ing, would state that
"repeated violations of univer-

sity regulation may be cause
for further diciplinary action."

Students Carolyn Fer-

wrote a mmority opinioi

which they stated the universi-

ty did not prove the students

obstructed any university ac-

tivity.

"It could be argued that

concerns about protecting
records kept in Murphy Hall,

the need to station extra police

in the building and the possi-

bility of increased liability of

the universiT^ because of the
presense of students and others

in Murphy Hall after closing

hours all contributed to a
disruption of activities," the
dissenting opinion stated.
"However, not only did the

university fail to prove this

with a preponderance of the

tinan, Matthew Kd^an, In- evidence, it failed to eveff
grid Landes and Diego
Maldonado were arrested
April 26, 1985 and brought
before the SCC after they

refused to sign a letter promis-
ing not to repeat their actions.

They were charged with
and found in violation of

unauthorized use of university

property, failure to comply
with the directions of a uni-

versity official and obstruction

of university activities. The
students' attorneys may submit
additional arguments to
Young, who must render his

final decision by March 25. ^

All SCC members agreed
that the students violated the

first two charges, but gradu-

ate student representative
Doreen Bellucci and staff rep-

resentative Daniel Horowitz

make the argument.
In addition to containing an

evaluation of the evidence, the

majority brief stated that the

SCC did not have jurisdiction

over the constitutional issues

the defendants raised during
the hearings and that the pro-

cedural objections the defen-

dants brought up were not
substantiated.

The brief also stated, UThe
committee notes and respects

the integrity and courage of

individuals like the students

who are willing to make prin-

cipled commitments to the,

ever-important goals of
political, economic and social

justice. Civil disobedience en-

.

joys a special and honored role

Please see CONDUCT,
Page 14

Taylor opposes new
UC student wage policy
By Laureen Lazarovici, Staff Writer

Undergraduate President Ron Taylor said he disagreed

with a student wage policy approved last week by Univer-

sity of California President David Gardner which allows

UC schools to set student wages in accordance with local

market wages and federal minimum wage laws.

"This policy gives each campus arbitrary power to

change wages,'' Taylor said. "To even think about cutting

student wages will take away incentives."

Taylor said many students work on campus for conve-

nience. "Working in a library or an office is a learning ex-

perience and a way for students to put themselves

through school."

In light of these new guidelines, Taylor said "students

feel th^ are getting 5hafted," adding the only reason some
students work 20 to 30 hours a week is because they can
work on campus.

Taylor said he opposes both cutting wages and creating

a two-tier wage system which might c2use animositv be-

tween students worldng side by side at the same Joo but

getting paid different rates.

Gardner has instituted this new policy, Taylor said, and
now UC Student Association (UCSA) has the responsibility

to come up with an alternative. "UCSA says we should
take the current wage levels and make them the
minimum," he said.

Looking at the long-term consequences of this plan,

Taylor said, "We need an organization to look at labor

relations (at UCLA). Berkeley has had a student union for

two or three years."

Taylor recognized that now each campus must decide

how to deal wtth the new policy.

WAGE, Fm^ 10
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Whether you have a small,

medium or large student b<^x]\',

take it to Pen^^ins Place'" for

a small, medium or lar^ y^
frozen yo^rt.
Pen^ins is less

Ldlories

delicious flavors. Prom Dutch
Chrx:olate to Banana. And you
ran top it off with anything.

From berries to Butterfingers.

So treat your
student body to

pf ice' crearii, with

the same great

taste and rich.

I

L
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\ No matter
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LIFETIME CHOICE
DETERMINE THE LENGTH OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP!

*r^J™p

OFFER
EXPIRES
MARCH 17
.MONDAY— 9 PM

PER
MONTH

FOR AS LONG AS YOU CHOOSE
GUARANTEED!

one time low enrollment fee check
check fee membership
First visit offer

~~

MEMBERS ENJOY
Aerobics
State of the Art Classes

Free Weights
Body Building

Nautilus

Spa Facilities

Weight Loss
Life Cycles
Supervision

^ FITNESS CENTER
Health Club for Men & Women

BRENTWOOD UNIVERSAL CITY
1 1 920 San Vicente 3859 Lankershim Blvd.

(at Montana).. . (at 101 Fwy. across from Universal Studios)

CALL TODAY!
207-2202 (818)766-5377

MEMBER IPFA-Over 2,000 Affiliated

itness Centers From Coast to Coast
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Divers continue grim task, retrieve

nHire remains of shuttle astronauts

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla . — Divers retrieved more remains

•cTCTallelTgefs astfonauts^W as the county medical ex-

aminer reported thaTNASA had prevented a legal dispute by
agreeing to let his staff observe the autopsies.

The remains were recovered by divers from the salvage ship

USS Prese^^er in an area where the shuttle cabin and crew re-

mains were located Friday, sources close to the investigation

reported.
'

~~A four-man search submarine, meanwhile, located a piece of

solid rocket booster that a Navy spokeswoman said could be
from the segment of the right booster believed responsible for

the shuttle explosion.

The 4-foot-by-5-foot piece of debris from the rear part of a

rocket is believed to contain propellant and part of the external

tank attachment ring, said Lt. Cmdr. Deborah Bumette.
Sources had said the medical examiner's office might seek a

court order unless the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration and Air Force turned over the remains in accor-

dance with state law, which requires the local medical exam-
iner to conduct an autopsy on any person who is slain or dies by
accident.

The statutes apply even if deaths occur on federal property,

or, as in the case of the.Challenger accident, they occur away
from any jurisdictioji but are brought into one.

.

Voters support Gonzales, approve

referendum to keep Spam in NATO

u-
I '» » »*

P( ^>i h; marchers stalled for ^-Hl

consecutive day by lack of supplies

BARSTOW, Calif. — The cross-country Great Peace March,
stumbling with a lack of money and stuck at a barren encamp-
ment, has too little cash to support the walk across the Mojave
Desert, organizers said Wednesday.

Planners had envisioned 5,000 people marching 3,235 miles
to Washington in %Vx months, demanding global nuclear
disarmament.

But less than 120 road miles after leaving the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum on March 1, the marchers spent a second
stalled day by a gravel road, awaiting supplies from Los
Angeles.

Some had collapsed in blasts of rain and wind, and others
had become so disoriented by hypothermia that they wandered
aimlessly in the night, organizers said.

"We came here to paint a picture of crisis," march director
Steve Perkins said from the encampmenc. He said it was "abso-
lutely inappropriate" to continue until money becomes available
for food, water and eqiiipment for at least seven days.

"I can in no way guarantee that the money is going to be
there," Perkins said. "We have gotten this far on luck and
commitment, but that won't do any longer."
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^^ MADRID, Spam — Spaniards voted Wednesday to keep their

country in NATO in a surprise victbry for the pro-European
policies of Socialist Prime Minister Felipe Conzalez, official pro-
jections showed.

. Partial returns showed 53.4 percent of the voters favored the

government's decision to keep Spain in the North Atlantic Trea-,
ty Organization, Interior Minister Jose Barrionuevo told

reporters. . ^—

^

A-

Barrionuevo said that with 38^percent of the total vote

counted, 38.6 percent of the ballots cast had gone against the
referendum, 6.8 percent of the ballots were blank and 1.2 per-

cent of the vote had been disqualified.

He said the projections showed 58 percent of the country's

28.8 million registered voters had participated in Spain's third
referendum since the return to democracy in 1977.
As recently as last week, public opinion polls indicated voters

would reject NATO membership by a margin of 4 to 7 percen-
tage points.

Although the referendum was not binding, Conzalez had said
he would respect the will of the people and pull Spain out of
NATO if the voters demanded it.

Such a move would have made Spain the first nation in

NATO's 37-year history to withdraw completely from member-
ship. - .

USAC Mid-Year Reviews
Taylor hopes to keep promises^ says he works for all
By Ron BcH. Staff Wri^^

When Ron Taylor ran for

office last May, he billed

himself as the people's can-

didate — the presidential pro-

spect~ whose" history "oF^Tn-

"

volvement affirmed his com-
mitment to UCLA.
Today, the undergraduate

president said he still believes

he works for all students.

Although his perceptions of

the office have changed, he
hopes to complete all his cam-
paign promises.

"I think I definitely made
some promises that I have
fulfilled," Taylor said.
"Whether I have fulfilled

' them to the degree in which I

had expected or would like to,

I'm not sure. I know I still

" have a lot more to do. I see

my job as going through June
1."

Eleven months ago, he
championed a slate of three

_ goals. He wanted to promote

_ understanding on campus by^
conducting a series of
workshops. He wanted to

compile a financial aid hand-
book with scholarship infor-

mation. And, he wanted to

I make the president's office a

locus of representation.

"As far as the workshops go,

it's an on-going challenge,"

Taylor said. "We sponsored a

-f«H—Quarter program called
the Student Leadership Orien-

tation which was aimed at

leaders in Kerckhoff Hall. We
also brought together repre-

sentatives from the dor-
mitories, programming com-
mittees and administration . .

It's important that (we)
recognize who the players are.

That was the first step."

The second step, a dialogue

between members of the Jew-
ish and black communities,
has been proposed to Winston
Doby, vice chancellor of stu-

dent affairs.

"I think that because that

particular (funding pool) has

not yet been activated, that's

held up the program," Taylor
said. "What was a priority in

the beginning of the year,

because it didn't happen right

away, fell by the wayside
when the groups got involved

in other programs. I'm willing

to work with those organiza-
tions to develop a healthy,

positive, constructive outlook

. . I don't think I should go to

tliem; I think they should
come to me. I support
anything that promotes har-

monious relationships between
groups on campus."
With this in mind, Taylor

said he placed staff members
on a UCLA committee study-

ing direct affiliation with

'*The (president of in0 aModiAkxri:
a. Shalt be the omd^ repreeentative of the aaaociation.
b. ShaH he the chief executive officer of the association.
c. Shall preside at ait meetings of the tiSA Council.
d. ShaN preside at aM meetings of the association,
^r^hail^M ^^fiernher^^lhe ASUOU^ Boerc^ t^^
Commufilcatiofis Board or designate a representative In Ns/her
stead to either or both bodies.
f. Sheit be a mernber ex-offlcio of aR commlsstons. subordinate
organizations and committees of the association.

g. ShaN appoint and remove officef%and Individual member$.of
ootmnitlees, boards and agenclds In accordance with this con-
itttution and the by-taws, syt>)ect to council approval.
h. Shan have the power to require In writing the opinion or
report of any administrative or student agency of the associa-
tion a» peita^s to goals, purposes and results of said agency.
I. Shalt have the power of veto over all assoclatkHi budgets or
any 8ectlon(s) thereof sut^ect to override by two4hlrds voto <^

the USA Council."

— job description according to the USAC ConsflWwi

Ron Taylor

fraternity and sorority houses.

Approved last week, such af-

filiation increases the universi-

ty's legal liability, while
decreasing the Creeks'
autonomy.
A call for direct affiliation

went up last April, when
members of Beta Theta Pi

fraternity held their annual

**Tequila Sunrise" party.
Because some fraternity
members wore traditional

Mexican attire to the gather-

ing, protesters accused the

house with violation of a

year-long moratorium on
ethnic theme parties and

camped outside the house for

a week.
"My (appointees) have kept

me abreast of matters," Taylor
said. "The document has been
drawn up, and there is going
to be some sort of affiliation

question. I hope it's something"
all the groups can live with . .

. I think that shows definite

progress."

While active in campus pol-

itics,' Taylor maintained that

his office is not responsible for

extensive programming, a

stance slightly different from
the one he took last year.

"The commissions are pro-

grammatic bodies — they do
programs every week," he
said. "My contributions come
through my staff . . . They're
like my mouthpiece. The
commitment (to workshops) is

still the same. There are many
ways of accomplishing the

gosJs you set out to do —
meetings, for example. I

realize a lot more now than I

did when I was elected. I

might have had extremely
high hopes and been a little

too optimistic in terms of the _
number of programs I said I'd

put on. The main goal is to .

Please see TAYLOR, Page 13
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Owen says 'this year has
gone better than in past'

By Bill Bowmer
Senior Staff Writer

r

Administrative Vice President

Deborah Owen said she is generally

. plRaj;ed with her performance in of-

fice so far.

"It has gone much better this

year than in the past," she said of

the paperwork, from dossiers to

minutes, flowing from her office.

Undergraduate Students Associa-

tion Council bylaws simply describe

Owen's responsibility as "handling

the administrative organization of

the council's business."

"I didn't really expect people to

automatically assume things come
out of this office if they didn't

know something," she said. "I

didn't expect the lack of com-
munication" between her office and
council members who look to her

office for information.

As of Jan. 31, Owen had spent

j'ust over half of her $4,854
budgeted for commis^on-related
expenses. Of $10,200 set aside for

programs, $1,600 budgeted for

UCLA Day remains unspent, as

does $2,400 for the Kerckhoff
Courier newsletter. About 75 per-

cent of the $6,200 budgeted by her

office for university internships,

which place students in ad-

ministrators' offices, has not yet

been spent. ^ ^
In spite of this, she has overrun

her $100 budget for supplies, with a

$2 deficit as of Jan. 31.

Owen said she was pleased with

an arrangement her office has made
. with the registrar to allow students

to leave Ackerman Crand Ballroom

during computer enrollment the

first week of classes next quarter

SHAME NAJARI^N/Daily Bruin

Deborah Owen

without losing their place in line.

Among Owen's campaign pro-

mises last year was the establish-

ment of an alumni internship pro-

gram. Instead, she has arranged an
alumni exchange day, which will

be held Wednesday of fourth week
in spring quarter. *

A similar program last year con-

Please s$se OWEN, Pa^e 12

"The administrative vice (fresi-

dent:

a. Shall act as the president in

the case of the temporary
absence of the president. At

such times, the administrative

vice president can exercise
powers delegated to the presi-

dent. In the event of a perma-
nent vacancy, pursuant to Article

III, Section F, he/she shall

assume the presidency."

— Job description according to

the iJSAC Constitution

Sanvictores works to • •

visibility, dialogue of SIGs
By l^ark Talavera, Staff Writer

While trying to make special inter-

est groups more visible. Second Vice
President Erwin Sanvictores has also

sought to fulfill his campaign promise

to increase communication within the.

SIGs.

However, Sanvictores said the SIGs
are not communicating as much as he

desired because some groups are

restructuring their leadership. He also

said some SIGs are disappointed
because "they feel they are being

abused by administration and other

groups."

"My job is to facilitate communica-
tion, and some groups are just not

communicating," Sanvictores said.

"People are being more polarized than

they should be, and it's making my
job harder."

The second vice president acts as

student government's liaison to all

SIGs on campus, and Sanvictores said

he has attempted to increase SIC in-

teraction through retreats.

"The United Special Interest Retreat

promotes communication with (SIC)

leaders on campus," Sanvictores said.

"We try^ to have these meetings bi-

quarterly, but not all the groups come
to one meeting, or they sporadically

attend."

Despite his efforts, Sanvictores said

the frustration level among SIGs and
divided Undergraduate Students
Association Council members reflect

the current political climate of student

government.
"People feel like they're being

shafted, and that's what's so difficult,"

he said. "If you have a council

predominantly Caucasian, certain peo-

ple do not question it, but if you have

a minority council, everything's under

scrutiny." *

Furthermore, Sanvictores said.

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daly Bruin

Erwin Sanvictores

"people are afraid to come to council

because they think we're pro-Third

World (underrepresented campus
minority groups)

.

"

Sanvictores said this makes his job

more difficult when trying to unite

SIGs. " I see myself as a firefighter,

and so far, to my knowledge, there's a

lot of dry kindle out there."

Aside from promoting SIC interac-

tion, Sanvictores has also been active

in funding campus programs and
wants to give the second vice presi-

dent's consititutional role "more
Please see SANVICTORES, Page 15

"The second vice president shall

serve as coordinator of all the

council's sponsored groups and
their representative to ttie USA
Council. Specifk; duties shall be
those delineated in the by-laws and
other functions as delegated by the

council."

^ job description according to

the USAC Constitution

';^

^ ^
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USAC Mid-Year Reviews Continue

Lejeune works to diversify

t»npus events prograttiminj

Luclcett says despite funds,

he has had a 'decent year^
» - -

—

By Laureea4^^rovici. Staff Writer

During his campaign for campus
events commissioner, Mike Lejeune
promised to diversify programming on
campus.

As campus events commissioner, Le-
jeune has worked with the Jewish
Student Union to bring Abba Eban to
speak on campus, the Black Student
Alliance to present the film "A
Soldier's Story'* and the Interfraternity
Council to present the film "After
Hours." He has also presented films jn
honor of Womens* Week.

According to the Undergraduate
"Students Association Constitution, the
campus events commissioner is respon-

sible for setting up committees to ar-

range, supervise and conduct activi-

ties. Currently, Lejeune's commission
/uns the movies in Ackerman Union
(including sneak previews), the
Associated Students speakers program.

Please see LEJEUNE, Page 11

* The campus events commissioner
shall organize and execute the
association's ali>campus events as
head' of the campus events commis-
sion and its representative to the USA
Council. Specific duties shall be those
delineated in the by-laws and other
functions as delegated by the council."

— job description according to the

USAC Constitution

Number of weekly USAC meetings attended

EaUQuarter ^Wfitef Qtfaitei!:

Mike Lejeune

Jason Luckett

Detx)rah Owen

Erwin Sanvictores

Ron Taylor

total meetings held

8

7

9

9

8 /

7

6

a

6

7

By Laureen Lazarovici

Staff Writer

Although he said he would have
liked to have more money for his

commission. Cultural Affairs Com-
missioner Jason Luckett said he
believes he has had "a decent ye^r.

**

Luckett, according to the
Undergraduate Students Association

Constitution, is responsible for run-

ning and publicizing cultural arts

programs. Currently, his commis-
sion has sponsored noon concerts,

comedy shows at the Cooperage,
exhibits in the Kerkhoff Student Art
Gallery and Wednesday night jazz
concerts.

He cites the Tower of Power con-
cert, as his most successful event.
"About 1,500 people attended that
concert," he said.

Other concerts Luckett felt were
sucessful in terms of attendance in-

clude A Band Called Sam and the
Bone Daddys.

Mr. Bullhorn, Luckett said, was
one of thf! more popular acts

of his less successful events. "They
were a great band," Luckett said,
"but it was hard to get people to go
see them. It is hard to do a pro-
gram that is not loud."
One of Luckett's campaign pro-

mises was IP ^t up a one day
culture fest.

Luckett said he would still like to
have a culture fest, but has had a
problem getting the special interest

groups involved. Over $800
however, has been budgeted for the
project, and Luckett said his com-
mission will present a program on
April 26.

Another of Luckett's promises
was to have folk poetry night.
Although a director, Steve Wright,
was appointed for the project, the
commission ran into funding pro-
blems with the Undergraduate Stu-
dents Association Council Pro-
gramming Committee and he could

Please see LUCKETT, Page 11

9

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse Comedy
Night both because it was well at-
tended and "he was obnoxious and
kids like that. It was a good break
from the doldrums of URL."
The Sculpture in Bronze art show

was also a well-received event,
Luckett added.-

S Luckett said the Canadian folk
band La Botine Souriante was one

*The cultural affairs commissioner
slralt organize and execute' xhw
associatkm's cultural arts programs
as head of the cultural affairs com-
mission and its representative to the
USA Council. Specific duties shall be
those delineated in the by-laws and
other functions as delegated bv the
council."

— Job description according to the

USAC Constitution
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Smeal^crtresses neM for student
participation in proK^hoice marcli

By Jordan Kitaen

Jlo ensure the continuing
existence of legalized abor-

tion and birth control. Na-
tional Organization for

Women President Eleanor
Smeal stressed Wednesday
the "urgent" need for stu-

dent participation ^n a
pro-choice march this Sun-

"I am asking you stu-

dents here today to come
march with us and bring
your friends," Smeal told

the crowd of 150 in Bunche
Hall. "Your age group will

be affected by the issues

surrounding the march
much more than my
generation will."

According to its orga-
nizers, the purpose of the
"March for Women's Lives"

is to ensure the safety of

birth control and the legali-

Please see SMEAL, Page 7

in <m i(n.»iii(tifcifc<iw^>w

Eleanor Smeal
RICHARD MURPHY/D«ly Bruin

Colien quits

montli of
By Mark Talavera, Staff Writer

after

troversy

After being "fired" from his post Feb. 6, Marc Cohen,
undergraduate budget review director, officially resigned his

position Tuesday.
Charging that Cohen was not fulfilling his duties as budget

review director. Undergraduate President Ron Taylor originally

dismissed Cohen without the Undergraduate Student Associa-

tion Council approval. This move prompted a student council

investigation into the matter as well as an undergraduate
judicial board case filed by Cohen against the president's office.

"After much serious thought, I have decided that instead of

prolonging this until the end of my term, I would submit my
resignation," Cohen's letter of resignation stated. "I firmly

believe that if I continued in my position I would be forced to

work in a very unproductive atmosphere."
However, council members apparently were not aware of

Cohen's resignation until after they voted Tuesday night to ap-

prove his dismissal.

To fire any appointed undergraduate student government of-

ficial, two-thirds of council must approve the dismissal — a rule

that was interpreted differently by various USAC members.
USAC voted 9-4-1 to oust Cohen from office, and 10 votes

were required to meet the two-thirds requirement. According to

Robert's Rules of Order, USAC's parliamentary procedures, an
abstention is considered a negative vote when calculating frac-

tions.

However, Taylor said the two-thirds rule was met because
Lyle Timmerman, adminstrative representative and non-student

member, abstained, thus reducing the necessary affirmative

Please see COHEN, Page 9
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Millions, in fact. Because now
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Don't be fooled byJheahh' f • t •^^^^^f vitamin propaganda
invest In vitamins whether
they actually need them or

not.

Vitamins are potent, in-

dispensible, non-caloric
substances. Though they are

essential in maintaining good
health and growth, they are

needed in onty"

amount

Billions of dollars are spent
on 'health* food paraphernalia
in the United States each year.
Vitamin purchases probably
top the list of expenditures.

Vitamins have attracted a
cult following which believes
ihitmt essential nutrients ivill

protect them from illness and
are the quick and eas\' way to

look like Jack LaLanne.
A few people buy vitamins

on their doctor's advice. Most
people, however, possibly in-

fluenced by deceptive health
ffxjd propaganda, decide to

very

re winr eats a

reasonablv varied diet should

normally never need sup-
plemental vitamins.

If you are concerned about
your vitamin intake, it is

much wiser to improve your
eating habits and food choices

rather than depending on
pills.

In pure form, all vitamins
and minerals are specific

chemical compounds.
' Therefore, the body cannot
distinguish between natural

and synthetic forms.

A crucial point to
remember, however, is that

vitamin and mineral pills have
only about eight to 20 of the

neai-Iy 50 nutrients the body
needr^Dr~good health. Again,
the only way to get all 50
nutrients is to eat a balanced
diet.

Vitamins are divided into

two categories: fat-soluble
and water-solubl^. The fat-

soluble vitamins — A,D,E and
K — are stored in the body.
Vitamins A and D can ac-

cumulate in the body in toxic

'

levels, causing diarrhea, head-

aches and nausea.
Vitamin A is necessary

inew cell growth andU,
tissues and is essential S^r
sion in dim light. It is i
in milk, egg yolks and in Km
yellow and green vegetable

Vitamin D aids in the
sorption of calcium „
phosphorus in bone formaHr
Vitamin D deficiency m
rickets and skeleton deform,
tlon. Abundant sources
Vitamin D include canneand fresh fish, egg

^qII
vitamin fortified foods such «mUk and margarine, and oJ
posure to sunlight.

Vitamin E acts to preven
Please see SNACMANJ
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Minimum down payment 5% GMAC
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u
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(Corner of Westwood & Santa Monica Blvd)

Buy or lease Program
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Does it again!
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OF THE
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Come in and try our
fantastic new creation.

NO OTHER FLAVOR LIKE
IT IN THE WORLD!

10918 Le Conte (across from UCLA main entrance)
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SMEAL:
Continued from Page 5
ty and accessibility of abortion
for those who need it. At the
present time, birth control
and abortion are legal in this

country, but, Smeal said,
right wing anti-abortion

,
groups are threatening to
eliminate these options.

^*(These groups) have the
supjjort of many politicians.

QQc^Ogi dally bruin thuraday, march 13, 1986 I

Student participation in pro-ctioice march

and the sentiment of the
media because they have been

so vocal and so visible through dation to reach their objec-
their marches," Smeal said. tive.

"But in all the polls, we are "Last year alone 37
the majority — the will of the Women's Health Centers were
people is behind us. This gutted by bombs," Smeal
march will make the results of claimed. "People who work in

those polls visible to everyone these centers are constantly
— political leaders will be receiving death threats, and
forced to take notice." their families are being
-y Smeal claimed^that pro-ttfe^ harassed — by groups which the^women "

be~1ieard^ l^^'^
(right-wing) groups often call themseIv<M pro-lifers and^ lives are beingIHreatened.
resort to violence and intimi- moral majority." Smeal was interrupted sev-

Smeal called these groups
hypocritical. "The realistic

needs of hundreds of thou-
sands of people are being
clouded by the ignorance and
unfounded claims of these
groups," she said. "It's time to

stop this wide-spread
hypoci*isy and let the voice of

eral times by applause from
the crowd, and a couple times

by laughter after she question-

ed the validity of the pro-lifers

stance.

Discussing the "so-called

natural method of birth con-

trol" which is advocated by
the Roman Catholic Church,
Smeal asked; "How can alcei=~

ibate priest tell

» i" » '

<

-

US what ISpriest

Please see SMEAL, Page 14

<»» aK>osingq longdislaiice
company isa lot 111® ciioosing

a roommate.
VWXwrw4iWwm iMi»ii'»»«>>»a»»»W>»MW(|.< —'O'?

lt!sbettertoknowwhat the/'re
~

litebe^Meyoumove Inr
^

Living with someone for the first time can be an

"educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company isn't any

different. Because some companies may not give you

all the services youVe used to getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have to

spend a certain amount before you qualify for their

special volume discounts. With some others, voice ,

quality may vary.

But when you choose AT&T, there worft be any

surprises when you move in. Youll get the same high-

quality, trouble-free service youte used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. And

discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through

Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and

11pm, Sunday through Friday. i_
With AT&T, youll continue to get services like im-

mediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And long distance operators to help you anytime there's

a problem on the line.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance com-

pany, choose AT&T. Because whether you're into Mozart

or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree

on. Call 1 800 222-0300 for more information or to

choose AT&Ti —

^

-—

Reach outond touch someonef

AT&T
The right choice.

i\.
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CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY •

MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE
MOST ENTREES SERVED ON 'SIZZLINGLY HOT"

PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND
AROMA. BANQUETS^TIJ^STAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS \BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 :30-4:00)
DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

Delivery-
208-1722

1

,,, SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese ^ood in Westwood Village

114Gayley (located behmd National Th«atre) 208-9214

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon

(^^f^l^ Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $11
Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

/^

1643 Westwood Blvd. • I BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

HHiaiiBRuiN BONusaiigniiij
^^^^ — - -# homemade *"

ice cream
parlourJeff's

Westwood's 1st Mix-In Store

2 for I
S

t

(on cones or cups of equal or lesser value)
ALL ICE CREAM MADE ON PREMISES

Boston Style MIx-lns. TofuttI, Shakes. Expresso.
"Lisas" Cookies and Brownies

WL CATER PARTIES
2099 WESTWOOD BLVD.

(between Santa Monica and Olympic)
closed Mondays 470-05 1 5 ^»p. 3-20-86
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Surrounded by children who have received liver transplants. Dr. Ron, Busutill,

transplant surgeon and head of the UCLA Liver Transplant Program/ cuts a cake Wed-

nesday in honor of the program's anniversary.

BUDG nel OKs=^fmcb=i
Continued from Page 1

currently provides postdoctoral awards of

$25,000 and dissertation-year awards of

$15,000 to minority and women faculty,

received the committee's approval of $200,000

for the next fiscal year, which begins July 1.

The committee accepted the governor's pro-

posal of $200,000 for this program —
$100,000 from state funds and $100,000 from

the university.

The university contends it would be possible

"to provide postdoctoral awards up to $28,000
— $3,000 more than the current year. %

"The university will be able to compete
with other postdoctoral programs which target

the same small population of minority and
women Ph.D.s in those fields which are

underrepresented," said William Frazer, UC
vice president of academic affairs.

However, the legislative analyst's office

believes the program would only redistribute*

minority and women faculty members among
universities and would not increase the

number of such faculty members employed.
"The state can do more to rectify the

primary problem of underrepresentation by
devoting its limited resources to programs that

will increase the number of minority and
women graduates form doctoral programs,"
Hamm said.

Additionally, the committee approved a

$250,000 program that would provide awards
to tenure candidates who need additional time

to work on research. According to the univer-

sity, these awards would give recipients some
time off their normal duties and provide small

grants for research-related activities.

The university contends that these awards
would help minorities and women achieve

tenure and act as an incentive in recruiting

prospective faculty.

Other actions taken by the committee in-

clude:

• Approved $500,000 for Pacific Rim
research, including the Education Abroad
Program.
• Approved $1 million to continue studying

the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC), the

world's biggest particle accelerator, if built.

• Approved $876,000 to support an addi-

tional 200 graduate students for the next year.

The majority of these students would be in

fields such as engineering and computer^
science.

The UC budget is currendy making its way
through fiscal subcommittees in both the

Senate and the Assembly. The final version

should be adopted by a joint legislative com-

mittee in May or June. It will then be sent to

the governor's desk for approval.
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TBIVIAL PUB8UIT
PEWy/ YOU MAve
A 0E.FIN1T6
PROBLEM WITH

THAT 5 WMM" I M^AVJ'
YOU'RE WASTING ALL
YOUR Tl^At NAEM'
OfclZ\NG \NS\GM\^VCANT
lNfOR.(Y\ATlOh4
THAT you
AEE GOING
TO FORGET
RI6HT
AFTER
THt Fli^AU
ANYWAY /

by Dom Polclno

UH.,.yEAH...
YOU NAAY SE
R16HT...MAYBE
I AM WASTING
MY TIME...

UM..;

WoH wett'. NO tiMe
Vf ^^

TO WORRY A60Ut

THAT NOWf
I wAve TO
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^Vrts Night '86: From painting

and sculpture to belly dancing
Students had the chance to express their artistic abilities

Tuesday night at Arts Night '86.

A monologue, a juggling-comedy piece and a belly
dancer with a snake companion were among the acts per-

::formed by students in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom.^^^
"It was a chanpc for non-art majors to show off their

stuff," said Don Kohan, show producer and cultural
chairman of the Division of Honors.

Another goal of the program was "to create a social as
well as academic atmosphere that would enhance student
expression," said Ben NickoU, Division of Honors presi-
dent.

An exhibition of students' visual arts preceeded the show
and included air brush paintings, drawings, photographic
works and a sculpture consisting of molded human faces
on top of cement blocks linked together with white gauze.

Authors Irving and Jean Stone delivered an introduction
to the performance. Both Nickoll and Kim Kowsky, Divi-
sion of Honors vice president, served as the masters of cer-
emony.

Acts in the show included "Vengeance is not ours, it's

God's," a dramatic monologue by psyqhology major Raul
Magadia, and a performance on the Pipa, or ancient
Chinese lute, by biology major Angela Lui. Lui is "the se-
cond most accomplished lutenist in the world," Kohan
saidl

Other acts included "The Power of Dance" with public
health student Lisa Simonson and engineering major
Philip Hamory as ballroom dancers; a reading of original
poetry by English and classics student David Miller; and a
belly dance performed by sociology major Korey Dhem-
ing, otherwise known as Najla, the Snake Dancer.
The event, attended by approximately 150 people, was

itberthird annual Arts Ni^t and was co-sponsored by tfee=

_Bivision of Honors and the Cultural Affairs Commission.

— Michelle Perin

COHEN: Quits post
Continued from Page 5
votes to nine. .

"I spoke with Lyle (Timmerman) prior to last (week's)
meeting and it was my understanding that on votes requiring
two-thirds of the voting membership, if a non-student abstain-
ed, it would reduce that (necessary) number," Taylor said.
Timmerman and other council members objected to Taylor's

ruling, saying that 10 votes must be achieved despite any
abstentions.

"I found it ironic that after coming to that understanding
(with Timmerman), (Timmerman) doubted the issue when it

came up," Taylor said.

Because of these objections, the council voted on Taylor's
decision. The motion to overturn it failed 8-5.

"The argument is whether it took nine or 10 votes (to dismiss
Cohen)," said Deborah Owen, administrative vice f)resident and
^hair of the USAC Constitutional Jleview Committee, "But
Marc Cohen's resignation sheds a different light on everything."
Timmerman could not be reached for comment because of a

family emergency.
Although Council had already ruled on the matter, Taylor

said Cohen's resignation may prompt USAC to repeal its deci-

sion because Cohen resigned that same night.

. "I am totally willing to say Marc Cohen resigned," Taylor
said. "He expressed an intent that he wanted that way out of

his position. I am .willing to go to the next meeting and strongly
encourage council to repeal its decision."

Five officers, vice chairman

appointed to Elections Board

By TeriAnne Carpenter

Politics Editor

The size of the
undergraduate Elections
Board grew Tuesday with
the appointment of six of-

ficers, including a vice

chairman.
Despite debate by the

Undergraduate Students
Association Council over

the approval of Vice
Chairman David Green
because of a possible con-

flict of interest, he was ap-

proved 5-4-2 and the five

others were approved
without debate.

The fact that Green had
assisted with General Rep-

resentative Bill Barley's

campaign in 1985 and
worked in the office of a

potential candidate
(General Rep Mark
Feldman) in the upcomm-
ing election, was questioned
by council members as a
possible conflict of interest.

"He's incredible and he
can totally divorce himself

from our office," Barley
said.

Green said he was work-
ing "for the office as a
whole" and not for any one
individual. He added he
would quit the office if he

was appointed.

Second Vice President

Erwin Sanvictores also

questioned Green about his

authorship of a viewpoint

article in the Daily Bruin

which criticized- council

members for not making
Please see E-BOARD, Page 14

MM^j 'leave f/ie Searching To U» I"

DATA BASE SEARCH By PflVI
Information for Ternt Papers
A Thesis Is At Your Fingertips

H Ifs Been Published, PRA Can Get It For Youl
Need a print-out of an ORION search?

— Wont a faifteoreh of over400 journals for your research proloctr

: 1

^Won4er If onyoi^e else has written a tresis ony^ subject?

Ut us provfd* you wHh bibliography. ttotltHct, abstracts. fuH t«xt artlctos.

459-18251CALL 213
COMPUTERIZED
INFORMATION
ACCESS

Pacific Research Associates
16601 PEQUERO place
PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIFORNIA 90272 "^^^^^

^^'
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1 GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get 'A order of Dim Sum free!

•

(with coupon)

1

Expires 3/20/86

•DIM SUM 8. SALADS
•SOUPS, NOODLES.
8. RICE

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
1 1 -0 pm

visa and
MASTERCARD

Accepted

VisiiMlcM

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd.,

W.L.A.(Olympic @ Bundy in Westslde Plaza)

479-4774

- Free
Parking

£^J^v.v3^•^^°'*=/lfe-Tv^oo Q^^oP^^o
System TM

My newest coloring system defies opposition and contrasts regimented prior methods whereby
any given area of hair is colored or lightened and processed by cap or foil weaved, without

predetermination in approach to keeping your hair protected before & during the entire process,

using less chemical while accelerating action. By making precise simultaneous evaluation, and
changes in formula and timing, hair will approach a moTB healthy-natural color desired.

iV2'>^%'5"^^1 0?S9^V20^„ea^-"
I

I This coupon entitles you to credit towards purchase of any Nexxus, Sebastian, ^'^

I » Jf^-^-S- hairproduct with verification of hair care services performed

Look for H/TV Coming soon to S. Sassoon

Happy Hair Hour -Cuts from $12

Sassoon S. Sassoon
Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton

208-7277
208-4247
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

^1 »'<—
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The UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies
Presents

BLACKS IN AMERICAN
POLITICS

MICHAEL PRESTON
Professor of Political Science

University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana

''BLACK POLITICS IN CHICAGO
MACHINE TO REFORM

POLITICS"

Thursday, 13 March 2:0Q p.m.
4269 Bunche Hall

N

For further information call 825-7403
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"^6u mean, all I havtf te do to be d
brolher is play RA6E wi+h Some guy cdlW tog?**

CHASE
Bar 6si Ctrillc

Dinner For 2

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
is seeking applicants for the position of

1986 TENPERCENT BUSINESS MANAGER
TenPercent is UCLA's newsmagazine covering issues

of concern to the gay and lesbian community

Applications are available in the Pnblications

Offl(;e, 1 1 2 KeirckhofT Hall.

Application deadline: Friday. April 4, noon.

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, KLA, Bruin Life,

Ha'am, La Gente, Nommo, Pacific Ties, TenPercent.Together

u in.it -1 KM

$13.99

los 1 I ..IN iiv \\i- • w istwi'oj • S24 n 10

Mi^.
)

Women s Studies

Feminist Books

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213) 477-7300

r

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

I~ UCLA Student Special

$16 CUT & BLOW
MUSTSHOW UCLA STUDENT

I.D. WITH COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to any
client ivtiose hair condition is imsuitedAe.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd

479-0014 475-3264

S^

FREEWAY^ERIES

WAGE: Taylor opposes cuts
Continued from Page 1

, , « , . ^

But UCLA Compensation Manager Jack Powazek said

Gardner's plan will result in "no significant changes in

terms,of process (for determining student wages) from

prior years."

He said the process involves looking at salary surveys

and consulting with departments like business enterprises

and community safety that hire a lot of students. Based on

these inputs, his office makes a recommendation and the

UC president makes the final decision.—- — -^—

-

Asked whether his office would look at market wages,

Powazek said, "The problem is that we don't have one

type of studetit job. We can't go to McDonalds and then

apply their wage scale to jobs here."

While the new wage policy does not directly affect stu-

dents employed by ASUCLA, Powazek said "ASUCLA
does try to be consistent with our wage policy."

ASUCLA Personnel Director Valerie Tamsen said there

will be "essentially no changes" in the way wages will be

set. "We are not planning to look at the local market or

minimum wage."

SNACMAN: Health food propaganda
Continued from Page 6

the oxidation and destruction

of unsaturated fatty acids,

which are used as fuel in the

body. Vitamin E is found in

nuts, beans, vegetable oils,

liver and wheat germ.
Water-soluble vitamins,

such as vitamins C and B-

complex, are not stored in the

body. These vitamins should

be supplied in adequate
amounts in your daily intake

of foods -since they, ar^eon—
stantly being used up or w>ish-

ed out of the body through

sweat or urine.

Vitamin Bl, thiamin, acts

to help release energy from
carbohydrates in metabolism.

A thiamin deficiency can
retard carbohydrate metabo-
lism which affects nerve and
muscle functioning. Lean pork

is the richest source of Bl,

though beans, seeds and
enriched grains are other good
sources.

Riboflavin, Vitamin B2, is

also necessary for the energy
release process from car-

bohydrates, proteins and fats.

Vitamin B2 is found in milk,

meat, cheese, dark leafy
vegetables and enriched
grains.

Vitamin B6 is involved
mostly in the utilization of
protein. It is found abundant-
ly in whole grain cereals,

potatoes, red meats, corn,
green vegetables, soybeans and
peanuts.

Vitamin B12 is unique
among the nutrients in that it

is found universally in all

animal proteins. It is also

unique in that it requires a
special compound synthesized
in the stomach for its absorp-
tion.

Vitamin B12 helps in the
production of red blood cells

and maintains the protective
sheaths around nerve fibers.

Deficiencies can cause damage
to nerve tissue, which means

vegetarians who do not eat
any meat should supplement
their diet with this vitamin.
Abundant sources are organ
meats, fish, milk, eggs and
shellfish.

Ascorbic acid. Vitamin C,
promotes growth and tissue

repair, including the healing
of wounds. It is required for

the production of collagen, a

protein substance of which
bones, teeth, skin and tendons
-are eomposedr

Vitamin C protects against

infections, promotes the ab-

sorption of iron and acts as a
preservative when Used as a
food additive. Citrus fruits are
among the best sources of

Vitamin C, as well as berries,

melons, tomatoes, broccoli,

potatoes and cabbage.
Although vitamins, minerals

and other nutrients perform
vital functions in the body,
vitamin deficiencies are rare.

Many vitamin manufactur-
ers have been asserting that

the need for nutrients in-

creases when under stress.

While this is true to some ex-

tent, this argument is

misleading because the needs
rarely exceed the Recom-
mended Daily Allowance
(RDA) and can be met by
-eati

Here are two important
points to remember:
• Vitamin supplements are

not a substitute for good,
balanced nutrition.

• Eat a diet which includes

the four basic food groups.
.

For more information con-

cerning vitamins or if you ,

wish to receive an individual

nutritional assessment of your
daily eating patterns, contact

a Peer Health Counselor
(825-8462) or a Student
Health Advocate.

Compiled by Student Nutri-

tion Awareness Committee
(SNAC) member Diana
Johnston

UCLfl
EXTENSION

Department of Engineering and Science

CHALLENGING SCIENTIFIC PROBLEMS III:

Major Issues with Divergent Views

STAR WARS:
DIVERGENT VIEWS OF ITS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

SPEAKERS:
Marvin Goldberger, PhD,
President, California Institute
of Technology

Robert W. Selden, PhD, ^
Associate Director for *

Theoretical and
Computational Physics,
Los Alamos, New Mexico

THURSDAY, MARCH 13

7 30-10 pm
HJCLA: 100 Moore Hall

Student Admission Fee: $6

(with full-time ID)

General Admission Fee: $12

For further information, call

(213) 825-7093.
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LUCKETT: 'Decent year'

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Daily Bruin

Jason Luckett

Continued from Pa^e ^

not finish it. Since then,
howevW, the USAC Pro-
gramnpring Committee has
allocated $7,000 to the com-
mission, some of which will be
used to fund the poetry pro-
gram. Luckett said he will run
the program himself, and it

will be held in the Kerkhoff
Coffeehouse Thursday nights.

Luckett is also responsible
for interviewing applicants for

the Student Committee for the
Arts, an organization that
funds discount tickets for stu-

dents for performances at

Royce Hall,, and he hopes to

work with that committee
next quarter.

Luckett will graduate in the
spring.

LEJEUNE: Diverse programs
Continued from Page 4
noon concerts, the Charlie
Chaplin award for excellence
in film and the Jack Benny
Award for excellence in com-
edy. In addition. Lejuene ap-
points the chairmen of Mardi
Gras and the Spring Sing.

Lejeune said he is also pro-
.ud- ' '^^ Jhfr oo Hi mission a

speakers program, which has
brought television and film

notables to campus, including
such celebrities as Bill Murray,
Dudley Moore and Mark
Harmon. •

Lejeune worked with the
Cultural Affairs Commission
to produce the jazz-funk
group Tower of Power's con-

cert on the Westwood Plaza
stage, which he cited as one of

this year's most successful
events.

The success of that concert
has prompted Lejeune to try

to program more concerts at

the Westwood Plaza stage. He
has. however faced problems
with that idea. "The plaza
stage is not covered by the fa-

cilities waiver pool, so it is

two or three times more ex-

pensive to program there,'* Le-
jeune said.

The facilities waiver pool is

a fund set up by the ASUCLA
Board of Control enabling
student government groups to

use facilities for free.

Lejeune said he hopes the

university and ASUCLA will

discuss the use of the
Westwood Plaza stage since it

is "a more intelligent alter-

native" to the A-level Acker-

man stage. He also noted that

use of Royce Hall is expensive,

but that "students should be
able to use it."

Funding for the commission
comes from student fees and
corporate sponsorships. Le-
jeune said he is looking for

new corporate sponsors since

the university would rather

SHAHE NAJARIAN/DaiN Bruin

Lejeune

not have alcohol companies
sponsoring campus events, but
he admitted that "it is very
hard for us" to find other
sponsors.

"Alcohol companies are very
willing to sponsor us, and
other companies are not as

giving," Lejeune said. The
commission received $3,600 of

its $10,600 concert budget
from Miller Beer.

While running for office last

year, Lejeune was concerned
about getting more funds for

special interest group pro-

gramming. Despite the failure

of last spring's undergraduate
Proposition 1, which would
have provided more money for

the campus events, communi-
ty service and cultural affairs

commissions as well as for

special interest groups, Le-

jeune said his commission has

been willing to help the SIGs
with programming in the

areas of "funding, knowledge
and expertise."

He explained that "groups
might have good connections,

but might not have the experi-

ence" for putting on an event.

Lejeune, who will graduate
this spring, said that he has

learned to be more flexible.

"We are trying to be relevant

and diverse, but we need to

get the best value."

NOW WHY ISNT THIS
WOMAN SMILING?

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVi MNTISTRY

For Appointment:
• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones(bring your own tape)

• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

m^M daily bruin
^
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or
Westwood. Qasaes every week-Sat.
Sun. WeeknlgtiU. Inexpensive,
Stimulating & Fun. Locations also at

Beveriy Hin«. S.M.. Culver Qtv and
South Bay.

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213) 478-7099
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WEST L.A. 10929 W. PKX) 474^102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEOA /SZ-ANNA. 1

CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES PROM.

AND

BRUIN IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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1132

< LiNORHOd"

L rte M«"mbP' U C L A Aiumm AssocliIio'i • Speciali/mg m Conlacl

Lenses Since '9/1 * All Lens Types Available • All Cases Accepted

Regardless ol Ditlicuity • Same Day Service Available • Validated

Parking • Eiceiient Selection ot the Latest in Fashion Eyewear and
Sunglasses 'Lab on Premises • Contacts Polished While Vou Wait

• Consultants tor Compulef Vision Problems

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011
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VILLAGESALON
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

AND T
HOTTEST HAIR SALON

Student Specials!
$14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-71 14

CHASE
Har^ CJrillc

"Chanipai;ne Special

Dinner !i>r 2

OWEN: This year's better than pas^

$24.99

CALIFOPNIA LEAGUF O CONSEPVATOnI VOTEf^

Work to qualify a safe drinking water initiative for

the 1 986 ballot and effect politltal change.

Organizers, Couriers, Activists

^ Part-time/Full-time positions

Working hours 5-9pm

$5.200 -$l3.000/yr.

CALL: (2 1 3) 826-88 1

2

I ^2 1 y banta Mon ica BTygTWr-fcos Angeles.

I04'> i;.i\lis \vi W i-lvM'i>J • SJ j \\\C

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permafiex ^^^
Permalens& v/Q
Bausch & Lomb -^,
30 Day Extended ^—

'^Jl^

Additional Pair qRiI
up to 2 weeks W ]

Soft
Daily.

Wear

Total

$65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM.
CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1 500 operations to date
Radio Keralotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient

$lOOO/tZye-Credit Program "Arranged

LB .2168 Pacific. (213)591-1594

V N . 7232 Van Nuys (818)786-5892

Ananeim. 414 StateCollege 3! (714) 774-4510

LA . 1482 S Robertson, (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7fl9e

-^
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WALKMEN

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDER
•Built-in AM/FM stereo tuner

•One point stereo microphone
•Tape speed control

,

M0DELWM-F17

$5995 Bruin special

^ with AD _

—r

STEREO ^^^
CASSETTE PLAYER
•Stereo cassette playback
'Metal tape playback for excellent sound
•Automatic shut-off

•Ultra-light MDR headphones
Model WM-1 1

D

$2995 Bruin special

with AD

I SONYHF60
I

I TAPES
79^
with quantities of 4

FOR BRUINS
ONLY WITH
COUPON
ONLY -

SPECIAL! SIGNET CARTRIDGE 3Q95
For your turntable mtg llst .%/ For Bruins Only

'- ——— $49.95 r—^
'-

Jtu^

BELJMK. 1025 Westwood Blvd:
One Block South of UCLA

208-5150 Hi-Fi 208-5161

CSkftt^TSk Hi-Fi A i/ideO hours: Mon.-Fri.9am-€pmSat.10am-6pm%»ciiii^ici «H w B^a^w
Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with

Prices listed are cash and carry and sut)tert to _ .^,.^ ^c <qoc $7.50 minimum purchase
change. Quantities limited to stock on hand. AD Expires Mar. 1 5, 1 986

Continued from Page 3

sisted of a breaktast and a

half-day program. This year,

the program will last for a full

day, including workshops
which Owen hopes will lead

•to internships and summer
jobs for participants.

"It's more than whar"!"
wanted," she said!

''
"

Owen had also promised to

"expand" the administrative

internship program. She said

these internships have increas-

ed "in quality, not in quanti-

ty" and that students- were do-

ing more research and less

clerical work for ad-
ministrators.

Owen said she was especial-

ly happy about the intern ill

Dean of Students Raymond
Goldstone's office, who at one

point was taken to a Board of

Control meeting — a unique

opportunity for a student, she

said.

»yf rroi'*» rY,o fhe most

satisfaction," she said, of any
program from her office this

year.

Owen said she considers

"the perception students have
of student government" the

unhappiest feature of her job.

Last year Owen said she^
wanted to increase student-
parking by encouraging facul-

ty members to carpool, but
she said she has not had a lot

of luck. "Sometimes I think

it's a dead-end situation."

She said her staff-4s^ in-

vestigating the possibility of

establishing weekend permits
in residence hall parking lots,

since many dormitory
residents leave campus on
weekends.

Owen said she expects to

graduate fall or winter
quarter of the 1986-87 aca-

demic year, but added "A part

of me will always be around
USAC."

What's Bruin
FRIDAY

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a junior recital by Mark Dillon, har-

pist, and Craig Garfinkle, guitarist. Noon, Jan Popper Theater in

Schoenberg Hall. 825-4761.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a junior recital by Clarolyn Maier,

iiarpist, and Anthony Milosevic, pianist. 4 .p.m.. Jan Popper Theater

IHSchoenberg HalI.TM^r825-476r
'

Campus Events presents the films Cocoon (6 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.)

and The Gods Must Be Crazy (8:15 p.m.) in Ackerman G
Ballroom. $1 per film.

UCLA Imiloq Hawaii Club general meeting. Ackerman 3564f''5-7

p.m. 837-5779 or 824-0073.

International Students Association is holding ISA volleyball practice

from 9-11 a.m. in the Men's Gym, room 200. 825-1681.

Muslim Students Assoication of UCLA is holding a Jum'ah Meeting.

Noon, 3564 Ackerman.

SATURDAY
UCLA Extension weekend program, "Morita and Naikan Therapy:

An Introduction to Japanese Approaches to Self-Development" with

David Reynolds, instructor, director, To-Do Institute. 9 a.m. -4 p.m.,

Rm. 211, UCLA Extension Bldg., 10995 LeConte Ave. $125.

UCLA Extension Saturday Program "Professional Development for

Legal Assistants and Administrators" with Chere Estrin, instructor,

paralegal administrator, Loeb and Loeb. 9 a.m. -4 p.m., Rm. 211

UCLA Extension Bldg. $125.

UCLA Extension Saturday Program "Child Assessment Model: A
Family Systems Approach to the Psychological Care of Children and
Their Families" with instructors Leonora Petty, Jody Schor, and Janice

Goldhaber. 9 a.m. -4 p.m., A2-342 Marion Davies Children's Clinic.

$85.

UCLA Extension Saturday Program "A Dialogue with Paulo Friere"

with Peter Park, coordinator, sociology professor. University of

^Massachusetts, Amherst. 9 a.m. -3 p.m., 3400 Boclter Hall. $45. -^ " •—'-•

SUNDAY
UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a concert by the UCLA Madrigal

Singers (Donn Weiss, Director) 4 p.m., Schoenberg Hall. $5, general

admission; $3, students, faculty, staff and senior citizens. 825-4761

.

UCLA Music Dept. sponsors a Senior Recital by Stephanie Kauf-
baum, Harpist. 8 p.m., Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall. Free.

825-4761

The Daily Bruin will publish

two issues 10th week.

Look for us

Monday and Thursday.

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP
CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED

Men & Women Welcome

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

Join Many UCLA Students At:

^^^^<.l]^l^J.^.f^!^^^^ FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5820 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (2^/1 tjocks East of Fairfax)

^
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I^I!:9i?= "<?P^toJ«®eP P«wnwes» says he works for allContinued from Page 3
represent students — that
comes first."

One of Taylor's repre-
sentation priorities has been
support for the University of
California Student Association
(UCSA)^i-A- group^-^4JG sHi

our tremendous needs for pro-
gramming."

In the end, however, all

groups took funding cuts.
Taylor's own budget dropped
$3,000 from the last ad-
ministration's^.

dent body presidents which ''WeVebeen able to us&our
directs the UC Student Lobby.
"What we've done this year,

which hasn't happened for
many years, is make a full

$1.25 per student contribution
to UCSA," he said. "We have
to grasp the fact that the ma-
jor decisions about educational
policy occur in Sacramento.
You have to allocate resources
in a way that's consistent with
influencing decisions. The
lobby contribution has done
that."

Taylor said his plans to in-
crease donations to Califor-
nia's 12th most powerful lob-
by met initial resistance from
undergraduate commissioners.
-^4ie problem is, individuals
see diverting funds to UC
Lobby as making the pie
smaller for their groups.
Everybody needs the money.
There was a real reluctance to
give it to the lobby in light of

Continued from Page 1

Central America because
many of the policy decisions
this nation makes about that
region are made in a vacuum
of ignorance.

**I would hope that decision
making is based on facts and
not emotions, and I'm
discouraged that the president
called my article disinforma-
tion," he added.

About four months ago,

.

Bums said he was asked to
write a guest commentary for
Nicaragua Perspectives, a
magazine published semi-
annually by the Nicaraguan
Information Center in
Berkeley, California. A
spokesman for the center said
the group disseminates aca-
demic and journalistic articles

about U.S. policy and Central
America.

**I am amazed that the
president even saw the arti-

cle," Bums said. "It seems to
me that it was published in

the most obscure place of any
piece I've written. I doubt
that Reagan is a subscriber,
but I wish he were."

Burns said his article is

written from a historical
perspective and makes three
major points.

"First, the U.S. should be
very leary about supporting"
the contra rebels, of which 46
of the top 48 command posi-

tions are held by former
soldiers or officers of the
Somoza National Guard."

Second, Bums said that be-

fore our government decides

to allocate $100 million more
to the contras, we should
know specifically what this

group stands for and what its

economic and political
priorities would be if it came
to power.

Third, the U.S. must try to

understand why Nicaragua's

current government is, accor-

ding to Burns, very popular

with the Nicaraguan people.

"The current government

has implemented far-reaching

land and social reform and

does, in fact, enjoy popular

support," Burns claimed.

remaining resources effective-
ly,'' he said. "I really and tru-
ly believe that the lobby serves
a great purpose. The only way
we have a collective voice is

through the lobby. Financial
aid, for example, is one of its

priorities."

When asked if students can
see the direct results of their
invested $28,000 in UC Stu-
dent Lobby, Taylor said, "yes
and no."

^t appears that financial
aid may go through as is —
with 8 percent cuts across the
board nationwide. I'm not
sure UC Lobby can change
that. The question is: WhaL
can they do to propose alter-

nate funding sources, or can
we freeze registration fees so
they don't go up at the same
time? The money we give
helps them do that."

But criticism has been

levied that Taylor gave too
much to UCSA — that a
reduced funding pool left
groups disappointed with the
amount of money received.

Manv students need alter-
nate funding sources, and
Taylor said he plans to pro-
vide them through work with
the Undergraduate Financial
Supports Commission, a pro-
rpise he made when running
for office.

The tmth of the matter,
Taylor said, is that he cares
about the welfare of students.

"We've made a commit-
ment to utilizing this office to
work with Academic Affairs
for improvement of
undergraduate education.
We've worked with the Fi-
nancial Supports Commission
in trying to create a .scholar-
ship, and we hope to make
that commission more
available and accessible to
students," Taylor said.

Taylor also said he has tried
to increase the amount of
money that comes to student

government through registra-
tion fees to help Campus
Events, Cultural Affairs and
Community Service.

**We get the smallest
amount in the UC system," he
said, "and yet, we have the-
most students. We've worked
with the general repre-
sentatives to set up earthquake
safety projects. Our office has
opened itself up, utilizing all

the commissions jointly to
provide better services. That's
something that hasn't really
happened before."

•

In the future, Taylor said
he wants to use his office to
improve relations between
groups on campus.

"I think the May 25 'Hands
Across America' program is

that kind of project. Even if

it's just for a, moment, for a
dajf, 4^ would allow different
campus organizations to put
aside the politics, the aspira-
tions and personal differences
for an issue that will help
America. We're hoping at
least 1,320 students will par-
ticipate."

Hands Across America, a
nationwide program to raise

funds for the hungry and
homeless, will attempt to
build a human chain across
the country at noon (PST) on
May 25.^' - :

For Taylor, the presidency
has been a long, difficult and
often frustrating experience,
but it's one he said he truly

appreciates now.

"It's taught me that
everyone's different, and that
you can't please everybody
although you might like to.

You have to be able to act on
your convictions, when
everyone's telling you dif-

ferently. That may not be a
popular position or something
people want to hear.

**It*s taught me that
everyone's different, and that
you "can t please everybody
although you might like to.

You have to be able to act on
your convictions, when
everyone's telling you dif-
ferently. That may not be a
popular position or something
people want to heai*."

UCLA
THE BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE

PRESENTS™

A TRIBUTE TO
BLACK MUSIC

FEATURINGr

STEVE
theArd

Keyboards, Vocals,

.

Percussion

ERIC
DANIELS
Keyboards,Vocals

ANDRE MICHAEL
BERRYMANMC GLOIRY

Vocals, Saxes, Percussion Guitar, Vocals

CORNELIUS DEREK
MIMS ORGAN

Bass Drums

Friday/March 14th/8pm

t

: ot^f;
Vr^

^xots
LIVE!!

IN THE COOPERAGE
/

On A-Level of Ackerman Union at UCLA

• '1

^/^mm^mt
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FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHMSTOV'S YOGURT PALACE
> .

- 4906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 3/24/86 • Itmtt one per customer

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

$14
(with this adh

463-2222

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

•xp. 6^ I

I

Low Cost High Quality

Women's Health Care
Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services • Partners Clinic

G€nte^ fo^ Womett'i Com
11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.

826-0818

Pop|)a Pete'>)

I'*

Restaurant
10759 PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES "Since 1973'
across frooi the WESTS^OE PAVILION

t213)47S-61S«

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Faarunng Comptat* Omn^rt

FRESH RSH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.25
MOKSAT 6«n 9pm . SUNDAY a «n - 6pm

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

j
^•••••••••••••••••••^

f

i

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

Ipair*
B&L. W-J Cooper. Hydraurve

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RtGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SAAfTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
2605 Lincoln Wvd (at Ocfan Park m

tht Lucky S^oppK1g Center) call us FO« voui? contact ,

VISA/MASTESCHAifGC

LE^5 f?ePLACEM6NTS
W£ MAiL AT OUR EVEROAr

LOW LOW PRICES

1421 S Robertson Blvd

I'AtHk S of Pico)

•Pfo*«Mona( S«VK« Ext/^

BASKIN-ROBBINS ICE CREAM

Getolnrato

Day with asl

olao, with valid
UCLAIDgmt:
15% OFF on Super Party Desserts
10% OFF on All Fountain, Splits, Floats, Shakes & Malts
WE DELivutl Delivery aervice available, apecial diacount bulk ratea to
campua organixatioiu,greeks, faculty. Available at:

Weetwood Village • Cmtury City Mall 552-2866
10916 Kinross • 1227 Wikhir* Bl. , Santa Monica 394-0773

(b/tGayW7AW«>t«oodBI) * 2461 SanU Monica Bl. 828 1222

208-8048 * ^°* **^ ***"' ^"^^•' ^»^ 390-2565

• • • « '

: HALF-PRICE SAIf jiBUYO
.•Buy 1 PT.(l2oi.)

•QT. or Via lb. 8 01.)

.'GAL (Stt")

: GET SECOND ONE AT
,

.HALF PRICEV.P. 3.29^^
• LiaM 2 par ooupoa.
• wood wttk •« QT. or Vi QAL

ONE FREE!
Any Sundae,

Malt or

Fountain Item
wp 3-29-a6

'o( 90od with any
crthsr olfar.

®

uie cut hckir for your ego not our/.

.

ujHAT 15 p yupercut ?
A ^UpCrCUC i/ Cu/tom Dc/igned

A yUpCrCUl i/ Preci/ion Cut

A /UpCrCUt 1/ Q PM/hcd Product

P yUpCrCUl i/ r6rmeaUk>men&

A /UpCfCUt i/ Beoutirul

ond . . Q yypCfCllt i/ Qluioy/

Ho Pppoiotmeot:/

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1558
(Between Santa Monica Blvd. & Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5
Sh.impoo and blowdry are available at addition ii<^o^t*

C 1979 (Rev l982)EMRACofpofalion
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Continued from Page !
in our political and our legal
system. But ours is a land of
laws, and we are a people of
law."

"Though it may be impor-
tant, indeed necessary, to vio-
late certain laws in order to
call attention to injustice and
inequity," the brief continu^
"those violations cannot be ex-
cused or ignored unless the
very law or regulation vio-
lated itself is the source of the
injustice. That is not the case
here."

Reacting to the decision,
defendant Kogan said, "We
aren't surprised. We didn't
expect strong sanctions. I feel
the university is being con-
ciliatory. It doesn't want to
makfe an issue about student
complaints about divestment
(from university holdings in
companies doing business in
South Africa)."

Defendant Maldonado
agreed with Kogan's assess-

ments -'IThiiJs-^iirictly what
the university wanted them
(the SCO) to do," he said. "I
was surprised with the brief
because it was a twisted view
of what happened during the
hearings."

He added "a warning letter

won't stop me from par-
-ticipating m events that the
university might find in vio-

lation of the code. We have to

look at our priorities — the
code or people dying in South
Afrir^"

E-Board
Continued from Page 9
quorum at their Feb. 25
meeting.

"Aren't you supposed to be
non- biased?" Sanvictores said.

Green responded by saying,

"I think that it is the responsi-

bility of all council members
to show up to meetings."
Undergraduate Facilities

Commissioner Mark Kisicki

agreed. "Sometimes we need
to be attacked. Any student

should have the right to write

to the Daily Bruin without be-

ing punished."
Other E-Board appoint-

ments include^ Tnvestigations

Committee members Mike
Trenholm and Paul Lambert,
Logistics Committee member
Eric Schlachter, and Publicity

Committee members Dan
Sangen and Tony Blain.

Smeal
Continued from Page 7
natural?"

Smeal was outspoken on

what she called the misuse of

government funds aimed at

family planning research. Ac-

cording to her, one-tenth of

the money is being spent on

contraceptive improvement,
while nine-tenths is being|

spent on fertility research.

"Nine million people starv-

ed to death in Africa last year,

and many more went hungry I

here," she said. "With the

population problems in the!

world today why are we|

developing fertility drugs?"

Smeal said "we would all]

have 18 kids" if women pro-

duced as many children asl

they were biologically capablel

of. "Safe birth control, now|

more then ever, must be ai

option — not fertility drugs."

Last Thursday inl

Washington, D.C., 120,000

people participated in aj

similar pro-choice march.

[

NOW members hope to gather

50,000 marchers for this Sun-

day's march, which will begii

at 10:00 a.m. in east Centui

City.

Sanvictores
Continued from Page 3

definition."
*"1 want to g^ niore people

from the SIGs in the appoint-
ment process," he said. "I'm
trying to have students who
are experts in affirmative ac-
tion have more participatory
power on (academic) commit-
i^esT

^ "

Sanvictores wants to
establish a Student Policy
(Review) Committee, whose
members will be appointed by
the second vice president's of-

fice and evaluate issues such as
affirmative action — student
concerns normally handled by
academic committees on
which some student members
cannot vote or make policy.

**In my mind, this
legitimizes the committees,"
he said. "If these people at-

tend the meetings and give in-

formation about affirmative
active but can't vote, what's
the use of sitting on the com-
mittee?"

As a member of the USAC
Programming Committee and
through the second vice presi-

dent's office, Sanvictores par-
ticipates in the funding pro-
cess for the special interest

groups.

**Groups haggle over
money^" he said^"l£there was
more money, every campus
organization would get their

allocated amount. We've
received certain complaints
from some groups (who said
they) didn't get their fair

share."

But Sanvictores said he tried

to be flexible when groups re-

quested funding.

"Whenever groups ask for

money, we try to be as ac-

commodating as possible," he
said. "This year, I noticed
groups submitted proposals to

first to USAC programming
(instead of seeking out other
funding sources) — that's ir-

responsible on their part."

Evaluating his effectiveness

in office, Sanvictores rated
himself as an "average" of-

ficer, noting that there must
be more continuity In the se=^

cond vice president's office.

"If I graded myself, I would
say I'd be an average second
v.p., but I feel my staff and
the SIGs have a lot more to do
though," he said. "Each year
you have to pick up the pieces

again. I had high expectations

(at the beginning of the year),

but it's frustrating if you have
to re-invent the wheel."

Sanvictores said the SIGs
are communicating more than
last year and that more groups

are working together.

*'I feel that the groups
aren't cutting each other's

throats, (and that) they are

confronting each other," he
said. "I feel I did my respon-

sibilities the best I could do."

Sanvictores is planning to

graduate this year and will

not run for re-election.

Writers with experi-

ence covering
meetings and
business affairs are
sougtit by the
award winning
UCLA Daily Bruin.
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MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

Eat In

or

Take Out!

•FEATURING
/; TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA
L^^^ON • COMBINATION PLATES • AND SUSHI!

I

I

I

L'"

T€«p.3/3f/e6
r

OFF PURCHASE FROM OUR MENU |

= wiOi this ad : 1

1834WESTWOOD BLVD. 475-635a

m BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^PVAPV 007 ^ (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR, INSTALLATION
NO hid6en charges

$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP1

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tunnip
2. Valve A4.
S. Lube

4. OflChangt
5.BraktA(r
6.aiitdiAd|.
7. Scivks Air Ommt

S. CiMdi BMtny Watn
9. IiMpwt Front End
10. ComprcMton Tm(
1 1

.

(PrMMift Tot Coo«n9 Syemi)
$59.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

f*Mta A Ubof (Gu A Air FMMr atn)

(HlOff^O^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

w& USED CAB DIAGNOSIS - $aS.S«
» THIS IS AN HONEST QAHAQE *

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
45S-4652 • •29-7912

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

an Louis David SALOfSl
NEEDS HAIR MODELS.
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed «

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

' \- I. Magnin :

9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

^

mF FTRST
CONTRACEPTIVETHAT

COMESWTTH
SOMEONETOTALKTQ

*v^
T'^ --

Its the Today* Sponge. And unlifce most
contraceptives, it has its very own phone
number. \bu can call our Today Taudine at

800-223-2329 (in California 800-222-2329)

24 hours a day if you need advice, or any
iniformatiori aoout birth control Or if you
have any questions at all about The Sponge!"

Chances aie^ youabeady loiow the

Today Sponge is small, disposable and very

easy to use. But you may be wondering
how it works.

Primarily, The Sponge worics by releasing

Nonoxynol-9 (a safe and effective spermicicfc)

continuously for 24 hours. It also helps

block the passage of sperm to the uterus,

and even traps and absorbs sperm, for a

full 24 hours.

The Sponge is very effective—as high as

91%* In feet, no reversible method other than
the Pill or lUD is more effective. And few
are easier to use.

All you do is wet The Sponge thoroughly

with water and insert it. %u never have to

apply or reapply spermicide. So lovemaking

can be spontan€ou8« andfipee c^int€rruptionSr-

Whats more, you dont need a doctors

prescription for The Sponge. Its available at

your local drug store and at selected

supermarkets.

So if you're looking for an easy birth

control mediod you can really trust, pick up the

Today Sponge.

Then if you still have any questions, just

pick up die phone.

4

'Women can ntptci an annual «ffrc(ivcnrM niir of 89-91% if ihry urn* the Txiay Spcwfr coraiatenilv and acronJing hi label inMrurrim* In clnucal tHah

includini winnen wh»> did not i«e rKe Today Spungr connitirnilv and profwrlx tht ef(ircti\rT>e»» w»i M-87% Vte a* direcwd

C I9M VLI Corp loday t« a rfgitiered tradrmark and TV Spnnft t* a trademark o( VLI Corp

-*^
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FREE YOGURT!
Buy on^ and get one of equivalent value free

JOHHSTOV'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwcxxd Blvd. • 470-8834
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Low Cost High Quality

Women's Health Care
Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services • Partners Clinic

ttnWi
\fi% Wommi Com

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

JT

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14

(with this ad) exp. &a^

463-2222

Poppa Pete'^)^

Restaurant
1 0759 PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES "Since 1973"
across from the WESTSIDE PAVILLION

(213)47S-6156

ALL NEW DINNER MENU
Featuring Complate Otnr)e<Y

FRESH FISH • VEAL •CHICKEN Fffom $4.25
MON-SAT 6am - 9pm . SUNDAY 8 am - 6pm

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

\

m •
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039
2605 Lincoln Blvd (at Ocean Park in

the Lucky Shopping Center) ^all us fo« rooif contact
lENS REPLACEMfNTS

WE MA/L AT OU*? fVERDAY
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BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
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rSt. Patricfc't

Pay wUh uf!

BASKIN-ROBBINS ICECREAM S
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'
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ONE FREE!
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HALF-PRICE SALE jiBUYO
Buy lPT.(12oi.)
QT. orVaaibSoi.)
GAL (3 lb.)

GET SECOND ONE AT
HALF PRICE'^ 3.29^
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in our political and our legal
system. But ours is a land of
laws, and we are a people of
law."

"Though it may be impor-
tant, indeed necessary, to vio-
late certain laws in order to
call attention to injustice and
Jnequity," the brief continued,
—-cnose violations cannot be gx-
cused or ignored unless the
very law or regulation vio-
lated itself is the source of the
injustice. That is not the case
here."

Reacting to the decision,
defendant Kogan said, "We
aren't surprised. We didn't
expect strong sanctions. I feel

the university is being con-
ciliatory. It doesn't want to
make an issue about student
complaints about divestment
(from university holdings in
companies doing business in

South Africa)."

Defendant Maldonado
agreed with Kogan's assess-

ment. "This is stricdy what
the university wanted them
(the SCO) to do," he said "I
was surprised with the brief
because it was a twisted view
of what happened during the
hearings."

He added "a warning letter

won't stop me from par-
ticipating itt events that th^r

university might find in vio-

lation of the code. We have to

look at our priorities — the
code or people dying in South
Africa.:: .

E-Board
Continued from Page 9 "
quorum at their Feb. 25
meeting.

"Aren't you supposed to be
non- biased?" Sanvictores said.

Green responded by saying,

"I think that it i^ the responsi-

bility of all council members
to show up to meetings."
Undergraduate Facilities

Commissioner Mark Kisicki

agreed. "Sometimes we need
to be attacked. Any student

should have the right to write

to the Daily Bruin without be-

ing punished."
Other E-Board appoint-

ments include Investigations

Committee members Mike
Trenholm and Paul Lambert,
Logistics Committee member
Eric Schlachter, and Publicity

Committee members Dan
Sangen and Tony Blain.

Smeal
Continued from Page 7
natural?"

Smeal was outspoken on

what she called the misuse of

government funds aimed at

family planning research. Ac-

cording to her, one-tenth of|

the money is being spent pn^

contraceptive improvement,
while nine-tenths is being]

spent on fertility research.

"Nine^ million people starv-l

ed to death in Africa last year, i

and many more went hungry

here," she said. "With the

population problems in the

world today wlw ^''^^^1
developing fertility ohi^?^

Smeal said "we would all

have 18 kids" if wb'men pro-|

duced as many children

they were biologically capable

of. "Safe birth control, noj

more then ever, must be ai

option — not fertility drugs."

Las t TJLJi^r sd a y i

Washington, D.C., 120,0(

people participated in

similar pro-choice march.
NOW members hope to gather

50,000 marchers for this Sun-

day's march, which will begii

at 10:00 a.m. in east Centui

City.
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Sanvictores
rifc. !». A. llMt. fc -— I 1̂
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Continued from Page 3

definition."

'"I want to get more people
from the SIGs in the appoint-
ment process," he said. "I'm
trying to have students who
are experts in affirmative ac-
tion have more participatory
4)ower on (academic). jcprnmit-
%CCS^ ——

Sanvictores wants to
establish a Student Policy
(Review) Committee, whose
members will be appointed by
the second vice president's of-

fice and eValuate issues such as
affirmative action — student
concerns normally handled by
academic committees on
which some student members
cannot vote or make policy.

'*In my mind, this
legitimizes the committees,"
he said. "If these people at-

tend the meetings and give in-

formation about affirmative
active but can't vote, what's
the use of sitting on the com-
mittee?"

-Afr 41 member of the USAC

MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

Eat In

or

Take Out!

• FEA TURING
TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA

L^im
UDON • COMBINATION PLATES • AND SUSHI!

Programming Committee and
through the second vice presi-

dent's office, Sanvictores par-
ticipates in the funding pro-
cess for the special interest

groups.
,

**Groups haggle over
oney,

"
he said. "If there was

more money, every campus
organization would get their

allocated amount. We've
received certain complaints
from some groups (who said

they) didn't get their fair

share."

But- Sanvictores said he tried

to be flexible when groups re-

quested funding.

"Whenever groups ask for

money, we try to be as ac-

commodating asu^jjQssihle*': he.
Said. "This year, I noticed
groups submitted proposals to

first to USAC programming
(instead of seeking out other
funding sources) — that's ir^

responsible on their part."

Evaluating his effectiveness

in office, Sanvictores rated
himself as an "average" of-

ficer, noting that there must
i)6'ffi0ire continuity in the se=-

cond vice president's office.

"If I graded myself, I would
say I'd be an average second
v.p., but I feel my staff and
the SIGs have a lot more to do
though," he said, "Each year
ybir havcj. to pick up the pieces

again. I had high expectations

(at the beginning of the year),

but it's frustrating if you have
to re-inveht the wheel."

Sanvictores said the SIGs
are communicating more than
last year and that more groups
are working together.

**! feel that the groups
aren't cutting each other's

throats, (and that) they are

confronting each other," he
said. "I feel I did my respon-

sibilities the best I could do."

Sanvictores is planning to

graduate this year and will

not run for re-election.

I
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OFF PURCHASE FROM OUR MENU |

with this ad |

STW00p_BLyPj.475;635^

m ^
BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^ pvA pv 00

' 7—< (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)
INCLUDE: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION

NO HIDDEN CHARGES
$595.
INaUDESTUNEUPt

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tuiinip
2. ValM A4.
S. Ltib«

S.BrakcAir
6. Oulch Adj.
7. Scfvtct Air Omimt

t. OmcIi Battery Water
9. Impact Front End
10. Cowptiiiion Taal
li:(pTaMMf«TaatCooltegSval—

)

$59.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

huti A Ubor (Gu A Air Filter atra)

1H1©(M©A TOYOTA GATSUN $89.95

w& USED CAB DIAGNOSIS - tSS.SS
- Tins IS ANNONCST OABAOC

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 • 829-7912

.

ABSOLUTELY
1Oa% FREE!

NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment call: ^

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

L Magnin
^34 WtlshtreBlvd.7BevertyHttts, eA^0212^
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CONTRACEPTIVETHAT
r^rSKAVQ \Y7TTT4

-^OMEONETCuMXTQ
Its the Today* Sponge. And unlike most

contraceptives, it has its very own phone
number, "fou can call our Today Taudine at

800223-2329 (in California 800222-2329)
24 houre a day if you need advice, or any
information about birth control. Or if you
have any questions at all about The Sponge!"

^Chances are, you already know the

.;

Today Sponge \s small, disposable and very

easy to use. But you may be wondering

how it works.

Primarily The Sponge works by releasing

NonoxyrK>l-9 (a safe and effective spermicide)

continuously for 24 hours. It also helps

block the passage of sperm to the uterus,

and even traps aiKi absorbs sperm. For a

full 24 hours.

The Sponge is very effective—as high as

91%* In feet, no reversible method other than

the Pill or lUD is more effective. And few
are easier to use.

All you do is wet The Sponge thoroughly

with water and insert it. "fou never have to

apply or reapply spermicide. So lovemaking

can be spontaneous, and free of interruptions.-

Whats more/you don t need a doctor

s

prescription for Tne Sponge. Its available at

your local drug store and at seleaed

supermarkets.

So if you're looking for an easy birth

control method you can really trust, pick up the

Today Sponge.

Then if you still have any questions, just

pick up die phone.
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Writers with experi-

ence covering
meetings and
business affairs are
sought by the
award winning
UCLA Daily Bruin.

Join a pace setting

teami

•Wo«n*n c«n rxpect an anraial rflipcf*v«*w» mt of S9 91% if ihcv me the Today Sporjft comtswniW and according ni laW msirurtinrw In clmical friah

incKKhng women who did no* um rhe Ibday Spongr connUfrmly and properly^ thr eiitcitvenet* wm (H •87'» Uw a* directed
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Editorial

KimbeHy Nod. Vtewpomt Editor

Mkhad Flory. Assistant Viewpoint Editor

KimbeHey Lance. Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Disregard for rules

Counterpomf

Collection^f misunderstandings
By Mishary Nuaim

Mr. Mitchell Bard*s article about Islam
and Muslems' attitudes about Jews was a

collection of dangerous misunderstandings
or maybe poisonous distortions (Ha'am,
March). Mr. Bard quoted the Qilt«n
(Muslims' holy book) several times to back
up his half-truth allegations which reveal

an inherent prejudice towards Muslims in

general and Arabs in particular.

Mr. Bard overlooked three points:

• Quaranic statements which he cited

had certain well-known social, political and
economic reasons as is the case with other
historical episodes. These statements are
certainly bound up by their causes and his-

torical specifities. In other words, these

statements are not timeless. They certainly

can not be applied to the present time.

I advise Mr. Bard that a deep understan-
ding of those statements and their historical

backgrounds requires more serious research
than what he apparently did. Hiding
behind the "respected scholars" which he
mentioned in his response does not relieve

him of the responsibility of refering to the
primary Arabic sources. I wonder if Mr.
Bard knows any Arabic to help him out.

Regretably, it appears that Mr. Bard
follows a long orientalists' legacy when stu-

dying Islamic and Arab societies and
civilizations which is "they can't represent

themselves; they must be represented."
• The Palestinian people, who are the

most affected by Israeli atrocities, have not

expressed their resistance in any religious

form. All of us know that all of the Palesti-

nian guerrilla organizations are essentially

secular, either leftist or bourgeois. There is

no single Palestinian religious organization,

unless Mr. Bard wishes to tell us that

George Habash, Nayef Hawatmah or Yasser

Arafat belong to the ulama (Muslim
religious learned men).

His prejudiced views revealed to him that

the Palestinians, and the Arab nation in

general, oppose Israel out of religious con-

victions. I advise him to open his mind to

the possibility that those who oppose Israel

dp so beqause Israel has been an outpost, for

the imperialist expansion and influence in

the Arab world.

Israel, which is mistakingly portrayed as

the innocent victim of Arab enmity, was
created to fulfill one central function: to

keep the Arab nation divided physically and
politically and to delay its developmental
progress. Palestinian oppostion to Israel

does not have anything to do with the Jew-
ish faith for a simple reason: Jews, as other

non-Muslim communities, iiave along histo-

ry chosen to make several Arab countries,

including Palest^ie, their homelands.
The existence of Jews in Palestine is not a

new phenomenon. What is new is the im-
perialism-backed Zionist* political entitiy.

Palestinian leaders have' initiated and still

support the idea of a secular unified Pales-

tine where Jews and Arabs can live together

as equal human beings.^

• I am sure that Mr. Bard realizes that

a lot of people can quote certain religious

books selectively (including the one which
he considers holy), just as he did, and
highlight some rather embarrasing or even
seeminly discriminatory statements. I cer-

tainly do not approve of this simply because
it is unfair and irrational.

It is regrettable that a supposedly
educated person indulges in useless religious

polemics. I call upon him to make this an
educationing experience for him so he may
live up to the high standards of the univer-
sity.

tf

-

the Undergraduate Student & Aaseeiadon

Council did not operate under the guidelines

^_Robeit^s Rules of Order^j_^ council presk
dent could conceivably invoke dictatorial

powers and essentially do whatever he or she

wanted.
It appears that Undergraduate President

Ron Taylor completely forgot about the

rules that supposedly guide his conduct in

committee.
• During Tuesday*s USAC meeting, a vote

was taken to determine whether or not Marc
Cohen, the undergraduate budget review
director, should be fired from his post.

Taylor originally violated the constitution by
trying to have Cohen ousted witfiout con-

sulting the councils \^

The vote was 9 in favor, 4 against and 1

abstention. **Since an abstention in suqh
cases has the same effect as a negative vote,"

(Robert's Rules, p. 342, sec.43) the issue

should have been dropped because the coun-
cil did not have the required two-thirds ma-

Nuaim is a graduate student majoring in

political science and the vice president of
th^ Arabian Gulf Association.

But Taylor chose to ignore or was other-

wise unaware of the fact that abstentions

should be included in the tabulation of

votes. He declared that a two-thirds majori-

ty had been established.

Some confusion filled the council room
regarding this blatant violation of the rules.

Taylor decided to hold another simple ma-
jority vote to see if he was correct. The
president received his majority and, in so do-
ing, set a frightening precedent for student

government.

Taylor superceded the USAC's constitu-

tional rules and showed disregard for

parliamentary procedure. However, Taylor
is not the only one to blame. Council
members who disagreed with the improper
ruling should have raised a point of order
and refuted the decisicm.

Instead, 20 minutes of committee time
were wasted on the illegitimate firing of

Marc Cohen.
Members of the council must have a work-

ing knowledge of Robert's Rules if anything
democratic is to happen in future meetings.

It is interesting to note that Cohen got tfie

last laugh. Several hours before the council
meeting, he submitted his resignation in

writing to Ron Taylor.

Letters

Second of swing
Exiitorh

It only lasted 20 seconds.

We had flirted with it many
times and finally, that feeling

we had all wondered about
had come.

I remember the sound of

the water rushing underneath

the wafer-thin hull of the

fragile wooden boat. I

remember how our hands
flowed hypnotically forward

and back for 12 — exactly 12

-^ strokes of perfection.

Oarsmen refer to the experi-

ence as "swing" and it can on-
ly occur under one condition:
when all eight athletes are in

precise unison pulling with
every ounce of strength they
possess.

Continued on Page 17
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More letters

Continued from Page 16
It saddens me very deeply

to know that at UCLA these
special moments may never
occur again — the university
is seriously considering dropp-
ing its rowing program.
"Crew doeaq't bring in enough
money," they say and unfor-
tunately I can't argue that
point.

But where are the univer-
sitites priorities here? Isn't
providing students with
maturing experiences just as
important as turning a profit?

My point is this: I

remember those 20 seconds so
vividly because they weren't
20 seconds at all. In actuality,
they were 30 weeks of endur-
ing agonizing training, 30
weeks of concentrating on
technique, 30 weeks of
cooperating with seven other
athletes!

:

That brief moment of sw-

Poor editing
Editor:

Here I go and try to point
out from a critical point of
view how "Mary Poppins"
could be shown during
women's w^k and the Bruin
changes a line of my letter
from "study the men (being-
Walt Disney in case you can't—
figure it out)" to "on the men
that created them (like Walt
Disney)" which portrays my
letter as sexist (Bruin, Mar.
10).

The intention of the letter

was not sexist but the ques-
tionable editing of the Bruin
staff has slanted it in that

direction. My intention was to
point out a positive theme in
the movie.

For any who took my letter

as sexist I apologize for the
Bruin's mistake and my ob-
vious mistake in trying to ex—
press my opinion.

Chris Fuller

Sophomort

Stolen art
Editor:

On Tuesday the Division of
Honors sponsored their annual
celebration of art and culture
.called Arts Nights

Communications

Editor *s note: Bruin View-
point reserves the right to edit
any copy that is submitted,
however it does not do so jor
content. The Bruin regrets an^
misunderstanding that might
have resulted from the edit-
ting.

The festivities Included dn
art and sculpture display from
students of all majors as well
as professional artists,"ir wel-
come by noted authors Jean
and Irving Stone and a per-
forming arts presentation that
included dancers, musicians,
vocalists and a juggler, of all

things.

I think the Division of
Honors should be commended
for sponsoring and organizing

such a eood-natured event,
and for aUowing it to be open
to anyone on campus free of
charge.

However, during the night
a piece of graphic art by stu-

-de^ Bryan Stewart bearing air

-*»g5

—

I am sure, taught -me^
more about commitment,
discipline, and the rewards of
hard work than I could ever
possibly learn in a classroom.
My only hope is that in years
to come, others will continue
to have the opportunity to ex-

perienceifc==!===
Ted Craham

Senior
Kinesiology

Editor's note: Mr. Graham's
article originally ran in the
Bruin March 12, and is being
reprinted due to an editing er-

ror that deleted a crucial
point.

"orfginal UCLA logo disap-

peared from the Westwind
display area. I presume it was
stolen.

Being UCLA's journal of
the arts, Westwind provides a
forum for student literary and '

artistic expression.

The piece that was taken on
Tuesday was being considered
for publication in Westwind
and was on display for
everyone attending Arts Night
to see, not just the greedy eyes'

of a single individual.

On behalf of Mr. Stewart, I

would very much appreciate if

his graphic art was prompty
returned to the Westwind Of-
fice in 374 Kinsey Hall, no

rioTB asked. (There fe^even

—

an outside mail tray.)

The work is irreplacable
and highly prized by its artist.

Moreover, it was probably go-
ing to, appear in the' Spring,
1986 issue bf Westwind. Mr.
Stewart also had plans to
enter the piece in an art show —
oi} March 20.

t*lease return his artwork
and make it possible for others
to appreciate his creative abil-

ity. It's more than a personal
matter.

Erik P. Bucy

Editor's note: Bucy is the
editor-in-chief of Westwind
magazine.

HAIR BOUTIQUE V^^

Student Special
t:^ Haircut & Style $12

ASUCLA
«jjp Body

MT
Cellophane $15^
Highlights $20&up
Facial Waxing

B0ARD4)ECONTROL
1884 Westwood Blvd. 474-8516 • 470-8698

MARCH MEETING
12:30 PM FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1986, ACKERMAN 3517

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the

friendliness and taste the freshness. .

.

"

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads

and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGE OF Ol IR DELIVERY SERVICE!
-r- -^ 470-2499 :

-1

ON THE AGENDA

The March agenda includes the following
action and Information items:

Proposal to Discontinue Cigarette Sales
In Health Sciences Store.

Request for Report on Staff

'

Compensation. •

LAST MONTH

I

1776 Weaiwood Blvd. (corner of Santi Monica)
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)

Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829r7829

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772

I Lu Valle Commons Students' Store
Customer Satisfaction Survey.

Long-Term Marketing Research Plan.

Proposal to Adopt the 1 986
Communfcations Plan for ASUCLA
Services and Enterprises.

Report and Proposal to Obtain Business
Interruption Insurance.

Discussion of Changes in Accounting
Policies. /

ASUC^^ Projecfe~^tus Report.

'«(#;••• ««i .' -•

At the February regular meeting the following
actions were taken:

Approved Budget Assumptions for 1986-
87 Services and Enterprises Budget

Approved a raise, effective June 1 , 1986,
in Board of Control stipends for student
members of the Board. Approved the pay-
ment of the standard Board of Control
stipend for the USAC and GSA

..Presidents retroactive to January 1 , 1986..

Accepted as a working document the
1986 Communicaitons Plan for ASUCLA
Services and Enterprises.

Approved the purchase of additional
computer hardware for the Students'
Store.

The Board of Control Is the student-majority board that sets policy for"
the Services and Enterprises of ASUCLA, including the Students' Store
and Food Service. All Board of Control meetings are open to the public,
and memt}ers of the campus community are Invited to attend.
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Bob Remscein, Review Editor

kent Andrade. Associate Review Editor

Anthony Fabian-Reinstein. Assistant Review Editor

TONIGHT!! «• k-

Exene and Michael Ford at Kerckhoff
FILM

CURT
TM

Looking
good.,,

means
eating good

*

FantasyYogurt
is my choice

•100% Natural

•98% Fat-Free

•Low in Calories

•Low in Cholesterol

and best of a^I

it's delicious!

BuyOne
Get One
FREE!
FANTASY YOGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
I^COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

ONI
rE« PERSON

NOT VAIIO WITH
OTME« DISCOUNTS

Exp. 3/19/86

Tonight at SiOOpm i

Kerckhoff Coffee House,
Los Angeles* prima punk
diva, screaming screen

goddess and spoken word
artiste Exene Cervenka
will thrill, rankle, rouse

and inspire you with her

sweet and sour poetic

fare, served up Soul
Kitchen style.

Featured with poet
Wanda Coleman on the

spoken word LP entitled

Twin Sisters (on Freeway
Records), Cervenka has

iflguished

—

herself
someoner^to be reckoned
with on LA's burgeoning
spoken word circuit
through her warped wit
and uncanny percep-
tiveness.

-Those of you who like

X's music, or who have
seen the band's recently

released movie The
Unheard Music (which is

presently enjoying much
critical acclaim) may be
intrigued to see Exene in

a different light, minus
Doe, Zoom and
Bonebreak^ and the
drums and noise and
sweat. (What's she sound
like when she's not wail-

ing?)

Poet Michael Ford will

read with Exene.

FILM . ,

^Sylvia^LJKhere is

this film going??
By Tom Vining

Sylvia, a new film from New Zealand by director
Michael Firth, \s based on the true story of Sylvia
Ashton-Taylor, a woman known for he;r writings on
teaching. The film chronicles the periocJ of her life spent
in a remote country town during World War II when she
and her husband struggled as the town's school teachers.
The problem with Sylvija's struggle, however, is that it

never really appears to be much of a struggle at all.

The film
,
begins some short time after Sylvia sufferecf'

and recovered from a nervous breakdown. We see Sylvia
with her husband and children arrive and begin to settle
into the slow-paced, unassuming lifestyle of small-town
New Zealand. Thereupon, the story (equally slow-paced
and unassunjing) tells of Sylvia's struggle to maintain a
i)alance between what she really desires to be and where^
she really is in life; to be an artist instead of a teacher, to
live in the city instead of the country, to find new ways to
teach children instead of the old ways forced upon her.
The story, in a larger sense, is of this individual's struggle
to remain a free and independent spirit in the face of
societal institutions and expectations.
The film's central conflict seems unfocused and only

slightly are we allowed te-trnderstaml Sylvia's inner tur
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Exene, tonight at the Coffeehouse

moil. Things seem too pleasant and easy going in this New-
Zealand country village for Sylvia to be so unhappy: It's

too hard to understand Sylvia's uneasiness with what little

insight into her character the film offers.

Toward the end, the film's conflict does become
stronger as Sylvia really must fight to remain teaching her
class in the rather experimental fashion that she does.
However, the fact that she loses this fight ends the film
with a rather bleak, hopeless view of the world and the
pastoral life represented by the town.

In the end, one wonders what the film was really
about. Was it a character study of Sylvia? Was it about
her struggle? Which struggle? Was it about larger issues of
institutions vs. individuals or urban life vs. rural life? Was
the message a feminist one? Although this film is well
acted and is a pleasant enough visual experience, it is far
too unclear in what it \s about to be satisfying or en-
joyable.

Ultimately, the real struggle in Sylvia will be its au-
dience justifying whether or not it was worth the price of
admission. -,,
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'The Imagemaker* wastes money, time and celluloid

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)

COUPON FROM OTHER
YOGURT STORES

WE WANT YOU TO,HAVE THE BEST

"FantasIze youR taste buds'^

1101 GAYLEY AVE , WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213) 824-7707

.

Bx Rone Williams

In the face of the continuing
onslaught of Hollywood crap,
many American critics and
filmmakers have placed their

hopes in the future of low-
budget, (more or less) in-

dependent productions. It

seems cable TV is going to
come to the aid of the starving
artist. Or maybe even the
Studios themselves will lend a
helping hand. Every time a
Stranger Than Paradise
somehow manages to surface
we're convinced the change
has come. NOW some people
who actually have something
to say might get a shot at it.

But of course what really
happens is professionals/hacks
like Hal Weiner are given the
chance to turn out celluloid
waste like The Imagemaker.
As you might've guessed

from the title, the topic is, at
least in theory, the media-
orchestrated manipulation of
public opinion. FToger
Blackwell (Michael Nouris) is

a former presidential media
advisor putting together a
hard-hitting film expose about
the role the media plays in the
governing of these United
States. Molly Grainger (Anne

Continued on Page 23
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'Highlander': Immortality made interminable
By Bryan Wadsworth

Better check your brain at

the door for this one. There's
not one intelligent moment in

Highlander. Unless a film has

foreign origins, you can bet
that three screenwriters is a
sign that no one was sure
what anyone else was thinking
about, and it's obvious that
the creators of Highlander

have watched so many
simple-minded fantasies that

their centers of reasoning have
atrophied into a sublime
nothingness.

The story? Well, there's this

guy, and he's an Immortal,

and he needs a mentor to

teach him how to use his

powers so he can win The
Prize, defeat his enemy, and
save the world from an Eter-

Christopher Lambert seems much more engrossed in 'Highlanders' goings-on than we are. Maybe 'cuz he got paid for it.

nity of Darkness. When our

writers were done playing

with their Masters of the Uni-

verse, these were the actual ti-

tles they devised.

The Immortals are an odd
bunch. They are only men,
and they are denied children,

so relationships with women
^re relatively short-term af-

fairs. We have no idea where
they come from, and their on-

ly purpose seems to be to wait

around for The Gathering,
when they will kill each other

until only The One remains,

and he can claim The Prize.

How can Immortals kill each
other, you ask? By cutting off

each other's heads, of course.

Don't ask what happens if

they should lose a different

appendage. And what kind of

prize could an Immortal need?
(If you think for a second you
can probably guess.)

It just so happens that The
Gathering is set for New York
City, 1986, and imagine the
consternation of the police
when people start being found
minus their skulls. Not to
worry, though, because our
heroine in forensics happens to

be an expert on sword-making
and is hot on the trail of —
what? Leave it to an
autograph expert to figure ouf=
that an. Immortal is on the
loose. "That's impossible,

'•

says Brenda. Soon she will

find herself caught in the
middle of the epic struggle be-
tween our hero, Connor, who
hails from medieval Scotland,
and his nemesis — who is not

Continued on Page 21

Professional Care and Quality Lenses— The Difference You Can See and Fee^

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Bausch & Lomb — Hydrocurve —Vistakofr^^ WesleyJesson — Syntex — Permalens

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
SALE

25% OFF ^°^%il^2)"*'
CARRERA • ANN KLEIN • ALAIN MIKLI •

SUNCLOUDS • VUARNETS • RAYBANS • CAZEL •
VIVA • METZLER • NINA RICCI • LAURA BIAGOTTI •
CHRISTIAN DIOR • TED LAPIDUS • NICON •

PIERRE CARDIN • AND MANY MORE (LIMITED
QUANTITIES)

Complete
a Package
pair

•

Daily Wear SPH Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination ^

OTHER EYE GLASS SPECIALS
HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR BIFOCAL

SPECIAL

$i39ojB*

COMPLETE

Single vBwn frame ind
tenses 'Clear glass or

p<astic«4 00O

$55««*Frame arx) tenses

'Ctoar glass or

plastic '4 000 COMPLETE
DISCOUMT DOES NOT AW.Y
TO SPECIAL SALES

Dr. Gerald Greenspan

i sight
OpiocTwtric C#nt9r
Visa A Mastercard acceoted
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OFFER EXPIRES 1 31-86

2370 Westwood Blvd.
Suite L (V4 bik N. of Pico)
West Los Angeles
Phone:(21 3)475-7602

UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

Extended Wear Soft Lenses
Includes Eye Examination

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE:

• Pair of Soft Lenses
• Eye Examindllbn
• Glaucoma Testing

• Complete Training

• Follow-up Visits for 6 Months

$159
Complete

a Package

.

pair

Tinted Soft Lenses Includes :s

Eye Examination

• Same Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee
• Personal Service

• Professiogal Care

Amb«r 'Aqua •Blu« • QrMn

SoKcolors ncH only corraci yoiif vision,
ttwy Mnhatnc* th« cofcx o« yoor AyM
Ju«t Mk our •y*-car« specialist tor a
trl4' nning at no charga

A/0 HIDDEN CHARGES

CYCLE PRODUCTS WEST
"The Shop of the 80's"

11900 W.Pico Blvd.. W.LA.
477-0997

ARE AMATEUR SPORTS
DEAD?

Some may believe so, but on SATURDAY
APRIL 12, 1986, UCLA CREW takes pride
in hosting an international event which
celebrates one of the last remaining amateur
sports. One whose participants partake not
for fame nor professional status, but rather
for the love of school and sport. Be a part of
this celebration. —

.

- ^^ Details to followTOMORROW

SALON & CABARET

FASHION CONSCIOUS MODELS
(MALE & FEMALE) NEEDED
WEDNESDAY EVENINGS FOR
INNOVATIVE CUTS A COLOR

TECHNIQUES
LIMITED NUMBER EACH NIGHT
PLEASE CALL 474-82 1

9

APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
(All work done by top stylists

at no charge to models)
LA'S NEWEST MOST UNIQUE SALON
SEE WHY PEOPLE ARE TALKING.^
1900 Westwood Blvd. W.L.A. (213) 474^21<l
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High road, low road, any road away from this bomb

{

Continued from Paj?e 9.0

only the embodiment of pure
evil, bat comes from Russia^
and finds his modern analogue
in the person of a huge punk,
sporting safety pins through
his scars, quoting Def Lep-
pard, and coming equipped
with his own do-it-yourselT"
snap-together sword. Make a
great action figure for the
kids. "All this endless killing

has made him mad," says our
hero's secretary.

Why these two have to fight

akes no sense, like a lot of
hat goes on here. At one

point, a Marine with a
carload of ammo annoys the
villain, gets skewered on his

sword and lifted into the air
— and livesl Is he an Immor- .

tal too? And in case youVe
been wondering how to get a
pretty police lieutenant to hop
in the sack with you, just tell

her you're an Immortal and
stab yourself to prove it!

Ramirez is given a small part

with potential that goes
undeveloped. Director Russell

Mulcahy resorts to old tricks

like big sets and majestic land-

scapes, filming the villain

from the ground up, swords
that spark, and lots of lightn-

ing to heighten the action and
fool us into thinking that

something is actually happen-

If all this

wasn't bad enough, every time

anyone turns around. Queen is

on the soundtrack singing

songs like "Who Wants To
Live Forever?" There's so

much screaming going on in

Highlander that you'll want to
scream, too, when you finally

leave the theater. And, oh,
don't forget to pick up your
brain on the way out. You
might not be missing it by this

pointr

it's embarrassing to think
how much went to waste in

Highlander. Roxanne Hart as
Brenda has to scream "Watch
out I" while the villain takes
her on a game of chicken
through the city streets,
Christopher Lambert as Con-

leers his entire
through the film (I guess
because he's so sexy), and Sean
Connery as Connor's mentor Clancy Brown and Chris Lambert battle it out in tVe sewers o/VtC

^Td kill lor a word processor
I could rent by the hour/'

If you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
-©SB Computer Services.

—

^ '•

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super
mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-
vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll
save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letter quahty printer.

We even provide access to a copier so you can duplicate
your masterwork.

FREE FILM! ^^!"

^ . Services is located on Wilsliire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-Ut, and there's

parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to

find out more about our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with
I.D.).

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES
i»

11645 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779

MAIN STREET'

'

Afcademy Award for Best Foreign Film 1965

Directed byJan Kadar and Elmar Klos
Starring Josef Froner and Ida Kaminska

SUNDAY, MARCH 16, 6:30 PM
WESTWOOD -

—

^

CHASE
Sports - Deli

DRAFT
-22 oz. Moosehead $2.50
22 oz. Molson $2.00
22 oz. Miller $1.00

1051 Gayiey Ave. • 824-1310

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10822 Wilshire Boulevard
(next to Avco Theaters)

Free Parking

Discussion led by film director

Matthew Barrows

NATIONAL MARCH FOR WOMEN'S LIVES
^

On March 16, approximately 50,000 people from all walks of life will march
together to affirm and protect the will of the American majority which supports

legal abortion and birth control. A UCLA delegation of 6,000 student, faculty

and staff members will be a part of this historic event. Join us. Call 652-5576
for more information.

UCLA DELEGATION WILL BE BOARDING AT THE CAMPUS ENTRANCE AT
LE CONTE AND WESTWOOD BLVD. OR FOR THOSE WITHOUT CAMPUS
PARKING PERMITS, BUSES WILL ALSO LEAVE FROM THE WEST L.A. FEDER-
AL BUILDING (PARKING IS FREE). BOARDING TIME IS 9:00 A.M. PURCHASE
TICKETS AT THE TABLE ON BRUIN WALK FROM 12-2 P.M. MON.-FRI. OR
CALL 652-5576.

()
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FINALS COMING!
SELF HYPNOSIS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean As For You

Private sessions-Student discount. Gail Success Center

Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist. (HEC)

Director. (818) 989-2923 1

\tm -»——*-*

^
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You deserve the best!

INTERNATIONALLY

ACCLAIMED ^

HAIR ARTISTS

LONDON • THE ORIENT* NEW YORK

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION

1093 BROXTON AVE..WESTWOOD VILLAGE. CA

(213) 208-6300

2ml
OFF

ALL

SERVICES

1ST TIME

CUSTOMERS

ONLY

Exp. 3/17/86

HOMDAl ^
Present student I.D. For ^
SPEaAL B

DISCOUNTS!
Join the Elite'"

Arrive in Style

AERO'''

Co on a Spree^
TM

:iij;ii/:iij];iijiu.iiiiji]

6525 SANTA MONICABLVD,
PHONE (213) 486-7191

DOMINO'S
PIZZA—
DELIVERS"

i'v

When cooking's the last

thing you feel like doing^
When the gang drops by
for an unexpected party...

When you're hitting the

books at the eleventh

hour^When the kids are

starving and want to eat-

now! Domino's Pizza

is the solution. Call us! In

just 30 minutes, you'll get

a fresh, hot. delicious pizza

delivered free right to your

door. No problem!

• ft824-1
1371 Westwood Blvd ^

Op«n for lunch
1 1 am - 1 am Sua - Thura
11am-2am FrL & Sat.

C 1 984 Domino's Pizza, inc.

$3.00 Off any 16"
J

large Deluxe or Vegi
pizza. 2

One coupon per pi2zar-|^

Expires: 3-1 4-86

Fast, free delivery

I
I
I
I

I
1371 Westwood Blvd |

I

I

3.

A

824- • • •

I

RECORDS

Smooth PIL is

disappointing
By Peter Henne, Staff Writer .

•frr*

Public Image Ltd.: Albuiti; Elektra. So, it's come to this'

Johnny? i

John Lydon — you remember him — he once called himself

Johnny Rotten. We all know his story. Snarling, spitting, yes,

even vomiting across respectable Ole England with his jolly old

Sex Pistols, rotten vesicated the soft, l)roafed skin Of mid-'tOs

mass cultural tuneout and connived his way into fhe history

pages of rock'n'roll forever. For Johnny, it came easy: all he

need do was grimmace his dirty mouth and pop open those in-

solent and terrified eyes, and all his invective naturally sprung

forth. Whatever might be said of him now about then. Rotten

was certainly this: a prophet: the quality lay'in his flagrant tone

as much as his words. Each venomous snivel and shrill crescen-

do portended a riot or the Queen getting mushed. Like no
previous rock'n'roll, his music pleaded street anarchy. Listening

to his records now, over a nine-year gap, you still feel his biting

sting.

But that was then, and this is now.

Of the music~tEe"alter-egcrjohn Lydon Tias made with Public"

Image Ltd, much o( it has been breakthrough and some of it

(all of Second Edition) as prophetic as Never Mind the Bollocks.

But, somewhere over the course of time Lydon lost something
essential. He must have, to release an LP as displeasingly

moderate as Album.

You could excuse Album as simply no more than a Lydon
joke on record biz marketing. The packaging of this release uses_

a zlngy kick to generic commercialism: depending on which"
format you buy, an LP, tape, or CD, you may own Album . i-r-

or Cassette, or Compact Disc. Get it? There's an Idea in this.

True to Lydon's nature, he's pushed his concept art to the limit:

the maxi-single is called "12-Inch Single"; the promo campaign
for the entire artifice consists of the single word, "Ad." (No
breakthrough here, but at least there's wit and consistency at

work) . __^
This cerebral bit of anarchy aside, the sad discovery of

Album is that Lydon has mislaid his own sniping tone. Maybe
we're expecting too much of a man to continue the apocalyptic

fury he began a decade ago, whose persona has been more '

hyped, vilified, and scrutinized than any pop star's since the

highwater days of Bob Dylan. Maybe it's a good thing to chill

out for an album. But Lydon's been chilled out for several

albums now, and you have to wonder — when is the cold spell

going to end?

Simply put, the man lacks authority. The songs on Album
sound improvised, and, though the musicians are uncredited,
the takes probably came from the sessions Lydon participated in

with Bill Laswell and Anton Pier on The Golden Palomino's Vi-

sions of Excess album. Without a permanent band, Lydon
seems content to groove on the talents of other musicians, but—

'

without disciplining thentr—
'

;

These musicians are explicitly professional — they don't ever
let us stop knowing that, either. They clog the record with solos
and long whirling closings at seemingly every available space.
Their individual efforts are stylized, yes, not to mention vir-

tuosic. But if someone had taken care to better organize this
ensemble, they wouldn't sound so clumpy.

Where does that leave Johnny? Not at the helm, but more'
like a celebrity host. There's nothing that's likely to rankle your
ear nerves here, or even give them an honest jolt. Except for
"FTT," which has Lydon gravelling through the lowest registers
he's ever sung in, he generally swims along with the music,
throwing off Lydonesque trills here and there as little ID
markers. The lyrics are simple ID markers too. "Anger is an
energy" on "Rise" makes his message sound more cuUed from
rote than ever. Lydon is snapping without sinking his teeth in.

It's an unfair demand, but we're used to expecting more.
From a man who's always been about grabbing the spotlight,
an album that is by-and-large forgettably conceived is

disheartening.

WHOOPS!!!!
Sorry folks, we goofed. Despite what yesterday's Bruin
Arts Guide says, the correct information for the Junior
Recitals at Schoenberg Hall are as follows:

Friday, March 14, 12:00 pm
Mark Dillion, Harpist, and Craig Garinkle, Guitarist.
4:00 pm, Clarolyn Maier, Harpist, and Anthony
Milosevic, Pianist

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall.
FREE

fti

t

1

•Maker'
Continued from Page 18
Twomey) is a succubus-like
anchor woman out to further
her career by destroying Roger
and his project. Instead of the
promised film about media,
we find ourselves viewing two
classically alienated, blindly
-amoral 80*s careerists going at
-it mano a mano. Needless to
say, the superior (read more
manipulative) male prevails..

But this trivialization of a
fairly serious issue is hardly
exceptional. Simply because a
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conservative, evasive film
poses its a liberal, honest one
doesn't necessarily make it the
fifisco The Imagemaker
ultimately proves to be. That
takes poor direction,
unimaginative scenes, embar-
rassing dialogue, and zombie-
like performances. All of
which The Imagemaker pro-
vides in relentless abundance.
It is, however, competently
shot. The professional touch is

evident. Doubdess this will

ATING DISORDERS
THERAPY GROaP

how being formed by

Clinical"Psychology practice
in Westwood

JUnterested, call Janet Wozn!ca, -M.A.^ '

="^213^824-7027 "^^^^
y «i'

ns

"enabteiTTor find its niche~on
the cable circuit, which is

always ready to provide space
for such glossy, familiar,
mindless 'entertainment.'

Because of its politico-media
subject matter, The Im-
agemaker invites comparison
:3vith the recent effort by
Sidney Lumet, Power. You
say you missed that one? Me,
too. But then, who didn't? I'd

advise the same media
strategy for dealing with The
Imagemaker.

Iowa governor tries

to lure fibn makers
BEVERLY HILLS(AP) —

Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad
swooped into California Tues-
day to pitch Hollywood the

virtues of filming in Iowa.
Branstad said his state has a

happy history of cooperation
with the film industry, bring-

ing Hollywood producers on
location to shoot films such as

"Country," "Starman," and
"F.LS.T."
^ Actor Clint Eastwood
fCCehtly told lawmakers in

Sacramento that California is

losing about $1 billion annual-

ly to states that lure film pro-

duction away from
Hollywood.

Same Location For 31 YearsI

Auto Audio
1423 6ttiSt.

Santa Monica

(213)393-6164

Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

10% off for UCLA Studentsi
Free Flashing

'LED
with any stereo

purchase

CLIFFORD SECO-LARM
Entetw

D0PII^HA
> I

Remote w/

Back-up battery

$399

Prices include installation

20% off all Blaupunkt & Kenwood
Personal attention is our specialty

Your satisfaction guaranteed

Le (Jonte Hair Sti;Usts

MEN & WOMEN
Expert Halrcuttlng
Body Permanent
Heir Coloring
Shonnpoo & Blow Dry
Manicuring & Pedicuring

10966^ Le Conte Ave. >

Wesh^ood Village across from UCLA
Parking Lot 1

JNTERNATiONAL THEATRE antf-
Intemational Student Association

present

INDIAN
PANTOBOME
by Ntnu^aii

.

Goswami,

A Visiting Professor and
Artist from India

Short lecture on Indian Pantomime
followed by a full Performance.

QDAY, MARCH 14, 8 PM
ALSO, JOIH THE PAHTOmME WORKSHOP

ON SATURDAY, MARCH 29.
Students & ISC $3.50
Public $5.00
Refreshments follow.

CALL ISCs PROGRAM OFHCE FOR REGISTRATION AND ^ERVATIONS
FUNDED BY COP AND USAC

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
1023 Hilgard Ave. 825-3384

r

®

I;

LosAngeles /^OITlOtt Hotel
The Los Angeles Airport Marriott Hotel looks for

qualified individuals who are interested in pro-
viding "excellence in service and hospitability".

We offer full-time hours as well as part-time hours
j

.M j^^iMto

Ind flexible shifts depending upon the position.

Marriott offers many excellent benefits including:
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, Parking, Meals,
Vacation & Sick Leave, Profit Sharing, cfredit

Union and many others.

If you are interested in exploring job oppor-
tunities, please visit our Employment denter.

To Complete An Application:

Mondays-Wednesdays: 9AM-5PM
Thursdays: 9AM-7PM

,

Interviewing Hours:

Mondays: 1PM-3PM
Tuesdays: 10AM-1PM
Thursdays: 5PM-7PM

LOS ANGFJJ:S
AIRl^ORTL^Varriott
•

. !__ EOE/M/F/H^'

rs

UCLA
CENTER
FOR
THE /\RTS

Music Department

VCIA
Madrigal Singers
Don Weiss, director

Sunday, March 16. 4 pm
' Schoenberg Hall $5,3

llu- JJnil Annii.il llunu' ( (UuVn ilullKk•^llH

\v«»rkl pri-nikri- oJ iliriv K)iiip«»MlJons h\ Paul

i hih.ini b;is4-d on liMs Iroin Shaki->|x-.iri> As hm
Itkift. l-thiiimin IVtjilish.iiuK.tmi.insinil.ir

nuisu <.«>iiU'iup(ir.ir\ nuUri^iiK. and AivcrK'an

2x: ^^^^S,^^S.*» ^ »«L*» ^S,^^^^»»* ^ " ^^^S.S. 'LS.^ " ^^^* ^ * ^^^S,S.^^^^S,S,^S.S.S.S.S^^ C^<^1- "^•^"^^'TE arfcr LT^^ ^l^ ^t^^^ ' iiiii;!

TONIGHT
Are Catholics, Christian?

«« Myths About Catholicisnr**

7pm CJriiversity Catholic Center 840 Hil^rd

^t^^^^S^^S.^ 't^^^S.S.I.^^^'^l^t.S.l.^^^^^S^'L'L^'^^S.^S.S.S.^^^^S.S.^T^^^TT^^T^^^S.l.n^t.S.S.^S.^^^^^^I.^.S.^S.^^.'.^^^^'t^i

Charge-by-Phone
(213)825-9261
UCl A Central Ticket Office 6&0 Westwood Plaza

Oatly 9 am 5 pm Weekdays 10 am-3 pm iSun phone

order^bnly '$5 Student ticKets with full time ID

(Limited availability! Rush^t snowtime for students

and Sr citizens Program date lime & place sudieci

to change

iii^stiiiii(3i(^

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

' '""
per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua^ green,
topaz, blue • each

3. lOO's of the latest Fashion Frames
w / prescription lenses in plastic • 'extended wear add $10.00

values up to $100«00# Now one low price oilpi^ofessiorKil services avaikxhle
r ^

Expires 3/21/86
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmm^ <!i!*!*Ri*i*<K>R

iiiiiiililiiiiliiiiiii^^^

^liiiiiiiiHiiliiiiiiiii^"
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Tht ASUOA CofiMuniciiiM BoMl My ««pani »M
UNMnMy ol CMonli't polcy m non^tocKminaian.

pwiow ol My ortgn. not. nlglan, wx. or mximI
ortMiMon In • dHnMnfeig tMy. or knply tM Hay anMM Id owMn poMon, opMMM, ratw or
itaa bi MoMy. NMior Iw (My Bniki nor' ta
ASUCLA Communtalora tart h« hwolotad «iy
0* tm oor^^wi nfcurtwd or o^ortMri wmwnta In

Mi IMM. Any poraon bHiilwg nn an aJwrttaniawl
InlNi li«iB «Mtaa •« Boart't polcy on non-
dtooMnalon ataM haraki ahoiM cofflmunlcali

compM* In wrttig lo •« Buainaaa Mmgar, [My
8n*i. m Waahwood Plan, KH 112. Loa AngalM. CA
90004 For iiililaii ti wNh houaing dtotrrtnalon
proMama. cat ffia UCLA Houaing Ofha al •2S4«1.
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GROUP original music, experienced
dub band available for any dub function.

Hot oorrtempo rock, call Blank Frank

(213)871.8667 after 5 pm.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun, friendship. Uehara
(818)840^638. -

Lynn and Torey, Happy 4th Anniversary.

You two are the greatest. With k>ve and
bkxy, Gary af>d Kelly.

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $50(Vmo. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

NNED nr>oney? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $50(Vmo. or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic. 9012 Olympic. (213) 858-3021.
Nancy.

CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS,

CAMPUS
1 HAPPENINGS ...1

The

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOA
(PAB) andlts two

-^ principal committees,

the
1PUS PROGRAMS COMI\^

(CPC)andthe
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

_COMMinEE(CAC)
•T«r#k^^71will hold a PUBLIC HEARtNtTI

March 13, 1986 from 6:00 to 7:00pm
In 161 Kerckhoff Hall. The purpose of this

hearing Is to discuss proposed changes
to their Guldllnes and Charter for the

Academic Year 1986-87.

GOOD DEALS ........7 MISCELLANEOUS 9

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
-ANYONE'S PWCIS OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818)992-6966. (213)873-3303.

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo. 24 hours.

on Jn 3 minutes by plVone. 4B$-9644 or

455-1404.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.

Call James Boord. (816) 716-0224.

PERSONAL 10

^M.
10884WeYtxjrr^Ave.

torv LA. 90024

illLIS-IOOKS-OIFTS
M-W 10o-9:30p: Th-Sot. lOo-llp; SUa 2-4

208-943r

(b how do you pin a gil?

AiUndertheShobeiglit!!

IhonksforoGBEAT

GfeekWeek

love,

AZ

Mnnav tor Caleaef
Ifs ol around you. if you know
where to lookl Our natkxvwkje

Academic Data Service

gurantees 5 to 25 Financial Aid

Sources for your higher

education or your morwy txxX
Freshmen, sophorrxxes. and
ongoing graduate students

ONLY, can toN free

1-80O-544-1574 ext. 639 or

write P.O. Box 16493,

Chattanooga, TN. 37416

i £'X\ovJJ[N/\JL*»********«****«« 10
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To the
Gentlemen of

Triangle. TtKink

you for ttie roid

on Monday
night. Looking
fOffWQfd to

Moffdi Oras
The Ladies of

Sigma Delta Tau

A2:o
Ttie women of

AAn are ready
for a roaring

good time at
ttie always
lmp>resslve

OreekOcrtsby
See you tonight

at 9:00 sharpi

3 on 3 Basketball Tournament

For
The

Starts To(day Late Sign ups
will be taken at BETA UNTIL 5:00pm TODAY

All proceeds will benefit the Homeless of Los Angeles

,.,.v.

t -
1986-87

PanlMllenic

Executive Council

Applications now available.

Get involved in ttie Greek

System and apply today!

Pick-up applk^ations In ttie

Pantiellenic offtee-Men's

-Gym 118 or 2224 Murphy.

Applications due: April 8,

5:00. Elections will iMJifilJl

^AprillS.

CONGRATULATIONS
_^ ZETA PSI RUNNERStf

Togetfier in the LA Marathon you raised over^~^

^ $MOO _
for Cancer Caret Inc.!!

Bill Newman io,i miles
Kieth Iversen . , \ 10.1 miles
Frank Pedrcr lO^t mifc

FIJI LITTLE SISTERS
Wine & Cheese

Tonight 8:00, at the House

• f.T^ iTlCfif

Jeff Rubin
Bob Tran
Jim «^he Kim^*
Seott Oamon
HattSpillane
Bill Sexton

10.1 miles
10 miles
lO miles
10 miles
9 miles
• miles
Smiles

CUBAN AMERICAN BRUINS
General Meeting

^ New and Old Members^
Welcf^omed

ACKERMAN 2408
2 pm

TODAY

ATH PALM SPRINGS
WEEKENDER
April 18. 19. and 20.

UttleSisters get your chec l<sin now to
reserve a spot.

Questions? Coil Jim Smith 208-1422.
DON'T FORGET:

Ul Sis Loicer Gome TONIGHT

.A« FOOTIAU-
A commitment to

ExceNancel
Oxjmpionstiips come

ondgobut-

(greatest eooclieti)

TiKmk you, you're

, SUNM
Love

Tlie Alpho Ptii't

Stmiy PortM|««« ia

ioJaMfaro

B«ffaia«ra/
iatcraMdiat* aad
•d^mmcmd. 5 it
cfMlit profraai

(LACC). Co«t $1998.
Im€lm4mm: Bo^^d trip

airffara, rooa aad
board with a Braziliaa
ffaaily, daasaa IBEV
Copa Cavaaa, Taitioa,

-^ OVER ie7 HILES
RAN FOR CHARITY!
WAY TO eO ZETEStt

ATTENTION PHI KAPP—-LITTLE SISTERSt

aad Exc«ralo^a. Cat!
Prof. DaailM at (213)

839-8427

THE LADIES OF DELTA ZETA ARE
PROUD TO WELCOME OUR NEWEST

INITIATES:

KAmPAUINDINO(n«)
PAM MClUI (AI)

Thank you for your
confldence and
support on the

marattxxi course.
Our finisties were
because of youl

Thanksl
Bill NewTDon (TV)
Kip Iverson (ZV)

YYETTE BROUSSARD
CARINA CASTANEDA
KIFTDAVIS"^

"~

PAMELA DAVIS
VICTORIA GASKILL
BARBARA GOLLING
ELIZABETH HOLT
TERA KAUTZ
AEREE KIM
DIANE KITTLESON
JOYCE LIEN

CHRISTINE LOULIS
NATASHA MAHNOUSKI
FRAN MALDONADO
DEBBIE McBRIDE

LOVE AND AKZ,
YOUR SISTERS

SUSAN McFARLIN
MELANIE McKINNELL
LESLIE MESONES
LINDA PICKEREL
STEPHANIE REEVES
L|NDA SAMIA
SUSAN SCHLOETTER
STEPHANIE SCHULER
PAN SCHWAM
JENNIFER SEBREE
LISA SHIMOMURA
JANET TOWNSLEY
ROBIN WINSTON
STEPHANIE WUNSCH

MEET US TONIGHT AT CHASE BAR
AND DELI FOR THE MOST

EXTRAVAGANT LITTLE SISTER PARTY
OF THE QUARTER. KEGS. MUSIC.
AND DANCING BEGIN AT 9:00

DONT MISS IT.

WCLASVRF
TEAM

Surf*s up at AEO
for dinner tonight

at 5:30. Wetsuits

are optional. See

you tonight!

Love, A£^
Cowabuhga guys!
^rr

ree FootbaU
Teaai

so close...

tie in the playoffs,

tie in over-tiine, lose

by 5 tiny yards.

AAAH!! You guys

were great!! Thanks
Dave (Ln) for your

superb coaching!

U8A TRiiMlLAY (KA)
Substitute? No woy-
you're tt)e real thlr^gl

TtKink you.

YLS.Lori
.—. ->i»*Mr*-..^_

8ETH (AE«)- ¥
Congratti I k>ve you {
even ttxxjgh you oreE

a big sneokl
Love A Iml always.

LYLLE

Your fonnaf was fiin

but Ackerman was b«Cter

fiychiip for this Friday

Youll ramomber it (fbrtvar).

«M
A few qu«noft> TnoT r»gg7gt»answer<^

d: Have you gotten ttw life size poster yet?

LM: Whaf woukj I do without Leon A Muffy?

HC: Wtiere's my boy sweater?
SM: What's better JRC or JFC?
MJIQ: Do you prefer the musk; or the buzz?

Kt: Dkj you use Memorex?
N: How's your Partt^enon?

MO: WtKit's your astrok>okx3l sign?

Lt: Isn't Burtxsnk 20 minutes from here?

LN: What's better ZBT beer or Beta ice?

RM: Efficient Resource Allocation is the best,

isn't it? (then ix)w do you spill water
effectively?)

LIOB,

The Infamous KLB award
recipient time and

time again

Roflia (OM)
Thanks! You
guys are great.

Two awesome
OM*s. What
else can I say

MomI?
LIOB, KeUy

Michael McLetlle (£«£)

Ttie roses. n\e Hmo.
tt>e night...

TtKmk you for a
wonderful, romantto
weekerxl. I savored
every moment, and
wW never (grget

'Vk>let A RoS^ '86

"

You are a " ^
sweettieart.

IkDveyou.
H8IDI

Celeste («M)
I wiSh you only the

best of luclc as the .

new Treasurer.

LIOB. Keiry .A

JACK HALEY
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

(f 1 monthsl
Here's to a lifetime of

Happiness together.

I LOVE YOUII
LOVE, STACE

AE*)
~~

and

MWF Y•• (LAM)
Confracubcions on your

pinnif^! It's about time!

Lova. Tba Stears of AEO

The Brothers of Theta Xi
Congratulate our 1986-87

Blue Iris Queen:
Celia Glacobi (JCKT)

Princesses:^ ^~"^^

Mindy McKee (KA0r
Karen Calhoun (AAA)

^j^ .

^
.«•

h wouldn't miss it for the world"

-Bob Hope
< <Anyone that's anyone will be there"

^ -Jacic Nlcklaus

Announcing the THETA XI
• _7th annual _ __

LITTLE SISTER GOLF
PARTY (PGA approved)

Festivities start Thursday. March 13th

at 9:00 P.M. at the Xi Country Club

Appropriate Dress Required

PHI PSI
Thanks so nnuch
for the wild raid!

We ore so
excited for

Mordl Gros,

'cause you guys
orethebestll

Love.
PI Phi

AZ
Sun's out! Surf's

up! So grab your

board's, put on

ttiose bikinis and

head for Beach
Blanket Bingo!

Beach opens at

9:00. See You
There!

Nancy l^jno (2:at).

ToourSoNdOold
Danc«r and the Best

GreelcWeeIc

ChaifTnan.

We Love You,

Your Sig Deit Sisters

To the
Gentlemen of

Zeto Psi Fraternity.

It was a great
greek week pair

up.

WE HAD A BLAST!

Ttie Ladies of

Sigma Delta

Tau

PHI KAP-
Whoft tlM nome of

th«oame7l7!
one rod rokj

How do you pkiyTI?
Put «K£ and AZ

together
Why do you ployTH

to hove a
great tknelil

Thanksl

Love, AZ

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. Up to $10(V«veek. Minorities en-

couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

QENITAL herpes-study t>etng corxlucted

tt)rough tt>e University Center for Infectious

Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimtxjrsenwnt. (213)206-<>723.

MALE adults 1&-22 needed for rseearch

project at UCLA. 1 time only. Earn $12.00.

Call 825-0392.

«"
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RESEARCH .

SUBJECTS.. 12

MALE TMearch subjects needed wtw have
had relattonships with professors. Corv
fidentiality guaranteed. Please call

(805)250-2753.
^

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,
needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 825-0392 .

SPERM donor wanted. FOE Medical
Clinic. 82(M»77

WANTED: Patients age 14 and older with

diagnosed periodontal (gum) disease to

participate in research project providing

periodontal care (monitoring, instruction,

x-rays, surgery). 825-9792 for appointnwnt.

WANTED: Vounteers sensitive to food ad-

ditives or flavor enhancers to answer a
questionnaire. Answers will be used to

select sut>jects for a study. Subjects
selected will be paid $10.00. Call N.

Murphy at 825-5703.

LOST .....17

LOST: Earring. Silver triangle with flam-

ingo design in lot 32 on 3/5/86. Please

Helpl Reward. 934-7680.

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical
research. Will t)e well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

SPERM donors needed for medical
research program. Compensation. Contact

Kim. 551-7965.

1^

PREGNANCY 20

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS

WVE CAfVE FREE TESTING
COUMSFLING A r?FSO(JI>rES

AVAILABLE
M/ESTSIOE PrTEGNANCV
COUNSELING CENTER
2024 PICO BLVO. SM

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
19S 1111

Ox^lu^v^X^O •..••......•..•••.....'^ M,

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks

mo^l9 for haircuts, permsr color. 652-

5766

FREE haircut-need models for haircut

class at Japss hair salon. Call Masako at

271-1653.

TOP t>eauty sak>n in Beverly Hills. Looking

for female models from 18-25 yrs for hair-

cuts, colors, perms. Free of charge. Every

Wednesday night, 5:30-9:30 Cristophe

Salon- 348 N. Be /eriy Dr. 274-0651.

x;

r

LuCia
..Electrolysis & Skincaie

.{mm
"T

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing

\lanicure • Pedicure

208-8193 «,
I

1015 GAYLEY AVE. WESTWOOD VILLAGE
J

= :

—

^^/
HEALTH
SERVICES 22

HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED .30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED....„«JQ_

A secretary/bookkeeper needed. 60 plus
wpm accurately. Computer & word pr<^

ceasing experience preferred. Westwood
Vmage. 15 hrs. Flexible. Dr. Frank 208-

5550.

ASIA travel/study, 2 months. $1295-$1395
covers aN expenses. work($6.004l0.00/
hour) to offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT retail food service manager
for Boston Brownies (Westwood kx»tibn).
We are: ^ifW;e 1961 Boston Brownies has
been tt>e natk)n's leader in selling highest
quality, fresh baked brownies. We are a
company that is fanatical to the point of

being psychotic about quality-atx)ut pro-

duct, our people, treatment, & our
customer service. We are kwking for: We
are kx>king for a bright, energetic person
with good natural instincts & comnr>on
sense. The qualified individual will have
the proven history of ability & driving sales
through superb customer service & staff

motivation, while simultaneously maintain-
ing controllable costs. At least one year of

experience & a willingness to learn & grow
as needed. What we offer: strong salary A
bonus package. Ground floor opportunity
immediately prior to significant company
expansk>n. Chance to join a dedicated &
capat>le team & get very ck>se to a k>t of

great tasting brownies. What to do: apply
in person to Boston Brownies in the
Westside Pavillion (3rd level next to Nord-
stroms), between 4 & 5pm March 10-14.

lOOOOWestPico. (213)47(M166.

ATHLETIC-looking girls in track & fleW.

swimming, gymnastics, tennUR $TOO/day'
acting Recording: (213)430-5431.

BUSBOY'S wanted. Lunch and/or dinner
shifts 246 26th street. Santa Monica. App-
ly between 5pm-6pm. Wed.through Sun.

CASHIER/sales. female, part/full-time in

women's shoe and clothing store. Melons
on Melrose Ave. 854-7734.

CASHIERS, waiters/waitresses to work at

a Dim Sum Cafe during daytime. Call
47ft-41W9

COUNSELOR • full time and part-time

positions now avallat>le at leading residen-

tial treatment center for teenage boys. Ex-

perience preferred. Excellent benefits.

Full-time counselor. Part-time counselor.

(818)347-1326.

CRUISESHIPS hiringi $16430,000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii, Wortdll Call for guide.

caaaette. news servicel (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DELIVERY person wanted nights or
weekends, must have car. Call Arlene
(213)655-9342.

DRIVER/MESSENGER full or part-time.

Familiar with greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurance,
copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto alk>wance. Call (818)906-

0899;(818)90&O763

DRIVERS needed to deliver balloonsi

Wowll Own car, flexible hours, hard work,

but fun jobi Van owners & singers get

extra $1 Balkwn Celebrations-10922 Le
Conte Ave. Wwood: (213)208-1180.

ELEGANT private dining club in Westwood
seeking exceptk>nal waiters for part tinie

employment. Please call June or Ginny be-

tween 9-1 1am for appointment. (213)208-
1443.

CLEANING service. Earn $200plus/week.
Full/part time. Top wages. Flexible hours.
Excellent working conditions. Friendly

people to work with. Benefits Call 828-
664.

Clerk cashier $5-$7/hr. Hours to be ar-

ranged 7-ll Food store, 630 .Wilshire,

Santa Monica. Call Gene I0am-12noon
(213)393-7330

CONSIDER
A CAREER
IN POLinX.
Progressive European

men's clothing store seeks

energetic salespersons and
cashiers to work full and
part-time in their new
Westwood Viliaj^e locatiocL.

Please mail resume to^

Moba. Inc.

10880 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 1900
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213)470-1891

FOLITIX

EXTRA'S needed. Now casting attractive

model types for movie & T.V. Creative

Casting: (818)784-0044.

F/T assistant for news coverage & office

work Japanese language helpful. Jifi Press
(213)488-0958.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical Tnterest required. College student

preferred. For busy Beverly Hills office.

Call (213)550^)950. Ask for Teena.
-

GENERAL office person at consulting firm.

Accurate typing, writing business letters,

invoicing, phdnes. 821-8585.

GIRL Friday needed part-time, 2p<30 hrs/

week flexible, mostly typing (55-60 wpm)
for counseling practice, will train in word

-precessmg. CaH De6bte (21 3) 937-4900.

INCREDIBLE Income; Fft, Wf. $2000-
$8000 rnonthly. No experience. Make own
hours. Rudy. (818)366-5452

LEGAL secretary trainee. Permanent part-

time position. No experience required, but

must have excellent typing skills (min. 60
wpm). Will train on word processor. 20-30
flexible hrs./week. Full-time during sum-
mers $6-7 starting based on skills. Call

Laura at 470-3555.

LIGHT bookkeeping 5-7 hoursAveek. Flexi-

ble. English speaking. Trans, necessary.
$5/hF 394-2933. Leave message

MARKET-RESEARCH, coder's needed
Require detail oriented person to code
market research surveys. Non-permanent
minimum 20hrs/wk in small Westside firm.

477-8501 ask for Anna.

d^ATRIX One Beverly Hills has p/t position

open for motivated person with accoun-

j| ting/t>ookeeping experience. Min 20 hrs/

wk. Contact Flo-937-0951

.

MOTION Picture and television Agency
wants intern Tuesday and Thursday after-

noons. Training in return for effort. Call be-

tween 9:30 and 1 2 noon - 652-6033
»,; — _

NEW delivery service is now hiring drivers

to begin immediately Must have own in-

sured vehicle. No^weekends call 475-

0700. vi

HEALTH
SERVICES ...22

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708

r/

It for

television based
PR Agency. $8/hr.

20-25 hrs per week.
Hours adjustable to fit

class schedule.

Advancement is

possible.(213)655-3656.

10ain-6pm weekdays.

Lonely?
Tired?

Depressed?
Individuals •Groups
Couples• Family.
Fee: Sliding Scale

3744 S. Barrington Call Open Paths
West L.A. (213) 398-7877

i

^ %)|c)|c)|c))c )|c)|c)ic)|c :|c )|c% )|c 3|c :1c

Fill In yo«r w«ck ^
wtth extra $$$

Immediate openings for

secretarial skills, typists,

clerks, receptionists,

word processors, & all

office skills. Work by the
day, week, or month.

8TIVER8
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656

^:tc3|c:K9|(«3|e3|C9|c9|c%)|e9|e^4e#

OPPORTUNITIES 26 HELP WANTED 30

INCOME Opportunity - Ni»w pet food com-
pany looking for distributors. Earn $600-

$1500 or mors, part-time. (213)652-0990

can bstwMnl-6 PM.

HELP WANTED 30

ADVERTISING assistant. LA rstail chain.

Graphics. PR, retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services, 3125 Western Avenue,

Seattle. WA 96126.

raipongible Live-in Team Leader with
hJ^ enern^^- stamina, physiMl

strengtli, and good sense of numor.
Experienced in both phvsical and

household care to provlffe At Home
Support to an active quadriplegic

Businessman and his wUe. Full-Time
with flexible daytime houn. ExceUent
Salary plus Room and Board. Private
room in beautiful WLA home. Fluent
EnoUsh/Good driving record/ Kitchen
skills and references desired. Will also
consider a couple.

(213)553-3629

Sales Clerks

Manager Trainers

Video sales and ren-

tals, retail record and
tape sales. Full Time

position, advancement
—potential. Will train.

Apply in person on
Friday March 1 4 be-

tween 1 03 pm at:

Music Plus 1901
Westwood Blvd, LA

P/T weekend maid hotel next to campus.

$4.00/hr 206-3945.

P/T student assistant in microcomputer

lab. $5.80/hour Working knovvledge of

F>C/IX)S. Basic programming. Call Tony,

825-3034.
'

PART or full-time help wanted in men's

retail store. Salary negotiable. 395-0397.

PART-TIME receptionist. Good phone

voice. Light filing. $5.0(Vbr. QaH after 3:00

pm. (81 8)990^1 31 - •^•* .

PART-TIME girl Friday? offering room ar>d

tx>ard, pay, pool, private entrance in Bev:

eriy Hills home. Call daily; 10-2. Kim
(213)273-2433.

PART-TIME Century City, light office and
phone.; Call (213)277-1308. Ask for Urry
or Scott.

PART time programming job (15-20 hrs.

per wk.). Computer Science major, familiar

with VAX or PDP-11. GPA 3.0 or better re-

quired. Initial salary $6.00/hr. Non-Smok-
ing environment. Contact Liz Lpree, Pro-

prietary Software Systems, 394-5233.

POSITION open. Salespeople wanted
part-time or full-time. Pacific Bookstore.

Required: txwkstore selling experieence,

typing skills, references, daytime hours.

Call between 930-6, 451-5746. 515
Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica.

PRINTER for afternoon shift in mini-lab.

Noritsu 601 enlarger experience helpful,

but will train. Must be interested in

photography. Photo classes helpful. 208-

2989. See Sue.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank. p/t. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491 ._
RE firm seeks P/T receptipnist/secretary to

work M.W.F 12-5:30 pm. Must type 50
WPM. $7/hr. Contact RaeLynn. (213)820-

5151.

RE firm seeks P/T receptionist/secretary to

wori( M.W.F, l2-5:30pm. Must type 50
wpm.^$7/hr, Contact Bae Lynn, (213)8aft>-

5151.

REAL Estate EXPO needs personable

salesperson to earn high commission sell-

ing booths Jobs lasts for one month. Start

immediately. Hours flexible. Need own
transportation Hurry and call (818)282-

4908

RENAISSANCE Faire: Food booth workers
needed April 19 through May 24.

Weekends only! (818)788-1428

RESPONSIBLE parties to interview public,

p/t kxal market research firm, flexible

hours, including weekends and evenings.

Call Trisha (213)824-1811 for appt. be-

tween 1 •4pm MWF only.

SALESPERSON to work giftshop and
boutique. Located in nice hotels. Salary

determined upon experience. Flexible

hours 27^2353

SAS Programmer: Challenging position for

individual with min. 1-yr. experience with

SAS language.- Call Sam (213)821-6801
(9-1 1 am). -«*p- » \*-

TEACHERS/ED MAJORS: Would you con-

sider a permanent job as GOVERNESS-
type live-in for great MAUI home with 3
young children? Send qualifications to LA.
Lucy, 845 Front St. Lahaina. Maui, HI

96761 (806)661-4611.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Opportunity. $7
per hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commission. 4 to 6 hrs per day. Part-time/

full-time. Call Mr. Davidson. 8am-1pm.
(213)930-1891.

TELEPHONE Survey. 5-8pm, M-TH, $7/hr

call Tom (21 3)459-7578

USHER Jobs available WiHern Theater,
Wilshire and Western. Generally weekend
nights, rock concerts, presentations. Apply
in person, 3790 Wilshire Blvd. M-F 10^ In-

fo (213)388-1400
^

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-

nent basis. Typing, letter writing, light

bookkeeping. Salary open, paridng provid-

ed. Good location. Shorthand or speed-

writing desireable. Phone for appt. 272-

8437

17 yr. old high school senior boy needs to

live w/ mature student who can functkMi as

Big Brother & provide supervision and
socializatk)n. Salary open 394-3010.

S5 PLUS PER HOUR. RETRIEVE ARTI-

CLES FROM UCLA LIBRARY COM-^
PUTER A PLUS. REPLY: INFO PLOSION
729 WASHBURN AVE. TEANECK. N.J.

07666.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

Easy extra ihconiel $500/$1000 possible.

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-

McKinney & Assoc., Dept I-A2, 100 E
Hillcrest Blvd Suite 209, Inglewood, CA
90301.

GOVERNMENT Jobs. $16.04(K$59.230/yr.

Now hiring. Call (805)687-6000 ext. R-

10105 for current federal list.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (2 1 3) 655-92 1 2

.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LEARN ENnRTAINMINT
Public Relations

Intefn at oeiebrity public

relations firm. No pay
but great opportunity to

learn and gain experl-
^^ ence. Call SonIa at

H^13)276-6400j

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

Apartments available $690/up. Kelton
Towers-515-Kelton. 208-1976.

APARTMENT for

drapes, ref.. stove,

shuttle. 478-1705.

lease. New carpet.

Water paid. Near V.A.

Producer of TV shows
that appear on ABC
and Metro Media TV
seeks models 18-45,

M/F, Pro/Non Pro.
Legit. Fashion Shows.
Call for Appointment

-will train-

213-465-24671

GORGEOUS 1 -bedroom. 1 -bathroom,
hardwood floors. Spa in unit. U.C.L.A.

Close $895.00 479-6981

.

ONE-bedroom. one mile from school.

$700/month. Weekdays call 477-4485.
Kathy or Diane. Weekends-(714)493-3921.
Kathy.

UNFURNISHED/ single. Wilshire $455/
mo. Kitchen. Charming older building.

65»O370. M-F. Mickey.

WEST LA. 2 bedroom. 2 bath, available

March 15th. $950/month. 473-4840.

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-in
allowance, furnished singles. Patio,
elevator. A/C. 10989 Rochester. 479-7485.
managed by Moss & Company.

$100 MOVE-IN allowance. Deluxe apart-

ments. furnished/unfurnished, 1 & 2
bedrooms. 2 pools, gym. rec. room, sauna,
and bart)eque 10760 Rose. (213) 559-
3403. Managed by Moss and Co.

$450 FURNISHED bachelor apartment.
One block UCLA, utilities furnished. 944
Tiverton Ave. 824-0181

.

»

FROFfSSIONAL
PHOTOORAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Mal«/P«mal« Pro/Non-pro
tor upcoming ••tstont

Fashion, CemnMricol, Ttfolitc
CaN tor appointment

(•ia)50t-a««0

$455 - 1 bedroom. Stove/refrigerator. All

utilities paid. 19301/2 So. Bedford 477-
8968 Mrs. Rosen

$780. Culver City. 2-bedroom. 2-bath. nice
view/area. Built in drapes, carpet. 826-
6907.

WESTWOOD VtiAG€

GRAND OPENING
750.00 CASH lONUS
V you nrK)ve In between

March 10-31 —

^

BRAND NBK APT. BUIDMG
• 1 t>dm> from 925.00
•2bdrmrK)m122S.OO
•Roof deck
•Spa
-•Gated Garage
•Rrepkacet

10980 WeWwofth
2 bNcs south of Wishlre. 1 bik

east of V«taran

213/479-6205

QQ®i]a dally bruin thurtday. march 13, 1906 27

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED so

'mt^m

1-BEDROOM, immaculate. Modem freshly

deooraled. c^Ma to campus. $8254805.
Also aingiea. aiime location. $650/mo.
Contact manager at 206-2730.

$775 large, sunny one bedroom with park-
ing, new carpet, stove. Sundeck. walk to

campus. Short term lease o.k. 729 Qayley
Ave. 2064796.

APARTMENTa
JNFURNISHED;..^.t.,5^

BRENTWOOD. Super dean. spack)us. 2-

bedroom. carpet, drapes, stove. No pets.

$920/mo. Only charging 1 month rent, se-

curity/deaning to move in. 826-3638.

$800 SPACIOUS 1 bedroom, living room,
dining room, hardwood floors, stove,

refrigerator. Robertson Elkr. 271-3487.

$800 SUNNY 1 bedroom 1 bath, stove,

refrigerator, carpet. Century City. No pets!

277-0600. 277-0604.

VACATION
RENTALS 53

5^BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonat>le rates, ck>8e to everything. (818)
785-9865.

._

PALM Springs- New 2-bedroom, 2^/i-ba.th

town home, pool, spa. Near Hilton Hotel.

$100/night, $500/week, $1100/month.
(213)430-5509 or (818)684-7315.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

AVAILABLE prime location Brentwood, one
bedroom $340.00/mo to share large
beautiful 3 t>edroom apartment. Sheila

after 4pm 659-5455
.

AVAILABLE prime locatk>n Brentwood, ope
bedroom, $340.00/month, to share targe,

beautiful 3-bedroom apartment. Shelia
after 4pm. 659-5455.

,

FEMALE professional/grad, 2 t>edroom/2
bath w/2 women pools, tennis, Jacuzzi.

Deborah: 6704150.

NEED female to share 2-bedroom apt.

$270/mo. National /Westwood 478-7164.

HOUSE ^

FOR RENT 55

$1000/nfK). Channing 2 plus 1 in Venk:e.
Den. Huge endosed yard. Pets O.K.
Leave nf>eaaage 396-8722.

HOUSE
^^-^•^ 'J*^!

/

^•••••••••••••»»>»»>jO

CHARMING Shennan Oaks 2-br., 1-ba.,

huge den. Faculty home south of Ventura
Blvd Easy commute to UCLA. 8254320.
(618)99^4407.

$2000 bonus to buyer! Professtonalty dec-
orated townhouae in Westwood with 3-

bedrooms. 4-haths. Large master. Good
closets/storage. Pool and spa. 9.5%
assumable k>an. Aaking $235,000. Sheri,
Fred Sands Realtors. Eves. 4734156,
Days 3914721 (to receive bonds, you
must aak for Sheri.)

HOUSING
NEEDED. 60

NATIONAL downtown law firm seeks fur-

nished WeatskJe summer sublets mk)-May
through mM-September. Pleaae caN Dorrie

Sykesat(213)4a6-4600.

SUMMER housing needed for out of town
summer aaaodatea. June 1 -August 10.

F*lease contact Jane MIka; Buchalter.
Nemer. FieW. Chryttie. and Younger:
(2l3)62ft4700.

VISITINQ profeasor woukJ like to houae sit

July, August, while you're on vacatton.

P«f«- (818)906-1895.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

ROOMMATES 65 CX)NDOS
TO SHARE 68

MOVERS . 94

JJALE ProfeMkinal to share large houee
with male/female. $400 plus utilities, non-
•nwker. non-drinker. 391-7062.

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

FEMALE, preferably grad student or upper
daasman, non-smoking, experienced with
-chHdren, wanted for after-school babysit-
tjng and carpooling in exchange for room
board and weekly compensatton in Beveriy
Hills area; or live out with hourty compen-
satton. Call Sandy Swarz. 271-8433.

RESPONSIBLE grad student sought for
resklent manager positk>n in Qayley Ave
fraternity house. Room and board in ex-
cellent k)catk>n in exchange for services
Call Craig Tilson (213)477-6595.

MALE/female grad/profeastonal share 2-
br./2-ba. Venice walkstreet houae.
Fireplace, garage, security. No pets, non-
»nokef.$450plus 1/2 utilities. 3064171.
ROOMMATES UNUMITED Professkjnally
Jnce 1971 WesMvood. (213)4704135 or
Sherman Oaks (81 8)7894064.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 3-bedroom
house in Mar Vlata. 15 min. to UCLA. Call
Qiaela after 7pm at 31 3-271 4.

Roommate, furnished house- Redondo^
fireplace, Jacuzzi, dishwasher, laundry.
Available immediately. $300/month
(213)375-2325 or 743-2376

SPRING quarter roommate: luxury 2-
bedroom, 2-bath, across street from cam-
pus, periling. $387. 824-9902.

1 -bedroom \o share. $295/monlh. Security
pariting, k>wer. 874-2569.

2-BED/2-bath apartment. One space
available. $250/mo. Brentwood. Pod,
partcing, laundry. Bus 471-7828/837-1022

SHARE luxury. 2-bedroom/2-b«th, Sher-
man Oaks oondominkjm. Tennis courts.
pools, washer/dryer, wet bar. fireplace etc.

$476^818)78*4824.

ECONOMY MOVING. caN ua first for
kiwest rate available. Completely equip-
ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful
Movers. Free Estlmatee, experienced and
reliable. Jerry (21 3)391 -6657.

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Ryl Special free intrb, serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
3444196.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

"Xhcerful & Cheap
ireful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

U-V?-""'„ .-' ^-»e,^LK_

TENNIS 80

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP....63

MID-WILSHIRE tennis dub has immediate
openings for experienced tennis profes-
skMial. Must have extensive experience in

running tennis programs. Call 385-6487.

SUBLET 66 INSURANCE 91

ELLPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

FREE rent. Ajpartment over garage. Bel
Air. Exchange for duties. Call Mrs. Booth
472-4888.

ROOM and Board plus gasoline in ex-
change for mother's helper. Requires car
Mrs. Morrisa. 274-6726. — law

ROOM
_ FOR RENT...... 64

BEDROOM for rent in 2 bedroom apt.
2 blocks from Venice Beach
On Santa Monica #2 bus route
$350/month & '/i utilities.
$450 deposit Jim 396-8518.

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen
priveledges. pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

cluded, need car. Graduate student prefer-
-xed, $350. Leave message Abbie
.(818)783-5151

PRIVATE, quiet room, bath, light kitchen
priveledges, grsduate student or
empfoyed. non-snx>ker. San Vicente Blvd.
Santo Monk» near beach. $375/month
395-2141. Call 1 -8 pm.—

<f^b— .

QUIET room. Private entc^noe and bath.
Light kitchen privileges. Non-smoker.
Brentwood. $325/month. 471-1224 even-
ings.

BEAUTIFUL 2 Bdrm./2 Bath. Apartment
Available for Sub-lease June through
August. Fully furnished, equipped
Westwood locatwn. $1.000/month plus
utils. 473-9573.

SUBLET your house or apartment while
you are away this summer. Second year

students cleriting w/our firm need
westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller
312-4000 ext. 587 before 4:00 at Man*
Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunney & Phillips .

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed. Law stu-
dents vwrking in LA seed apartments for
sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry.
(213) 683-9100 for more informatk)n.

SUMMER law clerits need housing. Fur-
nished apartments. May-September
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan
(213)680-2222.

TERRIFIC one-bedroom, furnished, securi-
ty. A/C. pool. Adiacent UCLA. $950/month.
Responsible female only. 454-9542. .^i

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRa
GRAM." (818) 992-6966. (213) 873-3303.

^ AUTO INSURANCE—Motorcade Insurance RefusedT-

... Too High?
Cancelled?

Low hAonthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 ^Ask for Ken If I

PERSONAL
SERVICES :......••. 95

YOUR future? Computerized forecast/year
gift? $31 75/birthdate: BJ's Astrotogy, 9903
Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 265. Beveriy
Hills, CA. 90212.

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LINSIS

we polhh a dean your hard. MmMoft
and iorf contact lenses whie yow waH.
»etum your contocti to Tike new" con-
dmon Feel ortd tee t>etter.

Vdk^ f.13?
Westwood Bd.20e.30n.

I Par1dno>20% Off WHh It* Ad.

SERVICES
OFFERED .....96

t

Wanted for visiting law

clerks- himished one and
two bedroom apartments

and houses to rent from May
through September.

Telephone: 277-1010 Ext.

7865 Marjo or Roby

ROOM A board in fraternity. Includes 14
meals per week. $280^350 plus $200 sec.
208-0622. •

-^

ROOMMATES 65

DESPERATELY need a 4th roommatel
2br./2ba. SpackMJS apt. Security, pool.

Jacuzzi. Veteran and Ohk> Ave. Only $350
ID move in! Vte. 479-6939.

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in a WLA apartnmnt. $240/
month. Call 477-1244.

2nd y«or Law Students
n—d W^tftld* housing
from opproxInfKrtoly
Juno through Augutt.
Contact Donna Francis

of Wyman, Rautior
551:1457 A.SJU».

OmiiLVINYAMYlRS
LAW FIRM

NIEDS SUMMffR SURLETS
If you are intere$ted in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time
from May to August, &

possibly % of September.
our law students wM be

needing housing.

Please Cal:

RfCRUITINO OFFICi
M9-6539 or 6«9-«044

ABC EDITING SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR
NEEDS BY EXPERIENCED UCLA PRa
FESSOR. (818)990-7980.

ALL TERM PAPERS, REPORTS,
RESEARCH, EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICEI (816)798-8334.

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professk)nal help from publish-
ed autfK>r with journalism masters. Dick
208-4353.

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

Spiritual Psychic Reader
Tarot Cards # Horoscope Readings

By appt. only Private A
(2 1 91 B5a- 1 $69 Con fidentlal

Beverly Hills ,
^

Advise on all matters of life

HOUSING NEEDED-^

Century City law firm needs

furnished sublets for law students

this summer- May-Aug., May-Sept,

May-indefinitely. Please call

Kevinn Villard or Ueene Berman at

(213) 201-4526

FEMALE share 1 -bedroom, ctose to UCLA,
pool, security building, parking: $265/
month. Available AprW tst: TaykK; 478-
3S79.

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment
walk UCLA, aecurity buikling, great room-
matesl Much morel $350/nx)nth: 206-
8991.

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath with

3 others. $300/month. Parking. Walk to

campus. Call 825-5858 days; 824-5869 or

624 4886 evenings.

FEMALE needed, share room walk to 'wm.mmm^m^um^m.^m.m^m^m^
campus $241.00 w/dep. Evenings 824- J^^^^-^-^M^^Jg-f J^^4F*4MF***
4863Cheri. I l.«a.^«.*m»^ ^
FEMALE graduate student or professk>nal

woman, norvemoker wanted to share 2
bedroom houae in Santa Monica with a
former grad student. Will have own
bedroon. . $260/mo., first and last re-

qulred. Available April 10. Call 450-5345.

FITNESS-minded female to share half of

2-bedroom apartment. $365. Dave. 826-

2825,485-2721.

IMMEDIATELY seeking non-smoking
males to share 2-t)ed/2-bath apt. in WLA.
$200/mo. plus deposit. 820-7905.

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

t

t

HEADSTART
Malce airangements

now to sut)let /our

apartment for the

sumnier. we have a

number of terrific law

students who need a

summer honjeJo Los

Angeles. If yo^lwould

lil(e a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvaradoat(2l3)

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself ail

that worry at the

end of May.

nanJust
A Copy Shop
r
You know you can get copies, quality
multi-color printing and typesetting from
Graphic Services — but did you know
you can get rubber stamps made,
business cards, customized invitations,

buttons for special events, customized
engraving, and even customized license
plate holders? And these specialty items
make great gifts. Stop by to see our
samples and place your order today.

> .

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

BEAUTIFUL, bright designer, very large.

1-bedroom, 1-t>ath oondo in orw of Doheny
Drive's nteest bulMings. is offering this

penttK)uae for sale or leaae-optton. Seller

bought another home. Agent JuHe Jordan
478-4111.

First Floor

Kercl(hoff Hail

Room 150
Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Closed Sat & Sun
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GIWHIC
G S U C L D
SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Vaile Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30^
Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

• .t* V Vfi t o . ^v. —x-J '.

. rr
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SERVICES
OFFERED.

TUTORING
96 OFFERED

TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105
98

I will videotape your recital, party, gig. etc.

VHS or Beta. Special $15/hr. plus tape.

(213)665-1707.

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette
or birthday party- we make it special. John
(2l3)55»-4089

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?
Establish your portfolio today. Call Linda's
Photography Studio. (213)278-5063.
Low.low pricesin

—PAINT jobs warned. Studerit"owned paini
"" EHJslhess. Many local satisfied customers.

Referenda available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349.

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus, algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828^4029. 826-6928.

CAN you write ciearty and concisely?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates.

(213)935-7592.

ETES-vous Frar>cais? American, fluent In

FrerKh will teach you English, Telephone
Susan at 205-0825.

_jEXPERT. individualized . tutoring by caff..

-tified teacher. Test preparation
Academic Sub-(GRE.LSAT.GMAT.etc.)

jects. 824-7179.

6th Annual Spring Break Trip . 4 CAr'^>JL^. t

UCLA WEEK lifell
PLY TO *^.» -

MAZATLAIM. MEXICO....S349 March 31- April 7

Includes roundthp airfare from LAX,^;iX/elcome Cocktails, 7 nights at

hotd by the beach,-fwghtly cocktail parties, dinnef ,
.and ^no^eJ-: ,

--^- -— -.-L— -T'-^ '-j-..!!..-!- HURRYI Only a few spaces left!

PROFESSIONAL documentation services.
Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/devetopiTwnt/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333. ^ ^

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760^149.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313.

4

iditing and
WHtimg Service
•ALL Bubiecta

•Nothing T€m Big
or T€X) Small

• We ioant to help
Sharon Bear, PKD.
(213)837-8292

m-

MATH tutoring- elementary through
calculus. Tough made easy. Call Bruce.

(818)505-9927.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

courses, CBEST prep., experienced stitH.

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291-3158.

{ PATIENT TUTOR ?
J MATH (arithmetic through J
* calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS. {
j Englr^eering. Reading, Gram- •*

J mar. Study Skills. Work with a J
^ tutor who knows the subject J
^well, and can patiently pres-^

j ent the material In a variety of^
J ways. You will also learn the*
^proper way to study toj
^.achieve confidence and self-

J

{reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-*
^T ION CALL J IM MAPtAr 3e3Ht-

HURRYI Only

You must sigh up by Friday, March 71

SKI UTAH $279 March 3 1 - April 6

SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, _^ ^ ,^ _.. .

COLORADO $329 March 30 - April 6 -

Includes roundtrlp trarnsportation via deluxe motorcoach, lift tickets,

accommodations, parties, and morel ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^
WILD AND EXCITING TRIPS!

YOUR ON-CAMPUS

71 TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 830 6. saj ii-3

^Ql l^^l A/ A-Level Ackerman Union

^1 ^#^y^^ L^Tr Priqes subject to chonge without notice, limited ovailabiiitv

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

NEED private Spanish instruction. CsN

^FYPiNG/WORD —
PROCESSING 100

A-JET speed typist. Rush projects rra pro-

blem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,

reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2890.

-A quality word processing. IBM PC. IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-

tations, one day aetvice, $).50/p«g», WtA-
IMyung. 397-6344.

V.etc

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 39 1-3622

SERVICES
OFFERED 9v'>

j^''v^

v>

ASVCIA
Coin-Operated

Copiers Are Still

Only 30 Per Copy

Unlike other copiers on campus you can
still get copies from our machines for just

a nickel. And we've got several locations

to serve you: Ackerman Union, A-level

(near the elevators) and First floor (near
the information counter), in the North
Campus Restaurant, and downstairs at

Lu Valle Commons.

Look for our new copiers coming soon to

the Bombshelter and North Campus.

ACADEMIC word processing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947. Call

noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE. $1-3 PER PAGE.
CALL EVAN FOR INFO (213)450-8719.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING,
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR.
SPELLING, GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY.
SANDY (213)479-3719.

ACCURATE, fast typing. $2 per double
spaced page. (213)938-1 130.

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $15042.25.
Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc.

3904588.
^

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869.

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious,
dependable, IBM. Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

BEAUTIFUL typing, most conscienctious,
dependable. IBM. Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

CAN'T type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Darlene.

EDITOR, PhD. Many years' manuscript
experience: dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, plays, novels. non-fictk>n.

(213)393-9109. _^
EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses. dis8ertatk>ns, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable. Available for all types of stu-

dent work. Raynrwnd Thomas 876-3378.

b A
First Floor

KerckhoffHall

Room 150
Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Closed Sat & Sun
206-0894

Kerckhoff Hall

GRAPHIC
G S U C L

n,

SERVICES
Lu Valle Commons

Lu Valle Commons
Downstairs

Open M-Th 7:30-6

Fri 7:30-5:30

Sat 11-4

Closed Sunday
825-7568

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable. Available for all types of stu-

dentwofK. Iris Browning 938-4081

.

FAST accuarate. IBM Selectric. close to

campus. Call Bart>ara 826-9714.

FAST dependable typ<ng^vord processing,
$l.90^page. Make spelling corrections
1(600)362-4343. (213)514-9245.

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-
tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

MRS. Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing
Service. Fast, reliable, error-free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1.50-
3.00/page. 277-7102.

PROFESSIONAL typist, theses, term
papers, manuscripts, reports, dissertations.

$1.50/ds page. Santa Monica. Crystal
452-7180.

THESIS/Dlsaertatlon typing - Revisions are
faster and less expensive if you start your
l)«t draft on Word Processing. SIMIAN
Word Processing Service also specializes
In scripts/novels, resumes, and form let-

ters. Call Rick at (213) 467-2928.

Loncc*s
One D<iy Typing

X ^MILIYOUWAIWHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

r injDiifTWMimTYWicouiiTi

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

^YPINGAVORIJ-
PROCESSING 100

TYPING-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (213)653-3600.

TYPING. Fast and Accurate. $1.25/page.

Susan 454-7945, t>efore 9:00 pm

.

—

GO CLUB MEU to Mexico: CAncun, Kiaya

Blanca, Ixtapa. Call Group Travel NOW!
MaryAnn (213)829-0828

PSA Round trip 2 for one certificate.

$80.00 391-7497.

SPRING Break. Save $ world wide. Lowest

airfares. 25-75% off hotels/motels.

(818)989-3123.

TYPING-Term papers, theses, all other.

=$1 per page. Bartiara, Bamett 824-7342=:

Westwood.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
I

WORD Processing of thesis, dis^rtations.

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 939-4303.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 t)kx:k

from campus. Can type anything- fast, ac-

curate. dependable- anytime. 824-3571

.

WORD processing/data entry on your
computer. Typing and transcription.

Reasonable rates. Debbie (818)782-4540.

r

ONI DAY vmum
ProfMakxiol writer wtth BA In

EnoMi wM type ortd edN term

popea, ttwM*. icrlpts. refumet,

etc. Or edmr>g only. Over 25
years experterK«. Westwood

VHoge. M [Money.
824-2653 or 824-5111

eeeeeeeeee««e«e«««e«

e

• ••

School Papers, Resumes
overnight, while you wait

ilUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, 5M

Rom

LONDON $478

AM$TERDAM......$49S

BANGKOK $835

IRELAND $449

HONG K0NG.4670

* Some Rettrtctlorv /Q3ply

EuroN passes
Issued on ttie spot

FOR RENT .101

GARAGE for rent, storage only, residential

area. $95/mo. plus $15 non-refundable
cleaning fee. 475-7066.

MUSIC LESSONS.....102 MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former solo

flutist. Boeton Symphony. Pittsburg Sym-
phony. Boston Pops, is accepting pupils.

869-5324.

GINGER A4am Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
t—Cher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lesions by professional teacher
r>ear UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching ail levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Mich|»l Bondon (213) 277-7012.

RESUMES 104

PRO guitar lessons. All styles- fusion,
rock. jazz. etc. Call Bruce. (818)505-9927!
Excellem referer>ce8i

VOICE Instructor wanted: recent graduate
seeks inexpensive lessons. Call Dawn
(2l3)824-2754e

CUSTOMIZED resumes and cover letters

that bring results. Free con8ultatk>n. Free
resunie evaluatk>n. New westwood office.

Career Support Services - the "Paper
Connectton" to better jobs. (213) 478-
4188.

RESUMES. $12/pg. computerized typeset/
lazer primer, typing & word processing.
Papers $2/page A up. Paper Tiger 821-
8091.

J98-045S 39I-138S

i

i

i

'
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Methods of Placing a Classified Ad:

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
J. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4
Our Classiiieri window is riqht next to the Ackerman Stu
dent Store. Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.

'
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Test vourself

.

Which early pregnancy test is as" easy to read as red, no -white, yes?

Which is a simple one-step test?

r

A DIM SUM CAFE

':;i;..:»

^hich has a dramatic color chaS^— to make the results unmistakable?

Which is 98% accurate; as aecurate'""'
as many hospital and 1^ tests?

MEW^ "«r

Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

WINE & BEER
CHOICE SELEaiON
PLUS-

Lucena

Continued from Page 32

maining for the Bruins before
NCAAs at Gainesville, it

seems the Bruin freshman is

finding her niche at t^e col-
legiate level. ^^

\

~vrr*

T^

SPECIALSI

(Jiffft^^CHINESE

Lunch, Dinner,
lafe NIghf
Take Out and Delivery

824-7869

[^. WCSTVVOOD V l t.lAGE»1 09 1 BljOX TON'L.A

jsnij B ja8 noA
•JUSuaj.noA

I'm so much more relaxed
than when I competed
USGF," said Lucena.

Tomlinson is also happy
with_the progress Lucena has
made.

"With all the transitions she^
has made, including being a
freshman and traveling so far
away from home, she has
done just about what we ex-
pected," said the Bruin coach.
He added, "I'm very pleased
with her."

Since Lucena plans three
more years of collegiate gym-**
nasties , including goals of a
team championship for the
Bruins and All-America status,
UCLA fans will see plendy
more of the flashy New Yorker
in meets to come.

TRAVEL 105 AUTOS FOR SALE^112 MQPEDS •«••««« 119

si/PER v>u.(yf rvT from lax to
NEW YORK from $236
CHICAQO fnm «rM
MIAMI from t23B
HAWAII from $230
LONDON fmm U09
FRANKFURT horn $589
PARIS/AMSTERDAM fmm $599
TOKYO from $579
TAHITI from $579
CRUISE. 7-day» from «5M
SKI EUROPE. fmm $099

CHARTERS. TOURS. CRUISES.
RAILPASSES. CAR. AND HOTEL

RESERVATKX4S
CALL 209^4444 M-F 9^

ASTRA TRAVEL
1 100 QLENDON §2025

•'81 Jetta. 2-dr.. automatic, A/C, alloys,

whlte/belge, extra nice. $4,500 20e-7725.

*81 Rabbit convertible, air, am/fm cassette,
excellent condition. Must sell. $7000 o.b.o.

(818)761-2757.

•82 Mazda 626, auto, air, AM/FM. 31k. ex-
cellent condition. $4985 obo. (818)340-
8562.

HONDA Ellte-80. 1985. wfiite w/Wack trim.

2200 mi. $895 obo. 824-0938 Dan.

BARGAIN BOX 125

•82 Rabbit convertible. 5-8peed, red with
wtYite top. a/c. Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9200 obo.
(213)394-6430.

•82 Rabbit convertible. 5-speed. red with
white top. a/c, Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9300 obo.
(213)394-6430.

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

BUICK Skylark- 1981. Air-con. AM radto.
power steering, brakes. 72.000 miles.
(818)905^654.

^^
" FUN to drive '78 Fiat, air, AM/FM. sheep-

skin seats, sifvw, 8ervk» recbrdi. on*
owner. $1,500 or best. 458-9811. 475-5313
Alexis.

1970 Qhia auto, sttek. new parts, runs
great. $1650. 399-6450.

1971 VOLKSWAQON Supert>eede. Ex-
celleot corKJitkxi. New tires, new weattier
stepping. Pale yeltow. $2500. 208-8671.
Nancy lO-4pm. ^
1974 Datsun 8-210. New paint, upholstery,
duth. tran8missk>n. battery, etc. Must sell.

$800 firm. Jay 824-0368.

1975 AMC Hornet. One owner. A good
car. 47,000 miles, (really). $1,100.
(818)905-8662 (pm).

1976 Chevrolet Monte Carto Landau.
Showroom condition. Loaded, original
owner $2100. (213)977-6686 weekdays.
(818)99»35S8 evenings.

1978 Toyota Corrolla. 77.000 miles. Works
excellently. 5-epeed. 4-door. $1200 o.b.o.
Julia. 392-6290 or 825-8372.

1977 Porsch»-924. 4-speed. sunroof, mint
condltton, must sell, $4700/obo. Call Chris
202-8606.

1978 Chevy Monza station wagon-6
cylinder. Power steering, a/c, very good
condltton. $1500. 825-7558.

1978 Datsun B210. Automatte. A/C, am/fm
cassette, rebuilt engine. $2,000. (818)701-
9867.

1979 RreWrd, great condltton. auto. V8. all

power, air. AM/FM, 69.000 miles. $3500/
offer. L»aving country. 82S-1 81 9/394-21 1 8.

1979 SCIROCCO. silver. 5-apeed. air con-
ditioning, am/fm/cassette. $3,290
(213)477.8900/Rob.

1964 Rabbit Convertible 5-speed cham-
Pagna/Wack am/fm cassette, air, tow
miles, mint condltton. 83»61 77.

1985 VW Cabrtolet Convwtlble. Red, toad-
ad. alarm, warranty. Most sell immediately.
<10.900. (818)701-9751.

'71 VW Bug for aato ASAP. Ctoan. fun.

[unsgreat. $1300 obo. Sally 277-8188

'73 VW 8upert>eetle. Black. Excellent con-
dltton. $2200. (213)474-0208.

'79 VW rabbH Auto/stereo/good condltton:

11095.828-1529.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice
encyctopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dihette set
$150. Rediner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & tove seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.ftyyard. 393-2338.

MOVING sale: stereo, brassbed. lamps,
amplifier, kasimi, mln-or, toveseat, bike,

dishes. (213)207-2782 L. Badalian.

ILl l'. mLLLillt^^s>i.i^^^^^tL^^...^ s.s^^^t^^^3n
Methods of Plgcmaa Classified Adt
1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates ana classification)
6. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4
Our Classified window is right next to the Ackerman Stu-
dent Store Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.

f'ii<^ .in[?^inCHklSi!7mf7nYt^^

^ B«votIv Hilla Alfa
,S«74 S. BobOTtooa at

Natloaal
(21S)559-77M

FURNITURE 126

BEAUTIFUL dining room table, 6 chairs,

excellent condltton. $650. (818)761-3319
(818)789-7926.

FUU si2e sofa bed. perfect condHton.
$250. Teak desk/Dresser combo. $175.
assorted tables. Private party. (213)473-
5252.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE ; 1 14

MOTORCYCLE. 100 cc. Honda. Very good
condltlton. $200. 396-1335.

'82 Yamaha 550 Visston. 16 mo old. 2.500
miles exd cond. $1 200 824-0542

RIDES OFFERED 115

SUPER buys. 6 Dr. Chest 24"x 51" - $49.
6 Dr. Chest 29" x 51" - $59. 6 Dr. Dresser
• $59. 9 Dr. Dresser - $79. Rtohard's Fur-

niture. 11030 Washington Blvd. Culver Ci-

ty, CA 90230. 55901 61

.

SHARE driving/gas money to New York,

Boston, Wash DC. My car leaving April

13,14,15. (617)56&^75 Call between 4

af>d7pm.

MOPEDS 119 1

iln^ MATTRESSES T^T^
All new hotd sets guaranteed

Twin Set......... $50
Full Set •. 968
Queen Set $88
King Set 198
New 5 piece bedroom set (...9118

New fuU sin or queen sleeper 9139
New sofa and love seat 9159
Oak FinLfh coffee tables 920
End TaNes 915
Lamps 97

THE WAREHOUSE
"

397-5030

^^ 't^^^^^^* *^^^^^^^^^^^^

iV YAMAHA 83»84»85t^

ScootiBrs A> Accessories

M 'STARTING AS LOW AS $499!

^ (W/Insuran(% also available)

1 , TEDEVAIVS
i

I 1 ISLf WiWJ%S%9

y MOTORGYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

! 13347 W. Washington Blvd
j

; Los AngeleS; CA 90066 \

' ^ (2

1

3)306-7906 lit
:

GARAGE SALES 127

CHURCK rummage sale. Westwood Hills

Christian Church, 1808 Le Conte at

HHgard. March 14th. 9am-3pm.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52C. OSDO 62f
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120.

Tele. (213) 479-0345.

No use coming to help me now
^ /'ve learned my lessen,

an yhow!
Believe me, once / get unf^asted

— From all this paper I have
wasted, .

ri! fry no other crazy copeV^
' ^™7V/ 1 ear/ the Wan f AdsTn

the paper

^

Af}d, if I fail to fmd help there,

IhaVj htill no reason to^^
cfospoiV— V

Mom says youVe never really tried\

Until yovWe run a dassitied!J
NT-

ADVERTISE
815->lll

-h

UCLA OAiLY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS

^ ^ PHONE UCLA 222

'••jr«^J»-»**»** •' »» — r -
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EYE
FASHIONS
OPTICAL

We specialize in contact lenses

8^^»i^U $99 INCLUDES fitting;

_ TDlTED (Change color pf eyes) ____fQLLQW-UP VISITS

'

SIXEP-Df LENSES ^ "_
$119
BAUSCH & LOME
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
$79

3021 Sdnta Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica
(213)829-9839 *AMEX ^Master Charge *VISA

Mon-Wed 10-6,Thur8 10-7>ri 10-6,Sat 10-4 With this ad, expires 3-31-86

Written Money back
Guarantee on all lenses

/it •••*'•• • • # • • • • •#»*••
Q FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIA TE QUALITY

li—

W

in mmmdi Nhrd, rOld^Aw.

.

4
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* ¥ 4^ .4^ j|^ ##.#..*

OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm Special

Perm, Cut, Style $45
Perm & Style $35

Cut Special
Cut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary

1061 Gayley 208-9681

_ J iJ Tlie great beers of the world go by one name: Lowenbrau. Brewed in Munich.

Brewed in England, Sweden, Canada,japan and hiere in America for a distinctive world class taste.

W«W0RLDCmsR)RLOIIIfB^BMU.T

Baseball ^.

Continued from Page 34

As if the position made all

the difference in the world,
LovuUo rewarded Adams
move with a home run against

the Cardinal. Tuesday,
Lovullo hit another round
tripper.

Well, good things come in

threes^ Lovullo hit his third

home run in as "many games'
'Wednesday to give Sanchez a
more than comfortable 5-0
lead. The smash was Lovullo's
fourth on the season.

The Bruins got their final

run in the fourth inning when
Scruggs led off the inning with
a walk. One out later, Lovullo
hit a hard single that moved
Scruggs to third base.

With Jeff Osborn at the
plate, Lovullo stole second
base while Scruggs came home
when the catcher's throw
bounced into centerfield.

After three innings on the
mound, Sanchez gave way to
Steve Stowell. Stowell pitched
the last three innings, allow-

hit. :
—mg just one

"Alex did a great job today,
and so did Steve Stowell," said
Adams. "I give them a lot of
credit for shutting down New
Mexico."
The Bruins are now 13-9 for

the season.

Softball
Continued from Page 34

currently ranked fifth in the
NCAA polls. And last
weekend UCLA also dropped
games to the No. 1 and No.
10-ranked schools, Cal State
Fullerton and Oklahoma
Stater

Both games were. tight 2-1

extra-inning battles. But they
w^rr^sttll losses and apparent-
ly the Division I coaches who
designate the rankings are not
about to forget that fact.

So, for the moment UCLA
is out of the rankings, out of •

another doubleheader due to
the rain and probably out of
the bidding for an enclosed
playing field. Diehard Bruin
Softball fans are hoping,
however, that the Bruins are
not out of the NCAA running.

As all good optimists pro^
fess, the sun will come out
tomorrow.

N C A A P O L L :

Team Record Pts.

1. CS Fullerton 16-2 140
2. Fresno Stote 12-5 130
3. Creighton 9-6 118
4. Kansas 9-1 117
5. Pomona 9-3 112
6. Texas A&M 9-1 109
7. Northwestern 0-0 94
8. Louisiana Tech 10-5 92
9. University of Pacific 9-3 87
10. Oklahoma Sute 7-1 83

Others ranked in region:
12. Arizona Stete 10-7 62
20. Cal Berkeley 4-2 15

Basketball
Continued from Page 31

With that, the personable
Walter Hazzard said, "Thank
you" for breakfast and shook
hands with Mulligan. Rumors
have Mulligan moving to the
head job at USC for next-
season. But that's the Pac-10,
and that's next year. For now.
Mulligan just smiled back at
Hazzard, a nice, friendly
smile.

I wonder if George Mc-
Quam, wherever he may have
been, was smiling too.
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Basketball
T

Continued from Page'36

Hazzard may be expecting
the unexpected, but most fans
at both schools don't reallji

know what the unexpected is?
as far as outcome is concern-
ed. The teams have not played
common opponents •except
Loyola Marymount. The
Bruins beat the Lions at home
while Irvine split with them.

UCLA has to be given the
edge because the game is be-
ing played in Pauley, but is

there a strong motivation fac-
tor for the Bruins, who won
the NIT last year?

On the other hand, UCI has
nowhere to go but up. Its op-
ponent is UCLA, and UCLA
is a Pac-10 team. That alone
is special enough. But it's also
postseason basketball,
something that the folks at Ir-

vine experience about as often
as the year of the'Anteater on
the Chinese calendar.

'

"Coach Mulligan's team is a
very ii;ood shooting team,"
Hazzard admits. "His teams
play hard for 40 minutes.
They're not going to pass the

ball 100 times and then shoot
a 25 font jump dujt.

^o

\.e»"^6.''^V«^'
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**
We'll have a lot of action.

Both teams like to run. Both
teams play basically man to
man. You won't have to worry
about the 45-second clock go-

ing off."

-n-

Irvine is one of the fine
teams on the West Coast.
They were third in the nation
in free throw shooting. That
right there is enough to tell

you that the Bruins are going
to have to play some defense.

Rogers, a transfer from
Stanford, is probably their
best shooter. According to
Hazzard he led the college
division of the summer league
in scoring in 1985.

Last year UCLA had 6-6
Nigel Miguel, a defensive

NOMA
Restaurant

18-SEAT

SUSHI BAR
CATERING

FOOD-TO-GO

-specialist, to stick in thefaces

|

of high scoring opponents. I

This year there is nobody who I

specializes in that department,
and that may prove to be the
difference tonight.

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • Teriyaki
Yakitori • Sukiyaki
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

Open 7 days
Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2p.m.
Dinner

Mon.-Thur. 5-10:30p.m.
Fri. &Sat. 5-1 1p.m.,

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilshire Blvd.

^^i3anta Monica

^^
453-4848^

zl>

With Murphy and Rogers to
handle, the Bruins will be in

for a very tough battle.

"We have some matchup
problems we have to deal
with," said Hazzard

i

How UCLA will stop the
two UCI big men with Jack
Haley and Craig Jackson is a
big question mark. But at
least it is a topic of conversa-
tion. Just as recently as last

week Hazzard had said that
the Bruins probably wouldn't
even go to the NIT.

**That was a little
psychology, a little work on
the kids' heads. And they
played very well at Oregon
State," Hazzard said.

y
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Lay itonthe line. v

Ask any Navy pilot . li d^Mjsn'i

come any more thrilling than

this. Landing an F-14 on the

rolhng deck ol a carrier at sea

IS a challenge that tests the

skills ol the best.

Navy flight training.

Navigation. Aerodvnamics.

It s the best you can get. But

along vviih the airborne (brills.

Navy pilots and flight otflcers

get down-to-earth skills.

There is no boot camp.

(>ollege graduates get leader-

ship and management training

at Aviation Ollicer (Candidate

Sch(H)l. lis challenge and

responsibilitv The satisfaction

ol knowing vouVe with a

topflight team.

You can't beat the rewards

either. An excellent starting

salary. Unexcelled beneflls.

And opportunities to move up
last.

Lead the Adventure as a

Navy pilot or flight othcer. And
let your pride fly high. Contact

vour Navv Otficer Recruiter or

call l-XOO-327-NA\'V.

NAVY^f OFFICER.
^^Jia^^aaiJ^:.?:Bga^r-^'i^^

.-XOBODJIULlVAUnu ;^ tSAy-i: cx&::t^ «^ m^ laraswKwtiixt

LEADTHEADVENTURE.

.-I

r— "We're pleased to have the

opportunity to defend our NIT
championship. The tourna-
ment experience for this young
team will be invaluable in the

future. Next year our con-

ference goes to a f>ostseason

tournament, and we will have
some tournament time under
our belts."

Continued on Page 30

EASTER EGG
-"PYSANKA"

Workshop
MARCH 15th, 1986

at the International Student Center (ISC)

1 1 :00 A.iVI. - 3:00 P.M.
Learn the centuries-old tradition of decorating eggs with the "kistka",
bees wax and dyes. Traditional and contemporary techniques will be
demonstrated by a master artist, ZENOVIA.

Students-Free with a student I. D. -

Non-students - Registration fee of $ 1 0.00

For registration or reservation call the Ukrainian Art Genter at (2 1 3)
668-0 1 72 or Magda at (8 1 8) 766-0756, before March 1 5, 1 986.
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THE ROYAL ARTS "

EXPEDIENCE
THIS SUMMER STUDY AT L O NOON'S ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART

—ow -rrrsi^flri*'^^- '^-^

For the first tinte in its distin-

guished 150-year history the Royal
College of Art offers a\becial "

^.

program for American adult, -^
undergraduate, and graduate
students.

The program, undei^ thejoint
sponsorship of UCLA Extension,
provides a unique opportunity to

study with the faculty of one of the
world's leading art schools.

Participants reside at Imperial
College, attend lectures and studio
classes at the Royal College of Art,

take field trips to special sites in
and around London, and visit gal-
leries, museums, artists' studios, and
historic buildings. All €)f the courses
utilize the artistic riches of Ixtndon,
One of the world's truly great art
centers. In fact, in some courses the
city itself is the text.

r la

TWO THREE-WEEK SESSIONS ARE
OFFERED: fULY 13-AUGUST 2 AND

Tj(VGVST3-2'3 :

^ ^

STUDENTS CHOOSE FROM THE
FOLLOWING LIST OF COURSES:
• Drawing and Painting I & II

• The Architecture of London
• Photographing London I & II

• The English Country House
• Modern and Contemporary
British Art

• Art Through Printmaking
• London Architecture and
Interiors

>,^^
• Watercolor ^^
• English Gardens and Landscapes
• British Popular Culture
• History of British Film
• London Fashion and Fabrics
.M-JTbe London Town Hous^——i-,

Phone for a free brochure (213) 825-9496.

Or mail the coupon to: Royal College of
Art Program, UCLA Extension — Dept. DB,
10995 Le Conte Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

Please send nie a free brochure ori the Royal
College of Art Progrem ^^n

Name

Address

City/State/ZIP HL A52

UCLfl
EXTENSION

AMERICANrEXPRESS

performance
•M» y;t«-w«vw*-f#*«'»-» -nr*3_

You can use the American Express® Card

to buy concert tickets for your favorite

groups or airpFane tickets for your vaca-

tions, It's the perfect way to pay for all the

little things, and the big-ticket items, that

you'll want during college.

How to get the Card—-— before you graduate.

Because we believe college is the first sign

of success, we ve made it easier for you to

get the American Express Card. Graduating

students can get the Card as soon as they

accept a $10.(KX) career-oriented job. If

you're not graduatmg yet. you can'

apply for a special sponsored Card Look

for student applications on campus.

Or call 1 SOg-THE CARD, and tell them

you want a student application.

The American Express Card.

without it >^

Lticena
Continiied from Page 36
"Floor is fun because you

can perform for the crowd out

there. It's really a lot of fun,"

said the Bruin freshman.

Lucena started out in New
York with dance lessons at the

age of eight. Along with ballet

and tap, her classes included

the one that would be both

her favorite and catalyst of

her gymnastics career, acro--

batics.

At the suggestion of an in-

structor, Lucena traveled to

nearby Long Island to work
with coach Dennis Jones and
his artistic gymnastics team.

Lucena worked her way up
the rankings of the United
States Gymnastics Federation

and qualified at the highest

level. Elite, during her
sophomore year of high
school.

That year she finished as

the second best all-arounder in

her zone (essentially New
England and New York) and
the following year she worked
her way taislo,^ 1

.

Lucena fqund herself
sidelined from competition a
year ago following surgery to

remove a bone spur and calci-

um deposits from her right

foot.

With some hard work^
Lucena did not let.the surgery
slow her down. ^ \

-t-

"I just got caught yp in

recruiting and trying to im-
prove. I did a lot of training,"

she said.

During her five recruiting

trips, Lucena chalked up
enough miles to qualify for

anyone's frequent flyer pro-
gram. She went to North
Carolina, Arizona, Nebraska,
New Mexico and UCLA.

"All the other schools ex-

celled either in gymnastics or
in scholastics but I wanted
both," said Lucena.
The fact that Arizona

recruited Lucena had an im-
pact on Tomlinson.
— **I had known of her-
through scores and her coach
(Jones). I really respect
(Arizona coach) Jim Gault so

when he recruited her, I fig-

ured he must know-
^iunething^" .saidJornhnson .

Lucena committed to
UCLA and has been a major,
reason for the rejuvenation of

the Bruin team during the '86

season.

Currently, she competes on
the vault, beam and floor ex-

ercise.

While the floor is Lucena's
favorite event, Tomlinson feels

her best is the vault.

Performing a lay-out
tsukahara, the high-flying
Lucena has been really im-
pressing judges lately as her
vault has scored 9.5 or above
in the last three meets. Scores
like that may well add up to

All-America status at the
NCAA's in Florida.

"She is a very powerful
gymnast," said Tomlinson.

Interestingly, Lucena is also

a very talented beam worker
where the skill of balance has
to temper her acrobatic
nature.

After competing all-around
at the start of the year,
Lucena has taken several
weeks off to work on perfec-

"

ting a more difficult bar
routine.

"Bars is an event that we've
all been concentrating on late-

ly," said Lucena. She added,
"When I do go on bars again,
I'll be ready."
With only two meets re-

Continued on Page 29

Letters

Basketball team falte
to second-rate status

0Q©Da daily bruin
thursday, march 1371986 33

Editor:

It is time for all of us to-
ecognize once and for all the-

good as the one's we all
remember. Huh Walt?

demise of the UCLA basket
ball program.

When I was a kid, we went
to the NCAA tourney every
year and won it. We won 88
games in a row. We were a
good team.

Two years ago, under Larry
Farmer, our team still had
enough self respect to turn
down a bid to the second-rate
National Invitational Tour-
nament.

Last year, the Bruins almost
made the NCAA's— but
almost doesn't count. We then
took the first step in becoming
a second-rate ball club, we
accepted a bid to the Nobody's
Interested Tournament.

Yeah we did win destroying
basketball powerhouse's like

Montana, Nebraska, and
Fresno State, Louisville and
Indiana. But-even tlw>^ l^tffrr

' Ti Anthony Aaronr
Senior

English

Pride ^

Editor:

Concerning the last

^!.'".^P^.?!'
""^ ^y^ Hospedales'

article (Daily Bruin, March^T)
in which he states, "Hopefully
by next year the women's
basketball team will
remember what those four let-
ters on their uniform stand
tor, I have only one thing to
say, pathetic.

,

Sure the women's basketball
earn had a losing season and
lost to use by 32 points, butm the couple of games^ I sa\^
1 never witnessed the players
giving up or dogging -it.

May I remind Mr
Hospedales that we lost some
key players (i.e. Jackie Joyner
and Annette Keur) last year
and this year's team was very
young and inexperienced. I

CHASE
Sports - Deli

S.W'ACnTHlRSDAY
Larj4c Pcppcroni Pizza

w/ -.\tra cheese
_ -2 dinner salads

-2 ice cold Coke'sor less
I

j

on all large I

I
piisat I

- V>f YtfU HKl 'J $8.99
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%A^Wo A RECORD
0^^ r^^ SURPLUS w ^A-*GRAND OPENING PART II ^

March 14,15,16 March 21 ,22.23NOW OPEN EVERY WEEKEND
Saturdai

jiuadj

I OS! (iavley Ave. 824-1 310

11:08i;g3}|5bp„. „:^SSa8p... .,^„,.„_
^—^59? • «»« NEW ROCK.jM^IsouK>T5A«8t^

AUSTRALIA
^)) 28 DAYS FOR OMLY

$1895
iacl. airfart*

28 DAY NIGNLI«HTS OF AUSTRAUA TOUl
July If t» Angiitt u, i9t«

'25% ditcoMMt avail.

For a FREE Irochure, Coatact:
AUSSIE AOVENTURE TOURS,
PO Rai 1243, Redoa^o Rtick,

CA.ff027S Ttl: 213-379-43$l
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I
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IMGINALLV SOLD^
FOR UP TO $12 98

'TABLE LP's

RECORD SURPLUS
1 1609 Pjco Blvd., West LA.

BRING THIS AD FOR ADDITIONAL
10% OFF!! (COSExcpted,

"kVe Bu^ Records and Cassettes"

Call (213) 478-421 7exp4/3o«6
Open everyday starting April 7th

two weren't good teams last

year.

This year our team did not
rebound from our degrading
appearance in the NIT, and
qualify for the NCAA's as
Nebraska, Louiville and In-
diana did, we continued our
plunge to the bottom of the
barrel in a conference that
could not fight its way out of
a paper bag.

Maybe in a couple years we
can have a team that is as

dont mean to rnake exSli^
tor the team, but I don't think
they deserve the kind of press
which they received for play-
mg hard the entire game, evenm a losing situation.

May I suggest to Mr.
Hospedales that he do some
"soulsearching" and remember
who he represents when he
writes for the UCLA Dailv
Bruin.

^

Angela Munoz
Sophomore
Engineering

DM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER

Complete basic system:

256K Memory
'

2 DS/DD 1/2 ht drives
Monographic video card
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Keyboard

only 9o99
E.S.C. Computers

^213) 355-0623

JOIN US
for the

USC-UCLA HILLEL

SUNDAY
MARCH 16
1:00 PM

Call DEBBY, 208 3081 For Location—4SPONSOHhl>BV HtLLEL STUDENT ASSOCIATION

^ \

Swimming—^
Continued from Page 36
"We should have at least 16

to 17 people for the NCAAs. A
Jot of freshmen have to come
through. People like (Ron)
KempT (Pat) Errett, (Elias)

Malamas (Jeff) Tend and Rudi
Dollmayer," Ballatore went on
to say.

The only swimmers exempt
from making more standards
are All-Americas Tom Jager
and John-Henry Escalas, and
freshman sensation Craig Op-
pel. None of these swimmers
will shave until the NCAAs.

Other groups who will not
be shaving are both the men's
and women's diving teams.
Both teams are involved in the
regional championships,
which is the last competition
the divers have to achieve
their standard for the NCAAs.
This year's regional meet is

taking place in New Mexico.

The rest of the men's team
will shave except for sprinter
John Sauerland and
breaststroker Giovanni Miner-

- vini, who are going to clip for
the meet, which in swimming
vernacular means modified
shaving.

Sauerland still needs to
achieve standard- in- the 100*
yard freestyle. Minervini has
yet to snap the standard for
the 200 breaststroke.

The second hurdle for the
Bruins is to place as high as

possible in the conference
championships. Last year
UCLA placed fourth in
arguably the most competitive
conference in the country.

"We will be lucky if we
finish any higher this year,"

Ballatore said. The coach feels

the main ingredient his team
will need is unity. "Everybody
has got to support each
other."

When asked if his swimmers
were swimming well,
Ballatore responded, "It's hard
to tell, we're resting, we don't

know. Ask me that question

Friday."
"" -

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

CUT&

1007BroxtonAve.
(above Marios Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

BLOWDRY
(new clients witti ad only)

Call: 208-1468
Exp. 4/24/86

VLELNITZ /VIOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM

Is pleased to present

A SNEAK PREVIEW

JUST BETWEEN FRIENDS

myifi^m

Volleyball

appearance of the match,
much to the delight of his
noisy fans.

Klussman sparked the team
with a kill off a Whitaker set
and a dig which was put
away by Whitaker to make it

13-9. The Gauchos made a
last-ditch stand at 14-10, sav-
ing 15 match points while edg-
»ng to within a point.

Sunahara stopped the rally

with a kill off the block, and
Williams, who led the Bruins

with 20 kills on a .444 percen-

tage, administered the coup de
grace, again set up by
Whitaker.

The win boosted nationally

ranked No. 3 UfcLA to 21-6

overall, 7-3 in league play,

while the No, 4 Gauchos
dropped to 13-8 and 5-6 in the

conference.

starring Mary Tyler Moore
FRIDAY, MARCH 14, at 7:30 PM
_„ ::. in MELNITZ THEATER^-^

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be obtained on the day of the screenlna at
the Central Ticket Office Trailer at 9 am and at the MacGownen Box Office at 10:30 am.
Melnltz Movies Is a program of the GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION and works In con-

^

junction with the UCLA FILM ARCHIVES.
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Softballers' schedule
dampened by weather

• By Andrea Tctrick

Assistant Sports Editor

Maybe softball should
become an indoor sport.

After the recent Southern
California weather trend

—that's more characteristic of
e^he Amazon rain forest, the

UCLA women's softball team
could use an indoor site no
matter how unconventional
such a prospect may seem.

Then the Bruins could make
up all tho$e rain-cancelled

games, like Wednesday's
doubleheader against Sacred
Heart College.

That's correct, **rain-
cancelled" not "postponed,"
because^who knows when a

team from, Connecticut
"(Sacred Heart) will pick up
and tour the West Coast
again. Or for that matter,

when will Texas A&M mosey
on out to replay its double bill

against the Bruins if Satur-

ganies~aTe^TaiTied outf
The squad is also slated for

a meeting with Stanford on
Friday, the same day
weathermen predict another
storm front will moye into the

_Los Angeles area. If it does

rairi tomorrow, the Stanford
doubleheader will be called. If^

It rains hard, the Texas A&M"

contests may be' history as

well.

Of course the athletic
department could just plop a
dome up by Sunset Canyon
Rec Center, bring in some
clay, some sod, some conces-

sipn stand workers and whip
up a nice little playing field

resplendent with controllecf

atmosphere ...
Not .only has UCLA faced

disagreeable weather but its

slow 10-6 start has inspired

another kind of misfortune

—

plummetting rankings.

After a successful 1985
campaign which saw the
four-time NCAA champs fall

no lower than No. 5 in the
rankings, the Bruins dropped
completely out of the latest

NCAA Top 20 poll.

Last season, the Bruins
spent a great majority of the
time billed as the No. 1 team
in the nation and ultimately
proved they deserved that

Bruins blaze field and Lobos
^ , : L

Joslyn, Lovullo provide spark in 6-0 shutout
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

When the UCLA baseball

team got to Jackie Robinson
stadium Wednesday after-

noon, it looked ^» though weekend:
despite the present su n-*^ ' ^~^he field w^ ^

this one in," said UCLA
coach Gary Adams after the
game. "We've been getting

rained out quite a bit lately

and we need the work be-

fore we play Cal this

trot after a towering blast

that cleared the right field

fence.

The two runs were all

starter Alex Sanchez would
need for the day. The hard
tjirowing righthander ptt=

compliment by defeating
Nebraska for the Division I

crown at the softball College
World Series. But obviously,

UCLA cannot ride on reputa-

tion alone.

Early in the 1986 season the
Bruins lost two games to Cal
Poly Pomona. The Broncos are

Continued on Page 30

shine, the Bruins game with
New Mexico wauld have to

be cancelled.
^r*,^,^*^

The infield af JRS was
submerged with water in

several places making a

baseball game pretty much
impossible. Unless, of
course, the batters didn't

mind standing in a puddle
while in the batter's box.

The cancelled game
would have been the second
in as many days for the

Lobos who travelled over
1,000 miles to try and get

some baseball in under the
California Sun.

In hopes of averting that,

UCLA assistant coaxjtr de
Mickens had an idea

—

bum the field.

After the Bruins burned
the field, they set about do-
ing the same thing to the

New Mexico . pitching staff

in a 6-0 decision.

There was standing water
just about everywhere, but
the field turned out pretty

good, especially around the
pitcher's mound and home
plate."

The way the Bruins
jumped on the Lobos star-

ting pitcher, it wouldn't
have mattered what shape
the field was in.

With two out in the bot-

tom of the first inning,

Todd Zeile singled sharply.^'

John Joslyn stepped up to

the plate and after working
the pitcher a little, hit a
booming drive down the
right field line.

lie th^ ball appeared"
to land right on the foul

line, the home plate umpire
called it a foul ball. Joslyn
walked back to the box
looking at the umpire in

-: disbelief. _«_
Two pitches later, Joslyn

"We really wanted to get was beginning a home wn-

three innings, allow=-

ing just one hit and picking
up his fourth win of the

year against no losses.

UCLA continued to get

in some much needed bat-

ting practice in the second
inning.

Once again, the Bruins
waited until there were two
outs before putting any
type of rally together.

Centerf ielder Tony
Scruggs singled up the mid-
dle to get things started for

UCLA. Scruggs advanced
to second base when Bobby
Holley drew a base on balls

bringing up Torey Lovullo.
Lovullo had been slump-

ing at the plate hitting~a~
meager .219 while batting
in the No. 2 spot. The
slump prompted Adams to

make a change. For last

weekend's game against
Stanford, Lovullo hit in the
leadoff spot.

<

Continued on Page=3fi=
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INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
cut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18

with ad only
Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzler

824-0710 Westwood Village

Open 7 days
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Are you
our"1986
Judy's Girl"?
Win a Honda Scooter!
An Elite'' ISO Deluxe Scooiar
and up toSSOO in Gift

•*•<*•'*** "^'tumm mutt*i mcfi lou-s

Certificates can be yours
in our fabulous "1986
JMy's Girl" Search.

nepresent your
Judy's store and
win the chance to
be entered in our
nationwide contest.
If you are 16 years or older arfd wish
to enter, visit your nearest .

.

Judys store, or call toll tree

'

for information and entry blank...

(1)800 225 8397

>~^

Don't miss our
April 30th domlUnml

t
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UCLA back but needs 15 match
points in Game 3 to close out win

roofs losing streak by beating UCSB

By Donald Buckholt

Copy Editor

-home losses, -4W
by three oonsocutive

voHeybalh
team bounced'back Wednesday night
at Pauley Pavilion with a 15-4, 15-9,
15-W sweep of UC Santa Barbara.
"We had to show our pride," said

senior power hitter Reed Sunahara.
"The way we win at UCLA is to win
with pride."

The Bruins and Gauchos appeared
to be teams headed in opposite direc-
tions entering the CIVA league match,
as the Gauchos had beaten Pepperdine
twice in three days last week, while
UCLA was dropping matches to Penn
State, use and Pepperdine. But the
Bruins came out strong in the first

game, spurred by surprise starter Matt
Sonnichsen, who filled Andy
Klussman's setter spot.

UCLA coach Al Scates put the
freshman ^nnichsen in the lineup
because "he's quicker (than Klussman)
at getting side-outs. He*s been working
hard on his blocking." i

But as Scates pointed out, the entire
team put out a strong defensive effort.
"We worked hard on our backcourt
defense. We had pursuit tonight after

the ball, which is an indicator of

stuffed a bad Gaucho pass for the
game-winner.

JFJL^"gs started out the same for
UCSB m the second game. BrTiin vinn

^endmger contributed a block and a
block assist during a 6-1 spurt to open
the game. Dendinger was a defensive
keystone, finishing with two solo
bloclK, six block assists and nine digs.
"The team had enough of hearing

how we should be playing better,"
said Dendinger. "This was do-or-die.

^
Had w^ lost this one, we would have
been in a big hole." ^

After falling behind 10-4, the
Gauchos rallied to 10-8. But Den-
dmger blocked Tom Corliss to put the
Bruins back on track, and after
another blown pass by UCSB, Volstad
and Sunahara closed out the game
with a block of the most feared
Gaucho hitter, John Kosty. UCSB had
a miniscule .024 hitting percentage
during the second game.

desire.

UCLA quickly pulled away from a
4-4 tie in the first game, with Matt
Whitaker setting up Sunahara (.464
hitting percentage, 16 kills) and Ozzie
Volstad. Volstad's crosscourt kill gave
the Bruins an 11-4 lead, and UCSB's
offense self-destructed during the last

few points of the game. Jeff Williams

"We couldn't"^ bioclc, couldn't dig
^and couldn't serve," said downcast
Gaucho coach Ken Preston. "When
we're blocking and digging like that,
they just have to set the ball high to
the left side and they've got a kill. We
finally started playing-well at the end
of the third game."
Ry that liiiw, of OOUfflC, U was a lil-

tle late. UCSB did hold a brief 2-0
lead in the third game, but the Bruin
defense on Kosty (.298 rate with 23
kills) and Corliss (.333, 7 kills) helped
UCLA push ahead 7-2. Some Bruin
errors let the Gauchos back in the
game, but with the score 10-9 in favor
of UCLA, Klussman made his only

__^ Continued on Page 33

D^^ . o L I . . ^ ^"^ SHAME NAJARIAN/OaiN Bruin
Reed Sunahara led the Bruins to a 154, 15-9, 15-13 win over the UCSB
Gauchos Wednesday night in Pauley Pavilion.

STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL I

Body PetjTi i
(with this coupon & UOA I.D.) I

TRANSFER TRAUMA?

International
—Coiffures

—

I

I

I

Open7Days

1419 Westwood Blvd. i

479-8625 478-9316
|

Exp. 3/30/86 I

'^•zri

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL

it

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hours
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1 682

ATTENTION COMMUNITY
COLLEGE TRANSFERS:

DO YOU HAVE CONCERNS, WORRIES, OR QUESTIONS

* Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd.. Burt>ani(

15745 Roscoe Btvd.Sepulveda
1717 West Colorado .Eagle Bock
7606 Foothill Blvd.. Tujunga

"V"

14601 Victory Blvd.,Van Nuys *

Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 Fulterton Rd.. Rowland Heights

4315 Anatielm St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittl«r Blvd . Pico Rivera

Florence Ave. at Seviiie, Huntington Park

,

ABOUT YOUR GCLA EXPERIENCE? IF SO, THEN PLEASE
COME TO A TRANSFER MEETING ON:

Wed, March 12; 2:00-3:30
Tennis Center

or ' ,-

Thurs, March 13; 6:00-7:30
RieberHall

Cosponsored by the UCLA Student Ciov. and by the OAIP Transfer Alliance Pro-^
granfi. For more info, call Jaime Perez or Denise Trudeau at Hedrick Hall 825-2965.

FREE PIZZA!!!
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Rkk Alexander. S^kmK Editor

Rick Schwartz. Assistant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick. Assistont Sports Editor

NIT game is much more than meets
Jl#

/ine and PCAA
tVte9sure of re^

•F~T

By Rick Schwartz

Assistant Sports Editor
'"'T'":'^'*:-.

Submitted for your disapproval, one

George McQuarn, head basketball

coach at Gal State Fullerton.

McQuarn is an old friend of UGLA
coach Walt Hazzard. This Mr. Mc-
Quarn knows that Hazzard hasn't seen

16-12 UC Irvine play this yearr but

McQuarn's Titans beat the Anteaters

three times in the Pacific Co^st

Athletic Association. , ,

So Gfeorge might be able to help his

buddy Walt with words of advice be-

fore 15-13 UGLA's 7:30 NIT game
with UGI tonight in Pauley Pavilion.

But not a chance.

This is more than friendship. This is

SHAHE NAJARIAN/Oaily Bruin

Walt Hazzard and his Bruins are pointing toward a second straight NIT

championship.

the PCAA getting a shot at the Pac-10.

Anybody who plays down that aspect

of tonight's showdown would never

make a good liar.

So what if UGLA hasn't had the

type of team it has been known to

have in the past? And so what if these

days people around the country

respect Pae-10 baakctbAll flfl muoh UK

an ex-Nobel Prize winner who recently

had a frontal labotomy.

Tonight, the PGAA has everything

to gain, the Pac-10 everything to lose,

and Hazzard knows that.

"George wouldn't tell anything on

his conference/' said the Bruin coach

at a Tuesday press breakfast. "He
wants to see the PGAA win th^ game.

I couldn't even get him on the^phone

if I wanted to.*^
-"' -^ ^^.^ ,^.^

The evidence that things have
changed is obvious. Of the two con-

ferences, only the PGAA had a team

ranked in the top twenty when the

season was over. That Was UNLV.
And just to throw in a spicy little

statistic, UGI beat the Runnin' Rebels

both times they played in '86.

"I haven't watched (UGI) a lot,"

said Hazzard, who then implied that

there might not be any difference in

the level of play between the two con-

ferences.

"The only difference that I know of

is that they have a three-point shot."

Hazzard then turned to UGI coach

Bill Mulligan and joked, "Do you

want to put it in tomorrow?"
Mulligan responded, "Against any

other team I'd say yes." Double-check-

ing to see if Mulligan was sure, Haz-

zard then came back with, "I've got a

guy with a paint brush out there right

now."

Walt will have to wait for another

^sy~^when the three-point shot"

becomes a uniforffT rule in college

hoops. For npw, he's got to focus on

UGI and that means no joking

around.

"I think we're facing a very tough

opponent in UG Irvine. My last ens^

counter with Bill Mulligan was at his

:^tee^with m;y^hapman team. I> iirii.i

a long night. It was exciting, especial-

ly for him, because his team won by

about 25 points."

Mulligan has nothing against Haz-

zard, but he would love to do Walt in

by the same method. Blowout.

Hazzard said, "I know his team will

play. Tod Murphy and Johnny Rogers

are outstanding. „

"I watched som^ videotapes last

night. Goach Mulligan said he's gbing

to play man defense. Well, last night

on the tape I saw a 1-3-1, 2-3, 1-2-2

full court trap, 2-2-1 full court press,

1-2-1-1 full court press. He's got a lot

of things up his sleeve, and we'll ex-

pect the unexpected in the ballgame."

Continued on Page 31

Swimmers primed for

By Kevin Lynch

Staff writer

The atmosphere at the
Men's Gym pool has drastical-

ly changed. The mood is

serious and the swimming is

relaxed.

If you are ever on Bruin

Walk during the first few
weeks of Winter quarter, you
can hear a loud voice booming
times, shouting encourage-
ment and yelling swear words
that reverberate from inside

the Men's Gym Pool walls.

Now that voice, which
belongs to coach Ron
Ballatore, for the most part

has fallen silent. The goings-

on inside are indicative of the

sounds from the outsif

The first part of the winter

quarter is a heavy training

period. Everyone is in the pool

a.id they are all swimming
their tails off. The athletes

hang on the lane ropes and
stare blankly into the water,

seemingly searching for an
answer that wtH relieve their

pain.

Today, however, that has

all changed. The swimmers go

in groups of maybe six to eight

mi a time. They do a few short

sprints and just loosen up.

They are in and out of the

water within a half an hour.

and one hears little bellowing

from Ballatore. Instead he just

instructs.

This process has occurred

over the last two weeks. It is

called tapering down. The
muscles which have endured
months of hard training are

now given a chance to rest so

they can perform optimally

for the big upcoming meet.

This time the meet is the

Pac-10 championships, which
will take place at East Los

Angeles Gollege tonight
beginning at 6 p.m.
The main objective is to get

as many swimmers as possible

to achieve standards for this

year's NGAA Nationals.

The Bruins go into the

r-lOs with 13 times and
three swimmers already quali-

fied for this year's Nationals,

which will take place in three

weeks.

**This is the most standards

we have had in a long time,"

Ballatore said. However, the

coach warned that having
many times and swimmers
qualify doesn't guarantee a

hig^ finish at the NCAAs.
"We had only ten swimmers

qualify the yeal* we won it

all," Ballatore said in

reference to the 1982 national

championship season.

ContiBiaed on PagB 33
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Freshman Lucena shines bright

Gymnast shows

form that brought

her crosscountry

By Steve Kaufhold

Staff Writer

From her home town of

Brentwood, New York, to

Westwood, Bruin gymnast
Amy Lucena has made the

3,000 mUe trip with the

style and charisma that

make her a top performer
for the UGLA team.

"She likes to shine in

front of a crowd," said

Bruin coach Jerry Tomlin-
son.

In the greatest traditions

of Broadway, Lucena
"blocks out the pressure and
tries to just have fun and
do the best she can," accor-

ding to Tomlinson. \

Given her flair for the

sport, it really comes as no'

surprise to find that her
favorite event is the floor

exercise.

With the opportunity t6

pick her own music and
work closely with assistant

coach Valorie Kondos to

devdqp her choreography,
Lucena is right at home.

aroVVEUB/NlvBn*!

Amy Lucena displays the flair that makes her floor exer-

Continued oo Page 32 cise tough to beat
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News: Santa Monica
Rent control measure
makes June ballot.

See page 3.

Viewpoint: A reader
thinks Reagan's accusa-
tions about Burns are
incorrect.

See page 12.

Review: The other
Elvis makes a comeback
with new "King" album.
Seepage 14.

Sports: Irvine' mak^s
sure UCLA won't defendf
its 1985 NIT title, win-
ning 80-74.-

See back page.

UCLA Weather
Cool with possible morn-
ing showers.
High: 56, low: 47. ^
fOepf. of Atmospheric Sciences forecast)

ii

Smash up!

HYUNGWON KANG/Daily Bruin

^Three cars collided in rush-hour traffic and rain Thursday at the intersection of Bever-
ly Boulevard and Wilton Avenue, near Hancock Park. Despite heavy damages to the
vehicles, no one was seriously Injured^ -

BOC to consider request for bdn

on Health Sciences cigarette sales

By Mark Talavera, Staff Writer

Cigarette sales may be banned in the Health Sciences Store if
the ASUCLA Board of Control approves a motion brought in
response to concerns of the campus medical community.

^
According to Deborah Howard, graduate president and BOC

Jmii, the deans of the schools of-m^tei«e and^ public healthr
along with other medical officials, asked for the ban because
the UCLA Hospital and Center for the Health Sciences had
Jbeen designated a no-smoking area since Jan. 1.

The proposal was authored "in response to their repeated
-Ca^k (for the ban) and . my j3wn personal beliefs, because the
hospital adopted a non-smoking policy," Howard said.
Howard authored and will present the motion at today's

meeting, scheduled for noon in Ackerman 3517.
A report prepared by the office of ASUCLA Students' Store

Director Tim Bayley stated tobacco sales currently account for
$78,750 — "about 4.7 percent of the Health Science Store's an-
nual dollar sales."

The report estimated a loss in net revenue of between $27,000
and $40,000 in the 1986-87 fiscal year if tobacco p^pducts are
banned in the Health Sciences Store.

Although the possible financial impact on ASUCLA is one
part of the issue, "there are substantial dollars involved, and
they are relevant," Bayley said.

The report also stated that a possible drop in non-tobacco
sales may occur in the Health Sciences Store because customers
who smoke would go elsewhere to make their purchases.
'The Executive Director (Jason Reed) estimated a approx-

imate drop of $30,000 in net revenue," Howard said. "I per-

sonally think it would be much less because of the smoking ban
in Health Sciences. I would wager that we're already seeing a
diminution in sales."

Despite a projected drop in sales, another BOC member said

he considers Howard's proposal a pertinent issue for the board.
"In light of the fact that the Medical Center is non-smoking,

I see it very appropriate for the BOC to discontinue sales in the
Health Sciences Store," said Ron Taylor, undergraduate presi-

dent and BOC vice-chair. "But ASUCLA has had difficulty

meeting its target revenue sales — we have to find a way to

compensate for these revenues."

In addition to the tobacco ban in the Health Sciences Store,

Howard stated in the proposal that she would like to see. ciga-

rette sales discontinued at all ASUCLA facilities, though she
does not expect this to occur.

"I don't think a campuswide ban would be approved because
of the financial implications," Howard said. The store director's

Please see CIGARETTES, Page 10

50 cars towed from Gayley;

students surprised, angry
By Jordan Kitaen

To the chagrin of several students who claim warning signs
were not properly posted, 50 cars were towed from Gayley
Avenue late Wednesday night.

James Berry, street use inspector for the city of Los Angeles,
said the cars were being moved to create passing room for a-
building which was being towed, from its original foundation on
Landfair.

The first set of signs announcing the temporary towing zone
were posted a week in advance. Berry said, adding, "You col-
lege students tore them down every time someone hung them
up."

"'
_^

•

-"

D.J. Tierney, a UCLi^ sophomore who lives on Gayley, said
the first time he saw aiiy warning signs on the street was about
5 p.ln. Wednesday.

"There's no way those signs were up all week," Tierney said.
"If they were torn down I would have at least seen them lying
on the ground or in our dumpster."

"There were no empty spots on the whole street," Tierney^
continued. "Obviously, someone did a poor job getting the-
word out on this. These people (car owners) weren't given fair
warning."

One of the ticketing officers, who refused to identify herself,

said in order for the towing to be legal, the signs had to be up
for 24 hours prior to the time listed on the sign. Whether that
means they must stay up that long was unclear.
The signs that were hanging read: "Temporary Tow-Away

Zone 7 p.m. to 9 a.m.," however, no date ^yas included.
The officer produced a document which read that the signs

had been hung on March 6. But, she also said "We don't verify

Please see TOWING, Page 9
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Car insurance rates vary widely
Cost differs by individual companies, home of driver

By Susie Kim, Staff Writer

Students could be paying
more money than necessary
for their ear insurance, ac-
cordtng to tf' comparative^
survey of auto insurance
rates among "insurance
companies in Los Angeles'
County released March 3
by the state Department of

Insurance.

The survey revealed that
where drivers live and the
company they buy from
greatly affects the cpst of
insurance coverage.

Using four hypothetical
drivers, the survey com-
pared costs across different

zip-code zones for 18 in-

surance companies which
collectively handle more
than 75 percent of all

California private passenger
auto policies.

The message the survey
gives is that it pays to shop
around, said Robert Muise,
insurance rate analyst at

the state Department of In-

surance.

One hypothetical driver,

a 25-year-old single male
who drives a 1979 Chrysler
Le Baron three miles one
way to work under 12,000
miles per year, could pay as

little as $746 a year if he
lives in Santa Monica and is

insured by Automobile
Club of So. Ca. or as much
as $1,290 under Allstate for

the same coverage package.
He would pay $893 if he

is covered by State Farm,

$1,124 with Farmers and
$799 with 20th Century.
The same 25 year-old

who has no accidents or

citations and lives in Santa
Monica would pay $542 it

he lives in Paramount City
under State Farm, $791 if

he lives in Granada Hills

and up to $1,223 if he lives

in Beverly Hills.

A 23 year-old single
female who drives a 1984
Honda Accord LX 10 miles

one way to work and under
15,000 miles per year with
no accidents or citations

would pay $1,846 under
Farmers if she lives in Cien-

tury City, up to $2,815 if

she lives in Los Angeles in

the zip-code zones 90021-

29, which includes
Westwood, and $1,511 if

she lives in Encino.
The same coverage for

the 23 year-old_ fem ale
would cost $972 under
Automobile Club of So. Ca.
in Century City, up to

$1,341 in Westwood and
$924 in Encino.
The rates for all four

sample cases are based on
prices as of Nov. 15, 1985
and include the same five

basic coverages: bodily in-

jury, property damage,
medical payments, com-
prehensive and collision.

Muise attributed the dif-

ference in rates among in-

Please see INSURANCE,
Page 11
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Graph shows the annual cost of insurance coverage of

five different companies for a 25-year-old single male

driver. *

Statistics courtesy of the 1986 state Department oj Insurance
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
I--------
I

I

I Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get ^/i orderof Dim Sum.freel*

I ^w*"*'4^ (with coupon)

I

1>

Expires 3/20/86

I

I

I

I •DIM SUM &. SALADS
-I—•SOUPS. NOODLES,

^RICT

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
n-9pm CHINESE CUISINE

1 1907 Olympic Blvd.,
W.LA. (Olympic @ Bundy in Westside Plaza)

479-4774

Free
Parking

UCLA Mardi Gras '86

in-is currently seeking single and group acti

eluding magicianS) comedians, and musical
entertainment to perform on stage at this

year's event.

up applications at Kerckboff Hall 1 29
NOW! Applications dueApril 16, 4pni.

Contact Lena or Janet at 825-80(51 with any
questions.
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Nevada's parental notification law

on abortions for minors contested

d
SAN FRANCISCO — Nevada's parental notification law for

abortions by unmarried women under 18 was defended before a

federal appeals court Thursday by Nevada Deputy Attorney_\,

General Ellen Whittemore, who-called the* alternative pro=

cedures for judicial consent "not overly burdensome."

She asked the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to lift a fed-

eral judge's order last June blocking enforcement of the law be-

fore it took effect.

The law is designed to "encourage family integrity" and is ac-

tually less restrictive than other state abortion laws upheld by

the U.S. Supreme Court, Ms. Whittemore said.

3ut Stanley. Brown Jr., representing Planned Parenthood of

Washoe County and Rend gynecologist Eugene Click in

challenging the law, said the procedures could delay abortions

for weeks, endanger confidentiality and expose doctors to

lawsuits.

The panel of Appeals ^Court Judges Alfred Goodwin and

Melvin Brunetti and U.S.' District Judge Alicemarie Stottler,

assigned to the court for the case, will rule at a later date.

The 1985 law applies to all women under 18 who are neither

married nor financially independent and self-supporting.

It requires notification, though not consent, of both parents

before an abortion, unless the woman has gone through the

court system for an exemption ^^ ——

^

—

—

Soviets launch first manned space

mission since Challenger disaster

MOSCOW — The Soviet Union launched two veteran

^psmonauts^ Thursday on the first manned space mission since.

the Challenger disaster at Cape Canaveral, sending them to

work aboard a new orbiting lab.

' State television broke with custom and provided live coverage

of the Soyuz T-15 blasting off from the Baikonur Cosmodrome
in Soviet central Asia at 3:33 p.m. Moscow time (7:33 a.m.

EST). U.S. television networks also broadcast the launch live.

The firsjt live coverage of an all-Soviet mission showed the red

and white craft streaking into slightly overcast skies above the

space center in Kazakhstan. It carried commander Leonid
Kizim and engineer Vladimir Solovev to a rendezvous with the

new orbiting station named Mir, which means Peace in Rus-

sian.-

Tass, the official news agency, said the docking would occur
in two days. The Mir 'was launched unmanned from Baikonur
on Feb. 20. <

Soviet television was quick to show film of the Jan. 28
Challenger explosion, which took the lives of all seven
astronauts aboard. It shocked many viewers and prompted some
to question why a foreign disaster was reported in detail at once
while Soviet space launches, as well as major accidents and
natural disasters, get scant coverage that usually is delayed.

Philippine government continues to ^

locate money hidden by Marcos
MANILA, Philippines — A government commission has

discovered that ousted President Ferdinand E. Marcos hid $800
million in a Swiss bank account, a major step toward locating

up to $10 billion he allegedly spirited out of the Philippines, an
official said Thursday.

President Corazon Aquino, meanwhile, ordered Philippine
banks to freeze all assets held by Marcos, his wife, Imelda, and
31 of his associates.

Ramon Diaz of the new Commission on Good Government
announced discovery of the Swiss bank account Thursday but
refused to provide details or say how the commission learned of

its existence.

Commission head Jovito Salonga has estimated that Marcos
and his associates illegally divert^ $5 billion to $10 billion in

national assets to overseas accounts and investments.

For the Record:

The editorial entitled "Disregard for rules" (Bruin, March
13) stated that Marc Cohen submitted his resignation sev-
eral hours before the Undergraduate Student Association
Council meeting Tuesday. In fact, Cohen submitted his
resignation in writing to USAC President Ron Taylor at
the beginning of the meeting.

I.
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Rent initiative sparks debate
Landlords move to allow raises on vacant units

By Anne Mulkern, Staff Writer

A measure that w'oTGTcl allow
landlords to raise rents in Santa.
Monica when a unit is vacated was
placed on the June ballot last week,
bringing protests from the Rent Con-
trol Board and legal action from a
Santa Monica renters' group. '

' "The reason for this measure is that

the rents landlords in Santa Monica
are currently able to get under rent
control are so ridiculously low that
they can't afford to rent their units

out," said Jeff Strand*; spokesman for a
landlord organization known as AC-
TION (A Commitment to Insure
Owners' Needs) which backs the
measure. "Rent control in Santa
Monica, based on how it was original-

ly presented, has been a total
disaster."

The measure, called the Tenant hr-

cfentive Program (TIP), allows a
landlosd to re-rent an apartment at

market value whenever a tenant vol-

untarily leaves his unit. Strand said.

The landlord is then required to take
the difference between the old rent

and tjje new, multiply it by 10, and
divide it_amQng the remaining-tenants-
in a one-time cash payment.

- Strand gave ^ as an"' example a ''five-

unit building fn which each unit rents

for $400 a month. If one unit was
vacated, and the landlord raised the
rent to $800 a month, each remaining
tenant would receive a payment of

"This plan is good for everyone con-
cerned," Strand said. "The landlord
will be forced to fix up the building

and grounds before he can raise the
rent, each remaining tenant wttt ^eT
cash, and higher rents will ^mean
higher tax rates for the landlords,
meaning increased revenue for the ci-

ACTION forced the city council to
put TIP on the June ballet by collec-

ting 7,500 signatures in 12 days. Ap-
proval for the election follows the
March 3 filing of a lawsuit to stop the
election by Santa Monicans for
Renter's Rights.

"We are suing to keep the initiative

off of the ballot in June on the
grounds that the format of the peti-

tions used was defective under the
election codei" said CharTotte
Houghton, member of the Steering
committee for Santa Monicans for

Renter's Rights.

"Because of the format, it was not
possible^ for someone signing the pefP"
tion to know what parts of it would
become law and what was merely
opinion," Houghton contended.

Strand said ACTION believes the
suit was filed as a political ploy, i

"Santa Monicans for Renter's Rights
are trying to force an expenditure of
-QUI funds to defend ourselves, to maka-

UCLA offers summer study
at Cambridge University
By nargaret ArsM>»

statements to the press and to confuse
the issue," Strand said.

^^^^^ ^-'

"They are just nitpicking because
they are desperate to keep this off the
ballot," Strand added. "We are abso-
lutely positive that the judge will

allow it to go through."
The city rent control board has

questioned the legality of the measure.
"It is my opinion that the law itself

Please see RENT, Page 9

Going to summer school can be
as enjoyable as a trip to Europe -r-

if you happen to take your summer
classes at Cambridge University in

England.
Since 1981, UCLA Extension has

offered a program where students
and non-students may study at

Cambridge, whose alumni includes
John Harvard, Charles Darwin,
Oliver Cromwell and Isaac
Newton.

Participants have an opportunity
to live in one of the residence halls

used by Cambridge students during
the year — Trinity Hall, founded
in 1350. Each person has a private
room and bathrooms are shared.

Former Berkeley student _Aiidy_
Miller, wh6 partipated in the pro-
gram two years ago, said he had a
"huge room with a fireplace. The
accommodations were either ade-
quate or great."

Miller, 29, attended both sessions

of study at Cambridge. This year,
the first session runs July 6-26,
while the-suxxKid session . runs from
July 27 to August 16.

:aocLJntense .

"
I only had to really

study about two or three days be-
fore a paper was due."
There are nine different classes

offered per session, including
courses on Shakespeare, the ar-

chitecture of England, and modern
British economics and politics.

Barbara Branstetter, associate
director of the Cambridge Program,
said students can receive six quarter
units of credit per class, although
UCLA will not transfer the letter

grade. Students should coiiLSult with
their college to find if a class can be
credited to a particular major,
Branstetter said.

Branstetter, who advertises the
program all over the United States,
said many of the participants are
-not oindergraduates . Approximately
80 percent, she said, are profes-
sionals and retired persons.

"It's a very interesting mix of
people," Branstetter said. "Many of
them are highly successful and
well-known in their fields. It's a
wonderful opportunity for students,
because they get a chance to be
with trefnendous role models wfio^

Each student is allowed to take
only one class per session. There are
approximately five hours of lecture
each day, with classes meeting five

days a week. Classes are small,
about 15 persons, and each session

has at least one field trip.

Although attendance is required.
Miller said the workload was not

can be very inspiring.^

Linda Timmons, a 22-year-old
former UCLA student, also par-
ticipated in ther Cambridge Pro-
gram two years ago. She said she
chose the UCLA Extension program
because of the variety of people
who participate in it.

"There are other summer pro-
Please see CAMBRIDGE, Page 11

presents: The Motion Picture Documentary

GAZA GHETTO

•For the first time the truth about the Israeli Palestinian Conflict. ,
^

•"Puts a human face on an international crisis, a poignant, powerful argument for a creative
solution to the tragedy of the homeless Palestinians."

•Won first prize, "Golden Marzocco," at 1985 Festival dei Popli in Florence

•In Color, 82 minutes. Documentary 1985.
IN PERSON: THE DIRECTOR JOAN MONDALL. A discussion will follow the screening .

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
1023 HILGARD AVE., 208-4587 _
^ TONIGHT

>

7:30 p.m.

—
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festival of Italian art
culture set for Sunday
By Patty Pigati

spend Sunday, March 16 at Frederick S. Wight Art_GaUerysF«tival of Italian Art^andCulture— ^

Various scholarships available

^e diy-s agenda includes a symposium, various'^^W(r^^r^^^.^ J ^r
'"^'"^^ « syiiiposium, various per-

n?L^ .^ """"Ip"
^^^'^" ^^^'^' ^^ «^ ^hich are free ^dopen to the public. ^

The symposium, to be held from 12:30 to 3 p m willcover topics in 19th century Italian art and culture.
Speakers mclude Giovanni Cecchetti from the UCLA
Italian department, Allessandro Falassi, a visiting pro-

^'^T^^'f^ i\ f«!»^«^- -^d mythology, WilliamHolmes from UC Irvine's music department and EdwardMaeder, curator of the Los Angeles County Museum of

From 3-5 p.m. there will be performances, including apuppet show, a performance of cohimedia dell'arte street
theatre and a dance presentation, said Carol Heepke

St^Art Gdir^'''"
^""^ community development for the

Hn^'n'c?^.K^'
"^""^ 75-pound Sicilian puppets will be showndunng the puppet show. Rather than a show with plotand char^ters, this presentation will be "more of an ex-

planatiort^f how puppets work," Heepke said.A 15-minu te pro logue^rom a classic commedia dellarte

By Michelle Perjn. Staff Writer

Opportunities abound for UCLA
undergraduate and graduate students who can

now enter various academic contests^ apply for

scholarships or make use of a UCLA scholar-

ship service.

- ' CpuiiJuDoilar Scholarship Servici;! '
' ,_!:

This is a free scholarshifT and fellowship

search service for UCLA undergraduate
stu-

dents. Students fill out an application
in-

cluding information regarding major, graduate
studies intents, ethnicity and sex.

The application is then fed into the coin-
puter, which contains a large data base of
scholarships and fellowships. The computer
then searches out suitable scholarships or

i-j^Ilowshlps for the^tudent on the basis of

Please see SCHOLARSHIPS, Page 8

GIB SEBmm.^ 6S ^oTT BcRn

wULalso be given. Students from UCLA will be active in
ail the performances. -.

Lucino Visconti-s 1954 film, "Senso," will beihowfi-^
2:30 p.m in Melnitz Theatre. This drama involves aromance between an Italian countess and Austrian officer
in mid.l9th century Austrian-occupied Venice, starring
Farley Granger and Alidi Balli.

^

I,.-.,.' .. ;—"' ****• t**«»*=^>uttuft-iah given in cuii=
juncTion with the Macchiaioli Art Exhibition in Wight Art

^inPlvI^m"
'^"' ^ «*^^" '^^ '^"y «* half-hour intervals

except at 3:00 p.m.

UCI-A^s Oldest rntefrnUpgiatP Sport
proudly presents

THE 1986 UCIXrREWCLASSIC
^ UCLA Bruins

VS.
The Oxford Blue and The California

Golden Bears

fc^ipii^
SALON & Cabaret

1

r2/'l98b
La Vallona Creek, Marina Del Rey

More details to follow.

FASHION CONSCIOUS MODEL!
(MALE & FEMALE) NEEDED
WEDNESDAY EVENINGS FOR
INNOVATIVE CUTS & COLOR

TECHNIQUES
UBIITED NUMBER EACH NIGHT
PLEASE e
APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

. (All work done by top stylists
at no charge to Models)

LA s NEWEST MOST UNIQUE SALON
SEE WHY PEOPLE ARE TALKING . .

.

1^^ „, Iwood Blvd. W.L.A. (213) 474-8219

Hip

4iJf^:-:-:-

^9

Poison Prevention Weeic
aims at public awareness

THECO^X

COCOON
6:00, 10:30 PM 8:15 PM

AGB • EACH FILM • ONE DOLLAR
'•-M.'.'.'.*.'.','.' ?r-«-.-.-t—v^
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By Christopher Saigal

Most people don't realize that a mundane chore like cleaning
the sink involves chemicals which easily can become lethal.

Yet in 1985, 37,000 children suffered accidental poison inges-
^tton, and poison control centers nationwide received nearly
450,000 calls from people who had poison-related problems,
said Lorraine Lawrence, public relations director for the Con-
sumer Products Safety Commission.

In order to increase public awareness of the dangers involved
in the misuse of common household chemicals, the CPSC and
the National Safety Council are supporting Poison Prevention
Week, set for March 16-22.

The CPSC offers the following tips to protect adults and
children:

• Never mix household chemicals. For example, mixin^^rdi-
nary powdered cleanser with bleach can create a toxic gas
which will cause serious injury or even death.
• Keep all chemicals and medicines clearly labeled in their

original containers. Accidental poisoning often occurs when
children accidentally drink chemicals which have been stored in

soda bottles.

Be especially cautious when using drain cleaners. Protect
your face and don't look into the drain. If the cleaner works too
fast, it may spurt back out of the drain.
• Always turn on the lights when taking medicine.

• Keep all medication out of children's reach and use child-
resistant tops on bottles if there are children in the house. Never
tell a child medicine is candy. He ^may look for it later.

"It's very important for adults to be more responsible and
concerned about kids" in terms of limiting their access to

poisons, Lawrence said.
' Free brochures from the CPSC are available on more than
15,000 different household products. They can be obtained by
"in^8QQ-63S-2772r
The numl

213-484-5151
kngolcs Poison Informat ion Center is

Dorms to continue 'Mocic

Rocic' lip-syncing contest
Students will appear as many of rock's most famous and

4)opular entertainer&tonight in. the residence haUsi
The program at Dykstra and Hedrick halls is called

_"Mock Rock," and provides a chance for dormitory resi-

dents to display their skills at impersonation.
The top three acts from each of the residence hall con-

tests will compete in a show at the Sunset Canyon Recrea-
tion Center the second week of spring quarter.

Richer Hall resident Bryan Stewart, co-chairman of the

inter-hall contest, said mock rock contests were held only
in Dykstra Hall in the past, but are now being billed as

"UCLA's newest tradition."
,

^proul Hall held its mock rock contest Thursday night

and a ^StahdlHg I'bdm only" crowd attended Kieber s con-

test Feb. 21, Stewart said.

Acts lip-syncing Bruce Springsteen, Madonna and Tina
Turner were winners of the Rieber contest, which "went
very, very well," Stewart said. The Madonna act was par-

ticularly unusual, as the performer impersonating her was
male.

He explained that prizes such as gift certificates from
record stores will be awarded to winners of the final con-

test next quarter.

Hershey Hall, the graduate student residence hall, will

also featyre entertainment tonight with a presentation by
the UCLA Comedy Club.

^ Marian Berdowltz

Comm Board n^mes Bell

1986-87 Daily Bruin editor
Ron Bell was named ^he Daily Bruin's 1986-87 Editor-in-

Chief by the ASUCLA Communications Board Thursday night.

Bell served as the Bruin's politics editor from June to

December 1985. He was a staff writer froTh January to June
1985.

The 20-year-old sophomore pre-political science major said be

plans to focus the Bruin on issues rather than events, and to

develop a codified dasign guideline for the paper.

"The Daily Bruin ranked the best in the state last year. My
ambition is to make it the best in the country this year," Bell

said.
, ; L_

Other applicants for the position were Lauren Blau, currently

the Bruin's news editor, James Bozajian, the Bruin's administra-

tion editor, and Steven Newman, the Bruin's academics editor.

, — Bill Bowmer
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At Second Sole we know fust
how long the winter has been,
so we're having a 25% OFF sale
that's certain to thaw you out.

Name brands like Nike, Adidas,
New Balance, Tiger, Converse,

Saucony and more. And not just
shoes but sweats, shirts, shorts
and socks, too. Hurry in today
for these great values and put a
spring in your step.

Ladies soft leather aerobic stioe, great

for workout or casual wear.

**•>). \^f\

Regularly $34.99

"TTT

<i^''

l^i

^^--^ N^fc

•»!-. >^

565 Hi-Top

Regularly $60.99

T
^.A^- 125*^.

56ft
Low-Top .

Regularly $54.99

HITOP
Regularly $38.99

LOW-TOP
Regularly $34.99

"'
>,

.

IGCMBiMi

EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
Not Valid On Sale Merchandise Expires 3120186

otter Good at Following Stores Onir

VALID WITH COUPON ONLY
J'-

Arcadia Santa Anita Fashion Square
Canoga Park Topanga Plaza

Culver City Fox Hills Mall I

La Crescents 3454 Foothill Blvd

Long Beach Long Beach Plaza

Pasadena Plaza Pasadena
Rolling Hills The Courtyard -^-.-..L..^

Sherman Oaks The Gallena

Westwood 1134 Westwood Blvd

(8181445-3304

(818)884 1900

(213)390 6231

(818)248 5464

(213)43&5578

(818)796 9057

(213)541-3588

(818)788 3868

(213)208 7653

Try a second career with

your ownSeco/id Sole Franchise.
f-rdffipises ivdiidOie ndUon^ioe

Wri.ie*"Secona Soie franchises
vr;/?") Srr,ntnn RoaO Su'te 840 S^n Diego CA 9?y^1 /*

.'T
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THE COMMISSIONS
\

THE PRESIDENT

Ron Taytor pfesKJes over hundreds of student-office positions, delegates
apeciTic tasks to commmees, and coordinates various activities TaylorMl J»fi(UK)Wing informal "chati*-sessions with»n fes»denc^ HaHs. hop-

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

ing to-- implement student's thoughts ^nd concerns ia student govern
nt workings. ~- -

Under Taytor. the Internal Affairs Office, headed by Lisa Thompson and
uon Wemstein. coordinates activities of and communications between
commmees within USAC They also sit on the committee that sets
guidelines for the conduct and discipline of direct affiliation groups Itsmam goal is to maintain a healthy bond between all internal organiM-
ttons. •

a

External Affairs, headed by Dora Tovar, deals with issues outside the
campus that affect UCLA The U.C. lobby deals with issues such as fi-

nancial aid increases of registration fees, and academic requirements.
ine Metro Lobby works with city councils on such issues as parking and
rent control The National Lobby coordinates its efforts with lobby
groups working for legislation in Washington DC

ADMINISTRATIVE
VICE PRESIDENT

The Administrative Vice-President's office works to involve morei
students in student government affairs. The office, headed by
-Deborah Owen, has coordinated the USAC Internship program.
directed by Paul Metcker, which provides interns for each commis-
sion in student government. The interns participate in special pro-
jects such as the "Eye on Kerckhoff" paper. The office is also
responsible for the administrative Internship program, headed by
Alan Kholos These interns work with administrators, chancellors,
and deans Next quarter, in April, the office will sponsor the Student
^'"!^"' ^^^^Q"9Q '<'8 a program where students can meet with
-fliunwiJwho work in Garoer fl<&ldS4^eF >mere3t fhem . .

—tf you haven-'t figured out what thtaisv-these^ two pages

»
(

»

I

I 2ND VICE PRESIDENT

"are'~the t)ffiCTat student government newspaper, Eyo^wt
Kerckhoff. which is put out under the Administrative

Vice-President's office. The Intent of this paper Is to give

you an Idea of what student government Is doing this

year. '

We tried to present the pertinent and sometimes con-

troversial issues that concern students as well as the

not- so -newsworthy" projects that each of the commis-
sions are currently undertaking.
In particular, this quarter has been qijite interesting for

Student Government to say the least. As an observer, I

have found that the (Jower struggles on Council have
truly caused some ridiculous fightlngand fingerpointing.

But If you look t>eyond that, you will find the staffs of

most of the commissions are taking business as usual.

Programming different activities, and getting things done
for students are still on the minds of many here in Ker-
ckhoff.

Nevertheless, both Deborah and I hope that Eye on
Kerckhoff will help you understand a little more of what
USAC and each of its commissions are doing during the
schoolyear. rMbUlUv)c

Gregory Land

Editor
OICL/

The Second Vice President. Erwin Sanvictores. and his office repre-
sent the special interest groups on the UCLA campus. The eleven
special interest groups are: the Black Student Alliance. MEChA. the

.Asian. Cpahtion. the Gay-Lesbian Association, the Inter-fraternity
council. Panhellenic. the American Indian Association. International
Students Association. Interresidence Hall Council.and the Jewish
Student Union A "challenge fund" has been established to pro-
mote exchanges between groups which seldom interact with one
another The Second Vice Presidents office hopes to promote
respect and positive feedback among the special Interest groups of
UCLA.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
. COMMISSION

t-

The Academic Affairs Commission is a vital component of UCLA's stu-
dent government and is dedicated 100% to the betterment of the educa-
tion here at UCLA for the students. It carhes out its intentions by per-
forming three functions: representing UCLA student body to the Aca-
demic Senate, by attending departmental meetings and National Educa-
tion coordination programs; the second function of the commission is
programming and the third Is research
In addition to the Add/Drop deadline issue, the AAC is working these
other issues: the Master Plan- tong-range education planning In Califor-
nia; the Reward Structure- trying to Influence teaching over research
Ethnic Studies Requirement- to broaden cultural views; Affirmative Ac
tion- outreach and support services for minonties; Increased Student
Participation- getting students more involved in decision-making and
Required Small Seminar Program for Freshmen- giving freshmen a' more -

personal setting for adjustment purposes
All of these goals need student support for attainment, so think of how
you can help them help you.

JK)RM MEAL COUPONS
by Paul Metzger

vi,

M COMMUNITY SERVICE
COMMISSION

The Community Service Commission, directed by commissioner Marcia
Choo. Is ^n^ently working on thirteen volunteer projects m the surroun
ding UCLA area.

In one project. Amigos Del Barrios, student volunteers tutor a group of
Spanish-speaking youth In Los Angeles, hoping to break down languagtj
baniers facing these chiWren.

Through Protect MAC. volunteers donate their time to helping sexually
nx)*ested and abused cfwWren wfio have been separated from their

parents by tf>e state Volunteers tutor these children academically awJ
also try to grve them the support (hat may have been missing in tf»*>

chidren's homes
CSC vokjr^eers are cunentfy norlong to recruit inter-city Lo« Ar</)4iiK

sfjaents WHO UClA tt>fough presentatioris and tours of tho tuJu^A A/y;

nnjjgfojt tfw year CSC «orts nwth Special Olympics, f/,iu.}mf^j »:»<:

oyrroc arwiiai on wmtk»^6i and also taking them to Mi« ;^mm

n^^? Ho?^
^""^^ *^°^® ''""^®^ "^^a' coupons. In the

past, dorm meal coupons could only be used the

27?h^ r^!l J^^^
they were issued, but starting January

fr
' ^^f'<^o^Pons become valid for up to one week. -

BarlPv r.iioH'^^.?''^'^''^^®
^•®"®''^' Representative BillBarley called a very positive process" he ASUCLA

Hat AdmlnL^r^o "'^^w'eeler. J' Residence

chinn« in ri moLi r ^^"'' "^^^ ^"^ formulated theChange in the meal coupon policv The rp^iiitc nf thic
meeting satisfied all of' the^ parties iniottd "msway, people who forget to use their coupon one daycan use it the next day instead of lettina it on tn
waste", Bariey said. "'"^ '* 9° ^

i?eTsXcJ°h'J?lf minh?
*^^^ ^^^^^"^^ ^ho live inme residence halls might purposely miss meals to

continued on next page
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COUPONS
t?ontinu9d from previous pai
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save up the coupons
Vani responded,
"We don't think the
typical student will

miss meals to save
coupons, I don't an-
ticipate a significant

drop (in residence
halls dining room at-

tendance)."

W^W»*W ^mmmm^f^

;•;•:•:•:•:•!
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EYE ON
KERCKHOFF
Editor-in-Chief: Greg Land
Assistant Editor: LAEagle
Graphic Designs: Andrea
Glovson

Administrative VP: Deborah
Owen

Contributing Writers:

Marianne Bannister

John Bautista

John Luo
Wendy Mellk

Steve Matulis

Susan McCawley '

Carol Seto
Mona Shing
Glen Sias
Mary Louise Silva

Lara Pencis
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CHALLENGE FUND TO IMPROVE HELATFONS
BETWEEN SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

What do each of the
special interest groups
have in common with one
another? Perhaps not a
lot. To close the gap, a
Challenge Fund has been
established from the of-

f I ces of the Vi ce-
Chancellor of Student Af-

fairs and the USAC Se-
cond Vice President.

Specifically, The
Challenge Fund includes
$20,000 for special inter-

est groups to use for in-

ter-group projects. The
goal of this establishment
is to give the diverse
groups an opportunity to

interact with each other

and exchange ideas.
Quite often, these group^
represent differ^t sectors

of the social community,
and probably would not

have many other chances
to communicate with other

special interest groups.

As thOpUSAC Second
Vice President, Erwin
Sanvictores, suggests, the

intent of the Challenge
Fund is "for diverse
groups to co-sponsor a
program or event so that

better relations can
result."

The success of the
Challenge Fund remains
to be seen, for it is a
relatively new establish-

ment. It was developed
during the summer and
wasn't actually im-
plemented until Winter
Quarter. Thus far, there

haven't been any special

interest groups that have
taken advantage of the

opportunities that the fund
provides. Although several

groups have submitted
proposals to be reviewed
on March 11, 1986.

The Intergroup Relations

Committee is responsible

for reviewing SIG pro-

posals, and for actual
allocation of funds. The
members of this select

committee are from dif-

ferent funding boards. In

addition, five students and
one alternate are ap-
pointed through the Se-
cond Vice President's Of-

fice to sit on the board.

Three others, one from

each of the Campus Pro-

grams Commission, Cam-
pus Activities Commis-
sion, and Intergroup Rela-

tions Committee, com-
plete the members, totall-

ing about thirty people.

The funds for this pro-

gram come from the stu-

dents' reg. fees. USAC
receives seven dollars for

every student's reg. fees,

and this in turn, is divided

up among the thirteen of-

fices that make up USAC.
Sanvictores urges stu-

dents to utilize these
funds. He maintains that

"a lot of Special Interest

Groups are aware of the

Challenge Fund. It's up to

them to take advantage of

it."

During the Spring
Quarter, the Cultural Af-

fairs Office and the Se-
cond Vice President's of-

fice will be co-sponsoring

a "Unity Day". They in-

vite all of the Special In-

terest Groups to attend

this inter-group function,

complete with bands,
cultural groups, and
booths. Hopefully, many
more groups will be en-

couraged to use the
Challenge Fund from this

introductory experience.

by Carol Seto

Paid for by the Administrative Vice President's Office/USAC

matm
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CAMPUS EVENTS

COMMISSION
The Campus Events Commission programs films, speakers, and con-
certs. UCLA has one of the best student film programs in existence.

Campus Events will also be in charge of the Charles Chaplin Award
For Excelfence in Entertainment Ceremony which is to be given out
in spring quarter at Royce Halt *

-5ome upcoming films Include:" Back to the Future'". "Jewel of the
Nile", "101 Dalmations". "Rocky (I.II.III.IV)". "Rock Film Series",
and "Blood Simple"-midnight movie. '

GENERAL

REPRESENTATIVE
If you are unfamiliar with what the general representative's office is,

think about those guys on Bruin Walk who conduct surveys, answer your
questions, and take your input to the USAC meetings. »,

Mark Feldman, Wonkoo Chang, and Billy Barley, as the general repre-
sentatives this year, are the communication link between students and
USAC.
The representatives primarily do "field work" on Bruin Walk, attend ad
the special group meetings, and publish a weekly report of USAC
meeting activities. They coordinated the Blue and Gold Sale Days dur-
ing Homecoming. The representatives also planned the International
Student Conference this summer, a conference between USC and
UCLA to study communication between foreign educational systems^
-Another activity they have tjeen Involved witKhasbeen to help other oT
fices in USAC doing research and conducting polls. They assisted Dean
Florez with research on the add/drop deadline, and have helped the Fa-
cilities office with research on earthquake safety.

Currently they have been working on such projects as meal
coupons, the UCLA Discount Card, and the Bruin Walk Table.

CULTURAL AFFAIRS
COMMISSION ^L

The Cultural Affairs commission provides free entertainment for the
campus. Art exhibitions sponsored by the commission can be seen on
display in Kerckhoff Hall. Currently, there is a bronze sculpture show on
display. Jazz concerts can also be heard in Kerckhoff. This quarter's
final jazz concert will highlight Wishful Thinking and promises to be a
"btowout jazz session." In the Cooperage, the commission promotes
Tuesday Night Comedy featuring members of the Comedy Club and
outside performers as well. The popular noon concerts are part of the
commissions responsibilities. Upcoming performers include Dwight
Yokan, a honky-tonk star, and Tower of Power, a funk/rock/jazz group to

be seen in the first week of winter quartar _.

FACILITIES COMMISSION

The facilities commissioner, Mark Kisicki, and his assistant. Dary
Baghai, have many projects underway. The first is to introduce a pro-

posal to the Academic Senate for a 24-hour reading room in Powell
Library, which woukj be funded by the Regents. Other future 24-hour
study areas, possibly located in the Alumni Lounge, the Kerckhoff Cof-
feehouse, or at a site on North Campus, wouW be funded py ASUCLA.
The forecast for the changes of Ackerman's A-level include the expan-
sion of the Student Travel Sen^ice, the elimination of the bowling alleys,

the transfer of the graphics department, and the installation of a pub.
The construction will begin in Fall of '87 • With respect towards ear-

thquake safety, the commission is working with Campus Community of

Seismic Safety, conducting a petition to persuade Chancellor Young to

produce a comprehensive plan for earthquake safety and is pronfK)ting

student awareness of the situation.

The Facilities Office considers the campus lighting system to be ex-

tremely inadequate and unsafe; therefore, they are presently resear-

ching the problem. They plan to make a proposal for the resolution of

this problem by the end of winter quarter. Kisicki emphasized that this

project isthe "major thrust" of his office^this year. --

FINANCIAL SUPPORTS
COMMISSION

.1 ,

The Financial Supports Commission is under new management. As
new Commissioner. Alma Cervantes is in charge of

:

1) Compu Dollar - a computerized scholarship search available to all UC
students

2) VITA - Volunteer Income Tax Assistance - helps students with the
problems of filing their tax forms

3) Works in conjunction with the Federal Credit Union in securing funds
to help students take care of their apartment situations

Financial Supports is also concerned with consumer issues which may
be of concern to UCLA students.

^ STUDENT WELFARE
' COMMISSION

After the resignation of Cathy Jayne, Toni Sublett is rlow the new
Student Welfare Commissioner. As such, she directs such projects

as blood drives on campus. Tay Sachs testing, Sickle Cell Anemia
testing, the Dental Plan and also helps with the Alcohol Awareness
programs put on by the Peer Health Counselors. These projects will

be going on all year. March 19th to 23rd, the Commission will be
directing another Blood Drive. If you haven't given blood, here's

your chance!! Don't forget. Give Blood.

•^
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Canterbury Westwood

Fa. Giles Asbury
Chaplain

-—^Episcopal Ministry to UCLA —
Holy Eucharist

Sunday 5:00 PM
Class: Mondays 7:30 PM

Su Alban's Church
580HiIgard OFFICE

900 Hilgard
Member of URC 208-4830

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S

KING OF KINGS
With Qaylord Carter at the organ

__ Sunday Evening March 16
at7:00P;M.

WESTWOOD UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH

10497 Wiishire $3.00 donation at the door

Summer or Fall 1986
Summer 1987

WASHINGTON
OR

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY

lAt Wadham College^

of the University of

OXFORD

SCHOLARSHIPS: Wide variety
Continued on Page 4

eligibility and interest:—?— '—«

—

-^

Scholarships are available to all undergraduate
fellowships are available exclusively for juniors and senior

^ ^"^

CompuDollar is located in 312A Kerckhoff in the Fin
Support Commission office. Contact Spage Yee at 825-760fi?^^
information. ^^r

1986 Coors Veterans' Memorial Scholarship Fund:
Five hundred thousand dollars is available to sons and d u(.< r^( A m^%miy\nn wr^^t'^^w-nm^ t-V>wr^frr\^ i.l^i^ I_ ^1 I . . ^nll^f).ters of American veterans through this scholarship fund T^iL

-eligible^ students must have completed at least one year of

^

Accredited courses in government,
economics, journalism and pre-

law by an outstanding faculty.

Full Academic Year Programs at

the London School of Economics,
St. Andrews Universities, for

Qualified Juniors and Seniors.

All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia

(Founded in 1776)

Inquiries to:

' Mrs. Janet Koliek, J.D.

Admissions Director
The Washington International

Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136

^4-
(EO/AA)

lege, have at least a cumulative grade point average of **2 7^ ^li
be under 22 years of age as of July 1 , 1986.

-^^ 'o and

In addition, applicants must be dependents of honorahlvdischarged American service personnel, American service r^
sonnel killed in action, missing in action or killed in thp l.-« r
duty.

1 Students must also be enrolled full time in a four v^lr f
lege or university in the United States.

"ur-year coj.

Along with the application, students must submit a h K
school transcript complete with class ranking SAT or Apt
scores, a final year transcript of college grades' and a 50-worHessay on why students chose their major. Copies of the u^Z I'

tax returns for 1985 or an explanation as to whv thev H?H f
file with the IRS, and the military status docume'ntatTon of thveteran parent should also be included.

"®

The amount of scholarship money awarded to the reoin.Vnf •

ba^upon their year in colle£ Sophon^orell^f^^ .^

«f'Z' -^ °" '^'" '^'^^ ^^:^ ^"'^ ^"i°" will r^vi$2 000 There are a minimum of 100 awards available

»e.Tf5.xtlrn.T.ri!rn>fy'''"^'fj'^
'•^'^ ^^^^^ distributor.

Memorial Schola^ip Fund, p'.O B^75^1^Zv^'"T'
60090. Call ^800-49COORS foVf^X^?nformS^r"'••
pleted applications must be postmark^ by Juty, 1

^
^°'"-

SSoir,"'
''"'"'' " .^""•P'-" student Book Collection

„J*"1^."^-'T'*'' ^^ collections consisting of 2Q to 50 vol..m«

r <<>

J

T»-J!tfa . ,
-

can now mln l l inn in this COntcjt. Hie wllectlon ni3 becohesive and have a central theme ..
*"'"' ^

^'^^'""^if^'^NMisiki

r z i

* T a :

It'sui^^!^ first things you'll
norice as a Navy Offker.
The recognirion that you've
got what it lakes toI^d the
Adventure.

Thatadventurc can lead

|g{Ti|{

agam
. And along ihc way

youYe picking up experience
Hill I It I

I = i r i T

ThCTe^}iK>boot camp.
Collegegradiiatesstan with
managementand leadership

cauonal opportunities that can
further professional growth

Vou'll uncoveryourpoten-

oritysuccess ni^s. The
chaDenge, satisfaction and
rewards add up to personal

UKljIlil

'^^'»'*"« Sij *..*i I k1 I ) In I

and decision-making auth-

When you Lead the
Adventure yuu stan out with
pride and respect. It puis
you a step ahead . Contact
yourNavy Officer Recruiter
or call 1-800-327-NAVY.

gn«f»ft>tWi« ti) tixnmaart^i^.i

—

1

nm-r-T rnrmiiiwMiTLjriiiMili _2. ' -.'C.' Ll'»Jv.

-

•nf.^ ''1 •• '.-

21ii3ii^£iL^^i^i^§i^2:2-..^^
'
*--•

LEADTHEADVENTUm

lo enter the contest, owners must submit an annotated bibl.ography, a one-page statement describing how and whyThe co

"

lection was assembled and an entry form
" "'"y tie col-

Judges will read the bibliographies and decide which colleo

^iT^dSrin t'h'

'''^-"'-- On April 22nd,'Si;';t;

Sgin^.
'^ '^ University Research Library for final

is r^*rnH
""'l«^p-«<^"''t« and graduate collections, first prize

LSn^of'^^Sral^alfar- ^ "^'^'^' "''-" ^ ^""-^'^
The contest is open to all UCLA students and previous win-

sl^'an'd'VTu'ef"'':*'"'"'""''"" '" «''-' Estate Enti^preneur-

eitle/nf^fj!!'l
~'"P«tl«°n' ^tudenCs^ust submit an essay on'

Through rZI°^rn ^-^^ ^'^^"°" "^ V'>'"« '" ««"' Estate

for the Hi^hfvT
«^PS^'«°ning" <" "An Innovative Approachtor the Highly Leveraged Acquisition of Income and Property " —

nerl Stude^. "/ ^''^'^ ""^ ^^''^ *^« «^«"able to Hfe wrnT"

creativIrt-T ff
^""'""ged to interview entrepreneurial and

thTZrr^ftiZ P'-f?'.'«°r" '" ^^^ community and includetnemtormation received in their essays

estate i^Sn^r " 'Pp"'"'^ ^y The Shidler Group, a real

SouD ^hf-^
'"?• According to Jay Shidler, partner in the

See'^^tudenK ^^r "^ '^^
^Jt^^' '' *" encourage and acknowl-

^d deftn,n.%i^ •

"^ ,'^'"'"«ng«l by the idel of uncovering

v^ue inTeKate!"
" -*'^"'*"'^'"« '^^ "'"'"P*^ "^ ^-"""^

teriyst'u''den't/°'''''^
submi^ion of the ^ays is April 8. In-

or wrke t^ Th^Qh'ii"'"^'*^*
^'"" ^oodard at 1-800 222-0899

Honoluru h[ 968??" ''^"P' '^' «'==hop Street, Suite 2700.

IIA Annual Journalism Competition:

is o^rgriz^d toT™^-
'*°"^"

,?"'' ^""'h Corona, the contest

Wi^nfrs" win r^eir$S fTom"Sin7sZe"°"T ,

*"""
typewriter products from Smit^ Corona^ a sTa Tl.'f^*'°"Hprize, along with a typewriter product mavh°'.. V'^^

^'""'^

There are three categories of arHnLf^ be available,

entertainmnet reporting, inv:tigS%:pl"t."' ^^" -•""";
reporting on any subject.

reporting and general

Entries must have been mihlicho^
newspaper between April 1 19^TJa t "T^'^^^' °' ™"^Se
tants must be full- or nart fm» cf j

^pnl 5, 1986. COntes-
the entry was published

"^^ "''''"'' «* ^^"^ institution where '

Onlv one article in t^anW r...#
-^

tries should be al„" j^nfed t'an' T' ^ -^^-'^^ed. All en^-
accepted, tear .sheets are to h.'

"""^^ ^"'"^- I" >>rder to be
board not exceeding 9" x 14 "

^"''"^^^^ "" cardboard or po.ster

or reduced. ^^'"^^ ^ear sheets ma> be folded
—

Ort ' the envelone cfnrl
entered. Entries mailed to -Rnll"""!.

'"^'^"'^ '^e categories
Newjrork.NV, .„,.,, willVSKt.ii

J.^^,^^''*'

^^--
1986 Writers of the Future Contest-

prize. $7.5V!raS5'"al"L;"d''''^'' *'-°°" '•'= "--d") - f-^- -

'h.rd Prize. The four flrsT priz "will's wil, t^ '' ''"''^^!^ '^
1 iiiiiers will then compete for a
Please see SCHOLARSHIPS, Page 10

"
'

i>faimi£^fii\Xiiikr-M7jtaKxitimmtt:^

J

litlfciifc—an— II iiir i I I I 1. .1 .1 .,
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"TOWING: Students angered
Continued from Page 3

w^rdfor"""**°"'
^^ ^^^^ *^^ owner's (of the building)

The owner, however, could not be reached for com-
ment.

^
While the cars were being towed, several signs were

hanging along the west side of the street. But on the east
Side, which waUhfe'^tdtirthe ears^ were being towed ftom -

-«gns were posted^en4amps poles about a^ block apart from
each other.

Rob O'Brien, a UCLA student who lives on Gayley ex-
pressed concern with the effectiveness of the sijms on the
east side.

"The signs are so far apart that you wouldn't notice
them from half the spots on the street," O'Brien said.
Four cars on the west side had tickets even though they

were not being towed. When asked why these cars were
cited, the K)fficer said it was for street cleaning from a few

/o^^«v*^^^!i-
However, the tickets were dated that evening

(3-12) at 22:25 (10:25).
^

A student, who asked not to be named, wondered why
his car had received a ticket on the west side if he wasn't
going to be towed.
"My car must not be in the way or they would tow it,"

he said. "So how can they give it a ticket? Am I only half
breaking the law?"
When asked about this Berry said, "What can I say,

man, you know how bureaucracy works."
lfl-«ddition, the student Tia1med" h6 saw no temporary"

tow away signs when he parked that afternoon.
O'Brien claimed that Berry became hostile with him

when he tried to find out the reason behind the towing.
"First he told me to get out of his face," O'Brien said.

"Then he flashed a badge and said T'm the man here, I'm
in charge. I don't have to tell you nothing.
"He wouldn't tell me his name or give his badge

number when I asked for it As far at I know, that's
against the law," O'Brien addeJl

Berry, who later produced a business card which iden-
tified him and his position, claimed he was superintendent
of the building move and said, "Everything we're doing
here is legal. There ain't nothiijig you can do about it."

Two of the ticketing officers said they did not know
Berry personally but verified that he was superintendent.

According to the Department of Public Works, it was
Barry's responsibility to oversee the move and make sure it

was done legally.

According to Rheuben Motors Towing Co., the com-
pany which towed the cars, there is ^ $48.00 towing
charge plus an $8,00 a day storing char^ for each car.
This IS TiTaa^dition to a $28.00 Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment ticket. Thus, the minimum an owner can expect to
pay is $84.00.

Rheuben Motors is a privately-owned company con-
tracted by LAPD for towing. If your car was towed, you
can call them at 272-1504.
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Kaplan.
The father of

test prep.
^

No lie! Stanley H. Kaplan
was the 6rst. And ncarfy

50 years later, he's stillibc .-

best in test prep.

Kaplan will chop down any
fears you may have about
taking the SAT. LSAI.GMAT.
MCAT. GRE. NTE. CPA. or
others. His test-taking tech-

niques and cducationeil pro-
grams have helped over
1 nnillion students boost their

scoring power and test confi-

dence. He can do the same
for you.

So ifyou have "presidential"

ambitions. callKaplan. And
prepare with the expert.

S1ANUY H KAnAN EOUCAnONAl QNTIK Ua
DONTCO(yCPETE\*aTH

A KAPLAN STUDENI^^BE ONE

NROLUNOlloWi Visit us of our centef
11000 Washington Blvd Culver City CA
^232 Or call us days evenings ex week
ends Our phone number (2131
202-1924.

For more information return coupon to:

^ 6HERUT LA'AM/AZVF -

515 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10022

Or Call: (212)751-6070
4-'

Name

Address.

School. Birthdate.

®

WALKMEN

RENT: Landlord measure
Continued from Page 1 -^ "

' _ ' ~

as drafted is illegal, unenforcable and I do riot lorsee it'V^^-
ing," said Joel Levy, general. counsel for the Board. "It creates a
tax for the benefit of private individuals, which is illegal."

Levy also opposes the initiative on the grounds that its wor-
ding is ambiguous. ^

"It was amateurishly drafted by people who do not know
how to draft a bill that means something," Levy said. "Because
of mistakes in its language, it doesn't really require the landlord

to pay anything to anyone."
Houghton expressed concerns similar to Levy's.

"The ballot statement describing what is in the initiative

claims to do things it will not really do," Houghton said. "If

you read the initiative carefully, you will see that there really is

no guarrantee that any money will go to renters."

r '
•

Stand refutes these claims, asserting that an independent at-

torney, hired by the city, evaluated the measure and found "no

problems."
'

"This is purely political posturing," Strand said. "The initia-

tive says very clearly that the tenants will have to be paid

within 30 days.

"

"There is no fear of eviction under this plan," Strand added,

"If a landlord evicts a tenant for any reason, he is not allowed

to raise the rent."

Levy said he believes TIP will create divisions among tenants.

"It is probably the most cynical piece of legislation at ahy

level that I have ever seen," Levy saicT. "It is designed to try to

give landlords increases, but it divides the tenants against

themselves by-giving them an incentive to want otherjenants to

move out." '

Both sides in the controversy are confident of success.

"The main reason the Rent Control Bb^rd is against this is

that it wasn't their idea," Strand said. "We are absolutely posi-

tive that the judge will allow it to go on the ballot."

"We can easily defeat the issue at the polls if we have to,"

Houghton .said. "But we think it's unfair to put the city through

the co.st and the bother of a special election."

A hearing will be held March 18, and each group hopes a

decision will be made at that time.

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDER
•Built-in AM/FM stereo tuner
•One point stereo microphone .

•Tape speed control

MODEL WM-F1

7

$6995 Bruin special
— with AD

—

STEREO
CASSETTE PLAYER —

^

•Stereo cassette playback
•Metal tape playback for excellent sound
•Automatic shut-off

•Ultra-light MDR headphones
Model WM-11D

$2995 Bruin special

with AD ,

I SONYHF60
I

I TAPES
791
with quantities of 4

FOR BRUINS
ONLY WITH
COUPON
ONLY

+

SPECIAL! SIGNET CARTRIDGE
For your turntable mtg list

$49.95

$99.5,
Bruins Only

-I Camera Hi-Fi & Video
Prices listed are cash and carry and subject to

change Quantities limited to stock on hand. AD Expires Mar. 1 5, 1 986

1025 Westwood Blvd.
One Block South of UCLA

208-5150 Hi-Fi 208-5161
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-€pm Sat. 10am-6pm
Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with

$7.50 minimun) purchase
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EXPERIENCE .

THIS SUMMER STUDY AT LONDON'S ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART

«W

For the first time in its distiti-
^^uisbed J50-yeur^istory the Rrtyut
College of Art offers a special

^^
program for American adult,
undergraduate, and graduate
students.

The program, under theJoint
sponsorship of UCLA Extension,
provides a unique opp€trtunity to
study with the faculty of one of the
world's leading art schtmls.

Participants reside at Imperial
College, attend lectures and studio
classes at the Royal College of Art,
take field trips to special sites in
and around London, and visit gal-
leries, museums, artists' studios^ and
historic buildings. All of the courses
utilize the artistic riches ttf Umdftn,
one of the world's truly great art
centers. In fact, in some courses the
city itself is the text.

STUDENTS CHOOSE FROM THE
FOLLOWING LIST OF COURSES:
Drawing and Painting I & II

The Architecture of Lcmdtm
Photographing London I €" II

The English Country House
Mfjdern and Contemporary
British Art
Art Through Printmaking
London Architecture and
Interiors

Watercolor
English Gardens and Landscapes
British Popular Culture
History of British Film
London Fashion and Fnhric f 'Z^

TWO THREE-WEEjC SESSIONS ARE
OFFERED. JULY J3-AUGUST 2 AND
AUGUST 3-23

Phone for a free brocfiure (213) 825 9496.

Or mail tfie coupon to: Royal College of

Art Program, UCLA Extension- Dept. DB,

10995 Le Conte Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

Ploase send nit; <i freo brochure on the Roynl

jColleqe of Art Prograni

Name

Cigarettes
Continued from Pa^e 1
/report said tobacco sales ac
count for 7.6 percent of allcustomer purchases for
.ASUCLA. ^^

"I think this may be a
premature discussion," Taylor
said.

^

Address

City/State ZIP HL A51

The London Towpi House

UCLfl
EXTENSION.

Scholarships
Continued from Page 8

$4,000 grand prize.

Entries must be by amateur
Writers in the genre of science
fifjtion — either short stories
or novelettes. The contest was
created by science fiction
writer L. Ron Hubbard to
further the careers of previous-
ly unpublished writers in the
science fiction field.

Interested authors can write
to Writer's Award Contest
2210 Wilshire Blvd., #343'
Santa Monica, CA, 90403 for
more information and contest
rules. Entries must be submit-
ted by March 31.

I uco?
THE BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE

PRESENTS...

ATRIBUTE TO

t

BLACK MUSIC

UCLA Creative Writing Con-
tests:

Four awards are available
from the English department
for exceptional poetry or
works of fiction. The Fred
Weld Herman Memorial Prize
from the Academy nf

FEATURING:

«-

STEVE
THEARD

Keyboards, Vocals,
Percussion

ERIC
DANIELS
Keyboarcls,Vocals

ANDRE' MICHAEL
BERRYMAN MC GLOIRY

Vocals, Saxes, Percussion
~

American Poets is given for
the best poem or group of
poems. It is open to anyUCLA graduate or
undergraduate student. The
award consists of $100 and the
inclusion of the prize winner's
name in a list of national
winners in a brochure
published by the Academy.
The iMay Merrill Miller

Award is also for a {xum of
group of poems. It is open to

undergraduate and graduate
women, preferably neither
beginning freshmen or
graduating seniors during the
spring quarter.

The Carole Elzer Prize in

Poetry is given for a po^m or

group of poems, als well. Can-
didates must be female gradu-
ate or undergraduate students,
with preference given to those-

f

insurance
Continued from Page 1
surance companies for the
same coverage to differences
in loss records and the number
of aqcounts they handle.
The companies also set

premiums based on their indi-
- vidual loss^xperience in a par-
-ticular rating territof^. The
higher the claims in a certain
area, the higher the rates.

Some of the insurance com-
panies also give discounts or
add surcharges to applicable
groups that are not reflected
in the rates of the survey.
State Farm and Farmers offer
**good-student" discounts
which cut as much as 25 per-
cent off the regular rate for
students whose grade point
averages are 3.0 or higher.

All 18 companies offer
multi-car discounts and State
Farm, Automobile Club of So.
Ca. and All State offer senior
citizen discounts. Farmers is

unique in offering a non-smok-
ing discount.'

Ypung adults between the
ages of 18-32 fall in the high-
risk category and are charged
higher premiums. Students'
rates are two to four times as
high as a 40-year-old's,
holding all other factors cons-
tanf, Min\p <;aiH

Guitar, Vocals

CORNELIUS DEREK
ORGANMIMS

Bass Drums

TOPAY/March 14th/8pm

ovei' thfe age of 40.

The Shirle Dorothy Robbins
'Creative Writing Award is

given in alternate years in fic-

tion and in poetry. This year
the award will be for fiction

and any UCLA student can
enter. The award is $500.
— Candidates may enter as^
many of the competitions as

they desire. Interested students
can call the English depart-

ment at 825-4173 for more in-

formation. The deadline for

submission of works is March
21.

Muise encourages shopping
for an insurance package that
suits the individual's needs.

Cambridge
Continued from Page 3
grams to Cambridge, but
UCLA was the only one I

found that also included peo-
ple who weren't students."

_ Many participants travel. to

London, 60 miles south of
Cambridge, on weekends or
after the session has ended.
Others go to Europe as well,

either before or after their

stay at Cambridge, Branstetter
«^aid.

Many participants travel to
London, 60 miles south of
Cambridge, on weekends or
after the session has ended.
Others go to Europe as well,

Siihe|L.^fQre_ or^^ter^-thei*.

CHASE
Sports ' Deli

stay at Cambridge, Branstetter
said.

"Getting overseas and
traveling was great," said

-Miller, who still corresponds
with one of his Cambridge in-

structors. "It was definitely

one of the best summers of my
life. " — •

.

•

The cost of the UCLA/
Cambridge Program is $1,995
for one course or $3,940 for

two courses. The price in-

. eludes meals, field trips and
accommodation at - Cam-
bridge, but excludes air fare

and transportation from Lon
don.

For further information
contact UCLA Extension, the

Cambridge/UCLA Program,
at 825-2085.

VltvcJe" LIVE!!

COOPERAGE

22 02. Mcx>8chcad $2.50
22 oz. Molson $2.00
22 02. Miller $1.00

1051 Gaylcy Ave. •824-1310

VILLAGE
SALON
Cellophane 8c

Hair Design _.

$25 with Karen
1015GayIeyAve#105
Westwood 824-7114

RITA'S NAIL
BOUTIQUE

Complete Nail Service

Specializing in:

• Sculptured Nails
^ • Manicures
• Pedicures

10% Discount
with this ad

470-4048
1328 Westwood Bivd.

Suite 18

Open
Tues-Sot.

9a.m.-^.m.

mc^Og:] daily bruin
^(f
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UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reg.S25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wove
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Of all the beers in this world,

there's only one brewed around
the world, in the great beer
drinking countries. Ldwenbrau
Brewed in Munich Brewed in

England, Sweden. Canada,

Japan and here in America.
\-\ere, as around the world, aro-
matic Hallertau hops are im-
ported to give Lowenbrau its

world class taste And Munich's
brewmasters ensure that the

Lowenbrau brewed in each
country meets distinctive taste

and quality standards That's
how you get 600 years of Bavar-
lan heritage in one smooth
American beer

THISWORLDCAUSFOR LOWENBRAU.
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Regents suffer abhorent record

. if

I

fl^»

By Derek Hong
The University of California, one of the

nation's most prertigiom univcrsitiat , claims

department (vyithout pay). However, much
of his research deals with "black" issues so

the University does not feel that tenure

to be an institution which fosters
egalitarianism and the free exchange of

ideas. The University is not an entity that

exists in a vacuum; it is inextricably con-

nected to the rest of society and its function

is to enhance, through education, the world
situation.

However, the UC Out of South Africa

Coaliation (UCOSA) finds the Regents of

the University of California's policies to be

in jdix^iL jCQikradirfinn tn the .^uinciples^iL.

^

X-

' pretends to stand for. The Coalition finds

the Regents* policy of institutionalized

"racism (both domestic and international), as

well as their {xrficy^ Teprrasion of free

speech, to be abhorent.

Specifically, there are four points which
the Coalition would like to address:

• The Regents have refused to heed the
will of the students and the general public
jn tne outcry for the divestment of UC
funds from companies that do business with
South Africa. They have maintained the

pnsitinn .of—supporting "coj>.s4urctivc
engagement" based on the Sullivan Princi-

ples, which even Leo Sullivan, it's author,
has since repudiated as inadequate.

• There has b^n massive dissatisfaction

wi^th the University's shameful record

, regarding Affirmative Action and minority
enrollment. And even though the current,

system is grossly inadequate. Chancellor
—Young declared on February 18, 1986 that

he hopes to eliminate Affirmative Action
within three to five years.

• The UCLA Administration also pur-
sues racist policies regarding which pro-

fessors it grants tenure to. Halford Fair-

child, an assistant professor of psychology,
recieved a near unanimous reccomendation
(over 90%) for tenure from the Psychology
Department, yet Murphy Hall has decided
to deny him tenure.

Fairchild has published more articles

than many professors granted tenure on top
of having served eight years in ad-
ministrative positions as the B.A. and M.A.
advisor for the Afro-American Studies

would be. appropriate.
The Administration did not hesitate,

however, to grant tenure to John Hutchin-
son, who went to a seminar sponsored by
the racist South African government last

summer where he advocated censorship of

the press. The South African government
later said that Hutchinson's remarks were
"very influential" in their decision to im-
pose the news blackout.

• The University has pursued an appall-

ing poitcy" of hatrassTnient df stildiSht jpfo-

testors who have followed the dictates of

their consciences and have taken part in a

world-wide outcry against the genocidal

regime of South Africa. At last years com-
mencement. Young praised student ac-

tivism, yet his administration's policies have
made it' clear that he wants to crush all

protesting and freedom of expression.

This repression ranges from the Young's
hand-picked Student Conduct Committee's
persecution of protestors, to the UCPD
Lieutenant Shane's randomly
p>h<5td^aphing anyone who appears at an-

ti-Apartheid demonstrations.

The UC Out of South Africa Coalition
condemns the Regents as well as Chancellor
Young for their racist and repressive policies

and their continued lack of respect for the
will of the students.

The Coalition would like to formally re-

ques^^- no, demand — that Chancellor
Young attend a three hour forum during
the first week of spring quarter to address
these issues. The forum will be student con-
trolled and^ Young will be required to

answer charges directly to the students.

The Coalition demands a reply from
Chancellor Young by Noon on March 21,
the twenty-sixth anniversary of the
Sharpeville massacre where the South
African government murdered between 69
and 250 blacks protesting the pass laws.

^ — 1

Hong is a senior majoring. in philosophy.
His viewpoint was accompanied by 13 addi-
tional signatures which are on file in the
Daily Bruin office.

By Jeffery M. Rogers

After reading the Los Angeles Times article, "Reagan Hits

Professor's Nicaragua Story," (March 12,), in which it was
noted that "President Reagan accused a UCLA professor (E.

Bradford Burns, History)... of writing 'propaganda* on behalf of
Nicaragua and asked that *God help' the professor's students," I

felt that silence on my part would be shameful since I know
Professor Burns fairly well and have been, and continue to be,

one of his students. -.^^t . -.-.-.

Ronald Reagan has once again manipulated and mutilated

the facts of a situation to serve his political purposes and, in. do-

ing so, has tqrned the very facts into fiction. President Reagan
contends tha^ Professor Burns' article, published in "Nicaragua
Perspectives," contains "proj^aganda... against the contras and
against us in favor of them...." Labelling as propaganda any in-

formation which seeks discussion about the actions of the con-

tras and the consequences of U.S. foreign policy is surely not in

the best Jnterest of our democracy.
"-"^4*1 ttsing such terms, Reagan is resorting to the same tactic

used by his advisor Patrick Buchanan when he said that one is

either for $100 million in aid to the contras or for the Marxist-

Leninist Sandinistas. Such black and white, iis-them thinking is

the hallmark of the Reagan administration, but should not be
the way in which the U.S. discusses and formulates its foreign

policies.

The Reagan administration's account of its purpose fo back-

tiig i\w conti^as ^faas^ never beea an^'thing less than deceitfat . In

1981 the contras were being funded by the CIA in order to "in-

terdict arms" suppposedly flowing from Nicaragua to El

Salvador.
,

Over a year laten, the Reagan administration had to finally

admit that the contras had not captured any arms and that the

administration's white paper claiming that an arms flow existed

was partly fabricated. Then the reason for supporting the con-

tras became that they were to put pressure on the Nicaraguan
government to become more democratic.

Towards this supposed end, and with support from the U.S.,

le contTas45egan bunring villages and coffee fields, blowing up
oil-storage facihties, power plants, and bridges, killing and kid-

napping citizens (an example being the citizens of Pantasma, as

reported by the Foreign Broadcasting Service and the

Washington Post), and even friining the harbors of Porto Corin-

to in 1984 with the help of the CIA. Gosh, if these atrocities

wouldn't make a government want to become more democratic,

I don't know what would.
In his continuing quest for support for his contra policies.

President Reagan has gone as far as referring to the contras as

"the moral equivalent of our founding fathers." Not one
American, North, South or Central, who believes in democracy
as a viable and desirable social -political institution, should ac-

Letters

Psych counseling
Editor;

I would like to express my
deep dissatisfaction with the

counseling system of the
Psychology department. It is

strictly on a first come, first

serve, walk in only basis. This
may work for some students,

but for great many others (in-

cluding myself), this is ex-

tremely inconvenient.

In order to get an appoint-

ment between 9-12 a.m., you
must get there at 8:45 a.m.
Since I have classes between
9-1, I can never make the

morning session. Afternoon
sessions are from 2-4, with
appointments starting at 1:45.

When you get there at 1:45 to

make an appointment, they
have all been taken by people
who have been waiting since

12:30-1:00. I personally, do
not have time to wait around
for one hour to make an ap-

pointment, and then wait
longer for my turn to come
up. The receptionist cannot
make a future appointment
for me since I do not work full

time.

According to the recep-
tionist, future appointments
were once used, but discon-
tinued due to students not
showing up. I'm sure,
however if the department
would allow students to sign-

Continued on Page 13

cept this remark without liavlng a strong dlstai^te for 1« litipltt^a-

tions.

Our "founding fathers" (a loose phrase, in the least), such as

Jefferson, Hamilton, Adams and others, including Locke and
Montesqueiu, men of the Enlightenment who gave us our
philosophical foundations for democratic institutions, are being
vulgarly profaned by being equated with a brutal, ragtag
guerilla band which is more concerned with power than with
pluralism. For making this remark, Ronald Reagan should walk
^mong the portraits of this nation's presidents in the halls of the

White House with his head bowed down in shame.
If President Reagan is truly sincere about wanting to promote

democracy in Nicaragua, then he should support those who are

working for democracy and pluralism. The contras are not help-

ing us towards these aims.

The $100 million which President Reagan is asking for to buy
armaments and material for the contras would be better spent

supporting the Church-backed opposition which has the support

of a large part of the population of Nicaragua. The contras, on
the other hand, have no support among the population.

President Reagan's policy of supporting the contras in a dirty

little war is unwise, immoral and most evidently not in the best

interest of the U.S. or Central America.
Lastly, I have been a student of Professor Burns for Ave

quarters. In that time I have attended classes, seminars, and
special study courses with Professor Burns concerning topics on
Central America, the history of Brazil, the causes and conse-

quences of the Nicaraguan Revolution, Augusto Cesar Sandino,
and Brazilian economic development. In every one of these

classes. Professor Burns has never tried to impart on his students

a dogmatic truth as President Reagan implies.
He has instead prompted his student to go out on their own

and, through research and understanding, come to their own
conclusions about the issues and topics they are studying. For

President Reagan's information, during the seminar on the

Nicaraguan Revolution, Professor Burns spent a great deal of

time in class listening to his students' discussions, sometimes in-

terjecting welcomed comments and insights. In the search for

an understanding of the problems of Central America, Professor

Burns represents academic and democratic freedom. I wish I

could say the same about our president.
As a citizen, I ask God to help President Reagan; Professor

Burns' students are doirtg fine.

Rogers is a senior majoring in philosophy.

More letters

'«»
.

'

Continued from Page 12
up and drop-in, (the system
most departments use), th6y
would see how much more
convenient and practical for
studi^nts this system is.

^- '"-'
' M«

I always held the. assump-
tion that counselors were there
to help the students. Obvious-
ly this is wrong since I can't
even get in to see my
counselor. Especially in such a
large department as
Psychology, this is an extreme-
ly inefficient system. After be-
ing turned down for counsel-
ing four days in a row, I'm
ready to make my own class

programs.
Maybe the Psych, depart-

^, ment is testing my mental ca-
pacity for frustration?

Diana Romero
Junior

Psychology

Help Contras ,,

Editor:

January, 1959, Cuba.' July
1979, Nicaragua. These were
the start of two popular revo-

lutions betrayed by com-
munism within our hemi-
sphere.

Botli betrayed their cottf
mon objectives — to dispose

of an authoritarian dictator-

ship which oppressed the
masses. Instead of establishing

a true democracy, new dic-
tatorships arose without any
real change.

In 1979, the Sandinistas
promised wide reforms.
DejfL£k4i racy , po li tica4
pluralism, non-alignment,
justice, labor unions, freedom
of speech, press, and religion
were empty promis^ the San-
dinistas made to the people of
Nicaragua. The same as
Castro had made to Cuba
twenty years earlier.

Six years have passed and
no such* reforms have taken
place. What has taken place
in Nicaragua is the establish-

ment of a Communist Regime,
a carbon copy of the Castro
Regime which cradles the
Communist goals of Soviet
imperialism.

Today, Nicaragua has a
chance to finally give its peo-
ple this democracy and
liberate the nation from

—42ommunism, because of the
efforts of the freedom fightiwg
Contras. *^ ,

The Contras are an example
of a dismayed political sector
in the Nicaraguan Revolution
who fought against Samoza
but left the revolution when
the leaders became pawns of
Fidel Castro and Soviet ex-

pansionism. They seek to
establish a true democracy in

their homeland. However,
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they cannot accomplish this

gciai without support from the
free world.

More than half ttie popula-
tion of Nicaragua supports the
Contras' efforts to liberate

their nation from San-
dinocommunism. This popuj
support was the reason forTHF
Sandinista's decision to abolish

constitutional rights.

Without this measure, the

Sandinistas cannot exercise

total control over the people.

The amount of popular sup-

P9rt, for the Contras, will in-

crease if democratic nations

continue to financially support
the efforts of the resistance.

The Contras fighting force

Id swell from 5 ,000 to

possible 30,000 or more with
this crucially needed aid. The
will and drive are there, what
is needed is the financial and
diplomatic sapport of

democracies around the
world. "^^ r^ —
The Contra funding would

not be used to overthrow a
legitimate democratic gov-
ernment, but rather to
establish one and protect it

against connmunitt intentio»»-
Deing controlled by La
Habana and Moscow.

Armando E. Azarloza

Junior
Political Science

sr;^
a p p o r t of Political Science

'^cpP^^e^'^4421 Sepulveda Blvd.vo'^^

^o Contact Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount
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Costello*s *King*: A crownnewel
By Kent Andrade

Associate Review Editor

Elvis Costello and The
Costello Show; King Of
America; Columbia. After

muddling througKa couple pf

thy ^eaw7^Ii1^ij^''X!bstellQ^4^iafr-
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broken the post-masterpiece

curse. With the exception of a

couple clinkers, King Of
America is a royal comeback.

Costello's troubles began
after 1982*s classic Imperial

Bedroom, a magnificently
unlistenable record in the

tradition of Sly and the Fami-
ly Stone's There's a riot goin'

on. Bedroom comes on vvith

claustrophobic intensity,

weaving political/romantic

psycho-dramas into stark_col-

lages of jazzy pop.

Unfortunately, his boldness

turned to indiscretion on
Punch the Clock and Coodbye
Cruel World. Costello
plastered the sleeve and chok-

ed the music with his words.

Except "Shipbuilding" and-
"Pills and Soap," two astute

body-slams on Maggie That-

cher, songs wander aimlessly,

little more than excuses to

heave what he mistakenly
thinks are clever phrases at the

listener.

.^t" .i:^>4u.iiiU liM ^tjiUiQuiiigx4uv^au>n41»f Nui:s»»^ndVS«Kial WoMkOrs Ih<^y au- aK«»<»pf»rww«4
lor v-vtetans benelils lor those whoqualif) und(fV V.A regulations All prolessionalsare welc(»rtie

toattend '
.

CCil IS approved by the American Psychological Association to oiler CDnlinuing Fducalion Seminars
Some are scheduled each irimesier. Please call ihe CCil ollice lor details.

Costello seemed to be
caught between opposing sen-

siblities: the nihilistic bit-

terness of Bedroom and the

lyrical/musical accessiblity re-

quired for pop stardom.
Uninterested in writing the

novel that might have satisfied

Continued on Page 16

CONCERTS

Syd Barrett returns!! England's preemiment goofballs,
Robyn Hitchcock and The Egyptians, will perpetrate their
skewed nursery rhymes and bubble-gum psychedelia at the
Club Lingerie on Friday and Saturday evening. Come on
down for a deliciously campy take on all those hop-head/
_child of God cliches your parents^pewedliJ , -—^ i-

ALBUM

Dwight Yoakam: Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc. Etc.; Warner |
Bros. Finally, we get the full-length album version of the *
EP that set the El Lay country scene on fire. Yoakam's
pristine tenor and astonishing songwriting made the six
song version the best country music this city has produced
since Gram Parsons bought the ranch in the 'TOs. With
four more great tracks added here, this one is sure to ap-
peal to beer-drinkers and hell-raisers everywhere.

CURRENT FILM

Romance is hip again!! Devoid of mushy stuff, two
sleepers have been capturing many a heart. The characters
in Parting Glances (currendy at the Beverly Cineplex),
find true love after years of caterwauling and infighting.
My Beautiful Laundrette (also at the Cineplex) tells of a
hard-time relationship — a Pakistani youth who falls in
love with a skinhead in contemporary London — that sur-

vives prejudice and petty squabbling. Oh yeah, these
lovers are all gay men, but that don't matter. After all,

spring is in the air!

REVIVAL FILM _—^^„-

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Elvis Costello, soon to be Declan MacManus.

Yhe fttalto In Pasadena, which may still b^ on strike (all ¥
good citizens are advised to call the local Projectionist *
Union for an update), has a double bill that should please
all but the faint of heart. Tonight and Saturday,
Eraserhcady David Lynch's nightmarish assault on home,
mother and table manners, screens with Tod Browning's
1932 classic Freaks, in which beauty masks evil and
ugliness does good. -

. ...
, _--^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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FILM
*Nomads* proves to be a nonsensical nightmare
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Classes are held in West l.os Angeles and Orange ( Ount) (()( I

f iroup Theory and Practice is offered every night ol the week at the West Los \ngclcs location
Individual and (iroup Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are
availahic hy arrangement
The C alilornia Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintundent ol Public Instruction.

Slate olCalifornia. Education Code ''4310(b) to aware' M.\ and PhD degrees in Psychology and
an MA in MFC(
Students who graduate IV^mm C (iI m*el the educalMHr»Ml rtft}»tfemenls lor Cliniciil Psych«tk>gy and
Ml ( ( licenses m the State ol ( alifornia

Non-Prollt. federal and state tax exempt. nt)n discriminatory in selecting students and personnel

For addiiiomil informdiinn tu a nitalo)(ue. please con/dcf:

California Graduate Institute
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C elebrating IK years ol continuous education as the lirst independent
graduate school ol psyihologv ill ihc nation
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West Los AnneJes, (alifornia 90024

(213) 20H:-4240 or H79-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Orange ( ount>
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_ By Tom Vipiog-

Pierce Brnsnan (center - is he the next Jam es Bond?) and Anna-Marie Montccelli are about to hrnnne victims oj 'Nomads.

'

i-..^. .1 I-. ,,.-- Mi—^i—^a—I^M fll - I » —M .11 !— ! -.— ,- ,->- I, , ,1 *!' ' I -^^-^M^^^—^^—JWM I II. I II

Nomads, a current release from director John McTiernan, is

another excursion into the idea of dreamstate as perception, as

cinema. The story is similar to other fairly recent suspense-hor-

ror films in which the dream state is an important part pf the

plot (i.e., Dreamscape, the Nightmare on Elm Street saga).

Leslie-Anne Downs plays Eileen Flax, a doctor whose run-in

with an apparently quite 'disturbed Jean Pommier (Pierce

Brosnan) involves her in a supernatural mystery that is revealed

to her in her dreamstate.. Fommier dies on her in the emergency

room and, for some reason, his memory is imbedded into her

mind. Her dreams .
and, eventually, her waking, conscious

perception is taken over by Pommier's memory of the events

leading up to his death. Most of the film is essentially a

flashback; Pommier's story as revealed to Eileen in her dreams

and, hence, to us on-screen -^

Pommier's story involves his arrival in Los Angeles and

discovery that a gang of homeless heavy-metal/punkers are ac-

tually a band of mischievous, nomadic spirits. Being an an-

thropologist, Pommier proceeds to follow the nomads around

until he is inextricably caught up in the madness and danger

they present.

Once Eilleen has the whole story revealed to her, she too is

pursued and threatened by these punk-spirits and the climax

hinges on her escaping the fate of Pommier.

The film comes off as being more like a dream than perhaps^

was intended. Several plot-lines and themes are left hanging,

unexplained (the biggest of which is why is it that Eilleen is so

conveniently gifted with Pommier's memory — except for there

to be a movie). Imag&s with specific iconographic values are

introduced but the significance of these values is never quite

clear (i.e., the use of heavy-metal imagery and music to repre-

sent the nomads, the Catholic imagery in a strange scene where

Pommier meets a nun in an abandoned building). In our

dreams we can accept aii unorganized pattern of story and im-

age but in a conventional movie narrative like this, we do not.

After all, dreams are free and play to an audience of one.

Nomads is not an absolute failure. The film has a nice sense

of atmosphere and we are genuinely drawn into the mystery of

the story. Ultimately, however. Nomads leaves one with too

many hanging threads and a sense of being unresolved

You won't lose sleep over Nomads but you may feel like you

lost six bucks getting in to see it.
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UCLA/MELNITZ HALL
For Information Call 825 2345

Today(7 30^CTO) JasI Battaaaa Frtaflda<l986) it
IN PfRSON Allan Burns

(CTO) indicates >ree screenings for which VV
admission tickets are required Tickets are
available with UCLA ID on the day of the
screening only at the Central Ticket Office

%trailef at 9 00AM and at the MacGowan Box
Office at 10 00 ^
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TECHNI-CUTTING1©

My ntwtst cutting system with its simultarwous •vakisfeon and
muW-motod cuts guarantM MORE CUTS P€R CUT controlM h»r
dMons

UNRECOGNIZED LAYERS^

iV^a^n^W^^^

OescillMs yet another aspact of my nawestftaircutttng tadmiqut that

defkas opposition and contasts any prior hatrcutttng mtlhod Hair is cut
mtD (NOT JUST OFF) wWi paint-Nka bruah-stroka giding wgiad cuts
loiowing spaciflc pattams dalarminod only by my nawrast avaluatkm pro-

cass.gnrwttoiiwifttrKmtMpracisaly finished tialr(lniorr(Mr«t.,

—

Happy Hair Hour • Cuts From $T2^
W.it, h fo' H TV • ComifKj soon to S S.iSsoon

^"®^?!? *• ^?^?**" (now open Sunias) 208-72771
Our 17th Year at 925 Broxton ^coupon 208-42471

Costello's royal 'Aitierica

"^ -^ ••••.•.• ••'«• •.•.•.y.-yy.-yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy.^^^^^^^^^^

COME CELEBRATE SXROTUdCS DAY
Its still a k'vv days till St. Ritrick's Day, but the party

is already rolling at Baxter's. You could win a one ounce
^W cofnrfust find one of the hundreds of foufieaf clovers'

vvc'rt* hiding, and you could win free T-shirts, free hats,

fa'c mugs, free iood, and a chance at a gold coin.

And try our delicious Irish treats like corned beef
and cabbage, hot corned beef sandwiches, and those
wonderfully big Irish potatoes, stuffed with all sorts of -

tasty things. And all at special prices, begorra.

We're creating a new Irish legend . . . and you could be
a lucky winner. . .any day from now to St. Patrick's Day

ILNCM.
4(-)()f).\\I)C,\SL,M AIMOSI'HERI FOR

HAI'I'^ HOLK ..DIWIK lAri LVININC, DANCINC.

Baxter^ caiA be beat
Pomoru

300 East Rwthill Blvd
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HuntinstSn Beach
18872 Btach Blvd

-__ (714 1 964-4112

Fuilerton

501 North Stati' Collexf

1714)870-0433

Newport Beach
5180 Birch Strwt

(7141833-1600

Newport B^ach Irvine

333 Bavside Drive 14346 Culvtr Dnve
• 714

1
673-2733-— *-T7i4 1 85721«3":"

Manhattan Beach Westwood
2620 Sepulvi-da Blvd 1050 Gayiey Aw

( 213
1
546- 2503. ( 2D » 208-3n6

y
Caion

1025 Fletcher f^rkwav
!610| 442-9271

San Die^
5404 Balboa Avt
(6191277-8814

SJo purchase nec«Mry Must b* IB years oi;.older tb participate <. lOg*, Grace RrtUurani Co"
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Elvis and his axe

Continued from Page 14 " r

the Uncompromising Artist lurking beneath his^

Bleeding Heart Pop Star i/nage, Costello seem-
ed doomed to make t^e same spotty aijd
jumbled records.

simplicity scaulds the ears. _
"Little Palaces" is, by cpjitrast, overtly'

political. Proclaiming the dir^t association be-
Jw^ household violence and outright acts of
ifc'^ike England's dirty little Faulkland ac-
tioii^-C-ostello's venom proves exponentially
mo^ toxic than Billy Bragg, that other-
angry-Brit-with-a-guitar. Costello, accom-
panied only by his plaintive guitar and man-
dolin, bitterly assails Thatcher and bourgeois
stiffs — "So you knock the kids about a bit /

Because they've got your name / And you
knock the kids about a bit / Until they feel the
same."

King Of America finds Cohello well on the
road to resolving the art versus\;ommerce con-
flict. Recorded live in a Los Angeles studio,
the mostly acoustic music here^is the most in-
formal Costello has produced/since This Year's
^4mk^. Gone are the sterile aVrangements that
mar his other post-Imperial Bedroom work.
Gone, too, are the Attractions, who appear on
only one track. The wizard of roots rock, T-
Bone Burnett, recruites some studio vets and
former backup musicians for Elvis Presley and ..

' '' 7— "'^ t-..»«v^, v^i^aicnv^ *tuuica.M»

Gram Parsons, both obviou^influences on this li/^ iP^^if^"
impact of fame on several cuts.

effoxt. to fill ihe supporting roloo .

" f -^^ rpsnlvg ^ h« addrcwe^ hiy
dissolusionment with artistic compromise on

Burnetts clean production and the fresh "^ '"
• -

backup blow Costello out of the musical
doldrums. The beat is rock-solid and playful;
the four drummers who alternate on these
tunes swing wide and hard like country blues
pros. Guitarist James Burton, responsible for

Extending his musings on the relationship of
the public and the private, Costello addresses

"Brilliant Mistake," pondering his past visions
of stardom. Unsure if he is "laughing or cry-
ing," he remembers when "he thought he was
the King of America / Where they pour Coca
Cola just like vintage wine." His big-time bid,

rru T, I r, :u ^
,

* ., ,
*^,^"' '^^ nothing but a "brilliant mistake.''The Everly Brothers early verve rumbles^and^ This bemused regret, which recurs on "Jack of

embellishes like he did three decades ago. *" t^ i « . . .
. j

The highlight of the musical attack, though,
comes from Costello himself. His vocals
sparkle with dazzling, intimate nuances ^
he's never sung better, sounding folksy and
heartfelt throughout. The wistful "Sleep Of
the Just" and the tragi-comic "American
Without Tears" will shock fans who've come
to expect absolute vitriole from this master
cynic.

But has he canned the lyrical twaddle yet?
Good news. Costello has cleaned up his act

lyrically in the grandest change of heart since
Tom Waits burst out of his artistic tailspin
with Swordfishtrombones. King Of America
succeeds because he has rediscovered the ver-
bal economy that made his first three records
so engrossing. With this album, Costello's most
listenable effort since Armed Forces, he's
sounding like the Brecht of the '80s.

With terseness worthy of George Jones, "In-
door Fireworks' examines the illusory distance..
between the public and the private. Whether
on television or in the street, Costello enjoys
watching others emotionally cripple their lov-
ed ones. But his own troubled relationships
fall short of heroic spectacle or even entertain-
ing gossip. He longs for some objectivity con-
cerning the soap-opera details of his own life,

^i^ile..this three-minute discourse on public/
private disctiord has a less political tack than
the usual Costello song, "Fireworks" sKhletal

All Parades" and the incandescent "I'll Wear
It Proudly" ("If they had a Kihg of Fools then
I could wear that crown / And you can all die
laughing / Cos I'll wear it proudly") forms the
record's emotional foundation and explains his
recently announced rechristening — he'll now
use his original name, Declan MacManus. .

While Costello can sound positively noble
berating pop's compromises, he should
remember that verbal diarrhea did him in on
his last two efforts. Sometimes here, those
tlubbed experiments slip his mind. Crammed
with words and cranked up to break-neck
speed, "Glitter Gulch" skitters off the record
with Uttle impact. In the blur of am-
phetamine-fueled countrv swing, Costello
can t relish the emotional complexities of
phrases like "He climbed upon his Honey/
And covered her with money." He ends up
sounding crass, unable to meet the emotional
demands of the confusing wordplay. Similarly,
the thematic obscurity "Poison Rose" and
Our Little Angel, " both saddled with op-

pressive muzak, makes them sound like Good-
bye Cruel World outidkes.

Nevertheless, King Of America decisively
amounts to Elvis Costello's best work in vears
Aside from a few self-indulgent boners', this
album cracjdes with provocative, economicallv
expressed ideas. With only twentv-five percent
of this record dedicated to navel-gazing,
Costello sounds primed to reascend his throne

Goc^Os daily bruin
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Sandra Bernhard:
Queen of Comedy
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ACU-HERB CLINIC
Acupuncture/Chinese Herbs

UCLA Discount Rates

TONICS FOR:
Intelligence • Fatigue

Sports Injury •Pain IT

Voice • Digestion

• Grey Hair • Arthritis

• Hypertension • Menstruation

Dr. Yeung
2154WestwoodBI.

474-1060

CALIKDPNIA LEAGUF a CONSEfA^Iiasl VOIFf^S'

Work to qualify a safe drinking water initiative for
the 1 986 ballot and effect political chang

Organizers, Couriers, Activists

^ Part-time/Full-time positions

\ Working hours S-9pm

$5.200 -$l3.000/yr.

CALL: (213)826-8812
12217 Santa Monica Blvd. W. Los Angeles. CA 90025

Start

your day
right

with
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Sandra Bernhard

T By David Wisehart ^ ~

Sandra Bernhard's rise from obscurity to fame reads like an
. excerpt from the American Dj:eanui>oFn4n.Fli«4^ Michigan, 4he-

only daughter in a three-son family ("You really learn to fend
_for yourself," she says); left home for Hollywood after high

school; worked as a manicurist-pedfcurist in Beverly Hills ("No
way was I going to be a waitress. The thought made me ill.");

and became a stand-up comedianne until her Big Break finally
came — a supporting role in Martin Scorsese's King of Comedy.

"That film really helped launch my career," she emphasises.
"Most of the reviews were very good, and of course I got to
work with some of the best people in the business." Though it's

been claimed she and co-s(^r Jerry Lewis did not get along well
on the set, she seems quite magnanimous about the entire af-

_fair: "It was a great experience. They (Lewis, Scorsese, and
- BobcH DcNJiu) af^

'

tkll Ver)? high-powered; generous people. I

was really spoiled."

Her success certainly hasn't stopped there. She's co-starring in
a new movie with Paul Rodriguez called The Whoopee Boys,
due out in July., She also co-wrote an independent film. It
Came from Poland, a relationship comedy still in pre-produc-
tion, and has sold another script to Paramount.

^ And of course there's I'm Your Woman, her debut album.
"IVs not strictly a comedy album," she explains. "It's more
music than talk, sort of an eclectic blend of a lot of different

things." Though she says it's doing "okay" business, she's not en-
tirely satisfied with the way things have turned out. "I'm not
really happy with the way my label (Polygram) handled it. I

don't think I'll be doing anything else with them in the future.

I'd like to think my next record will come out under a better

label."

Bernhard is currently on tour, and will perform at the Bever-
ly Theater Saturday. "The show, too, isn't just comedy. Com-
edy isn't exclusively what I do. The show is basically a tribute

to the disco era, to the seventies. It should be fun, though I

don't do as much spontaneous stuff as I used to. I don't really

play the comedy clubs anymore. I've done most of them, but I

got tired of that. Sometimes the audience just wants so much
from you. Or they've seen you in the film and start screaming
their heads off. It's not easy dealing with that. Mostly I'm doing
con^rts or rock and roll clubs. I get bored doing the same thing

over and over. But don't get me wrong, I have a good time
touring. Seems like every night is something new."

She's also done her share of talk shows. "Yeah, I've done most
of them. You know, Carson, Letterman, and the rest. I like

Letterman's show the best. He's really the only one I do
anymore. He invites me on the show every few months. Our
personalities really match up well."

And getting inspiration for her comedy is hardly difficult, she
says. "I'm a definite people-watcher. I like to watch people, see

what they do. I eavesdrop on conversations. People are funny.

Sometimes it's hard not to laugh."

Sandra Bernhard will be performing at the Beverly Theater,

Saturday, March 15. The show begins at 8 p.m. Call the the-

ater for further information.
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Watch the Academy Awards March 24

a

The African Studies Center
i *-

j PRESENTS.^—FRANCES MELI
EOITOR/SECHABA
(AIMC NEWSLETTER)
"ANC TODAY"

4269 BUIMCHE FRI. MARCH 1 4, 1 986 1 2:00 NOON
^ FOR MORE /NFO CALL ASC 825-3686
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MOONSHINER
"Why don't we meet

at trie KL
weekend brunch."

It's great
Sat. Sun. lOam-lpm
1 1024 Strathmore Dr.

CAMPUS CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1

JiNMRS, SENIORS,MB OIOVATES

Ghre yourself some credit, sign up

Tisa/Hastercard

credit cards N-W-F 9aiD-4pm at tlie

WestWMd Stii4ciil Federal Credit

inleil (located behind Kerckhoff Hall)

~~^ Ho employment required!!! ~

90% acceptance rate

DEE GEES,
Greek Weed was great. You

girls sure know how to have
fun. Lets party again sometime.
By the way Stacy; how did you
Jike sllentfootball?!t

PHI KAPP

AEO AND DATES

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING
(Quakers)

Meeting for worship
Sundays at 10:30
572 Hilgcrd Ave.

GOOD DEALS. 7

l*4SURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUESTT 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818)992-6966. (213)e73-3303.

MISCELLANEOUS.. 9

ANSWERING Service- $10/mo 24 hours.

Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or

4S5-1404

Monvy KIT vowQ*

'

It's dH around you. If you know

wfwra to looki Our nottorvwid*

Academic Date Service

guranteei 5 to 25 Rnanckil Aid

Sources for your higher

education or your morwy bacic

Freshmen, sophoTDores, and

ongoirx) graduate students

ONLY, cd tol free

1-80O-544-1574 ext. 639 or

wrtte P.O. Box 16493.

Chattanooga, TN, 37416

PERSONAL 10

Congratulations

PHI KAPP
Basketball

for

_WINNING I.M.

Consolation

Bracket.

The Brothers of

Phi Kappa Sigma

GET SET TO RAGE THIS SATURDAY
TO GET PREPARED COME DRESSED TO PLAY
WHERE WE'RE GOING IS STILL A SURPRISE
IT'S A GUARANTEED BLAST WHEN YOU PARTY WITH THE PHI'S

BUSES LEAVE AE<t> AT 8:00
BE THERE FOR THE BEST DESTINATION UNKNOWN PARTY!

Alpha Iota-of
Gamma Phi Beta

proudli; awiounces
JThe Crescent Ball

—Xit the

THANK YOU!

Santa Barbara Biltmore
March 25, 1986

Cocktails ar 7:00, Dinner ar 8:00
Dancing 'til 1:00

ZETA PS! FRATERNITt PROUDLY PRESENTS

ST. PATRICK'S DAY RASH 1986!!

To:

Rosario Mordeno &
The Red Cross,

David Glcsse & The
UCLA Blood Donor
Center, Bruin Betles,

Circle K, Asian Co,
BCF, BSA, IFC, IRHC,

ISG. MEChA, and
especially everyone
who donated blood

7th week-

We thank you for all

your help
and support.

I

Sincerely,

THE UCLA BLOOD
DRIVE COMMIHEE

vv.

///

PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English

speaker for fun« friendship. Uehara
(8l8)84(>-663e.

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990
1

NNED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp Make SSOO/ok). or
more part-time. If our phones are busy,
leave name and number on mach.
(213)852-0990

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
CllpiQ 9012 Oiympic. (213) 858-3021.
Nancy.

AAA'S
and their dotes
can't wait 'til

spring break to hit

the beach-
"LOCALS ONLY"

Saturday night the
sand and surf are

Deltas turf!

TOMORROW NIGHT! SATURI^AY, MARCH IS, 1986
PARTY BEGINS AT 8PM

-Refreshments
-Non-stop dancing by D|

-Open lounge area with balcony
-St. Patty's Day party tiats

to the first 100 people
-Multiple contests with prizes

$1 deration and Invitation requested at the door. PLEASE, INVITE ONLY!
Proceeds to go to Students Against Multiple Sclerosis

Sponsored by:

Herman's Party Supplies

WHITE Ice <
Intercollegiate Designs

Kappa Delta's

Notional Shomrock
Projoct

Is tomorrowl
Please help support

the Prevention of Child

Abuse by donating at

boottw set up In front

of SAN VICENTE FOODS
(on San Vicente Blvd.)

and at LUCKVs (on
Westwood Blvd.)

THANK YOU - from tho
UCLA Koppo Dettot

Congrats to
Marathon Man
Jeff Rubin (ZT)!

20 miles & $300

CcuTcerCare Inc.!

I knew you
could do It! ^

Love. -^
Emily ^l^

UCLA KAPTA MLTAS
walcom«our

PROVINCE PRESlOe^
KATNY SAUNDItS

into our KA
circle of Fftendship

for her official vistt

thtojfveelcerxjl

#¥*#¥¥**¥**¥*¥¥¥¥*

(allot Q-TIp)

Good luck In tonlgfirs

Comedy Club
Performartcel

You'll WOWemN
Luv. Tenbeor

-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^.^

Study Paks give you

CmnmmA qoarten LMtare Notot PLUS an JISUCLJI ProbtoM MvIb« —""

Aiide lor ChMdstry, EooMBdct and Piycliology cUiii, ' ^ ^"
Available only ai the Lecture Notes Counter/located on A-level Ackerman Union.
Lecfure Notes and Problem SoMng Guides are copyrighted by ASUCLA

LASTCHANCE-
St. Patrick's Carnation-
(5rarm. Brtr^j your $1 to
KA's table on Bruin Walk

todayl Proceeds to

Prevention of
Child Abuse

Pwil A KatU (AAI1)
Congntubtions on your S

XiAR annivenary! You're the

"perfect" coupie and I hope
you have many n>ore nijhts

watching "Alice In Wonderland"

Love-Terri

Make sure to

come to ttie kist

"Scandor of the
quarter, for ttiere

will be Lapu Laixi

drinks, all you can
order! Same

F>kx^. same time.

See ya ttiere,

SarKly

37^ Yougftuitoverdrog. bulkir.

kakor. MtKAKOt. diddyt,
cormeloverdrog. iweedtofi
Ooodlet. Hur ska lag klora
me| uton de|7 Hal so bral

WCinr tANOMAM

SATURDAY NIGHT 9^

DOZERS 5^^^urwp/\sw

AO would like to

thank John Yeh-
volleyball and

AKonzo Agullera-

basketball for their

incredible support

and expertise. We
really have valued >»|
your commitment ^8
and friendship "^Jt^^

SMking petieivts for CaUf.

State Hoeniinf •xam.
niBB dental exam-

WmMM filling, deaning, or
crown for tlioM qualifying.

Financial ranumeration S.

(lt)3«3.M4«

D*P (r«B) Hi Debl
You're too cool for

wordsl Have a great
tlrne at ttie formal!

Pteture time!

I Love You Sis!

LYLSLeonne

j
Ji III la III

KATI,
Fhre yeave of coOeao,

aad ffhro yoaro to««tlicr.
ra tiad wo're each a

flr«et teaai. I Lovo Yo«.
Hap|»y Aaahroreaiy.

Pawl

AAA,
Good luck on

finals and rest tip

during break for
there will be no

|<;>;:^ denial of the
' awards we'll take.

Looking forward
to Spring Sing

<I>KT

llioiflRrmrargrearGreek Week
HBO & 0X:

VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS
SUNRISE WINNERS
You giris are awesome!

Thefa Chi

PRE-RUSH B-B-Q
ALL WELCOME

FRIDAY, MARCH 14 : 5pm
525 LANDFAIR

Delta Sigma Phi
Thanks for the Great
Gatsby exchange. The
time rides were fun.

love the ladies of AAII

benefit for pet orpfians

invitation only ?'S: CHRIS CHATARD
824-2041

DELTA SIG
LITTLE SISTERS

Only two weeks of partying
left until Spring Break, so it's

time for another
Lil Sister BBQ! Come by
today, kegs tapped at

4:00, food at 5:00. The beer

will flow, your buzz will grow,
then stumbling off to

Happy Hour we will go!

. Don't miss it!
—

The Bros ^

r/* **r *̂ • * *" /^
^TO^ Ken.rL J'

Happy 21st B-Doy!
Watch out Vegas.

* here we come!
John

Phi Kappa Sigma
Pre-RushBBQ
Little Sisters &
Spring l^shees
Welcome.

^ This is your last

chance to relax

before finals.-

Tonite5:00

IS^^ ^ BIG THANKS TO
'?;rf THE Arn Little

W^ sister piedge-

kateersl We really

feel blessed to have

you around! Enjoy

your last weeks of

pledgeshlp-the

Leviticus test is

coming up!

Love in Christ.

THE ACTIVl

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. 12

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank Up to $100/week Minorities en-
couraged Call 553-3270 for appointment

GENITAL herpes-study being conducted
through the University Center for Infectious
Diseases Treatment is free Receive $100
reimbursement (213)206^723

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research
project at UCLA. 1 time only Earn $12 00
Call 825-0392.

*«*« ii^ir i
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The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau
thank the outgoing officers and proudly present the

1 986-87 Executive Committee

President

Outgoing

Charles V. Sanchez

Incontinq

Bruce J. Seeley
Exec. V.P. Mitch^n H.T. iCam
2KD V P
Treasurer
Secretary
M.A.L.
Rush Ch.
Chaplain
Sgt at Arms

Py Ian R. Free
Steve T. Hageman
Gary F. Stevens, Jr.

Phillip J.Greenberg
Mitchell J Sodikoff
Villiam E Pollock

Charles A. Moore, Jr

Timothy P Abel

Carry 1 P. Navalta
Harrison S. Reed III

Dylan R. Free
Troy Arnold
Michael D. Bovman
Kyle Henrikson

Congratulations and Good Luck:!!!

ASIA travel/study. 2 months $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.00-$iO CX)/

hour) to offset cost (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT retail food service manager
for Boston Brownies (Westwood location).

We are: Since 1981 Boston Brownies has
been the nation's leader in selling highest
quality, tresh baked brownies. We are a
company that is fanatical to the point of
being psychotic about quattty-^atwut pro-
duct, our people treatment. & our
customer service. We are looking for: We
are looking for a bright, energetic person
with good natural instincts & common
sense. The qualified individual will have
the proven history of ability & driving sales
through superb oJMomer service & staff

motivation, while simultaneously maintain-
ing controllable costs. At least one year of

experience & a willingness to learn & grow
as needed. What we offer: strong salary &
twnus package. Ground floor opportunity
immediately prior to significant company
expansion. Chance to join a dedicated &
capable team & get very close to a lot of

great tasting brownies What to do: ^ply
in person to Boston Brownies in the
Westside Pavillion (3rd level next to Nord-
stroms). between 4 & 5pm March 10-14.

10800 West Pico. (21 3)47(M 166.

ASSISTANT Inn-keeper at The Venice
Beach House Bed & Breakfast. Part or
Full-time, someone for reservations and
housekeeping duties 823-1966.

ATHLETIC-looking girts in track & field,

swimming, gymnastics, tennis: $100/day
acting. Recording: (213)430-5431.

CASHIER/sales. female, part/full-time in

women's shoe and clothing store. Melons
on Melrose Ave 854-7734.

CASHIERS, waiters/waitresses to work at
a Dim Sum Cafe during daytime. Call
47fr4l62.

Clerk cashier $5-$7/hr. Hours to be ar-

ranged. 7-11 Food store, 630 Wilshire,

ita Monica. i^aJI Gene I0am-I2noon
13)393-7330.

COMPUTER SALES. Excellent income
opportunities 3 years experience in MS-
BOS preferred. Compu Dynamics. 854-
1104.

RESEARCH—
SUBJECTS 12

MALE research subjects needed who have
had relationships with professors. Con-
fidentiality guaranteed. Please call

(805)259-2753

NORMAL healthy children, 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 825-0392.

SPERM donor wanted FGE Medical
Clinic 820-0377 s

WANTED: Patients age 14 and older with

diagnosed periodontal (gum) disease to

participate in research project providing

periodontal care (monitoring, instruction,

x-rays, surgery). 825-9792 for appointment.

WANTED: Vounteers sensitive to food ad-

ditives or flavor enhancers to answer a

. questionnaire. Answers will t>e used to

select ' subjects fdT' a study Subjects
selected will t>e paid $10.00 Call N.

Murphy at 825-5703.

SALONS ...21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks
models for haircuts, perms, color 652-

5766 _- - '

TOP t)eauty salon in Beverly Hills Looking

foe .female models fjom 18-25 yrs.„ for hair-

cuts, colors, perms Free 6i charge Every
Wednesday night, 5:30-9:30 Cristophe
Salon. 348 N. Beverly Dr. 274-0851

.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

LOST 17

LOST: Earring. Silver triangle with flam-

ingo design in lot 32 on 3/5/86. Please
Help! Reward. 934-7680.

REWARD for any
information leading to

the return of a male
mix Siamese cat.

Neutered, big blue

eyes, brown flea

collar. Lost Sunday
3/9; SOO bik of

Glenrock. Please

contact Joel: 208-2392

leave message

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO 'LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708

Having
Rrobletmm?

General
Psychotherapy

Sliding Scale Fees
BENtTA MAGiT

10845 Llndbrook
Suite *2

Westwood Village

824-1524

COUNSELOR - full time and part-time
positions now available at leading residen-
tial treatnf>ent center for teenage bdys. Ex-
perience preferred Excellent benefits.

FulMime counselor. Part-time counselor.
(818)347-1326.

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30.000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World!! Call for guide,
cassette, news service! (916)944 -4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DELIVERY person wanted nights or
weekends, must have car. Call Arlene
(213)655-9342

DRIVER/MESSENGER full or part-time
Familiar with greater LA area. Must have
reliable economy car, liability insurance,
copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a
generous auto allowance. Call (818)906-
0899: (81 8)906-0763

DRIVERS needed to deliver balloons!
Wow!! Own car. flexible hours, hard work,
but fun job! Van owners & singers get
extra $! Balloon Celebrations-10922 Le
Conte Ave. Wwood: (213)208-1 180

ELEGANT private dining cluH in Westwood
seeking exceptional waiters for part time
employment. Please call June or Ginny be-
tween 9-1 1am for appointment (213)208-
1443.

EXTRA'S needed Now casting attractive

model types for movie & T.V. Creative
Casting: (818)784-0044. __^
F/T assistant for news coverage & office

work Japanese language helpful. Jifi Press
(213)488-0958.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred For busy Beverly Hills office.

Call (213)550-0950. Ask for Teena.

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-
pany kwking for distributors Earn $500-
$1500 or more, part-time (213)852-0990
call between 1-5 PM.

HELP WANTED 30

TECHNICAL TYPIST
/J0&EVES/W«ENDSOIC
NEDOdmELmBCTYP./

WOflD^ROCCSSOR (PRMTBt).

ACCURACY OVER SFEH)

(50M1MOIOTVKNOEQS..
BUT SPACMG MUST K GAGO)
lOAliOW FOR 1>SM. BOTH

VSmCAUY AND HOROONTAiiY
DUE OAKS SET RV JOSTTASK.

PROKMI VR. fVICMG FOHMUA
SUSMT 2/3 SAMPUS k MKf RISUMI TO:

MORGAN. 3624 LON&-VKW VUV RD

.

SO. CA 91423

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

PREGNANCY. 20

ADVERTISING assistant LA retail chain
Graphics, PR, retail sales. Resumes to:

Creative Services, 3125 Western Avenue,
Seattle. WA^981 26.

ARTIST needed. Full-time. Hand painting
on fabric 939-7495

r PREGNANT? ~
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS?

WE CAr7E FnEC TCSTIMC
COUNSELING A RESOURCES

AVAILABLE
WESTSIOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
iOm .'•ICO BLVD. SM

CALL 4SO S222
rOR AprOINTMENT CALL

39S 1 111

•«arch«r/

It for

television based
PR Agency. $8/hr.

20-25 hrs per week.
Hours adjustable to fit

class schedule.

Advancement ic

possible.(2 1 3)655-3656.
10am-6pm weekdays.

*STUDENTS AND FACULTY •

Looking for extra money?
Work temporary for

Jmail

olt
Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., WL A
l2fS|477-«0S8

555 E. Ocean Blvd., Lonq Bch
f21B|M1.S220
^ Secreyrial. y Recept»onis(.

^Typists. •'Accounting.

^ Data/Wf;r(J Prcxessors,

^nd other office supfx^rt /ot)s

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

GENERAL office person at consulting firm

Accurate typing, writing business letters.

invoicing, phones. 821-8585.

GENERAL office $5-6/hr. light typing.

heavy phones. Compu dynamics 854-1 104.

GIRL Friday needed part-time. 20-30 hrs/

week flexible, mostly typing (55-60 wpm)
for counseling practice, will trdiin in word
processing. Call Debbie (213) 937-4900.

.GREAT summer job 2/ children - 8-weet<
beact) oriented day program, 2-week Hi^h
Sierra camp-out. Minimum age 21. need
experience with children, water sports,

sports, camping. 826-2000.

INCREDIBLE Income; F/T. P/T. $2000-
$8000 monthly. No experience. Make own
hours. Rudy . (818)366-5452.

LEGAL secretary trainee. Permanent part-

time position. No experience required, but

must have excellent typing skills (min 60
wpm). Will train on word processor. 20-30
flexible hrs /week. Full-time during sum-
mers. $6-7 starting based on skills. Call

Laura at 470-3555.

LIGHT bookkeeping 5-7 hours/week. Flexi-

ble. English speaking. Trans, necessary.
$5/hr 394-2933. Leave message.

MATRIX One Beverly Hills has p/t position

open for motivated person with accoun-
ting/bookeeping experience. Min 20 hrs/

wk. Contact Fk>-937-0951

.

" ——<^^M^»»M^lll-l II--

MOTION Picture and television Agency
wants intern Tuesday and Thursday after-

noons. Training in return for effort. Call be-
tween 9:30 and 1 2 noon - 652-6033.

NEW delivery service is now hiring drivers

to begin immediately. Must have own in-

sured vehicle. No weekends call 475-
0700.

PfT weekend maid hotel next to campus.
$4.00/hr 208-3945

PfT student assistant in microcomputer
lab. $5.80/hour. Working knowledge of

PC/DOS. Basic programming. Call Tony.
825-3034.

PART or full-time help wanted in men's
retail store. Salary negotiable 395-0397.

PART-TIME receptionist. Good phone
voice. Light filing. $5.00/hr Call after 3:00
pm. (81 8)990-31 31.

PART-TIME Century City, light office and
phone. Call (213)277-1308. Ask for Larry
or Scott. •

PART time programming job (15-20 hrs.

per wk). Computer Science major, fanwliar

with VAX or PDP-11. GPA 3.0 or better re-

quired. Inrtial salary $6.00/hr Non-Smok-
ing environment Contact Liz Loree. Pro-
prietary Software Systems. 394-5233.

POSITION open. Salespeople wanted
part-time or full-time. Pacific Bookstore.
Required: bookstore selling experieence,
typing skills, references, daytime hours.
Call between 9:30-6. 451-5746. 515
Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica.

PRINTER for afternoon shift in mini-lab.

Noritsu 601 enlarger experience helpful,

but will train. Must be interested in

photography. Photo classes helpful. 208-
2989. See Sue.
'— 1

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRGs Bottle Bill campaign Phone
bank, p/t, evenings. $100/wk Dale 473-
8491

RE firm seeks P/T receptionist/secretary to
work M,W.F. 12-5:30pm Must type 50
wpm $7/hr. Contact Rae Lynn. (213)820-
5151.

REAL Estate EXPO needs personable
salesperson to earn high commission sell-

ing booths. Jobs lasts for one month. Start

immediately. Hours flexible Need own
transportation. Hurry and call (818)282-
4908.

RECEPTIONIST needed Salary negotia-
ble. Full or part-time. Potential to earn big
money in sales. 473-6299.

RENAISSANCE Fairs: Food booth workers
needed. April 19 through May 24.
Weekends onlyl (818)788-1428.

Sales Clerks

Manager Trainers

Video sales and ren-

tals, retail record and
tape sales. Full Time

positiorr: advancement
potential. Will train.

Apply in person on
Friday March H be-

tween 1 0-3 pm at:

Music Plus 1901
Westwood Blvd. LA

<N- FiU in yoar week ^* with«xtra$$$ ^* immediate openings for -K-

^ secretarial skills, typists, ^
^ ^ derks. receptionists. ^* word processors^ & all J
J office skills. Work by the J* day, week, or month. ^
^ STIVERS ^
^ TEMPORARY PERSOMNEL J* Call for appointment J
^ in Westwood 208-5656 ^

RESPONSIBLE parties to interview public,

p/t local market research firm, flexible

hours, including weekends and evenings.

Call Trisha (213)824-1811 for appt. be-

tween 1 -4pm MWF only.

SALESPERSON to work giftshop and
boutique. Located in nice hotels. Salary

determined upon experience. Flexible

hours 272-2353

SAS Programmers Chaltenfling position fQ£_

individual with mtn. l-yr eMperience with-

SAS language Call Sam (213)821-6801

(9-11 am).

TEACHERS/ED MAJORS: Would you con-

sider a permanent job as GOVERNESS-
type live-in for great MAUI home with 3
young children? Send qualifications to L.A.

Lucy, 845 Front St. Lahaina, Maui. HI

96761(806)661^4811

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Opportunity. $7
per hour guaranteed salary plus extra

commission. 4 to 6 hrs per day. Part-time/

full-time. Call Mr. Davidson. 8am-1pm.
(213)930-1891.

TELEPHONE Survey. 5-8pm. M-TH. $7/hr

call Tom (213)459-7578

USHER Jobs available Wiltern Theater,

Wilshire and Western. Generally weekend
nights, rock concerts, presentations. Apply
in person, 3790 Wilshire Blvd. M-F 10-6 In-

fo (213)388-1400

WANTED part-time. Secretary on perma-'"
nent basis. Typing, letter writing, light

bookkeeping. Salary open, parking provid-

ed. Good kx:ation. Shorthand or speed-
writing desireable. Phone for appt. 272-
8437.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

-: -'S-^^^
Easy extra inconrYel $500/$1000 possible.'

Rush stamped self-addressed envek)pe-
MCKmney & Assoc . DepI LA2, 100 E=
Hillcrest Blvd Suite 209, Inglewood, CA
90301

GOVERNMENT Jobs. $16,04O-$59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call (805)687-6000 ext. R-
10105 for current federal list.

"I DONT KNOW WHAT I'M GOING TO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE." CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-921

2

WANTED: Marketing and PR. person."-

Small company, growth potential.
(818)990-5990.

INTERNSHIPS 34

LiARN ENTIRTAINMiNT
Public Relatiorts

Intern at celebrity public
relations Arm. No pay

but great opportunity to

learn arxj gain experi-

efx;e. Call Sonia at

[(')213)276-6400j

CHILD CARE ^
WANTED 35

DAY Care needed 15-20 hours per week.
Hous/pay flexible, very light housekeeping
duties. Start immediately. Rancho Park
(213)399-9145.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT i^...AA9

EXCELLENT Westwood location One
bedroom $675/mo. Call Mike 824-9925.

GORGEOUS 1 -bedroom. 1 -bathroom,
hardwood floors. Spa in unit. U.C.L.A.
Close $895.00 479-6981

.

ONE-bedroom, one mile from school.
$700/month. Weekdays call 477-4485,
Kathy or Diane. Weekends-<7 1 4)493-392 1!

Kathy.

WALK UCLA! 2 spaces open in 2-bdrm
apt available April 1st or before. $282.50.
Call 825-0273.

WESTWOOD prime location. $100 move-In
allowance, furnished singles. Patio,
elevator, A/C 10989 Rochester. 479-7485,
managed by Moss & Company.

WESTWOOD VIUAGC

GRAND OPENING

750.00 CASH lONUS
If yoo rrx^e In between

March 10-31

BRAND NEW APT. BUILDING
•

1 bdrm from 925.00
• 2 bdrm from 1225.00
•Rod deck
•Spa

_

~»GotedGaroge
'

—

'""'^

•Hreploces

. , 10980Wellworth
2 Wks south of Wilshire. 1 bIk

oast of Vetaran

213/479-6205

APARTMENTS

m®03 aaiiy bruin
friday. march 14, 1986

APARTMENTSFOR RENT 4Q FuSNISHEa.: so
^^^^MATES 65 SUBLET 66 TENNIS Z^

$100 MOVE-IN allowance. Deluxe apart-
ments, furnished/unfurnished, 1 & 2
bedrooms, 2 pools, gym, rec. room, sauna,
and barbeque. 10760 Rose. (213) 559I
3403. Managed by Moss and Co.

$450 FURNISHED bachelor apartment.
One block UCLA, utilities furnished. 944
Tiverton Ave. 824-0181

.

$455 - 1 bedroom. Stove/refrigerator. All

itHHtes paid. 19^01/^ Sot Bedford ~i|7^
^
8966 Mrs. Rosen

$760 Cuh^er City. 2-bedroom, 2-bath, nice
view/area. Built in drapes, carpet 826-
6907.

IjBEDROOM. immaculate Modern freshly
decorated, dose to campus. $82S-$895
Also singles, same location. $650/mo
Contact manager at 208-2730.
$775 large, sunny one bedroom with park-
ing, new carpet, stove Sundeck, walk to
campus Short term lease ok. 729 Gaytev
Ave. 206-8796.

««ywy

DESPERATELY need a 4th roommatel
2br./2ba. Spack>us apt. Security, pool.
Jacuzzi. Veteran and Ohio Ave. Only $350
to move int Vic. 479^939 .

FEMALE, non-smoker needed to share
bedroom in a WLA apartment. $240/
nwnth. Call 477-1244

^^XBSZSS

HOUSING
needed: 60

WEUWORTH PLAZA

'APARTMENTS'

New Building

Deluxe Apts

]&2Bdrms

•RoofdeckSpa

•Gated Garage

• fireplaces

10980 Wellwofth Ave

WWood.(213)47W205

NATIONAL downtown law firm seeks fur-
nished Westside summer sublets mid-May
through mid-September. Please call Dorrie
Sykes at (21 3)48fr-4600

SUMMER housing needed for out of town
summer associates. June 1 -August 10
Please contact Jane Mika; Buchalter
Nemer, FleW, Chrystie. and Younger

'

(2l3)62fr^700.

VISITING professor would like to house sit
July. August, while you're on vacatk)n
Refs. (818)906-1895.

•All dients screened w/photos
and refs since '71

•Daily computerized updates
•Listings throughout Soutttem California

•20% Offw/ad to students and staff

9701 W. Pkx) Bd Carttffy Qty 556-2752

34Q2ffMfc4w. iXwM 822-S648

t

t

w

SUBLET your house or apartnf>ent while
you are away this summer. Second year
law students clerking w/our firm need
westside housing. Please call Lesli Miller
312-4000 ext. 587 before 4:00 at Manatt.
Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunney & Phillips.

SUMMER 1986 Sublets/teeded Law stu-
dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during sumnier. CaU JJoda Cherry.
(213) 683-9100 for more informaW: -—

MID-WILSHIRE tennis dub has immediate
openings for experienced tennis profes-
sional. Must have extensive experience in

running tennis programs. Call 385-6467.

INSURANCE 91

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-
nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan
(213)680-2222

^

TERRIFIC one bedroom, furnished, securf
ty. a/c. pool. Adjacent UCLA. $950/month
Responsit)<e female only. 454-9542.

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Super clean, spacious. 2-
bedroom. carpet, drapes, stove. No pets
$920/mo. Only charging 1 nrKjnth rent, se-
curity/cleaning to move in. 826-3638.

JBOP SPACIOUS 1 bedroom, livirtg room,
dining room, hardwood floors, stove!
refrigerator. Robertson Bkr. 271-3487.

$800 SUNNY 1 bedroom 1 bath, stove,
refrigerator, carpet. Century City. No pets
277-0600 277-0604.

HOUSING NEEDED-
Century City law firm needs

furnished sublets for law students
this summer' May-Aug., May-Sept,

May-indefinitely. Please call
Kevinn Villard or Ileene Berman at

(213)201-4526

ROOM AND BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP....62

VACATION
RENTALS .... TTT

BEAUTIFUL, spacious, Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped.
reasonable rates, ctose to everything (818)
785-9865 /

w
^ ;

PALM Springs- New 2-bedroom, 2'/i-bath^

^
town home, pool, spa. Near Hilton Hotel
$100/night. $500/week. $1100/month
(213)430-5509 or (818)884-7315

FEMALE, preferably grad student or upper
dassman, non-snroking, experienced with
children, wanted for after-school babysit-
ting and carpooling in exchange for room,
board and weekly compensatkjn in Beverly
Hills area; or live out with hourly compen-
satTon Call Sandy Swarz. 271-8433.

RESPONSIBLE grad student sought for
resident manager position in Gayley Ave.
fraternity house. Room and board in ex-
cellent tocation in exchange for services.
Call Craig Tilson (213)477-6595.

APARTMENTS ROOM
TO SHARE 54 EXCHANGE HELP....63

AVAILABLE prime kxatlon Brentwood, one
bedroom $340.00/mo to share large
beautiful 3 bedroom apartment. Sheila
after 4pm 659-5455

AVAILABLE prime k)cation Brentwood, one
bedroom. $340.00/month. to share large,
beautiful 3-bedroom apartment. Shelia
after 4pm. 659-5455.

FEMALE professtonal/grad, 2 bedroom/2
bath w/2 women pools, tennis. Jacuzzi
Deborah: 670-5 150.

NEED female to share 2-bedroom apt.
S270/mo. Natk)nal /Westwood 478-7164.

FREE rent. Ajpartment over garage. Bel
Air. Exchange for duties Call Mrs Booth
472-4888

ROOM and Board plus gasoline in ex-
change for mother's helper. Requires car.
Mrs. Morrisa. 274-6726.

RCX)M
FOR RENT,,. ..64

HOUSE
V

FOR RENT. 55

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA. $600/month.
professors home. 3-bedroom. 2-bathroom
house. Completely furnished. Available
April20-Sept. 20. 474-3144.

$l000/mo. Charming 2 plus 1 in Venice.
Den Huge enclosed yard. Pets O.K.
Leave message 396-6722.

HOUSE
TO SHARE 57

MALE professk>nal to share large house
with male/female $400 plus utilities, non-
smoker, non-drinker. 391-7082

.

HOUSE
FOR SALE 58

CHARMING Sherman Oaks 2-br . 1-ba

,

huge den Faculty home south of Ventura
Blvd Easy commute to UCLA 825-3320.
(618)995-4407.

$2000 bonus to buyer! Professionally dec-
orated townhouse in Westwood with 3-

bedrooms. 4-baths Large master Good
closets/storage Pool and spa 9 5%
assumable loan. Asking $235,000 Sheri.
Pred Sands Realtors Eves 473-6156,
Days 391-6721 (to receive bonds, you
must ask for Sheri.)

BEDROOM for rent in 2 bedroom apt.

2 blocks from Venice Beach
On Santa Monica #2 bus route
$3S0/month & ^/i utilities.
$450 deposit Jim 396-8518.

^

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen
prjyeledges, pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

cluded, need car. Graduate student prefer-

red. $350. Leave message Abbie
(818)783-5151

PRIVATE, quiet room, bath, light kitchen

priveledges. graduate student or
employed, non-smoker. San Vicente Blvd.

Santa Monica near beach $375/month.
395-2141. Call t-8pm

QUIET room. Private entrance and bath
Light kitchen privileges. Non-smoker
Brentwood. $325/month 471-1224 even-
ings/

ROOM & board in fraternity Iticludes 14

meals per week. $280-$350 plus $200 sec
208-0822

SPRING quarter, 3 meals daily Monday-
Friday. $350/month, 832 Higard across
from campus. 208-6963

$350/mo utilities Inc , kitchen priveleges, 5
min. to UCLA uiet, clean house Call 479-

2402 Ed, Cheryl, Adrienne
Messages85 1 -9057.

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE share 1 -bedroom, close to UCLA,
pool, security buikling, parking: $265/
month Available April 1st: Taylor; 478-

3579

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment
walk UCLA, security building, great room-

mates! Much more! $350/month: 206-

8991

ROOMMATES 65

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom. 2-bath with
3 others. $300/month Parking Walk to
campus Call 825-5858 days; 824-5869 or
824^4886 evenings.

FEMALE needed, share room walk to
campus $241.00 w/dep. Evenings 824-
4863 Chyi.

FEMALE graduate student or professional
woman, non-smoker wanted to share 2
bedroom house in Santa Monica with a
former grad student. Will have own
bedroon. $260/mo.. first and last re-
quired. Available April 10. Call 450-5345.

FEMALE needed to share large one
bedroom apt. Walking distance to UCLA.
Private patio. 208- 1 828.

FITNESS-minded female to share half of
2-t)edroom apartment $365 Dave 826-
2825.485-2721

.

IMMEDIATELY seeking non-smoking
males to share 2-bed/2-bath apt, in WLA.
$200/nfK). plus deposit. 820-7905.

MALE/lemale grad/professional share "
t-.
—

br./2-ba. Venice walkstreet house.
Fireplace, garage, security. No pets, non-
smoker. $450 plus 1/2 utilities. 306-51

7

1

.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally
since 1971 Westwood. (213)470<J135 or
Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 3-bedroom
house in Mar Vista. 15 min. to UCLA. Call
Gisela after 7pm at 313-2714.

Roommate, furnished house- Redondo.
fireplace. Jacuzzi, dishwasher, laundry.
Available immediately. $300/rnonth
(213)375-2325 or 743-2376 _^
SPRING quarter roommate: luxury 2-

bedroom. 2-bath. across street from cam-
pus. parting $387 824-9902.

1 -bedroom to share. $295/nfK>nth. Security.
partying, lower. 874-2569.

2-BED/2-bath apartment. One space
available $250/mo. Brentwood. Pool,
partdng. laundry. Bus 471-7828/837-1022.

SUBLET 66

BEAUTIFUL 2 Bdrm./2 Bath. Apartment
Available for Sub-lease June through
August Fully furnished, equipped
Westwood location $l.OOO/month plus
utils. 473-9573

O'MELVENY & MYERS
UW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER SUBLETS
If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time
from May to August, &

possibly '/» of September.
our taw students wilt be

r»eeding tiouslng.

Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
M9-4539 or bt^-hOAt

:
:

I

Wanted for visiting law

derks- furnished one and
two bedroom apartments

and houses to rent from May
through September.

Telephone: 277-1010 Ext.

7865 Marjo or Robyn.

2nd y«or Low Students
n««d W«t»sld« housing
from opproxlmotoly
Juno through Augutt.
Contact Donna Francis

of Wyman, Bautior
551-3457 A.SJLF.

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESSI SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM." (818) 992-6966. (213) 87^-3303.

3|c% 9|c^ 9|c% 3|(:|c 9|c)t( 3|e 3|c :|e% 9|C%* AUTOMOtlU INSURANCE #
-N- SFBCIAL #
•N- Colege Student Program ^* Free Quote #
^ Ask for Marvin Gett)' #*

(213)822-1221
"$ 9|e 9|c :|c^ 9|c 9|c 9|c :ic 9|c :|c :|c a|c)|e )|c jK*

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

392-9621 Ask for Ken

UrarProtoaaor
is interested in renting/sut>letting

house Of townhouse in ¥vestern Loe
Angeles or Santa Monica for

four- to six-week period in

midsummer (June to late August
19M. 9xact period to Da nagotc:
ated) Will not be accompanied by
family or pets Please write Thomas

Morawetz at University of

Conneticut School of Law, 65
Elizabeth Street, Hartford. CT

06105^2290 or call 20^^241-4668
(office) or 203-678-0602 fhnmei

MOVERS..., 94

rECONQMY MOVING, calt us itet tor:
lowest rate available. Complete^ equip-
ped, expfienoed. CaH anytime. 3921 108

—

JERRYS moving & delivery. The Careful
Movers. Free Estimates, experieno^ and
reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

CONDOS
TO SHARE 68

SHARE luxury. 2-bedroom/2-bath. Sher-
man Oaks condominium. Tennjs courts,

pools, washer/dryer, wet bar. fireplace etc.

$475: (818)788-4824.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete
397-8597 Anytime

!

I

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Flyf Special free intro, serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
Professional Service, for Peanuts

it is cheaper tliis year than last

for students to place a personal
ad. Just present a valid reg.

card and photo l.d. at the

classified window
(112 Kerckhoff) for details.

Welcome your friends back in

grand style with a personal

that over 20,000 people

will see!

•SOME kCSTRICTIOrjS APPLY

«

•^"^^
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PERSONAL
Gi

SERVICFS ^ Q« nS??I^^ cc
TYPING/WORD AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 MOPEDS 119t»fcRVlCES 95 OFFERED 98 PROCESSING 100

YOUR future? Computerized forecast/year
gift? $31 .7S/birttKlate: BJ's Astrology. 9903
Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 265. Beverly

Hills. CA. 90212.

Stady Pofft«q««« \m

Jwc ISdhMy 27tk

iBt«rai«dlat« aad
m^mmcmd, 5 !!
cr«dit profraa

(LACC). Coat $1998.
lacfaidaa: Bo«ad trip

airffara, rooai aad
board witli a BrariUaa
faaiily. daaaoa IBEV
Copa Cavaaa, Taitioa,

Textbook, Lcctwrca
aad Eacwraiosa. Call
Prof. Daalfaiaat(213)

839-8427

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,
short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 93»4303.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block
from campus Can type anything- fast, ac-
curate, dependable- anytime . 824-3571

.

WORD processing/data entry on your
computer. Typing and transcription.
Reasonable rates. Debbie (8 1 8)782-4540.

1978 Datsun B210 Automatic. A/C. am/fm
cassette, rebuilt engine. $2,000. (818)701-
9667.

r

'••••••••••eeeeeeee
Oil DAY TYPWia

Protasaloral wiMer wtth BA in

Englih wa type and edH term
papers, fhete*. acrtpts. reaume*.
etc. Or edmng only. Over 25
yean experterK*. Wectwood

VBoge. Ba Delaney.

824-2853 or 824-5111
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1978 Datsun B210. Automatic. A/C. am/fm
cassette, rebuilt engine. $2,000. (818)701-
9667.

•

1979 Firebird, great condition, auto. V8. all

power, air. AM/FM. 69.000 miles $3500/
offer. Leaving country. 825-1819/394-21

1

8.

1979 Ford Mystang V-8. sunroof, grey ex-
terior. black interior. $2800. (213)306-9656.

HONDA Elite-60. 1985. white w/black trim,

2200 mi., $895 obo. 824-0938 Dan.

'82 Honda Passport. Excellent condition.

6500 miles. $575. 201-7715 (days) until

2pm, 275-7337 (eves).

'85 Honda Elite 80; lock, helmet, good
conditton; $800; after 5pmm 475-0434.

BARGAIN BOX 125

ABC EDITING SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR
NEEDS BY EXPERIENCED UCLA PRO-
FESSOR. (818)990-7980.

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH.
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER.
VICE! (81 8)798-8334

'

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publish-
ed author with journalism masters. Dick
206-4363.

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

NEED private Spanish instruction.

Lorena (2 1 3)456-3556

.

Call

School Papers, Resumes
overnight, while you wait

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, 5M

1979 Honda CVCC station wagon. 4
speed, am/fm stereo, white. Smog certifi-

cate. $1800 obo. (213)450-3848.

1979 SCIROCCO. silver. 5-speed. air con-
ditioning, am/fm/cassette. $3,290
(213)477-8900/Rob

1980 Plymouth Horizon TC3 Great condi-
tion, looks new! $2,200. 471-7321

.

1984 Rabbit Convertible 5-speed cham-
pagne/black am/fm cassette, air, low
miles, mint condition. 838-61 77.

'66 VW dependable, gas saving BUG with
a '72 dual port engine. $1000 obo. 221-
4747 (evenings) .

'71 VW Bug for sale ASAP. Clean, fun.
runs great. $1300 obo. Sally 277-8188.

'73 VW Superbeetle. Black Excellent con-
dition. $2200. (213)474-0205.

TYPINGAVORD

Loncc*s
One Day Typing

I will videotape your recital, party, gig, etc.

VHS or Beta. Special $15/hr plus tape.

(213)665-1707

I will videotape your recital, party, gig. etc
VHS or Beta Special $15/hr plus tape.

(213)665-1707.

PROCESSING 1 00 J 0=-;

laM Ww^
WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette
or birthday party- we make it special. John
(213)55»>4089

MODELS/actors: Need good pictures?
Establish your portfolio today Call Linda's
Photography Studto. (213)278.5083.
Low.k>w prices!!!

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM 7 days Type,
transcribe. & word process papers,
resumes, etc.; rushes welcome; WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

*
¥ nupefT/QUAifnTT oacouwn

'79 red Fiat Spider convertible, 5-speed,
excellent run and condition. AM/FM
cassette. $4000/obo. (213)209-0457.

'79 VW rabbit. Auto/stereo/good condition.
$1995.828-1529.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headtraard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160 Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126

BEAUTIFUL dining room table. 6 chairs,

excellent condition. $650. (818)761-3319.
(818)789-7926.

SUPER buys. 6 Dr. Chest 24"x 51" - $49.
6 Dr. Chest 29" x 51" - $59. 6 Dr. Dresser
- $59. 9 Dr. Dresser - $79. Richard's Fur-
niture. 11030 Washington Blvd. Culver Ci-

ty. CA 90230. 559-0161

.

J98-04S5 30I-318S

A-JET speed typist Rush projects no pro-
t)lem. Extremely experienced. Accurate,
reasonable. Pick-up and deliver. Laura
410-2890

FOR RENT 101

PAINT jobs wanted Student owned paint

business. Many \oca\ satisfied customers
References available 24 hrs Mark 820-

3349. ^
PROFESSIONAL documentation services.

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study
design/development/production. Any re-

quirement. (2113)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
books, articles, manuscripts, proposals;
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149

Statistical and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474-0313,

A quality word processing. IBM PC. IBM
Letter quality printer Term papers, disser-
tations, one day service. $1.50/page. WLA.
Myung. 397-6344

GARAGE for rent, storage only, residential

area $95/mo. plus $t5 non-refundabt©
cleaffng fee 475-7066.

'80 Chevy Citation. Only 45.000mi rebuilt
trans.. $2000. Call 479-5745.

'81 Rabbit convertible, air. am/fm cassette,
excellent condition. Must sell. $7000 obo
(818)761-2757.

'82 Rabbit convertible. 5-speed. red with
white top. a/c. Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9200 obo
(213)394-6430.

'82 Rabbit convertible. 5-speed, red with
white top. a/c, Blaupunkt removabla_AML
FM cassette Moving must sell. $9300 obo
(213)394-6430. t

T^T^MATTRESSESiin^
All n«w hotel sets guaranteed

Twin Set $50
Full Set 168
Queen Set .,..$88

King Set '...$88

New 5 piece bedroom set $118
New full size or queen sleeper $138
New sofa and love seat $150
Oak Finish coffee tables ....$20

End Tables $15

'""P* $?

FHE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

t^//W. ^SaM> I

Spiritual Psychic Reader
Tarot Cards # Horoscope Readings

By appt only Private A
t213) BSa-lSeB Confidential

^ Beverly Hills
Advise on all matters of lite

ACADEMIC word processing. Xerox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive leHers. medical
transcription. Linda (213)204-0947 Call
noon-6pm.

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE $1-3 PER PAGE
CALL EVAN FOR INFO. (213)450-6719.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING
EDITING ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR
SPELLING. GRAMMAR. PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY OTY.
SANDY (213)479-3719.

ACCURATE, fast typing $2 per double
spaced page (213)936-1130. T

APPLE and I word processing. MWThF
4-9pm; SaSu 10-8pm. $150-$2 25
Theses, term. etc. Dissertation disc
390-4588

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former solo
flutist. Boston Symphony. Pittsburg Sym-
phony. Boston Pops, is accepting pupils.

669-5324.

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano. New
Brentwood location. Openings now
available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
teacher NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available. Jean 476-4154.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012.

QUESTIONS ABOUT
TRANSPORTATION/CREDIT?
Call a student for help! Instant

G.M.A.C. credit for 2 & 4 yr
Grads on new GM cars.

Also available -

Buy/Sell/Trade/Lease new/used
cars. Lee 208-3407

GARAGE SALES 127

CHURCH rummage sale Westwood Hills

Christian Church, 1808 Le Conte at

Hilgard. March 14th. 9am-3pm.

-MISCELLANEOUS... 128

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 1 14

NEW Suntanna tanning table Won on-
game show. $650 Pledges Great house
gift. Charlie. 826-8312.

MOTORCYCLE. 100 cc. Honda. Very good
conditiion. $200. 396-1335.

'• Editing and
_WHiina Service

•ALL aubjecta

•Nothing Too Big
or Too Small

• We want to help
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213)837-8292

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts . letters, resumes!
Pick up/campus M-W Sheri 662-0869

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious,
dejjendable. IBM. Dissertations, theses,
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar Edith 933-1747

BEAUTIFUL typing, nr>ost conscienctious,
dependable, IBM Dissertations, theses,
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar Edith 933-1747

'82 Yamaha 550 Vission. 16 mo old
miles excl cond. $1200 824-0542

2.500

RESUMES 104

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

CUSTOMIZED resumes and cover letters

that bring results. Free consultation. Free
resume evaluation. New westwood office

Career Support Sen/ices ~ the Paper
Connection" to better jobs. (213) 478-
4188

RIDES OFFERED 115

SHARE driving/gas money to New York.
Boston, Wash DC. My car leaving Apnl
13.14.15. (617)566-3475 Call between 4
and 7 pm.

TUTORING

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenifigs Leave message.
Reasonable rates Darlene.

EDITOR. PhD Many years' manuscript
experience: dissertations, articles, transla-
tions, poetry, plays, novels, non-fiction.

(213)393-9109

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd.. #120
Tele. (213)479-0345. _
OSBORNE portable computer, all original
software. 11" aux. monitor, nr new printer
$600(213)397-2527.

NEED a great resume? Call The Resume
Connection for one that will get you
results (213)476-3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/
lazer printer, typing A word processing.
Papers $2/page & up Paper Tiger 821-
8091

MOPEDS 1 19

^•r r K^s\CfLJ •••••••••••••••••••• 70

CALCUS. statistics, precalculus, algebra,
probability, tutoring by and near UCLA.
$20/hr. 828-4029. 626-6928.

CAN you write clearly and concisely?
Need professional help? Reasonable rates

(213)935-7592.

ETES-vous Francais? American, fluent in

Frer>ch will teach you English. Telephone
Susan at 205-0825

EXPERT, individualized tutoring by licens-

ed teacher. Test preparation<GRE. LSAT.
GMAT, etc). Academic subjects. 824-7179.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service Professional
tutoring/editing/word processing All levels,

courses. CBEST prep., experienced staff.

24hr./day. 7days/week. 291-3158.

_ EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
-papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0368

.

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable. Available for all types of stu-
dentwork

. Rayn>ond Thomas 876-3378.
mm

FAST, accurate, experienced typist.

Reasonable. Available for all types of stu-
dentwork. Iris Browning 936-4061

TRAVEL, 105

Londofc

1i PATIENT TUTOR
J MATH (arithmetic thro( _
* calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS, J
J Engineering, Reading, Gram- ji

J mar, Sfudy Skills. Work with aw
^ tutor who knows the subject^
* well, and can patiently pres-

J ent the material in a variety of

J ways. You will also learn thef*

;|[ proper way to study toj;
.achieve confidence and self-

J

* reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-I

J TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-*
56463. *

FAST accuarate. IBM Selectric. close to
campus Call Barbara 826-9714.

FAST dependable typir>g/word processing.
$1 99/page Make spelling corrections
1(800)352-4343 (213)514-9245

IBM PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-
er Transcription, resumes, UCLA disserta-
tion format Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/
page and up Near UCLA 473-2550.

MRS Foxgrover's Typing/Word Processing
Service. Fast, reliable, error-free. Term
papers, screenplays, resumes. $1 50-

3.00/page. 277-7102.

PROFESSIONAL typist, theses, term
papers, manuscripts, reports, dissertations.
$l.50/ds page Santa Monica Crystal
452-7180

;22f r/f'

JO«r/t-

4»»r/!'
i
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Scooters &, Accessories

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

BUICK Skylark- 1981. Air-con. AM radio,
power steering, brakes. 72.000 miles.

(818)905-8654.

FUN to drive '78 Fiat. air. AM/FM. sheep-
skin seats, silver, service records, one
owner. $1,500 or best 458-9811, 475-5313
Alexis.

•STARTING AS LOW AS $499!*

(W/Insurance also available)

TED EVANS
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

}13347 W. Washington Blvd
I Los Angeles, CA 90066

Li^ (2 13)306-7906 1^
Xl

Joshua, dear, rm
so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
unwanted furniture
to make some extra
money for our trip

this summer!!

THESIS/Dissertation typing - Revisions are
faster and less expensive if you start your
1st draft on Word Processing SIMIAN
Word Processing Service also specializes
m scripts/novels, resumes, and form let-

ters Call Rick at (213) 467-2928

TYPING-Term papers, etc Fast, profes-
sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi
Typing Service (213)653-3600.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-
1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS

1971 VOLKSWAGON Superbeetle Ex-
cellent condition. New tires, new weather
stripping Pale yellow $2500 208-8671
Nancy fg-4pm.

1975 AMC Hornet One owner A good
car 47,000 miles, (really). $1,100.
(81 8)905-8662 (pm).

1976 Toyota Corrolla 77,000 miles Works
excellently 5-speed, 4-door $1200 obo.
Julia. 392-6290 or 825-8372

1978 Chevy Monza station wagon-6
cylinder. Power steering, a/c. very good
condition $1500 825-7558

'.•.

CONVENIENT

ECONOHKAL

BASICALLY

A eeOD IDEA
UCLA
CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE UCLA 222
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Softball

"Continued from Page 27

season double bill is not the
only thing at stake for the
Bruins. The two games against
the Aggies could eventually
help to determine whether or
not UCLA advances to the
NCAA playoffs.

The currently unranked
-'^fcuins need to play well

aptnst highly ranked teams,
especially those schools in
other regions, to strengthen
their bid for a playoff l^rth.
Since Texas A&M hails from
another region and holds the
No. 6 NCAA ranking, this

doubleheader is for keeps.

"That's a big game," said
Bruin skipper Sharron Backus.
"Now that we've fallen in the
rankings we have to have
significant wins against top
schools.

"That will bring us back in-

to focus as far as people not
forgetting about UCLA. So,

it's very important that we
play well and split or take two
(against the Aggies)."

If the rain stops and field

—conditions permit. Backus will

count on continued ex-
plosiveness at the plate from
several Bruins tomorrow.

Janet Pinneau's hitting con-
sistency is a carry over from
last year's College World

-Sericy championshtp gflm6 in-

Goc^Os d9ily bruin friday, march 14, 1986 23
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BARRINGTON PLAZA
HAIR DESIGNERS
March Sp^cialsII

(with this coupon)

Perms (reg. $55), only $301
"airo^t & Blowdrjtireg. $27U)nly $121
Tints^iregr$27)7only $12! '^T'

Highlight (rcg. $60), only $351

:^9n:T»l;li:
BURGER & SPIRITS EMPORIUMS

213-477-1521
ASK FOR LORRAINE

11736 Wilshire Blvd.
West Los Angeles
PARKINGA VAILABLE

FREE FRIES AND SOFT DRINKzn
with the order of one of our
GOURMET BURGERS

.
*Try our exotic Bar Creations, too"

1 2400 WILSHIRE BLVD.
820-5333

GOOD ONLY ON MON-SUN 2p.m. -5p.m. ^^P ^/ >

>»;'

. »

which the catcher hit in the
vyinning RBI with a line drive
shot to the outfield. Pinneau
currently boasts a sizzling .444
average with eight hits (three
of those for extra bases) and
eight runs batted in.

Freshman Janet Walker is

also swinging the bat im-
pressively, hitting at a .350

-dip with 44 irase hits and sir
RBIs.

— Two other Bruins are hit-

ting above .300 to date.

Firstbaseman Gina
Holmstrom (.333) has been
pummeling the ball, compik
ing 17 hits (highest on the
team) including two doubles,
one triple and one home run.
The junior also leads the team
in runs scored with 15.

Sam Arledge comes in with
7^8 aVefage^nd^the^BruIiis"

hope an anlde that kept her
from practicing earlier in the
week does not hamper her ef-

fectiveness. Arledge has a
team leading 12 RBIs on 14
hits.

If the two teams do clash
tomorrow. Bruin pitcher
Samantha Ford will throw her
first pitch at 1 p.m. Michelle
Phillips is slated to pitch game
two.

FINALS! FINALS!
Take a Fast Break Soon
at Sassoon Sassoon's;
Westwood Villages most
popular Happy Hair Hour
Saloon, (all day long)

• Haircuts from $12 Reg $25
• Hi-lites, weaves, body perms

^ ^ ^from $35 Rea $75 and up
TNI ooupon •mMM you to cr«dN from t2 M • t«0

jf?!?^"^ any purcft— of Noxxut. Sobutian. andKMS hair producta bMod upon vofWc«tion of anyn^ cara aarvtoaa porfornwd oood «" *rri^

CHASE
Bar »St Cirillc

'Cham panne Special

Dinner tor 2

I-., ,.l«s

$24.99
[
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" YAKOV SMIRNOFF
.famous RUSSIAN COMEDIAN

- IHH"^ ^

"1 10VE AMERICA BECAUSE THERE'SPUNTY

IN RUSSIA,PARTYAiMAYS FINOSYOU."

i

THERE'S ONLY ONE LITE BEfR*
MILLffiUTE^

I

1"J8<'. Mil.efBff^wr.f)

Friends don't let friends drive drunk
..,.(L.._J

4
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825-2161

SKI UTAH!!
POWDER COUNTRY

3 night package-from 5|99.»»
,

4 night package-from 5229.°"
per person

2
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CAREERS IN PERSONNEL
HUNAN RESOURCES
NANA6ENENT

INFORMATION PANEL
Find out about careers in the field of personnel
from professionals in various specializations.

... ._ - ' -
I I— III ,^1 I w ^^Mapn^ I

II *i n .p- I ^1
•—— -

Guest Speakers:
Marie Gonzalez - KTLA, Human Resources

Administration

UCLA, Labor Relations

Security Pacific Bank,
Training and Development
UCLA, Affirmative Action/
EEO

•
ncl: RoLindtrip nir. hotel, tax. trnnsfcrs, multi-rcsorr lift tickets

AIR ONLY.$65.00 each way LAX-SALT LAKE
Wed & Thur Departures-Sunday return

WESTWAYS TRAVEL (213)473-4591

Mark Speare -

Gladys Tucker -

Linda Avila -

Wednesday. March 19,1986
3:00 -5:00 P.M.

Placement & Career Planning Center
Career Resources Library

-Sponsored by:

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

FOR MAY GRADUATES
Dowel! Schlumberger (DS) can offer unusual opportunities and responsibilities
in Research & Development to graduates with advanced degrees in Petroleum
Engineering. Computer Science, Electrical Engineering. Chemistry, Chemical
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Applied Mathematics. These posi-
tions are open to those individuals who are willing to continue the learning
process and make commitments to their growth, to the organization and to
the energy industry. * -*.,.

Placement & Career Planning Center
Student Chapter Personnel & Industrial Relations Association (PIRA)

:sLit^tiL'^'.*.*.*.^.^i.^»,^^^^.,i.i^^.»^^ i- '- ''^^ '- '̂ ^^^^^

Throughout the world, Dowell Schlumberger employs sophisticated
chemistry, engineering, and pumping technologies to complete oil and gas
wells and enhance their production.

DS provides vital services fundamental to the continued use of our energy
resources in the coming century Our Completion and Stimulation Services
include acidizing, fracturing, nitrogen, cementing, profile modification, in-

dustrial cleaning, sand control, casing hardware, service tools, and coiled
tubing.

The DS objective as the best technical pumping service company in the world
IS to provide results you can measure; and by offering competitive benefits
and salaries commensurate with experience and abilities, we at DS feel you
could play a vital role in helping us meet this objective

Interested candidates should forward their resume with salary requirements
to:

Personnel Manager
Research & Development Center

DoweII SchlufvibERqEr

PC Box 2710
Tulsa. Oklahoma 74101

Equal Opportunity Employer

'A
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OPENING TO-^
RAVE REVIEWS

"Couldn't be
better!

" •*•* "PERFECT"

"f found a place

that gave me
exactly what I

wanted, what I

was looking for,

and at a

reasonable cost.

I am delighted!"

The $8 haircut as seen on CBS TV NEWS that
received a higher rating than a $50 Beverly Hills cut!

WEST LOS ANGELES
2945 Sepulveda Blvd., (213) 473-0044 *

North of National. Next to Hamburger Hamlet

I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
T
I
I
I
I
I
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Haircutting Excellence for the Entire Family
No Appointments

OPEN 7 DAYS. WEEKDAYS 9 AM - 8 PM

$ i Ob off with this AD
I We're Cutting America's Hair p^_. .,...,Exp. 4/21/86

1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear * Soft Contacts

per pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Lenses • aqua, green,
topaz, blue • each

3. 100*s of the latest Fashion Frames
w/prescription lenses in plastic* 'extended wear add $10.00

values up to $100.00« Now one low price ^^^ professional services available
Expires 3/21/86

liiiiiiHiH
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Basketball
Continued trom Page 28

"^points, and helped the
Anteaters win the battle of the
boards 41-36.

"It was the same kind of

things that have been hurting
us all year," said Hazzard.
"Inside defense and defensive
rebounding."

The weak board play had
UCLA down^4>y^asmany .a& 14
at 65-51, but a 17-3 burst tied"

the game at 68.

From there, however,
Rogers scored seven of the
next eight UCI points, and in

that two-minute ^l^ch, the
Bruins could only manage a
rebound basket by Jerald
Jones.

Reggie Miller, the nation's

fourth-leading scorer at 26.2
points per game, was held to

just 16 by Wayne Engelstad
and Troy Carmon, both of
whom played excellent ball-

denial defense.

Engelstad, who started the
game on Miller, thought Reg-
gie should have spent more
time concentrating on the
game. "He was constantly
talking to the ref, telling him
to get our hands off. I think
he was pushing more than we
were. He wasn't talking to
me, though. I don't think he'd
confront me on the court."
Engelstad is 6-8, 230. Miller is

fi=7, 180.

^1 Miller had to say after

the game was that he was
looking forward to next year.

Hazzard said he can wait.
"I'm not anxious for next year
right now, but I'm anxious for
a little recruiting and a vaca-
tioji. ._ «^ . ^^ V.

CALIFORNIA-IRVINE (80)
Rogers 11-21 7 10 29, Engelstad 0-1

2 3 2, Murphy 6-14 8-12 20, Brooks 0-2

5-e-5, Buchanan 2-6 1^ 5, C^mon 3-8 ^-
3-4 9, Hess 5^7 0-0 10, Ciaccio 0-1 0-0

0. Totals 27^ 26-38 80.

UCLA (74)

Miller 5-13 6-6 16, Jackson 1-1 0-0

2, Haley 3-5 3-3 9, Hatcher 11-17 2-3
24, Richardson 3-15 1-2 7, Gaines 1-5
0-0 2, Jones 4-8 0-0 8, Butler 0-0 0-0
0, R(x«helin 3-7 0-0 6, Palmer 0-1 0-0
0. Totals 31-72 12-1474.

Halftime— Cal-Irvine 39, UCLA
31. Fouled out— Haley, Rochelin. Re-
bounds— Cal-Irvine 41 (Murphy 17),
UCLA 36 (Haley 11). Assists-Cal-
Irvine 10 (Hess 5), UCLA 14
(Richardson 5). Total fouls— Cal-
Irvine 18, UCLA 29. A—7,Q8»,

Swimming
Continued from Page 28

Luckily for Biondi, UCLA's
Tom Jager registered a bad
swim in the prelims and did
not get into the winners'_
J^ackett for the 50 free. -

However, Jager more than
made up for his morning swim
by powering to a 20.16 time
in the consolation finals.

Later in the meet
sophomore Elias Malamas and
freshman Rudi Dollmayer
made the NCAA cuts in the
100-yard backstroke.
Junior Kevin Cavanaugh's

time of 20.37 in the 50 free
was more than enough to
achieve standards.

"I needed that one," said
Cavanaugh. Last year,
Cavanaugh was left behind
when the team traveled to Na-
tionals after making the
NCAA finals tripas a
freshman.

The five standard-breaking
times brings the number of
standards to a grand total of
18 for the 1986 season, with
two remaining days of com-
petition.

UCLA will attempt to fend
off challenges to its first place
standing tonight and Saturday
night at the East L.A. College
Swim Stadium. Both nights of
competition begin at 6 p.m.

/'
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UCLA looks to avoid
rain against Cal tod^y
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

«

Don't* look at your UCLA
_baseball schedule if you .want
JQ_^Q to today's home con-
ference opener with the Cal

^Bears. Chances are, you'll miss
at least part of the game.

Originally scheduled for a
2:30 start, the game has been
pushed back to 2 p.m.
Even this is subject to

change though. According to
coach Gary Adams, the game
may even begin at 1 p.m. if it

looks like the afternoon might
bring rain.

"Of course we'd have to ask
(Cal) coach Molano about
changing it again," said
Adams. "But ' the weather
reports are saying that it will
be raining in the late after-

noon and if that's the case,
we'll try and start as early as
possible.

*'We feally want to get
these games in this weekend."

If the Bruins don't get the
games in, it could be a very
difficult trip to Berkeley in

April. As it stands, because of
a new Pac-10 rule, the Bruins
must make up the two ggmes
that were rained out 'last

-weekend against Stanford the
next time UCLA is in the Bay
Area, not when Stanford visits
UCLA.
However, if :thi5:. weekend's

games were rained out as
well, the Bruins would also
have to make them up during
the trip to Berkeley because
the Bears have already played
the other Los Angeles area
team, USC, earlier this year.

In essence, if the games
were rained out this weekend,
the Bruins would have to play
seven games during their four
day Bay Area stay in April.
UCLA will start Randy

Hennis in today's game,
whenever it does get under-
way. The only other sure
starter is Sunday's regular pit-
cher Alex Sanchez. However,
after his impressive three-inn-
ing stint against New Mexico,
don't be surprised to see Steve
Stowell on the mound on
Saturday.

Volleyball—

—

Continued from Page 28
by UCLA and the Bruins
knew it.

The day then came when
the Bruins had to play a few
matches away from home.—^They made a decent show-
ing against the then No. 1

Pepperdine Waves losing in
four .tough games. Next, they
4ost- to- then No. 9-ranked
Long Beach State. The Bruins
also lost to the Trojans at USC
in three quick games.

These losses were far from
being season-enders, but they
were enough to cause UCLA
head coach Al Scates to
rethink the Bruins' offense.
Scates changed the Bruins
from their formerly successful

^tments. Scates said thafcie:
made the switch from 4-2 to
5-1 4>asically to get some big
men on the court.

So, UCLA came back home
for a few matches and we all

thought that everything was
under control, but the Bruins
lost one to Penn State in three
games in Pauley and lost two
in the Collegiate Classic to
USC and to Pepperdine.
By this time, even the^most

diehard fan had to be getting
extremely worried about the
UCLA volleyball program. If
4-2 didn't work, fine. But now
the 5-1 wasn't working either.

Wednesday night, the
Bruins came out with a 4-2
again, but this time they cast
aside any doubts that fans
might have had and pounded
the UCSB Gauchos in three4-2 to a 5-1 offense. ^

In a 4-2 offense^ two settea g^[^^ ,

are used and the rest of the __^^ ?^. .^"^ ^^^ ^^^^. -^^^
team is eligible to hit. 5-1

means that there is only one
setter.

This is a fairly significant

change for a team to go
through and it meant that the
3ruins had to make some ad^

any definitive explanation as

to why the Bruins took such
an awful nose dive in those
few matches, but Wednesday's
match proved that UCLA's
woes were not due to any real

technical problems with the
»ffense i

*

Track
Continued from Page 27
Midwest and the East have
a little bit more background
running those kind of races.

They may run indoor every
weekend for up to six weeks
before NCAA indoors."

This is an obstacle that

senior Dwyan Biggers
should face without dif-

ficulty when running the
* 500-meter dash. Biggers'
time of 1:01.96 run in Nor-
thern Arizona is a UCLA
record.

The indoor championship
race will be Biggers' last

competition in a Bruin
uniform. He ran his final

season of outdoor elgibility

last year.

,

"I think our guys will do
well," said Larsen. "They
are in good shape, and the
experience should add to

their development as
athletes."

Another Bruin athlete
who is in good shape and
promises to do well is

sophomore Gail Devers.
Devers will be sprinting 55
meters during the national

championship meet.

Like the men, the
women haven't traditional-

ly competed indoors, but by
the end of this year, they

will have gotten valuable

experience.

Devers' experience runn-

ing indoors against many
Olympic sprinters should

help her in the race against

Georgia's Gwen Torrence.

Torrence's best this year is

a 6.57 in the 55-meter race,

while Devers' is 6.81.

Assistant caoch Calvin
Brown is optimistic about

Devers' chances in the
event. "I think she is ready

to run fast right now," said

Brown. "She did very well

in the 6.81 race, and she

looked very good yester-

day."
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CHASE
Bar& Grille"

Dinner For 2

$13.99

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Posits. Pennzoil. '

I

Ad)ust Clutch, Adjust Brakes. Adjust Timinc
Check Battery & Front End Alignment

i

* \

Replace aJI Shoes and Linings. Pack Front
Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed In

spect wheel cyls Master C)H. & Fill System

VALLEYlf
1 OWING

,i , , I,,. L, vmi-i.i'il J.-|;( -

IO=il (i.ivliN Am • \\\s|v%ooJ • 824-1 MO

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE
BRAKES

From Lubo a OH to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices'

Al AMTr^<®'®>^®5-4112 (213)275-2865
Ml AU IU 7957 Van Nuys Blvd

,
2/. BIks So ofPoscoe * Mosf MOCJelSf

$39.95*

$49.95'

SYSTEM ONE
STUDIO-COLOR LAB

1 105 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7
(213)824-7767

/Kodak \

(Cohiwatch
\ System/

•NmlMrlMS-M SPECIALS
Ii

---- coupon ---

HEADSHOT
COMPOSITES

$65
Jklot vaii4 w/ any othef offer i

Exp. 4-13-86

1 HOUR DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

36 exp $6 OFF
24 exp $4 OFF
12 exp $2 OFF
120 format $3 OFF
22

.

format,,........ $5 OFF
Not valid w/ any other offer

^xp. 4-13-86

VALIDATED PARKING
AT GAYLEY CENTER

Ui
>

UI

KINROSS AVE
-I-

ffl._WILSHtREBL ^

f- - - - coupon . - - .

! —FREE
• ROLL OF FILM

j
with every roll developed

I

I

=F

and printed.

_Not valid w/ any other offet

Exp 4-13-86

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20 X 28 24.95
20 X 24 ...v.^;7VT77T 22.95
16x20 18.95
12 X 16 14.95
11 X 14 12.95
8x 12 5.95
O X > J U.«>nr<l«>«.A i^rt Tr«r^»t". ifrt^i^ ' 9«9D

; SLIDE PROCESSING

I
IN 2 HOURS!

I

I

I

I

I

Not valid w/any other offer

Exp. 4-13-86

$10FF
W/COUPON

Notvnlifl w/any ojlior oKim,

Exp 4-13-66

NOWOUR FISH HAS
ACAUFORNIAACCEIST
After 12 years of California living were finally losing ourQheavy
Italian accent. Its being replaced by a new accentQthats lighter,

more wholesome, and always California QFresh.
This change is why our poultry and pasta dishes are now a dash

more on the exotic side. AndOfor those ^.^hooked on seaf(X)d, its

why youll find new
Cajun Blackened
Snapper, Grilled

Shrimp in Garlic

Butter, and a
wide selection

of grilled fresh

fish, including ^

Shark, KJngSa&non;
Habbut ana Swordfish.

But if you really

enjoyed the accent
we were bom
with, not to worry
WeVe kept the most
popular Italian classic!

Socome in today and enjoy the taste'sX.,^ ft y • ^
of Josephina's new California Fresh menu. Cy(^^^^^^^^^^^iAs
Its made us the best catch in town. ^ik m < Kvf is ( »% (ixLiFrnTNu^

SAMiMi: A \K>\ (jvlikokma fkksh kmiu:k
This month s special selection features succulent Grilled Lime Chicken with
Honey Butter, Josephinas House Salad, a refreshing glass of Konocti White ^
California Cabernet,and a cool dish of fresh Celeste Gelato ice cream for $10.95.

(This offtr IS vHlid after 5I'M Sun Thurs. until I fj/Hfi, 1 t<»up«.n ptr custimifr. based <»n dvaiUbilily

i

SANTA MONICA BRENTWOOD PACIFIC PALISADES WESTWOOD
(213)392-8633 (213)826-1101 (213)459-4470 (213)208-6030
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FINALS! FINALS!
Take a Fast Break Soon
at Sassoon Sassoon's;
Westwood Villages most
popular Happy Hair Hour
Saloon, (all day long)

• Haircuts from $12 Reg. $25
• Hi-lites. weaves, body oerms

from $35 Reg. $75 and up

ThN coupon •nMlM you to cr*(M Horn 93 -U- tlO

K M S hair prodixM bMM upon v«rWcation ol i

«00tf (•4/7/1

Jk*. 00(^0© daily bruin

'ALL BEEF"

DOUBLE
BURGER

LOADED
WITH

•LETTUCE
• TOMATO
• PICKLES
• ONION
• MUSTARD
• CHILI

1073 BROXTON
"IN THE VILAGE"

208-1130
GOOD FOR EVERYONE

IN YOUR PARTY
, Expires 3/24/86
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SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

UCLA takes full squad to PaolOs
and Ginsberg lead Bruin gymnasts

friday, march 14, 1986 27

By Greg BoJin

Coming on the heels of its best performance
of the years the UCLA- men's gymnastics team
will travel to Tempe, Arizona, for the Pac-10
championships this weekend, —3

were outstanding in their respective dual
meets this year against the Bruins and are ex-

pected to be in tpp form for the champion-
ships.

Hayden won the all-around in the
Seuthwcst Cup, and Lewis' score of 0.75 on

The Bruins, with the top team score in the the high bar in the Cardtnafs—dual meet

Permaflex
Permalens &
Bausch & Lomb
30 Day Extended

Additional PaTr
up to 2 weeks

rota!

Total

«50
Soft
Daily
Wean

Total

$65
AU PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT A FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSES
Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
SlOOO/f- ye-Credit Program Arranged v

LB. 2168 Pacific. (213)591-1594
V.N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim. 414 StateCollege Bl. (714) 774-4510

L.A . 1482 S. Robertson. (213) 278-1744

Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7ft95

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED
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SINOUSCENE: LA

for young professionals
21-35

MI&WEEK
MANIA

Wednesday, Marcft 19th, 8 p.m.
St. Petersburg Restaurant-

Nightclub
Skyroof at the Top
Beverly Center

Beverly Bl. at La Cienega,
Beverly Hills

Dance to Live D.J.
Gypsy Fortuneteller

Three hours validated parking
^fJTpiasinn $if> ftp

nation are the favorites to capture the crown
this year. UCLA finished second last year at
Pac-lOs. \^

If the Bruins score anywhere near their best
mark of 282, which Ihey had against Cal State
Fullerton, they will have a great chance to
come away champions. This meet will also
give the Bruins a chance to avenge the Febru-
ary 21 loss suffered at the han(£ of Arizona
State at the Southwest Cup in Tempe. .:._ __
The meet will be particularly important to

the Bruins as a good testing ground for the
younger team members. Half of the point
scores in the feruins last meet came from
freshmen.

"We are definitely fired up," said freshman
Curtis Holdsworth. "The people back there
get really loud and it is tough *o win."

Holdsworth, along with freshmen David St.

Pierre and Michael- Chaplin.- were outstanding
in the Bruins* win against the Titans.
Holdsworth finished second in that meet,
Chaplin with a season high 55.15 finished a
strong sixth and St. Pierre was strong

ighout.

If the Bruins are to be a hit in Tempe, the
youngsters definitely must corne through.

against the Bruins is one of the nation's best.

With the services of Campbell and
Cinsberg,* however, UCLA will be hard to

beat.

"Wr havft to get a good meet from our
young guys this >(veek," said UCLA head coach
Art Shurlock. "We are just going to need a
super group effort."

The meet will also feature a not so common
complete Bruin lineup. For the past six weeks
the combination of Rob Campbell's groini^inju-
ry and Brian Ginsberg's leave of absence to
compete in the America's Cup has left UCLA
shorthanded in the last four meets.

This meet will feature a healthy Campbell,
a sizzling Ginsberg (perhaps the hottest col-(perhaps

the count

For furthir Irilormation .call

(818)905-2177

legiat^ gymnast in the country), an up-and
coming Curtis Holdsworth and the Bruins'
European sensation, Luc Tuerlings, from
Belgium.

With these gymnasts all competing together,
the Bruins should be the team to beat this

weekend. UCLA scored the nation's best team
effort of the year without the services of
Ginsberg, who finished second at the
America's Cup in the all-arounds. The Bruins
team score of 282.60 vs, less than a point away
from their score in last years Pac-10 meet.
The meet will feature some of the best col

legiate gymnasts in the country. Along with
Ginsberg and Campbell, others to watch in-

clude Arizona State's Dan Hayden and Stan-
ford's John Lewis. Both of these gymnasts

.. . ^
Daity Brmn

A?ter missing UCLA's last meet to compete
in the America's Cup, Brian Ginsberg will

rejoin his team at the Pac-10 Champion-
ships.

Fitkill for a word proces
I could rent by the hour.if

If you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly iee you can use our super-fast, super
mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-
vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll
save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-Une. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letter quahty printer.
We even provide access to a copier so you can duphcate
your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilishire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-Ut, and there's
parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to
find out more about our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with*""""

I.D.).

Netters face Oklahoma Sooners
Women look to get on track after loss to USC

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

1 1645 Wilshlre Bouleyard, Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)-826-9779

By Karl Kimm^

Barring rain, UCLA's
women's tennis team will play
the University of Oklahoma
today at 1:30 p.m. on the
courts of the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center.

The Sooners visit Westwood
after facing UC Irvine, UC
Santa Barbara, and Pepper-
dine on a Southern California
tour. On Wednesday, they
faced Pepperdine losing to the
Waves 9-0. Considering the
Bruins beat the Waves 5-2 tv^o
weeks ago, Oklahoma's
outlook for tomorrow Ls about
as promising as the weather.
Bruin coach Gayle Godwin
hopes so, anyway.

Despite having not played
in a while, she looks to the
match as a preview for next
week when San Diego State
and Cal Berkeley come to the
Sunset Courts. "We need to

get back on track," she said.

"It's been a while since we've
played."

Two weeks ago UCLA lost

to USC 0-9. The shutout was
the first of the year for the
ninth-ranked Bruin squad and
caused Godwin to look
carefully at the drive in her
team.

"We didn't fight back," she
explained, "and San Diego
beat USC 5-4 just the other
day."

Fighting spirit may be
tough to muster against the
Sooners. "They're unfamiliar,"
said Godwin. "They're not as
deep as the teams out here."
Oklahoma may be suffering

from lack of motivation in
light of fact that their winter
quarter is over. With the rest

of the school enjoying their
various spring break activities,

the ' women on the Sooner
squad have to spend their
vacation fighting some of the
best tennis teams in the na-
tion.

^

The only consolation to the
netters is that many of them
are used to working a long

way from home as every
player is from out of the state,
while three are from out of
the country. Two freshman as
well as one junior are the only
members of the squad who are
used to the California sun.
They include Michelle Capri
and Amy Schwegler, and
Karen Waterman.

Senior Jenny Dickerson is

the only other native
American, as Maebe Donnel-
ly, Anne Gibbons, and Sandra
McGilbray, hail from Ireland,
Australia, and New Zealand,
respectively. Tom Peck, will
coach the unranked Sooners in
their break from^ Big-8 play.

For the Bruins, coach God-
win will play Allyson Cooper,
Maria LaFranchi, Debbie
Ceccato, Colinne Bartel,
Patricia Hv, and Michelle
Hain in singles play, while
relying on 3rd-ranked Jane
Thomas and Jennifer Fuchs at

the No. 1 doubles .spot, Maria
LaFranchi and Joni Urban at

No. 2, and Colinne Bartel and
Allyson Cooper at No. 3.

\\
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Six Biiiins compete in

NCAA Indoor IVIeet
By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer

because ^ ^California's

jerennial sunny weather
, long

improves his indoor best of
26-3^/4 to 27 feet as is his
goal, he could very well

-^become^he^ NCAA indoor

the Golden State's track
teams rarely compete in-

doors.

This year, however,
UCLA's track program is

beginning to change, not
because of the recent
downpour and lack of sun-
shine, but because of the
high talent level of our
present UCLA runners,
jumpers and throwers.

Six Bruins have traveled
to Oklahoma to compete in

the NCAA Indoor National
Championships held tonight

and Saturday. Each of
these athletes has proved
their above average skill in

track and field, and should
fare well in the national
competition.

"Recently we haven't had
a number of athletes who
were sti^ong enough to
compete indooors at the
NCAA level," said men's
:^ack coach Bob Laps<H»r-
**We have more good
athletes like that now, so
we thought we would em-
phasize that this year."

One of those athletes is

long jumper Mike Powell.
Powell is ranked tenth in

the world, and has one of
the best indoor collegiate

jumps this year. If Powell

_ Jump champion.
Another UCLA jumper

competing in the champion-
ship meet is jhnior Dwayne
Washington. Washington
has been competing indoors
against world class slthletes
such as world record triple
jumper Charlie Simpkins.
Washington's best ever is

52-8 »/2 while his 1986 best
is some three inches shorter
at 52-4.

Senior John Frazier and
junior Jim Banich will be
competing for UCLA in the
shot put. Thej)robJems ex:.
perienced during indoor
throwing competitions
haven't affected the power-
ful duo at all.

"The shot put is a little

bit larger, and sometimes
made of a little bit different
composition," said Larsen.
"From indoor to indoor
meet, they use different
things." Both Frazier and
fianich have already quali-
fied for the NCAA Outdoor
National Championship in

June.

"The hardest thing for
the runners is that it's dif-

ficult to go around those
turns when you're going
very fast," said Larsen.
"The people from the

Continued on Page 25

IDED WESTWOOD
824-4737

p^^^]J 950 gayley ave.i
-J^JU I (Free Parking in Rear)]

MOVIES * GAMES • VCR'S
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE

LIFE MEMBERSHIP
NOW S30 WITH THIS AD (REG. »100)

Includes 1 2 • FREE • Rentals!

rSAVE$4! rSAVE $5!
I I

IRENT 1 MOVIE I VCR RENTAL
I
GET 1 FREE! ' $6.95 A DAY

riDKiTaol
I $4.99 EACH! i

I LIMIT 10 PER CUSTOMER j

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

Jean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING.PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
-.iw-

located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

UCLA wrestles witHTexas A&M
t

Softbalers need good

outing vs. Aggies after

rainout vs. Stanford

By Andrea Tetrick ,' './ •
^.

Aisistant Sports Editor — ^^

Sometime at the first of the
198S(-86 academic year, a
bunchy of athletic department
officios got. together with a
bunch of coaches and created
Softball schedules.

They etched out a mighty
program— finals week con-
flicts were avoided and a lot

of weekend airfare rates were
capitalized upon. And it was
good.

These same officials and
coaches slated three
doubleheaders for the UCLA
women's Softball team this
week but the 10-6 Bruins may
move into next week sporting
the jame 10-6 record if the
rain does not subside.

Wednesday, the weather
killed any chance of a meeting
with Connecticut's Sacred
Heart College. This after-
noon's scheduled two-game
battle against Stanford was
rained out and who knows

RAY MARRERO

Bruin catcher Janet Pinneau currently sports UCLA's highest
batting average, registering a .444 rparl

about Saturday wlien Texg
A&M comes to town to take
on UCLA at the soggy Sunset
Diamond.
The Stanford rainout can,

always be rescheduled but
because of the great distance
traveled by Texas A&M, a
similar postponement may be
impossible.

Further, one less regular

Continued on Pace 23

SAN REMO

ALL "SWEAT'S" REDUCED TO
$20 WHILE THEY LAST!

NOW $20 NOW $20
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION! AT THESE= PRICES THEYWONT LAST LONG!—

SAN REMO
-^-—=- 1 055 BROXTON AVE. —

(nearAah's) i

208-4848
\
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The Final Blow': UC Irvine eats up UCLA in NIT
By Rick Schwartz ^

Assistant Sports Editor

Somebody must liave lett a
window open in the upper
reaches of Pauley Pavilion last

. night, because whatever was
left of the UCLA basketball
mystique went flying out like

a cold wind into the dark,
rainy night.

A number of basketball fans
suggest that the mystique was
gone a while ago, and maybe
so. But it was still an eerie
feeling in Pauley as the Bruins
were soundly beaten by UC
Irvine in the first round of the
NIT, 80-74.

"It's been a tough year for

us," said UCLA coach Walt
Hazzard, whose team won the
NIT last year but finished his

second season at 15-14. "It

was a learning experience for

everyone."
Not since the 1947-48

season, when the team finish-

ed 12-13, has Bruin basketball

suffered through a worse year.

UCI and the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association, on the

In fact, you'd have to do a
good bit of talking before con-
vincing Anteater coach Bill

IMulligan' that the mystique
had been completely erased.
He said he felt like crying
after the game. Then
Mulligan told what it meant
to win this first round NIT
game agaiast the Bruins.

"The two (regular season

—

University of Nevada Las)
Vegas wins were great, but
this has gotta be the biggest
win ever for our school, and
our conference."

othffr hand, isn't Miffering at

all this morning. The
Anteaters had a few things to

prove Thursday night, and
they got the job done in fine

fashion.

First, they had to prove to

the Southland's major media
that they should pay more at-

tention to the PCAA. Second,
thty proved that UCIJs one of

those teams that can really

piay Baslcetba II A n^d^tTiIfd,

they proved that some people
still get excited over beating
UCLA.

NCAA tournament

first round scores

Duke 85, Miss. Valley St. 78
Old Dominion 72, West
Virginia 64 -

Oklahoma 80, Northeastern

74
DePaul 72, Virginia 68
Georgia Tech 68, Marist 53
Villanova 71, Virginia Tech
62
Memphis State 95, Ball St.

63
LSU 94, Purdue 87, 20Ti
Temple 61, Jacksonville 50,

OT
Kansas 71, North Carolina

A&T46
Georgetown 70, Texas Tech
64
Michigan St. 72, Washington
70 ^ —

^

Louisville 93, Drexel 73

., Bradley 83, Texas-El Paso 65
Ala. Birmingham 66,
Missouri 64

l^orth Carolina 84, Utah 72

For UCLA and the Pac-10,
this was just one of three up-

_percuts to the conference chin
last night. Cal 1

gahie to Loyola Marymount of
the West Coast Athletic Con-
ference, and Washington lost

its NCAA matchup against the
Bijg Ten's Michigan State.

•Ironically, it was a former
Pac-10 Freshman of the Year
that did in the Bruins.

UCI's 6-10 Johnny Rogers
left Stanford after the 1981-82
season because he felt that the
program had no chance of
playing postseason basketball.

Why he left for UC Irvine is

anybody's guess, but as a fif-

th-year senior, Rogers, who
scored 29 points, grabbed 9
rebounds and made the clutch
baskets down the stretch, will

be playing organized ball after

St. Patrick's Day for the .first

time.

"We're a veteran team, and
we went out and took con-
trol," he said. "Nobody really

expected us to win, and it's a
postseason tournament so its

all the more special."

Rogers and teamm
Murphy thoroughly dominated
UCLX's frontliners. "They're a
little suspect inside,*^ said
Rogers. "They're nice guys, so
that's all I'm gonna say."

The Bruins' home court was
truly Mr. Rogers'
neighborhood, but the 6-9
Murphy also staked a claim to

the Pauley paint. He scored 20
points while taking down 17
boards.

=: "Murphy's seven offensive
rebounds resulted in nine UCI

Continued on Page 24
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Johnny Rogers (32), who was the 1982 Pac-10 Freshman of
the Year at Stanford before transferring to UC Irvine, was
last night's leading scorer with 29 points.

Bruins seek revenge vs. USC
No. 3 volleyballers

go for 2nd straight

inctory after slump

By Bob Brunwin

Tonight at 7:30 p.m. the

USC Trojan volle|ball team
will play the UCLA Bruins in

Pauley Pavilion.

The Trojans are now a dif-

ferent team from the one that

took the court against the

Bruins in the 1986 Kilgour
Cup.
use started its season slow-

ly. They lost the Kilgour Cup
to UCLA way back on the

18th of January, but have
played well enough to be
undefeated since and they
now sport an impressive 14-1

overall record and are the on-

ly undefeated team in the

CIVA.
USC is now No. 1 in the na-

tion after winning the Col-

legiate Classic which was held

at UCLA a couple of weeks
ago. The Trojans put the

Bruins away in three games at

the Classic and generally
showed the type of dominant
play that they are capable of.

The Bruins' story is a dif-

ferent one.

Once upon a time, the

UCLA volleyball team
brought their opponents to

Pauley Pavilion and the John
Wooden Center and proceed-

ed to pound them into submis-

sion. Teams were intimidated
Continued on Page 25

Swimmers hold slim

lead in Pac-10 finals
By Kevin Lynch

Staff Writer

EAST LOS ANGELES—
When you entered the East
Los Angeles College Swim
Stadium last night you
could feel the pressure. It

was almost as thick as the

humidity.
-The heat is always on at

n ia , 147 j USC v HI j

Arizona, 109; Oregon, 41;
and Washington, 29.

"They (UCLA) did a
heck of a job, I never
dreamed we would be
ahead," said Bruin coach
Ron Ballatore.

Ballatore, however, _is_

L JOEL CONARD/DatIv Bruin

Tom Duke (1), Mike Hurlbut (6) and the No. 1 -ranked USC
Trojans will visit Pauley Pavilion tonight to play against the
No. 3 Bruins.

the annual Pac-l6 Swim
Championships because it is

the "last chance for swim-
mers to break NCAA stan-

dards and earn a trip to the
NCAA Championships,
held this year at In-
dianapolis, Indiana.

Individuals as well as
teams respond differently to

this pressure. Some athletes

fold underneath it and
others revel in it, taking the
pressure and using it to

their advantage.
If the first day of com-

petition in the 1986 Pac-10
Championship is any in-

dication, the UCLA men's
swim team definitely
thrives on stress.

The upstart Bruins are
leading the talent-ridden
field at the end of the first

fufr day of swimming.
UCLA has a slim lead over
defending conference and
national champions Stan-
ford, 186-179.

The rest of the field
fini.shed as follows: Arizona
State, 143 points; Califor-

more pleased that five addi
tional UCLA swimmers

. broke NCAj\ qualifying
standards.

^

Sophomore Pat Errett
opened up the meet with a
standard-breaking time of
1:49.77 in the 200-yard In-

dividual Medley. Errett
broke the mark of 1:49.82
to earn his first trip to Na-
tionals.

"I'm on cloud nine," an
elated Errett said. *T got up
on the box and I said to
my.self 'just relax and go
after it."

Senior Franz Mortensen
also broke standards in the
preliminaries for the 50-
yard freestyle. Mortensen
earned his way to Indiana
with a 20.40 time which
shattered the standard by
.04. /

The Bruin did not .stop

ther^. He came back with a
strong 20.45 in the champi-
onship, good enough to

finish .second behind mighty
Matt Biondi of Cal who
won with a 20.17 clocking.

Continued on Page 24
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News: Student groups
works to enlighten
westerners on Indian
culture. f"

See page 3, ~^

Viewpoint: A reader
says it is 'ludicrous' to

say Israel's only purpose
is tQ keep il^rab nations
divided. See page 16.

Review: Clannad and
The Pogues cover
sounds from sweetly
pastoral to rough and
funny. See page 18^

Sports: UCLA men's
swimming team takes
2nd place in Pac-10
championships.- —
See back pager

UCLA Weather.
Partly cloudy with
chance of showers.
High: 65. low: 35. i

(NWS forecast) ^

-Untversfty of Califurnia tos AngoTfis

JOEL CONARD/Daly Bruin

SOAKED SHANTY — A few students braved the wet weather while the lone 'UC
Out of South Africa Coalition' shanty jn Westwood Plaza soaks upspme rain.

BOC votes to ban cigarette

sales in Health Sciences
By Mark Talavera. Staff Writer

Despite a po.s.sibile revenue cut' of up to $40,000, the
ASUCLA Board of Control voted to stop selling cigarettes in the
Health Sciences Store starting no later than the beginning of fall
'86.

The motion to ban cigarette sales in the store was presented
by graduate president and BOC chair Deborah Howard and
was passed 4-3-0 at BOC's March 15 meeting.

Because the UCLA Hospital and Center for the Health
Sciences has been designated a no-smoking area since Jan. 1,

various members of the UCLA medical community, including
the deans of the schools of medicine and public health, re^
quested the ban.

"

"I think it very important forlhe Board of Control to res-

pond tb the expressed wishes of the medical community," said
Howard, a graduate student in the School of Public Health.
However, some BOC members, while supporting the motion's

intent, expressed concern over a projection that ASUCLA would
lose $27,000 to $40,000 in net revenues for 1986-87 if such a
ban were iiiiplm iTCTitc?d .

moped owners unaware
K !
« «* 4>f potential operating hazards

By Judy K. Park

Despite the increasing number of moped-
related accidents on campus, many student

moped owners^ are unaware of the potential

dangers involved in operating these motorized
bicycles.

"Riders tend to think that mopeds are more
similar to bicycles than they are to cars," said

^wayne Brown, a bicycle/moped enforeemei
officer with the University of California Police

Department. "(Mopeds) are motor-powered,
not man-powered vehicles."

Brown said the growing number of mopeds
on campus and in traffic corresponds with an
increase of moped accidents. "They ride

through stop signs and weave in and out of

^traffic — not necessarily following the rules."

— Under the California Department of Motor-
Vehicle (DMV) code, "moped riders are sub-

ject to traffic laws" and "all violations are

entered in the DMV's records," just as for

cars. Brown said.

Although safety precaution information is

available for bicycles, there is none yet

available for mopeds. Brown said. "Hopefully,
one will be put together soon."

An average of five to six students with
moped- related injuries come into the Student
Health Services Office every week, said Dr.

Deborah Shlian, associate director of Student
Health Services. "In my opinion, it usually

depends on the time of year — more accidents

?ur iir-the spring when the weather is good
than when it's rainingv"

Head injuries, skin abrasions and fractured

bones are the three most common injuries sus-

tained in moped accidents, Shlian said. "Stu-

dents should be aware that (a moped) is not a

toy and more serious injuries can occur."

To prevent serious head injuries, Shlian

-recommended wearing a helmet.
- Although riders are not required by law to

wear helmets, one UCPD officer who wished
to remain anonymous felt that such a law
should be instated. "It would save a lot of

lives," the officer said.
^

Please see MOPEDS, Page 12

To solve this problem, Tim Bayley, ASUCLA Students' Store
director, said the Health Sciences admini.stration could expand
its limited meal coupon access, to more ASUCLA food eateries
or allow ASUCLA to install an automatic teller machine in the
Health Sciences area to recoup potential los.se«.

"We are very interested in responding to the medical com-
munity's request, but the overriding concern is the financial
impact of this gesture on our part," Bayley said. "Arrangements
could be reached so financial effects can be nullified — our
concern is that the motion may be premature." - -

* Bayley and ASUCLA Executive Director J a.son Reed par-
""TtCUtafly objected to namirfg a specific date when cigarette safes"

^vould be permanently discontinued in the store.

Reed said a definite date would weaken ASUCLA's
negotiating power to initiate the.se projects that would minimize
net revenue losses in the Health Sciences Store.

"We need the cooperation of the hospital and clinics," he
said. "If we (name a certain time), then the level of cooperation
won't come out to anything at all."

But Howard disagreed with these assertions, saying that
ASUCLA's negotiating power would not be changed.

"I think it does not weaken our bargaining position," Howard
said. "But my morals question how much (priority) we should
give to our bargaining position."

Members-of the audience echoed Howard*s sentiments:
^

"Sales of these materials are objectionable to me as a member
of ASUCLA," said James McCraw, a graduate student in the
School of Nursing. "It's rather ironic that (BOC is trying to

find) clean banks but .still sells dangerous and poisonous
substances."

However, some BOC members questioned if a ban should be
placed at all because, according to Bayley, 79 percent of the
cigarette buyers at the Health Sciences Store are members of the
facultv and staff.

Although BOC pas.sed the motion with a definite date for

which cigarette sales must stop, BOC, in the motion's language,
called on UCLA medical officials such as Dr. Sherman
Melinkoff, dean of the School of Medicine, to help "find a
means to aid ASUCLA alleviate the financial impact."

Comm Board votes to oust
Singer from ciiair post
By Bill Bowmer, Senior Staff Writer

Despite charges of impropriety, Ed Singer was removed as

chairman of the ASUCLA Communications Board late Thurs-
day night. The Comm Board is the publisher of UCLA student

media.

Graduate student* Louis Armmand made the motion "to

remove Ed Singer as chair of the Communications Board,

without prejudice to his continued service on this Board as a

regular member in full standing." Vice chairwoman Joan Zyda
seconded the motion.

Initially, Armmand had requested a closed session to discuss a

controversial letter Singer had sent t6 Chancello.r Charles

Young. Singer, however, requested that the discussion be open.

During the open session the motion was made for Singer's

removal. A secret ballot was taken and Singer lost his positibn

by a 7-2-1 vote. Two members, faculty member Neil Malamuth
and alumni member Robert Meyers were not present to vote.

"Ed has made contributions to the Board, and I hope he con-

Please see SINGER, Page 10

Study finds 1985 UCLA freshmen
compare well with other schools
By Michelle Perin. Staff Writer

1985 UCLA freshmen had better high

school records than other freshmen from
comparable United States public univer-

sities, according to a study jointly con-

ducted by UCLA's Higher Education
Research In.stitute and the American Coun-
cil on Education. •

"Maybe UCLA has been changing in

vi.sibility as a highly reputable institution or

attracting better students becau.se of the

California residence," said Helen^ A.stin,

a.ssociate provost and compiler of Jthe

statistics. '

^~

Desdemona Cardoza, director of research

and evaluation 4or the Division of

Undergraduate Programs and Services, add-

ed that the reason UCLA is attracting more
academically-accomplished freshmen may
well be a combination of both.

More than 70 percent of the UCLA
freshmen surveyed had attained a high
school grade point average of "A" minus or

above, while only a collective average of 42
percent of the other freshmen in the univer-

sities compared to UCLA had a four-year
"A" minus GPA.
"The reason we did this is to get an idea

of our entering freshmen," Astin said. "It

helps us in the planning and aiding of the

student. We need to "have a sense of who
we're planning for."

'

The survey was conducted in the summer
and fall of 1985 by questionnaires and bv

Please see FRESHMEN, Page 3
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_ YOU COULD BE CELEBRATING ST. PATRICKS

DAY WITH MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN CASH!
That's right, and all you have to do is call 1-900-21 0-2-WIN! And if Irish Eyes are smiling
when you call you will become one of the many instant winners winning 100 CALIFORNIA LOTTERY
TICKETS and your chance at the grand prize of millions of dollars in cash!!. This will all take place
on Monday March 17th ONLY between the hours of 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. Remember, if at first you
don't succeed call and call again. And May the luck of the Irish be with you.

=f
3^0::PURCHASEMECESSAR\H:

For a complete set of rules send a S.A.S.E. to; Rules 2 WIN P.O. Box 5786 Sherman Oaks. CA 91414 Note: AT&T
charges 5M a call. Void where prohibited.

\.

Seniors! The last day for

yearbook portraits is

Friday, MarcYrtt.

Don't wait—make
your appointment

today! Call

213«206-8433

or stop by Campus
Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall _
Room 150 to sign

up. If you miss

the senior portrait

deadline, you won't

be a part of

BRUIN LIFE 86,

the Yearbook at UCLA.

The cost of a

portrait sitting.'

Just $10, to cover

both the $5 sitting

fee and the $5

space reservation

fee. And if you
buy a yearbook in

advance, we reduce

the fee to just $5
*

total. This is your

last year, your senior

year, and your graduation

portrait belongs in BRUIN LIFE 86.

' \

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
Kerckhoff 150 •206-8433

Photographers For

BRUIN LIFE 86
The Yearbook at UCLA

/
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March 17-23
MONDAY

Pi Sigma Alpha is asking undergraduates to submit research
papers related to political science which they feel are of high cali-
ber. Please attach a bibliography as well. Submit thert\, in an
envelope, to 4277 Bunche. Deadline is March 28. 825-6580. \

International Students Association sponsors an IntemationkJ Cof-
feebreak, 5 p.m. Kerckhoff Coffeehouse, Mondays and Thursday;
825-ie>81.__ :

V
>•

Phi Eta Sigma/Alpha Lambda l>elta (freshmen Honor societies)
sponsor an eyeglass drivfe. Collection containers will be located at
all residence halls, info desk on A-level Ackerman, URL, Powell
Med. Center, Dean of Students office. 824-2645.

Pi Sigma Alpha encourages all political science majors to join
their honor society. Minimum GPA of 3.0, with 4 political science
classes,

.
is required for membership. Applications are avialable in

4277 Bunche. $25 life membership. 825-6580.
English Conversation-American Style, informal group meetings

for foreign students and visiting scholars. 10 am.- noon, daily
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday in Ackerman 2410; and Tuesday
Friday in Campbell Hall HOIK (enter through 1201) Free.
GALA/Women's Resource Center sponsor Lesbian Rao 4-5 n m

Lu Valle Commons. 825-8053.
^ ^

GALA/USAC sponsor Gay Men's Rap, an informal support
group for gay males who wish to explore issues and feelings related
to gay lifestyle. 7 p.m. Ackerman 3525. 825-8053.

Office of International Students and Scholars and International
Student's Association sponsor a language exchange program. Prac-
tice your new language with a native speaker. 8 a.m. -5 pm DISS
and ISA at 695 Circle Dr. S. 825-1682.

Christian Science Organization Tesimony Meeting for UCLA
students, staff and faculty to come together and share the healing
experiences that have resulted from studving and demonstrating

?^. !nfr
^^^""^ ^^""^y ^* "^"' ^ "**g^'-d (at Strathmore).

474-40J6. - » ^
Overeaters Anonymous meeting, 12-1 p.m., Ackerman 3520.
UCLA Art Council and the Wight Art Library present an exhib-

ition of "The MacchiaioUi: Painters of Italian Life 1850-1900 '

ID'S ^•x hi hit will run through April 20. Fras^
"The UCLA Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning
presents an exhibition of Roman architecture by architect William
MacDonald. On display in the Architecture Building from 8 a.m. -5
p.m., Monday-Friday until March 14. Free. 825-3791 or 825-7858

D^pt. of Germanic Languages at UCLA and Goethe Institute,
Los Angeles sponsor Peter Schneider lecturing in German on
"Reading from His Works." 2 p.m., German Dept. Reading Room,
302 Royce Hall. .

'

The Newman CluS is holding its general meeting at 8730 p.m. in
the University Catholic Center. Everyone is welcome.

TUESDAY7IW Graduate Student League presents the UCLA Art Lecture
Series. David Ireland, a San Francisco based multi-media artist
will speak about his work. 5 p.m., Dickson 3273. Free.
Graduate Students Association is holding a brainstorming and

organizational meeting to discuss the possibility of a pub on cam-
pus. 8 p.m., Ackerman 3564.
The Department of Dance is sponsoring an informal presenUUon

of^the ethnic dance classes. 7-9 p.m. in the Dance Building, room

^CARP presents a lecture and videoUpe entiUed "Let Us Consider
the Existence of God." Rose Ann Kennett, director of CARP at

\t\^'l ^^^^- 1-3 P "1- 400 Kerckhoff. Everyone is welcome.
Wight Art Gallery and the UCLA Art Council present an exhib-'^

iQ^/-
"^
^ J^ MacehtmoH: Painters Of Italian Life. (1850-

imtU). Free. Shown at the gallery which is open Tuesdays 11
a.m.-8 p.m.; NVednesday-Friday 11 a.m. -5 p.m.; Saturday, Sunday
1 p.m.- 5 p.m. ^ ^

UCLA Allied Health Programs sponsors midday movies, "Com-
bat in the Classroom," narrated by Ed Asner, examines one of the
crucial problems in American public schools; violence. Concludes
with suggestions and a demonstration on reducing the incidence of
violence. Rm. 13-105 CHS, 12:15 p.m
-Thrtistitute of Archaeology, Friends of Archaeology, and the=^
Archaeology Society present "Stonehenge: Prehistory andAstronomy Truth and Speculation" with Dr. Christopher Chip-

-

si"enol
Cambridge University to speak. 8 p.m., 4000A Math

Graduate School of Library and Information Science is pleased

CooTrT'^iV T'""" ^i'^
'^^"^^^ '^*"^^' «^«<^"«ve director.

Cooperative Library' Agency for Systems and Services to speak on^he Emerging National Library Network." 3-5 p.m., Powell

Ker'^frm 8^^^^^^^
^^^-^^^" «^"--' '"-*^"«- " P^'

aJ^S I) ^r*^'"?
-general meeting of the International

7365^^"^ ^''""^^ ^ meeting, 7:30-8:30 p.m., Ackerman 3517. 478-

Please see WHAT'S BRUIN, Page 11
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By Michael Ashcraft

programs, feeling

for Jewish students

activities at UCLA, Caiden
said—I-a&t—quiirter, Israi

»/

"L

Mitchell Hurvitz was busy
writing a letter to the Daily
Bruin, responding to another
reader's criticism of Israel.

Writing viewpoints is one of
the many things he does as

chairman for the Jewish Stu-
dent Union, the special inter-

est group representing Jewish
students on campus.

Hurvitz said he feels that
serving as JSU chairman is the
best way he can help Jewish
students feel more ethnic
^ride. "J^ws can be proud of
their identity," he said. "If

you have an identity, it*s a
shame to lose it."

As an umbrella organization
for about 18 UCLA Jewish
groups, JSU is designed to

provide Jewish students with a
wide range of ' cultural and
social programming and
create a feeling of solidarity

among all Jews, whether
traditional or reform, Hurvitz
said.

The UCLA Jewish Unioftf-
later changed_ to its present
name, was formed in the

* Tnid- 1970s in order to provide
Jewish students a center for.

activity and to link the Jewish
_, community to student gov-
ernment. Rabbi Richard Levy
said. He worked for UCLA's
Hillel — a nationwide

—organization that^erves Jewish
concerns on campuses — at

~ the time of JSU's formation.
Because JSU is in a "transi-

tion period," it is working to

have more activities and more
involvement than previous
years, Hurvitz said.

"This year we built on the
framework last year's chair-

man (Betsy Rosenbloom)
built," he said. "Next year we
are going to continue

7-building. We wan t to lay the
cement foundation so that
future building will not crum-
ble."

With about 40 people help-

ing administrate functions,

JSU has several committees to

accomplish its purposes, said

Mariam Caiden, JSU 's ad-

Council member Abba Eban
spoke on the state of Israeli af-

fairs before a crowd of nearly
1,000.

The cultural committee and
the Armenian Student Associa-
tion are co-spbnsoring
"Genocide Week" during the
second week of next quarter.
Featured during the week will

be films and lectures about
genocide inflicted on Arme-
nians and Jews.

The JSU social committee
offers activities for Jewish stu-

dents to become involved,
such as dances, Caidenlsaid.
A community service com-

mittee cooperates with the
Mitzvah Project — a citywide
organization in which students

visit convalescent homes and
hospitals.

In addition to providing ac-

tivities for Jewish students,

JSU presents Jewish concerns
before student government,
Hurvitz said. "When we are
dumped on; we fight back."

—^SU serves as a "watchdog"
over the Undergraduate Stu-

dents Association Council,
Hurvitz said. Although the
relationship between student

Please see JSU, Page 14

-ministrative coordinator.—
The cultural committee

sponsors speakers and other

In front of Kerckhoff

Hall Friday night about

10:30, a man, whose
name could not be

released, apparently

slipped on some grating

and dislocated his

shoulder. He was
treatetflsy UCLA

Emergency Medical

Technicians and then

taken to the Medical

. - Center Emergency
Room.

BEN TONd/Daily Bruin
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news Lauren Blau. Ntm Editor

Campus group works to enlighten

westerners about Indian culture

i
^'

I

;ienn Adams '"^---— ' —'^—

^

Problems of misunderstanding between
American Indian and western cultures are
among the issues that the American Indian
Students Association attempts to deal with
at UCLA.

"It's hard when non-Indians see how In-

dians live and say, *My God, that's so
awful,* " said Eva Liarson, co-chairman of

AISA, commenting on many westerners'

reactions to the various Indian ways of life

on the reservations.

In order to help better acquaint
westerners with traditional Indian ways of
life, AISA is planning to throw a pow wow
this year to help promote better understan-
ding and tolerance of Indian culture.

"It's a means by which non-Indians may
have an introduction to American Indians,"
Larson said.

The pow wow, planned for April 12, will

also help to keep American Indian students
aware of their culture and heritage.

"The pow wow is a gathering of different

tribes. The main purpose is to keep your
traditions and customs alive," said Phillip

Hale, one of the 15 AISA members.
There are approximately 50 American

Indian students on campus, Larson said. "•

Many AISA members commented on
tradition within the Indian community.
They described a situation where tradi-

tionalists — those who want to maintain
the Indian way of life — are pitted against

progressives — those who'WIRPVA' become a
more integral part of U.S. society.

This w^ often described as a battle be-
tween the older and younger Indian genera-
tions. "The older generation want to pass it

(tradition) down, but the kids don't want
it," said Christy Reese, an AISA member.
"The Indian that moves to the city loses

the culture first," AISA member Benson
Staley said. "What's happening now is some
of the younger people are homing more
progressive. You have a battle between
traditionalists and progressives, which can
be broken down to the young people and
the older generation."

This struggle can also be internal. Hale,
while not feeling qualified to speak for
other American Indians on campus, said he
feels his identity is tied to both cultures.

"Every summer I go back (to the reserva-
tion) and learn more about the traditions of
my grandparents," he said. "I want to learn
them. But I'm so used to it here, I don't
think I want to live on the reservation.

"I never learned how to speak my own
language," Hale continued. "And I'm kind
of ashamed of that."

While other sp^ial interest groups con-
centrate on political issues, hoping to enact-
change within the present system, AISA sees

its goals as simpler than that.

"Our main objective is to get more
membership," Julie Edwards, co-chairman
of AISA, said. "Another obiective is to let

Please see INDIAN, Page 14
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FRESHMEN: UCLA compares well with other universities
Continued from Page 1

polling freshmen entering 546 U.S.

universities, including UC Berkeley,

Iowa State and Miami.
Universities were classified into

comparable sub-samples, based on the

mean SAT scores of the entering
freshmen. In UCLA's sub-sample
group of 12 universities, including

many UCs, the average SAT scores

were 1100 and over.

The questionnaire surveyed students

in areas of the amount of preparation

for college, reasons for pursuing an

undergraduate degree and educational

and occupational aspirations.

In addition to the self-reported

GPAs of UCLA's freshmen, further

results of the survey showed 81 per-

cent of the freshmen said that UCLA
had been their first choice while only

71.9 percent of the other freshmen

had indicated their present institution

as their first choice.

In addition to the self-reported

GPAs of U(^|^'s freshmen, further

results of the survey showed 81 per-

cent of the freshmen said that UCLA
had been their first choice while only

71.9 percent of the other freshmen
had indicated their present institution

as their first choice.

Eighty-three percent of UCLA's
freshmen plan to pursue postgraduate

work, compared to 69 percent of the

other freshmen in the subsample, the

survey showed. Of those 83 percent,

50 percent have picked UCLA as their

school of graduate study. At the other

institutions, only 25 percent of those

who indicated a desire to obtain a

degree higher than a bachelor's intend

to remain at their present university.

Over 47 percent of the UCLA
freshmen selected UCLA because of its

reputation for facilitating entrance in-

to top graduate programs, while 34.9

percent of the other freshmen chose

their institutions for this reason.

The survey also concluded that

UCLA freshmen are better prepared
mathematically for university work

than the other freshmen. Ninety-seven

percent had three or more years of

high school math as compared to the

88.4 percent from the other surveyed

institutions in the same sub-sample.

In computer science and art and
music, however, UCLA freshmen
were less prepared than the other

surveyed freshmen by more than 10

percent.

-

On the average, UCLA freshmen
rated themselves higher than the

others did in terms o^ academic abili-

ty, their drive to achieve, and mathe-
matical and writing ability.

Regarding the students' reasoning
behind the decision to obtain a college

degree, UCLA freshmen rated
employment and financial issues less

important than the other freshmen
did. The survey showed UCLA stu-

dents were more concerned with
educational issues in general than with
what an education could provide for

them monetarily.

career choices between UCLA and the

other institutions' students also dif-

fered. Twenty-two percent of the

other freshmen surveyed plan to enter

into a business occupation following

college while only 15 percent of

UCLA students had this in mind.
Also, 12.7 percent of the other institu-

tions* students indicated an interest in

an engineering career compared to

CLA's 8.9 percent.

But UCLA has more freshmen
planning to enter law or medicine.

Over 8 percent wish to become at-

torneys, while only 6.9 percent of the

other polled freshmen share this goal.

Nineteen percent of UCLA freshmen
desire to become physicians compared
to the 8.6 percent of the other

freshmen.

Finally, 75.9 percent of UCLA
entering freshmen said they would
likely be satisfied with college, 13 per-

cent more than freshmen at the com-
parison universities.
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Caffeine found tp improve lung function in asthmatics

m^M daily bruin monday, march 17, 1986

Beyond the

Researchers added different

amounts of caffeine to the cof-

fee equivalent to that found in

one, two or three cups of

regular coffee. On two of the

study days, no caffeine was
added to the decaffeinated
coffee.

•f

By Nena WongW<
<••.

S.

if

Americans have found
many uses for coffee, in-
cluding a mythical cure for
hangovers and a substance to
help them stay awake. New
studies show yet another
possible piirpose: improving
lung function. . _

A study conducted by
researchers at the UCLA
School of Medicine showed
that adults\ with asthma who
consumed baffeine equal to
the amount\in one to three
cups of coyfee had con-
siderable lung function im-
provement, r

The researchers noted,
however, the study results do
not indicate that caffeine
should be recommended as the
medication of choice for
afc'thma. =

Gong, associate pTofessor of
medicine and the study's prin-
cipal investigator.

"Since caffeine is a relative-
ly weak and short-ac-
tingbronchodilator, a fairly

large dose (about one to three
cups ,of strong coffee every six

hours) would be required for
significant, sustained bron-
chodilation," Gong added.
According to Gong, the

study's main implication is

that asthmatics should avoid
drinking coffee or ingesting
other foods containing caffeine
prior to undergoing lung func-
tion tests, since the caffeine'.s

bronchodilator effect could
cause inaccurate readings of
the patient's lung function.
"Consuming even a single

cup of coffee prior -to a lung
function test could prodnre

In addition, the subjects

were given a tablet each day
during the last cup of coffee.

The tablet was a placebo (con-

taning lactose) on four of the
five days. On one of the two
days when no additional caf-

feine was added to the coffee.

the tablet contained
aminophylline (a theophylline
compound).

This method allowed the

researchers to compare the ef-

fect of caffeine with that of

theophylline. They found that

caffeine was only 40 percent

as effective as theophy^Hne^in-
widening the bronchial tubes.

The study was published in

the March issue of Chest,, the

journal of the American Col-

lege of Chest Physicians.

While many physicians have
assumed that caffeine should

act as a bronchodilator, the
UCLA study is the first to ex-
amine the effect of realistic

doses of caffeine in adult
asthmatics. A recent Canadian
study investigating caffeine's

effect on children with asthma
had results similar to the
UCLA study.
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THIVIAL PUBSUIT
I G0E5S YOU'RE. MERE
TO F/NP OVT HOW THE

FINAL K/EXT WEEK
W\LL Be STRUCTUKeP?

Asthma, which affects ap-
proximately eight million
Americans, results from a nar-
rowing of the lung's bronchial
tubes. Symptoms include
wheezing, coughing, a
tightening of the chest and
shortness of breath.

by Dom Polclno

NO...

^^t you HAVIN&
TROUfLE WrtH
THE RtAV\UG,
THEN?

CAN I Hxve.

6YLLA9U5?

__i

k

:

"BOOT TiMt IOk a

HAIRCUT, Don'r ^OU iHlKJtC?

—^While our study -shiJWed'
that caffeine can act as a
bronchodilator (a substance
that opens the lung's bronchial
tubes), it is^ still only 40 per-
cent as leffestive in treatine
asthma as theophylline, one of
the most common asthma
medications," said Dr. Henry

falsely improved t^t results,'"
Gong noted.

In the UCLA study, various
lung function tests were con-
ducted on nine adult
asthmatics on five different
days. On each of the five
days, the subjects consumed
three cups of brewed decaf-
feinated coffee. Lt^ ZA

»i scon BenN

SHUT UP r Hu

Tt\ii fill SO Good. ^
-"c—--

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

CUT&
BLOWDRY

1007 Broxton Ave.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

IWESTWOOD VILLAGE

(new clients vyith ad only)

Call: 208-1468
Exp 4/28/86

WEST COAST CONFERENCE ON-

KIBBUTZ
Frl.,March 28 - Sat., March 29
Shabbaton for stucients who want to:^

—

-

*explore possibility of

ALIYAH and KIBBUTZ
-^-'

m

erge UNIVERSITY in Israel with

KIBBtJTZ
~~

Location: TZAVTA KIBBUTZ CENTER
649 N.FAIRFAX AVE.

Please RSVP or call for info f , ,

David Drori 213/935-3758 ~

ASJSSfe^ CAMPUS SHOES
SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE SALE IN PROGRESS

Brand Name
Reg. 29.95 - 36.95

NOW $15.00

Shoes
Reg. 36.95 - 49.95

NOW $20.00

A DIM SUM CAFE

109136 Weyburn Ave,
Westwood Village

824-1090

HOURS

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sat.

Sun.

10-9
10-11
12-8

With UCLA ID student/staff 10% OFF Reg. Stock
No additional discount on Sale Merchandise

NEW:
WINE & BEER
CHOICE SELECTION
PLUS-

SAKE
SPECiALSi

/^JJ^CHIhCHINESE

Lunch. Dinner.
Late Night
Take Out and Delivery

824-7869

^^*^t 26-28,^-^ V ^^==r~

^^^^Bova^i^
POLicy

i ^^Tl^''" °' »"• curren,

overstocked bo^i, *P''ng '««

i"
P«« Of tS^?;>''» w/e^,

WESTWOOD VILLAGEH091 BROXJON^L.A.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Us0d Texts / B level Ackerman Union / 82^^7711 / M Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10^5; Sun 12 5 I*

U:
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By Doug Nathan
Staff Writer

The link between Los
Angeles' growing homeless
population and United States
intervention in Central
America will be explored
Tuesday, March 18 at a blue
ribbon hearing sponsored by
the Interfaith Taskforce on
Central America.
The hearing, to be held at

LA. homeless, U.S. intervention in

Central America link focus of hearing

the Southern California
Ecumenical Council, will con-
sist of expert testimonies given
by people involved with social
service programs for the
homeless in Los Angeles, as
well as by people who have
recently retimed from Cen-
tral America.
"We are talking about L.A.

because we live here, but it is

a problem throughout the
United States," said Gloria
Kinsler, a member of the In-
terfaith Taskforce.
A walk through Skid Row

shows • hotels are being oc-
cupied by Central American
families, said Judy Vaughn,
coordinator of the House of
Ruth emergency shelter for
women with children.

Vaughn said she has been

receiving recently a "signifi-

cant number of calls from
people of Guatemala and from
El Salvador.

"Many of the people who
arrive here are fleeing war
tOTn xjountrtes. They arrive
without resources and in need
of housing, food and work,"
Vaughn said. **They are
waiting until it is safe to go
home."
The connection between

displaced Cental Americans
and Los Angeles' homeless is a
new development in a pro-'
blematic <;j[uestion that has oc-
cupied United States foreign
policy since the end of World
War II — how to create an
equal balance of world
political powers.

Or, as redefined by the
Reagan Administration, how
to contain Soviet communist
aggressions.

Some people, however, con-
tend this revision of the
balance of world powers
simplifies and distorts the

situation in Central America.

"It is easy for people to yell

communism without looking

, at what fs happening to peo-

ple's lives," said Nancy Berlin,

who returned from a visit to

""Ntcafagua last week and who
will speak at the hearing.

"Nicaraguans are religious

people. They don't see conflict

between religion and com-
munism."

Soviet style communism re-

jects the notion of the church
in a communist society.

The distinction is important
to the argument that the Unit-

ed States should be more con-
cerned with the living condi-

tions of the people within
Central American countries
rather than with the threat of

Soviet communism, Berlin
said.

"Basic advances mean the
most to these people," Berlin
said. She indicated that since
the communist Sandinista-led

government came to power in

Nicaragua during 1979, il-

literacy dropped from 50-15

percent and yearly polio
epidemics have been
eradicated.

However, Berlin believes

that American foreign policy

in Central America has Im-—
peded further social progress

within Nicaragua as well as

within the U.S.

"We see a lot more Hon-
duran and Guatemalan
refugees than we used to,"

said Berlin, who is the coor-
dinator of the shelter program
at Las Familias Del Pueblo
located in Skid Row. "About
six to eight months ago I

didn't notice a large number
of Hondurans. Lately, I've

seen one family after another
from Honduras."
As Berlin sees it, current

U.S. foreign policy leads to
three problems.

First, by funding the contra
rebels in Nicaragua and a
repressive government in El
Salvador to battle against
communism in the region.

which destroy the economies
of these countries.

Second, these countries
areforced to divert funds awayfrom social programs into

defense budgets, Berlin said
Third, political and

economic refugees from thesewar torn r^^ons migrate to
the U.S. and become an add
ed burden on already unden
iunded social service pro
grams. ^

**The world thinks the
streets are lined with gold
here," said UCLA Hisrory
Prof^or E.B. Burns, who L
not involved with the hearing
"With war and dislocation
there will be refugees who go
to where they think there is

opportunity."
The unemployment rate is

10 to 15 percent as reported
by sonie Central American
governments. However, othM"
believe these figures untrue
and that 20 to 30 percent
more accurately reflects the
unemployment situation in
Central America, Bums said.

Underemployment, referr-
ing to those who work at jobs

Please see HQMELESS,
Page 10

BEFORE THE BALL
THERE WAS

THE OAR
Before the first collegiate basketball bounced, or the first
pigskin was punted, the finest academic institutions in
the world competed in the Sport of Rowing.

On Saturday, April 12, 1986, three of these institutions
will compete in the UCLA Crew Classic.

As the Bruins battle the Oxford Blue and the California
Golden Bears.

University ReligisiisX:onfereHce

presents: ^ .

A videotaped series of Meditations

Led by

Come be a part of rowing history
on the shores of Marina Del Rey

BISHOP
DESMOND TUTU
Wednesdays 12:00-1:00

^ March 5, 12, 19
~ ^~

Ackerman Union Room 3525

^- -•>-

'.4,:'T»Wr>(*(«»(|i,.

Large Pepperoni

FREE 6 Pack
of Coke

w/any Large
Pizza

Offer not valid w/any
other offeer

Exp. 4/27/86

w/extra cheese

2 ice cold Cokes
2 dinner salads

^cH

I^^^KHlHIffl
j\d:qw/ :^MP

n.UVER-COUMSELORS FROM BEVERLY HILLS,
WESTWOOD AND LOS ANGELES AREAS

VEHICLES PROVIDED FOR TRANSPORTING CAMPERS

couNStLOR/nr.ivERS

ARt^ SPECIALISTS

SPORTS CAMP "*"«""°"'
,

\NTERVltWlNG
AT UCLA .

MARCH 19th &20lh

CHASE SPORTS DELI
OtI ( lavlcv Ave.

824-1310
FAST FREE DELIVERY 208-4729

'i\-
.f^"^

v,-^-

YOUR SCHOOL JOB PLACEMENT OFFICE OR

Robert Frank
Meadow Oaks Camp, 23456 Mulholland Highway
Calabasas, CA 91.302 Tel: (818)346-9153
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UCLA Jesi
By Patty Pigati

At 65, Professor Robert I.

Burns, S.J., who teaches me-
dieval history here, is a very
busy man — and he wants to
stay that way.

In addition to teaching,
Burns^ the only Tesuit pripst

JS}(^M\ daily bruin -monday, march 1 7, 1 986

4eaehing permanently 6n One book

campus, has written a variety
of works.

Among these works are ^
published books, eight books
in press, four in advanced
draft, 66 articles and 330
other items, including excerpts
from encyclopedias, reports,

abstracts -4iiKU-bQok^ <?h^pt#f^

Friars of ' the Sack in the
Crown of Aragon," is the only
work ever written about this

old religious order.

Burns also holds eight
honorary doctorates and two
history' doctorates. An
established medieval scholar,
he \^lso runs a research -m-

m

eval Mediterranean Spain,
located in Santa Monica, has
been in operation since 1977
and deals with medieval
Mediterranean history.

But Burns said he does not

intend to stop working with
only these accomplishments
beh ind him: Acccirdiug tu -

progress, *The stitute. The Institute of Medi- Burns, a person must

I, research
stop working if he wants to

keep growing in his profes-

sion. If he does, his peers
might forget about him or on-
ly remember his past work.
" Burns said that you build a

"reputation through what you
publish, but the idea is ta do.

spnitMhiiigiyDrthwhile." .Cnnz
never PUase see JESUIT, Page 12

QK>osinga long disfance
company isa lot litechoosing

oroommote.

It!s bettertoknowwhat they're
^like before^youmove in.==

Living with someone for the first time can be an
"educational" experience. ^

And living with a long distance company isn't any
different. Because some companies may not give you
all the services youVe used to getting from AT&T

For instance, with some companies you have to

spend a certain amount before you qualify for their

special volume discounts. With some others, voice

quality may vary
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any

surprises when you move in. You'll get the same high-

quality trouble-free service you're used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. And
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through
Friday And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and
11pm, Sunday through Friday

With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like im-
mediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And long distance operators to help you anytime there's

a problem on the line.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance com-
pany choose AT&T Because whether you're into Mozart
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree
on. Call 1 800 222-0300 for more information or to

choose AT&T
Reach out and touch someone.'

I ' '

'..-J.
« 4 -

•' «

^
•

AT6.T
The right choice,

J L 4
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California
Graduate Institute
1986 Winter Class Schedule

From opera to soul to rock 'n' roll -

music is still the Love of his life

1
1
00- 2 :00 pm' ?.y\

II 00-2 :00 pm C-IS2
2 00-5:00 pm C-IS2
2 00-5 00 pm B-IO^
2:00-5 00 pm 321
jiOO ii iOO
4-00> ft 00 pm C.I2
> :(»()- 8 00 pm 321
5:00-8:00 pm XII
5:00-8:00 pm 606
6 00-8(»0pm (-121
« 00- 1 1 :()() pm 861

8 00-11 00 pm C.|y|-3

I I 00-2:00 pm C-m
I 100-2 00 pm C-I3I
I

I
00-200 pm B-lOO

I 00-3:00 pm 414
-i:00 - 5:00pm D .

| 04

MONDAY
f-g()\ Dclcnse
Psychological Assessment \

Psychological Assessment II

Ph>siologKhl Psychologv
Advanced Obi Kel Ihcorv

f' ?\. '

5'*^""^ ^"'^^'^'^"'"'^''^^'•^^'^"P^*'^^^^

3 I) ( hllord. MI)
3 Stall

3- Stall

3 TOIeson. PhD
J 1? riiHiifil Ml)

2:00

2:00

2:00

VOO
5:00

5:00

5:00

5 00.

8 00-
800-
8:0(»-

800-

-5:00 pm
-5:00 pm
-5:P0pm
-8:00 pm
•8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8O0pm
10:00 pm
10 00 pm
lOOOpm
lOODpm

B-104
822
C-I8I-3
S-P32
B-i()2

4(f
C-182-3
C-i42

P 2

1-2

[ 2

8:00-1 I OOpm
8:00-1 1 :00 pm

2 OO
•2 00
2(10

: 00
s OO
sOO-
5 00-

VOO-
SJM-
•* 00-

8O0-
8 00-

H (Hl-

-5:00 pm
-^OO pm
5 OOpm

-5:00 pm
-7 OOpm
-8:00 pm
-8 00 pm
-K 0(1 «m
8O0i»m
8O0(?m
I

1 OOpm
J I on pm
I I on pm
I l.0*»|iiii

604
401

( -163

408
( -142

C161
•414

8o;

344

H-IOI

t-l8l
C-151
C-192
C-!'iJ

Bill?

Grou|i Process 4 TechmqucioC)
Wream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders
Psvchosvnthesis
droup Process & Techriigue (OC )

Advanced Mealing TechniguesA
Ps>chos>nthesis

( Imical Praclicuni (OO

I I K S I) A Y
Kthics and La*s
Kthics and Laws (OC)
Statistics (OO-
(iroup Supervision (Practicum)
t-earnmg arnIT7>gniiion
I.earning and (Ogniiion (OC)
Advanced C linical Hypnosis
Proposal Research I. II. II|((K i

Resistance Resolution
Developmental Psychology
Psychopalhology& himilv Dvn
Proposal Research II, III

Psychopathology l(OC)
Psychoanalytic Theorv Pi 2

PsKh«)pathologv 2

C hild Psychoanalysis
( urrent Literature

New Body Psychotherapies
Theories olMfXC

W E I) N K S I) \ V
Human Sexuality

Cross-Cultural Mores* Values
Psychopalholog) I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (0()
(iroup Super\ision iPraclicuni) (OCi
lunctional Human Anatomy
Wnnngsol Melanie Klein I

History and S> stems of Psvchologv
Proposal Research »

Psvthological Assessment I (0( »

( linical.Praciicuni II

C linit44 1'raciHHfm III

Physiological Psychology (()(.)

i>, Pfimac PhD
I F Jacohson. PhD
3 D Chllord. Ml)
3 L Singer, Phi)
3 r Oleson, PhD
I. R. Phillips. PhD
3 TOIeson, PhD

3 R Phillips. PhD

3 M Karlovacl'hD
3 J. (Jillespie. PhD
3 R. Hunicr. PhD

-2 A . A l v a re z. PhD

I

By Libby Moses

At first glance, Roger Love's

license plate, LOVSONG,
shows even an unknowing
bystapdfir his Jif^time* in

3

\

3

•3

3

3

3

3

3

s

»

P.ii h iiti nrn .i f rii ii r iau'r > >n iii^ rtii u ii?

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

M Karlovac PhD
J (iillespie. PhD
r Moss. PhD
R Hunier. PhD
A Alvarez, PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
M Cierson. PhD
1 Weishender, PhD

,1 Mcduire. PhD
'j \an Murcii, PhD
R (aper. Ml)
> Hansen, PhD
K Mewinder.
Ml). PhD
S /Usman, Ptil)

M (lersxn, PhD

\ Brovai. Ml)
L Peteis. Pill)

\ Pa nana 11. IMiD
Si all

D Primac, PhD
A Brovar. Ml)
A Panajian, PhD
1 Peters I'hl)

R Hunier. PhD'
WR Johnson PhD
A Panaiian. PhD
R (iruencr. Ml)
W R Johnson IMil)

u omsv rnu

"^TTrr-TTOTTn
" 30- 1 I 30 ani

(141-3

10 30-12 30 pn/ 414
1 I 00-2 (1(1 pm 40*
2O0-5 00pm ^13

2 OO- 5.OOpm B 10!

2 00-5 00 pm BlOO
vOO-8()Opm • B los
>O0-8 00 pm 317
^ 00-800 pm C-l**!

Stm-H-Wtpm C-T6I

J_Jj I H S 0-A >

5 00-8:00 pm 408
^:00-ll:00prii 841

800-10:00 pm -. P-|

8 00- 10 OOpm f-6
8:00- 10 OOpm C-2
8:00-J0:00pm C-S.
8:00-1 1 OOpm 3)4

1 1 00-2:00 pm 403
5:00-8:00 pm CI 71

5 00-8 OOpm E-II2

10:00- 1 ;00 pm- - 508 -

I 00-3:00 pm C-121

j^j^Zji—£it£Ss^
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Clinical Practicum I. II lll(OC)
(iroup Supervision
(iroup Supervision
Applied lechnigueyilMLCC
Psychiilogy & ( ontemporary Soercry
llistorv and S>>iems (OC (

Statistics

Research Methods
Introduction to Ego Psychology
( li.nical Prawlicum I

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Cross Cultural Mores & Values fOC)
Psychopharmaeology (OCT"

'4^ychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Theory Pt 6
Clinical Case Conference
Clinical Case Conlerence
Narcissislic Disorders

FRIDAY
Applied Techniques ofMFCC (OC)
Social Bases of Behavior
Comprehensiv« Review

S A T I R D A Y
-4>«agnm!s & Direction (OCJ 1:^^

Group Process & Technique (OC)

Professional Seminars

3 R Phillips. PhD
2 R.H Johnson, PhD
2 J Packer, PhD
3 A Ahaie/, PhD
3 J (iihhorvs, Phl>
3 L Peters. PhD
3 R Hunier. PhD
3 R Hunier. PhDr^

3 SialT '

3 L. Weishender. PhD
3 (i Bloch.MDand

R Beniie/. DSW
3 L Peters. PM)
3 D DeFrancTsco. -

MD. PhD
2 SlalT

2 J" (Jo(Kh. MD. PhD
2 R Grucner. MD
2 D Marcus. MD

.3. J Van Buren. PhD

3 S Hendlin. PhD
3 8 Weiss. PhD

Stair

^f^Wemf?nt—rn—his—

m

usical

career.

Vocal coach, singer,
songwriter and producer,
Love knew he wanted to make
singing his life as soon as he
learned to speak.

Now partnered in business

wkji his mentor, legendary
vocal coacR Seth Riggs, the

27-year-old UCLA alumnus
has worked with mtRicians
such as Earth, Wind & Fire,

The Fifth Dimension, Billy

Idol, Al Jarreau, Missing Per-

sons, Vince Neal of Motley
Crue, Juliet Prowse and Toto
and motion picture and televi-

sion personalities such as
Michael Damien, Tony Fran-
ciosa, Maria Gibbs, Bruce
Jenner, Sally Kellerman, Deb-
bie Maffet, Rachel Ward and
Lisa Whelchel of "f'acts of
Life."

At 13, Love .started working
with Riggs, who encouraged
him to utilize his voice for

opera. Soon Love was perfor-

-«- '*

^J^.

3 E. Jacobson. PhD
3 E. Jacobson. PhD

Most seminars qualify for continuing education for Nurses and Social Workers They a"re also anproveH

[o alt'eSr'
^" """' "'" '^"'""^ ""'''^^ ^^ regulations. All professionals are wekome

wJ'.'jrT!? I'V^'
^'"""can Psychological Association to ofTer Continuing Education Seminars-Somc.^licheduled each trirrtcster Please call Uie CQI oflitc fnr^....u
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From I nderstandini; Kreud to

I nderstanding Psychoanalysis

Social Bases of Behavior (OC)

I StafT

3 B Weiss. PhD

iiiing with local opera com-
panies and performing fn
Italian works. ^

Riggs had so much con-
fidence .Jn Love that at 16,
Love stiarted teaching at Riggs'
studio. "Seth gave me a big
push and I accepted," Love
said, adding that he knew
teaching was a great opportu-
nitj;' in order to better his sing-
ing and writing career.

'*I take (my students)
through something simple
first, from highs to lows, ex-
posing every sound they can
make. I tell them what is

Whether singing, song writing or coaching students .

HYUNGWON KANG^Daily Bruin

possible and try tio make decided that "opera was stun-
^*^^"g^- ting" his talents.

Love entered UCLA on a
vocal scholarship and soon

6:00-10:00 pm Fri 1/24
9:00-5:00 pm Sal 1/25

-»:60-5:Ofti

9,00-
1 OOpm Sun 2/2

"^:00-5:00pm Sal 2/8
'

9:00- 1:00 phi Sun 2/9

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 2/15
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bOO-loToOpm Fri2/28
9:00-5:00 pm Sun 3/2

An Therapy: Theory and Pnclice

The PsycholoKical Implicalioiis of
Working with ( ancer Palienis

I D Sharon, PhD

Ir T Moss. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 OOpm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 OOpm

9:00-5.00 pm
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Sun 3/2

Sat 3/ 1 5.

Sun 3/16

Sat 3/22
Sun 3/23

Sal 4/5

Sun 4/6

Sat 4/12
Sun 4/13

Desire A Passion in the TVeatment of
Severely Disturhed Palienis

The Therapeutic Process «iih BordcriiM!'
and Narcissislic Disorders •'

^

Trealmenl of Domestic Violence

Psychosynlhesis (OC)

From Object Relations lo Self
Psychology (0( )

Screening for Psychoneurological
Impairment (OC)

Analytical Applications of Cliniral
Hypnosis (OC)

Career Crises among Youths. Middle Aged
and Returning Women

I A Panajian. PhD

I R Alexander.

, MD. PhD&
^ J. Van Buren. PhD

I M, Gerson. PhD

1 T Oleson. PhD

I RF Johnson. PhD

I L PortnolT. PhD

I

S Ferrera. PhD

R Goltra, PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC)
GjT)up Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location
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California Graduate Institute

L

School of Professional Psvcholoifs
Celebrating 18 years of continuous education as the first independent
graduate school of psychology m the nation.

1100 Glendon Avenue, lllh Floor
West Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 208^240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles
(714) 637-5404 Oranee County

"I decided I liked pop and
thought I could be more
creative pursuing other
things," he said. Groups such-
as Queen encouraged him
because they showed him that
classical voices could also per-
form rock well.

At 18, he was voted the
^Shi^nber One V^oice In-

RoOAr I nwo \fr\txxm., «« -. .
HYUNGWON KANG/DailY Bruin

. . .
noger Love knew as soon as he earned to soeak thatmusic was going to be his life.

^^

California" by the California
Music Educators Association.

In addition to his awards
and vocal coaching career,
Love founded the rock group
Zuma2 with Oingo Boingo
keyboardist Rich Gibbs. He
-also co-produced Lisa^
Whelchel's "All Because of
You" album, which was a
Grammy Award Nominee in

1985 for "Best Inspirational
Album of the Year."

Love said that he isn't in-

terested in forming bands
anymore, yet sometimes posi-
tions do Come up. "Toto need-
ed a lead singer and I was up
for that. If I can step into a
position, I'd be a fool not to."

Love's future plans center
on a solo singing and recor-
ding career. "I plan to learn
enough about the business to
enter (it) doing songs that can
easily last for 20 years. By the
time I break in, I want to stay
longer on the charts. I won't
enter as an average performer.
I just have to find the right
record company that likes my
stuff."

In the meantime, Love said
he's just trying to find out
how Bruce Springsteen can
scream for four hours straight
and still have enough voice to
say "Good morning" to his
wife the next day. f
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OAKLEY'S
BLACK HAIR
Perm Special

Perm, Cut, Style $45

Perm & Style $35
Cut Special .

Cut, Style. Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary

-^061 Gayley 208-9681

daunted by rain, 20,000 turn out
pro^hoice marcli in Ranclio Pari

Work to qualify a safe drinking water initiative for

the 1 986 ballot and effect political change.

Organizers, Couriers, Activists
Part-time/Full-time positions

Working hours 5-9pm

$5.200 -$l3.000/yr.

CALL: (2 1 3) 826-88 1

2

12217 Sahta Monica Blvd. W. Los Angeles. CA 90025

By Jeff Wilson. Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES — Celebrities Morgan
Fairchild, Ed Asner, Cybill Shepherd and Jane
Fonda led up to 20,000 umbrella-toting
feminists through torrential rain Sunday on a

mite^oiTg^march to support abortion Hghts.

A groiip of about 50 abortion foes gathered
on a street -corner with bullhorns, shouting
"Repent, you murderers, fornicators and adul-
terers! Repent, repent, repent!".
The marchers drowned them out by singina

Helen Reddy's 1972 hit, "I Am Woman."

"Today it (abortion) is legal, and we are

here to seelthat it stays that way," Fonda said

at a post-march rally at Cheviot Hills Parle,

where mud was ankle-deep.

"We were going to go rain or shine. These
people are not fair-weather supporters," said -

Eleanor Smeal, president of the National

Organization for Women. "We can see the

groundswell. We are tired of our side being
pushed around. These people want to stand up
ajid be counted. We know we are the majori-

ty." ^
About 4,000 people started the march, but

the ranks ranged up to 20,000 by the time the
rally started at the park in the city's Rancho
Park district, said police Sgt. Randy Lloyd.
NOW had hoped for 25,000 marchers.

Despite the heavy downpour, thunder,
lightning and a tornado warning from the Na-
tional Weather Service, the marchers were <

undaunted, singing and carrying banners with
slogans such as "Don't Tread on My Right To
Choose" and "Keep Your Hands Off My
Body."

Another group^joL-abortion foes, the Coah^
tion of Pro-Life Women, held a news con-
ference at the Century Plaza Hotel as the^
marchers passed by, and spokeswoman Susan
Carpenter McMillan said the pro-abortion
march "is based on deception and out-and-out
lies."

Asner said he was "tremendouly impressed"
b> the turnout, because getting even a few
hundred people out iri Los Angeles "is a minor •

miracle."

A week ago, a similar march in Washington
drew a crowd estimated at 125,000 by NOW
and 85,000 by police.

Other celebrities and politicians leading the
Los Angeles march included Fairchild and
Robert Foxworth, of CBS* "Falcon Crest;

"

Shepherd, of ABC's "Moonlighting," and
William Schallert, of the old "The Patty Duke
Show."

Fairchild said abortion "happened to be an
issue I feel very strongly about. I feel it is im-
portant for celebrities to get together and sup-
port this. The Moral Majority is a powerful
lobby."

d from chair post

-Juniors, Senioi^
Graduate Students
Establish a ){ood credit rating now. Apply for a
Sears Credit c:ard while you're still in school.

lluTc arc a numbcrt)f brnctiis \<)u I! receive b\
TippK ing for a St*ar> ( rcdit ( ard as a student As voO"

Continued from Page 1

tinues to do so," said undergraduate board
member Peterson Sheppard. "Ed has all the
qualifications of a Board member, but not
oia chair."

Singer refqsed to comment on the mat-
ter,"pending possible litigation."

Removed improperly
One board member questioned the con-

stitutionalitv nf thp Board's actions in

max know, credit grantors ma\ assess vour qualitlca
lions differenth alier \()u graduate

• ^bu will ha\e been in your new job onlv a

shon lime.

^'ou nvA\ haw liwd in ^^ou r new residence onl
a short time

• >(>u nia> he earning an entr\ le\cl income

All of the aboxc are good reasons to appK for xour
.Scars ( redit ( ard now - while \ou re still in school

.A SearN ( redii Card can identify you as a
responsible adult to other credit (grantors

JlAou are^xcs|^onsihle pers4)n. with the al>»lit\ lo pav
biils-Siars heliexewtni desenc credit Antl a Sears
( retlii ( ard could he \oiir first step in estahlishmg
the c redit \ou II luctl in ilu Uiture

Here are a few of the many benefits you'll
receive w ith a Sears Credit Card:

• nKTc s n» ) .innuai fee < )r hidtlcn credit charges w iili

.1 Si-.irs ( rcilii ( .ird aiul c\cnihing \ou purchase |^

h.ic ketl In s<. .irs (arnoiis |Tr4»niis<. , SaiisUclJun
( lU.iranU'ci! or V uir M< )ne\ hack

'

• NX hercNcr \oii li\e. traxel. (/r nioxc. \our Scars
(redit (ard isgood at more than -^OOO Sears Retail
and ( atalog stores coast to coast

• \\ ith a Sears (redil (ard. \ou t.in stretch \ our
paxnicntsoNcr a period of months, it \oii wish

A Sears ( redit ( iard c an he us<.-d (( > pure hase items
Noii II need ;ihcr graduation, such as a new husmcss
wardrobe tor inicniewing or furnishings for \our
new home

.Apply for a Sears Credit Card rij^ht on campus

DATE: EVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY
TIME: 9:00am - 4:00pm
PLACE: Westwood Student Federal Credit union

825-1211

removing Singer, stating that Singer was
given inadequate time to defend himself
and was removed improperly.
"The motion to remove Singer was made

out-of-the-blue, without any prior notice or
public announcement," said graduate stu-
dent member Bruce Shih. "Any action of
such importance should have been on the
agenda, and Singer should have been given
the opportunity to prepare his defense."
The Communications Board Constitution

and By-Laws provide two vague provisions
for a rhairnersnn's rpmnyal- -Th^

24 hours before the time for holding a
regular or special meeting. If notice is not
given, any disciplinary or other action
taken against any employee at any such
closed session shall be null and void."

In addition to the clo.sed session provi-
sion, the act also states that the notice of
the meeting "shall include a specific agenda
for the meeting, which shall include the
items of business to be transacted or
di<>rii«^*;f>H and nn if^m chall

agenda subsequent to the provision of the
notice:'*

chairperson may be removed from office for
deliberate violation of this Constitution or
the By-Laws of the Board." It also requires
that the officer subject to removal is pro-
vided an opportunity to speak.
However, in November of 1984 the

Comm Board resolved to comply with the
California Bagley-Keene Act.—The Act" states: "As a condition

Leadership in question
Graduate student member Robert

Montemayor said the constitutional ques-
tions were not the important issue.

"I think the more important issue is that
there were seven people who questioned his

leadership," Montemayor said. "Seven votes
is a clear indication that his leadership is

not as it should be."
Sheppard agreed. "I think it was a

general feeling that he was incapable of
representing the feelings of the entire board
— there's some question as to his maturity
and demeanor."
There was no need to bring up anv

specific charges, Sheppard said, "Generally
we were dissatisfied."

To"
holding a closed session on the complaints
or charges to consider disciplinary action or
to consider dismissal, such emplovee shall
be given written notice of his or her right to
have a public hearing rather than a closed
session which notice shall be delivered to
the employee personally or bv mail at least

Sheppard said a chairperson can be
removed for many reasons from "the way
he dresses to the way he deals with the
media," essentially at the board's behest.

Singer should take his complaint before
the Judicial Review Board, Sheppard said,
adding, "I don't think he has a leg to stand
on."

HOMELESS: Unk to U.S., Central America policy

JX

l...

Continued from Page 6

below their skill level, con-
stitutes another 20 to 30 per-
cent of the Central American
work force. For example, a
person who could be trained
to work in a technical or
mechanical capacity sells
oranges on a street corner.

"There always will be
migration," Burns said, ad-
ding, however, that to keep it

in check, foreign governments
must be stable and have
flourishing economies.

Another view which will be
presented at the hearing dis-
counts the Reagan Administra-
tion's stated premise for U.S.

intervention in Central
America.
"The problem is not com-

munism," said Maureen
Carney, a speaker at the hear-
ing. ''It is greed and in-
strumental violence that the
rich and powerful have vested
interests in perpetuating."

She is the sister of Father
Guadalupe Carney, a Jesuit
Priest who ministered his faith
»" Honduras for several years
d^pite repeated attempts
agaist his life.

As a result of his death in
1983, she decided to find out
the cause of his death, she
said.

In searching for this

answer, she discovered what
she called "a new truth" about

Honduras.
**Honduras is basically a

colony of the U.S. turned into

a U.S. airforce base with 10

airfields and an 11th under

construction," Carney said.

"If we (the U.S.) weren't

sending huge amounts of

money for war, arms and
military aid in Central
America, that money could be

better used to help the needy
and homeless here in this

country," said Gloria Kinsler,

a speaker scheduled for the

hearing who lived in

Guatemala for eight years as a

Presbyterian missionary.
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Schc^l^'f

'i^«**^^.E^"<^«*'«n Research institute and the Graduatebchool of Education present Mr. Patrick M. Callan directorLa .fornia Postsecondary Education Commission to speak on "The

::fe!^'^ j!:'f^^^ ^'"" '
A^^^^s ing the Preoent, AnticipaUug theFuture . 3 = 30.5 p.m. /UCLA Facultv Center.

' t^«.w..^.^iwc.

Undergraduate Student Accounting Society is holding a general
meeting. II a.m.,.\ckerman 3517. •

S*= "^^«'

Korean American Christian Fellowship is holding a bible study.
2-4 p.m.. Ackerman 3520.

^

Women's Resource Center and the Student Psychological Services
eo-sponsor a returning students support network for maturtv stu-
dents, or- students who are returninK to school. 1-2 p.m 4223Math Sciences. Free. ,

A \?^^
Extension sponsors a lecture/field trip, "Halley's Comet:A Weekend Observing Trip" with Jon Hodge, instructor,

planetanum director, Santa Monica College. Lecture: 7-9 pm
Wednesday, field trip: Saturday and Sunday April 5-6. 100
M(K)re Hall. Adults: $55, child (6-17 yrs.): $40.
UCLA AlHed Health Programs sponsors lunchlime lectures,

Eatmg Disorders Overview" by Joel Yager. M.D., professor in res-
idence/director of psychiatry and behavioral sciences, NPI UCLA
Medical Center. Rm. 13-105 CHS, noon.
Rainbow Coalition sponsors a yideo-cassette showing on South

Africa with Ted Koppel. Koppel, from ABC News Nightline, did a
week of interviews in South Africa from March 17-22 1985 4 30
p.m., 9383 Bunche Hall. $2. 825-9604 or 825-1375.

THURSDAY
Monday Morning DaDa Club meeting and concert. SR Perfor-

mance. Savage Republic U.S. Tour kickoff. Ten Foot Faces, and
more. 9 p.m., Saffari Sams, Orange County. See Reader or LA
Weekly for details or call 824-2248.
CAUSA presents a lecture and videoUpe on the "Internal Aspects

of Nyonhwa-Do.' Dhana Fulkerson a vd^^tant instructor of

System TM

My newest coloring system defies opposition and contrasts regimented prior meth^s whereby
any given area of hair is colored or lightened and processed by cap or foil weaved, without
predetermination in approach to keeping your hair protected before & during the entire process,
using less chemical while accelerating action By making precise simultaneous evaluation, and
changes in formula and timing, hair will approach a more healthy-natural color desired

Look for H/Tv Coming soon to S. Sassoon
—-nappy nair hoijt • Cuts from $12

—

Sassoon S. Sassoon
208-7277
208-4247

_^ur 17th Year at 925 Broxton all riohts reserved

These encircled # s indicate dollar value ot credit towards purchase ul any Nexxus,
Sebastian. K.MS. hair product with verification of hair care services performed

Offer good till

4/7/85^*

/

W.irihwa-Do, will speak. 1-3 p.ni. ~Ackerman 3530.
'

UCLA Visitors Center sponsor a DiscoyerV Tour, "The Oral His-
tory Program ' with AKa Steyenson, program administrator. Meet
1:30 p.m., in the lobby of Schoenberg Hall, Free. 206-8147.

International Students Association sponsors an International Cof-
feebreak, 5 p.m Kerckhoff Coffeehouse, Mondays and Thursdays
-825^1681

Oyereaters Anonymous brown bag meeting. .NPI C-a-538 from
"12-1 p.m. Free.

Bible Studies in the New and Old TesUments. Noon, Ackerman
3517. 447-6106.

The Baha'i Campus Club sponsors a meeting to "Investijiatc the
Powibilitjfs uf- Wenrtd" Peace." Eyeryone who h^s any ideas about
the possibility/impossibility of world peace is encouraged to attend.
~6 p.m., Ackerman 2410.

UCLA Extension sponsors a lecture series on "The Missippi and
Missouri: Mark Twain, the Westward Moyement, and the
American Exj)erience" part of "Great Riyers of the World" series.

Richard E. Oglesby, history professor, dean, instructional
deyelopment, UC Santa Barbara. 7-10 p.m., 2160E Dickson Art
Center. $12.

UCLA Extension lecture series, "Democracy Before and After the
Constitution: Retrospective" with Joyce Appleby, history pro-
fessor, UCLA; Mark Kann, political science professor, USC. Last in

the series of "The Great Constitutional Debates: Making of the
Constitution. Part Two" T.in p rr, H'^ P"f^d Hnll ffr

UCLA China Exchange Program and The Chinese American
Council Hi.storical and Cultural Foundation sponsors a lecture
series on 'Nanyue and Wuyue Cultures: Ancient Cultures on
Coa.stal China, State of Archaeology in China." 7 p.m., 121 Dodd
Hall.

'

FRIDAY
Campus Events presents the film After Hours. 8 p.m. and 10

p.m. in Ackerman Grand Ballroom. Free. 825-1957.
Grace Community Church is holding a meeting of Grace College

^Life, studying God's world. 7:30 p.m. in 3530 Ackerman. 207-
0455.

Monday Morning DaDa Club Heavy F.F. MeUl Day! Come on
down and jam to Zep, VH, and more! Noon, Bruin Walk. For
more information, Yomin Del Rey, 1341 Ocean Ave., Santa
Monica, CA 90401.

UCLA Imiloq Hawaii Club general meeting. If you*re from the

islands, or ju.st interested, please join them. Ackerman 3564, 5-7

p.m. 837-5779 or 824-0073.

International Students Association is holding ISA volleyball prac-

tice from 9-11 a.m. in the Meri's Gym, room 200. 825-1681.

SATURDAY
UCLA College of Fine Arts present a program of Japanese court

and chamber mu.sic, 1:30 p.m. in the Japanese Gardens of the

Huntinj.:ton Library, Art Collections and Botanical Gardens (1151

Oxford Road in San Marino). Featuring some of Japan's oldest sur-

viving ti'usic called gagaku or "elegant music." Free. 206-6465 or

(818) 405-2125.

UCLA Extension Saturday program, "Understanding Hume
Video: The New Power Center of the Entertainment Indu.stry"

with Nancy Steingard. instructor, vice president, programming
family home entertainment. 9 a.m. -5 p.m., 329 Haimts Hall. $75.

UCLA Extension weekend program, "Couples Communication

Workshop" with Walter Brackelmanns, in.stTuctor, associate.^ clinical

professor of psychiatry, UCLA. 9 a.m. -4 p.m., today and Sunday.

2232A, B&c Graduate School of Management, UCLA. $65.

SUNDAY

UCLA Extension's Art Department is sponsorinp an open house

for the Graphic Design/ Visual Clommunicat ions'C'onipiitcr

(Graphics Professional D<\signati()n Programs. Instructors and staff

nienibers uill Ik* on hand to (iiscu.ss rwrrieiilnrns and potential

career opportunities in this growing field. 10:30 a.m.- 12: 15 p.m.,

216()irnick.s()M Art Ceiiter. 206-8503.
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NEWTONIAN CARNIVAL
AND

JKITE FLYING CONTESt
TREASURE HUNT BEGINS
TECHNICAL BOOK SALE

BRIDGE BUILDING CONTEST
FIRST SPEAKER IN SDI SERIES

Dr. J. Boudreau
CHA IRMAN, STRATEG IC DEFENSE IN-

ITIATIVE STEERING COMMITTEE
"NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS FOR SDI"

RUBBER BAND-POWERED CARl^ACES
SECOND SPEAKER IN SDI SERIES

Dr. DENNIS GILL
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

"LASER SYSTEMS FOR SDI"

EGG DROP CONTEST

m

' 1

PAPER/NON-i>APER AIRPLANE CONTEST
LATER IN APRIL: TALENT SHOW

MICROCOMPUTER FAIRE

INFORMATION REGARDING
CONTEST RULES AND ENTRANT
REGISTRATION IS AVAILABLE IN

4801 BOELTER HALL (ESUC LOUNGE)
FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS fOMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
BOARD AND THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ^
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INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

> ^
d^ 1 y| ^"^' conditioner J

y AAy'^^S- Men $18

With ad only

cut, conditioner & blowdry

Men $18
Women $22

PRPIESSIONAL
SERVICES

PI^OFESSIONAL

JESUIT: Teaching at UCLA

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzler

824-0710 Westwood-ViHage—
Open 7 days

.'^

ALTCRATIOMS
Fasliion changes cunsiantly 1( your

wanirohc nt> longer looks shafp, let nic

give your fa-shions a hiand new Kxik

MLN»\x()MHN»(;niri)Ri;N»BKii)i;s

* 859-1766
Christine's Altcration.s Unliiniteil

8953 Sunset HIvd.
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tribiiting new facts and ideas

to society should be a resear-

cher's goal rather than gaining

respect.

A large army of people,

rather than a few famous
nnes, "hiiilH . the world .in

TELL 'EM
IT'S PRACTICAL

J Let them thmk-you bought
the new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting
No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All
at an affordable pnce. They
don't have to know it was
really the incredible styling
that grabbed you.

The Elite 80 Practicality

never looked so good

HONDA

MOTbRSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT ID. CARD
• JUST MINUTES AWAY
• CORNER OF VAN NUYS AND VENTURA BLVD.

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VPNTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

which—people" live "though
most do not realize this,"

Burns said. Researchers, pro-

fessors and others di.scover and
present the facts and ideas

which society bases its

lifestyles and beliefs on, he
added.

Burns travels to Europe
each year to perform historical

research in the many archives

there.

According to Burns, most
medieval historians know six

languages, including Spanish,
Italian, German, Latin, Greek
and French in order to ade-

(|uately understand the mate-
rials they research. Burns has
a working knowledge of seven
languages, including Catalan,
which is spoken on the
Mediterranean side of Spain.

^ As a Catholic priest. Burns
also says mass and hears con-
fessions.

Students do not treat him
any differently than other pro-
cessors despite his "JesUitness,"
Burns said, attributing stu-

.-. ^ _ JOtL CONARD/Da.ly"

Robert Bums
dents' treatment of him to his
view that "a person as a per-
son comes through."

Burns also discussed the
reasons for his being the only
Jesuit priest teaching at
UCLA. Iri Europe, "education
is more a function of the
state," Burns said. Most
universities there are rifc bv
the state and, ther^ore,
priests must teach in these
schools. ^

In the United States,
because priests teach mostly at
Catholic schools, they cannot
teach in the state system. But,
because the Jesuit order is a
sghoJarly one, his teaching at
-^J^ ^Vpe of OoUogff 15 qu ittf

usual. Burns also pointed out
that a few other priests dc
teach in the University' of
California system.

" tT^^K'

MOPEDS: Students unaware
Continued from Page 1

In addition, students should wear protective •

clothing such as pants which will minimise against serious
skin abrasions. Shlian also advised students to "wear good
ihoes and not ride with sandals or bare feet." ^

" *

Because mopeds are efficient, many athletes use the
vehicles to get around campus, especially to and from
practice.

UCLA water polo coach Bob Horn agreed that moped;;
are a convenient mode of transportation, but he expressed
negative sentiments about their safety.

"Just about everybody on the team has had a moped or
motorcycle-related accident," Horn said. "I would veiE_
ture that more man-hours, practice time and garhes have
been lost due to these accidents."
He added he is not sure whether the "positive side

outweighs the negative side" of operating a motorized
bicycle because of the many serious injuries that can oc-
cur.

"We are thinking of doing a real survey and documen-
ting how many accidents actually occur on campus,"

wh!^K '^'n' ^^ "^^"^
J°

^^^^ ^" educational prograriLwhich will educate students on the dangers of moped

It takes total confidence.
And at Supercuts, we get that

confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly.

That way. no matter how
you like your hair cut, you're
going to get the cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or
your money back. -

'. How do you guarantee a
haircut? It's easy.

You make every cut a
Supercut.

And a Supercut is always $8/

SKI UTAH!!
POWDER COUNTRY

3 night package-from M99.^^ per person

4 night package-from ^229.^°
inci Roundrnp ,,r. hotel, tnx, irnnsfcrs. muUi-rcsori l,fr tickets
AIR ONLY-$65.00 each way LAX-SALT LAKE

Wed & Thur Departures-Sunday return
WESTWAYS TRAVEL (213)473^591

^ We're changing the wayAmerica cuts its hair
Westwood 1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD 470-1 55R

M-F9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5 " *^00

Poppa Pete'v

'Shampoc and bioi^ dry avdiiaMe at adoiito'iai i.osi
^c 1963 EMRA CORPORATION

10759 PICO BOULEVARD ^^ostaurant

LOS ANGELES "Since 1973" ^across from the WESTSIOE PAVILLION (

(213)475-6158 <^<^ ^
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ALL NEW DINNER MENU^^
Featuring Complete Dinners

FRESH FISH • VEAL • CHICKEN From $4.25
MON-SAT 6am 9pm . SUNDAY 8 am 6pm
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER
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St- Patrick's Day brings reminders of Irish immigrants
By Hugh A. Mulli

AP Special Correspondent

NEW YORK - (f)n St.
Patrick's Day,, as th^ 100th
anniversary of the Statue of

~Xil)erty nears, let us be mind-
ful that New York's longest
and greatest Irish parade came
right up the bay. ^
More than 4 million strong

they came — 4,212,216 to cite
the official count — on a pro-
ud, sad march ^way from
famine and religibus oppres-
sion. Rank after rank of them
paraded onto the shores of the
"best poor man's country on
earth" and up the streets of
that dream city "where every
day is like Christmas for the
meat."
What a melancholy experi-

ence that was 100 or more
years ago: the leaving of
Liverpool. Some days, 30
ships left the Albert docks on
the same tide, bound for
America with a thousand or
more Irish carried as ballast in

steerage. In 1851, the high
tide of the famine exodus,
1,712 emigrant ships came up
the Narrows into New York ^

The "Forty Thieves," as the
dockside porters were known,
extended Liverpool's infamous
welcome by wresting se^
chests and suitcases from the
naive emigrants, charging ex-
orbitant fees and delivering
them to vermin-ridden boar-
ding houses where they were
overcharged, fed rancid food
and often robbed of their
money and belongings.

Money changers grossly
cheated them. Shipping agents
along the Waterloo road
worked all kinds of swindles,
selling passages to Quebec in-

stead of New York, telling

them "ST" on a ticket stood
for stateroom rather than
steerage, leading them to pro-
visioners who conned them in-

to buying elaborate cooking
gear and a chamber pot for

the voyage.

For the most part, the ships
were old, under-crewed, ill-

provisioned, badly overcrowd-
ed and barely seaworthy.
They called them 'coffin
ships," because four
passengers, men and women
together, slept in a -space six.

by six feet.

The ^average crossing was
five weeks, but it could take
as long as 160 days until the

advent of stparn <^^lt the time
to two weeks. The 3,043-mHe
voyage to New York often
began with Irish fiddlers coax-
ing the shy lads and colleens
to wipe away their tears at the
last sight of old Erin and. join
in the reels, jigs and horn-
pipes. The merry music soon
gave way to the moans of the
seasick as the ship rolled and
pitched with the ocean swells.

Gingerbread, oranges, raw
onions, toasted bacon fat,

essence of peppermint on a
lump of sugar, "a sachet pf
opium on the stomach" were
all recommended for a queasy
stomach, but nothing seemed
to work. 'In heavy weather,
the hatches were closed and
the air became stifling.

Corrupt masters sold spoiled
food in short weight at extor-

tion prices. Often the supply
of fresh water ran out halfway
across. Fresh air was at a
premium. The biggest ships

carried 1,000 steerage

passengers, but promenading
on the open decks was reserv-
ed for the few in cabin class.

• Outbreaks of cholera and
typhoid were common i Some
ships never arrived at all. The:
City of Glasgow, with 480 on
board, was lost at sea. The
Ocean Monarch burned and
sank in the Mersey river,
within sight of Liverpool,
with a loss of 186 lives. The
Citv of Philadelphia was lost

off Newfoundland,
There was no Statue of

Liberty""holding her lamp
beside the Golden Door for
the wretched refuse of
Ireland's depleted shore.
Bedloe's' Island, as it was then
known, was a dumping
ground amid the ruins of an
abandoned hospital, a pest,

house and a military prison
with a still-standing gallows.
Rising from the weeds was the
star-shaped ramparts of fort
Wood, a leftover from the
War of 1812 that would serve
as the base for Lady Liberty's
pedestal.

Right off, the emigrant was
in for three disappointments.

First, he found the streets-

weren't paved with gold.

Next, that they weren't paved
at all. And thirdly, he would
be expected to pave them. "— Mwmmnmmf^^^ >« ||

New York, according to an
1855 census, counted 1,112
lawyers, 2,563 laundresses,
1,268 teachers, 079 brewers,
distillers and wine merchants,
565 bar owners and 19,748
laborers.

The statistics failed to men-
tion "shoulder hitters" or bag-
gage forwarders, as they call-

ed themselves when accused in
court of doing grievous bodily
harm. These dockside
racketeers were far more
brutal and rapacious than the
thugs working the quays of
Liverpool. Led by
Erizefighters and tavern
rawlers like Big Tom Burns,

Awful Gardner and "General"
Billy Wilson, gangs of runners
met the ships, or boarded
them in quarantine, with the
intent of reducing the hapless
passengers to utter destitution

by a series of scams.

-V

I

I

harbor.

Liverpool, which already
had grown rich on the slave
trade, was filling the holds of
ships that arrived from
America with cotton, tobacco
and timber with Irish ballast,

at $2.50 a head ($17.50 on
steamships), for the west-
bound voyage.

As early as 1816, Secretary
of State James Monroe told

President James Madison "the
principal, freight from Ireland
to the United States consists of

passengers."

But the real parade began
to form on that September
morning in 1845 when Irish

Farmers sniffed "a dampish,
putrid" odor coming from
their fields. By nightfall, the
potato stalks were "black as

your shoe and burned to the
clay." "*-

In fiv^e years, _^what Ben-
jamin Disraeli called "the
single root that changed the

history of the world," depriv-

ed Ireland of one quarter of

her population: a million
dead, a million and a half

gone to America.—^he hunger is upon us," a-

* zrx

I

* L**.*
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common refrain, was spelled

out in the verdicts at coroner
inquests: "died of famine,"
"hunger and cold," "starva-

tion." A newspaper in

Limerick, where 2,513 famine
victims crowded the
workhouse, urged the coroner

to give up holding more in-

quests. "It is mere nonsense.

The number of deaths is

beyond counting."

in 1847, when typhoid
followed in the wake of the

potato blight, 1,879 IrijOi-jr

emigrants died on voyages to

New York, and 534 babies

were born.

The emigrant got a sample
of the horrors that lay ahead
when he crossed the Irish sea

on the open deck of a crowded
steam6r, exposed to the ele-

ments for 22 to 36 hours, lash-

ed by the sea spray, packed in

with cattle and swine bound
for the English market.

The Dublin & Liverpool

Company's steam packet
Princess carried 200 of its 350

passengers in the wooden stalls

erected on deck for Queen
Victoria's horses Avhen she

v^ited Ireland in 1849.

Ackerman 3rd Floor Lounge and
Kerckhoff 2nd and 3rd Floor Lounges will be open

until 1AM, March 17-27.

In addition, FREE COFFEE will be provided at:

North Campus, 9PM - closing j::^

Kerckhoff Coffee House, 11PM - closing

Cooperage, 9PM - closing

Bruin Bowl & Games Center, 9PM - closing

Ackerman Union A - Level tables & chairs

available to study on until closing.
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EXTENDED HOURS PROGRAM, MARCH 17-27
ANOTHER SERVICE BROUGHT TO YOU BY ASUCLA
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THE SHIDLERGRANT
1986

-feay Competition in

ErttReal Estate, ErttreprgneuLShip nnri VnliiR

f

$15,0001f^rCASR7\WARDS
• $^0.000 & $5,000 for two best essays

• Top essays submitted for publication in

national real estate periodicals

• Open to undergraduaTe & graduate students

• 1.500 words or less- due April 8, 1986
For complete details & entry forms at U C L A contact

Patty Minor GSM 3371
Scholarship O^f.ce A 129F Murphy Hall

or

Pam Woodard
THE 'SFirDllER GROUP

CallToll Free 1-800-222 0899

Low Cost High Quality

-Women's Health Care

Gyneological Services • Counseling

Contraception • Referrals

Pregnancy Testing • Bilingual Staff

Abortion Services
.

• Partner's Clinic

11914V2 Santa Monica Blvd.
826-0818

'
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1 • All Bausch & Lomb
Daily Wear* Soft Contacts

F>er pair

2. Color Daily * Wear Soft
Tcnseg • aqtta» gre
topaz, blue •

;-x-A-;-;

3. lOO's of the latest Fashion Framesw/ prescription lenses in nlactt^ ^
values Un to 1 1 An iin M P»«S"C • 'extended wear add $10.00vaiu«;» up 10 >IUU.OO« Now one low price oil professional services available

mumm Expfrcs 3/21/86
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pepperoni pizza and

2 ice-cold Coca-Cola's

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

Good every Monday!
No coupon necessary.
Not good with any
other offer.

JSU

TIRED OF TWEEZ^NG, BLEACHING
S WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

Have it removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
10% 109lAeConte
off Int. Visit AcrossTpom aCLA 475-4135

Continued from Page 3
government and JSU ha.s [,een
good, he added, "if the\ sten
out of their boundaries and
are .stomping on us. ue have
to bring that to Attention "

This year, maVN- Jewish stu-
dents have felt they were thp
undeserved targW' of ^„j|^
Zionist attacks from protesters
especially anti-apartheid
ralliers. Many of the speakers
brought to UCLA bv Jewish
groups have argued' against
these charges.

Looking back on JSU histo-
ry and ahead to its future
Hurvitz compared UCLA Jew-
ish students to the people of
Israel on their way to the
Promised Land — where Jew-
ish students can say I'm Jew-
ish" and be, proud of it, Hur-
vitz said.

"We might not get there
while I'm here," he said, "but
I want to push fo"r that Pro-
mised Land."

Hurvitz returned to writing
his rebuttal.

Indian
Continued from Page 3

more people of the UCLA
community know that we're

i n t' '—
around.
According to Eddie Ed-

wards, AISA's treasurer, br-

inging all Ameng^in Indian
groups in the University of

California together is another
goal. This, along with increas-

ed membership in UCLA's
AISA, could lead to AISA tak-

ing a slightly more political

stand, members of the group
said.

"'

"If we can organize that

UC AISA thing, (then) if an
issue comes up, we can ^o to

the UC Regents and say. This
is what we think,^" Edwards
said.

Still, AISA members aren't

sure exactly what this stand

would be, and there is some
disagreement on issues within

the group.

"Vye d on't k aoAv:.. .what .

political stand we want to

take, because we're ^ young
group," Staley said.

But while not taking a

definite stand, AISA is not ig-

noring political issues either.

AISA is sponsoring a pres-

entation by the Big Mountain
Support Group on April 10.

The BMSG is an organiza-

tion that opposes the U.S.

government's 1974 law which
split reservation land in

Arizona between the Hopis
and the Navajos. The two
tribes had previously owned
the land jointly.

In order to carry this law
out, the relocation of about

10,000 Navajos became neces-

sary, and July 8, 1986, was
given as the deadline for this

forced relocation, Geri Keams,
one of the founders of the

BMSG said.

Members of the support
group hope to get Congress to

repeal the 1974 law, which
the BMSG feels was enacted
because of corporate greed,

under the guise of settling an

alleged dispute between the

Hopis and the Navajos.
Some members of AISA
Please see INDIAN, Page 15

n
The University Research

Library has extended its

hours for dead week. Star-

ting today, URL will be

open until midnight.

Indian
Continued from Page 14
voiced agreement with this
assessment of the law. Con-
cerning the issue of financial
motivation, Julie ^Idwards
said, "The Navajos are not
selling minerals to the gov-
ernment, but the Hopis
would. So the government is

helping the Hopis." /

Larson expressed doubts
that there is a true dispute be-
tween the tribes that needs
arbitration. "The media has
built up that it's between the
two tribes, (but) the average
Hopi won't gain anything
(from the 1974 law), " she
said.

The primary purpose for
inviting the BMSG is educa-
tional, said Larson and Julie
Edwards, because they feel

most U.S. citizens are not
aware of issues surrounding
the reservation.
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Writers with experi-

ence covering
nneetings and
business affairs are
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RESOLUTION FOR STUDENT SUPPORT
" ^ OF

ANDS ACROSS AMERICA
'^'^^^^^

nf^nlo^K^i'i'l'^'®
"®'*!' "o^-Po'^ical project. Hands Across America, isdesigned to~"~

5 n^.Po ^w ^.®'? <^emselves in efforts to combat domestic hunger and homelessness witha nationwide link up coast-to-coast human chain for four thousand miles;

^^^SS" ^° '"'""^®^ along the designated route, there are over three niillion college,

Whereas collectively student leaders are a powerful national voice and have the potential to
mobilize the student population in support of Hands Across America;

Whereas, the infectious energy and enthusiasm of college students can generate additionalwaves Of support from the surrounding communities, alumni and youth of the nation;

Whereas, this generation of college students, proud of their long history of participation in
philanthropic activities, is dedicated to the common goal of assuring the well-beinq of future
generations;

Therefore. Be it Resolved that the Undergraduate Students-Association Council strongly sup-

horn I

" Across America and their efforts to alleviate nationwide hunger.malnutrition. and

Be it Further Resolved, that the Undergraduate Students Assocation Council encourage all stu-
dent leaders to join hand-in-hand with college journalists and their publications to initiate and
promote a campaign to generate student participation and contributions \

^
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BOOKS
ADDED
DAILY!

Poster Clearance

40-90% OFFI
Portal Posters

20% OFF
Custom Framing

15% OFF
.7 Tables of Books in

all categories, including •

Penguins 40-95% OFF!

\

Over 1000 Bargain
Tapes and Records!
Bargain Classic Movie-

Video Cassettes

$7.99-14.99!

March 17- M-F 8-5:30 • SAT 10-5 • SUN 12-5
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viewpoint KimbeHy Noel. Viewpoint Editor

Michad Flory, Assistant Viewpoint Editor

KimbeHey Lance, Assistant Vie¥^nt Editor

Viewpoint

Ban_dgarette gales
By William Wilcox

It is against the law of this state and the common law of

Man to assist in the suicide of a fellow human being. Yet that is

exactly what ASUCLA does by continuing to sell tobacco pro-

ducts.

Few of us have seen the effects of long-term smoking. I have.

While cancer is the most well .
known fo smoking, sequelae,

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD: Chronic bron-

chitis,' emphysema, etc.) is the most frequent. It starts out as

the insidious smoker's cough and slowly progresses to the point

where the person is constantly out of breath and cannot get out

of bed without assistance.

The pain of cancer may be an abstraction to us, but we can

all experience the suffering of COPD. Just put your head in a

paper bag until your lungs scream in agony for air. This is what

the COPD patient feels like 24 hours a day.

If the suffering of another person means nothing to you, if

human life carries the price tag of a box of cigarrettes, and if

greed is your only ins{)iration and Mammon your only god, then

consider this: all of us pay the price for smoking in increased

taxes and health care insurance premiums.

Tt is time f(5r this campus to take the same attitude it has

towards of the injustices of society. ASUCLA must stop selling a

slow but sure poison — tobacco. .

.

Sditoriai^ WUcox w fl graduate student in molecular biologu-

Tyrannyj)f the majority
If you wanted to oust an officer from a

public board, but had inadequate reasons to

do so, vou could do what the ASUCLA
Communications Board did last Thursday

night.

By removing Edward Singer as the

chairman of the Comm Board, without due

process and consideration for the law, the

members of the board set a dangerous

precedent for future proceedings.

Comm Board is the publishing board of

the Daily Bruin, KLA Radio, six special in-

terest papers, and the yearbook.

At a meeting that should have dealt solely

with the agenda on hand, an improper mo-
jtAan^^s&^a&. jnade late in the meeting to

remove Singer without prior notification or

necessary public announcement.

According to the California Bagley-Keene

Act, which the Comm Board must abide by,

a consideration for a disciplinary action or

the dismissal of an employee must be placed

on the agenda and the person charged given

at least 24 hfturs notice.

—Because of the timing and no prior

notification of such a proceeding, some
voting members of the board had eithef left,

not realizing that such an action was to oc-

cur, or simply did not attend.

Without -^ting specific charges, graduate

member Louis- Armmand made a motion to

remove Singer as chairman of the • Comm

Board. Charges were added only after

Armmand was informed that they were re-

quired. But even then, the substance of his

claims were • very vague. Armmand asked

that Singer be removed as chairman because

of "inadequate job performance."

Because the motion was made without

warning, Singer was denied the opportunity

to prepare a defense and address members
of the board in a proper manner.

Such railroading tactics should never be

used by any public body, particularly by the

publishing board, which influences the

dissemination of information to the UCLA
community.

We are appalled that Joan Zyda, the vice

chairwoman bt the board, who professes a

working knowledge of media law would
blatantly ignore the legal guidelines for pro-

ceedings, second the motion and remain
silent as Singer was removed unjustifiably.

Although there may be some debate con-

cerning Singer's chairmanship, this still does

not give the board the right to proceed in

such a disorderly and tyrannical way..

Chancellor Charles E. Young claimed
earlier this year that he would intervene in

the affairs of Comm Board if there was vio-

lation of rules or anything that would give

him any reason or right to do so.

The illegal action by the Comm Board
requires him to act decisively and quickly.

Counterpoint

Double Standards
ByOrlyDegani
Arab oppostion to Israel may^very well, as Mishary

Nuaim claims, be based on political, conflicts rather than

religious ones. But the reasoning behind the political ac-

cusations which he and countless others hurl at Israel

demonstrates unbelievable ignorance.

It is at best ludicrous to say that Israel's sole purpose in

existing is "to keep the Arab nation divided physically and
politically and to delay its developmental progress." Israel

exists in order to free the Jewish people from the persecu-

tion to which they have historically been subjected

everywhere else.

If it influences relations aniong Arab nations at aH it

serves as a vehicle of unity by providing them with a

common cause to rally against. The fact that the Arab
world suffers from a lack of unity and organization can

hardly be blamed on Israel, whose only desire is to be left

alone.

That much became evident when the Sinai Desert was
returned to Egypt for the sake of peace. Would any coun-

try b^itOQ Impcerlallst expansion havejtof^v han<kd over

an area equal to over three times its own sbser

Additionally, in I94S, a United Natiowt resolutton

divided the area known today as Israel into two separate

countries, one Arab and one Jewish. The Arab world
Gliose to ignore that decision and proceeded to

sSmultiilieoiisiy attack Israel from all borders.
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Counterpoint

Movies aren't always political
By Laura Canetlopoulos

tn response to Martin Blythe*s viewpoint
about ASUCLA's screening ot The Gods Must
Be Crazy (Bruin, March, 12), Just as he states,

•*I note with some concern tl^ screenings. . .of
the South African film The Gods Must Be
Crazy*' I, too, note with much concern the
hysteria and paranoia of some on this campus
toward anything with a hint of political or
social controversy.

In reference to film choices, must ASUCLA
select movies that don't touch on current sen-
sitive political conflicts?

I don't fee^the makers of T^ Gods Mtutt Be
Crazy set out to paint a picture of racist

Afrikaaner fantasy of nostalgia for a "lost in-

nocence," as Mr. Blythe states. He and other

critics of ASUCLA movie choices seem to ar-

bitrarily attach controversial political and

social motives to movies that aie only enter-

taining and delightful to the rest of us.

The Gods Must Be Crazy wasn't meant to

spurn commentary on the South African crisis,

but rather to take a loving, comic look at

these people in peace. Perhaps it idealizes life,

but if the movies can't, who will?

Canellopoulos is a freshman majoring in

political science
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Letters

Honor at stake Ill-suited remark
Editor:

It's sad and offensive to see

that America has debased
Ireland's national holiday so

,gl eat U' XysJt . a g 1 i rnp s

e

-through the major newspapers
around the time of St.
Patrick's Day (March 17)
r^veajs many wine, liquor,

and beer advertisements that

capitalize on the vicious
stereotypes about the Irish

people being drunks.

Its even more sad and of-

fensive that the Daily Bruin
has chosen to perpetuate these

ugly stereotypes by printing

their Budweiser advertisement

(Bruin, Mar. 13) which stated,

"There's a little Irish in

everyone. But for those whose
Irish runs true... This Bud's for

you." This advertisement tries

to cutely imply a connection
between being a "true" or

good Irishman/Irish-American

and drinking alcoholic bever-

ages.

"Not only is this untrue, and
a gross distortion of Irish

culture, it should also evoke
the wrath of the estimated
twe nty three million
Auiei leans who can track their

origins, either in whole or in

part, to Ireland.

Thus, I hope the Bruin will

think twice before it accepts

another advertisement that is

so derogatory to the Irish/

Irish-American people.- ;

Editor:

Need our government,
which should have
unadulterated respect toward
higher education , slander tl

good name and character of

"distinguished" professors?
Indeed, at a recent press con-
ference, UCLA's E.B. Burns,

and consequently his students,

have fallen victim to ill suited

remarks.

Burns is generally recogniz-

ed and acclaimed world-wide
I-

as one of the foremost scholars

at*n -American history i

Yet our government, in an
unbecoming st^le, labled a re-

cent article by Dr. Burns as

"propaganda" and further

implied that Burns* students
are in need of prayers and
God's help.

As a student under Dr.
Burns for over two years, I

may have some praying .to do,
^ut certainly not as a resirit

participating in one of his

countless, unbiased, objective
and unparlleled lectures on
Latin America.

Eileen Duffy
Senior

English

It is understandable that the

reluctance of a prudent Con-
gress to commit to a 100
million dollar aid package to

the contras of Nicaragua could
be frustrating, but influential

would ^" well to vent

such frustrations on target

other than educators, like Pro-

fessor E.B. Burns.

Eric A. Puthzy

Junior
Historv

Israel

Continued from Page 16

•

Half of the disputed area

was unsatisfactory and the

goal of the invasion was
clear: to conquer it all. In

view of these facts, it seems
rather hypocritical of the

Arabs to accuse Israel of be-

ing imperialistic. Let them
inspect their own actions

for a change.

Degani is a freshman

Retraction
The Editorial appearing in

the Daily Bruin on March 13

had a typographical error.

The last paragraph read:
^'Several hours before the
council meeting." It should

read: "Several hours before

the vote."

€he nail garden
"over 12 years of quality service"

Limited Offer (E^ept Fri.-sun.)

NAIL GARDEN ^ys^soo
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat9-7, Sun 10-4 • present Student I.D.

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
- GCLA Student Special

"~

$18 CUT & BLOW Zmpoo
—-- VALID OML Y
San, MOM, and WED

Must show UCLA student
I.D. with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS
Expires March 20. 1986

We reserve the right to refuse service to

any client ivhose hair condition is unsuitiMe.

WESTWOOD
Wil^re West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264
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SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES
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COMPLETE EYE EXAM
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DESIGNER FRAMES
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PRICES

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CON FACT I ENSFS AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039

/M)'. Lincoln Blvd (.tl CXrAnFuk try-

the- 1 ixky Shnpptnq Cfni^r) f-^^^ usroK y(nivci:Ni^i '
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Cycle Products West
"Quality Parts & Service at a Fair Price"

The Shop of the 80's
'''

SERVICE
SPECIAL
FREE Pick-Up or

Delivery for

Service or Repairs

within 5 miles of

UCLA

PARTS
SPECIAL

Expires 3/20/86

FREE Installation

of arty Tire, Chain
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**while u wait
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HAPPY ST. PATTY'S DAY!

SfitflriB from tuio 3rt0i| ba
By Kent Andrade

^Assoc/ote /?eWew EiHt^f-

.The Pogues: /?u/n, Sodomy
Bnd the Lash & Poguetry In

Motion; Stiff Imports. Folk
music you can brawl to?!

Hardcore punks who play
pipes and concertinas?! Leave
it to the Irish- to mess with
categorization, and leave it to

The Pogues to produce funny,
earthy records. Their full-

length album, Rum, Sodomy
and the Lash, and their four
song EP, Poguetry In Motion,
are perfect accompaniment for

any drunk and disorderly con-
duct you have planned for this

evening.

days past drowned out.

^ Sifleere sympathy ^or the
—MfbrVing stiff is the backbone

of every Pogue song — imag-
ine, if you will, an unpreten-
tious John Cougar or a loutish

Bruce Springsteen. 0*Riordon
celebrates boastful chatter on
the wistful "I'm A Man You
Don't Meet Every Day/* With
her breathy, Nico-style vocals,

-it'* a shame she doesn't front
the band more often.

But mouthpiece/vocalist
Shane MacGowan, with his
fine, whiskey-tinged slur, is

the obvious star here. His
writing is solid throughout —
his originals are beginning to
sound as good as the band's

Lash worth its steen
tarrif. \^^ ^̂^^
The traditional

stuffldivided evenly hlf
ballads and pub cLj^^f
long, slow 'The B^and PVValtzmg Matilda •••

« j
ode to the dead and wound

ai
£'''' G^WipolU

that famousjM^^ie pa^""
comes at Jfhe tail end. eS

ballads for those wee ho
atter everyone but the tri

and-true have wandei
home. Same goes for the I

hit, -Dirty Old Towi
another outsider's tune.

©tje JPonueH atti Clannai
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NATIONAL
109255 Lindbrook

206 4366

Prtlly In Pink

12 30-2 45^5 15^8 00-10 30
Fn Sat Late Show 12 30

VIUAGE
961 Broxton

206S576

OMm i OM IH Bcvafly HHI<
12 30-3 00-5 30-8 00-10 30

Fn-Sat Late Show 12 45

BRUIN.
948 Broxton

206-6998

Gnat H«
12 3^3 00-5 3^8 0^10 30

FrI Sat Late Show 12:45

^.

j^

^WOOD I

yley

o4

Murpky's Romanct
1230^5 15-8:00

,^#

GURl
TM

Iff

good...

means
eating good

FantasyYogurt
is my choice

•100% Natural
•98% Fat-Free
^ow in Calories
*Low in Cholesterol

and best of all
it's delicious!

'

3 00-5 30-10 30
d m

WESTWOOO 11

lOSOGayley
206-7664

IV^ WMks (R)

12 00-2 30-5 00^7 3^10 00
Fn-Sat Late Show 12 15

WESDMOOOIII
1050 Gayley

2067664

TroMMfl la Miad
12 45-3 15 5 45-8 15 10 45

WESTVVOOO IV

1050 Gayley

208 7664

Wildcats
12:15-2 45-7 45-10 15

-f^"J>>*'

* •> #*•
RECaiT
1045 BroxTUmtCT
2063259

IT'SOTUD 5 30 8 OO 10 30
Fn Sat Late Show 12 45

PIAZA
1067 Glendon

208-3097

Tlia Color'Purpta (PG-13)

1 00^4 15 7 3^10 30

SANTA MONICA
ii' MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Brtdl

—^ 1314 Wilshue Blvd. Daily 4 3^7 30-10 30W 451-4377 ^atSun 13a4 30 7 3&10 30

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN

«•»' Vv*

K .1314 Wilshife Blvd

^^ 451 4377

Tilt Color Purpio

Daily 4 00-/ 00-10 15

"^alSun 12 3&3 457 0M0 15

COUPOM

ONE

NOT VAIIO WITH
OTHfB DISCOUNTS

Exp. 3/24/86

SuTOne
Oct One
FREE!
HANTASv voGURT WILL HONOR ANY

I ^DUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
'

LCOUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)
COUPON FROM OTHER

YOGURT STORES
WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE BEST

'Taimtasize youR taste buds "

Declan McMantis, producer of
The Pogues are five scruffy

men and a continental beautv
(Cait O'Riordon, Elvi's
Costello's, errr, Declan Mac-
Manus* fiancee - Deek, you
lucky dogi), who play tradi-
tional Irish songs, with an oc-
casional English and
Australian folk tune thrown
in. Whatever the country of
origin, all songs must meet the
same rigorous quality stan-
dards - they have to be
about drinking, fighting and
other manly pursuits.

Produced by El/Deek, Rum,
Sodomy and the Lash is a
winning effort. It's a mellower
follow-up^theix raucous
debu

, Red Roses For Me, but
the laid-back tunes herein
show a subtle side of Tiie
Pogues that the boozy roar of

Iv

The Pogues

covers. "The Sick Bed of
Cuchulaain," an original
sounds like a drunken stomp
trom. centuries past.
MacGowan relishes this
tribute to loyal drinking bud-
?J,f''.,?^^«'->ng lines like
TheyU take you from this

place you're in and stick you
in a box / Then they'll take
you to Cloughprior and shove
you m the ground / But you'll
stick your head back up and
shout ;We'll have another
round in his thick brogue.

MacGowan hits his
songwriting and singing peak^n the delirious -Sally
MacLennane," an unhinged,
booze-mfused chant. It's abso-
lutely irresistable! It alone
makes Rum, Sodomy and the

On the wilder side of

coin are "Jesse James,'

traditional American thumj

and "The Gentleman Soldie

a ribald little ditty. Be

shudder with volatile energy! I

V •A

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

X:
W.L.A./BEV. HILLS

k .N

Poguetry In Motion,

takes from the Costello

-sions, is slightly less si

— the production is t

glossy. The shuffling "Lon

Girl" is too restraint. "Plain

ty Hill," a Cajun-style ^hiA% Clannad
ing dervish, survives the fi

knob-twirling as does

.gorgeous "Rainy Night la

Soho." The latter is simply

bfeafhtalcrng.

-l-ir- CJ

Rumor has it that Tb

Pogues will be bringing theii

legendary stage antics to this

side of the Atlantic soon. H

they get here in one piece
(always a serious question con-
sidering their reputation for

hard-living), that'll be one
party you'd be crazy to miss.
In the meantime, check out
these records — like a stiff

shot of whiskey or a pitcher of
Harp Ale, this slice of Ireland

will have you buzzing with

glee.

By Bob Remstein
Review Editor

Clannad: Macalla; RCA. If

The Pogues represent the

rough and rowdy side of Irish

folk music, then Clannad
upholds the sweetly pastoral

end.

This familial quintet, con-

sisting of sister Maire Bren-

nan, brothers Paul and Ciaran

Brennan, and their twin un-

cles Pat and Noel Duggan, has

been recording pretty Irish

music for over a decade, but

they have only become famous

in Britain recently! They
recorded the theme to the

British TV series "Harry's

Game" in 1982, and did the

theme and all the incidental

music to the series "Robin of

Sherwood," in 1984, winning

a British Academy of Film

and Television arts award for

the score.

With Macalla (which means

echo in Gaelic), Clannad
moves into more straightfor-

ward pop territory, using

some strategically placed syn-

thesizers and even including

U2's Bono on a vocal duet
with Maire on one number.

—On the whole, the album suc-

ceeds marvelously. Maire
Brennan's voice is light and
lovely but at the same time it

is incisive, soaring elegantly

above the band's somewhat
"new-age"-influenced ar-

rangements.

Side one is especially good,

featuring "The Wild Cry,"
and "In a Lifetime," the duet
with Bono — in which he
roars vibrantly but a bit inap-

propriately over the band's

dreamy background. ''Closer

to Your Heart," the first

single, doesn't quite sparkle

like these two tunes do, but it

too fits well into the overall

scheme.
Side two suffers slightly

from the inclusion of "In-

door," about as close 'to

schlocky synth-rock as Clan-

nad gets, but it picks up once
again with the traditional

Irish ballad "Buachaill on
Eirne" and the somewhat
countrified "Journey's End."
Whether your St. Patty's

day is a wild one or a tranquil

one, you now have the info

you need to pick up the right

music. Enjoy!
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AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwd
475-0711

Oift ol Africa (PO-13)
^

1 00^4 15/3010 45. ^

AVCO CINEMA tt

Wilsti at WesiVKd
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=r iCBiysolQlorY
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First St)(w» Only $3 00

AVCO CINEMA III .
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T,

First Show Only $3 00
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Fn-Sat Late Shov» 12 00

70mm Hf>S 4000

CENTURY PUZA
Century City

2040 Ave ofttieSUrs
553 4291

Wklta NlfMi
Daily 2 004 45^7 3010 00
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70mm

UCLA/MELNITZ HALL

Today(TBA)

For Information Call 825^2345

CAMPUS
EVENTS

UCLA ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM

24 HOUR INFORMATION 825-1070

March 21 Altar
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^y Bill U'Ren. Stoff "Hntitr

It was raining as Simon
Thursday stepped out from
the doorway of his Dalshours
Street flat. With a tattered

umbrella and his Ricken-
backer twelve-string, he head-
ed off for the Underground
and the Keith Ess^il^ studio ses-

sion that awaited him in

Newcastle.

He had met the English

teen heartthrob at a Man-

chester football match through

one Kevin "E-Z Kill" Phelan,

London entrepreneur and im-

porter of fine Indian tea.

Phelan had a notorious local

reputation for vulgar displays

of information that he always

had at his fingertips. Just last

week he had bragged to Essex

about his knowledge of Satur-

ONCAMPUS trivia winner and rising star Kevin Phelan SHAUN O'SULLIVAN/Daily Bruin

day Night Live trivia by ex-

purgating the names of Dion
and Blaire^ the 4wo effiminate

hairdressers that Eddie Mur-
phy and Joe Piscopo had
played on the show. Needless

tfy 5ay^, ^ssex had hardly been-
impressed, but then, how does
one impress an F^nglish teen

heartthrob?

In either case, Simon was
slated as guitarist for Essex's

latest LP, The Blonde Girl

From Dover, a rock and roll

concept album highlighting
Essex's "I Wear My Heart on
My Sleeve" attitude. Indeed,
this would be a brusque
change from his toiling hours
at The Brighton Observer,
writing trivia question upon
trivia question. He was done
with that for awhile, and
could now turn his attention

toward the music career that

had eluded him for so long.

The rain had subsided as

Thursday arrived at the
studio, somewhat late and
somewhat tired, despite his

enthusiastic flow of adrenalin..

"Liverpool Johnny" McTaylor,
a drummer of ill-repute, and
Mickey Foster, a congenial
and quiet bassLst (Aren't thej^
all?), were already at work on
a rhythm track. Essex and
producer Davy Jones waved a
"hello" from the control
booth.

As Simon tuned his Ricken-
backer, he began to have_
guilt-ridden thoughts of the'
friends he was leaving behind
at The Observer, Where

Continued on Page 21

CANT SMILE BECAUSE OF

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate) .

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY

EYEBROWS
UPPER LIP

CHIN
FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI AREA
INGROWN HAIRS
LEGS

ALL REMOVED
PERMANENTLY!

^en & Women Welcome
i-

• 20 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates • Free Consultation •

loin Many UCLA Students At:

AMPLE STREET PARKING FINESSE ELECTROLYSIS
CLOSED MONDAYS 5g20 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 101

935-7686 (2'/i blocks East of Fairfax)

I CCTINSrVLfl

SINGUESCENE: LA
for young professionals

21-35

MIDWEEK
MANIA

Wednesday, March I9th, 8 p m.

St. Petersburg Restaurant-— " * Nightclub

r-Bkyroof at the Top

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE!

Jean Louis David SALON
NEEDS HAIR MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERMS,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

For an appointment call:

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin
9634 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills. CA 90212

Higher.Education
Policy Seminar Series

Patrick M. Callan
Director, California .Postsecondary Education Comm

Beverly Center

Beverly Bl. at La Cienega,
Beverly Hills

Dance to Live D.J.
Gypsy Fortuneteller

Three hours validated parking

Admission: $10.00
For further information, call— (818)905-2177

-^-- $3 OFF WITH AD

I
i(^m:^

r

The California Master Plan
V

—
Assessing the Present, Anticipating the Future

Wednesday, March 19,1986 3:30 - 5:00 PM
California Room UCLA Faculty Cent^

sponsored hy

UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute
and

The Graduate School of Education

SOFT CONTACTS
MLDlCAL GROUP FOR FVES

Permaflex
''

Permalens &
Bausch & Lomb
30 Day Extended

Additional Pair
up to 2 weeks

t9Mm
Total

$50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM. '»

__ CARE KIT A FOLLOW-UPS
EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE

MINIMIZE GLASSY
Over 1500 operations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient
$1000/LyeCredit Program Arranged

LB. 2168 Pacific. (213) 591-1594
V N.. 7232 Van Nuys. (818) 786-5892

Anaheim. 414 StateCollege Bl (714) '74-4510

L.A.. 1482 S. Robertson. (213) 278-1744
Hawthorne. 3300 W. Rosecrans (213) 644-7R95

PT/rr OPTOMETRIST WANTCD

IU«Mi^MMMai«4««>«M«MM»Ma

^

^J
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CONCERT

Big Audio Dynamite live

V. <*>4V«-I»»s "^'-
H.,

\- ^A

Don Letts of B.A.D.

By Bob Remstein
Revitw Editor

When Mick Jones left The
Clash (or was unceremonious-
ly booted from the band.

ALEX OEMYANENKO/Daily Bruin

«f

Mick Jones

depending on which version tine Gardens in Hollywood,
you believe), he set out to B.A.D. demonstrated that
create his new group. Big they have carved out a niche
Audio Dynamite, in an image for themselves, combining
all its own. rock stylings with art elec-

Wednesday night at Floren- tronic dance beat and lyrics

-with a vague political slant.

Unfortunately, Jones and
company's purported
"dynamite" fizzled a bit in

concert — with only one LP
out to date, the band doesn't

have enough material yet to

put on a consistently involving

concert that lasts more than
an hour.

Add to this the fact that

B.A.D. delayed their show for

an hour and ten minutes, and
you got a concert that only in-

termittently fulfilled the
crowd's expectations. Jones is

neither a charming performer
nor an emotionally moving
singer, and the rest of the

band isn'f too exciting either,

with the exception of Don
Letts, who spiced things up
with several reggae/rap incan-

tations during the show.
B.A.D. combines rock and

dance music^ more successfully

than, say, The Power Station,

but the overall effect remains

stiff and unmoving. At least a

few former Clash fans were
not pleased. When the band
finished with a cover of

Prince's "1999," they gave the

"thumbs down" sign in time

to the music.

As Huey Lewis once sang,

sometimes B.A.D. is bad.ALEX DEMYANENKO/Oi«V Bfuin

ONCAMPaSONCAMPaS
Continued from Page 20
would hi$ life go without
Kathleen Krebs and Barry
O'Gorman, his editors? And
what about Tybalt Dugoni,
Pete and Monica Baker, zany
Riva Fddman in accounting,

Dell and Dawn Hefner, Larry
MuUen, The Ros, Prince Ajay
of Nepal, Dave ''Cingersilk**

MUlman, Salli St. Shrubbery,
and all thoie guys named lack
or Mafk at the news desk?

Would they all forget him
once he became the famous
sideman to Keith Esaex,
English teen heartthrob? He
could only wait and hope that

his integrity would remain in-

tact.

FILM

Tuesday, March 18, Melnitz

continues its Financing Low
Budget Films Series with a

free screening of Eric Mit-

cheU-s The Way. ft ls(1986)

beginning at 8 pm. After-

wards, Producer Daniel Sales

will speak In Person on the

making of feature films for

under $100,000.

Wednesday, Match 19, the

Salute to the Oscars Series

continues at Melnitz with free

screenings of Elia Kazan*s

VivM 2^ea(1952), starring

Marion Brando and Anthony

Quinn, with a screenplay

from John Steinbeck, and

Martin Scorsese's Raging Bull

(1980) starring Robert De Niro

and Cathy Moriarty beginning

at 8 pm.

Friday, March 21, another

Martin Scorsese film will

screen as Campus Events pres-

ents After Hours at 8 and 10

pm, for FREE (an ideal and
inexpensive study break). The
film stars Griffin Dunne and
features Teri Carr, Rosanna
Arauette, and John Heard and
will be shown in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom.

Also on Friday, Melnitz

presents a special screening of

Margarethe Von Trotta's

Sheer Madness beginning at

7:30 pm. Tkrkets, free to stu-

dents with 'ID, are available

at CTO Trailer at 9 am and
at the MacCowan Box Office

at 10:30 am.

ART

Daily, Coco Shinomiya's
tyrannosav/rus rex! exhibition,

courtesy of Cultural Affairs,

continues until March 28, in

Kerckhoff Student Gallery, on
Kerckhoff Hall's 2nd floor.

FREfc

LOAN

TUNFUP
LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA &DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points. Pennzoil

Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes. Adjust Timmj^
Check Battery & Front End Alignment

Replace all Shoes and Lmmgs. Pack Front

Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed. In

sped wheel cyls. Master Cyl & Fill System

$39.95*

$49.95'

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul - "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
Al AUTO 79^7 Van Nuys Blvcj 2 , BIks So o( Roscot • |^Q5f MOClOlS

Est 1926
ED KOLPIN Sn . PROP

iBlft (Binhtt ®0X
"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV

IN SANTA MONICA
9:30-9:00 — SAT 9-6 — SUN. 11-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. — SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512

nCLAX — 'SwHch
toaplp»"

A true p*(M smoker
does not inttale

Corrw in lor our tree
instruction

broctture

*/^

FREE FRIES AND SOFT DRINK
with the order of one of our

GOURMET BURGERS
'*Try our exotic Bar Creations, too"

1 2400 WILSHIRE BLVD.
820-5333

GOOD ONLY ON MON-SUN 2p.m. -5p.m. ^P ^^ '

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

W'*

LosAngeles M'^rflOtt HoteU
The Los Angeles Airport Marriott Hotel looks for

qualified individuals who are interested in pro-

viding "excellence in service and hospitability".

We offer full-time hours as well as part-time hours

and flexible shifts depending upon the position.

Marriott offers many excellent benefits including:

Medical, Dents^l, Life Insurance, Parking/Meals,

Vacation & Sick Leave, Profit Sharing^ Credit

Union and many others.

If you are interested in exploring job oppor-
tunities, please visit our Employment Center.

To Complete An Application:

Mondays-Wed nes<Jays: 9AM-5PM
Thursdays: 9AM-7PM

*

—-- Interviewing Hours:

Mondays: 1PM-3PM
Tuesdays: 10AM-1PM
Thursdays: 5PM.7PM

I

iC''

V -I

V
"

LOS^VNGItlJ
AIRPORTi^ttcriott

.^S.^.^ \Wm < iviltlin ltu«ilc\ .11 J, I •» Nnttvlvs. < '.aliluriii;! >HMM.^ tJI.A) M|-5;(HI

EOE/M/F/H/V

• •^ '^ -**-
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PREMIER YOUR SMILE TONIGHT"
-^--Cive Your Award Winning Smile the Care

and Attention it Needs!

Richard Phillips, D.D.S.

10921 Wilshtre Blvd.

208-4799

JJCLA Students ^Sufii^

Exp. 4/30/d6

Get Acquainted Offer-

Cleaning & Examination
$18.00 reg. STOOD

.•r^^ mm
'.»'.'.'.:'

\ GRAND OPLNING SPECIAL! ]
I Orderany of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get 'A order of Dim Sum free!* |

I , ^ .
^•.v*'*'**^^ /" (with coupon) I

I

Expires 3/20/86

I

I

I

I •DIM SUM &. SALADS
I •SOUPS. NOODLES.
I «. RICE

I
HOURS:

I
Mon-Sat

I
. 1 l-9pm

I VISA and ' H 907 Olympic Blvd..

I MASTERCARD W.L.A. (Olympic @ Bundy in Westslde Plaza)

I Accepted 479-4774

•After 3 p.m.

ROASTED MEATS

CHINESE CUISINE

I

I

I

I

I

•YIEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

j

I

I

I

I

Free |

Parking I

I

CHECK OUT OUR JUICE BAR!
-rr

SMOOTHIES
2 FOR 1

(WHkUCLAID) EXPIRES: S/ia/M

h IINUTC ®
^ WE SHIP ^
^WORLDWIDE-

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9

Frj.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6

W912 Le Cohte 'WesfWood
' '^'^^

'^^ "'^^^'^"'9 ^/«7

(213)824-7764 •
PurcJ,ase at An^pCo

^ ' . parking lot on Le Conte Ave.

Hikon
^s»

NICE-TOUCH
CLOSE-OUT

The Nikon Nice-Touch is a modestly priced 35mm camera that gives

you high quality pictures and yet simple to use. So simple, the
hardest part about using the Nice-Touch is waiting to see your
results.

Other features: ',

•_Automatic focusing, film loading, advancing and rewinding.
• Built-in lens cover.

• 1000 ASA
• Nikon Inc.. USA limited warranty application included.

NIKON L35AF
Previous displayed cameras with 90 day warranty.

$99

r \

\ >

1025 Westwood Blvd.
^-^-.____ _- ^"^ A m^«^ One Block South of UCLA ,Camera Hi-Fi & Video (213)208.5150

HOURS: Mon.-Fii. 9anni-6pm Sat. 10am-6pm
Prices lIsM an cash and carry and art subject to change. Parking validated at Allied & Village lot with $7 50

Quantities NniHIed to stock on hand.
minimum purchase.

AD EXPIRES 3/22/86

*Concert That
Matters* plans

By Sean O'Donnell the next two weeks.
. *

Promoters of The Concert
That Counts, a non-profit
marathon musical event
designed to alert young people
to the dangers of drug and
alcohol abuse, announced a
list of 21 acts, ranging in

diversity from music legends
Aretha Franklin and James
Brown to local stars X and
Oingo Boingo, that have con-
firmed their participation in

the April 26th concert at the
Los Angeles Coliseum..

The concert, which has
drawn considerable attention

in the past several weeks for

During the conference,
Verna spent much of the time
answering" questions concern-

ing his company's dissociation

with the First Lady, stressing

that it "was an ambicable
split. Mrs. Reagan's people
wanted to eliminate 6 acts on
the talent list that we had
assembled, due to their use of

'offensive lyrics.' (Among those

included on the list were Ozzy
Osbourne, Sheena Easton, and
Berlin.)" I didn't want (our

concert) to be controlled. Any
effort to sanitize this event

would smell of disinfectant.

'The Concert That Matters' organizer Tony Verna

the alleged involvement and
subsequent withdraw! of sup-
port from First Lady Nancy
Reagan, will be televised in
over 48 countries in the same
manner as last summer's
record-breaking broadcast of
Live Aid, according to pro-
moters Global Media Ltd.
However, co-producer Tony
Verna emphasized the con-
sciousness-raising aspect of
The Concert That Counts,
stating that, "unlike Live Aid
we are trying to raise
awareness, not money."
Squelching wide-spread

rumors of participation by
super-stars like Madonna and
Prince, Verna disclosed the
name of 21 acts which have
pledged their involvement in
the April 26th concert, in-
cluding such varied groups as
Mr. Mi.ster, Iron Maiden, the
Fixx, and John Denver. In
addition Verna also stated
that a .second li.st of confirmed
acts will be announced within

and I want no part of that."
Verna defended his break-

ing of ties with the White
House, stating that, "

I care
about presenting artists that
can get (the message) to the
kids. Our sole concern is to get
the message across."

Also in attendance at the
press conference, which was
held last Thursday at the
Biltmore Hotel in downtown
Los Angeles, were rock stars
Joe Bon Jovi, Vince Neal of
Motley Crue, and the Power
Station's Michael Des Barres.
Both Neal and Des Barres,
who have had well-publicized
problems with alcohol and
drugs, expressed their support
of the event and encouraged
the participation of their
fellow musicians. "I've spent a^
majority of my career being
obsessed with cocaine and
stardom," said Des Barres.
"It's time for rock musicians to
help other people and change
their consciousnesses.*^^-

FILM

*Gung Ho*: too
gosh-dang nice

By David Wisehart, Staff Writer

Ron Howard is fast becom-
ing known for directing lightly

comedic, pleasantly entertain-

ing, and warmly human films.

They're the sort of mass-
market, mainstream fare you
could take your kid sister to

see — without having to lie to

your parents afterward.
They're almost terminally
nice. Even the borderline
Ni^ht Shift was so damn
likable you nearly forgot it

was about two pimps who
operate out of a morgue. Then
came Splash and Cocoon,
which were not only enor-

mously likeable, but enor-
mously popular as well.—• .

'—
Gang Ho is Howard's latest

case in point. Those who en-

joyed his earlier films will no
doubt get their money's worth
here.

The story is straight otft of

todays's headlines (it was, in

fUOt, iflspired by a 6() Mi
report). Unemployment has

Everymen, men who arc final

1\ given a second chance at

the American Dream (albeit

with a little help from our
Japanese friends). The writers'

comedic touch, as well, is

right on target.

Ganz and Mandel's only
real failing is one intrinsic to

their earlier efforts: they are

only too willing to sacrifice

characters for gags. They
seldom stray far from ac-

cepted stereotyf)es, preferring

to feed off them rather than
cutting against the grain of

such popular misconceptions.

Just as Night Shift had its pro-

stitutes with hearts of gold,

and Splash its mad scientists,

-Gung Ho has its nerdy Japa-
nese — and slovenly Amer-
cican — auto workers.
Viewers on both sides of the

Pacific may have ^reason to

feel slighted.

It mu.st be pointed out,

however, that the main char-

tcters-ifare ^ar better than
their supporting counterparts.

The cast of Gung Hq^

hit the small town oF
Hadleyville, Pennsylvania in a

big way after the shut-down
of their local auto factory? It

seems the only business that's

booming in Hadleyville is U-

Haul Rentals. This town's

definitely seen better days.

And it's Hunt Stevenson's

(Michael Keaton) job to bring

lho.se better day^ back. A
former foreman with the

how-defunct auto plant,

Stevenson is .saddled with the

unenviable task of convincing

the Japanese executives of

Assan Motors to come to

Hadleyville and help revive

their ailing au^o industry.

Stevenson succeeds, but the

ensuing clash of cultures pro-

ves to be niore than anyone in

Hadleyville (or Tokyo) could

have imagined.

Screenwriters Lowell Ganz
and Babaloo Mandel have

again collaborated with direc-

tor Ron Howard (following

previous coUiaborations on

both Night Shift and Splash)

to fashion a fairly compelling

story. It's hard not to sym-

pathize with Gung Ho's

beleaguered blue-collared

Keaton plaVs Hunt Stevensorr

as af quirky, self-centered

conman highly reminiscent of

his debut turn in Night Shift,

and he is equally appealing

here. Gedde Watanabe (Long

Duck Dong of Sixteen Can-

dles) is empathetic and
likeable as the Assan Motors

executive in charge of the new
American plant. George
Wendt (Norm Peterson on

NBC's Cheers) is pleasantly

amusing as Stevenson's friend

and co-worker who^ cannot

seem to reconcile himself with

the Japanese system of labor.

And veteran Japanese actor

Soh Yamamura {Tora! Tora!

Tora!) makes a rare and wel-

comed American film ap-

pearance in a cameo role.

Ron Howard directs them

all with flair and vigor. He's

assembled a crack team of

comedic and cinematic
wizards, and he knows how to

wring chuckles out of the

unlikeliest of situations. As

Yamamura tells Keaton near

the end of the film: "I like

you. You make me laugh."

T This is certainly a sentiijjent

to be shared by all.
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FINALS! FINALS!
Take a Fast Break Soon
at Sassoon Bassoon's;

Westwood Villages most
popular rfappy Hair Hour
Saloon, (all day long)

• Haircuts Irom $12 Reg. $25
• Hi-lites. weaves. tXKJy perms

from $35 Rea $75 and up

This cuupud eiitittes you to cradil trom S2 - 15 - tlO
•120 towards any purchase o( Nexxus. SebaMian. and
K M S hait producis based upon verification of any
hair care services performed good till 4/7/86

Sacrament of Reconciliation
Thursday 8 pm

Univ. Catholic Ctr. 840 Hilgard

Holy Thursday
Reservations Required

^-^ Please call: 2t)8-5015
"

See Thurs paper for Holy Week Schedule
i

S • (

.Slndi'iil < Oinniilliv Idi llu' \i ts

THE ARTSI

David Gordon Pickup Company
David Gordon Pickup Compafiy "^

The Acting Company
The Pasadena Chamber Orchestra
Engiish Baroque Soioists

The Acting Company
IS/lei Torme/Jack Jones -

Viji Prakasn
Lar Lubovitch Dance Company
Lar Lubovitch Dance Company
Pro Musicis: Joyce LIndorff

$4 SCA TICKETS ON
'I

• Ticketlnformation 825-9261 Of 825-3253
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .^ ^, t

• Current Reg card snd Photo ID required at time of pur-chase and at the door the night of

the performance (2 tickets per ID)

• Available at the CTO [the trailer) - 8 30 am '^ ' ^'
• Made possible by the STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS' •

-

- COME SKIING—
WITHOUT GETTING

SNOWED!

Special Spring Break Offer

$19.95 per person/quad occupancy/per night

\ nr $29.95 per person/double occupancy/per night

MARCH 23 — APRIL 5, 1986

41^ THEYARROW
fJUQP A Dunfey Resort^^ & Conference Center 4

1800 Park Ave. Park City. Utah 84060
(Only 40 minutf s from lh»' Salt 1 akf Intirnrtticnirtl Airport )

Featuring our full service restaurant, lounge and fitness center.

For reservations, call collect (801) 649-7000 ask for Spring Break Offer

si.>.K< • »" *v/iiJ-»Mlllv - <»<•••* iw.t in. Iint» cow Ami Mf'^tuHv

*—

^
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[J Classified
••••••••••••<

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
M.n

I mt. 1* «*** *> Nw. jitu

Ip,,!^ MiiHl N^ UM'

—
r"

MISCELLANEOUS 9 PERSONAL >»>>., 10 PERSONAL PERSONAL.,..:..:.,- .10

ANSWERING Service- $lO/mo 24 hours

Be on in 3 mmufs by phona .. 456-9644 nr

455-1404 •". "- ^-^—

1 iky4fM

OMka LMallM 112 MrtMl IM

WrtM, Sf W|Mt My
rt|M to

iMlM M-

Tht ASUCLA CommurauBons Bovd tuly jupporls the

UMwiMy of CaHloma's policy on noo-dacnnwwbon

Mo nwMum ttut aonpl MtMrilMmenis wtitcti prtsant

ponons of any ongv. race, rehgwn mx. or sexual

ortintiton in i OtmMnng way. or imply that SMy art

Imrtad to cartam poaMions. capabiMts. rotos. or

tttlus in lodtly NaWwr Ota Daily Brian nor itw

ASUCIA CoTTMnunicalKins Boartl has nvasbgatod any

of ttw services attircflisad or arNernsars reprcMniad v>

the CUM A/iy person bekevmg Vut an actverlisement

in itMs issue vwtatos the Board's pokey on non

dtscnrranatton stated herein sAouM communicale

comptamis m wntmg to Ihe Business Manager. Oaity

Brun. 30e Weshraod PUza. KH 112 Los Angeles. O
90024 For assotonce i«<lh housmg decnnwiabor

proHenv. cal toe UCU Housing Ofltee at S2S-4491

or cat (tie WestSMla Fair Housing Otflct at 475-9671

••••••••••to ••••••••

MoiwvtofColltog«7

It's an around you. if you know

where to look! Our notioo-wicJe

AcodemJc Dota Service

gurantee$ 5 to 25 Hnonciol Aid

Sources (or your tiQf\ef

education or your rrxxiey bock.

Reshmen, sophonxxes, and

ongoing graduate students

ONLY, ca<l to« free

1-800-644-1574 ext. 639 or

write P 0. Box 16493.

Chattanooga. TN, 37416

Greek
Week was a

blast.

Thanks,

ATQ

CAMPUS CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS 1 HAPPENINGS 1

AO N.l/s

Thanks for the

fantastic P/A

party. We had a

blast from Start

to Phi-nish!!

Love you,

The Actives

CONGRATULATIONS TO SIGMA KAPPA'S
APPOINTED OFFICERS 1986-87

ActlvlH-
.......Sheila White

Aist. AcHvitie. Suzanne Black

A»t. Hoo-.... '}:<>Ti Hoffman

Asst. Pledge Tina Tamayo

Bannen "f^* o uu
Fniidraiser

Linda Robb

HisterlaB........ • .....Cindy Gutlerrex

Iniramiirals Jeanne LaMotte

PhUamhropT- Jolene Smith

Plctnre Debbie Stern

PabUdty!.'.'."!...."..
Seana Eason

Bltnal/80119 Linda Mathlous

Scholanhip Jennifer Schramm
Asst. Scholarship Tanya Heyn

Asst. Social/. Nancy LaForteza

Triangle Bep Krlsta Anderson

Snnshiiie Tracy Bogoslan

Parent's Clob Susan Hutkln

Alum. Chair -— JCatle Schmidt

Slsterhood.....^v..> Karln Backstrom

=mms, SENIORS,aw 6RAwate^

Give yourself some credit, sign up

for a Visa/Mastercard and otlier fine

credit cardsNWF 9ani-4pDi at the

Wcstwoo4 student Federal Credit
^

Union (located behind Kerckhoff Hall)

fjo employment requiredlU--—

*

90% acceptance rate

^ the studty HASHERS c^
Food for Thoaghtl

Chi-O Pizza/Study night.

5:30 at the Coop.

Better company than

your boolts!

WESTWOOD FRIENDS
MEETING

1

1
PERSONAL 10

(Quakers)

Meeting tor worship

Sundays at 10:30
572 Hilgc^d Ave.

EDUCATION
SERVICES 4

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Meetlngt: Mondoy. Ackermon
- 2410. 12;10-1 20. WedneKtoyj,

NeuropsycWatrtc Institute CB-538.

12:10-1:20. For akx)hotlC8 or In-

dlvkJuait who hove a drinking

pfOblTrt 650-0644 U 475-^366

CoafrataUtkMM to Alpka ^
Cki Oacfla's N«w Offkcnl ^
JPr«M«at C«riM« C«Mi«^ - - ----

ImVP-A^mPoMot
2*<i VP: JOI Odoa '

3H VP: LiM Jordo*

Eccordiiif S«c: C«My WkktkiO

ConMpoadiaf Sec Taaar

Frcakcl

TrcaMirer Nicheilt Fred

A«st. TreMwer JiU MoMbcl]

iMh Ckairau: Cwolya Caaakf

AMt. iMk: Nmv McDo««I— "~

riBO), You keep our spirits

high and our mealtlrr^es olive.

Keep the food coming.
=rWeappreciate you.-

—

Love,

^heflPhts-

PaakcUeaic Rep: MelkM Hopp ^
Social Ckaimaa: Km Uoreatc ^
Scholanhip: Valda Vitob ^
Fratcraal Bclatiooa: BarMc ^
Bklt«r4« ^
A^tirtto : MariJee Koli>liof»t „ _^:u.^
HoMt Maaafcr Carolya Griffia

Aaat Hoaae Maaafcr JaUc Yte|

Wardea: Carea Caaierota

Soaf. Hcidy BcTfcr

Aaat. PUdfc Traiacr. Kalky

Jokaaoa

Hlatoriaa: Laarie Gray

Faa4takiag: Jcaay Gicae

Ckaplaia: Jattc Moadi

Art / CaharaUcaay Ttao

PaMic Helatioaa: Dim SiMnaaa

Acco«o4ath>aa: HMary Harpar

Seaior liaMta: Ckaa4ra Slack

Lyre Editor Katky Gathrie ^
if if, if ^ if If if if if If if )f if i^ ifX

Happy Birthday

Jill Winter Ad)

—You're one of

my bestest
friends in the

whole wide big
If

Love, Susie

Yea, Yea dat's

da message-

You may not be a
star, but you can

tall< to one!

call: 206-2841
Llhere is no charge

for this call
5t*l^**^**IM^***#*##^

It anyone had to pay a towing fM

because the police had your car hooked

MpiiUri twlw* I t i^ tt ttw iUm\ , and jOu

had returned and you had to pay. theri

kindly contact WM. 60ICHMAN. Atty.

2040 Avenue of the Stars. Suite 400,

LA 90067. (213)556-1191

in order to claim a refund

Dear Ken,

Look who finally

caught up with

the girls,.

Happy 21st

Love, The Gong

CONGRATULATIONS
CINDY TAMMINOA!
ALL 3 LAW SCNOOLS

WANT YOU •• YOU CHOSE
•ALT

Well miss you next quarter!

ACT -Your proud
K\ Sitters

GOOD DEALS 7

INSURANCE WAR! WELL &EAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DDNT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,

MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER

DISCOUNTS RECJUESTT BRUIN PRO^

GRAM •• (818)992-6966, (213)873-3303.

PERSONAL 10

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures witti native English)

speaker for fun. friendship Uehara

(818)840-8638

NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr

hotline - income opp Make $500/mo. or

more part-time. It our phories are busy,

leave name and number on mach
(213)852-0990

NNED money? Too many bjlls? 24 hr.

hotline - income opp Make $500/mo or

more part-time. If our phones are busy,

leave name and number on mach
(213)852-0990

Election applications now available for 1986-87

^7S PANHELLENIC EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
^)|C5|C5|C3lC3lC******5|C^5!C3K-

Pick-up your application today In Men's Gym 118 or

2224 Murphy. Due April 8, 5:00 In 2224 Murphy

**¥¥¥¥*¥¥*********#¥***¥¥¥*»**¥¥***¥¥¥

REWARD $50- Tweed waistcoat at r^ott.

Xi Thursday nigh*Sentimer»al 826-', .3?

or leave at house. ,

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-

port group 8pm Tuesdays Women's
Clinif 9012 Olympic (213) 858-3021

Nan* /.

1
•

* President: Bruce Seeley

* Executive V.P.: Gary Stevens

*
Administrative VP- Tim Abel

J Ireasurer: Canvi Navalta

Congratulations
to the newly

installed officers of

PHIKAAPATAU
Rusti Ctiairman: Iroy Arnold

Member at Large: Dylan Free

Seargent at Arms: Kyle

Henrickson

Secretary; Harry Reed III Ctxiplain: Mike Bowman

Best wishes in the upcoming year.

; We're all behind you 100%
i^.ifififififififif^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^jfifif)f^if^)f^^^^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

•X-

•X-

SlttHA
KAPPA
^IGePeAe
ON THE
ROW!!!

Congratulations

and GOOD
LUCK ON
FINALS!!!

•x-

DAN DOYLE AXA
Happy Birthday

you Irish Stud! Wd love

you & we know
you love us tool!

Love.

Brigie, Helidi, & Stacy

p *p 1* •n^ <^ «^ ^^^^^^^ ^^*

IRENE SMITH:
Revenge is sweet.

Beware of

,^ roommates
witti cameras

ifh^Gun, (a random
sorority girl)

You're 21, now we can

start going to happy
hour. The Delta

Force: kill, kill, kill

those brain cells. The
Carrier of Cinder

Block and Groveler of

Pit love you!! Hope
you'll be coming soon

Delta Love, y.

ROSE & MER'V

Kisten.

Kick butt on your finals

you stud! Remember, it's

for a good cause-BAjA!

So start packing and get

ready to come back a

bronze goddess! Sec you

then!

Love always.

Tim

PS. Why? Just because. (Hi

Mom and Dad)

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

/

HELP WANTED...> 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30 HELP WANTED 30

DONORS needed tor oft-campus sperm

bank Up to $l00/week. Minorities en-

couraged Call 553*3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study t)eing cqnducted

through the University Center for Imectlous

Diseases Treatment is free Receive $100

reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research

project at UCLA. 1 time only. Earn $12.00

Call 825-0392

NORMAL healthy children. 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20

for 2 hou rs. 825-0392

$$$ Paid volunteers with dandruff needed

(or shampoo study Dermatology
Research 206-6204 between 7am to

3;30pm

SPERM donor

Clinic. 820-0377.

wanted. FGE Medical

WANTED: Patients age 14 and older with

diagnosed periodontal (gum) disease to

participate in research project providing

periodontal care (monitoring, instruction,

x-rays, .surgery). 625-9792 for appointment.

WANTED Vounteers sensitive to food ad-

ditives or flavor enhancers to answer a

questionnaire. Answers will be used to

select subjects for a study Subjects

selected will be paid $10.00. Call N.

Murphy at 825-5703

$400
Males ages 21-32 for

drugs & alcohol studies.

You will receive a
physical exam, lab test

& transportation all free

of charge. Call Susan
(213)390-8483

9AIVI-2PM
Souttiem Califomia

^.JBaaearch institute.

ARTIST needed Full-time. Hand painting
on fabric 939-7495

ASIA travel/study. 2 months $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6 00-$10 00/
hour) fo offset cost. (714)734-7103 day
evening.

ASSISTANT retail food service manager
for Boston Brownies (Westwood location)

We are: Since 1981 Boston Brownies tias
l>^n the nation's leader in selling highest
quality, fresh baked brownies. We are a
company that is fanatical to Jhe point ot,
being psychotic about quaJity-about pro-
duct, our people treatment. & our
customer service We are looking for: We
are looking for a bright, energetic person
with goiad natural instincts & common
sense The qualified individual will have
the proven history of ability & driving sales
through superb customer service & staff

motivation, while simultaneously maintain-
ing controllable costs At least one year of

experience & a willingness to learn & grow
as needed. What we offer: strong salary &
bonus package. Ground floor opportunity
immediately prior to significant company
expansion. Chance to join a dedicated &
capable team & get very close to a lot of

great tasting brownies. What to do: apply
in person to Boston Brownies in the

Westside Pavillion (3rd level next to Nord-
stroms). tjetween 4 & 5pm March 10-14

10800 West Pico. (213)470-4166.

ASSISTANT Inn-keeper at The Venice
Beach House Bed & Breakfast. Part or

Full-time, someone for reservations and
housekeeping duties 823-1966.

ATHLETIC-looking girls in track & field,

swimming, gymnastics, tennis: $lOO/day

acting Recording: ^213)430-5431

CASHIER/sales, female, part/full-time in

women's shoe and clothing store. Melons

on Melrose Ave. 854-7734.

COMPUTER SALES Excellent income

opportunities 3 years experience in MS-
BOS preferred. Compu .Dynamics 854-

1104.

COUNSELOR - "full time and part-time

^positions now available at leading residen-

tial treatment center for teenage boys. Ex-

perience preferred. Excellent benefits.

FULL-TIME COUNSELOR PART-TIME
COUNSELOrr(81 8)347-1 326

CRUISESHIPS hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean. Hawaij.^ World!! Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DELIVERY person wanted nights or

weekends, must have car Call Arlene

(213)655-9342

DRIVER/MESSENGER full Or part-time.

Familiar with greater LA area. Must have

reliable economy cdr, liability insurance,

copy of DMV. Earn an hourly wage plus a

generous auto allowance! Call (818)906-

0899; (818)906-0763

DRIVERS needed to deliver balloons!

Wow!! Own car, flexible hours, hard work,

but fun job! Van owners & singers get

extra $! Balloon Celebrations- 10922 Le

Conte Ave . Wwood (2 1 3)208- 1 1 80

NEW delivery service is now tiiring drivers

to t}egin immediately. Must have own in-

sured vehicle. No weekends call 475-

0700.

OFFICE Assistant. Part-time. Campus
research institute. Type 45 wpm Work-
study preferred but not required Summer
employment possibility. Contact Marilynn

or Laura at 825-1 925.

PfJ weeken/d maid hotel next to campus.
$4 00/hr 208-3945

P/T student assistant in microcomputer
lab $5 80/hour Working knowledge of

PC/DOS Pasic programming. Call Tony,

825-3034.

PART or full-time help wanted in men's
retail store Salary negotiable. 395-0397.

PART-TIME Century City, light office and
phone. Call (213)277-1308 Ask for Larry

or Scott.

PART time programming job (15-20 hrs.

per wk). Computer Science major, familiar

with VAX or PDP-1 1 GPA 3.0 or better re-

quired. Initial salary $6. 00/hr. Non-Smok-
ing environment Contact Liz Loree, Pro-

prietary Software Systems, 394-5233.

PC COMPANY needs telemarketers &
trainers. Full or P/T Knowledgeable in

software packages Experience. $.

(213)337-9900. ^

PERSONAL assistant Part-time 20 hours

or ? for typing, filing, driving errands. Ex-

cellent salary for very very bright student.

Before noon. 459-2422.

GENITAL
WARTS?
Study being

conducted ttiroughi— the university —
center for

Infectuous

diseases. Treatment
is free. Receive

SlOO
reimbursement
(213)206-6723

LOST 17

bed ^fi bath warehause
Now Hiring

S#^hottest Retail Store in tou>«=is=aoi»

hiring full and part-time Cashier/Sales

and Stock persons.

Immediate openings and flexible

hours to fit almost every schedule.

Jkpply in person

LOST> Earring Silver triangle with flam-

ingo design »n lot 32 on 3/5/86. Please

Help! Reward. 934-7680.

11854 Olympic Blvd,,

WLA 90064
(1/2 block E. of Bundy,
^^next to Federated)^

POSITION open. Salespeople wanted
part-time or full-time Pacific Bookstore.

Required: bookstore selling experieence,

typing skills, references, daytime hours.

Call between 9:30-6. 451-5746. 515
Wilshire Blvd Santa Monica.

PRINTER for afternoon shift in mini-lab.

Noritsu 601 enlarger experience helpful,

but will train. Must be interested in

photography. Photo classes helpful 208-

2989. See Sue. •

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRG's Bottle Bill campaign Phone
bank. p/t. evenings. $100/wk. Dale 473-

8491

RE firm seeks PfJ receptionist/secretary to

work M.W.F. 12-5:30pm. Must type 50
wpm $7/hr. Contact Rae Lynn. (21 3)820-

5151.
I _^

'

RECEPTIONIST needed Salary negotia-

ble Full or parft-time Potential to earn big

money in sales. 473-6299.

RENAISSANCE Faire: Food bpoth workers

needed April 19 through May 24.

Weekends only! (818)788-1428.

SALESPERSON to work giftshop and
boutique Located in nice hotels. Salary

determined up>on experience. Flexible

hours 272-2353

SAS Programmer: Challenging position for

individual with min. 1-yr experience with

SAS language Call Sam (213)821-6801

(9-11 am)
,,— ..-,, .. ' T-" ' -.....^1 , . .. .

SHIPPING clerk for a computer publishing

company wanted, part-time Call Steven

(213)306-0735.

TEACHERS/ED MAJORS: Would you con-

sider a permanent job as GOVERNESS-
type live-in for great MAUI home with 3

young children? Send qualifications to LA.
Lucy. 845 Front St. Lahaina. Maiii, HI

96761(808)661-4811

TELEPHONE Survey 5-8pm. M-TH, $7/hr

call Tom (213)459-7578

iiSHf^R iota: flvatfabte Wtftcm Thealccr
Wilshire and Western. Generally weekend
nights, rock concerts, presentations Apply

in person. 3790 Wilshire Blvd. M-F 10-6 In-

fo (2 13)388- 1400

O'Day
Eaaployaicnt Agency

. Administrative Assistants

Secretaries* Bookkeepers
Permanent Placements

394-3215; after hrs. 393-6865

PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOORAPHCR
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Mol«/F*mal« Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming »«t»Jon«

Fashion, Commorlcal, Thootrical

Call for oppointmont
(•lI)SO«-t6tO

SPE^RM DONORS 19

SP^RM donors needed for medical

research. Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463

SALONS 21

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon Seeks

models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-

5766.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

*STUDEfyrrs and faculty*
T OOKing fu r exi r d n iui

Work temperary for

Tcy^

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L.A.

555 E Ocean Blvd., Long Bch
f21S|4«1-S220
•"Secretarial, *^ReceptK)nist,

t^ Typists, »^ Accounting,

k" Data/U^ord Processors,

and other office support jobs

100% FREE TO APPLICANTS

ELEGANT private dining club in Westwood
seeking exceptional waiters for part time

ewpleymewt. P loaoo call June or Gmay be-

tween 9-1 lam for appointment. (213)208-

JOB
ES:::rTr"t)PPORTUNiTiES .. ... 3?

1443

^^l

^TCoyW

EXTRA'S needed Now casting attractive

model types for movie & T.V. Creative

Casting: (818)784-0044.

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and

assistant for evenings and weekends Med-

ical interest required. College student

preferred For busy Beverly Hills office.

Call (213)550^)950. Ask for Teena

GENERAL office $5-6/hr. light typing,

heavy phones. Compu dynamics 854-1 104.

GIRL Friday needed part-time, 20-30 hrs/

week flexible, mostly typing (55-60 wpm)

for counseling practice, will train in word

processing. Call Debbie (213) 937-4900

GREAT summer job 2/ children - 8-week

beach oriented day program, 2-week High

Sierra camp-out. Minimum age 21, need

experience with children, water sports,

sports, camping, 826-2000

Piemianent Hair Removal
European Facial? • Waxing

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
Uil.S GAYLEY AVE .WESTWiX^U VILLAGE

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

THE DIET STORE WE NEED ANOTHER
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND
MAKE MONEY 473-3708. _^____

OPPORTUNITIES 26

INCOME Opportunity - New pet food com-

pany looking for distributors Earn $500-

$1500 or more, part-time (213)852-0990

call between 1-5PM.

R«s«arch«r/
Assistaat for

television based

—PR Agency. $8/hr.

20-25 hrs per week.

Hours adjustable to fit

class schedule.

Advancement is

possiblc.(2 1 3)655-3656.

10am-6pm weekdays.

* Fill In yonr week ^
* witb extra $$$ ¥r

* Immediate openings for *
J secretarial skills, typists, *
J clerks, receptionists. ^
^ word processors. & all ^
* office skills. Work by the ^
^ day. week, or month. ^* STIVERS J
5 TEMPORARY PERSONNEL J
^ Call for appointment ^
* in Westwood 208-5656 ^

IMMEDIATE openings. Western
Psychological Services, located in West

LA. has a full-time, permanent position for

a Research Assistant Bachelors/Masters in

psychology/educational research and some

computing ability desirable. Call (213)478-

2061.

INCREDIBLE Income; FH", P/T $2000-

$8000 monthly. No expenence. Make own

hours Rudy H 8)366-5452.

LEGAL secretary trainee Permanent part-

time position No experience required, but

must have excellent typing skills (min. 60

wpm) Will tram on word processor 20-30

flexible hrs./week. Full-time during sum-

mers $6-7 starting based on skills Call

Laura at 470-3555

LIGHT bookkeeping 5-7 hours/week Flexi-

ble English speaking. Trans, necessary

$5/hr 394-2933 Leave message

MATRIX One Beverly Hills has p/t position

open for motivated person with accoun-

ting/txx)keeping experience. Min 20 hrs/

wk. Contact Flo-937-0951

MECHANICAL engineering student needed

part-time in Culver City for technical draw-

ings Contact Mr Fleiner (213)837-7721

8am-5pm.

MEDICAL assistant for pediatricians office

Experienced 652-2389

RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM . ^—
THE JOB

Technical support to Oracle customers in the southwestern
region of the United States. Installations, hot-line support,

training, presentations to prospects, troubleshooting.

THE PRQ IECT

First commercial relational DBMS. Runs on 30 machine types

including IBM, VAX, DC, AT & T, HP, Prime.

THE COM^A^Y
Fastest growing major software comparW in the world. Silicon

Valley HQ; over 350 employees worldwia». More than doubles
in size yearly.

THE OFFICE

Sales and Support. 12 people today, 5 a year ago. Supports
practically all high-tech companies in Southwestern USA.

QUALIFICATIONS
MS or BS in computer science or related field. A quick studyv
analytic, effective with users, VERY BRIGHT. Outstanding
references. Current working knowledge of a major operating
system (VAXA/MS, VM/CMS, UNIX, MVS, AOS/VS) and fOR-
TRAN, COBOL, PL/I or C. Prior exposure to relational databases
would be beneficial. Fluent English and US citizenship

required- .

COMPENSATIONS
Lots of variety, difficult problems, talented co-workers; money.

Contact: Martin Gardner, (213) 822-3314

4

V*:'
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CLUB MED
LH.l.^^%S,S.^^

Seeking individuals to aU^ff vacation viltdges. If you are
hardworking and enjoy people, please check the main

information counter at the placement center.

^ /-

-"- AvandbTefrom April to November ^
Speaking Knowledge of French and/or SpanisH^
With the necessary qualifications to teach one or

several of the following:
l>Sailing. Windsurfing, Water Skiing, (with boat drivers
liscense). Scuba Divers (NAUI Divemaster. Instructor. Assis-
tant Instructor, at YMCA Instructor). Snorkeling. Swimming
Instructor (WSI). Tennis, Land Sports. Golf,
Archery, Aerobics.
2}Other Talents ^^

.

Entertainers. Costume Technickin. Set T^chnickxn. Sound and
Light Technicians. Disc JockeyrHost^sssesaadi
Boutique Sales. ~^

3)Administrative Assistant Functions
Bank. Room Planning, Trqffic. Nurse RN with I yr ER. Tour
Guides (hi lingual French/Spanish)
4)Maintenance , „
Plumber. Electrician. Carpenter. Mechanic. Assistant
Housekeepers. Assistant Laundress
5)Computer Program
Ability to teach and program Rudimentary BASIC Atari and
Apple Computer.
6)Cuisine
Bartender. Chefs. Restaurant Managers. Assistant Food and
Beverage Managers.

EXECUTIVE Salt Lake duplex Weekly

rates, 'hear four ski resorts, furnished,

sleeps 8 (801)966-7986

PALM Springs- New 2-bedroom, 2V2-bath

town ()pme, pool, spa Near Hilton Hotel

$lOO/night, $500/week, $llOO/month

(213)430-5509 or (8 18)884-73 15

CHILDCARE & light housekeeping in ex-

change tor room & board Pacific Pali-

sades 454-4127 Julie

I'

i

*

*

*

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

AVAILABLE prime location Brentwood, one

bedroom $340 00/mo to ^share large

beautiful 3 bedroom apartment Sheila

after 4pm 659-5455

AVAILABLE prime location Brentwood, one

t)edroom, $340 00/mbnth, to share large,

beautiful 3-bedroon^ apartment Shelia

after 4pm 659-5455.*^"

FEMALE professional/grad, 2 bedroom/2
bath w/2 women pools, tennis, jacuzzi

Deborah 670-5150

NEED female to share 2-bedroom apt

$270/mo National A/Vestwood 478-71 64

FEMALE, preferably grad student or upper

classman, non-smoking, experienced with

children, wanted for after-school babysit-

-tmg and carpooUng in exchange for room.

^ard and weekly compensation in Beverly

Hills area; or live out with hourly compen-

sation Call Sandy Swarz 271-8433

RESPONSIBLE grad studeni sought for

reside.-it manager position in'Gayley Ave.

fraternity house Room and txjard in ex-

cellent location in exchange for services.

Call Craig Tilson (213)477-6595. -

ROOM
FOR RENT 64

SPRING quarter foommate: luxury 2-

bedroom, 2-bath, across street from cam-
pus. parking $387. 824-9902.

'"

1 -bedroow>-to «hare $295/montfr 'Security,

parking, lower 874-2569.

2-fiED/2-bath apartment ., One space
available $250/nH). Brentwood Pool.^

parking, laundry. Bus 471 7828/837-1022

I-

i

I-

*

A

BEDROOM for rent

2 blocks from
On Santa Mo n I c a

$350/month &'

i.^.^^^.S.^^^TS.S.S.S.S.^^^T^^Tn.t.'t.S.^^T^'L^'^^'t.S.^S.T^.^^*''^"'.^^-^^

HOUSE
FOR RENT 55

STUDIO guest

Ouiet. single.

$650 829-5688

house available April 1st

non-smoking profesional

in 2 bedroom apt

Venice Beach
#2 bus route

V2 utilities.
$450 deposit Jim 396-85 18

BEVERLY Hills furnished room, kitchen

priveledges. pool, washer/dryer, utilities in-

cluded, need car Graduate student prefer-

red. $350 Leave message Abbie
(818)783-5151

QUIET room Private entrance and bath
Light kitchen privileges. Non-smoker
Brentwood $325/month. 471-1224 even-
ings

I

•All clients screened w/photos
and rets since '71

•Dmiy computerized updates

*Ustings throughout Southern California

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff

9701 W PKoBd Century Cn^

3402PacitKA^ HAanna

556-2752

8226548

SUBLET 66

Easy extra income! $500/$ 1 000 ,poss|^ble

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope-

McKinney & Assoc . Dept LA2. 100 E

Hillcresi Blvd Suite 209. Inglewood. CA
90301 .•

GOVERNMENT Jobs $l6.040-$59.230/yr

New h i F ine OeW iB06)6&7-e000 owl. R

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT 49

BACHELORS
JSeou lveda iV,

f-urnished Olympic
A- pttrann 4S<V

$1000/mo Charming 2 plus 1 in Venice
Den Huge enclosed yard Pets OK
Leave message 396-8722

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA $160b)lmonth,
professors home, 3-bedroom, 2*-bathroom
house Completely furnished Available

Aorit20-Sept 20 474-31 AA

ROOM & board in fraternity Includes 14
meals per week $280-$350 plus $200 sec
208-0822

SPRING quarter, 3 meals daily Monday-
Friday. $350/month, 832 Higard across
from campus 208-6963

$350/mQ. -Utilities inc.. kttchen pr'tytogaSr^

SUBLET your house or apartment while

you are away this summer Second year
law students clerking w/our firm need
westside housing Please call Lesli Miller

312-4000 ext 587 before 4 00 at Manatt.
Phelps. Rothenberg, Tunney & Phillips

SUMMER 1986 Sublets needed Law stu-

dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer Call Linda Cherry.

(2 1 3) 683-9 1 00 for more information

SUMMER law clerks need housing Fur-

nished apartments May-September
May-August Contact Rose Carnahan
(213)680-2222

TERRIFIC one bedroom, fu^ni^hed. securi-

''10105 for current federal list 9300 or 479-7881

"4 DON'T KNOW WHAT IM GOING JO
DO AFTER I GRADUATE " CAREER-
WORKS (213) 655-9212

WANTED Marketing and PR person

Small company, growth potential.

(818)990-5990. 7"^

INTERNSHIPS....: 34

LEARN INTERTAINMENT
Public Relations

intern at celebrity public

felations flrm. No pay
but great opfxxtunlty to

learn and goin experi-

ence. Coll Sonia a1

p('^13j276-6400|

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

EXCELLENT Westwood location One
bedroom $675/mo Call Mike 824-9925

GORGEOUS 1 -bedroom, 1 bathroom,
hardwood floors Spa in unit UCLA.
Close $895 00 479-6981

ONE-bedroom. one mile from school.

$700/month Weekdays call 477-4485.

Kathy or Diane Weekends-<7 14)493-3921.

Kathy

SINGLE for 1-2; walk UCLA-Westwood,
partially furnished, laundry, pool,

dishwasher, ac, fireplace 5 month lease

April-August; $675 mo. includes water,

gas, parking Kris or Lisa, 209-0885

WALKUCLA! 2 spaces open in 2-b<lrm.

apt available April 1st or t>efore $282 50,^

Call 824-0273

WELLWORTH PLAZA '.

HOUSE
TO SHARE ..57

MALE professional to share large house
with male/female $400 plus utilities, non-

smoker, non-drinker. 391-7082.

min to UCLA uiet. clean house Call 479-
2402 Ed* cfKeryl. Adrienne
Messages85 1 -9057.

ROOMMATES 65

HOUSE
FOR SALE »•••••••••«...30

1
1 .1

.DAY Care needed 15-20 hours per week
-Hous/pay flextbie.-very light housekeeping
duties Start immediately Rancho Park

(213)399-9145.
[

RESPONSIBLE babysitter for nine and
four year old boys Occassional weekend
evenings UCLA area 470-1076 eves.

•

APARTMENTS *

—

New Building

Deluxe Apts

1 & 2 Bdrms
• Rcx)lcleck Spa

~~* Gated Garage
""

• Fireplaces

10980 Wellworth Ave

WWood. (213)479-6205

CHARMING Sherman Oaks 2-br.. l-ba..

huge den Faculty home south of Ventura
Blvd Easy commute to UCLA 825-3320
(818)995-4407

$2000 bonus to buyer! Professionally dec-
orated townhouse in Westwood with 3-

bedrooms. 4-baths Large master Good
closets/storage. Pool and spa. 9.5%
assumable loan Asking $235,000 Sheri.

Fred Sands Realtors Eves 473-6156.
Days 391-6721 (to receive bonds, you
must ask tor Sheri.)

DESPERATELY need a 4th roommate!
2br./2ba. Spacious apt Security, pool,
jacuzzi Veteran and Ohio Ave Only $350
to move in! Vic 479-6939

FEMALE share 1 -bedroom, close to UCLA,
pool, security building, parking $265/
month Available April 1st Taylor 478-
3579

ty. ft , peg^Adtacem UCLA *$960/moT7th-

Responsib'e female only 454-9542

2nd y*ar Law Students
fn—d W*tttld« housing
from opproximotoly
Juno through August.
Contact Donna Francis

of Wyman, iauti^fZI
S51-34S7 A.%Ji.P.

FEMALE, share room, luxury apartment
walk UCLA, security building, great room-
mates' Much more! $350/month 208-
8991

: —*-
FEMALE to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath with
3 others $300/month Parking Walk to
campus Call 825-5858 days; 824-5869 or
824-4886 evenings; ' '^ •

FEMALE needed, share room walk to
campus $241.00 w/dep Evenings 824-
4863Cheri.^ '

Wanted for visiting law

clerks- furnished one and
two bedroom apartments

and houses to rent from May
through September.

Telephonf: 277-1010 Ext.

7865 Mario or Robyn.

ROOM ^—^-

—

EXCHANGE HELP....63

FREE rent Ajpartment over garage Bel
Air Exchange for duties Call /Mrs Booth
472-4888 — -t- .*i~5W

FEMALE graduate student or professional
woman, non-smoker wanted to share 2
bedroom house ih Santa Monica w»th a
former grad student Will have own
bedroon $260/mo first and last
quired Available April 10 Call 450-5345
FEMALE
bedroom

re-

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT...T~;:;7.^...49

$795 Very large 1 bedroom. 5 minute drive
to campus, near bus stop. 2-3 roommates
okay Call 393-5196.

ROOM and Board plus gasoline in ex-
change for mother's helper Requires car

4

needed to share large one
apt Walking distance to UCLA

Private patio 208-1828

Mrs Morrisa 274-8726

PALOS Verdes 2 bedroom
$395 plus first, last

HOUSING
WESTWOOD prime location $100 move-in
allowance, furnished singles Patio,

elevator. A/C 10989 Rochester 479-7485,

managed by Moss & Company

$100 MOVE-IN allowance Deluxe apart-

ments. furnished/unfurnished, 1 & 2

bedrooms. 2 pools, gym. rec room, sauna,
and barbeque 10760 Rose (213) 559-

3403 Managed by Moss and Co

$450 FURNISHED bachelor apartment
One block UCLA, utilities furnished 944
Tiverton Ave 824-0181

$455 • 1 bedroom Stove/refrigerator All

utilities paid 19301/2 So Bedford 477-

8968 Mrs Rosen

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED 50

NEEDED :r:::::.6o

1 -BEDROOM, immaculate Modern freshly
decorated, close to campus $825-$895
Also singles, same location. $650/mo
Contact manager at 208-273

$775 large, sunny one bedroom with park-
ing, new carpet, stove Sundeck, walk to

campus Short term lease o k. 729 Gayley
Ave 208-8798

NATIONAL downtown law firm seeks fur-

nished Westside summer sublets mid-May
through mid-September Please call Dome
Sykesat(2l3K86-4600

RESPONSIBLE working couple needs
housing, walking distance "Of Medical
Center, June 1 thru July 19 Collect
(714)432-8518.

tQwnhome
security Advertising

artist studying Asran culture 544-0946.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professionally
-since 1971 Westwood. (213)470-3135 t}T
Sherrnan Oaks (818)789-6064

Roommate, furnished house- Redondo
fireplace, jacuzzi. dishwasher, laundry
Available immediately $300/month
(213)375-2325 or 743-2376

ROOMMATE wanted: $400 month, share 2
bedroom/bath, condo, Encino.
ty^arkirig

(818)344-62 10

ROOMMATE

pool, securi-

f»

$760 Culver City. 2-bedroom. 2-bath. nice

view/area Built in drapes, carpet 826-

6907

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

GRAND OPENING

750.00 CASH BONUS
. M you nx>ve In between

~ March 10-31

BRAND NEW API. BUILDING
• 1 bdrm Horn 925 OO
•2bdrmfrom 1225 00
•Roof deck
•Spa
• Gated Goroge
• Fireploces

10980 Wellworth
2 biks soofh of Wllshire, 1 Wk

eost of Vefaron

213/479-6205

SUMMER housing needed for out of town
summer associates June 1 -August 10
Please contact Jane Mika; Buchalter,
Nemer, Field, Chrystie, and Younger
(213)626-6700

wanted to share with one
person, furnished spacious 3
hon^e in Van Nuys. 20 mm
$550/month, includes utilities

professional preferred No
(2l3)82j-J727

ROOMMATE

bedroom
to UCLA.

Non-smoker,
pets Danielle

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

SUMMER housing needed for national
downtown law firm May-Sept '86. Contact
Phyllis Triarsi 626-1 71 7 Ext.215 —

. ^ wanted to share one
C>edroom apartment m W LA
Monica Bus Line
evenings

near Santa

$290(213)479-7257

BRENTWOOD Super clean, spacious. 2-

bedroom. carpet, drapes, stove No pets
$920/mo Only charging i month rent, se-
curity/cleaniog to move in 626-3638

WOO SPACIOUS. 1 bedroom, living room,
dining room, hardwood floors, stove,
refrigerator Robertson Bkr 271-3487

VISITING professor would like to house sit

July, August, while you're on vacation
Refs (818)906-1895

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

$800 SUNNY 1 bedroom 1 bath, stove,
refrigerator, carpet Century City No pets
277-0600 277-0604

VACATION
RENTALS... 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious Yosemite house
surrounded by pines Fully equipped,
reasonable rates close to everything (818)

785-9865

Century City law firm needs
furnished sublets for law students
this summer- May-Aug., May-Sept,

May-indefinitely. Please call
Kevinn Villard or Ileene Berman at

. (213)201-4526

0*MELViNY ft MYIRS
UWFIRM

NIEDS SUMMER SUILETS
If you ore interested in

subletting your fumistied

opartfDent any time

troTD May to August. &
possibly /j of Septennber.

our law students will be
needing t>ousing.

Please Call:

RECRUITING OFFICE
669-6539 or 669-6046

HEADSTART
*

Make arrangements

now to sublet your

apartment for the

summer, we have a

number of terrific law

students who need a

summer home in Los

Angeles. If you would

like a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvarddo at (213)

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself all

that worry at the

end of May

«MM
—-— •
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CONDOS SERVICES SERVICES
TO SHARE 68 OFFERED ..Q6 OFFERED ....96

• SHARE luxury. 2-bedroom/2-bath, Sher-

man Oaks condominium. Tennis courts,

pools, washer/dryer, wet bar, fireplace etc

$475: (81 8)788-4824.

CONDOS/
FOR RENT 69

t*>*^^^^^^^^^^4^4(L4^^^^^

CONVENIENT

ECONOniCAL

BASICALLY

A MOD IDEA
UCLA
CLASSIFIEDS
PHQNt UCLA 222

Graduate 2-bedroom/2-bath large condo/

townhouse Security, sauna, pool, parking,

$600/rm. Donna 653-8220

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

LEARN to Fly' Special free intcp, serious

students only, please. Aircraft rental (818)

344-0196

A Graduati(Jn

Proclamation
Don't put it off any longer.
Come into Campus Photo
Studio and select the style of
graduation announcement
that's right for you. You can
also order your degree cards
and pick up a package of
thank-you notes.

TENNIS 80
L

3SLidp)

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
1st Fl Kerckhoft Rm 150 • Mon-F.i 8 30-5 30. Ctosed Sat-Sun • 206-8433 J

MID-Wit-SHIRE tennis club has immediate

openings for experienced tennis profes-

sional Must have extensive experience in

ruNNing tennis programs Call 385-6487.

TENNIS player looking for others to play

on weekends and evenings Call Brian:

275-0609.

INSURANCE 91

//i4. »«Afe
' Spiritual Psychic Reader

Tarot Cards it Horoscope Readir^gs

By appt. only Privates
(2131 »sa-lS69 Confidential

Beverly Hills

Advise on all matters of life

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

5 PATIENT TUTOR J
JmAIH (arithmetic throughij

calculus) CHEMISTRY. PHYSICS. {
J Engineering, Reading, Gram- <|r

INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GHAM " (81B^«2-6966, (?t 3) 87342303;

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
^29621....:..:. Ask for Ken

^\\J V 1L«I\0 •••••••••.••••••••••• i'T'

EC0N0^^ MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available Completely equip-

ped, experienced Call anytime. 392-1 108

JERRY S moving & delivery The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable Jerry (2 1 3)39 1 -5657^

.e.A
-•>^

i^-> ^--^^

V^er^
-vv^^

GUARANTEED
MOVERS -

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

"t— 397-8597 Anytime f resumes?

#•#••###•###•#••••••# ^ authoi

ABC EDITING SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR
NEEDS BY EXPERIENCED UCLA PRO-
FESSOR (818)990-7980 - ..

ALL TERM PAPERS, REPORTS.
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD ^N ENGLISH
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICE! (8 18)798-8334

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad

school f.latements. theses, papers,

ed author

208-4353

Professional help from pubtish-

with journalism masters. Dick

ELEPHANT
MOVING
936-2009

Apartments. Offices
—

PTol9silonaf 5«Tvtc0. lor foonu'

PERSONAL —
SERVICES 95

YOUR future? Computerized forecast/year

giff $31 75/birthdate BJs Astrology. 9903

Santa Monica Blvd Suite 265 Beverly

Hills. CA 90212

SCRATCHED, DIRTY
CONTACT LINSES

W© poNsh & clean your hard, $eml-$o(t
orxj soft contoct lentes <*»«• you wait.

Return your contact* to "Mk* n*w" con-
dition F«e< and %me better
Or Vooei. 1132 Westwood Bd 208- 3011.
VaUdcrted Parklrxj-20% Off With Thte Ad

I will videotape your recital, party, gig. etc.

VHS or Beta Special $15/hr. plus tape

(213)665 - 1 707^

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette

or birthday party- we make it special. John

(213)559-4089

MODELS/ACTORS need good pictures?

Establish your portfolio today Call Linda's

Photography StutJio Low,tow prices.

(2 13)278-5063

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

J—business Many local satisfied customers

References available 24 hrs Mark 820-

3349
'

PROFESSIONAL documentation services

Editing, research, statistics, theory, study

design/development/production Any re-

quirement (2113)8711333

PROFESSIONAL editing term papers,

books, articles, manuscripts, proposals,

help in writing Call Sami Kamal

(818)760-3149

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

thesis students and the professional Rate

negotiable Call (2 13)474-03 13

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

SERVICES
OFFERED :...: 9vS

Bmar*m Editing and
WHting S^inticm
•ALLsuhjecta

•Nothing Too Big

or Too Small
•We want to help

Sharon Bear, PKD
(215)837-8292

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus. algebra,

probability, tutoring by and near UCLA

$20/hr 826-4029. 826-6928

CAN you write clearly and concise!/?

Need professional help? Reasonable rates

(213)^5^7592^

ETES-vous Francais? American, fluent in

French will teach you English. Telephone

Susan at 205-0825.

EXPEF)T. individualized tutoring by licens-

ed teacher Test preparation(GRE. LSAT.

GMAT. etc) Academic subjects 824-7179.

MOULTONS Tutorial Service Professional

tutoring/editing/word processing All levels,

ooursss. CBEST prep . sxpsfisnced staff

24hf./day. 7davs/w—k. 291-3158.

^achieve confidence and seH .^

* reliance, FOR FREE INFORMA-^
* TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-*

J 6463 *

W^^' Study Portcqucs in

Bio Janeiro ___
** J«ie25tbgily27tk

* Beginners,
. iiitemiediatc and

advanced. 5 unit

credit program
(LACC). Coat $1998.
Inciadea: Round trip

airfare, rooa and
board with a Brazilian

family, claaaea IBEV
Copa Cavana, Tuition,

Textbooli, Lectureg
and Excursions. Call

Prof. DasUuaat(213)
839-8427

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

NEED private Spanish instruction

Lorena (2 1 3)458-3556

Call

TUTOR needed for beginner on IBM PC

and MultiMate software Fee negotiable

Call Brent 473-6497

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING 100

MRS. Foxgrover's TypingWord Processing

Service Fas: reliable, error-free Term

papers, screenplays, resumes $1 50-

3.00/page 277-7102.

PROFESSIONAL typist, theses, term

papers, manuscripts, reports, dissertations.

$1 50/ds page Santa Monica Crystal

452-7180

PROFESSIONAL Word P*rocessing.

Resumes. Letters. Term Papers etc

f.easonable rates plus (10% Student Dis-

count) Ask for Suzanne (213)559-3369

THESIS/Dissertation typing - Revisions are

faster and less expensive if you start your

1st draft on Word Processing. SIMIAN

Word Processing Service also specializes

in scripts/novels, resumes, and form let-

ters Call Rick at (213) 467-2928.

^vpiNG-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional Low rates, high quality Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600
^

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES ANO OTHER TYP-

ING NEEDS CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503 STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

WORD Processing of thesis, dissertations,

short papers IBM PC reasonable rates

Kathryn 939-4303.

WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

from campus Can type anything- fast, ac-

curate, dependable- anytime. 824-3571

WORD processing/data entry on your

computer Typing and transcription.

Rsaaonab«e ratss. Dsbbts (818)782^4540.

i

TYPING/WORD ' ^^
PROCESSING 100

TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING .,... 100

I
A-A ACCURATE 8AM-iOPM. 7 days Type,

transcribe, • & word process papers,
resumes, etc; rushes welcome; WLAr
Marian; 39 1-3622

A quality word processing. IBM PC, IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papers, disser-

tations, one day service. $1.50/page. WLA;
Myung. 397-6344.

^

ACADEMIC wofd pracessing. Xerox 860.

Dissertations, repetitive letters, medicial

transcription. Linda (213)204-0947 Call

noon-6pm

AAA^ typing/word processing. $1.50/page
class/term papers Dissertations, theses,

legal, scieisnplays UCLA - format Experi-

enced (21 3)306-5089

AAA CUSTOM EDITING AND COMPLETE
TYPING SERVICE $1-3 PER PAGE
CALL EVAN FOPf INFO (213)450-8719

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING.
EDITING ENGLISH INSTRgCTOR.
SPELLING. GRAMj^AR. PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY
SANDY (21 3)479-3719.

ACCURATE, fast typing. $2 per double

spaced page (21 3)938- 1 1 30 ,

APPLE and I word processing $1 50-

$2.25. Theses, term,, etc. Dissertation

disc. 390-4588. Ask for Blanche.

A1 WORDWORKS Word processing,

papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes.
Pick up/campus M-W Sheri 662-0869

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious.

dependable. IBM Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

_

BEAUTIFUL typing, most conscienctious.

dependable. IBM Dissertations, theses,

papers, resumes. Correct spell-

ing/grammar^ "

kNT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime

id -evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates Darlene.

School Papers, Resumes
overnight, v^^hile you wait

RUSH 458-3390
710 Wilshire #510, 5M

Lonc€*s
One Day Typing

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE

Hipiddi I UOwitUMmUCU
STUDBfT/QUAHTTTY OOCOUNn

*
¥
*
*
*
*

^

JOS-CiSS 191-338^

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former solo

flutist Bostorr Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, Boston Pops, IS accepting pupils.

669-5324

GINGER Adam Studio of Piano.. New
Brentwood location Openings now
available All ages, all levels. Experienced

teacher NGPT/MTAC 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher

near UCLA Any level, any age. Guitars

available Jean 476-4154.

VQiCE. piano, organ, guitar. 35 years

teaching all levels, styles. Near UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-701 2.

.».y^

,

EDITOR, PhD. Many years' manuscript

—

experience dissertations, articles, transla-

tions, poetry, p>lays, novels, non-fiction

(213)393-9109

RESUMES. ...« > 104-
...-i,

«

)• •••••••• •'•••••••••••
ONI DAY TYPfNO

Profestiortal writer wtm BA in

EngHsh wW type OTKl edn term

papers, ttieaet, scripts, resurrtes.

etc Or edittrx} only Over 25

yeora experter«ce Westwood
VtNoge m Dtftdnev

824-2853 or 824-5111

••••••

•

•••••••••••••••••

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages

Help with writing Virginia 278-0388

FAST accuarate, IBM Selectric, close to

campus . Call Barbara 826-9714.

FAST dependable typing/word processing.

$1 99/page Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343 (213)514-9245

|3M PC Word processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format Rush jobs welcome $2 00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550

^ ———-—

CUSTOMIZED resumes and cover letters

that bnng results Free consultation Free

resume evaluation Newjwestwood office.

Career Support Services - the "Paper

Connection' to better |obs (213) 478-

4188

NEED a great resume? Call The Resume
Connection -^tor one that wtll get you

results (213)478-3274

RESUMES. $l2ypg computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typing & word processing

Papers $2/page & up Paper Tiger 821-

8091

.-*.

•Kesumes*
•Career Guidance

•

• Typing/Editing*
:: Low-cost . . Proven results .

.

.. Free Consultation^

1 Call ACCESS
1 (213)47'/ 3641

m

1 Convenient WLA Location
k

«

L 1

FB 4
It is cheaper this year than last

for students to place a personal

ad. Just present a valid reg.

card and photo i.d. at the

classified window
(112 Kerckhoff) for details.

Welcome your friends back in

grand style with a personal

that over 20,000 people

will see!

SOME f^ESTf/IC 1 U'NS Af^fH V

/

»»t T^

p*** dak
I wjU^itt^MA^iL^-

;\
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imming
— rpminued from Page 30

X:

ns tadem tabulated
points for the Bruins

lace effort. In the one
board Shaffer and

Watkins finished third and
fourth, respectively. USC's
Hong Ping Li won the event

with a score of 546.95. Hong
competed in the L.A. Olym-
pics for his home country of

Chiha^— -—"i^^
Stanford's Thor ^o1?lison

took second place with 517.75
points, Shaffer followed with
506.95. Watkins finished out

the top four scoring with a

442.10.

In the three meter diving Li

once again hailed victorious

with a score of 613.30. Shaffer

came in second nosing out

JohnToh 580.60 to 545.35.

Watkins came in fifth behind

Stanford's Tom Rothenbucher.

Watkins amassed 497.45
pionts for the event.

What impressed Ballatore

was the fact that so many of

his swimmers achieved stan-

dard on their last effort. The
team proved it could deal

with the tremendous pressure

of trying to make a standard.

"ThiK^guys never
, quit, . a.

lot of them made it on last

ditch swirns." Ballatore feels

that the rigors of hard the

swim schedule during* the

season helped prepare his

team' for their solid perfor-

mance in this year's con-
ference meet.

"We are under pressure all

year, we swam the best swim
teams in the country. We also

try to teach our kids to face

up to pressure. If you didn't

get it done don't make ex-

cuses, work hard and get it

done the next time."

It takes more than being

able to respond under
pressure, however, to make a

team great, **We have the

right chemistry, and we also

have guys *lhat really care
about each other. I am real

proud of our guys from our
~fi"eshmen on upT* '' --^-

SmitlT Tracl<
Continued from Pane ^^

Still, Manager Whitey Her-

zog calls Smith his big (|ues-

tioTi mark.
"He hasn't played yet, but

what I've seen in practice has

been fine," Hetzog said. "But

until he goes in the hole and
lets it fly, we won't really

know. He's been working
hard, and the doctors say he's

coming alonp' '
'

Continued from Page 34
missing qualifying for the final
race by one position.

USC's Wendy Brown broke
the American indoor record in
the triple jump, leaping 44.
3'/4. The previous mark was
43-93/4

.

Brown's leap is nine inches
short of Soviet Galina
Chistyakova*s world best.

YOU TOO CAN WRITE

FOR NEWS

TRAVEL S.105 TRAVEL 105 TRAVEL 105 AUTOS FOR SALE... 112 FURNITURE 126

EUROPE '86
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
ISE/CLUB EUROPA • STI • TOP
DECK • CONTlKi* AESU

t A 'V

'82 Rabbit convertible, 5-speed, red with

white top, a/c, Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette Moving must sell $9300 obo
(21.3)394-6430

if \

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE .114

MOTORCYCLE 100 cc. Honda. Very good
conditiion. $200 396-1335

^ ^ MATTRESSES ^ ^
All nt-w hotel sets ^uariinteed

Twin Set T

Full" sh. .,•;. J.. .!!!!!!!!!!

Qiieen Set
KM

Beach BBQ on a Greek Island ^-Flamenco show in Spain • Bicycle trip around
Copenh^gei'i » Cruise down the gl i ii le t Club Med stay on Corfu Nandi

• Centrally located hotels • All major sightseeing
.

" • Travel via deluxe motorcoach • Meet students from all over the world.

14-50 days •1-18 countries • All this for ONLY $36 PER DAYI
We've got It all and we'll help you plan the trip that's right for you. Our
Europe Travel Advisors offer free travel advice and the best travel values

to Europe. Stop by and see us for more informatloni

1980 Suzuki GS550E 9000miles,
condition, new tires $750 820-7207

mint
I

:...tHH

^•ntjSet
ij,^

New ."> pitire hednMtm niet t||H
New full ««• or <|ueen sleeper ||3M

^iTew sofa and love seat , 1 1 59
Oak Finish i-offee tables $2(1

KndJTables $15
Lamps ay

THE WAREHOUSE Jllll—
397 5030

~^2 Yamaha 550 Vission, 16 mo old 2,500
miles excl cond. $1200 824-0542

GARAGE SALES 127

MOPEDS 119

HONDA Elite-80. 1985. white w/black trim,

2200 mi.. $895 obo. 824-0938 Dan.

MOVING Sale: Sat. March 22. I0am-4pm
Household, clothing, toys, books, some
furniture<great bargains) 10810 Lindbrook
Dr (Westwood).

-fi_

k
ASUCiA/^

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
TRAVEL SERVICE
A-Level Ackerman Union
f"ic_es supiecf 'o c^an^e withou' notice limited avaiiaoiiify

» , r ,——•»

M-F 8:30-6, SAT 1 1-3

"82 Honda Passport Excellent condition
6500 miles $575. 201-7715 (days) until

2pm. 275-7337 (eves).

'85 Honda Elite 80; lock, helmet, good
condition; $800; after 5pmm 475-0434

MISCELLANEOUS... 1 28

NEW , Sunta«n« tanntng* tabte^ "Worf"6rr
game show $650 Pledges Great house
gift Charlie 826-8312

BARGAIN BOX 125

SUPER VALUE R/T FROM LAX TO
NEW YORK from $236
CHICAGO from $198
MtAWrr.r "." from $238
HAWAII from $239
LONDON from J499
FRANKFURT from $589
PARIS/AkASTERDAM from S599
TOKYO from $579
TAHITI from $579
CRUISE. y-d»yt... ;.,„.,

SKI EUROPE.
CHARTERS. TOURS. CRUISES.
RAILPASSES. CAR. AND HOTEL

RESERVATIONS
CALL 208-4444 MF 9-6

ASTRA TRAVEL
1100GLENDON »2d25.

AUTOS FOR SALE.. 112
"70 LINCOLN Continental, MKItl Clear,
xint cond 64,000 miles $1500 (213)825-
4967 days, (618)508-8387 evenings. Keith.

72 VW Bug $1000 As is (213)654-2013.

"79 red Fiat Spider convertible, 5-sp>eed,
excellent run and condition AM/FM
cassette $4000/obo (213)209-0457.

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice
encyclopedia 1985 set $175. Mattress &
box spring $150, Brass headboard $150
Desk $150. Wall unit $150 Dtnette set
$150 Recliner $195 Futon sofa sleeper
$160 Bedroom set $495 Sofa & love seat
$495 Dining room set $895 Carpeting
$5.95/yard, 393-2338.

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS 134

DISKETTES SSDD 52* DSDD S79
Lifetime warranty/ best prices Data
Bureau Inc 1633 Westwood -Blvd., #120.
Tele (213)479-0345. "==

OSBORNE portable computer, all original

software, 11" aux monitor, nr new printer,

$600 (213)397-2527

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

'79 VW rabbit Auto/stereo7good condition
$1995 828-1529

fURNlTURE 126

FUN to drive '^8 Fiqi, air, AM/FM. sheep-
skin seats, silver, service records, one
owner. $1,500 or best 458-9811. 475-5313
Alexis,

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $4 throught
the US Government? Get the facts to-
day! Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext 8147.

1969 Volvo 145s Station wagon, new
tires, runs well $950(213)206-0371 559-
6080.

'80 Chevy Citation, Only 45.000mi. rebuilt

trans
. $2000 Call 479-5745.

"82 Rabbit convertible. 5-speed. red with
white top, a/c, Blaupunkt removable AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell $9200 obo
(213)394-6430.

SUPER buys. 6 Dr Chest 24"x 51 **
- $49

6 Dr, Chest 29' x 51" - $59. 6 Dr. Dresser
- $59 9 Dr Dresser - $79. Richards Fur-
niture. 11030 Washington Blvd. Culver Ci-
ty. CA 90230 559-0161

: ADVERTISE i

; 81^-1111 :

RT

From

LONDON $479
AMSTERDAM..$495
FRANKFURT....$498

SIDNEY $840
TOKYO $570
• Some Restrictions

Apply

Euroll passes
Issued on the spot

1971 VW Superbeetle Very clean, ex-
cellent condition, must see. $2500. Call
Janel 825-3339 days. (818)246-3946
nights.

1975 AMC Hornet One owner, A good
car 47.000 miles, (really). $1,100
(818)905-8662 (pm).

1976 TOYOTA Celica GT 5.speed. ex-
cellent running condition, few dents:
$1350, John; 473-8 140.

1976 Toyota Corrolla 77.000 miles. Works
excellently 5-speed. 4-door. $1200 obo.
Julia 392-6290 or 825-8372.

1978 Chevy Monza station wagon-6
cylinder Power steering, a/c. very good
condition $1500. 825-7558.

1978 Datsun B210. Automatic, A/C, am/fm
cassette, rebuilt engine. $2,000 (818)701-
9667.

for sQv'ng money

f I

1

1979 Ford Mustang, V-8. sunroof, grey ex-
terior. black interior $2800 (213)306-9658.

1979 Honda CVCC station wagon, 4
ispeed, am/fm stereo, white Smog certifi-

^ate $1800 obo. (213)450-3848

1979 Pontiac Grand Prix 43,000 miles Ex-
cellent condition, full automatic, black/
silver, a/c. etc $3.700 obo. 390-1985

1979 SCIROCCO. silver. 5-spoed, air con-
ditioning, am/fm/cassette. $3,290
(213)477-8900/Rob

1980 Plymouth Horizon TC3. Great condi-
tion. looks new! $2.200. 471-7321

.

1984 Rabbit Convertible 5-speed cham-
pagne/black am/fm cassette, air. low
miles, mint condition. 838-6177.

you know the value of Classified
Advertising! You know i

the easy, low cost way to
find a cash buyer for
those Items you no
longer need or. use.
And ycHj also know
it's ^ good place to
shop for money
saving purchases.
Enjoy saving .

money? Let

Classified nnake it

happen'

I
BRUSN

' CLASSIFIED
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Volleyball
Continued from Page 36
Sonnichsen and Whitacker on
the bench when we're running

a 6-2," said Scates. "Andy
Klu5sman gives us good block-

ing. He came in the SC match
and put (Dave) Yoder in the

tank."

llussman mentioned earlier

in the season that he wasn't

used to sitting out games, but

that he. trusted Scates' judge-

ment.

Scates also mentioned that

the presence of the USC band
and cheerleading squad at

Friday's match gave the Tro-

jans the type of support that

. he wotild like to have for his

own team.

"It would be nice to have
our band there. Our crowds
tend to be rather blase and
apathetic. Even four band
band members would be
nice," said Scates.

• Tiiis match moves the
Bruins record to 21-7 overall

and 7-4 in the CIVA. USC has

lost only one match this year,

to UCLA in the Kilgour Cup.
The Trojans are atop the

CIVA with a perfect record.

m<sO(^ daily bruin monday, march 17, 1986 2^

Ali NAIVJRAL HJOZEK\OGURr

FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one o/" equivalent value free

- JOHNSTON'S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

Expires 3/3 J /86 • limit one per customer
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, Here are all
the excusesyou
need to eat out.

i

^oftbatt
Continued from Page 35
the last inning."

UCLA started the bottom of

the 10th with a runner on se-

cond base adhereing to the In-

ternational Tiebreaker Rule.

Gina Holmstrom stepped in

to face Andaya but struck out.

Onp away.

Janice Parks smacked a

hard line shot to the left side

but the hit didn't clear the in-

field as the Aggie shortstop

pulled it down. Tw6 outs.

— Olivie walked, followed by
Karen Walker who hit a

chopper back toAndaya. The
pitcher made the throw to

first to record the final out.

Desp ite the loss .to_Texas A^

& M, Olivie and the rest of

the Bruins remained confident

about future 1986 contests.

*T don't think our team is

by any means a losing team,"

said Olivie. "I think we can

play with anyone.*^

—

"""

;

—

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon

J I

I

I

I
I

I

ni

r Shampoo, Condition,

Cut & Blow $ I I

Hi-Lite $20 and up

Perm $25 and up

Introductory Offer • 478-1971 • must call for appt.

VALID EVERYDAY

STEAK $5.49
INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT

& SALAD BAR
Served with cheese toast and choice of potato

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTY NOW THRU; 3-23^

Offer good only:
at Sizzler-Westwood Village

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788

COUPON

SXVE SI 50
OR MORE

I

I

I

I

I

ISizzler

STEAK & HIBACin *

li 208-6788

CHICKEN $5.99
INCLUDES ALL YOU-CAN-EAT SALAD BAR

1643 Westwood Blvd BIk. N. of Santa Monica Bl

Gymnastk^
Continued from Page 35

bars won the event and was
,one of the highlights of the

meet.

However the most exic-

ting competition of the

meet came from the pom-
mel horse. In that event,

the top three competitors

finished with scores of 9.80

or better. Usually, scores

just do not get that cood

anywhere but in the Olym-
pics.

_ The winner of the event

was Jim Novak from New
Mexico. Novak's score of

9.90 was the best in the

U.S. this year and is among
the top marks in the world

as well.

Hayden and Holdsworth

tied for second on the ap-

paratus. The two merely

scored 9.80 to come in se-

cond, scores that would
usually win the event.

I

I

I

I

I

I

mm ^m warn coupon i^ ^m mm ^^m ^m

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTY NOW THRU: 3-23-86

Offer good only: (

at Sizzler-Westwood Village
922 Gayley Ave.

208-6788
Sizzler

I

I

I

I

I
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOW TO iWOID THE DANGERS
OF C0UNTERFEIT1IDT01>2lirrS

INFERIOR PARTS COULD THREATEN YOUR SAFETY

... ^Tod^V,' a counterfeiter

-no4Qnger has to print phony
twenty-dollar bill^. Selling

imitation automotive replace-

Tnent praTts— pacfcagecHxT

resemble products fn)m legit-

imate manufacturers— is big

business. .

For people who buy
and use counterfeit auto
parts, though, the conse-

quences can be costly. For

example, body panels may
require expensive labor to

bring their finish quality up

to the rest of the car. Bogus
oil filters have failed after

200 miles, causing iinpro-

tected engines to seize up,

requiring their complete
replacement.

Inferior transmission

fluid has solidified at 0^

Fahrenheit, ruining trans-

missions. And counterfeit

antifreeze has eaten right

through aluminum parts.

The failure can be
safety-related. A fatal 1985

bus accident in Britain was
attributed to the installation

of counterfeit brake parts. Ill-

fitting counterfeit gas caps

can fall off, increasing the

risk of a fire in a roll-over

accident.

^^
Heres how to makf^

sUre you receive parts
that are made to work
best in your GM car. Your

"mostTdiable source is yoor

GM dealer. He can supply

any part for your GM car or

truck. Buying p()pular brand

parts from reputable stores

or garages is another way
to improve your chances of

getting the right part. But

wherever you buy, be sus-

picious of discounts that

seem too good to be true.

So far we've helped U.S.

marshals cuiifiscate parts in

Some tip-offs that a

part ipight be counterfeit:

Flimsy packaging.

Lack of name-brand^
identification such as

AC-Delco.

••tm^Kmrrmir^mi^m

"L(X)k-alike" graphics or

a change in the spelling of a

recognized trade name. In

this way counterfeiters can

avoid prosecution under the

1984 Trademark Counter-

feiting Law So examine the

package carefully.

If a replacement part

doesn't fit easily, you should

probably return it. A repu-

table distributor will almost

certainly give you a refund

or credit.

General Motors is tak-

ing strong measures in the

U.S. and overseas to put a

stop to parts coun-ter-

feiting. GM is trying to stop

the problem at its source.

raids on 29 counterfeiting

operations. Another eight

TTpeiatiuM S l iave^^eerr tm^

covered and prosecuted in

forejgn countries.

GM is also developing

a hologram identification

device, much like those be-

coming popular on credit

cards, to improve security

in our parts distributioiT~~

After all, General
Motors has a tremendous
investment in GM parts that

work together to give our

customers safe, reliable cars

and trucks. We want our cus-

tomers to be confident they

can maintain their GM vehi-

cles at the same le\^el of

high quality we build them.
— I ..ii—

~

— 1
1 .y I—

This advertisement is part of

our continuing effort to give

customers useful information

about their cars and trucks

and the company that builds

them.

i*Ai

Chevrolet • Pontiac

Oldsmobile • Buick

Cadillac • GMC Truck

<p

X
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We specialize in contact lenses

$99

EYE
FASHIONS
OPTICAL

on photofinishjng
When you buy 2 KODAK

Video Cassettes
Kodak will send you a check good for $2

J

ott on your next Fox Photo photofinishing
order if you buy two KODAK Video

Cassettes now!
Record your favorite shows on video cassettes you can trust andsave money on quality Fox Photo photofinishing too! .

HURRY! This offer good March 1 through April 30, 1986.

Kodal( Video Cassettes —
Regular Grade
VHS or Beta

BAUSCH & LOME
SLEEP-IN LENSES
TINTED (Change' color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOME
SOFT DAILY COBTTACTS
$79

3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica
(213)829-9839 *AMEX *Master Charge *VISA

Mon-Wed 10-6,Thurs ip-7,Fri 10-6,Sdt 10-4 With this ad, expires 3-31-86

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS

Written Money back
Guarantee on all lenses

^ SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

IT'S NO SMALL POTATO!
McSEPrS McSPECIAL:

•CORNED BEEF. CABBAGE. &

fhe J5twn Spirialisi

'

Over 2 000 000 prm.s da.ly on LUPJ '

! J: ir.fn .^.,. p ^

^POTATO $3.50f

CUamatdk
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*McSUB & McBUD only $3.50!

The grass is always greener on the other
side of Lot I -

SEPrs

Swimming
Continued from Page 36

J!"* y«/,f'^
dual meet competi

t.on. Al three swimmers wul

NCAA Championships.
Minervini won with a f,„ i

time of 54.05.
'^ ''"*'

"Never in the history of mvcareer have I had some manv
.^L qualify. • said a v^
tfokTse Ron BallafofeTTJCiT^r"

in3i^?-
"^^^ ^y^ --

In the three day rrieet

^.^^^.^.^.^ 1" unprecedented
18 individual times qualified
by 11 Bruin swimmers
Leading the qualifying baraee

'

was senior Franz Mortensen
Mortensen began the three

day affair by setting the stan-
dard on Thursday morning for
the 50 yard freestyle, by cut-
ting the water in 20.40. On
Friday Mortensen continued
his standard breaking frenzy
by shattering the time for the
200 freestyle with a 1:36 52
which tops the 1:37.89 time
set by the NCAA by a good
margin.

In the final day Mortensen
completed the triple with a
standard setting time in the
100 yard freestyle, Mortensen
hit right on the nose going
44.64, which is the exact time
set by the NCAA. MortPn<:Pn

"^ i~»- ^ w -

CAREERS

40968 LeConte Aver~^^208-7I7r

'

'
'

" ~——

—

wliu swam for the bisiiir
swim squad in the 1984
Olympics, rebounded strongly
from an off year last season.

Junior Kevin Cavanaugh is

also in the running for the
comeback swimmer of the
:year. Cavanaugh responded^

HWNAN RESOURCES NARACENENT
-

•——-— '-- :- •-
. .—T: -.

INFORMATION PAnIL
out about careers in the field of personnel frompTofessionals

in various spedalitatinm *^ "lessionals

szzszszszxsss:

Guest Speakers:

Wednesday, March 1 9, 1 986
3:00 - 5:00 P.M.

Placement & Career Planning Center
Career Resources Library

Sponsored by:

<^r..A ./-K '''^"'"«"<: & CareerPlannIng CenterStuden Chapter Personnel&lndustrialReli=ri»n/."L,:..:._ ,,

^th.two qualifying standards"^
in the 50 and 100 yard
freestyles after not getting any
-standards during a rocky 1985
season. . -,

"
.

. Even~^ough CaKs Matt
Biondi won the 100 yard
freestyle with a conference
record clocking of 43.66, the.
race really^ belonged to the
Bruins.

I

T E A R O F F

Name:

Address:.

^hone:

Year in School:

^Message Phone:

Major:

Best Time to Contact:.

Return or Mail to. Placement & Career Planning Center
Attention: Ben Sierra or Michelle Tullier

UCLA had seven swimmers
join teammate Tom Jager,
who already set standard be-
fore the meet, for the national
meet. Joining Jager were
Mortenson, Cavanuagh, John
Saueriand, Steve Creamer,
David Kluth, and Rob
Graner.

Graner, just a freshman,
also achieved standard in the
100 yard butterfly. He went
48.93 which topped the 49.12
set by the NCAA.

Junior Brian Jones will join
Graner in the NCAA 100 fly.

Jones swam a speedy 48.83 to
easily get under the NCAA
wire.

The versatile Jones also ad-
ded the 200 yard freestyle to
his shopping list for this year's
NCAAs.
Even non-competitors

managed to set standards for
UCLA. Under Pac-10 rules a
school can only bring 16
swimmers who can actually
score in the conference meet.
As a result some teams come
with a number of competitors
;^no swam buf could not
score.

Junior Matt Jones had the
late of being a non-scoring
swimmer. However that did .

not hold him back in the 100
butterfly prelims. The
f^'^more from Bakersfield
nested his season's top time
and went 49.04 to achieve his
tirst ever standard.

;*It was the first time I have
cried because I was so happy,"
Jones said.

In the diving events, once
again the Doug Shaffer-Todd

Continued on Pagfe 28
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Continued from Page 36
(another loss).

One team that UCLA
handcuffed was the L.A.
Police. The Bruins took that

one 83-18. I think that's when
they told us to get our own
campus officers.

The Great Sute Fate: First

round winners of the NCAA
basketball tournament includ-

ed Michigan State, Iowa
State, Cleveland State and
North Carolina State. All four
teams went on to win their se-

cond round games as well

Other State's with worse
fates were Ball State,
Mississippi Valley State and
Montana State.

The West Rests As The Sun
Sets: Arizona, Washington,
Utah, Texas El Paso and Pep-
perdine were first round
losers. Only UNLV. and
Oklahoma made it as far as

the second round.
Group W Woes: I'm sure all

of you basketball fans out
there were happy when Group
W cable, which serves the
west side of L.A., cut to their

own commercials during
crucial free throws of the
North Carolina St.-Iowa game
Friday.

And then, to top it off, fans
missed the first part of the

Pepperdine-Maryland game-

tions: Thank you to the 1985-
86 basketball team. For
what?, says a voice.

* f'or some great moments,
bure the team lacked poise in
many situations, and when the
real chips were down they lost

^ the hand. But the cards were
stacked against them. All
season long against veteran
teams, UCLA gave it its best.
The Bruins never quit, and
think how hard irinust have
been for these young men to
accept the fact that they were
making the wrong kind of his-

while the cable company
showed a rerun of
Georgetown-Texas Tech. The
West Regional blackout was
lifted Tuesday, but it took
Group W until midway
through the first half Friday
to figure it out. Gotta wonder

~ir that W stands for Wor-
thless. Way to win
subscribers, ace.

Archeology Lesson: Usually

^ it's the digger who strikes the
r6ck7but in the first round of
the Midwest Regional, it was
the Rock, Arkansas-Little
Rock, that struck the Digger,
Digger ^Phelps and Notre
Dame. — - ^

If Digger Phelps is such a
great coach, why can't he win
NCAA tournament games,
especially this year with a lot

of talent? Tliis team went into
the Carrier Dome and beat
Syracuse last month, and they
can't climb out from under
the Rock in the first round of
the NCAAs. ^

You're digging your own
hole, Digger. Losing in the
early rounds after successful
regular seasons has to be get-

ting old in South Bend. You
•^tter change that fast, before
they start calling you Digger
Faust.

Mood Change— Reflec-

They could have packed it

up after the season had ended
in Oregon, but they wanted to
keep playing. It was fun to
think about the possibility of
returning to New York, but in
the back of their minds the
players, and coach Walt Haz-
zard for that matter, had to
know that it would be much
tougher the second time
around.

Even after losing to Irvine,
they kept their chins up, a
sign of character that Hazzard
is instilling in these players.
When the big men get here
next year, things won't change
much overnight, but they will
help.

It will take some time to get
the program back on its feet,

but even John Wooden's teams.
weren't built in a day.

We also have to remember
what sports are all about.
Even at UCLA, winning
games should not be
everything. It's something, but
it's enjoynfient of the
athleticism that counts the
most.

And the Bruins gave us

some great things to chec^r

about. How about all of Reg-
gie's rainbow jumpers from
beyond the hash marks? And
Pooh's no-look dishes that had
opponents shaking their heads.

Then there was Jack Haley,
the-surfer who turned basket-

ball player just three years

ago. That guy worked his tail

off this year. How crazy was
it when he drove the lane and
dunked on DePaul two weeks
ago? That was fun to watch.

^ Jerald Jones had some
monster dunks and set some
monster picks. Montel Hatcher
had a couple of games where
he was hitting shots left and
right with his eyes closed.

Everybody did their best. Sure

there were peaks and valleys,

but let's give them some tin^e.

Unfortunately, as students we
are here for such a short time,

and we want winners while

we're here. ^^
'"

Sonaething*s
always
cooking

Bruin Advertising
825-2161

WHEN YOU NEED MORE
THAN TELLING A

FRIEND . . .

WE DO MORE
THAN LISTEN
Crisis is when even your
best friend can't help.
And that's exactly when
Crisis Normalization can.
Immediate help for the
everyday crisis situations
that happen to everyone:

• Intimacy relationships

& sex problems
• anxiety or depression
that you just can't shake

• Job stress
• Family problems

Short or long term, non-racist,
non-sexist, non-oppressive.
Fees based on ability to pay.

We can do more than listen.

We can help.

L.A. Center for Crisis
Normalization

473-9350

The Rieber Hall and Southern
Suites Residents' Associations
thank the following businesses
for their help in making
Casino Night *86 a success:

i

<i'

AcapulctrHestaurant
*'^—"

Barrington - Sunset Camera
Baskin - Robbins
Body Tan
Bon Appetit
Bruin Tuxedo
The Good Earth
Mann Theatres
Mr. Michels
Numero (Jno*s

Sepis Giant Submarines
Shane s Jewelers
Stan s Comer Donut Shoppe
System One
Villlage 1 Hour Photo
Westwood Rower Garden
The Wilger Co.

i

t

/

^<<^^^e<^;442i Sepulveda Blvd.^c^
l**^<^''lCulver City 391-6217 '^V^
x^*^^^'^*

"^^^-t^^^^^^^
jP Contact Guy Sanfdrd, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount

FINALS COMING!
SELF HYPNOSIS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean As For You

Private sessions-Student discount, Gail Success Center
Teri Hopwood. Registered Hypnotherapist. (HEC)

Director, (818)989-2923

I GLOW FOR IT\

Get ready for summer
1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

• Color Analysis
• Personalized Beauty Break
• European Clay Facial

Call 6ever\y at 477-61 50
for your spring vacation appointment now

scocoococoooc

( Palm Springs Only)

The Great
DOMINO'S
COLLEGE

CHALLENGE
Register your name and school

name when you order any one
of the famous Domino pizzas.

The school with the most pizzas

ordered in 7 days wins!.

Domino's will throw a Pizza

Piarty Bash right in your home
town.

u
0)

a

i

D

O
c

One
coupon per pizza

March 24 to 30th

Battle of the Colleges

Palm Springs Easter Break
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SUPER HAIRCUTS

OAKLEY'S
UCLA DISCOUNTS
ALL HAIRCUTS $10

w/thls ad
For New Clients & Short Hair Only

SINCE 1929
. ( WE STYLE & CUT MEN & WOMENS HAIR

J-4061 Gayley across from Baxters

PLEASE NOTE ERROR

PRINTED IN THE SPRING

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES:

Russian 140C
should read

RUSSIAN PROSE:

CONTEMPORARY
WRITERS

(Not Russian Poetry)
^

MONDAY NIGHT

MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY
GOOD ONLYm mSWOOD STOHE . UUIT 3 PER ADDRESS.

NO OTHER COUPONS ALLOWED

Kaplan.
The father of
test prep.

No lie' Stanley H. Kaplan
was th€ 6rst. And nearfy

50 years later, hes still the , .

best in test prep. /
Kaplan will chop down any

Tears you may have about
taking the SAT, LSAT. GMAT.
MCAT. GRE. NTE. CPA. or
others. His test-taking tech-

niques and educational pro-
grams have helped over
1 million students boost their

scoring power and test confi-

dence. He can do the same
-fi>ryos=

So ifyou have "presidential'

ambitions, call Kaplan. And
prepare with the expert.

iKAPUUi
SIANUTM. KMUIN RUCMIONM ONIIR DO

DCNTCmffETEWITH
A KAPLAN SrUDENT^BE ONE

MffOUJN* NOWl Visit us C3i cxjr ceitier

IKXXD Woshmgton Btvd Culvef City CA
^23^ Or coll us days evenmgs or weefc
ends Our phone number (2111
MS.ffM.

t .f"

I
' -_

Kmion^Seiiiors&Gnids^

aVEVOURSBF
SOMECREMr!

T^s-

• Just bring a copy of
your school I.D.

• No cosigner required

APPDrNOWONCAIHPUS!

Date: Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Piece: Westwood Student Federai Credit Union

825-1211

i
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Torey Lovullo tied an NCAA record by clubbing two homer=
runs in the bottom of the seventh inning during UCLA's
12-3 drubbing of Cal on Friday,

has yielded Reggie Jackson,
Rick Monday, Dave Kingman
and Freddie Lynn.
The feat also ties an NCAA .

record.

Baseball
Continued from Page 36
and in those games, he has
five home runs and just missed
a sixth by less than a^ half a
foot in Saturday's game.

But perhaps the crowning
achievement of the weekend
xiamc during Friday's game
with the Bears.

With Cal nursing a slim 3-2
lead going into the bottom of
the seventh, Lovullo put the
Bruins on top to stay. With
starter Mark Sampson still in
the game, Lovullo hit a two
run homer, his sixth of the
year.

Alex 2iah1chez was the
benefactor of the 10 run out-
burst picking up his fifth win
of the year and his second in
three days. Sanchez went
eight innings against Cal
allowing just the three runs.

Todd Zeile and Steve Hisey
were the home run hitters in
Saturday's game. Dach
powered a solo shot in the first

inning. The two were almost
Joined by Lovullo.

Sampson wasn't long for the
game as the Bruins kept
pounding away at the Cal pit-
chers. Lovullo got another
chance to bat in the inning,
this time against Cal's ace
relief pitcher Andy Wortham.

But Jt didn't matter who
pitched to Lovullo on this
day. The junior slammed
another four-bagger, this one
a three-run shot.

Th& two home runs in^a^
single inning powered the
Bruins to a ten run explosion
showing coach Gary Adams
that the team may in fact
have the killer instinct that it

has appeared to lack in recent
weeks.

Mare inportantly, though,
the two home runs put
Lovullo's name in the record
books ahead of some of the
most colorful players in
baseball. Lovullo became the
first player in both UCLA and
Pac-10 history to hit two balls
out of the park in one inning.
And this in a conference that

Jumping on the first pitch
of the game, Lovullo hit a
shot down the left field line
that just held up enough to hit
the yellow line that goes
around the top of the outfield
wall at Jackie Robinson
Stadium. JLovullo had Jto settle
for a triple.

Jeff Osbom drove Lovullo
in when he grounded to the
shortstop. Coupled with the
home runs by Zeile and Hisey,
starter Randy Hennis was
given evrything he would need
for the win.
The complete game six hit-

ter by Hennis evened the big
right-hander's record at 3-3
for the year.

UCLA is now 15-9 for the
season and 3-3 in the com-
petitive Pac-10 conference.
The team is also in the midst
of a three game winning
streak.

In today's game, expect to
see Jeff Conine start for
UCLA. Conine is 4-1 for the
year.

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP d^SURER offers special
collegkstudent program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

insuraide, Inc - jQai Westwood Blvd. #224

'
I
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Netters win eai^ily,

begin big homestand
By Rick Alexander

Sports Editor

Tb€ UCLA tennis^ team
prepared for ^ tough week of
tennis with an easy weekend.
On Friday, the Bruins easily

beat Arizona State 6-0, sweep-

ing all the singles matches.

The doubles were cancelled

because a rainstorm had
delayed the start of the match
and by the tim6^ the singles

were over it was dark;

Saturcjay proved to be
almost as easy as Friday.

UCLA, playing without No.

1 player Brad Pearce, beat the

Arizona Wildcats 8-1. Mike
Kures moved up to the No. 1

singles spot and came through
with a

,
pair of wins for the

Bruins. Kures also teamed up
with freshman Dan Nahirny
to win the top doubles match
on Saturday.

The only Bruin to lose a
match all weekend was
freshman Patrick Galbraith.
Moved into the singles line-up

because of Pearce's absence,
Galbraith fell in three sets at

spotT

ranked Miami of Honda will
visit the Los Angeles Tennis
tenter. This appears to be the

f^y "P^^h for the weekeveft
though the parity rule of ten-
nis saying that any team in
the top 15 is capable of
beating anyone else might
suggest otherwise.

Things go from tough to
darn near impossible on
Thursday. No. 3 Clemson, the
team that knocked UCLA out
of the ITCA Indoor Champi-

-oaships earlier this year will
play the No. 5 Bruins in a
rematch that promised to be
exciting. Clemson boasts a
line-up that includes four of
the country's top 36 players.
By contrast, the Bruins have

just one player in that elite
group, Pearce.

On Saturday, UCLA renews
its rivalry with USC. The Tro-
jans are ranked No. 4 in the
country and have the top
singles player in the land in
Rick Leach.

It is uncertain if Pearce will
be available for any of these
matches. At- the moment, the

m®Os dally bruin monday, march 17, 1986 33

TRAFHC
TICKET?
Traffic School now at UCLA or
WjMtijood. Oaaan every w«k Sat,

Fun. Locations alao at

douth Bay.

CAU FOR RESERVATIONS
(21S) 47S.7099
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(PARI SALON HAIRSTYUNG BY

VIDALSASSOON
ACADEMY GRADUATED

.«.i^.*^'.* .s***.*.-*. •.
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.

Special
Cut and Blow
$12.00 (reo,$25.00)

Cut & Perm/Body Wave
S30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Highlight

$30.0d (reg. $60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 ^^^nicure & Pedicure

(wtmmisad) Both $15,00

Despite taking home two
conference wins from Arizona,
UCLA coach Glenn Bassett
felt that the really important
matches were still to come this

week.

On Wedn^day, No. ^13r

fcuphomofc from I'luvu is
"

entered in a professional tour-
nament in Florida. If Pearce-
wins any,.of his matches in the
tourney, it is doubtful he will
be in Los Angeles for the
Clemson match and may even
miss the USC duel. .

Women's tennis

Continued from Page 34

could finish first,

Well, 3rd-ranked Jennifer
Fuchs and Jane Thomas
won, beating McGilvray
and Donnelly in 3rd ranked
style. 6-2, 6-1 at numher_

cone doubles. -^

Bartel knd Cooper finsh-

ed their number three game
next, beating Capri and
Schwegler, 6-2, 6-4. At
number two, Joni Urban
and LaFranchi beat Gib-
bons and Waterman in two
quick sets, yet still finishing

last for the day. _

I III I
I »Mrf .-^ ^^ ^^ Ud.cr ty"
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MBA'S
BUSINESS SYSTEM ANALYSTS
Our expanding service organization has immediate openings for a few
junior level Business System Analysts to join our South Bay National
Headquarters.

-Js^our respons»bil«t»es would include analyzing the information require-
ments of our Service Department and recommending solutions, both au-
tomated and manual. You would also become involved in the develop-
ment and implementation of approved systems. \ .

We are seeking professionally, aggressive MBA's with sgoerior written
and verbal skills. Experience with large mainframes s'higffly desirable.

We offer a progressive empjoyee relations atmosphere and top compen-
sation/benefits package including attractive car lease /purchase plan
Start planning your exciting future by sending your resume with cover
lettftr and salary history to;

P.O. Box 191 /LC-BSA
Cardena, CA 90247

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F'

DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISIIVG STAFF

The 'Wiz' comes back
from first serious injury
By John Nelson
AP Sosebo// Wnter

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) - The Wizard of Oz,
after all, turned out to be a
mere mortal.

^And_sa_did Ozzie Smith,
shortstop of the National
League champion St. Louis
Cardinals who bears that
nickname. He has discovered
that to be human, is to feel
pain.

Smith is coming^off the first

serious injury of his career, a
torn rotator cuff in his throw-
ing shoulder, and it has
relegated him so far this spr-
ang to a designated hitter,
which NL teams use in some
exhibition games. But Smith
says the situation won't last
long. ._ _

'They'd like to see me get
20 to 25 at-bats (as a DH) be-
tore I actually get into a
game," he said. "We don't
^ant to rush it. But will I be
|;eady for opening day? No
aoubt about it."

Smith, who led NL short-
stops in putouts, assists, total
chances and fielding percen-
tage last year with only 14 er-
rors in 158 games, says it's

"ot a matter of whether I
can play, it's a matter of
Whether I can play without
pain."

Smith, 31, who became

baseball's first $2 million-per-

year shortstop in 1985, played
most of last season with the

pain. He was rested only two
games because of it, however,
on July 23-24 after starting 90
straight games at the position.

'The thing 4hat I'm^ pleased

Jiusineks Manag^F^
- •i---kr ^

with the most so far is that

there's no pain," Smith said

during workouts Saturday. He
said he had been doing some
long tossing without pain and
that he may get into his first

spring game at shortstop
sometime next week.

"It might take some time

before it's fully healed," Smith

said. "It's all according to

your body, all according to

how it responds to rest and
treatment." Smith said he had
suffered a similar injury while

in college and that it had

responded to rest.

In addition to helping the

Cardinals to the league title

with his glove last season,

Smith also is coming off one of

his best offensive years. A
switch-hitter. Smith batted a

career-high .276, raising his

average by hitting .333 over

the final 28 games. In the

playoffs against Los Angeles,

he won Game 5 with a ninth-

inning home run off Tom
Niedenfuer. It was his first

left-handed homer in 3,009

professional at-bats.

Continued on Page 28
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Netters win with reserves
Oklahoma loses Sooner than expected

—
' '

- '
———— •

—
Only Frazier can score
NCAA

/

<^

By Karl Kimme

With a rare blue sky but
cold air, UCLA's women's
tennis team defeated the

-University of Oklahoma last
Friday in a 9-0 shutout.
The loss capped the visiting

.team's tour of California as

well as giving the Bruins
some much needed momen-
tum for next Tuesdays
game against 'San Diego
State.

"Although w« weren't
challenged," said Bruin
coach Gayle Godwin, "it

was a good win for us."

Indeed, it was a great
game considering how the
squad's last game was a
convincing 9-0 thrashing by
use, and put the first

notch of the year in
UCLA's loss column, v

Not only that, but God-
win also went out on a
small limb in the match by
starting some of the players
who haven't seen a lot of
action this year. Even with
the new faces, it was a
"decisive" win for Godwin
and her tearn^^—Godwin saw the efforts
of Allyson Cooper, Michelle -
Hain, Patricia Hy, and
Debbie Ceccato as key
points in the team's victory.
Cooper, who played

number one singles versus
the Sooners Ma^ve Dnpnpl

match from the very start,

winning 6-0 in the first set.

Although a man in the
stands remembered when
she didn't have a good

^"servc, Cooper used it very~*

effectively against her
Oklahoma opponent, put-
ting at least one ace by
Donnelly every game of the
set, ^

Cooper's power and ac-
curacy went to work in the
second and final set of the
match when she came back
from 3-2 in the middle of
the set to a 6-3 win. (

Hain worked at the
number six spot going
against Amy Schwegler.
Hain put her opponent
away in two quick sets, 6-0,
6-0, and elicited Godwin's
highest praise of the meet.

"She played excellently,"
said Godwin.
Hy played the Sooners*

number three counterpart,
Sandra McGilvray.
Although starting off weak-
ly, with a 2-3 deficit at the^
beginning of the match, Hy
neatly turned the tables on
_McGilvray, beating hgr in
Ihe first set 6-4

4n the second"set she en-
dured many of the troubles
that plagued her at the
start of the first, losing the
second frame 3-6. The third
«et, like the entire, match,
-pushed Hys mental limits

But after a few deep
breaths and a talk from
Godwin she put her ^ame
together, winning the set

and match 6-4.
"^^ Ceccato worked against

Karen Waterman at the
number four spot, and
fought fairly evenly
throughout the match. At
five- all in the first set, it

took a series of marathon
volleys to put Ceccato on
top, 7-5.

In the^ second tet, the
same thing happened all

oyer again, with an even
more impressive display of
volleying that pushed
UCLA to another victory in

set and match, 7-5.

The number two spot,

where Maria LaFranchi
played Oklahoma's Anne
Gibbons, showed how the
regulars who played Friday
deserved just as much credit
for the win as the outstan-
dings play of the not-so-
regulars.

LaFranchi took her op-
ponent to the cleaners
almost as quickly as Hain,
yith^^^S-3, fi-?. wiH.

In the No. 5 positioi
Colinne Bartel put Michelle
Capri away in three sets.

In doubles -actipn, the
regulars were in force. In
fact, it was sort of like the
three pairs from UCLA

y. too, ec^and of Her r^^^'^^^^:;^ ^'''c::^Z^t„:ij:!^

By Amy Stroud

Staff Writer

Oklahoma wasn't quite as
"O.K. " for UCLA as it was
for the Midwestern teams in
the 1986 NCAA Indoor Track
and Field Championships.

For the third consecutive
year, the University of Arkan-
sas captured the men's NCAA
title.

Arkansas' Hoddie Haley
helped the Razorbacks earn
the title by becoming the first

runner in indoor track history
to break the one minute mark
in the 500 meter dash. Haley
clocked in at 59.82, breaking
his own world record, set the
night before, of 1:00.69.

UCLA's Dwyan Biggers also
ran the 500 meters placing
eighth overall in 1:02.07, but
didn't quite make the finals.

"I did my best," said Big-
gers. "That's a good time and
people with a lot better quali-
fying marks didn't even make
the final."

Biggers, a senior who was
running his final race as a
Bruin, placed second in his
heat behind a Texas runner.
Qi the six Bruins who com.

peted in the championship-
meet, John Frazier was the
only athlete who qualified for
the finals. He placed seventh
in the shot put throwing 63-3.

"It was my first time in-
doors," said Frazier. "I'm not
too- happy with my perfor-"

thrower."

•fK^ii^'K'^
*»«d to contend

with the bigger dimensions of
the indoor shot.

"I have small hands," said
Frazier. "It was like throwing
a basketball." ~^
The Bruins arrived in

Oklahoma at midnight on
Thursday, seven hours later
than scheduled. Because of the
delay, UCLA coaches Steve
Lang and Art Venegas missed
the scratch meeting earlier
Thursday and weren't inform-
ed of the change in the long
jump starting time.
UCLA long juniper Mike

Powell wasn't aware of the
change either.

Powell arrived at the long
jump area at 5 p.m., thinking
he had an hour-and-a-half to
warm up. Unfortunately he
arrived just in time to make
his jumps without warming
up or completing any practice
run throughs. Powell jumped
24-9, missing the qualifying
lengths.

Triple jumper Dwayne
Washington and shot putter
Jim Banich fared no better
than the other Bruins, both
dBissing the qualifying ma

^In the women;s competiz.
tion, Alabama unexpectedly
took the Indoor National title

for the first time.
In the 55 meter dash, Gwen

Torrence of Georgia placed
first, in 6.62, as expected.

IviLLAGEBALONI

mance, but it's very early in
the season and I'm an outdoor

**»fi

SUrpdsingly, UCLA's Gail
DeversH placed nineth overall.

Continued on Page 28
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liK,^./^;^ ^ <^'^" REBUILDABLE CORE) % ^U *% ^0
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR, INSTALLATION ^%3y%3%

• NO HIDbEN CHARGES INCLUDES TUNE UP-

HOTTEST HAIR SALON

Student Specials!
$14...Men -^ :^-

'

$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114

MAINTENANCE SERVJCE
1. Tune-up
2. Valve Adl
3. Lube

4 CMI Chanoe
5. Brake Adj
6. Qutch Ad)
7. Service Air Cleaner

8. Checli Battery Water
9. Inspect Front End
10. Comprcaakwi Tew —
1 1 (Preaaure Te«t Cooltofl Syrtem)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$59.95

Paru A Labor (Ga« A Air Flher lira)

y@[NiO/^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

m&t
USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - ftSO AA
-J^fl^iSANHONESTGARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

HONDA
BEYOND

TRANSPORTATION

AH Models in stock

Buy from cm alumnus

HONDA SJUnrJI MONICA

_ 829 - 4453 __ ,

l^d kill for A word processor
iTicoutdretirbv the hour:''

n you've said it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call
DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super
mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-
vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll
save your work on our hard disks so you won't have to fuss
with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce your first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print
a paper, document, or letter on our letter quality printer.
We even provide access to a copier so you can duplicate
your masterwork.

DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard
in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-lit, and there's
parking available. Call us to make an appointment. And to
find out more about our services and costs. Students
receive a special discount on our already-low rates (with
I.D.).

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group— saa

EUROPE ^y CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles, Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special
Student/Teacher Tariff.

D RENTAL D LEASE D PURCHASE

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

1 1645 Wilshire BouloTord. Suite 977
Los Angeles. CA 90025

(213)-826-9779

• Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health Insur/MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica lil #//p

(Z13) 820-8084

Fairfax Area
* 6000 San Vicente Blvd

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

FINALS! FINALS!
Take a Fast Break Soon
at Sassoon Sassoon's;
Westwood Villages most
popular Happy Hair Hour
Saloon, (all day long)

• Haircuts from $12 Reg. $25
• Hi-lites. weaves, body oerms
^ from $35 Reg. $75 and up
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Skies clear enough for

Aggies to beat Bruins
By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor

\
Even when the rain stops

and the UCLA women's soft-

ball team finally gets to play,

the weather is still ^ factor. \
The Bruins could only turn

in one losing effort in a

scheduled doubleheader
against Texas A & M. Renew-
ed rain caused the cancellation

of the nightcap, ,but the No. 6
Aggies got away with game
one, ItO, before the afternoon

drizzle turned into sC

downpour.
The win put Texas A & M

at 10-1 on the season while
UCLA fell to 10-7 overall.

The unranked Bruins needed
to at least split with the Ag-
gies to make an impression on
the nation's coaches, hopefully

boosting the Bruins into the
NCAA top 20 poll.

"We haven't played in

anything bu^t adverse condi-

tions," said UCLA tmrd
baseman Chris Olivie. "Lately
it's been a mockery of Softball

with 50 mile an hoiu" winds
and torrential rains."

The senior isn't exag-
gerating. At Sunset Diamond,

dimension of difficulty to the
already tough away schedule.

If that wasn't bad enough
the two-time defending NCAA
champs haven't enjoyed much
success under these less-than-
i>erfect conditionsr

Defensively, the Bruins re-
mained sound but haven't
been able tp produce runs at
crucial times.

"A lot of people are making
Contact but they (hits) just
aren't falling. I think we need
to come up with" the hits at
the right time," said Olivie.
On Saturday afternoon tHe

Bruins not only failed to score
but couldn't make much con-
tact either.

Shawn Andaya threw a one
hitter against the Bruins, upp-
ing her record to 5-1. Olivie
snared the home team's only
base hit.

Bruin hurler ' Samantha
Ford pitched- for the 10 inning
duration giving up four hits.'

Ford's season mark dropped to
6-5.

Ford and the Bruins stayed
out of trouble until the 10th
inning when pinch runner
Tori Parks advanced to third
base on a sacrifice with twoUCLA 5Uff6f6d two outs. Keiiy Hdghtly then

jlQubleheader postppnements—friflgled, -Parks -crpsscd^ -the
in the last week, not to men-
tion several previous cancella-

tions to begin the season.

On the road, the Bruins ran
into high winds (at the March
7-9 Inaugu ral UNLV Softball
classic), adding another

plate and it was all over as the
Bruins couldn't capitalize in

the bottom half of the inning.

"She (Andaya) was pretty
effective," said Olivie. "We
rr:: aldn't move the runner in

Continued on Page 29
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UCLA explodes for top finish
No one stars

By Greg Bolin.

In scoring the highest
team score in the country
this year, the UCLA men's

,_gymnasties team edged out
Stanford and Arizona State
to win the Pac-10 Champi-
onship Saturday night in
Teihpe, Arizona.

The Bruins had a balanc-
ed attack, led by senior
All America Rob Campbell,
to beat Stanford by a full

point 282.85 to 281.85.
Arizona State finished third
with a 280.25 with New
Mexico coming in surprising
fourth place with a 278.30.
The win has to be pleas-

ing for Bruin coach Art
Shurlock considering the
Bruins were edged out of
the Pac-10 title last year by
Stanford.

"This win feels great.
The guys really came
through," said Shurlock.
"We needed a great meet
from all of the guys and we
got it."

There were no stars in

this meet for the Bruins. As
usual, Campbell was
imiAlanding. Campbell

in gymnasts' Pac-10 title win
Brian Ginsberg, the

mighty sophomore who on-
ly three weeks ago came in
second at the prestigious"
America's Cup, did not
finish in the top five of the
all-around. Ginsberg did,
however, finish third in the
high bar and the floor exer-
cise.

It appeared that the lay
off Ginsberg took after the
America's Cup competition
did hurt him. Ginsberg
worked out with the team,
but did not compete in the
Cal State FuUertpn meet
last week, and he appeared
rough around the edges.

With this meet under his
belt, the ace Bruin gymnast
should be in top form for
the NCAA National Cham--
pionships coming up in
Lincoln, Nebraska.
The bright spot of the

meet was the performances
of freshmen Michael
Chaplin and Curtis
Holdsworth. Holdsworth,
the freshman standout from
Massachusetts, finished in a
tie for second on the pom-
mel horse with a 9.80. The

Chaplin's best of his short
career at UCLA.
The thing that has to

leave the Bruins scratching
their heads over is the
amount^^^ potential the
Bruins have. If UCLA can
put together this type pf
performance where only
one of the three top Bruin
gymnasts places in the top
five in the all-around, what
will the Bruihs be able to
do if they really get a good
team effort?

If Ginsberg, Campbell,
Luc Tuerlings, and the
freshman Holdsworth can
all put together the type of
performances they are
capable of, the Bruins
would seem to be very
tough to beat.

The Pac-10 meet usually
has some great perfor-
mances, and this meet was
no exception.

Stanford's Tom Lewis
won the all-around title

with a 57.20. The senior
Cardinal won the rings
with an outstanding per-
formance of 9.85. That
score was one of the best in

finished the meet third iiT

^the all-around, but was not
' outstanding in any event.

Campbell did not finish

in the top three in any of
the six events yet his score
of 56.75 was his second
highest of the season. '"*"

y

smre was Holsworth's hna» tho wopM fhi .i yf.i>t»

of the year, and one of the
best in UCLA history.

The performance of
Chaplin was also outstan-
ding. Chaplin finished in a
three-way tie for second
place in the rings with a
Bp5&. That score also was"

Dan Hayden, Arizona
State's All-America was also
outstanding. Performing in
front of a home crowd,
Hayden came in fourth In

the all-around. Hayden's
score of 9,80 on tha parallel.

Continued on Page 29"
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sports Rick Alexander. Sports Editor

Rick Schwartz, Asstslant Sports Editor

Andrea Tetrick, Assatar^t Spoip Editor

News: Ousted Comm
Board Chairman Ed
Singer asks Chancellor
Young to re-instate hint.

See page 11

Viewpoint: U.S. should
not give aid to Contras,
one reader argues. See
page 22.

UCLA can't stop every

Trojan in 5 game loss

y*-

Revlew: A Bruin
Reviewer preicts a
sweep at the Academy
Awards for 'Out Of
Africa* see page 26.

Sports: Jamaal 'Silk'

Wilkes is one of the
greatest Bruins ever, see
back page.

UCLA Weather
Sunny and warm wKh ^^^
morning low clouds/ V

.High: 78, low: 46.(AP ^^
WBBther Service)

By Bob Brunwin

f-

-rrr

The uSC volleyball team,
which is now undisputedly the
best team in the nation,
defeated UCLA in five games
of 15-12, 12-15, 9-15, 15-6,

15-9 before a large Pauley
Pavilion crowd on Friday
night.

"This was "^X drkmatic im-
provement over our perfor-
mance last week," said UCLA
coach Al Scates referring to

the Bruins' two straight-game
losses to the Trojans. "I found
our performance J^ be very
encouraging. We passed well
and I think that it was our
best team blocking effort of
the season."

.Jeff Williams passed 61
perfect balls out of the 82 that
were served to him. He also

hit a respectable .236 for the
match.
The leading hitter for the

Bruins was Ozzie Volstad,
who was set 55 times for a
match average of .291..

Heed Sunatiara, who Has
recently replaced Andy
Klussman as the team captain,
had a sub-standard hitting
match at .162 for 37 sets, 'but

came through with 13 digs.

.
"We didn't set Reed enough

early in the match" said
__Scates, "consequently^Th©-^as
unable to find a hitting

-groove, so when we started
setting him more later in the
match, he wasn't doing as
well."

--—Defensively the Bruins were
able to slow down USC's Dave
Yoder and Adam Johnson.
Yoder hit just .143 while
Johnson hit .230. Both
Johnson and Yoder are nor-
mally big producers for the
Trojans and the Bruins' focus
on stopping them was a major
factor in prolonging the
match.
Tom Duke and Chao Ying

Zhang could not be stopped,
however. Duke hit .405 and
Zhang hit .433 in another typ-
ically outstanding match for
USC.
The Bruins have recently

switched their offense brfck to
the old 6-2 from the 5-1 set-up
that they were experimenting
with earlier. Scates went with
the 5-1 to get more height on
the court and to bolster the of-

fense.

"The 5-1 worked well
against Stanford," said Scates.
"We used that offense to take
advantage of Andy Klussman's
-dumping ability av well
Arne Lam berg's ability to hit

from the back row.**

Switching back to the 6-2,
in which two setters are used,
has opened up competition
amoung the Bruins' setters a
great deal. Klussman, who
was a solid starter, has not
been starting as many games
with the competitive play of
Matt Sonnichsen and Matt
Whitacker behind him.

"There's no sense keeping^

Continued on Page 29

• •

Ozzie Volstad (24) continued
time in a losing effort against

JOEL CONARD/Daly BriNn

to pace the Bruins' attack, this

USC Friday.

UCLA can't s..^
,

Minervlni the only titlist in second place effort

Lovulld breaks

record. Bruins

break Cal Bears
By Rick Alexander
Sports Editor

Between thunderstorms, the
UCLA baseball team managed
to get two full games in
against the Cal Bears.
And wluit the Bruins did to

the Bearyir^ those two games
was cejrfainly something to
write j)6kne about.

~^

In a display of power that is

rarely seen outside of Dodger
Stadium, UCLA lit up the sky
and the Cal pitching staff
with four round trippers in
the two games. The total gave
the Bruins 34 home runs in 24
games, a pace that would
break the club record of 89. .

UCLA took the two games
by a 12-3 margin on Friday
and came back with an 8-2
decision on Saturday. The
third game of the series was
rained out on Sunday. The
two teams will try to get the
i^amc in today with a 12 nooff^
starting time.

Without a doubt, the big
gun in the UCLA arsenal was
junior second baseman Torey
Lovullo. Battling a slump for
the first part of the year,
Lovullo has since changed
positions in the batting order, •

from second to lead off, and
has reeled off a string of hits
that isn't t<Ti>e believed.

Lovullo has been in the lead
off position for five games,

Contiiiued on Page 32

University of California Los Angeles
^Thursday, March 20, 1986

By Kevin Lynch

Staff Writer

If fr was" football, pi^pIe
would be dancing in the
streets.

If it was basketball people
would be hailing the second
coming of another dynasty.

But it is neither of those, it

is swimming. A sport that ex-
sists largely outside the media
limelight.

As a result the only visible

sign of UCLA's gutsy second
place in the nation's toughest
swim conference was the
smiles of the gratified swim-
mers, coaches and a handful
of UCLA swim fans.

.
The Bruins, who were dub-

Ijed fifth in the nation by the
preseason potls. plarpH ^h^^A

rJ

<f*

^H ^^^^^^^^^^^^^HĤ̂
B
L
f *

HYUNGWON KANG/Daity Brum

Sophomore Giovanni Minervini was the only Bruin to win^an
Individual title at the 1986 Pac-10 swimming championships.
Minervini won the ICX) yard breaststroke.

of fourth ranked California
and also avenged an earilier
dual meet loss to USC by
finishing ahead of the Trojans.

It came as no surprise that
the top ranked Stanford Car-
dinal took its fifth Pac-10
Conference championship in a
row.

Here are the final results of
this year's Swimming and Div-
ing Pac-10 conference cham-
pionships: 1. Stanford 598
points; 2. UCLA 546; 3. Cal
477; 4. USC 400; 5. Arizona
State 365; 6. Arizona; 7.
Washington 143; 8. Oregan
75.

UCLA's second place
finishing was the team's
highest since they won the Na-
tional Champioship in 1982.
That year the Bruins also
placed second.

The Bruins' startling second
place finish was due to a
tremendous team effort. Only
one UCLA swimmer managed
to win one of the meet's 18
events.

Giovanni Minervini, one of
the few unshaved Bruins top-
ped last year's NCAA champi-
on John Moffet to take the 100
yard breaststroke crown. Mof-
fet, who was also a 1984
olympian, swims for Stanford.

Minervini beat freshman
standout Steve Bently of USC.
Bently got the best of both
Moffet and Minervini during

Continued on Page 30

Around UCLA and
intercollegiate sports
By Rick Schwartz
Ai^stant Styortx Editnr

Debit Debt: Attention
Sports Illustrated.

Regarding your cover
story on gambling. You are
right, betting i^ a problem
in this country. I say there
will never be a feasible way
to cure the nation of this
ill. Betting is a problem,
sure, but the real problem
is that it won't go away. So
let's do something construc-
tive.

—
What do you say we

coerce everybody in the
U.S. who wins their NCAA
pool to keep only what they
invested plus a single
dollar, symbolic of college
basketball knowledge, and
give the rest to the gov-
ernment for the national
debt. We could cut the
thing in half.

In Case You Haven*t
Noticed Yet: The coach of
Cleveland State, who shall
remain nameless, said after
beating Indiana Friday that
basketball has been taken
dver by big strong black
kids.

The Good Old Days: The
last time the Bruin basket-
ball team finished with a
worse record than this
year's 15-14 was 1947-48,
when they came in at 12-
13. But that team had even
more trouble than the pres-

ent squad. Back then
UCLA tlidn't-play the tikeST^
of Louisville, St. John's,
North Carolina, DePaul,
and Notre Dame. Here is

what those Bruins were up
against back in the 1940's.
•A team from ^ank of
America, which t/CLA beat
in 1939-40 but lost to in
*40-'41. Needless to say B of
A was taken off the
schedule.

•A^^team from 20th Cen-
tulry Fox, which beat the
Bruins eight of 11 times in
that decade. Wonder how
they got so many chances to
return.

•A team from Sacramento
called the Senators. UCLA
lost that one in '47-'48, but
I hear they walked off
midway through the second
half when, after a bad call
was made against
Sacramento, the Senators
claimed the officials didn't
have a quorum.
Some other biggies on the

schedule were the El Toro
Marines (a loss), the San
Diego Marines (a loss),
Long Beach Ferry Com-
mand (probably the most
embarrassing loss), the
Lockheed-Vega All^Stars (a
win), Fairfield Skymasters
(a loss). Long Beach Proc-
tors (a win but they really
tested the Bruins), and the
Santa Ana Army Air Base

Continued on Page 31

Compromise reached
on open meetings issue

itdr

HYONGWON KANG/DsUy Bfuin

BIRD'S BATH — While taking time out to cool off during the

warm afternoon, a small bird creates a wavering reflection in the

fountain near the James E. West Center.

By Lauren Blau, News Edit

After more than 16 months of
dispute oyer whether university
meetings should be open to the press
and public, the administration and
student media reached a compromise
earlier this month.
The proposal, agreed upon during

meetings March 6 and March 12 be-
tween the two groups, mandates that
designated university meetings will be
presumed open unless they should be
closed in accordance with the provi-
sions of the state's open meetings act,

said Peter Pae, Daily Bruin editor-in-

chief.

The provision, the 1974 Bagley-^
^eenc Open Meeting Act, forces gov^;
ernmental bodies to keep thei¥
meetings open to the public.

A 1983 amendment to the act.

authored by Assemblywoman Gwen
Moore (D-Los Angeles) makes the
University of California Board of^
Regents, with certain exceptions, sub-
ject to the act's rules that govern all

state bodies.

Pae said that he and John Sand-
brook, assistant chancellor-executive
assistant, will go over a list of univer-
sity meetings to determine which ones
the press should cover, including those
that formulate policy.

It is OUT view upon the advice of
the UC Deputy General Counsel
James Hoist that the Bagley-Keene Act
does not apply to campus committees
and that it only applies to the commit-
tees of the UC Regents,"^* Sandbrook
said. - , .

However, "the chancellor has asked
4hat^ orooedurp h« H«v«lon«d for im V^

v^aiiromia sysiem wouia or snouia^ ^procedure be <leveioped tor ira-
be cbvered also bylhe open meetingportant campus committees that j t^ — »»

developed by Peter Pae and I."

Chancellor Charles Young was out
of town and could not be reached for
comment.
The compromise was reached on the

heels of a disagreement between ad-
ministrators and student media that
ended with reporters beiiig barred
from a financial aid policy meeting
last November and an ASUCLA Board
of Control retreat in November 1985.

Reporters were also told they
not attend other university committee
meetings, including those of the Aca-
demic Senate Committee on Educa^
tional Policy which advised against\x-
tension of the fourth week add/drop
deadline.
^=State Sen. Barry Keene (D-2nH"
Dist.) had threatened legal action in
the winter of 1985 and again last

November if the university did not
comply with the open meetings act.

Because the 1983 amendment in-
'dudes the regents, the media argued
that a provision "already in the act
would include the university. Section
11121.2 states that, " 'State body* also
means any board, commission, com-
mittee or similar multimember body
which exercises any authority of a
state body delegated to it by that state
body."

^
Since the university and student

government committees are em-
powered by the regents, Mark Good-
man, executive director of the Student
Press Law Center in Washington,
D.C., argued last November that, "to
me it seems fairly clear the subsidiary
university meetings of the University
of California system would or should

would allow open communication,
which would satisfy campus concerns
on open access," he said. "A list of the
committees and a procedure for public

access to these committees will be

act.

"The implications of the Bagley-
Keene Act are that all of these adviso-
ry boards and other subsidiary boards

Please see MEETINGS, Page 17

On-campus housing cost to rise,

will fund long-term building plan

By Hugh Brooks. Staff Writer

UCLA students will pay $449 more during
the next academic year for on-campus housing
fees, an increase of 16.5 percent.

Despite the increase, UCLA students will

continue to pay less to live on campus than
those at any other University of California

school.

- About $195 of the proposed $449 per resi-

dent increase will go toward funding a long-

range construction and renovation plan tliat

will create more housing, parking and recrfea-

tional facilities in and around the present halls

and suites in the northwest area of campus.
The plan also calls for upgrading existing

-residence halls to meet earthquake safety stan-

dards.

"I don't like the idea of paying extra for

something that I might not benefit from,"
sophomore Jeff Agnew said in reference to

UCLA Chancellor Charles Young's estimate

that construction of new facilities will begin in

two years.

"However," the Sproul Hall resident added,

"since I'm living here now and using facilities

that were payed for by past students' fees, I

can say the increase is pretty fair."

Although some of next year's residents will

not see the realization of the long-range goals

that their money will help subsidize, most will

benefit from several more tangible short-term
improvements, said Richer Hall President Jay
Sherwood.

"It will be a bit more expensive, but you
have to look at where the money will be go-
ing," Sherwood said. Specifically, residence
hall and residential suite fees will pay for new
furniture and carpeting in Hershey, Richer
and Sproul residence halls.

The fees will also help fund the proposed
purchase of an electronic entry control system
costing an estimated $73,000. Slated for in-

stallation in every residence hall, the system
will allow students with proper identification

to enter their hall during late night and early

morning hours without the assistance of night
personnel.

Residence Halls Administrator Tom Vani
said that in addition to adding to the residence
halls' net revenue reserves to pay for future
development and helping pay for programm-
ing improvements, the increase in room and
board toes will alao compensate for inflation.

Please lee CONSTRUCTION, Page 20

UCSA sends letter to Gardner

requesting sitronger UACIR
By Charles Lee, Staff Writer ;

Requesting a re-evaluation of University of California

investment policies in companies doing business with
South Africa, the UC Student Association has sent a letter

to UC President David Gardner expressing its disappoint-

ment with the university's stance on divestment.
Signed by Gay Seidman, University Advisory Committee

on Investor Responsibility graduate representative and
UCSA President Dan Greening, the letter, dated March 3,

specifically asked for changes in the structure and orienta-

tion of the UACIR.
Gardner has yet to issue any reply.

"The UACIR has in the past been unable to address
serious issues regarding divestment," Greening said.

The letter cited failures "to support shareholder resolu-

tions for better corporate behavior, to divest (from) com-
panies with low Sullivan (Principle) ratings, or to consider
sales to the military or apartheid enforcement agencies as

criteria for recommending divestment" as the main reasons
necessitating changes in the UACIR.

Created by the UC Board of Regents in June 19^, the
UACIR is responsible for ^aluating aiid recommencing to

the regents on a case-by-case basis whether the university

should maintain its holdings in companies that do business

in South Africa.

Please see UACIR, Page 16
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Ackerman 3rd Floor Lounge and
Kerckhoff 2nd and 3rd Floor Lounges will be open

until 1AM, March 17-27.

In addition, FREE COFFEE will be provided at:

North Campus, 9PM • closing

Kerckhoff Coffee House, 11PM - closing

Cooperage, 9PM - closing
Bruin Bowl & Games Center, 9PM - closing
Ackerman Union A - Level tables & chairs

available to study on until closing.
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M^ proposes compronHse on

eve of House vote on Contra aid

WASHINGTON^^ President Reagan, scrambling for votes to
win $100 million in military aid to Nicaraguan rebels, offered
Congress on Wednesday a possible compromise that would limit
the assistance to "defensive" weapons, training and logistics for
the first 90 days.

With today's showdown House vote expected to be extremely
close, the White House gave congressmen a draft executive
order that they said Reagan would sign if the $100 million was
passed.

The draft order would restrict the first 90 days of aid to the
Contra rebels to weapons "for defense against air attacks

"

training in small-unit warfare and logistical aid. All types of
military aid would be permitted after 90 days if the leftist
Nicaraguan government does not- negotiate seriously with the
rebels — a step the government has repeatedly refused to take
charging that the Contras are a creation of the United States.

Rep. Michael Barnes, D-Md., chairman of the House Foreign
Affairs subcommittee on Latin America, said the proposed
compromise "doesn't really change anything . . . It's an ob-
vious indication that the administration doesn't have the votes
on the merits and they're grasping for ways to get some votes."

But Rep. John McKernan, R-Maine, a swing vote, said that
while he was still undecided, the new proposal made him more
likely to vote for the $100 million.

Marcos reported to be unhappy in

Hawaii, may be headed for Panama
WASHINGTON — Deposed Philippine President Ferdinamt

EXTENDED HOURS PROGRAM, MARCH 17-27
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& one time low enrollment fee

check free membership

Marcos may soon leave Hawaii for Panama, government sources
said Wednesday night.

Negotiations between the United States and Panama about
the possibility that Marcos may go there have been going on for
several days, said the sources, who spoke only on condition of
anonymity.
"Th^ negotiations are at a very sensitive stage," one source

said. —-^ —
"The United States 4ias initiated the effort to find another

home for Marcos at Marcos' request," said another source, who
said Panama is currently the chief possibility.

^ The sources said it was unclear whether the Republic of
Panama would be a permanent home for Marcos — or only a*
temporary residence while another permanent home is sought

Marcos has been staying in the officer's quarters at Hickam
Air l^orce Base near Honolulu since shortly after he left the
•i^pprnesoiTFeb. 23/-He~wenrfoTIawaii when the Reagan
administration offered him safe haven on American property

But Marcos has been reported to be unhappy there. He is the
target of investigations by the government of his successor Cor-
azon Aquino, and a U.S. House subcommittee.

There had been earlier reports that Marcos might go to
Singapore, Spain, or Indonesia. -.

TTow Available

One-on-one

Private Exercise

Training

at you home or at

the gym. For more

into call:

(818)887-9077
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Ex-pbyboy Prince Andrew

childhood friend, raval fam

STEVE DAVIS FITNESS CENTER

Brentwood • (213) 207-2202

1 1920 San Vicente (al Montana)

universal City - (818)766-5577

/
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3»59 Lankersh^^mW^
(«t 101 Fwy. across from un«ver»«

LONDON - The royal family said Wednesday that Prince
Andrew whose flings with models and actresses delighted gossip
columnists, will marry a childhood friend.
Buckingham Palace's announcement said Andrew, second son

of Queen Elizabeth II and fourth in line to the British throne, is
engaged to Sarah Ferguson, daughter of Prince Charles' polo
manager, Maj^ -Ronald Ferguson. Both Andrew and Miss
Ferguson are 26. •

No date or place was set, but Andrew said he hoped the
wwiding would be in the summer at Westminster Abbey

Soon after their engagement was announced, the couple had
their first joint interview with British newspaper and television
reporters in the prince's study at the Palace.
Andrew and Sarah kissed for the benefit of the cameras, oe-

1^^' *^?^J>?«
another and displayed the engagement rin|, a

large ruby set in circle of diamonds.
Andrew ji Royal Navy lieutenant and helicopter pilot, saw

action in the 1982 Falkland Islands war with Argentina. Miss

t^ngC "" "" executive with a London graplSes and prin-

Both said they would continue working.
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Mounting debts strand members

of Great Peace March in desert
By Doug Nathan. Staff Writer

Mounting debts have brought the Great Peace March to
a halt just 20 days after marchers embarked on a proposed
255-day tjek across the United States to promote global
nuclear disarmament.

program
to lower minority attrition rate

About 500 marchers have been waiting on the edge of
the Mojave desert near Barstow about 100 miles northeast
of Los Angeles since Friday when the march's sponsoring
organization, PRO-Peace, folded as a result of debts
amounting to $200,000-$400,000.
Some organizers within PRO-Peace have helped to form

a new organization called the Great Peace March For Nu-
clear Disarmamlfet, Inc. which is free of PRO-Peace's
debt. The new group is currently seeking funds needed to

'

continue the march.
"None of the funds earmarked for PRO-Peace will go to

the new organization," said Kevin Sites, former PRO-
Peace advance media relations director.
PRO-Peace was unable to sufficiently provide food,

showers and support vehicles for the marchers and could
not pay off debts because of insufficient donations.
Some of the lenders are demanding the liquidation of

the assests held in the equipment being used by the mar-
chers. Sites said. Some marchers, however, have been
allowed to keep their tents.

PRO-Peace will declare "bankruptcy this week or next,"
Sites said.

The new organization is considered a neutral agency
and not sponsored by PRO-Peace, Sites said. Composed
completely of volunteers, the debt-free Great Peace March
for Nuclear Disarmament, Inc. will raise money which
will go directly to buying needed supplies for the mar-
chers.

IX-am sure (ixx)ple affiliated with PRO-Pra(^p) are nn¥—

By Timothy He/man * ^

UCLA staff members are volunteering their

time to help keep minority freshmen from
dropping out of school.

UCLA affirmative action consultant Keith

"Parker established a new mentor program this

year to lower the attrition rate of black and
Latino students, who have a consistently

higher drop-out rate than the overall freshmen
average.

"We want the students to have a stabilizing

influence when they come to UCLA," Parker
said. "We matched mentors and students of

the same ethnic group and career interests in

the hope that the mentor will serve as a role

model for the student."

Parker explained that the mentors are not

faculty members, but are instead members of

the staff who he said are more familiar with
the UCLA community.

"~"

"The mentor is not an academic adviser.

However, he should be familiar with UCLA
and know who to contact if the student needs
tutoring, help with financial aid or finding a
job," he said.

This aspect is what appeals to freshman
Michael Scott, a program participant. "I like

having a contact on campus that can help
answer any questions I have."
Freshman Denise Taliaferro gave a more

emotional reason for why she enjoys the pro-
gram. "I like having another friend on cam-
pus. We talk all the time about everything gn-

mg on m my lire. ^

—'-

Taliaferro's mentor is Virginia Flenoy, who
said she enjoys their relationship as much as
Taliaferro.

"I used to be a teacher, and since I have
been in personnel I miss dealing with the stu-

dents," Flenoy said. "This program has been a
spark that has gotten me out of a rut, and I

feel guilty that I am epjoying myself as much
as I am."

Flenoy said she wanted to participate
because she remembers what it was like to
start college and feel lost in a new environ-
ment. She, like the other 22 mentors, has a
full-time job at UCLA. The mentors have two
students each, whom they see regularly on
their lunch hour or after work.
Out of the initial 179 students who were in-

formed that they were eligible to participate
in the mentor program, 46 students joined the
program. These 179 students were black and

Please see MENTOR, Page 18
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trying to skip town," said Bobbi Cowan, account executive
for The Langers and Co. public relations firm Ihat jepre-
sented PRO-Peace and is owed $4,000. "They are trying to
figure out what to do next.

^They are poised on one of the most treacherous desert

OKAy...I'H. SHOW
You HOW TO MAKE
MARSHMALLoWb INTO

r/\FFV...

regions," Sites said. To safely walk through it, each mar-
cher must be furnished with 10 gallonsL_QL water a day.
Sites said.
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1986 UCLA CREW CLASSIC
UCLA CREW IS PROUD TO HOST THE BLUE IN THEIR FIR^PACIFIC COAST RACE EVER. THIS HISTORIC RACE TAKES PLAC^SATURDAY APRIL 12, 1986 ON UCLA'S HOMECOIIR^F _ I aBALLONA CREEK IN MARINA DEL REY

COURSE - LA

GREGORYPECK WILL CHAIR THIS CELEBRATION OF THFWORLD'S OLDEST INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORT AS 6XF(5^^^ALUMNUS DUDLEYMOORE ACTS AS EMCEE '
^^^^^^

o5?k???"^'^^'^ RACES BEGIN AT 8:30 WITH THE MAIN FVFNTSTARTING AT NOON. " vv 1
1
n inc maiin tvtNT

FOLLOW THE DAILY BRUIN CLOSELY APRII >; 1 1 rr\D iivii^/^r... a
TION ON EVENTS LEADING UP TO THIJCLASSIC REgI^a*^"^"COME SPEND A DAY AND WATCH HIsI<5K!n TOE mAWn6.
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COUNTER-DEMONSTRATORS ,- While thousands of protesters opposing Ts'Hd
to the Nicaraguan Contras staged a demonstration in Westwood on Thursday evening
this small group of counter-demonstrators expressed their support for the Reagan A6-
ministration's attempt to overthrow the Sandinista government. The larger grouo op-
posing Contra aid demonstrated at the intersection of Westwood and Wilshire Boule-
•vards before marching to a rally at the Federal Building.

J-Board finds firing of
Colien unconstitutional
By Mark Talavera, Staff Writer

Undergraduate President Ron Taylor unconstitutionally
tired a member of his staff, the undergraduate Judicial Board
unanimously ruled at a March 16 hearing.

.

Marc Cohen, ex-budget review director who was dismissed
from his post Feb. 6 and later resigned March 11, was granted
his stipend for the two months between the time his stipend was
taken away and time of his resignation.

Taylor charged that Cohen was not fulfilling his appointed
duties, prompting the ex-budget review director's unconstitu-
tional dismisal. According to the Undergraduate Students
Association Constitution, an appointed official cannot be
removed without USA council's two-thirds approval.

This move initiated a USAC investigation that resulted in a
controversial vote to officially remove Cohen at council's March
11 meeting. To the council's surprise, however, Cohen resigned
at the beginning of the USAC meeting.

"I feel that Ron Taylor in many situations has directly vio-
lated the USAC Constitution," Cohen said at the hearing. "I am
asking this board to look at the constitution and see if it's

something the president and council (members) are suppose to
follow or if they can make up their own rules." J

Although Cohen resigned, he requested re-instatement of his
position as well as the benefits he did not receive "for the time
(he) wasn't allowed in (the president's) office. Cohen said these
benefits amount to $200.

"Everytime I went to the president's office I was told there
was nothing I could do,",Cohen said. "I was later told that I

was no longer part of the president's office."

Despite J-Board's ruling, no one from the president's office
appeared at the hearing to defend Taylor.
"The president's office was informed about the hearing and it

J&as their choice not to he here," said Jennifer Harris, J-Boarti=
jjhief justice.

But Sintelle Ammons, the president's chief of staff, said she
was not informed of the hearing and that Taylor was ill.

"I felt that J-Board would rule (Cohen's firing) unconstitu-
tional," Ammons said. "J-Bpard does not decide just <?ause, it

decides on procedural matters."
Granting Cohen the stipend is not a problem for the presi-

dent's office budget, Ammons said, but she did not thinkTe
deserved it. "He did not worW^.^ we're paying one staff
member who is working what we're paying Marc Cohen."

HAIR BOUTIQUE

77 student Special
i^ ffqfrcu^ $12

*pf Body Perm $30

ft Cellophane $15
Highlights $20frMp
Facial Waxing

1884 Westwood Blvd. 474-8516 • 470-8698

"ANY WAY YOU TOP IT...

IT'S THE GOURMET OF PIZZA"

''Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the
friendliness and taste the freshness..."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great Salads
and Sandwiches.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKEADVANTAGEOFOUR DELIVERY SERVICE!
470-2499

El
776 We!»iwood Blvd. (corner of SantJi Monica)

'^
2222 Wilshire: Santa Monica (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829 .

17644 Ventura: Encino (near White Oak) 986-0772
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Initiative would prohibitJnsurance rate discrimination
By Susie Kim
Staff Writer

' California drivers may no
longer have to worry about
how their place of residence is

going to affect their insurance
rates if a motor vehicle liabili-

ty insurance initiative pro-
hibiting "redlining," among
other discriminatory practics>
is passed.

The American Civil Liber-
ties Union of Southern
California, in conjunction
with Fair Auto Insurance
Rates, is launching a petition
drive to qualify an initiative

on the November ballot that
would prohibit discriminatory
criteria such as sex, age, mari-
tal status and geographical
location from being used to set

motor vehicle insurance rates.

Redlining, which derives its

name from the
, insurance,

companies* practice of draw-
ing red lines around zip code
zones on their city maps, is

the practice of discriminating
according ta geographical
boundaries.

Insurance companies
estimate the base rate of
liability coverage according to
the insured's vehicle and ad-
dress, or more specifically, z^
code> ^SAJd DAvid Hamlin^
"director of public affairs

theACLU.

"A person driving a buick in

Redondo Beach would pay
$600 for car insurance while
another persqn with the same
car and driving record in

Compton would ber charged

$1,000, Hamlin said. "It's

clear, flagrant discrimina-
tion ." ,

Besides geographical loca*

-tion, discrimination also oc-

curs based on sex, marital
status and age. Males are

charged higher rates than
females, singles are charged
more than people with a mar-
ried status and people under
25 years are charged more
than older people.

Hahilin claimed that redlin-

ing also results in discrimijia-

tion among the poor and
minorities. "The black, poor
and Latino neighborhoods
consistendy pay higher rates

than white neighborhoods."
The state^ Department of In-

surance contends that dif-

ferences in loss records and
claims account for the dispari-

ty in rates among zip codes.
"Even^if that's true," Hamlin
said, "they can't penalize
everyone that lives in Comp-
ton. Rates should be set in-

dividually."

Insurance companies
adopted^ the current

at
\

computing base insuran6e
rates because of the profit

motive, Hamlin said.^ "It's a

lot easier to make a lot of

money if you do it by creating

a system which sticks a lot of

people with higher rates."

If the initiative passes, in-

surance companies would no
longer be allowed to

jdiscriminate and would be. rer_

quired to set liability in-

surance rates solely on the

basis of the insured's driving

record and the type of vehicle

he drives.

Insurance rates would also

be rolled back to premiums
charged on Jan. 1, 1985 with
increases being permitted an-

nually upon proof that in-

creases correspond to costs at a

public hearing arid with the

Insurance Commissioner's ap-

proval.

"I think there's plenty ot
room for companies to offer

equitable insurance and show
a healthy profit," Hamlin
said.

At least 25 percent of the

cars in California are driven
by uninsured drivers because
insurance is so expensive,
Hamlin said. With current in-

surance laws requiring all

drivers to carry diability in-

^sdrance upon penalty of losing

their licenses permanently,
4iiveB^ oam^ot afford te^ ^e^

uninsured.

Also, if uninsured drivers

damage any city or state pro-

perty, the municipal and state

governments must pay for the\

damages which run to

"multi-millions of dollars,"

Hamlin said. "A much larger

portion of drivers will be in-

sured with fairer insurance
rates."

If insurance companies
decide they do not like the
new system and go out of

Please see INSURANCE,
Page 17

^bby urges students to sign

petition for insurance initiative

Tom Soto, metro lobby director at UCLA, is requesting

undergraduate andv^graduate student government to en-

dorse a petition drive to help collect enough signatures to

get the motor vehicle liability insurance initiative on the
' November ballot.

Petition walkers and petition tables Avill be on Bruin
Walk starting spring quarter to collect as many signatures

as possible to ensure its presence on the ballot. "
l*|

'

Seeking college students' endorsement, David Hamlin,
director of public affairs at American Civil Liberties

Union of Southern California which launched the initia-

tive campaign with Fair Auto Insurance Rates, said "Cpl^

.

lege students have an enormous stake in this as they pay
much more for insurance than other people."

"These insurance companies are making a killing on us
students," Soto said. "You're slapped on the face if you're
under 25, you're slapped on the face if you're not married,
you're slapped on the face if you're male."

Soto said most people tacitly consent to the discrimina-
tion because they need insurance coverage and because
they have no means of fighting it.

"It's high time for a measure to come to our ballots and
reform the system, especially if it's mandatory to own in-

suranoe .

— Susie Kim

TOMORROW NIGHT campus events

PRESENTS THE PERFECT STUDY
BREAK... AND IT WONT COST A PENNY.

i^ERMAN &
INTER NATION A

I

BOOK STORE
• NEW AND USED BOOKS —

^ '
i

• FOREIGN LITERATURE
• DICTIONARIES
•* LANGUAGE MATERIALS
• WE BUY USED BOOKS IN ALL LANGUAGES

1 767 N. Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90027 U.S.

A

(213) 660-0313/660-0343

OlderourI^itas

COVIISC I CAf4

THi fIMAW u «ior

UNtiW Ho*f»AV
A f:«e ...

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
8:00 AND 10:00

Millions, in fact. Because now
through April 25th, we'll give

you ajreeCalifornia Lottery Ticket

with every order Haven't you always
wanted to play with your food?

.'.'lM"l";\"nn« Bui inthiscaM-. not tooyouns. b..(auv\Mu iii.isi l». |M„r..|,|,.n(. ph.v Mm. oiuiKk.'is
ni|i\ l.r Ir..... iMii th..> rr nut f..r sal.-, as wvY.- n..( an auth..nzf(l LoiL-rv reiail.T. And wh.-n v<mi « in, nuu
must hnns v.Mirtirkrt t., tti. n-i.nl.-r nh.-n- it was |Hir. has.-d i.,,„||,Mt vuunlnu«h due inorNhinK, Th.-
ulU;ri^:u)l ^ivailaLl-ontak^-HMti ..r(Ws..r l.anriurts Ifjalsono'l \atlfl with aii\ .,tli..ron-.T

FILMS camnus events USAC

.-_ PLAV.A DHL HK\

MiiiiclH'stt'iBhd,

iiiid IVrshiiig Drive

'^•i'iOW. Manchester Ave
(21:i),S22-4(M]

Mexican Restaurants & Cantinas
^ .Va|»iil((iK»'staurani'.. IncM Mti

-

—

-* WESTW'OOI)
2BI()(l<Mi()rth()f\\il.sliir('

110!)(ileiul()M Ave.

, (21:i)2()8-:W84

Blvd.

21 Locations in Southrrn California

*
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'
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Tljc U.CL.a. Black Greek Letter Orgapizatioif
*»

—

v'

Presents It's

Eigl^tl? ai^i^ual Greek Weekend
t^

1^

'•.•

r ..—

jril 4th, 5th, and 6tl^

of California at Los Angeles

Schedirie of Events

Friday ApriUth, 1986 Bowling Tournament
U;e.L.A. / Bowling Alley

I

p.m.

MMililillHMM^^

Friday ApriTIth, 1986 Conference "Networking for Success

International Student Center

Social Hour —
Refreshments Served

r 10 p.m.

IT

10- 12 p.m:

Saturday April 5th, 1986
dM^_i_altaa_MB^^«a

Greek Step Show
U.C.L.A. RoyceHall

?*"

Safffi-day April 5th, 1986

Sunday April 6th, 1986

All Greek Dance
Grand Ballroom

Ackerman Union Hall _^_
Admission $10.00 per pefibii

(Includes Greek Show and Dance

10 -2 a.m.

Picnic Sunset Recreational

Center Upper Meadow

Non-Greek admittanc

the dance.

8 yrs. and over. College I.D. requirfd.

12:00 a.m. for the step show and 11:00 njn. for

Lv'

>

Co-sponsored by the CPC of the PAB and USAC Programming

T

—

n.
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Take the SNACMAN challenge, test your nutritional l.a

With finals looming just

around the corner, taking
another quiz is not iikely to be
high on your list of fun things

to do.

Well, relax, this nutrition

I.Q. test is neither graded nor
recorded, and if you've been
faithfully reading SNACMAN
all quarter, this is one test you
can be sure to ace.

SNACMAN Challenges You to

A Nutrition r!Q. Test
Read each questibn careful-

ly, and if you must, peek
b^low for the answers.

Questions:

1. True or false: Iron deficien-

cy anemia is rare in a college

population. .

2. Which are better sources of

energy, simple or complex
carbohydrates?

3. How can high levels of

blood cholesterol affect the

body?
4. Why should an individual

on a vegetarian diet in par-

ticular pay special attention to

the foods they eat?

5. An excessive sodium intake

is a factor involved in high
blood pressure — what are

some ways to shake the salt

habit?

61 Now that your body has

stopped growing, does it no
longer need calcium?
7. Can giving someone a cup
of coffee help sober him up? ,

8. Are megadoses of vitamin

and vitamin-mineral pills

harmful?

Answers to SNACMAN's
Nutrition I.Q. Test

1. Though iron deficiency

anemia is quite uncommon
among males, it is estimated

^at one-fourth of all college

women may have depleted

iron stores.

2. Complex carbohydrates are

a superior source of energy

because they are broken down
slowly in the system, and so

provide the body with a more
consistent level of energy for a

longer period of time. Good
sources of complex car-
bohydrates include pasta, rice

and potatoes.

3. High levels of blood
cholesterol ^re associated with

the increased severity of

atherosclerosis — fat deposits

on the inner walls of blood

vessels. This vessel wall
thickening restricts blood cir-

culation and increases the
probability of coronary heart

diseases.

4. There are nine amino acids

which cannot be synthesized

by the body and must be ob-

tained in the foods we eat.

Although most animal pro-

ducts furnish high quality pro-

teins containing all of these

essential amino acids, proteins

found in vegetables do not.

The key to a balanced
meatless diet is a careful com-
bination of foods, chosen to

ensure an adequate intake of

the proteins, vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates and
fats not found in vegetables

and not supplied by the body
itself.

5. Suggestions for cutting back
your sodium intake include:

• Tasting your food before
salting it.

• Using herbs rather than
salt for flavor.

• Substituting fruits, unsalted
nuts and other low-sodium
snacks for high-salt items such
as potato chips and pretzels.

6. Bone is a living tissue, a
storehouse of calcium for the
body that must be constantly
replenished. If your diet lacks

calcium, you will pay the
price eventually in the
weakening of your bones. To
avoid "osteoporsis" the disease

of weakened bones, it is sug-

gested that individuals eat
adequate amounts of foods
high in calcium throughout
their life.

7. Only time can cure
drunkeness. Neither exercise
nor a cold shower can help
someone get sober. Giving
someotte a cup of coffee only
makes the person a wide
awake drunk.

8. Megadoses of fat-soluble
vitamins (A,D,E,and K) are
dangerous to your health as
they can build up to toxic
levels in the body. Recent,
research has shown that'
megadoses of water-soluble
vitamins (B-complex, C) are
also potentially harmful. Both
vitamins B-6 and C have caus-
ed severe health problems,
when consumed in large quan-
tities.

Your Nutrition I.Q. Ranking

8 - 6 correct: Congratula-
tions! You have met the
SNACMAN Challenge! You
really know your stuff, keep it

up!

Please see SNACMAN,
Page 18

THE HAIR SALON

WOMEN & MEN

1007BroxtonAve.
(above Mario's Restaurant)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

--CUTaprr
BLOWDRY

(new clients with ad only)

Call: 208-1468
Exp. 4/28/86

PURIM
It's Purim - Come Celebrate

with Us!
.

Mon., March 24
7:30 pm
Hillel

ji-

Meqillah reading
followed by dancing,

hamantaschen,
wine, and a fun

evening, -—^ ^

RECRUIT U.S.A. INC., JOB SEMINAR

Dear Japanese overseas students. '

As the awareness of the advantages of foreign education
increases within the Japanese business clinnate. the need for

Japanese connpanies to recruit US educated students has
grown rapidly over the last few years In order to become the
vital pipeline between the students in search of jobs and the
opportunities that await them. RecruitU S A. Inc . a subsidiary
of Recruit Co Ltd. established itself in February of 1985.
Recruit U.S.A Inc.. is an organization that provides various
information concerning job opportunities for foreign educated
students back in Japan In order to serve you better we will be
holding a job seminar to inform and to be informed of the latest

job opportunities in Japan.

In order to receivethe best possible feed back, we encourage
you to contact us for more information •_ •

THEME: Forum on job opportunities in Japan

March 27 - •

7 to 9 pm '

Recruit U S A Inc
,

.
-

700 South Flower Street. #3210
Los Angeles. California 9001

7

Contact: Recruit USA Inc .

800-423-3387

700 South Flower Street. #3210
Los Angeles. California 9001

7

800-325-9759- ^IknM^

800-423-3387 (In California)

Ms. Kanda

OrECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
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Prochoice marchers rally in support of legalized abortion
By Jordain Kitaen

riJj^^^"^ °^ pro-choice demonstrators, braving steady rain,
filled the streets of Ceptury City last Sunday to show support
for legalized abortion.
"We will not be pushed back into the dark ages bf women's

nghts," said Eleanor Smeal, president of the National Organiza-
tion for Women (NOW).

Leaders of NOW, which Sponsored the event, said it was tKe
largest demonstration of its kind in West Coast history.

,_ Los Angeles police, who blocked off traffic along the march
route, at first determined the crowd to be upward of 20,000.
They revised their estimate to about 14,000 as many marchers
headed for cover to escape the rain.

Following the march, demonstrators gathered for a rally in
mud-filled Cheviot HiUs Park, listening and cheering as several
speakers stressed the importance of keeping birth control and
abortion legal and fighting for women's rights.

Speakers included Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley, who at-
tacked Gov. George Deukmejian for his anti-abortion stance,
and actresses Jane Fonda ajid Morgan Fairchild.

Joining Smeal on the stage included actors William Schallert
and Ed Asner, actresses Shelly Hack and Cybil Shepherd, and
state Sen. Maxine Waters (D-Los Angeles).

Between speeches, the audience waved their umbrellas and
chanted in unison, "Not the church, not the state, women will
decide their fate."

This rally was the West Coast version of one that took place
in Washington, D.C. on March 6, where close to 100,000 peo-
ple gathered near the White House to show support for the
1973 Supreme Court ruling legalizing abortion.
The overall goal of the marches, Smeal said, "is to alert pro-

Please see RALLY, Page 16

"v

'MARCH FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS' - An estimated 14,000 prcH:hoice
march through the rain Sunday from Century City to Cheviot Hills Park.

TOOO CHENEY

demonstrators

1

TONIGHT!

MELNITZ MOVIES and
La Raza Graduate

students

presents

A Special FREE screeninf of

_^_LATINO_=

EASTER SPECIALSJOR UCIA
CANDIES • NUTS
SMOOTHIES

2 Fonri
(WhkUCLAID) EsplrM:S/Sl/S6

IINUTCRBCK
HOURS:

Mon.-Thurs. 10-9

Fri.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6

Da
®

„ WE SHIP J,* WORLDWIDE^

10912 Le Conte • WeStWOOd '^'^^ '/^-hr parking w/$7

(213) 824-7764
purchase atAmpCo

^ ' :
parking lot onXe Conte Ave.

•*T

Palm Springs Easter—
,/-7

-^^ -r= —

^

WEEK

V $^

In Melnitz Theater
Tonight at 7:30 PM

(with a panel discusskxilfollowing ttie film)

Melnitz Movies is a program of ttie GI2ADUATE
STUDB4TS ASSOCiAflOlTorKi worlcs In cor^nction
with the UCXA FUM ARCHIVES.^

/ TONK^HT!

.^oD'

0)

0)
o

t

(Palm Springs Only)

The Great
DOMINO'S
COLLEGE

CHALLENGE
Register your name and school
name when you order any one
of the famous Domino pizzas.

—The school with the most pizzas
* ordered in 7 days wins!

Domino's will throw a Pizza

Party Bash right in your home
town.

</)

c
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I

I

I
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n

r

((I* One
coupon per pizza.

March 24 to 30th

Battle of the Colleges

Palm Springs Easter Break
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URL extends hours
•

The University Research
Library has extended its hours
for dead week. URL will be open
tonight and Friday night until
midnight. • '

GSA candidacy petitions
Graduate students running for student

government must turn in petitions for can-

didacy by April 14.

Petitions must contain the signatures and
registration card numbers of 50 graduate
students. --r"

Elections to fill the positions of graduate^
president, mternal and external vice nrpc
dents wm be held April 28 through May 1

Petitions for candidacy may be obtained
in the Graduate Students Association offir^
located in the third floor of Kerckhoff Hall

barer:..BAREST
FROM MAILLOTS TO BIKINIS, WE'VE GOT
THE LOOKS THAT GET ALLTHE LOOKS!

SHOWN, JUST r OF TreATremiOf^GETTERSyOU'U. FIND IN OUB MISSES- COU^CTMN
B. The be«ed, plunging-vee maillot from Jant26n. m E.EquattonslurauoLbikinifmmn^Ij;^ ' !!!

.

^dorblacKwlthwhitemltersthpes.8.16 $44 f.^JZ^X^^^^^'*' *^
C. n<e matelasse texture maiot from Ro«*y Leo. In G.f^cJ^si^^J^^^^^,. '

' *??
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Gardner to propose that regents
rescind decision to increase fees

By James Bozajian, Adm/n/strotion Editor

The University of California Board of
Regents will decide the fate of its earlier ac-
tion to increase registration fees 7.5 percent
during the 1986-87 academic year and will

discuss the status of rtudent financial aid
and educational issues at meetings today
and Friday at UC Davis.
UC President David Gardner will

recommend that the board keep fees at ex-
isting levels instead of increasing them; If

approved by the board, UC undergraduate
registration fees will drop to $1,245 — an
$111 decrease — while graduate fees will

be reduced to $1,305 — a $51 decrease.

^ , Fee hikes are unnecessary J>«cause Gov.
George Deukmejiah pr6Vf<aed for unex-
pected additional funding" ip his version of
UC*S proposed 1986-87 budget to avoid the
fee increases requested by the regents.

According to a report from Gardner's of-

fice, UC students received nearly $2.7
million in financial aid for the 1984-85 aca-
demic year from federal, state, university
and private sources. Though this amount
represented a 6 percent increase over 1983-
84 levels of support, the report notes that
funding for 1986-87 and beyond is threat-
ened.

"The combination of proposed severe cuts
in federal financial aid and the lack of in-

serious threat to future funding levels for
nnivf»r«itv financial aid recipients," the

report states. Three out of every seven UC
undergraduates and two of every three
graduates receive some form of financial
aid.

Turning to UCLA, the regents are ex-

pected to approve a building program for

the construction of a Mixed-Use Medical
Facilities Complex on Lot 1. In addition,

the board will hear a report about the
UCLA Medical Center's progress over the
last year.

Today, thfe board's Committee on Educa-
tional Policy will meet to address three ma-
jor issues: the status of student financial

aid, the review of the Master Plan for

Higher Education and the proposed con-
struction of a Superconducting Super Col-
lider at UC Davis.

The regents will receive an update on the
progress of the Commission for Review of
the Master Plan tor Higher Educ^ation.

The commission is charged with review-
ing and Recommending changes in the
stated "mission" of California's three-tiered

system of postsecondary education: UC,
California State University and the com-
munity colleges.

The Committee on Educational Piolicy

will also be informed on how UC officials

are progressing in their efforts to convince
the federal government to choose UC Dayis
=as the site for constractioiv^q^ what would
be the world's largest scientific instrument
^- a Superconducting Super Collider.

-Nemesis builds 'alternative' ^
shanty protesting Soviet regime

-"^^

By Bill Bov^mer
^nior Staff Writer

A small group of protesters

briefly built an "alternative

shanty" Tuesday in response

to anti-apartheid protesters

who had set one up last week,
but after less than two hours it

was removed by Facilities per-

sonnel.
" '"

The counter-shanty^ labeled

"Sakharov City," was built

from cardboard, and stood
rX about three feet tall and six

— feet long. "Our shanty is

worse than theirs because the

Afghans have it worse," said

protest organizer Bob Zirgulis.

Protesters said they oppose
both the South African and
Soviet regimes.

"I abhor apartheid, but I

don't believe the African Na-
tional Congress is the answer,"

protester James Bieber said.

The group identified itself

as Students for America, but

Bieber said "it's basically

Nemesis."

Students with the Divest-

ment Education Project,
which erected its shanty next

to the Bruin Bear March 10,

expressed disagreement with
the protesters and their tac-

tics. -_^_v-—

Protesters had been warned
by Berky Nelson, director of

the Center for Student Pro-

gramming, that their structure

violated university regulations

and would be torn down at 1

p.m.

, "When the shanty material-

ized, we told them it couldn't

be here," Nelson said. "They
agreed to take it down by 1

p.m. I came back at 2 p.m.,

and it was still up.*^— <—

Mark Talavera contributed to

this story

^*>' " company/
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Singer asics Ciiancellor Young
to reinstate him as chairman-;
By TerlAnne Carpenter, Politics Editor

Charging that due process was violated in

his removal, former ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board Chairman Ed Singer requested

that Chancellor Charles Young reinstate

him in the position. -

"The whole issue here is the legal

aspect," Singer said. "Comm Board is a

state entity. Therefore under the^4th
amendment of the constitution, due {Process

is required for such an action.**

Singer was removed as board chairman

in a 7-2-1 secret ballot at Comm Board's

March 13 meeting. The action to remove

Singer was not on the agenda for the

meeting.

In a March 16 letter to Young, Singer

said the board violated the state open

meetings act because the motion for his

remov^ was never placed on the agenda.

He also charged that the Comm Board

constitution was violated because specific

charges agaittst him were not brought up in

the removal process. Due process was not

followed. Singer said.

Singer said he was told a response to his

request for reinstatement would come from

the administration by the end of next week.

**At this point in time I feel the illegality

of the action will be proven by the ad-

ministration or a court of law," Singer said.

"I have been in contact with legal counsel

and we will take action if necessary, but

I've expressed to the administration that I

hoped they will cooperate with me."

One board member who was not at the

March 13 meeting said he would have at-

tended if the motion to remove Singer had
been on the agenda.

'Had I known, I would have shown up,"

said alumni member Robert Meyers. Meyers

said he does not believe Singer's removal

was justified.

But there was strong sentiment to remove
Singer.

"I think the more important issue (than

the constitutional one) is that there were

seven people who questioned his leader-

ship," said Comm Board member Robert

Montemayor. "Seven Totes is a clear indica-

tion that his leadership is not as it should

^ UTI .

Bill Bowmer contributed to this story
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WEST LA 10929 W. PICO 474^102 FREE PARKING
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Same Location For 31 Years!

LeConte Hair SfyHstsii.j^%
MEN & WOMEN
Expert Hajrcutting
Body Permanent
Hair Coloring
Shampoo & Blow Dry
ManicurinO & Pedicuring

10966/2 Le Conte Ave.
Westwood Village across from UCLA
Parklrig Lot 1
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WARNER BROS Presents A PAUL MASLANSKY PRODUCTION
A JERRY PARIS Film "POLICE ACADEMY 3 BACK IN TRAINING"

Stamnq STEVE GUTTENBERG • 8UBBA SMITH • CAVIDGRAF : MICHAEL WINSLOW
MARION RAMSEY • LESLIE EASTERBROOK • ART METRANO • TIM KAZURINSKY

BOBCAT GOLDTHWAIT us Z(\i ofxi GEORGE GAYNES os Crndt Lcisstird

Music Composetl by ROBERT FOLK Wnflen by GENE QUINTANO

VGimanitummMmvn'^ Produced by PAUL AAASLANSKY.*
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Directe(J try JERRY PARIS " '^^"^ "'
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STARTS TODAY
WESTWOOD TF<X t
Mann Village

208 5576
Coil Theotrp for Showtimes

HOLLYWOOD imx
Mann Cnmese
464 8111

Co o"» fa S^o»»llm»^
VAi (0 FR(( PARKING
SAt SuN AND AHtP 5 00 PM
WMkdovs wrm poid gcnefoi

admijsion oni) Clock
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ALHAMBRA
fdwords AiharnDfa

818 ?89 3861

AZUSA —:-

JURBANK
Pacific s Pickwick

Drive-ln 818/842 6723

CHATSWORTH
Pocific s Winnefko
Drive-ln 818/349 6806

CITY OF COMMERCE
Pocitic s Commeice
726 8022

CITY OF INDUSTRY
Pacific s Vinelond

Drive In 818^961 9262

COSTA MESA
Edwords Hoiboi Twin

714/6313501

COVINA
Mann Fo> Covina

818/3320050

aTORO
Edwords Foofhill

Center 818 969 9632

BAKERSFIEID
AMC Stcckdole

805 324 6778

BREA
Mann Breo Pla?o

714 5295339

BUENA PARK
UA 8 Movies
714/952 4992

DOWNTOWN I A

los Angeles Theatre

624 6271
ni» Sio«\ f'l SoiSur

CAIL THEATRE
F0« SHOWTIMES

Edwards SoddleDock
714 581 5880 i

61EN&ALE
UA CopilOl

818 243 4261 ^

HUNTINGTON BEACH
Edwards Cnaner
Centre 714/841 0770

IRVINE

Edwards Universitv

714/8548811

BALDWIN HILLS

Baldwin Complex
290-1991

HUNTmOTON PARR
Colitornio

585 1174

U HABRA
AMC Fashion Square
691 0633

LA MIRAOA
Pacific s Gotewoy
921 1771

LACUNA BEACH
fdwofds South Coast
714/497 1711

lAKEWOOO
Pocidc s lokewood
Center 531 9580

LONG BEACH
Pacific s Los Altos

Drive in 421 8831

LONG BEACH MARINA
UA Moyies

5946525

MANHATTAN BEACH
n^onn 6
6401075 •

MONROVIA
Monn 6

818 358 4545

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
UA Movies
818 766 4317

NORTHRIOGE
Pocitic s Norfhridge

Cinema 818/993 1711

PANORAMA CITY
Pacific s Americano
816/8936441

PARAMOUNT
Pacific s Rosecrans
Drive In 634 4151

PASADENi^
Monn HostifiQs Ranch
818/3518939

PICO RIVERA
Pocific s fiesta Drive In

948 3671

PUENTE HILLS
AMC Puenie 10

R18 810 5566

RIVERSIDE
SoCai Conyon Crest

Cinemo 714 682 6900

SAN GABRIEL
Edwards San Gabriel

Drive In 818/288 5502

SANTA ANA
Edwords Bristol

/14'5i4<5 7444

MERMAN OAKS
JioanLa Remo . ,.^:.

8i87iB8jaau.-_. ^
'

STANTON
Edwards Village

Center 714 891056/

ORANGE
Cinedome
714/6342553

ORANGE
%tadium Dfive li^

/14 '639 8770

PALM DESERT
town Cenief

619/340 6611

SANTA BARBAI
Cinema
805 '96 7 9447

TiLR2ANA
Monn Volley West
818 996 1360

TEMPLE CITY
Edwards Temple
8182863179

THOUSAND OAKS
UA Movies

805/497 6708

TORRANCE
Monn Old lowne
37M221

TORRANCE
Pacific s Tofionce

Drive in 316 3556

UPLAND
Mann 4

/14 98? 7851

VENTURA
Pacific s 101 Onve m
805 644 5595

WESTCHESTCR
Pocitic s Ceniineio

Drive \n f)70»ev

WESTMINSTER
. BflCific s Hi Way 39
Onve In 714 891 3693

WOODLAND HILLS

UA Warner Center

818/999 2130.

SANTA BARBARA
Granada
805 963 1671

SUMT NOMSSIS
ACCf PIIO KM

mis INGAGiMINI

Watch (he Academy Awards March 24
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STUDENT & FACULTY

SPECIAL
Cut & Blow (Men)3^QOO

(W<XT)en)_

Body Perm 1

(wtth this coupon ft UCLA I.D.)
T^Tf

International

Coiffures

1419 Westwood Blvd.

479-8625 478-9316

Exp. 4M5/86

DR. SAUL FRIEDLANDER
Professor of History. Tel Avtv Lniwrsarv ^^rT•.>r^

Professor of Holocaust Studit^ ai L OlA *ul^ttK^r

of When Memory Comes.

"GERMANY CONFRONTS
XTSPASr* ^

THURSDAY. MARCH 20
4:00 PM— DODD121

for info calJ:^08-3081

...jponsorgd by Thel939 GItrfxChairmHolocaast Studies:

CONTACT LENSES AND

A

BRUIN
FROM A

IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

*

^ UCLA

a p^c'ess o'-a

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

208-3011

village photo
929 westwood blvd., \os angetes. ca 9O024

(213)208-4502

hour service at
NO EXTRA COST

CUSTOM QUALITY ENLARGEMENTS
"^"^*

NEXT DAY AT NO EXTRA COST
• SAME DAY AVAILABLE
• 2 TO 3 HOUR EKTRACHROME SLIDE

PROCESSING

SAVE UP TO 3/20

THIS AD E^4TITL£S YOU THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNT ON THE
COST OF DEVELOPING AND PRINTING YOUR 1 1 0. 1 26. OR
35 MM COLOR PRINT FILM

12-EXPOSUREROLL
24-EXPOSURE ROLL
36-EXPOSURE ROlL

$1 DISCOUNT
$3 DISCOUNT
$5 DISCOUNT

ONE PER CUSTOMER MAY NOT BE USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 20, 1986
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Sheldon Andelson: Restauranteur,

banker, lawyer and UC regent

By Marian Berelowia
aim

Massachusetts Sen. Edward

Kennedy once said that "the

story of Shelly Andelson is the

story of America at its best."

University of California

Regent Sheldon Andelson is a

wealthy and successful
banker, lawyer, restauranteur

and property-owner. He plac-

ed 42nd in a 1985 Los Angele^

magazine listing of the city's

50 most powerful men and is

actively involved in numerous
w'ommunity and political

v'ircanizations.

Hut circumstances have not

^L'Nk ANN fa\ored Andelson. He
CTTN^ up in a lower-middle

.lass Los Angeles
neichbttrhood and in a 1983

Dt-rivrr Fost article said, "I've

been on the low end of the

ladder as a Jewish child in the'

1930s and as a member of the

gay communitv." ^, 'r

The first openly gay'*TJC
regent, Andelson said he en-

countered "judgniental, inap-

propriate and old-fashioned

views" when the state Senate

confirmed h is 1 982 appoint-

ment fo fhe VC Board of

Regents by then-Gov. Jerry
Brown by only one more than
the minimum number of votes

required.

After the Senate Rules
Committee recommended
Andelsort5 confirmation^—

a

committee member who abs-

tained from voting was quoted
in^the San Francisco Chronicle
as saying, "The regents do not
need a person who is what I

call a militant homosexual.
The Board of Regents has
enough problems."
**One senator said he

thought I had all the necessary
qualifications," Andelson
remembered, **but that
because I was gay he couldn't
vote for me."

Andelson said he feels one
of the 'most ' important issues

the regents should deal with is

"how to help increase the
number of minorities so that
UC enrollment reflects the
population of the state.

"In a change from my

;4«VUN6WO^ KANG'Oarfy
i

UC Regent Sheldon Andelson

earlier opinion, I now believe

it is the university's responsi-

bility to reach down into the

educational ladder-like junior
high schools and tell tradi-

tional- drop-outs about the
significance of a college
education."

Andelson said he feels
another impoftartt issue con-
fronting UC involves prejiar-

ing the university for future
necessary enrollment increases.

"Previous projections were
wrong and underestimated the
number of students wanting to
enter the system. We will
have to make a lot of adjust-
ments, such as (increasing)
funding resources and finding
(more) room on campuses,"
Andelson said. He added that
-he believes UC President
David Gardner "understands
that more money needs to be
spent and is willing to make a
financial commitment.**

"Being a regent is verv- im-

portant to me because it is in

the area of education that we
have the greatest poJ;ential to

help people improve their

lives," Andelson said in a 1982

Los Angeles Herald Examiner
interview. **It is a very
challenging position, and one
that I take seriously."

Not himself a product of the

UC system, Andelson accepted

a scholarship to USC after

graduating from Manual Arts

High School in Los Angeles.

He went to Stanford Universi-

ty in his senior year to par-

ticipate in an accelerated law

school program and received

his law degree from USC in

1955.

In that same year Andelson

opened his own law practice,

which his younger brother

now runs. After going through

a "mid-life career change," he

helped found and is now
Please see ANDELSON, Page
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Theater Arts lecturer, Newton,
Following extended illness

By Anne Mulkem, Staff Writer

UCLA Theater Arts lecturer in scenic
design, Jim Newton, died March 8, follow-
ing an extended illness. He was 45.
Newton began teaching at UCLA in 1984^

after serving as an assistant professor at
California State University, Fresno, where a
fellowship has been created in his name.
Newton was admired by colleagues and
-students alike, and well-known for his in-
terest in student learning.
"We all respected him," said Professor

Norman Welsh, vice chairman of the The-
ater Arts department. "He eared very much
about his students. We looked to him for a
sense of objectivity in all of our design pro-
jects. We will miss him verv much".
Newton was bom on Oct. S, 1941 in

Austm, Texas. U^ received his bachelor's
degree from the iJniversitv of Texas atAustm and his masters degree in fine arts

. rom \ale Lmversity. He lecturW at the
'

Lmversity of Texa. and USC before gettir^
nis tirst teachmg appointment at CSUF
Newton excelled in multiple area.s of the

theater including lighting, costume desi^

art direction and production design. His

work includes designs for "Once in a

Lifetime" at the Mark Taper Forum and
several operas for the New Hayen Opera
Society.

Recognized for inventing the concept of

rock concert production design, Newton
created designs for more than 20 concert
tours. He worked with such artists as Neil

Diamond, Alice Cooper, Elton John, Teddy
Pendergrass, The Pointer Sisters and
Deborah Harry of "Blondie."
Newton was involved in film and televi-

sion as well as the theater. His credits in-

clude art director for several television

series, pilots, game shows and specials in-

cluding "The Perry Como Special," "Fred
Astaire Salutes the Fox Musicals," "Gabriel
Kaplan's *Just For Laughs, High
Rollers," and "Break the Bank." Newton
also worked as assistant art director fbr^

"The Smothers Brothers Comedv Hour."-
"The Flip Wilson Show," and the Emmy
Awards in 1971.

Nevvton's funeral was held on March 1-

followed by a memorial service on March
15 He is survived by his mothei.
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BAR & GRILLE
HASH

BAR& GRILLE

Champagne Special*
Dinner for 2

'^-'--
ilV«l ^HaiflHW Scampi, or Lobner Piccata w/Fettuccini

DC cacav*! Ml«d, bmd Abutter

$24.99
it coupon

CHASE
BAR & GRILLE

Dinner for 2
(includes FREE Vi carafe of red or white wine)

$13-99
On all pasta, chicken, or eggplant dishes

pleue prewnt coupon

CHASE
BAR & GRILLE

Lobster Taiil Piccata
w/fettuccini Alfredo, caetar't talad

bread & butter, 1 glaw of Chardonnay
or Cabernet FREE!

$13.99
pig—e pccacnt coupon

SPORTS -DELI
CHASE
SPORTS - DELI

(good on March 20, 21, 22)

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

^IKE
w/pepperoni $5^99
NOT VALID W/ANY OTHER OFFER

CHASE
SPORTS ' DELI

FREE 6 - Pack
of ice cold

COCA COLA
w/any Urfc pizza

w/2 toppinfi

NOT VALID W/ANY OTHER OFFER

CHASE
SPORTS - DELI

FREE 6 - Pack
of ice cold

COCA COLA
w/any large pLcza

w/2 toppings

NOT VALID W/ANY OTHER OFFER

CHASE
SPORTS - DELI

Large 2 - item Pizza
• 2 salads
- 2 ice cold Coke's

XZ
NOT VALID W/ANY OTHER OFFER

CHASE
SPORTS ' DELI

Large 2 - item Pizza
" 2 salads
" 2 ice cold Coke's

NOT VALID W/AN-Y OTHER OFFER

CHASE
SPORTS - DELI

(good on March 20, 21, 22)

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

$4-99
w/pepperoni $5»99
NOT VALID W/ANY OTHER OFPER

L'..^^:-

NEW YORK ITALIAN FOOD AT ITS BEST!!

FAST FREE DELIVERY ($6.00 minimum order)

824-1310
208-4729
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AUTO INSURANCE I

(and Motorcycle)
TOP INSURER offers special

college student program to

sharply lower your present

rates. Faculty and others

may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc. - 1081 Westwood Blvd. #224
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Fd Mil for a word processor

I could rent by the hour/^

If you've sa^d it, or thought it, here's the ideal solution. Call

DSB Computer Services.

For a small hourly fee you can use our super-fast, super

mini-computer-based word processing system. We'll pro-

vide the training (it won't take long to learn.) And we'll

save your work on our hard disks so yo]i won't have to fuss

with floppies. All you provide are the typing fingers.

Use our high speed printers to produce yoi^r first draft. Do
your editing off-line. Then enter your corrections and print

a paper, document, or letter on our letter quality printer.

We even provide access to a copier ^o you can duplicate

your masterwork.

^DSB Computer Services is located on Wilshire Boulevard

in Brentwood. Our offices are clean, well-lit, and there's

parking avail€j3le. Call us to make an appointment. And to

find out more about our services and costs. Students

receive a specifd discount on our already-low rates (with

I.D.). •

DSB COMPUTER SERVICES

11645 Wilshire Bouleyard, Suite 977
Los Angeles, CA 90025

^ „(213)-826-9779 ^

•••••HIGHEST RATING
"\en witt>, extremely clever, utterly beautiful.

and wonderfull) acted. It draws you in from the start

and keeps you in a state of transcendent bliss

until the final fadeout."
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An Alive Films Release An Alan Rudolph Film

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON KEITH CARRADINE LOR! SINGER
and GENEVIEVE BUJOLD

JOE MORTON GEORGE KIRBY DIVINE as "Hilly Blue' trouble in mind

music by MARK ISHAM produced by CAROLYN PFEIFFER and DAVID BLOCKER
songs penormed by MARIANNE FAITHFULL wrmen and directed by ALAN RUDOLPH
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BEVERLY CENTER CINEPLEX
DAILY 12 DO 2 10 4 20 • 4S 9 00
FNI • SAT LATE SHOWS IMS

UA Coronet
10689 Wellworth Avo
475-9441
1:10 3:30 5:50 8:10 10:30
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'Star Wars' technology cannot

solve strategic issues, speaker says

By Laureen Lazarovici

Staff Writer

Claiming that the debate

over the Strategic Defense

Initiative has lost sight of

political issues, Sheila
Tobias said Tuesday that

people should realize
technology cannot com-
pletely solve strategic issues.

"We have to look at 'Star

Wars* in the context of a

political decision by the

president," Tobias told a 30
person meeting of the
Computer Professionals for

Social Responsibility in

Boelter Hall. "He took some
ideas that were floating

around and then made a

political, not technical,

decision."

Tobias, a political scien-

tist, has co-authored several

books about the defense in-

dustry and prepared a

videotape rebuttal to ^ the

High Frontier promotional
tape for the Strategic
Defense Initiative, which
she showed to the group.

TiTe Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI), also.known
as "Star Wars," is a system
that the Reagan* Ad-
ministration claims would
create an umbrella against

nuclear attack and make
nuclear weapons obsolete.

Tobias said she feels, "we
could do *Star Wars'
technically, but we have to

focus on strategic issues,"

and people should ask,

"will it work to defend us?"

The idea for SDI origi-

nated with the development

of anti-ballistic missiles

(ABMs), Tobias said. This

weapon would intercept

•enemv missiles only in their

terminal phase.

"People realized that

ABMs in their city meant
they were targets, so people

marched (against it)" she

said. "The ABM was one of

the only weapons systems

stopped by popular senti-

ment."

Noting that ABMs and
SDI are similar concepts,.

Tobias asked, "what makes
an idea that was buried

come back?"

She attributed the new
popularitiy of the idea to

the fact that a "great deal

of space sophistication like

the space shuttle has been"

developed, so maybe now
the defense may not be
limited to terminal phase."

The popularity of SDI
could also be attributed to

politics, Tobias said. "After
15 years of anti-nuclear sen-

timent, with the election of
Ronald lleagan, we renew-
ed QUJLfear and fek we had
to get out of the nuclear
threat."

She claimed that SDI has
domestic as well as strategic

purposes, noting that SDI
was introduced in Congress
as the Peoples Protection

Act and that "while scien-

tists argue, there has been a
popular movement to sell

SDI by defense funded
organizations to the public.

If SDI ceases to be credible

to the American People,

then it would stop being a
research priority."

Addressing the Soviet's

point of view on 'Star

Wars,' Tobias said the
Soviets would **see an
astrodome (over the U.S.)

and see no deterrent." She
defined a deterrent as "a
believable threat of retalia-

tion."

Additionally, sfie said,

"platforms orbiting around
Jhe earth will look like of-

"fensive weapons to them.**

Tobias concluded that
"SDI won't make us more
secure. We have got to

undermine people's faith in

the technological fix."

UCLAJaw school prof gains early

edge in race for Assembly seat
By Kim Kowsky

Of the three Democratic candidates for the

state Assembly in the 43rd district, two of the

prime contenders are UCLA alumni.
Terry Friedman, who has won a number of

influential endorsements, and Rosemary
Woodlock, the only female candidate for the

seat, both were undergraduates at UCLA be-

fore receiving law degrees from UC Berkeley.

Almost 56 percent of the affluent and tradi-

tionally liberal voters in the district are
registered Democrats, giving the Democrats a
Urge"advantage in the November general elec-

tion.

Assemblyman Gray Davis (D-Los Angeles),
who is stepping down to run for state con-
troller, has endorsed Friedman, as have U.S.
Rep. Henry Waxman (D-24th Dist.) and U.S.
Rep. Howard Berman (D-26th Dist.).

Although Friedman has never held a public
office, he said he has given thought to a career
in government or public life for quite some
time..

Friedman, the director of Bet Tzedek, a
legal service which focuses on landlord-tenant
relations, is also an associate professor at
UCLA's School of Law.

Professing "a deep love" for UCLA, Fried-
man said he will make "an extraordinary ef-

fort to see to it that UCLA receives financial
support from this state."

"There is no reason we should allow public
education to be priced beyond the capability
of lower-income individuals," Friedman said.
"At a niinimum, we must halt the runaway
increases in fees and enhance the possibilities
for loans and scholarships."

Like Friedman, Woodlock believes "it is

important to maintain an affordable universi-
ty." But a UCLA issue of more immediate
concern to Woodlock, two of whose sisters
presently attend the university, is President
Reagan's attack last week on UCLA Professor
E. Bradford Burns for his Nicaraguan policies.
"The independence and the integrity of the
university has to be maintained so that all
ideas can be explored freely," she said.
Woodlock, who practices administrative,

environmental and land use law, has been the
legislative counsel to the secretaries of the
State Banking Agency and the Business,

Transportation and Housing Agency. In 1980
she ran against Ed Davis for the state Senate.—"^l thought I had a fair chance, but Ed
Davis outspent me three-to-one," she said. As
a result of her impressive showing in the race
against Davis, Woodlock has a good deal of
name recognition in the state.

"Rosemary Woodlock could put on a pretty
good campaign," said Jack McGrath, former
congultant and campaign manager for Los
Angeles City Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky.
"She raised a lot of money and is well thought

- of by a'number of party people."
Although Friedman has Davis' endorsement,

Woodlock is not worried about her chances. "I

would be highly surprised if people of the
district know who Gray Davis is," she said. "I

think I understand the issues better than Terry
(Friedman) does."

Interested in giving the San Fernando
Valley greater representation in the district,

Woodlock is angry that the Waxman-Berman
group did not support a woman for the June
primary. Of the 80 state Assembly members
who presently hold office, only 11 are women.
While there llUs been much talk about putting
more women\into the state Assembly,
Woodlock said she believes the talk amounts to
"lip service."

"What is wrong with some affirmative ac-
tion?" she asked. "They didn't even wait for
the filing period to close before they voiced
their endorsement. It's called the 'old boy
network' for good reason." -—
According to Woodlock, the fact that

Friedman established residency in the distiipt
only this February indicates that he "was ob-
viously set up on the deal." Calling Friedman
/another carpetbagger," Woodlock said she
would not be found "moving around the state
to get into office. My power hunger is not that
great." !

"^^^

Actually, Friedman has lived in Westwood
for the last six years. In response to the
"carpetbagger" charge, Friedman said he has
lived in or across the street from the district
since 1976, depending on how the district lines
were drawn in a given year.

But Friedman did admit he knew for cer-
tain that Davis would seek the state controller
position "a few hours before everyone else

Please see ASSEMBLY, Page 21
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Parents teach children in

home-sch(
By Sean Foran

>ng program

Nancy Oh's children don't go to school — at least not a typi-
cal school.

She teaches her two boys and two girls in her own home.
**We start in the morning, when their minds are fresh," Oh

said.

Oh is the southern Calfomia regional coordinator of Family
Centered Learning Alternatives (FCLA), an organization which
enables parents to teach their children at home in lieu of con-
ventional schooling.

Flexibility is the fundamental advantage of home schoohng.
Oh said. "Children learn differently. We try to plan a cur-
riculum around their interests." __ ^
FCLA's school year consists of four lO-week periods of educa-

tion, each followed by a three-week vacation. For each period
of instruction, parents choose three subjects for study and keep
daily records of their childrens' progress.

Students and parents in a particular area meet weekly in
groups with a state-certified, FCLA-approved teacher, who ad-
vises parents in the education of their children. According to
Oh, this guidance is what separates FCLA parents from others.
The teacher and families form what FCLA terms a "learning
center."

Three learning centers have been active in Southern Califor-
nia for the pafet four months — one in West Los Angeles (two
families), Newport Beach (seven families) and Escondido (eight
families). Oh said. Another center will be established in Ocean-
side when the proposed teacher receives her credential.
FCLA was founded in Washington state five years ago by na-

tional coordinator Debra Stewart and her husband Eric, Oh
said, adding that the program now has 40 learning centers
along the west coast, with approximately 400 families involved.
Oh said she aims to expand the current program to 400

centers within the next few years

QOc^Og) daily bruin thursday, march 20, 1386
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EUROPE^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles, Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special
Stud«nt/TMcher Tariff.

D RENTAL a LEASE O PURCHASE
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FREE YOGURT!
Buy one and get one of equivalent value free

JOHVSTOV*S YOGURT PALACE
1906 Westwood Blvd. •470-8834

E«p*» 3/3 1 /86 • limit one per customer

TOLA'S teachers are usually employed by oth^r schools,
retired or homemakers. Oh said. Their work for FCLA is rarely
their primary source of income.

Parents pay teachers directly, $50 per month for the first

child and $10 for each additional child. Oh explained. FCLA
administration receives $18 per month, paying the salaries of
the regional and national coordinators, in addition to an initiai

^55^^25 enrollment fee.

s.'

FCLA educates children from the kindergarten level through
high school.

Oh explained the method she uses to overcome the age dif-

-ferences of- her own children, who range in age from three to
10. "We gear it (instruction) toward the oldest child, but we
explain it so the younger kids will understand too."

However, .Oh admitted that her three year old receives only
15 minutes of schooling daily, because of her age and limited
attention span.

Referring to the seemingly heavy burden of educating her
own children, in addition to her administrative duties. Oh said,

"I love this. It's not difficult at all, because I'm doing this for

the children."

Not everyone shares Oh's enthusiasnijor home schooling

though. .
•

"I don't think its a very good idea," said Dr. Julia Wrigley,
-associate professor -of -eduetition itt UCLA. "

I thinly ^ildren-
benefit from being exposed to others in a diverse environment,
that school provide^ a broadening of the whole milieu and that

children don't get this kind of cultural or social exposure if they

stay at home," . _
With regard to the social environment, Oh said, "To us,

that's an advantage. We feel there's a negative socialization

jvhich occurs in large schools, with the drugs and the violence."

Oh maintains that FCLA children interact with a broader
range of individuals than do students in conventional schools,

whom she considers isolated in their own age group. "I'm ac-

tively seeking other children for mine to associate with."

Wrigley said, "Schools vary a great deal. In our culture at

least, learning to deal with school is an important part of what
the child is supposed to learn."

If parents feel they are not qualified to teach a particular

subject they can obtain a tutor for their child, either the state-

certified teacher they meet with or another community
member. Oh said. "My husband is a chiropractic physician, and
he would be able to volunteer time or act asW tutor in areas

P^ Please see SCHOOLING Page 19

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
Order any of our delicious entrees at the regular price and get Vi order of Dim Sum free! •

(with coupon)

Expires 4/11/86

•DIM SUM 8. SALADS
•SOUPS, NOODLES.
&.RICE

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
1 1 -9 pm

VISA and
MASTERCARD
Accepted

VfigsMcH

•After 3 p.m.

•ROASTED MEATS
•YJEN YIEN SPECIALS
•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

CHINESE CUISINE
1 1907 Olympic Blvd.,

W.L.A.(Olympic @ Bundy In Westslde P)aza)

479-4774

Free
Parking

.
)—
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CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

CJCLA Student Special

$16 CUTS BLOW
MOSTSHOW UCLA STUDENT

I.D. WITH COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. March 25, 1986

We reserve Oie right to refuse service to any
client whose hair condition Is unsuitaNe.

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd

479-0014 475-32S4
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COME SKIINO*

WITHOUT GETTING

THE UNIVERSITY OFJUDAISM
'

"^ invites you to our

Open House
"for

THE M.B.A. PROGRAM
SPECIALISING IN NOT-FOR-PROFrr AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

MEET FACULTY AND STUDENTS AND LEARN ABOUT OUR UNIQUE PROGRAM. DESK3NED TO PRO-
VIDE YOU WITH SOPHISTICATEO MANAGEMENT SKILLS IN A HUMANISTIC. ETHICAL CONTEXT

Tuesday-April t 1986.

7:30- 9:30 pm
University of Judaism
15600 Mulholland Drive

Los Angeles, CA 90077 (at the San Diego Freeway)

DAY:
TIME:
LOCATION:

fMr9shnfnt9 wiH b* Mrv«d>

Formon information caU Or Judith Glass. Director of Managwnant Programs or LasUa QoMfart,

Assistant Dkactor of Admissions (213)4 76-9777 or (213) 879^ 1

U

RSVP By March 24

NAME.
Address.

Daytime Phorw ( )„
City.

Evenirig Phor>e ( )_
_ State Zip.

Are you affiliated with an agency? Yes D No Cl If so. which agenq^

D Yes I can attend

n No I can not attend, please send me more information on your program

Ptaase maH to: Admissions Offica/Univarslty ot Judaism 15600 Mulholland Drive -LosAngales, CA 90077

* -.

Special Spring Break Offer

Ip 1 y .y& per person/quad occupancy/per night

or $29.95 per person/double occupancy/per night

- MARCH 23 -APRIL 5. 1986

Sh THEYARROW
^i» A Dunfey Resort -

C Conference Center

"^^~ 1800 Park Ave. Park City. Utah 84060
(Only 40 minutes from the Sail Lake International Airport.)

Featuring our full service restaurant, lounge and fitness center.

For reservations, call collect (801) 649-7000 ask for Spring Break Offer

«Mh|rrl IM avallahllttv — dnrt nni ini Itidr Iam und qraliiltv

1 k:
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CHEER ON THE BRUINS
Come to an Orientation meeting* to

learn everything you need to know about

SPIRIT SQUAD TRY-OUTS.

{Wed. 4/16 10-12 noon OR Th.4/17 3-5 pm

Gold Room - John Wooden Center
^.crf^

*candidates will be responsiblefor all info,
presented at the orientation meeting

m
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RALLY: 14,000 show support
Continued from Page 9 if

life (anti-abortion) supporters in Congress and the Reagan Ad-
ministration that their constituents don't agree with them."

The crowd was very vocal in its support of the celebrity-

speakers. A parade of "no" rose above the crowd when Fair-

child asked, "Do we want to go back to the days of back-alley

abortions and senseless deaths?"

'

About 45 pro-life supporters staged a counter demonstration
moments after the march started, using bullhorns and banners
and yelling, "Repent, you murderers and adulterers, repent!" -^
The pro-choice marchers overcame this by loudly singing ex-

cerpts from the Heleijir^eddy feminist theme song "I Am
Woman" as the rain continued to fall.

UACIR: Re-evaluation
Continued from Page 1

In the letter, Seidman and Greening attributed the
committee's inability to function effectively to the com-
position of its membership and the vagueness of its direc-

tion.
'^

•ii^Jie staff representative to the UACIR is not from any
recognized employee organization. That person, as I

understand, was selected bjj^the president of the universi-

ty," Greening said. The letter recommended adding a rep-

resentative from the largest UC employees* union — the
Association . of Federal, State, County and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME) — to the UACIR.

Currently, the UACIR consists of two student repre-

sentativjes appointed by UCSA, two faculty representatives

appointed by the UC. Academic Senate, three ad-
ministrative representatives including UCLA Chancellor
Charles Young, one staff representative and one alumni
representative.

According to Greening, tinother problem steoiS fi*om the
fact that "the committee has only been charged with
evaluating companies on the basis of the Sullivan Princi-

-ples.*' :

The Sullivan Principles measure corporations on the
basis of the treatment and opportunity they afford South
African blacks, as compared to whites whom they employ.

Since the Sullivan Principles do not cover corporate sales

to the South African government for uses in its military or
apartheid enforcement agencies, using them as the sole
guidelines for university policies is inadequate, Seidman
claimed.

"No one's practices have changed because of the
Sullivan Principles," she said. "Most companies doing
business in South Africa are not good corporate citizens.
They are not there to help transitions to a majority rule.'l

Recognizing and negotiating with unions for the black"
South Africsjp workers, and not relying solely on the
Sullivan Principles' ca^p-by-case guidelines is needed,
Seidman said.

She noted that events in South Africa over the last year,
such as the declaration of a state of emergency, add an in-
creased urgency in requesting a reconsideration of univer-
sity policies in dealing with companies which conduct
business there.—Student Regent Janice Eberly added, "I would like to
see more consistency in the committee (UACIR) and I

think the letter contains very valid requests." No other"
regents contacted had seen the letter or wished to make
any comments about its contents.

Reminder: For letters to be con*
aidered for publication by the Bruin^
they must be accompanied by a stu*
dent registration card number and a
phone number. .

PRESIDENT
V.P. OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS
V.P. OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
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OPENING TO—
RAVE REVIEWS

"Couldn't be
better!

" •••• "PERFECT"

"I found a place
that gave me
exactly what I

wanted, what I

$8
was looking for,

and at a
reasonable cost.
I am dellghtedt"

APRIL 28-MAY i

^r

nONS AVAILABLE N
AND DUE APRIL 14

IN 301 KERCKHOFF

umcLTc/-
The $8 haircut as seen on CBS TV NEWS that
received a higher rating than a $50 Beverly Hills cut!

4

WEST LOS ANGELES
2945 Sepulveda Blvd.. (213) 473-0044

North of National, Next to Hamburger Hamlet

J

:

^1

Haircutting Excellence lor the Entire Family
No Appointments

OPEN 7 DAYS. WEEKDAYS 9 AM - 8 PM

00 off with this AD
We're Cutting America's Hair, g ^,21/86
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Meetings
Continuedtrom Page 1

are just as significant "as the
main body," Goodman said.
"It would be ignoring the ra-
tionale (of the public's right to
kno>y) behind the law if they—didn't have open meeting^."

There are two reasons why
the student media agreed to
this compromise, Pae said.
"First, litigation would take
years. Secondly, the legislators
didn't sound that enthusiastic
about it (introducing legisla-
tion).

"Rather than fighting for
years w^ decided to be more
practica^ and ask the ad-
ministration to cooperate," he
explained. "What's optimistic
is that we now have an open
dialogue and the administra-
tion is very cooperative." f

"By the end of April,"
Sandbrook said, "this matter
will be behind us."

Greg de Giere, press
secretary for Keene, said, "It
sounds like a positive step in
that it will open things that
are not open now." He added
that he would have to see a
written proposal to comment
further.

The UC Student Lobby
drafted a measure last
September to open university

^meetings, bu t ne one has
committed to sponsoring it.

Kirk Knutsen, associate direc-
tor of legislative affairs for the
lobby, said, "It sounds like a
good process for UCLA. I'm
glad it happened.

-- ^!Ibe biggest potential pro-
blem," he cautioned, "is to
find out the decision-making
bodies that are meeting and
get a grip on the decision-
making processes."

The agreement, however,
does not affect the Academic
Senate, the faculty's legislative

body. -.,,

UCLA Academic Senate
Chairman Fred Massarik said
last November that he en-
courages "maximum open-
ness," but "I can't lay (my
philosophy) onto my other col-

leagues."

QO(sOg] dally bruin

Insurance
Continued from Page 6

business, the initiative pro-
vides for this contingency with
a provision that allows the
state to provide motor vehicle

insurance coverage at fair

rates.

Claiming that there is

nothing unique about the gov-
ernment writing insurance
policies because the state and
city write their own^ Hamlin
predicted that a combination
of private and state insurance
will be available in the new
system with the vast majority
of insurance being written by
private companies.
Hamlin has "great con-

fidence" that the initiative will

pass if the necessary 400,000
si^atures can be obtained be-

fore May 31 to qualify for the

November ballot,

r He does, however, expect

insurance companies to

"launch a very vigorous cam-
paign against this initiative."

In 1461, the bloodiest

battle of^he English

War &t the Roses,
fought in a snowstorm
at Towton, Yorkshire,

ended with 28,000
dead and the York
army victorious.

v
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CALIPOPNIA LfAG'JE Of CONSEFAATOnI VOTFPS

Work to qualify a safe drinking water initiative for
-the^r^86J5allot and effect political change.

OrgaLnizers, Couriers, Activists
Part-time/Full-time positions

Working hours 5-9pm

$5,200 -$l3.000/yr.

CALL: (2 1 3) 826-88 1

2

12217 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LosAngeles. CA 90025

FAST SOLUnONS
PRQHilllS. KINKO'S

AU HAIR SALON

You deserve the best!

INTERNATIONALLY

ACCLAIMED

-HAIR ARTISTS

LONDON • THE ORIENT* NEW YORK

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION

1093 BROXTON AVE.,WESTWOOD VILLAGE, CA

(213)

20%

OFF

ALL

SERVICES

tST TIME

CUSTOMERS

ONLY

'Exp. 3/27/86

Enlargements, reductions, and oversize copying at

convenient hours. I can plan on it at Kinko's. Open
early. Open late. Open weekends.

Icink<rs
®

Great copies. Great people.

1 896 Westwood Blvd. (213) 475-0780
' OPEN: 'Men thru Thu Sam-Midnight Saturday 9am-5pm

Friday 8am-9pMn'r Sunday 12pm-4pm

-^r- \r
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AIVCOME'S GIFT OF THE YEAR
IS A BULLOCK'S EXCLUSIVE:
LES ESSENTIALS DE BEAUTE
^OURS WITH ANY LANCOME
PURCHASE OF 10.00 OR MORE

:» • r
This is it! The beauty surprise from Lancome
that comes but once a year. Les Essentials de
Beaute. A collection of five beautiful elements
for head to toe beauty care. The best

sampling of colors, skin treatment formulas,

and fragrance by Lancome ever gathered in a

gift. So here's a tip . . . best hurry to make
Les Essentials your very own! Included are

Immencils Gentle LashThickener in black,

.33 02.; Rbuge a Levres Satin Lip Colour, .10

TS«.; Forte-Vital de Nuit Tissue Firming
Crcme, .5 or.; Bienfait du Matin Protecrive"
Day Creme, 1.0 fl. oi.; and a sample-size

Magie noire fragrance dabber. All are tucked

into a rose-bedecked, zippered, lined vinyl

makeup case. All this is yours with any 10.00
or more Lancome purchase. You may choose
from the entire collection. One gift per

customer, please, while supplies last.

We suggest Progres Plus Creme Anti'Ridct,
a proven challenge to wrinkles. This sheer,

silky creme is a scientifically-advanced

formula that actually can diminish wrinkles

by reducing their length and depth. So you
look younger! 1.25 oz., 33.00 .5 oz., 18.00 We
also suggest Nutribel Nourishing Hydrating^'

Emulsion, .84 oz., 14.50 2.5 oz., 28.50
Maquivelours Liquid Makeup, 1.2 oz., 21.00
Trans-Hydrix, 1.9 oz., 22.50 .9oz., 15.50
Please call for your complimentary spring

makeover and skincare consultation.

Find Lancome in Cosmetics, 123

'tr

NOW AVAILABLE IN BULLOCK'S AT 10861 Weyburn Ave
in VVestwood at the Lancome CQunterl

213-208-4211 x296
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Get ready for summer
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THESHIDLER
1986

ANT

An Essay Competition in

Real-Estate, Entrepreneurship and Valu^

$15i0004M^ASH AWARDS
• $10,000 & $5,000 for two best essays

. • Top essays submitted for publication in

national real estate periodicals
...

-^

• 13pen to undergraduate & graduate students

• 1.500 words or less— due April 8. 1986

For complete details & entry forms at U C.L A , contact:

Patty Minor GSM 3371

Scholarship Office, A 129F Murphy Hall .

or ^ '

Pam Woodard ' '

~ THE SHHDLER GROUP

I
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• Color Analysis
• Personalized Beauty Break
• European Clay F3xial

Call Beverly at 477-^1 50
I for your spring vacation appointment now

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

mcut, conditioner & blowdry

Reg. Men $18

with ad only
Women $22

Perms $35 up
Highlighting $20 up

La Chaise Rouge
954 Gayley Ave next to Sizzler

824-0710 Westwood Village

Open 7 days
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Andelson
Continued from Page 12
chairman of the bgard of the
Bank of Los Angeles, West
Hollywood's first bank.
Andelson is also a founder and
co-owner of Trumps, a trendy
West Hollywood restaurant.

Much of his wealth Tias^

come from his hobby of "col-
lecting, buying and develop^
ing" real estate, specifically

West Hollywood properties
bought in the 1960s and
1970s. "I love it (real estate),

and it's been good to me,"
Andelson said.

Public involvement is one of
the most important aspects of
Andelson's life. He is very ac-

tive in Democratic Party poli-

tics and is a major contributor
and fund-raiser for the party.

Andelson was a member of
the Platform Committee of the
1980 Democratic Convention
and has actively supported
Democratic candidates in the
past such as Jerry Brown and
former 1984 presidential
hopeful Gary Hart.

Some of the many civic

organizations on whose board
of directors Andelson serves

::§re the Gay and Lesbian
Community Services Center,
the American Jewish Commit-
tee, the American Medical
Fouiidutiun fop AlUh

Also See Our
Special Low
Microsoft Prices

*this price is for purchases
with currency or cashier *s

check only, and is only

available to currently

registered UCLA students,

and at least half-time

faculty and staff, .

Research, the American Civil

Liberties Union Foundation
andFILMEX.

Cultural involvement is also

important to Andelson. Hie i^

a founder of the Museum of

Contemporary Art, a member
of the Joffrey Ballet Commit-
tee and a member of the

board of directors of both the

Music Center Dance Presenta-

tions and the Lewitzky Dance
Foundation.

Public involvement has such
a large role in Andelson's life,

he explained in a 1982 Los
Angeles Times article, that his

Bel Air house was designed "so

that I could do large enter-

taining for public events . . .

parties for purjxjses political

or charitable."

^When asked how he
manages to juggle his -flttmy

commitments, Andelson sard

simply, "I love to work."
Speaking again of prejudice

against gays, Andelson said he

wishes heterosexuals would
realize that "all people with
talent and ability should be

allowed to achieve" and that

being gay is "not inconsistent

with success and achieve-
ment." ^

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
The Compuler Store/BLevel Ackermaii Union/825-6952/IVl-Th 7:45-7 30 F 7:45-6: Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5

Snacman
Continued from Page 8

5 - 4 correct: Average
nutrition I.Q. — Keep
reading SNACMAN to in-

crease your knowledge.
3-0 correct: Go read a,

reputable nutrition book —
before it's too late! And by all

mesmsf do not feed yourself].

Compiled by Student Nutri-

tion Awareness Committee
(SNAC) member Diana
Johnston : ^

Mentor
Continued from Page 4

^

Latino freshmen who are not

part of the Academic Ad-

vancement Program. Parker

explained that AAP students

already receive various types

of counseling, while the 179

students receive almost no

special help at all.
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Continued from Page 15
such as physiology, anatomy,
biochemistry or calculus. He
excelled in those subjects in
college."

If labs are necessaary for a
student's education, small
^ale lab kits could be pur-
chased by the appropriate
.gaming center for about
$150, Oh said, adding that
some school districts allow
homeschooled students to at-
tend specific high school
classes which have labs.
FCLA is not accredited in

any state. Oh said that she ex-
pects FCLA to receive its ac-
creditation in Washington
state this fall, after which it

"

will apply for accreditation in
California.

Despite the lack of ac-
creditation. Oh said that
FCLA students have never en-
countered difficulties transferr-
ing to other schools, public or
l)rivate. In the event of a
transfer, Oh said the state-
certified teacher of the cor-
responding learning center
would '^figure out a
transcript" for the student. .

To enable high school level
students to enter college. Oh
said FCLA emphasizes
preparation for required en-
trance exams

GRAND OPENING
Hairport Salon

Judy Gorian, who woricsin
evaluations with UCLA's ad-
missions department, said stu-
dents who did not attend an
accredited high school coiild
still be eligible to enter the
UC system if they fared ade-
quately on achievement and

- entrance tests.

Another controversial aspect
of home schooling is its legali-
ty.

Oh claims 'Ihat FCLA's
operations violate no state
laws governing compulsory
school attendance.
'-Howard Frfednjan, assistant
legal advisor for the Los
Angeles Unified School
District, said that although he
was unfamiliar with FCLA
specifically, the legality of
such an organization was
"subject to debate.

i.

-4Jnder-5tate4aw, two possi-
ble exemptions from public
school attendance exist — one,
if the child is enrolled in a
capable private school or two,

.iif the child receives tutoring
on a continual basis, Fried-
man said. Tutors, unlike in-
structors employed by a
private school, are required to
be state-certified teachers. In
general, FCLA parents are not
state-certified teachers, Oh
said.

"There's a good legal argu-
ment that you have a tutoring
operation- here, not a school,"
Friedman said.

If the instructors «ai^ the
parents — were not qualified
under the law as tutors and
FCLA was deemed a tutoring

operation, they would be vio-

lating compulsory school at-

tendance state laws, said Ada_
Triger, assistant legal advisor
of the L.A. Unified School
District.

Of the L.A. Unified School
District, Oh said, "They don't

understand the issue. They
don't know what FCLA is

about."

According to Eva Hain,
director of public information,
the L.A. Unified School
District has no official position

regarding home schooling.

Oh said FCLA is recognized

as a private school in
Washington and Oregon and
has filed affidavits establishing

Please see SCHOOLING,
Page 21
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Construction
Continued from Page 1

Vani noted that although
the residence halls receive no
funding from UC, room and
board fees are not the resi-
dence halls' only source of in-
come. "The residence halls is a
self-supporting department
and it generates its income
from room and board fees
conferences, catering, coffee
services and other
miscellaneous auxiliary ser^
vices.

The 16.5 percent increase
will raise the lowest UCLA
housing fee from $2,721 per
academic year to a jjjoposed
$3,170. The increase is pro-
portionately higher than that
currently being considered at
any UC campus. But at
$5,170, UCLA's proposed rate
is at least $400 cheaper than
those proposed at six of the
seven UC campuses with on-
campus housing.

TwQ UC schooLsr Berkeley
and Irvine, are planning to
charge students more than.
$4,000 to live in double-oc
cupancy residence halls.

"I feel good about our hous-
ing program," Vani said, "and
I think keeping our jates the
lowest (in the UC system) is a
real tribute to our residence
hall staff." - -^

—^
Sophomore Mike Suan, who

lives in Dykstra Hall, said that
although he finds the size of

"the increase "hard to believe,"

he will not hesitate to je-apply

.

for on-campus housing space
next year. "Cost-wise, it's still

the cheapest rate in the UC
system and living this close to

campus is really convenient.
'"

David Medway, another

,

Dykstra resident, feels the
proposed fee increase is too
high. "I i^'ould like to kflow
how much revenue (the resi-

dence_ halls) generate from
these 10-dollar fines (charged
to students who fail to pay
their room and board fees on
time)."

"The increase is unnecessary
in light of the fact that I am
slapped with a fine every time
I turn around," Medwaysaid. ~
Although the increase is not

yet official — it and the rest

of the residence hall budget is'

currently being reviewed by
the residential halls* and
suites'^ presidents and repre-

sentatives and must still be

approved by the university —
Sherwood is confident that

aside from the possibility of

"some minor changes" the

final budget will "basically be

the same" as the current pro-

posal.

Sh^TVi|x)d is convinced that

living in UCLA residence halls

and suites will continue to be'

"a good deal."

"While there will be an in-

crease, it's still worth it/'

Sherwood said. "Residential
living means you live in a

community environment —
you don't have to cook for

yourself, you can take advan-
tage of a variety of programs -

and you basically hAve oppor-

tunities to do anything ^ou
want to do." .

If you need ad'

ditional informa'

tion, call Media
Adviser George
Taylor at 825-

2859 or 825-
2787-

vV

;*

Assembly
Continued from Page 14
knew." When State Controller
Kenneth Cory announced on
Mafck 5 that he would not
run again, there were strong
rumors that Davis would run
for the position, vacating his
state Assembly seat.

Davis' March 7 announce-
ment^did not hft'the newspa-
pers until the next day, but
Friedman said he kn6w' for
certain the evening of March 6
that the seat would be
available. "(Assemblyman)
Burt Margolin, a close friend
from UCLA, asked me if I

had an interest in the seat," he
said. "I had to make the deci-
sion overnight." —--— .

Friedman said he does not
believe the few hours made
much of a difference, but
Woodlock disagreed, "the
voters deserve a better choice
than somebody's best friend,"
she said. "There are not many
women who are men's best
friends at my stage in life,"
s^aid the 4 Or y ear- old
Woodlock.
While Woodlock sees the

Berman-Waxman endorsement
of Friedman as a feminist
issue. Democratic candidate
Bruce Margolin said he sees it

as an expression of what he
-Calls_L'Rerma n-WaxmfM
machine politics." Their en
dorsement of Friedman
"m,eans that I have to make
twice the effort," he said.

Margolin, who is a criminal
defense attorney, said he
thinks it is unfair that Fried-
man was singled out by the
-powerful congressmen for an
endorsement. "It is unfair of
our legislators to legislate their
choices to us," he said. "Terry
has no more experience than
anyone else.* He has no identi-
ty in the community or long
term background."
A graduate of USC and

Southwestern University,
Margolin worked with
Yaroslavsky on the Westwood
Tram. Like Friedman, he has
never held an elected office,

but he was on the Democratic
Centr^ Committee and has
been a Democratic riominee
for the state Assembly in the
past.

Margolin said he is
••available to be educated" on
issues that concern UCLA.
Although he has no specific

platform at this time, he has
"several people at UCLA"
who have exp^:essed their con-
cerns on basic issues like
health, clean water, nuclear
proliferation and the quality
of life.

Schooling
Continued from Page 19 ^
it as such in Los Angeles,
Orange and San Diego coun-
ties. "I don't want to seem a
threat to public schools, I

want to work with them."
Oh began her eldest son

Joshua's education at home,
she saTd. After one "year, she
enrolled him in a private
school in Edmunds,
Washington because she felt

the school, with its greater

resources, had more to offer

her son.
*

. While taking a specialized

reading development course

(not sponsored by FCLA) with
her son. Oh said, "He went
from first to seventh grade

level in three months.

"After the initial success

with Joshua, I took all the

children out of school, and
we've been homeschooling
successfuily ever since."

<

_^^^
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TIRED OFTWEEZING , RI FArmNr.
S WAXING ONWANTPn HAIR?

Have It removed permanently -

by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation
/

Electrolysis by Einda
10%— 10916 Le Conte
off Int. Visit Across from UCLA 475-4135

o

WEST COAST CONFERENCE ON

KIBBUTZ-
Frn,March 28 - Sat., March 29.^
Shabbaton for students who want to:

•explore possibility of

ALIYAH and KIBBUTZ
'merge UNIVERSITY in Israel with

KIBBUTZ
Locatioa: TZAVTA KIBBUTZCENTER

649 N. FAIRFAX AVE.

Please RSVP or call for Info:

David Drorl 213/935-3758

ABSOLUTELY
100% FREE.'

I

Jean Louis David SALOM
NEEDS HAIR.MODELS
FOR STYLING,PERiVl6,
AND HIGHLIGHTS

All hair stylists are experienced
and licensed

^ -

For an appointment call? .,Jr

271-2131 or 273-4836
located in

I. Magnin

. 'v.
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^speaking on contemporary nicaraguan poetry— and reciting from her own work •
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Editorial

Conffas
By Carolyn Fershtman

I recently returned from a two-month
trip to Nicaragua. I travelled extensively

thmiighniit the cnnntrv and lived with

The Nicaraguan people have already sac-

rificed thousands of people in overthrowing
the brutal Somoza dynasty. The abuses of
the Somoza regime are well documented.

Nicaraguan family for several weeks and" SomoWs National Guard's legacy of rape,

Time to intervene
, , ,w.-—^««->

exhibited behavior which has become all too typi-

cal of its members/ ^ - ' ^

In an unprecedented motion -at last Thursday's

Comm board meeting, members participated in a

secret vote which resulted in the removal of Ed-
ward Singer as ch^nnan. Singer was not given- >.

prior notification nor were the required public an-

nouncements ihade. Tiiis shows flagrant disregard

for laws goverhfng public meetings By the board
members an^ warrants immediate action. ^

Since the Comm Board has shoi^vn its lack of re-

sponsibility, it is now time fpr Chancellor Charles

Young to intervene by reinstating Singer as chair-

man before the first spring meeting of the board
on April 10th.

If the Comm Board elects to reconsider remov-
ing Singer through judicious and constitutional

mea^ns next quarter, that is their riglit. However,
their unconstitutional approach to removing Singer

last week is^ ill-sdited for any public body at

UCLA.

"^*-

«> X

spoke with people from all regions, classes

and backgrounds.
Contrary to the Reagan Administration's

portrait of Nicaragua as a totalitarian state,

I found people everywhere eager to speakr
VVhile not everyone expi-essed support for
the Sandinista government, one single
message was clear — increased contra at-

tacks n)ade possible by U.S. military aid
were making the dream of creating a de-
cent life in Nicaragua impossible.

Not only has the contra war forced the
government to funnel ever-increasing
amounts of money into the military at the
expense of social programs, but the targets
of contra attacks have been innocent people
and institutions serving the civilians — not
military bases or personnel. Since the contra
war began in 1981, over 35 civilian health
care centers have been destroyed, along
with childcAre centei's, roads and construc-
tion sites. The victims include teenagers
.working with the literacy campaign and
health care workers. Just this month, the
contras attacked and killed mbthers visiting
their sons at the Honduran border as well
as a Swiss health care worker travelling
with them.
While I was there, the contra^ had

perpetrated a similar massacre of mothers.
In the small town where I was living, I

witnessed daily funerals of civilians killed in
brutal and arbitrary attacks by the contras,
as the $27 million in U.S. "humanitarian
aid" began to make its impact felt. "

Now, Reagan proposes an additional
$100 million in military aid to his contras.
The entire GNP of Nicaragua is $400
million. Reagan is asking the U.S. people to
send one-fourth of this amount. The pro-
spect of what result this money will bring
to the people whom I met there frightens
and horrifies me.

kidnapping, torture and murder of civilians

was so notorious that the U.S. suspended all

military^id to the regime. The withdrawal
of this support ^"n^ade possible the triumph
of the Nicaraguan popular revplution in

1979, since without external support, the
Somoza dynasty could not survive.

In its place, a coalition of workers, pea-
sants, business people, writers, poets and
priests came to govern Nicaragua. In 1984,
the Nicaraguan people elected the present
government by an overwhelming 70 percent
in an election in which seven political par-
ties participated. Human rights observers
from countries throughout the world
unanimously attested to the fair conduct of
that election. '

...l^

Now Nicaragua is struggling to survive.
Already they have come so far in battling il-

literacy, malnutrition, infant mortality, and
rampant disease through a literacy crusade
the scope of which is unprecedented in the
vvorld, building health care centers, pro-_
viding jobs, and educating people about
nutrition and health.

While I was in Nicaragua, nearly
everyone I met asked me to carry a simple
message back to the American people —
Nicaragua wants peace. The Nicaraguans
have a great respect for the American peo-
ple and our heritage of democracy.

We must let our Congressional repre-
sentatives know how we feel. The protec-
tion of the Nicaraguan people's right to live
in peace rhay be as close as a phone call or
a letter. It is within our power to save the
lives of thousands of innocent people engag-
ed in the simple and honorable task of try-
ing to rebuild a nation destroyed by almost
50 years of brutal dictatorship.

Fershtman is a 1985 UCLA Law School
graduate.

Counterpoint

Justlfiableaction
ByJoanZyda \^ .

I am writing in responseJo,the edRtoriaTheadlined *'Tyranny
of the majority," which criticized the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board — the Daily Bruin's publisher — for removing Ed
Singer as its chair. - r

The board has^he right to self-determination; this includes
electing and/or removing its own chair. This principle is made
plain in the board's own constitution and Robert's Rules of
Order.

As it happened, there were many legitimate issues raised-
about Singer's chairmanship of the board over many months.
He had ample time to msUke amends, but chose not to do so. In
fact, there wasn't even a token effort on his part to appease
members. He appeared to want, a board of two people (himself
and Bruce Shih) , not a, board of 1 2 people. > 2 L, : ^,; ^

These issues were raised privately and publicly with Singer by
several board members. On one such occasion recently. Singer's

—response was to publicly accuse several-board members of beings
anti-Semitic, which is a totally false and malicious charge.
* On another recent occasion — at an informal meeting of the

student members of the board — Singer responded: "If you
don't like what I'm doing, take a vote and remove me from of-
fice!" The board took Singer up on his invitation.

It would be detrimental for any board to have an individual
with this sort of negative attitude serving as its chair. I would
rather have a "Tyranny of the majority" than a "Tyranny of the_
minority," which is what the board had with Singer as its

chair.

The above views are strictly m)%,own personal views on the
matter. I think that it is appropriate to respond to the editorial
personally since I was mentioned by name in it and was never
contacted by any^of the Bruin staff concerning the board*s ac-
tion in removing Singer.

Zyda is the acting chair of the Communications Board.
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Counterpoint

Don't Amplify hunger
By H. Candler Midler

Joe Vigneux-s plea for funds to end hunger was a noble and
admirable one (Bruin, Mar.lO). Unfortunately, the information

-printed by Mr. Vtgneux oversimplifies and thus distorts the
realities of hunger and malnutrition in the developing world
The feet is that the major killer of children is not hunger but

!u A^i^^^^^T.
^^^^ 'f"**^ ^'^"™ ^^^r^' chronic diahrrea. Of

the 40,000 children and infants that die every day, a very large
number die from preventable causes that are only indirectly
related to hunger. ^

Lack of immunization, misunderstanding of what causes
disease and malnutrition, preferences for using "modern" ap-
proaches such as prepared formula rather than mother's milk
unsanitary conditions and the like take more lives^ in the
developing world than hunger.

u.T!?f i_^"^*?^
^^^^ons released a report this week which

highlighted the fact that food shortages are not the major con-
cern in areas of the developing world where hunger is a
primary factor. Poverty, the lack of funds with which to buy
food, IS at the root of the malnutrition and hunger issue
UNICEF, the United Nations Children's Fund, has been ac-

tive in promoting the use of simple, low-cost interventions that
can save the lives of at least half of the infants and children
who die of these preventable causes. We possess the means to
cut the infant and child mortality rate in the developing world
in half.

In order to actually achieve this, ordinary citizens throughout
the world must become aware of the existence of these interven-
tions and must overcome their resistence to them.

For example, a simple mixture of sugar, salt and water,^ call-
ed Oral RehydraHon Therapy, is almost totally effective in
treating dehydration in even the most s^ere of cases.

filobal immunization by 1990 is a goal now recognized 1b=
achievable by even the most skeptical. Teachings about the use
of growth charts and the beneficial effects of mother's milk are,
in combination with these other approaches, bringing about a
virtual survival revolution for the children of the develooing
_world. .. ..^ ^^^
fTTJT°r^I7^°^O^i"^'''"^*'''"r^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ COF^itteC foFUNICEF, 1875 Century Park East,. #1160, Los Angeles, CA,
IJUUt?/.

Miller is the Southern California director of the U.S. Com-
mittee for UNICEF.

HAIRSTYUNGBY
VIDALSASSOON
ACAD6MY GRADUATE(PARI SALON

UCLASpecial
Cut and Blow
$12.O0 (reg.$25.00)

Cufit Perm/BodyWave
$30.00 (reg. $60.00)
Fantastic Highlight

~~

$30.0d (reg.$60.00),

1435 Westwood Blvd
473-0066 479-9325 Manicure & Pedicure

^^
(wwhmnod) Both $15.00
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A DIM SUM CAFE
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MS Campaign
Editor:

Before UCLA Students
Against MS began on our
campus, few students knew
much about Multiple Sclerosis.

With the dedicated effort of
many, that has changed.
UCLA Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis in its first

year of existence has built a
foundation on our campus,
and that's important.

Many students have become
discouraged about campus in-

Jwjlvement. Pwple are fed-up
with the childish antics of
USAC and thus not eager to
get involved in campus wide
programming. However, we
are grateful to all facets of the
campus for they have rallied
behind our program.. A cause
that is bi-partisan, philan-
thropic, and positive.

When the Board of Direc-
tors and committee members

of UCLA Students Agaihst MS-
began planning the strategy
ioar oor^cKampaign there was tF^
belief that the campus would

-

not respond. Luckily, we were
wrong. From the Greek
system, residence halls, stu-
dent government and the -

special interest groups campus
support was overwhelming. In_
the midst of a feeling of"
uneasiness on our campus we
are grateful to all ot these

Continued on Page 25_
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iP Contact^Guy Sanford, Campus Rep. at 208-5702 for student discount .
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INMEMORIAM
ARCHBISHOP OSCAR ROMERO

of

EI Salvador —
March 24, 1980

"Peace is not the product
of terror or fear

Peace is not the silence

of cemeteries

Peace is not the result

of violent repression...

Peace is generosity

It is right and duty."

-Krchbishop Oscar A. Romero

Murdered Because He Sou^t Justice

Work and Pray for PEACE andJUSTICE
In Central America and Throughout the World.

sponsored by the University Religious Conference ^

Mt*i
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SUPPORT GROUPS FOR RECENTLY
DIVORCED WOMEW

The California Self-Help Center is organizing support groups across
Los Angeles County for recently divorced women in their 40's and

Participants will learn special group helping and communication
skills during 12 weekly sessions, guided by audio taped instructions
and excercises.

After completing this program, group memt)ers will have the skills to
continue as an ongoing support group.

Call (213) 825-2287. —

^
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TRAFFIC
TICKET?
Traffk School now at UCLA or

Westwood. Ga«»w every week-SaC
Sun. Weeknighu. Inexpensive.

Stimulating & Fun. Locations also at

Beverly Hlfis. S.M.. Culver Oty and
South Bay.

Counterpoint

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
(213) 478-7099

FINALS COMING!
SELF HYPNOSIS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean As For You

Private sessions-Student discount. Gail Success Center
Teri Hopwood. Registered Hypnotherapist. (NEC)

Director. (818) 989-2923

»**''i^^'«'^»^*^^ai^h»^ itfsMaiifi

Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon

Women's Studies

Feminist Books

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 9CXD24
(213) 4777300

,<^^J'

4-(2I3) 208-7171

%•• Coupon ••••Coupon

SOFT CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Permaflex
Permalens &
Bausch & Lomb
30 Day Extended

Additional Pair
up to 2 weeks.

rotalm
Total

TotalSoft
Daily-=^
Wear
ALL PRICES INCLUDE EXAM,
CARE KIT a FOLLOW-UPS

^00
H

Coupon

EYE SURGERY/ELIMINATE—7- MINIMIZE GLASSES ~"
Over 1 500 op>erations to date
Radio Keratotomy
In Hospital or Office Patient ^»*.
$1000/Eye-Cfedit Program Arranged

L B 2168 Pacific (213) 59i-'594

VN 7232 Van Nuys 1818)786-5892
Ananeim 4U SfateCoHegc Bl (7i4) 774-451C

LA 1482 i RoDenson (2131 278-1744

Hav,!horne 3300 W Rosecrans (213) 644-7fl95

PT FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

Nikon
NICE

Mikon

r X ^ f

Md J
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lfLASM\
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The Nikon Nice-Touch is a modestly priced 35mm camera that gives

you high quality pictures and yet simple to use. So simple, the

hardest part about using the Nice-Touch is waiting to see your
results. :

Other features:

• Automatic focusing, film loading, advancing and rewinding.
• Built-in lens cover.

• 1000 ASA.
• Nikon Inc.. USA limited warranty application included.

NIKON L35 AF
Previous displayed cameras with 90 day warranty. 99

1025 Westwood Blvd.
^ ... ^. A m «« -a One Block South of UCLACamera Hi-Fi & Video (2»)2«»4is« •

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9afn-6pm Sat. 10ain-6pin

Pflcai iiiiarfm tMtt m4 canv lerf are

OHanttttM llmttMl It slack on ImmI.^

! to chamt .
Parking valktatod m AINe^A Village lot witti $7.50
minimum purchase.

AD EXPIRES 3/22/86

Say: *We believe in God, and in what has been revealed to us,
and what was reyealed_ixi_Ahraham^ IsmaUl/ Isaae^Jaoob^wid
the Tribes, and in the Books given to Moses, Jesus, and (the
other) Prophets from their Lord^ We make no distinction be-
tween one and another among them, and to God do we submit
our will (in Islam)" (3:84 Quran).
The Prophet Moses, then is a revered and honoured Prophet

to Muslims, equal in standing to Muhammad. The message of
Judaism, with which he was entrusted, is equally honored, and
whoever rejects these basic tenets of Islam cannot consider
himself a Muslim.

Mr. Bard also labors endlessly to prove that "the Jews are the
subject of vivication throughout the Koran." However, he total-
ly neglects to to explain the context of these berating^.
The Koran berates those Jews who betrayed Judaism, and

T!!^r^®
Covenant which- they took with God and with Pro-

phet Moses. The Quran refers to this group among the Jews as
those who were entrusted to carry the Torah, but then subse-

quently refused to cany it." (Quran 62:5) --hence, the proper
contort for the verse which Mr. Bard quotes berating those Jewswho forsook the Sabbath: .,

"And wi^ ye knew those artiongst you who transgressed in the
matter af^the Sabbath. We said to them 'Be ye then (as) apes,
despised and rejected," (2:65).

.
" V«/ i^»

Indeed in the eye of Muslims, whoever honors the Torah
honors God. and whoever betrays it has betrayed himself:

^^,K^? "" We^ook your covenant and we raised above

whofwr™^. *''''** ""^ ^^""* Sinai, saying: 'Hold firmly to
what We have given you and hearken to the Law.' They said:

ZfT T^ "^^ .^isobey.' And they had to drink their hearts of
the taint of the calf because of their faithlessness" (2:93).

wkT.T'*;. v'"L . f^ attempt to portray the Quran as a book

Hnn nr n
^^

\^^J^ ^^ ^"^ J^^^ ^ «»*her a fla^ant misconcep-
tion or flagrant deception. We emphatically denounce both.

adW^^f ""^T
^"^ ^^P^Tun berate Judaism, or those of its

adherens who remalhed faithful to it, for they are fulfiUing

'^n^ Xl"Tf° ^' ^ are faithful Muslims and Christians:W^J- .
^^''^

(*", ^^ Q"^^")' and those who foUow theX h.^11? •''^>>''"f^
the Christians and the Sabians, and those

rid^te^ln '\^' *"^ ^^""^^y of Judgement, and work

shfc n„T'
"^"^^

^l^V^^" ^^^^^d ""^^ their Lo^: on them

lim "°/^y-"o^i»»all they grievfe.'^ (2:62)islam, deariy and emphatically, upholds the brotherhood of

Continued on Page 25
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Religion in context
A—

By Gasser Hathout
Dealing with religion in a cursory manner, by taking bits and

pieces out of context, is an act of ignorance. However, at-
tributing to a religion tenets which its adherents denounce, and
then taking it to task — setting up a straw man so that one may
deliberately destroy it — is an act of intellectual cowardice.

Mr. Mitchell Bard's article, "Islam v. Jews: More than just
Politics," is just such an act (Ha'Am, March, 1986). The article
is self-servingly designed to support a conclusion which the c-

author apparently relishes, not to critically examine the issue:

"The following will describe the religious antagonism and sug-
gest that there can be no peace between Jews and Moslems."
The next logical step, then, is to stop seeking a political solu-

tion to the Middle East crisis, since "there can be no political
solution...."

V

To support this conclusion, Mr. Bard splices Koranic verses— taking them out of context — uses the random statements of
"Muslim" leaders, and ignores Both the clear examples of histo-
ry and the entire spirit of Islam, which speak to the contrary.

The. civilization of Andalosia, Spain stands as an example of
peaceable co-existence between Muslims and Jews, who built a
civilization whose influence extended over Medieval Europe.
Also, the Egypt which the Jews had to leave under the oppres-
sion of Pharoah is the same Egypt in whiclv they could
peaceably live under Islam, and produce a[ civilization including
such luminaries as Moses Mimonedes.

But to judge ideology by the political statements of leaders,
or the twists qf history, is always folly. For Judaism would thus
be judged by the Irgun of Menachim Begin, or the stand of
Rabbi Simepn ben Yokhai in the Talmud, who claimed, "The
best of the Gentiles should be killed."

"Christianity, fe^ the*same token, would be judged by the Ih-
quisition^=oi=the ferocity=sl=S^ Louis when he recommended
that a Christian should pot argue with a Jew, but "as soon as
he hears the Christian faith mdigned, should defend it only by
the sword, with a good thrust in the belly."

Islam, as well, would be judged by its dark times, when, its

leader^ deviated from its spirit. To judge religion in tiiis way is

to deliberately ignore the u'niversalist spirits of the Religions of
the Book: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, all for the sake of
upholding one's political hatreds. These hatreds lead us to deal
with half-truths in order to support our views.

For instance, Mr. Bard insinuates that the Prophet Muham-
mad attempted to woo the Jews to Islam by observing the Sab-
bath and fasting Yom Kippur, and then when they refused, the
Koran began to denounce them as a face-saving gesture, and
that their refusal to accept Islam was the beginning of a
religiously based hatred among Muslims* and Jews, encouraged
and supported by the Holy Quran.
As Muslims, we vehemently reject these conclusions, on the

grounds of history, common sense, and the Holy Quran and the
tenets of our faith. Prophet Muhammad fasted Yom Kippur as a
tnbute to Prophet Moses, and continued to do so until his
death, for Judaism and Christianity, and their apostles, are
revered in Islam as part of one divine message:

More letters

Continiied from Page 23^
groups for their guidance and
support.

Mike Cohn
Senior

Political science/

History-nese

Cohn is the chairman of
UCLA Students Against MS.

This Is math?
Editor:

' Why is it that our depart-
ment of., mathematics has to
torture its students? Why is it

that all professors of the 31-32
ip^uliis series have to use the
most pitiful book on the
market?

For four quarters we have
to suffer mental pain and ag-
gravation because of the am-
biguity, confusion and
disorganization of Calculus
with Analytical Geometry by
Richard Silverman (Prentice -

Hall, 1985). > ^
For four quarters we have

to study and do homework
from this book with the worst
examples and problems which
contain such complicated
algebra (not calculusl) that
' ou pannot work or even^
ôllow.

Fof f6ur quarters, we have
to study and do homework
from this 940 page book that
doesn't always explain the
new ideas it introduces. This
book is so incredibly
disorganized that it sends you
from a page in the 700's to a
page in the 200's and back to
a page in the 900's to state a
theorem^

' -t-r

Such a book can't be called
a 'math book anywhere,
especially at UCLA. Shame on
you, Mr. Silverman^ — a map
with a PhD from Harvard —
for writing such a disaster.

And shame on you, UCLA
Department of Mathematics
— a renowned department for
its academic standards and
-accomplishments — for put-
ting youf -Student? through
such^HvingnightmaTeT

—

Andrei lancu
Freshman

Engineering

Religion
Continued from Page 24

all mankind, especially the
bond of monotheism which
ties together the People of
the Book:
"In matters of faith He has
ordained for you that
which He had enjoined
upon Noah, and unto
which We gave thee (O
Muhammad) insight
through revelation, as well

as that which we enjoined
upon Abraham and Moses
and Jesus: steadfastly
uphold the faith and do not
break up your unity
therein" (42:13).

"Say: O People of the Book.
Come unto that tenet
which we and you hold in

common, that we shall

worship none but God..."

(3:64).

Hathout ia a second year

medical student.

Editor's note: This letter

was endorsed by 35
members of the Muslim
Students Association of
UCLA.

NOMA
ResiattrBnt

18-SEAT

SUSHI BAR
CATERING

FOOD-TO-GO

Sushi • Sashimi
Tempura • TeriyakI
Yakitori • Sukiyaktr
Special Vegetarian

Dishes

Open 7 days
-- Lunch

Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30-2p.m.
Dinner

Mon.-Thur. 5-10:30p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 5-1 1p.m.

Sun. 5-10p.m.

2031 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica

^
—453-4848

Summer or Fall 1986
Summer 1987

WASHINGTON
OR

LONDON

COURSES IN A?IAN AMERICAN STUDIES FOR
- SPRING QUARTER 1986

Introduction to Asian American Studte«! ^
Contemp9rary lyyn?? ^ •

PaulOng MW2-4 Knudsen 1200B
btaff Th2 - Bunche 1221A

Jf'3 Bunche 1221A
F11 Bunche 3157

Am«ri?i!n^nif? f"'^®^
of Asians in contemporary America; the impact the

H.^ inn n,^M*"*'°"1 fu"
^'^[1* '" '°P*cs such as identity, media, educa-

tion, and problems of the aged will t>e examined. • .

^^^ ^^^^'^ Thg Philippines and tlie United States; A rant„ryof Relationship. 1 885-1 9as («am« a. rcnTy^
R F Morales TuTh 4-6 GSM 227ft~^

ili^to 'f)Sh^^' ^««='«9^0V"5'
°' *^* Philippines before the Spanish conquest

hi o
1®*^ century, including the Spanish colonial rule of 350 years and

.inVr^c^h a""®"*
Philippine Revolution against Spain, followed by the

Spanish-American War and the Philippine American War, then the

iiwt?r«nSfn?" ''"'.'"^ ^^"' '^'°"9^ independence and the martiallaw era and present events.

^^^^ TODics in Asian American Studies: Japam^ft^
American History "

Y Ichioka Tu 1-4 GSM 4325B

15322 AAS

The historv of Japanese immigrants and their descendants in Americafrom the 1§th century throughlA/orld War II will be sur^lyed in th^ci^^^^^^

Asian American Personality and i\^ental Health
(same as Psychology 1 95) ^

Stanley Sue TuTh 9:30-10:45 Kinsey 149

INtERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY

at Wadham College
of the University of

OXFORD
Accredited courses In government,
economics, journalism arnj pre-
law by an outstanding faculty.

Full Academic Year Programs at
the London School of Economics,

St. Andrews Universities, for
Qualified Juniors and 3feniors.

All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia

(Founded in 1776)

foiifamv^^^SL^tf^^^^^^ and concepts relating to Asian American pi^sonaiity and mental health in contemporary society

1 5348 AAS 200C

12236 ANTH 231

Critical issues in Asian American Communities
PaulOng Tu 2-5 Architect iii8

Conceptual frameworks and theoretical paradigms which have been u«iAri

c^'S^nlti^Tst^^^^^^^^
A-- American

Topics in Asian American Studies: Personality
and Identity

' ~ ^

A Klkumura^ Tb3-6 1343

24651 EO

86430 TA

-^ inqufrles to :

—
Mrs. Janet Koliek, J.D.

Admissions Director
The Washington International

Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136

(EO/AA)

This seminar explores the effects of class, caste, and ethnicity on the Asian
American personality. - .^^^

2^^^ Seminar: The Asian American Education
-- D Nakanishi M 1-5 Moore 324

Issues such as bilingual education arid affirmative action for Asiarr
Americans will be examined in understanding the relationship of Astan
Americans to the educational system.

^28 Media and Ethnicity: Asian Americans
R Nakamura W 1-4 Melnitz 2589

Exploration of Asian Americna In mass media ihcTudfng portrayal in films.
—""""

Jioies and functions played by Asian Americans are examined in^mass^
nriAHia ocnA/^ioii%/ filrvtmedia, especially film.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. PLEASE CONTACT THE ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER AT 3232
^CAMPBELL HALL. TELEPHONE 825-2974 (213)

'$fc-x*:*:<*:':":-S:">:'^"*"C'C^5^%^'Wr-?-'-*-'-

EPSON" QUAUTY
IBM PC COMPATIBIUTY
LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE

We also carry the full line of

EPSON Printers and Peripherals as
well as a complete line of software
and communications equipment to

satisfy all of your computing needs.

EQUITY II SERIES

NOW AVAILABLE!!

• Dual floppy disk drives

• 256KB RAM Memory
• Serial and parallel ports
• AT-type keyboard
• Monochrome monitor
• MS-DOS operating system
• GW BASIC
• One-year warranty

COMPLETE
UNDER $1200.00!
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ZENITH CONSULTING
&

DATA COMMUNICATIONS
West Los Angeles, CA
(213)826-8634
(213)826-3776

An Authorized Epson * Dealer
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Jenny Bleier. Assistant Review Editor

Handicapping this year's Oscars:
sneaksweep or

GUGl
Looking
ffood,.,—
means
eating good

,jt~

FantasyYogurt
is my choice

•100% Natural
•98% FatFree
•Low in Calories

•Low in Cholesterol

and best of all

it's delicious!

By Barton Randall

As the checkered flag ap-

proaches for this year's Oscar

derby,' one thing has become
absolutely clear. This is easily

the hardest year to predict the

winners in recent memory. If

one is able to divine the top

eight categories correctly (Pic-

ture, acting, directing, and
writing), then you have pres-

cient mental capabilites

beyond compare, or you have

, a relative who works at

Price-Waterhouse. Monday
night will put an end to the

most hotly contested race in

years, and in the meantime,

let this serve jas a handi-

capping sheet for the novice

and seasoned Oscar fans.

The supporting categories

are the easiest of all the top

honors to pick, with a definite

lock in the supporting actress

Hoi. Anfetrca Huston is a ^4t^

^^COUPON

BuyOne
Oei One
FREE!
KANTASv voGURT WILL HONOR ANY

(DUY ONE. GET ONE FREE)
I^COUPON FROM OTHER YOGURT STORES

ONE
E« fCtSON

)T VAIIO with)
OTMtB DISCOUNTS.
NO

Exp. 4/6/86

FANTASY YOGURT
WILL HONOR ANY

(BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE)

COUPON FROM OTHER
YOGURT STORES

WE WANT YOU TO HAVE 7HE BEST

'TantasIze youR taste buds/'

1101 6AYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213) 824-7707

tual shoo-in to capture the

golden statuette for her sly

and sexy portrayal of Maerose,

Charlie Partanna's forgotten

girl in Prizzi's Honor. Meg Til-

ly is the only other contender

with a chance, but a slim one

at that. No contest here. An-

jelica Huston 1-3, Meg TUly

FILMS

3-1, Oprah Winfrey 6-1,

Margaret Avery 10-1, Amy
Madigan 15-L-^.i-,

Supporting actor is a little

more difficult to call, as that

old Academy bugaboo, senti-

ment, lurks in the
background. Face it, Don
Ameche isn't going to be giv-

i n g t h a t many m-o r e

nominatii3_]^^rfoi'mances;~Wid

his role aJroe *5f)ry senior in

Cocoon might prompt a tew
X*s by his name. Of course,

just ask Fred Astaire, Ingmar
Bergman, and David Lean
about the Academy and sen-

timental favorites. The more
logical choice has Klaus- Maria
Brandauer winning for his un-

faithful husband portrayal in

Out Of Africa. William
Hickey as the eld^r don in

Prizzi's Honor is also a possi-

bility, but if Africa is going to

sweep, Brandauer's victory

m^ b^ ^^s&f^M. Kiftus Mari
Braiidauer EVEN, Don
Ameche 2-1, William Hickey
3-1, Robert Loggia and Eric

Roberts not even considered

because of their ludicrous in-

clusion in this category.

Best director boils down to

whether the aged wizardry of

John Huston, or the artistry of

Sydney Pollack finds more
favor with Academy voters.

The slight edge has to be
given to Huston, one reason
being that he's in failing
health (a sure vote-getter),

and a father-daughter combo
would be nice after he's
already won a father-son duo
(dad Walter Huston won a

best supporting actor and son,

John, won director for
Treasure Of The Sierra
Madre). PoUiLck is still hard to

ignore, onpe again if Africa

sweeps, he can't lose. John
Huston 1-2, Sydney Pollack

EVEN, Peter Weir 5-1, Akira

Kurosawa 7-1, Hector Baben-
co 15-1, Steven Spielberg,

oops, forgot about that.

The best actor category is

also a two-man race, between
Jack Nicholson and William
Hurt. N i c h o 1 s o R. i s a

Hollywood favorite, and Priz^

Honor stands a very -

goocF

chance of sneaking in the back

door and winning all the key

awards. It's hard to imagine

him not winning-, but if he

stumbles at the finish,
William Hurt will be there to

collect the gold for his

challenging portrayal of a

homosexual inmate in a South

s

American prison in Kiss Of
The Spider Woman.
Jack Nicholson 5-8, William

Hurt EVEN, James Garner
5-1, Harrison Ford 15-1, Jon
Voight doesn't dignify odds

for his ham-fisted, scenery-

chewing theatrics.

Here are the reasons that

these three actresses will win
best actress. Geraldine Page:

Ei'ghth nomination with no
Avins; loved by all; starred in a

Horton Foote script (so did

Oscar winners Gregory Peck

foj Tq, Kill A Mockingbird,

and Robert Duvall for Tender
Mercie^.
Whoopi Goldberg: Consola-

tion prize for The Color Pur-

ple if it doesn't win best pic-

ture, and a key win if it does;

riding a wave of enormous
popularity right now, first

black eyer-to win best Actress.
" Meryl Streep: Was the
rea^6tt for Out Of Africas
success; premier actress of this

generation, har^ to beat her

when she does an accent.

This category is a real toss-

i4p, but Page figures to be a
pbssibie favorite, simply
becuase the Academy might
not want to make her the all-

Continued dn Page 32

Stumblin* at^the^*Crossroads^
By Marc Weinberg, Staff Writer

Fifteen years ago, the peace
movement nearly destroyed
Hollywood. Every studio in

town was out to make their

version of Easy Rider, a movie
film executives felt spoke to

the American public.

It's now 1986 and the cur-

rent trend in film is teenagers
— studio executives feel that

teenagers speak to the
American public. Consequent-
ly, nearly every film in town
has a teenager in it, whether
the story needs one or not.

Such is the case of
Crossroads, a pretty good pic-

ture when there are no
teenagers on the screen.

Indeed, much of the reason

for seeing this film is restricted

to one of its two central char-

acters, an elderly blues man
who is renowned as the
greatest living harmonica
player. When the story focuses

on this character, Crossroads
is a delightful film.

However, the commercial
hook of the film is con-
siderably less inspired. A
teenage boy (Ralph Macchio)
aspires to become a great

blues guitarist and teams with
an old man to leam from the

very best. They ^travel to

Mississippi together, playing

the blues while the boy learns

the hard knocks of the road,

gathering a lifetime of experi-

ences in ft matter of days.

Not the most inspired story

in the worid. Since the studios

insist on putting teenagers into

t\}e film, the best thing you
can hope is that the youth is

well-integrated into the plot

and that he's a competent ac-

tor.

Ralph Macchio, Jami Gertz and Joe Seneca, stars of ^Crossroads.'

On a scale of 1 to 10, let's

give both points a 5. To
begin, though the teen mate-
rial has its moments, it's stan-
dard stuff, including such
traditional sequences as the
youth's first experience at love
and his development from a
naive boy into a man.

As for the actor, Macchio
has a winning vulnerability to
him, but shows little range; he
has a hard time getting past
the whining stage. If this were
his story alone, there'd be

nothing potable about this

film. '-

— But thank God there's that

harmonica player, Willie, a

very endearing, believable

character. As played by Joe

Seneca, Willie is full of guard-

ed pride, a cynical, cautious

man, made bitter over the

years because he literally sold

his soul to the Devil to become

a blues man. Now that hes

growing old, he has decided to

challenge the Devil and

reclaim his soul* ;

Director Walter Hill (48

HRS.) and writer John Fusco

III get a surprising amount of

mileage out of this old concept

by simply playing it matter-

of-factly; it's not difficult to

believe, that an old man from
the rural south believes In the

Devil. Indeed, one of the

film's highlights is a climactic

musical duel between the

Devil's ringer (Steve Vai,

guitarist for David Lee Roth's

new band) and Macchio, who
Continued on Pftge 32

By Ernest Hardy

Down And Out In Hawaii, or The Continuing Saga of
Marcos ami-Company ...President Reagan has, in the past,
made a big fuss about so-called *Velfare-queens'' —
women who have abused federal aid and accumulated
great wealth in the process. I can't understand his failure
to call a spade a spade and label Imelda the queen bee of
all welfare queens...In our ever changing and expanding^
language, watch Marcos become a synonym for "obscene."
My God, Another Good Review From the Review Staff

...Well, Tanya, last Saturday's performance by the UCLA
Dance Company had moments that were worthy of any
professional dance company; Porcelain Dialogues,
choreographed by Murray Louis, was worth the price of
admission by itself. (For those of you not familiar with
Tanya, sh^ is simply the Review StafiPs biggest fan and we
j^^^P '^wiwrd her with a UtUg^^gg^y^at^^^^

Will *Thc Concert That Cotmts'' Count? ...Although its

goal (to raise public —especially teen-agers'—- awareness
of the dangers of drug use) is admirable, this concert will
be hard pressed to generate one-tenth the excitement of
Live-Aid. With "headlin^rs" like John Denver, Aretha
Franklin, Quiet Riot,, Toto, Mister J4ister. James
Brown,and Michael I)es Btores of Power Station, they will
be hard pressed to generate^ the excitement of lemona<Se.
The true excitement will be provided by "opening " act«*

X,. tbe Ranges, and Oingo Boingo but even they are not
capable of pulling off an "event" of the magnitude this

concert is hoped to be. According to a music critic who
^ftU iromain anoiiymous, "What this lineup indicates h
tfmt it's tiMUnedlociie talents who dont do drugs, all the
true talents obviously do.** He was only joking, of course,
but the unimpressiveness of the lineup cannot be denied.
More artists are expected to be added to the list and I just

hope the names are culled from some source other than
the clearance bin in the local record store. .

.

Oh, No! Not Martha Quinn...In an obvious scare tactic

Hlceep cdlege students away from Florida, MTV will

send VJs Mardia Quiim and Alan Hunter to cover the

escapades of students vacationing there during quarter/

semester breaks. Now, we realize that_there have been
isome problems with student bi^vior in past years, but to

inflict those two on vacationing students seems cruel and
unusual punishment...

Times, They Are 'A-Cfeangliig ...You k^ow the world
has sunk to its depths when that last vestige of

wholesomeness, super-heroes, becomes corrupt. First

Hollywood had Superman battle his "darker" side and
now DC Comics is going to show, "...a hard-drinking

Bruce Wayne (Batman's alter-ego) at 50, battling his own
dark side as well as Gotham City crooks." And, holy snip,

Robin is now a girl. To confuse matters even more, the

"traditional" Batman will still be sold as well. (The new,
"tainted" Batman is aimed at adult audiences.)...

Professional Brown-nosers ...Merv Griffin and Joan
Rivers both refused to interview Patti Davis (President

Reagan's daughter) who is on a promotional tour for her

semi-autobiographical book Home Front, despite her

already being booked to appear on their shows (Rivers was
guest-hosting the "Tonight Show".) Griffin refused on the

grounds that he "did not like the material and decided he
did not want to promote the book." Joan Rivers read the

book and felt that "as a wife and mother" she could not

do the interview. (Joan always has been the sensitive

type.) Ironically, the same week that Patti's appearance
was cancelled, Rivers and guest Barbara Walters tripped

over each other while fawning hoW "adorable" the

Reagans are. When told of Rivers' "wife and mother"
cop-out, Pattl responded, "I guess she's entitled to inter-

view whoever she wants. But I've heard some of her

routines and it doesn*^ seem she spares her daughter
linything."...Speaking of St. Joan, her talk show Can We
Talk? recently debuted in Britain to poor reviews. One
critic ealied it "a fast, ftwy, facile, glitzy, U.S. -style orgy
of self-Congratulation With everybody kissing everybody
else in a mass demo <^ feigned affection.*' Another critic

wrote* **l always thought Joan Rivers was supposed to be
America's bigg^ biteh." MEMO TO BRFTAIN: She is.

)u$t Stuff ...I recendy aquired the new Vanity album
and the cover shot offers further proof say that as far as

physical attractiveness,she runs ^circles around AppoUonia.
On the other hand, I'm a^aid to actually play the thing

Continued on Page 31
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RECORDS V

Primo trash from LGV; Cookers smooth soul

»^L--L-L-J. .»_.'.. L .J..
.JJ- .

The Legendary Golden Vampires, who play the Anti-Club Friday and The Cavern Club Satur

day.

By Kent Andrade ^i^Jhe flip, "Rebel Woman" is

Associate Review Editor
' ^1"^ psychedelic gmnge

-

waves of distorted guitar, his?-

Legendary Golden Vampires:
"Creeping Poison" & "Gone
For Good" (two seven-inch

singles); Exile Imports. The
Legendary Golden Vampires,
a swamp/thrash quintet from
Berlin,generate the grungiest,

most irresistible noise you've

h e a rd
slithered from the primordial

ooze. These two import singles

are a breath of fresh air —
rancid, sloppy and
^evastatingly fun. •-:-ll^

ing organ, wacked-out vocals

and irreverent lyrics. Most
Angelino garage bands would
kill to sound this spirited and
unpretentious.

"Gone For Good" is slightly

more reserved, slightly longer

and slightly disappointing.

Jhe h-side. however, makes it

worth picking up. How abduT

appearances this weekend.
They'll be tearing up the An-
ti-Club on Friday (hey, the

booker at that oh-so-preten-

tious/oh-so-arty joint must
have forgotten to look at this

week's 'manifesto'!) and at the

infamous Cavern 'Club on
Saturday. Fans of nasty,
flesh-eating roots rock are ad-

vised to let their hair down
and check out the best thing
to happen to Teutonic garages

By Jennifer Kim

One cannot sing too many

Romeo
praises for Alessandra Ferri;
her debut with American
Ballet Theatre here in Los

Angeles has captivated critics
and sent her audiences wild
with bravos. A great ballerina

"Creeping Poison" is butt-

-kickin' country mania —
imagine The Cramps perform-
ing Ennio Morricone tunes at

a riot in a New Mexican can-

Jtina and you'll get the ide4.

a Teutonic, mondo-bent ren- since the Volkswagon!
dition of Johnny Bumette and
The Rock and Roll Trio's 1957 • • •

classic, "Train Kept A-Rollin'"

(no — it wasn't written by By Tony Airem, StoffWnter ^

Aerosmith)? It shudders and
convulses like prince ? and The Sam Cooke; A MMn And His
Mysterians. Musie^ RCA Sam Cooke, one
These two seven-inchers of the biggest stars in rock 'n'

bode well for The Legendary roll, died in 13jB3. Since that

Golden Vampires' . two locaL time he has faded into obli-

Sam Cooke

viqn, becoming a K-Earth
oldie-but-goodie played along .

with Bobby Rydell at 2:30 on
a Saturday morning.

Yet,- now wl^The selection

of Cooke as a charter member
""

of the Rock and Roll Hall oL
Fame, Xloblce's music has gone
through a desperately needed
revival. It started last June
with the release of the
magnificent Live At The

' Harlem Square Club; 1963,
album and now is continued
with the new album chronicl-

ing Cooke's career as a soul

and pop singer A Man And
His Music.

This new two record set is a

teriffic collection of Cooke's

work, leaving almost no facet

of his musical development
unturned. Any fan of Cooke
would be deprived if he did

not own this album as it con-

joins almost all of his hits and
Tnany of his lesser Icnown (and
better) pieces. , ,

But . . . (Bet you knew
that was coming.)

This album would be a

U^aste of money for thd ma-
jority of the people out there

not familiar with Cooke's
work.

Songs like "Twistin The
Night Away", "You Send Me",

Continued on Page 33
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TONIGHT
Sacrament of Reconciliation

<—
, rj ^- '' —

o pm .

University Catholic Center
840 Hilgard —

^

Home of While
"U»» Wait Service

We have expanded and now offer you:

•LA.'s largest used Motorcycle, Scooter & Moped

showroom
•Complete line of street & dirt apparel and accessories

•Modem service department staffed by Factory trained

mechanics

•Pick-up or Delivery service (free to students and faculty

until April 1.1986)

•Scooter, Moped & Motorcycle parts and accessories

•Insurance and financing

•We buy, Sfll & trade

__*Consignmim sales let Us show "U" how to get cash

for your used Scooter. Moped & Motorcycle

Cycle Products

West ^''^'^ Tues.-Fri. 9am-6pm
Saturday I0am-6pm

1 1900 West Pico Blvd., WLA
CALL (2 1 3) 477-0997

Holy Week_Services
VoXm Sunday

Sat. 5pm Sun. 8:30, 10:30 am 9:30 pm
(UCC)

4:30 University Lutheran Chapel

Holy Thursday
7pm UCC .

(Reservations required)

Good Friday

1-3 pm
(Stations, Drama, Communion)

8pm
Prayer Service

EASTER VIGIL
9pmr

St, Paul Social Hall
(Selby and Ohio)

EASTER SUNDAY
8:30 & 10:30 am (only)
~~—

at UCC

on't Clown
Around

Advertise

in the

Daily

I Bruin

825-2161

Kaplan.
The father of

test prep.

No lie! Stanley H.Kaplan
was the first. And neaily

50 years later, he's still the
best in test prep.

Kaplan will chopdown emy
fears you may have about
taking the SAX LSAT. GMAX
MCAX ORE. NTE. CPA. or
others. His test-taking tech-

niques and educational pro-
grams have helped over
1 million students boost their

scoring power ard test confi-

dence. He can do the same
fix you.
So ifyou have "presidential"

ambitions, call Kaplan. And
prepare with the expert.

fKikPUUM
SIANIfY H. KAMAN EOUCAIIONAl ONIBI ffO

DONT COMPETEWmi
A KAPLAN STUDEffT-^BE ONE

MROUJNO NOWl Visit us at our center
IICXX) Woshmgton Blvd Culver City. CA
*X)232 Or call us days evenings or week
endi Our phone number (213)
»tt.in4. .„_
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Alessandra FerH, star of American Ballet Theater's 'Romeo and Juliet.

'

< j —-

—

X

is emerging in this young girl
from MiJano; and, having seen
her Juliet in Kenneth Mac-
Millan's Romeo and Juliet
(Sunday matinee, March 16th,
Shrine Auditorium), one must
also conclude that the role is

hers. Ferris small and slender
frame contains a surprising
and deceptive amount of
energy. She is more than
blessed with dramatic beauty
and intelligence. Her youth,
stagewise maturity, and clean,
balletic line weld together in
one of ^he most convincing
Juliets the ballet world has
seen in a long time; quite a
find for Baryshnikov.

Kevin Mcl^enzie as her
Rom^ was adequate, enner-
vated and handsome when
partnering her, somewhat
older and less aware of his
audience when dancing away
from Ferri's presence. This is

unfortunate, because Romeo
must needs match or at least
complement the technical and
dramatic prowess of his Juliet.
While McKenzie mustered a
commendable and moving,-
performance fs, "Romeo, lie

seemed tt) ho|d back on his
large jumps, multiple pirouet-
tes, and even the executidi*

Ferri's brilliance. He seemed
disinterested with his dancing,
sending the spotlight on Ferri;
and that was a big no-no.

Both McKenzie and Ross
Stretton (Paris) partnered
Ferri exceptionally well, Ferri
doing her part to time the
energy of her jumps and turns
carefully to the lush Prokofiev
score (the orchestra, con-
ducted by Alan Barker, did a
fair job of keeping tempo).
Stretton partnering Ferri was

a stunning surprise. He pro-
trayed a perfectly wimpy,
golden-boy Paris whose acting
abilities in the role of Paris
often surpassed McKenzie's
Romeo. Stretton and Ferri
together moved like watered
silk, making the viewer want
to see more the two, despite
the unimportance of being
Paris, pardon the pun.
What's Juliet without her

protective nurse, and the lov-
able Susan Jones filled the re-
quirement of this role with
an endearing, home-baked
goodness. Clark Tippet ap-
peared as a spine-chilling
Tybalt, and Danilo Radojevic
became the technical/comical
sensation of the day as Mer-
cutio. Radojevic's razor-sharp
turning jumps and more-
than-multiple pirouettes only
dazzled.

ABT ends their very short
season in Los Angeles with
Don Quixote, and, no, neither
Baryshnikov nor Ferri will be
dancing in any more perfor-
mances this week. This ABT
season has bee^i an exceptional
thriller; ^nd any of us would
do to see Ferri's soft, pliable
gracefulness again... for we've
.^>een helpl^ly opiated by ht-t

Catch Don Quixote at the
Shrine in Las Angeles
(especially with Martine Van
Hamel opening night if you
can) March 20th-March 23rd.
Call 1-800-472-2272 for tickets
and information.

jarch IThe University Research
Library has extended its

hours for dead week. Star-

ting today, URL will be
open until midnight.

UCiA STUDENTS AGAINST MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS:
I

Board of Directors
Thanks would never be enough

y—.- «

»»

Vice-Chair

Hany HfarschHii
Recruitment

Steve Gibson
special Events

Beth Fi^iehige
Busjneea Solicitations

Steve P«aii
Education

Treasurer

I Eric Saseaian
Recruitment

Dave Tanenbanai
special Events

Gary Pearl
Business Solicitations

Dear Bruin:

Thanky0U^helping to malice-feOA^

Meliaa Zrecny
Publicity

««

Campus Support
You gave us our Resourdts*'

Undcraradualc Student AsMdation Coundl
USAOBOC Prograaminfl Cowirittac

OnttsLlpldM. Rnaoot CooiinittM Oirinnan
DdMNah Own. Adariniitrative VioH^raa.

Mha UisHmA CaapM Ewanta
Dr. Lanyllws, U^AMS (

Students AgainstMS a success on our
campus. Without the support, dedication,
and talents of thefollowing^people, our
program never would have happened.
They represent thefinest of UCLA.

\_ Sincerely,

1986 ROCK ALIKE I

-CONTESTANTS- J
«i

!••

/

Committee Members
*'You made it all happen"

EDUCATION RECRUmiENT SPECIAL EVENTS

Dr. Gaofi* Eltooa, UCLA MS CMnk
Daiy Brain

Matt Stsvani, IJCLA <

Dylutra Hdiltaikknoa Coundl. Aft PMMMTt Pras.

HaMcli Hal Rartdnoe Coundl. Lhida Amann. Pras.
RlAw Hal Raridnot CoondL Jay Sharwood. Praa.

SpaodHdiltaaldanoaCoand.MlMMaaliM.Pna.
PanhalanlcAIFC

Al SorarMaa and FratamMaa. aapaddkf lliata Xi ft

t Oaaa. Alpha Taa OBMga.lCanaDdte. PM Ka|>-

pa SlfM. PMKma Pal S%BM AJpha Mil. Zata Beta
Tea. Sipna PI. and Zata Paf

Jodb Colaod. Tkia Lucaa. and dia Grwk Weak
Coanmittea

UCLA Administrative

*4
Support

Your gukkuux was appreciated"
Margaict Snow

Canpua ActlvMaa Sarvloe OfBoe
Cantar for Studant Programming

MaifcPanatler, DtaactorofOpmtkMMASUCLA .

Sharon Mfler A Operations Staff
Alan Sununars, ASUCLA Banquets A Catering

KenHder
Tony Cards
JohnKlmbaD

Studant Govamnant Accounting

Lindley Avlna
Greg BaUkian
Miranda Bishai-..
Karen Calhoun
Corinne Canning
David DeCastio
BradElkins
Michad Hathaway
Kent Hdtorf
Edward Parton
Petter Parelius

John Simpson
Lisa Vincent

HNANCIAL
Charles Levy
Brent Saydman

Elaine Eddow
Xhris Guaaner
Eric Uzerbram
David Roaen
Bonnie Stenzler
QndySuggett
SoottWodia

PUBUcnrv
Isdah Blady
Carolyn Canning
KdleyCase
Jonathan Davidson
Ameijit Ghag
Carry Kim

„ Paula Lyons :__

-Jeff Ndnstein -

Andrea Rett

Theresa HoOoway
LesBeLevine
Maria Navrides
Aliaon Orchard
Allen Rosen
Sam Suggett
Uaa VUlanucva
JeneOe Yaplec

BUS. SOUCIT.
Kirsten Hansen
Connie Nixon

RESIDENCE HALLS

Your talents and time made
ourprogram a success. You
are alt winners/'

Bradford De Moss. "HUEY LEWIS"
John Freeman. "PRINCE*'
Syh/ia Sabes. "VAL" (A Chorus Une)
Michael SteiiV Mike Byrne. "WHAM*
Jackie Franco. "EL DEBARGE"
Lucas Eskin. "MADONNA^*
Andrea Edwards. "TINA TURNER*
Bryan Stewart, "BILLY IDOL'*

Mark Jessee, "BARRY MANILOW"
KeUey Case. "MADONNA"
Lori Lewto. "JANE WIEDLIN"
Jim Sourlis. "BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN**

Thank You
You ahowedyouoani

i
»»

>
~ww ffr

nta
MS

Pfl^hala KiotlBiSBr. Aide to
Jfodb Bbaa. Enc Dtrador

LitSarith.DlracaorolV(

.LA.
S?.

i r.

SAMS

Ca.MSSoclaty
So.Ca.

Frila

farhar

Rachel Wiesen

Berke Ferra
Howard Fitzer

Dave Green
Vktor Wong

SPONSORS
Their support deserves our support"

MTV

CSrai*

Additional thanks to: Mike EMtrada, Shelby Bkkly, and Stephanie Pakymlrw '%

abadiar Popcorn
sBaiooa^^Kiaa

THANKS YOU!

kJLLavy'a
Yogurt
'aP^a

Ylan Ylan Rcataurant
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^V BLVE & COLD HAIR DESION
Special Offer

sssae

^^^^

NEII*S HAIRCUYS
WONEN*S HAIRCUTS

w/this coupon Tues^Sat

$IS OFF
$5 OFF
$10 OFF

cV*''*
I

^ W 1 6 LeConteAve._20M863^^^«f_j

BUG ENGINE REBUILD 1|

COMPLETE ^eOC 00 I
COMPLETE

_ - (WITH REBUILOABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION

NO HIDDEN CHARGES
$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tmim-hp
tValwM.
ILMbt

4.0tfaiMft
*• «,

S. Brake
6.aMldiA(l.
7. Savkx Air ClMMf

8. Ch«(^ BMny^VMn
9. liMpinl'Ftaiit End
10. CowpwMton Test

1 1

.

(PrcMure TmI Cooling System)

$59.95

Pattt A Labor (Gm A Air Flhw Mtr«)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(2402, 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

yO[r>^0/«^ TOYOTA DATSUN $89.95

Mi
USED CAB DIAOMOSIS — MA.OO

« THIS IS AW HOWE»T GAHAOE «

192$ BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

uj

RESTAURANTS

Teasers: Playin' for fun food

<.«fo ^^ RECORD
^^ ^ SURPLUS
^ dRAND OPENING PART II

_ March 21 ,22,23

Ipm

NOW OPEN EVERY WEEKEND
Fri<toy Saturctov Sundava

11:00«m-9:00pm 1 1 zOOam-e.-OOpm 11:00am-6:00|
1000'« of LP'« ALL CATEGORIES 47<-94*

.

=7000's of KtEW ROCK, JAZZ A SOUI^OTRACKS $1 .88-$3.ff=^
TOP SELLING ARTIST onGiNALLV 9Ot0

1000's of NEW IMPORT CLASSICAL LP'S for up to ti2 98

NOW ONLY $i.ea-o.77
LARGE SELECTION OF COLLECTABLE LP's

BRING THIS AD FOR ADDITIONAL

10% OFF!! (COS Excepted)

RECORD SURPLUS
11609 Pico Blvd.. West L.A.

"We Buy Records and Cassettes"

Call (213) 478-421 7 Exp 4/3(V86

- Open everyday starting April 7th -

DONTJUST
AND BEAR

ustgrinI
EAR IT... I

Friedman I

JTIVE AND ,

I

• TOOTH BQNDiNG

See Dr. Friedman

— PREVENTIVE
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:

• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones(bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad . r
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (betweenAA/ilshire & Santa Monica)

Don't Be Fooled By Imitators!

ORIGINAL I

%

'imn
WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

— —Open 24 Hours —^^—

—

2575 W. Beverly Blvd. (at Rampart)
Call For Directions * 389 -1 682

—Other Locations-
1310 San Fernando Blvd.. BurtMnk

15745 Roscoe Blvd.Sepulveda

1717 West Colorado .Eagle Rock
7606 FoottiM Blvd. . Tujunga ~

,14601 VtetoryBJvd.VanNuys
'

Warner and Magnolia, Fountain Valley

1627 FuUerton Rd., Rowland Heights

4315 Anaheim St., Long Beach

9301 E. Whittier Blvd . Pico Rivera

Florence Ave. at Seville. Huntington Park

By Allegra C. Mancuso

Teasers Bar and Grill calls itself "the new
kid on an old block."

Located in the beginning-to-be-renovated

Santa Monica Mall, Teasers combines a

moder^ely priced, surprisingly eclectic menu
with an upbeat, cozy. New York style at-

mosphere near the sun-beaten Santa Monica
sand.

The restaurant is housed in a charming 70

y^r old building. The three-brick-thick wall

and the refurbished oak tongue-and-groove

floor give Teasers its rustic atmosphere and the

large front window allows for bright and
cheerful dining.

Menu selections range from crunchy peanut

butter and jelly sandwiches (with Bosco,

bananas and cookies as options); to pizza with

such diverse toppings as fresh spinach, roasted

zucchini, and spicy chicken (7 to 12 dollars);

to charbroiled steak with vegetables and onion

rings (nine dollars); with a huge array of ap-

petisers (in this case "appeteasers"), salads,

soups, sandwiches and desserts in between.

This yuppie-haven serves yummie food. As

an appetizer, chips and cheese made with

flour, not com, chips, so they're not greasy,

and topped with a mound of blended melted

cheese is big enough to fill two people (four

dollars). It comes with tangy, fresh salsa.

Especially delicious is the brie in filo, a soft

French cheese baked in a light, flakey dough,
and served with fresh fruit and French bread

i^sijudollars). The chile, ranging from thron to ^
four dollars, is tantalizing and spicy.

An entree and special of the day, angel hair

pasta^ with chicken and green and red bell

peppers in a cream sauce sounds better than it

tastes, the sauce being slighdy watery and
bland. ,

A beautiJFul oak (full) bar spaiis one wall of

the restaurant. The house drink, the gismo, is

a curious but rather smooth blend of tequila,

Kahlua, and ginger ale. It is the highlight of

the happy hours (between 4 and 7pm and

11pm and lam) and is served by a waitress

who slams it on the table and screams,

"Gismo! I slam it and you down it!" At the

f^ont end is an oyster bar which serves clams,

mussels, shrimp, crab, crawfish and other

seafood delectables.

Highly recommended are the desserts at

Teasers. Encased in windows in the bakery

shop at the entrancfe (open at 7:30am) are

cookies (8 different kinds), muffins (and

scones), ice cream (McConnels, in rolled

cones), tortes and cakes. Co-owner Dan
Ringwood is pastry chef.

Teasers encourages you to order creatively,

even if what you want' isn't on the menu.
Catering is available and "rush lunching" is

provided by informing your waitress. As co-

owner Tony Palermo said, **We'll^dxK
anything!"

Both Ringwood and Palermo are experi-

enced chefs. Asked why they decided to come
out of the kitchen and into business for

themselves (and back into the kitchen again!),

Ringwood responded,"We both ran the gamut
of *foo-foo' (i.e. stuffy) restaurants and wanted
to get away from that. Teasers offers fun,

honest food in an upbeat atmosphere."

Teasers is memorable not only for the food

and atmosphere, but also for its little sur-.

prises, on and off the menu. And I airLt—
teasin'!

Teasers is located at 1351 3rd street in Santa

Monica. Main dining from 11:30am to 2am;
bakery open from 7:30am. Outdoor dining is

offered. Free parking can ne found behind the

restaurant ana valet parking is available after

six pm.

\
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IAlarm !

UCLA free concert
Well, folks, as iff the thought off impending finals

wasn't enough to keep your minds whiriing, here
comes news off the biggest outdoor concert to hit
UCLA in years.

. On Saturday, April 12, the weekend ^er the ffirst

I

week off next quarter. The Alarm and The Long Ryders
will be perfforming ffor ffree out on Janss Steps.
But that's not alL

The Alarm's headlining halff off the show, starting at 3
pm P.S.T., will be broadcast LIVE on MTV, Muchmusk
in Canada, and distributed via Bright Star Satellite
Network to-xarriers in 13 other natkms including
Australia, Japan, and natkms in Eastern Europe. Tlie
Westwood One radk> network will iHoadcast the^ con-
cert live as well.

The Alarm's^concert, deveriy titled "The Spirit off

'86," will also be taped ffor a home video cassette
under tlie same name whk^h will be released just three
weeks after tlie sliow by I.R.S. Home Entertainment.
For ttiose off you who were at <^anss Steps ffor

General Publk:'s October 1984 concert and remember
what a thrill tiiat truly was, this sliow, ffeaturing The
Alarm, Wales' antliemk: rockers, and The Long Ryders,
LA'S own grass roots champs, sli^kl be twk^ as ex-
citingi Mark the date and time on your calendars and
watch the Bruin ffor ffurtlier details.

The Alarm, wholl ptay on campus for free during the first

week of Spring Quarter. .

Earnest Ernest
Continiiod from Page 27

tor fear T5r:s©?eredis-illim

by Jack Newfield in the April edition of Mayboy, "The
difference between the visions of Sylvester Stallone and
Bruc6 Springsteen is the difference l)etween nationalism,

and patriotism.".. .The movie Down and Out In Beverly

Hills must have some magical quality that blinds reviewers

to its very obvious shortcomings. This movie that has

garnered rave reviews is one of the most insensitive

(witness the cheap laugh gotten at the expense of the nar

tion's homeless during the **We are the bums, we are the

homdess** sing-a-long) and racist (managing to insult

Blacks, Arabs, Hispanics, and Asians) to ever get by

without having to answer for its stereotypical depiction of

minorities (v^ch in this case also indudes the homdess).

If any significant message had been communicated
through the use of stereotypes, or if the stereotypes had

been shattered somehow, then the use <jf them would have

been understandable, but when these images are presented

before a Westwood weekend audience (whose average age

and I.Q. combined is fifteen) who greets them with racial

slurs (as they did the night I saw the film), and then

nothing b done to justify or compensate for the images

presented, then what you have is no longer a comedy, but

an ultimately demeaning and damaging product. .

.

QUOTES ..."In a democracy, people have the right to

be stupid, if they care to." — Maryland State Sen. Julian

Lapides..."Compared to Imelda, Marie Antoinette was a

bag lady." — Rep. Stephen Solarz, D-N.Y..."Yes it's true.

Juliene (wife of Nick Rhodes of Duran Duran) is pregnant.

We don't know who did it, but it's true." - John Taylor

of Duran Duran. *
...

Before leaving, /, on behalf of Bruin Review would 'like

to wish everyone good luck on finals — especially those

you have to take from that side of campus. If you did not

have the foresight to take the class P/NP, you have ouf

prayers as well. But no matter what, you are to ^^"^-
mended for^surviving a quarter in which you listened m ^ ,

daze as some professor and his T.A.s babbled on in near

orgasmic bliss about some subject you knew nothing m
hell about and which you still, only a week before finals,

have not yet grasped.

mc^O^tlaily bruin thursday, march 20, 1986
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CORPORATE
MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
Our South Bay National Headquarters has Immediate
opportunities for professionally aggressive and
quantitatively-oriented marketing professionals.

initial responsibilities will Include identification and
reporting of emerging Industry trends through analy-
sis of auto registrations and market research data will
also participate In short rang? forecast development
as part of our near term market plan.

we are seeking high caliber mbas with excellent
oral/wrltten/relating skills. Prior automotive back-
ground and familiarity with personal computers ai^
definite assets. ^ J§
we offer a top compensation /benefits package which
Includes company palcKmedlcal/dental/life/vlslon/
retirement, performance bonus, attractive car lease/
purchase program and more. For consideration,
please submit your resume with salary histbry tO:*

P.O. BOX 55002--02LA352
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Equal Opportunity Employer M / f .

Join the Elite'"

Present Student l.D. For

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS!

Arrive in Styte-

Co on a Spree"*

•TM

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
PHONE (213) 466-7191

FREE FILM!

^THEHIDING PLACE ^>

Starring Julie Harris, Eileen HecRart

'1

-<*

i

^^ powerful^ rewarding cinematic experiei
triumphantly acted by a radiant cast..Seek it out
for a rare touching experience that just might
revive your faith in humanity,"

'^Rex Reed (Fotir starlrating)

SUNDAY. MARCH 23, 6:30PM

__Westwood Presbyterian
Church

—^0822 Wilshire Boulemrd
—

^

t

4.^

- •^-v ,'

ts

(next to Avco Theaters)
Free parking in church lot*

^1

Hanna
SchyguIIa

Angela
Win

V

1'

I'W

ti"

VlarjfareUie von Trotta's

SHEER MADNESS
'One ofthe most eAimon/inan; the most disturbinfr

and terrifyinff u omen s films eier made.''
— \loth ' llnskcU, \ nmiv

d <

\r. K.->/S« H..|fas4'

—I—

I

Melnitz Movies presents a special screening of "Sheer Madness"
Friday, March 21 , at 7:30 PM in Melnitz Theater.
Tickets ar» FREE to UCLA students and can t>e obtained on the day of the screening at
the Central Tk^et OfficeTraller at 9 am and at the MacQowen Box Office at 10:30 am.
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California

Cfasses henin January ft and end April if

1986 Winter Class Schedule

•>.^-

11:00

1 1 :00-

2:00-5

2:00-5

2:00-5

j:QO-S

5:00-8

5:00-8

5:00-8

6:00-8
8:00-1

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
00 pm

•00 pm;g ft"
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
:00 pm
1 00 pm

P-31

C-152
C-152
B-103
323

All.
G-12I
321

811

606
C-I2I
861

8:00- 11 :00 pm C-191-i

MONDAY
Ego's Defense
Psychological Assessment I

Psychological Assessment II

Physiological Psychology
Advanced Obj. Rel. Theory

^roup^Supervision (Practicum) (OQ-
Group Proces-s & Technique (OC) "

Dream Analysis II

Psychosomatic Disorders
Psychosynthesis
Group Process & Technique (OC)
Advanced Healing Techniques &.

Psychosynthesis '

Clinical Practicum (OC)

3 D ClifTord, MD
3 Staff

3 Staff

3 T Oleson, PhD
3 DCIinbrd, MD

-Dr^ftmac, PhO
I E Jacobson. PhD
3 D Clifford, MD
3 . L Singer, PhD
3^ T Oleson, PhD
1 R Phillips, PhD
3 T Oleson, PhD

3 R. Phillips, PhD

—*i%.

Sunday, March 23, 8 p.m.
JEWISH SINGLES NETWORK

presents

••DANCE PARTV^-^-- —
at the JOCKEY CLUB

3"! Washington St., Marina del Rey (upper level)

Private Party Ages 2 1 -45 Welcome
I.D. required, MO HOST BAR, Proper Attire

Admission $10 —-frifo. (21^) 829-307T=*

11 00-2:00 pm
1 1:00-2:00 pm
1 1:00-2 :00 pm
1:00-3 :00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:OOpm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm

' 5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm

8 00- 1 1:00 pm
8:00-1 1:00 pm

t
C-131
C-131
B-lOO
414
B-104
B-104
822
C-181-3
S-P32

B-m2
407:

C 182-3

CI42
T-2

•P-2

E-2

L-2

604 •

401

A YT U E S D
Ethics and Laws
Ethics and Laws(OC)
Statistics (OC)
Group Supervision (Practicum)
Learning and Cognition
L«^rning and Cognition (OC)
Advanced Clinical Hypnosis

-Proposal Research I, II. Ill (OC)
Resistance Resolution

Developmental Psychology
Psychopathology & Family Dyn.
Proposal Research II, III

Psychopathology I (OC)
Psychoanalytic TheoryPt. 2

Psychopathology 2

Child Psychoanalysis

Current Literature

New Body Psychotherapies
Theories ofMFCC

3

. 3

3

2

3

3

3

3

' 3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

i

M Karlovac, PhD
J Gillespie, PhD
R flunter, PhD
A Alvarez, PhD
^ Karlovac, PhD
J. Gillespie. PhD
T Moss, PhD
R Hunter, PhD
A Altarez. PhD
M Karlovac, PhD
M Gerson, PhD
L. Weisbender, PhD
F McGuire, PhD
J Van Buren, PhD
R Caper, MD
Y Hansen, PhD
R Alexander,

MD, PhD
S Zusman, PhD
M. Gerson, PhD

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

VOLKSWAGEN A
HONDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Points, -PerJhzoil, '

Adjust Clutch, Adjust Brakes, Adjust Timing.
Check Battery & Front End Alignment >

FREE II

VALLEY
II

1 OWING I

1 r

Replace all Shoes and Linings. Pack Front

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drums as needed. In-

spect wheel cyls. Master Cyi. & Fill System

$39.95*

$49.95'
RELINE
BRAKES

FroiW Lube & Oil to Overhaul "Quality at Lowest Prices'

(818) 785-4H2 (213)275-2865
A 1

-AUTO " 7957 Von Nuys Blvd., 2", BIks So. of Roscoe * MOSt MOdSlS

2:00-5:OOlBm
2 OO-SOOpr^
2:00-5 OOpm
2 00-5:00 pm
5:00-7:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5 00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
<; ,00-8 :00 pm
8 00- 1 1:00 pm
*:^-nrMpm
8:00- 1 1 :00 pm

C-163
408
C-142
C-IM
414
802
344
B-101

C-I8I

C-I5I
CI 92

WEDNESDAY
fluman Sexuality

Cross-Cullural Mores & Values
Psychopathology I

Psychoanalytic Therapy (OC)
Group Supervision (Practicum) (OC)
Functional fiuman Anatomy
Writings ofMelanie Klein I

History and Systems of Psychology
Proposal Research I

Psychological Assessment I (OO
Clinical Practicum II

-Chrttcal Practicum Ifl
"

B-103 Physiological Psychology (OC)
i \ini. 1

1
,uu pm mn t'ut ho log ieul C hu rae te ri i n L iluamrr

3 A Brovar, MD
3 L Peters, PhD
3 A Panajian, PhD
3 StafT

2 D Primac, PhD
3 A Brovar, MD
3 A Panajian. PhD
3 L Peters, PhD
3 R. Hunter, PhD
3 WR Johnson, PhD
3 A. Panajian, PhD
1 R CrucTfitr, MD
J w.RjQhnsQn.PhP

THE NAIL GARDEN
-~over12 years of quality service

"

-3 O. O tU!. !., P UP

9.00- 1 2:00 n
9.30- 1 1 30 am
10:30-12:30 pm
1 1.00-2:00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
5:00-8 00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5 00-8:00 pm
5.00-8.00 pm

5:00-8:00 pm
"i! 00- 1 1 ;00 pm

C-tft-3
414
414
403
713

B-IOl
B-lOO
8-105
317

C-\91
C-161

408

84r

THLRSDAY
Clinical Practicum I, U. UKOC)

, Group Supervision
Group Supervision
Applied Techniques of MFCC
Psychology &. Contemporary Society
History and Systems (0C\
Statistics

Research Methods
Injroduclio/i to Ego Psychology
^^UnftalFraciicum I

'

'Psychojinalylic Psychotherapy

Cross-Cultural Mores & Values (OC)
Psychopharmacology (OC)

I

8 00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
8:00-10:00 pm
8:00- 10:00 pm
8:00- 1 1 :00 pm

P-1 Psychopathology J

T-h Psychoanalytic Theory Pt
C-2 . » ClinicNil Case Conference
C-5 Clfriical.Case Conference
314 Narcissistic Disorders

' 3 R Phillips, PhD
2 RE Johnson, PhD
2 J Packer, PhD
3 A Alvarez. PhD
•3 J Gibbons, PhD
3 L Peters, PhD
3 R Hunter, PhD
3 R Hunter. PhD
3 Staff

—^~ L. Weisbender, PhD
3 G. Bloch,MDand

R Benite/, DSW
3 L Peters, PhD
3 D DcFrancisco,

1V1D. PhD
2 StafT

2 J Gooch. MD, PhD
2 R Gruener, MD
2 D Marcus, MD '

^ J. Van Buren. PhU

^1 A II Am P^*^..a.
" Limited Offer (Except Fri.-Sun.)^

NAIL GARDEN 475-0500
1410 Westwood Bl. • Mon-Sat 9-7, Sun 10-4 • present Student I.D.

•^H

II 00-2:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm
5:00-8:00 pm

403

C-I7I
E-112

10:00- 1:00 pm
1 00-3:00 pm

508
C-121

FRIDAY
Applied Techniques of .MFCC (OC)
Social Bases of Behavior
Comprehensive Review „'

S X f U R DAY
Diagnosis & Direction (OC)
Group Process & Technique (OC)

_i

3 S. Hendlin,PhD
3 B Weiss. PhD

SlalT

3 E Jacobson, PhD
3 E. Jacobson, PhD

Professional Seminars

f

Most sewnrars qualify for continuing education for Nurses and Social Workers. They are also approved
tor veterans beflefits for those who qualify under VA regulations. All professionals arc welcome
to atte nd

1 Staff

CGI IS approve^ by ihc Amer.can PsychologH^al Aswtatton to offer Continuing Education SeminarsSome are scheduled each trimester Please call the CGI office for details.

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 1/18 From Lnder>.Unding Freud to
9 00-1 :00 pm Sun 1/19 Understandins Psychoanalysis

9^00-5:00 pm Sat 1/18 Social Bases of Behavior (OO
'

'rOO.3 :00 pm Sun 1/19
9:00-5:00 pm Sat 2/1

9:00-3:00 pm Sun 2/2
9:00-5:00 pm Sat 2/15
9:00-3:00 pm Sun 2/16

3 B. Weiss, PhD

6:00- 10:00 pm Fri 1/24
9:00-5:00 pm Sat 1/25

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 :00 pm

Art Therapy: Theory and Practice I D. Sharon. PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00-1 :00 pm

Sat 2/r

Sun 2/2

SaTT/S^

Sun 2/9

The Psycholoxicai Implications of
Worliing with Cancer Patients

I T Moss. PhD

Desire & Passion in the 1>eatfflent of
Severely Disturbed Patients

I A. Panajian, PhD

I-AH r FREE DELIVERY

^00-? :00 pm Sat 2/ ! 5 The Therapeutic Process with BoNeriine
9:00- 1:00 pm Sun 2/16 and Narcissistic Disordert

a

6.00-10:00 pm Fri 2/28 Watment of Domestic Violence
'

9:00-5:00 pm Sun 3/2 i

I ^ ^R Alexander.
MD. PhD&
J. Van Buren. PhD

1 M. Gerson, PhD

9:00-5.00 pm
9:00- 1:00 pm

Sat 3/1

Sun 3/2
Psychosynthesis (OC)

1 T Oleson, PhD

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

9:00-5:00 pm
9:00- 1 :00 pm

Sat 3/ 1 S From Object Relations to Self
Sun 3/ 1 6 Psychology (OC)

Sat 3/22
Sun 3/23

Scrrrning for Psychoneurological
Impairment (OC)

I R.E.Johnson. PhD

1 L. PortnofT. PhD

LARGE pizza'

$4.95
• one topping .

GOOD TILL 3/31/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY

except Fn, Sat & Sun

Valid only with this coupon, one pizza per coupon

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 4/5
9:00-1 :00 pm Sun 4/6

Analytical Applications of Clinical

Hypnosis (OC)
I S. Perrera, PhD

9:00-5:00 pm Sat 4/ 1

2

9:00-1 :00 pm Sun 4/13
Career Crises among Youths, Middle Aged
and Returning Women

1 R Goltra. PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles and Orange County (OC).
Group Theory and Practice is ofTered every night of the weeli at the West Los Ahgeles location
Individual and Group Superviied Training, Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships are
available by arrangement.
The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction
State of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology and
an MA in MFCC.
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology andMFCC licenses in the State of California.

Non-Prorit, federal and state tax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel.

ANY LARGE PIZZa'

2 FOR 1

GOOD TILL 3/31/86

208-8671
DELIVERY ONLY

nr » 9
oe-- address

For additional irtformation or a catalogue, please contact:

California Graduate Institute
School ofProjessional Psychology ^ '

Celebrating 18 years of continuous education as the first independent
graduate school of psychology m the nation.

1100 Glendon Avenue, 11th Floor

West Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^240 or 879-1533 Los Angeles

(714) 637-5404 Onuiee County

Mon T jes only

Valid only with this coupon one pizza per coupon

Delivery Hours: 4pm-11pm
Toppings Include Pepperoni. sausage,

mushrooms, green peppers.
^ ^ onions and olives
Can Sodas 60C - 6 pack $3 50

Mention Ad V^hen You Place Orders
DRr.fP rAPP.FS VO VO^f r^A V tpn . -,ooo ONl v v ^, ^ ^^OOO S TORE

Oscars
Continued from Page 26

time O-fer. It's impossible to

discount Goldberg, while
voters may figure that Strei$
wins all the time and a fresh

face is needed. Ceraldine Page
7-5, Whoopi Goldberg 7-5,

Meryl Streep 2-1, both Anne
Bancroft and Jessica Lange
T5:tr

—

—"-^—

-H

Picking a best picture win-
ner is like getting a fair elec-

tion in the Philippines. There
were as many people that lov-
ed both The Color Purple and
Out Of Africa, as there were
detractors. Purple will get
votes for the Spielberg snub,
and his winning the Director's
Guild Award is a possible/
bellwether of things to come/
but other factors enter.
Academy members might feel

they've been let off the hook
by the DGA, and no longer
have an obligation to make up
Spielberg's slight by giving
him best picture. Besides,
since when has the Academy
ever felt charitable towards
him before?

Out Of Africa is an Oscar
film in the great tradition^
Historical, long, and featuring
two mega-stars, this is the
type of film that almos^is
always wins. It's hard to bet^
against it, however, Pui^ _

and Africa might split the
vote, recalling the race of
1981. Reds was the historical
epic, and On Golden Pond
was the sentimental choice.
Chariots Of Fire camp out of
left field and won.
That leads to a possible

upset by Prizzi's Honor. Com-
edies generally don't win the
top award, but this seems to
ofe the only film that everyone
agi*feed on. Having already
won the New York Critics best
picture (a telltale sign), and
the Golden Globe (of lesser
importance, but still a factor),
Prizzi's just might surprise
everyone: Prizzi's Honor 7-5
Out Of Africa 7-5, The Color
Purple 2-1^ Witness 5-1, Kiss
Of The Spider Woman 10-1.

^T!y^_ isjhe type of ygar that
tri^ a TTandicapper's soul, but
with some good common
sense, and a little bit of luck,
winning that Oscar pool
might not seem such an im-
possible task. Just remember,
though, pay your rent before
you bet.

'Roads'
Continued from Page 27

-the man's soul.
;-..

— —

-

—»~^iwB %« l^^i^ %a&4a •

Here (and here alone) the -film
brings all of its commercial
devices together into a satis-
fying union.

Otherwise, Crossroads is a
rather average picture.
Though it has a wonderful
central character and is

chock-full of superb blues
music played by Ry Cooder,
the film is annoyingly predict-
able. When you come right
down to it, this movie isn't
about selling your soul to the
Devil; it's about selling your
story short to a teenage
dience.

au-

American forces under
Gen. Andrew Jackson
defeated the British in
1815 in the Battle of
New Orleans, the final

battle in the War of
1812.

J

Ridgeway
«

Continued from Page 28
and "Bring It On Home To
Me", are classics that everyone
should own, yet the album is

also cluttered with B-sides
like "When A Boy Falls In
Love" and "Rome Wasn't
Built In A Day," that sound
far too similar to his hits and

--add little to the collectioftr^

Someone wanting an in-

troduction to Cooke's studio
hits would be much better off

buying the 15 year old Best of
Sam Cooke collection which
has all his bigger hits but sets

you back less than five dollars.

A Man And His Music also

contains no tracks of Cooke's
extrodinary live performances.
Live At The Harlem Square
Club; 1963, (one of the better
albums released last year)
showied a vibrant R & B side
of Cooki? that was completely
absent on most of his studio
recordings, arid an example of
this aspect of Cooke is sorely

missed on this album.
But for the Cooke fan this

album has several gems that
are worth the sets steep price.

The first side starts out with
two little known soul pieces
that Cooke did whe he was
the lead vocalist for the Soul
Stirrers., These songs, "Touch
The Hem Of His Garment"-
and "That's Heavan To Me,"
show the influence of gospel
music, not only on Cooke, but
on many early rock 'n' roll

stars.

^ The album closes with
Cooke's last song before his

death, which has been redone
by Otis Redding and become a
banner for' the civil rights

movement, **A Change Is

Gonna Come" that powerfuly
transmits the feeling of many
voung blacks at that point in

-the 1960's. :i_

Cooke's music is classic rock
n' roll with rhythm and soul.

This album ii' an excellent

compilation of his career, yet
it has far too many pieces that
would not interest many peo-
ple exposed to Cooke for the
first time.

.
If yoaJare buymg your firsts

Cooke album get one of the
two others mentioned in the
review, but...

If you are a big fan of

Cooke's this album is probably,
what you have always waited
for.

By Justine Scupine

^^^'l^rd Ridgway; The Big
^eat; IRS Records. For years
Stan dressed in a Kentucky-
Fried string bow-tie and
cowboy boots, used words* like

"discpmbobulated" in inter-

views, and performed western
movie themes like "The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly" in

concert as the kooky lead
singer of Wall of Voodoo.
Then the charismatic, char-

acteristic, and creative hub
left the group at the»peak of
its popularity. When he said it

was to pursue his jazz interests
in a more independent and
indulgent atmosphere, one
could scarely help but wonder
what sort of atmosphere could
possibly be more free to Stan
than Wall of Voodoo. But no
one said anything because
everyone was curious to see
the Unadulterated Ridgway.

So he's finally come out
with the long-awaited result,

and we discover that he has

Continued on Page 34
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BE THE STUDENT
SPEAKER

At The 1986
COMMENCEMENT

CEREMONY
Applications available: Office of

the Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy
^'^ Hall, Ackerman Union, -

James E. West Center.

Deadline: March 24, 1986
at 5:00 p.in.

Family Planning
Associates

Medical Group ^j

•Pregnancy Termination • Birth Control,
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• PAP Smears • Breast Exams
Student Health lnsur./MediCal & Health Plans

West Los Angeles

12304 Santa Monica Bl
, #//2

(213) 820-8084

Fairfax Area

6000 San Vicente Blvd.

(San Vicente Hospital)

(213) 937-1390

/„
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tiTHE SPIRITS OF THE GRAND CANYON

- BY FRANK ROSEN -
19

A FILM AND PAINTING EXHIBITION
A^lm and painting exhibition on the

origin and development of ancient Hopi

Indian spirits and their link with the

natural grandeur 'of the

Grand Canyorr.

L
>

a

C'

^ * THURSDAY, MARCH 20
5:00 -7:00 P.M.

I.
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•

IRVING AND JEAN STONE
HONORS COMMONS

KINSEY364
Refreshrrients will be served
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THE 1985-1986 STAFF OF AMIGOS DEL BARRIO
WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION
FOR THE CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT OF OUR
VOLUNTEERS IN OUR TUTORIAL PROGRAMS.

CHRIS BENEDICT
ANGELA CAMACHO
SARAH QARR
JEFF CEASER
PATTI CHAVARRIA
STEVE DULAC

^ LAURIE FARBER
ANITA FOX
BERTHA GARCIA

CHRISTIANA GIOVANNIS
MARIA GONZALEZ
CATALINA HUIDOR
DONNA KLETZ
CINDY LAWRENCE
MARTHA MELENDEZ
ZAIDAOBESO ., -

BETH O'BRIEN
DOLORES OUVAS

DAN PAFFORD
AL PAPO
ANDREW ROBINSON
MARIA SANTANA
KRISTIN SHEWFELT
TERESA SWARTZ
BARBARA TYNER
THELMA VIRATA
MELANI VNITT

WiniYOUR SUPPORT. PROGRESS CAN BE ACHIEVED!
-GEORGIA CARDENAS. ELVIRA HUIDOR, CATHYMOYA AND MITCH NORTON

•1 ,y

FUNDED BY CAG/PAB

-Jfct

"%.^

With the American Express® Card

you can buy everything from new
spectacles to some pretty spectac-

ular clothing. The latest in audio

equipment and the latest albums.

The Card is the perfect way to pay

for just about anything you'll want
-— during colfege.

How to get the Card
before you graduate.

Mod Eng
Continued from Page 33

written not songs but movies/
And, cinematically,' they are

nine masterpieces. They are

complete with character,^
situation, suspence, and con-

clusion. He relates the stories

scene by scene, image by im-
age, so that the listeners can
watch the song playing in

their head. Stan proves to be a
talented lighting coordinator,

producer, and director. The
only thing he really needs now
is a new screenwriter.

Because, the only hitch is

that the stories that Stan tells,

so elaborately and, well, are
really very dumb. They are
silly and predictable, z-grade
movies.
Amoung them is "Drive,

She Said" that tells the one
about the cab driver who
picks up a beautiful girl who,
he realizes, is using his cab as

a get-away car after robbing a
bank; he drives her around for

a while, dreaming about them
together, and then he drops
her at the dock. She trusts him
not to turn her in, and, of
course, he doesn't: "I don't
remember much except . . .

'just keep your hands on the
wheel ^ . .

'" This is vaguely
interesting but not exactly
camp-fire material.

_ And then there's **Camou-«
"Flage" which is the name of
the hulking marine who saves-
the protagonist from and am-
bush. When the action dies
down, the^ big guy disappears _
and the soldier doesn't find
out until later that the guy
called Camouflage had died a "

week before but pledged "to
save a young man caught in a
barrage." We neJarly wince in_
the realizatiofi fhat it was
because of low-camp stories
like this one that Amazing
Stories was so dizzingly diss^P

—

pointing.
•

Because we heheve^TTTa! colTege TsThe ftreP
^n of success, we ve made it easier for you

to get the American Express^Card. Graduating

students can get the Card as soon as they

accept a JIOOOO career oriented job. If you're"
not graduating this semester, you can apply

for a special sponsored Card. Look for

student applications on campus. Or call

1 800 THE CARD, and tell them you want

a student application.

The American Express Card.

Don't leave school without it.^**

By Denise Dziuba

Modem English: Stop Start,

Sire/Warner Bros, d album
should transport its listener so
that afterwards he feels is if

he's experienced something
new. With^ Modem English!
record Stop Start, however,
the novelty stops before it ever
gets started.

-The group, which formed
in 1979, released their
American debut album "After
The Snow" in 1983, which
contained the popular song "I
Melt With You." A year later
another album "Ricochet
Days" followed. After this
endeavor the band underwent
both personnel and la bel

V

IWA/EL
NB>VED
SB?VICES

"..'' %

changes, finally resulting in
"Stop Start." This record,
which is pure pop music,
never really grabs your full at-
tention because it offers
nothing new from many other
bands' music. Instead, you get
a nice collection of nice songs
without anything challenging
you to listen intently.

To be fair to the group,
they do use one technique that
forces you to listen rather
closely. During such songs as
"Ink and Paper" and "The
Greatest Show," singer Robbie
Grey's vocals seem to be lost
in the music, rendering it

almost impossible to
distinguish his words. At first

you listen, hoping to unders-
tand some of the lyrics. When
you realize, hpwever, that

^ what Grey says isn't that im-
Nrportant, it's easy not to pay
attention. As if knowing this,
the singer then begins to put
some life into his thin voice.

. t*',
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The ASUCLA Communicallons Boanl tuNy supports ttw

Univenify of Cilitomu s pokey on non-dtscnmmatton.

No medium sivill accept advernsements wluch present

persons of any origin, race, religion, sex, or sexual

orientation In a demeaning way. or Imply that they are

limited to canain positions. capaMMes. ixiies. or

status m society Neittwr the OaKy Bruin nor ttie

ASUCLA Communications Board has investigaled any

(4 the services adventsad or advertisers represented in

mis issue Any person believing that an advertisiBment

IP the issue violalBS the Board's policy on non-

(fjscnmmftlon staled herein should communicatt^
compUints m wnting to the Business Manager. DaMy
Brum. 306 Westwood Plaza. KH 112. Los Angeles. CA
90924 For assistance ' with housing discnmmation

problems, call the UCU Housing Offlce at 82S-4491.
or ran the Weslstde Fair HdDslng Office at 47S-9671
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Anthony John Henry Pauker (Lambda CW
Alpha). Congratulations on the birth of
your twins. Goldstein Eggbert and Iris

.
Naon^i. Thanks for the weekend It was
fun. Your date. P.S. I loved the Hermosa.
FLOTATION tanks. Students under 25
wanted for exchanging work for time in
flotation tanks . (2 1 3)864-4497.

JAPANESE businessman exchanges
languages and cultures with native English
speaker for fun, friendship, Uehara
(818)840-8638. ^
NEED money? Too many bills? 24 hr.
hotline - income opp. Make $500/mo. or
more part-time. If our phones are busy,
le^ve name and number on mach
(213)852-0990.

SURVIVORS of incest/sexual abuse, sup-
port group 8pm Tuesdays. Women's
Clinic, 9012 'Olympic. '(213) B58-3021.
Nancy.

TO: Michael C- He's witty. He's charming.
He's intelligent and oooh what a BABE! All
the right makings to ace those finalsl

GOODLUCKI! Love, YL BupKis. Katieman.

KAPPA DELTAS:
ACE THOSE
FINALS-

See you next quarter!

(Get psyched for P.S.!)

A.O.T.

-^1

Congratulations new
Rush Counselors

Kim Brand!

Margo Ciancagiini

Biitta Sandelmann

We're proud of you!

PATA. AAn

L'i

is set for 1 :00pm
Satuday, April 12th

Janss Steps
-iT"

CAMPUS CAMPUS
HAPPENINGS ...A HAPPENINGS l

nmm,mm,m cradiates

Give yourselfsome credit, sign up

HEY DAVE CEAM)
Harris that ls...Happy 22ndl

I love you tons you big cutlel
(TtxxjQht you'd never get one huh?l)

^
Thanks for being the best friend and boyfriend ever!

love always, Jdn•»'4-

•«.^>.'

Allison Arieff (AO)
You're the best big sis and
friend. Here's It) Kiigland!

Study Hard and rt*meniber
r, (stuff) happensi

I Love You,

LYLS, Meighan

credit cards N-W-F 9am-4pm at tlie

Westwood Student Federal Credit

(located behind Kerckhoff

ToJInNhN

tctheawesomestKD.weknow

ttoiis for showiiQ us the ropes

Luv.YourWi

ViUen

rV

loyment required!!!

90% acceptance

MEY
DELTA ZETAS
Ace those FINALS—<BOOD LUCK

Attention:

There will be only
Sunday Bnjnch this

"Weekend at

=Kappa StgrrKT

Happy Spring Breaks
'\i

£1 ^^-^
Jen Mequire AAA!

Good luck on FINAi-S!
Here's to wild times
Spring Quarter! You
are the Greatest!!

Love YLS, Missy

WESTWOOD FRIENDS

^ MEETING
(Quakers)

Meeting for worship
Sundays at 10:30
572 Hilgard Ave. -

MISCELLANEOUS 9

EDUCATION
SERVICES....... 4

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MMllnQi: Monday, Ackwman
2410. 12:iat:20, WodHMdoys,

Neuroptvct*3tTte ln$tftute C^538.
12.10-1:20. For olcohoHcs or h-

dMduoli who have drtnUng

problsm. 8500644 or 4754366

^~L.B(. Lipson (EK)
Happy 20th birthdayl

(a littJe early)

Thiyiic you |or being a
friendl

We love you I

Karen & Bob

KIMIC.
HAP^r SIRTNOArf

Yoo'/e a Qi9di roorhtel

Good luck on flnois,*

remember. on*y 9 rrxxe

doys tin Mk^riigani

Love, Cheryl (YGR)

W

SWEET PEA- yoN'ra OM
iMck of a pall BtsMas that.

you've o<rt tti* cvtost face in

tnO wNvofea. n e ooeii hio

bett 10 montlis of my lift

and I hopt you fool ttio

tamo. Lovo you- Pu-p Faco

acssssssszzsTx^s^ 2ZX
JOHN KINNEY
(PHI KAPP)

WE WILL MISS YOUI!
KELTON LOVEI

AL1VAY8,— APRIL. TERRIE,—
KRISTEN & MISSY

'V

^1L^^^1^^1^!1^^111^W.^1

^

MCHAILMUOHIS

...even though It's two days eorty-

HAm22nd
trnmoAT

" ——

-—

^SIKB-

You're a super, ipedol guy!

GOOD DEALS 7

INSUR A NCE WARI WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
-^OUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUESTT "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM " (818)992-6966. (213)873-3303.

SPECIAL low cost autb insurance for facul-

ty and students. Good grades discounts.

CallJaxT]es Boord. (818) 716-0224.

Study Potuguese

in Rio'de Janiero

June 25-JuJy 27

Beginners,

intermediate and
advanced. 5 unit

credit program
(LACC). Cost $1998,

Includes: Round trip

airfare, room and

ERIC,
Just 8 rrxxe days until...

B.S.E.E.. Colorado, and
me. Ya tabel

Goodluck next week!!
Love & Kisses, ^

Marg

LISA ond DEVRA (AE<»)

Jbpnks for ar)ott>er

outrageous destirxstkxi

unkTKDwn partyl You guys

out dkj yourselves

ttiistlme.

LML, AE*
L

SI«NA NAPPA
RUSH COUNSELORS.
Jaaie Atfler

Lintfa Ninsley
Cathy ll«s«lik«

Congratulations! We're so

proud of you!

I • • • « Love. The Sigma Kapf>a$ • • • •

board with a

Brazilian family,

classes IBEU
Copacabana, Tuition,

Textbook, Lectures

and Excursions. Call

Prof. Da-Silva at

,(213)839-8427,

Village Business Center

Spedal

P.O. Boxes.

3 months for $IS.

1093 Broxton Ave

Stiite 210 call 208-7947

New customers only

Notary available

Brir)g this ad in with you.

PERSONAL ?> 10

^ Steffen,

— Good luck on.

finals &^ hiave a

safe trip home
(back to Germany).

This has been a

GREAT quarter!!

I'm glad

1 met you.

Cindy (AXil)

-jOl

•X-

•x-

He

Bugle Boys of

OKT
Get Happy

cause we're in

the Mood for

Spring Sing

Love,

Tridelt

To: Nancy Goodman
(KA) :^_

J^^ ^^M ^S^ ^^0 ^^^ ^ht ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^0 ^^0 ^^0 ^^0 ^^0 ^^L
^^^fc ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ I

The best LiOAL little

sister and roomie.
Happy 21stll

(one day kite)

Wodillool
Love. Bun & Davey

PS. "Let's toast to the
moon" (with Bun) on

top of tt)e Math
Science BuHding

(with Davey)

-,--i
'••.

MISCELLANEOUS- 9

ANSWERING Service- $lO/mo. 24 hours.
Be on in 3 minutes by phone. 456-9644 or
455-1404.

To Axa^s
awesome football team

"Jennifer Marilee - Julie

Cindy ji ^ Kandi / Kris

: Kathy -s
- Carolyn Jenny

Congratulations on a great season!

Your Sig Ep Coaches
Craig & Jeff

A

^^"f^ fmmmmmmmm
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Congratulations
Elizabeth Kramer

en Court
— Lynn Frank

AXA Court

-s. • - >

We're so proud
and happy

for you!
Love,

Your PI Ptil Sisters

T^^0^0^0^0^0^0 ^0^0^0^0^0^0^0 Jm»
g^ ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^j* ^^* ^^^ ^J% ^j^ ^^^ ^fc^
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ZBT would
like to

congratulate
ttieir new

^^xecutive BodraT
President BonKfuger

1st Vice President Bemielindon

2nd Vice President...jJ)Qvid Kaplan

Ireosurer Mke Swortz

Secretory David Goldstein

: ACE THOSE
: FINALS
I— PI PHIS

t

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS 12

NORMAL healthy children. 3-12 years,

needed for research project at UCLA. $20
for 2 hours. 825-0392.

$$$ Paid volunteers with dandruff needed
for shampoo studyL. Derrnatology
Research. 206-6204 t>#tWeen 7am to

3:30pm.

SPERM donor
Clinic. 820-0377.

wanted. FQE Medical

A.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^N^^^

AAn
Hang In there.
Good lack on
finals! Have a
great spring

break.

tl
w.

"v-

or
AEO

Thanksi-we're

looking forward

to seeing you in

your wet-suits.

^ Love,

The UCLA Surf

Club & Team

X Panhellenic «

^ Executive ^ '^

« Council
^^ '^^ elections are April

J 15. Apply today!

j Pick up applications

* in MensGyi^h 118

5 or 2224 Murphy.

* Application deadline

* is April 4. 5:00 in

J • 2224 Murphy.

To: Tht BntbalKTnm
Good luck In Arizona and

during sprfnid'broak-

wish wo could bo thorol

Lovo. TamI A Lori

r (your balglris)

GENITAL
WARTS?
Study beir)g

coTKlucted through
the university

-center for

Infectuous

diseases. Treotnnent
Is free. Receive

SlOO
reimbursement
(213)206^723

To my 5 BIAeTiniL
Theta roomies: It's been a

lot oHun and I will miss

you all. .^.-

—All the best alwayi^r,

The Tridek

LOST 17

Happy 20th Blrtkday

Don't h«v« too iacli
fan before finale!

Lovo, yoor rooaioa
Kelly. Nicolo, and

Elaino

REWARD for any
information leading to

the return of a male
mix Siamese cat.

Neutered, big blue
- eyes, brown flea

collar. Lost Sunday
^3/9; 500 bik of

Glenrock. Please

contact Joel: 208-2392

leave message

HELP WANTED,,. .30

ARTIST needed. FulMime. Hand painting
on fabric. 939-7496.

ASIA travel/study. 2 nrtonthe. $1295-$1395
covers all expenses. work($6.0&4l0.00/
hour) to offset ooet. (714)734-7103 day
evening. .*-—>—w,,

.ASSISTANT Inn-keeper at The Venice
Beach House Bed & Breakfast. Part or

FulMime, someone for reservatk>ns and
housekeeping duties 823-1966.

ATHLETICtooking girls in track & field^

swimming. gymnastk:8, tennis: $10Q/day
acting. Recording: (213)430-5431.

BOOKKEEPING, full or part-time, experi-

enced or accounting major for Beverly
Hills builder. Non-smoker. Ok to start April

7th. (213)277-0312.

CASHIER/sales, female, part/full-time in

women's shoe and ctothing store. Melons-
on Melrose Ave. 854-7734.

COMPUTER SALES. Bxcellent income
opportunities 3 years experience in MS-
BOS preferred. Conopu Dynamics. 854-

1104. *

COUNSELOR - full .time and part-time

positions now available at leading residen-

tial treatment center for teenage tx)ys. Ex-
perience preferred. Excellent benefits
FULL-TIME COUNSELOR. PART-TIME
COUNSELOR. (818)347-1326.

CRUISESHIPS hirlngi $16430.000 Carri-

bean. Hawaii, Worldll Call for guide,

cassette, news service! (916)944-4444 x

UCLA Cruise.

DELIVERY person wanted nights or

weekends, must have car. Call Arlene
(213)665-9342.

DOORMAN wanted. Mom 's> Saloon,
(213)820-1516, call after 2pm.

DRIVE 4 yr. old from school. 3:30-7pm dai-

ly^ood preparatk)n. $6/hr. Message 202-

0377.

Ril^T^'

a -yr

AEO
^^AY TO GO!

~

PANHELLENIC
AWARD FOR

HIGHEST GPA ON
. THE ROW FOR

THE YEAR.

GOOD LUCK ON_ FINALS!^

Brian HIcke,
~ We just want to say:

~

We love you but we
ck>n't know wfiyl

Love, Maryesth>er. Syra,

dficKlly

^S^333^Z:
HAPPY IIRTNDAY
STiVi DETTMANN!

We've come a long way
and our friendstiip Is still

stronger ttxin ever!
J—^ Love you lotsi

Sheri
i» MZ2ZZ .^*T^^'^^''-'^^''-'^^^

.<

SPERM DONORS 19

SPERM "dorfbrs needed for medical
researcft^ Will be well compensated. Call

Victor 273-2463.

DRIVERS neieded to~~ deliver balkx>nsl

Wowll Own car, flexible hours, hard work,
but fun jobi Van owr>ers & sirigers get

extra $1 Balkx)n Celebratk>ns-10922 Le
Conte Ave. Wwood: (213)208-1180. .

EXCELLENT part-time job for students..

Typ4St/reeep(k>n|st. Mid-Wilshire Law of-

fice. Bilingual (Korean/English). Flexible

hours. $6/hr. 20 hrs/week. Type 40-50
wpm. Call Kelly (213)387-4492.

EXTRA!S needed. Now casting attractive

model types for movie & T.V. Creative
•Casting: (818)784-0044. ^_- -—^^

SALONS 21

*^«i

Maryestfier & Doreen
(LAT)

Wtille working for ttie

weekerKi we'll

twist and shout
Love ttie rest of room 3,

8iSyra

To Sigitia

iltaTau^
Have a terrific

Spring Break
and get ready

for a fun-filled

Spring

quarter! ;

If anyone had to pay a tfwtof fit

because ttie polta had your car hooked

. ^f before it left the street, and you

id returned and you had to pay. then

kindly contact MM. 60ICHiNAN, Atty.

2040 Avenue of the Stars. Suite 400.

LA 90067. (213)556-1191

in order to claim a refund.

SIG oar PL£DG€S
Taugethemets is

the way to be at SDT.
Get ready for next

quart6!f.

Love,
•"

Ttie Actives

To Keiko (LAT)
You're the

Best Bk^ Sisteri

I love you dearly!

LYLS,

Connie

SDT's

Get ready because
finals are on
their way!

Good Luck on Finals

CJUIYN ABRANfl (AE«)
CongratuUtions on nnaking

student tiealth advocate.

We're proud of you!

LML. AE^

JENIIT KAPLAN (A£e)
RACHEL BRANDEL (AE«)
Congratulations on making

Ruth Counselor.

You fuys are awesomef
' LML^AEe

You may not be a {
star, but you con

tail( to onel
coll: 206-2841

• there is no charge—
^ for this coll

PREGNANCY-.. 20

PREGNANT?
HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS*

WE CARE FREE TESTIMG
COUNSELING & RESOUnCES

AVAILABLE
M/ESTSIOE PREGNANCY
COUNSELING CENTER
7024 PICO BLVD. SM

r At I 4«0 «227
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

-*n-

SALONS 21

LuCk
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials • Waxing"

Manicure • Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE . WESTWOOD VILLAGE

^^~i>
^4^^M^4(t4|t^^^^^^^^^^4jt^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^
*
*

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS.. 12

1 hav« rK«ntiy moved to W.L.A. from tfw Valey.
My name is Betty Bartoid, I am a hair designer and ntf technician.

When you looi( your best-

You feel your best- . — ^

When you loolc and feel your best-

.

Everyone else sees you at your bestf-
•Hair

'Nails

*Sldn CareHyiake-Up

•Personal Color Analysis

'Wardrobe Consuitatiofi-

Service for men and women. S
CaN Betty Bartoid 47S^M80 ^
Bruce Aian Hair Dnign {
2372 Kelton Ave. WLA - 1 _ ^^

^ 30% Discount on all sen^ices with ttils ad" t

V,.:.-.

How can it be
that Lee and
Dee (LAT)
Live so

happily-at ^

SDT? Because
Sig Delts

Love them

never a mess
because Sig
Delt hashers

. are the
Best!!

DONORS needed for off-canr\pus sperm
bank. Up to $100/weeK. Minorities en-
couraged. Call 553-3270 for appointment.

GENITAL herpes-study l)eing conducted
through the University Center for Infectious
Diseases. Treatment is free. Receive $100
reimbursement. (213)206-6723.

MALE adults 18-22 needed for research
project at UCLA. 1 time only. Earn $12.00.
Call 825-0392.

HEALTH
SERVICES 22

BEVERLY Hills Tramp Hair Salon. SmIcs
models for haircuts, perms, color. 652-
5766.

THE DIET STORE. WE NEED ANOTHER HFAT TH
50 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT AND ^^.7,^"^ „
MAKE MONEY. 473-3708. SERVICES I2

$400
Males ages 21-32 for

drugs & alcohol studies.
You v^ll receive a

physical exam, lab test
& transportation all free
of charge. Call Susan

(213)390-8483
9AM-2PM

Southern California
Research Institute

Lonely?
Tired? rrt^
Depressed?

Individuals*Groiip$

Couples•Family.
Fee: Sliding Scale

3744 S. Barrington Call Open Paths
WestLA. (213)398-7877 ^-i-"

''fWBL

*-^!fi -f!=S- -^1- I.
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VACATION, tUMMIR, ft

SCHOOL ntMJOM
If you con type 50 wpm
accurately, accomplish
office tasks and present

a Nee appeararx:e,
_JX>NDON TiMM con
^^hlre you of a good

weekly pay for short

arxllongterm
assignments ttiot fit

your schedule at our
cHent companies

conveniently located.

LONDONTEMKIsa
smart way to get

contacts, experience &
a business career

-Started:

IfENPX

• EmNy
11645 WNsNre, WLA
(213)826-3828

_ •SlKsnrxxi

3250 Wllshlre. LA
. (213)386^711
r

• Essie

535 N. BrarKl. (vlerKksie

(818)243-8100

• Joanne
21241 Ventura.
Woodksnd HHI»^

(818)887^4437

FULL or part-time medical receptionist and
assistant for evenings and weekends. Med-
ical interest required. College student
preferred. For busy Beverly Hills office
Call (g1 3)S5(M)9S0. Ask for Teena.

GENERAL office $5-e/hr. light typlrra
heavy phones. Compu dynamics 854-1

1

04.

'

GIRL Friday needed part-time. 20-30 hrs/
week flexible, nx>8tly typing (55^ wpm)
for counseling practice, will train in word
processing. Call Debbie (21 8) 937-4900.
^EAT summer job 2/ children - &-week
beach oriented day program, 2-week High
Sierra camp-out. Minimum age 21 need
experience with children, water sports
sports, camping. 826-7000 .

IMMEDIATE openings. Western
Psychological Services, k>cated In West
LA, has a full-time, permanent positton for
a Research Assistant Bachelors/Masters in

psychology/educational research and some
computing ability desirable. Call (213)478-
2061.

IMMEDIATE OPENINO
Western Psychological
Services, located In

West LA,

has a full-tinie.

peirnanent position for

a RISURCN ASSISTANT
Bachek>rs/Masters In

Psycholooy/educatlonal
research and sonr^e

computing ability

desireable.
Call (213)478-2061

INCREpiBLE* Income; ffT, PfT. $2000-
$8000 monthly. No experience. Make own
hours. Rudy. (818)366-5452.

LEGAL secretary trainee. Permanent part-
time positton. No experience required, but
must have excellent typing skills (min. 60
wpm). Will train on word processor. 20-30
flexible hrsTweek. FulMime during sum-
mers. $6-7 starting based on skills. Call
Laurff at 470-3555.

^^ LIGHT bookkeeping 5-7 hours/week. Flexi-
ble. English speaking. Trans, necessary
$S/hr. 394-2933. Leave message.

MECHANICAL engineering student needed
part-time in Culver City for technical draw-
ings. Contact Mr. Flelner (213)837-7721.
8am-5pm.

MEDICAL assistant for pediatricians office.
Experienced 652-2389.

MEDICAL/Nursing students-Earn $200.00
wk. Live in weekends only Fri. 6pm till

Mon. 6am. Take care of handicapped mid-
dle aged couple. Heavy lifting, bathing,
feeding, light house keeping. Must be at

' least 5' 10", minimum wt of .leoibs.,
licensed driver and have good command
of English language. Start now. Call Mr.
Keller for interview. (213)664-3254.

It for . <

television based
PR Agency. $8/hr.
20-25 hrs per week.

Hours adjustable to fit

class schedule.

AdvarK^ment is
""

possible.(213)655-3656.

10ain-6pm weekdays.

bed'n^hathwdrehoMise

The hottest Retail Store in town is now
hiringfull and part-time Cashier/Sales

and St€H:k persons^
-Immediate openings andflexible

hours to fit almost every schedule.
*' Apply in person

11854 Olympic Blvd.,

WLAS0064
tl/21block

next to

/

MAYXOMPANY ^

COME JOIN US AT THE WILSHIRE
PARKING LOT SALE!!

-
.

-

.

:We invite bright, energetid, gustomer
^oriented individuals to play a key fole

in our Sale.

CASHIER/BAGGER, STOCKPERSON
POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THOSE
INDIVIDUALS WISHING TO EARN XTRA $

THE WEEK OF APRIL 8-15. VARIOUS SHIFTS
& SCHEDULES TO SUIT YOUR LIFESTYLE.

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON M-F
FROM 10AM-6PM AT:

^MAY COMPANY-WILSHIRE——

_

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT v

6067 WILSHIRE BLVD.
L.A., CA. 90036

(213) 938-4211 EXT. 2649
(E.O.E.) __^__

OFFICE Assistant. Part-time. Campus
research institute. Type 45 wpm. Wortt-
study prefenwl but not required. Summer
employment possibility. Contact Marilynn
or Laura at 825-1925.

OFFICE helper in Beveriy Hills. Full/part-
time, phones, filing, errands. Must have
car and California drivers license. Non-
smoker. (213)277-0312. ^

ORTHODONTIC assistant - Brentwood
part-time (mornings). Busy chikjren's prac-
tice seeks cheerful, outgoing personality -

will train. Salary open. Call Kim 477-1219.

PAT & F/T Picture Framer. Small WLA
retail shop. Experience and art
background preferred. Call 391-5576.

P/T weeker\d maid hotel next to campus.
$4.00/hr 208-3945.

P/T student assistant in microcomputer
lab. $5.^/hour. Wortcing knowledge of
PC/DOS. Basic programming. Call Tony.
825-3034.

PART or full-time help wanted In men's
retail store. Salary negotiable. 395-0397.

PART-TIME Century City, light office and
phone. Call (213)277-1308. Ask for Urry
or Scott.

PAPlT~time programming job (15-20 hrs.
per wk.). Computer Science major, familiar
with VAX or PDP-1 1 . GPA 3.0 or better re-
quired. Initial salary $6.00/hr. Non-Smok-
ing environment. Contact Liz Loree. Pro-
prjetary Software Systems. 394-5233.

PART-TIME, real estate, general office &
research ossistant. flexible hours. 1718
Westwood Blvd. Siran 475-0966.

..PC COMPANY needs telemarketers &
trainers. Full or PTT. Knowledgeable in

software packages. Experience. $
(213)337-9900.

PERSONAL assistant. Part-time 20 hours
or ? for typing, filing, driving errands. Ex-_
ceHent salary for very very bright student.^
Before noon. 459-2422.

PERSONAL SECRETARY, EVENINGS
SOME DAYS. 20-30 HRSWK, TYPING,
ORGANIZATION, IMMEDIATE OPENING
LEAVE MESSAGE, BOB 477-6868.

PRINTER for afternoon shift In minl-lab.

NorHfu 601 enlarger experience helpful,
but will train. Must be interested in

photography. Photo classes helpful. 208-
2989, See Sue.

PUT your conscience to work on
CalPIRQ's Bottle Bill campaign. Phone
bank. pA. evenings. $100/wk. J^ale 473r
8491.

RENAISSANCE Faire: Food booth wortcers

needed. April 19 through May 24.
Weekends only! (818)788-1428.

SALESPERSON to work giftshop and
boutique. Located in nice hotels. Salary'
determined upon experience. Flexible

hours. 272-2353.

SAS Programmer: Challenging position for

individual with min. 1-yr. experience with

SAS language. Call Sam (213)821-6801
(9-1 1 am).

SHIPPING clerk for a computer publishing

company wanted, part-time. Call Steven
(213)306^735

STUDENT waited to prepare dinner, tutor

-antf-wipervlse 14 yf. did- 86n weekday
afternoons. Near Westwood and Santa
Monk:aBlvds. 478-4770.

TEACHERS/ED MAJORS: Would you con-
sider a permanent job as GOVERNESS-
type live-in for great MAUI home v^h 3
young children? Send qualifications to L.A.

Lucy, 845 Front St. Lahaina, Maui. HI

96761(808)661-4811.

TELEPHONE Surve^. 5^m. M-TH. $7>hr
call Tom (213)459-7578

TYPISTS to train as typesetters for Bev.
Hills publisher. Must be very accurate.
Full and part-time. (21 3)274-8003 Cerolyn.

USHER Jobs available Wlltem Theater.
Wllshire and Western. Generally weekend
nights, rock concerts. presentatk)ns. Apply
in person, 3790 WUshire Blvd. M-F 10« In-

fo (213)388-1400

VALET parking attendant needed. Look-
ing for honest. dependfa>le, trustworthy in-

dividual. Must have good driving record &
like to wort< w/people. Please leave name
& number: (213)413-6997.

WORK study only: Teacher's aide, wort<
with 2 mo-5yr. okte. $6.02/hr. Rexible
hours. Apply Childcare Services x55086.

FROFESSIONAL-
PHOTOORAMIER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

McM#/reflnoi# Pio/Non pco
for upcoming soMlons

Fashion. Commoricol, Thoaliteui

Call for appdntmont
(•1t)50t-M«0

•STUDEIVTS AND FACULTY*
Looking for extra money?
Work terripgrarv for

Temporaries, inc.

1 1850 Wilshire Blvd., W.L.A.

555 E. Ocean Blvd.. Long Bch

»^ Secretarial, .^Receptionist,

• Typists. »^Accountir)g,

.^Data/Word Processors,

and other office support jobs

100%'FREE TO APPUCAflTC

4
^ Fm te yoeur w««k %« wUli ««tr« $$$ «

Immediate openings Tor 4t

secretarial skills, typists, ^
clerics, receptionists,

worid processors, & all

office skills. Work by the

day, week, or month.
STIVERS *

tImporary personnel
Call for appointment

In Westwood 208-5656

"^ :|c« 9|c 9|e :|e 3|e a|c 9|c :|c3|c 9|e :|c 9|c 9|c 9Jii>

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES yt ^

HAAGEN DAZ
IS HIRING

Part time help in

Westwood call Denton

® 20»>7405. In

Brentwood, call

P»m •20.IMT"

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES ..... 32

ATHLETE/Sales. J^perlence-asslstant
manager & full time salesperson needed
for Westside's best athletic shoe and ap-

parel store. Let your athletic background
help you succeed at Frontrunner's. Pay
comenserate with experience. Apply in

person. 470-4141 . Westside Pavillion.

Easy extra income! $500/$1000 possible.

Rush stamped self-addressed envelope*
"McKinney & Assoc., Dept LA2, 100 E
Hillcrest Blvd Suite 20G, Inglewood, CA
90301.

fixed income sales and trading
intern/analyst. entry level posi-
tion with wall street. trading

im. option trading desk-
recentlV moved to century city,
tremendous opportunity for
those who want to break into
securities industry. call peter
corey at donaldson. lufkin &
jenrette. 551-1271.

I

Employment

opportunities

availabie

Greel( Tiieatre

for appointment

(213)66S
^'^

-li

§ 9^§

;(,V -'TV'

TX

mm
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JOB
OPPORTUNITIES 32

GOVERNMENT JotM. $16,04O459.23(Vyr

Now hMiig. Call (805)687-6000 ext. R-

1 01 OS for cuffnt fedefl lit.

"I DONT KNOW WHAT I'M QOINQ TO
DO AFTER I QRAOUATE ' CAREER-
W0RKS(gt3) 655-9212.

Prr & F/r picture Framer. SmaN WLA
retail shop. Exparlanca and art

tMckground prvfarred. CaH 391-5676.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES *..•. 32

WANTED: Marketing arxl PR. poraon.

Small company, growth potential.

(818)990-5990.

$500. 1 -bedroom upper. Exceptionally

spacious. t)right, appliances, garage. Five

miles campus. Suitable for staff/faculty

member. Non-snfK>ker. 652-2699.

^'

RELATIONAL DATABASE MAN>^GEMENT
SYSTEM

THE lOB
i_Technical support to Oracle customers in the southwestern

region of the United States. Installations, hbt-line support,
training, presentations to prospects, troubleshooting.

THE PRO IECT - -

First commercial relational DBMS. Runs on 30 machine types
including IBM, VAX, DC, AT & T, HP, Prime.

THE COMPANY
Fastest growing major software company in the world. Silicon

Valley HQ; over 350 employees worldwide. More than doubles
in size yearly.

THE OFFICE ^

Sales and Support.'12 people today, 5 a year ago. Supports
practically all high-tech companies in Southwestern USA.

QUALIFICATIONS

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT,„.> 49
I '

ONE-t>edroom. one mile "from school.

$700/month. Weekdays call 477-4485.
Kathy or Qiane. WeeKenda-(71 4)493-3921.
Kathy.

SINGLE for 1-2; walk UCLA-Weetwood.
partially furnished, laundry, pool,

diahwaaher. ac. fireplace. 5 month lease

April-August; $675 mo. IrKludes water,

gas, parking. Kris or Lisa. 2090685.

STUDIO and 1 bedroom apartment, $690-

$920, furnished artd unfurnished, 3, 6. or

12 month lease. 3 bkx:fcs to UCLA: 206-

1976.

WESTWOOD prinr>e k>catk>n. $100 ntove-in

allowance, furnished singles. Patio,

elevator, A/C. 10969 Rochester. 479-7486,

marmged by Moss & Company.

1 bedrrom. 1 bathroom, new carpet,

drapes, refrigerator and store. Water pakl.

Near VA shuttle. $615. 478-1705.

$100 MOVE-IN altowance. Deluxe apart-

ments,furnished/unfurnlshed, 1 & 2

t>edrooms, 2 pools, gym, rec. room, sauna,

and barbeque. 10760 Rose. (213) 55»'

3403. Managed by Moss and Co.

$450 FURNISHED bachek>r apartment.

One bkxk UCl^, utilities furnished. 944
Ftverton Ave. 824-01 81

.

$760 Culver City. 2-t>edroom, 2-bath, nice

view/area. Built In drapes, carp>et. 826-

6907.

$795 Very large 1 bedroom, 5 minute drive

to campus, near bus stop, 2-3 roommates
okay. Call 393-5196.

WESTWOOD VKLAGE

GRAND OPENING

750.00 CASH lONUS
If you mov« In between

MafCh10-31
"""

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

•3.

-1

.

MS or BS in computer ^lence orT^ated field. A c\(i\ck ^tudy,

.

analytic, effective with users, VERY BRIGHT. Outstanding
references. Current workin& knowledge of a major operatihg
system (VAX/VMS, VM/CMS, UNIX, MVS, AOSA^S) and FOR-
TRAN, COBOL, PL/I or C. Prior exposure to relational databases
would be beneficial. Fluent English and US citizenship
required.

*.•

m«>Haim.tum6:

1
COMPENSATIONS

Lots of variety, difficult problems, talent^'3"co-workers; money.
.,

•
"

'

"^—

-

Contact: Martin CarcrnerTQia) 822-3314

• 1 bdrm from 925.00

J 2 txjim from 1225.00
'•Hoddeck
•Spo
• Goted Gorooe
• Hrepioces

10980Wellworth
2 biks sdUtf?o( WUshlre. 1 bik

eost of Vetaran

-213/479-6206

» kJ=^

^

m

JOBS WANTED .33

JAPANESE student with wife and baby(4
mo) want to be live-in housekeeper etc.

276-6491

.

INTERNSHIPS 34

HARM ENnRTAINMENT
Publk: Relations

imm at celebrity public

relatk>ns firm. No pay
HJt great opportunity to

learn arKJ goin experi-

ence. Call Sonk3 at

,213)276-6400

CHILD CARE
WANTED 35

DAY CartB needed 15-20 hours per week,
^ous/pay flexible, very light housekeeping
duties. Start immediately. Rancho Park
(213)399-9145. - '

RESPONSIBLE babysitter for nine and
four year old boys. Occassional weekend
evenings UCLA area. 470-1076 eves.

SkPARlTMENTS
FURNISHED 5

WALK UCLAI 641 Qayley - single (for 2
persons). Kitchen, bfith. Available April 1

or sooner.. $575. 20&O680 Mgr. or 208-
1523.

-•^-

1-BEDROOM. immaculate. Modern freshly
decorated, close to campus. $825-$895.
Also singles, same location, $650/mo.
Contact manager at 208-2730.

$775 large, sunny one bedroom with park-
ing, new carpet, stove. Sundeck, walk to
campus Short term lease ok. 729 Gayley
Ave. 208-879^. ^^,^^,^^^.

./

CHILD CARE
WANTED.... 35

BABYSITTER -every Saturday, 11am-
11pm. Must have car. Pac. Pal. area, 2
gir1»-2 and 4 years. (213)454-2575. even-
ings. -

APARTMENTS ^

—

FOR RENT .....49

BACHELORS furnished Olympic
Sepulveda $500 no pets 1 person. 458-

9300 or 479-7881

.

,

BRENTWOOD, large furnished single,

$650. Stove, refridge, parking, laundry fa-

cilities. Open 9-7. 11921 Goshen Ave, apt.

»7. 826-6106. 9-9.

EXCELLENT Westwood location. One
bedroom $675/mo. Call Mike 824-9925.

GORGEQUS 1 -bedroom, 1 -bathroom,
hardwood floors. Spa in unit. U.C.L.A.

Ck)Se.$89S.OO 479-6981.. ^^
LARGE 2 bedroom apartment. Best k)ca-

tkm in Brentwood. Available now $900.
Please call 82&-4249.

APARTMENTS
UNFURNISHED 52

BRENTWOOD. Large single with sundeck.
Laundry. $500/rTK). Deluxe 2-bed/l% bath,
patk). laundry $1200/nr)o. Call Kanmco
671-2928.

BRENTWOOD.T Super clean, spacious, 2-

bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove. No pets.
$860/month. Only charging 1 mo. rent, se-

curity/cleaning to move in. 826-3638.

$800 SUNNY 1 bedroom 1 bath, stove,
refrigerator, carpet. Century City, No pets.
277-0600. 277-0604.

CLUB GUIDE 40 CLUB GUIDE, 40

VACATION
RENTALS.. .:..,, 53

BEAUTIFUL, spacious. Yosemite house
surrounded by pines. Fully equipped,
reasonable rates, ck)se to everything. (818)
785-9865. *
PALM Springs- New 2-bedroom, 2i/i-bath
town honw. pool. spa. Near Hilton Hotel.
$100/night. $500/week. $1100/month
(21 3)430-5509 or (81 8)884-731 5.

SKI Tahoe spring break. 3 bdrm ' loft, lux-
ury condo (beds for 8) in truckee. Available
,3^8-4/4. $500^veek obo. 15 minutes to
Squaw & Alpine. 474-8702.

APARTMENTS
TO SHARE 54

AVAILABLE prime tocatlon Brentwood, one
bedroom $340.00/mo to share large
beautiful 3 bedroom apartment. Sheila
after 4pm 659-5455

AVAILABLE prime kx^tlon Brentwood, one
bedroom, $340.00/nrK)nth, to share large,
beautiful 3-bedroom apartment* Shelia
after 4pm 659-5455. *•

FEMALE profeasiorMa/grad. 2 bedroom/2

bath w/2 wvomen pools, tennia, Jacuzzi.

Deborah: 6706150.

NEED female to ahare 2-bedroom apt.

$270/mo. NatiorMi /Westwood 478-71 64.

ROOM
EXCHANGE HELP..,,63

FREE rent. AJpartment over garage. Bel

Air. Exchange tor duties. CaN Mrs. Booth
472-4688.

ROOM in Beverty HMa home in exchange
tor help. Secretarial- phonea. typing, filing.

CallJudy after 1.00 pm.27fr4000.

HOUSE • ROOM
FOR RENT....:;^ 55 FOR RENT 64

STUDIO gueat houae available April ist.

Quiet, single, non-amoking profeaional

$650829-5688

$1000/nfK}. Charming 2 plua 1 in VenkM.
Den. Huge er>cloeed yard. .Pets O.K.
Leave meesago 396-8722.

HOUSE
TO SHARE....i 57

MALE professional to share large house
with male/female. $400 plus utilities, non-

smoker, norHkinker. 391-7062. - .«

NEAR UCLA. Towrvhonie room for rerrt.

Luxurious lakeside community, 3 pools,

kitchen priveleges, private bath. Reduced
rent for child care arid carpooling. No
snrwkers. (213)202-9444.

^s^

HOUSE
FOR SALE :..58

CHARMIFjQ Sherman Oaks 2-br., 1-ba..

huge den. Faculty home south of Ventura
Bivd Easy commute to UCLA. 825-3320.
(616)995-4407.

$2000 bonus to buyer! Professionally dec-
orated townhouse In Westwdod with 3-

bedfooms, 4-b«rfK8. Large nrmster. Qood"

BEDROOM for rent in large Brentwood
home, quiet, aeduded. Graduate student,

non-smoker. $450/nfK). 47fr6056.

BEVERLY HMs furnished room, kitchen

priveledges. pod. waaher/dryer. utilitiee in-

duded. need car. Graduate student prefer-

red. $350. Leave message Abbie
(818)7836151 ^
COZY room for graduate student near
Westwopd/Pkx). Use df house indudes hot
tub, computer. Aileen 475-4871. _^
QUIET room. Private entrance and bath.

Light kitchen privileges. Non-smoker.
Brentwood. $325/nfK>nth. 471-1224 even-
ings^

ROOM & board in fraternity. Includes 14
meats per week. $280-$350 plus $200 sec.

2080822.

ROOM with a family including bath, laun-
dry. Kosher female, walking distance
UCLA. Jackie: 47^6778.

SPRING quarter. 3 meals daily Monday-
Friday, $350/month, 832,:4K^r<l across
from campus. 208-6963. ^
$180 SLEEPING room only. No cooking
or guests. 15 minutes campus (car).

Work possible, male student preferred:

836-6730.

$350/mo. utilities inc., kitohen priveleges. 5
min. to UCLA ulet, dean house. CaH. 479-
2402 Ed, Cheryl, Adrienne.
Messages85 1 -9057.

closets/storage. Pool and spa. 9.5%
assumable toan. Asking $235,000. Sheri,
Fred Sands Realtors. Eves. 473^156,
Days 391-6721 (to receive bonds, you
must ask for Sheri.)

ROOM AND BOAREL-^
EXCHANGE HELP....62

CHILDCARE & tight housekeeping in ex-

» change for room & board, Pacific Pali-
~ sades. 454-4127: Julie.

FEMALE,^ preferably grad student or upper
classman, non-smoking, experienced with
children, wanted for after-school babysit-
ting and Carpooling In exchange for room,
t}oard and weekly compensation in Beverty
Hills area; or live out with hourly compen-
sation. Call Sandy Swarz. 271-8433.

WOMAN atone will give beautiful room,
private bath and board to a female student
with a car in return for light housework.
Must speak Chinese. Close to UCLA.
474-2361. —

ROOMMATES...,. 65

DESPERATELY need a 4th roommatel
2br.^8ba. Spactous apt. Security, pod.
Jacuzzi. Veteran and Ohio Ave. Only $350
to move in I Vic. 479-6939.

FEMALE to share 2-bedroom. 2-bath with
3 others. $300/month. Parking. Walk tO
campus. Call 825-5858 days; 824-5869 or
824-4886 evenings.

FEMALE needed, share room walk to
campus $241.00 w/dep. Evenings 824^
4863 Cheri.

FEMALE graduate student or professional
woman, non-smoker wanted to share 2
bedroom house in Santa Monica yyijh a
former grad student. Wilf have own
bedroon. . $260/mo.. first and last re-

quired. Available April 10. Call 450-5345.

FEMALE needeoto share large one
bedroom apt. WAIktng distance ta tiCt:Ar
Private patio. 208-1'928.

HOUSING '>l».U**«i ;
-:Tr-

NEEDED ::feo

FEMALE roommate wartted to share large
2-bed/2-bath apt. Security building, pool.
$243.25 plus deposit. Call 479-7062.

FEMALE needs 1 or 2 share 2-bearoom.
Close to UCLA. $^^8hare or $450/own
-207-6367.

ITALIAN student, age 20. mate, seeks
apartment to share with native American
student. Must have own bedroom and
parking space. Payment month-by-month.
Call Pat 207-0563.

RESPONSIBLE working couple needs
housing, walking distance of Medical
Center. June 1 thru July 19. Cdted
(714)432-8518.

RESPONSIBLE, quiet professtonal woman
writer, needs own room and bath ASAP.
SM or WLA. Donna. 876-9414.

SUMMER housing needed tor out of town
summer associates. June 1 -August 10.
Please contad Jane Mika; Buchalter,
Nemer. FieW, Chrystie, and Younoe/-
(213)626-6700.

SUMMER housing needed tor nattonal
downtown taw firm. May-Sept. '86. Contad
Phyllis Triarsi 626-1 71 7 Ext.215.

VISITING professor would like to house sit

July, August, while you're on vacatton
Refs. (818)906-1895.

VISITING Mathematics professor needs
furnished accomadation for July-
September, or any part of this pertod
(213)653-9874.

FEMALE to share 1 bdr., pool, security "^

building, parking, $265/nrK)nth, ctose to
UCLA Taytor 478-3579.

MALE SEEKING FEMALE ROOMMATE
"PLATONIC" (promise). Preferable film
grad. student. 3-bedroom house. Ranch
style, pod, jacuzzi. Share main house;
bedroom, office and separate bath is

yours. Mutual privacy respeded. 10 min.
to campus. Immediate response.
(818)905-1292.

'

PALOS Verdes 2 bedroom townhome.
$395 plus first, last, security. Advertising
artist studying Asian culture. 544-0946.

ROOMMATES UNLIMITED Professtonally M.
since 1971 Westwood, (213)470-3135 or
Sherman Oaks (818)789-6064.

"

Roommate, furnished house- Redondo.
fireplace, jacuzzi, dishwasher, laundry.
Available immediately. $300/month
(213)375-2325 or 743-2376

ROOMMATE wanted: $400 month, share 2
bedroom/bath, condo, Encino. pool, securi-
ty.parking. (818)344-6210.

A

HOUSING
NEEDED 60

HOUSING NEEDED-
Century City law firm needs

furnished sublets for law students
this summer- May-Aug., May-Sept,

May-indefinitely. Please call
Kevinn Villard or Ileene Berman at

(213)201-4526

ft:
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ROOMMATES,.. 65

ROOMMATE wanted to share with one
person, furnished spacious 3 bedroom
honf>e in Van Nuys. 20 min to UCLA.
$550/month. includes utilities. Non-smoker,
professional preferred. No pets. Danielle

(213)825-1727.

k ROOMMATE wanted to share one

I
bedroom apartment in W.LA ntoar Santa
Monica Bus Line. $290.(213)479-7257

evenings. __^^
SPRING quarter roomnmte: luxury 2-

bedroom. 2-bath, across street from cam-
pus. parking.4387. 824-9902.

2-BEO/2-bath apartment. One ..apace
available. $25(VnfK). Brentwood. Pool,

parking, laundry. Bus 471-7828/837-1 022.

'\ *

CONDOS
FOR SALE 67

MUST sellt All time season 3 timesharing
oondos in Hawaii, complete wAitle and
deed. Cannot afford payments-willing to
Mil for thousands under market price
Small down payment w/assumable k>an
Interested parties only! Call Steve
(213)301-2551.

CONDOS ___
FOR RENT.z::z::2 M

fi^^^^^^^^n.n.n.n^^*

1

i

I'

I'

Two on >iyt ct>»»p»i llt»n onm

•All clients screened w/photos
and refs since '71

•Daily computerized updates
•Listings throughout Southern California

•20% Off w/ad to students and staff

9701W PtcoBd

3402 Pacific Ave.

CemuryCify

Marina

556-2752

822-5548

*

''

Graduate 2-bedroom/2-bath large condo/
twjrnhouse. Security, sauna, pod. parking.
$600/rm. Donna 653-8220.

LUXURIOUS single, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna
weight-room, walking distance from cam-
5"®- '"'crowave. 24-hour security, balcony
$800.00 utilities included . 479-0372.

2-BEDROOM. 2-bath. fireplace, spa. cen-
tral air. wet bar. security building, walk to
UCLA. 472-2970 472-71 93.

PERSONAL PERSONAL
SERVICES QS SERVICES 95

NEED MONEY?
GSL & PLUS LOANS ARRANGED UNDERGRADS
SJP TO $5.500./YR. GRADS UP TO $a.000 /YR
NO INCOME OR CREDIT REQUIREMENTS

PRIVATE AID MATCHING SERVICE FOR BOTH
^ UNDERGRAD & GRAD STUDENTS. F-VISA

STUDENTS ALSO QUALIFY FREE DETAILS'
' SPEEDY. PERSONAL ATTENTION! CALL

(2 1 3) 856-2236 (24 HR. SERVICE)
FGFIS STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES

:sf^'

TYPINGAVORD
PROCESSING 100

FLYING
PARACHUTING 76

SUBLET : 66

NEEDED housing. Mkj-May through Mid-
Au9ust, for summer as^ciates. Contact
Angelia Howard. 624-240(r^^x
SUBLET your house or apartmehts^hile
you are away this summer. Second year
law students clerking w/our firm need
weststde hou^ng. Please caU Lesli Miller
"312-4000 ext 587 befote-'4:00 at Manatt.
Phelps. Rothenberg. Tunhey & Phillips.

LEARN to FlytjSpecial free intro. serious
students only, please. Aircraft rental. (818)
344-0196.

YOUR future? Computerized forecast/year
gift? $3l.75/birthdate: BJ's Astrotogy. 9903
Santa Monfca Blvd."^ Suite 265. Beverly
Hills. CA. 90212.

SERVICES
OFFERED.. 96

TENNIS :::. so

TENNIS player looking for others to play
on weekends and evenings. Call Brian-
275-0609.

INSyRANCE..7^T.:.:.,.. 9

1

ALL TERM PAPERS. REPORTS
RESEARCH. EDITING! PhD IN ENGLISH
ALMOST ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SER-
VICEI (818)798-8334.

APPLICATION Assistants. Professional
writers will help develop/edit grad school
essays. Satisfaction and rates guaranteed

^ 281-6289. ,

TUTORING
OFFERED 98

T986 Sublets needed. Law stlP
dents working in LA seed apartments for

sublet during summer. Call Linda Cherry.
[' (21 3) 683^9100 for moria information.

SUMMER law clerks need housing. Fur-
nished apartments. May-September.
May-August. Contact Rose Carnahan.
(213)680-2222.

'

LUXURY one bedroom, fully furhished.A/
C, pool. Security bufk*ing[. Adjacent UCLA.
$875/month. Call.464-9542.

:

Wanted for visiting law

clerks- furnished one and
two bedroom apartments

and houses to rent from May
through September.

Telephone: 277-1010 Ext.

7865 Maijo or Robyn.

:-mSURANCE WART WETL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIBLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTSr-REQUEST "BRUIN PRa
GRAM" (818) 992-6966. (213) 873-3303.

-^
:|ea|C9|C9iC%:|C3|C3|C)|C9|C9|C^*9|C)K%L

<N> AUTOMOMLE INSURANCE ^^ SPECIAL M,

j^ CoWeoe Student Program #
^ Free Quote #
tT- Ask fof Marvin Gelb M-
* "^ (213)822-1221 - *

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle InsurarKe Refused?

...Too High?
Cancelled?

-tow Monthty Paymerrts

2nd y^oriow StiKtontt

need l^ettskJe housing
from opproxlmofely
vUiieijiiiiougit August*

^ontoet Donna Francis
of Wyman, lautzer
551-3457 A.SJ^.F.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
392-9621 Ask for Ken

LEGAL ADVICE 92

O'MELViNY ft MYIRS
UW FIRM ^

NEEDS SUMMER SUBLETS
If you are interested In

sublettirxj your fumistied

apartment any tirne

from May to August, &
possibly !^ Of September.
cxjr law students will be
— needing txxjsing.--—

r

Please CaN:

RiCRUITINO OFFICE
M9-6539 or 669-6646

* HEADSTART t
Make arrangements *
now to sublet your *
apartment for the J

^ sumnoer. we have a i
number of terrific law J
students wtK> need a ¥
summer home In Los J
Angeles. If you would *

i

Speciatizing in

IMMIGRATION
LAND WAYLAND
Attorney at Law

• permanent visas
• temporary visas
• naturalization

• asylum/refugee
• wias extensions
• labor certification

• employment
^-^ auttiorlzotions —
for appointmefit

Call

507-1021
Si Hobla Espond
109 E. Hanrard

Giendale.CA.91205

CARE for disabled male or couple. Per-
_sonable male. neat, sense ol ^wmof^
"References-Call (213)837-9481 or
(818)344-6018. Beverly Hills-Bel Air area..

FRUSTRATED developing/editing grad
school statements, theses, papers,
resumes? Professional help from publisl)-

ed author with journalism masters. Dick
208-4353.

GOOD editing is good teaching. You will

learn while I edit term papers, manu-
ecftpts, statements 829-3592.

I will videotape your recital, party, gig, etc.
VHS or Beta. Special $15/hr. plus tape.
(213)665-1707.

MALE exotic dancers- for her bachelorette
or birthday party- we make It special. John
(213)55»4089 '^

•

MODELS/ACTORS need good pictures?
Establish your porffolid today. CaH Linda's
Photography Studio. Low,low prices.

(213)278-5063.
.

PAINT jobs wanted. Student owned paint

business. Many local satisfied customers*.

References available. 24 hrs. Mark 820-
3349. '

.

PROFESSIONAL editing: term papers,
books, articles, manuscripts, -propc^ais;
help in writing. Call Sami Kamal.
(818)760-3149.—'

.

STATISTICAL and computer consulting for

"

thesis students and the professional. Rate
negotiable. Call (213)474^313.

^r

CALCUS, statistics, precalculus, algebra,
TJrobablllty, tutoring by and near UCLA

"ST- $20/hr. 828-4029. 826-6928.

CAN you ^ite oleefly and concisely^,
Reed professional help? ReasoriatJlfl.<a«a9

(213)935-7592.
' ^

ETES-vous Francais? American, fluent in

French, will teach you English. Telephone
Susan at 205-0825.

MOULTON'S Tutorial Service. Professional
tutoring/editing/word processing. All levels,

course^, CBEST prep , experienced staff.

24hr./day, 7days/week. 291 -3158.

SPANISH tutor available, your plac» or
n\\x\». Price neootiable. 271-2731. Leave
message. ^

SPANISH teacher. (213)473-5968.

A-A ACCURATE 8AM-10PM. 7 <teyt Typ«,
transcribe. & word procMM papers,
»»•«*»»••. stc; rushes welcome: WLA;
Marian; 391-3622.

A quaWy word processing. IBM PC. IBM
Letter quality printer. Term papars. disser-
tations, one day service. $1.50^k>ao«. WLA,
Myung. 397-6344.

ACADEMIC word processing. Xarox 860.
Dissertations, repetitive letters, medical
transcriptton. Linda (213)204-0947. Call
noon-6pm.

AAA' typing/word processing: $1.50/page
dassAerm papers. Dissertations, theees,
legal, screenplays. UCLA - foniMI. Expert-
enoed (213)306-5089.

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING,
EDITING. ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR '

SPELLING, GRAMMAR. PUNCTUATION
CORRECTED FREE. CENTURY CITY
SANDY (213)479-3719.

ACCUFIATE. fast typing. $2 per double
spaced page. (210)938-1 130. -^

APPLE and I word processing. $i .50-

$2.25. Theses, term. etc. Dissertation
disc. 390-4588 Ask for Blanche.

A1 WORDWORKS. Word processing,
papers, theses, disserts., letters, resumes!
Pick up/campus M-W. Sheri 662-0869 .

^
BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciencious.

I
dependable. IBM. Dissertatk>ns. theses.
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grammar. Edith 933-1747

BEAUTIFUL typing, most consciehctious.
dependable, IBM. Dissertations, theses,
papers, resumes. Correct spell-
ing/grynmar. Edith 933-1747

CANT type? Call me 839-4723 daytime
and evenings. Leave message.
Reasonable rates. Dartene.

JDITOR. PhD. Many years' manuscript
experience: dissertjations, articles, transla-
tions, poetry, piaffe, dW^els, 'non-fiction

(213)393-9109. " ,

.\ ,1

""W-

^p/jj-.r-s^xn'v^.

i-

EXPERT typing/professional editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help with writing. Virginia 278-0388.

FAST accuarate. IBM Selectric. close to
campus. Call Barbara 826-9714.

• OM DAY TVHW •
• Profeatonol witter wtth BA In •
^ Eno*^ w« lyp« and edN t«m *

• popere. meMt, •ci^ptt. rMumet. \
• ««c Or edmno oNy. O^er 25 •

•9
V«age.W Oeloney

aanir
824-2853 or S24«1 if 7

• mmememe._eeeemm% •Vt

'1
>ugh J

B^ar*m Editing and
Writing Service
•ALL subjects

•Nothing Too Big
or Too SnuMll

•We want to help

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213) 837-8292

t PATIENT TUTOII

I MATH (arithmetic throi

{calculus) CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, .^

j Engineering. Reading. Gram- jt

J mar. Study Skills. Work with a J5 tutor who knows the subject^
well, and can patiently pres-

J ent the material in a variety of.

J ways. You will also learn the*

5 proper way to study toJ

t
rtr^t^jAKJA confidanctt and salt ?
reliance. FOR FREE INFORMA-I

J TION CALL JIM MADIA. 383-*

J 6463. *

TUTORING
NEEDED 99

School Papers, Resumes
overnight, while you wait

RUSH 45a-3390
710 Wilshire #510, SM

t! ^^

Loner s One D.^y

WORD PROCESSING
rou WAIT snrvica ^

Statbdcjl <t Taps ft CdMng ^
coMn/TEijmuiGOca J"

OUANTTROISCOUNn ^i. NEAtUOA
398-0455 391-

ty/i^. ^€lS4e

Spiritual Psychic Reader
Tarot Cards * Horoscope Readings

By^apjplonly _ Private &
Confidential

Byappt. only
(213) B5B-1S09

Beverly Hills

Advise on all matters of life

NEED private Spanish instruction. Call

Lorena (2 13)458-3556.

TUTOR needed for beginner on IBM PC
and MultiMate software. Fee negotiable.

Call Brent 473-6497. ^

SERVICES
OFFERED 96

MOV liixo •••••••••••••••••••••^^

r Your On^Campus ^1

^ iSinin Specialist

Wke a reliable tennant

we've got just the

candidate for you.

Please call Denise

Alvarado at (213)

489-4000 Ext. 465

and save yourself all

, that worry at the

end of May.

ECONOMY MOVING, call us first for

lowest rate available. Completely equip-

ped. experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 1 08

JERRY'S moving & delivery. The Careful

Movers. Free Estimates, experienced and

reliable. Jerry (213)391-5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

**^^^^^^^j^^^^j^4^^^4^4

f

{

We're your complete 35fnm
specialist. The Studio carries a
full line of Fuji and Kodak film

for any lighting condition.

When you've finished shoot-
ing, we II process yogr film

overnight in full-frame, large
format or twin prints. Profes-

sional photographers are on
staff to answer any of your
technical questions.

k.
CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
1st R. KarcMwff Rm. ISO • Mon-frl 8:305:30, Closed Sat-Sui^* 20^433

Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
unwanted furniture

to mkke some extra

money for our trip

this summerll
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TYPINGAVORD TRAVEL^
PROCESSING 100

105 TRAVEL. 105 TRAVEL 105 FURNiyJURE..,. 126

-4*-

FAST dependable typing/word processing,

$1.99/page. Make spelling corrections

1(800)352-4343 (2 13)5 14-9245.

IBM PC Vyord processing/HP Laser Print-

er. Transcription, resumes. UCLA disserta-

tion format. Rush jobs welcome. $2.00/

page and up. Near UCLA. 473-2550.

PROFESSIONAL typist, theses, term
• papers, manuscripts, reports, dissertations.

^^$l.50/d8 page. Santa Monica. Crystal

452-7180.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Resumes, Letters, Term Papers etc.

Reasonable rates plus (10% Student Dis-

count). Ask for Suzanne (213)55&-3369.

PROFESSIONAL typing at a reasonable
price. Call (213)202-1453. (after 6 pm.)

*»TyPINQ-Term papers, etc. Fast, profes-

sional. Low rates, high quality. Leigh-Hi

Typing Service (21 3)653-3600
.

WORD PROCESSING-REPORTS-TERM
PAPERS-RESUMES AND OTHER TYP-
ING NEEDS. CALL BERNICE (213)306-

1503. STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

^WORD Processing of thesis, dissertafions^

short papers. IBM PC reasonable rates.

Kathryn 939-4303.

.., WORD processing/laser printer. 1 block

-IJTrbm campus. Can type anything- fast, ac-

. curate, dependable- anytime. 824-3571

.

WORD processing/data entry on your

computer. Typing and transcription.

Reasonable rates. Debbie (818)782-4540.

fci I II mm

EUROPE '86
WE'VE qOT IT ALL!
ISE/CLUB EUROPA • STI • TOP
DECK • COIMTIKI • AESU

Beach BBQ on a Greek Island • Flamenco show in Spain • Bicycle trip around

Copenhagen • Cruise down the Rhine • Club Med stay on Corfu Island

• Centrally located hotels • All major sightseeing

• Travel via deluxe rtiotorcoach • Meet students^from all over the world.

14-50 days •1-18 countries • All this for OlMLlf $36 PER DAYI

We'vje got It all and we'll help you plan the trip tliat's rlgbt for you. Our

Europe Travel Advisors offer free travel advice and the best travel vafues

to Europe. Stop by and see us for more Information!

T^Tir MATTRESSES T!!n!r

All new hotel sets guaranteed

Twin Set... |50
Full Set.... .....168

Queen Set '.... $88
King Set fgs
New 5 piece bedroom set $1I8
New full .siz* or queen sleeper |139
New sofa and-love seat $159
Oak Finish coffw tables $20
End Tables, |15
-^amps 17

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

YOUR ON-CAMPUS
- '

: 71 TRAVEL SERVICE
^Ql It^l /aw A-Level Ackerman Union

M-F8:30-6. SAT 11-3

Prices subiect to change without notice, limited ovailobilitv

^,^ŷ

GARAGE SALES,.,>oa27

MOVING Sale: Sat. March 22. 10am-4pm
Household, clothing, toys, books, some
furnlture(great bargains). 10810 LIndbrook
Dr. (Westwood).

MISCELLANEOUS... 128

NEW Suntanna tanning table. Won on
game show. $650. Pledges. Great house
gift. Charlie. 826-83^2. -

TWO chair-bar stools. Nice, good condi-
tion. $25 each. Three Irish import
sweaters. Like new. $50 each. Extend©
dining table in chest. Seats ten. $125
208-8497.

^

.

MUSIC LESSONS 102

FLUTE lessons- Paul Fried, former solo

flutist. Boston Symphony, Pittsburg Sym-
phony, Boston Pops, is accepting pupils.

669-5324

ifitMQER Adam StUi

^
Brentwood location. Openings now

I available. All ages, all levels. Experienced
} teacher. NGPT/MTAC. 472-6039.

Guitar lessons by professional teacher
near UCLA. Any level, any age. Guitars
available . Jean 476-4 1 54

.

VOICE, piano, organ, guitar. 35 years
teaching all levels, styles. Ne^ UCLA.
Michael Bondon (213) 277-7012 .

AUTOS FOR SALE..112 MOPEDS 119

o "

RESUMES 104

NEED a great resume? Call The Resume
Connection for one that will get you
results. (213)478-3274.

RESUMES, $12/pg. computerized typeset/

lazer printer, typir>g & word processing.

Papers $2/pag« & up Paper Tiger 821-

80^1.
-J.A.

RT
"^

From

LONDON.......,..$479

AMSTERDAM..$495
FRANKFURT ....$498

SIDNEY $840
TOKYO $570

- - Some Restrictions

Apply

Euroil passes
Issued on the spot

esuwes

qpiiliJy' OCT
Futurv upitaitet Sl/3
W/P SIIJO/KXXI w'jrtt«

^213)935-8814

•70 LINCOLN Continental. MKIII. Clear,

xint cond. 64.000 miles. $1500. (2^2)62b-
4967 days. (818)508-8387 evenings. Keith.

'72 HONDA 510 wagon. Automatic. Good
transportation. ^$490. Call (213)453-3651
evenings only. •

'72 VW Bug $10d0As is. (213)654-20137

'74 Jaguar XL6J sedan, rebuilt original

engine and new transmission, complete
service records. • SoJd by UCLA professor.

$4800 o.b.o. 399-5841

.

-y

'74 VW Convertible. White. Very good
condttton. Removable am/fm cassette.

$4500/negotiabte. (213)938-0424.

'79 red Fiat Spider convertible, 5-speed,
excellent run and condition. AM/FM
cassette. $4000/obo. (213)209-0457.

'80 Chevy Citation. Only 45,000mi. rebuilt

trans
, $2000. Call 479-5745. ^^^^

*81 TOYOTA Celica Sunchaser. Haid-top.
convertible. Loaded. 65,000 mi. Excellent
condition, $6400 obo. (818)954-
1 603(days)/(8 1 8)505-8363(evenings).

'82 Rabbit convertible. 5-speed. red with
white top, a/c. Blaupunkt renwvable AM/
FM cassette Moving must sell. .$9200 obo^
(213)394-6430. "

'82 Rabbit conygrtible. 5-speed. red with
-white top, -a/c, Blaupunkt removable" AM/
FM cassette. Moving must sell. $9300 obo.
(213)394-6430.

AEliO 50 1983. Blue. $550 includes rbar

basket and helmet. Runs great, looks

great. (818)761-5268.
.

HONDA Elite-80, 1985, white w/black trim,

2200 mi., $895 obo. 824-0938 Dan.
•

)NDA Eme-80. 1985. white w/btack trim.

^200 mi.. $795 obo. 824-0938 Dan.

MOTOBECANE nfK)ped. Only 1600 miles.

Excellent condition. $275. (213)322-2837.

> RED Riva CA50 w/basket. $500. 540-1 164.

1985 Red Yamaha Riva 125. 1,400. miles,

$900fabo. 275-7910.

'82 H^hda Passport. Excellent condition.

6500 miles. $575. 201-7715 (days) until

2pm, 275-7337 (eves).

COMPUTERS AND
TYPEWRITERS..^,.,J34

DISKETTES SSDD 52«. DSDD 62«
Lifetime warranty/ best prices. Data
Bureau Inc. 1633 Westwood Blvd., #120
Teie. .(213) 47^-0346 ^=z=^
OSBORNE port€U)le computer, all original

software, 11" aux. monitor, nr new printer,

$600.(213)397-2527.

BARGAIN BOX.;C::i25

HIGH quality items never used. Sacrifice

encyclopedia 1985 set $t75. Mattress &
box spring $150. Brass headboard $150.
Desk $150. Wall unit $150. Dinette set

$150. Recliner $195. Futon sofa sleeper
$160. Bedroom set $495. Sofa & love seat
$495. Dining room set $895. Carpeting
$5.95/yard. 393-2338.

FURNITURE 126

JMOTORCYCLl

iTi

•Resumes*
•Career Guidance*
• Typing/Editing •

-U Low-coat -is Proven results

i! Free Consultation i:

Call ACCESS .

(213yt77'364l
Convenient WLA Location

TRAVEL 105

lOMOfL

i22«r/f

jJOf r/t*

49lf r/t

i
Sonw iNiMfw dncounn ovoMbw
lOO-ANhOIAL or (419)«4l-9043

AAlorlonnit
* lom* rattrtdtoni appty

•-»

SUPER VALUE R/T FROM LAX TO:

NEW YORK ...from t236
CHICAQO from t198
MIAMI

J.
from $238

HAWAII from $239
LONDON from $490
FRANKFURT from $589

PARIS/AMSTEBDAM from' $599

TOKYO IZ.Lr:. from 1579
TAHITI ......'.:.i. ... from $579
CRUISE, 7-daya .S...from $599

SKI EUROPE from #999
CHARTERS, TOURS, CRUISES,
RAILPASSES, CAR. AND HOTEL

RESERVATK)NS
CALL 208-4444 M-F 9^

ASTRA TRAVEL
1 100 QLESDON §2025

AUTOS FOR SALE... 112

1969 Vo»vo 1458 Station wagon, new
tires, runs wetl $950(213)206-0371,559-
6060

1971 VW Supert>eetle Very clean, ex-

cellent condrtton. must see $2500. Call

Janel 825-3339 days, (818)246-3946
nights

1976 Toyota Corrolla /7,000 miles Works
excellently' 5-speed, 4-dOor $12Q0 obo.
>lia 392-6290 or 825-8372

.

1977 320i Exchanged engine. 35.000
miles, air, Blaupunkt stereo, stick. $4500-

'»(213)474-4599 One owner, very gobd
condition.

1978 Chevy Monza station wagon-6
cylinder. Power steering, a/c. very good
condition. $1500. 825-7558.

1978 Datsun B210. Automatic. A/C. am/fm
cassette, rebuilt engine. $2,000. (818)701-
9667.

1979 Alfa Romeo Sprint Veloce. Black, 5-

speed, 68m. runs great, must sell, asking
$3200 472-7000.

1979 Ford Mustang. V-8, sunroof, grey ex-
terk?r, black interior. $2800. (213)306-9658.

1979 Honda CVCC station wagon. 4
speed, am/fm stereo, white. Smog certifi-

cate. $1800 obo. (213)450-3848

1979 Pontiac Grand Prix 43.000 miles. Ex-
cellent condition, full automatic, black/
silver, a/c, etc. $3,700 obo. 390-1985. __ t

1980 Mercedes 300D. One' owner, ex-
cellent condition, new tires, am/fm
cassette. $15,500. (213)825^164 or '^04-

11 53 evenings. - ""^
^ ^

1981 TOYOTA Tercel, 5-8peed. hatchback,
custom wheels, am/fm cassette, good
condition, 47K miles, $3,250: (213)825-
2957.

LARGE desk $75. dining room table, six

FOP QAT "C t 1 A chairs, hutch $125. 3 end tables $75,
JV/X\ OAA^E,.,„«»»» ,«.« i44^^yMytoped $275 (213)322-2837. •

SUPER buys. 6 Dr. Chest 24"x 51" - ^9.
6 Dr. Chest 29" x 51" • $59. 6 Dr. Dresser
- $59. 9 Dr. Dresser - $79. Richard's Fur-

niture. 11030 Washington Blvd. Culver Ci-

ty. CA 90230. 559-0161

.

Migh. not Mi ve v>*en bad
i

If -vo hodrt't fc f o'.'

VO/ th» *«nko thaif *ve kad!^^ .

MOTORCYCLE 100 cc. Honda. Very good
conditik)n $200 396-1335.

1980 Suzuki QS550E. 9000mile8, mint
condition, new tires. $750. 820-7207. -*— __

iBhen you hrave
preolthlnQ
for saving money
you knpw the value of Classified
Advertising! You know i

the easy, low cost way to
find a cash buyer for
those Items you no
longer need or use.

And you also know
it's a good place to
shop for money-
saving purchases.
Enjoy saving

money? Let

Classified make it

happen!

BRUIN
CLASSiOEt^
ADS

Baseball
Continued from Page 49

Mayo to score. An inning later

Conine yielded a double, a
single, a pair of walks and a
bags-load^ base hit to Lance
Blankenship. That did it for

Conine.

Bruin reliever Steve Stowell

came |n and was greeted with
another single, which allowed
two more runs to score*

UCLA finally got out of the

inning but now trailed 6-2.

Then came the Bruin barrage
in the sixth. Third baseman
Scott Gline touched up starter

Scott^ Farmer for a lead off

double. Tony Scruggs follow-

ed with a single that sent

Cline to third.

Farmer then slipped off the
mound while pitching to Bob-
by Holly and took himself out
of the game. His replacement,
Andy Wortham, was battered

by Bfuin hitters.

Lovullo and Jeff Osborne
got UCLA close with a one-
run single and a solo home
run, respectively. Cline tied

the game when Bear shortstop

Dan Truax couldn't handle his

ground ball with the bases
loaded.

Scruggs extended the Bruin
lead with a bases-loaded dou-
ble. Then Lovullo struck with
bis grand slam to put the
game out of reach.

'^e have really worked
hard," Adams remarked.
"From top to bottom, our hit-

ters, pitchers and defense have
done real a good job, except
for that one inning when we
were throwing^ the ball all

around." •- -

The Pac-10 topped off a
good week for UCLA by nam-
ing Tory Lovullo Player of the
Week and Sophomore hurler
Alex Sanchez as Pitcher of the
Week.

gymnastics
... . >

continued from P4ige 50

Xmong lEe^ individuiinsfan-

douts, along with Campbell
and Ginsberg, are Dan
Hayden, the Ail-American
from Arizona- State and
N e braska's—W fe s. S

u

t e r

.

Hayden, last years all around
winner, had an off day at the

Pac-lOs but is exp)ected to be
at top form for this meet.
Nebraska's Suter was outstan-

ding in last years NCAAs, and
is coming of a Big 8 all-

around title winning perfor-

mance. Suter will also be
competing in front of a home
crowd.

Women's swimming
Continued from Page 51
scored points.

"We'll have to do that again
this year."

But this year they'll be do-
ing it with NCAA-qualified
sprinters. Jenny Susser, Kathy
Long and Maureen New have
all qualified in at least one of
the sprint events.

"I think that anyone who
made the standards . in the
sprints is capable of scoring at

Nationals," said Jahn. "That's
how fast the standards are."

If the Bruins do get the ex-

pected output from their
veterans and the newcomers
rise to the Championship oc-
casion, UCLA just might get
into the top ten. And maybe
even higher than eighth,
which would coritinue a Tom
Jahn tradition. In each of his

years at UCLA, Jahn has
taken the Bruins closer to the
top spot at Nationals.

i

A.'
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WESTWOOD
824-4737

950 GAYLEY AVE.

I

(Free Parking in Rear)]

MOVIES • GAMES • VCR'S
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE)

EQQi Contemporary

Dining

»^

LIFE MEMBERSHIP
NOW $30 WITH THIS AD (REG. «100)

— L^fi^i'^^JL**''''^^ * Rentals!

rsAVE$4r[sAvi$5r~rTDKTf2o^
[RENT 1 MOVIE I VCR RENTAL I $4.99 eACH! \

]

GET 1 FREE! $6.95 A DAY ' uMiTio per customer i
'—'——*~——

^

' L

UPUIlMHil
Happy Hour with complimentary hors dbeuvres

weekdays 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Lapu-Lapu $8.00

Opea7 days a week lunch • dinner cocktails

1057 Tiverton Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.
Entrance at 1100 Glendon Avenue. (213) 208 • 1977

i

LAST -
CHANCE!!!

TO GET READY
FOR THE

CAMPBELL_
:nt book

COLLECTION
COMPETITION!!!

WIN UP TO $300
OR YOUR BOOK
COLLECTION

ENTRY DEADLINE
> APRIL 7TH
INFORMATION AT
lMPUSXTBRARIES!!!

Steve¥

,L I-

I

i

-v*^ <:

does it again!

£REE
ICE CREAM!

!

—Buy one of our famous MIXIN'S with

ICECREAM and get the^nd FREE!!

!

*«la-«i*f5. A-

Aficst name in ice cream.~

ICE CREAM!

t~- MIXIN'S ^

109 18 LcCJonte Ave (across from UCLA main entranee)

208-1309 Exp. 4/1/86

rv*=
i» * I

r "' ' 1—« ' V,*li H. 'J
>-V't:v

®

uie cut hair for your ego nol our/

UJHATI5 A /UpCrCUt ?

P yUpCrCUk 1/ Cu/tom De/igned

A ^VpCrCUC i/ Preci/ion Cut

A dTUpCrCUt 1/ Q PIni/hed Product

A /UpCrCUl 1/ for rrkf^UJomehft Children

yupcrcul 1/ Beautiful

ond .. Q yupCfCUt i/ olujoy/

no fippointment/

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1558
(Between Santa Monica Blvd. & Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-5 *

C 1979 (Rev 1982) EMRA Corporation

.JIft. ^i^i

• ';,J»Ji>>.

iMhl

:m
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EYE
'FASHIONS
OPTICAL

We specialize in contact lenses

BAUSCH & LOME ^aA
^
SLEEP-IN LENSES 9%f9
TINTED (Change color of eyes)

SLEEP-IN LENSES
$119
BAUSCH & LOMB __
SOFT DAILY CONTACTS
iff

3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica
(213)829-9839 *AMEX *Mastor Charge *VISA

Mon-Wed 10-6,Thur8 10-7,Fri 10-6,Sat 10-4 With this ad, expires 3-31-86

INCLUDES FITTING,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS

Written Money back
Guarantee on all lenses

MBA'S
BUSINESS SYSTBM ANALYSTS
Our expanding service organization has immediafe openings for a few
junior level Business System Analysts to join our South Bay National
Headquarters.

Your responsibilities would inciudeanalyzing the information require-
ments of our Service Department'and recommendirjg solutions, both au-
tomated and manual. You would also become involved in the develop-
ment and implementation of approved systems.

We ar^ seeking professionally aggressive MBA's with supehor written

and verbal skills. Experience with large mainframes is highly desirable.

We offer a progressive employee relations atmosphere and top compen-
sation / benefits package including attractive car lease / purchase plan.

Start planning your exciting future by sending your resume with cover
letter and salary history to:

'

P.O. BOX 191 / LC-BSA
^ Cardena, CA 90247

Equal Opporlunity Employer M/F.

Netters bounce

bacK with win

: 1^

By Karl Kimme

SDSU

WimfhELqwmBKMlhJNsOuT,
SnoNGMmGnownui.

m«IMi*wt4««**t*

:^N«>«J:s*.«<y%w.

^>»*lttv^^
^»^^..
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UCLA's women's tennis
team played San Diego State
Tuesday and came away with
the squad's best win of the
season thus far, beating the
Aztecs 6-3.

Although it wasn't the big-
gest rout of the year for the
Bruins it wds the match that
coach Gayle Godwin's team
had to have to regain some of
their pride and momentum
SDSU came to the match with
wins over Miami, Texas, arid
use, all of whom are ranked,
in the nation's top 10.

^ It was a real good win for
us," said Godwin.

But more important than
beating a team that beat USC,
Godwin sees the win as „ im-
portant for other reasons. It
helps our confidence for our
match against Gal," she said.

Friday, the Bears come to
the Sunset Courts for the two
teams' second meeting of the
year,^andthe Bruin nettens are.

^psycHed up ahout the chance ,

of beating the tough northern
squad for the second time^

^ During spring break, UCLA
goes on the road as they face
Pepperdine on Wednesday,
April 2. Like Cal, the Waves'-
lost to the Bruins earlier in the
year, despite holding a re-

_spectahle record

mi
.
j
.
l>iji lV! A;i

J
L

;
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m- r-

Then Friday, April 4, the
team goes to tempe, Arizona
to-face Arizona State for the
first time; this year. The team
is ranked llth in the nation,
with the only two losses of the
year coming from USC and
Stanford. April 5 the squad
goes further south to face the

University of Arizona. The
Wildcats are, ranked. 14th . in

the nation, having beaten
Pepperdine and lost to USC.

w ^2^^^ " *<"W illlji i
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Tlie grealheers ofthc worUgo by one name: Lowenhrau. Brewed in Munich
in England, Sweden, Canada, Japan and (lere in America for a distinctive world class taste.

TtrnWoRLDCmsFoRLawENBRAu

'S^^

-^

^ 1985 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee, W1
^
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Wilkes
Continued from Page 43

ta^iked about high school
players in years in our area.

His teams always seemed to

win."

And Jamaal never stopped

trying to improve. B«rtka
mentioned a game during
Wilkes' second year in the

pros wherein Jamaal walked
up to former Laker star Elgin

Baylor, who was then
coaching, and asked him for

some game filmi 6f Elgin in

his playing-days.

Wilkes retired early this

season after 11 Solid years in

the NBA. "It seemed time,"
said Jamaal. "Even when you
feel the end coming it's a very

• hard emotional decision."

Jamaal's first two daughters
died, Taara from a heart ail-^

ment at four months, and
Arianne Jalisa from crib death
after only eight days of life,

but Wilkes, his wife Valerie-
and their two healthy children
Sabreen and Omar, almost 3
and 2 years of :kge, respective-
ly, are doing great. Jamaal
will be enrolling in UCLA ex-

tension next quarter, and will
try to get into real estate,
where he should be smooth as
Silk.

-^

I <ii

^nry ~- CW^B^iMipi iiiK^Hpva
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Wilkes
Continued from Page 45
ment. Besides, religion is a
most personal thing."

Wilkes also wanted things

simplified on the court, too.

One of the reasons that Wilkes
liked Wooden so much was
because he had a similar
philosophy.

_ "No one has had a bigger
impact on me since coach
Wooden. He was simple in his

approach, with intense convic-
tions. He was always a stu-

dent of life."

Sounds like they ^t along
pretty well.

"At that time it was like EF
Button commercials," said
3Vilkes. "We had that much
T-espect for him."

^ And Wooden felt the same
for Wilkes.

"Jamaal is one of the finest

young men in every way,"
said Wooden.
When Wilkes came to play

under the Wizard, he hoped
that Wooden wouldn't change
his unorthodox jump shot. Not
many coaches would let a
youngster keep throwing the
ball up toward the sideline

even if it landed in the hoop
most of the time. But sure~

enough. Wooden let it be.

"When he was young," said

Reverend Wilkes, "his sister

(Naomi) was always a little

taller than he was. She was
very good. When they played
basketball together; he had to

get a shot off that could not
be blocked by her." And that's

how Jamaal's jumper came to

-be,——

—

The odd style didn't affect

his touch from the free throw
line, either. Only two Bruins,

Rod Foster and Reggie Miller,

had a better percentage for a

season than Wilkes' 87.2% in

1974. ^,_^.
Jamaal 4s-^43th en 4he-all—
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BEACH CHECK LIST:

Q' TOWEL ^

^ Q^ BEACKCHAIR
S' RADIO
Q' SUN TAN LOTION
QlDaily Bruin

MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

Eat In

or

Take Out!

• FEA TURING •

f TERIYAKI • DONBURI • TEMPURA
|L|^^ UDON . COMBINATION PLATES • AND SUSHI!

$

time Bruin scoring list, but six

of the players ahead of him
played four full seasons on

Wilkes came^m
'70-*71 freshmen were ineligi^

bfe-for varsity). Wilkes is also

13th on the all-time Bruin re*

bound list, and "seventh in

career field goals.

If that's not enough, how
about this: Wilkes was a con-
sensus two-time first team
All-America. In 1972 he won
the award for most outstan-

rding team player. In *74

Wilkes was given the Alumni
Association award for academ-

^ic achievement and team con-
tribution.

But the most impressive fact

of all is that Wilkes, not
Walton nor any other Bruin
throughout all of the banner
years, was the only three-time

winner of the UCLA award
for outstanding play . in the
NCAA Championships.

"Bill was really the center-

-piece because of his play, per-

sonality and red hair," said

Wilkes, who never considered
dyfeing his tight black curls.

Laker assistant coach Bill

Bertka is likely to always
remember Jamaal.

"I was recreation director in

Santa Barbara when he was in

high school, and at the same
time I was doing some part
time scouting for the Lakers.

Jamaal was one of the most
Continued on Page 42
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OFF PURCHASE FRO^^OUR MENU i
with this ad m

3 »34WESTysfoop,BLypj,475^^^9

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

•:*.

-V

Pick up the phone-that's
^ all it takes to get a piping-

hot, delicious Domino's

Pizza delivered to your,

door in 30 minutes or

less. No problem!

Our drivers carry less

than $20.00.

-J-imited delivery area.

1985 Domtnos Pizza. Inc

A 16" pepperoni pizza
is only $5.00 today!

Yes, you can get

a 16' pepperoni
pizza for $5.00
with this coupon.
Expires: March 20, 1986

Fast, free delivery

824-5000
1371 Westwood Blvd.
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79 wins. Bruin Mike Kures is in second place on the all-time UCLA li§t, only matches
from Bruce Brescia's 86.

Continued from Page 52
Phillipines, Spain, Australia,

Mexico, South Africa, Chile;

Brazil, Sweden, Scotland,
Venezuela and India, to name
a few.

Another bit of evidence is

right under our noses. This
year's UCLA roster has only

three California natives. Ken
Diller, Tim Trigueiro and Otis

Smith. Mark Ferreira is from
Bombay, India; Buff Farrow,
Wichita, Kansas; Patrick
Galbraith, Tacoma,
Washington; Brett Green-
wood, Brisbane, Australia;

Mike Kures, Willow Springs,

Illinois; Dan Nahirny,
Maplewood. New Jexsey; Brad
Pearce, Provo, Utah; and
Jamie Talbot, ^Toronto,
Canada.
The last rankings to come

out pqt Pepperdine,^ a
California school, at No. 1,

but Nos. 2 and 3 are Southern
Methodist and Clemson.
Clemson is here to play the

Bruins today at 1:30.

use, UCLA, and Stanford
hold down Nos. 4-6, and Cal
is No. 8, but the rest of the

top 20 only has one other
school from California.

Tbxas in No. 7, South
Carolina is No. 9, and Min-
nesota is 10th. The second ten
is LSU, Arkansas, Miami
Tennessee, Cal-State Lone
Beach, Georgia, TCU
Maryland, Northeast Loui-
siana, and Michigan.
While it is true that

California still has five of the
top 10, the difference from the
past, when the rankings look-
ed somewhat similar, is that
almost any team, 1-20, can
beat any of the others. Earlier
this year the Bruins had to
come from behind to beat
Long Beach rigl^t here on the
UCLA home coprts, where the
Bruins are to date 32-0.
With the five-scholarship

jule now ^n effect, more
players arie l^eading to schools
where they can get a free ride, -

not just a partial one. And
why not? There is now plenty
of gciod competition in every
region of the U.S.

If you don't believe it, ask
Stanford, which beat Hanard
5-4 last month. Yes, Harvard.

**I think it's really very
good," said Bassett. "There is

more competition, and the -

improvement of other schools
has done a lot for our sport. It

makes it a whole lot more in-
teresting."

Tennis

CONTOACEPnVETHAT
GOMESWriH

^OMEONE-TOTALKTO >».«».«

Its the Today* Sponge. And unlike most
contraceptives, it has its very own phone
number You can call our Today Talkline at
800-223-2329 (in California 800-222-2329)
24 hours a day if ypu need advice, or any
-information about birth ^nffbl. Or if you
have any questions at all abput The Sponge?"

Chances are, you already know the
ToQay Sponge is small, disposable and very^

how it works.

Priniarily, The Sponge works by releasing
Nonoxynol-9 (a safe and effective spermici^)
continuously for 24 hours. It also helps
block the passage of sperm to the uterus,
and even traps and absorbs sperm. For a
full 24 hours.

^ pje Sponge is very effective-as high as
91%. In fact, no reversible method other than
.the Pill or lUD is more effeaiveMnd few
are easier to use.

All you do is wet The Sponge thoroughly^
with water and insert it. You never have to
apply or reapply spermicide. So lovemaking
^^^spjontaneous, and free of interruptions.

' J^ts more vQu dont need a doctoiL,,

ConHnued from Page 52
course UCLA hosts USe

prescription for The"S"ponge. Its available at
your local drug store and at selected
supermarkets.

So if youre looking for an easy birth
control method you can really trust, pick up the
loday Spofige.

Then if you still have any questions, just
pick up the phone.
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Saturday at noon, so that
billing may change by the
weekend. That matchup
has recently drawn pro-
bably the rowdiest crowds
in the two schools' sports
rivalry.

Clemson beat the Bruins
5-4 in tlhe National Inter-

collegiat^ Indoor Cham^.
onships held last month in

Louisville, Kentucky. While
they w^re there the Tigers
also knocked off ^SC just

for good measure.
But yesterday at Marks

Stadium the Trojans got
back at Cletnson, and
UCLA hop^TO^ do jfh6 same
today.

Clemson is led by senior

Richard Matuszewski,
sophomore Jay Berger and
sopli omore ~Bf i an Page.
Matuszewski made it to the
second, round of last suip-

mer's U.S.. Open, and
Berger made it to the round
of 16. When the two teams
met in Louisville, Page
played ahead of both of
them.

use rolls in Saturday as
the No. 4 team in the coun-
try. The top Trojan, Rick
Leach, is currently ranked
as the best collegiate in the
country. Bruin Brad
Pearce, who almost beat
established pro Ken Flach
in a Florida tournament
this week, will have
something to say about
that.

UCLA and USC have
played 125 duel matches
since 1929, and the record
stands at Trojans 63, Bruins
62.

KLA, the campus radio
station, will broadcast
UCLA tennis live play by
play for the first time
Saturday.

rr^^ (I'CLA) d. Andww BurrSw M,

ChCi W.Si:±i
'^^ Tri|uriro (UCLA) d.

I^^^Y ^L^; ^"^ *"•*=»»•«** *-«. 7-5.. e-4 Chrti Louw ^j^,j J p,^^ ^^j^^

niv wilr Z'"**'^ (UCLA) d. K«B.

J^ (UCLA) d. Sehwarts-FklMrdt 4-«. 6-1.

y
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T£U EM
IT'S PRACTICAL
Let them think you bought
ihe new Elite "80 for all the
sensible reasons. Like
easy push-button starting.

No shifting. Plenty ofpower
for riding with a friend. * All
at an affordable price. They
don 't have to know it was
really the incredible styling
that grabbed you.

The Elite 80. Practicality
never looked so good.

HONDAmm
V.I..;Mi,/rf l,.,,tl , ,,(,,„ ,,j JJif IHHiflls

MOTORSCOOTER
• SALES AND SERVICE •

DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. CARD
• JUST MINUTES AWAY
^-OORNERgFVANNUYSAND VENTURA BLVD.

NORM SCHINDLER/ASUCLA

Jamaal Wilkes (52) left many defenders^ behind during his
UCLA and NBA careers.

Wilkes
Continued from PAg« 52

~

Walton and company.
Iti Jamaal s first year out of

college he was named the-

NBA's Rookie of the Year, and
his Golden State\ Warriors
took the league title. 3ut the
player fans remeniber most
from that team was Rick

^Barry .

bara. "He had a lot
_assoCiates as ji youngster.!

of

After moving down to the
Lakers, Wilkes was part of

three more tide-teams, but so

were Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's
sky hooks and Magic's brilliant

passes?- —

^

Wilkes and his 18-point

Clever got the share of

attention they deserved. In
fact, until Chick Hearn, the

voice of the Lakers, dubbed
Jamaals ^jumper a "20-foo^
lay-up ', not Tobmaiiy' people
realized that Wilkes' bombs
hit the target more than most
anybody else in basketball.

"When we were winning it

didn't matter," said Wilkes. "I

always felt the respect of my
peers.*'

Early on his smooth
jumpers and soft personality
led to people dubbing him
"Silk," and his style, on and
off the court, could not have
been better described.

"He was reserved as a child,
but not withdrawn," said the
Reverend Leander Wilkes,
Jamaal's father, who resides

^vithhis wife in Santa Bar-

Jamaal's personality came
into the public eye when he
converted to the religion of
Islam in 1974. "I .<jonsider

myself a spiritual person. If I

had to do it over again, I

don't know if I would have
changed my first name. It's

really an inner change."
His newfound religion,

clarified things.
'

"The religion seemed simple
for me. It met my needs. It

provided an anchor so that

there's always something to

hold on to." - -'

'

. »
"'—

Jamaal wanted to keep life

—simple, but his father was^a-^
Baptist minister. Tell most
religious parents that their

famous son is changing
ifeligions and complexities

T^ToF

SHERMAN OAKS HONDA
818-788-2251

14460 VENTURA BL. SHERMAN OAKS

^v-

H**—

could^^Ise'iif a

from the Reverend and Mrs.

Wilkes, however.

"It didn't shock me because

of the material he had shown
me over several years," said

the Reverend. "I had been

very much aware of it. As for

my wife, it might have come
as somewhat of a surprise to

her. But it didn't create any

kind of a problem.

"One of the most basic

principles in the family was
for. each kid to think for

themselves. Even if they made
downright rotten decisions

there was little or no punish-

Continued on Page 43

Lay itonthe line.

The Student Travel Network still thinks
travel is an adventure!
you to Australia on
scheduled airline
put you on the
back
a horse,

kayak or on top of

taster & cheaper
with us to Sydney
trip, with free stop-

ina
Ayer'sRock

than^nyone. Fly

from $975 round
overs in the

Ask any \j\\ piloi. it docsii'i

n)nK' anv more ilinllin^ ihan

this. Landing an I''-14()n the

mlling dcvk ol a carrier ai sea

is a challenge that tests the

skills ol the best.

Navv flight training.

Navigation . Aerodynamics.

It's the best vou can gel. But

along with the airborne thrills.

\a\v pilots and llight otficers

gel do\vn-lo-eaith skills.

There is no boot camp.

( j)llege graduates gel leader-

ship and management training

at Aviation Otticer (>andidate

School. Ii\ challenge and

responsibilitv. The salistaclion

ol knowing you're with a

topllighi learn.

\\m cant beat the rewards

either. An excellent starting

salarv. I'nexcelled benefits.

And opportunities to move up
last

.

Lead the Adventure as a

Navy pilot or llight t)tricer. And
let your pride lly high, (loniacl

voiir Navv Oliicer Recruiter or

call l-8()()-327-NA\'V.

^^'

Pacific. CaU us in LA *crt (213) 934-8722,
' 380-2184 or (818) 886-0804.

^svs OFFICER.
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HlBRUIN BONUSnilH
-f ^e^ homemade

Jeffs j^ThIt"

\NestyNOod*s 1 st Mix-In Store

r

2 for I
(on cones or cups of equal or lesser value)

ALL ICE CREAM MADE ON PREMISES
Boston Style MIx-lns. TofuttI, Shakes. Expresso.

"Lisa's" Cookies and Brownies

WE CATER PARTIES ,

2099 WESTWOOD BLVD.
'

(between Santa Monica and Olympic)
closed Mondays 470-05 1

5

exp. 3-3 1 -86

SOFTBALL
TEAMS NEEDED!

League starts April 6.

Runs through August.

For more info call

Bitrtfit Sottball League

at 474-4741

'f-

SALON
WESTWOOD'S NEWEST

AND
HOTTEST HAIR SALON

itttdeht Specials!
$14...Men
$18 & up...Women
1015 Gayley Ave. Suite #105
Westwood Village 824-7114~

WHEN YOU NEED MORE
THAN TELLING A

FRIEND . .

.

WE DO MORE
THAN LISTEN
Cri$is is when even your
best friend can't help.
And that's exactly when
Crisis Normalization can.
Immediate help for the
everyday crisis situations
that happen to everyone:

• Intimacy relationships

& sex problems
• anxiety or depression
that you just can't shake

• Job stress
• Family problems

Short or long term, non-racist,
non-sexist, non-oppressive.
Fees besed on ability to pay.

We can do more than Hsten.
We can help.

L.A. Center for Crisis
NormBlizetton^=:

473-9350

EASTEH SPECIALS FOR CfCLA
• NUTS • GIFTS

-r^ 20% OFF WITH MINIMUM
PURCHASE OF

$5.00
(wHh VCLA ID) EXPfBES: 3'31-S€

IINUT
HOURS:

Mon.-Thurs. 10-9
FrI.-Sat. 10-11

Sunday 11-6

^ WE SHIP ^
(gv-xJ** WOPLDWiDE^

10972 Le Confe • Wesiwood ^'^^^^^^^^/^^^

(213)824-7764
purchase at AmpCo
parking lot on Le Conte A ve.

I ' X

*_

t
I

SYSTEM ONE
- STUDIO-COLOR LAB

js^..

f

•».•

11 05 Gayley Ave.Westwood • Open Mon-Sat 9-7
(213)824-7767

/ Kodak \

Colomatch]

\ System y

SPECIALS

t

---- coupon ---

HEADSHOT
COMPOSITES

only

Not vaWd W/ any other offer.
—*—^ Exp. 4-13-66 —

VALIDATED PARKING
AT GAYLEY CENTER

KINROSS AVE ^

I — WILSHIRE BL
CO

%^
~ f^

1 HOUR DEVELOPING

,

4 PRINTING —
36 exp !$6 0FF
24 exp $4 OFF
12 exp ...,....:. $2 OFF
120 format $3 OFF
220 format $5 OFF

Not valid w/ any other offer.

Exp. 4-13-86

T

« - - - coupon - - • • «

FREE
ROLL OF FILM
with every roll developed

and printed.

Not valid w/ any other offer,

-r- Exp. 4.13..66 —

^

ENLARGEMENT
SPECIALS

20 X 28 24.95
20 X 24 22.95
16 x 20 18.95
12 X 16 14.95
11 X 14 ^ 12.95
8 X 12 5.95
8 X 10 !..,.. 5.95

Not valid «^f/any other offer.

Exp. 4-13-66

SLIDE PROCESSING
IN 2 HOURSI

$1 OFF
W/COUPON

Not void w/ony other offer.

Exp. 4-13-66

Gigi plus UCLA equals
, - -

»

a winning combination
By Steve KaufhoW, Stoff yVriter ~ •

Gigi Zosa and the UCLA women's gymnastics program—, so

far it's been a matdh made in heaven.

After comp>eting for club teams and internationally for two
different countries, Zosa wanted to attend a university that had
a strong scholastic reputation and an established gymnastics
program.
. "I wanted academics and athletics both," said the Bruin
freshman.

UCLA suffered through a disappointing 1985 season and the
first thing that Bruin coach Jerry Tomlinson did was start

recruiting.

Right at the top of the list was Zosa who Tomlinson has call-

ed "The true expression of an Olympic caliber athlete."

The result of ZosaV rookie season has been good for all in-

volved. She has competed consistently throughout the season'
and is likely to ^mn All-America acclaim at the end of the year.

Meanwhile tn| Bruin team's fortunes have improved with the
arrival of Zosa and a strong freshman crop.

Of course, success in gymnastics is nothing new to Zosa who
got her start at the age of seven.

After taking ballet and acrobatics lessons, Zosa made the
common transition to gymnastics. During her time at the club
level, she worked at SCATS gym in Huntington Beach with
some of the finest coaches in the nation including 1984 U.S.
Olympic women's gymnastics coach Dorf Peters. -

With good coaching and a lot of effort, Zosa developed into
an international class gymnast and spent two years competing
for the United States.

Since Zosa was born in Winnepeg, Canada she was also

eligible to be^member of the Canadian national team. She did^
that for three years including the highlight of her career, taking
a^trip to the 1984 Olympics in Los Angelas.

Looking back on her time with the national teams, Zosa said
Nher favorite part was all of the traveling that she got to do.

As she nears the end of her first season at the collegiate level,

Zosa sees some differences from earlier in her career.

"It's mostly team oriented here and before the competition
was really individual." She added, "There's a loti^ stress here
and it's more fun." • -.:

—

Comments like that bring a smile to the face of her coach
who sees her as a very dedicated, hard-working gymnast.

"She does her best to keep striving for what the sport stands
for: perfection," said Tomlinson. He added, "Gigi is a very
serious, aggressive, and well-focused athlete and competitor."

This season Zosa's effort in the gym has paid off with some
high scores for the UCLA team.
In the Bruins' last meet at Collins Court, Zosa worked the

bars for a 9.6 score, enforcing Tomlinson's belief that she is one
of the top performers on bars in the nation. ^__

Pointing out the difficulty of the j'everse-hecht trick-that Zosa-
employs, he said, "If ^heV there (at NCAAs) she will have a'
really good shot at being among the top five in that event.**

Zosa has competed all-around for the Bruins throughout the
year and has a personal best of 37.60, scored a little over two
weeks ago in UCLA's crushing victory over Santa Barbara and
MinneSofC

—" "
' -

.

" .1 ^ ^—

^

Zosa's best meet was also UCLA's best as the Bruin team
scored 186.35.

Though she is only a freshman, Tomlinson sees her, through
her hard work and dedication, as a team leader for the Bruins.

Downplaying any such role, Zosa said simply, "I just try to
help the other people on the team as much as I can."

With only two meets remaining before NCAAs and the
Bruins nght on the edge of qualifying, Zosa has her goals.

"I want to do my best in the next three meets and I'm hoping
the team will do well too." ,

^ ^
• Kf

gymnastics
Continued from Page 50
it all together at the same
time throughout the year,
they've put the pressure on
themselves," said Tomlinson.

For UCLA the two events
to watch will be uneven bars
and beam.

"On the beam we've been
either fair or great and this
weekend we're going to need
to be great," said the Bruin
coach.

Of course, there have been
times when UCLA has really
turned it on. On March 1st
UCLA had great scores from
top to bottom of the line-up
that added up to a 186.35.

It would take a similar
score to come out on top of
the tough Pac-West Con-
ference as ASU seems to have

a lock on the title.

As if they were not strong
enough already, the Sun
Devils have regained the ser-

vices of All-America gymnast
Kim Neal who was recovering
from an injury. Neal's recent
all-around score of 37.90 only
helps the powerful ASU_
squad.

Arizona is the nation's
lOth-ranked team ahd is

quickly recovering from inju-
ries and illness. .;rr;p :r-

Earlier in the year the
Bruins knocked off Arizona at

the Collins Court and Tomlin-
son would like to see it hap-
pen again.

"If we can edge out a good
team like Arizona, that should
give us a really good team
score," said the Bruin coach.

)
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UCLA Culturaland Recreational Attairs

M

RigM down the line AA
fits perfect on Sigma Nu
Senske scores 22 points in .46-29 victorv

Patrick Senske scored 22
points &s Sigma Nu captured
the intramural *AA' basketball

championship in a 46-29 vic-

tory over Freestyle. It was
one of many basketball title

games played last week to
mark the conclusion of the
IM season.

Ahead 17-14 at halftime.

Sigma Nu put on a 19-point
scoring blitz in the second
half. Also contributing to the

Photos by Bill Sandke/lntranuir^ls

Coed Softball features both close games and tight calls, '^'v
"

Coed Softball teams ^ight to stayln

Sigma Nu attack vvere Don
Drake. David Norrie. Bobby
Criffin, Chris Elsea. Matt Cer-
ragloli and John Griffin.

In the 'A' championship
division, a much closer match
was fought. In the end Alpha

Phi Alpha was victorious over
Sig Ep. 35-33.

Alpha Phi Alpha was led by
Marcus Scott, Terry Allen,

Bernard Ussery, Troy Mar-
shall and Dave Peters. Pacing
Sig Ep was Adam Huang with
1 points and Jim Csiszar with
8.

Stank Sauce took the *B'

championship ffnal with a 34-
3

1
win over the Dukes. Keith

Habata had 1 3 points for
Stank Sauce while Glen
Yamamoto had- 1 -Tfry
Dukes were paced by Alec
Hairabedian with nine points
and Dan Goldberg with eight.

MBX 2B's captured the tide
in the 'C championship divi-

sion. The *D' championship
division title game proved to
be a rout with Shake 'n' Bake
Delight winning 44-17 over
EYAL. Leading Shake 'n* Bake
Delight were Dave Monson.
Jeff Carter and Tony Waters.
In the 5* 10" division. Drill 'N
Fill won the tide.

The women's championship
featured an exciting game be-
tween Off The Wall and the

-Masbeens. The Hasbeens crept
out to a 15-4 halftime advan-

tage
, but fought back gamely

in the second half only to fall

just short 32-26. Julie
Waldron led the Hasbeens
with 13 points while Laura
Vance added eight.

«

i
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One down and two left to
be decided is the talk In the
intramural coed Softball cir-

cles.

Too Old for Real Sportf=
earned the. Division III cham-
pionship, the only one thaT
has been decided. Too Old
For R:ea l Spbrts took the
crown in convincing fashion

with a 13-4 victory^ over the

Crusaders Too Old For Real

Sports captured the title away
from nine other teaml^

The recent~^am however
caused havoc with competi-
tion in both the Division I

and Division II teams.

Division I, which '

features
only undefeated teams, has
five of them still alive. Left in

the hunt for the title are

G randslammers, GSM
Gophers, Phi Kappa Fair, Son
of Pufferbelly, and Warrior^.

Z_ Teams with only one loss

are placed In Division II. Still

left in the scramble are DOA,
Dykstra Fourth Floor,
J^euces Wild, Public Heal

^Killer Watermelons. Just Party

Baby, Seventh Floor Stretch,

UCLA Band and Theta Xi/

Gamma Phi.

For all the softball lovers -

do not worry; men's and
women's competition will be

held next quarter. Manager's

meetings are planned for April

8 or 9 for the men, and April

1 5 for the women.

URA Notice -
1. Proposed budgets due April 18, (2 copies)

2. URA Budget sign-ups, April 14- 18. John

Wooden Center
'

3. Budget Hearing, April 21-25, 3-5 p.m.

4. Budget Committee Meeting, May 5-9.

5. Five (5) URA students are needed to be on the

URA Finance Committee. If interested please

contact Bob Henry soon. *

Rugger John Duffy of SAE attempts to get by two bigma Chi defenders during the IM playoffs.

Rugby and soccer playoffs delayed
Men's soccer and rugb>»,

halted last week by rain are

beginning to get their playoff

games moving.

The 'A' division ^occer

championship will be decided

this afternoon at 3:45 p.m.

on the intramural field. The
game will pit Free "Beer vs.

Kickers F.C.

The 'A' division consola-

tion championship was decid-

ed last week when ARYA-ISG
shutout ZBT 'A', 4-0.

It is down to the semifinals

in the 'B' division champion-

ship. The four teams left in

the hunt are We Choked Last

Year, 5 North Turf Gods,

Son of the Got Burned and

The Sting. The semifinal games
are slated for this afternoon

with the finals* on Friday. The
'B' consolation final will pit

Coneheads vs. Phi Kappa
Sigma 'B'.

In men's flag rugby com-
petition J2^ reached the

quarter-finals. The eight re-

maining teams are SAE, Box
Patrol, ATO, Theta Xi I , Phi

Psi I, Sigma Chi I, Lambda
Chi and Theta Xi 2.

The semifinals and finals are

slated for the end of this

week.

^vfl^

BEAUCHAMP
DISTRIBUTING—
COMPANY'
1911 S. SANTA FE
COMPTON, CA
(213)639-5320

COURTESY— OF -
"'•«..

LITE BEER
Miller Brands supports

the responsible use of

our products.

CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN CHEVALIER
(213) 639-5320
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Softball squad hbrni^

for three-game stand

II I u

SHAPE UP

Second Sole knows those
hard Winter months have
taken their toll, and we're ^^

having a gigantic 25% OFF
sale just Id timetq_shape up
for Spring. Huge savings on
shoes, clothing and
accessories from famous
manufacturers like Nike,

Adidas, New Balance, Tiger,

Saucony, Converse and
more. We have the right

equipment to help you
improve that shape.

AEROFIT
Ladies^soft leather aerobic Shoe, great

for workout or casual wear

Regularly $34.9fc
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565 Hi-Top
Regularly $60.99
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560
Low-Top

Regularly $54.99
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Hf-TOP
Regi^larly $38.99

LOW-TOP
Regularly p4,99^
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,fyERYTHING
IN THE STOREI
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A rcadia Santa A nita Fashion Square
CsnogaPark Topanga Plaza

CuharOHy Fox Hills Mall

La Crascanta 3454 Foothill Blvd.

LongBaach Long Beach Plaza

Pasadena Plaza Pasadena

Rolling Hills The Courtyard

Sherman Oaks The Galleria
' " ' -

Wastwood 1134 Westwood Blvd.

(818)445-3304

(818)864 1900

(213)390^231

(818)248-5464

(213)436-5578

(818) 796-9057

(213)541-3588

(818) 7883868

(213)208-7653
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SSeCMIIIiSIILE

Try a second career with
your own Second Sole Franchise,^

Franchises available nationwide

, ^ Write Second Sole Franct)ises.

9605 Scranton Road. Suite 840. San Diego. CA 92121
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By Andrea Tetrick

Assistant Sports Editor
^

i^fter a rest during finals

w^ik, the UCLA women's
Softball team continues its

hom^ stand with three teams
traveling to Westwood over
UCLA's spring break.'

The Bruins have condensed
their spring break play into a
three-day schedule beginning
March 4 when UCLA takes on
Arizona State. The Bruins
then face the Wildcats of
Arizona the following day,
finishing up with a
doubleheader against the Uni-
versity of Nevada-Reno on
March 6. j\ll three games
begin at ^ J,p.m^ at Sunset
Diamondi—^*-—

UCLA now stands at 10-7
after last weekend's 1-0 loss to
No. 6 Texas A&M. The second
game of the scheduled
doubleheader was called due
to rain to continue the trend
of rainouts that has hit every
UCLA outdoor sport in recent
weeks. /**^

The cancellation ofr the se-

cond game against the Aggies
jDQuld 4)rove fatal for the two-
time defending national
champs as far as tl

playoffs are concerned.
Going into the

doubleheader, the Bruins
hoped to sweep or at least

split with the Aggies, boosting
their record against a highly
ranked team out of the region.

A good showing against teams
such as Texas A&M would
have raised UCLA's national
ranking and chances for a
NCAA berth. The second-
game rainout, however, slims
those chances. ,^

"We're at the point in the

season where we have to turn
things around," said UCLA
coach Sharron Baclcus. "I
think the kids are ready,
they've worked really hard in
practice this week."

If third baseman Chris
Olivie fuUy recovei-s from a
case of flu, the Bruins should,
start a healthy lineup against'
Arizona State on March 4.
Backus foresees no changes in
the starting nine.

On the mound, things don't
appear any different, either as
Samantha Ford should get the
call in the opening game of
each doubleheader while
teammate Michelle Phillips'
throws in the nightcap.
As far as the opposition

goes. Backus and her squad
don't expect anything out of
the ordinary, on the first two
days at least.

The Bruins have faced the
two Arizona teams consistently
in the past and know each
school's style of play and ca-
pabilities.

But the final game of the
series against UNR is anything
but predictable. The
Wolfpack rarely ventures to-
Southern California, usually"
restricting-tts-oontcsts^

northern regions.

"They'll (UNR) bring an
element of surprise. The kids
have to be up for that and not
look past it," said Backus.

"I look for a good effort
against Reno, especially if we
do well against Arfzona and
Arizona State."

The coach continued, "I
certainly hope we turn it

around and go after some-
people. I think they (the
Bruins) realize that now and
hopefully it's not too late."

* w r \..^^--^''^r^-''*^^s**'-'^~''^^

Lopen
1986 season vs. USC
By Dave Marble

s^=i

The UCLA men and
women's crew teams are ex-
pected to outdistance their
crosstown rival USC during
their Reason opener Saturday,
March 29. The racing starts at
7 a.m. in Marina Del Rey at
the UCLA Boathouse.
The tentative varsity eight

lineup will be Scott Mahaffey
at bow, Chris Hirth at two,
Riche Sax at three, Mark
Klein at four, Robert Vermeo
at five, John Wright at six.

National Pre-elite team
member Mike Still at seven,
Guy Reza at stroke and Jeff
Akin at coxswain.
UCLA will also compete

April 4 and 5 when the Bruins
face some top crews like Har-
vard, Navy and Washington
in the San Diego Crew
Classic.

'

'- In both reg^tl

will race a varsity eight,

juhior varsity eight, novice
eight, freshman eight, varsity

lightweight eight and frosh

novice lightweight eight. The
Bruin women will compete in

the varsity eight, novice eight

and varsity lightweight eight

categories.

In San Diego, the men and
women will probably have
several boats in the final heats

of the largest North American
regatta, where the competi-
tion will include Yale, Brown,
Wisconsin, Temple, University

of British Columbia, Oregon
St., Gal, Sacramento St., U.C.
Davis, Stanford, Santa Clara,

Califoria Maritime, UCSB,
USC, Loyola Marymount,
Long Beach State, Orange
Coast College, U.C. Irvine,

San Diego State, and U.C.
San Diego.

d r-

TOO CAN
WRITE

FOR SPORTS
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Lbvullo leads
Cal Bears in three game sweep

hot offense
By Kevin Lynch

Staff Writer

Under big, billowy clouds
~~at Jackie Robinson Stadium
Monday, UCLA buried the
Cal Bears 18-9 to complete a
three-game sweep and extend
their win streak to five games.

"That's just what we need-
ed," coach Gary Adams said.
One of his players, Torry
Lovullo, continued to lead
UCLA with his torrid hitting .

Lovullo went 3 for 5 and
drove in a mind boggling
seven Bruins on the day,
spearheading an 11-run fifth
inning for UCLA with a
grand slam home run, which
sent the Bears into hibernation
for good.

"You get in the groove and
things start falling into place,"
Lovullo said. The things that
have been falling for Lovullo
have been baseballs, mainly
falling out of the confines of
Jackie Robinson Stadium.

Lovullo has smacked "six

home Jjuns in his last six games
to givPTiim eight for the
season.

^ Before Lovullo struck,, it

looked as if the Bears were go-
ing to do the trouncing, Yiot
the Bruins. •

^UGLA pitcher Jeff Conine
started things off nicely
through the first three innings
as he baffled Cal hitters, f^'
»ng just ten batters. However,
Conine was shaken after a
wild fourth inning and never
made it through the fifth.

Gal's half of the fourth
began with leftfielder Todd
Mayo's double. Then a strange
St. Patrick's Day transforma-
tion occurred— an ordinary
Pac-10 baseball tum^ into a
bar of Irish Spring. -——4^
Conine tried a pick-off

throw to second but the ball
slipped and ended up bounc-
ing in front of Lovullo.
Lovullo got a glove on it but
it squirted away from him.
Mayo picked himself up and

ran to third. Lovullo retrieved
the ball and tried an off-
balance throw, but the b^l
slipped through his grasp and
dribbled once again into
centerfield for one of the
season's best bloopers.
The errant throw allowed

Continued on Page 41

CatcheModd Zeile helped UCUV extend its win streak to five games with a t*iree game
sweep dyer Cal, :

—
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LSAT
GMAT

TEST PREPARATION SEMINARS
1433 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 315
Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone for brochure: 450-2036

FINALS! FINALS!
TECHNICUTTING®
My newest cutting system »nth its simu«aneous evaluatton and muiti-angted cuts guarantee MORE CUTS PER CUT controfled ttair

UNRECOGNIZED LAYERS©
Descntjes yel anomer aspect of my newest haircutting techniaue thai defies oppositioo and contrasts any poor hairculting method
Hair IS cut into (NOT JUST OFF) with paint -like brush stroke diding angled cuts foJIowing specific patterns determined only by mvnewest evaluatwn process, geared towards the mom pwctee^ finished hair design desired

Look for H/TV Coming soon to S. Sassoon
Happy Hair Hour • Cuts from $12

Bassoon S.;Sassoon 208-4247
- i^Lir 1 Jth^Year a^S^i^S'iP^t?!?J^ RjGHTsjtESERVEp^

^W.M.,n.M. .m^mf^,0^1».t^i^^^ M*,^* iakW >.«*««*.<•« ^^^tt^^m J««lia.tf>« ^4 J^tF,^^^i4 4^^SA./%a»^^ ^Jl^^^^^^ ^^4 ^^ftJ KJ^^^ISf* ^^^m ^A aJH ^

%m6

HjiiP

These encircled #'s indicate dollarvalue of credit towards purchase of any Nexxus,

Sebastian, K.MS, hair product with verification of hair care services performed

~ Harvard
this summer

June 23-August 15, V^
Harvard University Summer School, America s oldesl summer

session, offers open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening

courses, in more than 40 academic fields and pr**-professional pro-

grams. The diverse curriculum includes courses appropriate for

fulfilling undergraduate and graduate degree requirements, as well as

programs designed for personal and professional development. The

international student body has access to Harvard's outstanding librar-

ies, museums, athletic facilities, and cultural activities, with the

additional benefits of the Cambridge and nearby Boston communities.

Housing for students is available in Harvard's historic residences.

Offerings include pre-medical and prelaw courses, undergraduate

and graduate instruction in foreign languages, business, computer

science, visual and environmental studies, anthropology, fine arts,

education, psychology, the sciences and more. We feature a college-

level program for secondary school juniors and seniors, plus special

programs in Health Professions (for minority students), Dance, Drama,

Film Studies, Writing, and English as a Second Language.

Further information is available by returning the coupon below or

by calling: (617) 495-2494 (24-hour catalogue request line), or (617)

*"""
Harvard University

— -^———— ,—k———— Summer School- --^Ifz •"
—

Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and application for:

D Arts and Sciences D Secondary School Program D Drama

D English as a Second Language n Writing D Dance

D Health Professions Program

With V2 the calories of ice

cream, Penguin's Place

FrozenYogurt fills you^

up. But not out.

And Penguin's

tastes just like

icecream.With

Ipts of great

Name

>treet J.

\

City State Zip

Harvard Summer School

20 Garden Street, Dept.350

Cambridge, MA 02138 U.S.A.

flavors.And over 21 different

toppings. From fresh fruit to

crunchy granola.

So pig out at

P^nguink

And outfox

everyone

else.

I

I

Penguin's love to

trao^ in pairs. So
you spring for the

first, and we'll treat

you to the second
small, medium
orlaiige.

But to keep
Penguins from
becoming an

endangered
species, only

one coupon per
customer.
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' Across from McDon

ifi: YOGURT
d's in Westwood EipiTM VMnS
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Men gain momentum
heading into NCAAs
By Gr^g Bolin <^

Coming off one of its biggest victories of the year, the

UCLA men's gymnastic team will take on the top squads
in the country in the upcoming NCAA championships at

Lincoln, Nebraska.

The Bruins definitely have the momentum going into

this competition. Their score of 282.85 in the Pac-10 meet
is the best team score in th6 country^ UCLA pulled off this

feat in the hostile environment of Tempe, Arizona, home
of the Arizona State Sun Devils, also one of the top teams
in the country.

The gymnasts captured the title with the help of Brian
Cinsberg and Rob Campbell who scored second and third
place finishes, respectively. Cinsberg recently competed in
the prestigious America's Cup but returned to the team in
time for the Pac-10 competition. ^'^ If the Bruins get a strong me^ tWrtT^^Sfe two"gyrfP"
nast's, along with a top performance from freshman stan-
douts Curtis Holdsworth, David St. Pierre and Michael
Chaplin, UCLA will be one of the favorites to capture the

_national championship.
In last years competition, the Bruins relied largely on

the performahces of Mexican Olympian Tony Pineda, and
Campbell to finish fifth in. the meet.

In that meet, Campbell emerged as one of the top gym-
^Tiast's in the country with three perfect scores, a UCLA
team record. If the Bruins get that type of performance
again, they could come out on top.

Along with UCLA, the meet will also feature the Stan-
ford" Cardinal, the team with the second highest score in
the country, and Arizona State, another Pac-10 team.
Along with the teairis from the. Pac-10, many other,

teams across- th# cowairy- will -be rei^^esenti

nasts need big team H» e

Nebraska Comhuskers of the Big Eight ivill be there
host the meet, along with gymnasts from joklahoma, and
dkJahgma State. The Iowa Hawkeye&^ntf the Minnesota
Golden Gophers, b^ top teams from the Midwest, will
also attend. Minnesota, led by All-Big 10 gymnast Rob
Brown, was the surprise of the UCl^ Men's Gymnastic
Invitational. ., -

Continued on Page 41

Continued on Page 46

Womeji's NCAA hopes depend on Pac-West
By Steve Kaufhofc

Staff Writer

The UCLA women's gym-
nastics team won't be able to

spend this weekend in Palo
Alto thinking about final ex-

, ams, NCAA finals or anything

\

else if they are to be successful

in the Pac-West Conference
meet. .

"They 1 will have to be
focused on one thing— hitting

their routines," said Bruin
coach Jerry Tomlinson.

While UCLA would love to

knock off rivals Arizona State,

Arizona and Stanford, the key
will be the Bruin season team
totals.

The NCAA uses a combina-
tion of home and road team
scores to determine a seasonal
average for each squad. In
addition to the five regional

winners, the next five teams
with the highest seasonal
averages will earn a trip to the
NCAA's at Gainesville,
Florida. "

.

Right now,- UCLA's
postseason hopes art in limbo.
Throughout the year the
^Bruins^ave been right' on the
edge-df the ten-team fi(

jhey enter the_confereqce meet
ranked- 1 1 th

.

::_

"We need to do at least a
184.00 to turn the chances of
getting a national berth in our
favor," said Tomlinson. He
acknowledged that this put
pressure on the Bruins. ^

"By not consistently putting

-T-^-- 9 ' JOEL CONARD/Oaity Bfuln

GIgl Zosa and the rest of the UCLA women's gymnastic
team must tally a high team score at the Pac-West meet if

they are to get a soot in the NCAAs. (For a feature article-
on Zosa, please see page 50).

IT MAKES
CENTS TO
ADVERTISE
BRUIN.
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HONDAS
\ BEYOND ^-=-r

TRANSPORTATIOM

All Models in stock

Buy from cm alumnus

HONDJI SJUITJI HOHICJI

829 - 4453

We've selected a group of our best
selling top quality casual pants
from names like: Martinique, Gen-
erra, Girbaud, Sahara Club and
more. •

/.

Swiss SkiPatrol Pant.

Freighter Canvas Pant

Carleton Linen Slack

.

Paulo Nylon Pleated

Pant

WAS
$30 00

36 00

55.00

NOW
$19.99

19.99

29.99

He's wearing the Del Mar Slack-A
fully constructed dress slack in

100<^ rayon gabardine for only
$29.95! They're very much TODAY
with inverted pleats, tailored
seams and reinforced interior to
ensure perfect fit. Elegant and
masculine. In Ivory. Reg. $42,

Now $29.95.

Sale Ends March 28
Limited to Quantities on Hand

HO'S ^^''''''^^ SHJIMGHA)
CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SIZZLINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE . SPECIAL LUNCH (11:30-4.00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS» Delivery
208-1722

1

—
^ i

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

114Gayley dcyaled beHmd National Theatre) 208-92 1

4

. SAN DIEGO • 2800 MIDWAY DRIVE • 619/226-8755 • MON-FRI 10-9 • SAT 10-6 • SUN 11-6

WEST HOLLYWOOD • 9000 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • 213/275-0285 • MON-FRI 10-9 • SAT 10-7 -SUN NOON -6

BOTH STORES OFFER FREE PARKING AND ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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BLUE
AND

Offers

30% OFF HAIRSTYLES
f (w/Johnny)

10% OFF PRODUCTS
on Wednesday & Thursday

1 09 1 6 LE CONTE AVE (downstairs)
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UCLA's men, wdmen swimmers compete in NCAAs
Fifth-ranked Bruins go for big one
By Kevin Lyiich 1

Staff Writer
1

It <s a little bit like the day before
the Super Bowl for the| UCLA men's
swim team. The past no longer mat--
ters. The only thing ahead is the big
one.

The Bruins will leaVe their 7-5
season behind when they travel to
Indianapolis, Indiana on Tuesday,
April 1, to participate in this season's
NCAA Nationals. The. meet will
begin on Thursday the 3rd and run
through Saturday the 5th.

Theoretically, a team that went
0-12 could come up aqd win the
NCAA meet and therefore be ranked
No. 1 in the country. For a team to
accomplish such a feat they would
need to have enough swimmers at
the meet to score points* A lack of
swimmers will not be a problem for
this year's Bruin team, however.
UCLA will have the maximum 17

^swimmmers compete along with a
diver. All told the Bruins haVe over
40 iudividual times plus the three
relays. In the 100-yard freestyle
event, the Bruins had an incredible
nine swimmers achieve standard. ~

.

"I have been coaching ten years
-and I have never seen that many
-people qualify for" the 100," said a
=proud coach Ron Ballatore from his^
office Tuesday afternoon.
UCLA couples its mind-boggling

nine in the 100 with seven partici-
pants who broke the standard in the
50 freestyle. In those two etents ^

alone, the Bruins have the pontcfntial
to post a lot of points.

swimmers qualified. The participants

T^ «J>"?
whUe they are there. In

1982 when the Bruins swam to their
first-ever aquatic National Champi-
onship they had only ten swimmers.
— Unfortunately the Bruin team of
1986 is not quite as talented as the
UCLA squad of '82. And as a result
the Bruins have only a slim chance of
winning this year's title. But
^allatore is not by any means closing
his mind to a possible underdog vic-
tory.

^

"Florida and Stanford should be
favored, but they're not that much
better than Us, Cal or USC. It will
be a real dogfight," Ballatore said.
Postseason polls have Stanford rank-
ed, first, Florida second, Texas third
Cal fourth, UCLA fifth, USC sixth
and Southern Methodist University
seventh.

UCLA hopes the qXianfity of Bruin
swimmers along with a lot of mental
toughness will overcome their more
talented rivals. Ballatore added that

*u^
^^^ depth can score we could win

the meet. We do have an outside
chance.'' -

Ballatore is partially dependent on
Jhe leadership of his older swimmers
to ^i^sist ^the younger guys x)n the
;:Sguad. "We^ have great seniors

Women look to better 8th place mark

However, the NCAA Chahipion-
ship is not won on the number of

can really lead our freshmen."

The coaching staff is putting >« lit-

tle more pressure on the swimmers
this week and will ease off next week
because of finals, dnd to rest the
swimmers for the upcoming Na-"
tionals . "We're going to do a little,

work this week to get the heart rate
up." ___-.

By Rick Alexander ^

Sports Editor

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.- With
an eye cast towards a top ten finish,
the UCLA women's swim team heads
into the NCAA Swimming and Div-
ing Championships.

It won't be an easy journey, but
then again, it won't be as difficult as
originally expected.

Last Saturday morning, the NCAA
lifted a restriction set down early last

week that all people attending Na-
tionals would be required to prove
immunization from rubella or red
measles. Apparently an epidemic had
started right in F^ettevilleand the
NCAA wanted to make sure the
swimmers were immune. f

^B\it many coaches, including
-UCLA's- Tom Jahn, were txmcemed
with possible stiffness in the swim-
mers' arms, a potential side effect of
the vaccination. Jahn also said that
he didn't like the idea of his swinu
mers having to endure shots in the
first place.

Now, he has no such worries. The
only thing that stands in the way of
his Bruins and a top ten finish are
other swimmers, which is the way
it's supposed to ber

Despite returning most of the team
wt placed eighth at last year's NiF

a lock on it this year. We're not go-
ing to get eighth place just by show-
ing up. We'd have to swim really
weU."
The Bruins would also have to

make up the 24 points they lost when
Suzanne Nilsson returned to Sweden
instead of Los Angeles. Nilsson
scored 12 of her points in the 500
freestyle, a race that is not one of
UCLA's strongest this year.
'Of course, the Bruins are going to

the NCAA meet with 20 qualifying
marks, two more than they did last
year, including a diver, Karla
Goltman. These extra swimmers
could be the boost that Jahn needs to
get his team into the elite ^|op ten
category. ' ^" .

"Diane Gj-aner, Sofia Kraft, Ricky
Sandmark and Kathy Clarke, I'm
counting on them to come through
for us this year," said Jahn. "I feel
that if they can score more points we
will do well.—-^Tn addition to them, we want
help from the freshmen. If they can
score we have the capability of being
in the top ten or even higher."
The freshmen 1 will play a large

role in the Bruins' hopes. Seven
first-year swimmers are making the
trip to. Arkansas with six entered in
Jndividual events.

tionals, Jahn thinks that his team
would be hard pressed to duplicate
that mark.

"I think it would be a mistake for
us to go in thinking we could get
eighth place," said Jahn. \"I think we
have a good shot at a top ^en finish.

What may be the Bruins* saving
grace this year are the freshmen
sprinters. Last year UCLA didn't
have anyone entered in the sprints,
yet they placed in all of their sprint
free relays.

"That's what's so amazing abou^
last year's finish," said Jahn. "We

^ !«t "ITW -—i

^^^ u_, f • u J . u.u ^*^"** ^^^^ *"y sprinters in the 50 or
Just because we finished eighth the 100, but all of our sprint relays

last year doesn t mean that we have g^ ^ . „ /,•^ Continuea on rage 41

KLEIPS-
BLACK HAIR
Perm Sp^^al

Perm, Cut, Style $45
Perm & Style $35c-

Cut Special
ut, Style, Cellophane $25

Good w/Gary

l#61Gayl«y ^=209-9681

SAN

ALL ••SWEAT'S" REDUCED TO
$20 WHILE THEYLAST!

:»

o

NOW $20 NOW $20
RRY FOR BEST SELECTION! AT THESE
PRICES THEYWONT LAST LONG!
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SANREMO
1055BROXTONAVEr

(near Aah's)
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Greatest Bruins Evor

1-

Unsung hero Wilkes exemplified
1

"/ would have the player be a good student, polite, courteous, a
good team player, a good defensive player and rebounder, a
good insidJ player, outside shooter . . . why not just take
Jamaal Wifkes and let it go at that.

"

— John Wooden, when asked to describe thie ideal player a few
years ago ^ . .

t--^
By Rick Schwartz, Assistant Sports Editor

It was spring 1970 when a young man named Keith Wilkes
announced he would attend UCLA and play basketball for
_coach John Wooden. '-

- It was also spring 1970 when y-^ redhead named Bilh
\Valton announced that he too would attend UCLA apd play
for Wooden.

It was spring, 1980, when Wilkes, now going by the first

Jiame Jamaal, played his best 48 minutes as a professional. 4*
was no coincidence that his,^grfeatest moment came in the sixth

. .8?/"5, ®^ ^*^®.
,
championship series between, .the Los,..Angeles

Lakers and the Philadelphia 76ers,-when the Lakers won the
^championship in the Spectrum. Wilkes scored 37 points against
a guy they call Dr. J.

But it was in that same game a rookie named Magic Johnson
stole the show with 42 points while playing guard, forward,

,
arjd center. ,

-• ^'

Throughout the history of sports there have been many great
.performers overshadowed by more flashy teammates, and this
-iormerSruin fits rather snugly into the t)vershadowed category.

"

Wilkes was the inner wurkinvu> of his tOQiT^. He WAA the
quartz in the Roiex. He caught Magic's passes, but nobody wat
ched how he got open. .

,

"He was probably one of the best ever at working without
the basketball" said Johnson. "He would just keep moving.

"After a while I knew what he was going to do before he did
-- it. There were times when I passed him the ball before he was—\ooking and he. instinctively would oateh-U-ft«d seeret

-L—L.
/»

—

UCLA went ,86-4 with Wilkes doing the same kinds of things
in 72,73, and 74. The team won three. Pacific-8 titles and two
NCAA championships, but people still considered the team

Continued on Page 45
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Jamaal Wilkes' unorthodox jumpshot sank many UCLA opponents over the years.

^College tennis is now more competitive
Popularity in States, strength of foreigners
By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

It used to be the sunshine
sport. College tennis was
dominated by West Coast
players and teams, But now
things are different.

»,
-

* •*

UCLA beats Miami,

now hosts Cleinson

and rival Trojans

By Rick Schwartz
Assistant Sports Editor

This may be dead week
for studying, but the LATC
tennis courts are as alive as
they will be all year.

Yesterday, Miami swept
in to meet UCLA in a
match that "marjced the
return of former Bruin
Chuck Willenborg, but the
Hurricanes came out on the
short end of a 7-2 score.

UCLA ran its record to
15-1, while Miami dropped
to a deceptive 9-8. All of
Miami's losses have come to
top-ranked teams.
Only one squad has

beaten No. 5 UCLA, that
being the No. 3 Clemsbn
Tigers. And guess who's
coming to lunch today.
The Bruins will host

Clemson at 1:30 this after-

noon in the biggest match
of the vear to date. Of

Qmtinued on Page 44

Much different.

No logger does UCLA,
use, Stanfotd, Pepperdine or
Cal walk away with NCAA
championship after NCAA
championship. Not with the
Clemson's, Texas', LSU's,
Arkansas' and Miami's poun-
ding down the gates to the
.mansion.

Georgia won the title last
year. The Bulldogs beat the
Bruins 5-1 in the final.

"The improvement is large-
ly due to the rise of good
players not only in the States,
but also to the influx of good

t

are the causes
oreign players," says UCLA
coach Glenn Bassett. And
Miami coach John Hammill
agrees. "^ '

.•'

"A lot of people think that
the foreigners aren't good for
college tennis, but I disagree.
I think they give our players
some more competition, and it

only makes them better."

Bassett says that the change
has occurred over the last 5-10
years. Whereas you used to see
mostly players from California
and Florida controlling the
collegiate level of the sport,
now you see players from all

over.

Reviewing the rosters of the
top teams in the country
reveals the evidence. Check
out wKere some of these guys
hail from.

First in the states: Arkansas,
Nevada, Georgia, Wisconsin,
South Carolina, Indiana, Kan-
sas, Illinois, Washington, and
the list goes on. California still
has the most, however.
Now some of the foreign

lands: New Zealand, The
Netherlands, Canada
Holland, Costa Rica, the

Continued on Page 44

College tennis is no longer dominated by West Coast teams,
where the top 16 ranked teams in the country are located.

The tennis balls designate*

NC/OT tournament

continues with -

regional playoffs

This week's NCAA basket-

ball toOfnament schedule:

•Today — Southeast
Regional Semifinals:

Kentucky, 31-3 vs.

Alabama, 24-8.

LSU, 24-11, vs. Georgia

Tech, 27-6.

Championship Saturday at

Atlanta.

•Today—West Regional
Semifinals:

Auburn, 21-10, vs. UNLV,
33-4.

N. Carolina, 28-5, vs.

Louisville, 28-7.

Championship Saturday at

Houston.

•Friday— East Regional
Semifinals:

Cleveland St., 29-3, vs.

Navy, 29-4.

Duke,
, 34-2, vsT DePaul,

18-12.

Championship Sunday at

East Rutherford, N.J.
|

•Friday — M i d w e s t

Regional Semifinals:
N. Carolina St., 20-12, vs.

Iowa St., 22-10.

Kansas, 33-3, vs. Michigan
St., 23-7.

Championship Sunday at

Kansas City, Mo.
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